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THE

Encyclopedic Dictionary.

* glot - er - y, * glot - er - ye, * glot - ry,
* glut-rie, s. [Eng. glut ; -ry.] Gluttony.

" Of thy fowle gloterye absteine." — Myrc : Instruct,

for Parish Priests, p. 52.

* glot-e-rous, a. [Eng. glut; -erous.] Glut-

tonous.
"A beeste . . . most gloterous."— Wycliffe : Lev It.

xi. 30.

*glot-on, *. [Glutton.]

glot-tal, -a. [Eng. glottl(s); -ol.] .Relating or
pertaining to the glottis.

glot'-ta-lite, s. [From Lat. Glota, Clota = the
Roman name of the Clyde, and Gr. ki&os (litltos)

= stone.]

Min. : A variety of Arialcime (Brit. Mns.
Gated.), or of Edingtonite (Dana). Thomson
described it as occurring in white crystals,

regular octahedrons, or four-sided pyramids or
cubes. Found near Port Glasgow, on the
Clyde.

gldt'-tlS, s. [Gr. y\u>TTts (glottis) (see the def.),

from y\u3TTa (glotta), the Attic form of yAwcrtra
(glossa) — the tongue.]

Anat. : The mouth of the wind-pipe. It
constitutes a narrow aperture covered by the
epiglottis when one holds his breath or swal-
lows. It contributes by dilatation and con-
traction to the modulation of the voice. It
is sometimes called the rima glottis, that is,

the fissure or chink of the glottis.

glot - to -log7- Ic, gldt-to-log'-ic-al, a.

[Eng. glottolog(y) ; -ic; -ical.] Pertaining or
relating to glottology.

"This very teaching . . . must certainly afford a
wide scope for glottologic observation and research."

—

Prof. Jiajna, in Eighth Annual Address to Philol.
Society, 1879, p. 28.

glot-tdl -6-glst, s. [Eng. glottolog(y) ; -ist.]

One devoted to the study of the science of
language.

" It Is in the Aryan family that the glottologist will
have to receive his training for some time to come."

—

A. H. Sayce : Principles of Comp. Philol. (1878), p. 69.

glot-tdl'-o-gjr, s. [Gr. ykurna (glotta) = the
tongue, language, and Adyos (logos) = a dis-

course.] Generally used in the same sense as

glossology (q.v.). Professor Sayce, however,
gives a wider signification, as will be seen
from the extract.

" Glottology will be the science of language, by which
•we are enabled to trace the gradual growth of the mind
of man, whether displayed in the creation of language
generally as an instrument of intercommunication,
and the embodiment of the conceptions of the rela-

tions between thought and the world, or in the tri-

umph of the will over the mechanism of the bodily
organs, and the limitations imposed in turn by them
upon it, or lastly in the evolution of the religious idea
—in other words, in Comparative Mythology and the
Science of Religions." — A. II. Sa//ce : Principles of
Comp. Philol. (1874), p, 59.

glout, v.i. & t. [A variant of Gloat (q.v.).]

A. Intrans. : To look sullen or gloomy ; to
pout.

" Clouting with sullen spite, the fury shook
Her clotted locks." Garth: Dispensary, iL 35.

B. Trans. : To stare or gaze at.

"The same setteth himselfe upon a stage to be
glouted upon by every evil eye." — Bible (1618), The
Translators to the Reader.

glout, $. [Glout, v.] A sulk, bad temper.
" My mamma was in the glout." — Richardson :

Clarissa, ii. 140.

glove, s. [A.S. glof; Icel. glofi. Probably
from Goth. Ufa; Icel. loft (Scotch too/)= the
palm of the hand, with A.S. pref. gc-.]

1. A covering for the hand, differing from
the mitten in having a separate compartment
for each ringer.

" Cicely, brisk maid, steps forth before the rout,
And kissed with smacking lip the snoaring lout
For custom says, ' Whoe'er this venture proves,
For such a kiss demands a pair of gloves.'"

Gay : Pastorals ; Saturday.

2. Hatwialcing : A smooth piece of wood for

rubbing a sheet of felt, and causing tlie nap
to adhere to the body when working at the
battery. The glove is held in the palm of the
hand, and tied on by a string.

3. Boxing : A padded casing or covering for

the hands.
"Fifty years ago sparring with the gloves was re-

garded as a means to an end."

—

Saturday Review,
Jan. 26, 1884, p. 108.

* 1 (1) To bite the glove: To exhibit mutual
enmity or hostility.

(2) To throw down (or take up) the glove :

To give (or accept) a challenge to single
combat.

(3) To be hand and glove with one : To be on
terms of the closest intimacy or friendship.

" And prate and preach about what others prove.
As if the world and they were hand, and glove."

Coioper: Table Talk, 173.

glove-band, s. A glove-clasp (q.v.).

glove-clasp, s.

1, A band passing over the glove at the
wrist to secure it.

2. An instrument with a hook at the end,
used for buttoning gloves.

glove-fight, s.

Boxing : A pugilistic contest in which the
men wear boxing-gloves. It is less dangerous
than prize-fighting (q.v.), since the padded
glove breaks the force of the blow.

" Men were being punished for engaging in glove-
fights. —Saturday Review, Jan. 26, 1884, p. 108.

glove-fighter, s.

Boxing: One of the principals concerned
in a glove-fight (q.v.) ; a promoter of glove-
fighting.

"Fate has not proved bo unkind to the Elthain
prize- lighters, or glove-fighters, or whatever they were,
as she at first threatened to be."—Referee, Feb. 10, 1884.

glove-fighting, s.

Boxing : The practice of fighting with box-
ing-gloves, as distinguished from prize-fighting
proper.

" We have thus four different species of encounter,
of which the first two—fighting and tflnve-hghthiq—
are clearly prohibited."—Saturday Revieic, Jan. ~2G,

,

1884, p. 108.

* glove-money, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A gratuity given to servants
ostensibly to buy them gloves.

2. Law : An extraordinary reward given to
officers of courts, &c, and money given by a
sheriff' of a county in which no offenders were
left for execution, to the clerk of assize, and
the judges' officers.

The same as Glove-* glove-silver,
money (q.v.).

glove-Stretcher, s. An instrument for
opening and stretching the fingers of gloves,
in order that they may the more easily be
drawn on the hand.

glove, v.t. [Glove, s.] To cover with or as
with a glove.
" A scaly gauntlet now, with joints of steel.
Must glove this hand." Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., i. L

glov'-er, s. [Eng. glov(e); -er.] One whose
trade is to make or sell gloves.

"Does he not wear a great round beard like a
glover's paring knife t "—Shakesp. : Merry Wives, i. 4.

glovers-stitch, s.

Surg, : A peculiar stitch employed in sewing
up a wound.

glow, * glowe, * glow-en, * glow-ynf v.i.

& t. [A.S. gl&wan; cogn. with Icel. gloa; Dan.
gloe; Dut. gloeijen ; Ger. gluhen = to glow

;

Sw. glo = to stare ; Sw. dial, glo, gloa = to
stare ; O. H. Ger. gluojan. From the same
root as glad, glass, gloat, gloom, glide, glitter,

glance, &c]
A. Intransitive

:

1. To be so heated as to give out an intense
or white heat, without flame ; to be incan-
descent.

" Not all parts *1 ike, but all alike inform'd
With radiant light, as glowing iron with fire."

Milton; P. L., iii. 594.

2. To sparkle, to gleam.
" The circles of his eyen in his hed
They gloweden betwixeu yelwe and red."

Cltaucer: C. T., 2,134.

3. To burn with great heat.
" From their nostrils flows

The scorching fire that in their entrails glows."
Addison: Ovid; Metamorphoses ii.

4. To feel heat of body ; to be heated or
hot ; to burn.

" [I] felt my blood
Glow with the glow that slowly crimsoned all

Thy presence." Tennyson; Tiihonus, 56.

o. To assume or exhibit a strong, bright
colour ; to be red, brilliant, or flushed, as
with animation, life, blushes, &c.

" Each pleasing Blount shall endless smiles bestow.
And fair Belinda's blush for ever glow."

Pope: Epistle iii 61.

6. To feel the heat of passion ; to be ardent
eager in any passion of the mind.

" I feel my bosom glmo with wontless fires."
Drummond : Hymn on the Fairest Fair.

7. To rage or bum as a passion ; to be vehe-
ment or hot.

" Love slowly bums and long remains

;

It glaos." Shadwell.

boil, bo^; pout, jdwl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = feel, d$L
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glow—glue

8. To be animated or spirited ; to be full of
spirit or life.

" And feelings, roused in life's first day.
Glow in the line, and prompt the lay."

Scott: Marmion, iiL (Introd.)

* B. Trans. : To cause to glow ; to make
red or glowiug.

" On each side her
Stoud pretty dimpled boys like smiling Cupids,
With divers coloured fans, whose wind did seem
Toglow the dehcite cheeks which they did cool."

Shakcsp. : Antony & Cleopatra, ii. 2.

glow, *glowe, a. [Glow, v.]

1. A shining or white heat without flame

;

incandescence.

2. Brightness of colour, redness ; a rosy
colour, a flush.

" If you will see a pageant truly played
Between the pale complexion of true love,
And the red glow of scorn and proud disdain,
Go hence a little, and I shall conduct you."

Sliakesp. : As You Like It, iii. 1

3. Vehemence of passion ; heat of mind

;

excitement, earnestness, ardour.
" Such as suppose that the simple, grave, and ma-

jestic dignity of Baflaelle could unite with the glow
and bustle of a Paulo, or Tintoret, are totally mis-
taken. "—Reynolds.

i. Heat of the blood produoed by exercise :

as, He was all in a glow after the walk.

If Electric glow:

Elect. : A pale blue luminosity appearing at
the parts of an electric conductor from which
electricity of high tension is noiselessly issu-

ing, even though no other conductor is near.

If For the difference between glow and fire,

see Fire,

glow-worm, «.

Entomology

:

1. Lampyris noctilum. A beetle of which
the male flies and does not shine, while the
female shines and does not fly. It is from
the latter sex, therefore, that the name glow-
worm has been derived. Probably the phos-
phoric light, which is intermittent, and can
be displayed or withheld at the will of the
insectj is used by the female to attract the
male. It is displayed at the tail of the insect.

The glow-worm is common in parts of Eng-
land ; it generally, though not exclusively,

frequents moist places, as, for instance, weed-
choked ditches or the sides of tiny streams.

2. The genus Lampyris (q.v.).

*' Oft has she taught them on her lap to play
Delighted with the glow-worm's harmless ray."

Wordsworth ; Evening Walk.

*glow'-bard, o. [Globard.]

glo'w'-er, v.i. [Dut. gluren = to peep.] To
stare ; to gaze intently.

" Monkbarn3 was glowering ower a' the silver yon-
der."—Scott: Antu/wari/, ch. xxiv.

glo'w'-er, s. [Glower, v.] A broad stare
; an

intense gazing.

gldw'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Glow, v.]

A. As pr. par. (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Shining with a white heat without flame

;

incandescent ; white with heat.

2. Bright or vivid in colour ; brilliant.

*' Till Autumn's fiercer heats and plenteous dewa
Dye them at last in all their glowing hues."

Cowper : Tirocinium, 48.

3. Red, rosy, or flushed : as, glowing cheeks.

4. Ardent ; animated ; full of life, spirit, or

animation.
"The lucid amber of his glowing lines."

—

Walpole:
Anecdotes of Painting, vol. iv., ch. l

5. Hot, heated, fervid.

6. Full of praise or admiration : as, a glow-

ing description.

C. As substantive

:

1. A glow ; a white heat ; incandescence.

2. Ardour, zeal, animation.

gl6"w-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. glowing; -ly.] In
a glowing manner ; with great heat or bright-

ness ; with heat or passion.

glitfwr, gl6"ur, i

glo"wr, glour, i

. [Glower.]

[Glower, s.]

glQx-in'-i-a, s. [Named after P. B. Gloxin, a
botanist of "Colmar in the eighteenth century.]

Bot. : A genus of Gesneracea?., having a bell-

shaped corolla, the upper lip the shorter one,

and two-lobed, the lower one three-lobed, with

the middle lobe the largest. The species are

from tropical America, and are very orna-

mental plants, having richly-coloured leaves,

as well as fine white, violet, red, or greenish

yellow flowers, occasionally variegated with
spots. Paxton enumerates twenty-four species

as having been introduced into British green-

houses. Several hybrids have also arisen.

* gloze (1), v.t & i. [Icel. gldsa— to explain
;

A.S. glesan — to explain, to flatter ; Sp. glosar;

Port, glossar; Fr. gloser.] [Glose, Gloss.]

A. Transitive :

1. To explain by note or comment ; to gloss.

" Which Salique land the French unjustly glaze
To be the realm of France."

,
Shatesp. : Eenry V., i. 2.

2. To flatter ; to wheedle.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To comment ; to expound.
" A while he glozed upon the cause
Of Commons, Covenant, and Laws."

Scott : liokeby, i. 11.

2. To flatter.

" For he could well his glazing speeches frame
To such vaine uses." Spenser; F. Q., ill. viii. 14.

gloze (2), v.t. [Gloss.]

gloze (3), v.i. [Icel. glossi = a blaze.] To
blaze.

" Gudewtfe, carry up a glozin' peat, an' kennel a
spunk o' fire in them baith. '—St. Kathleen, iii. 167.

gloze, s. [Gloze, v.]

1. Flattery, wheedling, adulation.

2. Specious external show.
" Now to plain dealing ; lay these glozes by."

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 3.

* gloz'-er, * glos'-er, $. [Eng. gloz(e) (1), v.
;

-er. ]

1. A glosser ; a commentator or annotator.

"The other Master de Prato a solempne prothono-
tary. his [John BouchetJ prating gloser, wrote of this
treaty and composicion.

—

Ball : Henry V. (an. 8).

2. A flatterer ; a wheedler.
" For some said, he was a Samaritan, that he had

a devil within him, a gloser, a drinker, a pot com-
panion."— Latimer: Sermons Preached before King
Edward.

* glub, v.t. [A variant of Gulp (q.v.).] To
gulp down or swallow voraciously.

* glub'-ber, s. [Eng. glub ; -er.] A glutton
;

a gormandizer.
" That ben glotons glubberes."

P. Plowman, 5,274.

glu'-ClC, a. [Eng., &c. gluc(ose) ; suff. -ie.]

Chem. : Contained in, derived from, or in any
manner connected with Glucose (q.v.).

glucic-acid, s.

Chem. : C12H22O1? An acid obtained along
with saccharumic acid, by boiling cane sugar
with dilute sulphuric acid ; by boiling glu-

cose with baryta water, the precipitate of the
barium salt of saucharumic acid is filtered off,

and the glucic acid precipitated by means of

basic lead acetate, and the lead salt decom-
posed by H2S. Glucic acid is a honey-like
mass easily soluble in alcohol and water ; it is

decomposed by boiling with water, or with
dilute acids into formic, acetic, and apoglu-
cinic acids. When boiled with strong acids it

is converted into humic acid : some chemists
consider !;his acid to be identical with levu-
linic acid (q.v.).

glu-Ci'-na, s. [Gr. vAukus (glukus) = sweet.]

Chem. : Oxide of beryllium (q.v.).

glu-cin'-ic,
[Glucic]

glu'-cin-um, s.

sweet.]

Chem.: A metallic element. [Beryllium.]
The salts of glucinum have a sweet taste, hence
the name.

glu-cdn'-lC, a. [Eng., &c. gluco{se), n connec-
tive, and suff. -ic]

Cliem. : (For def. see etym. and compound).

gluconic acid, s.

Chem. : CgH^Cv. An organic acid obtained
by the oxidation of glucose with chlorine, or
with bromine. Gluconic acid is a syrup ; its

alkaline salts are amorphous, and its barium
and calcium salts are crystalline. It is in-

soluble in strong alcohol, and does not reduce
Fehling's solution.

glti-CO-san', s. [JEng., &c. glucos{e), and an-
hydride) (q.v.).]

[Eng., &c. gluc(ose) ; -inic]

[Gr. y\vKvs (glukus) =

Chem. : C6A10Og. Theanhydrideofgluco.se
Obtained by heating glucose to 170°. Gluco

san is colourless, with a faint, sweet taste
;

ii

is soluble in water and in alcohol ; it does nol

ferment with yeast. By the action of dilute

acids, glucosan is converted into glucose.
&

glu'-cose, 5. [Gk. yKvicvs {glukus) = sweet]

Chem. : Glucose, glycose, CgHiaOg. A fer-

mentable sugar, which occurs in two modifica-

tions, called Dextro-glucose, or Dextrose (q.v.),

andLsevo-glucose,or Levulose (q.v.), according
as it turns the plane of polarization to the right

or left. A solution of cane-sugar warmed with
dilute acids, or left in contact with yeast 01

pectase, is converted into dextrose and levu-

lose, C12H220n + H2 = C6H12 6 + C6Hi2 6 .

These modifications can be separated, thus—
ten parts of the mixture of sugar are dissolved

in 100 parts of water, and cooled with ice
;

then six parts of powdered calcium hydrate
are added, the calcium compound of levulose

is precipitated and separated from the soluble
calcium compound of dextrose by strong pres-

sure, washed, and decomposed by carbonic-
acid gas. Levulose is more soluble in alcohol
than dextrose. Both dextrose and levulose in

contact with yeast undergo vinous fermenta-
tion, and when added to a solution of cupric
sulphate, rendered alkaline by caustic potash,
gives a dark-blue solution, which, when boiled,

is reduced, cuprous oxide being precipitated
as a red powder.

glu -co-side, s. [Eng., &c. glucos(t) (q.v.);

-ide.]

Chem. : A name given to compounds which
occur naturally in plants from which they are
extracted by water, or by alcohol ; they can-
not be melted without decomposition, and are
resolved by boiling with dilute acids into a
saccharine substance, as glucose, and another
substance which has generally neutral pro-
perties. The glucoside can be obtained from
the aqueous or alcoholic extract of the plant,
by precipitating the other substances by lead
acetate, treating the filtrate with H2S gas, and
evaporating the filtrate. Glucosides are mostly
solid and crystalline substances. They give a
red colour when heated to 70°, with a dilute
solution of gall, and a little concentrated sul-

phuric acid. [Phloroglucide, Gummides,
Mannides.]

glu-cos-iir'-i-a, s. [Gk. yAvievs (glukus) =
sweet, and oftpo'v (puron) = urine.]

Pathol. : A form of diabetes (q.v.). The
name has reference to the fact that the urine
of persons affected with this disease contains
sugar.

glue, * glu, * glew, * glewe, s. [0. Fr.
glu, from Low Lat. glutem, accus. of glus —
glue. Allied to Lat. gluten, glutinum = glue,
from a verb * gluo = to draw together.]

I. Literally

:

1. A viscous substance made of the chip-
pings of hides, horns, and hoofs, which are
washed in lime-water, boiled, skimmed,
strained, evaporated, cooled in moulds, cut
into slices, and dried upon nets.

" Great cunning there is in making strong glew, and
in the feat of joyning with it."

—

P. Holland.- Pliny,
bk. xvi., ch. xliii.

2. Any sticky or viscous substance.

"For what glue or cement holds the parts of hard
matter in stones and metals together."

—

H. More : Im-
mortality of the Soul, hk. i., ch. vii.

* II. Fig. : Any means or cause which unites
or tends to unite bodies ; a source of union ; a
link.

"The body of priests is copious, being joined to-
gether by the glue of mutual concord, and the bond of
unity."—Barrow ; Of tlie Pope's Supremacy.

If (1) Wlvite fish-glue, or diamond cement, is

made of isinglass dissolved in alcohol.

(2) Marine glue of shellac and caoutchouc,
equal parts, dissolved in separate portions of
naphtha, and then mixed.

(3) Isinglass glue, of isinglass soaked in cold
water ; when swelled, put in spirits of wine

;

heated in a bottle plunged in a bath, with
powdered chalk added.

(4) Waterproof-glue, of two ounces of isin-
glass boiled in a pint of skim-milk, until the
requisite consistence is obtained.

glue-boiler, s.

1. A convenient apparatus for boiling skins
mto glue.

2. One whose business or trade is to make
glue.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce ^ e ; ey = a. qn = kw.



glue—glutamic

glue-can, s. [Glue-pot.]

glue -cement, s. A cement to resist

moisture. It is made of glue, 4 parts ; blank
resin, 4 parts ; red ochre, 1 part. Or, glue, 4

parts ; boiled oil, 1 part ; oxide of iron, 1 part.

glue-dryer, s. A machine or closet for

drying sheets of glue.

glue-plant, s.

Bot. ? Plocaria tenax, a fucoid sea-weed.

Slue-pot, s. A can or pot with a can to
hold the glue, which is melted by the heat of
the water in the outer vessel,

" Heart, what dost thou with such a greasy dish 1 I
think thou dost varnish thy face with the fat on't, it

looks so like a glue-pot."—Ben Jonson : Every Man out
of his Humour, v. 5.

glue, *glew, *glwyn, v.t. & i. [Glue, $.]

A. Transitive:
~

I. Lit. : To join or unite with glue, or other
viscous substance.

" Their bowes are of woo:l of a yard long, sinewed at
the back with strong sinewes, not glued too, but fast
girded and tied on."—HacMuyt: Voyages, iii. 37.

n. Figuratively:

1. To unite ; to join closely.
" Their armies ioynt in slaughters vile together

glewed." Phaer : VirgU; sEnetdos vii.

2. To join, to fix, to rivet, to attach.

* B. Irdrans. : To become firmly or closely

united, fixed, or attached. {Thomson: Winter,

934.)

glued, * glewed, pa. par. or a. [Glue, v.]

glu'e-lng, pr. par., a., & s. [Gluing.]

glu'-er, s. [Eng. glu(e); -er.] One who or

that which glues or cements ; one who ce-

ments with glue.

glu'-e$r, *glew-ey, *glew-ie, *gluw-y,
glu-y, a. [Eng. glue; -y.] Of the nature of

glue ; resembling glue ; viscous, tenacious,

glutinous.

"And to the end the golde may couer them, they
anoynt their bodieB with, stamped herbs of a glewey
substance."—HacMuyt ; Voyages, iii. 665.

glu'-ejr-ness, s. [Eng. gluey; -ness.] The
quality or state of being gluey.

* glug, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A clod; a lump.
" Place of safyr in atones, and the gluggis of hym

gold."— Wycliffe: Job xxviii. 6.

glu'-ing, glu'e-ing, * glu-ynge, pr. par.,

a., & s. [Glue, v.]

A. &'B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of cement-
ing or uniting with glue ; the act of uniting
cr attaching closely and firmly.

glueing -machine, s. A machine for
smearing upon an applied surface a thin and
even coating of liquid glue.

glueing press, s. A contrivance to hold
(irmly together a number of parts which have
buen attached by glue or cement.

glu'-lSh, * glew-ishe, a. [Eng. glu(e); -ish.]

Having the nature of glue
;
gluey, glutinous.

"And consequently be fit for the souls of the de-
ceased to have recourse to, and replenish their vehicle
with such a cambium or glui&h moisture, as will make
it far easier to be commanded into a visible consist-
ence."— H. More: Immortality of the Soul, bk. ii.,

ch. xvi.

* glum, v.i. [Sw. dial, glomma — to stare
;

connected with Sw. gl&mug — gloomy, and
Eng. gloom (q.v.). (Skeat).] [Glombe.], To
look sullen or gloomy ; to gloom.

glum, * glumme, a. & s. [Glum, v.]

A. As adj. : Sullen, frowning, gloomy.
" Thon shouldste not take me vp with visage sad

and glum."
Drant : Horace ; Ep. to Julius Florus.

B. As substantive

:

1, Sullenness, gloominess.

2. A frown ; a sullen, gloomy, or frowning
look.

" She looked hautely, and gaue me a glum."
Skelton: Crowne of Laurell.

glu'-ma, s. [Glume.]

* gluma-exterior, gluma-calyeina-
lia, s.

Bot. : The same as Glume (q.v.).

* gluma - interior, gluma - corol -

lina, s.

Bot. : The same as Glumella (q.v.).

glu-ma ce ous (or ceous as shus), a.

[Eng., &c. glumme) (q.v.) -aceous.]

Bot. : Possessed of glumes resembling the
flowers of grasses.

glu'-mal, a. [Mod. Lat. glumalis.]

Bot. : Of, belonging to, or characterized by
the possession of a glume

;
pertaining or re-

lating to the Glumales (q.v.).

glumal-alliance, s.

Bot. : The English name given by Lindlcy
to the alliance Glumales (q.v.).

glu ma -les, s. pi. [Masc. or fem. pi. of

Mod. Lat. glumalis, from Class. Lat. gluma
(q.v.).]

Bot. ; The Glumal Alliance. It consists of

Endogens possessed of glumes. [Glume.]
Lindley placed under it the orders Gramin-
aceee, Cyperaceae, Desvauxiaceae, Restiaceas,
and Eriocaulacege;

glume, glu'-ma, s. [Lat. gluma = a hull or
husk, especially" of corn

;
glubo — to deprive

of bark, to peel.]

Bot. : The exterior series of scales consti-

tuting the flower of a grass. It consists of

locusta of oat. (Avena saliva.)

gl. Glumes,

empty bracts. The name was given by Lin-
naeus, and adopted by Lindley.

glu-mel'-la, o. [Fem. dimin. from Lat. gluma
(q.v.).]

Bot. : One of the names given by De
Candolle and Desvaux to two bracts within
the glumes of a grass ; the other name being
pale. In one of the bracts the midrib quits
the blade a little ' below the apex, and is

elongated into an awn, arista, or beard, whilst
the other bract which faces the fruit has its

back to the rachis, is bifid at the apex, has no
dorsal veins, and has a rib on each side of its

inflexed edges. These two bracts are called
by Linnaeus the corolla of the grass, by Jus-
sieu the calyx, by Robert Brown the perianth,
and by Lindley and others its palese.

glu-mel'-lu-la, s. [Fem. dimin. of glumella,
which again is*a dimin. of gluma (q.v.).]

Bot. : The name given by Desvaux and
De Candolle to either of two minute colourless,
sometimes connate, hypogynous scales within
the glumes of grass. They are the nectarium
of Linnseus, the corolla of Micheli and Dumor-
tier, the squamulae (scales) of Jussieu, Brown,
and Lindley.

glu-mif'-er-se, s. pi. [Lat. gluma=a, glume

;

fero = to bear, to produce, to bring forth, and
Lat. fem. pl.suff. -te.]

Bot : The same as Glumales (q.v.).

glu-mif-er-ous, a. [Lat. gluma = a glume

;

fero = to bear, to produce, to bring forth, and
Eng. adj. surf, -ous.]

Bot. : Of or pertaining to the Glumiferse

;

bearing glumes.

* glum'-mish, <*. [Eng. glum; -ish.} Dark,
gloomy, dismal.

With glummish darkish shade bespreddes the same."
Phaer " VirgU ; *Eneid xi.

* glum'-my, a. [Eng. glum; -y.] Dark,
gloomy, dismal.

" Such casual blasts may happen, as are most to be
feared, when the weather waxeth dark and glwmmy."
—Knight : Trial of Truth (1580), fo. 27.

glum -ness, s. [Eng. glum; -ness.] The
quality or state of being glum ; gloominess,
sullenness.

t glu'-mous, a. [Eng. glum(e); -ous.]

Bot. : Having a filiform receptacle, with a
common glume at the base.

glump, v.i. [Glum, o»] To look sulky or

sullen ; to show sullenness in one's manner.

*glump'-y, u. [Eng. glump; -y.] -Giam,
sullen, sulky.

glunch, u. & s. [Etym. doubtful.]

A. As adj. : Frowning, gloomy, sulky, sullen.
" But what's the use of looking sue glum and glunch

about a pickle banes "t"Scott: Antiquary, ch. ix-

B. As subst. : A sullen, angry look ; a frown

;

a look of disdain, anger, or dislike.

glut, v.t. & i. [Lat. glutio, ghdtio = to swallow,

to gulp down, from the same root as gula =
the throat.]

A. Transitive:

* 1, To swallow, to gulp down.
* 2. To swallow up, to engulf.

" He'll be hanged yet.
Though every drop of water swear against it,

And gape at wid'st to glut him.

"

Shakcsjj. : Tempest, i. 1.

3. To cloy ; to fill up beyond sufficiency ; to

sate, to disgust.

" Is this your fate, to glut the doga with gore?"
Pope ; Homer ; Hiad xi. 050.

4. To feast or delight to satiety ; to satiate.

" Go glut thy eyes with thy adored Ianiena."
Smith : Phiedra & Hippol'Uus, iii.

* 5. To satm-ate.

"The menstruum, being already glutted, could not
act powerfully enough to dissolve it. '—Boyle.

6. To overfill, to load ; to fill with an over-

supply of anything.

B. Intrans. : To feast, to eat to satiety.

" Like three horses that have broken fence,
And glutted all night long breast-deep in corn.
We issued gorged with knowledge."

Tenn/json: Pruiuess, ii. 885.

glut, s. [Glut, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. That which is swallowed.
" Deep-throated engines . . . disgorging fom
Their devilish glut." Milton: l\ L., vi. 58ft.

2. Plenty, even to loathing or disgust.

3. More than enough, overmuch, n super-
abundance.

"An abundance, indeed a glut, of those talents
which raise men to eminence in sockties torn by
internal factions."—Maca-ulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

* 4, Anything which fills up or obstructs a

"The water some suppose to pass from the bottom
of the sea to the heads of springs, through certain sub-
terranean conduits or channels, until they were, by
some glut, stopped, or, by other means, arresteu fn
their passage."

—

Woodward.

5. A wooden wedge used as a quoin, a chock
in splitting timber, or as a fulcrum to a lever.

IL Technically

:

1. Arch. : An arched opening to the ash-pit
of a kiln.

"The nrex>Iaces . . . consist of mere rectangular
brick chambers, with an orifice at the top for supply-
ing the fuel, and an arched opening to the aah-pit,
the arch itself being called the glut."S. jV. Redgrave,
in Cassell'a Technical Educator, pt. x. p. 206.

2. Bricklaying : A small brick or btock in-

troduced into a course to complete it,

3. Comm, : An oversupply of any commo-
dity in the market ; a supply beyond the
demand.

4. Naiitical:

(1) A patch at the centre of the head of a
sail, having an eylet for the becket-rope.

(2) A choking, as by throwing the fall of a
rope across the sheaves.

glut-brick, s. The same as Glut, II. 2
(q.v.).

"The fire is prevented from falling out of the flre-

hole by means of a rough open wall of brickbats,
called the glut-bricks."—0. H. Redgrave, in C'assell't

Technical Educator, pt. x., p. 20fi.

glu'-tse-iis, o. [Gluteus.]

glu'-ti&m-ate, & [Eng. glutamj^ic) ; -crte.j

Chem. : A salt of glutamic-acid (q. v.).

glu-tetm'-ic, a. [Eng., &c. glut(en), and amic,
an acid containing the radical (NH.2).] For
def, see compound.

glutamic acid, s.

Chem. : Glutamic-acid, amido-glutaric acid

WH** or CH1<ĉ oYh°'
OE

Obtained by boiling vegetable gluten with
dilute sulphuric acid, or casein with hydro-

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, gell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, ing.
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glutanate—gluttonous

chloric acid and stannous chloride. It is best
prepared by boiling the gluten with 82 per
cent, alcohol, winch extracts the mucin, and
boiling for twenty-four hours, with an in-
verted condenser, one part of the mucin with
three parts of sulphuric acid and six parts
of water ; it w then filtered, saturated with
chalk, filtered and evaporated to one-third
of its bulk ; the calcium salt is decomposed
by oxalic acid, the excess of oxalic acid is

removed by carbonate of lead, and the excess
of ri)U0 3 by H2S gas, and, the filtrate evapo-
rated, tyrosin crystallizes out, and afterwards
the glutamic acid, which crystallizes out of
hot water in tetrahedral crystals, which are
nearly insoluble in alcohol and in ether, melt
with partial decomposition at 140°. Glutamic
acid forms crystalline compounds with acids,

and also forms salts. The barium salt gives
characteristic needle groups like "Wawellite.

glu tan ate, s. [Bug. glutan(ic) ; -ate.]

Ghem. . A salt of glutanic acid (q.v.).

glu-tan'-ie, a. [Eng. glutamic) ; n connect-
ive ; -in,] For def. see compound.

glutanic-acid, s.

Ghem. : Oxyglutaric acid, TJnsymmetrical
hydroxypyrotartaric acid.

C5H8 3 or CH(OH)"CO-OH

Clb.

I

CH2-CG*OH.
Obtained by passing nitrous gas into a solu-

tion of glutamic acid in nitric acid, or by
acting on a dilute solution of glutamic acid in
hydrochloric acid by potassium nitrite, evapo-
rating on a water bath a-nd slaking out with
ether. It forms small crystals, which melt at
72°. When heated to 190°, the anhydride is

formed. Heated with hydriodic acid to 120°,

glutanic acid is reduced to normal pyrotar-
taric acid. Glutanic acid forms crystalline
salts, called glutanates, which are only slightly
soluble in cold water.

glu'-tar-ate, s, [Eng. glutamic), and suff.

-ate.]'

Chem. : A salt of glutaric acid (q.v.).

glu-tar'-ic, o. [Eng. gluta(mic); r connect-
ive ; -tc] For def. see compound.

glutaric acid, s.

Glmn, : Normal pyrotartaric acid. C5H0OJ,
or HO-OC-OH3-CH2-CH2.CO-OH. Obtained
by heating glutanic acid with hydriodic acid
to 120° ; or by boiling for four hours one volume
of normal propylene cyanide CH2'(CH2"Cn)2

with a volume and a half of faming hydro-
chloric acid, evaporating on a water bath and
extracting with absolute alcohol ; or by treat-

ing ethyl sodaceto-acetate with ethylic £ iodo-
propionate, and decomposing the resulting
ethylic aceto-glutanate with concentrated al-

coholic potash. Glutaric acid crystallizes out
of water in large transparent monoclinic prisms,
which melt at 97'5, and distil at 304°; it is

easily soluble in water, alcohol, and in ether.

It forms crystalline salts called glutarates.

Glutaric anhydride, C5H6O3, is obtained by
the action of acetyl chloride on the silver salt,

or by slowly heating the acid at 230° to 280°.

It forms fine needles, which melt at 56°, and
are only slightly soluble in cold ether.

glu'-te-al, a. [Lat. gluteus; Eng. suff. -at.]

Antff. : Pertaining to, or connected with,
the muscle-i called glutei, or to the but-
tock.

glu'-te-i, s.pl. [Gluteus.]

gluVten, s. [Lat.]

Chew. : An albuminous substance, obtained
by mixing ten parts of wheat-meal with eight
parts of water, and allowing it to stand for
half-an-hour ; it is then washed with water,
and kneaded, till all the starch is washed
away, and the gluten thus obtained is a tena-
cious, yellowish-grey, elastic mass, which dries
into a horny, semi-tiansparent mass, re-

sembling glue. Gluten is soluble in dilute
acids, but is nearly insoluble in water. Moist
gluten putrefies when exposed to the air, un-
less it is quickly dried. Gluten is partly
soluble in 80 per cent, alcohol ; the poi-tion

insoluble in alcohol is called vegetable fibrin.

The alcoholic solution contains mucin and
glutin, or vegetable gelatine (q.v.).

gluten-bread, s. Brend containing a
large quantity of gluten. It has been largely

used in diabetes, but few people are able to

eat it for any length of time.

* glut-en-ry, * glut-en-er-ie, *. [Glut-
toNRY.]

* glut-er-nes, * glut-err-nesse, s. [Icel.

glutr = voracious.] Gluttony.
" Gluterrnesse waccnethth all Galnessess."

Onrtulum, 11,653.

glu'-te-iis, * glu'-tse-iis (pi. glu'-te-i), *

[Gr. yAouTos (gloutos) = the buttock.]

Anat. {PI.): Three muscles of the hip, the

Gluteus via-ximus, the gluteus meclius. and the
gluteus minimus. The first is a very large and
coarsely fasciculated muscle, which makes the
buttock prominent in man : its use is to ex-

tend the thigh. The second is smaller ; it is

partly covered by the muscle already men-
tioned, and acts when one stands. The third

is the smallest ; it is covered by the second
one, and acts as an abductor of the thigh.

glu'-tin, glu'-tine, s [Eng., &c. glut(en)

;

-in,, -ine.]

Chem. : Vegetable gelatine. Obtained along
with mucin by heating gluten in small frag-

ments, with alcohol of 80 per cent., and then
with alcohol of 70 per cent. ; the alcoholic

solutions are united, and the half of the alco-

hol distilled off. On cooling it deposits a
mixture of glutin and mucin. The deposit is

dissolved in 50 per cent, alcohol, and filtered

through calico whilst hot, and then agitated
till it is cold ; most of the mucin is precipi-

tated, the filtered liquid is evaporated in a
water bath, and the glutin dissolved in alcohol.

Glutin containing water is a fluid resembling
a yellow varnish. Absolute alcohol precipi-

tates it as a solid yellow-white substance,
which can be dried over sulphuric acid ; when
rubbed dry, glutin becomes electric. Glutin
is soluble in alkalis, and in dilute hydrochloric
acid, and acetic acid. The chemical formula
of glutin is not known. The analysis gave

:

carbon 527, hydrogen 7*1, nitrogen 18"0, and
sulphur -

9 per cent.

glu'-tin-ate, v.t. [Lat. glutinatus, pa. par.
of ghithno = to cement ; gluten (genit. glutinis)

=glue.] To cement or unite with glue ; to glue.

glu-tin-a'-tion, s. [Lat. glutinatio, from
glutinatus, pa. par. of glutino = to glue, to
cement.] The act or process of cementing or
uniting with glue.

glu'-tin-a-tive, a. [Eng. glvtinat{c); -ive

;

Fr. glutinatif; Ital. glutinativo. ] Having the
quality of cementing

;
glutinous; viscous.

glu'-tine, *. [Glutin.]

*glu'-tm-ing, a. [Lat. glutin(o) = to glue, to
cement; suff. -ing.] Glutinous, viscid, cement-
ing.

"Leaving an aquatic and viscous glutining kind of
sweat up&u the glass."— Digby : Of the Symimthetic
Powder.

glu-tin'-i-iim, s. [Lat. = gluten.]

Bot. : The flesh of certain fungals. (Treas.
o/Bot.)

* glu'-ti-ndse, «.. [Glutinous.]

glu-tin-os'-i-ty, * glu-tin-os-i-tie, 5.

[Fr. glutinositc; Sp. glutinosidad ; Ital. glu-
tinosita, from Lat. glutinosus = glutinous.]
The quality or state of being glutinous

;
glu-

tinousness.

glu tin -oils, a. [Lat. glutinosus, from glu-
tinum = glixe ; Fr. glutineux; Sp., Port., &
Ital. glutinoso.]

1. Orel. Lang. : Viscous ; viscid
;

gluey

;

tenacious ; having the quality of or resembling
glue.

" All these threads, being newly spun, are glutinous,
and, therefore, stick to each other whenever they hap-
pen to touch."—Goldsmith : The Dee, iv.

2. Bot. : Viscid, glutinose, adhesive, gluey,
covered with a sticky exudation.

glu'-tin-oiis-ness, s. [Eng. glutinous; -nvss.]
The quality or state of being glutinous

;
glu-

tinosity ; viscousness.
" In good spirit of wine, whose tenacity and glutin-

ousness is far lesa than that of water, bubbles rarely
continue on the liquor."—Doyle : Works, vol. v., p 205.

glut-man, s. [Eng. glut, and man,] A term
used in the Custom-house for an extra officer
employed when there is a glut of work.

gluts, s. [Glut, $.] A local name in Oxford-
shire for the broad - nosed eel (Anguilla
latirostris).

glut-ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Glut, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of swallowing greedily,

or gulping down food.

"Glutting of meals which weakeneth the body."—
Sir if. C'hee'ke: The Uurt of SedilHn.

glut-ton, *• glot-on, •" glot-one, * glot-
oun, * glut-on, " glut-ten, s. & a. [O. Fr.

gloton (Fr. glouton), from Lat. gtutoncm, aeons,

of gluts = a glutton, from glutio = to devour,

to gulp down ; Sp. gloton; Port, glotao ; ItaL

gluottone.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. One who indulges in eating or drinking
to excess ; a gormandizer ; one who gorges
himself with food.

" They beeth in etynge and in drynkynge glotouns."—Trevisa, ii. 171.

2. One who indulges in or is eager for any-
thing in excess.

.

" Gluttons in murder, wanton to destroy,
Their fatal hearts so impiously employ." Granville.

*3. A wretch ; an epithet of contempt and
disgust.

" A glotoun, saide the emperer, entempre thou beter
thy tonge !" Sir Ferumbras, 104.

II. Technically

:

1. Zool. : The popular name for the Wol-
verene or Wolverine (Gulo luscus), a carnivorous
mammal of the family Melidee (Badgers). It
is a voracious animal, but not quite meriting
the stigma of being called a glutton. The
calumnies seem to have been first circulated
by Olaus Magnus, Buffon following in his
train. The English residents at Hudson's
Bay call it Quickehatch, or what Catesby and
Ellis spell Quickhatch, and Graham Quiqui-
hatch. Its length is from two to three feet.

It occurs in high latitudes in Europe, Asia,
and North America. Its motions are slow,
but it manages to feed on mice, marmots, and
other rodents, and, when it can obtain them,
on larger quadrupeds alive or dead. Hence
Buffon formally described it as a quadruped-
vulture. In North America it looks out for
marten-traps, set in connection with the fur
trade, carefully avoids personally entering
them, but, standing outside, pulls them
asunder, scattering the logs about, and rends
to pieces any martens that may have been
caught, but, instead of eating them, buries
them in the snow. Its fur is of little value.
When caught it emits an insupportable stench.
Its footprints iu the snow resemble those of a
young bear. [Gulo, Wolverene.]

2. Palceont. : In 1871 Prof. Boyd Dawkins
intimated the discovery of the glutton in Galt-
faenan Cave, near Cefn, St. Asaph, in deposits
"of the pleistocene or quaternary age." (Qaar.
Jour. Geo. Sec, xxviii. 406, &c.) It has siuce
beeu found in the Norfolk Forest bed (Ibid.,

xxxvi. p. 99).

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or resembling a
glutton ; gluttonous. (Dryden ; Eel. Laid, 33.)

* glut-ton, v.i. & t. [Glutton, s.]

A. Intnuis. : To act like a glutton; to
gluttonize ; to gormandize.

"Whereon in Egypt gluttoning they fed." Drayton,

B. Trans. : To overfill ; to glut.
" Gluttoned at last, return at home to pine."

Lovelace : Lucasta Posthuina, p. 81.

* glut -ton Ish, a. [Eng. glutton; -ish.] Like
a glutton

;
gluttonous.

"Having now framed their gluttonish stomachs to
have for food the wild benefits of nature."—Sidney ;
Arcadia, bk. iv.

* gliit'-ton-ize, v.i. [Eng. glutton; -ize.] To
eat as a glutton ; to eat to excess.

" What reason can you allege why you should glut,
tonize and devour as much as would honestly suffice ao
many of your brethren ? "—Marvell : Works, ii. 335.

* glut- ton -ly, * glut-oun-liche, adv.
[Eng. glutton; -ly.] Like a glutton; glut-
tonously, voraciously.

"That thou sselt ete zuythe and glotounlicTie."—
Aycnbite, p. 110.

glut'-ton-ous, * glot-on-ous, <.>, [Eng.
glutton; -ons.]

1. Given to gluttony or excess in eating and
drinking

;
indulging the appetite to excess ;

insatiable.

"It ia rather^to pamper your gluttonous ma.wea."—
Bale : English Votaries, pt Ii.

2. Characterized by gluttony or excess.
" And wantonness, and gluttonous excess."

Coiopcr: Task, 1. 688.
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gluttonously—glycide

glut'-ton-ous-ly, * glou-ton-ous-ly, adv.
[Eng. gluttonous ; -ly.] In a gluttonous manner

;

like a glutton ; voraciously ; insatiably.
" Eclie man riotously and gloutonously, not lokyng

for other."— Udal : 1 Cor. xi.

glut -ton-ous-ness, s. [Eng. gluttonous;
-ness.] The quality or state of being glutton-
ous ; gluttony ; insatiable rapacity. (Lit, <0jhg.)

*' Penny-o-linine gluttonousncis is doing a great deal
jf harm."—Eclio, Nov. 5, 1881, p. 3.

* glut'-ton-ry, * glu-ten-er-iet *. [Eng.
glutton; -ry.] Gluttony.

glut'-ton-y, * glot-on-ie, * glot-on-y,
* glot-on-ye, * glot-en-y, * glot-un-ye,
s. [O. Ft. glotonie, gloutonnie ; Fr. glutonnie.]
Excess in eating or drinking ; excessive or
extravagant indulgence of the appetite for

food ; voracity
;
gouvmandizing.

" Their sumptuous gluttonies and gorgeous feasts."

A Milton: P. Ji., iv. 114.

glu'-y; a. [Gluey.]

gly9'-er-al§, s. pi. [Eng., &c. glycer(in), and
al(dehyde)s.']

Chem. : Compounds analogous to acetals,

obtained by heating glycerin with aldehydes
for thirty hours at a temperature of 170°

to 180°
; as aceto-glyceral C5H 10O3 , or

H 2C \ H
I \

I

HC—OH. O—

C

It boils at 184° to 188°.

I I i

H2C O CH3 .

gly5-er-S,m'-lC, a. [Eng., &c. glycerin), and

amic.] (For def. see etyni. and compound.)

glycerainic acid, s.

Chem. : Serin. C3H7N03 or C2H3(OH)-NH2
-

CO'OH. A monobasic, triatomic, amido-acid,
obtained by boiling silk with water and
evaporating the filtered solution, adding a

quarter of its volume of sulphuric acid, and
boiling for twenty-four hours ; then it is neu-
tralized with excess of calcium hydrate, the
filtrate is evaporated and a little H2SO4 added
to neutralize it. Tyrosin and calcium sul-

phate first separate out on evaporation, then
serin, and lastly a little leuein. The serin is

dissolved in 40 parts of cold water, filtered,

the filtrate neutralized by ammonia, and the
calcium salt is then decomposed by carbon
dioxide. It forms monoelinic crystals -dis-

solving in 24 parts of water at 20°. It is in-

soluble in alcohol and in ether. It forms crys-

talline compounds with acids and with bases.

gly^eV-a-mine, 5. [Eng., &c. glycer(ine),

and amine.]

Chem. : C3H9N02 or CH2(OH)'CH(OH)-CHo/
NH2. A base obtained by passing ammonia
gas into a solution of dibromhydrin C3H5

'"

(OH)Br2 in absolute alcohol. Glyceramine is

a liquid soluble in water and in ether.

gl^9'-er-ate, s. [Eng., &c. glycer(in); -ate.]

Chem : A salt of glyceric-acid (q.v.).

gly-9er'-l-a, s. [Gr. vAv/eepos (glukeros) =
sweet, in allusion to the sweetness ofthe grain. ]

Bnt. ; Manna grass, a genus of grasses, tribe

Festuceae, family Bromidae. The glumes are
convex, five to seven nerved, the tip acute or
obtuse. Seven species occur in Britain

—

(1) Glyceria aquatiea, (2) G. Jlidtans, (3) G.

maritima, (4) G. distans, (5) G. 2irocumbens,

(6) G. rigida, and (7) G. loliacea. No. 2 is

abundant in ditches and stagnant waters
;

No. Ion the sides of rivers, ponds, and ditches;

No. 6 in dry rocks and walls ; the rest occur
either on muddy or on sandy sea shores.

Ducks and other aquatic birds eat their seeds.

Those of No. 2 are used under the name of

manna-croup as a light nutritious food for

invalids.

gly^'-er-lC, a. [Eng., <fcc. glycer(tn) ; -ic]

. ' Contained in or prepared from glycerine (q.v.).

V "The flower is dipped in glyceric liquid so as to re-

ceive Alms in the petals and the central part."—Times,
Nov. 4. 1831, p. 4.

glyceric-acid, s.

Cftem.;C3H6 4orCH2(OH)CH(OH)-CO-OH.
A thick syrup, obtained by the 'slow action

of fuming nitric acid on glycerin, the two
liquids being separated by a layer of water

;

it is soluble in alcohol and in water. When
boiled with concentrated caustic potash, it

yields oxalic acid and lactic acid. When
fused with caustic potash it is decomposed,

acetate and formate of potassium being
formed ; by the action of concentrated hydri-

odic acid it yields iodopropionic acid. By
the action of PC1 5 it is converted into dichloro-

propionyl chloride, CH2C1-CHC1-C0"C1. Gly-

ceric-acid yields crystalline salts called glycer-

ates. Glyceric-acid heated to 105° for ten hours
yields an anhydride which crystallizes out of

water in thin needles, which are insoluble in

cold alcohol. They decompose at 250° without
melting.

gly9'-er-lde, s. [Eng., &c. glycer(in); -ide.]

Chem. : A name given to ethers of the tri-

atomic alcohol glycerol, C3Hg'"(OH)3 . They
have generally the termination -in. One, two,
or three hydroxyls (OH) can be replaced by
acid radicals. Thus acetic acid forms with
glycerin ethers called acetins. One molecule
of acetic acid 4- one molecule of glycerol yields

mono-acetin + H 20. Two molecules of acetic

acid and one molecule of glycerol yield di-

acetin + 2H20, and three molecules of acetic

acid and one molecule of glycerol yield tri-

acetin + 3HoO. Glycerides occur in the fat

of animals "as tri-stearin, C3H5(0*C8H350)3 ,

and in vegetable fixed oils, as tri-olein,

C3H5"'(OC18H;130)3, &c. Glycerides are in-

soluble in water, slightly soluble in alcohol,

and more soluble in ether. Glycerides are

saponified by heating them with alkalies, with
calcium oxide, or lead oxide, yielding glycerin

and salts of the respective acids. [Fats,

Oils.] Glycerides are also decomposed into

their acids and glycerin by distillation in a

current of steam, the temperature being kept
between 550° and 600° F. Mixed ethers of

glycerin and alcoholic radicals are ob-

tained by heating nlono- and di-chlorhydrine
with sodium alcoholates, as mono-ethylin,

(OH
C3H5"N OH boiling at 230°; di-ethylin,

(0-C2H5 ,

(OH
C3H5

'"^ OCH5 boiling at 191°. By heating

\ OC2H 5l

di-ethylin with sodium, and ethyl-iodide, it is

fOC2H5

converted into tri-ethylin, C3H £

rOCoH5

5"'^OC2H 5

boiling at 185°.

gly9'-er-in, gly9'-er-ine, 5. [Gr. yKvuepos

(glukeros), ykvicvs (glukus) = sweet ; -in, -ine.]

1. Chem. & Comm. : A triatomic alcohol of

the fatty series, more properly called glycerol

(q.v.),C3H803,orCHo(OH-)CH(OH)CH2(OH).
Glycerin was discovered in 1778 by Scheele,

who obtained it in the preparation of lead-

plaster by saponifying lard with oxide of lead.

Glycerin occurs in most natural animal and
vegetable fats in combination with fatty acids,

from which it can be obtained by saponifying
with alkalis. (Preparation of Soap.) It

is also formed during the alcoholic fermen-
tation of sugar. Pure glycerin is obtained by
heating neutral fats in a still, with a conden-
sing apparatus, and passing steam in small

jets through the melted fat, the temperature
being kept below 600° F., and above 550°F.

;

the fat acids separate out in the receivers

from the glycerin and water ; the glycerin is

then concentrated by evaporation. Glycerin
is a thick, colourless, inodorous, neutral syrup,

which has a very sweet taste ; it mixes with
water in all proportions, is soluble in alcohol
and in chloroform, but insoluble in ether. It

can be obtained by freezing, in deliquescent
rhombic crystals, which melt at 17°. Glycerin
boils at 290° ; it is very hygroscopic ; heated
to 150° it burns with a bluish flame. Glycerin
dissolves iodine and many metallic oxides and
salts, also salts of the alkaloids. The sp. gr.

of glycerin is 1'26 at 15°, compared with water
at 4

3
. Glycerin distilled with phosphorus

pentachlonde, P2CI5, yields acrolein. By the
action of a mixture of equal parts of concen-
trated nitric acid and sulphuric acid, it is con-
verted into nitroglycerin, CHa'O-CNOsO'CH'
0(N02)'CH2-0(N02) (q.v.). Glycerin is used
for preserving fruits, &c. ; also as a solvent
for various salts, and in preparing copying-
ink ; also as a lubricator for machinery and
clockwork, and is placed over water in gas-
meters to prevent freezing, and is used for

filling floating compasses. It is employed in the
form of nitroglycerin in the preparation of
dynamite, and for mixing with soap to form
glycerin soap, " which tends to soften the
skin. Glycerin is often used to adulterate
wine, beer, milk, &c. Its presence can be
detected by evaporating the liquid to dryness

on a water-bath, and extracting the residue
with alcohol; the alcoholic solution is then
evaporated and caustic soda added till it is

slightly alkaline; a little of this solution
placed on a watch glass and powdered borax
added, glycerin, if present, will set free the
boracic acid, which gives a characteristic
green colour when introduced into a flame on
a platinum wire.

2. Phar. : Glycerin is used in the prepara-
tion of Glycerinum acidl carbolici, glycerin of
carbolic acid ; Glycerinum ucidi gallici, glyce-
rin of gallic acid ; Glycerinum acidi tunnici,

glycerin of tannic acid, in which four fluid

ounces of glycerin are mixed with one ounce
of the acid ; Glycerinum amyli, glycerin of

starch ; Glycerinum boracis, glycerin of borax.
These compounds are called glycerina or gly-

cerines. Glycerin is used on account of its

physical properties as an adjunct to lotions in

skin diseases to prevent the surface becoming
dry. It can be used as a substitute for sugar
in the diet of diabetic patients. It is often

adulterated with glucose and cane sugar,

which can be detected by expelling the water
by heat, and treating with chloroform, which
dissolves the glycerin and leaves the sugar as
an insoluble residue.

gly9'-er-i-zine, s. [Glvcyrbhizin.]

gly9'-er-6l, s. [Eng., &c. glycer(in), and

(alcoh)ol (q.v.).]

Chem. ; The chemical name for glycerine
(q.v.).

T[ Synthesis of Glycerol: Acetone, CH3CO
CH3 , is converted into isopropyl alcohol,
CH3-CH(0H)-CH3 , by the action of sodium
amalgam. This is converted into propylene,
CH2 = CH'CH3 . By heating it with zinc
chloride, the propylene is passed into a con-
centrated solution of iodine chlorine ; the
propylene chloriodide thus produced is sus-

pended in water, and chlorine gas passed into

the liquid till the iodine first precipitated is

redissolved ; the pure propylene dichloride
was then heated with dry iodine chlorine in
sealed tubes to 140° for eight hours, the tubes
being opened after a while to allow the escape
of the hydrochloric acid gas, then again sealed
up, and heated to 140° for eight hours. To
remove the excess of iodine, the contents of

the tubes are mixed with water, and chlorine
passed into the liquid till the whole of the
iodine is dissolved in the water as iodine

chloride ; the product is separated from the
water and dried, and fractionally distilled. An
impure trichlorhydrin, CH2C1'CHC1-CH2C1, is

obtained, which, heated with water to 180°,

yields glycerin. (Watts: Diet. Chem.)

gly9'-er-yl,_ s. [Eng., &c. glycer(in); -yl ~
Gr. iJyrj (hule) = matter.]

Chem. : C3H5'". The triatomic radical of
glycerin and the glycerides.

glyceryl-chloride, i. [Chlorbydrins.]

glyceryl-oxide, ^

Uiem. : Glyceryl ether (C3Hg)2 3 . Obtained
by distilling glycerin with calcium chloride. It

is a colourless oily liquid, boilingat 172°. It mixes
with water, alcohol, and ether. Heated with
water in a sealed tube at 100° it is converted into

glycerin ; it unites with bromine, forming di-

bromhydrin. It is not attacked by sodium
amalgam ; it is oxidized by chromic acid

mixture, yielding formic acid and acetic acid.

gly-9id'-a-mine, o. [Eng., &a. glycid(e)
>

and amine.]

Chem. . C3H7NO, or O^™^.^- A
base produced by the action of alcohol, con-
taining one per cent, of ammonia or dichlor-

hydriu. The hydrochlorate forms hygro-
scopic crystals, C^^NO-HCl.

gly9'-ide, ,>. [Eng., &c. glyc(erin), and (anhy-

dride.)
CH2

Chem. : C3H«02 , or O^ 1 , an alcohol ob-
%'H

I

CH2(OH)
tained by dissolving glycidic acetate in ether,

adding caustic soda, the solution being cooled

with ice. Glycide is a liquid boiling at 163°.

It is soluble in water, alcohol, and ether

;

heated with water it is converted into gly-

cerin ; by the action of dilute nitric acid it

is converted into mono-nitroglycerin ; it re-

duces an ammoniacal solution of silver salts

at ordinary temperatures.
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6 glycidic—glycollic

gly-cid'-ic, a. [Eng;, &c, glyeM(e); 4c.]

Contained in or derived from glycide (q.v.)-

glycidic-ethors, s. pi.

Chem. : Obtained by heating epichlorhydrin
(q.v.)» with alcohol to 180° as ethyl glycidic

.CHg
ether, Or

|
boiling at 128°, and

CH2-OC2H5

J3H2
glycidic acetate, 0< | obtained by heat-

I

CH2-0C0CHS.

ing epichlorhydrin with dry potassium acetate
to 115°, and then to 150". It boils at 168°.

gly'-^sln, *. [Glycocine.]

glyc'-i-n§, s; [Gr. ykvKvs (gluktis) = sweet,

because the leaves and roots of some species
are sweet.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe
Glycines (q.v.), the species, all but one of
which are decumbent if not even twining,
have alternate leaves with axillary racemes or
fascicles of yellow flowers. Locality, the
warmer parts of the Old World. Glycine Soja,
the erect species alluded to, is cultivated in
the East Indies for its beans. From these the
Japanese make a sauce called sooja or soy.
The garden plant called Glycine is now re-

moved to Milletia.

gly-Cin'-e-se, s. pi. [Lat. glycine, and fem.

pi. adj. snff. -cce.]

Bot. ! A sub-tribe of papilionaceous plants,
tribe Phaseoleee.

gly-CO-, pre/. [Gr. yKvitvs (glukus) = sweet.]
Sweet.

gly-CO-chS -late, s. [Eng. glycochol(ic) ; -ate.]

Cliem. ; A salt of glycocholic-acid (q.v.).

gly'-CO-Cho-Hc, a. [Bng., &c. glycogen), and
clutlic (q.v.).] (For def., see compound.)

glycocholic-acid, «.

Ohem. :; C26H43NOfj. An acid occurring as a
sodium, salt in the bile of most animals. It is

obtained by covering fresh bile in a tall glass
cylinder with a layer of ether, and adding
1 c.c of strong HC1. to every 50 c.c. of bile

;

in a few days a crystalline mass is formed,
which is filtered, washed with cold water,
and crystallized out of boiling water ; it

forms fine needles, which melt at 100°, and
are soluble in alcohol ; when boiled with
baryta water, it is decomposed into cholic
acid and glycocine, C26H43NO6 4- H2 =
C24H4oOfl + C2H5NO2. On adding to a solu-
tion of an alkaline glycocholate a few drops
of a solution of sugar, then a drop of strong
sulphuric acid, a red to a violet colour is pro-
duced. Glycocholic acid forms salts which
are called Glycocholates ; the glycocholates
of the alkalis and earth metals are soluble in

water and in alcohol., Glycocholate of sodium
is precipitated from its alcoholic solution by
ether; acetate of lead gives a precipitate
which, is soluble in alcohol.

gly'-co-clne, s. [Gr. y\vn6$ (glukos) = sweet

;

4ne.]

Chem. : Glycocine, glycine, glycoeol, amido-
acetic acid, glycollamic acid, amido-glycollic
acid. C2HsN"02,.or CH2(NH2)-CO'OH. Gly-
cocine can be obtained by boiling gelatin
with baryta, neutralizing with sulphuric acid,

evaporating and extracting with alcohol ; by
boiling one part of hippuric acid with four
parts of fuming HC1, filtered when cold from
the benzoic acid, evaporating to expel the
excess of HC1, washing the residue with
ammonia, then with absolute alcohol ; by
passing cyanogen gag into a boiling concen-

CN
trated solution of hydriodic acid, | + 2H2 +

CN
CH2 NH2

5HI = NH4I + 2I2 + I ; also by the
CO-OH

reduction by zinc and HC1 of cyan-carbonic
ether in an alcoholic solution, CN'CO'OC->H5

-|-

4H'-H2 + CH2'NH2-COOH-[-C2H6-OH; by
heating bromaeetic acid with ammonia ; also

by heating to 60
0, dry ammonium carbonate

with monochloracetic acid. It has a sweet
taste, and melts at 170° ; at higher tempera-
tures it is decomposed. It gives a deep red
colour with ferric chlorides, which is de-

stroyed by acids, but restored by ammonia

;

with phenol and hypochlorite of sodium it

gives a beautiful blue colour. Glycocine

forms crystalline compounds with acids, also

salts with bases. Glycocine heated with

caustic baryta gives off methylamine ;
heated

with sulphuric acid and manganese dioxide

glycocine is decomposed into hydrocyanic

acid, water at C02 . Glycocine heated with

nitrous acid is converted into glycollic acid,

with liberation of nitrogen.

gly'-CO-col, s. [Gr. yAufcu's (glulais) = sweet,

and K6\\a (kolla) = glue.] [Glycocine.]

gly-cd-cy-am'-i-dlne, s. [Eng., &c. glyco-

cyam(ine) ; -idene.]

Chem. .- C3H5N3O, or HNC^^"^
A base obtained by heating the hydrochlorate
of glycocyamine to 160°, and treating the hydro-
chlorate with Pb(OH)2 . It crystallizes in

deliquescent plates, which are very soluble in

water, having an alkaline reaction.

gly-co-cy'~a-mine, s. [Eng., &c. glyco(cine);

and cyamine.]

Cliem. : Guanidacetylic acid. C-iH7N302, or
HN" = C(NH2XNH-CH2CO-04). boiled with
water and dilute sulphuric acid, it is resolved
into oxalic acid, guanidine, and carbonic acid.

gly-co-dru'-pose, s. [Eng., &c. glyco(se),

and drupose.]

Chem. : C2_iH3gO]fi. The strong concretions
in pears, produced by thickening and harden-
ing of the cell walls, consists of this substance,
together with a small quantity of mineral
matter, which is removed by digesting them
with dilute acetic acid. Glycodrupose is in-

soluble in water, alcohol, and ether ; boiled
with dilute nitric acid it yields cellulose and
oxalic acid, boiled with dilute hydrochloric
acid it yields drupose and glucose.

gly'-co-gen, s. [Eng., &c. glyco(se); -gen.]

Chem. : C^IIaoOio+I^o. Glycogen occurs
in the liver of mammals, and iu mollusca. It
is a white powder, which dissolves in water,
forming an opalescent fluid, which is four
times more dextrorotary than a solution of
dextrose of the same strength. It is insoluble
in alcohol ; it gives a red colour with iodine
solution, and does not reduce an alkaline
solution of cupric oxide. "When boiled with
dilute sulphuric or dilute hydrochloric acid,
it is converted into glucose. In the liver of
an animal that has been long dead the gly-
cogen has been converted into glucose.

gly'-co-gen-ate, s. [Eng. glycogenic); -ate,]

Chem. : A salt of glycogenic-acid (q.v.).

gly-co-gen'-ic, a. [Eng., &c. glycogen; -ic]
Pertaining to or derived from glycogen (q.v.).

glycogenic-acid, s.

Cliem. : C6H12 7. An acid produced by the
action of bromine and silver oxide, or glyco-
gen ; it is a syrup. Its salts are crystalline,
soluble in water and insoluble in alcohol.

gly'-col, s. [Eng. , &c. glycerin), and (alcoh)ol]

Cliemistry

:

CH3-OH
1. Sing. : Ethene glycol, C2HgOo or

|

CH2 *OH.
A diatomic alcohol of the glycol series ; ob-
tained by distilling ethene diacetate with
caustic potash. Glycol is a liquid having a
sweet taste, boiling at 197° ; soluble in alcohol
and in water, only slightly soluble in ether.
It is oxidized by nitric acid, forming glycollic
acid, glyoxalic acid, and oxalic acid. Heated
to 250° with solid caustic potash, it yields
potassium oxalate, and gives off" hydrogen
2KOH + C2H6 2= K2C2 4+ SH. Heated with
zincchloride, ZnClo, ityields aldehyde, an atom
of water being eliminated ; with PC15 it forms
ethene dichloride, C2H4CI2 ; by the action of
hydriodic acid, HI, it is reduced to ethyl
iodide, C2H5I. Metallic sodium can replace
either one or two atoms of hydrogen in the
hydroxyl radicals, forming sodium ethenate,
CH2OH CH2ONa.

I ,
and disodium diethenate,

|CH2ONa CH2ONa.
Glycol dissolves KHO- aud Ca(OH)2 .

2. PI. : Diatomic alcohols of the fatty series,
of which glycol is the first member. They
may be regarded as derived from hydro-
carbons of tne paraffin series, CnH2n-r- 2, by
the substitution of two hydroxyl radicals,

(OH)', for two atoms of hydrogen, attached

to different carbon atoms ; or from ole tines,

CnH2n, by the union with two hydroxyls.

Glycols are obtained by combining an olefine

with two atoms of bromine, C2H4 + Br2 =
CH2Br

j
, and converting the dibromide into

CH2Br
diacetate, by means of an alcoholic solution

of potassium acetate, and decomposing the

diacetate by caustic potash ; also obtained by
combining an olefine with hypochlorous acid,

ClOH, and acting on the chlorhydrin thus
C2HC1

obtained by moist silver oxide,
I +
CH2 OH

CH2 OH
AgOH = AgCl + I

The glycols are

CH2 OH
colourless, inodorous, neutral liquids, having
a sweet taste, and are intermediate compounds
between monatoinic alcohols and glycerols.

They are soluble iu water and alcohol, bur

only slightly soluble in ether. By the action

of hydrochloric acid they are converted into

monatomic alcohols.

gly-cdl'-ic, a. [Eng., &c. glycol; -ic] De-
rived from or pertaining to glycol.

glycolic-ethers, s. pi.

Cliem. : The ethers of diatomic alcohols
or glycols, the hydrogen in the hydroxyl
radical being replaced by an acid radical, as

c2h<oh> eiycoi, c2H4
<g^2H3O

j
glycol

acetate, or monoacetate of ethylene,

C2H4<^q.q^3q. glycol diacetate, or diacetate

of ethylene, or by an alcohol radical, as,

C^H^q^2115
,

glycol monoethylate, and

C2H4<^;£i2**5
,
glycol diethylate.

gly-co-lig'-nose, s. [Pref. glyco-, and Eng.,
&c. lignose-(q.v.).\

Cliem. : C3oH4COii. A yellowish white sub-
stance, obtained by exhausting the wood of
the spruce fir, Abies ezcelsa, with dilute acetic
acid, alcohol, and ether. It is decomposed
by boiling with hydrochloric acid, yielding
glucose and lignose, CisE^eHn. Glycolignose
fused with caustic potash yields potassium
salts of oxalic and succinic acids, and pyro-
catechin, C6H4(OH)2-(l-2).

gly-col'-la-mide,
amide.]

[Eng. glycoll(ic), and

CH2OH.
Cliem. : C2H5N02 , or | The amide

CO'NH2 .

of glycollic acid. Obtained by heating ammo-
nium tartronate till no more C0 2 is given off,

and recryst aliizing from water ; also by the
action of ammonia on ethyl glycollate. Gly-
collamide is soluble in water, and slightly
soluble in alcohol. It melts at 120°. By the
action of alkalis or dilute acids it is converted
into ammonia and glycollic acid.

gly'-col-late, s. [Eng. glycolUic); -ate.]

Chem. : A oalt of glycollic acid (q.v.).

gly-coT-lic, a. [Eng., &c. glycol, I connective,

-ic] Derived from or pertaining to glycol
(q.v.).

glycollic-acid, 5.

Chem.; Oxyacetic acid, oxacetic acid,

CH2OH.
C2H4 3, or

I

A diatomic monobasic
COOH.

fatty acid, containing an alcohol and an acid
radical. It occurs in sour grapes and in the
leaves of Ampelopsis hederaeea. Glycollic acid
can be obtained by the oxidation of glycol,

by the action of nitric acid on alcohol, by
heating a solution of oxalic acid to 100° for a
week with granulated zinc, the oxalic acid
being reduced by the nascent hydrogen, but
it is best obtained by boiling in a flask con-
nected with a condenser a mixture of one
part of chloracetic acid, CH2Cl'COOH, with
twenty-four parts of water, some hours ; the
product is then evaporated on a water-bath.
Glycollic acid crystallizes out of water in
needles, which melt at 80°. It is soluble in
alcohol and in ether ; by the action of con-
centrated nitric acid it is oxidized into oxalic

COOH.
acid,

I
Glycollic acid forms crystalline

COOH.
salts called glycollates.
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glycollide—glyptodon

glycollic-anhydride, s.

CUvi.; C4H6 5 , or
0<g^COOH^ A

white powder, insoluble in alcohol, ether, and
cold water ; when boiled with water it is

converted into glycollic acid. It melts at
130", and is obtained by heating glycollic acid
for a long time on a water-bath.

glycollic-ethers, s. pi.

Chem. : Ethers formed by replacing the
H in the (CO'OH) group of glycollic acid
by alcohol radicals, as methyl glycollate,

CH2OH-CO-0-CH3.

gly'-col-llde, s. [Eng. glycolc(ia) ; -Me.]

Cliem. : An anhydride of glycollic acid,

C2H2O3, or ^q^O, obtained by heating gly-

collic acid between 250° to 280", also by heating
dry potassium chloracetate to 110°—120°, or
heating tartronic acid to 180°. It is a powder
insoluble in cold water; it melts at 220°.

When warmed with ammonia it is converted
into glycollamide (q.v.).

gly'-co-lyl, s. [Eng., &c, glycol (q.v.) ; -yl
-

Gr. vAtj (hide) = matter.]

Chem. : (For def., see etym. and compound).

glycolyl-guanidin
DINE.]

[Glycocyami-

glycolyl-urea, s. [Hydantojn.]

gly-co'-ni-an, gly-con'-ic, a. [Gr. yavkw-
i/eios (glulcoheios), from its inventor Glykon.]

Pros. : A name given to a certain kindof verse
in Greek and Latin poetry. It consists of three
feet, a spondee, a choriamb, and a pyTrhic

:

— j-uu-]vw; or it may be scanned as a
spondee and two dactyls : - -

I
- U V

[

- u u,

gly-con'-ic, [Glyconian.]

gly-cds'-a-mme, s. [Eng., &c, giucos(e\

and amine.]

Chem. : CgHisNOs. The hydrochlorate of
this base is obtained by boiling chitin for

half an hour with concentrated hydrochloric
acid. Glycosamine crystallizes from alcohol in

needles ; it reduces cupric solution.

gly'-cose, [Gutcose.]

gly'-co-slde, s [Glucoside.]

gly'-co-sine, s. [Eng., &c, glyco(l), s con-
nective, and -me.]

Chem. : CgHgN4. An organic base obtained
by the action of ammonia on glyoxal. It is a
colourless crystalline powder, almost insoluble
in water ; it sublimes in needles without melt-
ing, dissolves in acids, and forms crystalline
salts.

gly-cos'-mis, s. [Pref. glyco*, and Gr. 6(77177

(osme) = smell.]

Bot. : A genus of Aurantiacese. Glycosmis
citrifolia bears fruits of a delicious flavour.

gly-cyr-rhe'-tin, s. [Eng. g]ycyrrli(iza)

;

-etin.]

Chem. : A brown brittle resin, obtained by-
boiling glycyrrhizin with dilute acids ; insolu-
ble in water, soluble in alcohol and alkalis. It
dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid, form-
ing a red solution, which changes to purple.

gly-cyr-rhiz-a, 5. [Gr. yXvievs (giukus) =
sweet, and pifja (rhlza) = a root.]

1. Bot. : Agenusof papilionaceous plants, sub-
tribe Galegese. It has a tubular, five-cleft

and two-lipped calyx, and an ovate com-
pressed one to four-seeded pod. Glycyrrhiza

glabra is said to furnish the Spanish liquorice.

[Liquorice.] The roots of G. echinata and
G. glandulifera are alleged to have the same
qualities.

2. Pharm. : Liquorice-root. The recent and
dried root or underground stem of Glycyrrhiza

glabra, cultivated in England, especially at

Pontefract, in Yorkshire. [Pomfret Cake.]

It occurs in cylindrical-branched pieces,

brown on the surface and yellow within,

tough and pliable, sweet and mucilaginous to

the taste. It contains a substance called

Glycyrrhizin (q.v.), also asparagine, gum
mucilage, &c. It is used as a powder in pills,

and also to form Extrartum Glycyrrhizce, ex-

tract of liquorice, which is obtained bymaeera-
tion and percolation of the root, and evapo-

ration to a proper consistence. It is a sweet

demulcent, useful to relieve coughing and to
sheathe the mucous membrane. It is often
given with powdered senna.

gly-cyr-rhiz'-In, 0. [Eng. glycyrrMz{a)

-in.)

Chem. : C44H63NO18. A crystalline sub-
stance obtained by boiling the root of Glycyr-

rhiza glabra in alcohol, and evaporating the
alcoholic solution to dryness. It is decom-
posed by boiling with dilute acids into glucose
and glycyrrhetin. When fused with caustic

potash it is converted into para-oxybenzoic
acid, C6H4-OH*COOH. (1—4).

*glyn, *glynne, s. [Irish.] A glen. (It

occurs frequently in compound names of

places in Ireland, as Glen does in Scotland.)
" Though he could not beat out the Irish, yet lie did

shut them up within those narrow corners and glyns
under the mountain's foot."

—

Spenser: State ofIreland.

gly-ox'-al, 5. [Eng., &c. gly(col) ; ox(alic),

and al(dehyde).~]

Cliem. : The diatomic aldehvde of glycol and
CO-H.

of oxalic acid, C2H2O2 or
j

Obtained by
CO-H.

the gradual oxidation of ethyl-alcohol by
nitric acid, the liquids being separated by a
layer of water. Glyoxal is a transparent, deli-

quescent, amorphous substance ; it is oxidized
by dilute nitric acid into glyoxalic acid, and
by concentrated nitric acid into oxalic acid.

It reduces an ainmoniacal solution of a silver

salt, forming a metallic mirror ; by the action
of alkalis it is converted into glycollic acid.

A very dilute solution of glyoxal, when
warmed with a little potassium cyanide,
KCN, turns a dark red colour.

gly-ox'-a-late, *. [Eng. gloxal(ic); -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of gloxalic-acid (q.v.).

gly-ox-al'-lC, a. [Eng., &<;. gly(col), and
oxalic] (For def. see compound.)

glyoxalic-acid. s.

Chem. : Also called glyoxylic-acid, C2H2O3

or prJ.QH '
a ^va(* compound, containing an

aldehyde and an acid radical. Obtained along
with glyoxal by oxidation of ethyl-alcohol
with nitric acid ; also by heating at 140° one
part of dichloracetic acid, CHCl2'COOH,
with ten parts of water for twenty-four hours.
Glyoxalic acid is a thick syrup, which can be
crystallized over H2S04. It is very soluble in

water, and can be distilled in a current of

steam. It is a monobasic acid, forming crys-

talline salts called glyoxalates. By oxidizing
agents it is converted into oxalic acid ; by
nascent hydrogen it is reduced to glycollic

acid. It has also the properties of an alde-

hyde, reducing aminoniacal solutions of silver

salts, forming a metallic mirror ; also unites
with alkaline bisulphites. Glyoxalic acid,

when boiled with excess of limewater, yields
calcium glycollate and calcium oxalate.

gly-6x'-a-line, s. [Eng., &c. glyoxal; -inc.]

Chem. : C3H4N0, or N^cH'C H Obtained

V
NH.

by treating glyoxal, kept cool by ice, with a
slight excess of ammonia, glycosine separates
as a powder, the filtered liquid is boiled with
milk of lime, evaporated to a syrup, and ex-

tracted with alcohol, and distilling the alco-

holic solution. Glyoxaline crystallizes in white
prisms, which melt at 89°, and boil at 255°.

It is soluble in water, alcohol, and in ether.

It unites with acids to form crystalline com-
pounds.

gly-ox-yl'-ic, u. [Glyoxalic]

glyph, s. [Gr. ykviftrj (gluphe), from y\.v<poj

(ghtpho)= to carve.]

Arch. & Sculpt. : A perpendicular fluting or
channelling, used as an ornament.

gly'-phae-a, s. [Gr. y\v^ (gluphe) = carving,
carved work.]

1. Bot. : A genus of Tiliacese.

2. Palajont. : A genus of Macrurous Crusta-
ceans. Prof. Morris enumerates one species
from, the Lias and two from the Oolite.

glyph'-Ic, a. [Gr. yAu$uc6? (gluphikos), from
yAv'$(u (glupho) = to carve.] Pertaining to
carving or sculpture ; of or pertaining to a
glyph or glyphs.

gly'-phi-dee, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. glyph(is), and
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. . A family of Lichens, tribe Idiotha-
lam ete.

glyph-ip-ter-yg'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
glyphiptei-yx (genit. glyphipterygis), and Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idai.]

Entom. : A family of Moths, group Tineina.
The imago has the head generally smooth

;

the labial palpi variable ; the maxUlary palpi
very short, the anterior wings oblong or elon-
gate ; the posterior ones ovate or lanceolate

;

the flight diurnal. The larva has sixteen legs
or is apodal. It generally mines in leaves.
Twenty-eight British species are known, some
of them very small. (Stainton.)

glyph-ip'-ter-yx, s. [Gr. y\v$L$ (gluphis)
= an arrow-head, and 7rrepv£ (pterux) = wing.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
GlyphipterygidEe (q.v.). The species fly in
the bright sunshine.

Sly'-Phis, s. [Gr. y\v<f>ls (gluphis) = a notch
of an arrow, an arrow.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Gly-
phidffi (q.v.).

glyph-6-graph, v.t. [Glyphograph, s.] To
engrave by the system of glyphography.

glyph'-6-graph, s. [Gr. yKv^rj (ghtphe) = a
carving

;
ypd<pu> (grapho) = to write, to draw.]

Engrav. : A plate prepare* by glypho-
graphy ; an impression taken from such a plate.

glyph-fig1

-ra-pher, s. [Eng. glyphograph);
-er.] One who is skilled in or practises
glyphography.

glyph-o-graph'-ic, a. [Eng. glyphograph;
-ic] Of or pertaining to glyphography.

glyph-og'-ra-phy, 5. [Gr. ykv^ (gluphe) =
a carving, and ypatfxo (grapho) = to write, to
draw.] A name given by Mr. Palmer to his
relief line engraving. A thin ground of wax
is spread upon the plate ; this is etched or
cut away so as to give the design in intaglio.

The ground is now covered with a film of
graphite, after which metal is precipitated
upon the metal in an electro-bath, giving a
metallic plate with the design in relief. The
copper shell is backed with lead and used as
an ordinary printing surface.

glyp' - tic, a. .[Gr. yKvnTiK6<; (gluptiko?) =
carving; y\v<f>ut (ghtpho) = to engrave; Fr.
glyptique.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Pertaining or relating to
engraving on precious stones.

2. Min. : Figured.

glyp'-tics, s. [Glyptic, a.] The art of en-
graving on precious stones.

glyp-td-, pre/. [Gr. y\virr6s (gluptos) = fit for
carving, carved.] Carved or looking as if it

were so.

glyp-to-cii'-ni-dss, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. glypto~

crin(us), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas.]

Palozont. ; A family of Crinoidea. It has no
parabasals, but five basals with six inter-
radials in each inter-radial space. The plates
are usually ornamented with radiating ridgea,
as if they had been carved for ornament,whence
the name.

glyp-td-cri'-nus, s. [Pref. glypto-, and Gr.
Kpwov (krinon) = a lily.] [Glyptocriwid^e.]

Palceont. : The typical genus of the family
Glyptocrinidte (q.v.). Glyptocrinus basalis is

figured by Murchisonfrom the Lower Silurian
rocks.

glyp-to-dip-ter-i'-ni, s. pi. [Pref. glypto-;
Gr. Sinrepos (dipteros) = with two wings,
here = with two fins, and Lat. masc. pl r adj.

suff. -ini.]

Palaiont. : In the classification of Protessor
Huxley, a family of fossil ganoid fishes, sub-
order Crossopterygidai. There are two dorsal
fins, the scales are sculptured, the pectoral
fins acutely lobate, dentition dendrodont.
There are two sub-families, the one with rhom-
boidal, and the other with cycloidal scales.

Under the latter family fall the genus Holop-
tychius, &c.

glyP'-to-don, s. [Pref. glypto-, and Gr. 6Sov'«

(odovs), genit. 686ctos (odontos)= a tooth.]

Palceont. ; A huge fossil mammal, family

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. cious. -tious, -sious = sfaus. -ble. -die, &c. = bel, del.
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Dasypodidae (Armadillos). It was encased in
armour, there being bony plates on the head,
and nearly hexagonal bony scutes on the body

GLYFTODON.

It belongs to the Post-pliocene of South
America. Including the tail, Glyptodon
clavipes was more than nine feet long.

glyp- to -graph, s. [Pref. glypto-, and Gr.
ypd<p<* (graplw) ~ to write, to draw.] An en-
graving on precious stones or gems.

glyp-tSg'-ra-phei\ s. [Eng. glyptograph ;
-er.] One who is skilled in or practises glyp-
tography ; an engraver on precious stones.

glyp-tO-graph'-lC, a. [Eng. glyptograph ;
-ic] Of or pertaining to glyptography, or the
art of engraving on gems or precious stones.

glyp-tog'ra-phy, s, [Pref. glypto-, and Gr.
7pa0ij (grapiw) = a writing, a drawing.]

1, The art of engraving on gems or precious
stones.

2. A description of the art of engraving on
gems or precious stones.

glyp-to-lse'-mus, s. [Pref. glypto-, and Gr.
Aaiju-d? (laimos) ~ the throat.]

Palmont. : A genus of Fossil Ganoids, family
Glyptodipterin! , and the section or sub-family
of it with rhomboidal scales. It has been
found only in the Devonian rocks.

glyp-to-saur'-i-dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat. glyp-
tosaur(us) (q.v.), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulf.

-idee.]

Palmont. : A family of Lacertilia (Lizards).
The skin had ornamented osseous scales. It
is found in the Tertiary deposits.

gljrp-to-saur -us, s. [Pref. glypto-, and Gr.
aaupos (sauros), o-avpa. (saura) = a lizard.]

Palmont. : The typical genus of the family
Glyptosaurida? (q.v.).

glyp-to-the'-ca, s. [Pref. glypto-, and Lat.
t!ieca,;*Gr. 0tjio) (theke) — a, box, a chest.]
[Theca.]

Arch., dx. : A box, room, or building for
the preservation of sculpture.

* glys'-ter, s. [Clyster.]

gme-li'-na (g silent), s. [Named after John
George Gmelin, a celebrated German natural-
ist, who travelled to Siberia, and published a
flora of that region.]

Bat. : A genus of Verbenacese, tribe Viticese.

The leaves of Gmelina parvijlora render water
mucilaginous. It may then be employed as a
ptisan for the cure of ardor urince. (Lindley.)

gmel'-in-ite (g silent), s. [Named after Prof.

Charles Gmelin, of Tubingen.]

Min. : A colourless, yellowish-white, green-
ish-white, or reddish-white, fresh, transparent
to translucent brittle mineral, crystallizing in
rhombohedrons. Hardness, 4'5

; sp. gr., 2"04

to 2*17. Compos. : silica, 46'37 to 53*71

;

alumina, 17-63 to 21 '48; lime, 367 to 11-48;

soda, 3-10 to 7-29; potassa, 0-39 to 1*87;

water, 8*5*fcT to 20*41. Sarcolite, Lederevite,
and Hydrolite are varieties. Found abroad at
Andreasberg, in the Harz ; at Montecchio,
Maggiore, and Castel, in the Vincentine ; in

Cyprus ; near Cape Blomidon, in Nova Scotia,

&c. ; at home, near Glenarm and Portrush, in

Antrim ; in the isle of Magee ; at Taiisker, in

Skye, &c. (Dana.)

* gnac-chen, * gnach-yn, v.i. [Gnash.]

gnap (g silent), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To
gnaw, to eat.

" Sum gnapped here fete and haudes."—JIS., in Hal-
llwell, p. 405.

gna-phal'-i-ese (g silent), s. pi. [Lat. gna-

phali(um), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -cat.]

Bot. : A tribe of composite plants, sub-order

or series Tubulifloraa. The flowers are all

tubular, the outer ones very slender. Genera
'represented in Britain—Gnaphalium, Anten-
naria, and Filago.

gna-pha'-li-um (g silent), s. [Lat. gnapha-
Uum, gnaphalion ; Gr. yva<t>d\LOv (giutphalion)
= either the cudweed or the lavender cotton-
weed.]

Bot. : Cudweed. The typical genus of the
tribe Gnaphaliea? (q.v.). The heads are bi-

sexual, the receptacle flat and naked. About
100 species are known. These occur in

CNAPHALIUM ULIGINOSTJM.

1, Details of Flowers. 2. Single Flower.

Britain—(1) Gnaphalium luteo-album (2) G.

sylvaticum, (3) G. idiginosum, and (4) G. su-

pinitm. No. 3 is the most common. No. 1 is

confined to the south. The others increase in
frequency towards the north. What was
once called G. dioicum is now termed Anten-
naria dioica.

gnar (g silent), * gnarre, * knarre,
knur, * knurr, s. [Cf. O. Dut. knor;

Dut. Jcnorf = a knot ; Dan. knort = a knot, a
gnarl ; lcnortet = knotty, gnarled; Sw. knorht
= a curl, a ringlet; Icel. gnerr — a knot, a
knob ; Ger. knorren = an excrescence, alump;
knorrig =. gnarled. (Skeat.y]

1. Lit.. A knot in a tree.

2. Fig. : A tough, thickset, rough fellow.

'"gnar, *gnarr (g silent), v.i. [An onomato-
poetic word.] To snarl, to growl, to murmur.

" When he 'gan to rear his bristles strong,
And ielly gnar." Spenser : F. Q., I. v. 34.

* gnare, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A snare, a trap
"There wenten before me the gnaris of deeth."—

Wycliffe; 2 Kings xxii. 6.

gnarl (g silent), v.i. [A freq. from gnar, v.

(q.v.).] To snarl, to growl.
"Wolves are gnarling which shall gnnrw them first."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., iii. 1.

gnarl (g- silent), s. [A dimin. from gnar, s.

(q.v.).] A gnar, a knot in wood ; a snag.

gnarled (g silent), a. [Eng. gnarl, s. ; -ed.]

1. Lit. : Full of knots or snags; knotty,
gnarly.

" Thou rather with thy sharp and sulphurous bolt,
Split'st the unwedgeable and gnarled oak."

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, ii. 2.

2. Fig. : Cross-grained, peevish, perverse.

gnarl'-y (g silent), a. [Eng. gnarl, s. ; -y.]

Having knots ; gnarled, knotty.
" Till by degrees the tough and gnarly oak
Be rived.' Marston : Antonio's Uevenge, iv. 2.

* gnarre (g silent), v.i. [Gnar, v.)

* gnarre (g silent), o. [Gnar, s.]

gnar'-ry (g silent), u. [Eng. guar, a . ; -y.}

Knotty, gnarly.

"Like spring's green bloom on boughs all gaunt and
g/tarry.' A. C. Swinburne: Athens.

gnash (g silent), v.t. &i. [A modification of Mid.
Eng. gnasten = to gnash the teeth.] [Gnast.]

A. Trans. : To strike together, as the
teeth ; to clash.

"He gnasJied his teeth, his eyeballs flashed with fire."
Hoole: Orlando Furioso, bk. xxx.

B. Intrans. : To grind or clash the teeth
together, as in rage, despair, &c. ; to rage.

" The monster fell, and gnashing with huge tusks
Ploughed up the crimson earth."

Smith : Phadra &: Jlippolitus, i

gnash -Irig (g silent), *gnash-ynge, pr.
par., a., & s. [Gnash, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ partlcip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As sub^t : The act of grinding <»' '-''i^h-

ing the teeth together, as in rage, despair, &c.

"And the children of the kyngedoine shal be caste

oute into utter darknes ; there shal be wepynge ana
gnashynge of teeth.'"

—

Bible (1551), Matt. viiC

gnash'-lhg-ly (g silent), adv. [Eng. gnash-

ing; -ly.] In a gnashing manner; with
gnashing of teeth.

*' gnast, * gnaste, s. [A.S. gnmt = a spark ;

Sw. gnista; Dan. gnist ; Icel. gneisti.] An
ash ; the wick of a candle.

" As a, gnast passendi."— Wycliffe : Isaiah xxix. 5.

* gnast, gnaist, gnast-en, * gnast-yn,
v.i. [Sw. knastra = to crush between the

teeth : Icel. gnastan = a gnashing : gnista =
to gnash the teeth

;
gnesta = to crack ; Ger.

knastern = to gnash ; Dut. knarsen. Prob. a
mere variant of cros7t (q.v.). (Skeat.)] To grind
or gnash the teeth together, as in rage, de-

spair, &c.
" Thai gnaisted ouer me with tnaire tethe."

E. Eng. Psalter, Pa xxxiv. 16.

" gnast-ere, s. [Eng. gnast, v. ; -ere = -cr.]

One who gnashes his teeth ; one who rages or

fumes.
" Gnastere. Fremitor."—Prompt. Parv.

gnast ing, gnaist-ing, x gnast-yng,
gnast-ynge, s. [Eng. gnast, v. ; -ing.}

Gnashing of the teeth.

"tTher endeles gnaisting is of toth."
Cursor Mundi, 26,760

gnat {g silent), * gnatte, * gnaytt, s. [A.S.

gncct; cf. Sw. gnet — a nit.]

I. Ord. Lang. : In the same sense as II. 1, 2. '

" We made wreathes of greene grasse, which we
wound about our bodies, to keepe vs from the sunne
and gnats of that country."

—

Hackluyt : Voyages, iii. 491.

II. Technically :

1. Entomology

:

(1) Sing. : Cvlex pipiens and some other
species of the genus Culex (q.v.).

(2) PI. : The family Culicidse (q.v.).

2. Script.: The rendering of the Greek word
Kuiviaip (konops), which seems to be correct.

If To strain at [an old misprint for out] «
gnat and. swallow a camel (Matt, xxiii. 24,
Authorised Version). To strain out the gnat
and sivallow the camel (Revised Version) : Al-
ludingto the care with which the Jews strained
small insects out of the liquor they were
about to drink. To be punctilious about
trifles, and with the grossest inconsistency
to allow one's self violations of moral prin-
ciple in matters of great moment.

t gnat-flower, s.

Bot. : Ophrys apifera, more commonly called
the Bee-flower or Bee-orchis.

gnat-net, s. A fine gauze net to keep off
gnats, mosquitoes, &c. ; a mosquito-net.

" To omit the ancient conopeion, or gnat-net of the
-Egyptians, the inventors of that nitirice."—Browne;
Cyrus' Garden, ch. ii.

A gnat-strainer, s. One who attaches,
too great importance to little matters, while
neglecting others of greater moment (Matt,
xxiii. 24.).

t gnat-worm, s. The larva of a gnat.

"He that wuuld behold a very anomalous motion.
may observe it m the fertile and tirmg stroaka of
gnat-worms."— Browne Garden ff Cyrus, ch. iv.

gnath'-lte (g silent), s. [Gr. yv6.9o<; (gnathos),

and Eng. su'if. -ite.]

Zool. ; One of the mouth appendages in the
Arthropoda.

gna-thi'-tls (g silent), s. [Gr. yvd6o<; (gnathos)
= the jaw, and suff. -itis (Med.) (q.v.).]

Pathol. : Inflammation of the jaw.

gnath'-6-don (g silent), s. [Gr. yvaBa
(gnathos) = a jaw, and 6Soiis (odous), genit.
oSoVtos (odontos) = a tooth.]

1. Ornith. : A genus of birds, called also
Didunculus (q.v.).

2. Zool. <£ Palceont. : A genus of conchiferous
molluscs, family Mactridte. It is so called
because one of the lateral teeth connected
with the hinge has a certain resemblance to a
jaw-bone. Recent species, one certain and
three doubtful ; fossil three, from the Chalk
onwards. The best-known recent species is
Gnathodon cuneatus, which was formerly eaten
by the Indians. It is found with Cyrena
carolinensis at Mobile, on the Gulf of Mexico,

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw-
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which is built on a shell-bank consisting
chiefly of the two species.

*gna-thon'-ic, gna-thon'-ic-al (g silent),

a. [Gr. yvdQtov (gnatlion), genit. yvadu)vo<; (gna-

tko)ws) = a full mouth, a lat cheek; Eng., &c,
sutf. -ical (q.v.)-] Flattering, deceitful.

* gna-thon'-ic-al-ly (g silent), axle. [Eng.

gnathonical; -ly~) in a servile, parasitical,

or flattering manner.

tgna-thop'-6-dlte(<7 silent), s. [Gr. yvd&os
(gnatltos) = a jaw ; ttous (pons), genit. ttoSos

(podos) = a foot, and Eng. &c. sufT. -its. (q.v.).]

ZooL; A jaw-foot

—

i.e., a foot modified into

a jaw, more generally called maxillipedes

(q.v ). Such limbs exist in the Crustacea.

gna-thos to-ma (g silent), -s. [Gr. yvddos

(gnathos) — the "jaw, and o-To/xa (stoma) =
mouth.]

Zool. : A genus of nematoid Entozoa, found
by Prof. Owen in the stomach of the tiger,

the leopard, and other Felidee.

gnat ling (initial <j silent), s. [Eng. gnat;
dimin. sutf. -ting..} A little gnat.

" But if some man, more hardy than the rest,

Should dare attack these finatlings in their nest

;

At once they rise with impotence of rage,"
Churchill Jtosciad.

gnat -snap-per (g silent), s. [Eng. gnat,

and snapper.] A bird which lives by catching

gnats.
" They deny-that any bird is to he eaten whole, hut

only the gnatsnapper."—Hakewill : On Providence

gnaw (g silent), * gnawe, * gnaw - en,
*gnaw-yn, v.t. & i. [A.S. gnagan; cogn.

with Dut. knagen ; O. Icel. guaga ; Ioel.ttapa;

Dan, gnave ; Sw. gnaga. The g is a mere pre-

iix= A.S. ge-. The simple verb appears in Icel.

naga ; Dan. nage; Ger. nagen - to gnaw ; Sw.

iwgga = to nibble ; Eng. nag - to tease, to

worry. (Skeat.)]

A. Transitive

:

I. Literally

:

1. To bite or eat away by degrees, or by
nibbling.

" Of her herbs and flowers.

It seemed the better part were gnawed away."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. i.

2. To bite in agony, despair, or rage.
" They gnawed their tongues for pain."—flevchttion

xvi. 10.

* 3. To eat away by corrosion ; to corrode

away.

I. To wear away by continued biting.

" Gnawing with lny teeth my bonds asunder."
Shafcesp. : Comedy of Errors, v.

II. Fig- : To consume or wear away by
degrees ; to waste away ; to fret.

" Vile disdaine and rancour, which did gnaw
Hib heart in twaiue with sad melancholy."

Spenser: F. Q., II. viii. 50.

B. Intransitive

:

I, tit. : To use the teeth in biting ; to bite

into anything, so as to wear it away by degrees.
" I might well, like the spaniel, gnaw upon the

chain that ties ine."

—

Sidney : A rcadia.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To cause a fretting, consuming, or wast-

ing away : as, a gnawing pain.

* 2. To be affected with a continuous, severe,

and wasting pain : as, A tooth gnaws.

* gnaw (g silent), x. [Gnaw, v.] A gnawing
;

a. fretting or wearing away.
" The gnaw of anguish, and the waste of life."

lioyse: Written, in the Palace of Falkland.

gnawed (g silent), pa. par. & a. [Gnaw, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : (See the verb).

2. Bot. : Erose, having the margin irregu-

larly toothed, as if bitten by some animal.

gnaw'-er (g silent), s. [Eng. gnaw ; -erJ]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
gnaws or corrodes.

2. Zool. : A rodent.

gnaw -ing (g silent), * gnaw-yng, * gnaw-
yuge, pr. par., a., & s. [Gnaw, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See

the verb).

C. --Is substantive

:

1. Lit. : The act of eating away by degrees.

"By dreinea, by chirking of dores, or cracking of

houses, by gnawing of ratles, and swiche uianer of

wretcheduesse."—Chaucer : Persones Tale.

2. Fig. : A continuous or severe pain, or

feeling ; as of remorse.

"ThiB composition is good for those that have weak
and feble stomachs, or be troubled with gnawing and
pain there."—/'. Holland: Pliny, bk. xx., ch. ix.

* gnawn (g silent), pa. par. or a. [Gnaw.]

* gnede, a. [A.S. gnedth.]

1. Stingy ; mean ; sparing ; miserly.

" Off gyfft he was he never gnede."
Degrcvant, 1,159.

2. Sparing ; small in quantity ; scarce.

" Thaire money wex ham gnede."
Cursor Mundi, 5,392.

* gnede, v. t. [Gnede, a.) To fail ; to run
short for.

" Non that day schal the gnede."
Poem on Freemasonry, 670.

gnede-ly, * gnede-liche, adv. [A.S.

gnethelice.] Sparingly ; meanly ; stingily.

" Heo mei gnedelichc leden hise lif."—A ncre-n Riwle,

p. 202.

gned-y, a. [Eng
stingy ; sparing.

gnede, -y.] Mean
;

gneiss (g silent), s. [Ger. gneiss, gneus, a

German mining term given by geologists, who
have given it world-wide currency.]

Geology & Petrology

:

1. Spec. : A metamorphic rock, consisting

of orthoclase, quartz, and mica. It is akin to

mica sehist, which, however, is distinguished

by having less orthoclase and more mica. It

lias exactly the same materials as granite, but
is stratified or foliated. Sometimes hand spe-

cimens are found, in which lamination is so

little traceable, that they might pass for

granite. There are cases also in which gneiss,

in position, does not consist of thin laminae,

but is divided into thick beds, in which the

mica has only a slight degree of parallelism to

the planes of stratification. Sometimes it is

penetrated from below by granitic veins.

(Lgell, &e.) [Metamorphic]

2. Gen. : A formation in which gneiss [No.

1] prevails, but not exclusively, there being

present also hornblende-schist and other

metamorphic rocks. These latter are con-

sidered as subordinate to the gneiss.

^ Fundamental gneiss, Laurentian gneiss :

Geol. : The name given by Sir Roderick
Murchison to the oldest stratified rock in

Scotland. It is found in the north-west of

Ross-shire, and in Sutherlandshire, besides

forming the whole of the adjoining island

of Lewis in the Hebrides. It has a strike

from N."W. to S.E., nearly at right angles to

the metamorphic strata of the Grampians.
The Lower Cambrian and various metamorphic
rocks rest on it unconformably. . (Lyell, &c.)

gneis'-sic (<? silent), a. [Ger. &c. gneiss; Eng.,

&c. suff. -ic]

Geol. : Consisting of gneiss.

" The old gneixsic rocks of Nova Scotia "—Hind, in
Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, xxvi. 471.

gneis'-soid (g silent), a. [Ger., &c, gneiss,

and Gr. el&os(eido$), form, appearance.]

Geol. : Resembling gneiss.

"The unconformable contact of the Lower Silurian
gold-bearing strata with the underlying gneissoid and

i .4.— „„„:„= - m.,,i i„ Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc.,schistose series."—Hind,
xxvi. 474.

gneis-sose' (g silent), a. [Ger., &c, gneiss;

Eng., &c. sutf. -ose (q.v.).]

GpoJ. : Properly, abounding in gneiss ; but
used also simply for gneissic (q.v.).

" The Eastern gneissose rocks of Sutherland and Ross,"
—Murchison in Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., xvi., p. 237.

gne-ta' -ce-a? (g silent), s, pi. [Mod. Lat.

gnet(um) (q.v.), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-aceai.]

Bot. : Joint-firs ; an order of Gymnogens,
with repeatedly-branched jointed stems and
simple net-veined leaves, opposite and entire,

sometimes very minute and scale-shaped

;

flowers in catkins, or heads ; the males with a
one-leaved calyx, transversely slit at the end

;

a monadelphous filament, with one-celled

anthers opening by pores ; females, altogether
naked or sheltered by a false calyx, consisting

of two scales, each surrounding two flowers
;

ovary, none ; ovule with a style-like process.

Known genera, two—viz., Gnetum and Ephe-
dra (q.v.) ; species, fifteen, scattered over the
world.

gne -turn (g silent), s. [Corrupted from Gne-
inon, the name given to the plant in the is-

land of Ternate.]

Bot : The typical genus of the order Gnetacese
- (q.v.). The species are found in the hottest

parts of India and Guiana. In Amboyna the
seeds of Gnetum Gnemon ai-e eaten boiled,

roasted, or fried, and the green leaves, though
tasteless, are used as spinach.

*gnide, *gnid-en, *gnyde, v.t. & i.

[A.S. gnidan ; O. H. Ger. gnitan ; M. H. Ger.

gniten ; Sw. gnida; Dan. gnide.]

A. Trans. ; To break or grind to pieces ; to
bruise.

" Heo broken the eares bitbj;weie and gniden the
cornes uts."—A ncren Riwla, p. 2eD.

B. Intrans. : To be brought to nothing ; to

be destroyed utterly.

"Gold and seolver, but schal gnyde to nouht."—
0. Eng. Miscell.. p. 114.

gni'-dl-a (g silent), s. [Lat. Gnidlus = per-

taining to Gnidus or Cnidus, a town of Caria.]

Bot. : A genus of Thymelaccte (Daphnads).

The known species, about fifty in number,
are pretty heath-like plants, several of which
have been introduced into British greenhouses

from the warmer parts of Eastern Africa.,

Gnidium Daphnoides is manufactured into

ropes in Madagascar ; most species of the

genus can, moreover, be used in cutaneous

diseases.

" gnit, * gnytte, o. [Gnat.]

gnof, * gnoff, s. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps
connected with gnaw (q.v.).] A miser ; a

Stingy, mean fellow.
" Whilom ther was dwelling in Oxenforde
A riche gnof, that gestes helde to borde,
And of his craft he was a carpenter."

Chaucer: C. T., 3.18B.

gnome (1) (g silent), s. [Fr. ;
prob. from Gr.

yvtiifiri (gnome) = intelligence, from the belief

that the gnomes could furnish information as

to secret treasures in the earth.]

1. An imaginary being, a kind of sprite.

Gnomes were supposed by the Rosicrucians to

inhabit the inner parts of the earth, and to be
the guardians of mines, quarries, &c.

"The gnomes or daemons of earth, delight In mis-
chief."—Pope: Ep. Dedic. to Mrs. A. Ferinor.

2. A dwarf ; a goblin ; a person of small or

misshapen figure or features.

gnome (2), gno'-me (g silent), s. [Gr. yimfirj

(gnome) = intelligence, a maxim, from yvutvat

(gnonai) = to know.] A maxim, an aphorism,

a saw, a reflection.

" Gnome [is] a saying pertaining to the manners and
common practices of men, which declareth by an apte
brevity, what in this our lyfe ought to be done or not
dime."—Peachum : Garden of Eloquence. (1577.)

* gnomed (g silent), a. [Eng. gnome (1); -ed.]

Haunted by gnomes.
" Empty the haunted air and the gnomed mine."

Keats ; Lamia, ii.

* gno'-mic (1),
* gno'-mic-al (1) (g silent), a.

[Gr. 7va)/j.iK05 (gnotnikos)= dealing in maxims,
sententious ; Gr. yvutfxr) (gnome).'] [Gnome (2).]

Dealing in maxims ;
sententious ; didactic ; a

term applied to Greek didactic poets, such as
Solon, Phocylides, Theognis, &c, and to their

writings.
" A city long famous as the seat of elegiac and gnomic

poetry."

—

G. If. Lewes : HiMtory of Philosophy, i. 30.

- gno'-mic (2), gno'-mic-al (2) (g silent), a.

[Catachrestic for gnomonical (q.v.).] Per-

taining to a dial or the art of dialling.

"A dial furnished with a magnetic needle, rather
than an ordinary gnomical dial."

—

Boyle: Works, v. 427.

* gno'-mic-al-ly (0 silent), adv. [Eng. gnomi-
cal ; -ly.] In'a gnomic, didactic, or sententious

manner.

gno -mo -log' - ic, * gno -mo-log^~ic-al
(initial g silent), a. [Gr. y^wjiLoXoyiKd? (gno-

mologikos), from yi/w|U.oAoyew (gnomologeo) = to

speak in maxims.] [Gnomology.] Of or per-

taining to gnomology,

gnd-mol'-o-gy (initial g silent), s. [Gr.

yvuipr) (gnome) = a maxim, and Aoyos (logos) =
a word, a discourse ; Gr. \4yo (lego) = to

collect, to speak ; Fr. gnomologie.'] A treatise

on, or collection of, maxims or sententious

reflections or sayings ; the knowledge of or

literature relating to such maxims or sayings.

"Which art of powerfull reclaiming, wisest men
have also taught in their ethical precepts and gnomolo-
gies."—Milton : Tetrachordon.

* gno-mom'-e-try (g silent), s. [Gr. yvutvg

(gnome) = a maxim, and ixerpov (metron) = a
measure.] A dividing or arraying according

to subject.

"We can touch but lightly on the intricate question
of stichoinetry as opposed to gnomometry."—Athe-
naiim, July 6, 1882, p. 43.
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10 gnomon—go
gno-mon (g silent), s. [Lai, from Gr. yv&ti.w
(gnomon) = one who knows, an interpreter;
from Gr. yvuixu (gnonai) = to know.]

1. Astron. : A rod, style, or pillar erected
perpendicularly to the horizon, from whose
shadow the altitudes, declinations, &c., of the
sun and stars may be determined. Such
styles were in use in ancient Egypt, in China,
and similar contrivances were found at Quito
by the invading Spaniards.

" Comparing thelheight of a gnomon or pillar with
toe length of the solstitial shadow."—Elton : Oriiim
of English History, p. 14.

2. Dial: The style or pin, which, by its

DIAL-PLATE, WITH GNOMON.

shadow on the dial-plate, shows the hour of
the day.

"The shadow of the style iu the dyall which they
call the gnomon, in Egypt, at noonetide. in the eqm-
noctiall day, is little more in length than halfe the
gnomon."—P. Holland : Plinie, bk. li., ch. lxxii.

3. Geom. : The figure made up of the two
complements of a parallelogram, together
with either of the parallelograms about the
diameter. Thus in the parallelogram abcd.

.
.

•



go n

* 8. To lead, to extend, to reach.

"He . . . Jd uile perforce stoppe the pas.

That goth fro Taracounte to Capias.

'

Alisaunder, 6,260.

9. To pass or be passed from one to an-

other ; to be circulated.
" Stretched at their length, they press the grassy

ground,
They laugh, they sing; the jolly bowls go round."

Drydvn : Virgil; ^Eneid ix. 20B.

* 10. To be spread, distributed, or dissemi-

nated.

"Profaneness is gone forth into all the land."—Jer.
xxiii. 16.

11. To be carried;

"So long goys the pott to the water."
Toumeley Mysteries, p. 106.

12. To depart ; to pass away.
" Away, and with thee .90 the worst of woes.
That seek'Bt my friendship, and the gods thy foes."

Chapman, (Johnson.)

13. Of time, to pass.
" Gone is the day" Towneley Mysteries, p. 276.

14. To pass ; to be placed or set.

" Whatever remains in story of Atlas, or his king-
dom of old, is so obscured with age or fables, that it

may go along with those of the Atlantic islands." —
Temple.

15. To be distributed or regulated.

"Laws must make common smalle offices to gohy
lot."

—

Hooker : Eccles. Polity.

16. To And the way in ; to pass in.

" Love is to myn herte gon." Lyric Poems, p. 92.

17. To frequent, to haunt ; to pass one's life.

" He goeth in company with the workers of iniquity,

and walketh with wicked men."—Job xxxiv. 8.

* 18. To proceed in any course of life.

"And the Levites that arc gone away far from me,
when Israel went astray, which went astray away
from me after their idols, they shall even hear their

iniquity."—Ezekiel xilv. 10.

19. To follow in teaching or example.
" They have gone in the way of Caiu."—Jude 11.

20. To be guided or regulated in the course

of conduct or action ; to act.

" We are to go by another measure."—Sprat,

21. To change state or condition for better

or worse.
" All those goodly things, which went so to wreck, to

be lightly accounted of m comparison of their lives

and liberty."—Knolles: Historic of the Turkes.

22. To have recourse to ; to apply oneself to.

"Dare any of you, having a matter against another
t

go tu law before the unjust, and not before the saints ?

'

—1 Corinthians vi. 1.

23. To apply ; to be applicable or pertinent.

24. To tend to any act or result.

"There be some women, Silvius, had they marked
him,

In parcels, as I did, would have gone near
To fall in love with him."

Shakesp. : As You Like It, iv. E.

25. To have a tendency <

"Athenians, know,
^ Against right reason all your counsels go."

Dryden : Persiua, sat. iv.

26. To move in any direction ; to act.

" Doctor, he is a curer of souls, and you a curer of

bodies ; if you should fight, you go against the hair of

your professions."

—

Shakesp. : Merry Wives, ii. 3.

27. To be in party, accord, or agreement ; to

work together.
** They with the vanquished prince and party go.

And leave their temples empty to the foe.'

Dryden. [Johnson.)

28. To decline ; to tend towards death or

ruin.
" He is far gone, and, truly, in my youth,

I suffered: much extremity for love.

Very near this " Shakesp. : Hamlet, ii. 2.

29. To pass away, to depart; not to remain.
" His strength went from him,"—Judges xvi. 19.

30. To be talked of ; to be known.
" It has the greatest town in the island that goes

under the name of Auo-Caprea, and is in several places

covered with avery fruitful soiL"—Addison : On Italy.

* 31. To be expressed in words.

"Thus itfiroes." Shakesp. : As You Like It, ii. 5.

* 32. To pass ; to be received.

" Clipping should be finally stopped, and the money
which remains should go according to its true value.

—Locke.

* 33. To be in circulation ; to be current

;

to pass from hand to hand.

"Clipt and washed money goes about, when the

entire and weighty lies hoarded up."— Waller.

34. To be used, spent, or expended.
" Our money must go to pay for them."

—

Locke.

35. To extend to consequences.

"It is not one master that either directs or takeB

notice of these : it goes a great way barely to permit
them."

—

L'Estrange: Fables,

36. To have effect ; to produce effects ;
to

have power or value.

"Considering the cheapness, so much money might
go farther thrs. a sum ten times greater could now. '—

Wilkins.

37. To be reckoned, valued, or rated ; to be
of weight.

"Whatever appears against their prevailing vice

goes for nothing, being either not applied, or passing
for libel and slander."—Swift.

38. To extend in meaning.
" His amorous expressions go no further than virtue

may allow."—Dryden : Ovid. (Pref.)

39. To last, to reach, to extend.
" Whose flesh, torn off by lump3, the ravenous foe

In morsels cut, to make it farther go."
Tate Juvenal, sat. xv.

40. To contribute, to conduce, to concur, to

form an ingredient.

41. To proceed, to fare ; to be in any state.

" When violence was ceased, and war on earth.

All would have gone well." Milton : P. L., xi. 7B0.

42. To fall out ; to terminate ; to succeed ;

to result.
" However the business goes, you have made fault

In the boldness of your speech."
Sliakesp. : Winter's Tale, iii. 2.

43. To be about to do ; to be on the point

of. (Used as an auxiliary verb.)

'"We shall do it now,' said Lochiel ; 'that is not
the cry of men who are going to win.' '

—

Macaulay

:

Hist Eng , ch. xiii.

44. To be in order of place or time.

* 45. To be pregnant.
"The fruit she goes with,

I pray that it good time and life may find."
Shakesp. : Henry VIII., v. 1.

46. To have animation, spirit, life, or in-

terest ; as, A play goes well.

47. To become ; to come into a state.

" The prince will go mad."
Shakesp. : Troilus <£ Cressuta, iv. 2.

48. To be regulated so as to suit.

"It . . . goes to the tune o'-^'Two Maids.'"—
Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 4.

49. To fail in business ; to become bank-
rupt : as, He went for £10,000. (Commercial

Slang.)

B. Transitive . [Although go appears to be,

and may be, treated as transitive in such
phrases as to go one's way, to go an errand, &c,
it is really intransitive, the following preposi-

tion being omitted : as, To go a journey = to

go on a journey.]

% Special phrases:

1. To go a begging : To be in no demand ; to

be neglected or despised.

2. To go about :

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(a) To take a circuitous course in accom-
plishing anything ; to go in different directions.

(b) To set one's self to do anything ; to at-

tempt ; to exert oneself.

" They went about to Blay him."—Acts ix. 29.

(2) Naut. : To turn the head of a ship ; to

tack ; to wear.

3. To go abroad :

(1) To leave one's own country for a foreign

one.

(2) To go out of doors.

(3) To be published or made public ; to be
disclosed.

" There went this saying abroad amongst the
brethren."

—

John xxi. 28.

4. To go against

:

(1) To go to attack ; to invade ; to, march
against.

(2) To be in opposition to ; to be disagree-

able.

5. To go ahead :

(1) To go or proceed in advance ; to push
forward or in advance.

(2) To make rapid progress.

6. To go aside

:

(1) Lit. : To withdraw apart from others.
" And he took them and went aside privately into a

desert place."—Luke ix. 10.

(2) Fig. : To go wrong ; to deviate from the
right ; to err.

" If any man's wife go aside, and commit a trespass
against him."

—

Hunibers v. 12.

7. To go astern:

Naut. : To move astern or backwards.

8. To go astray

:

(1) Lit. : To wander from the right path ; to

stray.

(2) Fig. ; To wander from the paths of

virtue.

9. To go away

:

(1) To depart.

* (2) To die.

10. To go back :

(1) To return, to retire ; to move backwards.

(2) To recede in value, price, or condition.

11. To go back on: To break ; not to keep

;

as, To go back on one's word.

12. To go between : To interpose ; to mediate
between ; to attempt to reconcile two parties.

(Usually in a bad sense.)

"I did go between them, as I said; but more than
that, he loved her ; for, indeed, he was mad for her."—
Shakesp. : All's Well That Ends Well, v. 3.

* 13. To go beyond : To cheat, to outdo, to

overreach.
" That no man go beyond and defraud his brother in

any matter."—1 Thessalonians iv. 6.

14. To go by:

(1) To pass by or near to.

(2) To pass beyond.
* (3) To pass away unnoticed or disregarded.

" So much the more our carver's excellent,

Which let3 gobyaome sixteeu years, and makes her
As she lived now." Shakesp, .' Winter's Talc, v 3.

* (4) To come by ; to meet with.
" He's sure to go by the worst that contends with

an adversary that is too mightyforhim."

—

L'Estrange:
Fables.

15. To go by the board :

(1) Lit. & Naut. : To go or fall overboard

:

as, The mast went by the board.

(2) Fig. : To be utterly lost or ruined.

'

16. To go down

:

(1) Literally

:

(a) To descend in any manner from a higher

to a lower place. \

(b) To set : as, The sun goes down.

(c) To founder, to sink.
" Like ships that have gone down at sea,

When heaven was all tranquillity."
Moore : Light of the Harem.

(2) Figuratively :

* (a) To fall ; to come to nothing.

(b) To be swallowed, accepted, or received ;

to be admitted, to be acceptable.

'Nothing so ridiculous, nothing so impossible, but
it goes down whole with him for truth and earnest."

—

L'Estrange : Fables.

17. To go far :

(1) To go to a distance.

(2) To have much weight, effect, or influ-

ence.

18. To go for :

(1) To go to fetch.

(2) To represent ; to pass for.

(3) To support or be in favour of.

(4) To proceed to attack violently. (Amer.)

(0) To fetch ; to be sold for ; as, The horse

went for so much.

19. To go for nothing : To be of no value,

weight, or influence.

20. To go forth:

(1) To issue or depart out of a place.

(2) To be published, divulged, or spread

abroad.

21. To go halves, sluxres, or snacks: To divide

either evenly or otherwise.

22. To go hard with : To cause great trouble,

danger, or difficulty to escape.

23. To go in ; To proceed to action ; to take

an active part.

24. To go in for

:

(1) To be in favour of ; to attach oneself to

the pursuit or acquisition of ; to practise.

(2) To enter into competition for. (See

example under Great-go.)

25. To go in and out : To have perfect liberty.

"He shall go in and out, and find pasture."—John
x. 9.

26. To go in to :

(1) Ord. Lang. : To enter the presence of.

(2) Scrip. : To have sexual intercourse with.

27. To go into :

(1) To enter upon : as, To go into a business.

(2) To enter upon, to speak of;' to discusss :

as, To go into a matter,

28. To go large

:

Naut. : To sail with the wind crossing the

direction of the vessel's course in such a

way that the sail feels its full force.

29. To go off:

(1) To depart ; to go away.
" The leaders having charge from you to stand,
Will not go off until they hear you speak."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 2.
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(2) To depart ; to cease : as, The pain went of.

(3) To die ; to decease.
" I would the friends we miss were safe arrived :

Sonieinustf/o off." Shakesp.: Macbeth, v. 7.

(4) To explode; to be discharged or exploded.

(5) To be sold or disposed of ; to be bought
up.

(6) To take place ; to be carried out ; to pass
over.

" The wedding went off much as such affairs do."—
Mrs. Gaskell: Wives & Daughters, ch. xiv.

30. To go on :

(1) To proceed
; to advance further.

(2) To continue; to proceed; not to leave
off' : as, To go on reading.

v
(3) To make attack.

(4) To be put on as a garment, &c. ; to (it.

31. To go on all fours with anything: To
agree exactly.

32. To go on a wind :

Naut. : To sail to windward.

33. To go out

:

(1) To issue forth from a place.

(2) To go upon any expedition.
" You need not to have pricked me : there are other

men fitter to go out than l."—Shakesp. : 2 Henri/ IV.,
iii. 2.

(3) To become public ; to be divulged or
published.

(4) To be extinguished ; to become extinct

:

as, A candle or a tire goes out.

(5) Univ., : To proceed regularly to an
academical degree.

(0) To leave or vacate office : as, A ministry
f/OCS out.

34. To go over

:

(1) To pass from one side of to the other ; to
cross ; to pass over.

(a) Transitive :

'
' I must not go over Jordan."—Deut. iv. 22.

;

(b) Intransitive :

"Let me go over and see the good land that is

beyond Jordan."— Dent. iii. 25.

(2) To revolt ; to desert from one side to
another ; to change sides.

(3) To read, to peruse, to study, to view or
review ; to examine.

"If we 170 over the laws of Christianity, we shall
find that excepting a few particulars, they enjoin the
same thing."

—

"Filiation.

(4) To think or meditate over.

(5) To transcend, to bear, to surpass.

35. To go over to (or join) the majority: To
die, to decease. [Majority.]

36. To go the whole figure: To go to 'the

fullest extent in gaining a point or obtaining
an object. (Amcr.)

37. To go the whole hog : To go to the fullest

extent ; to be out-and-out ; to stick at nothing.
(Slang.)

38. To go through :

(1) To pass through any substance.

(2) To perform thoroughly ; to accomplish ;

to fin ml) ; to bring to a completion.

(3) To suffer, to endure, to undergo, to put
up with : as, The troubles he has gomthrough,

(4) To waste; to spend completely; to run
through.

(5) To bungle a business. (Scotch.)

((5) To strip of valuable property. (Amcr.
Slang.)

39. To go through with:

(1) To perform thoroughly ; to bring to a
completion.

"He much feared the Earl of Antrim had not
steadiness of mind enough to go through with such an
undertaking."—Clarendon : Civil War.

(2) To persevere in to the end.

"Finding Pyrocles every way able to go through
with that kind of life, he was as desirous for his sake
as for his own to enter into it."—Sidney : Arcadia.

40. To go to ground :

(1) Lit. & Hunt. : Said of a fox when he
succeeds in escaping the hounds by taking
refuge in an earth or a hole.

"Saved his brush by going to ground in a drain."—
Field, Jan. 28, 1882,

*(2) Fig.: To fall or die in battle; to be slain.

"la a battle where so many before our eyes go to

the ground, paying the debt to nature daily."

—

Ch.
Sutton : Learn to Die (1634), p. IT.

41. To go to naught: To come to nothing ;

to fail.

go—goal

42. To go to work : To set to work ; to start

at any work or pursuit.
" Because this atheist ooe.i mechanically to work, he

will not offer to affirm that all the parts of the ein-

bryun could, according tu hi* explication, he formed
at a time."—Dent ley: Doyle Lectures.

43. To go under :

* (1) To set.

" Nou is the sarnie gon undar." Alisaunder, 6,830.

(2) To be submerged or ruined ; to perish ;

to sink. (American.)

"(3) To die.
v
(4) To undergo.

44. To go upon:
'
(I) To attack, to go against.

(2) To take or act upon as a principle, basis,

<>r foundation.

45. To go with :

(1) To accompany.

(2) To side or agree with in views or design.

(3) To agree with, to suit, to harmonize.

46. To go ill (or well) with : To meet with ill

(or good) fortune ; to fare ill (or well).

47. To go witlwut: To be or remain desti-

tute or unprovided.

48. To go wrong

:

(1) Lit. : To take a wrong way or road ; to
wander from the road.

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) To go astray from the paths of virtue.

(b) To fail m business.

(c) To fall out unluckily or unfortunately :

as, Tilings went wrong with him.

(i?) Tu become unsound or tainted, as meat
fruit, &c.

49. Let go : To loose one's bold of ; to release.
" Let go, slave, or tlum diest."—Shakesp. : Lear, iv. G.

' 50. Go to : Come, move. (A phrase of ex-
hortation

; often used ironically.)
" Go to! go to! thou art a foolish fellow

;

Let me be clear of thee."
Shakesp.: Twelfth Night, iv, 1.

go, s. [Go, v.]

1. A going on ; act, operation, doing, inci-

dent.
" This is a pretty go, is this here ! an uncommon

pretty go."—Dickens . Nicholas Niekleby, ch. lxii.

2. A fashion or mode.

3. A noisy jollification ; a spree.

4. A drink of liquor, especially of gin ; a
quartern.

"Sipping whiskey-and-water until the go<-n were
both gone."—Dickens : Sketches by Doz; Making a
Night of it

5. Stamina ; power of endurance or staying

;

bottom ; spirit.

''This mishap knocked all the go out of him."—
Field, Jan. 28, 1882.

6. Spirit, life, animation, fire ; unflagging
interest.

"An individual without animation, without that
essential which lor want of a better term we call go is
in comic opera, an interloper, a blot, a hindrance. "

—

Era, Nov. 17, 1883.

II (1) Great-go, Little-go: University slang
terms for the final and preliminary or previous
examinations for degrees.

"The little gentleman was going in for his degree,
alias Great-go, alias Greats ; and our hero for his first
examination in Uteris humanioribus, alias Respon-
sions, alias Little-go, alias Smalls."

—

Cuthbert Jiede

:

Verdant Green, pt. ii., ch. ii.

(2) No go : Of no use ; not to be done ; a
complete failure.

"I tell you, flare, it is no go. I will never let her
marry."

—

Thackeray: Miscellanies, i, 483.

go ahead, a. Characterized by progress,
energy, and enterprise ; enterprising, energetic,
pushing.

go-between, s. One who acts as an
intermediary between two parties, as agent
or mediator. (Usually in a bad sense.)

" Even as you came into me, her assistant, or 170-

hetween, parted from me. "—Shakesp. : Merry Wives of
Windsor, ii, 2.

go-by, $.

1. The act of passing without notice ; hence
an intentional omission or failure to notice.

2. An evasion, a deception.
'

' Except an apprentice is instructed how to adulte-
rate and varnish, and give you the go-by upon occasion,
his master may be charged with neglect."—Collier On
Pride.

go-cart, s. A small framework without
a bottom, and running on castors, for teaching
infants to walk.

"The ladies now walk as if they were in a go-cart."
—Steele: Spectator, No. 109.

go -harvest, go-har'st, s. Tlw
^J

1 .

when the summer season declines, or is aooivc

to go away ; including tin* time from the in-

gathering of the crop till the commencement
of winter. (Scotch.)

" Other parts of it bear .1 thin grass, and in the go-

harvest and winter season is of a yeilowibh culoiir. —
—Maxwell : Select Transactions, p. 10.

go-out, S.

Hydr. Engin.: A sluice in an embankment
for allowing water to escape from tidal lands
when the tide is out ; a gowt.

go-summer, s. The latter end of summer,
towards the beginning of autumn. (Scotch.)

"The go-summer was matchless fair in Murray,
without winds, wet, or any storm."—Spalding:
Troubles, i. 31.

* go, pa. par. [Go, v.]

goad, - gdde, goade, ». [A.fi. gad; Icel.

ga,ddr.] [Gad.]

1. Lit. ; A pointed instrument used to
stimulate oxen to move faster.

"A pointed goad he brought, with which he drew
From every limb the streams of sanguine hue."

Boole : Orlando Farioso, xxvii.

2. Fig. : Anything which urges or stimu-
lates. In the sixteenth century the word was
used to designate a horse-chanter.

" They that stand by and conycatche the chapman
cither with out-bidding, false praises, &c, are called
goades."—Dekker : Lanthornc £ Candle-tight, ch. x.

* goad-groom, *. A carter ; a driver ; a
ploughman.

goad, v.t. & i. [Goad, s.]

A. Transitive:

1. To prick, drive, or urge on with a goad.
" Thy nurse will bear no loid ;

And woe to them that shear her,
And woe to them that goad."

Maeaalay : Prophecy of Capys, xvii.

2. To stimulate, to incite, to instigate, to
drive forward.

'" He carefully avoided every act which could goad
them into open hostility."—Macuulay : Jlist. Fug.,
ch, xni.

3. To excite, to arouse, to drive by words
or actions of an irritating or inflammatory
nature.

B. Intrans. : To act as a goad, stimulus,
or incentive.

" It was a goading thought—his stride
Hied hastier down the mountain side."

Scott : Lady of f/te Lake, iii. 30.

goad'-loup, s. [Sw. gatlopp.] The gantelope,
or gantlet, a military punishment, in which
the criminal, running between the ranks,
receives a lash from each man. [Gantlet.]

" Because I refused, they threatened in their anger,
that whosoever gave me a drink of water should get
the goadloap."— Wodrow : Hist. I. (Append., p. 102).

goad$'-man, s, [Eng. goad, and uwii,] One
who drives oxen with a goad ; a gadsmau.

goad'-Ster, s. [Eng. goad; stiff, -dr,.] A
goadsinan or gadsman.

" Goadstcrs in classical costume with fillets ami
wheatears enough."

—

Carlyle : French Jicvol. pt. ii.,

bk. iii., c. vii.

goaf (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mln. .' The waste place in a colliery ; the
refuse that is left behind when the work is

completed ; the space from which the coal
has been removed, and in which the roof has
been permitted to fall in ; also called gob.

" Should the ventilation be defective, some of the
gas will be filtered into the open goafs, and remain
there until forced or drawn out by some of the influ-

' " -Colliery Guardian, Nov. 0,

goaf (2), s. [Goff (2).] A rick of hay.

goaf-flap, s. A wooden beater to knock
the ends of the sheaves, and make the goaf
more compact.

goaf-ladder, * gofe-ladder, $ A
ladder for carrying hay on to the rick.

goaf-stead, s. A division of a barn in

which a goaf is placed.

!!

* goaf (3), a. [Goff (1), s.]

oaf ish. * gof-lsh, * gof fish, * goof
sh, a. [CI. Sp. 170/0 ; ital. goffo; Fr. gaffe— a fool, a simpleton.] [Goff.]

" For to be war of goojtih peplca speulie."
Chaucer : Troilus, iii. 535.

goal (1), gole, s. [Fr. gaitU = a pole or big
rod;O.Fr. waule; cogn. with Icel. voir = a
stick, a staff ; Goth, walus ; O. Fris. wain.']

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore. wolf. work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fuU ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The winning-post in a race ; the point or

mark set to bound a race.
" Else, though unequalled to the goal he flies.

A meaner than himself shall gain the prize."

Cowper : Truth, 15.

2. The final purpose or aim ; the end at

which a person aims, or to which a design is

directed ; the end.
" Day and night my toils redouble

!

Never nearer to the goal."
Wordsworth : Songfor the Wandering Jew.

* 3. The starting-post of a race.
" So self starts nothing, but what leads apace
Hume to the goal." Cowper : tliarlty, 506.

II, Football

:

1. The space marked by goal-posts and a
cross-bar, to define the required path of the
ball in order that a goal [2] may be scored.
According to Rugby rules, the ball must be
kicked over the cross-bar ; according to Asso-
ciation lilies, it must go under.

2. The act of kicking the ball through or

©vet* the goal-posts.
" The victory of the home team by two goalg to one."

—Field, Oct. 27, 1883.

goal-keeper, s. In football, the player
in charge of the defence of the goal.

" Both goal-lceepers played in very cool and clever
fashion,"—Field, Oct. 27, 1683.

goal-post, s. In football, one of the
posts forming the goal.

" goal (2), s. [Gaol.]

goar, [GORE (1), 8.]

goare, s. [Gore (1), v.] A hurt, a wound.
(Forbes: Eubulus, p. 152.)

* gdar'-Isll, ft. [Eng. goar; -ish.] Patched
up ; mean.

"The goarish Latino they write in their bonds.'—
lieaum. & J'let. : Ptiilaster, v. 1.

goat (1), *gaet, gait, *gat, *gate,
gatt, *gayt, geat, geet, *get,

* gett, * geyt, * geyte,
'

r goot, * got,
gote, s. [A.S. gat; cogn. with Dut. geit; Sw.

get ; Dan. ged; Icel. gett; Ger. geiss, geisse

;

Goth, gaitsa; O. H. Ger. geiz; Lat. hcedus.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

" A shaggy goat's soft hide beneath him Bpread."
Pope: Homer; Odyssey xiv. 50.

*'2. Fig.: A lecherous person ; a lecher.

"At dinner he never fails to sit next to her . . . and
at the tea-table I have seen the impudent goat most
lusciously sip offher leavingB."—Cibbcr : Non-juror, L 1.

% In Christian art the goat is an emblem of
impurity. It sometimes occurs in the carving
under seat or choir-stalls, and is put there as
a mark of dishonour.

Zoology

:

1. Singular

:

(1) Capra Mrcus, the domestic goat, which
exists, in a wild or semi-wild state, in all the
European mountain ranges. It is generally
supposed that it may be a descendant of the
Paseng of Persia (Capra cegagrus). Professor
Boyd Dawkins considers that it, with various
other domestic animals, came in with the
neolithic farmer and herdsman, there being
no trace of it while the palaeolithic hunter
.constituted the highest type of manhood in
Europe. Semi-wild goats are found on hills

in Britain. These show wonderful sureness
of foot and absence of fear when traversing

places where a false step would he fatal. The
males fight furiously with each other in the
rutting time. They have an offensive smell.

(2) The genus Capra (q.v.).

2. The family Cnpridse (q.v.).

goat-board, s. [Goat's-beard.]

"goat-buck, * goot -buck, ». A he-

goat.
" Neither bl blood of goot-buckis orof caluys."—Bible

,(1551), Hebrews ix. 12.

* goat-chaffer, s.

Entoni.: "A kind of beetle." (Bailey.) The
aame chaffer is appropriated to the geuus
Melolontha and the family Melolonthidte.

Melolontlia (Rhizotragus) solstUialis may be the
species intended by Bailey. It is smaller,

narrower, and paler than the Common Cock-
chafer (q.v.). In the new edition of Jamieson's
Scottish Dictionary it is called Ccrambyx azdilis,

which has no close affinity to Melolontlia.

t goat fig, s.

Bot. : The fig-tree in its wild state.

goat -fold, s A fold or enclosure fur

goats.

goat-bouse, s.

1. Lit. : A goat-fold.

' 2. Fig. : A brothel.

t goat marjoram, s,

Bot. : The same as Goat's-beard (q.v.).

(Johnson.)

t goat-milker, s.

Ornith. ; The bird called the goat-sucker

(q.v.).

goat-moth, «.

Entom. : Cossus ligniperda, a large moth
belonging to the family Zenzeridae. The fore

wings are pale brown, clouded with whitish,

and marked with numerous short, irregular

transverse wavy black lines ; hind wings pale-

smoky, with similar transverse dark lines,

goat-MOTH.

but less distinct ; expansion of wings three to
above three and a half inches ; larva reddish
black on the back, sides of a dull yellowish
or flesh colour ; head black ; smell offensive.

It is very common in the south, but less so in

the north. It feeds on the wood of willows,
poplars, and oaks, sometimes perforating the
wood in all directions. It is said to be three
years in reaching maturity. The perfect in-

sect comes forth in July. (Staintton.)

goat-pepper, s.

Bot. : Capsicum fruticosum, a native of the
East Indies.

goat-root, s.

Bot. : Ononis Natrix.

goat - stone, ». For def. see extract.

[Bezoar.]
" The disease of the stone was supposed to be cured

by the stone called copra, which was said to be found
in the bodies of some Indian goats. Targioni Tozzetti
(Leztoni di Materia Medica, Florence, 1821) seriously
describes the goat-stones as follows : 'These stones are
usually clear on their surface and dark-coloured ; they
have an odour of musk when rubbed and heated by
the hands. In thein, analeptic and nlexiphannlc
virtues were supposed to exist, which were able to

resist the evil effects of poison and contagious diseases,
thB plague not excepted.' "

—

De Gubernatis: Zoological
Mythology, i. 422.

goat-sucker, s. [Goatsucker.]

goat-tree, s.

Bot. : Lonicera Periclymenum.

goat-weed, s.

Botany

:

1. Gen. : The genus Capraria, belonging to
the Scrophulariacese. (Loudon.)

2. Spec. : Capraria biflora. (Paxton.)

3. JUgopodium (q.v.), and specially JEgo-
podiwm Podagraria. The resemblance to a
goat's foot is in the form of the leaf. Called
also Gout-weed, Bishop's-weed, Ash-weed,
Herb-gerard, and Wild Masterwort.

4. Stemodia durantlfolia. (Treas. of Lot.)

goat-willow, s.

Bot. : Salix Caprosa.
Cummings.

It is the badge of the

goat's-bane, s.

Bot. : Aconitum Tragoctonum.

goat's-beard, goat-beard, a.

Botany ;

1. The composite genus Tragopogon, and
especially Tragopogon pratense. It is a stout
erect plant, one or two feet high, with flexu-
ous leaves and heads of yellow flowers ; oc-
curring in England, and more sparingly in
Scotland and Ireland. It is found also on the
continent of Europe and in Western Siberia.
The root is eatable. (Loudon, &c.)

2. Spircea Aruncus. (Paxton.)

goats-bush, *.

Lot. : Castela Nkolsoni.

goat's foot. a .

Bot.: Oxp lis caprina.

* Goat's-foot lever

:

Old Arm. : A contrivance for setting a cross-

bow. It was so called because it bore some
resemblance to the foot of a goat.

" [A latch] of the time of Elizabeth, bent by means
of the goats-foot lever.'—Meyriek : Ancient Armour,
vol. LL, i»L xcv.

goat's horn, goats-horned milk-
vetch, s.

Bot. : Astragalus JEglceras.

goat's leaves, [Goat-tree.]

goafs-origanum, *.

Bot. : Thymus tragoriganvm. (Paxton.)

goat's rue, >.

Bot. : (1) Astragalus gahgiformis. (London.)

(2) The geuus Galega. (Paxton.)

goat's thorn, s.

Bot. : Two plants—viz., the Great Goat's-

thorn, Astragalus Tragacantlia, and the Small
Goat's-thorn, A. Poterium. (Loudon.)

goats wheat, s.

Bot. : The genus Tragopyrum.

goat (2), s. [Icel. gata = a road. ]

1. A narrow cavern or inlet, into which the
s<:& enters.

2. A small trench.

goat, v.t. [Goat (2), s.] To drive into a trench
;

a term at golf.

goat hush, s. [Eng. goat, and bush.]

Bot. ': CaMela Nicolsoni, an Ochnad. It is

as bitter as quassia.

gda-tee', s. [Eng. goat; dim. suff. -ee.] A
beard so trimmed that a part of it hangs down
from the lower lip or chin, as the beard of a
goat.

goat fish, s. [Eng. goat, and fish.]

Ichthy. : Bvlhtes capriscus, a fish of a brown-
ish-grey colour, spotted with blue, or greenish.

Its flesh is little esteemed. Its appropriate
habitat is the Mediterranean, but it has been
found in the British seas. It is called by
Yarrell the European, Pile-fish. [Balistes,

File-fish.]

goat'-foot, s. [Eng. goat, and foot.] A satyr,

so called from the fact that the classic poets
described satyrs as having the hindquarters
uf a goat.

" Catcli her, goat-foot; nay.
Hide, hide them, million-myrtled wilderness."

Tennyson : Lucretius, 200.

goat herd, * gate-herd, * gate-heyrd,
* gote-herd, * goot-herde, s. [A.S. gat
= a goat : heard ~ a herd, heorde = a keeper,

a herd.]
' 1. A herd or flock of goats.
" Go after gateherden."—Ancren Riwle, p. 100.

2. One who is employed to tend goats.
" Thilk same goatherd proud.
That site on yonder bank."

Spender : Hhepheards Calender ; July.

goat -ish, a. [Eng. goat ; -ish.]

1. Resembling a goat in form ; like a goat.

"Oil's shield the goatish satires dance around.

'

P. Fletcher: Purple Island, vii. V0,

2. Resembling a goat in any quality, espe-
cially in rankness of smell or lustfulness.

" Give your chaste body up to the embraces
Of goatish lust."

Massinger : Virgin Martyr, iii. I.

g6at'-Ish-ly, adv. [Eng. goatish; ~ly.] In
a goatish manner ; lustfully, lecherously.

'" goat'-ish-ness, s. [Eng. goatish; -ness.]

The quality or state of being goatish, lustful,

or lecherous ; lustfulness.

goat like, a. [Eng.
goat ; goatish.

and like.] Like a

goat skin, s. & a. [Eng. goot, and skin.]

A. As subst. : The skin of a goat, dressed,
especially one sewn into the shape of a bottle.

" Then filled two goatskins with her hands divine :

With water one, and one with sable tv-me."
Pope : Homer ; Odyssey v. .138.

B. As adj. : Made of the skin of a goat.

IxTil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c, - bol, del.
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goat -sucker, s, [Eng. goat, and sucker,}

Ornithology & Ordinary Language:
1. Sing. ; One of the English names of a

remarkable migratory bird, Caprimidgus Euro-
pceus, which breeds in Britain in the summer,
and winters chiefly in Africa. The erroneous
belief that it sucks goats seems to have arisen
among the goatherds in ancient Greece, who
called it alyo8-g\r}^ (aigotheles), from al% (ait),
genit. atyds (aigos) = a goat, and 6r}^n (thele) =
the nipple ; and the Romans, falling into the
same error, denominated itCaprimulgus(q.v.).

2. PI. : The sub-family Caprimulgina?, or the
family Caprimulgidse (q.v.).

goave, v.i. [Goif.] To look round with a
strange, inquiring gaze ; to stare stupidly.

"Qoavan, as if led wf branks,
And atiimiiiug on his ploughman shanks."

Sums: Interview with Lord Dacr.

goave, s, [Goave, y.J A broad, vacant stare.

gob, s. [Gael, gob = the beak of a bird, a
mouth ; Irish gob = the mouth ; O. Fr. gob =
a gulp, gober — to devour greedily.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A mouth.

2. A mouthful, a small quantity, a little

mass.

3. A mouthful, a single swallow.
" That little laud he gave

Throate the lawyer swallowed at one gob."
Barry ; Ram Alley, i. 1.

4. Saliva, spittle.

II. Min. : The same as Goaf (q.v.).

gob-lines, s. pi
Saut, : A term for the martingale back-

ropes.

* gob'-bet, * gobet, * gob-ette, s. [Fr.
gobet, diinin. of O. Fr. gob = a gulp.] [Gob.]

1. A mouthful, a morsel ; a little quantity or
piece.

" He smot him on the helm an hegh, aud a gobet
away a bar." Sir Ferumbras, 614.

2. A fragment.
"Thei token the relifis of broken gdbetU, twelve

cofres full."— Wyclijfe : Matthew xiv. 20.

3. A block of stone.

*gob'-bet, v.t. [Gobbet, a.] To swallow in
large mouthfuls ; to gulp down.

"Down comes a kite powdering upon them, and gob-
bets up both together."—L'Estrange.

* gobbet -meale, * gobet-mele, adv.
Bit by bit ; in little fragments.

"He Blewe Hamon neare toahauen of the sea, and
threw him gobbet-meale therein; it is now called
South-hanipton."

—

Stow : The Jtomans (an. 21).

* gob'-bet-ly^ * gob-et-liche, adv. [Eng.
gobbet; -ly.] In little fragments ; in pieces.

" His fader was islawe . , . and ithrowe out gobet-
liche." —Trevisa, iv. 103.

gob'-bing, s. [Gob, s. II.]

Min. : The refuse thrown back into the
excavations remaining after the removal of the
coal ;

packing with waste rock.

gob'-ble, v.t. & i. [A freq. from Fr. gober =
to gulp down.]

A. Transitive

:

L To swallow down hastily or greedily ; to
gulp down.

" The time too precious now to waste,
And supper gobbled up in haste.
Again afresh to cards they run.

'

Swift: Ladies' Journal.

2. To utter like a turkey-cock.
" He returns to his female train, displays his plum-

age around, struts about the yard, and gobbles out a
note of self-approbation." — Goldsmith : Animated
Nature : Tlie Tarkuy.

B. Intransitive,

:

1. To swallow food greedily or hastily.

2. To muke a noise in the throat, as a
turkey-hock.

"He nuver roosts for two successive nights upon ihe
same tree, and rarely gobbles without running away
from the sound linuBell has made."

—

Daily Telegraph,
Sept. 20, 1883.

* gobble-gut, s. A greedy fellow.

gob'-ble, s. [Gobble, v.]

1. A noise made in the throat, as that of the
turkey-cock.

" The turkey-cock is another unfortunate bird,
whose strut and gobble have led it to be considered an
emblem, of .

.'. Bumbledom."—Lindsay: Mind in the
Lower Ailimalx, i. 205.

2. A turkey-cock.

gobble-cock, *. A turkey-cock.

gob'-bier, ». [Eng, gobbl{e); -er.]

1. One who gobbles or swallows food

greedily ; a gourmand, a greedy eater.

2. A turkey-cock.

"In the hope that many such gabblers as we have
described may fall before their auernng bullets. —
Daily Telegraph, Sept. 29, 1883.

gob-bo, gdm'-bo, gum-bo, s [A West
Indian word.]

Hot. : The fruit of Abelmoschus esculentus,

which, used as an ingredient in soup, imparts

to it a mucilaginous quality.

go'be-lin, a. [See clef. 1

Fabric : A term applied to a superior kind
of French tapestry, deriving its name from the
brothers Gobelin, the first manufacturers. It

was ornamented with designs in colours.

Under Colbert, the celebrated French minister,

the different tapestry-producing ateliers in

France were centralised and united with the
Gobelins', which factory he induced the king
to buy. The factory still continues to main-
tain its pride of place, producing the finest

tapestry in the world.

go be-moughe, s. [Fr., lit.= afly-swallower.]
A silly, simple, credulous person, who will

swallow or believe anything. The name is

applied to such persons because they usually
listen open-mouthed to any extraordinary
story.

go-bi'-i-dae, go-bi-o'-i-dse, s. pi. [Lat.

gobi(us\ and fern. pL adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : Gobies. A family of Acanthopteri
Veri. The edges of the operculum are un-
armed, and its aperture small ; the ventral
tins, whether united or separated, constitute a
sucker, and are situated on the breast ; the
pectoral ones are large, all the rays of the
dorsal and anal fins soft and flexible ; the
skin is either naked or armed with large finely
ctenoid scales. Genera represented in Britain :

' Blennius,' Mui-ierioides, Zoarces, Anarrhichas,
Gobius, and Callionymus. Most of them are
small fishes, found among rocks or in tidal
livers. They sometimes attach themselves
by their suckers to the underside of stones.

go'-bl-d, s. [Lat. = a fish of small value, pro-
bably the gudgeon.] [Gobius.]

Ichthy. : A genus of soft-bodied abdominal
fishes, family Cyprinida:. Though anciently
gobio and gobius were the names for the same
fish, yet now they are made quite distinct
genera, not akin to each other. Gobio re-

sembles Cyprinus, but the dorsal and anal
fins are short and destitute of bony rays.
There is but one British species, Gobio flu-
victtiHs, the Gudgeon (q.v.).

go'-bl-us, s. _[Lat. gobius, cobius, and gobio;
Gr. kojjSlos (kobios) = the gudgeon. (See def.

of gobio.)]' .

Ichthy. : Goby. The typical genus of the
family Gobiicl* (q.v.). They have two dorsal
fins, a scaly body, and a disc made by the
ventral fins, which enables them to adhere to
rocks. Yarrell enumerates six species in
Britain : (1) Gobius niger, the Black-goby,
Rock-goby, or Rock-fish

; (2) G. bipunctatus,
the Doubly-spotted Goby

; (3) G. minutus, the
Freckled or Speckled Goby

; (4) G. gracilis,

the Slender Goby ; (5) G. unipunctatus, the
One-spotted Goby ; and (6) G. albus, the
White Goby. Some build nests.

gob-let, s. [Fr. gobelet = a goblet, dimta. of
O. Fr. gobet, gobeau = a mazer or great goblet
(Cotgrave)', from Low Lat. cupillus = a cup,
dimin. of cupa = a vat ; Sp. cubilete.] A large
cup or drinking-vessel without a handle. [Cup.

)

" Drink was served to guests iu goblets of pure gold."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

goblet-cells, «. pi.

Anat. : Cells produced in certain circum-
stances in the mucus of the nostrils. (Quain.)

goblet-shaped, a.

Lot. : Concave and hemispherical, a little

contracted at the base, as some Pezizas. The
same as Crateriform (q.v.). (Lindley.)

gob lln, * gob- bel -line, s. [Fr. gobelin,
from Low Lat. gobelinus, cobalus = a goblin,
from Gr. Ko(3aAos (kobalos) = a rogue, a sprite,

a goblin ; Ger. kobold — a demon or spirit of
the mines.] An evil or mischievous spirit or
sprite ; an elf, a phantom ; a malicious fairy.

" ' Harper 1 methinks thy magic lays,'
Matilda, said, ' can goblins raiso

!

'

"

Scott : Jtokeby, v. 2B.

* gob'-lin-ry, s. [Eng. goblin; -ry.] The
mischievous acts or practices of goblins.

go'-bo-nat-ed, a. [Gobone.]

Her. : An epithet applied to a border, pale,

bend, or other charge
divided into equal parts
formingsquares, gobbets,
or chequers. Called also

Gobone, or Gobony.

go'-bo-ne, go'-bo-ny,
a. [Gobbet.]

Her. : The same
GOBONATED (q.V.)

go-by, s. [Gobius.]

Ichthy. : The English name of the genus
Gobius (q.v.).

* gock-min, * cock-man, s. [Etym. doubt-
ful.] A sentinel, a look-out.

"They had a constant centinel on the top of their
. houses, called gockmin, or in the E. tongue, cockman, ~

who is obliged to watch day and night, and at the ap-
proach of any body, to ask, Who comeB there 1"—
Martin : Sfestern Islawls, p. 103,

gock'-roo, s. [An East Indian word.]

But. . Ruellia longifolia, used in India as a
drug.

God, god, s. [A.S. ; cogn. with Dut. god;
Icel. gudh; Dan. & Sw. gud; Goth, guth; Ger.
goth. All from a Teutonic base, Gutha = God,
and quite distinct and separate from good,
which in A.S. is god, in Dan. god, in Dut. goed

>

in O. H. Ger. cuot, in Goth. god. Prof. Max
Miiller says that "though it is impossible to
give a satisfactory etymology of either God
or good, it is clear that two words which thus
run parallel in all the dialects without ever
meeting cannot be traced back to one central
point. God was most likely an old heathen
name of the deity, and for such a name the
supposed etymological meaning of good would
be far too modern, too abstract, too Christian."
{Max Miiller : Science of Language, ii. (8th ed.Y,
p. 316.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) (Of the form God) : The Supreme Being.
[II. 1, 2.]

" For to us there is but one God, the Father, of whom
are all things, and we in him."—l Cor. viii. 6.

(2) (Of the form god) : Any superior or
imaginary being, constituting an object of
worship. (In this sense it has a plural.)

" For though there be that are called gods, whether
in heaven or in earth (as there be gods many, and lords
many)."—1 Cor. viii. 9.

2. Figuratively:

(1) An emperor, king, or any other person,,
wielding great and despotic power.

" Art thou the god, the thunder of whose hand
Rolled over all our desolated land 1

"

C'owper: Gliarity, IS.

(2) Any person or thing greatly idolized.
" How shall I speak thee, or thy power address,
Thou god of our idolatry, the Press."

Cowper: Progress of Error, 460.

II. Religions

:

1. Ethnic : Whether any savage tribes exist
with no belief in any being higher than man,
is doubtful. Burton and Lubbock (Lord Ave-
bury) are of opinion, as was Darwin, that
there have been, and still are such tribes ; Dr.
Tylor, afterexplainingawaysomealleged cases,
expresses doubt of those remaining. Lord
Avebury thus arranges the first great stages
in religious thought : Atheism, understanding
by this term, not a denial of the existence of a
Deity, but an absence of any definite ideas on
the subject. Fetichism, the stage in which
man supposes he can force the Deity to com-
ply with his desires. Nature-worship or
Totemism, in which natural objects, trees,
lakes, stones, animals, &c, are worshipped.
Shamanism, in which the superior deities are
far more powerful than man, and of a different
nature. Their place of abode also is far away,
and accessible only to Shamans. Idolatry or
Anthropomorphism, in which the gods take
still more completely the nature of men, being,
however, more powerful. They are still ame-
nable to persuasion ; they are a part of nature,
and not creatures. They are represented "by
images or idols. In the next stage, the Deity
is regarded as the author, not merely a part
of nature. He becomes for the first time a
really supernatural being. The last stage is
that in which morality is associated with
religion. (Lubbock : Origin of Civilization
(1870), p. 119.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey — a. qu = kw.
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2. Jewish : Two leading names for the
Supreme Being continually occur in the
Hebrew Bible ; the one generic, the other

specific. The generic term is bit (El), or nV?«

(Eloah), both singular, and DTlVfc? (Elohim)

plural. The specific one is niiT (Yehovali),

in general written Jehovah (q.v.). It is of the
first that God is the appropriate rendering.
El, Eloah, and Elohim signify Deity in general.

Elohim is much more common than the
singular forms. An anomalous grammatical
idiom is generally introduced where it occurs.

While it has the plural form, im being the
plural of Hebrew masculine nouns, the verb,

of which it is nominative is uniformly singular.

Older writers found in this a reference to the
Trinity in Unity ; grammarians term it the
plural of excellence, and some have supposed
that the plural noun carries us back to the
infancy of the Hebrew language when poly-
theism prevailed, and that the singular verb
established itself when monotheism displaced
the worship of many gods. Among the epithets
or titles used of God in the Old Testament,
are Most High (Gen. xiv. 18, &c), Mighty
(Neh. ix. 32), Holy (Josh. xxiv. 19), Mefciful
(Deut. iv. 31), God of Heaven (Ezra v. 12), God
of Israel, &c. (Exod. xxiv. 10). Anthro-
pomorphic language occurs chiefly, though
not exclusively, in the poetic parts of the
Old Testament (2 Chron. xvi. 9, Psalm xxxiv.

15, Deut. viii. 3, Psalm xxix. 4, Isa. xl.

12, liii. 1, lx. 13, Exod. xxxii. 23), but mono-
. theism is enjoined in the first command-
ment, and idolatry forbidden in the second,

while in Isaiah and elsewhere there are most
scathing denunciations of the manufacture
and worship of images (Isa. xl. 12-26, xlii. 17,

xliv. 9-20, &c). In the New Testament, St.

John gives the ever-memorable definition of

the Divine nature, "God is love " (1 John iv.

16). The Latin Church, the Greek Church,
and the several Protestant denominations all

essentially agree in their tenets regarding God.

See the Apostles', Nicene, and Athanasian
Creeds, the first of the Thirty-nine Articles,

the Catechism of the Council of Trent, the

Confession of Faith (eh. ii.), and the Shorter

Catechism, question 4. [Theology, Trinity.]

IT Of God:

Scrip. : A term sometimes used as a super-

lative to designate whatever is specially great

or admirable. Thus the trees of God are

cedars (Ps. civ. 16), and the "river of God" is

a river full of water to the brink of its bed or

channel, if not even in flood (Ps. Ixv. 9).

B. As adj. ; Of, belonging to, or by God.
See the compounds.

God-'a-mercy, interj. God have mercy I

God-bairn, God bairne, s. A god-
child.

" Quhat aall be my god-bairne gift?"
Lyndsay, ii. 111.

* gOd-bOte, a. [GODBOTE.]

god cake, s. A cake sent on New Year's
Day to a godchild,

God commissioned, a. Commissioned
by God.

" Awful as Death and as Judgment,
Stood he, the God-commissioned."

Longfellow : Children of the Lord's Supper,

* God-gild, s. That which is offered to

God or his service.

God-given, «. Given by God.
" The world defrauded of the high design.

Profaned the God-given strength, and marred the
lofty line." Scott : Marmton, i. (Introd.).

God-intoxicated, a. Overwhelmingly
filled with the idea of God's presence; an epi-

thet applied by Novalis to Spinoza. [Spinoz-

ism.]
" Spinoza was a ' God-intoxicated man," not only in

the ardoura of speculative activity, but in the conflict

of daily life, believing in God as an ever-present

reality. —G. H. Lewes : History of Philosophy, ii. 177.

* god-king, s.

Comp. Mythology

:

1. A demigod, the offspring of a god and a

woman, or of a hero and a goddees or nymph.

2. A monarch regarded as a divinity either

in virtue of his own claims or by the syco-

phancy of his courtiers.
" Consult the Charmides of Plato (v.) for a remark-

able account of the theory of such a treatment at-

tributed by Socrates to Zamolxis, the god-king of the

Thjacians. —Matthew Arnold: Literature & Dogma
(1873), p. 144. (Note.)

* god-lore, s. The knowledge of dhini-
ties either real or fabulous ; mythology.

"Thus we see a sort of mystic poesy connecting
itself with the mybtic god-lore."—Hitter ; Hist, of
Ancient Philosophy (ed. Morrison), i. 139.

God-man, s. One buth God and man

;

applied to our Lord.

God-speed, s. Success, prosperity, or

good fortune ; specif., a prosperous journey
" Receive him not into your house, neither hid him

God-speed."—2 John 10.

* God-tide, s. Christmas.

god-tree, s.

Bot. . Eriodendron anfractiwsum,

God'S-acre, s. [Acre.] A burial-ground.
" I like that ancient Saxon phrase, which calls

The burial-ground God's-acre."
Longfellow : God's-Acre.

God's field, a. A churchyard, a burial-

ground.

God's-flower, s.

Bot. : Ilelichrysum Stcechas.

god's-food, Barm
;
yeast.

* god's house, s. An almshouse.

ed for po
>,, p. 28i.

" [Hel founded for poore people a godshouse"—P. Hol-
land: Camden, n. 284.

gods-penny, * god's-pennie, s. An
earnest-penny.

" Then John he did him to record draw.
And John he cast him a god's-pennie."

Percy Reliqttes ; Heir of Linne.

If Ina note in loc. Percy says that "at this

day, when application is made to the Dean
and Chapter of Carlisle to accept an exchange
of the tenant under one of their leases, a piece

of silver is presented by the new tenaut,which
is still called a god's-penny."

* God's Sunday, s. Easter-day.

*god, v.t. [God, s,] To deify; to exalt; to

divine honours ; to act towards as a god.
" This last old man

Loved me above the measure of a father,

Nay, godded me, indeed."
Shakesp. : Ooriolanus, v. 3,

*gdd'-ard, s. [Goter, Gutter.] A channel,

a drain.
" Gosshet through godardys and other grete vauteB."

Destruction of Troy, 1,606.

* god'-bert, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A hauberk.

*God'-bdte, s. [Eng. God, and bote (q.v.).]

Old Law: An ecclesiastical fine or penalty
paid for crimes committed against God.

*god'-cept, s. [Etym. of second element

doubtful.] A godfather. (Holinshed.

}

god'-chlld, s. [Eng. god, and child, indicating

the spiritual relation between the two.] One
for whom a person stands sponsor at baptism ;

a godson or goddaughter.
" Uorte techen godchU.de pater noster and credo."

—

Ancren Riwle, p. 208.

*god-Cunde, a. [A.S. godcund.]

1. Of the nation of God.

2. Holy, religious.

" Senden him anon aumme godcunde mon."
Layamon, i. 482.

gdd'-daugh-ter (gh silent), s. [Eng. god,

and daughter (q.v.).] A female for whom one
stands sponsor at baptisiti.

"To do favour to the queen that was his god-
daughter."—Baker : Henry I. (an. 1104).

*god'-dede, s. [AS. gdldced; O. H. Ger.

guottdt.] Good deeds, kindness, mercy.
"To thonki Godd of his grace and of his goddede."—

Halt Meidenhad, p. 19.

goddess, god des, god-desse, «.

[Eng. god; -ess.]

1. A female god ; a heathen deity of the
female sex.

"After the dethe sche was made a goddesse."—
Trevisa, ii. 299.

2. A woman of pre-eminent qualities or

charms.
" A woman I forswore ; but I will prove,
Thou being a goddess, I forswore not thee."

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 3.

god'-dess like, ". [Eng. goddess; -like.] Re-
sembling a goddess.

" She's punished for her truth ; and undergoes,
More goddesslike than wifelike, such assaults."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iii. 2.

** god'-dess-ship, *. [Eng. goddess ; -ship.''

'"he rank, state, or condition of a goddess.
" Appear'dst thoxi not to Paris in this guise t

Or to more deeply blest Auchises? or,

la uil tby perfect goddcssship, when lies

Petore thee thy own vanquished Lord of War?"
Byron : Childe Harold, iv. 51.

*god' det, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A goblet
" A wooden goddet or tankard."

—

Florio.

*god'-dl-kin, s. [Eng. god; dimin. suff. -kin.}

A little god.

"One's a ktt'e <joddikin."—Cotton: Burlesque upon
Burlesque, p. 2d~

*g6d'-dize, v.t. [hU^. yod; -ize.] To deif1'

"And faire, loued. icv d Elizabeth
Have godd ized ever shire."
Warner: Albions England, bk. ix., ch. xliv.

* god-dot, interj. [A contract, of God wot =
[God knows.] An oath ; by God.

" Goddot I y wile with the gouge." Havelok, 796.

* gode, u. & s. [Good.]

* gode-les, a. [Mid. Eng. gode = good, or
goods, and les = less.] Without money or

goods.

* gode -ley- hede, s. [Mid. Eng.
goodly; -]iede=hoo<\.] Goodness, goodliness.

*gd-den'-da, s. [Fr. godendac, godendart

;

Low Lat. godandardus, from Flem. gooden —
good, and dac = day. So called because the

Flemish soldiers virtually said the words of

parting, " Good day," to the enemy, when by

using this weapon against them they com-
pelled them to depart. {Littre'.y] A pole-axe

having a spike at its end, used in the .thir-

teenth century.

*gode-ness, *. [Goodness.]

god fa ther, god fa der, s. [A.S. god-

feeder; Icel. gudhfadir; Sw. & Dan. gudfader;
Ger. gevatter.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) One who gives aname to any person or
thing.

" These earthly godfathers of heaveu'a lights.

That give a name to every fixed star."
Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, i. 1.

(2) An old jocular name for a juryman.

II. Ecclesiol. & Ch. Hist. : The appellation,

derived from Anglo-Saxon, for one of the

sponsors who take vows upon themselves
when they bring an infant to be baptized.

Their first appointment is attributed to
Hyginus, a Roman bishop, about a.d. 154,

his object being to provide some security for

the Christian uprearing of the child if the
parents were cut off in a persecution then in

progress. Some, however, think that the
Jews had sponsors in connexion with the cir-

cumcision of children ; others that their in-

troduction into the Church arose from the
legislation of the Roman civil code. In 813
the Council of Metz prohibited parents from
acting as sponsors for their children. The
Council of Trent, in 1545, limited the number
of sponsors to one or two. The Church of

England requires two godfathers for a male
and one for a female child. In the Romau
Church sponsors contract a spiritual relation-

ship with the infant for whom they pledge
themselves, and with its parents, so that a
diriment impediment exists, by which no one
of the parties concerned can contract matri-

mony with any other one. The same impedi-

ment occurs when sponsors officiate at con-

firmation, but in very many places the person
to be continued has no sponsors.

* god'-fa-ther, v.t. [Godfather, s.] To act

as godfatlier to ; to take under one's fostering

care.

"The colonies which have had the fortune of not
beinE godfathered by the Board of Trade, have never
cost the nation a shilling."

—

Burke : On the (Economi-
cal Reform.

*god'-fa-ther-less, a. [Eng. godfather ; -less. I

Having no godfather.

* god'-fa-ther-shlp, s. [Eng. godfather ;

-ship.] Tl^e position, condition, or state of a
godfather.

God fear- irig, a. [Eng. God, and fearing.]

Having a reverential and loving feeling to-

wards God ; religious.

"That sober, resolute, and Godfearing class, out of

which Cromwell had formed his unconquerable amry."
—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

boll, Tbo^; pout, jo\W; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion= zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -We, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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* god-fright, * god-friht, * god-fruht,
*god-furht, a. [A.S. godefriht, godferht,

godfyrht; Ger. gottesfurchtig.] Godfearing.
"Bute hit beo ani godfriht man."—0. E. JTomiUes,

ii. 121.

" god-fright-hede, * gode-frigt-i-hed,
;>. [Mitl. Eng. godfright ; -hede = hood.] The
quality or state of being godfearing ; the fear

of God.

* god-ful (1), * god-fulle, u. [Goodful.]

* god'-ful (2), *god'-full, «. [Eng. god, and
full.] Inspired.

"Those godfull prophets." — II errick : Appendix,
p. 4-10.

God-head (1), * God-hed, God-hede (1),

s. [Eng. God; -head; O. H. Ger. Gotheit ;

M. H. Ger. Gotelieit ; Dut. Godheid.]

1. The quality or state of being God ; God-
ship, divinity ; divine nature or essence.

" They now are deemed the faithful, and are praised,
Who, constant only in rejecting thee,
Deny thy Godhead with a martyr'3 zeal."

Co-wper: Task, vi. 883.

2. The Supreme Deity ; God.
"The imperial throne

Of Godhead, fixed for ever firm and sure."
Miltoii; P. L., vii. 585.

3. A god or goddess ; a deity in person ; a

divinity.
" Belus . . . there might rest: and, from that height,
Pure and serene, the godhead overlook
Winding Euphrates."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iv.

* god-head (2), god-hede (2), $. [Mid.
Eng. pod = good ; -head; M. H. Ger. guotlieit ;

Dut. goedheid; Dan.& Sw. godhed.] Goodness.
" Ibore bifore God thi godhedc." Leben Jesu, 112.

* God-hood, s. [Eng. God; -hood.] The
state or quality of God ; divine nature or
essence

;
godhead, godship.

" Acoept my simple legacie of Godhood most deuine."
Warner . Albions England, bk. Hi., ch. xvL

* God'-ild, * God-ield, phr. [A contr. of
God yield ( = requite) (you).] A phrase used
in giving thanks.

" Godild you for your conixiany."—Shakes}). : As You
Like It, iii. 3.

god -less, * god-lese, a. & s. [A.S. godkds;
Icel. gudhlauss ; Sw. gudlos.]

A. As adj. : Acknowledging no God, with-

out sense of duty to God ; impious, atheistical,

irreligious.

B, As subst. : A godless person ; one with-
out sense of duty or reverence to God.
"Mourn! where their God hath dwelt the ffodless

dwell." Byron: Oh! Weepfor Those.

godless-month, -.

Comp. Myth. : The tenth month of the Ja-
panese year, so-called because then the lesser

divinities were considered to be absent from
their temples, for the purpose of paying the
annual homage due to the celestial Dairi.

(Tylor.)

gdd'-less-ly, adv. [Eng. godless; -ly.) In a

godless, impious, or irreverent manner ; with-

out fear of or reverence towards God.

god'-less-ness, s. [Eng. godless ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being godless, impious or

irreverent.

god'-llke, w. [Eng. God, and like.]

1. Like a god ; having the qualities of a

god; divine.
" Whose small sparkes once blowne

None but a god or godlike man can shake."
Spenser: F. Q., IV. ii. 1

2. Possessing some of the attributes of God ;

godly.
" Thus the godlike angel answered mild.

Milton: P. L., vii. 110.

3. Befitting or becoming a god ; divine.

" How best the mighty work he might begin
Of Saviour to mankind, and which way first

Publish his '1'idii.ki- office now mature."
Milton : P. JT., i. 188.

4. Of the highest excellence
;
pre-eminently

good.
" The woman's cause is man's : they'sink or rise

Together, dwarfed or godlike, bond or free."

Tennyson : Princess, vii. 244.

*fi Crabb thus discriminates between godlike,

divine, and heavenly: " Godlike is a more ex-

pressive, but less common term than divine

:

the former is used only as an epithet of pecu-

liar praise for an individual; divine is generally

employed for that which appertains to a supe-
rior being, in distinction from that which is

human. As divine is opposed to human, so is

Jieavenly to earthly ; the Divine Being distin-
guishes the Creator from all other beings ; but
a heavenly being denotes the angels or inhabi-
tants of heaven, in distinction from earthly
beings or the inhabitants of earth." (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

* god'-llke-ness, s. [Eng. godlike ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being godlike ; godliness.

* god'-llke-wl§e, adv. [Eng. godlike; -wise.]

In a godlike manner.

god-ll-ly, god-ly-lye, adv. [Eng. godly ;

-ly.] In a godly manner; righteously, reli-

giously.
" A certaine young man, who liued godlylye here with

vs in this eytie."—Catuine: Foitre Godlyc Sermons,
ser. ii.

god'-li-ness, godd -li- ness, s. [Eng.
godly; -ness.] The quality or state of being
godly

;
piety ; a religious observance of the

commands of God, and a careful performance
of all the duties prescribed by religion.

"Bigotry, with well-diaseinbled fears . . .

Pretends a zeal fur godliness and grace."
Cowper : Hope, 6C1.

* god -ling, s. [Eng. god ; dim. suff. -ling.]

A little god or deity ; a petty or puny deity.

"He is the patient'st godlinn i Do not fear him,
He would not hurt the thief that stole away
Two of his golden locks."

Massingcr: Virgin Martyr, iii. 2.

god'-ly, a. & adv. [Eng. god; -ly.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of persons : Godfearing, pious; reveren-
tial towards God, and observant of His laws ;

religious, righteous, upright.

"Help, Lord, for the godly man ceaseth, for the
faithful fail among the children of men."—Ps. xii. 1.

% The name applied to themselves by the
Parliamentary party in the civil war of the
seventeenth century.

2. Of things : Influenced by a reverential
love of God ; conformed to God's commands

;

upright, righteous, religious.
" That we may hereafter live a godly, righteous, and

sober life."

—

Book of Comm-on Prayer ; General Con-
fession.

"' B. As adv. ; Iii a godly, pious, and god-
fearing manner ; godlily, piously, religiously.

"In this text, kinges be taught to moderate their
victories, and that it is their uthce to see the youghth
diligently & godly brought up and learned."

—

Joy: Ex-
position of Daniel, c. 1.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between godly
and righteous :

" Godliness, in the strict sense,

is that outward deportment which character-
izes a heavenly temper . . . righteousness
comprehends Christian morality, in distinction
from that of the heathen or unbeliever; a
righteous man does right, not only because it

is right, but because it is agreeable to the will

of his Maker, and the example of his Re-
deemer ; righteousness is therefore to godliness

as the effect to the cause." (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

god'-ly-head, ' goode-ly-hede, * good-
ly-hed, s. [Eng. godly ; -head.]

1. Goodness.
"Mote thy goodlyhead forgive it once."

Spenser: F. <{., II. iii. 33.

2. Goodly appearance.

"Pleased with that seeming goodlyhed."
Spenser : F. Q., III. ii. 38.

god- moth - er, * god-mo der, * god
mo-dyr, s. [A.S. godmodor ; Icel. godh-
modir ; Sw, gudmoder, gumor ; Dan. gud-
moder.] [Godfather.] A woman who becomes
sponsor for a child in baptism. [Godfather.]

go'-down (I), s. [Malay godong.] A ware-
house or storeroom. (East Indies.)

go'-down (2), s. [Eug. go, v., and down.]
A draught.

" god'-phere, s. [I'rob. a corrupt, of Eng.
god, ana Fr. p'ere ~ a father.] A godfather.

"My godphere was a Rabian or a Jew."
Ben Jonson : Tale of a Tub, iv. 1.

go drobn, s. [Fr. godron = a ruffle or a puff.]
Au inverted fluting, beading, or cabling used
for ornamentation. [Gadroon.]

god'-send, s. [Eng. god, and send.] Some-
thing sent by God ; a fortunate and unlooked-
for acquisition or gain.

" In fact this insignificant incident ha3, in the end,
turned out a godsend for him."

—

Athenceum, April 1,

1882.

* gdd'-shxp,*. [Eng. god; -ship.] The rank

or character of a god ; a deity ; a divinit}

.

" And the hoarse deep-throated a^ea

Laugh your godships untoscorn.
,

E. B. Browning: Pan is Dead.

* irod'-slb. s. [A.S. God = God ;
sib = relative

kin- Icel. gudhsif (masc), gudhsifja (fern.).]

[Gossip, s.] One akin in God; one who is

sponsor along with another.
" Parentile is in two maners, eyther gostlyor fleshly

;

gostly is for to delen with hiB godsibbes. —Chaucer.

[ed. Tyrwhitt), p. 16"-

* god -sib-rede, gos -sip-rede, * gos-
syb-rede, s. [A.S. God = God ; sibrceden =
relation.] Relationship in God.

" More godsibrede nys thernaught."—Shoreham, p. 69.

" god'-smith, s. [Eng. god, and smith (q.v.).^

1. A smith who is a god ; a divine smith.
" He had the same godsmith to forge hia armB as had

Achilles."—Dryden: Virgil; ;Eneid. (Dedic.}

2. A maker of idols.

" Gods they had of every shape and eize

That godsmiths could produce or priests devise."
Dryden: Absalom & Achitophel, i. 50.

god-son, * gode-son, * god-sone, * gos-
son, s. [A.S, godstmn ; Sw. gudson, gnsoii;

Dan. gudson.] A male for whom one has stood
sponsor in baptism.

"The King bestowed his own name on his godson."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

godd-spel, i* god-spel, * godd spell,
[Gospel.]

god - spel - book, * godd - spell - boc,
godd spell-bock, s. [Gospel-book]

" god-spell-er, + god-spel-lere, s. [Gos-
peller.]

* god - spel - wright, * godd - spell-
wrihhte, $ [Gospeiwright.]

god' - ward, * god - warde, * god-
wards, adv. [Eng. God; -ward.] Toward
God.

" But their hartes remayned styll faythlesse to god-
ward, and towards his mercy and truth."

—

2'yndalt

:

Workes, p. 35.

god-win'-i-a, s. [Named, in 1869, after Mr.
George Godwin, an architect.]

Bot. : A genus of Arads, with twelve sta-
mens. Godwinia gigas is ten feet high, two of
which are occupied by the oblong, purple
hood-like spathe. It is from Nicaragua, and
is the largest Arad known. (Treas. of Bot.)

god'-wit, a. [A.S. god = good ; wiht = crea-
ture. ]

Ornith. : A wading bird, Limosa, melanura,
and the genus Limosa generally. [Limosa.]
They undergo a double moult, having red plu-
mage when young, and then, after moulting,
black with a base of white ; on the wings also
is a white spot. The female is larger than the
male. The Godwit occurs, in Britain and the
rest of Europe, also in Africa and India. It
rarely breeds in England. Its nest is of dry
grass ; the eggs four, light olive brown blotches,
and spotted with darker brown.

'
' The Ionian godwit, nor the ginny hen
Could not goe downe my belly then
More sweet than olives, that new gathered be."

B. Jonson : Horace ; Praises ofa Countrte Life,

* god'-yeld, * god' -yield, phrase. [Eng.
god, and yield.] A phrase used in returning
thanks. [Godild.]

" Herein I teach you,
How you should bid godyeld us for your pains,
And thank us." S/utkesp. : Mac' eth, . 6.

* goe, * goen, pa. par. [Go, -j.j

v goel, * gool, a. [A.S. gsolo.] Vellow.
" Hop roots so well chosen let skilful go set

;

The goeler and younger, the better I love."
Tusser : Husbandry.

go'-er, * go-are, " go-ere, *. [Eng. go, v.

;

-er.]

1. One who or that which goes, runs, walks,
or moves in any way ; one that has a gait of
any kind ; especially applied, in conjunction
with an adjective, to a horse : as, a fast goer;
or to a watch, as a good goer.

* 2. One who acts as an intermediary be-
tween two parties ; a go-between.

" Nothing co\ild hurt either of us so much as the
intervening officious impertinence of those goers be-
tween us."—Pope : To Swiff.

* 3. The foot.

" A double mantle, cast
Athwart his shoulders, his faire goers grac't
With fitted shoes." Cliapman.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. $e, ce = e ; ey = a. an = kw,
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* goer-backward, s. One who gives

way ; one who deteriorates.

"Such a mutt
Might be a. copy to these younger times ;

Which, followed well, would demons trate them now
But go^rs-backward." Stakesp.. All's Well, i. 2.

go-er'-l-US, s. [Etym. doubtful. Agassiz
suggests that it may be from Eng. goer La-
tinized, which would be a barbarous combina-
tion, and MeNicoll from Gr. 7oep6s (goeros) —
mournful, distressful.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles, family Staphy-
linidae. Goerlus olens, which is sometimes
called the Devil's coach-horse, is now Oeypus
olens.

* go-et'-ic, .* go-et'-Ic-al, " go-et'-ic-all,
a. [Eng. goety ; c connective, -at] Pertaining
to goety ; magical.

" A turning of ghospell predication unto goeticall
prediction." — 0-aule ; Mag - Astro • Mantix ; To the
Reader.

* go'-e-ty, *go'-e-tie, s. [Gr. yo>rreia

(joete£a)=witchci*aft
; y6*]s (goes) = & magician,

a sorcerer; Fr. goetie.] Invocation of evil

spirits ; magic.
"To reconcile . . . Theologie, Geomancy, or Goetie

and the Gospell."

—

Gaule : Mag-Astro-Mantix, p. 32.

* gofe, * goif; * goyff, * gowff, * gowcht,
*gow, s. [Etym. doubtful.] The pillory ; the

stocks.
" Word 19 fates and said in fwme, and his crag &

handisto stand in the gofe."—Aberd. Reg (1538), xv.,

p. 141.

go'-fer, v.t. [Gauffer.]

* goff (1). s. [Fr. gofe = ill-made, clumsy,
awkward ; Sp. gofo ; ltal. goffo.] A stupid

lout ; an oaf ; a dolt ; a blockhead.

*goff (2), s. [Icel. gdlf; Dut. gulv.] A stack,

mow, or cock of hay.

"He was in his labour stacking up a.goff of corn."—
Fox, in Wood: A then. Oxon., i. 592.

* gof -fer, v.t. [Gauffek.] To crimp, plait, or

liute, as lace, frills, &c.

"Ill have to get it all goffered over again. "—Miss
Ferrier ; The Inheritance, ch. xxi.

gof-fer-ihg, pr. par., a., & s. [Goffer.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partkip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : Goffered or ornamented plait-

ing, used for frills, lace, &c.

gof-fish, «. [Goafish.]

gog (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.] The object set

up as a mark in playing at quoits or pitch-

and-toss.
" The parties stand at a little distance, and pitch the

halfpenny to a mark, or gog ; and he who is nearest
the mark, has the envied privilege of tossing up for
heads or tails."— ZJlack wood's Magazine, August, 1821,

p. 35.

~
} gog, s. [Welsh, = activity, rapidity.] [Agog.]
Anxiety, desire, eagerness.

" You have put me into such a gog of going, I would
not stay for all the world."— Beaum. & Flet. : Wit
Without Money, iii. 1.

* gogge, v.t. [Prob. connected with gag, v.

(q.v.).] To blind, to blindfold.

"Glad was lie to gogge the worlds eyes with the
distinctions."— 2". Boyd : Last Battell, p. 1,208.

* gog'-gle (1), * gO-gle, v.i. & t. [A frequent.

from Ir. & Gael, gog = a nod, a slight motion
;

Ir. gogain= to nod or gesticulate, gogshuileach
= goggle-eyed, from suit = the eye.]

A. Intrans. : To strain or roll the eyes ; to
stare.

" They goggle with their eyes hither and thither."

—

Uolinshed: Description of Ireland, oh. 1.

B. Trans. ; To roll about, to strain.

" He goggled his eyes."— Walpole : Letters, iii. 174.

* gog'-gle (2), v.t. [A variant of gobble {c^.v.).']

To swallow ; to gulp down.
"Gotdarde, gulped or joggled down."—Cotgrave.

gog'-gle, a. & s. [Goggle (1), v.]

A. As adj. : Prominent, staring, full ; said

of the eyes.

"Palinnted feet might have been joined with goggle
eyes."

—

Paley : Natural Theology en. xv.

B. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1, A strained or staring rolling of the eyes.

"Those muscles, in English, wherewith a man ogles,

When on a fair lady he fixes his goggles."
Byrom : Dissection of a Beau's Head.

2. (PI.) : Tubes or glazed cases in front of

the eyes for protection from dust or intense

light.

3. (PL): Blinds or blinkers for horses that

are apt to take fright, to prevent their seeing

objects from behind.

4. (PI.) : Spectacles. (Slang.)

* 5. A goggle-eyed person.

"Do ye stare, goggles?"
Beaum. & Flet. : Knight of Malta, v. 2.

II. Surg. : Instruments used to cure squint-

ing or distortion of the eyes.

goggle -eye, s. A prominent, rolling, or

staring eye ; strabismus.
" It [the sea-lion] has a great goggle-eye. the teeth

three inches long, about the bigness of a man's
thumb."—Dampier : Voyages (an. 1C83).

goggle-eyed, * gogil-ighed, * gogle-
eied, * gogyl-eyed, a. Having goggle-

eyes.

"Let the gogle-eied Gardiner of Winchester gyrde
at it till hys rybbes ake and an hondred digging
deuyls vpon his side."

—

Bale: English Votaries, lit i,

y gog'-gled (gled as geld), a. [Eng. goggle,

v. ; -erf.] Goggle, goggling, staring, prominent.
"Ugly-faced, with long Mack hair, goggled eyes,

wide-mouthed."—Sir T. Herbert : Travels, p. 50.

* gog'-gling, pr. par. or «. [Goggle, v.]

Goggle, staring, prominent.
" Such sights have they that see with goggling eyes."

Sidney: Arcadia, bk. ii.

* gog'-let, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A sort of
pottery jar or earthen vessel used for keeping
water cool.

goif, s. [Golf.]

go'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Go, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Walking or moving in any way.

2. In a state of active management ; in

operation.
" The business will be transferred to the company

upon allotment as a going concern."

—

Daily Telegraph,
Nov. 2G, 1881.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of walking or moving in any way.

2. A departure.
" And yet thi3 is a wonder most of al.

Why thou thus sorrowest, seth thou wesfc nat yet
Touching her going, how that it shal fal."

CJiaucer; Troilus.fbk. iv.

3. A wandering or departure from the right

way.
"Compare the Pope's doctrine to the word of God,

and thou shalt fiiule that there hath ben, and yet is a
great going out of the way."

—

Tyndall : Workes. p. 1U2.

4. Procedure ; course or manner of life

;

conduct ; behaviour. (Usually in the plural.)
" His eyes are on the ways of man, and he seeth all

his goings."—Job xxxiv. 20.

5. A state or time of pregnancy ;
gestation.

" The time of death has a far greater latitude than
that of our birth : most women coming, according to
their reckoning, within the compass ut a fortnight

;

that is, the twentieth part of their going."—Grew:
Cosmologia Sacra.

6. The state or condition of the ground or

course on which a race is run.

"Thanks to a complete system of drainage, the
going was wonderfully clean for the time of year."—
Daily Telegraph, Nov. 23, 1883.

going-barrel, s.

Horology

:

1. A barrel containing a mainspring, and
having a cog-wheel on its periphery which
drives the train. It supersedes the arrange-

ment of chain and fusee.

2. A ratchet-wheel with pawl and spring on
the shaft of the great wheel, by which the
works are kept going while the clock is being
wound up. Invented by the celebrated Eng-
lish watchmaker, Harrison.

* going forth, s.

1. A departure, a setting out.

* 2. A limit, a bound, a border.

"And your border shall turn , . . and the going-
forth thereof shall be from the south to Kadesh-
barnea."—Numbers xxxiv. 4.

3. An outlet ; a means or passage of exit.

" Mark well the entering-iu of the house, with every
going-forth of the sanctuary."

—

Ezekiel xliv. 5.

going-out, s,

1. A departure or journeying.

"And Moses wrote their goings-out according to their
journeys."

—

Numbers xxxiii. 2.

* 2. An extreme point or limit ; a border.
" And the border shall fetch a compass . . . and the

goings-out of it shall be at the sea.'"—Numbers xxxiv. 6.

going - wheel, s. An arrangement in-

vented by Huyghens to keep a clock in motion
while winding.

goings-on, s. pi. Behaviour, actions,

conduct. (Generally in a bad sense.)

"Pretty place it must be where they don't admit
women. Nice goings-on, I daresay, Mr, Caudle."—
D. Jerrold: Mrs. Caudle, lect. viii.

goi'-tered,' goi'-tred (tred as terd), a.

[Eng. goitre; -ed.] Affected with, or suffering

from goitre.

goi'-tre (tre as ter), s. [Fr. goitre, from
Lat. guttur = the throat.]

Pathol. : The same as Bronchogele (q.v.).

It arises from a morbid enlargement of the
thyroid gland, causing an unsightly, but pain-

less, deformity. It is more common among
women than among men, in the proportion of

about twelve to one. It prevails chiefly, if

not exclusively, in villages situated upon or

close to limestone rocks. From its commonness
in Derbyshire it is sometimes called Derby-
shire-neck.

goi'-trous, a. [Fr. goitreux.] [Goitre.]

1. Pertaining to goitre ; of the nature of

goitre.

2. Affected with or suffering from goitre;

goitered.

*go-jon, *go-jone, ""go-June, s. [Gud-
geon, ]

* goke, s. [Gawk.] A stupid fellow ; a clown.

* goke, v.t, [Goke, s.} To stupefy. (Ceit

Jonson.)

gd'-kum-lte (6 as e), s. [From Gokum in

Finland, where it occurs.]

Min. : A variety of Idocrase named by Dana
Vesuvianite. Gokumite is the same as Loboitb
and Gahnite (q.v.).

4 gok'-y, s. [Gawky.] A fool ; a stupid fellow.

* gd'-la, s. [Ital., from Lat. girfa = the throat.]

Arch. : A moulding, more commonly called

cyma.
"In a cornice the gola, or cymatium of the corona,

the coping, the modillions or dentelli, make a noble
show."

—

Addison: Spectator, No. 415.

go'-lan-dau^e, s. [Hind, goland&z.] A native

artilleryman . [Anglo-Indian.]

gold, * golde, * goolde, * gowd, s. & a.

[A.S. gold; cogn. with Icel. gull; Dut. goitd

;

Hw. & Dan. guld; Ger. gold; Goth/gulth ; Lat.

aurum; Gr. xPU(™s (chrusos); Sansc. htrana

;

Russ. zlato; Zend zarana, zaranya, all —
gold.]

A. As substantive :

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

(1) In the same sense as II. 3.

" The proportion between the quantities of gold and
silver annually imported into Europe, according to

Mr. Meggen's account, ia as one to twenty-two nearly ;

that is. for one ounce of gold there are imported a

little more than twenty-two ounces of silver,"—Smith :

Wealth of Nations, bk. i., ch. xiL

.

(2) Gold coin.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Money, riches, wealth.

"Forme, the gold at France did not seduce."
Shakesp. : Henry V„ ii. 2.

(2) Used as a symbol of anything very valu-

able or greatly prized ; as, A heart of gold.

(3) A bright yellow colour, like that of gold.

II. Technically

:

1. Chem. : A triatomic metallic element,

symbol Au ; atomic weight, 196 ; sp. gr.,

19*26 ; melting point about 1240°, forming a

green fluid which volatilizes at a higher tem-
perature. Gold is a metal of a bright yellow

colour, and was compared to the sun by the

alchemists. It is very ductile ; a grain of it

can be drawn into a wire 500 feet long, and
will gild two miles of fine silver wire. It is

also very malleable ; one grain can be beaten

out to cover an area of 5b '75 square inches.

Thin gold leaf appears green by transmitted

light. The red colour of ruby glass is due to

metallic gold in an extreme state of division.

Gold does not oxidize or tarnish in the air,

and is not acted upon by oxygen or water

at any temperature ; it is not dissolved by
sulphuric, nitric, or hydrochloric acid, but

is 'dissolved by aqua regia, a mixture of

nitric and hydrochloric acids. Gold crystal-

boil, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f.

-eian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious. -clous, -sious = shus. -ble. -die* &c. = bel. del.
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lizes in cubes, octahedra, and other forms be-

longing to a regular system. Gold forms two
series of salts, Aurous and Auric (q.v.): it

has "been detected in sea water. Gold is ex-

tracted from the quartz ore by pulverising it,

and adding mercury containing a small quan-
tity of sodium ; the amalgam is then heated to

drive off the mercury ; auriferous pyrites are

roasted to drive off sulphur and arsenic before

they are treated with the amalgam. Gold can
be purified by melting it along with borax in a

clay crucible, glazed inside with borax, and
passing chlorine gas through the melted metal
by means of a tobacco-pipe stem ; the other
metals are converted into chlorides, which
rise to the surface. When the operation is

finished, the gold is allowed to cool, and the
fused chlorides poured off. Pure gold is pre-

pared by dissolving the metal in a mixture of
nitric and hydrochloric acids : the solution is

evaporated to get rid of the nitric acid, then
diluted with water and filtered ; the gold is

then precipitated by ferrous sulphate. 2A11CI3
+6FeS04 = Au2+Fe2Cl6 + 2Fe2(S04)3. Gold
can be separated from silver by heating it

with two and a half times its weight of con-
centrated sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1*84, till no
more SOo is given off. The alloy must not
contain more than 25 per cent, of gold ; if it

does it must be melted with silver before the
operation ; the sulphuric acid attacks the
silver and copper, converting them into sul-

phates ; the gold is allowed to settle, and then
the silver is precipitated by metallic copper
from the decanted liquid. The presence of
small quantities of tin and antimony in gold
renders it brittle ; they can be removed by
heating the gold with ten per cent, of oxide of
copper and a small quantity of borax. Pure
gold is a very soft metal, therefore it is alloyed
with silver, which gives it a greenish-yellow
tint, or with copper, which gives it a yellowish-
red colour.

2. Pharm. : Gold has been used in medicine
for scrofulous diseases ; it appears to act like

mercury. Gold terchloride is very poisonous,
acting like corrosive sublimate. Gold leaf is

used by dentists for stopping teeth.

3. Min. : A metal crystallizing isometrically
in octahedrons or dodecahedrons, as well as
acicnlar, filiform, reticulated, arborescent,
and spongiform shapes. There are four varie-
ties, (1) Ordinary, and (2) Argentiferous Gold or
Electrum, (3) Palladium Gold or Porpesite,

(4) Rhodium Gold. Dana has a Gold Group
of Minerals, containing (1) Gold, (2) Silver.
(Dana.) It is widely diffused. It has been
found in Cornwall, Devon, &c, in England;
in North Wales ; in Scotland at Wenlock-
head, Lead Hills, in Sutherlandshire, &c. ;

in Ireland at Wicklow. Abroad it occurs in
the Ural Mountains, in Persia, Japan, Cali-
fornia, West Canada, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Venezuela, Southern Africa, Sa-
moa; in Victoria, Queensland, New Zealand,
&c. Alluvial or drift workings tend to ex-
haust themselves, and those of the ancient
world are now little worth. In the early part
of the nineteenth century, parts of the Ural
Mountainswere the most productive gold field

ofthe world. In September, 1847, a magnificent
gold field was discovered in California. Sir
Roderick. Murehison, who was struck with the
similarity of conformation between the Ural
Mountains and the Blue Mountains of New
Holland, which he happily re-named the
Australian Cordillera, predicted the discovery
of gold in the latter mountain region

;

and in 1851 gold was found in the parts
pointed out. Towards the end of the nine-
teenth century important gold-fields were
discovered in the Transvaal, and the mines,
which are scientifically worked, are now the
most important in the world. In 1897 a
notable discovery of gold was made on the
tributaries of the Klondike river, in the
Yukon district, Canada.

4. Geol, : It has been found in slate, quartz-
ite, sandstone, limestone, granite, and serpen-
tine. In many cases it occurs in veins of
quartz, but much more accessibly in drifts,

which the breaking up of those quartz veins
has helped to produce. In the Ural Moun-
tains the drift is Newer Pliocene, having in it

bones of the mammoth, &e. ; in California it

is of two different ages, but both, geologically
viewed, comparatively recent ; when in veins,
it is more frequently found in the palseozoic
than in the secondary or tertiary strata. In
most cases the veins are near plutonic rocks.

5. Hist. : Gold is mentioned in the Bible as

early as Gen. ii. 12. The Hebrew word is

nnj (Zdkdb), from 3H1 (Zdhab) = to shine, to
be brilliant. As the names of gold in the
Aryan languages (Lat. aurum, Gr. xpwros
(chrusos) differ from this, gold may perhaps
not have been discovered till after the separa-
tion of the Aryan and Semitic races.

6. Coinage, Art, dtc. : Gobi was first coined
in England in a.d. 1257. The amount of gold
that passed through the English mint from
1558 (accession of Queen Elizabeth) to Janu-
ary 1, 1840, was 3,553,561 pounds weight, troy.
Of this nearly one-half was coined in the
reign of George III. The standard of gold
coinage in England is eleven parts of gold
with one part of alloy. In France, Germany,
and the United States it is nine parts of gold
to one part of alloy.

7. Bot.': (Of the form gold)

:

(1) The Turnsole (Heliotropium).
" She sprong up out of the molde
Into a flour, was named golde,
Which etant governed 01 the Bonne.'

Oower, ii. 356.

(2) The Corn Marigold (Chrysanthemum
segetum).

(3) The Wild Myrtle.

(4) Calendula officinalis.

8. Archery : The exact centre of a target, so
called because marked with gold, or of a gold
colour.

" Miaa had the skill to forestall the general dis-

tribution by securing three golds at one end." — Field,
Oct. 27, 18B3.

B. As adjective

:

1. Made of or consisting of gold.

"In the Bandy slope, near the shore, at the head of
the bay, the beautiful gold armillse were found."

—

Wilson : Prehistoric Annals of Scotland, ii. 251.

2. Pertaining to or connected with gold or
gold coin.

" The gold withdrawal, too, helped to depress home
securities."—Daily Telegraph, Nov. 23, 1883.

gold-alloy, s. An alloy in which other
metals are added to gold to confer hardness,
as in coin, or to cheapen the product, as in
some jewellers' alloys and solders.

gold-amalgam, s.

Min. : A mineral composed of mercury,
57"40

;
gold, 38 39; and silver, 5. It occurs

in Columbia in white grains about the size of
a pea, and in California in yellowish-white
four-sided prisms. (Dana.)

gold-beating, s. The act or trade of
beating out gold for gilding.

gold-blocking, s. Pressure of an en-
graved or composed block upon a book-cover.
Without the leaf it is called blind-blocking.

gold-carp, golden-carp, s.

Ichthy. ; The same as Goldfish (q.v.).

* gold-clocked, a. Having the clocks
of stockings worked in gold.

gold-cloth, s. Cloth of gold; cloth woven
of threads of gold or interwoven with them.

Gold Coast, s.

Geog. : A part of the coast of Guinea, on
the west coast of Africa.

gold-cradle, a.

Min. : An apparatus used for washing the
refuse matter away from gold.

gOld-CUp, a.

1. Qrd. Lang. : A cup, or piece of plate,
made of gold, or silver gilt, given as a prize
in horse-racing, rifle-shooting, and other com-
petitions.

2. Bot. (PI.) : Various species of Ranunculus
;

as, R. buloosu-s, R. acris
y
&c.

gold-cutter, s. One who prepares gold
for the use of others.

gold-digger, s. A gold miner.
" Others sink a perpendicular shaft, and then put in

a 'Bide-drive.'astne Aufltraliaiii/oW-di^eraterniit "—
Journ. Anthrop. Inslit., x. Ill

gold-digging, *.

1. The act or occupation of digging for
gold ; gold-mining.

2. (PL): Mr. G. H. Wathers, mining en-
gineer, divided the gold-diggings of Ballarat,
&c. in Australia, into surface workings, where
the gold was found lying on the surface or
diffused through the gravelly soil to the depth

of six or twelve inches and pit ;
or kol^'°

veni
ings, from three or four to twenty-five ox »

thirty feet deep. In these last deposits w
gold was almost always imbedded in ** -

clay. (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, ix. '^ "•'

[Digging.]

gold-dust, s.

1. Ord. Lxng. : Gold in very fine particles.

2. Bot. : A popular name for Alyssum samtile.

gold-embroidered, <*. Embroidered

with gold.
" And gold-embroidered garments, fair to see.

a Byron : Childe Barold, 11. 57.

* gold-end, > A broken piece of gold or

jewellery.

Gold-end man : One who buys old gold or

silver ; an itinerant jeweller.

"I know him not : he looks like &gold-end man."
Ben Jonson : AlchemUt, ii. 1,

IT In Eastward Hoe, where the expression

often occurs, it is used for a goldsmith's
apprentice.

gold-fever, s. A mania for digging or
seeking gold.

gold-field, s. A district or region where
gold is found.

"The extent of the gold-field, aa at present ascer-

tained."—Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., xxv. 317.

* gold-finder, ».

1. One who finds or seeks for gold.

2, One who cleans out privies or cesspools.
" Untouched it passed between his grindera.
Or it had been happy for gold-finders." Swift.

gold-flower, s.

Bot. : Helichrysum Stmckas.

gold-flux, s.

Min. : Avanturine (q.v.).

gold-foil, s. A thin sheet of gold used)

by dentists and others.

gold-fringe, s.

Entom. : A moth, Pyralis costalis, family
Pyralidee.

gold-furnace, s. A furnace for melting
or reducing gold. It resembles a brass-
furnace, but is usually built above the floor,

occupying one side or more of the shop, and.

appearing like a dwarf wall. The aperture
for the fuel and crucible in each, furnace is

nine to sixteen inches square, and eleven to -

twenty inches deep. The front edge of the
wall is horizontal and stands about thirty
inches from the floor, but the top inclines
backward at an angle of about 30°, and a ledge
holds the tiles which close the tops of the
furnaces. The crucibles are usually of black-
lead.

gold-hammer, s.

1. A kind of hammer used by gold-beaters ;

a goldbeater's hammer.

2. A popular name for the Yellow-hammer
(q.v.).

*gold-hewen, a. Of a gold or golden
hue or colour.

gold-hunter, s. One who seeks for gold.

gold-inlaid, a. Inlaid with gold.

" King Olaf smote them with the blade

Of his huge war-axe, gold inlaid.'

Longfellow ; Musician s Tale.

gold-knobs, gold-knoppes, s. pi.

Bot. : Various species of Eanunculus ; spec,

R. acris, R. bulbosus, &c.

gold-latten, s. A plate of gold or of

other metal covered with gold.

gold-lily, s. The yellow lily.

" While the gold-lily blows."
Tennyson ; Edward Morris, 146.

gold-lode, s.

Mining : A gold vein. (Dr. T. Sterry Hunt).

gold-mine, s.

I. Ordinary Language:

Mining : A place where gold is obtained by
mining operations, as distinguished from gold-
diggings, where the. precious metal is extracted
by sluicing or cradling.

II. Fig. : Any place containing a store of
wealth either actual or mental.

" No memory labours longer from the deep
Gold-mines of thought—to lift the hidden 076."

Tennyson; Bream ofFair Women, 274.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, 03 = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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gold-nugget, s.

Mining, &c. : A lump of gold. One from
Ballarat weighed 1301b., taken in its natural
state from the diggings. Called also a pepito.

(Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, x. 306.)

gold-of-pleasure, s.

Bot. : Camelina saliva, a cruciferous plant,

two or three feet high, panicled above with
small yellow flowers. It is occasionally found
in England among flax, having been imported
with the seeds. [Camelina.]

gold-paint, s. [Gold-shell.]

gold pen, s. A pen with a gold nib
pointed with rhodium or iridium.

gold-pheasant, golden-pheasant, s.

Ornith. : Phasianus pictus. It is a gorgeous
species, wild in India.

gold-plate, s. Vessels, dishes, spoons,
cups, &c. , made of gold.

gold-printing, s. Work printed with
gold-size and the letters then covered with
gold-leaf or Dutch-metal.

* gold-proof^ a.
;
Proof against bribery

or temptation by money.

gold-rain, s.

Pyrotechnics: Small cubes 4 inch square,

used instead of stars for rockets, &c. Their
composition is nitre, 16 parts ; sulphur, 10
parts ; mealed powder, 4 parts ; lamp-black,
3 parts ; flowers of zinc and gum arabic each
1 part ; treated in the same manner as for stars.

t gold-seed, s, pi.

Bot. : Dog's-tail grass (Cynosurus cristatus).

gold-shell, s. Powdered gold, or gold-

leaf, ground up with gum-water and spread
on shells. It is used by artists, and is also

called gold-paint.

gold-shrub, h,

Bot. : Falicourea speciosa.

gold-size, s. A size used as a surface on
whicli to apply goldleaf. Oil gold-size is a
mixture of linseed-oil or fat oil and ochre-
ground by the muller, and used in oil-gilding.

gold-solder, s. A kind of solder com-
posed of gold, 12 parts, silver 2 parts, and
copper 4 parts.

gold-tail, a. (See the compound.)

Gold-tail-moth

:

Entom. : A moth (Portesia auriflua), family
Liparidese. So called because the anal tuft on
the abdomen is yellow. Wings white, the fore
ones with a brownish-black spot.

gold-thread, s.

Bot. : Coptis trifolia, a plant belonging to
the Ranunculaceae.

gold-tissue, *. Cloth interwoven with
gold thread.

gold-tooling, 5.

Book-bind. : Ornaments impressed by the
hot tool upon goldleaf laid on book-covers,
causing the metal to adhere. In contradis-
tinction to blind-tooling, which is the tool-

mark without the leaf. The gold is fixed to
the surface of the leather by gold-size, and
the surplus is wiped off after the tool has
been applied.

gold-varnish, s.

Metal. : A yellow, transparent varnish

spread over silver-leaf to give it the appear-
ance of gold.

gold-washer, .

1. One who washes away the refuse dirt from
gold ore, as in a cradle.

2. An apparatus or instrument employed in

washing gold.

gold-washings, s.pl. Places where gold
found in gravel is washed, the heavier material
"puddling down." (Quar, Jour. Geol. Soc,
xxviii. 298.)

gold-workings, s.pl. The same as Gold-
works (q. v.). (Quar. Jour, Geol. Soc, xxxii.36,)

gold-works, s.pl. Works for gold-min-
ing. (Murchison : Siluria, ch. xviii.)

* gold-worm, * golde-worme, s. A
glowworm.

" A golde-worme : noctiluca."—Catlu>l. Anglicum.

* gold'-beat-en, a. [Eng. gold, and beaten.]

Coated with gold
;
gilded.

gold -beater, s. [Eng. gold, and beater.]

One whose trade or occupation it is to beat or

hammer out gold into goldleaf for gilding.

[Goldleaf.]
" This process achieved, it is doomed to sustain
The thump alter thump of a gold-beaters mallet

"

Cowper ; Tlie Flatting Mill.

goldbeater's hammer, s. A hammer
with two somewhat rounded faces, used in

beating the pack of alternate gold ribbon and
vellum or goldleaf and skin. As the work
progresses smaller hammers are used. The
forging-hammer is used in reducing the ingot

of gold to one-sixth of an inch thickness. The
anvil is a steel block 4x3 inches on the face.

The hammer for the first course of beating is

short-handled, and weighs fifteen or sixteen

pounds. The hammer for the next beating
weighs ten pounds.

goldbeater's-Skin, s. The prepared
peritoneal membran e of the CEecum of the ox.

It is used to separate the leaves of gold while
under the hammer ; thus it is reduced to ex-

treme thinness, and in this state is used as an
application to cuts and wounds.

" Bind it about with a narrow Blip of goldbeater's-
skin, which moiBten with your tongue, and it will
stick together."

—

Mortimer : Husbandry.

* gold-bound, a. [Eng. gold, and bound.]
Bound or encircled with gold.

" Thy air.

Thou other goldbound brow, is like the first."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 1.

gold -en, * gild-ene, * gold ene, * guld-
ene, a. [A.S. gulden, from gold = gold ; O.

H. Ger. guldin ; O. Fris. gelden ; Dut. goulden

;

Icel. gullinn ; Sw. gyllen, gylden ; Dan. gylden

;

Ger. golden. Golden is now passing out of

use, its place being supplied by the substantive
gold used adjectively : as, a gold key, not often

now a golden key.]

1. Made of gold, consisting of.gold.

"He rauished apples fro the wakinge dragon : and
his hnnde was the more heauie for the golden metall."
—Chaucer : Boecius, bk. v.

2. Of the colour or lustre of gold ; yellow ;

gleaming or shining like gold.
" Last night the moon had a golden ring,

And to-night no moon we see 1

"

Longfellow: Wreck of the Hesperus.

3. Ornamented, embroidered, or inlaid with
gold.

"Thy golden coat." Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 205.

* 4. Abounding or rich in gold.
" The learned pate ducks to the golden fool."

Shakesp.: Timon of Athens, iv. 8.

5. Excellent ; most valuable or precious.
" Nestor'a golden words."

Shakesp. ; Rape of Lucrece, 1,420.

6. Most favourable.
" I have bought

Golden opinions from all sorts of people,"
Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. 7.

7. Most favourable or auspicious : as, a
golden opportunity.

* 8. Fortunate, happy, prosperous.
" In Eliza's golden days, a knight

Came on a war-horse sumptuously attired."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vii.

% Obvious compounds : Golden-cinctured,

golden - haired, golden - hilted, golden - netted,

golden-rinded, golden-shafted, &c.

golden-age, s. The earliest period in

the mythological history of almost all nations,

in which those then existing were supposed to

live in perfect innocence and the enjoyment
of every pleasure, and when the earth pro-

duced all things necessary for their support,

comfort, or enjoyment in the fullest abund-
ance, and all animals were at peace with each
other. The Egyptians believed in successive
conflagrations and deluges occurring at un-
certain intervals. These were designed by the
gods to purify the earth from guilt. After
each of these judgments man was again so
regenerated as to live for a time in a state of
virtue and happiness, after which degeneracy
again established itself, continually gaining
strength till the next catastrophe. Sir Chas.
Lyell believed that the Greek and Roman
notions of the golden and other ages were of
Egyptian origin.

" The golden age was first, when man, yet new,
No rule but uncorrupted Reason knew :

' And, with a native bent, did good pursue."
Dryden : The Golden Age.

golden-apple, s.

Bot. : Citrus Aurantium.

golden-balls, s.pl. The three gilt balls

suspended as a sign in the front of a pawn-
broker's place of business. They were derhed
from the arms of Lombardy, Lombards having
been the first bankers and money-lenders in

London.

golden-beetle, 5.

Entom. : Various species of Chrysomela, or

of the family Chrysomelidse. They are so
called from their metallic lustre. The colour
thus reflected is generally golden -green,
scarlet, azure, or blue.

t golden-bug, s.

Entom. : A beetle (Coccinella septempunctata),

the Seven-spotted Ladybird.

golden-bull, s.

Hist. ; A bull having a golden seal, issued

by the German emperor, Charles IV. at the-

Diet of Nuremberg in 1356, and which became
the fundamental law of the empire over which
he ruled. Other bulls have also been called

golden for a similar reason.

golden-carp, s. [Goldfish.]

golden-chain, s.

Bot. : The Laburnum, Cytisus Laburnum.

golden-club, s.

Bot. : Orontium aquaficum, or the genus
Orontium itself.

golden-crested, a. Having a crest or

top-knot of gold or of a golden colour.

Golden-crested wren

:

Ornith. : Regulus cristatus. A beautiful little

British bird, the upper parts olive-green ; the

head ornamented with an orange-yellow crest,

bordered with black, whence it has sometimes
been called R. auricapillus ; the lower parts

yellowish-grey. Length about 3£ inches. It

exists in flocks, often along with titmice and,

creepers, in firwoods, remaining all the year

round.

golden-crown, s.

Bot. : Chrysosterama.

golden-cup, s.

Bot. : The same as Gold-cup (q.v.).

golden-eagle, s.

Ornith. : Aquila chrysaetos. [Eagle.]

golden-ear, s.

Entom. : A moth, Hydraicia nictitans, family

Apamidse.

golden-eye, s.

Ornith. : Clangula, a genus of Anatidse
(Ducks).

golden - fingered, a. Having golden

fingers in a figurative sense.

" Golden-fingered Ina." Marlowe. (Trench.)

golden-fleece, s.

Class. Myth. : The fleece of gold taken from
the ram on which
Phryxus was trans-

ported through the air

to Colchis, and in quest
of which the Argonauts
sailed under the leader-

ship of Jason.

1" Order of the Golden

Fleece

;

Her. : An order of

knighthood instituted

in 1429 by Philip the

Good, Duke of Bur-
gundy. In process of

time the operation of

hereditary descent
brought the families of

Spain and Austria into

the order, which now is

common to both these

countries.

golden-flower, ».

Bot. : The genus Chrysanthemum.

golden-fly, &
Entom. : Chrysis, a genus of Hymenoptera,

possessed of metallic brilliance, reflected from
green, ruby tint, &c.

JEWEL OF THE
GOLDEN - FLEECE.

boll, boy ; pout, jo*wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, irig.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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golden-grease, o. A fee, a bribe.

golden-hair, «.

Bot. ; Chrysocoma Comaitrea,

golden-horde, s.

Hist. : The tribe of Mongolian Tartars,
which about 1724 established itself in Southern
Russia.

golden knop, s.

Entom. : The same as Golden-bug (q.v.).

golden-legend, s. The Anrealegenda of
the middle ages, a work written by James de
Voragine, Archbishop of Genoa, in the end of
the thirteenth century. It is a hagiology or
collection of lives of saints, and descriptions
and histories of festivals. A translation of it

was made and printed by Caxton in a.d. 1483.

Longfellow made a portion of it popular by
his poem of the sa'me name.

golden-lungwort, s.

Bot. : Hieracivm aurantiacum, a composite
plant, naturalized in copses in the north of

England and Scotland, having escaped from
the cottage gardens in which it often occurs.

golden-maid, ».

IclUhy. : Crenilabrus melops ; called also the
Gilthead and
Connor.

GOLDEN MAIDENHAIR.
1, Sporangium.

golden marcasite, s. An old name for

tin.

golden-mean, «.

I. Orel. Lang. : A state of competence, in
which one is neither burdened with the cares
of riches nor depressed by the necessities of
poverty.

" Where'er lie shines, oh Fortune, gild the scene,
And angels gu;ird him in the golden-mean !

"

Pope: Moral- Essays, iii. 147.

II. Ethics : This term appears to have been
adopted into the English language from
Horace (Odes ii. 10, 5), though there the poet
is speaking of worldly circumstances [I.]

rather than of moral duties. We find the
virtue of moderation taught in Hesiod (WorLs
& Days (ed. Paley), 694), and Cooke renders the

Similar teaching maybe found in the writings
of Plato and Aristotle, and the latter lays it

down in his Ethics (ii. 7) that every virtue is a
mean between two vices. This teaching crys-

tallized into the pithy Mri&iv ayav (= not too
much of anything) of the Greeks, which
Cicero appears to have had in view in De
OJficiis (i. 25) where he speaks of "that mean
which sins neither by defect nor excess."

Terence gave the Greek version a Latin form,
Ne quid nimis (Andria, i. 1. 34), and it found
expression in the Point d-e zele of Talleyrand.

golden-mole, s.

Zool. : Chrysochloris aureus, one of the Tal-
pida> (Moles). The hairs of the fur so dis-

perse the light as to produce metallic reflec-

tions. It occurs in Africa.

jrolden mouse ear, s,

Bot. : A composite plant, Hieracium. Pilo-

sella, called in books the Common Mouse-ear
Hawkweed. [Hawkweed, Hierack'm.]

" golden-mouthed, a.

1. Eloquent : a translation c the Gr. xpyo"»-
oto/lios (chrusostonws), whence the name Chry-
sostom, fitom xPU0"°s (chrusos) = gold, and
a-rofxa (stoma) = a mouth.

2. Musical, melodious.
" A cry of love that rang

As from a trumpet goldvn-mouthed."
A. C. Swinburne : Tristram of Lyoncsse, viii.

golden-number, *.

Chron.: A number, so called from being
marked in ancient calendars in letters of gold.

It indicated the number of any year in the
cycle of the moon. After every nineteen years

the various aspects of the moon are within
an hour the same as they were when the cycle
commenced. This was known at an early

period, and the nineteen years' lunar cycle

was adopted in July 16, b.c. 433. To find the
golden number of any particular year, make
the accepted time of our Lord's birth b.c. 4,

the first year of a cycle ; add one to the year
for which the golden number is required, and
divide by twenty ; the quotient will be the
number of lunar cycles from the birth of
Christ, and the remainder, if any, will be the
golden number.

golden-pert, &.

Bot. : Gratiola aurea.

golden-pheasant, ».

Omith. : [Gold-pheasant].

golden-pippin, a. A species of apple,
so named from its colour.

golden-robin, s.

Omith. : The Baltimore Oriole.

golden-rod, a.

Bot. : (1) Solidago virgaurea, or the genus
Solidago; (2) Leontict Chrysogoman ;"(3) The
genus Bosea.

TT Raylcss Golden-rod is an American name
for Bigelovia ; Golden-rod tree, ov Tree golden-
rod, is Bosea Yervamora.

golden-rose, s. A rose of gold, or gilded,
supposed to represent by its gold, its odour,
and its bai.ni, the Godhead, the body, and the
soul of the Redeemer. It was sent at inter-
vals by the Pope to sovereigns supposed to
be more loyal than others to the Holy See.
Among those sent were one to Henry VIII.,
in 1510 ; one to Frederick the Wise of Saxony,
in 1519, to wean him from friendship with
Luther ; to Charles IX. of France, in 1572,
just after the "massacre of St. Bartholomew"

;

one to the Queen of Spain in 1808 ; and more re-

cently to Eugenie,while Empress of the French.

golden-rule, s.

*1. Arith. ; A rule, so called on account of
its excellent use in arithmetic, and especially
in ordinary calculations, by which numbers
are found in certain proportions—viz., having
three numbers given to find a fourth number
in proportion. (Hutton : Math. Diet.) [Pro-
portion, Rule of Three.]

2. Morals: The rule laid down by Jesus in
the Sermon on the Mount, and stated by him
to be the law and the prophets,—i.e., a sum-
mary of their teaching : "Therefore all things
whatsoever ye would that men should do to
you, do ye even so to them" (Matt. vii. 12).

This rule, almost axiomatic to a mind of keen
moral sensitiveness, had already been " exam-
ined and adopted as a standard of ethics by
westerns like Socrates and easterns like
Theng-tsen, the disciple and friend of Con-
fucius, some centuries before the birth of
Christ. The latter tells us Toen-kousy asked,
Is there a word in the language which is of
itself enough for a guide for our life? The
wise man answered, There is ; the word Chon,
of which the meaning is that what we would
should not be done to us let us not do to
others." (Gontemp. Review, April, 1882, p. 682.)

golden-samphire, «.

Bot. : Inula crithmoides,

golden-saxifrage, s.

Bot. : The genus Chrysosplenium.

' golden-slopt, a. Wearing gold buskins.
"Some shy golden-s/opt Gastalio." Marston,

golden - sulphide, s. [G olden - sul-
FI1URET.]

golden-sulphuret, [Golden Sulphuret
of Antimony.]

Golden Sulphuret of Antimony :

Cliem. : Sulphur Antimonii auratwni. Penta-
si.lphide of antimony, Sb.jSg.

golden-swift, *.

Entow. : A moth, Itcpialus humuli, family

Hepialidre.

golden- teeth, s. pi. The teeth of'her-

biforous animals coated, as they sometimes

are. with a yellow precipitate. (Uossiter.)

golden-thistle, s.

Bot. : (1) Scolymus, (2) Protea Scolymus.

golden-tressed, a- Havingfairorgolden-

coloured tresses ;
golden-haired ; {fig.)

shining

with bright rays.
" And caused the golden-tressSd sun

^
All the day long his course to run.

Milton : Trans, of Psalm cxxxvl

golden-trumpeter, *.

Omith. : A South American bird, the A garni

(Psophia crepitans), which emits a deep rough
sound, suggesting that of a trumpet. [Agami.]

golden-wasps, s. pi.

Entom. : One of the popular names for the
hymenopterous genus Chrysis, or the family of
which it is the type. They are not genuine
wasps, one difference between the two being
that the wasps fjroper have a sting, and the
"golden wasps" only an ovipositor. [G'hry-

sidid^e, Chrysis.]

golden-wedding, s. The fiftieth anni-
versary of a wedding, which is usually ob-
served with more than ordinary festivity.

The presents given to the couple should all be
of gold.

golden-winged, c. Having wings of
gold, or of a gold colour.

golden-Y, s.

Entom. : Plusia iota.

golden-yellow, *.

Bot., &c. : Pure yellow, duller than lemon-
coloured, and bright. It corresponds to the
Latin, aureus or auratus, and to the Greek
xputfos (chrusos); in Lat. and Eng. coniposi-
tion, chryso: (Lindley, <£c.)

* g61d'-en-ly, ado. [Eng. golden; -ly.] Splen-
didly, excellently, delightfully.

"Jaques he keeps at school, and report speaks
goldenly of his profit."—Shakesp. : As Von Like It, i. l.

s g6ld'-en-ness, s. [Eng. golden; -ness.]

The quality or state of being golden or golden-
coloured.

"It threw up it3 outline .against the wonderful
greenness, blueuess, goldcnness of the aky." — Mrs.
Ohphant : Primrose Path, ii. 145.

gold er, s. [Golader.J

* gold-fan, * gold -faghe, a. [A.S. gohl-
fah.] Golden; gold-coloured.

"Nim goldfah iwede." Layamon, iii. 262.

gold' - finch, >: gold - fynch, * gold -

fynche, s.

I. Literally

:

Omith. : Carduelis elegans, a well-known
bird belonging to the family Fringillidae, and
the sub-family Friugillinae. Bill pale horn
coloured, the tip black, the circumference at
its base crimson, nape of the neck white ; the
top of the head, carpal portions of the wing,
the smaller wing coverts, and part of the sur-
face of the primaries black ; back and rump
dusky brown, greater wing coverts, and part
of the expanse of the others, gamboge yellow

;

under surface of the body dull white. It feeds
on the seeds of thistles and other plants. It
sings very sweetly. Its nest is neatly built of
moss, twigs, roots, &c, and is lined with
wool. It is situated in bushes, hedges, or
apple or pear trees in orchards. The eggs are
four or five, spotted with purple and brown.
The bird is found in various parts of Britain,
and is diffused over most parts of Europe.
" A goldfinch there I saw, with gaudy pride
Or painted plumes, that hopped from side to side

"

Dryden : Flower & Leaf, 106.

II. Fig. : A sovereign, so called from its
yellow colour. (Slang Diet.)

gold'-fin-ny, gdld'-sin-ny, s. [Eng. gold,
and finny. Etyin. of sinny doubtful. Can it

have come from the /of gold-finny, printed in
old characters and misread s ?]

Ichthy. : Crenilabrus uorwegicus or cornubi-
cns. It is yellowish-green, darker on the
back, with longitudinal lines of a deeper

,colour on the sides, and a black spot on each
side near the base of the tail. Length, three
or four inches. It is called also the Cork
wing. [Goldsinnv.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt.
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gold-fish, gold en fish, s. [Eng. gold,

golden, and fish.]

Ichthy, : Cyprinus auratus, a well-known
fish, which, when mature, is of a golden-red
colour, though it is nearly black when young.
It is a native of China. According to Pennant,
it was introduced into England from China in

1691, but did not become common till about
1723. It is called also, though rarely, the
gold or golden carp.

• gold hoard, gold hbrd, s. [A.S. gold-

hord.] A treasure.

"Deorewurthe oucr a.\le goldhordea."—Aitcrm liiwlc,

p. 342.

* gold house, * golde hows, s. [Eng. gold>

and Ivouse.] A treasury.

"The kyng to bye goldehowa toke hysway."

—

MM., in
J/uUiwcll, p. 408.

gold le, s. [Eng. gold ; -he = -y.] A local

name given to the goldfinch (q.v.).

gold i locks, gold ie locks, gold'-y-
locks, s. [Eng. gold or goldie, amllocks.]

Jiot. : Various plants, or plant genera.

Specially, (1) Linosyris or G'hrysocoma, (2)

Helichrysum Stceclias, (3) Ramtnmlus auri-

comns, (4) Hymcnophyllum tunbridgense.

gold irig, m. [Eng. gold; suff. -ing.] A sort

of apple.

gold ins, s. [A corrupt, of goldings (?). ]

Lot. : Chrysanthemum segetum.

gold ish, * gold isshe, a. [Eng. gold; -ish.]

Resembling or like gold.
" Al Is not golde that Bhynethc goldisshe hewe."

Lydgate : Minor Poems, p. 100.

gold'-lace, s. \Eng. gold, and lace.] A kind
of lace made of gold wire, flattened between
two polished steel rollers, into a ribbon which
is twisted round a core of silk.

gold laced,". [Eng. gold, and laced.] Orna-

mented or embroidered with goldlace.

gold leaf, s. [Eng gold, and leaf.] Fine
gold beaten into thin leaves. A small per-

centage of silver and copper is added to the

gold for beating, about H per cent, of alloy.

The ingot is rolled into a ribbon by repeated
passage between rollers, and this ribbon has a
thickness of^ of an inch, a surface of five

hundred square inches to an ounce of gold.

It is then cut into pieces of about an inch
square, placed between pieces of goldbeater's

skin four inches square, and beaten with a
ponderous hammer on a smooth marble slab

until the gold has thinned and expanded to

the sizeof the vellum. Each piece of gold is

then again divided into four, placed between
pieces of goldbeater's skin as before, and
again beaten till it expands to the size of the
skin. A third and a fourth beating follow,
until the gold has been reduced to the neces-
sary degree of thinness. The hammers vary
in degrees of heaviness. [Goldbeater's-ham-
mer.] An ounce of gold in the form of a
cube, 5} lines in length, breadth, and thick-

ness can be so extended by the goldbeaters as
to cover a surface of more than 14664 square
feet.

goldlcaf electroscope, s.

Elect. Mach. : An instrument forascertaining,

by means of goldlcaf, the presence of elec-

tricity in a body. There is a tubular glass

shade standing on a metallic foot in contact

with the ground. In the tubulure of the

shade, the neck of which is coated with insu-

lating varnish, there fits a metal rod, termi-

nating at the upper extremity in a knob, and
holding at the lower end two narrow strips of

goldleaf. The air in the interior is dried by

quicklime or chloride of calcium. When the

knob is touched with a body charged with

positive or negative electricity the leaves di-

verge. To ascertain the kind of electricity

requires a more intricate process. This instru-

ment is also called from its inventor Bennett's

Electroscope.

1 gold less, «. [Eng. gold; -less.] Destitute

of gold.

gold ncy, gold ny, s. [Eng. golden, and
suff. -y (?)?]

Ichthy. : Tho Golden Wrasse (CmiLlabnts

tinea). It is one of the fishes called the Gilt-

head (q.v.).

" The gotdvy of Cilicia, Chios scallops."—Vavics : An
Extasie, p. 04.

gold sin ny, s. [Goldfinny.]

1[ Jago's goldsinny : Crenilabrus rvpestris.

Its prevailing colour is orange, sometimes
with' green above. It has several times been
taken in Britain.

gold' smith, * gold - smeth, * gold -

smithe, gold-smyth, s. [A.S. goldsmith;

O. H. Ger. goldsmid; Dut. goudsmid ; Icel.

gidlsmidhr ; Dan. & Hw. guldsmed.]

1. An artisan who manufactures articles in

gold ; a worker in gold.

"I promised your presence and the chain,
But neither chain nor goldsmith came to me."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, iv. 1.

* 2. A banker ; one who managed the money
matters of others.

"lam a goldsmith, and live by lending money as

well aa by Belling plate."

—

Scott : Fortunes of Nigel,
ch. iv.

goldsmith's- note, s. The name given

to an order to pay money on demand, similar

to the modern banknote, issued by the gold-
smiths or bankers of Lombard-street.

* gold Smith-ry, 5. [Eng. goldsmith; -ry.]

Goldsmith's work.
" Of goldsmithry, of browdyng, and of steel."

Chaucer: C. T., 2,438.

gold stick, s. [Eng. gold, and stick.] A
court official, so called from the gilt rod or

wand borne by him when in attendance on
the sovereign on state occasions.

gold'-thread, s. [Eng. gold, and thread.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A flatted, silver-gilt wire,

wrapped or laid on a thread of yellow silk by
twisting with a wheel or bobbins ; also called

gold-wire or spun-gold.

2. Bot. : Coptis trifoliti, a ranunculaceous
evergreen, so called from its yellow fibrous

roots.

gold'-Wire, s, [Eng. gold, and wire.) Gold
reduced to the form of wire. Goldwire, so

called, has usually a core of silver, and is

made by preparing a round bar of silver,

plating it thickly with gold, and then draw-
ing it through a series of holes of gradually
decreasing diameter. The gold may be T^j of

the thickness of the silver at first, and shares

all its mutations in the drawing, retaining the
same relative thickness.

gold'-y-locks, [Goldilocks.]

gold' y locked, a. [Eng. goldy, lock (s) ; -ed.]

Golden-haired ; having a profusion of beauti-

ful auburn hair.

" Thence it fled forth, and made quick transmigration
To goldy-locked Euphorbus."

lien Jonson : The Fox, i. 1.

* gol-et, s. [Fr. goulet ; Prov. golet, a dimin.
of 0. Fr. gole, goule = the throat ; Lat. gala.)

[Gullet.] The throat or gullet.

" Throwghe golct and gorgere he hurltz hym ewyne."
Morte Arthurs, 1,772.

golf (also pron. gof), *golf, * go iff, ' gouff,
s. [But. kolf— a club to strike balls with ; cogn.

with Icel. kdlfr = a clapper of a bell, a bolt;

kylfa = a club ; Ger. kolbe = a club, a mace.]

1. A game extensively played in Scotland,
and of late years introduced into England.
It is played with club-headed sticks and very
hard small balls, on a large common or down,
technically called links, in which small holes
have been made at distances of from 100 to
500 yards apart, according to the extent of
the ground. The game, which may be played
by two persons, or by four (two against two),
consists in driving the ball into each of the
holes in succession in as few strokes as pos-
sible ; the side making the round, that is,

placing his or their ball in each hole succes-
sively in the fewest strokes, winning the game.

"That the futball and golf be vtterly cryit downe,
and not to be vait."—Act Jas. II. (1457), c. 71.

* 2. A blow, a stroke.

"She lends me a.govf, and tells me I'm douf,
I'll never be like her last goodman."

A. Jficol: Poems (L739), p. 53.

golf-club, s.

1. The club used in playing golf. There
are various sorts, according to the purpose for
which they are intended : as, the driver, the
putter, the spoon, <fec.

2. A club or association formed for the
practice and promotion of golfing.

golfe, goulfc, s. [Icel. golf; Dut. gulv.]

A mow, stack, or heap of hay, corn, &c.
" Golfe of come. A rchonium."—Prompt. Parv.

golf'-er (also pron. gof'-er), *gow-fer, *.

Eng. golf; -er.] A player at golf.
" Driving their baws frae whin or tee,
There's no uae gowfer to be seen."

Ramsay .- Poems, ii. 205.

golf ihg (also pron. gof '-fcrig), s. [Eng. golf;
ing.] The act or science of playing at golf.

* Gol'-g6-tha, s. [Gr. roA-yofli {Golgotha),

from Aramaean NF^aSll (Gulgdlta); Heb. rtyaba

(Gulgoleth) ~ a skull (Luke xxiii. 3.1) or the
place of a skull (Matt, xxvii. 33, Mark xv. 22,

John xix. 17).] A charnel-house.

Gd'-li-ard, * gol i -ar dels, * gol-y-ar-
deys, s. [Golias.j

Ch. Hist. : One of the authors of the poems
bearing the name of Golias (q.v.), hence gene-
rally a writer of satirical poetry ; a satirist.

"The (foliards became a kind of monkish rhapao-
dints, the companions and rivals of the jongleurs (the
reciters of the merry and licentious Tableaux."—Mil'
man: Latin Christianity, ix. 189.

G6'-li-ard-er-$r, &. [Golias.]

Ch. Hist. : The name given to the series of
satirical Latin poems directed against the
abuses of the Roman Church in the thirteenth
century. Wright considers thein to have been
the immediate predecessors, and in some sense
the cause, of the Crede of Piers the Ploughman
and of the writings of Wycliffe, and thus to
have contributed to the Reformation. From
a classical standpoint, the majority of them
are generally below criticism ; from a moral
point of view they are vigorous and healthy,
though in studying them nineteenth-century
readers must bear in mind the great jealousy
nf monastic orders which has in all ages
existed amongst the secular clergy, and the
tendency in minds ecclesiastical to exaggerate
into grave sins what ordinary men would be
inclined to consider as mere peccadilloes.

With this preface, a few lines from the Invec-

tive of Golias against the Cistercians may bo
quoted :

—

" Nil nisi praaentia sitiunt aut quaerunt

;

Farclunt maraupia, metunt quae mm seruut ;,

Pauperum penuria sese ditaverunt
Satauas inancipia sunt et Beinper erunt."

Occasionally Golias seems to have relinquished
his moral mission, and to have degene-
rated into a convivial rhymester ; of this style

examples maybe found in Longfellow's Golden
Legend (iv.), where Lucifer, disguised as a

friar, finds admission to the refectory. These
verses are genuine products of the late Middle
Ages. A less-known example from the Con-
fessio Golifc runs thus :

—

" Mihl nunquam spirituu poetrhw datur
NiBi tunc cum fuerit venter bene satur
Cum in arce cerebri Bacchus domiuatur
In me Phaubus irruit et miranda fatur."

These poems are rhymed, but now and again
there crops up evidence that the writer was
capable of" better things. For example, in the
Prmdicatio Golim one meets witli lines like

these :

—

" Et ne forte cogita ' Vivam decern annis
Tune mo vilioribus e:wtigabo pannia,
(.'uiii induar veBtibua Pauli vel Joannis ; '

"

and then, by a marvellous compensation, a

dainty classic gem :

—

" Sic expectat rusticus, Bed defluat amnis."

which, by its brilliance, almost compensates
for the tawdriness of the setting.

Go -li as, s. [For etym. see def.]

Ch. Hist. : The name under which certain

satirical poems on ecclesiastical subjects were
given to the world in the thirteenth century.

Many of them have been attributed to Walter
de Mapes, though there is little ground fortius

opinion. Wright considers Golias to be a

pseudonym, '

' apparently from gula, and
having nothing in common with the French
gaillard." (Latin Poems attributed to Walter
de Mapes, xii.) Du Cange, in support of the
opinion that Golias was a real personage,
quotes Silvester Giraldus :

—

"F.irasitus quid.im Oolias nomine . . . qui <!alias

melius, quia guise et crapulre per omnia deditus, diti

potuit. —Speculum Ecelesice, lib. iv., cap. xvi.

The balance of testimony, however, inclines

to the view advanced by Wright :

—

" Golias, the burlesque representative of the clerical

order, the instrument through which their vices were
satirized."—Wright ; Latin Poems attributed to Walter
de Mapes, xii.

Go li -ath, s. [Heb. T\ty(G6lyath) = the cele-

brated giant of Gath whom David slew (1 Sam.
xvii. 1-54).] (For def. see compound.)

goliath-beetle, s.

Entom. : A huge lamellicorn beetle, Goliatlnts

boll, bo*y; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t

-clan. Man = shan. -tion. -sion ~ shun : -tion. -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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giganteus. It comes from the west coast of
Africa. In 1805 a salesman refused £30 for a
single specimen, demanding £50. He had
afterwards to sell the insect for £10.

gd-li-ath'-l-da% s. pi. [Lat. goliath(us), and
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee..]

Entom. : A family o!" lamellicorn "beetles.

The chin is large, broad, and covers the jaws.
[Gouathus.]

go-li-a-thus, go-li'-ath, s. [Goliathus is

the Latinised form of Heb. goliath (q.v.).]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family.

[Goliath-beetle.] The hood is deeply two-
lobed, the segments resembling two horns.

* go - li - one, * go - ly - on, * gu-li-on, s.

[Etym. doubtful. Prob. from 0. Fr. goule =
the throat.] A collar.

"He . . . cast on her biagulion." &ow&; li. 858.

goi'-lach (ch guttural), s. [Gael, gobhlach =
forke'd.] A name applied to the earwig, and
to several species of beetle.

* gollS, * gols, s. pi. [Etym. doubtful.] The
hands, the paws. (Used in contempt.)

"Make them hold up their spread golls."—Ben Jon-
son : Poetaster, v. 1,

*g6ll'-sheaf, s. [Etymol. of first element
doubtful ; Eng. sJimf.] Apparently a sheaf of

dry withered corn ; hence, anything of little

use or weight.
" All the rest of the articles [i.e., of accusation] were

gollsheavcs that went out in a Budden blaze."

—

Racket

:

Life of Williams, pt. ii.. p. 92.

* go-loe-shoe, s. [Galoche.] A galoche; an
overshoe.

g3-Ioshe', s. [Galoche.] An overshoe, now
generally made of vulcanized india-rubber.

*golt, [Gault.]

*gom(l), gome, *gume, #. [A. 8. guma;
Icel. gumi ; O. S. girmo ; O. H. Ger. gomo

;

Dut. bruidegom ; Svv. brudgum; Dan. brud-
gom.] A man, a person. [Bridegroom.]

" Havelok was a ful god gome." JIavelok, 7.

G6'-mar-ite§, o. pi. [For etym. see def.]

Ch. Hist. : The followers of Francis Gomar,
who was born at Bruges on January 30, 1563,

and in 1594 was appointed Professor of Divinity

at Leyden, obtaining as his colleague in

1603 the celebrated Arminius. Gomar was
strongly Calvinistie, and opposed the views
of his associate with much zeal. When Ar-
minius, about a year before his death, pre-

sented a remonstrance to the States-General,

Gomar and his followers came out so strongly

on the other side that they were called Anti-
Remonstrants. Gomar was present at the
Synod of Bort in 1618, and there and else-

where was so distinctly the leader of the Cal-

vinistic opponents of Arminius, that the Anti-

Remonstrants were often called Gomarites.

go-mash'-ta, go - mash - tan, s. [Hind.

gumashta.] An agent, a factor, a commis-
sioner. (Anglo-J ndian.)

gom do, gom- bant, s. [Gobbo.]

*gome (1), s. [GOMME (l), s.]

" A gome : vbi a godnioder."—Cathol. Anglicum.

gome (2), s. [Gom (1).]

* gome (3), * gom (2), s. [Icel. gaumr ; O. H.
Ger. gouma; O. Dut. goom.] Care, attention,

notice.
"Thereof nemath gome."

*• Sir Ferumbras, 1,745.

*gome (4), *gomme, s. [Gum, s.]

* gome (5), s. [Coom (2), s.] The black grease

which accumulates on the axle of a cart-

wheel.

G5-mei'-sa, s. [Corrupted Arabic (?). Cf.

Arab, ghdmmaz — a talebearer ;
gliamz =

making a sign with the eye ;
ghamzat = an

amorous glance, &c. ; also jamus =a buffalo ;

jumax ul awwal = the fifth month of the
Arabian year.]

Astron : A star, called also (3 Canis Minoris.

gd'-mer (1), s. [Sept. Gr. yip.6p (gomor) ; Heb.
"tips (orner, homer, gamer, or ghomer). There is

no consonant in English exactly correspond-

ing to the Heb. letter w with which the word
commences. It may be pronounced gh or g

or h or be left unpronounced. Gomer is there-

fore another spelling for homer occurring in

Lev. xxvii. 16, Isa. v. 10, Ezek. xlv. 11, 14;

and Hosea iii. 2, and omer found in Exod, xvi.

16-36.] [Homer.]

gd'-mer (2), s. [Named after its inventor.]

Ordn. : A form of chamber in ordnance,
consisting of a conical narrowing of the bore
towards the inner end.

gom'-er-il, gom'-rell, gam-phrel, s. & a.

[Etym. doubtful.]

A. As subst. : A fool, a blockhead.

"Amaiat as Billy as our auld daft laird here and
his gomerUs o' son9."—Scott : Hob liny, ch. xiv.

B. As adj. : Foolish, stupid.

*gom-man, s. [A contraction of gods-man or

n.] A godfather.

*gomme (1), s [An abbreviated form of

gotwmp/r (q.v.).]
" Commere. A she-gossip or godmother ; ajomme."'

Cotgrave.

gomme (2), s. [Gum, s.]

gom'-me-lin, s. [Fr. gommeline.]

Chem., &c. ; The same as Dextrine (q.v.).

Called also British-gum, Starch-gum, and
Fruit-gum. (Spon.)

*gom'-mer, *. [Gammer.]

gom'-phi-a, s. "[Gr. y6fj.cpos (gomphos) = a
bolt : named from the shape of the fruit.]

Sot. : A genus of Oehnacea\ The bitter

root and leaves of Gomphia angitstifolia, are
given in Malal tar in a decoction of milk or water
as atonic, stomachic, and anti-emetic. G.hexa-
spermn and G. Jabotapita are taken as medi-
cinal bitters in Brazil. The oil of G. parvi-
flora is used in that country in salads.
(Lindley.)

gom-phl'-a-SlS, s. [Gr. yo^ufuao-i? (gomphia-
sis) = toothache.]

Path. : Looseness of the molar or other
teeth in their sockets.

gom-pho-car'-piis, s. [Gr. yofjuftos (gomphos)
= a bolt, and Kapiros (Jcarpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : A genus of Asclepiadaceas, tribe
Asclepiadem verce. The leaves of Gomplio-
carpus fruticosus, called in Syria Argel or
Arghel, are used to adulterate senna.

gomph-6c'-er-as, s. [Gr. yo><£os (gomphos)

= a bolt, and Kipas (keras) = a horn.]

Paheont. : A genus of Cephalopods, family
Orthoceratidse. There are many species from
the Lower Silurian to the Carboniferous for-

mations.

t gom'-pho-lite, s. [Gr. y6fj.<}>os (gomplws) *=

a bolt, and \C6os (Hthos) — a stone.]

Petrol. & Geol. : The name givenby Brongniart
to conglomerate rocks of Tertiary age, called

in Switzerland Nagelflue.

gom-pho-ld'-bi-um, s. [G.. y6/x<^os (gom-
jylios) = a bolt, and \ofi6? (lobos) = (l)the lobe
of the ear

; (2) a legume.]

Bot. : A genus of papilionaceous plants,
tribe Podalyrieffi. Stamens ten, free—i.e., not
unitedinto two bundles. About thirty species
are known, all from Australia. Gompholobiuvi
uncinatum is said to be poisonous to sheep.

gomph-o-ne'-ma, s. [Gr. yo/x<f>os (gomplws)
= a bolt, and vijixd (nema)=tlvdt which is spun,
yarn.]

Bot. : A genus of Diatomacese. Kiitzing
enumerated thirty species, twelve of which
are stated by Smith to be British. Gomphonevia
Berkeleii is common in spring in brooks, oc-
curring as cushion-like gelatinous masses ad-
hering to stones.

gom-pho -sis, s. [Gr. yo^oxrK (gomphosis)
= (1) a bolting together

; (2) see definition.]

Anat : A kind of articulation or impaction
by which the roots of teeth are implanted in
their sockets. Quain considers thatthis should
not be reckoned among the articulations.

gom-pbre'-na, 5. [Altered from Lat. grom-
phcena = a kind of amaranth, probably ^Ama-
ranthus tricolor.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the Gomphrenese
(q.v.). The species are called, from the rotun-
dity of their flowers, Globe Amaranths. About
four have been introduced into Britain. The
best-known is Gomphrena globosa. If its

heads of flowers are gathered before they are

too far advanced, they will retain their beauty

foryears G. officinalis and G. macrocephato

are used in Brazil in intermittent fever, colic,

diarrhoea, &c. Their root is considered a

stimulating tonic.

gom-phre'-ne-se, *. pi [Mod Lat gom-

phrenia), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -**s.]

Bot. .' A tribe of Amaranthacese.

gd-mu'-ti, go-mu'-to, s. [Malayan.]

1. Bot. : TheAreng Palm, Sequent* saocharl-

fer, common in the southern Asiatic islands.

2. Comm. : The same as GoMUTi-FiBKE(q.v.).

gomuti fibre, s,

Comm : The fibre of the Gomuti, or Areng.

It is derived from the -leaf-stalks which it

surrounds, is black, and like horsehair. It is

used for cordage, for thatching, &c. It is called

also Ejoo.

gdn'-a-gra, s. [Gr. yovdypa. (gonagra), ^see

def., "from" y&w (gonu) = the knee, and aypa.

(agrd) = a catching.]

Pathol. : The name given by the old Greek
physicians to gout in the knee. (Parr, Tan-
ner, &c.)

gon-a'-kie, s. [An African word.]

Bot. : Acacia Adansonii. It yields good
timber.

*gon, v.i. [Go, v.]

*gon, pret. & pa. par. [Go, v.]

gd-nan'-gi-um, s. [Gr. yoVos (gonos) = off-

spring, seed, and ayyelov (anggeion) = a vessel.]

Zool.: The chitinous receptacle in which the
reproductive buds of certain hydrozoa are

produced.

gon do-la, ' gon dole, * gun-da-loe, s.

[Ital. diniin. of gonda = a boat ; from Gr.

kovSv (lcondu) = a drinking-vessel, from the
shape.]

1. A Venetian pleasure boat. A gondola
of middle size is thirty feet long, four feet

beam, and is rowed by one man standing at

the stern and using one oar. It has a well-
furnished cabin amidships, and is painted
black. The stem and stern rise in pointed
elevations, the former being surmounted by
the ferro, a bright iron cleaver.
" Didst ever see a Gondola } For fear

You should not, I'll describe it you exactly

:

Tis a long covered boat that's common here,
Carved at the prow, built lightly, but compactly;

Rowed by two rowers, each called Gondolier,
It glides along the water looking blackly,

Just like a coffin clapt in a canoe.
Where none can make out what you s?iy or do."

Byron • Beppo, 19.

2. A flat-bottomed boat for carrying produce
and goods. (American.)

3. A railway-platform car, with low or no
sides. (American.)

* gon'-do-letf s. [A dimin. from gondola
(q.v.).] A little gondola. (Moore.)

gdn'-do-lier, * gun-de-lier, s. [Ital. gon-
doliere.] A man that rows a gondola.

" Startled at the sound, 1 sprang upon my feet, while
the gondolier, letting slip hia single oar, lost it in the
pitchy darkuess beyond a chance of recovery "—£ a
Poet The Assignation.

gone, * gon, pa. par. & a. [Go, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. -4s adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Departed, moved, or started away.

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who\ son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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* gong-farmer, s. A night man ; a cleaner

of privies or cesspools.

*gong-house, *gong-huset s. A privy,

a house of office.

* gong man, * gang-man, s. A gong-

farmer.

gong (2), s. [Malay agdng, gong = a gong.]

* 1. (See extract.)

"There is one that strikes on a small gong, or a

wooden instrument, before every stroke of the oar,

then the rowers answer all at once with a sort of a

hollow noise, through the throat, and a stamp on the
deck with one foot, and immediately plunge their

oars into the water. Thus the gong and the rowers
alternately answer each other, making a sound that
seems very pleasant aud warlike to those who are at a

small distance on the water or snoar."— Dampier:
Voyage, Tonquin (an. 1688).

2. A musical instrument used principally in

the East. It is tambourine-shaped, a disc of

thin bronze with an upturned flange forming a
rim. The metal consists of seventy-eight parts

copper, twenty-two parts tin. The bronze is

of such proportions as to be naturally brittle

when cast. Gongs are beaten with a padded
drum-stick, and are used in the East for

making signals, and adding intensity to the
clangour of martial music. In many houses
in England gongs have replaced dinner-bells.

The gong has no distinct or appreciable note,

but gives out a sound consisting of a combina-
tion of harmonics.

" And loud, amid the universal clamour,
O'er distant deserts sounds the Tartar gong."

Longfellow: Arsenal at Springfield,

3. A stationary bell whose tongue is moved
by a wire or string. Commonly used as an
alarm or call-bell on steamers.

2. Dead, departed, deceased.
"A dog, that has his nose held in the vapour, loses

all signs of life ; but carried into the air, or thrown
into a lake, recovers, if not quite gone."—Addison: On
Italy.

3. Departed ; lost.

" Speech is confined to the living, and imparted to
only those that are in presence, and is transient and
ifone."—Holder : On the daisies.

4. Ruined, undone.
" He must know 'tis none of your daughter nor my

sister; we are gone else."— Shakesp. : Winter's Tale,
iv. 3.

5. Advanced ; forward in progress.
" I have known sheep cured of the rot, when they

have not been far gone with it, only by being put into
broomlands."

—

Mortimer: Husbandry.

II. Archery ; Applied to an arrow shot
beyond the mark.

* gone, [Gane.]

' gon-el, s, [0. Fr. gonelle, gonele; Prov.
gonel, gonella; Ital. gonnella, from O. Fr. gone,

Prov. gona, Ital. gonna, Low Lat. guna, gunna,
Gael, gun, Wei. gwn, = a gown (q.v.).] A
mantle, a cloak.

gon-ep'-ter-yx, s. [Gr. ytwl* (gonia) = a

corner, an angle, or 7610; (gonu) = a knee, and
iTTe'pvf (ptertix) = a wing.]

Entom. : A genus of butterflies, family
Papilionidge, sub-family 'Pieridi. Gonepteryx

rhamni is the Brimstone Butterfly. Its wings
have an angular projection [etym.], and are

brimstone -coloured. Expansion of wings
about 2& inches. It is common in the south
of England, but does not extend to Scotland,

for its caterpillar feeds on the Common Buck-
thorn (Rhamnus catharticus) which does not
grow there. It is velvety-looking, dark green,

with a pale line on each side. (Stainton, &c.)

goii'-fa -Ion, gon'-fa-non, * gof-fa-noun,
* gon -fa-noun, * gon-fa-nun, * gon-
fay-noun, * gon-fe-noun, * goun-fa-
noun, * gun-fa-noun, *gun-fan-un, s.

[O. Fr. gun/anan, gonfanon ; Fr. gonfalon ; Sp.

Gonfalon; Ital. gonfalone, from M.H.Ger. gun-
fano = a battle standard, from gunt, gund —
battle, and/awo, vano (Ger. fahne) = a banner.]

OONFALON.

A small flag attached to the pole of a lance. It

differed from a banner in this respect, that,

instead of being square, and fastened to a ton-
sure bar, the gonfalon, though of the same
figure, was fixed in a frame made to turn like

a modern ship's vane, with two or three
streamers or tails. The object of the gonfanon
was principally to render great people more
conspicuous to their followers, and to terrify

the horses of their adversaries.

" Standards and gonfalons 'twixt van and rear
Stream In the air. Milton : P. L., v. 589.

gon-fa-ldn-ieV, s. [Ital. gonfaloniere.] A
standard-bearer ; the person entrusted with
the public gonfalon in medieval Italian cities.

" Was not the rotation, too, provided for by the
annual election of her gonfalonier."—Bp. Wren: Mon-
archy Asserted, ch. x. (1659).

*gong (1), * gonge, * goonge, s. [A.S.

gang — a going, a passage, a privy.] [Gang.]

1. Going, motion.
" Honden butes felinge, fet bute gonge."

Legend of St. Katharine, 499.

2. A privy, a jakes, a house of office.

" As he com bi a gong
Amtdde the pit he hit slong."

Seven Sages, 1,315.

3- A pit.

" In helle gonge to ly on grounde."
Coventry Mysteries, p. 345.

gong-gong, A gong.

gong-metal, *. The metal of which gongs
are made.

gon'-gon-ha, s. [A Brazilian word.]

Bot. : A kind of holly, Ilex Gongonha, used
in Brazil for making tea. It is a diuretic and
diaphoretic.

gon-gor'-a, s. [Named after Antony Cabal-
lero y Gongora, formerly Viceroy of New
Granada.]

Bot. : A tine genus of orchids, tribe Vandeas.
They have lance-shaped leaves more than a
foot long, and drooping flower racemes two
feet. About twelve species are known. They
grow on stems in tropical America. Eight
have been introduced into British green-
houses.

gSn'-g$rl-lte, s. [Gr. yoyyuXos (gonggulos) =
round, andsuff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : Ayellowish or yellowish-brown variety

of Agalmatolite, from Finland.

gon-gyl-o-sper'-me-se, s. pi [Gr. yoyyvAos
(gongulos) = round, a-irepfLa (sperma) = seed,
and Lat. pi. fern. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A collection of rose-spored Algee.

The spores are collected without order in a
mucous or membranaceous mother-cell. The
nucleus is sometimes compound.

gon'-gjMiis (pi gon'-gy-li), *. [Gr. yoy-
yuAos (gongulos) = round.]

Botany

:

1. A spore of certain fungals.

2. A round, hard, deciduous body connected
with the reproduction of certain sea-weeds.

3. One of the granules contained in the
shields of certain lichens.

gd-ni-as'-ter, s. [Gr. ytovCa (g5nia) = an

angle, and atrr^p (aster) — a star.]

1. Zool : A genus of Echinoderms, order
Asteroidea.

2. PalcBont. : It came into existence at least
as early as the Jurassic period.

go ma tlte, gd-ni-a-ti'-tes, s. [As iffrom

a Mod. Lat. term goniotus. Gr. yotvCa (gonia)
= an angle, and suff". -tnjs (ites), or t may be
euphonic]

Palaeontology, Geology, &c.

:

1. (Of the form goniatites) : A genus of Am-
monitidae. It has a discoidal shell, lobed
sutures, and the siphuncle dorsal. Known
species 197, from the Upper Silurian to the
Trias.

2. (Of ^e/ormgoniatite) : The English name
for any species of the genus Goniatites (q.v.).

go-nl-a-tit -i-dae, s. pi [Mod. Lat.
tit(es), and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idos.]

Palwont. : A family of Cephalopods. Mr.
S. Woodward does not recognise it, but leaves
goniatites in the AmmonitidEe.

gd-nid'-i-a, s.pl [Gonidium.]

go-nid -l-al, a. [Mod. Lat. gonidi(um); Eng.
adj. suff. -al]

Bot. : Of or belonging to gonidia.

gonidial-layer, s.

Bot. : A layer or zone of variable thickness,
constituted by gonidia at the place where the
cortex and medulla meet in the thaUus of a
lichen. (Thome.)

go-nid -I-um (pi. go-nid'-i-a), s. [Mod.
Lat., from Gr. yoVos (gonos) = generation,
and elfios (eidos) = form.]

Bot. : One of the green spherical cells which
exist in the thallus of lichens, and distinguish
them from fungals. These cells are of various
forms ; they produce zoospores.

go-ni-6m'-e-ter, s. [Gr. ytovCa. (gonia) = a

corner, an angle, and nerpov (metron) = a
measure.]

Min. & Mach. : An instrument formeasuring
angles, and specially those of crystals. There
are two forms of it, the common and the re-

flecting goniometer. The former was in-

vented by Carangeau. Its principle is the
movements of a movable arm constituting the
radius of a graduated semicircle. It is best

adapted to take the angles of a crystal free

from the gangue, and even then is not very
precise in its indications. It is now rarely

if ever used.
The reflecting goniometer is founded on the

reflecting power of the polish on the natural
planes or fracture surfaces of minerals. In the
figure a & is the principal circle graduated on
one edge to half degrees, and divided for con-
venience into two parts of 180" each; c is a
brass plate screwed upon and supported by
the pillar d, and graduated as a vernier

; / is

the axle of the circle a b, and passes through
the upper parts of the two pillars d e, the
other ends of which are inserted into a wooden
base m; g h is an axle enclosed within /,

and turned by means of the smallest circle i,

which corn-

wax to one end of a plate of brass, n, the
other end of the plate being placed in a
slit in the upper part of the circular brass
stem 0, which passes through the tube p, to
which it is so adjusted as to allow of being
moved either up or down, or circularly by
means of the circle q. The tube p is fixed to
the curved brass plate r, which is attached,
but so as to allow of motion, to another curved
plate s, by means of a pin t ; the other end of
the latter plate being connected with the con-
cealed axle g h, to which a motion is given by
turning the half circle i. The stem 0, which
may be raised or depressed at pleasure, should
be used to place the crystal as nearly as pos-
sible on a line with the inner axle. Let it

now be supposed that the instrument is

placed from eight to twenty feet distant from
a window. Let a black line v be drawn on
the wainscot between the window and the
floor, and perfectly parallel with the hori-

zontal base of the window. If then the eye
be placed almost close to the crystal I, a re-

flection of one of the bars will be seen on one
of its planes. Adjust it till it is parallel

with the black line v, the crystal is then
turned by turning the little circle i, until the

reflection of the same bar is seen on the next

boll, bo"^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, eyist. -ing,

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, fiti-. = bel. deL
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plane perfectly on a line with and upon the
black line v. Both reflections being kept
accurate, it is next needful, by means of the
circle k, to turn the principal circle until it is

arrested by the stop % or the pillar d; it will
then be found that ISO , or the principal
circle, coincides with o on the vernier. If the
circle k be then turned with the eye close to
the crystals till the reflection of the same bai-

ls seen on the adjoining plane precisely upon
the black line v, the distance moved by the
principal circle will indicate in degrees the
angle of the crystal. The small crystals of
bodies are generally more regular than the
larger ones, and a surface of rfc part of an
inch in length if perfect and brilliant will be
sufficiently large to be accurately measured
by the reflecting goniometer. (TV. Phillips.)

go-ni-6-met'-ric, gd-ni-o-met'-ri-cal,
a. [Eng. goniometr(y) ; -ic, -ical.] Pertaining
to goniometry or goniometers ; measured by
a goniometer.

go-m-om'-e-try, s. [Gr yayia (gonia) = an
angle, and fierpov (metron) = a measure ; Fr.
gouiometrie.] The art or science of measuring
solid angles.

g6-nI-6ph'-6-llS, s. [Gr. ytavia. (gonia) = a
corner, an angle ; and <f>o\U (pholis) ~ a horny

1 scale of a reptile, in reference to the rectangu-
lar form, size, number, and firm junction of
the osseous scales. (Owen.)]

Palceont. : A genus of fossil crocodiles,
placed by Sir Richard Owen under his sub-
order Amphiccelia, and by Professor Huxley
doubtfully under that which he terms Meso-
suchia. The remains on which the genus was
founded were found in 1835 in a quarry near
Swanage, and Mr. Robert Trotter purchased
them for Dr. Mantell. They are now in the
British Museum. The species is Goniopholis
crassidens, sometimes called the Swanage
Crocodile. (Mantell, Owen, &c).

* gonne, s, [Gun.]

* gonne, v.i. [Go, v.]

*gonn-en, * gonne, pret of v. [Go.]

gd
3
no

:blas-tid'-i-um (pi. go no bias
tld'-l-a), s. [Gr. yovoq (gonos) = that which
is begotten, a child, also seed, &c. ; and
dimin. of /SAaoro? (blastos) = a sprout.]

Zool. (PI.) : Special processes from the body-
wall, or coenosarc, of Hydractinia, Dicoryne
and other Corynida. They are atrophied, or
undeveloped, polypites, differing from perfect
ones in being usually destitute of a mouth
and in having shorter tentacles. They carry
the reproductive receptacles or gonophores in
certain hydrozoa. Allman calls them Blasto-
styles.

go-no-cal'-y-clne, a. [Mod. Lat. gonocalyx
(genit. gonocalycis) [Gonocalyx] ; suff. 4ne.]

Zool. : Of or belonging to a gonocalyx.
"" "Disguised medusoids, in which there is a central
* manubrial process and a rudimentary system of gono-
calydne canals."—Nicholson : Zool. (5th ed.), p. 110.

rjo-no-ca'-lyx, s. [Gr. yovo<; (gonos) ~ a child,
and Lat. calyx ; Gr. kol\v£ (kalux) = a covering. ]

Zool. : A bell-shaped disc, attached by the
base to the parent organism in the Corynida,
the swimming-bell in a medusiform gonophore,
or the same structure in a gonophore which
is not detached. (Nicholson.)

*gon-of, ^gon-oph, s. [A corrupt, of gone-

off.] A thief, a pickpocket.

gd-no-lo'-be-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gonolob(us),
and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Asclepiadaceae.

g6-n6l'-6-bus, s. [Gr. yoivCa (gonia) = angle,
and Ao0os (lobos) = a pod. Named from the
angular pods.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Gono-
lobeee. It consists of twining or shrubby
North American plants, with racemes, or
corymbs of greenish or dingy purple flowers.
About sixty species are known. Several have
been introduced into British greenhouses, The
juice of Gonolobus macrophyllus is said to be
used by the North American Indians to poison
their arrows.

gon-6-phbre, go-noph'-o-riim, s. [Gr.
yoco? (gonos) = seed, and <£op6s ( phoros) =
bearing.]

1. Bot. : A short stalk which bears the sta-

mens and carpels in such plants as Anonads.

2. Zool. : The name given by Prof. Allman
to the bud or sac containing the reproductive
elements in the Corynida and other hydrozoa.
It is used whether the buds become detached
or not.

go-no- pla'-ci-ans, s. pi. [Gonoplax.]

Zool. : The English name for the Gonopla-
cidiB (q.v.).

go-no-pla'-ci-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gono-
plax, genit. gonoplac(is) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj.

surf. -ido3.]

Zool. : A family of brachyurous Crustaceans
having the carapace either square or rhom-
boidal, and much broader than it is long.
Milne Edwards places it between the Ocypo-
diaus and the Grapsoidians.

go'-xio-plax, s. [Gr. -ycW (gonu) = the knee,
and 0ao££ (pkix) = anything flat.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Go-
noplacidte (q.v.). Gonoplax angulata, or angu-
latus, is found in Britain.

gd-nop'-ter-a, s._ [Gr. yow (gonu) = the
knee, or yoivla. (gonia) = an angle, and irrepa.

(ptera), pi. of Trrepdc (pteron)=a feather, a
wing.]'

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Gonopterida? (q.v.). Only British species,
Gonoptera libatrix.

gO-nop-teV-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gonop-
ter(a) (q.v.)., and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas.]

Entem : A family of moths, group Noctuina.
British species only one. [Gonoptera.]

gon-6r-rhce'-a, s. [Lat., from Gr. yovop'poia.

(gonorrhoia) (Galen): y6vo<; (gonos) = seed,
and pew (rJieo) = to flow. The etymology does
not name the disease accurately. (See def.).]

Pathol. : A specific disease, chiefly affecting
the urethra, but sometimes also other mucous
surfaces, accompanied by inflammation and
muco-purulent discharge ; in the chronic form
it is termed gleet, the discharge then being
thinner, sometimes lasting for months, or
even years.

gd-noHsd'me, s. [Gr. yoVo? (gonos)= offspring,
seed, and a-u)p.a (soma) = the body.]

Zool. : The name applied by Prof. Allman to
the reproductive zooids of a hydrozoon taken
collectively.

go-nd-the'-ca, s. [Gr. 70V0S (gonos) = off-

spring, seed, and Lat. theca; Gr. #77*03 (theke)
= a box or chest.]

Zool. ; The chitinous receptacle within
which the gonophores of certain hydrozoa are
produced.

go'-nys, s. (Gr. gonu = the knee.]

Ornith. : The keel or ridge of the lower man-
dible in the bill of a bird.

good, * god, * gode, * goad, * guod,
* gud, * guid, ' gude, a., adv., interj., &
s.

(

[A.S. god; cogn. with Dut. goed ; I eel.

godhr ; Dan. god; Goth, gods; Sw. god; Ger.
gut; O. H. Ger. guot; O. Fris. and O. S. god.~\

A. As adjective

:

1. Having such physical qualities as are
useful, proper, expected, or desired ; not bad ;

not ill j worthy of praise.
" God saw everything that he had made, and behold

it was very good. '—Genesis i. 31.

2. Fit, proper, convenient, useful.
" A universe of death ! which God by curse
Created evil ; for e/il only good."

Milton: P. L., ii. 622.

3. Fit, adapted, useful; capable of being
used or employed. (Followed by for.) •

' All quality, that is goodfor anything, is originally
founded upon merit."

—

Collier : On Envy.

4. Wholesome, proper, useful.

"The water of Nilus is sweeter than other waters in
taste, and it is excellent good for the stone and hypo-
chondriack melancholy. '—Bacon : Nut. Ilist., § 767.

5. Proper, right.

"In government it is good to use men of one rank
equally."—Bacon; Essays; Of Followers & Friends.

6. Conducive to happiness.
"It is not good that man should be alone."—Genesis

ii. is.

7. Kind, benevolent, merciful, gracious,
bountiful.

" Upon the man of Thy right hand
Let thy good hand be laid."

MUton: Trans, of Psalm Ixxx.

8. Friendly, kind, gracious. (Followed by

to or unto.)
" The men were very good unto us.

1'—1 Samuel xxv. 15.

9. Uncorriipted, undamaged, uninjured,

without deterioration.

"He also bartered away plums, that would have

rotted1 in a wSjiur nuts.W would last good for his

eating a whole year."—Locke.

10. Pleasant to the taste, agreeable.

"Eat thou honey, because it is good ; and the honey-

comb, which is sweet."— Proverbs xxiv. 1J.

11. Pleasant, agreeable, advantageous.
" Behold how good and how pleasant it is for brethren

to dwell together in unity."—Psalm cxxxui. 1.

12. Possessed of moral excellence or virtue

;

worthy, upright, virtuous, righteous, religious,

pious.
" For a good man some would even dare to die."—

Romans v. 7.

13. Trustworthy, genuine.
" He is neither a good Irishman nor a good French-

man."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

14. Honourable, noble, distinguished ; as,

He comes of a good family.

15. Not blemished or impeached ; as, a good
name.

"Moreover, he must have a good report of those
which are without."—1 Timothy iii. 7.

* 16. Of credit, rich, able to fulfil engage-
ments ; solvent.

"Antonio in a. good man : my meaning in saying that
he is a good man, is to have you understand me that he
is sufficient."—Shakesp. : Mercliant of Venice, i. 3.

TT Only used now with for, as, He is good for
any amount.

17. Companionable, sociable, jovial, merry.
" Though he did not draw the good fellows to him by

drinking, yet he eat well."—Clarendon.

18. "Worthy ; used as an address of respect

;

as, good sir, good people.

19. It is used_ as an epithet of slight con-
tempt or pity.

20. Hearty ; earnest.
" The good will of the nation to the present war has

been since but too much experienced by the successes
that have attended it."

—

Temple.

21. Real ; serious
;
genuine ; not feigned.

"Love not in good earnest, nor no farther in sport
neither, than with safety of a pure blush thou may'st
in honour come off again."—Shakcsp. : As You Like Si,

i. 2.

22. Sound ; not false ; not fallacious ; well-
founded.

" He is resolved now to show how slight the proposi-
tions were which Luther let go fur good."—Atterbury.

23. Adequate ; weighty.

"My reasons are both good and weighty."—Sliakcsp.:
Taming of the Shrew, i. 1.

24. Confirmed ; attested
;
proved.

25. Legal ; valid.
" If they had held their royalties by that title, either

there must have beeu but one sovereign over them all,

or else every father of a family had been as good a
prince, and had as good a claim "to royalty, as these."—
Locke.

26. Skilful ; dexterous ; clever ; ready ;

quick : as, a good workman.
"Art thou good at these kickshaws?"— Shakesp.:

Twelfth Night, i. 3.

27. Cheerful
;
gay ; of good heart or spirit.

" Be of good comfort"—Matthew ix. 22.

28. Fruitful ; fertile.

" And other [seed] fell on goodground, and sprang up
and bare fruit an hundredfold."

—

Luke viii. 8.

29. Abundant, rich.
" Good, pasture makes fat sheep."—Shakesp. : As Yow

Like It, Hi. 2.

30. Elegant ; delicate ; courteous ; polite :

as, He is a man of good breeding.

31. Correct, grammatical, according to rules :

as, That is not good English.

32. Considerable ; not small or little, though
not very great.

" We may suppose a great many degrees of littleness
and lightness in these earthly particles, so as many of
them might float in the air a good while, like exhala-
tions, before they fell down."—Burnet ; Theory of the
Earth.

33. Full ; complete ; not deficient.

" Good measure, pressed down, and running over,
shall men give into your bosom."— l.uke vi. :i8.

34. That may or can be recovered
; safe

;

secure : as, good debts.

35. It is used simply to raise or strengthen
the force or meaning of a word : as, in good
faith, in good sooth.

T Good is largely used in greeting and Heave-
taking : as, good day, good morning, &c.

B. As adv. : "Well ; not ill.

C. As interj. ; Well ! right ! used in answer
to a remark or suggestion.

"Ay, Hamlet, good/" Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. 3.
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good

D. As substantive :

1. Anything which contributes to happiness,

benefit, advantage, pleasure, or convenience

;

that which is right, convenient, useful, service-

able, advantageous, benevolent, &c. ; an advan-
tage, a benefit.

Out of our evil seek to bring forth good."
Milton: P. L.,i. 164.

2. An upright, honourable, or religious man.
" All the virtues that attend the good."

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., v. 2.

3. Welfare ; prosperity ; advantage ; ad-

vancement ; interest.

" No less importing than our general good."
Shakesp. : Richard III., iii. 7.

4. A valuable possession or piece of pro-

perty ; worldly possessions, as wares, mer-
chandise, commodities, chattels, effects, &c.
(Almost always in the plural.)

" All thy goods are confiscate."
Shakesp. : Mercliant of Venice, iv, 1.

* 5. Goodness, good qualities, virtuous and
charitable deeds.

" If all these petty illB shall change thy good."
Slutkesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 656.

H (1) Crabb thus discriminates between good

and goodness : " Good and goodness are abstract

terms, drawn from the same word : the former
to denote the thing that is good, the latter the
inherent good property of a thing. The good

we do is determined by the tendency of the
action ; but our goodness in doing it is deter-

mined by the motive of our actions."

(2) He thus discriminates between good,

benefit, and advantage: "Good is an abstract

universal term, which in its unlimited sense

comprehends everything that can be conceived
of, as suited in all its parts to the end pro-

posed. In this sense benefit and advantage, as

well as utility, service, profit, &c, are all

modifications of good. Good is mostlyemployed
for some positive and direct good; advantage
for an adventitious and indirect good: the good

is that which would be good to all ; the advan-
tage is that which is partially good, or good
only in particular cases."

(3) He thus discriminates between goods,

chattels, furniture, movables, and effects : "In
the strict sense goods comprehends more than
furniture, including not only that which is

adapted for the domestic purposes of a family,

but also every thing which is of value to a
person : the chairs and tables are a part of

furniture ; papers, books, and money, are in-

cluded among the goods. The term cluxttels com-
prehends that species of goods which is in a
special manner separated from one's person
and house ; a man's cattle, his implements of
husbandry, the alienable rights which he has
in land or buildings, are all comprehended
under chattels: hence the propriety of the ex-

pression to seize a man's goods and chattels, as
denoting the disposable property which he has
about his person or at a distance. Movables
comprehends all the other terms in the limited
application to property, as far as it admits of
being removed from one place to another.
Effects is a term of nearly as extensive a signifi-

cation as goods, but not so extensive an appli-

cation : whatever a man has that is of any
supposed value, or convertible into money, is

.entitled his goods ; whatever a man has that
can effect, produce, or bring forth money by
sale, is entitled bis effects." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

(4) For the difference between goods and com-
modity, see Commodity.

^[ 1. As good : Equally well.
" Was I to have never parted from thy side.

As good have grown there still a lifeless rib."

Milton : P. X., ix. 1,154.

2. As good as: Equally; no better than;
the same as.

" Being many times as good as in possession of the

victory. —Knolles : Hist, of the Turkes.

3. For good, for good and all : Completely ;

entirely ; finally.

"The good woman never died after this, 'till she

came to die for good and all."~L'Estrange : Fables.

4. Good sooth, in good sooth : In very truth
;

really ; most assuredly.
" They in themselves, good sooth, are too too light."

Shakesp. -^Merchant of Venice, ii. 6.

5. In good time

:

(1) Ord. Lang. : In proper time ; oppor-

tunely ; not too soon or too late.

(2) Music : Correctly, in proper time.'

6. Good for nothing

:

(1) As adj. : Useless, worthless.

"A good-for-nothing tfellow." — Bailey: Erasmus,
->. 187.
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(2) As subst : An idle fellow, a vagabond.
" My father always said I was born to be a good-for-

nothing."—Lytton : Godolphin, bk. iii., ch. iii.

7. Good heed : Great care, heed or caution.

8. To be in or get into one's good graces: To
be in favour with.

" Haviug contrived to get into the good graces of the
buxoui widow."—Dickens : Pickwick, ch. xiv.

9. To do one a good turn : To do a kindness

to one.

10. To hold good

:

(1) To be valid, firm, or sure : as, This word
holds good.

(2) To remain in force or effect : as, The
rule holds good.

11. To make good

:

(1) To repair ; to replace : as, To make good

damage.

(2) To indemnify ; to give an equivalent for

:

as, To make good any loss.

(3) To confirm ; to establish ; to prove ; to

verify : as, To make good a charge.
1

' Each word made good and true.

"

Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 2.

(4) To cany out, to perform ; to fulfil ; to

carry into effect.

" Of no power to make his wishes good."
Shakesp. : Timon of Athens, i. 2.

(5) To carry out safely : as, To make good

one's escape.

(6) To supply a deficiency ; to make up a

defect.
" Every distinct being has somewhat peculiar to it-

Belf, to make good in one circumstance what it wants
in another."—VEstrange: Fables.

(7) To maintain ; to secure.
" Convenient numbers to make good the city."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, i. 5.

* (8) To prove to be blameless ; to clear.
" I aay good queen.

And would by combat make her good."
Shakesp. : Winter's Talc, ii. 3.

12. To stand good: To be firm or valid ; to

hold good.

13. To think good: To consider good, ad-
visable, or expedient.

" If ye think good, give me my price."

—

Zecltariah
xi. 12.

* good-bodied, a. Having a good figure.

"A pretty good-bodied woman."—Pep i/s : Diary, May
31, 1666.

good - breeding, s. Polite manners
formed by a good education ; the manners of

a gentleman.
"So eminently distinguished by good humour and

good breeding."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

gOOd-bye, good-by, phr. (A contrac-

tion of God be with ye.) A form of salutation

at parting ; farewell.

* good - conceited, a. Well-devised,
fanciful.

"First, a very excellent good-conceited thing."

—

Shakesp. : Cymbelinc, ii. 3.

* good-conditioned, a. Having good
qualities or symptoms; free from any ill

symptoms.
" No surgeon dilates an abscess of any kind by injec-

tions, when the pus is good-conditioned."—Sharp.

good-consideration, s.

Law: (See extract.)

"A good-consideration is that of blood or natural
affection between near relations ; the satisfaction
accruing from which, the law esteems an equivalent
for whatever benefit may move from one relation to
another."

—

Blackstone : Commentary, bk. ii., ch. 26.

good-day, s. or interj. A form of saluta-

tion at meeting or parting.

In very deed ; in* good -deed, adv.
truth j assuredly.

"Yet good-deed, Leontes, I love thee."—Shakesp.

:

Winter's Tale, i. 2.

good-e'en, good-even, good-even-
ing, s. or interj. A kind wish or salutation
in the evening.

* good-faced, a. Having a handsome
face ; pretty.

"No, good-faced} sir; no, sweet sir."

—

Shakesp. :

Winter's Tale, iv. 2.

good- fellow, s. A person of a good,
easy nature ; a genial, sociable person.

good -fellow, v.t. To make a com-
panion of ; to treat or salute as a good fellow.

" Let me rather be disliked for not being a beast
than be good-fellowed with a hug for being one."—
Feltham,

good-fellowship, s. Sociableness, com-
panionableness.

" Oh, to the club, the scenes of savage joys
The school of coarse good-fellowship and noise."

Cowper: Conversation, 422.

good-folk, s. pi. A popular euphemistic
name for the fairies ; also called good people
or good neighbours. [Goodman, 5.]

Good Friday, s.

1. Calendar & Eccles. : The comparatively
modern English appellation for the day of the
Saviour's crucifixion, the appellation "good"
possibly referring to the beneficial effects which
flow from keeping the anniversary ; the Conti-
nental term, which is of great antiquity, being
Holy Friday. The Anglo-Saxons again deno-
minated it Long Friday, from the protracted
religious services which characterized the day.

The Church of England regards Good Friday
as the most sacred day of the year, and has ap-
propriate services, for which see the Liturgy.

In Roman Catholic countries this day is not
a holiday of obligation, on which the faithful

are bound to hear mass and to abstain from
servile works. It is observed as a rigid fast

—

in some of the stricter religious communities a
single meal of bread and water being all that
is allowed—and the church services are sad
and mournful, regard being had to the terrible

incidents of the crucifixion rather than to the
benefits which, as the Church teaches, that

event has brought to mankind. The altar is

stripped of ornaments, the sanctuary is bare,

the sacerdotal vestments are black. The
Passion as recorded by St. John is chanted,

and then follows the Adoration of the Cross,

which is kissed first by the celebrant and his

assistants, and in turn by the congregation.

The consecrated species is brought from the

reposoir (q.v.), and the priest receives. [Pre-
sanctified.] Vespersimmediately follow. In
the evening the matins and lauds for Holy
Saturday [Tenebrae] are usually recited in

public. [Holy-week.]

2. Law : By 39 and 40 Geo. III., and 7 and 8

Vict., c. 15, § 3, bills, &c, falling due on Good
Friday shall be paid the day preceding.

good humour, s. A cheerful pleasant

temper or disposition ; a feeling of satisfaction.

"I was a lover of mirth, good-humour, and even
Bometnnes of fun."—Goldsmith : Essays, i.

good-humoured, a. Of a cheerful

temper or disposition ; characterized by good
humour ; not easily provoked or annoyed.

good-humouredly, adv. In a good-
humoured, cheerful manner.

good-king-Harry, s.

Bot. : Chenopodium (Blitum), Bonus Henricus.

good-lack, interj. An exclamation of

surprise, wonder, or admiration.

If Lack here is probably a corruption of

ladykin or lakin, a diminutive from lady, as

applied to the Virgin Mary, Our Lady.

good-looking, a. Of a pleasing coun-

tenance ; well-favoured.

good-looks, s. pi. Pleasing features.

good-luck, 5. Fortune, prosperity, suc-

cess.

good-manners, s. pi. Politeness, de-

corum ;
propriety of behaviour.

good - morning, * good -morrow, l.

A kind wish or salutation in the morning.
" Good-morrow to the sun. Hail, thou fair heaven *

We house i' the rock, yet use thee not so hardly."
Sliakesp. : Cymbeline, iii. 3.

good-nature, ».

* 1. Among the older divines, the amount
of good of which man is.capable when unaided

by the grace of God.
" Good-nature, being the relics and remains of that

shipwreck which Adam made, is the proper and imme-
diate dispositionto holiness."—Jeremy Taylor: Sermon
at the Funeral of Sir George Dalstone.

2. Natural kindness or mildness of disposi-

tion.

"The good-nature and generosity which belonged to

his character."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

good-natured, a.

* 1. Naturally disposed to goodness or holi-

ness.

2. Of a mild, kind, and benignant temper
or disposition ; benignant.

A gay, good-natured, easy friend,"
Cowper : Horace, aat. i. 5.
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good-naturedly, adv. In a good-na-
tured manner ; with good nature or kindness.

good naturedness, s. The quality or
state of being [good-natured

;
good-nature,

good-humour.

good-neighbours, s. pi.

1. A euphemistic title for the fairies.

" In the hinder-end of harvest on Allhallow even,
When our good-neighbours dois ride, if I read right."

Montgomerle; Flyting.

2. Witches.

good-night, *.

I. Ordinary Language

.

I. A kind wish or salutation at parting at

night.
" * Beware the pine-tree's withered branch

!

Beware the awful avalanche !*

This was the peasants last good-night.
*

Longfellow : Excelsior. '

* 2. A short poem, probably to be sung as

a serenade.
" Sure they were hia fancies or good-nights."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iii 2.

II. Bot. .- Argyreia bona-nox.

good-people, s. pi. The fairies ; the good-
folk.

good-sense, s. A sound and clear un-
derstanding

;
good-judgement, common-sense.

'* Good-nature and good-sense must ever join,

To err is human, to forgive divine."
Pope : Essay on Criticism, 524.

good-speed, s. & interj. Good-luck
;

godspeed.

* good-tasted, a. Having a pleasant taste
or flavour.

"They then brought up a dish of apples, and they
were very good-tasted fruit."—Jiunyan : Pilgrim's Pro-
gress, pt. ii.

good-tempered, a. Having a mild
temper ; not easily provoked or irritated

;

good-humoured.

good - temperedly, adv. In a good-
tempered manner ; with good-temper.

Good Templar, s. A member of a
society of which the condition of membership
is a pledge never to make, buy, or sell intoxi-

cating liquors, or offer them to others as a
beverage. It arose in America, in 1851,
whence it spread to this country, the first

lodge in England being formed in Birming-
ham in May, 1868. It has since spread every-
where through the country and become a
social and political power. The members pass
through an initiatory rite, and the organization

is somewhat similar to that of Freemasonry.
There are in the United Kingdom about 230,000

adult and junior members, of whom 60,000

adults and 50,000 juniors are under the Grand
Lodge of England. The Juvenile Section of

the Order enjoins abstinence from strongdrink,

tobacco, gambling, and bad words.

Good Templarism, Good Tern -

plary, s. The principles professed and car-

ried out by the Good Templars. [Good
Templar.]

good-wife, s. [Goodwife.]

good-will, a. [Goodwill.]

* good-wilier, s. One who wishes well

to another ; a well-wisher.
'

' The earle Douglas wold nevir give ear to hie good-
neilleris and favoureris."—Pitscottie : Cron., pp. 41, 42.

* good-woman, £ The mistress of a
(family ; a goodwife.

good-works, s. pi.

1. Theol. : Works the fruit of faith.

2. Ch. Hist. : There was a dispute from 1548

to 1552 between Melanchthon and Nicholas
Amsdorf, the latter being an enthusiastic fol-

lower of Luther, as to the necessity of good
workB to salvation. Melanchthon took the
positive and Amsdorf the negative side. (Mo-
eheim: Ch. Hist., cent, xvi., pt. ii., ch. i., § 29.)

* good, * god-en, v.t. & i. [A.S. gddian;
O. H. Ger. guotjan ; M. H. Ger. gueten.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To make good ; to turn to good.
" Usa birrth soue these te hett,
And teas te mare uas godenn."

Ormulum, 11,881.

2. To manure, to improve.

"A fruitful hill not by nature, but by grace . . .

God hath taken it from trie barren downs, and gooded
it."—Dp. Hull : East Sermon, 1628.

B. Intrans. .- To become good ; to turn to
what is good.

" God maun . . , godethth azy and heghethth."
Ormulum, 6,014.

t good-en'-i-a, s. [Named after the Rev. Dr.
Goodenough, Bishop of Carlisle, and a lover

of botany.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Good-
eniacefe (q.v.). They are generally herbaceous
plants with axillary or terminal yellow flowers.

good-en-i-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. good-

eni(a)
t
and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ctcece.]

Bot. : An order of calyciferal exogens, alli-

ance Campanales. It consists of herbaceous
plants or rarely shrubs without milk, the
hairs of any one present simple or glandular.

Leaves scattered, often lobed, without stipules.

Inflorescence terminal, flowers never capitate,

usually yellow, blue, or pink. Calyx usually
superior, rarely inferior, in three to five divi-

sions ; corolla monopetalous, irregular, with-
ering after splitting into five pieces. Stamens
five, distinct style, one simple fruit, a two or

four-celled capsule with many seeds. There
are twenty-four genera and 200 known species.

They are from Australia and the Southern
Pacific. Some are esculent vegetables.

good-en'-i-ads, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. goodeni(a) ;

Eng., &c. pi. suff. ads.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Goodeniacese (q.v.).

good-en'-i-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. goodeni(a),
and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Bot. : A tribe of Goodeniacese, having cap-
sular fruit.

t good'-e-no"w, s. [Goodenougr.]

*good'-ful, *god-ful, *god-fulle, a.

[Erig. good; ful(l).~] Kind, gracious, benevo-
lent.

" Magan thene king graette mid god.fu.lle worde."
Layamon, ii. 236.

* good'-ful-ly, * good- ful-lyche, adv
[Eng. goodful ; -ly.] In a kind, gracious man"
ner ; kindly.

"The martyrs the vnderstonde
Godfullydie in heore honde."

Old Eng. Miscell
, p. 90.

goodg'-eons, o. pi. [Googings.]

good irig (1), s. [Eng. good ; -ing.] (Fol-

ded, see extract.)
" To go a gooding ia a custom observed in several

parts ofEngland on St. Thomas's Day. by women only,
who ask alms, and in return for them wish all
that is good, such as a happy New Year, &c, to their
benefactors, sometimes presenting them with sxJrigs of
evergreens. In some parts of Smrey and Kent the
custom is thus kept up ; and in other counties goading
is the word among the poor for collecting before
Christmas what may enable them to keep the festi-
val. •'—Todd.

good'-ish, a. [Eng. good ; -ish.] Rather good
tlian bad ; pretty good ; fair, tolerable, passable.

* good- less, good-les, a. [Eng. good;
-less.] Destitute ; having no goods or money.

" Goodies for to ben it is no game."
Chaucer : C. T., 13,220.

good -li-ness, * good-li-nesse, * good
ly-nesse, s. [Eng. goodly; -ness.]

1. Kindness, benevolence.

2. The quality of being goodly
;
grace, ele-

gance, beauty.
" In boldness, greatness, godliness, and might,
Above the princes born of human seed."

Fairfax : Godfrey of Boulogne, xx. 107.

good'-ly, *god-li, *god-liche, *god-
lyche, *good -liche, * goode-ly, *gude-
11, * gud- liche, * gude-ly, a. & adv. [A.S.
godlic; O. S. godlik; O. Fris. gddilik ; O. H.
Ger. guotlih; Icel. gddhligr.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Noble, excellent, fine, elegant, handsome,
graceful.

"The goodelyeste mayde . . in al the town of Troye."
Chaucer : Troilus, iL 880.

2. Kind, friendly, gracious, benevolent.
" Syn ye so goodlieh have be unto me."

Chaucer : C. T., 12,981.

3. Pleasant, agreeable.
" Of flowers perpetual, goodly to the eye
And blooming from afar."

Logan : Episode of Levina.

i. Pretty large or considerable : as, a goodly
number.

* 5. It is used ironically for fine, noble.

•"Tin a goodlu credit for you." . .

Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, iv. 3.

* B. As adverb

:

1. Finely, splendidly, nobly, elegantly, ex-

cellently.

" With sper and^^*^aine, 832.

2. In a friendly manner ;
kindly..

" Ye hen wel and goodly ad^sed."
Chaucer : MelibeuB, p. 192.

3. Happily.
"And then shall hartie loue continue long togith* r

goodly, in case both parties doe theyr duties accord-

ingly."— Udal : Ephesians vL

* good -ly-head, * good'-li-head, * good-
li-hede, goodly-hood, *gude-li-
hed, s. [Eng. goodly ; -head.] Goodness,
grace, elegance, goodliness.

" For ouer this, to spake of goodlikede

She passeth all that I can of rede.
Chaucer : The Flower of Curteaie.

good-man, * gude-man, s [Eng. good,

and man.]
* 1. A familiar appellation of civility ; a

rustic term of compliment ;
gaffer ; frequently

used ironically.
" Til lay my head to any goodman's hat."

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, i. L

2. A proprietor of land ; a landowner, a
laird. (Scotch.)

* 3. The bead of a" family ; the master of a

house.
"And how in three minutes the goodman of the

house had been wallowing in a pool of blood at his own
door."

—

Macaulay : Mist. Eng., ch. lilt

* 4. A gaoler.

"That morning before his death, February 17, the
goodman of the lolbootih came to him in his chamber,
and told him he might save his life, if he would sign
the petition."— Wodrow: History, ii. 636.

* 5. Used euphemistically for the devil.

From the earliest ages there has been a ten-
dency to treat the various personifications of
evil with respect. Thus the Erinnys of Greek
mythology became the (renvoi 0eaC ( = vener-
able goddesses) of popular phrase, and the
Eumenides (well-meaning ones) of later poets.
In Jude 9 we read that "Michael the arch-
angel, when contending with the devil, he
disputed about the body of Moses, durst not
bring against him a railing accusation, but
said, The Lord rebuke thee." As an instance
of the survival of this custom, Moncure D.
Conway (Demonology, i. 13) relates a story of a
Hampshire lady who asked a friend of his if

she made her children bow when they men-
tioned the devil's name, adding solemnly, "I
do, I think it's safer."

goodxnan's-croft, s.

Anthrop. : A strip of ground or corner of a
field formerly left untilled, in Scotland, in the
belief that unless some such place were left,

the spirit oF evil would damage the crop.
"Scotchmen stiU living remember the corner of a

field being left untitled for the goodman's-croft."—
Tyler : Primitive Culture, ii. 370.

good ness, * god-nesse, * gode-nes,
gode-nesse, good-nesse, *gud-nes,
*guid-ness, * gud-ness, s. [A.S. g6d)iessj
M. H. Ger. guotnisse.]

1. The quality of being good morally;
virtue, excellence of character.

" You could not know, nobody but myself could
know, hex goodness."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

*2. That which is good ; right.
" Flee schame and schrewednesse and doo goodneste "

—Chaucer : Melibeus, p. 189.

3. Kindness, mercifulness, benevolence,
beneficence.
" Poor soul, God's goodness has been great to thee *

Let never day nor night unhaUowed pass."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., ii. 1.

i. The quality or state of being good, un-
damaged, or free from deterioration.

5. Used as a euphemism for God : as, Good-
ness knows.

goods, s. pi. [Good, 5. (4).]

goods-engine, s.

Railway Eng. : A heavy engine for drawing
goods-trains

; a freight-locomotive.

goods-shed, s. A covered or inclosed
shed or shelter for goods at railway stations,
docks, &c. '

goods-train, s. pi. A train consisting
of waggons or trucks laden with goods.

goods-truck, s . a goods-waggon.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
or, wore. wolf, work, who. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oe = e; ey= a. qu = kw
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goods-waggon, s. A railway waggon, or

truck used in the transportation of goods :

called in America a freight-car.

*gOOd'-ship, * good-schipe. s. [Eng. good;
-ship.] Goodness, grace, kindness, mercy.

" In whom, of whom, thorw whom heoth
Alle the goodschipes that we her$ ieepth."

Castel of Love, 15.

good-wife, gude-wife, s. [Eng. good, and
wife.]

1. The wife of a landed proprietor or laird
;

a farmer's wife.

"This sameii Sunday the lady- Pittmedden, the good-
wife ol Iden, Mr. William Lumsden and his wife, &c.
were excommunicate."

—

Spalding, L 238,

2. The mistress of a house.
" When the lad came to the house, the goodtoife

hasted, and gave.himlraeat "—Peden : Life, p. 37.

good-Will', o. [Eng. good, and will]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Benevolence ; kindly or favourable dis-

position or feelings.

" Peace, goodwill, order, and esteem." — Burke :

American Taxation.

2. Heartiness, zeal, earnestness, readiness.

II, Comm. : The custom of any trade or
business ; the influence of the seller of any
business to secure to his successor the custom
already existing ; the right or title to keep up
and continue the business purchased from an
outgoing tenant ; the money paid for such
right or title.

good'-y, good-die, *good-ie, «. & e.

[Eng. good; -y.]

* A. As adj. : Simple, innocent, silly.

"So goodie agent? and you think then there is no
punishment due for your ag'entahip?" — Beaum. <fc

Flet. : Lover's Progress, v. 1.

B. As substantive

:

1. A term of civility applied to women :

corresponding to goodman as applied to men.

2. The kernel of a nut. (American.)

3. (PL): Sweetmeats, bonbons.
" Adjourning from time to time to Borne cafe for the

purpose of e&tiug icen or sucking goodies."—E. A.
Murray: Lands of the Slave & the Free, ch. xii.

gOod-y-eV-a, s. [Named after John Goodyer,
aii English botanist.]

Bot. : A genus of orchids, tribe Neottidete,
and that section of it which has the upper
lobe of the lip flat, the lower one two-lobed.
The lip is free from the base of the column
and saccate. Goodyera repens, a plant with
ovate, acute, reticulate leaves and cream-
white flowers, is found in woods in the east
of Scotland as well as in continental Europe,
in Asia, and in North America.

* good' - y - ship, s. [Eng. goody ; -ship.}

Goodness ; the personality of a goody.
" The more shame for her goodyship,
To give so near a friend the Blip."

Butler : Eudibraa, pt. L, c. iii.

*googe, v.t. [Gouge.]

goog-Ihgs, goodg-eons, good'-ings,
s. pi. [Gudgeon.]

Ship-build. : The metallic eyes bolted to the
stern-post, on which the rudder is hang. In
each there is a hole to receive a correspondent
pintle bolted on to the hack of the rudder,
which this turns from side to side, as on an
axis. They are generally four, five, or six in
number.

*godl, *gule, goold, a. & s. [A.S. geolo.]

[Goel.]

A. As adj. (Of the two first forms) : Yellow.
" Thou art'now both qool and green. " Sir Egeir, p. 8.

B. As subst. (Of theforms gool and goold).

Bot. : Various plants, as Calendula officinalis,

Chrysanthemum segetum, and Caltha palustris.

goole, s. [O.Fr.goule = the throat ; Lat. gula.]

A breach in a sea-wall or bank ; a passage
worn by the flux and reflux of the tide.

gooni, ghoom, s. [Mahratta mar-glwom. ]

Bot. : One of the Mahratta names for Bearded
Wheat (Triticum aistivum), a grass cultivated
in parts of India.

* goon, v.i. [Go, v.]

goonch, s. [Mahratta.]

Bot. : The Mahratta name for Abrus precato-
rius. [Aerus.]

goor, s. [Hindust. <?ttr; Mahratta, gool.] Raw
sugar, jaggree made in India, from the juice
of the date-palm. Goor was eaten by the
Thugs as the initiatory rite, pledging them
to their nefarious occupation.

goor -a-koo, good -a-koo, s. [Hind, goora-
khoOj guraku; Mahratta goodakhoo, gudakhu.]
The name given in parts of India to balls,

prepared of different ingredients, to be smoked
by the natives in a hookah, or pipe.

g6o'-ro6, gu'-ru, s. [Mahratta gooroo, guru ;

Sansc. guru.] A spiritual preceptor among the
Hindoos.

goo-san der, s. [A tautological formation ;

Eng. goose, and guilder.]

Ornith. : Mergus merganser, a natatorial bird
of the family Anatida; (Ducks), and the sub-
family MerginEe. The male is variegated with
black, greenish-black, rose-coloured, and white.
Most of the bill dark-red, the feet very clear
red ; the female whitish-ash, ash, reddish-
brown, white, &c. ; the bill faded red, the
feet yellowish-red. It occurs in Britain, where
it is sometimes called the Jack-saw. It is

found also in the northern parts of conti-

nental Europe and America.

goose, s. [A.S. gos.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A silly person, a simpleton.

(2) A tailor's smoothing and pressing iron,

from the handle being like the neck of a goose.
" Come in, tailor ; here you may roast your goose."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, ii. 3.

*.(3) A game of chance played on a card
divided into small compartments, number
from one to sixty-two, and arranged in a spiral

form round an open central space. It was
played by two or more persons, who moved their

counters over the compartments, according to

the numbers which they threw on dice. The
name was derived from the figure of a goose
being depicted on every fourth and fifth com-
partment in succession ; if the throw of the
dice carried the counter of a player on to a
goose lie was entitled to move forward double
the actual number thrown.

II. Ornithology

:

1. Sing : Any bird of the genus Anser. The
domestic goose is believed to have descended
from Anser ferus, called in books the Greylag
goose. The other British species are, A. segetum,

the Bean-goose ; A. brachyrhynchus, the Pink-
footed goose ; A. albifrons, the White-fronted
or Laughing goose ; A. leucopsis, the Bernicle

goose ; A. torqitatus, the Brent-goose ; A.
ruficollis, the Red-breasted goose ; A. aigyp-

tiacus, the Egyptian goose ; A. gambensis, the
Spur-winged or Gambo-goose ; and A. cana-
densis, the Cravat goose.

2. PI. : Anserinse, a sub-family of Anatidse
(Ducks). The body is large and heavy, the
neck long, the head small, and the bill conical,

the wings long and powerful, the feet some-
what long, with small toes. In summer they
inhabit the polar regions, migrating southward
in flocks on the approach of winter. The nest,

which is of coarse grass, and situated in
marshy places, is large ; the eggs several.

If Obvious compounds : goose-hera, goose-

pie, &c.

goose-and-goslings, s,

Bot. : Orchis Morio.

goose-corn, &
Bot. : The Heath-rush, Juncus squarrosus.

It is not a genuine grass. (Loudon, &c.)

goose-dung ore, s.

Min. : The same as Ganomatite (q.v.).

goose-feast, «. Michaelmas.

goose-flesh, s. The same as Goose-skin
(q.v.).

t goose-mussel, s.

Zool. .- A barnacle. It is not a genuine
mussel, which is a mollusc, but is a crusta-
cean or crustaceous family.

goose-skin, s. A peculiar roughness of
the human skin produced by cold, fear, &c.

" Her skin began to rise into what ia vulgarly termed
goose-skin."—Miss Ferrier ; Inheritance, ch. ii.

goose-step, s.

Mil. : The act of a recruit in balancing him-
self on one foot while moving the other back-
wards and forwards without taking a step.

goose-tansy, s.

Bot. : Potentilla anserina.

*T (1) To cook one's goose : To do for one.
(Slang.)

(2) A wild goose cliase : A striving after im-
possibilities.

goose, v.t. [Goose, s.]

1, To hiss ; to condemn by hissing. (Slang.)
" He was goosed laBt night, he was goosed the night

before last.'—Dickens : Hard Times, ch. vi.

* 2. To iron linen clothes.

goose'-ber-ry, s. & a. [Goose has lost r ; it

was originally groise or grose, from 0. Fr.

groisele, groselle, groiselle ; Ir.groisaid; Gael.

groiseid = a gooseberry ; Wei. grwys = a wild
gooseberry, from M. H. Ger. & Ger. krU-s ;

Dut. kroes ; N. H. Ger. kraus = crisp, crisped.

Cf. Scotch grozet. (Skeat & Mann.)]

A. .4s substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang., Bot, &c. : The fruit of Ribes
Grossularia, also the bush itself. Sir Joseph
Hooker places it under a first section Grossu-
laria, of the genus Ribes, with the character
branches spinous ; leaves plaited in bud

;

peduncles one to three flowered. There are
two varieties of the wild gooseberry, Ribes
Grossularia proper, with the leaves thinning
above, and the fruit glandular hairy ; and R.
Uva cri-tpa, with the leaves smaller and the
ripe fruit glabrous. It is wild in the hilly
districts in the north of England, ascending
to nearly 1,000 feet, elsewhere in this country
it is an escape. It is indigenous also in con-
tinental Europe, in the north of Africa, and in

the Himalaya mountains. Essentially a plant
of cold climates, the cultivated gooseberry
flourishes better in Scotland and the north of
England than around London.

^[ The Barbadoes gooseberry is PeresHa
aculeata; the Cape gooseberry, Physalis pubes-
ceus ; that of Coromandel, Averrhoa Caram-
bola ; the Indian Hill gooseberry Rhodomyrtus
tomentosa, and the Tahiti gooseberry Cicca
dtstieha. (Treas. of Bot.)

2. Fig. : A silly person.

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or resembling
the gooseberry.

If (1) To play gooseberry : To play propriety
;

to accompany two young lovers in public.

(2) To play old gooseberry ; To play the deuce,
to act, to throw everything into confusion.

The same asgooseberry - bush,
Gooseberry (q.v.).

gooseberry - fool, s. A compound
made of gooseberries scalded and pounded
with cream. [Fool.]

" Then came sweets . . . some hot, some cool.
Blancmange, and quince custards, and gooseberry-

fool"
Barham : Ingold. Leg. ; Lay of St Romwald.

gooseberry-moth, s.

Entom. : The Magpie-moth, Abraxas grossu-
lariata. [Magpie-moth, Abraxas.]

* godse'-cap, s. [Eng. goose, and cap = Lat.
caput= the head.] A silly fellow, a simple-
ton, a goose.

" Why, wha,t a goosecap would'st thou make me 1

"

Beaum. & Flet. -. Beggar's Bush, iv. 4.

goose-foot, s. [Eng. goose; -foot; from the

shape of the leaves in some species of the
genus.]

1. The genus Chenopodium (q.v.).

2. Aspalathus Chenopoda.

U The goosefoot tribe

:

Bot. : The order Chenopodiacese.

goose'-grass, s. [Eng. goose, and grass; from
the common idea that it is a favourite food or
medicine for geese. ]

Bot. : Galium ApaHne, a common British
plant. Its leaves, six or eight in a whorl, are
hispid, their margins, midrib r and the angles
of the stem very rough, with reflexed prickles,

which, if dragged along the tongae, will bring
blood. The Sowers are white-. Called also
Cleavers or Clivers.

" Goosegrms^ or wild tansy, ia at weed 1 that strong
clays are very subject to."

—

Mortimer ; Eusbartdry.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus,

-cian, -tian -- shan. - tion. -slon - shun
£bin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon. exist. ing

; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious, -cious, -sious = steus. -tale, -die,. &c. — bel, del.
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goose'-neck, s. [Eng. goose, and neck.]

1. Nautical

:

(1) An iron fitted at the end of a yard or
boom for various purposes.

" The gooseneck must bespread out by the armourer."—.Warryat: Peter Simple, ch. vL

(2) A davit.

2. Hydraul. : A nozzle having a universal-
joint connection to a tire-engine stand-pipe.

3. Agrlc. .- A stick used in thatching.

" goose pad - die, r.t. [Eng. goose, and
paddle.] To row in an awkward, irregular

manner.

goose -quill, s. [Eng. goose, and quill.) One
of the quills or large wing-feathers of a goose

;

a pen made of such a feather.

* goos'-er-y, s. [Eng. goose; -ry.]

1. A place for keeping geese.

2. Silliness, stupidity like that of a goose.
" Who will booh look through and through . . . the

finical goosenj of your neat sermon actor."

—

Milton:
Apology for Smectyninus.

goose -share, a. [Eng. goose, and share.]

Hot.: Galium Aparine.

goose -tongue, s. [Eng. goose, and tongue.]

But. : A composite plant, Achillea Ptarmica,
wild in Britain.

goose-wing, s. [Eng. goose, and whig.]

I. Orel. Lang. : The wing of a goose used as
a dust-brush.

II. Nautical

:

1. Another name for a studding-sail.

2. One of the clews or lower corners of a
square mainsail or fore-sail, when the middle
part is furled or tied up.

gods - ey - gan- der, s. [Eng. goose, and
gander.]

1. A gander.

2. A silly fellow, a simpleton, a goose.

*gOOt»». [Goat.]

gopher (1), s. [Fr. ganfre=(l) a honey-
comb, (2) a wafer, a kind of cake.]

Zool. : A name given by the early French
settlers in America to various animals which
honeycomb the ground by burrowing in it.

In Canada and Illinois it was given to a grey
burrowing squirrel, Spennophilus Franklini,
west of the Mississippi to S. Ricliardsonii, in
"Wisconsin to a striped squirrel, and in Mis-
souri to a burrowing-pouched rat, Geomys
bursarius. All these are mammals ; but in
Georgia the term was applied to a snake,
Coluber eoupen, and in Florida to a turtle,
Testudo polypliemus. {Goodrich & Porter.)

gopher-hole, s.

I. Ord. Lang. : The burrow of a gopher,
[Gophkb (1).]

II. Fort. : A small bomb-proof in a line of
rifle-pits. {American.)

" Against [mortar shells] rifle-pits are no protection,
and the soldiers burrow into the earth places known
as gopher-holes."—Harper's Weekly, Aug. 6, 1864, p. 502.

gd'-pher (2), s. [Heb. "ip'3 (gopher), from the

obsolete verb *1S| (gdphar) — to cover.] For

def., see etyra. and compound.

gopher-wood, s.

1. Scrip. : The wood of which Noah's ark was
directed to be made. Various attempts have
been made to identify the tree. The most
probable view is that it was the cypress ; Lat.
cupressus; Gr. Kun-apttro-o? (kupiarissos) ; the
c, p, r of the Latin and k, p, r of Greek being
the Hebrew g, ph, r, differently pronounced.
[Cypress.]

" Make thee an ark of gopher-wood."—Gen. vL 14.

2. Bot. : Lawso nia alba.

*gop'-pish,a. [Cf. Icel. gopi = a vain person.]

Proud, pettish.

gor'-al, t>. [A Nepaulese word.]

Zool. : Nemorhedus goral, an antelope found
in the Himalaya mountains. It is about the
size of the common goat, has black horns
about four and a half inches long, the general
colour of the body mouse-gray.

gbr'-a-my, gour'-a-mi, s. [A Javanese
name.]

Ichthy. : Osphromenus olfax, a fish, a native

of China, but has been introduced into the
Mauritius, and into remote Cayenne. It is

about the size of a turbot, possesses great
tenacity of life even when out of the water,
and is much valued for the table. The female
is said to form a cavity in the sand for the
reception of her eggs.

gor'-bel-lied, «. [Eng. gorbelly ; -ed.] Fat,
big-bellied.

" Nero did not take
A noble clubfoot, stripling ; ne'er contract
With one throat-swoln, gorbellied, ur crump-backed.

"

Holiday ; Juvenal, sat x.

* gor'-bel-ly, 5. [A.S. gov = dirt, filth, and
Eng. belly.]

1. A fat belly or paunch.
" With crump shoulders, side, and gorbcllies." —

P. Holland : Camden, p. 53.

2. A fat-bellied person.

gorce, s. [Norm.-Fr. gorse; O. Fr. gorge, from

Lat. gurges = a whirlpool.] A weir ; a pool
of water to keep fish in.

gor'-COCk, s. [Etym. of first element doubt-
ful, but perhaps A. S. gor = dirt ; Eng, code]
The moor-cock, red-grouse, or red-game.

" 'Mongst desert hills, where, leagues around.
Dwelt but the goreoek and the deer."

Scott: Bridal of Triermain, iii. 6.

gor'-crow, gore-crow, s. [A.S. #or=dirt,
filth, and Eng. crew.] The carrion-crow.

" It will also eat grain and insects, and like the
raven will pick out the eyes of young lambs when
just dropped, for which reason it was formerly dis-
tinguished from the rook, which feeds entirely on
grain and insects, by the name of the gor or yorewow."—Pennant: British Zoology ; Carrion Crow.

gor-dl-a'-ce-a, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. goreli(us),

and Lat. neat. pi. adj. sutf. -acea.]

Zool. : Hair-worms : an order pf Scolecida,
consisting of vermiform or thread-like animals
with distinct sexes, having their alimentary
canal, if present at all, imperfectly developed,
and their water-vascular system rudimentary
or absent. During a portion of their existence
they live in the interior of insects.

gor'-di-an, a. [Named after Gordius, a half
mythic king of Phrygia, father of Midas.] Of
or pertaining to Gordius, or the knot tied
by him : hence, intricate, complicated.

gordian - knot, s. A knot tied by
Gordius in the rope which bound the yoke of
his chariot to the draught-tree in such an art-

ful manner that the ends of the cord could
not be perceived. So intricate was it that the
report went abroad that the empire of Asia
was promised by the oracle to him who could
untie it. Alexander the Great, wishing to in-
spire his soldiers with courage and his enemies
with the belief that he was born to conquer
Asia, cut the knot with his sword, and so
claimed to have fulfilled the oracle. Hence, the
term gentian-knot is used for any apparantly
inextricable difficulty or deadlock ; and to cut
tlie, gordian-knot is equivalent to removing
or solving a difficulty by bold or unusual
measures.

"Whatsoever it was, I mu3t be fain to leave it as a
Gordian-knot, wnich no writer helps ine to untie,"

—

Baker: King Stephen (an. 1154).

* gor'-di-an, v.t. [Gordian, «.] To knot or
tie up.

"Locks . . . simply gordianed up and braided."
KeaU : Endymlon, bk. i.

gor'-di-iis, s. (pi gor'-di-i). [Gordian.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the order Gor-
diacese (q.v.). It consists of those extra-
ordinarily thin and long inhabitants of the
water, popularly believed, at least till recently,
to be animated horse-hairs, and producible
by the simple process of putting horse-hairs
into a pond, ditch, or country well. After a
time they bore their way into the bodies of
insects. When mature they quit their insect
residence and, returning to the liquid element,
deposit their eggs in long chains. When gordii
are dried they become hard and brittle, and
apparently dead, but water returns them to
their wonted suppleness and vitality. Gordius
aquaticus is the Common Hair-worm.

gore (1), s, [A.S. gor = filth, dirt : cogn. with
Icel. gor — gore, the cud in animals ; Sw.
gorr = dirt, matter : cf. Gr. xopSij (chorde) =
a gut, a cord ; Lat. hira = gut ; Icel. gamir,
gorn = guts.]

* 1. Dirt, filth.

" Gore and ferr and full wast
That was out ykast." Lybeaus Dtsconus, 1,471.

out at any part; a

2. Clotted or congealed blood ;
blood which

has become inspissated after effusion.

" But the bloody fact

Will be avenged, and th' other's faith iippp-'yed

Lose no reward, though here thou see him die,

Rolling iii dust and gore." Milton : P. L., xi. 460.

*
3. Blood flowing from, a wound.

." Now warriors, grieve no more
;

Lo, there the Trojans ! bathe your swords In wore."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xv. 240.

*
1. Filth, loathsomeness, wickedness.

" With her vnworth el^-eh werk me wlatez withiune

The gore ther uf me hatz greued."

E. Eng. AH it. Poems; Cleanness, 30o.

* 5. A clotted mass.
" They were in one gore of blood,"—& Brooke : Fool

of Quality, i. 68.

* gore-blood, * goare-bloud, s. Gore,

blood.

"Downe strait he falles, & armour large with goarc-
Woiirfembrues." Phaer. .- Virgill ; .Eneidos xii.

gore (2),
* gair, *gare, "goore, s. [A.S.

gdra = a projecting point of land, from gar =
a spear ; Icel. geiri = a triangular piece of

land : geirr = a spear ; O. H. Ger. kero ; M. H.
Ger. gere = a promontory ; Ger. gehre = a

wedge, a gusset ; Dut. geer = & gusset, a gore.]

L Ordinary Language

:

I. A triangular or wedge-shaped piece : as—
(1) A triangular piece sewed into a dress,

a sail, &c.j to widen it

gusset.

(2) An angular piece of planking used in
fitting the skin of a vessel to the frames.

* (3) A triangular or pointed piece of land.

* 2. Dress.
" Geynest under gore, herkne to my roune."

Lyric Poems, p. 29.

II. Her. : A charge consisting of two curved
lines, one from the sinis-

ter chief point, the other
from the base middle
point, meeting in an
acute angle in the middle
of the fesse point.

gore-bill, s. A name
given to the garfish (q.v.)

from its long beak or nose.

gore-strake, s. GOre.
Ship-build. : A strake

which terminates before reaching the stem or
stern-post. Such strakes are at or near the
centre of the ship to lessen the spiling of the
plank.

gore (1), v.t. [A.S. gar = a spear ; Icel. gein ;

M. H. Ger. ger; O. H. Ger. Ur.]

1. To pierce, to stab, to penetrate with a
pointed instrument.

" let no noble eye profane a tear
r- For me, if I be gored with Mowbray's spear."

Sfiakesp. : Richard II.. i. 3.

2. To pierce as with a horn.
" An ox that attempts to gore the attendants."

—

Cogan: Ethical Treatise, Dis. 2, § 1.

* 3. To wound, to tear, to lacerate.
" The willing redbreast, flying through a thorne,
Against a prickle gored his tender side."

Browne : The shepherd's Pipe, Eel. 1.

*gbre (2), v.i. [Gore(1), s.] To bleed pro-
fusely.

gore (3), v.t. [Gore (2), s.]

* 1. To break a passage into, as with a wedge.
"And now, their mightiest quelled, the battle swerved,
With many an iurodeffored." Milton ; P. /,„ vi, 587.

2. To cut in a triangular shape; to furnish
with a gore or gores.

gor -fly, s. [\.i

species of fly.

gor dung; Eng. jfy.J A

gorge, s. [Fr., from Low Lat. gorgia = the
throat, a narrow pass ; Lat. gurges = an abyss;
the throat ; Ital. gorga, gorjia.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The throat, the gullet.
" He with him closed, and, laying mighty hold
Upon his throte did gripe his gorge so fast
That wanting breath him down to ground he cast."

Spenser: F. Q., VI. iv. 22."

2. That which is swallowed oe gorged;
swallowed food caused to rise by nausea or
disgust.

" And all the way, most like a brutish beastHe spewed vp his gorge, that all did him deteast.-
Spenser: F. Q., I. iv. 21.

3. The act of gorging ; a heavy meal.
"
T!

ie cpunseler heareth causes with lease pain beinc
emptie, then he shal be able after a. fal oorae "~Wd
son : Arte of Jlhetoru/ue, p. 112.

fate, fSt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce — e ; ey = a. q,u = Itw..
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4. A narrow passage or entrance ; a pass
between hills.

" I heeded not the eddying surge ;

Mine eye but saw the Trosach's gorge."
Scott: Lady of the Lake, vi. 19.

5. Disgust. (Shalcesp. 1 Hamlet, v. 1.)

* 6. Indignation, temper.
"My gorge began to rise. 'Yes,' said I, sulkily, 'iny

family does live at Richmond.'"— Washington Irving:
lialph Ringwood.

II. Technically

:

1. Arch. : The narrowest part of the Tuscan
and Doric capitals between the astragal, above
fhe shaft of the column, and the annulets

;

also, a cavetto or hollow moulding.

2. Fort. : A line joining the inner extremi-
ties of a work; as—

(1) A line drawn between the rear ends of
the faces of a redan.

(2) A line across the narrow portion of a
bastion, from the points of junction of its

flanks with the curtains.

3. Mason. : A small groove at the underside
of a coping, to keep the drip from reaching tlie

wall ; a throat.

4. Naut. : The groove or score of a pulley.

gorge-hook, s. Two fish-hooks separated
by a piece of lead.

gorge, v.t. & i. [Fr. gorger.] [Gorge, s.]

A. Transitive :

1. To swallow greedily or in large mouthfuls.
" Dislodging from a region scarce of prey,
To gorge the flesh of lambs* or yeanfing kids."

Milton: P. L., iii. 434.

2. To fill up to the throat, to glut, to satiate.

" The full-fed hound or gorged hawk,
Unapt for teuder smell or speedy flight,

Make slow pursuit or altogether balk."
Shafcesp.: Rape of Lucrece, G94.

3. To fill to overflowing, to glnt.

"A house in England which has been gorged with
undeserved riches.'—Maeaulay: Hist, Eng., ch. xxiii.

B. Intrans. . To feed greedily, to stuff one-

self.

"When the Bushmen of South Africa have enough
food, they gorge and sleep."

—

Lindsay : Mind in the
Lower Animals, i. 41.

¥ gorged* a. [Eng. gorge, s. ; -ed.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Having a gorge, or throat

;

throated.

2. Her. : Encircled round the throat, as

when an animal is repre-

sented bearing a crown or

the like round the neck.
It is blazoned as

with a crown, &c.

gor'-ge-ous, a. [O. Fr.
gorgias, gorgiais = gor-
geous, from gorgias = a
gorget, from gorge = the
throat.] Splendid, mag-
nificent, showy, glittering gorged.
with splendid colours,

resplendent, sumptuously adorned, or gay.

gorgeous tabards."—Maeatday-' Hist. Eng,, ch. x.

gor'-ge-oiis-ly, adv. [Eng. gorgeous; -ly.]

In a gorgeous manner, splendidly, magnifi-

cently : with showy magnificence.
" Golden and red above it

The clouds float gorgi-ously."

Longfellow • The Castle by the Sea.

gor'-ge-ous-ness» s. [Eng. gorgeous ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being gorgeous ; showy
or sumptuous magnificence ; splendour.

" It seemed to outvye whatever had been seene be-

fore of gallantry and riches, and gorgeousiiesx of

apparel."—Baker: Charles II. (an. 1661.)

* gorg'-er, * gorg-ere, a. [O. Fr. gorgierc,

from gorge = the throat ; Ital. gorgiera.]

1. A piece of armour for the throat ; a

gorget.
"Hys vyser and his gorgere.

Richard Coeur de Lion, 521.

2. A kerchief for the neck.

; gor'-ger-in, «. [Fr., from gorge— the

throat.]

Arch. : The neck of a capital ; more com-

monly the pnrt forming the junction between

the shaft and the capital.

gor'-get, s. [Fr. gorgette, from gorge = the

throat.]
-* 1. Arm. : A metal covering for the throat,

worn by an armed man, to protect the junc-

ture between the helmet and the breast-plate
;

also a kind of breast-plate like a half-moon.
The camail (q.v.), or throat covering of chain-

mail, is sometimes called the gorget of mail.

"See how his gorget peers above his gown
To tell the people in what danger he was."

Den Jonson : Catiline, iv. 2.

* 2. Dress : A kind of ruff formerly worn by
females.

3. Mil. : A small,

crescent- shaped,
metallic ornament
worn on the breast
by officers on duty.
The gorget was the
last remnant ofbody
armour worn by in-

fantry in England.

4. Surgery

:

(1) A lithotomic
cutting-instrument. oorget.

(2) A canulated or

concave conductor used in operation for fis-

tula ; called also a blunt gorget.

Gor-gon, s. & a. [Lat. Gorgon, Gorgo, from
Gr ropyw (Gorgo) — the Gorgon, from yopvos
(gorgos) = fearful, terrible.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Lit. & Gr. Mythol. : One of three female
monsters of terrible aspect. They were the
daughters of Phorcys and Ceto, and were
named Euryale, Stheno, and Medusa, the two
first being immortal. Their hair was entwined
with serpents, their hands were of brass, their

bodies covered with impenetrable scales, their

teeth resembling the tusks of a wild boar, and
their eyes possessing the power of turning all

on whom they fixed them to stone. By the
aid of Minerva they were finally conquered by
Perseus, and the drops of blood which fell

to the ground from Medusa's head were
changed into serpents, which have ever since

infested the sandy deserts of Libya. The head
was placed on the aegis of Minerva, and re-

tained its power of turning the beholder into
stone.

" But brave Aconteus, Perseus' friend, by chance
Looked back, and met the Gorgon's fatal glance."

Maynwaring : Ovid; Metamorphoses iv.

2. Fig. : Anything very ugly or horrid ; a
woman of repulsive manners or appearance.

B. As adj. : Like a Gorgon ; terrific ; fearful.

" Pallas, holding forth
The terror of the Gorgon shield iu vain."

C'owper: Nature Unimpaired by Time.

gorgon steam-engine, s. A form of

direct-acting steam-engine, invented as a

means of obviating the use of the beam in

marine-engines. It is called the "Gorgon"
engine, from having been first employed in an
English government steamer of that name.

gor-go'-ne-an, gor-go'-m-an, a. [Lat.

Gorgoneus, from Gorgon, or Gorgo = a Gorgon
;

Gr. ropyoretos (Gorgoneios).']

1. Of or pertaining to a Gorgon ; like a Gor-
gon ; terrific.

" Medusa, with Gorgonian terror, guards
The ford." MUton; P. L., ii. 611.

2. As though caused by a Gorgon ; petrified ;

stony.
" The rest his look

Bound with Gorgonian vigour not to move."
Milton: P. L., x. 297.

gor-go-nei'-a, s. pi. [Gr., neut. pi. of ropyo-
veios (Gorgoneios)= pertaining to a Gorgon;
Topyoi (Gorgo)=a, Gorgon.]

Arch. ; Masks in relief representing the Gor-
gon's or Medusa's head ; one of the grotesque
representations of forms of terror which oc-
cupied a considerable rank in the plastic art
of the Greeks. They were used as key-stones
in an arch.

gor-go'-ni-a, s. [Lat., = a kind of coral with
a rigid framework. (Plivy.y]

Zool. : Sea-fan ; the typical genus of the
family Gorgonidae (q.v.). The selerobasis is

horny and more or less arborescent. Four
species are described by Johnson as British.

gor-go'-ni-an, a. [Gorgonean.]

* gor-gon'-l-calf a. [Eng. gorgon; -icol.]

The same as Gorgonean (q.v.).

gor-gon'-i-dse, s. pi*. [Lat. gorgonia, and
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

1. Zool. ; Sea-shrubs ; a family of Aetinozoa,
order A\cyon&ria, (Asteroid ]'>oly2ies). Thecceno-

sarc, which is arborescent, is permanently
rooted, and has a grooved or furrowed branch-
ing selerobasis with dermosclerites

—

i.e.,

tissue secretions. The species occur mostly
in shallow water in the warmer seas, attaining
their maximum in the tropics. Besides Gor-
gonia, the family contains the genus Corallium,
of which the type is Corallium rubrum, the red
coral of commerce.

2. Palceont. : The Gorgonidae have existed
at least from Eocene and perhaps from Oolitic

times.

gor'-gon-ize, v.t. [Eng. gorgon; -ize.] To
petrify as though by the glance of a Gorgon ;

to turn to stone.

"Whose eies so gorgonized that can endure
To see the all-upholder forced to bow "

Davies : Holy Roode, p. 15.

gor'-hen, s. [Gorcock.] The female of the
gorcock.

gor-il'-la, s. [The name was found current
in parts of "Western Africa, when, in the fifth

century B.C., the Carthaginian navigator
Hanno -visited it on his exploratory and
colonizing expedition. It was applied, how-
ever, not to an ape, but to a negro tribe,

members of which he invited to Carthage, but
they could not be prevailed upon to accom-
pany him.]

Zool. ; A celebrated anthropoid ape (Trog-

lodytes Gorilla), generally believed to come
nearer than any known one to man, though
some contend that the affinity of the gibbon is

closer. [Gibbon.] The number of teeth in

the gorilla, and all the old world monkeys,
except the lemurs, is thirty-two, the same as

in man. The hand has the same bones as in

man. Professor Huxley considers Cuvier's
order Quadrumana (four-handed) inaccurate,

maintaining that the hinder extremities of all

the monkeys and lemurs are framed anatomi-
cally as feet and not hands. The height is

about five feet, almost the same as man. On
the other hand, the greatest capacity of the
gorilla's brain is only 34$ cubic inches, the
least 23, against G2 in the least capacious
human skull, and 114 in the greatest. The
formidable canines, so conspicuous in the
specimens in the Natural History Department
of the British Museum at South Kensington,
look very brutal, but they are only sexual
characteristics, being of more moderate size in

the female. The low facial angle also, and the
abundant hair, with the extraordinary breadth
of the chest, diminish the resemblance. The
last-mentioned characteristic imparts to the
animal colossal strength, which it is said to

use in its native haunts against man. It is a
native of Lower Guinea and the interior of
equinoctial Africa. It has a congener in the
same region, Troglodytes niger, the Chim-
panzee (q.v.).

gor'-ing (1), pr. par., >:., & s. [Gore (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. . A prick, a puncture.

gor'-ing (2), pr. par., a., & s. [Gore (3), v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

Naut. : A term applied to a sail cut gradu-
ally sloping, so as to be broader at the clew
than at the earing.

C. -4s substantive :

Naut. : That part of the skirts of a sail

where it gradually widens towards the bottom
or foot ; a goring-cloth.

goring cloth, s.

Naut. : The same as Goring (2), C.

gor'-mand, s. & a. [Fr. gourmand.] [Gour-
mand. ]"

A. As subst. : A greedy or ravenous eater; a

glutton, a gourmand.
' Many are made gormands and gluttons by custom

that are not so by nature."

—

Locke.

B. As adj.: Greedy, gluttonous, voracious,
ravenous.
" The sillie sauls, that bene Chris tea sheip,
Sould nocht be givin to gormand u-olfts to kein."

Lyndsay, <»'. /'. R., ii. 235.

* gor'-mand-erf s. [Gourmander.]

1 gor'-mand-l§e, s. [0. Fr. gourmandise.l

Gluttony, greediness.
" With the fish which in your banks do breed

And daily there increase, man's gormandise can feed."
Drayton : Poly-Olbion, a. •!.

boll, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, deL
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*gor'-mand-ism, s. [Bng. gormand; -ism.]
Gluttony. *

gor'-mand lze, v.i. & t, [Gormandise, s.]

A. Jntrans. : To eat greedily or like a
glutton; to gorge.

" Who on occasion in a dark hole
Can gormandize ou lighted charcoal"

King : Orpheus & Eurpdice.

H, Trans.: To swallow anything greedily.
" The pampered stomach, more than well sufficed,
Casts up the surfeit lately gormandized."

Drayton : Baron's Wars, vi. 28.

gOf-man-dl-zer, s. [Bng. gormandise);
•er.] One who, gormandizes; a glutton; a
greedy or voracious eater.

gor-rel-bel-lied, [GORBELLIED.]

?orse, *gorst, *gorste, s. [A.S. gorst

= a bramble-bush, the origin of which is un-

known.]

Bot. : One of the names of the Furze, or

Whin (Ulex europmts).

"There's neither Johnny nor his horse
Among the fern or in the gorge."

Wordsworth : Idiot Boy.

gor'-S^, gors'-ty, a. [Eng. gors(e) ; -J/,] Of
the nature of, resembling, or abounding in

gorse.

gor-ter'-l-a, s. [Named after David Gorter,

Professor of Botany at Hardewyok.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe

Gorteriese (q.v.). They are herbaceous plants

from South Africa.

gor-ter'-i-e-flB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gorteri(a),

and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of composite plants, tribe

Cyn areas.

gor-ty'-na, s. [Lat. Gortyna, Gortys, Gortyn
(from Gr.)* = (I) a city in the Morea, now in

ruins
; (2) a city in Crete.]

Entom. : A genus of moths, family Apamidse.
Gortyna fiavago is the Frosted Orange.

g6Y-y, *goar'-y, a. [Eng. gore(\), s. ; -y.]

1. Covered with gore or congealed blood.
" Hospitahle beds

To rest the stranger, or the gory chief."
Dyer : Fleece, bk. ii.

2. Bloody, deadly, murderous.
" The obligation of our blood forbids
A gory emulation 'twixt us twain."

Shakesp. : Troilus & Cressida, iv, 5.

gory-dew, s.

Bot. : Palmella omenta, an algal of simple
organization, common on damp walls in shady
places. It appears at first in the form of rosy

gelatinous patches, ultimately becoming con-

fluent over a wide expanse, presenting the

appearance of coagulated venous blood, whence
its English name. (Griffith & Henfrey, &c.)

*gOS, s. [Goose.]

gosba, ». [Arab.]

Mus. : An Arabian flute. There are two
sorts of the gosba, the one with three holes in

the lower extremity, producing four sounds
which, with their harmonics at the fifth, com-
plete the octave. The instrument is employed
to guide the voice of a singer. , The other

gosba is larger and pierced with six holes,

with a double hole at the back. (Stainer &
Barrett. )

gOB -hawk, gos-hauk, s. [Properly goose-

hawk; from A.S. gdshafiic, from gds = a goose,

. and hafuc = a hawk ; Icel. gds-haukr.]

Ornith. : Astur palumbarius, a bird of prey
found in Britain, &c. It is brown above,

white underneath, barred across with brown,
with fi ve browner bands on the tail ; the eye-

lids whitish. When immature it has dots

instead of bars. The female is twenty-four

or twenty-five inches long, the male almost
one-third less. It is rare in Britain, but
abundant in parts of the European continent.

It occurs also in the north of Africa, in

America, in India, &c. It can be used, as it

often is in the East Indies, for falconry.
_
It

pursues its prey directly, instead of swooping
down upon it from above like a falcon.

" The goshawk was in high esteem among falconers."
—Pennant : British Zoology ; Goshawk.

gd'-shen-ite, s. [Named from Goshen, in

Massachusetts, where it occurs.]

Min. .- A variety of beryl.

gos'-lar-ite, s. [From Goslar, in the Harz,

where it occurs.]

Min. .- An orthorhombic, white, reddish,

bluish, transparent or translucent, brittle

mineral, of vitreous lustre and nauseous taste.

Hardness, 2to2'5 ; sp. gr., l-9to2'l. Compos.

:

Sulphuric acid, 27*9
; oxide of zinc, 28*2

; water,

43 -

9. Found in mines at Holywell, in Wales
;

at Fahlun, in Sweden, &c. Called also Gal-

litzenite (q.v.).

gos'-ling, *ges-lyng, *gos-lyng, *gos-
lynge, s. & a. [A.S. gds = a goose, and Eng.
djmin. suff. -ling.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A young goose ; a goose not yet full

grown.
"ni never

Be such a gosling to obey instinct"
Sfiakesp. : Coriolanus, v. 3.

2. A catkin on nut-trees and pines.

3. An unfledged bird.

4. A goose, a silly fellow, a simpleton.

B. As adj. : Silly, stupid.
" Surprised at all they met, the gosling pair . . .

Discover huge cathedrals, built with stone."
Cowper : Progress of Error, 379.

gos'-pel, * gods-pel, *godds-pel, *gods-
pelle, * gos-pelle, s. & a. [A.S. godspell,

from god = God, and spell = a story, a history

;

Icel. gudhspjall = God-story ; O. H. Ger. gots-

pel. It is not from A.S. gdd = good, and spell,

though this derivation would exactly agree
with the Gr. euayyeAioi/ (euanggelion) = good
message, from ev (eu) = well, and ayyeAos
(anggetos) = a messenger.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) In the same sense as II. 1.

(2) In the same sense as II. 2.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Anything which announces good news,
political, social, personal, or of any other
character.

(2) Anything accepted as infallibly true

;

as, You must not take the words just for

(3) Anything constituting a powerful prin-

ciple of action.

II. Technically

:

1. Scrip. & TheoV: A term signifying good
news, founded originally on certain words
used by the angel in the annunication of
the Saviour's birth: ''Behold, I bring you
good tidings of great joy " (Luke ii. 10). It is

generally held to signify salvation through
the atoning death of Christ.

" Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to
every creature."

—

Matthew xvi. 15.

5T Some minor Christian sects adopt the
word Gospel in this sense as part of their

name. In the Registrar-General's report for

1S83 of registered places of worship, the fol-

lowing sects figure : (1) Gospel Army Mission,

(2) Gospel Band, and (3) Gospel Temperance
Blue Ribbon Army, Nos. 1 and 2 appearing
for the first time in the list.

2. Script. Canon, <£c. : The four canonical
records of our Saviour's life, by St. Matthew,
St. Mark, St. Luke, and St. John. This signi-

fication of the word is derived from the first

one. It is the historical narrative of that first

advent of Christ, the announcement of which
was disclosed by the angel to be good tidings
[ii. 1]. The titles are not worded the Gospel
by Matthew, by Mark, &c. ; it is the Gospel
according to Matthew, according to Mark, &c.
This implies that the gospel is that of God
(Rom. xv. 16 ; 1 Thess. ii. 2, &c.) or of Christ
(Mark i. 1; Rom. i. 16, &c.) as related by
Matthew, by Mark, &c. In, one place, how-
ever, St. Paul says " my gospel " (1 Tim. ii. 8).

In the New Testament the word gospel, evay-
yeKiov {euanggelion) is used only of communi-
cations made orally. The earliest known use
of the term for written accounts of the Sa-
viour's life, is in Justin Martyr's first "Apo-
logy," about a.d.,150. He speaks of " Memo-
ries of the Apostles, called Gospels." Irenseus,
Bishop of Lyons from 177 to 202, used the
word gospel for the four evangelical narratives
taken collectively [Canon] ; but he also employs
it of each of them taken separately, and
speaks of their "fourfoldness." He places
them in the order -which now obtains, as do
Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Eusebius, and
the early church generally. Some investigators
however, think that Mark's gospel comes first

in time ; that the next was perhaps Matthew,
that Luke was the third, and John certainly

the last. The first three are called syjjpte,

because they all look at the events wh*h tftey

describe from the same point of view , while

the stand-point of John is quite ^ffeient

[Synoptic] Though the Gospels stand in the

New Testament before the Epistles, some of

the latter undoubtedly preceded them in point

of time. [John, Luke, Mark, Matthew.]

3 Jiturqy • The part of the gospels pre-

scribed in the Prayer-book to be read on any

particular day in the Communion service.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the gospel

in any of the senses enumerated under A.

IT Obvious compounds : Gospel-offer, gospel-

preacher, gospel-sermon, &c.

* gospel-book, *godspel-bok,
* goddspell-boc, s. The gospel.

" Noght ne sevyth the goddepnllboc
Thatt Joasep wass thserinne."

Ormvlum, 6,-153.

* gospel-gossip, $. One who is over-zeal-

ous in preaching religion to his neighbours.

gospel-lights, s. pi.

Secies. & Ch. Hist. : Two lighted candles

borne by acolytes who stand facing the deacon
as he intones the gospel at high mass.

gospel-side, s.

Eccles. & Ch. Hist. : The side of the church
corresponding with the corner or horn of the
altar at which the gospel is read.

" The acolytes, hearing their tapers elevated, and the
thurifer, with the incense, proceed to the gospel-tide of

the sanctuary."

—

Rock : Mierurgia, p. 14.

*gospel-wright, goddspell-
wnlrflte, s. The composer or author of one
of the gospels ; an evangelist.

"An otherr goddspellwrihhte was Marcus,"
Ormulum, 5,778.

* gos'-pel, v. t. [Gospel, s. ] To instruct in the
precepts of the gospel ; to fill with sentiments
of religion.

" Are you so gospelled
To pray for this good man and for his issue,
"Whose heavy hand hath bowed you to the grave V**

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iii. L
gds'-pel-Ize, v.t. [Gospellize.]

* gos'-pel-la-ry, a. [Eng. gospel; •ary.'] Of
or pertaining to the gospel ; theological, evan-
gelical.

" Let any man judge how well these gospeUary prin-
ciples of our Presbyterians agree with the practice and
doctrine of the holy apostles."

—

The Cloak in its

Colours (11579).

gds'-pel-ler, * god-spel-ler, * gods-pel-
lere, * gos-pel-e're, * gos - pel - lere,
* gos-pel-lour, s. [Eng. gospel; -er.]

* 1. One of the four evangelists.
" Mark the gospeller was the goostli son of Petre in

baptysm."— Wycliffc : The Prologue of Marke.

* 2. One who preaches the gospel ; an adhe-
rent of the Reformed faith, in contradistinc-
tion from a Roman Catholic, the former, in
the sixteenth century, giving a prominence to
preaching, in which they were not imitated by
their opponents.

" The persecution was carried on against the gospel-
lers with much fierceness by those of the Roman per-
suasion."

—

Strype: Memorials of Archbishop Cranmer,
bk. iii., ch. xvi,

3. The priest or deacon who reads the
gospel in the Communion service.

"The Archbishop of York was the celebrant, the
epistoller being the Dean, and the gospeller the Bishop
of Sydney."—Pall Mall Gazette, Feb. 7, 1884.

4. A contemptuous term for an evangelical
preacher. [Hot-gospeller.]

* g6s'-pel-llze, v.t. [Eng. gospel; ize.]

1. To form or lay down as gospel.

"The command thus gospellized to us hath the same
force with that whereon Ezra grounded the pious
necessity of divorcing.''—Milton: Doct. & Discipline of
Divorce, bk. i., ch. vhi.

2. To convert by preachiDg the gospel to

;

to evangelize.
" In the meantime give me leave to put you in mind

of what is done in the Corporation (whereof you are a
member) for gospellizing (as they phrase it) the natives
of New England."—Boyle: Works, vol. i., p. 109. Life.

I.} Ac-* gos'-pel-ly, adv. [Eng.

cordinK to the teaching ofcording to the teaching of the Gospel.

*goss, * gosse, s. [Gorse.]

gos'-sa-mer, * gos'-sa-mere, "gose-so-
mer, * gos-so-mer* * gos-som-mer,
* gos-so-myre, * gos-sum-mer, s. & a.
[Lit. goose-summer; cf. Ger. sommerfaden
(summer-threads) = gossamer; Dut. zomer-
draden (summer-threads) = gossamer ; 3w.
sommertrad (summer-thread) = gossamer.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cilb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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* 1. The slender cobweb-like threads which"
are seen floating in the air in calm clear wea-
ther, especially in autumn. They can also be
seen on a clear frosty morning on furze-

bushes, grass, &e.
" Four nimble guata the horses were.
Their harnesses of gosstimere."

Drayton : The Court of Fairy.

2. A thin, filmy silk veil or gauze.

* gos'-sa-mer-y, a. [Eng. gossamer; ~y.]

Like gossamer ; flimsy ; unsubstantial.

gos' san, goz-zan, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mining : The upper part of a metallic vein,

presenting a red and ferruginous appearance,
produced by the decomposition of the iron

pyrites contained in or associated with the
ore ; the matrix in which a metallic ore is im-
bedded.

"There [in North Devon] the matrix or gossan of the
lode [of copper ore] is suffused by particles of gold."—
Murchison : Siluria, eh. xvii,

gOS-San-if-er-OUS, a. [Eng. gossan; -i

connective ; Lat. fero — to produce, and suff.

-ous.] Producing gossan.

gos' sib, s. [Gossip.]

gos sip, * god-sib, * god-sibbe, * god-
sybbe, * gos-sib, * gos-syp, s. [A.S.

god = God, and sib = kin, relative.] [Godsib.]

* 1. A sponsor in baptism ; a godfather or

godmother.
" They had mothers as we had ; and those mothers

had gossips (if their children were christened) as we
are."—Ben Jonson : Staple of News. (Induction.)

* 2. (PI.) ; Sponsors engaged in familiar talk

with each other.

* 3. (PI.) : Those who engage in trivial talk,

whether they are sponsors or not.

" The gossips report
She has come to King Olaf 's court."

Longfellow : Musician's Tale.

4, A friend ; a neighbour ; an intimate ac-

quaintance.
" One mother, . . , her little babe reuil'd,

And to her gossips gan in counsell say."
Spenser: F. Q., I. xii. 11.

5. One who runs about tattling and repeat-

ing tales ; an idle tattler.

" The common chat of gossips when they meet."
Dryden : Hind & Panther, iii. 903.

* 6. A tippling, gossiping woman.
"Sometimes lurk I in a gossip's bowl."

Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, ii. 1.

7. Mere tattle ; idle talk ; trifling or un-
founded rumour or talk.

" Bubbles o'er like a city with gossip, BcandaJ. and
spite." Tennyson: Maud, I. iv. 8.

gos sip, v.t. & i. [Gossip, s.]

* A. Trans. : To stand gossip or sponsor to

;

to christen.
"Adoptions Christendom,

That blinking Cupid gossips."
Shakesp. : All's Well That Ends Well, i. l.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To talk familiarly ; to chat.
" Noisy groups at the house-door

Sat in the cheerful sun, and rejoiced and gossiped
together." Longfellow : Evangeline, i. 4.

2. To chatter ; to run about repeating tales

or tittle-tattle.

"Those little jarrings and dissonances which arise
from anger, ceusoriousnesa, gossiping, and coquetry."

—

Steele: Spectator, No. 147.

* 3. To make merry, as at a christening feast.

" With all my heart, I'll gossip at this feast."
Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, v.

* 4. To make a ceaseless chattering noise.
" Flax for the gossiping looms."

Longfellow : Evangeline, i. 1.

gds'-sip-er, s. [Eng. gossip; -er.) One who
gossips ; a gossip.

* gos'-si-pred, * gos-si-predef *god-si-
Dredc, s. [A.S. god = God : sibrcsden = re-

lation, kin.]

1. The condition of a gossip or sponsor in

baptism; relationship through baptism; spon-

sorship.
" Gossipred or coropaternity, by the canon law, is a

spiritual affinity ; and the juror, that was gossip to

either of the parties, might, in former times, have
been challenged as not indifferent."—Davies.

2. Intimacy ; close acquaintance.

3. Gossip ; idle talk ; tittle-tattle.

*gos'-sip-ry, * gos' -sip-lie, s. [Eng.

gossip; -ry.] The condition or state of gossips

;

close intimacy.
" He was seized hard 4 fast on the hiahoprick,

whereby all gossiprie gade up between him and my
uncle Mr. Andrew."—Mellvill : MS.

, p. 36.

gds'-slp-y, [Eng. gossip; -y.] Full of

gossip ; inclined to gossip ; as, a gossipy

woman.
"Awriterof amusing gossipy letters."

—

Athenaeum,
Feb. 25, 1882.

* gos'-so-mer, s. [Gossamer.]

gos-soo n, gor-soon, s. [Ft. gargon = a

boy.] A boy, a lad. (Irish.)

gOS-syp'-i-um, s. [Lat. gossypion, gossipion,

gossympinus. (Pliny. )]

Bot. ; A genus of Malvaceae, tribe Hibiscea?.

The leaves are generally three or five-lobed
;

around the flower is an involucre, cordate at

the base, and terminating at the apex in three

broad, deeply - cut segments. Calyx five-

toothed, corolla of five petals, stamens united

into a column, fruit a three or five-celled

capsule, each cell when ripe bursting through
the middle and exhibiting the seeds enveloped
in cotton. The species cultivated in the

United States, which furnishes so much
cotton to Lancashire, is Gossypium barbadense,

of which there ard two well marked varieties,

the Sea-island or Long-staple cotton, and the
Upland, Georgian, Bowed, or Short-staple

cotton ; that of India, largely brought into use
during the American civil war of 1861 to 1865,

is G. herbaceum. How many more species exist

has not been determined, the genus being very
variable. A bland oil is made from the seeds,

which also, after having been pressed, have
been used as a food for cattle. Martius states

that in Brazil the young leaves and seeds of
Gossypium vitifolium are used in dysentery,
and steeped in vinegar are applied to the head
in hemicrania.

*gostf 5. [Ghost.]

*gdst'-ing, a. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot. : " An herb." Ainsworth, quoted by
Johnson, who calls it Rubia. If so, it is a
madder.

got, pret. & pa. par. of v. [Get, v.]

* gotch, s. [Ital. gozzo — a kind of bottle
;

gotto = a drinking-glass.] A water-pot, a
pitcher.

"A gotch of milk I've been to fill."

Bloomfield : Richard & Kate,

gote (1), gowt, s. [Dut. goot; Low Ger. gate;

Ger. gosse.]

1. A sluice, a drain, a gutter.

"Gote, or water schetelys. Aquagium, singlocito-
rium."—PromjA. Parv,

2. A slough, a miry place.

* gote (2), s. [Goat.]

* got-er, s. [Gutter.]

Goth, s. [Lat. Gothi = the Goths.]

1. Lit. : One of an ancient race belonging
to the Teutones, who originally occupied a
great portion of European and Asiatic Russia.
Firmer, their king, conducted a body of his

nation to the coast of the Euxine, where it

afterwards increased into a numerous and for-

midable people under the names of Visigoths
and Ostrogoths, the former occupying the
countries to the west of the Dnieper, the
latter those to the east. The Visigoths crossed
the Danube, plundered Rome and Italy, and
fixed their residence in Spain, while their

kindred, the Ostrogoths, took possession of
Italy, which they held till a.d. 544, when they
were overthrown by Narses, general of Jus-
tinian. From this time the Goths as a nation
make no figure in history, except in Spain

;

but traces of their language, manners, and
arts are still to be found in every country of
the East. A branch of the Visigoths, settled

in Mcesia, the modern Bulgaria, are known as
Mcesogoths, and the translation of a great por-
tion of the Bible by Wulfila, or Ulfila, a Chris-
tian bishop, about a.d. 350, fragments only of
which have come down to us, is the earliest

known specimen of the Gothic or Teutonic
tribe of tongues.

2. Fig. : A barbarian ; one deficient in or
utterly without taste ; a rude, ignorant person.

go -tham 1st, s, [See def.] An inhabitant
or native of Gotham, a village in Nottingham-
shire, said to be celebrated for the blunders
made by its inhabitants.

go -tham-ite, s. [Eng. Gotham; -ite.~\

1. A Gothamist.

2. A term applied in sport to an inhabitant of
New York city, sometimes known as Gotham.

got'-har-dite, s. [From the St, Gothard
Alps, where it occurs.]

Min. : The same as Dufrenoysite (q.v.).

'gothelen, v.i. [Cf. Icel. gutla.} To rumble,
as the stomach.

" Hise guttes bigonne to gothelen.'*
P. Plowman, 3,167.

goth-ic, *g6th'-ick, «.. & s. [Lat. Gothicus.}

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Of or pertaining to the Goths ; as,
Gothic customs, &c.

" Confining his labours almost wholly to Teligious
and legendary histories, lie [Albert DurerJ turned the
Testament into the history of a Flemish village ; the:
habits of Herod, Pilate, Joseph, &c„ their dwellings,
their utensils, and their custoras, were all Gothic and
European."

—

Walpule: Catalogue of Engravers,vtil. v.

2. Fig. : Rude, uncivilized, barbarous.
"The Gothic cloud

Of time and language o'er thy genius thrown."
Thomson : Summer, 1,573.

II. Arch. .* A term sometimes used to dis-
tinguish mediaeval from classical architecture.
In a more limited sense it comprehends those
styles only of medieval architecture which
are characterized by the pointed arch. In the
narrower sense, Gothic architecture dates
from the middle of the twelfth century;
in the wider, it includes as well Anglo-Saxon,,
which prevailed from the close of the sixth to
the middle of the eleventh century, and also
Anglo-Norman, which flourished during the
succeeding hundred years. The latter was
followed by the Semi-Norman or Transition ;

this gave place, at the beginning of the thir-
teenth century, to Early English, and this, at
the commencement of the fourteenth century
to Decorated English, replaced at the begin-
ning of the fifteenth century by the Florid,,

or Perpendicular. Gothic architecture at-

tained its perfection in the Decorated English
period. The free, flowing lines and the chaste
ornamentation by which it is distinguished,
degenerated into the stiff, staring lines and
the too-elaborate decoration of the Perpen-
dicular ; and the process of debasement con-
tinned until, in the early part of the seven-
teenth century, Gothic fell into entire disuse.

Towards the close of the eighteenth century a.

re-action began, and the movement has gone-

on gathering strength ever since. [Decorated,
Harly English, Perpendicular, Pointed.]

B. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang. : The language of the Goths.
It belongs to the Low German group of the

Teutonic dialects, to which belong English,.

Frisian, Dutch, Flemish, and Old Saxon. It

is the oldest and most primitive of the Teu-

tonic dialects of which any remains are

known ; it was spoken by the eastern ami
western Goths, who occupied the province ot

Dacia. It is closely akin to English and Dutch.

II. Techniccdly :

1. Arch. : The Gothic style of architecture.

[A. II.]

" The parish church of Lambeth 1b at a small dis-

tance from the Palace, has a plain tower, and the
architectureia of the ffoWiic of the time of Edward IV.'
—Pennant : London; Lambeth Church.

2. Print. : A name given to a bold-faced!

type, used for titling and jobbing work.

* goth'-ic-al, a. [Eng. gothio; -al.] The
same as Go'thic (q.v.).

* goth'-l-cism, s. [Eng. Gothic; -ism.]

1. A Gothic idiom or custom.

2. Conformity to the Gothic style of archi-

tecture.

3. Rudeness of manners ; barbarousness.
" Night, gothicism, confusion, and absolute chaos are

come again."—Shenstone.

goth'-i-clze, v.t. [Eng. Gothic; -ize.] To
make Gothic ; to bring back to barbarousness.

* gdth'-ish,a. [Eng. Goth; -ish.) Pertaining

to or resembling the Goths; Gothic; rude;
uncivilized.

goth'-Ite (o as e), s.
' [Named after the great

German poet Gothe, or Goethe, who was born
in 1749, and died in 1832.]

Min. : An orthorhombic, yellowish, reddish,,

or dark-brown mineral, sometimes blood-red

by transmitted light. Lustre imperfectly ada-
mantine. Hardness, 5 to 5"5

; sp.gr., 40 to 44.
Compos. : sesquioxide of iron, 83*5 to 90'5

;

sesquioxide of manganese, to 25 ; silica, to

4
-

3 ; and water, 9
-4 to 11'5. Found at Clifton,

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble. -die, &c = bel. del.



gotish—gout

in Gloucestershire ; near Botallack and Lost-
withiel, in Cornwall; in Saxony, &c. Called
also Pyrrhosiderite and Onegite(q.v.). (Dana.)
Mr. W. J. Sollas describes it also as occurring
in the Rhymney quarry in bedding-planes of
rooks immediately below the Rhymney grit of
Silurian age, near Cardiff. (Quar. Jour. Geol.

Soc, xxxv. 505.)

* got-ish, u. [Goatish.]

gOU-a'-ni-a, 5. [Named after Anthony Gouan,
Professor o*f Botany, at Montpelier.]

Bot. ; A genus of Rhamnacea?, consisting of
evergreen climbers, Gouauia dovuugensis, a

species from the West Indies and Brazil, is

stomachic.

* goud, s, [Woad.]

gouge, * goode, * gowge, s. [Fr. gouge,

from Low Lat. guvia = a kind of chisel; Sp.
gitbia ; Port, goiva.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit, : In the same sense as II. 3.

2. Fig. : A cheat ; an imposition ; an impos-
tor. (Awier.)

II. Technically :

1. Bcokbind. : A finisher's hand-tool for

blind-tooling or gilding, having a face which
forms a curve.

2. A shaped incising-tool used for cutting
out forms or blanks for gloves, envelopes, or
other objects cut to a shape from fabric,

leather, or paper.

3. Wood-vjork. : A chisel with a curved blade
adapted to make a rounded groove in cutting
or turning wood. They are known as Mat,

middle, and quick ; their curves being respec-
tively obtuse, medium, and acute. The gouge
existed in early ages in stoue, bone, and
bronze.

gouge-bit, s. A wood-boring tool used
in a brace. It has a rounded end, and a groove
which contains the chips.

gouge-slip, 5. An oil-stone or hone slip,

for sharpening on the concave side of the
edge of the gouge.

gouge, * googe, v.t. [Gouge, s. Fr. gouger.]

I. Lit. : ,To scoop out or make a groove in

with a gouge.
' Googing of hem out

Just to the size of my hottles, and uot slicing."
Sen Jom,cm . The Devil is an Ass, ii. 1.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To force out the eye of with the thumb or
finger.

2. To cheat; to impose upon. (Amer.)

*gou-jeers, *good-ier, * good -year,
^good-yere, s. [Fr. goujere, from gouge —
a trull.] The venereal disease.

"The goodyears shall devour them."
Shakesp. : Lear, v. 3.

r goul, s. [Ghoul.]

*goul, * goule, * goul-en, *gowle, v.i.

[Icel. gaula.] To howl, to yowl, to cry aloud,
to shout.

* goul'-and, s. [A.S. geolo = yellow.] A
flower ;

perhaps the gowan or mountain daisy.

Gou lard', s. [Named after Thomas Goulard,
a surgeon at Montpelier, about a.d. 1750, who
discovered it.]

Pharm, : The same as Goulard's-extract.

goulard s-extract, s.

Fliarm. : A saturated solution of basic lead
acetate. It is used as a lotion in cases of in-

flammation.

goule (1), s. [0. Fr. govle; Fr. gueule; Lat.
gala.} The throat.

" Thare may be seiie aue throll, or ayuding stede,
To Acheron reuin cloun that hellis aye,
li;qj;ind with his pestiierus gouh: full wyde."

Douglas t'irgit, 227, 45.

* goule (2), s. [Ghoul.]

* goules, * gowlys, s. [Gules.]

* goune, s. [Gown.]

gour, s. [Gaur.]

gou'-ra, s. [The name in some of the Eastern
islands.]

Omith, : Ground pigeon ; the typical genus

of the family Gouridte. Goura coroniata is the
size of a turkey. It is wild in the Eastern
Archipelago, and is domesticated in Java.

gdur'-a-mi, ». [Goramy.]

gourd (1), * goord, * gourde, * gowrde,
s. [0. F. gouhourde, coharrde, congourde,
choourde ; Fr. gourde, from Lat. cucurbita =
a gourd

;
prob. connected with corbis — a

basket.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.

" The gourd and olive brown
Weave the light roof." Dyer. Ruins of Rome.

2. A bottle or vessel for carrying water, so
called from its shape.

" I haue heer in a gourde
A draught of wyn." Chaucer: C. T., 17,014.

II. Technically

:

1. Bot, : Cucurbita pepo ; a hispid plant, with
tendrils, large yellow flowers, and oblong or

ovate fruit; a native of Astrachan, but culti-

vated in many countries. It was introduced
into England in a.d. 1570. It lias run into

many varieties. The fruit is used as a culi-

nary vegetable in soups and stews, or mixed
after being sugared and spiced, with sliced

apples, to constitute pumpkin pie. Called
also the Pumpkin-gourd or Pompion.

2. Scripture; Hebrew "[Vj^j? (qigdyon) ; Sep-

tiuigint ko\ok.vv9t) (kotokuntlul). The Hebrew
word is apparently so much akin to the Greek
word kuci (kiki) used by Dioscorides for the
castor-oil plant (Riciuus communis), that the
"gourd" of Scripture was probably that
species. It is a euphorbiaceous plant, and
not of the order Cucurbitaceae. For the wild
gourd of Scripture, see ^ (2).

H (1) Of the genuine Cucurbitaceae, the
Bitter or Colocynth Gourd is CUrulltts Colo-
cynthis; the Bottle, Club, or Trumpet Gourd
is Lagenaria vulgaris, which so varies in the
form of its fruit as to suggest in the several
individuals all these appellations. The Goose-
berry gourd is Momordicaechinata ; the Orange
gourd is Cucurbita aurantia ; Red gourd and
Spanish gourd are popular names for Cucur-
bita maxima, the flesh of which, when boiled,
is like a tender carrot ; the Snake gourd is

the genus Trichosantbes, and especially T.
colubrina ; the Squash gourd is Cucurbita
Melopepo ; and the White gourd is liennicasa
cerifera. It is extensively used by the natives
of India in their curries.

(2) The Wild Gourd of Scripture : Hebrew
pi. nirfTE (paqquoth), and DTJJ7S (peqdhn). It

is from 3?j7E> (paqa) — to be split or burst.

It is a plant which grew on a wild vine

—

i.e.,

was procumbent, and bad tendrils. It more-
over produced "death in the pot ;

" discover-
able in a moment by the taste. It was pro-
bably either the Colocynth (Citrullus Colocyn-

thw), or the Squirting Cucumber (Momordica
Elaterium), the one called by Gesenius by its

ancient name, Cucumis agrestis.

(3) In Lindley's Natural System of Botany,
the older Cucurbitaceae is called the Gourd
tribe, altered in his Vegetable Kingdom to
Cucurbits.

gourd-Shell, s. The shell or rind of the
gourd, which is used for drinking-cups, &c.

" It [the catalogue of household utensils] consists of
gourd-shells, which they convert into vessels that aer\ e
as hottles to hold water, and as baskets to contain
their victuals and other things, with covers of the
same ; and of a few wooden howls and trenchers of
different sizes."

—

Cook : Voyages, vol, vi., bk. iii., ch. •j.

gourd-tree, s.

Bot. : Crescentia Cujete, more frequently called
in English the Calabash tree (q.v.). See also
Crescentia.

gourd worm, *
Zool. : The same as fluke worm (q.v.). It

infests the liver of the sheep.

v gourd, " gord (2), s. [O. Fr. gourt.] A
kind of false dice, probably so called from
being hollowed out.

"To eke out your living .",
.

By fulha.ni and gourd."
Srott: Fortunes of Nigel, ch. xxvli.

gourde (1), s. [Sp. gordo = large.] The Franco-
American name for the colonial dollar in use
in Hayti, Cuba, &c.

1 gourde (2), * gourd-er, ;

fill.] A torrent.
[Etym. doubt-

" Let the gourders of raine come doune." —Harding

:

Against Jewel, p. 189.

gdurd'-i-ness, s. [Eng. gourdy ;
-»«** J

Fan- : The quality or state of being gourdy

or swelled in the legs ; a swelling in a horse s

leg, after a journey.

* gourd -Ing, * [Eng. gourd; -ing.]

Farr. : The same as Gourdiness (q.v.).

gourdy, a. [Eng- gourd (1) ;
-y.]

Farr. : Swelled in the legs, as a horse after

a journey.

gour'-i-dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat. goura (q.v.), and

Lat. fern. pi. adj. sutf. -idee.]

OnuM. .-Ground-pigeons; a family of pigeons

having certain affinities tu the gallinaceous

birds. They feed on the gruund in flock*.

They occur in the hotter parts of both the

Eastern and Western hemispheres.

gour-l'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. &c. gour(a)
t and

Lat. fein. pi. adj. suff. -nice.]

Oruith. : A sub - family of Colurabidae
(Pigeons), sometimes elevated into a family
Goundou (q.v.).

gour'-ll-e-a, s. [Named after Mr. Robert
Gourlie, who gathered plants at Mendoza.]

Bot. : A genus of papilionaceous plants,

tribe Sophoreae. The pulp of the fruit is used
at Buenos Ayres to flavour sweet wine.

gourmand, • gour-mond, a. & a. [Fr.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A greedy or gluttonous eater ; a glutton.
" That great gourmond, fat Aplcius."

Jii'n Jonsoti : Sejanus, i. 1.

2. An epicure ; a dainty feeder.

B. As adj. : Greedy, gluttonous, gormand-
izing.

* gour -man-der, s. [Eng. gourmand ; -er.]

A gormandizer.
"The Persians are great gourmnuders and greedy

gluttons,"

—

P. Holland: Platan?:, \>. 385.

* gour mand ize, v.i. [Gormandize, v.]

* gour -mand Ize, a. [Gormandise, s.]

gour'-met it silent), s. [Fr. = a connoisseur
in or judge of wines.] An epicure ; a dainty
feeder ; a connoisseur in wines and meats ; a
man of keen palate.

gour-net, s. [Gurnet.]

gous-ly, s. An old form of harp used by the
Slavonians, whose bards were called gouslas,

the poetry which they chanted being called

gouslo.

* gOUS'-trous, a. [Gousty(2).] Gusty, dark,
wet, stormy ; as, a goustrous night.

* goust'-y (1), goust'-ie, a. [Low Lat. guas-
tus; Ital. guasto ; Fr. gust = waste, desert.]

1. Waste, desolate, deserted.
" Wind like this, at twal o'clock at night, to thir

wild gousty wa's ?
"

—

Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxv.

2. Ghostly
; preternatural.

3. Ghastly.

* goust'-y (2), a. [Gusty.]

gout (1), * goute, *" gowte, a. [Fr. goutte,
from Lat. gutta = a drop.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A drop.
"I aee thee still.

And on the blade o' th' dudgeon gouts of blood "

8katees&>. : Macbeth, ii. 1.

2. In the same sense as II.

" The goute lette hir nothing for to dauuee."
Chaucer: C. T., 1C.326.

II, Pathol. : A disease produced by the ex-
cess of uric acid in the blood in the form of
urate of soda. It is usually hereditary, is rare
before the age of thirty, and generally arises
from excessive indulgence in wines or malt
liquors, the last giving rise to " poor man's
gout." It is rarely produced bytheuseof spirits,
and is therefore much less common in Scotland
than in England, whisky being the national
intoxicant in the former country. The great
toe is the part most frequently affected, pain
and irritability are leading symptoms ; it may
become chronic, and is very intractable to
treatment. When it attacks internal parts it
is termed irregular or retrocedent gout, and is
proportionately more dangerous. Diet re-
quires strict regulation, with abstemiousness
or abstinence from alcoholic liquors. Colchi-
cum, &c, internally, and certain mineral

f5te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt-
or. wore, wolf, work, -whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full: try, Syrian. £e, ce — e ; ey~a. qu-kw.
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waters, such as Buxton and Bath and various
German waters, are useful in the treatment
of this complaint. Excessive exertion and
fitigue, or mental labour, have been known
to produce gout also, but whenever it is, as it

usually is, hereditary, extreme precautions
might to be taken to prevent the occurrence
or recurrence of an attack.

gout-stones, 5. pi.

FatJiol, ; The same as Chalk-stones (q.v.).

gout weed, 5.

Bot. : JEgopodiumpodagraria. [Goat-weed.]

* gout (t silent) (2), s. [Fr. gout, from Lat.
giisto = to taste.] A taste ; a relish ; a liking.

(Gwr.]
** Catalogues serve for a d irection to any one that has

a gout for the like studies."

—

Woodward : On fossils.

* goiit'-en, *gOWt-on, v. i. [Fr. gontter, from
Lat. gutto, from guttata, drop.] To drop or
gutter as a candle.

"Gowton, as caudelys. Gutto."—Prompt. Pare.

gout'-i-ly^ adv. [Eng. gouty; -ly,] Inagouty
manner.

gout l-ness, s. [Eng. gouty; -ness.] The
quality or state of being gouty.

gout ish, a. [Eng. gout; -ish.] Inclined or
predisposed to gout ; in some degree affected
by gout ; gouty.

* gout'- ous, * gowt-us, a. [0. Fr. gutus,

guteux.] Gouty.
"Aquene gowtus and croket."—Reliquiee Antiques,

i. 196.

gout -wort, s. [In this word gout seems to

be a corruption of Eng. goat, and wort.] The
same as Goat-weed (q.v.).

gout'-y, a. [Eng. gout; -y.]

I. Literally:

1. Suffering from or diseased with the gout

;

subject to the gout.

"Not giviug like to those, whose gifts though scant
Fain them as if they gave with gowty hand."

Davenant ; Gondibert, i. 6.

2. Pertaining to the gout.
" The settlement of a gouty matter in the substance

of the lungs."

—

Blackmore.

3. Swollen as though with gout.

"Which makes the young shoots tumifyand grow
knotty and gouty."—Derham: Physico-Theology, bk.
vL, ch. vL (Note 22.)

* IL Figuratively :

1. Swollen out of proportion.

"ThiB humour in historians hath made the body of
ancient history in some parts so gouty and monstrous,

"

—Spenser.

2. Boggy : as, gouty land.

gouty-bronchitis, s.

PatJiol. : Bronchitis arising as a secondary
disease during the progress of gout.

gouty-concretions, 5. pi.

Patlwl., Chem., &c. : Concretions composed
of urate of soda, occurring in the joints, the
kidneys, &c, of some persons affected with
gout.

gouty-kidney, s.

Patlwl. : A kidney morbidly affected during
the progress of gout. It usually shrivels to
one-half or one-third of its usual size, and con-
tains secretions of urate of soda. [Gouty-
concretions.]

gouty-neuritis, s.

Pathol. : Inflammation of a nerve in a gouty
or rheumatic subject. It is believed that in

such a constitution it may occur idiopathic

cally.

gouty-stemmed, a. (See the compound.)

If Gouty-stemmed tree

:

Bot. ; An Australian name for Delabechea

rupestris, a tree with a bulged-out stem

;

called also the Bottle-tree.

* gove, s. [Goff (2).] A rick, stack, or mow
of hay.

* gove, v.i. [Gove, s.] To put hay into a

stack, rick, or mow.
*' In goving at harvest, learn skillfully how.
Each grain for to lay by itself ouh mow."

Tusser : August's Husbandry.

gov -era, *gov-erne, *gov-era-i, *gov-
ern-y, *gov-ern-yn, v.t. & i. [O. Fr.

governer (Fr. gouvemer), from Lat. gubtrno,

from Gr. levBtpvu* (kuberno) = to steer a ship ;

Sp. gobemar; Port, govemar; Ital. governare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To steer, to manage a ship, to pilot.

"He lakked schipmen to governe here schippes."

—

Trevisa, iv. 63.

2. To regulate the course or motion of : as,

A helm governs a ship.

3. To manage, to direct, to regulate.
" And for His glory all things made, all things
Orders and governs." Milton: P. /,'.. lil 112.

4. To rule as a chief magistrate ; to direct

and control, as the actions and conduct of

men, by established laws or-arbitrary will ; to

regulate by authority.
" After king [Lud] ther was kyng ya brother Cassibel,
That noble prince was y now & that lond gouernede

weL" Robert of Gloucester, p. 44.

* 5. To regulate ; to order.

"If ye governe yow by sapience put away sorwe out
ofyoure hert"

—

Chaucer: Tate of Melibeus, p. ltL

* 6. To control ; to restrain.
" She's desperate : govern her."

—

Shakesp. : Lear, v. 3.

IL Gram. : To cause to be in a particular

case : as, A verb transitive governs the noun
in the accusative case ; to require a particular
case to follow : as, A verb governs the accusa-
tive case.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To exercise authority, to administer the
law ; to be or act as governor or ruler.

"While the chief magistrate governs according to
the law he ought to be obeyed."

—

Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. xi.

2. To maintain the superiority ; to have the
control, to prevail.

" The heart of brothers governs in our loves."
Shakesp. : Antony A Cleopatra, ii. 2.

1" Crabb thus discriminates between to
govern, to rule, and to regulate : "The exercise
of authority enters more or less into the signi-

fication of these terms ; but to govern implies
the exercise likewise of judgment and know-
ledge. To rule implies rather the unqualified
exercise of power, the making the will the
ride; a king governs his people by means of
wise laws and an upright administration : a
despot rules over a nation according to his
arbitrary decision. These terms are applied
either to persons or things : persons govern or
rule others ; or they govern, rule, or regulate

things. In regard to persons, govern is always
in a good sense, but rule is sometimes taken
in a bad sense ; it is naturally associated with
an abuse of power : to govern is so perfectly
discretionary, that we speak of governing our-
selves ; but we speak only of ruling others.
To govern necessarily supposes the adoption
of judicious means ; but riding is confined to
no means but such as will obtain the end of
subjecting the will of one to that of another.
Regulate is a species of governing simply by
judgment ; the word is applicable to things of
minor moment, where the force of authority
is not so requisite : one governs the affairs of a
nation, or a large body where great interests

are involved ; we regulate the concerns of an
individual, or we regulate in cases where good
order or convenience only is consulted : so
likewise in regard to ourselves, we govern our
passions, but we regulate our affections."
{Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

*gOV'-ern, s. [O. Fr. governe; Fr. gouverne;
Port. & Ital. govemo; Sp. gobierno.] Govern-
ment.

"Hia bischopricke hadde ibeo withoute govern and
rede."—life of Beket (1789),

* gov'-ern-a-Dle, u. [Eng. govern ; -able.]

1. That may or can be governed, ruled, or
managed ; manageable, tractable, obedient.

" ' Only this I must acknowledge,' he mildly added

;

' they were not governable.' "—Macaulay : Eitt. Eng.,
ch. v.

2. Pliable, manageable.
"There is not a more tonsile and governable plant

in nature."

—

Evelyn : On Forest Trees, ch. mciji
,

* gov ern-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. governable ;
-ness.] The" quality or state of being govern-
able ; tractability.

" It is likely that governableness was not his strong
point."—Saturday Review, Jan. 26, 1833, p. 120.

* gov-ern-aille, * gov-ern-all, * gov-
ern-ayl, * gov-ern-ayle, s. [0. Fr. go-
vernail; Fr. gouvernail, from Lat. gubernacu-
lum = a rudder, from guberno = to steer.]

1. A helm, a rudder.
" And lo schippU whaune thei ben greete, and ben

dryuun of stronge windis, yet thei ben borun aboute
of a Util gouernaU."— Wycliffe : James iii.

2. Government, ride, authority, direction,
management.

" He of bis gardin had the gouernale."
Spenser : F. Q., II. xiL 43.

* goV-ern-ance, * gov-ern-aunce, s.

[Fr. gouvernance.]

1. Government, rule, management, direc-
tion, regulation.

2. Control, management, restraint.
" What ; shall king Henry be a pupil still,'

Under the surly Gloster's governance I

"

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., i. 3.

3. Behaviour, manners.
" Now schalle I telle you the governance of the court

of the grete Cham."—Maundeville, p. 232.

* gov'-ern-ante, s. [Fr. gouvernante, fern. pr.
par. of gouvemer= to govern.] A lady who
has the charge of children ; a governess.

" The very picture of the governante of oue of your
noblemen's houses."

—

L'Estrange: Quevedo's Visions,
p. 33.

gov-ern-a'-tion, * gov-er-na-ci-on, s.

[Lat. gubernatio.] Government, regulation,

"And tables as wel for the gouernacion of the clock,
as to find the altitude, meridian, and many another
note conclusion."

—

Chaucer : Of the Astrolabie.

goV-ern-ess, *gou-vern-esse, *gov-
ern esse, s. [O. Fr. gouverncs$c, from Lat.
guber)iatrix ; Ital. governatrice.]

* 1. A woman invested with authority to
regulate, control, or direct.

"The Lady Mgargaret, gouemesse of Flaunders."—
Ball : Henry VIII. (an. 17).

2. A lady who has the care and instruction
of young children ; a tutoress.

" Frances de Maintenon, the governess of his natural
children."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xL
* 3. Anything which directs, controls, or

instructs ; an instructress.
" Shall crueltie be your gouemesse
Alas, what hart may it long endure."

Chaucer: La Belle Dame sans Merci.

* 4. The wife of the governor of a prison.

"The governess of the mansion had, out of curiosity,
followed her into the room."

—

Fielding: Amelia, bk.
iv., ch. ii.

gov-ern-ess-ing, s. [Eng. governess; -ing.\

The profession or occupation of a governess.
"Those who take up ' governessing' because it is

genteeL"

—

E. J. WorboUe: Sissie, ch. xxi.

* gov'-ern-ess-ship, s. [Eng. governess;
-ship.] The office, post, or duties of a gover-
ness.

gov'-ern-ing, * gov-ern-ynge, pr. par. , a.,

& s. [Govern, v.]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Holding the superiority ; having
the control ; controlling, prevalent, directing:
as, a governing party, a governing wind.

C. As subst. : Government, rule, authority,
power.

" The Frenche kynge had ben vnder the gouernynge
of his vncles euer sytn the dethe of the laste kynge his
father."

—

Berners : Froissart's Cronycle, vol. IL, ch. cL

* gov'-em- less, a. [Eng. govern; -less.]

Without a governor or government.

gov'-ern-ment, s. & a. [Fr. gouvernement,
from gouverner — to govern ; Ital. governa-
mento.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of governing ; control, direction,

regulation, or administration of public or
private affairs.

" The kingly government of this your land."
Shakesp. : Richard III., iii. 7.

2. Guidance, regulation, direction : as, Pre-
cepts serve for the government of the conduct

3. Self-control, evenness of temper.
" Defect of manners, want of government."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iiL L

4. Control ; restraint ; regulation ; modera-
tion.

* 5. Manageableness ; docility ; obedience.
" Each part deprived of supple government.
Shall stiff and stark and cold appear, like death."

Shakesp. : Romeo £ Juliet, iv. 1.

* 6. The power of controlling or regulating.
" Quite beyond the government of patience."

Sluikesp. : Cymbeline, if. 4.

7. The form of policy in a state ; the mode
or system according to which the legislative,

executive, and judicial powers are vested and
exercised ; a system of laws and customs ; a
constitution (q.v.). There are numerous

boil, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, a$; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = 1.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -ston = zhiln. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble. -die, &c. = beL, del.
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forms of government, as aristocracy, demo-
cracy, despotism, monarchy, oligarchy, re-

publicanism, &c. (See these words.)
" That ancient constitution and government which

is our only security for law and liberty."—Burke : On
the French Revolution.

8. The right or power of governing, or of

exerting supreme power.
government to thee."
Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., iv. 6.

9. An empire, kingdom, or other state ; a

body politic under one authority ; a territory,

province, or district under a governor.

10. The council or body of persons entrusted

with the administration of the laws ; the

management of home and foreign affairs, and
generally the public business of a state ; the

administration ; the ministry ; the executive

power.
* 11. Management of the limbs or body.

(Spenser.)

11. Gram. : The influence of one word in

determining the case of a second : especially

of nouns, verbs, and prepositions ; the influ-

ence of a word in regard to construction.

B. As adj. ; Of or pertaining to a govern-

ment ; employed in, by, or for a government

:

as, a government office, a government official.

I (1) Crabb thus discriminates between
government and administration: "Both these

terms may be employed either to designate
the act of governing and administering, or the
persons governing and administering. In both
cases government has a more extensive mean-
ing than administration : the government in-

cludes every exercise of authority ; the ad-

ministration implies only that exercise of

authority which consists in putting the laws
or will of another in force : hence, when we
speak of the government, as it respects the
persons, it implies the whole body of consti-

tuted authorities ; and the administration, only
that part which puts in execution the inten-

tions of the whole."

(2) He thus discriminates between govern-

ment and constitution: "Government implies

generally the act of governing or exercising

authority under any form whatever ; constitu-

tion implies any constituted or fixed form of

government : we may have a government with-

out a constitution ; we cannot have a constitu-

tion without a government." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

gov-ern-ment'-al,a. [Eng. government; -at]

Of or pertaining to a government.
' Members . . . favourable to the governmental

policy."—Times, Jan. 22. 1856.

gov'-ern-or, * gov-ern-our, s. [Fr. gouv-
erneur ; Sp. gobernador ; Port, governador

;

Ital. governatore, from Lat. gubernator, from
gnberno = to steer.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A steersman ; a pilot.

"Neuerthelater the vnder captayne beleued the
ffouernoitr and the master, better than the thynges
which were spoken of Paule. —Bible, 1551. Acts ch. xxvii,

2. One who is invested with supreme power
or authority to administer or enforce the laws
in a state ; a chief ruler ; a chief magistrate

;

the chief ruler in a colony sent out as repre-

sentative of the mother country. '

3. One who rules with delegated power.

4. One who has the supreme direction or

regulation.
" They beget in us a great idea and veneration of the

mighty author and govemour of such stupendous
bodies."—fientley.

5. Anything which has the power or quality

of ruling, 'directing, or regulating.

"The Deity, or that perfect mind which is the su-

preme governor of all things."—Cud/worth : Intellectual
System, p. 110.

6. A tutor ; a guardian ; one who has charge

of the education of a young man.
"T'leheir . . . under tutors and governors until the

time appointed of the father."—Galatians iv. 1, 2.

7. A person, or one of a number of persons,

to whom are intrusted the direction and
management of a business, an institution, &c,
as, the Governor of the Bank of England, the
Governor of Pentonville Convict Prison.

8. A master or superior ; an employer.
(Slang.)

9. An elderly person ; a father. (Slang.)

^ At first even "fast" young men called

one of their parents father, then " governor
"

was the term employed, now in certain ex-

treme cases it is " relieving officer."

II. Technically

:

1. Gas : A device which regulates the pas-
sage of gas from the holder to the mains, ad-
mitting it thereto in quantities determined by
the rate at which it is used. The pressure in
the mains determines the area of the opening
through which thegasenters. [Gas-govjsrnor,

]

2. Steam-eng. : A device which regulates the
admission of steam to the engine according to
the rate of motion. The intention is to maintain
uniform velocity, and any acceleration of speed
above a given rate causes a valve to be partially

closed, diminishing the area of steam passage
;

contrariwise in case of flagging in the speed
of motion of the engine. The favourite form
of governor has a pair of balls suspended from
a vertical shaft, so as to swing outward when
the shaft is rotated. The greater the speed
the greater the centrifugal force, and conse-
quently the farther the balls depart from the
axis of rotation ; the inclination of the ball

arms is made effective in working the valve.

governor cut-off, s.

Steam-eng. : An automatic arrangement in

which the acceleration or retardation of the
motion of the governor, due to changes of speed
of the engine, is made to cut off the steam at
an earlier or later period of the stroke of the
piston, so that with the increased boiler-pres-

sure or lighter work the steam shall be cut off

earlier in the stroke, and when greater work is

imposed on the engine, or the steam-pressure
flags, the steam-cylinder shall receive steam
from the boiler during a larger proportion of
the stroke of the piston.

governor-general, s. A governor who
has under him subordinate or deputy gover-
nors ; a viceroy : as, the governor-general of
India.

governor-valve, s.

Steam-eng. : A valve in a steam-pipe operated
by the governor to vary the area of steam, open-
ing according to the rate of moving, and conse-
quently the requirement of the engine ; the
object being to maintain a uniform rate.

Governor-valve gear

:

Steam-eng. : An arrangement of parts where-
by the position of the governor balls, resulting
from their rate of motion, is made to act upon
the induction valve of an engine.

gov'-ern-or-shlp, s. [Eng. governor; •ship.]

The position or office of a governor.

g<Sw, s. [Gull.]

1. A gull.

2. A fool ; a stupid fellow.
" flow, a name for a fool. What a difference there is

between John Gerrond the gow, and George Wishart
the sage."— Gall : Encycl., p. 224.

go'w'-an, s. [Gael & Ir. gugan = a bud, a
flowef.] A daisy ; a perennial plant or flower.

" And now he's had his bit sleep out, and ia as fresh
as a 5Aa,y gowan, to answer what your honour likes to
Bpetr."

—

Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. xxxiii.

% (1) Ewe-gowan

:

Bot. : The common daisy ; apparently de-
nominated from the ewe, as being frequently
in pastures, and fed on by sheep.

"Some bit waefu* love story enough to mak the
pinks an' the ewe-gowans blush to the very lip."

—

Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 215.

(2) Horse-gowan

:

Bot. : This name includes the Leontodon,
the Hypochaeris, and the Crepis.

(3) Large wMte-gowan

:

Bot. ; The ox-eye.
" Some of the prevailing weeds in meadows and grass

lands are, ox-eye, orlarge whitegowan, chrysanthemum
leucanthemuin, &c." — Wilson : Renfrewshire, p. 136.

(4) Luclcen-gowan

:

Bot. : The Globe-flower.

(5) Witch-gowan : (See extract).
" Witch-gowan flowers are large yellow gowanB, with

a stalk filled with pernicious sap, resembling milk,
which when anointed on the eyes is believed to cause
instant blindness. This pernicious juice is called
by the peasantry witches' milk."

—

Remains Nithsdale
Song, p. 110.

gd'w'-aned, a. [Eng. gowan; -ed.] Covered
with the mountain daisy.

" On yon gowaned lawn she was seen."
Tarras: Poems, p. 80.

gd'w'-an-y, go'w'-an-ie, a. [Eng. gowan ; -y. ]

1. Abounding with mountain daisies.

2. Having a fair and promising appearance
as, a gowanie day, a day which has a flattering

appearance, but attended with such circum-

stances as are commonly understood to indi

cate an approaching storm.

gowd, s. [Gold.]

eowd -an-ook, g<Swd'-nook, gaup-
nook s [Etym. doubtful.] A name given

by the fishermen on the shores of the Frith of

Forth, to the Saury Pike of Pennan., Esoat

saurus, Linn, occasionally called the Snipe

fish. It arrives in the Forth in shoals, generally

about the month of September.
" Sometimes about the end of September, there

comes a vast ehoal of fish, called gowdanooks. or Egyp-
tian herrings.*'—P. Alloa, Statist. Ace, viii. 598,

g6wd'-en, g6wd'-an, «. [Golden.]

gowden knap, s. A species of pear.
" The golden-knap or gouden-knap, as it is here

called, seema peculiar to this part of Scotland,"—Agric.
Survey of Stirlingshire, p. 202.

gdw'-die, s. [Scotch gowd = gold ; suff. -ie.]

Ichthy. : The Sword Dragonet, Callionymus
lyra.

go'rv'-lSh, a. [Eng. gow; -ish.] Foolish;
silly ; stupid.

g<Sw' ish-ness,$. [Eng.gowish; -ness.} Folly
;

stupidity.

"As fine a specimen of gowishnes* as] I have ever
seen."—Gall : Encycl., p. 224.

g<5wk, gouk, a. [Gawk.]

1. A cuckoo.
"The cuckoo (Cuculus canorus), at gouk. of this

place."

—

Barry : Orkney, p. 811.

2. A fool ; a simpleton.
" ' Hout awa, ye auld gowk,' said Jenny Eintherout.

"

—Scott: Antiquary, ch. x.

% To hunt the { 'c : To go on a fool's errand.

gowk's errand, s. A fool's errand; an
April errand.

gowk-storm, gowk's-storm, s.

1. Lit. : A storm consisting of several days
of tempestuous weather, believed by the
peasantry to take place periodically about the
beginning of April, at the time that the gowk,
or cuckoo, visits this country.

2, Fig. : To denote an evil, or obstruction,
which is only of short duration.

"That being done, he hoped that this was but a
gowk-storm."—Sir G. Mackenzie : Memoirs, p. 70.

g6"wk'-lt, gauk-it, gokt, a. [Eng. gowk;
-it; -ed.] Foolish, stupid, silly,

" Ane hundreth standis heiiby
Feranter ar as gauckit fulis as I."

Lyndsay: S. P. R., ii. 98.

gowl, v.i. [Goul.] To howl ; to yowl.
" May ne'er misfortune's gowling bark,
Howl thro' the dwelling of the clerk ["

Burns : To Gavin Hamilton, Esq.

gd"wle, s. [Fr. gueule ; Lat. gula — the throat.]
A hollow between hills ; a defile between
mountains.
" From thence we, passing by the windy gowle,
Did make the hollow rocks with echoes yowle."

H. Adamson: Muses Thrcnodie, p. 149.

gow'-lee, gaw-a-lee, gaw-a-li, gaw-a-
ree, s. [Hind, goala ; Mahratta gawaree = a
cowherd.] A cowherd. (Anglo-Indian.)

gowl'-ing, s. [Gouling.] (Scotch.)

g<Swn, *goune, s. [Probably from Wei. gwn
— a gown

; gunio = to sew ; Fr. gunn ; Gael.
& Corn, gun; Manx, goon; cf. O. Fr gone=.
a gown.]

I. Lit. : A long, loose upper garment

:

specif.

—

(1) A woman's dress or outer garment.
" Let's amongst ourselves agree.
Of what her wedding gown shall be."

Drayton ; Muses' Elysium, Nymph, a
(2) A loose wrapper worn by gentlemen in-

doors ; a dressing-gown.

(3) The official or distinctive dress worn by
members of certain professions, as divinity,
medicine, law, and also by students of uni-
versities, officials of a court of justice, &c

*' He set out for his constitutional in his cap and
gown. "—Cuthbert Bede : Verdant Green, pt. L, ch. 8.

* 4. An official or state dress.
"The Duke of Buckingham ware a gowne wrought of

needle worke and set vpon cloth of tissue, furred with
sables. —Stow: Henry VII. (an. 1507).

II. Figuratively

:

1. The dress of peace ; as in the Latin cedant
arma togce.

" The toga, or gown, seems to have been of a semi-
circular form, without sleeves, different in largeness
according to the wealth or poverty of the wearer."—
Rennet : Roman Antiquities, pt. ii., bk. v., ch. vii.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
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2. One of the learned professions of law or
divinity.

" Any other man of the gown."—Macaulay : Bist.
En-/., en. xiii. -

* 3. Any dress, garb, or covering.
" He comeB, and in the gown of humility."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, ii 3.

4. The members of the University of Oxford,
as opposed to town, the citizens or towns-
people.

"When Gown -was absent Town was miserable. "

—

Cuthbert Bede : Verdant Green, pt. ii., eh. ill.

gown's-man, gown-man, a. [Gowns-
man.]

gown, v.t. &i. [Gown, s.]

A. Trans. : To put a gown on ; to dress in a
gown. (Used only in the pa. par.)

" Regent of the gowned race."
Cowper: Death of Vice-Chancellor.

B. Intrans. : To put on a gown ; to dress
oneself in a gown.

gowns-man, go*wn'-man, s. [Eng. gown,
and -man.]

'

1, A member of one of the learned profes-
sions ; one whose professional dress is a gown,
as a lawyer, a professor or student at the
universities, &c.

"A load murmur of applause arose from the govms-
men who filled the hall," — Macaulay ; Hist. Eng.,
ch. viiL

2. One devoted to the arts of peace, in con-
tradistinction to a soldier.

" Asoldier who ran away from abattle, and &goums-
man who pushed himself into a battle were the two
objects which moststrangely excited William's itpleeu."

—Macaulay : Bist, Eng. ch. xvi.

gow pen, go'w'-pin, gow'-ping, s. [Icel.

gaupn, gupn = the hollow of the nand ; Sw.
g&pn.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. The hollow of the hand, when contracted
in a semicircular form to receive anything.
Goupins, both hands held together in the form
of a round vessel.

2. A handful.

"And nocht allanerly kepis thair faith efter the
reason of thair contract, bot geuys aaegowpin, or ellis

sum thingis mair abone the just meaure that tbay
pell."

—

Bellendene : Descr. Alb., ch. 16.

II. Scot's Law : One of the perquisites al-

lowed to a miller's servant.

gow'-pen, g<Jw'-pm, v.t. [Gowpen, s.] To
lift, or lade out, with the hands spread out
and placed together.

gd'w'-pen-ful, gow'-pin - ful, s. [Eng.
gowpen ; -full.] A handful.

gowt, s. [Gote (1), s.] A sluice in 'a sea-em-
bankment for letting out the land-water when
the tide is out, and preventing the ingress of
sea-water.

*gd'-zellt 3. [Fr. groseille; Sp. grosella.'] A
gooseberry.

* goz zard, s. [A corrupt, of gooseherd.]

1. One who tends geese ; a gooseherd.
" A person called a gozzard—i.e.. a gooBeherd, attends

the flock."

—

Pennant: Brit. Zoology; The Graylag
Goose.

2. A fool, a simpleton, a goose.

graaf'-i-an, a. [See def.]

Anat. : Pertaining to Herr de Graaf, dis-

coverer of the follicles described in the com-
pound.

graafian-follicles, s. pi.

Anat : Small follicles in the human ovary
containing ova.

grab, v.t. & i. [Sw. grabba - to grasp.]

[Grapple, Grip, Gripe.]

A. Trans. : To seize, clutch, or grasp sud-

denly or eagerly.

B. Intrans. : To make a clutch or grab at.

grab-gains, s. The act of thieving.by
snatching a purse, &c, suddenly and running
away with it.

grab(l), s. [Grab, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A sudden grasp, clutch, or

seizing of anything.

2. Moxh. : An instrument for clutching ob-

jects for the purpose of raising them. The
term is specially applied to devices for with-
drawing pipes, drills, reamers, &c, from arte-

sian, oil, and other wells which are drilled,

bored, or driven.-

grab (2), &'. [Native name.]

Naut. : A large East Indian coaster, two-
masted, with a prow-stern, and from 150 to

300 tons' burden.

grab'-ber, s. [Eng. grab; -er.] One who
grabs or seizes suddenly or eagerly. [Land-
grabber.]

"A tenant farmer, whom Mr. denounced as a
lajid grabber."—Daily Telegraph, Oct. 27, 1880.

*grab'-ble(l), *gra-ble, v.i. [A frequent,

of grab (q.v.) ; cf. Dut. grabbden = to snatch ;

Ger. griibeln = to grab.] [Grapple, Grope.]
To grope, to feel about.

"And so [Cato] went forward at adventure, taking
extream and incredible pains, and in much danger of
his life, grabling all night in the dark without moon-
light."—North : Plutarch, p. 291.

* grab'-ble (2), v.i. [Grovel.] To grovel

;

to lie on the ground prostrate ; to Bprawl.

grace, *gras, s. [Fr., from Lat. gratia =
favour, from grains — dear, pleasing, from the
same root as Gr. ^aipw (chairo) = to rejoice

;

Xapa (chara) = joy ; x<*P« (c?uzris) = grace,
favour ; Eng. yearn.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Favour, kindness, good-will ; disposition
to oblige.

" Or each, or all, may win a lady's grace."
Dryden : Palamon & Arcite, it 894.

2. In the same sense as II. 5.

" Judgment, umpire in the strife,
That Grace and Nature have to wage through life."

Cowper : Tirocinium, 80.

* 3. Pardon, mercy.
" Wilt thou kneel for grace ?

Shakesp. ; 3 Henry VI., ii. 2.

i. A favour conferred ; a kindness.
" Certis aaid he, I n'ill thine offred grace
Ne to be made so happy doe intend."

Spenser: P. Q., II. vii. 33.

5. An allowance granted as a favour, not as
of right : as, To give a person ten minutes'
grace to keep an appointment.

* 6. Honourable distinction ; honour.
" Do grace to them and bring tuem in."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, ii, 2.

* 7. A privilege.
*' But to return and view the cheerful skies,
To few great Jupiter imparts this grace."

Dryden : Virgil ; JZneid vt 198.

8. That element or characteristic in beha-
viour, deportment, or language which renders
it elegant, graceful, or pleasing ; elegance in
action or language.

" In this case, the roundness, this delicacy of atti-

tude and motion, it is that all the magick of grace
consists."

—

Burke : On the Sublime & Beautiful, § 22.

9. Any excellence which conciliates love or
makes pleasing to others ; any endowment or
quality which recommends the possessor to
the favour, liking, respect, or esteem of other
persons.

"Nothing could be more natural than that graces
and accomplishments like his should win a female
heart,"

—

Macaulay ; Bist. England, ch. xv,

10. An embellishment, an ornament, a
beauty.

11. (PI-) A game designed to promote or
display grace of motion. It consists in pass-
ing a small hoop from one to another by
means of two short sticks.

12. An affectation of refinement, dignity, or
elegance.

* 13. Virtue, power, quality.
" 0, mickle is the powerful grace that lies
In plants, herbs, stones, and their true qualities."

Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, ii 3.

14. A form of respect used in addressing or
speaking of an archbishop or a duke ; formerly
used also of a sovereign.

"High and mighty king, your grace, and those your
nobles here present, may oe pleased to bow your ears."—Bacon : Henry VII.

* 15. A blessed disposition of mind ; virtue.

"If you have any pity, grace, or manners."
Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, ii. 2.

* 16. Thanks.
"Yeldingegraces and thankinges to here lord Melibe.**

—Chaucer : Tale of Melibeus, [>. 193.

17. A short prayer before or after meat ; a
blessing asked or thanks returned.

" Your soldiers use him as the grace 'fore meat."
Shakesp. : Coriolanus, iv. 7.

II. Technically:

1. Greek Myth. : One of three sister god-
desses, called Aglai'a, Thalia, and Euphrosyne,
daughters of Jupiter and the ocean nymph
Eurynome. In their gift were grace, loveli-

ness, and favour. By the Greeks they were
known as Charitgs, and by the Romans as
Gratise.

2. Law : A facultyj licence, or dispensation
;

a general or free pardon by Act of Parlia-
ment; called also an Act of Grace.

"Between an Act of &race originating with thv
sovereign and an Act of Indemnity originating with
the EstateB of the Realm there are some remarkable
distinctions An Act of Indemnity passes through all

the stages through which other laws pass, and may
during its progress, be amended by either House. ;Au'
Act of Graa is received with peculiar marks of re-

spect, is react only onoe by the Lords and ouce by the
Commons, aud must be either rejected altogether or
accepted as it stands."—Macaulay; Hist. £ng„ ch. xv.

3. Music: A general term for ornamental
notes or short passages, introduced as embel-
lishirients into vocal or instrumental music,
not actually essential to its harmony or

melody. In former times, in vocal music,

the selection of graces was left to the judg-

ment of the performer to a great extent, but
in instrumental music numerous signs have,

from time to time, been used, explanations of

which will be found under their distinctive

names. In our own time a reaction has taken
place against the absurd embellishments in-

dulged in by our forefathers, and it has be-

come fashionable to sing and play music just

as it is written. This is perhaps to be re-

gretted, as those who are rendering music
should carefully consider whether the writer

wished ornaments to be excluded or omitted
to write them under a belief that they would
certainly be introduced in performance.
(Skiiner o& Barrett.) [Cadenza.]

4. Univ. : An act, vote, or decree of the
senate or governing body.

" What I mean is in relation to the grace, whichAhe
assertors of the right of appeal thought fit to propose,
in order to refer the decision of this point to the arbi-
tration of the senate."—Nurd: Opinion of an Eminent
Lawyer.

5. Scrip. : The word grace with a religious

meaning is used in many senses in Scripture.
The most distinctive are

—

(1) Unmerited favour (Rom. iii. 24, iv. 4).

It is opposed to debt

—

i.e., is not a payment
of debt (Rom. iv. 4)—and to works—i. e., it is

not merited by good works (ibid.). It is called

the grace of God (Titus ii. 11), and the grace
of Our Lord Jesus Christ (Acts xv. 11 ; 2 Cor.
xiii. 14). By the "grace of God" is meant
his love for mankind, as evinced by sending
his Son into the world to make atonement for

sin and offer salvation through faith in his

blood (Eph. xi. 7, 8 ; Acts xx.). "The grace
of our Lord Jesus Christ" signifies his loving
favour as evinced by his undertaking ami
carrying out this mission of mercy (2 Co)

.

viii. 9).

(2) The resultB of such favour
;

privilege,

as of apostleBhip, &c. (Ephes. iii. 8 ; 1 Petei
i. 10).

(3) The transforming influence of the Spirit

of God. (Acts xviii. 21.)

(4) The results of such influence, spiritual

and moral character, conduct, and conversa-
tion and attainments, &c. (2 Cor. viii. 6;
Col. iv. 6). In this sense the Christian is

supposed to have many graces ; as, for in-

stance, the grace of liberality (2 Cor. viii. 7).

(5) Loving character, benevolence, suavity,
sympathy. Used pre-eminently of Jesus. In
this sense it is sometimes coupled with truth
(John i. 14, 17).

6. Ch. Hist. : Such doctrines as those relat-

ing to the decrees of God, predestination,

freewill, and the operations of the Holy Spirit

on the human conscience, are often called

the Doctrines of Grace. A great contest
arose on the subject in the fifth century,
the antagonistic views being those of Pelagius
and Celestius, who gave much prominence to
the tenet of man's natural ability to do
what is right [Pelagianism, Semipblaginism],
and of Augustine, who, strongly holding the
sovereignty of God, the natural depravity of
man, and the spiritual inability thus resulting,

attributed the salvation of the latter solely to
Divine grace, with little of human co-opera-
tion. The controversy thus commenced went
on with intermissions for some centuries. At
the Reformation Luther held views essentially
Augustinian, as did most of the other re-
formers. Calvin formulated them as one of

his five points. [Calvinism.] In the next cen-
tury the antagonistic system of Arminianism
was also formulated and urged upon the
church. [Arminians,] It leans in the direc-
tion of Pelagianism, but stops considerably
short of that system in its extreme form.

1[ (1) * To do grace

:

(a) To embellish, to become well, to set oil"

"Mourning doth thee grace.' Shakesp. : Sonnet 133.
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(b) To reflect credit upon.
" To do the profession some {trace."

Sliakedp. ; 1 Henry IV., ii. i.

(2) Day of grace ;

(a) Law: [Day, C. 4(1)1.

(6) Tlieol. : The time during which divine
grace is obtainable by one who seeks it in
prayer ; the period during which probation
extends—i.e., during which one is in this
world. The expression "day of grace" does
not occur in Scripture ; it is regarded as the
same in meaning with day of salvation in 'A

Cor. vi. 2. iThis again is a quotation from
Isa. xlix. 8. Cf. also Heb. iv, 7, which is u
quotation from Psalm xcv. 7, 8. I)ay of grace
is the opposite of the day of wrath, Rom.
ii. 5.

" That day of grace fleets fast away." Watts.

(3) Days of grace :

Comm.: [Day, C. 4(2)].

(4) Means of grace

:

Theol. : Means through which Divine grace
may be expected to operate. (Often used of

attendance on Christian worship.)

(5) Throne of grace

:

Scrip. : A figurative expression, the literal

meaning of which would be a throne from
which God dispenses his loving favour.

(6) To come to tlie throne of grace : To ap-
proach God in prayer (Heb. iv. 16).

(7) To get into (or to be in) one's good graces :

To become (or be) in favour or friendship with
one.

(8) With a good grace : Gracefully, graciously;
with a show of willingness and pleasure.

"What might have been done with a good grace
would at last be done with a bad grace."

—

Macaulay :

Hist, ling., ch. iv.

(9) With a had grace ; Ungraciously, un-
gracefully.

% (1) Crabb thus discriminates between
grace and favour : " Grace is never used but in

regard to those who have offended and made
themselves liable to punishment

;
favour is

employed for actual good. . . . The term
favour is employed indiscriminately with re-

gard to man or his Maker ; those who are in
power have the greatest opportunity of con-
ferring favours ; but all we receive at the
hands of our Maker must be acknowledged as
a. favour,"

(2) He thus discriminates between grace and
cluxrm: "Grace is altogether corporeal; clw,rm
is either corporeal or mental : the grace quali-
fies the action of the body, the charm is an
inherent quality in the body itself. A lady
moves, dances, and walks with grace; the
cltarms of her person are equal to those of her
mind." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* grace drink, s. The designation com-
monly given to the drink taken by a com-
pany, after the giving of thanks at the end of
a meal ; a grace-cup.

"To this queen [Margaret, Malcolm Caninoie's
Sueen] tradition says we owe the custom of the grace-
rink ; she having established it as a rule at her table,

that whoever staid till grace was said, was rewarded
with a bumper."

—

Encycl. Britann., s. v. Forfar.

grace-notes, s. pi.

Music: [Grace, s., II. 3].

grace-stroke, s. A finishing touch or
stroke ; a coup-de-grace.

• "To perfect and give the grace-strolce to that very
liberal education."—Scotland Characterized (1701) in
Earl. MisceU., vii. 377.

grace, v.t. [Grace, s.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To adorn, to decorate, to set off.

" Ten hardy striplings, all in bright attire.

And graced with shining weapons."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vii.

2. To add grace or dignity to ; to endow.
" With many a social vittue graced."
Longfellow: Tales of a Wayside Inn. (Prel.|

* 3. To celebrate.
" And indeed great reason it was, that he that was

Lord of Heaven should have his descending into the
fleah graced and owned with the testimonies of stars
and augels."

—

South : Sermons, vol. xi., scr. 4.

* 4. To dignify or raise by an act of favour

;

to honour.
"He might at his pleasure graceor disgrace whom

he would in court."—Knolles : Historic oftlie Turk.es.

* 5. To exalt ; to praise.
" I will grace the attempt for a worthy exploit."

Shakesp. : All's Well That Ends Welt, iii.^6.

* 6. To favour ; to oblige.
" 8o you will grace me . . . with your fellowship
O'er these waste downs whereon I lost myself."

Tennyson ; Elaine, 224

* 7. To supply with heavenly grace.
" Grace the disobedient."

—

Bp. Hall.

II. Music : To add grace-notes, cadenzas,
&c. to.

v gra'ce-ciip, s. [Eng. grace, and cup.]

1. A cup or vessel in which a health is

drunk after grace.

2. A health drank after grace.
" The gracecup follows to his Sovereign's health."

King : Art of Cookery, 275.

graced, pa. par., & a. [Grace, v.]

A. As pa. par : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Endowed with graces
;
graceful ; elegant

;

dignified.

"He saw this geDtleman, one of the properest and
best graced men that ever I Raw, being of a middle age
and a mean stature."—Sidney: Arcadia.

* 2. Virtuous, chaste, honourable.
" More like a tavern or a brothel,

Than a graced palace." Shakesp. : Lear, L 4.

gra'ce-ful, a. [Eng. grace ; -ful(l).~]

1. Pull of or displaying grace or beauty in

form or action ; elegant ; neat ; handsome.
" My boy was by my side, so slim
And grace/id in his rustic dress,"

Wordsworth ; Anecdotefor Fatliers.

2. Elegant, well-chosen, becoming.
" He took his seat there with the mace at his right

hand, rose, and in a few graceful words returned his
thanks."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

^[ 1. Crabb thus discriminates between grace-

fid, comely, and elegant: "A graceful figure is

rendered so by the deportment of the body.
A comely figure has that in itself which pleases
the eye. Elegant is applicable, like graceful,

to the motion of the body, or like comely, to
the person, and is extended in its meaning
also to the words and even to the dress. A
person's step is graceful; his air or his move-
ments are elegant; the grace of an action lies

chiefly in its adaptation to the occasion."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

2. For the difference between graceful and
becoming, see Becoming.

gra'ce-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. graceful; -ly.] In
a graceful or elegant manner ; elegantly ; with
gracefulness or elegance of manner or deport-
ment.

" Lamps gracefully disposed, and of all hues,
Illumined every side. ' Cowper : Task, v. 149.

grace fulness, s. [Eng. graceful; -ness.]

The quality or state of being graceful
; grace

;

elegance of manner or deportment ; dignity
with beauty.

"In like manner the flowers and adornments of
Moral Philosophy, are apt and serviceable for the
affecting and entertaining our Imagination by the
gracefulness and elegancy of their perswasions."

—

Mountague: Devoute Essayes, pt. i., tr. 19, § 3.

gra ce-less, * grace-lesse, a. [Eng. grace

;

-less.] Void of grace or dignity ; corrupt ; de-
praved ; abandoned.
" A graceless heart." Cowper; Olney Hymns, lviii.

t gra'ce-less-ly, adv. [Eng. graceless ; -ly.]

In a graceless manner ; without grace or
elegance.

"The French, in his whole language, hath not one
word that hath his accent in the last syllable, saving
two, called antepenultima ; and little more hath the
Spanish ; and therefore very gracelessly may they use
dactyls."

—

Sidney: Defence of Poesy.

t gra'ge-less-ness, s. s. [Eng. graceless;

-ness.] The quality or state of being graceless.

* grac'-er, s. [Eng. grac(e); -er.] One who
graces or gives grace.

gr&c-i-lar'-i-a, s. [Lat. gracilis) = thin,

slender, and suff. -aria.]

1. Bot. : A genus of rose-spored Algse. It
contains the Corsican and Ceylon "mosses."
Called also Plocaria (q.v.).

2. Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Gracilariidse (q.v.). Gracilaria syringclla dis-
colours the leaves of the lilac in the middle of
the summer, and the larva of G. stigmatella in
August and September rolls the leaves of
willow, sallow, and poplar, on which it feeds,
into the form of a sugar-loaf. (Stainton.)

grac i-la-ri' l-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. graci-
laria), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas. Named
from the graceful appearance of these insects.)

Entom. : A family of Moths, group Tineina.
The antenna?, are as long as the anterior wings,
which are elongate, the posterior ones lanceo-

late. The insect reposes with its head much

raised. Larva?, with fourteen legs, lllll"n
.f.

m
leaves or rolling themselves up. .Brnasii

species known, twenty-eight. (Stainton.)

* grac'-ile, * grac'-i-lent, a. [Lat. graci-

lis, gracilentus.] Slender, small.

grac'-i-lis, s. [Lat. = thin, slender.]

Anat. : A slender muscle of the thigh, con-

necting it with the trunk. Called also the

Abductor gracilis.

* gra-ciT-i-ty, s. [Lat. gracilitas, from gra-

cilis = slender.] Slenderness, smallness.
" Reduced to little more than a third of its original

gracility,"—Sir W. Hamilton.

gra'-cious, * gra-cios, * gra ciouce,
' gra-ciouse, a. [Fr. gracieux, from Lat.
gratiosus, from gratia — favour, grace ; Ital.

grazioso ; Sp. & Port, gracioso.]

1. Endowed with grace ; well - disposed,
kind, affable.

"He was a gracious master, a trusty ally, a terrible
enemy."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

2. Exhibiting or characterized by grace,

kindness, favour, or friendliness ; kind,
friendly.

" The stalks he gave her
With a gracious gesture."

Longfellow: Musician's Tale, xvL

3. Full of grace, mercy, or benevolence

;

merciful, benevolent, beneficent, benignant.
"And the Lord was gracious unto them, and had

compassion on them,"—2 Kings xiii 23.

i. Exhibiting or characterized by grace,
mercy, or benevolence ; merciful.

" The call of Abraham from a heathen state, repre-
sents the gracious call of Christians to forsake the
wickedness of the we-rld."

—

Gilpin: Sermons, vol. ii,
ser. 16.

* 5. In a state of heavenly grace ; virtuous.
" Kings are no less unhappy, their issue not being

gracious, thau they are in losingthem when they have
approved their virtues."—Shakesp. : Winter's Tale,
iv. 2.

* 6. Acceptable ; finding favour or grace ;

agreeable.
" Is he gracious in the people's eyes r"

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., iii. 3.

* 7. Proceeding from, or produced by divine
grace.

* 8. Tending to bring into a state of grace
;

as, a gracious sermon.

*9. Happy, fortunate, prosperous, favour-
able.

" Gracious be the issue."
Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iii. 1.

10. Graceful, attractive, elegant, comely,
beautiful.

" No face so gracious is as mine."
Shakesp. : Sonnet 62.

TT (1) Gracious is used as a mild oath or in-
terjection.

"Married! 0, my gracious I Just think of the
creature's talking about it ! "—Mrs. H. B. Stowe : Bred,
ch. xi.

(2) Crabb thus discriminates between gra-
cious, merciful, and kind: "Grace is exerted
in doing good to an object that has merited
the contrary ; mercy is exerted in withholding
the evil which has been merited. God is gra-
cious to his creatures in affording them not
only an opportunity to address him, but every
encouragement to lay open their wants to
him ; their unworthiness and sinfulness are
not made impediments of access to him. God
is merciful to the vilest of sinners, and lends
an ear to the smallest breath of repentance

;

in the moment of executing vengeance he stops
his arm at the voice of supplication ; he ex-
pects the same mercy to be extended by man
towards his offending brother. Gracious, when
compared with kind, differs principallyfias
to the station of the persons to whom it is
applied. Gracious is altogether confined to
superiors ; kind is indiscriminately employed
for superiors and equals." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

gra'-cious-ly, *gra-cious-liche, *gra-
cyous-ly, * gra-cyous-lye, adv. [Eng.
gracious; -ly.]

2; ?.
n

,

a Sraciou3 manner; with kindness,
affability, or friendliness.

" Kje brave aduentures of this faery knight,
The good Sir Guyon, graciously to heare."

Spenser. F. Q. II. (Introd.)
* 2. Virtuously, holily.

" Graciously to know I am no better."
Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, ii. 4.

gra'-oious-ness, s. [Eug. gracious; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being gracious,

iate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », 03= e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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favourable, merciful, kind, or benignant

;

kind condescension.
" The graciougness and temper of this answer made

no impression on them ; hut they proceeded in their
usual manner.'

—

Clarendon: Civil War, i. 326.

* 2. The quality orstate of beingacceptable

;

acceptability.

"Then it is [when a sinner repents] that our blessed
Lord feels the fruits of his holy death, the acceptation
of his holy sacrifice, the graciousness of his person, the
return of his prayers."

—

Bp. Taylor: Sermons, vol. i.,

ser. 1.

* grac'-kle, s. [Lat. gracuhis — a jackdaw ;

from the sound made by the bird.] A bird of
the genus Gracula (q.v.).

grac'-U-la, s. [Lat. gracuhis = a jackdaw,

according to Quinctilian, from its note gra,

gra.]

Ornith. ; The typical genus of the sub-family
Graeulinse. Gracula reiigiosa, the Grackle or
Mina-bird, is found in Sumatra, Java, and the
adjacent islands. It is black, variegated with
white, the legs, bill, and some caruncles be-
hind the eye yellow. It can be domesticated,
and can be taught to pick up some words in
parrot fashion. Vieillot called it Eulabes ja-
vanus.

grac'-U-U'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gracula, and

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Ornith. : A family of Corvidse, having broad,
slightly curved bills, rounded nostrils, long
•wings, a short tail, and elongated toes. Found
in India and the Eastern Islands. [Gracula.]

gra'-C& gra -cie, a. [Eng. grace ; -y.]

1. Endowed with spiritual grace ; religious.

2. Full of teaching about grace.

"Made a gracy sermon like a PreBbyterian."

—

Pepys : Diary, April 14, 1661.

* grad -al, s, [Low Lat. gradale, from gracilis

= a step.]

Ecchs. : A gradual (q.v.).

gra-da'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. gradationem,
ace. of gradatio = an ascent by steps

;
gracilis

= a step ; Sp. graduacion; Ital. gradazicme.]

I. Ordinary Language

;

1. A moving or progressing by degrees ; a
regular advance or progression from step to
step.

"The Chinlans therefore do vse a kinde of grada-
tion in aduancing men vnto Bundry places of autho-
rity."

—

Hackluyt: Voyages, vol. ii., pt. ii., p. 94.

2. A step or degree in any order, series, or
sequence.

"It preserves the same superiority through all the
subordinate gradations."—Burke; On the Sublime A
Beautiful, pt, ii., § 5.

3. Arrangement in order according to size,
quality, rank, degree of advancement, &c.

;

sequence.
" If each system in gradation roll
Alike essential to th' amazing whole."

Pope: Essay on Man, i. 247.

II. Technically:

1. Art: The just arrangement or subordina-
tion of the parts of any woik, so as to produce
the best effect ; as the gradation of colour and
light in painting, to express depth and relief,

to define distances, and to show the state of
the atmosphere.

2. Logic : A regular advance from step to
. step, as in an argument.

3. Music ; An ascending or descending by
a regular succession of chords.

i. Rhet. : An ascending or descending in
terms, as towards a climax. (Wilson : Art of
Rhetorique, p. 207.)

* gra-da'-tion, v.t. [Gradation, s.] To form
by gradation or with gradations.

* gra-da -tion-al, a. [Eng. gradation; -aZ.]

Of or pertaining* to gradation ; with grada-
tions ; by regular steps.

* grad'-a-tdr-& a. & s. [Lat. gradatus =
formed with steps ;

gradus = a step.]

A* As adjective:

1. Ord. Lang. : Proceeding by gradations or

steps ;
gradational.

"Could this gradatory apoBtacy [of Macbeth] have
been shown ub ; could the noble and useful moral
which results, have been thus forcibly impressed upon
our minds, without a violation of those senseless uni-
ties."—Seward, let iii., p. 343.

2. Zool, : Adaptable for progressive or for-

ward motion.

B. As substantive

:

Arch. ; Steps from a cloister into a church.

grad -dan, v.t, [Graddan, s.] To parch or
dry.

"At breakfast this morning, among a profusion of

other things, there were oat-cakes, made of what is

called graadaned meal, that is, meal made of grain
separated from the husks, and toasted by fire, instead
of being threshed and kiln-dried. "— Boswell : Tour,

p. 190.

grad' dan, s. [Gael. & Ir. gradan = parched
corn.]

1. Parched corn.

2. Finely ground snuff, made of leaf-tobacco,

high-dried, but without fermentation.

grade, s. [Fr., from Lat. gradus = a step;

Sp. & Ital. grado ; Port, grao.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A degree, step, or rank in order of dignity,

civil, ecclesiastical, military, or otherwise.

2. A step or degree in any series, quality,

rank, or order.

3. The inclination from the horizontal of a
portion of a road or railroad. It is expressed
in degrees, in feet per mile, or as a foot in
such a distance : as, a grade of 3°; or, a grade
of 35 feet per mile.

IL Philol. : The two classes of consonants
called tenues and media.

"Initial consonants retain the grade of each organ
in the purest and truest way, medial consonants have
a tendency to soften, finals to harden. By the ex-
pression grade must be understood the two classes
of tenues and mediae."

—

Beames : Comp. Gram, of the
Aryan Lang, ofIndia, vol. i. (1872f, chap, iii., p. 190.

grade, v.t. [Grade, s.]

1. To arrange in order, steps, or degrees,

according to size, quality, rank, advancement,
&c.

" Nothing is more characteristic of the Blue-coa
School than the careful way in which it is graded."—
Sir A. Grant : Recess Studies (1870), iii. 136.

2. To mark the grades, or ascents and
descents of.

3. To reduce to or construct with a certain
grade or inclination : as, To grade a road.

grad -ed, pa. par. or a. [Grade, v.]

graded-school, s. A school taught in

departments by different masters, in which
the pupils pass from the lower to the higher
classes as they advance in education.

gra'de-ly, a. & adv. [Graithlt.] (Prov.)

A. As adj. : Decent, proper ; becoming.

B. As adv. : Decently, properly, becomingly.

gra'-dl -ent, a. & s. [Lat. gradiens, pr. par.
of gradior = to walk

;
gradus— a step.]

A. As adjective:

I. Ordinary Language :

I. Walking, moving, or advancing by steps.
" Amongst those gradient automata, that iron

spider is especiaUy remarkable, which, being but of
an ordinary bigness, did creep up and down as if it
had been alive, — Wilkins : Dwdalus, bk. ii., oh. iv.

*2. Rising or falling by regular degrees of
inclination : as, the gradient line of a road.

II. Her. : A term applied to the tortoise,

as supposed to be walking.

B. As substantive

:

1. The rate of ascent or descent in a rail-

way or road ; a grade ; the degree of slope or
inclination of the ground over which a railway,
road, &c, passes : as, The gradient is 1 in 100;
that is, the ground rises one foot in every
hundred feet.

2. A part of a road, &c, which slopes
upward or downward ; a slope.

gradient-post, s.

Railroad Engineering

:

1. A post placed by the side of the track, at a
change of grade, carrying a board slanted to
the slope, and indicating in figures the grade
in feet per 100, or otherwise.

2. A stake set in the ground, and marked
to indicate the proper height of an embank-
ment or of road metal at that point.

gra'-din, gra-di'ne, s. [Fr. gradin—a. step,
from Lat. gradus.]

1. One of a series of seats rising one above
another.

2. A toothed chisel used by sculptors.

grading, pr. par., a., & $. [Grade, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of reducing
to a certain grade or level.

grading-instrument, s. A level with
an alidade, a transit, or other sighting instru-
ment, by which the angle of inclination of a
slope may be measured, or a row of stakes
driven to mark a given gradient.

grading-plough, s. A kind of plough
used for breaking up soil or ploughing down
banks, in order to fit the earth for being
scooped up by the earth-scraper, and thereby
deported.

grading - scraper, s. A large two-
handled shovel, drawn by horses, and used
as an earth-scoop for raising and removing
loosened earth. It is used in road-making,
scooping out beds of canals in certain situa-
tions, &c, when the soil is suitable, and the
distance where it is to be deposited is not too
great. [Horse-shovel.]

grad'-U-al, a. & s. [Low Lat. gradually, from
gradus ='a. Btep ; Fr. gradual; Ital. graduale;
Sp. gradual.]

A. As adj. : Progressing or advancing by
steps or degrees

;
passing from one step or

stage to another by regular gradations with-
out breaks or starts ; slow.

" Flowers and their fruit
Man's nourishment, by gradual scale sublimed.
To vital spirits aspire." Milton .- P. L., v. 483.

B. As substantive

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A series or order of steps.
" Before the gradual prostrate they adored,
The pavement kissed, and thus the saint implored."

Dryden.
2. Ecclesiastical

:

(1) A service-book, containing the hymns or
prayers to be sung by the choir, so called
from certain short phrases after the Epistle
sung in gradibus (upon the steps of the altar),

(2) That part of the service of the mass in
the Roman Catholic Church which imme-
diately follows the Epistle, and is sung as the
deacon returns to the steps of the altar.

Eccles. & Ch. Hist. : Fifteen psalms, from
Ps. cxx. to Ps. exxxiv. inclusive; so called
because they were formerly chanted from the
steps of the choir, more especially during
Advent. [Songs of Degrees.]

* grad-u-a'-le, a. [Low Lat.] The same as
Gradual, B. 2.

* grad-u-al'-l-t^, s. [Eng. gradual; -ity.]

The quality or state of being gradual ; regular
progression or gradation.

" Which while some ascribe unto the mixture of the
elements, others to the graduality of opacity and
light, they have left our endeavours to grope them out
by twilight."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. vl., ch. x.

grad'-U-al-ly, adv. [Eng. gradual; -ly.]

1. In a gradual manner, by degrees ; step by
step, slowly ; in regular gradations.

" Already the designs of the court began gradually
to unfold themselves."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.vi.

* 2. In degree.
" Human reason doth not only gradually, but speci-

fically, differ from the fantastic reason of brutes."—
Grew.

* grad -u-al-ness, s. [Eng. gradual ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being gradual
;
gradu-

ality.

".The gradualness of this movement and the ob-
scurity which enwrapped its beginnings."—M. Arnold

:

Study of Celtic Literature, p. 94.

* grad'-u-and, s. [As if from the gerundive
participle "of an imaginary Low Lat. word
graduor. So in the Scottish universities there
is a word magistrand, from a Low Lat. verb
magistror.] One who has passed all the ex-

aminations for a degree, but has not yet been
capped.

grad'-u-ate, v.t. & i. [Low Lat. graduatus
= one'who has taken a degree ; Lat. gradus =
a step, a degree ; Ital, graduare ; Sp. & Port.

graduar ; Fr. graduer.]

A. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To mark with degrees or a scale.
" The places were marked where the spirit Btood at

the severest cold and greatest heat, and according to
these observations he graduates hia thermometers,"

—

Derham: Physico-T/ieology, bk. i, ch. ii. (note 8).

2. To mark or arrange with degrees or dif-

ferences : as, To graduate punishment accord-
ing to the nature of the offence.

" Then it evidently follows that, if there were any
such action in the next life, the pure soul would apply
itself thereunto according to the proportion of bt-i

judgments, and as they are graduated and qualified."

—Digby : Of Man's Soul, ch. ii.

boiL, bo^; pout, $6§rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pb = t

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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.

' 3. To conifer a degree upon in a university ;

to dignify with a degree or diploma.
" John Tregonwel, graduated a doctor and dubbed a

kuight, did good service."—Co-row: Survey of Cornwall.

*4. To prepare gradually.

* 5. To heighten in effect.

"That the Baits of natural bodies dt> wary a powerful
stroke in the tincture and verniah of all thtngs, we
shall not deny, if we contradict not experience, and
the visible art of dyftrs. who advance and graduate
their colours with salts. —Browne : Vulgar Errours,

bit. vi., eh. xii.

- IL Chemistry;
" *1. To raise to a higher place in the scale

of metals.
" The tincture was capable to transmute or graduate

as much silver as equalled In weight that gold.' —
Boyle.

2. To bring a fluid to a certain degree of

consistency, as by evaporation.

. B. Intransitive

:

1. To pass gradually or by degrees ; to

change gradually.

2. To become gradually modified ; to shade off.

3. To .proceed to a degree in a university;

to take a degree.
" He was brought to their bar, and asked where he

had graduated."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng , ch. xiv.

grad'-U-ate, a. & s. [how Lat. graduatus.]

[Graduate, v.]

A. As adj. : Arranged in or proceeding by
steps or degrees.

B. As subst. : One who has proceeded to a

degree in a university ; one who has been ad-

mitted to a degree.
" Invest me with a graduates gown,
Midst shouts of all beholders.

'

Smart ; On taking a Bachelor's Degree.

grad'-u-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Graduate, v.]

,
graduated-bottle, s. A bottle having

. horizontal marks blown, pressed, or cut on its

side to indicate quantity of contents at given
levels. Sometimes the stopper is hollow, and
has graduations for doses of certain amounts.

graduated-cup, s. A medicine-cup, on

whose sides are marks to indicate quantities

at given levels. If of glass, they are usually

impressed in the mould; if of porcelain, they
are painted on the ware before burning.

graduated-glass, s. A tube with a
foot, and with horizontal marks at varying
heights to indicate quantity of contents. A
measuring-glass.

grad'-u-ate-ship, s. [Eng. graduate ; -ship.]

The state" or position of a graduate.]

"[He may] finish his circuit in an English concord-
ance and a topic folio, the gatherings and savings of a

1 sober graduates/tip."—Milton : Liberty of Unlicensed
Printing.

grad'-u-a-ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Grad-
uate, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of dividing into de-

grees or parts ;
graduation.

graduating-englne, s. An engine or

,, machine for dividing lines, &c, into minute
regular intervals or degrees ; a dividing-engine.

grad-u-a'-tlon, s. [Low Lat. graduatio, from
?raduatus ; Fr. graduation ; Sp. graduation

;

tal. graduazione.]

1. Regular progression by succession of

degrees.
" The graduation of the parts of the universe is like-

wise necessary to the perfection of the whole."—Grew.

2. The act of dividing into degrees or parts,

as a scale, scientific instruments, &c.

3. A scale or series of marks or lines on an
instrument to indicate degrees or parts.

"Even though it is not provided with a graduation
to show the angle through which it has been turned."
—Proceedings of the Phys. Soc. of London, pt. ii., p. 105.

4. The act or process of improving or

heightening in effect or power.
" Of greater repugnancy unto reason is that which

he delivers concerning i ts graduation, that heated in
lire, and often extinguished in oil of mars or iron, the
loadstone acquires an ability to extract a uall fastened

- in a walL'—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

5. The act of proceeding to a degree in a

t

university ; the taking of a degree.

"The laounty which that Philosophical Emperor,
fMarcus Antoniui] as wo learn from Lucian, bestowed
upon one of the teachers of philoaophy, probably
lasted no longer than his own life. There was nothing
equivalent to the privileges of graduation."—Smith:
Wealth of Nations, ok. v., ch. i.

6. The exposure of a liquid in large sur-

faces to the air, so as to accelerate evaporation.

grad'-U-a-tdr, s. [Eng. graduat(e) ; -or.]

One who or that which graduates ; specif.

—

(1) An instrument for dividing any line,

right or curved, into equal parts ; a gradua-
ting or dividing-engine.

(2) An apparatus for accelerating sponta-
neous evaporation by the exposure of surfaces

of liquids to a current of air. Used in making
vinegar.

gra-duc'-tion, s. [Lat. gradus = a step, and
duco = to lead.]

A&tron. : The division of circular arcs into

degrees, minutes, &c.

gra'-dus, s, [Lat. = a step, from the phrase
k

gradus ad Parnassum = a step to Parnassus.]

A dictionary of prosody, used as an aid in

writing Greek or Latin poetry.
" He set to work as much as possible without gradus

or other help."—T. Buglies: Tom Brown's School-Ouys,

pt. ii., ch. iv.

grad'-y, s. [Fr. grade
1

.]

Her. : A term used to express steps or de-

grees, and one battlement upon another ;
also

called battled embattled or embattled grady.

* graef, s. [Grave, v.] Carved work.
'• Sculpturia, grcef."— Wrights Vol. of Vocab., p. 89.

*graf (1), s. [Grave, s.]

* graf (2), a. [Ger.] The German equivalent

of au earl.

* grafe, s. [Grave, s.]

* graf-er, * graf-ere, s. [Graver.]

* graft (1), s. [A.S. gerifa ; 0. H. Ger. grdvo;
Dan. greve; O. Fris. greva ; Icel. griefi.] A
steward, an overseer, a greave.

" For all this, he [a prince] is nothing but a servant,

overseer, or graff, and not the head, which is a title be-

longing only to Christ."—Knox: Hist, of the Reforma-
tion. (Pre!

J

* graff (2), *graffe (1), s. [A.S. gnvfe; O.

H. Ger. grabo ; M. H. Ger. grdbe ; Goth.

graba.]

1. A ditch, trench, foss, or channel.

"The enemy foraaking our workes unconquered, the

?raffe filled with their dead bodies, equal tothe bitnek,
he workes ruined in the day-time could not be re-

.paired."—Monro: Exped., pt. i., p. 69.

2. A grave.

* graff (3), * graffe (2), s. [0. Fr. grafe,

greffe ; O. Dut. grafie; Low Lat. graffiolum.]

[Graft, s.] A graft.

"To set the graffe or sion betweene the barke and
the -wood."—P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xvii., ch. xiv.

* graff, * graffe, * graff en, * graff- -yn,
v.t. & i. [O. Fr. greffer; O. Dut. grafien.]

[Graft, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To graft.
" They lemed to plant and graffe their olyues."-*

Coldyng : Justine, fo. 178.

2. To fasten, to attach, to fix.

" So long have 1 listened to thy speech.
That graffed to the ground is my breach."

Spenser: Shepheards Calender; Feb.

3. To implant.

"Nature is a right that phantasie hath not framed,
but God hath graffed&nd gyuen man power thereunto
whereof these are deriueu. '— Wilson : Arte of Jlheto-
rique, p 3'a.

B. Intrans. : To graft ; to insert grafts.

graff '-age (age as ig), s. [Eng. 'graff (2);
-age.] The scarp of a ditch or moat.

* graff-er, * graff-are, s. [0. Fr. greffeur,
grejfier.] [Graff, v.]

1. A notary, a scrivener.

2. A grafter.

" Gryffare, or graffaro, Insertor."—Prompt, Parv.

graf-f£'-ti, s. pi. [Ital., pi. of graffito = a
scribbling, from graffiare = to write ; Lat.
graphium = a style for writing

; Gr. ypd<f><>>

(grapho) = to write.] Rude inscriptions and
drawings of figures, found on the walls p(
Pompeii, and among the Catacombs and other
Roman ruins.

graft, s. [Graft, v.]

1. Lit. : A small scion or shoot of a tree in-
serted or grafted in another tree, as the stock
which is to support and nourish it. The two
unite and become one, but the fruit is deter-
mined by the graft.

" The slimy snail, the worm, and labouring ant,
"Which many times annoy the graft and tender
plant." Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 18.

2 Fia • Any thing inserted or incorporated

in a thing to which it did not originally be-

lone: an addition.

I is false husbandry-to graft old branches upon

young stocks."-Sawe7ia«( ; Qondibert. (FreM

OTaft *ffraff, v.t. & i. [0. Fr. graffe, grafe =
^stv^er^r writing with, a sort of pencil

;
Fr.

grllTsrlff or graft ; from the shape of the

St slip, which resembles a pointed pencil;

Low Lat. graphiolum = (l) a small style; (2)

a graft, or shoot; Lat. graphium = a style;

Gr. ypadtlov (graphion), ypo.$eiov (grapteum) =

a style or pencil ; yp<ty«> (grapho) = to write.

The correct form of the word is graff.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

2. Fig. : To insert or incorporate in a body

to which that which is inserted or incorporated

did not originally belong ; to join or attach

one thing on to another.
" These are the Italian names, which fate will Join

With ours, and graft upon the Trojan line."

Dryden: Virgil ; j&neid vi 1,028.

IX Technically

:

1. Carp. : To attach or join one piece of

timber to another by scarfing.

2. Husb. : To insert as a scion or shoot in

another tree ; to fix a graft or grafts upon ; to

propagate by grafting.
" Old crab-trees here at home,that will not!

Be grafted to your relish."
Shakesp. : Coriolamtt, ii. 1-

3. Naut. : To unlay the two ends of a rope,

placing the strands one within the other as

for splicing and stopping them at the joint.

i, Surg. : To transplant a portion of skin

to a denuded surface.

B. Intrans. : To carry out the process or

operation of grafting.

whereas if you graft but .upon one stock, the tree can
bear but few."

—

Bacon.

* graft, pa. par. & a. [Graff, v.] Grafted ;

impregnated with a scion.
" Her face defaced with scars of Infamy,
Her royal stock graft with ignoble plants."

Shakesp. ; Jlicltard III., ill. 7.

graft'-er, «. [Eng. graft ; -er.]

1. One who grafts ; one who propagates
plants or shrubs by grafting.

" I am informed by the trials of more than one ol

the most skilful and experienced grafters of these
parts, that a man shall seldom fail of having cherries

borne by his graft the same year in whioh the iusition

is made."—Boyle : Works, i. 341.

* 2. A tree from which a scion is taken to
be inserted in another.

" Shall a few sprays of us
The emptying of our father's luxury.
Our scions, put in wild and savage stock.
Spirt up so suddenly into the clouds,
And overlook their grafters t

'

Shakesp : Henry V., ill. 6.

graft' ing, pr. par., u., & s. [Graft, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Carp. : A scarfing or endwise attachment
of one timber to another, as in attaching an
extra length or false pile to one already driven.

2. Husb. : The act or process of insertinga
shoot or scion taken from one tree or shrub
in a vigorous stock of its own or a closely
allied species, so as to cause them to unite
and enable the graft to derive a larger supply
of nutritive power than it could otherwise ob-
tain. There are numerous methods of grafting.
One is grafting by approach, or inarching,
when two growing plants are united together,
and after adhesion one is severed from its own
stock and left to grow on the other. This
kind of adhesion sometimes takes place natu-
rally in trees growing close together. The
usual method of grafting is by scions or slips,

which are applied to the stock by a sloping
surface, or are inserted into slits in it by
cleft-grafting, or into perforations by wimble
or peg-grafting. Sometimes several slips are
placed in a circular mauner round the inside
of the bark; of the stock, by crown-grafting;
or the bark of a portion of the stock is re-
moved, and that of the scion is hollowed out,
so as to be applied over it like the parts of a
flute, hence called flute-grafting. Budding is
practised by the removal of a bud from one
plant, along with the portion of the bark and
new wood, and applying it to another plant,
in which a similar wound has been made. In

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, air, marine ; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, ce - e ; oy - a. qu =-_ few.
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whip-grafting, or tongue-grafting, the stock is

eut obliquely across, and a slit or very narrow
angular incision is made in its centre down-
wards across the cut surface, a similar deep
incision being made in the scion upwards at
a corresponding angle, and a projecting tongue
left, wJaieh,- being inserted in the incision in
the stock, they are fastened closely together.
Splice-grafting is performed by cutting the
ends of both the stock and the scion across at
such an angle that the oblique surfaces exactly

ORAFrrNQ.
I, 2. Cleft grafting. 3. Crown grafting.

fit each other, and are fastened together. In
saddle-grafting the end of the stock is cut
into the form of a wedge, and the middle of
the scion cut away so as to rest exactly upon
the stock. Grafting is usually performed be-
tween the woody parts of the plants, but
herbaceous parts may also be united in this
way. It is requisite that the growing parts
be brought into apposition—the two albu-
mens and the two libers. Union will only
take place where the active processes of life

are freely exercised. The graft and stock are
secured together by means of clay, or a mix-
ture of bees'-wax and tallow, or by bits of
india-rubber.

3. Naut. : The tapering of the end of a rope,
usually covered by weaving yarns around it.

i. Surg. : The transplanting of a portion of
akin to a denuded surface.

grafting-chisel, s.

Hush. : A kind of chisel for splitting a stock
for the insertion of a scion.

grafting-knife, s. A knife having a
blade for splitting a limb and a wedge for

opening the.cleft forthe insertion of the scion.

grafting-saw, s. A tenon-saw for cut-
ting off stocks for grafting ; a pruning-saw.

grafting-tool, s. A very strong spade,
much curved across the blade ; used in digging
canals.

graft -ling, s. [Eng. graft ; dimin. suff.
-ling.] A little or tender graft or scion.

" The gardner's care over some graftling* choice.

"

Sylvester : St. Lewis, 88.

Gra hamite, s. [Named after Graham, a
friend of Wurtz.]

Mim,. : A mineral, supposed to be inspissated
and oxygenated petroleum ; hardness, 2 ; sp.
gr., 1-145. Found in West Virginia, filling a
(issure in a sandstone of Carboniferous age.
(Dana.)

*gralf, ' grafe, v.t. [Ghave, v.]

grail (1), *graile(l), * grayle (1), s. [O.Fr.
,
greet; from Low Lat. gradate.] The same as
Gradual (B. 2).

" The old Popish service-books were still preserved
and used by curates, as they Btood affected : of which
there were divers and sundry sorts, according to the
various religions offices, such as antiphonals, missals,
frailt, processionals, tcc"—Strppe: Memorial*; Ed-
ward VI., an. 1549.

*grail(2), *graile(2), *grayle(2),s. [O.Fr.
graile ; from Lat. gracilis = slender.]

1. Small particles of any kind ; sand, gravel.

2. One of the small feathers of a hawk.

-grail (3), * graile, (3) *grayle (3), s. [0. Ft.
graal, greed, grasal = a flat dish ; from Low
Lat. gradate, grasale.] Properly applied to the
legendary dish used at the Last Supper, said
to have been stolen by a servant of Pilate,
used by him to wash his hands in before the

1 multitude, afterwards given to Joseph of Ari-
mathea as a memorial of Christ, and finally
used by Joseph to collect the blood which
flowedfrom ourLord whilehangingonthe cross.

"This," said, he [Christ], "is the. holy dish

wherein sate the lamb on St. Kerthin's day."

Malory,: Morte Arthure, bk. xvii., ch. xx.) The
word (wnich is commonly qualified by the

adjective san, saint, sayn, sant = holy) was
afterwards applied to the cup used at the Last
Supper. According to one legend, the Holy
Grail was brought by Joseph of Arimathea to

England, where he settled at Glastonbury
about a.d. 63. Finally it was transported to

India, where it still remains. In a.d. 1101

the Crusaders, at the capture of Caesarea,

found what they believed to be the veritable

Holy Grail, a dish made of a single large

emerald . It is now preserved in the Cathedral

of San Lorenzo, in Genoa. Another legend

says that the holy vessel was brought from
heaven by angels, and entrusted to the care

of a body of knights, who guarded and watched
it on the top of a high mountain. It was in-

visible to any one not perfectly pure. The
search, or quest, for the Holy Grail after its

loss or disappearance, formed the subject of

numerous romances or poems, such as those

of Arthur and the Knights of the Round
Table.

" And when King Arthur made
His table round, and all men's hearts became
Clean for a seaaon, surely he had thought
That now the Holy QraU would come again."

Tennyson ; The Holy QraU.

graille, s. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. O.Fr. graile

;

Fr. grite = slender.] A single-cut file or float,

having one curved and one straight face. It is

used by comb-makers.

grain, *grayn, *grein, *greyn,s. [Fr.

grain; from Lat. granum = a grain, corn;
cogn. with corn (q. v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A single seed of a plant. (Particularly

used of those plants the seeds of which are
used as food for man.)

" His reasons are as two grains of wheat hid in two
bushels of chaff; you shall seek, all ere you find them."—Sltakesp. ; Merchant of Venice, i. L

2. Used collectively, and without a defini-

tive, for corn in general, or the fruit of cereal

plants, as wheat, barley, rye, &c. In America
restricted to the grain of wheat.

" For winter drought rewards the pheasant's pain.
And broods indulgent on the buried grain."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia 1. 148.

3. Those plants the seeds of which consti-

tute the food of man ; cereal plants, as wheat,
barley, oats, Arc

"The same Grecianfl preferred before all other
graine those three sorts, to wit, Dracontias, Strangias,
and Selinuaium."—P. Holland : Plinie, bk, xvili.,

ch. vli.

4. (PI): [Grains].

5. Any small, hard particle, as of sand,
sugar, &c.

"The people there inhabiting used to set many
fleeces of wool in those descents of waters in which
the grains of gold remain."—Raleigh: History of the
World, bk. II., ch. xiiL, 5 1.

6. Hence, used for a minute portion or
particle, the smallest particle or amount.

" Do they [worldly goods] either recommend him
more to God or wise men, or even to himself, if he
have tt, grain of sense in him, than if he was without
them ? —Sharp : Sermons, vol. I., Bar. 4.

7. One of the constituent particles of a
body, as of a metal, a stone, &c.

8. The body or substance of anything con-
sidered with respect to the form or direction
of the constituent particles ; the form or ap-
pearance of the surface of a body with respect
to the quality or arrangement of the particles.

" When any side of it was cut smooth and polite, it
appeared to have a very lovely grain, like that of
some curious close wood."—Evelyn; Forest Trees,
ch. xxx., § 12.

9. The arrangement or direction of the
fibres of wood or other fibrous substance.

" The marks of the grain of the wood . . . have been
found upon celts."—Evans: Ancient Bronze Imple-
ments, en. vi.

10. The body or substance of wood with
respect to the arrangement, quality, or direc-
tion of the constituent fibres.

.

" Here are forests of vast extent, full of the straitest,
the cleanest, and the largest timber trees that we had
ever seen ; their size, their grain, and apparent du-
rability, render them fit for any kind of building."—
Cook: First Voyage, bk, ii., ch. vii.

*11. A kind of spice; cardamum
; grains of

paradise.
" He cheweth grcyn and lycoris."

„ „„ ,
Chaucer: C. T., 3,6dO.

* 12. A seed-pearl.
'

'A grain in golde that god!y shon.

"

Lyric Poems, p. 38.

* 13. An old name applied to several insects
of the genus Coccus, from their round, seed-
like form.

" * 14. A red or scarlet dye, obtained from the
coccus insect ; cochineal ; a scarlet or purple
colour.

" All in a robe of darkest grain,
Flowing with majestic train."

Milton : II Penseroso, 33.

* 15. An essential element in anything.

"The one being tractable and mild, the other stiff

and impatient of a superior, they lived but in cunning
concord, as brothers glued together, but not united in
grain."—Haytoard.

II. Technically

:

1. Dyeing: A firm dye, or one applied
thoroughly ; in the wool, not in the web.

2. Painting : A style of painting in imita-

tion of the natural grains of wood, marble, &c.

3. Weights : The unit of weight in the Eng-
lish system. In a pound avoirdupois are

7,000 grains, in a pound troy 5,760 grains. A
grain is equal to '0647990 grammes.

" Lay by the arbitrary names of pence and shillings,

and consider and speak of it [moneyl as grains and
ounces of silver, and 'tis as easy ae

1
"

'

—Locke : Letter to Mr. Molyneux.

neyl
tellii

4. Skins : The hair side of skins, in contra-

distinction to the flesh side.

% (1) Against the grain : Against the natural

bias or inclination,

^ " Hither, though much against the grain,
_^ The dean has carried Lady Jane."

Swift: Progress of Marriage.

(2) In grain, * In grayne

:

(a) In a permanent colour. (Originally

spoken only of red.)
" How the red roses flush up in her oheekes,
And the pure snow, with goodly vermill atayne.
Like crimson dyde in grayne."

Sponsor: Epithalamion.

(b) Innate, natural, real, not factitious

;

genuine.

(c) Deeply seated ; in nature.

(3) Grains of allowance : Some little quantity
or part allowed or remitted ; a little allowance
made.

(4) Grains of Paradise

:

Bot. : The seeds of Amomum Grana Para-
disi. They are acrid seeds, used to give a
pungent taste to spirituous liquors. Called
also Guinea-grains.

grain-bin, $. A box or compartment in
which grain is stored in a granary or elevator.

, grain-binder, s. An attachment to a
harvester for binding a gavel into a sheaf.
{American.)

grain-bruiser, s. A machine for mash-
ing grain for feed, to render it more digestible.

It does not grind but crushes the kernel, corn,
or oats. It has two iron rollers of different
diameters, turned by connecting cog-wheels
of the same size, so that a rubbing is added to
the crushing action.

grain-cleaner, s.

1. A machine in which wheat, oats, rye,
and barley are separated from their chaff,

dust, and pieces of straw, the result of the
thrashing operation ; a fanning or winnowing
machine.

2. The shoe or cleaning portion of a thrash-
ing-machine, which acts after the thrasher and
the straw-carrier.

3. A machine in which grain is rid of cockle,
garlic, &c, which are so nearly the size and
weight of the grain that the size of mesh and
strength of blast of the fanning-mill are in-
effective.

4. A machine in which grain is rubbed,
brushed, and blown to remove smut and dust.

grain-conveyor, s. [Elevator, II. 2, 3.]

grain-cradle, s. [Cbadle, B. 8 (l).j

grain -damper, s. A device for apply-
ing steam to grain to scald the bran and facili-

tate the process of decortication. A jet of
steam entering a tube where the grain descends
a series of inclines is a usual method.

grain-drier, s. An apparatus or machine
in which damp grain is dried, or grain in ordi-
nary condition is kiln-dried to fit it for ocean
shipment.

grain-drill, s. A machine for sowing
grain in drills or rows.

grain-fork, s. A light fork with long,
curved tines, used for pitching gavels of cut
grain on to a waggon, when the straw is too
short for convenient binding.

b6it, b<fr; pout, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun : -tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble. -die. &c. = bel, del.
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grain-gauge, s. [Grain-tester.]

grain-huller, s. A machine for taking
the cortex or skin from grain, making hulled
wheat, pearl barley, hominy, &c. ; a decorti-
cator.

grain-leather, s.

1. Dressed horse-hides.

2. Goat, seal, and other skins blacked on
the grain side for women's shoes, &c.

grain-meter, s. A machine for measur-
ing grain.

grain-mill, &. A mill for grinding corn ;

a grist-mill.

grain-moth, s.

Entom. : Two moths, the larvae of which
feed on grain. They are Tinea granella and
Butalis cerealella. The perfect insects have
narrow wings of satiny lustre, and with mar-
ginal fringes.

grain-rake, s.

1, A rake used in raking grain in the swath
into gavels for binding.

2. A rake used by one who rides on the

reaper in raking gavels from the platform of

the machine.

grain sacker, &. A device for loading
grain into sacks.

grain scourer, s. A machine for clean-

ing grain ; a smut-mill ; a machine in whicli
grain is rubbed and chafed, and eventually
sorted into qualities by gravity and blast.

grain-screen, s. A shaking sieve, or a
rotating cylindrical reel of wire-cloth in which
grain is sorted by quality, according to its

ability to pass through the meshes of the sieve.

grain - separator, s. A thrashing-
machine.

grain-shovel, s. A shovel for handling
grain in sacks on the floor of a kiln, granary,
or warehouse, or in the hold of a vessel where
it is in bulk.

grain-tester, s. A means for weighing
small quantities, as samples of grain. The
cup has a known capacity, as a certain aliquot
part of a bushel, and the divisions on the
scale indicate the pounds which a bushel of
the grain tested would weigh.

grain-tin, s. Crystalline tin ore. Metallic
tin smelted with charcoal. Tin reduced from
the loose grains of tin stone. [Stream-tin.]

*grain (2), * grane. *grayn, *greyn, s.

[Icel. gretn = a branch ; Sw. gren ; Dan. green.]

1. A branch of a tree.

" Apoun ane grane or branche of ane grene tre." T]
' Douglas : Virgil, 350, 12.

2. A stalk or stem of a plant.
H The chesbow hedes oft we se
Bow down thare knoppis, Bowpit in tbare grane."

Douglas : Virgil, 292, 8.

3. The branches of a valley where it divides
into two ; the point of juncture of two rivers

;

a branch of a river.

"That branch of the river which runs between Mr.
Fran-re bunk and the AJlocby Island is called the
Alloc-by Grain, or North Branch of the river, and the
other is called the South Branch of the river."—State,
Leslie of PowU, Ac. (1805), p. 22.

4. A blade, as of a sword or knife.

" The grayn al of grene stele and of golde hewen."
Qawaine, 710.

5. A tine, prong, or fork.

6. (PI.) : An iron, instrument with four or

more barbed points, used for striking and
catching dolphins and other fish.

* grain (3), graine, grane, s. [Groan.]

grain (1), * greyne, v.t. & i. [Grain (1), s.]

A. Transitive

:

L Ord. Lang. : To form into grains, as

sugar, powder, &c.

II. Technically

:

1. Paint. : To paint or colour so as to give the
appearance of the grain of wood, marble, &c.

2. Tan. : To take the hair off; to soften and
raise the grain of : as, To grain skins or leather.

B. Intransitive

:

X, Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To yield fruits ; to be fruitful.

" The loud begun to greyne."
Gower, in Halliwell, p. 417.

2. To form grains ; to assume a granular
form.

II. Paint. : To paint at colour wood, stone,

&c, so as to give the appearance of the grain

of wood, marble, &c.

* grain (2),
'' grane, v.i. [Groan.]

grain'-age, s. [Eng. grain ; -age.]

*I, Ordinary Language

:

1. A duty or duties on corn.

2. An ancient duty in London, consisting

of the twentieth part of the salt imported
by aliens.

II. Farr. : A term applied to certain mangy
tumours on the legs of horses.

graine, s. [Ft.] The eggs of the silkworm.

grained, a. [Eng. grain (1) ; -ed.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. Formed or divided into grains or small

particles.

*2. Bough, made less smooth ; showing the
grain.

" Though now this grained face of mine be hid
In sap-consuming winter's drizzled snow,
Yet hath my night of life some memory."

Shake&p. ; Comedy of Errors, v. 1.

* 3. Dyed deep or in grain ; ingrained.
" I see auch black and grained spots.

As will not leave their tinct."
Shakesp.: Hamlet, iii. 4.

i. Painted or coloured with a grain,

II. Bot. : Having minute granules or tu-

bercles, as the petals of some plants.

grained leather, ». The same as Grain-
leather (q.v.).

grain'-er, «. [Eng. grain; -er.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. One who grains or paints in imitation of

the grain of wood, marble, &c.

2. The brush used in graining woods, &c.

II. Tanning

:

1. An infusion of pigeon's dung for giving
flexibility to skins in the process of tanning.

Also called bate.

2. A knife used by tanners for taking the
hair off skins.

* 3, A granary.

grain'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Grain (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (8ee

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A crop of grain or corn.
" It received moreover grainings with cornefields,

vineyards, pastures, and woodes,"

—

P. Holland : Sueto-
nius, p. 183.

2. An indentation or milling.
" The engines which put the letters upon the edges

of the large Bilver pieces, and mark the edges of the
rest with a graining, are wrought secretly. —Locke :

Farther Considerations.

IL Technically

:

1. Leather manufacture

:

(1) The process of rubbing leather with a
board to raise the grain. The leather having
been shaved to a thickness at the beam, and
daubed, is hung up to dry, and is then folded,

grain side in, and rubbed on the flesh side

with a pommel or crippler to give the leather

a granular appearance and render it supple.
The hide is then extended and rubbed on the
grain side. This is termed bruising.

(2) A process for giving markings to the
surface of leather to imitate the wrinkled ap-
pearance of morocco, hog-skin, and some other
leathers.

2. Paint. : The imitation of the natural
grain of wood by means of tools. Combs,
brushes, rollers, and the corner of a folded
rag are used in making the various patterns.

3. Lithog. : A mode of giving a certain tex-
ture to the face of a Btone. One Btone is laid
upon another with a quantity of sifted sand
of a given fineness, and, by a peculiar oscilla-
tion and gradual progression, the surface is

cut into a set of fine prominences more or less
deep and distant, accofding to the character
of the work to be placed upon the stone.

graining-board, s.

Leather Manufacture

:

(1) Aboard on which leather is spread while
being grained by the crippler.

(2) A board with a surface impressed or en-

of tlie

natural grain of some kind of leather, and.

used to confer the same appearance upon ine

other leather by pressure.

graining machine, s.

1 Paint ; A roller with a pattern surface

representing the grain of wood, and used to

transfer the pattern in paint to wood.

2. Leather rnanuf. : A machine having rollers

with raised, parallel, straight, or diagonal

threads, which indent the goat or sheep skins

and give the wrinkled appearance to morocco
leather.

graining tool, s. Hand tools resembling
combs, &c, fur imitating in painting the lines-

which represent the growths of timber.

grain'-ing (2), s. [Etym, doubtful; cf.

Graining (1).]

Ichthy. : Leuciscus laneaMriensis. A fish

found in England in the Mersey and its tribu-

taries ; it was recognised by Agassiz during
a visit to this country as occurring in some
Swiss lakes. It is from seven to nine inchea
long, the upper parts pale drab, tinged with
bluish-red, the under parts pale.

grain? (1), s. pi. [Grain <l), s.]

1. A residuum of fibre and insoluble matters
after infusion or decoction ; as the groins of
malt after the wort is decanted.

2. A bating solution of birds' dung, used in
destroying the effect of lime, and in improving

, the flexibility of leather.

3. Pieces of sheet-metal, cast-iron, or tinned
iron inserted into a mould for the purpose of
supporting an accessory portion, such as a
core, in position.

grain? (2), 5. pi. [Grain (2), s.]

grain Staff; s. [Eng. grain, and staff.} A
quarterstaft" (q.v.).

grain'-y; a. [Eng. grain (1) ; -y.]

1. Full of grains or granular particles;
granular.

"It presented on ita sui-face the grainy ripple of
primaeval seas."—Edinburgh Review (July, lo58), p. 9.

2. Full of grain or corn.

* graip, * grape, v.t. & i. [Grope.]

* graip (1), * grape (1), e. [Grvpe.] A vul-
ture, a griffin.

"Apperit to Hemus sex grapis, afore ony foul ap-
perit to Romulus."—Bellendene : Livy, bk. i., ch. iii.

graip (2), grape (2), ». [Sw. grepe; GaeL
grapadh.] A dung-fork.

"Agrape; vbi Forke : trident."—Gathol. Anglicum.

* graith, * grayth, * graythe, * greithe.
a. [Icel. greidhr.]

1. Ready, willing, prepared.
" Loke thou, be graythe to go." Gawalnc, 448.

2. Straight, direct.

3. Earnest.

i. Small, short.

graith, * grayth, * graythe, * greith,
'greythe, v.t. [Icel. greidha.]

1. To make ready ; to prepare.

"He dide greythe a super riche " JIavelok, 1,762.

2. To dress.
" The queu grelthed hem gaili in garaemeiis ncne.*

\Y illiam of J'alarite, 3,207. i

3. To dress food.
" Of coukes graithand or makaud reddie flesh or

nshe, not wel nor convenient for men to be eaten."

—

Chalmerlan Air, ch. xxxviii.. § 41.

4. To steep in a ley of stale urine.

graith, * graythe, A
greythe, s. [icel.

greidhi.] Apparatus, furniture, or equipment
generally : as,

1. Harness.

"They got ony leather graith that they had use for
ready-made out of Holland."—Scott : Heart of Siid-
lothlan, ch. v.

2. Accoutrements for war.

3. A miner's tools.

i. Substance, riches, property.

5. An article of dress,

" They make shoone, buites, and other graith, before
the lether is barked. "—Chalmerlan Air, ch. xxii.

6. Any composition used by tradesmen ia
preparing their work.

"They [skinners] hunger their lether in default ol
graith, that is to say, alme [alum], egges, and other
graith."—Chalmerlan Air, ch. xxiii. § 2.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p$t,
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7, "Warm water so wrought up with soap as
to be fit for washing clothes.

8. The twisted threads through which the
warp runs in the loom.

"To deliuer to the vobster ane grayth of iiij c.*—
Aberd. Reg. (1548), v. 20.

gra-kle, e. [Grackle.]

t gral'-lss, s. pi. [Lat. = stilts.]

Ornith. : The name given by Linnaeus to
the order of Wading Birds now called Gralla-
tores (q.v.).

gral-la-tbV-es, s. pi. [PI. of Lat. grallator

= one who goes on stilts.] [Grall^;.]

1. Ornith. : Wading Birds ; an order of
birds sub-class Carinutse. They have long
legs, a great portion of them often bare. This
structure admirably fits them to wade, and
that without having their feathers wet. They
have often long necks and bills to reach the
ground when wading. The toes are four, the
hind one variable both in size and position.
They have rudimentary webs, sometimes

connecting the base of the tarsi, but not the
extensive webs of the Natatores

; ye,t some of
them swim and dive well. They mostly fre-

quent marshy places, the sides of streams and
lakes on the sea-shore, where they pick up
worms and insects. The order may be
divided into four tribes: Macrodactyli, Cul-
trirostres, Longirostres, and Pressirostres

;

they have been divided also into six families :

(I) Rallidae (Rails), (2) Scolopacidse (Snipes),

(3) Ardeidae (Herons), (4)Charadriidse (Plovers),
(5) Otitidae (Bustards), and (6) Gruidse (Cranes).

2. Pakeont. ; Representatives of the order
hnve been found in the Cretaceous racks,
and a succession of others in the Tertiary.

graT-la-tbr'-I-al, a,. [Lat. grallator ~ a
walker on stilts*; Eng. adj. suff. -iaL] Of or
pertaining to the Grallatores, or wading-birds

;

wading.

gr&l'-la-tor-^, a. [Lat. grallator; Eng. adj.

suff. -y.] The same as Grallatorial (q.v.).

gral -line, + gral'-lie, a. [Lat. grall(ai)

(q.v.); Eng. adj. suff. -ine ; -ic.) Of or per-
taining to the grallae

; grallatorial.

gral' loch, gral lock, s. [Etym. doubtful.]
The offal of a deer, antelope, &c.

gral loch, gral lock, v.t [Gralloch, s.]

To remove the offal from, as of a deer.

*gram, grame, gramm, *grom, a. &s.
[A.8. gram, grom; O.S., O. H. Ger., & Dut.
gram; Icel. gramr; Dan. gram; Sw. gramse;
O.Fr. gram; Ital. gramo; Ger. gram.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Angry, enraged. (Ormulnm, 7,144.)

2. Warlike. (Gatvan & Golnpas, ii. 13.)

B. As subst. : Grief, anger, sorrow, vexation.

-gram, sutf.
' [Gr. ypapL^a (gramma) = that

whicli is written
;
ypd<pat (grapho) =to write.]

A suffix frequently used with words of Greek
origin to express something written, as, epi-

gram, chronogram, telegram, &c.

gram (1), s, [Gramme.]

gram (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] The Chick-pea
(Cicer arietinum), used it) the East Indies for

fodder. (-4 nglo-Indian. )

^ fforse-gravi:

Bot. : Dolichos unifiorus.

* gram, grame, * granite, * grome,
gromien, v.t. & i. [A.S, gramian;

O. H. Ger. & Goth, gramjan.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To vex, to annoy, to make angry.
" For a lytyl wurde thou wilt men grame."

flobert de Brunne : Afeditatums, 845.

2. Impersonally;
" Swlthe sore me grometh that heo seulle senden."

Layamon, ii. 637.

B. Intrans. ; To be angry, vexed, or an-

noyed.
" His heorte gromede." Layamon, ii., 161.

* gram'-ar-ye, s. [Fr. grimoire= a conjuring
book. (Cotgrave.) This is only another form
of Fr. grammaire, and did not appear till the
sixteenth century. Grammaire among the un-
educated stood for any book of occult science,
by reading which it was supposed adepts could
raise the devil.] [Grammar.] Magic.

" I hope that in Mr. Scott's next poem his hero or
heroine will be less addicted to gramarye and more to
grammar."—Byron ; English Bards & Scotch Jieviewers
(Note).

gra-mash'-es, s. pi. [Gamash.] Gaiters

reaching to the knee ; leggings.
" Hi3 atrong gramashes, or leggings, of thick gray

cloth."—Scott : Heart of Midlothian, ch. xlii.

* grame, a. & s. [Gram, a.]

gra'-men-ite, s. [Lat. gramen = grass, and
suff. -Ue(Min.) (q.v.). Named from the grass-

green colour.]

Min. : A variety of Chloropal found at Men-
zenberg, in the Siebengebirge. (Dana.)

*gram'-er, s. [Grammar.)

gra~mer'-9y, inter). [O.Fr. grammerci; Fr.

grand mera=great thanks.] An exclamation
expressive of thanks, mingled with a feeling

of surprise.

gram' i-na, s. pi. [PL of Lat. gramen (genit.

graminis) = grass.]

Bot. ; The name given by Linnaeus in 1751 to
the fourteenth of his natural orders of plants.
Jussieu in 1782 retained the name; Robert
Brown in 1810 altered it to Graminese. Lind-
ley's name for it is Graminaceae (q.v.).

gram-in-a'-ce-ee, gra-min - e se, s. pi.

[Lut. gramen; genit. gramin(is) — grass, and
fern. pi. adj. suff. -ace«, -em.]

Bot. : Grasses. An order of endogens, al-

liance Glumales. It consists of evergreen
herbs, a few of them reaching a great size and
living for many years. The rhizomais fibrous
or bulbous ; the stem,which is covered with
a coat of oil, is cylindrical, generally fistular,

closed at the joints, but sometimes solid ; the
leaves are narrow and undivided ; they are
alternate with a split-sheath and a ligula or
membranous expansion at the junction of the
stalk and blade. The flowers, which are green,
are in little spikes, called locustee, arranged in
racemes or panicles. Flowers formed of im-
bricated bracts, the outer ones called glumes,
those within them paleae, and the innermost
ones scales. Glumes, two or five

;
paleae, two,

the outer one simple, the inner composed of
two, united by their continuous margins,
usually two-keeled ; stamens generally three,
rarely one ; two, four, six, or more anthers,
versatile ; ovary, simple ; styles, two or three,
distinct, more rarely combined into one; seed,
one, anatropal

; generally undistinguishable
from the membranous pericarp ; albumen
farinaceous. The order has a remote affinity
to the Palms (Palmaceae), and a closer one to
the Sedges (Cyperaceae). Grasses occur in
all countries and in nearly all situations.
There are 250 genera, and about 4,500 species.
They constitute about one-twentieth, if not
even one-sixteenth, of all known plants. In
individuals theytranscend all other orders, but
a genuine greensward is more common in tem-
perate countries than in the tropics, in which
the grasses grow less closely together, besides
being often larger. All the cereals belong to
this order, particular genera and species flour-
ishing better in one country than in another.
Thus the oat and the barley come to great
perfection in Scotland, rye in the north of
continental Europe, wheat inEngland, France,
Germany, Hungary, andtheCrimea; rice where
water abounds, in southern Asia; and maize
in North America. The order furnishes abun-
dant fodder for cattle and horses. Sugar
exists in all grasses, and is of great economic

value in one ; silcx is made from them, also
cordage, &c. Some yield a fragrant oil ; &
minute fraction are poisonous. The order
Graminaceae is divided by Liudley into the
following thirteen tribes :

—

" Oryzeae, Phalareae, Paniceae, Stipeae, Agrostea?,.
Arundinese, Pappophoreie, ChloreEB, Avenea;, Festucea^,
divided into two families—Bromidie, and Bombusid%;
Hordeae, Hottboellea;, and Andropogoneae (q.v.).

gram i-na -ce-ous (or ceous as shus), a.
[Mod. Lat. graminace(m) ; Eng., &c. suff. -oils.]

Bot. : Of or belonging to the order Grami-
naceae (q..v.) ; having the characteristics of
grasses.

" Nitrogenous manures are more peculiarly adapted
for graminaceous plants, such as the meadow-grasses
and the cereals."—J. WrigfUon, in CasseU's Technical
Educator, pt. x., p. 281.

gra-min'-e-se, s. pi. [Graminaceae.]

gra-nun'-e-al, gra-mxn'-e-ous, a. [Lat.

gramineus, from gramen = grass.] Pertaining
to or like grass

;
pertaining to the tribe of

grasses.
" The true nard was a gramineous plant, and a

species of Audropogon."—,Sir W.Jones; On the Spike-
nard of the Ancients,

gram - in - 1 - f6'- li - OUS, a. [Lat. gramen,
(genit. graminis) = grass, folium = a leaf, and
Eng., &c. suff. -ous.]

Bot : Having leaves like those of grasses,

—

i.e., long, slender, pointed, and so veined as to

split longitudinally.

gr&m-i-niv'-dr-oiis, a. [Lat. gramen (genit.

graminis) = grass ; voro = to devour; -ous.]

Grass eating ; feeding or living upon grass.
" In the awan, the web foot, the spoon bill, the long

neck, the thick down, the graminivorous stomach,
bear all the relations to one another."—Paley : Natural
llicology, ch. xv.

gram ma-logue, s. [Gr. ypanfta (gramma)
— that wliich is written, a letter, and Adyos
(logos) - a word.]

Phouog. : A word represented by a logo-
gram ; as it represented by

|
, that is (.

gram'- mar, * gram -aire, *gram-erf

gram ere, *gram -mere, *gram-
or-y, s. & a. [O. Fr. graviaire; Fr. gram-
maire, from Low Lat. * grammaria, from Lat.

gramma =Gr. ypa.p.y.0. (gramma), from vpa^o>
(grapho) = to write.]

A. As substantive :\

1. The science which treats of the words of
which language is composed, and of the laws
by which it is governed. It is of two kinds,
descriptive and comparative. Descriptive
grammar classifies, arranges, and describes
words as separate parts of speech, and notes
the changes they undergo under certain con-
ditions. Comparative grammar, which is based
on the study of words, goes further ; it ana-
lyzes and accounts for the changes they have
undergone, and endeavours to trace them back
to their origin ; it thus deals with the growth
of language.

" Grammar is the art of true'and well speaking alan-
guage."— Ben Jonson: English Grammar, ch. i.

2. A book or work containing the principles

and rules for speaking and writiug a language
;

a treatise on the principles of language.

"Alfric composed several grammars Tand diction-
aries."—GoIdsmith : Polite Learning, ch. iii.

3. The art of speaking or writing a lan-
guage with correctness and propriety accord-
ing to established rules.

4. A correct use of words in accordance
with the established rules of language

; pro-
priety of speech.

" I'arium et mutabile semperfemina, is the sharpest
satire that ever was made on woman , for the adjec-
tives are neuter, and animal must be understood to>

make them grammar"—Drydcn.
5. A treatise on the elements or principles

of any science or subject ; as, a grammar of
geography.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or contained in

grammar ; as a grammar rule.

grammar-school, * gramer - scole,
s. A school in which languages, especially
Latin and Greek, are grammatically taught.

"Thou has most traitorously corrupted the youth
of the realm in erecting ngrammar-school.' —Shakesp. :

2 Henry VI., iv. 7.

* gram mar, * gram -mcr, v.i. [Gram-
mar, c.) Tb discourse according to the rules
of grammar.

" She is in her
Moods and her tenses : 111 grammcr with you.
And make a trial how I can decline you."

/;<:>< ton. ,fc Flet. : Laws of Candy, ii. i.

boil, bo3^; poUt, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -clous, sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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gram - mar' -I an, * gram ar i -an,
* gram-ar i-'en, * gram-ar-y-on,
* gram-ar-y-one, * gram-mar-y-on,
s. [0. Fr. gramarien; Fr. grammairien.]

1. One who is versed in grammar or the

science of languages ; a philologist ; a master
of grammar.

"Among the prieBta who refused the oaths were
some men eminent in the learned world, as gram-
marians, chronologists, canonists, and antiquaries."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. One who writes or teaches grammar.
" Casaubon was led into that mistake by Diomedee

the grammarian."—Dryden : Juvenal. (Dedic.)

* gram-mar'-i-an-ism, s. [Eng. gram-
marian; -ism.] "The principles or use of

grammar.

*gram-mar'-i-our, 5. [Grammar.] Formerly,
the teacher of grammar in a college ; the term
Professor of Humanity has long been used in

its stead. (Scotch.)

gram mar-less, a. [Eng. grammar; -less.]

Destitute" of grammar ; without a grammar.

' gram -mar-ye, [Gramarye.]

* gram-mates, s. [Gr. ypd
/
j.

f
±aTa(grammata),

pi. of ypdfifia (gramma) = a letter.] Elements,
first principles, or rudiments, as of grammar.
" These apish boys, when they but task the gram-

mates.
The principles of theory, imagine
They can oppose their teachers."

Ford ;. Broken Heart, i. a.

gram mat ic-al, a. [Fr. grammatical, from
Lat. gravimaticu-s — grammatical, from Gr.
ypafj.(AaTiKo<; (grammatikos) = knowing one's
letters or rudiments

;
ypdp.p.a (gramma), gen.

ypdfifiaTOs (grammatos) = a letter
;

ypd<pw
Igra/pho) = to write. ]

1. Of or pertaining to grammar.
"And thus (l.e. by taking certain grammatical dis-

tinctions for real differences in nature) the gramma-
tisthas miBled the grammarian."— Tooke: Diversions
of Purley, vol. i., ch. lx.

2. According to the rules of grammar

;

grammatically correct.

"It is certainly not true in that sense of the words
that the natural proper grammatical construction of
them leads to."

—

Sharp, vol. v.. Disc. 9.

gram-mat' Ic ally, adv. [Eng. gram-
matical; -ly.] In *a grammatical manner; ac-

cording to the rules or principles of grammar.

gram-mat'-Ic-al-ness, s. [Eng. gram-
matical; -ness.] The quality or state of being
grammatical or according to the rules of
grammar.

* gram mat'-i-cas-ter, s. [Formed from
Eng. grammatic, on analogy with poetaster, criti-

caster, &c] A low petty grammarian ; a pre-
tender to the knowledge of grammar.

"He tells thee true, my noble Neophitej my little
grammaticaster."—Ben Jonson : Poetaster, 1. 2.

gram-mat i ca' tion, s. [Eng. gram-
malic ; -ation.] A rule or principle of
grammar.

gram-mat -i-fism, s. [Eng. grammatic;

-ism..] A point or principle in grammar.
" If we would contest grammaticisms, the Word here

is passive."

—

Leigh-ton : Com. on 1 Peter ii. 25.

* gram-mat'-I-cize, v.t. & i. [Eng. gram-
matic; -ize.]

A. Trans. : To render grammatical ; to set
out or arrange in accordance with a system of
grammar.

"This was the very first attempt to embody, to
trrange, or to grammaticize this language [the Celtic].
-Fuller: Worthies; Wales QeneraU. (Note.)

B. Intrans. : To display one's knowledge of
grammar ; to act the grammarian.

" Qrammatloising pedantically, and criticising spu-
riously."

—

Op. Ward. '

* gram' -ma - tist, s. [Gr. ypa|u.ju.anoT<js

(grammatistes).] A pretender to a knowledge
of grammar.

"Not instruments of burning plates ... as some
irammatists have imagined."— A Holland: Ammi-
mus, bk. xiv. (Annot.J

gram ma tite, s. [Gr, ypdp\\i.a. (gramma),
genit. ypdixfJLaTos (grammatos) = a written
character, a line.]

Min. ; The same as Tremolite (q.v.).

gramme, s. [Fr., from Gr. ypdnna. (gramma)
= a written character, a letter ... a weight
used by physicians = a scruple.]

Weight* £ Measures, Physics, i&c. : A French
weight, equivalent to that of a cubic centi-

metre of distilled water at 4° C. It weighs
15-443 grains. On the C.G.3. System of

Units it is nearly equal to 981 dynes.

gramme-centimetre, 5.

Physics: A measure of work on the C. G. S.

System of Units. It is nearly = 9*81 x 10*

ergs. It is rather less than the kilerg.

gramme degree, s.

Physics : A measure of heat. One gramme
degree Centigrade is = 4*2 x 10? ergs = forty-

two million ergs.

gram'- mite, s. [Gr. ypd^a (gramma)
[Grammatite], and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Mln. : The same as Wollastonite (q.v.).

gram-mit-Id'-e-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gram-
mit(es), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ideai.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Polypodiaceous Ferns
having naked sori.

gram-mi tis, s. [Gr. -ypaju/x^ (gramme) =
the stroke of a pen, an outline; from the
arrangement of the sori.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the subtribe
Graminitideae (q.v.). What was once termed
Grammitis crierach was next called Veterach

ojficinarum, and has now returned to AspU-
nvum ceterach, its old Linnaean name.

Gram mon-ti!ans, Grand mon-tme^,
Gran di mon tainsjj, s. pi. [From Gram-
mont, in Limoges, Muret, near which the order
was first established.]

Ch. Hist. : A monastic order founded in a.d.

1073, with the sanction of Pope Gregory VII.,

by Stephen of Thiers, a nobleman of Au-
vergne, who is sometimes called Stephen de
Muret. [Etym.] His rules enjoined .poverty
and obedience ; abstinence from animal food,

which was not allowed even to the sick
;

as also silence, and forbade conversation
with females. The lay brethren were to
manage the secular affairs of the monastery
while their clerical associates devoted them-
selves exclusively to spiritual contemplation.
The reputation of the order remained high
during the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

Ultimately, however, variance arose between
the clerical and lay brethren, and the rigour
of the rules was modified, both courses tend-
ing to lower the reputation of the order in the
Christian world.

1[ The order came into the England in the
reign of Henry I., a.d. 1100 to 1135. They
established themselves at Abberbury, in
Shropshire, at Cressewell, in Herefordshire,
and at Grosmont or Eskdale, in Yorkshire.
(MoshMm: Ch. Hist., cent, xi., pt. ii., ch. ii.,

§ 26, &c.)

t gram-mo -pet' a-lous, a. [Gr. ypa^ij
(aramme)= the strok"e of a pen, a line ; irerakov
(petalon) = a leaf, and Eng., &c. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having linear petals.

gram' pie, s. [O. Fr. grampelle, crampelle.]

A kind of crawfish.

gram- piis, * gram- passe, * grand
place, s. [A corruption of Ital. gran pes =
great fish, or of Port, gran peixe, or Sp. grand
pez, from Lat. grandis piscis = a great fish.

There is an analogous etymology to Porpoise
(q.v.). (Skeat.y]

Zool. : A cetacean, Phocoma Orca, closely
akin to the porpoise, P. communis, but much
larger, beingsometimestwenty-one feetlong. It

ORAMPUS.

has eleven thick conical teeth, a little crooked,
the posterior ones flattened transversely. It
is blaqk above and white below. It is a vora-
cious animal. It is found in the North At-
lantic, extending also to the British seas.

gran, [Grand.] (Scotch.)

gra - na, s. pi. [PI. of
;
Lat. granum = a grain ]

Pharm., &c. : Grains.

* granam oliiccana, 5. pi.

Pharm. : The seeds of Croton Tlglium and

C. Pavana, two euphorbiaceous trees from the

Bast Indies, the oil of which is acrid, and

blisters the skin.

* gra-na'de, * gra-na'-dd (1), s. [Grenade.]

1. A grenade.

2. A squib, a pamphlet, a satire.

*gr&n-a-dieV, s. [Grenadier.]

gran-a-dil'-la, s. [Sp.]

Bot': Various species of Passiflora (Passion

Flower), as Passiflora quadrangularls, &c,
having edible fruits ; also those fruits them-

selves.

* gra - na'- do (2), s. [Lat. granatum.] A
pomegranate. [Granatum.]

gran-am, s. [Grandam.]

gran'-ar-^, s. [Lat. granaria, from granum
= corn; Ital. granaro; Sp. grane.ro; Port.

granier ; Fr. grenter. Granary and garner

are thus doublets.] A storehouse or reposi-

tory for grain after it has been threshed ; any
place where grain is stored.

" Of forecast, the sitta, and the ant, which lay up
nuts and other seeds In their granaries, which serve

them In winter."—Grew: Cosmologla Sacra, bk. iiL,

ch. it

gran at, s. [Garnet.]

Min. ; The same as Garnet (q.v.).

* gran'-ate (1), s. [Granite.]

[Lat. granatum.] A pome-* gran -ate (2),

granate.*

* gran -ate, a. [Lat. granatus.] Ingrained *,

dyed in "grain.

" Syne nixt hir raid tn granate violnt
T w 1 .It dainiaellis, ilk ane in that estalt."

Lindsay ' Palice of Honour, t 11.

gra na'-ti, s. [Gen. sing, of Lat. granatum.]
[Granatum.]

GroMati radicis Cortex: [Pomegranate-root
B&rk].

gran -a tite, e. [Grenatite.]

gra-na' turn, s. [Lat. (pomum)granatum=
(an* apple) with grains: granum = a grain.] A
pomegranate.

grand, graund, a. & s. [Fr. grand- great,

from Lat. grandis, from the same root as
gravis = heavy ; Sp. & Ital. grande.]

A. As adjective

:

1, Great), principal, chief.
" Whom the grand foe with scornful eye askance,
Thus answered." Milton : P. L., vL 149.

* 2. Weighty, important.
" In grand affairs thy days are spent,
In waging weighty compliment."

firyden : Sp. %
3. Complete, full.

" Produce the grand sum of his Bias, the articles
Collected from his life."

Shaketp. : Henry rill., lit 2.

4. Great ; illustrious ; high in dignity, rank,
or power ; noble.

" God hath planted, that is, mode to grow, the trees
of life and knowledge, plants only proper and becom-
ing the paradise and garden of so grand a Lord."—
Raleigh : Hist, of the World.

5. Splendid, magnificent.
"I have ever observed, that colonnades and avenues

of trees of a moderate length, were without comparison
far grander, than when they were suffered to run to
immense distances."—Burke : On the Sublime & Beau-
tiful, pt. ii., § 10.

6. Worthy of admiration, noble, illuatrioua,
admirable.

,7. Noble ; sublime ; lofty ; conceived or ex-
pressed in noble or dignified, language : as, a
grand conception, a grand idea.

8. It is used principally in composition .to
denote ascent or descent of consanguinity:
as, grandfather and grandson, grandmother
and grandchild, &c. ; more remote in descent.

, ,

" Say flrat what cause
Moved our grand pnrents in that happy state.
Favoured of Heaven so highly, to fall off
From their Creator "

AfUton : P. L., L 29.

B, As substantive

:

1. The head or chief of certain secret socie-
ties : a grand-master.

2. [Grand-piano.]

grand-action, s. A pianoforte action,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit
or, wore, wolf, work, who. sin; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e; ey ~ a. qu = kw.
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to which' three features are combined : (I) A
hammer to strike the string

; (2) a hopper to
elevate the hammer, and then, escaping there-

'frotti, leave tlie latter instantly to fall away
from the string, independently of the position
of the key ; and (3) a check to catch the
hammer arid prevent rebounding.

grand-assize, *.

Lath: A kind of trial introduced in the
reign of Henry V., by which an accused person
was allowed the option of trial by battle or
trial by a jury of his peers. It was abolished
by 3-14 William IV., c. 42, § 13.

grand commander, grand-cross, s.

The highest class in certain orders of knight-
hood.

grand-days, s. pi.

Law: Certain days in the terms which are
solemnly kept in the Inns of Court and
Chancery—viz., Candlemas Day, Ascension
Day, St. John Baptist's Day, and All Saints'
Day.

grand distress, s.

Law ; A writ of distress issued in the real

action of quare impedit, when no appearance
has been entered after the attachment. It is

directed to the sheriff, and commands him to
distrain the defendant's goods and chattels,

in. order to compel appearance.

grand-duke, s.

1. Orel. Lang. : A title applied to members
of the Imperial family of Russia, and also to
the sovereigns of certain German states, who
are considered as holding a position between
duke and king. Before the, establishment of

the Italian kingdom under Victor Emmanuel,
in 18£il, there was a grand-duke of Tuscany.

1 2. ZqoL : A name for the Eagle-owl, Bubo
maximus.

* grand -guard, * grande - garde,
* graun garde, s.

Old Arm. : A piece of/ plate-armour used in

, the tournament as an extra protection for the
left shoulder and breast. It was screwed to
the breast-plate, and allpwed little or no room
to the left arm, being only used on horseback
in "jousts of peace." (Fairholt.)

"The one bnre the heluie, the second hie graun-
ffarde, the thlrde his spere."

—

Hall : Henry VIII. (an. 6).

grand-juror, s. A member of a grand-
jury (q.v.),

" Never had magistrates, grand jurors, rectors, and
churchwardens been ao much ou the alert."

—

Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

grand-jury, s.

Law : A jury, consisting of not less than
twelve nor more than twenty-three duly quali-
fied men, selected by the sheriff of each county,
whose duty is to inquire into charges of crime
or misdemeanour against offenders, and to find
bills of indictment or throw them out, as the
evidence requires. [Juhy.]

" The grand jury, haying ehoaen their foreman, are
next instructed in the articles of their inquiry by a
oharge from the judge who presides upon the bench.
They then withdraw to receive indictments, which are
preferred to them in the name of the sovereign, but at
the suit of any private prosecutor ; and they are only
to hear evidence on behalf of the prosecution ; for the
finding of an indictment U only in the nature of an

i
,
inquiry or accusation, which is afterwords to be tried
and determined; and the grand jury are only to in-
quire upon their oaths whether there be sufficient

• cause to call upon the party to answer it."—Black-
atone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 33.

grand-juryman, s.

Law: A grand-juror.

* grand-larceny, «.

Old Law : The stealing of goods above the
Value of twelve pence.

* grand -leet, u. A great assembly.
" In the grand-leeta and solemn elections of magis-

trates."—P, Holland : Livy, p. 25.

grand-lodge, s. The principal lodge of
Freemasons and of Good-Templars. It is pre-

sided over by the grand-master, and grants
charters of foundation pr affiliation, and acts
generally as the governing body of the order.

The officers of grand-lodge are delegates from
the various inferior lodges.

grand-mamma, s. [Grandmamma.]

grand-master, s.

1. The title given to the head of the military
orders of knighthood; as, the' Hospitallers,
the Templars, &c.

2. The head of the orders of Freemasons
and Good-Templars.

grand -mercie, s. [Gramercy.]

grand-nephew, e. The grandson of a
brother or sister.

grand-niece, s. The granddaughter of
a brother or sister,

* grand -panch, s. A gourmand, a

glutton.

"Our grand-panches and riotous persons."

—

P. Hol-
land: Pliny, bk. xix., ch. iv.

grand-pensionary, ». [Pensionary.]

grand-piano, s. A harp-shaped piano,
whose form is caused by the varying lengths
of the strings, the mechanism being intro-
duced in the most effective manner regardless
of the dimensions of the instrument. [Piano-
forte.]

grand-relief, *.

Sculp. ; [Alto-relievo].

grand-seignior, s. A title formerly
given to the Sultan of Turkey.

* grand serjeanty, s.

Law : A form of tenure by military service.
" These were the principal qualities, fruits, and con-

sequences of the tenure l)y knight-service: of which
there were some other species, such as the tenure by
grand-serjeanty.per magnum servitlum, whereby tlie
tenant was bound, instead of serving the king generally
in his wars, to do some special honorary service to the
king in person ; as to carry his banner, his sword, or
the like; or to be his butler, champion, or other officer,

at his coronation."—Blackstone : Comment, bk. il

,

ch. 3.

grand-stand, s. The principal stand or
structure, on a race-course, &c, from which
a view of a race or other spectacle can be
obtained.

grand-vizier, s. The prime minister of
the Turkish Empire. [Vizier.]

* grand, * graund, v.t. [Grand, a.] To
make great.

"To graund His grace is sacrilegious." — Davies:
Summa Totalis, p. 6.

gran' dam, * gran-dame, s. [Eng. grand,
and dam.] A grandmother ; an old woman.
"Make merry, wives I ye little children stun
Tour grandam's ears with pleasure of your noise."

Wordsworth : Sonnet ; Anticipation, No. 1.

grand' child, s. [Eng. grand, and child.]

The offspring of a son or daughter ; a grand-
son or granddaughter.

" With cross and garland, over its green turf,
And thy grandchildren's love for epitaph."

Byron : Manfred, 11. 1.

grand daugh-ter (giftsilent), s. [Eng. grand,
and daughter.] The daughter of a son or
daughter,

" Shortly after the Lady Jane Grey, granddaughter
to the second Bister of King Henry tne Eighth, was
publicly proclaimed Qu,en of England."—Camden:
Elizabeth. (Introd.)

grande, s. [Sp.]

Sugar Man. ; The largest evaporating-pan
of a battery.

gran-dee', s. [Sp. gra/nde = a nobleman.] A
nobleman ; a person of high rank, power, or
dignity: specif., in Spain, a nobleman of
the highest rank, who has the privilege of re-

maining covered in the king's presence.
"The pageautry of life] considered In a political

view, as designed by the grandees to awe the people,
and keep them out of the park of selfish happiness,
which .the grandees have fenced with high pales."—
Knox : The Spirit of Despotism, § 22.

gran-dee'-ship, s. [Eng. grandee; -ship.]
The rank, dignity, or estate of a grandee.

" I think the Conde de> Altainira has no less than
nineteen grandeeships centred in his pereon."—Swin-
burne : Spain, let. 42.

grand -eur feur as yur), s. [Fr., from
grand = great.] The quality of being grand

;

splendour ; magnificence ; state ; dignity

;

vastness of size ; splendid or magnificent ap-
pearance

; elevation of sentiment, language, or
thought ; sublimity.

" This grandeur and majestic show
Of luxury.'' Milton : P. £., iv. no.

IF Crabb thus discriminates between gran-
deur and magnificence : "An extensive assem- ;

blage of striking qualities in the exterior i

constitutes the common signification of these
i

terms, of which grandeur is the genus and!
magnificence the species. Magnificence cannot

;

exist without grandeur, but grandeur exists

without magnificence: the former is distin-
guished from the latter both in degree and in

application. When applied to the same objects
they differ in degree; magnificence being the
highest degree of grandeur. Grandeur is ap-
plicable to the works of nature as well as art,

of mind as well as matter ; magnificence is

altogether the creature of art. A structure, a
spectacle, an entertainment, and the like,

may be grand or magnificent : but a scene, a
prospect, a conception, and the like, is grand

t

but not magnificent." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* grand-eV-i-ty, *grand-aev'-I-ty, s.

[Lat. grandcEvitas, from grandis — great, and
cevvm = age.] Great age, long life ; length of
life.

" Upon a true account the present age is the world's
grandosvlty."—Glanvill : Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. xv.

* grand-eV-ous, a. [Lat. grandcews.] Of
great age ; long-lived.

' grand ez a, s. [Sp.] A grandee.
"Of all the grandezas he had received."

—

HoweU;
Dodona's drove, p. 10L

grand'-fa ther, s. [Eng. grand, and father.]

The father of a mother or father ; the male an-
cestor next above a father or mother in the
scale of ascent.

* grand - if - 1C, a. [Lat. grandificus^ from
grandis = great, and/acio = to make.] Making
great,

* grand -I-ry, v.t. [Eng. grand; stiff, -fy
(q.v.).] To make, grand, great, or splendid.

grand il o-quence, s. [Grandiloquent. 1

The quality or state of being grandiloquent

;

lofty or pompous language ; bombast.

* grand-il o quent, a. [Lat. grandiloquent*
from grandis = great; loquens, pr. par. 01

loquor = to speak.]

1. Using lofty or pompous language ; bom-
bastic.

2. Bombastic ; consisting of lofty or pomp-
ous language.

"For incident and style (with the exception of a few
grandiloquent extravagances), it stands out favourably
from the common run of novels."—Atheimum, Feb, 8,
1884, p. 182.

* grand - II - 6 - quous, a. [Lat. grandilo-
qvus, from grandis = great ; loquor = to
speak.] The same as Grandiloquent (q.v.).

Gran-di-mdn -tains, s. pi. [Grammontians.]

* grand '-in ous, a. [Lat. grandineue, from
grando (genit. grandinis) = hail.] Full or
consisting of hail.

* grand'-i-dse, a. [Fr., from grand = great

;

Ttal. grandiose.]

1. Grand, sublime, imposing, magnificent;
full of grandeur.

" Hardly anything could seem more grandiose."—
0, Eliot : Romola, ch. xxi.

2. Pompous, bombastic ; vulgarly showy or
grand ; grandiloquent.

" Worth more than the grandiose memoirs of im-
mortal statesmen."—Forster: Life A Times of Gold-
smith, bk. ilL, ch. v., p. 801.

* grand-i-os'-I-ty, s - £®nS- grandiose); -ity.]

The quality or state of .being grandiose ; bom-
bastic or pompous style or language.

* grand'-l-ty, s. [Lat. granditas, from grandis
= great] Greatness, grandeur, magnificence.]

"Our poets excel in grandUy and gravity, smooth-
ness and property. In quickness and briefness."—
Camden: Remaines; Poems.

* grand -ling, s. [Eng. grand ; dim. Buff.

'ling.] A petty noble or grandee.
" Should he (not) heare of billow, wind and storm,
From the tempestuous grandHngs."

'

Ben Jonson : Speech according to Horace.

grand'-rjf, adv. [Eng. grand ; -ly.]
'

In a
grand .manner , splendidly, magnificently, ad-
mirably, sublimely.

grand -mam - ma, s. [Eng. grand, and
mamma (q.v.).] A grandmother (q.v.).

* grand-ma-teV-nal, a. [Eng. grandt and
maternal (q.v.).] Of or pertaining to a grand-
mother or female ancestor.

"Fresh strength 1b given him In his struggled by
contact with his grandmatemal earth."—Mortimer
Collins : Two Plunges for a Pearl, voL i., ch. v.

Grand-mon' tines, s. pi. [GrammontiansJ

grand'-moth-er, s. [Eng. grand, and mo-
ther.] The mother of one's father or mother.

b$il, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun : -tion, sion ^= zhiin. -tious, -siovs. -cious— shua. -ble, -die, &c. = hel. del.
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grand -moth-er-ly, a. [Eng. grandmother;
-ly.] Pertaining to or "becoming a grand-
mother. (Generally used in the expression
grandmotherly legislation or government, that
is, fit for children, childish, treating those
concerned as children.)

"Tavern hours tyrannically and ridiculously cur-
tailed by grandmotherly legislation. "—Daily Tele-
graph, Nov. 20. 1882.

grand ness, s. [Eng. grand; -ness.] The
quality or state of being grand

;
grandeur.

"The grandness of this fabric of the world."—
WoUaston ; Religion of Nature, § 5.

* grand paungh, s. [Eng. grand, and
paunch.] A greedy fellow, a glutton, a gour-
mand.

* grand'-schir, *grant -schir, s. [Eng.
grand; Scotch schir = sir.] A great-grand-
father.

"His said vmqulule darrest grandschir deceissit
frome this present lyff in the field of Flowdoune."—
Acts Jos. VI., 1592 (ed. 1814), p. 619.

grand -sire, grand sicr, ^ [Eng. grand,
and sire.]

1. A grandfather.
" The boy set up betwixt his grandsire's knees."

Tennyson ." Dora, 128.

2. An ancestor, a forefather.
" Great Romulus, the grandsire of them all."

Spenser; F. Q., I. v. 49.

grand- son, * grand -Sonne, s. [Eng.
grand, and son,] The son of one's son or
daughter.

" Ak.ijus grandsonne searching long."
Warner : Albions England, bk. ii., c. xi.

*gran-dy, s. [Grandee.]

* grane (1), a. [Grain, s.]

* grane (2), «. [Groan, s.]

* grane, v.i. & t. [Groan, s.]

A. Intrans. : To groan. (Scotch.)

B. Trans. : To exhaust or wear out by
groaning.

"X might grane my heart out or onybody wad gie
me either a bane or a bodle. "— Scott : Antiquary,
ch. xii.

*gran-er, s. [Granary.] A granary, a
garner.

grange, graunge, * gronge, s. [Fr.
grange, from Low Lat. granea = a barn, a
grange; granum = grain, corn ; Sp. & Port.
granja.]

*1. A barn, a granary.

"Their teeming flocks, and granges full."
MUton : Comus, 175.

2. A farmhouse or farmstead standing away
at a distance from other houses Or a village

;

applied to the residence of the bailifT of a
feudal, the dwelling of a yeoman, &c.

" Till thou return, the Court I will exchange
For some poor cottage, or some country grange."
Drayton : Lady Geraldine to the Earl of Surrey.

*3. The farmhouse or farmstead of a reli-
gions house, where the crops from the ground
attached to the monastery and also the tithes
and rent paid in kind were stored : one of
the monks, called the prior of the grange, was
deputed to keep the account of the farm.

'

' An officer out for to ride,
To sen her granges and her bernes wide."

Chaucer: C. T., 12,996.

4. A combination, society, or association of
farmers for the promotion of the interests of
agriculture, by abolishing the restraints and
burdens imposed on it by railway and other
companies, and hy getting rid of the system
of middlemen or agents between the producer
and the consumer. (American.)

*grange, v.t. [Grange, s.] Apparently, to
farm.

" They presume thus to grange and truck causes."

—

Birch : Memoirs of Queen Elizabeth, i. 354.

gran'-ge-a, s. [Named probably after some
one called Grange, known to Addison (Pax-
ton).']

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe
Grangeinese (q.v.). Grangea maderaspatana,
found iu India and in Brazil, is used in the
latter country as a substitute for calomel.

gran-ge-in'-e-fie, s. pi [Mod. Lat. grange(a),
and Lat. fern. pi. adj. stiff, -inece.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Composites, tribe As-
teroidese.

grang'-er, * graung-er, s. [Eng. grange ;

-er.]

* 1. A farm bailiff or steward.

"The graunger or maister of husbandrie hath not
done his part,"—P. Holland: Plinie, bk. xviii., ch.

xxiii.

2. A member of a grange or association for

the promotion of the interests of agriculture.

(American.

)

Grang'-er -ise, v.t. [Grangerism.] To
mutilate books in the manner described under
Grangerism (q.v.).

"Mr. Aahton's Social- Life in tlie Reign of Queen
Anna . . . would bo a capital book to Grangerize."—
G A. Sola, in must. London News, Nov. 4., 1882, p. 463.

Grang'-er-ism, s. [For etym. see def. and
extract.] The practice of illustrating some
particular book with engravings torn from
others. As will be seen from the example
under Grangerite the custom itself was known
in the 18th century, but the name is derived
from the special delight bibliophiles took in

thus illustrating Granger's Biographical His-
tory of England. G. A. Sala (loc. cit.) says,

on the authority of the advertisement of the
fifth edition, that at its first appearance the
rage to illustrate it became so prevalent that
scarcely a copy of any work embellished with
portraits could be found in an uninutilated
state.

" Grangerism, as the innocent may need to be told,
is the pernicious vice of cutting plates and title-pages
out of many books to illustrate one book."

—

Saturday
Review, Jan, 29, 1883, p. 123.

Grang'-er-ite, s. [Granger; -ite.] One who
mutilates books for the purpose of illustrating
others.

"Diderot was not only a hardened Grangerite but as
far in advance of his epoch, in respect of the theory of
book illustration, as he was in respect of art criticism."—Saturday Review, Feb. 17, 1883, p. 207.

gran gus'-to, &, [it.]

1, Music : Elevated taste or expression.

2. Paint.: Anything in a picture very extra-
ordinary or calculated to excite surprise.

* gran'-i-er, *. [Garner.]

gra-nif '-er-se, s. pi. [Graniferous.] A
nanis given by Agardh in 1S21 to the Endo-
geus (q.v.).

gra-nif '-er-oiis, a. [Lat. granum = grain,
seed ; fero = to bear, to produce ; and Eng.
adj. suff. -oiis.] Bearing grain or seeds like
grain.

gran' l- form, s. [Lat. granum (genit. grant)
— grain, seed, and forma = form, shape.]

Bot. : Resembling grains of corn in form.

t gran'-i-lite, s. [Fr., from grantff), and Gr.
Atflos (lithos) = stone.]

Petrology :

1. Granite with small grains. (Littre.)

2. Indeterminate granite.

3. Granite which contains more than three
constituent parts. (Ogilvie.) The word is not
recognised by Rutley.

gra-nir-la, s. [Sp., dimin. of grano ; Lat.
grantm = a grain, seed.] The dust or small
grains of the cochineal iusect.

" gran-it, a. [Eng. grain (2), s. ; -it,

Forked, barbed.
" He has na power nor ancthorytye
On seyis, nor on the thre granit sceptour wand
Quhilk is by cut geuin me to bere iu hand."

Douglas: Virgil, 17, 23.

* gran'- 1 - tar, s. [Eng. grain; -ter.] An
officer belonging to a religious house, who had

ri_ the charge of the granaries ; a grainger.
" Memorandum that the granitar sete na teynds to

na baroms, nether landit men."—Chart. Aberbroth.
fo. 126, ju Afacfarl., p. 433.

gran -ite, s. & a. [Ital. granito, as s. = granite,
as adj. = grained, from Lat. granum = a grain'
Port, granito; Fr. granit; Sp. granate. So
named because the rock has a course granular
structure.]

A. As substantive:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II. 1.

2. Anything very difficult to be destroyed,
as when an individual is said to have a con-
stitution of granite.

IL Technically:

1. Petrol. £ Geol. : An unstratified rock,
normally consisting of three simple minerals,

felspar, quartz, and mica, or, in Dana's nomen-
clature, of orthoclase, quartz, and mica. For
a long time the universally accepted view,

which is still the prevalent one, was that
it is an "igneous" rock, of a

4, plutonic"
type. The difficulty has, however, to be en-

countered that it is not seen in process of
formation on the earth's surface. This was
met by Sir Chas. Lyell, the apostle of Uni-
formitarianism, by the hypothesis that it ori-

ginates beneath the surface and under high
pressure, produced in most cases by earth,

but in some instances by a weight of incum-
bent water. Like surface volcanic rocks it

has been fused and afterwards cooled ; but it

does not like them comprehend tuffs and
breccias, &c, but assumes a crystalline tex-
ture, destitute of pores, or cellular cavities to
which gases entangled in lava or any such
rock give rise. It is in favour of its igneous-
origin that it has in many places broken
through ordinary sedimentary or metainorphic
strata, sending veins through them in various
directions. It rarely, however, overtops or
caps them, as if coming up molten through a
crater it had overflowed them above. Hence
Mr. Necker proposed for it the term under-
lying to distinguish it from the volcanic rocks,
called by Dr. MacCulloch overlying rocks.
Some geologists consider it not an " igneous "

or "plutonic," but a metamorphic rock, more
altered than gneiss, which agrees with it in
composition, but in which stratification has
not been obliterated. The two views are not
necessarily antagonistic ; some granites may
have the one origin and others the other.
Werner ranked granite as one of his "primary"'
rocks, and long after his time it was looked
upon as always very old, if not even the most
ancient of rocks. This view is obsolete ; it is
of all ages, some granite in the Alps having
broken up the strata during Tertiary times.
Mr. Sorby, F.G.S., has shown that granite
encloses fluid cavities, having in them water,
containing chlorides of potassium and sodium,
with sulphates of potash, soda, and lime. He
reasons out that the Cornish elvans (granite
dykes) were consolidated on an average at a
temperature not less than 250° C, and a pres-
sure of 40,300 cubic feet of rock ; the Cornish
granites at a temperature of 216°, and under a
pressure of 50,000 feet, and the centre of the
mass of granite at Aberdeen at a temperature
of 89°, and under a pressure of 78,000 feet.
(Sorby, in Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, xiv. 484, &c.)

2. Chem., &c. : M. Durocher supposes that
a mass containing in combustion silica,
alumina, alkaline, and earthy bases, potash,
soda, sometimes lithia, with a little lime mag-
nesia, the oxides of iron and manganese, with
minute quantities of hydrofluoric, and even of
boracic acid, would, as it cooled, separate into
quartz, mica, and felspar, the felspar crystal-
lizing soonerthan the quartz, which would long
remain in a viscous state. (Quar. Jour. Geol.
Soc., v., page c.)

3. Physical Geog., Scenery, &c. : Granite often
constitutes the axis of high mountain chains ;
the Sinaitic range has an axis of granite.
Granite hills have a peculiar rounded form,
with a scanty vegetation. They are easily
distinguishable from the flat-topped precipice-
flanked basaltic hills. Von Buch considers
that granitic mountains so much tend to be
portions of a sphere, that he looks upon thein
as ellipsoidal bubbles, which were forced up-
wards only in a partially fluid state ; then,
when the upper dome-shaped surface con-
tracted, many granitic blocks were formed.
Both phenomena exist in the Brocken moun-
tains.

L Comm., &c. : Granite is of much economic
value as a building stone. Aberdeen is some-
times called the Granite City, from the ma-
jority of its houses being built of that mate-
rial, and New Hampshire is popularly called
the Granite State, on account of the quantity
ofgranite composing its mountains. [Granite-
polishing.] Aberdeen granite is grayish-
white, Peterhead granite is red.

B. As adjective

:

I. Ord. Lang. : Consisting of or belonging
to granite.

~

"All round the mouth of Eskdale and south in the
direction of Boo tie, the granite blocks are chieflycongregated."—Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, x
Q.Jfy-J Resembling granite in any of the

qualities for which that material is noted.
"
£°,nPMhy ^ U1 * A^rosial Riclimond ! heaves

' SSHP'SmS hlS aranite wei*ht of leaves •Smooth, solid monument of mental pain."Byron
: English Bards & Seotcli Reviewers.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine- go pot.
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, as. ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw-
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granite-dispersing, u.

Geol. : Dispersing granite in the form of
erratic blocks,

"The granite-dispersing power of Kirkcudbright-
shire."—Q««r, Jour. Geol. Soc, xxxv. 431.

granite-dispersion, s.

(ri-ol. : The act of dispersing or scattering
granite in the form of erratic blocks.

" The great Kirkcudbrightshire granite-dispersion."—Quar. Jour. Geol. Hoc, xxxv. 4SL

granite-group, s.

Petrol. : A group of rocks of which granite
Is the type, arranged under the class Crystal-

line Rocks. Rutley includes in it the follow-

ing species : granite, porphyritic granite, fei-

stone, granitite, cordierite granite, luxullianite,

aplite or haplite, granulite, greisen, gneiss,

protogine, and cornubianite (q.v.).

granite-polishing, s. The polishing of

granite. The method of doing this was dis-

covered by MacDonald of Aberdeen. Tomb-
stones, and pedestals of statues, pillars, &c,
cut, smoothed, and polished on his system,
may be seen not merely all over Britain, but
en the Continent.

grfox'-I-tel, gran'-i-telle, s. [Fr. grani-

talle.]

Petrol. : A variety of grey granite with small
crystalline granules, the components being
felspar and quartz. It was worked by the
ancient Romans as marble. Graphic granite
is a variety of it.

gra-nit'-ic, t gra-mt'-ic-al, a. TEng.
granit(e); -ic, -icai ; Fr. granitique.] Of or
pertaining to granite ; like granite ; of the
nature of granite; consisting or composed of
granite. (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, ix. 264.)

t granitic-aggregate, s.

Petrol. : A granular rock consisting of two
or more simple minerals, only one of which
is one of the ordinary constituents of granite.

Thus there may be rock of quartz and horn-
blende, or of felspar and schorl.

gra-nit-3E-fS£-ca'-tion, s. [Eng. granitify;
c connective; sufF. -ation.] The act of form-
ing into granite ; the state or process of
becoming formed into granite.

gra mt i-form, a. [Eng. granite, and form.]
liaving the form of granite ; having a granitic
structure or shape.

gra-nlt-I-fy, v.t, [Eng. granite; suff. -fy
(q.v.).] To form into granite.

"gran'-X-tinf *gran'-i-tine,s. [Fr. granitin.]

Petrol. : A rock consisting of felspar and
quartz. Called also Pegmatite (q.v.).

gran'-i-tite, s. [Eng. granite, and suff. -ite

(ilftu.)(q.v.).]

Petrol. : Any variety of granite which con-
tains a certain amount of plagioclase (oligo-
clase). It has also flesh-red orthoclase, quartz,
and a small quantity of blackish-green mag-
nesian mica. (Rutley.)

gran i-toid, a. [Eng., &c., granit(e), and
suff. -oid; from e!8os (eidos)= form, appear-
ance.]

Petrol. : Resembling granite ; having the
same mineral composition as granite, or having
the minerals of which, the rock is composed
distinct, as in granite.

" We found it to be only a huge erratic of the usual
granitoid gneiss."—Prof. Geikie, in MacmUlan's Maga-
zine, Oct, 1881, p. 426.

gran-i-toid-ite, s. [Eng. granitoid; -ite.]

Petrol. : A name proposed, in 1879, by Prof.

Bonney for certain Dimetian granitoid rocks,

which in general aspect, much resemble a
granite poor in mica ; they are metamorphie
clastic rocks, but differ from ordinary gneiss in

being scarcely, if at all, foliated, and in the

small amount of mica. The word has a plural,

granitoidites. (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, xxxv.

322 (Note) ; see also p. 664.)

gran'-I-tone, s. [Ital.]

1. Petrol., dr. The name given in Tuscany
to a very dense rock with large crystals of

diallage, and milk-white or slightly steel-gray

crystals of felspar of the hardest kind, occa-

sionally replaced by steatite. The same as
Euphotide (q.v.).

2. Palmont. : It is of miocene age. (Quar.

Jour, Geol. Soc, xvi. 481.)

gra-niv'-or-OUS, a. [Lat. grannm = grain,

seed; voro — to devour; and Eng. adj. sun".

-ous.] Feeding or living on grain.
" I speak of granivorous birds, Buch as common fowls,

turkeys, ducks, geese, pigeons, &c."

—

Paley : Natural
Theology, ch. xvt

'gran -nam, *gran'-num, s. [A corrupt,

of granddm (q.v.).] A grandmother.
" Ghosts never walk till after midnight, if

gran'-ny, gran'-nie, s. [Grannam.] a
grandmother ; an old woman.

" I've heard my reverend grannie nay,

In lanely glens you like to stray."
Burns : Address to the Deil.

granny's knot, s.

Naut. : A knot in which the second tie is

across, differing from a reef-knot, in which
the end and outer part are in line.

grant, * granti, * grantte, * grante,
*graunt, *graunte, v.t. & i. [O. Fr.

graanter, grawnter, forms of craanter, creanter

= to caution, to assure, from Low Lat. * cre-

dento, ereanto = to guarantee ; credential = a

promise ; from Lat. credens, pr. par. of credo

= to trust.]

A. Transitive : I

1. To bestow, give, or confer, particularly

in answer to prayer or request ; to concede.
" He is wortbiethat thou graunteto him this thing."

, Wycliffe : Luk vli.

2. To admit as true something not yet
proved ; to allow, to concede.

"I take it for orated . . . in this article it signifieth

not holythings, but holy ones."

—

Pearson: On the
Creed.

3. To transfer or bestow the right or title

to ; to convey by deed or writing ; to give or

make over for any good consideration.
" Grant me the place of this threshing-floor." —

1 Chron. xxi. 22.

* 4. To agree with ; to assent to.
" Us thought it was not worth to make it wise.

And granted him withouten more avise."
Chaucer: 0. T., "6.

*5. To admit of, to allow, to permit.
*' His heart granteth

No penetrable entrance to her plaining."
Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 558.

B. Intransitive :

1. To allow, to concede, to admit.

"But granting your excellence has at last forced
envy toconfess that your works liave some merit."

—

Goldsmith : Polite Learning, ch. x.

* 2. To consent, to agree.
" Before I would have granted to that act."

Shakesp. : .3 ffenry VI., i. 1.

If For the difference between to grant and
to give, see Give.

grant, s. [Grant, v.]

* I. Ordinary Language

:

I, The act of granting, bestowing, or con-

ferring.

* 2. Consent, agreement.
"You grant or your denial shall be mine."

Shakesp. ; 3 Henry VI., iii. 3.

3. That which is granted, bestowed, or con-

ferred ; a gift, a boon ; property conveyed by
deed or patent.

" All the Irish grants of William were annulled."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

*4. The admission of something not yet

proved as true ; concession.
" But of this so large a grant, we are content not to

take advantage."

—

Hooker: Eccles. Polity.

II. Law: The conveyance in writing of such
things as cannot be passed or conveyed by
word only, as lands, reversions, rents, &c., or

made by such persons as cannot give but by
deed.

"Thus mutual convenience introduced commercial
traffic, and the reciprocal transfer of property by sale,

grant, or conveyance : which may be considered either
as a continuance of the original possession which the
first occupant had, or as an abaudoning of the thing
by the present owner, and an immediate successive
occupancy of the same by the new proprietor. "

—

Black-
stone: Comment., bk. ii., ch. 1.

' grant'-a ble, u,. [Eng. grant; -able.]

1. That may or cau be granted or conveyed
by grant.

" TitheB and Church lands . . . coming to the crown
became grantable in that way to the subject."—Burke :

Dormant Claims of the Church.

2. That may or can be granted, allowed, or
conceded.

" The Statute of Clarendon gave the accused of felony
or treason, although quitted by the ordeal, forty days
to pass out of the realm with his substance, which to
other felons taking sanctuary and confessing to the
coroner, he affirms not grantable."—Selden: JUustrat.
Drayton s Poly-Olbion, s. 17.

granted, -pa. par. or a. [Grant, v.]

% To take as or for granted : To assume as
conceded or allowed ; to take as admitted to
be true, though not yet proved.

grant-ee', s. [Eng. grant; -ee.]

Law : The person to whom a grant or con-
veyance is made.

"Some of the living grantees were unpopular."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

grant'-er, *graunt-er, s. [Eng. grant;
-er.] One who grants.

"Both sides being desirers, and neither granters,
they broke off the conference."

—

Sidney: Arcadia,
bk. iii.

* granf-ise, s. [O. Fr.] A grant or granting.

"Asked Henry a bone of grantise of grace."
liobert de Brunne, p. 134.

* grant'-ly, adv. [Eng. grant ; -ly.] Wil-
lingly ; with consent or willingness.

grant'-Sr, s. [Eng. grant; -or.]

Law: The person by wliom a grant or con-
veyance is made.

" A duplex querela shall not be granted uuder pain
of suspension for the grantor from the execution of
his office. "—A ylffle : Parergon.

gran'-u-la, s. pi. [Lat. granulum, dimin. of
granuvi = a grain.]

Botany

:

1. Large sporulcs contained in the centre of
many algals, as in the genus Gloionema.
(Lindley.)

2. The spore-case of a fungal. (Treas. of
Bot.)

gran'-U-lar, a. [Eng. granul(e); -ar,]

1. Ord. Lang. : Composed of or resembling
granules or grains.

" The protoplasm comprising them is finely granu-
lar throughout."—Quain; Anatomy, ii. 23.

2. Bot. : Divided into little knobs or knots,
as the roots of Saxifraga granulata. (Lindley.)

granular crystalline orthoclase, •>.

Min. & Petrol. : A variety of orthoclase.

Dana includes under it granite, gneiss, mica-
schist, syenite, syenitic gneiss, granulyte,

albitic granite, pyroxenite, and miascyte.

granular-diabase, s.

Petrol. : A variety of diabase in which the
individual constituents can be recognised by
the naked eye. (Rutley.)

granular-limestone, s.

Petrol. : A metamorphie limestone, com-
posed of small grains or minute crystals inter-

secting each other in all directions, so as to

produce a glimmering lustre, though they
themselves, taken singly, are brilliant. It is

white, grey, yellowish, bluish grey, reddish,

greenish, &c., occasionally veined or spotted.

It has no fossils, but at times contains

various minerals, such as quartz, garnet, mica,

hornblende, talc, actinolite, asbestos, sulphuret

of lead and of zinc, &c. Of old it was called

also primitive limestone, but it is now known
that it may be of any age. It is often called

crystalline limestone. Probably it is in all

cases indirectly of animal origin. [Lime-

stone.] It occurs in Cornwall, in the Isle of

Skye, in Glen Tilt, in Antrim, Londonderry,
&c. A variety of it is called statuary-marble

(q.v.). (Phillips, <fcc.)

gran'-u-lar-ly, adv. [Eng. granular; -ly.]

In a granular manner or form.

* gran'-u-lar-y, a. [Eng. gramd(e); -ary.]

Granular ; resembling granules or grains
; con-

sisting of granules.
" Proportionably mixed, tempered, and formed into

granulary bodies." — Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk.
lL, ch. v.

gran'-u-late, v.t. & i. [Eng. granul(e); -ate;

Fr. granuler.]

A. Transitive:

1. To form into granules or small masses.
" Tin and lead may be quickly and better granu-

lated by the mechanical way."

—

Boyle: Works, iii. 464.

2. To raise granules or small asperities ; to

make rough on the surface.
" It would he too much to assert that the skin of the

dog-fish was made rough and granulated on purpose
for the polishing of wood."—Paley : Nat. TheoL, en. v.

B. Intrans. : To be formed into granides or

small masses ; to become granulated.

"It is a property of granulating substances to ad-

here promptly and permanently if brought together
accurately. '—Ashhurst : Encyclopcedia of Surgery, L

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, 3£enophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, - sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, dpi.
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gran'-u-late, gr&n'-u-lat-ed,i>a. par. or a.

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Consisting of or resembling grains or

grannies
;
granular.

2. Having numerous small asperities.

II. Bot. ; The same as Granular, 2 (q.v.).

granulated - glass, s. A kind of

roughened glass, used for stained windows.

granulated-steel, s.

Metall. : Melted pig-iron is scattered by a

wheel into a cistern of water, and thus reduced
to fragments. These are imbedded in powdered
hematite or sparry iron ore, and subjected to

furnace heat, The exterior of the fragments
become decarbonized, and thus reduced to

the condition of malleable iron. The metal is

made homogeneous by melting, and steel is

produced.

gr&n-u-la'-tion, «. [Fr.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of forming into granules or

grains.

2. The state or process of becoming granular.

II. Technically

:

1. Chem. : Zinc and tin are granulated by
pouring the melted metal into cold water : the

metal is thus obtained in small fragments.

Granulated zinc is used for preparing hydro-
gen gas, and granulated tin along with con-

centrated hydrochloric acid is used to reduce
nitro compounds to amido compounds.

"Granulation is the process by which metals are
reduced to minute grains. It in effected by pouring
them, in a melted Btate, through an iron cullender
pierced with small holes, into a body of water, or
directly upon a. bundle of twigs immersed in Water.
In this way copper ia granulated Into bean shot, and
liver alloys are granulated preparatory to refilling."

—

Ure: Oycloposdia.

2. Surgery.

(1) A process by which little granular or

grain-like fleshy bodies are formed on the sur-

faces of ulcers and suppurating wounds, and
serve both for filling up the cavities and bring-

ing closer together and uniting their sides.

"The mode of healing by granulation."—Ashhurat

:

Encyclopaedia of Surgery, i. 112.

(2) The fleshy grain-like bodies thus formed.

"Small conical eminences called granulations, . . .

in which by the aid of a pocket lens, minute vessels

can be distinguished."

—

Ashhurat: Encyclopedia of
Surgery, i. 113.

gran'-ule, s. & a. [Fr., from Lat. granulum,
dimin." of granurn = a grain.]

A. As substantive :

I. Gen. (for the most part technically) : Any
small body like a grain of wheat, oats, &c. ;

a little grain.

"With an excellent microscope, whore the naked
eye did see but a green powder, the assisted eye could
discern particular granules, some blue, and Borne
yellow."—Boyle: Works, L 680.

II. Specially

:

1. Anat. : There are granules in the blood
and in the nerve substance. (See also B. H)

2. Botany:

(1) & (2) [Gbantjla.]

(3) PI. : Pollen-grains.

(4) Knobs or knots constituting portions of

a root. [Granular.]

3. Petrol. : A minute grain of a simple
mineral, as one of the mechanically united
constituents of a rock.

"THe quartz occurs in small rounded granules in the
rock."—Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, xii. 183.

4. Astron. : [f (1), (2)]

.

B. As adj. : Consisting of granules.

H There is a granule-layer of the cerebellum.

It consists of granule-like corpuscles lying

in dense groups near the medullary centre.

(Quain.)

If (1) Granules of Huggins

:

Astron. : Groups of the granules described
under (2).

(2) Granules ofLangley

:

Astron. : Minute bodies scattered over the
whole surface of the sun, and assumed to be
the immediate source of solar light and heat.

granule-cells, s. pi

A natomy

:

1. Gen. : Cells containing globules of fat or

oil existing in animal sblids or liquids.

2. Spec. : Such cells when of new formation
in inflammation, cancer, &c. (Griffith & Hen-
frey.)

gran-u-lif'-er-ous, a. [Eng. granule; Lat.

faro
=" to bear, to produce, and Eng. adj. suff.

-ous.] Bearing grains ; full of grains.

gran'-u-ll-form, a. [Eng. granule, and
form.]

Petrol. & Min. : Having a granular structure.

gran'-u-lite, gran'-u-lyte, s. [Mod. Lat.

granulum), and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Petrol. : A mixture of granular orthoclase

and more or less quartz. It is sometimes

called semi-granite. It often contains small

garnets. Rutley considers it a metamorphic
rock. A variety of it is termed Aplite. Granu-

lite is called also Leptinite.

"This granulite or 'semi-granite,' as it is well-

called."—^««r. Jour. Geol. Soc, xxxiii. 320.

gran'-u-ldse, s. [Eng., &c. (granule); -ose.]

A name given to the part of the starch

granules which is dissolved by dilute acids

and acted upon by ferments ; the Tesidue is

said to consist of a variety of cellulose, in-

soluble in water, which by long boiling is

converted into granulose.

gran'-U-lous, a. [Fr. granuleuz, from granule;
Sp. granuloso ; Ital. granelloso.] Full of grains

or granules
;
granular.

grape (1), a. [Graip(i), *.]

grape (2), a. [Graip(2), s.]

grape (3),
* graap, s. [Fr. grappe = a bunch

or cluster of grapes; M. H. Ger. krappe;
O. H. Ger. chrapho = a hook ; M. H. Ger.

Icripfen ; O. H. Ger. chripphen = to seize, to
clutch.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

A. As substantive

:

Bot., Hort., &c. : The fruit of Vitis vinifera
t

or that important plant itself. [Vitis.]

The native country of the vine is the region

round the Caspian Sea, extending through
Armenia as far west as the Crimea. It has
been cultivated from the remotest antiquity

(Gen. ix. 20). Though flourishing in Turkey,
Greece, Italy, Spain, France, and Germany, it

is not a profitable crop in Britain. In the
south of England it can be grown in the open
air, as an ornamental climber, and sometimes
the vine and fig-tree are made to intertwine in

allusion to Micah iv. 4 (cf. also 1 Kings iv.

25).

TI Bear's grape is Vaccinium arctostaphylos,

also Arctostaphylos Uva ursi ; the Corinth
grape is the Black Corinth variety of Vitis

vinifera, the one which furnishes dried cur-

rants ; the Sea-grape is Ephedra distachya,

also Sargassum bacciferum ; and the Seaside
grape Coccoloba uvifera.

II. Technically :

1. Farr. (PI.) : A mangy tumour on the legs
of horses.

2. Mil. : [Grapeshot].

3. Ord. : The cascabel or knob at the end of
a cannon.

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or in any way
resembling the fruit described under A or the
climbing shrub on which it grows.

* grape-bunch, s. A bunch or cluster
of grapes.

" Bees like a long grape-bunch settle on
Some temple's' top.

"

Holiday : Juvenal, sat. xlii.

grape-flower, s.

Bot. : Muscari racemosum.

grape-fungus, s.

Bot , &c. : Oidhtm Tuckeri. [Vine-Mildew.]

grape-hyacinth, ».

Bot. : The genus Muscari.

grape-pear, s.

Bot. : Amelanchier Botryapiwn.

grape-sugar, s. [Glucose.]

grape - trellis, s. A trellis on which
grape-vines are trained. [Trkllis.]

grape-vine, s. The vine which bears
grapes. [Vine.]

" 9ho was sporting with her women.
Swinging in a awing of grape-vines."

Lortgfettow . Hong of Hiawatha, iii.

If In America the word vine is used more
generically than with us. It is made to signify
any plant climbing with tendrils. Thus there

is the melon-vine and even the V^VJf' .

2

is, therefore, necessary to have a. specific worn

to distinguish one from the other ; hence tne

use of the term "grape-vine."

* grape, [Grope.]

grape-less, a. [Eng. grape; -less.] With-

out grapes ;
wanting the strength and flavour

of the grape.

* grape-let, s. [Eng. grape; dimin. suff.

-let.] A little grape.
" With its grapelets of gold

GrowingVight through my fingers.

£. B. Drowning : Rhapsody of Life a Progress.

grap'-er-^, s. [Eng. grape; -ry.] A build-

ing, inclosure, or other place where grape-

vines are cultivated ; a vinery.
" A little grapery and a Utile aviary."—Miu Edge*

worth: Absentee, ch, vl.

gra pe shot, 5. [Eng. grape, and shot]

Ordnance: Spherical iron shot, rather less

than half the diameter of the bore of the

piece for which they are in-

tended, and put up in stands
consisting of three tiers of

three shot each ; the stand
has a circular cast-iron plate

at top and bottom, connected
by a bolt and nut. Grapeshot
is now little used. Quilted

grape is formed by sewing
the shot up in a sort of can-

vas-bag, which is afterwards
wrapped around with twine
or cord, so as to form meshes

;

bullets put up in this way
were formerly employed for

blunderbusses and small artillery. This form
has some resemblance to a bunch of grapes,

whence the name.
ans, laden with grapeshot, was
oats. "—Marryat : Peter Simple,

GRAPE-SHOT.

"' One of these
,

now fired at the
ch. xxxiii.

grape-stone, s. [Eng. grape, and stone.]

The stone or seed of the grape.
" Nay, in Death's hand, the grapestone proves
As strong as thunder is in Jove's."

Cowley : Elegy upon Anacreon.

gra'pe-wdrt, a. [Eng. grape, and wort.]

Bot. : The Bane-berry, Acta?a spicata.

-graph, suff. [Gr. vpa^o) (grapho) = to write,

to draw.] A suffix largely used in the names
of scientific instruments : as, pantograph,
seisinograph, telegraph, &c, to denote the
action of delineation or figuring performed
by such instruments.

graph'-ic, * graph'-Ick, * graph'-ic-al,
a. [Lat. graphicus = pertaining to drawing
or painting = Gr. ypa^iKoj (graphikos), from
ypa%(o (grapho) = to write, to draw ; Fr. gra-

phique.]

* 1. Of or pertaining to the art of writing,
delineating, or describing.

* 2. Written, drawn, inscribed ; well or
plainly delineated.

" Writing with a needle, or bodklD, or knife, or the
like, when the fruit or trees are young : for as they
grow, so the letters will grow more large and gra-
phical."—Bacon : Natural History, g 503.

3. Described with vivid and clear language

;

vividly or forcibly described.
" Could the prophet have possibly given a plainer or

more graphical description?"— Warburton : Divine-
Legation, uk. iv., §6.

4. Having the power or faculty of describ-
ing things graphically : as, a graphic writer.

graphic formula, s.

Chem. : Graphic formulae represent the re-

lations of the atoms contained in a molecule
to each other. Thus, the nitro-paraffins con-
tain the same number of atoms of the various
elements as are contained in the corresponding
nitrous ethers, as CH4NO is the formula for
methyl nitrite and nitro-methane, but the
graphic formula shows that in nitromethane,

1 11

C the nitrogen atom Is in direct union

with a carbon atom, and in methyl nitrite the
nitrogen atom is attached to an oxygen atom,

• H

x O—N=0,
When atoms are united by

two affinities it is represented by a double
bond, by three affinities by a triple bond, &c.

fiite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fullf; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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graphic gold, graphic - ore, gra-
phic-tellurium, s.

Min. : The same as Stl-vanite (q.v.). The
term graphic refers to the arrangement of the
crystals in a manner to suggest written cha-
racters.

graphic-granite, s.

Petrol. : Granite consisting of felspar (ortho-
clase), quartz, and a little mica. When a sec-

tion Is made in a particular direction, an ap-
pearance is presented as if the stone had been
written over with characters bearing a remote
resemblance to Hebrew letters.

graphic microscope, s. A microscope
provided with a reflector, which casts down
the image upon a piece of paper. The instru-
ment has two reflectors, the second one of
which is a prism, across the edge of which the
eye observes the image, which may be traced
by a pencil.

graphic-ore, $. [Graphic-gold.]

graphic representation, s. Repre-
sentation by means of lines or diagrams.

graphic-tellurium, s. [Graphic-gold.]

graph'-ic-al-ly, adv. tfSng. graphical; -ly.]

In a graphic manner; wvth graphic language.

"Those infernal throes and frightful agitations so
graphically described."— Warburton : Doctrine of
Grace, bk. iL, ch. viiL

* graph'-ic-ly, adv. [Eng. graphic; -ly.] In
a graphic manner

;
graphically.

graph -icness, * graph -ic-al-ness, 5.

[Eng. graphic, graphical; -ness.] The quality

or state of being graphic.

graph-i-da'-ce-fle, 5. pi. [Lat. graphis (genit.

graphidis, graphidos), and fern. pL adj. suff.

-acecs.]

Bot. ; An order proposed by Lindley for

those lichens which have the nucleus breaking
up into naked spores. The same as Graphidei
(q.v.).

graph -I-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. graph(is), and
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff". -ides.]

Bot. : A family of lichens, tribe Idio-

thalaineffi. (Lindley.) It is now elevated
into an order Graphidei (q.v.).

gra-phid'-e-i, tgra-phid'-e-ffl, s. pi.

[Mod. Lat. graphis, genit. graphid\is), and Lat.
mase. pi. adj. suff. -ei, or fern, -em.]

Bot. ; A natural order of lichens, having
the disc of the fruit linear, and either simple
or branched. In most cases there is a distinct
receptacle. The species occur both in tempe-

st rate and tropical countries. They are some-
times called Letter-lichens.

* graph-i-ol'-d-gy, s. [Gr. ypaxfxa (grapho)
= to write, and Aoyos (logos) = a discourse, a
treatise.] The art of writing or delineating

;

a treatise on the art of writing.

graph - is, s. [Lat. graphis; Gr. ypafyU
(graphis) = a style for writing, a drawing in
outline.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family
Graphidae, or the order Graphideae (q.v.).

graph - ite, s. [Gr. ypo$u (grapho) = to
delineate, to write ; suflF. -ite (Min.) q.v.).]

1. Min. : An hexagonal mineral, crystallizing

in flat six-sided tables. Hardness, 1 to 2 ; sp.

gr., 2*1 to 2' 2. Colour, iron-black to dark
steel gray, with a metallic lustre and a black
shining streak. Compos. : carbon, either

pure with an admixture of iron, or occa-
sionally of silica, alumina, and lime. It

occurs foliated, columnar, radiated, scaly,

granular, massive, earthy, &c. It is met
with in the metaraorphic rocks, being occa-
sionally altered coal, and also in greenstone.
It is found in many parts of the world, the
most celebrated mine being at Borrowdale, in
Cumberland. It is popularly called black-

lead, though there is no lead even as an im-
purity in its composition.

2. Cowm. : It is used for the manufacture
of pencils. The Borrowdale mine furnished
much graphite, but the mineral becoming
scarce, Mr. Brockedon invented a method of
consolidating the dust of pure graphite by
great pressure.

3. Geol. : Graphite probablyaro.se from con-
siderably altered vegetable or animal remains,
in all likelihood the former.

graphite-battery, s.

Elect. Mach. : A galvanic battery consisting

of zinc and carbon in sulphuric acid.

gra-phit'-lC, a. [Eng., &c. graphite); -ic.]

Derived from graphite (q.v.).

graphitic-acid, s.

Chem. : CuH4 6 . Obtained by mixing one
part of powdered graphite with three parts of

potassium chlorate, and treating the mixture
with concentrated nitric acid, and warming
to 60° till no more orange vapours are given
off". The residuum is washed with water,

dried, and the operation repeated five times.

Graphitic-acid is scarcely soluble in water,

and forms transparent light-yellow crystals.

When heated it gives off gases, and leaves

finely divided charcoal. It forms compounds
with bases.

graph -i-toid, graph-i-told'-al, a. [Eng.
graphite, and Gr. elfios (eidos) = appearance.]
Having the appearance of graphite.

* graph'-o-lite, s. [Gr. ypd<£w (grapho) = to
write, and \C80s (lithbs) = stone ; Fr. grapho-
lite.]

Petrol. ; Any fissile, metamorphic, or other
rock suitable to be made into "slates" for

use in schools. Ordinary writing slates are of
Clay-slate (q.v.).

gra-phom'-e-ter, s. [Gr. ypa<f>co (grapho) =
to write, to draw, and p,erpov (metron) = a
measure.] A surveying instrument for taking
angles. It is also called a demi-circle.

graph-d-met'-ric-al, a. [Eng. graphometer

;

-icaL] Pertaining to or measured by a grapho-
meter.

graph'-dn, s. [Graphite.] An allotropic

form of graphite. (Rossiter.)

graph -6 scope, s. [Gr. ypa^-q (graph?) =
delineation, a drawing, and cKon-em (skoped) =
to look at.] An optical apparatus for magni-
fying and giving tine effects to engravings,
photographs, &c. Invented by C. J. Rowsell,
exhibited in 1871. (Haydn.)

graph'-6-type, 5. [Gr. ypa.<f>u (grapho) = to
write, and Eng. type.] A process for obtain-
ing blocks for surface-printing. A zinc plate

is covered with a thick coating of oxide of zinc,

placed under an hydraulic press to make a
perfectly plane and hard surface, and the design
drawn upon the oxide with an ink consisting
of a chloride of zinc and a menstruum. This
produces, as to the parts where the ink touches,
a very hard material, the oxychloride of zinc.

The remaining surface is rubbed away by
brushes, velvet, and the fingers, leaving the
lines in relief to be printed from.

grap'-nel, grap' -nail, * grape -nel, s.

[Formed with dimin. suff. -el, from Fr. grappin
= a grapnel, from grappe = a hook.]

1. A small anchor with four or more flukes

arranged in a circular manner, used by boats
or small vessels, and sometimes as a kedge
in warping or hauling.

" Aiter this a canoe waa left fixed to a grapnel in the
middle of the harbour."

—

Anson: Voyage round the
World, bk. iL, ch. xiii,

* 2. A grappling-iron used in sea-fights, to
enable one ship to seize and hold on to ano-
ther for the purpose of boarding.

3. An implement for recovering tools, &e.,
dropped into a bored shaft ; or for breaking aud
raising the axial stem left by the annular borer.

grap -pie, * gra-ple, v.t. & i. [Grapple, s.]

A. Transitive

;

1. To seize, to lay fast hold of, either with
the hands or hooks.

* 2. To fasten ; to fix with grappling-hooks.
" The rallies were grapled to the Centurion in this

manner. '—Hackluyt: Voyages, vol. L, pt. iL, p. 168.

* 3. To apply, to fasten.
" Grapple your minds to eternage of this navy."

Skakesp. : Henry V., iiL (Chorus.)

B. Intransitive

:

1. To seize and contend ; to wrestle ; to
struggle.

'

' Fiercely with Roderick grappled Grseme."
Scott : Lady of the Lake, v. 34.

2. To struggle or contend, as with difficulties.

" To grapple with the difficulties of the quinijuar-
ticular controversy."Sp. Bordey: Charge, Aug., 1806.

* 3. To seize, to lay hold.
" Their hands oft grappled to their sworda."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, vL 3.

grap'-ple, s. [O. Fr. grappil, from grappe =
a hook.] [Grape.]

1. A struggle ; a contest hand to hand ; a hug
"In mortal grapple overthrown."

Scott : Lord of the Isles, iiL 29.

* 2. A close tight.

" In the grapple I boarded thein."

—

Shakesp. : Mam.
let, iv. 6.

3. A hook for securing one vessel to ano-

ther or one object to another. Used in holding
vessels in engagement while boarding, or in a

more peaceable way to hold them associated

while loading, unloading, or transferring ear-

go ; a grappling-iron.
" At the end he [Archimedes] fastened a strong hook

or grapple of iron."

—

Wilkins: Archimedes, bk.. L, ch.

xii.

4. Grasping tongs, used in various shapes,

and for many purposes, as for recovering well-

tubes from bored wells or shafts.

* 5. Anything by which a body attaches

itself to another.
" The creeping ivy to prevent his fall,

Clings with its fibrous grapples to the wall."
Blackmore : Creation, bk. ii

grapple-plant, s.

Bot. : The name given at the Cape of Good
Hope to Unca/ia procuwibens, one of the Pe-

daliaceae. The name was given because the
hooks surrounding the fruit grapple or lay

hold of the clothes of people, the fur of ani-

mals, &c, and are difficult to disengage.

* grap'-ple-ment, s. [Eng. grapple ; -ment.}

A grapple, a grappling, a close struggle.
" [They] down him stayed

With their rude hands and griesiy grapplement."
Spenser ; F. Q., IL xL 29.

grap'-pling, pr. par., a., & s. [Grapple, v.)

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of seizing or laying fast hold on.

2. A grapple, a struggle.
" A match for pards in "fight, in grappling for the

bear." Dryden ; Palamon A Arcite, ill. 57.

* 3. A grapple, a grapnel, a grappling-iron.

* 4. An anchorage.
" We run under the land, and came to a grappling,

where we took such rest as our situation would ad-
mit."—Coofc.' First I .ge, voL L, bk. iL, ch iiL

grappling-iron, s. An iron instrument
made with four or more claws or hooks for

laying hold on anything.

grap'-sl-dse, s. pi. [Lat. graps(us), and fern,

pi. adj. surf, -idee.]

Zool. : Grapsoidians ; a family of brachyu-
rous crustaceans, tribe Catametopes. Milne
Edwards places them between the Gonopla-
eians'and the Oxystonies. They have a less

regularly quadrilateral carapace than in the

Gonoplacians, to which they are closely akin,

They are inhabitants of the seashore or of
rocks bordering the ocean. They are timid,
and escape with much speed at the first appear-
ance of danger.

grap-s6id'-i-ans, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. grapsus ;

Gr. eTSos (eidos) ==*lbrm, appearance, and Eng.
pi. suff. -ans.]

Zool. : The English name of the family
Grapsidae (q.v.).

grap -sus, s. [Gr. ypaif/alos (grapsaios) = a
crab.]

1. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Grapsidae (q.v.). The genus was founded by
Lamarck, but its limits have been narrowed
by Milne Edwards, whu confines it to species
with their body greatly flattened. They are
widely distributed.

2. Palceont. : Grapsus is found in the Ter-
tiary strata.

grap'-to-lite, s. [Graptolites.]

Palaont. : The English name of any animal
of the sub-class Graptolitidse, and specially
of the typical genus Graptolites (q.v.).

% (1) Double graptolites.

Zool. : Diplograpsus, Didymograpsus, &c.

(2) Twin graptolites

:

Zool.: Didymograpsus. [Graptolite.]

graptolite - schists, graptolitic-
schists, s. pi.

Geol. : Schists of L^ower Silurian age con-
taining graptolites with their slope as a rule
E.N.E. and W.S.W. ; occurring in Dumfrie-
shire, Kirkcudbrightshire, Wigtownshire, and
elsewhere. (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, vii. 46.)

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shav, -tion, sion- shun; -(ion, -sion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious - saus. -ble, -die. &c. = bel, del.
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grap-to'-li-tes, *grap-to-lith'-us,s. [Gr.

7paTTTos (graptos) = painted, marked with
' letters, written, and A.i'0os (lithos) = stone.]

Palaeontology

:

* 1. (Of the form graptolithus) : A genius

belonging to the mineral kingdom, instituted

by Linnaeus, and placed by him in his class

Fossilia and his order Petri ficata. He de-

fines it as a petrifaction resembling a picture.

It is quite a medley. One species resembles
a map ; a second is variegated Florentine
marble ; another looks like a fossil alga ; a

fourth is a recent serpula on oysters and other
shells ; and a fifth dendritic markings on
agates. None of these are graptolites in the

modern sense.

2. (Of the form graptolites) : The typical

genus of the sub-class (formerly the family)

Grnptolitidae. Only one side lias a row of

cellules.

grap-td-lith'-iis, s. [Graptolites.]

grap-to-lit'-lC, a. [Mod. Lat. graptolit(es),

and Eng., &c. suff. 4c]
Pahvant. : Of, belonging, relating to, or

containing graptolites.

graptolitic-schists, s. pi. [Geapto-
LITE-SCHISTS.]

grap-to-lit'-i-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. grapto-

lit(es), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Paheont. . A sub-class (formerly a family) of

Hydrozoa. They have a compound hydro-
soma, occasionally branched, consisting of
numerous polypites protected by hydrotheca?.,

and united by a ccenosarc enclosed in a
strong tubular polypary. Their nearest
Jiving allies are the Sertularida. Some have a

GRAPTOLITID.t.

1. Rastrites peregriiius (Barraude).

2. Diplograpsus folium (Hisinger).

3. Didymograpsus Murcbisoni.

tow of cellules only on one, and others on
both sides. They are characteristic Silurian

fossils. They occurred where the sea-bed
-was of mud. Prof. Allman calls the sub-class

which they constitute Rhabdopleura. Genera
Graptolites and Rastrites, with rows of cell-

ules only on one side, the former coiled like a

watch-spring, Diplograpsus, Didymograpsus,
&e., with two rows, the cellules in the latter

turned to, and in the former away from each
other. For English. Scotch, and other species,

see Murchison's " Siluria ' ; see also for the
latter Quar. Jour, Geol. Sec., vii. 46.

**grap'-y; «. [Eng. grap(e); -y.] Consisting
of or resembling grapes.

"The grapy clusters spread."
Addison : (hid; Metam. , iii.

* gras (1), $. [Grace.]

* gras (2), ^. [Grass.]

* grase, v.t. [Graze.]

*gras-hop, *gres-hop, s. [Grasshopper.]

grasp, *graasp, *graspe, * grasp-en,
v.t. &, i. [From grapsen, an extension of grapen
= to grope ; cf. Ger. grapsen = to snatch

;

Ital. graspare = to grasp.]

A. Intransitive

:

I, Lit. : To seize and hold fast in the hands
or arms; to clutch.

" [He] fiercer grasped hia gim."
Scott : Von Roderick, vii. {Cone.

)

II. Figuratively

:

1. To seize or try k) win or gain ; to take
possession of.

" Kings, by grasp-ing more than they could hold,
First made their subjects, by oppression, bold."

Denham ; Cooper's Hill, 343.

2. To lay hold of mentally ; to become
thoroughly acquainted or conversant with ; to
comprehend thoroughly.

"The memory will yrasp and retain all that is suffi-

cient for the purposes of valuable improvement."—
Knox : Liberal Education, § 11.

*3. To have in one's power ; to rule.

" Great king of seas, that graspest the ocean, heare."
P. Fletcher, Eel. 2.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To catch or seize.

2. To make grasps ; to clutch, to struggle.
" See, his face is black, and full of blood ;

" His hands abroad displayed, as one that graspt
And tugged for life."

Shake&p. : 2 Henry VI., 111. 2.

3. To seize eagerly or avariciously ; to act

greedily or avariciously.
" Like a miser midst hia store,

Who grasps and grasps 'till he can hold no more."
JJryden. (Ogttvie.)

1J To grasp at : To try to seize or gain ; to

catch at ; to struggle after.

" For what are men who grasp at. praise sublime,
But bubbles on the rapid stream of time."

Voang : Loae of Fame, ii, 2S5.

grasp, s. [Grasp, v.]

1. The grip or seizure of the hand.

2. The reach of the hand.
" They looked upon it as their own, and had it even

within their grasp."—Clarendon,

3. The power of seizing or grasping : hence,

possession, power, hold.
" I would not be the villain that thou thinkest,

For the whole space that's in the tyrant's grasp."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 3.

4. The power of the intellect to grasp or

comprehend things ; the reach or range of

the intellect.

grasp'-a-ble, a. [Eng. grasp, and able.] That
may or can be grasped.

" His every sense had grown
Ethereal for pleasure ; 'hove his head
Flew a delight half graspable."

Keats : Endymion, ii. 673.

grasp'-er, s. [Eng. grasp; -er.]

1. One who grasps or seizes.

* 2. A grapple or grappling-hook.

The bandes and graspers wherewith the galyes
were fastned togethei
fo. 59.

—Brende; Quintus Curtius,

grasp -mg, pr. par., a., & s. [Grasp, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Seizing, laying hold on.

2. Avaricious, greedy, covetous, miserly,
exacting.

" My wealth, on which a kinsman nigh
Already casts & grasping eye."

Scott : Rokeby, iv. 28.

C. As siibst. : The act of seizing or laying
fast hold on.

grasp'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. grasping ; -ly.]

In a grasping manner ; avariciously, greedily,

covetously.

* grasp'-Ing-ness, s. [Eng. grasping ; -ness.]

The quality of being grasping
;
greed, covet-

ousness, avarice.

"A graspingness that is unworthy of that indul-
gence.'

—

Richardson : Clarissa, i. 137.

* gras -pie, * gras'-peL v.i. [Eng. grasp ;

freq. suff. -le.] To grap'ple.

" With whom the cynquereme graspeled."—Brende :

Quintus Curtius, io. 61.

* gras'-ple, s. [Grasple, v.] A grapnel, or
grappling-hook.

"To the which they fastened grasplcs of iron and
great hookea lyke sithes. "—Brende : Quintus Curtius,
fo. 60.

* gras'-pler, s. [Eng. graspl(e); -er.] A
grappling-hook ; a grapnel.

"The grasplers letten downe (called Corvi) tooke
violentlyawaye many of thesouldiers that were within
the shippes."

—

Brende : Quintus Curtius, to. 60.

grasp less, a. [Eng. grasp; -less.] Relaxed,
not grasping.

" From my graapless hand
Drop friendship's precious pearls, like hour-glass

sand." Coleridge. On a Friend.

grass, *graes, *gras, grasse, *gres,
* gress, * gresse, * gers, * gerse,
*griss, * gyrse, s. [A.S. gwrs, grass ; cogn.
with Dut. gras; Sw. & Dan. gras; Icel. gras;
Goth, gras; Ger. gras.]

I. Ord. I&ng. : The herbage, or verdant
covering of the earth.

"She checks her reins, and on the verdant grass,
Beneath the covering trees her limbs she throws,

Hoole : Orlando Furioso, xxiii.

II. Technically

:

1. Botany:

(1) Strictly

:

,

(a) Sing. : Any plant belonging to the order

Graminaceaa and no others.

(6) PI. : The order Graminacese.

(2) Loosely :

(a) The popular name of various endogens,

some ofthem not belonging to the Graminaceaj.

Thus, the Arrow Grass is Triglochin, a genus of

JuneaginaeetB, and the Cotton Grass is Eno-

phorum, a genus of Cyperacese.

(b) The popular name for various genera,

which are not even endogens. Thus, the

Grass of Parnassus (Pamassia) is an exogen
of the order Saxifragacese; and the Goose
Grass (Galium Aparine), also an exogen, of the

order Rubiaeese.

If The numerous plant names, in which
grass is the last word of a compound, will be

found scattered throughout the work. They
are too numerous to be brought together here.

2. Scripture

:

(1) Lit. : In the same sense as I. 1.

(2) Fig. : That which is fading, or subject to

decay and death.
" All flesh is grass . . . Surely the people is gram."

—Isa. xl. 6, 7,

% To give grass : To yield.

grass-blade, s. A single blade or stem
of grass. (Byron: Don Juan, viii. 47.)

grass-cold, * gerse-cauld, *. A slight

cold or catarrh affecting horses.

"There is a grass-cold, as the farmers call it, that
seldom does much harm, or lasts long."

—

Agr. Su?-v.

Uuin/r., p. 380.

grass-cutter, s. One who, or an instru-

ment which, cuts grass ; specif, one of the
attendants on an Indian army, whose busi-

ness it is to cut and bring into the camp green
fodder for the chargers and transport cattle.

grass-fed, a. Fed on grass or green food
;

fed by pasturing, as distinguished from stall-

fed.
" Killing cattle young and only grass-fed."—Sir W.

Temple: Of Trade in Ireland.

grass-finch, grass-quit, s.

Ornith. : The genus Spermophila, consisting
of American birds placed by Swainson under
the family Fringillidaeandthe sub-family Pyr-
rhulinae (Bullfinches).

grass-grown, «. Overgrown with grass
or weeds.

"A solitary sentinel paced thel grass-grown pave-
ment."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xL

* grass-hearth, s.

Law : An old customary service of tenants,
who brought their ploughs and did one day's
work for their lord.

grass-Ill, s. A disease of lambs.
"When about three weeks old, and beginning to

make grass their food, a straggling lamb or two will
sometimes die of what is called the grass-ill."—Prize
Essay, Highl. Soc. Scot., iii. 351.

grass-lambs, s. pi. Lambs of which the
dams are running on pasture-land ; hence their
milk is richer, and the flesh of the lambs of a
superior quality than under other conditions.

grass-male, * gerss-male, *. Rent
for grass, or the privilege of grazing.

" James "Weir grantit that he resavit the said scheipe
in gresing [for grazing] fra the said lady, and tuke and
is pait of nifl gerss male tharfor."

—

Act. Horn, Cone
(1170), p. 41.

grass-moths, s. pi.

Entom. : The family Crambidae, which
belongs to the group Pyralidina. Thirty-four
British species are known. They are called
also Veneers. (Stainton.)

grass of Parnassus, s.

Bat. : The genus Pamassia. It consists of
perennial herbs, with radicle quite entire, ex-
stipulate leaves, and a scape bearing at the
top a solitary large yellow or white flower,
with a five-lobed calyx, live persistent petals,
five stamens, alternating with five staminodes
and a many-seeded superior capsular fruit.
Twelve species are known, one (Pamassia
palustris) in British bogs, and two (P. carolini-
ana and P. asarifolia) from the United States.

grass-Oil, s. A fragrant volatile oil, dis-

fatG, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full : try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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tilled from various kinds of Indian grasses,
especially of the genus Andrupngon, and used
in perfumery.

grass-snake, . The same as Ringed-
snake (q.v.).

grass-table, s.

Arch. : Tlie same as Earth-table (q.v.).

grass-tree, s.

Bot. : The liliaceous genus Xanthorrhaia.
On the Swan River and elsewhere in Australia
they furnish valuable fodder for cattle. Be-
fore the native Tasmanians became extinct,
they were wont to eat the tender leaves at
the top of the stem. The name grass-tree is

used also of Eicliea dracophylkt and Kingia
australis.

grass vetch, s.

Bot. : Lathyrus Nissolia.

* grass-week, s. An old name in the
Inns of Courts for Rogation-week, because the
commons then consisted chiefly of vegetables
and salads.

grass, v.t. & i. [Grass, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To cover with grass or turf; to sow
grass on.

2. To bleach on the grass or ground, as flax.

3. To bring to the ground ; to lay or cause
to lie on the grass : as, To grass a fish.

"At the close of the twenty-fifth round the doctor
had killed twenty out'of twenty-five, while hia oppo-
nent had grassed seventeen out of the same number."—Daily Telegraph, Nov. 26, 1881.

* B. Intrans. : To produce grass ; to be-
come pasture.

" Land arable, driven, or worn to the proof.
With oats ye may bow it the sooner to grass.
More Boon to be pasture, to bring it to pass."

Tusser; Husoandrie.

** gras - sa'- tion, s. [Lat. ' grassatio, from
grassatus, pa. par. of grassor, freq. of gradior
= to walk.] A progress or progression.

",If in vice there be a perpetuall grassation, there
must be in virtue a perpetuall vigilance : and 'tis not
enough to be incessant, but it must be universalis "

—

Feltham : Resolves, pt. ii., res. 8.

grass' - cloth, s. [Eng. grass, and cloth.]

Cloth made from the grassy fibres of the inner
bark of the grasscloth-plant (q.v.). It equals
the best French cambric in softness and fine-

ness. In India it is made into light white
jackets, used by guests at parties, when cloth
<ioats would be oppressively hot.

grasscloth-plant, ».

Bot. : Bohmeria nivea, one of the Urticacete.
It grows in Sumatra, China, and Assam. Called
more fully the Chinese grasscloth-plant.

grass green, grasse-greene, *gras-
grene, a. & s. [A.S. grcesgrene; Dut. gras-
groen; Icel. grasgrom; Dan. gnesgron ; Ger.
grasgrun.]

A, As adjective:

I. Ordinary Language .

1. Green with grass ; verdant.

"JAsgrass-green meads pronounced the summer near."
Fawkes : Theocritus, Idyl. xiii.

2. Of the colour of grass ; dark green.
" A gown of grassgreen silk she wore."

Tennyson : Lancelot & Guinevere, 24.

IL Bot, &c. : Clear, lively green, without
any mixture. The rendering of Lat. smarag-
dinus and prasinus.

B. As subst. : The colour of grass.

grass'-hop-per, *gras'-ho'p-per, *gras-
hop-pyr, gras hop, ' gres hoppe,
* gress hope, * gress-hoppe, * gres-
SOp, ^grys-obe, s. [A.S. gmrshoppa; Icel.

grashoppa; Dut. grashupper ; Sw. grceshoppa;
Daa gr&shoppe.]

Entomology ;

1. Singular:

(1) Properly Gryllus viridissimus, an orthop--

terous insect, with long antennae, and its hind
legs formed for leaping. It is above two
inches long, and is common in marshy places.

(2) Various other grasshoppers are really

small species of locusts.

2. PI. : The family Acridiidse, belonging to
the order Orthoptera. They are sometimes

1

called Gryllina. They have long setaceous
'antennae, thus distinguishing them from the
Locusts (Locustidai), to which they are allied,

and which have short antenna?.

grasshopper-beam, $. One form of
beam used in steam-engines ; the fulcrum is

at one end, and the connecting rod between
it and the piston-rod, usually midway.

grasshopper - engine, ». An engine
having a grasshopper-beam.

grasshopper-warbler, s.

Ornith. .- SalicarLa locustella, one of the

Sylvidse. Its note is like that of a cricket.

It is a summer visitant to Britain, arriving in

the middle of April and departing in Sep-
tember.

* gras-sil, * grls-sel, * girs-sil, v.i. [Fr.

gresiller = to crackle.] To rustle ; to make a
rustling or crackling noise.
" 9one eftir this of men the clamor rais.

The takillis grassiUis, cabillia can frate and frais."

Douglas : Virgil, 15, *t

grass'-i-ness, s. [Eng. grassy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being grassy or abounding
in grass.

grass'-land, s. [Eng. grass, and land.\ Land
kept always under grass, as distinguished from
land which is alternately under grass and
tillage.

grass -less, * grasse-lesse, a. [Eng. grass

;

-less. Destitute of grass.
" Grassless floor of red-brown hue,

By sheddings from the pining umbrage tinged."
Wordsworth; Yew-trees.

grass man, gerss-man, s. [Eng. grass,

and man.) One who possesses a house in the
country without any land.

"The tenants, cottars, and grassmen, who for fear of
their lives had fled here and there."—Spalding, ii. 187.

grass-plot, s. [Eng. grass, and plot.] A
plot or piece of ground covered with grass ; a
space consisting of beds of flowers with grass
between them instead of gravel.

*' Here on this grassplot, in this very place."
Shakesp. : Tempest, iv. 1.

grass'-pol-$r, * grass -pol-a, s. [Etym.
doubtful,]

Bot. : Lythrum hyssopifolia, the Hyssop-
leaved Purple-loosestrife. It is a small plant
with red axillary flowers, growing occasionally
in inundated places in the east of England.

grass iim, ger'-sum, ger -some, s. [A.S.
gazrsuma = store, treasure, a premium.] A
sum of money paid by a tenant to a landlord
on entering upon a farm. {Scotch.)

grass'-wld-6"w, s. [Fr. grace = courtesy

;

Eng. widoiv.]

* 1. An unmarried woman who has had a
child.

2. A married woman whose husband is tem-
porarily separated from her, as when the wife
lives in England and the husband in India.

" She ia a grass-widow ; her husband is something in
some Indian service "—Saturday Review, Feb. 11, 1882.

grass-wrack, s. [Eng. grass, and wrack.]

Bot. : The genus Zostera, belonging to the
order Naiadaceaa. Two species are British,
the Broad-leaved Grasswrack, Zostera marina,
and the Dwarf Grasswrack, Z. nana. The re-
semblance to grass is in the leaves, and the
term "wrack" suggests that the plants are
cast on beaches like seawrack of algse, zoo-
phytes, &c. The Common Grasswrack is

used for packing bottles and earthenware.
Pallas says that in the south of Kussia it is

found with pottery in old tombs. It is the
alva (ulva or alga) of the shops, sold to stuff
beds, a purpose for which it is largely used
in Iceland and in the north of continental
Europe.

gras'-sy, *gras-sie, a. [Eng. grass; -y,]

1. Covered or abounding with grass.

2. Like grass, green, verdant.
" The wearied eye

Reposes gladly on as smooth a vale
As ever Spring yclad in grassy dye."

Byron : Chtide Harold, ii. 54.

* graste, pa. par., or a. [Graced.]

gras'-tlte, s. [Gr. ypao-ng (grastis) = grass,
fodder.]

Min. : The same as Clinochlore (q.v.).

grat, pret. of v. [Greet (2), v.] Cried, wept.
"But he grat when he spak o' the Colonel, ye never

saw the like."—Scott : Waverley, ch. lxiii.

grate, s. [Low Lat. grata, crata, from Lat.
crates = a hurdle ; ItaL grata. ]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A partition or screen made of bars fixed

parallel or at angles to each other with in-
terstices ; a kind of lattice-window, sut-h as is

used in cloisters, nunneries, &e.
" Glimmering vaults, with iron grates."

Tennyson : Dream of Fair Women, 35.

2. A grated box or basket, or a box with a
series of bars for a floor, in which fuel is
burned.

" My dear is of opinion that an old-fashion grate
consumes coals, but gives no heat."—Steele: Spectator
No. 308.

II. Mm. : A metallic perforated plate on
which ores are stamped.

grate-bar, s. The iron bar in a furnace
which supports the fuel. A part of a grid in
a furnace.

grate-surface, s.

Steam-engin. : The area of surface of grate
by which air has access to the fuel. In an
average boiler this is one square foot per
horse-power, and is expected to evaporate one
cubic foot of water per hour.

grate (1), v.t. [Grate, s.] To famish with a
grate or grating ; to fill in or cover with cross
bars.

" She has grated port-holes between the decks."—
Burke : Sketch of the Negro Code.

grate (2), v.t. & i. [O. Fr. grater; Fr. gratter,
from Low Lat. crato, from Sw. Icratta = to
scrape ; Dan. kratte, kratse ; Dut. krassen = to
scratch; Ger. kratzen ; Mid. Eng. ci'acchen;
Ital. grattare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To rub one thing against another, so as
to cause a harsh sound : as, To grate one's
teeth.

2. To rub two bodies together, so as to re-
duce one or both to small particles.

"Orate it [horse radish] on a grater which has no
bottom, and so it may pass through."

—

Evelyn; Ace-
taria.

*3. To offend, to vex; to annoy by any-
thing harsh or vexatious.

" Grating so harshly all his days of quiet."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 1.

* I. To cause to creak or make a harsh,
grating noise.

* 5. To produce as a harsh, discordant
sound by the collision or friction of rough
bodies.

" On a sudden open fly . . .

The infernal doors, and on their hinges grate
Harsh thunder," Milton : P. L., ii. 88L

* 6. To grind down, to reduce.
"Mighty states are grated to dusty nothing."

Shakesp. : Troilus d- Cresslda, Hi. 2.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To rub together ; to touch.
"Their speres grated nat; if they had, by moost

lykelhod they had taken hurt."

—

Berners: Froissart

;

Cront/cle, vol. ii., ch. clxviiL

2. To rub against any body so as to produce
a harsh, discordant noise ; to give out a harsh
sound.

" Hear a dry wheel grating on the axle-tree."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iiL 1.

* 3. To be offensive, to offend.

"I never heard him make the least complaint, in a
case that would have grated sorely on some men's
patience, and have flllea their lives with discontent.''—Locke.

* L To be grieved, to fret.

"For grief his heart did grate."
Spenser : F. Q., II. L 66.

* grate, a. [Lat. gratus = pleasant.] Pleasant,
agreeable.

" It becomes grate and delicious enough by custom."
—Sir T. Herbert: Travels.

grate'-fttl, a. [From the stem seen in Lat.
gratus ; O. Fr. grat ; Mid. Eng. grate — pleas-

ing ; Eng. suff. -ful{l).~]

t 1. Pleasing ;
pleasant ; acceptable ; wel-

come
;
gratifying.

" death was grateful!"
Longfellow : Skeleton in Armour.

2. Having a due sense of benefits received ;

willing and ready to acknowledge obligations

for kindnesses done ; thankful.
" The Queen herself.

Grateful to Prince Geraint for service done.
Loved her." Tennyson ; Qeraint & £nid, 15.

3. Exhibiting or expressing gratitude ; in-

dicative of gratitude.
" Although the constant sun

Cheer all their seasons with a grateful smile."
Cowper : Task, L 623.

grate'-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. grateful; -ly.]

1 1. In a pleasing, gratifying, or agreeable

manner.
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2. In a grateful manner ; with gratitude.
" They do gratefully recommend you and your well-

devoted labours in their prayers to God."—Boyle:
Works, vi 652.

grate -fulness, s. [Eng. grateful; -ness.]

1 1. The quality of being grateful, pleasing,
or acceptable ; pleasantness.

2. The quality of being grateful or thankful
for benefits received or kindnesses done

;

gratitude ; thankfulness.

"Out of gratefulness, in remembrance of the many
courtesies done to him. —Baker: Henry II. (an. 1165).

grat'-er, *, [Eng. grate (2), v. ; -er ; Fr.

gratovr.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
grates ; specif., a plate roughened by punch-
ing holes which raise protuberances forming
a rasping surface. Used for grating ginger,

nutmeg, horseradish, lemons, biscuits, &c.
" WhoBe bony hips, which out of both Bides stick.
Might serve tor graters."

Sherburne ; Choice of his Mistress.

2. Bookbind. ; An iron instrument used by
the forwarder in rubbing the backs of sewed
books.

* gra-tlc-U-la'-tion, s. [Fr. graticulation,

craticulatibn, from graticuUr, cratieuler = to

divide into squares, from graticule, craticule;

Lat. craticula = a little hurdle ; crates = a
hurdle.] The division of a design or drawing
into little squares for the purpose of produc-
ing a copy of it on a larger or smaller scale.

*graf-i-cule, s. [Fr.] [Graticulation.] A
design or drawing divided into little squares
for the purpose of reproduction on a larger or
smaller scale.

grat-I-fl-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. gratification from
gratificatus, pa. par. of gratificor = to gratify

(a. v. ) ; Fr. gratification ; Ital. gratijicazione ;

op. gratification.]

1. The act of gratifying or pleasing.

"The Infant deBires only the gratification of its

physical wants."

—

Lindsay : Mind in the Lower Ani-
mals, i. 38.

* 2. Congratulation; well-wishing.
" Whereupon Bhe sent . . . a letter of gratification."

—Hackluyt : Voyages, ii. 306.

3. That which gratifies or pleases ; anything
which affords pleasure ; a pleasure ; a satis-

faction ; an enjoyment.
"The riches of the world, and the gratifications they

afford."

—

Bp. Sorsley : Sermons, voL i., ser. 10.

* 4. Reward ; recompense ;
gratuity.

TJ For the difference "between gratification

and. enjoyment, see Enjoyment.

grat'-I-fi-er, s. [Eng. gratify; -er.] One
who or that which gratifies or pleases; any
person or thing which affords gratification,

pleasure, or satisfaction.

"It chanced he had under him in one of Mb do-
minions, a briber, a gift-taker, a grati&er of rich men."
—Latimer : Sermon the third, before Sing Edward.

grat-i-fy, * grat-i-fie, * grat-i-fye, v.t.

[Fr. gratifier, from Lat. gratificor = to please
;

gratus — pleasing, and facio = to make ; Ital.

gratificare; Sp. grutificar.]

1. To please, to afford pleasure, satisfaction,

or gratification to ; to meet the wishes of.

"The soldan devised how to gratify the pope and to
alay his enemy."

—

Bale : Pageant of Popes, fo. 100.

* 2. To congratulate, to welcome.
"Togratifie and welcome him into those parts."—

Ball : Henry VII. (an. 15.)

* 3. To humour, to indulge.
" Much less might serve, when all that we design
Is but to gratify an itching ear."

Cowper : Task, vi. 648.

* i. To make pleasing, agreeable, or grateful.
" Some one that would with grace be gratlfide."

Spenser ; Muiopotmos, 110.

* 5. To grant or allow for the sake of pleas-

ing.
" You steer between the'eountry and the court,
Nor gratify whate'er the great desire."

Dryden: To John Driden, 129.

* 6. To reward, to requite, to recompense.
" To gratify his noble Bervice."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, ii. £.

% Crabb thus discriminates between to
gratify, to indulge, and to humour: "To
gratify is a positive act of the choice. To
indulge is a negative act of the will, a yielding
of the mind to circumstances. One gratifies

the appetites ; one indulges the humours. To
gratify and indulge, as individual acts, may be
both allowable ; but to gratify is unrestricted
by any moral consideration ; indulging always
involves the sacrifice of some general rule
of conduct or principle of action. We may

sometimes gratify a laudable curiosity, and
indulge ourselves by a salutary recreation

;

but gratifying as a habit becomes a vice, and
indulging as a habit is a weakness. To hu-
mour is to indulge or fall in with the humour

;

it may be selfish or prudent. A good parent
indulges his child in whatever he knows is not
hurtful ; it is sometimes necessary to humour
the temper in some measure, the better to

correct it. Things gratify ; persons only in-

dulge." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

grat'-ing (1), s. [Grate (1), v.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

fl. The act of furnishing with a grate.

2. An open frame of iron bars covering tin-

entrance to a sewer or drain in a street,

3. An open iron frame or lattice in the pave-

ment, to admit light to a basement.

II. Technically

:

1. Naut. : Open wood-work of cross slats to

cover hatchways, and yet to admit light and
air. Before the abolition of flogging in the
Navy, men sentenced to be flogged were tied

to a grating to receive their punishment.

2. Optics: [Diffraction-gratings].

3. Met-all. : The act of separating large from
small ore ; the perforated plate used in the
process.

grat'-ing (2), pr. par., a., & s. [Grate (2), v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. That makes a harsh, discordant sound,
as of two rough bodies rubbing together.

"To have his ears wounded with some harsh and
grating sound."—Burke : Sublime & Beaut., pt. i., § 2.

2. Harsh, vexing, irritating, annoying, un-
pleasant.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of causing a harsh, discordant
sound, by the rubbing together of two bodies.

" The grating and rubbing of these axes against the
sockets."— Wilkins: Datdalus, ch. xv.

2. A harsh, discordant sound.

3. Annoyance, irritation, vexation.
"The hard grating and afflicting contrariety that

bears to the flesh."

—

South : Sermons, vol. xi., ser. l.

grat'-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. grating; -ly.] In a
grating, harsh, discordant, or offensive man-
ner ; harshly, discordantly, offensively.

gra-tl'-o-la, s. [Lat. gratia = grace, favour

;

meaning here the grace of God, from the sup-
posed medicinal virtues of the plant, which
was formerly called gratia Dei.]

,
Bot. : The typical genus of the family Grati-

olese (q.v.). Gratiola officinalis, the Hedge
Hyssop, grows in the south of Europe, and,
according to Haller, is so abundant in the
Swiss pastures as to render them useless for
cattle. It is very bitter, and acts both as a
purgative and an emetic. It is said that it

was the base of the gout medicine, called eaw
medicinale. It has been used in hypochon-
dria. G. peruviana is also a purgative and
emetic.

gra-tl-dT-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gratioUa),

and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Scrophulariacese, divided
into four sub-tribes, Aptosimeee, Manuleee,
Eugratiolese, and Linderniese.

grat^I-o-ler'-i-tin, & [Gratiolin.]

grat-i-6-le'-tin, «. [Gratiolin.]

grat-i-6-lin, s. [Eng., &c, gratiol(a); -in.]

Cliem. : C20H34O7. A glucoside contained
in Gratiola officinalis. It dissolves in sulphuric
acid, forming a purple solution. When boiled
with dilute sulphuric acid, it yields Gratioletin
CyyHsgOg, a crystalline substance insoluble in
water and ether

; gratioleretin, CtfHtgOg, a
resinous substance insoluble in water, but
soluble in ether ; and glucose.

gra-t$-o'-sa, adv. [Grazioso.]

* gra-tious, "• [Gracious.]

gra'-tis, adv. & a. [Lat.]

A. As adv. : For nothing ; freely : without
charge or recompense

;
gratuitously.

" Justice never was in reality administered gratis in
this country."—Smith; Wealth of Nations, pt ii., bk.
iv., ch. L

B. As adj. : Given or done freely or for
nothing

;
gratuitous.

grat'-l-tude, a, [Fr., from Low Lat. grati-

tudo, from Lat. gratus = pleasing, thantiui T

Ital. gratitudine.]

1 The quality or state of being grateful
;
a

feeling of thankfulness for benefits or kindness

received
;
grateful sentiments towards a bene-

factor
;
gratefulness ; thankfulness.

" Gratitude is properly a virtue, disposing the min<I

toantaward sense, and an outward acknowledgment
of a benefit received."-South : Sermons, vol. l, ser. VL.

* 2. A gratuity ; a reward ; a recompense.

grat'-toir (oi as wa), *. [Fr.] [Scraper.}

* gra-tu'-i-tal, a. [Lat. gratuitous) ; Eng.
adj.' suff. -al.]' Gratuitous, free.

* gra-tuite, s. [Fr. gratuite.] A favour, kind-
ness.

gra-tu -i-toiis, a. [Lat. gratuitus, from gra-

tus = pleasing, thankful; Fr. gratuit; Ital.

& 3p. gratuito.]

1. Given freely or for nothing ;
granted with-

out claim or charge ; free ; voluntary ;
gratis.

"The peasantry were forced to give their gratuitous
labour six days in the year."

—

Macaulay: Hist. JSng. r

ch. iii.

2. Not required, called for, or warranted by
the circumstances of the case ; done or made
without sufficient grounds or reason : as, a
gratuitous assumption, a gratuitous insult.

If " Gratuitous is opposed to that which is

obligatory ; voluntary is opposed to that which
is compulsory or involuntary." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

gratuitous-deeds, s. pi.

Scots Law: Deeds granted without any value
being given for them.

gra-tu'-i-tOUS-ly, adv. [Eng. gratuitous ; -ly.J

1, Freely ; voluntarily ; without any claim.

or merit ; without charge or compensation ;

gratis.
" Gratuitously conferred upon him by the credulity

of posterity."

—

Scott : Tliomas the Rhymer. (Note.)

2. Done, said, or adopted without sufficient

grounds, reason, or cause ; without sufficient

reason or grounds.
" This obliquity of direction, which they ffratut-

tously tack to matter."

—

Oheyne : Philosophical Princi-
ples.

gra-tu'-i-toiis-ness, s. [Eng. gratuitous;

-ness.] The quality or state of being gratui-

tous.

gra-tu -I-ty, s. [Ft. gratuiti, from Low Lat.
gratuitas, from Lat. gratuitus= gratuitous, free.],

1. That which is given or granted gratui-

tously, or as a free gift ; anything given or
done freely or for nothing ; a free gift ; a dona-
tion ; a kindness.

"These gratuities auayled not to- make tbie King:

James friendly to the realme of Englande."—Grafton :

Henry VI. (an. 2).

2. Something given in return for a favour or
service ; an acknowledgment ; a recompense

;

a return.

"Performing, now and then, certain offices of reli-

gion forBmallffra(uitie«."

—

Burke : Penal Laws against
Irish Catholics.

If "Gratuity and recompense both imply a
gift, and a gift by way of return for some sup-

posed service; but the gratuity is inde-

pendent of all expectation as well as right

;

the recompense is founded upon some admis-
sible claim." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* grat'-u-lan$e, s. [Lat. gratulans, pr. par.

of gratulor.] [Gratulate.] A favour, akind-
ness, a gratuity.

" Some add disburse, some bribe, some gratulomee."
Machin: Dumb Knight, v.

* grat -u-lant, a. [Lat. gratulaiis^ pr. par.

of gratulor= to congratulate.] Congratulating.

"At Heaven's wide-open portal gratulant."
Coleridge : Destiny of Nations.

* grat'-u-late, v.t. & i. [Gratulate* o. Sp.
gratular ; Ital. gratulare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To congratulate ; towishjoy to ; to salute
with congratulations.
" Dangers ? how mean you dangers, that so courtly
You gratulate my safe return from dangers?"

Ford : Lover's Melancholy, i. 1.

2. To welcome.
" To gratulate the sweet return of mom."

Milton: P.R.
t \v. 488.

3. To reward ; to recompense.
" I could not choose but gratulate your honest

endeavours with this remembrance."

—

Reywood.

B. Intrans. : To exult. (Milton: P. L.,
ix. 472.)
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* grat'-u-late, a.
,
[Lat. gratula$us, pa. par.

of gratulor =' to wish one joy ; gratus — pleas-
ing, thankful.] Gratifying, felicitous ; to he
Tejoiced at ; fortunate.

" There's more behind that is more gratulate."
Shaketp. : Measure for Measure, v. L

grat-u-la -tion,* grat u la cion, s. [Lat.
gratuldtio, from gratulatus, pa. par. of gratu-
lor ; Ital. gratulazione ; Sp. gratuladon.]. The
act of congratulating or felicitating ; a con-
gratulation or expression of joy or pleasure.

" Angelic gratulatioru rend the skieB."
Gawper : Truth, 587.

* grat'-U-la-tdr-i-l^, adv. [Eng. gratulatory;
-ly.] In *a gratulatory or congratulatory
manner.

grat-U-la-tor-Jr, a. & s. [Lat. gratulatorius,

from 'gratulatus, pa. par. of gratulor; Ital. &
Sp. gratulatorio.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Congratulatory ; expressing gratulation
or congratulations.

" The usual groundwork of such gratulatory odes."—Bp. Horsley : Sermons, vol. i., ser. 5.

2. Expressing gratitude or thanks ; grateful.
" Whereas formerly he had dUowned any propitia-

tory sacrifice, content with gratulatory ... be now
makes it properly propitiatory."— Waterland : Works,
viii. 263.

E. As subst. : An address or expression of

congratulation or felicitation to any person
for some good which has hefallen him.

* grat'-u-ling, a. [Lat. gratulor = to con-

gratulate.] Congratulatory, well-wishing.

"Where's orator Higgen with his gratuling Bpeech
now?" Beaum. & FJet. : Beggar's Bush, ii. 1.

graul-itc, s. [From Graul, near Schwarzen-
berg, in Saxony, where it occurs ; surf. -He

(Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Tecticite (q.v.). (Dana).

grau'-wac-ke, «. [Graywacke.]

gra-va'-men, s. [Lat., from gravo = to

weigh down ; gravis = heavy.]

1. The substantial cause of an action at law ;

the ground or burden of complaint ; that part

of an accusation which weighs most heavily

against the accused.

2. A representation ; a motion : specif., a.

motion proposed in Convocation.

* gra-vam'-in-ous, a, [Lat. gravamen, gen.

grdvamin(is) ; Eng'. adj. suff. -ous.] Grievous,

burdensome.

grave (1), v.t. [Graves.]'

Naut. : To clean a ship's bottom by burning
off the weeds, barnacles, &c, and coating it

with pitch and tallow.

grave (2), graif, *grav-yn, v.t. <fci. [A.S.

grafan = to dig, to engrave ; cogn. with Dut.
graven; Dan. grave; Sw. grafva; Icel. grafa;
Goth, graban = to dig; Ger, graben; Gr.
ypanjyo} (graphd) = to write, to engrave ; Fr.

graver = to engrave ; Ir. grajdim = to scrape.]

A* Transitive

:

* 1. To dig.
" The! . . . badde grave on the ground many gret«

cauyB." Alexander & Dindimus, 6.

2. To bury, to inter, to entomb.
" Than in a grate thai gan him grave."

Legends of Holy Rood, p. 19.

*3. To carve ; to form or shape by cutting
with a chisel, as a sculptor.

"Thou shi-i.lt not make to thee any graven image."—
Exodus xx. 4.

L To carve ; to cut as letters or figures on
atone, wood, metal, &c, with a chisel or

graver ; to engrave.

[He] graved it on a gem and wore it next his heart

"

Oowper : Anti-Thelyphthora.

5. To impress deeply.

B. Intrans. : To carve ; to write or cut

words or figures on wood, metal, &c. ; to en-

grave.
" Thou Bhalt make, a plate of pore gold, and grave

Upon it."—Exodus xxviii. 36.

* grave, * grafe, * graive, s. [A.S. graf;

O. S. graf; O. Fris. gref; Dut. graf;

0. H. Ger. graf; Icel. grof; Sw. graf; Dan.

grav; Ger. grab.]

1. A hole or excavation in the earth, in

which a human body is buried ; a place ©f

interment; a tomb, a sepulchre.
" The graves, all gaping wide,
Every one letB forth his Bpright"

Shaketp. ; Midsummer Wight's Dream, v. 2.

* 2. Anything graven or carved ; a carved
image.

'

3. A place of great slaughter or mortality.

4. Destruction ; ruin ; death.
" Richard marked him for the grave.

7 '

Shaketp. : 8 Henry VI., ii. 6._

grave-clothes, s. pi. The clothes or
dress in which the dead are buried ; a winding
flheet.

" Alice, in her grave-clothes bound.
Ghastly smiling, points a seat."

Scott : Frederick A Alice.

grave-digger, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : One who digs graves.

2. Entom. ; The name given in Jamaica to a
fossorial insect of the order Hymenoptera,
family Sphegidae, which digs holes in clay, in

which it lays its eggs, depositing along with
them, for the future sustenance of its larvae,

caterpillars and spiders slightly stung, so as

to leave them half dead. Its allies every-

where pursue essentially the same method of

operation.

grave-maker, * graf-makere, 5. A
grave-digger.

' " Gardeners, ditchers, andgrave-makers."—Shaketp.

:

Hamlet, v. 1.

grave-making, &-. The act or occupa-
tion of digging graves.

" Has this fellow no feeling of bis business ? he singB
at grave-making."—Shaketp. : Hamlet, v. 1.

* grave -man, s. A sexton, a grave-
digger.

grave-mound, e.

Anthrop. : The generic term for what is

probably the earliest, and certainly the most
widely-distributed form of funeral monument.
Greenwell (British Barrows (Introd. ), p. i.) per-

tinently applies to the grave-mound thi. words
of Horace, '* monuraentura aare perennius;"
how pertinently may be perceived by a mental
glance at the barrows of the Yorkshire wolds,
at the grave-mounds that spread like a cover-

ing over the steppes of Western Asia, and at
the pyramids, the sepulchres of the early

Egyptian kings. The facility with which the
savage could heap a mound of earth over the
remains of his dead commended this form of

commemoration to his little-developed mind,
and to this day such sepulture is common
ainong certain tribes of American Indians ;

on the other hand, as civilization advanced,
its durability—whether in the form of an arti-

ficial hill, a huge cairn, or a stupendous
pyramid—was recognised and seized on by
those who wished to raise a monument be-

fitting a hero, or to perpetuate their own
memory. In British barrows flints and broken
pottery are found scattered in such a way as

to preclude the idea of accident. Greenwell
, suggests that they symbolised some religious

idea, and adds that the lines in Hamlet (v. 1)

—

" For charitable prayers,
Shards, flints, and pebbles should be thrown on her"—

may have reference thereto. He accounts for

the rite being practised at the grave of a
suicide denied Christian burial, by the sup-
position that, as a survival of paganism, it

was held in detestation by the professors of

a higher form of religion. [Babrow, Cairn,
Pyramid, Tumulus.]

"If people passing by the spot called out to her.
' Miuialamina P ehe would reply 'Hoi' as the Norse
heroes used to speak from their grave-mounds."—
Jour. Anthrop. Instit., xi. 417.

grave-post, ».

Anthrop. : A board fixed at the head of the
graves of many Indian tribes. It usually
contains the totem of the deceased, and
should the tomb be that of a warrior, devices
denoting how often he had been in war parties
and the number of scalps he had taken.

"On looking at his grave-post, it bore a pictorial
inscription of this kind."—Schoolcraft : Indian Tribes,
L33S.

grave-robber, s. One who steals dead
bodies from graves ; a resurrectionist (q.v.).

grave-robbing, s. The act of robbing
a grave ; body-snatching.

grave-stone, s. A stone or slab laid
over or erected near a grave, on which are
written or cut the name, age, &c, of the
person there buried ; a tombstone.

" Timon. presently prepare thy grave

:

Lie where the light foam of the sea may beat
Thy grave-stone daily." Shakesp. : Timon, iv. 8.

t grave-wax, s. Adipocere (q.v.).

grave-yard, s. Au inclosed ground in
which the dead are buried ; a burial-ground

;

a cemetery.

grave, a. [Fr., from Lat. gravis = heavy,
grave ; cogn. with Goth, haurs — heavy ; Gr.

J3apvs (barns); Sansc. guru; Sp. & Ital. wave.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Lit. : Heavy ; of weight.
" His shield grave and great." Chapman.

2. Figuratively

;

(1) Weighty ; serious ; important ; mo-
mentous.

" Gordon however positively refused to take on him-
self so grave a responsibility. —Macautay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xiii.

(2) Important ; of weight, credible.
" The gravest of their own writers, and of strangers,

do bear them witness."—Grew ; Cosmologia Sacra,

3. Sedate ; solemn ; sober ; serious.

"Justice is grave and decorous.''

—

Burke: On the
French Revolution.

i. Serious ; heavy : as, a grave charge.

* 5. Plain ; staid ; sedate ; not gaudy ; quiet

:

as, a grave dress.

6. Not sharp of sound ; not acute. [Ac-
cent.]

" The acute accent raising the voice . . . and the
grave depressing it lower, and both having some era
phasis,— i.e. more vigorous pronunciation."—Holder.

IL Music

:

1. Deep in pitch : as, grave hexachord, the
lowest hexachord in the Guidonian system.

2. Slow in pace ; solemnly.

Tf Crabb thus discriminates between grave,

serious, and solemn: ''Grave expresses more
than serious; it does not merely bespeak the
absence of mirth, but that heaviness of mind
which is displayed in all the movements of
the body. A man may be grave in his walk,
in his tone, in his gesture, in his looks, and
all his exterior ; he is serious only in his

feneral air, his countenance, and demeanour.
olemn expresses more than either grave or

serious; like serious, it is employed not so
much to characterize either the person or the
thing : the judge pronounces the solemn sen-
tence of condemnation in a solemn manner : a
preacher delivers many solemn warnings to his
hearers." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* grave (3), v.t. [Grave, a.]

Music : To render grave, as a note or tone.

grav'-el, *grav-elle, *gra-vylle, s. [0.

Fr. gravele, gravelle ; Fr. gravelle, gravier.
dimin. of O. Fr. . grave, greve — rough and
mixed with stones. Prob. from the same root
as Bret, grouan ; Coru. grow ; Wei. gro =
gravel; Gael. grotklach= gravelly ; Sansc. grd-
van = a stone.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Small pebbles, stones, or
fragments of stone, intermixed with sand,
loam, clay, flints, &c.

"Gravel consists of flints of all the usaal sizes and
colours, of the several sorts of pebbles : sometimes
with a few pyritm, and other mineral bodies, con-
fusedly intermixed, and common samj."— Woodward,

II. Technically:

1. Geol. : Gravel is formed by the action of
water upon disintegrated portions of rock,
which tend to be first blocks or boulders,
then pebbles, next gravel, and finally sand, if

not even silt. The fragments of which it is

composed vary from the size of a pea to that
of a hen's egg.

2. Pathol. : The presence of minute concre-
tions in the urine constitutes the affection
known as the gravel. It is usually owing to
the presence of uric acid, urates, oxalates, and
phosphates. Amongst exceptional urinary
calculi are carbonate oflime, cystine, xanthine,
fatty and fibrinous concretions. The chief
symptoms are dull, aching pains over the
renal regions, extending to the thighs, fre-

quent micturition, and the occasional appear-
ance in the urine of blood, pus, epithelium,
or unorganized sediments, chiefly uric acid
and oxalates.

"Most physicians doe highly commend'their roots
us] brused and taken in white wine, for to

expell the stone and graueU."—P. Holland: PHnie,
bk. xx., ch. x.

gravel-path, gravel-walk, 5. A path
or alley covered with gravel ; a gravelled path.

" My garden was laid out in gravel-walks, intersect-
ing each other in right angles."—Knox : Essays, No. 76.

gravel-pit, s. A pit or excavation out
of which gravel is dug.

"He saw Mr. Buch-a-one go this morning at nine
o'clock towardB the graveVpitt"—Steele; Spectator,
No. 138.

boll, t>6^; pollt, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^tenophon, exist. -Ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, - sion - shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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gravel-root, *>.

Hot. : Eupatorium purpureum.

gravel-stone, s.

Ghem., &c. : One of the minute concretions
whose presence in the urine constitutes the
disease called Gravel (q.v.).

grav'-el, v.t. [Gravel, s.]

I. Literally :

1, To cover with gravel ; to lay gravel on.

^ " The lounger seldom Btrays
Beyond the aroooth and gravelled niaze,"

Scott : Bridal of Trlermain, II. ii. 28.

* 2. To run a ship on to the sand or beach.
" And when we were fallen into a place between two

Sean, they gravelled the ship." TGr. eirtuK€i\av

iepdkeilan), Auth. Vers., ran the ship aground.]—A c(n

xxvii. 41. (Rheims.)

*3. To cause to stick in the sand or gravel.

"William the Conqueror, when he invaded this

island, chanced at hia arrival to be gravelled : and one
of his feet stuck so fast in the aand, that he fell to the
ground."—Camden: Jlemains.

4. To hurt the foot of, as a horse by sand
or gravel lodged under the shoe.

* II. Fig. ; To perplex utterly, to confound,

to worry and distress. [Gravel, s. II. 2.]

. "The physician was so (travelled aDd amazed withall,

that he had not ft word moro to say."—iVor(Jt . Plu-
tarch, p. 764.

gra've-less, a. [Eng. grave, s. ; -less.] With-
out a grave or tomb ; unburied.

" My brave Egyptians all,

By the discandying of this pelletted storm.
Lie ijraveless."

Shakesp. : Antony & Cleopatra, iii. 11.

graV-elled, pa. par. or a. [Gravel, v.]

grav'-el-ll-ness, s. [Eng. gravelly; -ness.]

The quality or state of being gravelly, or
abounding with gravel.

grav'-el-ling, pr. par., a., & s. [Gravel, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Literally

:

1. The act of covering or coating with gravel.

2. The gravel with which any area is covered.

II. Fig. : The act of worrying, perplexing,
or confounding utterly.

grav'-el-rjr, a. [Eng. gravel; -ly.] Full of

or abounding with gravel ; consisting or of
the nature of gravel ; covered with gravel.

" Oft pacing, as the mariner his deck.
My gravelly bounds." Cowper : Four Ages.

gra've-ljf, adv. [Eng. grave, a. ; -ly.)

1. In a grave, serious, or solemn manner

;

seriously ; solemnly ; in sober earnest.
" It was gravely said that she had cast fearful spells

on those whom Bhe hated."

—

Macauiay : Mist. Eng.,
ch. xiii.

v
2. In a sober, staid, or quiet manner

;

without grandness or show : as, To be gravely

dressed.

gra-ve-men'-te, adv. [Ital.]

Music : Slowly and in a solemn style.

grav'-en, pa. par. or a. [Grave, v.]
\

gra've-ness, s. [Eng. grave, a. ; -Tiess.] The
quality or state of being grave ; serious

;

solemnity
;
gravity ; sobriety of behaviour

;

dignity.
" Hia sables and his weeds

Importing health and graveness."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. 7.

* gra-ve'-O-lence, s. [Lat. graveolentia, from

graveolens = smelling strongly (q.v.) ; Fr.

graveolence.) A strong and otfensive smell.

* gra-ve'-O-lent, a. [Lat. graveolens, from
gravis = heavy, and olens, pr. par. of oleo = to

smell.] Smelling strongly and offensively;

stinking.

"The butter was yellow, and something graveolent."
—Boyle : Works, iv. 5BB. ._

grav'-er, * grater, * graf ere, * grav-
owre, s. [A.S. grozjere; Fr. graveur.]

1. One who carves or engraves ; one whose
business is to carve or engrave upon wood,
stone, metal, &c. ; an engraver, a sculptor t

" Just like a marble statue did he atand,
Cut by aome skilful graver's artful hand."

Cowley : Pyramusji Thisbe. The Song.

2. The tool or style used in graving. They
are made of different shapes, according to the
purpose intended, and are of fine steel ; a burin.

3. An instrument used for turning iron after

it has been roughed out by the heel-tool.

* grav'-er-y, s. [Eng. graver ; -y.] The pro~

cess or art of graving ; engraving, engravery.
" Any piece of picture, or gravory and embossing,"—

/'. Holland.

grave?, s. pi [Greaves (2).]

* grav'-lC, a. [Eng. grav(ity) ; ~ic.) Pertain-

ing to or causing gravitation ; as, gravio

forces, gravic attraction,

graV-Id, a. [Lat. gravidus, from gravis =
heavy.] Big or heavy with child

;
pregnant

;

fruitful. (Lit. & fig.)

" The gracloua king
To e;ise and crown their gravid piety,
Grunts their request."

Beaumont : Psyche, c. xv.

* grav'-I-date, v.t. [Lat. gravidatvs, pa. par.

of gravida = to load, to impregnate ; gravidus
= loaded, pregnant.] To cause to become
gravid or big with child.

"Her womb is said to bear him (blesaed ia the womb
that bare thee}, to have been gravidated er great with
child."

—

Barrow : So-mons, vol. ii., aer. 24.

* graV-i-da'-tion, 5. [Lat. gravidatus, pa.

par. of gravido.) The act of making preg-

nant ; the state of becoming or being preg-

nant
;
pregnancy.

" As eV yatrrpi sx.eiv expresseth & proper gravida-

tion, 30 doth ei/ yacrrpt avWafietv a proper concep-

tion."—Pearson : On the Creed, Art. iil.

* gra-vid'-i-ty, s. [Lat. gravidus = loaded,

pregnant.] The state of being pregnant

;

pregnancy.
" The signs of gravidity and obstructions are hard to

be distinguished in the beginning."—Arbuthnot : On
Diet.

gra-vif'-Ic, a. [Lat. gravis- heavy, and faoio=
to make.] Making heavy; adding or giving
weight to.

grav-i-gra'-da, s. pi. [Lat. gravis = heavy,
and gradus = a'step ;

gradior = to take steps,

to walk.]

Palmont. : Ground-sloths ; a tribe or family
of edentate mammals, now extinct. The
name is modelled on Tardigrada, sometimes
used for the Bradypodidse, or ordinary sloths,

to which the Gravigruda were akin. Besides
other differences, they were much larger. The
tribe or family comprised the huge Megathe-
rium, the Mylodon, the Megalonyx, <fec. (q.v.).

All are American, and of Post-pliocene age.

graV-i-grade, a. [Graviorada.]

Pakeont. : Walking heavily ; of or belonging
to the edentate tribe or family Gravigrada
(q.v.)-

* gra-vil'-o-quence, s. [Lat. gravis =heavy,

grave, and loquens, pr. par. of toquor = to
speak.] Grave or weighty speech or language.

gra-vim'-e-ter, s. [Lat. gravis — heavy ;

Gr. jueTpoi- (metron) = a measure.] An instru-

ment for determining the specific gravities of
bodies, solid or liquid.

grav-l-met'-rlc, a. [Eng. gravimetric); -ic.)

Of or pertaining to gravimetry ; determined
or ascertained by a gravimeter.

gravimetric analysis, s.

Chem. : The method of analyzing compound
bodies, performed by decomposing them and
finding their elemental weight.

gra-vim'-e-try, s. [Lat. gravis = heavy, and
Gr. fierpov (metron) = a measure.] The art or
science of determining the specific gravity of
bodies.

grav'-ing, pa. par., a., & s. [Grave (2), v.)

A. & S. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Literally

:

1. The act or art of engraving or carving
wood, stone, metals, &c.

"He [Holbein] learned besides, graving, casting,
modelling, and architecture. "—Walpole : Anecdotes of
Painting, vol 1., ch. iv.

2. That whicli is carved or engraved ; carved
work.

"Skilful to work in gold ; also to grave any manner
of graving."—1 Chronicles ii. 4.

II. Fig. : Anything impressed deeply upon
the heart or mind.

grav'-ing, s. [Grave (l), v.] Cleaning a
ship's bottom by burning off the sea-weed,
and then paying the planks with pitch. Ships

were formerly benched for this l'» l'I'<^;
J™ 1

the work was done during the tunc ot tm ew.

It is also Hilled beaming (q.v.).

••At work on the outside of U" ^W^tto*™*
side? washing, and gi-«vn,.j. an.l -topping. « i ery

seafaring man knows how. -Ar/to: Hobmson U«,

'craving-dock, *. A dock into which

veKrTnoated to have their bottoms exa-

mined and cleaned; a dry-dock. Ihe \essel

is floated in and the gates at the entrance

closed when the tide is at ebb.

graving-piece, s.

ShivbnUd. : A small piece of wood inserted

to supply the defects of a plank.

gra'-vi-ta, adv. [Ital.]

Mus. : With weight, dignity, and majesty.

grav'-i-tate, v.i. [Lat. gravitatem, accus. of

gravitus = weight, gravity ; Fr. graviter.]

1. lit. ; To be affected by or under the in-

fluence of gravitation ; to move by gravita-

tion ; to tend to the centre.

"All ita parts magnetic power assert,

And te each other gravitate."
Blackmore; Creation, bk. 11.

2. Fig. : To tend iowards any centre of

attraction; to be attracted.

"A multitude of those mean and timid politicians

who naturally gravitate towards the stronger party."

—Macauiay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

grav-i-ta'-tion, s. [Eng. gravitat(e); -ion;

Fr. gravitation.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1.

" When the loose mountain trembles from on high,
Shall gravitation cease, if you go by 't

"

Pope : Essity on Man, lv. 128,

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Attraction produced not by a physical,

but by some moral force.

(2) Downward tendency in the literary

world.
" With all the might ofgravitation blest."

Pope : Dunviud, ii. 318.

II. Physics : A natural force acting upon all

material bodies throughout the universe, with
the effect of attracting or drawing them to
each other. Hence it is often called the at-

traction of gravitation. It has been shown
that every molecule of one body acts upon
eveiy molecule of the other. The attraction
between two material particles is directly pro-
portional to the product of their masses, and
inversely proportional to the square of their

distances asunder,—i.e., the force of gravity
decreases in exact proportion as the square
of the distance increases. Universal or general
gravitation may be divided into celestial and
terrestrial gravitation ; but when the earth is

viewed as a planet the second category disap-
pears in the first.

1. Celestial gravitation

:

(1) Hist. : A glimmering perception that
the heavenly bodies attracted each other was
possessed by Democritus and Epicurus in an-
cient times, and by Bacon, Galileo, Kepler,
and Hooke during the dawn of modern
science ; but the decisive discovery of the
universality of gravitation and the " law "

regulating the operations was reserved for
Sir Isaac Newton. Cavendish illustrated
Newton's discovery by experiment.

(2) (rravitation among the heavenly bodies :

Two forces operate against each other, the
one a projectile and the other an attractive
force. If the former only existed, the several
planets would go off into space, moving, un-
less collision with other bodies occurred, in
straight lines onward for ever, unless, indeed,
some subtle ether gradually retarded their
progress and ultimately brought them to a
state of rest. If gravity alone operated, the
planets would fall towards the centre of the
sun with continually increasing velocity, till

they impinged upon his surface with de-
structive effect. The working against each
other of the two antagonistic forces makes
them move around the central luminary in
elliptic orbits, the motion being so beautifully
adjusted that when the planet is nearest the
sun and apparently in danger of becoming too
powerfully under his attraction, the increased
velocity thus acquired carries the body past
the danger. Not merely does the sun attract
the planets, but the planets attract the sun.
Properly speaking, they do not revolve around
him, but he and they mutually revolve round
the common centre of gravity of them all,
which is a point (not the centre) within t\\i

fate, fatf fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pSt,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son : mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - 6 : ey = a. au = uw,
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body of the sun. The same laws operate in

the case of the planets with each other, the
primary bodies with their satellites, Ac.,—i.e.,

they attract each other directly as their re-

spective masses, and inversely as the square
of their distances.

2. Terrestrial gravitation: Thelaw of gravi-
tation as operating on the earth, as, for in-

stance, on the fall of a stone to the ground.
[GRAVITy.]

1 Law of gravitation : [Gravitation, II.].

gravitation-measure, •

.

Physics : (For def. see example).
" Force in said to l>e expressed in gra <>>-"" ion mea

sure, when it Is expressed ait equal to the weight of
a given mass,"—Everett ; The C. Q. 3. Hystem of Units,
ch. ill,, p. ia

grav'-I-ta-tfve, a. [Eng. gravitate) ; -ive.]

Causing to gravitate, or tend towards a centre,

graV-i-ty, * grav i tee, * grav-i-tle, s.

[Ft. gravitk, ; from Lat, gravitas = weight,
gravity; gravis = heavy ; Ital. gravita; 8p.
gravidad.)

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being heavy;
weight, heaviness.

"A thing of that walght and gravUee, thatftwalcth
some soules downe vnto the deepe pyt of hell."

—

Sir T.

More : Workes, p. 1,085.

2. Weight or importance ; seriousness.
" Length therefore la a thing which the gravitle and

' weight of 8Uch actions [prayer] doth require."—Hooker ;

Ecclesiastical Polity, bk. v.

3. Seriousness, enormity, flagrancy, atro-

ciousness ; as, the gravity of the offence.

i, Graveness, soberness, seriousness, or
dignity of demeanour.

" Bnch Ill-timed gravity, such serious folly,

Might well befit the solitary student"
Johnson : Irene, ill. 1.

II, Teclmically

:

1, Mus. : Lowness or depth of tone or note.

2. Physics : Terrestrial gravitation, the
operation of the law of gravitation on the
earth, specially in making heavy bodies fall in

all parts of the planet in the direction of its

centre. Newton and Bessel have shown that
in a vacuum a sovereign and a feather will fall

with equal speed, though the rate will be very
different in the atmospheric air. The attrac-

tionof the wholeearth, considered as a sphere,

on a body at its surface, is the same as if the
whole matter of the earth were collected at
its centre. The attraction of the earth on a
body within its surface is the same as if the
spherical shell situated between the body and
the earth's surface was removed; or is the
same as if all the matter Bituated nearer to
the earth's surface than the body was collected
at the centre, and all the matter situated at a
greater distance was removed. The weight
of a body is proportioned to the attraction
which it exerts, hence gravity in many cases
means simply weight. [Specific gravity.]

If (1) Centre of gravity: [Centre, III. (21)J.

(2) Specific gravity :

Physics, Mhi.
t
otc. : The relative density of

a substance ; the weight of a body compared
with that of another body having the same
magnitude. To obtain this, it in first weighed
in air, which shows its absolute weight. Next
it is weighed in water, to show how much it

loses in this element. There have now been
ascertained the absolute weights of two bodies
of equal bulk,-—viz., the one experimented on,

and water, and the ratio of these weights is

that also of their specific gravities. Let 1 be
the weight of water, and first let the body be
heavier than that liquid, then the weight
which it loses in water is to the absolute

weight as 1 to the specific gravity required.

If lighter than water, then as the weight of

the body in air, plus the weight needful to

make it sink in water, is to its weight in air,

ho is 1 to the specific gravity. On this prin-

ciple are constructed such instruments an

Nicholson's portable balance. In solids and
liquids the standard is generally distilled

water ; for the gases, atmospheric air. Spe-
cific gravity is proportionate to density,

and the words may be used almost inter-

changeably, [Density.]

gravity battery. »• A form of double-
fluid battery, in which the fluids range them-
selves at different heights in a single jar by
virtue of their different specific gravities. The
copper or — element is in the bottom, and the
zinc or -+- in the upper part of the cell.

* graV-otis, a. [Lat. gravis ~ heavy, grave.]

1. Grave, serious, sage, thoughtful, weighty.

cytie, porte, and borough."—Hall : Henry VII. (an, 1}.

2. Grave, important, serious, momentous.
" Orauous matters concernyng the welths of bothe

the realmea."—Hall : Edward JV. (an. 22.)

* grav'-OU8-l$r, adv. [Eng. gravous; -ly.] In
a. grave, serious, or thoughtful manner

;

gravely.
" The erle arriued there, and wisely entreated the

lioi.ltiiMn. gruuously perswaded the magistrates of the
citees and tounes, and gently and familiarly vsed and
tracted the vulgare people.'—Hall : Henry IV. (an. 1),

* grav-owre, a. [Graver.]

gra'-vy, * grea-vy, * grea-vle, 5. [Etym.
doubtful ;

probably formed from graves(q.v.).]

The juice which drops from meat while roast-

ing, made into a dressing for the meat when
served up.

"I have been Invited to a pawnbroker's table, by
pretending to bate gravy."—Goldsmith ; Citizen of the
World, let. 26.

gra-wa'-tha, s. [A Brazilian word.]

Bot. : A kind of Bromelia used in South
America- for the manufacture of ropes. Called
also Curra-tow.

gray, * gra, * grai, * graye, * grei, * grey,
* greye, a. & s. [A.S. gr&g ; cogn. with
Dut. graauw ; Icel. grdr ; Dan. graa; Sw.
grl ; Ger. gran ; Lat. ravus ; O. H . Ger.
grdw.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Literally

:

1. Of a colour between white and black
;

hoary ; of the colour of hair whitened by age
;

ashy-coloured.
" These gray and dun colours may also he produced

by mixing whites and blacks."—Newton : Optics.

2. Having hair whitened by age
;

gray-
haired.

"Living creatures generally do change their hair
with age, turning to be gray."—Bacon :, Natural Hist.

3. Whitened or made hoary by age.
" My hair Is gray, but not with years."

Byron : Prisoner of Chtllon.

4. Dusky, dark.
" Gray dawn appears, the sportsman and his train
Speckle the bosom of the distant plain."

C'owper : Progress of Error, 82.

* II. Fig. : Old, mature ; as, gray experience.

B. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A gray colour ; a colour between white
and black ; a neutral tint.

* 2. A gray-beard ; an old, gray-headed man,
"Telling his tale alway this old grey."

Oliaucer: Troilus.hk. iv.
* 3. A kind of fur.

"Geld ne soluer.Evouh ne gray."
0. Eng. MisceU., p m.

* i. A badger.
" The grayes, polcats, or brocks, have a cast by them-

selves, when they be aftrafd of hunters."

—

P. Holland

;

Plinio, bk. vllL, ch. xxxvlli.

5. A kind of salmon (Salmo erox).

U The gray of the morning: The dawn.

IL Technically

:

1. Bot. : A genus of colours ; the species
are ash-gray, ash-grayish, pearl gray, slate
gray, lead-coloured, smoky, mouse-coloured,
hoary, and rather hoary. (Lindley.)

2. Entom. : A moth, Dianthcecia cassia.

(Newman.)

TT Obvious compounds : Gray-eyed, gray-
headed, gray-haired, &c.

gray-antimony, s.

Min. : The same as Stibnite (q.v.).

gray-beard, s. & a.

A. As substantive

:

1, A man with a gray-beard ; an old man
(frequently iu contempt).

" Then said the Lord : This glass to praise
Fill with red wine from Portugal I

The gray-beard with trembling hand obeys."
Longfellow : Luck of Ederihall.

2. The name given to a large earthen jar,
or bottle, for holding wine or spirituous liquor.
Originally applied to a kind of stoneware
drinking jugs, with bearded faces on them in
relief, introduced in the early part of the six-

teenth centuiy.

"There's plenty o' brandy in the grey-beard that
Luckio Macleario sent down."—Scott: Waverley, ch
Ixlv.

B. As adj. : Having u, gray beard
;

gray-
bearded ; old.

gray-bird, s. A species of thrash,

gray-bread, s. Bread made of rye or
oats.

gray-carpet, a.

Entom. : Aleucis pidaria, a British moth of
the group Geometrina and the family Caberidse.

gray cast-iron, s.

Metall. : Gray cast-iron contains carbon
chemically combined, and also graphite in a
free state. When gray cast-iron is treated with
an acid, the graphite separates out in black
scales.

gray-cobalt, s.

Min. : The same as Smaltite (q.v.).

gray copper-ore, s.

Min. : The same as Tetrahedrite (q.v.).
i

gray-cotton, s.

Comm. : Unbleached and undyed cotton

cloth.

gray-fibres, s. pi.

Anat. : Pale gray fibres found with or with-

out white ones in the sympathetic or other

nerves. They were first discovered by Remak,
and are often called after his name. (Quain.)

gray-fly, ». [Grayfly.]

gray - friars, grey - friars, s. The
Franciscans (q.v.).

gray-geese, s. pi. A name vulgarly given
to large field stones, lying on the surface of

the ground.
" Biggin a dry-stane dyke, I think, wi' the

j
jeese.asfhey ca'thae great lc~~~

...
-

Dwarf, ch. Iv.

j7<?cse,asthey ca'thae great loose Btones."

—

Bcott: Black

gray-goods, a. [Gray-cotton.]

gray-heads, s. pi. Heads of gray-coloured
oats, growing among others that are not.

(Gall : Encyc.)

gray-hen, s. The female of the black-
cock.

* gray-hooded, a. Gray ; dusky.
" They left me, then, when the gray-hooded even.
Rose from the MndmoBt wheels of Phoebus' wain."

Milton : Oomus, 18fl.

gray-malkin, s. [Grimalkin.]

gray-mare, grey mare, s. A cant |

term for a wife ; from the proverb " The gray-
j

mare is the better horse," that is the wife is

master.
"The vulgarproverb, that the grey-mare la the better

horse, originated, I suspect, in the preference generally
given to the grey-mares of Flanders over the finest
coach horses of England."

—

Macaulay; Hist, of Eng.,
ch. ill.

gray-owl, grey-owl, s.

Ornith. : The same as the tawny owl, Syrnium
stridula.

gray-pease, s. pi. Common pease in a
dried state.

* gray, v.i. & t. [Gray, 3.]

A. Intrans. : To become gray or white.
" All grays the gres, that grene watz ere."

Qawaine, 526.

B. Trans. : To 'make gray.
" Thou hast gray'd a thousand."

Shirley : Bird in a Cage, v.

gray'-fly, a. [Eng. gray, mdjly.]

Entom. : A species of GSstrus, called also

the trumpet fly (q.v.).

" What time the grayfiy winds her sultry horn."
Milton ,' Lycidas, 28 \

gray' hound, s. [Greyhound.]

gray'-Ish, * gra-ish, grey'-feh, a. [Eng.
gray; -ish.] Somewhat gray in colour.

"A globe-like head, a gold-lfke haixe,
A forehead smooth and hie,
On either side did shine agraish ele."

Warner : AlbUms England, bk. iv„ ch. 20.

gray'- lag, grav'-lagg, 5. [Eng. gray,

second element doubtful
;

prob. lag = the
last-comer.] [Lag, s., I. 2.]

Ornith. : Anser ferus, believed to be the
origin of the domestic goose.

grayle, s. [Grail.]

gray'- -ling, a. & s. [Eng. gray; dimin. suff.

-ling.]

A. As adj. : Of a dull brown or gray colour.

(See the compound.)

boll, boy; pout, j6wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, aion = shun ; lion, sion = zhun. -cious, tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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B. As substantive

:

1, Ichthy. ; A British fresh-water fish, Thymol-
lus vulgaris, one of the Salmonidae. It is

common in some British streams.
" Wholesale deatruotion of trout, smelt, and grayling

intheTevlot."— Weekly Scotsman, July "12, 1873.

"2; Entom. : [Grayling-butterfly/].

grayling-butterfly, s.

Entom. : A British butterfly, Hipparchia or
Satyrus Semele. Its general colour is dull
brown above, fulvous beneath, with dark spots.

gray'-l& gr6y'-l& odv. [Eng. gray, grey;
-ly.] In a grey colour; with a gray tinge.

(Keats: Endymion, i. 231.)

gray -mill, gray'-mil-l6t, s. [Gromwell.]

* grayne, s. [Grain.]

gray'-nfiss, grey-ness, s. [Eng. gray, grey;
-ness.] The quality or state of being gray.

gray-stone,; s. [Greystone.]

gray'-wack-JS, ». [Greywacke.]

gray'-weth-er, *. [Greywether.]

graze (1), * gTase, v.t. & i. [Etyni. doubt-
ful. According to Skeat coined from rase —
to scrape slightly, with some confusion with
grate, v. ; according to others connected with
graze (-2). Cf. graze (2), A. II.]

A. Trans. : To touch or rub slightly in

passing ; to brush the surface lightly.
" It merely toro hiB coat, grazed his shoulder, and

drew two or three ounces of blood."—Jlacaulay : Hist.
Eng., chi xvL

B. Intrans. : To touch lightly in passing

;

to brush.
" Mark then a bounding valour in our English,
That being dead, like to the bullets grazing.
Breaks out." Sliahvsp. : Henry V., iv. 3.

graze (2), *gras-en, *gres-yn, v.i, & t.

[From grass (q.v.). O. H. Ger. gagrasdn;
M. H. Ger. grasen ; Dut. grazen; Ger. grasen.]

A. Intransitive:

I, Literally ;

1. To eat grass ; to feed on grass or growing

" The greatest of my pride is to see my ewes graze,
and uiy lambs suck."—Shakcsp, .' As You Like It, iii. 2.

2; To supply or furnish grass for grazing.

"The ground coutinueth the wet, whereby it will
never graze to purpose that year."

—

Bacon,

*3. To feed in any w.iy ; to browse.
" Qrasiny at large in meadows submarine."

Oowpcr : To tlie Memory of the HalHttt.

* II. Fig. : To move along devouring, as
spreading fire.

As every state lay next to the other that was op-
--- J

., so thr "- - ' " "the fire perpetually grazed. "—Bacon,

B. Transitive :

1. To supply with grass or pasture ; to find
pasture for.

"They feede and graze theyr cattele wandering
through the deserts and wylde forests. "

—

Qoldyng :

Justine, bk i.

* 2. To tend while grazing.
" Jacob grazed his uncle Laban's sheep."

Shakes/). : Merchant of Venice, i. 3.

* 3. To feed on ; to eat, as growing herbage
;

to browse.
" He gave my kine to graze the flowery plain."

Dryden : Virgil ; Eel. i. II.

graze (1), s. [Graze (l), v.]

1. The act of grazing or touching lightly;

a light or slight touch or rub in passing.

2. A slight mark or cut made by an object
touching in passing.

graze (2), s. [Graze (2), v.] The act of
grazing or feeding upon grass.

graz'-er, s. [Eng. graze (2) ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; An animal that grazes or

feeds ou graBs. (Philips : Cider, i.)

2. Ch. Hist. : The rendering of the Greek
word BotTKot (Boskoi) = herdsmen, given by
Sozomen as the name of an order of monks
which arose in the fifth century in Mesopo-
tamia, and spread to Palestine. They are said

to have fed on herbs, and gone about almost
in astate of nudity. (Townsend.)

gra'-zier (zier as zhur), *gras-ier, s.

("Eng. graze (2) ; -er.] One who grazes or pas-

tures cattle ; one who raises and deals in cattle.

'•The inhabitants be rather for the most parte
grasiers then ploughmen,"—Stow; Description of Eng-
land, p, 2.

t gra'-zier-ly (zier as zhur), a. [Eng.

grazier ; -ly.] Relating to or like a grazier.

graz'-Ing (1). *gras-ing, pr. par., «., & s.

[Grazh;(1), v.]

A- & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of touching or rub-

bing lightly in passing ; a graze.

" With the grasing of a bullet upon the face of one."

—Ludlow : Memoirs, i. 51.

grazing-angle, s.

Fort. : The angle, of 10° or less, of a glacis, at

which a shot will not penetrate, but will glance

from the surface.

grazing-fire, s.

Fort. : A fire when the trajectory is low, and

the projectile strikes the object, whether ver-

tical or horizontal, at a grazing angle. Used
in howitzer batteries in the third parallel, to

enfilade the covered way ; ricochet fire.

graz'-iixg (2), pr. par., a., & s. [Graze (2), v.)

A. & B. As pr. par. & partidp..adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive:

1. The act of feeding on grass or growing
herbage.

2. A pasture, a grazing-ground.

gra-zi-6'~sd (z as ts), adv. [ItaL]

Mus. : A sign or direction that the notes or

passage to which it is prefixed must be played

with grace and elegance.

* gre (1), * gree (1), «. [0. Fr. gret, gre; Fr.

gre, from Lat. gratum, ueut. sing, of gratus =
pleasing ; Ital. grato.) That which is pleas-

ing ; will, pleasure, satisfaction.

" Irene me thy grace, for to go at thi gre."

E. Eng. Allil. Poems; Patience, 347.

gre (2),
* gree, s. [Gree (2), s.]

- gre'-a-ble, a. [Mid. Eng. gre ; -able.] Agree-
able, willing, ready.

" The parti be greable & convenient."— Acts James
III., 1485 (ed 1814), p. 170.

grease, * grece, * grese, * gr ees,
* gresse, s. 10. Fr. gresae

}
graisse ; Fr.

gralsse, from 0. Fr. jras
y
eras ; Lat. crassus =

thick, fat ; Sp. grasa ; Port, graxa ; Ital.

grasso. ]

1. Ord. Lang. : Animal fat in a soft state ;

the oily or unctuous part of animal matter of
any kind, as tallow, lard, &c. ; especially the
fatty matter of land animals, as distinguished
from the oily matter of marine animals.

" Especially swines grease, which in old time they
used with great ceremonie in religion."—P. Holland :

Plinie, bk. xxviii., ch. ix.

2. Min. : A term used in relation to lustre

;

fat quartz has a greasy lustre. (Phillips.)

3. Farriery : A swelling and inflammation
of the legs of a hurse, attended with the
secretion of oily matter and cracks in the skin.

grease-box, s.

Mail. Eng. : The receptacle over an axle
arm, which contains the lubricating material.

grease-cock, s.

Mach. : A faucet by which oil is admitted
to a journal-box, or other part requiring lubri-

cating. It is used on the cylinder cover for
lubricating the piston without permitting the
escape of steam or the entrance of air.

grease-cup, s.

Mach. : A cup attached to a part requiring
lubrication, aud from which it is supplied
with oil.

grease-pot, s. An iron pot, the third in
the series in which iron plates are tinned.
[Tin-plate.]

grease, * gres-yn, v.t. [Grease, s.]

I. Ordinary Language :

I. Lit. : To smear or anoint with grease or
fatty matter.

"They rub soot over the greased parts, especially
their faces, which adds to their natural beauty as
painting does iu Europe."—Dampier : Voyage (au.
1691).

* 2. Fig. : To bribe ; to corrupt or influence
with presents. (Still in use in America.)

" Every Raping heir
Would gladly grease the noh old bachelor."

Dryden : Juvenal, sat. VI.

II. .Farr. ; To affect with the disease called
grease.

* H To grease in the hand or fist : To bribe.
" He betrayed Scythopolis, having been well greased

inthefistiov his paines."— Usher: Annals (an. 8895).

greaser, s. [Eng. greas(e); -er.]

1 One who or that which greases ; SP® ^
a man whose business it is to see that tne

wheels of locomotives, carriages, waggons,

&c, are properly supplied with lubricants.

2. A contemptuous name for a Mexican

Creole. (American.)

greas'-i-l^, adv. [Eng. greasy ; -ly.]

1. Lit. ; In a greasy manner or state.

"He hath followed your Court ... as faithfully as

your spits and dripping-pans have done, and almost as

greasily,"—Seaum. & Flet. .' Woman-Hater, l. 1.

* 2. Fig. : Nastily, foully, indelicately, ob-

scenely.
" You talk greasily ; your life's gTown foul."

Slutkesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, ivyl.

greas i-ness, s. [Eng. greasy ; -ness.]

1, Lit. : The quality or state of being greasy

;

oiliness, unctuousness.
" Upon the most of these stonea, after they are cut,

there appears always, as it were, a kind of greasinest

or unctuosity."—Boyle : Works, i. 453.

* 2. Fig. : Grossness, obscenity, indelicacy.

greas'-y> * gries-ie, a. [Eng. grease; -y.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Literally :

(1) Composed or consisting of grease ; oily,

fat, unctuous. •

(2) Smeared or daubed with grease.

"His griesie lockes long growen and uubound."
Spenser : /'. Q., L ix. 35.

(3) Like grease or oil ; smooth, oily.

" By this means contract a rancid offensive smell,
and agreasy uastiness."—Cook: Third Voyage, bk, iv.,

ch. ii.

* 2. Figuratively

:

I. Fat, corpulent, bulky.
" Let's consult together about this greasy knight."

—

Sliakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, IL L
* 2. Gross, indelicate, indecent, obscene.

" Chaste cells, when greasy Aretine
For his rank fico, is sumamed sublime/'

Marston : Scourge of Villainy.

II. Technically

:

1. Farr. : Affected with the disease called
grease : as The legs of a horse are greasy.

2. Bot. : Having a surface which feels as if

it was greasy, though not so in reality.

great, *greate, *gret, *grete, *grat,
*grit, a. & s. [A.S. great; O.S. grot; cogn.
with Dut. groot ; Ger. gross; 0. H. Ger. groz.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Large in bulk or size ; big.

"The man to whom the great dog belonged."—
Bunyan: Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

2. Large in number ; numerous.
" Judas, one of the twelve, came, and with him a

great multitude with swords and staves," — Matt,
xx vi. 47.

3. Large in amount, extent, or value.
" By money and by having grete possessions."—

Cfiaucer : Tale of Mclibeus.

L Large in extent or surface; wide, ex-
tended, extensive.

" He could make a small town t^great city."

—

Bacon:
Essays ; Of tlie True Greatness of Kingdoms.

5. Large, extensive, or considerable in de-
gree ; beyond the common.

" But, after all, it is with great parts, as with great
virtues : they naturally border on some imperfection."
—Pope : Homer; Iliad. (Pref.)

6. Considerable or extended in length or
duration ; of long duration ; long-continued.

" Thou hast spoken of thy servants house for a great
while to come,'—2 5am. viL 19.

7. Marvellous, wonderful, extraordinary,
surprising, remarkable.

" The works of the Lord are great."—Psalm cxi. 12.

8. Venerable, adorable, awful.
"Great is the Lord, and greatly to be praised."—

1 Ohron. kvI. 25.

9. High in rank or position ; distinguished

;

holding an eminent position in respect of
rank, position, mental endowments or require-
ments ; eminent ; illustrious.

" He had been too great to sink into littleness with-
out a struggle. —Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv,

10. In a bad sense, notorious : as, a great
liar.

11. Important
; weighty ; involving import-

ant interests or consequences
; serious.

12. Chief, principal.

.... ,,
" Our great enemy

AIL incorruptible would on his throne
Sit unpolluted," MUton : P. L., ii. is?.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, thfire ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, ptft,

or. wore, wolf, work, wh6. son : mute. cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. Be, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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13. Of elevatedsentiments; generous, noble,

magnanimous.
" In her every thing waa goodly and stately ; yet so,

that It might seem that great iuiudedness was but
the ancient bearer to the humbleness."— Sidney.

14. Wonderful, sublime.
*' The addition of hla empire, how it showed
In prospect from his throne, how good, bow fair,

Answering his great idea." Milton : P. L., vii. 557.

15. Opulent, magnificent, sumptuous.
" Not Babylon,

Nor great Alcairo, such magnificence
Equalled." Mitton : P. L., i. 718.

16. Sumptuous, expensive, costly ; on an
extensive scale : as, a great feast.

17. Swelling, proud, haughty ; exhibiting

pride or haughtiness.
" Sol. vman perceived that Vienna, was not to be won

with words, nor the defendants to be discouraged with
great looks."—KnoUes: Hist, of the Twrkes.

18. Pregnant.
"From following the ewes great with young."—

Psalm lxxviiL 71.

* 19. Teeming, swollen, swelling.
** My heaxt is great, but it must break with Bilence."

Shakesj i. : Richard II., ii. 1.

20. Familiar, intimate, closely acquainted,

iColloq.)
" For those that would not censure, or speak ill of a

man immediately, will talk more boldly of those that
are so great with them."—Bacon: Essays ; Of Followers
4e Friends.

21. Hard, difficult.

" It is no g%at matter to live lovingly with good-

natured and meek persons."

—

Taylor ; Devotion.

22. Burdensome, grievous, unfair.
" If we have sown unto you spiritual things, is it a

great thing if we Bhall reap your carnal things?"

—

1 Corinth, rx. 11.

23. Denoting a step of ascending or de-

scending consanguinity : as greai-grandfather,

the father of a grandfather
;
^reat-grandson,

the son of a grandson, and so on.

"I dare not yet affirm for the antiquity of our lan-

guage, that our great-great-great grandfllre's tongue
came out of Persia."—Camden / Remains.

* B. As adv. : Greatly, very much.
" 'Tis great like he will."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., lii. L
C. As substantive:

1. The mass, the bulk, the gross.
" To let out thy harvest by great or by day."

Tusser : Husbandry; August.

2. {PI., with the definite article) : Powerful,
influential, rich, and distinguished.
" Beneath the good how far—but far above the great."

Gray : Progress of Poesy.

3. (PI.) : The great-go, or final examination
at Oxford for a degree. [Go, s., 1".]

" Both Bmalls and greats are sufficiently distant to
be altogether ignored, if we are that way inclined."—
T. Hughes : Tom Brown at Oxford, ch. x.

H (1) Crabb thus discriminates between
great, large, and big : " Large is properly ap-
plied to space, extent, and quantity ; big de-
notes great as to expansion or capacity. A
house, a room, a heap, a pile, an army, &c,
is great or large ; an animal or a mountain is

great or big. Great is used generally in the
improper sense ; large and big are used only
occasionally."

(2) He thus discriminates between great,

grand, and sublime : "These terms are synony-
mous only in the moral application. Great
simply designates extent; grand includes like-

wise the idea of excellence and superiority.
. . . Grand and sublvme are both superior to
great ; but the former marks the dimension of
greatness, the latter designates that of height."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

IT (1) By the great : In the gross ; by the bulk.

(2) Greatest common measure : [Measure].

great-anteater, s.

Zool. : Myrmecophaga jubata.

great-armadillo, s.

Zool. : Dasypus gigas.

great-burnet, s,

Bot. : The genus Sanguisorba.

* great-bellied, a. Far advanced in
pregnancy.

" Great-bellied women
That had not half a week to go."

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., iv. L
* great-born, «. Nobly descended.

great-cattle, s. pi.

Law : All manner of cattle except sheep and
yearlings. (Wharton.)

Great Charter, *. [Magna Charta.]

great-circle, «. [Circle.]

G'feat-circle sailing

:

Naut. : A system of navigation first intro-

duced by Mr. John Towson of navigating a
ship upon the principle that the nearest path
between any two places upon a globe is by
the great circle drawn upon it between them

;

the nearest course between two places on a
sphere.

great-coat, s. An overcoat, a top-coat,

great-coated, u. Having a great-coat

or overcoat on.

great-eared, a. Having large ears.

Great-eared leaf-bat : [Macrotos].

Great-eared tribes

:

Anthrop. : A name sometimes employed to
designate savage races who disfigure them-
selves by stretching their ears to an enormous
size with what may be called exaggerated ear-

rings. In this case the lobes are stretched into

pendent fleshy loops ; but the savages by no
means answer the description of Pliny's

Panotii (N.H., iv. 27), "whose ears were large

enough to be used for covering their bodies."

As a matter of fact the name Oregon is only a

corruption of the Spanish Orejones (Big-ears),

a nickname jocularly conferred on the inhabi-

tants from their practice of enlarging the lobes

of their ears. (Tylor.)

great-go, s.

Univ. : The same as Greats. [Great, C. 3.]

great-gun, s. [Guy.]

great-hearted, «. High-spirited, un-
dejected, brave.

"The earl, as great-hearted aa he, declared that he
neither cared for his friendship, nor feared his hatred."
—Clarendon.

great macaw-tree, s.

Bot. : Cocos or Acrocomia fusiformis.

* great-master, a. The same as Grand-
master (q.v.).

" With reverence
To our Great-master and thiB consistory."

Beaum. & Flet. : Knight of Malta, L 3.

* great-mercy, «. Great thanks. [Gra-
mercy.]

great-organ, s.

Music : One (and the most important) of the
three organs which are most usually associated

in large combined organs. They are the great

organ, the choir-organ, and the swell ; to

which may be added the pedal-organ or foot-

keys for acting on the larger pipes. The key-

board of the great-organ contains the principal

keys, and has the middle position, the swell

having the next highest row and the choir the
lowest. [Organ.]

great-primer, s.

Print. : A type four sizes larger than long-

primer (q.v.). Fdr example—

Great Primer.
great-seal, 5. [Seal.]

great sympathetic-nerve, s. [Sym-

pathetic]

great-tithes, s. pi. [Tithe.]

great white-owl, a.

Ornith. : The genus Nyctea.

* great, * grete, v.i. & (. [Great, a.]

A. Intrans. : To become great or big ; to

grow large, to swell.
" Hys wombs bigan to grete.

"

Robert of Gloucester, p. 68.

B. Trans. : To make great ; to aggrandize.
" Plotting to great himself

Sylvester : The Lawe, 637.

* greaf-en, v.t. & i. [A.S. gredtian ; O. H.
Ger. grdzen.]

A, Trans. : To make great, to enlarge, to

magnify, to aggrandize.

"That the House of Austria . . . should be
greatened by the addition of England."—Camden:
Elizabeth (an. 1560).

B. Intrans. : To become great or greater

;

to increase.

"Being committed against an infinite majesty, it

fsinl greatens. and rises to the height of an infinite

demerit."—South : Sermons, vol. x., ser. 10.

great' - ly, * grat - liche, * greet - 11*
* grete -ly, ' gret -liche, adv. [EDg.
great; -ly.]

1. In or to a great degree or manner; much.
" Madam, I know not, nor I greatly care not."

Shakesp. ; Richard II., v. 2.

2. In a noble or illustrious manner ; nobly,
illustriously.

3. In a magnanimous or high-minded man-
ner ; nobly, generously.

" Where are these bold intrepid sons of war.
That greatly turn their backs upon the foe I

"

Addison: Cato, iii. 2.

4. In a sublime or noble manner ; sublimely.
*' So God has greatly purposed."

Cowper : Task, vi. 620.

great ness, * grete-nesse, * gret-nes,
* greet - nesse, * gret -nesse, * gret-
nis, s. [A.S. greatness.] The quality or state

of being great ; as

1. Largeness in bulk or size ; bigness.
' Goodly rivers (that have made their Braves,
And buried both their names, and all their good.
Within his greatness, to augment his waves),"

Daniel : Barons Wars, bk. ii.

2. Largeness in number.

3. Largeness in amount, extent, or value.

4. Largeness in extent or surface.

5. Largeness in degree ; high degree, extent.
" In the greatness of his folly he shall go astray. "

—

Proverbs v. 23.

6. Marvellous or wonderful nature ; marvel-
lousness.

7. Awfulness.

8. High rank or place ; elevation, distinc-

tion, dignity, eminence, power.
" Our greatness will appear

Then most conspicuous." Milton ; P. L., 11. 257.

9. Importance, seriousness.

10. "Wonderful nature or character ; sub-
limity, grandeur.

11. Swelling pride ; affected state ; haughti-
ness.

12. Nobility of mind or sentiment ; magna-
nimity.

" Greatness of soul is more necessary to make a
great man, than the favour of a monarch."

—

Knox :

Letters to a Young Nobleman, Let, 42.

13. Force, intensity, power : as, the great-

ness of sound, of force, of passion, &c.

* 14. A title of dignity. Its equivalent is

still used in France when speaking of bishops.
" Nay, mighty Soldan, did your greatness see

The frowning looks of mighty Tamburlaine . . .

It might amaze your royal majesty."
Marlowe : Tamburlaine, iv. L

* greave, * grafe, * greyve, s. [A.S. ge-

refa; Dan. greve; O. Fris. griva; Icel. greijl;

Sw. gerfve.] A steward, a reeve, a grieve.

* greave (1), * grieve, s. [Grove.]

greave (2), o. [Greaves (1>]

greave, v.t. [Greaves (2).] [Grave (1), v.]

greaves (1), s. [Fr. greves, from O. Fr. greve

= the shin.] Armour for the legs made of

metal, and lined with some soft material.

They were fastened with straps and ankle-

rings, and were richly ornamented and em-
bossed.

" The greaves below his knee that wound.
With silvery scales were sheathed and bound."

Byron : Bride of Abydos, ii. 9.

greaves (2), s. [Of Scandinavian origin : cf.

Sw. dial, grevar = greaves ; Low Ger. greven
= greaves ; Ger. griebe — the fibrous remains

left in the preparation of lard. (Skeat.y] The
sediment or insoluble parts of tallow gathered

from the melting pots and made up into cakes

for dogs' food.

grebe, s. [Fr. grebe, from Bret, or Arm. krib

~ a comb ; kribel, kriben = a crest ; Wei. crib

= a comb, a crest ; cribell = a cock's comb.
So named because one of the species is

crested.]

Ornith : Podiceps, a genus of Colynibiaae

(Divers). It consists of tailless birds with
large fimbriations on their toes, which act as

webs. Five species are British :—(1) The
Great crested Grebe (Podiceps cristatus) ; (2)

the Red-necked Grebe (P. rvbricollis) ; (3) the
Sclavonian Grebe (P. cornutus); (4) the Eared
Grebe (P. auritus) ; and (5) the Little Grebe or

Dabchick (P. minor). No. 5 is the commonest.
It is found in lakes and fish ponds. There
are many foreign species. The fur of the

grebe is used for making muffs, ladies' col-

lars, &c.

boll, boy ; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -sion = zhun. -cious. -tious. -sious = shus. -ble. -die, &c = bel. del.
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Gre'-^an, a. & «. [Lat. Grcecia — Greece

;

Eng. suff. -an.)

A. -4s adj. : Of or pertaining to Greece.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native of Greece.

2. One who spoke Greek ; one who adopted
Greek manners or habits. [Hellenist.]

" There arose a murmuring of tbe Grecians against
the HebrewB,"

—

Acts vi. l.

3. One who is versed in or studies Greek.

4. One of the senior boys at Christ's Hos-
pital.

Grecian architecture, s. The styles

of architecture which prevailed in Greece and
its colonies up to the conquest of the country
"by the Romans. The oldest examples which
now remain belong to that type which is

known under the name Cyclopean. [Cyclo-

pean.] Our earliest information respecting

the architecture of Greece is gained from the

poems of Homer. From him we learn that

the palace was surrounded by Cyclopean walls,

and had an outer and an inner court, the latter

being surrounded by porticos and chambers.

This led to a large columnar hall for festive

purposes. The chambers for the family and
women were behind. Treasure-houses often

existed in connection with the palaces, for

the preservation of valuables. In plan these

treasure-houses were circular, and the cover-

ing was dome-shaped. Of all that remain to

this day, that of Atreus, at Mycenae, is the

most remarkable. The earliest style of regular

architecture was that known as Doric [Doric],

which is characterized by simplicity and
strength. The oldest example of it is a temple
at Corinth. The Ionic order of architecture

arose much about the same time,—i.e., abuut
600 b.c. [Ionic] Its characteristic features

are grace and delicacy. To it belonged the
temple of Diana, at Ephesus. About the be-

ginning of the fifth century b.c. the Corinthian
order began to come into use. It differs little

from the Ionic except in greater lightness and
increased richness of decoration. In spite of

all differences of form and character of the
details, the entire structure in their orders

rests on the same principles. The use of the
column is the great characteristic of all, and
the differences between the three orders is

most clearly perceptible in its treatment. The
arch was never used in Grecian architecture.

Grecian-fire, «. [Greek-fire.]

* Gre'-cian-ize, v.i. [Eng. Grecian; -izeJ]

To speak the Greek language.

* Gre'-Cism, s. [Lat. Groscismus, from Grcecus;

Gr. Tpaue&s (Graikos) = Greek ; Fr. grecisme.]

An idiom or peculiarity of the Greek language.
" Lofty thoughts . . . clothed with admirable Gre-

cians."—Dryden ; Origin & Progress of Satire.

* Gre'-cize, v.t. & i. [Lat. Grozcisso, from Gr.

yptuKi$tti (Graikiso), from Tpaiteos (Graikos) =
Greek; Fr. Greciser; Sp. Grecimr.]

A. Inirans. : To speak the Greek language.

B. Transitive:

1. To render Grecian.

2. To translate into Greek.

grecque (que as k), s. [Fr., = fretwork.]

1. An apparatus placed in coffee-pots for

holding the coffee-grounds. The bottom is

perforated with minute holes, and hot water
being poured upon the coffee placed in it,

carries through with it the strength and aroma
of the coffee without the grounds.

2. A coffee-pot having provided such an
apparatus.

*gred, * grade, s. [Grede, v.] A cry, a
shout.

*' On Mo v sen he setten a gred."
Genesis & Exodus, 3,230.

gred'-a-lin, ». [Gridelin.]

* grede (1), s. [Greed.]

*grede (2), s. [A.S. gredda.] A bosom, a lap.

" Thi coppe he putte undur his grede."
Alisaundcr, 4,187.

* grede, *grad-en, v.i. & t. [A.S. grcedan.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To cry, to weep.
" Th.'iime byguime thay to grede and houte."

Sir Ferumbras, 3,225.

2. To cry out, to shout.
" Loude he pan to grede."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 460.

3. To cry or call in prayer.

"Tberuore ssolle we ofte grede to God."—Agenbitc
oflnwit, p. 212.

B. Trans. : To cry or beg for ; to pray for.

" Grace be gradde and grace he hadde." Gower, iii. 16.

* gred'-el, [Griddle.]

* gred-lre, 5. [A form of gredil — griddle, by
change of I into r.] A gridiron (q.v.).

*gree (1),
* gre, s. [Fr. gre" = pleasure, from

Lat. gratum, neut. sing, of gratus = pleasing.]

1. Pleasure, satisfaction, goodwill.

"My Bpixit .

2. Satisfaction for an offence or injury done.
" To Josepe he made is gre." Kindhert Jesu, 1,426.

*gree (2), *grece, * greece, *grees,
* grice, * gresse, * grie, * grize, s.

[0. Fr. gre ; Lat. gradus = a step ; gradior =
to walk.] [Grade.]

1. A step.

"The lord archbishop vpon the greece of the quire,

made a long oration."

—

Bacon : Henry VII., p, 179.

2. A degree or measurement.
" The last and outmaist ile is named Htrtha, quhare

the eleuation of the pole is buii. greis."—Bellendene :

Descr. Alb., ch. xiii.

3. A degree or step in consanguinity.
" Swahe and he

We3 evynlike in the tothir gre."
Wyntovm, ix. 27, 56.

4. A step or gradation in an argument or

climax.

"The prophet in diacription of these vanities,

inaketh these gries."—Knox : Ressoning with C'rosra-

guell, ProL it b.

5. Pre-eminence, superiority.
" To James Lord of Dowglas thay the gre gave,
To go with the Kingis nairt." Boulate, ii. 11.

If To hear or win the gree : To carry off the
prize ; to have the victory.

" And eik wha best on fute can ryn lat ee,

To preif his pith, or wersill, and here the gre."
Douglas : VirgU, 129, 36.

gree, v.i. & t. [Fr. greer; Gree (1), $.]

A, Intransitive

:

1. To agree, to consent.

2. To live in ainity ; to agree together.

"'And they're just neighbour-like,' replied the
covenanter; 'and nae wonder they^ree sae weel.'"

—

Scott : Waverley, ch. xxxvl

B. Trans. : To reconcile parties at variance.

'* gree'- ance, o. [Gree, v.] Agreement,
concord.

* greece, *grees, * gryse, s. [Gree (2), s.]

greed, * grede, s. [From the adj. greedy
(q.v.) ; cf. I eel. grddhr; Goth, gredus—hunger;
M. H. Ger. grit.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. An eager desire or longing ; greediness
;

especially avarice or covetousness.

* 2. A greedy fellow.

II. Bot. (PL): A popular name for the genus
Potamogeton.

Agreed, v.t [Greed, s.] To covet.

greed'-i-ly, * gred-i-liche, *gred-e-ly,
* gred-liche, adv. [A.S. grddiglice; Icel.

gradhigliga.] In a greedy manner ; vora-
ciously, ravenously, eagerly ; with eagerness
or greediness.

" The hog greedily devours many things rejected by
every other useful animal."

—

Smith : Wealth ofNations,
lik. i., ch. xi.

greed'-i-ness, * gred-i-nesse, * greed i

nesse, s. [A.S. grcedigness, from gr&dig =
greedy (q.v.).J The quality of being greedy

;

an eager longing or desire ; ravenousness,
avidity, greed.

" The greedinesse of glorye, and the vnsaciable deBire
of fame. '

—

Drvnde : Quintus Curtius, fo. 257.

greed'-y, * gred-i, * gred ie, * gred-y,
a. [A.S. grdidig, gredig ; cogn. with Dut.
gretig ; Icel. grddhugr ; O. Sw. gradig, gr&dig

;

Dan. graadig ; Goth, gredags ; O. H. Ger. grd-
tag ; O. S. grddag ; Sansc. gridhnu, griddhin,
from gridh = to be greedy.]

1. Have a keen or eager desire for food or
drink ; very hungry ; voracious, ravenous.

"Be not uiisatiable in any dainty thing, nor too
greedy upon meats."—Ecelus. xxxvii. 29.

2. Having an eager or ardent desire for any-
thing ; eager to obtain.

"He was greedy of wealth and honours, corrupt
himself, and a corrupter of others."—Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. ii.

II Formerly it was followed by- to : as, Greedy

to know, greedy to kill.

3. Covetous, avaricious, grasping.

" A crowd of greedy informers."—Macaulay : ITitt.

Eng., ch. v.

greedy-gut, greedy-guts, s. A greedy

fellow, a glutton.

gree -gree, s. [A West African word.]

Bot. : The ordeal tree of Guinea—Erythro-
phyllum guineense.

Greek, Greeke, a. & s. [Lat. Grcecus, from
Gr. TpatKos (Graikos); Fr. Gree.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Greece

;

Grecian.

B. As substantive :

I, Literally

:

1. A native or inhabitant of Greece.
" I prithee, foolish Greek, depart from me

;

There 'b money for thee."
;_

Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, iv. 1.

2. The language spoken by the inhabitants

of Greece.

II. Fig. : A knave, a cheat, a low fellow.

(Slang.)
" "Without a confederate the now fashionable game

of baccarat does not seem to offer many chances for
the Greek."—Saturday Review, Feb. 16, 1884, p. 202.

Greek Church, &.

Ecclesiol. & Ch. Hist. : The Eastern Church,
that of the old Eastern Empire, which, prior

to the Turkish conquest, had its metropolis
at Constantinople, as distinguished from the
Western Church, which had its capital at
Rome ; the church of the people speaking the
Greek language rather than that of the Greek
nation.

1. Ch. Hist. : That the Eastern and Western
Churches would first disagree, and then sepa-
rate, was ensured from the first by the differ-

ence in their mental constitution. The Greeks
were notable for intense intellectual acute-
ness, which they used to frame hair-split-

ting subtleties of doctrine. The Romans, on
the contrary, who had the imperial instinct,

employed the new faith as a means of building:
up again a world-embracing dominion, with
the "eternal city" as its capital. The first

variance between the East and the West arose
in the second century regarding the time of
keeping Easter. The disputes which suc-
ceeded were' chiefly as to personal dignity.
As long as Rome was the metropolis of the
empire, the Bishop of Rome had indisputably
tlie most important see in the Church ; but
when, on May 11, 330, Constantine removed
the seat of government to Byzantium (Con-
stantinople), the bishop of the new metropolis
became a formidable rival to his ecclesiastical

brother at Rome. In the second General
Council, that of Constantinople, a.d. 381, the
Bishop of Constantinople was allowed to sit

next to the Bishop of Rome ; by the 2Sth
canon of the Synod of Chalcedon, a.d. 403,
he was permitted to enjoy an equal rank. In
588, John, Patriarch of Constantinople, as-
sumed the title of oecumenical or universal
bishop, for which he was denounced by Pope
Gregory the Great. Disputes in the eighth
century about image-worship widened the
breach, as did the continued rejection by the
Greek Church of the words Filioque, asserting:
the procession of the Holy Ghost from the
Son as well as from the Father, introduced by
the second Council of Constantinople, a.d. 381.
The last General Council in which the
Churches of the East and the West were united
was the Seventh, or Second Council of Nice,
a.d. 787. The feud continued through the
ninth and on to the eleventh century. In the
thirteenth an effort was made by Michael
Palasologus to promote a reunion of the two
great churches at the Council of Florence,
but all was in vain. They have remained
separate till now.

2. Doctrine <£ discipline : The Bible as now-
interpreted by tradition is the rule of faith.
Regarding the Trinity, the Divinity of Christ,
the Atonement, and the work of the Holy
Spirit, the Greek Church holds the ordinary
faith of Christendom. Regarding what is
termed the procession of the Holy Ghost, the
East holds that lie proceeded from the Father
only, while the churches of the West believe
that he did so from the Father and the Son
(Fifth of the Thirty-nine Articles). With re-
gard to the decrees of God, the Greek tenets
are what would now be called strongly Ar-
minian. Worship of a superior or of an in-

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. cy = a. qu - kw.
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f'erior kind is rendered to the Virgin Mary, to
saints and angels. The secular clergy are
enjoined to marry once, and with a virgin.

Images are in use. The Communion is ad-
ministered even to the laity in both kinds.
The doctrine of purgatory is not accepted.
Baptism is by immersion, and is followed by
chrism or anointing. The government is

episcopal. Excepting the Church of Rome,
the Greek Church is the largest Christian or-

ganization, though it would be only the third
jif the several Protestant Churches were united
into one. Its political importance arises
mainly from the fact that the Emperor of
Russia is regarded as its earthly head. It is

the most numerous Christian body in the
Turkish empire, and has a patriarch at Con-
stantinople. It has many adherents also in
the heterogeneous Austrian empire. The
Russian emperor Nicholas delighted to call it
" the orthodox faith." [Orthodox.]

Greek-fire, s. An incendiary composi-
tion used in the early times by the Tartars,
and afterwards by the Greeks, but little used
in more modern times.

Greek-kalends, s.pl. [Calends.]

Greek-nuts, s. pi. Amygdalus communis.

Greek-valerian, s.

Bot. ; The genjis Polemonium.

greek, s. [Etym. doubtful.] The grain, the
texture, or particular quality of one stone as
distinguished from another.

" They [the stone quarries] consist of three different
kinds of stone, one of a blunih-black colour, with a
fine greek, capable of receiving a polish like marble."

—

P. Carnock : Fife Statist. Acc.xi. 493.

* Greek-ess, 4. [Eng. Greek; -ess.] A female
Greek.

* Greek -ish, a. [Eng. Greek; -ish.] Of or
pertaining to Greece ; Greek.
" Thou should 'st not hearefrom me a Greekithmember
Wherein my aword had not iiu pressure made."

Shaketp. : Troilus & Cramida, iv. 5.

* Greek- ism, s. [Eng. Greek; -ism.] A
Grecism (q.v.).

,

*Greek-ling, * Greeke'-ling, s. [Eng.
Greek, and dimin. suflf. -ling.] A little or un-
important Greek.

"Which of the Oreekelings durat ever give precepts
to Demosthenes ¥

"

—

Ben Jonson : Discoveries.

* gree'-ment, *gre'-ment, s. [Fr. greer =
to agree.] Agreement, consent.
" Agamynon by grement of all meuyt unto miosam."

Destruction of Troy, 9,884.

green, grene, (7. & s. [A.S. grine; O. S.
grdni; cogn. with Dut. groen; Icel. grcenn;
Dan. & Sw. gron; Ger. griin; M. H. Ger.
ffru*.ne; O. H. Ger. kruoni; O. Fris. grene =
green ; Russ. zelene — greenness ; Gr. x*wP°s
(chloros); Sansc. harl = green, yellow.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Having a colour resembling that of
growing herbage ; of a colour formed by com-
pounding blue and yellow ; verdant.

" On the green bank I sat and listened long "

Dryden : Flower & Leaf, 132.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Flourishing, fresh ; full of life and vigour
like a growing plant : as, a green old age.

(2) New, fresh, recent : as, a green wound.
"Though of Hamlet's death the memory be green."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 2.

*(3) Fresh, unhealed.
"A man that atudieth revenge keepeth his own

wounds green."—Bacon : Essays ; Of Revenge.

(4) Not dry ; containing the sap.
' One of you will prove a shrunk panel, and, like

green timber, warp."

—

Shakesp. : As you Like It, iii. 3.

* (5) Not roasted, half raw.
*' We say tbe meat is green when it is half roasted."—Watts: Logic.

(6) Unripe, immature ; not arrived at
maturity : as, green fruit.

" If you would fat green geese, shut them up when
they are about a month old.

—

Mortimer : Husbandry.

(7) Immature in age or judgment ; inexpe-
rienced, young.

" The text is old, the orator too green.'
Shakesp. : Venus A Adonis, 806.

(8) Simple, raw ; easily imposed upon.
"'He is so Jolly green,' said Charley."

—

Dickens:
Oliver TwUt, eh. ix.

(9) Of a greenish, pale colour
; pale, sickly,

wan.
" Hath it slept since ?

And wakes it now to look so green and pale
At what it did f

"

Shakesp. : Macbeth, L 7.

(10) Fresh, not salted : as, green fish.

B. -4s substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. The colour of growing herbage ; the
colour of the solar spectrum between blue
and yellow; a secondary colour composed
of the primaries blue and yellow in different
proportions.

" The thick young grass arose in fresher green.''
Dryden : Flower 4 Leaf, 67.

2. A grassy plot or plain ; a piece of ground
covered with verdant herbage : as, a village
green.

"Lordea, beholdeth than amerel younderout on the
grene" 8ir Ferumbras, 3.361.

3. Used elliptically for green clothes.
" They were clothide alle in grene." Perceval, 277.

*£. (PL): Fresh leaves or branches of trees,
shrubs, &c. ; wreathes.

"It was finely wrought above head, beautified with
greens, furnished with benches and settles."—Bunyan :

Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

5. (PL): The young leaves and stems of
plants of the cabbage kind, used in cookery
and dressed for food.

II. Technically

:

1. Paint. : Green pigments are derived
chiefly from the mineral world, and owe their
colour to the presence of copper. Among the
most valuable to the painter are malachite or
mountain green, terra verte, Veronese green,
native carbonate of copper, cobalt green, and
chrome green.

2. Bot. : A genus of colours, in Latin viridis,
in words of Greek composition, chhro-. The
typical species called simply green is a clear
green, less bright than grass green ; virens,
virescens, viridulus, and viridescens are shades
of it. The other species are grass-green, ver-
digris-green, sea-green, deep-green, yellowish-
green, and olive-green. (Lindley.)

3. Her. : [Sinople, Vert].

T Obvious compounds : Green-coated, green-
garbed, green-growing, green-grown, green-man-
tled, &c.

green-bird, s. The greenfinch.

green-blights, s.pl.

Hort. : The Aphidae (Plant-lice).

green-bone, s.

1. The viviparous blenny (Zoarces viviparns).

"The viviparous blenny, from the colour of the
back-bone, has here got the name of green-bone."—
Barry : Orkney, p. 39L

2. The garfish (Belone vulgaris).

green-brier, s.

Bot. : A name given in America to the genus
Smilax.

green - cow, s. A cow just calved.
(Scotch.)

green-crab, s.

Zool. : Carcinus mosnas.

green-crop, s. A crop used for food
while in a green or growing state ; in contra-
distinction to grain-crop, root-crop, or grass-
crop.

green-dlallage, s.

Min. : (1) Diallage, a variety of Pyroxene
;

(2) Smaragdite.

green-dragon, s.

Bot. : Arisama Dracontium. A plant grow-
ing in the United States.

" green-earth, s.

1. Min. & Path. ; A variety of Glauconite,
often filling cavities in amygdaloid and other
eruptive rocks.

2. Painting : A pigment, mountain green.

green-ebony, s.

Bot. : Two trees—(1) Excajcaria glandulosa,
(2) Jacaranda ovalifolia.

green-eyed, a.

1. Lit : Having green eyes.
" Green-eyed Neptune raves."

Milton : College Exercise.

2. Fig. : Seeing things distorted or dis-
coloured, green being the colour symbolical
of jealousy.

And shuddering fear, and green-eyed jealousy."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iii. 2.

green-fly, $.

Entom. . A bright-green fly—Musca chloris.

green-grocer, s. [Greengrocer.]

green-grosbeak, 5.

Ornith. : The same as Greenfinch (q.v.).

green-hand, s. An inexperienced per-
son ; a novice.

green-headed, «. Of immature }udg-
ment.

" With green-headed Ignorance, I would presume t»
go on to the gate."—Bunyan: Pilgrim's Progress, pt ll

green iron-ore, s.

Min. : The same as Dufrenite

green-laver, s.

Bot. . Ulva tatissima, an algal.

green lead-ore, s.

ML11. : The same as Pyromorphite (q.v.>.

green-linnet, a. [Greenfinch.]

green-lizard, s.

Zool. : Lacerta viridis—a small lizard oc-
curring in Jersey.

green-malachite, s.

Min. : The typical variety of Malachite (q.V.)_

green-man, s. A savage, a wild man.
Green-man orchis

:

Bot. : Aceras anthropophora.

green-marble, s.

Stone-cutting : Serpentine.

green-mineral, s.

Painting : A carbonate of copper, used as an.

pigment.

green-osier, 5.

Bot. : Salix rubra.

green-room, s.

1. A room close to the stage in a theatre, inr

which the actors wait until it is time for them
to go on to the stage, or during the intervals
of their parts. Called from having been
originally painted in green.

2. A room in a warehouse where new or green
cloth is received from the weaving factory.

Green Salt of Magnus, s.

Chem. : Pt(NH3)4C] 2 + PtCl2 . A double
salt of platinous chloride with platinous tetra-
mine chloride. Obtained by pouring a boiling
solution of platinous chloride in hydrochloric
acid into excess of aqueous ammonia. It is

green crystalline powder, insoluble in water.

green-sand, s. [Greensand.]

green - sickness, s. The same as
Chlorosis (q.v.).

"I was almost eaten up by the greensickness."—
Steele: Spectator, No. 431.

green-sloke, a. The same as Green-
laver (q.v.).

green-Stall, s. A stall on which greens-
and other vegetables are exposed for sale.

green-tea, s. A tea having a greenish?
colour, due to the mode in which the leaves
are treated in the process of drying. The-
chief varieties of it are Hyson-skin, Twankay,.
Hyson, Young Hyson, Imperial, and Gun-
powder. [Tea.]

green tortrix, s.

Entom. : A moth (Tortrix viridana), com-
mon in England.

green-turtle, s.

Zool. : Chelone Midas. [Chelone, Turtle. >

* green-vitriol, s.

1. Chem. : Crystallized ferrous sulphate,.

FeSo4-FH20. j

2. Min. : The same as Melanterite, Cop-
peras, and Sulphate of Iron.

green-weed, s. [Greenweed.]

green, v.i. & (. [AS. grenian; O. H. Ger.
gruonen; Dut. groenen.]

A. Intrans. : To become or grow green.
" The newe spryng

Whanne it greneth in the gynnyng."
Jlomaunt of the Rote, 4,829.-

B. Trans. : To make green.

1. Absolutely.
" Great Spring before

Greened all the year. Thomson . Spring, 321
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2. Completed by preposition.
" Have not rainB

Greened over April's lap ?

"

,

Keats : Endymion, L 217.

green -back, s. [Eng. green, and lack.] A
popular name for the paper money first issued

by the Treasury of the United States in 1862.

"This was accomplished by the issue of Legal

Teuder Dotes (popularly known as ' Greenbacks, from
the colour of the ink with which the reverse of the

uote was printed).'—£c)to. May 8, 1873.

t green'-bro6m, s. [Eng. green, and broom.]

[Greenweed.]

green -cloth, s. [Eng. green, and cloth.] A
board or court of justice, formerly held in the

counting-house of the king's household. It

was composed of the lord-steward and the

officers under him, and had cognizance of all

matters of government and justice in the

household, and also power to keep the peace,

and to punish offenders against it within the

verge of the palace, and two hundred yards

beyond the gates.

green'-er-y\ s. [Eng. green; -ery.]

1. A place where green plants are reared.

2. A bunch or mass of green plants or

foliage ; a wreath.

"The greenery should he either growing"naturally

upward or twining." —Harper's Monthly Magazine
(Dec, 1880). p. 28.

green'-finch, s. [Eng. green, and finch. ]

Ornith. : Coccothraustes chloris, an insessorial

bird of the family Fringillidse. In the male

the upper parts and breast are yellowish-

green ; the head tinged with grey ; the edges

of the wings, the outer webs of the primary
quills, and the base of the tail-feathers yellow.

In the female the upper parts are greenish-

brown, and the breast greyish-brown. It is a

permanent resident in Britain, frequenting

gardens, orchards, small woods, &c. It lays

from four to six eggs, which are white, tinged

with blue. Called also Green-Grosbeak and
Green-linnet.

green -fish, s. [Eng. green, and fish. J

Ichthy. : An American name for Temnodon
saltator, one of the Scomberidae (Mackerels);

widely diffused in the warmer oceans and seas

of both hemispheres.

green'-gage, s. ' [Eng. green, and gage, named
after the Rev. M. Gage, who first brought it

to England.]

Hort. : A delicious variety of plum, Prunus
dotnestica. Its skin and juicy pulp are of a

green colour ; it has a delicious flavour.

green'-grd-cer, s. [Eng. green, and grocer.]

A retailer of vegetables and fruit.

green-heart (heart as hart), s. [Eng.

green, and heart.}

Bot. : The name given in Demerara to Nec-

tandra Bodicei, a tree of the Laurel order,

which furnishes hard timber, and yields the

febrifuge called Bibiri, or Bebeera.

* green-hood, * grene-hed, * gren-hed,
* gren necle, s. [Eng. green ; -hood.]

1. Greenness, verdure.

"Ane uayre gardyne uol of grenhede."— Ayenbite

of Inurit, p. 94.

2. Folly, foolishness, ignorance.

green'-horn, s. [Eng. green, and horn.] A
simpleton ; a silly fellow ; a raw, inexperienced

person ; one easily imposed upon.

green'-hoiise, s. [Eng. green, and house.]

1. Hortic. : A house or structure, the roofs

and sides of which are composed of glass,

constructed for the purpose of cultivating and
preserving tender or exotic plants. It is

furnished with apparatus for maintaining an
artificial temperature, and the necessary ven-

tilation.

" Who loves a garden, lovea a green-house too."

Cowper : Task, iii. 566.

2. Pottery : A house moderately warmed,
where some kinds of green-ware are placed to

become partially dried before taking to the

hot-house, where the drying is completed by
strong heat. The ware is then arranged in

seggars and fired in the kiln.

green'-ing, *gren-ing,s. [Eng. green; -ing.]

* 1. The act or state of becoming green.

2. Greenness, verdure.
" The tender greening

Of April meadows." Keats : Sleep & Poetry.

3. A name given to certain varieties of

apples which preserve their green colour even
when ripe.

green'-ish, a. [Eng. green; -ish.] Somewhat
or rather green ; tending to green.

" Resembling the fore-mentioned sally, with reddish

twigs, and more greenish." — Evelyn : Discourse of
Forest Trees, ch. xfx.

greenish-glaucous, s.

Bot. : Between a green and glaucous colour.

green'-ish-ness, s. [Eng. greenish; -ness.]

The quality or state of being greenish.

Green -land, s. & a. [Eng. green, and kind.

So called" from the bright green appearance of

the mosses which grow there.]

A. As substantive

:

Geog. : A country or large island constituting

the north-east part of America, from 59° 49'

northwards.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the country

described under A.

Greenland-whale, s. Bakenamysticetus.

Called also the Right Whale. [Bal^na,
Whale.]

Green'-land-er, s. [Eng. Greenland; suff.

-er.] A native of Greenland.

green'-land-Ite, s. [From Greenland = the

country'; suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.*).]

Min. : The same as Columbite (q.v.).

green'-less, a. [Eng. green; -less.] Destitute

of any greenness or verdure.

green'-let, s. [Eng. green; dimin. suff. -let.]

Ornith. : Vireoninas, a sub-family of Mus-
cicapidaj (Flycatchers). They are so called

from having much green or olive in the colours

of their plumage. They are small American
birds, arriving in the United States from South
America and the West Indies about the month
of May, and departing again in August. Some
of them sing sweetly. [Vireo.]

* green'-ljr, adv. [Eng. green; -ly.]

1. In a green manner or state.

" Gray bat leafy walls, where Ruin greenly dwells."
Byron : Childe Harold, iii. 46.

2. Freshly.
" Sprouting youth did now but greenly bud."

P. Fletcher ; Purple Island, L

3. Like a novice or a green person ; fool-

ishly.
" We nave done but greenly

In hugger mugger to Inter him."
Shakesp.: Hamlet, iv. 5.

green -ness, * gren-es, * grene-nesse,
s. [A.S. grenness.]

I. Lit. ; The quality or state of being green,

or of a green colour ; a green colour.
" The ground without greenness in those months of

June and July."—Sir F. Drake: The World Encom-
passed.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Freshness, vigour.
" It is this alone that for a while gives growth and

greenness to his comforts."—South: Sermons, voL x.,

ser. 2.

2. Newness.

3. The quality or state of being unripe

;

immaturity.
"It cannot be wondered at, considering the green-

ness of his years."—Murphy : Life of Fielding.

1. Immaturity of judgment ; simplicity,
rawness, inexperience.

green' - ock - ite, s. [Named after Lord
Greenock, afterwards Earl Cathcart ; suff. -ite

(Afm.)(q.v.).]

Min. ; An hexagonal, nearly transparent
mineral, of yellow colour, adamantine lustre,
and strong double refraction. Compos. : CdS
or Cd2Sn = sulphur 22'3 to 2256, and cad-
mium 77-30 to 77'70. Found in amygdaloid at
Bishoptown in Renfrewshire, in Bohemia,
&c. ; also as a furnace product.

green'-6-Vlte, s. [Named by Dufrenoy after
Mr. G. B. Greenough, a celebrated geologist.]

Min. : Manganesian Titanite, a red or rose-
coloured variety of Titanite, the hue produced
by the presence of a little manganese (Dana).
The Brit. Mus. Cat. makes it a variety of
Sphene, which Dana makes a sub-variety of
Ordinary Titanite.

green'-sand, -. & a. [Eng. green, and s<md.]

A. As substantive:

Geol. : The name given to two series of beds

in the cretaceous formations, the one called

the Upper, the other the Lower Greensand :-

1 The Upper Greensand: This m a sub-

division of the Upper Cretaceous Rocks and is

situated immediately below the Chalk-marl

and just above the Gault. The beds of which

it is composed have in them green particles of

a mineral called Glauconite (q.v.). In parts of

Surrey calcareous matter is intermixed in

quantities sufficient to convert the beds into

what is there termed firestone. In the southern

part of the Isle of Wight, the Upper Green-

sand is 100 feet thick, and contains bands of

siliceous limestone and calcareous sandstone,

with nodules of chert. Mr. A- J. Jukes Brown
shows that there are two faunas in the Upper
Greensand of Cambridge, the one derivative,

whilst the other, which belongs to the Sandy

marl, is in position. Among the fossils pecu-

liar to it are various ammonites, two ptero-

dontas, two species of Fusus, &c. Of the

derivative fauna, which is probably from the

Gault, Mr. Sollas described coprolites consti-

tuting phosphatic nodules, and Prof. Seeley

an Ichthyosaurian, Cetarthrosaurus Walkeri,

from the railway bridge at Ditton, north-east

of Cambridge, and other reptiles. Some are of

opinion that the so-called Upper Greensand

from which these fossils came, is itself Gault.

(Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, xxviii. 397, xxix. 505,

xxxi. 256, xxxiii. 433, 437, 440, xxxiv. 730, 917,

xxxv. 89, 591, xxxvii. 370.)

2. The Lower Greensand: A series of beds

constituting the Lower Cretaceous Rocks, and
the lowest member of the Cretaceous group.

It is called on the continent Neocomian, a

name adopted by Lyell in his Students' Ele-

ments of Geology, he considering the term
greensand peculiarly inapplicable, as in the
district where these stratas were first observed
sand of a green colour was the exception in-

stead of the rule. [Neocomian.] Dr. Fitton
enumerated as fossils in various beds, Gruphosa
sinuata, Perna MulUti, the genera Scaphites,
Ammonites, &c. (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, iii.,

plate 12.)

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or found in
the Greensand : as, Greensand fossils.

green -shank, a. [Eng. green, and shank.']

Ornith. : Totanus glottis; a sandpiper, of the
family Scolopacidse, found in Britain.

green snake, s. [Eng. green, and snake.]

Zool. ; The popular name of more than one
Coluber in the United States.

green -stick, s. [Eng. green, and stick.] (See

the compound.)

greenstIck-fracture, s.

Surg. : This term is used when a bone is

partially broken or cracked. This especially

occurs in the bending of bone in young chil-

dren, where the fracture is frequently incom-
plete or partial, simply extending across the
convexity of the curve made by the bending
instead of the breaking of the bone.

green' stone, s. & a. [Eng. green, and stone.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Petrology:

* (1) Formerly: A granular rock consisting
of hornblende and imperfectly crystallized fel-

spar, the felspar being more abundant than in

basalt, and the grains or crystals of the two
minerals more distinct from each other. It
was called also Dolerite. Sir Charles Lyell
also included under the term greenstone those
rocks in which augifce was substituted for
hornhlende, the "dolorite"of some writers,
and those in which albite replaced common
felspar. This was sometimes termed An.de.site.

(Lyell.)

(2) Now : The same as diorite, which is an
essentially crystalline granular admixture of
triclinic felspar and hornblende. Rutley pro-
poses a partial return to the earlier significa-
tion, and would use greenstone as an ambigu-
ous and comprehensive term useful in held
geology, but expressive of ignorance with re-
gard to the exact composition of volcanic
rocks, either decomposed or otherwise inca-
pable of exact identification. It is not now
held to be the equivalent of dolerite (q.v.).

2. Geol. : Greenstone is a volcanic rock, oc-
curring in dykes, tabular masses, &c.
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B. As adj.r Containing more or less of

greenstone, or akin to it in composition or

other characters.

T[ Syenitic greenstone : [Syenitic].

greenstone-trachytes, 5. pi.

Petrol & Geol. : Eruptive rocks, usually con-

sisting of a more or less felspathic base, in

which large crystals of plagroclase felspar,

with others of hornblende and mica, are im-

bedded so as to give them a more or less

strikingly porphyritie character. They are

found in Hungary. (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc,

xxvii. 298.)

greenstone-tuffs, s. pi.

Petrol, & Geol. : Tuffs associated with green-

stone. Rutley places them in the diabase

group of crystalline eruptive rocks.

green-sward, s. Turf covered with grass.
" A long straight path

Traced faintly in the greensward."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vil.

grcenth, s. [Formed on the analogy of warmth,

&c] Greenness ; the quality of being green.

" Amidst the gleams and greenth of summer."—
G. Eliot : Daniel Deronda, bk. iv., ch. xxx.

green'-weed, s. [Eng. green, and weed.]

Bot. : Two species of Genista, G. tinctoria

and G. pilosa.

green'-Wlthe, s. [Eng. green, and witJie.]

Bot. ; An orchid, Vanilla claviculata.

green-wood, * greene-wood, s. & a, [Eng.

green, and wood.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A wood in summer when the trees, &c,
are green.

2. Wood which has become green in tint

under the influence of the fungus Peziza.

II. Bot. : The same as Greenweed (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Pertaining to a greenwood.
" In the brown shades and greenwood forest lost."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii. 17.

"*green'-$r, a. [Eng. green ; -y.] Of a greenish

or somewhat green tint ; inclined to a green

colour.

green yard, s. [Eng. green, and yard.] A
pound ; an inclosure in which stray cattle are

confined.

* grees, grese, s. [Gree (2), s.]

greo-shoch, «. [Grieshoch.]

greet (1), *grete, *gret-en, *gret-yn,
v.t. & i. [A.8. grUan ~ to approach, to ad-

dress ; cogn. with Dut. groeten ; 0. H. Ger.
gruozan ; M. H. Ger. gruezen; O. Pris. grUa;
Ger. griissen.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To address at meeting with salutations

or expressions of kind wishes ; to salute
kindly ; to pay respects to ; to hail.

"The square was thronged by a multitude which
greeted him with loud acclamations."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

2. To meet, to welcome : as, The cries

which greeted his ears.

* 3. To congratulate, to felicitate.

" Why so sadly greet you our victory?"
Shakesp. : Vytnbeline, v. 6.

* i. To address in any way.
*' Let him greet England with our sharp defiance.

"

Shakesp. ' Henry V., ill. 5.

* 5. To look upon or regard kindly.
"A merrier day did never yet greet Rome."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, v. 4.

* 6. To meet as one who goes to offer con-

\

gratulations.
" We will greet the time."

Shakesp. : Lear, v. 1.

* 7.' To assign or bestow with praises or

congratulations

.

" And thether also came in open sight
Payre Florimell, into the common hall,

To greet his guerdon unto every knight."
Spenser: F. Q., v. iii. 14.

B. Intrants. : To meet and salute.

" There greet in silence as the dead are wont."
Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, \.

greet (2), *greit, *greetef *grete (2),

*greten (2), *gretyn (2), *greyt, y.i.

[A.S. gr&tan, gretan; cogn. with Icel. grata;

Dan. groede; Sw. grata; Goth, gretan, all =
to weep.] To weep, to cry.

" Freyndes I had fulle foyn,
That gars me grete and grone.

Tovmeley Mysteries, p. 227.

* greet, *greete, s. & a. [Greet (2), v.]

A. As subst. : Weeping.

B. -4s adj. : Mournful.
" Decked In a pocke of gray ;

Hey, ho I gray ia greete."
Spenser: Shepheards Calender; August.

greef-er (1), s. [Eng. greet (1), v. ; -er.] One
who greets or salutes another.

greet'-er (2), s. [Eng. greet (2), v. ; -er.] One
who cries or weeps.

greet'-ing, pr. par., «.., & s. [Greet (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

Ct As subst, : The act of saluting or welcom-
ing ; a salutation ; a welcome.

" What horrid greetings these unclean wretches will
give each other."

—

Hopkins : Exposition upon the
Seventh Commandment.

* greeve, s. [Grieve, s.]

* greeze, «. pi. [Gree (2), s. ]

* gref'-fi-er, s. [Fr., from Low Lat. gre/arius,

graffarius, greffarius, from Lat. graphium, = a

style for writing ; Gr. ypdufm (graphn) = to

write.] £Graffer, Graft.] A registrar ; a

clerk ; a notary.
" The Duke of Orleans, Monsieur the Prince, and the

Superintendents deliver them to the Qreffier or clerk."
—Evelyn: State of France.

* gre'-gal, a. [Lat. gregalis, from grex (genit.

gregis) = a flock ; Ital. gregale.] Of or per-

taining to a flock ; like a flock or herd.
" For this gregal conformity there is a cause and an

excuse."

—

\V. S. Mayo: Never Again, ch. vii.

* gre-gar'-l-an, «. [Lat. gregarius = be-

longing to a flock ;
grex (genit. gregis) = a

flock.] Of or pertaining to a flock or herd

;

gregarious ; herding together ; common.
" The gregarian soldiers and gross of the army is

well affected to him."—Sowoll, bk. iii., let. L

* gre-gar'-i-an-isin, s. [Eng. gregarian

;

-ism.] The habit of flocking or herding to-

gether
;
gregariousness.

"This tendency to gregarlanism is nowhere more
manifest."—Truth, Out. 18, 1681.

greg-ar-I'-na, s. [Lat. gregarius = of or be-

longing to a" flock, from grex = a flock ; so

named because numbers of individuals are

found together.]

Zool. ; The typical genus of tha class Greg-

arinida (q.v.).

greg'-ar-ine, s. [Greoarina.]

Zool, : A gregarina, or at least one of the

Gregarinida. Minute organisms of this cha-

racter were found in the chignons of imported
hair once fashionable among ladies.

greg-ar-i'-ni-da, greg-ar-i'-na, s, [Mod.

Lat. gregarina, and Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff.

-ida.]

Zool, : The lowest of the eight classes into

which Professor Huxley divides Cuvier's sub-
kingdom Radiata. He places them in the
sub-kingdom Protozoa. The species are all

microscopic, and consist of a not very well

defined membrane, more or less without struc-

ture, except that it contains a soft semi-fluid

substance, , having in the middle, or at one
end of it, a delicate vesicle, inside of which is

a more solid particle, Such a structure recalls

that of an ovum, the outer membrane of the
Gregarinida recalling the vitelline membrane
of an ovum, the semi-fluid contents its yolk,

the vesicle its germinal vesicle, and the more
solid particle its germinal spot. There is no
division of the body into parts. No mouth or
digestive apparatus has been traced ; there
is, however, an expansion and contraction of
the animal. The Gregarinida are found para-
sitic within the bodies of animals, specially
the larvse of insects, in annelids, crustaceans,
mollusca, &c, and even in vertebrated animals.
They are specially abundant in the alimentary
canal of the common cockroach, in earth-
worms, &c. "Various genera are known, and
the species are numerous.

gre-gar'-i-ous, a. [Lat. gregarius, from
grex (genit. gregis) — a flock.] Flocking or
herding together ; living or going in flocks or
herds ; not living solitarily.

"Of wild fowl, thoas which are the most useful fly

not singly as other birds, but are commonly gre-
garious.

'—Grew : Cosmologia Sacra, bk. iii., ch. ii.

gre-gar'-l-OUB-ly, adv. [Eng. gregarious;
-ly.] In a gregarious manner; in flocks or
companies.

gre-gar-i ous ness, s. [Eng. gregarious

;

-ness. ] The quality or state of being gregarious

;

the habit of living or going in flocks or herds

;

a disposition to associate.

* greg'-ar-y, a. [Lat. greguri' s.\ Ordinary,
common, gregarious.

greg'-goe, gre'-go, grle'-go, s. L—rt.

grego ; Ital. greco ; Sp. griego = Greek.] A
short jacket or cloak, with a hood attached,

made of thick coarse cloth, and worn by the
Greeks and others in the Levant.

" The three latter, with their gregos, or night great-
coats, with hoods. — Marryatt : Mr. Midship?nau
Easy, ch. xix.

Gre-gbr'-i-an, u. [Low Lat. Gregorianus,

from Gregorius ; Gr. TpijYopos (Gregoros) =
Gregory, from Gr. yp-nyopea) (gregoreo) — to be
awake, from kypr\yopa{egregora), perf. of ryeiptu

(egeiro) = to awake ; Ital. & 8p. Gregoriano

;

Fr. Grtgorien.] Pertaining to, established or

produced by any one bearing the name of

Gregory.

Gregorian-calendar, s. [Calendar*,
II. 3.]

Gregorian chant, s.

Music: [Plain-song].

Gregorian telescope, s. The flrst and
most ordinary form of reflecting telescope, in-

vented by James Gregory, Professor of Mathe-
matics at St. Andrews, and afterwards in Edin-
burgh, and described by him 1663. The image
is viewed through an eye-piece in the aperture
of the object-speculum. [Telescope.]

Greg'-or-y, s. [Named after Dr. Gregory
(1758-1822), who first compounded it.]

Gregfcry's-powder, s. A name given
to Pulvis Rhei Compositus, compound rhubarb
powder. It consists of powdered rhubarb,
two ounces ; light carbonate of magnesia,

six ounces ; and powdered ginger, one ounce.

greis'-en, s. [Ger. = to grasp, to lay hold of,

to seize.]

Petrol. & Geol. ; Agranular, crystalline rock,

consisting of quartz and mica, the former pre-

dominating, the latter usually of the variety

containing lithia. If orthoclase be super-

added, the rock becomes granite. (Rutley:

Study of Rocks.)

greit, v.i. [Greet (2), v.]

* greith, v.t. [Graith, v.]

greith, s. [Graith, s.]

* gre'-ment, s. [Greement.]

gre'-mi-al, a. & s. [Eccles, Lat. gremiale,

from Lat" grcmium = the bosom.]

* A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the lap or

bosom.

B. As substantive

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. ; A bosom friend.

"Amongst those fourteen, two were gremiali." —
Fuller. { Webster.)

2. Eccles. : An episcopal ornament for the

breast, lap, and shoulders, originally a towel

of fine linen, used in ordination to protect the

sacred vestments from any drops of unction

that might fall in the act of anointing the can-

didates for the priesthood. In later times it

was made of silk or damask to match the epis-

copal vestments.

* 3. Univ. : One who resides in the bosom
of the University.

"Which the governors and the rest of the gremialt

very well knew."—Strype : Cranmer, bk. ii c. 6.

*gre-mi-en, v.t. & i. [A.S. gremian; IceL

gremja.] [Grame.]

A. Trans. : To annoy, to grieve.

"State nu . . . to gremien mi mare."—St. Mar-
herete, p. 12.

B. Intrans. : To grieve.

" The grettest of Grise gremyt therat."
Destruction of Troy, 1,004.

* gremthe, s. [Icel. grimmdh.] [Gremien.]
Annoyance, anger, grief.

" The gremthe of the grim folke glod to his hert."
Alisaunder, 279.

gre-na'de, * gra-na'-do, s. [Fr. grenade,

from Sp. granada'= a pomegranate, a grenade

;

granado = full of seeds, from Lat. granatua,

fromgranum = a seed, a grain ; Ital. granata.}

A hollow ball or shell of metal or of annealed

glass, filled with powder and fired by a fuse.

"boll, b6^; poTit, jorW; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenuphon, exist, -ing.

-cian, tian = shan. tion, -sion=shun; -tion, sion = zhuu. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = Del, del-
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After the fuse is lighted the hall is thrown
among the enemy, when it bursts and causes
great injury or loss.

" Whole streets had been burned down by the mortars
Midgrenaaes of the Cavaliers,"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
eh. v.

*ff (1) Hand-grenade: A small grenade, usu-
ally about 2£ inches in diameter, intended to
be thrown by hand into trenches or saps, or
upon besiegers scaling a breach.

*(2) Rampart-grenade : A grenade of various
sizes used for rolling over the parapet in a
trough.

gren-a-dier', s. [Fr., from grenade = a
grena'de (q.v.).]

Milit. : Originally a foot-soldier armed with
grenades. The grenadiers were men of long
service and approved courage, and only a few
were attached to each regiment. Afterwards
every regiment had one company of grena-
diers, and they retained their name even
after the disuse of grenades, and were distin-

guished by a particular dress, as in England
by the tall bearskin cap. The title now only
remains in one regiment of the British army

—

viz. , the Grenadier Guards.
" Five hundred grenadiers rushed from the English

trenches to the counterscarp, fired their pieces, and
threw their gieuiules."—AIacaulay : Hist. Eng , ch. xvi.

gren-a-dil -16, gra-niT-16, «. [Sp. (?).]

Bot. : A cabinet wood from the West Indies.
It resembles the common cocoa, having, how-
ever, at first a lighter colour than it, though
becoming darker on exposure. Called also
Grenada cocos or cocus, and Red Ebony.

grenadine, s. [Fr.]

Fabric: A thin, gauzy silk or woollen fabric,
used for ladies' dresses, shawls, &c.

* gre-na'-do, s. [Grenade.]

* gren'-at, s. [Fr.] A garnet (q. v.).

" Of grenaz, and of alabraimdynes."
Maundeville, p. 210.

gre-nat'-l-form, a. [Eng. grmati(te), and
form.] Being in the form of greuatite (q.v.).

gren'-a-tite, gran'-a-tite, s. [Lat. grana-
tum = a pomegranate :* granum — a grain, and
-ite (Min.) (q.v.) ; Fr. grenat. Named from its

colour.]

Min. : The same as Staurolite (q.v.).

* grene-hede, s. [Greenhood.]

greng'-e-site, grans'- e -site, s. [From
Grangesberg, in Dalecarlia, Sweden ; suff. -ite

(Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A dark green variety of Pyrochlorite.

* greot, a. [Grit.]

* gres (1), s. [Grass.]

*gres (2), s. pi. [Gree (2), s.]

*grese (1), s. & v. [Grease, s . & v.]

' grese (2), s. pi. [Ghee (2), s.]

*gres-hop, gres-hoppe, gres sop, a .

[Grasshopper,]

* gres-som, s. [Garsum.]

tgres-sor'-i-al, a. [Mod. Lat. gressorius,
from Lat. gresius = a stepping.]

Ornitk, : Adapted for stepping or for walk-
ing. Used of birds which have three toes for-
ward, two of them connected, and one behind.

*gret, *grete, <*. [Great.]

*grete-ly, *gret-ly, adv. [Greatly.]

*grette, pret. of v. [Greet.]

greut, s. [Grit.]

*greve, v.t. & i. [Grieve.]

*greve, «. [Grove.]

*greve, s. pi. [Greaves.]

gre-vil'-le-a, s. [Named after C. F. Greville,
a patron of botany. ]

Bot. : The typical genus of the proteaceous
family Grevillidte (q.v.) It consists of hand-
some Australian plants, more than fifty of
which have- been introduced into British
greenhouses.

gre-Vll'-li-dfle, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. grevill(ea);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas.]

Bot. : A family of Proteacese, sub-order Fol-
liculares.

grew' (ew as 6), pret. of v. [Grow.]

grew (ew as 6), grue, v.i. [Dut, gruwen;
Ger. grauen; Dan. grue — to shudder ; from
grue = horror.] [Gruesome.] To shudder,
to feel horror, to shiver.

" I downa look at them—I never see them but they
gar me grew."—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxvii.

grew (ew as 6), .>. [Icel. grey = a dog.] A
greyhound (q.v.).

" I have six terriers at name, fovby two couple of
slow-huncls, live grews, and a wheeu other dogs."

—

Scott ; Guy Manncring, ch. xxii.

* grew, * greu, * gru, a. & s. [O. Fr. greu.]

Greek.
" This written in grew."—Maundeville, p, 76.

grew'-l-a (ew as 6), s. [Named after Nehe-
miahGre"w, M.D., F.R.S., a celebrated English
physiologist, who died in 1711.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Grewidse, sepals

5, petals 5 ; stamens numerous ; style, 1 ; stigma
4-lobed, drupe with one to four small nuts,

one or two-seeded. About eighty species are
known. They occur in the warmer regions
of the Old World. Grewia sapida and G. asia-

iicahave pleasantacid berries, used for making
sherbet. The wood of G. ektstica, called in

India dhamnoo, is strong and elastic ; it is

used for bows, the shafts of carriages, &c.

grew'-i-dse (ew as 6), s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
grew(ia); Lat. fern. pi. adj. stiff, -idee.]

Bot. : A family of plants, order TiliaceEe,

tribe Tileas.

grew'-some (ew 6), a. [Grew, v.] Hor-
rible, gruesome.

" And sic gruesome wishes, that men should be
slaughtered like sheep."—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxx.

* grewt, * greut, s. [Grit.]

* grewte, v.i. [Greet.]

grey, a. & s. [Gray.]

II Compounds not inserted here will be
found under Gray.

grey-falcon, 5.

Ornith. : A name for the Peregrine Falcon
(Falco peregrinus). [Falcon, Peregrine.]

grey-wether, s.

Petrol. : A boulder or slate of siliceous sand-
stone. Some of the so-called Druidic standing
stones are grey-wethers.

" From their long exposure to the atmosphere they
are encrusted with various lichens, which at times
Sves them a darkish hue, from the decay of the vege-

ble matter; whence, and from the circurnetaucc of
their resembling at a distance a flock of sheep, they
have received tlie name uf drey-wethers."—J. Britton

:

Beauties of England & Wales, xv. 716.

grey-hound, * grai-hond, * grai hound,
*gray-hund,* grea-hund,- gre-hound,
* gre-hownde, * grei hound, * grey-
hownd, * grew-hounde, s. [Icel. grey-
hundr, from grey =. a dog, and hundr = a
hound.]

Zool., £c. ; A variety of the Canis familiaris,
or Common Dog, characterized by its slender
and symmetric form, its strength, its keen
sight, and its swiftness. A dog, apparently
of this type, is figured on the Egyptian monu-
ments. It is used in the chase, and domesti-
cation has led to its separation into various
breeds, as the Irish, the Highland, and the
Arabian Greyhounds. An old rhyme describes
the characters deemed the best

:

" Headed like a snake, neckyed like a drake.
Potted like a catte, tayled like a ratte,
Syded like a breme, and chyned like a heme."

Youatt suggests that the greyhound may be
identical with the gazehound of old English
writers. Against this view must be set the
fact that Tickell distinguishes them.
"See'stthou the gazehound? h«w with glance severeFrom the close herd he marks the destined deer?How every nerve the greyhound's stretch displays
The hare preventing in her airy maze."

Fragment of a Poem on Bunting.
grey'-beard, s. & a. [Graybeard.]

grey'-ish, a. [Grayish.]

Greys, s. pi. [Grey, a.]

Mil : A regiment of cavalry in the British
army, originally Scottish, and so called from
the horses being all of a gray colour. They
are also called the Scots Greys.

grey'-stone, gray'-stone, s. [Eng. gray or

grey, and stone ; Ger. graustein, with the same

signification.]

Petrol. : A volcanic lead-gray or greenish

rock composed of felspar and augite, the fel-

spar'being more than seventy-five per cent.

(Scrape ) Greystone lavas are intermediate in

composition between basaltic and trachytic

lavas. (Lyell.)

* grey-wac'-ke, gray-wac'-ke, grau-
W&C'-ke, s. [Ger. grauwacke.]

1. Petrol. : The popular name used by Ger-

man miners to designate a particular kind of

sandstone, usually an aggregate of smajl frag-

ments of quartz, flinty slate, or Lydian stone

and clay-slate cemented by argillaceous mat-
ter. (Lyell.)

2. Geol. : The older palaeozoic strata. As,
however, rocks of the petrological aspect
called Grauwacke occur in the Old Red Sand-
stone, in the millstone grit of Carboniferous
age, in the Cretaceous Rocks, and in the
Eocene, the term is not a good one to dis-

tinguish any single geological period ; it has,

therefore, been exchanged for Silurian (q.v.).

grey'-weath-er, s. [Grey-wether.]

gri'-as, s. [From Gr. ypdui (grao) = to gnaw,
to eat.]

Bot. : A genus of Barringtoniaceae. Grias
caulifiora is the Anchovy Pear (q.v.).

grib'-ble, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Zool. : Limnoria terebrans, an isopod crusta-
cean, section Cymothoada. It is above two lines
in length ; it rolls itself up like a woodlouse;
it inhabits the seas of Europe ; it attacks the
timber of ships, to which it is most destructive.

* grije (1), s. [Gree (2), s.]

grice (2), *gris, *grise, *gryce, *grys,
* gryse, s. [IceL griss; Sw. gri&; Dan. griiss.]

1. A young or sucking-pig.
" I'se e'en lay the head o' the sow to the tail of the

grice."—Scott ; Bob Boy, ch. xxiv.

2. A young badger.
" I am a lord of other geere ! this fine
Smooth bowson's cub, the young grice of a gray

;

Twa tynie urchins, and this ferret gay."
Be7t Joiison : The Sad Shepherd, ii. 2.

grid'-dle, gird'-dle, * gred-el, * gred-U,
*grid-ele, s. [Wei. gredyll, greidell, gra-
dell = a griddle, from greidio = to scorch ; Ir.

greideal, greideil, from greadairn = to parch, to
,
bum (Skeat). Or from Low Lat. graticula,
craticula, dimin. of Lat. crates = a hurdle.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A broad circular plate of iron
used for baking cakes.

"Rost hit afterwarde apone a gredel."—Liber Cure
Cocorum, p. 13.

2. Mining : A sieve with a wire bottom.

griddle-bread, griddle cake, *, A
cake baked on a griddle.

* gride, v.t. & i. [A metathesis of gird (q.v.).
(Skeat.)}

A. Transitive

:

1. To pierce, to cut through.
" With brandisht tongue the emptie aire did gride.

2. To .jar, to grate.
tenser ; Virgil's Gnat. 254.

" The wood which grides and clangs
Its leafless ribs."

. Tennyson: In Memoriam, cvi 11.

B. Intransitive:

1. To cut, to pierce.
" The griding sword, with discontinuous wound
Passed through him." Milton : P. L., vi.'329.

2. To wound or cut mentally.
" Griding anguish pierced hiB fluttering breast"

Sir W. Jones: Pindar; First Nemean Ode.

* gride, s. '[Gride, v.] A harsh or grating
sound, as of scraping or cutting. (WHttier.)

grid'-e lin, gred'-a- -line, s. [Fr. gris de lin
= the gray of flax.] A colour mixed, or white
and red, or a gray violet. (Dryden: Flower &
Leaf 343.)

* grid'-il, s. [Griddle.]

grid-iron (iron as i-ern), * gyrd-iron-
*gred-irne, *gred-eyrne, *gred-lre.
*gred-yre, * grid-ire, *gryd-yrne, 2
[A corrupt, of Mid. Eng. gredire = a griddle
(q.v.).] [Gredire.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A grated iron utensil on
which fish, flesh, and fowl are exposed for
broiling.

2. Hydraul. Engin. : A grated frame on which

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine- go pfit,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, as, ce= e; ey=a. qu = kW.
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ships are hauled out of the water for exami-
nation, cleaning, and repairs. Or a framing
of cross-timbers which receives a ship with
the falling tide.

gridiron-pendulum, s.

IIoroL : A compensation pendulum in which
the hob is supported by parallel bars of two
metals which are unequally expanded by heat.

These are so disposed that, while one tends to

lengthen it, the other tends to shorten it.

The ratio of lengths is determined by the rela-

tive expansibility. [Pendulum.]

gridiron-valve, s.

Stcam-engin. : A valve whose opening is

divided into a number of narrow parts by
which the travel may be abridged, and the
more rapid opening or closing of the valve
effected.

griece, s. [Gree (2), s.]

Her. : A step or degree, as one of the steps
upon which crosses are sometimes placed.

grief, * greef, * greif, * grefe, * greefe,
*greffe, *grevef *greeve, s. [O. Fr.

grcf, grief ; Fr. grief, from Lat. gravis =
heavy.]

1. Pain of mind, sorrow, or trouble for

something past, as the loss of a friend or rela-

tion, misconduct, or ungratefulness on the
part of others, &c. ; sadness.

" Grief is sometlmes'considereil as synonymous with
sorrow; and in this case we speak of the transports of
grief. At other times it expresses more silent, deep,
and painful affections, such as are inspired by do-
mestic calamities."

—

Cogan : On the Pomona, vol. i.,

pt. i., ch. ii.

2. That which causes sorrow, sadness, or
pain of mind ; a trial, a grievance, a misfor-
tune.

"I here forget all former griefs."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, v. 4.

*3. Bodily pain or suffering ; disease.
" My limbs weakened with grief."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., i. 1.

* 4. A fault, an offence.

"To implore forgifnes of all greif."
Douglas : Virgil, 453, 43.

If To corns to grief: To come to ruin ; to
fail utterly ; to come to a bad end.

grief-worn, a. "Worn out by grief.

" A gray and grief-worn aspect of old days."
Byron : i'liilde Harold, iii. 65.

* grief'-ful, a. [Eng. grief; -fiUQ).'] Full of
grief or sorrow ; very sad.

" Which when she see3 with ghastly griefful eyes
Her heart does quake."

Spenser : F. Q., VI. viii. 40.

* grief-hood, * gref-hed, s. [Eng. grief;
-Itood.] That which causes grief.

" Yowth withoutc grefhed or folye."
Chaucer: C. T., 4,532.

* grief-less, a. [Eng. grief; -less.) Free
from or without grief.

* grief-iy, * greef-li, * greef-ly, a. & adv.
[Eng. grief; -ly.]

A. As adj. : Grievous, sad.
" With dayly diligence and gricfty groans."

Sidney : Arcadia, p. 154.

B. As adv. : Grievously.
" Whan I was greejly bigo with a grim peeple."

Alisaunder : Frag., 994.

* grief -shot, a. [Eng. grief, and shot]
Pierced or stricken with grief; sorrow-stricken.

" Griefshot with his unkindness."
Shakesp. ; Coriolnnus, v. 1.

grie-go, s. [Gregqoe.]

*gries, s. [Ger.] Gravel.

* grie'-shoch, gree'-shoch (ch guttural), s.

{Gael, griosach.]

1. Lit. : Hot embers ;
properly those of

peat or moss-peat.
" By the same token there twas a pit greeshoch burn-

ing yet."

—

Scott: Heart of Mid-Lothian, ch. Ii.

2. Fig. : A glowing affection.

* gries'-ing, s. [Gree (2), s.] A stair, a

staircase.

*gries-ly, a. [Grisly.]

*griev'-a-ble, *grev-a-ble, a. [Eng.

griev(e); '-able.] Causing grief; lamentable.
" There is a vice ful greuable
To hyin, whiche is therof culpable."

Gower: C. A., bk. v.

grieV- ance, * grev-ance, * grev-aunce,
s. [O. Fr. grevance, from gref, grief; Ital.

gravenza.]

* 1. Hurt, harm, annoyance.
* 2. A state of grief, sorrow, or pain of

mind ; affliction, uneasiness.
" If y do so y potte meselue ... to grot greuaunce."

Sir Ferumbras, 4,161.

3. Anything which causes grief, sorrow, or
pain of mind ; especially anything which gives
grounds for complaint, remonstrance, or re-

sistance ; a hardship, an injury, an injustice.

"It bears no sounding name, nor ever bore

;

A standing grievance."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. ix.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between griev-

ance and hardship: "The grievance implies
that which lies heavy at heart. Hardship im-
plies that which presses or bears violently on
the person. The grievance is in general taken
for that which is done by another to grieve or
distress : the hardship is a particular kind of
grievance that presses upon individuals. Them
are national grievances, though not national
liardships. An infraction of one's rights, an
art of violence or oppression, are grievances to

those who are exposed to them, whether as
individuals or bodies of men : an unequal dis-

tribution of labour, a partial indulgence of one
to the detriment of another, constitutes the
hardship." (CrabJ) : Eng. Synon.)

grievance - monger, s. One who is

always raking up or talking about his own or
his party's grievances or supposed grievances,
public or private.

* grieV-ance-er, ». [Eng. grievance); -er.]

One who causes or commits a grievance ; one
who gives grounds for complaint.

"Some petition against the bishops as grieoancers."
—Fuller. ( Webster)

grieve, * greve, * greven, * grev-y,
*grev-yn, v.t & i. [O. Fr. grever; Prov.
grevar, greviar, from Lat. gravo — to burden

;

gravis = heavy ; Ital. gravare; Sp. & Port.
gravar.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To annoy, to harass.
" Hil nadde non recet vorto grevy ys lond."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 275.

2. To cause grief, sorrow, or pain of mind
to ; to make sorrowful ; to wound the feelings

of; to affect.

" The prycke of conscyence grevyth me sore."
Penitential Psalms, p. 8,

3. To offend against.
" Grieve not the holy spirit of God."—Ephes. iv. 30.

* L To lament, to mourn, to deplore, to
sorrow over.

" The nothing that I grieve."
Shakesp. : Jiidiard II., ii. 2,

B. Intrans. : To feel grief, sorrow, or pain ;

to mourn, to lament, to sorrow. (Generally
followed by at, for, or over.)

" Grieve, and they grieve." Drydcn : Juvenal, sat. iii.

% Crabb thus discriminates between to
grieve, to mourn, and to lament : " To grieve is

the general term ; mourn the particular term.
To grieve, in its limited sense, is an inward
act ; to mourn is an outward act : the grief lies

altogether in the mind. A man grieves for his
sins ; he mourns for the loss of his friends.
Grieve is the act of an individual ; mourn may
be the common act of many : a nation mourns,
though not grieves, for a public calamity.
Grieve and mourn are permanent sentiments

;

lament is a transitory feeling ; the former are
produced by substantial causes, which come
home to the feelings. Mourn and lament are
both expressed by some outward sign; but
the former is composed and free from all
noise ; the latter displays itself either in cries
or simple words." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

grieve, greeve s. [A.S. gerefa; Icel. greifi;
tiw. grefve; Dan. greve.] An overseer, a stew-
ard, a reeve, a bailiff.

"And sicklike dung as the grieve has ei'en me."—
Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xfv.

* grieve'-ment, s. [Eng. grieve ; -ment] An
injury ; a cause or source of grief.

"WoundB, bruises, bangs, and other grievements."—
Ward ; England's Reformation, i. 90.

griev'-er, s. [Eng. griev(e) ; -er.] One who
or that which grieves, or causes grief or pain.

"ffWewrand quencher of the spirit."—Hammond ;
Works, iv. 514.

grieV-ing, pr. par., «., & s. [Grieve, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of causing grief or
pain to ; the state of being grieved.

* griev'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. grieving; -ly.]

In a grieving or sorrowful manner ; sorrow-
fully, sadly ; with grief or regret.

" Grievingly, I think.
The peace between the French and us not value*
The cost," Shakesp. : Henry VIII., i. \.

grlev'-ous, *grev-OUS, a. [O. Fr. grcvos,
grevus, grevous, from gref, grief = grief; Sp. &
Ital. gravoso.]

1. Causing grief,* sorrow, or pain of mind;
lamentable, afflictive, painful ; hard to be
borne.

"Grievous and corroding to the mind of man."—
South: Sermons, vol. ix., ser. 1.

2. Causing physical or bodily pain
;
painfuL

" He hadde a greuous wounde." Ferumbras, 490.

3. Expressive of grief, sorrow, or anguish

;

piteous, pitiable, full of grief ; as, a grievous
cry.

4. Atrocious ; exceeding bad ; heinous, fla-

gitious.
" Grevous outrnge, which he red

A knight had wrought ngainst a lady gent."
Spenser: F. <}., II. i. 30.

griev'-oiis-ly, * grev-os-ly, * grev-ous-
ly* * grev-US-ly, adv. [Eng. grievous ; -ly.]

* 1. With grief, pain, or sorrow ; painfully
;

sorrowfully.
" The common Bort are wont to take the deathe of

yong folks much grievoitslyer then of old."— Udal:
Mark v.

2. So as to cause grief, sorrow, or annoy-
ance ; vexatiously.

" Houses built in plains are apt to be grievously an-
noyed with mire and dirt."—Ray : On the Creation.

3. With bodily or physical pain or suffering

;

painfully.

* i. Heavily ; hardly.
" It was a grievous fault

;

And grievously hath Ccesar answered it."

Shakesp. : Julius Caisar, iii. 2.

5. To a great degree ; very much ; exceed-
ingly.

"Grievously disturbed with odd, unreasonable, nay,
and sometimes impious, blasphemous phantasies."—
Sliarpe : Sermons, vol. iii,, ser. 5.

6. Atrociously ; heinously.
" Jerusalem hath grievously sinned."—Lam. i. 8.

+
7. Criminally ; with or of a serious crime

;

bitterly.
" He was accused greuously to the emperour."—Gesta

Romanorum, p. 65.

grieV-ous--ness, * grev-ous-nesse, s.

[Eng. grievous; -ness.) The quality or state
of being grievous.

" The grievousness of the offence is to be opened."—
Strype: Life of Qrindal, bk. ii., ch. xi.

griflf (1), ». [Etym, doubtful.]

Weav. : A series of horizontal parallel-edged

bars, also known as knives or blades, arranged
in a reciprocating frame to raise and lower the
vertical hooked rods connected to the shedding
mechanism, when the hooked ends of the rods
are brought by a pattern device within the
path of the knives.

* griflf (2), s. [A variant of Grip.] Reach,
grasp, grip.

" A vein of gold within our spade's griff. '—Holland.
(Webster.)

grif-fin (1), s. [Griffon.]

grif'-fin (2), s. [Etym. doubtful, but perhaps
the same word as Griffin (1), (q.v.), the new-
comer being looked upon as a strange animal
neither English nor Indian, as a griffon is

neither lion nor eagle.] An Anglo-Indian

sportive term for a new-comer who has arrived

from Europe. He makes ludicrous mistakes,

not however like the sclwlastikos of the Greeks
from deficiency of intellect, but from want of

Indian experience. Taking advantage of this,

if he be a young cadet, his companions in arms
sometimes wilfully cause him to fall into

blunders, which left to himself he might avoid.

[Griffinage.]
" All the griffins ought to hunt together."—H. Kings-

ley : Geoffry Hamlyn, ch. xxviii.

grif'-ftn-age, *. [Eng. griffin ; -age.] The
state of a* griffin—i.e., of a newcomer from

Europe. It is generally held to continue a
year. (Anglo-Indian.)

* grif '-fin-Ish, w. [Eng. griffin ; -ish.] Like

a griffin ; fierce. ,

" That griffirash excess of zeal."

Hood : Ode to Rae Wilson.

gr3tf'-fin-ism, s. [Eng. griffin; -ism.] The

same as Griffinage (q.v.). (Anglo-Indian.)

boll, btSy; pout, j6*M; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - i.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tien, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = beL del.
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Grlf'-flth, s. [From Griffith, who first com-
pounded it.] (See the compound.)

Griffith's-mixture, s.

Phar. : Mistura Ferri Gomposita, compound
mixture of iron. It consists of carbonate of

iron, and is prepared by rubbing sixty grains

of powdered myrrh with four fluid drachms of

spirit of nutmeg and thirty grains of potas-

sium carbonate, then adding while rubbing

nine and a half fluid ounces of rose-water,

then sixty grains of sugar, and lastly twenty-

five gTains of ferrous sulphate. It must be

kept in a stoppered bottle. It possesses the

blood-restoring properties of iron and is not

astringent.

grif'-fon, grif-fin, * grif-foun, * grif-

fyn, * gryf-fon, * gryf-fown, s. [Fr.

griffon, from Low Lat.
4 griffus, from Lat.

grypkvs, an extension of gryps ; Gr. ypv\{/ (grups)

= a griffin, from Gr. ypwos (grupos) = hooked,

curved : from the beak being hooked ; Ital.

grifone; Sp. gri/o ; Port, grlpho.]

1. Myth. : A fabulous animal, usually re-

presented with the body
and legs of a lion, and
the head and wings of

an eagle, signifying the

union of strength and
agility. Figures of grif-

fons are frequently used
as ornaments in works
of art. It isemployed as

an emblem of \igilance,

the animals being sup-

posed to be the guar-

dians of mines and griffon.
hidden treasures. Fig-

ures of it are met with in tombs and sepul-

chral lamps, as guarding the remains of the

deceased.

,-* "They quelled gigantic foe,

Braved the tierce griffon in his ire."

Scott : Bridal of Triermaln, iii. 19.

2, Ornith. : The Bearded "Vulture, Gypaettts

barbatus, a predatory bird, gray or blackish-

brown above, the tips of the shafts white, the

lower parts orange yellow, the head and neck
whitish. Length four and a half feet, the ex-

pansion of the wings between nine and ten feet.

It is found in the Alps, where it feeds chiefly on
young chamois, and in some parts of Southern

and Central Europe, as well as in Asia and
Africa. It feeds on birds, small mammals,
lambs, &c, and children also have,been carried

off by it. When pressed by hunger it will

devour putrescent meat. It is said to pursue

animals till it makes them fall over precipices.

Called also the Lammergeyer (q.v.).

griffon-like, a. Resembling a griffon in

shape or qualities ; rapacious.

"A corporality of griffon-tike promoters and ap-

paritors."—Milton : Of Reformation in England, ok. i.

griflbn-male, s.

Her. : A griffon represented without wings,

and having large ears.

*grif-fon(2), *grif-fdun<2), *gryf-fon,s.
[O. Ft. grifon, griffon.] A Greek.

" Chase these gryffons if th^u might-"
Richard Carnr de Lion, 1,767.

grig, *grigge, s. [Representing an older
* crick, of which cricket is the derivative. Cf.

Dut. krick = krekel — a cricket.] [Cricket.]

1. A cricket; a grasshopper.
" High-elbowed grigs that leap in summer grass."

Tennyson : Brook, 54.

2. A small lively eel ; a sand-eel.

"Known in the Thames by the name of grigs."—

Pennant : British Zoology ; The Eel.

f The proverbial saying, as merry as a grig,

may either refer to the liveliness of the grass-

hopper or sand-eel, or may be a corruption of

as merry cts a Greek, the Greeks being prover-

bially spoken of by the Romans as fond ofgood

living ana free potations. Cf. " She's a merry

Greek, indeed " (Shakesp. : Troilus, i. 2).

grigg, *. [Cf. A.S. grig, grceg = gray.]

Bot. : Calluna vulgaris.

* grill, * grille, * grylle, .a., adv., & s.

[M. H. Ger. grel]

A. As adj. : Horrible, hideous, fierce, cruel.

" To riche men was he grille." R. de Brunne, p. 92.

B. As adv. : Horribly, dreadfully.
" Thai grate and groned grille." St. Alexius, p. 46.

C. As subst. : Cruelty, hardship.
" Therefore y rede that we hym sloo,

He hath done us grete grylle"
Erie of Tolous, 278.

grill (1), * grille, 'grulle, * grylle, v.t.

& i. [A.S. grilUtn, greltan = to provoke
;

M. H. Ger. grillen; Dut. grillen = to shiver.]

A. Transitive

:

1, To provoke, to vex, to offend against.
" Never more the greeve ne grill." Chester Plays.

2. To terrify ; to cause fright or horror ; to

cause to shake or shiver.

B. Intrans. : To cause horror or fright.

" Game ne'gle lyked hym noght,
So gretly can ne grylle." Erie of Tolous, 164.

grill (2), v.t. & i. [Fr. grilUr, from gnl = a

gridiron ; O. Fr. grail, greil, from Lat. cra-

ticida, dimln. of crates = a hurdle.] [Grille.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Lit. : To broil or roast on a gridiron or

similar apparatus.
" Boilyng of men in caldrons, grilling them on grid-

irons."—Marvell: Works, 448.

2. Fig. : To torment, as if by fire.

B. Intrans. : To cook by broiling on a grid-

iron.

grill, s. [Grill (2), v.]

1. Meat, fish, &c, broiled on a gridiron.

2. A gridiron.
" Make grills of it [wood] to broil their meat."—

Cotton: Montaigne, eh.-xxiv.

grill-room, s. A room where meat, &c,
is cooked on a grill, i

gril-la'de, s. [Fr. , from griller = to grill. J

1. The act of grilling.

2. Meat, fish, &c, broiled on a grill or grid-

iron.

grill -age, s. [Fr. from grille = a grate, a

grating.]

Hydr. Sag. : A structure of sleepers and
cross-beams forming a foundation in marshy
soil for a pier or wharf.

grille, s. [Fr.] [Grill (2), v.] An open grate

or grating ; lattice-work of metal ; used—

(1) As a screen to Shut in and protect any
particular spot or thing, as a tomb, a relic, a

shrine, &c.

(2) The gate or entrance to a religious house

or sacred building.

(3) A small screen or open grating inserted

in the outer door of a monastic or conventual

building, to enable the inmates to converse

with visitors or to answer enquiries without
the necessity of opening the door.

* grXT-ly, v-t- [Grill (1), v.] To harass ; to

annoy ; to hurt ; hence, fig., to hold up to

ridicule, to nipck..

grilse, s. [Sw. grd. = grey, and lax= salmon

(?) (Jamieson.) In the north of Ireland the

form is grawl.]

Ickthy. : A young salmon, when it makes its

first return to the fresh water, which is usually

in the second year of its life. (Prof. John
Wilson.)

"Sea-fish frae Hartlepool and Sunderland by land
carriage, forbye trouts, grilses, salmon."

—

Scott: Rob
Roy, ch. vL

grim, * grimme, * grym, * grymme, a-

[A.S. grim = fierce, cruel, from gram = angry,

furious; eogn. with <. Dut. grimmig = angry.

grimmen = to foam with rage ; I eel. grimmr
grim, stern, gramr = wrathful ; Dan. grim—
ugly, grim, gram = wrathful ; Sw. grym =
cruel, grim ; Goth, gro,m = angry ; Ger. grim-

<m,ig = furious, grimmen = to rage, grimm-

fury, gram = hostile.]

l" Fierce, stern, ferocious, forbidding.

•'
With a grim and surly voicehe bid them awake. -

Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt i.

2 Fierce, furious, mercilessly cruel.

» Now is the Kyng wrothntfflg^.^
3. Of a forbidding aspect ;

ghastly, horrid,

horrible, hideous.
" Making death more grim." Addison : Cato, ii. 1.

i. Cruel, furious, merciless.

'* Well sterne strokes and well grym,

Ther wer in eche a side.
Launfal: Ritson, vol. i.

If Obvious compounds : Grim-faced, grwi*

grinning, grim-looked, grim-visaged, &c.

* grim, * grym, s. [M. H. Ger. grim; O. H.

Ger. grimme; Dut. grim; Ger. grimm.] Fury,

rage.
•

' To him h e stirt with briful grim.
Owainc & Gawnine, 1,661.

* grim, v.t. [Grim, a ] To make grim or

fierce.
'* Grimmed by the ahadow of the Red Flag."—Car-

lyle : French Revolution, pt. ii., bk. t„ ch. viii.

gri-ma'ce, s. [Fr., from Icel. grirna = a mask,

a hood ; A.S. grima = a mask.] A distortion

of the face, expressive of some feeling, as

pain, disgust, contempt, satisfaction, &c. ; a

smirk.
" With hollow form, and gesture, and grimace."

Cowper : Expostulation, 122.

*gri-ma'§e, v.i. [Grimace, s.] To make

grimaces ; to distort the countenance ; to

smirk.

* gri--maced', a. [Bng. gHmac(ey; -ed.] Dis-

torted ; having a crabbed look.

gri-mal'-kin, s. [For gray-Tnalkin, from gray,

and mfilkin = moll-kin = little Mary ; cf. tom-

cat] An old cat, especially a female cat.

(Contemptuously applied to a jealous or ill-

natured woman.)

grime, s. [Dan. grim, grum = soot, grime ;

lcel. grima = a mask, a covering ; O. Dut.
grijmsel, grimsel = soot, smut ; grimmelen =to
soil, to begrime.] Dirt or foul matter ; dirt

deeply insinuated or ingrained ; sullying

blackness not easily cleansed ; smut.
" She sweats ; a man may go over shoes in the grhne

of it."—Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, iii. 2.

grIme,V£. [Grime, s.) To dirt, to foul, to
begrime.

" Masks and disguises grimed with mud."
Scott : Rokeby, vi. 4.

grim'-I-rjf, adv. [Eng. grimy; -ly.] In a
grimy manner or cor4ition ; foully.

grim i-ness, s. [Bng. grimy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being grimy; foulness,

bitterness.

grim'-lyf
* grym-ly, a. & adv. [Eng. grim ;

ly-]

A. As adj. : Grim, hideous, ghastly, ster**

looking.
" In came Margaret's grimly ghost.'

Beaum. & Flet. : Knight of the Burning PetOe, ii. L

B. As adverb

:

1. Horridly, hideously, ferociously, cruelly,

sternly.
" The uncircumcised smiled grimly with disdain."

Cowley : DavideU, bk. iii.

2. Sternly, sullenly, forbiddingly.
" From its tall rock lookgrimly down."

Scott : Marmion, ii. 8.

Grimm, s. [See compound.]

Grimm's law, ».

Philol. : A law formulated by Jacob Grimm,
the eminent German philologist, relative to

the changes undergone by mute consonants
in the most important of the Aryan languages.
According to this law, if the same roots or th€
same words exist in Sanscrit, Greek, Latin,
Celtic, Slavonic, Lithuanian, Gothic (witli

which are included English and other Low
German dialects), and Old High German
then, whenever the Sanscrit or Greek has ai
aspirate, the Gothic has the corresponding
fiat mute. If in Sanscrit, Greek, &c, we fine

a fiat mute, then we find a corresponding shar%
mute in Gothic, and a corresponding aspirat
in High German. If in Sanscrit, Greek, &c
we find a sharp mute, the Gothic shows tfr

corresponding aspirate, and Old High Gerrnai
the corresponding flat mute. Thus the labials

6, p, f, in Greek, Latin, or Sanscrit, becom

f&te, fat, rare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pme, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, p5l

or. wore, wolf; work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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ff
b, p respectively in Gothic;, and & (v), f, p in

Old High German ; the dentals (, d, thin Greek,
Latin, or Sanscrit become th, d, t in Gothic,

and d, z, t in Old High German ; and the gut-

turals k
} g, ch in Greek, Latin, or Sanscrit

become h (not quite regularly), I; g in Gothic
and g, eh, k in Old High German. Thus :

Sanskrit pitri; Greek ircmjp (pater); Latin,

pater = Gothffe, fadrein ; English, father; Old
High German, vatar.

grim -me - i, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. grinvrn(w)

(q.v.), and Lat. masc. pi. adj. suff. -ei.]

Bot. : A sub-order of apocarpous Mosses,
having an equal often sessile capsule, a mitre-

shaped calyptra, and dark-green leaves, ter-

minated by a white hair.

grim'-mi-a, s. [Named after J. F. Grimm, a
German bo'tanist.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-order

Grimmei
f

(c[-v-)- Grimmia pulvinatwm is the

Swan's Neck Bryum. It occurs in hoary
cushion-like tufts.

grim ness, * grim nesse/ grym-nesse,
s. [A.S. grimniss.] The quality or state of
being grim ; fierceness, sternness, ferocity,

forbiddingness.
" They were not able to abyde the grimnesse of their

countenances."

—

Qoldinge : Ccetar, to. 29.

* grim' sir, * grim' -sire, s. [Etym. doubt-
ful

;
probably a compound of grim and sir, or

sire ; but by some derived from Fr. grinceur
= an angry gnasher of the teeth (Cotgrave)

;

from grineer= to gnash the teeth. ] A haughty
or arrogant person in office ; a stem, grim, or

severe person.
" Tiberius Caesar, who otherwise was known for a

grim'-y (I),' a. [Eng. grim(e); -y.] Full of

grime, foul, filthy, grimed, begrimed.
" [They] with stern grimy look do atill avise
Upon their works."

More: On the Soul, pt i., bk. iii, s. 6.

*grim'-$r (2), i*. [Eng. grim; -y.] Grim,
stern.

griii, *girn, * gren, * grenn, "gren-nen,
* gren nyn, v.i. & t. [A.S. grennian ; cogn.
with Dut. grijrmi =to weep, to cry, to fret;

Icel. grenja = to howl ; Dan. grine = to grin

;

Sw. grina = to grimace, to grin; Ger. greinen.]

A* Intransitive:

I. Literally

:

1. To snarl or show the teeth as a dog ; to
gnash the teeth.

" And thei herden these thingis and weren dyuerseli
tunnentid in her hertis, and grennyden with teeth on
hym."— Wycliffe: Hedis ch. vii.

2. To show the teeth as in laughter, scorn,
or pain.

"[He]ffrinn'dand fore'd an ugly Binilethat it might
not seem to smart."— Bp. Taylor : Sermons, pt 1.,

ser. 20.

* 3. To be exposed, as the teeth in laughter.
" Her heart for rage did grate, and teeth didgrin."

Spenser; F. Q., V. iv. 37.

*II. Fig. : To show pleasure or approbation.
" Even the most saintlike of his party grinned at it

with a pious amile."—Dryden : Relxgio Laid. (Pref.)

B. Transitive;

1. To set, show, or gnash the teeth, in
grinning.

2. To express by grinning.
" Grinned horribly a ghastly smile."

Milton: P. L.,il. 946.

grin (1), s. [Grin, v.] The act of closing the
teeth and showing them by withdrawing the
lips ; a forced smile, a smirk.

" These move the censure and illib'ral grin
Of fools.

"

Cowper : Mope, 747.

*grin (2), * grane, * gren, *grene, *gryn,
$. [A.S. grin, gryn.] A trap, a snare or gin.

" Like a bird that hasteth to his grin.
Not knowing the peril of his life therein."

Chaucer : Jlemedie of Love.

*grin„*>.(. [An abbreviation of grind (q.v.).]
To grind.

* grin-comes , s. [Etym. doubtful.] Syphilis.
" I am now secure from the grincomes."

Massinger ; Guardian, iv.

grind, v.t. & i. [A.S. grindan.]

A. Transitive

:

1 Literally

:

1. To break and reduce to powder or fine

particles by friction or attrition ; to com-
minute.

" Do we grind Inanimate corn into living and ra-
tional meal r "—Bentley ; Sermons.

2. To wear down or smooth by friction ; to
sharpen or give an edge to by rubbing against
some hard substance ; to whet.

" I have ground the axe myself."
Shakesp . ; Pericles, i. 2.

3. To rub one thing against another ; to
grate, as, To grind one's teeth.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To oppress by harsh or cruel exactions
;

to harass. (Generally with down.)
" To grind the subject or defraud the prince."-

Dryden : Bind & Panther, iii. 747.

2. To prepare for examination. {University
slang.)

t 3. To teach, to instruct in : as, To grind
Latin or Greek. (Univ. Slang.)

1 4. To study ; to prepare oneself for exam-
ination by studying. (Univ. Slang.)

* 5. To whet, to sharpen.
" Mine appetites I never more will grind.

"

Shakesp. ; Sonnet 90.

B. Intransitive :

I. Literally

:

1. To perform the act of grinding ; to move
a mill or other apparatus for grinding.

" Into the common prison, there to grind
Among the slaves.

Milton ; Samson Agonistes, 1,162.

2. To be moved, rubbed, or grated together

;

to grate.

"Smeary foam works o'er my grinding JawB."
Howe. [Johnson.)

3. To be ground or pulverized as in a mill,

Ac. : as, Corn grinds well when dry.

4. To be reduced to a smooth or sharp con-

dition ; as, Steel will grind sharp.

5. To gnash or grate as with the teeth.

II. Figuratively:

1. To study or work up for an examination.

(Univ. Slang.)

2. To drudge ; to perform hard or distaste-

ful work.

grind, s. [Grind, v.]

* I. Lit. : The act or operation of grinding

or reducing to powder in a mill.

"Hie . . . binlmeth tothen here grind." — 0. Eng.
Homilies, ii 181.

II. Figuratively:

1. The act of studying or reading up for an
examination ; study.

"
' Come along, boys,' cries East ; alwayB ready to

leave the grind, as he called it."—T. Hughes: Tom
Brown's School Hays, pt. ii„ ch. v.

2. Hard or distasteful work.

* grin-del, *gryn-del, a. [A.S. grendil;

Icel. graind - hurt.] Cruel, ferocious.

* grin-del-li, * gryn-del-ly, adv. [Eng.

grindel; -ly.] Fiercely.
•' Gawayn full gryndelly aayde." Sir Gawaine, 2,299.

grind -er, *grynd-er, «. [A.S. grindere.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) One who or that which grinds ; one who
works in a mill.

(2) One who or that which grinds or gives

an edge to anything ; the instrument of

grinding.
" Harder than the grinder's nether stone."

Sandys : Paraphrase of the Psalms.

(3) In the same sense as II.

(4) A tooth generally.
" Her grinders like two chalk stones in a mill."

Bishop Hall : Satires, iv. 1.

(5) A grinding-clamp (q.v.).

2. Figuratively ;

(1) One who prepares students for an ex-

amination ; a coach, a tutor, a crammer.
" Put him into the hands of a clever grinder or

crammer, and they would soon cram the necessary

portion of Latin and Greek into him."—Miss Edge-
worth ; Patronage, ch. iii.

(2) One who reads or studies hard.

II. Anat. : [Molar].

grind'-er-y, s. [Eng. grind, v. ; -ery.]

1. Shoemakers and other leather-workers'

materials.

2. A shop or warehouse where materials for

shoemakers and other leather-workers are

kept on sale.

grind ing, -grynd-ynge, *grint-ing,
pr. par., a., & s. [Grind, v.]

A. ifc B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Literally

:

1. The act or operation of breaking and re-
ducing to fine particles by friction or attri-
tion ; a crushing to powder.

2. The act or operation of giving an edge to
or sharpening by rubbing against another
body.

* 3. The act of rubbing or grating together

;

a gnashing.
" But in helle her hering (slial be) ful of waimenting

and grinting of teeth."—Chaucer: Persones Tale.

* 4. Money paid for the grinding of corn.

"[He] hath ylost the grinding of the wheat."
Chaucer ; C. T., 4.006-

II. Figuratively:

1. The act of oppressing or harassing by
harsh or severe exactions.

2. The act or occupation of preparing stu-
dents for an examination. (Univ. Slang.)

3. The act of reading or studying hard.
(Univ. Slang.)

grinding-clamp, s. A grinding-clamp
for cylindrical work has two semi-cylindrical
leaden blocks enclosed between the halves
of the clamp, which are adjusted by binding-
screws. The halves of the clamp are adjusted
to the desired distance, slips of wood being
placed in the jaws while the melted lead is

run in to form the cheeks. For internal work
the grinder consists of two semi-cylindricut

rods of iron, fitted to each other by dowel-
pins and set screws, so as to be expanded to
the required distance. The leaden cheeks are
cast upon the rods, which are placed in a.

mould for that purpose.

grinding-frame, s. A cotton-spinning
machine.

grinding-miU, s.

1. A mill for grinding corn.

2. A lapidary's wheel of lead, the disc sur-

face of which is touched with emery and
water. It follows the slitting or roughing;
mill, and like them is mounted to rotate on a,

vertical axis.

grinding-slip, s. [Hone.]

grinding-vat, s.

Porcelain : A cylindrical tank in which cal-

cined and stamped flints are ground into a.

fine paste with water. The vat is paved with
chert-stone.

grind'-Ing-l$r, adv. [Eng. grinding ; -ly.] In
a grinding, harassing, or oppressive manner;,
oppressively ; cruelly.

* grin'-dle-stone, * gryn-del-ston, s.

[Eng. grind, dimin. or frequent, suff. -le, and
stone.] A grindstone.

" By the lead-men for the nonce
That turne about like grindlestones."

BenJonson: Entertainment at Welbeck.

* grin'-dle-tail, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A dog:

with a curly tail.

" Like grindletails with their heels upward."
Beaum, & Flet. : Island Princess, v. L

grind -stone, s. [Eng. grind ; -stone.] A flat-

circular stone used for grinding or sharpening;

tools.
" The grindstone to unpolished steel

Gives edge "

Slierburne : Virtue improved by Suffering.

1" To bring, hold, or put one's nose to the grind-

stone : To oppress, harass, or punish one ; to

treat harshly ; to keep continually engaged
in hard and monotonous labour.

"They might be ashamed, for lack of courage t<>

suffer the Lacedaemonians to hold their noses to th*

grindstone."—Horth : Plutarch, p. 24L

grin'-ner, s. [Eng.grin; -er,] Onewhogrins.
"Grinners in the pantomime, murderersin tragedies,

who make ugly faces under black wigs."—Burke : On ft

Regicide Peace, let. 4.

grin ning, *gren-nyng, *gren-nynge,
pr. par., a., & s. [Grin, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partidp. adj. : (See-

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of closing and show-
ing the teeth ; a smile ; a smirk.

grin-ning-ly, adv. [Eng. grinning; -ly.] la
a grinuing manner ; with a grin.

* grint, pres. indie, of v. [Grind, v.] For
grindeth. (Chaucer: C. T., 5,971.)

bSb, b6^; pout, joM; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ~ing~

ciaiu -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tfon, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -We, -die, &c = toel, del.
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* grinte, pret. of v. [Grind.]

* grint-ing, pr. par., a., & $. [Grinding.]

grip (1), gripe, s. [AS. grrep (Somnpr).}
[Grope, s.] A small ditch ; a furrow or chan-
nel to carry otf water.

" Or in a grip or in the fen." Havelok, 2,101.

grip (2), * gripe, * gryp, * grype, s. [Ice!,

gripr ; Sw. grip; Dan. grib; Dut. grijpvogel

;

O. H. Ger. grif grife ; Ger. greif; Lut. gryps,

from Gr. ypv\fj (gi-ups).^ A kind of vulture ; a

griffin or griffon.

grip (3),
* gripe, s. [Cf. Dut, greef, grief;

M. H. Ger. grif.] [Grip, v.]

1. The act of seizing or holding in the hand ;

the manner or mode of grasping ; specifically,

a grasp peculiar to any secret society : as, a

masonic grip.

2. A gripe, a grasp.

"If he can haud the grip he has gotten. "Scott -

Rob Roy, ch, iv.

* 3. That by which anything is grasped or

held : as, the grip of a sword.

grip, v.t. & t [Fr. gripper, from Icel. gripa.]

A. Trans.: To gripe, to seize hold of; to

grasp firmly.

B. Transitive

:

Naut. .- To take firm hold : as, The anchor
grips.

gripe, * grip-en (pa. t. * grap, * grasp, * grop),

v.t. & i. [AS. gripan=io seize; cogn. with
Dut. grijpen; leel. gripa,; Dan. gribe ; Sw.
griba; Goth, greipan ; Ger. greifen ; O. H.
Ger. grifan ; O. Fris. gripa; Eng. grab.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Literally.

I. To seize and hold firmly in the hand ; to

grasp firmly ; to hold with the fingers closed.
" Fit well his helm, gripe fast his orbed shield."

Milton : P. £., vii. 453.

* 2. To clutch, to clench, to shut tightly.

" Unlucky Welsted I thy unfeeling master.
The more thou ticklest, gripes his hand the faster."

Pope: Dunciad, ii. 210.

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. To seize and hold fast ; to take posses-
sion of.

" That present ereif now gripith me and striues to
stop my breath."

Gascoigne : Absent Dame thus complaineth.

*2. To pinch, to oppress ; to grind down by
exaction,

"A disposition is everywhere exhibited by men in
office to gripe and squeeze all submitted to their au-
thority."—Brougham.

3. To give a pain in the bowels to.

" Thus full of counsel to the den she went,
Griped all the way." Dryden.

B. Intransitive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : To lay fast hold of anything ; to
grasp or clasp things firmly in the hand.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To get money by hard bargains or oppres-
sion ; to be grasping after money ; to extort.

(2) To suffer griping pains.

II. Naut. : To lie too close to the wind, as

a ship.

gripe (1), s. [Gripe, v.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

(1) A grasp ; a fast or firm hold with the
hands or paws ; hold.

" Out blooming girl,

Caught in the gripe of death."
Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk, iii.

(2) A pressure, a squeeze.
" Tis true, the hardened breast resists the gripe"

Dryden: Ovid; Metamorphoses x.

(3) The part by which anything is gripped
or grasped, as the hilt of a sword.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) A grasp, a seizure, a clutch, a grip.
" To ease a present load or gripe of conscience."—Dp.

Taytor : Sermons, vol. ii., aer. 5 ,

*(2) Oppression ; cruel exaction ; a grinding
down.

" I take my cause
Out of the gripes of cruel men."

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., v. 2.

* (3) Pinching distress ; hardship.

"Endure the bitter gripes of smarting poverty."
Otway : Venice Preserved, i. 1.

*(4) A mean, niggardly fellow ; a miser.
" Let him be a bawd, a gripe, an usurer, a villain."—

Burton: Anat. ofMelancholy.

(5) In the same sense as II. 2.

II. Technically:

1. Mach. : A brake applied to the wheel of a

cnute or derrick. It generally consists of an
iron hoop under the control of a lever, and is

drawn closely around the wheel to check its

motion.

2. Med. (Generally pi.) : A popular name for

keen but more or less intermittent pains in the

abdomen, produced by colic or any similar

disease.

"Torn with the gripes as if he should be pulled to

pieces.-—Bungan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. Ii

3. Nautical

:

(1) The fore-foot of a ship, on to which the

stem is planted. The forward end of the keel.

It is scarfed to the stein-piece and false-keel,

and is secured by a horseshoe or ring to the

stem.

(2) A broad plait of rope or bars of iron,

with lanyard rings and claws, passing over a

large boat, and by which it is secured to the

ring-bolts of the deck.

(3) One of a pair of bands passing round a

bo;it near the stem and stern when suspended
from the davits, to prevent the boat from
swinging about.

* gripe-penny, s. A niggardly fellow ; a
miser.

gripe (2), s. [Grip (2), 5.] A griffon. (Ferrex

& Forrex, ii. 1.)

*gripe's-egg, s.

1. Lit. : The egg of a griffon or vulture.

2. Fig. : A technical name for a vessel used
in alchemy. {Ben Jonson : Alchemist, ii. 3.)

*gri'pe-ful, a. [Eng. gripe; -ful(ty.~\ Dis-

posed to gripe.

* grip'-er, s. [Eng. grip(e), v. ; -er.] One who
gripes ; specif., a miserly fellow, an extor-

tortioner, an oppressor.

"Others pretend zeal, and yet are professed usurers,

gripers, monsters of men, and harpies. "—Burton

:

Anat. 0/ Melancholy.

grip'-ing, pr. par., u., & s. [Gripe, v.]

A. a: B. Aspr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive ;

1. The act of seizing or grasping firmly in

the hand ; a grasping ; a clutching.

2. A pain in the bowels ; the gripes.
"' Those gripings men feel when they take phyaick."

—Digby : Of Bodies, ch. xxxiv.

* grip'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. griping; -ly.] In
a griping manner ; with griping pains.

"Clysters help, lest the medicine stop in the gut3,
and work gripingly."—Bacon : natural History, 365.

* gri-ple, «. [Gripple.]

v gri-ple-ness, s. [Grippleness.]

* grip'-ol-oiis, * grip'-u-loiis, a. [Eng.
grippal, gripple; -ous.] Greedy, avaricious,

grasping.
" Inthe gripolous landlord's hand. "—

-

A dams : Works,
i. 213.

* grip-pal, a. [Gripple.]

grippe, s. [Fr.] A term applied to various
epidemic forms of catarrh.

grip'-per, s. [Eng' grip, v. ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who seizes ; specifically

in Ireland, a sheriff's officer ; a bailiff.

2. Print. : The fingers on an impression
which seize the paper by one edge and carry
it to, and sometimes through, the press. In
some cases tapes conduct it after it has been
fed in by the grippers.

grip'-pie, grip'-py, a. [Eng. gripe; -y.]

Disposed to defraud or extort ; rapacious,
grasping.

*grlp'-ping, a. [Eng. grip; -ing.] Avari-
cious

c
grasping.

* grip'^ping-ness, s. [Eng. gripping ; -ness.]

Avaries, graspingness.

"With a logick-flsted grippingness." — Kennet :
Erasmus : Praise of Folly, p. 67.

* grip'-ple, " gri-ple, « grip-pal, a. & s.

[Eng. gripe; -le.]

A. As adjective:

1. Grasping, tenacious ; holding firmly or

fast ; tight.

Spenser : /•' 'J--

2. Griping, greedy, avaricious.

" Naebody wad be sae gripple as to take his gear. -
Scott : Waverley, ch. Uvn.

B. As subst. : A grasp, a hold.

' Ne even Artegall his griple strong

For anything wold alacke.

'

Spencer : F. Q., v. ij. 14.

* eripple-minded, a. Of a rapacious

or grasping disposition; griping, greedily,

miserly.

grip'-ple-ness, * gri-ple-ness, s. [Eng.

gripple; -ness.] The quality or state of being

gripple or avaricious ; avarice ; a grasping

disposition.

"Hia grippleness, techlnesse, loquacity."—Bishop
Hall : Satan's Fiery Darts Quenched (Dec. 3).

* grls, * grys, s. [Fr.= grey.] A kind of fur.

" Two thik mantels yfurred with grys."
Allsaunder, 5,502.

gris-aille, s. [Fr. gris = gray.]

Art : A style of painting representing solid

bodies in relief, such as friezes, mouldings,

&t\, by means of a mixture of black and

white pigments, producing gray tints.

* gris-am'-ber, s. [See def.] Used by Milton

for Ambergris (q.v.).

grisamber- steamed, a. Flavoured
with the steam of melted ambergris.

" In pastry built, or from the spit, or boiled
Gruamber-steamed." Milton: P. R., ii. 444.

*grise (1), s. [Gree.] A step, a stairs.

" Which, as a grise or step, may help these lovers

Into your favour." Shakesp. : Othello, i. 3.

» grise (2), *gryce, "grys, *gryse, s.

[Icel. griss; Sw. gris; Dan. griiss.] A pig, a

swine.
" Wyth grys, and gees, and eapouns."

Mr Ferumbras, 2,695.

* grise, * gryse, a. [Cf . A. S. agrisan = to

terrify ; Ger. graus = terrible.] Terrible.

[Grisly.]
" The aghtand pine it es ful grise."

Cursor Mundi, 23,249.

* grise, *gris-en, * gryse, v.i. & t. [A.s.

grisan = to terrify,]

A. Intrans. : To be afraid, to tremble, to
fear.

"Another kinggaine the sal rise

That mil make the to grise."
Cursor Mundi, 21,825.

B. Trans. : To fear.

" The which thou grisedist for hateful werkia."—
Wycliffe : Wisdom xli. 13.

* gris'-e-OUS, a. [Low Lat. griseus; Fr. gris

= gray.] Gray, grizzled, grizzly ; white mot-
tled with black or brown.

gri-set'te, s. [Fr., from gris = gray.]

* 1. A sort of gray woollen fabric used for

dresses by women of the lower classes.

2. A French girl or young woman of the
working classes ; a seamstress ; a gay girl.

*gris-ful, *grise-flll, a. [Mid. Eng. grise,

v. ; -ful(l).'] Terrible, tearful, horrid.

"Hit is so griqful forto loke and forto hir the bitter
dome." E. Eng. Poems, p. 4.

* gris- ful -ly, *gris-ftil-li, adv. [Eng.
grisful; -ly.} Horribly, fearfulty.

"Thei bell scatered dredendo ffrinfuUi."— Wycliffe:
Wisdom xvii. 3.

* gris-il, * grs-yl, a. [Grise, v.] Horrible;
terrible.

" Qrysyl. Horridus, terribilu."—Prompt. Parv.

gris i-ness, * gris-y-nes, s. [Mid. Eng.
grise, v. ; -ness.] Fear, terror, dread.
"Gret<7J-is^nejiasBalledenlij-iii."— H ycliffe: Gen. xv. 12.

gris -kin, s. [Eng. grise = a pig, and dimin.
suff. -kin.] The spine of a hog.

gris'-le-a, ». [Named after G. Grisley, a Portu-

guese snrgeon and botanical writer.
]

Bot. : A genus of Lythracese, tribe Lythrese,
now limited to one species, Grislea seemula, a
native of Venezuela and New Grenada. What
used to be called G. toinentosa is now denomi-
nated Woodfordia tamentosa. Its flowers mixed
with those of Morinda are used in India as a
dye called dhall.

* gris'-led (led as eld), a. [Grizzled.]

&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fuU; try, Syrian, se, oe -a; ey = a. qu - kw.
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* grls'-U ness, a. [Eng. grisly ; -ness.] The

quality or state of being grisly ; horribleness,

horridness.

"That 111-ngreelng musick was beautified with the

grisUneii of wounds." — (Sidney : Arcadia, bk. iii.,

p. 441.

gris'-r# (1),
* gris-li, * gris-lic, * gris-

lien, * gris-liche. *grys lych, *grys-
ly, a. & adv. [A.S. gryslic: el a{7mcm = to

terrify ; Ger. (/raws, grausig = horrible.]

A. As adj.: Horrible, dreadful, terrible,

fearful, grim.
" All the grisly legions that troop

is

;

Under the Booty nag of Acheron.

"

-/ Stilton : Comus, 003.

B. A* adv. : Horribly, terribly, fearfully,

horridly.
" OrUUche the develeii yulle."—*. Brandan, p. 28.

* grfg -ly (2), <*, [Grizzly.]

gri -son, s. [Fr. = gray.]

Zool. : Grissonia, or Galictis vittata, a genus

of Brazilian mammals, placed by some among
the Mustelidae (Weasels), by others among the

Melidse (Badgers). It is called also the Huron.

grist, * great, * gryste, s, [A.S., from the

same root as grind (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Corn to be ground ; corn which has

"been ground.

"Always wrought and ground the neighbour's grcst."

,
Browne: Britannia's Pastorals, bk, i., s. 4.

2. Fig. : A supply, a provision.

"Form, soy I as well as they,
Must fall, if matter bring no grut:

Swift : I'rogretB of Beauty.

IL Teclmically:

1. Mill. : A batch of grain to be ground in

a custom mill, or the result of the grinding

less the toll.

2. Rope-mahing : A given size of rope. Com-
mon grist is a rope three inches in circum-
ference, with twenty yarns in each, of the
three strands.

IT To bring grist to the mill : To bring pro-
fitable business or gain; to be a source of

profit.

"A sly old Pope created twenty new saints to bring
grist to the mill of the London clergy."—Bp. Eorsley :

Speech, July 23, 1804.

grist mill, ». A mill for grinding grain.

gristle (as gris'l), * gris-tel, * grys-tyl,
* gryB-tyile, s. [A.S. gristle, a dimiu. of
grist (q.v.y, cogn. with O. Fris. gristel, gristl,

grestel.]

Anat. : The popular name of what is called
by scientific men cartilage (q.v.).

I "The gristle of the earepleco, beeyng once cutte in
twoo, cannot close no growe together agayne."— Udal

;

Luke xxlL

grfe'-tly it silent), a. [Eng. gristl(e); -y.]

Ord. Lang. <& Anat. : Composed or consisting
of gristle ; of the nature of or like gristle

;

cartilaginous.
" " Those fishes which be not soft, but gristly, have a
f

kind of mnrrow in their ridge bone."—P. Holland:
i Plinie, bk. \L, ch. xxxvll.

grit, * greet, * greete, * greot, * greote,
*grete, s. [AS. gre6t = grit, dusF; cogn.
with O. Fris. gret ; Icel. grjdt ; Ger. gries

;

O. S. griot; 0. H. Ger. grioz; Eng. groats and
grout (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

* (1) Sand, gravel.
" Dust and greot .

.

. hwon hit is isundred."—Ancren
Hlwle, p. 252.

(2) Coarse, rough particles.

" Sllesion bole, crackling n little betwixt the teeth,

yet without the least particle of grit, feels as smooth
as soap."—Crew.

(3) The coarse part of meal.

(4) Oats husked or coarsely ground. (Gene-
rally in the plural.) [Groats.]

(5) The structure or character of a stone as

regards fineness, closeness, or their opposites.

* (6) A kind of crab.

2. Fit/. : Firmness, determination or resolu-

tion of mind ; pluck.

"Youth, and grit, and sober living told more than
evev." iieade : Cloister A ffearth, ch. xxi.

II, iMrol, : A term vaguely used for any
coarse-grained sandstone, especially if the
grains in it are angular or sub-angular. Rutley
defines it as a coarse-grained and somewhat
coherent, or at times a line-grained and very

hard and compact sandstone, frequently con-
taining fragments and granules of other min-
erals, besides quartz, flint, or chert.

grit-berry, s.

Bot. : The genus Comarostaphylis.

grit-rock, s. [Grit, *., II.]

* grit, v.i. h t. [Grit, s.]

A. Intrans. : To give out a grating sound,
as sand under the feet ; to grate.

" The sauded floor that grits beneath the tread."
Goldsmith: Deserted Village.

B. Trans. ; To grate ; to grind or rub toge-

ther : as, To grit the teeth.

grit, a. [Great.] (Scotch.)

* grith, e. [A.S. & Icel. ; O. Sw. gritli, gruth,
grid.]

1. Peace, goodwill.
" Qrith on eorthe and grith on hefene, and grlth

bitwenen awile crlstene nionne."—0. J2. Homilies,
p. 45.

2. Mercy, kindness.
" Alle schulen gledien i Godes grith."St. Marherete,

p. 21.

* grith-breach, * grith-bruche, s. A
breach or breaking of the peace.

"Yef ye doth grith-bruche on his lond."
Owl & Nightingale, 1,732.

* grith'-ful, a. [Eng. grith; -fuUJ).'] Kind,
merciful, forgiving.

" Baslan wea grithful king." Layamon, ii. 12.

* grith'-I-en, v.i. [A.S. grithian.]

1. To protect, to keep in peace or security,

ipe eow given."
Layamon, IL 17.

2. To reconcile. (Layamon, ii. 496.)

* grith- -llche, a. & adv. [A.S.]

A. -4s adj. ; Kind, gracious.
" He grete tham king mid grithliche speche."

Layamon, i. 19.

B. As adv. : Kindly, graciously.
" He grithliche spffic" Layamon, i. 6.

* grith -ser geant fer as ar), s. [Eng. grith,

and sergeant] An officer to keep the peace.
" Orithsergeans wit longe steyue3." Havelok, 266.

grit stone, s. [Eng. grit, and stone.] The
same as Grit, II. (q.v.).

grit-tie, a. [Eng. grit; -ie - -y.]

Her. : A term applied to the field when com-
posed equally of metal and colour.

grit tl-ness, s. [Eng. gritty; -ness.] The
quality or state of being gritty or abounding
in grit.

" In fuller's earth he could And no sand by the micro-
scope, nor any grittiness."—Mortimer: Husbandry.

grit'-t& a. [Eng. grit; -y.]

1. Lit. : Consisting of or containing grit ; of

the nature of grit ; full of hard particles

;

sandy.
"I found this powder . . . somewhat gritty between

the teeth."—Boyle: Works.

2. Fig. : Plucky, resolute. (American.)

grlv'-et, s. [Said to be formed from Fr. gris
vert. See def.]

Zool. : Cercocebits or Cercopithecus griseo-

viridis, an Old World monkey with greenish-
gray fur, some white hairs near the binder
extremities, the tail gray. Found in Africa.

gri-wen'-nick (w as v), s. [Russ.] A small
silver coin current in Russia of the value of
ten kopecks, or about twopence sterling. It
weighs 2*039 grammes, and is '5 fine. (Bithell)

* grize, *. [Grise (1).]

*griz'-e-Un, «. [Grideun.]

*griz'-zlet *gris-el, *gris-ell, s. & a.
[Fr. gris = gray ; sufT. -el] [Grizzled.]

A. As substantive

;

1. A gray colour ; a mixture of black and
white.

" Time hath sowed a grizzle on thy face."
Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, v.

2. A gray-haired man.
" That olde grisel is no fole." Oower, iii. 356.

* 3. A kind of wig.
" Our clergy moult their feathered grizzles:'

Colman : The Spleen, ii.

B. As adj. ; Gray, grizzled.
" Among the popular lenues in grisell gowne."

Phaer: Virgin ; Jtneidos viil.

grizzled (zled as zeld), a. [Eng. grizzle;

-ed. ] Gray ; of a grayish colour ; interspersed
with gray.

'

' His beard was grizzled .'

'

Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 2.

grizzled-skipper, s.

Entom. : A small butterfly

—

Thymeh Alveo-
lus, of the family Hesperidee. The wings are

blackish, tinged with green and with creamy
spots. The larva feeds on the raspberry. (Stai)t-

ton.)

griZ'-Zly, a. & s. [Eng. grizzle); -y.]

A. As adj. : Of a grayish colour
;
grayish.

" Through the realms where grizzly spectres dwell"
Cowper : To Charles Deodati. (Traus.I

B. As subst. : [Grizzly-bear].

grizzly-bear, grisly-bear, t grizzle-
bear, s.

1. Zool. : Ursus ferox. A huge bear, some-
times nine feet from the nose to the end of
the very short tail, and weighing 800 lbs. The
hair, which varies between gray and blackish
brown, is more or less grizzled, whence the
animal's English name. It inhabits North
America, especially the plains east of the
Rocky Mountains, and those mountains them-
selves. It feeds partly on fruits and roots,

but partly also on animal food, overcoming
the huge bison.

2. Palozont. : Ursus priscus, of the Post-
Tertiary caves, is supposed to be the same as
the Grizzly bear.

groan, * gran i en, * grane, " grone,
v.i. & (. [A.S. grdnian ; allied to Grin (q.v.).]

A. Intransitive :

I. Lit. : To breathe with a heavy, or deep
murmuring noise, as in pain or agony ; to
utter a moaning sound ; to utter a mournful
voice ; to sigh deeply.

"I have groaned under them, been aorry for them."
—Banyan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. 1.

II. Figuratively :

1. To grieve ; to suffer hardship ; to be
burdened so as to cause murmuring, as, A
nation groans under excessive taxation.

2. To long or strive earnestly after anything.
" Nothing but holy, pure, and clear,
Or that which groaneth to bo bo,"

Herbert : Superliminare.

B. Trans. : To silence or put down by
groans ; as, The speaker was groaned down.

groan, * grane, * grone, s. [Groan, v.]

1. A low moaning sound, as of one in pain,

sorrow, or agony ; a deep, mournful sound or

voice ; a deep sigh, a moan.
" Heave a pitying groan." Cowper : Truth, 177.

* 2. Any hoarse dead sound ; a moan.
" Such groans of roaring wind and rain."

Shakesp. / Lear, iii. 2.

3. A deep, murmuring sound, uttered in

derision or disapprobation ; as, The speaker's

voice was drowned in groans.

groan'-er, s. [Eng. groan; -er.] Oue who
groans.

* groan' -fill, *;grone full, a. [Eng, groan ;

-ful(l).'] Causing or tending to cause groans
or sadness ; sad, lamentable.

" And gave against his mother earth a groanful
sound." Spenser: F. Q., II. xi. 42.

groan ing, * gran-unge, * gron-ing,
*gron-ynge, pr. par., a., & s. [Groan, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of giving utterance to

groans or meanings ; a groan.
" Ther is gronynge and grure."

Old Lng, Miscellany, p. 91.

groaning - malt, s. Drink provided
against a woman's confinement, and drunk by
the women assembled on that occasion.

(Scotch.)

groat, * grote, s. [O. Low Ger. = great, from

its being larger than the small copper coins

formerly in use; O. Dut. groote; Dut. groot.]

[Great.]
* 1. A small silver coin, formerly current in

England, of the value of four pence sterling;

hence four pence, or a fourpenny piece.

" But now groats of four-pence, and half groats of

two-pence, equivalent to the sterling money, are

coined."

—

Baker : Edward III. (an. 1876).

2. Used proverbially for any small or trifling

sum.
" His apparel Is not worth a groat."—Fielding : Jour,

neyfrom this World to the Next, ch. xix.

b6il, b6y; pout, Jo%l; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, 3fenophon, exist, ph = f.

- clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = &hus. -ble, -die, &c. = beL, dei.
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groats, * grotes, s. pi. [Icel. grants = por-

ridge ; Sw. grot; Dan. grbd ; Dut. gort]

Oats or wheat without the husks. [Grouts.]
" The people of Rome for three hundred years to-

gether, UBea no other food than the groats made of

common wheat." — P. Holland: Plinie, bk. xviii.,

ch. vii.

grob'-man, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Ichthy. : The Sea Bream (q.v.).

gro'-cer, *gr6s'-ser, s. [0. Fr. grossier —
one who sells by the gross or wholesale

;
gros,

fern, grosse = great.] A dealer in tea, sugar,

coffee, spices, &c. [Gross.]
" None of that companie, nor anie of the vinteners,

butchers, grosser* . . . Bhuuld he admitted maior of

the citie."—tlolinshed: Chron. Richard II. fan. 1382).

grocer's-itch, s.

Pathol. : Ecthyma, produced by handling

sugar. It ia most common in spring and

summer. Sometimes the eruption is local, at

others it almost covers the body.

* gro'-cer-ly, a. [Eng. grocer ; -ly.] Belong-

ing to the grocery trade.
" Some grocerly thieves."

Hood: Tale of a Trumpet.

gro'-cer-y, * gros'-ser-y, s. [O. Fr. gros-

serie.]

1. Grocers' wares, such as tea, sugar, coffee,

&c. (Usually in the plural.)

" Mounted upon the colt, with a deal box before him
to carry groceries in."~Gol(lsmith : Vicar of Wake-
Held, ch. xii.

2. A grocer's shop ; a place where groceries

are sold. (American.)

*groche, v.t. & i. [Grudge, v.]

* groiV, * groffe, * gruf, adv. [Icel. grufa, in

the phrase, liggja & grufu = to lie grovelling :

grufa = to grovel ; Sw. dial, gruva= flat on
one's face ; ligga 8, gruve. = to lie grovelling on
one's face.] Grovelling ; flat on one's face.

[Grovel.]

gr6g, s. [Named after a nickname of Admiral
Vernon, who, from his wearing grogram
breeches, was called "Old Grog." About
1745 he ordered his sailors to dilute their rum
with water.]

1. Spirits and water mixed but not sweet-
ened ; strong drink generally.

2. For def. see extract.

"Deceased had been accustomed to drink a vile
mixture procured at spirit storeB known as grog, and
compounded of drippings from wine, spirit, and beer
casks."—Standard, Feb. 20, 1884.

3. [Firebrick.]

grog-blossom, $. A redness or pimple
on the nose or face, arising from excessive
indulgence in strong drink.

grog-shop, s. A place where spirits or
strong drinks are sold ; a dram-shop.

* grog, v. t. [Grog, s.] To extract spirit from.
(See extract.)

" The defendants had grogged the casks by putting
In hot water."

—

Lincoln Mercury, March 3, 1878.

grdg'-ger-y, s. [Eng. grog; -cry.} A place
where spirits or other strong liquors are sold

;

a grog-shop. (American.)

grog'-gl-ness, e. [Eng. groggy; -ness.\

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The state of being under
the influence of drink ; tipsiness.

2. Farr. ; A tenderness or stiffness in the
foot of a horse, or weakness in the forelegs.

"The peculiar knuckling of the fetlock-joint, and
the tottering of the whole of the fore-leg, known by
the name of grogginess, and which is so often Been in
old and overworked horses, is seldom an affection
of either the fetlock or the pastern-joints simply."

—

Youatt : On the.Horse, ch, xvi., p. 879.

grog'-gy, a. [Eng. grog; -y.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Under the influence of drink ; tipsy,
drunk.

2. Staggering or stupefied, as one dazed with
blows ; acting like one stupefied with drink.

II. Farr. : Moving uneasily, as with tender
feet or forelegs.

" It [grogginess] is common among all kinds of fast
workers, and long journeys at a fast pace will make
almost any hone groggy."—Youatt : On the Horse, ch.
xvi., p. 380.

grog'-ram, * grog'-er-an, * grog'-ran,
s. & a. [O. Fr. grosgrain,' from gros = gross,

thick, coarse, and grain = grain.]

A. As substantive :

Fab. : A coarse stuff of silk or silk and
mohair.

" He shall have the grograns at the rate I told him "

—Ben Jonson : Every Man in His Humour, it 2.

B. As adj. : Made of the fabric described
in A.

" Plain goody would no longer down
Twaa madam in the grogram gown."*

Swift : Bauds & Philemon.

groin (1),
* grain, s. [Icel. grein = a branch,

arm; gre>na = to branch or fork off; Dan.
green. = a branch ; Sw. gren = a branch, a
fork.]

1. Anat. : The hollow in the human body
where the thigh and the trunk unite.

" The little dart arrives . . ,

Passed through and pierced his groin."
Dryden : Virgil ; ^Eneid X. 828.

2. Arch. ; The angle or angular curve formed
by an intersection of vaults ; most of the

vaulted ceilings of the middle ages were
groined, and therefore called groined ceilings.

During the early part of the Norman style the
groins were left purposely plain, but after-

wards they were invariably covered with ribs.

3. Civil Eng. : A frame of wood-work, con-

structed across a beach, between high and
low water, perpendicular to the general line

of it, either to retain the shingle already accu-
mulated, to recover it when lost, or to accu-

mulate more at any particular point ; also to

break and check the action of the waves. The
component parts of a groin are piles, plank-
ing, land-ties, land tie-bars, blocks, tail-piles,

and keys and screw-bolts.

groin-rib, s.

Arch. : A rib or projecting member follow-

ing the line of junction of the two arches
forming a groin.

* groin (2), * grolne, * groyn, * groyne, s.

[O. Fr. groing ; Fr. groin ; Prov. groing, grong;
Ital. grugno ; 0. Port, gruin.]

1. The snout of a swine.

"A ring of gold that is worne in the grolne of a
aowe."—Chaucer ; Persones Tale.

2. A hanging lip.

" Be wroth, than schalt thow have a groyn."
Chaucer : Troilus, i. 848.

groin (1), v.t. [Groin (1), s.]

Arch. : To form into groins ; to ornament
or furnish with groins.

* groin (2), *groigne, * groyne, v.i. [Fr.

grogner ; O. Fr. groigner ; Prov. gronhir,
gronir ; Sp. gnMir ; Port, grunhir ; Ital.

grugnire, grugnare, from Lat. grunnio.] To
groan or grunt ; to hang the lip in discontent

;

to pout.
'

' Whether so that he loure or groyne."
Romaunt of the Rose, 7,051.

groined, a. [Eng. groin (1), s. ; -er.J

Arch. : Having an angular curve formed by
the intersection of two arches.

groined-arch, s.

Arch. : An arch intersected by another cut-
ting it transversely.

groined-ceiling, groined roof, s.

Arch. : A ceiling formed by three or more
intersecting arches, every two of which form
a groin at the intersection, all the groins

i!

CLOISTERS OP GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL.
Fan Tracery Vaulting.

meeting at a point called the apex or summit.
Groined arches are found both in classic and
mediaeval architecture, but were brought to
the greatest perfection in the latter. Fan
tracery vaulting is groined roofing in its most
complex form.

* grdln'-er, * groyn-ere, s. [Eng. grou

(2), v. ; -er.] One who tells tales ;
a tale

bearer.
" The groynere with drawen striues to gidere reflten.

— Wyclife : Prov. xxvi. 20.

groin'-ing (1), *. [Groin (3), v.}

Arch. : The same as Groin (1), o , I.

* groin'-ing (2), * groyn -ing, * groyn
ynge, s. [Groin (2), v.]

1. Grunting.
" Oroynynge of swyne. Grunnitus."—Prompt. Pan

2. A grumbling ; tale-bearing. (Chaucer

C. T. t 2,462.)

grom-el, grom-mel, ». [Gromwell.J

grom'-et, grom'-met, s. [Fr. gourmette^
a curb ;

gourmer = to curb.]

1. Naut. : A ring formed of a strand of rop<

laid round and spliced. Used as a hank, j

thimble, or with large oars, in connectioi

with a pin, as a substitute for a rowlock
Metallic grommets, i—ring eyelets, are some
times substituted. An iron flange is cast tc

the wrought-metal thimble ; after insertion

the edge is spun over upon the other cast

metal ring.

2. Ord. : A wad made of rope, rammec
down between the ball and the charge. Made
of oakum and bound with spun-yarn, it is

called a junk-wad.

gromet-wad, &
Ord. : A wad used in firing from smooth,

bore guns, when the elevation is less than 3°.

TT Shot-gromet

:

Ord. : The same as Gromet, 2.

grd'-mi-a, s. [Lat. groma = a surveyor's pofc
or measuring-rod,

Zool. : The typical genus of the familj
Gromidse (q.v.).

gro'-mi-da, gro'-mi-dse, s. [Mod. Lat,
gromia, and Lat. neut. adj. surf, -ida, or fern,

-idU3,]

Zool. : A family, of Foraminifera, with an
imperforate test. It is brownish-yellow,
membranous, soft, and globular, with long,
filiform processes protruding.

grom-well, grom'-il, gro-mel, gray-
melL, gray-millet, s. [Fr. gremilj Wei.
cromandi.'}

Bot. Lithospermvm officinale, anciently ad-
ministered for the cure of gravel.

% False Gromwell : The genus Onosmodium,

*grone, v.i. [Groan, v.]

Gron' in-gen-ists, Gron-in-gen'-sl-
ans (o as e), s. pi. [From the town oi

Grbningen in the Netherlands, at which the
early adherents of the sect held their conven-
tions.]

Ch. Hist. ; A division of Mennonites, who
flourished in the seventeenth century.

gro-no'-vi-a, s. [Named after J. F. Grono-
vius, a botanist of Leyden.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Grono-
vieae (q.v.).

gro-nd'-vi-e-sa, s.pl. [Mod. Lat. gronovia,
and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. .- A tribe of Loasacese.

groom, * grom, * grome, s. [Etym. doubt-
ful

;
prob. from A.S. guma = a man, the t

being inserted as in cartridge, partridge,
corporal, &c. ; Dut. gom (in bruidegom =
bridegroom); O. H. Ger. gumo; Icel. gumi;
Goth, guma; Lat. homo = a, man; O. Dut.
grom; Icel. gromr = a boy.] [Bridegroom.]

* 1. A young man, a lad.
" Ich am nou no grom ich am wel waxen."

„ „ . , Haveloh, 790.
* 2. A menial, a servant.

" A1b wel thi maister as thi grome." Qower, i. 274.

3. Specifically a man or boy who has the
charge of horses or of the stable. *

" Unmissed but by hU dogs and by his groom."
Cowper : Progress of Error, 95.

4. A man newly-married or about to be
married ; a bridegroom.
"By this the brides are waked, their grooms are

dressed. Dryden: Cymon & Iphigenia, 540.

5. One of several officers in the royal house-
hold ; as, Groom of the Stole, &c.
1 Groom of the Stole : [Stole].

Site, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, thero ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go pSt,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute. cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, », oa = e; ey = a, qu = kw.
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* groom-porter, s. Au officer of the

Boyal household, whose duty it was to see

that the king's lodging was furnished with
tables, chairs, stools, and firing, and also to

provide cards and dice, <fec, and to decide

disputes arising at cards, dice, bowling, &c.

He was allowed to keep an open gaming-table
at Christmas. The office was abolished by
George III.

"The groom -porter bad a room appropriated to

gaming.' —Pope .' Duneiad, i. 310 (Note).

grooms-man, s. One who attends on
the bridegroom at a wedding ; the best man.

" Sudden at the grojms-man's side
' "Kb he I ' a well-knowu voice has cried."

Longfellow : Blind Girl of Castel-CuilU, iii.

groom, v.t. [Groom, s.] To tend, care for, or

dress, as a groom does a horse.

* grodm'-less, a. [Eng. groom; -less.] With-
out a groom.

"A rough cob. listless and groomless."— Disraeli :

Lothair, en. xxvlii

.

*grodm'-let, s. [Eng. groom, a. ; dimin. suflf.

-let] A little or young groom. (Hook.)

* groom -ship, * grome ship, s. [Eng.

groom; -ship.] The office or position of a

groom.
" He [Silas Titus] did with the consent of his Majesty

resign his gromeship."— Wood: Athenas Oxon.

groot, s. [Dut. = great.] An old money of

account in Bremen, value ££ ths of an English

penny. [Groat.]

groove, * grove, ». [Dut. groef, groeve = a

grave, a groove.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A channel, furrow, or long hollow,

such as may be cut with a tool ; a rut, fur-

row, or channel, such as may be formed by
the action of water ; a channel formed by any
agency.

2. Fig. : The natural course or fixed routine

of one's life or events.

II. Technically:

1. Gun. : A spiral channel between the

lands in rifling.

2. Join. : A channel in the edge of a board.

In matched-boarding it receives the tongue.

* 3. Mining : A shaft or pit.

4. Anat : There are many grooves in the

human frame, as, the bicipital, the lachrymal,
and the subcostal grooves.

groove-ram, s.

Needle-making : A stamp for making the
groove in which the eyes of needles are formed.

groove, v.t. [Groove, s.] To cut or form a
groove or channel in ; to furrow.

"The aperture is grooved at the margin."—Pennant .

•

Drit.Zool.; Tlie Wreath Shell

grooved, a. [Groove, s.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Having a groove, furrow, or
channel in it ; channelled ; furrowed.

" Each grooved and dovetailed like a box."
Swift : George-Nim-Dun-Dean's Answer to T. Sheridan.

2. Bot. : Fluted, channelled, marked with
longitudinal furrows.

grooved -bit, s. A wood-boring tool,

adapted to be used in a brace, and having a
cylindrical stem with a spiral groove.

grooved-wheel, s.

1. A wheel having circumferential indenta-

tions, as a mode of increasing the traction or

effective Motional surface contact ; a friction-

wheel.

2. A band-wheel or pulley having peripheral

depressions for a round band, as in some
lathes.

grobv'-er, s. [Eng. groove, v. ; -er.]

* 1. One who or that which cuts or forms a

groove.

2. A miner. (Provincial.)

grodv'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Groove, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of cutting

or forming a groove ; a groove, or set of

grooves.

grooving-planes, s. pi. Carpenters' and
joiners' planes, which are adapted for cutting

grooves, as the plough, fillister, router-plane,

banding-plane, &c.

* grope, * groop, * groupe, * growpe,
* grupe, s. [O. Fris. grope; Dut. groep ; Sw.
& Dan. grvp.] A channel to carry off urine

from a stable or stall.

"Agrupe: minsorium."—Cathol. Anglicum.

* grope (1), * growpe, * growpyn, v.i.

[Grope, s.] To make a groove or channel

;

to form grooves.
" I growpe, sculpe, or suche as coulde grave, groupe

or carve."

—

Palsgrave.

grope (2), * grape, * graip, * gropen,
* groop, v.i. & t. [A.S. grd2na?i=to handle,
to seize, from 0rap=:the grasp of the hands,
the grip of the fingers, from gripnn= to gripe

;

O. H. Ger. grei/on; Icel. greifa.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To feel with the hands.
"Loke whattber is put in thin bond and grope.'

Chaucer: C. T., 18,161.

2. To use the hands ; to handle.
" If my fader groop and fele, by drede lest he wene

me wiln to bigile hyin.' — Wycliffe: Genesis xxvii. 12.

3. To search or seek to find something in

the dark ; or, as a blind person, by feeling

about with the hands ; to feel one's way as

with the hands.
" We grope for the wall like the blind."

—

Isa. lix. 10.

4. To seek to find one's way through doubt
or perplexity.

*
' Groping no longer in night."

Longfellow : Children of the Lords Supper.

*5. To seek to find anything.
" As blindly groped they for a future state."

Dryden : Religw Laid, 23.

*6. To examine closely.

" He is the gropande God."
Early Eng. Allit. Poems: Cleanness, 591.

B. Transitive :

1. To feel with the hands ; to touch ; to

handle.
" Than gropede he euery wounde."

Sir Ferumbras, 1.3B8.

2. To seek out by feeling with the hands in

the dark or as a blind person : as, To grope

one's way.
*' We have groped aB blinde men the wall."— Wyclijfe

:

Isaiah lix. 10.

* 3. To try to discover or find out; to seek

into ; to try ; to sound ; to probe.
" How vigilant to grope men's thoughts, and to pick

out Bomewhat whereof they might complain."—
Wayward.
* 4. To inquire into ; to examine.

" To grope tecdurly a conscience."
Chaucer: C. T., 7,399.

grop'-er,s. [Eng. grop(e); -er.] Onewhogropes;
one who tries to find his way by groping.

" A groper after novelties, in any wise do flye."

Drant : Horace ; Epistle to Lollius,

grdp'-ing, pr. par., u-., & s. [Grope, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or state of seeking

one's way by feeling with the hands in the

dark, or as a blind person.

* groping-iron, * grupinge-yren, a.

A tool for forming grooves.

"The groping-iron then spake he."

—

MS. in Salli-
weU.

grdp'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. groping; -ly.] In
a groping manner : as one who gropes.

grop'-pite, s. [From Gropp(torp), in Sweden,
where it occurs, and suff. -He (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A rose-red or brownish-red crystal-

line mineral of splintery fracture : its hard-
ness, 2*5

; sp. gr., 2-73. Compos. : 45'01

;

alumina, 22"55 ; sesquioxide of iron, 3"06
;

magnesia, 1228 ; lime, 4'55 ; soda, 0'22
;
po-

tassa, 5"23
; water, 7'11 = 100, Occurs in

limestone. (Dana.)

* grop'-ple, v.i. [A frequent, from grope

(0.-v-)-] To grope.
" To gropple in the brook for crayfish."

—

T. Hughes :

Tom Brown at Oxford, ch. xxx.

gror-oi'-llte, s. [From Groroi, in Mayenne,
France, where it occurs, and Gr. \C0os (lithos)

= stone.]

Min. : A variety of Wad (Bog-manganese).
The colour is brownish-black, the streak red-
dish-brown. (Dana.)

gros (s silent), s. [Fr., = thick, strong.]
[Gross, a.]

Fabric : A heavy silk with a dull finish.

gros em, s. A silver coin, used in Swit-
zerland, value 4s. 8d. sterling.

gros'-beak, * gross "beak, s. [Eng. gross,
and beak. So named from the thick bills of
the several species.]

1. Singtdar:

(1) Spec. : The genus Coccothraustes (q.v.),

(2) Gen. : Some other birds having thick
bills. LIT]

2. PI. : The English name of Coccothraus-
tinee, a sub-family of Friugillidse.

IT The Cardinal Grosbeak (fiardinalis vir-

ginianus), an American bird. The Pine Gros-
beak is l.oxia enuckator, called also Pine Bul-
finch ; and the Social or ^Republican Grosbeak
is Phil&tems socius. It is from South Africa,

and belongs to the sub-family of Ploceinie
(Weaver-birds).

gro'-schen, s. [Gross.] A small silver coin

used in the North German States, value j^th
of a thaler, or about ljth of a penny sterling.

Each grosehen is sub-divided into ten pfen-

nings.

gro'-ser, gro'-sert, gro'-si-er, a. [Gros-
SART.]

gross, * grosse, a. & s. [Fr. gros (fem.

grosse) = thick, coarse, from Low Lat. grossus,

from Lat. crassus — thick, coarse ; ItaL grosso;

Sp. grueso.]

A. As adjective:

I. Literally

:

1. Thick ; fat ; bulky
;
great and coarse.

"A. gross fat man."—Shakcsp. : 1 Henry IV., ii. i.

2. Coarse ; opposed to fine or delicate.

" Fine and delicate sculptures are helped with near-
ness, and gross with distance."— Wotton, Architecture.

* 3. Thick; dense; not attenuated;, not
pure ; coarse.
" They would Bhake the gross clouds to the ground.**

Drayton : Barons' Wars, bk. ii.

* 4. Coarse ; unbecoming ; inelegant

"The gloomy hue,
And feature gross." Thomson : Summer, 88&

II. Figuratively

:

1. Dull ; stupid ; crass ; heavy.
" If she doth then the subtile seiiBQ excel.

How gross are they that drown her in the blood?"
Davies

2. Coarse ; vulgar ; not refined ; indelicate j

sensual ; obscene.
" He shunB the grosser joys of sense." ~

,Byron : Corsair, i. 2.

3. Enormous ; great ; shameful ; disgrace-

ful ; flagrant.
" That gross idolatry, which consisted in the worship

of the images of dead men."—Bp. Borsley: Sermons-,

vol iii., ser. 37.

i. Whole ; entire ; total ; applied to a sum
or amount without any deduction ; opposed

to net.

* 5. Plain
;
palpable ; easily discernible.

" Tis gross you love my son."

Shakesp. : Atis WellVwt Ends WeU, i. 3.

B. As substantive

:

* 1. The main body, part, or masB ; the

chief part, the mass.
" Comets, out of question, have likewise power rod

effect over the gross and mass of things.' —Bacon.

* 2. The main force or body.
" Several casuists are of opinion that, in a battle,

you should discharge upon the gross of the enemy,
without levelling your piece at any particular person.

'

—Addison: Freeholder.

* 3. The sum total ; the full or entire

amount.
" I cannot instantly raise up the gross
Of full three thousand;ducats."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venlee, i. 3.

* 4. A collective or united body.
" After they have separated themselves in many

petty divisions, they rejoin one by one into a^row."—
Dryden.

5. The gross or great hundred ; the number
of twelve dozen ; twelve times twelve.

^ 1. A great gross: Twelve gross or 144

dozens.

2. In the gross; in gros^:

(1) In the bulk, or undivided whole ; whole-

sale.

"Trafficking in grosse."—Carew: Survey in Corn-

wall, p. 65.

(2) On the whole ; as a whole, without re-

gard to the separate parts.

"Some men pass swiftly from the effect they look

upon in gross to the most obvious seeming causa."

—

Digby : Of Bodies, ch. xxxvL

3. Advowson in gross

:

Law: An advowson separated from the

property of a manorr and annexed to the per-

son of its owner.

boll, bo^; po*ut, jo^rl; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,

-ctan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion shun; -tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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i. Common in gross :

Law: A common not appurtenant to land,

but annexed to a man's person.
* 5. Villein in gross

:

Feud. Law: A villein who did not belong
to the land, but immediately to the person
of his lord, and who was transferable by deed,
as other chattels, from one person to another.

% Crabb thus discriminates between gross

and coarse: " These terms are synonymous in

the moral application. Grossness of habit is

opposed to delicacy : coarseness to softness

and refinement. A person becomes gross by
an unrestrained indulgence of his sensual
appetites, particularly in eating and drinking

;

he is coarse from the want of polish either as

to his mind or manners." (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

gross-fed, a. Fed or supported on gross

or coarse food.

Thick-headed, dull,gross-headed,
stupid. (Milton.)

Gross Mennonites, s. pi.

Ch. Hist. : A name given on the Continent in

the seventeenth century to the more wild or
lax Mennonites, as distinguished from those
who were refined or more strict. The former
were called again Waterlanders. (Mosheim:
Ch. Mist,, cent, xvii.)

gross-weight, s.

Comm. : The weight of any merchandise or
commodity, including the dross, dust, bag,
case, cask, chest, or other receptacle in which
it is contained. The net or neat weight is

that of the commodity after the tare and tret

have been deducted. [Net, a., Tare, s.]

gros-sa'-les, $. pi. [Lat. gross(us) ; masc. or

fern. suff. -ales.] [Grossal.]

Dot. : An alliance of epigynous exogens,
having the flowers dichlamydeous and poly-
petalousi the seeds numerous and minute,
with the embryo small, lying in a large quan-
tity of albumen. Lindley includes under it

the orders Grossulariacese, Escalloniacepe,
Philadelphacese, and Barringtoniacese (q.v.).

gros'-sart, gros'-sert, s. [A corrupt, of
Fr. groseille.] A gooseberry (q.v.).

gross-beak, «, [Grosbeak.]

* gross' ful, * grosse-fuU, a. [Eng. gross;
-full.] Exceeding gross.

" Thy grosseful faults."
Chapman : Hussy D'JmboU, i. 2.

gross-if-i-ca'-tion, s. [Grossify.j

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of making gross,
coarse, or thick ; the state of becoming gross
or thick.

2. Bot. : The swelling of the ovary after fer-

tilization.

* gross'-l-fy, v.t. & i. [Eng. gross; i con-
nective, and suff. -fy.]

A. 2Vans. : To make gross, coarse, or thick.

B. Iutrans. ; To become gross, coarse, or
thick.

gr0SS'-lyt adv. [Eng. gross ; -ly.]

* 1. In a gross manner; in bulky parts;
coarsely ; bulkily.

"London likes prossly; but ibis nicer pit
Examines, fathoms, all the depths of wit."

Dryden : Prologue to the Univ. of Oxford.

2. Coarsely, vulgarly ; without refinement

;

rudely.
" Speak not so grossly."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, v.

3, Shamefully, disgracefully, flagrantly.
" But that which In an age of good government is an

etil may, hi an age of grossly bad government, be a
blessing. —Maeaumy : Hist, of Mug,, ch. i.i

* i. Stupidly.
" Led bo grossly by this meddling priest."

Shakes}}. : King John, iii. 1.

* 5. Palpably, evidently, plainly.
" To counterfeit thus grossly with your slave."

Shakesp. : -Comedy of Errors, ii. 2.

gross' ness, s. [Eng. gross; -ness.]

* 1. The quality or state of being gross or
bulky; bulk, bulkinesa.

"The element immediately next the earth in gross-
ness ia water."—Digby : Of Bodies, ch. xxvii.

2. Coarseness, rudeness; want of refine-

ment or delicacy.
" I will purge thy mortal grossness so."
Shakcsp. : Midsummer Might's Dream, iii i.

3. Enormity ; shocking nature or qualities
;

shamefulness ; disgracefulness.
" Hiding the grossness with fair ornament."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Veirice, i3. 2.

* 4. Stupidity.
" Such impossible passages of grossness "

Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, iii. 2.

*5. Coarseness ; want of clearness or purity
;

density.
" [Its] foggy grossness so opposed the light

Ab it would turn the nounsted into night."
Drayton : Moon-Calf.

fgros-su-la'-ce-se, s.pl. [Gkossulariace,*:.]

gros-su-la'-ce-oiis (or ceous as shus), a.

[Mod. Lat. grossulace(ce) ; suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Of or belonging to the Grossulacefe

or Grossulariacae (q.v.).

gros'-SU-lar, a. & s. [Low Lat. grossula —

a gooseberry ; Class. Lat. gross-idus = a small

unripe fig, dimin. of grossus = an unripe rig ;

and Eng. suff. -ary.]

A. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or resembling
a gooseberry.

B. As substantive

:

Min. : The mineral, called by the French
grossulaire. The same as GROS3ULARiTE(q.v.).

grossular garnet, s.

Min. : The same as Grossularite (q.v.).

gros-su-lar'-i-a, 5. [Low Lat. grossnl(a) —
a gooseberry ; ahd Lat. fern. sing. adj. suff.

-aria.]

Bot. ; A sub-genus of Ribes, having spinous
branches, the leaves plaited in bud, and one
to three flowered peduncles. (Sir Joseph
Hooker.)

gros-su-lar-i-a'-ce-se, t gros-su-la'-
ce-£e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. grossularia (q.v.),

and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : Currantworts ; the typical order of
Lindley's alliance Grossales. It consists of
either unarmed or spiny shrubs, with alter-

nate lobed leaves having a plaited vernation,
flowers in axillary racemes, a superior calyx
four or five-parted, five minute petals, five

stamens ; a two, three, or four-cleft style ; a
one-celled ovary, with two opposite parietal
placentte ; and the fruit a berry, enclosing
numerous seeds suspended among the pulp
by long fundamental cords. Lindley enume-
rated two genera, and estimated the known
species at ninety-five. They are from the
temperate and mountainous parts of Europe,
Asia, and America. The typical genus is

Ribes, containing the gooseberry, currant, &c.
Sir Joseph Hooker calls the order Ribesieae,
and reduces it to a tribe of Saxifragracese.

gros'-SU-lar-lte, s. [Mod. Lat. grossu-
laria = the gooseberry genus ; suff. -ite (Min.)
(q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of garnet, called by Dana
from its composition Lime-alumina-garnet.
The most typical sub-variety is the Wiluite,
of Siberia, which is pale green. Others are
Cinnamon-stone or Essonite, Succinite, and
Romanzovite.

*gross'-y, *grosa'-ie, u. [Eng. gross; -y.]

Gross.

"Spending their grossie humours."

—

Fuller: Wor-
thies ; Lincoln, ii. 2.

1 grot (1), [Groat.]

grot (2), s. [Fr. grotte, from Low Lat. crupta =
a crypt ; Lat. crypta.] A grotto. [Crypt.]

" The Sibylline grot beside the dead
Lake of Averaus." Dyer : Ruins of Home.

gro-tes que (que as k), *gro-tesc, * gro-
tes-co, a. & s. [Fr., from Ital. grottesca, from
grotto, — a grotto, because such paintings were
found in old crypts and grottoes.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Strangely or wildly formed ; of irregular
or extravagant form or proportions

; antic,
ludicrous, laughable, ridiculous.

" Many a grotesque form and face."
Longfellow : To a Child.

2. Applied to artificial grotto-work, deco-
rated with rock-work, shells, &c.

B, As substantive

:

1. This term, which is now familiar among
all the lovers of the art of painting, was by
the Italians appropriated to that peculiar
manner of composition and invention observed
among the antique monumental paintings
which were discovered in the subterraneous

chambers that had been decorated in the tunes

of the ancient Romans ; and as the I»i»?JJ

apply the word Grotto to express every kina

of cave or grot, all paintings which were in

imitation of the antique designs discovered in

those chambers, which for ages had been

covered with ruins, are grotesqued or gro-

tesque, which is now applied to English sub-

jects of a quaint and anomalous character.

2 A name given to the light and fanciful

ornaments used formerly to characterize per-

sons and things.

3. Whimsical figures or scenery.

i. Artificial grotto-work.

5. In printing, a squat-shaped type.

GROTESQUE TYPE.

gro-tes'que-ly (que as k), adv. [Eng. gro-

tesque ; -ly.] In a grotesque, extravagant, or
ludicrous manner.

" Death has despoiled the jester of his habiliments,
and grotesquely decorated himself therewith."

—

Ex-
planation of Holbein's Dance of Death, p. 49.

gro-tes'que-ness (que as k), s. [Eng.
grotesque ; -ness.] The quality or state of
being grotesque ; extravagance.

gro-tesq'-uer-y (q as k), s. [Eng. gro-

tesque ; -ry.] The act or practice of indulging
in grotesque whims or antics ; extravagant or
ludicrous conduct ; the expression of gro-

tesque ideas.
" The most daring grotesqueries of humour."

—

Cham-
bers' Encyc. (1BG8), x. 210.

gro'-thite, s. [Named after P. Groth, who
first described it ; suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A mineral akin to Titanite or Sphene,
but differing from it in cleavage. It is clove-

coloured or dark brown in mass, and reddish-
brown and translucent in thin splinters.

Hardness, 6'5
; sp. gr., 3'5 to 3'6. Compos.

:

Silica, 30*51 ; titanic acid, 31 '16 ; sesquioxide
of iron, 5'83 ; lime, 31*34, &c. Occurs in
syenite near Dresden.

*grdt'-ta, ;>. [Grotto.]

grot tes que (que as k), s. [Grotesque.]

grot'-to, * grot-ta, a. [Ital. grotta ; Fr.
grotte.] [Grot (2).]*

1. A cave or natural cavity in the earth ; a
natural covered opening in the earth.

"Zoroaster consecrated a round grotto, such as
nature had formed it."

—

SoUngbroke : Letter to Mr. De
Pouilly.

2. An artificial or ornamental cave or cavern-
like apartment, decorated with rock-work, &c,
and resorted to for coolness in hot weather.

grotto - work, s. Artificial and orna-
mental rock-work, shell-work, &c, in a garden.

grou-an, s. [Growan.]

ground, *grond, *gronde, *grounde,
* grownd, * grand, s. [A.S. grund; cogn.
with Dut. grond; Icel. grunnr; Dan. grund;
O. H.Ger. grunt; Ger. grund; Goth, grundus;
Sw. grund; O. Fris. & O. S. grund; Gael.
grunnd ; Ir. grunnt. Probably from A.S.
grindan = to grind, the original meaning being
dust or earth.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literedly

:

(1) The surface of the earth ; the outer
crust of the globe. (Milton : P. L. vii. 332.)

(2) The surface of a floor or pavement, as
supposed to be resting upon, the earth.

* (3) The pit of a theatre. [Groundling.]

(4) The earth, as distinguished from air or
water.

" They . . . soaring the air sublime,
With clang despised the ground."

Milton ; P. L., vii. 422.

5. A region, a territory, a country.
" The brook that parts

Egypt from Syrian ground" Milton : P. L., i. 421.

(6) Land ; estate
; property.

" A fair house built on another man's ground"—
Sliakesp. ; Merry Wives of Windsor, ii. 2.

(7) PI. : The ornamental land attached to a
house ; as a lawn, a park, &c.

(8) The position or place where a body of
men is set ; the position occupied by an army.

(9) Bottom
; solid earth. (Shakesp. : 1 Henry

*(10> The lowest depths ; the bottom. (Old
Eng. Homilies, p. 19.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, air, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e ; ey = a'; qu = kw.
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2. Figuratively:

(1) (PI.): The foundation or basis on which
anything is built up or supported.

" Not that the grounds of hope were fixed."
Tennyson : Two Voices, 227.

(2) (PI.) : The first or fundamental principles

of knowledge.
" Their thoughts will be beat taken up in the easy

grounds of religion and the story of scripture." —
Hilton. : On Education,

* (3) A fundamental principle.
" Contrary to this true ground of Plato."—Raleigh :

Bist. World, bk. i., ch. i., § 15.

(4) The fundamental cause ; the true reason,
cause, or motive.

" Albeit the grounds and first original causes from
whence they have sprung be unknown."—Hooker:
Secies. Polity,

(5) A foil or background to set anything off.

" Like bright metal on a sullen ground,"
SJutJcesp. : 1 Henry IV., i. 2.

(6) PI. : Sediment ; dregs ; lees, faeces, at the
bottom of liquors : as, the grounds of coffee, &c.

* (7) The bottom ; lowest or deepest part.
" Crist saht all hiss hentess grund."

Ormulum, 13,280.

II. Technically:

1. Carpentry:

(1) PI. ; Pieces of wood nailed on as guides
for the plastering, which comes flush with the
face of the grounds. To them the mouldings
and other finishings are nailed.

(2) Framing or pieces forming a basis for

other structure, as ground-sills.

(3) Sheathing upon quarters or studding to
form a basis for cornice work or mouldings.

2. Engrav. : An acid-resisting composition
of asphaltum, four parts ; Burgundy pitch,

two parts ; white wax, one part. This is

melted and mixed, and tied up in a silk rag

;

the plate is heated and the composition
smeared on. It is then spread by a silk dab-
ber, and blackened by the smoke of a candle
or an oil-lamp. When cool it is ready for the
etching-point.

3. Fabric : The prevailing colour.

4. Japan. : The pigment mixed with hard
varnish which forms the basis for the japan or
polished varnish surface.

5. Mining : Strata containing the mineral
lode, or coal seam ; also called the country.

6. Music

:

(1) A composition in which the base, con-
sisting of a few bars of independent notes, is

continually repeated to a continually varying
melody.

(2) The plain song ; the tune on which des-
cants are raised.

" For on that ground I'll build a holy descant."
Shakesp. : Richard 111., iii. 7.

7. Painting

:

(1) The first layer of paint placed upon can-
vas previous to the commencement of the
artist's work on a picture ; the substratum of
house-painting.

(2) PI. : The substance with which the can-
vas and panel are covered to render them fit

for painting on. Grounds are either absorbent
or non-absorbent. Absorbent grounds are
prepared by mixing chalk or plaster into a
paste with animal glue or flour paste. By
the old painters, gold grounds were used.
Also called priming.

8. Sculpt. : The flat surface from which the
figures rises ; said of works in relief.

9. Sports: The place, or piece of ground
assigned to a player.

10. Telegraphy

:

(1) An accidental connection between the
line wire and the earth.

(2) The earth in its capacity as the return-

circuit carrying body. The wire is carried to
earth and connected to a ground-plate, or in
cities to a water or gas-main, which forms an
admirable and extensive conductor.

If For the difference between ground and
foundation, see Foundation.

If 1. To break ground

:

(1) Lit : To penetrate or cut through the
soil for the first time.

(2) Fig. : To take the first step, or make the
first move in any direction or undertaking ; to

make a start.

* 2. To come to tlie ground: To fall to the
ground. (Lit. £fig.)

3. To fall to the ground: To come to nought;
to fail.

4. To gain ground

:

(1) To advance ; to make way against oppo-
sition ; to meet with success.

(2) To prevail ; to become more general or
widely spread.

"I wonder it has gained no more ground in other
places."

—

Temple.

* 5. To gather ground : To gain ground.
" And gathers ground fast at the labourer's heels,

Homeward returning." AfUton : P. L., xii. C31.

* 6. To get ground : To gain ground.
" They get ground and vantage of the king."

Shakesp. : 2 Senry J V., ii. 3.

* 7. To give ground : To give way ; to yield ;

to recede ; to retire.

" Giving no ground unto the house of York."
Shakesjj. : 8 Henry VI., ii. C.

8. To lose ground

:

(1) To be driven back ; to retreat ; to give way.
" At length the left wing of the Arcadians began to

lose ground."—Sidney.

(2) To lose advantage.™ "He has lost ground at the latter end of the day, by
pursuing his point too far."

—

Dryden: Fables. {Pref.J

(3) To lose credit ; to become less general
or extensive.

9. To stand one's ground : To stand firm ;

not to yield or give way.
" He will stand his ground against all the attacks

that can be made upon his probity."

—

Atterbury.

10. To take the ground

:

Naut. : To touch the bottom ; to become
stranded.

* 11. To set on ground : To discomfit, to
gravel ; to run aground.

" To set him on ground, and expose him to the con-
tempt of the people."

—

Andrewes : Sermons, v. 127.

ground angling, s. Angling without
a float, with the weight placed a few inches
from the hook.

ground-annual, s.

Scots Law : A estate created in land by a

vassal, who, instead of selling his land for a
gross sum, reserves an annual ground-rent
from the vendee, this ground-rent being a
perpetual charge upon the land.

ground-ash, s.

1. A young ash-plant ; an ash sapling.
" Some cut the young ashes oft* about an inch above

the ground, which causes them to luake very large
straight shoots, which they call ground-ash,' —Mor-
timer : Husbandry.

2. Bot. : jEgopudium, Podagravia.

ground -bailiff, s.

Min. : A man who has the supervision of a
miue or mines ; an overseer.

ground bait, s. Bait made of barley or
malt boiled and dropped into the bottom of
the water where a person intends to fish for
the purpose of attracting the fish thither.

" Take the depth of the place where you mean after
to cast your ground-bait and to fish."— Walton:
Angler,

ground-base, ground-bass, s.

Music : A bass passage of four or eight bars
in length, constantly repeated, each succes-
sive time accompanied with a varied melody
and harmony.

t ground-bear, s.

Zool. : Ursus arctos.

ground-beetles, s. pi.

Entom. : The predatory family of Carabidse
(q.v.). They pursue their prey upon the
ground.

* ground - chamber, s. A room or
apartment on the ground floor.

"A ground-chamber Just under the college-library."
~Mede : Life, p. 72.

ground-cherry, s.

Bot.: (1) Cerasus Cliamcscerasus ; (2) In
America, Physalis viscosa.

ground-cistus, s.

Bot. : Rlwdodendron Chamcseistus.

ground crista, s.

Bot. : Cassia Chamcscrista.

ground-cuckoos, s. pi.

Smith. : Cuckoos of the genus Centropus.
They have a long hind claw like that of a lark.
(Swainson.)

ground-cypress, s.

Bot. : Santolina Chamaicyparissus.

ground-doves, s.pl. [Grottnd-pigeons.]

ground-elder, s.

Bot. : Dogs' Mercury, Mereurialis perennis.
J

ground enelL, s,

Bot. : Scandix pecten.

ground-fern, s.

Bot. : Nephrodium Thelypteris. (Britten &
Holland.)

ground-finches, s. pi,

Omith. ; The name given by Swainson to
Fringillinfe, the typical sub-family of the
family Fringillidse.

ground-flax, s.

Bot. : The genus Camelina (q.v.).

ground-floor, s. The lower story of a
house ; the floor on a level, or nearly so, with
the exterior ground.

* ground-form, s.

Gram. : The stem or basis of a word to
which the inflexions arc added in declension
or conjugation.

ground-furze, «.

Bot. : Ononis arvensis.

ground-glass, s. Glass whose surface
is ground, so as to break up the pencils of
light passing through it, preventing the pas-
sage of a distinct image. Lamp globes are
ground in order to mellow and disperse the
light passing through them. The process is

effected by the wheel, sand-blast, by rotating
with pebbles inside, or by fluoric acid.

ground-gru, s. The name given in
Lincolnshire to ground-ice (q.v.).

ground-hele, s.

Bot. : Veronica officinalis.

ground-hemlock, s.

Bot. : Taxus baccata, a creeping variety of
the Common Yew. (American.)

ground-hog, s.

Zoology :

1. The name given by the English at the
Cape of Good Hope to Orycteropus capensis, a
mammal like a short-legged hog ; called by
the Dutch aardvark (q.v.).

2. The American name for Arctomys monax,
the woodchuck »f New England. (Goodrich &
Porter.)

* ground-hold, s.

Naut. : Tackle for holding on to the ground.
" Like aB a ship with dreadfull storm long tost,
Having spent all her uiastes and her ground-hold.''

Spenser: F. y., VX iv. L

ground-honeysuckle, s.

Bot.: Lotus corniculatus. (Britten & Holland).

ground-ice, s.

Hydrol., GeoL, &c. : Ice which forms at the
bottom of a river or other body of water, be-

fore the surface appears to freeee. As water
at 40° F. is heavier than that at 32°, the for-

mer tends to sink and the latter to rise. It is

therefore difficult to explain why, in some
cases, the former should freeze first. Such,
however, is the fact. Ground-ice can bring up
gravel and even boulders from the bottom of

a river, and float them away. It has been ob-
served to do so in the Siberian rivers, in the

Baltic, and even in the Thames. (Lyell.) Called

also Anchor-ice and Greund-gru.

ground-ivy, s.

Bot. : Nepeta Glechoma, a labiate plant, with
blue purple flowers and deeply crenate pubes-
cent leaves, common in Britain in hedgerows
and copses. It is found also in the north of

Europe, on the continent of Asia, and in

Japan. It flowers from March to June. It is

bitter and aromatic. It was formerly used for

beer and tea. Country people employ it as a
pectoral medicine.

ground-jasmine, $.

Bot. : Stellera Chamcejasme.

ground-joint, s.

Mach. : A joint made by grinding together
two pieces of metal with emery and oil ; or

pieces of glass with fine sand and water : the

glass stopper is a specimen of the latter.

boil, boj*- ; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, a$; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.
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ground- joist, s

Carp. : A joist of the basement or ground-
floor ; often termed a sleeper.

ground-lackey, a.

Erilwii. : Clisioca/nipa caslrensis, a moth of

the family Bomhycidtc, which occurs on the

banks of the Thames below Erith.

ground-law, s. Fundamental or essen-

tial law. (G. Kingsley.)

* ground-layer, s. One who lays the
' foundation of anything ; the origin or cause.

"He wan the ground-layer of the other peace."—
Stow (an. 1603).

ground-laying, s.

Porcelain: A coating of boiled oil to the

surface of porcelain, in course of manufacture,

(o receive the colour ; bossing.

ground-line, s.

Geom. & Perspect. : The line of intersection

of the horizontal and vertical planes of pro-

jection.

ground-liverwort, s.

Bot. : A lichen, Peltidm canina. Dog-lichen.

ground-lizard, s.

Zool. : Ameiva dorsalis, a small lizard from

the West Indies. It frequents roadsides and
open pastures in Jamaica.

ground-mail, s. Money or a fee paid
for the right of interring a corpse in a church-

yard. (Scotch.)

ground-marker, #.

1. An implement for laying off corn-rows.

It* is frequently attached to a corn-planter, to

make a mark for planting on the next bout.

2. An apparatus for marking out the ground
for cricket or lawn-tennis.

ground-mould, ...

Civ. Eng. : A templet or frame by which the

surface of the ground is brought to the re-

quired form, as in terracing or embanking.

ground-needle, s.

Bot, : Erodium moschatvm,

* ground-nest, s. A nest built on the

ground.
" And now the herald lark

Left bin ground-nest." MUton : I'. R., 11. 280.

ground-niche,
Arch. : A niche having its base or seat on a

level with the ground-floor.

ground-nut, ..-.

Bot. : Various plants ; spec. (1) Arachis

hypogoza; (2) the Earth-nut, Bnniwtnjlexuoswni;

(3) Apio8 tubcrosa; (4) an American name for

Panax trifolium.

ground-oak, ..

1. Ord. Lang. : An oak sapling.

2. Bot. : .Teucrium CkamcepUys.

ground-pearl, ..

Entom. ; Coccus or Margarodes formicwrum,
found, in ants' nests in the West Indies.

(Goodrich & Porter.)

ground pig, ..

Zoology

:

1. A South African mammal, Aulacodus
&utindtrw,nu$.

2. & 3. The same as Ground-hoo (q.v.).

ground-pigeons, ground-doves, s.pl.

Qrnith. : The family Gouridse (q.v.).

ground-pine, -

Botany

:

L Ajuga Chamtepltys. It is not of the pine,

bat of the mint order, and is an annual villous

plant with the cauline leaves tri-partite,

and the solitary axillary flowers yellow. It

grows on chalky fields in the south of Eng-
land ; also on the continent of Europe, in the

north of Africa, and the west of Asia Said

to be called pine from its resinous smell.

2. Persoonia Gh/jmuepitys.

3. The Common Club-moss, Lycopodium,

davoium.

h Lycopodium dendrobUum, a North Ameri-

can plant.

ground-plan, a.

Arch. : A representation, on a horizontal

plane, of the foundation or of the arrange-

ment of the lower tier of rooms of a building.

ground-plane, a

Perupwl. : The horizontal plane of projec-

tion in perspective drawing.

ground plate, i.

1. Build. : The lower horizontal timber of a

building on which the frame is erected ; a sill.

2. Rail. Eng.: A bed-] Ante for sleepers or

ties in some kinds of ground. [Mudhill.]

3. Tdcg.: A metallic plate buried in the

earth to conduct the electric current thereto.

It should bear a certain proportion to the

size of the conductor which is attached to it;

it should have a surface as many times larger

than the surface of the conductor as the

difference in the conductivity of the conductor

and the earth. Connection to the pipes of a

gas or water-rnaiu is usual in cities.

ground-plot, i

I. Literally:

1. The ground upon which any building is

placed.

2. The same as Ground-plan (q.v.).

IL Fig. : Any basis or foundation.

ground plum, ».

Bot. : Astragalus oaryocarpns, found in the

United States. It is not a genuine plum, but
a papilionaceous plant.

ground-rat, «. The same as Ground-pig
(q.v.).

ground-rent, s. Rent paid for the privi-

lege of building fin the ground of another.

"The gnmnd-riifit itt scarce anything. " — Smith :

Wealth of NatUtra, bk. v., ch. II.

* ground - room, «. A room on the

ground-floor of a house.
" I benecched him hereafter to meditate in n ground-

room ; for that other-vlie It would he iinpottftibfe for an
artiHt of any other kind to live near him."— Taller,

ground -rope, s The rope along the

bottom of a trawl-net.

ground-seat, a.

Sa-fld. : A ply of canvas or linsey drawn
over the straining which supports the pad-
ding and seat of a saddle.

ground-snake, «.

Zool. ; CeluM umotna, a salmon-coloured
snake of small size, and not venomous, occur-

ring in the United States. Called also Wonn-
suake.

ground-squirrel, s.

Zool.: Tarnias, a genus of burrowing squir-

rels, found in the United States. One species

is called the Chipmunk.

ground-star,

.

Bot, : Geagtrum (q.v .).

ground-table, «.

Arch. : The foundation course of stones.

ground-tackle, ».

Naut. : The ropes and tackle connected
with the anchors and mooring apparatus

ground-tier,
1, Nautical :

* (i) The lowest ran^c of water-casks in the
hold of a vessel.

(2) The lowest range of any materials or
commodities stored in the hold.

2. Theat. : The lower or pit range of boxes
in a theatre.

ground timbers, ». pi.

Shipbuil/l. : Those which lie on the keel and
are bolted to the keel -son ; floor-timbers.

ground-ways, *. pi.

ShiphuJM. : The lar^e blocks and planks
which support the era/He on which a ship is

launched.

ground-wheel, *.

Agric.: That wheel of a harvester which,
resting on the ground, is turned by contact
therewith, when the machine is at work, and
which driven the cutter.

ground-willow, «.

Bot ; Polygonum amjiUHwnx, the form

which grows on land. (Britten & Holland.)

irrtfund. * grounde/ growd-yn/ grund,

vA&L [AH. gryvxkn; O. U. tier, gruwHn;

Dut. grondeu ; Sw. grunda; Dan. grunde.]

A, TiavHifwe :

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. LUrral/y:

(1) To set or place upon or in the ground.

" Fvery biirjd»>r . . kIiouM ground arm* In tokon
<Amhm\m\on?''-MortMh>.]i: Ui*t. ling., ch. xlll.

(2) To bring to the ground ; to bring down.
" What paetrlck* at a »hot ho ffruntlU,"

Hogg : HeottUh PastortUi, p. 7.

(3) To found ; to lay the foundation of.

" It en to the wawJ aln a wall
(/mtuted f ul font." Ouriior Mundi, 29,862.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To found, as upon a cause, reason, prin-

ciple, or basis ; to base.

"One in art, another lit rhoiorfk©, In which two all

lawH ul irifcnftroaHon been grounded."—Ofutucer: Testa-

ment of Love, bk. 111.

(2) To instruct thoroughly in the first or

elementary principles.
" He woe grounded in mttroriomyc."

Cluiucar 0. T.. 416,

II. Naut. : To run ashore or aground ; to

cause to take the ground : as, To grownd a

vessel.

B, I'idrantttiive

:

Naut. : To run ashore or aground ; to take
the ground.

11 For the difference between to ground and
tojoiiii.d, see Found.

ground, pret. &pa. par. of v. [Grind, u.]

ground' ago, a. [Kng. ground; -age,.\ A
tax or due paid for th« ground or space oc-

cupied by a ship while in port.

"It f» ordinary to tako toll and cnitt/mi for anchor-
atfu, grriundage, 6w."—iiffetnvtn ; Of ttu: Admiral Juris-
diction,

ground 6*1, pi. pir. or a. [Ground, v.]

* gr6und'-ed-l$r, adv. [Eng. grounded ; -ly.

)

In a grounded or firmly-established manner

;

upon firm grounds or principles.
" fie hath given th»f\r*thtiil>>1 *i*akitii(ffround€<Uif,

and to the jmr|»oMe, unon'tlilx nubje«t,."

—

(JlanviU.

* ground'-en, pa,, pir. [Grind, v.]

ground heolc, ». [Gkound-hkj.k.]

ground irig, pr. par., a., & *. fObound, v.]

A. & B. Ah pr. par. & pa.rtlcip. adj. : (Bee

the verb).

C, An what. : The act or process of found-

ing or establishing ; instruction in elementary
principle*.

grounding in, s. The application of the
second/uy and suVjseo;uerit colours U) a cotton

cloth, after it lias received the colour of the

first block. It Is a term used in hand-
block printing, and the grounrling-in or re-

entering may be of a mordant, a topical colour,

or a resist. The correspondence of position

of the colour in the pattern is secured by
points on the block ; equivalent to the register-

point of the chromatic process of letterpress-

printing or lithography.

grounding tool, s.

Engr. : The rocker by which the mezzotint
steel plate is roughened.

*gro*und'-fhg-ly, adv. [Eng. grounding;
ly.\ On firm or sure grounds or principles.

"He hath (riven tin; fintt hint of xjK-aklng grtiwid-
itighi and to the i'urT"«e."—fHgliy : Of /todien, co. xxxii.

ground- less, " ground Ion, a. \a :-;.

gruwJls&>i; O. U. Ger. yrvntUm; Iccl. grwnn-
l/ivn ; Dan, gruwWJH ; 0*;r. gruri/lloH.]

* 1. Having no bottom ; bottomless.
" I wolde it were a grrmndtc* pit" Oowrr, IU. 2M.

2. Having no ground or foundation ; want-
ing reason or cause for support ; baseless, un-
autjiorized.

" /# It V/iit ;i grwj,ndle»* '.ti-wJ f*
W'/rdtwirik. Olrn-Almain.

gr6Tilld'-l48B-l^, adv. [Eng. gr&untUm;
-ly.] in a groundl-Ma tnanuc; ; without any
ground, reason, or cause,

" Diver?. nerw>fijt . . , Yiavh gr'/undlejulj/ o*crlbed the
effect t/i »>ui>- jH-'.uliar ritutllty of Umm two li/ju/rtw."—
liogU. On C>,lwr«

fate, f&t, fSxe, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there

or. wore, wolf. work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try.

pine, pit, sire, nxr, marine; go, pot,

Syrian, ee, oe « e ; ey = a. qu = kw»
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round less ncss, 8. [Eng. groundless;

-ness.] The finality or state of being ground-
less or without .just reason, cause, or founda-
tion.

" Sophron alone might ovlnce tho groundlestnett of

nuoh nn opinion."— V. Knox : Essay*, No. 150.

grolind' ling, «. [Eng. ground, ana dimin.

suff. -ling.]

* 1. Ord. Ixing. : A spectator who stood on
the floor of a theatre ; hence, one of the vulgar.

"To split the ears of tbo groundlings."—HJiakesp.

:

Hamlet, Hi. 2.

2. Zoology

:

(1) Various flshos which tend to keep to the

"bottom of the water in which they live ; spec,

the Spined Loach, Gubitis taenia.

(2) Gobiusniger, more commonly called the

Black Goby, Rock Goby, or Rock-fish.

* ground ly. * grund liche, * grund
like, a. & culv. [0. H. Ger. gruntllcho ; Dut.

grondeiijk; Ger. griindlich.]

A. As adj. : Hearty, strong.

"'lob liabbo blguiinen a weorc mid grundliche
strengthe." Layamon, 11 286.

B. As adverb

:

1. Heartily, strongly.

"0 bok ful grundlike ho swore." ffavelok, 2,307.

2. Deeply ; solidly ; not superficially.

" A man, ground!}/ learned already, may take muah
proftt hlmnolf In UBlng by epitome to draw other

men's works, for blH own memory sake, Into shorter

room."

—

A icham.

grounds, s. pi [Ground, s.]

ground' sold), *grd*und'-swell, *grene-
swel, * groun - soyle, * grun - sel,

ground-ie-swal-low, s. [A.8. grunde-

wuylige, gruvrfrsinrhir, griindeswilie, grund-

ewylige, lit. = gntmid-swallower—i.e., occupier

of the ground," abundant weed, from grund —
ground, and sxmlgan = to swallow.]

Bot. : A composite plant witli pinnatifld

leaves and small yellow flowers, as a rule with

raoiraya, which grows as a weed in gardens, and
is given to cage-birds, which are fond of the
•needs.

" TMb gmundtwoll ia an hoarbe much like In shape
to germander."—P. Holland: Plinla, bk. xxv,,ch. xlll.

groundsel-tree, s.

Bot. : Bttccharis halimtfolia, a North Ameri-
can composite plant.

groUnd sul (J), ground sill, "ground
syll, *grun-sel, s. [Eng. ground; -sill.]

f. Literally

:

1. A sleeper ; the lower timber which sup-
ports the remainder of the frame.

* 2. A threshold.

"[H.oJ ho fyll downo deed on tho ground*yU."—
Burner*: Frolssart ; Cronycle, vol. I., oh. clxxvl.

* II. Fig. : A groundwork ; a basis ; a
foundation.

" Who the groundril of that work doth lay."
Drayton : Lady Geraldine to Earl of Surrey.

ground sill, v.t. [Groundsill, s.] To
furnish with, or an with a threshold,

" They groundsUled ovory door with diamond."
Quarlos: Emblem*, v. 14,

"ground siip/ growndo sopo, grund
sopo, s. [A.S. gruiul.-iupii; Dut. grondsop ;

Ger. grundsttppi'.} Dregs, lees, grounds.
" Qroumdesopo of any lyooaro. Fax, sodimon,"—

Prompt P*m>.

ground swell (2), s. ("Eng. ground, and swell

(s).] A long, deep swell, or rolling of the sea,

occasioned along the shore, or where water is

shallow, by a distant storm or gale.

" Hoftvlly tho groundtwtt rolled."
LongfcUow : Sir Humphrey Gilbert.

" gro'und wall, grownd walle *grund
wal, s. [A.S. grundweal; M. H. Ger. grunt-
wal; Sw. grundval] A foundation.

" Crist Lsb etan to ben grunndwall
oil' nil hiss htillgho tommplo."

i >, -inn I mn, 13,371

ground work, s. [Eng. ground, and work.]

1. The ground ; the (1 rst stratum ; that which
forms tho foundation or basis of anything.

" Tho groundwork 1b of stars
" Dryden.

A fundamental principle ; the funda-
mental part.

"The main skill and groundwork will be to temper
fcham such looturca and explanations, upon every op-
portunity."—Milton : On Education,

3. The first principle ; the original reason.
" Tho groundwork thereof is nevertheless true and

certain. —Spenser ; Statt of Ireland.

group, s. [Fr. groupe, from Ital. groppo = a
knot, heap, or group, from Ger. 1cropf= a bunch,
a crop, or craw ; cf. Icel. kroppr = a bunch
or hunch on the body ; Scotch crav/pen =
hump-backed.]

I. Ord. Lang. : An assemblage ; a cluster or

number of persons or things collected without
any regular arrangement or order.

" Their pannlered train a group of potters goad."
Wordsworth : Evening Walk.

II. Technically

:

1. Art: The union of several figures, or of

various material objects placed in contact with
each other, for the purpose of forming a single

mass. It is necessary that some of the figures

comprised in a group be subordinate to the rest,

that those which are most important in the
action be also the most prominent, and call

the attention to the place which they occupy
in the group by the attitude, light, develop-
ment, &c.

2. Music:

(1) A series of notes, of small time-value,

grouped together ; a division or run.

(2) Th°. method of setting out band parts in

score.

3. Natural Science

:

(1) Min. : A number of minerals essentially

agreeing in their chemical composition. Dana
has a group called fluorides, another called

oxygen-compounds, &c. Many of these again

are sub-divided.

(2) Geol. : A series of rocks, or strata, which,
speaking broadly, were deposited at the same
period. Lyell arranged the fossiliferous

strata in groups and periods, the former re-

ferring to the order of succession on the sur-

face of the earlh, the latter to the series of

events thence inferred.

(3) Bot. : A particular grade in classification.

Lindley had groups in his Natural System of

Botany, though lie abolished them in his

Vegetable Kingdom. The designation " group
"

was inferior in extent to "sub-class," and
superior to " alliance." He made them end in

-osa, as Albuminosa.

(4) Zool. : A designation which may be con-

sidered as equivalent to " tribe," and superior

to "family. Stainton, in his British Butter-

files, makes them end in -inn, as BoinbyciTui,

Noctutm, &o.

group, v.t. [Group, s. Fr. grouper.] Toform
into or place in a group '. to bring together
into a group or cluster ; to arrange in a group
or groups ; spoeif., in art to combine or arrange

in groups a number of material objects or

figures so as to produce a picturesque and
harmonious whole.

group ing, pr. par., a.,& s. [Group, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ partklp. adj. : (See
the vci'b).

C. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of forming or placing
in groups : an arrangement in groups.

2. Art : The combining or joining objects in

a picture for the satisfaction of the eye, and
also for its repose ; and although a picture
may consist of different groups, yet these
groups of objects, managed by the chiaro-
oscuro, should all tend to unity.

* group'-let, s. [Eng. group; dimin. suff.

-let.] A little group,
" Which organic groups Again hold smaller organic

grouplot8.'
,

~-varlyle : Frencli Revolution, pt. i., bk.
lv., ch. 11.

grouse, growse, grouss, s. [Etym.
doubtful. According to Skeat grouse is a false
form, evolved as a supposed singular from the
older word grice (cf. mouse, mice). Grice is

from 0. Fr. griesche — gray or peckled
(speckled), poule griesche = a moorhen, the
lien of the grice or moorgame. (Cotgrave.)]

Ornithology, die.

:

1. Sing. : Various game-birds, specially the
Tetrao tetrix, called the Black-grouse, and
Lagopus scotievs, the Red-grouse. The male of
tho former is called the Black-cock (q.v.), and
the female the Grey-lien. The Red, called
also the Common Grouse, inhabits moors,
feeding on the young shoots of the heath. It
is considered to be peculiar to Britain.

2. PI : The family Tetraonidffi.

grouse family, s. pi.

Omith. : The family Tetraonidse (q.v.). Be-
sides Tetrao it contains the genus Lagopus

(Ptarmigan), &c. The Ruffled-grouse is the
genus Bonasia, Sand-grouse are the family
Pteroclidse, and the Wood - grouse is the
Capercailzie (q.v.).

* grouse, v.i. [Grouse, s.] To hunt after oi

shoot grouse.

grou some, u. [Grewsome.]

grout, *grut, s. [A.S. grit = groats, coarse
meal; cogn. with Dut. grut = groats ; Icel.

grautr= porridge ; Dan. grbd = boiled groats
;

Sw. grot = thick pap ; Ger. griitze = groats
;

Lat. fitdafi = rubble, rubbish. Allied to grit

and a doublet of groats.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Coarse meal
;
pollard.

"As for grout, it iB an old Danish difih."—King.
Art of Cookery, let. fi.

*2. Rubbish, dirt, filth.

" The toun dykes on every syde,
e aepe and full wy

"

) man niygh
Ricliard Cceur de Lion, 4,899.

Full off grut, no man niyghte ewymme."

3. {PI.) : Lees, grounds, dregs.

4. That which purges off.

" Sweet honey some condense, some purge tho grout."
Dryden : Virgil ; Georgic lv. 239.

5. A kind of thick ale; liquor with malt
infused for ale or beer before it is fully boiled.

6. A species of wild apple.

II. Building

:

1. A thin, coarse mortar used to run into

crevices between the stones or bricks of a
structure.

2. A finishing or setting coat of fine stuff

for ceilings.

grout, v.t. [Grout, s.]

Build. : To fill up the joints or spaces be-

tween stones by pouring in grout.

* grout head, s. [A corrupt, of 0. Fr. grosse-

teste = great head.] A blockhead ; a thick-

head. (Tusser: May's Husbandry, ?32.)

gr6ut'-ing, s. [Eng. grout; -ing.]

1. The act or process of filling up the joints

or spaces between stones by pouring in grout.

2. Grout.

* grout -ndl, * grout'-nold,
head; nol = head,]

[Cf. grout-

1. A blockhead.
"The squire's a groutnold."—Beaum. A Flet.: Knight

of the Burning Pestle, li.

2. A kind of fish.

gro"ut'-y, a. [Eng. grout; -y.]

1. Thick, muddy, full of dregs.

2. Surly, grumpy.
grove, 5. LA derivative from grave = to cut.

Hence grove is a doublet of groove (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A cluster or group of trees shading

an avenue or walk ; a small wood.

2. Fig. : A cluster or group of objects re-

sembling a grove or wood.

II. Comparative Religion

:

1. Ethnic: The sacred character of groves is

closely but not inseparably connected with
Tree- and Serpent-worship (q.v.). Bearing in

mind the dictum of Statius (Theb., iii. 661),

"Primus in orbe deos fecit timor," one can

imagine how the solitude and mystery of

primeval forests must have wrought on un-

cultured races, and led them to hold such

places in reverence as the abode of the mighty
and not always beneficent nature-forces. As
man progressed, and the objects of his wor-

ship became personified, the sacred character

of groves by no means passed away. The
grove at Dodona, and Grant Allen's spirited

translation of Catullus {Garni. lxiiiA in which

we read of the frantic fury of Atys, of his

repentance and flight, and how when the

turret-crowned goddess heard his plaint, she

sent one of her lions after the fugitive, with

the result that he
" Fled back to the grove aghast.

There all the days of his lifetime as Cybellfi's thrall he

will prove the case for Greece; and there

is scarcely a Latin poet whose works do

not furnish instances in point. Ovid {Met.

viii. 741, sqq.) tells of the fate that befel

Erisichthon, because he ravaged Ceres' sacred

grove—i.e., in which Ceres herself was wor-

oSll, bolh p6ut .16\V1; oat, yell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -I»g.

clan, tian = ahan. -tlon, sion = shun : tion, sion = zhun. -clous, tious. -sious = shus. -ble, -die* &c. = bel, deL
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shipped. The Germania of Tacitus (7, 9,

39, 40, 43) furnishes the earliest testimony to

the estimation in which groves were held by
Teutonic and kindred nations. Other passages
occur in the Annals and the History, and
Stallybrass thus Englishes Grimm's (Deut.

Myth,, ch. iv.) condensation of them ;—
"Gods dwell in these (/roves; no images fire men-

tioned by name as being set up, no temple walls are
reared. But sacred vessels and altars stand in the
forest, heads of animals bang on the boughs of trees.

There divine worship is performed and sacrifice

offered."

From Pliny (H. N., xvi. 95) we learn the part
that groves of oak-trees played among the
ancient Druids, and he seems tu favour the
derivation of their name from the Greek 8pvs.

There is also a fine passage on the same subject
in Luean (PJmr. , i. 447-54). In remote places, a
belief in the sacredness of groves still lingers.

Lubbock (afterwards Lord Avebury) (Origin of
Civilisation, p. 287) says that " even recently an
oak copse in the Isle of Skye was held to be so
sacred that no one would venture to cut the
smallest branch from 'it." Dennis (Buried
Cities of Etruria, i. 57) says that he saw a
clump of trees on Monte Musino, and con-
siders it a relic of a sacred grove ; and Fer-
gusson (Rude Stone Monuments, ch. xiii.) says
of the Khonds and the Khassias, "In Cuttack
we have sacred groves, human sacrifices, and
a powerful priesthood, all savouring of
Druidism."

2. Jewish

:

(1) In a solitary passage of the Old Testa-

ment, " grove " is the probably correct

rendering of the Hebrew word biDH (ishel).

Abraham " planted " one in Beersheba, and
" called there on the name of the Lord, the
everlasting God " (Gen. xxi. 33). The original

meaning of the word Eshel is a particular tree ;

Gesenius thinks the Oriental Tamarisk (Tarna-
rix orienlalis), which, however, would scarcely

be shady enough. p^N (Elon), rendered in

the Authorized Version "plain," seems to

mean "grove." If so, then Abraham at a
certain period lived in one, that of Mamre
(Gen. xiv. 13), and built an altar in it to
Jehovah (Gen. xiii. 18) ; whilst in a second
one there was an important pillar (Judg. ix.

6). Other groves were those of Moreh (Gen.
xii. 0), of Zaanaim (Judg. iv. 11), of Tabor
(1 Sam. x. 3), &c.

(2) In all other cases in the text of the A. V.,

"grove" is the rendering of the Hebrew word
m$JM (Asherah), which is almost certainly an

idol, and not a plantation of trees, for Josiah
brought one out of the house of the Lord
(2 Kings xxiii. 6). The people of Judah also

"built them" high places, images, and groves
(1 Kings xiv. 23). The combination of images
and groves occurs constantly (2 Kings xvii. 1(3

;

2 Chron. xiv. 3 ; Isa. xxvii. 9, &c). The idol

seems to have been of wood, for it could both
be cut down (Bxod. xxxiv. 13 ; Deut. vii. 5

;

Judg. vi. 25-28; 2 Kings xviii. 4, xxiii. 14;
2 Chron. xiv. 3, xxxi. 1, xxxiv. 3-4) and burnt
(Dent. xii. 3 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 15). It was up-
right (?), and therefore probably of the human
and not the bestial form (Isa. xxvii. 9). The
name Asherah recalls that of the Phoenician
goddess Ashtorcth ; the former, as suggested
by Bertheau, being probably the name of her
idol, the latter of herself. There was a rela-

tion between Baal and Asherah, and while in

Elijah's time there assembled at Carmel 450
prophets of Baal, there were with them 400
"prophets of the groves" (1 Kings xviii. 19).

The Asherah seems to have been connected
with phallic rites. [Ashtoreth.]

' grove-dock, *.

Bot. : Jtumex Nemolapathum.

grove-spirits, s. pi. [Forest-spirits.]

Grove, s. [William Robert Grove, F.R.S.]

Grove battery, Grove's battery, s.

Elect. Mach. : A double fluid galvanic-bat-
tery, invented, in 1839, by Mr. Grove. It con-
sists of a plate of amalgamated zinc, gener-
ally bent into a shape like the letter U, so as

to embrace a flat cell of porous earthenware
in which is suspended a sheet of platinum
foil. The porous cell is filled with strong
nitric acid, and the whole arrangement placed
in a jar containing dilute acid one in twenty.

Grove's cell, s.

Elect. : A cell or jar of a Grove's battery.

" The destructive force of a Grove's cell."— Everett

:

C. G. S. System of Units (1875), ch. xi., p. T4.

Grove's gas-battery, s.

Elect. Mach. : A battery in which there are
two glass tubes, and within each a platinum
electrode, covered with finely-divided plati-
num, and furnished on the outside with bind-
ing screws. One of the tubes is partially
filled with hydrogen, the other partially with
oxygen, and they are inverted over dilute
sulphuric acid, so that half the platinum is in
the liquid and half in the gases. By joining
the dissimilar plates a battery is produced so
powerful that one element of it will decompose
iodide of potassium, and four will decompose
water. (Ganot.)

groV-el, v.i. [From the adv. groveling (q.v.),

the termination -ing being mistaken for the
sign of the pr. par. of a verb.] [Grof.]

1. Lit : To creep on the earth ; to lie prone
or with the face towards the ground ; to move
with the body prostrate on the earth.

2. Fig. : To be mean ; to be without dignity
or elevation ; to act meanly ; to take pleasure
in mean or base things.

" Several thoughts may be natural which are low
and grovelling."—Addison : Spectator.

gro've-Hke, a. [Eng. grove, and Wee.] Thick,
bushy ; resembling a grove.

" Once, grove-like, each huge arm a tree."
"^ Tennyson : Ayhner's Field, 510.

* grdV-el-ing, * grof-lyuges, * grov-el-
yng, * gruf-el-ynge, * grufOinges,
adv. [Icel. grufa, in the phrase liggja d gruftt
= to lie grovelling.] [Grof.] Prone ; flat on
one's face or belly.

" Grouelyng to his fete thay felle."
E. Eng. AUit. Poems; Pearl, 1,119.

grov'-el-ler, s. [Eng. grovel; -er.] One who
grovels ; a person of low, mean spirit or tastes.

"This lagging race of frosty grovellers."—Johnson

:

Lives of the Poets ; Milton.

grov'-el-ling, pr. par., a., & s. [Grovel.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Lying prone or flat on the face ; creeping
on the belly or in the dust.

" Downward fell into a grovelling swine."
Milton : Comus, 53.

2. Mean, base, low ; with low tastes or
desires.

i
" I was a grovelling creature once."

C'owper : Olney Hymns, Hi.

C. As subst. ; The act of lying or creeping
on the belly ; mean ; base conduct or desires.

" Sink without grovelling : without rashness rise."
Broome ; To Pope.

*grdv'-et, s. [Eng. grov(e); dimin. sun*. -eL]
A little grove.

" With divers boscages and grovets upon the steep or
hanging grounds thereof. "

—

Beaum. & Flet. ; A Masque ;
The Device.

^grov'-y, a. [Eng. grov(e); -y.] Pertaining to
or abounding in groves.

grow, * growe, * grow-yn, v.i. & t. [A.S.
growan (pa, t. greow, pa. par. grdwen): cogn.
with Dut. groeijen; Icel. groa; Dan. groe

;

Sw. gro ; allied to green (q.v.).]

A. Intransitive :

I, Literally

:

1. To increase or become enlarged ; to in-
crease in bulk by the assimilation of new
matter into the living organism.

" Fatr hangs the apple frae the rock,
But we will leave it growing."

Wordsworth: yarrow Unvisited.

2. To be produced by vegetation ; to spring
up and come to maturity by a natural process.

" Not fairer grows the lily of the vale."
Falconer : Shipwreck, L

3. To increase in stature.
" I hope he is much grown since last I saw him."

Shakesp. : Ricluzrd III., ii. 4.

4. To issue or spring, as plants out of a soil.

II. Figuratively:

1. To increase in any way; to become
larger, greater, stronger, or more prevalent

;

to wax ; to be augmented.
" The growing labours of the lengthened way."

Pope: Essay on Criticism, 2U0.

2. To advance to any state.
" Days that grow to something strange."

Tennyson : In Memorlam, lxx. 11.

* 3. To increase in number.
" Qrowe ye and be ye multiplied."~Wycliffe: Genesis

L To improve ; to make progress ; to advance.
" Grow in grace."—2 Peter iiL 18.

5. To come forward, to come nearer ;
to ad-

vance.
"It was now the beginning of October, and winter

began to grow fast on."—KnoUcs : Hist, of the 1 urkes.

6. To accrue ; to be forthcoming.
" And he seith, this thing I schal do : I schal throwe

doune my hemes: and I schal make gretter, and
thidir I schal gedere thingis that growen to me in iny
goodia."— Wycliffc: Luke xii.

* 7. To be due or owing.
" Ev'n just the sum that I do owe to you.

Is growing to me by Antipholus."
Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, iv. 1.

8. To be changed from one state to another

;

to become.
"I should grow light-headed, I fear."

Tennyson .' Maud, I. xix. 100.

9. To arise, to spring ; to proceed as from a
cause or reason, as plants out of a soil. (Fol-
lowed by out.)

"They will not seem stuck into him, hub growing
out oi him."—Dryden: Virgil; jEneid. (Dedic.)

10. To adhere, to become attached ; to take
root, to become rooted. (Followed by to or
unto.)

" That we become a part of what has been.
And grow unto the spot, all-seeing but unseen."

Byron : Childe Harold, iv. 138.

Ml. To swell.

"Mariners are used to the tumbling and rolling of
ships from side to side, when the sea is never so little
grown."—iialeigh : Hist, of the World.

B. Trans. : To cause to grow ; to culti-

vate ; to raise by cultivation ; to produce : as,

To grow wheat, &c.

IT 1- To grow vp :

(1) To arrive at manhood, to advance to fuli

stature or maturity ; to attain full growth,

(2) To close and adhere ; to become united
in one body.

2. To grow together: To become, united in
one body ; to be closely united ; to be incor-
porated. (Lit. &fig.).

" We grew together like a double cherry."
Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, iii. 2.

% For the difference between to grow and to
be, see Be.

grow'-an, s. [Arm. grouan = sand.]

Min. : Decomposed grauite.

IT Soft growan : A name commonly applied
to any decomposed gritty rock. (Weale.)

growan-lodo, a.

Mining : Any lode which abounds in rough
gravel or sand.

* growe, z. [Grove.]

* growe, v. [Grow.]

grow'-er, s. [Eng. grow; -er.]

1. One who or that which grows or increases
in bulk or size.

"It will grow to a great bigness, being the quickest
grower of any kind of elm."

—

Mortimer : Husbandry.

2. One who grows, cultivates, or raises ; a
producer, a cultivator.

grdw'-ing, * grow-ynge, pr. par., a. & $.

[Grow.] *

A. & B, -4s pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or state of increasing in bulk by
natural process ; growth.

" Lich to tres he hath grctoing."—Gowcr, i. 35.

2. The act or business of raisiug or produc-
ing vegetables, &c. ; cultivation.

* 3. That which lias grown ; a, growth, a
crop.

growing-point, s.

Bot. : A minute cellular axis in the centre
of a bud, from which growth proceeds. It is

in direct communication with the woody and
cellular tissue of the stein.

growing-slide, s. A cell formed between
two glasses, adapted, as a slide for a micro-
scope, and supplied with water by the capil-
lary action of a few filaments of cotton ex-
tending thence to a little reservoir of water.
It is designed for preserving algae or infusoria
in a growing condition.

grd"wl (1), v-i- & t. [Dut. grollen~to grumble ;
Ger. qroilen = to be angry, to bear ill will, to
rumble ; Gr. yptuXktfa (grullizo) = to grunt,
7puAAd? (grullos) = a pig, from ypv (gru) = a
grunt.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pSt,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd. son; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, 03 = e; ey = a. q.u = kw.
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A. Intransitive:
"

1. To snarl or murmur like an angry cur.
" The gaunt mastiff, growling at the gate."

Pope : A/oral Essays, iii. 198.

2. To grumble ; to speak angrily or gruffly.

"'What took him there?' growled the King."—
Maeaula-y : Mist. Eng., eh. xvl.

3. To make a hoarse, murmuring sound.
" The growling winds contend."

Armstrong : Art of Preserving Health, hk. i.

B. Trans, : To utter or express in a growl-
ing or gruff manner.

" Growled defiance in such angry sort"
**" Cowper : Task, vi. 3.9.

* gr6*\fcrl (2), v.i. [A corrup. of crawl (q.v.).]

To crawl, to creep.
' "Lice continually growling out of his fleshe."

—

Udal: Apopth. of Erasmus, p. ITS.

gr6*frl, s. [Growl, v.] The snarl of an angry
cur ; a grumbling or gruff sound made by an
angry person ; a grumble, a complaint.

gr6*TM'-er, s. [Eng. growl ; -er.]

1. Lit. : One who growls; a grumbling,
gruff person.

2. Fig. : A four-wheeled cab. (Slang.)
" He had evidently studied the driver of a London

growler, and produced a good sound readable type of
man."—Daily Telegraph, Oct. 1C, 1883.

gro^l'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Growl, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of snarling or grum-
bling ; a growl.

grb%l'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. growling; 4y.]
In a growling, gruff, or grumbling manner.

* gro~\vT some, a. [Eng. growl; -some.] In-

clined to growling or grumbling.
"Growlsome people, who talk about religion, and

don't practise it."—E. J. WorboUe : Sitsie, ch. xxx.

grown, pa. par. & a- [Grow.]

A, As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Increased or advanced in growth.
"Tarry at Jericho till your beards be grown."—

2 Samuel x. 5.

2. Advanced to full age, stature, or matu-
rity.

" I saw lately a pair of China shoes, which I was told
were for a grown womui, that would scarce liave
been big enough for one of our little girls."

—

Locke.

grown - over, a. Overgrown ; covered
with growth of anything.

"I went by the field of the slothful, and by the
vineyard of the man void of understanding, and lo, it
was all grown overwith thorns, and nettles had covered
the face thereof."—Proverbs xxiv. 31.

grown-up, a. & s.

A. As adj. : tAdvanced to full age ; full-

grown.

B. As subst. : A grown-up person. (Colloq.)

"I al

Mutual

grouse, v.i. [Ger. grausen = to make to

shudder, to shiver.] To shiver ; to have chills.

(Scotch.)

growth, *grothe, s, [Icel. grodhr, grodhi.]

[Grow.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or process of growing; the
gradual increase of animal or vegetable
bodies by the assimilation of new matter
into the living organism ; development from
a seed, root, or germ by the addition of

matter through ducts and secretory vessels.

2. Increase in number, extent, prevalence,

bulk, frequency, &c.

"The growth of their trade, riches, and power at
home."—Sir IP. Temple: On Government.

3. Increase in stature ; advance towards
maturity.

*' though an animal arrives at its full growth at a
certain age, perhaps it never comes to its full bulk till

the last period of life."—Arbuthnot : On Aliments.

i. That which grows or is grown ; anything
produced iu growth ; a product.

" The prosperous growth of this tall wood."
Milton : Comus, 2G9.

II. Technically:

1. Physiology

:

(1) Animal: Growth continues as long as

the addition of new matter to the body ex-

ceeds the amount of waste. This happens in

early life ; after maturity is reached new
matter and waste about balance each other.

(2) Vegetable : Similar principles regulate

the growth of plants.

2. Mining : The accumulation of water in

the levels of a mine.

^[ Correlation of Growth :

Biol. : [Correlation].

* gr6"wt'-n6ad t
s. [Grouthead.]

growt'-nol, e. [Groutnol.]

groyne (1), s. [Groin (l), s.]

groyne (2), s. [Groin (2), s.]

groyned, a. [Groined.]

* gr6*yn'-ing, s. [Groin (2), i\]

1. The grunting of a pig.

2. Discontent, grumbling.

groz'-et, s. [A corruption of Pr. groseille.] A
gooseberry. (Scotch.)

"As plump and grey as onie groze*."
Burns : To a Louse.

grdz'-ing, «. [Etym. doubtful.]

grozlng-iron, ».

1. An instrument with an angular steel pro-

jection, used for cutting glass before the
general application of the diamond to that

object.

2. Plumb. : A tool used in smoothing the

solder joints of lead pipe.

griib, * grobbe, * grubbe, * grub-byn,
v.i. & (. [Prob. a variant of grope (q.v.).]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To dig in or under the ground.
" So depe thai grubbed and so fast
Thre crosses land thai at the last."

Legends of Holy Rood, y. 34.

2. To take one's food. (Slang.)

3. To drudge about, to perform low, dirty,

or menial work.

B. Transitive

:

1. To dig up ; to root up by digging ; to dig

up by the roots. (Generally with out or up.)

" The very stumps of oak, especially that part which
is dry and above ground, being well grubbed, is many
times worth the pains and charge, for sundry rare aud
hard works."—Evelyn : On Forest Trees, ch. iii., § 14.

2. To supply with food ; to provide with
victuals. (Slang.)

griib, s. [Grub, v.]

1. The chrysalis of an insect ; also its larva

;

a maggot, a caterpillar.

"The old teeth, therefore, nre cast off with the
exuviaj of tho grub."—Paley; Natural Theologu,
ch xii.

2. A short, thick-set man ; a dwarf. (Used

in contempt.)

3. A dirty, slovenly person.

4. That which is grubbed up, roots or

stumps of trees, &c. (American.)

5. Food, victuals. (Slang.)

grub-axe, s. [Grubbing-axe.]

grub-plank, s. Offal plank used in

fastening the cribs and strings of a lumber
raft together. (American.)

grub-saw, s. A hand-saw used for sawing
up marble slabs into strips, such as shelves,

mantelpieces, &c. The kerf is started by a
narrow chisel while lying upon the rubbing-
bed. It has ah iron blad_ notched at the

edge, and stiffened by a backing of wood, like

the metallic back of a tenon-saw.

.* grub-worm, i A grub.

grub'-ber, s. [Eng. grub, v. ; -er.]

I. Ord. Lang. . One who or that which
grubs.

II. Agriculture

:

1, An agricultural implement used for stir-

ring and loosening the soil to plough depth.

It is a heavy cultivator drawn by four horses,

and supported on wheels.

2. A machine or tool to pull up stumps and
roots of bushes, saplings, and small trees.

grub'-bi-a, s. [Named after Michael Grubb,
a Swedish" patron of botany.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Grub-
biaeese (q.v.).

grub'-Tri-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. grubbi(a),

and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acea,1

.]

Bot. : The name given in 1841 by Endlicher
to an order of epigynous exogens, included
by Lindley in Bruniaeeaj (q.v.).

grub'-bing, pr. par., a., & s. [Grub, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As s-itbst. : The act or operation of digging
or rooting up stumps, roots, &c.

grubbing-axe, s. An implement having
a curved bit presented at right angles to the
helve, like an adze, and another bit pre-
sented in the line of the helve, like an axe

;

;_ a mattock.

grubbing - hoe, s. A heavy hoe tor

digging round stumps or stones.

*griib'-ble, v.i. & t [A frequent, from grub.]

A. Intrans. : To feel or grope as in the dark
;

to grovel.

B. Trans. : To feel with the hands ; to grope
"

over.

grub'- by, a. [Eng. grub(b); -y.] Dirty,

slovenly. (Hood: A Black Job.)

gru'-bl-a, s. A genus of amphipodous Crus-
tacea. Upper antennse filiform, and longer
than tho lower ; feet in pairs, first and second
subchelate; segments thirteen; telson scaled,

entire.

Grub'-street, s. & a. [Sec def.]

*A. As substantive

:

1, Lit. ; Originally the name of a street near
Moorfields, in London, much inhabited by
men engaged in the production of low-class
fugitive literature ; whence any mean pro-
duction is called grubstreet. Its name was
changed iu 1830 to Milton-street.

2. Fig. : Poor, mean, or needy authors.

B« As adj. : Mean, poor, low.

* grucche *grucch-en, v.i. [Grudge, v.]

' grucch-yng, &-. [Grucche.] a grumbling or

complaint.

grudge, * grochen, * grucche, * gruc-
chen, *gruchen, v.i. & t. [O. Fr. grocer,

groucher, gruger = to murmur ; a word of

doubtful origin, but probably onomatopoetic
and Scandinavian.]

A. Intransitive

:

* 1. To murmur ; openly to express dissatis-

faction ; to complain.

"Mid the farisees and scribes grucchiden ; seiynge

for this resceyveth synful meu and eteth with them.

'

—Luke xv, 2.

* 2. To grieve, to repine, to feel compunction.

"We grudge in our concyeucc when we remember
our synnes."

—

Sp. Fisher.

:v
G. To find fault ; to raise objection.

" Theygrucht not with her liurial there."— Walpole,

Anec. of Painting, vol. i.. ch. 1L

4. To feel unwillingness or reluctance to do

any act or for any reason.
'* Use hospitality one to another without grudging."

—1 Peter iv. 9.

5. To feel envy or ill-will against any enc or

for any reason ; to be envious.

"Grudge not one against another."—James v. 9.

B. Transitive

:

1. To see with envy or ill-will ; to envy ; to

feel discontent or envy at ; to grumble at ; to

find fault with. (Tate : Absalom & Achitcphel,

ii. 206.)

2. To grant, allow, or permit with reluc-

tance ; to begrudge the acquisition or pos-

session of.

" They grudge me my natural right to be free."

Cowper: Trans, from Guion.

* 3. To cherish or harbour with malice or

with "an envious and discontented spirit.

"Perish they
That grudge one thought against your Majesty."

Sliakesp. : 1 Henry VI., iii. 1.

grudge, s. [Grudge, v.]

* 1. Ill-will, discontent, anger.

"Heavy looke, and lumpish pace, that plaine

In him bewraid great grudge, and maltalent."
Spenser : F. Q., III. iv. 41.

* 2. An unwillingness or reluctance to benefit

3. A feeling of malice or malevolence

,

hatred ; secret enmity.
" There is some grudge between 'em ; 'tis not meet
They be alone. Shakesp. : Julius t'ecsar, iv. 3.

y
4. A remorse of conscience.

- 5. A slight symptom of disease.

"Struggling against the grudges of more dreadful

calamities."

—

Milton.

foSll, b6^; ptfilt, jtfM; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion --= shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -Me, -die, fcc. = bel, del.
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* grudge-full, a. [Eng. grudge ; -full,] Feel-

ing a grudge, envy, or discontent
;
grudging,

envious.
" Kayle at tliem with grudgrfuU discontent."

Spenser : F. Q., IV. viii. 28.

* grudge-kin, s. [Eng. grudge; dimin. suff.

-kin.} A little or slight grudge. (Tliackeray.)

grudg'-eons, s. pi. [Fr. gmgeons, from gruger
= to grind, to crash.] Coarse meal, grouts

;

the sittings of meal remaining after the fine

parts have passed through the sieve.

grudg'-er, *groch-er, * grucch-er,
* grutch-are, s. [Eng. grudg(e); -er.] One
who grudges or grumbles ; a grumbler.

" These ben gruccheris, ful of playnts, wandringe
aiter desires,"— Wycliffe : Judas li.

grfidg'-ing, *groch-Ing, *grucch-yng,
* grudge-yng, * grutch-ing, pr. par.,

a,, & s. [Grudge, v.]

A. tfe B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Grumbling, murmuring, complaining.

2. Uneasiness or discontent at the posses-

sion of anything by another ; envy.

3. Reluctance, unwillingness.

"Such as they would leaue behinde them at their

awne price, without any grudging."—Grafton : Edward
11. {an. 1325).

*4. A secret wish or desire.

" Even in the moat sincere advice he gave,
He had a grudginq still to be a knave."

Dryden : Medal, 58,

*5. Afterpain ; remains of any pain or dis-

ease.
" So clerely was she deliuered from all grudgeyng of

the ague."

—

Udal: Matthew viii.

* 6. A symptom of disease, as the chill be-

fore a fever.

* 7. An anticipation or premonitory feeling

of anything ; a presentiment.

grudg'-ing-ly, * groch-inde-liche,
* grucch-en-de-li, adv. [Eng. grudging;
-ly.] In a grudging manner ; with reluctance,

unwillingness, or grudging.
" Trouble is grudgingly and hardly brooked.
While life's subllmeat Joya are overlooked."*

Cowper ; Charity, 218.

grudg'-ings, s. pL [Grudqeons.] Coarse
meal.

* fflriidg'-ment, s. [Eng. grudg(e); -ment.]

Discontent, grudging.
" Bather to Jacynth's grudgment."

Browning : Flight of the Duchess.

grue, v.i. [Grew, v.]

gru'-el, s. [O. Fr. gruel (Fr. gruau), from Low
Jj8.t.'grutellum y

dimin. of grutum = meal, from
O. Low Ger. grut = groats (q.v.).] Food made
by boiling oatmeal in water ; any kind of

mixture made by boiling ingredients in water.

TF To give one his gruel : To severely punish
or kill a person. (Brewer says that the allusion

is to the practice, common in France in the
sixteenth century, of giving poisoned possets,

an art brought to perfection by Catherine de
Medici and her Italian advisers.)

" Gave the truculent rascal his gruel."
Barham : Ingoldsby Legends ; Babes in the Wood.

grue -some, u.. [Grewsome.]

*gruf, *grufe, adv. [Groff.]

* gruff, s. [Prob. connected with grave (q.v.).]

A pit.

" In one of the deepest gruffs (for bo they call their
pits)."—Boyle : Works, v. 686.

gruff, a. & s. [Dut. grof = coarse, great, heavy ;

Sw. grof — coarse ; Dan. grov ; Ger. grob

;

M. H. Ger. gerdb, grop.]

A. As adj. : Of a rough, surly, or harsh
apect or look ; sour, rough, harsh, hoarse.
(Applied to the voice.)

" After some gruffmuttering with himself."
King: The SkiUet.

B. As substantive

:

Min. (PI.) : The worst pieces rejected in the
manufacture of black-lead pots. These are
coarse, harsh, gritty, and deficient in lustre.

* gruff '-ish, a. [Eng. gruff; -ish.] Rather
or somewhat gruff.

"A short elderly gentleman, with a grujflsh voice."—
Dickens: Sketches by Boz; Watkins Tattle.

gruff-ly, adv. [Eng. gruff; -ly.] In a gruff,

rough, or surly manner.
" The form of Mar3 high on a chariot stood,

All sheathed 1.11 arms, and gruffly looked the god."
Lewis: Statius; Thebaid vii.

gruff'-ness, s. [Eng. gruff; -ness.] The
quality or state of being gruff; roughness;
surliness.

gru'-gru, s. [An American negro word (?).]

1. Entom. : The larva of a huge insect

(Ca'landra palmarum), eaten in South America.

Called also Ver Palmiste.

2. Bot. : A name given in Trinidad to two

palms—Astrocaryurn vulgare and Acrocomia

sclerocarpa.

gru'-l-dse, s.pl. [Lat. grus (genit. gruis) = a

crane.]

Ornith. : A family of Grallatores, tribe Cultri-

rostres. It consists of large handsome birds,

withastrongsharp-edgedbill, long slender legs,

with a considerable part of the tibiae bare

;

toes four, the two outer ones connected by a

very small membrane, the hind one short and
elevated. It contains two sub-families ; Gruinse

(Cranes proper), and Psophinae (Trumpeters)

(q-v.).

gru-i'-nse, s. pi. [Lat. grus (genit. gruis) = a

crane, and fern. pi. adj. suff. -iiue.]

Ornith. : The typical sub-family of the family

Gruidse (q.v.). The mandibles are of equal

length and pointed at the tip ; the tertiary

feathers of the wings are often long and de-

composed into beautiful pendent plumes on
each side of the tail. The sub-family contains

the Cranes proper.

*gru-in-a'-les,s.pZ. [Lat. grus (genit. gruis)

= a crane, and masc. or fern. pi. adj. suff. -ales.]

Bot. : The name given by Linnseus to an

order in his Natural System, under which he
included the Cranesbills.

grul'-shy, a. [Etym. doubtful.] Gross,

coarse, clumsy.
" They had a genteeler turn than the grvlshy bairns

of the cottars."—Gait : Annals of the Parish, p. 28.

*grum, a. [A.S. gram, grow. = furious, angry,
offended; 0. S. gram; Icel. gramr = wroth,
grom = fiends.]

1. Sour, surly, severe, harsh, morose, glum.

2. Low, deep in the throat, gruff, guttural

;

as, a grum voice.

gru'-mach (ch guttural), a. [Gael, gruamach
= gloomy, sulky, morose, sullen, of a forbid-

ding countenance.] Ill-favoured, grim. (Scotch.)

"The nickname of Gillespie Grumach {or the grim)."
—Scott : Legend of Montrose, ch. xiL

grum'-Me, v.i. & (. [Fr. grommeler ; O. Ger.
grummelen ; a frequent, of grummen, grumen,
or gromman ; Dut. grommon = to grumble,
to growl ; cf. Ger. gram = vexation, grimmen
= to rage ; Russ. grome = thunder ; A.S. gram
= angry. ]

A. Intransitive:

1. To murmur with discontent ; to give vent
to expressions of dissatisfaction.

"Now wrangling and grumbling to keep up the ball I".
Goldsmith: Betaliation.

2. To growl, to snarl.
" From the old Thraciau dog they learned the way
To snarl in want and grumble o er their prey."

Pitt : To Mr. Spence.

3. To make a hoarse noise or rattle ; to
rumble.

" Shake the woods
That grumbling wave." Thomson: Winter, 75.

* B. Trans. ; To express or utter in a grum-
bling manner.

grum'-ble, s. [Grumble, v.]

1. The act or state of grumbling ; a com-
plaint.

2. (PI.) A grumbling, discontented dispo-
sition.

* 3. Grime, dirt.

"The grumbles and mud of their acquaintance. "

—

Sanderson : Sermons, i. 160.

griim'-bler, s. [Eng. grumbl(e); -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who grumbles ; a dis-
contented or dissatisfied person.

" Some uucourtly grumblers described it as the
only good thing that had been done since the king
came in."

—

Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. il.

2. tchthy. : Various species of Trigla (Gur-
nard), which utter sounds like grumbling
when, being caught, they are lifted from the
water. (Griffith's Cuvier.)

Grum-ble-to'-ni-an^ *. [Apparently mo-

delled on some such word as Accringtonians

= inhabitants of Accrington, Barringtoniaus

= inhabitants of Barrington, &c]

Hist • The inhabitants of an imaginary town

or parish notable for grumbling ; a nickname

given in England to the Country, as distin-

guished from the Court party during the reigns

of the later Stuarts. The reason why they

grumbled was that, in modern language, they

constituted the Opposition, and naturally

found fault with the measures of their political

adversaries who were in power.

"Who were sometimes nicknamed the Grwmblef-

nians and sometimes honoured with the appellation

of the Country party."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

grum'-bling, pr. par., a., & s. [Grumble, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As suhst. : The act of murmuring in dis

content ; complaining in dissatisfaction.

" I have served
Without or grudge or grumblings.

Shakesp.\: Tempest, L 2.

griim'-bling-l^, adv. [Eng. grumbling; -ly.]

1. In a grumbling, dissatisfied, or discon-

tented manner; with grumblings or com-

plaints.

*2. Hoarsely, roughly.
" They speak good German at the Court and In the

city ; but the common and country people seemed to

speak grumblingly."—Browne : Travels, p. 156.

* grum'-bol, s. [Grumble.] A term of re-

proach ; a surly persoD.
" Come,i7?-um6o^ thou Bhaltmum with ub."—Dekker:

Satiromastix.

*grume, s. [O. Fr., Fr. grumein = a clot;

from Lat. grumus = a little heap.] A fluid of

a thick, viscid consistence ; a clot, as of blood.

grum'-ly, a. [Eng. grum(e); -ly.} Muddy,
thick, as with dregs or sediment.

grum'-ly, adv. ['Eng.grum; -ly.] Inagruin,
surly, morose, or sullen manner.

grum-mels, s. pi. [Eng. grume. ; dim. sufL

-el.] Dregs, sediment.

grum' met, s. [Grommet.]

* grum'-ness, s. [Eng. grunt; -ness.] Sonr>
ness, sullenness.

"The grumness of thy countenance."— Wycherley?
Country Wife, L L

gru'-mose, a. [Mod. Lat. grunwsus, fro in

Class. Lat. grumus = a little hill, a hillock.]

Bot. : Clubbed, knotted. (Paxton.) [Gru-
MOUS.]

gru-mous, a. [Eng. grum(e); -ous.]

* I. Ord. lAzng. : Thick, clotted, concreted.
" But, having for this purpose exposed some serum

of human blood to cold air, in two freezing nights
consecutively, the serum wa3 not found to congeal,
though some grumous parts of the same blood did; as
has formerly been noted."

—

Boyle: Works, vol. iv.,

p. 751.

H. Technically

:

1. Anat. (of blood): Clotted, coagulated.

2. Bot. : Divided into little clustered grains,

as the faecula in the stem of the sago palm,
or the root of Neottia Nidus-avis. (Lindley.)

gru'-moiis-ness, s. [Eng. grumous ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being grumous ; clotted
or concreted.

grumph, v.i. [An imitative word.] To grunt

;

to make a noise like a sow.
" A grumphin, girnin, snarlin jade."

Tarrat : Poems, p. 62.

grumph, s. [Grumph, v.] A grunt ; a noise
like a sow.

" He drew a long sigh or rather grumph, through
his nose."

—

Saxon & Gael, t 42.

grum'-phie, ». [Eng. grumph; -ie.] A sow.
(Scotch.)

" Wha waa it but Grumphie."
Burns: Halloween.

grump'-l-ly, adv. [Eng. grumpy; dy.] In a
grumpy, sullen, surly, or gruff manner ; gruffly.

grump'-i-ness, a. [Eng. grumpy ; -ness.] Tlie

quality or state of being grumpy or surly

;

surliness, gruffness.

"The amount of bearish grumpiness ho displays to-
wards those determined to see him off."

—

The World,
quoted in Times, April 15, 1876.

*grump'-ish, a. [Eng. grump(y); -ish.] Cross.
" If you blubber or look grumpish."—Mrs. TroUope

.

Michael Armstrong, ch. vi.
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grump'-Jr, a. [From the same root as grum
and grumble (q.v.).] Surly, cross, angry, gruff.

gru'-nau-ite (the first u as ii in German), s.

[From Grtinau, in Sayn Altenkirchen, whpre
it occurs.]

Min. : An isometric brittle mineral of me-
tallic lustre, light steel-gray to silver-white

colour, becoming yellowish or grayish when
tarnished, and a dark gray streak ; its hard-

ness 45 ; sp. gr. 5'13. Compos. : sulphur
33-10 to 38-46 ; bismuth 10*41 to H'll ; nickel

2278 to 40-65 ; iron 0'28 to 11-73 ; copper 1*68

to 11-59 ; and lead 1-58 to 7*11. (Dana.)

* grund, s. [Ground.] Th? ground ; bottom.

grund'-el, s. [Eng. grund = ground ; -el]

The fish" called a Groundling (q.v.).

*grund'-sel, s. [Groundsel (1), s.]

gru'-ner-lte (u as ii in German), s. [Ger.

griinerit. Named after Griiner, who first de-

scribed it.]

Min. : Iron Amphibole, an asbestiform or

lamellar fibrous brown and silky variety of

Amphibole. (Dana.) The British Museum
Catalogue makes it a variety of Hornblende.

*grun'-sel, s. [Groundsill.]

grim'-stane, s. [For grund = grind ; stane =
stone.] A grindstone. (Scotch?)

"Haud their noses to the grumtane."
Burns : Dedic. to Givin Hamilton, Esq.

grunt, * gronte, * grunt-en, * grunt-on,
v.i. & t. [An extension of A.S. grunan= to

grunt ; cogn. with Dan. grynte ; Sw. grymta

;

Ger. grunzen ; Lat. grunnio ; Gr. ypvfa (gruzo)

from ypu (f?ru) = the grunt of a pig.]

A, Intransitive

:

1. To make a noise like a pig ; to snort ; to
groan like a hog.

" Gryll could but grunt."
P. Fletcher ; Purple Island, viL

* 2. To gnash the teeth.

B. Trans. : To express or utter in a grunt-
ing manner.

grunt, s. [Grunt, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A deep guttural sound, like
the snort or noise made by a hog.

" Meditative grunta of much content.

"

Tennyson : Walk to the Mail, 19.

2. Ichthy. (PL): A popular name given in
the United States to a fish, Pogonias chromis.

grunt'-or, * grunt are, s. [Eng. grunt; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who grunts.
" Oruntare. Orunnitor."—Prompt. Parv.

2. A hog.
" A draggled m.iwkin.

That tends her bristled gruntcrs in the sludge."
Tennyson : Princess, v. 26.

II. Technically

:

Brass-found. : An iron rod, with a hook on
the end, by which an assistant aids in sup-
porting the crucible, by catching hold of the
shoulder of the crucible-tongs.

grunt ~ihg, * grunt inge, *grunt-ynge,
* grynt-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Grunt, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

1. The act of snorting or making a noise
like a hog.

" And thereupon followed such cruel slaughter, that
nothing was heard bntgrunttng and groning of people,
as they lay on heapea ready to die, weltering together
together in their own blood."—Bolinahed; Bistorieof
Scotland {an. 1331).

* 2. The act of gnashing or grinding the
teeth.

"There schal be wepyng and granting of teeth."

—

Wycliffe : Matthew viii. 12. {Purvey.)

griint'-ing-lyf adv. [Eng. grunting; -ly.]

In a grunting manner ; with a grunt.

grun -tie, groun-tie, v.i. [A frequent, from
Grunt (q.v.). j To grunt.

" Ly as a Bowe muzling and grounding vpon the
earth."—Bollock : On 1 The*, p. 9.

grun'- tie, s. [Gruntle, v.]

1. A grunting noise.

2. A snout.
" An' gouts torment him inch by inch.
Wha twists his gruntle wi' a glunch.

Burn* : Scotch Drink.

*grunt'-ling, s. [Eng. grunt ; dimin. suff. -ling,

A young pig or hog.

grunts, [Grunt, s., II.]

grun'-zie, *- [Groin (2), s.] The mouth ; the
snout.

"She dights her grunzie wi' a huahion."
Burns : Sic A Wife As Willie Had.

Grus, grus, s. [Lat., = a crane.]

1. Ornith. : {Of the form grus) : The typical
genus of the sub-family Gruinte, and the family
Gruidas. [Crane.]

2. Astron. : (Of the form Grus) : The Crane,
a constellation introduced by Bayer, and now
arranged as one of Lacaille's twenty-seven
Southern constellations. It is situated between
Eridanus and Sagittarius.

grush'-ie, a. [Etym. doubtful.] Thick ; of a
thriving growth. (Scotch.)

" Their grushie weans an' faithfu" wives."
Burns : Ttoa Dogs.

*grutch, v. & s. [Grudge v. & s.]

Gru'-yere, s. & a. [Fr. Gruyere, Gruyeres; Ger.
Greyerz.]

A. As subst. : A town in Switzerland, can-
ton Friberg.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the place,

described under A.

Gruyere-cneese, s. A celebrated kind
of cheese made at Gruyere. It owes its flavour
chiefly to Melilotus officinalis.

* gry, s. [Gr. ypv (gru) = a grunt, a syllable';

a bit.]

1. A measure, equal to one-tenth of a line.

" Three inches and nine grys long, and one inch
seven lines in girt —Boyle : Works, vi. 541.

2. Anything very small, or of little value.

gryde, v.t. [Gride.

* gryf-on, a. [Griffin. ]

gryl'-li-dse, s. pi. [Lat. gryll(us) ; fern. pi. adj.

suff. -id(e.]

Entom. : A family of saltatorial orthoptera,

made to include the crickets, or sometimes
the grasshoppers. [Gryllus etym.] In the
former case the grasshoppers are called

Acridiidae, from the genus Acridium or Acry-
dium. In the latter the Crickets are termed
Achetidse (q.v.). The family Gryllidee is now
elevated into a tribe Gryllina (q.v.).

gryl-li'-naf s. pi. [Lat. gryllus ; neut. pi. adj.

suff. -ina.]

Entom. : A tribe of saltatorial orthoptera.

The outer wings in repose are sloped like a

roof, the antennas are long, slender, and
tapering. The tarsi are four-jointed. The
males have an apparatus at the base of the
wing-covers for chirping. The female has an
exserted ovipositor.

gryl-lo-tal'-pa, s. [Lat. gryllus = a cricket,

and talpa= a niole. ]

Entom. : Mole-cricket ; a genus of crickets

(Achetidse or Gryllidse) having the legs and
tarsi of both the anterior feet broad, flat, and
indented like hands, so as to be well adapted
for digging. It is a British insect.

gryT-lus,s. [Lat, = a cricket, a grasshopper.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Gryllidae and the tribe Gryllina (q.v.). [Grass-
hopper.]

* grype, v.t. [Gripe, v.]

* grype, *• [Gripe (2), s.J

gry'-phSB-a, *. [Lat. gryps, (genit. gryphis)
= a griffin.]

Pakeont. : A sub-genus of Ostrea (oyster),

having the left valve with a prominent in-

curved umbt, the right one small and concave.
Thirty species are known from the Lias to the
Chalk. Gryphcea incurva, from the Lias of
England, France, Germany, &c, is the type.
(Woodward, &c.)

t gr^ph'-lte, s. fLat. gryphus = a griffin,

and -ite (Palosont.).'] [Gryph-ea.]

Pakeont. ; An old name for a gryphaea(q.v.).

t gryphite-limestone, 5.

Geol. : Lias, so called from the fact that
Gryphaeas abounds in it.

* gryph-on, s. [Griffon.]

gry-pi'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. grypus, gryphus,
and Lat. feni. pi. adj. suff. -inoz.]

Ornith. : Wedge-tailed Humming-birds, a

sub-family of Trochilidte (Humming-birds),
type Grypus (q.v.).

gry-po'-sis, gry-pho'-sis, s. [Mod. Lat.,

from Gr. ypun-ow (grupoo) = to become bent
or curved.]

Pathol. : A curvature, especially the grow-
ing of the nails inward.

gr^p'-US, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr. vpun-ds

(grupos) = curved, hook-nosed.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Grypinae (q.v.). Only one species is known,
which is from Brazil.

gry§'-boc, gry§'-bok, s [Dut.

from grijs = gray, and bok = goat.]

Zool. : A South African antelope (Calotragus
melanotis). It lias straight, upright, pointed,
shining horns, with two or three small annuli
at the roots. On the upper parts the hair is

red mixed with white, below it is sandy-m own
or red, and on some there is black about the
head. Length of the animal, nearly three feet.

It is found in South Africa, goes in pairs, not
in flocks, and furnishes excellent venison.

gU-a-jhar'-d, s. [Sp. guacharo and guacha-

racat from the cavern and mountain of Gua-
charo, in the valley of Caripe, in Venezuela.]

Ornith. : Steatornis Caripensis, a goatsucker
from South America, which feeds, however,
not on flying insects, but on hard fruits, a very
rare characteristic of a nocturnal bird. It is

valued for its fat, to obtain which the Indians
slaughter it in the cavern of Guacharo once a
year. (Humboldt.)

guacharo-bird, s.

Ornith. : The same as Guacharo (q.v.).

guacharo-oil, s. The fat of the Gua-
charo-bird, which, on being melted, becomes
half liquid, transparent, and inodorous. It

will keep for a year without turning rancid.

guacharo-seeds, s. pi. Seeds found in

the gizzard of the Guacharo-bird.

gU-a'-CO, s. [Native name in Central America.]

Botany :

1. Properly : Aristolochia G/uaco, a plant
celebrated for its efficacy in curing snake-bites.

2. Hence: Other plants with the same pro-

perties, spec, Mikania Guaco and Aristolochia

anguicida.

ff Mexican guaco

:

Pliarm. : A poison stated by Dr. Uslarto be

from a species of convolvulus.

gua-dal-ca-zar'-Ite (u as w), s. [Named

by Petersen from its original locality, Guadal-
cazar, in Mexico.]

Min. : A mineral essentially a seleno-sul-

phide of mercury and zinc. It is represented

by the formula 6 Hg S + Zn S. It occurs

massive and crypto-crystalline, and is of a

deep black colour. Though resembling cin-

nabar in composition, it is quite different in

its physical properties, having a bluish-black

streak and a greasy metallic lustre, (3*.

Davies, F.G.S.)

gu'-ag, s. [Cornish.]

Min. : An old, abandoned working.

guaiac (as gwa'-yak), a. & s. [Native name
of the tree in parts of South America.]

A. As subst. : Guaiacum (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to guaiacnm.

guaiacic (as gwa-yas'-ic), a. [Eng., &c.

guaiac(um); -ic] Pertaining to, or derived

from, Guaiacum (q.v.).

guaiacic-acid, s.

Chem. : Guaiaretic acid, C20H26O4. Obtained

by boiling powdered guaiacum resin with

milk of lime for half an hour, filtering and
extracting the residue with hot alcohol, dis-

tilling off the alcohol, and dissolving the acid

in caustic soda, decomposing the crystallized

sodium salt with hydrochloric acid, and re-

crystallizing from glacial acetic acid. Guai-

acic acid is thus obtained in colourless needles,

which melt at 80°. They are soluble in alcohol,

and the solution gives a grass-green colour with

ferric chloride. It forms crystalline salts.
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gnaiacol (as gwa'-ya-col), s. [Eng., &c.

guaiac(um), and (alcoh)ol.]

Chem. : C7H8 2 , or C6H4< c^'^; Me-

thyl ether of pyrocatechin. Obtained by the

dry distillation of guaiaicum resin. It also

occurs in wood-tar creosote. It is also formed
by the dry distillation of calcium vanillate

with slaked lime ; and by heating to 170° equal

molecules of pyrocatechin, caustic potash,

and methyl potassium sulphate. Guaiacol

is a pleasant-smelling aromatic oil, boiling at

200°. When heated with hydriodic acid, it is

decomposed into methyl iodide and pyrocate-

chin. When heated with zinc dust, it yields

anisol, C6H5 -OCH3. Its alcoholic solution

gives an emerald-green colour, with ferric

chloride. It unites with alkalis.

guaiaconic (as gwa-ya-con'-ic), a. [Eng.

,

&c. guaiac(um)
s
and -onic] See the compound.

guaiaconie-acid, s,

Chem : C19H2o05 . Contained in the mother
liquid obtained in the preparation of guaiacic

acid. The liquid is evaporated to dryness,

and the residue treated with boiling alcohol,

evaporated, and separated from the resin by
means of ether. Guaiaconic acid is amorphous,
melting at 100°, and is insoluble in water. It

is easily soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform,

and in acetic acid. It is turned blue by oxi-

dizing agents. The calcium and lead salts are

insoluble in alcohol.

guaiacum (as gwa'-ya-cuni),s. [Latinized

from guamc (q.v.).]

1. Bot. : A genus of Zygophyllacea?, tribe Zy-
gophyllese (q.v.). Calyx of rive unequal seg-

ments ;
petals five-stalked ; stamens ten ; fruit,

a five-angled, five-celled capsule, sometimes by
abortion two or three-celled. Guaiacum offici-

nale is an ornamental tree with blue flowers,

growing in Jamaica. The wood furnishes

Lignum vitce (q.v.) ; its resin is called Gum
guaiacum (q.v.). The leaves of G. $anctuma.re

used in the West Indies as a substitute for

soap. The bark and wood of both species are

used as sudorifics, diaphoretics, or alteratives.

2. Phar. : Guaiac wood, Lignum vitee, Guai-

aci lignum, the wood of Guaiacum officinale, a

native of St. Domingo and Jamaica. When a
log is bored longitudinally, and placed in the

fire, a dark brown aromatic resin exudes,

which is collected, and which is soluble in

alcohol and ether. An alcoholic solution gives

a blue colour when placed on a slice of a raw
potato, the guaiacic acid acting on the gluten.

The resin is used to prepare Mixtura guaiaci

(Mixture of guaiacum), and Tinctura guaiaci

ammoniata (Ammoniated tincture of guaia-

cum). The resin taken internally causes irri-

tation of the intestinal canal. The tincture

is used externally in cases of chronic rheuma-
tism as a stimulant.

guaiacum-resin, s.

Chem. : A reddish-brown resin, obtained
from the wood of Guaiacuvi officinale. The
resin dissolves in potash ; and in concentrated
sulphuric acid with a red colour. A tincture

of the resin is turned blue by oxidizing

agents : as chromic acid, ferric chloride.

Guaiacum resin, fused with caustic potash,

yields protocatechuic acid.

gu'-an, s. [The Guiana name of the bird.]

Oniith. : The genus Penelope, which belongs

to the family CraciJse (Curassows). [Penelope.]

t gua'-na (u as w), s. [Iguana.] The same
as Iguana (q.v.).

gua-na'-co (U as w), *. [Sp. American.]

Zool. : Auch-enia Guanaco, a llama, believed

by many to be the original stock from which
the domesticated animal of that name was de-

rived. The guanaco inhabits the chain of the
Andes to their most southerly point.

guan'-a-mide (u as w), #. [Eng. guan(o\
and -amide.}

Chem. : C4H5N3O. Aceto-guanamide. Ob-
tained by heating one part of aceto-guanamine
with two parts of concentrated sulphuric acid

to 150°. The cold solution is treated with
alcohol, the precipitate dissolved in water,

and re-precipitated by lead acetate, and the
lead salt decomposed by HgS. Guanamide
crystallizes out of alcohol in small rhombic
needles, easily soluble in water, acids, and
alkalis, slightly soluble in alcohol.

guan'-a-mines (u as w), s. pi. [Eng., &c.
guan(o), and amines.)

Chem. : Bases obtained by heating the fatty

acid salts of guanidine to from 220° to 230°.

Guanamine, C3H5N3, or Formoguanamine, ob-

tained by heating guanidine formate to 200°.

y(CH5 -N3-HCO-OH= C3H5N3+4NH3+C02 -r-

2CO+ 2H2O. The fused mass is mixed with

an equal volume of cold water filtered, the

residue [dissolved in a small quantities in hot

water, and precipitated with a concentrated

solution of oxalic acid. The oxalate is decom-
posed by caustic soda, which throws down
the base in white crystalline needles, melting

above 350°, which are easily soluble in boiling

water, and slightly soluble in alcohol. Aceto-

guanamine is obtained by heating dry guani-

dine acetate to 230°. It melts at 265°, and is

soluble in alcohol and in hot water. This

substance was formerly called guanamine.

guan'-J-dlne (u as w), *. [Eng. , &c. guan(in),

and -idine.]

Chem.: CH5N3. Carbotriamine, ^31 H5

"

/NH2

or Carbimido-diamine, C£=NH. An organic

\NH2

amine, obtained by the action of potassium

chlorate and hydrochloric acid on guanin.

C6H5N5 + H3 + 3 = CH5N3 + C02 +
C3H2No03 ,

parabanic acid ; by heating biuret

and hydrochloric acid gas in a sealed tube to

170° ; by the action of alcoholic ammonia on
chloropicrin at 100°, C(N02)C13 + 7NH3 =
CH5N3+3-NH3-HCl+NH3'HN03

;alsobythe

action of aqueous ammonia on ethyl ortho-

carbonate at 150°, C(0C2H5)4+3NH3 = CH5N3

-MC2H5
-OH ; by heating ammonium chloride

with cyanamide in an alcoholic solution to

100°, NH4Cl+CN-NH2=CHaN3-HCl. Guani-

dine is best obtained by preparing the sul-

phate from the carbonate, and then removing
the sulphuric acid by baryta water. Guani-

dine forms colourless deliquescent crystals,

which are very soluble in alchol and in water.

The solution absorbs carbonic acid from the

air. When guanidine is boiled with baryta

water, it is converted into ammonia and urea,

C0<CnH By the action of concentrated

acids on"alkalis,'it is decomposed into C02

and NH3.

guanidine-carbonate, s.

Chem. : 2CH5N3-H2C03 . Obtained by boil-

ing 100 parts of guanidine sulpho-cyanate
with fifty-eight parts of K2CO3, dissolved in a
very small quantity of water. The carbonate
is then precipitated by alcohol, and recrystal-

lized out of boiling water.

guanidine nitrate, 5.

Chem. : CH5N3-HN03 . Obtained by boiling

guanidine sulpho-cyanate with ammonium ni-

trate, and concentrating the solution, when
guanidine nitrate, which is only slightly

soluble in cold water, crystallizes out in large

plates.

guanidine-sulphocyanate, s.

Chem. : CH5N"3;HCNS. This salt is easily

prepared by heating ammonium sulphocyanate
to between 180° and 190°, for twenty hours,

in a flask over a flame, with a long tubo to
carry off the vapours. It is then dissolved in

its own weight of cold water, filtered, and
concentrated by evaporation on a water bath.

On cooling, it deposits crystals of guanidine-
sulphocyanate, which melt at 118°.

IT Substitution Compounds of Guanidine
are obtained by heating cyanamide with
the hydrochlorates of primary amines,
CN-NH2+NH2-CH3'HC1 = CN3H4(CH3)-HC1.
Methyl-guanidine is also obtained by boiling
creatine with mercuric oxide and water.
Triethyl-guanidine, CN^R^C2H.5):i , is obtained
by boiling an alcoholic solution of diethyl-
thio-caibamide and ethylamine with mercuric

oxide, CS<^g^+NH2'C2H5+HgO=HgS

+H2 + C2H5-N = C<^;§H5. Djphenyl-

/NH-C6H6
guanidine, CfcNH , is obtained by the

\nh-c6h5
action of gaseous cyanogen chloride on dry
aniline, and also by boiling cyananilide with
aniline hydrochlorate. It crystallizes in
needles, which melt at 147°.

guan-if'-er-ous (u as w), a. [Eng. guano,
and Lat. fero = to produce. ] Producing guano.

gua-nine (a as w), s. [Eng., &c. gnai^oX

and -iite.] ,.

Chem C*HsN50. It exists in the pancreatic

iuice oV mammalia and in the excrement of

the snicler. It is prepared by boiling Peru-

vian guano with milk of lime till the liquid is

no longer coloured brown. The residue, con-

taining guanine and uric acid, ^ boiled witli
,
a

solution of sodium carbonate and filtered and

then sodium acetate is added, and hydrochloric

acid added till the solution is strongly acia.

The guanine is precipitated, and puntied by

dissolving in hot nitric acid and precipitatmg

by ammonia. Guanine is an amorphous

powder, insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether.

Soluble in excess of concentrated ammonia.

It forms crystalline salts with acids. By the

action of nitrous acid it is converted into

xanthin. Guanine, when evaporated with

fuming nitric acid on a piece of platinum foil,

leaves a yellow residue; this, when treated

with caustic soda, gives a red colour, which,

on being heated, becomes a purple-red.

gua nite (u as w), s. [Peruvian guano, and

suff. -ite(M£)i.)(q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Struvite (q.v.).

gua -no (u as w), s. [Peruvian Spanish = the

droppings of sea-fowl.]

1. Min. : A grayish-white, yellowish, dark

brown, or reddish substance, classed by Dana
as a mineral, which he places among his An-

hydrous Phosphates and Sulphates. It is a

bone phosphate of lime or osteolite with some

impurities. Its lustre on a fresh fracture is

resinous; its structure often granular or

oolitic. Found in islands off the Peruvian and

other South American coasts, also in those of

the coast of Africa and elsewhere. Guano from
different localities has been differently named.

It has been called Pyroclasite, Pyroguanite,

Sombrerite, and Glaubapatite (q.v.).

2. Geol. : Guano is formed by the droppings

of multitudinous birds, in secluded places

where they have been undisturbed for ages.

If, in any locality, little rain falls, this tends

to the rapid accumulation of guano. The dried

bodies of the birds are often found in it.

3. Comm. : Immense quantities of guano
have been imported into Britain from the

islands off the coast of Peru, it being an ex-

ceedingly valuable manure.

gaa'-no (u as w), v.(. [Guano, s.] To manure
or dress with guano.

gua -ra (u as w), s. [Brazilian.]

Ornifh. : Ibis rubra, the Scarlet Ibis of

America. [Ibis.]

gua-ra'-cha (u as w), s. [Sp.]

Music : A lively Spanish dance in f or £
time, usually accompanied on the guitar by
the dancer himself.

gua-ra'-na (u as w), a. [A Brazilian Lndian
word.]

Phar. : The powdered seeds of Paullink&
sorbilis, from Brazil. An infusion is used in-

stead of coffee in South America. Guarana
contains five per cent, of theine.

guarana bread, s. Bread made by the
Brazilian Indians from guarana. It is used in

Brazil as a stomachic, a febrifuge, and an
aphrodisiac.

* guar'-and, s. [Guarantee.] A guarantee,

a warranty.
" Your majesty having been the author and guarand

of the Peace of Aix."—Temple: Letter to Vie King,
Nov. 30, 1G74.

guarantee, * gar-ran-tie, * gua-ran-
ty, * gar-ran-ty, * gar-ran-ty, s. [O. Fr.

garrantee; Fr. garantie, fern, of garanti, pa.

par. of garantir = to warrant, from garant =
a wan-ant, a guarantee.] [Warrant, War-
ranty.]

1. An engagement or undertaking on the
part of a third person or party that the condi-
tions or stipulations of an engagement ot

promise entered into by any person shall be
fulfilled; the act of guaranteeing the perform-
ance or carrying out of any engagement.

"The guaranty of the Peace of AU."—Temple-.
Letter to Arlington, Sept. 2, 1670.

2. One who binds himself or becomes surety
for the performance of certain acts by another

;

a guarantor.

"The Treaty of Nimeguen, of which the King o*

J
England was guarantee."~Burnet : Own Time (an.l685J.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore. wolf. work. who. son: mute. cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, full: trv. Svrian. se. ce — e : ev~ a. qu — kw.
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3. The person or party to whom a guarantee

is given.

4. Any security or warranty.

"We might be secured by the guaranty of the

general peace."

—

JIaruell ; Works, i. 586.

guar -an -tee', "guar"- an -ty, v.t. & i.

[Guarantee, s.]

A, Transitive

:

1. To give or be a guarantee for the per-

formance of; to warrant; to undertake or
" engage the due fulfilment of any engagement

or promise entered into by any person ; to be

surety for ; to become bound for.

2. To be a warrant that any article, such as

a purchase, is of the quality represented.

3. To be surety or warrant to ; to bind one-

self to ; to be or act as a security or guarantee.
" To guaranty them against any thing like a neces-

sity for giving in to thivt pernicious practice."—Burke:
On the Affair* of India.

4. To undertake to secure to another ; to
undertake to uphold or maintain ; to be
guarantee for the acquisition or possession of.

" By the treaty of alliance she guaranteed the Polish
constitution in a secret article."

—

Brougham.

5. To indemnify ; to hold harmless.

B. In trans. : To be surety, warrant, or

guarantee ; to warrant ; to be responsible.

guarantee - society, s. A joint-stock

society established for giving guarantees for

the due and proper fulfilment of engagements
between two parties, or for making good losses

caused by defalcations, &e., on the payment
of a premium.

guar - an - tor', s. [Eng. guarantee); -or.]

One wno gives a guarantee to another for the
due fulfilment by a third party of any engage-
ment or promise entered into by him ; a war-
rantor ; a surety ; one who engages to guarantee
or secure another in any right or possession.

* guar'-an-ty, s. & v. [Guarantee, s. & v.]

guard (u silent), v.t. & i. [O. Fr. guarder,
garder, warder; Fr. garder, from O. H. Ger.
warten ; M. H. Ger. warden = to watch ; cogn.
with Eng. ward (q.v.).]

A. Transitive

:

1. To secure the safety of against loss,

damage, injury, or attack by watching ; to
watch over for purposes of defence or security

;

to defend, to protect.

"l'Uguard thee like a tender flower."_
Scott : Lady of the Lake, iv. IT.

t 2. To watch over, so as to keep in res-
traint : as, To gvard one's tongue, To guard
one's actions. [Guarded.]

* 3. To provide or secure against objection
or attack.

" Homerhaaguarded every circumstance."—Broome:
On Odyssey.

* 4. To protect or secure the edge or border
of by trimming or binding ; to edge, to trim,
to deck out. (lit. dbjig.)

" A long motley coat, guarded with yellow."
Shakesp. : Henry VIII., Prol. 10.

* 5. To gird ; to fasten by binding.

* 6. To protect ; to arm against attack.

B. Intrans. : To watch by way of caution
or defence ; to be wary, to be cautious, to
take precautions ; to be on one's guard, to
take heed. (Followed by against.)

" To guard against such mistakes it is necessary to
acquaint ourselves a little with words,"

—

Watts.

% To guard one's self against : To be on one's

guard; to take precautions ; to make one's self

secure by caution.
" One would take care to guard one's self against this

particular imperfection."—Addison.

guard (u silent), * garde, a. [O. Fr. guarde;
Ft. garde.] [Guard, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or state of guarding or watching

;

a state or posture of caution or vigilance for

the protection, defence, or security of any
person or thing against injury, loss, or attack.

2. One who or that which guards, secures,
protects, or watches over any person or thing
for protection against injury, loss, or attack,
or to secure the safety of or prevent escape.

(1) A man or body of men engaged to defend
a person or place against attack or injury, or
prevent escape ; a sentinel, a watch.

" Slain'by the garde."—Qoldyng ; Justine fo. 88.

(2) A man in charge of a railway train or
mail coach.

(3) A quality or endowment which serves to

keep otf evil.
" His greatness was guard

To bar heaven's shaft." Shakesp. : Pericles, ii. 4.

(4) That which serves to secure against

objection or censure ; caution of expression.

"They have expressed themselves with as few guards
and restrictions as I."

—

A tterbury.

3. An attachment or appliance designed to
secure anything against loss or injury of any
kind.

(1) The bow or basket of a sword hilt to
protect the hand.

(2) A chain or cord for attaching a watch to
one's person or dress.

(3) A bow or wire round a lantern to protect
the glass.

(4) An upright piece of wood in a narrow
passage to prevent the lock of a canal or
the corner of a street from being injured by
passing boats or vehicles. A fender, guard-
pile, or post, as the case may be.

(5) An ornamental edging, lace hem, or
border.

" The guards are but slightly basted on."—Shakesp.

:

Much Ado About Nothing, i. 1.

(6) A kind of fender used to prevent the too
close access of children to the fire.

"Round the guard of our nursery."—De Quincey :

Autob. Sketches, i. 13.

*2. (PI-) : Ornaments in general.
" Rhymes are guards on wanton Cupid's hose."

Sliakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 3.

II, Technically

:

1. Bookbind. : One of the slips of paper
bound in with a blank book to thicken it at

the back, when the leaves are intended to

contain mounted slips or drawings.

2. Cricket : The position of the bat for most
effectually protecting the wicket.

3. Fencing & Boxing : The position of the
anus or weapon in defence ; a posture of
defence.

4. Firearms

:

(1) A bow beneath a gun-stock protecting
the trigger.

(2) A safety-lock of a fowling-piece to pre-

vent the accidental dropping of the hammer.

(3) A nipple-shield to protect the little tube
which receives the percussion-cap.

5. Agric. : One of the teeth projecting for-

ward from the cutter-bar of the harvester.

The knife plays through the guards, and the

knife sections make a shear cut against the
soles of the guard-slots.'

6. Mach. : A light frame in which the nuts
of bolts fit to prevent their becoming un-
screwed by the vibration of the engine.

7. Mil. (pi.) : The elite of the army, so called

from its being their especial duty to guard the

person of the sovereign. They are superior in

rank to and better paid and clothed than the

rest of the army. Theyconsistof ten battalions

of infantry, three constituting the Grenadier

Guards, three the Coldstream Guards, three

the Scots Guards, and one the Irish Guards ;

and of three regiments of cavalry, named re-

spectively the 1st and 2nd Lifeguards and the

Royal Horse Guards (Blue).

8. Naut. : An extension laterally of the
deck of a river steamboat, beyond the lines

of the hull, making it overhang the water.

It frequently comes flush with the outside of

the paddle-box. (American.)

9. Zool. : The cylindrical fibrous sheath
protecting the phragmaeone (internal cham-
bered shell) of a Belemnite.

If (1) To be or stand on one's guard : To be
watchful or cautious.

" 'Tis best we stand upon our guard."
Shakesp. : Tempest, ii. 1.

(2) To be off one's guard : To be careless,

inattentive, or heedless.

(3) To mount guard

:

Mil. : To go on duty as a guard or sentinel.

guard-boat, s. A boat employed to row
round and about ships of war in a harbour to

see that a proper look-out is kept ; also a boat
employed by the harbour authorities to see

that the quarantine regulations are properly
observed.

" At night the launch was again moored with a top
chain, and guard-boats stationed round both ships as

before."—Cook : Third Voyage, bk. v., ch. iv.

guard-cells, s. pi.

Bot. : Cells of crescent form, with thinner

walls than those of the ordinary cells, from
which, moreover, they are distinguished by
containing chlorophyll.

* guard-chamber, s. A guard-room.

* guard-coat, 5. A coat guarded or edged
with lace, &c.

"Coming down a tavern-stairs in his master's fine
guard-coat."—Steele : Spectator, No. 88.

guard-finger, a. [Guard, s., II. 5.]

guard-lock, a,

Hydraul. Engin. : A tide-lock, forming a
communication between a basin and tide-

water.

E2T guard-pile, s. [Guard, &., I. 3 (4).]

guard-plate, s. The plate which closes

the opening in front of a cupola-furnace ; it

is attached to the iron casing by staples.

In the centre of the plate is the tapping hole,

through which the melted metal flows when
the stopping is withdrawn.

guard-rail, s.

1. Railroad: A short rail placed on the

inside of a main rail, so as to keep a wheel on
the track by pressing against the inside of the

flange of the wheel. It is used when there is

a short break in the continuity of the other

rail, as in switches and crossings. A safety,

side, or wing rail.

2. Nautical:

(1) A hand-rail on the bridge of a steam-
vessel.

(2) A breast-rail on the break of a poop.

(3) A safety-rail around a hatchway.

guard-room, s. A room or apartment
for a guard ; a room where military offenders

are confined.
" To seek his guard-room in the porch."

Scott: liokeby, v. 19.

guard-ship, s.

Navt. : A vessel of war stationed in a port
or harbour to act as a guard, to see that the

harbour regulations are observed, and to re-

ceive seamen until they can be draughted off to

their respective ships.

"Our guard-ships were remote at sea."

—

Baker.
Charles U. (an. 1667).

* guard'-a-ble (w silent), a. [Eng. guard ;

-able.] That may or can be guarded, de-

fended, or protected.

*guard'-age (u silent), s. [Eng. guard;
, -age.] Tliat which guards or protects one ; a

guard, wardship.

" A maid so tender, fair and happy.
Run from her guardage to the sooty bosom
Of such a thing as thou." Shakesp. : Othello, i, 2.

guard ant (u silent), a. &
par. of guarder = to guard.]

A. As adjective

:

*1. Ord. Lang. : Guarding, watching; acting

as a guard or watch.
" Guardant before his feet a lion lay.'' Southey.

2. Her. : [Gardant].

*B. As svbst. : A guard, a guardian.
" My angry guardant stood alone."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., iv. 7.

guard'-ed (u silent), ^gard'-ed, pa. par. &
a. [Goard, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Protected, watched over, defended.

"What! said he nought . . .

T Of guarded pass ?
"

Scott : Lady of the Lake, Iv. 16.

* 2. Edged, trimmed, bound.

3. Circumspect, cautious, careful, wary

;

as, To be guarded in one's language.

4. Done, uttered, or managed with care or

circumspection ; characterized by care.

"However moderate his opinions, however guarded
his conduct."—Macaulay : Best. Eng., ch. v.

guard'-ed-rj?' (u silent), adv. [Eng. guarded ;

-ly.] In a guarded, careful, or circumspect

manner ; with care or circumspection.
" So guardedly, that it was impossible to mike any

serious chargo against the author."—Sheridan . Life of

Sieift.

* guard'-ed-ness (u silent), s. [Eng. guarded

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being guarded

;

care, caution, circumspection.
" The very restraint and guardedness of the language

employed."—Daily Telegraph, Oct. 31, 1883.

[0. Fr., pr.

boil, bo"^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = i.

dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion. sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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* guar den, s. [Guardian.]

* guar-den-age, s. [Guardianage."]

guard -er (u silent), s. [Eng. guard; -er.]

One who guards ; a guard.
" The bold guarders of the house shall Bhake."

Scott : Epidemic Mortality.

* guard ful (first « silent), a. [Eng, guard ;

-ful(l).~} Guarded, wary, circumspect, cautious.

"I meanwhile
Watch with guardfal eye these murderous motions."

Aaron BUI.

guard'-i-an (u silent), * guard-en, s. & a.

[0. Fr. gardien.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. One who has the charge, care, or custody
of any person or thing.

" She speaks of him, her author, guardian, friend."
1 Cowper: Cltarity, 399.

* 2. A repository or storehouse.

"Colmeskill,
The sacred storehouse of his predecessors,
And guardian of their bones."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, ii. 4.

II. Law : One who has the charge, custody,

and supervision of any person not legally

capable of managing his own affaire.

" Of the several species of guardians, the first are
guardians by nature—viz., the father and (in some
cases) the mother of the child. This guardianship is a
mere personal right in the father or other ancestor to

the custody of the person of the infant, until he or she
attains twenty-one years of age. For if an estate be
left to an infant, the father is by common law the
guardian, and must account to his child for the
profits. There are also guardians for nurture, which
are the father, or, if he be dead, the mother, till the
infant attains the age of fourteen years ; a guardian-
ship which, like that by aature, has no reference to

the infant's property, but relates merely to his person."
—Blackstone : Commentaries, bk. i. , ch. IS.

B. As adj. ; Guarding, watching, defending

;

acting as a guardian or protector, especially

in the phrase guardian angel.
" No father's guardian hand my youth maintained."

Savage: The Bastard.

% (1) Guardians of the ptoor : Persons elected

by the ratepayers and owners of property in

a parish to supervise the relief of the poor,

the management of the workhouses, &c, and
generally to carry out the poor laws.

*(2) Guardian of the spiritualities : A person
to whom the spiritual jurisdiction of any
diocese is committed during the vacancy of

the see. He may be either guardian in law
or jure magistratus, as the archbishop is of any
diocese within his province ; or guardian by
delegation, as he whom the archbishop or

vicar-general doth for the time depute. (Cowel.)

* (3) Guardian of the temporalities : A person
to whom the temporal jurisdiction and the
profits of a vacant see are committed.

guardian angel, s.

1. Lit. & Theol. : It is a pious belief (q.v.)

but not an article of faith in the Latin and
Greek Churches that to every individual of

the human race there is assigned at birth an
angel as guardian and protector. These duties

are fulfilled by warding off temptations that

may injure the person's spiritual condition,

or by instilling into the soul wise counsels

and holy warnings Theologians deduce this

belief immediately from Matt, xviii. 10, and
the Fathers of the Church strongly inculcate

it, and in the Lives of the Saints instances are

given of the active interference of guardian-
angels. The belief is shared by Anglican
High Churchmen. Bishop Bull (Sermons (ed.

. 1714), ii. 506) speaks of the belief that every
Christian has a guardian-angel as '

' highly pro-

bable." Smith (Diet, of Bible, s.v. Angel) says

that the notion of special guardian-angels
watching over individuals is consistent with
the text in Matthew, though not necessarily

to be deduced therefrom. He adds that the
existence of the belief in the early Church is

shown from Acts xii. 5. The Roman Church
celebrates the Feast of Guardian Angels on
October 2. It is a double. [Guardian-spirit.]

"Whence is taken the name of guardian-angels?
From the following words of Holy Scripture: He shall

five his angels charge over thee to guard thee in all

hy ways )Ps. xci. ll)."—Schaff: Creed of the Greek &
Latin Churches, p. 462.

2. Fig. : A protector, a defender.

guardian-spirit, s.

Compar. Relig. : Probably the idea of guar-
dian-spirits had its origin in a low form of

Animism—that each person is double.thatwhen
he dies his other self, whether remaining near
at hand or gone far away, may return, and
continue capable of injuring his enemies and

aiding his friends. It finds expression in
some form in all primitive religions, and in

many which have reached a higher stage of
development. The Australian native believes

that when a warrior kills his first foe the spirit

of the slain enters the body of the slayer, and
becomes his guardian ; in Tasmania a native

has been heard to ascribe his deliverance from
clanger to the care of his deceased father's

spirit ; and the most important religions rite

of a North American Indian is to obtain a
patron genius. In Asia, in Africa, and among
the Indians of South America, the belief in

guardian-spirits obtains, as it did formerly

among the Aryans of Northern Europe.
(Grimm: Deut. Myth. (ed. Stallybrass), ch.

xxviii.) But it is in classic paganism that it

appeals to us most gracefully. Menander (ap.

Clement. Stromat., v.) tells us of the good
mystagogue given to every man at his birth,

and the Deemon of Socrates has quite a bibli-

ography of his own, beginning with Plato and
ending with Cardinal Manning. In Roman
times the guardian-spirit was represented as a

lar among the household gods, and specially

venerated on the anniversary of the birth of

the guarded one, with festive rites. There are

few more touching passages in Roman poetry
than those in which Ovid describes his feelings

in exile on therecurrence of the days sacred to

his own and to his wife's guardian-spirits.

(Trist., iii. 13, v. 5). [Guardian-anoel.]

* guard- 1-an -age (u silent), s. [Eng.

guardian, and suff. -age.] Guardianship,
protection, care.

" During the time of my nonage {whiles I was under
his guardianage), he bare himself, not only valiant,
but also true and faithfull unto me." — P. Holland:
Livius, p. 1,093.

* guar'-di-anee (?i silent), $. [Eng. guar-

dian ; -ce.] Guardianship, care, protection.

(Bp. Hall : On the Love of Christ, § 8.)

* guar'-di-an-ess (« silent), s. [Eng. guar-
dian; -ess.]' A female guardian.

" I have placed a truBty watchful guardianess."
Beaum. & Flet. : Wit at several Weapons, L

*guar'-dl-an-ize (u silent), v.i. [Eng.
guardian ; -ize.] To act the part of a guardian.

* guar'-di-an-less (u silent), s. [Eng. guar-
dian ; -less'. ] Witho ut a guardian ; unpro-
tected, undefended.

" But first I'll try to find out this guard ia.nl ess

graceless villain."— Wycherley : Plain Sealer, iii. 1.

guar' -di- an -snip (u silent), s. [Eng.
guardian ; -ship.] The office of a guardian

;

care, protection.

"A legitimate and salutary guardianship became
an unjust and noxious tyranny."— Macauiay: Hist.
Eng., ch, i.

guard -mg (w silent), * gard'-ing, pr. par.,
a., & s. [Guard, s.]

A. & B. As pr. par, & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. .4s substantive :

1. The act of watching over or protecting

;

protection, care, guardianship.
" That thei maie vnder the tuicion and guarding of

their heauenly father, bee safely defended against
Satan's engens."

—

Udal: Luke xi.

* 2. Trimming, or edging of a coat, &c.

guard-irons (as gard-i-urns), s. pi. [Eng.
guard, and irons.

]

Naut. : Curved bars of iron placed over the
ornamental figures on a ship's head or quarter
to guard them from injury.

* guard-less (u silent), * guard-lesse, a.

[Eng. guard; -less.] Without guard or de-
fence ; unguarded, defenceless.

" His flocks left guardlesse."
Cfiapman

. Homer ; Iliad v.

* guard' - Ship (u silent), $. [Eng. guard

;

-ship.] Guardianship, care, protection, de-
fence.

" Under whose wise and careful guardship
I now despise fatigue and hardship."

Swift : A Panegyric on the Dean,

guards-man (u silent), *. [Eng. guard, and
man.]

1. One who guards, defends, or protects ; a
guard.

2. An officer or private in the guards.

gua'-re-a (u as w), s. [From guara, the name
given to one of the species by the natives of
Cuba.]

Bot. : A genus of Meliaceae, tribe TrichilieEe.

The species have pinnate leaves and
-
axiUary

clusters of flowers, with four or eigh seeds

The iuice of the bark of Guarea Aubletn and

that 'of G. trichilioides are purgatives and

violent emetics. G. purgans and G. spicijlora

tend to produce abortion.

guar'-in-ite (u as w), s. [Named after Prof.

Guarini, of Naples.]

Min. ; A tetragonal, yellow, transparent or

translucent mineral with a gray streak, having

a somewhat adamantine lustre, on the cleavage

face. Hardness, 6; sp. gr., 3'5. Compos.:

silica, 33-64; titanic acid, 33*92; lime, 28-01,

&c. Found in small cavities in a grayish

trachyte on Mount Somma. (Dana.)

*guar, -ish, *gar'-isn, v.t. [O. Fr.

guarissant, pr. par. of guarir = to heal ; Fr.

gu&rir.] To heal, to cure. (Spenser : F. Q.,

III. v. 41.)

guat-teV-i-a (U as w), s. [Named after John
Baptiste Gua'tteri, an Italian botanist.]

Bot. .* A genus of Anonacese, tribe Anonese.

The flowers of Guatteria virgata are very

sweet ; the tree, which occurs in Jamaica, is

said to be one of those furnishing lance-

wood. G. longifolia is planted for ornament
along roadsides in Bengal.

gua'-va (u as w), 5. [The native name of the

fruit in Guiana.]

Bot. : The fruit of various species of the

myrtaceous genus Psidium, specially P. pyri-

ferum, P. pomiferum, &c, also the trees op

which they grow. Their native country is

America. The fruits are pulpy and luscious tc

the taste. P. pomiferum is more acid than P.
pyriferum. Both makewith sugar a cooling, but
somewhat astringent preserve. The young
bark and leaves, indeed, are used as astrin-

gents, and the leaves in Brazil for medicated
baths.

guava-flycatcher, s.

Ornith. : Turdus analis.

guava-jelly, s. An excellent jelly pre-

pared in the West and also in the East Indies,
from the fruit of the guava.

guay'-a-can-ite (u as w), s. [Named from
its locality Guayacana, in the Chilian Cordil-
leras.]

Min. : The same as Enargite (q.v.).

gu-ay-a-quil'-lite, s. [Guyaquillite.]

gua'-za (u as w), s. [Some East Indian lan-

guages.] The narcotic tops of Indian hemp
(Cannabis sativa, variety indica).

gua'-za, guaz'-zo (u as w), s. [Ital.] A
distemper painting used by the ancients ; it is

very hard and durable, and the vehicle being
white of egg, gum, or glue, resists the action
of damp and preserves the colours com-
pletely.

gua-zu'-ma (gua as gwa), a. [The Mexican
name of the plant.]

Bot. : A genus of Byttneriacese, tribe Bytt-
nereag. It consists of shrubs or small treeSj
with elm-like leaves, axillary cymes of pink oi

yellow flowers, and tubercular, nut-like fruits,

They are found in tropical America, India,
and Africa. The fruit of Guazuma ulmifolia is

filled with a sweet and agreeable mucilage.
In Martinique the young bark is used to cla-

rify sugar, while the infusion of the old bark
is employed as a sudorific, and as a remedy ii

cutaneous diseases. G. tomeniosa is called It

Jamaica Bastard Cedar. Strong fibres art
made in India from its young shoots.

iate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot
or. wore. wolf. work. who. son : mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, foil : trv. Syrian, so. ce — e ; ey = a. au = kw.
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gua-zu'-ti (gu as gw), *. [A South Ameri-
can word.]

Zool. : Cervus cctmpestris, a South American
deer. An offensive smell proceeds from it,

perceptible half a mile off. (Darwin.)

* gu'-ber-nance, s. [Lat. gubernans, pr. par.

of guberno = to govern.] Government. V
" With the gubemance of all the king's tenants and

subjects."—Strype : Memorials (an. 1550J.

* gu'-ber-nate, v.t [Lat. gubernatus, pa.

par. of guberno = to govern.] To govern, to
rule, to administer.

* gu-ber-na'-tion, s. [Lat. gubernatio, from
gubernatus, pa. par. of guberno = to govern.]
The act of governing ; government ; rule

;

direction.

"May not the matters of external gubernation of
the church be disputed ? "—Spottiswood : Church of
Scotland, bk. vi. (an. 1696).

*gu'-ber-na-tive, a. [Eng. gubernat(e);
-ive.] Having the power of governing

; govern-
ing.

" Real and gubernattve wisdom."—Bp. Bucket,

* gu-ber-na-tbr'-I-al, a. [Lat. gubernator
=*a governor; Eng. adj. suff. -ial.] Of or
pertaining to a governor or government.

gud, gude, a. [Good.]

gud'-dle(l), v.t [Etym. doubtful. Jamieson
suggests Icel. gutla = to agitate a liquid ;

gxi.il

= the agitation of a liquid.] To catch fish

with the hands, by groping under the stones
or banks of a stream.

" I guddle them in aneath the staneB."

—

Hogg.

gild'-dle (2), v.i. [A variant of guzzle (q.v.).]

To guzzle ; to drink much or greedily.

gud'-dle (3), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To per-

form or do in a bungling, awkward manner

;

to bungle.

gud die, s. [Etym. doubtful.] Work of a
dirty or greasy nature.

gud'-dling, s. [Guddle (1), v.] The act of
catching fish by groping.

" This is gumping or guddiing, ony o' them ye like to
ca't."—Hogg.

gud'-dok, a, [Russ.] A Russian fiddle.

gude, guid, u. [Good.]

gud'e-ly, a. & adv. [Goodly.]

gude-man, s. [Goodman.]

gud'e-sire, s. [Scotch gude = good ; Eng.
sire] A grandfather. (Scott: Antiq., ch. ix.)

* gud c will, s. [Goodwill.]

1. A gratuity.

2. The designation given to the proportion
of meal, ground at a mill, which is due to the
under-miUer.

* gude'-wlll-y, a. [Eng. gudewill; -y.]

1. Liberal.

2. Acting spontaneously ; volunteering.
" Ane army resit of gudewilly knichtis.'—Bellen-

dene : T. Liviut, p. 321.

giidg eon, * go-jon, * goj-one, *goj-
une, * goy-on, s. [Fr. goujon, from Lat.
gobionem, accus. of gobio = a gudgeon, from
Gr. Koj)3ids (kobios) = a gudgeon or tench.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A kind of small fresh-water fish,

GobioJluviatilis, belonging to the family Cypri-
nidse. It is easily caught, and is also used as

bait in pike-fishing.

"Minnows and gudgeons gorge the unwholesome
food." Cowper : Progress of Error, 483.

2. Figuratively :

(1) A person easily caught, duped, or
cheated ; a gull.

(2) A bait ; an allurement ; something to
b* caught to a man's own disadvantage.

" But flah not with this melancholy bait.
For this fool's gudgeon, this opinion."'

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, L 1.

II. Technically:

1. Machinery :

(1) The metallic journal piece let into the
end of a wooden shaft.

(2) The bearing portion of a shaft.

(3) One of the notches in the carrick-bits

for receiving the metal bushes wherein the
spindle of a windlass traverses.

2. Naut. : The metallic eye bolted to the
stern-post to hang the rudder upon.

B. As adj. ; Voracious, greedy, insatiable.
" In vain at glory gudgeon Boswell snaps."

Wolcot: Peter Pindar, p. 107.

f gudg'-eon, v.t. [Gudgeon, s.] To cheat,
to deceive, to impose upon.

"To be gudgeoned of the opportunities which had
been given you."—Sir W. Scott. (Ogllvie.)

f gud line, * gud-lene, * gud ling, s.

[A corrupt, of O. H. Ger. gulden = golden
(<l-v.).] A denomination of foreign gold coin.

" Granted for payment of the gudlines, Bilver-work,
and others pubhek debts." — Acts Charles I. (ed.,1814),
vi. 163.

gue (1),

bond.
[Fr. gueux.] A rogue, a vaga-

* gue (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] (See extract.)
" Before violins were introduced, the music was per-

formed on an instrument called a gue, which appears
to have had some similarity to a violin, but had only
two strings of horse hair, and was played upon in the
same manner as a violincello,"—Edmonstone : Zetland,
ii. 59, 60.

Gue'-bre, Ghe'-ber, Gue'-ber, Ghe-ber,
Ghe-bre, s. [Pers. Ghebar.]

Religions & Ethnology

:

A. As subst. : One of the Fire-worshippers
(q.v.). See also Parsees and Zoroastrians.

"The Ohebers lay so much stress on their cuahee or
girdle, as not to dare to be an instant without it."—
Moore: Fire- Worshippers. (Note.)

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Fire-
worshippers.

" The Qhober belt that round him clung."
Moore : Fire- Worshippers,

guel-der, gel'-der, guel-dres, s. & a.

[From Gueldres, the French name of Geldern,
a town of Germany, on the Niers.]

guelder-rose, gelder-rose, guel-
dres rose, s.

Bot. : Viburnum Opulus, a shrubby plant,

six or eight feet high, belonging to the order
Caprifohacese, and the tribe Sambucese. It

has subglabrous three-lobed stipulate leaves,

and cymes of white flowers, and fruits of red
translucent drupes. It is wild in England,
also in Europe, Siberia, and North America.

Guelph, t Guelf (u as w), a. [A proper name
= Wolf.] (Seedef.)

History :

1. Gen. : The name given to successive
Dukes of Bavaria. In a.d. 1089 Guelph, the
son of Guelph, Duke of Bavaria, married that
Matilda, daughter of Boniface, Duke of Tus-
cany, who in 1076 or 1077 made the church of

Rome heir to all her estates in and out of

Italy, and being divorced and remarried,
formally confirmed the gift in 1102.

2. Specif. : The name of a political party.

It arose in the twelfth century, when a contest
took place for the Imperial crown between
Conrad of Hohenstaufen, whose adherents
were called Ghibellines (q.v.), and Henry
the Lion, Duke of Saxony, and nephew of

Guelf or Welf, Duke of Bavaria, who com-
manded for him in the fight. Conrad was
successful in the struggle. The exclamations
Hie Guelf and Hie Gibelin are said to have
been used as battle cries in a battle before

Weinsberg between the two rivals in a.d.

1140. The name Guelphs was greatly extended

to all opponents of the Emperor, and as the

Pope had a standing feud with the representa-

tives of the temporal power as to the line of

demarcation between their respective jurisdic-

tions, he naturally took the part of the disaf-

fected. Besides this, he had reasons for grati-

tude to the House of Guelph. [1.] During
the remainder of the Middle Ages, this feud

divided Italy and Germany into hostile fac-

tions. The royal family of Britain are by
descent Guelphs.

GueT-phic (u as -w), a. [Ger.

Quelph (q.v.), and sutf. -ic] Of
or belonging to the Guelphs.

Guelphic-order, &.

Her. : An order of knighthood
instituted for Hanover on Aug.
12, 1815, by the English Prince
Regent, afterwards George IV.

gue -non, s. [Fr.]

Zool. : The name given by the
French to certain Simiadse (Monkeys) of the
Old World. They belong to the genera Cer-

BADGE OF
GUELPH1C
ORDER,

copithecus and Cercocebus ; their type is tha
Green Monkey, Cercocebus sahceus.

t gueV-don, * guer'-done, s. [O. Fr., from
Low Lat. widerdonuvi, widarldn, a hybrid
compound, from O. H. Ger. wider (Ger. wleder)
= against, and Low Lat. donum = a. gift ; cf.

A.S. widlierledn, a recompense, from widher
= against, back again, and lean = a loan.
(Sfcea(.)1 A reward, a recompense, a return,
a requital.

" Verse, like the laurel, its immortal meed,
Should be tbe guerdon of a noble deed."

Cowpur : Charity, 293.

* gueV-don, v.t. [Guerdon, s.] To reward,
to recompense, to give a guerdon to.

*' For al it be so that they ben youre frendes, there-
fore shullen ye not sufren, that they serve you for
nought, but ye oughte the mther guerdone hem.
and shewe hem youre largesse."—Chaucer : Tale of
Melibeus.

* gueV-don-a-ble, a. [Eng. guerdon ; able.']

That may or should be rewarded ; deserving
of a guerdon or reward.

" Finding it as well guerdonable, as grateful, to
fiublish their libels."—Sir 6. Buck: Hist. Researches,
ii. 75.

* guer don less, * guer-don-lesse, a.

[Eng. guerdon; -less.] Without reward; un-
rewarded.

" But loue alas quite him so his wage
With cruel daunger plaiuly at the last
That with the death guerdonlesse he passt."

Chaucer: Complaynte.ZW.

guer-Il'-la, guer-riT-la, s. & a. [Sp.
guerrilla = a skirmish, a little war ; dimin. of
guerra (Fr. guerre) — war, from O. H. Ger.

werra = discord.] [Wae.]

A. As substantive

:

1. An irregular warfare carried on by small
independent bands ; an irregular, petty war.

2. One who carries on war in an irregular

manner ; a member of an independent band
engaged in predatory and irregular attacks
upon an enemy.

B. As adj. : Pertaining or belonging to a
band of guerillas ; carrying on war in an ir-

regular manner ; consisting of guerillas.

"The Guerilla band
Came like Night's tempest, and avenged the land."

Scott ; Vision of Don Roderick, 49.

^[ Guerilla war or warfare : An irregular

mode of carrying on war by means of small,,

independent bands of armed men, self-consti-

tuted and ordered, unconnected with a regu-

lar army, and entitled to dismiss themselves
at any time. Guerilla warfare is mainly carried

on in a country occupied by an enemy.

Guern -sey, s. & a. [Norm. Fr. (?).
j

A. As substantive :

Geog. : One of the Channel Islands.

B. As adj. : (See the compound).

Guernsey-lily, *.

Bot. : Nerine samiensis.

guer-ril-le'-ro (le as lye), s. [Sp.] A
guerilla, or gucrillist.

guer-riT-list, guer-il'-llst, s. [Eng.

guerilla); -ist] A member of a band of

guerillas ; one who carries on guerilla warfare.

guess, * ges, * gesse, * gess-yn, v. t. & i.

[Dan. gisse ; Sw. gissa = to guess ; cogn. with
Icel. giska; Dut. gissen; Dan. gjette = to

guess. Probably guess meant originally to

try, to get, being a secondary (desiderative)

verb formed from to get. (Skeat.)']

A. Transitive:

1. To form an opinion concerning -without

any certain grounds or means of knowledge ;

to judge of at random.
" And guessing what words anciently meant, with-

out consulting the ancients to know the fact."— Water-
land : Works, iii. 279.

2. To form an opinion or idea of on probable

or reasonable grounds ; to conclude with pro-

bability.
" Ambushed men, whom, by their arms and dress.

To be Taxallan enemies I guess."
Bryden : Indian Emperor, i 2.

3. To conjecture rightly ; to divine ; to solve

by a correct conjecture ; to form a correct

opinion concerning ; as, To guess a riddle.

" So much room as to guess what he would be at."—
Warburton : Divine Legation [Dedie. to the Frei-

Thinkers).

* 4. To hit upon ; to reproduce from memory.
" Tell me their words, as nearly as thou canst guess

them." Shakesp.: 3 Henry VI., iv. L

5. To think, to suppose, to imagine, to believe.

l)Sil, b6y; pout, jo\W; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, - sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -Die, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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B. Intransitive

:

1. To form a conjecture ; to make a guess
;

to estimate.
" The met of this ilond, as EngU3che men gcsseth."—

TrevUa, ii. 39.

2. To believe, to suppose.
" There lien now fewe of auche, I posse

"

Goioer, ill. 180.

*3. To imagine.
" I gesside that I bar in o pauvere . . . alle metes

that Tien inaacl bi craft of bakers. — Wyclitfe ' Genesis

xl. 47. {Purvey.)

4. To judge at random. (Followed by at.)

" Guess at her ye;irs."

Shakes^. : Antony & Cleopatra, iii. 3.

* 5. To aim.
" The archeres to hem gesse."

Richard Cceur de Lion, 4,481.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between to

guess and to conjecture : " "We guess that a thing

actually is ; we conjecture that which may be :

we guess that it is a certain hour ; we conjec-

ture at the meaning of a person's actions.

The guessing is opposed to the certain know-
ledge of a thing; the conjecturing is opposed
to the full conviction of a thing ; a child

guesses at that portion of his lesson which he
has not properly learned ; a fanciful person

employs conjecture where he cannot draw any
positive conclusion." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

guess, * gesse, * guesse, *. [Guess, v.]

1. A conjecture ; a judgment at random, or

without certain grounds or reasons.
" If right this guess of mine."

Scott : Lord of the Isles, ii. 10.

2. A riddle. (Scotch.)

guess rope, guess-warp, s.

Naut. : A rope having one end fastened to

a distant object, in order to warp a vessel

towards the object.

Guess-warp boom

:

Naut. : A spar run out from the side of a

vessel, with a rope attached near its outer
extremity, for boats to ride by when the
vessel is at her moorings.

guess-work, a. [Guesswork.]

*guess (2), s. [A corruption of guise (q.v.).]

Guise, manner, fashion, sort.

"My lady Isabella is of another guess mould."—
FI. Walpole.

guess'-er, * gess are, s. [Eng. guess; -er.]

One who guesses or conjectures ; a conjec-

tures
" A man that never hits on the right side, cannot be

called a bad guesser."—Bentley : Sermons, iii. .

guess -Ing, * gess -ing, * gess-inge,
gess-ynge, pr. pa., a., & s. [Guess, v.]

A. & B. .4s pr. par. & particip. adj. . (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of conjecturing or
judging at random ; a guess, a conjecture.

"William wroot so by his owne gessyngc."—Trevisa,
ii. 59.

* guess-lng-l^, adv. [Eng. guessing ; -ly.] By
guess, by conjecture ; conjecturally,at random.

" I have a letter guessinqly set down.
: Lear, iii. 7.

* Ipiess'-Ive, u. [Eng. guess; -ive.] Con-
jectural.

" They are only guessive interpretations of dim-eyed
man."—Felthara: Resolves, xevf.

guSss'-work, s. [Eng. guess, and work.]

Work performed by mere guess or at random
;

guessing, conjecture.

guest, * gest, * geste, * gist, s. [A.S.

gesst, gest, gast, gist, giest ; cogn. with Icel.

gesti ; Dan. giest ; Sw. gast; Dan. gast ; Goth.
gasts ; Ger. gast, all = a guest ; Lat. hostU ~
a stranger, a guest, an enemy, from a root
qhan = to strike.]

1. A person received and entertained in the
house or at the table of another, whether by
invitation or otherwise ; one who lodges or
resides temporarily at an hotel or lodging-
house.

"Lochiel, surrounded by more than six hundred
broadswords, was there to receive his guests."—Macau-
lay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiil.

2. Any person, thing, or being temporarily
residing, living, or placed in another.

"Go, soul, the body's guest."
Sir Walter Raleigh : The Lie.

3. A name given by the superstitious vulgar
in the south of Scotland to any object which
they consider as the prognostic or omen of

the approach of a stranger.

* guest-chamber, s. A room appropri-
ated to the entertainment of guests.

"Where is the gurst-chambcr, where I shall eat the
paseover with my disciples? "—Mark xiv. 14.

* guest-hall, + gest halle, s. A guest-
chamber.

"Fair him gret in the gest-halle."
Lay le Freine, 257.

* guest-hous, *gest-hus, s. An inn,

a place of entertainment.
" Jlospitium, gesthus."~Wright : Vol. of Tocab., p. 95,

* guest-rite, s. The offices due towards
a guest.

" He would not bear
In his black fleete that guest-rite to the war."

Chapman: Homer; Odyssey xxi.

guest-rope, s. [Guess-eope.]

* guest'-tak-er, s. [A corruption of gist-taker,

that is, one who took in cattle to pasture.] An
agister.

* guest, * gest-en, v.t. & i. [M.H.G. gesten;

aiv. gdsta; Dan, gjeste.] [Guest, s.]

A. Trans. : To entertain as a guest ; to

treat hospitably.

"His men wer well gested with brede, wyne and light."
Robert de lirunne, p. 160.

B. Intrans. : To lodge as a guest ; to be a
guest.

To guest with him, and see his hand bestow
Rights of our friendship."

Chapman: Homer; Odyssey xxiv.

* guest-en, gest-nen, *gist-nen, v.t. &
i. [Guest, s.)

A. Trans. : To entertain or lodge as a guest.

B. Intrans. : To lodge, to be a guest.
" He wnle gistnen mid on."—Ancren Riwle, p. 402.

"guest'-ing, ^gest-ing, *gest-inge, *
[Eng. guest; -ing.] A lodging as a guest.

" Thai toke thair gesting in the tun."
Cursor Mtmdi, 11,44.1.

* guest-ive, a. [Eng. guest; -ive.] Pertain-
ing or suited to a guest ; hospitable.

" Besides, if I go home,
My mother is with two doubts ouereome :

If she shall stay with me, and take tit care
For all such guests, as there seeke gues'iue fare."

Warner: Albions Eng., bk. xvi.

* guest'-ning, * gest-en-jfng, * gest-
ning, *gest-ninge, *gest-nyng, s.

[Eng. guesten ; -ing.] A lodging as a guest;
hospitality, a feast.

" Darie holdith riche gestnyng." Alisaunder, 1,778.

* guest'-on-ye, s. [Eng. gesten ; -y.] A feast.

"The lordy3 that of valew were,
They come to that gestonye."

Torrent of Portugal, 2,724.

guest'-Wise, adv. [Eng. guest; -wise.] In

the manner of a guest ; like a guest.
" I entering guest-vnse on a time
The frolicke Thsebane court."

Warner: Albions England, vL 31.

guet-tar'-da, s. [Named after Etienne Guet-
tard, a French botanist.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Guet-
tardidee. The bark and root of Guettarda
coccineo,, G. Antirrhcea, and G. Angelica are
febrifuges and astringents.

guet-tar'-di- dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. guettard\a),

and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Cinchonacese, tribe Coffeae.

gueux (eux nearly as u), s. [Fr. = a beggar,
a ragamuffin, a rascal, a blackguard.]

Hist. : The nickname taken by the patriots
of the Low Countries who, in the sixteenth
century, opposed the religious and political
tyranny of Philip II., King of Spain.

gue-ve'-i, s. [A South African word.]

Zool. : Various species of Cephalopus, spec.
C. p^ignum. a diminutive antelope about a
foot high, occurring at the Cape of Good Hope.
Called by the Dutch the Kleene Boc, &c.
There are other species of Guevei.

gue-Vl'-m-a (u as w), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot. : A genus of Frotcaceie. The fruit of
one species of the genus is said to be sold in
the markets of Chili, under the name of
Avellano.

guf-faw', guf-fa', s. [Onomatopoetic] A
loud burst of laughter.

"The skirl at the end of the guffa."—Scott : Anti-
quary, ch. xxxv.

eiif'-fer s. [Etym. doubtful.] A local name

for the viviparous Blenny, Zoarcus viviparus.

Eue-Cle v.i. [Imitative; cf. gurgle.] To

nmk? a 'sound like that of a liquid passing

through a narrow aperture, or of air being

forced through a liquid J
to gurgle.

red guggling turkey-cock." - Carlyle :

ution, pt. ii., bk. Iv., ch. iv.

gug'-gle s [Guogle, v.] A sound as of water

of other liquid passing through a narrow aper-

ture, or of air being passed through a liquid

;

a gurgle.

t guhr, s, [Ger. , = (1) fermentation, working

;

QZ) See def., from gdhren = to ferment.]

Min. : A loose earthy deposit in the cavities

of rocks, generally white, in which case it is

probably calcareous, but sometimes reddish or

reddish-yellow from a mixture of oxide of iron.

gui'-ac, gui'-a-cum (gul as gwx), gwi-
a-cum, s. [Guaiacum.]

Gui-a'-na, Guy-a'-na, Guay-a'-na (Gui,

Guy, and Guay as Gwe), s. & a. LThe
native name.]

A. As subst. : An extensive country in the

northern part of South America, between the

Amazon and the Orinoco rivers, divided iDto

Brazilian, British, Dutch, French and "Vene-

zuelan Guiana.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the place

described under A.

Guiana-bark, s.

Plmrm. : The bark of Portlandia Tiexandra,

used as a febrifuge. Called more fully French
Guiana Bark.

t gui'-baa, v, [Etym. doubtful.]

Zool. ; An unidentified mammal resembling
the gazelle. (Goldsmith.)

gui'-bel-line, s. & a. [Ghibelline.]

Gui'-CO-war, s. [Mahratta= cowherd.] The
title of the Mahratta sovereign of Guzerat, in

the west of India. His capital is Baroda.

gUld'-a-ble, a. [Eng. guid{e); -able.] That
may or can be guided, led, or directed ; lead-

able, tractable.

"A submissive and guidable ppirit. n. disposition
easy to all."—Sprat: Senium before the King (1676),

l>.
11.

* gUld'-age, o. [Eng. guid(e); -age.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; The act of guiding ; guid-
ance ; direction.

2. Law : The reward or pay given for safe-

conduct through a strange or unknown
country.

guid'-anoe, * guyd-ance, s. [Guide, v.]

The act of guiding, leading, or directing;
direction ; government.

guide, * gyden, * gyde, v.t. [Fr. guider;
Ital. guidare ; Sp. guiar ; ultimately from
Goth, witan ~ to watch; A.S. witan = to
know, witan = to observe ; hence the original
meaning was to cause or make to know, to
show.]

1. To direct, lead or conduct in a way,
course, or path.

" A foole may eke a wise man oft gide."
Chaucer : Troilus, bk. L

2. To direct, to rule, to regulate, to manage.
" How incapable is he frequently found ot guiding

himself,"—Goldsmith: On Polita Learning, ch. x.

3. To point out the course to be pursued by

;

to direct or lead towards the proper or cor-
rect course.

"To assist your recollection, and guide your judg-
ment."—Sir W. Jones: Charge to the Grand Jury at
Calcutta, Dec. 4, 1788.

4. To influence ; to direct, turn, or lead in
any direction.

M In all thla t
(7ie Sublime * Beautiful, pt. iii.,'

5. To instruct and direct.

* 6. To attend to, to manage, to super-
intend.

" I will that the younger woman marry, hear child-
ren, and guide the house. "— l Timothy \, 14.

IT For the difference between to guide and
to conduct, see Conduct.

guide,* gide, * gyde, s. [Fr. guide; Ital.
guida; Sp. guia.] [Guide, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who or that which guides, directs,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,
or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son; mute, cubt cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce — e ; ey = a. qu = lew.
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or conducts nuothei- in his way or course ; a
conductor ; a leader,

" My feet and hands at length became
Guides better than mine eyes."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. v.

2. One who or that which guides or directs

a person in his conduct or course of life ; a
director.

" They have all the same pastoral guides appointed."
—Pearson.

3. A director ; a regulator ; a ruler.

" Who the guide of nature, but only the God of
nature 1"—Hooker : £ccles. Polity.

4. A guide-book (q.v.).

II. Technically

:

1. Civ. Eng. : A pile driven to mark a site.

2. Mach. ; A pulley to direct a band in anew
direction.

3. Mil. (PI.) : A corps of the French army,
formed in 1774. They were made by Napo-
leon I. into a guard. "When, in 1860, Savoy
and Nice were annexed by France in compen-
sation for aid rendered to Italy in the war
with Austria, it was a party of Guides who
placed the French flag on the summit of Mont
Blanc to shouts of " Vive l'Empereur."

4. Mitsic : A direction ; a mark of direction.

5. Print. : A printer's copy-holder, which
marks the line.

6. Rail. Eng. : An additional rail to keep a
locomotive or car on the track in curves, cross-

ings, or steep grades. [Guide-rail, Guard-
rail.]

7. Sewing-mach. : A means of directing cloth

to the edge or face-plate of a gauge, in making
a hem or tuck.

S. Steam-eng. ; One of the bars which keep
in line the blocks on the cross-head of the
piston-rod. [Guide-block.]

9. Surg. : A tool or instrument director, as

the staff or director of a surgeon's probe or
bistoury.

10. Water-wheels : A plate in the curb of a
water-wheel to direct the water upon the
buckets of the wheel.

guide-blocks, s. pi.

Steam-engin. : Metallic pieces with parallel
sides fitted on the ends of the cross-head, and
•sliding as guides on the side frames to keep
the motion of the piston-rod direct.

guide-book, s. A book containing di-

rections for travellers or tourists in a strauge
country, giving information as to places passed
through, means of transit, &c.

guide main, s. A hand-guide, a me-
chanical contrivance for regulating the posi-
tion of the wrist in pianoforte playing, in-
vented by Kalkbrenner.

guide- pile, s.

Hydraul. Engin. : A pile driven to mark
out or limit the Qeld of operation or a site.

guide-pulley, s.

Mach. : A pulley for directing or changing
the line of motion of a belt, but not otherwise
concerned in the transmission of motion.

guide-rail, s.

Rail. Engin. : An additional rail, usually
placed midway between the two ordinary rails
of a railway, and employed in connection with
mechanical devices on the engine, carriages,

or both, in preventing the rolling-stock from
running off the rails. The centre rail, gripped
by horizontally rotating wheels, acts as a
guide-rail.

guide-screw, s.

Mach. : A screw for directing or regulating
certain movements.

guide-tube, s.

Mach. : A contrivance by which a boring-
bit or drill is guided, consisting commonly of
a fixed tube to prevent swerving.

* guide-less, a. [Eng. guide; -less.] Desti-

tute of or without a guide, leader, or director.
" His guideless youth."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey ii, 219.

" guide -less -ness, s. [Eng. guideless ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being without a guide.
" To fight with poverty and guidelessness."—C. Kings-

ley : Alton Locke, ch. ii.

guide post, s. [Eng. guide, and post.] A
post erected at the junction of two or more

,- roads for the purpose of pointing out the way
to travellers ; a finger-post.

guid'-er, *gyd-er, s. [Eug. guid(e); -er.]

One who guides, directs, or conducts ; a guide,

a leader, a director.
" Hence, and shut your gates upon us.
Our guider, come ; to the Roman camp conduct us."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, i. 7.

* guid'-cr-ess, * gid'-er-esse, s. [Eng.
guider ; -ess.] A female guide or leader, a

conductress.
" O, quod I, thou that are guideress of very light." —

Chaucer : Boethius, p. 108.

guide -snip, guid schip, * guide -

SChip, s. [Eng. guide; -ship.)

1. Guidance, government.
"He desired that they would send to France for the

duik of Albanie, to cum aud ressaive the auctoritie
and guidschip offthe realme."—Pitscottie : Cron,, p. 230.

2. Treatment.
" An' our ain lads

—

Gar'd them work hard, an' little sust'nance gae,
That I was even at their guideship wae."

Rosa : Belenore, p. 62.

gui'-don, s. [Fr.]

1. A swallow-tailed company flag in a cavalry
regiment, half red and half white, dividing at
the fork. The red above has " U. S." in white.
The white is below, and has the letter of the
company in red. The fly is 3 feet 5 inches to

the end of the tail ; the head is 27 inches.

The lance is 9 feet long, including spear and
ferrule. (American.)

* 2. A standard-bearer.

* 3. One of a community established by
Charlemagne at Rome to guide pilgrims to the
Holy Land.

Guig'-net, s. [Adrien Guignet, a noted French
painter (?).]

Guignet's-green, s.

Chem. ; Chromic hydroxide, Cr20(OH)4.
Obtained by fusing together equal molecules
of potassium bichromate and crystallized

boric acid, and lixiviating the fused mass with
water. The residue is ground into a fine

powder, and used as a green pigment.

gui-lan-di'-na, s. [Named after Melchior
Guilandina, a Prussian traveller and a Pro-
fessor of Botany at Padua ; he died in 1589.]

Bot. : The Nieker-tree. A genus of legumi-
nous plants, sub-order Csesalpinieae, tribe Eu-
CEesalpiniese. The bark and very bitter seeds
of Guilandina Bonduc, an Indian tree, when
pounded small and mixed with castor oil, form
a valuable external application in incipient

hydrocele, and the leaves fried with a little

castor oil, act as a discutient in hernia humer-
alis. The seeds, called Bonduc or Nicker-
nuts, are hard and smooth ; they are used in
the East for rosaries, necklaces, &c.

guild, gild, *gilde, *gyeld, *gyylde,
*gylde, *yilde, s. [A.S. gild = sl pay-
ment ;

gegyldscipe — a guild ; gegilda = a mem-
ber of a guild ; gieldan, gyldan = to pay (Eng.
yield) ; cogn. with Dut. gild = a guild or com-
pany ; Icel. gildi = payment ; Goth, gild =
tribute-money ; Ger. gitde = a guild.]

I. Ordinary Language

;

I, A society or corporation belonging to the
same class, trade, or pursuits, combined for
mutual aid and protection of their interests.

"It was originally governed hy a guild and guild-
master; which was the origin of corporations, and
took rise before the time ofthe Conquest ; the name
being Saxon, signifying a fraternity, which unites and
flings its effects into a common stock, and is derived
from gildan, to pay. A guild was a public feast, to
commemorate the time of the institution ; and the
fuild-hall the place in which the fraternity assem-
led."—Pennant: Journey from Chester ; Lichfield.

* 2. A guildhall.

"The roome was large and wide
A3 it some gycld or solemne temple were."

Spenser : F. Q„ II. vii. 43.

3. A company or fellowship of any kind

;

an association.
"He was bo deserted,

Not to be called into their guild."
Ben Jonson : Masques ; Chloridia.

II. Hist. : The essential principle of the
guild is the banding together for mutual help,
enjoyment and encouragement. Some German
scholars find the origin of guilds in the sacrifi-
cial assemblies of the Teutonic tribes ; Wilcla,
Brentano, and others see in the family the
germ from which it was developed; others
again maintain that guilds have sprung from
the Roman collegia. More than 2,000 years
ago the Geeeks had their eranoi aud thiasoi,
and Numa is said to have encouraged the for-

mation of craft guilds, of which Plutarcn
enumerates nine. The principal guilds of the
Middle Ages were—

1. Frith or Peace Guilds, widely spread over
the north of Europe in early times. They were
sworn associations fur the protection of right
and the preservation of liberty, and in England
the principle of the responsibility of the guild

for its members was recognised. One of the
most remarkable of these guilds was that
founded at Roeskild by Canute for the sup-
pression of the piracy of the Vikings.

2. On the Continent the clergy formed special

societies called Guilds of the Kalenders, from
the day of meeting being on the kalends of each
month. The only English guild of this cha-

racter, so far as is known, was at Bristol. It

kept the town records, and in later years sup-

ported a school for the Jews.

3. The Social or Religious Guilds. Their ob-

ject included not only devotions and orisons,

but every exercise of Christian charity, above,

all things mutual assistance of the guild bro-

thers in every exigency, and burial of the dead.

4. The Trade Guilds, which were of two
orders

—

merchant guilds and craft guilds. The
former, from being composed of men of sub-

stance—in many cases landowners as well as

traders—early obtained State recognition by a
clause in the charter of incorporation of the
borough or town in which the guild was held.

In London and Florence we do not hear of mer-
chant guilds ; there the craft guilds early as-

serted their associating power and indepen-
dence, and gradually took a place in the or-

ganization of the town government. The men
of the craft guilds provided for the maintenance
of the customs of their craft, framed further

ordinances for its regulation (including care
against fraudulent workmanship), saw those
ordinances properly enforced, and punished
the guild brothers who infringed them. From
the craft guilds arose the twelve great Com-
panies of London and the Arte Majori of
Florence. Few important towns in England
were without craft guilds. London, York,
Exeter, Norwich, Bristol, and Coventry were
busy with their life ; but " all that remains of
the ancient guilds in the liveries of to-day is

their common eating and drinking." In Italy,

France, Germany, and even in Constantinople,

guilds once formed the strength of commerce.
They were abolished in France in 1789, and in

Germany 90 years later, though in that coun-
try there is a movement for their revival.

Russia has no guilds ; the trade associations

were imposed by Catherine and Peter the
Great. (Miss L. T. Smith, in Encyc. Brit.)

guild-brother, s. A fellow-member of

a guild.

guild-rents, s. pi. Rents payable to the

Crown by any guild or fraternity.

* guild'-a-ble, ix. [Eng. guild; -able.] Liable

to a tax."

"Our ministers in the places guildable."—Boston

:

Collection of Statutes, p. 2?9.

guild' -er, *gild-er, *gild-ern, s. [A
corrupt, of Dut. & Ger. gulden = a florin, as

if a coin of gueders or geldrers.] A coin current

in Holland and worth twenty stivers, or about
Is. 8d. sterling.

"One projector was fox coining guilders; another
for coining dollars."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

guild hall', * gylde-halle, 5. [Eug. guild,

and hall] A hall where a guild or corpora-

tion meets ; a town-hall; a corporation-hall;

specif., the town-hall of London.
" After this Bhe went into Guildhall, and there

gave an account of her message to Wiat, and his

answer."—Burnet: Hist. Reform, (an. 1554).

guild'-ry, s. [Eng. guild; -ry.] A guild; the
members of a guild. (Scotch.)

guile, *gile, *gyle, s. [O. Fr. gitile, gile;

Prov. guil, from an O. L. Ger. word repre-
sented by A.S. wit; Icel. vel, vcel = a trick,

guile. (Skeat.y] Deceit, craft, cunning, arti-

fice, duplicity. [Wile.]

"An Israelite indeed in whom there is no guile."—
John L 47.

* guile, *gile, *gil-en, *gyle, *gylle,
v.t. [O. Fr. guiler.] [Guile, s.]

1. To deceive, to delude.
" Ofte sche doth me gyle." Sir Ferumbras, 3,297.

2. To disguise craftily.

"Is it repentance.
Or only a fair show \a> guiletim mischief?"

Beaumont * Fletcher.

boll, bo'y; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenopnon, exist. ph = £
-clan, -tlan — shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -slon = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. ble, -die, &c. — bel, del.
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* gulled, a. [Eng. guiUe); -ed.]

1. Deceived, deluded.

2. Deceitful, treacherous.
" Thus ornament is but the guiled shore
To a most dangerous sea."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, i. L

gulle'-fal,*gile-ful, *guyle-fulL, *gyle-
fful, a. [Eng. guilt; -fuUl),~) Wily, crafty,

deceitful, treacherous ; full of guile or craft.

" To whom the guileful tempter thus replied."
Milton: P.L., ix. B67.

* guile -folly, * gile-ful-i, * gyle-ful-li,
adv. [Eng. guileful; -ly.] In a guileful,

treacherous, crafty, or deceitful manner;
deceitftrlly.

* guile'-ful-ness, s. [Eng. guileful; -ness.]

The quality or state of being guileful ; treach-
ery, duplicity, deceit, craft.

guile '-less, a. [Eng. guile; -less.] Free from
guile, deceit, or duplicity ; sincere, frank,

honest.
*' If I thy guileless bosom had,
Mine own would not be dry."

Byron : Cliilde Harold, i. 18.

guile'-less-ly, adv. [Eng. guileless ; -ly. ] In
a guileless, honest, sincere, or open manner

;

without deceit or duplicity.

guile -less ness, s. [Eng. guileless; -ness.]

The quality or state of being guileless ; free-

dom from guile or duplicity.

gUlT-er, s. [Eng. guiUe), v. ; -er.] One who
deceives, deludes, or betrays by guile.

" And now by fortune, was arriued here,
Where those two gutters with Malbecco were."

Spenser : F. Q., III. x. 87.

gufl-i-el'-ma, s. [Named after Caroline
Wilhelmine, Queen of Maximilian I., King of
Bavaria.]

Bot. : A genus of Palms, tribe Cocxese, and
the spiny division of them. The leaves are
pinnate ; the fruit, which is egg-shaped, has
but one seed. Three species are known

—

Guilielma speciosa is the Peach-palm of Vene-
zuela and Guiana. It is from sixty to eighty
feet high, and is cultivated along the Amazon
and the Rio Negro. The natives eat the fleshy
portions of the fruit boiled or roasted. The
taste is like that of potatoes. Sometimes
molasses is added. "When fermented in water,
they form a beverage, while meal obtained
from them is baked into cakes.

*§uil'-le-met, s. [Fr., from the name of the
inventor.]

Print. : A quotation mark ; a mark used to
enclose a quotation (' ' " ").

gUil' le mot, s. [Fr.]

Ornith. ; Uria, a genus of natatorial birds
placed under the family Alcida?. The bill is

moderate and slender, the frontal planes
advancing far upon the nostrils, but divided
by the culmen ; the tail short, the wings
pointed, the feet short, slender, and three-
toed. The proper habitat of the guillemot is

amid the rocks and ice-caverns of the Arctic
Ocean. Theydeposit their solitary egg on a ledge
of rock, and the young, when hatched, tumble
into the sea, and swim and dive with great
facility, feeding on small fish and crustaceans.
Four species are found in Britain—the Com-
mon Guillemot, Willoek, or Tinkershere, some-
times known as the Foolish Guillemot {Uria
Troile), Briinnich's Guillemot (U. Brunnichii),
the Ringed or Bridled Guillemot (U. hxcry-

ma/ns), which closely resembles U. Troile, and
the Black Guillemot (U. grylle),

LiT-le-vat, * gyle-fat, * gyle-vat, s.

Fr. guiller = to ferment, and Eng. vat (q.v.).]
' vat used in brewing for fermenting wort.

" Gif ane barges deceis, his heire sail haue the
beBt leid, with the mask-fatt, ane gylefat, ane barrel!
ane gallon."

—

Burrow Lowes, ch. exxv.

gUll-loche', s. [Ft., from the name of the
inventor or introducer.]

Arch. : An ornament of intertwisted bands
or interlaced cords, which is made continuous
as a fascia.

guil-lo-tine', s. [Fr.]

1. An apparatus for beheading criminals
with a single blow. A form of it was in use
in the Middle Ages, but, being improved
and re-introduced by Dr. Guillotin at the time
of the first French Revolution, it received its

present name after him. The following de-

scription will explain the apparatus and its
mode of use :—On a platform about twelve
feet square, and seven feet above the ground,
are erected the two upright posts between
which is suspended the axe. They somewhat
resemble a narrow gallows with not more
than a foot between the posts. The axe,
which is not unlike a hay-knife, though much
heavier and broader, is drawn up to the top
of the posts, between which it runs in grooves,
and is held suspended by a loop in the hal-
yards, passed over a button at the bottom.

The edge of the axe is dia-
gonal, so as to make a
draw cut, giving it a fear-

ful power and certainty in
severing a human neck.

On the centre of the plat-

form stands a frame or
large inverted box, much
resembling a soldier's arm-
chest, about six feet long
and two and a half feet

wide and high. One end
of this abuts upon the up-

r i ght
posts;
at the
other
end is a
small

GUILLOTINE. t r U C k
having

a strap and buckle by which the culprit is

secured. He is advanced with his breast
against the truck, to which his body is

strapped, and tilted down, truck and all,

upon his face ; the truck, moving upon
small wheels in grooves on the top of the
chest, is run rapidly forward until the neck
comes under the knife. The rope is un-
hooked from the button, the axe falls with a
thud, the head drops into a basket, and the
body is unstrapped and rolled into a large
basket alongside. It is a vulgar error to
suppose that Dr. Guillotin perished by the
machine of his own invention, as he lived till

1814, and founded the Academy of Medicine.
[Maiden.]

2. A guillotine-cutter (q.v.).

guillotine-cutter, s. A machine which
cuts by a knife descending in guides. . Cutters
for paper and straw are thus made, and the
descent is usually oblique, so as to give a
draw cut.

gull-l6-tine', v. t. [Guillotine, v.] To
execute by the guillotine.

*guil-lo-t£ne'-ment, s. [Guillotine.]
Death by the guillotine.

"Bewildered by long terror, perturbations, and
guilWinement."—Garlyle: French Revolution, pt. ill.,

bk. vii., ch.iL
*

gullls, s. [A.S. geolo = yellow.] A plant

—

the Corn Marigold.

guftt, * gelt, * gut, * gilte, * gult, * gylt,
s. [A.S. gylt = a crime, originally a fine or
payment in satisfaction of a crime

;
gyld — a

recompense, gyldan = to pay, to yield.]
[Guild.]

1. A crime or an offence ; a breach of law or
duty.

" If genia.ll brands and bed me lothe not.
To this one gilt perchaunce yet might I yeld."

Surrey : Virgtte ; J-Eneis iv.

2. Criminality ; the state or condition of a
moral agent who has wilfully or intentionally
committed a breach of any law, or duty. In
guilt are included both criminality and lia-

bility to punishment.
" An involuntary act, as it has no claim to merit, bo

neither can it induce any guilt."—Blackstone : Com-
ment., bk. iv., ch. 2.

* 3. An exposure or liability to forfeiture or
other penalty.

guilt-born, a. Springing from guilt or
crime ; criminal.

" There, .on hie sordid pallet, slept
Guilt-born Excess." Scott : Rokeby, iii. 14.

guilt concealing, a. Hiding or cloaking
crimes.

" At evening snatched,
Beneath the cloud of guilt-concealing night."

Thomson : Autumn, 1,173.

* guilt-Sick, a. Sickened by guilt or re-
morse.

"A guilt-sick conscience,
To keep us waking.

Beaum. & Flet. : Custom of Vie Country, iv.

guilt-stained, u. Stained by guilt 01

crime; criminal.

* guilt, * gilt, * gult, v.i. [A.S- amfltanl

To offend ; to be guilty of any crime.

" Who is forsothe, that gilteth not in his tunge ?"—

Wycliffe : Eccles. xix. 17.

* guilt'-er, * gilt-er, s. [Eng. guilt; -er.}

One who offends or is guilty of any crime.

" That lawe he shal yiue to the gUteris in the weie.'*

— Wycliffe: Psalms xxiv. 8.

guilt'-i-ly, adv. [Eng. guilty; -ly.]

1. In a guilty manner ; not innocently.
" Him that hears, and readeth guiltily.''

Bp. Hall, bk. v., sat. &
2. With a bad conscience.
" Bloody and guilty, guiltily awake,
And in a bloody battle end thy days:
Think on lord Hastings: despair, and die,'

Shakesp. : Richard III., v. &

gullt'-i-ness, * gylt-i-nesse, s. [Eng.
guilty; -ness.] The quality or state of being
guilty

;
guilt ; criminality ; consciousness of

crime.
" O, in the battle think on Buckingham,
And die in terror of thy guiltiness."

Shakesp. : Richard III., v. H

guilt-less. * gilte-les, * gilt-lese, * gylt-
les, * guilte les, a. [Eng. guilt; -less.]

1. Free from guilt or crime ; innocent.
" It was proved, beyond all possibility of doubt, thai

this man had, by fake testimony, deliberately
murdered several guiltless persons."

—

Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. iv.

* 2. "Without experience ; ignorant.
" The teeming earth, yet guiltless of the plough,

1 unprovoked, did fruitful stores allow.'And v
Dryden : Ovid ; Metamorphoses i,

guilt -less-ly, adv. [Eng. guiltless ; -ly.] In
a guiltless manner ; innocently ; without
crime, guilt, or offence.

"The rageing crueltie of them, which hated the
name of Cnriste, hathe gtttelesly drinen them out of
the places where their fathers dwelt before them."

—

Udal: 1 Peter i.

guilt-less ness, s. [Eng. guiltless; -ness.)

The quality or state of being guiltless or free-

from guilt ; innocence.
"I would not have had any hand in his death, of

whose guiltlessness I was better assured than any maD
living could be."—Sing Charles: Eikon Basilike.

guilt- y, * gelt-y, * gilt-y, * gult-y,
*gylt-y, a. [A.S. gyltig.) [Guilt.]

1. Having incurred guilt by the commission
of some crime or offence, or by the violation,
of any law ; criminal ; rendered liable to pun-
ishment.

" Let him the guilty roll commence
"Who has betrayed a master and a prince."

Dryden : Suum Cuique.

2. It is followed by of before the crime or
offence committed or imputed.

3. Liable to blame for, justly chargeable
with.

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxv

4. Cognizant of or characterized by guilt

;

arising from or indicating guilt; conscious of
guilt.

" She changes as a guilty dream, . . .

Goads sleeping Fancy's wild career."
Scott : Rokeby, I 2.

* 5. Conscious, cognizant, chargeable.
* 6. Liable to ; deserving of ; having in-

curred. (Followed by of.)

* 7. Criminal ; against law and right.
" How fain, like Pilate, would I wash my hands
Of this most grievoua, guilty murder done."

Shakesp : Richard III., i. 4
TI For the difference between guilty and

criminal, see Criminal.

* guilty - like, adv. Like one guilty.
(Shakesp. : Othello, iii. 3.)

gui mauve (au as 6), s. [Fr., from Low
Lat. bismalva, a corruption of hibiscus malm,
or malva hibiscus.]

Bot. : A name for the Marsh-mallow, Althcea
officinalis.

* guim bard, s. [Fr. guimbarde (q.v.)-] The
Jew's-harp (q.v.).

Guimet, s. [Jean-Baptiste Guimet, a French
chemist, who discovered the method of pro-
ducing artificial ultramarine in 1826, and
erected works for its manufacture at Lyons in
1834.]

J

Guimet's ultramarine, ». [Or French

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pd%

or, wore, wolf, work, who, s6h; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a, qu = ltw.
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Ultramarine.] A factitious pigment of a fine

azure blue colour—a compound of alumina,

soda, sulphur, and a trace of iron, offered as

a useful substitute for the more costly ultra-

marine. It is a valuable addition to the

palette, being transparent and durable.

SUin'-ea, Guin'-ea, s. & a. [From a native
West African word (?).]

A. As substantive

:

I. Geog. (of the form Guinea) : A territory on
the West African coast between Cape Verga, in

lat 10° 20* N. , and Cape Negro, in lat 15° 41' S.

II. Ord. Lang, (of the form guinea) :

1. A gold coin, formerly current in Great
Britain. By a proclamation issued December
22, 1717, the guinea was declared current at

21s. sterling. Its true value, as derived from

GUINEA OP GEORGE II.

the market values of gold and silver at that
time was 20s. 8d. At present there is no
English coin so called, but the fashion still

prevails of quoting prices of some things in
guineas, and subscriptions are frequently re-

corded in the same denomination.
" The guinea, bo called from the Guinea gold out of

which it was first struck, was proclaimed in 1G68, and
to go lor 20a. : but it never went for less than 21a., by
tacit and universal consent."—Pinkerton : On Medals,
vol. ii., § 19.

2. A sum of money equivalent to a guinea

:

as, The price was 1,000 guineas.

3. A gold piece coined in Egypt, value 100
piastres.

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, native to, or
derived from Guinea. (See the compounds.)

Guinea-corn, s.

Bot. : Sorghum vulgare. Called also millet
(q.v.).

Guinea-current, s.

Hydrol. & Geog. : A current running from
the north into the Bight or Bay of Benin, on
the Guinea coast of Africa. (Lyell.)

* guinea-dropper, s. One who cheats
by dropping counterfeit guineas.

" ^J1
*?
now *^e uuinea-dropper's bait regards,

Trick'd by the sharper's dice, or juggler'B cards."

. _ Gay: Trivia, iii.249.

guinea-fowl, s.

Ornith. : The genus Numida, of which
several species are found wild in Africa. The
Common Guinea-fowl, or hen, is Numida me-
leagris. It has slate-coloured plumage covered
all over with round white spots. In its native
haunts in Africa it lives in large flocks, fre-
quenting by preference marshy situations. It
is excellent eating, and has been introduced
into barn-yards, where, however, it is un-

.
pleasantly noisy, perpetually uttering a cry
like the syllables ca-mac, ca-mac. Called also
tire Guinea Pintado.

Guinea-grains, s. pi.

Pharm. : [Grains of paradise].

Guinea-grass, &,

Bot. : Panicum jumentorum, or wmmw.
It is a native of Western Africa, whence it has
been introduced into the warmer parts of
North America, where it is cultivated for
fodder.

guinea-hen, * ginny-hen, *.

t» Lit. : A guinea-fowl (q.v.).

"The nativeB of those islands call [them! Gallena
Fintada, or the painted hen ; but in Jamaica, where I
nave seen also those birds in the dry Savannahs and
woods (for they love to run about in such places), they
are called guinea-hens."—Dam-pier : Voyages (an. 1699).

* 2. Fig.': A prostitute, a courtezan.
" Ere I would drown myself for the love of a guinea-

hen, I would change my humanity with a baboon."—
Shakesp. : Othello, i. 3.

IT (1) Guinea-hen flower

:

Bot. : FritiUaria meleagris.

(2) Guinea-hen weedl
Bot. : Petiveria alliacea. Its English name

is given because guinea-hens are said to be

very fond of it. It grows wild in the savannahs
and woods in the West Indies, and is so acrid
as to blister the tongue and affect the milk of

cattle which eat it.

Guinea-peach, &,

Bot. : Sarcocephalus esculentus, a native of
Sierra Leone. It has been introduced into
British greenhouses.

Guinea-pepper, «.

I. Botany:

I. & 2. Amoinum grana Paradisi and A.
grandifiorum, aromatic plants growing in
Western Africa, and used for the same purpose
as cardamoms. (Eng. Cyclop.)

3. Habzelia azthiopica.

4. Capsicum annuum.

II. Food products : The same as Cayenne-
pepper (q.v.). (Treas. of Bot.)

guinea-pig, s.

1. Lit. & Zool. : Cavia aparcea. A domestic
animal, usually coloured white, black, and
orange. It is wild in Brazil, Paraguay, &c,
and in that state is orange and black above,
and dull yellow beneath.

2. .
Figuratively

:

(1) A term of reproach. (Smollett: Roderick
Random, ch. xxiv.)

(2) A name jocosely given to a person acting

as a substitute, or as a director of a public
company, performing duties for which the
fee is a guinea.

" What would be the use, for instance, of having
M.P.'s as guinea-pigs if they were disqualified by the
mere fact of sitting on a board from furthering the
interests of their companies in Parliament?"

—

PaU
Mall Gazette, March 12, 18B4.

Guinea plum, s.

Bot. : Parinarium excelsum, a plant of the
order Chrysobalanacese, from Sierra Leone.
It is not much esteemed. Called also Rough-
skin.

Guinea-ship, s.

tool. : One of the names given by sailors to

a floating hydrozoon

—

Physalia pelagica.

Guinea -worm, s.

Zool. : Filaria medinensis—a, whitish or

dark-brown worm, one of the human En-
tozoa, parasitic generally in the feet, some-
times in the scrotum, and rarely beneath the

tunica conjunctiva of the eye. Its length is

from six inches to five, eight, or twelve feet

;

its thickness from half to two-thirds of a
line. It is endemic in the tropical regions of

Asia and Africa, especially in Upper Egypt,
Abyssinia, and Guinea. (Owen, &c.)

guin'-i-ad (u as w), s. [Gwyniad.]

gu£-pure', s. [Ft.]

1. A kind of lace in imitation of the antique.

Patterns are cut out of cambric to form the

flowers and heavy parts ; the open parts are

made of stitches.

2. A kind of gimp.

gulf ard, gys'-art, s. [Guise, v.] A dis-

guised person ; a mummer ; one who volunteers

vocal music for money about the time of

Christmas and New Year's Day. (Scotch.)

guise, *gise, *guyse, *gyse, *guize, s.

[Fr. guise, from O. H. Ger. wisa (M. H. Ger.

wise ; Ger. weise) = sl way, a guise, a wise

;

Sp., Port., & Ital. guisa; cogn. with A.S.

wise = manner, wise.]

* 1. Manner, way, wise, fashion, style.

" He Bervyd hym on the newe gyse."
Tryamour, 1,550.

2, External appearance, dress, habit, garb.

" In homely guise, as nature bade,

His simple song the Borderer said.

'

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, vi. 10.

3. External show or covering ; cover, cloak ;

pretence : as, This was done under the guise

of religion.

*4. Manner, mien; cast of behaviour or

conduct.
" By their guise

Just men they seem." Milton : P. L., xl. 576.

*5. Custom, practice, manner.
" But it iB not their guise to looke on the order of

any text, but as they find it in their doetours so

alledge they it, and so vnderstand it."

—

Tyndall:
Workes, p 168.

* guise, *gy§e, v. t. & i. [O. Fr., in compos,

as desguiser ; Fr. dAguiser. ]

A. Trans. : To dress up ; to array ; to fit out
*' The knyghtes gysed them fulle gay,*

Tryamour, lid

B. Intrans. : To dress up or act as a guisard
or mummer.

*guis'-er, s. [Eng. guis(e); -er.] A masker,

a mummer, a guisard.

gUl-tar', 5. [Fr. guitare, from Lat. cithara ;

Gr. KtOdpa (kithara) = a kind
of lyre; Ital. chitarra; Sp.
guitarra.]

Mus. : A stringed instru-

ment, played by plucking or
twitching the strings with the
right hand, while the left is

engaged in forming the notes
by " stopping " or pressing the
strings against the frets on the
finger-board. The modern, or

Spanish guitar as it is called,

has six strings, the three

highest of gut, the three lowest
of silk, covered with a fine

wire. The guitar is chiefly
j

valuable as a portable means <

of accompaniment, but in the

present day it is not much
cultivated. (Stainer & Bar-
ren.) GUITAR.

" Till the gay mariner's guitar
Is heard, and Been the evening star.

Byron : The Giaour.

guit-guits, a. pi. [From the sound of their

note.]

Ornith. ; The English name given to the
CEerebinae (q.v.), the American representatives

of the Sunbirds.

* guiz'-ard, s. [Guisard.]

gui-zo'-ti-a, s. [Named after Guizot, the
French statesman.]

Bot, : A genus of Composites, sub-tribe

Heliopsidese. Guizotia (formerly Verbesina)

oleifera is called in India Ram-til. It is exten-

sively cultivated there for its bland oil. A
field in flower looks pretty.

gu'-la, 5. [Lat. = a throat.]

Arch. ; The same as Gola (q.v.).

gul'-ar, a. [Lat. £mi(a) = the throat; Eng.
adj. *suff. -ar.] Of or pertaining to the throat
or gullet.

gul9h, s. [Cf. Dut. gulzig = greedy ; Sw.

golka = to swallow greedily, to gulp.]

* 1. The act of swallowing or gulping down,
* 2. A glutton.

"You'll see ub then; you will, gulch, yon will
f"

Ben Jonson : Poetaster, iii. 4.

3. A deep ravine, caused by the action of

water. (Amer.)

* gulch, «.<. [Gulch, s.] To swallow greedily;

to gulp down.

* gtilch'-in, s. [Eng. gulch, 8. ; dinain. euff.

-in.] A little glutton.

* gule, v.t. [Gules.]

Her. : To give the colour of gules to.

gule (1), s. [Norm. Fr. = the beginning or

first day of a moDth.] (For def ., see etym.)

* gule (2), 5. [Lat. gula.]

1. The throat, the gullet.

" Throats ao wide and gules bo gluttonous. "

—

Gauden

.

Tears of the Church, p. 823.

2. Gluttony.

gules, * goules, s. [Fr.

gueules, from Pers. gut,

ghul, as a. = red, as s. = a
rose, any roseate flower

;

cf. gulnare= tihe flower of

the pomegranate.]

Her. : The heraldic term
used to designate the co-

lour red ; on an engraved
escutcheon it is represented by lines drawn
vertically.

"The showery arch
With liBted colours gay, ore, azure, guJes,
Delights and puzzles the beholder's eye."

J. Philips : Cider, ii.

gulf, * gulfe, * goulfe, * gulpn, s. [O. Fr.

gnulfe; Fr. golfe, from Late Gr. Ko\<f)os(kolphos);

Gr. koAjtos (kolpos) = (1) the bosom, the lap,

(2) a bay, a creek ; Sp., Port., & Ital. golfo.]

W
GULES.

b6il, b6^; poilt, j<fi«; cat, oell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -fion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.



Si gulf—gullied

L Ordinary

1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II.

(2) An abyss, a chasm, an immeasurable
depth.

" Many a gulf profound as that Serboniau bog,
Betwixt Damiata and Mount Caslua old,
Wheie armies whole have sunk."

Milton: P. L., ii. 592.

(3) A whirlpool, an eddy.
" England hia approaches makes as fierce

A3 waters to the sucking of a gulf."

2. Figuratively :

Shakesp. : Henry V., ii. a.

* (1) That which swallows ; the gullet; the
throat.

" That with many a lamb had glutted his gulf"
Spenser : Shepheards Calender ; Sept

* (2) Anything insatiable.

"A gulf of ruin
Swallowing gold."» Tennyson ' Sea Dreams, 79.

(3) A wide interval or difference, as in na-
ture, position, &c.

(4) At Cambridge University, the bottom of
the list of passes, where are entered the names
of those who only just succeed in passing.

II. Technically

:

1. Geog. : An inlet of salt water, larger than
a creek, and more landlocked than a bay.

" The Venetian admiral withdrew himself farther off
from the island Corfu, into the gulf of the Adriatic."—
Knolles: Historic of the Turkes.

2. Mining; A large deposit of ore in a lode.

TT Gidf of tlie Dead : [River of Death].

gulf-indented, a. Having the line of
coast broken by gulfs or bays.

Gulf Stream, s,

Hydrol, Geog., &c. . One of the leading
currents in the ocean. As all these currents
are so continuous as to be really but one
current connected at the two ends, so that
the movement of one part is the movement of
all, the Gulf Stream cannot strictly be said
to begin anywhere. It is due to the reflux of
the equatorial current. The condensation and
superheating of the last-named current takes
place mainly in the Caribbean Sea and the
Gulf of Mexico, whence arises the name Gulf
Stream. Its temperature there is about 50°.

It emerges as a defined hot current through
the Straits of Florida, and courses in a;north-
easterly direction at a little distance from the
coast of North America, so affecting the Ber-
mudas as to make their climate semi-tropical.
Between these islands and Halifax Sir Wyville
Thomson found the Gulf Stream about sixty
miles broad, one hundred fathoms deep, and
moving at the rate of three knots an hour. It
was of a deep blue colour, in marked contrast
to the dull green of the Arctic reflux. The Gulf
Stream moves iu a north-easterly direction
towards Europe. It is generally believed to
be through its influence that the western
coast of this continent is so much milder than
the corresponding latitudes of America. Dr.
William Carpenter, however, has come to the
conclusion that a great part of the surface of
the Atlantic is moving northwards, bringing
heat with it, and in large measure producing
the climatal effects hitherto credited to the
Gulf Stream.

" Our beneficial ameliorator, the Gulf-stream."— Sir
Wyville Thomson : Voyage of the Challenger, i. 121.

gulf-weed, s.

1. Bot. : An algal, Sargassum bacciferum,
floating in the Atlantic within an area of more
than 250,000 square miles between 20° and 45°

N. latitude, and 19° and 47° W. longitude, or
about seven times the extent of France.
Stray plants of it are occasionally borne by
the Gulf Stream to the western shores of
Britain. It is from being found chiefly in
this current that it is called gulf-weed.
Columbus encountered the gulf-weed about
100 miles west of the Azores, and on seeing it

feared that his ships would run upon a shoal.
" The wandering islands of gulf-weed." — Sir C.

Wyville Thomson Voyage of the Challenger, i. 120.

2. Geol. : Prof. Edward Forbes believed that
the position of the gulf-weed marked where
an ancient coast-line of the Lusitanian pro-
vince existed on which it had originally grown.
Though species of Sargassum have occasionally
been found rooted on particular shores, the
Sargassum-bacciferum never has been so found.
It may perhaps be an abnormal variety of
Sargassum imlgare. It flourishes in its present
position, propagating itself by breakage, the
vessels which it produces not being organs of

fructification, but only air vesicles. (S. p.
Woodward.)

Gulf-weed banks: The banks where gulf-
weed grOWS. [GULF-WEED.]

* gulf, * giilph, v.t. & i. [Gulf, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To swallow up; to engulf ; to overwhelm
as in a whirlpool.

2. At Cambridge University, to place in the
gulf or list of those who barely succeed in

passing.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To flow like a gulf.

" And deep Charybdia gulphing in and out.'

Spenser : Virgil's Gnat, 642.

2. To swallow up ; to overwhelm ; to drown.

"The whirlpool's gulfing stream,"
Scott : Bridal of Triermain, iL 24.

gulf'-y, v gulph'-y, a. [Eng. gulf; -y.]

Full of gulfs, whirlpools, and eddies.
" And gulphy Simois, rolling to the main."

Pope: Homer; Iliad xii. 21.

* gul'-lSt, «, [Lat. gula.] A glutton, a gor-

mandizer.

gull (1),
* gul (1), s. [Corn, gullan ; Welsh

gwylan; Bret, gwelan.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

* (1) An unfledged nestling.
" That ungentle gull, the cuckoo's bird."

Shakesp. : Henry IV., v. L

(2) In the same sense as II. 1.

" Gulls are found in great plenty in everyplace."—
Goldsmith: Hist, of Anim. Nat., pt. iil, hit, vh., ch. vi.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) One who is easily gulled or cheated ; a
simpleton, a dupe.

"At first T will express at full.

Who is a true and perfect gull indeed."
Sir J. Davis : Epig. 2.

* (2) One who has been cheated, defrauded,
or stripped.

" For I do fear
Lord Timon will he left a naked gull"

Shakesp. : Timon of Athens, ii. 1.

* (3) A cheat, a fraud, a trick.

"1 should think this a gull, but that the white-
bearded fellow speaks it."—Shakesp. : Much Ado About
Nothing, iL 3.

II. Zoology:

1. Sing. : The English name of Larus, a
genus of natatorial [birds. They are widely
distributed along the shores of the several
seas and oceans, feeding voraciously on fish,

or at certain times going some distance in-

land to look after worms in ploughed fields.

They breed on rocky headlands, making a
rude nest, in which they lay from two to four
eggs. Yarrell describes fifteen species as
either permanently resident around the shores
of Britain, or as visiting them from abroad at
certain seasons. They are : Sabines Gull
(Larus Sabini), the Bonapartean Gull (L.
Bonapartii),Vao, Cuneate-tailed Gull(I...ftossu),

the Little Gull (L. minutus), the Masked Gull
(L. capistratus), the Black-headed Gull (L,

ridibundus), the Laughing Gull (L, atricilki),

the Kittiwake Gull (L. tndactylus), the Ivory
Gull (L. eburneus), the Common Gull (L.

canus), the Iceland or Lesser White-winged
Gull (L. icela-iidicus), the Lesser Black-backed
Gull (D. fuscus), the Herring Gull (L. argen-
tatus), the Great Black-backed Gull (L. maxi-
mi(s), and the Glaucous or Large White-winged
Gull (L. glaucus). Painters of coast scenes
are sure to introduce one or more gulls in the
air ; and to prevent their disappearance they,
despite the havoc they make among fish, are
accorded the benefits of the Wild Birds Pro-
tection Acts.

2. Plural:

(1) The sub-family Larinse, one of three
into which the family Laridse is divided. It
contains the genus Lestris (Skua), in addition
to the gulls proper.

(2) The family Laridre. It comprehends not
only the gulls, but the terns, petrels, &c.

* gull (2), "gul (2), * guile, s. [Lat. gula
= the throat.] [Gullet.] A gulf, an eddy, a
a whirlpool.

"Theyre passage sodeynely stopped by a greate gul
{tngens vorago) made with the violence of. the
stTim.iae&."~Jirende : Quintus Cttrtiu*,fo. 115.

gull (1), v.t [Gull (1), s.] To cheat, to trick,
to deceive, to dupe, to take in.

" Be gulled no longer, for you'll find it true.
They have no more Religion, faith—than you."

Dryden : Prol. to Am boyna.

< gull (2), v.t. IGuu. (*), «] To swallow up

or in-
, , , *.

"Thus wvth cvuell wurres nud great bloud shed the

church"wStorue in peecee, iuulye inHUfiled with

Su.e, " chunked with errur,, while vnder the

culuu" uf .IB Ltuulted in puiauu. '-fluie.' rugmnt 0/

Popes, io. 76.

•gull-age, s. [Eng. gull; -age.] The act

of duping or tricking; the state of being

gulled or imposed upon.
" Had you no quirk

To avoid gullage, sir, by such a creature ?
"

lien Jonson.

* gulT-catch-er, s. [Eng. gull, and catcher.]

One who gulls or catches simple or silly

people ; a trickster, a guller.

" Here comes my noble gullcateher."
Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, ii. 5.

* gull'-er, s. [Eng. gull; -er.] A trickster;

a gullcatcher ; a cheat.

* gull'-er, v.i. [Guller, s.] To cheat ; to

trick ; to deceive.

* gull'-er-y^ s. [Eng. gull; -ery,]

1. A pond or place for breeding or keeping
gulls.

" Two other instances of such inland gulleries exist

in England."—

A

1

. Trollope : Sleaford (1872), p. 58.

2. Cheating; fraud; trickery.
" The sweet deception and gullery of their own cor-

rupted fancy."

—

H. More: Defence of Moral Cabbala,
ch. iii.

gul -let, * gol-et, * gol-ett, s. [Fr. goulet,

diinin. of O. Fr. gale, goule (Fr. gueule), from
Lat. gula = the throat.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The throat ; the passage in the neck
through which the food passes into the

stomach ; the oesophagus.
" Out of the harde bones knocken they "

The inary, for they casten nought away, _„
That may go th urgh the gullet soft and sote."

Chaucer : C. T., 12,477.

2. A channel for water.

"The Euxiue sea a;id the Mediterranean, small gul-
lets, if compared with] the oce&n.'—Heylyn: Cosmo-
graphic

3. A gore in a shirt.

II. Technically :

1. Civ. Eng. : A narrow working cutting
made in the formation of an excavation, and
used as a means of laying down a pair of rails

to bring the dirt-cars to the bank.

2. Harness: The lower end of a horse-collar,
around which passes the choke-strap, and the
breast-strap which supports the pole of a car-

riage.

3. Saws : A hollow cut away in front ofeach
saw-tooth, in continuation of the face, on alter-

nate sides of the blade. Such saws are known
as gullet-saws or brier-tooth saws. The gullet
is adapted to allow the saw to be sharpened
by a round or half-round file, by which the
face of the tooth becomes concave when viewed
edgeways, and acquires a thin cutting edge.
The increased curvilinear srjaee also allows
more room for the sawdust. [Gullet-saw.]

gullet-saw, s. A saw having a hollow
cut-away in front of each tooth in continua-
tion of the face and on alternate sides of the
blade. Called also a brier-tooth saw.

gullet-tooth, s. A form of saw-tooth.
[Gullet-saw.]

gul'-let-ing, b. [Eng. gullet; -ing.]

Bail, Eng. ; In excavating for railroads, a
system of carrying the work forward in a series
of steps upon which different gangs of men are
at work with pick, shovel, and wheelbarrow,
assisted by temporary lines of rail and dump-
ing-waggons if the work be sufficiently exten-
sive. Also called notching.

guileting-press, s. A press for punch-
ing or gulleting saw-blades, gumming worn
saws, or paring down or retoothing broken
saws. The punch is socketed in the end of a
plunger whose upper portion is a double-
threaded screw crowned by a fly-handle.

gul'-ley, s. [Gully.]

gul-H-bfl'-i-ty, s. [Eng. gullible; -ity.] The
quality or state of being gullible ; easy credu-
lity.

gul'-li-ble, a. [Eng. gull; -able.] That may
or can be easily gulled, cheated, or duped

;

very credulous.

* gul lied, a. [Eng. gully ; -ed.] Full of or
containing gullies

; channelled, furrowed.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,
or. wore. wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, oa = o; ey = a. qu - kw.
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* gull' ish, a. [Bug. gull; -ish.] Like a gull;

foolish ; stupid ; simple.
" They have moat part some guUithhumour or other,

by -which they are led."—Burton : Anatomy of Melan-
choly; To the Reader,

* gull'- ish - ness, s. [Eng. gullish; -ness.]

The quality or state of being gullish ; silli-

ness, stupidity, gullibility.

gul'-ly^ (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.] (See extract.)

" Fair gullies, which are little haulch-backed clemi-

knives, the iron tool whereof i3 two inches long, and
the wooden handle one inch thick and three inches iu

length."— Urquhart: Rabelais, bk. i„ ch. xxvii.

gul'-l? (2), *gul'-ley~, ». LFr. gmdet]
[Gullet.]

1. A channel or hollow worn in the earth by
water ; a ditch, a dike, a gutter.

" Parts of the shore interrupted by small valleys and
gullies."—Cook: Third Voyage, bk. iv., ch. iv.

2. The tram-plates or rails laid for the use

of tram-waggons.

•gUl-lft V.L & i. [GULLEY (2), S.]

A. Trans. ; To wear away or into a hollow

or channel.

B. Intrans. : To run with noise.

* gul'-ly-gut, s. [Eng. gull (2), v., and gut.]

A glutton, a gormandizer.

gul'-ly-hole, «. [Eng. gully (2), a., and hole.]

The hole or opening thiough which gutters

and drains empty themselves into a sewer.

gu'-ld, *. [Lat.= a gormandiser, an epicure.]

Zool. : A genus of plantigrade carnivorous

mammals, family Melidge (Badgers). Gufo

luscus is the glutton (q.v.), called also the

wolverine. There are other species, some
zoologists including among them also the

Grison (q.v.).

* gu-los'-l-ty\ s. [Lat. gulosus = gluttonous,

from gulo = a glutton.] Gluttony, voracity,

greediness, ravcnousness.

'.'Erring in gulosity, or superfluity of meats."—
Brovmc; Vulgar Errours, bk, iv., ch. ix.

gulp, v.t. & i. [Dut. gulpen = to swallow
eagerly; O. Dut. golpen, gulpen = to quaff,

from gulp = a wave ; O. Dan. golpe = a gulf;

Dan. gulpe = to disgorge. Thus gulp is only

a variant of gulf or gulph.) [Gulf.]

A, Transitive

:

I. Literally

;

1. To swallow eagerly or in large draughts.
*' He does not swallow, but he gulps it down.

"

Cowpcr: Conversation, 340.

2. To inhale eagerly.
" Then thy apruce citizen, washed artisan,
And smug apprentice gulp their weekly air."

Byron -. Childe Harold, i. CO.

* II. Fig. : To swallow, to believe, to take

in eagerly.
" Such jokes as these the old man not only took in

good part, but gliblygulped down the whole narrative."
—Fielding : Voyage to Lisbon, July 24, 17H.

*B. Intrans. : To swallow.
" See them puff off the froth and gulp amain,
While with dry tongue I lick my hpB in vain."

Gay : Trivia, ii. 191.

% To gulp up : To disgorge ; to eject from the
stomach.

gulp, s. [Gulp, -v.]

1. The act of swallowing eagerly or in large

draughts.

2. A large mouthful ; as much as can be
swallowed at once.

" As oft as he can catch a gulp of air,

And peep above the seas, he names the fair."

Dryden : Ovid ; Metamorphoses x.

3. The act of disgorging.

* gulph, s. [Gulf.]

giil-rav'-age (age as 3(g), s. [Gilravage.]

gu-lun'-cha, ga-lun'-cha, «. [Some In-

dian languages.]

Pharm. : An Indian febrifuge prepared, ac-

cording to Dr. Wright, from the bruised stems
of Tinospora verrucosa, and 2". cordifolia,

menispermaceous plants.

*gu'-l& a. [Eng. gule(s) ; -y.] Pertaining to

or resembling gules ; red in colour.

"The horrid Btandard of those fatal guly dragons."—
Hilton : Reform in England, bk. ii

gum (0, gome, gomme (1), goom,
s. [A.S. gema = the palate, the jaws ; cogn.

withSw. gom; Dan. gane; Icel. j/omyO.H. Ger.

guomo ; Ger. gaumen = the palate.)

1. Anat. : The soft covering of the dental
arches. The gums consist of a dense con-

nective tissue, covered by a scaly and strati-

fied epithelium.
" I find upon enquiry, that the person whose tooth

had been placed in my gums, was labouring under a
complication of the filthiest of diseases, and that the
tooth inoculated them all on me."

—

Knox: Winter
Evenings, Even. 58.

* 2. Fig. : Chatter, talk.
" There's no occasion to bowss out so much unneces-

sary gum."—Smollett : Peregrine Pickle, ch. xiv.

gum-boil, a. A boil or small abscess on
the gums.

gum-rash, s. A rash or papular eruption
frequent in children ; red gums.

gum (2), *gomme (2), gumme, s. .[Fr.

gomme, from Lat. gummi ; Gr. ko^i. (fcommi)
= gum ; Sp. goma ; Port. & Ital. gomma.]

1. Bot. : Gum is a vegetable secretion, some-
times occurring in intercellular spaces, formed
by the separation of the walls of cells. It is

viscid, but not oily.

2. Chevi. : The most typical kind of gum is

Gum-Arabic, which is the exudation from the
steins of several species of acacia growing in

Egypt and Arabia. [Gum-Arabic .]

" Drop tears as fast a3 the Arabian trees
Their medicinal gum." Shukesp. .' Othello, v. 2.

3. Pharm. : Gum is used as a demulcent to

allay the irritation of the mucous membrane,
also for suspending heavy powders, as nitrate

of bismuth when they are given in a liquid.

4. The same as Gumming (q.v.).

IT Doctor's gum is said to be furnished by
Rhus Metopium, a Jamaica plant, to which, as

well as to some other plants, Hog gum has
been attributed. Other compounds, in which
gum is the last word, will be found scattered

through the book.

gum-animal, s.

Zool. : A name formed from " the animal of

the gum," a rendering of the term applied by
the Moors to Galago senegalensis, a lemur said

to feed on gum in three forests consisting of

the trees producing gum-senegal in the Sahara.

(Griffith's Cuvier.)

gum- animi, s.

Bot., Comm., &c. : A gum called in India

copal, which is derived from a tree, Vateria

indica. It is obtained by cutting a notch in

the tree sloping inwards and downwards ; the

resin collects at the wound, and soon hardens.

It is called in the south of India Piney Dajn-
inara. It is an excellent varnish. On the
Malabar coast it is made into candles.

(Wright, &c.)

gum-arabic, 5.

1. Bot. £ Comm. : A gum obtained from the
Acacia arabica, which grows abundantly in

India and Arabia. [Acacia] It is yielded
also by A. speciosa in India, A. nilotica and
A. Seyal in Arabia, A. tortills and A. Ehren-
bergiana in tropical Africa, A. mollissima and
A. affinis supply a similar gum in Australia.

Gum arabic can be obtained also from Vachel-

lia Farnesiana of India, a small tree closely

allied to the true acacias ; a gum akin to it is

derived from Terminalia belerica, a Myrobalan.

2. Cliem. : Gum arabic occurs in transparent
white tears, which are often coloured yellow
or brown by impurities ; it cracks on exposure
to the air on the surface ; it is brittle, inodor-
ous, and has a bland, mucilaginous taste. It

dissolves in water, and the solution gives a
precipitate of arabin on the addition of hydro-
chloric acid. Gum arabic contains about 70
per cent, of arabin, 2CgHj,o05 + H2O, and 17
per cent, of water ; the rest consists of potash
and lime,which were combined with the arabin.
Gum is insoluble in alcohol. By the action
of nitric acid, it is converted into mucic, sac-
charic, and oxalic acids. Gum can be dis-

tinguished from dextrin by containing no
dextrose, and by giving a milky precipitate
with oxalic acid. Gum gives precipitate with
soluble salts of lead, copper, &c. The sp. gr.

of gum is 1'35. Ferric chloride precipitates
gum and not dextrin.

Gum-arabic tree

:

Bot. : (1) Acacia arabica, (2) A. Verek.

Red gum-arabic tree

:

Bot. : Acacia Adansonii.

gum- butea, s.

Bot., Cliem., & Comm. ; A gum exuding from
Butea frondosa and B. superba, two papilio-

naceous plants, and hardening upon their
branches in beautiful ruby-coloured masses.
The natives of north-western India use it in
precipitating their indigo and in tanning, but
English tanners object to use it on account
of the colour which it imparts to leather.
(Lindley.)

gum-cistus, s.

Bot. : Cistus ladaniferus, a plant introduced
into British greenhouses in a.d. 1629 from
Spain. It produces ladanuin, but not in the
same quantity that Cistus creticus does.

gum-dragon, s.

Bot., Comm., &c. : A gum derived from Ptero-

carpus Draco, a papilionaceous plant.

gum - elastic, s Caoutchouc ; india-

rubber.

gum-elemi, s.

Bot, Chem., & Comm.: A gum said to be
yielded by Amyris Plumieri and ^4. hexandra.

^T American gum-elemi : A gum derived in

part from Idea Icicariba.

gum-juniper, s.

Bot., Chem., Comm., <&c. ; The resin of Calli-

tris quadrivalvis, a native of Barbary. The
,

same as Gum-sandarach (q.v.). Once it was
believed to come from the juniper, whence
its name.

gum-kino, s.

Bot., Chem., Comm., &c. : The name given to
various resins ; that of the East Indies is

derived from Pterocarpus Marsupium; that
of Australia from Eucalyptus resinifera.

gum-lac, s.

Bot, Chem., Comm., dtc.

:

1. The juice of Ficus indica, benghaleusis,

and Tsjela, when it runs from wounds made
by parasitic cocci.

2. The juice of Aleurites laccifera, a Cey-
lonese tree, belonging to the Euphorbiacere.

3. The juice of Erythrina monosperma, &
papilionaceous tree.

gum-passages, s. pi.

Bot. : Sap receptacles extending to a greater

length through the parenchyma of plants than
glands do, and designed for the passage of

gum. They exist in Cactaceae, Cycadacese,

Amygdalacese, &c.

gum-pot, s. A copper boiler used by
varnish-makers for melting the gum and
mixing the ingredients.

gum-resins, s. pi. A name given to

resins which are partly soluble in water, the

remainder being soluble in alcohol.

gum-sandarach, s.

Bot., Chem., Comm., dec: A gum exuding
from CalliU-is quadrivalvis, one of the Cupres-

seee, growing in Barbary, where it is called

the Arar tree. It is a whitish yellow, brittle,

inflammable, resinous substance, with an acrid,

aromatic taste. It is used for making varnish,

and when powdered constitutes pounce (q.v.).

gum-senegal, ».

Bot, Chem., Comm., &c. : A gum obtained in

the west of Africa from the Acacia Verek and
A. Adansonii.

gum-succory, s.

1. Comm. : The gum of Chondrillajuncea.

2. Bot. : That plant itself ; it is a composite

one.

gum-tragacanth, s.

Bot, Chem., Comm. t
&c: A gum produced

at Sierra Leone by Sterculia Tragacantha.

One akin to it is yielded by S. urens of Coro-

mandel.

gum-trees, s. pi.

Botany

:

1. The several species of the myrtaceous
genus, Eucalyptus (q.v.). Some of them are

giant trees, others of more moderate size

;

their native country is Australia. Some are

called Stringy-bark Gum-trees.

2. Xanthorrhfea, a genus of Liliaceae.

1[ The Black, called also the Yellow, Gum-
tree, is Nyssa villosa; the Blue, Eucalyptus

globulus; and the Red or White Gum-tree is

E. resinifera.

boll, bo*^; pout, jd\W; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, £enophon, exist, ph - f-
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gum-water, s. A distillation from gum.

gum-w*ood, s.

Bot. & Comm. : The wood of various gum-
trees (Eucalypti).

gtim (3), s, [Etym. doubtful.]

1. An instrument for shaping saw-teeth.

[Saw-gummer.]

2. A hive made of a section of a hollow log
;

a bee-gum.

3. A hollow log inserted vertically into the

ground as a curb for a spring.

gum (1), v.t. & i. [Gum (2), s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To cover pr smear with gum ; to stiffen

with gum.
" Or bleaching their hands at midnight, gumming,

and bridling their beards, or making their waist
small."

—

BenJonson; Discoveries.

2. To fasten or seal with or as with gum.
" The eyelids are ant to he gummed together with a

viscous humour,"— Wiseman; Surgery,

t B. Intrans. : To exude or form gum.

gum (2), v.t. [Gum (3)t s.] To deepen and
enlarge as the teeth of worn saws.

gum'-bel-ite (U as Ger. ii), s. [Named by
von Kobell after von Gumbel.]

Mill. : Essentially a hydrated silicate of

alumina and iron, the composition approaching
that of pinite. It occurs in greenish-white,

short, fibrous layers in clay-slate, at Nord-
halben, in Bavaria. (T. Davies, F.G.S.)

gum'-bd, * [Gobbo.]

gumbo-musque, s. The name given in

the West Indies to the seeds of Abelmoschus
escuUntus. Reduced to powder and steeped
in rum, they are eonsidered to be a powerful
remedy for snake bites.

gum' -lie, a. [Btym. doubtful.] Muddy.
" O ye wba leave the springs of Calvin,
For gumlic dubs of your ain delvin 1

"

Burns : A Dedication To Gavin Hamilton, Esq.

gum-ma (pi. giim-ma-ta), s. [Lat. gummi
= gum, "which the tumour" resembles in its

contents.] [Gum (2), 5.]

Pathol. : A muscular node or tumour, often

constituting one of the tertiary symptoms of

syphilitic poisoning. It ends by softening
and ulcerating.

gummed, pa. par. or a. [Gum, v.]

,. 1. Lit. : Smeared, daubed, or fastened with
gum.

* 2. Fig. ; Stiff, starched.
" We hate the stiff and gummed deportment of the

Italian."

—

Gentleman Instructed, p. 546.

gum'-mer, s. [Eng. gum (3), s. ; -er.] A tool

or machine for deepening and enlarging the
interdental spaces of worn saws. [Saw-gum-
mer, GULLETING-PRESS.]

gum'-mic, a. [Eng., &c, gum; -ic.] Derived
from or pertaining to gum.

gummic-acid, *.

Chem. : [Arabin],

* gum-mif-er-OUS, a. [Lat. gummi = gum

;

fero = to bear, to produce, and Eng. adj. suff.

-ous.] Bearing or producing gum.

gilm -mi-nesfi, 5. [Eng. gummy; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being gummy

;

viscosity.

2. An accumulation of gummy matter.

"The tendons are involved with a great gumminess
and collection of matter."

—

Wiseman; Surgery, bk.
viii.

gum -ming, pr. par., «., A; s. [Gum, ».]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Orel. Lang. : The act of smearing or fasten-

ing with gum.

2. Hort. : A disease in trees bearing stone-
fruit, characterized by a morbid exudation of
gum, and arising from exposure to excess of
heat of cold, or sudden alteration of tempera-
ture. It is generally fatal to the tree.

3. Lithog. : The treatment of a lithographic
stone with a solution of gum-arabic, after, or
simultaneously with, the etching process,
whereby the clean parts of the stone devoid
of work are protected from receiving fatty

matter, and thus reject the greasy ink when
the roller passes over the stone. The clean
surface of the stone is damped after each
impression, but, unless the gumming process
were previously performed, it would not per-
manently resist the ink.

gum'- mite, s. [Ger. gummit, from Lat.

gummi; Gr. Kojau,t (kommi) = gum, and suff.

-ite (Min.) (q.v.). So called from its resem-
blance to gum.]

Mineralogy

:

1. An amorphous mineral of greasy lustre,

reddish or brownish colour, and yellow streak.

Hardness, 2*5 to 3 ; sp. gr., 3*9 to 4*2. Com-
pos. : sesquioxide of uranium, 72*0 ; lime,

6; silica, 4*26; phosphoric acid, 2-30; water,

14--75, &c. Occurs in Saxony. (Dana, &c.)

2. Halloysite (q.v.). (Breithaupt.)

* gum-mos'-l-ty, s. [Lat. gummosus = gam-
my ; gummi = gum.] The nature of gum,
gumminess ; a viscous or gummy quality or

nature.

* gum'-mous, a. [Lat. gummosus, from gum-
mi = gum.] Of the nature or quality of gum ;

gummy.
"Eeshious or gummous bodies dissolved in spirit of

wine."

—

Boyle; Works, iv. 337.

gum'-my, *gum-mie, u. [Eng. gum; -v.]

1. Consisting of gum ; of the nature or

quality of gum ; viscous, adhesive.
" Of this gummie and glutinous substance they

frame also their dorea and entries which are wide and
large."—/*. Holland; PUnic, bk. xi., ch. vi.

2. Covered with or bearing gum or viscous
matter

;
productive of gum.

" Lightning, whose thwart flame driven down,
Kindle3 the gummi/ bark of fir and pine."

Milt-en: P. L., x. 1,076.

3. Closed or held together by gum or other
viscous matter.

" [He] rubs his gummy eyes, and scrubs his pate."
Dryden : Persius, sat. iii.

* L Puffy, stuffy, swollen, puffed out.

(Slang.)

giimp, s. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. Sw. & Dan.
gnmp; Icel. guwpr = the buttocks.] A foolish
fellow, a stupid, a dolt.

gump'-tion, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. Shrewdness, cleverness, intelligence.
(Colloquial.) (Lytton: My Novel, bk.iv., ch.xii.)

2. A term in painting for the art of prepar-
ing colours. Also applied to a nostrum much
in request by painters in search of the sup-
posed "lost medium" of the old masters, and
to which they ascribe their unapproachable
excellence. The formula for preparing this
medium gives a mixture of drying linseed oil

and mastic varnish which gelatinises ; or
simple linseed oil and sugar of lead.

gun, * gonne, * gunne, s. [A word of doubt-
ful origin. Skeat refers it to "Wei. gwn = a
bowl, a gun ; Ir. & Gael, gunna.] A weapon
having a barrel adapted to receive and dis-
charge a missile, which is projected by a
charge of powder, gun-cotton, or air, as the
case may be. The term is applied to pieces of
all sizes, from the fowling-piece to the largest
cannon, and in ordinary language more espe-
cially to the former, though in strict military
language it is applied only to the ordnance.
For descriptions of the various kinds, see
Air-gun, Blunderbuss, Carbine, Cannon, Fire-
arm, Howitzer, Mitrailleuse, Mortar, Pistol,
Rifle, &c. A description of the various parts
of a gun or fire-arm will be found under the
appropriate words.

1J 1. Great gun

:

(1) Lit. ; A large piece of ordnance ; a can-
non.

(2) Fig. : A person distinguished or eminent
in any branch, as in speaking, science, &c.

2. To blow great guns : To blow very strongly

;

to blow a gale.

gun-barrel, s. The barrel or tube of a
gun. Gun-barrels are known as stub, stub-
twist, wire-twist, Damascus-twist, stub-Da-
mascus.

Gun-barrel drain: A cylindrical drain of
small diameter.

gun-battery, $.

1. Fortification: The emplacement of two
or more pieces of artillery, destined to act on
the offensive or defensive. It may be :—En
echarpe ; having a line of fire oblique with the

object. En revers ;
playing upon the rear ol

the enemy. Cross-fire ; several batteries hav-

ing a converging fire upon an object. Case-

mate ; when protected by a bomb-proof cham-

ber and firing from embrasures. Barbette

;

firing over a parapet. Ricochet (smooth
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GUN-BATTERY.

bores mil}); when the balls, with a low
charge, traverse the inner face of the enemy's
work, aud rebound and roll along the same.

Mountain; light pieces adapted to be dis-

mounted and, with their dislocated car-

riages, carried on mules. Some of these have
been made in two pieces, which unscrew for

ease in transport.

2. Field-artillery : The tactical unit of field-

artillery, consisting of six or eight field-guns

under one command, together with the officers,

men, horses, waggons, and stores. [Battery.]

gun-carriage, s. The apparatus upon
which a cannon is mounted for service. It

may or may not be adapted for the transpor-
tation of the piece. Land gun-carriages com-
prise field, siege, casemate, and barbette car-

riages. The two former are adapted for the
transportation as well as service of the piece,

while the latter are intended to be kept in one
position in a fortification. In Moncrieff's gun-
carriage, the gun is supported upon a moving
fulcrum, which, on the firing of the gun, is

caused to shift nearer to the gun and farther
from a counterweight, spring, or hydraulic
buffer, while at the same time the gun is

brought into a lowered position for reloading,
and is then automatically raised into position
for firing. By the shifting of the fulcrum,
the statical momentum of the balance weight
is made to preponderate so greatly over that
of the gun that it will, when allowed free

action, after the loading of the gun, raise the
same into its original position.

gun-cotton, s.

Cliem. : Pyroxylin. Trinitro-cellulose, CgHy
(NOateOg, more probably a nitric ether of cellu-
lose, Ci2Hi4(ON02)fj04, as by the action of re-

ducing agents as hydric potassium sulphide,
KHS, and iron and acetic acid, it is converted
into cellulose. Boiled with ferrous sulphate
and concentrated hydrochloric acid, it gives off

all its nitrogen as N2O2. Gun-cotton was dis-

covered by Schbnbein in 1845. It is prepared
by drying cotton-wool at 100°, and then
leaving it for twenty-four hours in a.mixture
of one volume of nitric acid sp. gr. 1*5, and
three volumes of sulphuric acid sp. gr. 1*85,

the mixture being cooled to 10°. It is then
washed with water, and, if required pure,
again with a mixture of one part alcohol and
three parts ether to remove the lower nitrates.

[Collodion.] Gun-cotton finely divided ex-

plodes between 160°—170°. It keeps best ii

it is washed with soda. Compressed gun-cot-
ton burns like tinder, but is exploded by
mercuric fulminate. It is used for torpedoes.

gun-deck, s.

Naut... That deck of a ship of war which
carries the bulk of her armament.

gun-fire, s.

Mil. : The hour at which the morning or
evening gun is fired.

* gun-flint, s. A piece of flint fixed in the
lock of a musket to fire the charge, before the
introduction of percussion caps.

" Those things we brought away, leaving In the room
of them medals, gun-flints, a few nails, and an old
empty barrel with the iron hoops on it."—Cook-
Second Voyage, bk. i., ch. vil.

gun-harpoon, s. A harpoon fired from
a gun, used mounted in a crutch on the gun-

late, fa*, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, the*re ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine 5 go, pot.
or, wore, wplf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oe = e ; ey = a. au = kw.
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wale of a whaleboat. It is made of steel, and
has a chain or long shackle attached to it, to
which the whale-line is fastened. Some gun-
harpoons carry a grenade or flask of poison.

gun-lock, s. The lock of a gun ; the com-
bination of parts by -which the propulsive
charge is caused to ignite.

Gun-lock hammer : The cock or striker of a
fire-arm lock.

gun-metal, s. A bronze from which can-

non were formerly cast. Ordinarily nine parts

copper and one tin. Other metals have been
sometimes added to or substituted for tin,

copper still remaining the basis of the alloy.

gun-pendulum, s.

1. [Ballistic-pendulum.]

2. [Efrouvette.]

gun-port, s. A port or hole in the side

of a ship for a gun.

gun-searcher, s. An instrument with
one or more projecting prongs to ascertain

whether the bore of a gun be honeycombed.

gun-stock, s. The part of a gun to which
the barrel andlock are fastened. It is usua^v
of walnut ; in Europe the Jugla-ns regi/ _.j

America the Juglans nigra.

gun-tackle, 5.

Natit. : The ropes and pulleys attached to

the sides of the ports, and to the gun-carriage
(for light or smooth-bore guns), by which the
gun is run out. It consists of two -single

blocks, one movable and the other fixed, the
standing end of the fall being secured to the
movable block.

* gun, v.i. [Gun, s.] To shoot with a gun ; to
go fowling.
" There Ib leas danger in't than gunning, Sanchio."

Beaum. & Flet. : Rule a Wife, i. 2.

gu'-na, s. [Sansc, = quality.]

Philol. : A term used, especially in Sanscrit
grammar, to denote the changing of i and % to
e, u and u to 6, ri and r% to ar, by compound-
ing them withthe prefix a : thus a + i, or I =
e, a + u, or u = o, &c.

* gu'-nar-ch^, «. [Gynarchy.]

gu'-nate, v.t. [Guna.]

Philol. ; To change by the process known as
gunation ; to subject to the change ot guna
(q.v.).

gu-na tion, s. [Guna.]

Philol. : The process of gunating ; the state
of being gunated.

gun-boat, s. [Eng. gun, and boat.] A small
vessel of war, of light draught of water, carry-
ing from one to four guns.

gun'-da, s. [Hind., = four of anything ; a
knotted string tied round a child's neck as a
charm.] Four. Used by the poorer natives
of Madras, &c, especially for four cowries.
They are accustomed, in making their humble

a purchases, to place out their cowries in fours,
or at least to estimate them in fours. (Anglo-
Indian.)

" Five, nine, or twenty-one kowrlea, or as many
gundas of them."—Herklots «ft Jaffur Shurreef: Mus-
nUmovus ofIndia, p. 274.

* gun -de-let, s. [Gondolet.]

gun'-jah, «. [Ganjah.]

gunje, ganj, s. [Bengali.] A granary, a
depot chiefly of grain for sale ; a commercial
depot in general ; a wholesale market held on
a particular day. (Anglo-Indian.) (Glossary
to Mill ; Hist. Brit. India.)

H Gunje enters as a compound into the
Indian names of places, as Raneegwye or
Raniffajy

,

*gun'-nage, s. [Eng. gun; -age.] The arma-
ment of a ship of war.

gun'-nel (1), s. [Gunwale.]

gun' ner, * gun-nare, s. [Low Lat. gunna-
rius.] [Gun, s. ; Gunster.]

I. Ord. Lang. ; A person who works or is

skilled in the working of a gun ; a cannonier.
" Ninion Saunders, master to the aayu Gilbert Pot,

and John Owen, a gunmaker, both gunners of the
Tower."—Stow : Edward VI. (an. 1553).

II, Technically

:

1. Mil, : An artillery soldier employed in
the working of a gun.

2. Nov. ; A warrant-officer who has charge
of the ordnance-stores and ammunition on
board ship, and acts as assistant to the gun-
nery officer.

gunner's calipers, s.pl. An instrument
made of sheet-brass with steel points, and
shaped like a pair of bow-legged compasses.
The graduations show the diameters of shot
and shell, the calibres of guns, linear inches,
degrees of the circle, &c.

gunner's level, s. [Gunner's -perpen-
dicular.]

* gunners-perpendicular, s. An in-

strument for ascertaining the highest points
at the breech and muzzle of a piece of ord-
nance, when on uneven ground, in order to
determine the true line of sight. [Gunner's-
level.]

* gunner's-quadrant, s. The gunner's
quadrant is a graduated arc of 90°, or rather
more, made of brass or wood, and having an
arm attached, which is passed into the bore
of the gun for the purpose of ascertaining the
elevation. The wooden level has a leaden
bullet suspended by a string, which indicates
the perpendicular, the deviation from which
is measured on the arc. The metallic quad-
rant is of more elaborate construction, and
has a spirit-level attached, [Gunner's-per-
pendicular.]

gun'-ner-a, s. [Named after Ernest Gunner,
bishop of Drontheim in Norway, and a
botanist.]

Bot. : A genus of Araliaceae (Ivyworts).
Gunnera scabra or Panke, which resembles a
giant rhubarb, was found by Mr. Darwin on
the sandstone cliffs of Chiloe. Its roots are
used by tanners, and are astringent ; its

fleshy leaf-stalks are eatable. The fruit of G.

macrocephala is commonly used in Java as a
stimulant.

* gun'-ner-ess, s. [Eng. gunner; -ess.} A
female gunner.

" Brown-locked Demoiselle Klroigne, with pike and
helmet, aits there as gunneress."— Carlyle: French
Revolution, pt. i., bk. vu., ch. v.

gun'-ner-y, s. [Eng. gunner; -y.] That
branch of science which deals with the con-

struction of guns, the mode of firing them
under various circumstances, the quality of

the material of which they are made, size,

form, and material of the projectile, quality
and quantity of the charge, elevation to be
given to the gun, &c. ; the science of artillery.

"From the first rude essays of clubs and stones, to
the present perfection of gunnery."—Burke: Vindic.

of National Society.

gun'-nie, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mining

:

1. A large, open, excavated space in a mine.

2. In Cornish, a term applied to breadth or

width ; single gunnies are three feet wide.

gun'-ning, s. [Gun, v.] The act of shooting

or hunting game with a gun.

giin'-ny, guri-nep, s. [Bengali guni.)

Fabric : Heavy coarse goods used for wrap-
ping bales of cotton, for cotton bags, &c.

Gunny is made from fibres of the corchorus
(jute) ; the bag made thereof is used to carry

grain, &c, on the backs of buffaloes, and for

enclosing articles for exportation—rice, salt-

petre, pepper, coffee.

gun'-p6*w-der, s. [Eng. gun, and powder.]

1. Chem. : A mechanical mixture of about
74-9 per cent, of potassium nitrate, 13*3 of

carbon, and 118 of sulphur; but the compo-
sition varies according to the uses for which
it is employed. Blasting powder generally

contains more sulphur. The amount of po-
tassium nitrate can be determined by treating

the powder with hot water, and evaporating
the solution ; the sulphur can be extracted by
bisulphide of carbon. The substances pro-
duced by the explosion cannot be represented
by a chemical equation, as they vary with
the pressure and the size of the grains of the
powder. The principal products are carbonic
anhydride, CO2, carbonic oxide, CO, nitrogen,
sulphate of potassium, carbonate of potassium,
and sulphide of potassium.

2. Hist. : According to Sir George Staunton
gunpowder has been known in China and India
from a remote period of antiquity as an agent
for blasting rocks. The statement, however,
is doubtful. In Europe, Roger Bacon alluded
to it in his work Be Nullitate Magics, about
a.d. 1267. A German monk, Schwartz, about
1336, is said to have discovered the method of
its manufacture.

gunpowder-engine, s. A form of gas-
engine in which the motion of the piston is

caused by the evolution of gas resulting from
the combustion of gunpowder.

gunpowder-hammer, s. A pile-driver
operated by the explosive force of gunpowder.

Gunpowder Plot, s.

1. Hist. : A plot, formed about a.d. 1604,
by Robert Catesby, son of Sir Thomas Catesby,
various Roman Catholics of rank, goaded into
excitement by the penal laws directed against
their faith and its professors, joining as accom-
plices. Their aim was to blow up the Houses
of Parliament by gunpowder on November 5,

1605, and destroy king, lords, and commons
by one blow. An anonymous letter of mys-
terious warning, sent to Lord Monteagle,
having led to the discovery of the plot, various
conspirators were executed on January 30 and
31, 1606, and one on May 3 following. Among
those put to death was Guy Faux, who had
been caught in the vault below the House of
Lords with matches and touchwood upon his
person ready to fire the train. In 1825, this
"cellar" was converted into offices. Since
1605 all places connected with the Houses of
Lords and Commons where explosives could
be stowed away are annually searched at the
opening of Parliament. [Guy.]

2. Ch. Hist. <&Law: A thanksgiving service
for the deliverance from the Gunpowder Plot,
though, properly speaking, it never formed
part of the English Liturgy, was annexed to
it at the commencement of each new reign.

On January 17, 1859, directions were given for

its discontinuance.

gunpowder - press, s. A press for

pressing mill-cake into hard cake preparatory
to granulating.

gunpowder-tea, «.

Comm. : A kind of green tea, the leaves used
for which, generally younger than those for

other sorts, are the smallest and most closely

curled, so as to constitute small balls or pellets.

gun-room, s. [Eng. gun, and room. ]

Naut. : A room on one of the lower decks
of a ship of war, in which the junior executive
and non-combatant officers live, except the
warrant officers and, in some cases, the junior
engineers. The senior officers of the navy and
the marines live in the wardroom.

gun' shot, s. & a. [Eng. gun, and shot.]

A. As substantive

:

1. The act of firing a gun ; a discharge of a
gun ; a shot.

"Gunshots were wildly fired in all directions."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xi*

2. The distance to which a shot can be
thrown with effect by a gun ; the range of a
gun or cannon.

" The parliament . . . did not intend to embark
them in the perils of war, whilst themselves sate
securely at home out of gunshot."—Clarendon : Hist.

Rebel., it., 567.

B. As adj. : Made or caused by a shot from
a gun.

" Great hath been the contention among the learned
about are and venom in gunshot wounds. —Wiseman :

On- Surgery, bk. vi

gunshot-wounds, s. pi.

Surg. : Wounds caused by shots from guns,
also by splinters of wood, iron, &c, or any
other substance which the firing of guns may
have made to fly about as projectiles. The
treatment of such wounds is an important
branch of surgery which has made great ad-
vances in recent times.

gun -smith, s. [Eng. gun, and smith.] One
whose trade or occupation is to make or re-

pair firearms.
" It [walnut] is of singular account . . . with the

gunsmith for stocks."— Evelyn : On Forest Trees,
ch. vii., § 4.

gun'-smIth-er-& s. [Eng. gunsmith; -try.]

The art, trade, or occupation of making guns
or firearms ; the trade or occupation of a gun-
smith.

boll, boj*-; pout, jo~wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -irig.

-clan, -tlan = shan. tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble f -die, &c. = bel, t el.
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*gun'-Ster, s. [Eng. gun; suff. -ster (q.v.).]

The same as Gunner (q.v.).

% Steele uses gunner and gunster in a
ludicrously figurative sense.

" Those who recount strange accidents and circum-
stances which have no manner of foundation in truth,
when they design to do mischief, are comprehended
under the appellation of gunners ; but when they
endeavour only to surprise and entertain, they are
distinguished by the name of gunsters.

"

—Toiler, No. 88.

* gun'-Stick, s. [Eng. gun, and stick.] A
stick or rod for ramming down the charge
into a gun ; a rammer, a ramrod.

* gun-stone, * gone-stone, s. [Eng. gun,
and stone.] A shot for a cannon, round stones

having been originally used for the purpose.
" Tell the pleasant prince this mock of his
Hath turned his balls to gunstones,"

Shakeap. : Henry V., i. 2.

Gun'-ter, s. [Edmund Gunter, professor of

astronomy in Gresham college from a.d. 1619

to his death in 1626.1

Gunter's-chain, *,

Surv. ; A surveyor's chain 66 feet or 4 rods
(of 5£ yards each) in length, having 100 links,

each joined to the adjacent one by three links.

A square chain is one-tenth of an acre, or

10,000 square links. It was invented by Ed-
mund Gunter to aid in calculating areas.
7*92 inches = 1 link ; 100 links = 1 chain, or
4 rods, or22yards ; 80 chains = 1 mile.

Gunter's-line, s. A line of numbers on
Gunter"s-scale used for performing the multi-
plication or division of numbers. It is the
logarithmic scale of proportionals, which,
being graduated upon the ruler, serves to
solve problems in the same manner as
logarithms do arithmetically. It is usually
divided into 100 parts, every tenth of which
is numbered, beginning with one and ending
with ten, so that if the first great division
stand for the one-tenth of an integer, the next
great division will stand for two-tenths, and
the intermediate divisions will represent
hundredths of an integer, whilst the large
divisions beyond ten will represent units

;

and if the first set of large divisions represent
units, the subdivisions will represent tenths,
whilst the second set of large divisions will
represent tens, and the subdivisions units, &c.

Gunter's-scale, s. A large plane scale
invented by Mr. Gunter. It has various lines

of numbers engraved on it, by which questions
in calculation, navigation, and surveying are
solved mechanically by the aid of the dividers
or a slider. On one side of it are scales of
equal parts, chords, sines, tangents, rhombs,
&c. ; on the other side are the corresponding
logarithmic lines. It consists of a flat ruler
of boxwood, two feet long, having various
lines laid down upon it, by means of which
various problems may be performed by the
extension of the compasses only.

gun-wale (w silent), gun'-nal, gun'-nel,
s. [Eng. gun, and wale (q.v.)".] The upper
planking covering the timber-heads round the
ship ; a piece of timber around the top side of
a boat, and having rowlocks for the oars.

" The first rope going athwart from gunnal to gun-
nal."—Dumpier : Voyage (an. 16&9).

* gurge, s. [Lat. gurges.] A whirlpool, an eddy.
" The plain, wherein a black bituminous gurae
Boils out." Milton: P. L., xii. 41.

* gorge, v.t. [Gurge, $.] To swallow up ; to
overwhelm.

" In gurging gulfe of these such surging seas.

My poorer soule who drowned doth death request."
Mirrourfor Magistrates, p. 227.

gUT'-gi-on, s. [Fr. grugeons, from gruger =
to crush.] [Grudgings.J The coarser part of
meal, sifted from the bran.

gur'-gle, v.i. [Ital. gorgoliare = to gurgle, to
bubble, gorgoglio = a gurgling, gorgo = a
whirlpool, a gulf; Lat. gurges.]

1, To run or pass along with a purling
sound, as water over a broken or stony bottom,
or as a liquid from a bottle.

" And from the turf a fountain broke
And gurgled at our feet.

"

Wordsworth : Fountain,

* 2. To make any similar sound ; to coo.
" For she will plain, and gurgle, as she goes
As does the widowed ringdove."

Mason : English Garden, iii.

gur'-gle, s. [Gurgle, v.] A purling, bub-
bling noise, as of water running over a broken
or stony bottom, or, a liquid from a bottle

or other narrow aperture. (Thompson ; The
Bower.)

gur'-glet, s. [Gurgle, v.] A porous earthen
jar for cooling water by evaporation.

gur'-gd'yle, s. [Gargoyle.]

gur-hof~ite, gur-hd'-fi-an, s. [From
Gurhof, in Lower Austria, wh'ere it occurs.]

Min. : Compact poreellahous dolomite, a
snow-white and translucent variety of that
mineral.

gur'-jiin, s. [An East Indian word.] The
native name of "Wood-oil," derived from
Dipterocarpus lewis, in the Eastern Peninsula.
[Wood-oil.]

* gur'-kin, s. [Gherkin.]

gur'-let, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Masonry, etc. : A pickaxe with one sharp
point and one cutting-edge.

gur'-mie, ».

Mining ; A level or working. [Gunnie,]

gur'-nard, gur'-net, * gur'-narde, s. [0.

Ft. go'urnal, gournauld, gourneau, gournant,

grongnard = a grunter ; cf. Mod. Ft. grondin,
from grander = to grunt, referring to the
noise which gurnards make when drawn from
the water.]

Ichthyology

:

1. Sing.; The genus Trigla (q.v.). They
have a mailed and angular head, the opercule
and shoulder bones spiny, two dorsal fins,

large pectoral fins, the first three rays being
without membranes and separated from the
rest, so as to constitute cirri. They inhabit deep
water. Eight species are found in the British

seas, viz., (1) the Red or Cuckoo Gurnard
(Trigla cuculus), Elleck, Red-fish, Soldier, or

RED GURNARD.

Rotehet ; the head, back, and sides, with
the dorsal and caudal fins, are bright red,
the pectorals, ventrals, &c, pale red tinged
with yellow, (2) The Streaked French or Rock
Gurnard (r. lineata), (3)theSapphirineGurnard
(T. hirundo), so called from the vivid green
and blue hues of the under part of the pec-
toral fins, (4) the Little Gurnard (T. poecilop-
tera, (5) the Piper (2*. lyra), (Q) the Gray
Gurnard (T. gurnardus), called in Ireland the
Knoad or Nowd, and in Scotland the Crooner

;

it is a silvery-gray fish, clouded with brown
and speckled with black, (7) Bloch's Gurnard
(T. Blochii), and (8) the Shining Gurnard or
Long-finned Captain (T. lucerna). Nos. 6, 1,

and 3 are the most common, 1 and 3 specially
frequenting the west coast.

2. PL : The family Sclerogenidse (q.v.), or
Tnglidffi(q.v.,Sup.).

U Flying Gurnard. [Flying.]

gur'-o-lite, gyr-6-lite (gyr as ir), s.

[Gr. yvpos (guros) — a circle, and \L6o$ (lithos)
= a stone. The British Museum Catalogue
spells the word gurolite, Dana gyrolite. U is
left unaltered because of the circumflex on v.]

Min. : A white translucent mineral of pearly
orvitreouslustre, occurringin lamellarradiated
concretions. Hardness, 3 to 4. Compos. :

silica, 507 to 51-9
; alumina, 1*3 to 1-5 : lime'

30-0 to 33-2; water, 14"2 to 15, &c. From
Skye, from Nova Scotia, Greenland, &c.

gur'-rah, a. [Hind, gorhd.]

Fabric: A kind of plain, coarse Indian
muslin.

*giir'-ry (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.] An alvine
evacuation. (Holland.)

gur'-ry (2), g&rh, s [Hind, gurh, garh ;

Mahratta gud, gad.] A wall flanked with
towers. (Anglo-Indian) (Glossary to Mill;
Hist. Brit. India.) Any small fort.

% It occurs in the names of many Iudiau

places, but is generally written ghur, which

would mean a house, and is an error. loi

example Gwtighur should be G&wiigurh.

gurt, s. [A corrupt, of gote (q.v.).]

Min. . A channel for water.

guse, is. [Goose.]

gush, * gusch-en, v.i. & t, [Icel. gusa, gjosa =
to gush ; cf. Dut. gudsen = to gush ; Sw. gasa

— to blow, to puff.]

A. Intransitive

:

I. Literally

:

1. To flow or rush out with violence or in

a stream ; to pour out violently.

"Out of whoes eies there gusTied streamer of teares,"

Surrey: Virgil; JZneid ii.

2. To be poured out or uttered rapidly and
copiously.

" Some humbler poet,
J

Whose songs gushed from his heart."
Longfellow : The Day is Done.

3. To be filled with water, tears, &c.
" Line after line my gushing eyes o'erflow."

Pope: Eloisa to Abelard, 85.

II. Fig. : To act in an extravagant or effu-

sive manner ; to be effusively sentimental.

*B. Trans. . To emit or pour out rapidly

and copiously. (Followed by out.)

" The yawning wound
Gushed out a purple stream, and stained the ground."

Dryden: Virgil; *£neid ix. 580.

Tf For the difference between to gush and to

flow, see Flow.

gush, s. [Gush, v.]

1. Lit. : A rapid and copious emission or

flow of a liquid from an enclosed place ; a
liquid emitted rapidly and copiously; a rapid
and copious emission of anything resembling
a liquid.

" In a moment forth he teems
His little song in gushes.''

Wordsworth : The Green Linnet.

2. Fig. ; Extravagant or effusive affectation
of sentiment.

*gush-et, a. [Gusset.]

gush ing, pr. par., «., & s. [Gush, v.}

A. -4s pr. par. (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

I, Literally

:

1. Flowing or pouring out rapidly and co-
jiionsly.

2. Emitting copiously.
" [She] strove to stanch the gushing wound."

Scott : Marmion, vii. 32.

II. Fig. : Extravagantly effusive or full of
sentiment ; characterized by an excessive af-

fectation of sentiment ; effusively and demon-
stratively affectionate.

C. -4s sttbst. : The act or state of pouring
out rapidly and copiously.

" The gushing of the wave
Far, far away. ' Tennyson : Lotus-Eaters, 31.

gusn'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. gushing; -ly.}

1. Lit. : In a gushing manner ; rapidly and
copiously ; in gushes.

" Parent of rivers, which flow gushingiy."
Byron : Ghilde Harold, iv. 71.

2. Fig.; With an extravagant or effusive
affectation of sentiment or affection.

gus'-ing, a. [Sc. guse = goose.] [Goose.] (See
compound.)

gusing-iron, s. A laundress's smoothing-
iron, a flat-iron.

gUS'-set, s. [Ft. gousset, dimin. of gousse =
the husk or cod of a bean ; Ital. gascio = a
shell or husk.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A small piece of cloth in-
serted in a dress for the purpose of enlarging
or strengthening some part.

" Seam and gusset and band."___..„ Mood: Song of the Shirt.
II. Technically ;

1. Boilers : An angular piece of iron inserted
in a boiler, tank, &<:., where it changes from a
cylindrical to a square form, &c, as in the
junction of the barrel and fire-box of a loco-
motive.

2. Build. : An angle-iron or bracket stiffen-
ing the angle of a structure.

3. Her. : An abatement or mark of disgrace
somewhat resembling a gusset, and formed by
a line drawn from the dexter or sinister chief
point one third across the shield, and then

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pat,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oa = e; ey = a. qa = lew.
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descending perpendicularly to the base. It

may be on either the dexter or sinister side of

A dexter"!
gusset/"

[ A SINISTER
i GUSSET

the shield ; on the former it is an abatement
for adultery ; on the latter for drunkenness.
Also called a gore.

4. Old Armour : A small piece of chain or
plate armour inserted at the junction of the
armour under the arms, for the purpose of
protecting that part when exposed by the
movement of the arms.

giist (1), s. [Icel. gustr = a gust or blast

;

gjdsta = a gust, from gjdsa = to gush ; Sw. dial.

gust= a stream of air.]

1. Lit. : A sudden squall or violent blast of

wind ; a short but violent rush of wind.
"Though the 'weather were foule with extreme raine

and gustes of «indea."—Hacklnyt: Voyages, vol. ii.,

pt. ii., p. 105.

2. Fig. : A sudden and violent outburst of

passion. {Drayton: Poly-Olbion, s. 17.)

1" For the difference between gust and breeze,

see Breeze.

* gust (2), s. [Lat. gustus — a tasting ; gusto =
to taste.]

1. The sense of tasting.

2. The gratification of the appetite.
" They, fondly thinking to allay

Their appetite with gust, instead of fruit
Chewed bitter ashes. ' Milton: P. L., x. 565.

3. Gratification of any kind ; pleasure, en-
joyment.

"Brisk, perception of relishes and gusts, reflexions
and duplications of delight." —Dp. Taylor ; Sermons, 15.

4. A pleasing taste.

" Thy charming sight, hut much more charming gust,
New life incites. Gay: Wine, 36.

5. A relish ; a pleasing quality or nature.
" Their price would give a high gust unto them in the

judgment of pallat-meu."—Sutler : Worthies; Essex.

6. A turn of fancy ; intellectual taste.

"According to the gust and manner of the ancients."
—Dryden; Dufrcsnoy.

'gust, v.t. [Lat. gusto = to taste.] To have
a relish for.

" The palate of this age gusts nothing high."
L Estrange; On Beaum. & Fletchers Plays.

* gust -a ble, a. & s. [Eug. gust (2) ; -able.]

A. As adjective:

1. That may or can be tasted ; tastable.
"Audible, gustable, odorous or tactile qualities."

—

Glanv'dl ; Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. vii.

2. Pleasant to the taste ; having an agree-
able taste or relish.

"A gustable thing seen or smelt, excites the appe-
tite."—Derham; Physico-Theology, bk. v., ch. viii.

B. As subst. : Anything pleasant or agree-
able to the taste.

" The touch acknowledged nogustables
The taste no fragrant smell."

More: On the Soul, pt. ii„ bk. ii, c 2.

gust ard, s. [A corruption of bustard (q.v.).

]

A local name for the Great Bustard.

* gus-ta'-tlon, s. [Lat. gustatio, from gusto =
to taste.] The act of tasting.

"The klase of the spouse, gustation of God, and in-
greesion into the divine shadow."

—

Browne: Urne-
Burial, ch. v.

gus'-ta-t6r-y, a. [Lat. gustatorius, from
• gustatus = a tasting

;
gusto = to taste.] Of or

pertaining to gustation or tasting.

gustatory-cells, s. pi.

Anat. : Certain cells in the tongue consti-

tuting what have been called taste-buds (q.v.).

gustatory nerve, s.

Anat. : The lingual nerve, the one upon
which taste depends. It descends under
cover of the external pterygoid muscle, and is

continued, till passing along the side of the
tongue, it terminates in its apex.

gus-ta'-vi-a, s. [Named after Gustavus III.,

King of Sweden, who presented a large collec-

tion of Indian plants to the elder Linnseus.]

Bot. : A genus of South American plants,

order Barringtoniacese. They are trees or

shrubs, with large glossy leaves and racemes
or umbels of white, pink-tinged flowers, live

or six inches across. Gustavia urceolata has
wood, which on exposure to the air becomes
very fetid ; it is used for making hoops. The
fruit of G. speciosa, according to Humboldt
and Bonpland, imparts a yellow colour, last-

ing for about twenty-four or even forty-eight

hours, to the children who eat it. The root

of G. brasiliana is emetic, and intoxicates fish ;

its root is acrid, aromatic, and bitter, and its

leaves, which have a heavy unpleasant smell,

are employed in cases of indurated liver, as
also to bring ulcers to a head.

* gust- fill, a. [Eng. gust (2); -fuUl).~\

Having a pleasant taste or relish ; palatable,
tasteful.

" The said season being passed, there is no danger or
difficulty to keep it gustful all the year long."

—

Digby :

Of the Power of Sympathy.

*gUSt'-ful-ness, s. [Eng. gustful; -ness.]

The quality or state of being gustful, palatable,

or pleasant.

"Then his food doth taste Bavourily, then bis diver-
tiseiuents and recreations have a lively gustfulnuss,
then his sleep is very sound and pleasant ; according
to that of the preacher, the sleep of the labouring man
isBweet."—Barrow: Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 19.

.

*gust'-less, a. [Eng. gust (2); -less.] Taste-
less, insipid.

" No gustless or unsatisfying offal."—Browne : Miscel-
lanies, Tract 1.

gUS'-to, s. [Ital., from Lat. gustus = taste.]

[Gust, 2.]

1. A relish or enjoyment of anything
;
plea-

sure derived from or excited by anything,
" He feels no relish or gusto iu them."—Sftnr/ie, Ser-

mons, vol. vi., ser. 3.

2. Intellectual taste.

"They are the rule of beauty, and give ua a good
gusto."—Dryden : Dufresnoy. (Note 510.)

gUS-td'-SO, adv. [Ital.]

Mus. : With taste.

giist'-y (1),
* gust-ie, a. [Eng. gust (1) ; -y.]

1. Lit. : Subject to gusts or sudden squalls

of wind ; stormy, squally.
" Yon tuft of hazel trees.

That twinkle in the gusty breeze.'
Wordsworth : Green Linnet.

2. Fig. : Subject to sudden and violent out-

bursts of passion.

gust'-y (2), a. [Eng. gust (2); -y.] Tasteful.

(Burns: Scotch Drink.)

gut, *gotte, * gutte, s. [A.S. gut, -pi. guttas.

The original meaning was a channel ; cf. O.Dan.
gote = a. channel; Ger. gorse = a. drain; Mid.
Eng. gote = a drain, a watercourse. (Skeat.)"]

1. [Intestine.]
" Next to the bag of the stomacke, men and sheepe

have the small guts, called lactes."—P. Holland : Plinie,
bk. xi., ch. xxv.

2. (PI-): The stomach; the digestive ap-
paratus generally. (Vulgar.)

"What then was our writer's soul? was it brains
or guts > "—Bentley : On Free ThinHng, § 53.

3. Viscera ; entrails generally.

"They make good slaves when bought young; but
are, in general, foul feeders, many of them greedily
devouring the raw guts of fowls."

—

Grainger : Sugar-
Cane, bk. ii., v. 75. (Note.) __ ._ .

* 4. Gluttony.

* 5. A narrow passage or channel.
"You pass a narrow gut between two stone ter-

rasses."

—

Walpole : On Gardening.

6. Prepared intestines of animals, as sheep,
cats, &c, used for various purposes, as for
the strings of a violin, or the finer lines in
augling; catgut.

7. The sac of silk taken from the silk-worm
and stretched into a line for a snood.

* H To have guts in the brain : To have sense.
" The fellow'B well enough, if he had any guts in his

orain."—Swift : Polite Conversation, i.

" gut-scraper, t

for a fiddler.

A contemptuous name

giit, v.t. [Gut, s.]

1. Lit. : To eviscerate ; to exenterate ; to
draw the entrails out of.

" Their numbera [pilchards]are incraflible, employ-
ing a power of poor people in polling (that is, behead-
ing), gutting, splitting, powdering, and drying them,"
Fuller; Worthies; Cornwall.

2. Fig. : To plunder or deprive of the whole
or any part of the contents ; to destroy the
interior ; to empty utterly.

" The Are originated in the billiard-room. . . . The
whole structure iu the course of an hour was com-
pletely gutted."—Pall Mail Gazette, April 19, 1884.

* gutch-er,
sire (q.v.).]

. [A corrupt, of gudsire = good-
A grandsire.

*gut'-less, "giit'-lesse, a. [Eng. gut; -less.]

Destitute or deprived of guts.
" His gutlesse bosome."

Chapman : Homer : Batrachomyomachia.

* gut-ling, s. [Eng. gut; dimin. suff. -ling.]

A glutton.
" The fat paunches of these lazy gutlings."—Sander-

son; Vi'orks, iii. 106.

giit'-ta (1) (pi. gut'-tae), s. [Lat. = a drop.}

1. Anat., &c. : A drop. (Used chiefly in
composition. See the compounds.)

2. Arch. : An ornament resembling a drop,
placed in the epistylium of the Doric order
below the triglyphs. They occur likewise in
the under face of mutules in the Doric corona.
They are supposed to -have originated from
the intention to represent drops of water
running off the roof and adhering to the
under surface of the canterii or rafters of early
buildings.

gutta-rosacea, s.

Pathol. : The same as Acne (q.v.), and
specially Acne Rosacea.

gutta-serena, s.

Pathol. : The same as Amaurosis (q.v.).

gut'-ta (2), s. [Malay = gum .]

Chem : A white substance obtained by
treating gutta-percha with boiling ether and
allowing the filtrate to cool ; the gutta is then
deposited and again boiled with ether till the
etherial solution retains nothing in solution
on cooling. By dry distillation it yields
hydrocarbons. The part of the gutta-percha
removed by the ether consists of albam and
fluavil, which are oxidized gutta.

gutta-percha, s.

1. Bot. : Isonandra gutta of Hooker, the tree

which produces the substance described under
3 (q.v.). It is of the order Sapotaeea;. It is

a large tree, sixty or seventy feet high, its

trunk with a diameter of two or three feet. It

grows in Borneo, Sumatra, Singapore, and
other islands of South-Eastem Asia. It was.
first brought to notice by Dr. Montgomery, of
Singapore. It was then common, but the
Malays, having wastefully cut down the trees

to obtain the juice, instead of tapping them at
intervals, have now rendered the tree extinct
at Singapore.

2. Comm. £ Manuf. : The raw gutta-percha
arrives in this country in lumps weighing
from five to six pounds. These are cut into

slices, torn to shreds, and then thrown into

cold water, when the impurities sink and the
pure gum rises to the surface. Then the-

shreds are transferred to hot water, and,,

finally, they are made into solid masses, from,

which the moisture is driven out by kneading.
Gutta-percha is used for making soles of boot*
impervious to water, for door handles, ear-

trumpets, &c. -It is made into bottles to con-
tain hydrofluoric acid, as it is not acted on by
thatacid. Above all it is employed for coating,

submarine telegraph wires, partly to protect

them from the salt-water, partly to insulate'

them, gutta-percha being a decided non-con-
ductor of electricity. (Treas. of Bot.)

3. Chem.: The inspissatedjuice of Isonandra/

gutta, the gutta-percha tree. [1.] It occurs;

in tough, flexible pieces ofa light-brown colour,,

which are soluble in benzene, chloroform, and
bisulphide of carbon, insoluble in water, and
only slightly soluble in alcohol and ether. In
hot countries it is liable to be oxidized by thej

action of the air, and loses its flexibility.

Gutta-percha plates: Forms for the ordinary
printing-press taken with gutta-percha. An
intaglio impression is taken from the fomn.

This, when cold, forms a matrix for obtaining

a cameo gutta-percha impression which is

used in the press.

gutta- trap, s. The inspissated juice of

Artocarpus incisa, and Artocarpus generally.

It is used in the manufacture of bird-lime.

gut'-tate, «-. [Lat. guttatus, from gutta = a

drop.]

Bot. : Spotted or besprinkled with spots.

* gut'-tat-ed, a. [Gottate.] Besprinkled

with drops or spots ; bedropped.

gutte, s. [Lat. gutta.]

Her. : A drop.

boll, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = U
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d§L
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gut-ted, a. [Eng. gut ; -ed.]

1. Having a gut.

2. Deprived of the guts ; drawn, eviscerated.

gut tee, giit'-ty, w. [Lat. gutta — a drop.]

Her. : A term applied to a shield, &c.

sprinkled with drops and of varying colours :

as gutUe de I'eaii, represented by white drops
;

guttke d'or, represented by yellow ; guttie de

sang, by red
;
guttee d'huile, by green.

gut'-ter, * got-er, * got-ere, * gut-tyr,
s. [0. Er. gutiere, goutiere ; Fr. gouttiere,

from O. Fr. gote, goute ; Fr. goutte = a drop,

from Lat. gutta; Sp. gotera; Port, goteira;

Low Lat. guttorium, guttarium.]

L Ordinary Language ;

1. Literally

;

(1) A passage or channel for water or liquid

matter.
" He digged out a gutter to receiue the wine when it

were pressed."

—

Udal : Luke xjc

(2) A channel worn by the action of water.

" Hocks rise one above another, and have deep gut-

ters worn in the sides of them by torrents of rain."—
Addison : On Italy.

(3) A channel, paved or otherwise, at the

side of a road or path to lead off surface-

water.

(4) A trough or channel collecting the water
which runs from a roof, and leading it to pipes

in which it descends to the earth.
" Multitudes of ali Borts of people in their streetes,

houses, windows, leads, and gutters'—Stow : Queen
Elizabeth (an. 1603).

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Mud, dirt, mire.

(2) A receptacle for dirt or filth ; a sink.

"Thou Rome Bhall be the sinke and gutter of the
fllthinesse of Asie."—Golden Boke, let. 2.

II. Technically

:

1. Hydr, Engineering:

(1) The trench made to hold puddling on
the side of a canal.

(2) A device for raising water by the ver-

tical oscillation of a trough. It is principally

used for small lifts, but by a succession of

lifts it may be useful for higher elevations.

The jantu of the Bengalese is a counter-
weighted gutter.

(3) Print. : One of the sticks placed be-

tween the pages in a form to separate them
to such a distance that when the sheet is

printed and folded the margin shall be regular
and uniform.

* gutter-blood, a. A person oflow rank
;

one of the rabble.

"The gutter-bloods / and deil a gentleman amang
them."—Scott ; Heart of Midlothian, ch. jcviii.

gutter-ledge, s.

Naut. : A bar laid across a hatchway to

support the covers.

gutter-shaped, «. Shaped or channelled
like a gutter.

gutter-snipe, s.

1. Print. : A single-slip poster for attaching

to curbstones. (American.)

2. Fig. : A street Arab ; a destitute boy
living in the streets.

gutter-spout, s. A gutter.

gutter-stick, s.

Print. : One of the pieces of furniture

which separate the pages of a form.

jguf-ter, v.t. & i. [Gutter, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To cut, wear, or form gutters or channels

in ; to furrow.
" The guttered rocka and congregated sanda."

Shakes?, : Othello, U. 1.

2. To provide with gutters or channels for

carrying off water.
*' First in a place, by nature close, they build

i(A narrow flooring, guttered, walled, and tiled."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia iv. 418.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To become channelled or worn with hol-

lows, by the melting tallow or wax running
down, as a burning candle.

2. To fall or run do wn in drops.

gut'-ter-lhg, s. [Eng. gutter ; -ing.]

1. The act or state of forming into gutters

or channels.

2. A gutter or arrangement of gutters for
carrying off the water from a roof.

3, The act or state of falling in drops.

gut'-tl-fer, a. [Lat. gutta = a drop, and fero
= to bear.]

1. Sing. : One of the Clusiacece (q.v,).

2. PL : Lindley's name for that order itself.

gut-tl-fer-a-les, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from

guttifer (q.v.); Lat. masc. or fern. pi. adj.

suff. -ales.]

Bot. : An alliance of hypogynous exogens,

with monodichlamydeous flowers, axile pla-

centae, imbricated calyx, imbricated or twisted

corolla, and an embryo with little or no albu-

men. Lindley includes under it the orders

Dipteracese, Ternstrcemiacese, Rhizobolacege,

Clusiaceaa, Marcgraviaceye, Hypericacese, and
Reaumuriacea& (q.v.).'

giit-tif'-er-ous, a. [Lat. gutta = a drop,

fero = to bear ; Eng. adj. suff. ~ous.] Bearing
or yielding gum or resinous substances.

* gut'-tie, v.i. & t. [Eng. gut; frequent, suff.

-le.]

A. Intrans. : To swallow greedily, to gorge,

to gormandise.
" Hi3 jolly brother, . . . lavish of expense.
Quaffs, crams, and guttles in his own defence.

Dryden : Persius, sat. vL

B. Trans. : To swallow greedily ; to devour.
" The fool spit in his porridge, to try if they'd hiss :

they did not his3, and so he guttled them up, and
scalded his chops."—L' Estrange.

*gut'-tler, a. [Eng. guttUe); -er.] A greedy
eater ; a glutton ; a gormandiser.

* gtit'-tu-lous, a. [Lat. guttula = a little

drop; diniin. of gutta - a drop; Eng. adj.

suff. -ous.] In the form of a little drop or

drops.

"Ice is plain upon the surface of the water, but
round in hnil, which is also a glaciation, and figured
in its guttulous descent from the ail'.'

—

Browne: Vul-
gar Errours, bk. ii., ch. i.

gut'-tur, s. [Lat.] The throat.

gut'-tur-al, a. &s. [Fr., from Lat. gutturalis,

from guttiir = the throat.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the throat

;

formed in the throat.

"In attempting to pronounce the nasals, and some
of the vowels spiritafly, the throat is brought to la-

bour, and makes that which we call a guttural pro-
nunciation."

—

Holder : On Speech.

B. As subst. : A letter, or combination of
letters, the sound of which is formed in the
throat ; a guttural sound or articulation. In
the English alphabet the gutturals are c (hard),

g (hard), ch (hard), k
}
and q.

" Many words, which are soft and musical in the
mouth of a Persian, may appear very harsh to our
eyes, with a number of consonants and gutturals."—
Sir W. Jones : On Eastern Poetry, Essay 1.

guttural-fossa, s.

Anat. : The central portion of the middle
division in the external base of the skull.

* gut-tur-al'-l-ty, s. [Eng. guttural; -ity.]

The quality or state of being guttural; guttural-
ness.

* gutf-tur-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. guttural; -xze.]

To speak or pronounce gutturally.

gut'-tur-al-ly, adv. [Eng. guttural ; -ly.] In
a guttural manner ; in the throat.

gut' tur-al ness, s. [Eng. guttural : -ness.]

The quality or state of being guttural.

* gut'-tur-ine, a. [Lat. guttur = the throat

;

Eng. adj. suff. -me.] Of or pertaining to the
throat ; guttural.

or gutturine tumour."

—

Ray: On

* gut-tur-lze, v.t. [Lat. guttur = the throat

;

Eng. suff. -ize.] To form or pronounce in the
throat

;
gutturally.

" For which the Germans gutturize a sound."

—

Coleridge [Ogilvie).

gutf-ty, a. [Guttle.]

gut'-wort, s. [Eng. gut, and wort. So called
from the violent action of the plant, which is

a purgative, on the intestines.]

Bot. : Globularia Alypum.

guy (1), *gy, b. [Sp. guia = a guide, a guy ;

guior — to guide ; Fr. guier.]

I. Orel. Lang. ; A rope to steady a body in
hoisting.

II. Technically :

1. .Mack. : A stay-rope passing from the top

of a spar to a post or anchor in the ground,

and used to steady it : as, the guys of a der-

rick or shears.

2 Eng • The stay-rod which connects the

floor of a suspension-bridge with the land on

each side, in order to prevent swaying.

3. Nautical

:

(1) A rope which trims and steadies a lower

studding-sail boom. The fore-guy leads from

the boom-end to the spritsail-garf, thence to

the heel of the bowsprit, and thence inboard;

the after-guy leads from the boom-end to a

sheave in the ship's side, and thence inboard.

(2) A rope from the end of a jib-boom or

flying jib-boom to the end of a spritsail-yard

or spritsail-gaff, and thence to the ship's bow,
to stay the spar laterally.

guy (2), s. [From the fantastical dress of the

etfigies of Quy Fawkes, burnt on November 5.]

A fright, a dowdy ; a fantastical or ludicrous

figure. [Gunpowder-plot.]

guy, v.t. [Guy (1), s.] To guide, direct, or

steady by means of a guy.

guy-a-quil'-lit©, s. [From Guyaquil, in

Ecuador, where it occurs.]

Min. : A pale yellow amorphous mineral,

easily cut by the knife, and soluble in alcohoL
Compos.; carbon 767; hydrogen 8*2; oxy-

gen 15*2.

* guyde, v.t. [Guide, v.]

*guyle, v.t. [Guile.]

guze, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Her. : A roundlet of a sanguine tint, repre-

senting an eyeball.

Gu-zer-a'-ti, God-zer-a'-tee, s. [A native

word.]

1. A native of Guzerat or Goozerat in India.

2. The language spoken in that region. It

was probably at first a Turanian language or

dialect, but is now completely transformed by
the introduction into it of a great multitude
of words derived from Sanscrit.

guz'-zle, v.i. & t. [O. Fr. gouziller, in com-
pound desgouziller = to gulp or swill down ; cf.

also Fr. s'egosiller = to make one's throat sore

with shouting ; gosier — the throat. (Skeat.y]

A. Intrans. : To swill or drink liquor greed-
ily ; to drink much or frequently ; to be con-
stantly drinking or swilling.

themselves. "

—

LI
B. Trans. : To drink or swill greedily.
" [Hel knew no medium between guzzling beer
And his old stint—three thousand pounds a year.''

Oowper : Retirement, 60L
* guz'-zle, s. [Guzzle, v.]

1. One who guzzles ; a guzzler ; a swiller

;

an insatiable eater or drinker.

"That senseless, sensual epicure,
That sink of filth, that guzzle most impure."

Marston : Scourge of Villainy, ii. 7.

2. A debauch.

3. Drink.

guz zler, s. [Eng. guzzMe) ; -er.] One who
guzzles ; an insatiable eater or drinker,

"Being an eternal guzzler of wine."— T. Brown:
Works, iu. 2G5.

gwyn'-I-ad, gwin'-i-ad, guin'-i-ad, *.

TVvel. gwyniad; from gwyn = white.]

Ichthy. : Coregonus Pennantii or /era, a fish

of the family Salmonidae, abundant in Ulls-

water and other large lakes in Cumberland;
It exists also in some Welsh lakes.

* gy» * gy®» v-t- [Guide.]

gy, ,. [Guy(1).]

gy'-all, s. [Gayal.1

gybe (1), v.t. [Jib.]

Naut. : To shift over the boom of a fore-and-
aft sail.

* gybe (2), v. [Gibe, v.]

gybe (1), s. [Gibe, s.]

gybe (2), s. [Gybe(i), v.]

Naut. : The shifting over of the boom of a
fore-and-aft sail.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw-
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* gy©» *•*• & *• [Guide, v.]

* gyeld, s. [Guild.]

gyle, guile, s. [Fr. guiller = to ferment.]

[GUILLEVAT.]

1. Fermented wort for making vinegar.

2. A large vat or cistern. The liquor gyle

in a brewery is the water-cistern or vat. A
gyle-tun.

3 gyle-tun, s. The same as Gyle (q.v.).

gylte, s. [Guilt.]

g$rm-na-den'-]f-a, s. [Pref. gymn(o-), and Gr.

a&qv (dden) — a gland.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family
Gymnadenid£e(q.v.). Abouttwenty-fivespecies
are known. Gymnadenia conopsea is the Fra-

grant Orchis, a plant with rose-red or purple
flowers ; it is wild in Britain, and occurs in dry
pastures, ascending to 2,000 feet high in the
Highlands. It occurs also in the arctic parts

of Europe, in Siberia, the West of Asia, &c.

<?. odoratissima has also been called British,

but on doubtful authority.

JT The pronunciation of the initial conso-

nant in words commencing with g and derived

from the Greek is unsettled. The majority of

scientific words and some few relating to
classic antiquity, which have not passed, and
probably will not pass, into general use, are

marked with g hard (g). There is also a ten-

dency, which originated in Germany and was
first adopted in this country by Mitford, to

approach more closely both in orthography
and pronunciation to the primary form.

gym na den -i-dso, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gym-
naden(ia); Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot, : A family of Orchids, tribe Ophrese.

gym nas -l arch, s. [Gr. yvnva<riapx°s (gum-

nasiarchos), from yvfivacrtov (gumnasion) = a

school for athletics ; yvy.v6<; (gumnos))— naked

;

apxi>i (archo) = to rule or govern.]

Gr. Antiq. ; A magistrate or public official

in Greece who superintended the gymnasia or
palaestra, paid the athletes who were training
for the public games, and provided them with
oil and other necessaries at his own expense.

gym nas I iim, s. [Lat., from Gr. yv/x-

vao-iov (gumnasion), from yvfivafa (gumnazo)=
to train naked, to exercise, from yvfj.v6s (gum-
nos) = naked.]

1. A building or place where athletic exer-
cises are practised or performed ; a place
where athletes exercise and t:*..n.

" Gymnasium properly signifies the place where
people exercise themselves being stript."—Grew -' Cos-
mologia Sacra, bk. iv., ch. viii.

2. A school or place of instruction for the
higher branches of literature and science.

gym-nast, s. [Gr, yvpvajmljs (gumnastes)—
a trainer of athletes

; yufii/ds, yvfivos (gumnos,
gumnos) = naked.]

* 1. One who teaches gymnastic exercises ; a
trainer of athletes.

2. One who practises or performs gymnastic
exercises ; an athlete.

gym nas tic, * gym-nas-tique, * gym-
nas-tick, a. & s. [Lat. gymnasticus, from Gr.
yufj.va.<rTtK6s (givmnastikos) = fond ofor pertain-
ing to athletic exercises; if yviMvao-Tucq (Texvrj)

(he gumnastike (techne)) = (the art of) gymnas-
tics.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to athletic exercises;
consisting of leaping, wrestling, running, box-
ing, or similar exercises for the body.

" Great reputation in all the gymnastic exercises
united."—Goldsmith : On Polite Learning, eh. viii,

B. As substantive

:

* * 1. A gymnast ; a teacher of gymnastics.

2. PI. : Athletic exercises ; disciplinary
exercise for the body or intellect.

"Academies dedicated chiefly to thia discipline, and
other martial gymnastigues." — Evelyn : The State or
France.

*gym-nas'-tlc-al,a. [Eng. gymnastic; -al.]

Gymnastic ; athletic.

'•And harlequins and clowns, with feats gymnastical."
Byron ; Beppo, ill.

* g^m-nas'-tic-al-l^, adv. [Eng. gymnas-
tical; -ly.] In a gymnastic manner ; as a gym-
nast or athlete ; athletically.

" Such as with agility and vigour are not gymnasH-
caUy composed, nor actively usethose parts."—Browne

:

Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. v.

gym-nas -tics, s. [Gymnastic, B. 2.]

-nax'-on-y,_s. [Gr. yvy.vos (gumnos) =
naked ; a£we (cum) = an axle, an axis, and
suff. -y.]

Bot. : An abnormal condition of the ovary,
in which the placenta protrudes through it.

(R. Brovm, 1874.)

gym-ne -ma, s. [Gr. yvjui'ds (gumnos) =
naked, and i/jj/xa (nemo.) = yarn ; veto (neo) =
to spin ; named from the naked stamens.]

Bot. : A genus of Asclepiadaceae, tribe

Stapeliese. Gymnema laetiferum has been re-

ported to be the cow piant, or Kiriaghuna
plant, of Ceylon, the milk of which the natives
use as food, boiling and eating the leaves also.

Gymnema tingens, a native of Pegu, is said to
furnish excellent indigo and green dyes.
(Lindley.)

g$rm-ne'-trus, s. [Gr. yu^i'ds (gumnos) =
naked, and ^rpov (etron) = the abdomen.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Cepolidae (Ribbon-fishes).
The body is long and slender, with a dorsal
fin running its whole length. Gymnetrus
Banksii is sometimes twelve feet long, with a
thickness of only two inches and three-quar-
ters. G. Hawkenii, Hawken's Gymnetrus, or

the Oared Gymnetrus, has been found in the
British seas. Its length is eight and a-half

feet. A long gymnetrus moving through the
sea and leaving a trail behind which might be
mistaken for a prolongation of the body,
might be taken by a nautical observer for a
"sea serpent."

gym'-nic, * gym-nick, u. & s. [Fr. gym-
nique, from Gr. yufxi/iKos (gumnikos), from
yv/xvos (gumnos)^ naked.]

A. As adj. .* Pertaining to or connected
with athletic exercises ;

practising or per-

forming gymnastics.
" Gymnick artists, wrestlers, riders, runners."

Milton . Samson Agonietes, 1,825.

B. As subst. . Gymnastics ; athletic exer-

cises.

* gym'-nic-al, a. [Eng. gymnic; -al.] Gym-
nic, gynmasfic.

" Qymnical exercUes at Pitana."

—

Potter : Antiq. of
Greece, bk. 11., ch. xx.

gym' nite, s. [Gr. yuju.eds (gumnos) = naked,
and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.) Named from Bare
Hills, where it was found,]

Min. : The same as Deweylite (q.v.). The
Brit. Mus. Catal. makes Gymnite the name,
and reduces Deweylite to a synonym.

g^m-HO-, pref. [Gr. yvfj.v6$ (gumnos)= naked.]

1. Anat., Zool., £c. : Naked; destitute of
hairs, a shell, or other protective covering.

2. Bot. : Destitute of a pericarp or other
covering.

gym-nd-blas'-tic, a. [Pref. gymno-, and
Gr. (3A.ao-rds (bla^tos) = a sprout, a shoot, a
sucker ; and suff. -ic]

Zool. ; Not having the nutritive and repro-
ductive buds protected by horny receptacles.
Used of the Hydrozoa. (Allman.)

gymnoblastic-hydroids, s. pi.

Zool. : A name given by Professor Allman
to the Corynida, because neither their poly-
pites nor their generative buds are enclosed
in a chitinous investment.

t gym-no-car'-pi-aii§, s. pi. [Pref. gymno-,

Gr. KapTTo*? (karpos) = fruit, and pi. suff. -ans.]

Bot. : One of two classes into which Mirbel
divides all fruits. It consists of those in
which the fruit is not disguised by the adhe-
rence of any other organ than the calyx.
Opposed to Angiocarpiana (q.v.).

+ gym-no-car'-pous, a. [Gvmnocarpians.]
Bot. ; Having the structure of fruit de-

scribed under Gymnocarpians (q.v.).

gymnocarpous lichens, 5. pi.

Bot. : Lichens in which the apothecia or
hymenial layers are open from the first.

(Thomi.)

gyin-no-cid'-i-um, s . [Pref. gymno-, and
Gr. o'uct&LQv (oikidion), dimin. of oTkos (oikos)
= a house (?).]

Bot. : A swelling at the base of some urn
mosses.

gym-no-cla'-diis, s. [Pref. gymno-, and Gr.
kKolSos (Jclados) = a shoot, a branch.]

Bot. : A genus of leguminous plants, sub-
order CsesalpinieEe, tribe EucEesalpiniea*. The
only known species is Gymnocladus canadensis,
sometimes called the Kentucky Coffee-tree,

because the early settlers in that state used it

as a substitute for coffee. The timber is suit-

able for cabinet work ; the bark is very bitter,

and contains saponine.

gym-no-de-ri'-n», s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gym-
noder(us), and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. inai.]

Ornith. : Fruit crows ; a sub-family of Ara-
pelidse (Chatterers), some of which have the
neck bare of feathers. They are nearly of the
size of crows, and inhabit South America,
feeding on fruits and insects. [Umbrelia-
bird. ]

gym-nod'-er-us, a. [Pref. gymno-, and Gr.

Sipr} (dere), Attic for Seipyj (deire) = the
neck.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Gymnoderinge.

gym'-no-don, s. [Pref. gymno-, and Gr. oficn/s

(odous), genit. 6fidcT0? (odontos) = a tooth.]

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the family
Gymnodontidse (q.v.).

gym'-no-dont, a. [Gymnodon.J

Ichthyology

:

1. Sing. : A fish belonging to the genua
Gymnodon, or, at least, to the family Gymno-
dontidse.

2. Pi. : That family itself.

gym-no-dSn'-ti-dse, gym no don'-ta,
s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gymnodon, genit. gymno-
dont(os); Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ido?.]

Ichthy. : Globe-fishes ; a family of fishes,

sub-order Plectognathi. Instead of teeth there
is a sheath of a substance resembling ivory

enclosing the jaws. This enables these fishes

to break the shells of crustaceans and mol-
luscs, which, with sea-weeds, constitute their

food. They have leathery skins, usually de-

fended by spines. They chiefly inhabit the
warmer seas. Genera : Diodon, Gymnodon,
Tetraodon, &c. (q.v.).

gym -nog'-en -oils, «. [Eng. gymnogen;
-ous.]

Bot. : Of or pertaining to the Gymnogens

;

gymnospermous.

gym -no-gen^, s. pi. [Pref. gymno-, and

yt-wata (gennao) = to engender, to produce.
So named from the seeds being quite naked.]

1. Bot. : The sixth of the seven classes into

which Lindley divides the Vegetable Kingdom.
He places it between the Dictyogens and the
Exogens. It is not, however, the Dictyogens,
but the Higher Acrogens, like the Lycopodia-
ceae, which approach them from below. In
the other direction they are closely akin to
Exogens, agreeing in everything pertaining to

their vegetation, in their concentric zones of

wood, and in having a vascular system and
spiral vessels, and a central pith. The essen-

tial point in which they differ is that there is

no pericarpal covering in the female flower,

which receives fertilisation through the fora-

men of the ovule without intervention of style

or stigma. There are also large perforations

or discs in the wood, a structure seen only
in a few Exogens. The Gymnogens are often

called Gymnosperms or gymnospermous
plants. The class contains four orders, Cyca-
dacete, Pinacese, Taccacese, and Gnetaceae

(q.v.).

2. Paleobotany : The Cryptogams and Gym.
nogens or Gymnosperms seem to have been
brought into being and to have flourished long
prior to theMonocotyledons and Dicotyledons

;

allthe supposed Palms, Arads, and other Mono-
cotyledons of the Carboniferous period having
been explained away. Apparently true Gym-
nogens exist in the Devonian rocks. Dadoxy-
lon, which is from them, seems a Conifer,

and that order was well represented in the
Carboniferous period. Cycads also occurred,

and perhaps Taxacese. (Prof. Williamson,

Brit, Assoc. Rep. (1883), pp. 485, &c.)

gym-no-gram'-me, gym-no-gram'-ma,
s. [Pref. gymno-, and Gr. ypa+iw {gramme) =
a line, an outline. Named from the naked
son. ]

Bot. : A genus of ferns with one to three

pinnate leaves ; sori dorsal oblong or linear,

often confluent ; involucre none. Known
species eight}- four. Gymnogramme leptophyUa,

k6iL boy; pout, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Irig,

-dan, -tian-shan. -tion, -sion = shun; ~tion, -sion= zhu&^ -tious. -cious, -sious= shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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a small fern with fragile fronds one to three

inches long, is British. It is found also in

continental Eu-
rope, in Asia,
Africa, America,
Australia, and
New Zealand.
(Sir J. Hooker.)

g^m-nog'-y-
nous, ft. [Pref.

gymno-, Gr. yvvr\

(<ritne)=a woman,
and suff, -ous.]

Bot. : Having
the ovary naked.

gym-no-lae-
ma-ta, s. pi.

[Pref. gymno-, and
Gr. Katftos (lai-

mos)= the throat. ]

1. Zool. : An
order of Polyzoa,
in which the gymnogramme.
mouth is desti-

tute of the valvular structure called the epis-

tome, and consequently the opening into the

gullet is uncovered. It is divided into four

sub-orders, Paludicellea, Cheilostomata, Cy-
clostoniata, and Ctenostomata.

2. Palceont. : Apparently the order lias ex-

isted from the Upper Cambrian times till now.

gym-no-mi'-tri-dse, s . pi. [Mod. Lat. gym-
nomitr(ium), and Lat. fern. adj. pi. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of plants, sub-order Junger-
manneffi.

gym-no-mi'-tri-tim, s. [Pref. gymno-, and
Gr. ttirpCov (mitrion), dimin. of /uuVpa (mitra)

= a belt or girdle.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family

Gymnomitridse (q.v.).

gym-no-phi'-on-a, s. pi. [Pref. gymno-, and
Gr. o<fii6Veos (ophioneos) = of or belonging to a

serpent ; o<fus (ophis) = a snake.]

Zool. : The name given by Professor Huxley
to an order of Amphibia. They have rounded
worm-like bodies, devoid of limbs and tail.

They have scales imbedded in the integument

;

the dorsal vertebra are biconcave, and pos-

sess double transverse processes, with which
the capitula and tubercula of the ribs articu-

late. Called by ICuvier Naked Serpents ; by
some authors Cseciliffi ; and by Prof. Owen
Ophioraorpha. Known genera : Ctecilia, Si-

phonops, Ichthyopsis, and Rhinatrema.
(Huxley, &c.)

gym-noph- thai'- ma -ta, s. pi. [Pref.

gymno- ; Gr. b<i>Qa\fi6s (bphtlialmos) = an eye,

and Lat. neut. pi. suff. -ata.]

Zool. : The craspedote Medusae of the class

Hydrozoa. (Huxley.) [Gymnophthalmate Me-
dusas.]

g^m-noph- thai' -mate, a. [Gymnoph-
THALMATA.]

Zool. : Naked-eyed.

' gymnophthalmate medusas, s. pi.

Zool. : The name given by Prof. Edward
Forbes to living organisms, now known to be

of two distinct kinds, (1) free medusiform
gonophores of various Corynida, Campanula-
rida, and the Oceanic Hydrozoa; (2) free

Medusidse in all respects resembling No. 1 in

anatomical [structure, but whose ova do not
give rise to a free zobid, but to a free swim-
ming organism like the parent hydrosoma—
viz. , Trochymenidse, Geryonidse, and ^Eginida;.

(Nicholson.)

gym-noph-thal'-mi-dcB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

gymnophthalm(us), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff'.

-idozJ]

Zool. : A family of saurians, having a very

long snake-like body, with the limbs rudimen-
tary or wanting. They have wide mouths,
their eyes without eyelids, either covered by a
transparent capsule, or concealed under the

skin. Found in Australia; more rarely in

the east of Europe and the West Indies.

gym-noph -thai-mils, s. [Pref. gymno-,

and Gr. bt}>9aXfj.6s (ophihahnos) = an eye.]

Zool. : The typicalgenus of the family Gym-
nophthaimidae (q.v.).

gym-no-rni'-na, s. [Pref. gymno-, and Gr,

pis (rhis), genit. pi wis (rhinos) = the nose.]

Ornith. : A genus of Corvidte, sub-family
Streperinse (Piping Crows). Gymnorhina tibU

cen is the Flute-player of Australia.

gym-no-sd'-ma-ta, s. pi. [Pref. gymno-,

and Gr. crw/xaTu (somata), \A. of criojLta (soma)

= body.]

Zool. ; One of two families into which the

molluscous class Pteropoda is divided. The
animal is naked, witlrout mantle or shell, the

head distinct, the gill indistinct, the tins at-

tached to the sides of the neck. It contains

the solitary family Cliidae. (S. P. Woodward.)

gym-noS'-O-phlSt, s. [Gr. yvfxvouo^Krrai

(gymnosophistai), from yvp.v6<; (gumnos) —
naked, and ao$i<ny\<; (sophistes) = a master

of one's craft, a skilful man, a wise man, a

sophist ; o-o0ds (sophos) = wise.]

Philos. & Hist. (PL) : Another name for the

sophists, the first of seven classes of Indian

society described by Arrian, a writer of the

second century, whose descriptions, however,

were founded on the authority of Alexander

the Great's companions in arms, and on that

of Megasthenes. According to Arrian, the so-

phists went naked (whence the name Gymno-
sophists), in winter basking in the sun, and in

summer sheltering themselves under trees so

umbrageous that they could shelter 10,000

men. The allusion is evidently to the Banian

tree (Ficus indica). According to Strabo, one

of them, Calanus byname, brought to Europe,

ascended the funeral pile "according to the

law of his country." Arrian identifies the

sophists with the Brahmans, as do Ambrose
and others. But as the position of sophist

was open to all classes of the community, and
as the sophists ate with others, it is probable

that they were Hindoo Sunyasis or other

ascetics, orBooddhists free from the restraints

of caste. (Sykes: Ancient India ; Jour. Asiat.

Soc, vi. 365, &c.)

,gym-n6s'-6-ph$r, s. [Gymnosofhist.] The
teaching or doctrines of the Gymuosophists.

gym-no-speV-ma, s. [Pref. gymno-, and
Gr. enrepfj-a. (spermci) = seed. So named be-

cause the seed is destitute of pappus,]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Gym-
nospermeee.

g$rm-no-sper'-me-flB, *. pi. [Mod. Lat.

gymnosperm(a), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-ece.]

Bot. : A subtribe of composite plants, tribe

Asteroideae.

gym-nd-sper'-mi-a, s. pi. [Gymnospekma.]

Botany

:

1. The name given by Linnauis to an order
of Didynamia characterized, he believed, by
naked seeds. He included under it most of

the Labiatae, which at the first glance seem to

have four erect seeds quite uncovered. Careful
observation shows, however, that they are

enclosed in a thin pericarp, and the term
gymnospermia (naked-seeded) is consequently
inaccurate.

2. Gymnosperms (q.v.). These have seeds

really naked.

gym-no-sper'-mous, a. [Mod. Lat. gym-
nosperm(ia), and Eng., &c. suff.' -ous.]

Bot. : Having the ovules or seeds apparently
or really naked

—

i.e., not enclosed in an ovary.
[Gymnospermia.]

" Tissues of gymriospermous plants in the state of
mineral charcoal."

—

tyuar. Jour. Geo. Soc, xv. 630.

gym -no-sperms, gym no - sper ma,
s. pi. [Gymnosperma.]

Bot. : A class of plants having naked seeds.
Called also Gymnogens (q.v.).

gym-no-spor-an'-gi-um, a. [ Pref. gymno-,
and Eng. sporangium (q.v.).]

Bot. : A naked sporangium or spore-case.
Example, the fruit of Juniperus communis.
(De Candolle.)

g$rm'-no-spbre, s . [Pref. gymno-, and Eng.
apore(q.v.).]

Bot. : A naked spore.

gym-nos p6 rous, a. [Pref. gymno-, Eng.
spore, and surf, -ous.]

Bot. ; Having naked spores.

g$rm-nos'-t6m-ous, a. [Pref. gymno-, Gr.

a-rofj-a (stoma), genit. o-to/xcitos (stomatos) = the
mouth, and suit". '-ous.)

Bot • Having its margin free from cilia.

Used of the urnV a moss when the operculum

is thrown ofT. (Thome.)

gym note, s. [Gymnotus.]

*
1. Ord. Lang. ; A naked person.

t 2 Ichthy. . A fish of the genus Gymnotus

(q.v.).

g$rm-nd-tet-ra-sper'-mous, a. [Pref.

gymno-, and Eng" tetraspermous (q.v.).J

Bot : Having a four-lobed ovary with four

seeds, apparently, but not really, naked.

Example, the Labiates. [Gymnospermia.]

gym-nd'-ti-dse, 5. pi. [Lat. gymnot(u.s), and
fern. pi. adj. sull'. -id<u.]

Ichthy. : A family of soft-finned fishes, sub-

order Physostomata, section Apoda. The
maxillary bones aid in forming the margin of

the upper jaw ; there is no dorsal fin, and the

anal fin is very long.

g^m-no'-tiis, s. [Pref. gymno-, and Gr. wjtos

(notos), or viotov (noton) = the back.]

Zool. : The typical genus 1 of the family

Gymnotidffi. Gymnotus electricus is the Elec-

tric Eel (q.v.).

gym-niir'-a, s. [Pref. gymno-, and Gr. ovpa.

(onto) = th*e tail.]

Zool. : A genus of mammals, probably to be
placed under the Centetidre (Tenrecs). Habi-

tat, Borneo, Sumatra, and the Malay Penin-

sula. (Nicholson.)

*gymp, s. [Gimp.]

*gyn, v.t & i. [Gin/>.]

gyn-, pref. [Gyno-.]

gyn-se-ce'-iim, gyn-ae-ci'-um, s. [Gr.

yvvaaceiov (gunaikeion) — the women's part

of a house
;
ywq (gvne) — a woman.]

* 1. Gr. Antiq. : The part or apartments
of a house reserved for the females : it was
usually the most remote part of the building,

lying behind an interior court.
'*

2. Roman Antiq. : A manufactory, managed
by females, for the making of clothes and
furniture for the emperor's family.

3. Bot. : The name given by Roper and others
to what is usually called the pistil (q.v.).

' gyn-se'-ci-an,, a. [Gr. yvvaiKeloq (gunaikeios)

= pertaining to women : yvvrj (gune) = a
woman.] Of or pertaining to women ; femi-
nine, female.

gyn-se-9i'-um, s. [Gyn-eceum.]

*gyn-se-cdc'-ra-c$r, * g^n-e-coc'-ra-^^,
' gyn-ai-lcoc'-ra-cy, s. [Gr. yvvaucoKpaTCa
(gunaikokratia), from yvirg (gune), genit. yvvat-
«o? (gunaikos)=a, woman, and Kpareot (krateo)=
to rule.] Female rule or government

;
govern-

ment by a woman.
" Bachofen has miHinterpretedmany of the facts bear-

ing on ancient gynaikocracy."—McLennan ; Studies in
Primitive History, p. 419.

gyn-ee-col'-o-gy, gyn-e-c6l'-6-g& s-

[Gr. yvvg (gune), genit. yucoukos (gunaikos) =
a woman, and Aoyos (logos) = a discourse or
treatise.]

Med. : A treatise on, or the doctrine of, the
nature and diseases of women.

gyzi-se-co-mas'-t& *. [Gr. yunj (gune),
genit. yvvatKo-; (gunaikos) = a woman, and
/lao-To; (mastos) — a breast.]

Physiol. : The abnormal condition of a man
who has breasts as large as those of a woman
and functionally active.

gyn-8e-6c'-ra-c$f, gyn-o - 60'- ra -o& s.

Gr.yvi^ (gune)=o, woman, and Kpareut (krateo)

= to rule.] The same as Gyn^ecocracy (q.v.).

* gyn-ai-koc'-ra-c$r, s. [Gyn^cocracy.]

x gyn-ai-ko-crat-I-cal, a. [Eng. gynai-
i,ocra(cy), t connective, and suff. -ical.] Per-
taining to female rule or government.

" The rise and consolidation of gynaikocratical
power in the Greek nrea." — McLennan : Studies in
Primitive Ilhtory, \\ 415.

1 gyn-an'-der, s. [Gynandria.]
Bot. : A plant of the class Gynandria (q.v.).

gyn-an'-dri-a, s. pi. [Gr. yvvri (gune) = a
woman ; avr\p (uner), genit. avSpos (andros) =
a man, and Iiat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -ia.]

iate. fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ; go, pftt,

cr. -wore, -wolf, work, who. son: mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, oo - 6 ; ey = a. qu-ltw.
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Bot. : The name given by Linnaeus to the

twentieth class of his artificial system, in

which he considered that the stamens were

on the pistil. He divides the Gynandria into

eight orders : Diandria, Triandria, Tetrandria,

Pentandria, Hexandria, Decandria, Dodeean-

dria, and Polyandria.

^gyn an' dri an, a. [Mod. Lat. gynan-

dri(a); Eng. &c'sutf. -an.]

Bot. : Having the structure of the Gynan-
dria (q. v.).

gyn-an -droiis, a. [Mod. Lat. gynandr(ia) ;

Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having the stamens and pistil con-

nate, gynandrian.

gyn-an'-ther-ous, a. [Pref. gyn-; Eng.

antlier, and suff. -ous.)

Bot. : Having the anomalous characteristic

that the stamens are converted into pistils.

* gyn'-ar-chjf,s. [Gr. yvvri (gune) = a woman

;

and *pxn(arcM) - rule >
government.] Govern-

ment by a female ;
gynaecocracy.

"I have always Bome hopes of change under a gyn-

arch]/."—Lord Chesterfield.

* gyn-e'-cl-iim, 5. [Gyn-eceum.]

* gyn-e'-cl-an, a. [Gyn^cian.]

* gyn-S-c6c'-ra-cyV s. [Gyn^cocracy.]

* gyn-S-col'-o-gy, «. [Gynecology.]

* gyn-e-oc'-ra-cy\ s. [Gyneocracy.]

gyn-er'-i-um, s. [Gr. yuinj (gune) = a female,

and epioc (erion) = wool.]

Bot. : A genus of grasses, tribe Arundineae.

Gynerium saccharoides, a Brazilian grass, pro-

duces sugar, though it is not the genuine
sugar-cane (q.v.). A decoction of the root of

G. parviflorim, another Brazilian species, is

used to strengthen the hair. G. argenteum,

the Pampas-grass, growing sometimes 50 feet

high, has been introduced from. South America
into Britain.

gyn - 6 -, gyn -, pre/. [Gr. yvvrj (gune) = a
woman.]

1. Sociol., &c. : A woman.

2. Anat., Z00L, £c. ; Anything distinctively

feminine.

3. Bot. ; A pistil.

gyn -o base, 5. [Pref. gyno-, and Gr. 0a<rt9

(basis)= a base.]

Bot. : A fleshy receptacle with but a single

row of carpels, obliquely inclined towards the
axis of the flower. It is seen in the fruit of

Geranium, in that of Nelumbium, &c.

gyn-o-bas'-fc, a. [Eng. gynobas(e); -ic]

Bot. : Pertaining to or possessing a gyno-
base.

* gyn-OC'-ra-cy; s. [Gr. yvvrj (gune) = a
woman, and Kpariai (kmtm) = to rule, from
wpaTos (kratos) = might.] The same as

Gyn^cocracy (q.v.).

,
" Oligarchy, limited monarchy, and even gynoc-

' racy:'~Scott : Fortunes of Nigel, eh. xvii.

gyn 6-car dia, s. [Pref. gynn-, and Gr.

KapSia (Icardia) — the heart.]

Bot. : A genus of Pangiacene. The seeds of

Gynocardia odorata, after being freed from
their integuments, are beaten up with clarified

butter, and then applied by the natives of

India to the skin on parts affected by cuta-

neous diseases.

gyn 6 phore, s. [Pref. gyno-, and Gr. <j>op6s

(pharos) = bearing. ]

1. Zool. (PI.) : The generative buds or gono-

phores of Hydrozoa, which contain only ova.

2. Bot. : The long stalk of the ovary in such

genera as Cleome and Passiflora. It is really

a lengthened receptacle bearing the.petals, the

stamens, and the pistils, but not the calyx.

gyn-o-plas'-tic, «. [Pref. gyno-, and Eng.

plastic (q.v.).]

Surg. : Opening the genital aperture if

closed, dilating it if contracted.

gyno 8te mi tim, s. [Pref. gyno-, and Gr.

arrtv-M (stemon) = the warp in an upright loom

at which the weaver stood ; here used for a

stamen.]

Bot. : The sjiame given by Richard to the

column of combined stamens in the Orchids.

gyp, s. [Etym. doubtful.] At Cambridge Uni-
versity the cant term for a servant, as a scout
is at Oxford, and a skip at Dublin.

" We'll send the gyp for it in a minute."—C. Kings-
ley : Alton Locke, en. xii.

g^p-a-S-ti'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. gypaet(us),

and Lat.-fem. pi. adj. suff. -incs.]

Oritith. : Bearded Vultures ; a sub-family of
Vulturidte (Vultures), in which the head and
neck are clothed with feathers, and the under
mandible provided with a bunch of seta-

ceous bristles, diverted forwards. There is

only one known species. [Gypaetus.]

gyp-a'-e-tus, s. [Gr. yii»//$ (gups) = a vulture,

and aeros (aetos) = an eagle.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Gypaetina? (q.v.). Gypaetus barbatus is the
Bearded Vulture, Griffon, or Lammergeyer of

the Alps. [Griffon.]

gyp-o-ger-an'-I-dse, «. pi. [Mod. Lat. gypo-

geran(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suh". -idee.]

Ornith. : A family of diurnal birds of prey,

containing only one known genus, Gypogera-
nus. The legs are long, slender, and with an
unfeathered tarso-metatarsus, so as to re-

semble a wader, while in other respects the
structure is like that of a raptorial bird.

gyp-o-geV-a-nus, s. [Gr. yvf (gups), genit.

7U7rds (gupos) = a vulture, and yepai-os (geranos)
— a crane.]

Ornith. : The typical and only known genus
of the family Gypogeranidas (q.v.). Gypngera-
nus serpentarius is the Secretary Bird of South
Africa. [Secretary-bird.]

gyps (1), s. [Gr. yv\J/ (gups) = a vulture.]

Ornith. : A genus of Vulturidfe, sub-family

Vulturinse. Gypsfulvus is the Tawny or Griffln

Vulture. It is about four feet long, and is

found in Western Asia, Dalmatia, the Tyrol,

the Alps, the Pyrenees, Spain, the North of

Africa, &c, straggliug occasionally to Britain.

* gyps (2),
* gypse, * glps, a. [Gypsum.]

gyp'-se-OUS, a. [Eng. gyps(um); -eous.] Of
the nature of gypsum ; resembling or having
the qualities of gypsum.

gypseous-marl, $.

Geol. .* A mixture of gypsum and marl.

(Lyell.) [Gypseous-series.]

gypseous-series, s.

Geol. : The Lower freshwater limestone and
marl constituting the Upper beds of the Middle
Eocene in the vicinity of Paris. [Gypsum, 2.]

They are of white and green marls with sub-

ordinate beds of gypsum. At the Hill of

Montmartre is a quarry of gypsum valuable

for the manufacture of plaster of Paris.

Splendid fossil remains of Eocene mammals
have been found in it. The examination of

these by Cuvier, and the evidence thus afforded

that they were of extinct genera and species,

constituted an epoch in the history of geology.

Similar gypseous marls are worked for gypsum
at St. Romain, on the right bank of the Allier.

(Lyell.)

gyp'-sey, gyp'-sy; s. & a. [Gipsy.]

gyp-slf '-er-OUS, a. [Lat. gypsum =gypsum ;

fero = to bear ; Eng. adj. suff. -ous.] Bearing
or producing gypsum. (Q. J. Geol. Sec, i. 576.)

gyp sine, a. [Eng. gyps(wm); -in?.) The
same as Gypseous (q.v.).

gyp-sog'-ra-phy^ s. [Gr. yui/foi/ (gupson) =
gypsum, and. ypatym (graplw) = to write, to en-

grave,] The art of engraving on gypsum.

gyp-sol'-o-gist, s. [Eng. gypsy = gipsy, and
Gr. Ao-yos (logos) = a discourse.] One who has

studied the history, manners, customs, and
language of the gipsies.

gyp-sdl'-O-gy, s. [Gypsologist.] The study
of the history, manners, customs, and lan-

guage of the gipsies.

gyp'-SO-plast, s. [Gr. yityoi' (gupson) =
gypsum, and TrAauo-w (piasso) = to mould.] A
cast taken in plaster of Paris or white lime.

g^rps-or'-nis, s. [Gr. yityo? (gupsos) =
gypsum, and opvis (omis) = bird.]

Palceont. : A bird, believed to be a gigantic

Rail, from the Eocene gypsum of Paris.

gyP'-SUm, s. [Lat. = plaster of Paris, gyp-
sum, from Gr. -yui/zos (gupsos) = (1) chalk, (2)

gypsum.]

1. Mill. : A monoclinic mineral, transparent
to opaque ; its colours white, gray, flesh-

coloured, yellow, blue, or, when impure, some-
times reddish-brown or even black. Streak
white ; lustre various, from dull earthy to
pearly or glistening on exposed faces of the
crystals. Hardness 1*5 to 2 ; sp. gr. 2"&

Compos. : sulphuric acid 44 -

2 to 40*0 ; lime
29-4 to 33'9; water 19*9 to 21'6; silica to
0*40, &c. Varieties (1) Crystallized Gypsum,
in which case itconstitutes Selenite, and occurs
in flattiah crystals which are oblique parallelo-

pipeds of lamellar structure, the crystals occa-

sionally containing sand; (2) Fibrous Gypsum :

(a) Satin Spar, (b) a plumose sub-variety,

(3) Massive Gypsum, the same as Alabaster
(q.v.). When there is no water in its compo-
sition, it is called Anhydrous Gypsum. Occurs
in Cumberland, Yorkshire, Cheshire, Derby-
shire, Nottinghamshire, Oxfordshire, Devon-
shire, and other parts of England ; at Moffat,

&c, in Scotland, and in many places abroad.

2. Geol. : Technically Gypsum is regarded

as a mineral deposit, in some places consti-

tuting rock masses. It may be of any age.

Near Paris it is Middle Eocene. Frapoli says

that some gypsums were originally carbon-
ates instead of sulphates of lime, and that

they underwent metamorphism by the action

of volcanic sulphurous or sulphuro-hydrous
vapours. Von Buch, Murchison, and most
other geologists, agree with this view. Mr.

Sterry Hunt believes that other gypsums may
have been produced by the action of bicarbo-

nate of lime upon a solution of sulphate of
magnesia. (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, v., p. lxiii.,

vi., p. xlix., xvi. 152.) [Gypseous-series.]

3. Chem. & Comm. : Calcium sulphate crys-

tallized with two molecules of water CaS04
*2

H20. It is often formed by the decomposition

of pyrites when lime is present. Gypsum
calcined is called plaster of Paris, and is used

for taking casts of statues. It has been found

that the addition of potassium sulphate causes

it to harden more quickly. Gypsum is used

as a manure ; it facilitates the decomposition

of rocks containing alkaline silicates.

gyP'-Sjr, s. & a. [Gipsy.]

Tl For the compounds, see under Gipsy.

gyr-a-can'~thus (yr as ir), s. [Lat. gyratus,

pa. par. of gyro, to turn round in a circle ;

Gr. yupo? (guros) = a ring, a circle, and Lat.

acanthus (q.v.).]

Palozont.: A genus of fish spines, from the

carboniferous formation. The fish probably

belonged to the Cestraphori.

* gyr'-al (yr as ir), a. [Eng. gyre ; -at] Mov-
ing in "a circle ; revolving, whirling.

gyr'-ate (yr as ir), a. [Lat. gyratus, pa. par.

of gyro — to move or turn round ;
gyrus = a

circle.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Moving or going round in

a circle.

2. Bot. : Bent like the head of a crosier.

Called more generally Cireinate (q.v.). Used
specially of the vernation of ferns.

* gyr'-ate (yr as ir), v.t. [Gyrate, a.] To
move round a central point ; to revolve ; to

turn round.

* gyr-a'-tion (yr as ir), s. [Low Lat. gyratio,

from Lat. gyratus, pa. par. of gyro = to turn

round.] The act or state of turning or whirling

round.
"The artificial gyrations, and other singular curi-

osities observed in the latter." — Berham : Physico-

Theology. bk. iv., ch. iii-

•fl Centre of gyration: [Centre, f 22].

* gyr'-a-tdr-y (yr as ir), a. [Eng. gyrate ;

-ory.] Moving or turning in a circle ;
gyrating,

revolving.

* gyre (yr as ir), s. fLat. gyrus = a circle, a

cireuit, from Gr. 7upos (guros) = a ring (s.),

round (a.).] A circle described by a moving
body ; a turn, a revolution.

" Quick and more quick he spins in giddy gyres."

Dryden: OvUl ; Metamorphoses vlli.

gyre-carling, s. A hag ; a weird-sister ;

an ogress. (Scotch.)

" To hoe keepit awa . . . the elves and gyre-cartings."

—Scott: Guy Manncring, ch. iii.

* gyre (yr asir), v.t. & i. [Gyre, s.]

boll, b6y ; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tlon. sion zhun. -clous, tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = beL, del.



94 gyreful—ha
A. Trans. ; To turn round ; to whirl ; to

twist round.
"His stockings loose,

TJngartered, and down gyred to bis ankle."
Shakesp. ; Hamlet, ii. 1. (Quarto.)

B, Intrans. : To turn or move in a circle

;

to revolve.
" The gyring planets, with their starry train."

Drayton : Noah s Flood.

gyre'-ful, * gyre-full (yr as ir), a.

[Eng gyre; -fuljl),} Abounding in gyres or

circles.
" Toe the flame fits gyreful awarding."

Stani/hurst : Coneeites, p. 188.

gyr-en-ceph'-a-la (yr as ir), s. pi. [Gr.

yvpoto (guroo) =to round, to bend, and lymtya-
Xov (engkephalon) = the brain.]

Zool. : The second of the four sub-classes,

founded on brain-modifications, into which
Owen divides the mammalia, because,
" save in very few exceptional cases of the

smaller and inferior forms of Quadrumana,
the superficies is folded into more or less

numerous gyri or convolutions." The Gyren-

cephela are sub-divided into Unguiculata
(Quadrumana, Carnivora); Ungulate (Artio-

dactyla, Perissodactyla, Proboscidia, and the

extinct order Toxodontia); and Mutilata
(Sirenia and Cetacea). (Owen: Class, of the

Mammalia.)

;ryr-en-geph'~a-late (yras ir), a. [Gyren-
CEPHALOUS.]

jyr-en-ceph'-a-lous (yr as ir), a. [Eng.,

&c. gyrencephal(a) ; -ous.\ Belonging to or

having the characteristics of Owen's Gyren-
cephala (q.v.).

" These limb-characters can only be rightly applied
to the gyrencephaloits sub-class,"—Owen : Class, of the
Mammalia, p. 35.

gyr-fal'-con (I silent), s. [Gerfalcon.]

OrnitJi. : Falco gyrfalco. It is a large and
powerful falcon, used to pursue cranes, wild
geese, &c. It is common in the colder parts

of North America, and has been found in

Britain. Called also the Jerfalcon or Iceland

Falcon.

gyr'-I (yr as ir), s. pi, [Gtrtjs.]

3yr-in'-i-dae (gyr as gir), s. pi. [Lat.

gyrin(us) ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -idai.]

Entom. : Whirligigs ; a family of Coleoptera,

tribe Pentamera. Two genera and eleven

species are British.

gyr-l'-nus, s. [Lat. gyrinns ; Gr. yvpivos

(giirinos) = a tadpole.]

Entom,. : The typical genus of the family
Gyrinidse. The antenna are short and retrac-

tile within a cavity in front of the eyes, the
second joint with hair-like processes; the re-

maining seven clavate. Sharp enumerates
ten species as British. Gyrimts natator, the

Common "Whirligig, is often seen in groups
performing gyrations on the surface of water.

The larva has thirteen segments, including the

head, and resembles a centipede.

gyr-6- (yr as ir), pre/. [Lat. gyrus = a circle,

especially one performed by a horse; Gr.

yvpos (guros) = a ring, a circle ; -yupos (guros)

= round.] Circular, spiral.

gyr-d-car'-pe-se (yr as ir), s. pi [Mod. Lat.

gyrocarp{us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ea\]

Bot. : A tribe of Combretaceae (Myrobalans).
The corolla is wanting, the cotyledons are con-

volute, the anthers burst by recurved valves.

gyr-o-car'-pus (yr as ir), s. [Pref. gyro-,

and Gr. Kapir6<; (karpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tiibe Gyro-
carpese (q.v.). When the natives of the Coro-
mandel coast can obtain it, they use it for

making catamarans.

rjyr-o'-dus, s. [Pref. gyro-, and Gr. o6ou?

(odoits) = a tooth.

Palceont. : A genus of Pycnodont fishes,

chiefly from the Oolite.

gy-rog'-6-nite, s. [Pref. gyro-, and Gr. 761/0?

(gonos) = seed.]

Pakeobot. : The sporangium, or seed-vessel,

of the flowerless plant-genus Chara. It is

very rough and hard, consisting of a mem-
branous nut, covered by an integument, both
of which are spirally streaked or ribbed. The
integument is composed of fine spiral valves
of a quadrangular form. The number of

spiral rings varies in different species of
Chara, but are constant in each.

gy-roi'-dal, a. [Gr. vGpo? (guros) — a circle

;

e'dos (eiribs) = form, appearance; Eng. adj.

suff. -at.) Spiral.

gyr-o-lep'-is (yr as ir), s. [Pref. gyro-,

and Gr. Actus (lepis) = a scale.]

PaUeont. : A geuus of fossil fishes, order

Lepidoidei. Professor Morris enumerates three

species—one from the Carboniferous Shales,

and the others doubtfully from the Trias.

Dr. Ramsay Traquair considers it a doubtful

genus, and would cancel the name. (Quar.

Jour. Geol. Soc, xxxiii. 567.)

gyr'-o-lite (yr as ir), s, [Gurolite.]

gy-rd'-ma, s. [Gr. yvp6ai(guroo) — to round,

to bend.]"

Botany

:

1. (Of ferns): The annulns, or ring, in poly-

podiaceous ferns. (Lindley.)

2. (0/ lichens): A shield, the surface of

which is coursed with sinuous concentric

furrows. Called also Trica.

* gyr'-6-man-cy (yr as ir), s. [Gr. yupo?

(guros) = a ring, a circle, and ft&vreia (manteia)

= prophecy, divination.] A
kind of divination performed
by walking round in a circle

or ring.

gyr'-on (yr as ir), a. [Fr.]

Her. ; An ordinary, con-

sisting of two straight lines,

drawn from any given part

of the field, and meeting in

au acute angle in the fesse gyron.
point.

gy'-ron-ny, gi'-ron-n& a. [Eng.gyron; -y.~]

Her. : An epithet ap-

plied to a field divided
into gyrons or triangular

parts of different tinc-

tures.

gyr-oph'-or-a (yr as

ir), s. pi. [Pref. gyro-,

and Gr. <J>opos (phoros)=
bearing. So called from
their convoluted fruit.]

Bot. : A genus of Li- gtronny.

chens, order Pyxinei.

The species grow on rocks and boulders in

the Polar Regions, and furnish the Tripe de

Roche on which Arctic voyagers have some-
times been obliged to subsist for a time.
Gyrophora deusta and G. pushdata are used in

dyeing.

gyr-6-ptych-i- us (yr as i'r), s. [Pref.

gyro-, and Gr. inv£ (ptux). genit. tttvxos
(ptuchos) = a fold, leaf, layer, or plate.]

Palceont. : A genus of fossil fishes, family
Glyptodipterini (Huxley), CyclodipteridEe
(Traquair). They occur in the Old Red
Sandstone. (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, xvi. 126.)

(Nicholson, &c.)

gyr^o -scope (yr as ir), s. [Gr. yvpos (guros)
= a ring, or circle, and ovcoirew (skopeo) = to
look at, or behold.]

Astron. Mach. : An instrument constructed
by a Frenchman, called M. Foucault, to make
the rotation of the earth visible. The prin-
ciple on which it proceeds is this—that, un-
less gravity intervene, a rotating body will

not alter the direction in which its permanent
axis points. In the gyroscope there is a ro-

tating metallic disc, the middle point ofwhose
axis is also the centre of gravity of the
machine. By this device the action of gravity
is eliminated. The instrument, moreover, is

so constructed thav die axis of rotation can
be made to point to some star in the sky.
Then, as the heavy disc whirls round, it is

found that the axis continues to point to the
moving star, though, in consequence of this,
apparently altering its direction relatively to
bodies on the earth. If, again, the axis be
pointed to the celestial pole, which is fixed,
no alteration in its position relative to bodies
on the earth takes place. The only feasible
explanation of these appearances is that the
earth is revolving on its axis. (Airy : Popular
Astronomy, 8th ed., pp. 78, 89, 282-285.)

gyr'-ose (yr asir), u. [Lat. gyrus = a circle.]

Botany

:

1. Marked with wavy lines.

2. The same as Gyrate (Bot.) (q.v.).

gyr'-us (pl.gyr'-i), (yr as 1), *• l&. W»
(guros) = a ring, a circle.] [Gyro-.]

1 Anal ' A convolution; as, the angular

gyrus of the cerebrum, the gyri of the brain.

2 Bot The annulus or ring of a polypodia*

ceo'us fern. Called also gyroma (q.v.).

gyte, s. [Goat.]

* 1. A goat.

2. A child. (Used in contempt.)

3. A first year's pupil in the High School ii*

Edinburgh.

gyte a [Ftym. doubtful, probably connected

with giddy *(q.v.).] Crazy; ecstatic; sense-

lessly extravagant ; delirious.

"Edie stopped his hand, exclaiming, 'Lord sake!
he'fl gaun gyte I ' "Scott : Antiquary, ch. xliii.

gyve, * give, s. [Wei. gefyn = a fetter, a
gyve ; Gael. & Ir. geimheal, from Irish, geib-

him = to get, to receive, to take.] A fetter

a shackle, a chain (generally for the legs).

" The debtor wakes to thought of gyve and jail.

The love-lorn wretch starts from tormenting dream.*
Scott : Lady of the Lake, vi. 1.

TI Obsolete except in the plural.

* gyve, v.t. [Gyte, s.]

1. Lit. : To fetter, to shackle, to enchain.

2. Fig. : To ensnare.
" Ay, smile upon her do. I will gyve thee in thin*

own courtship.'—Shakesp. : Othello, ii. 1.

H, The eighth letter of the English alphabet is

commonly classed amongst the consonants,
though not strictly such. It is frequently

called the aspirate, although other letters are

also aspirated in English. Its distinctive or

proper sound is that which it has at the
beginning of a word, as help, hard, hope, &c.

This sound it also has when following w, as in,

whither, where, in which cases it originally-

preceded the w, as in Old Eng. hwidir, hwavr

Its sound is produced far back in the throat
by an unchecked emission of the breath,

the root of the tongue being very slightly ap-
proximated to the back of the throat. H has
disappeared from many words, especially

before /, n, r: as, Old Eng. hlaf= loaf; Old
Eng. hnecca = neck ; Old Eng. hring = ring;

Old Eng. feoh = fee. It has been intruded
into some words, as wharf, whelk, whelm. It
has become gh in many cases : as, Old Eng.
theoh = thigh ; Old Eng. heah ~ high ; Old
Eng. cniht = knight ; in these cases serving
only to lengthen the preceding vowel. In
some words h has first become gh, and after-

wards /: as, Old Eng. genoh = enough ; Old
Eng. droht = draught, draft. H is commonly
joined to other consonants to form digraphs
representing sounds for which there are no
symbols in the alphabet : as, eft. in child, chill;

sh in shin, ship ; th in this, that, thine ; joined
with p it forms the sound of /.* with g it

sometimes forms the sound of /, as in enough,
tough; sometimes the digraph is silent, as in

bough,plough. The combination rh is found only
in words derived from the Greek, where the h
represents the rough breathing of the original

(p). Ch is common in words derived from the
Greek, and in such cases is generally hard, as
cliemistry, chyle, &c. It sometimes represents
the Latin c, Greek k, as in Eng. horn = Lat.

cornu, Gr. «e'pas (keras). In Anglo-Saxon it

had initially the same sound as at present, as
7ie=he ; medially and finally it had the sound
of the German and Scotch ch in loch.

H As a symbol is used

:

1. As a numeral for 200, and with a dash

over it (H) for 200,000.

2. In music for the tone b natural in the
German system of nomenclature, the letter b
being only used for b flat.

3. In chemistry for the monad element
hydrogen.

H As an initial is used for his or her, as in
H.R.H. = His (or Her) Royal Highness; for
half, as in H.P. = half-pay ; for horse, as in

H.P. = horse-power.

ha, interj., s., & v.i. [From the sound.]

A. As interj. : An exclamation denoting
surprise, wonder, joy, satisfaction, or other

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fill, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p8t

or. wore, wolf, work, whd. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey ~ a. qu = kw.



ha'—habit 95

sudden emotion. "When repeated, as ha! lia!

it denotes laughter.
" Have yon eyes ?

Could you on this fair mountain cease to feed,

And batten on thin moor ? ffa 1 Have you eyes ?
"

Shakesp. : Samlet, lii. 4.

B. As subst. : An exclamation of surprise,

wonder, joy, &c.
" These shrugs, these hum's and ha's."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, ii. 1.

C. As verb ; To express surprise, wonder,
&c. ; to hesitate : as, He hummed and ha'd.

ha\ s. [See def.] A hall. (Scotch.)

" To look for his honour at the dark hag, and tell him
there was a gentleman from the south had arrived at

ha'."—Scott: Waverley, ch. ix.

ha'-Bible, *. The great Bible that lies

in. the hall.

" The big ha'-Bible, ance his father's pride."
Burns: The Cotter's Saturday Night.

haaf, s. [Icel. hof= the sea ; Ger. haff = a

gulf, a bay.] A fishing ground in Shetland.

haaf- fishing, s. Deep-sea fishing in

Shetland for cod, ling, tusk, &c

haak, s. [Hake.]

haar, s. [A.S. hdr = hoary, hoar.] A fog, a

dull east wind. (Scotch.)

t Haar'-kies, ». [Ger.]

Mineralogy

:

1. The name given by Werner to Capillary

Pyrites, now called Millerite.

2. The capillary variety of Marcasite.

* hab. * habbe, [Have.]

hab nab, hab or nab, hob-nob, adv.

[Habnab.]

Ha-bak kuk, *. [Heb. p^arj (ChMbhdqquq)
= Habakkuk, meaning an embrace, from p:in

(chhabhaq)= to embrace.]

1. Scrip. Hist. : The writer of the book de-

scribed under 2. Nothing is known of his

history.

2. Scrip. Canon : The eighth of the Minor
Prophets. It was composed when the Chal-
dean invasion was imminent, probably in the
early part of the reign of Jehoiakim, about
610 B.c, The prophet's poetic genius is of a
high order, the third chapter of his work
being one of the finest compositions in the
whole Old Testament. Several passages are
quoted in the New Testament, the thrice re-

peated doctrine that "the just shall live by
faith" (Bom. i. 17 ; Gal. iii. 11 ; and Heb. x.

58), which excited so powerful an influence
on Luther's mind, being derived originally
from Hab. ii. 4. Hab. i. 5 is quoted in Acts
xiii. 40, 41.

* hab'-ben, v.t. [Have.]

hab'-ber, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.] To stutter

;

to stammer. (Scotch.)

hab'-ber, s. [Habber, v.] A stutter, a.

stammer.

ha -be-as cor'-pus, s. [Lat. = you may
have the body.]

1. Law : A writ (more fully habeas corpus ad
subjiciendum) directed to the person detaining
another, and commanding him to produce the
body of the prisoner, with the day and cause
of his caption and detention, ad faciendum,
subjiciendum, et recipiendum, to do, submit to,

and receive whatsoever the judge or court
awarding such writ shall consider in that be-

half. It is applicable in all cases where a
person in custody claims to be illegally de-

tained, or wrongfully refused bail, or who
desires to be removed from one court to

another.

"The day of that i>rorogation, the twenty-sixth of

May, 1679, is a great era in our history. For on that
day the Habeas Corpus Act received the royal assent.

From the time of the Great Charter, the substantive
law respecting the personal liberty of Englishmen had
been nearly the same as at present : but it had been
inefficacious for want of a stringent system of proce-

dure. What was needed was not a new right, out a

frorapt and searching remedy ; and such a remedy
he Habeas Corpus Act supplied."—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. ii.

2. Hist. : Magna Charta (a.d. 1215) provided

that no freeman should be taken or imprisoned
but by the lawful judgment of his equals, or

by the law of the land. Two old writs, one

De homine replegiando and the other Capias

in Withernam, designed to guard the liberty

of the subject, were found ineffective, especially

against the Crown. Chitty mentions also
various Acts in force in a.d. 1320 in the title

of which the words Habeas corpus occur. For
instance, there were the Habeas corpus cum
causa (that you have the body with a cause),
Habeas corpus ad faciendum et recipiendum
(that you have the body to do and receive), &c.
More of these were designed to remove cases
from court to court. There was one, however,
Habeas corpus ad subjiciendum (that you may
have the body to answer) destined to become
much more important. Early in the reign of
Charles I. the judges decided that they could
not, upon such aHabeascorpus, bail or deliver a
prisoner committed to prison without assigned
cause, if he were placed in custody by the
special command of the King or by the Judge
of the Privy Council. The Petition of Right
(a.d. 162S) sought to have this state of things
altered, and 16 Charles I., c. 10, accorded the
change of law desired, but obstructions to the
carrying out of the enactment rendering it less
effective than had been expected, the enact-
ment, 31 Charles II., c. 2, called pre-eminently
the Habeas Corpus Act, was passed. For its

nature, see the extract under No. 1. Only
Parliament can suspend the Habeas Corpus
Act. It has frequently done so at times of
public peril or anxiety. The Act was sus-
pended iu Britain during the two Stuart
rebellions of 1715 and 1745, also in 1777-79,
during the American war, and in 1794, while
the first French revolution was at its height.
It has been repeatedly suspended during
actual or threatened rebellion in Ireland, as
in 1798, 1803, 1817, 1848, 1861, 1867, 1868, and
1869. To suspend such a safeguard of liberty
as the Habeas Corpus Act always involves very
serious responsibility, though, on the other
hand, it enables the Government to seize any
political leaders who threaten to head a re-

bellion, and successfully keep them from in-

curring the penalties of treason. A similar

law exists in most of the American states.

ha-be -na, s. [Lat., = a thong, from habeo =
to hold.]"

Surg. : A bandage for the purpose of keeping
the opposite sides of wounds together.

hab-e-nar'-i-a, s. [From Lat. habena = a
thong or strap, which the lip sometimes
resembles (Hooker & Arnott). Etym. doubt-
ful (Sir Joseph Hooker).']

Bot. : Butterfly orchid ; a genus of orchids,

tribe Ophrese, family Gymnadenidse. It re-

sembles orchids in its general character, but
has the glands of the pollen masses free, dis-

tant, and exposed. A hundred species are

known. Three are British : (1) Habenaria
bifolia, a very fragrant plant, generally with
two, rarely with three, leaves, and whitish

flowers, the spur twice as long as the ovary.

It appears from June to August. (2) H. viHdis,

and (3) if. albida; these are rarer and more
local.

ha-ben'-dum, s. [Lat., = a thing to be held
or possessed.]

Law : That clause ofa deed which determines
what estate or interest is granted by the deed.

* hab'-en-ry, s. [Etym. doubtful.] An archi-

tectural decoration of some sort, but the exact
meaning of the word is uncertain.

* hab'-er-dash, a. [Haberdasher.] Petty,

peddling, small.
" He set vp his shop with haberdash ware."

The Wifelappcd in Morel's Skin, v. 596.

* hab'-er-dash, v.t. [Haberdash.] To deal

in haberdashery or small wares ; to peddle.
" To haberdash in earth's base ware." Quarles.

hab'-er-dash-er, s. [O. Fr. hapertas = a

kind of stuff, or, more probably, pedlars'

wares, from the bag in which they were car-

ried ; cf. Icel. haprtask, hafrtask = a haver-

sack. (Skeat.)']

* 1. A dealer in small wares ; a pedlar ; a

hatter.
" Haberdasher, a hatter, or seller of hattes ; also, a

dealer in small wares."—Kersey.

2. A dealer in drapery goods of various de-

scriptions, as ribbons, laces, silks, &c.

hab er dash-er-ess, s. [Eng. haberdasher

;

-ess.] A woman who deals in small wares ; a

female huckster. (T. Brown : Worlcs, ii. 272.)

hab'-er-dash-er-y, s. [Eng. haberdasher ; -y.]

1. The wares sold by a haberdasher.

"Making a shoe, or retailing cheese and haber-
dashery."—Knox • Essays, No. 55.

2. The shop or establishment of a haber-
dasher.

hab er dine, s. [O. Ft. habardeon, probably
a corruption of Aberdeen in Scotland, where
the fish were prepared.] A dried salted cod.

ha-ber'-e fa'-ci-as posses si-6 -nenij
phr. [Lat., = you may cause (him) to have
possession.]

Law : A writ directed to the sheriff of a
county, commanding him to give actual pos-
sesion to the claimant of land recovered in a
suit.

* ha-ber'-geon, * ha-ber-gyn, *ha-
bur-i-on, s. [Fr., from O. Fr. haubegeon*
liauberjon = a small hauberk, dimin. of haubere
= a hauberk (q.v.).]

1. In old armour a short coat or garment
worn over the quilted gambeson or haqueton,
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HABERGEON, AND DETAIL OF LINKS.

and under the jupon. It was composed either
of plate or chaiu-mail, without sleeves ; its.

purpose was to protect the neck and breast.
" The habergyns that they beare shall nat defende

them." — Berners : Froissart ; Cronycle, vol. L, ch.
ccccxiv.

2. Any defence, or protection.
" Clothid in the haburion of feith, and of charlte."—

Wycliffe : 1 Thess. v.

3. Applied to the elytra of a beetle.
" The scalie beetles with their habergeons
That make a humming murmur as they fly."

Ben Jonson : Sad Shepherd, ii.

* ha-ber-jects, s. [Norm. Fr. habergier =
haubergers, a coarse sort of cloth. (Kclham.)^
A cloth of a mixed colour (Magna Charta).

(Wluirton, &c.)

* hab'-ll-a-ble, a. [Fr. habiUler) — to clothe;
•able.] Capable of being clothed.

"The whole habitable and habitable globe."—Carlyle .-

Sartor Resartus, bk. i„ ch. v.

* ha-btV-a-tor-jir, a. [Fr. habil(ler) = tc*

clothe; -atbry.] Pertaining to habiliments or
clothing ; wearing clothes.

" la not the dandy culottic, lidbilatory, by law of ex-
istence ? "—Carlyle : Fr. Revol., pt. iii., bk. vii., ch. Ii.

* hab -ile, * ha-ble, «. [Lat. habilis = fit*

proper, manageable.] Fit
;
proper ; ready -

apt ; skilful ; handy ;
qualified.

" Hab'de and ready to every good work."— Waller.

ha-bil'-i-ment, * ha-bil-li-men, * ha-
hyl-y-ment, s - [Fr - habillenient, from ha~

biller = to dress, clothe ;
originally = to get

ready, from Lat. habilis.] [Habile.] A dress ;

a garment ; an article of dress or clothing.

(Usually in the plural.)

"Thus plated in habiliments of war."
Shakesp. : Richard II, i. 3,

* ha-bil-i-ment-ed, a. [Eng. habiliment;

-ed.] Dressed, clothed, equipped.

* na-bil'-i-tate, a. [Lat. habilitas = aptness,

fitness, from habilis = fit, apt.] [Habile.]1

Qualified, entitled.

"They were attainted, and thereby not legall, nor
habilitate to scrue in Parliament."—Bacon : Henry VII.

* ha-bil'-i-tate, v.t. [Habilitate, a.] To
make fit, to qualify, to entitle.

* ha-bil-i-ta'-tion, . [Habilitate, a.] A
qualification.

" What is habilitation without intention and act t "

—

Bacon: Essays; Of Kingdoms & Estates,

* ha-biT-i-ty s. [Fr. habilite.] Ability (q.v.)_

hab'-it, * ab-it, * ab-ite, * ha-bite, s.

[Fr. habit = a garment, a dress, from Lat.

habitus = (s.) a condition, habit, or dress, (a.>

held in a certain condition, from habeo = to

have or hold.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A state or condition of the body, either

natural or acquired ; constitutional tempera-

ment of the body.

b6il, btfy; ptfut, j^W; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion. sion - shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = toel, del.
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* 2. Practice, use, usage ; a tendency to-

wards any state or course of action arising

from frequent repetition of the same acts.

" How use doth breed a habit in a man."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, v. 4.

' 3. A peculiar practice, use, or custom, ac-

quiredby frequent repetition.
" He hath a better bad habit of frowning than the

count Palatine."—Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, i. 2.

4. A way or acting ; a course or line of

conduct.
"And a sinful habit differs from a sinful act but as

many differ from one, or as a year from an hour."—Up,
Taylor: On Repentance, ch. iv., § 2.

5. Dress, garb, apparel ; specif., the loose

dress worn by ladies while riding ; a riding-

habit.
" There we stood in our habito, bare-footed and bare-

headed."—Hackluyt : Voyages, i. u>9.

6. Outward appearance, carriage, deport-
ment.

"Put on a sober habit."
Sh/xkenp. : Merchant of Venice, ii. 2,

II, Technically

:

1. Metaphysics: Facility in doing and an
inclination to do a thing acquired by doing it

frequently. Reid and Hartley regard the
operations resulting from our acquired dex-
terities and habits as merely mechanical or
automatic ; Dugald Steward allows tn each
several motion a separate act of conscious
volition ; and Sir W. Hamilton accords to the
mind a conscious volition over the series, but
denies it a consciousness and deliberate voli-

tion in regard to each separate movement.

% Habit differs from disposition in this, that
while both are tendencies to action, dis}7osition

properly denotes a natural, habit an acquired
tentlenc}'.

2. Bot. : The general appearance and mode
of growtli in a plant, without attention to
the details of the subject.

3. Biol. : Changed habits either in man or
the lower animals produce an inherited effect.

[Use.] (Darwin.)

*[ For the difference between hahit and cus-
tom, see Custom.

H Habit and repute

:

Scots Law A Ord. Lang. : Common reputa-
tion ; used of anything held and reputed to be
true. Thus, in Scotland, one may be by habit
and repute a thief, and habit anil repute goes
a eunsiderable length in proving a Scotch mar-
riage between persons who cohabit, and are by
common rumour man and wife. {Bell, vi.)

hab it (1), v.t. [Habit, s.]

1. To accustom ; to habituate ; to fix by
custom or habit.

2. To dress, to clothe, to accoutre ; to array.
" She shall be habited, as it becomes
The partner of your bed."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 3.

*hab'-it (2), v.t. [Lat. habito.] To inhabit,

to dwell in.

"Happelyyou may come to the citie Siberia, or to
some other towue or place habited vpon or neer the
border of it."—Hackluyt : Voyages, vol. i., p 435.

* bi£b-lt-a-bil'~i-ty, 5. [Eng. habitable ; -ity.]

The quality or state of being habitable ; habit-
ableness.

"To continue the state and habitability thereof
throughout all age3."~Derham: Astro-Theology, bk.
vi., ch. ii.

hab'-lt-a-ble, a. [Ft., from Lat. habitabilis,

from habito = to inhabit.] That may or can
be inhabited or dwelt in ; fit for the residence
of human beings.

" Look round the habitable world, how few
Know their own good, or, knowing it, pursue."

Dryden: Juvenal, sat. x.

h&b'-it-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. habitable;

ness.] The quality or state of being habitable

;

fitness or capacity for being inhabited.

"Those ancient problems of the spherical roundness
of the habitableness of the torrid zone."

—

Ray : On the
Creation, pt. i.

* hab'-it-a-bly, adv. [Eng. habitah(le) ; -lyJ]

In a habitable manner ; so as to be inhabited.

* hab'-it-ac-le (le as el), s. [Lat. habitacu-
lum, from habito — to dwell in.] A place to
dwell in ; a residence ; a dwelling-place.

"An holye habitacle vnspotted from all eynnes."

—

Udal : Epliesians ii.

* hab'-it-ance, * hab-it-aunce, s. [Lat.
habitans, pr. par. of habito = to inhabit, to
dwell in.] A habitation ; a dwelling ; an
abode.

" What art thou, man, if man at all thou art,
That here in desart hast thine habitance t

"

Spenser ; F. Q., II, vii. 7

* iiab'-It-an-cy, s. [Habitance.] The con-

dition or state of an inhabitant
; permanent

residence in a town, city, or parish ; in-

habitancy.

hab'-It-ant, s. [Fr., pr. par. of habiter; Lat.

habito = to inhabit.]

* 1. An inhabitant ; a dweller ; a resider.

" Drones, oppressive habitants of hives
Owe to the labour of the bees their lives."

Cooke : Ilesiod, 880.

2. A name applied to the inhabitants of

Lower Canada, who are of French origin.

h&b'-l-tat, 5. [Lat. = he, she, or it dwells or

lives ; 3rd pers. sing. pres. indie, of habito —
to inhabit, to dwell.]

Biol. : The place in which any particular

animal lives when wild, or any wild plant

grows. When descriptions were in Latin,

such expressions as the following, taken from
Linna-us's Systema Natura;, continually oc-

curred :— " Habitat in America " = " It dwells

in America." Here il liabitat" is the third

person singular present indicative of the

Latin verb habito, but when the term grew
familiar it came to be used also as an English
noun.

"Naturalists distinguish between the habitats or
geographical localities of species, and the stations or
circumstances in which they are found."—S. P. Wood-
ward ; Mollusca fed. 187o), p. 106.

hab-i-ta'-tion, * hab-i-ta-ci-on, * hab-
i-ta-ci-Otm, s. [Fr. habitation, from Lat.

habitatio, from habitatus, pa. par. of habito =
to inhabit.]

1. The act of inhabiting or dwelling in a

place.
" It [arson] is an offence against that right of habita-

tion, which i3 acquired by the Jaw of nature as well as
by the laws of society."—Blackstone : Commentaries,
bk. iv., ch. 16.

2. The state of being inhabited.

"Every star perhaps a world
Of destined habitation; but thou ktiow'st
Their seasons." Milton ; P. /,., vii. 622.

3. A place to dwell in ; a place of abode ;

a dwelling-place; a house or other place in
which a person or animal lives.

" If any clime perhaps !

Might yield them easier habitation.

'

Milton : P. L., il. 573.

* hab'-l-ta-tdr, s. [Lat. from habitatus, pa.

par. of habito = to inhabit.] An inhabitant,

a dweller.
" The sun's presence is longer unto us than that in

Capricorn unto the southern habitators."—Browne;
Vulgar Errours, bk. vi., ch. x.

hab'-lt-ed, a. [Eng. habit; -ed.]
45

1, Accustomed, habituated.
" O y' are a shrewd one ; and so Jiabited
In takiug heed."

Chapman . Homer ; Odyssey v.

2. Dressed ; arrayed ; wearing a habit.
" Or is it Dian habited like her?"

Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, ii. 3.

ha-bit'-u-al, * ha-bit-u-all, a. [O. Fr.

habitual : Fr. habituel ; from Low Lat. habitu-
al is ; from Lat. habitus = ahabit (q.v.).]

1. Formed or acquired by habit, use, or
custom.

" That habitual restlessness of foot."
Wordsworth : On the Naming of Placet, vi.

2. Accustomed, usual.

3. According to habit or custom ; done
habitually.

" The habitual practice of any one sin or neglect of
one known duty." —Paley : Philosophy, bk. i., ch. vii.

4. Caused or formed by use ; rendered per-
manent or lasting by use; as, an habitual
colour of the skin.

^[ Habitual Criminals Act

:

Law: The Act 32 and 33 Vic, c. 99. It
gives power to re-arrest ticket-of-leave men,
provides for the regulation of criminals, and
for the supervision by the police of those
convicted of felony, besides making more
stringent regulations with regard to the re-
ceivers of stolen goods.

ha-bit'-u-al-ly, adv. [Eng. habitual; -ly.]

In a habitual manner ; customarily ; by habit,
use, or custom.

" A religion whose creed they do not understand,
and whose precepts they habitually disobey."—Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

* ha-bit'-u-al-ness, s. [Eng. habitual; -ness.]

The quality or state of being habitual ; use.
" In the uprightness, the universality, and habUual-

ness of our obedience." — Clarke .- Sermons, vol. ii

.

ser. 144.

* ha-blt'-U-ar-y , a. [Eng. hablttiu(te) ; -ry.j

Habitual, customary.

"Nature . . . made haUtuary by custom,"—Bist. of

Edward II., p. 3.

ha-bit'-u-ate, v.t. [Habituate, a.]

1. To "accustom ; to make one accustomed

to anything by use or frequent repetition ; to

make familiar.

"It is neither reasonable nor possiMe that men
Bhould be saved, who have never habituated them-
selves to the practice of any virtue."—Clxrk&: Ser-

mons, vol. ii,, ser. 126.

* 2. To settle as an inhabitant in any place.

"Many nobles and gentlemen left their families

habituated in these countries."—Sir W. Temple.

* ba-brt'-u-ate, a. [Lat. liabituatus, pa. par.

of habituo = to bring into a certain state or

condition ; habitus = a state ; Sp. & Port.

habituar ; Fr. habituer.]

1. Given to the habitual practice of any
thing.

" The habituate sinner hath not yet given over his
habit."—Hammond: Works, iv. 679.

2. Inveterate; become habitual; formed by
habit.

"The constitution of men 'a bodies may be either
native or habituate."—Sir W. Temple.

* ha-blt-U-a'-tion, s. [Lat. habituatus, pa.

liar, of habituo = to bring into a certain state.]

The act of habituating ; the state of being
habituated.

*hab'-lt-ude, s. [Fr., from Lat. habitvdo,

from habilus = a habit (q.v,).]

1. Relation, respect ; state with regard to
something else.

" Names being supposed to stand perpetually for the
same ideas, and the same ideas having immutably the
same habitudes one to another ; propositions concern-
ing any abstract ideas, that are once true, must needs
be eternal verities."—Locke: Human Understanding,
bk. iv.,ch. il.

2. Familiarity, converse ; frequent inter-

course.

"To write well, one must have frequent habitudes
with the best company."

—

Dryden.

3. Long custom, habit, inveterate use.

"His own moral and intellectual habitudes, and
those of his age."

—

J. S. Brewer : English Studies, p. 46.

i. The customary mode or manner of living,

acting, &c. ; habits, customs.
" In all the habitudes of life.

The friend, the mistress, and the wife,
Variety we still pursue." Swift,

5. Aptitude for doing anything.
" It is impossible to gain an exact habitude, without

an infinite number of acts and perpetual practice."

—

Dryden.

ha-bit'-u-e, s. [Fr., pa. par. of habituer = to
accustom.] One who habitually frequents any
place, especially a place of amusement or
recreation.

* hab'-it-ure, s. [Prob. a misprint for habi-
tude (q.v.).]

"Withont much ado or far-fetched habiture."~
Marston,

* ha-ble, a. [Habile.] Apt, able, competent.

v ha-ble, v.t. [Hable, a.] To make fit or suit-

able ; to suit, to fit, to accommodate.
" To theutent the said weorkes mighte be the bettei

habled to the readers."— Udal : Actes. (DedicJ

* ha-ble-ness, s. [Eng. hable ; -ness.] Fitness,
capacity, competence.

" I cannot of my selfe promesse any hablenes to take
auche a prouince in haude."— Udal : Luke. (Pref.

)

* hab' nab, * hob-nob, adv. [Eng. liab =
have ; nab = ne hab = have not.]

1. "Without order
;
promiscuously.

" Although set down habnab at random.

"

Butler : Iladibras, pt. ii., c. iiL

2. By hook or by crook ; by fair means or
foul.

"PhUautus determined habnab to send Iiia letters.""

—Lilly : Euphues, p. 109.

ha -bran'- thus, s. [Gr. &pP6s (habros) =
graceful, pretty, and aeflos (anthos) = flower.]

Bot. : A genus of Amaryllids, tribe Ama-
rylleae. It consists of pretty South American
bulbous plants, about twenty species of which
have been introduced into Britain.

ha-broc'-o-ma, s. [Gr. a(3p6? (lutbrosj =
graceful, pretty, and kopltj (kome) = hair.]

Zool. : A genus of rodent animals, family
Hystricidae. Mr. Darwin discovered two spe-
cies, Habrocoma Cuvieri and H. Bennetti, near
Valparaiso.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine • go pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, <oe = e ; ey = a * qu = kw.
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ib'-ro-eome, s. [See def.] Any individual
of the genus Habroconia (q.v.).

ib-ro-ma'-ni-a, s. [Gr. ippos (habros) =
pretty, pleasant,*and fxavia (mania) = mad-
ness.] A form of madness in which the
delusions are pleasant and gay.

ib'-ro-neme, a. [Gr. a£p6? (habros) =
graceful, delicate, and vfj/jia. (nema) = yarn.]

Min. ; Having the form of fine threads.
(Webster, ed. 1848.)

ib-zel'-i-a, s. [From habzeli, its native
name.]

Bot. : A genus of Anonaceae, tribe Xylopese.
It is sometimes made a synonym of Xylopia.
The dried fruits of Habzelia cethiopicum, for-

merly called Piper cethiopicum, constitute the
Negro pepper, Guinea pepper, or Ethiopian
pepper of "Western Africa. Those of H. aro-

rtnatica, a native of woods in Guiana, are used
by the negroes as a condiment. H. undnlata,
and perhaps others of the genus, have the
.same pungent qualities.

ach el, s. [Btym. doubtful.] A sloven; a

dirty, untidy person.

ach'-uro, s. [Fr., from hacker = to hack.]

Engrav., &c. : Short lines employed to repre-

sent half-tints and shadows, as in representing
mountains on maps. Simple liachures are
those in which the lines, whether curved or
straight, are all parallel ; double liachures are

those in which the line3 cross each other.
" If the ground is steep, the lines, or hachures, are

drawn thick and close together, so that the hilly
spots become dark."

—

Huxley : Physiography, p. 12.

lach'-iire, v.t. [Hachure, s.] To cover or

mark with hachures.

la-ci-en -da (c as th), s. [Sp. ; O. Sp.
facienda, from Lat. facienda, pi. of faciendum
= a thing to be done ; facio — to do.] An
estate ; an isolated farm or farm-house ; an
-establishment in the country for stock-raising,

mining, manufacturing, &c.

ack (1), hak-ken, v.t. & i. [A.S. haccan :

cogn. with Dut. lialcken; Dan. hakke; Sw.
hacka; Ger. hacken.]

A. Transitive

:

I, Literally

:

1. To cut irregularly and into small pieces
;

to chop, to notch ; to mangle by repeated blows
of a cutting instrument ; to cut unskilfully.

"Nor the hacked helmet, norths dusty field."

Addison ." Ovid ; Metamorphoses iii.

2. To cut a jag or channel in a tree, for the
purpose of bleeding it.

3. To kick a player's shins at football.

*II. Fig. : To mangle in uttering ; to chop up.
"Let them keep their limbs whole, and hack our

English."-—Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, iii. 1.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To cut or chop away at anything.
"The man, not at all diseouraged, fell to cutting and

Itacking."—Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. i.

2. To kick on the shins at football.

£ck (2), v.t. & i. [Hack (2), s.]

A. Trans. : To let out for hire : as, To luxck

a horse.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. ; To be let out for hire ; to be used
commonly.

2. To be common or vulgar; to turn prosti-

tute.

hack (3), v.i. [Hawk, v.] To try to bring

up phlegm.

ick(l), s. [Hack, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. An irregular cut ; a notch ; a dent.
" Look you what hacks are ou hia helmet."—Shakesp,

:

Troilus & Cressida, i. 2.

. * 2. A blunt axe.

3. A latge pick used by miners in breaking

stone.

i. A tool for cutting jags or channels in

trees for the purpose of bleeding them. Pines

ire hacked for turpentine ; maples tapped for

sap, or sugar-water as "Western farmers prefer

to call it.

* 5. A hesitation or stammering in speaking.

" He speaks with bo many hacks and hesitations."

—

Dr. n. More.

II. Football : A kick on the shins.

"We all wear white trousers to show 'em we don't

care for hacks."—T. Hughes : Tom Proton's School-days,
pt. 1., ch. v.

hack-log, s. A chopping-block.

"A kind of editorial hack-log,"—Carlyle : Life of
Sterling, pt. i., ch. iii.

hack (2), s. & a. [An abreviation of hackney
(q.v.); Sp. haca.}

A. As substantive

:

I. Literally

:

1. A horse kept for hire ; a hackney.

2. A horse kept for rough and every-day
riding.

* 3. A hackney carriage.
" I was the other day driving in a hack thro' Gerard

Street."—Steele: Spectator, No. 510.

II. Figuratively

:

1. A writer who hires himself out for any
kind of literary work ; a literary drudge ; a
poor writer.

"Here lies poor Ned Purdon, from misery freed,
Who long was a bookseller's hack."

Goldsmith ; Epitaph to Edward Purdon.
* 2. A procuress ; a prostitute.

B. As adj. : Hired ; mercenary ; worn out or
used up like a horse let for hire ; hackneyed

;

poor.

"Back preachers employed in the service of de-
faulters and absentees."— Wakefield. [Ogilvie.)

hack-barrow, s. A barrow on which
bricks are conveyed from the moulder's table
to the drying ground, where they are sun-
dried, and temporarily coveredwith a thatching
of straw to protect them from rain. Covered
sheds are sometimes used.

hack-file, s.

Lock-smith. : A coarse slitting-file.

hack-hammer, s. A hammer termina-
ting at each end in an obtuse chisel-edge, kept
in order on the grindstone. It is Used as the
peen of an ordinary hammer, but is narrower,
and therefore more local and energetic in its

effects. The hack-bammer for reducing un-
equal protuberances on grindstones is shaped
like an adze and has a short handle. When
the grindstone has worn unequally, it becomes
necessary to dress it, and the high places,
being marked, are hacked by oblique and cros-
sing chequer lines, which cause it, on the next
grinding operation, to wear more at these
points, and thus restore equality.

hack-iron, s.

Min. : A miner's pick ; a hack.

hack-saw, s. A frame saw of moderate
set, tolerably close teeth, and good temper

;

used in sawing metal. Such a saw is used to
cut the nicks in heads of screws, in cutting off

bolts, &c
hack (3), s. [A doublet of hatch (q.v.) ; A.S.
haca = the bolt of a door ; Dut. hek = a fence
or rail ; Sw. hack = a coop, a rack ; Dan. hcvfc,

limkke — a rack.] A kind of frame or grating
of various kinds, as

—

1. A drying-frame for fish ; a flake.

2. A pile of bricks arranged in regular order
for drying, previous to building up in the
clamp or kiln for burning.

3. "Wood bars in the tail-race of a mill.

i. A dung-fork.

5. A feeding-rack for cattle.

If Hack and manger, heck and manger : The
same as Rack and Manger (q.v.). Miss Fer.
rier : Marriage, ch. xxvi.) [Rack (2), s. % (2}.]

hack'-ber-rjf, s. [Eng. hack, and berry.]

Bot. : Two species of Celtis, C. crassi/olia,

and C. occidentalis. [Celtis.]

* hack-but (1), s. [Ger. hackbret.] An old
name for the dulcimer.

* hack but (2), * hag-but, * haque-but,
s. [O. Fr. haquebute, a corruption of haakbus,
haeckbusse, from haak = a hook, and Inis = a
gun-barrel.] An arquebuse (q.v.).

" With Iiackbut bent, my secret stand,
Dark as the purposed need, I chose."

Scott : Cadyoto Castle.

* hack'-but-ter, * hack -but- teer, s.

[Eng. hackbut; -gr,] A soldier armed with a
hackbut.

" Sundrie other captelns, hauiiig vnder their charpe
two hundred hackbutters."—Holinshed : Hist, of Scot-
land (an. 1514).

hacked, pa. pa., & a. [Hack, v.]

hacked-quartz, s.

Min. : A variety of quartz.

hack'-ee, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Zool. : A name given in the United States to
the North American squirrel.

* hacke naie, s. [Hackney.]

hack'-er, s. [Eng. hack (1), v. ; -er.]

1. A cutting .tool used for chopping up or
hacking wood.

2. The same as Hack (1), s., I. 4 (q.v.).

hack'-er-y, s. [Hind, chhakra = a cart.] A
rude East Indian two-wheeled cart, drawn by
bullocks.

hack' Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Hack (1), v.]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Cutting, notching.
" Still his struggling force he rears,
'Gainst hacking brands and stubbing spears."

Scott ; Rokeby. vi. 33.

2. Short and interrupted ; wearing out

;

troublesome : as, a hacking cough.

C. -4s substantive

:

I, Ord. Lang. : The act of cutting, notch-
ing, or mangling.

II. Technically

:

1. Masonry

:

(1) The division of a portion of a course of
stones into two of smaller height when the
larger stones do not hold out.

(2) A process employed in dressing the faces
of rough grindstones by the use of a hack-
hammer, an implement resembling an adze.
In some cases the faces of metallic or wooden
polishing-wheels are similarly treated, a sharper
implement being used.

2. Brick-mak. : The piling of moulded bricks
to dry.

Hacking-out knife or tool: A glazier's knife
for cutting out the old putty from the fillister

of a sash, in reglaziug.

hac'-kle, v.t. [Heckle, v.]

1. To dress or comb flax or hemp.
2. To tear asuuder.

"The other divisions of the kingdom being hackled
and torn to pieces."—Burka : French Jlevolutton.

hac'-kle, s. [Hackle, v.]

1. A board set with sharp steel spikes for

combing or pulling out Tienip or flax to dispose
the fibres in parallelis:n, and to separate the
tow and hards from the iner fibre. The teetli

are of steel from one to two inches in length,

and very sharp. They are arranged in quin-
cuncial order, upon a board. The lock uf flax

is seized by the middle, and one end is thrown
over the teeth and drawn through. One end
being hackled, the other end is turned to the
comb and similarly treated. This separates
the ribbons of fibre, removes any remaining
traces of the boon or cellular matter, and
divides the fibre into two portions, the short
and the long, the tow and the line. The pro-

cess is repeated on a fine hackle whose teeth

are more numerous and thickly set. The
produce is from forty to sixty per cent, of fine

flax or line.

2. Any flimsy substance unspun : as, raw
silk, &c.

3. A long shining feather on a cock's neck.

4. A fly for angling, dressed with a feather

from a cock's neck.

"This month also a plain hackle, or palmer fly, made,
with a rough black body, either oi black spaniel's fur,

or the whirl of an ostrich feather ; and the red liackle

of a capon, over all, will kilb and, if the weather be
right, make very good Bport. '— Walton: Angler, pt.
ii., ch. vii.

hackle-bar, s. One of the gills or spikes
over which the lock of flax or hemp is thrown
and drawn to lay the fibres parallel and comb
out the refuse.

hack'-ler, s. [Eng. hackl(e); -er.~\ One who
hackles or dresses flax or hemp; a flax-dresser

;

a heckler.

hack'-let, hag'-let, s. [Etym. doubtful.]
The kittiwake, from its cry. (Saunders.)

" Gulls, haglets, petrels swim, dive, and hoyer
around."

—

Emerson: English Trait*, ch. ii.

hack'-ly, a. [Eng. hack; -ly.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; Broken as though hacked or
chopped.

nl, boy :
pout, jowl; cat, yell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £

cian, -tian= shan. tion, sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious= shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, d«0U
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2. Min. (Of fracture): Breaking with a pe-
culiarly uneven surface, as, for instance, with
that of pure copper when fractured.

hack' ma tack, s. [North American Indian.]

Bot. : The American Larch, or Tamarack
Tree, Larix arnericana.

hack -ney, * hack e neie, * hacke-ney,
* hak nay, * hak ney, * haque-naie,
s. & a. [0. Fr. hequenhe, hacquenee, from 0.

,

Dut. hackenyee — a hackney ; Fr. haquen&e ; \

Sp. hacanea; Ital. chinea (from acchinea.) Prob.
from Dut. hakken = to hack, chop, mince,

.

and negge = a nag.]

* A. As substantive

:

I. Literally:

1. A horse kept for riding or driving; a,

hack ; a nag ; a pad.
" His hakeney, which that was al pomelee gris."

Chaucer: C. T., 16,027.

2. A horse kept for hire.
"To bestride,

Sursingled to a galled hackney's hide ?
"

Bp. Mall, bk. iv., sat. 6.

3. A carriage or coach kept for hire ; a
hackney-carriage. They were introduced about
a.d. 1650. (Pepys : Diary, Dec. 14, 16(38.)

II. Figuratively

:

1. A drudge ; a person kept for drudgery or
dirty work ; a hack-writer.

" Shall each spurgall'd hackney of the day,
Or each new pension'd sycophant, pretend
To break lay windows 1

,r Pope ; Ep. to Sat. HO. '

2. A prostitute.

B. As adjective

:

I. Lit. : Let out or kept for hire ; kept for

,

common use. [Hackney-coach.]
" There they use to pat out their -women to hire as

we do here hakney horses."

—

Hacklayt : Voyages, i. 400,

* II. Figuratively

:

1. Much used ; trite ; common ; common-
place

; poor.

"You are a generous author; I a hackney scribler."
—Pope .' To Dr. Parnell.

2. Mean ; low.
" And I must serve some hackney job."

Lloyd : From Banbury's Horse.

3. Prostitute.

hackney - carriage, s. A carriage or
coach kept for hire ; a hackney-coach.

hackney-coach, s. A hackney-carriage.

hackney-coachman, «, The driver of
a hackney-coach.

" What charms can a London carman, chair-man,
hackney-coachman. Ash-woman, and all the numerous
tribes of the lowest class, find in an English meeting
or a church ? "—King : Essays, No. 149.

* hackney-lady, $. A prostitute, a mis-
tress.

" That is no more than every lover
Does from his hackney-lady suffer."

Butler: Budibras, pt. lit, c, L

hack -ney, v.t. [Hackney, s.]

* 1. To carry in a hackney-carriage.
" Is hackneyed home unlacqneyed."

Cowper; Task, li. 652.

* 2. To make common or accustomed ; to
use much.

" So common, long hackneyed in the eyes of men."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iiL 2.

3. To make trite, common, or commonplace.
(Obsolete except in the pa. par.)

* 4. To wear out.

"Men and horses and leather being hackneyed,
Iaded, and worn out upon the errand of some conten-
ious and obstinate bishop."

—

MarveU : Works, ill 127.

hack -neyed, hack'-nied, pa. par. or a.

[Hackney, v.] '

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Trite, common, commonplace.
" Hackneyed stories of a sensational kind, to meet

the public demand for what i3 called popular science."—Lindsay : Mind in the Lower Animals, L 20.

* hack'-ney-man, * hake-ney-man, s.

(Eng. hackney, and man.] One who keeps or
lets hackneys for hire.

" In the declaration wherof Vergille leauetb fane
behynde hym all breders, hakneymenne, and akor-
BetB."—Sir T. Elyot : Oovernour, bk. i., ch. x.

* hack ster, s. [Eng. hack; suff. -ster (q.v.).]

A bully, a ruffian, a bravo.
" He repressed those robbers and hacksters, he visited

and surveyed the foresayd prisons."

—

P. Holland; Sue-
tonius, p. 53.

* hacque ton (que as k), s. [Acton.]

had, pret. & pa. par. [Have.]

* had-I-wist, inter]. O that I had known I

An interjectional exclamation of regret for
something which has happened unexpectedly.

" Ther's no regard nor feare of had I wist."
Mirrour for Magistrates, p. 160.

had, v.t. [Hold, v.] To hold. (Scotch.)

had -den, had-din, s. [A corruption of
Holding, s. (q.v.).] A holding; a place of
residence ; a possession ; means of support.

had den, pa. par. [Had, v.] Holden, kept.
"Ow, man ! ye should hae hodden easael to Kipple-

tringan."—Scott: Gay Mannering, ch. i.

* had -der, s. [A corruption of heather (q.v.).]

Heath.
"They lay upon the ground covered with skins, as

the Redshanks doe on haddcr." — Burton ; Anat. of
Melancholy, p. 542.

had -din, haud'-ing, [Hadden, s.]

had -dock, * had-ock, had-doke, s. [Of
unknown origin. The suff. -ock is perhaps
dimin. ; the base had- has some similarity to
Gr. yaSo? (gados) — a cod. Corrupt, of A.S.
hacodQ). (Skeat.).]

Ichthy. : A fish, Morrhua ceglefinits, of the
same genus as the cod, the coal-fish, and the
whiting. [Morbhua.] The back is pale brown,
the lateral line black, the under parts silvery

white ; there is a black, and sometimes greatly
extended, patch on the side behind the pec-
toral fins ; the fins and tail are grayish, the
dorsal ones darker than the others, it resem-
bles the cod, and, like it, is a valuable food-fish.

It is caught all along the British coasts on long
lines baited with molluscs or pieces of fish.

" On each side, beyond the gills, is a large Iblack
spot : superstition assigns this mark to the impression
Saint Peter left with his finger and thumb, when he
took the tribute out of the mouth of a flsh of this
species, which has been continued to the whole race of
hadocks, ever since that miracle."—Pennant: British
Zoology ; The Badock Cod Fish.

hade, s. [Etym. doubtful, perhaps from Ger.
halde = a declivity.]

* 1. Ord Lang. : A ridge ; a cliff.

"And on the lower leas, as on the higher hades.
The dainty clover grows."

Drayton: Poly-Olbion, s. 13.

2. Alining:

(1) The dip, inclination, or slope of a vein
or stratum. The angle it bears to the horizon.
The underlay.

(2) The steep descent of a shaft.

hade, v.i. [Hade, s.]

Min. : A term applied to a vein in a mine
when it deviates from the vertical or perpen-
dicular line of descent.

ha-de'-na, s. [Gr. a&rjvfjs (hadenes) = igno-
rant, inexperienced (Agassiz) ; from A'tSijs

(Haides), 'ASvj? (Hades) = the nether world.
Named from the colour of some of the species.
(McNicoll.y}

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Hadenidee (q.v.), Hadena okracea is the Bright-

.

line Brown eye ; H. pisi, the Broom-moth ;

!

and H. rectilinea the Clouded Brocade. .

(Stainton.)

ha-den'-i-dss, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. haden(a);
Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ida;.]

Entom. : A family of Moths, group Noetuina
The antennas are somewhat long, the abdomen
more or less crested, the wings in repose
form a very sloping roof, the sub-terminal line
often indented. Caterpillar long, generally
feeding exposed. Known British species,
forty-six. (Stainton.)

Hades, s. [Gr. atSvj?, afirjs (haides, hades),

from a, priv., and ISetv (idein) = to see.]

1. Class. Myth, : In Homer the Greek word
Ades figures as the name of a god, in large
measure corresponding to the Roman Pluto.

'

After Homer it becomes a place to which the >

dead go. Both Greeks and Romans supposed'
the infernal regions to be in the centre of the

'

earth. To enter these, in the Roman opinion
the river Styx had to be crossed by the spirits

.

of the dead, Charon, the ferryman, for a very
small sum, rowing the boat. If, by any mis-
fortune, the body had been unburied, the soul
had to wander a hundred years on the banks
of the Styx before it was taken across. Pluto
was the king of the spirit world, Rhadaman-
thus its most noted judge.

2. Jewish belief: The place of the dead;
the Hebrew "riwp (sheol), which occurs sixty- :

five times in the Hebrew Bible, and in sixty-
one of them is rendered in the Septuagint

'Aoij? (Hades). In the Authorised "Version of

the English Bible it is translated in the Old

Testament thirty-one times by "grave," thirty

one times by "hell," and three times by "pit.'

The ancient Hebrews conceived of Sheol as

situated below, so that souls had to "go
down " or descend before entering it (Num.
xvi. 30, 33 ; Job xvii. 16 ; Psalm ix., 17; Pioy.

i. 12 ; Isa. xiv. 15, xxxviii. 18) as "very deep"
{Job xi. 8), as "dark" (x. 21—22); as having
different floors or stories (Pst Ixxxvi. 13,

lxxxviii. 6), as having "gates" (Isa. xxxviii. 10)
and "bars" (Job xvii. 16), as inhabited by tlie

souls of those who have already died (Isa. xiv.

9), &c.

3. Christian doctrine : "A&ris (liaMs) is one
of the two words rendered in the Authorised
Version by the ambiguous term " hell" (q.v.).

Expressions, most of them obviously figura-

tive, used of Hades represent it as situated
beneath (Matt. xi. 23 ; Luke x. 15), as having
gates (Matt. xvi. 18) with keys in the hand of
Christ (Rev. i. 18), and as having in a portion
of it souls in torment (Luke xvi. 23).

" And in Hades he lifted up his eyes, being in tot-
menta."—Luke xvi. 23. (Revised Version.)

had-lhg, s. [Hade, v.]

Min. : A dip or inclination of a vein from
the perpendicular or vertical line of descent.

ha -dis, s. [Arab = new, newly-made.] Tradi-
tion, particularly with regard to the sayings

|
and doings of Mohammed. These traditions
are divided into two classes : (1) The sayings
of the prophet, and (2) the sayings bronght
by the angel Gabriel from heaven. (Catafago.)

hadj, s. [Haj.]

hadj'-ee, hadj -i, s. [Hajee, Haj.]

Had'-ley, s. [John Hadley, F.R.S., who in

1781 described the instrument called after
him, the real inventors of which, however,
are said to have been Newton and Godfrey.]

Hadley's quadrant or sextant, &
Optics: An instrument for measuring alti-

tudes. (Used principally at sea.) [Quad-
rant, Sextant.]

had-ro-sau'-riis, s. [Gr. <x6>6s (hadros) =
thick, stout, large, and cavpos (scmros)=a i

lizard.]

Palceont. ; A genus of Dinosaurian reptiles,
found in the Cretaceous rocks of North
America, and representing the Iguanodon or
the Old World.

hadsch'-y, s. [Hashish.]

hae, s. [Hae, v.] Possession, property.
(Scotch.)

hae, v.t. [Have, v.]

hse-ma-, hse-mat , hsem-a-to-, pre/.
[Lat., from Gr. al/xa (haima), genit. at/xaro?
(haimatos) = blood.] Consisting of or con-
taining blood ; resembling blood in colour or
any other respect. [Hema-.]

hae ma-chrome, s. [Pref. Tuxim-, and Gr.

Xp&na (chroma) - colour. ] [Hemachrome.]

hse-ma-dyn-a-mom'-e-ter, s. [Pref.
hcema-, and Eng. dynamometer (q.v.).J An
instrument for ascertaining the force of the
circulation of the blood ; haematorneter, hsema-
todynamometer. [Sphygmometer,]

hee'-ma-gogue, s. [Pref. hmma-, and Gr
ayoiyos (agogos) = leading, guiding, attracting,
evoking; dyio (ago) = to lead, to draw out.]

Pilar. : A medicine proposed by Nicolans
Myrepsus for promoting the menstrual and
hsemorrhoidal discharges ; any medicine for
those purposes.

hse'-mal, a. [Gr. alfia (haima) = blood ; Eng.
suff, -al.]

Anat. : Of or belonging to the blood, the
blood vessels, or the circulatory system.

hsemal-arch, s.

Anat. : An arch formed by the projection
forward of the ribs and the sternum to pr>'
tect the heart, &c.

haemal-canal, s.

Anat. : A canal surrounding the central con-
cavity of a vertebra. (Owen.)

haemal cavity, s.

Anat. : The cavity containing the heart, th»

jate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, j», oe= e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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great arteries, &c, with the respiratory and
digestive apparatus.

haemal-flexure, s.

Anat. : The bending towards the heart.

haemal-septum, 5.

Anat. : A septum in man partly constituting
the linea alba, and elsewhere separated into
two, as an investment of the visceral cavity
forming the transversalis, iliac, and pelvic
fasciae. (Quain.)

haemal-spine, s.

Anat. : A spine at one extremity of an ideal

typical vertebra, that at the other end being
the neural spine. (Owen.)

5e-mal-6'-pi-a> s. [Gr. al^d\u>\f/ (haima-
lops), as subst.= "a mass of blood ; as adj.,

looking like clotted blood, aiju-oAeds (haima-
leos)= bloody, blood-red, and 6\j/ (ops) — the
aye.]

Pathol. : An affection of the eye, in which
everything appears of a red colour.

e-man' thus, s. [Pref. hcema-, and Gr.
av8os (anthos) = a blossom, a flower.]

Bot. : A genus of AmaryllidaceEe, tribe

Amaryllese. The Hottentots are said to
poison their arrows by dipping them in the
viscid juice of the roots of Hcemanthus toxi-

carius.

»-ma-poph'-ys-is (pi. hse-ma-poph'-
y-se§), s. [Pref. ham(a)-, and Eng., &c.

apophysis (q.v.).]

Comp. Anat. : One of two side portions of a
typical vertebra, which are situated between
the centrum and the hsemal spine (q.v.).

pe-ma-stat -ic, u,. & s. [Hemastatic.]

ao-ma-stat'-ics, s. pi. [Hemastatic, B. 2.]

re-matf-, pref. [H^ema-.]

De ma tein, s. [Eng., &c. hcematin, with e

inserted simply to distinguish it from that
word (?).]

Chem, : CagH^Og. A substance obtained by
exposing a solution of hematoxylin in am-
monia to the air, and decomposing the am-
monium salts thus formed by acetic acid. It
is a red-brown powder, which gives a blue
solution when dissolved in potash,

se-ma-tem' e-sis, s. [Pref. hcemat- (q.v.),

and Gr. efieo-ts (emesis) = vomiting.]

Pathol. : Blood effused into the stomach, and
thence rejected, differing thus from haemopty-
sis, haemorrhage from the lungs (q.v.). It is

more frequent in later life than haemoptysis, but
may occur in the acute perforating ulcers of
the stomach in young women. It is frequently
associated with cancer, and other idiopathic
diseases, but is also traumatic, especially from
external violence.

8B-mat'-ict<i. & s. [Gr. atuaTiieds (liaimatikos)
= full of blood.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the blood

;

sanguine.

B. As substantive:

Medicine

:

1. Sing. : A medicine calculated to change
the condition of the blood.

2. PI. : The branch of medical science which
treats of the blood.

se -mat-in, s. [Pref. hcemat-, and suff. -in.

(Chem')]

Cfeem. : C34H34FeN405. Hjematosin (?). The
colouring matter of the blood. It contains

nearly 9 per cent, of iron. Obtained by the
action of dilute acids, alkalis, and haemoglo-

bin, which is decomposed into haematin, albu-

minoids, and fatty acids. Haematin is a dark
powder, but can be obtained in crystals.

se ma-tin -ic, ". [Eng. hcematin; -ic.]

Med. : An agent that augments the number
of red corpuscles or the haematin of the blood.

(Dunglison.)

BB-mat'-in-dne, s. [Gr. ui/xarivos' (haimati-

nos) = bloody ; Eng. suff. -one.] A red glass

known to the ancients, and used for mosaics,
ornamental vases, &c. ; it is mentioned by
Pliny, and occurs frequently in the ruins of

Pompeii. Its fine red colour, intermediate

between red-lead and vermilion, is due to red
oxide of copper, and is completely destroyed
by fusion. tHaematinone is opaque, harder
than common glass, has a conchoidal fracture,
andasp.gr. of 3'5. It contains no tin, and
no colouring matter, except cupreous oxide.
(Watts: Diet. Chem., iii. 3.)

has-mat-m-iir'-i-a, s. [Gr. oX^-drtvo<; (haima-
tinos) = bloody, and otpov (ouron) = urine.]

Pathol. : Urine containing colouring matter
and the albumen of blood, but without fibrin

or corpuscles.

hayma-tite, a. [Hematite.]

hae raa-to-, pref. [H,ema-.]

liae'-ma-to-cele, s. [Hematocele.]

hse-ma-to-coc'-cus, s. [Pref. hcemato-, and
Mod, Lat. coccus (q.v.).]

Bot. : A genus of Confervacese, sub-order
Palmelleae, tribe Protococcidae. Hcemaiococcus
salinus is one of two confervas which impart
a crimson colour to salt-water tanks adjacent
to the Mediterranean, and H. Noltii crimsons
the marshes of Sleswick. (Lindley.)

hse-ma-toc'-on-ite, s. [Pref. hamato- ,- Gr.
koi/ls (konis) — dust, and suff. -ite (Min.)
(q-v.).]

Min. : A variety of Calcite, coloured blood-
red, or brownish-red, by red oxide of iron.
Constitutes the Rosso Antico of Italy.

hse-ma-t6c'-ry-a,s.#Z. [Pref. hcemato- (q.v.),

and Gr. «puos (cru'os) = cold.]

Zool. : The name given by Sir Richard Owen
to the primary section of the Vertebrata
characterized by having the blood cold. It

contains three classes—Reptiles, Amphibia,
and Fishes. [H-ematotherma.]

hse-ma-tdc'-ry-al, a. & s. [Mod. Lat. hce-

matochjia) (q.v.) ;"Eng., &c. suff. -al.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Haema-
tocrya, or any one of them.

B. As most. ; A cold-blooded vertebrate.
(Owen.)

havma-to-crys'-tal-line, s. [H^emato-
GLOBIN.]

havma-td'-des, a. [Gr. atfiarcoSr}^ (haimatddes)

= looking like blood, blood-red ; Fr. hematode.]

Surg. : A kind of cancer of which the tissue
is soft, fungous, and ends in haemorrhage.

havma-to-dy-na-mom'-e-ter, s. [Pref.
hcemato-, and Eng" dynamometer (q.v.).] The
same as H^emadynamometer (q.v.).

hse-ma-to-glob'-u-llne, s. [Haemoglobin.]

haV-mat old, a. [Pref. hcemat- (q.v.), and Gr.
elSos (eidos)= appearance.]

Med., &c. : Having the appearance ot blood.
Thus there is a hsematoid cancer. [H^ma-

' TOI>ES.]

hse-mat-6id'-in, hse-mat-oid'-ine, s.

[Eng. hcematoid; suff. -in, -in'e(Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : A crystalline substance formed by
the decomposition of haematin.

havmat-Sl'-o-gy, hse-mat-d-ld-gi-a, s.

[Pref. hmmato-, and Gr. \6yo\ = a discours'e.]

Med. : A treatise on the blood.

lase-ma-to'-ma, s. [Mod. Lat, from Gr.
atjuaTooj (haimatoo) — to turn into blood.]

Pathol. : A tumour or fungus containing
extravasated blood.

hre-mat-om'-e-ter, s. [Pref. hcemato-, and
Gr. fierpov (metron) = a measure.] The same
as H^emadynamometer (q.v.).

hw-mat-d-po-dl'-nae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
hoematopus, genit. hcematopod(os) ; Lat. fern,
pi. adj. suff. -inoz.]

Ornith. : Oyster-catchers ; a sub-family of
Charadriidae (Plovers).

hce-mat'-o-pus, s. [Pref. hcemato-. and Gr.
ttous (pous)= a foot.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Haematopodinse. The bill is long,very straight,
contracted in the middle, and wedge-shaped
at the tip

;
the feet are three-toed. Hcematovus

ostralegus is a British bird, the Oyster-
catcher (q.v.).

has mat o-sln, $. [Haematin.]

hse Mia-to -sis, s. [Gr. alfjidTaicns (haimatosis)

(see def.), from aufxaTOdi (haimatoo) = to make
bloody, to stain with blood, to make into
blood ; Fr. Mmatose.]

1. The conversion of chyle into blood.

2. The conversion of venous into arterial

blood.

hae-mat- 6-sta -phis, s. [Pref. hcemato-, and
Gr. o-m^i's (staphis) = a dried grape, a raisin.]

Bot. : A genus of West African Anacardiaceae,
having grape-like eatable fruits.

havmat-6-ther'-ma, s. [Pref. hamato-, and
Gr. Oepfj.6? (thermos) =* hot.]

Zool. : The name given by Sir Richard Owen
to the primary section of the Vertebrata,
characterized by having the blood warm. It
contains two classes, Mammalia aDd Birds.
[H^ematocrya.]

hsa-mat-o-ther'-mal, a. & s. [Mod. Lat.
hozmcdotherm(a) ; Eng"., &c. suff. -al.}

Zoology

:

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the haeina-

totherma (q. v.).

B. As subst. : A warm-blooded vertebrate.
(Owen.)

hse-mat-Sx'-y-lin, t h»-mat-6x'-y-llne,
5. [Mod. Lat. hceniatoxyl(onJ; suff. -in, -ine

(Chem.).]

Chem.: CigH^Og. Also called hematin. A
crystalline substance contained in logwood
(Hcematoxylon Campechianum). It is soluble
in hot water, alcohol, and ether. It crystal-

lizes in pale yellow prisms, containing three
molecules of water. It is the colouring matter
of logwood. HHematoxylin, fused with caustic
potash, yields pyrogallic acid.

havmat-ox'-y-lon, s. [Pref. hcemato-f and
Gr. ^v\ov (xulon) = wood.]

Bot. : A genus of leguminous plants, sub-
order Caesalpiniese, tribe Leptolobieae. Hcema-
toxylon Campechianum is a tree of about 40
feet high, with pinnate leaves and racemes of
yellow flowers, which grows in the Bay of

Campeachy in Yucatan, whence it has been
introduced into the West Indies. It furnishes
logwood, used as a dye.

ha^-Hiat-o-zd'-a, 5. pi. [Pref. hcemato- (q.v.),

and Gr. fia (zoa), pi. of £a>oi> (zoon)~ a living

being, an animal.]

Pathol. : Living creatures alleged to have
been found in the blood. From the time of
Pliny instances have been brought forward of
such animals having been found in the blood.
Most of these seem to have been founded on
erroneous investigations, though some cases
of modern date seem to have been established.

Thus Bilharz discovered in Egypt, in 1851, an
entozoon, the Distoma hcematobium, since

called Bilharzia hcematobia; and Hexathyri-
dium venarum, called also Polystoma sangui-
cola, has been found in venous blood.

has-mat-iir'-i-a, s. [Pref. hcemat- (q.v.), and

Gr. oSpoc (ouron) ~ urine.]

Med. : Blood in the urine, generally from
kidney affections, or from direct injury, or
other causes.

hay-mic, a. [Pref, hcem- (q.v.) ; Eng., &c. suff.

-ic]

Anat., &c. : Of or belonging to the blood.
" A clot in one of the heart's cavities, giving rise to

an inorganic or functional /mzi/im; murmur."—Tanner;
Practice of Med. (7th ed.J, ii. 17.

hiB-mo-, pref [HjEma-.]

hEe-mdd~dr-a'-9e-flB, s. pi. [Mod. Lai hceme-

dor(um); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : Bloodroots ; an order of Endogens,
alliance Nnrcissales. It consists of herba-
ceous plants, with fibrous perennial roots aud
permanent sword - shaped equitant leaves

;

perianth generally woolly ; the calyx and the
corolla undistinguishable ; adherent stamens
three or six ; ovary generally three-celled, each
cell one, two, or many-seeded ; fruit capsular.

They occur in South America, the Cape of Good
Hope, Australia, &c. Described species thir-

teen, known species fifty. The order is divided
into three tribes, HEemodorese, ConostyleEe, and
Vellozieae.

oil. o6y; pout, jd%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ing.

clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious =± shus. -ble, -die. &c. - bel, del.
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hee-mo-dbr'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hmm-
dor(um); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Hot. : The typical tribe of HgemodoraceEe.
The perianth is smooth and short.

hBB-mod'-6r-um, s. [Pref. hcenw-, and Gr.

iwpof (doron) = a gift ; so named because it

produces a red flower.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Hamio-
dorefe, order H;emodorace£e (q.v.). The natives

of the Swan River eat the roots of Hcemodorvm
poniarfatum and H. spimtum.

hsB'-mo-glo-bin, s. [Pref. hr&no- ; Lat.

glob(vs), and suff. -in (Ckem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : An albuminoid substance, which
forms the chief part of the red corpuscles of

the blood of vertebrata. The defibrinated

blood is mixed with dilute alcohol : after

twenty-four hours the htemaglobin separates

out in viclet-red rhombic octohedra. It is

soluble in water, forming a red solution, and is

reprecipitated by alcohol. The aqueous solu-

tion of hsemaglobin has two absorption bands
in its spectrum, by which the presence of

blood can be detected. Hsemaglobin unites

with oxygen, forming a bright red colour in

solution : with carbon monoxide it gives a blue-

red colour. The colour of hsemaglobin is due
to hamatin.

hse'-mon-y, #. [Gr. cuyxtieto? (ha irrwnios) =
blood-red.]

Bot. : An unidentified plant described by
Milton. For def., see the extract. [Hemony.]

"The leaf was darkish, and had prickles on it,

But In another country, as he said,
Bore a bright golden flower, but not in this soil. . .

And yet more medicinal is it than that moly
That'Hermes once to wise Ulysses gave.
He called it htBmony, and gave it me,
And bade me keep it as of sovereign use
'Gainst all enchantments." Milton : Comus, G»9.

hse-mo-phll'-l-a, s, [Pref. harrno-, and Gr.
- ipiKCa (philia) =" love, aflectiftn ; Fr. hemo-
philic,]

Pathol. : The hemorrhagic diathesis, char-
acterized by an excessive tendency to sponta-
neous bleedings of various parts from very
slight, sometimes inappreciable causes, with
excess of red corpuscles, and great diminution
of fibrin. H.R.H. the Duke of Albany was
affected by haemophilia, which may have re-

motely conduced to his sudden death on
March 28, 1884.

" The best ascertained cause of Tuemophilia is heredi-
tary disposition." — Quain: Diet, of Medicine (1882),

p. 568.

hae-mop'-sis, s. [Pref. hmm(a)-, and Gr. oi/a?

(opsis) = look, appearance.]

Zool. : A genus of Annelids, order Hiru-
dinea. It contains the Horse-leech. Hcemopsis
sanguisorba. [Horse-leech.]

hse-mop'-ty-SlS, s. [Pref. hmmo-, and Gr.
itti/o-is (phisis) = a spitting, from tttuw (ptuo)
=. to spit]

Pathol. : "Spitting of blood" from the
lungs, a grave symptom in phthisis and some
other diseases. Recurrence is frequent, and
the quantity being large, a fatal result gener-
ally ensues. Syncope tends to retard this

and other hemorrhages, and ice, gallic and
sulphuric acids, &c, are indicated for re-

straining it, and particularly of late the injec-

tion of ergotine.

haemorrhage (pron.hem'-or-rag),s. [Lat.

h-cemorrhagia ; Gr. axp.oppa.yia (haimorrhagia)
(see def.). Gr. aXixa (haima) — blood, and payq
(Ww/r/e)=arent

;
priyvvp.i(rhegnumi)— to break,

to burst through.]

J'ftlh. : Bleeding from the heart, arteries,

capillaries, or veins, capillary haemorrhage
being the commonest form. Generally, though
not invariably, the vessels are ruptured. In a
solid organ it is called an extravasation,
lueinorrliagic infarction (in embolism), or
apoplexy. Hemorrhage from the nose is

known as epistaxis ; from the lungs, haemo-
ptysis ; from the stomach, hasmatemesis

;

from tlie female genitals, menorrhagia; from
the urine, hematuria ; from the bowels,
melama. The general indications for treat-

ment are to stop the bleeding and prevent its

recurrence.

hsent-or-rhag'-ic (ae as e), a. [Eng. hcem&r-
rktt§{e); -ic]

Pathol. : Of, belonging, or tending to hemor-
rhage,

"The hemorrhagic, Jlathesis. "—Tanner : Prod, of
Med. (7th ed.), i. 4.

hemorrhagic phthisis, s.

Pathol. : Phthisis (consumption) in which
there is a disorganization and disintegration
of blood-clots after pulmonaiy extravasation.

hsem'-or-rhold (£8 as e), s. [Lat. hcermorrhois

;

Gr. alp-oppoU (haimorrhois)
K

genit. al/u-oppotSos

(haimorrhoidos) — veins liable to discharge
blood ; hemorrhoids, piles.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

"'
1. A venomous worm, (Holland.)

2. (PI-)-' In the same sense as II. In the
Bible called Ernerods (q.v.).

II. Path. : The disease popularly called

piles, consisting of tumours, from the lower
part of the rectum or around the anus. They
frequently discharge blood.

hsem-or-rhoid'-al (se as e), a. [Eng., &c.

hoimorrlwid ; -al.]'

1. Anat. : Of or belonging to the veins in

the lower part of the rectum, or to the lower
part of the rectum itself. Thus there are

hemorrhoidal arteries, nerves, &c.

2. Path. : Of or belonging to the disease

called piles. [Hemorrhoid.]

hemorrhoidal plexus, s.

Anat. : Enlarged and copiously anasto-
mosing veins in the walls of the lower part of

the rectum, immediately underneath the
mucous membrane. (Quain.)

hse-mo-spas'-tic, a. [Pref. hcemo-, and Lat.
spasticus; Gr. o-TraoTiKos (spastikos) = stretch-
ing, drawing, from trirata (spao) = to draw.]

Surg. & Med. : Drawing blood. (Used of
anv therapeutic agent for producing an efflux

of blood.)

hae-mo-sta'-si-a, 5. [Gr. atu.6o-Ta.Tis (haimo-

stasis) = a means of stopping blood.]

Path. : Stagnation of blood arising from
plethora.

t hse-mo-stat'-i-ca, s. [Pref. homo- (q.v.),

and Gr. to-nj^it (histemi) = to make to stand.]

Phar. : A medicine designed to stop hemor-
rhage ; a styptic. [Styptic]

hse-mo-thbr'-ax, o. [Pref. homo-, and Eng.,
&c. thorax (q.y.).]

Path. : Hemorrhage into the pleura ; the
physical signs are those of pleuritic effusion,

pleurisy (q.v.), with the addition of blood in
the inflammatory state, generally from rup-
ture of some blood-vessel, as in aneurism, or
of carcinoma of the lung giving way into the
pleura.

hae-mot'-ro-phy, s. [Pref. Tuemo-, and Gr.
rpo^Tj (trophe)= nourishment ; rpe'^w (trephS)
= to make firm, to make fat, to nourish.]

Path. : Over-richness of the blood.

ntem'-u-lon, s. [Pref. Ikenut- (q.v.), and Gr.
ovKov (onion) = the gum. Named from the
red colour of the gums of the fish.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Scieneide, one species
of which is called in the Antilles Red Gullet.

haen, pa. par. [Have, v.]

haet, s. [Prob. a corrupt, of iota (q.v.).]
The least thing ; a jot ; an iota.

"Deil haet do I expect."—Scott ; Antiquary, ch. xliv.

* haf, v.t. [Have.]

* haf, pret. of v. [Heave, v.]

liaf-en-deale, adv. [Halfen-dele.]

haf'-fets, haf-fits, s. pi. [A.S. heafod =
the head.]

1. The sides of the head ; the temples.
"The gTey locks that straggled from heneath it down

his weatherbeaten haffets.—Scott : Heart of Mid-
Lothian, ch. xlii.

2. A blow on the side of the head ; a box of
the ears.

3. The fixed pari of a lid or cover to which
the movable part is hinged.

haf rle, v.i. [An imitative word.] To stam-
mer ; to speak unintelligibly ; to prevaricate

;

to waver.

haf -flin, haf-lin, half-lin, s. & a. [For
haljling, from, half; suff. -ling.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A stripling ; a lad.

2. A half-witted person.

II. Carp. : A trying-plane.

B. As adj. . Stripling ;
half-grown ; not

fully grown.
" My mother sent me. that was a hnifflin callant, U

show the stranger the gate."—Scott ; Guy JUamteriny,

ch. xi.

haf ' lins, half-lings, adv. [Halfliso.]

haf-nef-jor'-dite (j as y), s. [Named from
Htifnefjord, in Iceland, where it occurs.]

illin, ; A variety of oligoclase.

haft, heft, s. [A.S. haft = 3. handle; cogn.

with Dut. Iteft, hecht ; Icel. hefti; Ger. heft,

from the same root as A.S. habban; Icel. hafa;

Goth, hahan ; Lat. capio ~ to take hold of.]

1. A handle ; that part of an instrument
which is taken in the hand, and by which it

is used or held ; used especially of a knife or
tool.

" But yet ne fond I nought the haft,
Whiche might unto the blade accorde."

Qower: C. A., bk. iv.

2. A dwelling; custody.
"She came to fetch her out of ill haft and waw

guiding."

—

Scott: Heart of Mid-Lothian, ch. xvili.

haft (1), v.t. [Haft, s.]

1. To set or fix in a haft or handle.
* 2. To drive or force up to the haft or hilt.

"This mye blade in thye body should bee with
speediness Itafted."—Stanyhurst : Conceites, p. 143.

* 3. To settle ; to fix ; to establish as in a
residence.

Ye x>reached us . . . out o' this new city o'* refuge
afore our hinder end v
Old Mortality, ch. Viii

i weel hafted in it."—St

haft (2), v.i. [Etym. doubtful; cf. Ger.

haften = to cling or stick to.] To hesitate;

to delay ; to cavil ; to wrangle.

haft -er (1), s. [Eng. haft (s.) ; -er.] A work-
man who makes and fixes the hafts or handles
of knives, tools, &c.

*haft'-er (2), s. [Eng. Jiaft (2), v.; -er.] A
caviller ; a wrangler.

* haft ing, * haft-yng:, s. [Eng. haft (2),

v. ; -ing.] Delay ; cavilling ; wrangling.
"Without any farther hafting or holding oft"—

f. Holland : Ammianus Marcellintts, p. 275.

hag (1), * hagge, s. [A.S. Kcegtesse ; cogn.
with Ger. Tiaxe = a witch ; O. H. Ger. h&zissa;
M. H. Ger. hacTce. The A.S. is probably from
kaga = a hedge or bush.]

L Ordinary Language :

* 1. (In the masculine gender) : A wizard.
"And that old hag [Silenus] that with a staff hia

staggering limbs doth stay."
Golding : Ovid ; Metamorphoses iv.

2. A witch ; a sorceress.
" The buried Prophet answered to the Hog
Of Endor." Byron : Manfred, ii. 2.

3. A fury ; a she-monster or devil.
" Fierce fiends and hags of bell their only nureea

were." Thomson : Castle of Indolence, i. 73.

4. An ugly old woman.
" But such a hag to paradise conveyed,
Had withered by her looks the blissful shade."

Hoole : Orlando Furioso, xliii. 093.

* 5. A kind of luminous or phosphoric light

or fire appearing on horses' manes, hair, &c.

II. Ichthy. : The name given by fishermen
to a fish, Myxine glutinosa or Gastrobranchus
eweus, so low in organization that Linnaaus
considered it a worm in place of a vertebrate
animal. The mouth has cirri or tentacles;
there is but one tooth, and the eyes are want-
ing. The Hag is a parasite within the bodies
of other fishes. It is believed to bore, hence
it is sometimes named the Borer. It occurs
in Britain. It is called more fully the Gluti-
nous Hag, from the quantity of mucus which
it secretes, and which, could it be obtained in
quantities, would be of economic value.

* hag-born, hag-borne, a. Born of a
witch or hag. (Shakesp. : Tempest, i 2.1

hag-fish, s. [Hag(i).]

hag-ridden, a. Suffering from or afflicted

with the nightmare. (Lit. &fig.)
"Was I his Arm, his Thunderbolt? And now,
Must I, hag-ridden, pant as in a dream?"

Coleridge : 1 Zapolya, i.

* hag-seed, s The seed or descendant 01

a hag. (Shakesp : Tempest, i. 2.)

hag-taper, a. [Hio-taper.]

hag-weed, s. Besom-weed.

Sate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; got pit
©a:, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw«
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hag's-teeth, hake's-teeth, s. pi.

Naut: Apart of a matting, pointing, &c,
nterwoven with the rest in an irregular man-

ler, so as to spoil the general appearance and
iniformity of the whole.

i,g (2), s. [A variant of hack (q.v.).]

1. A stroke with a sharp and heavy instru-

ment, as an axe or chopping-knife.

2. A notch. " He may strike a hag in the

post," is a proverbial phrase applied to one

who has been very fortunate.

3. One cutting or felling of a certain quan-

tity of copse wood.

4. The wood so cut clown.
" Edward learned from her that the old hag, . . .

was simply a portion of oak copse which was to be

felled that day. —Scott : Wavcrley, ch. x.

5. Mossy ground ; a quagmire.
" Owre mony a weary hag he liinpit."

Burns : Tarn Samson's Elegy.

i&g (3), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A bachelor ; a

fellow.

hag (1), v.t [Hag (1), s.] To frighten; to

harass ; to torment ; to annoy.

"The timorouB man, -whose nature is thus hogged

with frightful imaginations of invisible powers.' —
Scott : Christian Life, pt. ii., ch. ni.. § 2.

ag (2), v.t [Hag (2), s.) To cut, fell, or hew
down.

O-ga'-da, s. [Heb. ITUn (hagadah) — said,

reported ; Aramaic Hjat? (agadah), from 13|

(7iag«rf)= inHiphil,topointout]
to announce,

to proclaim, to say.]

Hebrew Lit. : A branch of the Midrash, or

most ancient Jewish exposition of the Old

Testament. It extends over the whole of

these sacred books, and is homiletic and
poetical. (Ginsburg.)

ta-gad'-ic, a. [Heb., «fcc. hagad(a) (q.v.), and
sutf. -ic]

Hebrew Lit. : Of or belonging to the hagada.

hagadic- exegesis, s. Homiletic exe-

gesis, or interpretation of the Old Testament,

a part of the Midrash. It must be distinguished

from the Halachic or Legal exposition.

[Halachic]
" Hence the term Midrashic. or Hagadic-exegesis, so

commonly used in Jewish writings, by which is meant
an interpretation in the spirit of those national and
traditional views. "—Kitto's Envy. (3rd ed.), iii. 16".

iag'-ber-ry, s. [Frob. Prov. Eng. hag =
hedge, and berry.]

Bot. : (1) Cerasus Padus; (2) Celtis crassifolia.

'' hag -but, s. [Hackbut.]

* hagbut-man, s. A soldier armed with
a hagbut or arquebnse.

"All the German hagbut-mcn."
Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, iv. c.

lage'-man-nite, s. [From Dr. Hagemann,
who first described it in 186U.]

Min,: A variety of Thomsenolite, constitu-

ting altered cryolite from Greenland. Hage-
man describes it as Dimetric Pachnolite, it

being found with that mineral. Di*na called

it Thomsenolite, of which in the Brit. Mus.
Cat. it is recognized as a variety.

lag'-ga-i, s. [Heb. 'an (ChMggai or Haggai).

The name means festive, and is from >rr

(chhag, or hag) = a festival ; Sept. 'Ayyato?

(Aggaios).]

Scrip. Canon: The tenth of the twelve
minor prophets. Of the seer himself nothing
is known. His book has always been regarded
as canonical. The several dates are all in the

second year of Darius the king—i.e., of Darius
Hystaspes, b.c. 520. The prophet aims at

inducing the people without delay to resume
the rebuilding of the temple which had been
commenced in 535, the second year of Cyrus,

but had been discontinued, owing to Samaritan
and other opposition. Haggai predicted that

the glory of the latter temple should be greater

than that of its splendid predecessor, a pro-

phecy which most expositors believe to refer

to the first advent of Christ (ii. 7, 9). Verse

is quoted in Heb. xii. 26.

hag'-gard (1), * hag-ard, a. & $. [Fr.

7ia<j«rd=livinginahedge, wild, untamed, from

M. H. Ger. hag, O. H. Ger. hoc = a hedge.]

A. As adj. : Wild ; untamed ; fierce ; in-

tractable.
" As hagard hawk, presuming to contend

With hardy fowle." Spenser : F. <}.. I. xi. 19.

B. As substantive:

1. A wild or untrained hawk.
" The falcon, the falcon gentil, and the haggard, are

made distinct species. ' —Pennant; British Zoology;
Lanner.

2. Any thing fierce, wild, or intractable.
" I have loved this proud disdainful haggard."

Shakesp. : Taming oftlie Slirew, iv. i.

3. A hag.

hag'-gard (2), a. [A corrupt, of hagged
(q-v-)-1 Having the appearance of one wasted
away by pain or suffering; wan, pale, gaunt.

" The huge and haggard shape."
Longfellow: Discoverer of the North Cape.

hag'-gard (3), hag-garth, s. [Eng. hay, and
Mid. Eng. garth = a yard or inclosure.] A
stack-yard.

"All to your haggard brought 30 cheap in."
Swift : Dr. Delany's Villa.

hag'-gard-ly, adv. [Eng. haggard (2), a.

;

-ly.] In a haggard, wan, or gaunt fashion.
" How haggardly soe'er she looks at home."

Drydcn : Juvenal, sat. vi..

* hag'-ged, a. [Eng. hag (1), s. ; -ed.] Like
a hag or witch ; hag-like, haggard, ugly.

" The ghostly prudes with hagged face."
Gray : A Long Story.

hag'-gis, hag-gess, s. [Fr. liachis = a
hash ; cf. hag, v. = to chop, or cut.]

1. A sheep's head and pluck minced.

2. A Scotch dish, made of liver, lights,

heart, &c, minced with onions, boiled in a
sheep's stomach. It is round in shape, hence
the point of the quotation.

" Even a haggis (God bless her !) could charge down
hill."

—

Scot t : Waverley, ch. xlvi.

*hag'-gish, «. [Eng. hag (I), s. ; -ish.] Per-
taining to or resembling a hag ; hag-like,

ugly, deformed, wrinkled.
" But on us both did haggish age steal on."

Shakesp.: All's Well That Ends Well, i. 2.

* hag'-glSh-ly, adv. [Eng. haggish; -ly.] Iu

a haggish or haglike manner.

^hag'-gle (1), v.t. [A weakened form of

hackle, a frequent, from hack (q.v.).] To cut,

chop, notch, or hack ; to cut unskilfully ; to

mangle.
" Suffolk first died, and York all haggled o'er,

Comes to him." Slutkesp. : Henry \'„ iv. 6.

hag'-gle (2), v.i. [Prob. for hackle, a frequent.

of hack: cf. Dut. hakkelen = to mangle, to

stammer.] To; be long or tedious in coming
to a bargain ; to higgle ; to cavil or stick at a

price on small matters

.

" Haggling with the greedy, making up quarrels."—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

hag'-gler (1), s. [Eng. Jiaggl(e) (I) ; -«-.] One
who hacks or cuts anything unskilfully ; a

mangier.

hag'-gler (2), s. [Eng. haggl(e) (2) ; -en]

1. One who haggles or is long in agreeing to

a price ; a higgler.

2. A travelling merchant ; a retail dealer ; a

pedlar.

"Horses, on which haglers used to ride and carry

their commodities."—Fuller : Worthies; Dorsetshire

3. In London vegetable markets a middle-

man, acting- between the producer and the

retail dealer.

* haghes, * hagues, *. [Haggis.]

* hag'-i-ar-chy, s. [Gr. av:os (hagios) =
holy, and apxn (a rc/te) = government, rule.]

The government or rule of holy orders of

men ; a sacred government.

hag-i-oc'-ra-cy, s. [Gr. a-ytos (hagios) =
holy, andKpaTe(o(fcra£eo)=toruleorgovern.] A
sacred government ; a hierarchy ; the rule or

government of the priesthood.
" The intention of the ancient law was over-stepped

in the late days of the hagiacracy."—Ewald : Antiq.

Israel (ed. Solly), p. 81.

* hag'-l-O-graph, s. [Gr. ayios (hagios) =
holy, and yponjnq (graphe) = a writing.] A holy

or sacred writing.

hag-I-dg'-raph-a, s.pl. [PI. of Gr. aytdypa^os
(liagiographos) = written by inspiration ; Gr.

a-ytos (hagios) = holy, and ypd<f>oj (grapho) = to

write.]

Script. Canon ; A Greek word, signifying

sacred writings, first introduced by Epipha-
nius as the rendering of the Hebrew word
C^TIS (Kethubhim) = writings. The third

and last great division of the Old Testament

books, the others being Torah (the Law) and
Nebiim (the Prophets). The division does not
occur in the Old Testament itself. It is pro-
bable that the writings were originally called
as they are in the prologue to Ecclesiastes,

the "other writings." The three-fold division
is alluded to in the New Testament, the
several parts being described as "the law of
Moses," "the Prophets," and "the Psalms"
(Luke xxiii. 44). In this passage the Psalms
are the Hagiographa. When the division is

two-fold, the Law and the Prophets, the
Hagiographa are merged in the second cate-

gory "(Matt. v. 17, xi. 13). In our present
Hebrew bibles the Hagiographa consist of
thirteen books thus arranged : Psalms, Pro-
verbs, Job, Song of Songs, Ruth,dLamenta-
tions, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Danftl, Ezra,
Nehemiah, and 1 and 2 Chronicles. H

hag-i-dg'-ra-phal t a. [Eng. hagiogmpli(y)

;

-al.] Of or pertaining to hagiogrannv or the
hagiographa.

hag-i-Sg'-ra-pher, s, [Eng. hagiograph(a)

;

-£?•,] A holy"writer ; a writer of holy or sacred
books of the lives of the saints ; one of the
writers of the hagiographa.

hag-i-6g'-ra-phy, s. [Gr. ayio? (hagios) =
devoted to "the gods, sacred; ^of persons) =
holy, pious, pure, and Ypa^ (graphe) = a
writing.] A writing or history treating of
holy people ; hagiology (q.v.).

hag-i-dl'-a-try, s. [Gr. a-yios (hagios) = de-

voted to the gods, holy, pious, and Korpela,

(httreui) = worship ; Aarpeuto (latreud) = to
serve the gods with prayers and sacrifices.] •

1. Ch. Hist. & Roman Theol.: [Invocation
of Saints].

2. Compar. Religion: The highest form of

manes-worship (q.v.), itself one of the great

branches of the religion of mankind. Hagio-
latry, in some form or other, exists in nearly
every religion, and shows how deeply seated

and 'widespread is the belief in the continuity
of the human race. In the hagiolatry of the

Roman Church, the student of the science of

religion sees the agency which prompted
the ancient Romans to deify Romulus, and
which still leads the Chinese to sacrifice to

the spirit of Confucius. The worship of

saints answers strictly to the old manes-wor-
ship, and they gradually replaced the old

local gods and the patron gods of particular

crafts. Thus St. Cecilia is the patron of musi-
cians. St. Luke of painters, St. Peter of fish-

mongers, St. Sebastian of archers, St. Crispin

of cobblers. In fact every trade or profession

has its patron saint, whilst devotion to certain

other saints is declared to be a preservative

against certain bodily ills ; thus St. Vitus pro-

tects his clients from the disease which bears

his name ; St. Hubert cures the bite of mad
dogs, and so on. Tylor (Primitive Culture, ii.

Ill) relates a curious example, showing how
the functions ascribed to ^Esculapins were
transferred to SS. Cosmas and Damian. They
suffered under Diocletian at Mg&ai, in Cilicia.

That town was celebrated for a temple of

iEculapius. The next we hear of these saints

is that they appeared in a dream to Justinian,

when lie was ill at Byzantium, and restored him
to health. Legend settles that they were

physicians on earth, and they are the patron

saints of the profession of medicine to this day.

[Hero-worship.]
"As to the actual state of hagiolatry in modern

Europe, it is obvious that it is declining among the
educated classes."—Tylor; Primitive Ctdtare, ii. 111.

kag-i-ol'-o-gist, s. [Eng. hagiolog(y); -ist.]

A writer of hagiology ; one who writes or

treats of the lives of the saints of any faith.

" Quite consistent with the haMts of the Buddhist
theologians and hagiologists."—Tylor : Primitive Cul-

ture (1871), ii 199.

hag-i-Sl-6-gy, s. [Gr. a-yios (hagios)= holy,

andX6yos(fo(70s) = adiscourse.][HAGiOGRAPHY.]

Any work on the lives of saints ; used

specially of the Roman Catholic biographies,

legendary or historical, of Christian saints.

Nearly the same as Hagiography (q.v.).

" hag'-l-o-scdpe, s. [Gr. ayios (hagios) =
holy, and oxoirc'w (skopeo) = to see.]

Arch. : An opening through the wall of a

Roman Catholic Church, in an oblique direc-

tion, for the purpose of enabling persons in

the transept or aisles to see the elevation of

the host at the high altar ; a squint (q.v.).

" They do not usually have hagioscopes from which

the performance of mass could be seen."—Notes <t

Queries, Oct. 14. 18S2, p. 301.

6il. hoy; pout, jorW; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t

cian, -tian = shan. tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, - tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, <fcc. = bel, del,
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*hag,

-ship, s. [Bng. hag; -ship.} The state

or condition of a hag ; a title applied to a

hag.

"Oh, 'tis the charm her liagship gave me."
Muldleton : Witch, ii 2.

*hague-but, a. [Hackbut.]

hah, inter}. [Onomatopoetic] An exclama-

tion or expression denoting surprise, sudden
effort, &c.
"She stamps, and theii cries hah I at every thrust."

Dryden : Juvenal, sat. vi.

ha' ha, s. [A redupl. of luiw = a hedge.] A
sunk fence or ditch ; a haw-haw.

hai - dmg' - er - ite, s. [Named after W.
Haidingftr.]

Mineralogy

:

1. Thdt of Turner : An orthorhombic, white,

transparent or translucent, sectile mineral of

vitreous lustre. Hardness, 1*5 to 2-5 ; sp. gr.,

2-85. Compos. : arsenic acid, 58*1
; lime,

28'3 ; water, 13*6 = 100- From Baden or

Joachimsthal. (Dana.)

2. That of Berthier : The same as Berthier-
ite (q.v.).

hai- duck, hey'- duck, hey'- due, s.

[Hung, hajduk = drovers.] A name given to

the halberdiers of Hungarian nobles and
attendants in German courts ; formerly a

mercenary foot soldier in Hungary.
"I learned the art from a Polonian heyduck."—Scott :

Legend of Montrose, ch. xiii.

' haie, [Hay.] A hedge.

haik, s. [Arab, hdik, from hako = to weave.]
A piece of woollen or cotton cloth worn by
Arabs over the tunic, and under the bnrnoose

;

a hyke.

hail, * haile, * hayl, * hayle, s. [A.S.

hagal, luigol; cogn. with Icel. hagl; Ger.,

Dut., Dan., & Sw. hagel]

Physics& MeteoroL: Ice, generally ofglobular

form, or consisting of various globules ce-

mented together, showers of which fall from
the sky. Its descent is heralded and accom-
panied by a peculiar noise. It does not often

fall at night. In Britain it is most frequent
in spring and summer ; if it falls in winter, it

is at the beginning and end of it rather than
during its depth. It is often the precursor of

storms. As a rule it acts within a line of con-

siderable length, but of very limited breadth.

The exact method of the formation in the sky
is not quite understood.

* hail-mixed, a. Mingled with hail.

" The drifted turbulence
Of liaU-mixed snows." Mallet.

hail (1),
* haile, * hail-en, * hayl, v.i.

kt. [Hail, s.]

A. Intrans. : To pour down hail.

"My people shall dwell tu a peaceable habitation,
when it shall haU."—Isaiah xxxli. 19.

B. Trans. : To pour down or out, as hail.

" He hailed down oaths that lie was only mine."
Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, 1. 1.

f heile, * heil-en, * heyl-yu,
[Formed from Icel. heill = hale,

hail (2),

v.t. &
sound.]
1 A. 1 ransitive :

1. To call to, as to a person at a distance to

arrest his attention; specif., of a ship for

purposes of communication.
" But ere he came, like one that hails a ship,

Cried out with a big voice, ' What, is he dead ?'

'

Tennyson: Geraint& Enid, 1,389.

2. To designate ; to call ; to address as.

"I gained a son,

And such a son as all men hailed me happy."
Milton : Samson Agonutes, 854.

3. To welcome, to salute.
" The ravished crowds shall hail their passina; lord."

I'itt : Vida; Art of Poetry, bk. i.

B. Intransitive:

Naut. : Applied to a vessel with respect to

the port from which she sails : as, A ship hails

from London ; hence, generally, to come : as,

He hails from New York.

hail, a., interj., & s. [Hale, a.]

* A. As adj. : Hearty, whole, and sound.

B. As interj. : An exclamation of greeting,

welcome, or salutation.

"Bail, sable power,
To me more dear than riches and renown !"

Smollett : Regicide, liL 1.

C. As subst. : A salutation, a greeting, a

welcome.

Hail-Mary, s.

Ecclcs. & Ch. Hist. : The best known and
most general form of prayer which the Roman
Church makes use of in honour of the Blessed
Virgin. It consists of three parts : the Salu-

tation of the angel, "Hail, Mary! full of
grace, the Lord is with thee" (Luke i. 28);
and the words of Elizabeth, " Blessed art thou
amongst women, blessed is the fruit of thy
womb" (Luke i. 42), to which has been
added the word Jesus ; and the conclusion,
" Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us

sinners, now and at the hour of our death.

Amen." Some theologians have held that the

latter part was added by the Council of Ephe-
sus [a.d. 431], that the petition as far as

"sinners" dates from 1508, and that the re-

mainder is of still later date, and of Franciscan

origin. (Goachler.) The Hail Mary now finds

a place in many Ritualistic books of devotion.

hail (2), s. [Hail (2), v.] A call ; an address

of welcome or salutation.

1 Within hail : Within the reach of the

voice ; within call.

* hail-fellow, s. An intimate acquaint-

ance ; one in intimate companionship.

K At hail-fellow : Very intimate ; on terms
of the closest intimacy.

haill, a. [Hale.] Whole, sound, entire.

" An ye wad ever hae a haill bane in your skin, let's

out man, let's out."- Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. xlviii.

*hailse, v.t. [Icel. heilsa = to salute, to say

hail to; Sw. helsa.] To salute, to hail, to

greet, to embrace.
" I haiXsed him kindly. alB i kowth,
He auswerd me mildeli with mowth."

Ywaine & Gawine. [Ritson, voL i,)

* hail-shot, 5. [Eng. hail, and shot.] Small

shot scattered like hail. (P. Holland: Plu-

tarch, p. 477.)

hail- some, hale' -some, a. [Eng. hail,

hxde ; -some.] Wholesome; contributing to

health.

hail'-stone, s. [Eng. hail, and stone.] One
of the stony-like bodies consisting of frozen

water, which, descending from the sky, con-

stitute hail.
" You are no surer, no.

Than is the coal of fire upon the ice,

Or hailstone in the sun."
Shakesp. : Coriolanus, i 1.

hail'-Storm, s. [Eng. hail, and storm,.] A
storm or heavy fall of hail.

hail'-y, a. [Eng. hail (1), s. ; -y.] Consisting
of or resembling hail.

" A rattlinp tempest pours,
Which the eold North congeals to haily showers,"

Pope: Statins; Thebais i. 495.

hain, v.t. & i. [Icel. 1tagna = to hedge, to

enclose, to protect.]

A. Transitive:

1. To set aside or inclose for mowing.

2. To spare, to save.

"Wi' tentie care I'll n't thy tether,
To some liain'd rig."

Burns : Auld Farmer's Salutation,

B. Intrans. : To be sparing, saving, or par-
simonious.

hain'-ous, a. [Heinous.]

hair, *haire, *heer, *her, *here, s.

[A.S. hair, her; cogn. with Dut. haar; Icel.

hdr ; Dan. lutar; Sw. har.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally ;

(1) In the same sense as II. 1.

"The Indians of Tancuylabo weare their huire long
downe to their knees."—Ilackluyt : Voyages, iii. 459.

*(2) A kind of cloth or garment made of
haircloth,

" And therto she had on an haire."
Romaunt of the Rose.

(3) A singlo filament of hair.

"And beauty draws us with a single hair."
Prpe : Rape of the Lock, ii. 28.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Anything proverbially small or fine ; a
very small distance or degree. [Hair-
breadth.]

"If I swerve a. hair from truth."
Shakesp : Troilus & Cressida, iiL 2.

* (2) Course, direction, order, tendency,
grain (from the hair naturally falling in a
certain direction).

" If you should fight, you go against the hair of your
profession. "—Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, ii. 3.

II. Technically:

1 Anat.&Phys.: The structure is analogous

to that of the teeth, the hair-follicle being an

inversion of the skin, as the tooth-follicle is of

the mucous membrane, and is formed like

dentine by the conversion of pulp enclosed m
a follicle, the external and densest part being

the bulb, the soft interior the pulp. Hairs,

like the nails, are horny protuberances from

the epidermis, and show two parts, the corti-

cal or investing (horny), and ;the medul-

lary (the pithy interior), varying in differ-

ent animals, from the hedge-hog and porcu-

pine to the musk-deer. Human hair is com-

posed of a tube of horny fibrous substance,

with a central medulla enclosing pigment
cells ; outside all are scales like tiles on a roof,

forming delicate lines on the hair-surfaces,

transverse, oblique, or spiral. Emotion has

been known to turn the hair white in a single

night, but of all the animal tissues it is the

most durable, being found very perfect in

Egyptian mummies nearly 4,000 years old.

If Darwin points out an apparent correlation

between hair and teeth.

2. Bot. : Minute transparent filiform acute

processes, composed of cellular tissue more
or less elongated, and arranged in a single row.

They are formed by the epidermis, and may
consist of a single cell, a cell-row, a cell-sur-

face, or a cell-mass. They may, on the one

hand, be simple or lymphatic ; or, on the

other, may be glandular. They are of various

types : thus there may be stellate, scabrous,

uncinated hairs, &c.

3. Comm. : Curled hair for stuffing sofas,

cushions, &c, is carded by hand-cards, which
straighten, disentangle, and clean it ; this is

taken in bunches and spun into a rope, the

next top, as the bunch is called, being inter-

placed with the loose strands of the former.

The rope is wound on a wheel, and the coil

steeped in water for three or four hours, and
dried in a hot oven. The ropes are then un-

twisted, the hairs torn apart, and are ready to

form stuffing. Curled-hair cords are also used
for clothes-lines, and when fine for fishing-

lines. Long and fine horse-hairs are used for

the bows of violins and other instruments of

this class ; also for making hair-cloth (q.v.).

4. Fire-arms: A spring or other contrivance
in one form of rifle or pistol-lock, which is

freed by the hair-trigger, and, striking with
the tumbler-catch, releases the tumbler.

U (1) Not worth a hair : Of no value.

(2) To a hair : To an extreme nicety.

(3) To split liairs : To cavil or quibble about
trifles ; to be over-nice.

(4) Both of a hair : Both alike.

hair-bracket, s.

Ship-build. : A moulding which is inserted

at the back of or runs aft from the figure-

head.

hair-brained, a. [Hare-brained.]

hair-branch, a.

Bot. : Having villose branches.

Hair-branch tree

:

Bot. : Trichocladus crinitus, a Cape genua of

the Hamamelidacese.

hair-breadth, *haire-breadth,s. &a.

A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The breadth or diameter of

a hair ; a very small or minute distance,

amongst the Jews reckoned at Jg- of an inch.

2. Bot. : The twelfth part of a line. (Lind*

ley.) A third of the Jewish estimate. [1.]

" Seven hundred chosen men left-handed could sling

stones at an hair-breadth, and not miss."

—

Judges xx. 16.

B. As adj. : Of the breadth of a hair; ex-

ceedingly narrow or close.

" His hair-breadth 'scaues and all his daring schemes."
Cotvper : Tirocinium, 230.

hair-broom, a. A broom or brush made
of hair.

hair-brush, s. A brush for dressing and
smoothing the hair ; they are made of bristles
assorted by colour, strength, and quality, and
put up in a superior manner, hard, soft, or
silky, according to purpose or taste. The
better class are trepanned, a mode of fastening
the bunches without gluing a veneer over the
wires.

hair-cells, s. pi.

Anat. (Of the. ear): Epithelial cells sul-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, oe — e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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mounted by a brush of fine, short, stiff

hairlets. There are two rows of them. The
outer hair-cells are parallel to, and the inner

ones applied against the inner side of the rods

of Corti in the ear.

hair-compass, s. A pair of dividers,

one of the legs of which is provided with a

set screw and spring, admitting of very nice

adjustment.

hair-cord, s.

Fabric : A kind of cotton goods, the warp of

which consists of corded ribs.

hair-divider, ». [Hair-compass.]

hair-dresser, s. One whose trade is to

dress and cut the hair ; a barber.

hair-dye, s. A preparation used for dye-

ing or altering the colour of the hair.

hair-flag, s.

Bot. : The genus Plocamiura.

hair-glove, s. A glove or covering for

the hand, used for rubbing the skin while in

the bath.

hair-grass, s.

Bot. : The genus Aira (q.v.).

* hair-lace, * here-lace, s. A fillet or

band for tying up the hair. (Skelton : Elinour
Mumming.)

hair-lichen, s.

Pathol. : Lichen pilaris, a species of lichen

in whieh the papulee appear only at the roots

of the hairs. It is often due to derangement
of the stomach, especially from the abuse of

alcoholic liquors.

hair-like, a. Like or resembling hair

;

very tine.

hair-line, *.

L The fine line or up-stroke of a letter.

2. A kind of type having all fine face-lines.

3. A fishing-line of horse-hair.

"hair-needle, s. A hair-pin (q.v.).

hair-oil, s. Perfumed oil used in dressing
the hair.

hair-pencil, s. A fine brush for paint-
ing. Small tufts of hair inserted into quills.

.The hairs of the camel, fitch, sable, badger,
squirrel, martin, minever, European polecat,
raeeoon, goat, and other animals, are used for
brushes of different qualities. A small tuft of

' the hairs is collected with the points all in one
direction, and the bunch is bound with a
strong threadj and passed point first through
a wet quill, so that the point projects to the
required distance. The quill shrinks tightly
upon the bunch in drying. The various sizes
require the quills of the crow, pigeon, goose,
turkey, or swan. Larger bunches are secured
in tin. Principally used by artists in water-
colours, and to some extent by house and sign
painters in fine work.

hair-picker, s. A machine for cleansing
and straightening hair for manufacturing pur-
poses.

hair-pin, s.

L A pin used in fastening up the hair. A
corking-pin.

2. A forked pin commonly used by ladies in
securing the braids or bands of hair.

hair-pointed, a.

Bot. : Terminating in a very fine weak point,
as the leaves of many mosses.

hair-pyrites, $
Min. : A native sulphuret of nickel which

occurs in capillary filaments of a yellow-gray
colour.

hair-rope, a. A rope made of hair twisted

,. together.

Hair-rope picker : A machine for unwinding
and picking to pieces hair-rope which has been
twisted, wetted, and baked to give a perma-
nent curl to the hair.

hair-salt, s,

Min. : The name given by the workmen in

the mines of Idria in Carniola to Epsoniite,

which there occurs in silky fibres.

hair-seating, s. A kind of hair-cloth

mixed with cotton interwoven, used for the

seats of chairs, couches, &c.

hair-shaped, «.

Botany

:

1. The same as filiform, but more delicate,
so as to resemble a hair.

2. Finely ramified ; used of the inflorescence
of some grasses. (Lindley.)

hair-shirt, s.

Eccles. & Ch. Hist. : The hair-shirt is an in-

strument of penance, made of horse-hair

;

strictly speaking it is a broad band rather
than a shirt, and is worn round the loins,

affording the wearer continual occasion of
mortification. Ascetic writers strongly recom-
mend it as a remedy for temptations against
purity. Roman theologians see in Ps. xxxv.
13 the first instance of its use. Formerly the
practice of wearing such uncomfortable gar-
ments was much more common, even among
the laity, than it is in what ascetic writers
call " these effeminate times," when the use
of the_hair-shirt is confined to the severer re-
ligious orders. Among the Carthusians it

forms part of each monk's ordinary apparel.

hair-side, s.

Leatlier-man. : The grain side.

hair-sieve, s. A sieve or strainer with a
haircloth bottom.

hair-space, ».

Print. ; The thinnest space used by printers.

hair-splitter, s. One who makes very
minute or nice distin ctioris

.

"It Is not the cavilling hair-splitter.

"

—Be Quincey ;

Autobiog. Sketches, i. 61.

hair-splitting, s. & a.

A. As subst. : The act or practice of making
or insisting upon very minute distinctions in

argument.

B. As adj. : Given to making very minute
distinctions in argument

;
quibbling.

hair-spring, s.

Horol. : The recoil spring of a watch-ba-
lance. It is made of fine steel wound upon
reels like thread. To the naked eye it is a
round hair, but under a glass it is seen to be a

flat steel ribbon, about yJ^ of an inch in

thickness, or about one-half the thickness of

an average human hair. In a straight line it

is a foot long, it weighs TTioo of a pound
Troy.

hair-streak, s.

Entom. : The English name of the butterfly

genus Thecla, which belongs to the Lycsenidae.

The Black Hair-streak is TJiecla W. album;
the Brown Hair-streak, T. betulce ; the Dark
Hair-streak, T. pruni; the Green Hair-streak,

T. rubi; and the Purple Hair-streak, T.

quercus.

hair-stroke, s. A hair-line iu penman-
ship ; a ceriph.

hair-tail, s.

Ichth. : The genus Trichiurus, which belongs

to the Cepolidae, or Ribbon Fishes. The Silvery

Hair-tail, Trichiurus leptunts, is sometimes
twelve feet long. It inhabits the Atlantic, and

has been taken on the British coast.

hair-trigger, s. The secondary trigger

of a gun, whose movement is effected by a

very slight force, and unlocks a secondary

spring device called a hair. [Hair, II. 4.]

hair-worker, s. One who makes brace-

lets, brooches, earrings, &c, out of human
hair.

hair's-breadth, s. The same as Hair-
breadth (q.v.).

hair -bell, #. [Harebell. ]

hair -cloth, s. [Eng. hair, and cloth.] Stuff

or cloth made wholly or in part of hair, and

used for the covering of chairs, couches,

cushions, &c. In the form of a shirt it was
formerly much used in penance. Horse-hair

for the manufacture of haircloth is principally

derived from South America. It is first sorted

according to colour, and then hackled. A
number of tufts are then placed between the

teeth of two cards, and the longer hairs re-

moved by hand, so as to leave only those of

uniform length. Hair is curled by forming it

into a rope, which is afterwards boiled, and
then baked so as to set the kink in the hairs.

Haircloth is made from the longer and better
varieties. The hair is first dyed, usually of a
black colour, and is merely employed as the

weft of the cloth, the warp being composed of

cotton or linen thread, according to quality
and purpose.

"They stopped the mine between© when they lUt,
one while with sacks' anil haircloth, otherwhiles with
dores."

—

P. Boliand; Livius, p. 986.

haircloth-loom, s. The warp of the
web is of black linen yarn ; the hair weft is

thrown with a long hooked boxwood shuttle,

or a long rod having a catch hook at its end.
The weaver passes the shuttle through the
shuttle-way when it is opened by the treadles

;

a child presents a hair to the catch of the
shuttle, and the weaver draws it through the
shed and beats it up by two motions of the
batten. The hairs are laid in a trough of

water to keep them supple. The warp is

dressed with paste, and the haircloth is well
hot-calendered to give it lustre.

* haire, s. [Hair.]

* haired, a. [Eng. hair; -ed.] Having hair:
generally in composition, as black-haired,
light-haired, long-haired, &c.

* hair'-en, a. [Eng. hair ; -en.] Made of hair.

"His hairen shirt and his ascetic diet."

—

Jeremy
Taylor.

* hair* -hung, a. [Eng. hair, and hung.]
Suspended or hanging by a hair.

" Mail, whose fate . . .

Endless, hairhung, breeze-shaken, o'er the gulf
A moment trembles." Young.

hair'-i-ness, s. [Eng. hairy ; -ness.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The quality or state of being
hairy ; the state of abounding or being covered
with hair.

"The liairiness therefore will be occasioned iu those
parts where the mother fancied it to be." —Digby : Of
Bodies, ch. xxxviii.

2. Bot. : Having hairs rather longer and more
rigid than those of a downy or pubescent,
plant. Example, GaUopsis Tetrahit.

hair-less, ft. [Eng. Mir; -less.] Destitute
of or wanting hair ; bald.

" White beards have armed their thin and hairless
scalps

Against thy majesty."
Sliakesp. : Richard II., UL 2.

* hair'-let, s. [Eng. hair; dimin. suff. -let]

A little hair.
" A stronger lens reveals to you certain tiniest hair-

lets."—G. Miot: Atiddlemarch, bk. i., ch. vl.

hair'-po^-der, s. [Eng. hair, and powder.]

A scented powder made of fine flour or starch,

used for sprinkling the hair ; its use is uow
confined to men-servants.

" Our earth, even in the microscope, appeared to
consist of as small i>articles, as the finest hairpowder
to the naked eye."—Boyle : Works, Hi. 104.

hairst, s. [Seedef.] Harvest. (Burns; Ectl*

loween.)

hair'-worm, ». [Eng. hair, and worm.]

Zoology

:

1. (Sing.) The genus Gordius (q.v.).

2. (PI) The order Gordiacese (q.v.).

"Neither uliginous coats, gnat-worms, acari, hair*

worms."—Browne : Cyrus' Garden, ch. iv.

hair'-y, a. [Eng. hair; -y.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Overgrown or covered with hair.

"The tail of the latter [stoat] is always tipt with
black, is longer in proportion to the bulk of the
animal, and more hairy. —Pennant : British Zoology

;

Stoat.

2. Consisting of hair.

3. Resembling hair ; hairlike.

" A hairy comet, threatening death and ruin."
Massinger : Unnatural Combat, i. 1.

II. Bot. : Covered with short, weak, thin

hairs, as the leaf of Prunella vulgaris.

(Lindley.)

haith, interj. [A corrupt, of faith (q.v.).J A
petty oath : in faith.

" And when her lovely form I see.

Oh, haith, she's doubly dear again I

"

Burns ; ru Aye Co? In.

hai-tsal', s. [Chinese.] A viscous substance

used by the Chinese and Japanese as a glue or

varnish. It is supposed to be derived from
an algal, Pfocaria tenax. Called also Chin-

chon.

hai'-vers, ha'-vers, s. [Haver.] Idle talk,

chatter, gossip.
" Wi' clavers and haivers.
Wearing the day awa'."

Burns : To Vie Gudewife o' Wauchope Saute.

boll, bo*y; pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, deL,
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haj, hadj, s. [Arab. haj = a pilgrim to Mecca,

pilgrimage to Mecca, the Mecca caravan ; cf.

also liajj, hojjat = a pilgrimage to Mecca.] A
pilgrimage to Mecca.

ha'-je, ha'-ge, s. [Arab.]

Zool.: The Egyptian Hooded Snake, Naia
haje. It is very venomous, and of the same
genus as the Indian Cobra.

ha'-ji,ha'-jee, had'-gi, had'-gee, s. [From
Arab, haj (q.v.)-] A pilgrim to Mecca. The
true Arabic is, however, haj for a male pil-

grim, and hajjat for a female one. (Catafago.)

haj'-i-lig, a. [HlLELGIE.]

hake (1), haak, s. [Norw. hakejisk = hook-
fish— i.e., a tish with a hooked under-jaw,

from hake = a hook ; cf. A.S. hacod = a pike ;

Ger. hecht; M. H. Ger. hechct; O. H. Ger.

haehit = a pike.]

Ichth. : Merluci-us vulgaris, a fish belonging

to the same genus as the cod and the coal-

fish. It has ten and twenty-nine rays in each
of the two dorsal fins, eleven in the pectoral

ones, seven in the ventral ones, twenty-
one in the anal tins, and nineteen in the tail.

The body is dusky-brown above, lighter be-

neath. It grows to between three and four

feet in length. It is found on the coasts of

England, Ireland, Norway, and Southern
Europe.

"The coast is stored with mackrel and hake."—
Care iv : Survey of Cornwall.

hake (2), *. [Etym. doubtful.] A lazy fellow.

"hake (3), 5. [Icel. hold; Sw. hake; Dan.
huge.] A hook, a pot-hook.

hake (1), s. (Hack (3), s.]

1. A rack for feeding cattle or horses.

2. A frame for holding cheeses.

hake (5), s. [Hackle, s.] As much flax or

hemp as is hackled at once.
" This head of hair—a hake

Of undressed tow, for colour and quantity." _

J!. Browning: Christmas Eve, xiv.

hake, v.t. [Hake (2), s.] To idle or loiter

about ; to live lazily.

ha'-ke-a, s. [Named by Schreber after Baron
Hake, a patron of the botanical gardens at

Hanover.]

Bot. : A genus of Proteacese, tribe Follicu-

lares, family GrevillidEe. More than 100

species are known, all of them tall shrubs or

small trees from Australia and Tasmania.

ha'-kem, ha'-kim, s. [Arab. Iwkim = a sage,

a philosopher ; a doctor of medicine. ] A term
generally used in English books describing

the East for a physician.

Ha'-kem-ite, s [See def.] Relating to

Hakem.
1. Gen. : Relating to Hakem, a Fatimide

caliph, who ruled in Egypt from a.d. 996 to

1021.

2. Spec. : Relating to astronomical tables

published while he reigned. Some of these

were constructed by Ebn Yunis, others by
Abul-Wefa about a.d. 1000.

* hake-ney, s. & a. [Hackney.]

hakes' dame, s. [Eng. Jiake, and dame.] In
Cornwall the name given to a tish of the cod
family, the Forked Hake, or Great Forked
Beard, Phycis furcatus.

* hake-ton, *. [Hacqueton.]

* hak'-ot, s. [Eng. hake ; dimin. suff. -ot.] A
fish of the hake kind.

ha-la'-cha, s. [Heb. ro^rr (haldkdh) = the

rule by which to go, the binding precept, the

"authoritative law, from TjVl (halak)= to go.]

Hebrew Lit. ; One of two branches of expo-

sition in the^ Midrash or most ancient Jewish
exposition of the Old Testament, the other

being the Hagada (q.v.). The object of the

Halacha was to ascertain the bearing of the

Mosaic law upon matters to which it did not
directly allude.

ha-lach'-ic, a. [Heb. halacha ; suff. -tc]

Relating to or containing the Halacha (q.v.).

halachic-exegesis, s.

Hebrew Lit. ; Exegesis (interpretation) of the
' Mosaic law, and the Old Testament generally,

on the principle of the Halacha (q.v.). {Gins-
burg.)

ha-lad'-ro-ma, s. [New Latin, from Gr. £as
{hah) = the sea, ami SpoVos (dromes) — a run-
ning, a race.]

Ornith. ; A genus of natatorial birds, family
Procellari idie (Petrels). They are found in
New Zealand.

ha-la'-tion, *. [Eng. hal(o) ; suff. -ation.]

Phot. : The effect of excess of light, or of

adventitious reflected light on some part of a
negative, as when an interior view includes a
window, light jays from which produce a fog

which spreads over the neighbouring parts of
the picture, or when light is reflected from
the back of the plate.

haT-berd, hal -bert, * hol-berd, s. [O.

Fr. halebardc, from M. H. Ger. helmbarte,

halenbarte; Ger. hellebarte = an axe to cleave

a helmet, as if derived from Ger. helm = a

helmet, and barte = a

broad axe. But the real

meaning is a long -

handled axe, from M. H.
Ger. halm — a handle,
barte — a broad axe.

(Skeat.y] A weapon for-

merly much used by
soldiers, consisting of a

pole about five feet in

length, surmounted by
a head of steel, partly

crescent - shaped. The
pole-axe was its proto-

type. It took a great halberds.

variety of fanciful forms,
and was occasionally decorated with gilding,

the blade being frequently perforated with
ornamental devices. It ultimately became a

mere decorative weapon, to be nsed for dis-

play in public ceremonials, and as part of the

paraphernalia of home troops, or palatial

guardsmen. It now only survives in Scotland,

where it is borne by town officers when in

attendance on borough magistrates.

"The soldiers defended desperately with musket
pike, and Jiatbert."—Ma-caulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

TT To send to the halberds : To cause to be
flogged. The force of the expression lies in

the fact that at one time soldiers were tied to
halberds fixed in the ground to receive theii

punishment. (Voyle.)

halberd-headed, halbert-headed,
halberd-shaped, a.

Bot. : [Hastate].

halberd-weed, s. Neuroleena.

hal-ber-dier', s. [Fr. Iialeberdter.] One who
is armed with or carries a halbert.

"Behind him march the halberdiers, before him
sound the drums."

MaeavXay : Spanish Armada.

* halce, a. [Gr. a\s (hals) =the sea.] A salt

liquor made of the entrails of fish
;
pickle,

brine, &c.

hal'-cy-on, * hal'-ci-on, s. & a. [Lat. hah
cyon, alcyon = akingfisher; Gr. aXtcvusv, aA/ow
(alkuon, halkuon), from the popular belief that
the weather was always calm when the king-
fishers were breeding.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The kingfisher. It was popularly
supposed that these birds nested and laid their
eggs in seaweed, &c, floating on the sea, and
that they had the power of calming the sea.

" Thus lovely halcyons dive into the main."'
Camper : Table 1'alk, 566.

2. Fig. : Calm, peace, quietness.

II. Zool. : A genus of Alcedinidee, sometimes
called Halcyonidaj (Kingfishers), sub-family
Alcedininee (q.v.). The bill is long, very
straight, cylindrical, the sides widened, the
base more or less depressed. Halcyon leuco-

cephalns is found in India.

B. As adjective:

1. Pertaining or belonging to the halcyon
or kingfisher.

" From their halcyon beaks."
Shakesp. : Lear, ii. 2.

2. Peaceful, calm, happy, pleasant. [II^l-
cyon-days.]

" Hurried from the halcyon cot,
Where Innocence presides."

Cunningham : The Contemplatist.

halcyon bill, halcyon's bill, * The

bill of a kingfisher. It was an old supersti-

tion, which Browne, in Mb Vulgar Zxrvwrs

(bk. iii., ch. x.), says is " yet not made out by

reason or experience," that the body of a king-

fisher, hung up so as to move freely, would

always turn its breast to the quarter whence

the wind was blowing.
" But now, how stands the wind ?

t
'

Into what comer peers my halcyon s bill !

' Ha ! to the east 1 yes ; see how stand the
'
vanes!

East and by south." Marlowe : Jew of Malta, l. L

halcyon-days, 5. pi.

1. (See extract.)
" The halcyones are of great name and much masked.

They lay and sit about mid-winter when daies be

shortest: and the time whiles they are broodie is

called the halcyon daies: for during that season the

sea is calm and navigable, especially in the coast of

Sicilie."—P. Holland: Plinie, bk. x„ ch, xxxii.

2. Days or a time of peace, quiet, and tran-

quillity.
" If AmiaYhappy reign you praise,

_

Pray, not a word, of halcyon-days.'
Swift : Apollo's Edict.

* hal-cy-6'-m-an, a. [Eng. halcyon; -tan.]

Halcyon, peaceful, calm, tranquil, quiet.

"Those peaceful and halcyonian days, which the
church enjoyed for many years."—Mede : On Churches,

p. 52.

hal-cy_on'-i-da3, Sm pit [Mod. Lat. halcyon

(q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ornith. : The name given by Swainson and
others to the family of birds called in English

Kingfishers. It is the same as Alcedinidai

(q-v.).

hal'-cy-on-oid, a. [Gr. aKkuovetov (alkua-

neion), oKkvoviqv (alkuonion) = a zoophyte like

the halcyon's nest, and el&os = form.]

Zool. : One of the Alcyonidse. A better

spelling is Alcyonoid.

hal-cy-or'-nisf s. [Gr. oAkuw (alkuon) =.

the kingfisher, and opvis (omis) = a bird.]

Palcvont. : A genus of fossil birds, appa-

rently belonging to the Alcedinidee (King-

fishers). Haleyomis toliapicns is found in the

London clay (Eocene).

* hald, 0. & s. [Hold, v. & s.]

* hald-en, 2m - 3?ar - [Holden.]

hale, * hail, * haile, * haill, * heil.
* heyl, a. & s. [Icel. heill ; Sw. hel; Dan.
heel ; cogn. with A.S. hdl = whole.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Whole, sound ; in health and safety ; not
impaired in health.

" Last year we thought him strong and hale;
But now he's quite another thing."

Swift : On Death of Dr. Swift.

2. Whole, perfect, entire, unbroken, unin-
jured.

* B. As subst. : Health, safety, welfare.

"All heedless of his dearest hale."
Spenser: A stropel, 103.

hale, halen, halie, *halien, v.t. & i

[A.S. holian, geholian = to acquire, get ; cogn.
with O. Sax. halon = to bring, fetch; Dut.
halen = to draw, pull ; Dan. hale; Sw. hala ;

Ger. holen = to haul ; O. H. Ger. holon, halon
= to fetch.]

A. Trans. : To drag or pull by force ; to

haul.
" Four maned lions Jialc,

The sluggish wheels."
ji.eats: Entlymion, ii., G43.

B. Intrans. : To drag or pull witli force ; to
haul.

"Betweene this plucking and haling, there was ua
strength left in the midst.' —/*. Holland : Eivius, p. 8S.

hale, s. [Hale, v.] The act of haling or
hauling ; a strong pull ; a haul.

hale-cret, ». [Allecret.]

haledsch, ». [Hilelgie.]

hale'-ness, s. [Eng. hale, a. ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being hale or sound

;

safety ; wholeness.

hal'-er, s. [Eng. hale, v. ; -er.] One who
drags, pulls, or hauls ; a hauler.

ha-le^'-i-a, s. [Named by Ellis after Dr.

Stephen Hales, F.R.S., who, in 1745, published
a work on vegetable statics.]

Bot. : A genus of Styracacea?, tribe Styracese.
It contains the snowdrop or silver-bell trees
of the United States. They are shrubs or

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, potp

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oa = e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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small trees, with two or three flowers, "bearing

a certain resemblance to those of snowdrops.
They appear all along the stem before the
leaves come out, and are succeeded by bunches
of pretty, large-winged, juiceless drapes.

half (I silent), halfe, s., a., & adv. [A.S.
healf, half; cogn. witli Put. half; Icel. hdlfr

;

Goth, lialbs ; Ger. Judb ; O. H. Ger. halp ; Sw.
half; Dan. halv.)

A. As substantive

:

1. One of two equal parts of a thing ; a
moiety. (It is used of quantity, extent,
amount, distance, or of anything capable of
being divided in fact or in idea.)

" When a square cut in halves makes two triangles,
those two triangles are still only the two halves of the
square,"—Clarke : On the Attributes, prop. 8.

* 2. A side, a part.

"Loke upon thy lyft half quath hue, lo war he
stamlith.

Ich loked on my lyft half, as the ladye me tauhte."
Piers Plowman, p. 24.

3. A term at school.

"Ithas stopped the boats this half."—SirG. C. Lewis:
Letters, p. 3.

If Properly followed by of, but the preposi-

tion is commonly omitted ; as in halfa pound,
Jialf an acre, half a mile, &c.

B. As adj. : Consisting of a half or moiety
;

being one of two equal parts into which any-
thing is divided.

C. As adverb

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To the extent of a half or moiety ; eq ually.
" Half admiring, half ashamed."

Scott; Lady of the Lake, vi. ".

2. To a certain extent or degree.
" ' Fayre sir,' said she, lialfe In disdaineful wise."

Spenser: F. Q., II. ix. 38.

3. In compos., partially, imperfectly, not
fully : as, Aay-taught, Imlf-donc, &c.

II. Hot. : Sometimes used for one side, as

half cordate = cordate on one side only.

f (1) In half (properly into halves) : as, To
break in half.

(2) To cry halves: To claim a moiety or
equal share.

(3) To go halves : To share anything equally
with another.

(4) Half and half:

A. As subst. : A mixture of two malt liquors,
especially of porter and ale.

B. As adj. : Languid, spiritless. (Sec ex-
tract under Hand, s. II. 4 (3).)

% Obvious compounds : Half- articulate,

half-bared, half-buried, half-clad, half-closed,

half- concealed, half- dead, luilf- divine, half-
learned, half-lifted, half-lit, half-mad, &c.

half-baked, a.

1. Lit. : Not quite baked.

2. Fiq. : Inexperienced ; silly, half-witted.

" Aaortof hulf-bakedhoily.''—C. Kingsley : Two Tears
Ago, ch. iv.

half-bastion, s.

Fort. : A demi-bastion ; that halfof abastion
cut off by the capital, consisting of one base
and one front.

half-batta, s. An East Indian term for

half-field allowance.

half-beak, s.

Ichthy : A kind of Sea Pike, the Hemiram-
' phns. So called from having the lower-jaw
longer than the upper one.

half-bent, s. The half-cock of a fire-lock.

half binding, s.

Book-binding: A style of binding in which
the backs and corners are of leather and the

sides of paper or cloth.

half-blood, s. & a.

A. As substantive

:

1. Relationship between two persons having
one but not both parents in common.

"Whether a sister by the half-blood shall Inherit

before a brother's daughter by the whole-blood V
"—

Locke.

2. One bom of the same father or mother
as another, but not having both parents in

common.
3. One born of a male and female of different

races ; a half-breed (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Born of the same father or

mother as another, but not having both
parents in common ; born of a male and
female of different races ; half-bred.

' half-blooded, a.

1. Half-bred ; born of a male and female of
different races or breeds.

2. Partly of noble and partly of mean birth.

(Slmkesj). : Lear, v. 3.)

half-bloom, s. A round mass of iron as
it comes out of the finery.

half- blown, a. Having its blossom
partially expanded : as, a half-blown rose.

half-boarder, s. A day-boarder at a
school ; a scholar who dines at the school, but
does not take his other meals nor sleep there.

half-bound, s.

Boole-bind. : A term applied to a book bound
in half-binding (q.v.).

* half-bowl, s. A hemispherical ball used
in playing the game of half-bowl ; also that
game itself. It was prohibited under Edward
IV.

half-breadth, u. (See the compounds.)

Half-breadth plan

:

Shipbuild.: A plan or top-view of one half
of a ship divided by a vertical longitudinal
section in the line of the keel. It shows the
water lines, bow and buttock lines, and dia-
gonal lines of construction.

Half-breadth staff:

Shipbuild. ; A rod having marked upon it

half the length of each beam in the ship.

half-bred, u.

1. Born of a sire of pure blood and of a
mother of impure blood.

2. Mongrel, mean.

3. Imperfectly acquainted with the rules of
good breeding.

half-breed, s,

A. As substantive

:

Anthropology

:

1. Gen. ; The offspring of parents of differ-

ent races, though the term is usually con-
fined to the children of a European and a
Red Indian, in the vast majority of instances
the male parent being white. Wilson {Pre-
historic Man, ii. 260) says that the children of
an Indian and a white wife are reported to be
superior to other half-breeds.

"The French half-breeds at the Red River are a
gigantic race."

—

Wilson: Prehistoric Man, ii. 2G2.

2. Spec. (PI.) : Two tribes, one at Red River
Settlement, chiefly employed in agriculture,

the other subsisting by hunting. The rise of
independent half-breed tribes is specially
interesting, as it is " the first step towards the
evolution of a distinct race." Whether more
than the initiatory step will be taken seems
problematical. Archdeacon Hunter, a Roman
Catholic clergyman at Red River, states that
though the offspring descended from mixed
blood does not fail, it becomes very difficult

to determine whether their descendants are
whites or half-breeds, so that their absorption
is apparently only a question of time.

"In the field . . . the superiority of the Naff-breeds
is strikingly manifest."

—

Wilson; Prehistoric Mail,
ii. 264.

B. As adjective

:

1. Sprung from such a union as that de-
scribed under A. 1.

2. Belonging to or connected with either of
the tribes described under A. 2.

"The Half-breed buffalo-hunters are not to be
regarded as approximating to the nomad Indians."

—

Wilson; Prehistoric Man, Ii. 262.

half-brother, s. A brother by one parent,
but not by both.

half-cadence, s.

Mus. : A term applied to a cadence when
the last chord is the dominant, and is preceded
by the chord of the tonic. It is also called an
imperfect cadence. [Cadence.]

'half-cap, s. An imperfect salute by
only slightly moving the cap.

'' With certain half-caps and cold moving nods,
i into silence."
fihnkesp. : Timon of Athens, ii. 5

They froze me into silence."

half-caponiere,
Fort. : A communication in the dry ditch of

a fortress, constructed with but one parapet.

half-caste, s. One born of a European
father or a Hindoo or Mohammedan mother,
or more rarely of a Hindoo or Mohammedan
father and a European mother; a Eurasian,
an East Indian.

* half-cheek, s. A face in profile.
" St. George's haJf-chcck tu a brooch."

iffutkesp.
. Love's Labour 's Lost, t. 2.

half-chess, «.

Bridge-build.: A short chess or platform-
board of a military bridge,

' half-clammed, a. Half-starved, half-
famished.

" Lions' ludf-clammed entrails roar for food
"

half-cock, s.

Fire-arms : The position of the gnnlock
when the nose of the sear is in the first or
deep notch of the tumbler. From this it

cannot be pulled off by the trigger.

half-crown, s. A silver English coin of
the value of two shillings and sixpence.

half-cut, a. Partly, but not completely
cut. (Scott: Lady of the Lake, iii. 14.)

Half-cut line: Flax cut in two lengths for
spinning,

half-decked, a. Partially decked.
"The half-decked craft which were used by the latter

vikiugs."—£?(o;i ; Origins of English History, \t. 400.

half-dime, s. A silver coin of the United
States, value five cents or 2kl. sterling.

half-dollar, s. A silver coin of the United
States, value fifty cents or 2s. Id. sterling.

half-dozen, s. Six.

half-eagle, s. A gold coin of the United
States, value five dollars, or slightly over £1
sterling.

* half-en-deal, .>. [Halfen-deal.]

half-face, s. & a.

A, As substantive

:

1. The face as seen in profile.
" Then turned the tongueless man

From the liatf-face to the full eye."
Tennyson; Elaine, 1,255.

* 2. A miserable look, an unpromising
countenance.

" He hath a half-face like my father."
Shakes})- : King John, L 1.

B. As adj. : Showing only half the face ; in
profile ; half-faced.

* half-faced, a.

1. Showing but half the face ; showing the
face in profile.

2. Half-hidden.
" A half-faced sun striving to shine."

Shakesp. ; a Henry VI., iv. 1.

3. Wretched-looking, miserable, thin-faced.
" This same ludf-faced fellow Shallow."

Xltakesjj. : 2 Henry VI., Hi. 2.

* half-farthing, s. The smallest British
copper coin of the value of | of a penny. Half-
farthings are not now in circulation.

half-floor, s.

Ship-build. : One of the timbers of a frame
whose heel is over the keel, and upon whose
head rests the heel of the second futtock. It
lies for half its length alongside the cross-

timber, and the other half alongside the first

futtock. Its heel butts against the heel of
the corresponding timber of the other half of
the frame, at the middle line of the ship,

where they are clamped between the keel and
keelson, and coaked or bolted thereto.

half-furnace, a.

Metall. : An ore-smelting furnace of about
36 feet in height. The high furnace is from
50 to 72 feet in height.

half-gang, s.

Weav. : The part of warp of twenty threads,

warped round the bank after a lease.

half-guinea, s. A gold British coin of
the value of 10s. (id. ; it is not now in circula-

tion.

half-hatched, a. Imperfectly hatched
or incubated ; addled.
" Turnips and half-hatched eggs (a mingled shower)
Among the rabble rain." Gay ; Trivia, ii. 224.

half-header, s.

Bricklaying : A half-brick laid at the angle

of a building to finish the course. [Closer.]

half-hearted, a.

* 1. Illiberal,,ungenerous, unkind.

2. Wanting in enthusiasm, ardour, or zeal;

lukewarm, indifferent.
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half-hitch, *.

Naut. : Passing the end of a rope round its

standing part, and then through the bight.

A clove-hitch is two half-hitches.

half-holiday, s. A half-day given up to
recreation ; a day on which work is done
during only half of the usual period.

half-hour, s. The space of thirty minutes.

half-hourly, «. & adv.

A. As adj. : Occurring at intervals of half-

an-hour ; lasting half-an-hour.

B. As adv. ; At intervals of half-an-hour.

half-inferior, a.

Bot. (Of an ovary): Having the other parts

of the flower coherent at their base, and form-
ing a tube which surrounds the free pistil.

Example, the rose.

* half-kirtle, s. A jacket or short- skirted

gown ; a common dress for courtesans.

"If you be not swinged
I'll forswear half-kirtles.'

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., v. 4.

half-lap, s. (See the compound.)

Half-lap coupling

:

Mech. : A kind of coupling in which the
boss-ends of the connected shafts are made
semi-cylindrical j so as to overlap each other.

The coupling-box is a plane cylinder bored to

fit, and is kept in its place by a parallel key
or feather. It is considered the best of all

. forms of permanent coupling.

half lattice, s. (See compound.)
Half-lattice girder :

Bridge-build. : A form of girder sometimes
known as a " Warren girder," and consisting of
horizontal upper and lower bars, and a series

of diagonal oars, sloping alternately in oppo-
site directions, and dividing the space between
the bars into a series of triangles. [Truss.]

half-length, s. & a.

A. As substantive

:

Paint. : A portrait showing only the bust or
upper half of the body.

B. As adj. : Consisting of or showing only
half the full length, as, a half-length portrait.

half mark, s. A coin formerly current
in England, value 6s. 8d. sterling ; also called

a noble (q.v.).

* half-marrow, s. A husband or wife.

{Scotch.)

"Plead with your harlot-mother, who hath been a
treacherous half-marrow to her husband Jesus."

—

Rutherford : Letters, i. 123.

half-measure, 5. A feeble or imperfect
line of action ; a course of action wanting in

energy or thoroughness.

half-merlon, s.

Fort. : That solid portion of a parapet which
is at the right or left extremity of a battery.

half-minute, s. & a. Thirty seconds.
(See the compound.)

Half-minute glass

:

Nwit. ; A sand-glass which determines the
time for the running out of the log line.

half-monopetalous, a.

Bot. : Having the petals united, but so
slightly coherent that they easily separate.

half-moon, ».

L Ordinary Language ;

1. The moon in its appearance at half in-

crease or decrease, when half its disc appears
illuminated.

2. Anything shaped like a half-moon.
" See how in warlike muster they appear.
In rhombs, and wedges, and half-moons, and
wings. Milton: P. R., ill. 309.

II. Fort. : A redan with refused flanks,

used as an advanced outwork ; a demi-lune, a

lunette.

Half-moon knife : A double-handled knife
used by the dresser of skins for parchment.

,

The knife has a crescent shape, and projects
in a plane at right angles to the axis of the'

handles.

half netted, a.

Bot. : Having only the outer layer reticu-
lated, as the roots of Gladiolus communis.

half-note, 3.

1. Music:

(1) A minim, as being the half of a semibreve.

(2) A semitone.

2. Comm. : The half of a bank-note, cut in
two for safety in transmission by post.

half-pace, s.

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A gentle pace or walk ; a
foot pace.

2. Building:

(1) A raised floor in a bay window.

(2) A resting place at the end of a flight of
steps ; a landing ; a footpace.

half-part, s.

1. A moiety ; a half. (Shakesp. : K. John, ii.)

2. Equal shares ; halves. (Shakesp. : Pericles,

iv. 1.)

half-past, adv. or prep. Half-an-hour
past ; as, It is half-past two, that is, half-an-

hour past two o'clock.

half-pay, s. & a.

A. As subst. : Half the usual amount of pay
ox allowance ; a reduced allowance paid to an
officer when not in active service. It need
not necesarily be exactly half the usual
amount.

B. As adj. : Receiving or entitled to half-

pay ; on half-pay.

half-penny, s. & a. [Halfpenny.]

half-pike, s.

1. A spear-headed weapon, about half the
length of the pike. There were two sorts, one
employed in boarding ships, the other, called
also a spontoon, carried by officers.

" The troops were attended as usual by a great mul-
titude of camp followers, armed with scythes, half-
pikes, and skeans."—Maeaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. A particular exercise with the pike.
(Nares.)

" I'll try one course with thee at the 7ia!f-pike."~
Tragedy of Hoffman. (1631.)

half-pint, s. & a.

A. ^s subst. : The half of a pint ; the fourth
part of a quart.

B. As adj. : Containing the fourth part of a
quart.

" One half-pint bottle serves them both to dine ;

And is at once their vinegar and wine."
Pope : Sat. ii. 153.

half-port, s.

Naut. : A port shutter, having a hole for
the protrusion of the gun-muzzle.

half-press, *.

Print. : The work performed by one man
alone at a printing-press.

half-price, s. & adv.

A. As subst. : Half the usual price ; a re-

duced charge at which children are admitted
to an entertainment or carried on a railway,
&c, or at which persons are admitted to an
entertainment when the performance is half
over.

B. As adv. : At half the usual price or
charge ; at a reduced price or charge.

half-principal, s.

Carp. : A rafter which does not extend to
the crown of the roof. Their tops are con-
nected by collar-beams, or rest on a purlin.

half-quarter, s. The eighth part, espe-
cially of a year ; a half-quarter day.

Half-quarter day : The day intermediate be-
tween the quarter-days of the year.

* half-read, «.

1. Partly perused.

2. Imperfectly or superficially informed by
reading. (Well-read.)

" The clown unread and half-read gentleman."
Dryden : Hind & Panther, iii. 409.

half-relief, s. The moderate prominence
of a sculptured figure from the plain surface
to which it is attached. It is also known as
mezzo-rilievo, or demi-relief, and is a grade
between alto-rilievo or high-relief, and basso-
rilievo or low-relief.

half-rip, s. (See the compound.)
Half-rip saw

:

Carp. ; A species of hand-saw with a nar-
rower set than a rip-saw and somewhat fineri
gauge of teeth.

half-round, u. & s.

A. As adj. : Semicircular.

B. As substantive

:

Arch. : A moulding, the profile of which is

a semicircle. It may be either a bead or a

torus.

Half-round bit : A demi-cylinder bit.

Half-round pe: A file flat on one side and

rounding on the other. The curve usually

varies from the half to the twelfth of a circle,

but the name half-round is indiscriminately

applied. Files with the larger curvature are

known as full half-rounds ; others as flat half-

rounds.

* half- rounding, a. Forming into a

semicircle.
" The western point, where those half-rounding ^oatAb
Just met." Milton: P. L., iv. 862.

half-royal, s.

Paper : *A kind of mill-board or paste-board
of two sizes—viz., large, 21 inches by 14;
small, 20£ inches by 13.

* half-scholar, s. One who is imper-
fectly taught.

"We have many half-scfbolars now-a-days, and there
is much confusion and inconsistency iu the notions
and opiuious of some persous."— Watts.

half-seas over, adv. Originally a nau-
tical phrase, signifying half-way in one's

course ; hence, generally half-way. Specifi-

cally, considerably advanced towards drunk-
enness ; half-drunk.

"I am half'seas o'er to death ;

And since I must die once, I would be loth
To make a double work of what's half-finished

"

Dryden.
half-sheet, s.

Print. : The off-cut-portion of a duodecimo.

half-shift,. 5.

Music : A position of the hand in playing
on instruments of the violin family. It lies

between the open position and the first shift.

[Shift.]

half-shoe, s.

Farr. : A shoe on the one side only of a
horse's foot, as a protection or corrective when
the horse is not fully shod.

* half-sighted, a.

1. Lit. : Having weak and imperfect sight.

2. Fig. : Having weak discernment ; short-
sighted.

"The officers of the king's household had need be
provident, both for bis honour and thrift : they must
look both ways, else they axe but 7i<ilf-sighted."—Bacon.

half-Sister, s. A sister on the father's

side only, or on the mother's side only.

half-sovereign, s. A gold English coin
of the value of ten shillings sterling. It weighs
2 dwts. 13-63724 grains.

f half-sphere, A hemisphere.
1 Let night grow blacker with thy plots : and day,
At shewing but thy head forth, start away
From this half-sphere." Ben Jonson: Catiline, i. 1.

half-starved, a. Very ill or poorly fed

;

not having sufficient food.

half-stem clasping, a.

Bot. : Clasping a stem in a small degree.
(Lindley.)

half-step, «.

Music : One of the smallest intervals in the
diatonic scale ; a semitone.

* half-strained, «-. Half-bred ; imper-
fect.

" I find Tin but a half-strained villain yet.
But lnungril-iuischlevous ; for my blood boiled
To view this brutal act." Dryden.

half-stuff; s.

Paper-making ; The partially-ground rag-
pulp, the produce of the washing -engine,
which is the first of the two engines by which
the reduction is made. [Rag-engine.]

Half-stuff machine

:

Paper-making : A washing-machine in which
ground rags are cleaned and cut to a greater
degree of fineness than in the rag-engine. It
resembles the pulping-inachine in everything
but being adapted to work on a coarser article.

half-sunken, a. Partially sunk below
the level of the ground.

Half-sunken battery .*

Fortif. : A battery having its interior space
or terreplein sunk some inches below the
natural surface, and its parapet composed of
the earth thus obtained, and of that taken
from a narrow ditch in front This descrip-
tion of battery admits of being more quickly
constructed than any other, as the diggers can
work both in front and rear at the same time.
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* half-supped, «, Half satiated, half-

gatisfled.
" My half-supped sword."

Shakesp. : TroUus & Cressida, v. 8.

* half- sword, s. Half the length of a
sword.

IF At half-sward; At close quarters ; in

close fight.

"I am a, rogue, ii I were not at half-sword with a
dozen of them two hours together,'

—

Shakesp.: 1

Henry IV., ii. 4.

* half-tale, s. An account or statement
which is almost a fable.

" Half-tales he truths."
gliakesp. : Antony & Cleopatra, ii. 2.

half-terete, «.

Bot. : Flat on one side, terete—i.e., rounded
—on the other. Used of some stems.

half-thick, a. & s.

A. As adj. : (See the compound).

B. As subst. ; A kind of stuff or cloth.

% Half-thick file : A large coarse file with
one rounded and three flat sides. It is used
as a rnbber-file for coarse work.

half-tide, 3. Half the duration of a single

tide ; the state of the tide when half-way be-

tween flood and ebb.

f Half-tide dock, : A basin connecting two
or more docks, and communicating with the
entrance-basin.

half-timber, s.

1. Shipbuild. : One of the short futtocks in

the cant-body.

2. Carp. : A mode of building houses prac-

tised extensively in the Tudor times. The
foundations and principal supports were of

stout timber, and the interstices of the fronts

were filled with plaster.

* half-timbered, a.

Arch. : An architectural designation for a

style of decorative house-building extensively

practised in Europe in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, and in England more
especially during the reigns of Henry VIII. and
Elizabeth. It was peculiarly of a picturesque

character ; the foundations and principal sup-

ports were of stout timber, and the interstices

of the fronts were filled with plaster, fre-

quently ornamentally moulded. In many
cases the ornamental timber framing was of a

dark colour, which, witli the barge-board

gable, gave the whole an exceedingly interest-

ing appearance. There are yet remaining
some very fine examples of half-timbered
building in England, particularly in the
western and north-western counties, and it

has of late years been revived.

half-time, s. & a.

A. As substantive

:

1. Gen. : Half the ordinary time allotted for

the performance of any task.
" If a boy wanted to work half-time, he went to one

of these and got his hook filled in. —Schoolmaster,
Feb. 2, 1884, p. 162.

2. Spec. : Half the number of attendances
required by the Education Act.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the system by
which a child is required to make only half

the ordinary number of attendances.

"The Act paved the way for the introduction of
that half-time system."—Moletworth : Hist, of Eng.,
ch. v.

half-timer, s. A child who is not required

to attend an elementary school more than five

times a week, but does not satisfy the condi-

tions for total exemption. Such a child must
be over twelve (eleven if employed in agricul-

ture) years, must have reached the standard for

partial exemption laid down by the Local Au-
thority, and be employed in suitable labour.

" I went over the works at Miuton to see how the
half-timers and other Juvenile labourers are looked
after."—Schoolmaster, Feb. 2, 1884, p. 160.

half-tint, s.

Paint. : An intermediate colour ; a middle
CiYit ; a colour intermediate between the ex-

treme lights and shades of a picture.

* half-tongue, s.

Law; A term applied to a jury, for the trial

of a foreigner, composed of one half of English,

and the other half of the same nationality as

the prisoner.

half-tub, s. Half a cask cut off at right

angles to the axis. Such is a deck tub for

ewabs in deck-cleaning, and for gun-sponges
on ship-board. Such is also the match-tub.

half-turning bolt, s. A bolt with a
thread occupying one-half of its cylindrical

surface.

half-way, adv. & a.

A. As adv. : At a point intermediate between
two other points ; in the middle ; midway.

B. As adj. : Situated half way, or at a point

intermediate between two other points ; equi-

distant from two extremes : as, a half-way
house.

half-wise, a. Not quite of sound intel-

lect ; silly ; half-witted.
" Consider, Johnny's but half-wise.''

Wordsworth : Idiot Boy.

* half-wit,
head.

A silly fellow; a block-

" Half-wits are fleas, bo little and bo light.

We scarce could know they live, but that they bite."

Dryden: Prologue to All for Love.

half-witted, «. Weak in the intellect

;

silly; foolish.

"Such readers generally admire some half-witted
thing, who wants to he thought a bold man."

—

Gold-
smith: Traveller. (Dedic.)

* half-worker, s. One who performs
half of a work. (Shakesp. : Cymbeline, ii. v.)

*half-world,s. Ahemisphere. (Shakesp.:

Macbeth, ii. 1.)

half-year, s. A period of six-months.

half-yearly, a. & adv.

A. As adj. : Happening or recurring every

half-year, or twice in a year ; semi-annual.

B. As adv. ; Once in every half-year ; twice

in every year.

* half (I silent), v.t. & i. [Half, s.]

A. Trans. : To divide in halves ; to halve

;

hence, to divide.
" Not trobled, mangled, aud halfed, but sounde,

whole, full."—Ascham : Scholemaster, bk. i.

B. Intrans. : To divide ; not to give one-

self altogether.

"Saul, first halfing with God (as when God gave
Amalec into his hand") and then halting in religion."—

Hall: Diva; Etizabetlie,

* halfe, a . [Half.]

half-en (I silent), a. [Eng. half; suffi -en.]

Half ; wanting half its due proportions.
" His halfen eye he wiled wondrous well."

Spenser : F. Q-, III. x. 5.

halfen deal, s. & adv.

A. As subst. : A half ; a moiety.
" Haluen-dele his godes he gnf to G-ude'a werkes."

Robert de Brunnc, p. 24.

B. As adv. : To the extent of a half ; half.

* half -er (I silent), s. [Eng. half; -er.)

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who divides anything in halves.

2. One who possesses only a half or moiety

;

a partner.

"That is halfer and compartner with the smoke of
this fat world, and with ease, smelleth strong of a foul
and false way."—Rutherford : Letters, ep. ITS.

3. A waverer.
" If such halfers in opinion would openly avow what

covertly you couceale. —Mountagu : Appeale to Casar,
pt. ii., ch. v.

II. Hunt. ; A male fallow-deer gelded.

half-ling (first I silent), half-lin, half-
lings, a., adv., & s. [Eng. half; suff. -ling.]

A. As adj. : Not fully grown.

B. As adv. : In part
; partly ; to the extent

of a half.

" I stude gazing halfiingis in ane trance."
Lyndsay : Works, Prol., p. 3.

* C. As subst. ; A halfpenny.

half -pen- ny (pi half -pence, half

-

pen-nies) (If silent), s. & a. [Eng. half, and
penny.]

A. As substantive

:

I, Lit. : An English copper coin of the value
of half a penny, or the twenty-fourth part of
a shilling.

"Bardolph stole a lute-case, bore It twelve leagues,
and sold it for three half-pence."—Shakesp. : Henry V.,

UL 2.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Anything of very little value or import-
ance ; a very slight amount or value.

* 2. A small fragment.
"She tore the letter into a thousand halfpence."—

Shakesp.: Mucli Ado About Nothing, ii. 3.

B. As adjective

:

1. Of the value or price of a halfpenny,
"There shall be in England seven halfpenny loaves

sold for a penny."

—

Shakesp. ; 2 Henry IV., iv. 2

* 2. Of little value ; very small or insignifi-

cant.

"Thou lialfpenny purse of wit, thou pigeon-egg of
discretion."—Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. i.

halfpenny-worth, s. The value of a
halfpenny.

'" O monstrous ! but one halfpenny-worth of bread to

this intolerable deal of sack." — Shakesp. : 1 Henry
IV., ii. I.

halft <"' silent), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A home,
a domicile.

halft'-ed (I silent), a. [Eng. halft; -ed.] Domi-
ciled.

[Mid. Eng. hali = holy.] Holy.hal-i- (1), pre
[Halibut.]

hal-1- (2), pref. [Gr. akios (halios)"= marine,

from oAs (hats), genit. aAos (lialos) = the sea.]

Of or belonging to the sea, marine.

hal-J-a'-e-tus, hal-I-es'-e-tus, s. [Lat. hali-

ceetos; Gr. aAiateros (haliaietos)
;
pref. halt- (2),

and Gr. aerds (aetos) = an eagle,]

Ornith. : Sea-eagle ; a genus of Falcon idae,

sub-family Aquilinse (Eagles). Haliaetus albi-

cilla is the White-tailed or Cinereous Eagle
of books. [Eagle.] H. leucocephalus is the

Sea-eagle, the Bald-eagle, or the White-headed
eagle, the species adopted as symbolical of the
United States.

hal'-iard (i as y), *-. [Halliard.]

hal-i-as'-tur, s. [Pref. hali- (2), and Lat.

astur = a species of hawk.]

Ornith. : A genus of AquilinEe (Eagles).

Haliastvrindus is the Pondicherry eagle, called

by the English in India the Brahmany Kite.

It Hies above rivers, pouncing upon the fish,

which are its chief food.

hal'-i-but, hol'-i-but, * hal'-li-but, s.

[Mid. Eng. hali = holy, and butte — a flounder

;

Dut. heilbot, helhut, from heilig = holy, and
bot = a plaice ; Ger. heilbutt, heiligebutte, hell-

butt, liellebutt, helligbutt: heilig = holy, and
butt = a flounder. So named because it was
commonly eaten on holidays.]

Ichth. : Hippoglossus vulgaris, one of the

Pleuronectidae (Flat Fishes). It is a fish so

much akin to the turbot, that in Scotland it

generally bears that name. The genuine tur-
1

-bot, Rhombus m-iximus, is, however, a different

fish. The halibut is the larger of the two. It

sometimes weighs from 300 to 400 lbs., or, it is

said, even 500 lbs. One taken in the Isle of Man
is said to have been seven and a half feet long.

The halibut has a better flavour than the

turbot. Found in the North Sea, and else-

where. Often seen in the London markets.

hal-i-chcer'-us, s. [Pref. hali- (2), and Gr.

xolpos (choiros)= a young pig.]

Zool. : A genus of Phocidae (Seals). Hali-

chozrus gryphus is the Gray Seal, found on the

coast of Ireland, but more abundantly in

Greenland.

hal-i-chon'-dri-a, s. [Pref. hali- (2), and

Gr. x<>p5p°s (chondros) = corn, grain, carti-

lage.]

Zool. : A genus of Horny Sponges. Hali-

chondria oculata is common on portions of the

British coast.

ha-lic'-6-re, s. [Pref. hali- (2), and Gr. Koprj

(kore) = a girl.]

Zool. : A genus of Manatidse (Sea cows).

Halicore cetacea is the dugong (q.v.).

boll, bo^; pout, jo*wl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion. -sion = shun : -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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ha-lic'-tiis, s. [Gr. aAcgu Qmlizo) = to gather
together, to assemble. (Agassiz.)]

Entom. : A genus of solitary bees, family
Andrenidse, occurring both in America and in
Europe. Nearly 200 species are known.

* hal-i-dam, s. [See clef,] Probably the
same as Halidom (q.v.), but by some taken to
mean holy dame

—

i.e., the holy or blessed dame
or virgin.

"So help him Godalle inyght, ami that halidam."
Robert de Bramie, i>. 110.

* hal'-i-dom, * hal - i - dome, x hal-li-
dome, * hol-li-dam, s. [A.S. hdligdom =
holiness, anything holy or sacred, a relic, &c]

1. A word used in adjurations ; a sacred
word of honour ; a religious oath.

2. Lands belonging to a religious founda-
tion.

"Within the halidome or patrimony of the Abbey."
—Scott : Monastery, ch. v.

hal-i-eu'-tics, &, [Gr. oAten-a/cos (Mdleuti-
kos) = pertaining to fishing ; 17 akievTiKf) (he

lialieutike)— the art of fishing ; aAieti? (halieus)

= a fisherman.] A treatise on fishes or the
art of fishing ; ichthyology.

Hal -l-fax, s. & a. [See def.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A town in Yorkshire, 14 miles "W.S.W. of
Leeds.

2. The capital of Nova Scotia.

B. ^4s adj. .- Of or belonging to either of
these places.

Halifax-flags, s. pi
Geol. : The same as Yorkshire-flags (q.v.).

(Rutley.)

* hal l mass, s. [A.S. hdllg — holy, and
mass.] The feast of All Souls; All Hallow-
mass.

" She came adorned hither like sweet May

;

Sent back like halimass, or shortest day."
Shakesp. : Richard //., v. 1.

* hal-i-og'-ra-pher, s. [Gr. Saio? (hallos) =
belonging to the sea ; a\<; (hcds) = the sea

;

and ypdnf>u) (grapho) = to write.] One versed in
haliography ; one who writes about the sea.

*hal-i-6g'-ra-phy, s. [Haliographer.]
That department ol science which treats of
the sea ; a dessription of the sea.

hal-X-O'-tld, S. [HALIOTID.E.]

Zool. : One of the Haliotidse.

"The Ilaliotids constitute a very beautiful genus."

—

Lamarck, as trail si. in Bag. C'ycl., iii. 22.

hal-i-d'-ti-dae, e. pi. [Mod. Lat. luxliot(is)

(q.v.); Lat. fern, pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : Ear-shells. A family of gasteropo-
dous molluscs, order Prosobranchiata, section
Holostomata. Shell spiral, ear-shaped, or
trocliiform ; aperture large, nacreous, outer
lip notched or perforated, no operculum.
Animal with a short muzzle and two bran-
chial plumes.

hal-i-6'-ti£, a. [Gr. aAios (hallos) =. marine,
and ows (una), genit. wtos (otos) = an ear.]

Zool. : Ear-shells ; the typical genus of the
family HaliotkUe (q.v.). The shell, which is

striated, is ear-shaped with a small flat apex,
a very wide iridescent aperture, the outer
angle perforated with a series of holes. Known
species : recent, seventy-five, from Britain,
India, China, Australia, California, &c. ; fossil,

four, from the Miocene onward. Four recent
species ;ire British, one, Haliotis tuberculata,
is abundant on the shores of the Channel
Islands, where it is cooked for food.

aal-i-6-toid, a. [Mod. Lat. haliotis (q.v.),

and Gr. elSo? (eldos) = form, appearance.]

Zool. : Resembling the Haliotis (Ear-shell)
in form.

hal i-plus, s. [Gr. a\iTr\ov<; (haliploits), a
contr. for aAiVAoo? (haliploos) = (I) covered
with water, (2) (later) sailing on the sea, pref.

hall- (2), and ttAoGs (plows), contr. for 7rA6os

(ploos) = a voyage.]

Entom.: A genus ofbeetles, familyDytiscida3.
onarp enumerated thirteen species as British.

They are small active water beetles.

ha' lite, s. [Gr. a\<; (hals), genit aAo? (halos) =
a grain or lump of salt, rock salt, and \i6os
(lithos) = a stone.]

Mm. : Under this designation Dana de-

scribed common salt. The Brit. Mus. Cat.
prefers to make halite a synonym of salt
(q.v.). (See also Rock salt.)

hal i-ther'-l-um, s. [Pref. hall- (2), and Gr.
BrjpCov (tlierion) — a wild animal.

Pakeont. : A genus of Sirenia, having, ac-
cording to Professor Flower, an ossified thigh-
bone articulated to a well-defined acetabulum
in the pelvis, thus making some approach to
an ordinary hoofed quadruped. (Darwin ;

Origin of Species, 0th ed., p. 302.)

t ha-lit'-u-oiis, a. [Lat. halitu(s) = a breath-
ing ; JEng. adj. suff. -ous.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Like breath or vapour

;

vaporous. (Boyle: Works, i. 100.)

2. Physiol. (Of the air in tlie lungs) : Pro-
duced by breathing.

hal'-i-tus, s. [Lat., from halo ~ to breathe
out.]

Anat, Chem., £c.

:

1 1. Breath. [Breathing.]

2. An exhalation attended hy a faint smell
arising from newly drawn blood. (Quahi.)

halk, *halke, haulk, s. [A.S. Male]
A corner, a nook ; a retired or secret place.
(The Reader to Geffrey Chaucer. Speght, 159S.)

hall, halle, x haule, s. [A.S. heall, heal;
cogn. with Dut. 1ml; Icel. hall, hole; O. Sw.
hail. From the same root as A.S. helan = to
hide or conceal; Lat. celo. Hall and cell are
thus doublets.]

1. A large room or apartment, especially
one in which public meetings are held ; a room
devoted to the transaction of public or cor-
porate business, or the holding of entertain-
ments. It is frequently found in composition

:

as, a town-hall, a music-hall, &c.
"Then ye souldiers of the de-bite toke Jesus viito

the conion hall.'— Bible (1551), Matt, xxvii.

2. A building in which courts of justice are
held : as formerly in Westminster Hall.

"The great Hall -was built by William Rufus."—
Pennant; London, p. 114.

3. In the Universities the large apartment
in which the scholars dine in common.

If Hence used for the dinner itself.

4. A manor-house : from the residences of
the lords of manors being " occasional" courts
of justice.

"Captain Sentry, my master's nephew, has taken
possession of the hall house, and the whole estate."

—

Addison: Spectator, No. 517.

5. Any large mansion ; the residence of a
squire.

6. A room at the entrance of a house ; a
vestibule ; an entrance lobby.

7. The room iu a mansion in which the
servants dine, &c. ; a servants' hall.

8. In the University of Oxford, an unen-
dowed college.

9. In the University of Cambridge, a college,
endowed or unendowed.

H A hall, a lw.ll! A cry or exclamation to
make room or clear the way for any particular
purpose.

" A hall, halt, give room and foot it, girls."
Shakesp. : Romeo <£- Juliet, i. 5.

1 Obvious compounds : Hall-clock, Mil-
door, ludl-lamp, licdl-wlndow.

* hall-board, s. A dining-table.
" Young Selby, at the fair halt-board.
Carved to his uncle and that lord."

Scott ; Marmion, i. 22.

hall-dinner, s. A dinner in a public
hall: specif., the students' dinner in the hall
of a college.

Hall-mark, s.

I. Lit. : An official stamp affixed by the
Goldsmiths' Company and certain other officers
to manufactured gold and silver articles as a
guarantee of the standard.

II. Fig. ; Any mark or sign of genuineness.

hall-table, s.

1. A dining-table.

"The huge hnll-table'x oaken face
Scrubbed till it shone, tlie day to grace.

*

Scott- Afarmion, vi. (Introd.)

2. A table in the ball or entrance of a house.

*hall'-age, s. [Eng. Mil ; -age.] A toll paid
for the sale of goods or merchandise in a hall
(of a company or guild).

hal' -Ian, hal Ion, hal-land, s. [Etym.
doubtful.]

J

1. A mud wall, or what is called a cat-and-

clay wall, in cottages, extending from the

fore wall backwards, as far as is necessary to

shelter the inner part of the house from the
air of the door when opened.

" She sat quietly beyond the hallan, or earthen parti-

tiou of the cottage."—Scott : Waverley, ch. xi.

2. A screen, a seat of turf at the outside of

a cottage.

* hal'-lan-shak-er, * hal-land-scheck-
ar, *hal-len-shak-er, s. [Hallan.]

1. A sturdy beggar.

.-."Hfid seen me than staakiu about like a hatlen-
shaker, you wou'd hae taen ine for a water-wraith."—
Journal from London, p. 4.

2. A beggarly knave ; a low fellow. (Dun-
bar : Bannatyae Poems, p. 44.)

3. One who has a mean or shabby appearance.
" J, and a wheeu hallenshakers like myselV—Scott

:

Antiquary, ch. iv.

Halle an, a. [From Halle in Suabia.] Of
or belonging to Halle.

Kallean-heretics, s. pi.

Ch. Hist. : A name given to the Cathari,
the "Waldenses, or the Fetrobrusians, in the
thirteenth century.

t hal-le-flin'-te, hal-le-flln'-ta, ». [Sw.]

Petrol. : The same as Felstone (q.v.).

Called also Eurite, and Petrosilex.
" Dr. Hicks has recorded the presence of an incipient

foliation in the hallejtinta (" Arvonian") of St.
David's."—f^urtr. Jour. Geol. Soc, xxxvii. 216.

Tf The form halleflinte is in Rutley's Study
of Bocks (2nd ed.), p. 214.

hal le-lu -jah, al-le-lu'-ia, hal-le-lu-
iah (j and i as y), s. [Gr. 'AAatjaouio. (Alle-
louia); Heb. nnbbrr (hdllelu-Ydh) = Praise
ye Jehovah.]

'

"

A. As substantive

:

Scrip. & Ecclesiol. : An ascription of praise
to God (see def.), occurring at the commence-
ment of many psalms, as cvi., cxi., cxii., cxiii.,

&c. Hence it became a doxology iu the
Jewish synagogues. "We read iu the Book of
Revelation that "much people in heaven"
said Allelulia, as did the four and twenty
elders and the four living creatures (Rev. xix.
1, 3, 4, G), these coupling it with Amen. The
verses just quoted aidedAHeluia, or Hallelujah,
in becoming what it now is, a doxology in the
Christian church, though the meaning is un-
known to many who at times use it as an
ejaculation.

" In those days, as St. Jerome tells us, any one a*
he walked in the fields, might hear the plowman at his
hallelujahs."—Sharp, vol. vii., Ser. 4.

B. As adj.: Of, belonging to, containing,
ejacidating, or singing hallelujahs.

" And tune the hallelujah song anew."
Byrom; An Epistle to a Gentleman of tlie Temple.

hallelujah lass, s. The name given to
those female officers and members of the Sal-
vation Army, who take part in the public
services of that body. (Pall Mall Gazette,
May 2, 1SS4.)

hal-le-lu-jat'-ic (j as y), a. [Heb. halle-
lujah, t euphonic, and snrf. -ic.J Of or belong-
ing to hallelujahs, or to sacred compositions
containing them.

hal'-liard (i as y), s . [Halyard.]

* hal-li dome, s. [Halidome.]

* hal'-li-er (1), s. [Eng. hall ; i ; -er.] A
student who resides in a hall or college at
Oxford. [Hall.]

"The students also that reraaine iu them, are called
hostelers or AaWim."—Holinslied: Descrip. of England.
ch. iii. " '

* hal'-li-er (2), s. [Hale, v.] A net for
catching birds.

*hal'-li6n (i as y), hall-yon, s. [Etym.
doubtful; cf. scidlion.]

1. A rogue, a worthless fellow. (Scott : Rob
Roy, ch. iv.)

2. A clown, a boor. (Davldsoii : Seasons,
p. 26.)

3. A gentleman's servant out of livery.

L An overbearing and quarrelsome woman.

hal lite, s. [Named from Halle, in a garden
of which town it was first found iu 1S30.]

Min, : The same as Aluminite (Dana), a
mineral for which the Brit. Mus. Cat. prefers
the name Websterite (q.v.).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce e. ey = a. qu = kw„
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: Liall-mote, * hal-mote, s. [Eng. hall,

and mote.] A court, now called a court-baron
(q.v.).

hal loo', halloa, hal-low, hoi Xo, v.i.

& t. [Halloo, s.j

A. Intransitive

:

1. T<j cry or call out with a loud voice ; to
cry halloo in order to attract attention.

"I'll tarry till my eon come: he JtaUowpd but even
now." Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 3.

2. To call after dogs to encourage them

;

to cheer dogs on with cries.

"The shepherd him pursues, anil to his dog doth
halloo." Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 13.

B. Transitive:

1. To call out loudly ; to shout out.
" Hallooing your name to the reverberate hills."

Shakesp. : Twelfth Jfight, i. 5.

* 2. To shout or call out loudly to.

" He that first lights on him
Halloo the other." SJiakesp. : Lear, iii. 1. 'I

*3. To chase with shouts.
" Halloo me like a hare."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, 1. 8.

* 4. To encourage with shouts ; to cheer or

urge on.

"He haVooa on the -whole pack against me."—
Dryden ; Vindication of the Duke of Guise.

hal loo', inter}, & s. [According to Skeat,

from A.S. eald = ah lo ! But cf. Fr. halle =
a cheering or setting on a dog; halter = to

hallow or encourage dogs with hallowing

iCotgrave) ; Ger. halloh.]

A. As inter}. : An exclamation to call atten-

tion ; a loud shout ; a call to cheer on dogs
while hunting.

B. As most. : A cry to attract attention or

to cheer on dogs.

"They got again into their canoes ; gave us some
hulloos ; nourished their weapons."

—

Cook: Voyage,
bk. iii., eh, iv.

hal'-lo-type, s. [First element doubtful

;

Eng. type (q.v.).]

Phot. : The same as Hellenotype (q.v.).

hal low, halghien, *hal-ewe, ^al-
ow, *hal-owe, *hal-we, v. t. [A.S.

hdlgian = to make holy ; lidlig = holy. "Wallis,

more than two hundred years ago, said of this

word fere desuevit (it has almost fallen into

disuse), but such language would be out of

place now. (Trench : English Past & Present.)]

IHoly.]
* 1. To make holy ; to consecrate ; to set

apart or, dedicate for holy or religious pur-

poses or uses ; to sanctify.

"To dedicate and halowe the monastery of Seynt
Deuys."

—

Fabyan, vol. i., ch. exxxii.

2. To make sacred or worthy of reverence.
" Of lofty hopes, he to the world went forth
A favoured bein^. knowing no desire
Which genius did not hallow."

Wordsworth : Left upon a Seat.

3. To reverence as holy ; to revere.
" Hallowed be thy name."—Matthew vi. 9.

*4. To bless.
" There they were wed and hallowed of the priest."

A. C. Swinburne : Tristram of Lyonesse, ii.

* hal -low, *hal-owe, *hal-we, s. [A.S.

hdlga, def. form of hdlig — holy.] A saint.

" They may not plese hem [God]: ne noil of his
Jialowes."—Chaucer : Persones Tale.

hallow-day, ». The feast of All Hallows
or All Saints.

hallow fair, s. A market held on All

Saints Day.

Hal'-low-e'en, s. [An abbreviation for Alle

halowene tyd = All hallows tide : halowene =
gen. pi. of Mid. Eng. lialowe, or lialwe = a
saint.] The eve or vigil of the feast of All

Hallows or All Saints. Burns's poem of

Hallowe'en will preserve for future anthro-

pologists the superstitious observances of the

'Scottish peasantry in the eighteenth century,

at the annual recurrence of the day.

Hal low-mas, s. [An abbreviation for All

Hallow Mass = the mass orfeast of All Hallows
or All Saints.] The feast of All Hallows or

All Saints, celebrated on Nov. 1.

" She came adorned hither like sweet May,
Sent back like Hallowmas, or short'st of day."

1 Shakes^. : Richard II., v. 2.

* Hallowmass-rade, s. The name given

to a general assembly of warlocks and witches,

formerly believed by the vulgar to have been
Jield at this season. (Cromek : Remains of

Nitlisdode Song, p. 28 j.)

hal-loy'-site, hal-loy'-lite, s. [Named
after Dr. d'Halloy, a French geologist.]

Min. ; A clayey or earthy mineral, white,

grayish, greenish, yellowish, bluish, or red-

dish ; opaque or translucent, and of pearly to

dull lustre. Hardness, 14'2 ; sp. gr., l'S to
2-4. Compos. : silica, 37-12 to 39-50 ; alumina,
22-05 to 41-27 ; water, 160 to 26*5, &c. Dana
recognises four varieties : (1) Ordinary Halloy-

site, includingGalapectite, Pseudosteatite, and
Glagerite

; (2) Smectite, (3) Lenzinite, and (4)

Bole, all which see. Occurs in many places

in veins or beds of ore, or in granite. (Dana,

&c.)

Hall-stadt, s. [See def., A.]

A. As substantive

:

Geog. : A market town in Upper Austria,

built on the west side of the Lake of Hallstadt.

B. As adj. ; Of or belonging to the place

mentioned under A.

Hallstadt-beds, «. pi.

Geol. : Certain strata on the northern flank

of the Austrian Alps, corresponding to the St.

Cassian beds on their southern declivity.

Thickness 800 to 1,000 feet. Age Upper Trias.

Fossils more than 800 ; marine fossils chiefly

molluscs. (Lyell, &c.)

hal lu' cln-ate, v.i. [Lat. hallucinatus, pa.

par. of Iwllncinor = to wander in mind, to

rave.] To wander in mind, to err, to blunder,

to stumble.

hal-lu-cin-a'-tion, s. [Lat. hallncinatio,

allucinatio, from haUitcinor, allucinor= to wan-
der in mind.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. A wandering in the mind ; a mistake ; a

blunder.
" This must have been the hallucination of the

transcriber."—^ ddison.

*2. A defective or impaired state of the

vision.

II. Physiol. : Delusion (q.v.) ; belief in the ex-

istence of things which have no real existence.

Deaf people hear sounds and blind see visions.

No person can convince an insane person that

the sounds he believes he hears, or that the

forms he believes he sees, are other than real

and substantial, the hallucination being the

false conception which he is unable to distin-

guish from a true perception. [Illusion.]

"Vertigo, or dizziness, presents a vivid hallu-

cination of movement either of the body of

the person suffering from it or of things sur-

rounding him which are really atrest. Double
vision, in a certain stage of drunkenness, par-

takes of this nature, though it is rather an
illusion than a hallucination.

* hal-lu'-cln-a-tor, s. [Lat.] One who is

under the influence of hallucinations ; a blun-

derer.

* hal-lu-9111-a-tor-Jr, a. [Lat. luxllucinator.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of hallucinations.

hal-luf, s. [Abyssinian.]

Zool. : Phacochosrus or Phascochcerus JEliani,

or an allied species of wart-hog, occurring in

Abyssinia. [Wart-hog.]

hal -lux, 5. [Lat. allex = the thumb, or great

toe.]

Anatomy

:

1. Human : The great toe.

2. Com]). : The innermost of the five normal
digits of a vertebrate foot. " (Huxley.)

halm (I silent), s. [Haulm.]

halm-grass, s.

Bot. : (1) Elymus arenarius; (2) Carex are-

naria.

hal -ma-liUe, s. [Ceylonese (?).]

Bot. : Berrya Ammonilla. [Berrya.]

hal ma-tiir iis, s. [Gr. aAjua (hedma) =
a spring, a leap, a bound ; aAAouai (Jiallomai)

= to leap, and oupa (pura) = tail.]

Zool. : A sub-genus of kangaroos, genus
Macropus. Halmaturus or M. antilopimis, the
Antelopian kangaroo ; has short stiff horns
like those of some antelopes. It inhabits the
north of Australia. Halmaturtis elegans (Ma-
cropus rujicollis) is the red-necked kangaroo
of New South Wales.

* hal-mote, * hal-I-mote, s. [Hallmote.]

ha 16, s. [Lat. halos (genit. and aceus. halo) =
Gr. aA«>s (halos) = a round threshing-floor, the
disc of the sun or moon or of a shield; a halo.]

1. Literally :

Physics & Meteor. : A circle round an object
when the latter is steadily looked at. The
impression of the halo is opposite to that of

the object, so that, if the object is bright, the
halo is dark, and vice versa. Haloes are of

two types, encircling and opposite ; the fornit-r

including simple haloes, compound haloes or

halo systems, and finally coronas ; the latter

comprehending rainbows, fog-bows, and mist
or mountain spectres. The word is often

used in connection with the inoon and the
sun. Haloes round these heavenly bodies
consist of coloured light, produced by the re-

fraction of the light passing from the luminary
through the surrounding haze. When a halo

is increasing in size it prognosticates dry
weather ; when it diminishes in magnitude,
rain is then probably not far off. Humboldt
once saw a halo round the planet Venus.

2. Fig. : An ideal glory investing an object.

" Glory's self is twilight, and displays
A melancholy halo." Byron : Childe Harold, iv. 165.

* ha -16, v.t. & i. [Halo, s.]

A. Trans. : To surround with or as with a

halo.
" Like yonder spots of our roadside lamps,
Haloed about with the common's damps."

H. Browning : Christmas Eva, iv.

B. Intrans. : To form into a halo ; to sur-

round as a halo.
"The fire

That haloed round his saintly brow."
Southey : Tholaba, bk. ix.

ha-lob'-a-tes, s. [Gr. uAs (hals), genit. iA6?
(halos) = the sea, and £0x175 (bates) = one that
treads or covers ; jScuVw (baino) = to walk,
to go.]

Entom. : A genus of Heteroptera, family
Nepidse. It is found on the surface of the
sea within the tropics, often far from land.
(Stcainson & Shuckard.)

* ha -loed, a. [Eng. lialo ; -ed.] Surrounded
with or as with a halo.

" Elicit from the gloom some haloed face bending
over me with strange pity."— C. Brontii ; Jane Eyre,
ch. ii.

hal'-o-gen, s. [Gr. aAs (lials) = salt, and
ytwaoi (gemiao) = to produce. ]

Chem. : The electro-negative radical of a
haloid salt. This term is also used for the
monad elements chlorine, bromine, iodine,

and fluorine, as their sodium salts resemble
sea salt, which is chloride of sodium, NaCl.
The physical properties of CI, Br, and I,

correspond with the difference of their atomic
weights, CI 35-5, Br 80, and 1 127, the weight
of bromine vapour being the mean of that of

chlorine and iodine. Chloride is a gas, bromine
a liquid, and iodine a solid at ordinary tempe-
ratures. Chlorine has the greatest chemical
affinity for hydrogen, and iodine for oxygen,

that of bromine being intermediate.

ha-log'-en-ous, a. [Eng., &c, lialogen (q.v.);

-cms.] Belonging to or in any way connected
with the halogens ;

generating haloid salts.

hal-og'-e-ton, s. [Gr. aAs (lials) = the sea,

and yeiruiv (geiton) = a neighbour.]

Bot. : A genus of Chenopods. Halogeton

tamariscifolium, a native of North America, is

there called Spanish Worm-seed, and is a

powerful anthelmintic.

ha -loid, a. & s. [Gr. aAs (lials) = salt, and
eZoos (eidos) = form.]

A. As adjective

:

Chem. : A name given to salts formed by the

union of a halogen element with a metal, as

NaCl sodium chloride, or by the union of a

radical which does not contain oxygen with a

metal, as KCN, cyanide of potassium.

B. -4s subst. : A haloid salt.

ha-lom'-e-ter, s. [Gr. aAs (hals), genit. aAo«

(7ia£os)=salt, and fj.irpov (metron)=a measure.]

An instrument for measimng the forms and
angles of salts and crystals. [Goniometer.]

ha-ld'-ni-a, s. [Gr. akwvLa (Jmlonia) = a

threshing "floor.]

Palceobotany : A genus of fossil plants pro-

posed by Lindley and Hutton, and adopted by
Linger, &c, for stems having a surface like

that of Lepidodendron combined with the

branching of the Conifera?. But in 1S48 Mr.

boil, b6$-; poiit, joM; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - r.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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John S. Dawes, F.G.S., showed that the
branching was really dichotomous like Lepi-
dodendron itself. (Q-tiar. Jour. Geol. Sog., iv.

289.) They are now regarded as Lycopodiacese.
Prof. Morris enumerates five British species,

all from the Coal Measures.

hal'-o-phyte, s. [Gr. aAs (hals), genit. a\6g
(halos)= the sea, and $vtov (plmton)= a. plant.]

Botan. Geog, : A plant growing in a salt

marsh, and producing soda salts. Examples,
Salicornia, Salsola, &c. Halophytes is not
a term used in classification, the salt-marsh
plants being devoid of affinity to each other.

hal-6-ra-ga'-ce-a% hal'-o-ra'-ge-se, s.pl.

[Mod. L"at. halorag(is); Lat. fern, pi. adj. stiff.

-acecu, ~ece.]

Bot. : Hippurids. An order of epigynous
exogens, alliance Myrtales. It consists of

herbaceous plants or under shrubs, with al-

ternate, opposite, or whorled leaves ; small
flowers, either axillary or in terminal panicles

;

the calyx adherent, its limb two to four-

toothed or undivided ;
petals inserted into

the summit of the calyx or absent ; stamens
inserted in the same place, as many as the
petals or fewer ; ovary inferior ; style none

;

stigma papillose or pencil-formed ; fruit dry,

indehiscent, membranous or bony, with one
or more cells ; seed solitary, pendulous. The
species, which are scattered over the world,
are generally found in wet places. Genera
described eight, species seventy. Genera re-

presented in Britain : Hippuris, Myriophyl-
lum, and Callitriche (q.v.). The order may
he a degenerate state of Onagracese. It has
two tribes, Halorageee and Trapese (q.v.).

h&l-o-ra'-ge-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. halorag(is)

;

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -eo3.]

Botany

:

1. The typical tribe of Haloragaceee (q.v.).

2. The same as Haloragace^ (q.v.).

hal-O-ra'-giS, s. [Gr. ak$ (hals), genit. aAos
(halos) = the sea, and p<££ (rhax), genit. pa-yds
(rhagos) = a berry, a grape.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Halora-
geae and the order Haloragacese (q.v.). Halo-
ragis citriodora is fragrant.

ha'-lo-SCOpe, s. [Eng. halo, and Gr. trwon-eco

(skopeo) = to view, to see.]

Optics: An instrument invented by M.
Bravais for exhibiting the phenomena con-
nected with halos, parahelia, &c. It com-
prises prisms and a mirror, which revolve
rapidly about an axis, and two plates of glass
for intercepting the light. The rotating prisms
receive the light from a lamp in a darkened
chamber, the refracted rays assuming the form
of the parahelion circle.

hal-ot'-rich-ite, hal-ot'-rich-me, s. &
a. [Gr. c£a? (hals), genit. aAos (halos) = salt,

and dp££ (thrix), genit. Tpt^dy (trichos) = hair.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Of the form Halotriehite :

(1) Halotriehite of Glocker : A yellowish
white mineral, with silky fibres and an inky
astringent taste, Compos. : sulphuric acid,
35 "9 ; alumina, 11*5; protoxide of iron, S'l

;

water, 44*5 = 100. Found at Hurlet and
Campsie, near Glasgow, in Finland, Rhenish
Bavaria, at Ooromiah, in Persia, in which last

it is used making fine ink, &c.

(2) Halotriehite of Hansmann : The same as
Alunogen (Dana), called in the Brit, Mus. Cat,

Keramohalite (q.v.).

2. Of the form Halotrichine : A silky ashen
mineral from the Solfatara, near Naples.
(Dana.) The Brit. Mus. Cat. makes it simply
a synonym of Halotriehite (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Of or belongingto the minerals
described under A.

H Danahas a Halotriehite group of minerals
including Menclozite, Pickeringite, Apjohnite,
Bosjemannite, and Halotriehite (q.v.).

* halpe, pret. of v. [Help, v. ]

'hals, * halse, s. [A.S. heals, heels; Goth.,

O. Fris., 0. S.
}
O. H. Ger., Dan., & Sw. hals;

Icel. hals.]

1. Ord. Lang, (Of both forms) : The neck,
the throat.

" Thorgh Ms armure aoiie it smate,
A litel iutil hys hals it bate."

Yioalne & Qawahte. (Ritson, vol. i.)

2. Naut. (Of the form halse): One of the
holes at the head of a ship, through which the
cable runs ; a hawse (q.v.).

* halse (1), v.t. [Icel. hdlsa = to clew up a
sail, from hals = the neck, the front sheet of

a sail, the tack of a sail, &c.J [Halse, s.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To embrace round the neck.

"Thou hastfounde them eighteene yereB, with their
armes abrode to halse thee,"

—

Golden Soke, eh. xlvi.

2. Naut. : To hoist, to draw up.

"Bomilcar. . . liaised up sails, and away he went."

—

P. Holland: Livius, p. 56S.

halse (2), * halsien, v.t. [A.S. hdlsian,

Jiedlsian ; 0. H. Ger. heiliso7i ; Icel. heilsa.]

1. To beseech, to adjure. (Chaucer: C. T.,

13,575.)

2. To greet, to salute.

* hal'-sen-ing, a. [Eng. hals = the throat,]

Sounding harshly ; inharmonious or discordant
in the throat.

"This ilJ hahening horny name hath, as Cornuto in
Italy, opened a gap to the scoffs of many."

—

Carew.

* hal'-ser (I silent), * hal'-ster, haw'-ser,
s. [Halse, s.] A large rope ; a small cable ;

a hawser (q.v.).

" And ships secure without their halsers ride."
Pope: Homer; Odyssey alii. 121.

halt (1), v.i. [Halt, a.]

1. To limp ; to he lame.
" The hors, on whiehe she rode was blacke,
And luxlted." Gower: C. A., iv.

2. To linger, to loiter ; to hesitate ; to stand
in doubt.

" How long halt ye between two opinions ?"—1 Kings
xviii. 21.

3. To be defective ; to fall or come short

;

to be faulty in measure or rhythm ; to fail in
connection of ideas, &c.

"The verse
Malts, like the best of Luther's psalms."

R. Browning : Paracelsus, iv.

* 4. To be slow ; to move slowly.

"Till halting vengeance overtook our age."
Bryden : The Medal, 320.

halt (2), v.i. & (. [Halt, interj.]

A. Intrans. : To stop in walking ; to cease
to advance ; specif., of soldiers on a march.

" He halted by a cross of stone."
Scott : Marmion, vi. 22.

B. Trans. : To cause to stop in walking or
marching.

halt, *hault, a. [A.S. healt; cogn. with
Icel. haltr ; Dan. halt; Sw. halt; Goth, halts;

O. H. Ger. halz.] Lame, crippled; unable to
walk without limping.

halt, * alt, interj. & s. [Sp. alta ; Fr. alte.]

A. As interj.: An order addressed to troops
on the march to stop or cease to advance.

B. As subst. : The act of halting or stopping
on a march.

'

' In motion, or in halt." Milton : P. L., vi. 532.

halt, s. [Halt, a.]

1. The act or condition of limping; lame-
ness.

2. A disease in sheep.
" Gouty ails, by shepherds termed the halt."

Dyer : Fleece, bk. i.

* halt, pres. of v.
' [Hold, v.] Holdeth, holds.

halt'-er (1), s. [Eng. halt(l), v.; -er.] One
who halts or limps ; a cripple.

hal'-ter (2), * hault-er, s. [A.S. healfter,

hcelfre; cogn. with 0. Dut. halfter; Ger. half-
ter; O. H. Ger. halftra.]

1. A headstall and strap by which an animal
is fastened to a stanchion or manger.

2. A cord, a strong string, a rope.

3. A rope with a noose to hang malefactors

;

hence, death by hanging.
"The bottom of all is the fear of the halter, not of

any detestation of the offence."—Banyan : Pilgrim's
Progress, pt. i

* 4. The right or privilege of hanging male-
factors.

" Edward resigned to them [the City] the monopoly
of the axe and halter.'"—Pennant: London.

hal'-ter, v.t. [Halter, v.] To put a halter
upon ; to bind or tie up with a halter ; as, To
halter a horse.

" A haltered neck, which does the hangman thank
For being yare about hhn."

Shakesp. : Antony & CleSpatra, iii, 13.

hal-ter'-es, s. pi. [Gr. akrijpes (halteres) =

weights held in the hand to give an impetus

in leaping ; they were something like dumb-
bells ; aXKotxai (hallonvxi) — to leap.]

Entom. : Two small knobbed filaments rising

from the opposite sides of the thorax in the

insect order Diptera, just where the hinder

pair, to which they are analogous, would be

were they present; in fact, they are this

second pair of wings modified. They tend to

balance the insect in its flight, and are called

by Sir Richard Owen and others balancers.

* hal' - ter - man, ». [Eng. halter (2), and
man.] A hangman.

,l
ITaltermen and iballet-makers were not "better set

a-worke this many a day."—Bundle ofNew Wit (1638).

* hal'-ter-saclt, s. [Eng. halter (2), s., and
sack.] A term of reproach and contempt.

"Away, you haltersack, you."

—

Beaum. & Flet,:
King & No King, ii.

haT-tic-a, al'-tic-a, s. [Gr. oXtikos (halti-

Jcos) = go"od at leaping, active. ]

Entom. : A genus of Chrysomelidte or Galer-
ucidse, by some elevated into the type of a
distinct family Halticida? (q.v.). It contains
the Turnip-fly (Haltica nemorum). [Turnip-
fly.] H. consobritia, the Blue Cabbage Flea
or Beetle is found in May in numbers upon
seedling cabbages, the leaves of which it de-

vours.

hal-ti$'-i~&3&t s.pl. [Mod. Lat., &c. haltic(a);

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of insects by most ento-
mologists placed under ChrysoinelicUe, from
the typical genera of which it differs by the
great leaping powers of the insects placed
under it. They are also of small size. Like
the Chrysomelidse they are often brightly
coloured.

hal-ti-cdr'-i-dae, s. pi [Gr. oArtKos (halti-

kos) [Haltica] ; k6gis (koris) = a bug, and
Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : Jumping bugs ; a family of Heter-
optera.

halt -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Halt (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or condition of stop-
ping in walking or on the march ; a halt, a
hesitating.

" They layin wait for our hattings^—Glanvill, eer. 5.

halt'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. halting; -ly.] In a
halting or limping manner ; with a halt or
limp.

hal'-van-ner, s. [Eng. halvanXs); -er.] A
miner who dresses and washes the impurities
from halvans.

hal'-vang, s. [Cornish (?). Cf. Wei. halog =
saturated with salt, polluted, defiled.]

Mining : Impure ores which require to be
washed and freed from impurities.

halve (I silent), v.t. [Half, s.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. To divide into halves or equal parts ; to
divide generally.

" Think'st thou that I could bear to part
With thee, and learn to halve my heart ?"

Byron: Bride of Abydos, i. 11.

2. To share ; to give a half or moiety of : as,

To halve anything with another.

IL Carp.: To join timbers by halving (q.v.).

halve-net, s A fixed bag-net placed
within low-water mark to prevent fish return-
ing with the tide.

halved (I silent), pa., par. & a, [Halve.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

Botany ;

(1) Dimidiate ; only half or partially formed,
as an anther with only one lobe perfect.

(Lindley.)

(2) A term used when the degree of inequal-
ity is so great that one half of the figure is

either wholly or nearly wanting, as the leaves
of many Bryonias. (Lindley.)

halve§ (I silent), s. pi & vnterj. [Half, s.]

A. As subst. : [Half].

B. As interj. : An expression by which one
lays claim to the half, or an equal share, of
anything with another.
" But when the twin cries halves, she quits the first.

*

Cleveland.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit.

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian., se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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halv'-ing (I silent), pr. par., a., & s. [Halve.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

I, Orel. Lang. : The act or process of divid-

ing into halves or equal parts.

II. Join. : A mode of joining timbers or
scantling in which each is equally cut upon
one of its faces, and the two new faces are
laid, together and secured. The timbers lap
upon and are let into each other. The joint

thus made may be a simple lap-joint, or it may
Toe a dovetail, a scarf, or a notched joint. It

may be secured by pins, wedges, or bolts, ac-

cording to circumstances.

halving belt, s.

Mach. : A belt crossed between pulleys, so

as to cause them to revolve in opposite direc-

tion ; a crossed belt.

*hal'-y,a. [Holy.]

hal-jMD.W- [Hali-(I).]

haly- (2), pre/. [Halt- (2).]

hal -yard, hal'-liard (i as y),* haul-yard,
s. [A" shortened form of hale-yard, from hale
= to haul, draw, and yard.] [Hale, Yard ]

Naut. : A rope, chain, or tackle for hoisting
or lowering yards, spars, sails, or flags. They
are named from the spar, &c., to which they
are applied. (Falconer: Shipwreck, ii.)

hal-y-me'-da, s. [Pref. holy, and Gr. fj.-qSi.ov

(median) = a plant, perhaps a Campanula (?),

or /xefiw (medo) = to rule, to hold sway over.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the Confervoid
family, or tribe HalymedidEe (q.v.).

hal-y-me'-di-dss, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. haly-
med(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family or tribe of Confervaceae. The
frond is polysiphonous, made up of tubes
which are continuous or jointed, and more or
less densely branched. (Lindley.)

hal-y-me'-nj-a, s. [Pref. haly- (2), and Gr.

vfj-vp (humen) = a. skin, a membrane, named
because of the membranous fronds.]

Bot. : A genus of Fucacese, sub-order Crypto-
nemese, family or tribe Gasterocarpi die. Hdly-
menia edulis is the True Dulse, and if. palmata
the Common Dulse, both eaten in Scotland.]

* ha'-ly-mdte, s, [Mid. Eng. haly = holy, and
mote (q.v.).] A sacred or ecclesiastical court. •

hal-y-seV-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. halyser(is)

(q.v.); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A sub-order of Fucacese. The frond is

polysiphonous, barked, jointed, or continuous;
the vesicles scattered over the surface of the
frond, or collected into heaps. (Lindley.)

ha-lys'-er-is, s. [Pref. haly (2), and Gr. aepis
(seris) = a kind of endive, succory ; Lat. seris.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-order
Halysereaa (q.v.).

* h«tt-y-Sl'-te§, s. [Gr. aAuo-is (kalusis)=a.

cham, a bond, and suff. -ite (Pakeont.) (q.v.).]

Palceont. : A genus of tabulate corals. Haly-
sites catenularius is the chain coral. It is

found in the Upper Silurian of Dudley, in

Shropshire, of Ireland, of Norway, Sweden,
and the United States, and in the Lower
Silurian of North and South "Wales. (Morris,

&c.) It is the Catenipora of Goldfuss.

hal-y-Slt'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. halysit(es)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ulce.]

Palceont. : A family of paleeozoic tabulate

Corals.

-ham, suff. [A.S. hdm = a. house, a home, a
village.] A common element in the names of

English towns "and villages, as Bucking7m?ft,

Durftam, Notting7tam, &c. [Hamlet.]

* ham, v.t. [Ham, s.] To cure and make into

ham ; to salt and cure or dry in smoke.

ham, * hamme, * homme, s. [A.S. hamm;
cogn. with O. H. Ger. hamma; Ger. liamme;
Dut. hamme= a ham. So called from the

bend in the leg ; cf. "Welsh cam = bent; Lat.

camur. ]

1. The inner or hind part of the kneer the

part where the leg and thigh unite and meet;
the thigh of any animal.

'' Wearing their hair long vnto their hammes as the
aauagea vse to do."—Eackluyt : Voyages, iii. 337.

2. The thigh of an animal, specif., of a hog,
salted and cured, or dried in smoke.

ham'-a-dry-ad (pi. ham'-a-dry-ads,
ham-a-dry'-a-des), s. [Lat. hamadryades,
pl. of hamadryas; Gr. 'Az-iaopuaSes (Hamadru-
ades), from a/xa (ama) = together with, and
Spvs (drus) = a tree.]

Ancient Myth. : A dryad or wood-nymph.
" The JiamadT-i/atTs life is bound to her tree. . . . She

dies with the fallen trunk.''—Tylur : Primitive Culture,
ii. 200.

ham-a-dry'-as, s. [Hamadryad.]
I. Zool. : The distinctive name of a species of

the genus Cynocephalus (q.v.) ; it is sonie-

HAMADRYAS.

times called the Arabian Baboon, and among
the ancient Egyptians was worshipped as a
type of Thoth, the god of letters. Its colour
is ashy gray, with long slate-coloured whiskers,
face and ears flesh-coloured, hands black, cal-

losities large and bright-red, the tail is tufted,
and the males are heavily maned. They live

in herds of from eighty to a hundred; habitat,
the mountains in Arabia, throughout Abys-
sinia, in Sennaar, Kordofan, and Darfur, at an
elevation of 8,000 feet.

2. Bot. : A genus of Ranunculaceee, from the
Antarctic regions.

Ham'-al, s. "[Arabic]

Astron. : A fixed star, of the second magni-
tude. Called also a. Arietis.

ham-a-mel'-e-ee, s. pl, [Mod. Lat. hama-
melis); Lat. fern. pl. suff. -eoz.]

Bot. : A tribe of Hamamelidacese, having
solitary ovules. i

ham-a-mel-i-da'-ce-se, ham-a-mel-
ld'-e-se, s. pl. [Mod. Lat. lutmamel(is)

;

Lat. fern. pl. adj. suff. -acete, -idece.]

Bot. : Witch-hazels, an order of epigynous
exogens, alliance Umbellales. It consists of

trees or shrubs with hollow stems, sometimes
marked by circular discs ; alternate, deci-

duous, toothed leaves, with veins turning
from the midrib straight to the margin ; de-

ciduous stipules ; small axillary, sometimes,
unisexual flowers, with their calyx in four or.

five divisions, four or five petals, eight sta-

mens, four of them with abortive anthers,

and a two-celled capsular, half inferior fruit

with pendulous seeds. The order is found in

North America, Japan, China, Central Asia,

Madagascar, and South Africa. Genera, thir-

teen ; known species undetermined.

ha-mara' e-lis, s. [Gr. d/m/xTjAc's (hamamelis)
'= a tree with fruit like a pear, a kind of

medlar or service-tree : ajua (liama) = at the
same time with, and juijAoc (melon) = an apple,

or any tree-fruit.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Hama-
melidaceEe (q.v.). It consists of plants with
alternate leaves and yellow flowers, occurring
in North America and China. Hamamelis
virginica has been introduced into Britain.

It has oily kernels, which are eatable. The
leaves and bark are very astringent, and con'

tain a peculiar essential oil.

ham-ar-thri'-tls, s. [Gr. S.f±a (hama) = at

once, at the same time, and apOplrts (arthritis)

=. belonging to the joint
; y apflpiTis (se. i-do-os)

(he arthritis nosos) = the disease affecting the
joints ;

gout.]

Med. : Gout affecting the whole body, as

distinguished from a merely local attack.

ha mar -tite, s. [Gr. afxaprdvut (hamartano)
*= to mistake, and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v,).]

Min. : The name given, by Nordenskiold to

the Bastmisite of Huot. It is a fluocarbonate
of lanthanum and cerium. Crystallization
probably prismatic. Occurs in the Bastnnes
mine, Riddarhyttan, Sweden, associated with
allanite, and recently found in large crystals
near Pike's Peak, Colorado. (T. Davies.
F.G.S.)

* ha'-mate, a. [Lat. hamatus, from hamus =
a hook.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Hooked ; entangled.

2. Bot. : Furnished with a hook ; hooked.
" To explain cohesiou by hamate atoms, is Accounted

igiwtum per ignotius."—Dp. Berkeley : Siris, § 22".

* ha -mat-ed, a. [Lat. kamatus.]

Ord. Lang. , Bot. , dtc. : Hooked ; set with
hooks.

"Nothing less can disentangle these creatures from
their liamated station of life.'—Swift : Mechan. Oper&
tion of the Spirit,

ha-ma-to, prefix. [Lat. hamatus.]

Bot., &c. : Provided with a hook or hooks.

hamato serrate, ex.

Bot. : Having somewhat hooked serratures

ham ble, *ham'-el, v.t. [AS. hamelian
= to mutilate; Icel. liamla; O. H. Ger.
bihumalon.]

1. To mutilate.

2. To cut away. (Chaucer: 1'roilus, ii.)

3. To render dogs incapable of running by
cutting away the balls of their feet.

4. To hamstring.

Ham'-burg, s. & a, [See definition A.]

A. As subst. : A well-known commercial
city of Germany, lat. 53 33° N., long. 9° 58J E.

B. -4s adj. : Of or belonging to Hamburg.

Hamburg-lake, s.

Painting : A crimson or purplish pigment
of great power and depth. It resembles the
cochineal lake, except that it dries with diffi-

culty.

Hamburg-parsley, s.

Bot.: Large -rooted parsley—a variety of

parsley cultivated for its roots. These com-
municate an agreeable flavour to soups and
stews. (Loudon.)

Hamburg-white, s.

Painting : Barytes used as a pigment.

hame (1), s. [Dut. haam.]

Harness: One of the pair of curved bars of
wood or metal which fit in the crease between
the roll and the body of the collar, and to
which the traces are connected. The flat

wooden hame is still used in heavy gears,

secured by thongs. The trace-chains are

attached to the hooks, and the reins pass
through the rings above. The trace-hooks of

carriage-hames are looped to the staples of the

names.

^T Obvious compounds : Hame - fastener,

hame-loch, hame-ring, hame-strap, &c.

hame (2), s. [Home.] (Scotch.)

* hame (3), ». [Haulm.]

*ham'-el, v.t. [Hamble.]

ha-mel'-i-a, s. [Named by Jacquin after

E. L. Du Hamel Du Monceau, a distinguished

botanist, who died in 1782.

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Ha-
nieliclae (q.v.).

ha-mel'-i-HisB, s.pl. [Mod. Lat* liamelv(a);

Lat. fern. pl. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Cinchonacese, tribe Cin-

chonese.

hame ly, a. [Homely.] (Scotch.)

*ham-er, s. [Hammer.]

hame'- suck - en, s. [Icel. lieimsdkn = an

attack on one's house ; A.S. ham = house, and
secan = to seek.]

Scots Law : The offence of feloniously beat

ing or assaulting a person in his own house or

dwelling-place.

ha -mi, s. pl. [Hamus.]

ha'-mi-form, a. [Lat. hamus (genit. ftami)=
a hook, and forma = form.]

Zool., &c. : Hook-shaped, hamate.

W>il, btfy; pout, jtfwl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing

-€ian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion=shun; -tion, -sion - zhun, -tious, -sious, -cious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c = bel, d*L
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Ham-ll-to'-ni-a, s. [Named after Mr.
Hamilton, a botanist, of Woodlands, near
Philadelphia.]

Bat. : A genus of Cinchonads, family Guet-
tardidte. The flowers are delightfully fragrant.

Ham-il-to'-ni-an, a. [See def.]

1. Gen. : Of or belonging to any person of

the name of Hamilton.

, 2. Spec. : (See the compound).

Hamiltonian system, s. The name
given to the system of teaching languages
popularized in England by James Hamilton,
though it was known long before his day, and
was recommended by Locke in his Thoughts
Concerning Education, § 107. James Hamilton
was born in 1769, and in early life went to

Hamburg, where lie studied German under a
French refugee named U'Angelis. After twelve
lessons he was able to read an easy book, his

tutor having discarded the use of a grammar,
and translated stories for his pupils word for

word. Hamilton commenced business in

Paris, but on the rupture of the Treaty of

Amiens, he was made a prisoner of war, and
in 1814 went to America, intending to become
a farmer. He changed his plans, however,
and, adopting the method of D'Angelis, at-

tained considerable success as a teacher of
languages. He returned to England in 1823,

and was very successful in Manchester. His
plans excited a great deal of attention and no
slight amount of opposition. Sydney Smith
warmly defended them in the Edinburgh Re-
view of June, 1S26, and says that the Hamil-
tonian system "teaches an unknown tongue
by the closest interlineal translation, instead
of leaving a boy to explore his way by the
lexicon or dictionary," and "postpones the
study of grammar till a considerable progress
has been made and a great degree of practical
grammar has been acquired. The followingare
the opening words of the Gospel of St. John
in Italian on the Hamiltonian system :

—

Nel priueinio era il Verbo.
In the beginning was the Word.

ha'-mite (1), ha-mi'-tes, s. [Lat. hamus =
a hool ; stiff, -ite (Palcmnt.) (q.v.).]

Palceontology

:

1. (Of the form Hamites): A genus of cepha-
lopnd molluscs, family Ammonitkla?. The
shell is hook shaped, or bent upon itself more

than once ; the courses separate. Fifty-eight
species are known, from the Neocomian to the
Chalk. Found in strata in Europe, India, and
South America. (S. P. Woodward.)

2. (Of the form Hamite) : The English name
for any fossil shell of the genus Hamites [1].

Ham'-Ite (2), s. [Heb. Drr (Chham) = as adj.,

warm, hot ; as subst., Ham, the youngest son
of Noah ; -ite. ] A descendant of Ham, a negro,
an Ethiopian.

Ham-lt'-ic, a. [Eng., &c. Hamit(e); -ic.]

Ethnol. & Philol. : Of or belonging to Ham,
his descendants or their languages. The name
corresponds to the term Semitic for the Syro-
Arabian languages, but there is difficulty in
connection with both, for Canaan was the son
of Ham, but his descendants apparently spoke
Phoenician, which was not an Hamitic, but a
Semitic tongue. The term is sometimes used
for the great but imperfectly known family of
distinctively African languages.

ham'-kin, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A pudding
made of a shoulder of mutton.

ham' -let, name -lest, * hame-lat,
hame-lette, * ham-il-let, s. [O. Fr.

hamel ; dimin. stiff, -et ; O. Fris. ham = a
home ; cogn. with A.S. ham — Eng. home.] A
small village ; a little cluster of houses in the
com try. (Tennyson : Death of Wellington, vii.)

* ham-let-ed, a. [Eng. hamlet ; -ed.] Liv-
ing or settled down in a hamlet or village.

""[Inactively lives hamleted in some untravelled
village. "

—

Feltluim : /iesolves.

ham'-mel, s. [Hemmel.] A small shed and en-
closure used for sheltering cattle for fattening.

ham'-mer, *ham-er, s. [A.S. towr; cogn.
with Dut. hamer ; Icel. liaman ; Dan. hammer;
Sw. hamvmre; Ger. hammer; O. H. Ger.
liamar.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) A tool or instrument for driving nails,

beating metals, &e., and consisting of an iron,

or steel head fixed crosswise on a handle.
"The armureren also

With file and hammer yrikiug to and fro."
CJiaacur: V. T., 2.511.

(2) Anything resembling a hammer in its

shape, action, or use, as the striker of a clock.

2. Fig. : Anything destructive, overwhelm-
ing, or ruining.

"That renowned pillar nf truth and hammer of
heresies, St. Augustine."

—

Uakewill; On Providence.

II. Technically

:

1. Fire-arms: Formerly, the hammer of the

flint-lock was the steel cover of the priming-
pan, and the parts connected therewith which
received the blow of the flint which was held
in the cock. The hammer of the percussion-

lock is the striking part itself.

2. Machines : In addition to the hand im-
plement called a hammer, large ones moved
by machinery are used in manufactories.
Thus there are power-hammers and steam-
hammers, the former moved by any potent
natural agent, as water or steam ; the latter

specifically by steam.

3. Mnno : A small padded mallet by which
the string of a piano is struck.

T[ (1) Geological hammer:
Geol. : A hammer suited for the use of

geologists. At least two such implements are

required—one for rough-hewing specimens,
the other for reducing them to smaller dimen-
sions. The first should have a heavy head,
with one end wedge-shaped, the other flat and
square or rounded. The material should be
Swedish iron, with well-tempered but not
brittle steel ends welded on. The shaft

should be thirteen, fourteen, or more inches
long. (Rutley.)

(2) Hammer and tongs : Violently.
" Mr. Malone fell upon them Jiammer and tongs."—

H. Kingnley : liavenshoe, ch. lx.

hammer-axe, s. A double tool, having
a hammer at one side of the handle and an
axe at the other.

hammer-beam, s.

Arch. : Abeam in Gothic architecture which
projects from the wall, and iorms a sort of
bracket-support for the tie-beams of an orna-
mental roof. Hammer-beams never extend
across an apartment ; and their ends are com-
monly decorated with earrings, very fre-

quently representing emblazoned shields.

They are often used also in the principals of
Gothic roofs to strengthen the framing and to
diminish the lateral pressure that falls upon
the walls. The hammer-beam is generally
supported by a rib rising up from a corbel
below, and in its turn forms the support of
another rib, which, with that springing from
the hammer-beam on the opposite side, consti-
tutes an arch.

Hammer-beam roof : A roof, the feet of the
principal rafters of which are connected by a
tie-beam, but usually rest in corbels. Half-
rafters, carrying a vaulted superstructure,
usually span the severy.

hammer-catcher, s.

Music: A padded shoulder which catches
the hammer on its return.

hammer-cloth, s. V

Carriage: The cloth which covers a coach-
box ; so called from the old practice of earry-

HAMMER-CXOTH.
a. Bells ; b. c. d. Plaits.

ing a hammer, nails, &c, in the box of the
seat, or from hamper; but, according toSkeat,

hammer is here an adaptation of Dut. Iiemel =

(1) heaven, (2) a tester, a covering ; cognate

with Sw., Dan., & Ger. himmel - (1) heaven,

(2) a tester.

hammer-dressed, a.

Mason: Dressed or prepared with a ham-

mer ; specifically applied to building-stone

dressed with a pointed hammer or pick.

hammer-engine, s.

Mach. : A variety of the direct acting verti-

cal steam engine, in which the supporting

frame resembles that of a steam-hammer,

hammer-fish, s. [Hammer-headed sltark.]

hammer -harden, hammer - hard,
v.t. To beat metal with a hammer while cold,

to close the pores and condense the texture.

"Hammer-hard is when you harden iron or steel

with much hammering on it."—Moxon.

hammer-head, s.

1, Orel. Lang. : The cross piece of iron form-
ing the head of a hammer.

" Because it was fashioned like a little mallet or
hammer-head, it was and is at this day called in
Lntiue malleolus."—P. Holland : Ptinie, bk. xvii., ch.
xxii.

2. Zool. : The same as Hammer-fish (q.v.),

hammer-headed, a.

Zool. : Having a head resembling a hammer.

TT (1) Hammer-headed bat

:

Zool. : Hypsignathitsmonstrosus, closelyallied

to White's Fruit Bat, but differing from all

other Pteropine bats in the extraordinary size

and shape of its head, which, owing to the
muzzle being enormously developed, has a
hammer-like appearance. It was discovered
by Du Chaillu in Western Africa, and described
by Dr. Allen of Philadelphia. (Duncan.)

(2) Hammer-headed shark :

Zool. : A British fish, Zygcena malleus, and
the genus Zyggena itself. The sides of the
head are greatly produced in a horizontal di-

rection. Sometimes called Hammer-fish.

hammer-man, s. One who beats or

works metal with a hammer ; one who has
charge of all that relates to the mechanical
treatment of iron by the hammer.

hammer-mark, s. A mark of the ham-
mer, left from forging.

hammer-oyster, o.

Zool. : The molluscous genus Malleus, and
especially Malleus vulgaris. It is not of the
genuine Oyster family (Ostreidae), but is one
of the Aviculidse. When young it is like an
ordinary Avicula, but, as it advances in age,

the two ears lengthen more and more, so as to
be always increasingly hammer-like. It in-

habits the Indian Archipelago.

hammer-sedge, s.

Bot. : Carex hirta.

hammer-slag, s.

Metal. : The coating of oxide of iron formed
on iron by heat, which, is removed by ham-
mering the metal when cold. " It is black,
opaque, slightly metallic in lustre, melts at a
high temperature, and is strongly magnetic."
(Percy.)

hammer-stone, *.

A nthropology :

1. A stone implement held in the hand and
used as a hammer by the Neolithic flint-

workers.
" The hammer-stones used in the manufacture of

flint hatchets appeal* to have been usually cjuartzite
pebbles."—Evans: Ancient Stone Implements, p. 29.

2. The name given to certain rarer stone
implements of Neolithic age from their re-

semblance to mining hammers. From their
showing no
traces of use, „.T it^"sL
and their
usual mate-
rial, sand- ^
stone, being jt

unsuitable g
for the pur- "1

pose of ham- ?

inering, per-

haps, also,

from tliei

having been
often found near lakes, they have come to be
classed as sinkers for nets or fishing-lines.
Similar implements, but of granite or diorite,

occur in the Ohio Valley ; some of them are

HAMMER-STONE.
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hammer—Hanbalites m
from three to four inches long. They show
no signs of abrasion, and may have been used
as bolas (q.v.), or, according to Evans (Ar-
dent Stone Implements, ch. x.), as sinkers.

But their use cannot be determined with cer-

tainty.

hammer-wort, s. The herb Fellitory.

(Halliwell.)

ham' mer, v.t. & i. [Hammer, s.]

A. Transitive
:

'

L Literally:

1, To beat with a hammer.

2. To forge or form with a hammer; to

shape by beating with a hammer.
"I had certainly been reduced to pay the public in

hammered money, (or want of milled."

—

Drydeti : A
Discourse on Epic Poetry,

II. Figuratively

:

* 1, To cause or produce with a hammer.
"And the smith his iron measures liammered to the

anvil's chime." Longfellow : Nuremberg.

*2. To work out or forge in the mind with
intellectual labour ; to excogitate. (Generally

followed by out.)

" Indeed, I sometimes hammered out a line."
Gay, Ep. 1, To a Lady.

*3. To patch up, to frame. (Followed by
up.)

"Some spirits, by whom they were stirred and
guided in the name of the people, hammered up the
articles."—Hayward.

B. Intransitive

:

I. Literally :

1. To work with a hammer.

2. To make a noise like a hammer ; to act

as a hammer ; to beat.
" Round him busily hewed and hammered

Mallet huge and heavy axe."
Longfellow: Musician's Tale.

II. Figuratively:

1. To be busy in thought ; to be working or

pondering in the mind.
" Nor need'st thou much importune me to that,
Whereon this month I have been hammering."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, i. 3.

2. To be in agitation or debate.
" A thousand things are hammering in his head."—

Dryden : Sir Martin Marr-all, i. 1.

3. To attack persistently. (Followed by at.)

" Better to clear prime forests . .

Than hammer at this reverend gentlewoman."
Tennyson : Princess, iii. 113.

*ham*-mer-a-ble, a. [Eng. hammer ; -able.]

That may or can be fashioned or formed with
a hammer ; malleable.

ham mer-er, s. [Eng. hammer; -er.] One
who works with a hammer ; a hammer-man.

ham'-mor-ihg, pr. par., a., & s. [Hammer, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par, & partieip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As siibstantive

:

1. Lit. ; The act or art of beating, forging,
or forming with a hammer.

2. Fig. : A constant beating, working, or
agitation. (P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 833.)

ham -mock, * ha-ma-ca, * ha~mac-ca, s.

[Up. havutca; cf. O. Dut. Jiawimak. Originally
Carib or Brazilian Indian (?).]

1. Originally : A kind of suspended bed
made of manilla, sea-grass, or other fibre net-
work, and used by the natives of the West
Indies, Brazil, Sec.

" A great many Indians came for the purpose of bar-
tering their cotton and hamaca* or nets in which they
sleep. '—Columbus : First

"—

2. Naut. : A kind of hanging or swinging
bed formed of canvas, about six feet by four,

suspended by lanyards from rings in the deck
beams.

*' Then swift descending with a seaman's haste,
SI 1 1)8 to his hammock and forgets the blast."

Cowper : Retirement, 436.

3. As used now on shore : A swinging or sus-

pended bed made of canvas or network, and
nung by hooks or other contrivance from the
roof, ceiling, a tree, &c.

hammock - battens, hammock -

racks, s. pi.

Naut : Cleats or battens from which the
hammocks are suspended.

hammock-nettings, s. pi.

Naut. : A row of forked, upright, iron
stanchions, supporting a netting or wooden
trough, in which the seamen stow their ham-
mocks during the day.

hammock -racks, s. pi. [Hammock-
battens.]

hammock-Shroud, s. A poetical ex-
pression which derives its force from the fact
that the bodies of sailors or other persons
dying at sea are sewn up in hammocks and
committed to the deep.

"Hi3 heavy-shotted hammock-shroud."
Tennyson: In Memoriam, ii. 15.

ha'-mdse, a. [Mod. Lat. hamosus.] [Hamous.]
Bot. ; Curved like a fish-hook, hooked, bent.

ha -moils, a. [Lat. hamus = a hook ; Gr.
Xa/xds (chamos) =. a fish-hook ; cf. Gael, cham
= bent, and suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Hamose (q.v.).

Hamp -den (p silent), *. [John Hampden,
the celebrated patriot, who was mortally
wounded in a skirmish at Chalgrove, in Ox-
fordshire, and died June 24, 1(543.]

Hampden clubs, s. pi.

Hist. : Clubs formed throughout Britain in
1S16, nominally to advocate reform. A Com-
mittee drawn from both Houses of Parliament
was appointed to inquire into their working,
and reported, on February 9, 1817, that their
object was revolution.

ham'-per (1), s. [A corrupt, ofhanaper (q.v. ).l
A large coarsely-made covered wicker-work
basket, used for packing articles for carriage.

" The next rhyming letter shews that her reply was
a hamper of oysters. —Cowper : On the High Price of
Fish. (Note.)

* ham -per (2), s. [Hamper, v.]

I, Ord, Lang. : Anything which hampers or
impedes free action ; a fetter.
" Shackles, shacklockes, hampers, gives, and chaines."

Browne: Britannia's Pastorals, bit. i., s. 7.

IL Naut. : Equipment and gear about the
decks of a vessel.

ham'-per (1), v.t. [Probably the same as
hamble or hamel, from A.S. hamelian, = to
mutilate.]

1. To impede the motion or free action of

;

to shackle, to fetter.
" I must own, I was greatly surprised when I saw

the spider Immediately sally out, and, in less than a
minute, weave a new net round its captive, and when
it wftB fairly hampered in this maimer, it was seized,
and dragged into the hole."

—

Goldsmith: The Bee,
No. 4, The Sagacity of some Insects.

* 2. To ensnare, to inveigle, to entangle.
" She'll hamper thee, and dandle thee like a baby."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., i. 8.

3. To impede, to hinder, to embarrass ; to
perplex.

"The emperors . . . showed no disposition to hamper
the general relations between the clergy and their
flocks."—Gardiner & Muliinger : Introd. to Eng. Hist.,

ch. i.

* 4.. To hinder, to prevent, to put a stop to.

" To snibbe and hamper the harden esse ol herte that
reigned in the people."

—

Udal : Luke xxiv.

5. To put out of order ; to derange the
mechanism of.

* ham'-per (2), v.t. [Hamper (1), s.]

1. To put into or enclose in a hamper.

2. To load with hamper.
"Tf you were well hampered."—Bailey: Erasmus,

p. 326.

Hamp' shir ite, *. [Eng. Hampshire); -ite

(Min.)(q.v.),]

Min. : The name given by Hermann, to the
steatite of certain steatitic pseudomorphs.
Dana does not believes it is a good species.

Hamp ton Court, s. [See def.] The place

in Middlesex where Cardinal Wolsey built the
palace or mansion which he in 1525 presented
to Henry VIII., and which William III. in 1(394

altered and enlarged.

T[ Hampton Court Conference : [Conference].

ham'-Shac-kle, v.t. [Eng. km, and shackle.]

1. Lit. : To fasten the head of an ox, horse,

&c, to one of its fore-legs, so as to prevent its

straying or running away ; to shackle.

2. Fig : To hamper ; to fetter ; to embar-
rass, to curb, to restrain.

hamster, s. [Ger. hamster; O. H. Ger.
hamistro, hamastro.]

Zool. : Cricetus, a genus of Muridae (Mice),
but distinguished from Mus itself by the
presence of cheek pouches. The Common
Hamster, Cricetus vulgaris, is found in Europe,
but does not come nearer Britain than the
Rhine. Fossil in the Post-Tertiary.

ham-String, s. [Eng. hatn, and string.]

Anal. : At the back of the knee-joint tha
tendon of the biceps muscle forms the outer
hamstring, and the sartorius (tailor's muscle),
with the tendons of the gracilis, semi-tendi-
nosus, and semi-membranosus, the inner ham-
string, with the two heads of the gastro-
cnemius muscle between. The hamstring
muscles extend the hip and flex the knee.

ham -string, v.t. [Hamstring, s.] To lame
or disable by cutting or severing the tendons
of the ham.

"He . . . would have cut his way through them,
had they not hamstringed his horse."

—

Macaulay .-

Hist. Eng., ch. v.

ham -strung, pa. par. or a. [Hamstring, v.]

* ham'-u-lar, a. [Lat. hamulus, dimin. of
hamus = a"hook.] Hooked ; hook-like.

% Hamular process of the sphenoid bone

:

Anat. : A slender, hook-like process ; a pro-
longation of the internal pterygoid plate or
the sphenoid bone.

ham -u -lose, a. [Lat. hamulus) ; Eng., &c.
suff. -bse, from Lat. -ostts.]

Bot. : Covered with little hooks.

ham'-u-lus, s. [Dimin. of Lat. hamus (q.v.).]

1. Bot. : A hooked bristle. It is found in
the flower of Uncinia.

2. Anat. : A hook-like process at the apex
of the cochlea in the ear.

3. Surg. : An instrument for extracting the
fetus.

hamulus lachrymalis, s.

Anat. : The pointed extremity of the lachry-
mal canal, fitting into an angle between the
superior maxillary and the inferior turbinated
bone. (Quain.)

ha'-miis (pi. ha ml), s. [Lat. = a hook.]
[Hamate.]

Bot. (PI): Hooks (q.v.).

han, haun, o. [Hand.] (Scotch.)

* han, v.t. & i. [Have.]

* han, pres. indie, of v. [Have.]

Han, s. [Ch.]

Hist. : A Chinese dynasty, reigning from
b.c. 20 to a.d. 25. It was founded by Lew
Pang, and was succeeded by the Eastern Han
Dynasty, which lasted till a.d. 237.

* han ap, s. [O. Fr.] [Hanaper.] A silver

or golden goblet or cup used on state occa-

sions.

han' a per, *han-y-pere, s. [Low Lat.
hana'perium = a basket or vessel for keeping
cups in ; O. Fr. hanap = a cup ; A. S. hnwp;
Dut. nap; O. H. Ger. hnap ; Gr. napf]

1. Ord. Lang. : A large basket ; a hamper.
" Hanypere or hamper. Canistrum."—Prompt.

Pare.

2. Law: A kind of basket used by the
sovereigns of England in which to hold and
carry their treasury while travelling from
place to place ; the royal treasury. The Clerk

of the Hanaper received all moneys due to the

Crown for sealing charters, patents, commis-
sions, and writs. He was in daily attendance

on the Lord Chancellor or the Lord Keeper
in term time and at all times of sealing, hav-

ing with him leathern bags, into which he put
all charters as they were sealed. There was
also a Controller of the Hanaper, whose duty
it was to see that the fees were duly paid into

the hanaper.
"This charge they laid to John Hales, clerk of the

hanaper, a good and publick spirited man."—Strype :

Memorials; Edw. VI (an. 1549).

* hanaper - office, s. An office of the

Court of Chancery. By 5 and 6 Vict., c. 103,

it was abolished, that Act transferring the

duties to other offices.

" These writa (relating to the business of the Bubject)

and the returns to them, were, according to the sim-
plicity of ancient times, originally kept in a hamper,
tn hanaperlo; and the others (relating to such mat-
ters wherein the Crown is immediately or mediately
concerned) were prepared in a little sack or bag ; and
thence hath arisen the distinction of the hanaper
office and petty bag office."

—

Blackstone : Commen-
taries, bk. iii., ch. i.

H&n'-ba-lites, s. pi. [Named after Ahmed

Ibn Hanbal in the eighth century.]

Religions : A Mohammedan sect ; a branch

of the Sunnites.

boll, bo$- ; pout, j6%1 ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph --- £

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; - tlon, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = beL del.
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114 hance—hand

* hance, *haunce, v.t. [Enhance.] To
raise, to elevate.

"Butsothly they change her almieanteraa, for the
haunting of the pole."

—

Chaucer : Astrolabe.

hance, s. [Haunch.]

1. Architecture:

(1) The two lower portions of a four-centred
arch ; the part between the hanch (haunch)
and the springing.

(2) A small arch by which a straight lintel

is sometimes united to its jamb or impost. ,

(3) (PI.) ; The ends of elliptical arches, which
are arcs of smaller circles than the middle
part of the arch.

2. Naut. (PL): Falls of the flfe-rails placed
on balusters on the poop and quarter-deck
down to the gangway.

hanch, a. [Haunch.]

han'-chfn-ol, b. [Mexican.]

Bot. : Heimia mlieifolia, a plant of the order
Lythraceae, having yellow flowers, whilst most
or the order have red or purple. It is said to
excite violent perspiration, and is used by the
Mexicans as a powerful remedy in venereal
diseases.

han-cor'-nf-a, e. [Named after Phil. Han-
corn.]

Bot : A genus of Apocynacese, tribe Caris-

sefe. Hancornia jmbeseens is a tree with a

viscid milky juice, pendulous branches, fra-

grant flowers, and a delicious fruit about as
large as a plum. It grows in Brazil.

hand, * hande, ' bond, * honde, s. & a.

[A.8. hand, howl ; cogn. with Dut. hand; Icel.

hand, hand; Sw. hand; Dan. haand; O. H.
Ger. hard; Goth, handus; Ger. hand. From
the same root as GotK hinthan (pa. t. hanth,

pa. par. hunthans) = to take, to seize.]

A. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II. 1.

(2) A measure of four inches ; a palm, used,

chiefly in the measuring of a horse : as, a
horse thirteen hands high.

(3) As much as may be held in the hand ; a
handful.

(4) A handle or helve.

2. Figuratively:

*(1) Performance, handiwork, workmanship.
" Te bare made a fine hand i fellowa."

Shaketp. : Henry VIIT., v. 4.

(2) Power or capability of performance

;

skill

(3) An act, a deed, that which is done.
" Thou Baweat the contradiction between my heart

End hand."—King Charles: Eikon Basilike.

(4) Action, labour ; act of the hand ; exertion.

*(5) Manner of proceeding or action.
" As her majesty hatb received great profit, so may

she, by a moderate hand, from time to time reap the
like."

—

Bacon : Henry VII.

(6) Agency
;
part or share in acting or per-

forming.
" God mrmt have set a more than ordinary esteem

upon that which David wan not thought fit to have an
hand in."—South : Sermons.

(7) Agency, medium.
" The word ol the Lord, which he spake by the hand

of his servant Abijah the prophet."—1 Kings xiv. 18.

(8) Side, direction, part : whether right or

left
" For the other side of the court-gate on thi» hand,

and that hand, were hangings of fifteen cubit*."—
Exodus xxxviU. 15.

(9) Part, quarter, side.

"It Is allowed on all hand*, that the people of Eng-
land ar* more corrupt in tbefr r.if.v.h. than any other
nation thla ''ay under the sun,"'—Hvrifi.

(10) Possession, power, control, manage-
ment, superintendence.

"Sacrament* serve m the model instruments of God
to that i/urpose ; the use whereof hi In onr hands'—
Booker : Eccles. Polity.

* (11) Advantage, gain, superiority.
" The French king, supposing to make his hand try

those rude ravages in England. —Hayward
* (12) Influence, power, control.

." Flattery, the dangerous nurse of vice,

Got hand upon his youth. " Laniel : CivU Wars.

* (13) Method of government ; discipline
;

restraint.
" Menelaua bare an heavy hand over the citizens. "—

2 Maccabees v. 2?,.

* (14) An agent ; a person or medium em-
ployed. (Swift.)

(15) A workman; an agent,
"A dictionary containing a natural history require*

too many hands, a* well as too much time."

—

Locke.

(16) A person employed, a workman ; as,

There are so many hands engaged. Specif.,

used of the number of sailors In a vessel ; as,

She carried so many hands.

(17) A person ; used especially in such
phrases as, He is a fine hand at speaking; a
poor hand at talking, &c.

(18) A style of writing or penmanship.
"Here is the indictment of the good Lord Hastings,
Which in a set hand fairly is engrossed,"

Shakesp. : JiicJtard III., Hi. 6,

* (19) Rate, price.
" Business is bought at a dear hand, where there is

hiintM dispatch."—Bacon.

* (20) Terms, condition.

"Admire and accept the mystery ; but at no hand
by pride, ignorance, Interest, or vanity wrest it to
ignoble senses."—Taylor ; Worthy Communicant,
* (21) A Scheme, course, or line of action.

"Consult of your own ways, and think which hand
is best to take. —Ben Jonson.

XL Technically;

1, Anatomy:

(1) Human : The organ of prehension is

composed of twenty-seven bones : eight carpal,

five metacarpal, and fourteen phalangeal. It is

is also supplied plentifully with pronator and

HAST).

1. The Scaphoid. 2. The Semilunar. ?.. The Cunei-
form. 4. The Pisiform. 6. The Trapezium. 6. The
Trapezoldes. 7. The Os Magnum. 8. The Unci-
form. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. The Metacarpal bones. 14 to
27. The three rows of Phalanges.

supinator muscles, flexors and extensors, the
former on the palmar aspect of the hand, the
latter on the back, and with nerves and blood-
vessels, ligaments, articulations, skin, nails,

and in most cases, on the back of the hand,
especially in the male sex, a quantity of hair.

(2) Convpar. : All vertebrate animals have
their anterior extremities terminated by bones
corresponding to those of the human hand,
but the latter is more complicated and sus-
ceptible of being used, for a greater variety of
purposes than in their case. The footprints

of the LabyrinthodoTitAmphibians are so much
like those which would be left by a hand that
they were called, originally Cheirotherium. As
genuine internal bones do not exist in the
Invertebrata, parts superficially resembling
the human hand are not homologous with the
anatomical structure of that organ in man.

2. Horol. .* The pointer or index-finger of a
watch, clock, or counter ; hour, minute,
seconds, as the ease may be ; or known by the
dial to which it belongs, as in the respective
dials of the gasmeter or other dial-register.

" An idler Is a watch that wants both hands."
Ccrwper : Retirement, «8L

3. Firearms : The small of a gun-stock.

4. Cards:

(1) The cards held by a single player.
" When they came and looked over the hands, a

game the like of which bad never been seen was played
for their edification."—PaU Mall Gazette, April 17, UM.
(2) A game at cards.

(3) A part or share in a game of cards.
" Tour half-and-half players who have no objection

to take a K>ind.'—Lamb • Essays of Elia ; Mrs. battle.

(4) One of the players in a game of cards ;

the eldest hand is the player next after the
dealer, in the order in which the cards are dealt.

(5) A single round in a game, in which all

the cards dealt are played.

5. Tennis, Rackets, &c. : A player's turn to
serve the ball.

6. Commercial:

(1) Five of any article of sale : as, five
oranges or five herrings make a hand.

(2) A bundle or head of tobacco leaves tied
together without the stem being stripped.

(3) A shoulder of pork. (Mrs. Gaskell

:

Sylvia's Lovers, ch. iv.)

B. As adjective

:

I. Belonging to or used by the hand ; com-

mon in composition.

*2. Tame.

1 1. At hand: Near, close; not distant <*

far off.

(1) Of place : (Shaketp. : Mer. of Ven^ v. 1),

(2) Of time ; (ShaJcesp. : Macbeth, v. 4).

* 2. At any hand : On any account ; irt any

rate.
" Let him fetch off his drum at any \avs4."

Shakesp. : Alts Well Tfutt Ends Well, iii. 4.

* 3. At no hand : On no account.

4. At the hand or hands of: From, through

;

by the agency or medium of.

" Let Tamar drees the meat tn my sight, th*t I maj
eat it at her hand."—2 Samuel xill. 6.

5. At first hand: Directly from the pro-
ducer or originator ; fresh, new, direct.

6. At second hand .* From an intermediate
source ; not directly.

7. By hand

;

(1) With the hands, as distinguished from
the use of instruments or machines : as, a
drawing done by hand.

(2) By the medium of a messenger or agent

:

as, To send a letter try Hand.

(3) A term applied to the artificial rearing ol

children or the young of the lower animals.
" Be grateful, boy, to them which brought yonvp by,

hand.
'—Dickens : Great Expectations, ch, iv.

8. For one's ovm hand : For one'B self ; foj

one's own account or interest.

9. From hand to hand ; From one person to-

another.
"Lapsefrom hand to hand."

Tennyson : Talking Oaky. K?_
10. In hand;

(1) In a state of preparation or execution.
" What revelu are in hand t

"

Shakesp, : Midsummer Nights Dream, v, 1.

(2) Present payment; in respect to the re-

ceiver.
" A considerable reward in Jumd."—TUlotsorK

(3) Under consideration or debate.
" It i» indifferent to the matter in hand."—iocftc.

(4) Under control : as, To keep a horse well
in hand.

II. In one's hands: In one's control, man-
agement, or discretion.

"Leaving th« matter entirely in ffteir hands."—
Lewis : C'red. Early Roman /7irt.(1856j,ch.xl,pt. L, Si--
vol i., p. 41L

12. Off one's hands : Finished, done with.

13. On hand : In present possession ; irj

stock.

14. On one's hands : In one's care, control,,

or maaagement ; as a burden to one.

15. Out of hand

:

(1) Done, ended, completed

(2) At once, off hand, directly; without
hesitation.

" They executed bi« commandeinent out ofhand*,"—
Goldinge : C'cetar, to. Yi'i.

16. To one's luxnd ; Ready, prepared ; to
readiness.

17. Under one's ttand : With the proper sig-
nature of the person's name.

* 18. Hand in and out : An old gam* pro-
hibited by Edward IV.

19. Hand in hand, handAn-hand

:

(1) Lit. : With hands mutually clasped.
" Enoch and Annie Bitting ttand in hand."

Tennyson : Mnoeh Arden, <>-

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) In union ; unitedly.

"Beauty and anguixh walking handdn-hand.''
Tennyson : Dream, of Fair Women, 1&-

* (b) Fit, pat, apt.
" A kind of ttand-in-hand compariBon."—Skakesp. :

Cymbeline, i, 6,

20. Hand over hand

:

(1) Lit. : By passing the bands alternately
one above or before the other: as, To climb
a rope ho.nd over ft/ind,

(2) Fig. : Rapidly.

* 21. Hand over head : Negligently, rashly,
carelessly; without looking "or seeing what
one does or is about.

" The titles, which hand over head have nerved theb
turn."

—

Bacon.

22. Hand to hand, * Hande to hande :

(1) As o/lj. : Close together.

(2) As adv. : In close fight.
" ftaubarzane* there i/»ade a challenge to fyght hande

Vi 7umde."—Brende : Quin/vs Curiius, to. l*t

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se, te - e ; ey - a ; qu = kw.



hand m
23. Hand to mouth: As present or pressing

wants require, without making provision for

the future. •

"I can get bread from hand, to mouth, and make
even at the year's end."—LEstrange.

24. Hands off: Stand off! forbear to touch!

25. Heavy on hand : Hard to manage.

26. Hot at hand : Difficult to manage.
" Hollow men, like horses hot at hand."

Shakes?. : Julius Caesar, iv. 2.

27. lAgkt in hand : Easy to manage.

If These last three meanings are borrowed
from the manege.

28. To ask (or give) the hand of: To ask (or

give) in marriage.

29. To be hand and glove with : To be very

intimate with.

30. To bear a hand

:

Naut. ; To help, to give a helping hand ; to

hasten.
* 31, To bear in hand, * To bear on hand,

* To bear -on honde : To delude ; to cheat or

mock by false promises.
" A rascally yea forsooth knave, to bear in hand, and

then stand upon security."—Shakesp. : 2 Henry IT.,

La
32. To change hands : To change owners ; to

become the property of another.

33. To come to hand : To be received ; to

come within one's reach.
" First fruits, the green ear, and the yellow sheaf,

Unculled, as came to hand."
MUton: P. L., xl 436.

* 34. To get hand : To gain influence.

* 35. To give one's hands ; To applaud, to

approve by applause.

36. To give the hand to : To be reconciled to.

37. To have a hand in : To have a share in

;

to be concerned in ; to he mixed up in.

38. To have one's hands full: To be fully

occupied ; to he full of business.

* 39, To hold hand with : To be equal ; to

hold one's own ; to vie ; to rival.

" She in beauty, education, blood,

Holds hands with any princess in the world.**

Shaketp. : King John, il. 2.

40. To lay hands on ;

(1) To assault.

(2) To seize.

41. To lend a hand: To kelp, to give as-

sistance.

*42. To make a hand : To gain an advantage

;

to profit.

* 43. Toput (or stretch) forth the hand against;

Scrip. : To use violence against ; to attack.

* 44. To put one's hands to another's goods

:

Scrip. : To steal them.
* 45, To put the last (or finishing) hand to

:

To finish off; to give the last touch or polish

to.

46. To set the hand to : To undertake ; to
engage in.

" That the Lord thy God may bless thee, in all that
thou settest thine hand to."—Deut. xxiii. 20.

47. To shake hands : To clasp the right hand
. mutually, in token of friendship, greeting, or

reconciliation*

* 48. To strike hands ; To make a bargain or

contract ; to become surety.

• 49. To take by the hand : To take under one's

protection, care, or guidance.

50. To take in hand: To" undertake, to

attempt.
" Out of them you dare take in hand to lay open the

original of such a nation."—Spenser : Present State of

Ireland.

51. To wash one's hands of; To declare one-

self no longer responsible for; to renounce

for ever.

52. A cool hand: One who is not easily

abashed or put out of countenance.

53. A heavy hand : Severity, oppression.

54. A light hand : Gentleness, moderation,

kindness.

55. An old hand: One who is experienced,

not a novice.

56. A slack hand : Idleness, carelessness.

57. A strict hand: Severe or vigorous dis-

cipline.

58. Clean hands : Innocence, freedom from

guilt.

*59. To stand one in hand: To concern, to

be of importance to.

"It siandeth Him in hand, it toucheth Him in

honour."

—

Andrewes: Sermons, iv, 14.

hand-anvil, 5.

Locksmith. : A small movable anvil used by
locksmiths. It may be supported by the
work-bench or held in one hand ; a stake.

hand-axe, s. A light axe which may be
used in one hand in the manner of a hatchet.

hand-hall, s. [Handball.]

hand-harrow, s. [Handbarrow.]

hand-hill, s. A bill-hook ; a chopping-
tool. [Bill-hook.]

hand-hoard, s. A board used in rolling

port-fire cases and similar work.

hand-book, s. [Ger. handbuch.] A small
book or treatise on any subject, such as could
be easily carried in the hand ; a compendium

;

a manual.

hand-borer, s.

Well-boring : A pitching-borer or short borer
used at the commencement of a well or shaft.

* hand-borrow, s. A surety, a manual
pledge. (Wharton.)

hand brace, s. A tool for boring, con-
sisting of a cranked spindle, at one end of
which a broad head or breast-plate is attached
by a swivel ; at the other end a socket, into
which a diill can be fixed.

hand-cart, s. A two-wheeled vehicle,

its body balanced on its axle, adapted to
carry loads of parcels or goods, and propelled

by hand. The varieties of the hand-cart are

somewhat numerous, but they all preserve the
general features stated.

* hand-craft, o. [Handicraft.]

* hand-craftsman, s. [Handicrafts-
man.]

hand-cultivator, s.

Agric. : A cultivator on a small scale, adapted
to be drawn or propelled by manual power.

hand culverin, s. A culverin small
enough to be carried in the haud. It was in

use for a time from about a.d. 1440.

hand-director, s.

Music : An apparatus designed to assist a

player to acquire a good position of the hands
at the piano ; a hand-guide.

hand-drill, s. A drilling-tool for metal,

operated by hand, in contradistinction to a
drilling machine.

hand-drop, s. A popular name for para-

lysis of the hand, caused by the action of lead.

hand-fast, v.t. [Handfast.]

hand-fasting, s. [Handfasting.]

hand feed-pump, s.

Naut : A deck feeding-pump.

v hand-fetter, o. A manacle ; a hand-
cuff.

hand-file, s. A generic term, including

most forms of files. [File.]

hand-fish, s. [Cheironectes.]

hand-footed, a. Having feet formed
like the human hand ; cheiropodous.

hand-gear, 5.

Steam-eng. : The handles of the working
gear. The parts by which the driver controls

the action of the engine ; three sets of levers

and rods connected to the slide-valve, eccen-

tric-rods, regulator-valves, and feed-pipe cocks,

whereby he can put on or shut off steam to

the cylinders, water to the boiler, or place the

slide-valves in a forward or backward position

at his pleasure.

hand-grapnel, s.

Naut. : A small anchor.

hand-grenade, *. [Grenade, %]
* hand-grip, *hand-gripe, ». [Hand-

gripe.]

hand-guide, s.

Music : The same as Hand-director.

[Guide-main.]

* hand-gyve, v.t. To manacle.

hand-hammer, s. The machinist's work-
ing hammer, used in engine, and boiler work,

in contradistinction to the two-handed flog-

ging hammer and the sledge.

hand-hole,
Steam-boiler : A small hole at or near the

bottom of a boiler, for the insertion of the

hand in cleaning, &c. It is closed by a hand-
hole plate, and is smaller than a manhole.

hand-hook, s.

Forging

:

1. A bent instrument used by smiths in

twisting square iron.

2. A hook for handling shells ; a shell-hook.

hand-jack, s. A portable mechanical
power for elevating the end of a block of stone
or piece of timber, to allow rollers to be put
underneath. The power is obtained by a rack
aud pinion, placed in a block of wood about
thirty inches long, ten broad, and six wide.

hand-language, s. The art of convers-

ing with the hands ; dactylology ; cheirology.

[Gesture-language.]

hand-lathe, s.

1. A small lathe mounted on a bench pr
table and turned by a hand-crank, or by a

bow. It is usually portable, and may be
secured by a clamp to the bench. Jt is u§fd
by watch and clock makers, dentists, and
other workers in small machinery.

2. A bar-lathe ; one whose puppets slide on
a prismatic bar.

hand-letter, s.

Bookbind. : A finisher's hand-tool whose
face is a single letter.

hand-levels, s. pi.

Mining : tevels in Yorkshire, about four

feet in height, and three feet in width, giving

just room enough for a man to pass through
in a constrained position, pushing before him
a little waggon called a driving waggon.

hand-made, a.

Paper : Said of paper made with a wire-

cloth and deckel, by slipping out a quantity

of pulp, allowing a partial drainage, and then
transferring the mat to the felts.

* hand-making, s. The act of pilfering

or thieving ; theft.

hand-mallet, s. A mallet with a wooden
handle.

hand-mould, s. The mould in which
hand-made type is cast. It has a lip to

receive the metal which runs into the mould
containing the matrix. The mould is then
opened, and the type drops out.

hand-organ, s. An organ arranged to

play automatically from a rotatory motion

;

its parts consist of the pipes, arranged verti-

cally in the front, the barrel, placed at the top

and'back, the keys, vertically between the two,

the bellows under the barrel, and the grinding

and shifting gear at the side. [Musical-box.]

hand-paper, s. A particular sort of

paper well-known in the Record Office, and so

called from the water-mark (<83-*), which goes

back to the fifteenth century.

hand-pegger, s. A portable pegging-

machiue, operated by hand, and fed around

the shoe, the operator holding the machine in

a vertical position, and turning a crank which

sets all its working parts in motion.

hand-plant, hand-tree, s.

Bot. : The Manita (Cheirostemon platanoides),

one of the Sterculiads. Calyx large, angular

;

corolla none, stamens combined into a column,

with five narrow anthers surrounding the

curved style. These resemble a hand, furnished

with long claws. It is found in Mexico.

hand-planter, s. A corn-planter carried

in the hands, or by one hand, and thrust into

the ground like a stick. (American.)

* hand-play, s. A word formed on the

analogy of sword-play (q.v.) ; the interchange

of blows in hand-to-hand encounters.
" Some lingering memory of Scandinavian glee in

the hard hand-play of battle."—Pall Mall Gazette,

May 2, 1884.

hand-press, s. A press worked by the

hand, as distinguished from one worked by
steam, water, &c.

hand -promise, s. A peculiarly solemn

and, unless by common consent, irrevocable

form of betrothal, usual among the Irish

peasantry. Whenever one of the parties to a

hand-promise dies, without having been re.

bffil, do^; p6ut, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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leased, or having released the other, the sur-

vivor, in presence of witnesses, grasps the
hand of the deceased, repeating a special form
of words recalling the promise.

"Few would rely on the word or oath of any man
who had l>eeu known to break a hand-promise." —
Carletoti : Traits it Stories ; Going to Maynooth.

hand-pump, s.

Steam-engine

:

1, A pump placed alongside the fire-box of

a locomotive and worked by a hand-lever, to
feed the boiler when the engine has to stand
with steam up.

2. An ordinary small pump for domestic and
other uses, as distinguished from a power
pump.

hand-punch, s. A punch for perforating
tickets, leather, or paper, for the insertion of

eyelets or for other purposes. It has a cutting
tube and an anvil, or a punch and hollow die.

The conductor's punch is a familar instance.

hand-rubbing, s. The name given in the
army to the manipulation which horses' legs

undergo, chiefly at feeding-times, and which
should be continued for about twenty minutes.
(Voyh.)

* hand-sale, 5. A sale made or confirmed
by joining of hands.

hand-Screen, s. A small fan-like screen

,

used by ladies to keep off the heat of a fire, a
glaring light, &c.

hand-shears, *.

Metal-working

:

1. A machine for cutting metallic plates,

having a reciprocating knife, cutting shear-
wise, and moved by a hand-lever.

2. Shears used by hand in cutting sheet-

metal.

* hand-shoe, «. [Handshoe.]

hand-shuttle, s.

Weaving : The common-shuttle, as dis-

tinguished from the fly-shuttle.

* hand-smooth, «.. Perfectly smooth or
flat.

hand spinning-machine, s. [Spin-

ning-wheel.]

hand-stamp, s. A stamp for cancelling,

dating, or addressing papers, envelopes, docu-
ments, &c.

hand-swipe, s. The well-sweep or well-

pole of the West ; the shaduf of Egypt and
Syria. [Shaduf.]

hand-timber, a. Underwood.

hand-tree, s. [Hand-plant.]

hand-truck, s. A small truck used in

mills, shops, and warehouses.

hand-waled, a. Picked out with the
hand ; carefully selected. (Scotch.)

* hand-weapon, s. A weapon to be
wielded by the hand. (Numbers xxxv. 18.)

hand-wheel, s. The term applied to

wheels which are turned by hand to actuate

machinery, to set it in motion or to stop it.

Hand-v>heel lathe: [Hand-lathe].

hand-Winged, a. Furnished with hands
developed into wings, cheiropterous ; used of

bats.

hands down, adv.

1. Lit. & Racing : Winning with ease ; hav-

ing no occasion to call upon a horse.

2. Fig. : Easily ; without exertion.
" He's the hoy who can give Max Miiller ten lan-

guages start, and beat him hands down in a canter."—
Truth, April 10, 1884, p. 545.

hand, v.t. & i. [Hand, s.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. To give or transmit with the hand.

2. To transmit, to give in succession ; to

pass on (generally with down).
" I know no other way of securing these monuments,

and making them uutaeruus enough to be handed
down to future ages."

—

Addison : On Medals.

3. To seize ; to lay hands on ; to touch.
" If vou can command these elements to silence, and

work the peace of the present, we will not hand a rone
more."

—

Shakesp.-' Tempest, i. l,

&. To guide or -lead by the hand.

"This therefore should be carefully watched, and a

young man with great diligence handed over it."—

5. To manage with the hand or hands ; to

move with the hand.

"I bless my chains, I hand my oar."
Prior: Lady's /coking Glass.

* 6. To handfast ; to pledge by the hand.
" If any two be hut once handed in the Church."—

Milton. : Doctrine & IHseipline of Divorce.

* 7. To be or go hand in hand with ; to

devote one's self to.

"When I was young
And luinded love as you do.

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, lv. 4.

II. Naut. : To furl, as a sail.

" To risk the driving gale

Or ateer, or row, or agile hand the sail."

Grainger: Tibullus, i. 4.

* B. Intrans : To go hand in hand with ; to

co-operate ; to agree.
" Let but my power and means hand with my will."

Masshiger: Renegado, iv. 1.

hand -hall, s. [Eng. hand, and ball] A
game of ball played with the hand.

hand'-bar-row, s. [Eng. hand, and barrow.]

A kind of stretcher, having a pair of handles

at each end, and adapted to be earned by two
men. A hand bearer, litter, bier, or stretcher.

It is sometimes furnished with legs.

"Set the board whereon the hive standeth on a
handbarrcmv, and carry them to the place you intend."

—Mortimer : On Husbandry,

hand'-bas-ket, 5. [Eng. hand, and basket.]

A small or portable basket.

"You must have woollen yarn to tie grafts with, and
a small lutndbasket to carry them in."—Mortimer : On
Husbandry.

hand'-bell, s. [Eng. hand, and bell.] A
small bell to be rung with the hand, as dis-

tinguished from one rung by means of a rope
or bell-pull.

hand'-bill, s. [Eng. hand, and bill.] A loose

sheet of printed paper, distributed for the

purpose of circulating information either of

public or private interest.

" Satirical'handbills were distributed in the lobby."—
Macaulay Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

* hand'-blow, s. [Eng. hand, and blow, s.]

A blow or stroke with the hand.

hand'-bow, s. [Eng. hand, and bow.] A bow
worked solely by the hand, as distinguished
from one in which aid is also rendered by the
foot.

hand -breadth, s. [Eng. hand, and breadth.]

The space equal to the breadth of the hand
;

a palm.

"A border of an handbreadth round about."

—

Exodus xxv. 25.

[Eng. hand, and cloth.] At hand -cloth, .

handkerchief.

hand -cuff, s. [An adaptation of Mid. Eng.
lutndcofs ; A.S. handco/s, by confusion with
Mid. Eng. co/fes=cuffs. Usuallyin the plural,

handcuffs. ] A chain and locking-rings ; a
strarj or other fastening for the hands.

hand -ciitl, v.t. [Handcuff, s.]

1. Lit. : To confine the hands with hand-
cuffs ; to manacle.

" See Bedlam's closeted and handcuffed charge."
Cowper : Tirocinium, 819.

* 2. Fig. : To confine or tie down firmly.

hand-ed, a. [Eng. hand; -ed.]

*1. Having the hands joined ; hand in hand.
"Into their inmost bower.

Handed they went." Milton : P. £., iv. 739.

2. Having a hand possessed of or distin-
guished by some property or characteristic

:

as, empty-handed.
" What false Italian!

(As poisonous tongued, as handed) hath prevailed ?
"

Shakesp. ; Uymbeline, iu. 2.

3. Having the use of the hand. (In compo-
sition.)

"And among al these folke were seuen hundred
lefte handed men."—Bible (1651), Judges xx.

hand -er, s. [Eng. hand; -er.] One who
hands or transmits ; one who passes anything
on or over.

"He shall have £50 for such discovery aforesaid of
the printer, or the publisher of it from the press, and
for the hnnder ot it to the press £lu0, &C. — Life of
Marvell: Proclamation (1678).

* hand-fast, " hande-fast, s. & a. [Hand-
fast, v.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A hold or grasp with the hand.
" Eutthegroundunderfo.it being slipjierie . . . theyr

handfa&t failed."—Ilackluyt : Voyages, lii. 64.

2. Hold, custody, constraint, cniitine.iioi.t.

" If that shepherd be not in handfast, let him fly."-

Shitkesp. : Winters Tale, lv. i.

3. A contract, a pledge ; a marriage engage-

ment.
" And can it be, thatthiF most perfect creature.

Should leave the liandfuxt that be had of grace, ,

Tii fill into a woiuaii'it esisy arms ?To fall into .^o*ua.
&^ l¥oman nater, iii.

B. As adj. : Made fast by contract ; be-

trothed, engaged.
" A niayde made handefast or sure to a man iu the

bowse of her father. '—Bale: Apologie, fo. 15L

* hand' -fast, * hande-fast, v.t. [A.S.

Juuulfoistan ; Icel. )uj,ndfesta.]

1. To bind by a contract or engagement ; to

betroth, to pledge.

"A gentleman, being handfasted to a gentlewoman,
and sure to her, as he thought, afterwards lost lier,

being made faster to another man."— Wilson: Art of
Jlhetori/jue, p. 144.

2. To join together solemidy by the hand

;

to marry.

3. To put under a. pledge ;_to bind by a

pledge or security.

"He that tooke him [Sir James of Desmond) was a
smith, and seruant to Sir Conuac, who foorthwith
handfasted him."

—

Holinshed: Chronicles of Ireland
(1530).

4:. To oblige by duty ; to bind.
" We list not bo handfastourselves toGod Almighty."

—Abp. Sancroft.

* hand' -fast-ing, pr. par., «., & s. [Hand-
fast, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. ; Betrothment. (Wliarton.)

* hand -fast-ly ,
" hand - fast - lie, adv.

[Eng. liandfast ; -ly.] By pledge, under a
pledge, solemnly.

" The Scots would most holilie and handfastlie pro-
mise."—Holinshed : History of Scotland (1546).

hand' - ful, * hand - full, * hond - full,
" hon-ful, s. [A.S. handfull; IceL hand-
fyllr; Ger. handvoll.]

L Literally

:

1. As much as can be held or embraced in

the hand,
" Be not too narrow, husbandman ; but fling
From the full sheaf, with charitable stealth.
The liberal handfull." Thomson : Autumn, 169.

* 2. The breadth of the hand ; a hand-
breadth ; a space of four inches.

"Take one vessel oi silver, and another of wood,
each full of water, and knap the tongs together about
an handful from the bottom."

—

Bacon.

* 3. As much as the arms will embrace.

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. As much as can be done ; full employ-
ment or work.

"Being in possession of the town, they had their
h>indful to defend themselves from firing."

—

Raleigh:
History of Vie World.

2. A small number or quantity.
"If they had not received a check upon their first

arrival iu the town by a handfull of men."

—

Ludlow:
Memoirs l 124.

hand -gal-lop, s. [Eng. hand, and gallop.]

1. Lit. : A slow and easy gallop, in which
the horse is kept well in hand to prevent in-

crease or excess of speed.

* 2. Fig.- : An easy, rapid movement.
" He is always upon a handgaUop, and his verse runs

upon Ciirpet ground."

—

Dryden.

hand'-glass, s. [Eng. Imnd, and glass.]

1. A bell glass or glazed frame, for the pro-
tection of plants.

2. A half-minute glass, used as a measurer
of time in running out the log-line. [Log.]

3. A small mirror with a handle.

* hand'-gripe, s. [Eng. hand, and gripe.] A
grip or clasping of the hand ; a close struggle.

hand -gun, s. [Eng. hand, and gun.] A gun
carried in the baud ; a firearm.

hand i -cap, * hand-y-cappe, s. & a.

[For lumd i(n) cap, from the drawing of lots

out of a hat or cap.]

A, As substantive

:

*"
1. Cards : An old game at cards, not unlike

loo, but with this difference : the winner -t

one tiick had to put a double stake into the
pool, the winner of two tricks a triple stake,
and so on.

" Here some of us felle to handycappc, a sport that
I never knew before."—Pepys : Diary. Sept, 18, 1660.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

cr, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, ce-e; ey=a. qu = kw.
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2. Racing:

(1) The allowance of time, distance, or weight

made to the inferior competitors in a race

with the object of bringing all as nearly as

possible to an equality ; the extra weight im-

posed upon a superior horse in order to reduce

his chance of winning to an equality with

that of an inferior animal. The allowance of

time or distance by a superior to an inferior

performer is the system generally adopted in

races between pedestrians, the imposition of

extra weight that adopted in horse-racing.

The handicap is framed in accordance with

the known previous performances of the com-

petitors, and in horse-racing also with regard

to the sex and age of the animals engaged.

The principle is the same in other contests,

as in billiards a superior player is handicapped

by having to allow his inferior competitor a

start of a certain number of points.

(2) A race or contest in which the competi-

tors are brought as nearly as possible to an

equality by the allowance of time, distance,

&c, or the imposition of extra weight.

"The most important handicaps of the year."—Field,

Oct 27, 1883.

B. As adj. : A term applied to a race or

contest in which the competitors are handi-

capped.

hand -i cap, v.t. [Handicap, s.]

1. LU. : To bring the competitors in a race

or other contest as nearly as possible on an

equality, by the allowance of time, distance,

weight, or other advantage, to the inferior

competitors, or by imposing extra weight,

distance, &c, upon the superior.

"Handicapped to give a four-year-old no less than
2ut. lllb."—Field, Oct. 27, 1883.

2. Fig. : To embarrass, hinder, or impede
in any way, as compared with others. (Often

with adv. heavily.)

band 1 cap-per, s. [Eng. handicap; -er.]

One who frames or makes up a handicap.

"Throwing dust in the eyes of the handicapper."—
Field, Oct. 27, 1833.

hand i-craft, s. & a. [A corrupt, of hand-
craft, the i being inserted in imitation of

handiwork ; A.S. handcraft = a trade.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Work performed by the hand ; manual
labour or occupation.

" He was nwt bred to a handicraft, and as I take it

toataylor."

—

Fulier: Worthies; Cheshire.

* 2. One who lives by manual labour ; one
skilled in a mechanical art, a handicraftsman.

" The towneabe not only the ornament of the realme,
but also the seate of merchaunts. the place of handi-
craftes."—Sir J. Clieke: Hurt of Sedition.

B. As adj. : Pertaining or relating to handi-
craft or manual labour.

hand -i-crafts-man, s. [Eng. handicraft

;

-man.] One employed or skilled in handi-
craft ; one who lives by manual labour.

"Often it chanceth that a handicraftsman doth so
earnestly bestow his vacant and snare hours in learn-
ing."—Store: Utopia (ed. Robinson), bk. ii., ch. iv.

hand-1-ly, adv. [Eng. handy; -ly.]

1. In a handy manner ; with skill or dex-
terity.

2. Conveniently, aptly, suitably.

hand-i ness, s. [Eng. handy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being handy ; skill, dex-

terity, readiness ; convenience.

hand -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Hand, v.]

A. &l "B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of delivering or trans-

mitting with the hand ; transmission.

handing-up, s.

Japanning: The operation of polishing

japanned articles by rubbing them with the

hand when they have become dull.

handiwork, * hand-i-werk, * hand-
y-work, *hond-i-werc, s. [A.S. hand-

geweorc, from hand = hand, and geweorc =
weorc = work ; leel. JiandevcrTc.] Work done
by the hands ; manual labour ; manufacture ;

the product of labour.
" God, which wisheth to the works of his own hands,

in that they are his own handiwork, all happiness. —

hand kerchief, hand -ker-chiefe, s.

[Eng. hand, and kerchief.]

1. A piece of cloth, silk, linen, or cotton,

carried about the person for the purpose of
wiping the hands, &c.

"Others . . . held up handkerchiefs in token of
submission."

—

MacauUiy : Hist. Eng., ch xvii.

2. A neckcloth, a neckerchief.

han -die, * han- del, * handell, * han-
dlen, v.t. & i. [A.S. handlian, from hand =
hand ; Dut. handelen; I eel. hondla; Dan.
handle; Sw. handla; Ger. handeln.]

A. Transitive

:

L Literally

:

1. To touch ; to feel with the hands ; to
bring the hands into contact with.

" Handle me and see, for a spirit hath not flesh and
bones as ye see me have."

—

Luke xxiv. 39.

2. To manage ; to make use of ; to wield or

use with the hands.
" All vessels are best handled by their ansae or ears,

on what part soever they stand."—Jlede : Texts of
Scripture, Dis. 35.

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. To exercise with the hands ; to make
used to the hands.

"The hardness of the winters forces the breeders
there to house and handle their colts six months every
year."

—

Temple.

2. To treat, to use.

"How wert thou handled, being prisoner ?"_

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., i. 4.

3. To treat of; to deal with; to discourse

upon.
"The work might in truth be judged brainish, if

nothing but amorous humour were handled therein."
—Drayton : Heroical Epistles. (To the Reader.)

*4. To deal with, to practise.
" They that handle the law know me not."—Jer. ii. 8.

B. Intrans. : To feel with the hands ; to

have the sense of feeling ; to be able to work
with the hands.
" Hands have they, but they handle not"—Ps. cxv. 7.

han -die, * han-del, * han dell, * han-
dyVhon-dle,s. [A.S.handlc] [Handle, v.]

1. Lit. : That part of a thing by which it

is grasped and held in the hand; in various

articles handles are known by specific names.
" The shield of old Peleides, which Fame lifts to the

skies,

Eveu to the handles."
Chapman: Homer',; Iliad v iii.

2. Fig. .' An instrument or means by which
anything is done.

"He would gladly catch holde of some small handell
to kepe hys money fast."—Sir T. More : Works, p. 330.

% (1) To give a handle : To furnish or supply

an occasion, opportunity, or means.

"The defence of Vatinius gave a plausible handle
for some censure upon Cicero."

—

Melmoth. Cicero,

bk. ii., let. 17. (Notes.)

(2) A liandle to one's name : A title. (Collo-

quial.)

* han'-dle-a-ble, a. [Eng. handle; -able.]

That may or can be handled.

hand -lead, s. [Eng. hand, and lead.]

Naut. : A small lead for sounding ; the term

is used in contradistinction to deep-sea lead.

The hand-lead weighs from seven to eleven

pounds, and is used with twenty fathoms of

line. [Sounding.]

hand ler, s. [Eng. handl(e) ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who handles.

2. Tanning: A pit containing a weak ooze

for the early portion of the tanning process.

hand'-less, * hande-lesse, a. [Eng. hand

;

-less.]

1. Destitute of or without a hand or hands.
" Speak, my Lavinia, what accursed hand
Hath made thee handlexs f"

: Titus A ndronicus, iii. i.

Hooker ; Ecclesiastical Polity.

' hand - ker - cher, s. [Eng.

kercher.] A handkerchief.

"He showed me your handkercher.
Tou Like It, v. 2.

hand, and

2. Awkward. (Scotch.)

hand-ling, * han-del-ing, pr.par., a.

[Handle, v.]

A.,& B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ;

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of touching with the hands

;

state of being touched.
" Now humble, as the ripest mulberry.
Now will not hold the handling.''

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, iii. '

2. Usage, treatment.
" Tothinke how she through guyleful handeling .

Is from her knight divorced in despayre."
Spenser: F. Q., I.'iii. I

,4 s.

(See

the

* 3. Actions, behaviour.
"The wayes of their doynges and handlinges shtdllie

in their power."—Bible (1551), i Esdras xv.

4. The treatment of a subject ; a discourse
upon a subject.

" I have little time left me for the handling of the
useful observations that may be drawn from it."

—

Bp. Bull : Works, vol. i. ser. 5.

II. Technically:

1. Paint. : The art of managing the pencil.

2. Leather-manuf. : An occasional removal
of hides from the vat, allowing them to drain,
and then replacing them. The object is to
equalise the action of the lime in the process
of unhairing ; of the ooze in tanning, &c.

hand -loom, s. [Eng. hand, and loom.] A
form of loom in which the motions are derived
from hand power.

hand -maid, hand -maid-en, " hande-
mayd-en, * hond-niayd en, s. [Eng.

hand, and maid or maiden.]

1. Lit. : A maid who waits at hand ; a female
servant or attendant.

" And Mary seide, lo the hondmayden of the Lord."
— Wycliffe: Lukei.

2. Fig. : An attendant, anassistaut, a helper.

" Nature, employed in her allotted place,

Is handmaid to the purposes of grace."
Co-toper : Hope, 146.

hand-mill, s. [Eng. ltand, and mill.] A
small mill or apparatus for grinding corn,

pepper, coffee, &c, worked by the hand, as

distinguished from one moved by steam, water,

wind, &c. [Quern.]

hand-rail, hand rail ihg, s. [Eng. hand,
and rail] A rail or railing by which to hold ;

(1) The horizontal rail of a balcony,

ter, on a stairs, or along the sides of a loco-

motive engine, to protect the engineer in going
to and fro on the engine.

(2) Also on the companion and quarter-deck

ladders, on the break of the poop, quarter-deck,

or forecastle, permanent gangway ladders, &c.

handrail-plane, s. A round-soled plane

for dressing the upper surface of a baluster

rail ; a capping plane.

* hand riirT, s. [Eng. hand, and ruff.] The
original name for the ruffle.

hand'-sail, s. [Eng. hand, and sail.] A sail

managed by the hand.

"The seamen will neither stand to their handsails,

nor suffer the pilot to steer."—Temple.

hand -saw, s. [Eng. hand, and saw.]

Carp. : A saw riveted at one end to a handle,

and adapted to be used by one hand.

"My buckler cut through and through, and my
swoid hacked like a handsaw."—Shakesp. : l Henry I \'.,

ii. 4.

% In Slutkesp., Hamlet, ii. 2, "I know a

hawk from a handsaw," handsaw is generally

taken as a corruption or mistake for heronsaw

or hernshaw = a young heron.

hand'-screw (ew as 6), s. [Eng. hand, and

scretv.)

Mech. . A jack-screw used for raising heavy

weights.

hand'-sel, * han'-sel, * han-sele, * han-
sell, s.' & a. [A.S. handselen = a delivery

into the hand, from hand = hand, and selUn-

= to give, to deliver ; Icel. handsal = a making

of a bargain by joining of hands : hand =
hand, and sal = a sale, a bargain ; Dan. hand-

sel; Sw. handsol.]

A. As subst. : A gift, an earnest or earnest-

penny ; the first money received in the morn-

in" for the sale of goods ; the first present sent

to°a young woman on her wedding-day ;
the

first act of using anything ; the first act of

sale, &c.
"The apostles term it the pledge of our inheritance,

and the handsel or earuest of that which is to come. —
Hooker . Eccles. Polity.

B. As adj. : Used or enjoyed for the first

time ;
newly acquired or inherited.

* hansel-Monday, s. An old name for

the first Monday of the New Year, when pre-

sents were commonly asked and received by

servants, children, &c.

hand'-sel, han'-sel, *han-sle, v.t. [Hand-

sel, s.]

1. To give a handsel to.

2. To use for the first time.

tiH, ho^; p<5ut, jtffrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, tc. - Dei, a. .
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3. To try experimentally ; to make experi-
ments on ; to try.

" And handling Rome with heresies."
Warner: Albions England, bk. xil., ch. lb.

* hand'-shoe, s. [Ger. handschuh = a glove,
from hand = the hand, and schuh = a shoe.]
A glove.

* hand' - smooth, adv. [Eng. hand, and
smooth.] With dexterity, skill, or ease ; easily,

readily, skilfully.

"We3ball carry on the rest handsmooth,"— Dr. B.
More : Mystery of Godliness.

hand-some (^silent), hand -sum, *han-
sorae, a. [A.S. hand = hand ; suff. -sum ; cf.

Dut. handzaam = tractable ; Ger. handsam =
convenient.]

*1. Convenient for the hands ; handy, con-
venient.

"A light foot-man's shield lie takes with him, and a
Spanish blade by bis side, more handsome to fight
short and close."—/*. Holland : Livy, p. 255.

* 2. Tractable, manageable.
"They had not so handsome horses, be toke the

horses fro the Marshals and Romane horsinen, and
from such as he had raised vptm the sodeine, and dis-
tributed themamong the Germans. "—Qoldynge. C'cesar,

fo. 220.

*3. Dexterous, skilful, ready, clever.
" He is very desyrus to serve your Grace, and seymes

to me to be a very handsome man."—Lodge : Illustrat.,
i. 178.

4. Well-formed; having a figure, form, or
appearance pleasing to the eye ; having sym-
metry of parts

; pleasing to look upon

;

beautiful with dignity.

"The word fortis, strong or valiant, signifies, like-
wise, fair or handsome."—Fawkcs : Cupid Benighted
(Note).

5. Elegant, graceful, pleasing, becoming

;

characterized by grace.
" That easiness and handsome address in writing is

hardest to be attained by persons bred in a meaner
way."—Felton.

6. Noble in character.
" Handsome ia that handsome does."—Old Proverb.

7. Characterized by liberality, generosity,
or nobility of mind

;
generous, noble : as, a

handsome action.

8. Ample, large, considerable.

- Knox : Essays,

TT For the difference between handsome and
"beautiful, see Beautiful.

hand' some (d silent), v.t. [Handsome, a.]

To render handsome, elegant, graceful or neat.
" His device for handsoming a suit."

Donne : Satires, bk. i.

hand -some -ly (d silent), adv. [Eng. hand-
some; -ly.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Dexterously, skilfully, cleverly.
" Playing their game handsomely against so nimble

a wit. —Jial-Hgh : History of the World, bk. til., ch.
vlli., § 6.

* 2. Neatly, gracefully.
" His garments are rich, but ho wears them not

handsomely."—Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 8.

*3. Fitly, conveniently.
" If we miss to meet him handsomely."

Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, li. 3.

4. In a generous, or liberal manner
;
gener-

ously, liberally.

" An almshouse, which I intend to endow very
handsomely."—A ddison.

* 5. Sharply, severely.
" Phauorinus the Philosopher did hit a yong man

ouer the thuinbes very handsomely."— Wilson ; Arte
of Rhetorlque, p, 8.

II. Naut. : Steadily and carefully ; as, To
lower handsomely.

hand -some-ness (d silent), ^han some-
ness, s. [Eng. handsome; -ness.]

* 1. Convenience to the hands ; aptness.
" Girding close, for handsomeness, their garments to

their waist."
Oolding : Oeld; Metamorphoses vi.

2. Beauty, elegance, grace.

"Persons of the fairer sex like that handsomeness
for which they find themselves to be the most liked."—Boyle.

* 3. Favour, approval.
" He will not look with any handsomeness
Upon a woman."

Beaum. & Flet. ; Wit Without Money, 1.

hand spike, s. [Eng. hand, and spike.] A
bar, generally of wood, used as a lever for
lifting or shifting an object, heaving round a
windlass, <fcc.

handspike-ring, s.

Artill. : The thimble on the trail transom

of the gun, for the handspike by which it is

manoeuvred.

* hand -staff (pi. hand staves), s. {Eng.
hand, and staff.] A javelin.

" They shall set on Are and burn the bows and the
arrows and the handstaves."—Ezekiel xxxix. 9.

* hand'-stroke, s. [Eng. hand, and stroke.]

A stroke or blow with the hand.

hand -tight (gh silent), u.. [Eng. hand, and
tight.]

Naiit. : As tight as may be made with the
hand ; moderately or fairly

1

tight.

hand'-vice, s. [Eng. luxnd and vice.] A small
vice for holding an article while it is being
filed, shaped, bored, or otherwise treated. A
common form is a vice with a tang, in some
cases driven into a handle. The jaws are

moved by a thumb-screw. It is also known
as a tail-vice. When of peculiar forms, these
implements have names indicative of their

shape ; as, dog-nose, pig-nose, Mnd-vice, cross-

chap vice.

''hand-while, *hand-whyle, s. [Eng.
hand, and while.] A short while or interval.

" Conscience every handwhilu thou dost cry."
Heywood : Spider & File. (1501.)

* hand-work, s. [Eng. hand, and work.]
Work done by the hands ; handiwork.

* hand'-work, v.t. [Eng. Imnd, and work.]
To work, make, mould, or fashion with the
hands.

* hand'-write, v.t. & i. [Eng. hand, and
write.]

A. Trans. : To write out with the hand ; to
express in writing or manuscript.

B. Intrans. : To write ; to perforin the act
of writing with a pen. {Helps.)

hand'-writ-ing, s. [Eng. hand, and writing.]

1. The form, style, or cast of writing peculiar
to each person or hand ; chirography.

2. That which is written by hand ; a manu-
script.

" Your own handwriting would tell yon what I think."
Shakesp.: Comedy of Errors, ill. 1.

hand'-y, * hand'-ie, * hende, a, [A.S.
gehende = near, from hand — hand ; Goth.,
Dan., & Sw. handig.]

1, Near, close, or ready to the hand.
" Nade his helf hende ben."

William of Palerne, 2,513.

* 2. Executed or performed by the hand.
" He was wont with hys handle labor, tofynde bothe

hymselfe and also al his poore houshokle."— Udal;
Mark Iii.

3. Dexterous ; skilful ; skilled in using the
hands or in handiwork.

4. Convenient.

handy billy, s.

Naut. : A small jigger purchase used par-
ticularly in tops or the holds, for assisting in
hoisting when weak-handed.

handy-eraft, a. [Handicraft.]

handy-cuff, s. A blow or cuff with the
hand ; a handicuff.

handy-dandy, s. A children's game, in
which one child has to guess in which hand
of the other some small article is held, the
holder reciting a rhyme, of which there are
many variants ; in all, however, the expres-
sion handy-dandy occurs ; sleight of hand.
(See Notes & Queries, 6th ser., viii. 355.)

H Shakespeare alludes to this game when
he makes handy-dandy = an ironical expres-
sion of doubt.

" Change places ; and, handy-dandy, which is the
Justice, which la the thief t"—Shakes?). : Lear, iv. 6.

* handy-fight, s. A flght with the fists

;

a hand-to-hand fight.

* hand'~y-blow, s. [Eng. handy, and blow.]
A blow or stroke with the hand : hence, close
quarters.

" If ever they came to handyblows."—Knolles : Hist.
of the Turkes.

* hand'-y-gripe, s. [Eng. handy, and gripe.]
A grip or grasp with the hand ; close quarters
or fighting.

* hand'-y -stroke, s. [Eng. handy, and
stroke.] A stroke or blow with the hand.

* hand'-y-work, «. [Handiwork.]

Han'-e-fites, s. pi. [Named after Abn Hanifa

in the eighth century.]

Religions: A Mohammedan sect, a branch

of the Sunnites.

hang, * hang-en, * hang-i-en, * hong-i-
en (pa, t. *heng, *hing, *hong, hung, ha.ng&l

;

pa. par. *hanqen, *hongen, luinged, hung),

v.t. & i [In Mod. Eng. two verbs have been

mixed together. The orig. verb is intrans.,

with the pa. t. hung, pa. par. hung, whence
the derived trans, verb with pa. t. and pa.

par. hanged; A.S. hangian, hong-ian = to hang
up, to suspend ; cogn. with Icel. hengja; Gei

hdngen ; Dut. Jwngen; Dan. luenge; Ser.

hdnga; A.S. hon (contracted from Italian w
hanhan) — to hang, to be suspended ; pa. t.

hong, pa. par. hangen; cogn. with Icel. hango ;

Goth, hahan; Ger. Jiangen; pa. t. hieng, hin^,

pa. par. geliangen. (Skeat.y]

A. Transitive

:

1. To suspend ; to fasten so as to depend
or be suspended from some elevated point. (In

this sense the pa. t. now used is hung.)
" Over my altars hath he hung his lance."

Shakesp. : Venus & Adonis, 103.

2. To put to death by suspending by the
neck (in this sense the pa. t. is properly hanged,
but hung is also vulgarly used.)

"Several of these he hanged as soon as he reached
Taunton."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

3. To place so as to remain without any
solid support.

"[Thou] hung'&t the solid earth in fleeting air."

Sandys : Paraphrase of the Psalms.

4. To fix so as to be movable upon the

points of suspension ; to fasten so as to allow

of free motion upon a fixed point or points

:

said of a gate, door, &c.
"The gates and the chambers they renewed, and

hanged doors upon them."—1 Maccabees iv. 57.

5. To furnish, cover, or decorate with any-
thing suspended : as pictures, drapery, &c.

" Sir Roger . . . has hung several parts of his house
with the trophies of his former labours."

—

Addison;
Spectator, No. 115,

6. To be suspended over.
" Heads and their mangled members hung the door."

Dryden : Virgil; +£neid viii. 261.

7. To droop ; to decline ; to cause or allow
to assume a drooping attitude or position.

" He bldshes, hangs his head, is shy and strange."
Cowper : Tirocinium, 568.

8. To attach ; to cause to adhere ; to fasten.
{Lit. & jig.)

" God, when he gave me strength, to show withal
How slight the gift was, hung it in my hair."

Milton: Samson Agonistes, 59.

B. Intransitive

:

I. Literally

:

1. To be suspended ; to depend from some
point above, with free motion from the points
of suspension.

" Where hangs a piece of skilful painting."
Shakesp, ; Rape of Lucrece, 1,366.

2. To depend, to fall loosely ; to dangle.
" My skin hangs about me like a loose gown."—

Shakesp. ; 1 Henry IV., iii. 3.

3. To be supported by or upon something
raised above the ground.

" Whatever is placed on the head may be said to
hang : as we call hanging gardens such as are planted
on the top of the house.' —Addison.

4. To cling to ; to rest upon by embracing.
" She hung about my neck, and kiss on kiss
She vied." Shakesp. : Taming of Vie Shrew, li. 1.

5. To be executed by suspension by the neck.
" Upon the next tree shalt thou Jiang.'

Shakesp. : Macbeth, v. 5.

6. To decline, to tend downwards ; to droop,
to bend forwards.

"His braided hanging'mfiae."
Shakesp.: Venus & Adonit, 3$l.

7. To incline, to have a steep inclination or
declivity.

" Sussex marl shews itself on the middle of the Bides
of hanging 'grounds;'

—

Mortimer.

8. To be overhanging.
" A fearful hanging rock."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, i. 2.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To be fixed or suspended with attention

;

to dwell.
"Thou boou shalt see

The lovely Flora of Gleugyle . . .

Hang on thy notes." Scott : Glenflnlas.

2. To depend, as on a basis, ground, or
origin.

"Thereby hangs a. tale."—Shaketp.: Merry Wives of
of Windsor, i. 4.

3. To be in suspense or in a state of uncer-
tainty. (Ofpersons & things.)

"Thy life shall hang in doubt."—Deut. xxviii. 66.

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd\ son ; mute. cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw
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4. To be delayed or kept back.
"A noble Btroke he lilted high,

Which hung not" Milton : P. L., vi. 191.

% 1. To hang about

:

(X) Lit. : To loiter, to loaf, to lounge.

(2) Fig. : To hover about, to be attached to.
" Sundry blessings hang about his throne."

Shakes^. : Macbeth, iv. 3.

2. To hang back : To go forward or act re-
luctantly ; to recede.

3. To hang down: To decline, to droop ; to
cause to bend forward : as, To hang down the
head.

i. To hangfire

;

(1) JAt. : To be slow in communicating fire

to the charge through the vent of a gun,
thereby causing delay in the discharge of the
piece.

(2) Figuratively :

(a) To hesitate, to waver, to be slow.

(6) To be wanting in life or spirit : as, A
play hangs fire.

5. To hang in chains : To suspend the body
of a malefactor, who has been executed by
hanging, in an iron framework or cage. Pro-
bably the earliest instance of hanging in
chains in England ofwhich we have any exact
knowledge is recorded by Sir H. Chancy (Hist.

Antiq. of Hertfordshire, ii. 274) as having oc-

curred in 1381, and the practice continued till

1833 or 1834. . (Notes & Queries, 6th ser., viii.

182, 353, 394, 501.)

"They hanged him in chains for a show—we had
always borne a good name."

Tennyson: Rizpah, viii.

6. To hang on or upon

:

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(a) To adhere to, to be attached to, to de-
pend on.

"Syllogisms hang not on my tongue."
Cowper: Conversation, 93.

(b) To be a weight or drag on ; to be tedious
or importunate.

. " Life.hanjj upon me and becomes a burden."
Addison: Cato, iil. 1.

(c) To rest, to reside, to dwell.
"The blame may hang upon your hardness."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, v. 8.

(d) To be importunate ; to adhere obsti-
nately.

* (e) To be dependent on.

"Oh, how wretched
Ib that poor man that hangs on princes' favours I

"

Shakesp. ; Eenry VIII., iii. 2.

(2) Naut. ; To hold fast without belaying

;

to pull forcibly.

, 7. To hang out

:

(1) Trans. : To suspend or display in open
view ; to suspend in the open air.

(2) Intrans. : To live, to reside. (Colloquial )
" I aay, old boy, where do you hang out i "—Dickens :

Pickwick, ch, xxx.

8. To hang over : To project at the top ; to
be overhanging or impending. (Lit. & fig.)

9. To hang together

:

(1) To hold together ; to be closely united.
" In the common cause we are all of a piece ; we

hang together."—Dryden,

(2) Tp be consistent, to be in keeping.
" Mark how well the sequel hangs together."

Shakesp. : Richard III., ill. 6.

' IT). To hang to : To cling closely to.

11, To hang up

:

(1) Lit. : To hang or suspend on high.

(2) Fig. ; To leave undecided, to postpone :

as, To hang up a question.

hang, s. [Hang, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

* (1) A slope, a declivity ; the slope or
gradient of a road.

(2) The mode in which one part or one thing
Is connected with another : as, the hang of a
scythe.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The general tendency, drift, or bent : as,

of a discourse.

(2) A little bit ; a bit. (Colloquial.)

II. Ship-build. : The concave curvature on
the downward edge of a plank or strake when
bent to the frames of a ship. A curve in the
reverse direction is called a sny (q.v.).

* hang-choice, s. That state in which a
person is under the necessity of choosing one
of two e_vils. {Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxx.)

hang-dog, s. & a.

A. As subst. : A low, mean, base fellow, fit
only to be the hangman of curs.

'•' heaven nas inspired me with one of tbe moat ad-
mirable iuveutious to be revenged on my hang-dog."—
Fielding: Mock Doctor, i. 4.

B. As adj. : Low, degraded, sullen : as, A
hang-dog look.

hang-nest, s. & a.

A. As substantive

:

Ornith. (PL): Birds which construct pen-
dulous nests. Specifically, the name given by
Swainson to the Icterinae, a subfamily of
Sturnids (Starlings). They occur in South
America, and form long, purse-shaped nests,
suspended from the slender branches of lofty
trees. These are often in numbers together.
Genera : Cassicus, Icterus, &c.

B. As adj. : Having a pendulous nest.

Hang-nest titmice:

Ornith. : The genus Egithalus of Vigors, one
of the Parianse.

1. Gen.: Any bird building a pendulous
nest.

2. Spec. : The Baltimore Oriole, called also
the Hanging-nest.

hang-net, s. (For def. see extract.)
" Sang-nets are larger in the mesh than any other

nets, and are stretched upright between stakes of
about ten feet long, placed at regular distances of
about eight feet."—Agr. Surv. Dumfr., p. 605.

* hang -a ble, a. [Eng. hang ; -able.'] Liable
to be hanged.

"Bohemians or Egyptians are hangable as felons."

—

Misson : Travels in England, p. 122.

hang-bird, o. [Eng. hang, and bird.}

Ornith. : A name given in America to the
Baltimore Oriole (Yphantes Baltimore), from
the pendent nest which it constructs. [Hang-
nest, Hanging-bird.]

* hang -by, s. [Eng. hang ; -by.] A hanger-on,
a dejtendent, a follower ; used in contempt.

"Enter none but the ladies, and their hangbies:
welcome, beauties, and your kind shadowes."

—

Ben
Jonson : Cynthia's Revels, v. 8.

hang'-er, s. [Eng. liang ; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who hangs or causes to be hanged.

2. That by which anything is suspended, or
by which it hangs : as the girdle or sword-belt
in which the sword was suspended.

" The carriages, sir, are the hangers."
Shakesp. : Samlet, v. 2.

3. A means of suspending an object, as of
spouting at the eaves of a house, a cage, a
basket; an overhanging bracket. [Pot-hooks.]

4. A seaman's cutlass ; a short curved sword.
"He drew his hanger, and wheeled about, and by a

lucky stroke severed Jowler's head from his body."

—

Smollett : Roderick Random, ch. iii.

5. A hanging or sloping wood or grove
;

chiefly in compounds, as, Westenhanger, Tit-

tenJianger, &c.
* 6. The handle of a bell. (H. Brooke : Fool of

Quality, ii. 225.)

II. Technically

:

1. Mach. : A means for supporting shafting
of machinery ; the part which suspends the
journal-box in which shafting, &c, runs.

2. Vehicles : A pedestal or frame dependent
from the car or truck body, and in which the
axle-box moves up and down as the springs
contract and expand. (American.)

3. Weaving : The lower part of the heddle,
or the lower heddle of the harness of a fancy
loom.

hanger-on, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : One who hangs on or sticks

to a person, place, &c. ; one who thrusts his
company upon others more than is desired ; a
dependant ; a parasite.

" Horse-boyea and other servants, hangers-on, &c."

—

Usher: Annals (mi. 3524).

2. Mining : A person employed at the
bottom of the shaft in fixing the skip or
bucket to the chain.

hang'-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Hang, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Suspended ; depending from a higher
point or object.

2. Steep, inclined.
" Say what man

He is who cultivates yon hanging field."
Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. v.

* 3. Foreboding death by the halter.
" Surely, sir, a good favour you have ; but that you

have a hanging Look."—Shakesp. : Measure for Mea-
sure, iv. 2.

Jr. Requiring, calling for, or deserving death
by the halter : as, That is a hanging matter.
(Colloquial.)

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of suspending anything from a
higher point or object ; the state of being so
suspended.

2. The act of executing by the halter ; the
state of being so executed.

" A good hanging prevents a bad marriage.'
Shakesp. : Twelfth Wight, 1 5.

3. (PL) That which is hung up to cover or
drape a room, as paper, tapestry, &c, hung
round the walls.

" So, in some well-wrought hangings, you may see
How Hector leads." Waller : To a Friend.

* 4. Anything which hangs from another
body, as fruit from a tree.

"A storm, or robbery, caU it what you will,
Shook down my mellow hangings, nay, my leaves."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iii. 3.

II. Technically

:

1. Physiol. : In cases of hanging, death sel-

dom results from pure asphyxia, but is usually
in some degree owing to apoplexy and injury
to the spinal cord. In attempted suicide,
bleeding from the jugular vein and artificial

respiration may be tried for resuscitation. In
difficulty of inducing artificial respiration,
laryngotomy and tracheotomy should be per-
formed, and the lungs inflated through the
opening in the neck. In judicial hanging, the
noose ought to be so adjusted as to produce
immediate dislocation of the spinal column,
death in that case being instantaneous.

2. Law : Hanging is the penalty of wilful
murder. Hanging, drawing, and quartering
were once the punishment of treason.

hanging-bird, s.

Ornith. . The Baltimore Oriole. [Hang-
nest. ]

hanging - bracket, s The same as
Hanger, I. 3.

hanging-bridge, «.

Steam-eng. : A hollow, vertical partition de-
pending from the bottom of a boiler, and
serving to deflect the flame. The hollow forms
a part of the water-space of the boiler. The
usual water-bridge rises from the furnace floor
at the rear of the grate space.

hanging-buttress, s.

Arch. : A buttress supported on a corbel.

hanging-compass, s.

Naut. : A suspended overhead compass in a
cabin, viewed from below ; known as a tell-

tale.

hanging-down, a.

Bot. : Having a downward direction, caused
by its own weight.

hanging-garden, s. A garden rising in
terraces one above the other.

hanging-guard, *.

Fencing: A position of defence with the
broadsword.

* hanging-holder, s. One whose duty
it was to raise or hold up hangings of rooms ;

an usher.

hanging-knee, s.

Shipbuild. : A knee fayed vertically to the
side, Under the deck-beam knees or lodging
knees, which are horizontal. A hanging
standard knee is one directly beneath the
beam, and fayed to it and to the side.

hanging-machine, s. [Hook-frame.]

hanging - pear, s. A species of peat
ripening about the end of September.

hanging-post, s.

Carp. ; The post to which a door or gate is

hinged. The other is the shutting-post.

hanging-side, s.

Mining : The overhanging side of an inclined
or hading vein.

4 hanging-sleeve, 5.

1. A strip of the same stuff as the gown,
hanging down the back from the shoulder.

2. A loose sleeve.

coll, bo$-; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

clan, -tian = shan. -tion, - sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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hanging- stile, s.

Joinery : That stile of a door to which the
hinges are attached.

hanging-tie, s.

Arch. : A tie which is supported by strap
and collar, dependent from the rafters above.

hanging-tool, s.

Iron-turning ; A crooked tool, which par-
tially embraces the rest, so as not to be easily

displaced. The cutter is formed with hollow
faces to facilitate grinding. It is used for
smoothing the surfaces of iron ordnance,
rollers, and similar objects.

hanging-valve, s. A clack-valve (q.v.).

hang-man, s. [Eng. hang, and man.]

1. One who hangs or executes another by
hanging ; a public executioner.

" lu general it may be safely affirmed that the father
of a large family would rather be bereaved of all his
children by accident or by disease than lose one of
thein by the hands of the hangman."—Macaulay

:

Hist, Eng., ch. iv.

* 2. A term of reproach ; a. low, disreput-
able character.
" As they had seen me with these hangman's hands."

Shakesp. ; Macbeth, li. 2.

* 3. A jocular term of familiarity.
" He had twice or thrice cut Cupid's bowstring, and

the little hangman dare not shoot at him."—Shakesp.

:

Much Ado About Nothing, iii. 2.

hang man ship, s. [Eng. Imngman; -ship.]

The office or character of a hangman.

hang-nail, s. [A.S. angncegl = an agnail or
angnail, a whitlow : ange = vexed, sore, and
tuegel = a nail.] A small piece of skin hang-
ing from the root of a finger-nail. [Agnail.]

* hang' wite, ». [A.S. hangian = to hang,
wife = a fine.]

Old Law : A fine or penalty on payment of
which a person was made quit of a felon or
thief hanged without trial or judgment, or
escaped from custody.

* hang'-wor-thy, a. [Eng. hang, and worthy.]
Deserving of being hanged.

"Their hangworihy necks."
Sidney; Arcadia, p. 42G.

hank, s. [Icel. hanki = a hasp or clasp of a
chest ; honk, hangr = a hank, a coil ; hang =
a coil of a snake ; Dan. liank = the handle or
ear of a vessel ; Sw. hank = a string, a band

;

Ger. henkel = a handle, ring, or hook. Con-
nected with the verb hang (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary language

:

1. A skein of thread.
" In the bleaching of your yarn, you must first open

each lunik, and lay it in your bucking keeve or tub."—
Maxwell ; Sol. Trans., p. 344.

* 2. A tie, a hold, a check, a restraint.

"The hank that some gallants have ou their trust-
lug merchants."—Decay of Piety.

3. A withy or rope for fastening a gate.

(Provincial.)

XL Technically

:

1. Naut. .* One of the hoops or rings of ash
or iron to which the weather-leech of a fore-

and-aft sail is bent, and by which it slides on
the mast or stay, in hoisting by the halyards
or lowering by the downhaul. Sometimes the
head of a spanker or try-sail is bent to hanks
which slip on the gaff.

2. Yarn : Two or more skeins of yarn, silk,

wool, or cotton, tied together.

* *([ Hank for liank : On equal terms.

hank, v.t. [Hank, s.]

1. To form into hanks.

2. To compass tightly by means of a rope
or cord ; to draw or fasten tightly.

han'-her, v.i. [Afrequent. from hang (q.v.)
;

cogn. with O. Dnt. hengelen = to hanker after,

from Dut. luuigm = to hang; Dut. liankeren
= to hanker.]

1. To desire greatly and importunately ; to
long for with great desire and eagerness; to
have an incessant wish for anything. (Followed
by after.)

"Are these barbarians of man-eating constitutions,
that they so lianker after this inhumane diet?"—
Bentley : Sermons, i,

*2. To linger with expectation.
" It cannot but be very dangerous for you to hanker

hereabouts."—Stokes. (1659.)

Tf For the difference between to hanker after
and to desire, see Desire.

han'-ker-ing, haii-krlng, pr, par., u.,

& s. [Hanker.]

* A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : An importunate or vehement
wish for or longing after anything ; an inces-
sant desire or appetite.

"Having some hankring towards Atheism."

—

Cad.
worth; Intellectual System, p. 703.

han'-ker - ing-ly, adv. [Eng. hankering ;

-ly.] In a hankering manner ; longingly ; with
great or vehement desire or longing.

han'-key, s. [A word of no etym., occurring
only in the following compound.]

hankey-pankey, s. Jugglery, trickery.

* hari-kle, v.t. [A dimin. or frequent., from
liank (q.v.).] To twist, to entangle.

han'-lin, s. [Chinese.] The Imperial College
of China, from which the Emperor's ministers
are generally chosen.

haa'ny, a. [Handy.] (Scotch.)

Han-6-ver'-I-ant «. & $. [Eng. Hanover;
-ian.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Hanover.

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of
Hanover.

Han-sard (1), s. [Hanse.] A merchant of
one of the Hanse towns.

han'-sard (2), s. [See def.] A name given to
the official printed reports of the British
parliament records and debates, from their
being printed by the Messrs. Hansard.

hanse, s. & a. [O. Fr. hanse — a company,
society, or corporation of merchants, from O.
H. Ger. hansa ; Ger. Jtanse = an association
or league.]

A. As subst. : A league ; a confederacy.

B. As adj. : The same as Hanseatic (q.v.).

Hanse-towns, s.

Hist. : The towns which confederated to-

gether to form the Hanseatic league ; also the
league itself. [Hanseatic-league.]

Han-se-at'-ic,«. [Hanse.] Of or pertaining
to the Hanse-towns, or their confederacy.

Hanseatic-league, ->\

Hist. : A celebrated confederacy formed in
the thirteenth century between certain com-
mercial towns, with the view at once of
restraining the rapacity of kings and
nobles, and clearing the Elbe, the German
Ocean, and other places from the pirates and
robbers by which they were then infested. It
began on a small scale in 1239, when Hamburg
entered into an alliance with Ditmarsch and
the district of Hadeln, Liibeck in 1241 being
added to the League. Brunswick came into it

in 1247, other towns following at irregular in-
tervals. The confederated towns or cities
were arranged in four divisions, the chief places
in each being Liibeck, Cologne, Brunzwig, and
Danzig. Becoming powerful, the League con-
cluded treaties with monarchs, raised troops,
and made war, as if it had been an indepen-
dent political power, as the East India Com-
pany was destined to do in future years. At
the time when the League flourished most, it

consisted of eighty-five confederated towns.
In 1260 it established a factory in London,
called the Steelyard. It had other factories
over Europe, the chief being at Bruges,
Novogorod, and Bergen. It gave a power-
ful impulse to commerce, and when in 1631 it

in large measure fell to pieces, it left behind
various free republics which contiuued for a
long period of time.

han'-sel, s. [Hans el. ]

han'-sel, v.t. [Handsel, v.]

hanselines, s. [Etym. doubtful.] Loose
breeches worn during the fifteenth century.

han'-som, s. [Sec def.] A kind of onb, named
after the inventor, in which the driver's seat
is behind the body of the vehicle, the reins
passing over the hooded top.

hansom-cab, s. A hansom.

hant, pres. of v. [See def.] A vulgar contrac-
tion for has not or have not.

* hant, v.t. [Haunt, v.] To practise.
" Bot for commoun gude & defence of the realme be

hantit bowis schvtiug."—Acts Jos. IV., uai (ed. 1814),
p. 226.

han'-tle, s. [Dan. antal ; Ger. anzahi = &
number, a multitude.] A considerable num-
ber ; a great many ; a great deal.

Han'-u-man, s. [Hunooman. ]

hap (1), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To wrap; to
cover ; to screen from cold, &c.

" He should not be the better Jiapt or covered from
cold."—More; Utopia (ed. Robinson), bk. 11., ch. iv.

* hap harlot, s. A coarse, rough cover-
let ; a rug.

" A sheet vnder couerlets made of dagswain or hap-
ha.rlots (I vse their owne termesl."

—

Holinshed; De-
scription of England, bk. li., ch. xiL

hap-warm, a. Covering so as to produce
heat. (Terras : Poerns, p. 22.)

hap (2), v.t & i. [Hap (2), s.] [Happen.]

A. Trans. . To befall ; to happen to ; to
chance.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To happen ; to chance ; to come by
chance.

"How haps It I seek not to advance?"
Shakesp. ; Henry VI., iii.

2. To happen ; to meet with a chance.
" If thou issueless shalt hap to die."

Shakesp, : Sonnet 9.

hap (1), s. [Hap (1), v.] A wrapper ; a cloak

;

a covering.

hap (2), * happ, * nappe, s. [Icel. happ =
hap, chance ; Wei. hap.]

1. That which fortunes or chances to any
one ; that which comes suddenly or unex-
pectedly ; chance ; fortune ; accident.

2. Casual events ; vicissitudes ; fortunes

;

chances.
" Her life had full of haps and hazards been."

Fairfax.

haphazard, s. Chance ; accident ; for-

tune.
" We take our principles at hap-hazard upon trust."—Locke.

* hap (3), v.i. [Hop, v.]

hap (3), s. [Etym. doubtful, perhaps allied to
Heap (q.v.).] An instrument for scraping up
sea ooze to make salt with.

" An implement named a hap. a kind of sledge drag,
furnished with a sharp edge at that part which touches
the ground."—Agr. Surv. Dumfr., p. 527.

hap'-a-le, s. [Gr. a7raAos Qiapalos) = soft,

tender.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Hapa-
lidse. Ha2jalepeiiiciLlata is the Marmoset (q.v.)-

ha-pal I cUe, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hopaUe);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ida.]

Zool. : Marmosets. A family of Platyrrhine
Monkeys. The teeth are as in the Simiadse.
Their molar teeth have acute points fitting
the animal for feeding on injects. The head
is rounded, the ears generally tufted, the hind
feet with an opposable thumb, the other
fingers with sharp claws. [Marmoset.]

hap-less, hap-les, - hap-lesse, a.
[Eng. hap; -less.] Unhappy, unlucky, unfor-
tunate, luckless.

Emblems true of hapless lovera dying."
Keats : Epistle to G. F. Mathew.

hap'-less-ly, adv. [Eng. hapless; -ly.] In a
hapless, unlucky, or unfortunate manner.

hap -lite, ap -lite, s. [Gr. ijrAoSs (haptens),
contraction of in-Aoo? (haploos) — simple, and
Al'0os (lithos) = stone.]

Petrol. : A crystalline-granular admixture of
felspar and quartz. Called also Semi-granite
and Granitell. Graphic Granite, called also
Pegmatite, is a variety. (Ridley.)

hap Id-, pref. [Gr. an-Ao* (Jiaplos), an-Ados
(lutploos) - simple, plain, single.]

hap-169-er-us, s [Pref. haplo-, and Gr.

Ke'pas (keras) = a horn.

Zool. : A genus of Antilopldaj (Antelopes),
akin to the Chamois. Hajilocerus montanus,
the sole species, is called the Rocky-mountain
Goat, from its habitat and its long fleecy
pelage which in appearance, is not unlike
that of the Cashmere Goat

hap-ld-crln'-l-d», s. pi. [Mod. Lat. haylo-
crin(us), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas.]

Paloiont. : A small family of Crinoids.
Range, from the Silurian to the Devonian.

iatef fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p<Stf
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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hap-lo-crl'-nus, s. [Pref. toplo-, and Gr.

Kpivov (krinon) = a lily.]

Palwont. : The typical genus of Haplocri-

nidae (q.v.). It is of Devonian age.

hiip-ld-lsen'-i-dse, hip-lo-lffln'-e-ae, s.pl.

[Pref. toplo-, and Gr. Kd'ivos (lainos)= of stone,

stony, from ASas (laas) — a stone.]

JBot. : A family or tribe of frondose Junger-

manniacese, sub-order Jungermanneae. They
have a one-leaved involucre, without any true

perianth, a spherical capsule, and a frond

dichotomously ribbed. They are delicate and
beautiful. PeUia epiphylkt is a British example

of the family.

hap-lo-phleb-i um, s. [Pref. toplo-, and

Gr. (ftKefiiov (phlebion), dimin. of <p\ty (phleps),

genit. ^Xe'jSos (phUbos) — a vein.]

Palozont. : A genus supposed to belong to

the Ephemeridaj. Principal Dawson has de-

scribed a species Haplophlebium Barnesii,

seven inches in the expansion of the wing.

It is from the Carboniferous rocks of Canada.

(Nicholson.)

hap lo-phyl lum, s. [Pref. toplo-, and Gr.

<t*v\\ov (phulloii) = a leaf.]

Bot. : A genus of Rutacese, tribe Rutefe.

Egyptian women bruise the leaves of Haplo-

phyllum tuberculatum in water and wash their

hair with it to make it grow.

hap ly, *happe-ly, adv. [Eng. top; -ly.]

1. By hap, chance, accident, or fortune.

" Haply slumbering on the Norway foam."**
Milton: P. L., i. 203.

2. Perhaps, peradventure ; it may be.

"Thou wilt happely say: the subiectes euer chose
the ruler."—Tyndal: Workes.

3. Fortunately ; by good hap or luck.
" If haply won perhaps a hapless gain."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, i. 1.

* happe, s. [Hap, s.]

* happe, v.i. [Hap, v.]

bap-pen, * hap-pene, * hap-pen-en,
11 hapne, v.i. [An extension of HAp(q.v.).J

1. To fall out ; to hap ; to chance ; to be-
fall ; to come to j>ass.

"Any particular fact that happened twenty or thirty
years ugo."—Porteus, voL L, lect. 2.

2. To light, fall, or come upon by chance.

If Happen, respects all events without in-

cluding any collateral idea ; ctonce compre-
hends, likewise, the idea of the cause and
order of events : whatever comes to pass hap-
pens, whether regularly in the course of things,
or particularly, and out of the order ; whatever
chances happens altogether without concert,
intention, and often without relation to any
'other thing. (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

hap -pen, hap -pens, adv. & s. [Happen, v.]

A. As adv. : Haply, perhaps, peradventure.

B. As subst. : A path trodden by cattle.

(Scotch.)

* hap -per, v.i. [A frequent, from top = to
hop.] To hop or skip about.

hap per, s. [Hopper.]

1. A mill-hopper.
"The symbols for land are earth and stone; for

mills, clap and happer."—Erskine: Inst, bk. ii., tit. iii.

2. A vessel made of straw for carrying gTain
when the ploughman is engaged in sowing.

* h&p'-pi-ty, v.t. [Eng. toppy; -fy-1 To make
happy.

" One short mishap for ever happifies."
Sylvester : Henry the Great, 642.

hap'-pi-lyV* hap pi-lie. [Eng. toppy; -ly.]

* 1. By chance, perhaps, peradventure,

haply.
" Happily we might be interrupted.

'

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. i.

2. By good fortune ; by good luck ; luckily,

fortunately.
" Happily the principles of human nature afford

abundant security that such theories will never be
more than theories."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

3. In a happy manner, state, or condition ;

in a state of happiness.
" Indeed it is impossible to live without caring, at

least, to live happily."—Sharp : Sermons, vol. iv.,ser. L

4. With address, skill, or dexterity ;
grace-

fully.

hap'-pi-ness, * hap-pi-nesse, *. [Eng.
happy; -tiess.]

1. Good luck, good fortune.

2. The quality or state of being happy

;

felicity ; a state- ill which all desires are satis-

tied ; the pleasurable sensations arising from
the gratification of all desires, and the enjoy-
ment of pleasure without pain.

"Any condition may be denominated happy in
which the amount or aggregate of pleasure exceeds
that of pain: and the degree of happiness depends
upon the Quantity of this excess."— Paley: Moral
Philosophy, bk. i., ch. vi.

3. Fortuitous elegance, unstudied grace.

^[ Happiness admits of degrees, since every
individual is placed in different circumstances,
either of body or mind, which fit him to be
more or less toppy. Felicity is not regarded
in the same light ; it is that which is positive
and independent of all circumstances : do-
mestic felicity and conjugal/eZicity are regarded
as moral enjoyments, abstracted from every-
thing which can serve as an alloy. (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

hap -pit, happed, a. [Hap (1), v.]

hap'-P3T, * hap-pie, * hap-pye, s. [Eng.
top = chance, luck ; -?/.]

* 1. Lucky, fortunate.

"Continuel luippy commyng
Of worldly gudes."

Hampole; Priekc of Conscience, 1,334.

2. Prosperous, successful ; in prosperous or
fortunate circumstances.

" If thou be right happy, that is to sayn, if thou be
right rlcne."—Chaucer: Tale of Melibeus.

3. In the enjoyment of happiness or felicity
;

enjoying peace, comfort, and tranquillity

;

contented.
'

' Am I happy in thy news ?
"

Shakesp. : Richard III., iv. 3.

4. Living in happiness or concord : as, A
happy family.

5. Indicative of or characterized by happi-
ness, pleasure, joy, or enjoyment : as, toppy
cries.

6. Producing happiness, felicity, or comfort

;

supplying pleasure, comfort, and happiness.
" A paradise within thee, luippier far,"

Milton: P. L., xii. 587.

7. Well suited for any purpose or occasion ;

apt, felicitous.

" Her pencil drew wbate'er her soul designed,
And oft the happy draught surpassed the image
in her mind." Dryden : To Mrs. Killigrew.

8. Favourable, fortunate, lucky, prosperous :

as, A toppy omen.
" Ports and happy havens."

Sluikesp. : Richard II., i. 3.

9. Dexterous, ready, skilful.

T Happy and fortunate are both applied to

the external circumstances of a man ; but the

former conveys the idea of that which is ab-

stractedly good, the latter implies rather what
is agreeable to one's wishes. A man is toppy
in his marriage, in his children, in his connec-

tions, and the like : he is fortunate in his

trading concerns. Happy excludes the idea of

chance ;
fortunate excludes the idea of per-

sonal effort : a man is happy in the possession

of what he gets ; he is fortunate in getting it.

In the improper sense . they bear a similar

analogy. (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

T (1) Happy man be his dole : [Dole, 5.].

(2) Happy-go-lucky: Careless, thoughtless,

improvident.
"In the happy-go4ucky way of his class."—Reade

:

Never Too Late To Mend, ch. xv.

happy-family, s. An assemblage of

animals of diverse and even opposite habits

and propensities living together peaceably.

* hap'-p$r, v-t. [Happy, a.] To make happy,
to felicitate.

"' That use is not forbidden usury
Which happies those that pay the willing loan."

~ " Sonnet 6.

hap'-Shack-le, v.t. [A corrupt, of ham-
shackle (q.v.).] To hamshackle, to fetter, to

shackle.

hap-shac -kle, s. [Hapshackle, v.] A
fetter or shackle for a cow or horse.

* haque'-but (que as k)f e. [Fr. haguebxite.]

An arquebuse, a hagbut.

* haque'-ton (que as k), s. [Hacqueton.]

*har, *harre, * herre, s. [Icel. Ty'am.]

The hinge of a door.

*$ * Out of tor, * Out of herre : Out of order.

" Drlue the leuis and blaw thaym out of har."
Douglas : Virgil, 83, 11.

har -aid, &. [Hareld, s.]

*ha'-ram, a. [Harem.]

ha rangue , s. [Fr., from O. H. Ger. hring
= a ring, a circus, an arena (Eng. ring) ; iSp.

arenga; Ital. arringa, aringa = an harangue ;

aringo = a place where speeches are made.]

1. An address or oration delivered to a
large public assembly ; a public address or
speech.

"Those which may be called set harangues or
orations."—Pope: Postscript to Homer ; Odyssey xvi.

2. A pompous or bombastic address to a few
persons ; a declamation.

"Giving us fine but empty harangues upon this
subject'*—Goldsmith : The Bee, No. 0.

harangue ', v.i. & t [Harasgue, s.]

A. Intrans. : To make an harangue or
public address ; to declaim publicly.

"Ferguson was oue of those who harangued."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

B. Trans. : To address in a set speech or
harangue.

" To-day the Lady Psyche will harangue
The fresh arrivals. ' Tennyson : Princess, il. 82.

* ha - rangue- ful, a. [Eng. torangue;
-fid{l).~] Fond of or given to haranguing or
declamation ; declamatory.

ha rarig-uer, s. [Eng. harangu(e); -erJ]

One who harangues ; a public speaker or
orator ; a declaimer.

" Mark out the first haranguer and that's he."
Byrom : Enthusiasm.

harass, * har -ras, * har-rasse, v. t. [Fr.

harasser, a word o*f doubtful origin, but per-
haps an extension of O. Fr. harer = to set or
cheer on (a dog or hound), from O. H. Ger.
haren=to cry out.] To torment, vex, plague,
as by importunity, I'epeated attacks or assaults,,

continued bodily or mental pain, &c. ; to
fatigue, to tire out, to worry.

* har'- ass, s. [Harass, v.] The act of
harassing, vexing, or wearing out ; vexation
waste, devastation.

" The daily harass, and the fight delayed." i

Byron : Lara, ii. 11.

har'-as-ser, s. [Eng. harass ; -cr.] One who
harasses, vexes, or plagues. (Ode on Athel-

stan's Victonj, in Ellis, i. 2'S.)

* har'-ass-ment, s. [Eng. torass; -ment.]

The act of "harassing ; the state of being
harassed.

" Rosalie was uncommonly active, and flew about
much to the harassment of the Pole."

—

Lyttou : Godol-
phut, bk. iiL, ch. i.

^har-a-teen'.^har-ra-teenVs. &a. [Etym.

doubtful.]

A. As subst. : Some kind of stuff.

" Shaded with harateen,"— IValpole : Letters, Ii. 4.

B. As adj. : Made of such stuff.

" Thick harateen curtains were close drawn."Smol-
lett : Sir L. Ureases, ch. xvi.

* har'-her-oiis, «. [Harborous.]

har'-bin-ger, s. [Properly lierberger or 7ier-

bergeour.] [Harbourkr.]
* 1. Originally one who not merelyannounced

the approaching arrival of a guest, but made
all ready for his reception.

" There was a harbinger which had lodged a gentle-

man in a very ill room ; who expostulated with him
somewhat rudely. "—Bacon : Apothegms.

* 2. Specif. : An officer of the king's house-

hold who rode a day's journey in advance of

the court to provide lodgings and other ac-

commodation.
* 3. A messenger who announced the coming

of the king.
" A great attendance of harbingers and guards."—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

4. A messenger ; a precursor ; one who or

that which goes before and foretells what is

coming.
" Always harbinger of good." Cowper: The Cricket.

* har'-bin-ger, v.t. [Harbinger, s.] To
precede by a harbinger ; to foretell ; to pre-

sage ; to give omen or notice of.

" One majority often harbingers another."

—

Remarks
on State of Parties. (1809.)

* har'-bor-ough (gTt silent), * har-brougn,
s, [Harbour, s.] A harbour, refuge, or

lodging.
" Leave me those Miles where harbrough nis to see."

Spenser: Shepheards Calender ; June.

har'-bour, *har-barwe, *har-bor-ow,
* har-bor-owe, *har-bor-ough, har-
brough, * her-bergh, * her-barwe,

boll, bo^-; pout, J6%I; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph - I

-cian. -tian - shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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* her -berwe, *her - berghe, * her -

borgh, *her-boref *her-bour,s. [led.

herbergr = a harbour, an iuu ; lit., a host-

shelter; from herr= sm army, and bjarga =
to save, to defend ; herbergja = to shelter, to

harbour ; cogn. with O. Sw. liarberge = au inn,

from hcer = an army, and berga = to defend

;

O.H.Ger. hereberga — a camp, a lodging ; from
heri, hari (Ger. Titer) = an army, and bergan =
to shelter; Fr. auberge; Ital. albergo ; Ger.

herberge.]

J. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A refuge ; an asylum ; a place of shelter

and security.

"Fair harbour that them Beems: so In they entred
are." Spenser : E. Q., I. i.

"

* 2. An inn ; a place of lodging.
" Therfor ha ledde them ynne and resaeyuyde in
herbore."— Wydiffe: Dedis x.

3. A port or haven ; a shelter for ships

where they may moor or ride at anchor. Har-
bours may be either natural or artificial, the

latter being formed wholly or in part by the

construction of breakwaters, piers, moles, &c,
or by mooring large masses of timber, which
rise and fall with the tide.

"The harbour is safe and oommodious."—Cook;
Voyages, bk. i., ch. ii.

4. Lodging, residence.
" Obtaining harbour In a sovereign breast I

"

Drayton : Matilda, to King John,

II. Glass-man.: A chest, six or seven feet

long, in which the ingredients for a charge
are mixed and held.

1] Obvious compounds : Harbour-bar, harbour-
buoy, harbour-dues, harbour-light, harbour-
mouth, &e.

harbour-gasket, s.

Naut. : One of a series of broad, but short
and well-blacked gaskets, placed at equal
distances on the yard of a ship for showing oif

a well-furled sail in port.

harbour-log, s.

Naut. : That portion of the log-book which
contains the entries relating to the period
during which a ship is in harbour.

harbour-master, s. An official having
the superintendence of the regulations respect-

ing harbours.

harbour-reach, s.

Naut : The reach of a winding river which
leads direct to a harbour.

harbour-watch, s,

Naut. : A sub-division of the watch kept on
duty at night while a ship rides at single

anchor, in view of any emergency.

harbour-water, a. The calm water in a
harbour.

"The harbour-water, or inner sea {as youmay tearme
it)."—Hackluyt : Voyages, iii. 541.

har-bour, * har-bor-owe, *her-barwe,
* her-berg-en, * her-berwe, * her-ber,
* her-borwe, * her-bor-wen, v.t. & i.

(Harbour, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To entertain ; to shelter ; to give refuge,

retreat, or shelter to ; to permit to reside.

" Not continuing open beyond a certain hour, and
harbouring only proper persons."— Goldsmith; The
Bee, No. 5.

2. To entertain ; to cherish ; to indulge ; to

allow to remain in the mind ; to foster.

" Let not your gentle breast harbour one thought
Of outrage," Jiowe : Royal Convert, ii.

* 3. To trace a hart or hind to its covert.

"To harborowe or rouse the game."—Sir T. Elyot :

Governour, bk. i., ch. xviiL

* B. Intransitive

:

1. To lodge, to take shelter ; to take up one's

lodging.
" This night let's harbour here in York."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., iv. 7.

2. To anchor in a harbour.
" We saw land which w as very high, and the twelfth

day we harboured there, and found many people."

—

Hackluyt : Voyages, iii. 109.

* har'-bour-age, s. [Eng. harbour; -age.]

Shelter, harbour, refuge ; an asylum, a re-

treat.
" Let us in your king, whose laboured spirits,

Forewearled in this action of swift speed,
Crave harbourage." Shakesp. : King John, iL 1.

har'-boured, pa. par. or a. [Harbour, v.]

If Harboured or lodged :

Her. : A term applied to the stag, hart, &c,
when lying down. Also called Couchant (q. v.).

har'-bour-er, * her-ber-ghere, ». [Eng.
harbour ; -er.]

1, Ord. Lang. : One who harbours, enter-

tains, or shelters a person or thing.

"A great nurse of pious men, and harbourer of exiles

for religion."—Strype: Lifeo/Abp. GrindaH&u. 1582).

2. One whose duty it was to trace a hart or

hind to its covert. (Still in use on Exmoor.)
" Red Rube has been ' after the deer ' from his boy-

hood, acquiring ... an unchallenged right to call

himself the most skilful harbourer in the West."—
G. T. Whyte-Melville: Kater/olto, ch. xvL

har-bour-less, * her-barw-les, * her-
bOUT-less, a. [Eng. harbour; -less.] Des-

titute of or without harbour, refuge, shelter,

or lodging. (Mallet : The Excursion, i.)

* har'-bour-ous, * har-ber-ous, * har-
bor-ous, * her-ber-ous, * her-ber-
ouse, a. [Eng. harbour; -ous.] Affording

or willing to afford shelter, refuge, or lodging
;

hospitable.

"An other sorte promyseth their howse to be her-

bourouse to the household of fayth."

—

Bale: Apology,
to. ss.

* har brough, ». [Harbour.]

hard, a., adv., & s. [A.S. heard; cogn. with

Dut. hard; Dan. hoard; Sw. hard; Icel.

hardr; Goth, hardus; Ger, hart; Gr. Kparvs
(kratus) = strong.]

A. As adjective ;

L Ordinary Language :

1. Firm ; solid ; compact ; not soft ; resist-

ing penetration or separation ; not easy to be
pierced or broken ; not yielding to pressure.

" As steele is hardest in his kinde."
Gower: C. A. (ProL)

2. Difficult of accomplishment ; not easy to

be done, carried out, or executed.
" Is any thing too hard for the Lord ? "—Genesis

xviii. 14.

3. Laborious ; fatiguing ; toilsome.
" Making the hard way sweet and delectable."

Shakesp. : Richard If., ii. S.

4. Difficult to endure ; oppressive ; harsh ;

rigorous ; severe ; cruel ; distressing.
" Thou hast from hard captivity
Returned Jacob back."

Milton: Ps. ixxxv. (Trans.)

5. Difficult to the understanding ; not easy
to be understood or comprehended.

" This word is hard, who may here it I "— Wycliffe :

John vL

6. Unfavourable ; unkind.
" To bear a hard opinion of his truth."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, U. 7.

7. Unfeeling ; not easily moved by pity

;

harsh ; obdurate.
"A heart, well described by himself as harder than

a marble chiinneypiece."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch.

xvii.

8. Insensible to feeling or emotions.

"Know me to be a cold, hard man."

—

C.BrontS:
Jane Eyre, ch. xxxi.

* 9. Hardened.
" When we in our nfcciousness grow hard*

Shakesp. ; Antony A Cleopatra, iii. 13.

10. Severe ; sharp ; unkind ; abusive.
" What, have you given him any hard words of late 1"

Shakesp. .' Hamlet, ii l.

11. Sharp ; severe; vehement; rigorous:
as, a hard winter, hard weather.

12. Stern ; inflexible ; inevitable.
" With laws unjust, but hard necessity."

Dryden ; Hind & Panther, iii. 836.

13. Unreasonable ; unjust.
" It is a very hard quality upon our soil or climate,

that so excellent a frait, which prospers among all our
neighbours, will not grow here. —Temple.

14. Austere ; acid ; rough ; harsh to the taste.

"In making of vinegar, set vessels of wine over
against the noon sun, which calleth out the more oily
spirits, and leaveth the spirit more sour and hard."—
Bacon : Nat. Hist., § 898.

* 15. Stiff ; lacking in an appearance of
natural ease ; constrained ; unnatural.

"Othere, scrupulously tied to the practice of the
ancients, make their figures harder than even the
marble itself."

—

Dryden.

* 16. Powerful ; strong.
" The stag was too hard for the horse, and the horse

flies for succour to the man, that's too hard for him."—L'Estrange: Fables.

17. Coarse ; common ; unpalatable : as,
hard fare, hard living.

18. Avaricious
; griping; sordid; miserly.

"Y woot that thou art an harde man, thou repist
where thou hast not sowe. '— WycOffe: Matthew xxv.
* 19. Heavy ; slow.

" Times pace is so hard, that it seems the length of
Beveu year. —Shakesp. : As Fou Like It, iii. 2.

* 20. Violent ; vehement.
" Weary with her liard embracing.*

Shakesp. : Venus <£ Adonis, 550.

21. Done or given with force ; strong : as, a

hard blow.

22. Applied to water which, from holding

salts* of magnesia in solution (which decora-

poses common soap and forms an insoluble

stearite of lime or magnesia), is unfit for

washing purposes.

23. Done in, or given to, excess : as, hard

drinking, a hard drinker.

IL Technically

:

1. Physics: Offering a relatively great re-

sistance to any other thing brought in contact

with it. [Hardness.]

2. Grammar

:

(!) Applied to the sound of c, as in can, g,

as in goat, or ch, as in chemical, as distinguished

from the sounds of the same letters in city, gin,

and church.

(2) Applied to the consonants /, k, p, s, and
t, and the sound of th in thin, which can

be pronounced without any voice sound, as

distinguished from the consonants v, g (as in

gate), b, d, z, and th in thine, which cannot be

so pronounced.

3. Art : This term, as applied to a work of

art, designates that rigidity of drawing which
characterises the works of the mediaeval

artists. It is also applied to colouring, when
a want of softness and delicacy is apparent in

a picture. It is generally used to designate a

style which rejects the grace, and too rigidly

adheres to the mere mechanism of art.

L Manege : Insensible to the action of the

bit : as, a hard mouth.

B. As adverb

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. "With force, energy, or vigour ; vigorously,

energetically, earnestly, diligently.
" Alas, now pray you

Work not so hard." Shakesp. : Tempest, iii. L

2. Tempestuously, violently, boisterously,

vehemently ; with great force.

"You may call me again, when it blows harder*—
Marryat : Peter Simple, ch. xxxviii,

3. "With difficulty.

" How hard he fetches breath."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., ii. 4.

* i. Ill ; with pain.
" Who bears hard his mother's death."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., L 3.

* 5. Cruelly, harshly, unkindly.
" The poor geese were so hard handled, and so little

regarded, that they were in manner starved."

—

North :

Plutarch, p. 124.

* 6. Heavily, slowly.
" He [TiineJ trots hard with a young maid."—

Shakesp. : As You Like It, iii. 2.

7. So as to raise difficulties ; so as to put
one in a strait ; closely.

" A stag, that was hard set by the huntsmen, betook
himself to a stall for sanctuary."

—

L'Estrange.

8. Closely, tightly, fast.

" He took me by the wrist and held me hard.''
Shakesp. : Hamlet, ii. L

9. Close, near, at hand. [Hard, by.]
" Abimelech . . . went hard unto the door of the

tower, to burn it with fire."

—

Judges ix. 52.

II. Naut. : Used by seamen to emphasize
an order, or to signify that the action ordered
is to be done as hard or strongly as possible,

as hard-a-port, that is, turn the helm as far as

possible to port.

C. As substantive

:

* 1. Trouble, adversity.

2. A ford or passage across a river.

3. A hard bottom of gravel laid across a
swamp or at a muddy boat-landing.

4. A pier or landing-place on a river.

5. An esplanade or paved roadway by the

IT (1) Hard and solid Tespect the internal

constitution of bodies, and the adherence of

the component parts ; but hard denotes a much
closer degree of adherence than solid. Wood
is always a solid body, but it is sometimes
hard, and sometimes soft : water, when con-
gealed, is a solid body, and admits of different

degrees of hardness. In the improper appli-

cation, hardness is allied to insensibility;
firinness to fixedness ; solidity to substan-
tiality : a hard man is not to be acted upon
by any tender motives ; a firm man is not to
be turned from his purpose ; a solid man holds
no purposes that are not well founded.

(2) Hard is a much stronger term than
difficult, which signifies merely not easy.
Hard is therefore positive, and difficidt nega-
tive. A difficult task cannot be got through

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pSt,

o»* wore. wolf. work. wh6. son: mute. cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full: try, Syrian, sa, oa = e; ey= a. an = kw.
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without exei^ion, but a hard task requires

great exertion. (Crdbb : Eng. Synon.)

% (1) Hard by: Close or near at hand (adv.

& prep.).

(2) Hard up: In want of money; needy;
in urgent want of something.

(3) To go hard with : To fare ill ; to cause
trouble, danger, or difficulty.

" It will go hard with poor Antonio."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iii. 2.

(4) To die Jiard :

(a) To sell one's life dearly. The 59th Regi-
ment is called the "Die-hards," from the gal-

lantry with which the men fought at Albuera.

(b) To die with reluctance or a struggle ; to

die unrepentant.
" Lord Ranelagh died on Sunday morning ; he died

hard, as their term of art ia here to express the woeful
state of men, who discover no religion at their death."
—Shrift : Letter to Dr. King {Dec. 8, 1712).

(5) In hard condition : In good condition,

so that the muscles are hard.

(6) Hard of hearing : Rather deaf.

" Child I I am rather hard of hearing."
Cowper ; Mutual Forbearance.

(7) Hard andfast : Strict ; that must be strict-

ly adhered to ; as, a hard and fast line or rule.

,
* hard-a keeping, a. Difficult to be

kept or observed.
" Having sworn too hard^a-keeping oathf

'

Sltakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, i. L

hard -bake, s, A kind of sweetmeat
made of boiled brown sugar or treacle, with
blanched almonds, and flavoured with the

essence of lemon, orange, &c.

"The commodities exposed for sale in the public
streets nre marine Btores, hard-bake, apples, flat-fish,

and oysters,"—Dickens: Pickwick, ch. 11.

t hard-beam, hard-beme, s.

Bot. : The same as Hornbeam (q_.v.).

* hard believing, a. Incredulous ; not
easily persuaded. (Shakesp,)

* hard-besetting, a. Besetting closely

or strongly : as, a hard-besetting sin.

hard-billed, a. Applied to birds having
a hard bill or beak.

hard-bills, s. pi.

Ornith. : The name given by Swainson to
the sub-family Coccothraustinae (q.v.).

hard-bound, a. Costive ; slow and stiff

in action.
" [He] Btrains fruin hard-bound brains eight lines a

year." Pope : Prol. to Satires, 182.

hard-cancer, s.

Pathol. : Schirrus. It is remarkable for its

excessiveflrmness, and cartilaginous and stony
hardness. The substance is not one uniform,
homogeneous mass, but intersected by bands,
which radiate from the centre into the sur-
rounding textures implicating them also in the
disease, sometimes dividing into small bands,
or intersecting each other.

hard-earned, a. Earned or gained by
hard labour ; hard-won : as, hard-earned wages.

* hard-faced, a. Having a hard, harsh,
or stern face.

* hard favoured, i*. Of repulsive fea-

tures ; ill-looking, ugly.

"The brother a very lovely youth, and the sister
hard-favoured."—L'Estrange.

* hard-favouredness, s. The quality
of being hard-favoured ; coarseness or ugliness
of features.

hard-featured, a. Having coarse or
ugly features.

hard-fern, a.

Sot, : The genus Blechnum, called by Sir

Joseph Hooker Lomaria. One species is

British, Lomaria spicant, better known as
Blechnum boreale. [Blechnum.]

hard-finish, s.

Plastering ; Fine stuff applied with a trowel
-o the depth of about one-eighth of an inch.

hard-fish, >. Salted and dried cod, ling, &c.

hard-fisted, a.

1. Lit. : Having hard, strong, or muscular
hands, as a labourer.

* 2. Fig. : Close, miserly, covetous, mean.
"None are so grlpple and hard-fitted as the child-

less."—Bp. Hall.

hard-fought, a. Fought vigorously or

desperately : as, a hard-fought battle.

* hard-got, * hard-gotten, a. The
same as Hard-earned (q.v.).

hard-grained, a.

1. Lit. : Having a close firm grain.

2. Fig. : Unattractive, not amiable or invit-
ing

; grim, sour.
" The hard-grained muses of the cube and square."

Tennyson: Princess, (Prol.) 176.

hard-grass, s.

Bot. : (1) The genus Sclerochloa ; (2) the
genus jEgilops ; (3) Dactylis glomerata. [Dac-
tylis.]

hard-hack, s.

Bot. : Spiraea tomentosa, a Canadian plant,
with cottony leaves, rose-coloured flowers,
and astringent properties.

hard-handed, «.

1. Lit. : Having hard, rough, strong hands

;

hard-fisted.
" Eard-handed men that work in Athens here."

Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Druam, v. 1.

2. Fig. : Harsh, cruel, severe.
" 'Tis the cruel gripe

That lean hard-handed Poverty inflicts.

Cowper : Task, iii, 827.

hard-head, hard-heads, s.

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Clash of heads ; a manner
of fighting in which the combatants dashed
their heads together.

" I have been at hard-head with your butting citi-

zens."—Dryden.

2. Bot. : One of the names for Centaurea
nigral [Centaurea.]

hard-headed, a. Shrewd, intelligent,

sharp, clear-headed.
" He doeB not remarkably differ from other hard-

headed and close-fisted men."

—

Athenceum, Feb. 9, 1384,

p. 18L

hard-labour, s.

Law : A punishment which is often added
to that of imprisonment It is said to have
been introduced by 5 Anne, c. 6. (Wliarton.)

* hard-laboured, a. Wrought or worked
up with great labour ; elaborate.

" My hard-laboured poem pines. "Swift.

hard-mouthed, a.

1. Having a hard mouth ; insensible or dis-

obedient to the action of the bit ; said of a
horse.

2. Coarse, harsh, severe in language.

hard-nibbed, a. Having a hard-pointed

nib ; as, a hard-nibbed pen.

hard-pan, s.

Geol. : The stratum of sand, or gravel, har-

dened usually by an oxide of iron, which is

found at a depth of from one to three feet in

arenaceous formations, such as the Bagshot
sands.

hard-porcelain, s. A ware composed
of a natural clay containing silex (kaolin), and
a compound of silica and lime—i.e., a quartz-

ose felspar (petuntze). The glaze is also earthy,

not metallic.

hard-pressed, a. In a strait or diffi-

culty ;
pressed for money, time, or other re-

sources.

hard-pushed, a. Hard-pressed ; in diffi-

culties.

hard-rubber, s. India-rubber mixed
with a large proportion of sulphur, and sub-

jected to an extreme heat. Other mineral

substances, as white-lead, are also generally

added. [Caoutchouc, Ebonite.]

hard-run, «. In want of money ; hard
up.

hard-set, a. Rigid, inflexible, stony.
" I know it, and smile a hard-set smile, like a stoic."

Tennyson: Maud, I. iv. 20.

. hard-shifting, a. Making shift with
difficulty.

hard-solder, s. The solder used for

uniting the more infusible metals. In many
cases it is an alloy of brass and zinc.

hard-tack, s. Coarse hard biscuit eaten

by sailors and soldiers.

hard-visaged. a. The same as Hard-
featured (q.v.).

hard-won, a. Won or gained with diffi-

culty ; hard-earned.

"Sard-toon, and hardly won with bruise."
Tennyson : Elaine, 1,159.

hard-wood, s. A term applied to woods
of a very close and solid texture, as beech,
oak, maple, ebony, &c.

hard-working, a. Working hard and
diligently ; diligent in labour.

* hard, * harde, v.t. [Hard, a.] To make
hard ; to harden.

" And how, and whan it shuld yharded be."
Chaucer; C. T., 10,557.

* harde-ly, adv. [Hardily.]

hard -en, * hard -nen, v.t. & i. [Eng. hard;
-en.}

A. Transitive:

I. Lit. : To make hard or harder ; to indu-
rate ; to make firm and compact.

" Upon his crest the hardned yron felL"
Spenser : F. Q., L it 34.

IL Figuratively :

1. To confirm in effrontery, wickedness, ob-
stinacy, &c. ; to make obdurate.

2. To make firm ; to endue with constancy.
"Yea, I would harden myself in sorrow."—Job vi. 10.

3. To make insensible, unfeeling, or callous;
to make proof against feeling or emotion.

"They are hardened to everything df thiB kind—it

has no effect upon them,"— ilpin : Sermons, voL L,

ser. 5.

B. Intransitive

:

I. Lit. : To become hard or more hard; to
acquire hardness, compactness, or 3olidity.

" We might see our own work out, and watch
The Bandy footprint liarden Into stone."

Tennyson : Princess, iii. 254.
* II. Figuratively:

1. To become unfeeling or callous.

2. To become inured.

3. To become confirmed in effrontery, ob-
stinacy, or boldness.

" And now his heart
Distends with pride, and hard'ning in his strength
Glories." Milton : P. L., i. 572.

hard'-en-er, s. [Eng. harden; -er.] One who
or that which hardens or makes hard ; specif.,

one who tempers tools.

hard-en ing, pr. par., a,, k a. [Harden, v.}

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : The act of making hard or more
hard ; the state of becoming hard.

2. Fig. : The act of confirming in effrontery,

wickedness, obstinacy, &c. ; the state of be-

coming so confirmed.

(1) Metal-workUuj : The process of giving an
additional hardness to metallic articles after

leaving the hands of the shaper. Hammering
and rolling will confer hardness, and, in the

reduction and shaping of articles by these

means, it becomes necessary to alternate an-

nealing with the condensing processes. [Tem-
pering.]

(2) Hat-making: The process of pressing to-

gether the light layer of filaments collected in

the basket, so as to form it into a sheet of felt

with sufficient cohesion to bear handling.

The hands and then a skin are employed to

produce this effect, the pressure, rubbing, and
jerking causing the filaments to interlace and
become felted.

(3) Porcelain : A process of heating in the

course of porcelain making.

hardening furnace, .•;.

Hat-making : A furnace with an upper plate

of iron, upon which hat-bodies, folded in wot
cloths, are laid to be hardened by heat, mois-
ture, and the pressure of traversing plates

above.

hardening-kiln, s.

Porcelain : A kiln in which printed biscuit

is placed in order to drive off" the oil of the
colour previous to glazing. [Press-printing.]

hardening-skin, s.

Hat-making : A piece of half-tanned leather

laid above a bat of felting hair while the latter

is compressed by the hands of the workman.

hard'-hay, s. [Eng. hard, and hay.]

Bot : Hypericum quadrangulare. (Treas. of

Bot.)

hard'-heart-ed (heart as hart), a. [Eng.
Jiard and liearted.] Having a bard, cruel, un-

bdll, \a$$\ pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = tool, del.
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feeling, or pitiless heart ; merciless ; inexora-
ble ; unfeeling, inhuman.

"The most licentious and hard-hearted writer of
a singularly licentious anil hard-hearted school."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. viL

^[ A hardhearted man must always "be

cruel ; but it is possible to be cruel, and yet
not hardhearted. ... A child is often Cruel to
animals from the mistaken conception that
they are not liable to the same sufferings as
himself. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* hard heart ed-ly (heart as hart), adv.
[Eng. hardhearted; -ly.) In a hardhearted,
cruel, unfeeling, or merciless manner.

hard heart ed ness (heart as hart), 5.

[Eng. Jutrdhearted ; -we*sj The quality or state
of being hardhearted ; want of feeling.

"The ladies of the queen's household distinguished
themselves pre-eminently by rapacity ana hard-
heartedness."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch- v.

hard 1 hood, * hard i-head, * hard-y-
head, *hard-y-hed, s, [E>ng. hardy;
•hood.]

1. Boldness, united with firmness and in-

trepidity ; bravery.
" The same cool and placid hardihood which distin-

guished him on fields of battle."—Macaulay: Hint.

Eng., ch. xvii.

2. Effrontery ; boldness, audacity.

"Had the hardihood to displace Jonson."

—

Malone:
Life of Dryden.

hard'-i-ly, hard-e-ly, adv. [Eng. hardy;
-ly-]

1. Boldly ; with boldness or hardihood.
" Bard'dy he entrede in to Pilat, and axide the body

of Jhesu."

—

Wycliffe: Mark xv. 43.

* 2. Hardly ; with difficulty.

* hard'-i-ment, s. [Fr.] Courage, hardi-
hood, boldness, bravery.

"Now is the time to prove your hardimentl"
Wordsworth : To the Men of Kent.

hard -i-ness, * harde nesse, * hard-i
nesse, * hard-y nesse, s. [Eng. hardy ;
-ness.]

1. Boldness, hardihood, courage, intrepidity,

daring.
" Plenty and peace breeds cowards ; hardnes3 ever
Of hardiness in mother."

SJiakesp. : Cymbeline, iii. 6,

2. Firmness of body, capability of enduring
fatigue, hardship, &c. ; endurance.

3. Effrontery, excess of confidence, hardi-
hood.

"Not yet grown to the hardiness of avowing their
contempt of the king."—Clarendon : Civil Wars, 1. 465.

* 4. Hardship, fatigue.

"They are valiant and hardy; great endurers of cold,
hunger, and all hardiness." —Spenser : State of Ireland.

hard ish, a. [Eng. hard; -ish.] Somewhat
or moderately hard ; tending to hardness.

"And for my pillow stuffed with down,
The liardish nillocks have supplied my turn."

Greene; Alphonsus, iv.

* har-dle, s. [Hurdle.]

hard'-ly, adv. [Eng. hard; -ly.]

1. In a hard or difficult manner ; with diffi-

culty, with trouble ; not easily.

" These oracles are Juirdly [hardily] attained,
And hardly understood.'

Shakesp. : 2 Henry TV., i. 4.

2. With rigour, severity, or harshness

;

rigorously, oppressively.

"Many men believed that he was hardly dealt with."
—Clarendon.
* 3. Severely, unfavourably, unkindly.

" The grieved commons
Hardly conceive of me."

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., i. 2.

4. Harshly, unwelcomely.
"Such information comes very hardly and harshly

to a grown man; and, however softened, goea but ill

down."—Locke.

5. Coarsely, roughly ; not softly or deli-

cately.
" Heaven was her canopy, bare earth her bed ;

So liurdly lodged."
Dryden : Ovid; Metamo^hoses, i.

6. Scarcely, barely.
" An asperity hardly to have been expected from a

man of so much sense. '

—

Macaulay : Hist. Enrj., ch. xii.

7. Not quite, scarcely : as, The meat is

hardly done yet.

* 8. Confidently, hardily ; with confidence
or hardihood.

* 9. Grudgingly, reluctantly, unwillingly
;

with a feeling of ill-will.

" If I unwittingly, or in my rage,
Have aught committed that was hardly borne."

Shakcsp. : Richard III., ii. i.

*10. Excessively, to excess.
" The deceased had been drinking hardly."—Daily

News, August 8, 1881.

hard -ness, * hard-nesse, s. [Eng. hard

;

-ness.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being hard, solid,

or compact ; solidity, density, firmness; com-
pactness

;
power of resisting penetration or

separation.

"Hardness is a firm cohesion of the parts of matter
that make up masses of a sensible bulk, so that the
whole does not easily change its figure, "—Locke.

2. Difficulty of accomplishment.
" Oh, hardness to dissemble !"

Shakesp. : Othello, iii. 4.

3. Laboriousness, toilsomeness, fatigue,

difficulty ; as labour, hardwork, toil.

" Enured to hardnesse and to homely fare.™
Which them to warlike discipline did trayne."

Spenser : F. Q.., IV. viii. 27.

4. Harshness, cruelty, hardship, oppressive-
ness, severity,

5. Difficulty to be understood ; difficulty of
compi ehension.

6. Unfeelingness ; want of feeling or sensi-

bility.

"Of all hardnesses of heart, there is none so inex-
cusable as that of parents towards their children. '—
Addison: Spectator, No. 18L

7. Obduracy, profligacy.
" Such an invincible hardness as is not to be found

in any people mentioned throughout the whole book
of God.' —South : Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 13.

8. Roughness, severity ; keenness or vehe-
mence, as of weather, &c.

9. Sternness, inflexibility.

10. Unreasonableness, injustice.

11. Sourness, acidity, roughness.

12. That quality in water which renders it

unfit for washing purposes.

13. Niggardliness, parsimony.

II. Technically

:

1. Art: Stiffness, harshness, want of refine-
ment ; academic drawing rather than artistic
feeling.

"Sculptors are obliged to make many ample folds,
which are insufferable luirdnesses, and more like a
rock than a uatural garment."—Dryden : Dufresnoy.

2. Physics : The resistance which bodies
offer to being scratched or worn byfothers.
It is not the same as resistance to compres-
sion or to a blow. Thus glass is harder than
wood, but wood resists a stroke from a
hammer which would splinter glass. The
relative hardness of bodies is ascertained by
testing which will scratch the other.

3. Min, : The scale of hardness is the
following : Talc, rocksalt or gypsum, calcspar,
fluorspar, apatite, felspar, quartz, topaz, corun-
dum, diamond. When in this work it is said
that a mineral has a hardness of o, it means
that it is just as hard as apatite. The scale
is that of 5lohs.

* har -dock, * hor -dock, s. [A.S. hdr =
hoar, and Eng. dock.] A kind of dock with
whitish leaves; the hoar-dock; probably the
Burdock (q.v.).

" Hardocks, hemlock, nettles, cuckoo-flowers."
Shakesp. : Lear, iv. i.

hards, * heord en, f herds, * hyrdys,
5. pi. [A.S. heordan.] The coarse or refuse
part of flax.

" As a deed sparcle of bonys, ether of herdis of flex."—Ancren litwle, [j. 416.

hard-ship, s. [Eng. hard; -ship.]

1. Toil, fatigue, hard labour ; whatever
oppresses the body.
" Yet worn he seemed of hardship more than years

;

And pale his cheek with penance, not with fears."
Byron: Corsair, ii. 3.

2. Oppression, injury, injustice.

% For the difference between hardship and
grievance, see Grievance.

hard'-ware, s. [Eng. liard, and ware.] A
term including articles of metal for sale, such
as cooking utensils and mechanics' tools.
Sometimes distinguished as builders' hardware,
domestic hardware, and tools. The great seats
of the manufacture of hardware are Birming-
ham and Sheffield.

hard'-ware-man, s. [Eng. hardware; -man.]
One who makes or deals in hardware.

" One William Wood, an hardwareman, obtains by
fraud a patent in England to coin copper to pass in
Ireland."—Swift : Drapier's Letters.

hard - wick' - 1 - a, [Named by Roxburgh

after Major-Gen. Thos. Hardwick, F.R.S.,

F.L.S., &c]
Bot. : A genus of Leguminous plants, sub-

order OsalpinieEe, tribe Cynometrere. Hard-

wickia binata, an Indian tree, is described by

Sir Joseph Hooker as a most elegant tree,

tall, erect, with elongated coma, and the

branches pendulous. One was 120 feet high,

and "as handsome a monarch of the forest as

I ever saw." {Hooker: Himalayan Journals,

i. 50, 54.)

har'-dy, * har-di, a. & s. [0. Fr. hardi,

properly the pa. par. of Jutrdir = to make
bold; O. H. Ger. hartjon; M. H. Ger. herten,

from 0. H. Ger. hxtrti; Ger. liart = hard.]

A. As adjective :

* 1. Bold (a sense which it still retains in
the familiar phrase fooViardy).

" ' Hap helpeth hardy man alway,* quoth he."
Chaucer : Legend of Good Women.

* 2. Overconfident ; full of confidence or
assurance ; bold, stubborn.

* 3. Strong, hard, firm, compact.
"Is a man confident of his present strength? An

unwholesome blast may shake m pieces his hardy
fabric."

—

South: Sermons.

* 4. Inured to fatigue or toil; capable of
bearing fatigue, exposure, or hardships.

"The Bactrians bee the most hardyest people among
those nacions."—Brende : Quintus Curtius, to. 66.

5. Capable of bearing exposure to the
weather.

" Our casques the leopard's spoils surround,
With Scotland's hardy thistle crowned."

Scott : War Song:.

B. As substantive

:

Forging : A chisel or fuller having a square
shank for insertion into a square hole in an
anvil, called a hardy-hole, which is sometimes
occupied by a smaller anvil, fullering-tool, or
caulking-swage, in which in a steel-faced plate

is sunk a vertical groove, and the faces on
each side of the groove are inclined, so as to

give the proper taper to the inner sides of the
caulk when the horseshoe is placed within
the groove.

hardy-hole, ». [Hardy, B.]

hardy-shrew, s. The shrew-mouse (q.v.).

*hard-vn, a. [Eng. hard; -en.] Made of

coarse flax or hards.

hare, s. [A.S. hara; Dan. & Sw. hare; Icel.

heri ; Dut. haas ; N. H. Ger. hase; O. H. Ger.
liaso ; Sansc. gaga = a hare ; gag = to jump.]

1. Zoology:

(1) Sing. : Various species of Lepus, specially
Lepus timidus, found in most parts of Europe.
It does not make a burrow like the rabbit,

but lurks in a seat or form, which it varies
according to the season, and in severe weather
betakes itself to the woods. It is, properly
speaking, a nocturnal animal and is very
prolific. Two other species are British, the
Irish Hare, L. hibemicus, and the Alpine or

Varying Hare, L. variabilis. There are many
foreign species.

(2) PL : The family Leporidse (q.v.).

2. Scrip. : The hare of Scripture (Hebrew
M331N (arnebeth), Lev. xi. G and Deut. xiv. 7)

seems to be correctly rendered. It is here

arranged with the ruminants, perhaps on
account of a certain movement of the lips like
that of those animals, but modern science
places it among the rodents, with which its

anatomical construction entirely agrees.

3. Law : The hare is a beast of wan-en, pro-
tected by the game laws.

4. Astron. : Lepus, one of the fifteen ancient
southern constellations.

*ij To make a hare of: To render a person ridi-

culous ; to expose the ignorance of any person.

"What a liare Mat made of him . . . and did not
lave him a leg to stand on!"

—

Carleton : Traits <ft

Stories ; The Hedge-school.

hare-kangaroo, s.

Zool. : A kangaroo, Afacropus or Lagorchistes
leporoides, like the hare, but not so large. It

occurs in Australia.

* hare-mint, s. An unidentified plant.
(Ainsworth.)

hare-pipe, s. A snare for catching hares.

hare's-bane, s.

Bot. : Aconitum Lagoctonum,

hare's-beard, s.

Bot. : Verbascum Tlmpsus.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot»

or, wore, wolf, work. wh6, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, je, oe = e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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hare's-ear, s.

Bot. : (1) The umbelliferous genus Bupleu-
rum (q.v.), (2) Erysimum austriacum, (3) E.

orientate, (4) Phyllis Nobla.

hare's-foot, hare-foot, s.

Bot. : (1) Ochromei Lagopus, (2) Trifolium

arvense, (3) [Hare's-foot-fern].

Hare's-foot fern

:

Bat. : Davallia canariensis. The resemblance

to a hare's foot is in its scaly creeping rhizome.

hare's-lettuce, hare's-palace, s.

Hot. : Sonchiis oleraceus. [Sonchus, Sow-
thistle.]

hare's-tail, hare's-tail grass, s.

Bot. : Lagurus ovatus. It is a soft, hairy,

annual tufted Igrass, found in Guernsey and
in continental Europe.

*hare, v.t. [Hare, s.] To fright, to harass,

to worry, to excite.

"To liare and rate them, is not to teach but vex
them."—Locke : On Education, § 67.

hare -bell, hair'-bell, s. [Eng. hare or hair,

and hell. Hooker & Arnott call the plant hair-

bell; Sir Joseph Hooker
harebell.]

Bot. : Campanularotundi-
folia, the round-leaved bell-

flower. A plant with large _
bell-shaped blue flowers, Vai
and leaves of three forms, ^fe,*
the round root-leaves, from aw/
which the name rotundi-

folia was given, withering

so soon that few people
notice their existence ; the
lower cauline leaves lanceo-

late, the upper ones linear.

Common on pastures,"

"heaths, and tops of walls,

especially in hilly regions

in Scotland, England, and
more rarely in Ireland.

Abroad it grows in Arctic

Europe, the north of Asia, the north of Africa,

also in North America.
" God told htm it was June ; and he knew well.
Without sucli telling, harebells grew in June."

A', browning: Paracelsus, iii.

2. Scilta nutans, the Blue-bell or Wild
Hyacinth, the Hyacinthus nonscriptus of
Linnaeus. [Agraphis, Bluebell.]

* hare - brain, * haire-braine, a. & s.

[Eng. luxre, and brain.]

A, As adj. : The same as Hare-brained
(q.v.).

"That same haire-braine wild fellow, my subject."

—

Bacon : Henry VII.

B. As subst. : A harebrained person.

hare-brained, hair-bralnde, hare-
braynd, a. [Eng. hare, and brained.] Vola-
tile, giddy, flighty, wild, thoughtless.
" Fooles, whose hairbraindc heades must haue
More clothes attoues, than might become a kyng."

Guscoignc; Steele Glas.

t hare-brained passion, s. Uncon-
trolled passion leading to wild conduct. It is

a kind of mania.

* hare' brained ly, * hare-braynd-ly,
adv. [Eng. harebrained; -ly.] In a thought-
less, volatile, wild, or giddy manner.
" In my hat full harebrayndly thy flowers did I weare."

(jascoigne: Fruite of Fetters.

hare'-burr, s. [Eng. hare, and burr,]

Bot. ; The Burdock, Arctium Lappa.

ha-reem , s. [Harem.]

hare foot, s. [Eng. hare, and foot.]

• 1. Omith. : A name for the Ptarmigan,
Lagopus scoticus, the foot of which has a
superficial resemblance to that of a hare.

2. Bot. ; The same as Hare's-foot (q.v.).

* hare'-heart-ed, a. [Eng. hare, and hearted.]

Timid, fearful, timorous, easily frightened.

* hare -hound, s. [Eng. hare, and hound.)
A hotmd kept for hunting hares.

* hare' hunt-er, s. [Eng. hare, and hunter.]

One who hunts hares.

hare -hunt-ihg, s. [Eng. hare, and hunting.]

The act or sport of hunting hares with dogs
;

coursing.

har eld, ha-rel'-da, ha-ral -da, s, [Cf.

Nor. Fr. harald, JiaraUld = a herald".]

Ornithology

:

1. (Of the form Harelda and Haralda) : A
genus of Anatidae. It is found in the Arctic
Ocean of both hemispheres, migrating south-
wards to Orkney Islands, Holland, &c.

2. (Of the form Hareld) : An English name
for the genus Harelda (q.v.).

hare-lip, s. [Eng. hare, and lip.]

Surg. : Usually a congenital malformation,
and frequently hereditary, chiefly occurring in
the upper lip, and having one Assure only ; if

there are two it is called a double harelip.
Harelip, besides being a great deformity, is

attended with defect of speech and often a cleft

of the upper jaw and palate bones, converting
the mouth and nose practically into one cavity.
In ordinary cases a cure by means of operation
is easily effected.

hare-lipped, <>. [Eng. harelip ; -ed.] Having
a harelip.

ha rem, s. [Arab, haram— woman's apart-
ments ; lit. = sacred ; from harama = lie pro-
hibited.]

1. The set of apartments reserved for the
female members of a Mohammedan family.

2. The occupants of a harem, consisting of
the wives and concubines.

"By governing his vassals despotically, by keeping
a rude harem,"—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

ha-ren -gi form, a. [Fr. hareng = a her-

ring; i connective; and Lat. forma = form.]
Shaped like a herring.

hare'-this-tie (tie as el), «. [Eng. hare,

and thistle.]

Bot. : The sow-thistle, Sonchus oleraceus,

har fang, s. [A.S. hara = a hare, aaAfangan
= to take, to catch.] [Fang.]

Omith. : Syrnia nyctea. the Snowy Owl. It

is found in the Arctic regions, straggling also

to Britain.

Har'-i, s. [Mahratta & Sans.]

Hindoo Mythol. : A name for the god "Vishnoo.

har'-i-cot (( silent), her-i-got, i. [Fr.]

* 1. A hash made of meat, first fried or

grilled, and vegetables, principally carrots.

2. The kidney bean (Phaseolus vulgaris)

and other species of the genus used in prepar-

ing the dish described under No. 1. [Kidney
bean.]

* har'-ie, v.i. [Harry.]

*har'-i-er, s. [Harrier.]

har iff, heir'-iflf; s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot. : The Goose Grass, oz* Clivers (Galium
Aparine).

har'-i-gals, har'-i-galds, «. [Fr. haricot.]

1. The heart, lights, and liver of an animal.

2. The hair of the head. (Scotch.)

* har-i-o-la'-tion, s. [Lat. hariolatio, from
Mriolor = to foretell.] The act of divination
or foretelling ; soothsaying.

har'-i-dt, s. [Heriot.]

* har -ish, a. [Eng. har(e) ; -ish. ] Like a hare.

hark, *harke, herke, *herk-en, v.i.

& t. [Hearken.]

A. Intrans. : To listen, to hear, to heed, to

hearken.
" His men below crycle out to him, and prayed
Him to retire, hut he no whit would harhe."

Harrington : Orlando Furioso, bk. xxxix.

B. Trans. : To listen to.

" This king sat thus in his nobley,
Herking his ministralles hir thinges pley."

Chaucer; C. T., 10,392.

% The word is now but little used, except
in the imperative mood as an interjection or
ejaculation. It is also used in combination as

a cry to stimulate or direct hounds : as, Hark
forward! Hark away! Hark back! is used to
call hounds back when they have passed the
scent ; and, figuratively, the verb to hark back-

is used in the sense of returning to some point
or matter from which a temporary digression
has been made.

harl, s. [Etym. doubtful, but perhaps a cor-
ruption of hards (q.v.).]

1. The filaments of flax ; any filamentous
substance.

"The general sort are wicker hives, made of privet,
willow, or harl."—Mortimer.

2. A barb of one of the feathers from a pea-
cock's tail, used in making artificial flies for
fly-fishing.

harle, v.t. [Haul.]

Har -lech (ch guttural), s. [See def.]

Geog. ; Harlech in Merioneth, North Wales.

Harlech-grits, s. pi.

Geol. : A sub-division of the Longmynd
rocks. Murchison deemed them non-fossili-

ferous. They are of Lower Silurian age. Lvell
arranged them under the Lower Cambrian.

Har -le-ian, a. [See def.] An epithet applied
to an exceedingly large and valuable collection

of manuscripts, books, &c, formed by Harley,
Earl of Oxford, and nowin the British Museum.

har'-le-quln, s. [Fr. arlequin, harlequin;
Ital. arlecchino. Skeat refers the French
word to Low Lat. harlequinus, 0. Fr. hierlekin

or hellequin = Mid. Eng. Hurleivaynes kynne,
Hurlewaynes vieyne = Hurlewayne's troop or
kin ; Hurlewain being a demon mentioned in

Richard the Redder, &c. The change from
hellekin to harlequin, arose from a popular
etymology which connected the word with
Charles Quint (Charles V.). See Max Mutter

:

Lectures, ii. 581.] The leading character in a
pantomime or harlequinade, dressed in a
mask, parti-coloured and spangled clothes,

and having a magic wand ; a buffoon ; a droll.
" One may say, iu this respect, what harh'qwn says

in the Emperor of the Moon ; Tis there just as 'tis

here."—Clarke; Mr. Leibnitz's Fifth Paper, p. 175.

harlequin-bat, s.

Zool. : Scotophilus ornatus, an Indian cheir-

opter, remarkable for its colouring, pale
tawny-brown, variegated with white spots.

harlequin-beetle, s.

Entom. : Acrocinus longimanus, a beetle of
the tribe Longicornes. The resemblance to a
harlequin is in the colours of the elytra which
are gray, red, and black.

harlequin-duck, s.

Omith.: Clangula, or Fuligukt histrionica.

It is ash-coloured, the male fantastically

patched with white, the eyelids and flanks

red. It is an occasional winter visitant to

Britain. It is a native of the arctic parts,

both of the Old and New World.

harlequin-snake, s.

Zool. : Elaps futvius, a venomous snake,

ringed with red and black, occurring in the
Southern States of North America.

har'-le-quin, v.i. & (. [Harlequin, s.]

A. Intrans. : To impersonate Harlequin in a
pantomime ; to act as a harlequin ; to make
sport.

B. Trans. : To conjure away as though with

a harlequin's magic wand.
" [The] kitten, if the humour hit,

Has harle^ainedavfay the fit."

thrven ; TJie Spleen.

har'-ie-quin-ade', s. [Fr. arlcquinade.] That
part of a pantomime in which the harlequin

and clown play the principal parts ; that part

which follows the transformation scene ; an
extravaganza.

"A wild, satirical harlequinade." — Macaxday

:

Essays; Mad. D'Arblay.

* har'-le-quin-er-y, s. [Eng. harlequin;

-ery.] Harlequinade, pantomine.

"The French taste is comedy and harlequinery."—
Richardson : Pamela, iv. 89.

" har'-lock, s. [Hardock.]

har'-lot, s. & a. [O. Fr. harlot, arlot, heriot,

a word of doubtful origin, but perhaps from
O. H. Ger. karl = a man; Icel. karl; A.S.

ceorl; Sp. arlote ; Ital. arlotto = a glutton;

Wei, AeWod=alad.]

A. As substantive

:

* 1. Originally used of either sex, more
commonly perhaps of men than of women ; a

fellow, a person, a man.
" He was a gentil harlot and a kind."

Chaucer: C. T., 649

* 2. Used as a contemptuous word, not so

specific as now either as to sex or moral demerit.

(1) A beggar, a vagabond.
"Begge as on harlot.—Ancrcn liiwle, p. 3i6.

boil, boj>-; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = beL deL
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(2) A heretic, a scamp, a low fellow, a rogue,
a client.

'' No man but he and thou and such other false har-
lots practiseth any such preaching."

—

Foxe : Book of
Martyrs; Examination of William Thorpe.

(3) A sect put down by order of Henry III.

"About thla time [a.d. 1264] a redress of certain

sects was intended, among which one by name specially

occurreth, and called the assembly of harlots, a kind
of people of a lewd disposition and uncivil. In Henry
the Third's letter to the Sheriff of Oxfordshire, order-

ing that they stioutd be dispersed, the words occur,
' Qui se harlotos appellant.' "—Trench : Select Glossary,

pp.'fiS,'99. ' - •

3. A woman who prostitutes herself for

hire-; a prostitute, a strumpet.

"Thy sonne was come, whlche hath deuoured thy
goodes with Imrlotes."—Bible (1551), Luke xv.

* B. As adj. ; Pertaining to a harlot or

prostitute ; lewd, wanton, low, base.

lxa,r'-l&t,v.i. [Harlot, s.] To play the harlot

;

to act lewdly or wantonly.
" They that speDd their youth In loitering, bezzling,

and harlotting,"— Milton : Anim. upon Remonst.
Defence, § 1.

* har'-lot-ize, v.i. [Eng. harlot; -ize.] To
play the harlot. (Warner; Albions England,

bk. vi., ch. xxx.)

har'-lot-ry, *har-lot-rie, *. [0. Fr.

harlotrie.]

1. The practices or trade of a harlot
;
pros-

titution, lewdness, incontinence.

* 2. A harlot ; a term of contempt or oppro-

brium for a woman.
"She's desperate here; a peevish self-willed har-

lotry."—Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iii. L
* 3. False show ; meretriciousness.

*' The harlotry of art."
Mason : English Garden, bk. i.

*4. Ribaldry; immodest discourse.

"And harlotrie they tolden bothe two."
Chancer: C. T., 3,184.

harm, * harme, *herm, s. [A.s. hearm,
herm = grief,, harm ; cogn. with I eel. harmr —
grief ; Dan. harme = wroth ; Sw. harm =
anger, grief; Ger. harm; Buss. srame=shame;
Sansc. grama = toil, fatigue

;
gram = to be

weary.]

1. Bodily, physical, or material hurt or

injury ; damage.
" And thou couldst laugh away the fear of harm."

Cowper: Expostulation, 705.

2. Moral wrong; evil, mischief, wrong-doing.
"A price being paid for the harms we have done."

—

Bunyan : Pilgrim s Progress, pt. il.

% For the difference between harm, and evil,

see Evil,

harm -doing, a. "Wrong, evil, wrong-
doing.

'' No tongue could ever
Pronounce dishonour or her ; by my life

She never knew harm-doing."
Sltakesp. : Henry VIII., ii 3.

harm, * harme, * harm-en, * hear-min,
v.t. & i. [Harm, s.]

A. Trans, ; To do harm, hurt, injury, or
damage to ; to hurt, to injure, to damage
morally or physically.

" Yet wer I Innocent and one that harme no man."— Tidal; John viii.

B. Intrans. : To do harm, injury, or damage.

har -ma-line, s. [Mod. Lat. harmaUa); -inc.]

Chem. : C13H14N2O. An alkaloid contained
in Peganum Harmala, a plant growing in the
Crimea. The seed coating contains Harmaline
and Harmine. They are extracted by dilute

sulphuric acid, and then precipitated by a
solution of NaCL, in the form of chlorides,

the alkaloids may be separated by adding
ammonia, i,he harmine being first precipitated.

Harmaline can be converted into harmine by
the action of oxidizing agents. Harmaline
forms yellow bitter salts. (Watts: Diet. Cliem.)

kar mat -tan, s. [Arab., said to be originally

from the Fanti language, in Western Africa;
Fr. Imrmattan; Sp. hcirmatan ; Ital. armoMno.]
A dry hot wind blowing from the interior of

Africa to the Atlantic, between Cape Verde,
in 14° 43' N., and. Cape Lopez, 0° 36' S., in
December, January, .and February. It is

generally attended by fog, through which the
sun shines red. It hurts vegetation and pre-
judicially afFects man, drying up the eyes,

the mouth, &c, even peeling off the skin. On
the other hand, it tends to terminate fever
and dysentery, and to mitigate cutaneous
diseases. It corresponds to the sirocco of
Italy, and, to a certain extent, to the Indian
and Australian hot wind. [Hot wind,
Sirocco.]

har'-mel, s. [Arab.]

Bot. : Peganum Harmala, a strongly scented
plant, common in Southern Europe and Asia
Minor, and introduced into English gardens.

The Turks use the seeds as a spice and to
make a red dye.

harm'-ful, * harm-full, *harme-ffull,
a. [Eng. liarm; -ful(l).'] Hurtful ; injurious

;

detrimental ; causing or tending to cause harm
or damage.

" But not without that harmful stroke."
Shakesp. : Lear, iv. 2.

harm -ful-ly, * harme-ful-ly, * harm-
ful-lie, adv. [Eng. harmful; ~ly.} In a

harmful, hurtful, or injurious manner; so as

to cause harm, hurt, or injury ; hurtfully ; in-

juriously.
" Spending his time not only vainly, but harmfully,

in such kind of exercise."

—

Ascham : Sdioolmaster,
pt. it

harm' ful-ness, s. [Eng. harmful; -ness.]

The quality or state of being harmful ; hurt-

fulness. '

'

har'-mine, *'. [Eng., &c. harm(aUne); -ine.]

Chem. : Cx3Hi2N20. An alkaloid contained

in Peganum Harmala, along with Harmaline
(q.v.). Harmine is insoluble in water and
forms colourless salts.

harm -less, * harme-less, * harm-les, a.

[Eng. harm; -less.]

1. Free from power, tendency, or desire to

harm; not hurtful or injurious; innocuous;
innocent.
" So Eden was a scene of harmless sport.
Where kindness on his part who ruled the whole
Begat a tranquil confidence in all."

Cowper : Task, vi. 364.

2. Free from harm, hurt, or damage ; un-

hurt, uninjured, undamaged : as, To hold a

person harmless.

harm-less-ly, * harm-les-ly, adv. [Eng.
harmless ; -ly.\ In a harmless manner; inno-
cently ; innocuously ; without causing or re-

ceiving injury.
" Unnumbered pleasures harmlessly pursued."

Cowper : Retirement, 7S4.

harm'-less-ness, s. [Eng. harmless; -ness.]

The quality or state of being harmless ; in-

nocuousness ; innocence.
" Its harmlesness or malignity is the only matter of

enquiry."

—

Warburton : Divine Legation. (Pref.)

har-mo'-ni-a, Har-mo'-m-a, s. [Of the
form harmonla; G'r. ap/j.ovCa (ha/rmoiia), here
= a means of joining, a fastening ; of the form
Harmonia (Def. 3,).] [Harmony.]

1. Anat. : The term employed to denote the
simple apposition of comparatively smooth
surfaces or edges, as in the case of the two
superior maxillary bones. (Quain.)

2. Astron. (Of the form Harmonia) : An aste-
roid, the fortieth found. It was discovered
by Goldschmidt on March 1, 1806.

3. Class. Mythol. : A daughter of Mars aud
Venus, who became the wife of Cadmus.
Called also Harmonie and Hermione.

har-mon'-ic, har-mon -ick, a. & s. [Fr.
harmonique, from . Lat. harmonious; Gr.
ap/xoriKo? (harmonikos) , from apfiovCa (har-
monia) = harmony (q.v.),]

A, As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Of or pertaining to harmony or music.

2. Concordant; musical; harmonious; con-
sonant.

" In full harmonic number joined."
Millon : P. L., iv. 687.

II. Technically :

1. Math. : Applied to numbers, terms of
certain ratios, proportions, &c., which have
certain relations or properties resembling those
of musical concords. [Harmonic - propor-
tion.]

2. Music : Applied to the sounds produced
by a vibrating string or column of air, when
it is sub-divided into its aliquot parts.

B. As substantive

;

Music

:

1. One of the sounds produced by a vibrat-
ing string or column of air, when it is sub-
divided into its aliquot parts.

2. An artificial tone produced in a stringed
instrument (1) by varying the point of contact
with the bow, or (2) by slightly pressing the
string at the nodes or divisions* of its aliquot
parts ($, £, £, &c.) In wind instruments, har-

monics are produced by varying the intengit

of the air-current from the m6uth. (Grove.)

"These accessary sounds, which are caused by th

aliquSS of a Srous body vibrating at once ai

c1ilUdharnwnics:'-Sir W. Jones : Essay on the ImlU

five Arts.

3. (PL) The science or doctrine of musica

sounds.

harmonic-interval, s.

Music : The distance between two chords

between two consonant notes.'

harmonic-proportion, s.

Math. : [Harmonical-proportion].

harmonic-scale, s.

Music: The scale formed by a series o
natural harmonics.

harmonic-stops, s. pi
Music : Organ stops, both flute and ree£

having tubes tw;ce the normal length, hu'

pierced with a small hole in the middle. Hai
monic flute stops are of great purity an<

brilliancy : they are of eight or four feet pitch
Harmonic piccolos are of two feet pitch. Har
monic reed stops (tromba, tuba, trumpet, &c.

are generally on a high pressure of wind, om
of the great advantages of all harmonic stopi

being that they will take a very strong prep

sure of wind without overblowing. The fad

is, that the harmonic-tube, having two Byn
chronous vibrating columns of air, partake*

of the nature of a pipe already overblown tc

its first harmonic, the octave.

harmonic-triad, s.

Music : The chord of a note consisting oi

its third and perfect fifth ; a common chords

har-mon'-i-ca, s. [Gr. ap/xoj/uc<5s (Tww.

monikos), from apfj.ovCa (harmonia)= harmony.]

Music:

1. A musical instrument formed of a num-
ber of glasses which are tuned by filling them
more or less with water, and are played bj

touching them with the dampened finger. The

less the quantity of water, the lower is the

tone of the scale. Called also musical glasses.

The instrument is said to have been invented

by a German, and was improved by Dr. Ben-

iamin Franklin. A stringed form is ascribed

to Stein (1788). Dr. Franklin's consisted of a

nest of hemispherical glasses, tuned, and ar-

ranged on a revolving spindle impelled by a

treadle, the tips of the fingers being applied

to the edges of the glasses to produce the

tones.

2. A small wind instrument. A mouth-
organ. At the edge is a series of holes which
conduct the breath to free reeds, like those

of an accordeon.

har-mon'-ic-al, a. [Eng. harmonic; •al.]

The same as Harmonic (q.v.).

"They will soon conclude, . . . that the harmonloai
bouI ... is merely a fiction and a dream."—Clarke'.
Fifth Reply to Leibnitz.

harmonical-curve, s.

Math. : A curve into which a musical chord

is supposed to be inflected when put into

motion so as to excite a sound.

harmonical interval, a.

Music : [Harmonic-Interval].

harmonical-mean, s.

Math. : A term applied to a mean between
two quantities, as A and B, when it is double

a fourth proportional to the sum of the

quantities and the quantities themselves

;

thus -—=j being the fourth .proportional tfl

A+13 2ABA+B : A : : B, then -r^g is the harmonica]

mean.
~

l

~

harmonical-proportion, s.

Math. : The relation between four quantities

when the first is to the fourth as the difference

between the first and the second to the dif-

ference between the third and fourth : that is

when A:D::A—-B:C^D. So also three

quantities are said to be in harmonical pro-

portion when the first is to the second as the

difference between the first aud second to the

difference between the second and third.

harmonical-series, s.

Math. : A series of numbers in continued
harmonical proportion.

har-mon'-ic-al-ljr, adv. [Eng. harmonical,
-ly-]

1. Ord. Lang. : In an harmonical manner

;

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cilb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey - a. qu = kw,
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melodiously ; harmoniously ; suitably, fitly,

"by harmony.
" Intending to declare harmonically the harmony of

the four elements of the soul."—P. Holland, : Plutarch,

j>. 1,021

2. Math. : In hannonical progression : as,

a line harmonically divided.

har-mSn'-i-chord, s. [Gr. apuoviKos (Imr-

monikos) = hannonical, and x°P5lJ (chorde) =
a chord.]

Music: An instrument played like a piano-

forte, but sounding like a violin. The tone is

produced by the pressure of the keys, which
Bets'

; a revolving cylinder of wood, covered

with leather, and charged with rosin, in action

over the strings. It has also been called

piano-violin, violin-piano, tetrachordon, &c.

har-mon'-i-ci, ** %&• [Gr. apuovucos (har-

monikos) = hannonical.] The followers of the

Pythagorean system of music as opposed to

that taught by Aristoxenus. They were also

called Musici. The Aristoxenians viewed

music as an art governed by appeal to the

ear ; the Pythagoreans, as a science founded

on physical laws.

har-mon'-i-con, s. [Gr. neut. sing, of

opMowttfr (Jutrmonikos) = hannonical.]

1. An instrument only used as a toy; it

consists of free reeds enclosed in a box in

such' a- way that inspiration produces one set

of sounds, respiration another.

2. A musical instrument consisting of a

large barrel-organ, containing, in addition to

the ordinary pipes, others to imitate the

different wind-instruments, and an apparatus

to produce the effects of drums, triangles,

cymbals, &c, so that the combined sounds
produce the effect of a military band.

% Chemical harmonicon : An open tube, the

air of which is made to sound by means of

a luminous jet of hydrogen, coal-gas, &c,
placed beneath the tube. The sound is pro-

duced by a series of small explosions which
take place as the oxygen of the air combines
with the hydrogen of the jets.

har-mo'-ni-oiis, a. [Ft. harmonieux, from
harmonic = harmony (q.v.).]

1. Of or pertaining to musical harmony or

concord ; musically concordant or consonant.
" Your songs confound

Our more harmonious notes."
Cowpcr ' Task, iii. 767.

2. Having the several parts adapted and
, proportioned to each other ; symmetrical.

"By .in harmonious sympathy promote the perfec-

tion and good of the whole."—GlanvUl: Vanity of
Dogmatizing, ch. v.

3. Living or acting in concord, peace, or
friendship ; agreeing in action or feeling.

har-md'-ni-OUS-ly, adv. [Bng. harmonious

;

1. In a harmonious manner ; melodiously ;

with harmony or concord of sound.

2. With just adaptation and proportion of

parts to each other ; symmetrically.

"How came the Asterlsma of the same nature and
energies to be bo harmoniously placed at regular in-

tervals. ''—Bentley : Sermons, iii.

3. In harmony or concord ; with agreement
or union of feeling and action.

"To see publick and private virtues not dissonant
and Jarring, and mutually destructive, but harmo-
niously combined."—Burke : Present Discontents.

har-mo ni-ous-ness, s. [Eng. harmonious

;

-ncss.] The quality or state of being harmo-
nious ; concord, consonance, symmetry.

har-mon'-i-phoa, s. [Gr. aptiovlaQiarmonia)
= a fitting or adapting, harmony, and ^>c6nj

(phone) = sound.]

Music: A small instrument with a key-

board, in which the sounds are produced by
small metallic tongues, acted upon by air

blown through a flexible tube. It consists of

a series of free reeds similar to those used in

the hannonium, placed in a tube shaped like

a clarinet. The compass of the instrument is

two octaves with intermediate semitones ; the

keys are arranged in a manner similar to those

of a pianoforte, that is to say, all the notes of

the normal scale are in one row and the chro-

matic notes in another,

har' raon 1st, s. [Eng. harmon(y); -ist]

1. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who sings or plays in harmony ; u

writer on harmony ; a musical composer.

2. One who treats.' of and shows the har-

mony or agreement between con'esponding
passages of different authors. [Harmony, ^[.]

"Of which obedience, hia most precious death is, by
our most excellent harmonist, declared to be the con-
summation."

—

Nelson: Life of Dr. George Bull.

II. Ch. Hist. (PI.) : A sect founded by two
brothers, George and Frederick Kapp, who
emigrated from Wurtemberg to the United
States in 1S03. Soon afterwards they founded
the town of Harmony in Pennsylvania. In
1815 they built New Harmony in Indiana.

The name of this settlement became cele-

brated through the place having been pur-

chased in 1S23 or 1824 "by Robert Owen as a

suitable locality for carrying out his views as

to the reorganization of society. In 1S25 the
Harmonists removed to a new settlement,
which they called Economy. They have com-
munity of goods, and consider marriage a civil

contract,

t har-mon-ist'-ic, a. [Eng. harmonist; -ic]

Of or pertaining to harmony ; comparative.

"The harmonistfa exegesiB of theanti critical school."
— W. Robertson Smith : Old Testament, lect. iii., p. 67.

* har'-mon-ite, s. [Eng. harmwi(y) ; -ite.]

The same as Harmonist (q.v.).

har-mo'-ni-um, &\ [Harmoity.]

Music : A keyed wind instrument whose
tones are produced by the forcing of air

through free reeds. The better class of har-

moniums have several sets of vibrators, of

different pitch, and of various qualities of

tone. The stop called expression is a me-
chanical contrivance by which the waste-

valve of the bellows is closed, so that the

pressure of the foot has direct influence on
the intensity of the sounds produced. A
tremolo is produced by causing the wind to

quaver as it passes through the reeds. The
vox angelica gives a delicate undulating tone,

which is produced by two sets of vibrators to

each note tuned slightly apart.

* har-mo'-ni-um-ist, s. [Eng. harmonium;
-ist.]

Music : A player or performer upon the

harmonium.

har-mon-l-za'-tion, s. [Eng. liarmoniz(e) ;

-ation.) The act of harmonizing ; the state of

being harmonized.

har'-mon-ize, v.t. & i. [Eng. harmon(y) ; -ize.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To make harmonious ; to combine, set,

or arrauge according to the laws of harmony
or counterpoint.

" A music lutrmonizing our wild cries."

Tennyson : Sea Dreams, 2-17.

2. To make melodious, harmonious, or

pleasing to the ear.

3. To adjust, set, or arrange in proper pro-

portions ; to arrange so that the several parts

are justly and fitly adapted and suited to each

other.

i
" And bluest skies that harmonize the whole."

Byron : Childe Harold, ii. 48.

I. To make in concord or agreement with

other things.
" To seek the distant hills, aud there converse
With Nature : there to harmonize his heart.

'

Thomson: Summer, 1,382.

5. To restrain, to rein in, to keep in sub-

jection.
" And every passion aptly harmonized,"

Thomson : Summer, 467.

B. Intransitive:

1. To form a concord ; to be in harmony or

concord ; to agree in sounds or effect : as,

Two voices harmonize together.

2. To be in concord or agreement ; to agree

in feeling or action ; to be or live in peace and
concord.

3. To agree together in effect or result : as,

The facts harmonize.

har'-mon-iz-er, s. [Eng. harmomz(e); -er.)

1. One who harmonizes or arranges sounds

according to the rules of harmony.

2. One who arranges or adjusts thiDgs in

symmetrical order.

"The constant harmonizer of the whole world."—
Cudworth : Intell. System, p. 489,

3. A harmonist.

har-mo-nom'-e-ter, s. [Gr. apuovla (har-

moiiia) = harmony, and fiirpov (metron) = a

measure.]

Music: An instrument for ascertaining the

harmonic relation of sounds. It often con-
sists of a single string with movable bridges.

har'-mon-y, * ar-mon-y, 5. [Fr. harmonies
from Lat. harmonia, from Gr. a.pp.ovia. (har-

monia) = a joining, harmony ; apfios (harmos)
= a joining ; ipo> (aro) = to fit or join.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Thejust adaptation of parts to each other,

so as to form a symmetrical and connected
whole.

" This harmony of mind
Where purity and peace immfugle charms.'*

Thomson : Summer, 650.

2. In the same sense as II. 2.

3. The science which treats of the har-

monizing of sounds.

4. A melodious or harmonious arrangement
of sounds ; music.

" Heaven's harmony is universal love."
Cowper: Progress of Error, 73.

5. Concord or agreement in views, feelings,

sentiments, manners, &c. ; peace ; friendship \

unity.
"Attentive to universal harmony, [hel often forgets

that he himself has a part to sustain in the concert."—
Goldsmith: Citizen of the World, let lxvi.

6. A book bringing together and showing
the agreement between parallel or correspond-

ing passages of different authors.

If Harmonies of the Old Testament aim at

placing the several-books, or portions of them,
in chronological order, showing how they
illustrate each other, as, for instance, what
light the prophetic books shed on the histori-

cal ones, or vice versa. Harmonies of the New
Testament have it for one leading object to

compare and show the mutual consistency of

the four gospels. Another is to arrange the

epistles in chronological order, and use the
undesigned coincidence between portions of
them and the Acts of the Apostles, to illustrate

and confirm the authority of both. The earliest

known harmony of the gospels, is that of
Tatian, a Syrian of the second century. Am-
monias followed in the third, and Ensebius in

the fourth. In 1537 Andreas Osiander pub-
lished a similar work, as did Calvin in 1553,

and other writers. Since then such harmonies
have become numerous.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : [Harmonia, 1].

2. Music: Ajust proportion of sound; musi-

cal concord ; the accordance, concord, or

consonance of different sounds which pleases:

the ear, or a succession of such sounds called

chords. In its earliest sense among the Greeks
this word seems to have been a general term

for music, a sense in which our own poets

often use it. But from its meaning of " fitting

together," it came to be applied to the proper

arrangement of sounds in a scale, or, as we-

should say, to "systems of tuning."

"The delicacy of hearing, and taste of harmony has-

been formed uik>u those sounds which every country
abounds with. —Addison: Spectator, No. 29.

% For the difference between harmony and
concord, see Concord

% (1) Artificial harmony:

Music : A mixture of discords and concord.

(2) Close harmony

:

Music: Said when the sounds composing
each chord are placed so near to each otherthat

no sound belonging to the chord could again

be interposed between any of those already

present.

(3) Figured harmony

:

Music: Said when one or more of the parts

move, during the continuance of a chord,

through certain notes which do not form any
of the constituent parts of that chord.

(4) Harmony of the spheres

:

Ancient Phil: The assumption of Pytha-
goras that everything in the great Kosmos
must be harmoniously arranged, and that since

the planets were at the same proportionate-

distances from each other as the divisions of

the monochord, in passing through the ether

they must make a sound varying according to

the diversity of their magnitude, velocity, and
relative distance. He thought that Saturn

gave the deepest and the Moon the shrillest

sound, as the one was farthest from, and the

other nearest to the earth. (G. H. Lewes.)

(5) Natural harmony

:

Music : The harmonic triad or common chord.

(6) Perfect harmony

:

Music : Harmony with untempered concords
only.

boll, b6y; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Jtng.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious ?= shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, deL
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(7) Pre-established harmony:

Metaph. : In the philosophy of Leibnitz a
harmony established by God at the creation

among all monads, which, excessively minute
as they were, still represented the universe

Through their influence the body and soul act

independently of each other, each obeying its

own laws as freely as if the other did not exist,

and yet with the same result as if they influ-

enced each other. They are, in the opinion of

Leibnitz, like two clocks, one formed to strike,

the other simply to indicate the hour. They
move in harmony, but each is independent of

the other.

(S) Spread harmony

:

Music: "When the sounds of a chord are

placed at such a wide distance from each other,

that some of them might be again interposed
between the sounds already present.

(9) Tempered harmony

.

Music : When the notes are varied by tem-
perament (q.v.).

har'-most, s. [Gr. ap/xoo-TTjs (harmostes), fr.

apji.6<Ja> (harmozo) = to tit together, to rule.]

Gr. Antiq, : The name given to those go-

vernors of the Greek Islands and towns in

Asia Minor sent out into a subject or con-
quered town by the Lacedaemonians during
their supremacy after the Peloponnesian war

;

the governor of a colony.

har -mo-tome, s. [Gr. o.pp.65 (harmos) = a
joint, and to/ao? (tom&s) = cutting; rifivta

(temiw) = to cut.]

Min, : A monoclinic subtransparent or
translucent brittle mineral, occurring in twin
crystals ; colours white, gray, yellow, red, or
brown ; streak, white ; hardness, 4*5

; sp. gr.,

2'44 to 2-45. Compos. : silica, 4(5*10 to 4S'49
;

alumina, 15*24 to 17'o"> ; baryta, 19-12 to 21-00

;

water, 13 to 15'24. It is found in amygdaloid
phonolite, trachyte, in gneiss, and in metallic
veins. Morvenite is a variety of it. Occurs
at Strontian, in Argyleshire, in Dumbarton-
shire, in Bohemia, the Hartz Mountains,
Norway, &c.

harn, s. & a. [A. S. lieordan.] [Hards.]

A. -4s subst. : Very coarse linen.
" Her cutty sark o' Paisley hum."

Hums : Tam O'Shanter.

B. As adj. : Made of flax hards ; coarse.

*har-neis, a. [Harness, s.]

* har-neise, v. t. &i. [Harness, v.]

har'-ness, *har-neis, *har-nes, "har-
neys, * har-nesse, * her-neys, a. [O.Fr.
hanias, harnois, hcrnois— armour, from Bret.
harnez = old iron, armour ; horiarn (pi. kern)
= iron ; Wei. liaiavn; Gael, iarunn; Fr. iaran
= iron; Ger. liarnisch; But. karnas.]

* 1. Equipment for a man ; the accoutre-
ments of a soldier or knight ; arms.

"He tiketh from hiiu his harness wherein he
trusted and divideth his goods."—Tymlale . Luke xi. 22.

* 2. Spec. : Armour.
" And a certain man drew a how at a venture, and

smote the king of Israel between the joints of the
harness."—1 Kings xxii. IS4.

3. The gear or tackle by which a horse or
other animal is yoked to and made to draw a
vehicle or the like ; the working gear of a
horse or other animal of draught.

" Or wilt thou ride? Thy horses shall be trappd,
Their harness studded all with gold and pearl."

Shakesp. : Turning of the Shrew, Ind. if.

4. The apparatus in a loom by which the
sets of warp-threads are shifted alternately to
form the shed. The harness of a loom is

termed the mounting ; and the whole apparatus
concerned in the motions of the warp-threads
is the shedding. [Loom.]

* 5. The salt "beef issued to men in the Navy
and the merchant service. It was so called
either from a belief that it was prepared from
horse-Mesh, or from its extreme toughness.
C.dled also Salt-horse.

H To die in Itarnest : To spend one's life

to the last in one's business, profession, or
occupation.

v harness-bearer, * harness-bear-
er, s. An armour-bearer.

" Vellocatus his seruant and harnesse-bearer."—
•Speed: Great Brilane, bk. v., ch. vi., § 12.

harness-bell, s. A small bell, usually
of globular form, and carrying a bullet, at-

tached to some part of the harness to produce
a jingling sound ; a sleigh-bell.

harness-board, s.

IVeav. .* The compass-board of a loom, having
holes through which pass the neck twines.

harness-cask, harness-tub, s.

Naut. : A large cask or tub with a rim cover,

containing a supply of salt meat for immediate
use.

harness clamp, s.

Sadd. : A kind of vice used to hold leather

while being stitched.

harness-currier, s. One who prepares

or dresses leather for harness or saddlery

purposes.

harness-hook, s.

1. A hook or bracket on which harness is

hung,

2. A check-rein hook on the gig-saddle.

harness-leather, 5. A kind of leather

from which harness is made. It is blacked
on the grain side.

harness-maker, s. One who makes
harness, saddlery, &c.

harness-pad, s. A lining or soft wad
beneath a saddle to keep the harder portions
from galling the back of the animal.

harness-plater, s. A worker in electro-

plating, who plates the metal-work of harness.

harness room, s. A room attached to

a stable, warmed by a stove, and used for

putting away harness.

harness-saddle, s. The part of the
harness which rests across the back, and to

which the girthing portions are attached.

Upon it are the terrets and check-rein hook,
and from it proceeds the back-strap, which
reaches to the crupper.

harnQSS-3nap, s. A hook for attaching
the reins to the bit-rings, the breast-strap to

the hame-rings, &e. ; a snap-hook.

harness-tub, s, [Harness-cask.]

harness-weaver, s, A weaver employed
in the manufacture of the more complicated
patterns of shawls, &c. (Scotch.)

har'-ness, harnesche, har nesse, v.t.

[0. Fr. harnascher.] [Harness, s.]

* 1. To arm ; to dress or equip in armour or
arms.

"Those that sleep in Jesus shall God bring with
Him. and httrnesn them iwith the bright armour of
light and immortality."

—

H. More; Mystery of Godli-
ness, bk. iv., uh. xviii.

* 2. To equip or tit out for defence ; to arm.
"They saw the camp of the heathen, that it was

strong and well harnessed, and compulsed round about
with horsemen."—1 Maccabees iv. 7.

3. To put harness on, as on a horse.
" My horse is Juirnessed and chained to my plough."—Hale : Origin of Mankind, p. 50.

* har-nesse, s. [Harness.]

har'-ness-er, s. [Eng. harness ; -er.] One
who harnesses.

* har'-ness-ment, >. [Eng. harness ; -ment]
Equipment, outfit.

harn'-pan, s. [A.S. Tiiernes; Icel. lijami —
brains.] The brain-pan.

" * Weize a brace of balls through his ham-pan,'
said a second."—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxxiii.

hams, s. pi. [A.S. hcernes.] Brains.
" I'll e'en hirple awa there wi* the wean, for it -will

knock its harm out, puir thing."

—

Scott : Antiquary,
ch. xv.

* ha'-ro, *ha'-row, * har'-row, exclam.
[O. Fr. haro.] A cry anciently used in Nor-
mandy as a call for help or to raise a hue-and-
cry.

" '/farrow! the flames which me consume,' said he,
' JS'e can be quencht.' " Spenser : F. (,»., II. vi. 49.

harp, * harpe, s [A.S. hearp; cogn. with
Dut. harp; Icel. harpa; Dan. harpe; Sw.
harpa; Ger. harfe ; O. H. Ger. harpha; Fr.
harpe ; Ital. arpa. Perhaps connected with
Lat. crejio = to crackle. (Skeat.y]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II. 2.

* 2. An Irish coin of the value of one half-
penny, so called from the figure of a harp on it.

3. A screen or sieve for sifting grain and
clearing it of the seeds of weeds.

4. An oblong apparatus, consisting of a

frame tilled up with parallel wires similar to

the strings of a harp, and used as a screen for

sifting sand.

5 A concave grating inascutching-machine,

through which refuse escapes as the cotton is

beaten and driven forward by the revolving

beater.

II. Technically:

tl Astron. : A name sometimes given to the

ancient northern constellation generally termed

Lyra, the Lyre.
" Next shines the Harp, and through the liquid skies

The shell, as lightest, first begins to rise. Creech.

2. Music: A stringed instrument of tri-

angular form, furnished with gut strings. It

has a compass varying from three to six

octaves and a half, according to the size of the

instrument. There are several kinds of harps
still in use : (1) The triple or Welsh harp, with
three rows of strings, two rows tuned diatoni-

cally in unisons or octaves, the third or innet

row arranged to supply the accidentals, sharps
or flats. The strings are thin, and the tone is

consequently consonant with the character of

the strings. This harp is derived from, and is

almost identical with, the Irish harp. (2) The
double harp, with two rows of strings is less

inconvenient but equally imperfect ; all altera*

*; tions of the pitch of the strings having to be
made with the thumb. (3) The single-action

pedal harp, with one row of strings, contain-

ing a compass of nearly six octaves. There
were seven pedals which altered by a semi-

tone the pitch of the note to which each pedal

belonged. The imperfection of the mechanism
of the pedals involved the player in many
difficulties, and rendered it in some keys quite

useless. (4) The double action pedal-harp,

the invention of Erard. The harp was a

favourite instrument among the ancient

Britons and the Anglo-Saxons. The old laws

of Wales, the Triads, specify the use of the

harp as one of the three things necessary to

distinguish a freeman or gentleman from a

slave. Pretenders were discovered by their

uuskilfillness in "playing of the harp." The
same laws forbade a slave to touch a harp,

either out of curiosity, or to acquire a know-
ledge of it, and none but the king, his musi-

cians, and other gentlemen, were permitted
to possess one. The harp was exempt from
seizure for debt, as it was presumed that he
who had no harp lost his position, and was
degraded to the condition of a slave. (Stainer

& Barrett.)

harp-seal, s.

Zool. : Phoca gramlandica or Calocephalus

gromlandicus, the Greenland seal. The re-

semblance to a harp is in two large brown,
oblique bands meeting near the shoulders,

and then running separately along the sides

and up the hind legs, where they become
brighter, till they finally disappear in the

white of the under parts. The hair is dry,

close, and not woolly, except when the animal
is very young. It is found in the Arctic

Ocean, in Greenland, Newfoundland, Iceland,

the north and north-east of Asia. It has been
met with on the British coast.

harp-shell, s.

Zool. : The molluscous genus Harpa (q. v.).

* harp-star, * harpe-starre, s. The
same as Harp, s., II. 1.

" The Jiarpe-starre Fidicula goeth downe, and is no
more scene. —p, Holland : Plinie, bk. xviii., ch. xxvL

harp-String, s. One of the gut-strings

of a harp.

"And the harp-strings a clangour made."
Longfellow: Musician's Tale.

harp-stringing, u. Suited for playing

on the harp.

harp, * harpe, v.i. & t. [A.S. hearpian.]

[Harp, s.]

A. Intransitive

:

1, Lit. : To play Hpon a harp.
"Then shouted a uuuipnuy of them that stood round

about, and harped with their hurns."—Banyan

:

Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

2. Fig. : To dwell incessantly upon any-

thing ; to speak or write persistently on thfe

same subject or idea. (Followed by on or upon.)
" Neither will I importune you, nor dull your earea

with harping still upon this unpleasant thing."—

A

Holland: Livius, p. 54.

*" B. Transitive :

* 1. To touch upon ; to hit.
" Thou has harped my fear aright."

Shaktisp. : Macbeth, iv. 1*

fate
rf

fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. £e, ce = e. ey = a. qu = tew.
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2, To sift, screen, or separate by means of

* sieve.

IT To "harp on one. string : To dwell per-

sistently and too much upon one subject, so

as to weary the hearers.
" King Henry thereto would not condiscende, but

still *«rued on thysstryug."—Hall; Heart/ '7/. (an. G).

iar'-pa, s. [Lat. = a harp.]

Zool. : Harp shell. A genus of gasteropodous
molluscs, family Buccinidse. The shell is ven-
tricose, ribbed transversely ; the spire small

;

the aperture large, notched in front ; the
animal with a very large foot. Known species,

recent, twelve, from the Indian Ocean, the
Pacific, &c. ; fossil, four, from the Eocene on-

ward. (S. P. Woodward.)

har-plic-tXc'-l-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. har-

pactic(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

ZooL : A family of Entomostracous Crusta-

ceans, legion Lophyropoda, order Copepoda,
sect. Gnathostoma. [Harpacticus.]

Imr-pao-tic-l'-nEe, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. har-

pactic(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Zool. : A sub-family of Harpacticidas (q.v.).

har-pac'-ti-ciis, s. [Gr. dp7ra«Tt«d? (harpac-
tikos) = knavish, thievish ; apira£ (harpax) =
robbing, rapacious ; apird^ui (Jiarpazo) = to

snatch away, to carry off.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Harpacticinse and the family Harpacticidae
(q.v.). It has the body elongated, or broad
and depressed, the head united with the first

thoracic segment, the first and second abdomi-
nal rings in the female coalescent. the first

pair of antennae eight or nine jointed, the
second pair of foot-jaws strongly developed.
(Brady : Monog. of British Copepoda ; Ray
Soc, 1880.)

* har'-pa-gon, s. [Lat. harpagonem, accus.
ofharpdgo = a grappling-iron.] A grappling-
iron.

"There were deuined certeine instruments where-
wyth they might pull downe the workes that their
«neuiyes made, called harpagons."—Brende; Quintus
Curtius, fo. 54.

har pa-goph'~y- turn, s. [Lat. harpago = a
grappling-iron ; Gr. apirayri (harpage) = sei-

zure, and <pvrov (phvton) = a plant.]

Bot. : A genus of Pedaliacerc. It is proposed
that the Grapple-plant, generally called Un-
caria procumbens, should be termed Harpa-
gophytum procumbens [Grapple-plant], and a
Madagascar species, also with reflexed hooks
like grappling-irons on the fruit, H. kpto-
caryim. (Suppl. to Treas. of Bot.)

har-pa~gor'-nis, s. [Gr. apiray/j (harpagp.)
= seizure, rapine, and opvis (ornis)=.&, bird.]

Palceont. : A gigantic bird of prey from the
Post-Tertiary strata of New Zealand.

har-pal'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. harpal(us);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of predatory beetles, hav-
ing the four anterior tarsi of the males en-
larged, the inside of the anterior tibiae with a
deep notch, and moderately long antenna?.
Most of them are voracious insects of prey,
though Zabrus is said to feed exclusively upon
corn, and Amara upon the roots and tender
shoots of grass and other plants. The family
is very extensive, and is diffused throughout
the world. Probably about 500 are known.
Many are British. [Harpalin,*:, Harpalus.]

har-pa-li'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. Mrpal(its)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. surf, -ince.]

Entomology

:

1. According to Swainson, a sub-family of
Carabidas. It is equivalent to the Harpalidse
of some entomologists.

2. Sometimes used in a more restricted sense
for those Harpalidse which have the four an-
terior tarsi of the males dilated.

iiar'-pa-lus, s. [Gr. aprnxAeos (harpaleos) =
greedy.]

Entom. ; The typical genus of the family
JHarpalidae, or the sub-family Harpalinse. In
1S55 about 134 species were known from the
four great continents and Australia. Sharp
enumerates twenty-nine species as British.

harped I dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. liases,
genit harped(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

•idee.]

Palaiont. : A family of Trilobites, having a

large cephalic shield of horseshoe form, with
its postei'ior angles greatly lengthened, and
the margin perforated by pores ; the thoracic
segments twenty-five or twenty-six.

harp'-er, *harp-are, *harp-eref s. [A.S.
liearpere.]

1. A player on the harp ; a harpist.

"I heard the voice of harpers harping with their
harps."— Itevelation xiv. 2.

2. A brass coin current in Ireland in the
reign of Elizabeth, and so called from the
figure of a harp on it. It was about the size

of a shilling, and of the value of one penny.
"A two-pence I had to spend over and above ; be-

sides the harper that was gathered amongst us to pay
the piper."—Ben Jonson : The Gipsies Metamorphosed.

har'-pes, a. [Gr. dp^ (Imrpe) = (l) a bird of

prey, (2) a rapacious sea-fish, (3) a sickle,]

Palaiont. : The typical genus of the family
Harpedidie (q.v.).

harp ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Harp, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the harp; fitted

or intended for playing on the harp ; as, harp-
ing melodies. (Milton: Nativity, 115.)

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The art or science of playing
on the harp ; a performance on the harp.

" In hymns and harpings and self-seeking prayers."
Byron: Cain, i. 1.

2. Shipbuilding

:

(1) (PL): The wales of the bow, of extra
strength.

(2) A ribband trimmed to the shape of and
bolted to the cant bodies, to hold them toge-
ther till planked.

*[[ Cat-harpings

:

Naut. : The frapping of the shrouds to the
masts below the tops.

* harp'-ing iron (iron as l'-ern), s. [The
word harping is a corrupted form of harpoon.]
A harpoon.

" The boat which on the flrat assault did go.
Struck with a harping-iron the younger foe."

Waller; Battle ofSummer Islands, 132.

harp' ist, s. [Eng. harp; -ist] A player
upon the harp ; a harper.

" That jEagrian harpist, for whose lay
Tigers witli hunger pinde and left their pray.'

Browne: Britannia's Pastorals, bk. i., s. 5.

har-poon', *har-pon, s. [Dut. harpoen,

from Fr. hctrpon= a grappling iron, from harpe
= a dog's claw or paw, a harp; Sp. arpon;
Ital. arpagone, from Lat. liarpago = a hook, a
grappling-iron.] A barbed javelin used to

pierce and fasten to whales. It has a broad,
flat, triangular, barbed, sharp head, and a
shank about two feet long, furnishing a socket
for the shaft. A line, about seventy fathoms
long, is attached to the harpoon, and rims out
rapidly as the struck fish dives below the
surface.

*' And like the lightning's flame
Flew our harpoons of steel."

Longfellow : Discoverer of the North Cape.

harpoon-fork, s.

Agric. : A form of hayfork worked by tackle,

and used in pitching hay from the load to put
it into a rick, or in loading awaggon from a rick.

harpoon-gun, s. A gun or contrivance
used in whale-fishing for firing a harpoon.

harpoon-rocket, s. A combination of

bomb and lance for killing whales. It has an
explosive shell at its head, and is propelled by
a rocket charge after being fired from a gun.
The hinged barbs are secured to the breech-
piece in the tube, and the line connected by a
looped shank.

har-poon', v.t. [Harpcon, s.] To strike,

catch, or kill with a harpoon.

har-poon er, *har-podn-eeV, s. [Fr.

luxrponeur.] One who strikes or pierces the
whale with a harpoon; the man who throws
the harpoon from a whale-boat.

the harpooner sits."

(linger: Sugar-Cane, bk. ii.

" On the yard.

f harp-our, s. [Harper.]

harp'-ress, s. [Eng. harper ; -ess.] A female
player on the harp.

; harp -si-chon. * harp'-si-con, s. [A cor-
ruption of O. Fr. harpecorde.]

Music : The old name of the spinet and harp-
sichord (q.v.).

"On the harpsicon or virginals."—Parthenia Sacra
(lGUU p. 144.

harp si chord, * arp- si chord, * harp-
se chord, s. [O. Fr. harpecorde, from harpe,
and chorde, corde = a chord. The s is ap-
parently an intrusion. Ital. arpicordo.]

Mvsic : A stringed instrument with a key-
board, similar in form to a modern grand
pianoforte, by which it has been superseded.
As the pressure of the fingers upon the keys,
when heavy or light, made no difference in
the quantity of tone produced, the harpsichord
sometimes had two key-boards, one for the

harpsichord action.

Fig. 1. k. Key. j. Jack. s. String.

Fig. 2 (Showing detail of top of Jack), t. Movable
tongue of pear wood. c. Small piece of cloth to
deaden the vibration of the atriug. s. String, q.
Plectrum, of quill or leather, projecting from the
tongue t.

loud, the other for the soft tones. There were
also stops in some instruments, by means of

which the tones could be modified by connect'
ing the mechanism with or detaching it from
the three, or even four strings, withwhich each
tone was furnished. The keys were attached
to levers, which at their ends had slips of

wood, called "jacks," furnished with plectra
of crow-quill or hard leather ; these struck or
twanged the strings, and produced the tone,
which has been likened to "a scratch with a
sound at the end of it." (Stainer £ Barrett.)

" If he the tinkling harpsichord regards
As inoffensive, what onenoe in cards f

"

Cowper : Pi-ogress of Error, 148.

harpsichord-graces, s. pi.

Music: Certain turns and ornaments em-
ployed in playing upon the harpsichord, intro-

duced for the most part as compensation for the
lack of sustaining power in the instrument.

* harp si-col, * harp se col, s. [Harpsi-
chord.]

* harp' ster, s. [Eng. harp; fern. suff. -ster.]

A female player on the harp ; a harpress.

har'-py, s. [0. Fr. harpie, harpye, from Lat.

harpyia^ from Gr. apirvtat (harpiiiai), from
apTrafto) (Jiarpazo) = to seize.]

A, As substantive

:

1. Class. Antig. : Three fabulous winged
monsters, daughters of Neptune and Terra, re-

presented with the face of a woman, the body
of a vulture, and fingers armed with sharp
claws ; their names were Aello, Celaeno, and
Ocypete. They emitted an infectious smell,

and spoiled whatever they touched by their

filth.

"Celeno foule misbapen bird, and' harpies more
right felL" Phaer : Virgil ; ^Enead iiL

2. Her. : The harpy is represented in heraldry

as a vulture with the head and breast of a

woman.

3. Ornithology:

(1) The Harpy-eagle (q.v.).

(2) The genus Harpyia (q.v.).

(3) A name sometimes given to a bird of

prey, the Marsh Harrier (Circus cervginosus).

Called more fully the White-headed Harpy.
It is the Harpaye or Busard Harpaye of the

the French. [Circus-harrier (2).] In Eng-
land it is known also as the Moor-buzzard and
the Duck-hawk. It preys chiefly on rabbits,

water-birds, fish, &c. [Circus.]

4. Fig. : An extortioner ; a rapacious or
ravenous animal ; a plunderer.

" I am content to have purchased, by the loss of for-

tune, an escape from a luirpy, who had joined the
artifices of age to the allurements of youth."

—

Rambler.
No. 19-2.

B. As adj. : Rapacious ; ravenous ; extor-

tionate.
" Drive the harpy race from Helicon afar

"

Cowper: Ode to Mr. John Bouse. (Trans.)

harpy-eagle, 5.

Ornith. : Thrasaetus Harpyia. Linneeus con-

sidered it a vulture, and called it Vultur har-

boiL, bo^; pout, jo*3krl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = &
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -dle» &c = beL, del.
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pyga. Cuvier removed it to tlie true eagles,

founding first the sub-genus or genus Harpyia
(q_.v.), and by many writers it is still called

Harpyia destructor. Its crest is dull-black,

margined with gray ; the upper parts of the

body and wings are mostly black, the under
ones white, except a black collar round the

neck ; feathers of the legs white, with trans-

verse bars. Immature birds are mottled, and

nave been described as different species. The
harpy is a very powerful bird, about three and

a-half feet high, inhabiting New Granada,

Guayana, and Mexico. [Harpyia.]

harpy-footed, a. With claws like a

barpy. (Milton: P. L., ii. 596.)

har'-py-a, s. [Harpy.]

Zool, ; A genus of Pteropinse (Fruit-eating

bats). Harpya pallasii has an expansion of

wing approaching two feet, and is lioiii the

Moluccas.

har'-py-l-a, s. [Lat. harpyia, harpya.']

[Harpy.]

Ornith. : A genus of Falconidas, sub-family

Aquilinse. The bill is convex above, with a

slight tooth in the upper mandible ; the nos-

trils semilunar, transverse ; the tarsi very

strong, scutellated, feathered only at the base ;

the claws very strong and sharp. [Harpy-
eaole.] Cuvier, who introduced the term
Harpyia, defined it as containing Fisher Eagles

with short wings, but the affinity is not close.

The harpy does not seem to fish.

* har - que - buse, * har1 - que - buss, 5.

[Arquebuse.]

* har-Qjue-bus'-sier, s. [Arquebusier.]

harr, s. [Haar.] A storm proceeding from
the sea ; a tempest.

*har'-rage, v.t. [A corrupt, of harass (q.v.).]

To harass, to worry.
" Living in a harraged land."—Fuller : Worthies ; Kent,

*har-rass, ' har-rasse, v.t. [Harass]

* har'-ra-teen, s. [Harateen.]

Fabric : A kind of stuff cloth. (Shenstone.)

* har'-ri-cd, s. [Haricot.]

* haV-ri-dan, s. [A corrupt, of 0. Fr. hari-

clelle = a worn-out horse, a jade.] A worn-out
wanton woman ; an old vixen ; a trollop.

" And in four mouths a battered harridan."
Pope : Macer.

har'-ri-er(l), * harier, s. [Eng. har(e); -ier.]

Zool. : A variety of the dog (Canis familiaris),

used for hare-hunting. It resembles the fox-

hound, but is somewhat smaller. It may be
made to vary considerably according to the
taste of the breeder, one extreme being a large,

slow-moving harrier properly so called ; the
other a fox beagle.

har'-ri-er (2), tf. [Eng. harry; -er.]

I. Ord. Lang. : One who harries, plunders,
or lays waste.

II. Ornithology:

1. Sing.: The genus Circus (q.v.). See also

Harpy and Ringtail.

2. PI. : The sub-family of Falconidse called

Circinffi (q.v.).

har'-ri-kar-ri, ha'-ri-ki-rl, har-ry-
kir ru, s. [Japanese. ] . Happy despatch :

a method of suicide which members of the
Japanese official classes are required to per-

forin when the government consider them to

be worthy of death. It is effected by making
two gashes in the abdomen somewhat resem-
bling a cross. Suicides sometimes adopt this

painful method of death. Dr. MacYowan esti-

mated the number of these compulsory and
voluntary suicides in Japan at 500 a year.

"The Japanese, in full Parliament, refused to abolish
the Sepnuka, or Hara-kiri, which is suicide by diB-

eiubowelling."

—

Bray ; Science of Man, p. 70.

har'-ring-toil, s. [From Lord Harrington,
who obtained a patent from James I. for the
manufacture and issue of brass farthings.] A
brass farthing. (Ben Jonson : Devil is an Ass,

ii. 1.)

har'-rmg-ton-ite, s. [Named by Thomson
after a Mr. Harrington.]

Min. : A variety of Mesolite from Antrim.

har' ris-ite, s. [Probably from its discoverer.]

Min. : A variety of Dana's Chalcocite, the

Copper Glance of the Brit. Mus. Cat. Its

colours are lead-gray and bluish-black. It is

a pseudomorph after galena, with which it

agrees in cleavage.

* har-rot, s. [Herald, s.]

har'-rdw, *har-ewe, *har-ou, *har-ow,
*har-owe, *har-u, *harwe, s, [A.s.

hyrwe (Somner) ; cogn. with Dut. hark = a

rake ; Icel. herjh = a harrow ; Dan. harv = a

harrow ; harve = to harrow ; Sw. harka = (s.) a

rake, (v.) to rake ; harf= a harrow ;
liarfva =

to harrow ; Ger. harke = a rake ; harken = to

rake ; Gr. <ePKi<; (fcerfcis)=a peg, pin, or skewer.]

Agric. : A large rake or frame with teeth,

drawu over the ground to level it, stir the

soil, destroy weeds, or cover seed. The shapes

of the frame are various. The teeth are

usually of square bar-iron, sharpened to a

point, maintaining the square form. They
are set in the harrow-frame so as to move in a

direction parallel to their diagonals. The
flexible spiked -chain harrow is made of

wrought-iron links, so shaped and combined
as to keep the harrow stretched, while a cer-

tain number of the teeth, at regular intervals,

have dependent spikes.
" The harrow follows harsh."

Thomson : Spring, 47.

har'-row(l),*har-ew-en, *har-wen (1),

v.t. [Harrow, s.]

I. Lit. : To draw a harrow over for the pur-

pose of breaking clods, covering seeds, level-

ling the surface.

"Canst thou bind the unicorn with his band in the
furrow? or will he harrow the valleys after thee?"—
Job xxxix. 10.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To vex, to fill with distress or anguish

;

to torment, to lacerate. (Sometimes followed

by up.)

"It harrows me with fear and wonder."—Shakesp. :

Hamlet, i. 1.

* 2. To treat with cruelty or oppression ; to

harass.

"Meaning thereby to harrow his people."

—

Bacon:
Henry VII., p. 144.

* har'-rdw (2),
* har-wen (2), v.t. [Harry.]

To plunder, to spoil, to harry, to pillage.

" And having harrowed hell, didst bring away
Captivity thence captive, us to win."

Spenser : Sonnet 68.

* har'-rdw, exclam. [Haro.]

har'-row-er (1), s. [Eng. harrow (l), v. ; -er.]

One who harrows land.
" Every harrower was allowed a brown loaf and two

herrings a day."—Blount : Ancient Tenures, p. 143.

har'-row-er (2), s. [Eng. harrow (2), v. ; -er.]

A species of hawk ; a harrier. [Harrier, (2).]

h«£r'-rdw-ing, pr. par., a., &s. [Harrow (l),u.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. -4s adj. : Causing great anguish or tor-

ment ; excruciating.
" My soul with harrowing anguish torn."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iv, 6.

C. As subst. : The act or process of tearing
or breaking up land with a harrow.

har'-rjr, * har'-rdw, * hergh i-en, * her-
i-en, *her-wen, * har-wen, v.t. & i,

[A.S. hergian = to lay waste, from here (genit'.

herges) = an army ; Icel. herja; Dan. luerge.]

A. Transitive :

1. To plunder, to rob in warfare ; to pil-

lage, to lay waste.
" He pricked to Stapleton on Leveu,
Harried the landa of Richard Musgrave."

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, iv. 21.

2. To vex, to torment, to tease, to harrow.
" I repent me much

That I so harry d him."
Shakesp. : Antony & Cleopatra, Hi, a.

3. To annoy ; to harass.
" The Armenians, that continually harried them oaf

of their skins."—NorQi : Plutarch, p. 442.

B. Intrans. : To plunder ; to pillage ; to
make plundering incursions.

* har'-ry soph, s. [A corrupt, of Gr. epiVo^os
(erisophos) = very wise, from epi (eri), a par-
ticle = very, and crowds (sophos) = wise.] At
Cambridge, a name formerly applied to those
students who, having attained sufficient stand-
ing to take the degree of B.A., declared them-
selves candidates for degrees in law or physic.
Obsolete for about half a century.

harsh, * har-ryshe, * harsk, * harske,
* haske, a. [Dan. harsk = rancid ; Sw,
harsk; O. Sw. harsk; Ger. harsch.]

1. Sour, sharp, acrid. ,„-_.„,
•Meates harryshe, lyke the ^°L^9JKfe.

do constipate and restrayne."~&r T. Myot .
Cartel of

Helth, p. 18.

2. Rough or rugged to the touch.
" To whose soft seizure

The cygnet's down is harsh."
Shakesp. : Troilus & Creuida, 1. 1.

3. Rough, coarse, or unpleasant to the ear

;

jarring ; discordant.

"The harsh and discordant notes, by which savage

nations make their earlier attempts at harmony. _
Cogan : Tlieol. Dis. on Jewish Dispensation.

4. Austere ; rough ; crabbed ; morose ;

peevish ; severe.
" Leaving harsh masters and quarrelsome comrades."

—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

5. Rough ; rude ; severe ; unkind ; un-

favourable.
" His [Eumenes] speech was not harsh nor churlish.'"

—North : Plutarch, p. 503.

* harsh-resounding, a. Grating on the

ear. (Shakesp. : Richard II., i. 3.)

* harsh-rude, a. Rough, coarse, rude.

(Shakesp. : Ridiard II., iii. 4.)

* harsh, v.i. [Harsh, a.] To sound harshly;

to creak. (Stanyhurst.)

*harsn'-en, v.t, [Eng. harsh; -en.] To make
harsh.

"A soured and harshened spirit."—v. Kingsley

:

Alton Locke, ch. xxxii.

harsh- ly, adv. [Eng. harsh ; -ly.]

1. Sourly ; roughly or unpleasantly to tlie

palate.

2. Unpleasantly to the ear; discordantly;

gratingly.
" Sounds harshly in so delicate an ear."

Cowper : Retirement, 250.

3. Severely ; austerely; morosely; peevishly;

unkindly.
"He makes so bold with his neighbour, or deals so

harshly with him."—Barrow : Sermons, VOL i., ser. 18.

harsh'-ness, s. [Eng. harsh; -ness.]

1. The quality of being harsh, rough, sour,

or hard, to the taste ; sourness, sharpness.

"Take an apple and roll it upon a table hard : the

rolling doth soften aud sweeten the fruit, ... for the

unequal distribution of the spirits maketh the harsh-

ness. '—Bacon.

2. Roughness to the ear ; discordancy.
" If they differ from the verses of others, they differ

for the worse ; for they are too often distinguished by

repulsive harshness."—Johnson: Lives of the Pouts;

Milton.

3. Roughness to the touch.
"Harshness and ruggednese of bodies is unpleasant

to the touch."—Bacon.

4. Roughness ; crabbedness ; moroseness

;

peevishness ; acrimony.
"The sternness and harshness of his nature."—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

hars'-let, s. [Haslet.]

harst, hai^st, a. [Harvest.] (Scotch.)

harst weed, s.

Bot. : Centaurea Scabiosa.

har -strong, hore- strong, *. [Etym.
doubtful.]

Bot. : Peucedanum officinale,

hart, *harte, *heort, *hert, *herte, 5.

[A.S. heort, heorot; cogn. with Dut. hert; Icel.

hjortr ; Dan. hiort; Sw. hjort ; Ger. hirsch;

O. H. Ger. hiruz, and allied to Lat. cervisi

Wei. caru> = a hart ; Gr. Ke'pas (keras) = a
horn.] A stag or male deer which has attained

the age of five years, and has formed the sur-

royal or crown-antler.
" Goodliest of all the forest, hart and hind."

Milton: P. L., xi. 169.

\ Hart of ten : A hart with ten tines or

branches on his antlers.

hart-berries, a.

Bot. : Vaccinium myrtillus.

hart's balls, s. pi
Bot. : Elaphomyces, an ascomycetous fungal.

t hart's-clover, harts-trefoil, s.

Bot. : The Common or Yellow Melilot, Meli-
lotus officinalis,

harts-eye, s.

Bot. : The Wild Dittany.

hart's-tongue, harts-tongue, s.

Botany :

1. A fern, Scolopendrium, vulgare, having

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee. ce = e: ev = a. au = kw.
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simple oblong, ligulate fronds, with the base
cordate ; length six to eighteen inches ; the
sori are linear, on opposite contiguous veins,

almost confluent. It is found on shady banks
and cold and damp situations in various parts
of Britain, also in continental Europe, in the
west of Asia, Siberia, Japan, and the north-
west of America.

" Harfs-tongue is propagated by parting the roots,
and Also by seed."

—

Mortimer : Husbandry.

2. Ol/ersia cervina.

3. Polypodiim Phyllitidis. (Paxton.)

har-tal, har'-tall
?

s. [Hind, hartal.] One
of the names given in India to orpiment (q. v.).

hart'-beest, har'-te-beest, 5. [Dut., from
Low Ger. hart; Dut. hert = a, hart, and beest

= a beast, a brute.]

Zool. : Alcephalus Caama, the commonest of

the larger antelopes in Southern Afri6a. It

is of a gray-brown colour ; the dorsal line, a

HARTBEEST.

streak on the face, and the outside of the
limbs, black ; and a large triangular spot on
the haunches, whitish. It lives in large flocks,

and is hunted for its flesh, which resembles
that of the ox. It can be domesticated.
" Where the gnu, the gazelle, and the hartebeest graze.

"

Pringle : Afar in the fiesert.

hart'-ber-rjr, s. [Eng. hart, and berry.]

Bot. : The Whortleberry or Bilberry, Vacci-
nium MyrtUlus.

hart -crop, s. [Eng. hart, and crop.] The
same as Hartberry (q.v.).

har'-te-beest, *. [Hartbeest.]

*hart'-en, v.t. [Hearten.]

hart'-ine, hart'-in, s. [Named from (Ober)-
hart, near Gloggnitz, where it occurs.]

Min. : A white resin separated by ether
from a resin derived from brown coal. {Dana.)

hart'-Ite, s. [From (Ober)hart, and sufT. -Ue
(Min.) (q.v.).] [Hartine.]

Min. : A monoclinic hydrocarbon, melting
at 74° to 75°. Lustre somewhat greasy, colour
white. Compos. : carbon, 878 ; hydrogen,
12*2 = 100. Found in a fossil pine, Pinus
acerosa, from the Brown Coal of Austria. It
is akin to branchite (q.v.).

hart- man-nite, s. [Named after the miner-
alogist, C. A. F. Hartmann.]

Min. : The same as Breithauptite (q.v.).

harts -horn, s. [Eng. Aaris=hart's, and horn.]

I, Ordinary Language :

1, Originally: The horn or antler of the
hart, Cermts elaphus.

2. In the same sense as II. 2.

" [They] then come to themselves, almost or quite
Vhich sa

laces."

II. Technically

:

1. Bot. ; The same as Hartshorn-plantain
(q.v.).

*2. Phar.: Formerlymany very extraordinary
medicinal virtues were attributed to the horns
of the male deer. They were submitted to
dry distillation and yielded the same products
as bones, consisting chiefly of ammonia and
volatile bases. The liquid, known as spirits of
hartshorn, had a powerful smell, and was used
in nervous complaints and fainting fits. The
shavings of the horns were used for making
jelly. [Ammonia.]

hartshorn-plantain, ».

Bot. : Plantago Coronopus.

Which saves much hartshorn, salts, and sprinkling
Byron: Beppo.lxxxlx.

hart'-wdrt, s. [Eng. hart, and wort (q.v.).]

Bot. : The umbelliferous genus Tordylium.
Tordylium maximum, a pinnate plant, with
one to three pairs of pinnatifld leaflets, is

found, according to Watson, as an alien or
denizen on hedge banks at Eton, Oxford, and
Isleworth. [Tordylium.]

har'-um-scar-um, a. & s. [A reduplication
either from hare, v., or scare.]

A. As adj. : Giddy, careless, thoughtless,
harebrained.

B. As subst. ; A giddy, rash, harebrained
person.

ha -rus-pi-ca -tion, s. [As if from a Low
Lat. luiruspicatio ; haruspex = a diviner among
the Etruscans who foretold future events from
the inspection of entrails of victims,] Divin-
ation by the inspection of the entrails of
victims.

" Earuspication belongs among the lower races,
especially to the Malays and Polynesians." — Tylor:
Primitive Culture (1871), i- 111.

* ha-rus'-pice, s. [Aruspex.]

* ha-rus'-pic-y, $. [Aruspicy.]

har'-vest, *her-fest, * her-vest, s. & a.

[A.S. hairfest = crop, autumn ; cogn. with
Dut. herfst ; Icel. haust ; Dan. & Sw. host

;

Ger, herbst; M. H. Ger. herbest ; O. H. Ger.
herpist, from the same root as Lat. carpo = to
pluck; Gr. Kapiros (karpos) = fruit.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Autumn, the season when the harvest
is gathered in ; the season of reaping and
gathering corn and other grain.

" And Harvest smeared with treading grapes."
Oolding : Ovid; Metamorphoses li.

2. That which is reaped and gathered in
;

the crop of ripe corn or grain gathered into

barns.

3. The product or result of any labour ; the
effect, the consequence.

" The harvest of a'quiet eye."
Wordsworth : Poet's Epitaph.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to harvest

;

engaged in harvest.

"And let them he merry all harvest time long."
Tusser: Husbandry; August.

harvest-bells, a, pi.

Bot. : Gentiana Pneumonanthe.

harvest-bug, s.

Zool. : Leptus (formerly called Acarus) au-
tumnalis. The resemblance to a bug is in its

depressed, oval body, its colour, and its blood-
sucking propensities. It is not, however, a
genuine bug ; it is a species of the order
Acarina. In certain years, in autumn, it

abounds on grass and other plants. Climbing
thence it gets on the person of any one sitting

down, or even walking, inserts its sucker into

the body, and gorges itself with blood. Com-
mon in England. Called also Trombidium
autumnale.

harvest-feast, s. A feast made at the
completion of the gathering in of the harvest.

• harvest-festival, s. A service of thanks-
giving to God for the ingathering of the har-
vest, when places of worship in which such
services are held are decorated with harvest
produce.

harvest-field, s. A field from which the
harvest is being or has been gathered.

" Brother JaineB is in the harvest-field."
Tennyson : The Brook, 227.

harvest-fly, s.

Entom. ; A name given in America to Cicada
septendecim, a homopterous insect, which ap-
pears in Pennsylvania and elsewhere in the
United States in incredible numbers once in
seventeen years. It is erroneously called the
Seventeen Years' Locust, the Cicadas having
no real affinity to the Locusts.

harvest-home, s.

1. The time of gathering in the harvest

;

the bringing home of the harvest.

, ...
" His chin new reapt.

Shewed like a stnbble land at harvest-home:'

2. A harvest-feast.
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., i. 3.

3. The song sung by the harvesters at the
harvest-feast.

*4. An opportunity of making gain, or
gathering in treasure. (Shakesp. : Merry Wives
o/ Windsor, ii. 2.)

harvest-hope, s. The hope or prospeci
of a harvest ; the hope of any gain or profit.

"And thus of all my harvest-hope I have
Nought reaped but a weedie crop of care."

Spenser; Shepheards Calender; Dec

harvest-lady, s. The second reaper in

a row.

harvest-lord, s. The first reader in a

row ; the head or chief reaper at the harvest
" Grant harvest-lord more by a penny or two,

To call on his fellows the better to do."
Tusser: Husbandry.

harvest-louse, s.

Zool. : The same as Harvest-bug (q.v.). It

is neither a louse nor a bug, but a spider.

harvest-man, &-.

1, Ord. Lang. : A man engaged in reaping

and gathering in the harvest.
" Like to a harvest-man that's tasked to mow."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, i. 3.

2. Zool. : [Harvest-spider].

harvest-month, a. The month of Sep-
tember.

harvest-moon, s. The moon near its

full at the time of harvest, or about the

autumnal equinox, when it rises at nearly the

same hour for several days, owing to the small

angle of the ecliptic and the moon's orbit.

harvest-mouse, s.

Zool. : Mus messorius, a mouse so small that

White of Selborne, who first discriminated it,

proposed to call it M, minimus, and Pallas

M. minutus. The body is two and a quarter
inches long, the tail two inches. On the back
it is of a colour like that of the squirrel;

beneath it is white with a line between the
colours. It is found in harvest, is carried into

ricks ; it makes a nest of blades of wheat, and
brings forth about eight at a litter. Pound in

the south of England, in Scotland, in Germany,
European Russia, and Siberia. Called also

Micromys minutus.

harvest-queen, s. A figure or image
representing Ceres, the goddess of fruits,

flowers, &c., carried about on the last day of

harvest.

harvest-spider, harvest-man, s.

Zool. : One of the Phalangidse, an aberrant
family of Spiders. [Phalangid.*:.]

harvest-thanksgiving, *. [Harvest-
festival.]

harvest-tick, *.

Zoology

:

1. The Harvest-bug (q.v.).

2. Any small spider of the family Leptidse
(q.v.).

harvest-woman, s. A woman engaged
in gathering in the harvest.

har'-vest, v.t. [Harvest, s.] To reap and
gather in, as corn, grain, &c, for the food or
use of man or beast.

" I have seen a stock of reeds harvested and stacked.''
—Pennant : Tour in Scotland.

har'-vest-er, s. [Eng. harvest; -er.]

1. A man who reaps and gathers in the
harvest.

2. A machine for cutting grain or grass ; a
reaper, a mower.

harvester-cutter, s. One of the sec-

tion knives of a harvester.

Harvester-cutter grinder: A machine adapted
to the grinding of the section knives of har-

vesters, which are riveted to the knife-bar.

* har'-vest-less, «. [Eng. harvest ; -less.]

Barren.
" Harvestless autumns, horrible agues."

Tennyson : Queen Mary, v. L

*harwe(l), * har-rowe (1), iU. [Harrow, v.]

* harwe (2), *har-rowe (2), v.t. [Harry.]

has, part, of v. [Have.] The third person

singular of the pres. indie, of the verb to liave.

has-been, s. Anything old or ancient,

as a custom, &c. ; especially used in commen
dation in the phrase, a good old has-been;

anything past its prime. (Scotch.)

* has'-ai 1-our, s, [Harzarder.]

* has'-ard-rie, s. [Hazardry.]

hasch'-ish, hash'-ish, hash'-eesh, s

boll, bo*^; pout, j 6*wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -xng.
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion=shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, d«L
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[Turk, and Arab.] An intoxicating drug made
in Turkey from the dried leaves of hemp, the
same as the East Indian Bhang (q.v.).

hashish - smoker, s. One addicted to
the practice of smoking hashish.

"They are hashish-smokers, and the effect of this drug
is to bring them into a state of exaltation, passing into
utter hallucination."—Tylor : Primitive Culture (1871),

il. 37D.

* hase, s. & v. [Haze.]

hash, *.*. [Hash, s.]

1. Lit. : To cut or chop up in small pieces ;

to mince.
" The dishes were trifling, hasJied and condited after

their way."— Evelyn: Memoirs, Dec. 4. 1679.

2. Fig. : To make a hash or mess of any-
thing ; to spoil.

hash, s. [O. Fr. hachis, from hacher = to hack
or slice; Ger. hacken; Eng. hack.]

I. Lit. : A dish of meat chopped or cut into

small slices ; meat, especially such as has
already been cooked, cut into small pieces
and mixed with vegetables.

II. Figuratively

:

1. A mixture or second preparation of old
matter; a repetition.

"To ruminate over those hashes of absurdity which
were disgusting to our ancestors."

—

Goldsmith; Polite
Learning, ch. xii.

2. A fellow that neither knows how to dress
nor act with propriety ; a sloven.

" A set o' dull, conceited hashes."
Burns : Epistle to J. Lapraik.

3. A mess ; confusion.

1" To settle one's hash : To do for one ; to de-
feat one's object.

hash-eesh, hashish, s, [Haschish.]

* hask, * hasItc, s. [Wei. Msg = sedge,
rushes.] A case or basket made of rushes or
flags ; a wicker basket for carrying fish, &c.

" Phoebus, weary of his yerely taske,
Ybtabled hath hia steedes in lowlye laye,
And taken up bis inn in fishes' hask."

Spenser : Shephvards Calender ; Nov.

*haske, a. [Harsh.]

t hask'-wdrt, s. [Eng. lutsk, and wort.']

Bot. : Campanula latifolia.

has'-let, hars -let, s. [A coutr. of hastelel,

from Fr. hastille <= the pluck of an animal.]
The entrails of an animal, as the liver, lights,

heart, &c, especially of a hog, used as human
food.

"Their haslets are equal to that of a hog. and the
flesh of some of them eats little inferior to beef-steaks.''—Cook : Voyages, bk. L, ch. iv.

has'-lock, has -sock (1), a. [A.S. hats -

the throat, neck, and Eng. lock.] The finest

wool of the fleece of a sheep, being that grow-
ing on the halse or throat.

hasp, * haspe, * hespe, s. [For haps, from
A.S. haepse (as aspen from A.S. reps); cogn.
with Icel. hespa; Dan. haspe; Sw. haspe; Ger.
haspe = a hasp, haspel = a staple, a reel, a
windlass.]

1. A fastening ; a clamp or bar fast at one
end to an eye-bolt or staple, the other end
passing over a staple, where it is secured by a
pin, key, button, fore-lock, or padlock.

2. A scarifier for grass lands.

3. A spindle for thread, yarn, or silk.

4. A quantity of yam ; the fourth part of a
spindle.

% Hasp and staple : (Scotch Law). The ancient
form of entering an heir in a burgage subject,
in accordance with which he was made to
take hold of the hasp and staple of the door
in token of possession, and then enter at the
door and bolt himself in, the transaction being
noted and registered.

hasp-lock, s. A kind of lock in which
the hasp, which is attached to the trunk-lid,

itself carries the means of locking.

hasp, * hasp -en, v.t. [A.S. luespian.] To
fasten, shut, or secure with a hasp. [Hasp, s.\

" Haspt in a tomljril, awkward have you shined."
Garth : Dispensary, v, 85.

* hasp-i-ooll, s. [Harpsichord.]

* has sack, 6. [Hassock (2),]

hass a-gay, a. [Assegai.]

hassagay tree, ,,

Bot. : The genus Curtisia, one of the
Cornaceaj.

1" Beech-leaved Hassagay-tree : Curtisia fa-
ginea. It is from the Cape of Good Hope.
The name is given because the natives use
the wood in the manufacture of assegais.

hassock (1), has sack, s. [A Kentish
word. Remote etym. doubtful.]

Petrol. : A local term for the rubbly sand-

stones in the Hythe beds in Kent. They are

of Lower Greensand age.

has -sock (2), *has'-s6k, s. [Wei. hesgog =
sedgy, from hesg — sedge.]

1. Coarse grass growing in rank tufts on
boggy ground.

2. A thick mat for kneeling on in church ;

a small stuffed footstool covered with cloth

or other material.
" Buy a mat for a bed, buy a mat,
A Iwssock for your feet."

Beaum. & Flet. : Night Walker, v.

3. Anything thick, bushy, and ill-arranged

;

a besom. (Scotch.)

"That ne'er had a better covering than his ain
shaggy hassock of hair."

—

Scott . Hob Hoy, ch. xxxiv.

hast, particip. of v. [Have.] The second
person sing. pres. in-

die, of the verb to

have.

has' - tate, t has' -

tat-ed, s. [hat. has-

tatus = armed with a
spear, from hasta = a
spear.]

Bot. : -The same as
Halbekt-headed
(q.v.). The leaf shown
in the illustration is

that of the Sheep's
Sorrel, Rumex aceto-

sella.

has' - tate - ly, adv.
[Eng. hastate; -ly.]

Bot. : In a hastate
manner ; so as to be hastate .

halbert-shaped.

hastately lanceolate, a.

Bot. : Between lance-shaped and halbert-
shaped. (Paxton.)

hastately sagittate, a.

Bot. : Between arrow-shaped and halbert-
shaped. (Paxton, &c.)

has-ta-to-, pref. [Lat. lixistatus— armed with
a spear.]

Bot. : Hastate ; halbert-shaped.

hastato-lanceolate, a.

Bot. : Between lanceolate and halbert-
shaped, as the leaf of Dicranium varium.

(Loudon, &c.)

hastato-sagittate, a.

Bot. : Between arrow-shaped
and halbert-shaped, as the

leaf of Arum niaculatum,
shown in the illustra-

tion.

haste, * hast, s.

[O. Sw. hast =
haste, hasta ~ to
haste ; Dan. hast
= 1 taste, haste
= to haste ; O.
Fris. liast =
haste ; Dut.
haast = haste,
haasten = to
haste ; Ger.
liast = haste,

hasten = to haste; 0. Fr. haste; Fr. Mte.]
[Haste, v., Hasten.]

1. Hurry, speed, celerity of motion, des-
patch, expedition, swiftness. (Applied only
to voluntary agents.)

"In situations where the action seems to require
Jiaste."—Goldsmith : Essays, xv.

2. The state of being pressed or urged by
business ; urgency, hurry ; a necessity for
hurry or expedition ; want of leisure.

" ' No, no, not dead,' she answered all in luiste . . .

' Most sure am I, quite sure, he is not dead.'
"

Tennyson . Geraint & Enid, 1,391,

3. Undue vehemence of mind; passion,
precipitance.
" I said in my haste, All men are liars."—Ps. cxvi. It,

IF To make haste : To be in a hurry ; to go
or act with haste ; not to delay.

hastato-saoittate.

haste, has-ten (ten as en), v.t. & %.

[Haste s "The form liasten appears to be

nothing. more than the old infinitive mood of

the verb ; the pa. t. and pa. par. (hastened or

Jutstned) do not appear in early authors.

".Strictly speaking, the form haste (pa. t. Iiasted)

is much to be preferred, and is commoner both

in Shakespeare and in the A. V. of the Bible."

(Stoat.)]

A. Trans. : To cause to hurry ; to urge or

press on ; to push or drive forward.
" Therefore let's hence.

And with our fair intreaties haste them on."
Shakesp. : Coriolanus, i. 5.

B. Reflex : To make haste, to hurry ; to be
speedy or quick ; to go in haste.

" Why should 1 haste me thence?"
Shakesp. ; Sonnet 51.

C. Intrans. : To hurry ; to move with
celerity ; to go or act with haste or speed

;

to be speedy or quick.
" Matilda sees, and hastes to speak."

Scott : Bokeby, v. 12.

Tf To hasten expresses little more than the
general idea of quickness in moving towards
a point : thus, he hastens who runs to get to
the end of his journey. Dispatch implies a
putting an end to, a making a clearance : we
dispatch a great deal of business within a given
time. (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

has'-ten-er (t silent), .>•. [Eng. hasten; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who hastens or hurries:

in either the trans, or intrans. use.

2. Domestic : A kitchen stand before the fire

to keep the radiated heat around the joint

which is being roasted.

liast -er, s. [Eng. hasUe); -er.] One who
hastes or hastens ; a hastener.

* has-tif, * has-tyf, a. [O. Fr. hastif, from
haste = haste.] Hasty. 1

".Richard was hastif." Robert de Brunne, p. 177.

* has-tif-ly, adv. [Eng. hastif; -ly.] In a
hasty manner ; hastily ; in haste.

* has- ti- hood, * has-ti-hede, s [Eng.

hasty; -hood.] Haste; hastiness.
" For eche of hem in hastihede
Shal other slea with deat lies wound e.**

Gtnuer ; C. A., v.

has -ti ly, * haste li, * has te-liche,
' has ti-li, ' has te-lyche, " has ti-

lie, adv. [Eng. hasty; -ly.]

1. In a hasty manner ; in haste ; in a hurry

;

speedily ; with haste.
" I have seen some who have run hastily forward."—

Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

2. Rashly ; inconsiderately
; precipitately

;

without due thought or care.
" Too Itastily put an imagination for intuitive know-

ledge."

—

Law.' Enquiry, ch. i.

3. Passionately ; vehemently ; with passion

;

hotly.

hastiness, s. [Eng. Imsty ; -ness.]

1. Haste ; speed ; hurry.

2. Hurry
;
precipitation ; rashness ; want of

due care, thought, or preparation.
" His numbers, and his gravity, I have as far imi-

tated aa the poverty of our language, and the hastinesJ
of my performance, would allow. —Dryden: Prof, in
Second Miscellany.

3. Passion ; vehemence ; heat of temper.
"That heat and hastiness which was in him mis

liked."—/'. Holland : Livias, p. 96.

hast'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Haste, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Hurrying ; moving or acting
hastily.

2. Hort. : Coming early to maturity. (See

the compounds.)

C. As substantive :

Hort. : A fruit coming early to maturity,

hasting-apple, s.

Hort. : An early variety of the apple.

hasting-pear, t>.

Hort. ; An early variety of the pear.
"The large white and green Hastings are not to be

set till the cold is over."

—

Mortimer : Husbandry.

Hast -ings, s. & a. [Said to have been named
after Hastinge, a Danish pirate, who com-
manded 250 ships, with which, in 893, ho
occupied the adjacent regions, building the
town. (Dallaway). According to Kenible it

was the fortress, and probably at one time
the town, of a tribe called Haestingas.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot»

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, ciih, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. sst ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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A. As subst. : A town in Sussex, seven miles

N.W. of which the decisive battle of Hastings
was fought, in 1066. It is sixty-four miles

S.E. from London.

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or in any way
connected with the place mentioned under A.

Hastings Sands, $. pi.

^ 1. Geol. : The middle division of theWealden.
It consists of sand, calciferous grit, clay, and
shale. The term sands is somewhat of a mis-
nomer—only about half the strata are arena-

ceous, the rest being argillaceous or calcareous.

The whole "Hastings Sands" are from 400 to

500 feet thick. The several beds seem to have
been deposited in water moderately deep or

even shallow, perhaps as a gradually sinking

estuary. The upper rock is a calcareous sand-

stone or grit : one of the lower members of the
formation is the sand rock of the Hastings
cliffs. It is about 100 feet thick. It is not a

durable building stone.

2. Palceont. : The " Hastings Sands " contain

remains of Iguanodon, the Hyleosaurus, Me-
galosaurus, Plesiosaurus, Pterodactylus, and
other extinct genera of reptiles, with the

modern Chelonian genera Trionyx and Emys.
The fish genera are Lepidotus, Pycnodus, and
Hybodus ; the molluscous ones Melanopsis,
Melania, Paludina, Cyrena, Cyclas, Unio,

Corbula, Mytilus, Ostrea, &c. Plant remains,

Sphenopteris gracilis, &c. (Lyell.)

*hasf-ivet u. [O. Fr. hastif; Fr. hdtif.]

1. Hasty ; rash.

2. Ripening early ; forward ; early, as fruit.

*hast'-ive-ness, * hast'-ive-nesse, s.

[Eng. hastive ; -ness.] Haste ; hastiness ; rash-

ness. (Robert de Brunne} p. 129.)

hast'-^, a. [Eng. hast(e); -y; Sw. & Dan.
liastig ; But, haastig ; O. Fris. hastich, hastig.]

1. Moving or acting with haste or speed

;

speedy
;
quick ; the opposite to slow.

" The hasty multitude
Admiring entered." Milton: P. L., i. "30.

2. Done or carried out hastily or hurriedly

;

cursory : as, a hasty sketch.

3. Acting with haste ; rash ; inconsiderate ;

eager ; precipitate ; thoughtless ; the opposite
to deliberate.

* 4. In a hurry ; pressed for time.

"Are you eohastyf*
Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, v. 1.

5. Passionate ; irritable ; vehement ; easily
excited : as, a hasty temper.

" He that 1b hasty of spirit exalteth folly."—Proverbs
xiv. 29.

6. Indicating or expressive of anger : as,

hasty words.

7. Ripening early; coming early to maturity.

nasty-footed, a. Nimble ; swift ; mov-
ing swiftly.

, "We have chid the hasty-footed time."
|

Shaketp. : Midsummer Sight's Dream, iii. 2.

nasty-pudding, s.

1. A pudding or thick batter made of flour

and milk boiled together.

"Hasty-pudding ia thy chiefest dish." Dorset.

2. Oatmeal and water boiled together ; por-
ridge.

3. A batter made of Indian meal stirred into
boiling water. (American.)

* hasty-witted, a. Rash, inconsiderate,

hasty.

hat, * hatte, s. [A.S. hcet ; cogn. with Icel.

hattr ; Sw. halt; Dan. hat.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A covering for the head, having a
crown or top, sides, and continuous brim,
made of cloth, felt, straw, silk, splints, grass,
&c, and worn by men and women as a protec-
tion to the head, or as an ornament.

"The stuffs and hats of which France had hitherto
enjoyed a inonopoly."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

2. Fig. : The dignity or position of a cardi-
nal ; from the broad-brimmed scarlet hat
worn by cardinals.

II. Technically:

1. Tanning : The stratum of bark on the
top of a pile of hides and interposed bark, fil-

ling a tanpit.

2. Metall. : A depression in the tunnel-
head of a smelting-furnace to detain the gases.

U (1) To raise the luti to one, * To give one
the hat : To take the hat off, to salute.

" I said nothing, but gave you my hat."—Hist, of Col.

Jack (1723).

(2) To hang up one's hat in a house ; To make
one's self at home in another's house.

(3) To pass round the hat : To ask for sub-
scriptions, charity

5
donations, &c

hat-band, s,

1. A band or broad string round a hat.
" His coat and hat-band show his quality."

Stepney : Imitation of Juvenal.

2. A band of cloth or other material worn
round the hat in sign of mourning.

hat-block, s. A form upon which the
hat is finished.

hat-blocking machine, s. A machine
for blocking hats, stretching out the crown by
means of expansible framework, and the brim
by clamps.

hat-body, s. The entire body in an un-
finished state.

hat-box, hat-case, a, A box or case

for a hat.

hat-brush, s. A soft, drawn brush of

horse or goat's hair, for brushing hats.

hat-brushing machine,*. A machine
in which brushes are used to equalize and
polish the nap, pile, or exterior fibrous matter
forming the surfaces of hats.

hat-case, s. [Hat-box.]

hat-conformator, s. A machine of

French origin, by which the shape of the head
is ascertained. It consists of a series of slid-

ing arms, radially arranged in a frame, and
carrying sharp points at their upper ends.

"When applied to the head, the arms are thrust

outward by contact with the head, and assume
a position corresponding to its exact conforma-
tion. While thus held an impression is taken
upon a slip of paper pressed upon the points.

This paper is trimmed to the form delineated

by the points, and becomes a pattern.

hat-die, s. [Hat-mould.]

hat-felting, s. A mode of forming hats

by placing a disc of felting material between
surfaces which, by a rubbing and drawing
action, felt the fibres, and cause the hat
gradually to assume the required shape.

hat-guard, s. A string to prevent the hat
being lost in windy weather.

hat-measure, s. A device by which the
size of the oval head-opening is ascertained.

Usually a circular graduated ribbon, the ends
of which slide in each other. [Hat-conforma-
tob.]

hat-money, s. Money paid along with
the freight to the master of a ship for his care

of the goods ;
primage.

hat-mould, s. The die in which a hat or

bonnet is formed or shaped by pressing.

hat-planking, s. A finishing felting

operation. The hat-body, being basoned or
hardened is passed through a cistern contain-
ing a heated acidulated water, and between
two series of pressing rollers, by which the
fibres are felted, when they are ready for the
blocking.

hat-protector, 5. A cover applied to a
hat to protect it in inclement weather ; a hat-

guard.

hat-rack, s. A piece of hall furniture
having pegs for holding hats.

hat'-a-ble, a, [Hateable.]

hatch (1), * hacche, * hacchen, v.t. & i,

[Hatch, s.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Literally:

1. To produce young from eggs by incuba-
tion, or by artificial heat.

"Those particular situations, In which the young,
when hatched, find their appropriate food."-—Paley
Natural Theology, ch. xviii.

2. To quicken by incubation or artificial

heat.

"When they have laid such a number of eggs as they
can conveniently cover and hatch, they give over and
begin to sit"—Ray : On the Creation.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To produce.
" Hatching first this tempest in my heart."

P. Fletcher: Miza.

2. To contrive ; to plot.

" The evils she hatch'd were not effected."
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, v. 5.

B, Intransitive :

I. Literally

:

1. To produce young from eggs by incuba-
tion ; to incubate.

" For the seas wil not for that tyme of these birdLu
[halcyons] sitting and hatching decease fdis-ense) lict

geistis."

—

Joys: Exposicion of Daniel. (Ep. Ded.) -

2. To produce young ; to come to maturity.

"He observed circumstances in eggs, whilst they
were hatching, which varied,"

—

Boyle.

* II. Figuratively ."

1. To produce young ; to breed.
" Opeu your bee-hives, for now they hatch."—Evelyn :

Kalendarium ; April.

2. To be in a state of advance towards
maturity or effect.

" I have done strange wonders :

There's more a hatching too.
Beaum. & Flet. : Spanish Curate, iii.

hatch (2), v.t. [Hatch, s,] To close, fasten,

or secure, with, or as with, a hatch or hatches.

"'Twere not amiss to keep our door hatched."—
Shakesp. : Pericles, iv. 2.

hatch (3), v.t. [Fr. hacher = to hack, to

hatch, from Ger. hacken = to cut, to hack.]

1. To shade by minute or fine lines, cross-

ing each other, in drawing aud engraving.
[Hatching.]

* 2. To engrave, to chase.
" Why should not I

Doat on my horse well trapt, my sword well hatcht i"
Beaum. <fc Elet. .* Bomluca, iu

*3. To stain, to spot, to steep.

"Thine own bloudy sword cryed out against thee,
Hatcht in the life of him

;
yet I forgave thee."

Beaum. A Flet. : Custom of the Country, v.

hatch (1), *hatche, hecche, s. [A.S.

haca = the bolt of a door, a bar ; cogn. with
Dut. hek = a fence, a rail ; Sw. hack = a coop,
a rack; Dan, /icefc, licekke = a rack; luekke-

burn — a breeding-cage ; hcekkefugl = a breed-
ing fowl ; Ger. hecken — to hatch ; hecke = a
breeding- cage.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

(1) A bolt, a bar.

"Hecche, hek. Antica."—Prompt. Parv.

(2) A half-door, a wicket.
" In at the window, or else o'er the hatch."

Shakesp. : King John, i. 1.

(3) A stop-plank falling in vertical grooves
in a frame, and supporting a head of water in

a weir ; a sluice-gate ; a flood-gate.

(4) A grated weir for a fish-trap.'

(5) A shutter to cover a hatchway, or
scuttle, in a ship's deck or warehouse floor.

(6) A bedstead.

(7) A hollow trap, to catch weasels, &c.

2. Figuratively .*

(1) The act of hatching or producing young
by incubation.

(2) That which is produced by incubation ;

a brood.

(3) The act of plotting, contriving, or

hatching; a plot.

II. Technically:

1. Min. : An opening into a mine ; an open-

ing made in search of a mine.

2. Naxit. : One of the hatchways or open-

ings in a ship's deck, or the passage from one
deck to another.

" But shall directly saile and come to the port of the
citie of London, the place of their right discharge, and
thatnobulke be broken, hatches opened, &c."—Hack-
luyt: Voyages, i. 261.

^[ To be under hatches :

1. Lit. : To be in the interior of a ship, with

the hatches shut down.

*2. Fig. : To be in a state of ignominy,
poverty, or depression.

"He assures us how this fatherhood continued its

course, till the captivity in Egypt, and then the poor

21. fatherhood was under hatches. '—Locke.

hatch-bar, s.

Naut. ; One of the bars by which the hatches

are fastened down.

hatch-boat, s.

Naut. : A kind of half-decked fishing-boat

;

a boat with a hatch or well for holding fish.

hatch (2), s. [Hatch (3), v.] A minute or

fine line in drawing or engraving.
' " 'Tis almoBt impossible to imitate every hatch, and
to make the Btroaka of exact and equal dimensions."—
Evelyn : Sculptura, ch. v.

boll, bo*^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = t,

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. - ble t -die, &c. = bel, del.
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hatch-el, s. [A softened form of tockle or

heckle.] The same as Hackle (q.v.).

* hatchel-tooth, * hetchell-tooth, s.

One of the iron teeth of a hatchel or hackle.
" The same must bee better kembeil with hetchcll-

teeth of yron."—P. Holland : Pliny, bk. xix., ch, i.

hatch-el, * hach ell, * hetch-ell, v.t.

[Hatchel, s.]

1. Lit. : To hackle or heckle flax ; to cleanse

flax or hemp with a hatchel.

2. Fig. : To tease, to worry, to annoy, to

heckle.

hatch el ler, s. [Eng. hatchel; -er.] One

who hatchels or heckles flax ; a heckler.

hatch -er, s. [Eng. hatch (l), v. ; -er.] One

who hatches ; a contriver, a plotter.

"A great hatcher and breeder of business."—Swift

:

Tale of a. Tub; A Digression concerning Madness.

hatch- et, *hacn'-et, s. [Fr, hachette,

dimin. of liache = an axe, from haeher = to

hack.] A one-handed axe or chopping-toul.

[Hack, v.]

" He was to have for his'pains a hatchet-.''—Dampier :

Voyages (an. 1SB1).

U (1) To bury the hatchet : To make peace
;

to become reconciled.

(2) To take up the liatcliet : To make war.

(3) To throw the hatchet ; To tell lies or

fabulous stories. In allusion to an ancient

game in which hatchets were thrown at a

mark, he who threw the greatest distance

being the winner. (Brewer.)

hatchet-face, s. A face with sharp and
prominent features like a hatchet.

" An ugly beau adores a hatchet-face."
Dryden. (Todd.)

hatchet-faced, a. Havingsharpand pro-

minent features. (Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,ch. x.)

hatchet-shaped, a. Having the shape
or form of a hatchet ; dolabriform.

hatchet-vetch, s.

Bot. : Biserrula, a papilionaceous genus of

the sub-tribe Astragalege.

hatchet-work, a. Work done with a

hatchet or axe.

"This their digging or hatchet-work they help out
by fire."—Dampier : Voyages (an. 1683).

hatch'-St-tlte, hatch'-et-tine, s. [Named

after a chemist, C. Hatchett.]

Min. : A yellowish-white or yellowish or

greenish-yellow mineral, sub-transparent or

translucent, of waxy softness ; sp. gr. 0'9

;

Compos. : Carbon, 85'55
; hydrogen, 14*45 =

100. Dana places it in his paraffin group of

minerals. In septaria and geodes of ironstone
near Merthyr Tydvil in Wales; in Scotland
near Loch Fyne ; and in Moravia. (Dana.)

hatch'-ing (1), pr. par., a. t & s. [Hatch (1), v.]

hatch ing (2),pr.par., a.,&s. [Hatch (2), v.]

A. & B. As pr, par. <& particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

Engrav. : A term
' applied to a series of
lines placed closely

side by side, to pro-
duce the effect of a
Uniform tint iu en-
graving, and laid on
by the strokes of thft

crayon or graver, at
angles more or less

acute, according to
the degree ofshadow. hatching.
It is also used to
producesome of the shadows in fresco-painting,

and in miniature it is very effective when well
executed. Often called Cross-hatching.

"The shades and shadows being thus laid broadly
in. the hatching ia to be proceeded with."

—

Cassefts
Technical £ducator, x. 260.

hatch' -ment(l), s. [A corruption of atch'ment,

a shortened form of achievement or achieve-

ment (q.v.).]

Her. : The same as Achievement (q.v.).

" By pulling down seveml atehlevemeuts (commonly
called hatchments)."— Wood : Fasti Oxon.\

*hatch'-ment (2), s. [Eng. Mtch (3), v.

;

•mertt.] An ornament on the hilt of a sword.
" Five marks In hatchments to adorn this thigh.*

Bcaum. & Flet, : Scornful Lady, ii.

hatch'-way, ». [Eng. hatch, s., and way.]

1. Ord. Lang. : An opening in the floor of a
warehouse for the passage of goods.

2. Shipbuild. : One of the large square open-
ings in the deck of a ship whereby freight is

hoisted in or out, and access is had to the hold.

hatchway-screens, &. pi.

Navt. : Screens or pieces of thick woollen
cloth put round the hatchways of a man-of-
war during an engagement. Also called fire-

screens.

hate (l), * hat-en, *hat-i-en, *hat-ye,
v. [A.S. totian; cogn. with Dut. toten; Icel.

tota; Sw. hata; Dan. hade; Goth, hatjan,

hatan; Ger. hassen.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To dislike exceedingly ; to

abhor, to detest ; to have or feel a great aver-

sion to.

" The chiefs of the opposition did not fear him
enough to Jiatehim."—Macaulay . Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

2. Script. : To like or love less.

" If any man come to me, and hate not father and
mother."

—

Luke xiv. 28.

T To hate is a personal feeling directed
towards the object independently of its quali-

ties ; to detest is a feeling independent of the
person, and altogether dependent xipon the
nature of the thing. . . . Hence it is that one
hates, but not detests, the person who has done
an injury to one's self; and that one detests,

rather than liates, the person who has done
injuries to others, (Crabb : Eng. Syno-n.)

hate, s. [A.S. tote ; cogn. with Dut. liaat ; Icel.

totr ; Sw. hat; Dan. had; Goth, hatis ; Ger.
hass.] Great or extreme dislike or aversion ;

hatred, detestation.
" Love showB all changes— Hate, Ambition, Guile,
Betray no further than the bitter smile."

Byron ; Corsair, i. 10.

*hate (2), * hat-en, *haite. v.t.&i. [A.S.
hatan; O. Low Ger. hetan; O. Fris. heta

;

Goth, haitan; Icel. heita; O. H. Ger. heizan.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To promise.

"Yet ich wule haten mare." Layamon, 23,384.

2. To bid, to order.
" Hit deth that mon hit hot."

Owl & Nightingale, 779.

B, Intrans : To be called ; to be named.
" The furste doughter hette nierci.'"

Castel of Love, 300.

* hate -able, * hat'-a-ble, a. [Eng. hate

;

able.] Capable or deserving of being hated ;

hateful.

"A most notable, questionable, hatable, lovable old
Marquis."—Carlyle: Miscell., iv. 78.

hate'-lul, *hate'-full, a. [Eng. hate; -fuUl).~]

1. Causing hate, aversion, abhorrence, or
detestation ; odious, detestable,"abominable.

" Helen's beautle hatefull unto thee,"
Surrey : Virgile ; JSneis ii.

* 2. Feeling hatred; expressing hate; malig-
nant, malevolent.

" Hide thee from their hatefull looks.'*
Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., ii 4.

hate'-fal-ly, adv. [Eng. hateful; -ly.]

X. In a hateful manner ; so as to excite hate,
aversion, or detestation ; odiously ; abomin-
ably.

2. In a manner exhibiting or expressive of
hate ; malignantly, maliciously.

" What cause is there then whye vntyl this daye
the Jewes so maliciously and hatefully persecute me?"— Udal : Galathians, v,

hate -fulness, s. [Eng. hateful ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being hateful ; odiousness,
abominableness, malignancy.

" Weighing the small hateftdness of their quarrel.
*

Sidney: Arcadia, bk. iii.

1 hate-less, * hate-les, u. [Eng. tote;
-less.] Free from hate.

" Phalautus of Corinth, tu Amphialus of Arcadia,
Bendeth the greeting of a hateless enemy.' —Sidney ."

Arcadia, bk. iii.

hat'-er, s. [Eng. JuU(e); -er.] One who hates
or detests ; a detester ; an abhorrer.

" Bather a hater of the grace I offer."
Beaum & Flet ; A Wife for a Month, iv.

hat-er-al, hat-r»l, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A
dirty, confused heap.

* hat-er-el,* hat-er-elle,* hat-reel, hat-
relle, s. [O.Fr. haterel.] The crown of the
head ; the neck.

" Hyr eyen ware sette behynde hire hatrelle."
De Deguileville : Pilgrimage of Lyf of Manhode, If. 48.

* hate' some, * hate-sum, u. [Eng. hate;

-some.] Hateful. (Wycliffe.)

* hath, part of v. [Have.] The third person

sing, present indie, of the verb to have. (No\y

only used in devotion or poetry.)

hat -less, a. [Eng. hat; -less.] Having no
hat ; destitute of a hat.

"Gallop hatless up the park,"—O. Kingsleyt Alton
Locke, ch. xxviii.

hat'-mak-er, s. [Eng. hat, and maker.] One
who makes hats.

hatmaker's battery, s,

Hat-making : A large boiler with a surround-
ing set of benches for a number of workmen.
The water has a small quantity of sulphuric
acid to felt the fur more readily.

ha'-tred, * ha-tred-en, * ha-ter-ed-yn,
*ha-trede, s. [AS. hete — hate; surf.

rceden = law, state, condition.]

1. A feeling of exceeding dislike or aversion

;

hate, detestation, abhorrence, repugnance.
" To feel the force of hatred or of love."

Bp. Hall : Satires, iv. %

2. Ill will ; malevolence ; antipathy ; ran-

cour ; aversion.

"The hatred of sect to sect, the haired of nation to
nation."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. x.

hat -ted (1), a. [Eng. hat; -ed.] Wearing or

covered with a hat.
" It is as easy ^
As to a hatted dame."

Tourneur : Revenger's Tragedy, i.

hat-ted (2), hat-tit, a. [Scotch tot = hot;

-erf.] Heated, hot.

hatted-kit, hattit kit, 5. A mixture
of milk warm from the cow, and buttermilk.

"He has spilt the hatted-kitt that was for the
master's dinner."—Scott : Bride of Lammermoor, ch. xi.

Haf-tem-ists, s. pi. [Named from their

founder, Pontian Van Hattem, a Dutch divine.]

Ch. Hist. : A sect which sprung up in Hol-

land in the seventeenth century. Hattem is

said to have denied that the death of Christ

was an expiatory sacrifice, and affirmed that in

his teaching he simply signified to us that there

was nothing in us which could offend God,
and in this way he made us just. Also that

God punishes men by their sins, not for their

sins. The sect afterwards discarded the first

name of Hattemists. (Mosheim : Ch. Hist.,

ch. xvii., sect. 11, pt. 2, § 36.)

hat'-ter, v.t. [Cf. Low Ger. vertoddern = to

entangle.] To harass.
" He's hatter'd out with penance."* Dryden. {Todd.)

hat'-ter, s. [Eng. tot; -er.] A maker or

seller of hats.

hat-teV-i-a, s. [Latinized from Maori tuatera.

(Gray : Zoo). Miscell, June, 1842, p. 72.)]

Palaiont. : A genus of reptiles, now called

Sphenodon (q.v.).

hat-ti, t khat-ti, s. & a. [Turk., from Arab.

hliatt = a line, a stripe, a character, an epistle,

handwriting.] (See the compounds.)

hatti - humayun, khatti -humay-
un, s. An edict, being a few words in the

Sultan's handwriting, commanding it to be

put in execution (Catafago). Humayun is

Arab. = blessed. The term hatti-humayun
is occasionally used in connection with the

Sultan's decrees regarding the rights of his

Christian subjects.

hatti-scheriflt s. A decree emanating
directly from the Sultan of Turkey, and sub-

scribed with these or similar words, "Let my
order be executed according to its form and
import." These words are usually written in

ornamented characters. A liatti-scheriff differs

from a firman in being irrevocable. Scheriff

is Turkish, from Ai'ab. storif = great, grand,

magnificent, illustrious.

% A Hatti-scheriff was sent forth on June
6, 1S53, confirming the rights of the Greek
Christians.

hat -ting, s. [Eng. tot ; -ing.]

1. The trade or business of a hatter ; the

making of hats.

2. Stuff for making hats.

hat'-tle, *hetel,'a. [A.S. hetol = malignant,
evil.] Wild, skittish.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pots

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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hat'-tock, s. [Prob. a dimin. of hat.] A shock
or stook of corn.

* hau'-bergh, «. [Hauberk.]

kau-

SHORT
;A SLEEVED

HAUBE.RK

hau'-bcrk, * haw'-berk,
berc, halberc, from
O. H. Ger. halsberc,

halsberg, from hals

=the neck, bergan
= to protect.] A
coat of mail, some-
times without
sleeves, formed of

steel rings inter-

woven. The illus-

tration is from
Harl. MS. 2S03
(circall70), and re-

presents Goliath.

"Helm, nor hauberk't
twisted mail."
Gray: The Bard.

baud,!.?. [Hold.] nEftffHE'

haud'-ing,
[Holding.]

hauberk.
hau- er - ite (au

as 6*\fr), 3. [Named after Hauer, who de-

scribed it.]

Min. : Anisometricmetallic-looking mineral,

generally crystallizing in octahedrons, though
sometimes in globular clusters. Colour red-

dirt-brown or brownish-black, lustre some-
what adamantine. Compos.: sulphur, 53 '7;

manganese, 46*3 = 100. Found at Kalinka in

Hungary.

haugh (gh guttural), s. [A.S. haga — & field,

a hedge ; Icel. hagi ; Ger. Jiage = an enclosed
meadow.] Low-lying rich lands ; lands which
are occasionally overflowed.

" Oh sweet are Coila's haughs an' woods."
Burns: To William, Simpson,

* haught {gh silent), * haulte, * haute, a,

[O. Fr. hault, halt ; Fr. haut, from Lat. altus
= high.] [Haughty. ]

1. Haughty, insolent, proud, arrogant.

"No lord of thine, thou haught iusultiug matt."
Shakes/: : Richard II., iv. L

2. Noble. (Byron; Parisina, xiii. 45.)

* haught ie (gh silent), a, [Haughty.]

haught -i-ly (gh silent), * haute-ly, adv.
[Eng. haughty; -ly.] In a haughty, proud,
arrogant, or disdainful manner; arrogantly,
disdainfully.

" Then haughtily with Rome her greatness mate."
Rowe ; Lucan, viil. 457.

haught -J-ness([//i silent), * haut-i-nesse,
s. [Fr. luxutin -ness — hautein -ness.] The
quality or state of being haughty ; arrogance

;

pride mixed with disdain for others.

"He became ungratefully haughty at a moment
when haughtiness must bring on him at once derision
and ruin.' —Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch, ix.

haught'-y (gh silent), * haught-ie, * haut-
ain, * haut-eyn, haut ein, a. [0. Fr.

hautain, haultain, from haut, halt = high
;

Lat. altus.]

* 1. High, lofty.

" At his haughtie helmet making mark."
Spenser : F. Q„ I. ii. 19.

* 2. Bold ; of high or great hazard ; adven-
turous. (Scott: Lay of Last Minstrel, vi. 24.)

3. Proud, arrogant, insolent, disdainful,

supercilious.
" How the same mau could be, in the same week, so

haughty and so mean."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

4. Proceeding from or expressing excessive

pride, disdain, or arrogance.

"Those high and haughty sentiments , . . were to be
let down gradually."

—

Burke: Present Discontents.

haul, * hall, v.t. & i. [Essentially the same
word as hale (q.v.), which is the older form.]

A. Trans. : To pull, drag, or hale with
force ; to transport or move by dragging.

-^ " Romp-loving miss
Is hauled about in gallantry robust"

Thomson: Autumn, 529.

H. Intransitive :

1. Ord. Lang. : To pull, drag, or haul with
force.

2. Naut. : To alter the course of a ship ; to

change the direction of sailing.

" I Immediately hauled up for it, and found it to be
an Island."—Cook: First Voyage,]))*, i., ch. vii.

TT For the difference between to haul and to

draw, see Draw.

IT (1) To haul about

:

Rope-making ; In forming a short cable-laid

rope, to make one strand long enough to be
twisted into three, or, if four strands be re-

quired, to make it long enough, to be twisted
into two, with an eye at the lower end for a
stay. (Ogilvie, 1st ed.)

(2) To haul in with

:

Naut. ; To sail close to the wind, in order to
approach more closely to an object.

(3) To haul off:

Naut. : To sail close to the wind, in order to
get farther away from an object.

(4) To haul over tlie coals : To bring to task

;

to reprimand.

k (5) To haul round

:

Naut. : To shift to any point of the compass.
(Said of the wind.)

(6) To haul the wind

:

Naut. ; To turn the head of the ship nearer
to that point from which the wind blows,
by arranging the sails more obliquely, bracing
the yards further forward, hauling the sheets
more aft, &c.

haul, s. [Haul, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of dragging, drawing, or pulling

with force. (Thomson: Autumn, 547.)

2. A draught of a net : as, To take so many
fish at a haul.

3. That which is taken at a haul ; hence,
that which a person gains or receives at one
time.

II. Rope-making. : A bundle of three or four

hundred parallel yarns ready for tarring.

Being dipped in a tar-kettle, the haul is

dragged through a grip, gape, or sliding

nipper which expresses the superfluous tar.

* haulch, s. (See the compound.)

haulch-backed, a. [?] See extract under
Gully (1). [Hulchy,]

hauld, s. [Hold, s.]

hauler, s. [Eng. haul; -er.] One who or
that which hauls or drags : specif.

:

1. A fisherman who hauls a cast-net to the
shore.

2. A man engaged in drawing ore from a
mine.

haulm (1) (l silent), * halm, * haum,
' hawme, s. [A.S. healm, in the compound
healm-streaw ; cogn. with Dut. halm = stalk,

straw ; Icel. hdlmr ; Dan. &l Sw. halm; Buss,
soloma; Lat. cubitus =s a stalk; Gr. *caAa,u.os

(kalamos) = a reed.]

1. The stem or stalk of grain, or of pease,
beans, &c.

'

' The haume is the straw of the wheat or the rie"
Tusser : Husbandrie, Ivii. 15.

2. Straw, dry stalks of corn, &e.

* haulm (2), s. [Hame.]

" haulse, s. [Halse.]

* haunce, v.t. [Enhance.] To raise, to ele-
vate, to enhance, to increase.

haunch, *hanche, * haunche, s. [Fr.
hanche; Sp. & Ital. anca, from O. H. Ger.
enchd, einchd, ancha = the leg ; allied to 0.
H. Ger. mchila = the ankle.]

I. Ordinary Language :

I. The hip ; that part of the body between
the ribs and the thigh. In butcher's meat the
leg and loin cut in one piece.

" The best pickle for a walnut or sauce for asxhaunch
• of venison."

—

Addison: Spectator, No. 483.

* 2. The rear, the hind part.

"Thou art a summer bird.
Which ever in the haunch of winter sings."

Shakesp. : 2 Senry IV., iv. 4.

II. Arch. : The shoulder of an arch between
the crown and the springings. Also called
flank, or hance.

haunchcd, a. [Eng. haunch; -ed.] Having
haunches.

haunt, * hant -en, * haunt-en, v.t. & i.

[O. Fr. lianter — a word of doubtful origin :

according to Skeat probably from a Low Lat.
*avibito = to go about, from Lat. ambitus = a
going about.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1, To frequent ; to resort often or much

to ; to visit or attend frequently or cus-

tomarily.

"The Temple gate, which the vulgare people call

Beautiful!, for that waa most haunted." — Udal:
A ctes iit.

*2. To practise, to pursue, to follow cus-
tomarily.

" Yonge folk, that haunteden folie,

As hasard, riot." Chaucer: C. T„ 12,393.

* 3. To accustom ; to make used or accus-
tomed.

" Haunte thiailf to pitee."— Wy&tffe : 1 Tim. iv.

£. To inhabit or frequent as a ghost or

spirit ; to appear in or about a particular

place as a spectre.

"Know, mighty prince, those venerable wooda,
Of old, were haunted by the Silvan gods."

Pitt: Virgil; j£neidvi\L

5. To attend or cling to constantly.
" The sounding cataract

Haunted me like n passion."
Wordsworth ; On Re-visiting the Hanks of the Wye.

* B. Intrans. : To frequent or resort often

or customarily to a place ; to hover about.

TT For the difference between to haunt and
to frequent, see Frequent.

haunt, s. [Haunt, v.]

* 1. Practice, use.
" Of cloth making Bhe hadde swlche an haunt.
She passed hem of lyres." Chaucer: C. T., 4*a.

* 2. The habit, practice, or custom of being
in or frequenting a certain place.

"The haunt you have got about the courts will
one day or another briug your family to beggary."

—

Arbuthnot.

3. A place to which a pel-son often or cus-

tomarily resorts.
"Hehadflta,

Even to the last, of genuine tenderness.
And loved the haunts of children."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. ii,

4. A place where abstract qualities are wont
to exhibit themselves. (Poetically.)

" The feeble soul, a haunt of fear."
Tennyson : In Mmnoriam, cix.

' haunte, v.t. [Haunt, v.]

haunt cr, s. [Eng. haunt; -er.] One who
or that which haunts or frequents aparticular
place.

"The vulgar sort, such BAYtere haunters of theatres."
— Wotton : Remains, p. 84.

hau'-ri-ent, a. [Lat. Iiauriens, pr, par. of

haurio = to draw.]

Her. : A term applied to fishes when placed

pale-ways or upright, as if putting their heads
out of the water to draw or suck in air.

haurl (u silent), v.t. [A variant of hurl (q.v.).]

1. To drag, to trail, to draw. (Burns; Hal'
loween.)

2. To rough-cast a wall With lime.

hause, halse, s. [Hals.]

haus -man Ize, v.t. [After M. Hausman,
Prefect of the Seine under Napoleon III.,

under whose superintendence the greatest im-
provements were made in the City of Paris,

wide streets and noble buildings being erected

on the site of old and dilapidated houses.] To
improve by the carrying out of public works.

"Now relieved from the coat of hausmanizing his
capital."—Times, April 11, 1874.

haus -man nite, s. [Named after Professor
Hausmann, author of a Handbook of Min-
eralogy.]

Min. : A tetragonal mineral, generally crys-

tallizing in octahedrons. Hardness, 5 to 5*5

;

sp. gr., 47 ; lustre, sub-metallic ; colour,

brownish-black, streak chestnut brown. Com-
pos. : Manganese^ 72*1 ; oxygen, 27'9 = 100.

Found in Thuringia, in the Harz, in Pennsyl-
vania, &C.

hausse, s. [Fr.]

Gun . : A kind of breech-sight for a cannon.

haus se (au as 6), a. [Fr.]

Her. : The same as Enhanced (q.v.).

* haus se-col (au as 6), s. [Fr. hausser =
to raise, andcoi=the neck.] A gorget of plate.

* haust (1), s. [A.S. hwosta ; Icel. hdsti

;

M. L. Ger. hoste ; O. H. Ger. huosto ; Dan.
hoste.] A short, dry cough.

* haust (2), s. [L«t. haustus = a draught, from
haustus, pa. par. of haurio = to draw, to suck
up.] A draught ; as much as a man can
swallow.

boil. t>6^; pout, jo%l; cat, pell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-cian. -tlan-=shan. -tion, -sion = shiin; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious-shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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haus-tcl-la'-ta, s. pi. [Neut. pi. of Mud.
Lat. liaustellatus, from Class. Lat. haustus = a
drawing, liaurio (pret. hausi) = to draw up or

i out. Used chiefly of water or other liquid.]

1. Entom. : The name given by Clairville, fol-

lowed by Macleay, Stephens, and many others,
to a subclass of insects consisting of those
which, taking nothing but fluid aliment, have
the organs of the mouth adapted solely for
suction. They are placed in contrast to the
Mandibulata, which have mandibles, or upper
jaws. There are three leading types of suc-
torial mouth. In the Lepidoptera (Butter-
flies and Moths) there is a spiral proboscis
called an antlia (q.v.); in the Rhyncota, or
Hemiptera (the Bugs, &c.) a jointed rostrum ;

and in the Diptera (two-winged flies) a fleshy
proboscis. (For details see tliese orders.)

2. Zool. ; A subclass of crustaceans more
commonly called Epizoa (q.v.).

haus -tel late, a. & s. [Haustellata.]

A. As adjective

:

Entom. & Zool. : Adapted for drinking or
pumping up liquids ; of or belonging to the
subclass of insects, or that of crustaceans
called Haustellata. (Owen, &c.)

B. As substantive

:

Entom. «fc Zool. : An insect or crustacean
with that structure of mouth ; one of the
Haustellata (q.v.). (Oicen.)

haus-tel lum, s. [Dimin. of Lat. haustrum
= a machine for drawing water.]

Entom. & Zool. : A mouth fitted for suction,
a suctorial mouth. [Haustellata.]

* hauste -ment, s. [A corrupt, of Fr. ajuste-
ment = adjustment.] A close-fitting garment
worn by soldiers under their armour.

haus-tor l-iim, s. [Mod. Lat., from Class.
Lat. Itaustor = a drawer.]

Bot. : A term applied to the sucker-like
rootlets of plants, like the ivy and dodder.

* haust lire, s. [Lat. hausturus, fut. part, of
hciurio = to draw, to suck up.] A draught.
(Adams : Works, ii, 199.)

haus-tus, s. [Lat.]

Med. : A draught.

haut, s. [Hindnst. hat.] In Bengal and some
other parts of India, a weekly market. (A nglo-
Indian.)

* haut, v.t. [Haut, a.] To raise on high.
(Stanyhurst: Virgil; jEneidi. 193.)

*haut,u. [Haught.]

*haut-ain, *haut-ein, *haut-eynf u.
[Haughty.]

haut'-Doy (aut as 6), haut-bois, s. [Ft.
hautbois, from haut = high, bois = wood from
the high tone.]

L Music (Of theform hautboy) :

(1) An oboe ; a wooden musical instrument

of two foot tone, played with a double reed.
[Oboe.]

"The case of a treble hautboy was a mansion for him,
a court."—Shakesp. : Henry IV., iii. 2.

(2) An organ stop, consisting of reed pipes
slightly conical, and surmounted by a bell
and cap of eight feet pitch. The tone is thin
and soft. There is a variety of the stop known
im the orchestral hautboy.

2. Bot. (Of both forms) : A kind of straw-
berry, Fragaria elatior. It is probably only a
variety of the Wild Strawberry, F. vesca. It
is, however, much larger than it, with the
leaflets often shortly stalked. It is a garden
escape in Britain. McNicoll (Diet, of Nat.
Hist. Terms) says the name is probably from
the high woods of its native Bohemia.

' hautboy-strawberry, ».

Bot. & Hort. : The same as Hautboy, 2
(q.v.).

haut -boy-ist (aut as 6), 5. [Eng. hautboy ;
-ist.] A player on a hautboy.

* haut-ein, u. [Haughty.]

haute -pace (au as 6), s. [A corrupt, of
half-pace.] A raised floor in a bay-window.

hau-teur' (U, long), s. [Fr.] Pride; haughti-
ness ; haughty manner's ; arrogance,

" Seem her hauteur to regret"
Byron .- Reply to Some Verses.

haut gout (as hd-go), s. [Fr. , Mvt = high,

gout = taste.] Anything with a strong relish

or taste ; high seasoning.

hau'-yne, hau'-yn-ite (au as 6*w), s.

[Named after the very eminent crystallogra-

pher and mineralogist the Abbe Rene-Just
Haiiy, born in 1743, and died iu 1822.]

A. As substantive :

1. Min. : An isometric mineral, crystallizing

in dodecahedrons, octahedrons, &c. Lustre,
vitreous or greasy; colours, blue or green;
hardness, 5-5 to 6 ; sp. gr. 2"4 to 2'5. Compos. :

Silica, 32 '0 ; alumina, 27 "4 ; lime, 2*9; soda,
16-5; sulphuric acid, 14'2 = 100. Found in
lava at Mount Somma and in volcanic rocks
at Mount Dor, in Puy de Dome, &c. Hauyne
or Hauynite has an affinity to nosean and
sodalite, the three being all silicates of alumina
and soda. Dr. A. von Lasaulx Rosenbush and
Mr. Frank Rutley, F.G.S., think that hauyne
and nosean may be mere varieties of the same
species. The form hauynite is in Dana, hauyne
in the Brit. Mus. Catal. and in Rutley.

2. Petrol. : Hauyne occurs plentifully in
most phonolites.

B. As adj. (Of the form hauyne) : Of, belong-
ing to, or containing the mineral described
under A. 1.

hauyne-basalt, s.

Petrol.; A basalt, having as its chief con-
stituents leucite, nepheline, hauyne, augite,
and magnetite, with occasionally some olivine
and apatite. It is called also hauynophyr.
(Rutley.)

hau'-yn-o-phyr (au as 6*w), s. [Eng., &c.
hauyne,o euphon., and Gr. <f>vpto (phuro), <f>upacu

(phurao) = to mix, to unite, to mix up (?).]

Petrol. : The same asHAUY>*E-BASALT(q.v.).
(Rutley, &c.)

Ha-van'-a, Ha-van'-nah, s. & u,. [See

def.]

A. As substantive:

1. The capital of Cuba, an island in the
West Indies.

2. A cigar manufactured at Havannah.
B, As adj. : Pertaining to or brought from

Havannah : as, an Havannah cigar.

Hav -an-ese, a. & 5. [Havana.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Havannah.
B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of

Havannah ; in the pi., the people of Havannah
collectively.

have (pa. t. *hadde, had, pa. par. *%adde, had),
v.t. [A.S. lutbban (pa. t. hwfde, pa. par.
gehcefd); cogn. with Dut. hebben; Icel. hafa;
Sw. hafva; Dan. have; Goth, haban; Ger.
haben.]

1. To possess, to own, to hold in one's pos-
session or power.

"And when the wyne fayled the mother of Jesus
sayde vnto him : They haue no wyne."—Bible (X6cl)
John ii.

2. To carry, to wear. (Followed by 071 or
•upon.)

"Upon the mast they saw a young man, who sat as
on horseback, havijig nothing upon him"—Sidney.
3. To enjoy, to be in possession of.

''Now, O Father, glorify me with thine own self
with the glory which I had with thee before the world
was. —John xvii. 5.

4. To possess as something connected with
or attached to one : as, To have a cold.

"Now would I hate thee to my tutor."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iii. T.

5. To contain, to hold, to comprise within.
6. To take, to receive, to accept

" And in the instant that I met with yon.
He had of me a chain."

Shaketp. : Comedy of Errors, iv. L
7. To take, to deduce, to derive, to draw.
"A secret hairiness in Petronius ia called curiota

felicuas, and which I supixjae he had from the fcliciter
audcre of Horace. —Dryden.

8. To receive ; to get ; to acquire ; to pro-
cure ; to obtain by purchase or otherwise.

" Where had you this pretty weathercock « "

Shaketp. ; Merry Wives of Windsor, iiL 2.

9. To have as gained, fulfilled, obtained, or
satisfied.

, , , "Now hast thou thy desire;A landless knight makes thee a landless squire."
Shakesp. : King John, i. 1.

10. To have as guessed or solved.
" There thou Itast it."

Shakesp. : Richard III., iv. 2,

11. Xot to neglect ; not to omit ; to observe.
" And therfore, sire, the best rede that I can,
Despeire you not, but haveUi in niemorie,
Parnventure she may lje your purgatorie.™

Chaucer ; C.T., 9,543.

12. To hold, to regard.
" That God that thou hast in reverence."

Shakesp. : TUtts A mlronicits, »;

13. To maintain ; to hold in opinion.
" Sometimes they will have them to be natural Wat,

whereas some of them are crude and cold."—Bacon.

14. To require ; to claim ; to demand ; to
call for.

" What would these madmen have t " Dryden, '

15. To be engaged in, as a task or employ-
ment ; to be urged by necessity or obligation ;
to be obliged.

" He had his team to guide."
Shakesp.: Venus & Adonis, 179.

16. To seize and hold ; to catch. (Lit. dtjig.)

" If he had not married Stella, Vanessa would have
had him in. spite of himself'

—

Thackeray : English
Humourists, lect. i.

17. To procure ; to make ; to cause ; to effect.

" Have all men out from me."—2 Samuel xilu fl.

18. To desire, to ask for.

"I would haue no man discouraged with that kmdi
of life or series of actions, in which the choice of others,
or his own necessities, may have engaged hiin."—
Addison.

19. To bring forth, as a child ; to bear.

20. To generate, to procreate ; to be the
father of.

" Knoute of his body gatte sonnes thre
Tuo bi tuo wifes, the thrid in jolitte.

Bi the first had he Suane, he was eldest brother."
Robert de liranne, p. 50.

21. To experience ; to suffer.
" The heart hath treble wrong."

jShakesp. : Venus A Adonis, 329.

22. To enjoy ; to participate in in any way :

as, To liave a glass of wine, to have a discus-
sion, &c.

* 23. To understand, to know, to be ac-
quainted with ; to be expert or learned in.

" He hath neither Latin, French, or Italian."
Sliakcsp. : Merchant of Venice* i 2.

^T Have is used largely as an auxiliary verb
to form various compound tenses. In this use
it originally had its proper force of possession,
as in, I have founda knife—i.e., I have in pos-
session a knife which had been lost and has-

been found by me ; or in, I leave received a letter,—i.e., I have a letter which has been written to
me. The construction was afterwards extended
so as to include cases where the possessor of
the object and the performer of the action,

were not the same, as in, I liave sent a letter-
It is also used with intransitive verbs, as in,.

He has gone. Have is used as an auxiliary of
necessity, obligation, or compulsion, with the
complete infinitive ; as, I have, I had, or shall
have, to do it.

H * (1) Have after : Follow, let us follow.
" Sane after, to what issue will this come."

SJutkesjj. ; Uamlet, i, 4.

* (2) Have at a thing ; Try, attempt, or begin
a thing.

" Bate at it, then."
SJiakesp. : Cymbnline, v. 5.

* (3) Have at a person : To try to strike or hit.

" Have at thee with a downright blow."
Shakesp.: 2 Henry VI., ii. 3.

^(4) Have with a person: I'll go with a
person ; come on !

(o) To liave away : To remove ; to take away.

(6) To have a care : To be careful or cautious-

(7) To liave in: To contain, to comprise.

(8) To lutve a person out : To meet one in a duel-

(9) To have it out of a person : To punish or
retaliate on & person.

(10) To have it out with a person : To speak
freely to a person in reproof, &c

(11) I had as well, or better : It would be
quite as well or better for me to, &c.

(12) -T lutd as lief: I would as willingly ;i
had rather : I should prefer to, &c.

* (13) Have-at-him: A thrust, a blow.
" I'll venture one have-<U.him.~

SJiakesp. : Henry VIII., ii. 2.

(14) To have nothing for it: To have no
alternative.

"He had nothing for it but to disperse his army."—
Burton : Hut. Scotland, ch. xxvi.

' h&ve less, *have-les, a. [Eng. have;
-Uss.] Having little or nothing.

" Though a man be haueless.
Yet shall he not by theft Steele."

Gover: C. A.,r.

fate, f&t, fare, amidst, what, J&U, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, thfire; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,
or, wore, wolf; work, whd, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ce, oe = e ; ey = a. q'u = kw.
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have-lock, s. [Named after the General
Have-lock who, during the Indian mutinies
and rebellion of 1857, recaptured Cawnpore
from iNana Sahib ; and, fighting his way
thence to the beleaguered garrison of Luck-
now, had himself to be released by Sir Colin
Campbell, afterwards Lord Clyde. He died
of dysentery on November 24, 1857.] A light

covering for the head and neck, worn as a
protection against sunstroke.

haV-en (as hav'n), * hav-ene, s. [A.S.

hcefene; cogn. with Dut. haven: Icel. hofii;

Dan. havn; Sw. hamn; Ger. hafen. Allied to

A.S. hcsf; Icel. & Sw. ha/; Dan. ftcw = the
sea, from the same root as A.S. habban = to

have, to contain.]

1. Lit. : A port, a harbour ; a station or
refuge for ships ; a bay or recess of the sea.

" Weymouth, ft very convenient harbour and
haven.'—Clarendon: Civil War, ii. 335.

2. Fig. : A refuge ; a place of retreat or

safety ; an asylum.
" Rest, royal dust ! and thank the storms that drove,
Against ite will, you to your haven above."

Brome : On the Death of King Charles.

Tf Obvious compounds : * Haven-master, * ha-

ven-town.

* haven (as hav'n) (1), v.t [Haven, s.] To
shelter, as in a haven or harbour.

" Blissfully havened lx>th from joy and pain."
Keats: Eve of St. Agnes, xxvii.

* haven (2), v.t. [Have.]

*havenage (ashavn-a&),«. [Eng. haven;
age.] Harbour or port dues.

* havener (as hav n er), s. [Eng. haven;
-er.] The overseer or superintendent of a
harbour ; a harbour-master.

"These earls and dukes appoyuted to this end their
special officers as receyuer, havener, and customer,
4c."—Carew ; Survey of Cornwall-, 97.

* havenet (as havn-et), s. [Eng. haven;
dimin. sufF. -et.] A little port or harbour.

" From Langunda to Fischard at the Gweme mouth
f. mre miles, and here is a portlet or hauenet also for
ships."

—

ffolinshed : Description of Britaine, ch. xiv.

*hav'-er(l), s. [Eng. hav{e); -en]

1. One who has, holds, or possesses any-
thing; a possessor.

" Valour is the chiefest virtue, and
Most dignifies the haver."

Shakesp. : Coriolanut, ii. 2.

2. Scots Law : The holder of a deed or docu-
ment, called upon to produce it judicially, in
Tiiodttm probationis, or for inspection in the
course of a process.

h&v'-er (2), * havre, s. [Ger. haber, hafer =
oats ; M. H. Ger. Iiabere; O. H. Ger. habaro;
cogn. with Icel. hafr ; Dut. haver; Sw. ha/re;
Dan. havre.} [Haversack.] Oats ; as in
7wiw-bread, ftaver-cakes.

" When you would anneal, take a blue stone, such
aB they make haver or oat cakes upon, and lay it upon
the croBS bars of iron."*—Peacham.

ha'-ver, hai'-ver, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.]
To talk foolishly, incoherently, or without
method.

" He just havered on about it to make the raatr of
Sir Arthur."—Scott: Antiquary, ch. xliv.

have -rel, ha-vre, haiv-rel, s. [Haver,
v.] A half-witted person. (Burns : Halloween.)

hav er meal, s. [Eng. haver (2), s., and
meal.) Oatmeal.

ha' vers, s. [Haivers, s.]

hav' - er - sack, * hav - re - sack, 5. [Fr.

Jutversac, from Ger. liabersack. Prop, an oat
sack, from Ger. haber, hafer= oats, and sack
= a sack.] [Haver (2), 5.]

1. A strong linen bag for containing the
rations of a soldier on the march or detached
duty.

"A Jong sword lay bv him on the grass, with an
havresack, of which he had unloaded his shoulders."

—

Smollett : Gil Bias, bk. ii., ch. viii.

2. A gunner's case for carrying a charge
from the chest to the gun.

ha-ver si-an, a. [For etym., see def.]

Anat. ; Of or belonging to Clopton Havers,
an English physician and writer of the seven-
teenth century.

haversian - canals, 'haversian-
tubes, s. pi.

Anat. : Certain canals in "bone, to which
attention was first called by Havers. The
haversian canals are the protectors of the

blood-vessels constituting the nutritive system
of the bones. In the spaces between the
haversian canals are the lacunae and their
canaliculi. Every haversian canal has a num-
ber of lacunas round it, connected to it, and
also to each other, either directly or indirectly
by the canaliculi projecting from them. The
haversian canals, as a general rule, lie almost
parallel to the compact tissue ; they are
smallest near the surface of a bone, and largest
near its centre. The haversian system forms
a network in all bones, long, short, flat, &c.
There is not a pore to be seen in the articular
facets of the femur or other bone covered by
cartilage, not even canaliculi or haversian
canals penetrate, but all other parts of the
bones are porous. The cancelli are formed
by the absorption of the walls of the haver-
sian canals.

haversian folds and fringes, 5. pi.

Anat. ; Certain fringes or folds in the syno-
vial membrane, considered by Havers to be
mucilaginous glands.

haversian-lameUse, s. pi.

Anat. : Lamella;, sometimes concentric,
around haversian canals.

haversian-spaccs, s. pi.

Anat. : The name given by Tomes and De
Morgan to certain vacuities or spaces in bone ;

they are formed by the absorption of its

tissue. (Quain.)

t haversian tubes, $. pi. [Haversian
Canals.]

hav er straw, s. [Eng. haver (2), s., and
straw.] The straw of oats.

haV-A, haV-01, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A name
given in London to a small species of crab.

(Annandale.)

hav'-il-dar, s. [Hind, hawaldar.] A non-
commissioned officer attached to a native
regiment of infantry in India ; his rank cor-

responds to that of a sergeant in a European
regiment.

havildar-major, s. The sergeant-major
of a native regiment of infantry in India.

hav'-ing, pr. par., s., & a. [Have.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. .4$ substantive

:

1. The act or state of possessing; possession.
*' I wish the having of it." Shakesp. : Pericles, ii. L
2. That which is possessed

;
possessions,

estate, property. (Shakesp. : Henry VIII.,
iii. 2.)

3. Endowments, qualities.
1

' Whose raxest havings made the blossoms dote."
Shakesp. : Complaint, 235.

C. As adj. : Grasping, covetous, greedy.
" Martha was sorry to think that Jane was so hav-

ing."—G. Eliot: Middlemarch, ch. mv.
ha' vings, s. pi. [An abbrev. of behavings.]
Behaviour, manners. (Scotch.)

"Will be a broken head, to learn us better havings."
—Scott : Bob Roy, ch. xxviii.

ha'-Vl-OUr, s. [An abbreviated form of beha-
viour (q.v.).] Behaviour, manners, conduct,
demeanour.

" Into a haviour of less fear."
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, ill. 4.

hav -6c (1), hav ock (1), * hav-ocke, s.

[Either from A.S. Iwfoc — a hawk (q.v.), or
Welsh hafoc = havoc, destruction.] Wide-
spread destruction ; devastation, waste.

" Such havoc most have excited disgust"

—

Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

havock (2), havoc (2), s. [Hawk.]

*haV-ock, *haV-oc, v.t. [Havock, s.] To
lay waste ; to devastate ; to destroy utterly.

" To waste and havock yonder world."
Milton : P. L., jo 617.

hav'-rels, haiv-rels, s. [Haverel.]

hav -re sack (re as er), *. [Haversack.]

haw (1), haghe, * hawe, s. [A.S. haga =
an enclosure, a yard ; cogn. with Icel. hagi =
an enclosed field; Sw. hoge; Dan. have = a
garden ; Dut. haag = a hedge ; Ger. hag.]

[Haugh, Hawthorn.]
* 1. An enclosed field ; an enclosure or a

yard attached to a house.
" And eke ther was a polkat in his hawe."

Chaucer: C. T., 12,789.

2. A dale ; a haugh.

3. The berry or seed of the hawthorn

;

properly a haw-berry or hedge-berry.
" Iu soiuer he lyveth )>y hawi/s.
That on hauthome growth "by schawvs."

Sir Orpheo, in Bitson, ii.

IT Black haw ;

Bot. : Viburnum, pninifolium.

* haw-berry» s. A haw ; the seed of the
hawthorn.

haw (2), s. [Etym. doubtful; cf. A.S. Jiawian
— to see.]

1 1. Anat. : A name for the third eyelid or
nictitating membrane found in various ani-

mals. [N ICTITATING. ]

2. Farr. : A gristly excrescence growing
under the lower eyelid of a horse.

haw (3), s. [Onomatopoetic] [Ha.] An in-

termission, hesitation, or break in speaking.

haw (1), v.i. [Haw (3), s.] To speak with
hesitation and interruptions. (Generally used
with hem or hum, as in the example.)

"After a little humming and hawing upon't, he
agreed to undertake the job."—L'Estrange.

haw (2), v.t. & i. [Cf. Fr. hue.]

A, Trans. : To order, to turn to the near
side ; as, To haw a horse. (American.)

B. Intrans. ; To turn to the near side ; said
of horses.

Ha-wai'-lan (ian as van), u. & s. [From
Hawaii (Owhyhee).]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Hawaii, an.

island in the South Pacific.

B. -4s subst. .- A native or inhabitant of
Hawaii.

* haw'-DUCk, a. [Eng. haw, v., and oucfc.)

A clown.

* haw'-cu-bite, s. [Etym. doubtful.] One
of a band of profligate young men who wan-
dered about the streets at night towards the
close of the seventeenth century, insulting;

those whom they met, damaging property,
&e. ; a mohawk.

haw '-finch, s. [Eng. haw, and finch ; so
named because, among other fruits, it feeds
on those of the hawthorn.]

Ornith. .* A name for the Common Grosbeak
(Coccothranstes vulgaris). [Grosbeak.]

haw-haw, s. [A reduplication of haw = a
hedge.] A sunk fence, composed of a fosse or
ditch, sunk between slopes, and not perceived
till approached ; a haha.

haw-haw', v.i. [Haw (3), s. ] To laugh loudly
or boisterously ; to guffaw.

hawk(l), * haf-oc, *hav-ek, *hanck,
* hauke, * hawke, $. [A.S. hafoc, Jieafoc ;
cogn. with Dut. havie; Icel. haukr ; Sw. Tio'fc;

Dan. hog; Ger. habicht; O. H. Ger. hapuh.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II. 2.

"In the 34 of Edward III. it was made felony toi

steal a hawk"—Pennant : British Zoology ; Falconry.

2. A sharper, a cheat

II. Technically

:

1. Plastering : A piece of board ten inches
square, and held by a handle at the bottom ;

it is used to hold a small quantity of plaster,

and is grasped by the plasterer's left hand,
while his right wields the trowel.

2. Ornithology:

(1) Sing. : The name of the several species-

of the genera Accipiter and Astur (q.v.). The
Sparrow hawk is Accipiter nisus, the Goshawk,
Astur jxilumbarius. Nauclerus furcatus is

sometimes called the Swallow-tailed hawk ; it

is, however, a kite.

(2) PI. : The sub-family Aceipitrinae, called

more fully Sparrow Hawks. The bill is short,
suddenly curved from the base, with a large
festoon in the upper mandible. The wings
are short, the quills internally emarginate at.

their base. The tail is rounded. The male
is often much smaller than the female. The
anterior claws are very unequal. Hawks are
generally distributed over the globe. They
usually fly low when in pursuit of their

prey, which consists of small birds and mam-
mals. They build in trees, laying from three
to five spotted eggs.

H Obvious compound : Hawk-headed.

boll, bo^; p<Jut. jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - C
-clan, -tian - snan. -tion, -slon = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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hawk bell, s. A bell attached to the foot
of a hawk.

hawk-bill, s. A pair of pliers with curved
nose, to hold pieces in blow-pipe soldering.

Hawk-Mll-tooth saw : A saw having curving,
hooked teeth, somewhat resembling the upper
mandible of the hawk.

hawk-boy, s.

Plast. : A boy who attends on a plasterer,

placing the supply of plaster or mortar on the
hawk.

hawk-moths, s, pi.

Entom. : The group ofmoths called Sphingina,
Sphinges, or Sphingides. Their flight is not
unlike that of a hawk in quest of its prey, for

which reason they are called hawk-moths.
Their antennje are thicker in the middle than
at either end. They fly by twilight. Some-
times their larvae have a horn on the tail.

Formerly they were made equal in rank to the
Butterflies (Day-fliers), and the Moths (Night-
fliers). Now the moths proper and hawk-
moths are combined under the lepidopterous
sub-order Heterocera, of which they constitute
the first group Sphingina, only of equivalent
rank to the Bombycina, the Nocturna, the
Geometrina, &c. The hawk-moths are divided
into four families, Zygamidfe, Sphingidse,
Sesiidse, and iEgeriidEe(q.v.). (Stainton, &c.)

hawk-nut, s.

Bot.: The common Earth-nut, Bunium Jiexu-
csum.

hawk-owl, s.

Ornithology

:

1. The Great Snowy Owl or Harfang, Surnia
nyctea. [Harfang.]

2. PI. : The genus Surnia. The size is large,

the head and ears small, the facial disc imper-
fect, the wings long, the tail considerably
lengthened, cuneated or graduated, the flight

diurnal. (Swainson.)

hawk's -beard, s.

Bot. : The composite genus Crepis (q.v.).

hawk's-bill, s.

1. Horol. : A catch-piece attached to a vi-

brating arm, which acts as a detent in the
rack of the striking part of a clock, and as-

sists in producing the proper number of strokes.

2. Zool. ; The same as Hawk's-bill turtle

(q.v.).

Tf Hawk's-bill turtle

:

Zool. : Chelone i-mbricata; a species of turtle
which has the shell imbricated and elliptically
keeled, the carapace spotted and rayed ; in the
young, the ends of the carapace obliquely
truncated. The flesh is not good for eating

;

the eggs are good. The horny epidermis
plates of the carapace furnishes the tortoise-
shell of commerce. The animal inhabits the
Indian Ocean and the warmer parts of the
Atlantic.

hawk (2), s. [Hawk (2), v. ] An effort to force
up phlegm from the throat; a clearing of the
throat.

hawk (1), * hank, * hauk'-en, v.i. [Hawk, s.]

1. To catch or attempt to catch birds, &c,
by means of hawks or falcons trained for the
purpose; to practise falconry or hawking.

'

' Here euery daye he hunted or hawked at the ryver."
—Berners: Froissart ; Cronycle, vol. i., ch. ccx.

2. To fly like a hawk ; to soar.
" Now hawks aloft, now skims along the flood,"

Drgden. (Ogilvie.)

3. To fly at or attack on the wing. (Fol-
lowed by at.)

" Afaulcon towering iu her pride of place.
Waa by a mousing owl hawked at and killed."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, ii. 4.

hawk (2), v.i. [Wei. hochi; apparently an
imitative word. (Skeat.)~\ To force up, or en-
deavour to force up, phlegm from the throat

;

to clear the throat.
" To cough and hawk, and hem, and pitch
His voice into that awful note of woe."

Byron : Vision of Judgment, xc.

hawk (3), v.t. & i, [Formed from hawker (2)
(q.v.); Ger. hocken, lioeken; 0. Dut. heukeren
= to hawk.]

A, Transitive

:

1. Lit. : To carry about and offer for sale in
public places, and especially at persons' doors

;

to convey about for sale.

" When a hawker hawks his wares."
Tennyson : The Blackbird, 20.

2, Fig. : To carry or spread about.
" To hear his praises hawked alwut."

Swift : A Friendly Apology,

B. Intrans. ; To follow the trade of a
hawker.

hawk'-bit, s. [Eng. hawk, and bit.]

Botany :

1. In Hooker & Arnott, &c, the English
name of the composite genus Apargia, under
which is ranked the British species A. autum-
nalis, the Autumnal Hawkbit. The genus
Leontodon is then called Dandelion, and
L. taraxacum, the Common Dandelion. Sir

Joseph Hooker gives Hawkbit as the Eng-
lish name of the genus Leontodon, which he
divides into three sub-genera—Thrincia, Apar-
gia, and Oporinia. The Apargia autumnalis
of many botanists becomes Leontodon (Opo-

rinia) autumnalis, and Dandelion is made
the English name of Taraxacum.

1 2. The genus Hieracium, more commonly
called Hawkweed (q.v.).

hawke, s. [Hawk, s.]

* hawked, a. [Eng. hawk; -ed.] Formed or
curved like a hawk's bill ; curved, hooked.

" Flat noses seem comely unto the Moor, an aquiline
or hawked one unto the Persian."—Browne: Vulgar
Errours, bk. vi., ch. xii.

hawk'-er (1), s. [Dut. hoeker.]

Nant. : A vessel builtlike a pink, butrigged
like a hoy ; that is, having a narrow stern
and sloop-rigged. [Hooker.]

hawk'-er (2), s. [Dan. hoker = a chandler, a
huckster ; hokere = the trade of a hawker

;

hokre = to bank ; Ger. Mkcr, hoeker = a re-

tailer of goods ; Sw. hokeri — hawking ; hbkdre
= a chandler, a cheesemonger ; O. Dut. heu-
keren = to hawk ; lieukelaar = a huckster. In
Mid. Eng. we find hokkerye, Imkkerye, orhukrie
= the trade of a hawker or pedlar. The base
of the word is the same as that of huckster
(q.v.).] [Hawk(3), v.]

1. Lit.: One who hawks goods about for
sale ; a pedlar ; a packman.

"To travel about with -their- goods from place to
place, and from fair to fair, like the hawkers and
pedlars of the |)i"esent times." — Smith : Wealth of
Nations, bk. iii., ch. v.

2. Fig. : One who brings high and noble
things down to a commercial level.

" This broad-brimmed hawker of holy things."
Tennyson : Maud, I. x. 41.

hawk'-er (3), s. [Eng. lutwke (1), v. ; -er.]

One who practises the sport of hawking.
"The hawkers and foulers when they have caught

the foule, divide their bootie with the hawkes. —
P. Holland: Plinie, bk. x., ch. viii.

hawk-eyed, a. [Eng. hawk; -eyed.] Having
eyes like a hawk ; having sharp, penetrating
sight.

hawk -ie, hawk'-ey, s. [Etym. doubtful.
Perhaps from Gael, gealc, gealaich = to whiten.]

1. A cow : specif, a cow of a black and
white colour, or one of a dark colour with a
white stripe in the face.

2. A stupid fellow ; a clown.

hawking, + haukyng, pr. par., u,., & s.

[Hawk(1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act, practice, or sport of
catching birds, &c, with hawks trained for
the purpose ; falconry.

" They intermingled very few French-Normanwords,
except Borne termes of law, hunting, hawking, and
dicing."—Camden : fiemnins ; Languages.

hawking pole, s. A pole or staff used
in hawking.

"They serve for hawking-poles." — P. Holland:
Plinie, bk. xvh, ch. xxx.vi.

* hawkish, a. [Eng. hawk; -ish.] Like a
hawk.

"Too fierce and liawkish."—H. Kingsley : Geoffrey
Hamlyn, ch. vi.

hawk'-xt, a. [Cf. Hawkik.] White-faced
(applied to cattle).

" I do still haud by the real hawkit Airshlre breed."
—Scott; Heart of Midlothian, ch. xxxiv.

* hawk' nose, * haukc nose, s. [Eng.
hawk, and nose.] One who lias a hawked
nose ; a hawk-nosed person.

" Crokyng or bowing inwarde, like as the bil of an
egle, or of an hauke. aud such we call in scorne or
derision haukenoses." — Udal ; Flowers for Latine
Speakyng, fo. 192.

hawk-nosed, a. [Eng. haiolc, and nosed.]

Having a hooked nose ; having a nose curved

like the bill of a hawk.
" [HeT boasted a descent from the first Coesars barely

upoji his being almost deformedly hawk-nosed" —
Boyle : Works, vi. 14.

hawk'-weed, s. [Eng. hawk, and weed.]

Bot. : The composite genus Hieracium (q.v.).

1 Mouse-eared Hawkweed

:

Bot. ; Hieracium Pilosella. It is a common
plant with long stolons, a leafless scape, soli-

tary heads of flowers, with pale yellow ligules

and yellow styles. It is found in Britain on
banks, wall-tops, &c, flowering from May to

August.

hawse, * halse, s. [Icel. hdls, hals = the
neck . . . the front sheet of a sail, the tack
of a sail, the end of a rope, part of the bow of

a ship or boat ; hdlsa = to clew up a sail

;

Dan., Sw. & Dut. hals = the neck, a tack;
Dut. halsklaup =a hawse-hole.]

Nautical

:

1. That part of a ship's bow in which are

the hawse-holes for the cable.

2. The situation of a ship moored with an-

chors from each bow.

IT A clear hawse is when two cables are

down and diverge from each other. A foul

hawse is when they are twisted by the swing-
ing of the ship at her moorings. When simply
crossed, it is called cross-hawse ; another
cross makes an elbow ; a fourth makes a round-
turn. Disengagingit is called clearing-hawse

;

slackening it is called freshening-hawse.

3. The distance between a ship's head, and
the anchors by which she rides ; as, The ship

drifted across our hawse.

hawse-bag, s.

Naut. : A canvas bag, stuffed with oakum,
to stop a hawse-hole in heavy seas.

hawse-block, s.

Naut. : A block for stopping the hawse-hole
when the cable is unbent and the ship at sea ;

also called hawse-plug, buckler, &c.

hawse-bolster, s.

Nautical

:

1. One of the planks above and below the
hawse-hole.

2. [Hawse-block].

hawse-box, s, A hawse-hole.

hawse-hole, s.

Ship-build. : A hole in the bow through
which a cable or hawser passes. In iron
ships, it is a cast-iron tube having rounded
projecting lips, inside and outside. The
hawse-holes in large ships are four in number,
the foremost pair being for the bower-cables,
and the aftermost pair for the sheet-cables.

^T To come in at the Tiawse holes: To enter
the naval service at the lowest grade.

hawse-hook, s.

Naut. ; A breast-hook which crosses the
hawse-timber above the upper deck.

hawse-piece, s.

Ship-building

:

1. One of the cant-frames standing next to
the knight-heads, and fitting close together,
so as to form a solid mass of timber for the
passage of the hawse-holes.

2. A wale on a ship's bow, which is pierced
by the hawse-hole.

hawse-pipe, «,

Naut. : The tube lining a hawse-hole in a
ship's bow.

hawse-plug, s. [Haw!se-block.]

hawse-timber, s.

Ship-build. : One of the upright timbers in
the bow, bolted on each side of the stem, in
which the hawse-holes are cut

hawse-wood, s.

Naut. : A general name forme hawse-timbers.

haw'-ser, * hal-ser, *. [Mid. Eng. halse =
hawse (q;v.).]

Nautical ;

* 1. A tow-rope. (Sherwood.)

2. A small cable, used in warping and moor-
ing. Speaking generally, a hawser is not over
ten inches in circumference ; above this size
it is a cable.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu - kw.
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hawser-clamp, s.

Naut. : A gripper for a hawser to keep it

from veering out.

hawser-laid, s.

Rope-malting : Rope made of three strands,
of three yams each, laid up into a rope. The
twist of the strands is the reverse of the indi-

vidual yarns.

haw -thorn, * haw-thorne, s. [A.S. hmg-
tkorn = the hedgethorn or hawthorn, from
haw and thorn; Ger. hagedom; Dut. haage-
doorn = hedgethorn.] [Haw (1), s.]

Ordinary Language & Botany

:

1. Cratcegus Oxyacantha, one of the Rosa-
cere, a small round-leaved and much-branched
spinescent tree, from ten to twenty feet high,

with deeply pinnatifid leaves and many-
flowered corymbose cymes of white, fragrant

flowers, with pinkish-brown anthers. From
beginning to flower in May it is often termed
" May." Sometimes called Whitethorn, to
distinguish it from the Blackthorn. [Black-
thorn, May.] It is found in woods, in many
hedge-rows, in gardens, &c. The fruit is called

haw (q.v.).

" Beneath the hawthorn on the green.

"

Tennyson: May Queen, ii. 10.

2. The genus Crataegus. The only wild

British species is Cratcegus Oxyacantha. There
are two varieties wild in Britain, and from
fifty to eighty cultivated in Europe. One of

these, Far. rosea, is the red-flowered variety

seen in gardens. C. odoratissima, Sweet-
scented Azarole, is a distinct species. It is

white, and from the Crimea.

3. Rhus Oxyacantha, the Indian hawthorn, is

the genus Rhaphiolepis, the native hawthorn
of New Zealand, Discaria Toumatow.

* hawthorn-fly, s.

Entom. : An unidentified flying insect.

"The hawthorn-fly is also black and not big."—
Walton ; Angler.

Hax -6, s. [For etym. and def. , see compound.]

Haxo's system, s.

Fort. : The system introduced by Francois
Nicolas Benoit Haxo, a French military en-

gineer, employed by Napoleon to fortify Pes-
chiera, Mantua, &c, and. who conducted the
siege of Antwerp in 1832. His casemated
batteries have earthen parapets along their
front, and their arches are well covered with
earth. They are open to the terreplein in the
rear, and there are apertures in front of the
guns, opening into embrasures formed in an
extension of the parapet at these points,
beyond its ordinary retired position. Being
open to the rear the circulation of air prevents
any inconvenience from smoke. Batteries of
the kind are to be found in many of our new
works. (Voyle.)

hay (1), * haye, * hey, s. [A.S. Hg= grass,
hay ; cogn. with Dut. hooi ; Icel. hey ; Dan.
& Sw. ho ; Goth, luiwi; Ger. heu; M. H. Ger.
houwe; 0. H. Ger. hewi.]

1. Grass cut and dried for fodder for cattle,

horses, &c.
" A little barn full of hay."—Clarendon : Civil War,

iil. Hi.

* 2. Growing grass.

"Make alle men sitte to mete by cumpanyes on
greue hey."— Wycliffe: Markvi.

hay asthma, hay-fever, s.

Path. : A severe catarrh frequently having
asthmatic symptoms superadded. It is not a
common disease. It has been attributed to

the aroma of the Sweet-scented Vernal grass
(Anthoxanthum odoratum), or to that of the
Mat grass (Nardus stricta). It is now believed

to arise from the inhalation of pollen grains of
various plants floating in the air.

hay-band, s. A rope or band of twisted
hay, used to bind up trusses or sheaves.

hay-beech, s.

Bot. : A variety of Fagus sylvaticus.

hay-bird, s.

Ornith. : A name of the Spotted Fly-catcher,

Muscicapa grisola.

hay-crosier, *. A hay-rake.

hay-cutter, s.

Agric. : A box in which hay is cut into

chaff. There are many forms.

hay-elevator, s.

Agric. : A means for lifting a forkful of hay

and conveying it to a place approximately
over the spot in the hay-rick where it is

wanted. The carriage frame is connected by
a spring catch to a hook, which holds it over
the load until the hay is sufficiently elevated,

when the spring hook is raised, and the frame
runs along its track to convey its charge to

the rick.

hay-fever, s. [Hav-asthma.]

hay-fork, .
Agriculture

:

1. A hand fork, with two or three tines, for

tedding or pitching hay.

2. A fork elevated by a rope and horse, in

unloading hay from a waggon to a mow, or

vice versa.

hay-loader, s.

Agric. : A device attached to a waggon to

collect or raise the hay from the swath, wind-
row, or cock, and deposit it on the waggon.
(American.)

hay-maids, s. pi.

Bot. : Nepeta Glechoma.

hay-press, s.

Agric. : A press for baling loose hay for

greater compactness in storage and transpor-
tation. The old fonn is the lever or screw

;

latterly much ingenuity has been exercised in

this direction, some machines being especially

intended for baling nay, others for cotton.

hay-rake, s.

Agric. : An implement, either used by hand
or drawn by a horse, for collecting hay ready
for pitching. [Horse-rake, Rake.]

hay-scent, s.

Bot. . Nephrodium Oreopteris.

hay-tedder, s. A machine or apparatus
to scatter hay to the sun and air.

If (1) To inake hay : To throw everything into

confusion. (C. Kingsley: Ravenshoe, ch. vii.)

(2) To make liay while tlie sun shines : To take

advantage of every favorable opportunity.

hay (2), s. [Etym. doubtful, but possibly con-

nected with liay (1), s.] A dance in a ring ; a

country dance.
" The hay I the hay I there's nothing like the hay."

—Heywood : Woman killed with Kindness.

fjf To dance the liay : To dance in a ring.

"I will play on the tabor to the worthies, and let
them dance the hay."—Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost,

v. 1.

* hay (3), * hale, * haye, s. [Fr. haie ~ a
hedge ; A.S. liaga; Dut. liegge, heg ; Icel. hagi.]

[Hedge.]

1. A hedge.
"Set an hedge or hay thereof round about a grange

or ferine bouse."—P. Holland; Plime, bk. xxiii., ch. L

2. A palisade, a fence of any kind.
"To make a fenae as it were an haie or palaisade."

—

P. Holland.: Livius, p. 819.

3. A net by which the burrows or holes of
animals were enclosed.

" Nor none. I trowe, that bathe a witt ao hadde
To sett his hay for conneyes one riveres."

Wyat : Epistle to Poynes.

* hay (4), s. [Ttal. hai = Lat. habet = he has
it ; he has got it.]

Fencing : A home-thrust.
" The punto reverso ! the hay I

"

Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, ii. 4.

* hay (1), v.i. [Hay (1), s.] To make or save
hay.

"Prethee content thyself, we shall scout here, as
though we went a haying."—Btmtm, & Flet. : Cox-
comb, i.

* hay (2), v.i. [Hay (3), s.] To set or lay
snares for rabbits.

* hay -bote, s. [A.S. haga= a hedge ; bote =
a fine.]

Old Law

:

1. A fine for damaging or breaking fences.

2. An allowance of wood to a tenant for the
repair of hedges or fences ; hedgebote.

hay -cock, s. [Eng. hay (1), s., and cock.] A
conical heap or pile of hay in a field.

"The members of the two Houses bad never been
detained from their woods and haycocks even so late as
the beginning of June."—Macaulay : Eist. Eng-, "Jl
xxiii.

hay'-den-ite, s. [Named by Cleave, in 1822,
after l3r. Hayden, of Baltimore, ]

Mill. : A yellowish variety of Chabasite,
occurring near Baltimore.

hayes'-ite, hayes'-ine, s. [Named after

Hayes, who first described it in 1S44 ; sufi.

•ite (Min.), -ine (Cltem. & Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A mineral from Southern Peru. The
Brit. Mus. Cat. makes it the same as Borona-
trocalcite.

hay -field, s. [Eng. hay (1), s., md field.] A
field where grass is grown to be made into hay.
" There from the sunburnt hayfield homeward creeps
The loaded wain." Oowper ; Task, i. 295.

hay'-Ing, s. [Eng. hay (1), s., and -ing.] The
act or process of making hay.

haying time, s. That period of the year
when the grass is cut to be made into hay.

hay-knife, s. [Eng. hay, and knife.]

Husbandry : A sharp knife used for cutting

hay out of a stack or mow ; it has a straight

blade, one edge, and a bent shank, so that the
hand does not come in contact with the up-
right face of the stack. The same effect is

obtained by placing the handle at right angles
to the plane of the blade.

hay'-loft, s. [Eng. liay, and loft.] A loft or
garret for hay in a barn.

hay -mak-er, *. [Eng. hay, and maker.]

1. One employed in drying, spreading, or
tedding grass for hay.

"The business of the day is done
Tbe last-left haymaker is gone."

Matthew Arnold : Bacchanalia, i.

2. An apparatus for shaking up and drying
hay.

"Haymakers are valuable implements."—J. Wilson:
Farming, p. 14;).

*3. (PI): A kind of country dance, called
also the Haymakers' Jig.

hay-mak-ing, s. [Eng. hay, and making.]
The act or process of cutting and saving grass
for hay.

hay mar ket, s. [Eng. hay, andmarfcei.] A
market or place for the sale of hay.

hay-mow, s. [Eng. hay, and mow (s.).] A
mow, rick, or stack of hay.

" Jn the mean time his Majesty should Btay upon
the hay-mow."—Clarendon : Civil War, ill. 414.

hay'-rlck, s. [Eng. hay, and rick.] A stack
or pile of hay ; a haystack.

hay stack, s. [Eng. hay, and stack.] A
stack, rick, or large pile of hay in the open air.

haystack-boiler, s.

Steam- Eng. : A tall form of steam boiler,

shaped like a bottle or haystack, with flaring

sides and rounded top.

hay -stalk (I silent), s. [Eng. hay, and stalk.]

A stalk of dried grass.

hay-thorn, s. [Hawthorn.]

hay'-tor-ite, s. [Named by Tripe, in 1847,

from its locality, Haytor, in Devonshire.]

Min.: A variety of pseudomorphous quartz.

It is a pseudomorph after Datolite.

* hay'-ward, s. [Mod. Eng. hay = hedge,

and Eng." ward.] A public official in charge of

the commons of a town or village.

haz'-ard, * has-ard, a. [Fr. hasard, from
Sp. azar = an accident, hazard, originally, a
die, from Arab, al zdr = the die, from Pers. zdr
— a die ; O. Ital. zara = the game of hazard.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A game at dice.

" Yylaying at hasard he hem found."
Chaucer: 0. T., 12,541

2. Danger, risk, peril.

"A service of some hazard was to be rendered to the
good cause. "—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

3. A chance ; an accident ; a fortuitous

event ; a casualty.
" But life is hazard at the beBt."

Byron: Bride of Ahydot, ii. 20,

* i. That which is staked or risked ; the
stake in gaming.

" Bring your latter hazard hack again."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, i. L

II. Billiards: A stroke in billiards ; a
winning-hazard is when the player pockets the
object ball ; a losing-hazard when his ownbaJl
runs into a pocket off the object ball.

If To run the hazard : To run the risk, to
take the chance of events,

1[ For the difference between hazard and
chance, see Chasce.

boll, b6y; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun*; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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hazard - table, s. A table on which
hazard was played ; a gaming-table.

" In which so many bags of gold had changed masters
at the hazard-table."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

haz'-ard, v.t. & i. [Hazard, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To risk, to chance, to expose to chance
or risk, to venture, to put into danger, to en-
danger.

"To hazard their lives in their own private quar-
rels/—Clarke: Sermons, vol. i., ser. fil,

2. To run the risk of; to lay oneself open to.

3. To threaten ; to be the cause or source of
danger to.

r ,
" Suspition of friend, nor feare of foe,

That hazardeth his health, had he at all."

Spenser ; Muiopotmos.
* B. Intransitive

;

1. To run a risk, to venture ; to try a
chance.

" I pray you tarry : pause a day or two,

, Before yon hazard."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iii. 2.

I 2. To run a risk or danger.

P " What both love, both hazard to destroy."
Dryden: Annus Mlrabilis, xxviii.

* haz-ard-a-ble, a [Eng. hazard; -able.]

Venturous ; 'liable to chance or hazard ; risky.

"An hazardable peece of art in our choisest prac-
tise."

—

Browne: Urne-Buriall, ch. iii.

hazard er, * has-ard-our, s. [Eng.
hazard; -er.]

1. One who hazards or risks anything.

2. A rash, venturesome person.
" For by my trouthe, me were lever die,
Than I you Bhuld to hasardours allie."

Chaucer: C. T., 12,550.

* haz'-ard-ize, s. [Eng. hazard ; -ize.] A
hazardous situation or position ; hazard,
danger.

" Which through great disadventure or mesprize
___ Her selfe had roime into that haznrdize."

Spenser: F. Q., II. x\i. 19.

haz'-ard -ous, a. [Eng. liazard; -ous.]

1. Full of hazard, danger, or risk ; dan-
gerous, perilous, risky.

"Such communication would indeed be hazardous,
' and would require the utmost adroitness." —Macau-

lay: Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

* 2. Fond of hazard, danger, or risk ; dan-
gerous, perilous, risky.

" Lycurgus was in his nature hazardous,"—Sidney

:

Arcadia, bk. iii,

hazardous-insurance, s.

Comm. : An insurance effected at a high
premium on buildings or goods which are
more than ordinarily exposed or liable to risk

of fire, as theatres, &c.

haz -ard ous ly, adv. [Eng. hazardous ; -ly.]

In a "hazardous, risky, or perilous manner.
*

* haz -ard ous-ness, s. [Eng. hazardous;
-ness.] The quality or state of being hazard-
ous ; hazard, risk, danger.

* haz'-ard-ry; has-ard rie, s. [0. Ft.
hasardrie.]

1. The playing at hazard or other game of
chance

;
gambling. a

" Now wol I you defenden hasardrle,
Hasard ia veray mother of lesinges,"

Chaucer: C. T., 12,524.

2. Rashness, temerity, foolish daring.
" Hasty wroth and heedlesse hazardry

Doe breede repentaunce late, and lasting infamy."
Spenser : F. Q„ II. v. H.

[A word of doubtful origin ; probably
allied to Ieel. hoss = gray, dusky ; A.S. hasu,
7iea.su= dark gray; haswig (in haswig fethere

= having gray feathers). The original mean-
ing was thus gray, dusky, hence dull. Mahn
suggests Breton aezen = a vapour, a warm
wind.]

1. Lit. ; Fog, vapour, mist ; a want of trans-

parency in the air.

" Light haze along the river-shores."
Tennyson : Gardener's /laughter, 259.

2. Fig. : Obscurity, dimness.
" To the haze and mists and doubtful lights of that

changeable week, on the answerable part of the oppo-
site i«.ge."

—

Burke : On a Regicide I'euce, let. 4.

* haze (1), v.i. [Hazk, s.] To be foggy or hazy.

haze (2), hase, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. To harass or punish with over-work.
(Used by sailors.)

haze (3), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. To frighten, to alarm.

2. To play tricks or practical jokes upon.
(American.)

*haz'-el, *ha'-zle, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.]
To dry, as clothes that have been washed.

" Thou . . . didst luizle and dry up the forlorn dregs
and Blinie of Noah's deluge."

—

Rogers: Jfaaman the
Syrian, p. 886,

haz el, s. & a. [A.S. hcesel; cogn. with Dut.
hazetaar; Icel. hasl, hesli ; Dan. & Sw. hassel

;

Ger. liasel ; O. H. Ger. hasala ; Lat. corulus

;

Wei. coll.]

A. As substantive

:

Ord. Lang. & Hot. : Coryhts Avellana, a

glandular, hispid, pubescent shrub, or some-
times a tree, with distichous, orbicular-cor-

date, doubly-serrate, cuspidate leaves, unequal
at the base. The male flowers are in pendu-
lous catkins, while the female ones are minute,
sub-globose, and sessile. They appear in Feb-
ruary and March. The fruit is a nut. [Hazel-
nut.] The young forked twigs were once
used for divining-rods. The wood is elastic.

It is used for many purposes ; when burnt, it

makes good charcoal for drawing. The hazel
grows in Britain and many parts of Europe,
also in North Africa, Siberia, &c. [Filbert.]

" The hazels afford him a screen from the heat."

tCowpcr : Poplar Field.

B. -4s adj. : Of or pertaining to hazel ; of
the colour of the hazel-nut ; of a light-brown
colour.

"Chuse a warm dry soil, that has a good depth of
light hazel mould."

—

Mortimer : Husbandry.

*[[ Witch hazel ; [Witch-hazel].

hazel-bush, s. The hazel.

hazel-carpet, &
Entom. : Cidaria sagittakty a British Geo-

meter moth.

hazel-crottles, hazel-rag, •>.

Bat. : Sticta pulmonaria.

hazel-earth, ». A fertile loam, such as
hazels grow in.

hazel-eyed, a. Having eyes of a light-
brown colour.

hazel-nut, «.

Bot., &e. : The nut of the hazel. It grows
in clusters, surrounded by palmately-lobed
and cutunarmed involucres. It is much used
for dessert. It yields a bland oil. The culti-

vated varieties are larger, but less hardy.

hazel-rag, st [Hazel-crottles.]

* ha'-zel-ry, a. [Eug. hazel ; -ly.] Of the
colour of a hazel nut ; of a light brown colour.

"Hazelly loam, clay, or black mould."—Mortimer:
Husbandry.

ha'-zel-wort, s. [Eng. liazel, and wort]
Bot. : Asarum europantm.

haz' - 1 - ness, s. [Eng. hazy ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being hazy.

" He could not see half a mile by reason of the hazi-
ness of the weather."—Fielding : A Voyage to Lisbon.

* ha'-zle, v.t. [Hazel, v.]

haz'-y, a. [Eng. haz(e); -y.]

1. Lit. : Foggy, misty ; thick with haze.
"A tender hazy brightness."

Wordsworth : Yarrow Visited.

2. Fig. : Dim, obscure ; not clear : as, To
have hazy notions about anything.

he (poss. his, obj. & dat. him; plural, nom.
tliey, poss. their, obj. & dat. them), pron. [A.S.
M (masc. ,nom. sing, he, genit. his, dat. Mm,
ace. hine ; fern. nom. sing, hed, genit. & dat.
hire, ace. hi ; neut. nom. & ace. sing, hit,

genit. his, dat. him. Plural (for all genders),
nom. & accus. hi, hig ; genit. hira, heora; dat.
him, heom): cogn. with Dut. hij ; Icel. hann ;
Dan. & Sw. han.]

1. The masculine singular pronoun of the
third person ; the man or male being or object
mentioned before.

2. The man, the person; an individual de-
scribed by a following relative clause, or by
its equivalent.

" I am he, that unfortunate he."
Shakesp. : As You Like It, iii. 2.

3. It is used as a noun, with the force of
individual person.

"Such mortal drugs I have, but Mantua's law
Is death to any he that utters them."

Shakesp. : Romeo A Juliet, v. 1.

4. It is used as a prefix with the force of
male, as in Tie-goat.

head, * hed, * hede, v heed, * hefd,
* heved, * hevede, s. & a. [A.S. heafod

:

cogn. with Dut. hoofd; Icel. hbfiidh; Dan.
hoved; Sw. hufvud; Goth. Itanbith; Ger.

Jiaupt ; O. H. Ger. houbit ; Lat. caput ; Gr.

Ke<£oA»j (kephale); Sansc. Icapdla.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II. 1.

2. A chief, a. ruler, a principal, a guide, a
director.

" His principality, left without a head, was divided
againut itself.' —Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

T[ In the Universities, the principal of a
College or Hall.

" A reform proposed by an unsupported individual.
in the presence of Iteaus of houses."

—

Knox: Liberal
Education.

3. That which gives a striking appearance
to the head : as hair, a head-dress, the antlers
of a deer, &c.

" The buck Is called the fifth year a buck of the Brat
head."—Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 2.

4. A person, an individual; a unit of the
population : as, The tax is so much per head.

" Tore all the Greekish heads."
Shakesp. ; Troilus & Cressida, i. 3.

5. The upper part or portion of anything.
*' Set on the head of a wasp's nest."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 4.

6. That part of anything which in a lesser
or greater degree resembles a human head : as,

the head of a cabbage.
* 7. A head-dress.
" They have teazed their husbands to buy them a

laced head or a fine petticoat."

—

Swift.

8. The forepart or front ; the prow.
" By gallies with brazen heads she might transport

over Indus at once three hundred thousand soldiers."—Raleigh.

9. That which rises to the top.
" Let it stand in a tub four or five days before it be

put into the cask, stirring it twice a-day, and beating
down the head or yeast into it."—Mortimer : Hus-
bandry.

10. The maturated or ripened part of arj

ulcer or boil. [To come to a head.]

11. The source or origin of anything ; said,

specif., of a stream.
" False Mowbray, their first head and spring."

Shakesp. : Richard II., if. 1.

12. The part most remote from the opening
or discharge into the sea : as, the head of a
creek.

13. A promontory ; a headland.
"Ffom the head of Actium beat the approaching

Caesar.
r Shakesp. ; Antony & Cleopatra, iii. 7.

14. The obverse of a coin or medal ; so
called from having the likeness of the face or
bust of the sovereign.

15. The front position ; the position of chief
or leader ; the place of danger or of honour.

16. The foremost place ; the place of honour

:

as, the head of the table.

17. Understanding ; sense ; mental faculties,

or the power of using them.
" A crowd of men who had lost both head and heart.*—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

* 18. The main point or part ; the most im-
portant part.

*' The head and front of my offending.

"

Shakesp. : Othello, i. 3.

19. A crisis ; a pitch ; a height ; a degree of
strength or power.

" The indisposition which has long hung upon me, is
at last grown to such a liead, that it must quickly
make an end of me, or of itself."

—

Addison.

20. A topic of discourse ; a division of a sub-
ject discoursed on ; a branch.

"My fourth argument upon this present \hea£."—
Clarke: On the Attributes, Prop. 8.

* 21. A division, as of an army.
"His divisions are in three heads.''

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., i. 8.

* 22. A force ; power ; armed men.
" For which we have in head assembled here."

Shakesp. : Henry V„ ii. 2.

* 23. Countenance, presence, face.
" Till then not show my head."

Shakesp. : Sonnet 25.

24. Successful resistance. [To make head.]

25. A bundle of flax of about two feet in
length, and weighing a few pounds. In the
North of Europe eighteen heads of hemp or
flax weigh about 1 cwt.

II. Technically:

1. Anatomy:

(1) Human: The skull or cranium. The greater

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, co - e; ey - a. qu = kw.
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part of the head consists of an osseous ovoidal'
capsule for the protection of the brain (q.v.).

The face proper consists of the upperand lower
jaws. The skull in old age becomes composite
like the sacrum in the adult. The margins or
sutures of the cranial bones, twenty-two in
number, excluding the hyoidbone, correspond
to the ai*tieular processes in the trunk. Iu
youth the flat cranial bones are connected by
a double lamina of cartilage ; notwithstanding
the junction of the margins, they grow by the
increase of one cartilage, and the ossification

of the other. Like the arch in the movable
vertebra?, we have the arch in the head ; in the
lower part there are bones physiologically con-
nected with the head bones of the neck. There
are three segments in the head :—(a) The pos-
terior, beginning from the cervical vertebra?

below, the occipital segment, consisting of a
single bone, in reality four bones ; a pari of it

lies at the base of the cranium at the back of
the face, but the greater part extends up the
back of the cranium. It consists of a ring,

lateral sides, and an arch. (6) The anterior,

consisting of the frontal and ethmoid bones.
The only vestige here of the vertebral foramen,
is the Foramen Caecum, (c) The central seg-

ment ; in the middle line below, and cut in

two halves by the mcesial plane is the sphe-
noid bone, but along with it are two bones,

the temporal, attached to its outer portions or

great wings, composing the basis of the arch
completed by the two parietal bones. These
segments are dividedby the lambdoidal sutures,
and coronal. The head is divided into a base
and a vault or calvarium ; the inner aspect is

called the cerebral, the other, the superficial,

external, 4c., aspect. The bone on the out-

side of the cranium is not so dense as it is on
the inside, in accordance with a law of con-
struction in all animal and vegetable bodies, a
law of part, and a law of place. Some ana-

tomists count four segments, the two temporal
bones constituting the fourth. [Cranium.]

(2) Camp* : The vertebrata have a head
homologous in its anatomy with that of man.
That of the Annulosa is homologous in func-
tions, but not in parts. The Cephalopodous
and Gasteropodous Molluscs have heads, the
Conchifera, sometimes called Acephala, want
them. Most animals of lower organization
than these are destitute of heads.

2. Arch. : The capital (Lat. caput = a head)
of a column.

3. Books, &c. : The top of a standing book ;

sometimes gilded that the dust may be blown
off.

4. Carpentry:

(1) The top of a door, window, or bay : as,

a circular liead.

(2) The top-beam or ridge-beam of a bridge
or trestle.

(3) The square block which slips on the
stem of a gauge, and" carries the scribe.

5. Chem. : The cover of an alembic or still.

6. Coopering: That which closes the end of
a cask.

7. Found. : The sprue, sullage-piece, or riser
on a casting, which is knocked off.

8. Fort. : The salient or advanced portion
of a work ; a work covering the end of a bridge.

9. Hydraulics:

(1) The vertical height or available fall of
water from a dam, race, reservoir, staudpipe,
or forebay ; or the difference between the
heights of water inside and outside a dock-
gate or lock-gate.

" In ordinary circumstances we speak of the pressure
of a head of water, and we measure it by the depth of
the water."—Airy : Pop. Astron. (Cth edit.), p. 245.

(2) The up-stream end of a canal-lock.

10. Mach., Forg., &c.

:

(1) The striking portion of a hammer, as
distinguished from the helve.

(2) The poll of a hammer, as distinguished

from the claw or the peen, as the case may be.

(3) The upper or steel portion of an anvil.

(4) That stock of a lathe containing the
live-spindle; a poppet. [Lathe.]

It. Mill-work : The cap of a windmill.

12, Mining

:

<(1) The end of a gallery or drift.

(2) The top part of a fuse, containing the
priming.

13. Printing

:

(1) The upper end of a page or column.

(2) The cross-beam of a printing-press.

14. (PL) Building: Tiles which are laid at

the eaves of a house.

15. Shipivrighting & Nautical

:

(1) The forepart, beak, or stem end of a ves-

sel. [Figure-head.]

(2) The upper part of a timber in a frame.

(3) The part of a mast between the hounds
and the top.

(4) The forward end of a bowsprit.

(5) The top or drum of a capstan.

(6) The flattish part of a dead-eye at the
side of the channel or groove.

(7) The upper edge of a sail.

(S) The fore-foot of the keel.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the head.
It is used largely in composition with the
force of chief, principal ; as, a head office, &c.

^T 1. Head and ears : The whole person

;

completely ; to the fullest extent ; as, To be
over liead and ears in debt.

2. Head and shoulders

:

(1) By the height of the head and shoulders
;

as, He is head and shoulders taller than you.
* (2) By force ; by hook or by crook.
" People that hit upon a thought that tickles them

will be still bringing it in by head and shoulders, over
and over, in several companies. "

—

L'Estrange.

3. Of his, her, their, &c, own head: Spon-
taneously; of his, her, &c, own accord.

4. Head or tail: A phrase used in tossing a
coin to decide a chance. [Cross and pile.]

5. Neither head nor tail : Neither one thing
nor the other.

6. By tlie head

:

Naut. : Applied to a ship laden too deeply
at the bows.

7. Head to wind

:

Naut. : The situation of a ship or boat, when
her head is turned in the direction of the wind.

* 8. To his head : To his face ; openly.

* 9. Over head : On the average
;
per head

;

not individually.

* 10. To turn head : To turn in an opposite
direction ; to turn away.

11. To give the head : To give freedom or
licence to.

" He gave his able horse the head."
SJuxkesp. : 2 Henry IV., i. 1.

12. To come to a, head : To suppurate ; said

of an ulcer or boil ; hence, fig., to ripen.

13. To eat its head of: Said of horses either

doing no work, or work the value of which
does not even pay for their keep.

11. To gatlier liead: To gain strength or
force.

15. To make head : To make way ; to resist

with success.

1G. Head of a hone

:

Anal: A rounded process at the end of a
bone. It is supported on a narrower part
called the neck.

17. Head of like Church

:

Law & Ecclesiol. : By the statute 26 Henry
VIII., c. 1, it was enacted that the king [the
sovereign] shall be reputed the only supreme
head on earth of the Church of England, and
shall have annexed to the imperial crown of
this realm, as well the title and style thereof
as all jurisdictions, authorities, and com-
modities to the said dignity of supreme liead
of the church appertaining. The statute 1
Elizabeth, c. 1 has similar provisions. In virtue
of this authority the sovereign convokes all
ecclesiastical synods or convocations, nomi-
nates churchmen to vacant bishoprics and
other ecclesiastical preferments, and. the high-
est trial in ecclesiastical matters is to the sove-
reign in Chancery—i.e., to the highest judicial
court of the realm. This earthly headship of
the sovereign is called the Royal Supremacy
(q.v.). (Blackslone: Comment., bk. i., ch. 7, &c.)

bead-axe, *.

Whaling : An axe used in cutting off the
head of a whale.

head-bay, s.

Hydr. Eng. ; That part of a canal lock be-
tween the upper pond and the head-gates of
the lock.

head-block, ».

1. Saw-mill:

(1) The block on which the head, or for-

ward end, of a log rests in the ordinary saw-
mill ; the other end is the tail-block, and they
are parts of the carriage on which the log is

moved to the saw and gigged back.

(2) One of the pieces forming the log-bed in
a circular or veneer saw mill.

2. Vehic. ; A piece of wood attached below
to the upper ring of the fifth wheel, also
having the front edge of the perch mortised
through its middle. (American,)

head-board, s.

1. Ord. Lang. ; A board at the head or top,
as at the head of a bed.

2. Naut (PI.) : The berthing or close railing

between the head-rails.

* head-bound, u, Turbaned ; wearing
a turban.

" Freah supply of head-bound infidels."
Heaum. & Flet. : Knight of Malta, i, 3.

head-cheese, 5.

Cookery : Portions of the head and feet of
swine, cut up fine, boiled, and pressed into a
cheese ; also called pork-cheese.

* head-cloth, s. A covering for the head.

* head-court, 5.

Old Law ; A court, of which three were for-

merly held in the year, at which all the free-

holders who owed suit and presence were re-

quired to attend, or were fined in default of
attendance. The number was afterwards re-

duced to one, and the fines for non-attendance
were abolished by the Act 20 George II.

head-dress, s.

1. The covering and ornaments of a woman's
head. The forms have been numerous and
various in successive ages.

" If ere with hairy horns I planted heads.
Or discomposed the head-dress of a prude."

Pope : Jiape of the Lock, iv. 14.

2. Anything resembling a head-dress, and
prominent on the head.

" Among birds the males very often appear iu a most
beautiful headdress, whether it be a crest, a comb, a
tuft of feathers."—A ddison.

head- foremost, adv. With the head
first or in front.

head-form, s. The general shape or con-
tour of the heads of one race considered as a
means of distinguishing them from other races.

" Their skulls . . . accord with the Esquimaux,
rather than with a Turaniun head-form."— Wilson;
Prehistoric Man, i. 114.

head-gate, s.

Hydraulic Engineering

:

1. One of the upper pair of gates of a canal
lock.

2. A crown-gate, flood-gate, water-gate, by
which water is admitted to a race, run, or sluice.

head-hunter, s.

Anthropology

:

1. Sing. : A member of any of the races
or tribes mentioned under 2 ; any person who
collects human heads as trophies.

"He adopted the Dyak costume, and became a noto-
rious head-hunter." — Keppel : Visit to the Indian
Archipelago, i. 141.

2. PI. : A name given to several races or
tribes, notably to the Dyaks and Kyans of

Borneo and Celebes, on account of their

savage mania of hunting for heads, generally

by nocturnal ambuscades, and treasuring them
as trophies. Tylor (Prim. Cult, i. 414) con-

nects the barbarous custom with the rite of
funeral human sacrifice, and says that the
Dyaks considered that the owner of every
human head they could procure would serve

them in the next world, where their rank would
depend on the number of heads they had taken
in this. The present of a head is exacted
from every aspirant to a Dyak bride. The in-

fluence of Sir James Brooke did a great deal
to discourage head-hunting, and it is now fast
disappearing. Keane (Journ. Anthrop. Inst,
ix. 294) says that the practice also exists, with
almost identical circumstances, among the
wild Kirkis, Nagas, and Garos of the eastern
frontier of Bengal, while traces of it are found
among the Baltaks and some other races of

the Indian Archipelago.

head-hunting, s. <fc a.

A. As snbst. : The practice of raiding for

the purpose of collecting human heads.
" Some of the young Dyaka have plainly stated that

they would give up head-hunting, were it not for the
taunts and gibes of their wives and sweethearts."

—

Keppel ; Visit to the Indian Archipelago, i. 123
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B. As adj. ; Pertaining to or in any way
connected with the practice described under A.

" Si ban Monang and his followers killed in one week
—being out on a head-hunting expedition—not less

than sixty people."—Report Brit. Assoc. (1880), p. 662.

head -knee, s.

Ship-build. : A piece of compass-timber
fayed edgeways to the stem and cutwater ; a
check-knee.

head-knot, s. A knot or bunch of rib-

bons worn by women on the head.

* head-lace, s. A ribbon or fillet ; hair-

lace.

head-light, s.

Rail. : The light carried at the front of a
locomotive, to illuminate the way, and act as

a signal.

head-louse, $.

Entom. ; Pediculus capitis.

* head-lugged, a. Lugged, dragged, or
drawn by the head.

" Whose reverence the head-lugged bear would lick."

Shakesp. : Lear, iv. 2.

head-main, a. The main or principal
ditch or channel by which water is drawn
from a stream, &c, for irrigation, and distri-

bution through smaller channels.

head-mark, s. (See extract.)
" Bead-mark, or, in other words, that characteristic

individuality stamped by the hand of Nature upon
every individual of her numerous progeny.''

—

Agricul-
tural Survey of Peebles.

head-netting, s.

Naut. : An ornamental netting used in mer-
chant vessels instead of the fayed planking
to the head-rails.

* head-pan, s. The brain-pan, the skull.

head-piece, s.

1. Armour for the head ; a helmet, a morion,
*' A reason for this fiction of the one-eyed Cyclops,

was their wearing a head-piece, or martial vizer, that
had but one sight."

—

Broome : On the Odyssey.

2. The ornamental engraving placed at the
top of the first page of a book, or at the com-
mencement of a chapter.

3. The head or skull, as containing the
brain and seat of thought.

" By some aeverals,
Of head-piece extraordinary."

Shakesp. ; Winter's Tale, i. 2.

head-plate, s.

1. Artil. : The plate which covers the breast
of the cheeks of a gun-carriage.

2. Sadd. : The plate strengthening the point
or cantle of a saddle-tree.

head-rest, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A cushion or support against
which to place the head in sitting.

2. Photog. : An apparatus devised to steady
and support the head when having one's por-
trait taken.

head-rope, s.

Naut. : That part of a bolt-rope sewed to

the head of a sail.

head-sail, s.

Naut. : A foresail. For purposes of manoeu-
vring ships, the sails are distinguished into

head and after sails ; head-sails comprehend-
ing all sails whose centres lie before the
general centre of effort of all the sails, and
after-sails, all whose centres lie abaft that
point.

head-sea, s. A sea which runs directly

against the head of a ship, or rolls against

her course.
" With a heavy head-sea that prevented our sailing,

even when we got a start."—Lord Hufferin: Letters
from High Latitudes, Lett, v., p. 22.

* head-silver, s. The same as Head-
pence (q.v.).

*head-sin, heved sunne, *hsefed-
sinne, s. Capital or deadly sin.

head-sword, s. In Cornish mines a

term for water running through the. adit-level.

head-timber, s.

Ship-build. : A crooked timber in the frame
of a ship's head, to support the gratings

;

a bracket.

head-valve, s.

Steam-engine : The delivering-valve ; the
upper air-pump valve.

head-water, s. The upper part of a
stream or river near its source ; one of the
streams which contribute to form a larger

stream.

head-wind, s, A wind which blows in

a direction opposite to the course of a ship.

head-work, * heed-werk, * hede-
warke, * heid-werk,

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. Intellectual or mental labour.

* 2. A headache.
" Heedwerk. Cephalalgia"—Prompt. Parv.

II. Arch. : A name given to the heads and
other ornaments on the keystones of arches.

head-yard, s.

Naut. : One of the yards in the forepart of

a ship.

head, *hede, *hed-yn, v.t. & i. [A.S.

(be)heafdian ; M. H. Ger. houbeten.] [Head, 5.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To lead, to guide, to direct ; to take the

guidance or direction of; to be or put one's

self at the head.

"He was celebrated for having headed a disgraceful

riot at Abingdon.''

—

Macaulay : JJist. Eng., ch. viii.

2. To form a head to
J
to furnish with a

head.
"Flve-and-thlrty tall ships of war, headed with

brasen pikes before."—/1
. Holland : Llvy, p. 717.

3. To go, move, or pass in front of, so as to

keep or drive back, or prevent from advancing

;

to get ahead of.

4. To oppose, to check ; to act in opposi-

tion to : as, The wind heads a ship.

* 5. To behead, to decapitate.
" Head and haug all that offend that way."—

Shakesp. : Measure for Jfeasure, ii. 1.

* 6. To lop trees.

" You must disbranch them, leaving only the summit
entire: it may be necessary to head them too."

—

Mortimer: Husbandry.

B. Intransitive

;

*1. To spring, to rise ; to have source or origin

.

" A broad river that heads in the great Blue Ridge."
—Adair. {Ogilvie.)

2. To go or tend in a direction ; to be
directed towards.

3. To form a head ; to come to a head.

head-ache, * heaved-eche, *. [Eng. head,

and ache.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A pain in the head. There
are four leading varieties of it—the organic
headache, the plethoric headache, the bilious

or sick headache, and the nervous headache.
[Cephalalqy.]

"Headaches and shivering fits returned on him
almost daily."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

2. Botany

:

(1) The Common Red Poppy, Papaver Ehaxts.

Chiefly in East Anglia.

(2) Stellaria Holostea.

(3) Cardamine pratensis.

headache-tree, s.

Bot. : Premna integrifolia.

headache-weed, s.

Bot. : Hedyosmum nutans. (West Indian.)

*head'-ach-y, a. [Eng. headach(e); -y.]

Afflicted with or suffering from a headache.

head'-band, s. [Eng. head, and band.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A fillet or band for the head
or hair.

2. Bookbind. : A strip of plaited silk over a
mill-board core, or a projecting fillet of fabric,

which serves as a finish to the top and bottom
of the sheets inside the back.

*head'-bor-oiigh (t/fc silent), * head-bor-
row, s. [Eng. head, and borough.} The chief
or head man of a frankpledge, tithing, or
decennary ; a kind of village mayor ; also
known as borsholder or titbing-man. They
are now called petty constables.

" A headborough and a constable, a man of fame."—
, Camden : Jtemaines.

head' ed, pa. par. & a. [Head, v.]

A. .4s pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective ;

j
I. Ordinary Language :

1. Having a head, bearing a head.
" Schinocephalos, as much as to say, headed like an

onion."—North: Plutarch, p. 133.

2. Having intellect or mental faculties ; es-

pecially in composition : as, clear-beaded,

thick-freatfetf, &c.
" Rejecting in the meane while green-fteatted generals

of armies, eloquent orators eIbo. '— /*. Holland: Plut-

arch, p. £21.

II. Bot. : A term applied when any part of

a plant is abruptly thickened at one point.

Used of cylindrical or terete bodies, as mucor,
glandulary hairs, &c. (Lindley.)

head' er, s. [Eng. head; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. One who puts or fixes a head on any-
thing, as a cooper who heads a cask.

* 2. One who stands at the head of any-
thing ; a chief, a leader.

3. A plunge or dive head-foremost. (Some-
times used figuratively.)

"We may surely shut the door and take a header."
—Inside Sebastopol (1856), ch. xiv.

II. Technically:

1. Bricklaying : A brick laid with its end, or
head, in the face of the wall. It acts as a
bond. [Bond.]

" If the header of one side of the wall is toothed as
much as the Btretcher on the outside, it would be a
stronger toothing."

—

Moxon.

2. Husb. : A form of reaper. [Heading-
machine.]

head-fast, ». [Eng. head, and fast.]

Naut. : A rope by which the head of a vessel

is made fast to a quay or vessel alongside.

" Keeping up one another with their headfasts 08

shore."—Defoe : Tour, 1. 64.

head'-first, adv. [Eng. head, and first.] With
the head first or in front ; head-foremost.

*head'-ful, s. [Eng. head; M(t).'] As
much as the head or brain would hold.

"I'll undertake with a handful of silver to huy a
headful of wit at any time."—Ford : 'Tis Pity, i. 2.

* head'-gar-gle, s. [Eng. head, and gargle.}

A disease in cattle.

"For the headgargle give powder of fenugreek.'—
Mortimer : Husbandry.

head gear, s. [Eng. head, and gear.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The covering, dress, or orna-

ments of the head.
" The plume upon his headgear."

Longfellow : Song of Hiawatha, x.

2. Harness. : The bridle of a horse ; the
head-stall and bit.

" head hung, a. [Eng. head, and hung.)

Despondent.
" Gentlemen, be not head-hung."—Shirley : Bird in

a Cage, lii,

head'-i-l^, adv. [Eng. heady ; -ly.] In a
heady manner ; rashly, hastily, foolishly.

head 1 ness, r head'-I-nesse, s. [Eng.

heady; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being heady

;

rashness, hastiness.

"The brain-sick headiness of the Lutherans."

—

Strype : Memorials ; Queen Mary (an. 1554).

2. The quality or state of being heady ; in-

toxicating, or apt to affect the head.

heading, s. [Eng. head; -ing.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or process of providing or fitting

with a head.

2. The foam, froth, or head on liquor.

II. Technically

:

1. Books, &c.

:

(1) An inscription at the head of an article,

written or printed.

(2) A running-title at the top of a page.

2. Brewing : A preparation of equal parts of

alum and green vitriol, used in brewing.

3. Coopering .* The pieces which compose a
cask-head. The central piece is called the

. middle, the side pieces are the cants.

i. Fireworks : The device of a signal rocket;
such as a star-heading, a bounce-heading.

5. Masonry & Bricklaying ; A course of

headers ; the ends of the stones or bricks pre-

sented outward.

6. Mining :

(1) The end of a drift or gallery : as, The
heading is in solid rock, and is driven by
blasting and quarrying.

(2) A gallery, drift, or adit in a mine, or in
the line of an intended tunnel, especially one
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relatively small size, which forms a gullet

in which men work, and which is afterwards
enlarged by extension sideways aud down-
ward to constitute a tunnel.

(3) A horizontal passage between the shifts

or turns of the working parties.

7. Sewing ; The extension of a line of ruf-

fling above the line of stitch.

heading-chisel, s. A chisel for cutting
down the head of a mortise ; a mortise chisel.

heading-circler, $.

Coopering: A machine for cutting down and
dressing the pieces to form the head of a cask.

The heading stuff is clamped between two
discs, trimmed by a saw, and dressed by re-

volving cutters.

heading course, s.

Bricklaying : A horizontal course of bricks
or masonry in which the pieces are laid with
their heads in front ; that is, across the thick-
ness of the wall.

heading-joint, s.

1. Join. ; A square or butting joint of two
pieces, as of sections of hand-railing, floor

boards, &c. The junction is secured by dowel,
tongue and groove, or otherwise.

2. Masonry : The joint between two vous-
soirs in the same course.

heading-knife, s.

1. Sadd. : A round-headed knife used to

cut out holes in leather, too large for the ap-
plication of punches, and smaller than are

conveniently made by the round knife, which
is the ordinary cutting-tool of the saddler.

2. The currier's knife with one straight and
one cross handle, aud a turned-over edge. It

is used in scraping hides and reducing them
to an even thickness.

3. Coopering ; A knife for cutting the cham-
fer of the head of a cask.

heading machine, s,

1. Agric. : A machine for cutting off the

heads of grain in the field, instead of harvest-

ing the whole straw. The machine was tried

awhile in Illinois, but its use is believed to

have been abandoned except in California

and South Australia, where it is named after

its inventor, Ridley. The machine is now
always associated with a travelling thrasher,

the ripe heads of grain being cut as is usual
with reapers, a reel sweeping the heads into a
well, from which they are raised by a con-
veyor to the thrashing-cylinder, and thence
pass to the 6ieves and fan.

2. Metal-working

:

(1) A machine in which bolt blanks are
headed by Bwaging between dies, or upsetting,

(2) A machine for forming the heads of pins.

3. Coopering ; A machine for making heads
of casks. The middle piece and cants are

jointed and dowelled together and placed be-

tween two circular discs, so arranged upon
lathe mandrels that the stock from which the
head is to be cut is placed between the heads
and clamped by screwing up the loose man-
drel ; when the heads are revolved, the heading
passes between two adjustable arms, liaving

the tools that cut the head to the desired

diameter and bevel the edge at the same time.

heading-tool, s.

Forg. : A tool used in swaging heads on

stems of bolts. The rod is run through the

hole of the required form and size, and the

projecting portion is upset or hammered down,
forming a knob. This is brought to shape by
a swage.

head-land, *head-londt
* hev-ed-lond,

3. [Eng. head, and land.]

1. A point of land projecting into the sea

;

a cape, a promontory, a head.
" Pious seamen, as they passed,

Have toward that holy headland cast

Oblations." Moore : Fire- Worshippers.

2. A ridge or strip of unemployed land near

a fence, or at the end of furrows.

head ledge, a. [Eng. head, and ledge.]

Shipbuild. : One of those portions of the

raised rim around the edge of a hatchway
which run athwart ship. [Coamings.]

head-less, l*head-lesse, *hede-les,
* heed les, * hev-ed-les, a. [Eng. head;

1. "Without a head ; having no head ; de-

prived of the head ; beheaded.
" That headless man

I thought had been my lord."
Shakesp.: Cymbeline, v. 5.

2. Having no head, chief, or leader.
" They rested not until they had made the empire

stand headless about seventeen years."—Ralcigh : Hist,

of the World.

*3. Destitute of understanding, wit, or intel-

lect ; foolish, rash, obstinate, inconsiderate.

"Witless headlness in judging, or of headless hardi-
ness in condemning. "—Spenser / State of Ireland.

*4, Having no foundation ;
groundless.

head' -line, s. [Eng. head, and line.]

1. Print. ; The top line of a page in which
the running title and folio are given, or the
subject of the chapter or page.

2. Naut. ; One of the ropes at the head of a
sail, by which, it is made fast to the yards.

head long, * head-ling, * hed ling,
* hed-lyng, * hed lynges, * heed-ling,
* he-ved-lynge, adv. & a. [Eng. head,

and suff. -long ; A.S. lunga, as in grund-lunga
= from the ground.]

A. As adverb :

1. With the head first or foremost ; head-
foremost.

" Him the Almighty Power
Hurled headlong naming from the ethereal sky."

MiUon : P. L., i. 45.

2. With violence or force ; violently
;
pre-

cipitately,
" Foyers came headlong down through the birch-

wood. —Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

3. Hastily ; without delay or respite.

L Rashly, inconsiderately, precipitately,

without deliberation.
" Difficulties and dangers into which he was running

headlong. "—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vl.

B. As adjective

:

1. Steep, precipitous.
" This world's hazardous and headlong shore.*

Cowper : Bill of Mortality, 1768.

2. Rushing violently or precipitately.

"Torn, by headlong torrents." — Macaulay: Hist.

Eng., ch. v.

3. Rash, thoughtless, precipitate.

"What enthusiast so headlong, what politician so

hardened, as to stand uu in defence of a', system calcu-

lated for a curse to mankind."

—

Burke: Vindication of
Jfatural Society.

* 4. Sudden, precipitate.
" It came to a headlong overthrow."—Sidney.

* head long, v.t. [Headlong, adv.] To
precipitate ; to send headlong.

" Ignorance that headlongs ub to confusion."—
Adams : Works, iii. 9a

* head'-long-ly, adv. [Eng. headlong; -ly.]

In a headlong manner ; headlong.
" So suatchiugly or headlongly driven.''—Chapman :

Homer; Iliad, xv. (Comm.).

* head'-long-wise, adv. [Eng. headlong

;

-wise. ] In a headlong manner ; headlong.

"The kingdome should not returne to them and
their line, but should still run on end, and headlong-
wise fall unto Buch base var Lets. '—/

'. Holland : Livius,

p. 29.

* head'-ly, a. [Eng. head ; -ly.] Rash, head-
strong, heady. (Only in the First Folio of
Siiakespeare ; Henry V., iii. 3.)

head-man, s. [Eng. head, and man.]

1. Ord. Laiig. : A chief, a leader, a head
worker ; specif., in the West Indies, the fore-

man of a gang of negro labourers,

2. Bot. : Plantago lanceolata.

head'-mon-ey, s. [Eng. head, and money.]
A capitation tax.

head -most, a. [Eng. Mad, and most.] The
most forward ; the most advanced ; first in
line or order.

"The Jieadmost horseman rode alone."
, Scott : Lady of the Lake, i. 6<

head -mould, s. [Eng. head, and mould.] The
\ bones of the brain ; the skull.

headmould shot, s.

A not. :A malformation seen in some infants,

by which the coronal or other sutures of the
skull have their edges shot over one another.
It generally ends in convulsions and death,
brought on by compression of the brain.
(Quincy.)

head - mould - ing, s. [Eng. head, and
•moulding.

Arch. : A moulding over a door or window.

Hea'-don, s. [From Headon Hill in the Isle

of Wight.] (See etym. and compound.)

Headon-series, s.

Geol. : A sub-division of the British Upper
Eocene beds, containing marine and fresh-

water shells.

* head pence, s. pi. [Eng. head, and pence.]

A poll or capitation tax, exacted chiefly in

Northumberland ; abolished under Henry VI.

head'-post, s. [Eng. head and post.] A
stanchion by the manger in a stable.

head-quar'-ters, s. pi. [Eng. head, and
quarters.]

1. The quarters or place of residence of the
commander-in-chief of an army.

2. The principal residence of any chief or
person in authority.

3. The place whence orders are issued ; the
centre of authority.

"The brain, which is the headquarters, or office of
intel 1 igence.

'

'

—

Collier.

£. The place where one resides.

headquarters'-staff,, s.

Mil. : The staff attached to the commander-
in-chief of an army.

* head-rail (1), s. [Eng. head, and rail — a
veil.] A kerchief used as a head-dress.

head -rail (2), s. [Eng. liead, and rail.]

1. Carp. : The upper rail or horizontal piece

of a door-frame.

2. Ship-build. ; One of the elliptic rails at
the head of a ship.

* head shake, s. [Eng. head, and shale.) A
significant shake of the head.
" With arms encumbered thus, or this headshake."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 5.

head ship, s. [Eng. head; -ship.] The state

or position of being a head or chief ; authority ;

supreme power ; chief place or position.

"I can see no ground . . . that God, or Nature,
evere intended him an universal headship."~QlanviU J

Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. XV.

1[ Headship of Christ

:

Theol. : A phrase frequently used by the

Non-intrusion party prior to the disruption

of the Scottish Church in 1843, and designed

to assert that Christ was Head of His Church,

and that all ecclesiastical arrangements should
conform to the principles He taught.

heads man, s. [Eng. heads, and man.)

1. One who cuts off heads ; an executione?-..

" And the headsman with his bare arm ready."
Byron: Parisina, xv.

2. A labourer in a colliery who conveys the
coals from the working to the horseway^

* head spring, s. [Eng. head, and spring.\

A source, an origin.

head stall, s. [Eng. head, and stall]

Manige

:

1. The bridle minus the bit and rein.

2. The halter minus the hitching-strap.

head -stick, s. [Eng. head, and stick.]

1. Print. : A piece of furniture forming the
margin at the heads of pages.

2. Naut. : A short, round stick, with a hole

at each end, through which the head-rope of

some sails is thrust.

head stock, s. [Eng. head, and stock.]

1. Turn. : That portion of a lathe which
contains the mandrel or live spindle on which
the work is chucked or to which it is dogged.

The live-head as distinguished from the dead-

head.

2. The head which supports the cutters in

a planing-machine.

head'-stone, $. [Eng. head, and stone.]

* 1. The principal stone in a foundation ; a
chief or corner-stone.

" The stone, which the builders refused is become
the headstone. '—Psalm cxviii. 24. {Prayer Book.)

2. A stone at the head of a grave.

head' strong, a. [Eng. head, and strong.]

1. Not easily restrained ; ungovernable

;

obstinate ; determined on following one's own
course ; intractable ; rash.

"Such was the furie of these headstrong steeds."

Spenser: F. Q., V. viii. 4L

b6il, bo"^; pout. jd%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -fng.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = b$l, deL
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2. Marked or directed by determination or
ungovernable will ; obstinate ; intractable

;

rash ; thoughtless.
" One that did fulfil

Too perfectly hi a headstrong will."

Wordsworth : White Doe of liylstone, x.

* head -strong-ness, s. [Eng. headstrong;
-ness.] The quality or state of being head-
strong.]

* head-tire, s. [Eng. head, and tire.] Dress or
attire for the head ; head-dress. (1 Esdras Hi. 6.

)

.head wall, a. LEng. head, and wall,]

Arch: The wall in the same plane as the
face of the arch which forms the exterior of a
bridge. (Ogilvie,)

Jiead'-way, s. [Eng. head, and way.]

I. Ord. Lang. : The progress made by a ship
in motion

;
progress, advance.

II, Technically

;

1. Arch. : The clear height of a passage-
way, tunnel, gallery, doorway, arch, &c.

2. Min. : A gallery at right angles to the
main passage way to the shaft of a coal mine

;

a heading.

1 To make headway : To make progress, to
advance, to progress.

head-jr, * head-ie, a. [Eng. head; -y.]

* 1. Rash, hasty, headstrong, precipitate,

thoughtless ; liable to be hurried on by pas-
sion or will ; ungovernable, intractable.

" 'Awe their violence with your authority.'
' Are they grown so heady J

'

"

Beaum. & Flet : Pilgrim, v.

* 2. Marked or caused by rashness, thought-
lessness, obstinacy, or an ungovernable will.

" There might you see the coils, in sundry shapes,
Committing heady riots.

Marlowe : Hero & Leander, seat. 1.

*3. Violent, impetuous.
" Never came reformation in a noon.
With such a heady current.''

Shakesp. : Henry V., i. l.

4. Apt to affect the head ; intoxicating, in-

flaming.
" [John] has had something heady
That makes him unsteady."

Hood ; Table ofErrata.

ileal (1), *hele (1), * helie, * heel, v.t. & i.

[A.S. hdlan =to make whole, from hdl= whole;
cogn. with Dut. heelen, from heel = whole

;

Icel. heila, from heill — hale ; Dan. hele, from
Jieel = hale; Sw. hela, from Ml; Goth, hail-

Jan, from hails ; Ger. htilen, from heil .]

[Hale, Health, Whole.]

A. Transitive;

1 Literally

:

1. To make whole or sound ; to cure of a
•disease or wound, or of any derangement of
the organs.

"And his seruaunt was healed the selfe houre."

—

Bible (1551), Matthew viii.

% To make whole ; to cause to cicatrize.

"After separation of the eschar, I deterged and
Ihealed."— Wiseman: Surgery.

3. To remove or subdue, as a disease or
wound.

" His woundes wyde
Not throughly healed." Spenser: F. Q., I. v. 45.

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. To make pure, to purify, to remove foul

or feculent matter from.

"Thus saith the Lord, I have healed these waters.''

—

2 Kings ii. 21.

2. To reconcile, to accommodate : as, To
Jieal dissensions.

3. To make pure ; to free from guilt.

" With his stripes we are healed.' —Isaiah liii. 5.

"B. Intrans. : To grow or become sound or
-whole ; to return to or resume a whole or
sound state.

"Those wounds heal ill that men do give themselves."
Shafcesp. : Troilus <fc Cressida, iii. 3.

^[ For the difference between to heal and to

cure, see Cure.

heal all, s.

I. Ord. Lang. ; A panacea.

II. Bot. : (1) Rhodiola rosea; (2) Valeriana
officinalis.

heal -bite, heal-dog, s.

Bot. : Alyssum calycinum.

* heal (2), *hele (2), v.t. [A.S. helan.]

1, To conceal, to hide, to cover.

2. To cover, as a roof with tiles, &c.

heal-a-ble, a. [Eng. heal; -able.] Capable
of being healed ; curable.

hcalds, a\ [Etym. doubtful.]

Weav. : The harness for shedding the warp-
threads in a loom ; the heddle. The threads
are doubled in pairs, and arranged in sets so

as to shift the warp-threads as maybe required
for plain, twill, or figured weaving.

heal -er (1), s. [Eng. heal (1) ; -er.] One who
heals or cures ; a ctirer ; a remedy or cure.

"Plantaine is a great healerot anysorewhatsoever."
—P. Holland: Plinie, ch. xxvi., ch. xiv.

* healer (2), t hel-li-cr, 5. [Eng.7iraZ(2);

-er.] (See extract.)
" In the west, he that covers a house with Blates, is

called a heater or hellier."—Iiay : South & East Country
Words.

* heal -fang, s. [A.S. Jiealsfang, from heals —
the neck, and fang = a catching.]

1. The punishment of the pillory.

2. A fine in commutation of the punishment
of the pillory, payable to the king or chief lord.

heal ful, a. [Eng. heal; -fnl{l).'\ Tending
to heal or cure ; healing.

" Water of healfttl wisdom."—Ecclus. xv. 3.

heal Ing (1), *heal-yng, hoal ynge,
*heal-inge, * heel-yng, pr. par., a., & $.

[Heal (1), v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Curing ; tending to heal ; having the
power or quality of healing.

*2. Mild, gentle, soothing, mollifying; as,

healing words. (Milton.)

C. As subst. .- The act, art, or power of
curing.

" Thegyftes of healynge."—Bible : 1 Corinth. xli. (1551.)

IT The healing art; The art or science of
medicine,

healing tissue, s.

Bot. Phys. : A tissue which heals injured
parts. It differs from the generating and
suberose tissues. (Thome.)

heal -ing (2), s. [Heal (2), v.] The art or
process of covering roofs with tiles, &c.

healing-Stone, s. A roofing slate or tile.

" For the covering of houses there nre three sorts of
slate, which from tnat use take the name of healing-
stones."—Carew : Survey of Cornwall, fo. 6.

heal-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. healing (1) ; -ly.] In
a healing manner ; so as to heal or cure.

'heal less, heale-lesse, a. [Eng. heal;
-less.] Unhealed, uncured, ill.

" How might a wight in tunnent and in drede
And healelesse you send as yet glaunesse."

Chaucer : Troilus A Cressida, bk. v.

* heal -some, a. [Eng. heal; -some.] Heal-
ing, healthy, healthsome, wholesome.

health, * helth, s. [A.S. haslth ; from hdl =
whole ; hadan = to heal.]

1. Freedom from bodily illness or unsound-
ness ; a sound and healthy state of all the
parts of an organized being, when all the
organs perform their natural functions freely
and properly.

" There is scarce any [folly] against which warnings
are of leas efficacy than the neglect of health." —
Ilambler, No 48.

2. Soundness ofintellect and morals
; purity,

goodness, righteousness, uprightness.

* 3. Divine grace or favour ; salvation.
" That thy way may be known upon earth, thy

saving health among all nations "—Psalm lxvii. 2.

* 4. Welfare, prosperity.
" To the state's best health'

Shakesp. : Timon of Athens, li. 2.

5. A wish of happiness and prosperity in
pledging a person in a toast.

" Drinking health to bride and groom.

'

Tennyson: In Memoriam (Cone), 83.

6. A toast ; a pledge in drinking.
" He asked leave to begin two healths : the first was

to the king's mistress, and the second to his wife."

—

Howel.

1[ The Board of Health was appointed by 11
& 12 Vic. c. 63, passed in 1848. It was recon-
structed in 1S54. In 1858 its powers were
transferred to the Privy Council.

health-guard, s.

Naut : Officers appointed to carry out quar-
antine regulations.

health-officer, s. A public official ap-
pointed to look after the sanitary matters of a
district.

health -drinking, s. [Eng. health, and
drinking.] The actor practice of pledging a
person in drinking.

" Of social meals, of healthdrinking, of cardplayiug. *

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvlii.

health ful, a. [Eng. health; -ful(l),~]

1. Full of or enjoying good health ; free
from disease or unsoundness ; in the enjoy-
ment of health ; healthy.

' In healtliful body how
A healthful mind the longest to maintain."

Armstrong : Of Preserving Health, bk. L

2. Tending to promote health ; wholesome,
salubrious, salutary ; as, a liealthful climate.

" So rich in soyle, so healthfulle In her ayre."
Browne : Britannias Pastorals, bk. ii., s. L

* 3. Well-disposed.
*' Such an exploit have I in hand.
Had you an healthful ear to hear It."

Shakesp. : Julius Cmsar, 11, L

health'-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. healthful; -ly.]

1. In health.

2. Wholesomely ; in a manner tendiDg to
promote health ; salubriously.

" A place of retirement, healthfully and pleasantly
seated."—Slrype: Life of Parker (an. 1G53).

health'-ful ness, s. [Eng. healthful; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being healthy,

or in health.
" It would conduce much to their healthfulness."—.

Fuller: Worthies ; Bedfordshire.

2. The quality of being healthy, wholesome,
or salutary.

"Not only the habitableness, but healthfalness, of
that climate and country."

—

Boyle : Works, v. 048.

health i ly, a. [Eng. healthy; -ly.] In a
healthy, wholesome, salubrious, or salutary
condition or state.

health'-1 ness, s. [Eng. healthy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being healthy ; health

;

salubrity.

"These advantages were greatly enhanced by the
healthiness of its climate."

—

Anson: Voyages, bk. iii.,

ch. ii.

* health'-ist, s. [Eng. health; -ist.] Onewht
indulges to excess in the drinking of healths.

" It seemed a strange thing to Annrcharsis the Scy-
thian, as Laertius observes, to see the Greeks drink
in small cruzes at the beginning of their feasts, and in
large bowls at the latter cud ; (an order ill imitated by
the lavish healthists of our time) as if they intended nov
satisfaction, and refreshing of nature, out wilful ex
cesae."—Up. Hall : Christian Moderation, bk. i., § 7.

* health -less, u, [Eng. health; -less.]

1. Not in the enjoyment of health ; sick

;

ill ; infirm.
" A healthless body and a sad disease do seldom make

men weary of this world."

—

Bp. Taylor ; Holy Dying,
ch, iil„ § a.

2. Not conducive to health ; unhealthy ; un-
wholesome.

"They are healthless, chargeable, and useless." —

•

Bp. Taylor : Holy Dying, ch. iii., § 3.

health -less-ness, s. [Eng. healthless ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being healthless.
" The inconveniences or healthlessness of the person."—Bp. Taylor : Rule of Cons., bk. ii., ch. ill., rule 8.

* health -some, a. [Eng. health, and suff.
-some.] Healthy ; tending to promote health

;

wholesome.
" To whose foal mouth no healthsome air breathes In."

Shakesp. : Homeo * Juliet, iv. a.

* health -some- ness, * health some-
nesse, s. [Eng. healtlisome ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being healthsome.

"He [Cajsarl himself made so many iorncyes as he
thought sufficient for channye of the places for heaUh-
somenesse."—Holding : Catsar, fo. 271.

health y, a. [Eng. health ; -y.]

1. Enjoying good health ; being in a sound
state of body ; hale ; sound ; free from disease
or sickness.

"They that haunt the healthy limbs alone."
Bp. Hall : Satires, iii. 3.

2. Conducive or tending to health; whole-
some ; healthsome ; salubrious ; salutary.

" Gardening or husbandry, ami working in wood, are
ttt and healthy recreations for a man of study or busi-
ness. —Locke.

3. Morally wholesome, or salutary : as, There
is a healthy tone in a book.

heam. *hame,s. [A.S. lianut, homa = a cover-
ing

; O. Sax. & O. H. Ger. hamo (in composi-
tion) ; cf. Icel. hams = the slough of a snake

;

O. Dut. Juxmna = afterbirth.] The afterbirth
or secundine of an animal.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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heap, * heep, * heepe, * hep, * hope, s.

[A.S, 7wdp; cogn. with Dut. hoop; Icel. ftopr;

Dan. Ao&; Sw. ftop; Ger. havfe; O. H. Ger.
7i«Jfo ; Russ. kerpa ; Lith. fccrupas.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. An accumulation of many things thrown
together ; a pile ; a mass.

"The dead were fallen down by heapt, .one upon
another."— Wisdom xviii. 23.

2. A crowd ; a throng ; a rabble ; a cluster.
*" Amongst thiB princely heap."

Shakesp. : Richard III., ii. 1.

3. A great quantity ; a mass ; a large num-
ber.

" A vast heap both of places of scripture, and quo-
tations."

—

Burnet : Hist. Reform, (an. 1534).

II. Technically :

1. Print. : The pile of wet paper to be fed
to, or of printed paper delivered from, a
machine or press.

2. Min. : The refuse or sterile gangue thrown
into a pile.

* heap-flood, * heape-flud, s. A heavy
sea.

" Swasht wyth a mysterus heape-flud.
'

Stanyhurst : Virgil ; .Kueid i. 124.

heap-keeper, s.

Min. : A miner who attends to the cleaning

of coal on the surface.

* heap -meal, heape - meale, adv.

Confusedly ; in heaps.
" Four the same forth by heape-meale."—P. Holland ;

Canute ii, p. 71.

heap, * hep-en, * hop-in, v.t. [A.S. he&pian.]
[Heap, s.]

1. To throw together or lay in a heap, mass,
or pile ; to mass ; to pile.

" Heap ou wood, kindle the fire."

—

Ezekiel xxiv. 10.

2. To accumulate ; to amass ; to bring to-

gether.
" And the late dignities heap'd up to them."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. C.

3. To form or round into a heap, as in
measuring.

1 Heap is often followed by up or on, as in
examples above.

heap -er, s. [Bng. heap; -er.] One who
heaps, accumulates, or amasses ; one who
makes heaps or piles.

* heap'-y, a. [Eng. heap; -y.] Lying in
neaps; heaped. (Dryden: Virgil; Eel. vii. 70.)

hear, * heare, * heer, * heere, * here,
* heren, * huyre (pa. t. * herd, * herde,
heard; pa. par. * herd, * iherd, heard), v.t.

& i. [A.S. hfran, heran (pa. t. hijrde, pa. par.
qehjjred); cogn. with Dut. hooren; Icel. heyra;
Dau. hove; Sw. Kara; Goth, hausjan ; Ger.
Mren; O. H. Ger. horjan.]

A. Transitive

;

1. To perceive by the sense of hearing ; to
perceive or be cognizant of by the ear.

" He hurde angles synge an hey by the lyste thys."
Robert of Gloucester, p. 279.

2. To give audience to ; to listen to the
words of.

3. To listen to one repeating as a task or
the like ; to listen to the repetition of : as, To
hear a lesson.

4. To be a hearer of ; to attend the preach-
ing or ministration of. (Colloquial.)

5. To try in a court of justice : as, The case
was heard last term.

6. To attend at a court of justice for the
hearing of judicially ; to sit in a court or as a
judge for the trying and determination of.

" Hear the causes, and Judge righteously."—Dent. i. 16.

7. To attend as a worshipper at.

8. To regard with favour ; to listen or accede

to the request or claims of.

"They think they shall be heard for their much
speaking."

—

Matthew vi. 7.

9. To pay heed or attention to ; to respect,

to heed, to obey ; to attend to the teaching,

doctrines, or advice of.

"They nave Moses aud the prophets, let them hear
them."

—

Luke xvL 29.

10. To learn ; to be taught.
" I apeak to the world those things which I have

heard of him."

—

John viii. 26.

* 11. To learn or be informed of by report.
** Until her husband's welfare she did hear."

* Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 263.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To have or enjoy the sense of hearing, or
the faculty of perceiving sound.

" The ear Is not that which hears ; but the organ by
which we hear."—Reid: an the Intellectual & Active
Powers, Essay ii., ch. i.

2. To hearken, to listen, to attend.
" Hear, all ye Trojans, all ye Grecian bands."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad iii. 123.

3. To learn by listening ; to be told ; to re-

ceive -from another information by word of

mouth.
** He began with right a mery chere,

His tale anon, and saide as ye shal here."
Chaucer : C. T„ 860.

* 4. To be heard of ; to be reported.

*5. To be called ; to answer to a name. (A
Latinism.)

" Or hear1st thou rather pure ethereal stream,
Whose fountain who shall tell ?

"

Milton: P. jC., iii. T.

IT (1) * To hear a bird sing: To receive

private communication.
*' I will lay odds, that ere this year expire.
We bear our civil swords and native ftre

As far as France. I hear a bird so sing."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry I V., v. 5.

(2) To hear tell of: To hear by report ; to be
informed of. (Vulgar.)

(3) To Jiear say : To hear by report.
" For I heard say that there were some homely

theeves, some pickers in this worshipful house."—
Latimer : Sermon on the Gospel on St A ndrew's Day.
* (4) To Jiear well or ill : To be praised (or

censured) ; to be well (or ill) spoken of.

"They are these make mee hearc so ill, both in
towne and couutrey, as I doe."—Ben Jonsan : Masques

;

Love Restored.

hear, interj. [Properly the imperative of the
verb, and more fully hear him (q.v.).] An
exclamation or cry used in reference to the
words of a speaker ; it may indicate, accord-
ing to the tone in which it is uttered, admira-
tion, acquiescence, indignation, or derision.

It is frequently repeated as "Hear, hear."

* hear him, interj. (See extract.)

*'The phrase 'hear him,' a phrase which had origi-

nally beeu used only to silence irregular noises, and to
remiud members of the duty of attending to the dis-
cussion, had, during some years, been gradually be-
coming what it now is—that is to say, a cry indicative,
according to the tone of admiration, acquiescence, in-
dignation, or derision."

—

Macaulay : Hist. £ng., ch. xi.

[Hear, v.]

* herde'- grome,

heard, pret. & pa. par.

* heard, s. [Herd.]

* heard'- groome,
[Herdgroom.]

* hoards, s. pi. [Hards.]

* heared, pa. par. [Hear, v.]

hear'-er, * heer-er, * her-er, *hier-ere,
s. [Eng. hear ; -er.]

1. One who hears or listens to anything

;

an auditor ; one of an audience.
" Filled their hearers

With strange invention."
Shakesp. .' Macbeth, iii. l,

2. One who attends the ministry or dis-
courses of another.

hear -ing, her ing, *heer-yngf pr.par.,
a., & s. [Hear, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. -4s substantive

;

L Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.

2. The act of listening to anything ; at-
tention to what is orally communicated

;

audience.
" Speak to his gentle hearing kind commends."

Shakesp. : Richard II., iii. 3.

3. An audience ; a reception for the purpose
of listening to what one has to say.

" As a private person he requested a hearing, and
protested, in the name of his brethren, against the
royal mandate."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

4. A judicial trial or investigation of a
suit ; the listening to, considering, and deter-
mining of the facts, evidence, and arguments
in a cause.

" Leave you to the hearing of the cause."
Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, ii. 1.

5. Reach of the ear; the distance within
which one can hear ; earshot.

"The fox had the good luck to be within hearing.'—
I,'Estrange: Fables.

6. A scolding, a lecture.

II. Anat. & Phys. : It is on the auditory
nerve, the portio mollis of the seventh pair,

situated in the temporal bone, that the sonor-
ous undulations make their impression, the
vibrations being propagated through the sur-
rounding medium, generally air, by the cor-

responding waves or undulations they produce
in it. A slight laxity of the membrana tym-
pani is usual, permitting vibrations in accord-
ance with grave or deep tones ; by the action
of the tensor tympani this may be tightened
so as to vibrate with sharper or higher tones.

This sense may be increased by cultivation, as

in the case of musicians, and in people exposed
to danger or living by hunting. The pitch

depends on the number of vibrations in a
given time, the high notes being the quickest,
and the low the slowest. The strength or
loudness depends on the force and extent of
the vibrations. The timbre or quality of musi-
cal sounds, as of the flute, violin, &c, all

sounding a note of the same pitch, depends on
differences of form in the undulations.

% Hearing in presence :

Scots Law : A formal hearing of counsel
before the whole of the judges.

hearing-trumpet, s. The same as Ear-
trumpet (q.v.).

heart -en (first e silent), herk-en,
herk nen, * hark-ne, v.t. & i. [A.S.

hyrcnian, heorcnian, from hyran = to hear

;

cogn. with O. Dut. horcken, horlcen, liarcken,

from Dut. hooren=to hear; Ger. horchen, from
O. H. Ger. hdrjan; Ger. hbren = to hear.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To hear by listening; to perceive with
the ear.

"[I] hearken, if I may, her business here."
Milton : Comus, 169.

2. To listen to with attention ; to pay at-

tention to ; to regard.
" The king of Naples hearkens my brother's suit."

Shakesp. : Tempest, i. 2.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To listen ; to lend the ear ; to pay atten-
tion, regard, or obedience.

"To hearken once again to the suit."
Shakesp. : Tempest, iii. 2.

* 2. To inquire ; to ask about.
'
' Hearken after their offence."

Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, v. L
* 3. To be on the alert ; to lie in wait.
'* The youngest daughter whom you hearken for." 1

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, i. 2. i

* 4. To listen, to follow the dictates of.

" Such is the simplicity of man to hearken after the
flesh."

—

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, i. 1.

heark -en er (first e silent), * herk-en er,
s. [Eng. hearken; -er.] One who hearkens,
hears, or listens ; a hearer, an auditor.

" hearkener to the loud-clapping ehears."
Keats: Endymion, i. 270.

' hear sal, »-, [Rehearsal.]

hear say, * heare-say, s. & «. [Eng.
Jiear, and say.]

A. As subst. . Common talk or report

;

rumour, fame.

"Sometimes a rumour, a hearsay, an inarticulate
whisper." Longfellow: Evangeline, ii. l.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to common
talk or report ; depending upon or derived
from rumour ; toid or given at second hand.

"All hearsay reports are to be discarded."

—

Lewis:
Cred, Early Roman Hist. (1855), ch. xiv., § 2, voL ii,

p. 492.

hearsay-evidence, *.

Law: Evidence given at second-hand by
persons who have heard the actual witness
relate or admit what he knew of certain trans-

actions. Such evidence is only admitted in

England in the immediate prospect of death,

or after that event ; in Scotland only after the
death of the witness.

" In some cases, as in proof of any general customs,
or matters of common tradition or repute, the courts
admit of hearsay-evidence, or an account of what
persons deceased have declared in their lifetime : but
such evidence will not be received of auy particular
facts."—Blackstone: Comment., bk. iii., ch. 23.

hearse (1), * heerce, * herce, * herse, s.

[O. Fr. hcrcc = a harrow, a portcullis ; Fr.herse;

Ital. erpice, from Lat. hirpicem, ace. of hirpext

irpex = a harrow.]

* 1. A harrow.

* 2. A triangle, that being the shape of the
French harrow.

"The archers tber stode in maner of a herse.'-'
Berners ; Froissart ; Cronycle, ch, exxx.

*3. A herse (q.v.).

* 4. A bier.

boll, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, JCenophon, exist, ph - U
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die , &c. = b<?l, del.
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5. A carriage on which the dead are taken
to the grave ; a funeral carriage or car.

"Stand from the hearse, stand from the body."
Shakesp, : Julius Cmsar, iii. 2.

* 6. A coffin on a bier.

"Your laments
Wherewith, you now bedew king Henry's hearse."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., L 1.

* hearse, v.t. [Hearse, s.]

1, To enclose in a coffin ; to carry in or on
a hearse to the grave.

" Would she were hearsed at my foot, and the ducats
in her coffin."—Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, ili. 1.

2. To surround with anything gloomy.

"The houBe is hersed about with a black wood."
Crashaw: Steps to the Temple.

* hearse (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A hind in

its second year.

* hearse, u. [Hoarse.] (Scotch.)

hearse -cloth, * herse'-cloth, s. [Eng.

hearse (1), and cloth.} A pall ; a cloth used to

cover a coffin or bier.

" HiB imbroydered aute, with the cope-stltch,

Made of a hersecloth." Ben Jonson : Fox, ii. 5.

hearse-like, * herse-lyke, a. [Eng.

and like.] Suitable to or for a funeral ; funereal.

" You ahall heare as many herselyke ayres as carols."
—Bacon: Essay; On Adversitie.

heart (e silent), * heort, * heorte, * hert,
* herte, * hierte, * horte, * hurte, s.

[A.S. heorte; cogn. with Dut. hart; Icel.

hjarta; Sw. hjerta ; Dut. hierte; Goth, hiarto;

0. H. Ger. herzd; Ger. herz ; Lat. cor (gen.

cordis) ; Gr. /ojp, nap&Ca (her, kardia) ; Ir.

cridhe; Russ. serdtse; Sansc. hrid, hridaya.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

2. Regarded as the seat of the faculties, ca-

pacities, inclinations, affections, passions, or

moral character, it is used for

—

* (1) The mind ; the mental or thinking
faculties ; the soul.

" My heart misgives me ; here cornea Master Fenton."—Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, v. 6.

(2) The affections or passions, especially

those of a good or admirable kind.
" For many a man bo hard is of his herte.

He may not wepe although him Bore smerte."

,
Chaucer : C. T., 229.

(3) The will, the inclination ; a disposition

Or tendency.
"Hamilton brought hut half &heart to the discharge

of his duties."

—

Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xiii.

(4) Courage ; spirit.

"Thosewbo fought would fight with half a heart.'—
Macaulay: Bist. Eng., ch. xviii.

(5) Zeal ; earnestness ; ardour.
" Hie heart was in his work, and the heart
Giveth grace uuto every Art."

Longfellow: Building of the Ship.

(6) Sense of good or ill ; moral character.
" Every man's heart and couscieuce doth in good or

evil, even secretly committed, and known to none but
itself, either like or disallow itself."

—

Booker.

(7) The seat of love ; the affections.

"'My son, give me thy heart."—Proverbs xxiii. 26.

(8) Passions ; anxiety ; concern.

"Set your heart at rest"
Shakesp. : Midsummer NiglU's Bream, ii. 1.

(9) The inmost or most secret thoughts.
" Michal saw King David leaping and dancing before

the Lord, and she despised him in her heart."—

2

Samuel vi. 16.

3. The inner part of anything ; the core.
" A goodly apple rotten at the heart."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, i. 3.

* i. The secret part ; the essence ; the in-

most part ; the vital or most essential part.

"Shew you the heart of my message."
Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, i. 6.

* 5. The utmost degree. ,

"This gay charm, . . .

Beguil'd me to the very heart of loss."

Shakesp. : Antony & Cleopatra, iv. 12.

t 6. Strength, power, vigour, efficacy.

" And let the field each other year remain
Fallowed and eared to gather heart again."

May: Virgil; Georgici.

* 7. Used as a kind and familiar compella-
tion to persons.

"I speak to thee, my heart."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry TV., v. 5.

8. Anything which has the shape or appear-

ance of a heart ; a representation of a heart

:

that is, an oval figure, pointed obtusely at one
end, and having an indentation or depression

at the other.

II. Technically :

1. Arch. : The central solid portion or core

of a twisted column.

i. Right Auricle, v. Right Vent-
ricle, a. Aorta. 6. Tricuspid

2. Anatomy

:

(1) Human : The central organ of circulation,
enclosed in a membrane, the pericardium,
and. lying between the two layers of pleura,

the mediastinum, with the base directed up-
wards and backwards to the right shoulder,

and the apex downwards and forwards between
the fifth and sixth ribs, and to the left. The
under side is flattened and rests on the dia-

phragm, the upper rounded and convex,
formed by the right ventricle and partially by
the left; above these are the auricles whose
appendages project forwards, overlapping the

root of the pulmonary artery, the large ante-

rior vessel at the root of the heart, crossing

obliquely the commencement of the aorta (a).

The right is the
venous side of
the heart, the
left arterial.
[Circulation.]
The right auri-

cle (a) is larger
than the left,

and more com-
plex in struc-
ture ; it has
two valves, the
eustachian and j.
the coronary.
There is not the
same pyramidal
form in the left

ventricle as in

the right ; the
apex of the
heart is also the
apex of the left

ventricle, and
therefore larger than the right. The valves
of the right ventricle (v) are the tricuspid (6)

and semilunar; of the left the mitral (bi-

cuspid) and semilunar. The auriculo-ven-

tricular opening connects the auricles and
ventricles, and in connection with the ven-

tricular valves we have the columnar car-

nece (c), of which there are three sets, and
the clwrdw tendinem (d). There are three

layers of fibres in the ventricles—the external,

middle, and internal—their peculiar spiral

arrangement causing the tilting forwards of

the cardiac apex. The fibres of the auricles

are in two layers—the external and internal

;

and the left auricle is thicker aud more fleshy

than the right. From the right ventricle

arises the pulmonary artery, conveying the
venous blood to be aerated in the lungs ; the
infundibulum is a prolongation of the anterior

wall. The left auricle contains the four pul-

monary veins returning the blood to the heart,

thence to the left ventricle, and thence to the
aorta, to be distributed to every part of the
body, returning by the superior and inferior

vena cava to the right auricle.

(2) Compar. : In the lowest animals we have
no bloodvessels, every part absorbing nutri-

tious fluid for itself; the lower Entozoa, and
even the embryo in man in its early stage, are
examples. The jelly-fish is the lowest form
of life with circulatory vessels, and the higher
Entozoa, then in the Sea-Urchin and Star-fish,

we come to contractile power and pulsation in

part of the chief vessel ; and in the higher
order of worms and in insects this is divided
into cavities, until, in the molluscs, we come
to a distinct sac, with muscular walls and two
chambers—an auricle and ventricle—in fact, a
systemic heart. Then in fishes we have a
two-chambered heart, not commencing at
systemic circulation, but at the origin of
respiratory movement. Among the higher
reptiles, we find the circulation approaching
that in birds and mammals, till we get the
double heart, as in man.

3. Bot. : [Heart-wood].

4. Cards: One of a suit of cards marked
with figures shaped like a heart. [I. 8.]

" He loved the Dean—I lead a heart."
Swift : On the Death of Dr. Swift.

5. Much. : A heart-shaped wheel or cam
used for converting a rotary into a reciprocating
motion. [Heart-cam.]

6. Nautical :

(1) A dead-eye of triangular shape, having
but one eye, whose lower edge has scores for
the lanyard which hauls taut the backstay
occupying the outside groove. Collar-hearts
are open at the lower ends ; a double score is

cut round the outside, and two grooves on
each side for the seizing, which keeps the
collar in the scores of the heart.

(2) The inner part of a shroud-laid rope.

7. Physiol. ; [Circulation].

*f[ 1. At heart : In reality ; truly ; at bottom;

as, To be good at lieart.

" Every woman is at heart a rake.'

Pope : Moral Essays, iL 217.

2. For one's heart : For one's life ; if one'e-

life depended on it.

" I could not/or my heart deny it him."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, v. 1,

3. In one's heart of hearts : In the inmost
recesseB of the heart.

" Like most parents, in my heart of hearts I haTt
a favourite child."'—Dickens : David Copperfield (Pief.).

i. To break the heart of:

(1) To cause the greatest grief or sorrow to;

to kill by grief.

(2) To bring nearly to completion ; to com-
plete the greatest part.

5. To find in one's heart * To be willing ; to
feel a willingness or inclination.

6. To get or leam by heart : To commit to

memory ; to learn thoroughly, so as to be able

to repeat without a copy.

"We call the committing of a thing to memory the-

getting it by heart."—South.

7. To have at heart : To teach or feel strongly

about or upon.
" What I have most at heart is, that some method

should he thought on for ascertaining and fixing our
language."—Swift.

8. To have in the heart : To design, to ptu-

pose, to intend.

9. To have (ot feel) one'sheart in one's month:
To be greatly frightened or startled.

10. To lay to lieart : To take to heart.

11. To set the heart at rest : To tranquilliser

console, or quiet one ; to be tranquil or easy

in mind. (Midsummer Night's Dream, i. 2.)

12. To set the heart on. : To be very desirous

of or anxious for; to fix the desires on ; to be
very fond of.

13. To speak to one's heart : To comfort, to

encourage, to cheer. (Scrip*.)

14. To take to lieart : To feel greatly ; to be
affected greatly by ; to feel great concern about.

15. To wear one's heart upon one's sleeve : To
be open, frank, and plain in one's feelings

or intentions.

16. To take heart of grace : To pluck up
courage.

" The besieged Turks took heart of grace.' —Mrs.
QaskeU ; Sylvia's Lovers, cb. ix.

* 17. Next tlie heart : Fasting.
" Made drunk next her heart."

Rowley : Match at Midnight, L

% Floating heart

:

Bot. : An American name for the genus
Limnanthemum.

TT Obvious compounds : Heart -affecting,

heart-affrighting, heart-alluring, heart-anguish,

heart-appalling, heart-bold, heart-buried, heart-

cheering, heart-chilled, heart-chilling, heart-eon-

soling, heart-co)isuviing, heart-corroding, heart-

easing, heart-gnawing, heart-grinding , heart-

Jiardened, heart - humbled, heart -humiliation,

heart-inspiring, heart-mysteries, heart-offending,

heart-paining, heart-piercing, heart-quelling,

heart-sliaking, heart-sorrowing, &c.

heart-ache, s. Pain or anguish of mind ;

grief.

" That heart-ache and the thousand natural Bhocks
That flesh is heir to." Shakesp. ; BamXet, iii. L.

heart-and-club, s.

Entom. : A British moth, Agrotis cortieea,

one of the Noctuas (Noctuidas). {Newman.)

heart-and dart, $.

Entom. : Agrotis exclamationis, a moth of the

family Noctuida. The fore wings are pale-

brown, tinged with reddish-gray ; in their

centre is a brown-black spot. The hinder ones

of the male are white, those of the female

sinoky-gray. Expansion of wings an inch and
a half. It is common from June to August
The caterpillar is destructive to turnips.

(Stainton.)

heart -beat, ». A feeling of desire; a.
longing ; a desire.

" But one heart-beat in their bosoms."
Longfellow : Song of Hiawatha, xri.

heart-blood, * herte-blod, s.

1. Blood shed in death ; life blood. (Sliakesp.

Richard II., iv. i.)

* 2. The soul ; the essence.
" The mortal Venus, the heart-blood or beauty."

Shakesp. : TroUus & Cressida, iii-

1

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

Syrian, re, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = \lw.
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heart-bond, s.

Masonry : A bond in which no header-stone
stretches across the wall, hut two headers
meet in the middle, and their joint is covered
by another stone laid header fashion.

"heart-bound, a. Hard-hearted, stingy,
mean. (Adams: Works, i. 169.)

* heart - break, * heart -breake, s.

Overpowering sorrow or anguish of mind.
"Nor years, nor lieart-break, hot time's sapping

motion.'' Byron : Heaven & Earth, 1. 8.

heart-breaker, s. One who or that
which breaks the heart; specif., a lady's curls;
a love-lock.

" Like Samson's heart-breakers, it grew
In time to make a nation rue.

"

Staler : Hudibras, pt. i., c. i.

heart-breaking, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Causing overpowering sorrow
or anguish of mind ; full of or caused by the
greatest anguish.

" Heart-breaking tears, and melancholy dreams."
Wordsworth : Inscriptionsfor a Seat.

B. As subst. ; Overpowering sorrow or an-
guish.

"What greater heart-breaking and confusion can
there he to one, than to have all his secret faults laid
open, and the sentence of condemnation passed upon
mmV—HakemU.

heart-broken, * heart - broke, a.

Suffering from overpowering sorrow or anguish
of mind.

" A moody and heart-broken boy."
Scott : Lady of the Lake, iii 6.

heart-burn, a. [Heartburn.]

* heart-burned, a. Having the heart
inflamed ; suffering from heartburn.

" How tartly that gentleman looks ! I never can see
him but I am heart-burned an hour after."—Shakesp. :

Much Ado About Nothing, ii. 1,

heart-burning, a. & s.

A. Asadj.; Causing discontent orjealousies.

B. -4s substantive

:

1. The same as Heartburn (q.v.).

2. Discontent
; jealousies ; secret enmity.

" Fa«t by her side a listless maiden pined,
With aching head, and squeamish heart-burnings.

Thomson ; Castle of Indolence, i. 11.

heart-cam, s.

Much. : A form of cam which serves for the
conversion of uniform rotary motion into uni-
form rectilinear reciprocating motion. The
principle of its construction is, that for each
successive equal part of one half revolution of
the earn, the rod must have been moved by its
periphery through a corresponding equal part
of its entire stroke.

heart-certain, a. Thoroughly certain.
(Keats : Endymion, i.)

heart-cockle, s.

Zool. : Isocardia, a genus of molluscs, family
Cardiidse (Cockles). [Isocardia.] [Heart-
shell.]

* heart - dear, u. Sincerely beloved

;

tenderly loved.
" When your own Percy, when my heart-dear Harry,
Threw many a northward look to see his father."

Shakesp. : 2 Benry IV., ii. 8.

* heart-deep, a. Rooted in the heart

;

deeply rooted.

heart-disease, s. A generic term in
common use for various affections, which are
known to the medical profession by specific

names. There are valvular and aortic

diseases; fatty degeneration, dilatation, pal-

pitation, irritability, hypertrophy, andsyncope
of the heart ; endocarditis, pericarditis, and
dropsy (q.v.).

* heart-drops, s. j?Z. Tears of sincere

affection.
" Affection's heart-drops, gushing o'er,

.

Had flowed as fast,'' Byron : To Thyrza.

* heart-eating, a. Preying on or wear-
ing away the heart.

heart-felt, a. Felt in the heart ; deeply
felt ; sincere.

" All vanished ;—'twas a heart-felt cross."
Wordsworth ; Blind Highland Boy.

heart - free, a. Unaffected by love,
heart-whole. (Tennyson? Maud, I. ii. 11.)

* heart-grief, s. Heart-ache ; anguish
of mind ; heart-felt grief.

" Than is your majesty ; there's not, I think, a subject,
That flits in heart-grief and uneasiness."

Shakesp. : Henry V., ii. 2.

heart hardness, s. Hardness of heart

;

insensibility of feeling.

* heart-hatred, s. Deep, strong, or bit-

ter hatred ; detestation.

* heart-heaviness, s. Heaviness or de-

pression of the spirits ; sadness.

* heart-heavy, a. Depressed in spirit.

heart-like, a. Like a heart in shape or

form.

heart-moth, a.

Entom. . Dicycla oo, a moth of the family
Cosmidse. Found in the south of England,
but rare.

heart-pea, s.

Bot. : The same as Heart-seed (q.v.).

* heart-quake, s, A trembling of the
heart.

" Heart-quakes shook thejoints."
Chapman: Homer.

heart - rending, a. Heart - breaking

;

causing the greatest anguish of mind ; over-
powering with grief.

"Materials for the darkest and most heart-rending
tales."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xili.

* heart-rising, s. A rising of the heart

;

opposition.

heart robbing, a. Depriving of heart
or thought; ecstatic.

"A melting pleasance ran through every part,
And ine revived with heart-robbing gladness."

Spenser. ( Worcester.)

heart-scald, heart-scaud, s.

1. The same as Heart-burn (q.v.).

2. Remorse, regret.

heart-seed, s.

Bot. : The genus Cardiospermum (q.v.).

heart-shaped, a.

Bot. : The same as Cordate (q.v.).

heart-shell, s.

Zool. : Isocardia cor, a mollusc of the Cockle
family. [Heart-cockle.]

heart-sick, a.

1. Sick at heart ; pained in mind ; deeply
afflicted.

"Heart-sick exiles, in the strain,
Recalled fair Scotland's hills again !"

Scott : Marmion, iii. 9.

2. Caused by or expressive of grief of heart.
" Unless the breath of heart-sick groans,
Miatlike, Infold me from the search of eyes."

Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, iii . s.

heart-Sickening, a. Causing sickness,
depression, or grief of heart ; saddening.

heart-Sickness, s. Depression of heart
or spirits ; sadness.

heart-sinking, s. Depression of spirits

;

despondency.

heart-sore, s. & a.

A. -4s subst. : A cause of deep sorrow or
pain.

"His only heartsore and his only foe,"

Spenser. (Todd.)
* B. As adjective

:

1. Sore or sick at heart.

2. Causing heart-sickness
;
grieving or pain-

ing the heart.
" Heart-sore sighs."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, i. L

heart-sorrow, a. Deep or sincere grief.

heart-stirring, a. Arousing or moving
the heart; heart- inspiring. (Wordsworth.:
Excursion, bk. vii.)

heart-stricken, a. The same as Heart-
struck (q.v.).

heart-string, s. One of the tendons
supposed to brace and sustain the heart.

"Sobbing, as if a heart-string broke."
Moore .- Fire- Worshippers.

* heart-struck, a.

1. Struck or driven to the heart ; aimed at
and reaching the heart.

" His heart-struck injuries."
Shakesp. : Lear, iii. 1.

2. Struck to the heart with anguish, fear, or
dismay.
" Heart-struck, with chilling gripe of sorrow stood."

Milton; P. L., xi. 264.

* heart swelling, a. Causing the heart
to swell ; rankling in the heart.
" Through proud ambition and heart-swelling bate."

Spenser. (Todd.)

* heart-SWOln, a. Puffed up or swollen

with pride. {Wordsworth : Old Gwnib. Beggar.)

heart-urchins, s. pi.

Zool. : Spatangidse or Brissidte, a family of

Echinoidea.

heart-wheel, s. One form of cam-wheel,
which acts by a regular impulse and recession

to reciprocate the object against which it im-
pinges. [Heart-cam.]

heart-whole, a.

1. Having the heart or affections free or
untouched ; not affected by love.

2. With unbroken spirits or courage ; un-
dismayed.

3. Of a single or sincere heart.
" Not any pilgrim that is taken captive by violent

hands, if he keeps heart-whole towards his Master, iB,

by the laws of providence, to die by the hand of the
enemy."—Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

heart-wood, heartwood, s.

Bot., <£c. : The central portion of the "wood
of exogens, which is also the oldest, and has
had more time to harden than that more re-

cently deposited. The same as Duramen (q.v.).

* heart-wounded, a. Struck to the
heart with grief or anguish.

"The queen, without reflection due.
Heart-wounded, to the bed of state withdrew."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey iv. 1,038.

heart's blood, s. The same as Heart-
blood (q.v.).

heart's ease, heartsease, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : Ease, tranquillity, or peace
of mind.
"Such men as he be never at heart's ease
Whiles they behold a greater than themselves.'*

Shakesp. : Julius Casar, i. 2.

2. Bot. (Of the form heartsease) : Viola tri-

color. The leaves, which have long petioles,
are ovate-oblong or lanceolate-crenate, the
stipules leafy, pinnatifld ; the sepals with
long auricles ; the flowers in the wild form a
quarter of an inch to an inch and a quarter
in diameter, purple, whitish, or golden yellow,
or parti-coloured, Sir Joseph Hooker de-
scribes four varieties. The heartsease occurs
in Britain, in Arctic Europe, North Africa,
and various parts of Asia. It has been long
cultivated in gardens, and has run into many
varieties. Called also the Pansy (q.v.).

heart (e silent), v.t. & i. [Heart, s.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To give heart or courage to ; to encou-
rage, trj hearten.

2. To build, as the interior of a rubble wall,
solidly, with stone and mortar.

B. Intrans. : To form or grow into a com-
pact head or mass, as a plant.

heart burn (e silent), s. [Eng. heart, and
burn. A misnomer, for it is not an affection
of the heart.]

Pathol. : The popular name for CardiaJgia
(q.v.).

U The anatomical meanings of the Greek
KapSCa (kardia) are (1) the heart, and (2) the
cardiac extremity of the stomach, the stomach
itself. It is used in the word cardialgy in the
latter sense, now a forgotten one. To avoid
ambiguity, gastralgy has of late been substi-
tuted for cardialgy as the name of heartburn.

heart ed (first e silent), a. [Eng. heart ; -ed.]

1. Having a heart ; only used in composi-
tion.

" See his diet be so light and little
He giow not thus high Iiearted on't."

Beaum. & Flet. : Island Princess, ii. I.

*2. Seated or implanted in the heart; deeply
seated.

"My cause is hearted, thine hath no less reason."—
Shakesp. : Othello, l, 3.

* heart -ed-ness (first e silent), s. [Eng.
hearted; -ness.] Sincerity, warmth, zeal.

" False heartedness in religion and hypocrisy."

—

Stillingjteet : Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 4.

* heart-en (first e silent), * hart-en, v.t.

[Eng. heart; -en.]

1. To give heart, courage, or spirit to ; to
encourage, to animate, to inspirit, to stir up.

" This Jieartening speech a little roused the courage
of Booth."—Fielding : Amelia, bk. vi , ch. viii.

2. To restore fertility or strength to; to
fertilize.

" Forget not then
"With richest dung to hearten it again."

May: Virgil; Oeorgici.

bSIl, bo*^; pout, jo*wl; eat, 9011. chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -tion, -sion - zhiin. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &<. -- bel, del.
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* heart' en-er (first e silent), * hart'-en-er,
s. [Eng* hearten ; -er.] One who or that

which gives courage or spirit; an encourager.
" A coward's Jiartener in warre,

The stirring driiumiekeeiHss leaner noise from farre."

Browne : Britannias Pastorals, bk. i., 8. 1.

hearth (« silent), *herth, *herthe, s.

IA..S. hcortk; cogn. with Dan. hoard; Sw,
hard; O. H. Ger. hert ; Ger. fterd.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The floor of a fireplace ; that part
of the floor of a room on which the fire stands,

generally of brick or stone.

"Preparing on the hearth his mean repast."—Boling-
broke: Inflections upon Exile.

2. Fig. : The fireside; the domestic circle ;

the house or family itself.

" I will not hurt your hearth."
Shukesp. : Coriolanus, iv. 5.

II. Technically

:

1. Metall. : The floor in a reverheratory fur-

nace on which ore, metal, &c, is exposed to

the action of the flame from the furnace.
The hearth has a domed ceiling, and is divided
from the furnace by a bridge, over which the
flame passes. [Reverberatory-furnace.]

2. Naut. : The grate and apparatus em-
ployed for cooking the food for the ship's com-
pany.

hearth-bottom, s.

Metall. : The sandstone, usually a grit or
coarse variety, used as the bed of the blast
furnace.

hearth-brush, hearth-broom, s. A
small hair-broom for brushing up ashes and
tidying around the hearth of an open grate.

hearth-cinder, s. The fused mass, the
.slag, found on the finery hearth.

hearth-ends, s. pi,

Metall. : Particles of unreduced lead ore,

-expelled by decrepitation and the blast from
the lead - smelting furnace. This becomes
mixed with lime and fuel used in smelting,
.and is collected from time to time, is washed
to remove earthy particles, and then smelted.

* hearth-money, * hearth-penny, s.

A tax on hearths. It existed from the time of
"the Conquest, was legalized by 13 & 14 Charles
II. , and abolished in 1688. The amount was
two shillings for each hearth, the money being
paid to the church and poor-rates.

"The revenue of the hearth-money is very grievous
to the people."—Pari. Hist. William & Mary (an.

1088-9).

* hearth-penny, >. [Hearth-money.]

* hearth-plate, s.

Metall. : A cast-iron plate forming the sole

of the hearth of a forge or finery furnace.

* hearth-tax, a. The same as Hearth-
money (q.v.).

" In the menu time, to gratify the people the hearth-
tax was remitted for ever."

—

Eoelyn : Memoirs. March
8, 1G89.

* hearth-en (first e silent), s. [Eng. hearth

;

-en.] A small bundle of wood.

* hearth' - less (first e silent), a. [Eng.
hearth; -less.] Destitute of a hearth.

"While thou, Fernua ! . . . shall fall down,
Ami, crumbling piecemeal, view thy hearthless

walla." Byron: Lament of Tasso, is..

hearth-stone (first e silent), s. [Eng. hearth,

and stone.']

1. The stone forming the hearth ; the fire-

side.

2. A soft kind of stone used for whitening
hearths, doorsteps, &c.

lieart'-i-ly (e silent), * hert-e-li, * hert-e-
liche, *hert-i-li, adv. [Eng. hearty; -ly.]

1. From the heart ; with the heart ; will-

ingly, cordially, zealously.
" They seem to choose heartily their fathers ways."

—Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

2. Vigorously, eagerly, freely.

"And ill due time feeds heartily on hotli."

, Cowper : Conversation, 338.

heart'-l-ness (first e silent), a. [Eng. hearty ;

-ness.]

1. Sincerity, cordiality, ardour, warmth

,

zeal.

" He gently complained of Burnet, who loved and
admired him with a truly generous heartiness."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., eh. xiv.

2. Vigour, strength ; as, the heartiness of
one's appetite.

heart' -less (first e silent), * hart -lease,
*herte-les, a. [Eng. heart; -less.]

1. Destitute or deprived of a heart ; having
no heart.

2. Destitute of feeling or affection ; cruel,

insensible to feeling.

"The heartless parasites of present cheer."
Byron : C'hilde Harold, i, 9.

* 3. Destitute of courage or spirit ; faint-

hearted, spiritless.

" Hunt the hartlesse hare till she were tame."
.Spenser: SUepheards Calender ; Bee.

heart'-leas-ly (first e silent), adv. [Eng.
heartless; -ly.]

1. In a heartless, unfeeling, »r cruel manner.
* 2. "Without heart, courage, or spirit

;

timidly, faint-heartedly

heart'-less-ness (first e silent), * heart'

-

leaa-nease, s. [Eng. heartless; -ness.] The
quality or state of being heartless ; want of

feeling, affection, or courage.
" A disconsolate heartlessnesse, and sad dejection of

spirit."

—

Bp. Hall: Christ Mystical, pt. i., § 10.

*heart'-let (first e silent), s. [Eng. heart;
dimin. suff. -let.] A little heart.

*heart'-30me (first e silent), a. [Eng. heart

;

suff. -some.]

1. Inspiring with heart or courage ; en-
couraging, inspiriting.

2. Full of mirth or spirits ; merry, cheerful,

lively.

heart'-y (e silent), * hert-i, *hert-y,
" herte-ly, a. [Properly heartly, from Eng.
heart ; -ly= like.]

1. Pertaining to or proceeding from the
heart ; sincere, cordial, warm.

"Hearty his laugh and jovial was his song."
Scott : The Poacher.

2. Sincere, free from dissimulation ; having
the heart zealously engaged in anything.

*3. Good-natured, kind.
" My hearty friends

You take me in too dolorous a sense."
Sliakesp. ; Antony & Cleopatra, iv. 2.

4. Full of health, sound, strong, healthy,
hale : as, a hearty man.

5. Sound, strong, durable, free from flaw.

"Oak, and the like true hearty timber, being strong
in all positions, may be better trusted in cross and
transverse works."— Wotlon: Architecture.

6. Strengthening, nourishing : as, hearty
living.

7. Full, abundant, satisfying.

" A short but hearty meal."

—

Knox : Christian Philo-
sophy, § 58.

v
8. Eminent.

If Hearty and warm express a stronger feel-

ing than sincere; cordial is a mixture of the
warm and sincere. ... It is peculiarly happy
to be on terms of cordicd regard with those
who stand in any close relation to us. The
man himself should be hearty ; the heart
should be warm ; the professions sincere, and
the reception cordial. (Grabb : Eng. Synon.)

* hearty -hale, a. Good or wholesome
for the heart. (Spenser.)

heat, * heate, * heet, * hete, * heete, s.

[A.S. h&tu, hazto, from 7i«(=hot; cogn. with
Dan. hede, from hed — hot ; Sw. hetta, from
het = ]\ot; Icel. hiti; But. hitte; Ger. hitze

;

O. H. Ger. heizi.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) In the same sense as II.

(2) The sensation produced on bodies by
the near approach or touch of heat in excess
of that in the body.

(3) High temperature ; the greatest accu-
mulation of heat, or the time of such accumu-
lation ; hot weather.

"They came down into the valley and found the
intolerable heats there."

—

Bacon.

(4) An indication or sign of high tempera-
ture ; redness, flush, high colour.

" It has raised animosities in their hearts, and heats
in their faces, and broke out in their ribbons."—Addi-
son :

(5) A degree to which a body is heated.
" The heats smiths take of their iron are a blood-red

heat, a white flame heat, and a sparkling ov welding
heat."—Moxo-n.

* (0) Fermentation, effervescence.

(7) The quality of being hot in the mouth.
"The heat of the ginger," Sliakesp. : Henry V., iii. ".

2. Figuratively:

(1) The utmost ardour, violence, vehemence,
or fury : as, the heat of battle.

(2) Agitation or inflammation of mind ; fire

of temper; vehemence; intense excitement.
" A rage whose heat hath this condition,
That nothing can allay, nothing but blood.

"

Shukesp. : King John, iii. I.

(3) Fiery temperament or disposition

;

mettle ; fire.

"Took fire and heat away from the best-tempered
courage." Shakcsp. : 2 Henry IV., i. 1.

*(4) Haste, pressure, urgency.
" The heat is past ; follow no further now."

Shakeip. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 3.

*(5) Animation, fire: as, The heat of elo-

quence.
" With all the strength of heat and eloquence."

Addison : Cata, iii, 1.

* (G) Any violent action unintermitted ; a
single effort.

" Many causes are required for refreshment betwixt
the heats."—Dryden :

II. Technically

:

1. Forging

:

(1) The mass or piece of iron undergoing
forging.

(2) A single exposure to the fire : as, To
shape a horseshoe at a single heat.

2. Phys. ; In natural philosophy the term
heat is used chiefly to mean, not the sensation

which our bodies feel when we say that they
are hot, but the particular state or condition

of matter which causes this sensation. Two
hypotheses regarding heat have had advocates

:

(1) The Theory of Emission: It supposes heat

to be caused by a subtle imponderable fluid

surrounding the molecules of bodies so as to

envelop them in a " heat atmosphere." These
have a repelling effect on each other, thus
tending to loosen or even dissolve cohesion.

[Emission.]

(2) The Tlieory of Undulation : Advocated
by Melloni and others. It supposes that heat

is caused by an oscillatory or vibratory motion
of the particles of a body. It is thus a con-
dition of matter and not a substance. The
hottest bodies are those in which the vibra-

tions move quickest through, the widest space.

This is now the accepted hypothesis. It is

called also the Mechanical or Dynamical Theory
of Heat. [Undulatorv.]
Heat makes bodies, whether solid, liquid,

or gaseous, expand, while cold contracts them.
[Expansion.] Water is a partial exception to
the rule. [Water.] In the case of a solid,

heat can produce fusion at a certain definite

temperature; in that of liquids vaporisation.
It is transmitted by radiation (q.v.), or by
conduction (q.v.). Radiant heat is that pro-
duced by radiation, and the expressions ray
of heat, thermal ray, or calorific ray may be
used so as to correspond to the terms ray of
light and luminous ray. Latent heat is that
which is absorbed by solid bodies when they
are subjected to calorific influence far more
than sufficient to make them melt, and when
at the very time they are in process of fusion.

The heat does not raise the temperature of the
solid till it is completely liquefied. It was
discovered by Black, who taught it, in a.d.
1762. There is also a latent heat of vapor-
isation, being heat absorbed by liquids when
being converted into vapour. Latent is op-
posed to sensible heat. Heat may be re-

flected or refracted [Reflection], or by being
irregularly reflected in all directions, it may
become scattered or diffused heat ; reflection

and refraction may also polarise its rays,

as happens to those of solar light. The heat
which falls on a body is called incident heat.

Specific heat is the quantity of heat required
to raise the temperature of a body of a given
weight 1° ; the unit of measure being the

quantity required to raise the same weight of

water to the same temperature. Heat may
be produced by solar radiation, chemical
action, friction, pressure, percussion, absorp-
tion, and imbibition; by the conduction of

powerful magnets and bodies in motion, &c.
When moderate it is measured by the thermo-
meter (q.v.), when great by a pyrometer (q.v.).

It is used as a force or agent in the steam-
engine and many other machines. It has a
mechanical equivalent. (Ganot, &c.)

3. Racing: A single course in a race or
contest consisting of two or more separate
contests.

If For the difference between lieat and Jire,

see Fire.
i

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, sa, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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heat-apoplexy, s.

Pathol. ; A name for sunstroke (q.v.).

heat-engine, s. A thermo-dynamic en-

gine in "which motive power is produced by
the development of heat. Such are steam
and hot-air engines, and others which are
effective by the explosion of gas, &c.

heat oppressed, u. Feverishly ex-

cited, heated.
" Proceeding from the heat-oppressed brain."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, ii. 1.

heat-spectrum, 5.

Physics: The spectrum of calorific rays. As
a beam of light after passing through a prism
is dispersed into a spectrum (q.v.) of visible

colours, which differ in apparent brightness, so

the perceptible warmth is also dispersed into

a band, which differs in various regions in the
amount of heat and the special qualities of

that heat. The heat is greatest of all at the
extreme end of, or just beyond the visible red.

Modern science only recognizes waves of dif-

ferent lengths and periods, each of which is

adapted to produce certain effects. Thus it is

that the most powerful heat-waves are slower
than the slowest visible waves.

heat, * heat-en, * het-en. * net-in, v.t.

& i. [A.S. hcetan, from Mt — hot ; Icel.

heita ; O. H. Ger. heizen.]

A* Transitive:

I. Literally

:

1. To make hot ; to communicate heat to ;

to cause to become warm or warmer.

2. To cause to ferment.
" Hops lying undried heats them, and changes their

colour.

—

Mortimer: Husbandry.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To warm with heat or vehemence of
passion or desire ; to excite.

" Seated through and through with wrath and love."
Tennyson: Princess, iv. 145.

2. To excite ; to make feverish or excited.
" Ay, to see meat nil knaves, and wine heat fools."

Shakesp. : Timon of Athens, i. 1.

* 3. To run a heat over, as in a race.
" Ere with spur we heat an acre."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, i. 2.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To become hot or warm by the communi-
cation of heat.

2. To become hot or warm by the process
of fermentation ; to ferment.

3. To become excited ; to warm, to agitate.
" Let my liver rather heat with wine."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, i. L
4. To cause heat or feverishncss in the body.
"Whatever increaseth the density of the blood . . .

Junta, because a denser body is hotter than a rarer."—Arbuthnot: On Aliments.

heat, * heate, pa. par. [Heat, v.] Heated.

'

"Seven times more than it was wonte to be hcate."—
Geneva Bible (1561), Daniel iii. 19.

heat er, s. [Eng. heat; -er.] One who or
that which heats ; specif.

1. A stove or furnace for warming a build-
ing, dry-house, or portion of a machine, as a
calendering apparatus in a paper-mill, &c.

2. A block of iron, made red-hot in a fire,

and then placed in an urn or smoothing-iron.

3. A pan in which the juice of sugar-cane,

or the water gathered from the maple, receives

a preliminary heating before reaching the
evaporating-pan

.

* heat'-ful, a. [Eng. heat ; -fitl(T).j Full of

heat or warmth ; hot.

heath, heeth, hethe, 5. & a. [A.S.

hadh; Icel. heidhi; Sw. hed ; Dan. hede;

Dut. & Ger. lieide; O. H. Ger. heida; Goth.
lutithi. Skeat thinks it to be from an Aryan
base, kaita= a pasture, a heath.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Generally:

(1) An open space of country, not necessarily

covered by the plant mentioned under II. 1.

" When Zephirua eke with his sote brethe
Inspired liath hi every holt and hethe
The tender croppes," Chaucer: C. T., 6.

(2) Such a space covered thickly with herbs
and shrubs.

"For the heath, which was the third part of our
plot. I wish it to be framed as much as may be to a
natural wilduess. Treea I would have none in it, but
some thickets."—Bacon; Essays; Of Gardens.

2. Specially

:

(1) The species described under II. 1.

(2) The open spaces covered with it.

IL Technically:

1. Botany:

(1) (Sing.) The genus Erica (q.v.).

Tf The Cross-leaved heath is Erica tetralix

;

the Cornish heath, E. vagans ; St. Dabeoe's
heath, Dabcocia polifolia. Berried heath is the
genus Empetrum (q.v.). Irish heath, Men-
ziesia; Moor heath, Gypsocallis ; and Sea heath,
Frankenia; the Native heath of Otago, Leuco-

pogon Frazeri ; the Palm heath, Itickea panda-
nifolla ; and the Scotch heath, Erica cinerea.

(2) (PI.) The order Ericaceae, by Lindley
called Heathworts.

2. Script. : T»1T£ (aroir), *l|-itf (ardr) (Jer.

xvii. 6, xlviii. 6), probably not a plant at all,

but rendered by Gesenius bare, needy. Cf.
Aroer the city, the name probably meaning
ruins (Josh. xii. 2, &c.) ; also written Ardr,
•ySvy? (Judg, xi. 26).

3. Entom. : A butterfly, moth, or other
insect occurring on heaths.

H Common heath is Fidonia atomaria, a
Geometer Moth ; Large heath is Epinephele
Tithomts, and Small heath, Caznonympha Pam-
philus, both British butterflies, family Satyridaj
(Newman).

B. As adj. : Or or belonging to a heath in

any of the senses given under A.

H Obvious compounds : Heath-clad, heath-

covered, &c.

heath-hell, ».

Bot. : The same as Heather-bell (q.v.).

" Let the wild heath-bell flourish still."

Scott: Marmion, iii. (Introd.)

t heath berry, s.

Bot. : Empetrum nigrum. [Crowberry.]

heath-bird, s. The heath cock (?).

" Like heath-bird, when the hawks pursue,
A barge across Loch Katrine flew.

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iii. 12.

heath -eggar, s.

Entom. : Lasiocampa callunce, a moth of the
family Bombycidae, found on heaths in Scot-

land, the 8.W. of Ireland, &c.

heath-flower, s. The flower of anyheath,
probably in the example Calluna vulgaris.

" Vainly did the heath-flower Bhed
Its moorland fragrance round his head."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, i. 33.

heath-game, «. The same as Heath-
cock (q.v.).

heath-grass, s.'

Bot. : The genus Triodia (q.v.). Triodia
decumbens is the Decumbent Heath grass.

(Hooker & Arnott.)

t heath-pea, s.

Bot. : Latliyrus macrorhiziis, formerly Orobus
tuberosus, the Tuberous Bitter Vetch. [Bit-
ter-vetch. ]

heath-plant, s. Heath, heather.

heath-pout, s.

Ornith. : The heathcock (q.v.). Pout is a

corruption of poult.
" Not heath-pout, or the raver bird

Which Phasis or Ionia yields.
More pleasing morsels would afford
Thau the fat olives of my fields."

Dryden : Second Epode of Horace.

heath-rivulet, s.

Entom.: Emmelesia ericetata, one of the
Geometer Moths. (Neiuman.)

heath-rustic, ».

Entom. : Agrotis agathina, one of the Noc-
tuas. (Newman.)

heath-cock, s. [Eng. heath, and cock,] The
male of Tetrao tetrix.

Ornith. : The same as Blackcock (q.v.).
" Fields, or mountains by the heathcock ranged."

Wordsworth : Excursion, ch. vii.

heath-hen, s. [Eng. heath, and hen.]

Ornith. : The female of Tetrao tetrix. The
female of the Heathcock (q.v.).

heathen, * he-then, he thene, *hse-
thene, s. & a. [A.S. hcetJien, from hd\th =
heath (q.v.). ; Dut. heiden, from heide= heath

;

Icel. Iieidhinn, from lieidhr ; Sw. lieden, from
hed; Dan, lieden, from hede ; Ger. lieiden, from
lieide; Goth, haithno = a heathen woman,
from haithi = heath.]

A. .4 s substantive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A dweller on the heath.

2. An uncivilised man, a barbarian.

"And the hethene men deden to vs not lltel courte-
sie."

—

Wycliffe: Acts xxviii. l.

3. A hoyden, used of a man as well as of a
woman. [Hoyden.] (Trench.)

4. In the same sense as II. 2 (q.v.).

II. Technically

:

1. Scripture:

(1) Old Test. : A Gentile, one not a Jew

;

but with the further implication that he wor-
shipped false gods, or that, if he served Je-

hovah, he did so by forbidden methods, and
that, in consequence of his erroneous faith, he,

or at least his fellow worshippers, practised
moral abominations abhorrent to the true
people or God. Heathen is the rendering of

the Heb. word W\l (goim) = peoples, nations,
foreigners, gentiles; heathens in the special
sense. In the A.V. it is sometimes rendered
"nations," sometimes "gentiles," and some-
times "heathens." Cf. Lev. xxv. 44, xxvi.

45, 2 Sam. xxii. 44, 2 Kings xvi. 3, xvii. 15,

xxi. 2, 2 Chron. xxviii. 3, xxxiii. 2, xxxvi. 14,

Psalms ii. 1, exxxv. 15, Jer. x. 2.

2. New Testament

:

(1) The Greek equivalent for Heb. goim is

e8vn (ethne).

(a) In the same sense as No. 1.

(b) Those who are not of the Christian or
Jewish faiths.

(2) Theol., Missions, &c. : The non-Christian
portion of mankind, excluding the adherents
of Judaism and Mohammedanism, as also
Deists and Atheists.

If New views tend to take root first in cities

and towns, then to spread to villages, and
finally to affect the open country. The word
heathen obtained its modern theological sense
when thetowns were Christian and the country
chiefly of the prior ethnic faith. (Cf. the
etym. of the word pagan.)

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Of or belonging to the portion of
mankind defined under A. II. 2.

"Let him be to thee as a heathen man and a publi-
can."

—

Matthew xiii. 17.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Unenlightened.

(2) Barbarous.
' The heathen Danes have left several traces of their

religion in the upper part of Teesdale.''

—

Scott : Rokeby,
iv. l. (Note.)

hea'-then-dom, s. [A.S. hathenddm.]

1. The portion of the world in which hea-

thenism is dominant.

2. The people taken collectively who hold
heathenism as a religious belief.

3. Heathenism. (C. Kmgsley.)

hea'-then-ish, a. [Eng. heathen; -ish.]

1. Lit : Of or belonging to the heathens,

their faiths or their practices.

" To alter the laws of heathenish religion."

—

Hooker.

2. Fig. i Barbarous, rapacious, cruel.

"That execrable Cromwell made a heathenish or

rather inhuman edict."

—

South.

hea'-then-ish-Iy, adv. [Eng. heatlienish; -ly.]

In a heathenish manner ; as the heathens do.
" The Kings statues, . . . which, it seems, were too

heaihenishly uaked to be exposed."— Walpole : Anec-
dotes of Painting, vol. ii., ch. Iii.

hea'-then-ish-ness, s. [Eng. heathenish;

-ness'.] "The condition of being heathenish;

heathenism.
" The obscenity, ribaldry, amorousnesse, heathenish-

nesse, and profanen esse of moat play-books."—Prynne;
Histrio-Mastix, 1 iv. 1.

hea'-then-i§m, ». [Eng. Iwdlwn; -ism.]

1. Lit. : The system of belief prevalent

among the heathens viewed as if it were a

unity.
" Not less zealous in our Christianity than Plato was

in his heathenism."-~Milton ; Tetrachordon.

2. Fig. : Debased moral condition.

v hea'-then-ize, v.t. [Eng. heathen ; -izt.] To
render heathen.

"The continuance of these uuscriptural terms . . .

heatlienizes all the common people. —Account of Mr.
Firmin's Religion (1698), p. 63.

hea'-then-ness, s. [Eng. heathen; -ness.]

Heathenish state; heathendom, as opposed

to Christendom.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, a$; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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hea'-then ry; s. [Eng. heathen; -ry.]

1. The quality or state of being heathen
;

heathenism.
" Yuur heathenry aud your laziness."—C: Idngsley :

Hypatia, ch. vl.

2. Heathens collectively ; heathendom.

* hea then-ship, * hre-then-sipe, s.

[A.S. hwthenscipe.] The quality or state of
being heathen; heathendom ; paganism.

heath -er, s. [Eng. heath ; -er = the dweller
on "the heath.] Heath, chiefly, Calluna vulgaris.

"A night among tlie heather wad caller our bloods."—Scott: Hob Hoy, ch. xxviii.

If Himalayan heather

:

Bot, . Andromeda fastigiata.

heather-bell, s. A bell-shaped corolla

of one of the common heaths, Erica cinerea or

E. tetralix.

"Away hath passed the heather-bell."
Scott : Marmion, I. (Introd.)

heather - blutt' r , heather - bleat,
heather-bleater. s.

Ornith. : The C::nmon Snipe, Scohpax gal-

linago, (Scotch.)

heather cow, s. (Scotch.)

1. A tuft or twig of heath. (Hogg: Winter
Tales, i. 243.)

2. In Galloway a besom made of heath.

heath'-er-$r, o. [Eng. heather; -y.] Abound-
ing" in or covered with heath ; heathy ; like
heath.

" The antlered monarch of the waste
Sprung from his heatliery couch in haste."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, i. 2.

heath-worts, s. pi. [Eng. heath, and worts.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Ericaceae (q.v.).

heath'-y, a. [Eng. heath; -y.\ Full of or
covered with heath.

"The fug Aves sat on the heathy grass."— Cooper :

Hide & Seek, p. 214.

heating, pr. par., a., & s. [Heat, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Causing or tending to cause,
or promoting warmth or heat; exciting; stimu-
lating ; stirring.

C. As subst. : The act or process of warming
or imparting heat to anything.

" The heating of the oven."—Shakesp. : Troilus &
Cressida, i. L

heating-apparatus, s. A contrivance
for warming buildings. This is effected in

various Ways, by means of close stoves, hot air,

steam, or hot water flues, gas, or open fires.

heating-surface, s.

Steam-eng. : The fire-surface or amount of
surface exposed on one side to fire and the
other to water. The allowance per horse-
power varies according to the type of the
boiler.

heating-tube, s.

Steam : A water-tube in a steam-boiler sur-
rounded by flame and connecting at each end
with a water-space.

* heat'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. heating; -ly.] In
a heati.ig manner ; so as to cause or communi-
cate heat.

* heat less, a. [Eng. heat ; -less.] Destitute
of heat ; without heat or warmth.

heave, * heve, * heven, v.t. & i. (A.S.
hebban (pa. t. hof, pa. par. ha/en) : cogn. with
Dut. heffen ; Icel. liefja; Sw. hdfva; Dan.
haive ; O. H. Ger. heffan; Ger. heben; Goth.
hajjan,]

A, Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) To lift, to raise. (Generally with the
idea of effort and painfulness.)

"lOeralnt] heaved his blade aloft."
Tennyson : Geraint & Enid, 572.

(2) To raise, draw, or force from the breast
or heart.

" She heaved the name of father pantiugly forth."
Shakesp. .- Lear, iv. 3.

(3) To cause to rise.

" Who heave the white bosom, and wave the dark hair."
Scott : Last Words of Cadwalloti.

* (4) To cause to swell ; to fill.

" The glittering finny swarms,
That heave our friths." Thomson.

(5) To throw, to cast, to send ; especially of
something weighty.

" Up the high hill he heaves a huge round stone."
Pope: Homer; Odyssey xi. 736.

* 2. Figuratively :

(1) To raise ; to elevate in condition ; to exalt.
" One heaved on high, to be hurled down below."

Shakesp. : Richard III., iv. 4.

(2) To puff up ; to elate.

"The Scots, heaved up into high hope of victory."

—

IIayward.

II. Technically :

Nautical :

1. [To heave down.]

2. To haul on a rope or cable.

3. To cast the lead iu souuding.

B. Intransitive

:

I. Literally

;

1. To be thrown, forced, or raised up ; to rise.

2. To rise and fall as with alternate or suc-
cessive motions : as the waves of the sea, the
lungs in difficult or rajjid respirations, the
earth during an earthquake, &c.

" Rough Torre began to heave aud move.

"

Tennyson: Elaine, 1,060.

3. To retch ; to make an effort to vomit.
* II. Figuratively :

1. To pant, as after severe labouror exertion.

2. To labour, to struggle.
" The church of England had struggled and heavednt

a reformation ever since Wyclrffe's unys."-^-Atterbury.

1 (1) To heave in stays : To bring a ship's
head to the wind.

(2) To heave down : To careen.
' The ship also was so leaky that I doubted it would

be necessary to heave her down at Batavia."—Cook:
Voyages, vol. ii., bk. lii., ch. vii.

(3) To heave astern : To draw the vessel aft.

(4) To heave and set : To ride hard.

(5) To heave short : To bring the ship above
the anchor.

(6)ro7(eauei)istp7i(;Tocomeintosightorview.

(7) To heave at the capstan, windlass, &c. : To
turn the capstan, windlass, &c, by means of
bars, handspikes, &c.

heave, s. [Heave, v.]

L Ordinary Language

I. Literally

:

(1) An upward motion or swelling, as of the
waves of the sea ; the lungs in heavy or hard
respiration; the ground in an earthquake, &c.

"None could guess whether the next heave of the
earthquake would settle them on the first foundation,
or swallow them."—Dryden.

(2) The act of throwing, lifting, or casting
;

as, a heave of a stone.

(3) An effort to rise ; a struggle.
* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) A rising of the breast : a sigh.
" There's matter in these sighs ; these profound heaves
You must translate." Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. 1.

(2) An effort to vomit ; a retching.

II. Technically:

1. Farriery (PL) ; A disease in horses, cha-
racterized by heavy and laborious respiration.

2. Min. : A displacement of the strata or
mineral vein by a dislocation. >

heave-offering, s.

Judaism : The rendering of the Heb. word
noVIIjl (terHmdh) = (1) an oblation, an offering,

a gift, (2) a sacrifice consecrated by elevating
it; an (rum) — to elevate oneself. When
Aaron was consecrated high priest, Moses and
his coadjutors were enjoined to sanctify or set
apart the shoulder of the ram used for the
consecration, called the shoulder of the heave-
offering, which was to be waved and heaved
up. It thenceforth became Aaron's and his
sons', as an offering by the Israelites from their
peace offerings to Jehovah. Similar arrange-
ments were to be carried out in all future time
(Exod. xxix. 27, 28), and all heave-offerings
were to belong to Aaron and his sons, with
their legitimate successors (Num. xviii. 8, 19).
They were specially given in connectiou'witli

peace offerings (Lev. vii. ll-H). Heave-offer-
ings were to be given when the first bread of
the land was consumed, and in connection
with the produce of the threshing-floor (Num
xv 19-21 ; cf. Deut. xii. 6). Even tithes were
looked on as heave-offerings (xviii. 24) ; so was
a share of the prisoners, animals, and other
prey taken in war (xxxi. 2S, 20, 41).

"Ye shall offer a cake of the lirsfc of your dough foran heave-offertug. —Numbers xv. 20.

ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

heave-shoulder, s.

Judaism : The shoulder of the ram used in

the consecration of Aaron, used as a heave-
offering. [Heave-offering. ]

" So supper came up. And first a heave-shoulderaud
a wave-breast were set on the table before them. '—

Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

heaven. Heaven (as heVn), 'hef-en,
* heof- en, * heof - ene, * heov - en,
* hev-en, *hev-ene, s. [A.S. heo/on,

hiofon, he/on; O. Icel. hifinn; O. Sax. hevan.]

I. Ordinary Language i

1. More or less literally (OftJie form heaven)

:

(1) The atmosphere surrounding the globe.
" And fowl that may fly above the earth in the open,

firmament of heaven. —Genesis i. 20.

(2) The region beyond the atmosphere,
studded with stars.

" I will multiply thy seed as the stars of the heaven."
—Gen. xxii. 17.

(3) The abode of God and the blessed. [II. 1.]

With reference to the two foregoing meanings,
this is sometimes called the heaven of heavens
(Deut. x. 14 ; 1 Kings viii. 27), or the third
heaven.

"Caught up to the third heaven,"—2 Cor. xii 2.

2. More or less figuratively

:

(1) Of the form heaven :

(a) Any place considered as a supremely
blessed one in which to live.

" Ere Douglasses to ruin driven,
Were exiled from their native heaven."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, ii. 8.

f(b) A person association with whom would,
it is believed, cause the highest felicity.

" The heaven thou preaehest or the heaven thou art."
Moore : Veiled Prophet of Khorassun.

(c) Love, viewed as the sweetest of felicity.

(d) Any social, intellectual, moral, or other
elevation, sublimity of position, or of ascent.

" O. for a muse of fire, that would ascend
The brightest heaven of invention."

Shakesp. : Henry V. i. (Chorus.)

(2) Of the form Heaven:
(a) God.
" Heaven from above, and Conscience from within,
Cries in his startled ear—Abstain from sin I

"

Cowper: Progress of Error, 47.

(b) The imaginary pagan divinities. In this
sense often in the plural.

If The exclamation, Heavens I may have
originally been an appeal in some moment of
great excitement for aid to the heathen gods.

II. Technically

:

1. Theol. : The place or state of the blessed.

(1) Ethnic belief: Heaven among the Greeks
and Latins was regarded as the home of the
greater gods, not as the abode of the just after
death. In Hesiod (Works & Days, i. 165) there
is a reference to the Islands of the Blest,
where the heroes of the Fourth Age were to
pass a second life. Afterwards the Elysian
Fields, by Pindar placed in the extreme west,
though they often were thought to be beneath
the earth, were supposed to be the home of
the spirits of the just. In most of the ethnic
beliefs, heaven, as a state, is a realization of
the earthly summum bonum. There are three
chief sites of the ethnic heaven : (1) Some
distant part of this earth: "The seats of
happiness are represented by some Hindu
writers to be vast mountains on the north of
India " (Dalton : Descr. of the People of Jndia,
p. 485) ; (2) below the earth (Virgil : Mnekt
vi. 637, sqq.), as many of the lower races still

think
; and (3) in the extreme west, an opinion

with poetic beauty in its favour, since it is

in that region the Sun descends to his home,
the land where, according to the solar myths,
there is no more night.

(2) Jewish : Many passages relate to heaven,
or the heaven of heavens, as the special abode
of God (1 Kings viii. 27) and very high (Job
xxii. 12). With regard to man, the references
in the Old Testament to a state of existence
beyond the present are few ; these few, how-
ever, assign joy and pleasure to the righteous
(Psalm xvi. 10, 11), attended by resplendent
glory (Dan. xii. 2, 3).

(3) Christian: The heaven of blessedness is

spoken of as if its locality was upward from
the earth (Luke xxiv. 51 ; John i. 32 ; Rev. xi.

12, xxi. 10). God, whom the disciples and
Christians generally were taught to address as
their Father, is there (Matt. v. 16, 45, 48 ; vi.

9) ;
Christ came thence at first (1 Cor. xv. 47),

and, when His mission to earth was complete,
reascended thither (Luke xxiv. 51). The Holy
Spirit was sent down from heaven (1 Pet. i.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

Syrian, ae, oe = e ; ey = a. a;u - kw.
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12); the throne of God is there (Rev. iv. 2
;

v. 1) ; nay, in one sense, all heaven is that
throne (Matt. v. 34). Innumerable angela are
in heaven, surrounding the Divine throne
(Rev. v. 11) ; there is a temple also (Rev. xi.

19 ; xiv. 17 ; xvi. 17). Multitudes of persons,
sealed as the servants of God, out of every
nation, shall be there, clothed in white robes,
and with palms in their hands (Rev. vii. 3, 9).

They shall no more hunger or thirst, or feel un-
due heat or any sorrow (13-17). This felicity
will not be reached till after the resurrection
when this corruptible shall put on incorrup-
tion, and this mortal immortality, death, the
last enemy, being destroyed (1 Cor. xv. 26, 54).

2. Symbolism : Heaven, in the Table of Sym-
bols of the early ages, is represented by the
segment of a circle, sometimes of blue, or of
the three colours of the rainbow ; the universe
by a globe of blue.

U Host of heaven

:

L The stars.

"And when thou seest the auii, and the moon, and
the stars, even all the host of heaven."—Dent. iv. 19.

2. Angels.
" t saw the Lord Bitting on his throne, and all the

host of heaven a Uncling by him on his right hand and
on his left'—1 Kings xxii. 19.

Tf Obvious compounds: * Heaven-aspiring
,

heaven-banished, heaven-commissioned, heaven-
daring, heaven-defying, heaven-guided, heaven-

loved, heaven-protected, &c.

* heaven-begot, a. Begotton by a ce-

lestial power ; heaven-born.

"MI am heaven-begot, assert your son,"
Dryden. (Todd.)

heaven - born, a. Born of a celestial

power ; sent from heaven ; inspired.
" The heaven-born poet must stand forth,"

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vii.

heaven-bred, a. Produced or taught in

heaven ; of divine origin ; divine.
" Much is the force of heaven-bred poesy."

Shakesp. : Two gentlemen of Verona, iii. 2.

heaven-bridge, *.

Compar. Relig. : A bridge, sometimes called
the Bridge of Death, supposed to reach from
this world to heaven, spanning the abyss of
hell. Along this bridge the souls of the de-

parted must travel : the good to pass over in
safety, the wicked to fall into the abyss. It

is spoken of under different names in the
Zend-Avesta (Sacred Books of the East, iv. 213),

in the Rabbinical literature (Midrash. Yalkut
Reubeni, s.v. Gehinnom), and the Preliminary
Discourse (§ iv.) to Sale's translation of the
Koran. This bridge exists in the mythology
of the Javanese, the Karens, the Bornese, the
Greenlanders, and the Indians of North and
South America. It has a place in the myth
of Baldur; it lingers in the North Country
song of " The Brig o' Dread," and to this day
the peasant of Nifevre tells of a little board,

" Fas pu longue, pas pu large
Qu'un ch'veu de la Salute Viarge,"

put by St. John between the earth and Paradise.
" Among these people the Heaven-bridge ia a sword ;

those who cross become men, those who dare not
women,"—Tylor : Early History of Mankind {ed. 1878),
p. 860.

* heaven-built, a. Built by the agency
of the gods.

" His arms had wrought the destined fall
Of sacred Troy, aud razed her heaven-built wall."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey i, 4.

heaven-descended, a. Sent down from
heaven ; heaven-born.

heaven-directed, a.

1. Raised or pointing towards the sky.
" Who taught that heaven-directed spire to rise?"

rope : Moral Essays, iii, 261.

2. Taught, guided, or directed by the power
of heaven.

" O sacred weapon ; left for truth's defence ;

To all but heaven-directed hands denied."
Pope : Ep. to Sat. ii. 214.

heaven-fallen, u. Fallen from heaven
;

driven from heaven.

heaven-gate, s. The gate or entrance of
heaven.

"The unwelcome news
From earth arrived at heaven-gate."

Milton: P. L., x. 22.

heaven-gifted, a. Bestowed by heaven.
(Milton : Samson Agonistes, 36.

)

heaven-god, *.

Compar. Relig. : The sky personified and
Worshipped as the supreme deity. The heaven-
'god of the primitive Aryan was Dyu, the

bright sky, afterwards Dyaus pitar, the Heaven
father, consort of the Earth mother. The
Zevs 7ranjp of the Greeks was credited with
all celestial phenomena. A fragment from
Sophocles (293)—which Plumptre translates

*' The air is Zeus, Zeus earth, and Zeus the heaven.
Zeus all that is, and what transcends them all

M—
and one line of E.mius—
"Aapice hoc sublime candens. quern omnes iuvocant

Jovem "

—

preserved for us in Cicero (De Nat. Deor., iii. 4)

—show that among the Greeks and Latins the
heaven-god became later the god of heaven.
Tylor (Primitive Culture, ii., 231 sqq.) traces a
similar development in the religion of the
North-American Indians, the Zulus, the tribes
of Western Africa, the Tatar tribes ; and
among the Chinese Tien (Heaven) is in personal
shape the Shang-ti, or Upper Emperor, the
lord of the Universe.

"With auch evidence perfectly accords the history
of the Heaven-god among our Indo-European race."

—

Tylor : Primitive Culture, ii. 234.

heaven-guided, a. Guided or directed
by the powers of heaven.

heaven-gulf, s.

Compar, Relig.: The same as the River op
Death (q.v.).

" The heaven-gulf which has to be passed on the way
to the Land of Spirits has a claim to careful discus-
sion."—Tylor: Early History of Mankind (ed. 1878),

p. 363.

* heaven-hued, a. Of the colour of the
skies ; blue, azure. (Shakesp. : Complaint ofa
Lover, 215.)

heaven-inspired, «. Inspired by hea-
ven ; divinely inspired.

heaven - kissing, a. Touching, as it

were, the sky ; exceeding lofty, reaching into
the clouds. (Shakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 4.)

heaven-sent, a. Sent or commissioned
by God.

" The creed and standard of the Heaven-sent Chief."
Moore : Veiled Prophet of Khorassan.

heaven-touched, «*. Touched by Divine
power.
"Your heaven-touched hearts disdain the sordid crime."

Thomson: Castle of Indolence, ii. 61.

heaven-tree, s.

Compar. Relig. : The mythic tree or vine
which figures in many primitive beliefs as

affording a means of ascent from the regions
underground to the surface of the earth, or

from the surface of the earth to the sky.

Tylor says that variants of this myth have
been found in the Malayan and Polynesian
districts, in North and South America, in

Borneo, the Celebes, and in New Zealand.
In this country it survives in the nursery tale

Jack and the Bean Stalk, which, strangely

enough, is little known among cognate peoples.
" There was a heaven-tree where people went up and

down, and when it fell it stretched some sixty miles."
—Tylor: Early History of Mankind (3rd ed.), p. 857.

(Note.)

* heaven-warring, a. Warring or fight-

ing against heaven. (Milton : P. L., ii. 424.)

heaven - worshippers, s. pi. [C<eli-

COLiE.]

heaven (as hev'n), v.t. [Heaven, s.] To
place in heaven ; to make supremely happy.

" He heavens himself on earth."

—

Adams : Works, i.

194.

* heaven-ize (heaven as heVn), v.t. [Eng.
heaven; -ize.] To render divine or fit for
heaven.

" But, my soul, if thou be once soundlyheavenized
in thy thoughts and affections, it shall be otherwise
with thee."—Bishop Hall : Sol. 80.

* heaven-like, * heaven-lyke (heaven
as hev'n), a, [Eng. heaven; -like.] Heavenly
(q.v.).

"Menne farre aboue the common sorte, or as you
woulde saye, heauenlyke felowes."— Udal : Marke vili

heaven U-ness (heaven as hev'n), s.

[Eng. Jieavenly; -ness.] The quality or state
of being heavenly ; heavenly nature.

" Your heavenliness
Hath now vouchsafed itself to represent
To our dim eyes." Sir J. Davies : Orchestra.

heaven - ly * lieaven - lye, * heven - U
(heaven as hev'n), a. & adv. [A.S. heofon-
l%c.]

A. As adjective :

1. Of or pertaining to heaven ; celestial ; in-
habiting lieaven ; fixed in the heavens.

"To stop the course of the heavenly bodies."—
Farmer: On Miracles, ch. i., § l.

2. Fit or suited for heaven ; divine, angelic ;

supremely blessed or excellent.
" 'Twas bright, 'twas heavenly, but 'tis past™

Moore : p-ire- Worshippers.

* B. As adv. : In a manner resembling that
of heaven ; like a celestial being.

"She was heavenly true." Shakesp. : Othello, v. 2.

IT For the difference between heavenly and
celestial, see Celestial.

1[ Obvious compounds : Heavenly -born,
lieavenly-gnided, heavenly-liarnessed, &c.

heavenly - annunciation, s. The an-
nunciation of Jesus by the angels from heaven.

If Order of the Heavenly Annunciation

:

Eccles. & Ch. Hist. : An order of nuns founded
by Victoria Fornari, in 1602, by permission of

the Archbishop of Genoa.

heavenly-fruit, s.

Hot. : The genus Diospyros.

heavenly- minded, a. Having the
affections or heart set on heaven and heavenly-
things.

heavenly mindedness, s. The quality
or state of being heavenly-minded.

heaven - ward (heaven as hev'n), adv.
[Eng. heaven; -ward.] Towards heaven.

heav'-er, s. [Eng. lieau(e); -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
heaves or lifts ; specifically, a labourer em-
ployed in docks in landing goods from barges,
&c. ; also in composition, as a coal-7teauer.

2. Naut. : A handspike ; a staff employed in

setting up the topmast shrouds, in frapping
the topmasts, &c.

heaves, ». pi. [Heave, s., II. 1.]

heav'-i-ly, adv. [Eng. heavy ; -ly.]

1. In a heavy manner ; with great weight.

2. In a strong, violent, or fierce manner

;

violently, furiously.

"But Great-heart . . . laid so heavily at him with
his sword, that he forced him to a retreat."—Banyan :

Pilgrims Progress, pt. i.

3. In a heavy, sad, or despondent manner ;

sadly, sorrowfully ; with an air of dejection.
" Why looks your grace so heavily to-day."

Shakesp. : Richard l/f., I 4.

4. Grievously, oppressively.
" How heavily this befell to the poor gentlewoman."

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, iii. 1.

* 5. With difficulty.

"Took off their chariot-wheels that they drave j

heavily."—Exod. xiv. 25.

* 6. Bitterly, grievously.

"Our mariners complained heauHy against the
people."

—

Hackluyt : Voyages, Iii 105.

heav'-i-ness, * heav'-I-nesse, *hev-i-
ness, *hev-y-nesse, s. [Eng. heavy; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being heavy;
weight, gravity

;
ponderousness.

2. Sadness, despondency, or dejection of

mind ; lowness of spirits.

"A moment's heaviness they feel."

Wordsworth ; Mother's Return.

3. Drowsiness, torpor, dullness of spirit,

languor.
"Your story put heaviness In me.

Shakesp. : Tempest, i. 2.

4. Oppression, weight, burden, affliction:

as, the heaviness of taxation.

* 5. Deepness or richness of soil.

"By reason of the fatness and heaviness of the
ground,"

—

Arbathnot

:

heav'-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Heave, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of lifting or raising.

2. A rising or swelling ; a panting ; a deep

sigh.
"Tls buch as you. *

That creep like shadows by him, and do Blgh

At each his needless heavings."
Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, ii. 3.

* heaV- i - some, a. [Eng. heavy ; -some.]

Dull, dark, drowsy, heavy.

heaV-^ (1),
* heav-ie, * nev-i, * hev-y,

a. & adv. [A.S. hefig, lit. = hard to heave,

from hebban = to heave ; cogn. with Icel.

hofigr, from hefja = to heave ; 0. H. Ger. Iiepig,

liebig, from hepfan, heffan = to heave.]

1. Hard to be lifted on account of its weight

;

weighty
;
ponderous ; the opposite to light.

boil, boy; pout, jdfrl; cat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -Ing.

-cian. -tian = shan. -fci«n, -sion=shiin; tion. -sion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, de\
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2. Weighed down ; burdened "with a load

;

loaded.
" Where ride Massilia's triremes
Eeavy with fair-haired slaves.''

Macaulay : Lay of fforatius, v.

3. Not easily borne ;
grievous ; hard ; op-

pressive ; cruel ; severe. (Of persons and
things.)

** Whose heavy hand hath bowed you to the grave."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, iii. L

4. Sad ; mournful ;
grievous.

"Sent hither by my husband to impart
The heaoy news."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. i.

5. Hard to accomplish ; difficult : as, a heavy

task.

* 6. Full of weight or importance ; impor-
tant ; weighty.

" Trust him not ill matter of heavy consequence."—
Shakes?. : AU's Well That Ends Well, ii. 5.

7. Weighed down with care, sorrow, pain,

trouble, &c.

8. Drowsy ; weary ; sleepy.
" He came and found them asleep again ; for their

eyes were heavy."—Matthew xxvi. 43.

* 9. Moving slowly or with difficulty.

10. Bull ; inanimate ; wanting in life, spirit,

or animation.

"A work was to be done, a heavy writer to be en-
couraged, and accordingly many thousand copies were
bespoke. "Swift.
* 11. Stupid ; foolish ; brutish.
" O heavy ignorance !

"

Shakesp. : Othello, ii. 1.

12. Impeding or clogging motion or action
;

cloggy : as, a heavy road.

13. Tedious ; slow ; wearisome.
" If time be heavy on your hands."

Tennyson: Lady Clara Verede Vere, 66.

14. Acting or moving with violence or force

;

strong ; violent ; forcible.
" The stroke upon his shield so heavie lites

That to the ground it doubleth him full low."

| Spenser : F. Q., I. vili. IS.

15. Dark ; gloomy ; threatening ; lowering.

|
" With heavy eye, knit brow, and strengthless pace."

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 709.

16. Caused, or appearing to be caused, by
some superincumbent weight : as, a heavy pain.

17. Not easily acted upon by the stomach
;

not easily digested ; indigestible ; said of food.

18. Not properly fermented or raised ; solid ;

clammy ; as bread.

19. Having much strength or body ; said of
wines, ales, &e.

* 20. Rich in soil ; fertile : as, heavy lands.

21. Plentiful ; abundant : as, a heavy crop.

* 22. Deep ; loud : as, a heavy noise.

* 23. Great with young ; pregnant.
* B. As adv. : Heavily.

f. ^f The Heavies : [Heavy-cavalry],

heavy-armed, * heavye-armed, a.

Bearing heavy armour or arms, and so used for
slow movements ; in opposition to the light-

armed soldiers, used for skirmishing or rapid
movements.

heavy-cavalry, s. So called from their
equipmentand weight. The Household Cavalry
(armed with sabre, carbine, and carrying de-
fensive armour) and one or two dragoon regi-

ments are classed as heavy. Heavy cavalry
were greatly prized when shock tactics pre-

vailed, but the modern tendency towards
mounted infantry has caused their great
weight to be regarded as an encumbrance.

heavy-gaited, a. Moving slowly.

heavy-handed, ». Clumsy ; awkward ;

not dexterous.

* heavy-headed, a. Dull ; stupid ; bru-
tish. (Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 4.)

* heavy-hearted, «. Sad ; mournful

;

heavy at heart..

heavy-laden, a. Laden with a heavy
burden ; heavily laden.

"Come unto me all ye that labour and are heavy-
laden, and I will give you rest."

—

Matt. xi. 28.

* heavy-sad, a. Very sad or heavy at
heart. (Shakesp, : Richard IT., ii. 2.)

* heavy-sailing, u. Sailing slowly and
heavily.

heavy-spar, s. [Babite.]

* heavy-stone, s.

Min. : The same as Cerite (q.v.).

* heavy - thick, a. Thick and heavy.
(Shakesp. : King John, iii. 3.)

heavy-weight, s. A person or animal
of more than the average weight ; specif., in
sporting, a horse, jockey, boxer, &c, who
carries or is of more than the average weight.

heav'-3ir (2), a. [Eug. heav(e) ; -y.] Suffering

from or affected with the heaves.

*heav'-y, *hev-i-en, *hev-I-in, *hev-y,
v.t. [A.S. hejigian.] [Heavy, a.] To make
heavy.

" And eftsone he gede and preide and seide the same
word. Heryghen weren hevyed."— Wyclijfe : Markxiv.

heav'-y-ish, a. [Eng. lieavy; -ish.] Rather
heavy. (Hood : The Forge.)

* heaz' - y, a. [A variant of wheezy (q.v.).]

Hoarse, wheezy ; short of breath.

heb do-mad, * heb-do-made, s. [Lat.

hebdomas (genit. hebdomadis), from Gr. ejSoo/xas

(hebdomas) = a week ; e/3Sojxas (hebdomas)=
seventh ; em (hepta) = seven.] A period or
space of seven days ; a week.

" I Daniel was so heuey by three hebdomads of dayea
that I ate no delicate ineatis." — Joye : Expos, oj

Daniel, x.

heb-dom'-a-dal, a. (Lat. hebdomas (genit.

hebdomadis); Eng. adj. suff. -al.]

* 1, Weekly ; consisting of seven days.

2. Meeting weekly : as, an hebdomadal
council.

"As for hebdomadal periods, or weeks, in regard of
their sabbaths, they were observed by the Hebrews."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. xii.

* 3. Fickle, changeable.
"All thi3 from listening to variable, hebdomadal

politicians."

—

Burke : On a Regicide Peace, Let. 4.

heb-dom'-a-dal-ly, adv. [Eng. hebdomadal

;

-ly.] Weekly, each week.
" Sent to me hebdomadally in a brown paper wrap-

per."—J. R. Lowell : Biglow Papers.

heb-dom'-a-dar-y, a. & s. [Lat. hebdomas

(genit. hebdomadis); Eng. adj. suff. -ary.]

* A. As adj. : The same as Hebdomadal
(q.v.).

" This blessed hehdomadary round."
Beaumont : Psyche, c. 18, a. 33.

B. As subst. ; In the Roman Church, a
member of a chapter or convent, whose week
it is to officiate in the choir, rehearse the an-
thems and prayers, and perform other services
which on extraordinary occasions are per-
formed by the superiors.

heb-dom'-a-der, s. [Lat. hebdomas (genit.
hebdomadis^; Eng. suff. -er.] The same as
Hebdomadary (q.v.).

* heb-do-mat'-i-eal, a. [Lat. hebdoma(s);
t connective, and Edg. adj. suff. -al.] Hebdo-
madal, weekly.

"Far ii oiu the conceit of deambulatory, hebdoma-
tical, or perad venture, ephemeral office."—Bp. Morton :
Episcopacy Asserted, p. 142.

He-be, s. [Gr.]

1. Class. Antiq. : The god-
dess of youth, daughter
of Jupiter and Juuo. In
Olympus she appears as
a kind of handmaiden,
presenting the nectar at
the banquets of the gods,
preparing the chariot of
Juno, and bathing and
anointing the wounds of
Mars. In the arts she is re-

presented as a young vir-

gin crowned with flowers,
arrayed in a variegated
garment, with an eagle by
her side. She was believed
to have the power of
restoring the bloom of
youth and beauty to the
aged.

2. Astron. : An asteroid.
It was discovered by'Hencke, July 1, 1S47.

* he'-ben, s. [Ft, hebene ; Lat. hebenns, he-
benum.] Ebony (q.v.).

" The tough shaft of heben wood."
Scott : Bridal of Triermain, iii. 13.

* heb'-S-non, s. [Henbane.]

* heb'-e-tate, v.t. [Lat. hebetatus, pa. par. of
hebeto = to make blunt or dull ; liebes (genit.
hebet is) = \}\\mt, dull ; Fr. Jicbcter.] To make
blunt or dull ; to dull, to stupefy.

" Beef may confer a robustness on the limbs of my
son, but will hebetate and clog his intellectuals."—
Arbuthnot & Pope: Martin Scribler us, ch. iv.

the sixth found.

* heb'-e-tate, a. [Lat. hebetatus.j

L Ord. Lang. : Dull, blunt, obtuse.

II. Bot. : Having a soft, obtuse termination.

* heb-e-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. hebetatio, from
hebetatus, pa. par. of hebeto = to make dull or

blunt]

1. The act of making dull, blunt, or obtuse.

2. The state of being dull, blunt, or obtuse.

* he-be te, «. [Fr. hebete, from Lat. hebe*

(genit. hebetis).'] Dull, blunt, obtuse, stupid.

"Observe how hebete and dull they are."

—

Ellif-
Knowledge of Divine Things, p. 325.

heb'-e-tine, s. [Lat, hebes (genit. hebetis) =
dull, dim, faint, and suff. -ine (Min.) (q.v.).}

Min. : The same as Willemite (q.v.).

* heb' e-tude, s. [Lat. hebetudo, from hebes-

(genit. liebetis)= dull, blunt.] Dullness, blunt-
ness, obtuseness, stupidity.

"The body is perfectly free from paiu, oppression,
hebetude, and every species of uneasiness. —Cogan:
On the Passions, pt. ii., ch. iii.

He-bra'-iCr a. [Lat. Hebraicus, from Hebratu9
= a Hebrew.] Of or pertaining to the Hebrews;
designating the language of the Hebrews.

* He-bra'-ic-al, a. [Eng. Hebraic ; -al.] The
same as Hebraic (q.v.).

He-bra'-lc-al-ly\ adv. [Eng. Hebraical;
-ly.] After ttie manner of the Hebrews ; in
the Hebrew manner or fashion.

He -bra-Ism, $. [Fr. Hebraisme.] An idiom,

manner, or custom peculiar to the Hebrews
;

an expression or manner of speaking peculiar
to the Hebrew language.

"Milton has infused a great many Latinising, as=
well as Grcecisuis and Hebraisms, into his poem."

—

Addison: Spectator, No. 285.

He -bra-ist, s. [Lat. Hebrams — Hebrew.}
One learned in the Hebrew language and
literature.

He -bra 1st ic, He-bra-istf-ic-al, a.

[Eng. Hebraist; -ic, -ical.] Pertaining "to or
resembling Hebrew.

He-bra-ist'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. Hebraisti-
cal; -ly.] In a* Hebraistic sense; with, a
Hebrew signification or idiom.

"Which is Hebraist icalty used in the New Testa-
ment."

—

Eitto : Cycl. Bibl. Liter. (3rd ed.), ii. 105.

" He bra ize, v.t. & i. [Gr. 'EjSpoifw (He-
braizo).~\

A. Trans. : To make Hebrew ; to convert
into a Hebrew idiom.

B. Intrans. : To speak Hebrew ; to act ac-
cording to Hebrew manners or fashions.

He'-brew (ew as 6), s. & a. [Ft. Hebreu;
Lat. Hebrceus; Gr. 'E/Spalo? (Hebraios); from
Heb. n^ (Hlbhrl), from 113? (habhdr) = to<

pass ; or, in the opinion of Gesenius, a primi-
tive word connected with 1J3? (hebhir) — the
region beyond the Euphrates. Hence the
Septuagint renders it Uepd-njs (Perates}=. a
stranger from a foreign land.]

A. As substantive

:

1. In the Bible generally : An appellation
given ;in the Bible to the Israelites. It was
used chiefly by foreigners, or by Jews when
addressing foreigners.

"For indeed I was stolen away out of the land of
the Hebrews."—Genesis xl. 15.

2. In part of the Xcw Testaraent (PI.) : The
Jews who spake the later " Hebrew,"—i.e., the
Aramaean—in contradistinction to the "Gre-
cians" or Hellenists—i.e., Jews—who spoke
Greek.

"Theie arose a murmuring of the Grecians against
the Hebrews.''—Acts vi. l.

3. The language spoken by the Israelitish
nation. [Hebrew language.]

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Israel-
ites or their tongue.

"The Hebreiv servant which thou hiiat brought unto
ns. —Genesis xxxix. 17.

1" (1) Hebrew cluivacter:

1. Palaeography ; The character in which the
Hebrew language is now written. This, called
the square character, was not the earliest.
The general opinion is that it came into use
only in the centuries immediately preceding
the birth of Christ, or even about the com-
mencement of the Christian era itself. The
character on the Maecabee coins is like the
Samaritan, rather than the square Hebrew

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, ptft,

Syrian, se, ce - e ; ey = a. qu — kw.
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one. Gesenius, however, attributes the intro-

duction of the square character to Ezra, and
considers that the letters on coins were inten-

tionally of archaic form. At first there were
no vowel points. Those now existing were
supplied by the Masorites about the seventh
century of the Christian era.

(2) Entom. : A collectors' name for the
moth, T&niocampa gothica, belonging to the
family Orthosidse. The "Hebrew character "

on the wings, from, which it receives its

name, is a black mark, like the figure 7 or
a prostrate L.

2. Hebrew Language

:

Pkilol. : The language spoken by the He-
brews !(q.v.). Prof. Max Miiller divides the

Semitic "family" of languages into three
** classes " or sub-families : Arabic or South-

ern, Hebraic or Middle, and AramEean or

Northern. Under the second category lie

includes (1) Biblical Hebrew, (2) the Sama-
ritan, as existing in the Samaritan Pentateuch,

third century a.d. ; (3) the Carthaginian or

Phoenician of inscriptions. In the earliest

books of the Old Testament it is already

found in a high state of development. Only
two periods of the language are traceable, a

golden and a silver age. The latter was cha-

racterized by an increasing infusion of Ara-

maean words and idioms. This process began
with the rise of the Assyrian power ; it ad-

vanced when the colonists were brought from
the East to occupy the place of the ten tribes

carried into exile ; and it became yet more
firmly established during the Babylonian
captivity. During the exile the common
people lost their native tongue, though the
upper classes spoke it ; and the Hebrew
tongue of the New Testament (Acts xxii. 2)

is Aramaean.

T Epistle to the Hebrews :

Scrip. Canon: One of the most important
epistles of the New Testament. Clement of

Rome referred to it about a.d. 96, as did
Justin Martyr in the second century, followed
in due time by many other Christian fathers.

When the epistle was written, the temple wor-
ship seems still to have continued (v. 1-4,

viii. 3, ix. 25, &c), which would place its date
earlier tlian a.d. 70, the year when Jerusalem
was destroyed. Its author was not one of
those who had heard Jesus, but belonged to
the generation immediately succeeding (ii. 3).

Who he was, is a question which has excited
difference of opinion both in ancient and
modern times. The Greek fathers generally
attributed the epistle to St. Paul ; the Latin
Churches in Europe and Northern Africa were
long of a different opinion, but by the com-
mencement of the fourth century the Eastern
view largely prevailed, in the West as well
as in the East, and by the commencement of
the fifth century it was everywhere dominant.
Jerome and Augustine had much influence in
giving it currency, which it retained to the
Reformation. Erasmus, Cardinal Cajetan, Lu-
ther, Calvin, Beza, and others, revived the old
doubts. The Council of Trent gave a decision
infavourofSt. Paul, but in Protestant countries
the question is still held to be a debateable
one. Passages such as x. 34 and xiii. 23 might
well have been written by St. Paul during his
imprisonment at Rome, and there are a multi-
tude of expressions in Hebrews like those of
the epistles admitted to be St. Paul's. But,
taken as a whole, the Greek composition is

more finished and more rhetorical than that
of the apostle. If Paul was not the author,
who was ? The early Church said Clement of
Rome or St. Luke or Silas, called also Sil-
vanus; Luther suggested Apollos, a much
more probable opinion, which lias since been
ably defended in Germany by Sender, Bleek.
De Wette, Tholuck, &c.
The "Hebrews" to whom the epistle was

addressed were the Jewish converts to Chris-
tianity, specially those resident in Palestine,
to whom Aramaean was vernacular, though
they knew Greek. Some fathers thought that
the Greek epistle was translated from Ara-
maean, but it has all the characteristics of an
original writing. The Old Testament quota-
tions are from the Septuagint, even where it

differs from the Hebrew, as if the author had
not been familiar with the latter tongue.
His treatment of types, symbols, &c, is sug-
gestive of Philo and the Alexandrian writers,
but this is not conclusive as to the epistle

having been written in Egypt.
Its canonical authority was accepted in the

early Church by many who denied its Pauline

authorship. Eusebius places it among his

Homologoumena (q.v.), and there has never
been any impeachment of its integrity.

Internal evidence shows that the Palestinian

Christians to whom it was addressed were in

great danger of being seduced or persecuted
again into the Judaism, which they had left

(x. 32—39). The epistle was designed to keep
them stedfast. It opens with arguments for

the divinity of Christ and His consequent
superiority to the angels. Hence Christianity

bestowed tiirough Him is superior to Judaism
communicated by means of angels (i., ii. 1—
3) ; He, a son, is superior to Moses, a servant,

(iii. 5, 6) ; His everlasting priesthood is supe-
rior to that of Aaron (vii.) ; His sacrifice was
an effective one, of which those of Judaism
were only types and shadows (ix.) ; Christi-

anity was founded on the New Covenant,
which was to abide, while the Old one decayed
and was ready to vanish away (viii. 13). Let
the converts hold fast their Christian belief

(ii. 1—3, x. 32—39), avoid apostasy (vi. 4—9),
and imitate the ancient worthies, whose ani-

mating principle was faith (xi.), seeking for a
"continuing city" in another world rather
than in this (xiii. 14).

Hebrew wise, adv. In an opposite sense

;

in allusion to the fact that Hebrew is read
from right to left, and that Hebrew books
commence where books in European languages
end.

" The thesis, vice-vertd, put
Should Hebrew-wise be understood."

Prior: Another Epistle to Fleetwood Shephard.

He'-brew-e'ss (ew as 6), s. [Eng. Hebrew

;

-ess.] A Hebrew woman ; an Israelitish

woman.

* He'-brew-Ist (ew as 6), s. [Eng. Hebrew;
-ist.] The same as Hebraist (q.v.).

* He-brf'-cian, s. [Heb.] One learned in
Hebrew language and literature ; a Hebraist.

"The nature of the Hebrew verne, as the meanest
Hebrician ku»weth, consists of uneven feet."—
Peacham.

He-brid'-e-an, He-brid'-i-an, a. [Eng.

Hebride(s); '-an.] Of or pertaining to the
Hebrides, a group of islands lying off the

west coast of Scotland.

"Somewhat later came the great liebridean poten-
tates."—Macaiday: Hist. Eng. ,ch. xiii.

hec'-a-tare, «. [Hectare. ]

Hec' a-te, s. [Gr. "E.Karr\ (Hecate).]

Greek Myth. : A Grecian goddess, daughter
of Jupiter. She presided over popular assem-
blies, war, the administration of justice, the

rearing of children, &c. She was supposed to

wander about the earth at night, and was
sometimes considered the patroness of magic
and the infernal regions. She is often con-

founded with Artemis and Proserpine.

"I speak not to that railing Hecate."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., III. 2.

^[ In all other instances where this word
occurs in Shakespeare, the rhythm requires

the pronunciation Hekf-ate.

hec'-a-to-llte, s. [Lat. Hecate; Gr. 'Ekclttj

(Hecate), and At'Gos (lWws)= stone.]

Min. : The same as Moonstone (q.v.).

hec'-a-tdmb (b silent), s. [Fr. hecatombe,

from'Lat. liecatonibe, from Gr. eKa.To>j3vj (heka-

tombe) = the sacrifice of a hundred oxen

:

k<ar6v (hekaton) = a hundred, and jSoi/s (bous)

= an ox.]

1. The sacrifice of a hundred oxen or other

beasts.

2. Any great sacrifice of victims.
" His parent's iron hand did doom
More than a human hecatomb."

Byron : Siege of Corinth, xxv.

* heC-a-toin'-pe-dOIl, S. [Gr. eKaTopirtSov

(lielcatompedon), from eKarov (Jiekaton) = a

hundred, and ttoi/9 (pons), genit. irotios (podos)

= a foot.]

Arch. ; A temple a hundred feet in length

(especially applied to the Parthenon at Athens).

* hec-a-ton'-styl-on, s. [Gr. ixarav (heka-

ton)— a. hundred, and cttOaos (stulos)=a. pillar.]

Arch. : A building having a hundred pillars

or columns.

* hec-a-ton'-tar-chy, s. [Gr. Uarov (hekaton)
— a hundred ; and apx* (arclie) = rule, govern-
ment.] The rule or government of one
hundred. (Hacket ; Life of Archbp. Williams,
ii. 202.)

* hec-a-ton -tome, s. [Gr. ckotov (hekaton)
= a hundred, and to/xos (tomos) = a volume, a
tome (q.v.).] A hundred volumes, a great
collection of written or printed matter.
(Milton : Animal, on Remon. Def. ; To the
Postscript.)

hech (ch guttural), interj. [From the sound.)
An exclamation of surprise, wonder, &c.

hecht(c7i guttural), v.t. [Hioht.] To promise

;

to foretell something. (Burns : Halloween.)

beck (1), s. [Dut. hek = a grating ; Ger. heck
= a fence of laths.] [Hatch, s.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A rack or frame for holding fodder for
cattle.

2. A door ; especially one partly of lattice-
work.

3. The latch of a door.

4. A fish trap.

II. Technically:

1. Spin. : The fly of a spinning-wheel.

2. Weav. : A device through which the
yarns pass from the warping-mill to the reel
on which they are wound for transference to>

the warp-beam of the loom. The heck-box
slides vertically on a bar as the reel rotates,.

and thus disposes the warp spirally on the
reel. The heck consists of a series of steel
pins with eyes, through each of which one
thread passes. The heck is in two parts, one
a little raised from the other. The eyes of the
parts being alternate, by raising one of them a
little, the bands of the warp are separated ;

when the other part of the heck is raised, the
position is reversed, the former upper band
becoming the lower. This produces the lease,,

which is tied up, to form a guide for setting it

in the loom.

heck-box, s.

Weav. : Abox suspended between thetravers-
on which the bobbins of warp yarn aremounted,
and the warping-frame on which the yarns are
wound. It divides the warp threads into two
sets, one for each heddle (q.v.).

beck (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] The bend or
winding of a stream.

heck'-ber-ry, *. [Heoberry.]

heckle, s. [Hackle.]

heckle, v.t. [Heckle, s.]

1. Lit. : To dress with a heckle, as flax or
hemp.

2. Fig. : To worry ; to harass ; to annoy ; to
tease, as by continued questions.

heck-ler, s. [Eng. heckl(e); -er.]

1. Lit. : One who heckles flax or hemp.

2. Fig. : One who worries by persistent ques-
tioning. Specif., one who addresses incon-

venient questions to a candidate for election.

" We should be very glad to know, through the in-
strumentality of some Liverpool heckler, what these
ties are."—Daily News, Jan. 14, 1687.

hec tare, hec'-a-tare, s. [Fr., from Gr.

etca-rov (hekaton)= '& hundred, andLat. area.] A
French measure containing 100 ares, or 10,000

square metres = 2-471143 statute acres ; a

square hectometre. [Are, s.]

hec'-ta-style, a. [Gr. e£do-TvAos (hexastulos)

= with six columns in front.] Having six pil-

lars. (Defoe: Tour, ii. 301.)

hec'-tic, * ec'-tick, * hec'-tick, a. & s.

[Fr. liectique, from Low Lat. * hecticus, from

Gr. €ktikos (hektikos) = hectic, consumptive,

from e£is (hexis) — a state or habit of body \

€Xo) (echo), fut. efoi (hexo) = to have.]

A. -4s adjective

:

Path. : Slow but long continued, so as to>

impair the strength, and cause wasting away..

* E. As substantive:

1. A constitutional fever. [Hectic-fever.];

2. The flush usually seen in hectic fever and.

consumption. (Byron: Manfred, ii. 4.)

hectic-fever, s.

Path. : A fever attended by frequency and

weakness of pulse, alternations of cold with

heat and flushing, followed by perspiration

;

the strength daily decreases, and the body

wastes away. Hectic fever is often produced

when an abscess goes on to suppuration ; it is.

also an attendant on phthisis, dysentery, fee.

boh, bo*^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; gc, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph- £

-clan, -tian = shan. - -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bet del.
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* hec-tlc-al, a. [Eng. hectic; -al] The same
as Hectic fa. v.).

"I will keep it [sickness] from being hectical"—
Wootton : Reliquiae, p. 433.

hec'-tlC-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hectical; -ly.] In
a hectic manner ; constitutionally, consump-
tively.

" He was for some years hectically feverish."

—

John-
ton : Life of Ascham.

hec-to-cSt'-y-le, hec-to-cot'-y-lus, s.

[Gr. kKaxov (hekaton) = a hundred, and kotu'Atj

(kotule) = anything hollow, a sucker.]

Zoology & Biology

:

1. Of the form hectoeotylus : What was
originally supposed to be a male animal, and
made a genus ; but is now known to be the
arm described under 2.

2. Of loth forms : One of the modified arms
in male dibranchiate Cephalopoda, so spe-

cialized as to be used for reproductive pur-

poses. After its development is complete, it

is detached from its original situation and
affixed to the female.

"The hectocotyle of the argonaut was discovered hy
Chiaje, who considered it a parasitic worm, and de-

scribed it under the name of Tricocephalus acetabu-

laris. It was again described by Costa, who regarded
it as a ' apermatophore of a singular shape, and,

lastly, by .Dr. Kolliker."—S. P. Woodward: Man. of

the Mollutca (3rd edit.), p. 159.

hec-to-cot'-y-lized, a. [Mod. Lat. hecto-

cotyl(us); Eng. suff. -ized.'s So specialized and
developed as to constitute a hectocotyle.

"The metamorphosed orhectocotylizedarraoi cuttle-

fishes."—8. P. Woodward : Molluica (3rd etL), p. 159.

hec-to-cot'-y-lus, ». [Hectocotyle.]

hec'-to-gram, hec'-to-gr&mme, s. [Fr.

hectogramme, from Gr. ckotov (hekaton) = a
hundred, and Fr. gramme.] A French weight
or measure containing 100 grammes, or 3 oz.,

8"4383 drams avoirdupois.

hec'-to-li-tre (tre as ter), s. [Fr., from Gr.

eKovroV (hekaton) — a hundred, and Fr. litre.]

A French measure of capacity for liquids, con-

taining 100 litres = ^j of a cubic metre, or

22-009668 imperial gallons. As a dry measure
it contains 10 decalitres, or about 2£ Win-
chester bushels.

hec'-to-me-tre (tre as ter), s. [Fr., from
Gr. €ko.t6v (hekaton) = a hundred, and Fr.

metre.] A French measure of length, cor/tain-

.ing 100 metres = 109*3633 yards.

Hec'-tor, heV-tdr, *. [See def.]

1. Hist. (Of the form Hector) : The son of

Priam and Hecuba, and the most celebrated

and bravest of the Trojan warriors. He was
killed by Achilles.

2. (Of the form hector):

(1) A bully, a blusterer, a braggadocio.

"To play the hector at cock-pits and hazard-tables."
—Macavlay : Hixt. Eng., ch. xvi,

* (2) One who teases, worries, or annoys.

hec'-tor, v.t. & i. [Hector, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To bully ; to treat with insolence ; to act

like a bully towards.
" Put hi* majesty was not so to be hectored out of

his right."

—

Boelyn : On Navigation & Commerce. § 51.

2. To tease, to worry, to harass, to annoy,

B. Intrant. : To play the bully ; to bluster,

to threaten.
" The hectoring kill-cow Hercules."

Butler: HudihraM, pt. ii.. c. L

hec-tor'-i-an, hec-tdV-e-an, a. fEng.

hector ; -inn ; -earn.] Pertaining or relating to

Hectorof Troy. (Pope: Homer; Iliad xviii. 18.)

* hec'-tor-ism, a. [Eng. hector ; -ism.] The

acts or disposition of a hector or bully ; bluster.

- hec'-tor-l$r, a. [Eng. lector; -ly.] Like a
hector or bully ; blustering, insolent.

hec'-to-stere, s. [Fr., from Gr. k<arov (heka-

ton) = a hundred, aud o-re'peos (stereos) = solid.]

A French measure of solidity, containing 100
cubic metres, equivalent to 3531 '66 cubic feet.

* hed, s. [Head.]

' hedde, o. [Head.]

hed die, 3. [Etym. doubtful.]

Wetxv. : One of the sets of parallel knotted
cords forming loops for the warp-threads ; and
by whose vertical reciprocation the warp-
threads are shifted so as to make the shed for

the passage of the shuttle. Heddies are a

necessary integral feature of all looms, having
sets of strings for separating the warp-threads
into two or three groups, between which the

weft is passed. This is called mounting the
loom, and consists in dividing the warp among
the leaves of healds or heddies.

heddle-eye, s.

Weav. : The loop in a heddle through which
the warp-thread is passed.

heddle-hook, s. A hook nsed in hed-

dling the warp-threads.

hed -die, v.t [Heddle, s.]

Weav. : To draw through the heddle-eyes of

a weavers harness, as the warp threads.

hed-en-berg- ite, s. "[Named after Hed-
enberg, a Swedish chemist, who first ana-

lyzed and described it.]

Min. : A variety of Pyroxene. Dana ar-

ranges it as Iron-Lime-Pyroxene. It is black,

and occurs in crystals or lamellar masses.

hed-e-O'-ma, s. [Altered from Gr. ^6vo<t/j.os

(heduosmos),' as adj. = sweet- smelling; as

subst. = mint : qSus (hedus) = sweet, and ba-firj

(osmi) = smell.]

Bot. : A genus of Labiates, tribe Melissese.

Hedeoma pulegioides, called in America, Penny-
Royal, has a high popular reputation as an
emmenagogue. (Lindley.)

hed'-er-a, s. [Lat. = ivy.]

Bot. : A genus of Araliaceee. Calyx, limb
entire or five-toothed, petals five, stamens five,

ovary five-celled, fruit a subglobose berry.

Two species are known, one Hedera Helix is

the ivy (q.v.). Hedera, wmbellifera, an Am-
boyna species, is said to furnish wood smelling

like lavender and rosemary ; and H. terebinth-

acea, a native of Ceylon, yields a resin smelling

like turpentine.

hed-er-a'-ce-£e, s. pi. [Lat. heder(a); fern,

pi. adj. suff. -aceaz.]

Bot. : An order of exogens founded by
Linnaeus. Antoine Laurent de Jussieu, in

1789, altered the name to Araliae, and A.
Richard, in 1822, to Araliaceee (q.v.).

*heCi-er-a'-ee-OUS, a. [Lat. hederaceu$,

from hed.era=ivy.] Pertaining to, resembling
or producing ivy.

*hed'-er-al, a. [Lat. hedera = ivy; Eng.
adj. suff. -al.] Pertaining to or consisting of

ivy.

* hed'-er-at-ed, a. [~L&t,hederatu3.] Crowned
or adorned with ivy. (Fuller: Worthies;
Yorkshire.)

he-der'-ic, a. [Lat. hedera = ivy ; ~ic.) Con-
tained in or derived from ivy.

hederic-acid, s.

Chern.. ; An acid contained in the seeds of
ivy, Hedera helix.

* hed-er-if'-er-oiis, a. [Lat. hedera = ivy
;

fero = to bear, and Eng. adj. sun*, -ous.] Pro-
ducing ivy.

* hed'-er-6se, . [Lat. hederosus, fromhedera
= ivy.] Pertaining to, of the nature of, or
full of ivy.

hedge, *neg, *hegge, s. [A.S. hege, haga;
cogn. with Dan. hegge, heg, haag ; Icei heggr
= a tree in a hedge ; hagi = a hedge ; Ger.
hag — a bush, a hedge.] [Haw.] A fence
formed of bushes or small trees growing close
together ; a thicket of bushes ; a line of
bushes or evergreens, whether intended as a
fence or not.

"A man plauntyde a vineyerd, and aette an hegge
about it."— Wycliffe : ifark xli

hedge-accentor, o. The hedge-sparrow
(q.v.).

hedge-bells, s. pi.

Bot. : Co.lystegia septum.

hedge-berry, ».

Bot. : Cerasns avium.

hedge-bill, hedging-bill, s. A bill-

hook (q.v.).

hedge-bird, a. A bird living and feeding
in hedges.

hedge-born, a. Of low or mean birth
;

meanly born. (Shakesp. : 1 Hen. VI. , iv. 1.)

hedge-bote, a. [Hay-bote.]

hedge-chafer, ». A eock-chafer (q.v.).

hedge - creeper, s. One who skulks

under hedges for bad purposes.

t hedge fumitory, -.

Bot. : A Fumitory (Fumaria). (AiTisvjorfh.)

Fumaria officinalis (?).

t hedge-garlic, s.

Bot. : Sisymbrium Alliaria, formerly AUiaria
officinalis, Linnseus's Erysimum Alliaria.

[Alliaria.] Called also Garlic-mustard, Jack-
by-the-hedge, and Sauce-alone.

hedge-hyssop, s.

Bot. : Gratiola officinalis.

hedge-knife, *. A catting instrument
for trimming hedges.

hedge-maid, *.

Bot. : Glechoma hederacea.

- hedge -marriage, s. An irregular

marriage performed by a hedge-priest (q.v.) ; a
clandestine marriage.

hedge-mustard, .

Bot. : The cruciferous genus Sisymbrium
(q.v.) and specially S. officinale. It has runci-

nate-toothed or lotted hairy leaves, yellow

flowers, and pods in a leafless raceme oppressed

to the stem. It is common in hedgebanks
and waste places, flowering in June and July.

Found wild also in Europe, Asia, and Northern
Africa. Introduced in America.

hedge-nettle, -

.

Bot. : The labiate genus Stachys (q.v.),

called in books Woundworts (q.v.). [Stachys.]

hedge-note, s. A word of contempt for

low writing.
" They left these hedge-notes for another sort of

poem .

"—Dryden.
hedge-parsley, s.

Bot. : Torilis, a section of the umbelliferous

genus Caucalis. Specially, Torilis anthriscus,

a plant with a five to twelve-rayed umbel,
with minute white or pink flowers. Occurring
in hedges and waste places, where it flowers

from July to September. (Sir J. Hooker.)

hedge-priest, s. A poor, illiterate cleric.

Specif., one admitted to orders directly from
a hedge-school (q.v.), without having studied
theology. Before the establishment of May-
nooth the practice of admitting men to ordina-

tion before their departure for the continental

colleges was very common, in order that they
might gain the stipend for saying mass.^ In

some of the religious orders (q.v.), men are or-

dained immediately after profession for a

similar reason. The nickname "hedge-priest"
was originally bestowed on these ecclesiastics

by the continental clergy. It is sometimes
applied to a suspended priest.

hedge-rhyme, s. Doggerel verses.

hedge-rustic, *.

Entom. : A moth Luperina cespitis, one of

the Noctnas (Noctoidae). (Nevrman.)

hedge-school, s. A school in the country
parts of Ireland conducted in the open air,

under the shelter of a hedge, while a rude
schoolhouse, to which the name was trans-

ferred, was being erected for the accommoda-
tion of the children. Now universally used in

a depreciatory sense.
" Yon talk with contempt of a hedge-school. Did yon

never hear of a nate little spot in Greece called the
Groves of Academosl"

—

Carleton: Trait* * Stories;

The Hedge-School.

hedge-schoolmaster, *. The master
of a hedge-school (q.v.).

" Hedge-tchoolmastert were as superior in literary
knowledge and acquirements to the class of men who
are now engaged in the general education of the people

as they were beneath thetn in moral and religious

character."—Carleton : Traitt & Stories; The Sedge-
School.

hedge-scissors, ». [Hedge-shears.]

hedge-shears, hedge-scissors, .. A
large pair of shears for trimming hedges.

hedge-sparrow, s.

Ornith. : Accentor modularis, a small bird,

which, though in plumage somewhat resemb-
ling the common sparrow, is a warbler more
akin to the Redbreast. It is common in

Britain, comes to gardens in winter, builds as
early as March, and lays four or five greenish-
blue eggs.

" The hedge-tparrow fed the cuckoo so lone,
That it had its head hit ofT by its young."

Shakeip. : Letir, iv. 1.

"ate, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,
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hedge-warbler, s. The hedge-sparrow
(q.v.)-

* hedge-wine, s. A poor, cheap wine.
" Homely cakes and harsh hedge-wine."

Chapman: Earner; Iliad, Ep. Ded., lii.

hedge-writer, s. A mean or poor author
or writer.

hedge (1), * hedg-in, * heg-gin, v.t. & i.

[Hedge, s.]

A* Transitive:

I, Literally:

1. To inclose or fence in with a hedge or

fence of bushes ; to separate by a hedge.
" Thew was an housbondeman that plauutide a vine-

yerd and heggide it about."— Wycliffe : Matthew xxi.

2. To obstruct, as with a fence or hedge ; to

block up.
" I will hedge up thy way with thorns. "—Hosea ii. 6.

II. Figuratively :

1, To encircle, as for defence.
" England, hedged in with the main."

Shakesp. .- King John, ii.

* 2. To surround ; to invest.

" There's auoh divinity doth hedge a king,
That treason can but peep to what it would."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. 5.

3. To shut up within an enclosure.
'* That is a law to hedge in the cuckow, and serves

for no purpose."—Locke.

* 4. To confine ; to restrain : to limit,

" 1*11 not endure it ; you forget yen-self
To hedge me in." Shakesp. : Julius Caesar, iv. 8.

B. Intransitive ,*

* 1. To hide or skulk, as in a hedge ; to shift

;

to shuffle.

"I myself sometimes, hiding mine honour in my
necessity, am fain to shuffle, to hedge, and to lurch."—
Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, ii. 2.

2. In betting, to protect or insure oneself

against loss by hedging one's bets [%].

IT To Jiedge a bet : To make cross-bets : that

is, after having backed one side, to turn round
and back the other, so that whatever the re-

sult may be, the loss cannot be heavy.

'hedge (2), v.t. [Probably for edge (q.v.).]

To edge in ; to push or force in.

" Be sure to hedge in some business of your own."—
Swift ; Directions/or Servants.

hedge hog, s. & a. [Eng. hedge, and hog.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1.

2, Fig, : Used as a term of reproach.

IL Technically

:

1. Zoology

:

(1) Erinaceus europants, an insectivorous
mammal. It is covered above with spines,
and has the power of rolling itself up into a
ball. Its length is about nine inches ; its

food, which it seeks at night, insects, worms,
snails, &c. Other species of the genua are
found in North and South Africa and in India.

(2) An Echinus (Sea-urchin).

2. Ichthy. : A fish Diodon hystrix, so called
from being covered with spines.

3. Bot. : Medicago intertexta. Named from
the partly spinous seeds.

t hedgehog-plant, s.

Bot. : Any species of the Cactus family.

hedgehog-thistle, s.

Bot. : The genus Cactus. Named from its

bundles of prickles. It is not a genuine
thistle.

* hedge -less, a. [Eng. hedge ; -less.] Having
no hedge or fence ; unfenced. (G. Miot : Daniel
Deronda, ch. Lxiv.)

"hedge -pig, s. [Eng. liedge, and pig.] A
young hedgehog. (Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 1.)

hedg'-er, s. [Eng. hedg(e); -er.] One who
makes or repairs hedges.

hedge-row, s. [Eng. hedge, and row.] A
row or line of shrubs or bushes planted as a
fence or hedge. (Wordsworth : Evening Walk.)

hedge -stake, s. [Eng. hedge, and stake.) A
stake used to support bushes in a hedge.

ixedg'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Hedge, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. Assubst: The act of inclosing or fencing
in with, or as with a hedge.

hedging-bill, s. A hedge-bill (q.v.)

he-ddn'-lC, a. [Gr. t)Sovik6<; (Mdonikos) =
pleasurable ; oi tjSovikoC (hoi hidonikoi) = the
voluptuaries—i.e. , the followers ofAristippus.]
Pertaining to Hedonism (q.v.).

"The Hedonic doctrine of Aristippus."

—

Ueberweg :

Hist, of Philosophy, i. 20L

he'-don-ism, s. [Fr. Hidonisme (Littre), from

Gr. ri$ovri (hedone) = delight, enjoyment
;
prop.

of sensual pleasure.]

Anc. Philos,: The tenets of the Cyrenaic
school of philosophy, founded by Aristippus,
a disciple of Socrates. Aristotle calls him a
Sophist, possibly because he demanded pay-
ment for his instruction. He taught that
pleasure was the end of life, and that it was
the duty of a wise man to enjoy pleasure with-
out being controlled by it. This control was
to be acquired by knowledge and culture.
Horace, in one verse, tersely sums up the
philosophy of Aristippus

—

" Et ruihi res, nou me rebus, subjungere conor."
Epist. I. L 18.

The most eminent of the Cyrenaic school were
Arete, the daughter of the founder, her son,
surnamed from her teaching Metrodidaktos,
Theodorus the Atheist, and his scholars, Bio
and Euhemerus. [Euhemerism.] Anniceris
the Younger sought to ennoble the Hedonic
principle by reckoning civil and social duties
among the things which afford pleasure, yet
he asserted that our efforts for the benefit of
others should have an egoistic motive. Later
the Cyrenaic doctrine gave way to Epicurean-
ism. [Epicurean.]

He -don-ist, s. [Eng. Hedon(ism); -ist.] One
who accepts the Hedonic philosophy ; one
who makes pleasure the end of life.

"The accommodating servility of the witty He-
donist."— Ueberweg : Hist, of Philosophy, L 96.

hed-wig'-i-a, s. [Named after John Hedwig,
a noted muscologist, who died in 1799.]

But. : A genus of AmyridaceEe, family or
tribe Burseridffi. It furnishes a balsam or
resin, a substitute for copaiva.

hed-y-, pref. [Gr. tjSus (hedus) = sweet.]

hed-^-car'-piis, s. [Pref. hedy-, and Gr.

KapTros (karpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : Agenus of Sapindacese, tribe Sapindeee.

Hedycarpus malayanus produces an eatable

fruit.

he-dych'-i-um, s. [Pref. hedy-, and Gr. x*-uv

(chid)i) = snow.]

Bot. : A genus of Zingiberaceae. The species

have beautiful floral and fragrant envelopes,
rendering them favourites in hot-houses. They
are natives of tropical Asia.

hed-y-ds'-muni, s. [Pref. hedy-, and Gr.

oo-jini (osme) = smell.]

Bot. : A genus of Chloranthacese. Von
Martius says that Hedyosmum Bonplandianum
is administered in Brazil in malignant fevers

and pains in the limbs.

hed-y*-6'-ti-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hedyot(is);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idw.]

Bot. : A family of Cinchonaceae, tribe Cin-

choneffi.

hed-y-d'-tis, s. [Pref. liedy-, and Gr. o5s

(014s), genit. cotos (otos) = an ear ; named from
the sweetness of the ear-shaped leaves.]

Bot. ; The typical genus of the Cinchonaceous
family Hedyotidas (q.v.). The root of Hedyo-

tis umbellata, the Chay-root of India, is used

to dye chintzes a durable red colour.

hed'-if-phane, « [Hedyphanitb,]

hed-y-phan'-ite, hed'-y-pnane, s. [Gr.
*
TJ5iiy (hMus) = sweet, (pavos (phonos) = bright,

$aiVu (phaino) = to bring to light, to make
to appear, and suff". -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : Cruciferous Mimetite, a variety of

that mineral. It is colourless and translucent.

Found in Sweden

.

hed-y-sar'-e-ffl, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hedy-

satium) (q.v.), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff*. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of papilionaceous plants. The
filaments are generally connate ; the legume
transversely articulated, with one-sided joints,

usually separating and indehiseent.

he-dys'-a-rtim, s. [Gr. -nSvo-apov (hedusaron)
= a plant of the vetch kind.]

But. : The typical genus of the tribe Hedy-
sarese (q.v.). About fifty species are known,
chiefly from the Old World. The leaves of
Hedysarum gyrans have spontaneous motion.
H. coronarium, the so-called French honey-
suckle, is used in the south of Europe as food
for cattle.

heed, * hedo, ~ hed-en, v.t. & i. [A.S.

JUdan = to take care ; cogn. with 0. Fris.

huda, hoda = to heed, to protect, from hude,
hode = protection ; 0. S. hodian= to heed;
Dut. hoeden, from hoede ~ guard, care ; Ger.
hiiten = to protect, from hut = protection ;

O. H. Ger. huaten, from huota = protection.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To regard ; to take notice of ; t«j pay
attention to ; to observe.

" With pleasure Argus the musician heeds."
DryUen: Ovid; Metamorphoses L

* 2. To take care of.

" It [the snake] shall be heeded "

Shakesp. ; Antony & Cleopatra, v. 2.

B. Intrans. : To take notice ; to care ; to
pay attention.

heed, * hede, * hiede, s. [Heed, v.]

* 1. Protection, guard, defence ; means of

safety.
"That eye shall be his heed."

Shab'sp. : Love's Labour's Lost, i. 1.

2. Care, attention, needfulness j cautious or
careful observation.

" In France, for five years : where he travailed
With ready hand, and with as careful heed,"

Daniel: Civil Wars, v. 55,

3. Attention, regard, notice.
" Give diligent heed to the reading and the study."

—

Pearce : Sermons, vol. iii , serin. 11.

* 1. A look or expression of care or serious-

ness
;
gravity.
" He did it with a serious mind ; a heed
Was in his countenance."

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., ill. 2.

U Heed applies to matters of importance to
one's moral conduct ; care to matters of minor
import : a man is required to take lieed ; a
child is required to take care : the former
exercises his understanding in taking heed;
the latter exercises his thoughts and his

senses in taking care. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

heed'-ful, a, [Eng. heed; -fuUj).~\

1. Full of care, caution, or heed ; careful,

cautious, circumspect, wary.
*' Steward and squire, with heedful haste,
Marshalled the rank of every guest."

Scott ; Lay of the Last Minstrel, vi. 6.

2. Attentive, regardful, observant. (Fol-

lowed by of.)

" To hiui one of the other twins wab bound,
While I bad been like heedful of the other."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, 1. 1.

heed'-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. heedful; -ly.] In a

heedful, cautious, or watchful manner ; cau-

tiously, with heed.
" If it be heedfuUi/ considered to have special respect

to St Paul's Epistle to the Romans."—Bishop Bull,

vol. ii., dis. 3.

heed - ful - ness, s. [Eng. heedful; -ness.]

The quality or state of being heedful ; care,

caution, circumspection, watchfulness.

"Heedfulness to improve all fitting opportunities

of providing for ourselves and families. "— WUkins

:

Natural Religion, bk. ii-. ch. iv.

*heed'-I-r#, adv. [Eng. heedy; -ly.] With
heed or care ; needfully, carefully, cautiously.

* heed'-i-ness, * heed'-i-nesse, s. [Eng.

heedy ; -ness.] Heedfulness, care, caution,

circumspection.
" By God's grace and her good heed,inesse,"

Spenser : F. Q., V. vi. 84.

heed '- less, a. [Eng. heed ; -less.] Taking no
heed or care ; careless, inattentive, thought-

less, negligent.
" The heedless impress thatbelongs

To lonely nature's casual work."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. Iii.

heed'-less-ly, adv. [Eng. heedless; -ly.] In

a heedless, careless, or negligent manner

;

without heed, care, or circumspection.

heed'-lesa-ness, s. [Eng. heedless; -ness.]

The quality or state of being heedless ; care-

lessness ; want of care or circumspection.
" The gay Corinna, who sets up for an indifference

and becoming heedlessness, gives her husband all the
torment imaginable."—Steele : Spectator, No. 194.

*heed'-y, a. [Eng. heed; -y.] Heedful, care-

ful, circumspect, wary, watchful.

"The watch-tower is not unfurnished with heedy
eyes."

—

Bishop Hall.

b6Jl, b6^; poit, J<S\W; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = sban. -tion. • sion = shun : -tion. -sion = zhun. -cious. -tious. -sious = shus. -ble, -die. ir. = bel. del.
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heel (1), * hecle, * hele r s. [A.S. hcla

;

cogn. with Dut. hiel; Icel. hcell; Sw. Ml;
Dut. heel; O. Fris. A#a.]

I. Ordinary Language:
1. The hinder part of the foot, £ither in

man or quadrupeds.

2. The hinder part of a covering for the
feet ; as of a shoe, a stocking, &c.

3. Anything shaped liked or resembling a
human heel ; a protuberance, a knob.

"At the other side is a kind of heel or knob, to
break clots with."—Mortimer: Husbandry.

4. The application of the heel, that is, the
spur, to a horse : as, The horse understands
the lieel well.

* 5. The latter part ; the end ; the conclud-
ing part ; the remainder : as, the lieel of a
loaf, the heel of a session.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : The heel is formed by the projec-
tion downwards and backwards of the os cal-

caneum, called also the os calcis.

2. Arch. : A workman's name for a cyraa
reversa. [Cvma.]

3. Nautical

:

(1) The after end of a ship's keel.

(2) The lower end of a spar or timber.

(3) The lower end of a timber in a frame.

4. Carp. : The lower end or foot of a rafter,
where it rests on the wall or plate.

5. Firearms : The upper end of the butt-
end of a musket when in firing position ; the
tail of a gun-lock hammer.

6. Shoemaking : A block built up of pieces
of leather, and serving to elevate from the
ground the rear portions of the boot or shoe.
Heels are usually made of several thicknesses
of leather, called lifts or taps, which are fast-
ened together and to the insole and quarter by
pegs or nails.

IT (1) To be at or upon the lieels : To pursue
;

to follow or attend closely ; to follow hard.
" But is there no sequel at the heels of this mother's

admiration? "—Shakesp. : Hamlet, ili. 2.

(2) To be down or out at heels: To be slip-
shod ; to be in unfortunate or decayed circum-
stances.

(3) To cool the, heels : To be made to wait,
when making a call upon some great personage.

"We cooled our lieels during the ordinary and in-
tolerable half-hour."— <?. A . Sola : Paris Herself Again,
vol. i., eh. i.

(4) To go heels over liead : To turn a summer-
sault

; to be hasty, rash, or inconsiderate.

(5) To liave or get the heels of: To outrun ; to
be speedier than.

" Thou hast got the heels of me already,"—Smollett:
Roderick Random, ch. xlvii.

(6) To lay by the lieels: To fetter, to shackle.
" If the king blame me for it, I'll lay ye all
By the heels, and suddenly ; and on your heads
Clap round fines." Shakesp. : Henri/ VIII., v. 4.

(7) To show the heels : To take to flight ; to
flee ; to run away.

(8) To take heel, to take to the heels : To fly

;

to run away. (Shakesp: Comedy of Errors, i. 2.)

(9) To tread upon one's heels : To follow close
or hard after.

"One woe doth tread upon another's heels."
Shakesp. ; Hamlet, iv. 7.

(10) By the heel : Said of a ship when deep
in the water aft.

heel-breasting machine, $. A ma-
chine for cutting down the straight front face
of a boot or shoe heel.

heel-chain, s.

Naut. : A chain for holding out the jib-
boom.

heel-cutter, s.

Shoemak. : A cutting instrument for cutting
out the lifts which form the heel.

heel-iron, s.

Shoemak. : A plate on the lower surface of a
boot or shoe heel, to increase the durability.
Sometimes put on to make a clattering, as in
some fancy dances.

heel-knee, a.

Naut. : The knee connecting the keel with
the stem-post.

heel-piece, s.

* 1. Armour for the heels.

2. A piece of leather on the heel of a shoe.
" Like a heel-piece to support
A cripple." Swift : On Poetry.

* 3. The end ; the conclusion.
" Just at the heel-piece of his hook."

Lloyd : The Cobbler of 2'essington's Letter.

heel-piece, v.t. To put a piece of leather
upon ; to patch the heel or heels of.

"Some blamed Mrs. Bull for new heel-piecing her
shoes."—Arbuthnot : Hist, of John Bull.

heel-plate, s. The plate on the butt end
of a gun-stock, or on the surface in a boot or
shoe heel.

heel-post, s.

1. The post which supports the outer end
of a propeller shaft.

2. The post to which a gate or door is hung.

3. The quoin-post of a lock-gate.

heel-ring, s.

Husbandry : The ring which is tightened by
wedges, and confines the scythe-blade to the
snath.

heel-rope, s.

Naut. : A rope for hauling on the heel of
the bowsprit to run it out.

heel-shave, s

Shoemak. : A hand-tool like a spoke-shave,
to shape the heel after the lifts of approxi-
mate shape have been fastened together.

heel-tap, *.

1. Ord. Lang.: A small quantity of liquor
left in the bottom of a glass, when the main
portion has been drunk.

2. Shoemak. : One of the pieces or thicknesses
of leather of which a heel is built up ; a lift.

If No heel-taps ! An exclamation or order to
the effect that glasses are to be completely
emptied.

heel-tap, v.t. To add a piece of leather
to the heel or heels of ; to heel-piece.

heel-tool, *.

Metal-turn. : A form of metal-turning tool
in which the heel of the tool is supported on
a rest.

heel (2), s. [Heel (2), v.] A leaning or inclin-
ation to one side. Specif., the inclination of
a vessel laterally, as she careens under a press
of sail.

heel (I), v.t. [Heel (1), 5.]

1. To furnish or provide with a heel ; to add
a heel to.

2. To ami a game-cock with a spur or gaff.

3. To perform by the use of the heels or
feet, as a dance.

" I cannot sing,
Nor heel the high lavolt, nor sweeten talk."

S/iakesp. : Troilus & Cressida, iv. }.

i. To place the heels against ; as, To heel a
mark.

heel (2), v.i. [A corrupt, from Mid. Eng.
helden, or hilden; AS. hyldan

t Jieldan=to
tilt, to incline ; Dan. helde = to slant, to slope

;

Sw. holla = to tilt, to pour ; M. H. Ger.
lialden = to bow or bend oneself.] To incline
or cant over to one side.

" LThey] made the vessel heel.
And laid her on her side."

Cowper : Loss of the Royal George.

If Generally used absolutely, but sometimes
followed by a particle of direction.

heel-ball, s. [Eng. heel, and ball] A- com-
position of beeswax and lampblack. It is used
by shoemakers for giving a smooth surface to
the heels of boots and shoes ; also employed
by antiquaries for taking rubbings of inscrip-
tions, &c.

" Heelball is not suited for raised letters, but for in-
ciBed work."—Notes & queries, May 10, 1884, p. 2,1%.

*heeT-er, s. [Eng. heel; -er.] A game-cock
that strikes well with his heels or spurs.

heen, * [Chin.] In China, a city of the first
class.

heer, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Weaving ; The length of two cuts or leas of
linen or woollen threads.

heeze, heez'-ie, *heise, v.t. [A corrupt.
of hoist (q.v.).] To hoist, to raise up ; to
increase the velocity of.

heeze, * heis'-ie, s. [Heeze, v.] a hoist ; a
lift or help on or forward.

" If he had stuck by the way, I would have lent him
aheezie, the dirty acoiiudreL"—Scott : Guy Mannering,
ch. xin.

J

* heft (1), b. [From Heave (q.v.).J

1. The act of heaving or lifting; an effort,

a strain, an exertion.
" He cracks his gorge, his aides.

With violent hefts." Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, ii. 1.

2. Weight, heaviness.

* heft (2), * heaft, s. [Haft.]

heft (3), s. [Heft (2), v.] A dwelling, a resi-

dence.

*heft(l), v.t. [Heft (1), a]

1. To heave, lift, or hoist up.

2. To try the weight of by lifting.

heft (2), v.t. & i. [Etym. doubtful.]

A. Trans. : To familiarize or accustom to a
place or employment by language.

B. Intrans. : To live, to dwell.

* heft, heffce, pa. t. & pa. par. [Heave, v.]

heg' -ber - ry, hedge' -her -r& s. [Eng.
hedge (?), and berry.]

1. The wild cheriy.

2. The bird cherry.

He-gel' Ian, a. & s. [G. F. W. Kegel; -tan.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or in any way
connected with Hegelianism (q.v.).

" Philosophy liegiiis then, on the Hegelian princi-
ple, by our gaining a clear conception of the laws of
thought."—Morell : Speculative Philosophy (2nd ed.),
ii. 167.

B. -4s subst. : One who accepts the teaching
of Hegel.

"As he increased fn years, Schelling became very
bitter against the Hegelians."— History of Pantheism.
ii. 20*.

He-gel'-i-an-ism, s. [Eng., &c. Hegelian;
-ism.]

Philos. : The system outlined by George
Frederick William Hegel (1770—1831) in his
Eneyclopcidie. His teaching is in some degree
a systematization of Sehelling's ideas [Ideal-
ism, Spjnozism], in their turn a development
ofthoseof Fichte. Michelet(Gesc/i. derSyst. der
Philos. ii. 604) claims for Hegel the invention
of anew method—the principle of the Identity
of the Subject with the Object. Logic with
Hegel is not an examination of the forms of
thought, but of thoughts themselves, for
whatever is true of the thought, is true of the
thing. Hegelianism deals with (1) Logic, (2)
The Philosophy of Nature, (3) The Philosophy
of the Intelligence. The whole system is con-
tained in the Logic, of which the other parts
are but an application. The first proposition
is, Being and Non-Being are the same. This
gives two contraries ; there must be a relation
to make them real. Unite them, and that is

the Becoming (Werden). In this idea are two
elements—a Non-Being from which it is evolv-
ing, and a Being which is evolved. Hegel
claimed to be Conservative and orthodox, and
Baring Gould (Origin ofRelig. Belief(ed. 1882),
ii. 40), says that '

' if the modern intellect is to
be reconciled to the dogma of the Incarna-
tion, it will be through Hegel's discovery."
On the other hand, the Young Hegelians-
Strauss, Bruno Baur, Feuerbach, and others
-—assert that their doctrines, radical in poli-
tics and rationalist in religion, are legiti-
mate deductions from the system of Hegel.

"Hegelianism is here taken in a wide sense."—
Adamson : Fichte, p. 219. (Note.)

* k^S-e-mSn'-ic, * heg-e-mon'-ic-al, a.
[Gr. TiyefioviKos (hegemonikos), from Gr. yj'yefj.uv

(hegevwn) = a leader, a guide
; ^ye'ojaai (Itegeo-

nwi) = to rule or guide.] Ruling, predomi-
nant, chief.

"The judgment being the hegemonical power, and
director of action, if it be Jed by the overbearings of
passion."—GlanviU ; Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. xxiii.

* he-gem'-O-ny, s. [Gr. yytpiovia (hegemoniu),
from ijyeixtav Qwgemon) = a leader, a guide.)
Leadership, predominance, superiority; ap-
plied to the relation of one state to another,
or to a number of others confederated.

* hegge, a. [Hedge, s.]

heg'-ir-a,s. [Arab. 7iy>ctfi=separation,flight.l
The flight of Mohammed from Mecca, on the
night of Thursday, July 15, 622, from which
the Mohammedans begin their reckoning of
time ; any similar flight. In calculating dates
reckoned from the Hegira, it should be re-

membered that the Mohammedan year has
only 354 days. To transform a Mohammedan
into a Christian date, not merely must 622 be

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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subtracted from the latter, but the remainder
must be multiplied by 365*52, and divided by
354.

Hei'-del-toerg, s. & a. [See def. A.]

A. As substantive

:

GeoL ; A city of Baden, thirty-two miles
N.N.E. of Carlsruhe.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the place
described under A.

Heidelberg Catechism, s.

Eccles. : A catechism, first published at
Heidelberg in 1563, drawn out by Zechariah
Ursinus for the use of the Reformed Church,
and published in the Palatinate. It was
received beyond this limit, was approved by
the Synod of Dort, and was the model on which
the Westminster Assembly framed the Shorter
Catechism. (Mosheim, &c.)

heir-er, * half are, hat-Ire, * hayf-are,
*hek-fere, *hei-fre, s. [A.S. hedhfore,
from hedh= high, and/car = an ox.] A young
cow. (Thomson: Spring, 807.)

heigh (gh silent), interj. [Imitative.] An
exclamation used to call attention or en-

heigh-ho, * hai-ho, hey-ho, inter}.

1. An expression of disappointment, languor,
uneasiness, or regret.

" Tis almost ftve o'clock, cousin : 'tis time you were
ready; by my troth. I am exceeding ill, hey Shot"—
Shakesp. : Much, Ado About Nothing, if i. 4.

* 2. An expression of joy or exultation.

height, * heighth (gh silent), * highth,
"highte, hyghte/heyghth, heighthe,
* heithe, * heght, T heghte, s. [A.S.
healidhu, hehdhu, from hedh = high ; cogn. with
Dut. hoogte, from hoog = high ; Icel. haidh, from
Jidr — high ; Sw. hbjd, from hog; Dan. hbide,

from hoi; Goth, hauhitha, from hauhs = high ;

O. H. Ger. luihida.]

1. The quality or state of being high, ele-

vated, or raised above the ground ; elevation
;

eminence ; elevated position.
" Fortifyed with a hyll of a great heyghth."—Golding

:

Caesar, fo. 29.

2. The altitude or distance which anything
-rises above its foot, basis, or foundation.
" Fifty the breadth, the height (least of the three)
Full thirty cubits." Drayton : Noah's Flood.

% The height of mountains or other eleva-
tions is measured in one or other of two ways :

by trigonometry or by the barometer.

3. An elevated, high, or lofty place ; an
eminence ; a summit.

" Beyoud yon mountain's hoary height."
Dryden: Horace, hk. I., ix.

4. Size ; stature.

"She iB about my height."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv. 4.

5. Elevation or pre-eminence in rank, office,

society, &c. ; high rank, position, or station.
" By him that raised me to this careful height."

Sliakcsp. : Richard III., i, 3.

* 6. Elevation or dignity, as of language, ex-
pression, sentiment, &c.

* 7. Degree of latitude ; the latitudes being
considered higher as they approach the poles.

" Guinea lieth to the north sea, in the same height aa
Peru to the south."—Abbot.

8. The utmost or highest degree or pitch

;

the fullest extent or degree.
" Richard falls in height of all his pride."

Shakesp. .' Richard III., v. 3.

"IT
* (1) At height : In the prime of power or

strength. (Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 4.)

* (2) To the height : To the fullest extent ; in
the highest or fullest degree.

" He's traitor to the height."
Shakesp. : Henry VIII., i. 2.

*height(r7ft silent), v.t. [Hetght.s.] To raise

to a height ; to exalt ; to heighten.
" Had their several chambers delicately heighted."—

Adams: Works, JL 421.

height'-en (pfe silent), v.t. [Eng. height; -en.]

I. Lit. : To make high or higher ; to raise ;

to elevate.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To elevate or raise in rank or position ; to
exalt.

" Being so heighten'd.
He watered his new plants with dews of flattery."

Shakesp, : Coriolanus, v, 5.

2. To raise or elevate in quality ; to im-
prove ; to increase.

" Heightned and invigorated, by being compared
with the contrary evil."—Oudworth : Intel. Syst., p. 220.

3. To raise in degree ; to increase ; to aggra-
vate.

i. To set off to advantage by means of a
foil or contrast ; to make brighter, stronger,
or more evident.

" Here again the comedian had an opportunity of
heightening the ridicule by action."

—

Goldsmith: The
Bee, No. 2.

height on- er (gh silent), s. [Eng.- heighten ;

-er.] One who or that which heightens.

* heighth (gh silent), n. [Height.]

hei'-mi-a, s. [Named after Dr. Heim, a Berlin
physician.]

Bot. : A genus of Lythraceje, tribe Lythrese.
Heimia salicifolia is the Hanchinol (a,. v.). .

hein'-ous (ei as a), * hain-ous, * hayn-
ous, a. [O. Fr. ha'inos, from haine = hate,
lidir — to hate ; Fr. haineux ; cf. Goth.
Juityan, hatjan = to hate.] Hateful ; odious

;

detestable ; abominable ; flagrant ; atrocious
;

wicked in the highest degree.
" Geue none eare to their Jiaynous heresies."

—

Sir T.
More : Workes, p. 313.

IT Heinous and flagitious are both applied to
offences against human or divine law, but the
latter is the stronger term. An offence is

heinous from its very nature ; it becomes
flagitious on account of its extreme features.

hein'-ous-ly (ei as a), * hain-ous-ly,
*hayn-ous-ly, * heinous-lie, adv.
[Eng. heinous ; -ly.] In a heinous manner or
degree ; hatefully ; odiously ; abominably

;

atrociously.

"This very lawe is often transgressed, and that
haynously euen in the church."

—

Hackluyt : Voyages,
i. 581.

hein'-ous-ness (ei as a), * heyn-ous
nesse, s. [Eng. heinous; -ness.] The quality
or state of being heinous ; atrocity.

.

"Truly affected with the heinousness of his guilt."—
Jortin : Ecclesiastical History.

heir (as ar), * heire, * heyr, * heyre,
* eir, * eyr, s. [O. Fr. heir, eir, from Lat.
heres = an heir.]

I. Literally

:

1. One who succeeds or is entitled to suc-
ceed another in the possession of lands, tene-
ments, and hereditaments by descent ; one
who is by law the inheritor of anything after
the present possessor ; one in whom the title

to an estate by inheritance is vested by law
;

an inheritor.

An heir therefore is he upon whom the law casts the
estate immediately on the death of the ancestor."

—

Jilaekstone : Commentaries, bk. ii., ch. 14.

2. One who inherits, takes, or receives any-
thing from an ancestor : as, A child is Iieir to
the disease of his father.

* II- Fig. : That which is procreated or be-
gotten ; a child ; a production.

"The first heir of my invention."—Shakesp ; Venus
& Adonis. (Dedic.)

% Heir by custom : An heir claiming by cer-
tain customary modes of descent attached to
the land.

heir-apparent, s. (See extract.)
" Heirs-apparent are such whose right of inheritance

is indefeasible, provided they outlive the ancestor; as
the eldest son, who must be heir to the father when-
ever he happens to die."—Blackstone : Comment., bk.
ii., ch. 11.

heir-at-law, heir-general, s. One who
by the common law succeeds to the lands and
tenements of his father or ancestor at his death.

heir-loom, a. [Heirloom.]

heir-presumptive, s. (See extract.)
"Heirs-presumptive are euch who, if the ancestor

should die immediately, would in the present circum-
stances of things be his heirs ; but whose right of in-
heritance may be defeated by the contingency of some
nearer heir being born : as a brother, ornephew, whose
presumptive succession maybe destroyed by the birth
of a child ; or a daughter, whose present hopes may be
hereafter cut off by the birth of a son."—Jilaekstone
Comment., hk, ii., ch. 11.

heir-special, s. An heir who succeeds
to an estate in the order pointed out by some
instrument determining such special course
of descent.

* heir (as ar), v. t. [Heir, s.] To be heir to

;

to inherit.

" One only daughter heired the royal state."
Dryden: Virgil ; jEneid vii. 79.

*heir'-dom (heir as ar), s. [Eng. heir;
-dom.] The state or condition of an heir

;

succession by inheritance ; heirship.

heir -ess (heir as ar), o. [Eng. heir; -ess.]

A female heir.

heir -less (heir as ar), a. [Eng. heir; -less.]

Destitute of or having no heir.
*' Heirless it hath made my kingdom."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, v. 1.

heir -loom (heir as ar), s. [Eng. heir, and
Mid. Eng. loom = a piece of property ; furni-
ture.] [Loom, s.)

1. A personal chattel which by special
custom descends to the heir with the herit-

able estate.

"Thus an heirloom, or implement of furniture,
which by custom descends together with an house, is
neither land or tenement, but a mere moveable: yet
being inheritable is comprised under the general word
hereditament."—Blackstone: Comment., bk. ii., ch. 2.

2. Any special inheritance ; property handed
down by inheritance.
" This tumour by a king might cured be alone

:

Which he an heirloom left unto the English throne."
Drayton : I'oty-Olbion, s. 11.

heir -ship (heir as ar), s. [Eng. heir; -ship.]

The quality, state, character, or position of
an heir ; succession by inheritance.

"I shall first review the laws of heirship by prox-
imity of blood ; and, secondly, the laws of heirship by
appointment, which is either by adoption during life,

or by testamentary disposition."—Sir W. Jones : Com-
mentary on Isceus.

* heirship movables, s. pi.

Scots Law : The best of certain kinds of
movables, which the heir was entitled to take,
besides the heritable estate ; the distinction
was abolished in 1868.

heis-ter'-i-a, s. [Named after Laurence
Heister, Professor of Botany at Helmstadt.
He died in 175S.]

Bot. : A genus of Olacacese. Heisteria coccinea
is a tree with white flowers, found in Marti-
nique and other West Indian islands ; its red
fruits are eaten by pigeons. It was once erro-
neously supposed to furnish the Partridge-
wood of the cabinet-makers.

* hei-SUgge, s. [A.S. hege = a. hedge.] The
hedge-sparrow.

he'-jal-ap, s. [Eng. he = male, and jalap.]

Comm. : The same as Male Jalap (q.v.).

hej'-ir-a, s. [Heoira.]

hel'-a-m$rs, s. [Gr. MAo's (hellos), eAAos (ellos)

= a" young deer, a fawn, and /lis (mus) = &
mouse.]

Zool. : The name given by F. Cuvier to a
genus of mammals, called by Illiger Pedetes.
It resembles Dipus, containing the Jerboas.
It contains the Helamys or Pedetes caffer, or
Cape Jerboa. It is about the size of a hare,
and advances by leaps and bounds. Its
Dutch names mean Leaping and Mountain
Hare. It does damage to the green and ripe

grain crops adjacent to the mountains where
it lives. [Pedetes.]

hel-arc'-tos, s. [Gr. tjAios (helios) = the sun,
and apKTOs (arktos) = a bear.]

Zool. : Sunbear ; a genus of Ursidae (Bears).

They have smooth glossy hair, feed chiefly

ou honey or the young shoots of the cocoanut
tree, and are milder in their disposition than
the more typical members of the family.
Helarctos malayanus is the Malayan Sunbear,
of which the Bornean one, H. euryspilus, may
be perhaps only a variety.

hel - col'- 6 - gjr, s. [Gr. cAkos (helkos) = a

wound, an ulcer, and A6-yos (logos) = a dis-

course ; Fr. helcologie.]

Med. : The branch of medical science which
treats of ulcers.

hel'-co-plas-ty^ s. [Gr. eA*os (helkos) = a
a wound, an ulcer, and 7rAa<rr6? (plastos)=
formed, moulded ; irKda-o-m (plasso) = to form
moulds, to shape.]

Surg. : The process of replacing the epi-

dermic integument, destroyed by an ulcer,

by transferring to the injured spot a piece of

skin from the corresponding part of the indi-

vidual or of some other person.

held, pa. i. &pa. par. [Hold, v.]

* hele (1), v.t. [A.S. lielan.] To hide, to cover,

to conceal.

* hele (2), v.t [Heal.]

* hele (1), s. [Heel, s.]

boll, hoy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ffenophon. exist, ph = £-

-cian, -tlan = shan, -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, £K = bel, del.

^T-
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v helc (2), * heale, s. [A.S. h&l, hceln.]

Health, safety, welfare.
" Thy Boule Jtelc." Marie Arthure, 3,655.

hele'-les, a. [Mid. Eng. Me = health, and

Us = less.] Without safety, cure, or remedy

t HeT-en-a, 8. [St. Helena, the queen of

Constantius Chlorus. It was she who built

the church of the Holy Sepulchre. The name
was derived remotely from Gr. 'EA.ei/77 (Helena),

Helen, wife of Menelaus, the taking away of

whom caused the war of Troy. Curtius de-

rived the name from Gr. k\avr\ (helane), kKivq

(helenS) = a torch ; while Max Muller considers

it akin to the Vedic Sarama, the goddess of

the dawn.]

Meteor. : An old Roman name still current

among Italian sailors for a single light appear-

ing to sailors. It was deemed by them un-

favourable, whilst a double one, termed Castor

and Pollux, was deemed propitious. They

are varieties of St. Elmo's Fire (q.v.).

he-len'-i-S-flB, *. pi [Mod. Lat. HeUnMum) ;

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Composites, tribe

Seneeionidese.

hel-e-nln, hor-e-nlne, *. [Mod. Lat.

Helenjiwm), in the botanical name Inula

Helenium, and suff. -in, -ine (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Cftem.: A crystalline substance existing in

the root of elecampane, Inula helenium. Ob-

tained by exhausting the root with hot alcohol,

and purifying the crystals till they melt at

110°. They are colourless, inodorous needles :

the mother liquid contains Inula carnphcrr.

hfi-len'-i-um, s. [Lat. Helenium; Gr. eXi-

viov (Menion)= aidant, perhaps elecampane.
(IAddell & Scott.y]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe

Helenieee (q.v.). The species are yellow-

flowered American plants.

he-ll-, he-ll-6-, pref. [Gr. tjAios (helios) =
the sun. [Heliacal.]

he'-tf-ac, he II ac al, a. [Gr. T\kiax6<>

(helioJzos) = of or belonging to the sun ; tjAios

(helLofi) = the sun ; cf. Sanse. sura =. the sun
;

Lat. sol; Goth, sauna; Eng. sun (q.v.).]

Astron. ; Closely connected with the sun
;

rising just before the sun ; a term used when
a star rises just before the sun. As the sun
moves in its orbit, a particular star which had
for some time risen after the sun or with him,
remaining however invisible, owing to his

beams, will at length rise a sufficient length of

time before him to be seen. When it does so,

this is called its heliacal rising, or it is said to

rise heliacally. As in bygone ages the pre-

cession of the equinoxes has made various

stars in succession rise heliacally, a means, of

which Sir Isaac Newton made use, is afforded

of computing ancient dates, in cases in which
observers have accurately recorded which star

in any year rose heliacally.

heliacal-year, .-

Astron. ; The same as Canicular tear
(q.v.).

he-li'-a~cal-ly\ oaLv. [Eng. heliacal; -ly.]

In a heliacal manner.

he li an gel us, s. [Gr. tJaios (helios) =
the sun, and ayyeAo? (aagelos) = an angeL]

Ornith. : A genus of Trochilida, with several

species. Bill straight, about same length as

head, cylindrical ; wings somewhat powerful

;

round tail of medium size ;
gorget luminous,

bounded below by a crescent of white.

hel-i-an'-the-miim, s. [Pref. heli- (q.v.),

and Lat. o/fctMrnum ; Gr. a.vQt\iov (antfam/m),

the same as a*-0os (anthos) = a flower.]

Bot. : Rock-rose, a genus of Cistacese (q.v.
J.

It contains herbs or under-shrubs, with five

petals ; stamens, as a rule, many ; an imper-
fectly three-celled capsule, with many seeds.

About thirty species are known, from Europe,
West Asia, and North America. Sir Joseph
Hooker divides the genus into three sub-
sections : Heliantherniim piroper, Tuberaria,

and Pbeudos-cistus. Four species are British :

Hd'io.fi.tMm»m wUjare, the Common; //. folt-

frAi'/m, the White; //. gvtW»m, the Spotted
Annual ; and //. co.nam, the Hoary Lwarf
Rock-rose. [Rock-bo&ks.] The first is

common in dry pastures, especially in a
chalky or gravelly soil. It lias beautiful
yellow fugaceous flowers, which appear from

July to Serjtember. The leaves are opposite,

entire. It had once some reputation as a
vulnerary. The other British species are rare.

Above a hundred and thirty foreign species are

cultivated in British gardens, where they have
run into double-flowered varieties.

hel-X-an'-thold, a. [Mod. Lat. helianthoida

(q.v.).]

Zool: Resembling a sun-flower; of or be-

longing to the Helianthoida.

helianthoid polypes, s. pi

Zool. : The Helianthoida (q.v.).

"The helianthMd-polyv'-K, of which the common
«ea-anernone-« ol our coajttft may serve as an example.
—IlUt. A nirnal Kingdom., p. 67.

hel-*-an-th61d'-a, s. pi. [Pref. heli-; Or.

avdoq (anthos) ~ a flower, and etio? (eidos) =
form. ]

Zool. : An order of Polypes, now ranked in

the order Zoantharia, of the class Actinozoa,

called also Hexacorolla (q.v.). [Zoantharia.]

hel-i-an~thus, s. [Gr. ^a«w (helios) = ihe

sun, and Gr. avQo<; (anthos) = a blossom, a

flower ; cf. also Lat. Mianthes ; Gr. yktavOes

(Mianthes) = a fabulous magical herb.]

Bot. : Sunflower, a genus of Composites,

tribe SenecionicUe, sub-tribe Coreopsideic.

Helianthus omnwus is the Sunflower (q.v,),

H. tuberosus, the so-called Jerusalem Arti-

choke. [Artichoke.]

hel'-lc-al, a. [Lat. helix (gen It. helieis), from
Gr. e'Ai£ (helix), (genit. ikutos) (ftslikos) = a

spiral line, a helix.] Having many convolu-

tions ; spiral.

"The screw in a kind of wedge multiplied or con-

tinued by a helical revolution ftVwut a cylinder."—
Wilkin*.

helical-spring, *. A spring whose coils

have a gradually decreasing diameter, as the
mainspring of a watch. It may lie in one

HELICAL-SPRING.

plane, like a fake of rope, one layer of rope as

coiled up ; or it may be like the architectural

helix or the helix of a shell, and assume a
conical form.

heT-l-cal-l$r, adv. [Eng. helical; -ly.] In a

helical or spiral manner ; spirally.

hel-f-chry'-se-ae, s. [Mod. Lat. helichrysium)

;

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -eoi.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Composites, tribe Sene-
eionides.

hel-I-chry'-sum, ». [Lat. helioeh/rysos ; Gr,

7/Aio'xPv<J
'

? (heOochrusoe) = a kind of ever-

lasting flower ;
pref. helio-, and Gr. xpv°~o*

(chrams) = gold. Named from the radiated
flower heads, often of a golden hue, though
sometimes also white, pink, or crimson.]

Bot. : The typical genua of the tribe Heli-
chrysese (q.v.). Helichrysum orientate, a native
of Crete and Africa, is the Immortelle of the
French.

he-lic'-i-cUe, s. 'pi [Lat. helix; Gr. eA*£

(helix), genit. eAiKos O/sJikos) = twisted ; as
subht., anything spiral ; with Lat. fem. jd,

adj. suff. -idoz.]

1. Zoology: Land Snails, a family of gaeter-
opodous molluscs, order Pulmonifera, section
Inoperculata. The shell is external, and in
general large enough to contain the entire
animal, the aperture closed during hyberna-
tion by an epiplira^m. The animal has a short
retractile head, with four retractile tentacles,
the upper pair the longer, and with eye specks
at the tips. More than 1,600 species have been
described. Tb<jy are or world-wide distribu-
tion. Genera : Helix, Vitrina, Succinea, Buli-
mus, Acliatina, Pupa, Clausilia, &c, Forbes
and Hauley enumerate forty-six British species
of Helicidie. [Helix.]

2. PaXomit. : The family came into existence
a» long ago as the Carboniferous period,, with
the genera Pupa, JMwsonella, and the sub-
genus ZoniUrn. Tlien, after a long interval, it

reappears in the Tertiary. The gap has arhien

because land snails could not occur largely as

fossilH in strata chiefly marine.

hS-Uc'-I-form, a- [Lat. Kelte (genit. helteis) =
a spiral line, andjbrw = form.] Having the

form of a helix ; hnlUmi, spiral.

h5l'-I-9in, ». [Gr. Out (Mix) = ivy, and 4n
(Cltem. )J

.

Chem. : C 1:1H 16 7 . A gbicosidc formed by

the action of very dilute nitric acid on sahcin.

Helicin crystallizes in whit/; slender needles,

which melt at 175". An aqueous solution

of helicin is converted by sodium amalgam
into salicin. Boiled with dilute acids or al-

kalis, it is converted into glucose C6Hi2Oft

and salicylic aldehyde CeH4*OH'CO*H.

h£l-I-ci'-na, *- [Lat. helix, helieis [Helix]
;

Or. ikiKt} (Mike) = winding, twisting, as of *
shell-snail ; neut. pi. adj. suff. -ina.]

Zool : A genus of gasteropodous molluscs,

family Cyclofttomida-. The shell i« globose,

depressed, or keeled, with a nearly square or

semilunar aperture, having a shelly or mem-
branous operculum ; animal with long slender

pointed tentacles. Known recent species 162,

from the West Indies, the Pacific, &e. Not
yet found fossiL

hoi '-£-91110, a. [Or. ?Ai£ (Mice); as subst, =
the tendril of the vine or that of ivy ; and
suff. -ine.] Of, belonging to, or resembling a
tendril. Not confined to botanical descrip-

tions ; for in anatomy there are helicine arterieB.

t h8r-X-cit6,«. [Lat. Mix (genft. Micis)',Hu.ff.

-iU.\

Pa-Ueont - A fossil snail of the genus Helix.

hgl'-I-c^-gr&ph, s. [Gr. frtf (Mix) genit.

e'AiKo? QieUkos)—aspiral ltne.arjdvp^w (graphty
= to write, to draw.] An instrument for de-

scribing helices. A small wheel rotates on

the screw shaft and revolves around the fixed

point, moving towards or from the said centre,

according to the direction of its revolution ;

a pencil describing a helix. The distances

between the intersections of an ordinate with

the spiral are equal to the pitch of the screw.

hel-i-co-gyr'-at€ (yr as ir), a. [Gr. ftt£

(helix), genit. ^Aikos (helifrjs) [Helix], and
Eng. gyrate (q.v.).]

Bot. : Having a ring or gyrus carried ob-

liquely round it. Example, the spore-cases of

Trichomanes.

heT-i-Cold, a. & s. [Gr. e'AiKw&j? (Mikodes).

eAtitoeifrfc (heWcoeUMs) = of winding form ; <Atf

(Mix) [Helix], and eZ6os (eidos)= form.]

A. As adjective ;

1. Ord. l/ina. : Spirally curved ; curved like

the spire of a univalve shell ; spiral.

2. Bot. : Twisted like a snail-shelL The
term is used specially when the cyme of

a monocotyledonous plant has its flower*

arrayed in succession in a spiral form around
a ^jseudothallus or axis of one-peduncled
cymes or sartnentidia, formed by a series of

successive peduncles fitted into each other in

such a way that they seem to form but one
and the same stalk. Example, Hemerocattis

fulva. (Lindley. )

B. As suhst. : A curved surface generated
by a right line in such motion about a fixed

right line that every point in the former shall

move uniformly in the direction of the latter,

preserving a uniform angular motion about it.

hclicoid parabola, s.

Gevm,. : A curve arising from the Btippoaltlon

that the common or Apollonian parabola is

bent or twisted till the axis comes into the

periphery of a circle, the ordlnates still re-

taining their places and perpendicular posi-

tions with respect to the circle, all these lines

remaining in the same plane.

hei-f-cSld'-aL a. [Eng., &c. helicoid; -al.)

The same as Hklicoil, a. (q.v.).

"The forraatf'/ii of the right and left-handed JuU~
cvtdal crystal*."— /irU. AwjC. /Up. (ISWJ;, \>. *>6.

HeT-I-con, «. [Or.]

1, Geog. : A mountain In Bowtia, in Greece,
near the Gulf of Corinth, sa/-red to Apollo ana
the Muses. On it were situated the fountains
Hippocrene and Aganippe, the supposed grand
sources of poetic inspiration.

2. Mv^i/;: A form of wind-instrument of
metal, resembling a French-horn, but having
keys and valves. They are made en mite, thai
is, of various sizes and compass.

fate, f&t, faro, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel , her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, ptft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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hel i-co nese, s, pi. [Lat. heliconiya) ; fem.
pi. adj. sutf. -eus.)

Bot. : A tribe of Musacece, having solitary
seeds, and the fruit a capsule bursting through
the partitions. [Heuconia.]

h£l-£-cd'-ni-a, s. [Lat. Helicon (q.v.). and
fern. sing, adj" suff. -ia.]

1. Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Heli-
conese (q.v.). The root of Heliamia psitta-

corum, and that of H. Bihai, are eaten in the
West Indies. H. Marias Alexandroimce, a
Grenada species, named after the Empress of
Russia, produces a fibre of economic value.

2. Entom. : A genus of butterflies, the typical
one of the sub-family Heliconinre, or the family
Helieonidee (q.v.). It occurs in tropical
America.

hel icon i an, a. [Eng. Helicon; -ian.]

Of or pertaining to Helicon.

hel icon -i-dse, heVi-cd'-nl-i, s. pi. [Lat.

helicon(ia)(q.\.)
)
and fem.pl. adj. suff. -idee,

or masc. -ii.]

Entom. : A family of butterflies. They are
not eaten by birds or by monkeys.

hoi i co-ste ga, s. [Gr. lAif helix (genit.

eAiKOs (Jielikos) [Helix] ; arid Gr. areyv (stege)

= a roofed plnce, a room.]

Zool. : The typical genus of Helicostegidse
(q.v-).

hel l-co steg i-dso, s. pi. [Mod. Lat helico-

steg(a) ; Lat. jiti. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Rhizopoda, order Poly-
tlialamia, with spirally arranged chambers,
like minute cephalopoda, to which, however,
they are not at all akin.

hel i co tre ma, s. [Gr. lAtf (heliix), genit.

iAtieos (helikos) [Helix], and Gr. Tpijfia (trema)
= that which is pierced, a hole.]

Anat. : A small opening at the extremity of
the cochlea in the ear.

Jie-Hc-te'r'-e'-ae, s. pi [Mod. Lat. helicter(es)

;

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Sterculiads. The leaves are
simple and the flowers perfect.

hel-ic'-ter-es, $. [Gr. eAuenfp (heliktcr) =
anything twisted : an armlet, an earring.
Named from the screw-like appearance which
the five twisted carpels of the fruit present.]

.Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Helic-
ferae (q.v.). Helicteres Isora is known to Anglo-
Indians as twisted stick, twisted horn, or
twisty. A decoction of the root of Helicteres
Sacarolha is used in Brazil as a remedy for
venereal complaints.

hel Ic tis, s. [Gr. tjA>] (tele) = solar heat, and
iki-is (iktis) = a weasel or ferret. (Agasste.y]

Zool. ; A genus of Mustelidse. Two species
are known, Helictis moschata, from China, and
H. nepalensis, from Nepaul.

* hel irig, s. [Mid. Eng. hele = to cover, to
conceal.] That which covers ; specif., the
roofing of a building.

he-li-o-f pre/. [Heli-.]

he-U-6-cen'-trIc, he-lI-d-cSn-tric-al, a.

[Pref. helio-, and Eng. centric (q.v.).]

Astron. : Having the point of observation in

the centre of the sun, as distinguished from
geocentric in the centre of the earth. When
we speak of the heliocentric longitudes and
latitudes of objects, we suppose the spectator
situated in the sun, and referring them by
circles perpendicular to the plane of the
ecliptic to the great circle marked out in the
heavens by the infinite prolongation of that
plane. The heliocentric latitude of the earth

is always 0, and its heliocentric longitude

always equal to the sun's geocentric longitude

added to 180°. The heliocentric equinoxes and
solstices are the same as the geocentric ones
reversely named. The difference between
the heliocentric and geocentric places of a
planet is the same as its parallax (q.v.).

(Herscliel: Astron., § 372, 373, 501.)

he li 6-chrome, s. [Gr. -ijAios (helios) = the
sun, and xp<Va (chroma) = colour.]

Photog. : The name given by Xiepce de St.

Victor to the products of his process for

photographing in the natural colours ; a pho-
tograph in colours.

hell 6-chrom ic, a. [Eng. heliochrom(e)

;

-ic.\ Of or pertaining to heliochromy.

he-li-d-chro'-mo-type, s. [Eng. helio-

chrome ; o connective ; and Eng. type.]

Photog. : A sun-picture in the natural co-

lours ; long desired, and partially obtained, but
always fugitive, so far.

he-H-dch'-rd-m^, S. [Eng. heliochrom(e); -y.]

Photog. : The art or process of producing
coloured photographs.

he'-ll-o-graph, s. [Gr. fjAio? (helios) = the
sun, and ypd4>ta (grapho) = to write, to draw.]

1. An instrument constructed by De la Rue
for obtaining photographs of the sun.

2. An apparatus invented by Mr. H. C.
Mauce for telegraphing by means of the sun's
rays. It is composed of a circular mirror,
varying in diameter for field or fixed opera-
tions. This mirror revolves on a horizontal
axis, and is adjusted to the required angle of
incidence with the sun by a telescopic rod,

and the rays can be directed to any point
with the utmost precision. The Morse system
of dashes and dots is adopted, and the signals

can be read in ordinary weather, without the
aid of field-glasses, at a distance of fifty miles.

(Voyle.)

IT Dr. Tempest Anderson described what
he considered an improved heliograph to the
British Association in 1880. (Report (1880),

p. 461.)

3. A picture taken by heliography ; a photo-
graph.

he-H-o-graph'-ic, he-H-o-graph'-i-cal,
a. [Eng. heliograph; -ic; -iced.] Of or per-

taining to heliography; taken by the process
of heliography.

he-ll-og'-ra-ph^, s. [Eng. lieliograph; -y.]

The process of taking pictures on a prepared
surface by means of the sun and the camera
obscura ;

photography.

* he-H-ol'-a-ter, s. [Gr. t/Aios (helios) = the
sun, and Karpevut (latrcuo) = to worship.] One
who worships the sun.

* he-ll-6r-a-tr$r, s. [Gr. tJAios (helios) = the
sun, and Aarpeia (latreia) = worship.] Sun-
worship (q.v.).

he'-li-o-lite, s. [Pref. helio- (q.v.); and Gr.

Ai'0os (lithos) = a stone.]

Min* : Sunstone, avanturine felspar, partly

orthoclase, partly albite, or oligoclase. (Dana.)

ne-li-o-li'-tes, a*. [Heliolite.]

PaUcont. : A fossil Alcyonarian, family
Helioporidse. Several species are found in the
Weulock limestone in the Upper Silurian.

he-li-om'-e-ter, 5. [Pref. helio- (q.v.), and
Gr. jj.eVpoi' (metron) = a measure.]

1, An instrument for measuring the appa-
rent magnitude of the sun. The object-glass

of a telescope is made in halves, set in separate
brass frames which slide laterally on each
other, the motion being produced and mea-
sured by a screw. Each half makes its own
image. These may be brought near, or made
to separate by the movement of the screw.

The heliometer is a form of micrometer.

2. An instrument for ascertaining the solar

time in all latitudes, and for ascertaining the
latitude when the apparatus is set at noon
according to the date. Also for ascertaining
the date and length of day, sunrise and sun-
set, other conditions being established. Also,
the differences of time between two places,

the position of the earth's axis in relation to
the level at the point of observation, &c.

he-li-6ph'-i-la, s. [Pref. helio-, and Gr.
ipi\eoi {phileo) = to love.]

Bot. ; The typical genus of the tribe Diple-
colobere. The species are from the Cape of
Good Hope.

he-ll-d-phlT-i-dfiB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat or Gr.

heliophil(a) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. ; A family of cruciferous plants, tribe

Diplecolobese.

he-li-6-pdV-a, s.. [Pref. helio- ; and Gr. ir&pos

(poros) = tufa" a stalactite.]

Palceont. : The typical genus of the family
Helioporida? (q.v.). Found in the Silurian

and in the Devonian rocks.

he-li-O-pbr'-i-dse, s. [Mod . Lat. heliopor(a)

;

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Alcyonarian corals,

founded by Moseley. The genera have a well-

developed sclerodermic corallum, composed
of tabulate tubes of two sides, the larger fur-

nished with rudimentary septal lamina;.

(Nicliolson.)

he-ll-dp-sld'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. heli-

opsis (genit. Iteliopsidis) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj.

suff. -em.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of composites, tribe

Senicionideae.

he-li-op'-sis, s. [Pref. heli-, and Gr. 6*j/is

(opsis) = appearance.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe

Heliopsidere. The only known species is

Heliopsis lievis, an American plant five or six

feet high with yellow flowers.

he-li-or-ni'-nsB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. or Gr.
heliorn(is); Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -inw.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Colymbid8e(Divers)J

established by Mr. G. R. Gray for some birds
akin to the Grebes, found in the warmer
parts of America.

he-U-or'-nls, s. [Pref. heli- (q.v.), and Gr.

opvvs (ornis) = a bird.]

Ornith. : Coot-grebe, Fin-foot, a genus of

Colymbidffi, with a more developed tail and
sharper claws than in Colymbus and Podiceps.
Localities, Africa and South America.

he -li-6-scope, s. [Pref. helio- (q.v.), andGr.
(TKoirito (skoped) = to look at.]

1. Gen. : An instrument for viewing the
sun. Stained glass is a simple helioscope.
If red it is unsuitable, for that colour trans-

mits the rays of heat in sufficient intensity to
injure the eye. Green, violet, and dull brown
(smoke) are the colours most frequently em-
ployed for this purpose.

2. Spec. : A form of reflecting telescope for

viewing the sun. It has the object mirror
in the form of a double concave lens, with
the anterior surface worked into a paraboloid
of the proper focal length. (Herscliel ; Astron. t

§ 204, &c.)

he-li 6 scop'-ic, a. [Eng. helioscop(e) ; -ic]

Of or pertaining to a helioscope.

he II o sis, s. [Gr. ^AiWis (heliosis) = ex-

posing to the sun ; TJAidoju-ai (helioomai) = to
be sunstruck ;

^Ai'ow (heliod) = to warm in

the sun ; tjAio? (helios) = the sun.]

Bot : Spots produced upon leaves by con-
centration of the rays of the sun upon them
by inequalities of the glass in conservatories
or other causes.

he-li-6 spher ic al, a. [Pief. helio-, and
Eng. spherical (q.v.).] Round as the sun.

he'-lJ-O-stat, $. [Pref. helio-, and Gr. o-raro;
(statos) = placed, fixed ; from i<m)fit (histcmi)
= to cause to stand.]

1. A mirror provided with a clockwork
motion, so adjusted as to make it follow the
course of the sun, which, therefore, till the
day departs, continues to be reflected from
its face.

2. An instrument invented by Gauss, in
1821, by means of which the rays of the sun
can be flashed to great distances. It consists
of an adjustable mirror or reflector, worked
in connection with a combination of tele-

scopes, and is now used in all trigonometrical
surveys. By its aid triangles, with sides over
one hundred miles in length, can be measured.
Drummond's heliostat, in use in this country,
consists of an equatorial, revolving on its

polar axis, so that the sun, when once accu-
rately in the focus of the telescope, continues
steadily fixed there.

he-ll-d'-thi-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. helioth(is);

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ides.

Entom, : A family of Moths, group Noctuina.
The antenna? are not pectinated, the thorax
short, the abdomen smooth, the flight often
diurnal ; larva cylindrical, feeding exposed on
flowers or leaves. Ten British species, in-

cluding the Pease-blossom and the Under-
wings. (Stainton.

)

he-li-d'-thls, s. [Pref. hello-, and Gr. wflc'ai

(otheo) ~ to thrust, to burst forth.]

Entom. .- The typical genus of the family

boil. bo>: pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenopnon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = sfcan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious. -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bei, del.
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HeliothidK. All the species fly by day. Helio-

this marginata is the Bordered Sallow, a whitish

ochreous moth, bordered behind with purple.

he^li-6-trd-pa'-ce-£e, s. pi [Lat. helio-

trop(ium}; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -aciw,]

Bot. : An order of plants generally reduced
to a tribe of Ehretiaceae, and called Helio-

tropese (q.v.).

he'-ll-o^trope, s. [Gr. rfKioq (helios) — the

sun, and rpoirq (trope) = a turning ; rpeVw
(trepo) — to turn.]

1. Astron. : An instrument for showing at

a place when the sun arrives at his farthest

point north or south of the equator as seen at

that place.

2. Optics : A heliostat (q.v.).

3. Photog. : An instrument used to illu-

minate negatives in the solar-camera in making
enlarged pictures.

4. Bot. : The genus Heliotropium (q.v.).

The species are mostly tropical or sub-tro-

pical ; a few, however, reach Europe, but none
are wild in Britain. The leaves of Heliotro-

pium europozum were formerly used to cleanse

ulcers and to allay inflammation. Some of

the species are sweet-scented, and are culti-

vated in gardens, one, the Peruvian Heliotrope

(H. peruviannm), having a pecub'arlyagreeable

odour, is frequently called cherry-pie. This
as the species to which the name heliotrope is

popularly aprdied. [Heliotropium.]

5. Min. : A cryptocrystalline variety of

quartz, generally tleep green, with yellow or
blood-red spots. [Bloodstone.]

If Winter heliotrope :

Bot. : Nardosmia fragrans.

he-li-o-tro'-pe-se, s. pi [Lat. Tieliotro-

j^ium); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -aeece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Ehretiacea?, having the
seeds without albumen.

he-ll-o-trop'-ic, he-ll-o-trop'-ic-al, a.

[Lat. heliotrop(ism) ; Eng., &c. surf, -ic, -ical]

Bot. : Tending to turn to the sun ; pertain-
ing to or manifesting heliotropism (q.v.).

he-ll-ot'-ro-pism, s. [Pref. helio- (q.v.) ; Gr.
TpdTros (tropos) = a turn ; rpoTrotu (tropoo) — to
make to turn ; and Eng. suff. -ism.]

Bot. : Movement of leaves or flowers towards
the sun, as the turning of plants in the win-
dow of a house towards the sunlight, or the
tendency of the helianthus to follow the
luminary with its great flowers.

he-li-o-tro'-pl-um, s. [Heliotrope.]

Bot. : Heliotrope, Turnsole, thetypicaVgenus
of the tribe Heliotropes (q.v.). It consists of
herbs or under-shrubs, with one-sided racemes
of white or yellow flowers, with circinate

vernation, followed by four nuts or drupes
with thin pericarps. [Heliotrope.]

he'-li-6-type, s, [Gr. tjAick (helios) = the sun,
and Eng. type.]

Photography

:

1. A method of printing! from a gelatine

surface hardened with alum, in the same way
as from a lithographic stone. It is based
upon the fact that gelatine, impregnated with
an alkaline bi-chromate, when exposed to
light, loses its power of absorbing water. A
warm solution of gelatine containing a suffi-

ciency of bi-chromate of potash, is poured
upon a waxed glass-plate, levelled, and al-

lowed to dry. These operations must be
performed in a room illuminated by a non-
actinic light only. The film is then stripped

from the glass, exposed to day-light under a

reversed photographic negative, and then
fastened to a metal plate. After washing
away the sujjerfluous chemicals, it is rolled

-with ordinary lithographic ink, which adheres
to the gelatine more or less, according to the
amount of change produced by the light, and
the consequent absorption of the water by
the film. It is then ready for printing in an
ordinary lithographic press. [Lithography.]

2. A picture produced by such a process.

he-li-6-ty-pog'-ra-ph& s. [Gr. tJ^ios

Qielios) = the sun, and Eng. typography (q.v.).]

The . process of producing heliotypes at an
ordinary lithographic press.

he-tf-o-zd'-a, s. pi. [Pref. helio- (q.v.), and
Gr. £3a (zoo), pi. of fwoe (zoon) = a living

being, an animal.]

Zool : A tribe or family of Radiolaria, pos-
sessing a contractile vesicle, but having no
central capsule. The body is naked or sili-

ceous. Mostly inhabitants of fresh water.

Example, the Sun animalcule.

he-lI-o-ZO'-an, a. & s. [Eng. helizo(a); -an.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to, or having the

characteristics of the Heliozoa (q.v.).

B. As subst. . Any individual of the Helio-

zoa (q.v.).

1 helise, [Elysium.]

* hel-i-spher'-Ic, * hel-i-spher'-ic-al, a.

[Lat. helix — a spiral line, and Eng. spheric,

spherical] (See extract.)
" The heliipherical Hue ia the rhomb line in naviga-

tion, and is ao culled becimse on the globe it winds
round the globe spirally, and itill cornea nearer and
nearer to it, but cannot terminate in it."

—

I/arris.

he'-ll-um, s. (Gr. *jAios (helios) = the sun.]

Chem. : An elementary substance, long con-

sidered hypothetical, being only known by
its lines in the solar spectrum. It was found

in 1895 by Prof. W. Ramsey in cleveite. Ground
cleveite is boiled with dilute sulphuric acid,

the gas collected in a receiver, and the

nitrogen removed by sparking with oxygen
over soda. Density 2*02 (H = 1)

.

he'-lix (pi. hel'-l-ces), a. [Lat, from Gr.

e'A.if (lielix) ; Fr. Mlice.]

I. Oral. Lang. : A curve generated by wind-
ing a line around in a coil of gradually in-

creasing radius, and maintaining the same
plane, or by winding the line on a cone on
which it ascends in winding. The flat watch-
spring, and the fakes of rope in a tier are in-

stances of the flat helix.

" Find the true inclination of the scraw, together
with the quantity of water which every helix does
contain."— Wilklns.

IL Technically

:

1. Anat. : A prominent and incurved margin
surrounding the thinner and larger portion of

the pinna in the ear.

2. Arch. : The small volute under the abacus
of a Corinthian column. Of these there are
in every perfect capital sixteen : two at each
angle, and two meeting under the middle of
each face of the abacus.

3. Geom. : A curve, the tangents to which
make, with the horizontal plane, a constant
angle. The edge of the path of a screw is a
helix, as is also the path described by any
point of the surface of the thread when moved
in the nut.

4. Zool : The typical genus of the mol-
luscous family Helicidag (q.v.). About 1,600
recent species are known, and 200 fossil, the
latter from the Eocene onward. Recent species
are found in all countries of the world. The
type is Helix pomatia, the Roman snail. There
are many sub-genera of Helix. [Snail.]
Twenty-four species are British.

bell, *helle, s. [A.S. hel, helle; cogn. with
Dut. hel; Icel. liel; Dan. helvede; Sw. helvete

(from A.S. helle-wite = hell torment) ; Ger.
hblle; Goth, halja ; O. H. Ger. hella, from the
same root as A.S. helan; Ger. hehlen = to hide.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

2. "Wicked spirits, the infernal powers.
" In despite of the devils and hell, have through the

very midst of you.!"

—

Shaketp. : 2 Henry FY., Iv. 8.

3. The place to which those who are caught
in some games are taken.

"The two that in mid-place, hell called, were,
Must strive with waiting foot and watching eye.
To catch of them." - tiidney.

4. The name given by some workmen to
a place into which refuse, as of cloth or
broken type, is thrown.

" In Covent-gnrden did a taylor dwell,
Who might deserve a place in his own hell.'

King: Art of Cookery.'*

* 5. A place under the Exchequer Chamber
where the king's debtors were confined.

6. A gambling-house.

7. A place of extreme misery, pain, or
suffering.

" The prisons were hells on earth, seminaries of every
crime and of every disease."

—

Macaulay ; iliet. Eng.,
ch. iil.

8. Torment, torture.
" Within him hell

He brings, and round about him."
Milton : l>. £., iv. 20.

IL, Religions

:

1, Ethnic: "Hell," as a place of punish-

ment is found, with more or less distinctness,

in nearly all ethnic forms of religions, the

precise nature of the punishment varying

widely Three definite stages in the concept

of hell may be traced : (1) a vague notion of a

future life, to be spent in misery, with little

or no idea of moral retribution ; (2) it ranks

as a place of torment for those who have

offended the gods, but is conceived as limited

in duration ; and (3) it becomes an important

factor in the moral- government of the uni-

verse, a place where evil deeds done in this

life are rigorously punished. Tylor (Prim.

Cult., ii. 103) says that the idea of a fiery

- abyss is so seldom recognised among the lower

races that the few cases in which it does occur

lie open to a suspicion of not being purely
native.

H For the classic conception of the place

of woe. see Tartarus.

2. Judaism & Christianity

:

(1) In the Old Testament used chiefly for

Hades (q.v.), as in Psalm xviii. 5, cxvi. 3,

exxxix. 8, Prov. v. 5, Isa. xiv. 9 ; Hab. ii. 5.

More rarely in the New Testament it is used in

the same sense, as in Acts ii. 31 with reference

to Psalm xvi. 10, and apparently in Rev. i. 18,

vi. 8, xx. 13, 14, though the language is mostly
figurative. In the Apostles' Creed the article
" He descended into hell " means into Hades.
This sense of the word is now obsolete, ex-

cept in old formulas or other archaic

writings.

(2) The place of woe. This is the common
New Testament sense of the word, and is the

rendering of Gr. Teivva. (Geennu) [Gehenna.]

Of those cast into it Jesus says, "Where their

worm dieth not, and their fire is not quenched"
(Mark ix. 44, 4i>-48), the language being adapted

from Isa. lxvi. 24. This fire is said to be

everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his

angels (Matt. xxv. 41.).

IT Obvious compounds : Hell-black, hell-

born, Mil-bred, liell-doomed, &c.

hell-bender, s. A name given to the

large North American Salamander (q.v.).

hell -brewed, v.. Prepared in helL

(Milton.)

hell broth, s. A magical composition

for infernal purposes.
" Like a hell-broth boll and bubble."

ShakeBp. : Macbeth, iv. L

* hell-cat, b. A witch, a hag.

* hell-governed, a. Directed by lielL

(Slialiesp. : Rieliard III., i. 2.)

* hell-hag, s. A hag of hell ; a mis-

chievous, wicked woman.
* hell-hated, a. Abhorred or detested

like hell.
" With the hell-hated lie overwhelm thy heart."

Shaketp. : Lear, v. 8.

* hell-haunted, «-. Haunted by the

devil or evil spirits.

* hell-hound, -.

1. A hound of hell.
" A cry of hell-hounds never-ceasing bark."

Milton : P. L., ii. 654.

2. An agent of hell ; an imp. (Often used

as a term of abuse.

)

"Turn, hell-hound, turn."
Sltaketp. : Macbeth, v. 7.

* hell-kite, s. A person of extreme or

hellish cruelty or disposition.
" Did you say, all ? OhelUkUet All!"

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 1

* hell, v.t. [Hele.] To hide, to cover.
" Fire devoure the ayre, and hell them quight."

Spenser: F. q., IV. x. 35.

hel-la-do-theV-i-um, s. [Gr. EAXm
(Hellas), genit. 'EAAiSos (Hellados) = Greece,

and Orjpiov (tJierion) =a wild animal.]

PaUeont. : A genus of Camelopardalidse

(Giraffes), found in the Upper Miocene of

Attica, of India, and perhaps in that of France.

* hel-la-nod'-ic, s. [Gr. 'EAAaeoSiW (Hella-

nodikdi)= the nine chief judges at the Olympic
games : "EX\nv (Hellen) = a Greek, and 5i<q

(dike) = law, judgment.]

Greek Antlq. : A judge or umpire in games
or contests of skill.

hel'- le bore, s. [Lat. hellebores, helleborwn;
Gr. eAAe'/3opos (helleboros), eAAe'0opos (eUeboros)

= hellebore ; various plants, all poisonous,
but used as remedies in mental diseases, and

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; so, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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specially, it is believed, Helleborus orientalls

[1. (2)]. The second element in Gr. eAAe^opos
(helleooros) is probably 0opd (bora) = food ; the
ilrst is uncertain.]

1. Botany:

(1) The genus Helleborus (q.v.).

(2) The genus Veratrum, one of the Melan-
thacese.

2. Pluir. : Veratrl viridis radix, Green Helle-

bore root. The dried rhizome of Veratrum
viride, growing in swampy districts of the
United States. It has a peculiar acrid taste.

It is used to control the vascular systetn in

cases of rheumatic gout. It causes depres-

sion and slowness of the pulse.

1[ The Black Hellebore of the ancients was
Helleborus officinalis, the modern one, H. niger.

[Christmas-rose.] It is reputed to be a

drastic purgative. In British medicine its

employment is nearly obsolete, but the drug
is still imported from Germany, and used as a

cattle medicine. Stinking Hellebore is H.
faittdits; American White or Swamp Hellebore
is Veratrum viride; False Hellebore, the genus
Veratrum; White Hellebore, V. album; and
Winter Hellebore, Eranthus hyemalis. [Hel-
leborus.] White Hellebore is used by gar-

deners to destroy the gooseberry caterpillar

and other insects.

hfil-le-bdr'-e-w, s. pi. [Lat, 7iellebor(us)

;

fern. pi. adj. suff. -eat.]

Bot. : A tribe of Ranunculacese, The calyx
is imbricated in aestivation ; the fruit con-
sists of many-seeded follicles. Genera repre-

sented in Britain : Caltha, Trollius, Hellebo-
rus, Eranthis, Aquilegia, Delphinium, and
Aconitum (q.v.).

hel'-l£-bor-ine, s. TEng. hellebor(e); -inc.]

1. Bot. : The orchidaceous genus Epipactis.

2. Chem. : An azotised body obtained from
the root of Helleborus hiemalis by exhausting
it with alcohol, diluting the extract with
water, which precipitates a resin, and concen-
trating the filtered liquid. Helleborine forms
colourless crystals, with a harsh bitter taste,

soluble in water and alcohol, more so in ether.

* hel'-le-bor-ise, v.t. [Eng. Iielleborie); -ise.]

To treat or dose with hellebore, as for mad-
ness.

*her-le-bor-Xsm, s. [Eng. heUebor(e); -ism.}

A medical preparation of hellebore.
" In vtiiu should tin- physician Attempt, with all his

medicines nud heltebonsms, the curs of those that are
alck with lini'."-/VrninJ ; Lava Melancholy (1640),

P. 109.

hel-leb'-or-us, s. [Hellebore.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the ranuncnla-
ceous tribe Helleborete (q.v.). Sepals five,

large, petaloid, or imbricate, persistent; petals
small, tubular, two-lipped; stamens nume-
rous ; follicles few or many, dehiscing above

;

HJXLEJBORUS OFFICINALIS.

1. Plant in Flower. 2. Plant in Leaf. 3. Root.

seeds numerous. Two species are British

:

(1) Helleborus viridis, the Green, and (2) H.
faitidus, the Stinking Hellebore. Watson re-

gards both as denizens only ; Sir Joseph
Hooker considers No. 2 as indigenous in
Suffolk. The roots and leaves of several
species are drastic purgatives. The Hellebore
of the ancients lias by some been deemed- H.
niger ; it is now considered to have been H.
officinalis.

t hel -le-flin ta, *.. [Halleflinta.] (Dana.)

Hel le ni an, Hel-len'-Ic, a. [Gr. 'EA.-

Aijcto? (Hellenios), 'EAAijpuco? (Hellenikos) =

Greek ; "EXAtjc (Hellen) = (1) Hellen, son of

Deucalion, ancestor of the Greeks, (2) a Greek. ]

Pertaining to tlie Hellenes, or Greeks ; Greek.
" All these powers or qualities are shared by Proteus

in Hellenic story."—Cox: Aryan Mytliology (ed. 1882),

p. 2rl.

hel'-len -ism, s. [Gr. 'EXA7jfio>os (Hellenis-

mos); "EaAtji- (Hellen) - a Greek.] An idiom,

phrase, or construction peculiar to the Greek
language.

" Virgil Is full of the Greek forms of speech, which
the critics call hclUmisnu."—Addison : Spectator, No
285.

Hel -len 1st, «. [Gr/EAAimorifc (Hellenistifs).]

1. One who associated with or imitated the
manners of Greeks ; specifically, a Jew who
used the Greek language in the early days of

Christianity.

"The Jews understood Greek, and used the Greek
Bible, and therefore are called Hellenists."—Ham-
mond : Annotation on Acts vi. l. •

2. One who is learned in the Greek language
and literature.

t hel-len-ist'-Ic, hel-len-Ist'-ic-al, n.

[Eng. Hellenist; -ic, -ical.] Pertaining tb the
Hellenists.]

"Into the importance of the hcllenistical dialect he
had made the exactest search."

—

Fell: Life of Ham-
mond.

hellenistic language, s. The dialect

of Greek spoken by the Jews in countries
where the Greek language was used.

t hel-len-Ist'-ic-al-l^, adv. [Eng. hellenisti-

cal; -ly.] According to the Hellenistic lan-

guage or manner.
"It may bear the same signification hellenisticaVy

iu this place."

—

Gregory : Notes on Scripture, p. CO.

*hel-len-¥-za'-tion, s. [Eng. helleniz(e);

-ation.] The act orpractice of using the Greek
language.

heT-len-Ize, v.i. [Gr. "EWyvCfa (Hellcnizo),

from *EWi}v (Hellen) = a Greek.] To adopt
or follow Greek habits ; to use or study the
Greek language.

"To hellenize is to Bpeak Greek, and to have skill hi
the Greek learning."

—

Hammond: Annot. on Acts vi. l

HeT-les-pont, s. [Gr. 'EkKrjo-n-ovTos (Hel-

Uspontos) = the sea of Helle, daughter of
Athamar, who was drowned therein ; ttoctos

(pontos) = sea.]

Geog. : The name of a narrow strait separat-
ing Asia Minor and Europe, now called the
Dardanelles.

hel-les-ponf-ine, n. [Eng. Hellespont;
•ine.] Of or pertaining to the Hellespont, or
Dardanelles.

hell fire, s. & a. [Eng. hell, and fire.]

A. -4s subst. : The fire of hell.

B. As adj. : See the compound.

hell fire clubs, s. pi.

Hist. : Clubs consisting of reckless or aban-
doned characters of both sexes. Three such
secret societies existed in London prior to
1721, in which year they were suppressed by
royal proclamation.

hell -hood, hel -hood, s. [Eng. hell

;

•hood.] The state or condition of hell ; hellish-
ness.

" We might have done some fine thing
To have made thy hellhood laugh."

Beaum. & Flet. : The Little Thief, ii.

hel -U-cat, hel li-cate, s. & a. fEns.
Tie??, and cat (?).]

A. As subst. ; A half-witted, flighty person.

B. As adj. . Half-witted, flighty, giddy,
simple.

"I want to see what that heMcate quean Jenny
Bmtherout'a doing."—Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxxix.

* hel'-lie. [Helly.]

*hel'-li-er, s. [Mid. Eng. hell; suff. -ier.]
One who covers ; a tiler or slater.

heU ish, a. [Eng, Ml; -ish.]

1. Of or pertaining to hell ; sent from or
belonging to hell ; infernal.

" So heavenly love shall outdo hellish hate."
Milton: P. L„ iil. 298.

2. Fit for hell ; infernal, damnable, detest-
able.

"'Condemned[the Rye House plot as a hellish desien
and awork of the devil."—Macauiay: Hist. Eng., ch.fr,

hell ish ly, adv. [Eng. hellish; -ly.] In a
hellish, infernal, or damnable manner ; dam-
nably.

hell ish ness, s. [Eng. hellish ; -ly.] The
quality or state of being hellish ; infernal or
damnable qualities or nature.

" And he by hellishness his prowess scans."
Beaumont ; Fysche, c. 1L a, 27.

* hell ness, s. [Eng. JteU; -ness.] A title

expressive uf the evil qualities of the person
to whom it is applied. (Sylvester : Tlic Cap-
tallies^ i,007.)

* hell'-ward, wlv. [Eng. heU; -ward.] To-
wards hell ; downward.
" Trees that aloft with proudest honours rise.
Root Jiellioard." Brome : Epistle to Mr. Fenton.

*hell'-y, * hel'-lie, a. [Eng. hell; -y.]

Having the qualities of hell ; hellish.
" Free Helicon and frauke Parnassus hilles.
Are fiellie haunts." Mirrourfor Magistrates, p. 455.

helm (1), * helme (1), * healm. * hselm,
s. [A.8. Jiehn = (1) a protector, (2) a protec-
tion ; cogn. with Dut. helm; Icel. hjdlmr

;

Dan. hietm; Sw. hjelm; Ger. helm; Goth.
hilms; Euss. shlevie.]

L Literally

:

1. Arm. : A helmet (q.v.).

"The knightly helm, and shield."
iicott : Lord of the Isles, vi 24.

2. Chem. ; The upper part of a retort.

"The vulgar chymists themselves pretend to 1« able
... to make the distilled parts of a concrete bring its
own caput morluum over the helm."—Boyle.

3. Her. : That part of a coat of arms which
bears the crest.

II. Fig. : A name given to a heavy dark
cloud which hangs over or settles upon tha
top of a mountain. [Helmwind.]

helm (2), helme (2), s. [A.S. helma; cogn.
with Icel. hjdlm = a helm ; Ger. helm = a
handle.]

L Literally :

I. The instrument or apparatus by which a
vessel is steered : the rudder and its operative
parts, such as the tiller and wheel ; the tiller.

" Ships are turned about with a very small helm,
whithersoever the governor llstetli."—James iii. i.

* 2. A handle. (Chapman : Homer ; Odyssey v.)

II. Figuratively :

1. The post or position of management or

2. A guide, a director.

"The helms o' the state, who care for you 'Ike fathers.'
Shatcasp. : Corijlanus, i. 1.

IT When the helm is a-starboard the tiller is

over to the right side, the helmsman looking
forward ; a-port, it is to the left side ; up, it

is to the weather side ; down, it is to the lee

side ; amidships or right, it is in a line with
the middle of the ship ; a-weatlier, the same
as up.

II To ease the Jielm : To give it a quick turn
down to meet a heavy sea.

helm-port, s.

Natit. : The opening in the counter through
which the head of the rudder passes.

* helm (3), s. [Haulm.]

* helm (1), v.t. [Helm (1)i $•] To cover,

equip, or arm with a helmet.
" Auone, they were agayne helmed, and ran togider,

and strake eciie other on their slieldes."

—

Berners:
Froissart; Cronycle, voL ii., ch. clxviii.

* helm (2), v.t. [Helm (2), s.] To guide, to
steer, to manage.

"The business he hath helmed, must upon a war-
ranted need, give him a better proclamation."

—

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, lit 2.

* helm' age, s. [Eng. helm (2), s. ; •age.]

Guidance ; direction ; management.

hel'-met, s. [A dimin. from helm (1), s. (q.v.);

Dut. helmet.]

1. Arm. : A piece of defensive armour for

the head ; a defensive cover-

ing for the head. It was origi-

nally made of leather, and
afterwards strengthened by
the addition of bronze and
other metals, until finally it

was constructed entirely of
(

metal, lined with felt or wad-
ding. In the Middle Ages greek helmet.
helmets were frequently in-

laid with gold, aud provided with bars and
movable flaps to cover the face in battle,

aud to be opened at other times. A full-

barred helmet covered the whole of the

bSil, bS^-; pout, J6^1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this; sin
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion= shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -clous, -tious -

, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = hel, deL
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HELMET OF CHARLES
THE BOLD.

heel, face, and neck. It had openings and
slits in front to enable the wearer to breathe
and see. The open helmet covered only the
head, ears, and neck, leaving the face un-
covered. The form of the helmet varied from
the simple skull- cap to that surmounted with
a lofty ridge and
crest or plume. The
crestwas frequently
made of horse-hair,
and sometimes the
helmet had two or
even three crests.

The Anglo - Saxon
helmet was merely
a conical cap, with
a nasal piece, which
afterwards became
improved into a
face - guard, visor,

or beaver. The hel-

met is still worn as
a protection to the
head among sol-
diers : the military
helmet, as now
worn, does not
cover or protect the
face. Metal helmets are now only Worn (1)

by the Household and Heavy Cavalry ; (2) by
firemen to protect them from falling pieces of
burning wood, &c, at fires. Police constables
wear helmets of the same material as the
ordinary infantry helmet. In tropical coun-
tries helmets are made of soft white felt,

wrapped round with folds of linen, to protect
the head of the wearer from the heat of the sun

;

(3) by divers : in this case it is made of thin
sheet-copper, furnished with eye-holes, the
glass of which is protected by brass wire. It

comes well down over the breast and back,
and is fastened by rivets to a waterproof canvas
jacket. [Diving-dress.]

2. Bot. : The same as Galea (q.v.).

3. Chem. : The top or upper part of a retort.

4. Her. : That part of a coat of arms which
bears the crest. Of these there are four varie-
ties used by English heralds :—(1) That for
the sovereign and princes of the blood royal,
which is of gold, full-faced, having the beaver
divided into six projecting bars, and lined

. with crimson ; (2) that for nobility, of steel

with five bars of gold, and represented some-
what in profile

; (3) that for baronets and
knights, which is a full-faced steel helmet,
without bars, and with the visor open ; and
(4) that of an esquire or gentleman, which is

of steel, with the visor closed, and represented
in profile.

helmet-beetles, s. pi.

Entom. : The family Cassididae or Cassidiadae
(q.v.).

helmet flower, s,

Bot. : (1) Scutellaria, (2) Aconitum, (3) Cory-
anthes. They are all named from the form of
their irregular corolla.

helmet-shaped, a.

Bot. : The same as Galeate (q.v.).

helmet-shell, s.

Zdol. : The genus Cassis (q.v.).

heT-met-ed, a. [Eng. helmet; -ed.] Fur-
nished, or armed with, or wearing a helmet.

" Oh no knees, none, widow ;

Unto the helmeted Bellona use them."
Shakesp. & Flet. ; Two Noble Kinsmen, i.

* hel-met-tieV, s. [Eng, helmet; -ier.] A
soldier armed .with a helmet.

" Item, he ordeined that the helmetliers ormorioners
should stand upon their feet."

—

P. Holland : Livius,

p. -1,131.

hel-mich-thy'-i-dae, hel-mich'-thy-L
s. pi. [Pref. helm(inth)-, and Gr. Ix8vs (ichthus)

= ajish.]

Ickfhy. : The name given by Kblliker, and
adopted by Tarrell, with the addition of the
epithet Lemniscati, for the ribbon-like fishes

now called Leptocephalidae (q.v.).

helminth, hel minthe, s. [Gr. eVu>s
(helmins), genit. eAjtufflos (helminthos) = a
worm, spec, a tape-worm or mawworm, from
elAEui (eileo); Attic eiAou (heileo) = to roll up.]

1. Zool. (Of the form helminth): An intes-
• tinal or other worm.

2. M'in, (Of both forms) : A variety or sub-
variety of Prochlorite. It occurs in New
Hampshire as a slender vermiform crystalliza-

tion in quartz and felspar.

helminth , hel-min-tho-, pref. [Hel-
minth.] A worm, specially an intestinal
worm.

hel-minth'-a-gogue, s. [Pref. helminth-,
and Gr. aywyos (agogos) = leading, guiding

;

ayut (ago) = to lead.]

Plmrm. : A medicine to expel worms ; an
anthelmintic.

hel-mlnth'-i-a (pi. hel-minth'-I-se), s.

[Pref. helminth- ; Lat. fern. sing, or neut. pi.

suff. -io.]

1. Bot. (Sing.): A genus of Composites, tribe
Cichoraceae, sub-tribe Scorzonereae. Helriiinthia

echioides, the Ox-eye, is a British plant. [Ox-
eye.] The leaves of H. echioides boiled and
pickled are eaten in Greece.

2. Zool. (PI): Helininthise. A name given
by Sir Richard Owen to the class Entozoa.
He divides it into Sterelmintha and Ccelel-

mintha (q.v.). They are now placed in the
class Scolecida (q.v.).

t hel-min-thi'-a-sis, s. [From Gr. e\fitv«

dtata (helminthiao) =. to suffer from worms.]

Pathol. ; A disease in which worms are

found under the skin.

hel-min -thic, a. & s. [Pref. helminth-; Eng.
&c, suff. -ic]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to intestinal

worms ; expelling worms.

B. Pharm. : A medicine for expelling
worms, generally called an anthelmintic (q.v.).

hel-minth -ite, s. [Pref. helminth- ; suff.

-ite (Palceont.) (q.v.).]

Palceont. : The name applied by Mr. Salter
to wormtracks in rocks of various ages, from
Cambrian times till now. It does not include
the worm-burrows, to which he gives the
name Scolithus (q.v.).

hel-minth old, a. [Pref. helminth-, and Gr.
elfios (eidos) = form.]

Zool. : Worm-shaped, vermiform.

t hel-minth'-o-lite, s. [Pref. helmintho-,
and Gr. \i8os (lithos) = stone.]

Palceont. : The same as Helminthite (q.v.).

hel minth 6-16g -ic, hel mlnth-6 log -

ic-al, a. [Eng. helmintholog(y), -ic, -ical.)

Pertaining to or in any manner connected
with helminthology (q.v.).

hel mm thol -6-gist, s. [Eng. Iielmintho-
log(y); -ist.] One skilled in or devoted to
the study of helminthology (q.v.).

hel-min-thol'-o-gy, s. [Pref. helmintho-;
and Gr. Aoyos (logos) = a discourse.] That
branch of. zoology which treats of intestinal
worms ; a treatise on intestinal worms.

hel min tho-sta -chys, s. [Pref. helmintho-,
and Gr. oTaxus (stachus) = an ear of corn.]

Bot. : A genus of ferns, order Ophioglossa-
ceae. In the Moluccas, Helminthostachys dulcis
is regarded as slightly aperient. The young
shoots are used as a potherb, like asparagus.

helm -less (1), a. [Eng. Jielm (1); -less.]

Without a helm or helmet.

helm -less (2), a. [Eng. helm (2), -less.] With-
out a helm or rudder.

helms -man, ». [Eng. helm's, and man.] The
man who steers the ship by means of the helm

;

a steersman.
" I leap on board ; no helmsman steers."

Tennyson : Sir Galahad, 39.

Helm stad-I-an, a. [Eng. Helmstad(t) ; -ian.]
Of or belonging" to Helmstadt in Central Ger-
many.

Helmstadian controversy, s.

Ch. Hist. : The controversy which originated
at Helmstadt. Called also the Syncretistic or
Calixtine Controversy. (MosJieim.)

helm-wind, s. [Eng. helm (1), and wind.]
A local name given to a wind in mountainous
parts of England, from the helm, or heavy
dark cloud which hangs over the top of the
mountains for some days before the storm.

he-ldc'-er-a, s. pi. [Gr. ^Aos (helos) = a nail,

a stud, anything like a nail, a knot, and xe'pas

(keras) = a horn.]

Entom. .- A tribe of beetles, having the

antenna terminated by a knob, of which the

joints are sometimes pressed compactly to-

gether, sometimes so separated as to have a
serrated appearance. The legs can fold into

such a small compass as to allow the insect

when alarmed to feign death. Both the larva

and the perfect insects are found in cow-dung.
The tribe is divided into two families, Hister-

idse and Byrrhidse (q.v.).

hel b-derm, s. [Heloderma.] The English
name for Heloderma suspectum.

"I was present when the heloderm bit two gained-
pigs in the hind-leg."—Pioc. Zool. Soc. (1882), p. 632.

hel-o-deV-ma, s. [Gr. ^Aos (helos) = a nail,

and Se'pn.a (der'ma) = skin.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Helo-
dermidse (q.v.).

hel-o-deV-mi-dge, 5. pi. [Mod. Lat. or Gr.
heloderm(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idcz.]

Zool. : A family of lizards, having furrowed
fangs. Only one species is known, Heloderma
horridum, the Caltetepon of Mexico. It was
called also, before its venomous nature was
quite understood, H. suspectum. Matters'have
now proceeded beyond suspicion. The gentle-

man who procured the specimen presented to
the Zoological Gardens by Sir John Lubbock
(afterwards Lord Avebury) was bitten while
handlingit, and the effects were ofa very serious
character. (Proc. Zool. Soc, 1882, p. 632.)

he-ld'-desf s. [Gr. eXo? (Iielos) = a swamp.]

Pathol. : Marsh fever. The name is also

applied to a kind of fever characterized by
profuse perspiration.

he-16 -dus, s. [Gr. rjkos (helos) = a nail, and
bSovs (odous), genit. b&ovros (odontos) = a

tooth.]

Palceont. : Teeth of fishes, apparently be-
longing to the Cestraphori, of which the Ces-
tracion or Port Jackson Shark is a living re-

presentative. They occur in the Carboniferous
strata.

hel-d-hy'-us, s. [Gr. e'Xos (Iielos) = a marsh,
and 5s (/fus), genit. i6s (huos), a swine, a pig.]

Palceont. : A genus of fossil hogs (Suidse).

from the Lower and Middle Eocene of North
America.

he-16'-ni-as, s. [Gr. «Aos (helos) — a marsh;
the genus is named from the habitat of the

plants.]

Bot. : A genus of Melanthaceae, tribe Vera-
treee. Helonios dioica is the Blazing Star and
Devil's Bit of America. -Its root is anthel-

mintic A decoction of H. bullata is used in

obstruction of the bowels.

hel-d-ph5r'-i-d39, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. he\o-

pkor(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. idee.]

Entom. : A family of beetles. The antenna
have nine joints, rather abruptly perfoliate-

clavate ;„ the club serrated or sub-solid ; the

tarsi filiform, not ciliated. They walk in or

upon the water, rather than swim through it.

They inhabit ponds and ditches, walking on
the muddy margins or floating slowly on their

backs, and occasionally ascending aquatic
plants, whence they take flight. Larvae car-

nivorous, perfect insect herbivorous. British

genera four.

he-ldph'-dr-us, e-loph'-or-usf *. [Gr.

r\Kos (helos) =a nail, a stud (?) ; Agassiz derives

it from lAo? (Iielos) = & marsh, which is the
common etym. given, and 4>op6s (pharos) =
bearing.]

,

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Helophoridse. They have .prominent eyes
and an elongate body.

he-lop'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. helop(s); Lat.

fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of beetles, section Hetero-
mera, sub-section Stenelytra. It consists of

insects with oval convex bodies, notched
mandibles, generally filiform antennae, with
the third joint long. The larvse, which have
six legs, live in rotten wood.

he lops, s. [A centaur killed in battle by
Pirithous_; Gr. 7)\os (helos) = a nail, a stud,

and Cup (ops) = the face.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Helopid« (q.v.).

1

Helops caraboides is brown,
with a bronze gloss in certain lights. It is

common in England under the bark of trees

near the root. H. casruleus, also common, is

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full: try, Syrian, se, oe = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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of a violet blue, and occurs in old pollard
willows.

he-los 91-ad -1 um, s. [Gr. &os (helos) =
a marsh, and tnuaSeiov (skiadeion) = anything
that affords shade, an umbrella.]

Bot. : Marshwort, a sub-genus of Apium.
Two species are British : Apium (Heloscidium)
nodiflorwn and inundatum, the Procumbent
and the Least Marshworts. They are um-
belliferous plants, the former with five to nine
leaflets, the latter with capillaceo-multifid

leaves.

he-lo-s3td'-e-S9, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. helos(i$)

;

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A tribe of Balanophoraceee, type
Helosis (q.v.).

he-Id' sis (1), s. [Gr. ^\os (helos) = a nail . . .

a wart, a knot, an excrescence on plants, and
suff. -wcris (os£s).]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Helo-
sidese (q.v.). The species are parasites, in-

habiting the warmer parts of America.

he-ld'-sls (2), s. [Gr. SXutns (helosis) =
Ectropium {Galen).']

Pathol. : Eversion of the eyelids, and con-
vulsions of the muscles of the eyes. (Dungli-
son.)

hel'-ot, s. [Lat. Helotes, from Gr. "EiAwtcs
(Heilotes), pt of 'EtAtus (Heilos)—a helot.]

Originally, a slave in ancient Sparta ; hence
used for any slave or serf.

" His allies caused him almost as much annoyance
as his helots."—Macaulay : Mist. Eng., ch. xvii.

heT-ot-ism, s. [Eng. helot; -ism.] The con-

dition of a helot ; slavery, serfdom.

*hel'-6t-r& s. [Eng. helot; -ry.] Helots col-

lectively ; slaves, serfs ; persons in the con-
dition of helots or slaves.

help, * help en (pa. t. * halp, * holp, helped,

pa. par. * holpen, lielped), v.t. &, i. [A.S. helpan
(pa. t. healp, pa. par. holpen); cogn. with Dut.
Kelpen; Icel. hjdlpa; Dan. hielpe; Sw. hjelpa;

Goth, hilpan; Ger. helfen; 0. H. Ger. helfan.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To assist, to aid ; to lend, give, or afford

aid or assistance to in effecting any purpose.
" Not long the avenger was withstood

—

Earth lielped him with the cry of blood."
Wordsworth : Song, at the Feast of Brougham Castle.

2, To afford succour or relief to in time of
distress ; to relieve, to succour.

3. To assist, to further, to improve.
" II you make the earth narrower at the bottom

than at the top, in fashion of a sugar-loaf reversed, it
will help the experiment."

—

Bacon.

* i. To cure, to mitigate, to relieve, as pain
or distress. (Sometimes followed by of.)

" To help him of Mb blindness."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv. 2.

5. To remedy ; to alter or change for the
better ; to prevent ; to be of any avail against.

" It is reckoned ill manners for men to quarrel upon
difference of opinion, because this is a thing which no
man can help in himself."— Swift.

6. To forbear, to avoid. (Tennyson -

: The
Brook, iii.)

* 7. To increase, to aggravate.
" Their armour helped their harm."

Milton : P. L., vi. 655.

8. To carve or distribute food at table.

B. Reflexive:

1. To look after one's own business or in-

terest ; to provide for or take care of oneself.
" She is old and cannot help herself."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iii. 2.

2. Used negatively, with the force of not to
be able to act according to one's own wishes
or inclinations ; to be obliged to act in -& cer-
tain way : as, He had to do so, he could not

5) To help to : To supply with, to furnish(5)

ilk

C. Intrans. : To lend aid or assistance ; to
\)B of use ; to avail.

" What they do impart help not at all."

Shakesp. : Richard III., iv. 4.

IT (1) To help forward : To assist in making
progress towards one's end or object.

* (2) To help off: To remove by help.
"They have recourse to those foolish or ill ways in

use, to help off their time."—Locke.

(3) To help on : To forward, to advance, to
promote.

(4) To help out : To aid one in getting out of
a difficulty

W11
" Withdraw, my lord, I'll help you to a horse."

Shakesp. : Richard III., v. 4.

(6) To help up : To raise, to support.

"Woe to him that is alone when he falleth : for he
hath not another to help him up."—Ecclut. iv, 10.

help, * helpe, s. [A.S. helpe; cogn. with
Icel. hjalp.] [Help, -v.]

1. Aid or assistance furnished, given, or

lent towards the attainment of an object or

end.
" There passeth no moment of tyme, in which we

haue not great nede of the helpe and assiBtaunce of al-

mightie God."

—

Fisher ; On Prayer.

2. Succour, relief, or aid given in time of

trouble or distress.

" Our men at Acres lie, of help thei haf grete nede."
Robert de Brunne, p. 171.

3. Remedy, relief.
'

' There is no help for it, but he must be taught ac-
cordingly to comply with the faulty way of writing."

—

Holder : On Speech.

4. One who or that which gives help, aid,

or assistance ; a helper.

"Which by Buch helps one may do in a hundred
days."— Wilkins.

5. A person, male or female, hired as a ser-

vant or assistant.

6. A share or portion of food given at table
;

a helping.

* help-fellow, * helpe-fellowe, «. A
helper, a colleague, a helpmate.

"Tymothe our brother, a tryed minister of God,
and an helpe-fellowe of our office."— Udal ; 1 Thess. iii.

* help-giver, >. A helper, a supporter,

an aider.
" O my God, my Bole help-giver."

Sidney : Psalm bud.

help'-er, s. [Eng. help; -er.]

1. One who or that which gives or lends

help, aid, or assistance ; an aider, an assister,

a supporter ; an assistance, a help.
" The Lord is my helper."—Bible (1551), Heb. xiii.

2. One who or that which administers or

affords remedy or relief.

"Compassion, the mother of tears, is not always a
mere idle spectator, but an helper oftentimes of evils.'

—More.

3. An assistant, a servant, a help.

4. One who assists in obtaining. (With to.)

"And helper to a husband."
Shakesp. : All's Well That tends Well, iv. 4.

* help-ful, a. [Eng. help; -MW
1. Furnishing help ; aiding, assisting.

"Till time lend friends, and friends their helpful
swords." Shakesp. : Richard II., iii. 3.

2. "Wholesome, salutary.
" A Bkilful chymist can as well, by separation of

visible elements, draw helpful medicines out of

poison. "

—

Raleigh.

* help'-ful-l& adv. [Eng. helpful; -ly.] In a

helpful, aiding, or wholesome manner.

* help'-ful-ness, s. [Eng. helpful; -ness.] The
quality or state of being helpful or whole-

some ; help, assistance.
" God ordained it in love and helpfulness to be indis-

solubla"—Milton: Tetrachordon.

help'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Help, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. -4s substantive

:

1. The act of aiding or assisting ; aid, help,

assistance.

2. That to which one is helped ; a portion

of food given at table.

help'-less, a. [Eng. help ; -less.]

1. Wanting in power to help one's self ; weak,

powerless.
" What remained was utterly helpless and passive."

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvii.

2. Affording no help
;
powerless to help.

" The helpless balm of my poor eyes."

Shakesp. : Richard III., l 2.

* 3. Irremediable ; beyond help or remedy.
" What helpless shame I feel I

"

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 756.

* 4. Unsupplied, destitute. (Dryden.)

help-less-1^, adv. [Eng. helpless; -ly.] In

a helpless manner.

help'-less-ness, s. [Eng. helpless; -ness.]

The quality or state of being helpless or power-

less.
" Where weakness, strength, vice, virtue, sunk Bupine,
Alike in naked helplessness reeline."

Byron : Lara, i. 29.

help mate, s. [Eng. help, and mate, " a coin-
age due to a mistaken notion of the phrase
an help meet (Gen. ii. 18.)." (Skeat. ).]

1. A helper, an assistant, an aider.

" In Minorca the ass and the hog are common help,

mates, and are yoked together in order to turn up tn«
land."—Pennant; British Zoology ; The Hog

2. A partner, a helpmeet.
" His helpmate was a comely matron."

Wordsworth ; Michael.

help-meet, s. [Helpmate.] A partner, a

consort, a wife, a companion.

hel'-ter-skel-ter, adv. [A sort of imitative

word to represent confusion, bustle, &c. Cf.

Ger. holter-polter.] In a great hurry and con-

fusion.
" And helter-skelter have I rode to thee."

Slutkcsp.; 2 Henry IV., v. -3.

helve, *helfe, *hellfe,s. [A.S. hielf; cogn.

with O. Van.helve; M. H. Ger. half; 0. H. Ger.

halb, halbe, helbe.]

1. The handle or shaft of a choppingvtool,

such as an axe, an adze, or a hatchet.

"The slipping of an .axe from the helve, whereby
another is slain, was the work of God himself."

—

Raleigh: History.

2. A tilt-hammer, used for shingling the

balls as they come from the puddling-furnace.

*3. The head of an axe.

helve hammer, s. A blacksmith's pon-
derous hammer, tripped by the helve and
oscillating on bearings. A trip hammer (q.v.).

* helve, v.t. [Helve, s.] To furnish or pro-

vide with a helve or handle ; to fit a helve or
handle to.

hel-vel'-la, s. [Lat. = a certain eatable
fungus ; olus, holus, formerly lielus = garden-
herbs.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the Order Hel-
vellace£e (q.v.). Helvella lacunosa, and H.
crispa, both common, are eatable.

hel-vel-la'-ce-se, hel-vel-la'-ce-I, hel-
vel'-le-l, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. helvelUfl); Lat.

fem. pi. adj. suff. -aceoz, or masc. -acei, -et.]

Bot. : An order of fungals called also Asco-
mycetes (q.v.). The sporidia, generally eight
together, are in asci. It is divided into nve
sub-orders—(1) Helvellacei, (2) Tuberaoei, (3)

Phacidiacei, (4) Sphteriacei, and (5) Perispori-

acei.

helv'-er, s. [Eng. helv(e); -er.}

Min. : The handle or helve of a tool.'

hel'-ve-tan, s. [Fr. Helvetien ; Lat. Helvetius
= of orffom Helvetia = Switzerland.]

Min. : The name given by R. T. Simniler to

a micaceous mineral of gray whitish, reddish

greenish, violet, or copper red colour, from the

gneisses of the Alps.

Hel-ve'-tian, a. [Lat. Helvetica) = Switzer-

land ; Eng., &c. suff. -an ; Fr. -JlelvUien,

fem. HelvUienne.]

Geol. & Mist. : Of or belonging to Switzer-

land.

Helvetian-republic, 5.

Hist. : The name given to a republic esta-

blished under French auspices in Switzerland

in April 1798, after the conquest of that country

by Napoleon I.

Hel-vet'-ic, a. &s. [Lat. Helveticus, from the
Helvetii.]

A. -4s adj. : Of or pertaining to the Helvetii,

the inhabitants of Helvetia, now Switzerland
;

of or pertaining to the states and people of

the Alpine districts.

t E. As substantive :

Church Hist. : An adherent of Zwinglius and
other Swiss reformers, as distinguished from
a Lutheran.

hel'-vine, hel'-vin, hel'-vite, s, [Named
by Werner from Gr. ^A-tos (helios)=uie sun,

on account of the yellow colour of the mineral

;

suff. -i7ie, -i7i, -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : An isometric tetrahedral translucent
mineral, of a yellow, yellowish-brown, . or
green colour ; itshardness, 6 to 6"5

; its sp. gr.

b*-l to 3*3 ; compos. : silica, 33'13 to 35'27
;

glucina, 8*03 to 12 -03
;
protoxide of manganese,

30-57 to 42*12 : protoxide of iron, 4 to 8 ; sul-

phur, to 5'05 ; &c. Occurs in Saxony and
in Norway. (Dana.)

hel'-vite, s. [Helvine.]

boll, bd*^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing

cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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hel-wln'-gi-a, s. [Named from G. A. Helwin-
gia, Prussian botanical writer, about a.d. 1605.]

Bot. : The typical or only known genus of

the order Helwingiacese (q.v.).

hei-win-gi-a'-ce-a?, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. Jiel-

wing(ia); Lat. feni. pi. adj. suff. -aceas.}

Bot. ; Helwingiads : an order of diclinous

exogens, alliance Garryales. It consists of a
solitary species—a shrub with alternate serrate

leaves destitute of stipules ; the flowers, which
are fascicled on the midrib of the leaves, are

unisexual ; the calyx three to four-parted

;

stamens, three to four ; the ovary crowned by
an epigynous disc ; the fruit a three or four-

celled drupe, each cell one-seeded. The one
species, Helwingia ruscifiora, is from Japan,
the mountaineers of which use the leaves as

an esculent vegetable.

hel-win'-gi-ads,s.pZ. [Mod.Lat. helwingi(a) ;

Eng., &c, pi. suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Helwingiacese (q.v.).

Hel'-xa ltes, s.pl. [From Helxai, a Greek

transliteration of the title of the book con-

taining the doctrines of the sect, sometimes
supposed to be also the name of its founder.]

Ch. Hist. : The same as Elcesaites (q.v.).

helx' Ine, s. [Gr. eAfiVt) (Jielxine) = a plant

with woolly capsules (see def.).]

Bot. : A plant not identified with certainty.

Liddell and Scott consider it to be a Parietaria

or an Urceolaria, while Littre unhesitatingly
affirms it to be Carlina aeaulti.

hem, * hemme, $. [A.S. hemm, hem; cogn.
with Fris. hamel = a hem.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

*1. An edge, border, or margin.

2. The edge or border of a garment, or piece
of cloth, doubled and sewn to strengthen it,

and prevent the ravelling of the weft threads.

II. Arch. : The spiral projecting part of the
Ionic capital.

hem (1), v.t. [Cf. Ger. hemmen = to check, to
hem, from liamme = a fence.]

1. Literally

:

*1. To border, to edge.

"Hys habite garded or hemmed with hys brode
phylacteries."

—

Udal ; Luke vi.

2, To close or secure the border or edge of
cloth by a hem ; to form a hem to.

" My kerchief there I hem."
Wordsworth : We are Seven.

II. Fig. : To inclose or shut in ; to sur-

round. (Followed by in, about, or around.)
" The flower of all your army, hemmed about
With thousand enemies now fainting stands."

P. Fletcher: Purple Island, xii.

hem (2), v.i. & t. [Hem, interj.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To cry hem ; to give a short cough.
"The people nought but hem, and cough, and splatter."

Sir J. Harrington : Epigram, bk. IL, No. 25.

2. To hesitate, to hum and haw.
" Now play uie Nestor ; hem and stroke thy beard."

Shakesp. : Troilus & Cressida, i. 3.

*B. Trans. : To remove by hemming.
" These burrs are in my heart. Hem them away."

—

Shakesp. : As You Like It, i. 3.

hem, interj. [An imitative word, allied to

hum (q.v.).] A voluntary short cough, uttered
by way of warning, encouragement, calling

attention, hesitation, or doubt. It is some-
times used as a noun.

" Cough, and cry hem, if anybody come."

w Shakesp. : Othello, iv. 2.

' hem, pron. [Them.]

hem-, he-ma-, pref. [H^ema.]

* he' ma chate, s. [Lat. hamaehates ; Gr.

aifj.axa.Tqs (h-aimachates) ; pref. hem-, and Gr.

a.\d.Ti\<: (achates) = agate.]

Min. : A kind of agate sprinkled with spots

of red jasper.

he ma chrome, ». [H^emachrome.]

he-ma-drom'-e-ter, s. [Pref. hema-; Gr.

Spdjuos (dromos) = a running, and fierpou (me-

tron) = a measure.]

Surg. : An instrument for measuring the
velocity of the blood in the arteries.

he-ma-drom'-e-try, s. [Hemadrometer.]
Med. : The art of measuring the rate at which

the blood runs in the arteries.

he-ma-dyn-a-mom'-e-ter, s. [H^emady-
namo'meter.]

he'-mal, u. [Haemal.]

he-man -thus, •>. [H^emanthus.]

he-ma-stat'-ic, he-ma-stat'-ic-al, u. &
s. [Pref. hema-, and Eng. static (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ord. Lang. : Relating to the weight of

the blood.

II. Med. : Possessing the quality of arrest-

ing haemorrhage ; styptic.

B. As substantive

:

1. Sing. .- A remedy for arresting haemor-
rhage

.

2. PI. : The doctrine of the motion of the
blood in living bodies.

he-ma-st«£t'-ic-al, u.. [Hemostatic]

he -mat-em. [PLematein.]

he-ma-tem'-e-sis, s. [ILematemesis. ]

he'-ma-therm, s. [Pref. hema-, and Gr.

Oepfxoq (themws) = warm.] The same as

H.EMATOTHERMA (q.V.).

he -mat in, he -mat ine, o. [H^matin.]

he'-mat-Ite, hse'-mat-ite, s. [Lat. hmnw-
tites = bloodstone, hematite [def.] ; Gr. aXy-a.-

rt'rrjs \iOos (haimatites lithos) = blood - like

stone ; alfxa (liaima), genit. at/iaros (Juiimatos)

= blood, and suff. -mj? (-ites.).']

Min. : A rhombohedral mineral, crystalliz-

ing in rhombohedrous, scalenohedrous pyra-
mids and prisms. Colour, dark steel gray or
iron-black in mass, but in thin fragments
blood red. Lustre rarely earthy, generally
metallic, or occasionally splendent. Sp. gr.,

4"2 to 5*3. It is a sesquioxide of iron com-
posed of oxygen 30, and iron 70 = 100. There
are four varieties : (1) Specular Hematite, with
sub-varieties ; Specular Hematite, properly so
called, or Iron and Micaceous Hematite

; (2)
Compact, columnar, fibrous, or radiating
Hematite, formerly called Red Hematite, to
distinguish it from Brown Hematite, now
called Limonite, which is arranged as a dis-

tinct mineral ; (3) Red Ochreous Hematite,
including Reddle and Red Chalk

; (4) Argil-
laceous Hematite, or Clay Ironstone, which
may be jaspery or lenticular. No. 1 is found
chiefly in crystalline rocks ; No. 4, which was
originally formed in marshes like Limonite
and Limnite, occurs in the coal formations,
and in many other formations, hematite in
some form or other being in rocks of nearly
all ages. At home found at Ulverstone, in
Lancashire, in Cumberland, in Devonshire

;

also in Salisbury crags near Edinburgh, &c.
Abroad it is found in Saxony, Bohemia, Silesia,

the United States, and many other places.
It can be manufactured into excellent iron,

both cast and malleable. Much of the plate
iron and iron wire of England is made of it.

When ground to fine powder it is employed in
polishing metal. (Dana, Phillips, &c.)

If Some hematite is placed under Turgite
(q.v.).

% Some Black hematite is Psilomelane
;

some Brown liematite, Limonite.

he-mat-it'-fa, a. [Eng., &c. hematit(e); -ic]
Composed of, pertaining to, or resembling
liematite (q.v.).

he-mat-d-, pref. [ILgmato.]

he-mat -6-gele, s. [Pref. liemato-, and Gr.
icqXiq (keie)

.

— a tumour ; Fr. hematocele. ]

Surg. : A tumour containing blood. It may
be extra-, intra-, or sub-peritoneal, pelvic,
peri- or retro-uterine, or pudendal. In some
of these large effusion of blood may be fatal.

he-mat-6l'-6-gy, s. [Pref. liemato-, and Gr.
\6yos (logos)=: a discourse.]

Med. : That part of medicine which treats
of the blood, with special reference to its

varying characters in disease.

t he'- mat -ope, a. [Hjematopus.]
Ornith. : The Oyster-catcher, Hcematopus

ostralegus.

he-mat-o'-sin, s. [H^ematin.]

he-mat-d'-sis, s. [H^ematosis.]

he-mat-6-sta -phis, s. [H^ematostaphis.]

he-mat-6x'-yl-ine, s. [H-ematoxyline.]

he-mat-6x'-yl-6n, ». [Hjematoxylon.]

he-mat-iir'-i-a, o. [Hematuria.]

hem-el'-$r-tron (pi. hem-eT-$r-tra), s.

[Pref. hemi-, and Mod. Lat. elytron (pi. elytra)

(q.v.).]

Entom. : (Generally plural). The wing-cases
of the Heiniptera, the basal portion of which
is chitinous or horny, while the apices are
membranous.

hem-er-a-lo'-pj-a, s. [Gr. T\pApa. (hemera)=
a day ; "dAaos (aldos) = blind (?), and o^ts
(opsis) = seeing, eyesight. Malm and Littre
do not consider aAads (alaos) to be an element
in the word.]

Pathol. : A word aboutwhich much confusion
has arisen. If the Greek alaos (blind) be
really an element in the word, then the mean-
ing is blind as to vision during the day. If it

be not, the signification is just the opposite

—

viz., seeing (only) during the day, any blind-
ness which exists being at night. The word
hemeralopia has been used in both senses, the
confusion having begun with Hippocrates or
some early editor of his. If day-blindness is

called hemeralopia, then night-blindness is

nyctalopia, and vice versa. Both are forms of
partial amaurosis, arising probably from im-
perfect nutrition of the retina, often noticed
as an early symptom of scurvy.

Hemer o bap'-tists, s. pi. [Gr. yuepopair-
tivttis (liemerubaptistes), from y/j-epa (Jiemera)
= a day, and fianTtoTris (baptistes) = one that
dips or bathes.] [Baptist.]

Jewish sects ; A Jewish sect, who regarded
it as a religious duty to bathe daily.

he-mer-d'-bi-an, a. & s. [Mod. Lat.
hemerobi(us) ; Engr, &c. suff. -an. ]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the genus
Hemerobius, or the family Hemerobiidae (q.v.).

B. As subst. : An insect of the genus
Hemerobius, or the family Hemerobiidee (q.v.).

he-mer-6-l>i'-i-d», s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
hemerobi(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -id03.]

Entom. : Aphis-lions, lace-winged flies ; a
family of neuropterous insects. The antennae
are thread-like ; the palpi only four ; the eyes
have metallic brilliancy ; the ocelli are gene-
rally wanting ; the wings elegantly reticu-

lated, the legs short, the tarsi pentamerous.
The larvae feed eagerly on aphides. The pupa
is enveloped in a cocoon. The perfect insect

flies chiefly in the evening. It lays eggs in

little bunches on leaves, each egg being ele-

vated on a foot-stalk. Stephens enumerates
four genera as having British representatives.

he-mer-o'-bi-us, s. [Gr. yp.ep6piov (hemero-

bion)=. an insect living for a day.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family

Hemerobiidfe (q.v.). Stephens described thirty

British species.

he-mer-o-caT-le-se, hem-er-o-cal-lld'-
e-ae, s. pi. [Lat. liemerocall(is) ; fern. pi. adj.

suff. -eas, -idem.]

Bot. : A tribe of Liliacese.

he-mer 6 cal-lid'-e-se, *. pi. [Hemero-
calle.*.]

he-mer-o-cal'-lls, s. [Gr. ^jitepoKaAAe's

(liemerocalles), and r}fj.epoKaWis (liemerocallis),

= a kind of yellow lily that blooms but for a
day ; ^cpa (fiemera) = a day, and xaAds (kalos)

= beautiful.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Hemero-
callideae (q.v.). Mostly natives of the tem-
perate parts of Asia and Eastern Europe ; but
Hemerocallis fiava is wild in Germany and H.
fulva in Italy. Several are cultivated in.

British gardens.

hem- 1-, pref._ [Gr. ^i- (hemi-), an abbreviation
for 7Hi.c<rv (liemisu), neut. of muo-us (hemisus) =
half.] Half; halved.

Tf Properly it should be limited to Greek
compounds.

hem-I-an-at'-ro-pal, hem-X-an-at'-ro-
pous,". [Pref. Jiemi-; Gr. a.va.Tpe7ru>(anatrepo)

= to turn up or over, and Eng., &c. suff. -al,

-ous.] [Anatropous.]

Bot. (Ofan ovule): Anatropal with half the
raphe free.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, sin; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, re. oa - e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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hem -I-bos, s. [Pref. liemi-, and Lat. bos
(q.v.).]

Palasont. : A genus of Bovidee (oxen), from
the Upper Miocene of India.

hem I carp, s. [Pref. hemi-, and Gr. KapTro?
(fcarjsos)= fruit.]

Bot. : A fruit spontaneously dividing into
halves. Example : a pea.

Iiem-i char cite, a. [Pref. hemi-; Gr. xoAko?

(chalkos) = brass, copper, and suff. -ite (JWwi.).]

.Mm. : The same as Emplectite (q.v.).

hem i-chlae -na, s. [Pref. hemi-, and Gr.
X^alva. (chlaina) '= a cloak, a mantle. ]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Hemi-
chlsenidae (q.v.).

hem-i-chlaen -Idas, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ftemi-

chlosna; Lat. fern. pi. adj. sufl". -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Cyperaceae, tribe Furenese.

hem-i-chbV-e-a, $. pi. [Pref. hemi-, and Lat.
chorea ; Gr. \opela (clwreia) = dancing.]

Pa(/io7. ; A form of chorea, or St. Vitus's
dance, in which the movements are entirely
confined to one side.

hem-i-ci-daV-I-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. or

Gr. hemicidar(is) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Palosont. : A family of regular echinoids,

type Hemicidaris (q.v.).

hem-r-cid-a ris, s. [Pref. hemi-, and Mod.
Lat. cidaris (q.v.).]

Pakeont. : The typical genus of the family
Hemicidaridifi (q.v.). The tubercules are
developed only below, and not the entire
length of the area. Range in time from the
Upper Trias to the Lower Cretaceous strata.

* hem-i era ni a, hem'-i-cra-ny,s. [Gr.
r}(j.iKpavLa(hemikrania)

}
from tjjai (hemi) = half,

and Kpdviov [kranion) = the skull.]

Pathol. : Headache affecting only one side
of the brow and forehead. Generally caused
by debility. From its often continuing only
while the sun is above the horizon, it has been
called sun-pain.

* hem-i-cr&n'-ic, a. [Gr. T\fj.iKpaviKos (hemi-
kranikos).] Of, resulting from, or pertaining
to hemicrania ; affecting only one part of the
head at a time.

* hem'-i-£y-cle, s. [Gr. ^/uukukAios (hemi-

kitklios), from -qju.i (hemi) = half, and jcvkAos
(kuklos) = a circle.]

1. A half-circle ; a semicircle.

2. A semicircular arena, room, or division of
room.

" In Ahemicycle was seated Esychia, or Quiet."—Ben
Jonson : Part of the King's Entertainment, &c.

hem-I cy -clic, a. [Pref. hemi-, and Eng.
cyclic (q.v.).]

Bot. : (See the compound).

hemicyclic-flowers, s. pi.

Bot. : Having the separate portions of the
inflorescence arranged in spirals.

hem i dac-tyl, hem-i-dac'-tyle, a. & s.

[Hemidactylus.]

, Zoology

:

A. As adj. : Having an oval disc at the base
of the toes ; a term used of certain lizards.

B. As sitbst. : A lizard of the genus Hemi-
dactylus (q.v.).

hem i dac'-tyl-iis, s. [Pref. hemi-, and Gr.
&olktv\o<; (daktalos) = a finger, a toe.]

Zool. : A genus of Geckotidae (Gecko-lizards).

hem-i-des'-mus, s. [Pref. liemi-, and Gr.

SecTjLLiSe (desmos) = a bond, a fetter ; so named
from the form of the filaments.]

Bot. : A genus of Asclepiadacese, tribe Peri-

plocese. The root of Hemidesmvs indicits is

employed in India as a substitute for sarsapa-
rilla.

hemidesmi radix, s.

Phar. : Hemidesmus root, the root of Hemi-
desmus Indicus, Indian sarsaparilla ; a native
of India. It occurs in yellowish-brown long
cylindrical pieces. The colour of the cortex is

dark, marked by longitudinal divisions, and
deepcircularrings ; the central part is ligneous.
It is used instead of sarsaparilla, and has a
fragrant odour, and an agreeable bitter taste.

hem-i-di-a-pen'-te, *. [Pref. hemi-, aud
Eng. diapente (q.v. ).]

Music : An imperfect fifth.

hem-i-dit'-one, s. [Pref. hemi-, and Eng.
ditone (q.v.).]

Music ; The lesser or minor third.

hem '

-

i dome, s. [Pref. hemi-, and Eng. dome. ]

Crystal. £ Min. ; A dome parallel to the
orthodiagonal, as distinguished from a clino-

dome, in which they are parallel to the clino-

diagonal. (Dana.)

hem-i-dys-trd'-phi-a, s. [Pref. hemi-, and
Gr. Sv<TTpo<|>os (dustrophos) = hard to rear

:

Svs (dus) = hard, difficult, and rpo^ij (trophe) =
nourishment; rpe'^w (trepho) = to nourish.]

Bot., £c. : Only partial nourishment, as in.

the case of trees nailed to a wall or whose
roots are prevented from spreading sufficiently

by the too close proximity of other roots.

t he mig -a-mous, a. [Pref. hemi-\ Gr.

yafios (gamos) — marriage, and Eng., &c. suff.

-ous.]

Bot. (Of grasses): Having one of the two
florets in the same spikelet neuter, the other
one unisexual, whether male or female.

hem'-i-glyph, s. [Gr. ^i (liemi) = half, and
yXvfyn (gluphe) = a carving.]

Arch. : A half-channel at the edge of the
triglyph tablet in the Doric entablature.

hem-i-gyr'-us (yr as iir), s. [Pref. hemi-,
and Gr. yvpos (guros) — a circle.]

Bot. : The name given by Desvaux to the
form of fruit which is generally called a fol-

licle (q.v.).

hem-I-he -dral, «. [Eng., &c. hemi1iedr(on)
(q.v.); -al]

Crystallography £ Mineralogy

:

1. Having only half the planes or facets

which a symmetric crystal of the type to
which it belongs would possess. If, for in-

stance, a crystal be typically octahedral and,
from half of its planes being deficient, is really

only a tetrahedron, it is hemihedral to an
octahedron.

2. The term is sometimes used less accu-
rately of a crystal wanting some of its planes,
though those deficient may not be exactly
half the normal number.

% The phenomena of pyroelectricity are
often seen in hemihedral crystals, being pro-
duced or aided by the form of the mineral.

hem I-he' dral ly , adv. [Eng. hemihedral

;

-ly.] In a hemihedral manner.

hem i he -dri^m, s. [Eng. , &c. , hemihedr(on)

;

-ism.]

Crystal. <& Min. : The property or quality of
crystallizing in hemihedral forms.

hem-i-he'-dron, s. [Pref. hemi-, and Gr.
e&pa (hedra) = seat, base, foundation.]

Geom., Crystal. £ Min. : A crystal or other
solid with but half the proper number of
planes. [Hemihedral.]

hem-i mer id -e-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hemi-
mer(;is); Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ideas.)

Bot. : A tribe of Scrophulariaceae, sub-order
Antirrhineee.

he-mim'-er-is, s. [Gr. ^jutpiepijs (hemimeres)
= half-divided

; pref. hemi-, and ^e'pos (meros)
= a part.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Hemi-
meridese (q.v.).

hem-i-me-tab'-o-la, s. pi. [Pref. hemi-,
and Gr. /xeTajSoA^ (metabole) = change, chang-
ing ; ^6Ta/3aAAw (metoballo) = to turn quickly
or suddenly : /xero (meta) = denoting change,
and 0oAAw (ballo) = to throw.]

Entom. : A sub-class of insects having a
half or incomplete metamorphosis. The larva
differs from the perfect insect, chiefly in the
absence of wings and in size. The pupa is
usually active, or at least capable of move-
ment. It is divided into three orders : Hemi-
ptera or Rhynchota, Heteroptera, and Thy-
sanoptera (q.v.).

hem it-met a-boT-ic, a. [Mod. Lat. and Gr.
hemimetaboKa) ; Eng., &c. suff. -ic]

Entom. ; Of or belonging to insects under-
going only an incomplete metamorphosis.

hem-i-morph ic, a. [Pref. hemi- ; Gr.

fiop<j)Ti (morphe) = form, and[Eng. &c. suff. -ic]

Crystal. £ Min. ; Having the two ends with
dissimilar planes.

hemimorphic-hemihedral, u.

Crystal. £ Min. : Both hemihedral and hemi-
morphic. (Dana: Min., 5th ed., p. 407.)

hem-i-morph ite, s. [Pref. hemi-; Gr. p,oa-

<f>rj (morphe) form, and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : The name given by Kennyott to

Calamine. Dana re.jeets the name ; it is,

however, adopted in the Brit. Miis. Catalogue.

* he-mi'-na, s. [Lat., fromGr. rifiivaQiemiua),
from 7}|u.«rus (hemisT.ts) ~ half.]

1. Rom. Antiq. : An ancient Roman measure
containing half a sextarius, or about half a
pint English wine measure.

2. Med. : A measure containing about ten
fluid ounces.

hem-i-oc-ta-he'-dral, i*. [Pref. hemi-, and
Eng. octahedral (q.v.).]

Crystal. £ Min. : Having half thenumber of
planes which a genuine octahedron would
possess : tetrahedraL

t hem-i-o-log'-a-mous, a. [Pref. hemi-;
Gr. oAos (holos) "= whole, entire, and ^ajuos

(gamos) — marriage.]

Bot. : Having a flower consisting of two
florets, the one neuter and the other her-
maphrodite. Used of grasses like Panicum.

he-mi'-o-nus, s. [Gr. tjixCovos (hemionos) = a
half-aas, a mule

;
pref. hemi-, and Gr. oc&s

(onos) = an ass.]

Zool. : The Kiang or Dshikketee, Asiniis

hemioniis, a wild ass found in Thibet. The
fur is short, smooth, and of a bright red-bay,
a dorsal streak, but no shoulder crossband

;

legs straw-coloured in summer, whitish in

winter.
" Mr. Blyth has seen a specimen of the Jiemionus

with a, distinct shoulder stripe, though it properly has
none."

—

Darwin: Origin of Species (6th ed.), p. 128.

hem-i-6'-pi-af hem-i-Sps'-i-a, a . [Pref.

hemi-, and Gr" wi/* (ops) = the eye.]

Path. ; Depraved vision, in which the person
affected sees only half the object.

hem i-pin ate, s. [Eng. hemipin(ic) ; -ate

(Cliem.).]

Cliem. : A salt of hemipinic acid.

hem-i-pln'-ic, a. [Pref. hemi-, and Eng., &c-
pinic.] (See the compound.)

hemipinic acid, s.

Chem. : CioHjoOe, or CgH^OCHsMCOOH)^
dimcthyl-phthalic acid. It is obtained along
with meconin by fusing opianic acid with
three times its weight of caustic potash.
Hemipinic acid is purified by washing its

ammonium salt with alcohol, dissolving it in

HC1, and extracting it with ether. Heated to
180°, it is converted into the anhydride, which
yields needles, melting at 166". Hemipinic
acid is dibasic, forming crystalline salts.

hem i pleg i a, hem'-i-pleg-y, s. [Pref.

hemi-, and Gr. ttA^o-o-u, ttAtJttw (phsso, pletto}

= to strike.] Paralysis of one side of the
body. [Paralysis. ]

hem-i-pleg'-lC, a. [Eng. hemiplegia); ic.'}

Partially paralysed ; affected with hemiplegia
(q-v.).

hem'-i-plex-y; s. [Hemiplegia.]

hem'-i.pode, s. [Pref. hemi-, and Gr. ttou?

(pous), genit. n-oSds (podos) = a foot.]

Ornith.': A bird of the genus Hemipodius
(q.v.). '

hem-i-pd'-dl-us, s. [From Gr. yfinroSiov

(hemipodion) = half a foot. The genus is so.

named because its species are totally destitute
of the hind toe.]

Ornith. : A genus of Tetraonidaa, akin to
Coturnix (Quail). The species are pugnacious,
and in Java are set to fight for the amuse-
ment of spectators.

hem -i-pri^m, s [Pref. hemi-, and Eng.

prism (q.v.).]

Crystatlog. £ Min. : A form in the mono-
clinic and triclinic systems of classification,

which comprises but one face of a prism with
its opposite. (Dana.)

boil, btfy; pout, jd%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, £enophon, exist, ph = t
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -cious, tious. -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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hem-i-pris-mat'-ic, a. [Pref. hemi-, and
Eng. prismatic (q.v.).]

Crystallog. & Min. : Half prismatic.

he-mip'-ter, s. [Hemipteran.]

he-mip'-ter-a, s. pi. [Pref. hemi-, and Gr,

TTTtpov (pteron) = a wing.]

1. Entomology

:

(1) An order of insects, sub-class Hemime-
tabola (q.v.). The tropin or masticatory
organs consist of four lancet-shaped needles,
which are the modified mandibles and maxillse;

these are included within a tubular sheath,
which is made of the labium elongated; eyes
usually elongated; wings generally four, some-
times wanting

; pupa generally active. It is

divided into three sub-orders, Homoptera,
Heteroptera, and Thysanoptera(q.v.).

(2) The term is used by Stephens and others
for what is now the sub-order Heteroptera
(q-v.).

-,
' 2. Palceont. ; Hemipterous insects have been
found from the Cretaceous rocks onward.

he-mip'-ter-al, a. [Hemipterous.]

he-mip'-ter-an, t he-mip'-ter, s. [HE-
MIPTERA.]

Entom. ; An insect of the order Hemiptera
(q.v.).

he-mip'-ter-ous, t he-mip'-ter-al, a.

[Mod. Lat. or Gr. hemipter(a) ; suflf. -ous, -al.]

Entom. : Having wings, in more typical
cases, chitinous at the base and membranous
at the extremity ; of or belonging to the
Hemiptera (q.v.).

hem-i-ram'-phus, s. [Pref. hemi-, and Gr.

pantos (rhamphos) = the curved bill of a pre-
datory bird.]

Ickthy. : Under Sword-fish, a genus of Eso-
cidae. (Pikes), having the lower jaw so pro-
duced as to form a slender snout, whence
their English name.

hem i sphere, s. [Fr., from Lat. hemi-
sphcerium,fTomGr.r)p.Lo-$aipiov(hemisphairion),
from Tjfxi (M-mi) = half, and a-<f>alpa (sphaira)
= a ball, a sphere.]

1. The half of a sphere or globe, when
divided by a plane passing or supposed to
pass through its centre ; half the terrestrial

globe ; half the surface of the heavens.

U The northern hemisphere is that half of

the globe formed by the plane of the equator,
and that portion of it containing the north
pole cut off by this plane. The other half,

containing the south pole, is called the
southern hemisphere.

2. A map or projection of half the terres-

trial or celestial spheres.

U (1) Aqueous hemisphere :

Geog. : One so selected as to contain as
much as possible of the water of the globe.

Its centre must be in the southern hemisphere.

(2) Terrestrial hemisphere

:

Geog. : One so chosen that it contains as

great an amount of land as possible. Its

centre should be at Falmouth,

(3) Hemispheres of the brain :

Anat. : The upper spheroidal portions of

the brain (q.v.) ; they are separated by the
falx cerebri.

(4) Hemispheres of Magdeburg : [Magdeburg-
hemispheres] .

* hem-i-spheV-Ic, * hem-I-spher'-ic-al,
* hem-i-sphrer'-ic, a. [Eng. hemisphere);

- -ic, -ical.]. Pertaining to or of the nature of a

hemisphere ; resembling a hemisphere ; half-

round.
"All liquids run nearly in a spherical form, when

hung on a small surface, aa at the point of a pin, or

into a hemispherical figure on a broad surface.' —Der-
ham: Astro-Theology, bk. vl., ch. i.

*hem-i-sphe-roid'-al, a. [Eng. hemisphere;

Gr. eI6os (eidos) = appearance, shape ; Eng.
adj. suff. -al.] Having a figure or form resem-
bling that of a hemisphere.

*hem-i-spher'-Ule, s. [Pref. hemi-, and
Eng. spherule (q.v.j. ] Haifa spherule.

* hem'-i-stlch, s. [Lat. Iiemistichium, from Gr.

r)fxiaTix*-ov (hemistichion), from t)/ai- (hemi-) =
half, and o-ti'x05 (stickos) = a row.] Haifa verse

in poetry ; an imperfect or incomplete verse.
" The pause is a rest that divides the verse iuto two

parts, each of them called an hemistich."—Goldsmith

:

Mssay 18.

* he-mis'-tich-al, a. [Eng. hemistich; -al.]

Pertaining to a "hemistich ; written in hemi-
stichs ; according to or by hemistichs.

"The reader will observe the constant return of the
hemistichal point."

—

Warton; Hist. English Poetry,'
i. (Additions).

hem-l-teV-i-a, s. [Pref. hemi-, and Gr. Te'pa?

(teras) — a wonder, a marvel ; a monster.]

Bot. : A monstrosity of elementary organs
or of appendages of the axis. (Treas. of Bot.)

hem -I-tone, s. [Gr. -qp-novLov (hemitonion)
pref. hemi-, and Gr. twos (tonos) = a tone.]

A semitone.

he-mit'-ri-chous, a. [Pref. hemi- ; Gr. 9P (£
(thrix), genit. rpi^os (trichos) = hair, and Eng.
suff. -ous.]

Bot. ; Half covered with hairs.

he-mit'-ro-pal, he -mlt -ro-poiis, a.

[Pref. hemi- ; Gr. rpomj (trope) = in a turn,
with a turning, and Eng. suff. -al, -ous.]

Botany, &c. :

1. Gen. : Turned half round ; half inverted.

2. Spec. (Of an ovule) : Having the raphe
terminating aboutmidway between the chalaza
and the orifice. Akin to anatropal, but
having the axis of the nucleus more curved.

hem'-i-trdpe, a. & s. [Pref. liemi-, and Gr. Tpo7nj

(trope) = a turning ; TpeVaj (trepo) = to turn.]

A. As adjective

:

Crystal. & Min. : Half turned round. A
term used of a crystal looking as if it were
formed of two, the one half turned round
upon the other.

B. As substantive

:

Crystal. & Min. : A crystal of the form
described under A.

he-mit'-ro-poiis, a. [Hemitropal.]

he-mit'-ro-py', s. [Hemitrope.]

Crystal. & Min. : Crystallization producing
crystals of the kind called hemitropal (q.v.).

hem -lock, * hem-locke, * hem-lok,
" ham-locke, * hame-loc, s. & a. [A.S.
hemledc, hemlic, hemlyc, hymlice.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Bot. : The umbelliferous genus Conium
(q.v). Common hemlock is Conium macula-
turn; Water hemlock, Cicuta virosa, calledalso
Cowbane. [Cicuta.] Used likewise of the
foreign species, C. maculata and Phellandrium
aquaticum. In the example the reference is

apparently to the hemlock-spruce.
" When the mournful Wawouaissa,
Sorrowing sang among the hemlocks."

Longfellow: Song of Hiawatha., vili.

^[ Ground Hemlock is a kind of yew, Taxits
canadensis; Lesser Hemlock is ^Ethusa cyna-
pum, and Mountain Hemlock, Levisticum
officinale.

2. Pharm. : [Conium].

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or in any
way resembling the conium or cicuta [A],

hemlock-spruce, s.

Bot. : Abies canadensis. It is an elegant,
drooping, low evergreen tree, valuable as

hemlock-spruce.

growing in the shade of other trees. It was
introduced into Britain from North America
in 1736. The substance from which spruce
beer is made is an extract from its leaves.

hemlock-tree, s. The hemlock spruce (?).

" O hemlock-tree t how faithful are thy branches,"
Longfelloto : Hemlock-tree. (Trans.)

hemmed, pa. par. or a. [Hem, v.]

hem'-meL s. [Etym. doubtful.].

1. A crowd or herd, as of cattle.

2. A shed or covering for cattle.

hem -mer, s. [Eng. hem, v. ; -er.] One who
or that which hems. Specifically, an attach-
ment to a sewing-machine for turning over the
edge of a piece of fabric or a garment, in order
that the flap may be stitched down. As the
fabric is fed along, the edge is turned over in

a curved path, and is then flattened by the
presser-foot ready for stitching by the needle.

* hem'-mihg, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A shoe
or sandal made of raw hide.

he-mop'-ty-sis, he-mop-to-e, s. [He-
moptysis.]

hem' - or - rhage, hem' - or -rha - gy, s.

[HEMORRHAGE.]

hem-or-rhag'-Xc, i*. [Hhemorrhagic.]

hem'-or-rhoid, s. [Hemorrhoid.]

hem-or-rhoid'-al, i*. [Hemorrhoidal.]

hemp, s. [A.S. henep, hcenep ; Sw. hampa;
Dan. hamp; Dut. hennep; Ger. hanf, all from
Lat. cannabis; Gr. tcawafiLs (kannabis), k6.v-

vafios (kannabos) ',
Sansc. cana = hemp.]

1. Comm., &c. : The name of various vege-

table fibres used for manufacturing purposes.
" " [She] gained.

By spinning hemp, a pittance for herself."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. L

2. Bot. : Cannabis saliva, a native of the
cooler parts of India, now introduced into
Europe.

"The hempe groweth about Sinolensko vpon the
Polish border."

—

Hackluyt ; Voyages, i. 364.

% African hemp, Bowstring hemp, is a kind
of hemp made in Africa from the fibres of

Senseviera ; Bastard hemp is Datisca Canna-
bina; Bengal hemp is the fibre of Crotolaria
juncea, called also Bombay hemp, Madras, or
Sunn hemp ; Manilla hemp is the fibre of Musa
textilis.

3. Pharm. .* Cannabis indica, Indian hemp.
The dried flowering tops of the female plants
of Cannabis sativa, cultivated in India. It is

used to prepare Extractum cannabis indices

and Tinctura mnnabis indicce, the extract and

CANNABIS INDICA.

L Male Flower. 2. Female Flower.

the tincture. Indian hemp produces a pecu-
liar kind of intoxication, attended with ex-

hilaration of spirits and hallucinations of a

pleasing kind ; these are followed by narcotic
effects, sleep, or stupor, It is used as an
antispasmodic, and for its anodyna properties
in cases of neuralgia, tetanus, &c.

4. Figuratively

:

(1) A rope, a halter.

" A man in deepe despaire, with hempe in hand,
Wenc out in haste to eude his wretched dayea.''

Turbervile : Of Two Desperate Men.

(2) Hanging ; death by the halter.

hemp-agrimony, s.

Bot. : Eupatorikm cannabinum. [Eupato-
RIUM-]

hemp-brake, s. A machine in which'
rotted and subsequently dried hemp-stalks
are beaten to remove the bark and cellular
pith from the fibre.

hemp-harvester, s.

Agric. : A reaping-machine for hemp.

hemp-nettle, s. [Galeopsis.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, ptft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, re, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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hemp-palm, «.

Bot. : Chamairops excelsa, the Tall Chamae-
rops. It is from Nepaul and China. Its

fibres are used as a substitute for hemp, and
hats and cloaks are made from its leaves.

hemp-seed, s. The seed of hemp ; it is

much used as food for cage-birds.

av M#gya#eed calmilvs

:

""• Paihrnt A name for some varieties of the
'

flipllHBli^-calculus (q.v.).

r'^BttRtf-en, a. [Eng. hemp; -en.]

1. Made of hemp.
" For they Bhall ower ocean wide,

t. With hempen bridles, and horse of tree."

Scott ; TJwmas the Rhymer, il.

2. Resembling hemp.
" The former of these are made of the bark of a pine-

tree beat into a hempen state."—Cook : Voyages, vol.
ix., I.ik. iv., ch. iii.

hemp -ie, s. & a. [Eng. hemp; -ie.]

A. As subst. : A rogue ; a gallows apple

;

one for whom hemp grows. Its most common
use is in a jocular way. (Scotch.)

"She's under lawfu' authority now ; and full time,
for she was a daft hempie."—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxxiv.

B. As adj. : Roguish, wild, romping.

Hemp'-stead, s. & a. [For etym. see def.]

A. As subst. : Various parishes in England.
The one geologically interesting is near Yar-
mouth, in the Isle of "Wight.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to Hempstead.

Hempstead-beds, s. pi.

Geol. : A series of beds, some marine, others
freshwater, of Lower Miocene age. They
occur at Hempstead, in the Isle of Wight,
where they are 170 feet thick.

hemp-worts, s. pi. [Eng. hemp, and worts.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Cannabinacese (q.v.).

*hemp'-$r, a. [Eng. hemp; -y.] Like or re-

sembling hemp ; of the nature of hemp.
" "Twixt the rind and the tree (called maguais) there

Is a cotton or hempy kind of moss, which they wear
for their clothing."—Howell, bk. ii„ let. 54.

* hem-self, * hem-selve, * hem-selv-en,
pron. [Mid. Eng. hem, and self.] Themselves.

hem'- -stitch, s. [Eng. hem, and stitch.] A
kind of stitch in needlework, made by drawing
out a few parallel threads and fastening the
cross threads in successive small clusters.

* he'-muse, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A roe in

its third year.

hen, s. [A.S. henn, hen, ham, from liana =
a cock ; cogn. with Dut. hen (from haan = a
cock); Icel. hama (from hani); Dan. hone
(from hane) ; Sw. hona (from hane) ; Gr. henne
(from hahn); Goth, hana = a cock. Hana
means literally a singer, from the same root
as Lat. cano = to sing.]

1. Farming, dtc, : The female of the domestic
or barn-fowl (Gallus domesticus) has run like
other domestic animals into many varieties.

A good hen will lay 200 eggs in a year. Ten or
twelve are as many as it can rear in one brood.

2. The female of other species of poultry.

3. The female of any bird whatever.

i. Money for drink. [Hen-drinking.]

Tf Hen is used largely in composition with
the force of female : as, a 7te?i-canary, a hen-
sparrow, &c.

hen-and-chickens, s.

Bot. : (1) Sempervivum so&oJ^/erum a native of

Germany ; (2) Bellis perennis (Common Daisy),

var. Prolifera.

hen-blindness, s. The same as nycta-

lopia or night-blindness.

hen-buckie, s. The large whelk, Buc-
einum undatum, much used as bait in fishing.

(Scotch.)

hen-cavey, s. A hen-coop. (Scotch.)

hen-coop, s. A coop or inclosed frame-
work in which fowls are kept.

hen-drinking, s. (See extract.)
" There la yet another [Yorkshire marriage-custom],

viz., the hen-drinking. On the evening of the wedding
day the young men of the village call upon the bride-
groom for a ben—meaning money for refreshments . . .

should the hen be refused, the inmates may expect
some ugly trick to the house ere tbe festivities termi-
nate.

1*—Notes & Queries, Sept. l", 1859, p. 239.

* hen-driver, s. Akind of hawk ; a hen-

harrier.
" The hen-driver 1 forbear to name."— Walton.

* hen-egg, s. A hen's egg.

hen-harrier, hen-harm, s.

Omith. : Circus cyanceus, which receives its

English name from "harrying" or harming
hens or other poultrv.

hen-hawk, s. An American name given
to any hawk that preys upon poultry.

"Owl and eagle, crane and hen-hawk."
Longfellow : Song of Hiawatha, xiv.

* hen-hearted, * henne hearted, a.

Having a .heart like a hen ; chicken-hearted

;

timid. ; cowardly.
'

' He is reconed a lowte and a henne-hearted rascall,

that maketh no querell whan wrong is done vnto
him."

—

Udal\; James i.

hen-house, ». A house or shelter for

fowls.

hen-peck, v.t. To govern or rule ; said

of a wife who has the upper hand of her
husband.

" Oh 1 ye lords of ladies intellectual

Inform us truly, have they not hen-pecked you all I"
Byron : Don Juan, i. 23.

hen-pecked, hen-peckt, u,. Under
the rule of a wife.

* hen-peckery, s. The state or condi-

tion of being hen-pecked. (Dickens : Oliver-

Twist, ch. xxxvii.)

hen-wife, hen-woman, s. A woman
who has the charge and rearing of fowls.

hen-bane, s. [Eng. hen, and -bane. So named
from being poisonous to domestic fowl, and

. the cause of great mortality among poultry.]

Bot. : The genus Hyoscyamus (q.v.), and
specially H. niger, a solanaceous biennial

weed, pubescent, foetid, viscid, and with pale

soft glandular hairs ; leaves angled, toothed,

or pinnatifid, the corolla an inch or more in

diameter, of a lurid yellow colour, with purple
veins, the anthers purple. It is common in

Ireland, less so in England, while it is not
properly indigenous in Scotland. Abroad it

occurs in North Africa and parts of Asia, in-

cluding the north of India.

Pliarm.; [Hyoscyamus].

hen-bit, s. [Eng. hen, and&i(.]

Bot. : (1) Lamium amplexicaule ; (2) Veronica

hederifolia.

hence, * henne, * hennes, * hens, adv.

& inter}. [A.S.heonan, hionan,heonane, heona,

hine ; with adverbial suff. -s or -es, as in twy~es

= twice, need-es = needs, &c. ; cogn. with
Ger. hinnen; 0. H. Ger. hinnanJ]

A. As adverb

:

1. From this place.
'' Such wrech on hem for fetching of Heleine
There sh.il be take, er that we hence wend."

Chaucer : TroUus, bk. v.

2. From this time ; henceforward, hence-
forth ; for the future.

" Farewell, till half an hour hence."
Shakesp. : Tempest, iii. 1.

3. From this reason or ground ; in conse-
quence of this ; as, a deduction from what
has preceded.

" Hence may be deduced the force of exercise in
helping digestion."—Arbuthnot ; On Aliments.

4. From this source or origin.

"All other faces borrowed lience
Their light and grace, as stars do thence."

* 5. At a distance.
" Tby letters may be here, though thou art hence."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iiL L

IT From is frequently but improperly used
in combination with hence.

" Playing on shaumes and trumpets, thatfrom hence,
Their sound did reach unto the heaven's hight."

Spenser : F. Q„ v. v. 4.

B. As interj. : Away, away with, begone,
depart.

" Hence, horrible shadow.
Unreal mockery, hence." Shakesp. ; Macbeth, Iii. 4.

* hence, v.t. [Hence, adv.] To send away,

to despatch.
" With that his dog he henced, his flock he cursed."

Sidney ; Arcadia, bk. i.

hence-forth', * hennes-forth, adv. [Eng.

hence, and forth; cf. A.S. forth heonan.] From
this time forward ; for the future ; hencefor-
ward.

" He never more henceforth will dare set foot
In Paradise." Milton : P. R., iv. 610.

hence-for'-ward, adv. [Eng. hence, a,nd for-

ward.] From this time forward ; henceforth

;

for the future.

"Henceforward shalt thou see such officers !"

Longfellow: Celestial Pilot. (Trans.)

hench -man, hench -boy, * hense-man,
* hensh - man, s. [A word of doubtful

origin ; according to Skeat, from A.S. hengest

= a horse, and man.] A male attendant; a

servant, a page, a follower.
" Call me your shadow's henchboy."

Ford ; Lady s Trial, i. L

* hend, v.t. [A.S. (ge)hendan; Icel. henda.]

1. To seize, to take, to catch, to lay hold on.

" With his left foot fast forward gan he stride,

And with his left the Pagans right anne hent."
Fairfax ; Godfrey of Boulogne, xix. 16.

2. To crowd, to press in, to surround.

* hend, * hende, * hend' -3^, a. [A.S.

hendig ; Dan. & Sw. hcendig.] Courteous, civil.

" So loveth she this hendy Nicholas."
Chaucer : C. T„ 3,386.

hen-dec'-a-gon, s. [Gr. eVSexa (hendeka) =
eleven, and yiavia (g6nia)=an angle.] A plane

figure of eleven sides or angles.

hen-dec-a-syl-lab'-ic, a. & s. [Gr. eVSe»ca

(hendeka) '= eleven, and Eng. syllabic (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to a hendecasyllable
or line of eleven syllables.

B. As subst. . A hendecasyllable (q.v.).

hen-dec -a syl-la-ble, 5. [Gr. eVdeKa (hen-

deka) = eleven, and Eng. syllable (q.v.).J A
verse or line of eleven syllables.

hen-dl'-a-dys, s. [Gr. ee SU Svotv (hen diet

duoin) = one by two.]

Rliet. : A figure wherein two substantives
are used instead of one substantive or an
adjective and a substantive ; a figure wherein
the same idea is represented by two words or
phrases.

* hend- ness, * hende -nes, * hend-y-
nesse, s. [Mid, Eng. hend, a. ; -ness.] Cour-
tesy, civility.

" For holynesse other hendenes other for bye kynde."
P. Plowman, p. SB.

- henen, * henne, * hennes, * hens, adv.

[Hence. ]

* hen fare, s. [For hengfare, from A .S. hengen
= a prison, and Eng., &c. fare.}

Old Law: A fine for flight on account of

murder.

* heng, pa. t. & pa. par. [Hang.]

hong-en, " hengh en, s [A.S. hengen.]

A prison.

he-ni'-o-chus, s. [Lat. , = the waggoner, a
constellation, from Gr. ^toxus (Keniochus) =
a charioteer.]

Bot. : A genus of Chaetodontidse, often made
a sub-genus of Chsetodon. The anterior spines
of the back are produced into a long filament,

which is sometimes twice as long as the body.
Heniochus macrolepidotus is a large fish eaten
in India.

hen'-na, hen' ne, s. [Arabic, hinnd-a.]

Bot. : A dye obtained from the leaves of
Lawsonia inermis, with which the Egyptians
and other Oriental ladies make their nails and
feet of an orange colour. It is also used for

dyeingskins orMorocco leatherreddish-yellow.

henna-plant, 5. [Henna.]

* henne, adv. [Hence.]

* henne, s. [Hen.]

* hen'-ner-y, s. [Eng. hen ; -ery.] An en-
closed place or run for fowls.

* hennesforth, adv. [Henceforth.]

hen'-o-the-ism, s. [Gr. eU (heis), genit. w6s
(henos) = one, and Eng. theism (q.v.).]

Comp. Relig. : The name introduced by Max
Miiller for a phase of religious belief when
each divinity seems to stand alone, and to be
adored and prayed to, to the exclusion of the
rest.

"If we must have a general name for the earliest
form of religion among the Vedic Indians, it can be
neither monotheism, nor polytheism, but only heno-
theism."—Max MUller .' Humbert Lectures (1878), p. 230.

he-no'-ti-con, s. [Gr. cvwtikos (hendtikos) =
serving to unite ; eVdcu (henoo) = to unite.]

boll, boy; pout, j6wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ihg.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -clous,, -sious-shus. -blc. -die, &c. - bel, del.
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Ch. Hist. : A formula of concord, offered by
the Greek emperor Zeno, in a.d. 482, by
advice of Acacius, Bishop of Constantinople,
to reconcile the Eutychians to the church. It

was annulled by Pope Justin I., in a.d. 518.

[EUTYCHIAN, MONOPHYSITE.]

Hen-ric/-i-an, s. [For etym., see def.]

Ecclesiol. & Ch. Hist. : A follower of Henry,
an eremite monk, probably of Italian descent,
who came from Lausanne in Switzerland to

France. He declaimed against the vices of the
clergy, who so persecuted him that he was
driven from place to place, and finally died in

prison in 1148.

hen-roost,?. [En^. hen, and roost.] A place

where poultry roost at night.
" Bratlahawwaeto huve privileges which were refused

to a boy who had robbed a Mnroost.''—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xviiL

hens-foot, s. [Eng. hen's, and foot.]

Hot. : Caucalis daucoides.

hen-slo'-vi-a, s. [Named after Professor
Henslow.] [Henslovian.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Henslo-
viacese (q.v.). It contains two or three trees
from the hottest parts of India.

hen-slo-vi-a'-ce-ee, s. pi [Mod. Lat. hen.

slov(ia) (q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -aeece.]

Bot. : An order of perigynous exogens,
doubtfully proposed by Lindley. The leaves
are opposite, entire without stipules ; the
flowers unisexual. The calyx five-parted,

lined with a woolly disc, its aestivation val vate.

Stamens, five ; ovary, superior, two-celled
;

fruit capsular. Only genus Henslovia, which
Bentham. and Hooker place under Lythraceee.
[Henslovia.]

hen-slo'-vi-an, a. [Partly Latinised from
the name of Rev. J. S. Henslow, M.A., F.L.S..
&c, Professor of Botany at Cambridge.] Of
or belonging to Professor Henslow.

henslovian membrane, s.

Bot. : The cuticle of a plant, of which Prof.
Henslow was one of the discoverers.

* hent, s. [Hent, v.] A grasping ; a seizure
;

apprehension.
" Up, sword, and know thou a more horrid hent."

Shakesp : Hamlet, iil. 3.

*hent, v.t. [Hend.] To seize; to grasp; to
take hold of.

" Eucre&sing hie wrath with many a threat,
His harmefull hatchet he hent in hand."

Spenser : Shepheards Calender ; Feb.

hent'-ing, hint ing, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

A furrow with which a ploughman finishes his

ridge.

hen-ware, s. [Eng. hen, and ware.]

Bot. : An algal, Alarm escuUnta,

hen'-wood-ite, s. [Named after the late W.
J. Henwood, of Penzance.]

Min. : Essentially a hydrated phosphate of

alumina and copper, and thus related to tur-

quoise. It occurs in globular masses of a
turquoise-blue colour, having a crystalline

exterior, on a siliceous limonite at the West
Phoenix mine, Cornwall. Its hardness is about
4-5, and density 2'67. (T. Davies, F.G.S.)

* hoax man, [Henchman.]

he-oak, s. [Eng. he = male, and oak.]

Bot. : A name given in Australia to Cosu-
arina stricta.

hep, ' hepe, s. [A.S. lieop.] [Hip, 2.] The
fruit of the dog-rose ; a hip.

hep-bramble, hep-briar, hep-tree, s.

Bot. : The wild dog-rose, Rosa canina.

*he'-par, s. [Gr., = the liver.]

Chem. & Phar. : Hepar sulphuris, Potassa

sulphurata. A mixture of tersulphide of

potassium with sulphate of potassium. Ob-
tained by heating together sulphate and car-

bonate of potassium in a crucible. It forms a
brown liver-coloured mass, soluble in water.
It is used to prepare Unguentum Potassce Sul-

phurates, ointment of sulphurated potash. It

is used externally in the treatment of chronic
akin diseases, also for chronic rheumatism.
Sometimes called Liver of Sulphur.

he-pat-, he-pa-td-, pre/. [Gr. rjnap (Mpar),
genit. fJTraTos (hepatos) = the liver.]

Nat. Science: Of, belonging, or in any way
resembling the liver.

he-pat-al'-gi-a, s. [Pref. hepat-, and Gr.
aXyos (algos) ~ pain.]

Path. : Pain iu the liver; neuralgia of the
liver.

he-pat'-ic, * he-pat'-ick, ,«. [Lat. hepati-

cis = Gr. TjiraTLKos (hepatikos) = diseased in

the liver.]

1. Anat. : Of or belonging to the liver.

Thus there are hepatic cells and veins, and an
hepatic artery, a duct, and a plexus.

2. Path. : Affecting or arising from the liver.

" His lordship's bilious and hepatiek complaints
seemed alone not equal to the expected mournful
event. "—Johnson : Life of Littleton.

^ Of diseases affecting the liver there are

hepatic abscess, cancer, colic, dropsy, hyda-
tids, phlebitis, tubercle, tumours, vomiting,
hepatitis (q.v.).

3. Min. : Kesembling the liver, either in

colour or form. (Phillips.)

hepatic-aloes, s. pi.

1. Bot. : Aloe vulgaris, purpurascens, soco-

trina, and arborescens.

2. Pharm. : [Aloes].

hepatic-cinnabar, s,

Min. : A variety of cinnabar (q.v.).

hepatic-diseases, s. pi.

Path. : Diseases of the liver, divided by Dr.
Murchison into painless and painful. The
chief are cirrhosis, abscess, and cancer.

[Liver.]

hepatic-waters, s.pl.

Pharm. : Waters containing sulphuretted
hydrogen in solution, as those of Harrogate.

he-pat'-i-ca, s. [Hepatic]

Bot. : A genus of Ranunculaceae, now
reduced to a sub-genus of Anemone. He.patica

triloba is a garden flower, brought from conti-

nental Europe. It is an astringent.

he-pat'-i-cse, s. pi. [Plur. of Lat. liepat-ica

(q.v.).]

Bot. : Liverworts, a section of the alliance
Muscales, containing orders which have no
operculum, and, as a rule, possess elaters,

while mosses possess an operculum and are

always destitute of elaters. Lindley, who
doubts whether this distinction is of more
than ordinal value, divides Hepatic^ into four
orders, Ricciaceae, Marchantiacese, Junger-
manniacese, and Equisetaceae. The Rev. M.
S. Berkeley excludes the fourth of these, and
calls the others Ricciacei, Marchantiacei, and
Jungermanniacei.

he-pat'-Jc-al, a. [Eng. hepatic; -al.] The
same as Hepatic (q.v.).

he-pat'-l - cous, a. [Lat. hepaticus; Gr.
^TnxTLKos (hepatikos).^}

Botany

:

1. Liver-coloured.

2. Lobed like the liver. (Paxton.)

he- pa-tite, s. [Pref. hepat-; -ite (Min.)
(q.v.).j

Min. : A variety of barite or barytes.

hep-a-tl'-tis, s. [Gr. rjirap (Mpar), genit.
iJTraTO? (hepatos) = the liver, and suff. -itis,

denoting inflammation ; cf. also ^TrariTts (Itc-

patitis) = of or in the liver.]

Path. : Inflammation or congestion of the
liver.

he-pat-l-za'-tion, s. [Eng. hepatiz(e);
-ation.]

Anat. & Pathol. : A change of structure
produced in the lungs, either natural after
death, or in life by ecchymosis or inflamma-
tion, whereby their substance resembles that
of liver. The term is also applied to the state
of any texture which has been converted into
a substance resembling liver. (Mayne.)

* he'-pat-ize, v.t. [Gr. TJ7raTi<Jo> (liepatizo) =
to be like the liver ; rjwap (hepar), genit. rinaros
(hepatos) = the liver,]

1. To convert into a substance resembling
liver ; to gorge with effused matter.

2. To impregnate with sulphuretted hydro-
gen.

he-pat-o-, pre/. [Hepat.] Of or belonging to
the liver.

he-pat-6-cele, s. [Pref. hepato-, and Gr.

kjjAtj (kele) = a tumour.]

Surg. ; Hernia of the liver,

he-pat-o-cyst'-ic, a. [Pref. hepato-, and

Eng. cystic] Relating to the liver and the

gall-bladder, or connecting the two together ;

there are hepatocystic ducts.

he-pat-o-gas'-tric, a. [Pref. hepato-, and
Eng. gastric] Relating to the liver and the
stomach. [Omentum.]

hep-a-tog'-ra-phy, s. [Pref. hepato-, and
Gr. ypafy-q (grdphe) = a writing, a description.]

That branch of anatomy which describes the
liver ; a description of the liver.

hep-a-tS-li-thi'-a-SiS, s. [Pref. hepato-r and
Gr. kteiatrts (lithuisis) = a morbid concretion.]

Pathol. : The formation of morbid concre-

tions in the liver.

hep-a-toT-6-gy, s. [Pref. liepato-, and Gr.

AoyoV (logos) = a discourse.] A treatise on
the liver.

t he-pat-oph'-^-ma, s. [Pref. hepato-, and!

Lat. phyma ; Gr. <j}vp.a, fyvfia (phuina) = an in-

flamed swelling on the body, a tumour, aboil.]

Path. : A suppurative swelling of the liver-

[Hepatitis.]

t he-pat-o-rrhce'-a, s. [Pref, hepato-, and
Gr. pe'w (rhed) = to flow.]

Path. : A morbid flow [i.e., of bile] from the
liver.

* hep-a-tOS'-CO-py", S. [Gr. T}iraTO<rKoma

(hepatoskopia), from TjTraTocneoTrew (hepatoskopeSy
= to inspect the liver for soothsaying pur-
poses.] Divination by inspection of the liver.

hep'-a-tiis, s. [Gr. -fJTraTos (hepatos) = a fish,

so named apparently from its colour resem-
bling that of liver.] _

Zool. : The name given by Latreille to a
genus of brachyurous crustaceans, placed by
Milne Edwards under his tribe of Calappians.
The species are found on the American coast.

* hepe, v.t. [Heap, v.]

* hepe (1) s. [Heap, 5.]

*hepe(2), >. [Hep.]

he-pi-al'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hepiali'us)

(q.v.); Lat. fem. pi. ad.i. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of moths, group Bomby-
cina. The antennae are short, moniliform,
simple or with a single row of denticulations
or cilia ; wings deflexed, long, and narrow

;

thorax not crested ; larva fleshy, naked, with
six pectoral, eight abdominal, and two anal
feet. Five British species.

he-pi'-a-lus, s. [Gr. ^iriaAos (Mpiatos) = a
shivering tit, the nightmare ; cf. also rjiriaXys

(hepiales) = the nightmare.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Hepialidte (q.v.). Hepialvs hamuli is the
Ghost Moth (q.v.); H. hectus is the Golden
Swift; H. Velleda, the Beautiful Swift.
[Swift, s.]

* hep -pen, a. [A.S. (ge)Juep = fit.] Iveat,
fit, comfortable.

hep'-per, s. [Etym. doubtful.] The parr or
young of the salmon.

heps, *-. pi. [Hep.]

hep-ta-cap'-su-lar, a. [Gr. em-a (hepta) =
seven", and Eng. 'capsular.] Having seven
cavities or cells.

hep -ta-chord, s. [Gr. k-rrra. (hepta) = seven,
and x°P$V (chorde) = a chord.]

Music

:

1. A series of seven notes ; a diatonic octave
without the upper note.

2. An instrument with seven strings.

3. A composition sung to the sound of
seven chords.

* hep'-tade, s. [Fr., from Lat. heptas; Gr.
cTrray (/tep£as)r genit. tjrTaSos (lieptados), from
ktrra. (hepta) = seven.] The sum or number of
seven.

* hep'-ta-glot, s. [Gr. k-ma. (hepta) - seven,
and yAwtto. (glotta) = a tongue.] A book in
seven languages.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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hep -ta-gon, s. [Gr. enrd (hepta) = seven,
and yuw'a (gania) = an angle.]

1, Geom. : A plane figure having seven sides
or angles.

2. Fort, : A place having seven bastions for
defence.

hep-tag'-o-nal, a. [Eng. heptagon ; -al.]

Having seven angles or sides.

heptagonal-numbers, s. pi.

Arlth. : A kind ofpolygonal numbers, formed
as follows : Let 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, &c, be
arithmetical progression, then 1, 7, 18, 34, 55,

81, &c, will be the series of polygonal num-
bers, called heptagonal. The law of formation
is to add each number in the lower line to the
next one on the right in the upper line. The
general formulajfor heptagonal numbers is

5ft2 - Zn
N= ,

2

in which JV denotes the heptagonal number in
any place, and n the order of the place. It is

a property of heptagonal numbers that if any
one of them be multiplied by 40, and the pro-
duct be increased by 9, the result will be a
perfect square. For,

40 (5n2— 3n)
1- 9 = (107i — 3)2.

2

hep'-ta-gjrn, s. [Heptagynia.]

Bot. : A plant of the Linneean class Hepta-
gynia (q.v.).

hep-ta-gyn'-i-a, s. pi. [Gr. kind (hepta) =
seven, and yvvri (gune) = a woman, a female
animal, by botanists used for a pistil.]

Bot. : An order of plants in Linnasus's
artificial system. It consists of those which
have seven pistils.

hep-ta-gyn'-i-an, hep-tag'-y-nous, «.

[Eng.,&c. lieptagyn(ia) ; suff. -ian, -ous.]

Bot. : Having seven pistils.

hep-tag -y -nous, «-. [Heptagyntan.]

hep-ta-he'-dral, a. [Heptahedron.] Hav-
ing seven sides.

hep ta-he'-dron, * hep ta-e-dron, s.

[Gr. ettto. (liepta) — seven, and eSpa (hedra) — a
seat, a base.] A solid figure having seven
sides.

hep-ta-hex-a-he'-dral, a. [Gr. kirTd(hepta)
= seven, and Eng. hexahedral (q.v.).] Having
seven ranges of faces, one above another, each
range containing six faces.

hep-ta-hy'-drate, s. [Gr. kind (hepta) —
seven, and Eng. hydrate (q.v.).]

"The heptahydrate crystallizes out."—Proc. Phys.
Soc, London, pi ii., p. 67.

* hep-tam -er-ede, s. [Gr. kirrd (hepta) =
seven, and fiepi? (7)ie?*is), genit. fteptfios (meri-
dos) = a share, a part.] That which divides
into seven pails.

*hep-tam'-er-6n, s. [Gr. kvrd (liepta) =
seven, and iip.4pa. (hemera) ~ a day.] A book
containing the account or transactions of seven
days.

hep-tam -er-ous, a. [Gr. kirrd (hepta) =
seven, and fiepos (meros) = a part, a share.]

Bot., &e. : Consisting of seven parts; in
seven pieces or portions.

hep tan' der, &-. [Heptandria.]
Bot. : A plant of the order heptandria (q.v.).

hep-tan -dri a, s. pi. [Gr. kirrd (hepta) =
i
seven ; diojp (aner), genit. dvBpos (andros) =
a man, and Lat. nent. pi. suff. -ia.]

Bot. : The seventh class of Linnaeus's arti-

ficial classification of plants. It contains
those with seven stamens. They are but few
in number. The class contains four orders
—viz., Monogynia, Digynia, Tetragynia, and
Heptagynia (q.v.).

hep-tan -drl-an, u. [Heptandrous.]

hep- tan-droils, hep- tan'-dri- an, «.

[Lat. lieptandr(ia) ; -ous, -ian.]

Bot. ; Having seven stamens, as the horse-
chestnut.

hep'-tane, a. [Gr. ktrrd (hepta) = seven ; suff.

-ane.]

Chem. : C7H16. Septane, a. name given to

hydrocarbons of the paraffin series, containing
seven carbon atoms. Nine isomeric hydro-
carbons having this composition are possible,

but four are at present known—
(1) Normal heptane, CH3(CH2)5CH3 , is con-

tained in petroleum and in the tar-oil from
cannel coal. It, along with octane, forms the
chief part of the commercial petroleum ether,

or ligroin. It boils at 99°.

(2) Ethyl isopentyl, or ethyl amy], CH3
-

(CH2VCH'(CH3)2, obtained by the action of

sodium and a mixture of ethyl iodide and
isopentyl iodide. It boils at 90".

(3) Triethyl-methane,

CH3-CH2-CH<;^2;^3 is formed by the ac-

tion of zinc ethyl on orthofoimic ether.

(4) Dimethyl-diethyl-methane,

H
3
C^>C^CH

2
'cH

3
is formed °y the action of

zinc ethyl on acetone chloride, CH^CChyCHg.
It boils at 96°.

hep-tan'-gu-lar, a. [Gr. kirrd (hepta) =
seven, and E"ng."angular (q.v.).] Having seven
angles.

hep ta-pet -a-lous, a. [Gr. k-md (hepta) —
seven"; TreToAoV (petalon) = a leaf, and Eng.
adj. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having seven petals in the corolla.

* hep-taph'-6-ny, s. [Gr. kirrd (hepta) ~
seven, and (Juan) (pJwne) = a sound.] The
union of seven sounds.

hepjtaph'-yl-lous (or hep-ta-phyl-
lous), a. [Gr. ewrd (hepta) = seven ; <pvA\ov
(phullo)i) = a leaf, and Eng. adj. suff. -ous.]

Having seven leaves.

*hep'-tarch, s. [Heptarchy.] The same as
Hkptarchist (q.v.).

*hep-tarch'-ic, a. [Eng. lteptarclv(y) ; -ic.] Of
or pertaining to a heptarchy or a sevenfold
government ; constituting a heptarchy.

* hep -tar-chist, s. [Eng. Jieptarcli(y) ; -ist.]

A governor of one division of a heptarchy.

hep tar-chy, s. [Gr. kirrd (liepta) = seven,
and d'pxv (arche) = rule, sovereigntjr

, a king-
dom.] A government by seven persons ; acoun-
try, a district under seven rulers. Specif., the
seven Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of Kent, Sussex,
Wessex, Essex, Mercia, Northumbria, and
East Anglia, which are commonly represented
in English histories to have existed concur-
rently with and independently of each other.
This, however, is not the fact, and the term
therefore is a misnomer.

hep-ta-sper'-mous, a. [Gr. en-rd (hepta) =
seven, and o-Tre'p/xa (spej~ma) = a seed.]

Bot. : Having seven seeds.

hep' ta-teuch, s. [Gr. iwrd (hepta)= seven,
and TeOxos (teuchos) = a book.] The first seven
books of the Old Testament.

hep'-tene, s. [Gr. kirrd (hepta) = seven ; suff.
-ene.]

Chem. : C^B.^. Heptylene : a name given
to hydrocarbons ofthe olefine series, containing
seven carbon atoms. A hydrocarbon having
this formula occurs in the light coal-tar oils
obtained by the distillation of cannel coal.
Also obtained by treating heptyl aldehyde
with PC15 , and, gently heating the resulting
heptylene chloride with sodium, it boils at 99°.

hep tine, $. [Gr. en-rd (hepta) ~ seven ; suff.
-ine.]

Chem. : CyH^. A hydrocarbon of the acety-
lene series, obtained by the action of sodium
and nionoclilor-heptylene, CrHnoCl. It boils
at 100°.

hep-td'-IC, a. [Gr. en-Td (hepta) = seven ; o
connective, and suff. -ic] (See compound.)

heptoic-acids, s.pl.

Chem.: C7H14 2 , or C6H13*CO"OH. Acids
belonging to the fatty series, having seven
carbon atoms. Seventeen acids are possible

;the only important one is the normal heptoic
acid, or cenanthylic acid. It is obtained by
the oxidation of cenanthol, or normal heptyl
alcohol. It can also be obtained by boiling
normal hexyl cyanide with caustic potash

;

also by the oxidation of castor oil with nitric
acid. It is a transparent colourless oil, having
an unpleasant smell. It boils at 223°. Heated

with baryta it yields hexane CgE^. It forms
crystalline salts". Its ethylicether boilsat ISO'.

heptoic-aldehyde, s.

Chem. : C7H74-O, or C6H13 -CO'H. CEnan-
thylic aldehyde, or cenanthol, is obtained by
the dry distillation of castor oil. It is a
stinking liquid, boiling at 155°.

hep'-tyl, s. [Gr. iwrd (hepta) = seven ; -yl =
Gr. i»A7j (hide) = matter.]

Clwm, : C7H15 . A monatomic fatty radical,
containing seven carbon atoms.

heptyl-alcohols, s.pl.

Chem. : C7H15"OH. Alcohols belonging to
the fatty series, containing seven carb n
atoms. Thirty-eight of these alcohols are thei. -

retically possible, and thirteen are known. The
normal heptyl alcohol, CHstCH^-CHgOH,
is obtained by the action of nascent hydrogen,
from sodium amalgam and water, on heptyl
aldehyde (cenanthol), or by.converting normal
heptane into the chloride, and acting on this
by silver acetate, and distilling the resulting:
acetate with caustic potash. Iff is a colour-
less oily liquid, boiling at 177°. For the pre-
paration of the other alcohols consult Watts-
Diet. Chem., vol. viii.

heptyl-chloride, s.

Cliem. : C7H15C1. A colourless liquid, which
burns with a smoky green flame. Obtained
by the action of phosphorus pentachloride on.

heptylic alcohol.

hep'-tyl-ene, s. [Eng. heptyl; -ene.] [Heptyl.)

hep'-wort, s. [Eng. hep, and wort.] The
wild dog-rose, Rosa caiiina.

her (1), *here (1), *hirt *hire, *hur„
*hure,.pr<m. [A.S. hire, gen. & dat. of/ied=
she, -re being the usual A.S. fern, inflection in
the gen. & dat. of adjectives of the strong
declension.] Used as three different cases of
the personal pronoun slie :—

(1) As the possessive case = belonging to a
certain female spoken of. When thus used
it is sometimes called an adjective. [Hers.]

" Priscilla, aroused by his step on the threshold*
Rose as he entered and gave him her hand, in signal

of welcome." Longfellow: Miles Standish, iii.

(2) As the dative of the pronoun ~ to this.

or that female : as, Give her the book.

(3) As the objective case.

"With mery note Iter lowd salutes the mounting
larke." Spenser: F. (/., I. xl. 51.

*her(2) here (2), pron. [A.S. him, heora.}
Their, theirs.

*her, adv. [Here.]

Her'-a, s. [Gr.]

Gr, Mythol. : The Goddess of Heaven, cor-
responding to the Roman Juno.

her-a-Clel-dse, s. pi. [Gr. 'HpaKA>fc (Hera-
W&s)"= Hercules (q.v.).] The descendants of
Hercules.

her-a-clel'-dan, her-a-cli'-dan, a. & s,

[He'racleid^;.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Hera-
cleidae, or descendants of Hercules, or
Herakles.

" And there perchance some seed is sown
The Heracleidaii blood might own."

Byron : Don Juan, iii. 86.

B. Assubst.: One of the Heracleidae, or de-
scendants of Hercules.

He-rac -le-on-ite§, s.pl. [Named from Hera-
cleon (see def.).]

Ecclesi-ol. & Ch. Hist. : A sect of gnostics,
founded in the second century by Heracleon,
a follower of Valentinus. Heracleon taught
that a Monad was the original source of all
things, that from the Monad sprang two
beings, and from these the jEons emanated.
He published a Commentary on the Gospel of
St. John, fragments of which have been pre-
served by Origen. [Valentinians.]

he-rac'-le-iim, s. [Lat. Heracleus; Gr.
"HpdKAeto? (HeraMeios) = of or belonging to
Hercules, who is said to have brought th&
plant into use.]

Bot. ; Cow-parsnip, Hogweed, a genus of
umbelliferous plants, family Peucedanidse. It
consists of large biennial or perennial herbs„
having leaves with one to three pinnae ; com-
pound, many-edged umbels, with few, many.

bSil, btfy; ptfut, jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, ph = £.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shiin; tion, gion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = hel, del.
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or no bracts ; and orbicular, obovate, or oblong

compressed fruit. Fifty species are known.
One—Heradeum Sphondylium—is common in

Britain in moist wooda and meadows. It is

found also in North Africa and North Asia,

In the last-named place its root is skinned and
eaten. H. gummiferum yields a gum resin.

heV-ald, har-aulde, *her-aude, *ner-
aulde, s. [O.Fr. heralt, hermit; Low Lat.

heraldus; from O. H. Ger. herolt = a herald

(Ger. herold) ; from hari (Ger. heer) = an army,
and wal&y tmlt= strength; Ital. araldo.)

I. Ordinary Language:

1. A public official whose duty it was to pro-

claim peace or war, to challenge to battle, and
to carry messages from the general of an army.

" An haraulde of the duke of Queries, who coude well

In the langage of Frenche, was enformed what he ehuld
say."

—

Berners : Froissart ; Cronycte, voL i., ch. x.

2. An officer whose duty it is to superintend

public ceremonials, such as coronations, in-

stallations, creations of nobles, funeral pro-

cessions, embassies, declarations of peace or

war, &c. ; to decide on the proper badges or

coat-armour of the nobility ; to grant, record,

and blazon arms, record genealogies, &c. In

England the three principal Heralds are called

K.ings-of-arms [King], in addition to whom
there are six subordinate Heralds—Chester,
Lancaster, Richmond, Somerset, Windsor, and
York. The Lancaster Herald is inspector of

regimental colours. The principal herald in

Scotland is called Lyon King-at-Arms. [He-
rald's College.]

3. A messenger.

4. A proclaimer, a publisher, an announcer.
" After my death I wish no other herald.
But such an honest chronicler as Griffith."

Shakesp. : Henry Vlff., iv. 2.

5. A harbinger, a foreteller, a precursor.
" It was the lark, the herald of the morn."

Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, Hi. 5.

IL Entom. : A moth, Gonopiera libatrix,

one of the Noctuas (Noctuina). (Newman.)

herald-crab, s.

Zool. : One of the Maiadse, Hueniaheraldica,

a native of Japan ; so called because the shape
of its carapace presents a fanciful resemblance

to the shield and mantle employed by heraldic

painters in depicting coat armour. (Wood.)

herald-moth, ».

Entom. : Gonoptera libatrix ; its English
name is given because it heralds winter.

. herald's - college, or college- of -

arms, s. A royal corporation, founded by
Richard III., in 1483. It consists of the Earl

Marshal (q.v.), the Heralds, and a Secretary.

The corresponding corporation in Scotland is

called the Lyon Court.

heV-ald, *har-rold, v.t. [Herald, s.] To
introduce as by a herald ; to act as herald to

;

to proclaim ; to foretell.

"Sigh, nor word, nor struggling breath
Heralded his way to death."

Byron; Siege of Corinth, xxviii.

he-rald'-ic, a. [Eng. herald ; -ic.] Of or

pertaining to heralds or heraldry.
" The pompous circumstances of which these heraldic

narratives consisted."— Warton : Hist. Eng. Poetry,

i. 336.

*he-rald'-ic-al, a. [Eng. heraldic; -al.]

Heraldic.

"Making a considerable progress in heraZdical and
antiquarianstudies."— Wood : Athence Oxon. ; W. Wylie.

* he-rald'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. heraldical

;

-ly.] In an heraldic manner ; according to the

rules of heraldry.

her"- aid -ry, * her-ald-rie, s. [Eng.

herald; -ry.]

1. The art or science of a herald ; the art

or science of blazoning arms or ensigns ar-

morial, of recording genealogies.
" What the guise of Christendoms hath been in her

spiritual heraldry."— Up. Taylor : Episcopacy Asserted,

§48.

2. Pomp, ceremony.
"He, who with all heaven's heraldry whilere
Entered the world, now bleeds to give us ease."

Milton: The Circumcision.

3. The office of a herald, the act of perform-
ing the duties of a herald.

"Various reasons would have made me wish to
undertake this heraldry of peace."—tytton : Rienzi,
bk. ix„ ch. li.

* 4. An heraldic emblazonment ; a coat of

arms.
"And in the midst, 'raougst thousand heraldries . . .

A shielded scutcheon blushed with blood of queens
and kings." Keats : E»e of St. Agnes, xxiv.

* heV-ald-ship, s. [Eng. herald ; -ship.] The
office "of a herald ; heraldry.

"His office of heraldshtp.' —Drayton : Poly-Olbion,

§ 3. (SeMen's Tllust.)

* her1- aid-y, *her-auld-ie, s. [Eng.

herald'; -y.] Heraldry, ^genealogy, descent.
" As he whiche hath the herauldie
Of hem, that veen for to lie."

Oower: 0, A., bk. 11.

her'-a-path-lte, s. [From Dr. Herapath,
analytic chemist ; he died in 1868,]

Chem. : CaoH^NsOoIa'Soj^+S^O. A salt

obtained by dissolving sulphate of quinine

in acetic acid, and then adding an alcoholic

solution of iodine. It crystallizes in large

tables, which have a beautiful green metallic

lustre, and polarize light like tourmaline.

*her-aud, *her-auld, ». [Herald, s.]

herb, *herbe, s. [Fr. herbe, from Lat. herba.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; A plant the stem of which is

not woody.

2. Bot. : A plant producing shoots only of

annual duration from the surface of the earth.

" Smooth downs, whose fragrant herbs the spirits

cheer." Gowper : The Nativity. (Trans.)

herb-bennet, s.

Bot. : (1) Geum urbanum ; (2) Conium ma-
culatum ; (3) Valeriana officinalis.

herb-christopher, s.

Bot. : The Bane-berry, Actcea spicata.

herb-gerard, s.

Bot. : (1) The Goat, Gout or Bishop's Weed,
Mgopodium Podagraria

; (2) Osmunda regalis ;

(3) Pulicaria dysenterica.

herb of grace, s.

Bot. : Ruta graveolens.

herb-paris, s.

Bot. : The liliaceous genus Paris (q.v.).

Paris quadrifolia is a British plant with a
white creeping root-stock ; leaves generally

four, acute, three to five-nerved ; flower soli-

tary ; sepals green ; petals yellow ; berry, four

to six-celled ; seeds black. Occurs in Scot-

land and England locally, not in Ireland.

herb-peter, s.

Bot. : The Cowslip, Primula veris.

herb-robert, s.

Bot. : Geranium Robertianum.

herb-truelove, s.

Bot. : Paris quadrifolia.

herb twopence, s.

Bot. : Lysimachia Nummularia.

herba ceous (ceous as shiis), a. [Lat.

lierbaceus, from herba = a herb.]

1. Of or pertaining to herbs ; of the nature
of a herb.

" An herbaceous plant resembling the water flower-

de-luce."—Browne : Vulgar Erroars, bk. ii., ch. vt.

* 2. Feeding or living upon herbs ; herbiv-

orous.

"Ab the herbaceous eaters, for instance, are many,
and devour much."— Derham ; Physico Theology,
bk. iv., ch. xi.

herbaceous-leaf, s.

Bot. : A leaf which is thin, green, cellular,

ami flaccid.

herbaceous-plants, s. pi.

Lot. : A plant, the stem of which perishes
annually ; one producing an annual stem from
a perennial root.

herbaceous stem, s.

Bot. : A stem which does not become woody.

herb-age, s. [Fr.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Herbs collectively; grass, pasture; green
food for cattle, &c.

" The brothers, in contention gay,
Catch, and on gathered herbage lay."

Jones : Hindu Wife.

* 2. The leaves of plants or herbs, as dis-
tinguished from the root or fruit.

" Ood having made man, the first thing he took care
of, was bis life ; in the appointment of his convenient
food : I have given you every herb and every tree for
meat (Gen. l. 29) ; which comprehended, with the
herbage of plants, their roots and fruits."—Grew:
Cosmologia Sacra, bk. iv., ch. vi.

* II. Lavj : The tithe and the right of pas-
ture in the forest, or on the grounds of
another.

* herb-aged (aged as iged), o. [En?.

herbagie); -ed.] Covered with herbage or

grass ;
grassy, verdant.
' He floats along the herbaged brink."

Thomson : Summer, 475.

herb'- -al, * herb-all, a. & s. [Eng. hero ; -al.]

* A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to herbs.

" The herbal savour gave his sense delight.''

Quarles : History of Jonah, 6.

B. As substantive:

1. A book containing the names of plants,

with the description of their genera, classes,

species, &c, and their qualities.

" He may know the shape and the colour of an herb,
as it is set down in an herbal."—Bates : On the Eear of
God.

2. A collection of plants dried and preserved

;

a herbarium.
"Others made it their business to collect in volu-

minous herbalsaM the several leaves of someone tree."
—Steele : Spectator, No. 455.

* herb'-al-ism, s. [Eng. herbal; -ism.] The
science or knowledge of herbs or plants.

herb'-al-ist, s. [Eng. herbal; -ist.] One
who is skilled in the knowledge of herbs,

their properties and qualities ; one who
makes a collection of herbs generally or deals

in medicinal herbs.

"I know two or three virtuosi that are good her.
balists."—Boyle : Works, vt 727.

*herb'-ar, *herb'-er, *herb-ere, *erb-
er, s. [O. Fr. herbere, from Lat. herbarium.]

1. A garden of flowers or vegetables.

"He sawe ayttynge vnder an ympe in an herber a
wonder fayre damoael."

—

Lydgate .* PUgremage of the
Sowle, p. 63.

2. A herb, a plant.
" Decked with flowers and herbars daintily."

Spenser : F. G,., IL ix. 46.

3. An arbour.
" Sbapin was this herbir rofe and all

As is a pretty parlour."
Chaucer : Flower & the Leaf.

* her-bar'-i-an, s. [Herbarium.] A her-

balist.

"As Fena, the French herbarian, hath also noted."
—Holinshed : Description of England, bk. iiL, ch. iii.

* herb'-ar-ist, s. [Eng. herbar; -ist.] One
skilled fn herbs ; a herbalist.

"The herbarists who have written thereof doe say
that It Iieth long."—P. Holland: Plinie, bk. xxvit,
ch. ix.

her-bar'-i-urn, s. [Lat., from herba —

&

herb.]

1. A collection of dried plants systemati-
cally arranged ; a hortns siccus.

2. A book or case for preserving dried speci-

mens of plants.

* herb'-ar-ize, v.t. & i. [Herborize.]

* herb'-ar-y, s. [Lat. herbarium.] A garden
of herbs or plant*.

" An herbary, for furnishing domestic medicines."—
Warton : Hist, of English Poetry, ii. 231. (Note.)

herb'-el-et, s. [Eng. herb ; dimin. suff. -let.]

A little herb or plant.
" These herbelets, which we upon you strow."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, lv. 2.

*herb'-er (1), s. [Herbar.]

* herb'-er (2), s [Harbour.] A lodging

;

an inn.

* her berg age, s. [Harbourage.]
1. The act of sheltering or harbouring.

2. Shelter, lodging.

* herbergeour, a. [Harbinger.]

*herberwe, herberowe, a. [Harbour, s.]

*herberwe, * herberowe, v.t. [Harbour,
v.] To shelter ; to lodge.

" Shortly I woll herberowe me."
Uomaunt of the Rose.

her-besc ent, u.. [Lat. Jierbescens, pr. par.

of herbesco = to grow into a herb.] Growing
into herbs.

t her-bi-car-niv'-or-ous, a. [Lat. herba =
grass, and Eng. carnivorous (q.v.).] Feeding
both on animal and on vegetable food.

* her -bid, a. [Lat. herbidus, from herba = a
herb.] Covered with herbs or vegetation.

her-bif'-er-ous, a. [Lat. herbifer, from herba
= a herb, and fero = to bear, to produce ; Eng.
adj. suffi. -mis.] Producing herbs or vegetation.

rate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, as, ce-e; ey - a; qu - kw.
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" herb'-ist, s. [Eng. herb; -ist.] One skilled
in herbs ; a herbalist.

her-b3£v/
-or-a, s. pi [Lat. herba = grass, a

herb, a plant," and voro = to devour.]

Zool. : Animals, specially mammals, feeding
on grass, herbs, or other plants.

her'-biv-ore, s. [Herbivora.] One of the
lierbivora (q.v.).

"The herbivores were kept In check byjnumerous
carnivores."—Dawkins: Early Man in Britain, eh, iii.

her-biV-or-oiis, a. [Mod. Lat. herbivor(a) ;

Eng. suff. -oiis.]

Zool. : Feeding on grass, herbs, or other
plants.

" Its thickets and caves were occupied by carnivora
preying on the herbivorous mammals."

—

Wilson : Pre-
historic Annals of Scotland, ch. i.

herb -less, a. [Eng. herb; -less.] Destitute
of herbs or vegetation.

" Where the birds dare not build, nor insect's wing
Flit o'er the herbless granite."

Byron : Manfred, ii. 2.

* herb-let, s. [Eng. herb; dimin. suff. -let.]

A little herb.

* herb'-or-ist, s. [Fr. herboriste = one who
sells medicinal plants.] A herbalist.

" A curious herborist has a plant."

—

Ray.

* herb-or-l-za'-tion, s. [Eng. herboriz(e)

;

-ation.]

1. The act, practice, or habit of seeking
plants for scientific study ; botanical research.

2. The figure or appearance of plants in

minerals ; arborization.

herb'-or-ize, * herb -ar-ize, v.i. & (. [Fr.

Mrboriser, from Lat. herbarium.]

A. Intrans. : To seek for plants for scien-
tific study ; to botanize.

" The Apothecaries' Company . . . here have their
herbarizing feast." — Soame ; Analysis of Hampstead
Water (1734), p. H7.

B. Trans. : To form the figure or appearance
of plants in, as in minerals ; to arborize.

* herb'-or-iz-er, s. [Eng. herboriz(e); -er.]

One who seeks for plants for scientific study
;

one who botanizes.

*her'-bor-ough (ah silent), s. [Harbour, s.]

A lodging ; a shelter ; a place of retreat or
safety.

"The German lord, when he went out of Newgate
into the cart, took order to have his arms set up in his
last herborough."—Ben Jonson : Discoveries.

* herb'-ose, * herb -ous, a. [Lat. herbosus,
from herba = a herb.] Full of or abounding
with herbs.

" Not in December, if we reason close,
Arc fields poetically called herbose."

Byrom: Critical Remarks on Horace, bk. li., ode 3.

* herb'-U-lent, a. [Lat. herbula, dimin. of
herba = a herb.] Containing herbs.

herb'-wom-an, 5. [Eng. herb, and woman.]
A woman who sells herbs.

"Your herbwoman ; she that sets seeds and roots of
Bhame and iniquity."—Shakcsp. : Pericles, iv. 6.

*herb'-y, a. [Eng. herb; -y.] Of the nature
of or resembling herbs.

"Let your herby ingredients be exquisitely culled."—Evelyn: Acetaria.

her-cu'-le-an, a. [Hercules.]

I, Lit. : Of or pertaining to Hercules.

II, Figuratively:

1. Resembling Hercules in strength or
power ; possessing powers
orqualities similar to those
of Hercules ; exceedingly
strong or powerful.

" An herculean robustness of
mind."

—

Burke: Appeal from /' x.
the Jfeut to the Old Whigs.

2. Of a nature to require

the powers, strength, or

courage of Hercules to
perform or encounter ; ex-

ceedingly great, difficult,

or dangerous.

Her - cu - les, s. [Lat.

;

Gr. 'HpaKAijs (Herakles).'}

I. Literally:

1. Gr. Myth. : A cele-

brated hero, who, after
death, was ranked among hercules.
the gods, and received
divine honours. He was the son of Jupiter

and Alcmena. His most celebrated exploits

are known as the Twelve Labours of Her-
cules.

2. Astron. : One of the twenty ancient nor-

thern constellations, surrounded by Draco,

Bootes, Lyra, and Ophiuchus. It has no large

star, but is interesting for the reason given
in the example.

" Sir William Herschel discovered a point in the con-

stellation Hercules, to the right and left of which the
stars seemed moving away, and hence inferred that the
solar system was in motion towards that point. It is

supposed that there is foundation in fact for this hy-

pothesis, but some uncertainty still rests over it, and
islikely to do so for many years to come."—Prof. Airy :

Pop. Astron. (Gth ed.), p. 217.

II, Fig. : A person of extraordinary or super-

natural strength.

Hercules-beetle, s.

Entom. : Dynastes or Megasoma Hercules, so

called from its great size, about five inches in

length, and its proportionate strength. It is

a lamellicorn beetle, of arboreal habits, from
Brazil. It has enormous hornlike projections

on the thorax and head.

Hercules-club, s.

Bot. : Zanthoxylum clava Herculis.

Her-cyn'-l-an, «. [Lat. Hercynius.] A name
applied to an extensive range of forest in Ger-
many, the remains of which are now to be
seen in Buabia, in the Harz Mountains, &c.

heV-cyn-ite, s. [From Sylva Hercynia, the
Roman name of the Bohemian forest where
it occurs ; Ger. hercynit.]

. Min, ; A variety of Spinel, sometimes called
Iron Spinel. (Brit. Mus. Cat.) It is an iso-

metric mineral with a green streak and a
vitreous lustre ; its hardness, 7 '5 to 8 ; sp. gr.

3"91 to 3*95; compos. : alumina, 58 -

9 ; oxide
of iron, 41-1 = 100. Dana makes it an inde-
pendent species.

herd(l), heerde, * heorde, s. [A..S.heord,
herd, hyrd = (1) care, custody

; (2) a herd, a
flock, (3) a family; cogn. with Icel. hjbrdh;
Dan. hiord; Sw. hjord; Ger. heerde; Goth.
liairda.]

1. Lit. : A flock or number of beasts or
cattle feeding or driven together

; generally
applied to the larger animals.

"Colts, such as were then bred in great herds on the
marshes of Somersetshire."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. v.

2. Fig. : A crowd, number, or company of
people ; a rabble ; used in contempt.

" Are these your herd—
Must these have voices, that can yield them now ?

"

Shakesp. : Coriolamts, iii. 1.

herd (2), * heard, * herde, * hurde, s.

[A.S. heorde, hirde; cogn. with Icel. hirdhir

;

Dan. hyrde ; Sw. herde ; Ger. hirt ; Goth.
liairdeis.] A keeper of a herd orflock of beasts
or cattle ; a herdsman

; generally used now in
composition, as a shep-herd, a swiue-fterd, &e.
" Ne waB there heard, ne was there ahepheard's swaine
But her did honour." Spenser : F. Q„ VI. ix. 10.

herd-boy, s. A shepherd's boy.
" Nor piping shepherd shall he be.
Nor herd-ooy of the wood."

Wordsworth : Fragment.
* herd-maid, a. A shepherdess.

herd's grass, s.

Bot. : An American name for various grasses
valuable for hay. In New England the name
specially given toPhleum pratense, the Timothy
grass, and in Pennsylvania to the Red-top
grass—Agrostis vulgaris. (Gray, &c.)

herd, * heard, *herd-i-en, v.i. & t. [Herd
(1), s.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To run in herds or companies ; to feed or
run in society.

" It is the nature of indigency, like common danger,
to endear men to one another, and make them herd
together. "

—

NOrris.

2. To associate ; to unite with or become a
member of a company, number, or party.

" Ruling such.
And with such herding, I maintained a strife
Hopeless." Wordsworth : Excursion, bk, ill.

3. To act as a herd or shepherd; to take
care or charge of a herd or flock.

B. Transitive

:

1. Lit. : To tend or watch as a herd of cattle.

2. Fig. : To place, or cause to associate,
with a herd, crowd, or rabble. (Ben Jonson

:

Catiline, i.)

* herd, * herde, pa. t. & pa. par. [Hear.]

* herd'-er, s. [Eng. herd; -er.] A herdsman;
a herd.

her'-der-ite, s. [Named after Baron von
Herder, director of the Saxon mines.]

Min. : An orthorhombic, yellowish or
greenish - white, very brittle, translucent
mineral, of vitreous or somewhat resinous
lustre. Hardness, 5 ; sp. gr. 2-9S. It is be-
lieved to be an anhydrous phosphate of alu-

mina and lime with fluorine. Found in a tin
mine in Saxony. (Dana.)

herdes, ». [Hards.]

* herd-ess, * hierd-esse, s. [Eng. herd

(2) ; -ess.] A female herd ; a shepherdess.
" She is the herdess fair that shines in dark,"

Sidney: Arcadia, bk. iii.

* herde'-Wlch, s. [Eng. herd (1), s. , and wich
= a shelter, a station.] A place of shelter for

cattle ; a grange, a farmstead,

* herd'-groom, * heard groom, * heerd-
groom, * heerd-grome, s. [Eng. herd

(1), s., and groom.] A herd, a shepherd.

"But he forsakeB the herdgroom and hiB nocks."
Drayton: Pastorals; Eel. ix.

herd-man, * heard-man, * hirde man,
* hird man, s. [Eng. herd (1), s., and man.]
The same as Herdsman (q.v.).

"That communaltie consisting of heardmen and
fugitive strangers."—/*. Holland: Living, p. 44.

herds, s, [Hards.]

herds man, $. [Eng. herd's (1), and man.]

1. The owner of a herd.
" A herdsman rich, of much account was he,"

Sidney : Arcadia.

2. One employed in looking after a herd ; a
shepherd, a herd.
" Hear what thy hallowed troope of herdsmen pray."

Ben Jonson : Hymn to Pan,

*herds'-wom-an, a. [Eng. herd's (l), and
woman.] A woman who has the charge of a
herd ; a shepherdess.

* here, », [Hair.]

* here, v.i. & i. [Hear.]

here, *heer, *her, adv. [A.S. Mr; cogn,
with But. hier ; Icel. Mr; Dan. her; Sw.
hdr ; Ger. hier; O. H. Ger. Mar ; Goth. her.

From the pronominal base seen in he.]

1. In this place ; in the place where the
speaker is.

" He ia not here : for he is risen."—Matthew xxvlil. 7.

2. In the present life or state.

"Thus shall you be happy here, and more happy
hereafter.

'
'

—

Bacon.

3. To this place ; hither.
" I still had hopes, my long vexatious past,
Here to return—and die at home at last."

Goldsmith: Deserted ViUagv.

4. At this point ; on this occasion.
" Here cease thy questions." Shakesp. : Tempest, i. 2.

5. From this ; hence, pointing to what
follows (as in the French void).

" Here 's my drift." Shakesp. : Hamlet, li. L

6. Referring or pointing to a person or thing
of which one is speaking.

'* Protect my lady here."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., ii. 4.

1" (1) Here and there : In this place and that;

hither and thither ; thinly, irregularly, dis-

persely.
" Footsteps here and there

Of some burgher home returning."
Longfellow : Carillon.

(2) Here's for you: Here is something for you.

(3) Here's to you : Here is a health to you

;

I wish you health.

(4) It is neither here nor tMre: It does not be-

long or refer to this point or that ; it is irrele-

vant or unconnected with the subject in hand.

* here - approach, s. An arrival.

(Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 3.)

* here-remain, s. A stay or residence.
" Which often, since my here-remain in England,'

I have seen him do." Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 8.

* here, pron. [Her.]

here'-a-bout, here -a boHts, * here-C.
boute, adv. [Eng. Mre, and about.]

1. About or near this place ; in this neigh-
bourhood.
" They are both f-iir buildings, she walked plaguy fast,
And hereabouts I lost her."

Bcaum, A Flet. : Rule a Wife, \.

* 2. Concerning this ; as regards this.

boil, boj^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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here-af'-ter, adv., a.. & s. [Eng. here, and
after.]

A. As adverb

:

* 1. After this ; next in order,
" Now hereafter thou shalt here
"What God hath wrought in this matere."

Gower; C. A.,hk. ii.

2. For the future; in futurity; hence-

forward.

3, In a future state.

* B. As adj. : To come ; future.

" That hereafter ages may behold."
Snakesp. : 1 Henry VI., u, 2.

* C. As mbst. : A future state ; futurity,

" In the Islands of the Blessed . . .

In the land of the Hereafter."
Longfellow : Song of Hiawatha, vi.

* here - af - ter - ward, * her - af - tir -

ward, adv. [Eng." here, and afterward.]

Hereafter, henceforward ; for the future.

" Heraftirward, britheren, he yhe couniforted in the

Lord."

—

Wycliffe: Ephesiansvi.

* herc-a- gaines, adv. [Eng. here, and Mid.

Eng. againes.] Against this.

here -at, adv. [Eng. here, and at 1 At this.

"The tribune offended hcreat, demanded what thU
singularity could mean."—Hooker : Eccles. Polity.

* here'-he-fbre, * here-be-fora, * here-
be-forne, adv. [Eng. here, and before.] Be-

fore this, ere this, before.

"As ye haveherde herebeforn, the commune proverb
is this. —Chaucer : Tale of Melibeus.

* here'-bdte, s. [A.S. here = an arniy, and
bote, bode = a command.] A royal edict sum-
moning an army into the held.

here'-by, adv. [Eng. here, and by.]

1. Close by ; beside this place ; in this

neighbourhood.
" Hereby, upon the edge of yonder coppice ;

A stand where you may make the fairest shoot."
Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 1.

2. By this, from this, hence.

"And hereby we do know that we know him, if we
keep his commandments."—1 John ii. 3.

* he-red-ip'-e-ty, s. [Lat. heredipeta = a for-

tune-hunter : heredium = an hereditary estate,

and peto = to seek.] Legacy-hunting, fortune-

hunting. (Milman.)

* he-red-it-a-bir-i-ty^ s. [Eng. hereditably

;

-ity.] The quality or state of being hereditably

* he-red'-lt-a-ble, a. [Lat. heredito = to
• inherit : heres (genit. heredis) = an heir ; Eng.
-able.]

1. That may or can be inherited ; inheritable*

" Adam being neither a monarch, nor his imaginary
monarchy hereditable."—Locke.

2. Capable of inheriting.

he-red'-it-a-bly, adv. [Eng. hereditab(le)

;

-ly.] In a h'ereditable manner ; by way of in-

heritance.

ker-e-dlt'-a-ment, s - U-&t. heredito = to

inherit.] (See extract.)

"Hereditament*, then, to use the largest expression,
are of two kinds, corporeal and incorporeal. (If Cor-
poreal hereditaments consist wholly of substantial and
permanent objects, all which may be comprehended
under the general denomination of land only. (2} An
incorporeal hereditament is a right issuing out of a
thing corporate, whether real or personal, or concern-
ing, or annexed to. or exercisable within, the same.
It is not the thing corporate itself, which may consist
inlands, houses, Jewels, or the like; hut something
collateral thereto, as a rent issuing out of those lands
or houses, or an office relating to those jewels. Incor-

poreal hereditaments are principally advowsons, tithes,

commons, ways, offices, dignities, franchises, corodies

or pensions, annuities, and rents."—Dlackstone : Com-
mentary, bk. ii., ch. 2.

he-red'-rt-ar-I-l$rf
adv. [Eng. hereditary;

-ly.] By way of inheritance.

"New or acquired instincts are as transmissible
hereditarily as the old ones."—Lindsay : Mind in the

Lower Animals, i. 153.

* he-red-it-ar'-I-ous, a. [Lat. hereditarius,

from heredito — to inherit; heres (genit. heredis)

^ an heir. ] Hereditary.
' *' Some sicknesses are hercdltarious, and come from

''the father to the sonne."—Hackluyt : Voyages, i. 219.

he-red'-it-ar-y^ a. [Fr. Mreditaire, from
Lat. hereditarius, from heredito = to inherit

;

heres (genit. heredis) = an heir. ]

1. Descending or passing by inheritance

;

descendible from an ancestor to an heir
;
pos-

sessed or claimed by right of inheritance

;

inherited, inheritable.

* "The Bishops, true to their doctrines, supported the
principle of hereditary right."

—

Hacaulay ; ffist. Eng.

,

ch. ii.

2. That is or may be transmitted from a

parent to a child ; thus pride, courage, a

disease, &c, may be said to be hereditary.

"Hereditary eloquence, proper to all mankind,"—
Daniel: Defence of /thyme.

he-red'-it-^, s. [Lat. hereditas, from heres

(genit. heredis) = an heir. ]

Biol. : The tendency which there is in each

animal or plant, in all essential characters, to

resemble its parents, so as to be of the same
species, and even variety, as they are, though
minute differences are certain to arise. In

some cases these differences themselves tend

to be reproduced in successive generations :

thus Mr. E. B. Poulton showed that " the

strength of heredity" was such in cats with

an abnormal number of toes, that between
1S70 and 1S83 the peculiarity had been traced

through eight successive generations (Nature,

Nov. 1, 1883 ; Brit. Assoc. Rep., 1883, p. 543.).

In other cases the movement is in a contrary

direction, producing a reversion to ancestral

types. [Reversion, Atavism.]
" Some of the best illustrations of functional heredity

are furnished by the mental characteristics of the
human race."

—

Herbert Spencer: Principles of Biology,

5 82.

HeV-e- fords, s. pi. [From the county

where they are reared.] A breed of cattle

having a dark red body witli a white face and
breast, and sometimes a line of white along

the back. They have a thicker skin than the
shorthorn, and 'long curly soft hair ; the head
is like that of a Devon [Devon] but larger,

the muzzle coarser, and the throat more
fleshy. The neck is thick and short, the horns
have*a yellow tinge and are wider at the base,

and bend upwards. Herefords are better

behind the shoulder than shorthorns, the
breast is hardly so wide, the ribs are not so

well sprung but the depth is greater, the
thighs and flanks and the interval between
the hip and rump are well furnished, and
handle firm. Herefords are good grazing and
working animals. They are very hardy, and
excellent for the butcher, but are not useful

as dairy animals.

*here-gild, s. [Hereyeld.]

here-ill', adv. [Eng. here, and in.] In this

;

here.
" Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that he

loved us."—l John iv. 10.

here-in-af'-ter, adv. [Eng. herein, and
after.] In this [writing, book, document, &c]
after ; applied to something to be explained,

named, or described, at a future time.

here-in'-t6> adv. [Eng. here, and into.] Into
this.

"Our first entrance hereinto cannot better be made
than with consideration of the nature of law iu
general."

—

Hooker : Eccles. Polity.

*her'-e-mit, s. [Hermit.]

*her-e-mit'-ic-al, * her-e-met-I-call, o.

[Lat. heremiticus, erertiiticus, from heremita,

eremita = a hermit (q.v.).] Of or pertaining
to a hermit ; suited for a hermit ; solitary,

secluded.

"The heremeticaU profession waa onelie allowed
of in Britaine, vntill the coming of Augustine the
inonke."—Holinshed : Desc. of Britaine, bk. i., ch. ix.

* her-en, a. [Mid. Eng. here = hair ; -en.]

Made of hair.

here-of ', adv. [Eng. here, and of.] Of this,

from this, hence.
" Hereof comes it that prince Harry is valiant."

Shakesp.: 2 Henry IV., iv. 3.

here-6n', adv. [Eng, here, and on.] On or

upon this.

" If we Bhould strictly insist hereon, the possibility
might fall into question."—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

*here-6*Ut', adv. [Eng. here, and out] Out
of this place, from here, hence.

*he-re'-si-arch, * he-re'-si-arc, s. [Gr.

aipecrCapxo<; (hairesiarchos), from cupetn? (liai-

resis) — choice . . . heresy ; ap\b> (archo) =
to rule or lead. ; Fr. Mresiarque.] A leader of
a sect of heretics ; a prominent or leading
heretic.

"I have seen . . . amongst the reputed heresiarcs,
that medallion of John Huss."

—

Evelyn: Memoirs,
Aug. 12, 1689.

* he-re'-si-ar-ch^, s. TEng. heresiarch; -y.]

A prominent or chief heresy.
" "The book itself |the Koran] consists of heresi-
archies against our blessed Saviour."—Sir T. Herbert

:

Travels, p. 323.

* her-e-si-6g'-ra-pher, s. [Eng. heretic-

graph(y); -er.] One who writes or discourses
on heresies.

* her-e-si-og'-ra-phy^ 5. [Gr. ai'peo-ts

(halresis) = choice . . . heresy, and yp&tyio

(grapho) = to write or describe. ] A treatise or
discourse on heresy or heretics.

her-e-si-oT-6-gist, s. [Eng. heresiologiy)

;

-ist] One who devotes himself to the study
of the history of heresy ; an ecclesiastical

historian who deals specially with heresy and
heresies. Heresiologists are usually divided
into three classes:— (1) Those who had to
oppose the originators and supporters of
heresies

; (2) Those who dealt with the subject

as an incident in ecclesiastical history ; and
(3) Those who undertook the history of any
particular sect, or of all which came within
their knowledge. (Blunt : Diet, of Sects (1874),

p. 184.)

her-e-sI-ol'-6-gy, s. [Gr. ai'peo-is (hairesis)
y

genit. aipetreois (haireseos) = heresy, and A070?
(logos) = a discourse.] The comprehensive
history of heresy. [Heresiologist.]

"All three classes of these writers must be consulted
for obtaining a complete acquaintance with heresiol-

ogy."—Blunt : Diet, of Sects (1874), p. 181

hei"-e-sy, * her-e-sye, *er-e-sie, s. [Fr.

heresie; Prov. heregia, eretgia; Sp. heregia;

Port, heresm, heregia ; Ital. eresia ; Lat.

hceresis; Gr. cupeo-is (Jiairesis) = (1) a taking,

a choosing, choice, (2) the thing chosen ; later,

a philosophical principle or set of principles.

Sense 1 is from aipeuy (haired) = to take, 2 is

from aipioixai (haireomai) = to take for one-

self.]

1. Scrip.: The English word "heresy"does not
occur in the Old Testament ; in the New it is

found, four times, and "heretic" once. In none
. of these has it the classic sense of choice or

philosophical tenets or sects. In 1 Cor. xi. 15

it seems to mean parties, without implying
that any of these held erroneous theological

views. TheR. V. places "heresies "in the text

and " factions " in the margin. In Gal. v. 20 it

appears to have the same meaning, for it is

coupled with "hatred, variance, emulations,
strife, seditions" (A. V.), "enmities, strife,

jealousies, wraths, factions, divisions" (R. V.).

The R. V. puts "heresies" in the text and
"parties" in the margin. In Acts xxiv. 4 it

means difference iu methods of worship. In
2 Peter ii. 1 it is unequivocally error in doc-
trine, and it is on this last passage alone that
the modern ecclesiastical use of the word has
been founded. In Acts v. 17, xv, 5, xxiv. &,

xxvi. 5, xxviii. 22, ai'peous (Jiairesis) is trans-

lated "sect."
"There shall be false teachers among you, who

privily shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying
the Lord who bought them, and shall bring upon
themselves swift destruction."—2 Peter ii. 1.

2. Ecclesiol., Ch. & Civil Hist. : The sense
here is religious error, departure from what is

held to be true doctrine. Heresy has always
existed in the Church. For the efforts to
extirpate it, see Heretic.

3. Roman Theol. : A voluntary state of error
and obstinate continuance therein on the part
of a Christian touching a truth or truths re-

vealed by God, and proposed by the Church
to the world. This is formal heresy, and this
alone, whether merely mental or manifested
exteriorly, incurs a spiritual penalty. The
heresy is material when the error is persisted
in and defended in good faith and through
invincible ignorance (q.v.). Objective heresy
is the erroneous opinion itself, whether held
in good faith or not.

her'- e- tic, * her'- e- tick, *er-e-tilc,
* her- 6- tik, s. & a. [Fr. & O. Fr. litre-

tique ; Prov. lieretge; Sp. lierege ; Port, here-

tico ; Ital. eretico ; Lat. hcereticus = pertaining
to heretical religious doctrine (Tertullian) ;
Gr. aiperiKos (hairetikos) = (1) able to choose,
(2) heretical (N. T.).] [Heresy.]

A. As substantive :

I. Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.

2. Fig. : One who differs from others on a
political, a scientific, or any other question.
In this sense it is often used by the individual
himself humorously.

II. Technically

:

1. Ecclesiol., Ch. & Civil Hist., &c. : One
who adopts, and probably propagates, reli-

gious views which the Church to which he
belongs, or the Christian Church in general,

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot*

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu — kw.
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deems erroneous, and imperilling the eternal
salvation of any one holding them. Certain
causes have in every age and country pro-
duced heresy, and will for ever continue to
do so. Some minds are compelled by their
constitution to think independently on reli-

gious and other subjects, and in consequence
tend to adopt new views ; they receive ill-

treatment, which confirms them, excites
sympathy in others, and in some cases leads
the sympathisers to adopt the same tenets.
Heresies began in the Apostolic age. There
were, for instance, Hymeneus and Philetus,
who said that the resurrection was already
passed (2 Tim. ii. 17), and apparently the
Niuolaitanes, though they are censured for
hateful deeds rather than doctrines (Rev. ii. 6).

In Mosheim's Church History there is a chapter
under each century headed "History of Sects
and Heresies," and in no case is the chapter
left blank. In treating of opinions held by
heretics, it should be remembered that the
statements of the accusers are ex parte, and
that there are not materials for an impartial
judgment, unless some book or document
penned by the other side is obtainable. The
Scripture direction for dealing ecclesiastically
with heresies is given in Titus iii. 10: "A
man that is an heretick after the first and
second admonition reject." "When the Church
gained an influence over the civil power, it

induced the latter to superadd civil to the'ec-
clesiastical penalties for heresy. Those who
differed from the opinions of the imperial
house received many kinds of ill-usage, but
it was not till a.d. 382 that a law of Theo-
dosius I., directed against the Manichaeans,
authorised capital punishment for heresy.
This law led to the execution at Treves, in
a.d. 385, of Priscillian, Bishop of Avila ; he
is believed to have been the first person put
to death by a Christian government for heresy.
Many disapproved of the cruelty, but ulti-

mately the bad precedent was followed. The
oppression of the "heretics" made many
of them side with the Mohammedans during
the conflict of the latter with the orthodox
Christians. [II. 2.]

2. English Law : In mediaeval times it was
supposed that the proper method of dealing
with a heretic was to burn him alive, and
accordingly there was a writ "De hseretico
comburendo " (About burning a heretic), re-

garding which Blackstone says that it "is
thought by some to be as ancient as the
common law itself." The conviction of heresy
by the common law was, however, by the
archbishop in a provincial synod, and the de-
linquent was handed over to the civil power.
If the writ "De hteretico comburendo" was
Issued, it was by the special direction of the
king in council, with whom also the power
rested of refusing to put the writ in force.
During that part of the Reformation struggle
in England in which the government was
Roman Catholic, a heretic specially meant a
Protestant ; but by 25 Henry VIII. c. 14 de-
parture from the tenets of the Church of
Rome was declared not to be heresy ; 1 Eliz.
c. 1 in name swept away the penal statutes
against heretics, leaving them to be dealt with
by ecclesiastical courts ; but it was not till

1(570 that 29 Chas. II., c. 9, § 1, actually re-
moved the writ from the statute-book.

B. -4s adj. : Heretical.
"Eschewe thou a man eretike aftir oon and the

secounde correcciouu."— Wycliffe : Titus iv.

if The heretic is considered as such with
regard to the Catholic Church or the whole
body of Christians, holding the same funda-
mental principles ; but the schismatic and
sectarian are considered as such with regard
to particular established bodies of Christians.

Dissenters are not necessarily cither schismatics

or sectarians, for British Roman Catholics and
the Presbyterians of Scotland are all dissenters.

It is equally clear that all schismatics and
sectarians are not dissenters, because every
established community of Christians, all over
the world, have had individuals or smaller
bodies of individuals setting themselves up
against them : the term nonconformist is a
more special term, including only such as do
not conform, to some established or national

religion. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

hS-ret'-Ic-al, "• [Eng. heretic; -all Con-

v taining or of the nature of heresy ; contrary

to established or received doctrines, opinions,

or principles of religious belief.
'

' Whole volumes wrote Against that heretical-

©pinion."— Warburton : Commentary on Essay on
Man.

he-ret'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. heretical; -ly.~\

In a heretical manner ; with heresy.

"He ignorantly ami heretically held against the
bishop, that the soul of man was of the Bubstauce of
God."

—

Strype: Life of Bp. Aylmer.

* he-ret'-l-cate, v.t. [Eng. heretic; -ate.] To
decide or declare to be heretical ; to condemn
as heretical.

"It is not in the pope's power (that I may use his
owne word) to hereticate any proposition."

—

Bp. Hall :

To Pope Urban VIII.

*he-ref-I-9idef s. [Lat hcereticus = a
heretic, and ccedo = to kill.] The act of put-
ting a heretic to death.

here-t6', adv. [Eng. here, and to.}

1. Up to this ; to this time.

2. In addition to this.

3. To this ; in accordance with this.

here-to-fbre', adv. [Eng. hereto; -fore.] Up
to this time ; before this time ; in times before
the present.

"I have long desired to know you heretofore, with
honouring your virtue, though I love not your person."—Sidney.

* heV-e-tog, * heV-e-toch (ch guttural), s.

[A.S. heretoga, from here = an army, and toga =
a leader; teogan, tarn= to lead, to draw; Ger.
herzog.] A leader or commander of an army ;

a general ; the commander of the militia in a
district.

"Edric, duke of Mercin, . . . by his office of duke,
or heretoch, was entitled to a large command in the
king's army."—Blackstone : Comment., bk, i., ch. 13.

here-un-to', adv. [Eng. liere, and unto.] Up
to this ; to this ; hereto.

here-iip-on', adv. [Eng. here, and upon.]

1, Upon this ; on this ; at this.

2. In addition to this.

here-with', adv. [Eng. here, and with.]

1. With this.

2. Upon this ; at the same time as this.

" I send you herewith the form which I used."

—

Spotswood: Church of Scotland, bk. vii.

* here yeld, * here'-glld, * herre-yelde,
* here geild, s. [A.S. heregild, from liere

— an army, and gild = a payment.]

1. A war-tax ; the Dane-gild ; a tax to sup-
port an army.

2. Scots Law : A fine payable on certain con-
ditions to a superior on the death of the
tenant; a heriot (q.v.).

her-i-a des, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr. Zptov

(herion) = wool. (Agassiz.)~]

Entom. : A genus of Apidre (Bees). Heriades
campanularam is only a quarter of an inch
long. It is common in England within the
flowers of the genus Campanula, where it is

easily taken when asleep. It makes its nest
in old trees.

* herie (1), v.t. [Harry.]

* herie (2), * herien, v.t. [A.S. Urian;
O. H. Ger. hiren, heron; O. L. G. Iwron.] To
praise ; to celebrate ; to honour ; to worship.

" We wulleth thine inonscipe herien."
Layamon, 6,234.

* herie, s. [Herie (2), v.] Praise, glory,
honour, worship.

neV-i-ot, *har'-i-6t, s. [A corrupt, of
A.S. Iieregeatu = military apparel : here = an
army, and geatu, geatue — apparel, adornment.
The heregeatu consisted of military habiliments
or equipments, which, after the death of the
vassal, escheated to the sovereign or lord, to
whom they weredeliveredbytheheir. (Thorpe:
Ancient Laws, bk. ii., Glossary.) In later times
horses and cows, and many other things, were
paid as heriots to the lord of the manor.
(Skeat.y]

Law : A fine, such as the best beast, payable
to the lord of the fee upon the decease of the
tenant. It is always a personal chattel, and
is no charge upon the lands, but merely upon
the goods and chattels. Heriots will in course
of time cease to be exigible, one of the sta-
tutes for the enfranchisement of copyholds
having enabled either lord or tenant to compel
the extinguishment of this ancient feudal
burden. Heriots were originally, as the word
means, arms, horses, and habiliments of war.
(See etym.)

" Heriots are of two sorts : heriot-xervlce and heriot-
custom. The former amount to little more than a

mere rent: the latter depend merely upon immemorial
usage, and are a customary tribute of goods and chat-
tels, payable to the lord of the fee on the decease of

the owner of the land."

—

Blackstone.' Comment., bk.
ii., oh. 24.

* herJ-l-6t-a-ble, a. [Eng. heriot ; -able.]

Subject or liable to the payment of heriots.
" The tenants are chiefly customary and hertotable."

—Burnet: Hist. Cumberland, i. 174.

her'-ls-son, s. [Fr. ; O. Ftf. herigon, eri$on —
a hedgehog, from Low Lat. ericionem, ace. of

ericio, from_Lat. erieius = a hedgehog.]

Fort. : A beam armed with iron spikes of

the nature of a turnstile, and used as a barrier

to block up a passage. [Cheval-de-frise.]

heV-It-a-ble, a. [O. Fr. heritable, from Low
Lat. liereditablis.] [Hereditably.]

1. Capable of being inherited, or of passing

by descent from ancestor to son ; inheritable.

" cccc. markis sterlyngis of rent heritable."—Berners :

Fraixsart ; Cronycle, vol. i., ch. xiv.

* 2. Capable of inheriting or taking by de-

scent.

"By the canon law this son Bhall be legitimate and
heritable, according to the laws of England."

—

Hale:
Origin of Mankind.

heritable-bond, s.

Scots Law : A bond for a sum of money, to

which is joined, for the creditor's further

security, a conveyance of land or of heritage,

to be held by the creditor in security of this

debt.

heritable-jurisdiction, s.

Law: Criminal jurisdiction anciently pos-
sessed by certain powerful families in Scot-
land. It was abolished in 1748 by 20 Geo. II.

c. 43.

heritable-rights, s. pi.

Scots Law: Rights to land or to anything
connected with it, such as mills, fishings,

tithes, &e.

heritable-security, s.

Scots Law : Security constituted by heritable
property.

* heV-rt-a-bry, * her-et-a-bly, adv. [Eng.
heretab(le) ; -ly.] By inheritance.

" The Erie of Flaunders shulde heretably haue ye
sayd profyte."

—

Berners: Froissart; Cronycle, vol. 1.,

ch. cccxlvlii.

heV-it-age, * er-i-tage, *her-y-tage,
s. [Fr.* from Lat. heredito = to inherit ; heres

(gen it. heredis) = an heir.]

1. Iaiw : An inheritance ; an estate which
passes by descent or course of law from an
ancestor to an heir ; that which is inherited

;

an estate generally.
" The heritage, which she did clame."

Spenser: F. Q„ V. 1. 8.

2. Scots Law: Heritable estate ; realty.

3. Scripture

:

(1) OldTest.: Heb. 7ftm(naclihalah), from bm
(nachhdl) ~ to possess ; the taking of anything
capableofbeingpossessed; a possession.' Used
of a field or fields (Jer. xii. 15), of the whole land
of Canaan looked on as the special possession

ofJehovah (Deut. iv. 20, ix. 20, 29 ; Ps. xxviii. i)),

or the Israelites as His peculiar people (Joel

iii. 2); also a gift bestowed by Him (Ps.

exxvii. 3). [Inheritance.]
" O Lord, save thy people, and bless thine heritage."

~~Common Prayer ; Te Deum.

(2) New Test. : Gr. Kkrjpot. (Iclcroi), literally =
those assigned by lot. The flock placed under
one's pastoral charge.

"Neither as being lords over God's heritage, but
being ensamples to the flock."— l Peter v. 3.

% The word " God's " of the A. V. is not in

the original, and is consequently omitted in

the R. V.

her'-i-tor, * her-y-ter, s. [Fr. heritier = an
heir, from Low Lat. heritator, for hereditator,

from heredito =. to inherit.]

1. Ord. Lang. : An heir.

" Vicount of Chateau Beiu, who is the heryter."—
Berners : Froissart ; Cronycle, vol. ii., ch. xxiv.

2. Scots Law: The owner of a heritable sub-
ject ; a proprietor or landholder in a parish.

* her'-i-trix, s. [Eng. heritor ; Lat. fern, suff
-trix.] A female heritor ; an heiress. ,

* herke, v.t. [Hark.]

herl'-ing, hirl'-ing, s. [Etym. doubtful.]
The young of the sea-trout.

her'-mai, hcr'-mse, », pi. [Hermes. ]

boll, boy; pout, jowl: cat, 9 ell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tiont -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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Her-ma'-Ic, ner-ma'-ic-al, a. [Gr,

'Ep/xai'icds (Hermaikos), from 'Ep^-fa (Hermes).']

Of, pertaining, or relating to Hermes or Mer-
cury.

her man -ne-se, her man'-ni-e -so, s.

[Mod. Lat. hermann(ia) ; Lat. fern, pi. adj.

suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Byttneriaeese ; if that order

be reduced to Byttnerese, and made a tribe of

Sterculiacese, then Hermanneaa will become a

sub-tribe. All the species are from South
Africa.

her man' ni-a, s. [Named after Paul Her-
mann, of Leyden.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Her-
manneae (q.v.).

her'-man mte, s. [Named after Hermann,
one of those who analysed it; Ger. hermamiit.]

Min. : The same as the Cummingtonite of

Rammelsberg. (Brit. Mus. Cat.)

*her-maph-ro-de'-i-ty, s. [Eng. her-

maphrodite; -ity.] The state of being her-

maphrodite ; hermaphrodism.
" Some do beleeve hemaphrodeity
That both do act and suffer."

Ben Jonson : AXchymist, li. 1.

her-maph'-ro-dism, s. [Eng. hermaphro-

dite); -ism.] The state of being hermaphro-
dite ; the union of the two sexes in the same
individual.

her-maph'-ro-dite, s. & a. [From ifer-

maphrodit'iis, Gr. 'Epp.a^>p6SiTos (Hermaphro-
ditos) = the son of Hermes and Aphrodite. It

is said that his body and that of the nymph
S:ilmacis became one.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Zool. : An animal having combined in

itself the characteristics of the two sexes, and
capable of propagating its kind without the
intervention of any other individual of the
same species. Occasionally human beings are

born combining some characteristics of the
two sexes, but every one of these is essentially

male or female. Some of the inferior animals,
though fewer than was once supposed, really

combine the characters of the two opposite
sexes to such an extent as to be able to pro-

pagate their kind. But as Sprengel, Knight,
and Kolreuter suspected, and Darwin proved,
in the case of all hermaphrodites, two indi-

viduals either occasionally or habitually con-

cur in the reproduction of their kind.

2. Bot. : Possessing both stamens and pistils

within the same floral envelope ; bisexual.

This is the rule rather than the exception
among plants.

"Avast majority of plants are hermaphrodites."—
Darwin: Origin of Species (6th ed.), p. 76.

B. As adj. : Possessing to a greater or lesser

extent the characteristics of both sexes com-
bined in a single individual. Used both of

animals and plants.

"But still there are hermaphrodite animals which
habitxially pair."—Darwin: Origin of Species (6th ed.),

P- 76.

hermaphrodite brig, [Brig, T]

* her-maph'-ro-dlte, v.t. [Hermaphro-
dite, s.] To unite, as two things of opposite

sexes.
" Divinity and art were so united
As ii in him both were hermaphrodited."

Brome : Death of Mr. Josias Shute.

her-mapn-ro-dit'-Ic, her-maph-ro-
dlt'-Ic-al, a. [Eng. hermaphrodite); -ie,

-iced.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of a
hermaphrodite ;

partaking of both sexes.

" Neroe's chariot was drawue by four hermaphro-
ditical mares."—Browne: Vulgar Errours, hk. iii., ch.

xvii.

* her-maph-ro-dit'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng.

hermaphroditical ; -ly.] In a hermaphroditic
manner ; after the manner of hermaphrodites.

"Be not monstrous in iniquity; nor hermaphrodii-
ically vitious."—Browne : Christian Morals, pt. i., § 31.

her-maph'-rod-it-ism, s. [Eng. her-

maphrodite) ; -ism.] The same as Her-
maphrodism (q.v.).

Biol. : The state of being hermaphrodite.
[Hermaphrodism.]

U Dimidiate hermaphroditism: Half or im-
perfect hermaphroditism. It exists in the
lobster, and occurs also in insects. Ochsen-
heimer cites many instances, in fourteen of

which the right side was male and the left

female, while in some others it was the re-

verse. (Owck, : Invertebrata, lect. xv., xviii.)

her-mel'-la, s. [Etym. doubtful; probably
a dimin. ; cf. Fr. hermelle.]

Zool. ; The typical genus of the family Her-
mellidse(q.v.).

her-mel'-ll-dae, s. pi [Mod. Lat. hermell(a)

(q.v.); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.

J

Zool. : A family of Annelids, order Tubicola.

They form tribes which often do injury to the

oyster beds in which some of them live. The
family is often merged in Serpulidte.

her-me-neut'-ic, her-me-neut'-ic-al, a.

[Gr. kpixyvevTiKos (hermeneutikos) = skilled in

interpreting ; ipfj-nvevr^ (hermeneutcs) = an
interpreter ; ep/uT]i'eva> (hermeneuo) = to inter-

pret, prob. from *Epp.fc (Hermes) = Mercury.]
Interpreting ; explaining ; explanatory : as,

hermeneutic theology.

her-me-neut'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. her-

meneutical; -ly.] In a. hermeneutic manner
;

according to the recognised principles of in-

terpretation.

her-me-neut'-ics, s. [Hermeneutic, a.]

The art or science of the interpretation of the

words and phrases of an author; exegesis
;

especially applied to the interpretation of

Scripture.

* her-me-neut'-ist, s. [Gr. ep|in]i>eimjs {her-

meneutes).'] One skilled in hermeneutics ; an
interpreter.

Her -mes (pi. Her'-mse, Her'-mai), s. [Gr.]

1. Gr.Myth.: The name given by the Greeks
to the god known by the Ro-
mans as Mercury (q.v.).

2. Gr.Antiq. (PI.): Statues
of Hermes or Mercury, which
were set up by the inhabi-

tants of Athens at the doors
of their houses, and some-
times also in the peristyle.

They consisted of a bust, af-

fixed to a quadrangular stone
pillar, diminishing towards

. the base. They were also set

up to mark the boundaries
of lands, at the junctions
of roads, at the corners of

streets, and in other promi-
nent places, and even as posts
for ornamental railing to a
garden. The hernies was the
result of the first attempt at

the artistic development of
the blocks of stone and wood, n.*n,m.E.a.

by which, in the earliest pe-

riod of idol-worship, all the divinities were
represented, simply by adding to them a
head, in the features of which the characteris-

tics of the god were supposed to be expressed.
Sometimes the head was double, triple, or
even fourfold.

her-mes -i-an-ism, s. [For etym. see def.]

Ch. Hist. : The method of religious inquiry
taught by George Hermes, boru near Munster
April 22, 1775 ; in 1819 he became Professor
of Theology at Rome, where he died May 2(3,

1831. Hermes combined with the Roman
Catholicism to which he was sincerely at-

tached a strong tendency towards philosophy.
He was of opinion that reason must first be
exercised in establishing a Divine revelation

and the claims of the Church of Rome in-

fallibly to interpret its teaching. Reason
then itself required an implicit acceptance of
all the doctrines of the Church. These views
he published, in 1819, in an Introduction to

Christian-Catlwlic Theology. His old students
and other admirers, who were numerous,
adopted his method, with the result that they
tended to move, not towards, but away from
the Church, in consequence of which the Pope,
on Sept. 26, 1835, issued a brief against Her-
mes' work, which was held to be of [infidel

tendency. A vehement controversy on the
subject sprung up in Germany, the Prussian
Government, offended by the way the brief
was carried out, coming into collision with
the Court of Rome.

heV-mes-ite, s. [Eng., &c. hermes (q.v.)

;

-ite(Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Tetrahedrite (q.v.).

her-met'-ic, her-met'-ic-al, *fcer-met-
ique, a. [Fr. hermetique, from Hermes (Tris-

megistus) = Hermes (the Thrice-greatest), a
name given by the Neo-Platonists and others

to the Egyptian god Thoth, the supposed in-

ventor of chemistry, alchemy, &c.] (Seo Notes

& Queries, Jan. 8, 1881, p. 30.)

1. Of or belonging to Hermes [Etym.].

2. Of or belonging to alchemy or chemistry,

which were not at the outset distinct from
each other.

3. Of or belonging to the hermetic philo-

sophy or the system of medicine founded on it.

"The holy writings of the Egyptians, called after
him Hermetic writings were Ascribed to huo."—Notet
& queries, Jan. 8, 1881, p. Su.

i. Fitting so closely as to be air-tight.

hermetic-books, s. pi.

1. Egyptian books ; treatises on astrology.

(Bryant.)

2. Books treating of universal principles,

of the nature and order of celestial beings, of

medicine, &c (Enfield.)

Tf Most of trie hermetic books were not
penned till the Christian era.

her-met'-ic-al, «. [Hermetic]

hermetical medicine, s. An obsolete

system of medicine which looked for its reme-
dies, not to nature, but to the philosophy at-

tributed to the mystic Hermes TrismegistuB.

Astrology is used to discover the origin and
termination of diseases, and among remedies
which largely figure are an alkali and an acid.

hermetical philosophy, s. A philo-

sophy which attempted to account for all

physical phenomena by the operation of the
three chemical agents—salts, sulphur, and
mercury.

her-met'-IC-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hermetical;

-ly.] In a hermetical manner; chemically;
by means of fusion ; closely ; accurately ; so
as to exclude the passage of air. (Boyle:

Works, i. 21.)

* her-met'-ics, s. [Hermetic] Alchemy or
chemistry.

her-min'-i-a, s. [Gr. "Ep/xrjs (Hermes) = the
Greek god corresponding to the Latin Mercury.J

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Herminidse(q.v.).

her-min'-i-dse, $. pi. [Mod. Lat. ?iermin(id);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idw.]

Entom. : A family of moths, group Geo-
metrina. The antennse of the male are ciliated

or pubescent, rarely simple
;

palpi rather

long, ascending ; the anterior legs without
tufts of hair ; wings broad and slight ; larva

with fourteen legs, feeding exposed. Some of

the species are called Snout Moths. (Stainton.)

her-min'-x-um, s. [Gr. epp.Cs

kpft.Lv (hermin) = a prop, a support, specially

a bedpost ; cpp.a (hernia) = a prop, a support.]

Bot. : Musk-orchis, a genus of orchids, tribe

Ophreee, family Gymnadenidse. The Green
Musk-orchis, Herminium Monarchis, is a plant
of musky odour, with two lanceolate radical

leaves, and a slender, rather lax, spike of small
green flowers, growing wild on chalky pas-

tures in the east and south-east of England.
Abroad it is found in continental Europe,
Siberia, and the Himalayas.

Her-mi-6-ne, s. [Gr.]

1. Gr. Myth. : A daughter of Menelaus and
Helen, and the wife of Orestes.

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the 121st found.
It was discovered by Watson on May 12, 1872.

her mit, * her-mite, ^her-e-mite, *her-
e-myte, * er-e-mite, * er-e-myte, s.

[Fr. hermite, from Low Lat. heremita, eremita,

from Gr. epe/ju'njs (eremites) = a dweller in a
desert ; eprjfxCa (eremia) = a desert ; cp^o?
(eremos) = deserted, desolate ; Ital. eremita

;

Sp. eremitano.]

1. A person who retires from society to live

in solitary contemplation and devotion ; an
anchoret, a recluse ; one who lives or passes

a recluse and solitary life in religious medita-
tion and devotion. [Eremites.]

"The most perfect hermits are supposed to have
passed many days without food, many nights without
sleei), and many years without speaking."—Gibbon:
Decline & Fall, ch. xxxvii.

* 2. A beadsman ; one who is bound to pray
for another.

"We rest your hermits." Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. &

If Little hermit, Little hermit-bird

:

Ornith. : Phaethornis eremita, a small species

of humming-bird.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir; marine ; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. set o»=e; ey = a* qu = Stw.
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hermit-birds, s. pi.

Ornithology :

1

.

The name given by Swainson and others
to Monassa, a genus of Haleyonidse, having
short wings and long broad tails. They often
rise up perpendicularly in the air, make a
swoop, and return to their former station. '

Habitat, Brazil.

2. The genus Phaethornis, placed by Mr.
Gould under the Trochilidse. They build
their nests at the extremity of leaves.

hermit-crab, s.

1, Sing. : Pagurus Bemhardus, or any similar
species ; called also the Soldier Crab.

2. Plur. : Paguridas, a family of Anomoura,
meaning Irregular-tailed Crustaceans. The
name hermit-crabs is given because each in-

dividual of the family, having but a soft abdo-
men, constituting a fleshy mass vulnerable to

the last degree, seeks out an abandoned uni-

valve shell of suitable size, which may be at

,

HERMIT-CRAB IN SHELL.

once a house and a fortification. Into the
hollow spire of this he inserts his tail, guard-
ing the aperture by means of his claws, which
are . very far from soft, and by means of
which he draws his hermitage along. When,
as he increases in size, he feels himself
cramped for room, he deserts the old shell,

and takes possession of a larger one. Found
on the British and many other coasts.

hermit like, adv. Like a hermit, in

solitude or reclusion. (Cowper : The Snail.)

hermit moths, s. pi.

Entom. : A name given by Swainson to his

lepidopterous family Cryptophasida?, which
he makes a tribe of the Bombycides.

hermit-seat, s. A solitary or secluded
abode. (Thomson : Summer, 15.)

her mit age, * here - myt age, *er-
mit age, s. [Fr. hermitage.}

1. The cell or habitation of a hermit; a
solitary or secluded place in which a recluse
passes his life in religious meditation and de-
votion ; any solitary or secluded habitation.

" The atern old regicide, however, refused to quit hia
hermitage."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., oh. v,

2. A kind of French wine, of two kinds, red
and white, so named from a little hill near Tain,
Department of Dr6me, where.it is produced.

* heV-mit-ar-y^ s. [Low Lat. hermitorium,
eremitorium, from Lat. heremita, eremita = a
hermit ; Sp. & Ital. eremitorio.] A cell for a
hermit attached to an abbey.

" Channels, monasteries, hermitaries, nunneries, and
other religious houses were used ao in the time of old
king Henry."—Howell, bk. ii., let. 77.

* her'-mit-ess, s [Eng. hermit ; -ess.] A
female hermit.

" Yea she doth smile, and she doth weep
Like a youthful hermitess."

Coleridge: Christabel, pt. L (Conchis.)

her - mit' - 1C - al, a. [Fr. eremitique, from
ermite.) Pertaining to or suited for a hermit

;

pertaining to a solitary or retired life ; like a
hermit.

"You describe so well your Jiermitical state of life."

—Pope, Let. xi. To E. Blount.

her-mo-dac'-ty% her-mo-dac'-tyl-iis,
s. [Gr. 'Ep/i.yjs (Hermes) (q.v.), and SancrvKos

(daktulos) = finger ; the finger of Hermes or

Mercury. So named because the bulbs have
the form of fingers. Fr. hermodacte liermo-

datte; Ger. hermodattel.]

1. Pharm. (Of tJie form hermodactyl) : An un-

identified bulbous root brought from Turkey,
and formerly used as a cathartic.

2. Bot. (Of tlie form hermodactylus) : A
genus of Iridaceee, allied to Iris itself. Her-
modactylus tuberosa is the Snake's-head Iris.

Her mo-ge-ni-ans, s. pi. [See def.]

Eccleswl. & Ch. Hist. : An obscure, semi-

Christian sect, followers of Hermogenes, who
lived towards the end of the second century.
Having tendencies to the gnosticism which

'

then flourished, he believed matter to be the
root of all evil, yet that from it was formed
everything in the world, the human soul not
excepted.

hern (1), *. [Heron.]

* hern (2), * heme, s. [O. Dut. heme, hirne

;

I eel. hiarni.] [Harns.] The brain, the skull.

* hern-pan, *herne-panne, s. [Harn-
PAN.]

her-nan dl a, s. [Named after Francisco

'

Hernandez, M*.D., a Spanish botanist.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Her-
nandieaa. It consists of three or four trees
with apetalous flowers, from the East and
West Indies. The bark, seed, and young
leaves of Hernandia sonora are slightly purga-
tive. The wood of H. guianensis takes fire so
easily that it has been used for amadou.

her nan di a -ce ee, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. her-

nandUa) (q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : An order of exogens proposed by
Blume for the two genera Hernandia and
Inocarpus. Lindley and others reduce the
order to a tribe of Thymelacese. [Her-
NANDIEiE.]

her-nan'-di-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hernan-
d\ia) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Bot. : A tribe of plants doubtfully placed
under Thymelaceag. [Hernandiace^e.]

hern' ant, a. [Hernandia.] Of or pertaining
to the'genus Hernandia (q.v,).

hernant-seeds, s. pi.

Comm. ; The seeds of Hernandia ovigera, an
Indian tree, used in tanning.

* heme (1), * hirne, * hume, s. [A.S.

hyrne; Icel. hyrna ; O. Fris. heme.] A corner.

"In Bom hurne of the londe."
Robert of CUoucetter, p. 178.

* heme (2), s. [Hern (2).]

* heme -pan, s. [Harnpan.]

her'-m-a, s. [Lat. = a rupture, from Gr.

epvos (hernos) = a sprout.]

Pathol. ; The protrusion of some portion of

the intestinal canal, or, in a more general
sense, of any organ or part of an organ, from
its natural place. It may arise from over-
exertion, from a blow, &c. There are many
varieties of hernia, as, the diaphragmatic, the
enterovaginal, the mesenteric, the mesocolic,
omental, perineal, the femoral, &c ; the most
common of all is the unguinal, occurring
in the groin. It may be direct or internal
and oblique or external. When a hernia can-
not be reduced, and, above all, when it be-
comes strangulated, it is apt to terminate in
gangrene and death.

her'-ni-al, a. [Eng. hernia); -ah] Of or
pertaining to hernia.

her-nl-ar'-i-a, s. [Mod. Lat. herniarius =
of, belonging to, or good for hernia. So called
because the plant was supposed to be of use
in hernia.]

Bot. : Rupture-wort (Paronychiese); a genus
oflllecebraceaa orKuotworts. It has the sepals
four to five, the petals four, five, or none ; the
stamens three to five, the fruit an indehiscent
utricle. Herniaria glabra (Glabrous Rupture-
wort) is found in the south of England,
though rarely. H. hirsuta, Hairy Rupture-
wort, is a casual plant in Warwickshire.

her-ni-6l'-d-g& s. [Eng. Jiernia, and Gr.
Aoyos (logos) — a discourse, a treatise.]

1. A treatise or discourse on hernia or rup-
tures.

2. That branch of surgery which deals with
hernia or ruptures.

her-ni-df-6-my, s. [Eng. hernia, and Gr.
to/xij (tome)=a cutting, renvoi (temno)=to cut.]

Surg. : An operation for strangulated hernia

;

celotomy.

* hern'-shaw, * nerne-shawe, *heme
saw, * heame-sew, * her-on sew, s.

[Etym. doubtful.] A young heron (q.v.).
" As when a cost of Faulcous make their flight
At a ffernesaw, that lyes aloft on wing."

Spenser: F. Q., VI. vii. 9.

her'-o, * her'-6s (pi. her'-oes), s. [O. Fr.

hero'e, from Lat. heroem, ace. of heros = a hero,

from Gr. TJptus (herds); cogn. with Lat. vir=
a man; A.S.. wer ; Sans. vira = & hero ; Fr.

heros; Ital. eroe: Sp. heroe.]

1. In Ancient Mythol. : A kind of demigod,
the offspring of a divine and a human being.

The heroes were mortal, but after death were
admitted among the gods.

2. A person of distinguished or extraordi-

nary valour, daring, or enterprise.
" How heroes rise, how patriots set."

Prior: Ode to tlw King (lt>96).

*3. A person highly distinguished in any
pursuit or occupation ; as, A hero in learning.

4. The principal character in a novel, play,

poem, &c. ; the character which has the prin-

cipal share in the development of the story

or plot.
" I want a hero : an uncommon want
When every year and month sends fortha new one."

Byron ; Bon Juan, i. I.

hero-children, s.pl.

Anthrop. & Comp. Relig. : Tylor"s name for

those children, remarkable in mythology,
whom Cox, following Grimm, calls Fatal Chil-

dren . Legend relates that they were exposed,

suckled by wild beasts, brought up by herds-

men, and, when they came to man's estate,

became national heroes. In many cases they
unconsciously fulfilled the warnings of some
oraele by destroying their parents. Some-
times, as with Remus and Romulus, one parent
is supposed to have been divine ; or, the birth

to have been attended with portents, as in

the case of Cyrus. Many instances occur in

Aryan mythology and folklore, and even the
savage Yuracares, of Brazil, have a divine hero
who was suckled by ajaguar. (Tylor: Primi-
tive Culture, i. 282.)

*hero-errant, s. A wandering hero; a
knight-errant.

hero-worship, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : Excessive honour or respect
paid to any great man.

" What I call Eero-worship and the Heroic inhuman
affairs."—Carlyle: Heroes & Hero-worship, loot. i.

2. Compar. Relig. : Anthropomorphic worship
of a Nature force, or the deification of a hero.

Carlyle (Heroes, lect. i.) instances Odin as an
examplificatiou of the former case ; Greek and
Roman mythology are full of instances of the
latter. Gladstone (Juveiitus Mundi, ch. viii.)

says that "the deification of heroes in the age
of Homer was rare, and merely titular." In
Virgil's time it had developed into a cult, as

is proved by his apostrophe to Augustus,
" Et votis jam nunc assuesce vocari " (Georg.

i. 42.)

"Hero-worship weaves a Bpell around people when
they approach anything Christian."

—

M. D. Conway:
Lessons for the Day, i. 4.

Her'-o, [See compound.]

Hero's -fountain, 5. [Fountain If (3).]

Hero -di-ans. s.pl. [Gr. 'Hpwfiicwoi (Herd-

dianoi). See def.]

Jewish History ; A short-lived party, who,
for some reason or other, rallied round Herod
the Tetrarch. As Herod had too little force

of character to inspire enthusiasm, it was
evidently his position which gained him fol-

lowers. Now that Judeea had a Roman
governor, Herod of Galilee was the leading
representative of Jewish nationality menaced
by Rome. Similarly, the Pharisees were the
defenders of the national faith against the
influx of classic ethnicism. These united
to entangle, and destroy Jesus. (Matt. xxii.

15, 16 ; 'Mark iii. 6, xii. 13.)

*ner'-6-ess, s. [Eng. hero; -ess.] A female
hero ; a heroine.

" All the heroesses in Pluto's house."
Chapman : Homer ; Odyssey xi.

he-ro'-ic, * he-ro'-ick, *he-ro-icke, a.

& s. [Fr. heroique ; from Lat. heroicus; Gt.
7jpw(,k6s (heroikos), from yjpeos (heros) = aharo

;

Sp. heroico; Ital. eroico.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Pertaining to or becoming a hero ; charac-
teristic of a hero.

"The heroic death of his lather."

—

Macaulay: Hist.
Eng., ch. ii. - -

, .

2. Having the character, qualities, or attri-

butes of a hero ; bold, brave, intrepid.

" Cook—lamented, and with tears as just
As ever mingled with heroic dust."

Cowper : Charity, 24.

boll, boy; pout, jo'wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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3. Producing heroes.
" Being but the fourth of that heroick line."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., il. 5.

4. Relating to or describing the deeds of

heroes.
"All thlngB became

Slaves to my holy and heroic verse."
Shelley : Revolt of Islam, ii. SO.

5. Used in heroic poetry ; as, heroic verse,

an. heroic foot, &c.

B. As substantive

:

1. An heroic verse.
*' Tom Otway came next, Tom Shadwell's dear Zany,
And swears for heroics, he writes best of any."

Rochester: Trial for the Bays.
* 2. A hero.

% To (jo into heroics: To use high-flown or

bombastic language.

heroic-age, s.

Gr. Myth. : The age in which heroes or demi-
gods were supposed to have lived ; it imme-
diately preceded the historic age.

heroic-treatment, s. The application
of remedies of a violent character.

heroic-verse, s. In English, German, and
Italian poetry the iambic of ten syllables ; in

French, the iambic of twelve syllables ; and
in Latin and Greek poetry the hexameter.
[Iambic, Hexameter.]

* he-ro'-ic, v.t. [Heroic, a. & s.] To cele-

brate in heroic verse. (Nashe : Lenten Stuffe.)

he-rd'-Ic-al, a. [Eng. heroic; -at] The
same as Heroic (q.v.).

lie-ro'-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. heroical; -ly.]

In an heroic manner ; like a hero.
" The Duke of Albemarle (the noted Monk) heroically

stayed iu town during the dreadful pestilence."—
Pennant: London, p. 214.

ne-ro'-ic-al-ness, s. [Eng. heroical; -ness.]

The quality or state of being heroical ; heroism.

*he-ro'-ic-ly, *he-ro'-ick-ly, adv. [Eng.
heroic ; -ly.] In an heroic manner ; heroically.

" Samson hath quit himself
Like Samson, and heroicly hath finished
A life heroic." Milton : Samson Agonistes, 1,"10.

ne-ro'-ic-ness, *he-rd-ick-nesse, s.

[Eng. heroic; -ness.] The quality of being
heroic ; heroicalness.

" There is more happynesse in the one, but more
heroicknesse in the other."

—

Mountagu: Devoute Es-
sayes, pt. i., t. 14, §3.

he-ro-I-com'-ic, he-rd-i-com'-Ic-al, a.
[Eng. hero, and comic, comical.] Consisting
of the heroic and the comical ; burlesque.

* heV-6-id, s. [Lat. Iwro'is (gen. heroidis)

;

Gr. t/p&h's (hero'is).'] A poem in epistolary
form, supposed to contain the sentiments of
some hero or heroine ; named after the Hero-
ides of Ovid.

* he-ro'-St-f^, v.t [Eng. hero; suff. -fy.] To
make a hero or heroic.

neV-o-ine, s. [Fr., from Lat., Gr. ^paunj
(heroine), fern, of rjpws (herds) = a hero.]

1. A female hero ; a female of extraordinary
-courage, daring, or bravery.

" For these, each Hero all his power displays.
Each timid Heroine shrinks before your gaze." '*a

Byron: An Occasional Prologue.

2. The principal female character in a play,
novel, poem, romance, &c.

"Take Lilia, then, for heroine."
£_ Tennyson : Princess (Prol.), 217.

* her'-o-ine, v.i. [Heroine, s.) To act or play
the heroine. (Sterne: Tristram Shandy, i. 92.)

her-6-ism, s. [Eng. hero; -ism; Fr. hero-

isme.] The quality or character of a hero

;

heroic qualities or actions ; braver}', in-

trepidity.

"Civilized nations will admire the calm heroism of
the sufferer, but execrate the custom."

—

Cogan: On
the Passions, pt. ii., (lis. 2, ch. ii.

her -on, hern, hair on, * heir -one,
* heir - oun, * her - oun. s. [Fr. Mron ;

Prov. aigros ; Sp. agro ; Ital. aghirone; Sw.
hager ; Dan. heire, all from 0. H. Ger. heigir,

heigcr, heigero, heigro.]

Ornithology

:

1. Singular ;

(1) A wading bird, Ardea cinerea, found in
Britain. [Ardea.]

(2) The genus Ardea.

2. PI : The family Ardeidffi (q.v.).

T Night heron : [Nycticorax].

heron's-bill, «.

Bot. : The genus Erodium, called also

Stork's-bill. [Erodium.] Loudon has the

first, Hooker & Arnott have the second name.

* her'-on-er, * her-on-ere, s. [Eng. heron

;

•er.] A hawk trained to fly at herons.
" Both Heroner and faucon for riuere."

Chaucer: Troilus, bk, iv.

her'-6n-ry\ s. [Eng. heron; -ry.] A place

where herons breed.
" A large heronry above three miles distant from

me."—Derham : Phystco-Tlteology, bk. iv., ch. xxv.
(Note 25.)

*her-on-sewe, *heV-6n-shaw, s. [Hern-
.SHAW.]

* her-o-ol'-o-gist, s. [Eng. liero ; Gr. \6yos
(logos) = a discourse, and Eng. surf, -ist] One
who writes or discourses about heroes.

*he-ros, s. [Hero.]

heV-o-ship, s. [Eng. hero; -ship.] The
character, position, or state of a hero.

" H,is three years of hcroship expired."
Cowper : Task, iv. 644.

*her'-pe, s. [Gr. apirn (harpc).~\ The falcated

sword of Perseus ; a harlequin's wooden
sword.

heV-pes, s. [Gr. tpn-ns (herpes), from tpn-w

(herpo) = to creep.]

Path. : A skin affection, composed of

vesicles grouped on an inflamed surface, as iu

the lip (herpes labialis) in pneumonia, or as

shingles (herpes zoster), where they form a belt

round half the body, never meeting, notwith-
standing the old superstition that such meet-
ing is fatal ; painful and affecting the nerves
and general health. Nervine tonics internally,

and cooling unguents or lotions are the neces-

sary treatment. Duration, from sixteen to

twenty days.

her-pes'-te§, s. [Gr. epTretrrjJs (herpestes) =
a creeping thing.]

Zool. : Ichneumon, a genus of small carni-

vorous mammals, family Viverridae. They
have short feet, with five half palmated toes,

a long body and tail. Herpestes Ichneumon is

the Egyptian Ichneumon (q.v.). [Mungoos.]

her-pes'-tis, s. [Herpestes.]

Bot. : A genus of Scrophulariacese, sub-tribe
Eugratiolese. Herpestis amara, an Indian herb,
is very bitter.

her-pet'-ic, a. [Gr. epmjs (herpes), genit.

epirnros (herpetos)= herpes (q.v.); -?c] Re-
sembling or partaking of the nature of herpes
in particular, or cutaneous eruptions generally.

her-pet-o-log'-ic, her-pet-o-ldg'-ic-al,
a. [Eng. herpetolog(y) ; -ic, -ical.] Pertaining
to or connected with herpetology (q.v.).

her-pet-ol'-o-gist, s. [Eng. herpetolog(y)

;

-ist] One skilled in, or devoted to, the study
of herpetology.

her-pet-ol'-o-gy, s. [Gr. epirerov (herpeton)
= a reptile, a creeping thing, and \6yos (logos)

= a discourse.] The department of natural
science which treats of reptiles.

her -pet-on, s. [Gr. epn-eToV (lierpeton) = a
creeping thing, a reptile, from 'ipina (herpo) =
to creep.]

Zool. : A genus of reptiles having two soft

prominences covered with scales at the end of
the muzzle. Akin to Eryx. Merrem calls it

Rhinopirus.

er-p
-ist.]

Anat & Zool. : One who for purposes of
study or research anatomises reptiles.

her-pet-ot'-6-my, s. [Gr. epverov (herpeton)
= a creeping thing, and to/a^ (tome) = a
cutting.]

Anat. & Zool: The anatomy of reptiles, a
department of zootomy.

herr, s. [Ger.] A title of respect given to
gentlemen of position in Germany, and equi-
valent to the English Mr.

her-rer'-ite, s. [From Herrera, who analysed
it.]

Min. : A cupreous Smithsonite, an apple-
green variety of Smithsonite.

her'-ring, *her-ing, s. & a. [A.S. acering,

licering ; Dut. haring (N.H.) ; Ger. hdring

;

M. H. Ger. herinc; O. H. Ger. herinch, liarinc,

in the opinion of Webster and Mann from 0.
H. Ger. heri ; Goth. Itarjis = an army, in allu-

sion to the shoals in which herrings appear

;

Fr. hareng ; Prov. & Sp. arenc; Port, arenaue;
Ital. aringa.]

A. As substantive

:

Ichthy., Ord. Lang., Comm., dc.t A well-
known fish, Clupea harengus. The head is

one-fifth its total length ; there are small
teeth in both jaws ; the suboperculum is

rounded ; the ventral fins begin under the
middle of the dorsal ; the anal has sixteen
rays. Upper parts blue or green, lower ones
silvery-white. Length, ten or twelve inches.

Food, the eggs of fishes, small crabs, and
worms. Formerly it was supposed that the
herrings migrated in two great shoals every
summer from the northern Seas to the coasts

of Britain and France, returning in winter to
seek an asylum under the polar ice, but now
it is known that the herring lives all the year
round in the deep seas around Britain, visiting

the shallower water, though not always the
same portions, in August and September, and
continuing to October and November, by
which time they have spawned. In 1884,

Dr. James Cossar Ewart, Professor of Natural
History at Edinburgh, discovered and exa-

mined their spawn. The herring is of immense
economic value. Those taken in the north of

France are better than those caught further
south. The southern limit of the species

seems to be about 45° N. lat. It does not
seem to have been known to the Greeks and
Romans. Nearly 70,000 eggs have been found
in a single female, and the species continues
to swarm though caught in countless numbers
by men, besides being preyed upon by whales,
seals, sharks, predatory birds, &c. Dr. Giin-

ther considers the Whitebait (Clupea alba) as

the young of the herring, but this opinion is

by no means universal.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the fish

described under A, or its near allies.

if King of the Herrings : [Chimera],

herring-buss, s. A boat of ten to fifteen

tons used in the herring fishery.
" The tonnage bounty upon the herring-btiss fishery

has been at thirty shillings per ton."

—

Smith : Wealth
of Nations, bk. iv., ch. v.

herring curer, s. One whose business
or profession it is to salt, dry, and prepare
herrings for the market.

herring-fishery, s.

1. The act or practice of fishing for herrings.
The English, it is said, commenced it about
the eighth century, the Dutch following about
1164. The art of pickling or salting herrings
is ascribed to a certain Beukels or Beukelson
of Biervliet, near Sluys, "who died in 1397 ; a
tomb was erected in his honour by Charles V.
In 1357 the "Statute of Herrings" brought
the English fishery under Government con-
trol. In 1749 exaggerated accounts of the
extent and importance of the Dutch herring
fishery led to the establishment here of the
" Society of the Pree British Fishery," with
the Prince of Wales as its governor, which
was supported by bounties and other legis-

lative props, but without success. Another
society, formed in 17S6, shared the same fate.

A bounty of 2s. Sd. per barrel on exported
herrings was swept away iu 1S26, and finally

the industry was judiciously left to its own
resourceSj except that a Fishery Board was
maintained.

2. A place or locality where herrings are
fished for.

herring-gull, s.

Oinrith. : Larus argcntatus
i
sometimes called

the Silvery Gull. It is a common British
species.

*herring-hang, s. A building in which
herrings are hung to cure.

herring-pond, s. The sea or ocean, es-
pecially the North Atlantic Ocean. (Slang.)

% To be sent across the 1ierring-2yond : To be
transported.

herring-silver, s. A composition in
money for the custom of supplying herrings
to a religious house. (Wliarton.)

her'-rmg-bone, s. & a. [Eng. Urring, and
bone.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw,
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A. As substantive ;

I 0<rd. Lang. ; The tone of a herring.

II. Technically:

1. Masonry : Rows of stone or paving-blocks

HERRINGBONE MASONRY AT COLCHESTER
CASTLE.

sloping in different directions in alternate rows.

2. Build. : Strutting-pieces between joists,

laid diagonally from the top of one to the
foottom of another, to prevent lateral deflection.

3. Sewing : A cross-stitch in which the
threads are laid diagonally in rows.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or resembling the
spine of a herring ; hence applied to courses
of stone, stitches, &c, laid angularly, so that
those in each course are laid obliquely to the
right and left alternately.

" In their texture may be traced the patterns of
herringbone, chevron, and saltire work. — Wilson ;
J're-hutoric Annals of Scotland, i. 429.

herringbone-stitch, s.

Sewing : The same as Herringbone, A, II. 3.

herringbone-work, s.

Mason. : The same as Herringbone, A. II. 1.

her -ring-bone, v.t. [Herringbone, s.] To
sew or stitch with herringbone-stitch.

herrn'-hut-er, s. [Named from Hermhut,
in Saxony.]

Ecclesiol. £ CK. Hist. : [Moravians].

her'-ry, v.t. [Harry.] To plunder ; to rob

;

to harry. (Burns : Hee Balou.)

Jb,er-r$r-ment, s. [Eng. Kerry; -merit.] The
act of plundering; devastation; pillage.

*'

' The Jierryment and ruin of the country.

"

^ Burns : Brigs of Ayr.

her§,poss. pro. [Her, pro.] Of or belonging
to her ; the form of the pronoun used when the
object referred to has preceded ; it is a double
genitive, and cannot be joined to a noun.

* her'-saL, s. [Rehearsal.]

Her schel, s. [Sir Wm. Herschel, the dis-
coverer.] [Herschelian.]

Astron. : The planet called also Georgium
Sierras, and Uranus (q.v.).

Her schel i an, a. [For etym. see def.]

Optics c& Astron. : Of or belonging to the
family of Herschel, and specially to Sir Wm.
Herschel, astronomer to George III born
Nov. 15, 1738, died August 23, 1822.

Herschelian-rays, s. pi.

Optics, £c. : Non-luminous rays outside the
red of the solar specrum. They were first

discovered by Sir W. Herschel.

Herschelian telescope, s.

Optic. Instr. : A telescope constructed by
Sir William Herschel, in 17S9, or any one of a
similar type. The mirror was so inclined that
the image of a star was formed on the side of
the telescope near the eye-piece, hence it was
sometimes called the front-view telescope.
The rays undergo only a single reflection, and
there is therefore but little loss of light. The
magnifying power is the quotient when the
powerful focal distance of the mirror is divided
by the focal distance of the eye-piece. The
instrument constructed by Herschel was forty
feet long, with a mirror of fifty inches dia-
meter. It was the most magnificent telescope
which had ever been made, and was not ex-
ceeded till that of Earl Rosse was con-
structed. [Telescope.]

Her'-schel-Ite, a. [Named after Sir John
Herschel.]

Min. : An orthorhombic, colourless, or
white translucent mineral of somewhat vit-

reous lustre, optically biaxial. Hardness,
5*5

; sp. gr. 2"0G. Comp. : Silica, 46-46 to
47*46; alumina, 19-21 to 20-90; lime, 0*38 to
475 ; soda, 5'27 to 9-35

;
potassa, 2'88 to 4-39,

and water, 17'65 to 17 '86. Found at Aci Real
in Sicily.

herse, hearse, s. [Hearse.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

*1. A framework whereon lighted candles
were fixed, and which was used as a temporary
canopy over the coffins of distinguished per-
sons during the funeral ceremonies.
" For the faire darazell from the holy Jierse,

Her loue-sicke heart to other thoughts did steale."
Spenser : F. Q.. III. ii. 48.

2. A temporary monument raised over a
grave ; a framework over an effigy on a tomb.

3. A carriage in which corpses are drawn to
the grave.

i. (See extract.)
" Herse is the solemne obBequie at funeralles."

Spenser : Shepheards Calender ,- Hov.

II. Technically

:

1. Fort. : A kind of gate or portcullis, with
iron bars like a harrow, set in with iron pikes,

placed above gates, and lowered to impede the
advance of an enemy. (Voyle.)

2. Skin-dressing : A rectangular frame for
stretching a skin, which is to remove its

wrinkles and hold it while being scraped.
Skins for parchment are thus stretched for
fleshing, scraping, and grinding.

* herse, v.t. [Hearse, v.]

herse, u. [Hoarse.]

herself ',
* hir self, pron. [Eng. Tier, and

self.] The reflexive form of feminine pronoun
of the third person singular ; also used in em-
phasis.

her se lyke. a. [Hearselike.]

* her ship, a. [A.S. Kerian — to plunder;
-ship.]

1. Plunder, pillage, destruction.
" It grieved him (he said) to see sic hership and waste

and depredation."—Scott: Rob Hoy, ch. xxvi.

2. The crime or offence of driving or carry-
ing off cattle by force ; cattle-lifting.

3. The cattle so driven or carried off.

hers -il-lon, s. [Ft.]

Fort. : A beam, frame, or plank set with
spikes to stop a breach or way; a herse, a
cheval-de-frise (q.v.).

herst -pan, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A frying-
pan.

*hert(l), s. [Heart.]

* hert (2), s. [Hart.]

* herte, v.t. [Hurt, v.]

* herte (1), s. [Hurt, s.]

* herte (2), s. [Heart.]

* herte les, a. [Heartless.]

Her'-tha, s. [See def.]

1. Religions: The goddess of Earth, wor-
shipped by the ancient Germans. According
to Tacitus (Germanics, 40), she was adored
chiefly among the Suevi, her sanctuary
being in a grove on an island in the sea.

Sometimes she issues from her island, takes
her seat in her chariot drawn by cows, and
goes out through the world, with the effect of
making peace everywhere prevail.

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the 135th found.
It was discovered by Peters, Feb. 18, ,1874.

* hert-Iy, «. [Mid. Eng. hert = heart ; -ly.]

Hearty.

* heV-3^ v.t. [A.S. Kerian.] To praise, to
worship, to honour, to glorify.

" Eery with hymns thy lasses gloue."
Spenser : Shepheards Calender ; Feb.

* her-y-goud, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A cloak.

* her'-y-ingt s, [Hery.] Praise, worship,
honour.

He-Si-od'-ic, a. [See def.] Contained in,

resembling, or connected with the poena of
Hesiod, said to have been born at Ascra* at

the foot of Mount Helicon. Liddell and Scott
put the date of Hesiod about 100 years later

than that of Homer.
" In the Hesiodic Theogony, Hyperion becomes his

father."—Cox; Aryan Mythology (ed. 1882), p. 284.

* hes'-l-tan-cy, s [Lat. hazsitantia, from

Kresitans, pr. par. of Kcesito = to stick fast.]

Hesitation, uncertainty, doubt, vacillation,

indecision.
" The Spirit of God, which takes away all doubtlugs

and hesitancies, and fills us with a full assurance."

—

Hopkins : Sermon 13.

* hes I tant, a, [Lat. Kcesitans, pr. par. of

Juesito = to stick fast.] Hesitating, dubious,
in doubt ; not ready in speech or action.

* hes'-i-tant-ly, adv. [Eng. liesitant : -ly.]

In a hesitating manner ; with hesitation or
doubt.

" My being wont to speak rather doubtfully or
hesitantly."—Boyle : Works, i. (To the Reader.)

hes -1-tate, v.i. [Lat. hcesitatus, pa. par. of

Kcesito = to stick fast, from heesum, sup. of
henreo = to stick ; Fr. Kesiter.]

1. To stop or pause in action ; to be doubt-
ful or undecided as to fact, principle, or deter-

mination ; to be in suspense or uncertainty

;

not to be ready or prompt in word or action.

2. To stammer, to stutter, to be slow or

to falter in speaking.

% (1) With regard to the cause, a Kesitation

results from the state of the mind, and an
interruption in the train of thoughts ; to falter

arises from a perturbed state of feeling. The
slightest difficulty in uttering words consti-

tutes a Kesitation ; a pause or the repetition

of a word may be termed hesitating: but to

falter supposes a failure in the voice as well as

the lips when they refuse to do their office.

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

(2) For the difference between to Kesitate

and to demur, see Demur.

hes'-l-tat-ing, pr. par.
}
a., & s. [Hesitate.]

A. & B. As pr. par. Jt particip. adj. .- (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : Hesitation, doubt, uncer-
tainty.

hes'-I-tat-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. hesitatingly;

-ly.] In a hesitating, doubtful, or uncertain
manner.

i-l-ta'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. Kmsitatio,

from Kmsitatus, pa. par. of Kcesito = to stick

fast ; Sp. Kesitation.]

1. Doubt ; uncertainty of opinion or deci-

sion ; a state of suspense or indecision as to

fact, principles, or determination.
" To banish hesitation, and proclaim
His happiness her dear, her only aim."

Cowper: Hope, 63. ^

2. A stammering, stuttering, or faltering in

speech.
" Many clergymen write in so diminutive a manner,

with such frequent blots and interlineations, that
they are hardly able to go on without perpetual hesi-

tations."—Swift.

*hes'-I-ta-tive, a. [Eng. Kesitat(e); -ive.]

Inclined to or showing hesitation, doubt, or
indecision.

* hej'-i-ta-tor-y, a. [Eng. hesitat(e); -ory. M

Vacillating. (North : Examen, p. 596.)

hesp, ». [Hasp.]

Hes'-per, s. [Lat. Kesperus; Gr. eorrepo?.]

The evening star.

hes

toSfr, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-elan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tiou3, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c «- bel, deL
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hes-per-ef-ic, a. [Eng., &c. hesperet(in)

;

-ic] See the compound.

hesperetic-acid, s.

Clw.m. : Ci Hio04. Obtained by the action
of alkalis on hesperidin. It melts at 225°.

Fused with caustic potash, it is decomposed
into acetic and protocatechuic acids, hydro-
gen being liberated.

hes-peV-e-^tin, s: [Eng., &c. ^hesper(idin)

;

-etin.]
'

Chem, : CgHsCVCioHgO;}, It is obtained
along with glucose by the action of dilute
acids on hesperidin. It is recrystallized from
ether ; the crystals are white, and melt at
223°. Hesperetin. is really insoluble in alco-
hol. Heated to 100° with caustic potash, it

yields hesperetic acid and phloro-glucin.

Hes-per'-I-a, s. [Lat. ; Gr. 'Etrmjpt'a (Hespe-
ria) =s- the Western land (Italy or Spain).]

1, Astron. : An asteroid, the 69th found

;

discovered by Sciaparelli, April 29, 1861, when
the astronomer Luther first saw Leto.

2. Entom. ; The typical genus of the family
Hesperid£e(q.v.). The species fly with extreme
rapidity.

* hes-pcV-i an, a. & s. [Lat. hesperius,

from Kesperus '— the evening star ; Gr. kenrepos

(hesperos); Lat. vesper = the evening.]

A. As adj, : Situated at or in the west

;

western.

"Those Hesperian gardens famed of old."
AtUton : P. L., iii. 568.

B. As subst. ; An inhabitant or native of a
western country.

hes-per'-i-dse, hes-per-i'-i-d», s. pi.

[Lat. hesper(ia); fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.']

Entom, : A family of Rhopalocera (Butter-
flies). The antennae, which are widely sepa-

rated, are long and abruptly hooked; the
body is robust ; the six legs of uniform size.

The flight is short and jerking, whence they
are popularly called Skippers. Larva like

that of the cabbage butterfly, but with a
much larger head. It rolls leaves into cylin-

drical sheaths ; the chrysalis is enclosed in a
transparent cocoon. Seven species are British.

A common one in England is Pamphila Syl-

vanus, or the Large Skipper. [Skipper.]

hes-per-id'-e-se, s. pi. [Lat. hesper(is)

(q.v.) ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -ideoz.)

Bot. : An order in Linnreus's Natural System
of Botany. He included under it the genera
Citrus, Styrax, and Garcinia.

hes-per'-l-dene, s. [Mod. Lat. hesperid(em)

;

ene. ]

Chem. : CiqH.iq. A terpene contained in the
volatile oil of orange peel. It boils at 178°.

Heated ^yith phosphorus pentasulphide, it

yields cymene. v

* Hes-peV-i-des, s. [Gr.]

Greek Mythology

:

1. The daughters of Night or the grand-
daughters of Hesperus, the brother of Atlas,
three or seven in number, possessors of the
fabulous garden of golden fruit watched over
by an enchanted dragon at the western ex-

tremity of the earth. It was one of the
labours of Hercules to procure some of these
golden, apples.

2. The garden watched over by the Hes-
perides.

" Is not love a Hercules,
Still climbing trees in the Jlesperidcs f"

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv, 3.

hes-peV-i-din, hes-peV-i-dine, s. [Mod.
Lat. hesperid(ea>) ; -in, -ine (Cliem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : C22H26^i2- A. glucoside extracted
from dry, unripe bitter oranges. They are

exhausted witli water, arid the residue is

treated with a mixture of equal parts of alco-

hol and water, containing one per cent, of

caustic potash; on adding HC1, impure hes-

peridin separates out. It crystallizes from
water, alcohol, or dilute acids in white, mi-
croscopic needles. It is insoluble in ether

;

it is soluble in dilute .potash, and the solution
becomes orange yellow on standing ; when

, this solution is evaporated to dryness, and
the 'residue treated with dilute sulphuric acid,

it turns red, then violet. Fused with caustic
potash, hesperidin yields protocatechuic acid.

hes-per-id'-i-um, s. [Dimin. form of Lat.

liesperis ; Gr.' eo-irepi? (hesperis), genit. eo-ne

piSos (hesperidos) — the evening
;

pi. = the

Hesperides, to the golden fruit in whose
garden the orange is here compared.]

Bot. : A many-celled, few-seeded superior
indehiscent fruit, covered by a spongy separ-
able rind, formed by the thickening of . the
mesocarp ; the endocarp, which is mem-
branous, forming several loculaments, easily

separable from each other, and containing a
mass of pulp in which the seeds are imbedded.
Example, the orange. Lindley places the
Hesperidium under his class Syncarpi.

hes-per-i'-t-dse, e. pi. [Hesperid.e.]

hes'-per-is, s. [Lat. hesperis; Gr. «o-7repi'«

(hesperis) = as adj., western; as subst., the
night-scented gillyflower.]

Bot, : Dame's-violet, a genus of <;ruciferous

plants, family Sisymbridje. Hesperis matron-
alis, a plant with white or lilac flowers,

odorous in the evening, is an escape in Britain.
It is wild in continental .Europe and the tem-
perate parts of Asia.

hes-per-or -nis, s. [Gr. etnrepiV (hesperis) =
western, and opeis (ornis)'= a bird.]

Ornith. .* A fossil bird, the typical one of
the order Odontolcse, sub-class Odontornithes.
Hesperornis regalU has been described by
Prof. Marsh from the Cretaceous rocks of North
America. 1 It resembles a diver, Colymbus,
but has teeth in its jaw, and only rudimen-
tary wings.

Hes'-per-us, s. [Lucifer.]

hes'-sen-berg-ite, s. [Named after F. Hes-
senberg, a crystallographer at Frahkfort-on-
the Maine ; Ger. hessenbergit.]

Min. : A monoclinic transparent colourless
or bluish mineral of adamantine lustre, found
imbedded in crystals of hematite at Mount
Fibia, west of the hospice of St. Gotha. (Dana.)

* Hes'-senes, s. pi. [Essenes.]

Hes'-Si-an, a. & s. [Eng. Hess(e) ; -ian.]

A. As adj. ; Of or belonging to Hesse in

Germany.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native of Hesie.

2. A Hessian-boot.

Hessian-bit, s.

Saddlery : A peculiar kind of jointed bit for

bridles.

Hessian - boot, s. A
kind of top-boot.

" Or grant the hour be all too
soon

For Hessian-boot and panta-
loon."

Scott: Bridal of Triermain, ii.

Hessian-fly, s.

Entom., &c. : Cecidomyia
destructor, a small dipterous
insect of the family Tipulidae,

the larva of which attacks
corn crops in the
United States. In
1788 a panic arose
in this country re-

garding the dan-
ger of bringing
over the fly in car-

goes ofwheat from
North America, but fortunately the fear was
found to be groundless. (Kirby & Spence, &c.)

hess'-ite, s. [Named from Hess, who de-
scribed it.]

Min. ; An orthorhombic gray sectile mineral
of metallic lustre. Hardness, 2 to 3'5 ; sp. gr.,

8
-3toS'6. Compos. : tellurium, 37 "2 ; silver,

62-8 = 100. Found in the Altai Mountains in
a talcose rock, also in Transylvania and Hun-
gary. (Dana.)

hest, * heste, s. [A.S. hois = a command,
from hdtan =to command ; Icel. heit = avow,
heita = to call, to promise ; 0. H. Ger. heiz
(Ger. geheiss) — a command, from O. H. Ger.
heizan (Ger. heissen) = to command ; Goth.
haitan = to command.] A command, an in-
junction, a precept.

" You in many a danger true,
At Duncan's hest your blades that drew."

Scott : Lady of tlic Lake, iii. IS.

* hes'-ter, hes'-tern, * hes-ter'-nal, a.

[Lat. liestermts, from lieri = yesterday.]' Per-
taining to yesterday

"if
were ente]

HEBSIAN-BOOT,

a chronicler should miBreport exploytes that
enterpriaed but hestern day.' —Ho] mshed.

Hes'-ti-a, ». [Gr.]

1. Greek Myth. : The Greek equivalent oS
the Latin Vesta (q.v.).

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the forty-sixth
found. It was discovered by Pogson, August
16, 1857.

* he'- sy - chast, s. [Gr. ^(rvYaa-Trjs (hesu-
cJuxstes) = one who leads a retired life, a
hermit ; tjq-ux°s (Msuehos) = quiet, calm ;

Tjtrvxd^oi (hesuchazo) = to be quiet, still, or
calm.]

Church History, &e.

:

1. Gen* : A qnietist (q.v.).

2. Spec. : A fraternity of quietist monks, who
had a monastery at Mount Athos. Their case
was brought before two councils held at Con-
stantinople in 1314 and 1351, at both of which
they triumphed. Called also Omphalqpsuchoi
(Navel-souls), Massalians, and Euchites.

het, a. [Hot.] (Scotch.)

* het (1), * hette (1), pret. of v. [Heat, *.]

* het (2), * note, * hette (2), pret. of v.

[A.S. hdtan.] Was named. [Hight.]

*het'-cer-ism, * het' air-Ism, s. [Gr. eraipa.

(hetaira) = a female companion, and eraipifa
(hetairizo) = to be a companion. ] The doctrine
or theory that in primitive stages of -society

all the women in a tribe are held in.connnon.
[Marriage, Promiscuity. ]

"Facta of this kind are thought by several writers
to imply that the primitive condition was one of un-
fualined hetairiem,"—Spencer : Prindplet ofSociology

.

292.

* het-ser-ist'-ic, a. [Het^rism.) Of nr

pertaining to hetserism,

hetch'-el, s. [Hatchel.]

* hete (1), v.t. [Heat, v.]

* hete (2), v.i. ["Het (2).]

het-er-f pref. [Hetero-.]

het-er-ac'jmjf, s, [Pref. Tieter-, and Gr.

olkjuiJ (akme) = a point, an edge.]

Bot. : A collective term applied \>y Mr.
Britten to the -phenomena of protandry and
protogyny(q.v.). The development m a plant

of the male before the female organs, or vie*

versa. (Suppl.'to Treas. of Bot.)

het-er-a-den'-ic, a. [Pref. heter- ; Gr. aS-^v

(aden) = a gland, and Eng. suff. -ic.l

Anat. : A terra used to describe an acci-

dental tissue of a glandular structure, occur-

ring in parts devoid of glands,

* het'-er-arch-y, * et'-er-arch-y, s. [Pref.

heter-, and Gr. dpx>? (arche) = rule, govern-
ment.] The rule or government of an alien.

" Next to anarchy ia eterarchy."—Bithop Hall -

Sermon ; Chritt & Ccesar.

het - er - 6 -, pref. [Gr. trcpoc (heteros) =
another, the other of two.] A prefix denoting
difference, and opposed to resemblance.

het-er-6-bran-chi-a-ta, s. pi. [Pref.

hetero- ; and Lat. branctiiai = Gr. Ppd-yxia.

(brangchia) = gills.]

Zool. : De Blainville's name for the fourth
order of his Acephalophora. He divides it

into the two families of Ascidians and Salpians.

het-er-o-car'-pous, a. [Pref. hetero-; Gr.
Kapn-ds (karpos) = fruit ; Eng., &c. suff. -ons.\

Bot. : Having fruit of two or more forms.

het-er-o-ceph'-al-oiis, «. [Pref. hetero-,

and Eng. ceplialous (q.v.).]

Bot. ; Having on the same individual plant

capitula or heads wholly of male and others

wholly of female flowers. The term was first

used by De Candolle.

het-er-oc'-er-a, s. pi. [Pref. hetero-, and Gr.

Ke'pas (keras) = a horn.]

Zool. : A division or sub-order of Lepid-
optera, having the antennse variously shaped.
It includes both the Hawk-rnotha and th«
Moths proper.

het-er-6-cer'-cal, a. [Pref. hetero-; Gr.

Ke'pKos (kerkos) = tail, and Eng., &c. suff. -ol.}

Palazont. & Ichthy. : A term introduced by
Agassiz to describe fishes having the two
lobes of the tails unequal in size. The spinal
"column is prolonged through the upper lobe,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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but the lower one is the larger. This pattern
of tail, an antique one, was universal through
nearly the whole palaeozoic period, the modern
or homocercal tail not appearing till the Mag-
nesian Limestone of the Middle Permian.
[Homocercal.] But the older type did not
then, become extinct; it has lingered on till

now, existing in the sturgeon, &c.

het'-er-o-cer-cy^ s. [Pref. hetero-, and Gr.

Ke'pKos (kerkos) ~ tail.]

Ichthy. dk Pahvant. : Inequality in the lobes
of the tail. It is opposed to homocercy (q.v.).

het-er-6-$er'-i-daet s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hetero-

cer(%ts); Lat, fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.}

Entom. : A family of tetramerous beetles,
The antennce are short, and have elevenjoints,
the two basal ones large, the remainder form-
ing an .obsoletely serrated mass, . the head
elongated, inserted up. to the -eyes in the
thorax, body depressed. Only the typical
genus British. They inhabit the muddy banks
of rivers or the sands of the ocean, in which
they burrow by means of their fossorial legs.

n£t-er-<$c'-er-us» 5. [Pref. hetero-,. and Gr.

lee'pas (keras) — a horn. ]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Heteroceridae. At least four species are

British,.

het-er-o-chro'-mous, a. [Pref. hetero-, and
Gr. xpifyia (chroma)= colour.]

Bot. (Of composite plants): Having the florets

of the ray differentfrom those of the disc.

het'-er 6-cline, s. [Pref. hetero-, and Gr.
K\ivt\ (Mine) = a bed.]

Min. ; A variety of Braunite. It is found
at St. Marcel in Piedmont. Called also Mar-
celline (q.v.).

* het'-er -o-clit-al, a. [Eng. heteroclit(e)

;

-al.] The same as" Heteroclitic (q.v.).

hSt'-er-o-clite, s. & a. [Lat. heteroclitus,

from Gr. erepoKAiTo? (heteroklitos) = otherwise
(that is irregularly), inflected : erepos (heteros)

= different, other, > and kAiVw (klino) = to
bend, to inflect.]

A* As substoMtive

:

I. Lit. & Gram. ; A word which deviates
from the regular or ordinary forms of inflec-

tion in declension or conjugation ; a word
which is irregularly or anomalously inflected.

* II. Figuratively

:

1. A person or thing deviating from the
ordinary or common rule or forms.

"There are strange heteroclites in religion now-a-
days."—Sowall, bk. iv., let. 86.

2. Anything incomplete, or imperfect in
any way.

" Indexes for the most part are heteroclites, I mean,
cither redundant in what ,1s needlesB, or defective in
what is needful."—Fuller: Worthies; Xorfolk.

* B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. & Gram. : Deviating from the regular
or ordinary form of inflection ; irregularly in-
flected.

"The heteroclite nounB of the Latin should not be
touched in the first learning of the rudiments of the
tongue. "— Watts.

2. Fig. : Deviating from the ordinary rule
or way ; anomalous.

"One of those heteroclite animals who finds his
place anywhere."

—

Walpole: Anecdotes of Painting,
vol. 1L, ch. iii.

* het-er-o-clit'-ic, *het-er-6-cIif-ic-al,
a. [Eng. heteroclit(e) ; -ic, -ical.] Deviatingfrom
the ordinary or common rule ; anomalous.

"Sins heteroclitical, and such aa want either name
or precedent."—Browne : Vulgar Errours bk. -vii., eh.
xix.

* het-er-dc'-lit-oiis, a. [Lat. Jieteroclitus.]

The same as Heteroclitic (q.v.).

het-er-6-cd'-ma, s. [Pref. hetero-, and Gr.

Kdju.17 (kome) = ha'ir.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe
Heterocomese (q.v.).

het-er-o-cd'-me-SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hetero-

covu^a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of composites. Tribe
Vernon iacese.

het-er-d-dac'-t$rl, het-er-o-dac'-tyle, a.

[Pref. hetero-, and Gr. oa/eriAos (daktulos) = a
finger.]

Zool. ; Having the toes different in number
or in form on the fore and hind legs.

het'-er-o-doil, s. [Pref. hetero-, and Gr. 66ou's

(odous), genit. ooovtos (odontos) = a tooth.]

Zool. : A genus of colubrine snakes, found
in America. "When irritated they raise the

head in a threatening manner, dilating the

back of it and the neck, but are harmless.

het'-er-o-donts, s. pi. [Heterotjon.]

Zool. : The same as Diphyodonts (q.v.).

het'-er-o-dox, a. & 5. [Gr. erepos (heteros) =
different, other, and So£a (doxa) = an opinion.]

A. As adjective;

1. Contrary to received or established doc-

trines, principles, or standards ; not orthodox

;

heretical.
" Partiality may be observed in some to vulgar, in

others to heterodox tenets."

—

Locke.

2. Holding opinions or doctrines contrary
to those received or established; not orthodox
in opinions.

"If he was heterodox in doctrine, those stern judges
would not fail to detect and to depoBehim."

—

Macau-
lay ! Hist. Erin., ch, xvi.

* B. 4 s subst. ; A peculiar opinion or doc-
trine ; a doctrine at variance with that
generally received or established.

" It was reasoned whether that last heterodox should
be retained."

—

Sales ; Remains ; BalcanquaVs Lett,

from Synod of Lort.

* het'-er-6-d6x-ly, adv. [Eng. heterodox;
-ly.] In a heterodox manner.

* hef-er-6-d6x-ness, s. [Eng. heterodox;
-ness.] The quality or state of being heterodox

;

heterodoxy.

het'-er-6-dox-$r, * het-er-o-dox-ie, 5.

[Eng. heterodox; -y.] An opinion or doctrine
opposed to or at variance with those estab-
lished or generally received ; an opinion or
doctrine which is not orthodox.

"Another heterodoxy of his, concerning the resur-
rection.''—Cudworth: Intellectual System, p. 39.

het erod ro mous, a. [Pref. Jietero-, and
Gr. Spo/xoy (dromos) = a running, a course.]

Bot. : A term applied when the spirals in

the development of the stem and branches
turn in opposite directions, as in the Liqui-
dambar Styradjlua.

het'-er-ce-cism, s. [Pref. hetero-, and Gr.

oiK<xri*6<; (oikosmos) = peopling, colonization
;

o'kos (oikos) — a house.]

Bot. : Different stages of development ol
fungals on different host-plants.

het er 6g a mous, a. [Pref. hetero-; Gr.
ydu,os (gambs) = marriage, and Eng. suff.

-ous,]

Bot. : Having in a capitulum or head the
florets of the ray either neuter or female, while
those of the disc are male.

het-er-og'-a-my, s. [Heterooamous.]

Bot. : The fertilization of a stigma by pollen
derived from some other flower.

"These circuitous methods of fertilization may be
called heterogamy or crooked fertilization."—^. Brown :

Botany (1874), p. 418.

het-er-o-gan-gli-a'-ta, s. pi. [Pref. hetero-,
and neut. pi. of Mod" Lat. gangliatus =
having ganglia ; Gr. 7077*101' (gangglion) — a
tumour near a tendon.]

Zool. : A name proposed by Prof. Owen for
the sub-kingdom Mollusca, from their having
the nervous system heterogaugliate (q.v.).
(Owen : Invert, Animals (1843), p. 13.)

het-er-o-gan'-gli-ate, a. [Heterogan-
GLIATA.]

Zool. : Having the nervous system composed
of scattered and unsymmetrical ganglia. Ex-
ample, the Mollusca. (Owen : Invert. Animals
(1843), p. 268.)

* het er-6-gene, a. [Gr. eVepos (heteros) =
other, different, and yeVos (genos) = kind, kin.]
The same as Heterogeneous (q.v.).

" An old French hood
And other pieces heterogene enough."

Ben Jonson: New Inn, ii. 1.

* het-er-6-gen'-e-al, a. [Eng. heterogene
(q.v.); -al. Thesame"asHETEROGENEous(q.v.).

"As much in heterogeneal parts as homogeneal."—
IHgby ; Of Bodies, ch. xiv.

*het-er-o-gen'-e-al-ness, s. [Eng. hetero-
W^eal; -ness.] The quality or state of being
heterogeneal ; heterogeneity.

*het-er-6-ge-ne'-it-y, s. [Eng. heterogenic)

;

-ityi]

1. The quality, or state of being heteroge-
neous ; opposition, contrariety, or dissimili-
tude of nature or qualities.

2. An opposite, contrary, or dissimilar part.
" The same wood, distilled into a retort, does yield

far other heterogeneities."—Boyle.

het-er-o_-ge'-ne-ous, a. [Gr. kr^payt^
(heterogenes) = of another kind ;

pref. hetero-,

and yivos (genos) = race.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Differing in kind ; mixed ;

various.
" To select from the vast and heterogeneous mass

such papers as immediately bear on his own re-
searches."

—

J. S. Brewer .'.English Studies, p. 12.

II. Technically

:

1. Bot. : Having more than one nature or
substance. (Harvey.)

2. Math. : A polynomial is heterogeneous
when all its terms have not the same number
of literal factors : thus, a? + 2t»c3—y is a hete-
rogeneous expression.

he-ter-o-ge'-ne-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. hetero-

geneous; -ly.] In a heterogeneous manner.
" The rooms are very heterogeneously filled,"—John-

son : Journey to the Western Islands.

he ter-6-ge -ne oiis-ness, s. [Eng. hetero-

geneous ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
heterogeneous j heterogeneity.

" Dissimilitude of style, and heterogtneousness of
Bentimenta may sufficiently show that a work does
not really belong to the reputed author."

—

Johnson:
General Observations on Shakespeare's Plays.

he-ter-o-gen'-e-sis, het-ei^-og'-en-y, s.

[Gr. eVepos (heteros) = one of two, and y^«<ris
(genesis) = origin, birth, generation,]

t 1. What was formerly called spontaneous
generation, now termed abiogenesis (q.v.).

2. Herbert Spencer's name for what Owen
calls metagenesis (q.v.). [Alternation of
Generations.]

3. Professor Huxley would confine the use
of the terra heterogenesis to that kind of
generation in which the offspring is altogether
and permanently unlike the parent. Profes-
sor Jhlne Edwards has therefore called this

latter xenogeuesis (q.v.). (Brit. Assoc. Rep.
(1870), p. lxxvii.)

het-er-d-ge-net'-ic, u. [Pref. hetero-, and
Eng. genetic (q.v.).]

Biol. : Of or pertaining to heterogenesis
;

heterogeneous.

he-ter-dg'-en-ist, s. [Eng. heterogen (esis)

;

-ist.] A believer in, or defender of, Hetero-
genesis (q.v.).

he-ter-dg'-en-y, a. [Heterogenesis.]

het-er-6-graph'-iC, a. [Eng. heterograph(y);
-ic] Of or pertaining to heterography(q.v.).

het-er-og'-ra-phy', s. [Gr. Zrepos (heteros)

= other, different, and ypa^w (grapho) = to
write.] A method of spelling in which the
same'letters have different powers in different

words, as g in go and gin.

het-er-og'-yn-a, s.pl. [Pref. hetero-, and
Gr. ywri (gune) = a woman.]

Entom. : A subtribe of Hymenoptera in
which the neuters and females are winglesB.
The antennse are bent, the tongue small,
rounded, and vaulted, or spoonlike. It con-
tains the Formicidse (Ants).

het-er-old'-e-oiis, a. [Pref. hetero-, and Gr.'

€1609 (eidos) = form.]

Bot. : Diversified in form. (Treas. of Bot.)

het-er-ol'-o-gous, a. [Gr. erepos (heteros) =
other, different, and koyoq (logos) = propor-
tion.] Consisting of different elements, or of
the same elements combined in different pro-
portions ; different; the opposite to homolo-
gous (q.v.).

het-er-om'-er-a, s. pi. [Pref. hetero-, and Gr.

Hypo-; (tneros) = the upper part of the thigh.]

Entom. : A section of Coleoptera (Beetles),

having five articulations in the first four tarsi,

and four in the other two. Mr. Westwood
divided them into the Trachelia, possessing a
distinct neck, and the Atrachelia, in which
the head is enclosed in the thorax as far for-
ward as the eyes. Latreille, who founded this
section, divided it into the subsections Mela-
soma, TaxicomeSj-Stenelytra, and Trachelides
(q.v.).

bSil, b6y; pout, jo^rl; cat, cell* chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ihg.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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het-er-om'-er-an, s. [Heteromera.]

Entom. : A beetle belonging to the section

heteromera (q.v.).

foet-er-om'-er-ite, i. [Pref. hetero-, Gr.

/j.ipo<; (meros) = a, part, and stiff, -ite (Min.)

(i-l-v.).]

Min, : A variety of Vesuvianite, occurring

in small green prisms in the Ural Mountains, j

het-er-om'-er-ous (1), v., [Mod. Lai. hetero-

mer(a); Eng. suff. -ous.]

Entom. : Of or belonging to the Heteromera
(q-v.).

het-er-om'-er-ous (2), a. [Pref. hetero-, and
Gr. ju.e'pos (meros) = a pa# t.]

1. Bot. : For def. see compound.

2. Chem. : Differing completely in chemical
composition.

heteromerous-lichens, s. pi.

Bot. : Lichens in which the same filaments

so ramify as to constitute two distinct layers

of tissue, a comparatively thin, usually trans-

) parent, but Close outer layer or cortex, and
an inner, loose, hyphal layer called the me-

' dulla, enclosed by the former. Called also

stratified lichens. (Thome.)

heVer-o-morph'-ic, het-er-o- morph'-
ous, a. [Pref. hetero-; Gr. juopt/nj (morplie) =
form, and Eng. snff. -ic, -ous.]

1. Science : Having two or more different

forms ; of an irregular or unusual form.

2. Bot. : Presenting the phenomena of het-

eromorphism (q.v.).

3. Entom. : A term used of the larvje of those
insects which undergo a complete transforma-
tion or metamorphosis.

het - er - 6 - morph' - ism, het - er - 6 -

morph - y, s. [Pref. hetero- ; Gr. p.op<£>j

(morphe) = form, and Eng., &e, suff. -ism.]

1. Bot. : A term used of different forms of

plants which differ from each other only in

the relative length of their stamens and pistils.

Thus there are dimorphic and trimorphic
forms of Primula. [Dimorphism.]

2. Crystallog. : Crystallization in different

forms, though iu the several cases there is an
equal number of atoms similarly arranged.

het'-er-o-morph-ite, s. [Pref. hetero-; Gr.

fj.op4>rj (morphe) = form, and Eng., &c. suff.

-ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. ; The same as Jamesonite (q.v.).

het-er-6-morph'-ous,a. [Heteromorphic.]

het-er-6-morph'-y, ». [Heteromorphism.]

het'-er-o-mys, s. [Pref. hetero-, and Gr. fivs

(mus) = a mouse.]

Zool. : A genus of rodents, proposed by
Desmarest. It is of the family Saccomyina or
SaceotnyidEe. Only one species is known,
Heteromys anomalus, the spiny-pouched rat of

Trinidad.

het-er-o-ne'-me-ss, het-er-o-ne'-me-a,
s. pi. [Pref. lietero-, and Gr. vtj/xo. (nema) =
that which is spun, yarn, thread. So named
from their more complicated germination as

compared with that of the thallogens.]

Bot, : A name given by Fries to the higher

cryptogamic plants, now classed as acrogens

in distinction from thallogens.

het-er-o-ne'-me-ous, a. [Mod. Lat. liete-

roneme(o3); Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Of or belonging to the Heteronemea?.
Used by Bartling specially of mosses.

het-er-6n'-y-mous, a. [Gr. erepos (heteros)=
other, different ; 6vop.a (onoma) = a name, and
Eng. adj. suff. -ous.] Having a different

name, said of correlatives.

het-er-6-ou'-si-an, a. & s. [Gr. erepos (he-

teros) = different, and oixrio. (ousia) = essence.]

Theology & Church History. ;

A. As adj.: Having a different nature or

essence. '

B. As subst. (PI.): An Arian sect, which
held that the Son was of a different essence
from the Father. [Aetians.]

het-er-o-ou'-si-ous, a, EHeteroousian.]
The same as Heteroousian, a.

het-er-o-pap'-pe-se, s.pl. [Mod. L<at. he-

teropaj>p(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of composites, tribe

Asteroidege.

het-er-O-pap'-piis, s. [Pref. hetero-, and
Gr. Tran-TTos {poppas) = down.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe

Heteropappese.

het^er-6-path'-ic, a. [Gr. lieteropattyy)

;

-Lc] The same as Allopathic (q.v.).

he-ter-op'-a-thy, $• [Gr. erepovaBeCa (he-

teropatheia) '= suffering in another place

;

counter-irritation.] The opposite of homoeo-
pathy; allopathy (q.v.).

het-er-6ph'-a-gl, s. pi. [Pref. hetero-, and
Gr. <f>ayeiv (pliagein) = to eat.]

Omith. : A name applied to a section or

subclass of birds of which the young, which
leave the egg blind, without feathers, and so

hel pless that they require to be fed and tended
by their parents for some time.

t het'-er-o-phyl, s. [Heterophylli.]

Zool. : One of the Heterophylli (q.v.).

het-er-oph'-yl-li, s. pi. [Pref. hetero-, and
Gr. 0uAAoe (phullon) = a leaf.]

Zool. : A subsection of Ammonites, one of

those with the band round and convex.

het-er-oph'-yl-lous (or het-er-6-phyT-
loiis), a. [Eng. heterophyll(y) ; -ous.]

Bot. : Having leaves of different form on
the same plant.

het-er-oph'-yl-liis, s. [Heterophyll.]

het-er-oph'-yl-ly, s. [Pref. lietero-, and Gr.

<pv\Kov (phullon) = a leaf.]

Bot.: Variation in the external form of
leaves.

het'-er-6-pod, s. [Heteropoda.]

Zool. : One of the Heteropoda (q.v.).

het-er-6p'-o-da, s. pi. [Pref. hetero-, and
Gr. iroSd (poda), pi. of rrovs (pons), genit. n-ofid?

(podos) ~ a. foot.]

1. Zool. : A group of branchial Gasteropoda,
in which the propodium is turned into a

laterally compressed fin, while the epipodia
are absent

—

i.e. , in which the foot is so modified
as to form a swimming organ. (Huxley, &c.)
The Heteropoda are the same as Nucleobran-
chiata (q.v.) of De Blainville, and S. O. Wood-
ward prefers the latter name. They are deli-

cate and transparent animals, some only with
shells. They swim at the surface of the sea
instead of creeping at the bottom. Families
Firolidse and Atlantida.

2. Palceont. : The heteropoda came into
being not later than the Lower Silurian.

het-er-op'-6-dous, a. [Mod. Lat. hetero-

pod(a); Eng. suff. -ous.]

Zool. : Of or belonging to the Heteropoda
(q.v.).

het-er-op'-ter, $. [Heteroptera.]

Entom. : One of the heteroptera (q.v.).

het-er-op'-ter-a, s. pi. [Pref. hetero-, and
Gr. -n-Tepd, pi. of nTepov (pteron) = a wing.]

Entom.: A sub-order of Hemiptera, or
Khyncota. The anterior wings constitute
hem-elytra, being chitonous towards the base,
and membranous towards the apex. The
rostrum springs from the front of the head

;

the inner margins of the wing are straight or
depressed ; the antenna? moderate iu size,

with the joints few and large. Stephens makes
them an order. Tribes or groups two—Hydro-
corizae (Water-bugs), and Geocorizse (Land-
bugs).

' het-er-op'-tics, s. pi. [Gr. erepos (heteros)

— other, different, and Eng. optics (q.v.).J
False optics.

het-er-o-rhi'-zal, a. [Pref. hetero- ; Gr.
pt£a (rhiza) = a root, and Eng., &c. suff. -al.]

Bot. (Of roots) : Having the root and the
stem markedly different, as in ferns, equise-
tacese, and, to a certain extent, in lycopo-
diaceai.

* Iiet-er-Ssc'-I-an (sc as sh), a. & s. [Lat.
heteroscii, s. pi. = heteroscians ; Gr. erepotrKios
(heteroslcios), adj., from pref. hetero-, and Gr.
<TKid (skid) = a shadow.]

A. As adjective

:

Astron. (£ Geog. . Of or belonging to two

parts of the earth's surface, so situated with
regard to each other that the shadows of two
persons, the one in the one place and the other
in the other, will fall in different directions.

B. As substantive

:

Astron. & Geog. : Persons living in such
parts of the earth as to make their shadows
fall different ways. They must obviously
exist, some in the northern, and others in the
southern hemisphere.

het-er-d'-sis, s. [Gr. erepos (heteros) = an-

other, different.]

Bhet. : A figure of speech by which one form
of an inflectional part of speech, as of a uoun,
verb, or pronoun, is used for another.

het'-er-O-Slte, s. [Gr. erepos (lieteros) =
other, different ; suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Triphylite. (Dana.)
The British Museum Catalogue makes it a

distinct species.

het-er-6s'-por-ous, a. [Pref. hetero- ; Gr.

o-TTopos (sporos) ~ a seed, . . a spore, and
Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having spores of different series. (See
the compound.)

heterosporous vascular crypto-
gams, s. pi.

Bot. : A series of vascular cryptogams which
produce two kinds of spores, macrospores, or

larger, and microspores, or smaller spores.

They are Filices (Ferns), Equisetacese, Ophio-
glossaceae, Rhizocarpese, and Lycopodiacese.
(Thome.)

t het'-er-6-stro-phe, s. [Pref. hetero-, and
Gr. (rrpofpri (strophe) = a turning.]

Zool. : The reversal of the direction iu which
the spire of a shell turns. [Sinistral.]

het'-er-o-Styled, a. [JPref. hetero-, and Eng.
styled.'] [Style (Bot.).)

Bot. : Exhibiting the phenomenon of het-

erostylism (q.v.). (Darwin.)

het-er-O-Styl'-lsm, s. [Pref. hetero-; Gr.

o-ruAo? (stulos) = a pillar, (Mod. Bot.) a style,

and Eng., &e. suff. -ism.]

Bot. : A term used when different flowers of

the same species have stamens and styles

(here used for pistils) of different lengths.

Examples, Linuigv perenne and Pulmonaria
officinalis, plants of which there are two
forms, the long styled and the short styled.

[Dimorphism.]

het'-er-o-tax-y, s. [Pref. hetero-, and Gr.

rd£ts (taxis) = arrangement.]

Bot. : Deviation of organs from their ordin-

ary arrangement or position.

het-er-o-tha-lam'-e-SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
heterotlialam(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -fffi.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of composites, tribe As-
teroidese.

het-er-o-thal'-a-mus, s. [Pref. hetero-, and
Gr. 0aAajuos (thal'amos) = an inner chamber.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe
Heterothalameae.

het-er-o-the'-ca, s. [Pref. lietero-, and Lat.
theca = Gr. (Hjktj '(tlieke) = a hull, a covering,
an envelope.]

Bot. : The typical geuus of the sub-tribe
Heterotheceae (q.v.).

het-er-o-the'-ce-», 5. pi. [Mod. Lat.

,

thec(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ecu.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of composites, tribe Aste-
roideee.

het-er-6t-6mous, a. [Pref. hetero-; Gr.

Top.q (tome) = a cutting, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Min. : Having a different cleavage from that
normal to the species.

het-er-ot'-ro-pal, het-er-6t'-ro-pous, a.

[Pref. hetero-, and"Gr. TpoTn; (trope) — a turn, a
turning.]

Bot. (Of an embryo) : Lying parallel with
the hilum, having the radicle pointing neither
to the apex nor to the base of the seed, but

'

lying across it.

* het-er-du'-sl-an, a. & s. [Heteroousian.]

* het-er-du'-si-oiis, a [Heteroousious.]

* he -then-esse, a. [Heathenness.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt.

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey - a. qu = kw.
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* heth-ing, s. [A.S.] Shame, mockery, con-
tempt.

"Now are we driven til hething and ttl acorne."
Chaucer: C. T., 4,108.

het'-man, s. [Pol. ; cf. Ger, hauptman =
headman.] The title of the head or General of
the Cossacks. It was abolished amongst the
Cossacks of the Ukraine by Catherine of
Russia, but still survives among the Cossacks
of- the Don. The title of Chief Hetman is now
held by the heir-apparent to the throne of
Russia.

" The Ukraine's Hetman, calm and lrald."

Byron : Mazeppa, iii.

heuch'-er-a (eu as 6~1), s. [Named after John
Henry de Heucher, Professor of Medicine at
Wittenberg, and a botanical author.]

Bot. : A genus of Saxifragaceae. Heuchera
americana is the alum-root of America ; it is

powerfully astringent.

heugh (gh guttural), s. [Etym. doubtful ; pro-
bably connected with high. ]

1. A precipice ; a steep, perpendicular rock.
" From the top of a Jieugh or broken bank [he] en-

joyed the acene.' —Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. xxvl

2. A coal-mine *, a pit.

heuk (1), s. [Hook, s.]

a coat.] An outer

HEUK.

* heuk (2), s. [Wei.
garment or mantle
worn by women in
the fourteenth
century, and after-

wards adopted by
men. (Fairholt.)

heu'-lan-dite, 5.

[Named after H.
Heuland, an Eng-
lish mineralogist.]

Min.: A mono-
clinic, transparent
or translucent
brittle mineral, of
pearly lustre, and
white, red, gray,

or brown colour

;

its hardness, 3*5

to 4; sp. gr. 2*2.

Compos. : silica,

58-20 to 59-64
;

alumina, 15-14 to 17*92; lime, 5'88 to 7'65
;

soda, to 1-16; potassa, to 2*35; water,
14*33 to 17*48. Occurs chiefly in amygdaloid,
though occasionally on gneiss, &c. Found in

Scotland, in the Isle of Skye ; in the Kilpa-
trick Hills, and at Campsie ; in India in. the
Vindhya Hills ; in Nova Scotia, &c. (Dana.)

heurt, h. [Hurt.]

* heve, v.t. & i. [Heave.]

he'-ve-a, s. [From heve", the native name of
these trees in the northern parts of South
America.]

Bot. : A genus of Euphorbiacea-, tribe
Crotonese. It is sometimes made a synonym
of Siphonia. The species furnish the Para
Rubber, the best kind of caoutchouc.

* hev-ed, s. [Head.]

* heven, $, [Heaven.]

hew (ew as u), * hewe, * hew-en, v.t [A.s.

hedwan ; cogn. with Dut. houwen ; Dan. hugge

;

Sw. hugga; Icel. hoggva; Ger. heuen; 0. H.
Ger. houwan; Russ. kovate; Lat. cudo = to

strike, to pound.]

I. Literally:

1. To cut by blows with an edged instru-

ment ; to cut or fell with an axe.

2. To form or shape with an axe or similar

instrument.
"Solomon tolde out foure score thousand men to

hewe stones in the mouutaina."—Geneva Bible (1661),

2 Chron. ii. 2.

3. To form or shape by labour or continued
effort.

" This river . . . has a long valley that eeema Tiewn

out on purpose to give its waters a passage."

—

Addison;
Italy.

4. To cut in pieces ; to hack ; to chop
" Him in a hundred parts Astolpho hews."

JJoo/e : Orlando Furioso, xv.
* II. Figuratively :

1. To cut down ; to destroy.
'* Hmtfd down, with an unsuspected sword.
Fame, pence, and hope—and all the better life.

Byron : On Bearing Lady Byron Was IU.

2. To cut by force of arms ; to force.

" Look around while I securely go.
And hew a passage through the sleeping foe."

Dryden: Virgil ; j£neid ix. 433.

3. To form by labour.
" Nor is it ao proper to hew out religious reforma-

tions by the sword. —King Charles: Eikon BasUike.

* hew (ew as u) (1), s. [Hew, v.] Destruc-
tion by hewing or cutting down ; a hacking.

"Of whom he makes such hauocke and such hew."
Spenser: F. Q., VI. viii. 49.

hew hole, s. A popular name for the
Green Woodpecker, Picus viridis.

* hew (ew as ii) (2), s. [Hue.]

1. Hue ; colour.

2. Shape, appearance.
" Whose semblance she did carrie under feigned hew."

Spenser : F. Q., I. i. 46.

hew'-er (ew as u), s, [Eng. hew, v. ; -er.]

One who hews.
"And Joshua made them that day hewers of wood

and drawers of water for the congregation, and for the
altar of the Lord."

—

Joshua ix. 27.

hewn (ew as u), pa. par. or a. [Hew, v.]

hex-a-cap'-su-lar, a. [Gr.e£ (hex) — six,

and Eng. capsular (q.v.).]

Bot. : Having six capsules.

hex'-a chord, s. [Gr. ef (hex) = six, and
XopSrj (chorde) = a chord.]

Mus. : An interval of four tones and a semi-
tone ; a scale of six notes.

hex-a-co-ral'-la, s. [Gr. «£ (hex) = six,

and KopaWtov (korallion) = coral.]

Zool. : One of the chief divisions of the
Coralligena, or corals, in which the funda-
mental number of intermesenteric chambers
of the body-cavity and of the tentacles is

six.

hex-ac-ti-nel'-la, s. [Gr. «?£ (hex) = six,

and dimin. of Gr."a.KTis (aktis), genit. ax-riVo?

(aktinos) = a ray.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Hexactinellidge (q.v.).

hex-ac-ti-nel'-lid, «. &*. [Hexactinella.]

A. As adj. : Having six rigid spicules ; of

or belonging to the Hexactinellidae, or any
species of the family.

" At the present day we find an abundance of liexac-

tinellid B$onges."—Nicholson : FaUeont.,i. 147.

B. Assubst. : A sponge of the family Hex-
actinellidae (q.v.).

"In the Cretaceous deposits, and especially in the
Chalk itself, the Hexactinellids are very largely and
abundantly represented,"

—

Nicholson ; Paltxont., i. 146.

hex-ac-ti-nel'-li-dss, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

hexactinell(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idai.]

1. Zool. : A family of siliceous sponges in

which the skeleton is composed of six rayed
spicules, generally large and, as a rule, becom-
ing ultimately soldered together. The rays
of the spicules are nearly always at right
angles to each other. The species are found
at great depths in the ocean.

2. Palasout. : The family began as early as
the Silurian times. They abound in the Upper
Jurassic and in the Cretaceous rocks, but are
rarer in other formations. Where hexactinellid
fossils are found, they probably indicate that
the stratum enclosing them was deposited in

the depths of the ocean [1].

hex a-dac -tyl-ous, a. [Gr. efaoaKTuAos
(hexddaktidos), from ef (hex)= six, and &6.ktv\o>;

(daktulos) = a finger, a toe.] Having six fingers
or toes.

hex-ade, s. [Gr. e£as (hexas), genit. e^afio?
(hexados), from e£ (hex)= six.] A series of six
numbers.

hex -ad§, s. pi. [Gr. «f (hex) - six ; pi. suff.

•ads (Chem.).']

Cliem. : Hexatomic elements equivalent to
six atoms of hydrogen.

hex a gon, s. _ [Lat. hexagonwm,, from Gr.
kl-ayuivos (liexaqonos) = six-cornered, from 1^
(hex) = six, and ymvia (gonia) = an angle, a
comer, from y6w (go%u)=& knee; Fr. hexa-
gont.]

Geom. : A figure having six sides or angles ;

a regular hexagon is one in which all the sides
and angles are equal.

hex-ag'-on-aL a. [Eng. hexagon: -al.] Of
the form of a. hexagon ; having six sides or
angles.

" With what prodigious geometrical subtility do
these little animals work their deep hexagonal ceUa."

—

Derham: Physico-TlLeology, bk. iv., ch. xiii.

hexagonal-system, s.

Crystall. & Min. : Oue of the six great
systems of crystallization. It agrees with the
tetragonal system in having only the lateral

axes equal, but differs in having three equal
lateral axes instead of two. The vertical is

at light angles to the lateral one. The sym-
metry of the crystals is by sixes and twelves.
The cleavage of biotite, apatite, tourmaline,
calc spar, nepheline, and, when it can be
effected, quartz, is on the hexagonal system.
(Dana & Ridley.)

hex-ag'-on-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hexagonat; -ly.]

In the form o'f a hexagon ; like a hexagon.

hex-a-gdn-i-en'-chy-ma, s. [Gr. igdywos
(hexdgonos) = six-cornered, and evxvp-a- (ew-

clmrna) = an infusion; xe^H-a (chcuma) =
tissue.]

Bot. : The name given to cellular tissue

which exhibits hexagonal forms or sections.

hex-ag'-on-y, s. [Eng. hexagon; -y.] A
figure of six sides; a hexagon.

" I read in St. Ambrose of hexagonies, or sexangultfr
cellars of bees."—Bramhall : Against Sobbes.

I hex'-a-gyn, s. [Hexagynia.]

Bot. : One of the Hexagynia.

hex-a-gyn'-i-a, s. [Gr. e£ (hex) = six, and
yvvq (gune) = ."

. . that which is feminine, a
pistil.]

Bot. : In Linnjeus's artificial classification,

plants having six styles. He made this

character of ordinal value.

hex-a-gyn'-i-an, hex-ag'-yn-ous, «.

[Eng., &c. hexagyn ; -ian, -oils.]

Bot. : Having six styles.

hex-a-he'-dral, a. [Gr. !£ (hex)= six, and
ISpa'(hedra) ="a seat, a base.] Of the figure

or form of a hexahedron ; cubic.

hex a he' dron, •. [Hexahedral.] A
regular solid body having six sides ; a cube.

hex-a-hem'-er-on, s. [Gr. ef (hex) = six,

and iifxipa. (hemera) = a day.]

1. A term of six days.

2. A history of the six days' work of crea-

tion, as given in the book of Genesis.

hex-a-le-pid'-e-ous, a. [Gr. e£ (hex) =
six ;*AeTrt? (lepis), genit. Aen-toos (lepidos) = a
scale, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having six scales.

hex-am'-er-al, hex-am'-er-oiis, a. [Gr.

t£ 0iex) = six*; jxe'pos (meros) = a part, and
Eng. suff. -al, -ous.]

Zool., Palozont., &c. : Consisting of six parts.

"An hexameral arrangement of the septa can he
usually more or less clearly demonstrated."

—

Nichol-
son : Falosont., i. 182.

hex-am'-e-ter, s. & a. [Lat. hexameter, hex-

ametrus, from Gr. efa/xeroo? (Itexametros) ~ (a)

of six metres or feet, (s.) an hexameter, from
ef (hex) = six, and ixerpou (tnetron) = a metre
or measure.]

A. As subst. : The heroic verse of the Greeks
and Romans. As its name implies, it consists

of six feet, properly dactyls, the last of which
is shortened by one syllable, and so become*
a trochee (— «j), or, as the final syllable is

long by position, a spondee ( ). The fol-

lowing examples show the correct form of the
hexameter in Greek and Latin :

—

aims e\iret.Ta ire\SovSe KV\\tuSeTo\ Xaa? a|veu6'?js.

Homer; Odyssey xi. 598.

Quadrfipeldante pu|trem sSnljtu quatlt| un-
gilla] campum. Virgil: ^Enetd viii. 696. «

It Avas not usual, however, to observe this
form strictly, and the first four feet were
indifferently dactyls or spondees, the former
being used to produce the idea of rapid, the
latter of slow and laborious movement,

Illi in|ter se|se magina vll brachial tollunt.
Virgil; Georgic Iv. 171.

The fifth foot should always be a dactyl;
sometimes, though rarely, it is replaced by a
spondee, in which case the fourth foot must
be a dactyl. Such a verse is called a spondaic

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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hexameter. Very rarely indeed do we find such
a line as

Aut le|ves ocre|aa len|to dfi|cunt arfgento.
Virgil : jBneid vil. 634.

In English hexameters, accent takes the place
of quantity.

B. As adj. : Having six metrical feet.

" Songa or ditties to be sung unto stringed instruments
were composed in old time of hexameter veraes."— I'.

Holland, ; Plutarch, p. 1,018.

hex-!im'-e-7tralt a. [Eng. hexameter; -al.]

The same as Hexametric (q.v.).

hex-a-met ric, hex a metrical, a.

[Eng*. hexameter; -ic ; -al.] Consisting of or
containing six metrical feet.

hex-am -e-trlst, s. [Eng. hexameter; -ist.]

One who writes in hexameters ; oue who com-
poses hexameter verses,

Ihex-an-der, s. [Hexandria.]

Bot. : One of the class Hexandria (q.v.).

Ilex an' dri-a, s. [Gr. 4'f (hex) = six, and
avrjp (aner), ge'nit. av&pQS (andros) = . . . that
which is male ; (Mod. Bot.) = a stamen.]

Bot. : The sixth class of Linnreus's artificial

system. It contains plants having six stamens.
He divided it into four orders : Monogynia,
Digynia, Trigynia, and Polygynia.

hex an' dri - an, hex -an drous, a.

[Mod. Lat. hexandr(ia); Eng. suff. -ian, -ous.]

Bot. : Having six stamens.

hex-an -drous, «. [Hexandrian.]

hex' ane, s. [Gr. e£ (hex) = six; suff -ane
(Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem.: CgHi4. Five isomeric hydrocarbons
can exist. (1) Normal hexane. Dipropyl,
OH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2 -CH3 . It occurs in
the light oils obtained by the distillation of
cannel coal, also in petroleum. It can be
obtained by the action of sodium and normal
propyl iodide, CpH7I, or by the action of zinc
and hydrochloric acid on secondary hexyl
iodide (from mannite), and by distilling suberic
acid with baryta, CgH14 4 + 2BaO= 2BaC03+
C6Hi4. It boils at 71°. (2) Propyl dimethyl
methane, or propyl isopropyl, ethyl isobutyl,

CH3-CH2'CH2'CH<^&. Obtained by the

action of sodium on a mixture of ethyl iodide
and isobutyl iodide. It boils at 62". (3) Diiso-

propyl, 3n
3>CH-CH<;^3

. Obtained by the

action of sodium on isopropyl iodide. It

boils at 58°. (4) Trimethyl ethyl methane,

ch
3>c<sch

2CH3
-

0btained bv the action

of zinc methyl on tertiary butyl iodide. It

boils at 45°. (5) Methyl diethyl methane,

CH3CH<£g2
!£g

3
. Not yet obtained.

hex-an'-gu-lar, a. [Gr. e£ (hex) = six, and
Eng. angular '(q.v. ).] Having six angles or
corners.

"The base was hexangular."—Pennant: Tour, p. 211.

hex-a-part' ite, &. [Gr. If (hex) = six, and
Lat. 'partitus = divided ; partlor = to divide.]

Arch. : A term applied to a vault divided by
its arching into six parts.

hex-a-pet'-a-l61d, a. [Gr. e£ (hex) ~ six

;

viraXott (petaton) = a petal, and eiSoy (eidos)

= form.]

Bot. : Having six coloured parts like petals.

(Cooke.

)

hex-an-pet'-a-lous, a. [Gr. «£ (hex) = six
;

TreVoXoi' (petdlon) = a petal, and Eng. suff. -oils.]

Bot. : Having six petals.

hex-aph'-yl-loiis, hex-a-phyl'-loiis, a.

[Pref. hex- ; Gr. <$>v\kov (phullon) = a leaf, and
Eng, suff. -ous.]

Bot. ; Having six leaves.

hex'-a-pla, s. [Gr. e^aTrAovs (hexaplous), e£a-
ttA6o5 (hexaploos) = six-fold : ?f (hex) = six,

and irkeKw (pleko) = a fold.] An edition of
the Scriptures having six versions in parallel
columns. Used specially of Origen's Hexapla.
Though nominally having but six columns, in

places there were nine—viz. (1) The Hebrew
text in the Hebrew characters, (2) the same
text in Greek characters, (3) Aquila's version,

(4) That of Symmachus, (5) The Septuagint,

(6) the version of Theodotion, (7), (8), and (9),

three other Greek versions of unknown author-
ship. Origen had also a tetrapla (q.v.).

hex-a-plar, a. [Hexapla.] Containing six

columns ; "sextuple.

hex'-a-pod, t hex'-a-pode, a. & s. [Gr.

b£(hex) = six, and irovs (pous), irofids (podos) =
a foot. ]

A. As adj. . Having six legs. (Used of in-

sects.)

B. As subst : A typical insect.

nex-a-prot'-o-don, s. [Gr. i$ (hex) = six

;

TrpwTos (protos) = first, and oSov's (odous), genit

656itos (odontos) = a tooth.]

Palceont. : A subgenus of Hippopotamus, or

a genus of Hippopotamidse, from the Upper
Miocene of the Siwalik Hills in India. It is

the earliest known form of the family, and
differs from the typical species ofhippopotamus

by having six lower incisors in place of four.

hex-ap'-ter-oiis, a. [Gr. e£ (hex) = six, and
Eng. apterous (q.v.).]

Bot. : Having six wing-like expansions.

hex-a-py-ren'-ous, a. [Gr. ef (hex) =six)

;

wvp-qv (puren), genit. irvpiivos (purenos) = the

stone of a fruit, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having six stones.

hex'-a-stich, * hex -a-stic, s. [Gr. efa-

otixos (hexastichos), from ef (hex) — six, and

0TIX05 (stichos) — a row, a line.] A poem con-

sisting of six lines or verses.

"That famous hexastic which Sannazzaro made of

this great city."—Howell : Letters, bk. i , let. 36, § 1.

hex'-a-styl-ar, a. [Eng. hexastyl(e); -an]

Arch. : Having six columns in front.

hex'-a-style, s. [Gr. e£do-TuAos (hexastulos),

from'ef (hex) = six, and o-tv\os (stulos) = a
pillar, a column.]

Arch. : A portico or temple having six

columns in front.

hex'-a teuch, s. [Gr. e£ (hex) = six, and
reuxo* (teuchos) = a tool, a book ; cf. Penta-
teuch.] The first six books of the Old Testa-

ment.

hex-a-thy-rid'-i-iim, s. [Gr. ££ (^ea;) =
six, and Latinized dimin. from Gr. aflupos
(athuros) — without doors, open, unchecked.]

Zool. : A genus of Scolecida, order Trema-
toda. Hexathyridium venaruwi, called also
Polystoma, sanguicolo, has been found in the
venous blood.

hex atom ic, a. [Gr. e£ (hex) =z six, and
Eng." atomic] Consisting of six atoms.

hexatomic alcohol, s.

Chem. : An alcohol derived from a hydro-
carbon by the replacement of six atoms of
hydrogen respectively by the monad radical
(OH)' hydroxy^ as mannite, C6H8(0H)6 .

hex-ene, s. [Gr. 2£ (hex) = six; suff. -em
(Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : C6H12l hexylene. Hydrocarbons of
the olefine series, containing six carbon atoms.
Hydrocarbons having this formula can be
obtained by the action of alcoholic potash
on hexyl chloride. Also by action of alcho-
holic potash on dimethyl-isopropyl carbimyl
iodide. It boils at 73°. (Watts : Diet. Chem.)

hex'-ine, s. [Gr. e£ (hex) = six ; suff. -ine
(Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : Two hydrocarbons are known
having the formula, C6H10 . (l) Hexoylene,
CH3 -(CH2)3C - CH. By the abstraction of
HBr from monobromhexene, it boils at 78°

(2) Diethyl, H
2C=CH;CH2-CH 2 -CH = CH 3 .

Obtained by the action of sodium or silver
on ethyl iodide. It is volatile, and boils at
59°.

hex-i-ol'-o-gy, * hex-i-cdl'-6-gy, s. [Gr.
exi? (hexis) = a state or habit of body, and
Aoyos (lopos) = a discourse.] (See extract.)

" Every aniioal and plant ... has certain definite
relations to apace and time: . . . But every living
creature has also relations with other living creatures,
which may tend to destroy it or indirectly to aid it,
and the various physical forces and conditions exercise
their several influences upon it. The study'of till these
complex relations to time, space, physical forces, other
organisms, and to surrounding conditions generally,
constitutes the science of hexicology."—ist. George
mvart : The Cat, oh. i. 9 12.

V

* hex-dc-ta-he'-drdn, s. [Gr. ef (hex) =
six, and Eng. octotedron (q.v.).] A polyhedron

contained under forty-eight equal triangular

faces.

hex o'-ic, a. [Gr. ef (hex)— six, o connective,

and suff. -ic (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : C5Hn-CO-OH. Fatty acids of the

acetic series, containing six carbon atoms.

Eight of these acids are possible. (1) The
normal hexoic acid is caproic acid (q.v.). It

boils at 205°. (2) Isocaproic acid, isopentyl-

formic acid, CH(CH3)2-CH2-CH2-COOH, is

prepared by the action of caustic potash on
isopentyl (amyl) cyanide. It boils at 199°.

(3) Methyl-isopropyl acetic acid,

?Sfnxj •»
>CH"CO-OH, an oily liquid. (4) Di-CH(CH3)2^

ethyl acetic acid, ^
2
g5>CH-COOH. Ob-

tained by the action of sodium and ethyl

iodide on methyl acetate. (5) Dimethyl-
CTL,

ethyl acetic acid. CH3 >C-COOH. Obtained
C2H/

from tertiary butyl cyanide. It boils at 187°.

*hext, *hecst, *hekst, *hexte, a. [A.s.

hehst, from heah = high ; cf. next, from nigh.]

[High.] Highest.
"And hexte men of mony londes aboute hymvaste

drou." Robert of Gloucester, p. SO.

hex'-yl, s. [Gr. e£ (hex) — six, and iik-n (hule)

= matter.]

Chem. ; A name given to a monad hydro-
1 carbon of the fatty series, containing six atoms
of carbon (C6H13).

hexyl alcohols, s. pi.

Chem : Monatomic alcohols having the for-

mula CeH 13 (OH). Seventeen alcohols can
exist, eight primary, six secondary, and three

tertiary. Normal hexyl-alcohol, (CH3'(CH2)4
*

CH2
-OH. It is obtained from the essential

oil of Heracleum giganteum, where it exists as

hexyl-butyrate, along with octyl-acetate; the
oil is saponified, by alcoholic potash, and then
fractionally distilled. The hexyl-alcohol boils

at 157°. By oxidation it yields caproic acid.

A secondary alcohol, methyl butyl carbinol,

HO*HC<q^9 is obtained by the action of

silver-oxide and secondary hexyl-iodide. It

boils at 137°. By oxidation it yields acetic,

carbonic, and normal butyric acids. For the
preparation and properties of the other alco-

hols, consult Watts : Diet. Chem.

hexyl-iodide, s.

Chem. : CfiH^I, a secondary hexyl-iodide, is

obtained by treating mannite with strong hy-
driodic acid. C6H14 6+llHI=5l2+6H20-r-

C6H13I. It boils at 167°.

hex'-y-lene, s. [Eng., &c hexyl; -me.
(CJiem.) (q.v.).] [Hexene.]

hey, inter}. [Onomatopoetic ; cf. Ger. hei;
Dut. hei.] An exclamation of joy, surprise, or
mutual exhortation.

*hey, s. [Hay (2).]

hey'-day, * hey'-da, interj. [Ger. heida -
ho I hallo ; Dut. liei daar = ho there ! ] An
exclamation of cheerfulness or sometimes of
wonder.

" Hey-da I what Hans Flutterkin is this! "

—

Ben Jon-
son: Masque of Augurs.

* hey'-day, s. [For high-day; from Mid. Eng.
hey = high, and day.] A frolicsome wildness.

"Th& Iieyday in the blood is tame, it's humble."
Shakesp. ; Hamlet, ill. 4, ,

*hey'-de-guie§t, *hey'-de-giiyesf s.

[Prob. from heyday, a., and. guise.] A kind of
frolicsome dance.
" Lightfoote Nympha can chase the lingring night,
With heydeguies, and trimly trodden traces.

Spenser: Shepheards Calender; June.

* hi-'a'-tion, a. [Lat. hio = to gape.] The act
of gaping.

"The continued hiation or holding open its mouth."—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. iii., ch. xx\,

hi-a'-tiis, s. [Lat. = a gap, a chasm. ]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. .- A gap ; an aperture ; a gaping
breach.

2. Fig. : A gap or space from which some-
thing is wanting ; a lacuna in a manuscript
where one or more words are wanting.

"I Bhall endeavour to fill this hiatus by producing
an almost entire chronologic series of paintings."—
Walpole : Anecdotes of Painting, vol. L, ch ii

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e; ey = a. qu =~ kw.
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II* Technically:

' 1. Anat, : An opening, a foramen ; zahiatus
aorticus = the foramen of the aorta.

2. Gram. & Pros, : The coining together of
two vowels in successive syllables or words.

* hi-bern -a-cle, * hy-bern -a-cle,
hl-ber-nac'-u-lum, * hy-ber-nac'-u-
lum, s. [Lat. tyibernacula =^winter quarters,
from hiberhus = pertaining to winter.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Anything which serves as a
shelter, protection, or retreat in winter

;

winter quarters.!

IL Technically -•

1. Bot. : A poetical name for a bud or bulb
sheltering the future plant.

2. Zool. (Chiefly of the form hibernaculum)

;

The whiter quarters of an animal.

* hi-bern al, * hyrbern'-al, a. [Lat. hi-

bernalis = pertaining to winter; hiems =
winter.] Pertaining or relating to winter.

"Conjoined with the a\m in its hibernal conversion."
—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. xiii.

hl-bern'-ate, v. i. [Lat. hibematum, sup. of
hiberno = to winter ; hibernus = pertaining
to winter.] To pass the season of winter in

close, protected, or secluded quarters, as
birds and beasts ; to winter.

bi-ber-na -tion, * hy-ber-na tion, s

[Hibernate.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act or state of hibernating.
" Plants that were to pass their hybernation In the

green-house,"—Evelyn ; Kalendarium Ilortense ; A New
Conservatory.

2. Zool. & Entom. : Many animals hibernate.

In the case of insects it is naturally but erro-

neously assumed that they pass the winter
only in a chrysalis state. Some species of

Lepidoptera do so in the egg, others in the
caterpillar, others in the chrysalis state. (E.

Newman : .British Butterflies.)

HI-bern'-l-an, a. & s. [Lat. Hibernia, Iverna,

\ Inverna, from Gr. 'leavn (Ierne), from Irish
Eire = Ireland, Erin.] [Ayran.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Hibernia
or Ireland ; Irish.

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of
Ireland.

hl-bern'-I-an-ii-tm,, s. [Eng. hibernian;
,-ism.] A pWrase, idiom, or mode of speech
peculiar to the IriBh.

hi bern-i-ci^a'-tion, hi-bern-i-ci-za-
tion, s. [Eng. hibernicis(e) ; -ation.] The
act of using the language or idioms of the
Irish language.

hi-bern -i-ci^e, hi-bern'-i-glze, v. t.

[Lat. Hibernia) = Ireland ; c connective ; Eng.
suff. -ise, -ize.] To render into the idiom or
language of the Irish.

hi bern -i-cifm, s. [Lat. Hibernia) = Ire-

land ; c connective ; Eng. sufT. -ism.] A phrase
-or mode of speech peculiar to the Irish. ; hi-
bernianisin.

* hi -bern - I - za'-tion, * hy -bern-J-za'-
tlon, s. [Eng. hiberniz(e); -ation.] The act
or habit of hibernating ; hibernation.

* hi'-bern-ize, * hy'-bern-ize, v.i. [Lat.
hibemi(us) = pertaining to winter; Eng. auff.

-ize.] To hibernate (q.v.),.

Hl-b©rn-6-, pref. [Lat. Hibernia = Ireland.]
Pertaining to or connected with Ireland.

Hiberno-Celt, s. An Irish Celt.

Hiborno-Celtic, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the Irish Celts.

B. As subst. : The branch of the Celtic lan-

guage spoken by the Irish ; the Irish language.

hj-bis'-ce-w, -s. pi. [Lat. hibiscus) ; fem. pi.

adj. auff. ~ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Malvaceae.

hi-bis'-cus, s- [L&t.hibiscus,hibiscum, ibiscum;
'Gr. ' ijSfcTKos (hibiskos), probably = the wild
mallow, the marBh mallow.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the malvaceous
tribe -Ribiscese (q.v.).' The involucel is of
several leaves, calyx with five divisions, petals
five, stamens forming a sheath which encloses
the . five-branched style. Fruit five-celled,

many-seeded. They are plants with large

showy flowers, found chiefly, though not ex-
clusively, in tropical countries. In the West
Indies Hibiscus arborea furnishes tenacious
fibres, which are made into whips. Those of
H. eannabinus constitute the sun of India,
used as a substitute for hemp. H. syriaeus

HIBISCOS ARTICULATUS.

and H. Rosa Sinensis are ornamental ; the
astringent plants of the latter are used by the
Chinese to blacken their eyebrows and the
leather of their shoes. H. Sabdariffa and H.
suratensis are somewhat acid. H. esculentus

[Gombo] is used in the West Indies, and H.
longifolius (Ram turai), in the East for thicken-
ing soup. More than 100 species of the genus
are known.

hi'-brid, a- & s. [Hybrid.]

hie, adv. [Lat. = here.]

hie jacet. [Lat. = here lies.] Commonly
the first two words on a tombstone, and so
used as a noun in the sense of tombstone,
grave.

" By the cold hic-jacets of the dead."
Tennyson; Vivien, 603.

* hic'-ci-iis doc'-ti-us (ci, ti as shi), s.

[Said to be a corruption of Lat. hie est doct its

= this (or here) is the learned man.] A cant
word for a juggler ; one who plays fast and
loose.

" And hiccius doctius played in all."

Butler : Hudibras, pt. lil., c. iii.

hic'-cough (gh as p), hic'-cup, * hich-
cock, hick-ock, "hick-cock, hick-et,
* nic-quet, * hick-up, s. [Generally sup-
posed to be a formation from cough, but more
probably hie, hick, or^hik is imitative of the
spasmodic sound or jerk, and -cough, -cup,

&c, are corruptions of the diniin. suffixes -et

or -ock. Cf. Fr. Jwquet = a hiccough ; Dut.
hik = hiccough, hikken = to hiccough ; Dan.
hiklc&, s. & v. ; Sw. hicka, s. & v. ; Welsh ig =
a hiccough ; igio = to sob ; Bret.'Mfc = a hic-
cough:]

Pathol. : A series of sudden, rapid, and brief
inspirations, followed by expiration accom-
panied by noise. It is generally caused by
irritation of the stomach, but is produced,
chiefly by the respiratory muscles. In children
it sometimes follows a violent fit of crying or
sobbing. It also accompanies certain fevers.

There is an hysteric hiccough and a hiccough
of death.

" And bo- it Is also of good signality, according to
that of Hippocrates, that sneezing cureth the hicket."—Browne ; Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. is.

hic'-cough (gh as p), hic'-cup, *hick-up,
v.i. [Hiccough, s.] To have a hiccough.

*' When I'm in a fit, to hickup."
, ,

Butler : Budibras, pt. ii., c. i.

Hick, a. [Prop, name.]

Hick's mandril, s. An arbor for turning
rings ; at the centre of the arbor there is a
cone, round which, at equal distances, wedges
are fitted iuto-dovetailed grooves, and are ex-
panded to1 the bore of the ring by a nut acting

,
on a screw at the end of the cone.

hick'-er-y
.
pick-er-$r, s. [See def.] A cor-

ruption of Hiera picra (q.v.).

"The leddy cured me with some hickery pickery."—
Scott; Old Mortality, ch. viiL

hick -hall, s. [Hickwall.]

hick-joint, s. [Etym. of first element doubt:
ful; Eng. joint.]

Mason. : A species of pointing in which
mortar is inserted between the courses and
joints of a wall, and made truly level or
smooth with the surface.

hick'-or-y, s. [Bartlett notes the resemblance
in sound and sense to Gr. 17 Kapva. (he carua)=
the walnut, but adds that hickory is of Ameri-
can aboriginal derivation.]

Bot. & Comm. : The several species Carya, a
genus of Juglandacese. Carya alba is the
Shell-bark, Scaly-bark, or Shag-bark Hickory,
from the tendency of the bark to peel off in
long loose strips. Its wood is noted, for its

elasticity and toughness. It is a large tree,

sometimes eighty or ninety feet high, by two
in diameter, growing in the United States
from South Carolina to New Hampshire. The
leaves, which are about twenty inches long,

are pinnate, leaflets five serrate. The nuts,
which are whitish, are sub-globular, pointed
at each end. Other species of the genus are
the Mocker-nut, White-heart, or Common
Hickory (C. tomentosa), the wood of which
is excellent for mechanical purposes, or for

burning, the! Bitter-nut or Swamp Hickory
(C. amara), the Pig-nut Hickory, or Hog-nut
or Broom Hickory (C. porcina), the Nutmeg
Hickory (G. myristicaiformis), &c. The Hick-
ory of New South Wales is Eucalyptus Stuarti-
ana and E. resinifera.

hickory-broom, s. A broom made from
the flexible wood of the hickory. The handle,
originally thick, is shaved down; the long,
thin shavings, still attached at one end of the
stick, are bent over and bound into a besom
head. (American.)

hickory-shirt, s. A shirt made ofchecked
cotton stuff. (American.)

* hick'-scorn-er, s. [Etym. of first element
doubtful ; Eng. scorner.] A scoffer at sacred
things.

" Such hickscorners will be merry at their drunken
banquets."—Pilkington : Exposition on A'ehemiah ii.

* hick -iip, s. & v. [Hiccough.]

hick'-wall, thick-way, *hygh-whelet
* high-awe, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Ornithology

:

1, Picus minor, the Lesser Spotted Wood-
pecker. It is found in Britain, Used also of
the Green Woodpecker.

t 2. Parus cceruleu3.

hid, hid'-den, pa. par. & a. [Hide, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

H, As adjective

:

1. Concealed
;
placed in secrecy or out of

sight ; remote, secluded.

"Some hidden place, wherein to slake the gnawing
of my in i ud."
Surrey; Compt. at the Absence of her Lover, «c.

2. Not evident ; reserved, unseen, latent,

covert.
" To raiBB hid merit, set the alluring light

Of Virtue high." Thomson ; Liberty, iv. 1,163.

* 3. Secret, mysterious. (Milton.)

* hid' age, s. [Eng. hide (1), a. ; -age.]

Old Law : A tax paid to the king for every
hide of land.

"The laud-tax, in ita modern ahajpe, superseded (at

least until a recent period) all the former methods of

rating either property or persons in respect of their

property, whether by tenths or fifteenths, subsidies on
lauds, hidages, scutages, or taUiages."— Blackstone;
Comment., bk. i., ch. 8.

hi-dal'^gd, s. [Sp., from hijo de algo = the

son of something, a man of rank : hijo (O. Sp.

flgo), from Lat. filium, ace. of fllius = son ;

algo, Lat. aliquid = something.] A Spanish
nobleman of the lowest class ; a gentleman by
birth.

hid'-den, pa. par. & a. [Hid.]

hidden-veined, a.

Bot. (Of a leaf) : Having the veins hidden
from view by the parenchyma. Such a leaf is

sometimes erroneously described
1

as veinless.

hid'-den-ly, adv. [Eng, hidden; -ly.] In a
hidden or secret manner ; secretly ; not openly.

hid'-der, s. or pron. [Prob, a corrupt, of he?

here.] A provincial term for he.

TI Bidder and shidder ; He and she ; male
and female. (Dr. Morris believes it to mean
he deer and she deer—i.e., animals of the male
and female kind ; others explain it as hither

and thither.)

" Had his weasand been a little widder.
He would haVe devoured both hidder and skidder."

Spenser : Shepheards Calender ; Sept.

hide (1), *ni-den, * hud-en, *hyde, v.t.

&,i. [A.S. hiddn, hydan; cogn. with Gr.

boil, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, pell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian. tian = shan. -tion. sion shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -dle..&c. = bel, d^L
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KevBbt (keutho)— to hide; Lat. custos (for cud-

tos) — a guardian.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To conceal ; to withhold from or put out
of sight ; to secrete, to cover.

" There's never a man in Christendom
Can less hide his love or hute than he."

Skakesp. : Richard III., ill. 4.

2. To withhold or keep from knowledge ; to

conceal, to suppress, to disguise.

" There is nothing hid that Bhall not be known."—
Matthew x. 26.

II. Intrans. : To lie concealed ; to hide or

conceal oneself; to he withdrawn from sight.

Tf For the difference between to hide and to

conceal, see Conceal ; for that between to

hide and to cover, see Cover.

hide-and-seek, s. A children's game,
in which one hides and the others try to find

him or her.

hide (2), v.t. [Hide (2), s. Cf. Icel. hy'dha= to

flog ; from hudh = the skin or hide.] To flog,

to castigate. (Colloquial.)

* hide (1) *hyde (1), s. [A.S. hid, a contrac-

tion of Hgid = (according to Beda) an,estate

sufficient to support one family or household ;

Low Lat. hida. (Skeat.y]

Old Law : A measure of land of uncertain
size, estimated variously at 60, 80, 100, and
120 acies.

, " Of ilk a hide tuo schillynges that he toke
Suld neuer eft betide." Robert do Brunrte, p. 110.

hide-and-gain, s. Arable land. (Coke,

upon Littleton.)

hide (2), *hudef *hyde (2), 5. [A.S. hid;
cogn. with Dut. hind; Icel. hudh; Dan. &
Svv. hud ; O. H. Ger. hut; Ger. liaut; Lat.

cutio ; Gr. kuto?, oxutos (kutos, skutos).]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The human skin : now only used in con-

tempt.
" Hur sone was feir of hide and hewe."

Triamour, 468.

2. The skin of any animal, either dressed or

raw.
" The body is covered with a strong hide, exactly

resembl t tig black leather."—Pennant ; British Zoology ;
Coriaceous',Tortoise.

II. Comm. : The undressed skin of one of the
larger domesticated animals, as the ox, horse,

&c
" Some in feathers, or a ragged hide.
Have lived a second life.

Addison: To Dryden.

^[ The sides of hides are the flesh side, and
the grain or hair side. [Tanning.]

hide-boiling, s.

Anthrop. : The name given by Tylor (Prim.
Cult., i. 45) to a method of cooking said by
Herodotus (iii. 61) to have been in use among
the Scythians, and thus described by Andrew
Boorde (Fyrst Bote of the Introduction ofKnow-
ledge, ch. iii.) as practised in Ireland in the
sixteenth century

:

" And they wyl sethe theyr meat in a beastes skyn.
And the skyn shall he set on lnanye stakes of wood,
and theu they wyl make a great fyre vnder the skyn
hetwyxt the stakes, and the skyn wyl not greatly
breu. And when the meate is eaten, they, fortbyr
drynke, will drinke up the brothe."'

hide handler, s. A machine or vat in

which hides are moved in the liquor to expose
them to the liquid in circulation, and some-
times alternately to the air and the liquor.

hide-rope, s. Rope made of strands of
cow-hide plaited. It is used for wheel-ropes,

traces, purchase-ropes, &c. (American.)

hide-scraper, s.

Leather : An instrument to perform by ma-
chinery the business of scraping the flesh-side

of hides. -,

hide-stretcher, s.
'

Leather : A frame on which ahide is stretched
to bring it to shape and remove wrinkles.

hlde'-bound, a. [Eng. hide, and bound.]

X, Ordinary Language

;

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 2.

* 2. Figuratively

;

(1) Harsh, untractable.

, " And still the harsher and hidebounder
"v The damsels prove, become the fonder.*

< Butler: Hudibras, pt. ii., c. i.

,
" (2) Niggardly, penurious, parsimonious,
stingy.- « ;__

II. Technically:

1 1. Hort. : Unduly restrained, at least fora
time, by the bark.

" Mildew was found to make the corn hidebound."
—Boyle: Works, vi. 483.

2. Farriery: Applied to an animal, as a
horse or cow, when the skin sticks bo hard to

its ribs and back that it cannot be loosened
or raised.

" Their horses, no other than lame jades and poore
hidebound hildings."

—

P. Holland : Livius, p. 415.

*hlde'-gild, s. [Eng. hide (2), s., and Mid.
Eng. gild = a payment.]

Old Law : The price or payment by which a

villein escaped the penalty of being flogged

for any offence by which he had incurred the

liability to corporal punishment.

* hid-e-os'-l-ty, s. [Eng. hideous ; -ity. ] The
quality or state of being hideous ; hideousness.

hid'-e-ous, *hid-ous, a. [O.Fr. hisdos,

hidos, hidus, hideus ; Fr. hideux ; from Lat.

hispidosus = roughish, from hispidus = rough,

bristly.]

1. Horrible, frightful, or shocking to the

eye ;
ghastly, grim.

" The highway along which he retired presented a
piteous and hideous spectacle." — Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xiv.

2. Horrible or shocking to the ear ; terrible.

" The inferior demons of the place
Raised rueful shrieks And hideous yells around."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, il. 44.

3. Horrible or shocking in any way ; detest-

able, hateful, odious.
" Check tliia hideous rashness."

Shakcsp. : Lear, i. 1.

T[ Hideous respects natural objects, and
ghastly more properly that which is super-

natural or what resembles it ; a mask with
monstrous grinuing features looks hideous ; a

human form with a visage of deathlike pale-

ness is ghastly. The grim is applicable oniy
to the countenance . . . grisly refers to the
whole form, but particularly to the colour. . . .

Hideous is applicable to objects of hearing
also ; but the rest to objects of sight only.

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

hid'-e-oiis-ly, *hid-ous-ly, adv. [Eng.
hideous ; -ly.] In a hideous, horrible, or
shocking manner or degree.

hid'-e-ous-ness, s. [Eng. hideous; -ness.]

The quality or state of being hideous ; fright-

fulness, horribleness, dreadfulness.

hid'-er, s. [Eng. hide (1), v. ; -er. ] One who
hides or conceals.

"If the hider of the gold, ne had hid the gold in
that place, the gold ne had not been found."

—

Chaucer :

Boecius, bk. v.

hid'-ing, pr. par., u., & s. [Hide (1), v.]

A. & E. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of concealing, secreting, or cover-
ing from sight or knowledge.

" There was the hiding of his power."—Bible (1583).

* 2. A hiding-place ; concealment.
" SothfaBtnease wol none hidings."

Romaunt of tlie Rose.

hiding-place, hiding-hole, s. A place
of concealment.

" The habitations, cottages; the'eitlea, hiding-places
in woods."

—

Burke: Abridg. of Eng. Hist. hk. i.', ch. xi.

hid' ing, s. [Hide (2), v.] A thrashing, a
flogging. (Slang.)

*hi-dle, *hi-dil, *hu-dle, s. [A.S. hydels.]

A hiding-place ; a place of concealment ; a
secret-place.

"And thi fadir that seeth in hidlis schal yelde to
thee."— Wycliffe : Matt. v.

hid'-ling?, adv. & a. [Eng. hide, and suff.

-lings. ]

A. As adv. : Secretly, clandestinely.

B. As adj. ; Secret, clandestine. (Scotch.)

* hid-ous, a. [Hideous.]

* hid-ous-ly, adv. [Hideously.]

hi-drot'-ic, a. & s. [Gr. iSpow (hidroo) = to
sweat, to perspire.]

A. As adj. : Sudorific ; causing perspiration.

B. As subst. : A sudorific (q.v.).

hie, * hi-en, * high-en, * hye, * hy-en, v. i.

[A.S. higian; cogn. with Lat. cieo = to sum-

mon, to cause to go ; citus = quick ; Gr. kU*
(kieo) = to go.] To go in haste, to hasten, to

hurry.
"Hie down and borrow Dan Dunkieson'a plated*

Btirrups. "—Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. lv.

U It was frequently used reflexively.

" Jlic you. Messal*,

And I will seek for Pmdarus the while.""

Shakesp. : Julius Cmsar, v. £

* hie, * highe, * hih, s. [Hie, v.} Hasten

hurry.
" He n'as but ded, and charged hem in hie

To shapen for his lif som remedie."
Chaucer: C. T., 4,627".

* hie, a. [High.]

* hie'-ful, * hih-ful, a. [Eng. hie; -fulXl).\

Hasty, hurried.

hi-eT-mite, s. [Sw. hjeVmit.']

Min. : A black mineral of metallic lustre

and granular fracture ; hardness, 5 ; sp. gr.

5 -

82. Compos.: tantalic acid, 62*42; oxide of
tin, 6*56

;
protoxide of uranium, 4'87

; protox-
ide of iron, S -

06 ; protoxide of manganese, 3"32_

Yttria = 5'19 ; lime, 4*26 ; and water, 3'26, &c_
It is a stanno-tantalate of iron, uranium, and
yttria, occuring in pegmatite near Fahlun, im
Sweden.

*hT-em-alf a. [Hyemal.]

Hi-er-a'-ci-ans, Hi-er-a-cltes, s. pi.

[For etym., see def.J

Ecclesiol. & Ch. Hist. : The followers of
Hierax, Bishop of Leontopolis, a book-copier,,

who flourished towards the close of the third

century. He believed that Jesus promulgated
a law much more strict than that of Moses.
Those Christians, therefore, who aspired after

the highest attainments, were enjoined to-

abstain from marriage, flesh, wine, &c. He
also allegorised Scripture, denied the resur-

rection of the body, and excluded those who
died infants from the kingdom of heaven.
(Mosheim: Ch. Hist, cent, iii., pt. ii., ch. v.,

§11.)

hl-er-a'-ci-e-Je, s. pi. [Lat. huracUum^
(q.v.); fern. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of composites, tribe

Cichoracea?.

hl-er-a'-ci-um, s. [Lat.= a kind of eye-

salve, from Gr. iep&Kiov (hierakion) = hawk-
weed, from te'pa£ (hierax) = a hawk.]

Bot. : Hawkweed. The typical genus of the
sub-tribe Hieraciese (q.v.). It consists of

perennial milky herbs, with stellate hairs,

yellow heads of flowers, and an angled or
striate, unbeaked fruit, with simple one-
serrate pappus. The species are so variable

that the number in Britain has been stated as.

four, nine, or thirty. Sir J. Hooker divides,

the genus into two sections or sub-genera,

Piloselloidea and Pulmonarea. The British

species he makes eleven. Many others are=

cultivated in gardens.

hi'-er-a pic'-ra,s. [Gr. up6?(7iieros)=sacred>1

and TTLKpos (pikros) = bitter.]

Thar. : A mixture of equal parts of powdered
canella bark and aloes. (Garrod : Mat. Med.),

hi'-er-arch, s. [Gr. tepapx^s (hierarches) = »
president of sacred rites : iepos (hieros) =
sacred, and apx<o (archo) = to rule, to govern

;

Fr. hierarqtie.] The chief of a sacred order

;

one who has authority in sacred things. (Mil-

ton: P. L., xi. 220.)

hi-er-arch'-al, a. [Eng. hierarch; -al.] OJ
or pertaining *to a hierarch or hierarchy ; hier-

arch ical.

" The great hierarchal standard was to move."
Milton: P. £., v. 701-

hi-er-arch'-ic, hi-er-arch'-ic-al, a. [Eng.

hierarch; -ic, -al.] Of or pertaining to a kier-

arch or hierarchy ; of the nature of a hierarchy*

"A people under an hierarchical government."—
Cogan ; Theological Disqi&ition, dis. 2, ch. L

hi-er-arch'-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hierarch-

ical; -ly.] In a hierarchical manner; in s
manner of a hierarchy.

hl-er-arch' i§m, s. [Eng. hierarch; -ism-.]

Hierarchical principles, power, or character.
" A presumptuous Jiierarchism, with all its conae-

quences of persecution, of heresy, and hate."—Van
Oosterzee : Christian Dogmatics, i. 97.

hl'-er-arch-y, * hi-er-arch-ie, s. [Fr.
hUrarchie, from Gr. lepap^Ca (hierarchia) = the
post or position of a hierarch (q.v.).J

1

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; g*, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try. Syrian. », ce = e; ey = a. qu = fcw*
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1. Government, rule, power, or authority in
sacred matters.

" Is not spiritual union, all hierarchy and subordi-
' nation among men, henceforth mi impossibility?"—

Carlyle : Heroen & Hero-worship, lect, iv,

2. A body of persons in whom is vested the
control, direction, power, or authority in
sacred matters ; the authorities in sacred
matters collectively ; a sacred body of rulers.

"In 1683 the cause of the hierarchy was for a moment
that of the popular party."—Macaulay : , Hist. Eng.,
eh. viii.

3. A form of government carried out by the
priesthood or clergy.

4. A rank or order of sacred persons.

,
*' Standards and gonfalons, 'twixt van and rear
Stream in the air, and for distinction serve
Of hierarchies, of orders and degrees."

Milton: P. Z„ v. 591.

hl-er-at'-lC, a. & s. [Gr. iepaTitcos (hieratikos),

from iepds (hieros)= sacred.]

A. As adj. ; Consecrated or devoted to
sacred uses ; sacred ; sacerdotal

;
priestly.

Specif., applied to the characters or mode of
writing employed by the priests of Egypt in
their records. They were an abridged form of
the hieroglyphic.

"The Palenque inscriptions show the abbreviated
hieratic writing."— Wilson : Prehistoric Man, ii. 65.

B. As subst. : The characters employed by
the priests of Egypt in their records ; hieratic
writing or characters.

ni-er-at'-Ic-al, a. [Eng. hieratic; -aZ.] The
same as Hieratic (q.v.).

hl'-er-ax, i-er-ax, s. [Gr. UPa£ (Merax) =
a hawk, a falcon.]

Ornith, : A genus of falcons (Falconinse).

Some species are of small size, yet they are
very courageous, and are trained in India to
the pursuit of game. Hierax cozrulescms is the
little black and orange Indian Hawk of
Edwards, and .Latham's Bengal Falcon. It is

found also in Java.

*hierd,s. [Herd.]

* hierd-ess, s. [Mid. Eng. hierd = herd ; fern.

suff. -ess.] A female herd ; a shepherdess.

ni-er-och'-Io-e, thi-er-och'-l<S-a,s. [Pref.
Hero-, = sacred, because the plantwas formerly
strewed on the floors of churches, and Gr.
XAotj (chloe), xAoa (chloa) = the first tender
green shoot of grass or other plants.]

Bot. : A genus of grasses, tribe Aveneee.
Hierocliloe borealis is a fragrant grass, the scent
being attributed to benzoic acid. It is found
in wet places near Thurso, and was so formerly
in Forfarshire. It is the only British species,
and is confined to Scotland.

* hl-er-oc'-ra-cy, s. [Gr. iepds (hieros) =
sacred, and dpxn (arche)= rule or government.]
A government by ecclesiastics ; a hierarchy.

hi-er-6-glyph, s_. [Gr. iepds (hieros)= sacred,
and y\u<p»j (gluphe) = a carving, a writing ; Fr.
TiUroglypJie.]

L Literally:

1. The figure of an animal, a plant, or of
any animate or inanimate object ; a symbol or
character used in the writing called hiero-
glyphic (q.v.).

"To bring together the Egyptian hieroglyphs in their
' pictorial form with the square Hebrew characters,"

—

Tylor : Early Hist. Mankind, ch. v.

2. The art of writing in picture or hiero-
glyphic characters.

II. Fig. : Any picture having, or supposed
to have, a hidden, secret, or mysterious mean-
ing.

"He gave unto her a kind expression, by a quaint
device sent unto her in a rich jewel, fashioned much
after the manner of the trivial hieroglyphs, used in
France, called Rebus de Picardy."

—

Sir G. Buck: Hist,
o/Ricliard III. (1646), p. 115.

hi'-er-o-glyph, v.t. [Hieroglyph, s.] To
represent by or in hieroglyphics.

lu-er-o-glyph'-ic, a. & s. [Lat. hieroglyphi-
cus, from Gr. iepoyAwpixd? (hierogluphikos),

from iepds (hieros) = sacred, and y\v(j><o (glupho)
= to carve, to write.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Literally:

1. A term applied to the most ancient lan-
guage of Egypt, being that employed in the
monumental inscriptions of that country.

" It will be necessary to trace up hieroglyphic writ-
ing to its original."— Warburton : Divine Legation,
bk. iv., § 4.

2. Written in or covered with hieroglyphs ;

conveying, or intended to convey, a meaning
by hieroglyphs or emblematically.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Written in characters difficult to deci-

pher.
" Hicroglyphicke letters."

—

r. Holland : Ammianus,
p. 214. -.-*-»

2. Mysterious ; conveying, or intended to

convey, a meaning in mysterious or obscure
terms or emblems.

S. As substantive:

1. Sing. : A hieroglyph ; hieroglyphic wri-
ting.

"The groups of symbols begin with a large hierogly-
phic on the left-hand corner."

—

Wilson: Prehistoric
Man, ii. 65.

2. PL (Hieroglyphs, hieroglyphics) : Repre-
sentations of animals, plants, and other more
or less material bodies, sculptured on Egyp-
tian temples, obelisks, sarcophagi, &c, and de-

signed for ideographic or other writings. All
attempts to read hieroglyphics had for cen-
turies been given up, when, in August, 1799,

the French found among the ruins of Fort St.

Julien, near the Eosetta branch of the Nile, a
stone, which has since been called the Rosetta
Stone. It was afterwards taken from a French
vessel by William R. Hamilton, and is now in
the British
Museum . It

contains an
inscription
regarding the
coronation of
Ptolemy V.
(Epiphanes),
and is be-
lieved to have
been sculp-
tured about
195 B.C. The
inscription is

first in hiero-
glyphics, next
in the hieratic

character of
EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPHICS.

Egypt, and in Greek, which afforded a key to
the hieroglyphics, but one very difficult to
apply. Silvestre de Sacy in 1801, Akerblad in
1802, the younger Champollion in 1814, 1821,
1830, 1841, with Dr. T. Young, most successful
of any, in 1819, Rossellini in 1825, 1S26,
1832, Salvolini in 1832, and Lepsius in

1837, all made advances towards solving the
enigma, so that Egyptologists are now con-
tinually translating hieroglyphics from the
monuments. Hieroglyphics are of two kinds :

some are ideographs (q.v.), others stand for
syllables or for letters. They are not con-
fined to Egypt, they exist in the adjacent
lands, and in Mexico. Professor Sayce shows
that there were some hieroglyphics in the
Hamathite inscriptions which^ere probably
of Hittite origin (Trans. Bib. Arch, Soc, v.,

26, 27). The Mexican hieroglyphics emanated
from the ancient Aztecs. Hieroglyphs are a
shorter kind of picture writing, which it is

thought was the earliest form of all. Hiero-
glyphics were ultimately modified into alpha-
betic writing. Thus the Rev. W. Houghton
believed in the hieroglyphic or picture origin
of the Assyrian Syllabary (Ibid., vi. (1878), p
452^83, 602), and Endlicher has shown that
the "ancient pictures" of the Chinese gave
rise to the cursive forms now in use. (Tylor:
Anthropology, ch. vii.)

" The Hamathite hieroglyphics appear to have been
an invention of an early population of Northern
Syria.' —Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., v. 26.

* hi^er-6-glyph-ic-al, a. [Eng. hierogly-
phic; -al.] The same as Hieroglyphic (q.v.).

" The hieroglyphical doctrine of the Egyptians,'"—
Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. i., ch. x.

* hi-er-o-glyph'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hiero-
glyphical; -ly.] In a" hieroglyphic manner;
by means of hieroglyphics, emblems, or cha-
racters ; in hieroglyphics.

Hieroglyphically adding inartegres, wivernes, lion-
fishes, with divers others."—Browne : Vulgar Errours
bk. v., ch. xx.

* hl'-er-6-glyph-Ist, s. [Eng. hieroglyph;
-ist.] One who is skilled in the deciphering
of hieroglyphics.

* hl'-er-O-glypn-Ize, v.t. [Eng. hieroglyph ;
•ize.] To express in hieroglyphics ; to write
or depict hieroglyphically.

"They hieroglyphized both their thoughts, histories,
and inventions to posterity."—Evelyn: Sculptura.

*ni'-er-6-grain, s. [Gr. iepds (hieros) =
sacred, and ypd/xp-a (gramma) = a writing, a

letter; ypd<f>(o (grapho) = to write.] A species
of sacrecl or hieratic writing.

* hi-er-6-gram~mat'-ic, *hi-er-o-
gram mat'-ic al, a. [Gr. iepos (hieros) =
sacred ; ypcip.p.a (gramma), genit. Ypap.u,a.TOs
(grammatos) = a letter, and Eng. adj. suff. -ic]
Pertaining to or written in hierograms.

" The hierogrammatic or sacerdotal, he [Porphyry}
comprised under the generic term of epistolic. '— War-
burton : Divine Legation, bk. iv., § i.

*hi-er-6-gram'-ma-tist, s. [Gr. Up6?
(hieros) = sacred

; ypo\p.p.a (gramma), genit-
ypajup-aros (grammatos) = a writing, a letter ;
Eng. suff. -ist.] One who is versed in hiero-
grams ; a writer of hieroglyphics.

" Used only by priests, prophets, hierogrammatists,
or holy writers, '—(ireenhill : Art of Embalming, p. 291.

* hi-er-og'-ra-pher, s. [Gr. iepos (hieros) =
sacred

; ypa<poj (grapho) = to write, and Eng.
suff. -er.] A writer of, or one versed in, hiero-
graphy.

* hi-er-6-graph'-ic, * hi-er-6-graph'-ic-
al, a. [Gr. iepds (hieros) = sacred, and Eng.
graphic, graphical (q.v.).] Of or pertaining to-

liierography.

"Inscribed by Thoyth.lthe first Hermes, with Tiferc-

graphic letters in the sacred dialect."— Warburton:
Divine Legation, bk. iv. 5 4.

* lii-er-og'-ra-ph^", s. [Gr. iepos (hieros) =
sacred, and ypdfybi (grapho) = to write.] Sacred
or holy writings.

* hi-er-ol'-a-try, s. [Gr. iepos (hieros) =
sacred, and AaTpeia (Uttreia) = worship.] The
worship of sacred persons or things.

* hi-er-o-l6g'-Ic. * hi-er-o-log'-ic-al, a-
[Gr. iepos \(hieros) = sacred ; Adyos (logo's) = a
discourse, and Eng. adj. sufi'. -ic, -ical.] Of or
pertaining to hierology.

* hi-er-Sl'-o-glst, s. [Eng. hierolog(y); -ist.l

One versed in hierology.

* lu-er-ol'-o-gy, s. [Gr. iepoXoyta (hierologia\
from iepos (hieros) = sacred, and Adyos (logos)

= a discourse.] A discourse on sacred matters,
or things ; specifically, the science of the
ancient writings and inscriptions of the Egyiu-
tians, or a discourse upon that science.

* hl'-er-0-man-$y, S. [Gr. iepou-afreta (hiero-

manteia), from tepds (hieros) = sacred, and p.av
7€ia (manteia) = prophecy, divination.] Di-
vination by observing the things offered in
sacrifice.

* hi'-er-6-mar-tyr, s. [Gr. iepds (hieros)
= sacred, and Eng. martyr.] In the Greek-
Calendar, a martyr who was in holy orders.

* hl-er-dm-ne'-mon, s. [Gr. iepds (hieros) =.

sacred, and ixv^p.a>v (mnemori) = mindful -

Hvdop-aL (mnaomai) = to remember.]

Greek Antiquity :

1. The sacred secretary or recorder sent by-
each amphictyonic state to their council along,
with the actual deputy or minister.

2. A magistrate who had the charge o$-

superintendence of religious matters ; a minis-
ter of religion, corresponding to the Roman.
Pontifex.

Hi-er-o-nim'-i-an, *. [Jesuate.]

Hi-er-dn'-y-mitej, s. pi. [From Hierony-

mus, better known as St. Jerome.]

Ch. Hist. : An order of hermits, constituting;

properly a branch of the Franciscans, founded!
in Italy in the fourteenth century by St.

Thomas of Sienna, and confirmed by Pope
Gregory XI. in 1374. Called also Brethren of
the Common Lot, Brethren of Goodwill, an&
Gregorians.

* hl'-er-o-pliant, s. [Gr. iepo^oVnis (hiero-

phantes), from iepds (hieros) = sacred, and 0atW
(pliaino) = to show, to declare.] One who-
teaches or explains the mysteries of religion ;,

a religious teacher, a priest.

" I come to you as of old, the pupil to the hierophant,
and demand the initiation."

—

Lytton: Zanoni,ak. iv.,

ch. iii.

* hl-er-o-phan'-tic, a. [Eng. hieropliant

;

-ic. ] Of or pertaining to hierophants.

* hl-er-os'-CO-py, a. [Gr. iepoo-«oiria (hiero-

skopia), from iepds (hieros)=sacred, and o-KOTre'ux

(skopeo) = to view, to observe.] Divination
by inspection of the entrails of victims offered

in sacrifice.

bSil, btfy; poilt, jlfel; cat, $ell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £.

-cian, -tian = shan, -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bei, deU
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1 hl'-er-OUr-£^f s. [Gr. iepovpyiaOiierourgia),
from tepds (hieros) = sacred, and epyov (ergon)
= work.] A sacred or holy work or worship.

"Consummating the spiritual hierourgy according to
the laws of the church."— Waterland : Works, viii. 833.

&lg'-gle, v.i. [A weakened form of haggle
(q-v.)-3

1. To carry provisions about for said'; to
hawk provisions.

2. To chaffer ; to haggle over a bargain.

"To higgle thus /or a few blows."
Butler ; Hudibras, pt. ii., c, li.

3. To quarrel or make a fuss about trifles.

" Loth to higgle for a letter or two (misprinted per-
chance) in the name of a town."—Fuller : Worthies;
Northumberland.

dig'-gle-dj^ pig-gle-d$f, adv. '[Higgle.]
In a state of confusion, like goods in a hig-

gler's basket ; topsy-turvy.

falg'-glcr, s. [Eng. higgl(e); -er.]

1. One who carries provisions about for sale

;

a hawker of provisions.
" A. higgler had perished in the attempt to cross."

—

Macaulay : Mist. Sng., ch. ill.

2. One who does occasional work with a
horse and cart.

3. One who haggles or is tedious about a
bargain.

high (gh silent), * heagh, * heah, * hegh,
*heghe, *heh, * hei, * heigh, * heih,
*hey, *heye, * highe, *nig, *hy,
a. & adv. [A.S. hedh, heh ; cogn. with Dut.
hoog ; I eel. hdr ; Sw. hog ; DaD. hoi ; Goth.
hauhs; O. H. Ger. hdh; Ger. hoch; 0. Fris.
hdch.]

A. As adjective :

J. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally :

(1) Rising considerably above the ground or
surrounding objects ; having a great extent
from base to summit ; lofty ; elevated.

" Eftsoone the feend tok him into a ful high ail."

—

Wyclijfe: Matthew, ch. iv.

(2) Situated at a great elevation.

(S) Prominent from the surface ; as, high
relief.

(4) Reaching or rising to the full or greatest
elevation : as, high tide,

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Large or great in number, degreej or ex-
tent. [High-latitude. ]

(2) Elevated or exalted in rank, position, or
office ; frequently in composition as high-
constable, lord high admiral, &c.

(3) Exalted morally or intellectually ; noble.
(Said both of persons and things.)

" Of alle men his wisdom is higheste."
Chaucer: C. T., 5,908.

(4) Noble ; elevating.
" There studious let me sit,

And hold high converse with the mighty dead."
Thomson : Winter, 432.

(5) Raised above the understanding; ab-
struse ; difficult.

" They meet to hear and answer such high things "

Shakesp. ; Julius Ccesar, i. 2.

(6) Boastful, arrogant, proud, haughty.
"The tone of Uaillierea became high and arrogant,"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng , ch. xxii.

(7) Excite,d, lively, animated.
"Mary was not' merely in high, but in extravagant

spirits.' —Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch/ x.

(8) Boisterous, threatening, violent, tem-
pestuous, angry.
" I heard the click and fall of swords,
And Cassio high in oath." Shakesp. : Othello, ii. 8.

(9) Extreme; raised to a great degree; in-

tense ; strong.
"They introduce

Their sacred song, and waken raptures high."
Milton: P. L„ iii. 869.

(10) Full ; complete.

(11) Dear ; of a great price ; of a greater price
than usual ; not cheap ; exorbitant in price.

* (12) Far advanced or removed into anti-

quity ; very distant in time.!
" The nominal observation of the several days of the

week is very high, and as old as the ancient Egyptians."
'—Browne.

(13). Capital; committed againstthesovereign
or state : as, high treason.

(14) Luxurious ; rich.

" The.times are wild : contention, like a horse
Full of high feeding, madly hath broke loose."

Shakesp. ; 2 Henry IV., i., 1.

(15) Celebrated or observed with full cere-

mony ; intended for use on important or
solemn occasions : as, high festivals, a high-

altar.

(16) Tending towards or approaching putre-
faction ; strong-smelling : as, The meat is

high.

II. Music : Acute ; sharp : as, a high note.

B. As adv. : In a high degree ; to a great
height ; highly.

" I cannot reach bo high."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, i. 2.

C. As substantive :

* 1. An elevated place or position ; a height.

(Now only in the phrase On high, q.v.).

" Let us to the-highest of the field."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., v. 4.

2. People of high rank or station : as, high
and low, rich and poor.

3. In the superlative (of the form Most
High), God, the Almighty.

If (1) High and dry : Out of water ; in a dry
place.

(2) On high, * a high, * on hihe

:

(a) At or to a higher place or position

;

aloft, above ; in heaven.
"The trumpet shall be heard on high."

Dryden : Song for lit. Cecilia's Say.

(b) In a loud voice or manner ; aloud.

(3) To be on or to mount the high horse

:

(a) To stand on on,e's dignity.

(b) To take offence.

H Obvious compounds : High-aimed, high-
arched, high-aspiring, high-browed, high-climb-
ing, high-crested, high-crowned, high-curling,
high -designing, high -finished, high-flaming,
high-flushed, high-perched, high-placed, high-
roofed, high-swelling.

high-admiral, s. [Admiral.]

* high-angel, K heh-engel, t>. An arch-
angel. (Ormulum, 1,862.)

high-bailiff, s. The chief officer of certain
corporations ; the officer of a county-court

;

the officer who serves writs, &c, in certain
franchises not subject to the ordinaryjurisdic-
tion of the sheriff.

* high-battled, a. Commanding proud
armies ; renowned in battle or war.

" Like enough high-battled Ciesar will
Unstate his happiness."

Shaketp. : Antony £ Cleopatra, iii. 13.

* high-blest, a. Highly or supremely
blest or happy.

" So prevalent as to concern the mind
Of God high-blest, or to incline hia wilL"

Milton : P. L., xi. 145.

* high-blooded, u,. Of noble birth or
lineage.

* high-blown, a. Swelled much with
wind ; inflated, puffed up.

" My high-blown pride
At length broke under me, and uow has left me.
Weary and old." Shakesp. : Henry VIII., iii. 2.

high-bom, a. Of noble birth or extrac-
tion.

"High-born ladies in their magic cell."
Byron : English Bards & Scotch Reviewers.

high-bred, a. Highlyibred; of pure
blood or extraction.

" Like the high-bred colt when freed."
Scott : Lady of the Lake, iii. 18.

high-brown fritillary, s.

Entom. : Argynnis Adippe, a British butter-
fly, family Nymphalidse.

* high-built, a.

1. Of lofty structure.

"Sofa, and couch, and high-built throne august."
Cowper : Task, v. 164.

2. Covered with or bearing a lofty building
or structure.

"The high-built elephant his castle rears."
__. - _ _ „

Creech.
( Todd.)

High-church, s. & a.

A, As subst. ; The High-church party (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Entertaining high notions re-
garding the prerogatives of the church.

T[ High-church party

:

Ecclesiol & Ch. Hist. : One of the three great
parties in the English Church. They regard
the Episcopal form of government as so essen-
tial to a true church that, as a rule, they do
not feel free to recognize, as sister churches,
those Christian denominations which are under
other forms of government. If they look

for ecclesiastical alliance outside
1

the Esta-

blished Church, it is towards churches under
the rule of bishops that they turn, and espe-

cially towards the Roman Church. In the
seventeenth century Laud was the most'dis-
tinguished advocate of what would now be
called High-church principles, but the de-

signation did not come into use till the time
of the controversy commenced by Dr. Sache-
verell in 1709. During the nineteenth century
High-churchismdevelopednrstintoTraetarian-
isnLand then into Ritualism. Believing the
Church to have received the right of autonomy
from its Divine Head, the High-church party

feel galled by the Royal Supremacy, and dis-

pute the right of the Civil Courts to try

ecclesiastical cases.

High-churchism, s. The principles of

High-churchmen considered as a whole.

High - churchman, s.' One holding
High-church principles.

high-coloured, a.

1. Ord. Lang. : Having a strong, deep, or
glaring colour ; flushed.

"Lepidua is high-coloured. They have made him
drink. —Shakesp. ; Antony & Cleopatra, ii. 7.

2. Fig. : Described or represented in strong

or forcible language ; vivid : as, a high-coloured

description.

High-Commission court, s. (See ex-

tract.)

"A court in causes ecclesiastical, erected in a.d. 1559,

to vindicate the dignity and peace of the church, by
reforming ecclesiastical persons, and all manner of
errors, heresies, schisms, offences, and enormities.
Means were found to vest in the commissioners almost
despotic powers of fining and imprisoning, which they
exerted much beyond the degree of the offence itself,

and frequently over offences by no means of spiritual

cognizance. This court was abolished by statute
16 Car. I. c. 11 ; and the attempt to revive it, during
the reign of James II., served onlyto hasten his ruin.—Blackstone: Comment., ok. ii., ch. 3.

high-constable, s. [Constable.]

high-court, s. [Parliament.]

*ff High Court of Justice :

Law ; A high tribunal brought into existence
by Acts passed during 1873 and 1875, and
which came into operation on Nov. 1 in the
latter year. The High Court of Justice con-

sists of three divisions : the Chancery Division,

of which the Lord Chancellor is President;
the King's Bench Division, of which the Lord
Chief Justice of England is President ; and
the Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty Division,

of which the senior judge is the President.

high-cross, s. The cross formerly erected
in market-places. [Cross.]

high-day, s. & a.

A. As substantive

:

1. A feast, a festival.

2. Broad daylight.

B. As adj. : Festival
; jovial.

" Thou spendest such high-day wit in praising him."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, ii; 9.

'

High-Dutch, s. The cultivated German
as opposed to the vernacular dialects.

high-elbowed, a. A term applied by
Tennyson to insects like the grasshopper,
from the prominence of the thigh-joints of the
posterior legs when bent. {Brook, 54.)

* high- embowed, u. Having lofty
arches.

" Love the high-emhowed roof."

,
Milton : II Penseroto, 157.

high-engendered, w. Born or created
on high.

" Your high-engendered battles."
Shakesp. : Lear, ill 2.

nigh-faluting, a. & 5.

A. As adj. : Bombastic, fustian, affected,
pompous.

B.As subst. : Pompousness, bombast, fustian.

* high - father, * heh - fader, s A
patriarch. (Ormulum, 17,107.)

high-fed, a. Pampered, luxurious.
"A favourite mule, high-fed, and in the pride of

flesh and mettle."

—

L'Estrange.

high-feeding, a. Luxury in diet ; luxu-
riousness.

high-flavoured, a. Having a strong
flavour. (Thomson: Castle of Indolence, i. 34.)

* high-flier, s. One who is extravagant
in opinions or pretensions.

"She openly professeth herself tQ-be a high-flier,
and it is not improbable she may also be a Papist at
heart."—Swift.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot*
or* wore, wolf, work- who, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule* full;, try. Syrian. », ce = e; ey= a; au = kw.
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high-flown, a.

1, Elevated; proud.
" Nor high-flown hopes to Reason's lure descend."

Denham : Of Prudence, 42.

2. Turgid ; extravagant ; bombastic.
"This fable is a high-flown hyperbole upon the

miseries of marriage."

—

L'Estrange,

* high-flushed, u. Elated ; excited.

High-flying, a. Extravagant in opinions,
claims, or pretensions. (Dryden ; Virgil;
.Georgia iv.)

high-furnace, s.

Metall. : A smelting furnace of full heigbt, as
distinct from a certain smaller furnace known
as the half high-furnace.

High-German, s. [German.]

high-go, s. A drinking bout ; a spree ; a
revel. (Slang.)

high-going, a. Reaching or rising high.

* high-grown, a. Overgrown with high
corn.

"The high^grown field." Shakesp. : Lear, iv. 4.

high-handed, a. Overbearing ; oppres-
sive ; domineering ; arbitrary : a«, a high-
handed proceeding ; high-handed policy.

high-hearted, a. Full of courage; brave;
high-spirited.

high-heeled, a. Having high heels.
" Lewis, in spite of high-heeled shoes ami a towering

wig, hardly reached the middle size."— Macaulay
Hist. Eng„ eh, xili.

high-hung, a. Hung aloft. (Dryden.)

high jinks, s. pi. High festivities or
revelry ; great sport. (Slang.)

high-life, s.

1. The style of living or the manners of the
fashionable world.

2. The upper classes collectively.

* high-lived, a. Pertaining to high-life.

high-low, s. A kind of laced boot reach-
ing to the ankle.

* high Mall, s. The time when the Mall
was most crowded.

" Were you to aee Gatty walk the Park -at high Mall,
, you would ejcpect those who followed her and those
who met her cuuld immediately draw their swords for
her."—Steele; Spectator, No. 487.

high-mass, a.

Roman Ritual. :. A mass in which the cele-
- brant is attended by deacon and sub-deacon,
as distinguished from a low mass and a missa
cantata, in which he is served by one or more
acolytes. A high-mass is usually, but not
necessarily, sung at the high-altar.

* high-men, s. pi. False dice, so called
because they were loaded, so as always to
show high numbers.

high-mettled, a. Full of metal or spirit

;

ardent ; full of tire ; spirited.
" He fails not iu these to keep a stiff rein on a high-

mettled Pegasus."—Garth.

high-minded, a.

1. Having a noble and honourable spirit

;

magnanimous ; opposed to mean.
* 2. Proud ; arrogant.

"High-minded, foaming out their own disgrace.*'
Oowper ; Task, vi, 898.

high-mindedness, s. The quality or
state of being high-minded ; magnanimity.

high-misdemeanours, s. pi.

Law : Misprisions which are merely positive

:

as maladministrations on the part of high
officers in public trust and employment ; con-
tempt of the king's prerogative ; or against his

person and government, or his title, or his

courts of justice, if these offences do not
amount to treason. Called also contempts.
(Blackstonc )

high-mounted, a. liaised aloft. (Cow-
per: Needless Alarm.)

high-palmed, a. An epithet applied to a
stag of full growth, which bears the palms of
his horns aloft ; having lofty antlers.

" High-palmed harts amidst ourforests run."
Drummond.

high-pitched, a.

1. Aspiring, haughty.
" Hi* high-pitched thoughts,"

Shakesp. ; Rape of Luereee, 4L

2. Acute, sharp, tuned high.

high-place, s.

Religion

:

1. Ethnic (PI.) ; The tops of mountains, hills,

&c, were deemed by most, ethnic people as
sacred, and temples, idols, and other appli-

ancesfor worship were reared, on such heights.

2. Jewish: The Jews are frequently de-
nounced for having imitated the heathen in
worshipping idolatrously on high places. The

Hebrew word is H£>| (bamah) — a natural

height (Deut. xii. 2, 2 Kings xvii. 9-11). High-
places are generally mentioned with groves.

[Grove.]

high-pressure, s. (See the compounds.)

High-pressure alarm

:

Steam-eng. : An alarm intended to give

notice of a dangerous head of steam, and to

prevent an explosion of a steam-generator.
It consists mainly of two classes : 1. Fusible
pings in the side of the boiler, which give

way when a certain heat is attained, and allow
the steam to escape. 2. Valves which open
when the pressure becomes excessive, and
allow exit to steam, which blows an alarm-
whistle.

High-pressure engine

:

Steam-eng. : A steam-engine, condensing or
non-condensing, in whieh the safety-valve is

loaded (United States) with a weight equiva-
lent to a boiler-pressure of thirty-five pounds
to the square inch. The term "high-pressure"
has a very indefinite signification ; condensing
engines are often called "low-pressure," and
non-condensing engines "high-pressure," but
the question of condensing is not necessarily
one of pressure.

high-priced, a. Dear, costly.

high-priest, s.

1. Ethnicism : The chief priest in any faith,

he who occupies the highest place in the
hierarchy, as the Pontifex Maximus among
the Romans.

2. Judaism: The divinely-appointed head of
the Jewish hierarchy. The first to hold the
office was Aaron, whose pontifical vestments
and their adornments were to include a breast-
plate, an ephod, a robe, a broidered coat, a
niiti-e, and a girdle. The girdle was to be of
gold, blue, purple, scarlet, and tine twined
linen, and was to have on it two onyx stones,
each of them containing the names of six of
the twelve tribes. The office was to descend
lineally in his family. The high priests were
to be without blemish, were to avoid eating
things which died of themselves, or marrying
a widow or a divorced person. They were not
to make mourning for private or domestic
sorrows. They were to take the most impor-
tant and solemn parts of the worship (Exod.
xxviii., xxix.). [Holy of Holies.] The
Romans were afraid of the influence likely to
be acquired by so exalted a spiritual func-
tionary and apparently appointed a new one
every year (John xviii. 13).

high-priestship, s. The office of a high-
priest.

high-principled, a.

1. Having high or noble principles ; high-
minded.

* 2. Extravagant in notions of politics.
" The political creed of all the high-principled men

I have met with."—Swift.

high-proof, a. & adv.

A. As adj. ; Highly rectified ; very strong;
as, high-proof spirits.

* B. As adv. : In the highest degree ; ex-
ceedingly.

" We are high-proof melancholy."
Shakesp. ; Much Ado About Nothing, v. L

high-raised, a.

1. Raised on high'or aloft ; upreared.
" Or with the high-raised horn's melodious clang
All Kilwickand all iJinglederry rang."

Cowper: Needless Alarm.
2. Raised or elevated with high expectations

or conceptions.

high-reaching, a.

1. Reaching to a great height.

2. Reaching upward.

3. Aspiring, ambitious.
" High-reaching Buckingham."

Shakesp. : Richard III., iv. 2.

* high-red, cr. Of a deep red colour

;

deeply red. (Boyle.)

high-relief, s. The projection of a sculp-
tured figure, half or more, from the plane
surface. Called also alto-rilievo. [Rilievo.]

* high-repented, a. Deeply or sorely
repented. (Shakesp. : All's Well, v. 3.)

* high - resolved, a. Very resolute.

(Shakesp.. : Titus Andronicus, iv. 4.)

* high-ropes, s, pi. A state of great ex-

citement or conceit : as, To be on one's high-
ropes. (Slaiig.)

high-school, ?, [School.]

high-seas, s. pi. The open sea or ocean ;

the ocean beyond the limit of three miles
from the shore.

high-seasoned, a.

1. Highly or strongly seasoned ; piquant to
the taste. (Locke : On Education.)

2. Lewd, obscene ; said of literature.

high-seated, a.

1, Seated or sitting aloft.

2. Aloft, lofty. (Milton : P. L.
}
vii. 585.)

* high-settle, * heh-setle, s. A throne.
(Old Eng. Homilies, i. 113.)

high-Sheriff, s. [Sheriff.]

* high - sighted, a. Looking upward;
supercilious. (Shakesp. : Julius Cossar, ii. 1.)

high-souled, a. Having an honourable
soul or spirit ; high-spirited, high-minded.

high-sounding, u. Pompous, ostenta-
tious, bombastic.

high-spirited, a. Having a high spirit

;

bold, daring.
'

' This ia not exactly one of the iuj urlea which high-
spirited men most readily pardon,"—Macaulay : Hist.
Eng , ch.,vL

high-Stepper, s. A spirited or highly-
bred horse, that lifts its feet well off the
ground in trotting ; hence a person of a dash-
ing or showy walk or bearing.

high-steward, s. [Steward.]

* high-stomached, a. Having a proud
stomach; haughty.

"High-stomached arc they hoth, and full of ire."
Shakesp. ; Richard II., L L

* high - strung, a. Strung to a high
pitch ; in a state of great tension ; high-
spirited. (Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii.

56.)

' high-swelled, high-swoln, a. In-
flated with passion. (Shakesp. : Richard II,.

ii. 2.)

high-swoln, u. [HlGH-SWELLED.]

high-taper, s [Higtaper.]

* high-tasted, a. Having a strong taste;
piquant. (Denham : Of Prudence, 260.)

high-tide, * heg -tide, s.

1. High-water ; a tide at its full.

* 2. A holiday.

* 3. A feast ; a wedding.
" At heg.tide and at geatning.*

Genesis <£ Exodus, 1,607.

high-toned, u.

1. High in pitch ; strong in sound.

2. High-principled ; noble ; high-minded.
(Scott: Lord of the Isles, ii. 8.)

* high-top, a.

1. The masthead of a ship.
" Vailing her high-top lower than her ribs."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, L J.

2. A kind of sweet apple.

high-towered, a. Containing or pro-
vided with high towers. (Milton : P. R., iii.

261.)

high-towering, a. Rising or towering

'

aloft. (Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. viii.)

high-treason, s.

Law: The highest kind of treason, that
involving the deepest kind of criminality, to
distinguish it from Petit-treason which was of
a petty character. This latter term was,
however, abolished by 9 Geo. IV., c. 31, § 2,
and now in place of the term high treason the
simple term treason is generally employed;
[Treason.]

* high - Viced, a. Extremely wicked,
(Shakesp. : Timon of Athens, iv. 3.)

bSil, hd*3^; pout, J6wl; cat, cell, chorus,
-cian, -tian = shan.~ -tion, -sion = shun

chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; -expect, Xenophon, exist, ~Ing.

; -tion. sion = zhun. -tiouas -cious. -sious= shua. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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high-voiced, a. Having a strong or
loud voice or tone ; high-toned.

high-warp loom, v,

Weav. ; A tapestry loom in which the warp-
frarae is vertical and the weaver works stand-
ing, thus being able constantly to inspect his
work as it proceeds, an advantage which he
does not possess in the basse-lisse or low-warp
tapestry loom in which the warp is horizontal.

high-water, s. & a.

A. As subst, ; The utmost flow or the
highest elevation of the tide ; the time when
the tide is at its fall.

B. As adj. : Of, pertaining to, or caused by
high-water ; as, high-water mark.

High-water shrub

:

Bot. : An American name for Iva.

high-wood, *. Timber.

high-wrought, a.

* 1. "Wrought with great skill ; elaborated
;

highly finished.

* 2. Rising high.
" It ia a high-wrought flood."'

Shakesp. : Othello, il. 1.

3. Inflamed or excited to a high degree : as,

high-wrought passions.

High-gate (gh silent), s. & a. [Eng. high,

and gate.]

Am As subst, ; A hill in the northern suburbs
of London.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the place
described under A.

Highgate-resin, s.

Min. : The same as Copalite (q.v.).

high-land (gh silent), a\ & a. [Eng. high,

and land.]

A. As subst. : Elevated or mountainous dis-

tricts ; a mountainous region ; in the pi.

specif., the mountainous part of Scotland.
"Ladies in the highlands of Scotland use this dis-

cipline to their children in the midst of winter.' —
JUidce.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to a moun-
tainous region ; specif., pertaining to the
Highlands of Scotland.

"On Highland heath, or Holy-Rood."
Scott : Lady of the Lake, v. 6.

highland-fling, s. A hornpipe, peculiar
to the Scottish Highlanders.

highland-pine, s.

Bot. : Pinus

High'-land-er (gh silent), s. [Eng. Highland;
-err.] An inhabitant of a highland; specif.,

the inhabitants of the Highlands of Scotland.

"The Highlanders were absolutely at the command
of their chieftain.''

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng. , ch. v.

high' -land-ish (gh silent), a. [Eng. highland

;

-ish.] "Characterized by high or mountainous
land.

High'-land-man (gh silent), s. [Eng. High-
land ; '-man.] The same as Highlander
(q.v.).

" And many a stubborn Highland-man.
Scott: Marmion, vi. 26. -3

high'-ly (gh silent), hen-like, * hegh-li,
* hegh liche, * heil-iche, adv. [Eng.

high; -ly. 1

* 1. In a high place or position ; aloft.

2. In or to a great degree.

"The administration of Charles had often been
highly blamable."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

3. Proudly ; arrogantly ; conceitedly.

"Not to think of himself more highly than lie ought
to think."

—

Romans xii. 3.

A. In an elevated manner or style.

"Ditties highly penned."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry If., iii. 1.

"high'-most (gh silent), l

most] Highest, topmost.
[Eng. high, and

"Now is the sun upon the highmost hill."

Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, ii. 5.

high'-ness (gh cilent), * heah - nesse,
* hegh - nesse, * heih - nesse, * heh-
nesse, * hih-nesse * hey-nesse, s. [A.S.

heahness. ]

1. The quality or state of being high, lofty,

or elevated ; height, elevation, altitude, lofti-

ness.

* 2. Supremacy, dignity, power, majesty.
" For destruction from God was a terror to ine,

and by reason of his highness I could not endure."—
Job xxxl 23.

3. A title of honour given to princes and
others of high rank. Used with the posses-

sive pronouns his, her, your, &c.

"1 am not for his highnes, nor for me his highnes is."

Warner: Alb ions England, bk. vin., ch. 41.

high-road (gh silent), s. [Eng. high, and
road.] A x>ublic road or way ; a highway.

* night (gh silent), * highte, * highth, *.

[Height.]

%*0n hight, * On highte : At the top of one's

voice.

* hight (gh silent), * highte (pa. t. *hot,

*hote, *hete), v.i. & t. [The only instance in

English of a passive verb. A.S. hdtte = I am,
or was called, from hdtan ~ (1) to call, to pro-

mise, (2) to be called ; cogn. with Ger. ich

heisse = I am called ; heissen = (l)to call, (2) to

be called.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To be named or called ; to have for a
name.

" Betwixeii hem was maked anon the bond,
That highte inatrimoine or mariage."

Chancer: C. T., 3,097.

2. To X-rt'omise.

" He had hold his day, as he had hight."
Chaucer J C. T., 0,606.

B, Transitive

:

1. To name, to call.

"His name was hoten demons Simekin."
Chaucer. C. T., 3,939.

2. To promise.
" Shew now your patience in youre werking.
That ye me hight." Chaucer : C. T., 8,372.

3. To name, to mention, to speak of. (Spen-

ser : Shepheards Calender; Jxdy.)

4. To entrust ; to commit in charge.

"Yet charge of them was to a porter hight."
Spenser : F. (1., I. iv. G.

5. To direct, to aim.
" The sad sleete seized not, where it was hight
Uppon the childe." Spenser : F. Q., V. xi. e.

6. To choose, to determine.
" She could or save or spill whom she would hight."

Spenser : F. Q., VI. vii. 31.

7. To mean, to purport.

"Say it out, Diggon, whatever it hight."
Spenser: Shepheards Calender ; Sept.

* highte, * highth (gh silent), s. [Height.]

high'-te-a (gh silent), *'. [Named by Bower-
bank after John Hight, Esq.]

Palceobot. : A genus of fossil fruit. It is a
one-celled, valveless pericarp, of which Mr.
Bowerbank described ten species from the
London Clay. (Bowerbank : Fossils of the Lon-
don Clay, 25-42.)

*' high'-tide, s. [Eng. high, and tide.] The
same as High-tide (q.v.).

"Individuals, like nations, have their hightules."^
Carlyle : French Revolution, pt. Ii., bk. i., ch. xii.

high'-way (gh silent), s. [Eng. high, and way.]

I. Literally :

1. A public road open to all passengers ; a
highroad ; a main or principal road.

2. A public way by sea ; a means or way oi

communication open to all.

* II. Fig. : A course or line of action.
" I could mention more trades we have lost, and are

in the highway to lose."—Child : On Trade.

highway-rate, s. A rate or tax levied
for the maintenance and repair of public roads.

highway-robber, s. The same as High-
wayman (q.v.).

highway-robbery, s. Robbery com-
mitted on or near the public highway.

high'-way-man (gh silent), s. [Eng. high-
way, and man.] One who robs passengers on
the public highway ; a highway robber.

"Tha mounted highwayman, a marauder known to
our generation only from books, was to lie found on
every main road. '

—

Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. ill,

hig'-ta-per, a. [Etym. doubtful; cf. A.S. hig
= grass, hay, and taper = a taper.]

Bot. : Verbaseum Thapsus.

hij'-er-a, hej'-ir-a, s. [Hegira.]

hil'-ar, a. [Eng., &c. hil(um)(q,v.); -ar.]

Bot. : Pertaining to or resembling the hilurn
of a seed.

* hfl'-ar-ate, v.t. [Lat. hilarahts, pa. par. of
hilaro — to make cheerful ; Mlaris = cheerful

;

from Gr. tXapos (hilaros) = gay.] To make
cheerful or gay, to exhilarate.

* hi-lar'-i-OUS, «. [Lat. Mlaris.] Cheerful;
gay ; merry ; exhilarated.

hl-lar'-l-ty; s. [Fr. hilarite, from Lat.
hilaritatem, accus. of hilaritas = mirth, cheer-

fulness ; Mlaris = cheerful, gay.] Mirth;
merriment ;

gaiety ; cheerfulness
; glee.

"The evening repaid it with vacant hilarity."~
Goldsmith : Vicar of Wakefield, ch. v.

Hil'-ar-yv «. [Named after St. Hilary, whose
festival occurs on Jan. 13.] A term used to
designate the time about the festival of St.

Hilary.

Hilary-term, s.

Law, &c. : One of the four terms of the
courts of law, &c, in England, beginning oh
Jan. 11, and ending on Jan. 31.

* 1[ To keep Hilary term : To be merry and
joyful.

h£lch,ui. [A.S. eZciajfc=todelav.] To hobble;
to halt.

hildt pref. &suff. [Ger. 7ield.] An element in

names of persons, expressive of nobility of

rank or character.

hild, pret. hpa. par. [Hold, v.]

Hil-de-brand'-ine, a. [See clef.] Pertain-

ing to or connected with Pope Gregory VII.

(1073-1085), better known by his private-

name, Hildebrand, than by his official title.

"Those gradual encroachments which culminated
in the extravagant claims of the Hildebrandine
period."

—

Blunt, s,v. Jurisdiction.

* hild'-mg, a. & s. [An abbreviation of Mid.
Eng. hinderling = mean, base, from hinder =
behind; suff. -ling.]

A. As adj. : Mean; base; cowardly; menial;
wretched.
"Thinking to take them from that hilding hound."

Spenser : F. Q„ VI. v. 25.

B. As subst. : A mean, base, cowardly fel-

low ; a wretch.

"If your loi'dshin find him not a hilding, hold m»
no more in your respect."

—

Shakesp.: Alls Well Thai
Ends Well, iii. 6.

* hile, s. [Hilum.]

hil'~el-gie, s. [Arab. Mleljie, haledsch.]

Bot. : A tree, Balanites cegyptiaea, an Amy-
rid, cultivated in Egypt, where its negro name
is Soum. Its leaves are sub-acid, and are said

to be anthelmintic. Its drupes, though bitter

and violently purgative when unripe, can be
eaten in their mature state. An oil is made
from its seeds. The fruits are said to be mixed
with Myrobalans. (Lindley.)

hi-lif-er-OUS, a. [Lat. hilum (genit. Mi);
fero = to bear, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Bearing a hilum (q.v.).

hill, * helle, * hil, * hulle, * hylle, s. [A.S.
hyll; cogn. with O. Dut. hil, Mile; Lat. eollis.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. A natural elevation of a considerable
size on the earth's surface ; a small mountain.

" Men saw the goodly hills of Somerset."
Tennyson : Enid, 828.

2. A heap ; a mound ; a hillock : asr a dungr
hill.

3. A cluster of plants and the earth heaped
round them. (American.)

II. Geol. ; Some hills are mainly of igneous
or of volcanic origin ; if basaltic, they tend to
have perpendicular sides with flat table lands,

above ; if granitic, they are convex. Other
hills are sedimentary, and depend mainly on
the nature and the dip of the materials oi
which they are composed. Some of the hills

of this type have been shaped by denudation.

hill-ant, s.

Entom. : Formica rufa.

hill-fever, s.

Pathol. : [Jungle-fever]

hill-folk, s. pi.

1. Ch. Hist. : A name sometimes given to
the Cameronians, who were driven to hold
their "conventicles " secretly among the hills-,

their doing so anywhere being held illegal.
" He looks like ane o' the hill-folk, for I saw bhit

start a wee when he saw the red-coats."—Scott: Olii
Mortality, ch. iv.

2. Scand. Myth.: A class of beings inter-
mediate between elves and human beings> in-
habiting caves and small hills.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pte.,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce — e; ey = a. qu — kw»
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hill-oat, «,

Bot. : Avena nuda,

hill-tribes, s. pi.

Etlinol. : Among the inhabitants of hills, as
a rule, there are remnants of the tribes which
possessed the plains before their present oc-
cupants seized on them. Thus, in the British
Isles, the Gaelic-speaking population of the
Highlands once occupied also the Lowlands
of Scotland, and the inhabitants of the Welsh
hills the plains of England. At present the
term, hill-tribes is used chiefly of the Indian
aborigines in the Himalayas, the Vindhya, the
"Western Ghauts, the Neilgherry Hills, &c.
They are divided into many tribes, as Gonds,
Khoonds, Bheels, &c, are mostly Turanian,
were in India before the Brahmans had invaded
the land, have a primitive faith, in some cases
attended by human sacrifice, speak truth, are
brave, but rude and uncivilized. [Khoonds.]
They number several millions. Many are
passing over to Christianity. [Caste.]

"hill(l), v.t. [Hill, s.]

1. To form into hills, heaps, or mounds, as
earth ; to heap up.

2. To heap up ; to accumulate ; as, To hill

gold.

* hiU(2), *hile, v.t. [A.S. helan.] To cover.
(Gower: C. A., v.)

hilled, a, [Eng. hilt s. ; -eel.] Having hills :

hilly.

"hill'-et, s. [Eng. hill. a.; dimin. suff. -et] A
little hill.

"Neither will I apeak of the little hillets eeene in
manie places of our lie."—Holimhed : Description of
Britaine, bk. i., ch. xxiv.

hill'-foot, s. [Eng. hill, and foot.] The foot
of a hill ; the ground at the base of a hill.

hil'-li-ness, s. [Eng. hilly; -ness.] The quality
or state of being hilly ; a hilly nature.

" In short, the only obstacle to this ... is its great
hilliness."—Cook : Third Voyage, bk. I., ch. viii.

hilling, s. [Hill (2), v.] A covering.

hill ock, s. [Eng. hill; dimin. suff. -ock.] A
little hill or mound ; a slight elevation.

* hill'-dok, v.t. [Hillock, s.] To form into
hillocks.

*hilT-dck-y, a. [Eng. hillock; -y.] Full of
hillocks ; rather hilly.

hill -side, s. [Eng. hill, and side.] The side
or declivity of a hill.

" Woods that bolt the gray hillside."
Tennyson : Ode to Memory, 55,

hill -top, s. [Eng. hill, and top.] The top or
summit of a hill.

"Hail to the Idlltops seven."
Macaulay : Lake Ilcgilhts, xxxvili.

hlll'-wort, s. [Eng. hill, and wort.]

Bot. : Thymus Chamcedrys, wild thyme, or
mother-of-thyine.

hill'-& *hill-ie, a. [Eng. hill; -y.]

1. Full of hills ; mountainous ; not level.

"A great hi// in point called Downesend."

—

Holin-
ahed : Bescription of Britaine, bk. i,, ch. xii.

* 2. Lofty ; elevated. (Beaum. £ Flet. :

Prophetess, v.)

hilt, s. [A.S. hilt ; cogn. with Icel. hjalt ; 0.
H. Ger. helza.] A handle; specif., the handle
of a sword or dagger. The plural was formerly
commonly used with reference to a single
weapon.

hllt-ed, a. [Eng. hilt; -ed.] Having a hilt;
provided with a hilt.

hi'-lum, s. [Lat.= a little thing, a trifle.]

1. Bot. : A black or other-coloured scar
upon a seed, indicating the spot where it was
attached to the funiculus, connecting it with
the placenta, or, in the absence of a funiculus,
with the placenta itself. Sometimes it coin-
cides with the chalaza, or organic base of the
seed ; at others, where a raphe exists, it is near
the micropyle. When seeds are small their
liiluin is recognised with difficulty; when large,
it may occupy one-third the surface of the
seed. Turpin calls the centre of the hilum,
through which the vessels conveying nourish-
ment pass, the omphalodium.

2. Zoology;

(1) A small aperture, as in the gemmules of
sponges.

(2) A small depression, as in Noctiluca.

(Nicholson.)

hi'-lus, s. [Hilum.]

Anat. : A scar, a depression or fissure.

hilus stroma, s.

Anat. : A core of connective tissue sur-

rounding the blood vessels near the hilus of

the lymphatic glands.

him, pro. [He.]

Him a la' yan, a. [Eng. Himalaya); -an;
Sansc. hima — snow, and dlaya = abode.] Of
or pertaining to the Himalayas, an exceed-

ingly lofty range of mountains in the north of

Hindustan.

Himalayan-partridge, s.

Omith. : Tetraogallus himalayensis.

Himalayan-pine, s.

Bot. : Pinus gerardiana.

hl-man-tha'-ll-a s. [Gr. ifj.6.% (himas), genit.

iju.ai/Tos (himantos) = a leathern strap or thong,
and OaKia (thalia) = abundance, good cheer,

wealth.]

Bot. : A genus of Fucacese. Himantlialia

lorea, the Sea-thong, is found in the British

seas. It is one of the fucoids used for making
kelp.

hi-man-td-glos'-sum, s. [Gr. i^tas (himas),

genit. iixdvTos (himaiitos) = a leathern strap or

thong, and ykSurtra (glossa) = the tongue.]

Bot. : A subgenus of Orchis. It contains

one British species, Himantoglossum (Orchis)

hircina.

hi man to pus, s. [Gr. ijuay (himas), genit.

t/xaj/TO? (himantos) = a leather strap or thong,
and jtov's (pous) = a foot.]

Omith. : A genus of Charadriidse (Plovers),

containing birds so long-legged that they are

often called Stilts. One, Hi-mantopus melan-
opterus, the Black-winged Stilt or Longshanks,
is British. [Stilt.]

* himp, * hymp, v.i. [Etyni. doubtful.] To
limp.

"Lame of one leg, and himping all his dayes."

—

Udal : Apoph. of Erasmus, p. 203.

himself , pro. [Eng. him, and self.]

1. An emphatic or reflexive form of the
personal pronoun of the third person singular.
It is used either alone (as in the example), or
more frequently in combination with a noun
or the pronoun lie.

U It was formerly used also in reference to
neuter nouns.

"Above the clouds us high as Heaven himself.'
Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, iv. 5.

2. Used figuratively for in one's right mind
;

having possession or command of one's self; in
one's true character, after a temporary wander-
ing or derangement, or in one's usual physical
health : as, He has come to himself; he is not
himself.

U 1. By himself: Alone, unaccompanied.
"The king's son have I landed by himself."

Shakesp. : Tempest, L 2.

2. Of or by himself:

(1) Unaided.

(2) Of one's own proper motion.

Him-yaV-ic, a. [See def.] Relating or per-
taining to Himyar, King of Yemen in Southern
Arabia or to his descendants ; specif., applied
to certain inscriptions showing the primitive
type of the oldest form of the language still

spoken in Southern Arabia, or to such inscrip-
tions themselves.

IT In Arabic mythology Himyar was the son
of Saba ; in other words the Himyarites were
descended from the Sabeeans. No proof exists
that there was a country called Himyar.
(Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc, ii. 420.)

HIm-yar-it'-ict a. & s. [Himyaric]
A. As adj. : The same as Himyabtc (q.v.).

B. As subst. : The language spoken in
Southern Arabia. It is a dialect of Arabic.

hin, s. [Heb. pn (hin).']

Metrology : A Jewish measure for liquids, as
water (Ezek. iv., 11.), wine (Num. xv., 5), and
oil (Exod. xxx. , 24). Francis Roubillac Conder,
C.E., considers the hin to have contained 2SS
cubic inches, or 1-0198 gallons. (Trans. Bib.
Arch. Soc, ii. (1875), 122, 123.)

* hinch, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.] To be stingy.

hind (1), * hinde (1), * hynd, * hynde, s.

[A.S. hind; cogn. with But. hinde; Icel.,

Dan., & Sw. hind; 0. H. Ger. hintd; M. H.
Ger. hinde; Ger. hindin.] The female of the
red deer or stag.

"A milk-white, hind, immortal, and unchanged."
Dryden : Mind & Panther, i. L

hind calf, s, A hart of the first year.

hind (2), * hinde (2), *hine, hyne, s.

[The d is excrescent. A.S. hina = a domestic

;

properly = hiiuna, hiivena, genit. pi. of hiwan
= domestics.]

1. A peasant ; a farm or agricultural labour-
er ; a rustic.

" Delia will keep, when hinds iraload the vine,
The choicest grapes for me."

Grainger: Tibullus, i.5,

2. A servant, a menial.

"A couple of Ford's knaves, his hinds, were called
forth by their mistress."

—

Shakesp. : Merry Wives of
Windsor, iiL 5.

hind, * hynd, a. [A.S. hinden (adv.) = at
the back of; hindeweard = hindwards, hinder
= backwards ; cogn. with Goth, hindar = be-
hind, 7mi(Za7ia=beyond ; Ger. Ai)tfer=behind.
All from the same root as A.S. hine = hence.]
Pertaining to the back or rear ; at the back

;

rear.
" She [the Antelope] takes lonp yet quick steps with

her hind feet."

—

Sir W. Jones: J'oemof Tarafa.

hind-how, s. The cantle of a saddle.

hind-hand, s. The hinder part of a
horse ; the part behind the neck, head, and
fore-quarters.

hind-head, s. The back part of the head

;

the occiput.

hind heal, s.

Bot. : Chenopodium Botrys.

hind'-ber-ry, s. [Eng. hind (1), and berry.]

Bot. : Rubus idazus, the common bramble.

hind - er, * hynd - er, * hynd-er-ere.
hynd-rere, a. [Compar. of hind, a. (q.v.)."]

Of, pertaining to, or situated at the rear pait

;

hind ; in the rear, at the back.
" The hynder train of the Sco ttes."—Berners : frois-

sart « Cronycle, vol. i., ch. lxxvi.

hinder-end, a.

1. The back part, the rear, the extremity,
the buttocks.

2. (PI.) Refuse of grain after winnowing;
chaff.

hinder -night, s. Last night, yester
night. (Scotch.)

hin-der, hin dren, * hyn-dren, v.t &
i. [A.S. hindrian, from hinder = behind ;

Icel. hindra.] [Hind, a.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To obstruct, to stop, to impede, to let

;

to prevent from proceeding or moving.
" They had lo mind to he pilgrims themselves, and

whomsoever they could they hindered."—Jiunyan

;

Pilgrim's Progress, pt, ii.

2. To check, to retard ; to keep back or stop
for a time ; as, Frost hinders the growth of
plants.

3. To debar, to shut out, to forbid.

"What hinders younger brothers, heing fathers of
families, from having the same right f "—Locke.

4. To keep back.
" From your affairs I hinder you too long "

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., v. 1.

5. To obstruct.
" Hindering with his shade my lovely light."

Spenser : Shepheards Calender ; Feb.

IT It is now followed by from, but to was
formerly also used. (Dryden: Annus Mirabilis,
exxxiii.)

B. Intrans. : To cause a hindrance; to in-
terpose obstacles or impediments.

" You minimus of hindering knot-grass made."
Shakesp. : Midsummer Night s Dream, iii. 2.

hin'-der-an$e, a. [Hindrance.]

hin'-der-er, *hyn-der-our, 5. [Eng.
Jiinder, v. ; -er.] One who or that whicl-
liinders, impedes, or obstructs ; an impedi
ment ; a hindrance.

" Such as I esteem to be the hinderers of reforma-
tion."—Hilton : Reformation in England, bk. i.

* hind'-er-est, a. [Eng. hinder, a. ; superl,
suff. -est.] The hindmost ; the last.

"And ever he rode the hinderest of the route."
Chaucer: C. T„ 624.
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hin' - der - lans, hin' - der - lins,
[Hinder, a.] The hinder parts ; t

tocks ; the posteriors. (Scott : Rob 1

xxiii.)

hind'-er ling, s. [Hildinc.] A mean, base,
cowardly, or degenerate person or animal.

hind'- er-moet, * hynd-er-most, a. [Eng.
hinder, a. ; -most] The last; the hindmost;
that which is or comes last of all.

"The hindermott withdrawe out of the battell."—
Qoldinge ; Ccetar, fo. 59.

Hin di, s. [Native name = a Hindoo, the
language so called, from Hind = India.] The
language spoken in the valley of the Ganges
and its tributaries, from the watershed of
the Jamna, as far down as Rajinahal. It is

the legitimate heir of the Sanscrit, and fills

that place in the modern Indian system which
Sanscrit filled in the old. Under the general
head of Hindi are included many dialects. It

probably had its origin in the country round
Delhi. It is the Indian language which most
nearly approaches the Hindoostanee.

Hind-ley, s. (See compound.)

HindleyVscrew, s,

Mech. : A screw cut on a solid whose sides
are arcs of the pitch circle of a wheel into
which the screw is intended to work ; so
called from being invented by Mr. Hindley,
of York.

hind -most, a. [A.S. hindema = hindmost;
Eng. suff. -ost, -est.] The last, the hindmost.

" They curse the foremost, we the hindmost."
Corbet : Iter Boreale.

Hindoo', Hm-du', s. &a. [Hind. Hinduwi,
Hindi, from Hind = India.]

A* As substantive

:

1. Gen. : A native of India, not of Parsee,
Mussulman, or Christian descent.

2. Spec. : Beames defines a Hindoo as an
Aryan still adhering to the Brahmanical faith.

(Comp. Gram. Aryan Lang, of India (ed. 1872),

Introd., p. 39.)

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to one or other
of the persons described under A.

Hin doo' ism, Hin -du'-ism, s. [Eng.

Hindoo, Hindu; suff. -ism.]

Religions : The system of belief held by the
ordinary Hindoos, as distinguished from that
of the Indian aborigines and the Mussulman
and Christian invaders. [Brahmanism, Caste.]
The several Hindoo gods will be found
described in their proper places, and, where
practicable, efforts will be made to trace their

origin, Hindooism not being a homogeneous
system of belief, but a conglomerate, in large

measure derived from prior faiths.

Hin-doo-sta'-nee, Hin du-sta' ni, a. & s.

[Pers.," &c, from Pers. Hindusthan = the
country of the Hindoos, from Hindu = the
people so named, and sthan = place.]

A, As adjective

:

Phil., &c. : Of or belonging to Hindoostan.
Originally this was India north of the Ner-
budda, or the Vindhya Mountains adjacent to

it, the table-land south of these being termed
the Deccan (Sansc, Dakshan) (South). Now
on English lips it means India.

B. As substantive

:

1. A'native of Hindoostan proper. [A.]

2. Phil. : A language which apparently
arose from the efforts made by the Hindoos
and their Muhammadan conquerors to under-
stand each other. It approaches Hindi or

Hindee (q.v.), but has a large admixture of
Persian and Arabic words foreign to India.

Hindoostanee will carry one all over India,

but is really the vernacular of the Muhamma-
dans only, and not of the Hindoos properly
so called. It is sometimes called Urdu or

Oordoo (q.v.).

T[ When people speak of the Indian language
they mean Hindoostanee, but the designation
is erroneous. There are at least twelve lead-

ing Indian languages.

* Hin-do-sta'-nee, * hin-do-sta'-n^, s.

[Hindoostanee.]

hin'-drance, hin -der ance, * hin-der-
aunce, s. [Eng. hinder; -ance.]

1. The act of hindering, impeding, or ob-
structing.

2. That which hinders, impedes, or ob-

hinderlans—hip

the but-
Roy, ch.

structs ; an impediment ; an obstacle ; an
obstruction.

"What various hindrances we meet."
Cowper ; Olney Hymns, xxix.

Hin-du, s. [Hindoo.]

Kin du -ism, s. [Hindooism.]

Hin du-sta -ni, s. [Hindoostanee.]

* nine, s. [A.S. hina.] [Hind (2), s.] A farm-
labourer ; a servant ; a hind.

" A number of slaves and hired Africa. "—P. Holland:
lioius, p. 1,258.

hing, s. [Hindoost.) The Indian name for

asafetida.

hing, v.t. & i. [Hang, v.]

huige, * henge, * hecng, s. [Icel. hengja
= to hang (q.v.), because the d6or hangs on
the hinge.]

I. Lit. : A means of connecting a door, case-

ment, or leaf, with its frame or an object, so
that it will swing thereon ; a hook or joint on
which a door or lid turns.

" His entrance doors from off the hinges shook.
Drayton: The Miseries of Queen Margaret.

II. Figuratively :

1. The joint of a bivalve shell.

2. That point or principle on which any-
thing depends or turns; the governing or
ruling principle, or point ; the cardinal point.

" The great hinge, which opened the door to the most
important alteration."—Mickle : Life of Camoens.
* 3. One of the cardinal poinds, as east,

west, north, or south. (Cardinal is from Lat.
cardo (gen. cardinis) = a hinge.)

* %. To be off the hinges : To be in a state of
confusion, disturbance, or disorder.

" At other times they are quite off the hinges, yield-
ing themselves up to the way of their luste and pas-
sions."—Sharpe: Sermons, vol. iii., Ber. 14.

hinge-joint, s. A junction of parts al-

lowing a flexure and extension in a certain
plane. The parts are usually connected by a
pintle or ligature.

" First, the head rests immediately upon the upper-
most of the vertebrae, and is united to the hinge-Joint"—Paley : Natural Theology, ch. vlii.

hinge-line, hinge-margin, a.

Zool. (Of the Mollusca); The margin of a
conchiferous shell on which the ligament and
teeth are situated. (S. P. Woodward.)

hinge, * hindge, v.t. & i. [Hinge, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Lit. : To furnish with hinges.

*2. Fig. : To bend as a hinge.
" Be thou a flatterer now, and hinge thy knee."

Shakesp. : Timon, iv. 3.

B. Inlrans. : To turn on, as on a hinge ; to
depend ; as, The matter hinges on this point.

hink, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A hook for reap-
ing ; a reaping-hook.

hin-ney, hin'-ny (1), s. [Honey.]

1. Honey.

2. A darling ; a pet.
" Ye maun ken, hinnies."—Scott : Antiquary, ch. xl.

* hin -ni ate, v.i. [Lat. hinnio.] To neigh.

* hin'-ni-ble, a. [Lat. hinnio = to neigh.]
Capable of neighing.

hin'-ny^ (2), s. [Lat. hinnus, from Gr. IVvos
(hinnos)r\ A mule ; the offspring of a stallion
and a she-ass.

" The pretended Jumar is nothing more than a mere
hinny. '—Bendyshe : Blumenbach, p. 79.

* hin'-ny, v.i. [Lat. hinnio.] To neigh, to
whinny.

hin'-oid, a. [Mod. Lat. hinoideus.]

Bot. : The term used when veins proceed
entirely from midrib of a leaf, and are parallel
and undivided, as in the Zingiberacese and the
Musacete.

hint, v.t. & i. [Hint, s.)

A. Trans. : To mention indirectly ; to sug-
gest; to allude to; to call to mind by a hint
or allusion.

B. Intrans. : To make an indirect allusion
or mention of anything ; to touch slightly on
a subject; to insinuate; frequently followed
by at.

hint, s. [Properly = a thing taken ; a con
traction of Mid. Eng. hinted, hent = taken,
from hentcn; A.S. hentan = to seize, to catch.]

A slight or distant allusion, mention, or sug-
gestion ; an insinuation ; an indirect mention.

"I am no preacher, let"this hint suffice."
Cowper : Progress of Error, 62L

hint-er, a. [Eng. hint; -er.] One who hints.

' hint trig, a. [Henting.]

h£nt'-£ng, pr. par., «.., & s. [Hint, v.]

A. <to B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. t (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of giving a hint ; a

hint ; a suggestion.

* hint'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. hinting; -ly.] In a
hinting manner ; by hints or suggestions.

hip (1), * hepe, * hipe, * hippe, '* hupe, s.

[A.S. hype ; cogn. with Dut. heup ; Icel. huppa;
Dan. hofte; Sw. hbft; Goth.7mps; Ger.hiifte;

O. H. Ger. hufhuft]

I. Ord. Lang. : In the same sense as ILL .

II, Technically:

1. Anat. : The projecting fleshy parts covering

the hip-joint (q.v.); the haunch. Often plural,

2. Building:

(1) The external angle formed by the meet;
ing sides of a roof.

(2) A truncated gable. [Hip-roof.]

(3) A timber which forms the angle of a
hipped roof, and against which the rafters are

laid.

[[ (1) To catch on (or upon) the hip: To
occupy a position which gives one an advan-
tage over.

" If I can catch bim once upon the hip."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, i. 8.

(2) To have on the hip : To have the advantage
over.

" I'll have our Michael Cassio on the ftip."

Shakesp. : Othello, ii. L
*(3) To smite hip and thigh: To overthrow

utterly and with great slaughter. (Judges

xv. 8.)

hip-bath, s. A kind of portable bath in

which the body can only be partially im-
mersed ; a sitz bath.

hip-hone, s. The ischium, or inferior

part of the pelvis on each side.

hip-gout, s. Sciatica (q.v.).

hip-joint, s.

Anat. : The articulation of the head of the-

femur with the acetabulum. The most com-
plete form of joint, the ball and socket, is

best exemplified here, and on account of its

having to bear the whole weight of the body,
the ligaments are remarkably strong. The
action of the hip-joint is very extensive, com-
bining flexion with extension, adduction, ab-

duction, circumduction, and rotation.

hip-knob, s. The finial at the apex of a
gable, or on the top of the hips of a roof.

Slip-moulding, hip-mould, s.

Arch. : A kind of moulding on the rafter

that forms the hip of a roof.

hip-rafter, s.

Carp. : The rafter at the angle of a roof.

Its two outer edges are sloped to range with
the rafters on each side.

hip-roof, s.

Arch. : A roof having an obtuse angle formed

by the meeting of two portions of a roof of
different slant, as in the case of a mansard,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,
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curb, or French roof ; also a short portion of
a roof over a truncated gable. A roof having
a double slope, the rafters at the exterior
angles being in two pieces, meeting at an ob-
tuse angle.

hip-strap, s.

Harness: A strap which crosses the but-
tocks of a horse and supports the breeching
or the traces merely, according to the style of
harness.

hip-tile, s. A saddle-shaped tile to cover
a hip ; a corner tile.

hip (2), * hep, * hope, s. [A.S. hedp, in the
compound heop-brymel = hip-bramble.] The
fruit of the dog-rose or wild briar.

" Yeares of store of hawes and heps do commonly
portend cold winters."—Bacon : Natural History, § 737.

hip-tree, s,

Bot. : Rosa canina.

* hip (3), s. [A contraction of hypochondria
(q.v.).j Hypochondria, melancholy.

hip(l), v.t. [Hip(1), s.]

* 1. Ord. Lang.: To dislocate or sprain the hip.
"His horse hipped, with an old mothy saddle."

—

Shakesp. : Taming of Vie Shrew, hi. 2.

2. Arch. ; To furnish with a hip : as, To hip
a roof.

3. Wrest. : To throw by a cross-buttock.

*hip (2), v.t. [Hip (3), s.] To render hypo-
chondriac or melancholy ; to put out of sorts.

" I cannot forbear writing to you, to tell you I have
been, to the last degree, hipped since I saw you."—
Steele ; Spectator, No. 2B4.

hip, interj. [Onomatopoetic] An exclamation
intended to call attention, or as a signal.

* hip-halt, «. [Bng. hip, and halt.] Lame,
limping.

* hip'- hop, adv. [A reduplication of hop
(q.v.).] With a hopping gait.

"Like Vuiuciiifl hiphop in a single Loot-"
. Congreve.

l*ipp-» Pr«/- [Hippo.]

hip'-pa, s. [From Gr. i'mros (hippos)= a horse.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Hip-
pidse (q.v.).

hlp-parch'-i a, s. [Gr. ijnrapxia (hipparchia)
= a squadron of horse; iVrrapxos (hipparchos)
= a ruler of horses. Pref. hippo-, and Gr.
apxos (archos) = a leader, a commander.]
Entom. : A genus of butterflies, family Nym-

phalidee, sub-family Satyridi. The wings are
more or less rounded, the middle longitudinal
nerve of the fore wings giving off posteriorly
four nerves ; head small. Hipparchia Janira,
the Meadow-brown Butterfly, is a dull brown,
slow-flying species ; the larva, which is green,
is seen in May on Poa pratensis .and other
grasses. The perfect insect is abundant. H.
Semele, the Grayling Butterfly, frequents stony
places or heaths and the borders of woods

;

it flies with H. hyperanthus, the Ringlet But-
terfly. Is seen in July in woods and thickets.

hip-par'-i-on, s. [Gr. 'nrndpiov (hipparion)
=r a pony, dimin. of IWos (hippos) = a horse.]

Palaytnt. : A genus of fossil Equidse, re-

garded by Prof. Huxley and others as in the
line of the horse's ancestry. Though there is

hut a single toe, the second in order, which
reaches the ground, and is hoof-like, yet two
others, the first and third, exist, reduced in
size, and elevated in |>osition. The teeth
nearly resemble those of the horse, but the
crowns of the grinders are not so long. Prof.
Boyd Dawkins mentions Hipparion gracile ,as

occurring in the Upper Miocene of France,
Spain, Germany, Hungary, and Greece, and
in the Upper Pliocene of France. It has not
been found in Britain. (Quar. Jour. Geo. Soc,
xxvi., p. xlix, 1. ; xxxvi. 390, &c.)

Iup-pe-as'-trum, s. [Gr. tn-n-evg (hir>peus) =
a horseman, and ao-rpov (astron) = ti star.]

Bot. : Knight's Star-lily : a genus of Amaryl-
lidacese, tribe Amaryllese. The flowers are

showy. Native of South America and the
West Indies. About seven species, are culti-

vated in Britain.

hipped (1), a. [Hip (1), s.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Having the hip "dislocated
or sprained,

2. Arch. : Furnished with a hip : as, a hipped
roof.

hipped-roof; s.

Arch. ; A hip-roof (q.v.).

hipped (2), a. [Hip (3), s.] Rendered melan-
choly or dismal ; melancholy.

" From the hipped discourses gather,
That politics go by the weather."

Green : Tlie Spleen.

hlp'-pel aph, s. [Gr. iinrekafpos (hippelaphos)

= the horse-deer, pref. hipp-, and Gr. ekaifxx;

(elaphos) = a deer.]

Zool. : TheHippelaphus, an animal described
by Aristotle, and containing some of the

characteristics of the stag and of the horse.

It is sometimes said to have been Rusa Hippe-
laphus, but Cuvier ultimately considered it to

have been Rusa Aristotelis, a species from the
north of India.

nip'-pi-a, s- [Gr. . »'jr7rtos (hippios) = of a

horse ; so named because horses are fond of

the plant. ]

Bot : The typical genus of the subtribe

Hippie8e(q.v.).i

hip'-pi-ans, s. pi. > [Mod. Lat. hippa (q.v.).

;

i connective, and Eng. &c. pi. suff. -ans.]

Zool. : The English name of the family Hip-
pidse (q.v.).

hip'-pl-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hipp(a); Lat.
!

fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : Hippians, a family of decapod crus-
taceans, sub-order Anomoura. The carapace
is longer than it is wide, and very convex
tranaversely. . The tail is ai-ticulated with a
pair of movable appendages to the last joint
but one, and has no fanlike fin at its termina-
tion. The species burrow in the sand. Found
in the Arctic and Australian seas, on the coast
of Brazil, &c.

hip'-pi-S-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hippi(a); Lat.
fern, pi, adj. suff. •&&.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Composites, tribe Sene-
cionidese.

hip -pish, a. [Eng. hip (3), s. ; -ish.] Rather
melancholy or out of sorts ; hypochondriac.
(Byron : Beppo, lxiv.)

hip-po-, pref. [Gr. iWo* (hippos) = a horse.]

Science, &c. : Of, belonging to, or in anyway
resembling a horse. The prefix generally is

hipp- before a vowel, a* hippelaphus (q.v.).

hip-po-bos ca, s. [Pref. hippo-, and Gr.
/3oo-kw (boslco) == to feed.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Hippoboscidte (q.v.). Hippobosca equina is

the Forest-fly, so troublesome to horses.

hlp-po-bds'-ci-dflB, 5. pi [Mod. Lat. hippo-

bosc(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idai.]

Entom. : Forest flies ; a family of diptera,
sub-order Pupipara. The head is received
into a cavity of the thorax, the antennas rudi-
mentary, the body short, flat, and very coria-
ceous ; the wings are either very large or
wanting, the legs are very strong, the last
joint of the tarsi longish. Parasitic on various
mammals and birds.

hip-po-brd'-ma, hip-pd-bro'-mus, s.

[Pref. hippo-, and Gr. pp&na. (broma) = food.]

Bot. : A genus of Sapindaceee, tribe Melios-
mese. It consists of very poisonous plants,
Hippobromus alatus or H. alatum, commonly
called Pardepis, is extensively used for timber
at the Cape of Good Hope. (Lindley.)

* hip-po - camp, * hyp-po - camp, s.

[Hippocampus.] An anglicised form of hip-
pocampus (q.v.).

" Guiding from rockes her chariot's hyppocamps." •

Browne : Britannia* Pastorals, bk. ii., a, 1.

hip-po-cam'-pal, a. [Lat. hippocampus),
and Eng., &c. suff. -ah] Of or belonging to
the hippocampus major or minor (q.v.).

hippocampal commissure, s.

Anat. : A commissure in the brain. It is at
its lowest stage in reptiles.

hip-po-cam'-pi-dse, s. pi. [Lat. hippo-
campi) (q.v.); fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

1. Ichthy. : A family of Teleostean fishes,
sub-order Lophobranchii. Type Hippocampus
(q.v.).

2. Palozont. : The family commenced ap-
parently with the Eocene.

hip po-cam -pus, 5. [Lat, from Gr. Imro-
Kap.Tro<; (hippocampos) = a sea-horse.]

1. Ichthy. : The typical genus of the family
Hippocampidae (q.v.). It has a snout bearing
a curious resemblance to a horse's head. The

hippocampus brevirostris.

eggs are hatched and the young are reared for
a time within a marsupial sac. Hippocampus
brevirostris, the short-nosed species, is found
in the British seas.

2. Anat. : See the compounds.

hippocampus-major, 5.

Anat. : A large white eminence extending
the whole length of the coniu in the cere-
brum. It becomes enlarged towards its an-
terior and lower extremity, and is indented or
notched on its edge, so as to resemble the
paw of an animal, on which account it has.

been termed pes hippocampi. Named also
Comu Aramonis.

hippocampus-minor, s.

Anat : A curved and pointed longitudinal
eminence on the inner side of the posterior
cornu, projecting backwards into the posterior
lobe of the cerebrum. Its existence became
known to the general public through a con-
troversy whether or not the hippocampus
minor was peculiar to man, or whether it

existed also in the anthropoid apes. Prof,
(afterwards Sir Richard) Owen took the first

view and Prof. Huxley the second.

hlp-po-cas-ta'-ne-se, s. pi [Mod. Lat.
hippocastan(um) (q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-eai.]

Bot : A tribe of Sapindacese. The leaves
are opposite, the ovules two in each cell, the
one ascending, the other suspended. Embryo
curved with great fleshy consolidated cotyle-
dons. (Lindley.)

hippo cas ta-num, s. [Pref. hippo-, and
Lat. castanea; Gr. Kacrravos (kastanos) = a
chestnut tree.

'Bot. : A synonym of iEsculus (q.v.). [Horse-
chestnut.]

hip - po - Cen'- taur, S [Gr. 'nriroKivTavpo?

(hippokentauros), from ittttos (hippos)= a horse,
and KeVravpos (kentauros) = a centaur.]

Myth. : A fabulous monster, haU man and
half horse.

" In Thessalie there was borne an Hippocentaur—
i.e., halfe a man, and halfe a horse.'—P. Holland:
Plinie, bk. viL, ch. iii.

* hip'-o-cras, * hyp-o-cras, * yp-o-cras,
s. [Fr., from Lat. (vinum) Hippocraticum =
(the wine) of Hippocrates.] A cordial made
of wine and spices, supposed to be mingled
according to the receipt of Hippocrates.

"And plaine water hath he preferred before the
swete hipocras of the riche men."— Udal ; Luke viL

hip-po-crat'-e-a, s. [Named after Hippo-
crates, regarded* as one of the fathers of
botany.]

Bot. : The tj'pical genus of the family Hippo-
crateacea (q.v.). It consists of more than
thirty climbing shrubs from the hotter lati-

tudes. The nuts of Hlppocratea comosa. e

native of the West Indies, are oily and sweet.

hip-po-crat-e-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat
hippocrate(a) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ccm.]

Bot. : Hippocrateads ; an order of perigy-
nous exogens, alliance. Rhamnales. It con-
sists of arborescent or climbing, generally
smooth, shrubs, with opposite somewhat co-
riaceous leaves, the stipules small and de-
ciduous. Flowers in axillary racemes small,

bb*il, b6"y; pcut, jo%I; cat, cell, chorus, 9bin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -in©
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tiou, -sion = zhun. -tious. -sious, -cious = shus. -bie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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inconspicuous
; petals five, stamens three,

forming a cup ; ovary three-celled ; style one,
stigmas, one to three ; fruit, either of three
samaroid carpels or horned, cells one to
three, seeds definite. Pound chiefly in South
America ; a few are in Africa, the others in

the East Indies. Known genera six, species
about eighty-six.

Sup-po-cratf-e-ads, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hip-

pocrate(a); Eng., &e. suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The name given "by Lindley to the
order Hippocrateacese (q.v.).

Hip-poc'-ra-tesf s. [See def.] The most
celebrated physician of antiquity, born in
Cos, one of the Cyclades, b.c. 360. He de-
livered Athens from a pestilence in the begin-
ning of the Peloponnesian War. The number
of his works is very great.

Hippocrates' sleeve, s. A strainer-

bag made by folding a square of flannel dia-

gonally, and sewing it along the meeting edge
;

or by uniting the o^iposite angles of a square
piece of cloth.

hip-po-crat'-ic, a. [Lat. Hippocraticus.] Of
or pertaining to Hippocrates ; described by
Hippocrates.

hippocratic-face, s.

Patk. : A face altered when death is ap-
proaching. It was well described by Hippo-
crates in his Prognostica.

Hip poc -rat-ism, s. [Eng. Hippocrates);

-ism.] The teaching or system of medicine
taught by Hippocrates.

JHip'-pO-Crene, S. [Gr., from ittttov Kprjirq

iliippoukreiie) = the fountain of the horse.] A
celebrated fountain on Mount Helicon in
Boeotia, sacred to the Muses. It was fabled
to have burst from the ground when struck
by the feet of Pegasus, and to possess the
power of poetic inspiration. [Helicon.]

" Nor maddening draughts of Hippocrene."
Longfellow: Goblet of Life.

Siip-po-crep'-i-an, s. [Mod. Lat. hippo-
crep(is); -imi.]

Zool. (PI.) : A term applied to a section of
Polyzoa having the lophophore crescentiform,
or horseshoe shaped. (Nicholson.) The same
as Phylactolsemata (q.v.).

Mp-po-crep'-i-form, a. [Mod. Lat. hippo-
crepi(s), and Lat. forma =. shape, appearance.]

Bot. ; Shaped like a horseshoe.

nlp-po-cre'-pis, s. _ [Gr. Imrat (hippos) = a
horse, and Kp-niris (krepis) = a shoe.]

Bot. : Horseshoe vetch ; a genus of papi-
lionaceous plants, having the legumes com-
pressed, sub-membranous, composed of many
joints. Known species twelve. Hippocrepis
comosa is a much-branched and woody plant,
six inches high, having unequally pinnate
leaves, and pale yellow flowers like those of the
Birdsfoot trefoil. It occurs in the chalky dis-

tricts of England ; in Scotland only near Ayr.

"* hip -po-dame, s. [A contraction or cor-

ruption of hippopotamus (q.v.),] A hippopo-
tamus.
"Which foure great Mppodam.es did draw in teme-

wise tide," Spenser : F. <£., III. xi. 40.

Slip -p6-drdme (1), s. [Gr. in-Troopo/AO? (hippo-

dromos) = a racecourse for horses and chariots :

i!mros (hippos) = a horse, and Spores (dromos)
= a course, a running.] Originally a circus

or course on which horses and chariot-races

were run ; now frequently applied to a circus.

"I have planted an hippodrome; it ia a circular

plantation, consisting of five walka"

—

Swift: Works,
xiv.

* hip'- po - drome (2), s. [Properly hypo-
drome, from Gr. iuro5pou,7J Qiupodrowie) = an
asylum : vtto {hupo) = under, and 8p6p.os = a
course, a running.] An enclosed portico.

"At one end of the inclosed portico, and, indeed,
taken off from it, is a chamber that looks upon the
hippodrome, the vineyards, and the mountains . . .

an apartment connects the hippodrome with the
house."—Melmoth; PUnie, bk. v., lett. 6.

Slip-pO-gloS'-SUS, S. [Gr. 'unroykbia-o-os (hip-

poglossos) = with horse's tongue, pref. hippo-

,

and Gr. yAwtro-a (glossa) = the tongue.]

Tchthy. : A genus of Pleuronectidse. The
feody is long, the two eyes on the right side,

the jaws and pharynx armed with strong
teeth. Hippoglossns vulgaris is the Halibut or
Holibut (q.v.).

hip'-po-griff, s. [Fr. hippogriffe, from Gr.
'nriros (hippos) = a horse, and ypv\f/ (grups) —
a griffon.] A fabulous creature, half horse
and half griffon ; a winged horse.

" He caught him up, and without wing
Of hippogriff, bore through the air sublime."

Milton: J'. It., iv. 542.

hip'-po-lith, s. [Gr. tn-iros (hippos) = a horse,
and Ai'0os (litlws) = a stone.] A stone or chalky
concretion found in the intestines or stomach
of a horse.

hip-pol'-y-te, s. [Gr. iTTTroA-uToy (hippolutos)

= letting horses loose : pref. hippo-, suid Gr.

\vt6s (lutos) = that may be loosed ; Avw (luo)

= to loose]

Zool. : A genus of crustaceans, family Pale-
monidas : they resemble the typical genus, but
their abdomen cannot be straightened. They
are small crabs, of which about five are

British.

hip-pom'-a-ne, s. [Gr. l-mrop-aves (hippo-

inanes) = as adj. (of mares), mad after the
horse ; thence, lecherous ; as subst. (1) an
aphrodisiac plant of the spurge kind ; (2)
(see def.)J

1. Folklore : Asubstancesupposedto possess
aphrodisiac qualities, obtained from a mare or
a recently dropped foal ; it was used in prepar-
ing love-potions. (See Dryden: Virgil; JEneid
iv. 745, 746, and Georgia iii. 442-47.)

2. Bot. : The typical genus of the euphorbi-
aceous tribe Hippomanese. Hippomane Man-
cinella is the Manchineel (q.v.).

hip-po-ma'-ne-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hip-

2wman(e)(q.v.); and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Euphorbiaeeae. The ovule
solitaiy ; the flowers in spikes, apetalous ; the
bracts one or many-flowered.

hip'-po-nyx, s. [Gr. iWos (hippos) = a
horse, and <Wf (onux) = a claw.]

Zool. £ Palceont. : A genus of gasteropodous
molluscs, family Calyptreidte. About thirteen
recent species are known from the warmer
regions, and ten fossil, the latter from the
Chalk until now. No recent British sxjecies,

but two fossil.

hip-po-pa-thol'-o-gy, s. [Gr. arnoq (hip-
pos) = a horse, and Eng. pathologyXq.v.).] The
pathology of the horse ; veterinary medicine.

hip-poph'-a-e, s. [Gr. in-iro^ae's (hippophaes)

— a plant, Euphorbia spinosa (Liddell £ Scott).~]

Bot. : Sallow-thorn, a genus of Elseagnaceai.
Flowers, dioecious, the barren ones collected
into a small catkin, each scale bearing a
flower, the perianth single of two deep round-
ish valves ; fertile flowers solitary, the peri-
anth single, tubular, cloven at the top. Hip-
popltea rhamnoides is the Common Sallow-
thorn or Black-thorn found on sand hills and
cliffs upon the east and south-east of England,
rarer, and scarcely wild, in Scotland. The
Tartars make a jelly and the Bohemian fisher-

men a fish-sauce of the berries.

hip-poph'-a-gl, s. pi. [Gr. i'mros (hippos) =
ahorse, and $ayciv (phagein) — to eat] Eaters
of horse-flesh ; specif, applied to certain no-
madic tribes of Scythia and the north of the
Caspian Sea, who fed on horse-flesh.

hlp-poph'-a-gtst, s. [Eng. hippophag(y)

;

-ist.] One who eats or feeds on horse-flesh.

hip-poph-a-gous, a. [Hippophagi.] Eating
or feeding on horse-flesh.

hip-poph'-a-gy; s. [Gr. Imros (hippos) —
a horse, and <fto.yeiv (pliageiri) = to eat.] The
act or practice of eating or feeding on horse-
flesh.

hip-p6~pd'-di-um, s. [Pref. hippo-, and
Gr. irovs (poiis), genit. iro&os (podos) = a foot.]

Zool.: A subgenus of Myoconcha (?) It
contains one species, Hippopodium pondero-
sum, looking like a ponderous cypricardia or
cardia. Characteristic of the English lias.

(S. P. Woodward.)

hip-po-po-tam'-i-dse, s. pi. [Lat. hippo-
potam(us)\ fern, pi. adj. suff. -idee,]

1. Zool. : A family of mammals, order
Ungulata, section Artiodactyla, subsection
Omnivora. Genera Hippopotamus and Chser-
opsis, if indeed the latter is more than a
subgenus.

2. Palceont. : [Hippopotamus].

hip-po pot -a-mus, *hlp-po-pot'-a-my,
s. [Lat., from Gr. iTi-Tron-ora-Mos Qiippopotamos)
— the river horse of the Nile ; itttto? (Mppos)
= a horse, and n-oraju-ios (potamios) =. of or
belonging to a river ; Trorajuos (potamos) = ;t

river. The faint resemblance to a horse is

either in the aspect of the head suddenly pro-
jected above the water or, according to M. F.
Cuvier, in the voice.]

I. Ord. Lang. : The Biver horse, Hippopota-
mus amphibius [II.]. It inhabits the great
rivers and lakes of Africa. Anciently it was
found in the lower part of the Nile : now it does
not occur there. It is at home in the water,
diving beneath it when danger arises, but at
intervals raising its head above the surface
to breathe. It feeds chiefly on the roots and
bark of water trees and plants. It lands dur-
ing the night to look for pasture, and is de-
structive to crops. Its tusks furnish the best
ivory : its flesh is eaten.

II. Technically :

1. Zool. : The typical and only admitted
genus of the family Hippopotamidse. Muzzfc

short, blunt ; incisors _—„, canines very large

\~v m°lars £E? or
fEb*

Upper canines short,

the lower developed into tusks, eyes and ears

small ; body heavy, massive ; hide thick, toes
four on each foot.

2. Palceont. : No fossil hippopotamus has
been found in America. As far as is known,
the genera came in with the subgenerie forn;

of Hexaprotodon (q.v.), found in the Uppei
Miocene of India. Then followed the Tetra-

protodon (q.v.), to which the living and
various fossil forms belong. Hippopotamus
viajor is enumerated by Prof. Boyd Dawkins
among the Upper Pliocene mammalia of Italy

and the Mid Pleistocene mammalia of Britain.

It is called by him a survival from the early

Pleistocene. Remains of it have been found,

at Ilford and Grays Thurrock, in Essex, show-
ing that it was formerly an inhabitant of the

Thames. As the molluscs contemporaneous
with H. major in England were nearly the

same as those now existing, the temperature
cannot have been very different from that of

our own time. The hippopotamus is closely

allied to the common species. It is now
found only where the water never freezes hut
is of nearly uniform temperature throughout
the year. Prof. Boyd Dawkins states that H.

amphibius was widely diffused in Upper Plio-

cene times through the forests of France and
Italy, and it is found as a survival from the
Pliocene in the Early Pleistocene of Britain.

The remains of this animal occur here also in

the Late Pleistocene, both in river strata and
ossiferous caverns.

hap'-po-pus, s. [Gr. tn-TTos (hippos) = a horse,
and Trows (pous) = a foot.]

Zool. : A subgenus of Tridacna (Clam-shell).
Hippopus vmculatus is the Bear's-paw clam.
It has close valves, each with two hinge teeth,

and a small byssus. Found on the reefs in
the coral sea. (5. P. Woodward.)

hip-pos-te-ol'-o-gy, s. [Gr. ur*o« (hippos)
= a horse, and Eng. osteology (q.v.).] The
branch of science dealing with the osteology
of the horse.

* hip-po-tau'-riis (pi. hip-po-tau'-ri), s.

[Gr. L7T7TO? (hippos) = a horse ; and raupos
= a bull.] A hippopotamus (q.v.).

" Cocodrilles be abuudauute there and horses of the
floode, called hippotauri." — Higden : Polychronicoti,
bk. i., ch. xvi.

hip-po-ther'-i-iim, s. [Gr. Tttttos (hippos) =
a horse, and fhytiev (tMrion) = a wild beast.]

Palceont. : A genus of Equidae found by
Prof. Kaup at Eppelsheim in Miocene strata.

hip-pd-thd'-e, s. [Gr. tmrofloos (hippothoos)
= swift-riding

;
pref. hippo-

t and Gr. do6%
(tlwos) = quick, nimble.]

Zool. & Palaont. : The typical genus of the
family Hippothoidse. From the Silurian
times till now. There are three British
species : Hippothoe catenularia, H. divaricata,
and H. sica. They are found encrusting
shells, &c, in deep water.

hip-po-tho'-l-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hippo-
tho(e); Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. & Palaont. : A family of Cheilosto-
matous Polyzoa. Polyzoary creeping, and
attached to foreign bodies ; cells, pyriform,
distant, and arranged in linear series.

£ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e ; ey ~ a. qu — kw.
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1 hlp-pot'-O-my, s. [Pref. hippo-, and Gr.
to/jltJ (tome) = a cutting.]

Anat. : The anatomy of horses, a branch of
Zootomy.

hip'-pu-ratc, s. [Eng. &c, hippur(ic); -ate

(&Am.")(q.v.).]

Ckem. : A salt of hippuric acid. Hippurates
fused with potash or lime give off ammonia,
and yield benzene by distillation.

"hip-piir'-ic, a . [Gr. ittttos (hippos) = a horse,
and Eng. iiric (q.v.).] Contained in the urine
of horses.

hippuric acid, s.

CH.>-NH-CO-C
fi
H5 .

' Chem. : C9H9N03 , or |

CO'OH.
Benzamido-acetic acid. Hippuric acid occurs
in the urine of horses and other graminivora

;

the quantity depends upon the food — animals
fed with oat straw give off the most. "When
benzoic acid is eaten, it appears in the urine
in the form of hippuric acid. The acid can
be obtained by evaporating the fresh urine to
a thick syrup, and extracting with alcohol,
filtering, and then distilling off the alcohol

:

the residue, when cold, is treated with hydro-
chloric acid ; the colour can be removed by
dissolving the acid in dilute soda and adding
to the boiling liquid a small quantity of per-

manganate of potassium, filtering off the oxide,
and then precipitating the acid by HC1. The
pure acid crystallizes in prisms easily soluble
in boiling water and in alcohol ; less soluble
in ether. It melts over 130°, turning brown.
By the action of RoM^Os and caustic soda
solution it is decomposed, giving off its nitro-

gen as ammonia. An aqueous solution of
hippuric acid, boiled with Pb02, yields benz-
amide C6-H5 CO*NH2 andC02- Hippuric acid
can be prepared synthetically by heating
benzoyl chloride C6H,vCO"Cl with glycocoll

CH2'NH 2-CO-OH to 120°, zinc oxide being
added to neutralize the HC1 given out ; also

by heating to 150° equivalents of benzamidc
and monochloracetic acid.

llip -pu - rid' - e - se, s. pi. [Lat. hippuris,
genit. ' hippurid(is), fern. pi. adj. stiff. ~ece.)

(Hippuris.]

Hot. : The name given by Link to the botan-
ical order called by Lindley and others Halo-
rageas (Hippurids).

hip pu rids, S. pi [HlPPURIDE^.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Haloragacese (q.v.).

hip - piir'-is, s. [Lat. , from Gr. iWoupis
(Juppouris), genit. lttttoupiSos (hippouridos) =
the horse-tail (C. Equisetum arvense or pra-
tense) : pref. hippo-, and Gr. ovpd. (oura) — a
tail. This is not the modern genus.]

Bot. : Mare's tail, a genus of Haloragacere,
tribe Halorageai (q.v.). The perianth is single,

superior, forming a very indistinct rim to the
germen ; stamen one ; style one ; fruit one-
celled, one-seeded. Known species one or
two. Hippuris vulgaris, Common Mare's tail,

a plant with linear leaves in whorls of six,

eight, or ten, is not uncommon in ditches and
stagnant waters in England. In Scotland it

is rarer.

lilp'-pu-rite, s. & n. [Hippurites.]

A. As subst. : A mollusc of the genus Hip-
purites, or more rarely of the family Hippuri-
tidaj. (S. P. Woodward: Molhtsca (3rd ed.)t

pp. 32, 33.)

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Hippu-
rites or the Hippuritidse [A].

hippurite limestone, s.

Geol. & Palceont. : Limestone of Lower
Cretaceous age, characterized by the abund-
ance of fossil hippurites, especially Hippurites
organisans and its casts. Tt occurs in the
south of France, in Spain, Sicily, and Greece.
(Lyell)

hip pu-rl -tea, s. [Gr. ittttoupos (hipp>ouros)

= horse-tailed, and suff. -ites (Palceont.).']

{Hippuris.]

Palceont. : The typical genus of the family
Hippuritidse (q.v.). The shell is very inequi-
valve, inversely conical or elongated and cy-
lindrical, the fixed valve striate or smooth,
with three parallel furrows on the cardinal
side, the pallial line continuous. Thirty
species are known, all from the Chalk of con-
tinental Europe, Algeria, and Egypt. Typical

species, Hippurites Moculatus and H. cornu-
vaccinum. (Woodward.)

hip-pu-rit'-i-dce, s. pi [Mod. Lat. hippu-
rit(es)'; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Palceont. : A family of mollusca, class Con-
chifera, section Siphonida. Shell thick,

inequivalve, attached by the right umbo;
structure and sculpturing of the two valves
dissimilar; the ligament internal ; hinge teeth

one or two adductor impressions, two large

;

the pallial line simple submarginal. Found
in the Cretaceous rocks. None are British.

Known genera, Hippurites, Kadiolites, &c.

hip'-pus, s. [Gr. nnros (hippos) — a horse.]

Path. : A morbid trembling and twinkling
of the eyes.

hip -shot, a. [Eng. hip, and shot.]

1. Lit. : Having the hip dislocated or

sprained.
" ' Why do yougo nodding and wagging so like a fool,

aa if you were hipshot

}

' says the goose to the gosling."—LEstrange.

*2. Fig. : Lame, awkward.

hip'-WOI*t, s. [Eng. hip, and wort.]

Bot. : Cotyledon Umbilicus.

hir, pro. [Her, He.]

1. Her.

2. Their.

h'ir'-se-a, s. [Named after J. N. de la Hire, a
French'botaniyt who died in 1727.]

Bot. : A genus of Malpighiacete, tribe

Hires. The species are pretty climbers with
white or yellow flowers, growing in the East
and West Indies.

hir cine, a. [Hircinous.] Goatish, hence,

strong smelling.

hir -9111 oils, a. [Lat. hircinus = pertaining

to a goat ; hircus = a goat.]

Bot. : Smelling like a goat.

hir'- cite, hir'-clne, a. [Lat. hircus = a

goat, and suff. -ine (Min.). From the strong
animal odour which the globule remaining
after it has been burnt emits.]

Min. : An amorphous, brown, semi-trans-
lucent or opaque mineral. Sp. gr. 1*1. In
boiling water it becomes soft, in cold alcohol
it is slightly dissolved, and in boiling alcohol
it is half so, imparting a golden colour to the
solution. (Dana.)

hir cu liis, s. [Lat., = a little goat, dimin.
of hircus (q.v.).]

Bot. : A section of Saxifraga containing one
British species, Saxifraga Hirculus. (Sir
Joseph Hooker. )

hir'-cus, s. [Lat. = a he-goat.]

1. Zool. : The specific name of the goat
(Capra hircus).

2. Astron. : A fixed star, the same as Capella
(q.v.).

hir'-die-gir-die. [Hurdv-gurdy.]

hir'-die-gir-die, adv. In confusion or de-
rangement.

hire, v.t. [A.S. hyrian, from 7i.#r=hire (q.v.).]

1. To procure anything from another person
at a certain price or consideration for tempo-
rary use ; to engage.

"The Czar of Muscovy . . , hired my house at Say's
Court."—Evelyn 'Memoirs, Jan., 1698.

2. To engage in service for a stipulated
price, payment, or wages ; to contract for the
services of for a period.

"Servants who are hired by the month or by the
year."—Smith : Wealth of Nations, bk. i., eh. viii.

3. To let for hire ; to lease ; to grant the
use or services of for a stipulated price or
consideration; now only with out.

"A man planntide avyneyerd . . . and hiride it to
tilieris."

—

Wycliffe : Mark xii. 1.

% Frequently used reflexively.

* i. To bribe. (Dryden : Virgil ; JEneid ii. 42.)

hire, * here, huire, * hure, * huyre,
* hyre, s. [A.S. hyr; cogn. with Dut. huur ;

Sw. hyra; Dan. hyre; Ger. lieuer.]

1. The price, reward, recompense, or equiva-

lent paid, or contracted to be paid, for the
temporary service or use of persons or things.

" Thei asken hure huyre er thei hit have deaervede."
P. Plowman, ii. 91.

2. Reward or payment for illegal or dis-

honest services ; a bribe.

* hire, pro. [Her.]

h'ir'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hir(cea); Lat. fem.

pi. adj. suff. -etc]

Bot : A tribe of Malpighiacese (q.v.).

hired, * hir-id, * hyred, pa. par. or «.

[Hire, v.]

* hire-less, a. [Eng. hire; -less.] "Without
Lire or reward ; freely, gratuitously.]

"This famed philosopher is Nature's spie,

And hireless gives the intelligence to Art."
Davenant: Gondii ert, bk. i., c. 6.

h'ire'-ling, * hyre-lynge, s. & «. [A.S.

hyreling, from hyr = hire.]

A. As substantive

:

1. One who serves for hire or wages ; a hired
servant or assistant.

" Hirelings whom want and idleness had induced to
enlist."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., cb. i.

* 2. A prostitute.
" No hireling she, no prostitute to praise.''

Pope : Ep. 1. 36.

,

B. As adj. : Serving for hire or wages ;

mercenary ; ready or willing to give one's ser-

vices for hire.

"Beautiful Florence at a word laid low . . .

Couquered and pardoned by a hireling Moor."
Ji. Browning : Luria, iv.

hire -man, s. [Eng. hire, and man.]

1. One who serves for hire or wages ; a
hired servant. (Scotch.)

2. A subject. (Wliarton.)

* hir'-en, s. [A corrupt, of Gr. Irene, tho
heroine in Peele's The Turkish Mahomet & the

Fair Hiren.] A prostitute, a strumpet.
" Have we not Siren here 2"—Shakesp. : 2 Henry Ji'.,

11. 4.

hir'-er, s. [Eng. hir(e); -er.]

1. One who hires or engages the services of
a person or thing temporarily for hire ; one
who employs persons for wages.

" Hiring and borrowing are also contracts by which
a tjualined property may be transferred to the hirer or
borrower."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk. ii,, ch. 30.

2. One who lets out things, especially horses,
for hire.

* hire-self, * hlre-selve, pro. [Eng. hire
= her, and self.] Herself.

hir
1

-pie, v.i, [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps re-

lated to cHpple (q.v.).] To walk lamely; to
halt ; to limp.

"They'll gie me quarters at Monkbarm readily
eueugh, and I'll e'en hirple awa there wi' the wean."—
Svott : Antiquary, ch. xv.

*hirs, . pro. [Their.]

hirse, a. [Etym. doubtful.] A kind of millet.

hir'-sel, s. [Herd.]

1. A flock of sheep.

"She'll maybe get aLiddesdale Joe that wants some-
thing to help to buy the hirsel.' —Scott : Guy Man-
nering, ch. XXX viii.

2. A crowd ; a throng ; a multitude.

hir'-sel, hlr'-sle,?>.£. [Imitative.] To creep
along a rough surface with a rustling noise ; to
move or creep sideways while lying or sitting

down.
"Sae he sat himBell doun and hirselled doun into

the glen."

—

Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. xlv.

hirst, >>. [Hurst.]

1, A wood ; a grove.

2. A sandbank near a river ; a shallow.

hirsute, a. [Lat. hirsutus; allied to horreo
= to bristle.]

L Ordinary Language :

I. Lit.: Rough; rugged; hairy; shaggy;
set or covered with bristles.

" There are bulbous, fibrous, and hirsute roots ; the
hirsute is a middle sort, between the bulbous and
fibrous."—Hacon : Nat. Hist., § 616.

*2. Fig. : Rough; coarse; rude; boorish;
unmannerly.

" He looked elderly, was cynical' and hirsute in his
behaviour."

—

Life of A. Wood, p. 109.

II. Bot. : The same as hispid or setose, but
with the hairs longer.

hoil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pli - L
cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -r»ion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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hirsute -aess, s. [Eng. hirsute; -ness.] The
quality or state of being hirsute ; roughness

;

hairiness ; shagginess.
" Black colour argues naturall melancholy ; bo doth

leannesse, hirsutenesse, broad veines, much baire on
the browes,"

—

Burton: Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 59.

hir-tel'-la, s. [Dimin. of hirtus = hairy.]

Bot, : A genus of Chrysobalanacese. The
siliceous bark of Hirtella silicea, a tree growing
in Trinidad, is said to be used by the Indians
in making pottery.

hl-ru-din'-e-a, s. pi. [From Lat. hirudo,
genit. hirudin(is)=& leech ; neut. pi. adj. suff.

-ea.]

Zoo1
, : An order of Annelids having a loco-

motive or adhesive sucker, either posteriorly
or at both ends. The sexes are not generally
distinct, and the young undergo no metamor-
phosis. It contains the Leeches. Called also

Suctoria(q.v.).

hi-ru-din'-i-dae, s. pi. [Lat. hirudo, genit.

hirudin(is); fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : The typical family of the order
Hirudinea (q.v.)- [Leech.]

hl-ru'-do, s. [Lat.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Hiru-
dinidae and. the order Hirudinea. Hirudo
medicinalis is the Common Leech. [Leech.]

* hi-run -dine, a. & s. [Lat. hirundo (genit.

hirundinis) = a swallow.]

A. As adj. : Like a swallow ; swallow-like.

E. As subst. : A swallow,

£ii-run din i-dse, s. pi. [Lat. hirundo, genit.

hirundin(is) ; fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ornith. : A family of Fissirostres. The
plumage is compact and glossy, the bill very
small and triangular. It contains the swallows
and martins [Hirundo], and formerly included
the genus Cypselus (Swift), which now forms
the type of a new family Cypselidse (q.v.).

hl-run-di-ni'-nse, s.pl. [Lat. Mrundo, genit.

hirundin(is) ; fem. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Hirundinidte, con-
taining the swallows and martins as distin-
guished from the swifts. Those who form the
swifts into the family Cypselidse abolish also
the sub-family Hirundininse.

In run -do, s. [Lat. = a swallow.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the family
Hirundinidge (q.v.). The bill is flattened its

whole length, the margins not inflected, the
rictus smooth, the feet insessorial ; the lateral
toes equal, the middle one longer than the tar-
sus. It contains the swallows and martins, of
which four are British—viz., Hirundo rustica,

the proper swallow ; H. urbica, the martin
;

H. riparia, the sand-martin or dark-martin
;

and //. purpurea, the American purple martin
(the last species a rare visitant). [Martin,
Swallow.]

hr-f, pro. ora. [Theposs. of fo(q.v.).] Of or be-

longing to him. It may be used with or with-
out the noun to which it refers : as, These are
his books, or these are his. His was formerly
neuter as well as masculine.

"Who can impress the forest, bid the tree
Unfix his earth-bound root ?

"

Shakesp. : Macbeth, lv.

IT From a mistaken idea as to the origin of
*s or es as the sign of the genitival inflection,

his was also used as a sign of the possessive :

thus in the Prayer Book we have "for Jesus
Christ his sake," &c.

his'-in-ger-ite, s. [Named fromW. Hisinger,
a Swedish mineralogist.]

Mm. ; An amorphous compact mineral,
black or brownish-black, without cleavage

;

its lustre greasy ; its hardness 3 ; its sp. gr.

3'045. Compos. : silica, 83*07 to40*97; alumina,
to 1"38

; sesquioxide of iron, 26-04 to 40'2S
;

protoxide of iron, to 17*59 ; magnesia, to
15*6; water, 1512 to 22*83, &c. Found near
Helsingfors, in Finland, &c. Varieties : Hisin-
gerite, Degerbite, andScotiolite(q.v.). (Dana.)

* hisk, * hiske, v.i. [Etyra. doubtful.] To
open the mouth wide.

hls'-lop-lte, s. [Named in 1859 by Prof.

Haughton, of Dublin, after Rev. Stephen
Hislop, of Nagpore, who, with Rev. Robt.
Hunter, sent it and other minerals, fossils, &c. f

to the Geological Society in 1854. (Phil. Mag.,
IV. xvii. 16, 1859.)]

Min. : A grass-green variety of Calcite,

coloured by about fourteen per cent, of glau-

conite. From Nagpore in Central India.

hisn, pro. [A vulgarism for his (q.v.).]

his'-pa, s. (Lat. hispidus = shaggy, hairy,

bristly.] The typical genus of the family
Hispid;B(q.v.). It is surrounded by formid-
able spines.

* His pan i cism, s [Lat. Hispaniciis —
pertaining to Hispania, or Spain.] A Spanish
idiom or phrase ; a phrase or mode of speech
peculiar to the Spanish language.

his -pid, a. [Lat. hispidus,]

1. Ord. Lang. : Rough ; hairy ; bristly

;

" John of the wilderness ? the hairy child 1

The hispid Thesbite ? or what satyr wild ?
"

More : Verses, Pre/, to Sail's Poems (1646).

2. Bot. (Of leaves, <£c.) : Having hairs thinly
scattered and moderately stiff. The same as
Setose (q.v.).

Ms'-pi-dte, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hisp(a); Lat.
fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee,]

Entom. : A family of tetramerous beetles,

closely akin to the Cassididfe. They are de-
pressed insects with short legs, and porrected
moniliform antennse. The larvse feed between
the membranes of leaves upon their paren-
chyma. Found both in the Old and in the
New World.

* hls-pid-l-ty, s. [Eng. htipid ; -ity.] The
quality or state of being hispid ; roughness

;

hairiness.

"The hispiditp or hairiness of hia akin."—More : On
Godliness, bk. ifi., ch. vl, § 5.

* his pid -u-loiis, a. [A dimin. from hispid
(q.v.).]

Bot. : Having short, stiff, or bristly hairs.

hiss, * hysse, * hyss, v.i. & t. [A.S. hysian

;

cogn. with O. Dut. hisschen; cf. Dut. sissen,

Ger. zischen. All of these words are formed
from the sound.]

A. Intransitive ;

1. To make a sound like that of the letter s

by forcing out the breath between the tongue
and the upper teeth.
" Swaltering tongs did lick their hissing mouthes."

Surrey : Virgile ; ^Eneis ii.

2. To make a sibilant sound ; vocally as do
geese and serpents, or by rapid motion through
the air, like an arrow, a jet of steam, &c.

" His forceful spear, which, hissing as it flew,
Pierced through the yielding planks."

Dryden : Virgil; AVneid ii 65.

3. To express disapprobation by hissing.
" It is the undoubted right of any visitor to a theatre

to hiss."—Pall Mall Gazette, April 16, 18B4.

B. Transitive :

1. To utter with a hissing sound: as, He
hissed the words out.

2. To condemn by hissing ; to express dis-
approbation of.

" He therefore wrote the opera of Bosamond, which,
when exhibited on the stage, was either hissed or
neglected."—Johnson: Life of Addison,

for.

3. To procure hisses, disgrace, or ridicule

"So disgraced a part, whose issue
Will hiss me." Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, i. 2.

hiss, S. [Hiss, V.}

1. A sound made by forcing the breath out
between the tongue and upper teeth, as in
pronouncing the letter s. It is generally used
as an expression of derision, disapprobation,
or censure.

" A clamour made up of yells of hatred, of hisses, of
contempt, and of shouts of triumphant and half in-
sulting welcome."—JUacaufay : ffist. Eng., ch. xvii.

2. A similar sound such as that made by a
serpent, water falling on a hot substance,
steam passing through a narrow opening, &c.
" The hiss of ruatling wings." Milton: P. L., L 768.

hlss'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Hiss, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of emitting a hiss or hisses ; a
hiss.

"I heard a hissing: there are serpents here I"
Goldsmith : Prol. to Zobeide.

2. An expression of derision, disapproba-
tion, or censure.

* 3. That which is hissed at, censured, or
ridiculed.

" And I wil make this citie desolate and an hitting."
—Bible (1583): Jer. xix. 8.

hiss'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. hissing;
hissing manner : with a hiss.

y.] In a

hist, pa. par. or a., & interj. [The same as
hushed or whist (q. v.).]

*A. As pa. par. or a. : Hushed, silenced.
(Milton: II Penseroso, 55.)

B. As interj. : A word enjoining silence.

his'-ter, s. [The Etruscan form whence the
Lat. histrio = a stage-player, an actor, was
derived.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Histeridse (q.v.). The form is quadrate and
almost cubical. The posterior tibiae have two
rows of spines. Stephens enumerated thirty-
two British species ; Sharp reduces them to
fifteen.

his-ter -i-dfe, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hister (q.v.)

;

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idm.]

Entom. : A family of beetles, tribe Penta-
mera, sub-tribe Helocera, or Clavicoraes. The
four hinder feet are more separated from each
other at their insertion than the anterior two

;

the feet are contractile, and the external side
of the legs denticulated or spinous. The an-
tennae are bent, and generally end in a knob.
Body square or parallelopiped. They inhabit
dead animals, dung, putrid fungi, &c, and
feign death when caught. They can fly. Five
genera are British, They have a wide distri.

DutioD, both in the Old and the New World.

hist iS, a. [Etym. doubtful.] Dry, chapped
barren.

"The histie stibble field."

Burns : To a Mountain Daisy.

his-ti-Sl'-o-gy, a. [Histology.]

his-to-, pref. [Gr. iotos (histos) = & web or
tissue.] Connected with or relating to the
organic tissues.

his to-chem' is try, s. [Pref. Kisto-, and
Eng. chemistry.] (See extract.)

" The special application of the facts of physiological
and zoochemistry to the tissues composing our frame
constitutes what is called histochemistry."—Frey:
Histology ofMan (ed. Barker), p. 6.

his-to-gen'-e-sfe, s. [Pref. histo-, and Eng.
genesis.]

Phys. : The science of the origin of tissues.
Histogenesis, which has of late years received
much attention, really dates from Schumann's
proof that the cell is the starting-point of all

animal structures. He also indicated the
mode of origin of the various tissues from the
cell. (Frey : Histology (ed. Barker), p. 4.)

his-to-ge-net'-ic, a. [Pref. histo-, and Eng.
genetic.] Relating or pertaining to histogenesis
(q.v.).

his-to-gen'-ic, a. [Eng. histogen(y); -it.')

Tissue-forming ; contributing to the formation
of tissue. (Frey: Histology (ed. Barker), p. 11.)

hls-tog^-en-y, s. [Pref. histo-, and Gr. yewaio
(gennao) = to produce.]

Phys. : The formation and development of
the organic textures.

his-tog'-ra-phy, s. [Pref. histo-, and Gr.
ypa.<fyrj (grdphe)=a. description.] A descrip-
tion of or treatise on organic tissues.

his'-toid, a. [Gr. iotos (histos) = tissue, and
e'fios (eidos) = form.] A term applied to tu-
mours whose contents closely resemble the
normal texture of the body. (Dunglison.)

his-to-log'-ic, his-to-log'-ic-al, a. [Eng.
histolog(y) ; -ic

t
-ical,] Relating to histology ;

sometimes applied to the natural transforma-
tion's that occur in the tissues of the embryo.

his-to-log'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. histological;

-ly. ] In a histologic manner ; with reference
to histology.

his-tol'-d-gist, s. [Eng. histolog(y); -ist]

One who is skilled in or devoted to the study
of histology.

his-tol'-O-gy, s. [Pref. histo-, and Gr. Adyo?
(logos) = a discourse.]

Phys. & Anat. : That branch of anatomy,
called by Quain textural, which examines
and treats of the minute structure of the corn-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine • go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, lull; try, Syrian, as, ce = e; cy = a. qu = kw.
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ponent tissues of the body. Frey divides his-

tology into three sections : (1) General His-
tology, which considers the tissues of which
the human and animal body generally is com-
posed

; (2) Histology (proper), in which the
various tissues, in their anatomical relations
and composition, are considered ; and (3) Topo-
graphical Histology, dealing with the more
minute structure of the organs and systems of
the body. This branch of anatomy is, accord-
ing to Barker, the translator of Frey's excel-
lent work on the subject, "essentially the
product of German industry."

nis-tol'-y-sis, s. [Pref. hisio-, and Gr. Wis
(lysis) = a dissolution, a parting.]

Path. ; The decay and dissolution of the
organic tissues and of the blood. It includes
the various forms of retrograde metamorphosis
and degeneration.

his-tdn-6 my, s. [Pref. histo-, and Gr. »6>o?
(nomos) = a law.] The history of the laws
which govern the formation and arrangement
of organic tissues.

* his-tbY-i al, * hls-tbr'-I-all, a. [Eng.
history ; -al."] Of or pertaining to history

;

historical.
" The historian partes of the Bible, be ryght neces-

sary for to be redde."—Sir T. Elyot: The Qovemour,
bk. i., ch. xi.

his-tbV-i-an, * his tor-i-en, «. [Fr. his-

torien, from histoire = history.]

1. One who writes or compiles history ; an
historiographer.

" Historians do borrow of poets.
n—Raleigh : Hist, of

the World, bk. II., ch. xxi., § 6.

2. One who is learned or versed in history.

* his-tor'-i-an-ess, s. [Eng. historian ; -ess.]

A female writer of history.

his-toY-Ic, * his-tor'-ick, his-tor'-Ic-
al, * his-tor-ic-aU, * hys-tor-ic-al, a.

[Lat. historicus, from historia — history ; Fr.
historique.] Pertaining to or connected with
history ; of the nature of or containing his-
tory ; suited for history.

"Living in historic pageB."
Longfellow : Uorman Baron.

historic-painting, «.

Art : The art of representing by painting
historical events with due regard to the time,
place, and all the accessories of life at the
period of the action of the picture.

historic-picture, 5.

Art: Apicture truthfullydelineatingaknown
event in history in all its accessories. It is a
realization of the page of the historian.

historic-sense, historical-sense, s.

The faculty of readily grasping and under-
standing historical facts in all their bearings,
and of vividly picturing them in the mind
with due regard to all their accessories.

hls-tdV-i-cal-ly; adv. [Eng. historical ; -ly.]

In an historical manner ; according to the
facts of history ; in manner of a history.

" He setteth down historically, the kind and manner
of this plague."

—

Usher: Annals {tin. 3674).

* his-to-ri -cian, s. [Eng. histor(y); -ician.]

An historian.

"John de Hexam and Richard de Hexham [were]
two notable historicians."— Holinshed ; Richard I.

(an. 1199).

* hIs-to-riC'-i-t$f, s. [Eng. historic; -ity.]

The quality of being historical.

x his-tor'-l-cize, v.t. [Eng. historic; -ize.]

To record or relate in manner of a history

;

to chronicle.

* hls'-tor-ied, a. [Eng. history
corded or related in history.

* hls-tbV-I-er,
historian.

; -ed.] Re-

s. [Eng. history; -er.] An

*his-tor-i-e*tte\ s. [Fr.] A short history
or account ; a tale.

* his-toV-i-fy, * his-tor-I-fle, v.t. [Eng.
history; -fy,} To relate or record in or as
history. (Brewer : Lingua, ii. 1.)

his - tor -i - og'-ra - pher, * hte-tor'-i-6-
graph, s. [Gr. io~ropioypdtf>o<; (historiogra-
phos), from loropta (historia) = history, and
ypatpu (grapho) = to write ; Fr. historiographs.]
A writer of history ; an historian. The title

is given as a mark of honour in European
courts to some learned historians.

"The duties which belonged to him as historio-

grapher of France."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

* his-tor-i-o-graph'-Ic, his - tor - 1 - 6 -

graph -Ic-al, a. [Gr. lo-roptoypat/HKo? (kis-

toriographikos).] Of or pertaining to historio-

graphy.

*his-tbr-I-og'-raph-& s. [Gr. icropioypa^ea)

(historiographeo) = to write history : tcn-oput

(historia) = history, and ypd^w (grapho) = to

write.] The art or occupation of an historian.

* hlS-tbr-i-oT-6-gy, s. [Gr. ItrropU (his-

toria) = history, and Ao-yos (logos) = a dis-

course.] A discourse on history ; the know-
ledge of history.

* his' tor ize, v.t. [Eng. histor(y); -ize.] To
relate or record as history ; to chronicle.

" Under which is historized the whole Ovidian Me-
tamorphosis."—Evelyn : Memoirs; Tivolt

hlS'-tor-;jf, s. [Lat. historia = a narrative of
past events ; history ; Gr. loropia (historia) =
a learning or knowing by inquiry, inquiry, the
knowledge so obtained, information ; lorutp

(istor), "urroip (histor) = knowing, learned ; to-rw

(isto), 3rd sing, imper. of ol&a (oida) = know.

1. The record of the most important by-
gone events in human history chronologi-
cally arranged, with an inquiry into their
causes, and the lessons which they afford
with regard to human conduct ;

" philosophy
teaching by example." This field of inves-
tigation is more limited than that of the
Greek loropia (historia), which was used for
research on any subject [Etym.], and some-
what more extensive than the Roman historia,
which would now be called annals. Accounts
of the same event are distorted according to
the prejudices or interest of the person by
whom they are related. Historians in such
cases must attempt with cold impartiality to
ascertain and record the actual truth. Every
nation has great gaps |in its early history,
which verbal tradition and written poetry
have had no scruple in filling up with almost
purely mythic narratives ; the historian must
attempt to discriminate truth from fable. The
" eyes of history " are geography and chrono-
logy. The locality of an event should be re-
corded, and the date at which it occurred. If
a wrong date be introduced the chain of
causation in historic events is destroyed at
that point ; for every event is in that respect
the consequent of those which preceded it,

and the antecedent of those which followed.
History is often divided into sacred and pro-
fane. The former is that obtained from the
Bible ; the lesson which it was designed to
teach is what has been called "God in His-
tory." Profane, by which is meant not un-
holy, but secular, history, specially records
the rise and growth of the several Gentile
nations. A history may be of an institu-
tion, as, Church History (q.v.), the History
of the Royal Society ; an invention or art
gradually perfected, as, the History of Ship-
building, the History of Painting ; or of
thought, as, the History of Philosophy.
Branches of history now named separately are
Archaeology and Biography (q.v.).

2. A narrative ; a verbal relation of impor-
tant occurrences.

3. A book treating of the history of any
country, people, science, or art.

" Two Bides of my library are filled with histories."—
Lytton : Qodolphin, ch. xii.

history-painting, *. [Historic-paint-
ing.]

history-piece, s, A painting or drawing
representing historical events or actions.

"HiB worka resemble a large history-piece, where
even the leas important figures have Boine convenient
place.'

—

Pope.

* his'-tor-y, v.t. [History, s.] To relate or
record, to chronicle. (Shakesp. ; 2 Henry IV
iv. 1.)

* his'-tri-Sn, s. [Lat. histrionem, ace. of his-
trio = a buffoon.] A stage-player, an actor.

his-tri on ~ic, a. & s. [Lat. histrionicus,
from histrio.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to an actor or
acting ; belonging to or befitting the stage

:

theatrical, not real, affected.

And histrionic mummery, thai let down
The pulpit" Cowper: Task, iL 563.

B. As subst. (PL): The art of theatrical
representation.

his-tri-on'-Jc-al, a. [Eng. histrionic; -al.\

The same as Histrionic (q.v.).

his-tri-6n'-lc-al-ly, adv. [Eng. histrionical

;

-ly.] In a histrionic manner ; theatrically.

* his'-tri-on-ism, * h£s-tri-dn'-i-cism, s.

[Eng. histrion ; -ism.] Stage representation ;

acting ; feigned or affected representation.
" When personations shall cease, and histrionism of

happiness be over."—Browne: Christian Morality.

* his -trxon ize, v.t. [Eng. histrion; -ize.]

To represent on the stage ; to act.

hit, hitte, v.t. & i. [Icel. hilta = to meet
with, to hit upon ; cogn. with Sw. hitta ; Dan.
hitte.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) To strike; to touch with a blow or some
degree of force ; to give a blow to.

(2) To strike or touch after taking aim ; not
to miss; to reach or attain an object aimed
at, as a mark.

" So hard it is to tremble and not to err, and to hit
the mark with a trembling hand."—South.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To attain to, to reach, to effect success-
fully.

" Your father's image is so hit in you."
Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, v. L

(2) To guess, to find out.
" Thou hast hit it."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, 11. L

(3) To suit, to be conformable to, to meet,
to agree with.

" He scarcely hit my humour."
Tennyson : Edwin Morris, 6$,

II. Backgammon : To take one of your op-
ponent's men, lying single or uncovered, by
moving one of your own men on to its point.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To strike, to deliver a blow or
stroke, to come into collision, to collide.

(Absolutely or followed by against or on.)

11. Figuratively

:

* 1. To succeed, to be fortunate or success-
ful, to fall out luckily or successfully.

1 2. To agree, to coincide, to be of one mind,
to fall out as prognosticated.
" This hits right." Shakesp. ; Timon of Athens, iii. 1.

1 1. To hit off

:

* (1) To determine luckily or by guess, to
guess, to hit upon.

(2) To represent or describe rapidly or
cleverly.

(3) Cricket ; To make the number of runs re-

quired to win.

2. To hit on or upon: To happen on; to meet
with or find ; to light or chance on.

"Iti&ve hit upon such an expedient."

—

Goldsmith:
Citizen of the World, Let. 106.

3. To hit out

:

* (1) Trans. : To perform by good luck.

(2) Intrans. : Tp strike out with the fists

straight from the shoulder.

1[ For the difference between to hit and to
beat, see Beat.

hit, s. [Hit, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A blow, a stroke, a striking against,
a collision.

2. Figuratively :

(1) A chance, a fortuitous event; especially
a lucky or fortunate chance.

" Each lucky hit, or unsuccessful manoeuvre.

"

Longfellow .• Evangeline, i. 3.

(2) A striking, happy, or felicitous expression
or turn of thought, which appears peculiarly
applicable or apposite ; as, He made some
happy hits in his speech.

II. Technically

:

1. Backgammon .* A move by which an un-
covered or open piece of the opponent is
removed temporarily from the board and
compelled to start afresh from the first point.

2. Fencing: A stroke, a touch with the
sword or stick.

" The king hath laid, that in a dozen passes between
you and him, he Bhall not exceed you three hits."—
Shakesp. : Hamlet, v. 2.

boil, bo^; pout, Jtffrl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -tog.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bol, del.
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hitch, s. [Hitch, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A catch, an impediment, an obstacle.

2. A failure ; anything which stops or
breaks the easy and regular course.

3. The act of catching, as on a hook.

4. A heave ; a pull or jerk up, as, To give

one's trousers a hitch.

*5. Temporary assistance or help in a

difficulty.

II. Technically:

1. Min. : A small slip where the dislocation

does not exceed the thickness of the vein.

2. Naut. : A knot or noose by which a rope

is bent to a spar or to another rope.

hitch, *hic-chen, *hych-yn, *hytch-
en, *hytch-yn, v.t. & i. [Etym. doubt-

ful. According to Skeat, a weakened form of

an older hikken, used to express a convulsive

movement, as in hiccough (q.v.).]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To remove, to move.
" Hytchyn, hyehyn, hytchen , orremovyn. Amoveo,

moveo."—Prompt. Parv.

2. To fasten, to tie, to make fast, to yoke,

to catch or make fast by a hook : as, To hitch

a rope, &c.

3. To raise or pull up with a jerk : as, To
liitch up one's trousers.

4. To interpose, to bring in.

" Whoe'er offends at some unlucky time
Slides into verse and hitches in a rhyme."

Pope : Horace, bk. iL, sat. 1.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To move with jerks or by fits, to hobble,

to fidget.

2. To become entangled, caught or joined

together ; to unite.

3. To work pleasantly or harmoniously
together.

4. To hit the legs together in moving, as

horses ; to interfere.

5. To go or move irregularly or uneasily.
" Knots and impediments make something hitch

"

Cowpcr : Conversation. 108.

hitcb'-cock-ite, s. [Named after Prof. E.

Hitchcock of America.]

Min. : A variety of Plumboresinite (q.v.).

* bitch-el* v.t. [Hatchel.] To beat or comb
flax or liemp.

hitch' el, s. [Hitchel, v.] A hatchel.

hitch'-er, s. [Eng. hitch ; -er.] One who or

that which hitches or fastens ; specif., a boat-

hook.

hitch' ing, s. [Hitch, v.] A fastening in a

harness.

hitching-clamp, s.

Manege. : A device for holding the strap of a

bridle or halter.

hitching-post, s.

Manege. : A post with convenient means for

the attachment of the strap of a horse's

halter or bridle.

hithe, hythe, s. [A.S. h$dh = a haven.] A
small port* or haven ; the word still survives

in Quzenhithe, Lambhithe (now Lambeth), &c.

"The hithe fell into the hands of King Stephen."
—Pennant : London, p. 473.

hith -er, * hid-er, * heth-er, * hyd-er,
*"hyth-ert adv. & a. [A.S. hider, higder;

cogn. with Icel. hedhra ; Dan. hid; Sw. hit;

Goth, hidre ; Lat. citra.]

A* As adverb

:

1. To this place ; used with verbs of motion :

as, To come hither, to bring hither.

"Pntto hidcr thin hond and putte into my aide."—
Wy&iffe : John xx.

*2. To this end; to this point; to this topic.

" Hither we refer whatsoever belongeth unto the
highest perfection of man."—Hooker : Eccles. Polity.

B. As adj. : On the side nearest to the person
speaking ; on this side.

''Togo into the hither parts of Germany."—Claren-
don: Civil Wars, iii. 621.

T\ Hither and thither: To this place and that;

in this .direction and in that ; to and fro.

* hlth'-er-more. a. [Eng. hither, and more.]

Nearer on this side.

"On the hithermore banke."

—

f. Holland ; Camden,
p. 472.

hith'-er-most, * hyth'-er-most, a. [Eng.

hither ; -most] The nearest on this side.

" That which is eternal can be extended to a greater

extent atthehithermost extreme."—Hale: Prim. Origin

of Mankind, p. 124.

hltb'-er-td, adv. [Eng. hither, and to.]

* 1. To this place ; hither.
" England from Trent and Severn hitherto."

Shakesp. : 1 Henri/ IV., iii. I.

* 2. To this limit ; thus far ; so far.

" I am hitherto your daughter."
Shakesp. : Othello, 1. 3.

3. Up to this point ; up to this time.

"Europe, however, has ik'therto derived much less

advantage from its commerce with the East Indies.'

—Smith: Wealth of Nations, bk. iv., ch i.

4. In any time up to the present.

hith'-er-ward, hith'-er-wards, * hid-

er-ward, * hyd-er-ward, adv. [Eng.

hither; -ward.} In this direction; towards
this place ; hither.
" The Earl of Westmoreland, seven thousand strong,

Is marching Mtherwards."
Shakesp. .' 1 Henry IV., iv. 1.

hlt'-ter, s. [Eng. hit; -er.] One who hits;

one who deals or delivers blows, literally or

figuratively.

hive* * hyfe, s. [A.S. hiw = a house, found
only in composition, as hiwisc = a household ;

Himn = domestics ; Icel. hju = a household.]

I, Literally:

1. A box or basket for the reception and
habitation of a swarm of bees.

" They work their waxen lodgings in their hives."

Drydcn : Virgil ; Georgia iv. 81.

2. A swarm of bees ; the bees inhabiting a

hive.
" The commons, like an angry hive of bees."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., iii. 2.

II. Figuratively

:

1. A place full or swarming with busy occu-

pants ; a crowd ; a cluster.

"There the hive of Roman liars worship."
Tennyson: Boadicea, 19.

* 2. A kind of bonnet resembling a hive.
" Upon her head a platted hive of straw."

Shakesp. : Complaint of a Lover, 8.

hive-bee, s. A bee housed in a hive ; a

domesticated bee. Apis mellijica. [Bee.]

hive-nests* s. pi.

Ornith. : Nests constructed by birds living

in vast societies under one common roof. They
are found only in Africa. The most re-

markable are the work of the ^Republican

Grosbeak {Philosterus socius), the nests of
which are constructed in such numbers in

trees that the latter often break down with
the weight.

hive, v.t. & i. [Hive, s.]

A. Transitive

:

I, Lit. : To collect, gather, or put into a

hive.
" When bees are fully settled, and the cluster at the

biggest, hive them."

—

Mortimer: Husbandry.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To collect, gather, or store for future use
or enjoyment.

" Hiving wisdom with each studious year."
Byron.

2. To contain ; to receive, as in a place of
deposit.

" Where all delicious sweets are hived''
Cleveland.

* B. Intrans. ; To reside in a collective

body; to take shelter or swarm together.
" Drones hive not with me."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, ii. 5.

* hive'-less, * hive'-lesse, a. [Eng. hive,
-less.] Destitute or deprived of a hive ; having
no hive.

" Like hiuelesse bees they wander here and there."
Qascoigne: Hearbcs ; Fruit of Reconciliation.

hiv'-er, s. [Eng. hiv(e); -er.] One who col-
lects or puts bees into hives.

" Let the hivcr drink a cup of good beer, and wash
Ids hands and face therewith."—Mortimer : Husbandry.

hives* 6. [PI. of Eng. hive (q.v.).]

Pathol. : A popular name for any eruptive
disease characterized by a scattered eruption
consisting of vesicles filled with a fluid ; spec,
Cynanthe trachealis.

*hlve'-ward* adv. [Eng. hive, s. (q.v.) ; -ward.]
In the direction of the hive ; hence, home-
ward.

" Less from Indian craft
Than bee-like instinct hiveward found at length
The garden portals." Tennyson : Princess, iv. 181.

* hizz, v.i. [Hiss, v.] To hiss ; to whizz.
" The wheels and horses' hoofs hizz'd as they paased

them o'er."—Cowley : The Exta&y.

hiz -zie, biz-zy, his-sie, s. [Hussy.]

hizz'-ing, s. |Hizz.] a hissing ; a hiss.

H.M.S. An abbreviation for His (or Her)
Majesty's Ship or Service.

ho (1), hoa (1), interj. [Onomat. ; cf. Icel.

ho =ho ! hoa = to shout out ho !] An excla-

mation or interjection to call attention.

hd (2), hoa (2), interj. [The same as whoa
(q.v.) ; Fr. ho.] A cry or word used by team-
sters to stop their teams : hence, a stop,

moderation, bounds.

ho, v.i. [Ho (1), interj.] To cry out ; to call

out ; to halloa.

Hdad'-ley-Ism, s. [See def.]

Ch. Hist. : The doctrine taught by the Lati-

tudinarian political bishops of the eighteenth
century, of whom Benjamin Hoadley, Fellow
of Catharine Hall, Cambridge, and succes-
sively Bishop of Bangor, Hereford, Salisbury,

and Winchester, is instanced by Blunt as the

"most thorough specimen." [Bangorian
Controversy.]

" He may write and preach as much Hoadleyism . . .

as he pleases."—/. 3. Brewer: English Studies, p. 300.

* hoam'-ing* a. [Prob. from Ger. schaum =
foam.] Foaming; swelling; surging.

" It is a hoaming sea I we shall have foul weather."—
Dryden : Tempest, 1. 1.

hoar, *hor, fc hoor, * hore, * hoare. a. & s.

[A.S. hdr; cogn. with Icel. hdrr.]

A. As adjective

:

1. White ; as, hoar frost.

2. Gray; grayish white; hoary; gray wit>,

age.
"The olde cherl wfth lokkes hore.

Chaucer: C. T., 7,764.

* 3. Mouldy ; musty.
"Something stale and hoar ere it be spent."

Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, ii. 4.

4. White with foam ; foaming.
" The hoare waters from his frigot ran,"

Spenser : F. Q., II. xii. 10.

*B. As subst. : Hoariness; antiquity.

"Covered with the awful hoare of innumerable
ages."

—

Burke.

hoar-frost* ».

Meteor. : Dew which, having been deposited
on bodies below the freezing point, itself has
frozen. Hoar-frost is found, like dew, on
bodies such as the extremities of leaves,

from which radiation is great, and which,
therefore, part most easily with the heat ob-

tained during the day from the sun. The
same, or nearly the same, as rime (q.v.).

" The rigid hoar-frost melts before his beam."
Thomson ; Autumn, 1,169.

* hoar, v.i. & t. [A.S. harian.] [Hoar, a.]

A. Intrans. : To become mouldy or musty.
"But a hare that is hoare is too much for a score, when

it hoares ere it be spent"
Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, ii. 4.

B. Trans. : To make hoary or white ; to

make mouldy.
" Hoar the flamen

That scolds against the quality of flesh."
Shakesp. : Timon of Athens, iv. a

hoard (1), *hord, *hoord, s. [A.S. hord;
cogn. with Icel. hodd ; Goth, huzd ; Ger.
hort.] A stock ; a store ; a treasure ; a quan-
tity of things accumulated or laid up ; espe-
cially applied to a hidden stock of treasure or
provisions.

" Hoards after hoards his rising raptures fill."

Goldsmith: Traveller.

hoard (2), s. [Hoarding.]

hoard* * hord, *hoord, v.t. & {. [A.S.

hordian ; cogn. with Goth, huzdjan,]

A. Trans. : To collect and lay up ; to accu-
mulate ; to store up ; to treasure up ; to lay
in a hoard ; to store secretly. (Generally fol-

lowed by up.)
" Vast masses of old wealth were hoarded.''—Macau-

lay : Hist. Eng., ch ii.

B. Intrans. : To lay up hoards ; to make a
hoard or store, especially of money or treasure.

" He did not think himself justified in hoarding for
them,"—Macaulay : Hist, of Eng , ch. xi.

hoard'-er, s. [Eng. hoard ; -er.] One who
hoards or stores things in secret ; a miserly,
stingy, grasping person.

" We can say nothing further to the hoarders of this
world."—Gilpin : Sermons, vol. iv., ser. S.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go* pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub* cure, unite* cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian- so, ce = e ; ey - a. qu — kw.
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hoard Irig, s. [Either from Dutch horde = a
hurdle, or O. Fr. horde = palisade, a barrier.]

Build. : A temporary screen of boards
enclosing a building-site, where erections or
repairs are proceeding.

*hbared, «. [Eng. hoar; -ed.] Mouldy;
musty.

hoar -hound, [HOREHOUND.]

hoar -I-ness, ' hoar ie nesse, s. [Eng.
hoary; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being hoary
;

whiteness or grayness through age.
" He grows a wolf, his lioariness remains."

Dryden : Ovid ; Metamorphoses i.

2. The quality or state of being mouldy or
musty ; mouldiness.

" ffoarienesse, vinewednesse, ormouldinesse, comming
of moisture, for lacke of cleansing,"

—

Baret : Alvearie.

hoarse, * hoos, * hos, * hors, * horse, a,

[A.S. has ; cngn. with Icel. hdss, Dan. Jims,

Sw. lies, Dut. Jieesch, Ger. Miser.]

1. Having a harsh, rough voice, as when
suffering from a cold.
" Men of your large profession, that could speak . , .

Till they were hoarse again, yet all be law."
Ben Jonson : Fox, i, 3.

2. Harsh, rough, grating.

"The male utters a hoarse bellowing noise.*'

—

Dar-
win: Descent of Man, vol. ii., pt. ii., ch. xiL, p. 28.

3. Giving out a harsh, rough noise or sound.

hoarse-sounding, a. Making a hoarse
or harsh noise.

* hoarse, v.i. [Hoarse, a.] To become hoarse.
(Adams : Works, i. 355.)

hoarse -ly, * hors ley, adv. [Eng. hoarse ;

-ly.] In a hoarse manner; with a hoarse,
rough or grating noise or sound.

"The name of Oscar hoarsely rlugB."
Byron: Oscar of Alva.

* hoars-en, v.t. [Eng. hoarsen; -en.] To
make hoarse. (Richardson : Clarissa, v. 79.)

hoarse -ness, * hoarse nesse, s. [Eng.
hoarse; -ness.] The quality or state of being
hoarse ; harshness or roughness of voice or

. sound.
"The hoarseness of his note."

Cowper : Jackdaw.

* hoar -stone, s. [Etym. of first element
doubtful ; Eng. stone.] A landmark ; a stone
marking out the boundary of an estate.

hoar'-y, *hoar-le, a. [Eng. hoar; -y.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. White; whitish.
" The secrets of the hoary deep."

„ MUton : P. L., il 891.

2. White or gray with age ; hoar.
" To lift one lock of hoary hair."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, ii. 4.

* 3. Mouldy, musty ; covered with a white
pubescence.

"There was brought out of the city into the camp
very coarse, hoary, moulded bread."—Knolles : Hist, of
Vie Turkes.

* 4. Remote in point of time ; of great anti-

quity.

II. Bot. : Covered with very short, dense
hairs, placed so closely as to give an appear-
ance of whiteness to the surface from which
they grow, as the leaves of Matthiola incana,

Olca oleaster, &c.

hoary-footman, s.

Entom. : A moth, Lithosia caniola, one of

the Noctuas. (Newman.)

hoary-headed, * hoarie-headed, a.

Having hoary hair; gray-headed; white, hoar.
" The seasons alter ; hoary-headed frosts
Fall in the fresh lap of the crimson rose."

Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, ii. 2,

hoast, s. [A.S. Tiwosta; Icel. hosti; O. H. Ger.

huosto.] A severe cough.

"Mony a eair hoast was amang them."

—

Scott:
Antiquary, ch. vi.

hoast, v.i. [Hoast, $.] To cough.

hoast'-man, s. [Cf. A.S. hds = an associa-

tion, a fellowship, a host, and Eng. man.]
One of an old guild or fraternity at Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, who were engaged in selling or
shipping coal.

hoax, s. [A corruption of hocus; cf. hocus-

pocus.] A practical joke played to deceive or

trick a person ; a trick.

hoax, v.t [Hoax, s.] To play a practical

joke upon ; to trick ; to take in.

hoax'-er, s. [Eng. hoax; -er.] One who
hoaxes or plays a practical joke upon another.

hoay (as hoy), inter}. [Ho ! Hoy !] An ex-

clamation or cry employed to call attention.

ho-a-zin, ho'-at-zin, ho'-act-zin, s.

[Imitated, according to Hernandez, from its

peculiar cry.]

Ornith. : Opisthocomus cristatus, a South
American bird of uncertain affinities, living

in small companies of six or eight on the
flooded savannahs of Soutli America. Called
in Guiana Sasa.

hob (1), hub, t,. [From the same root as hop
and hump.]

1. Build. (Of the form hob) : The flat iron

shelf at the side of a grate, on which things

are placed to keep warm.

2. Mach. : A hardened, threaded spindle by
which a comb or chasing-tool may be cut.

3. Vehicles

:

(1) The nave of a wheel.

(2) The runner of a sledge. (C. Andrews

:

Agric. Engin., iii. 41.)

* hob (2), * hobbe, s. [A corrupt, and contr.

of Robin, as Hodge from Roger.]

1, An elf, a sprite, a Robin-goodfellow.

2. A clown, a rustic, an awkward clumsy
fellow. (Drant : Horace ; Arte of Portry.)

hob'-ba de-hoy, hob-be-dy-hoy, s.

[Hobbledehoy.]

hob-be-dy-ho^'-ish, s. [Eng. hobbedyhoy

;

-ish.] Approaching the time of life between
boy and man. (Colman ; Poetical Vagaries.)

Hobb ism, s. [See def.]

Hist, Phil., &c. : The system of philosophy
contained in or to be deduced from the writings
of Thomas Hobbes (15S8-1679), one of the
most celebrated of the English Deists of the
seventeenth century. Among his friends and
contemporaries were Ben Jonson, Bacon, Lord
Herbert of Cherbury, Gassendi, and Galileo.

He was a voluminous writer : his chief works
are his Elements of Philosophy, the Treatise
on Human Nature, and Leviathan, or The
Matter and Form ofa Commonwealth, Ecclesias-

tical and Civil. His philosophywas materialist.
On page 5 of the Elements, he says :

" Subjec-
tum philosophise, sive materia circa quam
versatur, est corpus omne cujus generatio
aliqua concipi potest

;

" and similar expres-
sions abound. He was the precursor of
modern Sensationalism (q.v.). " There is no
conception in a man's mind, which hath not at
first totally or by parts been begotten upon
the organs of sense. ' (Leviathan, ch. i.) In
politics he was a strenuous upholder of abso-
lute monarchy in its extremest form, going
so far as to make the sovereign the supreme
arbiter in faith and morals.

" JTobbism. soon hecame an almost essential part of
the character of the nne gentleman."—Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. ii.

Hobb-ist, s. [Hobbism.] A follower of the
teaching of Hobbes.

hob -ble, * hobelen. * hoble, v.i. & t. [A
freq. from hop (q.v.).j
A. Intransitive :

1. To walk or move lamely or awkwardly
upon one leg more than the other ;- to walk
with unequal and jerky steps.

2. To move unevenly or irregularly; to
wriggle, to wobble. (Lit &fig.)

"If it hobbles in ita motion, upon perfectly level
ground, it cannot be a perfect circle."—Cogan : Ethical
iiuestiom (Note B),

B. Transitive :

1. To tie the legs together so as to impede
or prevent freedom of motion ; to shackle, to
clog. (Dickens : Uncommercial Traveller, xi.)

* 2. To perplex, to embarrass.

hob'-ble, s. [Hobble, v.]

1. Lit. : An awkward, uneven gait.
" One of his heels ishigher than the other, which gives

him a hobble in his gait."—Swift: Gulliver's Travels.

2. Fig. ; A difficulty, a perplexity. (Lytton:
Caxtons, bk. xiv., ch. i.)

hob'-ble de-hoy, s. [Hob (2), s.] A raw,
gawky, or awkward young fellow, approach-
ing manhood.

hob-bler (1),

who hobbles.
[Eng. hobbl(e); -er.] One

' hob-bler (2), *hob-i-ler, * hob ler, ^.

[Hobby.]

1. A soldier mounted on a hobby and with
light armour.

2. One who by his tenure was bound to
maintain a hobby for military service.

hob'-ble-shd*^-, hob'-bil-shd%, s. [Eng.
hobble, and show.] A hubbub, a disturbanue,
au uproar.

hob'-bling, pr. par., a., & s. [Hobble, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or state of walking or
moving awkwardly or unevenly; the act of
shackling or fettering the legs.

hob'-bling-ly, adv. [Eng. hobbling ; -ly.] In
a hobbling manner ; with a hobbling or halt-

ing gait or motion ; awkwardly, clumsily.

hob'-by (1), * hob-bey, * hobi, * hoby, s.

[A corrupt, of 0. Fr. hobreau, from hober = to
move about. ]

Ornith. : Fcdco (Hypotriorchis) subbuteo, a
British raptorial bird, brown above, whitish
spotted with brown below, a brown mark on
the cheek, the thighs and hinder part of the
abdomen red. It is of small size, and preys
on the smaller birds and quadrupeds, with
cockchafers and other insects.

"Because there is one cause more for his dislike
against the hobbey than against the man (namely, the
deformity of their constitutions), he will fiie into the
man's hand to avoid the hanks talons."

—

Digby : Of
Bodies, ch. xxxviii.

hob'-by (2), * hob-bie, s. [A corrupt of
Mid. Eng. & O. Fr. hobin = a nag, from hoper
— to move about ; cf. Sw. hoppa — a young
mare, from hoppa = to hop ; Dan. hoppe = a
mare ; North Fries, hoppe.]

* 1. A strong, active, middle-sized horse,

said to have been originally brought from
Ireland ; a nag, a hack, an easy ambling horse.

" Mounted on a white hobby, he rode from rank to
rank."—Baker: Edward III. (an. 1346).

* 2. An imitation horse ; a wooden figure of
a horse.

" Bring me the hells, the rattle bring,
And bring the hobby I bestrode."

Shenstone : Ode to Memory.
* 3. The old name of the velocipede (q.v.).

4. A favourite pursuit, plan, or object ; a
pursuit which one follows with zeal and
enthusiasm : as, Every one has his hobby.

If To ride a hobby to death : To pursue a
favourite object to extremes.

* hob'-by (3),. 5. [Eng. hob (2), s ; -by.] A
stupid fellow ; a lout.

hdb'-by-horse, s. [Eng. hobby (2), and horse.'}

* 1. Originally, a horse taught to amble, and
on which riding was easy and pleasurable ; a
nag ; a hack.

" The French lackey and Irish foot-boy Bhrugging at
the door with their master's hobbyhorses, to ride to
the new play."—Decker : Gull's Hornbook, ch. v.

2. A wooden model of a horse given to
children.

"Agesilaus . . . took a little hobbyhorse ofiwood
and bestred it."—Puttenham: Art of English Poesy,
bk. iii., ch, xxiv.

*
3. A hobby ; a favourite pursuit or plan.

* 4. A stupid person ; a loose and frivolous

person of either sex.

" I have studied eight or nine wise words to speak
to you, which these Jiobbyhorses must not hear."

—

Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, iii. 2.

*h6b-by-hors'-i-cal, a. [Eng. hobbyhorse) ;

-ical.] Having a hobby; eccentric; whim-
sical. (Sterne : Tristram Shandy, iii. 46.)

* hSb-by-hors'-i-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. hobby-
horsiccu; -ly.] In ah eccentric or whimsical
manner ; whimsically.

hdb-gob'-lin, s. [Eng. hob (2), s., and gob-

lin.] A kind of goblin, elf, or fairy, especially
one of a frightful appearance.

" Three friars should watch every night by hiB rest-
less bed as a gua.rd against hobgoblins."—Macaulay

:

Eist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

* hob'-i-ler, s. [Hobbler (2).]

* hob-it, b. [Ger. haubitze.] [Howitzer.]
Ordnance: An old form of mortar of six or

eight inches' bore, mounted on a carriage.

boil, bo"^; pout, jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
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hob-like, a. [Eng. hob (2) ; -like.] Clownish;
boorish ; clumsy ; awkward.

hob -lob, s. [Eng. hob (2), and lob.] A clown,
a lout.

hob -nail, * hob-nayle, s. [Eng. hob (l),

and nail.]

1. Lit. : A short, thick nail, with a pointed
tang, a large head, and with pendent claws,
which pierce the boot-sole.

" A good commodity for aome smith to make hob-
nayles oi."—Ben Jonson : Every Man in his Humour,
i. 5.

* 2. Fig. : A clown ; an awkward country
fellow. (Milton.)

hobnail-liver, s.

Pathol. : A liver rendered pale and having
the surface extremely irregular through the
action of hepatitis (q.v.).

hob' nail, v.t. [Hobnail, s.] To trample on
roughly, as with hobnailed shoes or boots.

" Your rights and charters hobnailed into Blush
"

Tennyson: Queen Mary, ii. 2.

hob -nailed, a. [Eng. hobnail; -ed.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Set or furnished with hob-
nails.

" Benedict knew by the hob-nailed shoes it was Basil
the blacksmith. " Longfellow: Evangeline, i. 2.

2. Pathol. : Irregular in outline. [Hobnail-
liver.]

* hob-nob, adv. [A compound of hah (A. S

.

habban) — to have, and nab (A.S. nabban) —
not to have.]

1. Take or take not ; take it or leave it ; a
familiar invitation to drink.

" Hobnob is his word
;
give 't, or take 't."—Shakesp. :

Twelfth Night, iii. 1.

2. At random ; hit or miss : come what
will.

hob-nob, v.i. [Hobnob, adv.]

1. To drink familiarly ; to invite to drink.

2. To associate familiarly ; to be on terms
of close intimacy.

*hd'-bo*^, s. [Hautboy.]

Hob -son, s. [See compound.]

Hobson's choice, "s. A proverbial ex-
pression denoting that there is really no power
of choosing or alternative. It is popularly
said to be derived from the name of a Cam-
bridge livery-stable keeper, who insisted upon
his customers taking that horse which in its

turn stood next to the stable door,

* noby, s. [Hobby (1).]

hoc'-co, s. [Fr. Remote etym. doubtful.]

Ornith. : A name given by Cuvier to the
genus Crax (Curassow).

* hoche-pot, s. [Hotchpot.]

hock (1), * hox, s. [Hough.]

1. In animals the joint between the knee
and the fetlock.

2. In man, the posterior part of the knee-
joint ; the ham.

hock (2), s. [A corruption of Hochheim, a place
in Nassau, where the wine is made.] A kind
of light wine, either still or sparkling ; also

formerly called Hockamore.
" And made 'em stoutly overcome
Withlbacrack, hockamore, and mum."

Butler: Hudibras, pt. iii., c. iii.

hock, hoc -kle, * hocks, v.t. [Hock (l),

s.] To disable in the hock ; to cut or maim
the hock or hough ; to hough ; to hamstring.

" This way of hocksing bullocks seems peculiar to the
Spaniards."

—

Dampier : Voyages (an. 1676).

* hock -a more, s. [Hock (2), s.]

"hock -day, * hoke'-day, s. [Etym. doubt-
ful ; cf. Icel. hoku-nott = the night beginning
yule-tide.] A day of feasting and merriment,
held on the second Tuesday after Easter, be-

cause it was believed to have been on that
day that the English overcame the Danes.

hocked, a. [Hock, v.~\ Cut or maimed in the
hock ; hamstrung.

hock -ey, hook -ey, s. [Eng. hook ; -ey] A
game of ball played with a stick or club having
a hooked or curved end. It is played by a
number of persons arranged in two sides or
parties, and the object of each side is to drive
the ball through their adversaries' goal.

hock -herb, s. [A.S. h6c(leaf) - a mallow, a
hollow hook, or hoc = a hook, and Eng. herb.]

Bot. : A term used sometimes for Althsea,

or for Malva.

hoc'-kle, v.t. [A frequent, from hock, v.

(q.v.).]

1. To hock or hough ; to hamstring.

2. To cut or mow, as stubble.

*h6ck'-leaf, s. [A.S. hdcleaf.] [Hockherb.]

* hock'-mon-day, s. [Hockday.] The Mon-
day week after Easter.

* hocks' er, s. [Eng. hock or hocks ; -er.] One
who houghs or hamstrings.

"The hockser is mounted on a good horse, bred up to

the sport, who knows so well wnen to advance or re-

treat upon occasion, that the rider has no trouble to
manage him."—Dampier: Voyages (an. 1676).

* hocks' -irig, s. [Hock or Hocks, v.] The
act of houghing or hamstringing cattle, &c.

hocksing iron, s. A knife or implement
for hamstringing cattle, &c.

hock'-tide, s. [Cf. Hockday.] The second
Tuesday after Easter.

ho' -cus, s. [A word of doubtful etymology ;

see Hocus-pocus, s.]

1. A cheat, an impostor.

2. Drugged liquor given to a person to
stupefy him.

* hoCUS-pOCUS, s. & a. [Supposed, but
probably incorrectly, to be a corruption of
"hoc est corpus," the words of consecration
pronounced by Roman Catholic priests in the
sacrifice of the mass.]

1. As substantive

:

(1) One of the words used by jugglers in
playing tricks.

" At the playing of every trick he used to say. ' hocus-
pocus, tontus, talontus, vade celeriter Jubeo.' '—Ady:
Candle in the Dark, Treatise of Witches, &c., p. 29.

(2) A trickster, a juggler, an impostor.

(3) A juggler's trick, a cheat, an imposition.
" Our author is playing hocus-pocus in the very simi-

litude he takes from that juggler."

—

Bentley : Free
Thinking, § 12.

2. As adj. : Cheating, fraudulent.
" Such hocus-pocus tricks, I own
Belong to Gallic bards alone."

Mason : Horace, Ode iv. 8.

* hocus-pocus, v.t. ori. [Hocus-pocus,
s.] To cheat, to trick.

" The gift of hocus-pocussing and of disguising mat-
ters is surprising."

—

L Estrange.

ho'-ciis, v.t. [Hocus, s.]

1. To cheat, to impose upon.

2. To stupefy by drugging one's drink for
the purpose of robbery or cheating.

3. To drug, as drink, for the purpose of
stupefying the person who drinks it.

"
' What do you mean by hocussing brandy and

water x' inquired Mr. Pickwick."—Dickens: Pickwick,
ch. xiii.

hod, s. [Corrupted from hot ; Fr. hotte = a
scuttle, dorser, basket to carry on the back

;

O. Dut. hotte = a pedler's box or basket.]

1. Bricklaying : A box with two sides and
an end, set on edge, and with a handle by
which it is carried, a padded cushion resting
on the shoulder.

2. Domestic : A coal scuttle or box ; a coal
hod. (American.)

hod-elevator, s. An apparatus to raise
hods, loaded with bricks or mortar, to the
building height on a building, and return the
empty ones.

* hod, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. To stammer, to stutter.

2. To bob up and down on horseback ; to jog.

hod-den, s. & a. [Etym. unknown.]
A. As subst. : Coarse woollen cloth, made

by country weavers.

B. As adj. : Wearing hodden-gray ; rustic.

hodden-gray, s.

Fabric : A kind of cloth manufactured from
undyed wool, much worn formerly by Scotch

" Hodden-gray was the garb he wore."
Longfellow : Musician's Tale, vii.

hod' ding, s. [Hod, v.] The motion of one
riding on a cart-horse ; a jogging. (Burns :

Holy Fair.)

* hod'-dle, v.i. [A frequent, from hod, v.] 1

To waddle, to hobble.

hod'-dy, s. [A corrupt, of hooded.] The
carrion-crow.

hoddy-dod, s. A snail.

" To heed certaine hoddy-dods or shell-snails sticking

hard thereto."—Holland : Plinle, bk. xvii., ch. xxiv.

* noddy doddy, ' hoddie doddie, s.

A foolish person, an awkward fellow.

" My master is a parsonable man, and not a spindle-
shanked hoddy-doddy."

Swift: Mary the Cook-maid's Letter.

"noddy-peak, *hoddy-peke, ». A
fool, a cuckold.

"Ye brain-sick fools, ye hoddy-pekes, ye doddy-
powles ! "—Latimer : Sermon.

hodge, s. [A corrupt, of the proper name
Roger.] A clown, a countryman, a farm 1?

bourer.

hodge-podge, hotch-potch, s. [Hotch-
pot. ]

1. Ord. Lang. : A mixture or medley of in-

gredients.

"They have made our English tongue a gallimau-
frey, or "hodgepodge of all other speeches."—Spenser :

State of Ireland.

2. Law : A commixture of lands.

hodgepodge Act, *.

Law : A statute relating to distinct subjects

which had better have been kept separate.

hodg-sd'-ni-a, s. [Named by Sir Joseph
Hooker after Mr. Hodgson, British resident in

Nepaul. ]

Bot. : A genus of Cucurbitacese, containing

a gigantic climber with immense yellowish-

white pendulous blossoms, the petals with
buff-coloured curling threads, several inches

long. It grows in the Himalayas. The fruit

is eaten by the Lepchas. (Hooker: Himal.
Journals, ii. 7.)

* ho'-di-ern, * ho-di-ern'-al, a. [Lat. ho-

diernus, from hodie (= hoc die = on this day)
= to-day.] Of or pertaining to this day; of

the present day or time.

"Even of divers hodicrn mathematicians."

—

Boyle:
Works, lit 764.

hod'-ja, s. [Pers. khavadje = a reader.] A
professor in a secondary school attached to a
mosque in Turkey.

hdd'-man, s. [Eng. hod, and man.]

1. A labourer who carries mortar, &c, in a
hod for bricklayers, masons, plasterers, &c.

2. At Oxford: A slang term for a young
scholar from Westminster School admitted to

Christ Church College, Oxford.

hod-man-dod, s. [A reduplication of dod-

man (q.v.).] A shell-snail, a dodman.
" Those that cast their shell are the lobster, the

crab, the crawfish, and the hodmandod or dodman."—
Bacon : Nat. Hist., § 732.

hod -o-graph, s. [Gr. 6Sds (hodos) = a road,
a way, and ypwfxa (grapho) = to write, to

describe, to draw.]

Math. : A curve, originated by Sir W.
Hamilton, and used to illustrate the theory oi

central forces.

ho-dom'-e-ter, s. [Gr. 686* (hodos) = a road,
a way, and y-irpov (metron) = a measure.] An
instrument for measuring the length of road
travelled. It consists of a clockwork arrange-
ment fixed to the side of the vehicle and con-

nected with the axle. The distance travelled
is recorded on a dial.

hod-6-met -ric-al, a. [Eng. hodometer; -ical.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Of or pertaining to a hodom-
eter.

2. Naut. : Applied to the method of finding

the longitude at sea by dead reckoning.

hoe (1), * how, * haugh, s. [Fr. houe, from
O. H. Ger. houwa ; Ger. haue = a hoe, from
O. H. Ger. houwan = to hew.] [Hew.]

1. Agric. : A tool with a flat, thin blade, used
to cut weeds or stir the earth around plants.

" With outstretched hoe I slew him at the door."
Cowper: Colubriad,

2. Dentist. : An excavating instrument, hav-
ing a blade attached to a shank, and shaped
like a miniature hoe.

hoe-cake, s. A name given to a cake of
Indian meal, because sometimes cooked on a
hoe.
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hoe (2), s, [Dan. hai, Sw. haj = a shark, a dog-
fish.] The name given in Orkney to the
Picked Dog-fish or Picked Shark—Acanthias
vulgaris—and also to some other species of
sharks found on British coasts.

hoe-mother, s. In Orkney the basking
shark, sometimes contracted into homer.

hoe, v.t. & i, [Hoe (1), s.]

A. Transitive:

1. To clean, scrape, cut, or dig with a hoe

;

as, To hoe the beds in a garden.

2. To clean or clear from weeds with a hoe.
" His men were hoeing a field of turnips."—Pennant :

British Zoology ; The Rook.

B. Intratis. : To use a hoe ; to scrape, dig,

or clear ground of weeds with a hoe.
" They must be continually kept with weeding and

hoeing.' —Mortimer .* Husbandry.

hoe'-ing, pr. par., u.., & s. [Hoe, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj : (See
the verb).

C. As subst : The act or operation of using
a hoe.

hoeing-machine, s.

Agric. : An implement for hoeing drilled or
dibbled crops. [Hobse-hoe.]

Hoff man 1st, s, [See def.
]

Ch. Hist : A follower of Daniel Hoffman,
Professor of Theology at Helmstadt, who in
1598 maintained that there was a twofold
truth, if it could be so called, one philoso-
phical, the other theological, and that philo-

sophical truth was falsehood in theology.
Owen Gunther, John Caselius, Conrad Mar-
tini, and Duncan Liddel, philosophers of his
university, joined issue with him, and finally

Henry Julias, Duke of Brunswick, compelled
him, in 1601, to retract his opinions. (Mosheim.)

*ho-ful, *ho-full, a. [A.S. hohful, hog/ul,

from hogu= care, anxiety.] Careful, prudent.
" Ever ho/all of his doings and behaviour."

—

Staple-
ton : Fortress of the Faith, p. 97.

*ho-ful-ly, adv. [EDg. hoful; -ly.] Care-
fully, prudently.

" Women serving God hofully find chastely."—Sta-
pleton : Fortress of the Faith, p. 419.

hog, *hogge, s. ["Wei. hwch = a sow ; Bret.
lwuch, hock; Corn, hack = a hog, a pig.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

;

(1) In the same sense as II.

(2) A castrated boar.

(3) A sheep of a year old ; a sheep that has
not been shorn.

(4) A bullock of a year old.

2. Fig. : A dirty, filthy, mean, or low fellow

;

a dirty or gluttonous eater.

II. Technically:

1. Naut. : A scrub-broom for cleaning a
ship's bottom, under water.

2. Paper-making: A revolving beater in a
chest of paper pulp, which agitates the pulp
so as to keep it of uniform consistence as it

flows to the paper-making machine.

3. Zool. : Sus scro/a. It has two large teeth
or tusks in the upper, and two in the lower
jaw. The body is covered with bristles. When
wild it is of a dark brindled hue, with soft

short hairs beneath its bristles. In domestica-
tion, the ears become long, sharp-pointed,
and pendent. The hog when wild feeds on
beech-mast, chestnuts, acorns, crabs, haws,
sloes, hips, grass, roots, &c. When he can obtain
miry ground to wallow in, he regales himself
with frogs, ferns, the roots of rushes, &c. In
domestication he will eat almost anything in
the least digestible—an uncleanly but valuable
scavenger. The flesh of the hog when fresh
is called pork, when cured, ham or bacon.
The ordinary lard is used for culinary pur-
poses, the fat of the bowels for greasing axles.

The bristles are made into brushes, pencils,

&c. ; the skin into leather. The dung is only
less valuable as manure than that of the sheep.
There are many breeds of hogs, as the Chinese,
the Suffolk, the Berkshire, the Shropshire, the
Northampton, the Neapolitan, &c. The point
aimed at, is to make the animal quickly in-

crease in flesh without increasing in bone.
Clover, potatoes, turnips, cabbages, carrots,
parsnips, lettuces, pea-meal, barley-meal, bran,
&c, are useful for fattening hogs. [Sybotism.]
Their period of gestation is about four months ;

they begin to breed at the age of eighteen

months to two years, do so twice in a year, and
bring forth from five to ten, or more, at a time.

The hog is wild in Continental Europe, many
parts of Asia, and in North Africa. [Sus.]

Tf Ground hog

:

Zool. : Orycteropus capensis.

hog-back, s. A curved or convex back
like that of a hog.

hog-hacked, u. Shaped like the back
of a hog.

hog-chain, s.

Shipbuild. : A chain in the nature of a

tension-rod, passing from stem to stern of a

vessel, and over posts nearer amidships ; de-

signed to prevent the vessel from drooping at

the ends.

hog-deer, s.

Zool : Hyelaphus (Cervus) porcmus.

hog-fish, s.

1. Ichfhy. : Scorpama scro/a, a large, red,

spiny-headed fish, common in the Mediterra-
nean.

2. Zool. : A popular name sometimes given
to the porpoise, (Phoccena communis). The
French call it Pore poisson, and the Germans
Meerschwein, words of the same import

hog-frame, s.

Shipwright. : A fore-and-aft frame, forming
a truss in the main frame of the vessel to pre-
vent vertical flexure. The term has been
adopted into carpentry and engineering in

some forms of trusses for roofs and bridges.

hog-gum, s. A gum derived from Moro-
nobea coccinea, from Garcinia, aud some other
guttifers.

hog-hook, s. A hook used in handling
hogs in scalding.

hog-louse, *.

Zool. : The genus Oniscus (q.v.). It is not
an insect, but an isopodous crustacean.

hog-mane, s. The mane of a horse cut
short, so as to stand erect.

"Two horses are seen, with hog-manes and large
heads."

—

Hawkins : Early Man in Britain, ch. vii.

hog-maned, a. Having a hog-mane (q. v.).
" A series of fine oblique lines, stopping at the hend

of the back, proves that the animal was hog-maned."—
Dawkins : Early Man in Britain, ch. vL

hog-nose, «.. Having a nose or snout
like a hog.

Hog-nose snake

:

Zool. : A name applied to two species of
Heterodon. They occur in America, and are
non-venomous.

hog-peanut, s.

Bot. : Amphicarposa monoica, a papiliona-
ceous plant, tribe Clitorieae. It has purplish
flowers, and fleshy pea-shaped fruits.

hog-pen, «, A hog sty.

hog-plum, s.

Bot : The name given in the West Indies
and Brazil to the fruits of Spondias purpurea
and S. Mombin, which are eatable. [Spondias.]

hog-rat, «. [Capromys.]

* hog-reeve, s. A district oflicial who
adjudicated on the damage done by hogs in
trespassing.

hog-ring, s. A nose-ring for a pig, to
prevent its grubbing.

hog-ringer, #. One who rings hogs.

hog-rubber, s, A low, coarse, rough
fellow.

hog-shouther, v.i. To jostle with the
shoulder. (Burns : To William Simpson.)

hog-shouther, s. A kind of horse play,
by jostling with the shoulder. {Scotch.)

hog-skin, *-. Tanned leather made of the
skin of swine.

hog-wallow, s. A name given to rough
ground in the prairies of North America, from
its presenting the appearance of having been
rooted up by swine.

hog's-back, s. & a.

Geography & Geology

:

A. As subst. : A hill somewhat resembling
the ridge of a hog's baak.

B. As adj. ; Having a conformation like
that described under A.

hog's-bane, hogs'-bane, s.

Bot : The same as Sowbane (q.v.).

hog's-bread, a. The same as Hoomeat
(q.v.).

hog's fennel, s.

Bot. ; The umbelliferous genus Peucedanum
(q.v.). Spec, P. officinale, a British plant,
found, but very rarely, in salt marshes. The
root yields a stimulant resin ; the plant has an
odour of sulphur. Called also common or
sea sulphurwort, or harestrong.

hog's-lard, s.

1. Ord. Lang.: The fat of the hog after

having been separated from the flesh and
melted.

2. Pharm. : Adeps praiparatus. The prepared
internal fat of the abdomen of Sus scro/a, the
hog. It is a white fatty substance melting at
100° P. It is used in the preparation of oint-

ments.

hog (2), s. [Dan. hok = a sty or pen.] In
curling, a stone which does not go over the
hogscore ; a hogscore (q.v.).

hog (1), v.t. & i. [Hoo (1), s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To cut the hair short like the bristles of
a hog.

2. To clean a ship's ,bottom under water by
scraping.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To droop at both ends, so
as to be hog-backed.

2. Manege : To carry the head down like a
hog.

hog (2), v.t [Hog (2), s.] In curling, to,play
the stone with so little force that it fails to
clear the hogscore.

hog (3), v.t. [Ger. hocken, from hocke = the
back.] To carry on the back.

hog -au-ite (au as 6%), s. [Named from
Hogau, in Wtirtemberg, where it occurs.]

Min. : The same as Natkolite (q.v.).

* hog-cote, s. [Eng. hog, and cote.] A pen
or house for swine ; a hogsty.

" Out of a small hogcote sixty or eighty load of dung
hath been raiBed. "—Mortimer : Husbandry.

hogged, a. [Eng. hog (1); -ed.) Curved like
a nog's back ; hog-backed.

hog'-ger (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A stock-
ing without a foot, worn by coal miners when
at work.

hog'-ger (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] (See the
compounds.)

hogger-pipe, s.

Mining : The upper tenminal pipe with de-
livery hose of the mining-pump.

hogger-pump, s.

Mining : The top pump in the sinking-pit
of a mine.

hog'-ger-el, * hog'-rel, s. [Etym. doubt-
ful.] A sheep in its second year.

" By sacrifice, with hogreles of two yeares."
Surrey : Virgile ; jEneis iv.

hSg'-ger-y, s. [Eng. hog; -ery.]

1. A place where hogs or swine are kept,

2. Swine or hogs collectively,

3. Hoggishness, swinishness.
" Crime and shame

"And all their hoggery trample your smooth world."
E. B. Browning ; Aurora Leigh, vii. ,

hog'-get, s. [Norm. Fr. hoget]

1. A two-year-old sheep.

2. A young hoar in its second year.

3. A colt of a year old.

hog'-gin, hog'-glng, s. [Etym. doubtful.]
Screened or sifted gravel.

hog'-gish, a. [Eng. hog (1); -ish.] Having
the qualities, manner, or disposition of a hog

;

brutish ; greedy ; gluttonous ; filthy ; swinish.

"Is not a hoggish life the height of some men's
wishes t"—Shaftesbury ; Moralists, pt. ii., § L

hog'-gish-ljr, adv. [Eng. hoggish; -ly.] In
a hoggish manner ; like a hog

;
greedily.
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hog'-gish-ness, s- [Eng. hoggish; -ness.]

The quality or state of being hoggish ; brutish-
ness; greediness; filthiness.

* hog gism, s. [Eng. hog (1) ; -ism.] Piggish-

ness ; excessive indulgence in the pleasures
of the table. (Wolcot: Peter Pindar, p. 10S.)

*hogh, * hoe, s. [Ger. hoch ; Dut. hoog = high.]
A liill ; rising ground.
"The western hogh, besprinkled with the gore
Of mighty GoiJmot." Spenser ; F. Q„ II. x. 10.

^hog'-herd, * hog'-heard, s. [Eng. hog
(1), and herd.] A keeper of hogs or swine

;

a swine herd.
" No lusty nen.thea.rd thither drove his kine,
-for boorish hogheard fed his rooting swiue."

Browne.- Britanniat Pastorals, b. ii., s. 1.

* hog'-hood, s. [Eng. hog (1) ; -hood.] The
nature of "a hog. (CarlyU: French Eevol., pt.

iii. , bk. i., ch. vii.)

* hog'-llng, s. [Eng. hog (1) ; dimin. suff.

-ling.] A young hog.
" So doo our hoglinrrs siiike foorthwith."

Drant: Horace, Sat. 8, bk. ii.

hog'-mail-ay, s. [Etym. doubtful ; said to be
from Fv. au gui menez = lead to the mistletoe,
a cry used in some parts of France by boys
when begging on the last day of the year.]
In Scotland the last day of the year, or an
entertainment, or a present given on that day.

hog' meat, s. [Eng. hog, and meat.]

Bot. : The name given in Jamaica to Boer-
haavia decumbens, one of the order Nyctagi-
nacese. It is emetic, and in Guiana is called
ipecacuanha.

hog'-nut, s. [Eng. hog, and nut]
Bot.: (1) The name given in Jamaica to

Omphalea, a euphorbiaceous genus of plants.
The embryo is cathartic, but, if this be ex-
tracted, the remainder of the fruit is said by
Mr. Win. Macleay to be eatable ; (2) Carya
obcordata, and (3) C, glabra.

hog -pen, s. [Eng. hog, and pen.] A pen or
sty for hogs or swine ; a hogsty.

hog'-scbre, s. [Eng. hog (2), s., and score ] In
curling, a distance-line drawn across the rink
or course between the middle line and the tee.

(Scotch.)

h3gS'-head, s. [0. Dut. okshoofd, oxhoafd;
Ger. oxhoft, a word of obscure origin, though
possibly so named from an ox Mad having been
branded on the cask ; Dan. oxhoved; O. Sw. ox-

hufwuil = (1) the head of an ox, (2) a hogshead. ]

1. A measure of capacity containing sixty-
three wine gallons, or fifty-two and a half
imperial gallons. Formerly the London hogs-
head of beer was fifty-four beer gallons, the
hogshead of ale was forty-eight ale gallons,

and the hogshead of beer or ale for the rest
of England was fifty-one gallons. Now seldom
used of beer, but almost invariably of cider.

"To send hogsheads of their best cider as peace
offerings to the victors."

—

Macaulay: /list. Eng., ch. v.

2. In America a butt, a cask containing from
one hundred to one hundred and forty gallons.

3. Any large cask or barrel.

* hog'-shear-Ing. s. [Eng. hog, and shear-

ing.] A term used to denote much ado about
nothing.

hog-Steer, s. [Eng. hog, and steer, s. (q.v.).]

A wild boar of three years old. (Stanyhurst:
Virgil ; Mneid iv. 163.)

h5g'-3ty, s. [Eng. hog, and sty.] A sty or pen
for hogs or swine ; a place where hogs are
shut up to be fed.

hog -wash, 5. The draff or swill given to
swine ; the refuse of a kitchen or brewery.

" Your butler purloins your liquor, and the brewer
sells you hogwash."—Arbuthnot : /list, of John Bull.

, and i l]hog'-weed, s. [Eng.

Botany ;

1. The umbelliferous genus Heracleum
(q.v.). Called also Cow-parsnip.

2. The genus Boerhaavia (q.v.). (Loudon.)

3. Polygonum aviculare.

^\ Poisonous hogweed : Aristolochia grandi-
Jlora,

hohl spath, s. [Hollow-spar.]

ho-ho -ni, s. [A native word.] In the Pacific

islands a large cocoa-nut shell used to hold
water.

hoicks, interj. [Yoicks.]

hoi-den, * ho^'-den, * ho^-don, 5. & a.

[0. Dut. heyden; lielden = a heathen, a gentile,

from heyde — heath ; Welsh hoeden.] [Heath,
Heathen.]

A. -4s substantive

:

' 1. A clown ; a lout ; an awkward country
fellow.

" Shall I argue of conversation with this hoyden.to
go and practise at his opportunities in the larder."—
Milton : Colasterion.

2. A romp ; a rude, bold girl.

" You mean to make a hoiden or a hare
Of ine." Ben Jonson : Tale of a Tub, ii. 1.

* B. As adj. : Rude, rough, bold, inelegant.
" They throw their persons with a hoyden air
Across the room," Young : Love of Fame, v. 477.

hoi -den, v.i. [Hoiden, s.] To romp or play
about* roughly or indecently.

" They had been hoidening with the young appren-
tices. "—Swift.

hoi -den-hood, s. [Eng. hoiden; -hood.] The
quality or state of being a hoiden.

hoi-den ish, «. [Eng. hoiden; ~ish.] Like
a hoiden ; rough, bold, romping.

hoist, * noise, * hoyse, * hoyst, v.t. [The
( is excrescent, and due to confusion with the
pa. par. ; the true form is hoise ; O. Dut.
hyssen ; Dut. hijschen; Dan. heise, hisse.]

1. To raise from the ground, to lift ; specif.,

to raise or lift by means of a block and tackle

;

to run up, as a sail or a flag.

" JToising vp the sailes for to get the ship acoast in
some safer place."

—

Backluyt: I oyages, vol. ii., pt. ii.,

p. 100.

2. To lift ou to the back of another person
for the purpose of being flogged.

"He was hoisted . . . the birch descended with all

the vigour of the Domiuie's muscular arm. "—Marryat :

Jacob Faithful, ch. iv.

* 3. To torture by lifting with a rope and
pulley, and then suddenly letting fall to the
ground. (Milman.)

hoist-bridge, s. A form of drawbridge,
in which the leaf or platform is raised. [Bas-
cule.]

hoist-way, s. A passage through which
goods are hoisted in a warehouse, &c.

* hoist,* hoyst, pa. par. [Hoist, v.] Hoisted.
" 'Tis the sport to have the enginer
Boist with his own petar."

Shakesp. ; Bamlet, iii. 4.

hoist, s. [Hoist, v.]

I. Ord. Lang. : The act of lifting or hoisting
up ; a lift.

II, Technically

:

1. Mach. : That by which anything is

hoisted, raised, or lifted : as, ore out of a
mine ; the elevating machinery of a factory,
mine, or hotel ; a lift, an elevator.

2. Nautical:

(1) The perpendicular height of a flag or
ensign.

(2) The extent to which a yard or a sail can
be hoisted.

hoist'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Hoist, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C« -45 subst. : The act of lifting or raising.

hoisting-crab, s. A kind of windlass
for hoisting or raising heavy weights.

hoisting-engine, s. A steam-engine for
hoisting at a mine, or in a warehouse, factorv,
&c.

hoisting- jack, s. A contrivance by
which hand-power is applied to lifting an
object by working a screw or lever.

* holt, * hoyt, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.] To be
riotously or noisily merry.

" [HeJ sings and hoyts, and revelB among his drunken

hoit'-;y toit'-y, a. & interj. [A reduplication
from Iwit (q.v.).J

A. As adj.: Elated, flighty, giddy, petulant,
huffy, fussy.

" If any hoity toity things make a fuss, they are sure
to be taken to pieces the next visit."

—

Guardian,
No, 10.

B. As inter]. : An exclamation expressive
of astonishment, mingled with disapproval
and contempt.

K hoked, * hokede, u. [Hooked.]

* hoke -day, s. [Hockday.]

* hok-er, v.i. [Hoker, s.] To mock, to de-
ride, to scoff at.

" Nes hit nan swa wac mon that him ne hokerede on,"
Layamon, 14,795.

*hok-er, hok-ere, s. [A.S. Jidcor.] Mockery>

derision, frowardness.

"Fall of ftefcerand of bismare."
Chaucer: C. T., 3,935.

*hok-er-er, s. [Hoker.] A mocker,. »
scoffer.

*hok-er-ful, a. [Eng. hoker; -ful(l).'] Froward.

* hok-er-ing, s. [Hoker.] Mockery, scoff-

ing, derision.

* hoke, s. [Hook.]

Ifhoker; -ly/] Frowardly, derisively.

* hok - er - word, s. [A.S. hdcor - wyrdeJ]
Mocking, derisive, or scornful language.

" Atwiten mid heore hokerworden."
Layamon, 19,595.

* hol, hole, «. [Whole.]

hol-Ss'-ter, s. [Pref. hol-, and Gr. aorTjp
(aster) — a star.]

Palozont. : A genus of Echinidea, family
Ananchytidse, or Echinocoridfe. Found in the
cretaceous rocks.

hol-bol'-li-a, hol-bcel' li a (oe as e), s.

[Named by Dr. Wallich after Mr. Frederick
Louis Holbbll, superintendent of the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Copenhagen.]

Bot. : A genus of Lardizabalaeeae. The Ne-
paulese eat the pulpy fruit, which is sweetish
but insipid.

* hol'-cad, s. [Gr. oAkgl? (holkas), genit. 6A.«a-

Sog (holkados), from oAx?? (holke) = a drawing

;

eAKto (helko) = to drag or draw.]

Greek Antiq. : A large ship of burden.

hol'-co-no-tl, s. pi. [Gr. 6Akos (holkos) =
drawing to oneself, trailing, and vo>tos (notos)

= the back.]

Ichthy. : Fishes having marsupial pouches.

hoT-CUS, s. [Lat. holcus ; Gr. 6\k6<; (holkos)=.

a kind of grass, probably Hordeum murinum.]

Bot. : Soft grass ; a genus of grasses, tribe

Phalarese (q.v.). The spikelets, which are in

open panicles, are laterally compressed, the
lower flower is hermaphrodite, the upper one
male ; empty glumes two, the lower one-
nerved, the flower glumes five-nerved ; the
lower sessile, hermaphrodite, awnless, the
upper pedicelled, male, and with a twisted
awn ; stigma sessile, feathery. There are two
British species, Holcus lanatus, the meadow,
and H. mollis, the creeping soft grass ;' the
former is the more common. [Sorghum.]

hold, v.t. & i. [A.S. healdan, lialdan ; cogn.
with Dut. houden ; Dan. holde ; Sw. halla;
Icel. halda ; Goth, haldan ; Ger. lialten.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To grasp and retain in the hand ; to have
in the hand.

2. To connect, join, or unite ; to keep from
separation.

3. To contain, to receive, to admit ; to have
capacity ; to receive and contain : as, The jug
holds a pint.

4. To retain within itself; to keep from run-
ning or flowing out.
" Broken cisterns that can hold no water."—Jer. ii. 13.

5. To keep in confinement; to detain or
keep in a certain state.

"A knight called Virginins . . .

ffoldefh expresse agein the will of ine,
My servant." Chaucer- C. T., 12,116.

* 6. To confine oneself to ; to be confined to.

"She Italt her chamber." Chaucer: C. T., 5,142.

7. To bear or manage in a certain manner or
position.

" Let him hold his flncjers thus."—Shakcxp. : Mid-
summer Night's Dream, iii. l.

8. To retain or keep possession of ; to main-
tain, to uphold.

"She holds her virtue still, and I my mind."—
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, i. 4.

9. To possess; to be in possession of; to
occupy, to own.

"A place under the government is the least dis-
graceful to the man who holds it.*—Burke • On the
Present Discontents.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try* Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = few.
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10. To derive or deduce a title or right to :

as, To hold lands of the crown.

11. To maintain as an opinion.
"He held and taught the doctrines of indefeasible

hereditary right."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. in.

12. To regard, to consider, to look upon, to
judge, to account.

" If my love thou holdest at aught."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. 3.

13. To defend, to maintain ; to keep safe or se-

cure; to keep from loss, injury or diminution.
" With what arms

We mean to hold what anciently we claim
Of duty or empire." Milton : P. L., v. 723.

11. To suspend, to refrain, to restrain, to
-withhold ; to keep back : as, To hold one's
hand, to hold one's tongue.

15. To keep or bind to any condition; to
oblige. (Followed by to.)

" Do not hold we to mine oath."
Shafcesp, : Troilus & Cressida, v. 2.

16. To maintain, to carry on, to continue.
" Seed time and harvest, heat aud hoary frost
Shall held their course." Milton : P. L., xi. 900.

17. To prosecute, to take part in : as, To
hold an argument or a discussion.

"I would hold more talk with thee."
Shakesp. : Julius Ccesar, iv. 2.

18. To take part in, to direct and provide,
to celebrate, to solemnize, to observe, to keep.

"He held a feast in his house, like the feast of a
king."—1 Samuel xxv. 36,

* 19. To use, to employ, as language.

20. To keep employed, to occupy the time
of, to detain.

* 21. To lay, to wager.
" I hold you a penny."
•shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, ill. 2.

* 22. To accept as a bet or wager.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To maintain a hold or attachment, to

continue firm ; to retain one's grasp, to adhere.

"To make hi8 anchor hold."
Shaketp. ; Winter's Tale, i. 2.

2. To be firm, not to break. (Of moral as

well as material things.)
" If this sword hold." Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., v. 1.

3. To be valid or true, to stand, to be right,

to apply as a rule or argument.
" The same bold maxim holds in God and man."

Dryden : The Medal, 214.

* 4. To be fit or consistent.
" Thou Bayest well, and it holds well, too."

Shaketp. : 1 Henry IV., 1. 2.

5. To sta,nd one's ground ; not to yield or
give way ; to continue unbroken or unde-
feated. [To Iiold out.]

" Our force by land hath nobly held."
Shakesp. : Antony & Cleopatra, iii. 13.

* 6. To stand up for or maintain one's
opinions. (Followed by to.)

"If they hold to their, principles."—Hale.

7. To derive light or title. (Followed by of,

from, or tinder.)
" Petty barons holding under them."—Temple.

8. To stop, to stay, "to wait ; generally in

the imperative, as, Hold!

9. To refrain.

10. To cling, to adhere, to attach one's self.

(Followed by to.)

" Else he will hold to the one and despise the other."—Matthew vi. 24.

% 1. To hold a candle to the devil; to set a
candle before the devil: To connive at some
wrong.

2. To hold a candle to any one : To act as an
accessory.

3. To hold forth:

(1) Trans. : To reach or put forward ; to

propose, to offer.

(2) Intrans. : To speak in public ; to ha-

rangue ; to dilate.
" A petty conjuror, telling fortunes, held forth in the

market-place."

—

VEstrange.

4. To hold in

:

(1) Trans. : To curb, to restrain ; to keep
in or back.

(2) Intransitive:

(a) To restrain oneself. (Jeremiah vi. 11.)

* (6) To continue in good luck ; to be lucky
or fortunate.

" A duke, playing at hazard, held in a great many
hands together. '—Swift.

5. To hold of:

(1) Trans. : To keep off or at a distance.

"Hold ojTyour hands."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. *.

(2) Intrans. : To keep or remain at a dis-

tance. (Lit. &jig.)

6. To hold on

;

(1) Trans. : To keep to ; to continue : as,

To hold on a note in music.

(2) Intransitive

:

(a) To continue or proceed without inter-

ruption ; to last.

" The trade held on for many years after the bishops
became protestants."—Swift.

(b) To stop ; to wait (only in the imperative).

7. To hold on to : To cling to ; to hold fast

to.

8. To hold out

:

(1) Transitive

:

(a) To hold forward ; to reach out ; to offer.

"The king held out to Esther the golden sceptre."—
Esther v. 2.

(b) To endure ; to bear ; to be able to stand.
" Hold out this tempest."

Shakesp. : King John, iv. 3.

(2) Intransitive

:

(a) To last ; to endure ; to continue.

(b) To maintain one's ground ; not to yield ;

to stand one's ground.
"The Spaniards, sore charged by Achimetes, had

much udo to hold oiU.'—Knoltes : Hist, of the Turkes.

(c) To have strength ; to endure.

9. To hold over

:

(1) Ord. Lang. : To keep back or reserve for

another time ; to postpone : as, To hold over a
question.

(2) Law. Of a lessee : To keep possession of
land after the expiration of his term.

10. To hold with : To adhere to ; to agree
with in opinion ; to side with.

11. To hold together

:

(1) To continue joined or uuited ; not to
come or fall apart.

(2) To remain in union.
*

" Even outlaws and robberB . .
'. must keep faith

amongst themselves, or else they cannot hold together."
—Locke.

12. To hold up
f

(1) Transitive:

(ft) To raise or lift up : as, To hold up one's
hand.

* (&) To support, to maintain.
" The proudest he that holds up Lancaster."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., i. 1.

* (c) To encourage, to buoy up.
" Hold him up with hopes."

Shakesp. : Twelfth Might, i. 5.

(d) To exhibit, to display.
" Hold the mirror up to nature."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 2.

* (e) To continue, to carry on ; to follow out.
" Hold up the Jest no higher."

Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, v. 5.

(/) Meek. : To support a rivet with a hand-
anvil or sledge in hand-riveting.

(2) Intransitive

:

(a) To keep one's self up ; to support one's
self : as, To hold up under difficulties.

(b) Used impersonally of the weather ; to
keep fine ; to cease raining.

* (c) To become clear or plain ; to cease to be
obscure.

* (#) To continue the same speed.
"The success of the first seems to presB upon the

reputation of the latter ; for .why could he not hold
, up ) "—Collier ; Of Envy.

13. To hold water

:

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(a) Lit. : To retain water or other liquid
without allowing any to run or flow away ; to
be watertight.

(6) Fig. : To be consistent or probable
throughout ; to bear close examination or in-
vestigation : as, That argument will not hold
water.

(2) Naut. : To stop a boat in her course by
holding the oars in

s
the water with their blades

edge upwards.
* 14. To hold in hand ; To keep in expecta-

tion ; to play with.

* 15. To hold in play : To keep fully occupied
so that the attention is withdrawn from the
main point.

16. To hold one's own : To maintain one's
present position or condition ; to maintain
one's ground ; not to lose ground.

*1T To hold is a physical act ; it requires a
degree of bodily strength, or at least the use
of the limbs. The mode of the action is the
leading idea in the signification of hold. De-
tain and retain are modes of keeping; the
former signifies keeping back what belongs to
another; the latter signifies keeping a long
time for one's own purpose. A person may
be either held, kept, detained, or retained

:

when he is held he is held contrary to his will

by the hand of another ; as suspected persons
are held by the officers ofjustice, that they may
not make their escape. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

hold (1), s. [Hold, v.}

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of seizing, grasping, or holding;

in the hand or arms ; a grasp ; a seizure ; a
clutch.

"Hope of laying hold of his reward."

—

Hartley:
Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 27.

2. Mental or intellectual grasp or compre-
hension ; a grasp or influence on the mind.

3. That which supports or holds up ; a
support.

"If a man be upon an high place, without rails or
good hold, he is ready to fall. —Bacon.

4. Power of possessing or keeping; authority-

over.

5. A power of seizing ; a claim ; a catch.
" The law hath yet another hold on you."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv, L
6. Custody

;
power.

"He is in the mighty hold of Bolingbroke."
Shaketp. : Richard II., iii. 4. <

7. A place of confinement ;
prison ; confine-

ment.
"They laid hands on them, and put them hi hold,

unto the next day. "

—

Acts iv. 3.

8. A lurking place, as of a wild beast.

9. A refuge ; a retreat.
" On Devon's leafy shores ; a shelter'd hold.
In a soft clime."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iii.

10. A fortified place ; a castle ; a strong-
hold ; a fort.

"And pain and grief enforcing more and more,
Besieged the hold that could not long defend."

Daniel: Civil Wars, iv.

IL Technically

:

* 1. Music : The old name for the sign of a
paused. [Pause.]

2. Naut. : The interior part of a ship, in
which the cargo of a merchant vessel or the
provisions and stores of a man-of-war are-

stored. The portions are distinguished as the
fore, main, and after holds.

"You have not seen a hulk better stuffed in the
hold."—Shaketp. : 2 Henry IV., II. 4.

hold-beam, s.

Shipbuild. : One of the beams which sup-
port the lower deck in a merchantman, or the
orlop deck in a man-of-war.

* hold (2), s. [A.S.] Flesh, body, carcase.

hold (3), a. & s. [A.S. ; Icel. hollr ; O. H.
Ger. holder.]

A, As adj. : Friendly ; well-disposed.
" Thin holde mon." Layamon, 14,091.

B. As subst. : A friend.

" Hold other fa."—O. Eng. Homilies, L 231.

hold -back, s. [Eng. hold, and hack.']

* 1. Ord. I/xng. : Anything which holds or
keeps back ; a restraint ; a check ; a hind-
rance ; an obstacle.

"The only holdback is the affectionate aud passionate
love that we bear to our wealth."

—

Hammond: Works,
iv. 555. _j

2. Vehic. : A holdback hook (q.v.).

holdback-hook, #.

Vehic. : A projection on a carriage-shaft to
which the breeching-strap of a horse is con-
nected, to enable the animal to hold back the
vehicle.

* hold-en, pa. par. [Hold, v.] *

holder, «. [Eng. hold; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who or that which holds.

"The makers and holders of ploughs are wedded to
their own particular way."

—

Mortimer; Husbandry. *

2. A tenant ; one who holds lands, &c. , under
or of another.

3. Something by or in which anything is
kept or held : as, A pencil holder, a holder for
a flat-iron, &c.

boll, bo*^; pout, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c* = bei, del.
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IL Technically

:

1. Comm. ; The payee of a bill of exchange
or promissory note.

2. Naut. .- A man employed in the hold of a

jhip.

holder-forth, s. One who harangues or

speaks pnhlicly.
"A pert, empty, conceited holder-forth, whose chief

(if not sole) intent la to vaunt .his apij'ltual clack, and
{as I may so speak) to pray prizes."

—

South ; Sermons,
vol. ii,, ser. 8.

holder-up, s. The man who supports a
rivet with a hand-anvil or sledge-hammer in

hand-riveting,

hold-fast, s. & a. [Eng. hold, and fast.]

A. As substantive

:

1, A means "by which something is clamped
to another. The "bench holdfast is an arched
bar, whose shank passes through a mortise in

the bench, the dog pressing upon the work to

be held. A wall holdfast is a spike, which is

driven into the wall, and has a flat head
through which a nail is driven into the object

to be attached.

2. A support, a hold.
" The several teeth are furnished with holdfasts suit-

able to the stress that they are put to."—Ray: Onthe
Creation, pt. ii.

B. As adj. : Firm, steady. (Davies : Muse's
Sacrifice, p. 12.)

hold'-liig, pr. par., u,., & s. [Hold, v.]

* A. & B. Aspr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or state of grasping or keeping in

the hand or arms ; a hold ; a grasp.

2. Anything which holds, binds, or in-

fluences ; a hold ; an influence.

3. A tenure ; a farm held cf a superior.

"The recklessness with which they had driven off

"the peasants from their agricultural holdings."—
Gardiner & Mullinger : Introd. to Eng. Hist., ch. vi.

* 4. The burden or chorus of a song.
" The holding everyman shall hear as loud
As his strong sides can volley."

Shakesp. : Antony & Cleopatra, ii. f.

holding-down bolt, s.

Steam-eng. : [Foundation-bolt].

holding ground, s,

Naut. : Ground which affords good an-

chorage.

holding-lip, a.

Spec. : Designed to hold up the head of a
nail while it is being riveted.

holding -up hammer, s. A sledge-

hammer used instead of a hand-anvil. [Hand-
anvil.]

hole, * hoi, s. [AS. hoi = a cave ; cogn. with
Dut. hoi; Sw. hdl; Dan. hul ; Icel. hoi, holaj

Ger. kohl ; 0. H. Ger. hoi = a hole ; Gr. koi\os
"

(Icoilos) = hollow.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) A hollow place or cavity in any solid

body, whether natural or artificial ; a hollow

;

an aperture ; an orifice; a perforation.
1 "A musket was fired after him, which fortunately
struck the boat just at the water's edge, and made two
holes in her side."—Cook : First Voyage, bk. ii, ch. ill.

(2) The excavated habitation of a wild
animal.

" Bothe fox and fowel may flee to hole and crepe."
Piers Plowman, p. 894.

(3) A hiding or lurking place.
" The earth hath not a hole to hide this deed."

Shakesp. : King John, iv. 3.

(4) A mean habitation ; a dirty lodging or

abode.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A subterfuge ; a shift.

(2) A difficulty ; a fix : as, To be put or left

in a hole. (Colloquial.)

II. Mining ; A cavity made to hold a blast.

1f To make a hole in anything : To use up,
employ, or require a part of anything.

A hole in one's coat : A flaw in one's reputa-

tion ; a weak spot in one's character.

hole-and-corner, i*. Secret, clandes-

tine, underhand.
" Such la the wretched trickery of hole-and-corner

buffery."

—

Dickens: Pickwick, ch. Ii.

hole, v.t. & i. [A.S. holean; O. H. Ger. holan;
Icel. hola.]

A. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

;

1. To cut, dig, or otherwise form a hole or

holes in ; to perforate.
" His men yet pleased their hearts,

With throwing of the lioled stone; with hurling of

their darts/' Chapman : Homer ; Iliad Ii.

2. To drive, place, or put in or into a hole :

as, To hole a ball at billiards, golf, &c.

II. Mining : To undercut a coal-seam.

* B. Intrans. : To go into a hole.

* hole, * hoi, a. [Whole.]

hol-ec'-t^-pus, s. [Gr. okos (holos) = whole,

entire, and Lat. ectypus= Gr. cktwo? (ektupos)

= engraved in relief, embossed.]

Palaiont,: A genus of Echinoidea, family

EchinoconidEe (q.v.). Found chiefly in the
Jurassic rocks.

holed, pa. par. or a. [Hole, v.]

holed-stones, s. pi.

Anthrop. : The name given to a peculiar

kind of prehistoric stone monument, pre-

sumably sepulchral, occurring in Devonshire
and Cornwall, in Ireland, Wales, Scotland,

France, Cyprus, and India. The size of the

hole varies considerably—some being no larger

than a half-crown, others affording a passage
for the human body. Their purpose is un-
known. Fergusson (Rude Stone Monuments,
p. 255) speaks of the peculiarly binding nature
of an oath sworn by persons joining hands
through a holed-stone at Stennis ; in Scotland
libations are poured through holed-stones in

honour of Browny, the supposed guardian of

bees ; local superstition ascribes a curative
property to the Men-an-tol, near Penzance,
and people still creep through it in the hope
of being cured of rheumatism. Miss A. W.
Buckland suggests that this stone may have
been connected with sun-worship.

"I never heard of libations being poured through
these Cornish holed-stones."—Miss A. W. Buckland, in
Jovrn. Anthrop. Jnstit., ix. 153.

* hole-full, a. [Mid. Eng. hole = whole, and
Eng. full.] Wholesome.

" Drawe ye therefore hole/all water of lore of my
welly3."—Fabyan : Chronicle (an. 1188).

hdl'-er, o. [Eng. hol{e); -er.]

Mining : One who
(
undercuts a coal-seam

for two or three feet,'and then by driving in
wedges breaks away the portions that have
been holed.

*hoI-er-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Nom. fem. pi. of

Lat. oleraeeus (?).J

Bot. : A now abandoned order of plants in
the Natural System of Linnceus. He included
under it the genera Spinacia, Herniaria, Calli-

triehe, Petiveria, &c.

hdle'-wdrt, s. [Eng. hole, and wort.]

Bot. : Corydalis bulbosa.

Ho li, Ho -lee, Hoo'-li, 5. [Mahratta, &c.
Holi = (1) the festival so called (see def.),

(2) the pile of wood then burnt.]

Religious Feasts : The great Hindoo spring
festival, commencing on the full moon of the
month Phalgun, and lasting for five days. It
is meant to commemorate the gambols to
which the god Krishna was addicted during
his youth. The great amusement of the
natives, who crowd the streets during the
festival, is to throw red powder, made of lac
and flour with rose-water, at each other. The
tongue is allowed greater license than at other
times, and much obscenity in word and action
takes place, especially among such wild tribes
as the Bheels around the village of Ahar. The
Holi constitutes the Saturnalia of the Hindoos.
Sir Joseph Hooker considered the amusements
more childish than those of the Carnival. One
of the Holi practices is to make what would
be called in Europe April fools.

"Some slovenly Natch girls were dancing before us,
kicking up clouds of dust, and singing, or rather bawl-
ing through their noses the usual indelicate hymns in
honour 01 the Hooli festival.-1—Hooker: Himalayan
Journals, i 889.

* hol'-i-but, s. [Halibut.]

* hdl'-i-dam, *-. [Halidom.]

hol'-i-day, * hal'-I-day, * hol'-y-day,
s. & a. [Eng. holy, and day.]

A. As substantive:

1. A day set apart for the commemoration

of some important event, or in honour of some
person ; a holy or consecrated day ; a festival.

[Red-letter Day.]
"The! holden nat here holydaies as holychurche

techeth," Piers Plowman, p. 148.

2. Ah. occasion of mirth and gaiety.

"The same bell . . . proclaimed a holiday to the
whole country."

—

Hard. Dial. ; Age of Queen Elizabeth.

3. A day of exemption from work ; a day of

amusement or pleasure ; a day or number of
days during which a person seeks relaxation

by release from work. [Bank-holiday.]

B. As adjective:

1. Of, pertaining to, or befitting a holiday
;

gay, cheerful, joyous. (Shakesp. : Tempest, iv. 1.)

* 2. Befitting or adapted for some special

occasion.

hol-i-gar'-na, s. [The Canarese name.]

Bot. : A genus of Anacardiacece. A fine

black varnish is obtained in Munipore in

Eastern Bengal from the fruit of Holigarna
longifolia. {Hooker : Himal. Journ., ii. 330.)

hd'-li-ly, *ha-li-ligh, *ho-li-liche
*hoo-li-ll, adv. [Eng. holy; -ly.]

1. In a holy or devout manner ; with sanctity
and reverence

;
piously.

"LiveinchastiteefulftoZ##." Chaucer: C. T., B,829.

2. Faithfully, sacredly, inviolably.
" Friends, a rare thing in princes, more rare between

princes, that so holily was observed to the last of those
two excellent men."—Sidney.

* hol-in, * hol-yn, s. [A.S. holen, holegn.

The holly (q.v.).

ho'-li-ness, * ha-li-nesse, * ho-li-nessc,
* ho-ly-nes, * hoo-li-nesse, * hoo-ly-
nesse, s. [A.S. hdlignes, from hdlig — holy.]

1. The quality or state of being holy;
sanctity, piety ; religious goodness ; moral
purity or integrity.

"For God clepide not us into unclennesse, but into
hoolynesse."— Wycliffe : 1 Thess. vL

2. The state of being hallowed, sacred, or

consecrated to God or His worship ; sanctity,

sacredness.

* 3. That which is consecrated or hallowed,
" Israel was holiness unto the Lord,"

—

Jer. ii. 3,

% His Holiness :

1. Ecclesiol. & Ch. Hist. : A complimentary
title given originally (in a.d. 465) to any
bishop ; then (about a.d. 590) limited to a
patriarch ; but since the fourteenth century
given exclusively to the Pope.

" I here appeal unto the pope
To bring my whole cause fore Bis Holiness."

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., it 4.

2. Civil Hist. : The title was given formerly
also to the Greek emperors.

hdT-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Hole, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang. : The act of making, cutting,
or forming a hole ; a putting or placing of any-
thing in a hole.

II. Technically:

1. Mining: The undercutting of coal by
means of a pick wielded by a man lying upon
his side.

2. Roofing : The piercing of slates for hold-
ing nails.

holing-axe, s. A narrow axe for cutting
mortises in fence-posts for a post-and-rail
fence ; a mortise-axe. (American.)

* hoik, s. [A.S. hole.] A hole, a hollow,
" Et te breoste holke."—0. Eng. Homilies, i. 25L

* hoik, * holk-en, v.t. [M. Low Ger. holken;
Sw. holka.] To hollow out,

hoi la . hoi-Ida , interj. or s. [Fr. ho = ho I

Id = there !] An exclamation or cry to call

the attention of some one at a distance, or in
answer to one calling.

hoi'-la, hoT-16, v.i. & I [Holla, s.]

A. Intrans. : To call or shout aloud ; to give
a holla.

" No more now must we hollo."
Shakesp. & Flet. ; Two Ffoblo Kinsmen, ii. 2.

B. Intransitive:

1. To shout out or cry aloud; to call loudly.
" Spur thee on with full as many lies
As may be holla'd in thy treacherous ear."

; Richard II., Iv. L

fiite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, thdre ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pCt,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw<
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* 2. To cry or shout to.
" He that first lights on hira holla the other."

Shakesp, : Lear, ill. 1,

hol'-land, s. [From the name of the country
where it was originally made.]

Fabric : Linen or linen and cotton goods,
white or self-coloured, and with a glazed sur-
face. It is used for linings, window-blinds,
covers for furniture, &c. As originally im-
ported from Holland (whence its name), it

was closely woven linen cloth.

"Instead of fine holland he might mourn in sack-
cloth."—Addison: Spectator, No. 300.

Hol'-land- er, s. [Eng. Holland; -er.] A
native of Holland.

Hol'-land- ish, a, [Eng. Holland; -ish.]

Like Holland.

hoi -lands, s. [Holland.] A kind of gin

made in Holland.

* hoi len, b. [Holly.]

hollo, [Holla.]

hoi -low, * hol-ow, * hol-owe, * hol-
lowe, * holgh, * hol-ough, * hol-u,
*holw, *holwe, u., s., & adv. [A.S. holh
(a. & s.), holg.]

A. As adjective *

I. Literally.

1. Containing a cavity or empty space,
natural or artificial ; having a void space
within ; not solid, excavated.
" The son of Japhet, of immortal fame.
Brought the bright sparks clandestine from above
Closed in a hollow cane." Cooke : Hesiod, 847.

2. Sunken, concave.
" With hollow eye, and wrinkled brow.*

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. 1.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Deep, low ; such as would he produced
in a cavity or hollow place.

" A hollow burst of bellowing."
Shakesp. : Tempest, ii. 1.

2. Insincere, false, not genuine, sham,
counterfeit.

" I rather wish you foes than hollow friends."
Shakesp. : S Henry VI. , Iv. 1.

3. Complete, decided, thorough, out-and-
out : as, a hollow defeat, a hollow victory.

B. As subst. : A depression or unoccupied
space below the general level or in the sub-
stance of anything ; a cavity, natural or arti-

ficial ; a hole, a cave, a groove, a channel, a
valley.

" All the hollowes and valleys thereabout rebounding
with the voice of so many thousands."— Brendc :

. Quintus Curtius, to. 236.

C. As adv. : Completely, utterly : as, He
was beaten hollow. (Colloquial.)

IT Hollow respects the body itself; the
absence of its own materials produces hollow-
ness ; empty respects foreign bodies ; their
absence in another body constitutes emptiness.
Hollowness is therefore a preparative to empti-
ness, and may exist independently of it ; but
emptiness presupposes the existence of hollow-
ness : what is empty must be hollow ; but what
is hollow need not be empty. (Crabb : Eng.
Syrian.)

hollow-adze, s.

Coopering : A howel ; a tool having a curved
blade to chamfer the chine on the inside of a
cask end.

hollow-auger, s. An auger for making
round tenons in chair-work, on spokes, &c.

Hollow • auger bit : A wood-boring tool
adapted to be used in a brace. It is of a
hollow cylindrical form, and has cutters pre-
sented inwardly which make a cylindrical
tenon on the end of the stuff. [Hollow-
auger.]

hollow-brick, s. A brick made with
perforations through it for purposes of venti-
lation, warming, &c.

hollow-drift, s.

1. A tubular tool for driving a hole.

2. A tool used in filling signal-rockets.

hollow-edge, a. Having a concave edge.

Hollow-edge file : A file with a concave edge
for dressing teeth of small gear wheels and
pinions.

hollow-eyed, a. Having eyes sunk deep
in the orbit.

" Hollow-eyed Abstinence, and lean Despair."
Cowper: Hope, 58.

hollow - hearted, a. Insiucere ; not
true or genuine ; false.

"Many doubtful hollow-hearted friends.

"

Shakesp. : Richard III., iv. 4.

hollow-horned, «.

Zool. : Having hollow horns.

% Hollow-horned ruminants

:

Zool. : Cavicornia (a,, v.).

hollow-newel, s.

Build. : The well-hole or opening in the
centre of winding stairs. Open-newel, in con-
tradistinction to solid-newel or corkscrew
staircase.

holloW - plane, s. A moulding-plane
with a convex sole ; a round-sole plane.

hollow-punch, s.

Saddl. & Shoemahing : A hollow punch is

employed to make holes for rivets in leather

;

for laces in boots and shoes, &c. [Eyelet-
punch.]

hollow-quoin, e.

Hydr. Eng. : A quoin having a vertical

recess for the hanging-post of a lock-gate to
abut against.

hollow-root, s.

Bot. : The tuberous Moschatel, Adoxa Mos-
chatellina.

hollow-sounding, a. Having a hollow
rumbling sound.
" What hide3fc thou in thy treasure-caves and cells.

Thou hollow-sounding and mysterious main ?
"

Mrs. Hemans : Treasures of the Deep.

* hollow-spar, s.

Min. : The same as Chiastolite or Made, a
variety of Andalusite. The English name is

• the rendering of Ger. hohlspath.

hollow-square, s.

Mil. : A body of troops drawn up in form
of a square with a vacant space in the middle.

hollow-wall, s.

Build. : A wall built in two thicknesses,
with an empty space in the middle for the
purpose of maintaining an equal temperature
in rooms, or of preventing wet from being
driven through.

hollow-ware, s. Cast-iron culinary
vessels, such as pots, kettles, &e.

hollows and rounds, s. pi.

Join. : Concave and convex planes, respec-
tively for working mouldings. They are
made in pairs, and as many as eighteen pairs
to a set.

hol'-low (1), * hol-owe, * hoi-wen, v.t.

[Hollow, a.]

1. To make hollow ; to excavate.

"Hollowed bodies made of oak or flr."

Milton: P.L.,vi. 574.

2. To stoop, to bend.
" Hollow your body more, sir, thus. Now stand fast

o' your left leg."—Ben Jonson: Every Man in hit
Humour, i. 5.

hol'-low (2), v.i. & t. [Holla.]

hol'-low-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Hollow, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of making hollow.

hollowing and backing machine, s.

Coopering : A machine for rounding staves,
giving the outer convexityand inner concavity.

hollowlng-knife, s.

Coopering : A drawing-knife for working on
concave surfaces.

hollowing-plane, 5. [Hollow-plane.]

hollow-joint, a. (Seethe compound.)
HoUow-joint wire ; Small tubes employed in

making joints, as in the casing of watches.

hol'-ldw-ly, adv. [Eng. hollow ; -ly.]

1. Lit. : With hollows or cavities.

2. Fig. : Insincerely ; not truly or genuinely

;

falsely.
" Try your penitence, if it be sound,
Or hollowly put on."

Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, ii 3.

h6T-16w-ness, * hol-ough nes, * hol-
* ow-nesse, s. [Eng. hollow ; -ness.]

L Lit. : The quality or state of being hollow;
a hollow, a cavity ; a depression of the surface.

" Old trees, quite decayed with an inward hollow-
nets."—Evelyn : Pomonat ch. iii.

II. Figuratively:

1. Insincerity, falseness, deceitfulness, emp-
tiness.

" Nor are those empty-hearted, whose low sound
Reverbs no hollowness." Shakesp. : Lear, i. 1.

2. Completeness, utterness : as, the hollow-

ness of the defeat.

hoi' -ly, * hol-in, * hol-yn, »-. [A.S. holen,

holegn, from Wei. celyn; Corn, celin; Bret, or
Armor, kelen, kelennen; Gael, cuilonn, cuilf-

hionn; It. culleann ; Dut. hulst]

Bot. ; Ilex Aquifolium, a shrub or small tree,

ten to forty feet high, with glossy leaves, the
lower ones uniform, with waved spinous car-

tilaginous margins, the upper ones sometimes
entire ; flowers in umbellate cymes, white,
often subdicecious ; fruit a scarlet or more
rarely a yellow drupe, with four bony furrowed
stones. Wild in Britain, the continent of
Europe, and Western Asia. The beautiful
white wood of the holly is valued by cabinet-
makers for inlaying, the bark is used in the
manufacture of birdlime, the berries are so
violently purgative that six or eight will

excite violent vomit ; the leaves are said to
be equal to Peruvian bark for the cure of in-

termittent fevers. Haller recommends that
their juice should be given in icterus. The
root and bark are said to be emollient, re-

solving, expectorant, and diuretic. The leaves
and berries form, with ivy, the principal mate-
rial of Christmas decoration.

U The Cape-holly is Crocoxylon excelsum;
the Knee-holly, Ruscus aoulecdus, the Mountain-
holly^ iVem^a7itfies,and the Sea-holly,i?ryft0iuni
maritimum; South American Holly, Ilexpara-
guensis. (Treas. of Bot.)

U Obvious compound : Holly -sprinkled.
(Wordsworth: Evening Walk.)

holly oak, s.

Bot. : Quercus Ilex, called also the Holm Oak
or Common Evergreen Oak. It is found in

the south of Europe, in the vicinity of the
sea, with leaves varying in form, some of them
prickly, others entire on the margins. It does
not form forests. Its wood is good, but very
hard and heavy.

holly-rose, s.

Bot. : Turnera ulmifolia.

* hol-ly, adv. [Wholly.]

hol'-ly-hdck, t hol'-li-hock, t hoi-$f-
hoke, "hol-i- hocco, * hol-i-hoke, s.

[Mid. Eng. holihoc, from holi = holy, and hocce,

hoke, hoc; A.S. hoc — a mallow. So called,

according to Wedgwood, because it was brought
at first from the Holy Land.]

Bot. : Althoza rosea. [Althaea.]

hol'-ly-worts, s. pi. [Eng. holly, and worts.)

Bot. : The English name given by Lindley
to the order Aquifoliacese (q.v.).

holm (1), holme (1) (I silent), s. [A.S. holm
= a mound, the sea ; cogn. with Icel. holmr,
holmi, holmr = an islet; Ger. holm; Sw. holme;
Russ. kholm; Lat. cidmen.] Flat ground along
the side of a river. Used in the north for an
island in a river.

" The bonny holms of Yarrow I

"

Wordsworth: Yarrow UnvUited.

% Holm, or holme, is frequently used as the
second element in the names of places : as,

StepTioZme, &c.

* holm (2), * holme (2), s. [A corrupt, of
Mid. Eng. holin = holly.]

1. The holly. (Chaucer: G. T., 2,923.)

2. The holm-oak (q.v.).

IT The Knee -holm is Ruscus aculeatus
[Butcher's-broom], the Sea-holm, Eryngium
maritimum.

holm-oak, s. [Holly-oak.]

'holm en, a. [Eng. holm; -en.] Belonging
to the holm-tree.

"To cut an holmen pole."
Sylvester : Maiden's Blush, ML

hol-mi-a, s. [Holmium.]

Chem. : The oxide of the Holmium. It is

said to have a yellow colour.

hol'-mite, holm -es-ite, s. [Named after
Dr. Holmes, of Montreal.]

Min. : The same as Seyberite (q.v.).

hol-mi-um, s, [Etym. doubtful.]

Chem. : An element said to exist along with

boll, b6$; pollt, jo*wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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erbium ; it is supposed to have an atomic
weight of about 102. It belongs to the earth

metals.

hol-6-, pre/. [Gr. oaos (holos).'} Whole, entire.

hol-o-blas'-tic, a. [Pref. holo-, and Gr.

/3Aao-Tos (blastos) = & sprout, a shoot ; off-

spring.]

Biol. ; Having the "whole yolk-mass, or its

greater part, directly formative or germinal.

(Used of the mammalian ovum.) (Quain.)

hoT-6-caust, s. [Lat. holocaustum, from Gr.

b\oKav<TTOv (holokauston), neut. of b\6icav<TTOs
1 oAoKau-ros (hololcaustos, holokautos), from oAos

(holos) = whole, entire, and ko.iu> (kaio), fut.

Kavam (kauso) = to burn.] A sacrifice, the
whole of which was consumed by fire, nothing
being retained ; such sacrifices were practised
by the Jews. The word is now sometimes
applied to a general sacrifice of life or

slaughter.
" Not by sacrifices, or holocaustes, but by simple and

plaiiie worcle."— Udtil : Matthew ix.

hol-6-ceph'-a-li, s. pi. [Pref. holo-, and Gr.

K^aXrj (kepliale) = the head.]

Ichthy. : An order of fishes founded by Sie-

bold, and adopted by Sir Richard Owen, in

whose classification it is the tenth order.

They have the endoskeleton cartilaginous,
the exoskeleton as placoid- granules ; most of
[the fins with a strong spine for the first ray

;

the ventrals abdominal; the gills laminated,
attached by their margins, a single external
gill aperture ; no swim bladder; the intestine
with a spiral valve. He includes under it the
families Chimasroidei and Edaphodontida?.
{Owen : Compar. Anat. ; Fishes (1846), p. 50.)

^ It is now made a sub-order of Elasmos-
branchii.

hol-6-cryp'-tic, a. [Pref. holo-, and Eng.
cryptic (q.v.).] Concealing wholly or entirely

;

specifically applied to a cipher capable of
being read only by those who have the key.

hol-6-crys'-tal-line, «. Pref. holo-, and
Eng. crystalline.]

Min., Petrol., &c. : "Wholly crystalline.
" Which are not of a glassy texture, but for the most

part holocrystaUine."— Dr. Bundjiro Koto: Proc. Oeol.
Hoc. (1883-4), No. 453, p. 83.

hol'-d-graph, s. & a. [Pref. holo-, and Gr.
ypa^no (grapho)= to write.]

A. As subst. : Any writing or document
which is wholly in the handwriting of the
person by whom it is executed, or froia whom
it proceeds.

B. As adj. : A term applied to a writing or
document wholly in the handwriting of the
person from whom it proceeds ; holographic.

hol'-o-graph-ic, hol-o-graph'-ic-al, a.

[Eng. holograph; -ic] The same as Holo-
graph, a. (q.v.).

hol-6-graph'-ic-al, a. [Holographic]

hol-6-he-dral, a. [Pref. holo-, and Gr. Upa
(hedra) = seat, bottom, foundation, base.]

Crystallog. & Min. : Having all the corre-
sponding parts of a crystal similarly replaced.

hol-6-me-tab'-6-la, s. pi. [Pref. holo- (q.v.),

and Gr. |u.eTa/3oAjj (metabole) = change.]

Entom. : A sub-class of insects, consisting
of those which undergo a complete metamor-
phosis, the larva, pupa, and perfect insect
being all unlike each other; the larva is vermi-
form and the pupa quiescent. It contains the
orders Aphaniptera, Diptera, Lepidoptera,
Hymenoptera, Strepsiptera, and Coleoptera
(q.v.).

hdl-6-met-a-boT-ic, a. [Mod. Lat. holo-
metabol(a) (q.v.) ; Eng., &c. suff. -ic]

Entom. : Of or belonging to insects which
undergo a complete metamorphosis.

hol - dm'- e - ter, s. [Pref. holo-, and Gr.
fi-irpov (metron) = a measure.] An instrument
for taking all sorts of measurements ; a panto-
meter.

hol-6-phan'-er-ous, a. [Pref. holo-, and
Gr. <f>avep6<; (pjlianeros) = visible ; Fr. holo-
phanere. (Larousse.y] A term applied to the
metamorphoses of insects when they are com-
plete.

h6l-6-pho'-tal, a. [Pref. holo-, and Gr. 4>u>s
(phos), genit. ^wtos (plwtos) = light.]

Optics: A name applied to such forms of

lighting-apparatus for lighthouses as utilize

the whole of the available light, by subjecting
it all to the collective action of the instrument.

hol-o-phras'-tic, a. [Pref. holo-, and Gr.

fftpao-TiKos (phrastikos)— expressive, eloquent.]

Philol. : A term applied to characters ex-

pressing a whole word.
"A holophrastic or word - sentence alphabet."

—

Wilson : Prehistoric Jfa>}, ii. 67.

ho-lop'-l-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. holop(us)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.']

Zool. & Palceont. : A family of Crinoidea.
The species are permanently fixed, but have
no stem.

hd-lop-tych'-i-dee.ho-ldp-tych-i'-i-dse,
s. pi. [Mod. Lat. holoptychius) ; Lat. fern', pi.

adj. suff. -idee.]

Palceont. : In Sir Richard Owen's classifica-

tion a family of ganoideau fishes, sub-order
Lepidoganoidei. l>r. Traquair places it as a
family under the Crossopterygidaa, defining it

as having two dorsal fins ; the ventrals sub-
acutely lobate ; the scales thick, sculptured.
Genera, Holoptychius, Glyptolepis, Dendro-
dus (?), Cricodus (?).

ho-ldp-tych'-i-iis, s. [Pref. holo-, and Gr.

tttvx'-os (ptuchios) = folded, doubled up ; tttv£

(ptux), tttvxos (ptuchos) = a fold.]

Palceont : A genus of fossil fishes, the
typical one of the family HoloptychiidEe (q.v.).

The scales, which are very large, are deeply
corrugated, and the bones of the head sculp-
tured and granulated ; the teeth are large,

conical, and of great density. Found in the
Upper Old Red Sandstone of Dura Den, &c,
in Scotland. A fine specimen of Holoptychius
nobilissimus, called after the Rev. Jas. Noble,
was presented by him to the British Museum.

hol'-o-pus, s. [Pref. holo- (q.v.), and Gr. novs
(pous) — foot.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Holi-
pidse (q.v.). The basals of the first, if not also
the second, radials are fused together.

hol-o-se-ric'-e-oiis, a. [Pref. 7wlo-, and Lat.

sericeits — silken.]

Bot. : Silky ; so completely covered with
minute hairs that it feels soft.

hol-os'-te-i, hol-os'-te-a, s. pi. [Pref.

holo-, and Gr. ocrTeov (osteon.) = a bone.

J

[HOLOSTEUM.]

Ichthy. : A sub-order of ganoid fishes, esta-
blished by Prof. Muller for those ganoids which
have a completely bony skeleton. Its divi-
sions are into two groups or tribes, Cyclifera,
comprising the families Amiidse, Coelacanthi-
dfe, and Holoptychiidse ; and Rhombifera, with
the families Polypteridge, Dipteridas, Acantho-
didffi, Pycnodontidffi, Lepidosteiidse, Lepidoti-
dee, Palaeoniscidee, and Dapediidae.

hol-OS'-te-um, s. [Cf. Lat. holosteon; Gr.
oAoo-reoy (holosteon) = a whitish plantain, Plan-
tago holostea. The name holosteon = all
bone ; pref. hol-, and b<n4ov (osteon) = a bone.
This is not the modern genus Holosteum, the
species of which are nowhere bony.

Bot. : A genus of Carophyllacea*, tribe
Alsinese. Sepals five, petals five, toothed or
notched ; stamens three to five, rarely ten.
Styles three ; capsule sub-cylindrical, one-
celled, many-seeded, opening at the extremity
with six teeth. Known species three. One,
Holosteum umbellatuvi (Umbelliferous Jagged
Chickweed), occurs wild in the east of Eng-
land, &c, but is rare.

hol 6-stom' a-ta, s. pi. [Pref. holo-, and
Gr. a-Tofj-ara (stonutta), pi. of a-To^a (stoma) =
the mouth.]

Zool. : Sea-snails
; gasteropodous molluscs,

the shells of which have the margin of the
aperture entire, and generally covered with a
horny or shelly, usually spiral operculum.
The animal has a short retractile muzzle, and
gills pectinated or plume -like. They are
generally vegetable feeders. It contains the
families :

NaticldEe, PyramidellidiB, Carthiadse, Mc]ania<lEB,
TurritellidH), Littormids), Paludinidie, Neritidoe, Tur-
bimdie, Hahotldas, Fissurellidte, Calyptrieidje, Patel-
hdre, DentalindtB, and Cbitonidre.

hol-o-stom'-a-tous, a. [Mod. Lat. or Gr.
holostomat(a) ; Eng. suff. -ous.]

Zool. : Having the aperture of the mouth
entire. Used of gasteropodous molluscs.

t hol'-o-stome, s. [Pref. holo-, and Gr. tnoua
(stoma) = mouth.]

Zool. i A mollusc of the sub-order Holosto-
mata (q.v.).

h6l'-6-thrix, s. [Pref. holo-, and Gr. 6piij

(thrix) = hair.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Holo-
trichidae (q.v.).

t hdl'-d-thiire, ». [Holothuria.]

Zool. : An animal of the genus Holothuria;
the family Holothuridse, or the order Holo-
thuroidea (q.v.).

hol-S-thiir'-i-a, s. [Lat. holothuria (Pliny)
= a water polype, Cuvier thought an Alcyo-
nium, Gr. b\o$ovpLov (holothovrion) (Aristotle)
= a kind of zoophyte.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Holo-

HOLOTHURIA KLEGANS.

thuridse, and the order Holothuroidea.

U Holothuria Argus or edulis, Trepang, is
collected on the north-east coast of Australia
and elsewhere, and exported to China, where
it is regarded as a great delicacy. [Trepang.]

hol-o-thiir'-i-an, a. & s. [Holothuria.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the animals
of the genus Holothuria.

B. -4s subst. : An animal of the genus Holo-
thuria. (Nicholson : Zool. (3rd ed.), p. 207.)

hol -6 - thiir'-i-cUe, hol-6-thu-ri-i-cUe,
s. pi. [Lat. holothuria); fem. pi. adj. suff.

-idai.]

Zool. : The typical family of Holothuridea,
sub-order Pneumonophora.

hol-o-thiir-id'-e-i, hol-o-thiir-oi'-de-a,
s. pi. [Lat. holothuria, and Gr. elSos (eidos) =
form.]

1. Zool. : Sea Slugs. An order of Echino-
dermata. The body is vermiform, the ambu-
lacral tubes extend from the mouth to the
apex, but there are no regular ambulacral and
inter-ambulacral plates; The genital organs
have a single aperture towards the anterior

part of the body. The larvae are vermiform,
or have no skeleton. (Huxley.) The species
are called Sea-cucumbers, Trepangs, and
Beches-de-mer. The order is divided into two
sub-orders, Apneumona, with no respiratory
tree, and Pneumonophora, with a respiratory
tree. The Holothuroidea are found in most
seas ; their metropolis is in the Pacific Ocean.

2. Palceont. : The harder-parts of the Holo-
thuroidea have been found as early as the
Carboniferous period.

hol-o-thiir'-oid, a. & $. [Holothuroidei.]

A. As adj.: Of or belonging to the order
Holothm-idea.

B. As subst. : An animal of that order.

"Or it may be wanting, as in the Asteroids and
Sdlothuroidt. '—Nicholson ; Zool. (ed. 5), p. 1B2.

hol-o-thur-ol'-de-a, s . pi. [Holothuridea.]

hol- - trich a. pi. [Mod. Lat.
holothrix (genit.

holotrichis) ; Lat.
fem. pi. adj. suff.

-idee.]

Bot. : A family
of orchids, tribe
Ophryete,

holour, s. [O.

Fr. houlier.] A
whoremonger. (Chaucer: C. T.,

5,83(5.)

* holp, * holp -en, pret. & pa. par.
[Help, v.]

hol -ster, s. [Dut., cogn. with A.S.
heolstor — a hiding-place, a cover-
ing ; Icel. hulsti = a case, a sheath

;

holster, from Dut. hullen = to cover ; Icel.
hylja; Goth, huljan; A.S. helan.}

A leather case by the saddle-bow to hold a
pistol ; a pistol-case.

fate, f&t, iare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ptft,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce= ©; ey= a. qu = kw.
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hol'-stered, a. [Eng. holster ; -ed.] Bearing
or furnished with a holster or holsters.

holt, s. [A.S. Twit; cogri. with Dut. hout;
Icel. holt; Ger. Ao7»; cf. also Wei. celt -=3.

covert ; Ir. coill (pi. coillte) = a wood ; ceiM =
concealment.] A wood, a woodland, a woody
hill, a plantation, a grove. (It occurs fre-

quently as an element in the names of places.)
*' Comes a vapour from the margin, blackening over

heath and holt." Tennyson ; Locksley Hall, 191.

* holt, Zrd pers. sing, pres. indie, of v. [For
holdetk.] [Hold, v.]

hol-ten 1-a, s. [Named after M. Holten,
resident in the Faroe Islands.]

Zool. : A genus of vitreous sponges. Hot-
" tenia Carpenteri, discovered in 186S at the
bottom of the North Atlantic, has been called
the Sea-nest.

ho ly, * halghe, * halewe, * haligh,
* halow, * hali, * noli, * hooly, a. [A.S.

hdlig, from hdl= whole ; cogn. with Dut. heilig,

from heel=z whole; Icel. heilagr, lielgr, from
haill = whole ; Dan. heilig, from heel= whole

;

Sw. heh'g, from hel ; Ger. heilig, from heil.

The original meaning is thus whole, perfect,
excellent.] [Hale, Whole.]

1. Free from sin or sinful affections
; pious,

pure in heart, godly, religious, righteous.

"Holy men at their death have good inspirations."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, i. 2.

2. Sainted, beatified, divine, immaculate.
" By God's holy mother." Shakesp. : Richard III., i. 3.

3. Consecrated or set apart for some sacred
use or service ; sacred, hallowed, reverend.

If Holy conveys the most comprehensive
idea ; pious and devout designate most fervour
of inind. Piety lies in the heart, and may
appear externally ; but devotion does not
properly exist except in an external observ-
ance : a man piously resigns himself to the
will of God in the midst of his afflictions ; he
prays devoutly in the bosom of his family.
Divine . . . signifies either belonging to the
Deity or being like the Deity ; but from the
looseness of its application it has lost in
some respects the dignity of its meaning.
What is holy and sacred is in its very nature
divine; but the divine is not always either
holy or sacred. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* holy-ale, a- A rural festival ; a holiday.

[Ale.]

Holy-alliance, s.

Hist. : An alliance formed at Paris on
Sept. 26, 1815, between the Emperors of
Russia and Austria and the King of Prussia.
On Dec. 25, 1816, the Emperor of Russia, who
was believed to be the real author of the
alliance, publicly made known its character.
These sovereigns undertook in future to act
on the principles of the Gospel, and to sup-
port each other's authority. Other sovereigns
were invited to join the alliance. The King
of England declined the invitation, for this,

among other reasons, that the constitution of
his country did not permit him personally to

sign such a document. Ultimately it became
apparent that the object of the alliance was
to support absolutism against popular aspira-

tions for constitutional government, and when
in 1821 the allied sovereigns invited the co-

operation of other countries in putting down
revolution at Naples, Lord Castlereagh sent an
unfavourable reply. Byron (Don Juan, xiv.

83) sneers at the '

' Holy Three," and to Moore's
Fables for the Holy Alliance were prefixed

Dryden's lines (Virgil : Georg. iv. 162, 163)—
"Clip the wings

Of these high-flying arbitrary kings."

The Holy Alliance subsequently interfered in

the Spanish Revolution, and then disappeared
from history.

" Apprehensions at all resembling those which, in
"our age, induced the Holy Alliance to interfere in the
internal troubles of Naples and Spain."—Macaulay

:

Hist. JZng., ch. ii.

holy-coat, s.

Ch. Hist, Relics, &o. : A coat, alleged to be
the seamless vestment worn by Jesus at his

,tria1, and for which, after his crucifixion, the
soldiers cast lots (John xix. 23, 24). Several
exist, the custodians of each claiming that it

is the genuine one. The exhibition of one of
them at Treves, in 1844, and the actual wor-
ship of the coat by some of the pilgrims who
resorted thither in multitudes, led to a small
secession from the Roman Church, headed by
two x^riests, Rouge and Czerski. The tenden-
cies of Rouge were towards rationalism, those

of Czerski towards evangelical Protestantism.
Neither rose to much power.

holy-cross, s.

L Ch. Hist, Relics, t&c. : What is alleged to be
the actual cross on which Christ suffered.

Rufinus, Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoretus, &c,
relate the discovery (about a.d. 326) by Helena,
mother of Constantine, of three crosses, with
the inscription in Greek, Hebrew, and Latin.

The question which of the three was the cross

of Jesus was satisfactorily settled when, on
the suggestion of Macarius, bishop of Jeru-
salem, trial was made which could work
miracles, and it was found that only one
had this power. Eusebius, who was well ac-

quainted with the parties concerned, seems
neverto have heard ofthese alleged discoveries.

II. Religious Orders or Societies

:

* 1. An order of Augustinian canons, sup-
pressed in the seventeenth century.

2. A religious order established in 1834 in

France. The members devote themselves to
education and works of mercy, the brothers
teaching boys trades, agriculture, &c, the
sisters educating girls and visiting the sick.

3. A society consisting of clerical members of
the ritualistic school of the English Church.
It was founded in 1855.

Holy-cross day : [Holy-rood day],

* holy-cruel, a. Cruel by being too vir-

tuous. (Shakesp.: All's Well, iv. 2.)

holy-cyamus, s.

Rot.: The Nelumbium, a"water-lily, the Py-
thagorean-bean.

Holy Family, s. The Infant Saviour,
the Virgin Mary, Joseph, Elizabeth, Anna,
and John the Baptist. A picture in which
all or most of the subordinate personages are
introduced is called a " holy family."

holy-father, s. The English rendering of
Sancte Pater, a title used in addressing the Pope.

holy-fire, *.

1. The fire kindled on Holy - Saturday.
[Holy-week.]

2. That at Jerusalem is maintained by the
Greek and Armenian priests to be miraculous.
At the time of its expected appearance, the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre is crowded,
and the eagerness to light torches and candles
when the sacred fire first appears is so great
that it requires great energy on the part of
the Mohammedan police to keep a semblance
of order, and even then people are at times
trampled to death. The liberality of the
devotees is much excited by the alleged mira-
culous enkindling of the holy fire.

holy-flower, s.

Rot. : Peristeria alata.

Holy Ghost, Holy Spirit, s.

1, Theol. : Literal renderings of the Greek
IlfeOjita *Ayioe (Pneuma Hagion), but ghost is

from Anglo-Saxon gdst = the breath ; a spirit,

a ghost, and spirit from Latin spiritus = a
gentle breath of air ; a spirit, a soul. He is

regarded as the third Person of the Trinity,
and He is named with the other two Divine
Personages in the baptismal formula (Matt,
xxxviii., 19), and the apostolic or other bene-
diction (2 Cor. xiii. 14> He is identical with
the Comforter (q.v.) or Paraclete (q.v.) (John
xiv. 26). Whether he "proceeds" from the
Father alone, or from the Father and Son, is

a question which has divided the Eastern and
Western Churches. [Greek Church, Pro-
cession.] On the day of Pentecost the apostles
and others, " were all filled with the Holy
Ghost, and began to speak with tongues as
the Spirit gave them utterance " (Acts ii. 4).

2. Rot (Of the form holy-ghost) : Angelica
sylvestris^

holy-grail, s. [Gratl.]

holy-grass, s. [Hierochloe.]

holy-herb, s.

Rot : Verbena officinalis.

Holy-land, s. A name applied to Pales-
tine, because there Jesus was born, lived, and
was crucified, and there Christianity was first

preached. The Chinese Buddhists call India
the holy-land, because it was the birthplace
cf Sakya-Muni. [Holy-places.]

holy-league, s.

Hist. : A league, founded in 1576, to prevent

Henry of Navarre, who at the time was a
Protestant, from ascending the French throne.
At his becoming a Roman Catholic, in 1593,
the league was dissolved and he became king
under the title of Henry IV. The name was
also given to a combination formed in 1508 by
Pope Julius II. with Louis XII. of France,
Maximilian of Germany, Ferdinand III. of
Spain, and some Italian princes, against Venice.

* holy office, a. The Inquisition (q.v.).

* Holy of Holies, s.

Judaism ; The inner or most sacred apart-
ment, first of the Tabernacle, then of the
Temple, into which none was permitted to
enter but the high priest, and he only once a
year, and then "not without blood." It was
separated from the Holy Place or Outer Cham-
ber by a veil. [Sanctum, Veil.]

holy-one, «. Any being or person specially
holy.

% The Holy One, Holy One of Israel

:

Scrip. : Jehovah. The appellation is com-
mon in Isaiah (q.v.).

holy-orders, s. pi. [Orders.]

holy-places, s.pl. The sites in Palestine
connected with the ministry and death of
Christ, especially those traditionally located
within the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
The Greek and the Latin Churches both claim
the custody of these sacred spots, the Rus-
sians supporting the pretensions of the former,
the French those of the latter. A dispute
about these holy places led, in 1853, to the
Russo-Turkish war, followed, in 1854, by the
Crimean war.

Holy Roman Empire, s.

Hist. : The name given to that German em-
pire which began under Otho I., a.d. 962.

holy-rood, s. A cross or crucifix; espe-
cially one placed on the rood-beam in, churches
over the entrance to the chancel. [Rood.]

Holy-rood day : A festival kept on Sept. 14,

in commemoration of the exaltation of the
Saviour's Cross. Also called holy cross day.

,

holy-rope, s.

Rot : Eupatorium cannabinum.

Holy Saturday, s. In the Roman
Church, the vigil of Easter. [Holy-week.]

* holy-seat, s. The Popedom.
" The reserving of the flrst-fruits of all meant

benefices to the holy-seat."—Clarendon : Religion &
Policy, ch. v.

holy-see, », [See.]

holy-sepulchre, s.

1. The sepulchre in which the body of Jesus
was laid between his death and hisresurrection.

2. The traditional or other site of that grave.

3. The Byzantine Church built at Jerusalem
on what is by some believed to be the site of
the sepulchre.

IT Order of the Holy Sepulchre :

Hist. & Her. : An order founded by Godfrey
of Bouillon, the commanding chief, revival
by Pope Alexander VI., in 1426, and reorgan-
ised in 1847 and 1868.

holy-Stone, s. A kind of soft sandstone
used with sand for scrubbing or cleaning the
decks of vessels.

% Smyth (Sailor's Word-Rook) suggests that
holy-stone was "so called from being origi-

nally used for Sunday cleaning, or obtained
by plundering churchyards of their tomb-
stones, or because the seamen have to go on
their knees to use it."

holy-stone, v.t To scour or scrub with
holy-stone.

holy-synod, $.

Eccles. & Ch. Hist : A council established
at St. Petersburg to act for the Emperor of
Russia in ecclesiastical affairs, he being the
earthly head of the Greek Church in Russia.
The first president was Stephen Javorski, in
the seventeenth century. (Mosheim.)

holy-thistle, s.

Rot. : Carduus marianus, called also Silbyum
marianum, &c.

Holy Thursday, s. In the English
Church, Ascension Day (q.v.); in the Roman
Church the Thursday in Holy-week. Maundy-
Thursday (q.v.). Its title to sanctity is that on
that day what the Roman and Greek Churches

boll, boy; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = Z>

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, <fcc. = bel, del.
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consider the Sacrifice, and the English Church
and Dissenters the Sacrament of the Eucha-
rist, was instituted.

holy-water, s.

Ch. Hist., Ritual, &c: In Numbers (viii, 7)

we read of the preparation of a "water of

purifying," and (xix. 9) of a " water of separa-
tion," which is "a purification for sin." The
custom passed with appropriate ceremonies
into the early Christian Church. Water is

Messed, or made " holy-water," by any cleric

in priest's orders. The service may be con-
sulted in the Rituale Romanian, or in English
in Rock's Hierurgia (ch. xiii.). In the Roman
Church it is usual to sprinkle the altar and
the people with holy-water immediately before
the nigh-mass on Sundays, "to remind them
that they ought to appear before God with a
pure heart, to awaken penitential feelings,

and to wash them from venial sins," (Goschler.)

In the Greek Church this observance is

confined to the first Sunday of the month.
Holy-water is also employed whenever any-
thing is solemnly blessed. Stoups of it are

placed at the entrance of all churches ; into

them the people dip their fingers, signing
themselves with the cross with the right hand,
touching first the forehead, then the centre of
the breast, then the left and right shoulders,

saying, "In the name of the Father, and of

the Son, and of the Holy Ghost." Catholics
keep it in their houses, and use it on retiring

to rest, on getting-up, before undertaking a
journey, or in time of temptation. [Lustra-
tion.]

"Clean washed In holy-water from the count
Of things terrestrial."

jB. B. Barrett: Aurora Leigh, vii.

* Holy-water cleric : The person by whom the
holy-water is carried ; a name given to a poor
scholar, to whom this duty was assigned.

Holy-water fount : The vessel containing the
holy-water, also called the holy-water stock,

stoup, stone, or vat.
" Here stands the holy-water stoup!"

Longfellow: The Qolden Legend, ii.

Holy-water sprinkler

:

1. A brush or bundle of twigs, &c, used for

sprinkling the holy-water over the congrega-
tion. An aspergillum (q.v.).

* 2. An offensive weapon used in the middle
ages, called also a morning star (q.v.).

holy-week, s.

Ch. Hist, Ritual, &c. : The week from Palm
Sunday to Holy Saturday, or Easter-even, in-

clusive. In the English Church, each day has
a proper epistle and gospel, and the psalms on
Good Friday are also proper. Of late the
observance of holy-week has become general

;

in many churches passion-music (q.v.) is

chanted and, especially among the Ritualists,

the services on Good Friday have direct refer-

ence to the solemn events which that day
commemorates. In the Roman Church the
whole of the functions are peculiarly solemn
and impressive ; those of Holy Thursday
are marked by pomp and splendour. On
Palm Sunday the Passion according to St.

Matthew is chanted, and palm-branches (or

sprigs of willow in their stead) are blessed
and distributed to the people (John xii. 12-15).

Tenebrse are chanted on Wednesday, Holy
Thursday, and Good Friday ; on Holy Thurs-
day at high-mass two Hosts are consecrated,

the oils and chrisms are blessed, the Host for

Friday's mass is carried processionally to the
reposoir, whilst the " Pange Lingua " is sung,

and, in cathedral churches and religious

houses, the "Washing of the Feet (John xiii.

4-17) follows. On Good Friday the altar and
sanctuary are stripped of their ornaments,
the Passion according to St. John is chanted,
the crucifix is unveiled and kissed by the
clergy, kneeling, whilst the Improperia or

Reproaches are sung, the consecrated species

is brought from the reposoir, and the celebrant

says the Mass of the Prsesanctified (q.v.); on
Holy Saturday there is the blessing of the fire,

the paschal candle, and the baptismal font.

holy-wells, s.pl.

Compar. Relig. : In very many forms of faith

water plays an important part, and is invested

with miraculous powers. In the Old Testa-

ment we have the cleansing of Naaman in the
Jordan (2 Kings v.); in the New, the man
"blind from his birth," who "washed and
came seeing" (John ix.), and the "troubling
of the water" (John v.). Horace (Od., iii. 13)

and Ovid (Fast., v. 300) speak of sacrifices to
holy-wells, and Juvenal (vi. 533) mentions

the oracular fountain of Jupiter Amnion.
When Paganism was yielding to a purer faith,

laws were passed forbidding the old adoration

at fountains ; but Tylor says (Prim. Cult., ii.

195), "with a varnish of Christianity, and
sometimes the substitution of a saint's name,
water-worship lias held its own to our day."

St. Winifred's Well, at Holywell, Flintshire,

has still many votaries ; Ireland and Scotland
can show their holy-wells in scores of parishes,

and in the latter country some bush adjacent,

bedecked with rags, testifies to the survival,

in a mutilated form, of the rite of sacrifice.

Bishop Hall (Invisible World, bk. ii., § 8)

bears witness to a cure wrought upon a cripple

by the waters of St. Madern's Well, and the
virtues of the " water which sprang forth under
the hands of Bernadette at the command of

the Virgin Mary" (Lasserre: Notre Dame de

Lourdes, liv. iii., § vii.) are boldly asserted by
that Parisian journalist, who claims to be one
subject among many of its miraculous efficacy

.

' Cornish-folk still drop Into the old holy-wells offer-

ings of pins, nails, and rags, expecting from, their
waters cure for diseases, and omens from their
bubbles."

—

Tylor: Primitive Culture, ii. 195.

holy-writ, s. The Holy Scriptures.

"Science severe, or word of Holy Writ.'
Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. vii.

*ho'-ly, v.t. [Holy, a.] To canonize. (Mas-
singer : Virgin Martyr, ii. 2.)

* hoT-$r-day, s. & a. [Holiday.]

horn age, s. [0. Fr. ; Fr. hommage, from
Low Lat. homaticum, hominium, from Lat.
homo (genit. hominis) = a man.]

1. The service paid and fealty professed to
a sovereign or superior lord ; the acknow-
ledgment made by a vassal to his lord on
being invested with a fee ; fealty.

" The vassal or tenant upon investiture did usually
homage to his lord ; openly and humbly kneeling, being
uneirt, uncovered, and holding up his hands both to-
gether between those of the lord, who sate before him

;

and there professing, that 'he did become his man,
from that day forth, of life and limb and earthly
honour:' and then he received a kiss from bis lord.
Which ceremony was denominated homagiurn, or
manhood, by the feudists, from the stated form of
words, devenio vester homo."—Blackstone : Comment.,
bk. ii., ch. 4.

2. Obeisance ; respect paid by external
action ; deference ; respectful regard ; court.

"Paying ignominious homage to all who possessed
influence In the courts."—Macaulay : Bat. Eng., ch. iL

3. Reverential attitude towards the Divine
Being ; reverence ; devoutness.

"For sothly he ne shuld have than in all his lif

corage to ainne, but yeve his herte and body to the
service of Jesu Crist, and thereof do him homage."—
Chaucer : 2 he Persones Tale.

'U Homage is paid or done to superior en-
dowments ; court is paid to the contingent,
not the real, superiority of the individual. . . .

The Romans did homage to the talent of Virgil,

by always rising when he entered the theatre
;

men do homage to the wisdom of anothe?-,

when they do not venture to contradict his
assertions or call his opinions in question.

homage-ancestral, s. Homage which
has been rendered for particular lands by the
same tenant and his ancestors to the same
lord and his ancestors from time immemorial.

homage -jury, s. A jury in a court-
baron, consisting of tenants that do homage,
who are to inquire and make presentments of
the death of tenants, surrenders, admittances,
and the like. (Wharton.)

*hom'-age, v.t. & i. [Homage, 5.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To pay homage or respect to by external
actions ; to pay reverence to.

2. To subject in token of reverence and fealty.
*' To her great Neptune homaged all his streams."

Cowley.

B. Jntrans. : To pay homage, respect, or
reverence.
" To whom Jove sometimes bends, and Neptune kneels,
Mars homageth." Beywood : Love's Mistress, sig. D. 3.

* hom -age-able, a. [Eng. homage; -able.]
Bound to pay homage.

* homager, s. [Eng. homag(e); -er.] One
who pays, or is bound to pay, homage to a
superior lord ; one who holds a fee of another
by homage ; a vassal.

"Those which have been homagers and tributaries
unto us of old time."—P. Bolland : Living, p. 976.

* ho ma'-gi urn, s. [Low Lat., from homo
= a man.] Homage (q.v.); fealty.

hdm-al-i-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. homo-

li(um); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Hot. : Homaliads ; an order of epigynous
exogens ; alliance Cactales. It consists of
trees or shrubs with the calyx funnel-shaped,
adherent, with from live to fifteen divisions ;

petals the same number, glands present

;

stamens in threes or sixes, opposite the petals ;

styles, three to five ; ovary, one-celled, with
two, three, or five parietal placentse ; ovules,
many, pendulous ; fruit, capsular or berried.

From tropical Africa or India ; known genera,
three ; species, thirty or more.

ho-mal' l-ads, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. homaVUum);
and Eng., &e. pi. suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Homaliaceae (q.v.).

ho mal'-i-um, s. [Gr. 6/iaAds (homalos) —
even, smooth, equable, consistent ; Lat.

suff. -ium. Named because the stamens are
regularly divided into fascicles of three.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Homa-
liacese (q.v.). The roots of some American
species of Homalium are astringent, and used
as a remedy in blennorrhcea.

horn a-lo-no'-tus, s. [Gr. ojuaAds (homalos)
= even, smooth, and rwTos (notos), vtarov

(noton) = the back.]

Pakeoni. : A genus of Trilobites, having the
tripartite division of the dorsal crust almost
lost. From the Silurian and Devonian rocks.

hom a-lop -si-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. homa-
lips(i's); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idoz.]

Zool. : A family of colubrine snakes, group
Suspecta. The nostrils are close together
and provided with valves. They inhabit the
rivers of Southern Asia.

hom-a-ldp'-sis, s. [Gr. 6/u.aAoy (homalos) =
even," smooth, and oi//ty (opsis) = appearance.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Homalopsidse (q.v.). There are small plates
over the face and between the eyes.

hom-a-lop'-ter-a, s. pi. [Gr. 6u.aAo> (homa-
los)= even, smooth, and irrepa (ptera) =wings,
pi. of inepov (pteron) = a wing.]

Entom. : A suborder of Diptera; the same
as Pupipara (q.v.).

hom-a-16'-ta, s. [Gr. 6ju.aA.d5 (homalos) —
smooth.]

Entom. : A large genus of Staphylinids.
Sharp enumerates 158 species as British.

hom' a His, s. [Mod. Lat. from 0. Fr.

homar ; Fr. homard, conn, with Low Ger.
hummer ; cf. Lat. cammarus, gammarus (q.v.).]

Zool. : A genus founded by Milne Edwards
to comprehend the lobsters. [Lobster.]

* hom'-bre (bre as ber), ». [Ombre.]

home, * hame, * hom, * hoom, $., a., &
adv. [A.S. ham = a home, a dwelling ; cogn.
with Dut. heim; Icel. heimr — a village, heima
= home ; Dan. heim = h.ome; Sw. hem; Ger.
heim ; Goth, haims = a village ; Gr. taafit}

(fcomi).]

A. As substantive

:

1. One's own house or abode ; the house or
dwelling in which one habitually lives ; the
residence, dwelling, or abode of the family to
which one belongs.

"Pilgrims who journey afar from their homes and
their country." LongfeUow : Evangeline, i. 5.

2. One's own country ; one's fatherland J

one's native country.
" Why thou departed'at from thy native home"

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, 1. 1.

3. The place of constant residence the seat.

" Flandria, by plenty made the home of war."
Prior ; Ode to the Queen, 32.

4. A place or state of rest or comfort; a
future state ; the grave.

" These that I bring unto their latest home."
Shakesp. : Titus Andronieus, i. 1.

5. A benevolent or charitable institution

or establishment : as, a 7tome for sailors, an
oi-phans' home.

B. As adjective

:

1. Connected with or pertaining to one's home
or native country ; domestic, internal ; opposed
to foreign : as, home affairs, home comforts, &c.

2. Close, pointed, poignant, to the point,
direct.

" More direct and home remonstrances to the faulty
are necessary."—Seeker : Sermons, vol. i., ser. 2B.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce = e; ey = a. qu - kw.
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0. As actvero :

1. To one's home; to one's native country
or place of abode ; homewards.

" We'll be a day before our husbands home."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. 2.

2. To the point ; to the desired end or aim
;

to the mark aimed at ; pointedly, thoroughly,
closely, hard, fully : as, To strike liome.

" I cannot speak him home."
Shakesp. : Coriolanus, ii. 2.

3. To the end ; fully ; to the full extent : as,
To drive a nail home.

IF 1. At home

:

(1) Literally

:

(a) In or about one's own house or abode
;

near home ; not at a distance.

(6) In one's own country, as distinguished
from abroad.

"There was peace abroad and at home."—Macaulay:
Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

(2) Fig. : At one's ease : as, To feel oneself
at home.

2. At home in or with anything: Perfectly
conversant, familiar, or acquainted with a
subject.

3. To come home ;

(1) Ord. Lang. : To return to one's own
home or native country.

(2) Naut. ; Said of an anchor when it loosens
from the ground by the violence of the wind
or current.

4. To come home to a person : To reach one's
conscience ; to touch a person deeply.

5. To malce one's self at 'home : To act or
conduct one's self in the house of another as
unrestrainedly as in one's own home.

* 6. To bring one's self home : To recover
what one had previously lost.

* home blow, 5. A well-directed, effec-

tive, or direct blow or thrust.

home-bound, a. "Weather-bound ; kept
at home by extraneous circumstances.

" Home-bound by weather or some stated feaat."
Cowper : The Salad.

home-brewed, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Brewed or made at home, as
distinguished from that made at a brewery.
(Said of liquors.)

E. As subst. : Ale or beer brewed at home,
as distinguished from that made in a brewery.

home-circle, s. The members of one
household or family ; a family circle.

Home-department, s. That depart-
ment of the executive government which re-

gulates the internal affairs of the country ; it

is presided over by the Home Secretary (q.v.).

[Home-office.]

home-farm, s. A farm on the lands ad-
joining the residence of a landed proprietor.

home-grown, a. Grown or produced in
one's own garden or country ; not foreign.

Home-office, s. The office in which the
affairs of the Home-department are transacted.

* home-return, a. A return to one's

own country.
" The precious Jewel of thy home-return."

Shakes/;. : Richard II., i. 3,

Home Rule, s.

Hist. & Polit. : The government of a country
by means of an authority which has its seat

within the country itself, the members of the
government being elected by and from its

inhabitants. As generally used, the expres-

sion indicates local self-government, as dis-

tinguished from national independence ; a
country being said to be in the enjoyment of

Home Rule when it manages for itself con-

cerns which are peculiarly its own, while

being still subject to the jurisdiction of

an Imperial Government. The term is

generally used in connection with Irish

politics. For some years previously to

1885 a Home Rule party, composed of

a section of the Irish representatives,

had existed in the House of Commons,
and at the General Election in that year,

fought under the new Reform Acts, it was
largely reinforced. In deference to this

expression of Irish feeling, Mr. Gladstone,

as the head of an Administration which had
been formed with special view to this ques-

tion, brought forward a Bill for establishing

in Dublin a Parliament, with an Executive
Government, for dealing with all affairs spe-

cially Irish. The measure was accepted by

Mr. Paraell on behalf of the Home Rulers,

but it excited a great deal of opposition, and
was defeated by a large majority, together
with a Bill for buying out the Irish land-

lords. Mr. Gladstone then (1886) appealed to

the country, and the result being unfavour-
able, resigned. The General Election of 1892

returned a Home Rule- majority, and Mr.
Gladstone introduced a new Home Rule
Bill for Ireland, which, after passing the
Commons, was thrown out by the House of

Lords.

Home-ruler, s. One of an Irish political

party which aims at obtaining Home Rule
(q.v.) for Ireland.

Home Secretary, s. The Secretary of

State for the Home department.

home-sick, a. Longing for home ; af-

fected with home-sickness.

home-wind, s. A term used by Long-
fellow in connection with the Indian heaven
towards the West.

" To the regions of the home-wind."
Longfellow ; Song of Hiawatha, xsii.

homo-born, a. [Eng. home, and 6or7J.]

1. Native, domestic ; not foreign.

"With homeborn lies or tales from foreign lands."
Pope : Temple of Fame, 465.

2. Natural, native.

3. Of or pertaining to the home or family
;

domestic.
" Fireside enjoyments, homeborn happiness."

Cowper : Task, iv. 140.

home-bred, * home -bread, o. [Eng.
home, and bred.]

1. Domestic, not foreign.

"This lowering tempest of your homebred hate."
Shakesp, : Richard II., i. 3.

2. Natural, native.
" Benignity and homebred sense."

Wordsworth : To a Highland Girl.

3. Not polished by travel ; plain, artless,

uncultivated, rude.

home'- built, a. [Eng. home, and ouilt.]

Built in one's own country.

* home'-driv-en, a. [Eng. home, and driven.]

1. Driven to one's home or country.

2. Driven, forced, or pushed in to the full
extent : as, a homedriven nail.

* home -dwell-ing, a. [Eng. home, and
dwelling.] Dwelling at home ; not given to
travelling; domesticated.

* home felt, u-. [Eng. home, and felt.] In-
ward, private.

" Such a sacred and homefeU delight."
Milton : Comus, 262.

* home kecp-ing, a. [Eng. home, and keep-
ing. ] Staying at home ; not given to roaming.
(Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, i. 1.)

home less, a. ' [Eng. home ; -less.] Destitute
of or without a home ; having no home.

" The child of misery, the outcast of society friend----iety i

less, homeless, uubeloved. '—Knox : Essays, No. :

home like, a. [Eng. home; -like.] Resem-
bling or like home ; homely.

* home'-li-ly, adv. [Eng. homely ; -ly.] In
a homely manner ; rudely, inelegantly, plainly,
without affectation.

home'-ll-ness, s. [Eng. homely; -ness.] The
quality or state of being homely

; plainness
;

freedom from affectation; simplicity; absence
of polish or refinement.

"She knew well that she was not handsome, and
Jested freely on her own homeliness."—Maeaulay

:

Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

* home -ling, s. & a. [Eng. home ; suff. -ling.]

A. As svhst. : A native ; one born in the
country.

" So long as our homelings had the dominion of this
ile."

—

Holinshed; Description of England, ch. ix.

B. As adj. : Native.
" The homeling inhabitants call it Achileos-dromon.

"

—P. Holland: Ammianus, p. 200.

home-lot, s. [Eng. home, and lot] An in-
closure on or in which a mansion stands ; a
home-farm. (American.)

homely, a. & adv. [Eng. home; -ly ; Ger.
heimlich.]

A. As adjective :

1. Living at home with one.

"And the enemyes of a man ben the! that ben
homeli with him."— Wydiffe : Matthew x. 36.

2. Familiar with one, whether living at
home with him or not.

" With all these men I was right homely, and com-
muned with them long and oft."—Foxe ; Book oj
Martyrs; Exam, of W. Thorpe.

3. Of plain features
;

plain, not beautiful,

not handsome. (It is not so strong as ugly.)
" It is for homely features to keep home."

Milton : Comus, 74a

i. Plain, as intended for home use ; not fine

or elegant.

5. "Without affectation ;
plain, simple, un-

varnished.
" That homely prudence the want of which has often

been fatal to men of brighter genius and of purer
virtue."—Maeaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

* B. As adv. : Plainly, simply, rudely, with-
out affectation.

" There he was welcomed of that honest syTe,

And of his aged beldame homely well."
Spenser : F. Q., VI. ix. 1<.

home -lyn, s. [Eng. home ; second element
doubtful.]

IclUhy. : Baia miraletus, the home sand ray,,

or spotted ray, a British fish.

homelyn-ray, s.

Ichthy. : The same as Homelyn (q.v.).

home-made, a. [Eng. home, and made.)
Made at home or in one's own country ; not
manufactured abroad.

ho-me-op'-a-thy, &. [Homoeopathy.]

If For this word and others derived there-
from, see under Homceopathv.

ho'-mer (1), t cho'-mer, s. [Heb. iKp
(ehhomer) = a tide, a wave of the sea ; cement,
dirt, tilth, mire ; a mound, a heap ; the mea-
sure mentioned in the definition.]

Metrol. : A Hebrew dry measure containing
ten baths or ephahs(Ezek. xlv. 14). It is men-
tioned also in Lev. xxvii. 16 ; Isa. v. 10, and
Hos. iii. 2. Estimates of its capacity founded
on Josephus make it 86"696 gallons ; founded
on statements by the Rabbins, 44-286.

IF The homer or chomer must not be con-
founded with the omer or gbomer (Heb. "\ti*9

(ghomer) — (1) a sheaf of corn, (2) a measure)
mentioned in the Bible only in Exod. xvi. 16,
18, 33, 36, which was the tenth part of an
ephah, and therefore only the hundredth part
of the homer.

ho'-mer (2), s. [Hoemother.]

Ho-mer (3), s. [The Greek epic poet.] (For
def. see etym.)

Homer's moly, s.

Bot. : Allium magicum.

hom'-er (4), s. [Eng. hom(e); -er.) A pigeon
trained to fly home from distant places.

"The principal classes are devoted to homers."—
Daily News, Nov. 23, 18BI.

Ho-mer'-ic, * Ho-mer -ic al, a. [Lat.
Hoviericus, from Gr. 'OfinpiKos ' (Homerikos),
from 'O/ATjpoff (Homeros) = Homer.] Of or per-
taining to Homer, or to the poems that bear
his name ; resembling the poetry or verse of
Homer.

Ho-mer-oT-6-gy, s. [Eng. Homer, the great
Greek poet, and Gr. Adyos (logos) = a discourse.)
A discourse regarding Homer ; a study of the
personality and date of Homer, and the origin
and character of his poems.

" Mr. Gladstone, in treating of Homer, or, to use his
own word, of Homerology."—Times, March 3, 18*6.

home -sick-ness, s. [Eng. home, and sick-
ness.]

Mental Path. : A vehement desire to return
home, which sometimes affects exiles, espe-
cially the Swiss and other natives of moun-
tainous countries. If the mental disease be
trifled with, it affects the physical health, and
sometimes terminates fatally. [Nostalgia.]

* home-sock-en, ». [Hamesucken.]

* home- speak - irig, a. [Eng. home, and
speaking.] Direct, plain, forcible ; speaking
to the point.

home -spun, a. & s. [Eng. home, and spim,]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit : Spun or wrought at home ; home-
made ; of domestic manufacture.

" Instead of homespun coifs were seen
Good pinners." Swift : Baucis & Philemon.

2. Fig. : Plain, homely, unaffected, rude.

boll, b<$y; pout, j 6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, -ing,
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B. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : Cloth spun or made at home.
"Making. , . the modest apparel of homespun."

Longfellow : Miles Standish, iii.

* 2. Fig. : A coarse, homely, simple, or un-

polished person.
" What hempen homespuns have we swaggering here ?"

Sliakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, iii. l.

home -stall, s. [Eng. home, and stall.] A
homestead (q.v.).

" [Thy] homestall thatched with leaves."
Cowper : Task, I. 641.

home'- -stead, ». [Eng. home, and stead.]

1. A native seat or place.

2. A person's dwelling-house, with the

ground and buildings immediately adjoining.
" The smouldering homesteud."

Tennyson : Princess, v. 122.

home ward, home- wards, adv. & «.

[A.S. hdm'weord,]

A, As adv. ; In the direction of home
;

towards home ; towards one's native country.

B. As adj. : Being in the direction of or to-

wards home ; directed or turned towards home.

homeward-bound, a. Bound or des-

tined for home or one's native country ; espe-

cially applied to ships returning home from a
foreign country, or to persons coming home
by sea.

iiom-Ich -line, s. [Gr. d/xix^-*? (homichle) =
a mist, a fog ; stiff, -ine; Ger. homichlin.]

Min. : A variety of Barnhardite (q.v.).

hom'-i-cid-al, a. [Eng. homicia\e); -al.]

1. Of or pertaining to a homicide ; murder-
ous, deadly, bloody.

" The troop forth issuing from the dark recess,
With homicidal rage, the king oppress."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey iv. 718.

2. Inclined to homicide : as, homicidal
mania (q.v.).

homicidal-mania, s.

Path. : A species of moral insanity in which
there is an irresistible tendency to take the
life of one or more human beings. Called also
androphonomania.

hom'-i-cide, s. [Ft., from Lat. homicidium,

from homo = a man, and ccedo = to kill ; Sp.
homecida ; Ital. omicida ; also Lat. homicida =
a murderer, a homicide. Puttenhaiu, in 1589,

classed this word among those then quite re-

cently introduced into English. Another
writer, a little earlier, ranks it among "ink-
horn terms, smelling too much of the Latin."
(Trench : English Past & Present, p. 37.)]

I. Ordinary Language :

I. The act of killing a human being.

* 2. Destruction.
" The homicide of names is less than lives."

Dryden. (Todd.)

3. One who kills another ; a manslayer.
" Every man's conscience is a thousand swords,
To fight against that bloody homicide."

ShakeSp. ; liichard III., v. 2.

II. Law : (See extract).

"Homicide is of three kinds; justifiable, excusable,
and felonious. ... 1. Justifiable homicide is of divers
kinds : (1) Such as is owing to some unavoidable neces-
sity, without any will, intention, or desire, and with-
out any inadvertence or negligence In the party kill-

ing, and therefore without any shadow of blame.
(2) Homicides committed for the advancement of public
justice are : (tr) Where an officer, lu the execution of
ai is office, kills a person that assaults and resists him.
(6) If an officer, or any private person, attempts to
take a man charged with felony, and is resisted, and,
in the endeavour to take him, kills him. (c) In case
of a riot or rebellious assembly, as has already been
explained, (d) Where the prisoners in a gaol, or going
to a gaol, assault the gaoler or officer, and he in his
defence kills any of them, it is justifiable for the sake
of preventing an escape. . . . |3) Such homicide as is

committed for the prevention of any forcible and
atrocious crime is justifiable by the law of nature. . . .

2. Excusable homicide is of two sorts; either per in-
fortunium, by misadventure or se defendendo, upon
a, principle of self-preservation. Homicide per infor-
tunium or misadventure, is where a man doing a
lawful act, without any intention of hurt, uufurtu-
natelv kills another. ... 3. Felonious homicide is an
act of a very different nature from the former, being
the killing of a human creature, of any age or sex,
without justification or excuse. This niay be done
either by killing one's self or another man."—Black-
stone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 14.

* hom'-I-fonn, a. [Lat. homo — & man, and
forma = form, shape.] Having the form of a
Mian. ; in human shape.

horn - i - let'- ic, a. & s. [Gr. 6/uAtjtik6s
(homiletikos), from bpn\ia (homilia) = a homily
(q.v.).]

A. As adjective :

1. Pertaining to familiar intercourse ; con-

versational, companionable, familiar.

2. Pertaining or relating to homiletics

;

hortatory.

B. As subst. : [Homiletics].

homiletic theology, s. The same as

Homiletics (q.v.).

hom-i-let'-ic-al, a. [Eng. homiletic; -al.]

The same as Homiletic (q.v.).

" These are commonly called homiletical vertues."

—

Wilkins: On Heal Character, pt. ii., ch. viii.

hom-£-let'-ics, s. [Homiletic] The art of

preaching, so far as this is an art ; sacred
eloquence ; the method of addressing an
audience on the highest subjects which, with
the Divine blessing, is most likely to affect

the consciences, the hearts, and the intellect

of the hearers.

* hom-il-i-ar'-it-iim, s. [Low Lat. , from Lat.
homilia = a homily.] A collection of homilies.

If Used specially of a book of homilies issued
in the eighth century by or under the auspices
of Charlemagne. (Mosheim, &c.)

hom'-i-list, *hom'-e-l¥st, s. [Eng. homil(y);
-ist.] The writer or composer of homilies ; a
preacher.

"To this good homelUt I have been ever stubborn."
—Beaum. & Flet. : Scornful Lady, iv.

hom'-l-ly, s. [Lat. homilia, from Gr. 6/luAiol

(homilvx) = living together, instruction, meet-
ing, assembly, a homily, a sermon.]

Ord. Lang., Rhetoric, &c. :

1. At first: Homilia, (homily), and logos (dis-

course), were used interchangeably ; then the
former term, as Photius says, was limited to
a familiar conversation between the preacher
and the congregation, who questioned each
other.

2. In modern times: The term has often
been used for a discourse read from a hook,
as distinguished from a discourse of one's own
composition. Two Books of Homilies, to be
read in churches when no sermon was pre-
pared, were published in England by authority
in 1547 and 1562. The first is attributed
mainly to Cranmer and the latter to Jewell.

" Homilies were a third kind of readings usual in
former times; a most commendable institution, as
well then to supply the casual, as now the necessary
defect of sermons. '

—

Hooker.

3. Now : Often used for a simple discourse
of the preacher's own composition on some
practical subject.

4. Fig. : A tedious exhortation by any one,
a father for instance, on some moral point.

" Ab I have heard my father
Deal out in his long homilies." Byron : Cain, ii. 2.

horn -i-nes, s. pi. [Homo.]

hom'-ing, a. [Eng. hom(e) ; -ing.] Coming
or returning home ; specifically applied to
such birds as the carrier - pigeon, which
are trained to return home from great dis-
tances to the place where they are reared or
kept.

horn - in'- i- dee, s. pi. [Lat. homo, genit.
homin(is); fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.] [Homo.]

Zool., &c. : A family sometimes constituted
for the reception of Homo or man. Now more
generally called by Prof. Huxley and others
Anthropidse (q.v.).

hom'-l-ny, s. [West Indian auhuminea =
parched corn.] Maize hulled and coarsely
ground, used as food when mixed with water
and boiled or baked.

* hom-li-neS3, s. [Homeliness.]

* hom-ly, a. [Homely.]

* hom'-moo, s. [Hummock.]

* hom'-mo-ny, s. [Hominy.]

no -mo (pi. hom'-i-nes), s. [Lat.= a human
being, including a man, woman, or child.]

Anthropol., Zool., £c. : Linn<eus's name for
the crowning genus of the class Mammalia.
He makes it include two species, Homo sapiens,
or man, and H. Troglodytes, or the chimpanzee.
Cuvier limited his order Bimana to man. Prof.
Huxley also excludes the chimpanzee and
other apes from the family Anthropidse of
the order Primates, and relegates them to the
SimiadEe. [Anthropidse.]

ho-mo-, hom-o, pre/. [Gr. bfios

same.] A prefix used to signify sameness,
similarity, or likeness ; the opposite to he-
tero- (q.v.).

homo car pous, a. [Pref. homo-, and Gr.
Kapffog (karpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : Having all the fruits of a flower-head
exactly alike. (Treas. of Bot.)

hom-o-cen'-tric, a. [Pref. homo-, and Gr.
Kevrpov (kentron) = a centre.] Having the
same centre ; concentric.

hom-o-ceV-cal, a. [Pref. homo-, and Gr.

tcepicos (kerkos) — tail.]

Ichthyology & Palaeontology

:

1. Of a tail : Equally lobed ; having equal
lobes.

2. Ofa fish: Having an equally-lobed tail.

homocercal-tail, s.

Ichthy. & Palmoni. : The name given by
Agassiz to the caudal fin or tail of a fish when
the tail, if not single, is equally divided. It
is first known in the Magnesian limestone,
which is of Middle Permian age, becoming
moie common with each new formation, till

now nearly, though not quite, all the 9,000
known species of fish have hoinocercal tails.

homoch ro-raous, a. [Pref. homo-; Gr.

XP&V-0. (chroma) = colour, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having all the flowers on a capitulum
of the same colour.

horn 6d -ro-mous, ho-mod ro-maL, a.

[Gr. bp.6Spop.os (homodromos), from ofios (fwmos)
= same, and Spofios (dromos) = a course, a
running.]

1. Bot. : A term used when the generating
spiral of a flower turns in the same direction
as that of the central stem. Example, the
Bird-cherry, Prunus Padus.

* 2. Mech. : Applied to levers of the second
and third kinds, in which the power and weight
are on the same side of the fulcrum, and so
move in the same direction. [Lever.]

ho-mce-6-, pref. [Latinised form of Gr.

ojLiotos (homoios), and cuaolos (homoios) = like,

resembling.] Like, resembling.

* ho-mce-o-mer'-i-a, s. [Gr. 6ftoio/ie'peta

(homoiomereia), from ojuoZo? (homoios) = like,

and fjLepis (meris) = a share, a portion.] Like-
ness or identity of parts ; homogeneity in
elements.

" The doctrine of homceomeria, or the similarity of
the parts of a body to the whole."—£ncyc. Brit. (ed.
9th}, iii. 35.

*

ho-mce-d-mer'-i-se, s. pi. [Homgeomeria.]
(See extract.)

" Anaxagoras of ClazomenEe, born about B.C. 500, re-
duced all origin and decay to a process of mingling
and unmingling, but assumed as ultimate elements an
unlimited number of primitive qualitatively deter-
minate substances, called by him seeds of things, by
Aristotle elements consisting of homogeneous parts,
and by later writers (employing a term formed from

ho-moe-6-mer'-i-an-i§m
f 5. [Eng., &c.

homceomeria; 11 connective, and suff. -ism.]
The Anaxagorean system of philosophy. [Ho-
mceomeria;.]

"Atomism is homceomerianism stripped of pheno*
menal qualities."—Lewes : Hist. Philosophy, i. 102.

* ho -mce -6 -meV- ic, * ho-moe 6 mer -

ic al, a. [Homceomeria.] Pertaining to or
having sameness of parts or elements ; sup-
porting or receiving the doctrine of the homo-
geneity of elements.

hd-mee-om'-er-y, s. [Homceomeria.] The
same as Homceomerianikm (q.v.).

" Next, let 's examine with a curious eye-
A naxagoras's philosophy.
By copious Greece tenned homceomery."

Creech • Lucretius, i. 34S.

* hd-mce-om'-e-try\ s. [Gr. 6/ioios (homoios)
= like, and p.4rpov (metron) = a measure.] The
same as Homceomeria. (q.v.).

ho-mce -o-morph'-Ism, s. [Homceomorph-
ous.] The same as Isomorphism (q.v.).

ho-mce-o-morph'-ous, a. [Gr. 6/xotb-

(xop<f>o<; (homoioinorphos)= of like form : 6u.otos
(homoios) = like, and fxop^-q (morphe) = form.]
The same as Isomorphous (q.v.).

t hd'-moe-o-p&th, s. [Ft. homeopathe.] The
same as Homceopathist (q.v.).

?ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cuh, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, a, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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fto-moe-o-path'-fc, ho-mce-6-path' le-
al, a. [Eng., &c. Itommopatl^ic) ; -ic, -ical.]

1. Lit. : Of or belonging to homoeopathy :

as, homosopathic medicines.

2. Fig. : In infinitesinially small closes ; on
a very small scale : as, a liomceopathic measure
of reform.

ho-mce o^path'-ic al ly, adv. [Eng. homceo-
pathical ; -ly.] In a" homoeopathic manner;
according to the rules or principles of homoeo-
pathy.

ho mce-6p'-a thist, s. [Eng. homozopath(y)

;

-Ut.] One who practises or believes in homoe-
opathy ; a homoeopath.

fad-mce-op'-a-thy, s. [Gr. ou.oto? (homoios)
= like, similar, and irafhj (pathc) = a. passive
.state, suffering, or iraBos {pathos) = suffering.]

Med. : The system of medicine which aims
at curing diseases by administering medicines
which produce symptoms similar to those
which they are designed to remove. The
Latin dictum on the subject is " Similia
similibus curantur." Its founder was Samuel
Hahnemann (1755-1843), born at Meissen in

Upper Saxony. In 1790, while investigating
the operation of Peruvian bark in intermittent
fevers, he found that a dose of the bark which
he took produced in himself phenomena like

those of the fever it was designed to combat.
Pursuing his experiments, he believed lie had
-discovered a general law that like was cured
by like, and in 1810 published his Organon of
the Healing Art, in which he explained his
system, calling it for the first time homoe-
opathy. Thus to rub the affected part with
snow is beneficial in frostbite, so are heated
spirits of wine or oil of turpentine in burns.
He appealed also to the effects of vaccination
in preventing or mitigating small-pox. This,
however, is not curing like by like, though
there is a certain analogy between the
two cases. Hahnemann and his followers
have attempted experimentally to ascertain
what therapeutic agent to prescribe in each
case. Experience has shown them that the
doses should be exceedingly minute. The great
majority of medical men reject the system,
"though it has many advocates here and abroad.
Homoeopathy is opposed to Heteropathy or
Allopathy (q.v.).

hom-ce 6-sau -ri a, s. pi. [[Pref. homceo-,

and Gr. caupos (sauros), <ravpa (saura) = a
lizard.]

Zaol. : A suborder of fossil Saun'ans, re-
sembling lizards ; the premaxilhe did not
form a beak.

hom-ce 6-so' len, s. [Pref. homceo-, and
Lat. solen, Gr. trwkrjv (solen) = a channel, a
gutter, a pipe.]

Patasont. : A genas of Polyzoa, family Tubu-
liporidas. Homaosolen ramulosus is from the
"Upper Chalk of Lewes, in Sussex. (Mori-is.)

iiom-ce-d-zd'-ic, hom 61 o zoic, a.

{Pref. homoio-, and Gr. £a>oi/ (zoon) = a living
being, an animal.]

Phys. Geog. £ Biol. : A term applied to zones
or belts upon the earth's surface containing
similar forms of life. They are not identical
with zones of latitude, but depend partly on
the present climate of the regions, partly on the
former geological distribution of land and sea.

If Prof. Edward Forbes constructed a map
representing the homoeozoic belts of marine
life.

homog a moiis, a. [Gr. o/idyajLtos (homo-
gamos) = married together : pref. homo-, Gr.
yoju.o? (gamos), and Eng. suff. -cms.]

Botany

:

1. Having all the flowers of a capitulum
hermaphrodite. (Lindley.)

2. Having the stamens and pistils ripe at
the same time. This occurs in most cases in
hermaphrodite flowers. [1.]

homog'-a-my, hom-o-ga -mi-a, ». {Ho-
MOGAMOOS.]

Botany

:

1. The name given by Sprengel and others
to a composite plant having the flowers of the
capitule all hermaphrodite.

2. A term used when both stamens and pistils

in an hermaphrodite flower were " formed
exactly at the same period"— i.e., came to
maturity together. The same as Synacmy.

hom--6 gan-gli-a'-ta, s. pi. [Pref. homo-,

and Mod. Lat. gangliata ; Gr. yayyAioe (gang-

glion) = a tumour under the skin.] [Gan-
glion.]

Zool. : A name given by Professor Owen to

the class Articulate, from the symmetrical
disposition of its nervous centres. The body
presents a correspondingly symmetrical form.
(Owen : Compar. Anat. Invertcbrata (1843),

pp. 13, 14.)

hom-6-gan-gli-ate, a. [Homogangliata.]

Zool. ; Having a ganglionic nervous system,
in which the ganglia are symmetrically ar-

ranged ; of or belonging to the homogan-
gliata. (Owen, &c.)

"We find in fact .it the lowest step of the great
honwganglinte neiiea of the Animal Kingdom, an ex-
tensive group of vermiform animals."—Owen ; Inverts-
bruta, p. 130.

* hom'-o-gene, a. [Fr. liomogene, from Gr.
opoyevris (homogenes)/] The same as Homo-
geneous (q.v.).

" Know you the sapor politick ? sapor styptick ?

Or, what is homogene or heterogene ?
"

Ben Jonson : Alchymist, ii. 5.

* hom-o-gen' e-al, «. [Eng.' homogen(e);
-al.] Homogeneous.

" Forth steps the spruce philosopher, and tells
Of homogeneal and discordant springs
And principles." Cowper : Task, ii. ISO.

hom 6-gen -e-al-ness, s. lEng. homoge-
neal ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
homogeneous ; homogeneity.

hom-6-ge-ne'-i-ty, s. [Eng. homogene ; -ity.}

The quality or state of being homogeneous

;

sameness or uniformity of parts or elements.
" I say, that it cannot but be a very strong pre-

sumption, that Nature Intends an utter homogeneity
of matter before she fall upon her work of efformation

;

she so constantly bringing it to as perfect homogeneity
- as we can possibly discern with our senses."—More :

Antidote against Atheism, App. ch. 11, s. 8.

hom-o-gen'-e-oiis, a. [Gr. o^o-ye^s (iwmo-
gencs) = of the same kind ; 6/x6s (homos) =
same, and yevo<s (genos) = kind.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Consisting or composed of
the same or similar parts or elements ; of the
same kind or nature; uniform in structure or
elements.

" It was against the first principles of Nature, and
false, that a heap or accumulation should be, and not
be o( homogeneous things." — State Trials; Earl of
Strafford (an. 1640).

II. Technically

;

1. Nat. Science : Of the same kind ; having
a uniform nature, principle, or composition

;

having a uniform substance or structure.
(Loudon, Harvey, &c.)

2. Alg. : A polynomial is said to be homo-
f. geneous when each term contains the same
number of literal factors ; thus, ax2 + bxy + c3

is a homogeneous expression.

homogeneous-light, s.

Optics : Light purer than an ordinary lu-
minous body can furnish. To obtain a pure
yellow, common salt should be placed in the
flame of a Bunsen's burner. To produce a
pure red, ordinary light must be transmitted
through glass coloured with suboxide of
copper. For a pure blue, ordinary light
should be transmitted through a glass trough
with parallel sides. Called also monochro-
matic light.

% Homogeneous vitreous rocks :

Petrol. : Vitreous rocks which are apparently
homogeneous. The microscope, however,
shows that they enclose microliths. (Rutley.)

hom-o-gen'-e-ous-ness, s. [Eng. homo-
geneous; -ness.] The quality or state of being
homogeneous; homogeneity.

" The homogeneousncBs of the population drew even
the foreign element of the Church into harmony with
the established institutions."

—

Gardiner & Mullinger

:

Introd. to English Hist., ch. ii. ,

hom o gen e sis, *. [Pref. homo-, and Eng.
genesis (q.v.).]

Biol. : The ordinary method of biogenesis,
that is, of the production of living matter from
that which is itself living matter of the same
kind. Byhomogenesis "the living parent gives
rise to offspring which passes through the
same cycle of changes as itself ; like gives rise
to like." (Huxley : Pres. Add. Brit. Assoc, 1870,
p. lxxvii.) It is opposed to Xenogenesis(q.v.).

hom-o-gen-et'-ic, a. [Eng., &c, Iwmo-
gen(e$is); -etic] Of or belonging to, or con-
nected with homogenesis (q.v.).

hom'-o-gens, s. pi, [Pref. homo-, and Gr.

yeuviim (gennao) = to produce.]

Botany

:

1. A name given by Lindley, in 1S39, to
Exogens.

2. A name given by Lindley to such exogens
as have only one zone ot wood, however old,

instead of annual zones. Examples, the Ne-
penthaceae, &c.

* hom-og'-en-y, s. [Gr. oVoyeVeta (hoino-

geneia), from ofioyev^f: (homogenes) = of the
same kind.] Joint or like nature.

" Every part returneth to his nature, or homogeny."
—Bacon : Nat. Hist., § l«3.

If The word has been revived by some bio-
logists to signify the same as homology, but
embodying in the etymology, in a way that
homology does not, the idea of evolution.

hom '- 6-graph, s. [Gr. 6fx6s (homos) = same,
and vpa^w (grapho) = to write.]

1, Mil* : A system of telegraphic signals
by means of a white pocket-handkerchief.

2. Philol. : A word which has exactly the
same form as another, but is of a different

origin and meaning: as fair, the noun = a
market, and fair, the adjective = handsome,
&c.

hom 6-graph' ic, a. [Eng. homograph ; -ic]

1. Geom. : A term applied to two figures so
related that to any point in one only one
point in the other corresponds, and vice
versa; whilst to points situated in a line in
either correspond collinear points in the other

;

also to rows of points, pencils of light, &c.

2. Orthog. : Of or pertaining to homographs
or homography ; employing the same character
always to represent the same sound.

hom-og'-ra-ph^, s. [Eng. homograph; -y.]

Orthog. : The representation of each dis-
tinct sound by a distinctive character, which
is employed for that sound only.

hom-6l-6-, pref. [Gr. 6j«kos or o/xoios
(homoios)= like, resembling, similar.] [Homceo.]

hdm-oi-op'-to ton, s. [Gr. o^oiotttwtos
(homoioptotos), from o^olos (homoios) = like,

and 77701x05 (ptotos) = falling,]

Rhet. : A figure of speech in which the
several parts of a sentence end with the saina
case or a term of like sound.

Horn -oi-ou '-si an, a. Si s. [Gr. 6ixoiovo-ios
(homoiousios) : from pref. homoio-, and ovtria
(oitsia) = essence.] [Homoousian.]

A. As adjective

:

1, Having a similar nature. [Homoousian.]

2. Of or belonging to the Homoiousians or
their tenets.

B. As substantive

:

Church Hist. (PI): A term applied to the
Eusebians and to the Semiariaus generally,
from their asserting that the. Son ofGod is of a
substance similar to, but not the same as,

the Father.

hSm-61-6-zd'-ic, a. [Homosozoic]

hom'-o-la, s. [A mythological name (Agassiz).

'Ofio\u>Los (Homoloios) — a name of Zeus in
Bceotia.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Homolidce. The head is very spiny, witli an
advanced and denticulated projection at the
middle of the forehead. Type, Homola spini-

frons, from the Mediterranean Sea.

hom-d'-li-ans, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. homol(d);
-ian.]

Zool. : The family Homolidae (q,v.).

hom-ol'-l-dse, s.pl. [Mod. Lat. homoKa);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idoz.]

Zool. : Homolians ; a family of decapod
crustaceans ; sub-order Anomoura ; carapace
spiny and rostrate ; inner antennae long ; three
middle pairs of claws long and cylindrical

;

the fifth short, not used in locomotion.

hom-oT-o-gate, v. t. [Low Lat. homologatum,
sup. of honwlogo, from Gr. o/xoAoyeu (homo-
logeo) = to agree : 6u,6s (homos) = same, and
Ae'yw (lego) = to say.] To approve, to agree
to, to ratify, to establish.

ho mol-6-ga -tion, s. [Eng. homologate);
-ion.]

bSJl, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, £enophon, exist, ph = t,

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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*1. Ord. Lang.: The act of homologating;
ratification, approval.

2. Scots Law: A technical expression, signi-
fying an act by which a person approves of a
deed, the effect of which approbatory act is

to render that deed, though in itself defective,
binding upon the person by whom it is homo-
logated.

hom-O-log^-i-Cal, a. [Eng. homology) ; -ical.]

Of or pertaining to homology ; homologous.

h6m~6-log -ical ly, adv. [Eng. homologi-
cal; -ly.] In a homological manner or sense.

" Homologically this plane in nil these related species
la I—i,"—Dana : Mineralog. (5th ed.), p, 163.

hom-6-lo-gou ~men-a, s.pl. [Gr. o/xoXo-

yovfj.eva (homologmtmena) = things granted

;

oju.oAoyew (homologeo) = to speak the same
language ; to agree with.]

Scrip. Canon: The term used byEusebius of
Nicomedia regarding those books of the New
Testament, the evidence for the genuineness
and authenticity ofwhich was deemed so strong
that they were accepted at once, or at least
without lengthened inquiry. The books thus
designated were the four gospels, the Acts of
the Apostles, thirteen of the Epistles of St.
Paul (that to the Hebrews not being one),
1 John, and 1 Peter. (Opposed to Antilogou-
mena.

)

ho-moT-o-goiis, a. [Gr. 6ju.dA.oyos (homologos)
= saying the same, agreeing : 6juds (liomos) =
same, and \6yos (logos) = a word, a discourse

;

Ae'yo) (lego) = to say, to speak.] Having the
same position, proportion, value, or structure

;

used in

—

1. Alg. : Having the same relative propor-
tions or value, as the two antecedents or the
two consequents of a proportion.

2. Biol. : Of or belonging to parts constructed
upon the same fundamental plan.

3. Chem. : A term applied to organic com-
pounds differing from each other in compo-
sition by CH2 or any multiple thereof, as
formic acid, HCO'OH, and acetic acid
CH3*COOH are homologous. Bodies thus
related exhibit for the most part a regular
gradation of properties both physical and
chemical. The chemical energy of bodies thus
related continually decrease as their molecules
become heavier. Bodies belonging to the
same homologous series exhibit for the most
part regular gradations of boiling points and
atomic volume. (Watts: Diet. Chem.)

i. Crystallog: Essentially the same as in
Geometry (q. v.).

5. Geom. : Applied to the parts of similar
magnitudes, which are like placed. Between
any two magnitudes whatever, which are
similar, the ratio of any two homologous ele-
ments of the same name is always constant.

hora-o lo-graph -ic, a. [Gr. 6/nds (7iomos)=
same ; b\6s (holos)= whole, and ypa<p<a (grapho)
= to write,] Maintaining or preserving true
relations or proportions of parts as to size,

form, &c.

hornolographic -projection, s. A
method of laying down portions of the earth's
suiface on a map or ;chart, so that all the
portions laid down shall preserve their proper
relative size and form.

horn 6 logue, s. [Homologous.]
Biol. : The same organ in different animals

under every variety of form and function.

5f Often used in the plural to signify parts
presenting homology of structure. [Homol-
ogy.]

hom-ol'-o-g^, s. [Gr. bpokoyia (homologia)
= agreement, conformity.] [Homologous.]

Biol. : The relation between parts, results

from them having been developed out of the
same embryonic structures ; as the arm of a
man, the foreleg of a quadruped, and the wing
of a bird, or the "wings" of a pteropod and
the tentacles of a cuttle-fish, (Darwin &
Huxley.)

" Homologies of the shell."—8. P. Woodward: Mol-
lusca'Ssvd ecL), p. 39.

T Serial homology

:

Biol. ; The likeness between parts which
appear to be the modified development of
structures similarly repeated, as the humerus
and femur in vertebrata, or the maxillee,
maxillipeds, and ambulatory limbs of Crus-
tacea. (Huxley.)

ho-mom' a-lous, ho-mom -al-lous, a.

[Pref. homo- (q.v.), and Gr. aXAo/xat (hollomai)
— to spring, to leap, to bound.]

Bot. ; Bending in a similar direction, as
when leaves inserted all round a stem tend
to turn in the same direction. (Gray.)

horn d-morph -a, s. pi. [Pref. homo- (q.v.),

and Gr. moP0T (mbrphe) = form, shape.]

Entom. : A term occasionally used for in-

sects in which the larva is like the imago,
except that it has no wings. Examples,
Hemiptera, Homoptera, Orthoptera, &c.

hom-6 morph' Ism, *. [Pref. homo-; Gr.

fioptyr} (morphe) = form, and Eng., &c. suff.

-ism.]

Biol. ; » Resemblance in certain external

characters occurring in classes, orders, genera,

&c, which are not really akin to each other.

A bat and a bird are not akin, yet they re-

semble each other in having wings. Some
hawk-moths look like Hymenoptera; certain

prickly euphorbias and cacti are so much alike
before flowering that the chief method of dis-

tinguishing them is to cut them across and
see if they are milky, the genera Euphorbia
being so and the Cacti not.

h&m-o-morph'-oils, a. [Pref. homo-; Gr.
juop^yj (morpM) = form, and Eng. suff. -ous,]

Biol. : Having the same form or appearance

;

exhibiting the phenomena of homomorphism
(q.v.).

hom-6 morph-y, s. [Homomorfha.]
Bot. : A term used when the florets of the

disc in a composite flower become ligulate
like those of the ray.

hom-6 ne -me SB, s. pi. [Pref. homo-, and
Gr. inj/xa (nema) = that which is spun, yarn,
a thread ; vim (neo) = to spin.]

Bot. : The name given by Fries to Algae and
Fungi now ranked under Thallogens.

* hom'-6-ny, s. {Hominy.]

horn -6- nym, *hom-o-nyme, s. [Fr.

homonynic, from GT..bfitowfio<s (homonumos) =
having the same name : ojuds (liomos) — same,
and owfj-a. (onuma), ^olic , form of ovo/xa.

(onoma) = a name.]

Philol. : A word having the same sound and
perhaps also the same spelling as another, but
differing in meaning ; a word which represents
more than one object, as hear, verb, and bear,
substantive.

"The words Ios and Ion, which furnished a name
for the violet hue, for a spear, and for poison, being
really homonyms."~Cox : littrod. to Mythology, p. Iu4.

hom-6-nym'-ic, hom-6-nym'-ic-al, a.

[Eng. homonym ; -ic, -ical] Of or pertaining
to homonyms or homonymy.

ho-mon'-y-mous, a. [Gr, 6/j.wi/u/j.os (homo-
nvmos). J [Homonym.]

Philol. : Having the same sound and even
spelling, but differing in meaning ; applied to
two or more things ; equivocal, ambiguous.

"Equivocal words, or those which signify several
things, are called homonymous or ninbiguous."— Watts :
Logic.

ho-mon'-y-moiis-ly, adv. [Eng. homony-
mous; -ly.] In an homonymous manner or
sense ; equivocally ; ambiguously.

ho-mon'-y-my, s. [Gr. bp-mw^ia (homonu-
mia), from 6/icowjuo? (homonumos).] [Ho-
monym.] The quality or state of being ho-
monymous ; a sameness of name with a
difference in meaning; ambiguity; equivoca-
tion.

"They attribute the homonymy of the same names
to the powers and vertues which the gods do give, and
whereof they be the authors."—/'. Holland : Plutarch
p. 24.

'

t hom-o-dm'-er-ous, a. [Pref. homo-, and
Gr. ou-ijpos (homeros), joined together, bound.]

Bot, Joined together, compact.

homoomerous-lichens, s. pi.

Bot. : Lichens with an unstratified thallus.
They are divided into Gelatinous lichens and
Pictorial lichens. (ThomL)

horn 6-ou -si-an, a. & s. [Gr. 6u.oovo-i.os
(homoousios), pref. homo-, and Gr. ouo-ta (ousia)
= (1) that which is one's own, one's substance,
property; (2) the being, essence, or true
nature of a thing.]

A. As adj. : Consubstantial, of the same

substance or essence. Used specially, if not
even exclusively, of the second Person of the
Trinity whom it asserts to be of the same
substance as the first. That this is the Scrip-

tural view was authoritatively decided by the
Council of Nice in A.r>. 325, Opposed to
Homoiousian (q.v.).

B. As subst. (PI.): The party constituting
the majority of the Council of Nice, who held
homoousian doctrine, and established it by a
majority of votes. After manifold troubles
and vicissitudes [Arianism], it became the
genera] faith of Christendom, and is still held
and embodied in the symbolical books of the
Greek, Koman, German, Swiss, English, Scot-
tish, and other churches. The Homoousians
are sometimes called from their leaderAthana-
sians. [Athanasian.]

* hom-6p'-a-th$r, s. [Gr. 6u.<k (homos) =
same, and Vaftos (pathos) = suffering.] Sym-
pathy; similarity of feeling.

hom-6-pet'-a-lous, a. [Pref. homo-; Gr.
niraXov (p>etalon) = a leaf, (mod. bot) a petal,

and suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having petals of the same kind : used
specially of composites which have all the
flowers in the capitule modelled alike—i.e.,

all tubular, or all ligulate.

hom-6 phone, s. [Fr._, from Gr. 6/ids (homos)
— same, and <f>tDvi} (phone) = sound.]

1. A letter or character expressing a like
sound to another.

2. A word or sound agreeing in sound with
another, but having a different meaning and
even spelling : as, heir and air, bare and bear,

&c.

hom-oph' o nous, a. [Gr. bf±6<f>u}vo<; (homo-
phonos), from o/j.69 (homos) = same, and favq
(phone) = sound.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Of the same sound or pitch ; unisonous.

2. Expressing the same letter or sound with
another.

II. Philol. : Agreeing in sound, but differing
in sense.

% Homophonous words or syllables : "Words or
syllables havingthe same sound, but differently

spelt ; as, air and heir.

ho-m6ph'-o-n$rf s. [Gr. 6fio^>oiv(a (homo-
phonia); Fr. homophonie.] [Homophonous.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Sameness of sound or pitch,

2. Greek Music : Unison of voices or instru-
ments of the same character.-

hom-6-plas my, s. [Pref. homo-, and Gr.

irkda-fj-a (plasma) — anything formed or
moulded, an image ; TrAdo-o-w (plasso) = to
form, to mould.]

Biol. : The name applied by Thiselton Dyer
to the phenomenon of plants belonging to one
order, which, in many respects, resemble those
ranked under another. Thus there are eu-
phorbias which, when not in flower, might be
mistaken for cacti, though their structure is

4 really widely different. [Homomorphism.]

hom-6-plas tic, a. [Pref. homo-, and Eng.
plastic (q.v.).] [Homoplasmy. ]

Biol. : Similarly formed, presenting the
phenomenon of homoplasmy (q.v.).

t hom-op -ter, s. [Homoptera.]
Entom. : One of the homoptera (q.v.).

hom-6p'-ter-a, s. [Neut. pi. of Gr. 6jad»-
repos (Iwmopteros) — of the same plumage, of
like feather, kindred

; pref. homo- (q.v.), and
TTrepd (ptera), pi. of im-pov (pteron) = a wing.]

Entom. : A sub-order of Hemiptera, having
the anterior wings membranous throughout.

WINGLESS APHIS, OR PLANT-LOUSE (MAGNIFIED).

When at rest they fold over the lower ones.
The mouth is turned backwards, so as to spring
from the back of the head. The antenna are

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e; ey - a. qu = kw.
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small, having but few joints ; ocelli present

;

females with an ovipositor of three-toothed
blades. It is divided into three tribes, the
Coccina (or Scale insects), the Phytophthiria
(Aphidae or Plant lice), and the Cicadaria
(Cicadas).

hdm-Sp'-ter-an, s. [Mod. Lat. or Gr.
homopter(a) ; Eng., &c. suff. -an.]

Entom.. : One of the homoptera.

liomop-ter-ous, a. [Mod. Lat. or Gr.
homopter(a) ; Eng. suff. -cms.]

Entom. : Of or belonging to the homoptepa;
having the wings formed as in that insect
sub-order.

'lom-or'-ga-na, s. pi. [Pref. homo-, and pi.

of Gr. dpyavov (organon) = an instrument, a

tool, an organ.]

Bot. : One of two great primary sub-king-
doms or classes into which Prof. Schultz, on
physiological principles, divides the vegetable
kingdom. It consists of plants having rota-

tion (q.v.), as opposed to cyclosis (q.v.). It

contains the cellular flowerless plants and
some flowering plants of low organization.

hom o-styled, a. [Pref. homo-, and Eng.
styled, from styU (Bot.) (q.v.).]

Bot, ; Having styles all of the same length.
Opposed to heterostyled (q.v.).

hom-o-tax'-e-ous, a. [Eng. , &c. hornotax(is);

Eng. suff. -eous.]

Geol. : (See the compound).

homotaxcous deposits, s. pi.

Geol. : Deposits presenting the phenomenon
of homotaxis (q.v.).

homo-tax i al, a. [Eng., &c. homotaxis);
-al.] Contemporaneous, or nearly so ; specif.,

occurring in strata occupying the same geolo-
gical position. The same as Homotaxeous
(q.v.).

homo -tax' i-al ly, adv. [Eng. homotaxial

;

-ly.] Contemporaneously, or nearly so ; specif.,

with reference to the geological occurrence of
fossils in the same strata.

" If, however, we look at them homotaxially from
the point of view offered by European Meiocenes, they
are Meiocene."— Hawkins: Early Man in Britain,
ch. ii.

bom-6-tax'- is, s, [Pref. homo-, and Gr.

to£is (taxis) = an arranging.]

Geology

:

1. Gen. : The arrangement of strata in
different localities, apparently in the same
relative position in the geological series, with-
out its being known whether or not they are
contemporaneous.

2. Spec. : The existence of the same fossils,

or many of them, in strata widely separated in
geographical position, or at least not occurring
together, so as to have their relative age tested
by proved continuity, or by visible superposi-
tion. Formerly the occurrence of such beds,
even in remotely separated regions, say Britain
and India, was held to prove the absolute
contemporaneity of the periods at which the
respective stratawere deposited ; now it is held
that the presumption is against their being
quite contemporaneous ; for if the organisms
came into being in one of the two regions,
they would naturally take some time to spread
to the other. Professor Huxley, objecting to
the use of the word "contemporaneity" in
such cases, proposed to substitute for it
" homotaxis.'

"The use of the word homotaxis, instead of 'syn-
chronism/ has not, ao far aa I know, found much
favour In the eyes of geologists. I hope, therefore, that
It Is a love for scientific caution, and not mere personal
affection for a bantling of my own, that leads me to
think that the change of phrase is of importance."—
Prof. Huxley : Presid. Address to Qeol. Society. IQuar.
Jour., xxvi., p. xlili.)

hom-6-thal -a-mous, a. [Pref. homo-, and
Gr. 9a\a,fLos (thalamos) = an inner chamber.]

Bot. : Eesembling the thallus. (Used of

lichens.)

hom-otf-o-notis, a. [Lat. homotonits, from
Gr. 6u,otoj/os (homotonos) = of the same tone
or sound ; 6/ios (homos) = the same, and toVos

(tonos) = a tone ; Fr. homotone.] Of the same
tenor or tone ; equable ; applied to such

,
diseases as keep z. constant tenor of rise, state,

and declension.

hom-of-o-njr, s. [Homotonotjs. ] The act

or state ofkeeping to the same tone ; monotony.

hom-ot'-ro-poiis, ho-mot'-ro-pal, a. [Gr.

6ju.o'TpoTro? (homotropos)= of the same habits in

life
;
pref. homo-, and Gr. Tpowos (tropos) = a

turn, direction ; way, manner, fashion.]

Bot. : Having the same direction as the

body to which it belongs, but not itself being
straight. (Lindley.)

hom'-O-typ-al, a. [Eng. homotyp(e); -al.']

Of or pertaining to a homotype ; related as

homotypes.

horn o type, s. [Pref. homo-, and Eng. type

(q v.).]

Biol. : One of the corresponding parts in

serial homology.

hdm'-o-typ-y, s. [Homotype.]

Biol. : The name given by Owen to what is

now more generally called serial homology.
[Homology.]

* hom-ou -si-an, a. [Homoousian.]

horn -un '-91- -on ite, s. [Lat. homuncio (genit.

homnncionis) = a little man, a mannikin

;

dimin. of homo.]

Ecclesiol. & Ch. Hist. ; One of the followers
of Photinus, bishop of Sirmium, who, in a.d.

343, maintained that only the Father was a
divine personality, that the Word of God was
His understanding, and the Holy Spirit one of
His attributes. Jesus he believed to have been
a mere man, born by natural generation, and
adopted, on account of his pre-eminent virtue
and piety, by God as a son. After being
censured by the councils of Antioch, Milan,
and two councils at Sirmium, the last under
Arian management, he was finally deposed
from his office, dying in a.d. 372.

horn un-cule, s. [Homunculus.] An Angli-
cised form of homunculus (q.v.). (C. Reade :

Cloister & Hearth, ch. vii.)

* hom-un'-cu-liis, s. [Lat., dimin. of homo
= a man.] A little man; a dwarf; a man-
nikin.

*hdm'-jf, u. [Eng. hom(e) ; -y.] Homelike.
(Davies.)

Hon., a. [An abbreviation of Honourable
(q.v.).]

honc-ken'-y a, hori-ken'-y-a, s. [Named
after Gerh. Aug. Honckeny, a 'German bot-
anist.]

Botany

:

1. Sea-purslane ; a genus of Caryophyllacete,
tribe Alsineae. Honckenyapeploides, the ovate-
leaved Sea-purslane, a plant growing in Britain
on sandy shores, is now called Arenaria(Am-
modenia) peploides,

2. A genus of West African Tiliaceee, now
generally called Clappertonia.

1* honde, *. [Hand.]

* honde-brede, s, A handbreadth.

hon-du'-ras, s. [See def.] A kind of mahog-
any brought from Honduras, a republican
state of Central America.

hone(l), *hoone, s. [A.S. hdn; cogn. with
Icel. hein ; Sw. hen = a hone ; Sansc. cdna =
a grindstone ; Dan. Men.] A flat slab, usually
of some description of slaty stone, used for
giving a keen edge to a cutting-tool after
sharpening on the grindstone. Various kinds,
differing greatly in texture and hardness, are
employed. Norway ragstone, water-of-Ayr,
blue-stone, German-hone, and many other
varieties, have a more or less extended reputa-
tion for their adaptation to special require-
ments, being used either dry or moistened
with water or with oil. The Turkey oil-stone,
which comes from Asia Minor, is generally
known, and is employed for imparting an edge
to chisels, plane-bits, and all the finer varieties
of cutting-tools. It is usually cemented into a
slab of wood and provided with a wooden
cover.
" A hone and a parer, like sole of a boot,
To pare away graaa, and to raise up the root."

Tusser: Husbandry ; March.

hone (2), s. [Cf. Icel. hunn = a knob.] A kind
of swelling in the cheek.

* hone (3), s. [Etym. doubtful.] Delay.
" Wlthouten hone." Legends of the Holy Rood, 109.

hone (1), v.t. [Hone (1), s.] To sharpen on a
hone : as, To hone a razor.

* hone (2), v.i. [Fr. hogner = to growl, to

murmur ; Norm. Fr. honer = to hum.] To
pine; to long for a thing; to give vent to

longings.
" Lamenting, honing, [in some ed. moaning,]wisbiug

himselfe any thing for her sake, to have opportunity
to aee her."

—

Burton : Anatomy of Melancholy, p. b-lh.

* hone (3), v.i. [Hone (3), s.] To delay.

hon -est (h silent), a. [0. Fr. honeste, honneste

(Fr, honnete), from Lat. honestus — honourable,

from honos = honour ; Sp. & Port, honesto

;

Ital. onesto.]

1. Upright-; true; sincere; honourable;
acting at all times according to the principles

of justice and uprightness ; full of integrity

and probity ; trustworthy.
" William was too wise not to know the value of an

honest man in a dishonest age."—MacavXay ' Sist. of
Eng., ch. xv.

2. Characterized by houesty, uprightness,

and justice; honourable; just; proceeding
from honourable, upright, or just motives.

* 3. Decent, fair, proper, becoming.

"Behold what honest clothes you send forth to

bleaching."—Shaketp. ; Merry Wives of Windsor, iv. 2.

4. Chaste ; virtuous.
" She ia pretty, and honest, and gentle."—Shakes)). :

Merry Wires of Windsor, i. 4.

5. Open, frank, good-looking: as, an honest

countenance.
* 6. Fair, high, unimpeached, unstained.

"Look ye out among you seven men of honest
report"—Acts vi. 3.

7. It is now principally used in the meaning
of trustworthy in dealings, business, or con-

duct, as opposed to fraudulent or cheating.

IT For the difference between honest and fair,

see Fair.

honest- hearted, a. Upright, true,

sincere, trustworthy. (Shakesp. ; Lear, i. 4.)

* hon -est (h silent), v.t. [Lat. honesto, from
honestus = honourable.] To honour, to ad-
vise, to ornament, to grace.

" Sir Amorous 1 you have honested my lodging with
your presence."

—

Ben Jonxon : Silent Woman, i 4.

* hon -est ate (ksilent), v.t. [Lat. honestatus,

pa. par. of honesto, from honestus — honourable.]
To honour.

* hon es ta tion (h silent), s. [Honestate.]
The act of honouring ; honour

;
grace ; adorn-

ment.
" By which virtuoua qualities and hjnestations they

have been more happy than others In their applica-
tions to move the mlndeB of men."

—

Mountagu : De-
voute Jissai/es, pt. i., treat, x., § 6.

* hon es te -tee, * hon es tee, s. [0. Fr.

honestet.] Honour, virtue, decency.
" Wedded with fortunat honestetee."

Chaucer: 0. T., 8,298.

hon'-est-l^ (ksilent), adv. [Eng. honest; -ly.]

1. In an honourable, upright, or just man-
ner ; honourably; uprightly; faithfully.

"Scarcely one honestly furnishes the promised con-
tingent."—Macaalay : ilist. Eng., cb. xvli.

2. Fairly, frankly, openly : as, To speak
one's mind /

* 3. By honest means or dealings.

"To heap up enormous riches, honestly if he can."

—

Knox : Winter Eoenings, even. 76.

* 4. Chastely ; modestly ; with chastity.

hon'-est-^ (h silent), * honest e, * hon-
est-ee, hon -est ie, s. [O. Fr. honestet,

from Lat. honestatem, accus. of honestas =
honourableness ; Fr. hnnnitete ; Sp. hones-
tidad.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. The quality or state of being honest;
honour; honourable character or conduct;
uprightness ; integrity

;
probity

; justice

;

sincerity
; good faith.

" I'll prove mine honour and mine honesty.''
Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, v.

* 2. Decency ; what is becoming ; love of
what is noble and becoming.

" It is not honesty in me to speak
What I have seen." Shakesp. : Othello, iv. 1.

3. Fairness in dealings or conduct.
* 4. Chastity, modesty.
"To lay an amiable aiege to the honesty of this Ford's

wife."—Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, ii. 2.

II. Bot. : The cruciferous genus Lunaria, and
spec, L. biennis.

hone'-wort, $. [Eng. hone, and wort]
Botany

:

1. The umbelliferous genus Trinia (q.v.).

boll, bo£; pout, jofrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c = bel, deL
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Trinia vulgaris is found wild, though rarel)',

in the south of England.

2. Sison Amomum, and the genus Sison itself.

hon'-ey, * hon-y,* nun i, s.&a. [A.S. Imnig ;

Icel. hunang ; Sw. hailing ; Dan. honning;
Dut. & N. H. Ger. honig ; H. Ger. ho nee

;

0. H. Ger. 7io>iic, /iohcic, honag, honang.]

A. .ds substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Ii£. ; In the same sense as II.

2. Figuratively :

(1) 0/ things: Sweetness, as of speech.
' " The honey of li is language."

Shakesp. : Henry YIIl., iii. 2.

(2) Of persons : A name of endearment, ap-
plied specially to a female.

"[He] then intreata his dear honey, for Chriat'ssake,
to perjure herself."—Macauiay : But. £ng., ch. xviii.

IL Technically:

1. Bot. & Zool. : A product primarily of a
vegetable character, in many plants existing
at the base of the corolla, sometimes in a more
or less elongated tube, closed at the lower
end, called by Linnaeus, on account of its

contents, a nectary. Neuter bees collect it

to store against winter, and, swallowing it

by means of their proboscis, transfer it to a
distended portion of the oesophagus, called
the honey-bag. There certain chemical changes
take place upon it, so that when placed, as it

ultimately is, in the honeycomb, it is not, as
at first, exclusively a vegetable product. When
elaborated by young bees it is whiter than in
other cases, and is called virgin honey. When
obtained by the bees from some plants, it

is poisonous. That which killed some of
Xenophon's soldiers was taken from a heath,
Azalea pontica. It is sometimes called Euxine
3ioney. Narbonne honey owes its fine flavour
to the Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis).

2. Comm. : Used as an article of food, but
is apt to cloy on the appetite, and be too
laxative to the bowels.

3. Phar. : Used chiefly like sugar as a
vehicle for nauseous medicines, and as a
remedy for coughs aud colds.

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Of or belonging to honey. [A.]
s(See the compounds.)

2. Fig. : Sweet. (Shakesp. : Richard III,, iv. 1.

honey-badger, s.

Zool. : The English name of Mellivora, a
genus of Melidfe (Badgers), which feed on
honey. [Ratel. ]

honey-bag, s. The little bag within the
body of a bee, in which the insect stores the
honey.

honey bear, s.

Zool. : The English name of Prochilus or
Melursus, a genus of Ursidae, found in India.

honey-bee, s. A bee that produces
honey; spec, Apis mellijica. [Bee.]

honey-berry, j>.

Bot. : Melicocca, one of the Sapindaceae.
The wing-leaved honey-berry, Melicoccabijuga,
grows in Jamaica.

honey-buzzard, ».

Ornith.: Pernis apivora, a raptorial bird,

family Falconidee, sub -family Buteoninae.
The male is about two feet long ; top of the
head ashy blue, upper parts ashy brown,
bluish ; the throat white ; the under parts
white, with brown spots ; iris and feet yel-

low. It is found in Britain, feeding on bees,
wasps, tield-mice, moles, small reptiles, &c.

honey-dew, e.

1. A sweet juice generally believed to be
exuded by plant-lice (Aphides), though some
are of opinion that it is a direct emanation
from the plant itself. [Aphis.]

2. A kind of tobacco moistened with mo-
lasses and pressed into cakes.

honey-eaters, s. pi.

Ornith.: The family Meliphagida?(q, v.). The
honey they eat is obtained from the flowers.

honey-flower, s.

^ Bot. : Melianthus, a genus of Rutaceae.

honey-garlic, s.

Bot. : Notoscordum.

'honey-gnat, s. "An insect." (AUis-
worth.) It has not been identified.

honey-guide, *.

Ornithology :

X. Sing. : The genus Indicator, family Cueu-
lidae. Two species, Indicator major and /.

minor, are found at the Cape. It was once
supposed that their cry was intended to direct

the natives to spots where wild honey was to
be obtained ; but it is their own interests they
are looking after, not those of man. Honey is

their own appropriate food. They build bottle-

shaped pendulous nests.

2. PL : The subfamily Indicato rinse. •

honey-harvest, s. The harvest of honey
obtained in autumn from the hive or hives.

honey-heavy, a. Heavy and somewhat
oppressive.

" Enjoy the honey-heavy dew of slumber."
Shakesp. : Julius C&sar, ii. L

honey-locust, s. [Gleditschia.]

honey-lotus, s.

Bot. : Melilotus officinalis. (Paxton.)

honey-moon, * honey-month, s. The
first month after marriage, usually spent by the
newly-married couple in travelling or visiting.

" A man should keep Ilia finery for the latter season
of marriage, and not begin to dres3 till the honey-moon
is over."—Addison.

H The term is said to have arisen from an
old Teutonic practice of drinking a honey-like
liquid, metheglin, for thirty days after mar-
riage. Lubbock (afterwards Lord Avebury)
(Origin of Civilisation, 18S2, p. 122) suggests
that the honey-moon, "during whicli the
bridegroom keeps his bride away from her
relatives and friends," may be a survival from
marriage by capture. [Marriage.]

honey-moth, s. Achroia grisella, which
lives in the hives of the honey-bee.

"honey-mouthed, c*. Sweet and smooth
in speech.

honey-pore, s.

Bot. : The pore in flowers which secretes
honey. (London.)

honey-ratel, s.

Zool. : Viverra mellivora.

honey-scales, s. pi.

Bot. : The scales in flowers which secrete
honey. (Loudon.)

honey-spots, s. pi.

Bot. : The spots in flowers which secrete
honey. (Loudon.)

* honey-stalk, s. The flower of clover.

honey-stone, s. [Mellite.j

honey-suckers, s. pi.

Entomology

:

1. [Honey-eaters.]

2. The family Nectarinidge (q.v.), represent-
ing in the New World the Cinnyridaj of the
Old. Called also Nectar-birds.

* honey-sweet, a. Very dear.
"Pr'ythee. honey-sweet husband, let me bring thee

to Staines."—Shakesp. : Henry V., ii. 3.

* honey-tongue d, a. Smooth in speech
;

honey-mouthed.

* hon'-ey, v.t & i. [Honey, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To cover with, or as with honey; to
sweeten

; to make sweet, smooth, or luscious.

2. To speak to fondly ; to address in terms
of affection.

B. Intrans. : To talk fondly ; to coax.
(Shakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 4.)

hon'-ey-comb (b silent), *. [Eng. honey, and
comb.]

Entom., &c. : The hexagonal cell formed by
the hive bee for the reception of honey and for
the eggs of the queen bee, and a habitation for
the larva of the insect till reaching maturity.
The teleologist points out that under the direc-
tion of the Divine Mathematician the bee con-
structs a cell with the maximum of strength
and the minimum of material. Mr. Darwin
attempted to explain the notable fact in a
different way. {Origin of Species, ch. xxviii.)

honeycomb-moth, 6.

Entomology

:

(1) Galleria cerclla, a small moth which
does much damage in beehives, piercing the
combs and building as it proceeds a single

tube, covered with the excrement of the in-

sect, and formed of the wax on which it feeds.

Why the bees tolerate such a foe is a mystery.

(2) Galleria alvearia.

honeycomb-ringworm, s.

Pathol. : A kind of ringworm, Tinea favosa,
making the scalp look honeycombed. [Rino-
wobm.]

hon'-ey-cdmbed (b silent), u. [Eng. honey-
comb; -ed.]

1. Bot. : Excavated so as to resemble the
section of a honeycomb : as the receptacle of
many Composites, and the seeds of Papaver.

2. Firearms: Partially eaten away or cor-

roded.

hon eyed, u.. [Honied.]

* hon'-eyed-ness, s. [Eng. honeyed ; -ness.\

The quality or state of being honeyed ; sweet-
ness.

h6n'-e^-less, a. [Eng. honey; -less.] "With-

out honey ; destitute or deprived of honey

;

hence joyless.

"Moneyless days and days did he let pass."
Keats: Pot of Basil, iv.

hon'-e^-suc-kle, * hon-y-soc-le, s. [A.S.

hunigsucle, because honey can be easily

suckled or sucked from it.]

1. Bot. : The genus Lonicera. The Com-
mon Honeysuckle is Lonicera Periclymenuvi

;

the stem is ten or twenty feet high, climb-
ing; the corolla one to one and a half
inches long, dirty-red' outside, and yellow
within. It is wild, in hedges and copses in

Britain. It occurs also in Europe and North
Africa. Here it flowers from June to Septem-
ber. A cultivated variety is common in gar-

dens. It is called also Woodbine (q.v.), and
by Milton Twisted Eglantine. The Goatleaf
or Pale Perfoliate Honeysuckle (L. caprifolium)
and the Fly Honeysuckle (L. Xylosteum) occur
as escapes in England. There are various other

species cultivated. Loudon and others place

the climbing species under the genus Capri-

folium, and the upright ones under Lonicera,
calling the Common Honeysuckle Caprifolium
Periclymenum.

2. Pharm. : The leaves of the honeysuckle
are to a certain extent fetid, emetic, and dras-

tically purgative, its flowers fragrant and
sudorific.

H Trifolium pratense is called by some
farmers a honeysuckle ; Dwarf Honeysuckle
is Cornus suecica ; French Honeysuckle, Hedy-
sarum coronarium ; Heath Honeysuckle,
Banksia serrata ; Virgin Mary's Honeysuckle,
Pulmonaria officinalis; West Indian Honey-
suckle, Tecoma capensis, Desmodium; and
White Honeysuckle, Azalea viscosa. Not one
of these is of the same order as the Honey-
suckle proper. (Treat, of Bot., &c.)

honeysuckle-tree, s.

Bot. : Banksia australis,

h6n ey suckled (kled as keld), ". [Eng.
honeysuckl(e) ; -ed.] Covered with or full of
honeysuckles.

hon'-ey-ware, s. [Eng. honey, and ware.]

Bot. : Two Algals, Alaria esculenta and
Laminaria saccliarina.

hon'-ey-wort, s. [Eng. Jioney, and wort. So
named from the abundance of honey in these
flowers.]

Bot. : Cerinthe major and C. minor, boragi-
naeeous plants, the former with purplish, and
the latter with yellow flowers.

* hong, v.t. & i. [Hang, v.]

hong, s. [Canton dialectic form of Chinese
liang = a factory.] In China the name for

one of the foreign factories or mercantile ware-
houses in Canton. The term hong '.)ierchants

was formerly given to a number of eight or
twelve Chinese merchants in Canton, who
possessed the sole privilege of trading with
Europeans. This privilege was abolished by
the treaty of 1842.

honghel, a. [WestAfricannameoftheplant.]
Bot. : (See the compound).

honghel-bush, s.

Bot. : Adeniuvi Honghel, so named from
being wild at Aden, in Arabia. It is of the
order Apocynaceae, and has handsome red
flowers. It has been introduced into British
hot-houses.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, th6re; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, wh6 t son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a; q.u = kw.
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hon led. hon -eyed, o. [Eng. honey; -ed.]

1. Lit. : Covered with honey.
"The bee with honied thigh,

That at her flow'ry work doth sing.

'

MiUon : 11 Penseroso, 142.

2. Fig. : Sweet, smooth, alluring.

"Silken courtiers whispering honied nothings."
Mwthcw Arnold : Tristram & Iseult, ii.

Hon'-i-ton, s. [See compound.]

Hoiiiton lace, *-.

Fabric : A variety of laee, &c, made by
placing a perforated, pattern upon a pillow,
and then so twisting and interweaving the
thread by means of bobbins, pins, and spindles,
as to produce the required pattern ; so called

because made chiefly at and around Honiton,
in Devonshire.

hon'-or (h silent), s. [Honour.]

hdn-6-rar'-i-um (ft- silent), s. [Lat., neut.
of honorarius = honorary.] A fee or payment
made to a professional man for professional
services rendered.

hon'-or-a-r$r (h silent), a. & s. [Lat. honora-
riits ; fro'm honos (genit. honoris) = honour. ]

A. As adjective:

1. Done or made in or as a mark of honour.
" Those honorary services which are still, at a coro-

nation, rendered to the person of the sovereign by
some lords of manors."—Alacaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

2. Conferring honour, without gain : as, an
honorary office, an honorary degree.

3. Possessing a title or holding an office

without receiving reward or payment, or with-
out taking an active part : as, an honorary

, secretary, an honorary member.
• * B. As subst. : The same as Honorarium

(q.v.).

" The emoluments of the teacher, of which the
greater -part arises from honoraries or fees of his
pupils."—Smith : Wealth of Nations, bk. v., ch. i.

honorary-feuds, s. pi.

Law : Titles of nobility descendible to the
eldest son, to the exclusion of all the rest.

honorary-services, s. pi.

Law : Services incident to grand sergeantry,
and commonly annexed to some honour.

* hon-dr-if '

-5c (ft. silent), a. [Lat. honorijicus,

from lianos (genit. lwnoris)^. honour, and/acio
= to make.] Causing or conferring honour.

" She desires that the place of Ireland in the Empire
be more distinct and honorific than it has ever yet
been."—Spectator, Oct, 15, 1881, p. 1290.

hon -our, hon'-or, * hon-ure (h silent), s.

[0. Fr. honour, honeur ; from Lat. honorem,
aceus. of honos = honour; Fr. honneur; Sp.
& Port, honor.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Respect, esteem, or high estimation

;

reverence, reputation.
" ffbnowr and shame were scarcely more to him than

/Ight and darkness to the blind."—Alacaulay: Hist.
Eiig., ch. ii.

2. Reputation, fame, good name.
" Mine honour is my life ; both grow in one,"

Shakesp. : Jiichard JI., i. 1.

3. Respect, reverence ; due veneration or
testimony, token, or act of esteem.
" And therefore travellers step from out their way

I'o pay him honour." Byron; Churchill's Grave.

4. High rank, dignity, distinction, position
;

exalted place or position ; the privileges of
rank or birth.

•' Confer fair Milan, with all the honours on my
brother." Shakesp; Tempest, i. 2,

5. Dignity of mien or appearance.

"Thou art clothed with honour land majesty."

—

Psalm civ. l.

6. Nobleness of mind, probity, moral recti-

tude, personal integrity, uprightness; a nice
sense of what is right.

" The law of honour is a system of rules constructed
by people of fashion and calculated to facilitate their
intercourse with one another."

—

Paley: Moral Philo-
sophy, bk. i., ch. ii.

7. Chastity, purity, modesty.
" To violate the honour of my child."

Shakesp. : Tempest, i. 2.

8. One who or that which confers honour,
esteem, glory, position, or respect ; a source

oj glory or esteem.
"The honour of his profession for integrity and

]3arniug."—Burnet : Theory of the Earth.

* 9. An ornament, a decoration.

,

" [He] Bhook the sacred hmwurs ofhis head."
Dryden : Homer ; Iliad i.

10. A title of address formerly given to
nieu of rank generally, but now restricted to

j

tbe holders of certain offices, as a. County
Court Judge, &c.

" His honour and myself are at the one."
Shakesp. Jiichard III., iii. 2.

11. A verbal promise by which one pledges
one's self by one's reputation to the truth of a
statement.

" My hand to thee, my honour on my promise."
Shakesp.: Timon of Athens, i. 1.

H. Technically

:

1. Cards : One of the four highest trump-
cards— viz., the king, queen, knave, or ace.

2. Law : A seigniory of several manors, held
under one baron" or lord-paramount.

3. Universities (PL): The first or highest
class in an examination : as, He went out in

honours.

1[ 1, An affair of honour : A dispute to be de-
cided by or involving a duel or single combat.

2. A debt of honour : A debt, as money lost
in gambling, which cannot be recovered by
legal process, but the payment of which de-

(
pends solely upon the honour and good faith

* of the person owing it.

3. A point of honour : A scruple arising from
delicacy of feeling, on which depends the
course to be pursued iu certain cases.

4. Word of honour ; A verbal promise or en-
gagement by which one pledges his honour or
good faith.

5. Court of honour : A court or tribunal for
hearing and determining questions relating to
the laws of honour, and for deciding on and
correcting encroachments in matters of pre-
cedence, coat-armour, &c. Originally it was
a court of chivalry.

6. Maid of honour

:

(1) Lit. : A lady who attends upon the
Queen when she appears in public.

(2) Fig. : A name given to a kind of cheese-
cake made at Richmond, in Surrey.

7. Honours of war : A distinction or privi-

lege granted to a beaten enemy, as, to march
out of a town or camp armed, and with colours
flying.

8. On or upon one's honour: A declaration
pledging one's honour or reputation to the
truth, accuracy, or good faith of a statement.
Members of the House of Lords, when acting
in their judicial capacity, give their verdicts
on their honour.

9. Honour bright ! A vulgar form of pledg-
ing one's honour.

10. Honour court

:

Law : A court held within an honour or
seigniory.

11. 2*o do tlie Jionours : To act as master or
mistress at a dinner, reception, &c.

honour-point, s.

Her. : The point immediately above the
centre of the shield, dividing the upper por-
tion into two equal parts.

hon our, hon'-or (ft. silent), v.t. [Honour, s.]

1. To treat with reverence, veneration, or
respect ; to do honour to ; to reverence, adore,
or worship

; to act with deference towards.
" Honour thy father and thy mother."

—

Exod. xx. 12.

2. To treat with politeness or civility ; to be
respectful or polite towards.

3. To bestow honour upon ; to ennoble ; to
dignify ; to exalt ; to raise to dignity ; to cast
or reflect credit upon.

" The name of Cassius honours this corruption."
Shakesp. ; Julius C'cesar, iv. 3.

* ±. To glorify, to exalt.

5. To acknowledge ; to accept : as, To
honour a [challenge ; specif, in comm., to ac-
cept and pay when due, as To honour a bill.

hon our able, hon'-or-a-ble (h silent),
a. [Fr. honorable, from Lat. 'honorabilis ; Sp.
honorable; Ital. onorevole.]

1. Worthy or deserving of honour, esteem,
respect, or reverence ; illustrious ; noble

;

estimable ; distinguished.

2. Conferring honour ; ennobling.
" The chiefs their honourable danger sought."

Dryden : Ovid ; Jletamorplioses viii.

3. Actuated by principles of honour, pro-
bity, rectitude, or nobility of mind ; upright

;

just.

4. Consistent with honour or reputation.
" To capitulate on honourable and advantageous

terms."—Alacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

5. Worthy of respect ; estimable.
" Marriage is honourable in all."

—

Hebrews xilL 4.

6. Accompanied or performed with or as
marks of honour, respect, or esteem.

" An honourable conduct let him have."
Shakesp. : King John, i.

7. Proceeding from a laudable or proper
cause ; becoming ; not disgraceful base or
reproachful.

* 8. Becoming, decent.
" [He] when he plays at tables, chides the dice

In honourable terms."
Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. 2.

9. Free from taint or reproach ; honest

;

upright ; fair.

"As he was honourable in all his acts, so in this that
he took Joppe for an haven."—1 Aloe. xiv. 5.

10. Not to be disgraced.
" Here's a Bohemian Tartar tarries the coming down

of thy fat woman : let her descend, my chambers are
honourable."—Shakesp. : Merry Wives, iv. 5.

11. Becoming, fit, or suitable for a person
of rank or position ; suited for the support of
a station of dignity : as, an honourable salary.

12. A title of respect or distinction : specif.,

a form of address to the younger children of
earls and the children of viscounts and
barons ; of the House of Commons collec-

tively, and by members when speaking of
each other ; to judges ; also in America to
members of the legislature.

H Mght-liononrable : A title given to all

peers and peeresses ; to the eldest sons and
all daughters of peers above the rank of vis-

count ; to all privy councillors, and to certain
civic officers, as the lord-mayor of London,
York, or Dublin.

hon' -our -a -ble -ness, hon' or-a ble
ness (ft- silent), s. [Eng. honourable * -ness.]

The quality or state of being honourable

;

honourable nature
; probity ; uprightness

;

honour ; eminence ; fairness ; respectability

;

reputableness.

"The honourableness or dishonourableness of tbe
employment."

—

Smith: Wealth of Nations, bk L.ch.x.

hon'-our-a-bly, hon'-or-a-bly (h silent),

adv. [Eng. honourable) ; -ly.]

1. In an honourable manner; in a manner
becoming a man of honour.

" The noble lord most honourably did uphold his
word." Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. 2.

2. With marks or signs of honour; with
tokens of respect.

" The reverend abbot,
With all his convent, honourably received him."

Shakesp. : Henry Yill., iv. 2.

3. Fairly, equitably, justly.

* 4. Decently, becomingly.
"Do this message honourably."

Sluzhesp. : Titus Andronicus, iv. 4.

* hon our ance (ft. silent), s. [Eng. Jwnour

;

-ance.] The act of paying honour or re-

spect to.

"As honour is in hnnourance, in him that honours
rather than him that is honoured."

—

South : Sermons,
vol. viii., ser. 9.

hon'-our-er, hon'-or-er (h silent), s. [Eng.
honour ; -er.] One who honours ; one who pays
respect; one who confers honour.

"Worthy honourers of their high master and
heavenly king."—Barrow: Sermons, vol. i., ser. 4.

hon'-our-less, hon or-less, * hon-our-
lesse (ft silent), a. [Eng. honour ; -less.] Des-
titute of or without honours ; unhoaoured*

"The hugie heape of such as there lay slayne,
Both uumbrelesse and honourlesse they burne."

Phaer: Virgil; ^Eneidos ii.

* hont, v. [Hunt.]

* hoo, inter). [Ho ! ] An exclamation of
triumphant joy. (Shakesp. : Coriolanus, iii. 3.)

-hood, svjf. [A.S. liad = state, quality.] In
composition a suffix denoting quality, state,
condition, character, and sometimes used col-
lectively : as, manftood, brotherfwod, knight-
hood, &c. It is also written -head.

hood, * hod, * node, s. [A.S h6d ; cogn.
with Dut. fwed = a hat ; O. H. Ger. huat,
hot; Ger. hut; Gr. Korvkn QcotuU}~3. hollow-
vessel.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A soft covering for the head, worn by
women and children.

" She burst into tears, drew her hood over her face.*
—Macaulay :.Hist. Eng., ch. v.

2. A part of a monk's cloak or gown with
which he covers his head ; a cowl.

"All hoods rjuikr not monks."
Shakesp.: Henry VIII., iiL L

h6il, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhiin, -cious, -tious, -sious= shus, -ble, -die, &c. ~ bol, del.
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3. An appendage to a cloak or overcoat,

which can he drawn over the head at pleasure.
" The lacerna had a hood, which could he separated

from and joined to it."

—

Arbuthnot.

1. An ornamental appendage to an academic
gown-, being a modification of the monk's hood,

and worn by graduates of the universities, to

mark their degrees.

* 5. Dress in general.

""How couklst thou ween through that digitized hood
To hide thy state?" Spenser: F. Q., V. vil. 21.

6^ Anything more or less resembling a hood
either in purpose or form ; the covering for a

companion-hatch," the cover of a pump, the
upper petal or sepal of certain flowers ; a
chimney-cowl. [Monkshood.]

j II. Technically

:

1. Falconry : The blinding cap on the head of

a hawk to make him sit quietly on his perch.
Said to have been invented by the Arabians.

2. Hydr. Engin. : The capping of the piles

of a starling.

3. Nautical:

(1) One of the foremost or aftermost planks
of a strake.

(2) A piece of barred canvas used as a cover-
ing for the ends of standing rigging.

4. Ordnance : A covering fur a mortar.

5. Saddl. : The leathern shield in front of a
wooden stirrup, which serves to protect the
foot of the rider. (American.)

6. Vehicles : A carriage-top which may be
elevated or depressed at pleasure.

hood cap, *.

Zoo!. : A name for the crested seal, Stem-
matopus cristatus. [Seal, Stemmatopus.]

hood-end, 5. A hooding-end (q.v.).

hood-mould, hood-moulding, s.

Arch. : A band or string over the head of a
door, window, or other opening ; so called from
its enclosing, a3 within a hood, the inferior
mouldings and the opening itself.

hood-sheaf; k.

Agric. : A sheaf used to cover other sheaves
standing in shocks.

hood-wink, v.t. [Hoodwink.]

* hood, v.t. [Hood, s.]

1. To dress in a hood or cowl ; to put a
hood or cowl on.

" Six statues of "stone, set in the church wall, some
seven foot, every one tall, bare head and foot, cloked
and hooded."—Selden : Illust. to Drat/ton's Poly-Ol-
bion, s. 9.

2. To cover so as to bar sight ; to blind.
" I'll hood mine eyes

Thus with my hat, and sigh, and say, Amen."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, ii. 2.

3. To cover in any way.

hood'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Hood, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Covered with or dressed in a
hood or cowl ; blinded.

II. Technically

:

1. Bot. : The same as Cucullate (q.v.).

2. Her. : A term applied to a hawk or other
bird of prey when borne with a hood over the
head.

hooded-chatterer, s.

Omith. : Ampelis cucullata.

hooded-crow, a. [Royston-crow.]

hooded milfoil, s.

Bot. : The genus Utricularia. (Loudon.)

hooded seal, a. [Hood-cap.]

hooded snakes, s. pi.

Zool. : Elapidce, a family of viperine snakes,
receiving their English name from the capa-
bility which they possess of dilating the loose

skin of the neck into a disc. Specially used
of the genus Naia. The Indian Hooded Snake,
Naia tripudians, is the Cobra. [Cobra.] The
Egyptian Hooded Snake is Naia haje. [Naia.]

hoc die, s. [A corruption of hooded (q.v.).]

Fur def. see etym.

hoodie-crow, *. [Hooded-crow.]

hoed irig, pr. par., «., & s. [Hood, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of covering with or

as with a hood.

hooding-end, s.

Shipbuild. : The end of a hood or endmost
plank of a complete strake. The hooding ends
tit into rabbets of the stem and stern posts.

* hood-less, * hood-Iesse, «. [Eng. /toot?;

•less.] Destitute of or without a hood ; having
no hood.

" Go hoodlesse into the dry see."
Chaucer: Dream.

* hood-man, s. [Eng. hood, and man.] Tli9

person blindfolded in the children's game now
called blindman's buff.

* hoodman-blind, s. Blindman's buff.

"What devil was 't

That thus hath cozened you at hoodman-blind t

"

Shakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 4.

hood'-ock, a. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. Icel.

hodd = a treasure.] Miserly, niggardly, stingy.

(Scotch.)

hood'-wink, v.t. [Eng. hood, and wink.]

* L Lit. : To blindfold ; to blind by cover-
ing the eyes.

" Go, T say, and hoodwinke his head."

—

P. Holland :

Livius, p. 19.

II. Figuratively:

1. To blind.
" Some to the fascination of a name
Surrender judgment hoodwinked."

Ctrwper: Task, vl. 102.

* 2. To deceive ; to impose upon.
"He, hoodwinked with kindness, least of all men

knew who struck him."—Sidney.
* 3. To cover.

" The prize I'll bring thee to
Shall hoodwink this mischance."

Shakesp. : Tempest, iv. 1.

hodf, * hof, * hofe, * huf, * hufe, s. [A.S.

hof; cogn. with Dut. hoef; Icel. hofr ; Dan.
Iwv ; Sw. hof; Ger. huf.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The horny substance covering the
feet of horses, oxen, sheep, &c. It is of the
same substance as horns.
" What with their horns and hoofs, could then them-

selves defend." Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 22.

2. Fig. : An animal, a beast.

II. Geom. ; An ungula (q.v.).

TT (1) To beat or pad the hoof: To walk about

;

to be or go on tramp.
* (2) To be on or upon the hoof: To walk

;

to be on the move. (Gentleman Instructed,

p. 293.)

IT Obvious compounds : Hoof-beat, hoof-
clang, hoof-mark, hoof-print, hoof-tramp, ]wof-
tread, &c.

hoof-bound, a. (See extract.)
" A horse is said to he hoof-bound when he has a

pain in the fore-feet, occasioned by the dryness and
contraction or narrowness of the horn of the quarters,
which straitens the quarters of the heels, and often-
times makes the horse lame. A hoof-bound horse has
a narrow heel, the sides of which come too near one
another, insomuch that the'flesh is kept too tight, and
has not its uatural extent."

—

Farrier's Dictionary.

hoof-pad, n.

Manege : A pad attached to the hoof of a
horse to keep the foot, or the shoe of the foot

to which it is attached, from cutting the
fellow foot or the fetlock.

hoof-paring knife, s.

Farr. : A knife with a recurved blade, used
for paring hoofs, to fit horseshoes thereon

;

the sharply curved portion enables the knife
to a*ct as a scarper in the fissures between the
frog and sole.

hoof-shaped, a. Shaped like a horse's
hoof.

* hoof, v.i. [Hoof, s.] To walk as cattle.

hoofed, * hoved, <*. [Eng. hoof; -ed.] Fur-
nished with hoofs,

" In Iudia, there be found bceufes whole hoofed, with
single homes."

—

P. Holland: Plinie, bk. viii., ch. xxi.

hodf -less, a. [Eng. hoof; -less.] Destitute
of or without hoofs ; having no hoofs.

hook, *hok, " hoke, hooke, s. [A. 3.

hoc, hooc; cogn. with Dut. haak; Icel. haki;
Dan. hage; Sw. hake; Ger. haken.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) A curved piece of metal (usually) by
which an object is caught or suspended. The
varieties are numerous, according to the pur-

pose for which they are intended. The word
is thus used to signify

—

(a) A fishhook.

"Therefore when we catch them with a hook, we
tread on them to take the hook out of their mouths."
Damfrier : Voyages (an. 1684).

(6) A curved instrument for cutting grass
or corn ; a sickle ; a reaping-hook ; an instru-
ment for lopping branches ; a billhook.

(c) An iron to seize meat in a caldron.

(d) That part of a hinge which is fastened
to or inserted in the post, having a vertical
pin at the extremity, on which the gate or
door hangs and turns.

" Break down the hooks and hinges with force, which
the gates hang by."—North ; Plutarch, p. 2".;

(2) A tool having a shape similar to any of
the foregoing.

(3) One of the projecting thigh-bones of
cattle ; a hook-bone.

2. Fig. : A catch ; an advantage. (Slang.)

II. Technically

:

1. Agric. : A field sown two years running.

2. Bot. ; A hair curved back at the point.

3. Shipbuild. : A knee or strengthening
frame conforming to the inner shape of the
vessel and supporting the bow or forward
ends of the decks.

IT 1. By hook or by crook : By some means
or other ; in one way or another.
" The spoyle of people's euill gotten good,
The which her sire had scrapt by hooke and crooke."

denser : F. Q., V. ii 27.

2. Off the hooks

:

* (1) In a state of disturbance or confusion;
unhinged, disturbed.

" Easily put off the hooks, and monstrous hard to be
pleased again."

—

L' Estrange.

(2) Dead. (Slang.)

3. To go off the hooks : To die. (Slang.)

4. On one's own hook: On one's own account
or responsibility.

hook-and-butt, s. A mode of scarfing
timber so that the parts resist tensile strain

to part them ; a hook-scarf. [Scarf.]

hook-and-eye, s. An ordinary fastening

of ladies' dresses. Made of flattened wire and
bent to form.

hook-backed, a.

Bot. : The same as Runcinate (q.v.).

hook-beaked, hook-billed, a. Hav-
ing a hooked or curved beak or bilL

hook-bill, s.

1. The hooked beak or bill of a bird.

2. A billhook (q.v.).

hook-billed, a. (See the compound.)
Hook-billed cuckoos

:

Omith. : The name given by Swainson to
Coccyzinge, a sub-family of Cuculidse (q.v.).

They are from the tropics of both hemispheres.

hook-block, s. A pulley-block strapped
with a hook, in contradistinction to one with
an eye or a tail.

hook-bolt, s. A bolt with a hook-head.
Used on board ship to fasten lower-deck ports.

hook-bone, a . [Hook, *., 1. 1 (3).]

hook-butt, s. [Hook-and-Butt, Scarf.]

hook-ladder, $. A ladder having one or
more hooks at the end.

hook-land, s. Land ploughed and sowed
every year.

hook-motion, s.

Steam-eng. ; A valve-motion having hooks
for backward and forward gear. (American.)

hook-nose, ». A curved or hooked nose

;

a hawk-nose.

hook-nosed, a. Having a curved or
hooked nose ; hawk-nosed.

"I may justly say with the hooknosed fellow of
Rome there, Caesar, I came, saw, and overcame."

—

Shakesp. : 2 Henry J V., iv. 3.

hook-pin, s.

Build. : An iron pin with a hooked head,
used for pinning together the frame of a floor

or roof.

hook-rope, s.

Naut. : A rope six or eight fathoms long,
with a hook and thimble spliced at one end
and whipped at the other. It is used to drag
chain aud for similar purposes.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe - e ; ey = a. qu = kw
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hook-scarf; s.

Carp. : [Hook-and-butt, Scarf],

hook-squid, ».

Zool. : A name given to the Uncinated
Calaraary (Onychoteuthis), and the Armed
Calamary (Enoploteuthis), two genera of
Teuthidaa, sub-family Oigopsinae.

hook-tipped, a. (See the compound.)
Hook-tipped motlis

:

Entomology :

1. Platypteryx and Drepana, genera of the
family of moths called Platyptcrygidae(q.v.).

2. That family itself. Six species occur in
Britain. (Stainton.)

hook-tool, s.

Turning

;

L, A hanging-tool (q.v.).

2. A wood-turning tool having a bent por-
tion used for hollow work.

hook-wrench, s. A form of spanner
which has a bent end adapted to grasp a nut
or coupling piece and turn it.

hook, v.t. & i. [Hook, s.]

A, Transitive

:

L Literally

:

1. To catch with or as with a hook. (Addi-
son : Spectator, No. 108.)

2. To fasten with a hook or hooks : as, To
hook a dress.

3. To bend or curve into the form of a hook.

4. To furnish, provide, or arm with hooks
or hooked instruments. (Milton : Nativity, 515.)

H. Figuratively

:

1. To catch ; to ensnare ; to entrap.

2. To steal. (Slang.)

B. Intrans. : To bend or curve into the
form of a hook.

IT To hook it : To decamp ; to run away.
(Slang.)

hook'-ah, hook' a, s. [Arab.] A pipe for

smoking, having a la'rge bowl and a long flexible

tube, arranged so that the smoke can be passed
through water, for the purpose of cooling it.

(Byron : The Island, ii. 19.)

hooked, a. [Eng. hook; -ed.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Bent, curved, curvated. (Thomson

:

Winter, 1,718.)

2. Furnished or provided with hooks.

II. Bot. : Curved suddenly back at the
point ; uncate ; uncinate ; as the leaves of
Mesembryanthemum uncinatum.

hooked-bolt, s, A bolt with a lip used to
fasten boards on to a ship's frame or a wharf.

hooked-tool, a.

1. A marble-worker's chisel, the end bent to
a right angle, and used in positions where the
square chisel cannot be readily employed.

2. Wood-turning tools of the nature of
scorpers.

3. An iron bar bent into three sides of a
square, the third s'ide forming a handle. Used
in taking the twist out of a bar while forging.

4. A hoof-paring knife.

hook'-ed-ness, s. [Eng. hooked; -ness.] The
quality or state of being hooked.

hook'-er (1), s. [Dut. hoeker.]

Naut. : A one-masted merchant vessel of

the English and Dutch waters.

hook'-er (2), s. [Eng. hook ; -er.] One who
of that which hooks ; a thief.

hook-eV-I-a, s. [Named after Sir Wm. Jack-
son Hooker," the great botanist.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Hookeriei (q.v.).

Hoofaria lucens is a tine moss found in Devon-
shire, and H. Uete-virens grows in a bog near
Cork.

hook-er-l-e'-l, 5. pi. [Mod. Lat, hookeri(a);
Lat. masc. pi. adj. surf, -ei.] z.

Bot. : A section of Bryacese (Urn-mosses),
considered by Berkeley a distinct order of
Muscales. They have fiat, creeping, irregu-

larly-branched stems, with reticulated leaves,

capsules on elongated footstalks, a campanu-
late smooth veil and a double peristome. Most
of the species are Extra-European.

hook-ey, *. [Hockey.]

hook -heal, s. [Eng. hook, and heal.]

Bot. ; A name for Prunella vulgaris, more
commonly called Self-heal (q.v.).

hook' ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Hook, v.]

A. & E. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of fastening with a
hook or hooks ; a curving like a hook.

hooking -frame, s. A frame with hooks
upon which cloth is measured and suspended,
being folded to and fro until the required
quantity is reached, when it is cut off and re-

moved to be packed.

^hoolt-y, a. [Eng. hook; -y.]

1. Pertaining to or full of hooks.

2. Hooked, aquiline.
" Hl3 hooky uub&" Hood: Miss KUmamegg.

hool, < [Whole.] Perfect. (Chaucer : C. T.,

12,045.)

hool, hull, s. [Hull.] A hull, a covering;
a pea or bean husk. (Scott : Heart of Mtd-
Lothian, ch. xviii.)

ho6T-y, hool' ie, a. & adv. [Etym. doubtful.]

A. As adj. : Slow, cautious, careful.

B. As adv. ; Slowly, cautiously, carefully.

"But still the mair I'm that way bent.
Something cries ' Uooliel '

Burns ; To James Smith.

IT Hooly andfairly : Fairly and softly ; care-
fully, slowly.

"Let the chair down, and draw it up hooly and
/airly; we will halloo when we are ready."—-Scott:
Antiquary, ch. viii,

hoon dee, noun di, hun'-dl, *. [Hind.
hoondee, hundi.]

In India : A bill of exchange ; a cheque
given by a native banker on another native
banker. It commences with an invocation of
Ganesa, reputed to be the god of wisdom. It
then mentions the mode and date of payment.
It has ou it no stamp or other legal authoriza-
tion, but its authenticity is guaranteed by cer-
tain mystic signs understood by the native
bankers on either side, and by them alone.
Hoondees are freely accepted by Europeans in
the East, and are rarely dishonoured.

Hoon u man, s. [Hunooman.]

hoop (1), * hoope, * hope, s. [Probably an
English word, though not found in A.S. ; Dut.
hoef= a hoop ; Icel. h6/= a haven, a bay.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) A pliant strip of wood or metal bent
into a band or ring.

"A hoop of gold, a paltry ring."
Snakesp.: Merchant of Venice, v. 1.

(2) A combination or frame of rings or
circles of metal, hair, whalebone, &c, used
to expand the skirts of ladies' dresses; a
crinoline, a farthingale,

"AH that hoops are good for is . . . to keep fellows
at a distance."

—

Richardson ; Clarissa.

*(3) A quart pot, so called from being
bound round with hoops or bands like a
cask ; of these hoops there were generally
three, and if three men were drinking together
each would take his hoop or share.

2. Figuratively

:

(I) Anything curved or circular like a hoop.
" The foul witch Sycorax. who, with age and envy
Was grown into a hoop." Shafeesp. : Tempest, t 2.

* (2) A share or portion of drink. [1. 1 (3).]

IL Technically t

1. Cooper. : A strip of metal or wood united
at the ends and driven around a cask to hold
the staves together. They are known as :

Bulge-hoop, the hoop nearest the swell of a
cask. Chine or chiine-hoop, or head-hoop,
the hoop nearer to the end or chine. Flat-

hoop, a thin hoop, flat on both sides. Half-

round hoop, a hoop whose outside is the un-
dressed exterior of the pole. Quarter-hoop,

an intermediate hoop between the bulge and
chine. Truss-hoop, a stout hoop of wood,
used before or preliminary to the final hooping.

2. Nautical

:

(1) One of the rings to which the weather-
leach of a fore-and-aft sail is bent, and by
which it slides on the mast or stay as the sail

is hoisted or lowered ; a hank.

(2) A band on a wooden anchor-stock.

3. Milling :

(1) The enclosing case of a run of stones.

It stands on the husk.

(2) A metallic band around a mill-stone.

i. Mach. : A strap around an eccentric.

hoop-ash, 5.

Bot. : Celtis crassifolia.

hoop-bee, s.

Entom. : Eucera, a genus of burrowing bees.

hoop-bending machine, s.

Cooper. : A machine for curving hoops

;

generally consisting of a set of three rollers

between which the hoop is passed, the upper
roller acting against and between the two
lower ones, and having its lower surface de-
pressed below the upper line of the two lower
ones.

hoop-coiling machine, s.

Cooper. : A machine by which split, sawn,
or cut hoop-stuff for barrels is wound upon a
drum so as to be secured in a coiled condition
for shipment and use.

hoop-cramp, s.

Cooper. : A ring-clutch for holding the ends
of a hoop which are lapped over each other.

hoop-crimping 1 machine, s.

Cooper. : A machine for giving the bend to
hoop-stuff to render the hoops tractable in
fitting tu barrels and casks.

hoop-dressing machine, s. [Hoop-
PLAN1NG MACHINE.]

hoop-driver, s.

Cooper. : A hand-tool or machine by which
the hoops are forced on to the cask.

hoop-iron, 5. Flat, thin bar-iron.

hoop lock, s.

Coopering

:

1. A mode of connecting the ends of the
split pole or slat which forms a hoop.

2. One of the interlocking notches near the
ends of a barrel-hoop.

3. A fastening for the ends of hoops ; used
in baling hay or cotton.

hoop-petticoat, s.

1, Ord. Lang. : [Hoop, s., I. 1 (2)].

2. Bot. : The genus Corbularia (q.v.).

hoop-planing machine, a.

Cooper. : A machine for thinning down and
dressing the surface or surfaces of hoop-pole
stuff, or of stuff sawed or cut for hoops.

hoop-pole, s. A pole of ash or hickory
for splitting up into hoops.

hoop-racking machine, s.

Cooper. : A machine for forcibly bending
riven hoops to make them tractable in placing
them around casks.

hoop -riving machine, s. [Hoop-
SPLITTING MACHINE.]

hoop - sawing and hoop - cutting
machine, s.

Coopering

:

1. A machine in which gauged stuff is fed
to a gang of circular saws and reduced to
dimensions for making hoops.

2. A machine which removes successively
thin strips from the edge of a board.

3. A machine which saws or cuts hoops
from a log, which is rotated between i:ach

boll, bo*^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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cut, the thickness of a hoop plus the kerf

;

the saw cutting down into the log the width
of a hoop, aud a second saw or a cutter re-

moving the hoop so cut.

hoop-shaving machine, s.

Cooper. : [Hoop-ijressing machine].

hoop-skirt, s. [Hoop, s., I. l (2).]

hoop - splaying and bending ma-
chine, s.

Cooper. : A machine for spreading hoop-iron
on one side, so as to enable it to set snugly
on the bilge, and at the same time bending
the hoop to the curve of the cask.

hoop-splitting machine, s.

Cooper. : A machine to rive hoops from stuff

properly prepared.

hoop-tree, ^-.

Bot. : Melia sempervirens.

hoop-withe, ».

Bot. : The name given in Jamaica to Rivlna
octandra, one of the Chenopodiaceie.

* hoop (2), >. [Hoop (2), v.]

* 1. A shout, a loud cry, a whoop, an outcry.
" You have run them all down with hoops aud holas."

—Bishop Parker; Jiepr. Rehearsal Transposed, \\. 26.

2. A peculiar sound emitted in hooping-
cough by a drawing in of the breath.

* 3. The hoopoe (q.v.).

hoop (1), v.t. [Hoop (1), s.]

1. To bind or fasten with hoops ; to encircle

with hoops.
"The three hooped pot shall have ten hoops."—

Sh((kesp. : 2 Henry VI., iv. 2.

* 2. To encircle, to clasp, to surround.
> " Henceforth thou

Shalt hoop hia body more with thy embraces."
tjhakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 4.

hoop (2), * houp-en, v.i. & t. [O. Fr. hauper;
cf. Goth, hwopjrin.] [Whoop.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To utter a loud cry ; to whoop, to shout.

2. To emit a peculiar sound by drawing in

the breath, as in the hooping-cough.
* E. Transitive

:

1. To drive with shouts or cries.

' By the voice of slaves to be
/looped out of Rome."* Shakcsp. : Coriolanus, iv. 5.

2. To call by a shout op whoop.

hoop'-er (1), s. [Eng. hoop (1), v. ; -er:] One
who makes and "fixes hoops for casks ; a
cooper.

"' Every tinker, tailor, hooper, ostler, Slc."—Martin :

Marriage of Priests (an. 1554).

hoop'-er (2), s. [Eng. hoop (2), v.; -er. So
called from the hoop-hoop-hoop, . . . the note
of the bird.] (Def.)

Ornith. : A species of swan, Cygnus ferus of
Ray, C. musicits of Bechstein. It is found in

the Arctic Circle, Iceland, and Scandinavia,
visiting Britain and the rest of the continent.

It is white with black feet.

hoop'-lhg (1), pr. par., a., & s. [Hoop (1), v.]

A. & B. -4s pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive:

1. The act or business of making and fixing

hoops on casks ; coopering.
" Kettle drums, whose sullen dub
Sounds like the Itoopimj of a tub."

Butler : Uudibrax, nt. ii., c. ii.

2. Found. : The iron-work around a mould-
ing-box.

hoop'-ing (2), pr.par.,a., &s. [Hoop (2), v.)

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. -4s sitbst. : The act of emitting a whoop

;

a whoop.

hooping-cough, s.

Pathol. : Pertussis, a spasmodic, infectious

disease, usually of childhood (although Sir

William Jenner suffered from it late in life),

preceded by catarrh of frum three to fourteen
days' duration. It sometimes terminates in six

weeks,but often lasts as many months, although
danger is usually over at the end of six weeks.
Emphysema is a dangerous complication. In
fatal cases, pulmonary collapse, bronchial in-

flammation, nervous exhaustion, and general

debility are the chief factors. Various speci-

fics have been vaunted, the chief being bella-

donna, Croton -chloral-hydrate, bromide of

Sjtassium, and nitric acid with glycerine,

oche's is the favourite embrocation used on
the chest and back. Boiled apples in milk,

milk, &c, furnish the nourishment required,

with time and change of air. Hooping-cough
is more fatal in some years than others, and it

is always dangerous to treat this disease with-

out medical advice. It depends chiefly on
irritation of the pneumogastric nerve by some
special germ, producing the paroxysmal cha-

racter of the cough.

hoo'-poe, ho6'-pQO, s. [Named from their

note, which is like hoop rapidly and softly

repeated; Fr. huppe.]

Ornithology

:

1. (Sing): UpupaEpops. There are on the
head two parallel rows of long feathers, form-
ing a crest, their colours buff tipped witli

black ; the head and neck are also buff ; upper
part of the back gray ; wings and tail black,
five transverse bands of yellowish white on
the wings ; abdomeu, and a band on the tail,

white. Length of the male, twelve and a half
inches. Female less vivid in colour. It is a
native of Asia and Africa, whence it annually
visits Europe. It rarely reaches England, and
yet more rarely breeds here. The nest, of

grass and feathers, is made in the holes of

trees. Eggs five or six, lavender gray. The
hoopoe frequents marshy places, feeding on
insects and worms. Called also the l)ung
bird.

2. (PI.) : TJpupidse, a family of Tenuirostres.
They have syndactyle feet ; the outer toe is

united, for half its length, to the middle one.

The bill is very long, and greatly compressed.
The plumage is generally glossed with metallic
blue and deep green. Chief genera, Upupa
and Promerops, from which the family has
been sometimes called Promeropidae.

hoord, v.t. [Hoard.]

hoo-si-er (si as zhi), s. [A corruption of
hasher "from their primary capacity to still

their opponents," or of wlw's yere ? their gruff
inquirywhen one knocks at a door. (Bartlelt.)]

A term applied to the citizens of the state of
Indiana, in North America.

hoot, hout en, *whoot, v.i. & t. [0. Sw.
huta; Fr. houter.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To shout in derision or contempt.
(Usually followed by at or after.)

2. To cry as an owl.

"The owls have hooted till nightlong."
Wordsworth : idiot Boy.

B. Transitive

:

1. To shout or cry at in derision or con-
tempt ; to drive with cries and shouts.

" Hoot him out of the city."
Shakusp. : Coriolanus, iv. 6,

2. To utter in a voice like an owl.
" He hoots a souuet or a song."

Cotton : A Fable.

hoot, s. [Hoot, v.] A cry, shout, or noise in
contempt or derision.

" Its assertion would be entertained with the lioot of
the rabule.*'—Glanvill : Scepsis tic'umtifica, ch. ix.

hoot, hout, hoots, interj. [Hoot, v.] An
exclamation or interjection expressive of dis-
satisfaction, irritation, disbelief, or contempt.
(Scotch.)

hoove, s. [Heave, v.] A disease in cattle,

caused by eating too much green food, which
inflates the stomach with gas.

* hoove, v. [Hover.]

hoov'-en, a. [Eng. Iwove, s. ; -en.] Suffering
from or affected with the disease called hoove.

hop (1), * hoppe, * hop-pen, * hou pen,
* huppe, v.i. [A.S. hoppian; cogn. with
But, happen, = to hop; I eel. hoppa; Sw.
hojipa; Dan. hoppe; Ger. hiipfen.]

1. To leap on one leg or foot ; to move by
sudden and successive leaps or starts, alight-
ing on one foot.

" I saw her once
IIop forty paces through the public street

"

Shakesp. : Antony & Cleopatra, ii. 2.

2. To skip lightly ; to move as a bird.

"There they hop and dance a while with it in their
beaks,"—JHgby; Of Bodies, ch. xxxvii.

* 3. To move quickly ; to skip ; to jump.
" To prove if any drop

Of living blood yet in her veins did hop!'
Spenser : F. Q., II. 1. 4a

4. To walk lamely ; to limp ; to halt.
" The limping einith observed the sadtlen'il feast,
Aud hoppuuj here and there, himself a jest,

Put in hie word." Dryden,: Homer ; Iliad i-

5. To dance.

"At every hridale would he sing and hoppe."
Chaucer: C. T., 4,574.

hop (2), v.t. & i. [Hop (2), s.]

A. Trans. : To mix or compose with hops.
"Malt-drink not much hopped, posset-drinks, au<!_

in general, whatever relaxeth, have the same ettect."—
Arbuthnut : On Aliments, ch. v., § 20.

B. Intrans. : To pick hops : as, To go
hopping.

hop (1), s. [Hop (1), v.)

1. A jump, spring, or light leap on one foot_

2. A dance, a dancing party. (Colloquial.)

TT Hop, step, and a jump : A game in which
those engaged endeavour to cover as much
ground as possible with a hop, a stride, and a
jump.

hop-scotch, s. A children's game, in
which a stone is driven, by the foot of a person.
hopping on one foot, from one compartment-
to another of a figure drawn or scotched on

' the ground.
" Afterwards Hogarth and Scott played at hopscotch

in the townhall."—Thackeray : English Humourists,
lect. v.

hop (2), hoppe, s. [Dirt, hop, Jwppe; 0. H.
Ger. hopfo; M. H. Ger. hop/en; N. H. Ger.
hop/en.]

A. As substantive

:

i

1. Botany ;

(1) (Sing.) : Humuhts Lupulus, the only
known species of the genus Hamulus (q.v.).

The root, which is perennial, annually sends
forth long, weak, rough, twining stems. The
leaves somewhat resemble those of the vine,
but are rougher, each pair with two curved
stipules ; the flowers are dioecious, the males,
which are in axillary panicles, have Ave sepals,

no petals, aud five stamens ; the females are
in cones or catkins consisting of concave
scales, each with a pair of minute flowers

[(2)]. It has an aromatic odour, sent forth
by glands containing a resinous secretion.
The hop is indigenous in England as far north
as York, growing in hedges and copses. It
is not wild in Scotland or Ireland. It is

largely cultivated for brewing purposes in
Kent, Sussex. Hampshire, Worcestershire,
and Herefordshire ; also abroad m Belgium,
Bavaria, and the United States. The cul-
tivated variety is generally said to have been
introduced into England from Flanders, in
1524. It was, however, cultivated _here in
the previous century. It was known to the
Romans as Lupus salictarius. Packets of it

put in pillows have a narcotic effect, and tend
to induce sleep. It is sometimes prescribed
as a tonic. The young shoots blanched have
been eaten as asparagus, and the roots used
as a substitute for sarsaparilla.

IT Bryonia dioica [Bryony] is sometimes
called Wild Hop. The native hop of Australia,
is (1) Dodoncea, the seed vessels of which are
there used in the manufacture of beer; (2)
Daviesla Uetifolia.

(2) (PL); The mature cones of the hop;
hop heads.

2. Brewing (chiefly in the pi.) : Hops are
boiled with the wort in brewing beer. They
impart a bitter taste and aromatic flavour,
and prevent fermentation from being too rapid.
They owe their effect to a chemical principle-
called Lupuline (q.v.).

3. PMr. : Lupulus. The dried catkins of the
female plant of Humuhts Lupulus, the common
hop. It is used to prepare Infttsum Lupali*.
Infusion of Hop ; Tinctura Lupnli, Tincture of
Hop, and Extractum Lupidi, Extract of Hop.
Hops are tonic and stomachic, and slightly
narcotic ; with malt they form the materials,
from which beer is, or should be, made.
B. ,4s adj. : Of or belonging to the plant,

described under A. 1., or any one akin to it.

% Oil of hops

:

Chem. t& Comm. : A green light acrid oil„
obtained by subjecting hopheads to pressure.

hop -hack, «.

Brewing: The vessel beneath the copper
which receives the infusion of malt and hops,.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, oe = e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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and lias a perforated bottom which strains off
the hops from the unfermented beer.

hop-bind, s. [Hopbine.]

hop-dryer, s. A chamber in which hops
are artificially dried. A tilting drying frame
runs on a track extending through the drying
and store rooms, so that the hops, after
drying above the furnace in the former room
may be deposited in the latter. Also called
an oast, or hop-kiln.

hop-factor, s. A dealer in hops ; a sales-
man of hops.

hop-flea, «.

Entom. & Agric. : Haltica concinna, a small
leaping beetle, the larva of which is very
destructive to hops. [Haltica.]

hop-fly, s.

Entom. & Agric. : Aphis humuli, a species
of plant louse which sometimes infests hop
plantations to such an extent as seriously to
damage the crop.

hop-frame, s.

Agric. : A trellis on which hops are sup-
ported while growing. Hops are usually
grown on poles, which are pulled out of the
ground and laid across trestles for the con-
venience of the hop-pickers. Hop-frames are
sometimes made to recline to bring them
within reach of the pickers.

hop frog-fly, hop froth-fly, ».

Entom. & Agric. : A small homopterous
insect, Aphrophora interrupta, destructive to
hop plantations. The resemblance to a frog
is in the form, the term froth refers to the
substance in which the larva is enveloped.

hop-garden, hop-yard, s. A hop-
ground. The former expression is in use in the
south of England ; the latter, in the Midlands.

hop-ground, s. A field or enclosure
where hops are cultivated ; a hop-farm.

" The hop-grounds of Kent would lie as the vineyards
of the Neckar."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

* hop-harlot, a. [Hapharlot.]

hop-hornbeam, s. [Hornbeam.]

hop-kiln, a. A kiln for drying hops.

hop-medick, s.

Bot. : Medicago lapulina.

hop-mildew, s.

Bot. & Agric. : A mildew produced in the
hop by a minute fungus, Splucrotheca or Ery-

> siphe Cttstafftiei. It has coloured appendicles.

hop o' my thumb, s. A very diminu-
tive person ; a dwarf.

hop-picker, s. One who is employed to
pick or gather hups.

hop-picking, s. [Hopping (2), s.]

hop-pocket, s. A bag or wrapper made,
of coarse material for containing hops ; the
pocket contains 1£ to 2 cwts.

hop-pole, #.

Husbandry: A training-pole for hops. It
consists of little but a simple sapling or trunk
of one of the lighter trees, usually the sweet
chestnut, ash, and*alder.

hop-press, s.

Brewing: A machine for expressing the
liquid from hops after boiling.

hop-setter, s. One who plants hops ; an
instrument for setting hops.

hop-trefoil, s.

i Bot. : Trifvliam procumbens, a trefoil with
large dense hop-like heads of flowers, bright
yellow flowers, and the standard striate when
old. It is frequent in Britain in dry pastures,
and at the borders of fields.

hop-yard, a. [Hop-garden.]

hop -bine, s. [Eng. hop (2), and bine.] The
climbing stem of the hop plant.

hope (1), s. [A.S. hopa = hope, Jiopian = to
hope ; cogn. with Dut. hoop = hope, Jwpen =
to hope ; Dan. haab = hope, haabe = to hope

;

Sw. hopp — hope, lioppas = to hope ; Ger.
uojftn = to hope, hoffmuig = hope ; Lat. cupio

t
— to desire.]

1. An anxious desire or expectation of some-
thing ; a desire or looking .forward for some
good.

"Hope is the encouragement given to desire."—Co-
gan : On the Passions, ch. ii., § 3.

2. Confidence in a future event, or in the
future conduct of any person.

3. That which gives hope ; one who or that
which furnishes ground for expectation, trust,
or confidence,' as an agent by which some-
thing desired may or can be effected ; that in
which one confides.

'

' Their bravest hope, bold Hector."
Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,430.

i. That which is hoped for; the object of
one's hopes or desires.

" Lavinla is thine elder brother's hope."
Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, ii. 1,

* 5. Expectation of any kind, even of fear.
" By how much better than my word I am,
By bo much shall I falsify men's hopes."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IF., i. 2.

If Hope is simply a presentiment ; it may
vary in degree, more according to the temper
of the mind than the nature ofithe circum-
stances ; some hope where there is no ground
for hope, and others despair where they might
hope : expectation is a conviction that excludes
doubt ; we expect in proportion as that convic-
tion is positive ; we hope that which may be
or can possibly be ; we expect that which must
be or which ought to be. Trust and confi-
dence agree with hope in regard to the objects
anticipated ; they agree with expectation in re-

gard to the certainty of the anticipation.
(Crabb : Eng, Synon.)

Hope-mission, s.

Ecclesiol. : A religious sect appearing in the
Registrar General's returns.

hope, v.i. & t. [Hope, s.]

A. Intrans. : To have confidence ; to trust
with confidence.

" Why are thon so cast down, O my soul ? and why
art thou so disquieted within me? Hope thou in
God."—Psalm xiii. 11.

B. Transitive

:

1. To expect with desire ; to look forward
to with hope.

" We liope no other from your majesty."
Shakesp. ; 2 Henry IV., v. 2.

* 2. To expect ; to fear.

" Our manciple I hope he wol be deed."
Chaucer : C. T., 4,0-27.

3. To entertain hopes ; to look forward with
hope to the obtaining of something.
" Those that vainly hoped kind heaven would wink."

Dryden : Astrwa Redux, 186.

hope (2), s. [See def.] A troop ; only in the
phrase, a forlorn liope, from the Dutch verloren
hoop.

hope (3), s. [Icel. Up = an inlet.]

1. An inlet ; a small haven or bay ; a creek.

2. A sloping plain between the ridges of
mountains ; it occurs frequently as the second
element in place-names, as EasWiope.

hope'-ful, a. & s. [Eng. hope; -futil).~]

A. As adjective :

1. Full of hope ; having qualities which give
rise to, or grounds for hope or expectations
of good ; full of promise

; promising.
. " Lest on the threshing-floor his hopeful sheaves

Prove chaff." Milton : P. L., iv. 984.

2. Full of hope, desire, or confident expec-
tation.

" Men of their own natural inclination hopeful and
strongly conceited."—Hooker : Eccles. Polity.

B. As subst. : A boy or young man ; fre-
quently with a somewhat depreciatory or con-
temptuous meaning.

hdpe'-fttl-ly, adv. [Eng. hopeful; -ly.]

1. In a manner calculated to raise or inspire
hope ; in >i promising manner or degree.

" He left all his female kindred either matched with
peers of the realm actually, or hopefully with earls'
sons and heirs.'"— Wotton,

2. With liope or confidence.
" Hopefully expect the remedy from the ingenuity

ofthenextgeuerations."—Fuller: Worthies; Middlesex.

hope-fulness, s. [Eng. hopeful; -ness.] The
quality or state of being hopeful

; promise of
good.

" Set down beforehand certain signatures of hopeful-
ness."— Wotton: JieliquUe, x>- 77.

hope ite, hop'-ite, s. [Named after Profes-
sor Hope, of Edinburgh.]

Min. : An orthorhombic grayish-white or
reddish-brown transparent or translucent
mineral of vitreous lustre ; hardness, 2*5 to 3

;

sp. gr. 2-76 to 2-85. It is believed to be a

hydrous compound of phosphoric acid and
oxide of zinc, with a trace of cadmium. Found
in the calamine mines of Altenberg, near Aix-
la-Chapelle. (Dana.)

hope -less, a. [Eng. hope; -less.]

1. Destitute of or without hope ; having nc
hope of fortune, success, or prosperity; de-
spairing.

" Her last companion, in a dearth
Of love, upon a hopeless earth."

Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylstone, ii.

2. Giving or inspiring no hope or expecta-
tion of good ; desperate.

" The hopeless word of ' never to return,"
Breathe I against thee, upon pain of life."

Shakesp. : Richard II., i. 3.

* 3. Unhoped for ; unexpected ; despaired
of.

hope'-less-ly, adv. [Eng. hopeless; -ly.] la
a hopeless manner ; without hope ; beyond
hope.

"Hopelessly continuing in mistakes, they live and
die in their absurdities.'

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours,
bk. i., ch. iii.

hope -less ness, s. [Eng. hopeless; -ness.}

The quality or state of being hopeless ; de-
spair ; a desperate state or condition.

hop'-er (1), s. [Eng. hop(e) ; -er.] One who
hopes ; one who has hopes.

" I except all hopers."—Swift.

* hop-er (2), s. [Hopper.]

hop-head, s. [Eng. hop, and Jiead.] One of
the imbricated heads of the hop (q.v.).

hop'-ing, *hop-yng, pr. par., a., & s.

[Hope, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1, The act or state of feeling or entertaining
hopes.

2. A hope ; an expectation.
" The pape set that terme, for his hopyng was."

Robert de Brunne, p. 31$;

* hop'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. hoping ; -ly.] Ini

a hopeful manner ; with hope or desire of
good, and expectation of receiving it.

" One sign of despair, the going on boldly, hopinglt/r
confidently in wilful habits of sin."—Hammund:
I'ractical Catechism, bk. i., s. 3.

Hop-kin -si an, s. [Named after the Rev_
Dr. Samuel Hopkins, of Connecticut.]

Ch. Hist. : A follower of Dr. Hopkins, who*
though in most respects Calvinistic, rejected
the tenets that the sin of Adam was imputed
to his posterity, and the righteousness of
Christ to the elect on their believing in Him.

hop'-ll-a, s. [Gr. oirKa (hopki) = arms.]

Entom. : A genus of lainellicorn beetles,
sub-family Melolonthinaa. The species have
beautiful metallic tints formed by their dense
scales. One, Hoplia philanthus, is British.

hop -lite, s. [Gr. ojrAi'nfs Qioplites), from '6-nX.ou

(hoplon) = an arm.]

Gr. Antiq. : A heavy-armed soldier.

hdp-lo-ce'-tus, s. [Ger. onKov (hoplon) = as.

tool, an implement, and Lat. cetus, cete = Gr.
ktjtos (ketos) = a sea monster, as a whale, &c.J
Pakeont. : A genus of whales, family Balae-

nidse. Found in the Pliocene strata.

hop -oast, s. [Eng. hop (2), and oast.] Aa
oven or kiln for drying hops.

hopp'-er(l),*hop-er,s. [Eng. ftop(l), v.;-er.l;

I. Ordinary Language:

I. One who hops.

2 (PL). A child's game ; also called Hop-
scotch (q.v.).

3. In the same sense as II, 4.

II. Technically

:

1. Glass : A conical vessel suspended from;
the ceiling, containing sand and water for the-
use of the glass-cutter.

2. Plumbing : The basin of a water-closet.

3. Entomology:

(1) Sing. : An insect which breeds inhams^
(2) Plnral

:

(a) The Halticidse (q.v.).

(&) The Cercopidae(q.v.).

4. Mach. : A chute for feeding any materia!
to a machine. It is generally of an inverted

fcoil, tool-; p6ut,j6^1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eyist. ph = f,
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die! &c =hel, del*
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conical shape, as in brick-machines, winnow-
iug-machines, and flour-mills. Its name is de-

rived from the latter, as it used to he shaken by
a damsel (projection) on the spindle, in order
to keep the grain fed down into the throat.

5. Hydr. Eng. : A boat or barge, driven by
steam, and having a movable bottom, in which
the mud, &c, raised by a dredging-machineis
conveyed into deep water, there to be allowed
to fall out ; a hopper-barge.

hopper-boy, s. A device in a grinding-
mill, consisting of a revolving rake drawing
the meal over a discharge-opening in the floor.

hopper -cock, s. A valve for water-
closets, &c.

hdp'-per (2), s. [Eng. hop (2) ; -er.] A hop-
picker.

"'Many of these hoppers are Irish."—Dickens: Un-
commercial Traveller, xi.

hop-pes-tere, s. [Mid. Eng. hoppe = to
hop ; fern. suff. -ster.) A female dancer (?),

{Chaucer: C. T., 2,019.)

nopp'-et, s, [Eng. hop; -et]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. A hand-basket

.

2. A child in arms. (Yorkshire.)

IL Technically

:

1. Glass : The same as Hopper, B. 1.

2. Mining : A dish used by miners to
measure the ore.

hopp'-ing (1), pr. par., a., & s. [Hop (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of moving about with
hops.

hopping-dick, s. A local name given
in Jamaica to a thrush, Merula leucogenys, or
Turdus leucogenus.

hopp'-ing (2), s. [Hop (2), v.] The act or
occnpation of picking hops from the bines

;

hop-picking.

*h6p'-ple, v. t. [Another form of hobble (q. v.).]

To fetter by tying the feet together ; to tram-
mel, to entangle, to hobble.

" Superstitlously hoppled iii the toils and nets of
superfluous opinions.'—Rogers: On Godliness, bk. ix.,

ch. vii., § 8.

hop -pie, a. [Hopple, v.]

Manege . A fetter for confining the legs of
horses so as to hamper their motion, and thus
restrain their wandering ; a hobble.

3l6p'-pd, s. [Chinese.]

1. An overseer of commerce ; a collector.

2. A tribunal appointed to collect the public
revenue arising from trade and navigation.

hopp'-y, s. [Eng. hop (2); -v.] A free trans-
lation by an English wit of Messidor (Corn-
harvest), the tenth month of the French re-

publican year.

hops, s. pi, [Hop.]

hop'-vine, s. [Eng. hop, and vine.] The stalk
or plant of the hop.

hbr'-a (pi. hdV-ae), s. [Lat.] An hour.

horse canonic*©, s. pi. The canonical
hours at which religious services are held. In
time of persecution a night service was held
called Nocturns, wliich was, however, at a

later period merged into Lauds—the thanks-
giving for the dawn of day, and the whole was
called Matins. But when Matins, or Nocturns,
are retained they take place before Lauds.
The following is the order of the canonical
hours : Lauds, at daybreak ; Prime, or first

hour, a later service ; Tierce, or third hour, at

nine a.m. ; Sext, or sixth hour, at noon ; Nones,
or ninth hour, at three p.m.; Vespers, or even-
ing service ; Compline, or final service, at bed-
time. Each of these has fixed Psalms, except
Vespers, which has certain Psalms read in

course, and a Canticle. The Anglo-Saxon
names of these services were Uhtsang, Prime-
sang, Undersang,Middaysang,Noonsang, Even-
sang, andNightsang. The Book for these offices

came to be called Breviary towards the end
of the eleventh century. It was sometimes
called in England the Portifory.

* hdV-al, a. [Lat. horalis, from hora = an
hour.]" Pertaining or relating to an hour or
hours ; lasting for an hour.

* hoV-al-ly, adv. [Eng. horal ; -ly.] Hourly.

* hor-ar'-l-OUS, a. [Lat. horarius, from hora
= an hour.]

Bot. : Enduring only for an hour or two,
as the petals of Cistus.

* hor'-ar-y; a. [Lat. Iwrarius; Fr. horaire.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Pertaining or relating to an hour or hours

;

noting the hours.
" lu hi3 answer to an horary question, he has dis-

cussed the manner of surprising aQ sharpers."

—

Taller.

2. Continuing for an hour ; hence, change-
able, ephemeral, short-lived.

" Horary or soon decaying fruits of summer."

—

Browne ; Vulgar Errours, bk. vii., ch. i.

3. Done by noting the hours or time.

"The famous doctor in Moorfields, who gained so
much reputation for his horary predictions.'

—

Steele :

Spectator, No. 193.

II. Astron. : A term used of the arc which
a heavenly body describes in an hour, or the
angle which that arc subtends, the eye of the
spectator being assumed to be at the angular
point.

horary-circles, s. pi. Lines or circles
marking the hours on globes, &c.

horary-motion, s. The space moved
through in an hour. The horary motion of
the earth is that arc which it describes in an
hour—that is, one of fifteen degrees.

Hor-a'-tian, a. [Lat. BorcUi(us) = Horace
;

Eng. suff. -an.] Of or pertaining to the poet
Horace or his poetry

;
pertaining to the family

Horatii.

* hord, a. [Hoard, s.]

* horde, v.i. [Horde, s.] To live in hordes

;

to associate together in gangs.

horde, *hord, s. [Fr., from Turk, ordu =
a camp, from Pers. oVdw = a court, a camp,
a horde of Tartars ; urdu = a camp, an army.]

1. A term applied first to the clans or tribes
of the Tatars or Tartars, a nomadic tribe,
clan or race of Asiatics.

" Such were the hords among the Goths, the clans
in Scotland, and septs in Ireland."—Temple: Hist.
Eng. (Introd.)

2. A gang, a multitude, a crew. (Used
generally in contempt.)

" Oh ! how I wished for spear or sword,
At least to die amidst the horde."

Byron : Mazeppa, xii.

hor'-de-ae, s. pi. [Lat. hord(eum) (q.v.) ; fern.

pL adj. suff. -em.]

Bot. : A tribe of grasses,type Hordeum (q. v. ).

* hord-en, v.t. [Hoard, v.]

hor-de'-o-lum, s. [Lat. hordeolum, dimin. of
hordeum.]

Path. .- A stye (q.v.).

* hord-ere, * hordier, s. [Hoarder.]

hor'-de-um, *. [Lat.= barley.]

Bot. : Barley ; the typical genus of the tribe
Hordese. Spikelets three, distichous, com-
pressed, one-cleft, with the rudiments of a
second glume ; empty glumes two, awned

;

flower glume also awned
; palea long, narrow,

two-keeled. Found in the north temperate
zone ; also in the warmer regions, including
Suuth America. Ten species are known. Four

are wild in Britain, Hordeum sylvaticim^ood
barley, called also Lyme grass ; H. pratense,
Meadow-barley; //, mnrinum, Wall-barley;
H. maritimuvi, Sea-side Barley. [Barley.]

hordeum decorticatum, s.

Phar. : Pearl barley. The husked seeds of
Hordeum distichum. It is used to prepare
Decoctum Hordei, decoction of barley, made
by washing two ounces of barley with cold
water, and then pouring thirty ounces of boil-
ing water over it. This is used as a mild
nutritive and demulcent drink.

*hore, *hoor, a. [Hoar.]

*hore (1), ». [Whore.]

*hore (2), s. [A.S. horu; O. L. Ger. horn,
horo; O. H. Ger. how.] Dirt, filth.

hore' hound, hoar-hound, s. [A.S. hdra.
hune, hara hunig = the herb horehound : hdr
= hoar, hoary gray, from the short, white,
woolly hairs, and hune — horehound.]

1. Bot. : Marrubium vulgare, a plant so
hoary as to be almost woolly ; the leaves are
broadly ovate and crenate : the whorls of
flowers dense ; calyx oblong, with ten short
spinous teeth ; the corolla white, labiate, the
upper lip long, bifid. Rare, and perhaps not
indigenous, in Britain. Wild in continental
Europe, North Africa, Western and Southern
Asia, &c.

1" Black or Stinking Horehound is Ballota
nigra, or the genus Ballota ; Wild Horehound,
Eupatorium teucri/olium. The former is a
British labiate, the latter a foreign composite.

2. Pharm. : The plant contains a bitter
principle and a volatile oil. It is used as a
tonic, expectorant, and alterative for coughs.
In the form of infusion or of bitter-sweet
lozenges, horehound (Marrubium vulgare) is

a popular remedy for coughs.

*hor-en, v.i. [Icel. hora; O. H. Ger. huoron.]
[Hore (1), s.] To commit adultery or forni-
cation ; to go whoring.

* horgh, *norie, s. [A.S. horg, horh.] Dirt,

filth.

*horghen, v.t [M. H. Ger. horgen.] [Horqh.]
To make dirty or filthy.

* hori, * hoori, * horwe, * horowe, a.

[A.S. horig.] Dirty, filthy, obscene.
"With tonges horwe." Chaucer: C. M., 206.

hor'-i-a, s. [Lat. = a small vessel, a fishine-

smack'(?).j

Entom. : A genus of Cantharidee. Accord-
ing to Lansdown Guilding, a West Indian
species is parasitic on a solitary bee, Xylocopa
teredo.

hor-i'-zon, *or-i-zont, s. [Lat. horizon,
from Gr. opifav (horizon) = (as adj.) dividing,
separating, bounding, limiting; (as subst.)
the horizon [def.] ; Sp. &Port. horizonte; ItaL
orozzonte ; Prov. orizon.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The circular line where the sky
and the earth seem, to a spectator on the sur-
face of the latter, to meet. [II.]

.
" When the morning sun shall raise his car
Above the border of the horizon."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., iv. 1.

2. Fig. : Anything bounding one's mental
vision.

" While the authors of all these evils were idly and
stupidly gazing on this menacing meteor, which
blackened all their horizon"—Burke : On the Nabob of
Arcots Debts.

II, Technically

:

1. Astron. : The horizon, in the sense 1. 1,
is called by astronomers the sensible visible,
or physical horizon. It is not at right angles
to a vertical line at the place, for if vision be
unimpeded, say when one looks from a vessel's
deck on a clear day, the rotundity of the
earth allows him to see a little more of the
sky than if his eye were at the surface of
the sphere. If he looks from a mountain top
the error becomes of consequence. The term
"sensible," "visible," or "physical" hori-
zon is therefore often used, though not quite
accurately, for a plane supposed to be ex-
tended from the observer's eye at right angles
to a vertical line at the place and extending to
the celestial vault. The horizon convenient for
astronomical purposes, and called the astro-
nomical or rational horizon, is different from
this. The spectator's eye is supposed to be,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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not at the surface, but at the centre of the
earth, with the planet transparent enough
not to impede vision. The astronomical hori-
zon of Greenwich observatory would be ob-
tained by supposing a line drawn downwards
from that spot to the earth's centre, and a
plane everywhere at right angles to that line,

to extend from the latter spot to the celestial

vault. It would form a great circle, both of
the earth and of the heavens. Sometimes
what is called an "artificial horizon" is

needed, and is formed by the reflecting sur-
face of a fluid

2. Geol. : A term used with regard to the
apparent age of strata. Strata which appear,
broadly speaking, contemporaneous or horao-
taxial are said to be on the same horizon.

3. Naut. : In the same sense as 1. 1.

U Dip of the horizon :

Astron. & Geog, : The angle by which the
visible horizon is depressed below the direc-
tion of a spirit-level.

horizon-bounded, a. Beaching to the
horizon, or as far as sight will reach.

" Immense horizon-bounded plaiiiB succeed."
Byron: Childe Harold, 1. 31.

horizon-glasses, s. pi.

Optics : The two speculums on one of the
radii of a quadrant or sextant. The one half
of the fore horizon-glass is silvered, while the
other half is transparent, in order that an
object may be seen directly through it. The
back horizon-glass is silvered above and be-
low, but has a transparent stripe across the
middle, through which the horizon can be seen.

hor Iz on'-tal, a. [Fr.]

1. Pertaining or relating to the horizon.

2. At or near the horizon. {Milton: P. L.,

i. 595.)

3. Parallel to the horizon ; level ; perpen-
dicular to a vertical line.

"And Beveral little shrubs will grow from one horiz-
ontal bed of salt."—Grew : Cosmo. Sacra, bk. t.,ch. ill.,

§29.

4. Measured or contained in a plane of the
horizon : as, horizontal distance.

horizontal-cornice, 5.

Arch.. : The level portion of the cornice of a
pediment, under the two inclined cornices.

horizontal-dial, s. A dial with a plane
parallel to the horizon, having its gnomon
elevated according to the latitude of the
place.

horizontal-drill, s.

Machinery: A boring-machine whose drill-

arbor works horizontally and parallel with
the bed to which the work is dogged.

horizontal escapement, s.

Hor. : An escapement in which the impulse
is given by the wedge-shaped teeth of a hori-
zontal wheel acting on a notched hollow
cylinder on the axis of the balance. It was
invented by Graham, about 1700.

horizontal-fire, s.

Mil. : The discharge of pieces at point-blank
range, or at very low elevations.

horizontal-lathe, s.

Machinery : A vertical turning and boring
machine.

horizontal-leaf, s.

Bot. : A leaf of which the upper surface
makes a right angle with the stem.

horizontal-line, s.

Persp. : That line drawn through a picture
at the point in the extreme distance where
the sky and earth meet ; or, at the line of the
height of the eye in a picture.

horizontal-mill, s. A mill in which the
acting surfaces are in a horizontal plane at

right angles to the vertical axis of the rotating
stone or stones. The term is in contradis-
tinction to the edge-mill, otherwise known as

the Chilian mill.

horizontal parallax, *. [Parallax.]

horizontal-plane, s. A plane parallel

to the horizon ; specif., in persp., a plane cut-
ting the perspective plane at right angles.

horizontal-projection, s. A projec-
tion on a plane parallel tu the horizon.

horizontal-range, e.

Ordnance: The distance at which a projec-

tile falls or strikes a horizontal plane, what-
ever be the angle of elevation.

horizontal-root, s.

Bot. : A root which lies horizontally on the
ground.

horizontal steam - engine, s. An
engine the axis ofwhose cylinder is horizontal.

horizontal water-wheel, s.

Hydraul. & Engin. : A water-wheel running
on a vertical axis, as do the turbines generally.

The term is, however, specifically applied to a
wheel having radial floats upon which a stream
of water is dashed, usually from a considerable
elevation. The floats may be set spirally, so

as the better to receive the impact of the
water.

hor-Iz-on-tal'-i-tSr, s. [Eng. horizontal;

•ity.] The quality or state of being horizontal.

hor-iz-on -tal-ly, adv. [Eng. horizontal

;

-ly.] In a horizontal position or direction ; in

a line parallel to the horizon ; on a level.

" It is occasionally requisite that the object-end of the
instrument be moved up and down its well as horizon-
taUy."—Paley: Jfat. Theol., ch. viii.

hor min'-i dse, s. pi. [Lat. hormin(um)
(q.v.); fern.- pi. adj. suff. -idw.]

Bot. : A family of Labiates, tribe Monardese.

hor - mi' - num, s. [Lat. horminum ; Gr.

oafxtvov {horminon) = the plant described in

tlie def ; dpfiau (hormao) = to excite ; the hor-

minum of the ancients being reputed an
aphrodisiac]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Hor-
minidee (q.v.). H. pyrenaicum, a beautiful

plant, has been introduced into Britain from
the mountainous parts of continental Europe.

horminum clary, «.

Bot. : Salvia Horminum.

nor mo- spbr' a, s. [Gr. op/xos (hormos) = a
cord, a chain, a necklace, and avopa (spora),

a-iropos (sporoa) = a spore or seed.]

Bot. ; The typical genus of the sub-order
Hormosporeaa. Two species, Hormospora
ramosa, and H. mutabilis, are British.

(Harvey : Brit. Mar. Alga.)

hor-mo-spoV-e-se, 5. pi. [Mod. Lat. hor-

mosporia) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A sub-order of Algals, order Paliuel-

lacese. The cells are contained in 'Confervoid
simple or branched tubular filaments. Con-
tains only one known genus. [Hormospora.]
(Harvey : Brit. Mar. Algce.)

Hor miizd, s. [Zend.] In the Zoroastrian
Creed, the Good Principle or Being supposed
to have created light, and to be the originator
and patron of all good in the universe. He is

perpetually in conflict with Ahriman, the Evil
Principle or Being. [Ahriman.] He has
under him a hierarchy of angels. [Zoroas-
trianism.]

horn, s. & a. [A.S. ; cogn. with Icel., Dan.,
Sw., & Ger. horn; Goth, haurn; Ir., Gael., &
Wei. com; Lat. comu.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

"No beast that hath horns hath upper teeth."

—

Bacon ; Ifat. Hist., § 753.

2. The material or substance of which horns
are composed.

"There is no staff more reverend than one tipped
with horn."—Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, v. i.

3. Anything made of or resembling a horn
in shape.

(1) A powder-flask : originally made of »
horn.

(2) A drinking-cup : so called from having
been originally made of horn. Now the name
is applied to a similar vessel, even if made of
other material ; a beaker.

(3) The cornucopia or horn of plenty.
[Cornucopia.]

(4) In the same sense as II. 8.

"Some of them had actually been proscribed by
sound of horn for the crime of withstanding his law-
ful commands."—Macaulap ; Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

(5) Used as a symbol of plenty [(3).]
1
' With his horn full of good news."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, v. I.

*4. A draught from a horn; a hornful.
(Now only in use in America.)

5. Anything resembling a horn in relative

position or use ; anything projecting like a
horn.

(1) The feeler of an insect, snail, &c.
"Tender horns of cockled snails.''

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 3.

(2) An extremity of the moon when on the
wane or waxing.

* (3) An extremity of a wing of an army or
body of soldiers, drawn up in crescent form.

(4) A long horn-like projection of some
precious metal, worn on the forehead by the
natives of some Asiatic countries.

* (5) The imaginary antler or projection on
the forehead of a cuckold.

(6) A branch of a subdivided stream.

* 6. A deer.
" My lady goes to kill hornt."

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, lv. L

II. Technically

:

1. Comp. Anat. & Physiol. : ,The horns of
animals are of three kinds : (1) those com-
posed of bone, as the antlers of the deer

;

(2) those consisting of epidermic formations,
as the horns of the rhinoceros and the buffalo

;

(3) those partly bone and partly epidermic, as
in the case of the cow.

2. Botany:

(1) (Gen.): Any stiff awl-shaped process.

(2) (Plj ; A number of elongate antherozoids,
found in the antheridia of Vaucheria.

3. Arch. : The Ionic volute.

4. Forging : The beak of an anvil around
which objects are bent.

5. Mechanics

:

(1) A projecting portion of an object.

(2) One of the prongs or crutches of an
elevating screw or jack.

(3) A curved projection on the forepart of a
plane.

6. Mining

:

(1) A spoon or scoop of horn, in which
washings are tested in prospecting.

(2) (PI.): The guides for the ropes on the
drums.

7. Milling : One of the points of a driver,
on the summit of a millstone spindle, which
project into the coffins of the runner to convey
the motion of the spindle to it.

8. Music : The proper orchestral horn is the
French horn, a metal wind instrument, formed
of a continuous tube twisted into a curved
shape for the convenience of holding. It is

furnished with a mouthpiece and a bell. The
mouthpiece is movable, so as to allow addi-
tional pieces of tubing called crooks to be
added to its length, in order to alter its pitch.
The bell is sufficiently wide to admit the hand
of the player. The horn of military and other
brass bands is usually some form of the Saxe-
horn (q.v.).

9. Nautical

:

(1) The arm of a cleat or kevel.

(2) One member of the jaw of a boom.
10. Physiol. : [IL 1]

11. Saddlery:

(1) The high pommel of a Spanish or half-
Spanish saddle, sometimes made of horn.

(2) The projections on the forward part of a
woman's saddle, between which the right leg
is placed. The inside one is the small horn,
the outer the large horn.

12. Script. : A horn is symbolical

—

(1) Of strength, power, or might (physical
or political) (Ps. Ixxv. 10 ; Jer. xlviii. 25 ; Lam.
ii. 3, 17).

H Hence kings, rulers, kingdoms, or em-
pires are often viewed prophetically as horns
(Dan. vii. 20, 21, 24, viii. 3, 6, 7, 20 : Rev.
xiii. 1, 11).

(2) Of glory or reputation arising from that
strength or power (1 Sain. ii. 1, 10 ; Job
xvi. 15 ; Ps. Ixxxix. 17, 24, cxlviii. 14).

(3) Of insolence generated by it(Ps. Ixxv. 4, 5).

13. Surg. : Sometimes, though rarely, horns,
tending to become spiral, grow from the scalp
or even from the face or trunk of man.

IT (1) Horn with horn, horn under horn

:

Law : The promiscuous feeding of all kinds
of horned cattle, not excluding bulls on the
same common. (Spelman.)

(2) To put to the horn :

Scots Law: To outlaw a person; to de-

boll, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian .-.- shan. -tion, -sion — shun: -tion, -sion — zhun. -tious. cious, -sious= shus. -blc, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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nounee as a rebel. This was done by an
official at the cross of Edinburgh, who,
amongst other formalities, gave three blasts

on a horn, by which the person named was
considered to be proclaimed outlaw for con-

tempt of the sovereign's authority.

B. As adj. : Made of the material described

in A.

* horn-band, s. A band of trumpeters.

* horn-beast, s. An animal with horns
;

a deer. (Shakesp. : As You Like It, iii. 3.)

horn-bug, s.

Entom. : A popular name given in America
to Lucanus capreolus, and some other species of

stag beetle. The resemblance to a horn is in

the projecting jaws. They are not bugs.

horn-card, s. A graduated drafting scale

or protractor, made of horn.

horn-core, t>.

Compar. Anat. & Zool. : An osseous process
of the frontal bone in those mammals which
have permanent horns, as distinguished from
antlers shed every year.

"Though a sheep may have the horn-cores usually
found in goats, a goat never has the horn-cores usually
found in sheep."— (jrecnwcll\: British Barrows, p. 741.

horn-distemper, s. A disease of cattle

affecting the substance of the horns.

horn-drum, «,

Hydr. Eng. : A water-raising wheel divided
into sections by curved partitions. It re-

sembles one form of tympanum (q.v.).

horn-eel, *.

Ichtk. : A name given, chiefly in Edinburgh,
to the Sand-eel, Ammodytes Tobianus.

horn-grass, s.

Bot. : The genus Ceratochloa. The large-

spiked Horn-grass, C. umoloM.es, was intro-

duced into Biitain in 1788 from North America.

horn- lantern, s. A lantern havingplates
of horn instead of glass.

* horn-mad, a. Furiously mad ; mad
like an infuriated bull.

" If this phould ever happen, thou wouldst be liorn-

i
mad,"—Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, i. 1.

horn-maker, a.

1. Lit. : One who makes horns ; one who
makes drinking cups of horn.

* 2. Fig. : A maker of cuckolds.

t horn - mercury, s. [Horn -quick-
silver, j

horn-mould, s.

Bot. : Ceratium, a genus of Fungals.

horn-of-plenty, s. [Cornucopia.]

Botany

;

1. The rendering of Cornucopias, a genus of
grasses, of which one species, C. cucullatum,
was introduced into Britain, from the Levant,
in 17S8.

2. Fedia cornucopia.

horn-pike, s.

Ichthy. : Belone vulgaris, the Garfish (q.v.).

horn-plant, s,

Bot. : Ecklonia buccinalis.

horn-plate, s.

Rail. Eng. ; The axle-guard or vertical frame
in which an axle-box slides up and down as
the springs dilate and contract.

horn-pock, s.

Pathol. : An old name for a mild variety of
smallpox, in which the eruption, never con-
fluent, consists of pustules, hard to the touch,
and called seedy or horny. They mature sepa-
rately, and "turn" on the fifth day. Called

also stone-pock.

horn-poppy, *. The same as Horned-
poppy (q.v.).

horn-presser, s. One who presses horn
softened by heat into moulds, &c.

horn-quicksilver, s.

Min. : The same as Calomel (q.v.).

horn-silver, s.

Min. : The same as Chlorargyrite (.Bri^k
Museum Catalogue). The same as Cerargyrite
(Dana).

horn-tip, s.

Husbandry : A button or knob placed on the
end of the horn of an animal of the cow kind,
put on to render the horn less dangerous, or
for ornament.

horn weed, s.

Bot. : Laminaria buccinalis, an algal.

* horn, v.t. [Horn, $.]

1. Lit. : To furnish or provide with horns.

2. Fig. : To cuckold ; to make a cuckold of.

" You have a goodly gift in horning."
Shakesp. : Titos Andronicus, ii. 3.

horn-beak, s. [Eng. horn, and beak.]

Ichthy. : The garfish (q.v.). Called also the

horn-pike, &c.

horn' beam, s. [Eng. Jwrn, and &eam(q.v.).]

Bot. : Carpinus Betulus, and the genus Car-

pinus (q.v.).

"The hornbeam, in Latin the Carpinus, is planted
ol sets."

—

Evelyn: Sylva, ch. xii., § 1.

% Hop hornbeavi

:

Bot. : Ostrya vulgaris.

horn'-bill, s. & a. [Eng. horn, and bill. The
name does not mean that the bill is more
horny than that of other birds, but that it

has a protuberance or knob which may be
called a horn.]

A. As substantive

:

Ornithology :

1. Sing. : Any species of the genus Buceros,
the best known being Buceros Rhinoceros, from

HORNBILL.

India and the Indian Archipelago. Sir Joseph
Hooker found a forest near Darjeeling full of

hornbills.

2. PI. : The family Bucerotidse or Bucerida?
(q.v.).

B. As adj. : Having a bill with at least

some faint resemblance to a horn.

horabill-cuckoos, s. pi.

Ornith. : The name given by Swainson to
Crotophaginffi, a sub-family of Cuculidte. The
resemblance to a horn, which is exceedingly
slight, is in the high-arched upper mandible.

horn'-blende, s. & a. [Ger. hornblende, from
horn = a horn, and blenden = to make blind,

to dazzle.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Mill, : According to Dana, a sub-variety
of aluminous amphibole, ranked with parga-
site (q.v.) as aluminous magnesia, lime-iron
amphibole. It consists of the greenish-black
and black kinds, whether in stout crystals or
long-bladed, columnar-fibrous or massive-
granular. The Brit. Mus. Cat. makes horn-
blende the genus, and amphibole one of its

synonyms.

2. Geol. : According to Lyell hornblende is

one of the five most abundant simple minerals
of which rocks are composed, the others being
felspar, quartz, mica, and carbonate of lime.

It is closely akin to augite, but the forms of

the crystals in the two species are different,

and the cleavage parallel to the faces of the
oblique prism in hornblende are more strongly
marked than the corresponding cleavage in

augite. The two are very rarely associated in

the same rock, and when they are so, horn-
blende is in the mass of the rock, where cool-

ing was slow, and the augite in cavities, where
it was probably rapid. In a paper by Dr.

Bundjiro Koto, of Japan, on the minerals of
that country, read before the Geological Society
of London in 1884, it was mentioned that

hornblende crystals had been found with their

peripheral portion converted into augite.

B. As adj. : The same as Hornblendic (q.v.).

hornblende-andesite, s.

Petrol. : An andesite, either with or without

quartz In the former case it has been called

dacite, from its occurring extensively in Dacia.

(Rutley.)

hornblende-gabbro, s.

Petrol. : A rock presenting the blended

character of gabbro and hornblende. The name
was introduced by the Rev. E. Hill, F.G.S.,

and was characterized by Mr. Rutley as a very

useful petrographical one.

"Its oval area between St. Sampson's and St. Peter's
Port [in Guernsey] is occupied by hornblendic rocks.

' locally called ' birds'-eye,' which mayfbe described as
' hornblendti-gabbros.' "—Jiev. E. Hill, P.6.S., in Proc.
Geol. Soc., Session 1883-4, pp. 80, 81.

hornblende-gneiss, *. [Hornblendio
GNEISS. ]

hornblende-rock, s,

Geol. : A greenstone composed principally

of granular hornblende or augite. (Leonhard,

Lyell, &c.)

hornblende-schist, 1 hornblende-
slate, s.

Geol. : The name given by Maculloch to a
metamorphic rock, usually black, composed,
according to Lyell, principally of hornblende,
with a variable quantity of felspar and occa-
sional grains of quartz, or, according to Rut-
ley, of hornblende and quartz. When the
schistose chai'acter is not apparent, and the
hornblende and felspar are in nearly equal
proportions, it approaches greenstone. Lyell
thinks that some hornblende schists may be
metamorphosed volcanic rocks. When horn-
blende-schist, consists almost exclusively of

hornblende it is called amphibolite.

hornblende-syenite, &-.

Petrol. : A rock consisting chiefly of ortho-

clase and hornblende, occasionally with a little

triclinic felspar. Prevailing colours red, brown,
and white; the hornblende is usually greenish-
black. The rock sometimes has in it epidote,

magnetite, sphene, and pyrites. (Rutley.)

horn- blend' -ic, i'. [Eng., &c, JwrnUend(e)

;

-ic]

Min., Petrol., d> Geol. : Of, belonging to, or
more or less consisting of hornblende (q.v.).

hornblendic - gneiss, hornblende-
gneiss, s,

Petrol. .- A rock consisting of orthoclase,
and hornblende, with a little or no quartz.
Called also syeuitic gneiss (q.v.). It some-
times passes into hornblende schist (q.v.).

(Rutley.)

hornblendic granite, s.

Petrol. : A rock of the same composition as
hornblendic gneiss, but not stratitied. Called
also syenite (q.v.).

* horn'-bidw-er, s. [Eng. horn, and blower.]
One who blows on or plays a horn.

* horn'-book, 5. [Eng. horn, and bookJl

1. A primer of the fifteenth century. The
alphabet, vowels, and Lord's Prayer were
printed on a slip of paper, which was covered
with a thin layer of horn to keep it from
being torn. Hence used for the alphabet or
rudiments of knowledge.

2. A book containing the elements or rudi-
ments of any science ; a primer, a manual.

" He teaches boys the hornbook.'
-* t'1 Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. i.

horned, a. [Eng. horn; -ed.]

1. Ordinary Language :

l'Lit. : Furnished or provided with horns \

bearing horns.
" The ox is the only liorned animal, iu these islands,

that will apply bis strength to the service of inan-
~kiu.il."—Pennant : British Zool. ; The Ox.

2. Fig. : Having extremities like horns.
" The liorned moon to shine by night."

MUton : Trans. Ps. cxxxvi.
II. Technically :

1. Bot. : Terminating in a process like a
horn, as the fruit of Trapa bicornis. There
may be two or three horns.

2. Her. : Applied to animals represented as
bearing horns. They are said to be horned of
such a metal or colour when the tincture of
the horns differs from that of the animal it-

self or from the proper colour of such horns.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p£fc,

orf wore, wolf, work. wn6,'son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. se f ce- ©; ey= a. qu = kw.
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liorned beetles, s. pi.

Entom. : The name given by Swainson to
Megasominas (q.v.), which he makes a sub-
order of the lamellicorn family Cetoniadaa.

horned-cicadas, 5. pi.

Entom. : The name given by Swainson to
Centronotidte, arranged by him as a family of
Homoptera. The thorax is enormously de-
veloped, and has on each side an acute spine
pointing outwards so as to resemble the horns
of a bull, while the hinder part is prolonged
into another spine. Swainson found about a
hundred species in tropical America, not half
of them described before in books. Two
species occur in England, one of them, Centro-
notus comutus, not uncommon.

horned-hog, «.

Zool. : The Babyroussa (q.v.).

horned-horse, s.

Zool. : The gnu (q.v.).

horned-lark, s.

Ornith. : Alauda penicillata.

horned owl, «.

Ornith. : Bubo gr Asio, a genus of Strigidse.

1 The English name refers to a double crest or a
pair of egrets ornamenting the large head.
£Bubo,]

horned-pheasant, s.

Ornith. : Ceriornis Blythii.

horned pond-weed, s. A British Naiad
Zannichellia palustris, and the genus Zani-
chellia (q.v.).

horned-poppy, horn-poppy, s.

Bot. : Glauciwm, luteum, and the genus Glau-
•cium (q.v.).

horned-ray, s.

Ichthy. : Cephaloptera, a genus of Raiid*.
Spec, C. Glorna.

horned screamer, $.

Ornith. : Palamedea cornuta, a South Ameri-
can grallatorial bird, larger than a goose, with
a long, slender, mobile horn projecting from
the forehead, whence the epithet, while its

strong piercing voice gains for it the appella-
tion of screamer. Its colour is blackish, with
a red spot on the shoulder.

horned-viper, s.

Zool. : Cerastes, a genus of Viperidse. It has
a small pointed bone over each eyebrow,
^ound in Africa. A venomous species, oc-
curring in Egypt, is probably the " adder,"

]D'QS? (shephiphon), of Gen. xlix. 17, which
was wont to bite the horse's heels so that the
rider fell backward. It is now often called

' Acanthojmis cerastinus.

* horn'-ed-ness, s. [Eng. homed ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being horned.

horn -er, s. [Eng. horn ; -en]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally

:

(1) One who works in horn ; one who deals
in horns.

"The horner and comb-maker enjoy a monopoly
against the grazieis."—Smith; Wealth of Nations, bk.
iv., eh. viii.

(2) One who blows or plays upon a horn ; a
hornblower.

* 2. Fig. : One who cuckolds ; a cuckold-
maker.

II. Scots Law: One who has been put to the
horn ; an outlaw.

Jiornes'-ite, hcernes -Ite (oe as e), *.

[Named after Dr. Homes.]
Min. : A monoclinic snow-white mineral,

sometimes columnar, or with stellate, flexible,

transparent laminae. Compos. : arsenic acid,
44*33 ; magnesia, 24

-

54; water, 29'07. Found
in the Bannat, (Dana.)

Iiorn'-et, s. & a. [A.S. hyrnet, hyrnyt, from
horn = a horn ; probably from its antennae or
horns, or else from its buzzing resembling the
noise of a horn when blown ; Ger. horniss.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Jjxnguage

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

2. Fig. ; Any person who makes himself
especially disagreeable or annoying.

He ilareil not apeak out, and provoke the hornets."—Jortin: Remarks on Eccles. Hist.

II. Entomology

:

1. Sing. : Vespa crabro, a social wasp, larger

than the common one, and with a more for-

midable sting. It makes its nest in holes in the
large trunks of trees, in barns, or in old walls.

2. PI.: Any of several Vespas akin to it.

An Indian species, Vespa magnijica, brought
to Sir Joseph Hooker in the Himalayas, was
nearly two inches long ; its sting was said to
produce fevers in men and cattle.

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or resembling
the insects described under II.

If To bring or raise a Iwrnet's nest about one's

ears: To raise up enemies against one's self; to
bring upon one s self troubles or annoyances.

hornet clearwing, s.

Entomology (More tJian one Hawk-moth) :

1. The hornet-clearwing of the Osier, Sphecia,
or Sesia bembeciformis. [Hornet-moth.]

2. The hornet-clearwing of the Poplar, Sphe-
cia, or Sesia apiformis. [Hornet-moth.]

hornet-moth, s.

1. Spec. : Sphecia apiformis. It has trans-
parent wings, the hind margins brown, and
the costse yellowish-brown ; the head yellow.
Found about the end of May and the begin-
ning of June. The larva is whitish-yellow,
with a blackish-brown head. It feeds in the
autumn and winter on the stems and roots of
poplar trees. (Stainton.)

2. Gen. : The genus Sphecia. The Lunar
Hornet-moth is Spliecia bembeciformis, found
in July. The larva feeds on the wood of the
sallow. Both species are British. In their
wings and body they resemble hornets, which,
however, have mandibles and a sting, both of
which are wanting in hawk-moths. (Stain-
ton, &c.)

horn fish, s. [Eng. horn, nn&jish.] A popu-
lar name for the garfish, Belone vulgaris.

* horn -foot, t*. & s. [Eng. horn, and foot.]

A. As adj. : Having a hoof ; hoofed.
" With hornfoot horses, and brass wheels, Jove'a storms

to emulate." Hakewill ; On Providence.

B. As subst. : A cloven foot ; a hoof.
" And Bcudtlluy thence, while they their hornfeet ply.
About their Hire thn little sylvnns cry."

Drydon : Indian Emperor, il. 2.

horn ful, s. [Eng. horn; -ful(l).] As much
as a horn or drinking vessel will hold.

Horn -le, s. [Eng. horn ; -ie = y.] One of the
many popular names for the devil, in allusion
to the horns which he is sometimes repre-
sented as wearing.

* horn'-l-fy, v.t. [Eng. horn; i connective
;

guff. -/?/.] To give horns to ; to horn ; to
cuckold.

"This versifying my wife has hornified me."

—

Beaum. it Flet. ; Four Plays in One.

horn ing, s. [Eng. horn ; -ing.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The act of giving horns to.

2. The appearance of the moon when in the
form of a crescent.

" They account from the horning [of the moon]."

—

Gregory : Posthuma, \i. lfiB.

II. Scots Law : A writing under the king's
• signet, issued at the instance of a creditor
against his debtor, commanding him in the
king's name to pay or perform within a certain
time, under pain of being declared rebel, and
put in prison ; so termed from the fact that
the officer formerly blew a horn three times
at the town cross, before proclaiming the
debtor.

1J Letters of horning

:

Scots Law : A waiTant charging persons to
perform certain duties. [Horning.]

* horn'-ish, a. [Eng. lorn; -ish.] Somewhat
resembling horn.

" Temperance, as if it were of a hornish composure,
is too hard for the flesh."—Sir M. Sandys: Essays, y. 21.

hor ni to (h silent), s. [Sp., the same as
hornillo = a little oven, from homo = an oven.]

Geol. ; The name given by the Mexican
Spaniards, and adopted by Humboldt, and
after him by other geologists for one of the
small conical heated and smoking mounds,
Jive to ten feet high, thrown up in connection
with the great eruption of Jorullo, in Mexico,
in 1759, and tending more or less to occur in
connection with all volcanic eruptions.

"horn-lead, s. [Eng. horn, and lead.]

Chem. : An old name for chloride of lead,

which when fused bears some resemblance to
horn.

horn' less, a. [Eng. horn; -less.] Destitute

of or without horns ; having no horns.
" Many of them, males as well as females, are horn-

less."—Pennant: British Zoology ; Tlie Ox.

* horn'-let, s. [Eng. horn; dimin. suff. -let.]

A little horn or projection.
" Wings embracing the keel and the horvlets of the

awning. —Sir It'. Jones; Obs. on Indian Plants.

horn'-6, s. [Hornito.]

horn' owl, o. [Horned owl.]

horn' -pipe, * home- pipe, * horne-
pype, s. [Eng. horn, and %>ipe-]

1. The name of an old wind instrument of

the shawm or waits character, receiving its

name from the fact that the bell or open end
was sometimes made of horn. In Wales, Ire-

land, Cornwall, and in Brittany, it was called

pib-corn, pib or piob meaning pipe, and
com, horn.

2. A dance of English origin, so called from
the instrument to which it was danced. The
measure or rhythm of the hornpipe is as
varied as that of the tunes for country dances,
and therefore all descriptions of the dance
which are founded upon the supposition that
there is only one form of rhythm are mislead-
ing. The hornpipe nowadays is danced by a
single performer, to a tune in common time.

" Before them yode a lusty tabrere,
That to the many a hornpipe played."

Spenser. Shepheards Calender ; May.

horns, s. [Horn, a., II. 4 (2).]

horn -shavings, s.pl. [Eng. horn, and shav-

ings.] The scrapings or raspings of the horns
of deer.

horn -spoon, s. [Eng. horn, and spoon.] A
spoon made of horn.

horn-Stone, s. & a. [Eng. horn, and stone.)

A. As substantive

:

Min. : A cryptocrystalline variety of quartz
resembling flint,,but"more brittle, and with a
more splintery fracture. In some characters
it is similar to compact felspar, but differs in
being infusible. Called also chert (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or more or
less consisting of, hornstone.

hornstone-porphyry, $.

Petrol. & Geol. : A kind of felspar porphyry,
with a base of hornstone.

* horn -thumb (b silent), s. [Eng. horn, and
thumb.] Apickpocket: so called from the habit
of cutpurses to wear a thimble of horn on their
thumbs to save them from being cut by the
edge of the knife.

horn -work, s. [Eng. horn, and work.]

Fort. : A work consisting of two half-bastions
and a curtain, with two long sides called wings,

HORNWORK.

which connect it with the main work, by which
it is commanded. It is an extended defensible
position to occupy advantageous ground or to
command ground otherwise unseen.

horn'-wort, a. [Eng. horn, and wort.]

Botany

:

1. Sing. : The genus Ceratophyllum (q.v.).

2. PI. : The name given by Lindley to the
Ceratophyllacece (q.v.). They are diclinous
exogens of the alliance Urticales.

fc65l, boy; pout, j6wl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = fc

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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horn-wrack, s, [Eng. horn, and wrack.)

Zool. : A popular name fur Flustra (q.v.).

horn'-y, * hora-ie, * horn-ey, a. [Eng.

horn; -y.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Made or consisting of horn.

2. Resembling horn in appearance or com-
position.

"There 19 placed before the eye a transparent,
homey convex case."—Paley ; Nat. Theol., ch. hi.

3. Having horns, or projections like horns ;

horned.

L Hard like horn ; callous ; as, a horny
hand.

II. Bot., £c. : Hard and very close in tex-

ture, but capable of being cut without diffi-

culty, the parts cut off not being brittle ; as,

the embryo of many plants.

horny-frog, s. The frog, or horny pro-
minence in the hollow of a horse's hoof!

horny-matter, s.

Cliem. & Anat. : The same as KERATm(q.v.).

horny-sponges, s.pl.

1. Zool. : The order Keratosa of the class

Spongida. The skeleton is of a horny texture,

and consists of many fibres matted and felted

together, sometimes with spicules of flint.

2. Palceont. : The material of which horny
sponges are composed is difficult to preserve,
and the fossil species of the family are few
and most of them somewhat doubtful.

horny-wink, s. A popular provincial
name, for the lapwing.

hfi-rog'-ra-pher, s. [Gr. tapoi (horoi) =
annals, and ypd^ta (grapho) — to write.] See
extract.

" Charon wrote besides a chronicle of his own conn-
try", as several of the early historians did, who were
thence called horographers."—E. 0. MUller: Hist. Lit.
Ancient Greece (ed. Donaldson), i. 349.

* ho-rog'-ra-phy^ s. [Fr. horographie ; from
Gr. oipa (from) = a season, an hour, and ypafyta

(grapho) = to write, to describe.]

1. An account of the hours

2. The art or science of constructing in-

struments for showing the hours, as clocks or
watches ; dialling.

hoV-6-loge, *or-0-loge, $. [0. Fr. horo-
loge (Fr. horloge) ; from Lat. horologium = a
sundial ; from Gr. oipa (hdra) — a season, an
hour, and Ao-yos (logon) = an account.]

1, A mechanical contrivance for showing
the hour ; a timepiece, a watch, a clock.

*2. A servant who called out or announced
the hours.

hor-o-log'-ic, hor-o-log -ic-al, «. [Eng.
horolog(e); -ic; -ical.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Of or pertaining to a horo-
loge or horology.

II. Bot. (of flowers) : Opening and shutting
at particular hours.

horologic- projection, s. [Gnomonic-
PROJECTION.]

* hor-o-log-i-og'-ra-pher, s. [Eng. horo-
loge; and Gr. yp6.<\>ia (grapho) = to write, to
draw ; -er.] A maker of horologes, or clocks
and watches.

*hor-6-lSg-i-6-grapli'-ic, a. [Eng. horo-
logiograpli(y); -ic] Of or pertaining to horo-
logiography.

*hdr-6-ldg-i-6g'-ra-phy, s. [Horolocio-
GRAPHER.]

1. The art or science of constructing instru-
ments to show the hour ; horography, dialling.

2. A treatise or account of instruments
which show the hour.

ho-roT-6-gist, s. [Eng. horolog(e); -ist.] One
skilled in horology ; a maker of horologes.

hor-6-ld'-gi-um, s. [Lat]
Astroii. : The Clock ; one of Lacaille's

southern constellations. To find it, a line

must be drawn through Canopusto the south-
ern part of Eridanus. None of the stars is

larger than the fifth magnitude.

+ horologium Horse, s.

Botany

:

1. A floral clock. [Floral.]

2. A table showing the time when the plants

of the same species flower in different lati-

tudes, or at different places.

ho-rdl'-O-gy, s. [Eng. horolog(e) ; -y.]

* 1. A horologe, a time-piece.

2. The art or science of measuring time, or

of constructing instruments to indicate por-

tions of time, as clocks, watches, &c.

* hS-rdm'-e-ter, s. [Gr. oipa (hdra) — a sea-

son, an hour, and ^.erpov {matron)— a. measure.]

An instrument for measuring time, as a clep-

sydra, clock, dial, watch.

* hor-O-met'-rlc-al, a. [Eng. horometr(y)

;

-ical.] Of or pertaining to horometry, or to

the measurement of time.

* ho-rom'-e-try, s. [Fr. horometrie; from Gr.

i!ipa (hora) = SL season, an hour, and pirpov (ma-

tron) — a measure.] The art, science, or prac-

tice of measuring time by hours and subor-

dinate divisions.

"The horometry of antiquity discovered not this

artifice."—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. v., ch. xvili.

ho-rop'-ter, s. [Gr. opos (horos) ~ aboundary,
and oTr-njp (opter)= one who sees.)

Optics : A straight line drawn through the

point where the two optic axes meet, and
parallel to that which joins the centres of the

two eyes or the two pupils.

hoV-o-scope, s. [Fr., from Lat. horoscopus,

from Gr. wooctkoVos (horoskopos) = (s.) a horo-

scope ;
(a.) observing the hour : iipa (hdra) =

a season, an hour, and a-Koirdta (skopeo) = to

observe. ]

I. Ord. Lang. : A table of the length of the

days and nights at all places.

IL Technically ;

1. Astrology

:

(1) An observation of the sky and the con-

figuration of the planets at a certain moment,
as at jthe instant of a person's birth, from
which the astrologer claimed to be able to

foretell the future.

(2) A scheme or plan of the twelve houses
or twelve signs of the zodiac, in which is

marked the disposition of the heavens at a
particular moment, and by which astrologers

pretended to be able to foretell the fortunes

of persons according to the position of the
stars at their birth.

" Draw figures, schemes, and horoscopes."
Butler: H'udibras, pt. ii., c. iii.

2. Optics: A species of planisphere invented
by Jean Paduanus. [Planisphere.]

* hor'-6-scop-er, * ho-ros'-cop-Jst, s.

[Eng. horoscop(e); -er, -ist] One versed in

horoscopy ; an astrologer.
" Astrologers, Jioroscopers, and other such are pleas'd

to honour themselves with the title of mathemati-
cians."

—

Shaftesbury .* Advice to an Author, pt. iii., § 1.

hor-o-scop'-ic, hor-o-scop'-ic-al, a.

[Eng. horoscop(e); -ic, -ical.] Pertaining "or re-

lating to horoscopy.

ho-ros'-cop-y, & [Eng. horoscop(e) ; ~y.]

1. The art or science of predicting the future
according to the disposition of the stars and
planets.

" Magic, horoscopy, astrology."
Butler: Hudibras, pt, ii., c. iii.

2. The aspect of the heavens at the time of
a child's birth.

*horowe, w. [Hori.]

* hor-ren'-dous, a. [Lat. horrendus, from
horreo = to bristle, to be afraid.] Fearful,
frightful, horrid.

* hor'-rent, tt. [Lat. horrens, pr. par. of
horreo '= to bristle.] Bristling; standing
erect as bristles.

" With bright emblazonry, and horrent arniB."
Milton : P. L., ii. 61K.

hor'-ri-ble, * or-ri-ble, a. [Fr., from
Lat. horribilis, from lwrreo = to bristle up,
to be afraid.] Causing or tending to cause
horror, fear, or disgust ; dreadful, terrible,

shocking, hideous,fearful.
" The whiche horrible were.' Gower; C* A., v.

TT For the difference between horrible and
fearful, see Fearful.

hor'-ri-ble-ness, s. [Eng. horrible; -ness.]

The quality or state of being horrible ; dread-
fulness, terribleness, tearfulness, hideousness.

"The horribleness of the mischief."

—

Sidney: Ar-
cadia, iii.

* horriblete, s. [Horrible.] Horribleness,

fearfulness.
" Full many an other horriblete

May men in that booke see." Horn, of ths Rose.

hdr'-ri-bly, adv. [Eng. lwrrib(le); -ly.]

1. So as to cause horror ; dreadfully ; Hide-

ously ; fearfully.

" Horribly beautiful ! but on the verge,
From srde to side, beneath the glittering morn,
An Iris sits." Byron : ChUde Harold, iv. 72.

2. To a horrible or dreadful degree; ex-

cessively ; exceedingly.

"The ladies here are horribly ugly."

—

Goldsmith:
Citizen of the World, 8.

hoV-rid, a. [Lat. horridus = rough, bristly,

from horreo ~ to bristle.]

* 1. Rough, bristly, rugged.
" His haughtie helmet, horrid all with gold."

Spencer: F. Q., I. vfi. 81.

2. Causing horror, fear, or dread ; horrible;

dreadful ; hideous.

"iGive colour to my pale cheek with thy blood.
That we the horrider may seem."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iv. 2.

3. Shocking ; abominable ; disgusting.

* i. Fearful ; full of fear or terror.
" Horror on them fell,

And horrid sympathy." Milton : P. L. t x. HO.'

hoV-rid-ly, adv. [Eng. horrid; -ly.] In a
horrid manner 01 degree ; horribly ; shock-

ingly.
" How horridly Charybdis' throat did draw
The brackish sea vp."

Chapman : Homer ; Odyssey xii.

hor'-rid-ness, 5. [Eng. horrid ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being horrid ; horribleness

;

hideousness.
"Justice which the horridness of the fact did un-

doubtedly demerit."

—

Ludlow: Memoirs, iii. 333.

* hor-rif-IC, a. [Lat. horrificus, from horror
= horror, and/acio = to make, cause.] Caus-
ing horror ; horrid ; horrible.

"The huge encumbrance of horrific woods."
Thomson : Autumn, 782,

h6r'-ri-fy, v.t. [Lat. horrifico, from horror =
horror, and facio = to make, to cause.] To
cause horror or dread to; to strike with horror,

fear, or dread.

* hor-rfp-il-a'-tion, s. [Lat. horripilo^ to
have rough or shaggy hair ; horreo = to bristle,

to be afraid, and pilus = hair.] A sensation

of a creeping or motion of the hair of the

head, caused by disease, terror, or fright.

* hor-ris'-o-nant, a. [Lat. horrisonus.] The
same as Horr'isonous (q.v.). (Southey: The
Doctor, ch. lxxxvi.)

* hor-ris'-O-nous, a. [Lat. horrisonus, from
horreo = to be afraid, and sonus = a sound.]

Sounding horridly or dreadfully ; uttering

horrid or dreadful sounds.

hor'-ror, * hor'-rour, s. [Lat., from horreo
= to bristle up, to be afraid ; Fr. horreur.]

* 1. A shaking or trembling, as of the sur-

face of water. (Chapman. )

* 2. A shaking, shuddering, or shivering, as
in a cold fit preceding a fever or ague.

3. A feeling of dread or terror, mingled with
detestation or abhorrence; the feeling inspired
by something horrible, frightful, or shocking.

"Can any thing be imagined more full of Aorroiw
and amazement?'—StUlingftaet, vuL i., sex*. H.

i. That which excites horror or dread ; any-
thing horrible, dreadful, or frightful ;

gloom

;

hideousness.
" Banished horrour from the dark abodeo."

Dryden : Cock & Fox, 604.

If The horrors

:

Pathol. : A popular name for the extreme
agitation, suspicion, terror, physical and
mental prostration produced by alcoholism,
and which constitute the leading symptoms of
delirium tremens (q.v.).

horror-stricken, horror-struck, ».

Struck with a feeling of horror.

* hors, s. [Horse.]

hors de combat (pron. hor de con' -ba),
phrase. [Fr.] Disabled, and so rendered un-
able to continue a combat ; rendered useless.

horse, *hors (pi. *hors, horse, hor'-ses),
s. [A.S. hors; cogn. with Icel. hross, hors;
Dut. ros; O. H. Ger. hros; M. H. Ger. ros,

ors; Ger. ross; O. Fris. hors.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, oe - e ; ey - a. qu = kw.
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I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) In the same sense as II. 8.

" HiB hand unerring steers the Bteady horse."
Pope : Homer ; lliaa xxiii. 396.

(2) The male of No. 1, as distinguished from
the female or mare.

(3) A body of troops serving on horseback
;

cavalry. (In this sense only the plural is horse.)

\ "The armies were appointed, consisting of twenty-
five thousand horse id foot."—Bacon ; War with

\
Spain.

2. Figv/ratively

:

(1) A wooden liar or frame "with legs used
for supporting something, as a clothes-horse
for clothes ; a saw-horse for a board or timber
while being sawed ; a frame to hold a saddle.

A shaving-horse is a beam supported by legs,

and having a jaw which is closed by the pres-
sure of the feet against the treadle below, and
so caused to hold a shingle, axe-handle, spoke,
or other article while being shaved by a draw-
ing-knife.

(2) A vaulting-block in a gymnasium,

(3) A wooden frame on which soldiers were
made to ride by way of punishment ; a timber-
mare.

(4) Worked charged for before it is executed.
(Slang.) [Dead-horse.]

II. Technically

:

1. Leather: The trestle or sloping-board of

the currier on which he spreads his skins
while currying.

2. Hydr. Engin. : That on which the moor-
ing of a flying-bridge rides and traverses, and
which consists of two masts with horizontal
beams at their heads.

3. Machinery:

(1) A hook-shaped tool used for hammered
or raised work.

*(2) The same as Horse-power (q.v.).

4. Metall. : A name given to the ferriferous

mass which forms in the hearth of a blast

furnace, sometimes called " the bear."

5. Mining : A mass of earthy matter inter-

vening between the branches of a vein of ore

or coal. The vein straddling on each side of

the non-metalliferous rock is said to take
horse.

6. Nautical:

(1) A foot-rope attached by stirrups beneath
a yard for the seamen to stand on in reefing

;

a foot-rope.

(2) A breast-rope in the chains to secure the

leadsman.

(3) An iron bar across a boat for a staysail

sheet or boom-sheet to travel on.

(4) A rope reaching from the knight-head to

the upper part of the bowsprit cap, for the

safety of the men walking out upon the bow-
sprit in rough weather.

7. Print. : A slanting-board at the end of

the bank or table to hold a supply of paper
for a press.

8. Zool., &c: Equus caballus. The native

country of the horse seems to have been
Central Asia. It became early domesticated
in Egypt. In the sculptured battle scenes

representing the conquests of Thothmes II.

and III. over Asiatic foes, horses, some ridden

by men, others drawing chariots, figure both
in the Egyptian and the hostile army. It is

mentioned throughout the Bible. It is be-

lieved that the original breed of horses is

extinct, and that the half-wild herds existing

in many places have descended from animals

once in captivity. Thus when the horse was
first introduced by the Spaniards in a.d. 1537

at Buenos Ayres, it is believed that there were

no wild horses in America. But individuals

escaping ran wild, and by 1580 their descend-

ants had spread over the continent as far as

the Straits of Magellan. Their favourite abode

is on the Pampas, where they now exist in

untold numbers. In Paraguay the larva of a

fly kills them. In 1704 they were introduced

into the Falkland Islands by the French with

a similar result. But there was found in La
Plata a now extinct species of horse [Equid^e],

and more Equidse have been found in the New
than in the Old World. The horse may have

descended from a striped ancestor, stripes still

sometimes remaining, especially in duns and
mouse-duns. His present colours are brown,

gray, or black, sometimes with roundish pale

spots. His age is ascertained by examining
first which teeth are developed, and then to

what extent they have been worn away by use.

Most animals die in nine or ten years, though
they sometimes live much longer. They are

best tamed by kindness. Like other domestic
animals the horse has run into various breeds.

The most celebrated is the Arab horse, and of

European varieties the English is the best.

The racehorse the hunter, the carriage horse,

&c, all vary considerably in character.

* 9. Astron. : A constellation.

TT Properly it is a little horse. [Equcjleus.]

10. Scrip.: The rendering "horse" is ac-

curate. It stands for three Hebrew words,

DID (^s) = a horse in general* ttSlD (parash)

= a riding horse, a horseman, and l^OT (rekesh)

= the dromedary of the A. V., but believed
by Gesenius and others to be a swift horse.

There is also once "-TOT (rdmmdk) = a mare

(Esther viii. 10). A magnificent poetic descrip-

tion of the horse as trained for war is given in
Job xxxix. 19-25. Doubtless deviations had
already arisen from the primeval type.

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, resembling,
operating upon, or in any other way connected
with ahorse.

1. To flog a dead horse : To agitate vainly
for the revival of a political or other faith in
which scarcely any one believes.

2. To take horse :

(1) Ordinary language

:

(a) To mount a horse for the purpose of
riding ; to travel on horseback.
" And there ta'en horse to tell the camp what deeds

are done in Rome." Macaulay : Virginia.

(6) To be covered or served, as a mare.

(2) Mining : Said of a vein which divides
into branches for a distance.

TT Obvious compounds : Horse-doctor, horse-

fair, horse-keeper, Iwrse-soldier, horsestealer,

horse-stealing, horse-thief, &c.

IT Horse is frequently used in composition
to denote coarseness or largeness : as horse-

chestnut, 7iorse-radish, &c.

horse ant, s.

Entom. : Formica rufa, so called from its

comparatively large size.

horse-arm, s.

Mining: That part of the horse-whim to
which the horses are attached.

horse-artillery* $
Mil. : Flying artillery ; gunners mounted

on horseback and on the limber. They have
lighter guns than the ordinary field artillery.

horse-balm, *.

Bot. : The American labiate genus Col-
linson ia.

horse-barrack, o. A barrack or stable
for horses.

horse-boat, s.

1. A ferry-boat moved by horses.

2. A boat used for transporting horses across

a river or stream.

horse-box, s. A closed carriage or vehicle
used for conveying horses by rail.

horse-bramble, s. A wild briar.

horse-brush, ». A brush for grooming
horses.

horse-capstan, s. A whim ; a capstan
worked by horses for raising ore, water, &c.

horse-cassia, s.

Bot. : Cathartocarpus javanicus. The pulp
from inside the legume is given as a horse-
medicine.

horse-chestnut, s.

1. Bot. : The genus .ZEsculus (q.v.), and spe-
cially jEsculus Hippocastanum.

% The seeds of the American Horse-chest-
nut, M. ohioticus, are a mortal poison.

2. Entom. : A British geometer moth, Pachy-
cnemia hippocastanaria. (Newman.)

horse-clipper, s One who clips the
hair off horses.

horse-clipping tool, s. A form of
shears in which a pair of serrated knives re-

ciprocate over each other, cutting off the
hairs as they come between the teeth.

horse-collar, s. A roll of leather stuffed
with straw, husk, or sponge, and placed around

the neck of a horse and against the shoulder,

to pull by. It has two creases to hold the

names.

horse-coper, horse-couper, horse-
cowper, s. A dealer in horses. (Usually

applied to one who makes up poor or value-

less horses for sale, with intent to take in the

ignorant or unwary.) [Cope (2), v.]

" They are up to all the tricks of the trade of the pro-

fessional horse-coper."—PaU Mali Gazette, July 2, 1884

horse-crab, s.

Zool. : A king-crab. [Limultjs.]

horse-cucumber, s. (See extract.)

"The horte-cucumber is the large green cucumber."
—Mortimer :

horse-emmet, s,

Entom. : The same as Horse-ant (q.v.).

* horse-face, s. A long, coarse, indelicate

face.

* horse-faced, «.. Having a long, coarse

face ; ugly.

horse fettler, s.

Min. : A workman employed to attend to
the horses kept underground.

horse-fish, ».

Ichthy. : A popular name for the genus Hip-
pocampus (q.v.).

horse-flower, s.

Bot. : Melampyrum sylvaticum.

horse-gear, $. A machine in which the
power of horses is used to drive other machines.

horse-gentian, s.

Bot. : The American name for Triosteum.

horse-hitching hook, «.

Manage : A snaphook on a short chain or
strap attached to a post or wall. The hook is

snapped into the bit-ring, and the arrangement
saves the trouble of carrying a hitch-strap.

horse-holder, ».

Manige ; A stocks or slinging frame for un-
ruly horses while shoeing, or for sick or dis-

abled horses.

horse-iron, horsing-iron, s.

Shipwrighting ; A calking-irou of large size

;

a making-iron.

horse-jockey, s. A professional rider of
horses, especially in races ; a trainer of horses.

horse-jockeyship, s. The quality, state,

or occupation of a horse-jockey.

horse-knacker, s. One who buys up
diseased or worn-out horses, and slaughters
them for their commercial products.

horse-knob, horse-knops s.

Bot. : Centaurea nigra.

horse-latitudes, s. pi.

Naut. : A space between the westerly winds
of higher latitudes and the trade-winds, no-
torious for tedious calms, and so called because
the old navigators frequently there threw
overboard the horses they were transporting
to America and the "West Indies.

horse-mackerel, •>

Ichthy. : Caranx macrurus.

horse-marine, s. One of a mythical
body of troops, the name of which is often
used to play a joke on the innocent ; an awk-
ward, lubberly person ; one who is out of his
place, as a horse-soldier in a sea-fight.

t As a matter of fact of late years the
Marines have been occasionally mounted in
Mexico, Egypt, and elsewhere.

* horse-milliner, s. A person who makes
up and supplies ribbons and other decorations
for horses.

horse-mint, s.

Bot. : The common name of (1) Mentlia syl
vestris, a British species wild also in conti-
nental Europe, North Africa, and in Asia; (2)
Monarda punctata, an American labiate plant,
known, since 1714, in British gardens.

horse-mushroom, s.

Bot. : A popular name for any large mush-
room, except Agaricus campestris.

horse-mussel, s.

Zool. : The molluscous genus Modiola, one
of the Mytilidse. [Modiola.!}

boll, boy; pout, Jc%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
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horse nail, s. A nail with a thick,

strong head ; used in securing shoes to the

feet of horses.

horse path., s. The towing-path of a canal.

horse-pick, s. A hooked instrument,

-used for extracting stones from a horse's hoof.

It often forms part of a pocket-knife.

horse-poppy, a.

Bot. : Seseli Hlppoinarathrum.

horse-power, s.

1. The power or action of horses : as, This

is done by iwrse-powpr.

2. The measure of a steam-engine's power,

as originally settled by James "Watt, being a

lifting power equal to 33,000 pounds raised

one foot high per minute. Thus an engine is

said to be of 100 horse-power (h.p.) when it

has a lifting capacity equivalent to 3,300,000

pounds one foot high per minute. To ascer-

tain the h.p. of an engine, multiply together

the pressure in pounds on a square incli of the

piston, the area of the piston in inches, the

length of the stroke in feet, and the number
of strokes per minute, divide the result by
33,000, and the quotient, less one-tenth, al-

lowed for loss by friction, will give the horse-

power. Engines are frequently said to be of

so many horse-power nominal ; the real or

indicated horse-power, however, often exceeds
the nominal by as much as three to one.

3. [Horse-gear.]

horse-purslane, >

Bot. : Trianthemainonogynum.

horse-railroad, s. A railroad on which
the carriages are drawn by horses ; a tram-
road ; a tramway.

horse-rake, s. A hay or stubble rake
drawn by horse-power.

horse-road, «. A horseway (q.v.).

horse -run, s. A device for drawing
loaded wheel-barrows up an inclined plane in

making excavations. It consists of a rope
passing over two pulleys. The horse is hitched
to the fall and the wheelbarrow hooked to the
other end of the rope.

horse-stinger, s.

Entmu : A popular name for a Dragon-fly
which, however, does not sting horses or even
possess a sting.

horse-thistle, $.

Bot. : The genus Cnicus. (Loudon.) The
genus Cirsium. (Paxton.)

horse-tongue, s.

Bot. : One of the names for Ruscus aculeatus,

the Butcher's broom (q.v.).

horse-vetch, s. [Horseshoe-vetch.]

horse-whim, s.

Min. : A whim, or machine for raising ore

or water from a mine, worked by horse-power.

horse, v.t. & i. [Horse, s.]

A. Transitive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally ;

(1) To mount upon a horse ; to provide with
a horse ; to supply a horse or horses to or for.

"There was a sore iuste, anddiuerse cast to the erthe
on bothe parties, for they wer all horsed."—Berners :

Froixsart ; Cronycle, vol. i.. ch. ccxi.

(2) To cover ; said of the male.

"If you let him out to horse more mares than your
own, you must feed him -welV—Mortimer.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) To carry on the back, as a horse.

"The spirit horsed him, like a sack."
Butler: Hadibras, pt. iii., c. i.

* (2) To place on a horse, for the purpose of

punishment. [Horse, s., A. I. 2. (3).]

(3) To place on the back of another for the
purpose of being Hogged.

" I got well luyrsed for such a breach of discipline."

—

NoUs A Queries, Jan. 1, 1881, p. 18.

* (4) To bestride ; to sit on, as on a horse.

"Windows are smothered, and ridges horsed."
_

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, ii. 1.

II. Shipivright: To drive the oakum into

the seams between the planking of ships.

"[HORSING-IRON.]

B. Reflex. : To furnish oneself with a horse
or horses.

"Therefore, my wags, we'll horse us in the morn
To post to Oxford." Greene : Friar Bacon.

C. Intransitive

:

* 1. To get on horseback ; to mount a horse.

2. To charge for work before it is executed.
(Slang.) [Dead horse.]

horse, [Hoarse.]

horse' - back, * horse - backe, s. [Eng.

horse, and back.] The back of a horse ; especi-

ally that part on which the saddle is placed
;

generally in the phrase on horseback, that is,

mounted, or riding on a horse.

"There came two men on honebacke."—Hackluyt

:

Voyages, vol. ii., p. 163,

horseback-riding, s. Riding on horse-

back. (Amer.) In England we speak of it as

riding, calling riding in a carriage driving.

The Americau use is to speak of the latter as

riding, distinguishing the former as horseback-

riding.

horse-bane, s. [Eng. horse, and bane.]

Bot. : (Enanthe Fhellandrium.

horse-bean, s. [Eng. horse, and bean.] A
small bean usually given to horses.

"Only the small horsebean is propagated by the
plough. "

—

Mortimer.

horse-block, s. [Eng. horse, and block.]

1. A block or stage to assist » person in

mounting or dismounting a horse.

2. A square frame of strong boards used by
excavators to elevate the ends of their wheel-

ing planks.

horse'-boy, s. [Eng. horse, and boy.] A boy
employed in stables to attend to horses ; a
stable-boy; a stable-lad. (Scott: Marmion,
iv. 1.)

horse'-break-er, s. [Eng. horse, and breaker.]

A person whose occupation it is to break
in or tame horses, so as to fit them for riding

or draught.
" Under Sagittarius are born chariot-racers, horse-

breakers, and tamers of wild beasts."—Creech.

% Pretty horsebreaker was a term applied,

about I860, to women chosen for their good
looks and fine figure to show off horses in
the parks. As the moral character of these
women was by no means high, the expression
was generallyused as a synonym for courtesan.
It has since dropped entirely out of use.

horse'-chire, s. [Eng. horse, and Mid, Eng.
chire = a blade of grass, or any plant (?).]

Bot. : Teucrium Chammdrys.

horse-cloth, s. [Eng. horse, and cloth.] A
cloth or rug used to cover a horse.

horse'-corn, s. [Eng. Iwrse, and com.] Coarse
corn, or grain, such as is given to horses.

"Everybody else, however high, eat horsecorn."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

* horse' - cb'ur - ser, a. [Eng. horse, and
courser.]

1. One who runs or keeps horses for racing.

2. A dealer in horses.

horse'-deal-er, s. [Eng. horse, and dealer.]

One who deals or trades in horses ; one who
buys and sells horses.

horse'-drench, s. [Eng. horse, and drench.]

1. A dose of physic for a horse.

2. The horn or apparatus by means of which
the physic is administered to a horse.

horse dung, s. [Eng. horse, and dung.] The
dung or excrement of horses.

horse-flesh, s. [Eng. horse, and flesh.]

1. The flesh of horses.
" The Chinese eat horseflesh at this day."

—

Bacon.

2. Horses generally : as, He is a good judge
of horseflesh.

3. A species of Bahamas mahogany
;
prob-

ably from the colour.

horseflesh-ore, s.

Min. & Mining ; A name given by miners
in Cornwall to Bornite (q.v.).

horse-fly, s. [Eng. Iwrse, and .fly.]

1. Gasterophilus equi. [Gasterophilus.]

2. Hippobosca equina,, more commonly called
the Forest-fly (q.v.), also the genus Hippobosca.

3. The genus Tabanus.

horse-gin, s. [Horse-whim.]

Horse-guards (u silent), *. [Eng. horse,

and guards.]

1 A body of cavalry for guards. [Guard, $.,

II. 7.]

2. The public office in Whitehall, London,

appropriated to the Commander-in-Chief.

3. The military authorities of the War De-

partment, as distinguished from the civil de-

partment, under the Secretary for War.

horse hair, s. & a. [Eng. horse, and hair.]

A. As subst. : The hair of the manes and
tails of horses, used in making haircloth,

(q.v.), plumes for helmets, &c.
" His glitt'ring helm, which terribly was gracd
With waving horsehair." Dryden.

B. As adj. ; Made of the hair of horses.
" That proud htirxehair plume.

Never till now denied, sank to the dust."
Matthew Arnold : Sohrab & flustum.

horse -heel, horse-heal, horse-hele, >
[Eng. horse; second element doubtful.]

Bot. : Inula Helenium.

horse hoe, v. t. [Horsehoe, s.] To hoe .or

clean a held with a horsehoe.

horse hoof, s. [Eng. horse, and hoof.]

Bot. : Tussilago Far/ara.

* horse'-knave (k silent), a. [Eng. horse, and
knave.] A groom.

horse'-laugh (augh as af), s. [Eng. horse,

and laugh.] A loud, coarse, or rough laugh.

" A horselaugh, if you please, at honesty."
Pope : Ep. to Satires, i. 38.

* horse'-leech (1), s. [Eng. Iwrse, and leech

= a physician.] A farrier ; a veterinary sur-

geon.

horse -leech (2), s. [Eng. horse, and leech.]

Zool. : Heemopis, a genus of Annelids, family

HirUdinidae. The common horseleech is Hce-

mopis sanguisorba. The teeth are less numer-

ous and more obtuse than in the medicinal

leech. [Leech.]
" Let us to France ; like horseleeches, my boys,

The very blood to suck."
Shakesp. : Henry V., ii. 3.

horse'-llt-ter (1), s. [Eng. horse, and litter.)

Straw, &c, for horses to lie on ; litter.

horsa'-llt-ter (2), s. [Eng. horse, and litter.]

Vehicles : A palanquin or stretcher resting on

poles and borne by two horses.
'

' He was carried to an horselitter.

"

—2 Maccabees ix. 8.

horse' load, s. [Eng. horse, and load.] A
load for a horse ; as much as a horse can

draw or carry ; any large quantity.

* horse' loaf, s. [Eng. horse, and loaf.] A
loaf composed of beans and wheat ground to-

gether, and used for feeding horses.

* horse'-ly, * hors-ly, u. & adv. [Eng.

horse ; -ly.]

A. As adj. : Like a horse ; having the

qualities of a horse.

B. As adv. : Like a horse ; in the manner
of a horse.

" So horsly, and so quik of eye.
As it a gentil Poileis courser were."

Chaucer: C. T., 10,50t

horse -man, ' hors man, s. [Eng. horse,

and man.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. One who rides on horseback.

2. One skilled in riding or the management
of a horse.

3. A horse-soldier.

II. Zool. .- A variety of pigeon.

horse -man-ship, s. [Eng. horseman ; -ship.]

The act or art of riding and of managing
horses ; equestrian skill ; jockeyship.

"The northern lords brought with them hundreds
of irregular cavalry, whose accoutrements and horse-
manship moved the mirth of men."

—

3facaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. ix.

t horse'-mar-ten, s. [Eng. Iwrse; etym. of

second element doubtful.] A popular name
for a large humble bee.

* horse-match, s. [Eng. horse, and match (?).]

The stonechat. (Cent. Diet)

horse-meat, s. [Eng. horse, and meat.] Pro-
vender or food for horses.

"The dry [peas and beans] that are used for horse-
meat are ripe last."

—

Bacon.
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horse -mill, s. [Eng. liorse, and mill.] A
mill worked or turned by horse-power.

horse' - miis - sel, horse - mus - cle, s.

[HORSE-MUSSEL.]

horse' path, s. [Horse-path.]

horse -pipe, s. [Eng. horse, and pipe.]

Bot. : The genus Equisetum.

horse' play, s. [Eng. horse, and play.]

1. Lit. ; The play with each other of horses,
especially when young, which is rude and
boisterous.

2. Fig. : Coarse, rough play.
" He ia too much given to horsoplay in his raillery."—Dryden; Ditfresnoy.

horse -pond, s. [Eng. horse, and pond.] A
pond for horses to drink at.

horse'- -race, ». [Eng. horse, and race.] A
race or match of horses in running.

" In horseraces men are curious lest there be not the
least weight upon the one horse more than upon the
other."

—

Bacon.

3lorse'-rac-ing, s. [Eng. horse, and racing.]

The art or practice of running horses, or
keeping horses for racing.

" Ropedancing, puppet-shows, bowls, horseracing,
were regarded with no friendly eye." — Maeaulay

;

Hist. Eng., ch. U.

norse -rad-ish, s. [Eng. horse, and radish.]

Bot. : Cochlearia armoracia. Sir - Joseph
Hooker places it under a subgenus of Coch-
learia called Armoracia, which has the valves
with no dorsal nerve. It is found in May
3ind June, as an alien or a denizen, in ditches,
corners of fields, &c. It is acrid and stimu-
lating.

" Horseradish is Increased by sprouts spreading from
the old roots left in the ground, tliat are cut or broken
off."—Mortimer: Husbandry.

horseradish-root, s.

Pharm. : The fresh root of CochleaHa armo-
racia, order Cruciferee, a long top-shaped
cylindrical root, internally white, having a
pungent odour when scraped, and an acrid
taste. It contains a volatile oil, albyl sulpho-
cyanate, CgHg-CNS. It is used in pharmacy
in the preparation of Spiritus Armoraclce
•Compositus, Compound Spirit of Horseradish.
It is used in atonic dyspepsia, also as a sudo-
rific in chronic rheumatism, and as a diuretic
in dropsies. Horseradish is used in a fresh
state as a condiment with roast beef, and is an
important element in at least one well-known
sauce.

horseradish-tree, s.

Bot. : Hyperanthera Moringa.

horse - shoe, s. & a. [Eng. horse, and shoe. ]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. A plate of iron bent to the outline of a
Thorse's hoof, and nailed to the animal's foot.

; 2. Anything resembling a horseshoe in figure
or shape.

II. Technically

:

1. Fort. : A work of a round or oval figure.

2. Lathe: A movable support for varying
the gearing and the velocity of the screw
which moves the slide.

3. Zool. : A popular name sometimes given
to the crustaceons genus Limulus. [Horse-
SHOE-CRAB.]

B. As adj. : Having the form or figure of a
horseshoe.

horseshoe -anvil, s. A species of anvil
which corresponds in shape and size to the
Jioof of a horse, and has shanks which permit
its adjustment in the socket-hole of the anvil,

in either a natural or a reversed position.

horseshoe-hat, s.

Zool.: The genus Rhinolophus. The nostril

has an appendage like a horseshoe. There are
two British species, the Greater Horseshoe
Bat {Rhinolophus ferrum equinum), and the
Lesser Horseshoe bat (R. hipposideros).

horseshoe-clamp, s.

Ship-build. : An iron strap by which the
gripe and fore-foot are attached. [Stem.]

horseshoe-crabs, ' s.pi.

Zool. : A name for the crustaceous genus
Limulus, more commonly called King-crabs
(q.v.). The resemblance to a horseshoe is in

the buckler which covers the anterior part of
the body. The name horseshoe crab is used
chiefly of Limulus moluccanus, the Molucca, or
Common King-crab.

horseshoe-head, s.

Pathol. : A malformation in some infants by
which the sutures of the skull remain too open.
It is opposed to Headmould-shot (q.v.)

horseshoe-kidney, s.

Pathol. : A term applied when the two
kidneys are united into one by a flat band of
true venal tissue extending across the verte-
bral column.

horseshoe-magnet, s.

Magnetism : A magnet curved like a horse-
shoe so that the two poles are brought some-
what near each other.

horseshoe-nail, s. A nail made of
superior soft iron and used to fasten on horse-
shoes. It lias a flat-pointed tang, and a rela-

tively heavy countersunk head.

horseshoe-rack, s.

Naut. : A sweep curving from the bitt-heads
abaft the mainmast carrying a set of nine-pin
swivel-blocks, as the fair-leaders of the light
running-gear, halliards, &c.

horseshoe-vetch, s.

Bot. : Hippocrepis. One species, Hippo-
crepis tomosa, is British.

horse -shoeing, s. [Eng. horseshoe; -ing.]

The art, occuxjation, or business of shoeing
horses.

horse-tail, s. [Eng. horse, and tail]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The tail of a horse.

2. A Turkish standard, consisting of a
horse's tail or horses' tails, fastened to a staff.

The number of horsetails are indicative of the
rauk of the pacha in command.

" They gave their horsetails to the wind."
Byron : Bride of Abydos, ii. 14.

IL Botany:

1. Sing. : The genus Equisetum.

2. PI. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Equisetaeeae (q.v.).

If Shrubby horsetail

:

Bot. : The genus Ephedra.

horsetail-tree, s.

Bot. : Casuarina equisetifolia.

horse-way, horse road, s. [Eng. horse,
and way or road.] A way or road by which
horses may travel.

" Both stile and gate, horseway and footpath."
Shakesp. ; Lear, iv. 1.

horse weed, a'. [Eng. horse, and weed.]

Bot. : (1) An American name for the labiate
genus Collinsonia ; (2) Erigeron canadense.

horse whip, 5. [Eng. horse, and whip.] A
whip for beating or driving horses.

horse -whip, v.t. [Horsewhip, s.] To flog
or lash with a horsewhip ; to thrash.

horse-whip ping, s. [Eng. horse, and
whipping.] A lashing or flogging with a horse-
whip.

horse -woman, s. [Eng. horse, and woman.]
A woman skilled in riding and in the manage-
ment of a horse.

horse -wood, s. [Eng. liorse, and wood.]

Bot. ; The name given in Jamaica to Calli-
andra comosa.

horse -worm, s. [Eng. horse, and worm.]
Entom, : The larva? of Gasterophilus equi, or

any similar insect. [Bot-fly.]

hors -ing, pr. par. or a. [Horse, s.]

horsing block, s. A frame to raise the
ends of wheeling-planks in excavating.

horsing-iron, s.

Naut.: A caulker's chisel attached to a
withy handle, and used with a beetle in driv-
ing oakum into a vessel's seams ; a horse-iron.

horsing up, s.

Shipwright. : The final driving of oakum
into the seams between the planking of ships.

*hors-ly, adv. [Horselv.]

hors'-y, hors'-ey, a. [Eng. hors(e); -y.] :

1. Of the nature of a horse.
" How the halfe horsy people, Centaures bight."

Spenser : Virgil's Gnat, 41.

2. Pertaining or relating to horses ; fond of
horses.

* hor-ta- tion, s. [Lat. hortatio, from Tiortor

= to exhort, to encourage.] The act of ex-
horting or advising ; advice given by way of
encouragement or exhortation.

" He should by his hortation set the commons against
the nobility and geutleineu."—Strype : Memorials;
Edward VI. (an. 1548).

* hor'-ta-tive, a. & s. [Lat. hortativus, from
hortor = to exhort.]

A. As adj. : Giving advice or encourage-
ment ; hortatory.

B. As subst. : An exhortation ; advice given
by way of encouragement.

"In Itortatives, and pleadings, as truth or disguise
serveth best to the design iu hand."

—

Hobbes : On
Man, pt. i., ch. viii.

*hor'-ta-tor-y, * hor-ta-tor-ie, a. [Lat.
hortator = one who exhorts or encourages.]
Encouraging, giving or containing advice or
encouragement.

"He animated his soldiers with many hortatorie
orations."—P. Holland; Ammianus, p. 202.

* hor-ten -sl-aL, a. [Lat. hortensis, from
hortus = a garden.] Fit for a garden.

"Sativeand horiensial."—Evelyn (Introd.), § 3.

hor'-ti-a, s. [Named after Count de Horta, a
Portuguese nobleman.]

Bot. : A genus of Rutacea?, tribe Piloearpese.
Hortia braziliana has properties like those of
cinchona, though to a lesser extent.

* nor tic u list, s. [Horticulturist.] A
» poetic word for a horticulturist, and more

easily than it fitted into the lines of poetry.
" On culture's hand

Alone do these horticulists rely."
Dodsley : Agriculture, iL

* hor'-ti-cul-tor, s. [Lat. hortus=a. garden,
and cultor = a cultivator.] The same as Hor-
ticulturist (q.v.).

hor-ti-cul'-tu-ral, u. [Eng. horticulture);

-al.] Of or pertaining to horticulture, or the
culture of gardens.

" To allot the first place, in an estimate of horticul-
tural grasses, to the weeping willow."—Knox : Essays.
No. 115.

IT The Horticultural Society of London was
founded in 1804, incorporated 1809, and began
to publish Transactions in 1812.

hor'-ti-cul-ture, s. [Lat. hortus=& garden,
and cultura = cultivation ; colo= to cultivate.]
The art of cultivating or managing gardens

;

the cultivation of a garden ; the rearing and
management of flowers, fruits, and vegetables
in a garden.

"The product of horticulture and the field."—
Evelyn: Acetaria. (Epls. Ded.)

hor-tl-cul'-tur-ist, s. [Eng. horticulture)

;

-ist.] One who is skilled in or devotes him-
self to horticulture.

hor-ton-ite, s. [Named after Mr. Horton.]
[Hortonolite.]

Min. : A variety of Pyroxene, of which it
is a steatic pseudomorph. Found in Orange
county, New York, with chondrodite. (Dana.)

hor-ton'-6-lite, s. [Named after Mr. Horton,
its discoverer.]

Min. : A variety of Olivine. It is an ortho-
rhombic yellow, or yellowish-gray, or dark-
coloured mineral, of vitreous or subvitreous
lustre, found at the O'Neil mine, Orange
County, New York.

*hor'-tu-lan, a. [Lat. hortulanus, from
hortus = 3. garden.] Of or pertaining to a
garden.

" This hortulan kalendar is yours."—Evelyn : Ealen-dartum Horteme. (Ded. Epis.)

hor-tu'-li-a, s. [Lat. hortulus = a little
garden, dimin. of hortus = a garden ; or ac-
cording to McNicoll, from Gr. ouAios (oulios)— deadly.]

Zool. : A genus of serpents belonging to the
family Boidas. Hortulia natalensis, the Natal-
Rock-snake, is not now found in Natal. H.
Sebaj, the Guinea or Fetish Rock-snake', and
H. regia, the Royal Rock-snake, are from
Western Africa.

boll, bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = U
-cian, -Wan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, dec. = bel, del/
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hor'-tus sic-cus, s. [Lat. = lit., a dry
garden.) A collection of specimens of plants
dried, preserved, and arranged systematically

;

an herbarium.

* hort'-yard, s. [A corrupt, yf woftyard =
an enclosed garden for vegetables, &c] An
orchard, a fruit garden. [Orchard, Wort.]

"Under the name of gardens and hortyards, there
goe many daintic places of pleasure within the very
citie."—P. Holland Plinie, bk. xix., ch. iv «

Hor -us, s. [Lat. through Gr. from Hor, the

Egyptian name.]

Mythol : An Egyptian divinity, forming one
( of a triad (the other two being Osiris and Isis).

Hofan na, s. [Gr- 'Xla-avvd (Hosanna), from

Heb. N3 rTO'itfin (hoshidh nd) = Save, I pray,

or, Save now.]

Scripture & Theology

:

1. Jewish : A form of acclamatory prayer or
blessing, derived originally from Ps. cxviii. 25.

Itwas often uttered at the Feast of Tabernacles,
when the twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth verses
of Psalm cxviii. were repeated. It therefore
came to be used for the branches of myrtle,

&c, or for the great palm leaves, earned about
at the festival, or even for the festival itself.

It spread next to the Passover and some other
feasts.

2. Christian : The acclamation raised by
"the whole multitude of the disciples" (Luke
xix. 37) on our Lord's triumphal entry into
Jerusalem. They seem to have intended by
it to offer to Jesus a prayer that they might
be saved (from the Roman yoke? and other
earthly trials ? from the penalty of sin in the
world to come? from sin itself? or from
several or all of these?), and to accord him
a joyous and loving welcome to Jerusalem
(Matt. xxi. 9 ; Mark xi. 9, 10 ; John xii. 13). It
is now employed as an acclamation of praise
to any, but especially to the Second, Person
of the Blessed Trinity, or as an exclamation
of exultant Christian joy.

hose (pi. hose, *hos'-en), a. [A.S. hosa (pi.

hosan); cogn. with Dut. hoos; Icel. hosa; Dan.
hose; Ger. hose.]

1. Close-fitting breeches or trousers reach-
ing to the knees.

"Bonnd in their coats, their hosen, their hats, and
their other garments. "—Daniel iii 21,

2. Covering for the lower part of the legs
and feet ; stockings.

" He, being in love, could not see to garter his hose."
—Sftakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, ii. 1.

3. Flexible tubing, usually for the con-
veyance of water, especially for fire-engine

service. It is made of various materials, such
as leather, india-rubber, &c.

4. The hollow part of a spade or other
' similar tool, which receives the end of the

shaft or handle.

hose-bridge, hose-shield, s. A bridge
for carriages or street-cars to allow them to
cross fire-engine hose laid in the street.

(American.)

hose-carriage, s. A reel on. wheels to

Carry hose for fire-engine service.

hose-carrier, s. A pair of tongs for

gripping hose in lighting up full hose when
in service.

hose-coupling, s. A joint-piece or pair

of interlocking connecting pieces, by which
ends of hose-sections are joined together in

line. ^

hose-heeler, s. One who mends or patches
hose ; a cobbler of breeches, &c.

" Thou woollen-witted hose-heeler."—Beaum. & Flct.

;

Martial Maid, ii.

hose in-hose, a.

Hortic. : Having both calyx and corolla so

coloured as to look like a double corolla.

hose-reel, s. A carriage to carry hose
for the service of a fire-engine, or for garden,
stable, or other domestic uses.

hose-shield, a. [Hose-bridge.]

hose-trough, s.

Mining : A wooden tunnel for the powder-
hose to fire the charges of mines.

H6-se'-a, s. [Heb. y ,

ti
:

\7\(Hoshtd)= (l) JoBhua

(Numb. xiii. 8, 16), (2) Hoshea, King of Israel

(2 Kings xv. 30, xviii. 1), (3) the prophet Hosea
(Hosea i. 2). (See def.) Hosea {Hoshea) means

salvation. Called a noun, it is really the infin.

absolute of w£ (yashd) = to set free, to save,

to assist [Jesus, Joshua] ; Sept. 'iltrne (Osee),

N. T. '0<nje (//osee).]

Scrip Hist. : Hosea, called in the New Tes-
tament (A.V.) Osee (Rom. ix. 25), the writer of
the prophecies bearing his name, was the son
of Been. Of his history nothing authentic is

known, except what can be gleaned from his

writings.

U The Prophecies of Hosea :

Scrip, Canon : The first of the twelve minor
prophets, according to the arrangement in the
Hebrew Bible, but not in point of time, for

Jonah, Amos, and perhaps Joel, were earlier

in date. When Hosea began to prophesy,
Uzziah was King of Judah and Jeroboam II.

King of Israel ; when he died Hezekiah was
reigning in Judah (Hosea i. 1). Jeroboam II.

reigned forty years, from B.C. 823 to B.C. 783 ;

Uzziah, called also Azariah, began to reign

B.C. 809. Hosea's prophecies, therefore, can-
not have begun earlier than this latter date.

Hezekiah came to the throne b.c. 726. The
minimum span of Hosea's prophetic life would
therefore be from b.c. 783 to B.C. 726— i.e.,

fifty-seven years. During some period of his

career he was contemporary with Isaiah and
Amos. The denunciations of the prophet were
directed mainly against the kingdom of Israel,

that of the ten tribes, which, after the death of
Jeroboam, sank into a low state religiously,
morally, and politically. Hosea is quoted or
referred to in the following New Testament
passages : Hosea i. 10, ii. 23 in Rom. ix. 25, 26

;

vi. 2 in 1 Cor. xv. 4 ; vi. 6 in Matt. ix. 13, xii. 7

;

x. 8 in Luke xxiii. 30, Rev. vi. 16 ; xi. 1 in
Matt. ii. 15 ; and xiv. 2 in Heb. xiii. 15.

ho'-sier (si as zh), s. [Eng. hose ; i connect.

;

-er.] One who deals in hose or hosiery ; a
seller of stockings, socks, and other articles

of underclothing.

ho'-sler-y (si as zh), s. [Eng. hosier; -y.]

1. Stockings, hose, and other undercloth-
ing generally ; articles knit like hose.

2. A manufactory where hose, stockings,
&c, are woven by machinery.

3. The business of a hosier.

* hos pice, s. [Fr., from Lat. hospitiuin, from
hospes (genit. hospitis) = a host, a guest.] A
monastery or convent used also as a place for
the reception and entertainment of strangers
or travellers, on some difficult or dangerous
road or pass, as among the Alps, as, the Hos-
pic* of the Great St. Bernard.

hos'-pit-a-hle, a. [Fr., from Lat. hospito =
to receive as a guest, hospes (genit. hospitis) =
a host, a guest.]

1, Receiving and entertaining strangers
with kindness and hospitality ; kind, without
reward, to strangers, visitors, and guests.

"Native to famous wits
Or hospitable." Milton: P. R„ iv. 242.

2. Characterized by kindness or hospitality

;

liberal ; generous ; free.

" Whom all men rate aa kind and hospitable:"
Tennyson . Princess, i. 70.

* hos'-pit-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. hospitable;
-ness.] The quality or state of being hospit-
able ; hospitality.

"Hia benignity to etrangers <md hcspttableness." —
Barrow: Sermons, vol. i., ser. 81.

hos'-pit-a-hly, adv. [Eng. hospitab(le) ; -ly.]

In an hospitable manner ; with hospitality
;

with kindness and generous entertainment.
" To live creditably and hospitably in the midst of

hia parishioners."

—

Anecdotes of Bp. Watson, i. 257. _J_

*hds'-plt-age,s. [Fr.] Hospitality. (Spenser:
F. Q., III. "x. 6.)

hos'-pit-al,* hos-pit alle, * hos-pit-ale,
* hos-pyt-al, s. & a. [O. Fr. hospital (Fr.

hdpital), from Low Lat. hospitale = a place, a
house, from Lat. hospitalia = apartments for

strangers, neut. pi. of hospitalis = hospitable,

hospes (genit. hospitis) = a host, a guest.]

A. As substantive:

1. A place of shelter or entertainment ; a
lodging ; a shelter.

" Which chuBiug for that evening's hospital,
They thither marched." Spenser: F. Q., II. ix. 10.

2. A building for the reception, care, or
treatment of persons who from any cause are
unable to support or provide for themselves,
and are therefore more or less dependent on
the help of others.

If Hospitals are of various kinds, according

to the class of persons for whose reception

they are intended ; the majority being for per-

sons suffering from some disease, or otherwise

disabled from supporting themselves ; some
are for the reception of the aged and infirm,

and others for the education of the children

of persons in reduced circumstances. Prof.

Monier Williams states (Nineteenth Century,

July, 1882, p. 77) that the first hospitals for

diseased men and animals are known to have
been originated by the Indian Buddhists.''
(See also Rhys Davids: Buddhism (S.P.C.K.),
p. 222.)

" One evening sumptuously lodged ; the next
Humbly in a religious hospital."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. Ii.

* B. As adj. : Hospitable.
" I am to be a guest to this hospital maid [Venice] a

good while yet."—Howell: Letters, bk. i., § 1,, let. 35,

_ hospital-gangrene, s.

Path. : Gangrene occurring after surgical
operations in hospitals, or in the case of
persons taken thither for the treatment of
wounds. Other things being equal, gangrene
is less likely to occur in a private house
where sanitary law is carried out, though the
thorough ventilation of hospitals and antisep-
tic treatment have much diminished the fre-

quency of hospital gangrene.

hospital-Saturday, s.

Calendar: A Saturday when those who from
any cause have not contributed to the Hos-
pital-Sunday fund are invited to support the
hospitals. Collections are made at factories,
&c, and street collections were made for
some years, but were abolished in 1897. The
first Hospital-Saturday was October 17, 1874.

hospital-Sunday, &
Calendar : A Sunday, hitherto always in

June, when, on an invitation sent out from
the Mansion House, collections for the hos-
pitals in the metropolis, which conform to
certain conditions, are expected to be made in

all the churches and chapels (Established and
Nonconformist) in and around London. The
prime mover in establishing Hospital Sunday
in London was Canon Miller, then a clergy-

man in Greenwich. A formal resolution on
the subject was carried at a meeting held in
the Mansion House on Dec. 11, 1872, and col-

lections simultaneously took place on Sunday,
June 15, 1873. A similar scheme had been
previously set on foot at Birmingham.

J

* hos-pit-ale, s. [Lat.] A lodging; a shelter.
(Robert de Brunne, p. 135.)

* hos'-pit-al-ism, s. [Eng. hospital; -ism.]

The system of conducting hospitals in such
a way that, by over-crowding, diseases such
as erysipelas are propagated.

hos-pi-taT-i-ty„* hos pi-tali tie, s. [Fr.
hospitalite, from Lat. hospitalis.] The act or
practice of receivingand entertainingstrangers
hospitably ; generous and liberal treatment of
visitors, strangers, or guests.

"The expense of hospitality ahe [Elizabeth] Bome-
what encouraged by the frequent visits she paid her
nobility." — Hume : Hist,
of Eng. (App. 3.)

hos' - pit - al - ler,
* hos' - pit - al - er,
* hos - pit - el - er,
* hos-pyt-el-er, s.

[Eng. hospital ; -er.]

One residing in a hos-
pital or place for the
reception of the poor
or strangers; specif.,

one of an order or com-
munity whose office

was to relieve the poor,
the strangers, and the
sick ; the best known
of these communities
or orders is that of the
Knights of St. John, or
the Knights of Malta,

*

who built a hospital at
Jerusalem in a.d. 1042
moved to Malta.

" I [King Richard
J therfore biquethe mypryde to the

hyghe mynded Templars and hospytelcrs, for they are
as proude as helle."—Bale : English Votaries, p. ii.

* hos pit ate, v.i. [Lat. hospitatum, sup. of
hospito = to receive as a guest.] To receive
hospitality ; to be a guest of or lodge under
the roof of another.

" This hospitates with the living animal in the same
shell."

—

Grew: Musa?um.

HOSPITALLER.

and afterwards .re-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, sa, ce=>e; ey = a; qu-kw.
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i hds-pif-l-cide, s. [Lat. hospes (genit. hos-

pitis)=& visitor, a guest, and credo (in compos.
ddo) = to kill.] One who kills his guest.
(Wharton.)

* hos-pi'-tlous, a. [Lat. hospitiwn= a lodg-
ing.] Hospitable.
"We glory in th' hospitious rites our grandsires did

commend," Chapman : Bomer ; Ilicui bk. vi.

liSs-pit'-l-um (ortassh), 5. [Lat.]

*1. Ord. Lang. : An inn ; a lodging; a hospice.

2. Law : An inn of court.

hos-po-dar', s. [O.Slav, gospodarg ; Russ.
gospodare'= a lotd.] A title of dignity for-

merly borne by the kings of Poland, the princes
of Lithuania, Wallachia, and Moldavia.

If Moldavia and Wallachia constituting
those " principalities," the temporary occu-
pation of which by Russia as a "material
guarantee " that its claims should be yielded
by Turkey, hospodar was almost a house-
hold word during the Russo-Turkish war of
1853, &c. Hospodars continued till the treaties

of San Stefano and Berlin, in 1878, finally

emancipated the former principalities, now
united as Roumauia, from the suzerainty - of
Turkey.

host (1), hoste, s. [0. Fr. hoste (Fr. hdte), from
Lat. hospitem, accus. of hospes = a host, a
guest.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who receives and entertains another
in his own house, whether gratuitously or for
reward ; an entertainer.
'

r

" Fair host and earl, I pray your courtesy."
; ' Tennyson : Enid, 403.

2. Specif. : The landlord of an inn.
' "[We] entered an old hostel, called mine host."
' Tennyson ; Princes*, i, 171.

II. Technically

:

1. Bot. : A plant in which another one, such
as Orobanche or Cuscuta, roots itself.

2. Zoot. : An animal on or in which another
one is parasitic.

host (2), boost, * ost, s. [O.Pr. host, from
Lat. hostem, accus. of hostis = an enemy, a
host.]

1. An army ; u. number of men embodied
for war.

" With extended wings a banner'd host
Under spread ensigns." Afilton : P. L., ii. 886.

2. A great number or multitude ; a crowd
;

a throng.
" The host oi insects gathering round my face."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. i,

host (3), * hoost, * host ie, s. [Lat. hosiia

=

a
victim, fvom'hostio = to strike.]

Roman fheol. <& Ritual : The Latin Hostia
is used in the Vulgate : in Eph. v. 2, of Jesus
as a victim of expiation, and in Phil, iv. 18,

of a spiritual sacrifice—almsgiving. The
English word is used (1) of Christ present on
the altar under the species of bread and wine

;

(2) of the consecrated bread
; (3) of the bread

before consecration, as in the prayer " Suseipe,
sanete Pater," in the Canon of the Mass.

f Hosts (in the last sense) are specially prepared
from tine wheaten flour, without the admixture
of leaven. They are circular, and of two
sizes, one larger, consecrated, and received by
the celebrant, or reserved for Benediction
(q.v.); the others smaller, for distribution to
.the faithful in the Sacrament ofthe Eucharist.

" Lord Feversham opened the door once, and called
for a glass of water. The hostiestuck in his [the King's]
throat."—Burnet; Own Time (1685).

* host (i), hoast, s. [A.S. hwosta.] A cough
;

the act of coughing.

* host, v.i. & t. [Host (1), s.]

A. Intrans. ; To take up one's abode ; to
lodge at an inn.

" Go bear it to the Centaur, where we host."

, Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, i. 2.^

B. Trans. : To lodge ; to entertain, to re-

ceive for lodging.
" Such was that Hag, unmeet to host such guests."

Spenser : F. Q., IV. viii. 27.

host -age, * ost age, s. [O, Fr. hostage (Fr.

dtage)'; from Low Lat. * obsidaticum, from
obsidutus — the condition of a hostage ; from
Lat. obses (gen. obsidis) = a hostage, one who
remains or is left with the enemy ; obsidio =
to sit, to remain.] A person given in pledge
or security for the performance of certain
conditions, or for the safety of others.

"Two of our people might be left ashore as hostages."
—Cook: First Yoyagc, bk. ill., ch. viii.

hos'-tolt s. [O.Fr., from Lat. hospitale.]

[HosriTAL, Hotel.]

1. An inn. QScott: Marmion, iii. 3.)

*2. A small, unendowed college at Oxford
or Cambridge.

" There are also in Oxford certetne hostels or hals,

which may right well be called by the names of col-

leges."

—

Bolinshed: Descrlpt. of England, ch. iii.

3. PI. : The inns of court. {Wharton.)

* hos'-tel-er, *hds'-tler (t silent), *hos-
til-er, *os-tel-er, s. [Fr. hosteller.}

1. An innkeeper ; the host of an inn.

"He brought forth tweie pens, and gaf to the
otteler."— Wycl'tffe : Luke x.

2. An ostler (q.v.).

"How hosteler, fetche my horse a bottel of hay.

"

Skelton : Speke Parrot.

3. A student in a hostel at Oxford or Cam-
bridge.

" The students also that remaine in them are called
hostelers, or haulers, "—.ffarrwio/i : Descript. of England,
ch. iii.

hos'-tel-ry, * hos-1el -rie, * hos-til- er- ie,

s. [Eng. hostel; -ry.] An inn; a lodging-
house.

" Come with me to the hostelry.
For I have many things to say."

Longfellow .- Golden Legend, ii

host'-er-y, *host'-er-ie\ *. [Host (1), s.]

An inn, a hostelry.
" In Stow's time it was altered to acommon hosterie,

or inn, having a black bell for a sign."— Pennant :

London, p. 458.

host-ess, s. [O. Fr. Twstesse.] [Host(1), s.]

1, A female host ; a woman who gives en-

tertainment to guests.

2. A woman who keeps an inn ; the landlady
of an inn.

" To gull bis hostess for a month's repast."
Bp. Ball : Satires, bk. iv., sat. 5.

* hostess-ship, s. The office or character
of a hostess.

" It Is my father's will I should take on me
The hostess-ship o' the day."

Shakesp. ; Winter's Tale, iv. 3.

hos'-tl-Cide, s. [Lat. hostis = a stranger, a
foreigner, an enemy, and ccedo (in compos, cido)
= to kill.] One who kills an enemy. (Wharton.)

* host-ie, e. [Host (3), «.]

hos -tile, a. [Fr., from Lat. hostilis, from
hostis = an enemy.]

1. Belonging, pertaining, or suited to an
enemy ; showing enmity, ill-will, or hostility

;

unfriendly ; inimical ; opposed.
" They had early become cold, and were fast becom-

ing hostile."—Macaulay : Btst. Eng., ch. xix.

* 2. Done, caused, or given by an enemy.
" Safe he returned without one hostile scar."

Pope: Bomer ; Odyssey xi. C55.

hostile-witness, t.

Law : A witness who, being summoned by a
person to give evidence in his favour, makes
allegations showing such animus against him
that power is given the person assailed to have
the witness cross-examined, just as if he had
been brought into court by the opposite party.
(Wharton.)

hos'-tlle-ly, adv. [Eng. hostile; -ly.] In a
hostile manner ; like an enemy.

* hos-tile-ment, * hus-tle-ment, * hus-
tyl-ment, s. [Low Lat. hostilmenta.] House-
hold furniture, goods, chattels.

"For why, eertes it nedeth of full many helpings,
to kepen the diuersite of precious ho&tUements. —
Chaucer: Boecius, bk. ii.

hos-til'-I-ty, s. [Fr. hostility, from Lat. hos-
tilitatem, accus. of hostilitas, from hostilis =
hostile; Sp. hostilidad; Jtal. ostilita.]

1. The quality or state of being hostile
;

enmity, public or private.

"Thither when he came he began to do many acts
ot hostility against the Romans."—Raleigh: Bistoryof
tJie World, bit. v., ch. iii., § 15.

2. An act of an enemy ; a hostile deed

;

spec., in the plural, acts of warfare.

"He [Hen. VII,] was lytle or nothyng inquieted—
without warre, hostilitie, or martiall busynesse."—Sir
T. Elyot : Governour, bk. i., ch. xxiv.

* hds'-tll-ize, v.t. [Eng. hostil(e); -ize.] To
make hostile ; to convert into an enemy.

* hos'-til-lar, s. [Eng. hostel; -er.]

*host'-irig, s. [Host (2), s. ; 4ng.] A mus-
tering of armed men ; a combat ; a contest.

" That angel should with angel war,
And in fierce hosting meet." Milton: P.L.,vi.93.

hos'-tler (t silent). [Hosteler.]

host -less, host iesse, >. [Eng. host;
-less.] Inhospitable.

"Forth ryding from Malbeecoes hostlesse house."
Spenser : F. Q., III. xi. 3.

* host'-ry, * host-rey, $, [A contraction of
hostelry (q.v.).]

1. A hostelry ; an inn ; a lodging-house.
" A chamberlein in a common hostrey."— Hall:

Benry VI. [an. 6).

2. Lodging, shelter.
" Yeeld me an hostry, 'mong the croking frogs."

Sjienser: E. Q., VTx. 23.

3. A stable for horses.

hot, * hoot, * hoote, * hote, a. [A.S. hat;
cogn. with Dnt. heet; Icel. heitr; Sw. het;
Dan. hed ; 0. H. Ger. heiz; Ger. heiss.]

I, Literally :

1. Having much sensible heat ; having the
power or quality of exciting the sense of heat

;

very warm.

2. Sharp, burning, acrid, pungent.
"The mustard is too hot a little."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. 3.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Ardent in temper, fiery, vehement, pre-
cipitate, impetuous.

" Youth is hot and bold." SJiakesp. : Pilgrim, 163.

2. Violent, passionate, furious.

"She is so hot because the meat is cold."
Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, i. 2.

3. Fervent, ardent, zealous.

"I woot thi lverkis, for ueither thou art coold,
neither thou art hoot."— Wyclijfe : Apocalips iii.

4. Violent, sharp, furious, brisk, keen, ani-
mated : as, a hot tight, a hot pursuit, a hot
argument.

5. Keen in desire, lustful, amorous.
* 6. Heating.

"Bot and rebellious liquors."
Shakesp. ; As I'ou Like It, il. 3.

If Hot is the general term which marks
simply the presence of heat; Jiej-y goes farther;
it denotes the presence of fire which is the
cause of lieat ; a room is hot ; a furnace or the
tail of a comet fiery. (Crabb : Eng, Sytwn.)

hot blast, n. & a.

A. As substantive

:

1. A blast of air heated previous to its in-
troduction into the sinelting-furnace. The
process was invented by Nielson, of Glasgow,
and patented in 1828.

2. A blast of heated air passed into a cham-
ber for the purpose of drying timber, die.

B. As adjective

:

1. Blowing heated air : as, a hot-blast
engine.

2. Acted upon by currents of heated air

;

as, a hot-blast furnace.

hot-blooded, a.

1. Fiery, ardent, impetuous, high-spirited,
rash.

* 2. Amorous, lecherous.

"The hot-blooded gods assist me."

—

Shakesp : Merry
Wives of Windsor, v. 5,

hot-burning, a.

1. Fiery.

* 2. Lecherous, lustful.

hot-closet, s.

1. A closet attached to a stove to keep
victuals or plates warm.

2. Candle -making : A chamber in which
caudlemoulds are kept at a heat of 150° F.,
previous to pouring, to prevent the chilling
of the stearic acid. The steam heat is applied,
dry.

hot-flue, 5. A chamber, heated by hot-
air pipes in which printed calicoes are dried

;

a drying-chamber for cloths or paper, starch.
&c.

hot-gilding, s. A name applied to amal-
gam gilding, in which the mercury is driven
off by heat.

* hot-livered, a. Fiery, passionate, hot-
-headed, impetuous.

"*

hot-press, s.

Paper : A means of calendering and smooth-
ing paper by subjecting it to heavy pressure
bPtween glazed boards ; a hot iron plate is
placed at every twenty sheets or so to heat
the pile.

boll, bo^; p6ut, jo^rl; cat, $ell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.
-clan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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hot-press, v.t. To subject to the opera-

tion or process of hot-pressing (q.v.).

hot-pressed, a,

Paper: Calendered and smoothed by hot-

pressing.

hot-pressing, s.

Paper: The act, operation, or process of

calendering and smoothing paper by subject-

ing it to heavy pressure between glazed boards.

[Hot-press, s.]

hot-saw, s. A saw for cutting up hot
bar-iron, just from the rolls, into bars or into

pieces for being piled, reheated, and re-rolled.

hot-short, s.

Metall. : Iron which is disposed to crack

or break when worked at a red heat, and is

difficult to weld, is said to be hot-short. It

is frequently the presence of sulphur to the

extent of, say 0-033 per cent., which makes it

brittle. Called also red-short.

hot-shot, s. Cannon balls made red hot

in a furnace in order to fire wooden structures

into which they are thrown.

hot-spirited, a. Having a hot, fiery, or

impetuous spirit.

hot-spring, s.

Geol. : A spring of which the water is above
the normal temperature. Hot springs occur
mostly in volcanic districts. A large hot-

spring capable of ejecting jets of water to a

great height is called a geyser.

J
hot-wall, s. A wall with included flues

to assist in ripening the fruit of trees trained

against it. Its use is principally in northern
countries in ripening fruits which do not
mature in the natural temperature of the lati-

tude, such as the peach, nectarine, and apri-

cot in England.

hot-water, s.

* 1. Lit. : Water heated or warmed.

2. Fig. : Trouble, difficulties, worry.
* Hot-water ordeal

:

\ Old Law : [Ordeal].

Hot-water pump : A pump which raises

water from the hot-well of a condensing
steam-engine and discharges it into the feed-

water cistern.

hot -well, s. A compartment in the
cistern in which the condenser and air-pump
of a condensing-engine are submerged, and
from which the warm water is drawn for the
supply of the boiler.

hot, s. [Fr. hotte = a basket for the back.] A
kind of basket for carrying turf or slate. [Hod.]

hot, hote, hoten, pa. par. or a. [Hight.]

hot' bed, s. [Eng. hot, and bed.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. ; In the same sense as II.

r
2. Fig. : Any place which foments or favours

jthe rapid growth or development of anything

:

_
as, a hot-bed of treason.

1 II. Hort. ; A bed or stratum of stable-litter,

tan, dead leaves, &c, in a state of fermen-
tation, and therefore emitting heat, covered
with a layer of earth, the whole having a
glazed box surmounting it. A hotbed is

used for the growth of melons, cucumbers,
&c, or to afford temporary protection to seeds

unlikely to germinate vigorously in the open
air. It is less employed now than it was,
various other appliances for producing arti-

ficial heat being known.

hot-brained, a. [Eng. hot, and brained.]

Violent, impetuous, hot-headed, rash, fiery.

" And hotbrained Redmond, too, 'tis said,
Pays lover's homage to the maid."

_, Scott: RoTceby, iii. 26.

notch, v.i. [Prob. from Fr. lwcher = to shake,

to jolt.] To move the body with sudden
jerks.'

hotch-ing, pr. par. or a. [Hotch.]

hotching-tub, s.

Metall. : A tub and sieve in which lead ore

is agitated in water to separate the metallic
and refuse parts. [Hutch.]

hotch-pot, hotch-potch, s. [Fr. hoche-

2)ot, from hocher = to shake, and pot = a pot
or dish.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A mingled mass, a mixture.
" A goodly Iwtchpotch I when, vile russetings
Axe matched with monarchs, and with mighty

kings." lip. Hall : Satires, bk. i„ sat. 3.

II. Technically

:

1. Law : A commixture or mixture up of

property for the purpose of division. The
term is generally applied in reference to

settlements by which a power is given to

parents of appointing a fund among his or

her children, wherein it is provided that no
child, taking a share of the fund under any
appointment, shall be entitled to any share in

the unappointed portion, without bringing his

or her own share into hotchpotch, and account-

ing for the same accordingly. In Scots law
the corresponding term is collation.

2. Coolcery ; A kind of thick broth made by
boiling together carrots and turnips sliced,

young cnions, green peas, lettuce, parsley,

cauliflowers, &c, with lamb, mutton, or beef.

hot coc kles, s. [Fr. hautes coquilles.] A
child's game in which one covers his eyes and
guesses who strikes him.

" The chytiudra is certainly not our Iwtcockles ; for

that was by pinching, not by striking."—Arbuthnot
& Pope : Martin Scriblcrus.

*hote, * hoten, pa. par. ova. [Hight.]

h6-teT, s. [Fr. hotel; Lat. hospitale.]

1. A large inn or house for the reception

and entertainment of strangers or travellers.

2. In France, the mansion or town residence

of a person of rank or wealth.

^[ Obvious compound, hotel-keeper.

hotel-de -ville, s. A town-hall.

hotel-dieu, ». A hospital.

- hot'-foot, adv. [Eng. hot, and foot.] In
great haste ; with great speed. [Foothot.]

hot-head-ed, a. [Eng. hot, and headed.]

Fiery, hasty, impetuous, passionate, violent.
" Weak and hotheaded zealots who still regarded

Oatea as a public benefactor."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xiv.

hot'-house, s. [Eng. hot, and house.]

* 1. A bagnio, a brothel.

"Now she professes a hothouse, which ia a very ill

house too."

—

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, ii. 1.

2. Pottery : A room where strong heat com-
pletes the drying of green ware, previously to
placing in seggars and firing in a kiln.

3. Hort. : A plant-house where a relatively
high artificial temperature is maintained in
order to facilitate vegetable growth ; a stove.

hot'-ly, adv. [Eng. Iwt; -ly.]

1. In a hot manner ; with great heat.

2. Violently ; vehemently ; impetuously

;

ardently ; with ardour or vehemence.
"That saddening hour when bad men Iwtlier' press."

Byron : Childe Harold,, ii. 66.

* 2. Lustfully, lecherously.

hot-mouthed, a. [Eng. Iwt, and ino-uthed.]
Fiery, headstrong, ungovernable.
"That hotmouthed beast that bear3 against the curb."

Dryden : Simnish Friar, iii. 3.

hot'-ness, s. [Eng. hot; -ness.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. The quality or state of being hot ; heat

;

ardour ; violence ; impetuosity ; fury.
" The day in his Iwtness
The strife with the palm."

Matthew Arnold : Empedocles on Etna, ii.

II. Phys. : [Temperature].

* hot-spur, * hot-spurre, s. & a. [Eng.
Jwt, and spur.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : A man of hot and hasty
valour ; a hotheaded person. (Specially, Harry
Percy, killed in the battle of Shrewsbury.

"Some hotspurs there were that gave counsel to go
against them."—P. Holland: Livy, p. 922.

2. Hortic. : A kind of early pea.

E. As adj. : Hotheaded, impetuous, violent,
rash.

* hot -spurred, a. [Eng. hotspur ; -ed.] Hot-
headed, rash, impetuous, headstrong.
" That Iwtspitrred Harpalice in Virgil."—Peacham.

Hot'-ten-tot, ;. & a. [From hot and tot, two
syllables frequently recurring in the language
of the people.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ethnol., £c. .- The inferior of the two

great aboriginal tribes existing at the Cape of

Good Hope, the other being the Caffre race.

They are not genuine negroes. Once they
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hough -er (gh guttural), s. [Eng. Hough (1),

v., -er.] One who houghs or hamstrings.

hough'-itc (gh as flf), s. [Named after Dr.
Franklin B. Hough, of Somerville, State of
New York.]

Min. : A variety of Hydrotalcite, found iu
8t. Lawrence county, state of New York.

hough-ma-gan -die (ghguttural), s. [Etym.
doubtful.] Fornication; sexual intercourse.
{Burns : Holy Fair.)

houk, v.i. [Hough (1), v.) To dig with a
spade ; to sink pits in the earth.

" Run him sell out o' thought wi' his houkings and
minings, for lead and coputr yonder."

—

Scott: Anti-
quary, eh. xii.

hen '-let, 8. [Howlet.]

*hoult, [Holt.] A small wood.
" As the wind, in houltt aud shady gTeaves,
A murmur makes." Fairfax.

hound, hund, s. [A.S. hund ; cogn. with
Dut. hand; Icel. hundr ; Goth, hunds; Dan.,
Sw., & Ger. hund; Lat. canis ; Gr. Kv<tiv(kuoti),

gen. kwck (leunos) = a dog.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A popular name for various breeds
of dogs ; especially those used for hunting,
by means of scent, the fox, the deer, the stag,

and the otter ; thus there are foxhounds, deer-
hounds, stagTioMuds, &c.

" The bold red deer
_ Fly to these harbours, driven by hound and horn,"
* Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iv.

2. Fig. : A mean, contemptible fellow.

II. Technically :

1. Naut. (PI.) : Projections on the mast-
head to support the trestle-trees and top.

Cheeks fayed to the sides of the mast-head.

2. Vehic. (PI.) : Side bars which strengthen
certain portions of the running-gear of a
vehicle. In waggons, the hounds of the fore-

axle pass forward and on each side of the pole,

to which they are secured. Thehounds of the
hind-axle unite and are fastened to the coup-
ling-pule by the coupling-pin.

hound-tree, s. [Hound's-tree.]

hound's-berry, hound's tree, s. The
Dogwood (Cornus sanguinea).

hound's tongue, a.

Bot. : The genus Cynoglossum (q.v.).

hound's-tree, s. [Hound's-berry.]

hound, v.t. [Hound, s.)

1. To set on the chase ; to incite to pursuit

;

to urge or cheer on.
" He who only lets loose a grayhound out of the slip,

is said to hound him at the hare."—-Bramluxll.

2. To hunt ; to pursue with or as with
bounds.

" I shall be hounded up and down the world,"
Otway : Cains Marius, iv. 2.

hound fish, a. [Eng. hound, and^s/i.]

Ichthy. : One of the names for Mustelus,
a genus of sharks. One species, Mustelus lavis,
called the Smooth Hound Skate (or more ac-
curately the Smooth Hound Fish), the Smooth-
Hound, the Toothed Shark, and in Cornwall
the Raymouthed Dog, is British. [Mustelus.]

t houn-di, s. [Hoondee.] (Rousselet.)

hound -mg, s. [Eng. hound; -ing.)

Naiit. : That portion of a mast between the
deck and the top of the hounds.

hounds, s. pi [Hound, a., II.]

* houne, s. [Hound, s.)

* houp, s. [Hoopoe.]

* houp, v.i. [Hoop, v.] To whoop ; to shout.

hour (h silent), * houre, *ourt *howre, s.

[O. Ft. hore, heure (Ft. heure), from Lat. hora,
from Gr. oipa (hora) = a season, an hour.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The twenty-fourth part of a natural day

;

the space of sixty minutes.
"See the minutes how they run ;How many make the hour full complete."

Shukesu. : 3 Henry VI., ii. 5.

2. The point of time marked or indicated by
a clock, watch, &c. ; the particular time of the.

day,

"What hour is it?" Shakesp. : Cymbeline, ii, 2.

3. A particular time or season ; a particular
point of time.

"In that houre.
Whan that his mete wont was to be brought."

Chaucer: C.r , 14,733.

4. (PI.): Life.

II. Technically

:

1. Astron. : In all cases the twenty-fourth
part of a day, varying according to the method
of computing that day.

2. Eccles. (PL): In the Eoman Catholic
Church certain prayers to be repeated at
certain fixed times of the day. [Hor^e.]

3. Myth. (PL): Goddesses of the seasons or
hours of the day.

1[ (1) Sidereal hour

:

Astron. : The twenty-fourth part of a si-

dereal day. [Day.]

(2) To keep good hours : To be at home in good
time at night ; not to be abroad late at night.

(3) The. small hours : The early hours of the
morning, as one.two, &c.

hour-angle, s.

Astron. : The angle formed at the pole at
the instant of observation between the meri-
dian of the plane and the hour-circle or circle

of declination, passing through the heavenly
body. It is measured by the arc of the equator
which has passed or will pass under the meri-
dian of the observer between the instant of
observation and the momentwhen thelieavenly
body is on the same meridian. Called also
the horary angle.

hour bell, s. A bell noting the hours.
"To count the hour-bell and expect no change."

Cowper : Task, V. 404.

hour-circle, s.

1. Astron. : One of the great circles passing
through the poles of the sphere, and neces-
sarily perpendicular to the equinoctial. So
called, because to note when the sun reaches
each of these circles is a method of ascertain-
ing the hour of the day. Hour circles are
called also circles of declination.

2. Globes : A small brass circle fixed to the
north pole of a terrestrial globe, divided into
twenty-four hours, and furnished with an
index for pointing them out.

hour-glass (h silent), % [Eng. hour, and
glass.]

1. A glass having two bulbs and a connect-
ing opening through which the sand in one
bulb runs into the other. The amount of
sand and size of the opening are such that a
given amount of time is consumed in the
passage. Glasses of this description are yet
used for marking small periods of time ; such
as, (1) The three-minute glass or egg-glass,
in which the sand passes in the time men-
tioned

; (2) the half-minute glass used in as-
certaining the rate of a ship by the log.

" I should not see the sandy hourglass run."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, i. 1.

* 2. A space of time.
" We, within the hourglass of two months, have won

one towu, and overthrown great forces in the field."—
Bacon.

hour'-hand (hour as our), s. [Eng. hour,
and liand.]

Hor. : That hand which shows the hour on
a clock or watch-dial, performing its revulu-
tion in twelve hours.

hdu'-ri, s. [Pers. huri.) A nymph of para-
dise, whose company is to form the chief
happiness of the faithful Mussulman hereafter.

" Secure in Paradise to he
By houris loved immortally."

Byron: Siege of Corinth, xii.

hour -line (h silent), s. [Eng. hour, and line.)

1. Astron. . A line indicating the hour.

2. Dudling (PL): The lines on which the
shadows fall at different hours ; the inter-
section of the hour-circles with the plane of
the dial.

hour'-ly (h silent), a. & adv. [Eng. hour ; -hj.)

A. As adjective

:

1. Happening or done every hour ; occur-
ring hour by hour.

" Till free my thoughts before me roll
Not chafed by hourly false control."

Muttliew Arnold ; Grande Chartreuse.

2. Constant, continual.

* 3. Marking the hours.
" Those bars which stop the hourly dial."

Shakesp. : /lave of Lucrece, 3-27.

B. As adv. : Hour by hour ; every hour,
continually, constantly, frequently.

"The agitation grew hourly more formidable."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. x_

hour -plate (h silent), s. [Eng. hour, and
plate.] The plate or dial of a watch, clock,
&c, on which the hours are marked; a dial-

plate.

* hous'-age, s. [Eng. hous(e); -age.~\ A rate
paid for housing goods by a carrier at a
wharf, quay, &c.

house, * hous, v howse, s. [A.S. hus;
cogn. with Dut. huis ; Icel. hus; Dan. huus;
Sw. hus; Goth, hus; Ger. liaus ; 0. H. Ger.

hus.)

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A building intended or used as a place of
shelter or residence, especially of man ; a
dwelling; an abode wherein a man lives.

" Frain Rome he brogte an heste, that me here nome
Petre's peni of ech hous, that smoke out of come."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 49S.

2. Any place of abode.
"The bees with smoke, the dove with noisome stench.
Are from their hives and houses driven away."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry I /., i. &.

3. A building or number of buildings where-
in persons live in community ; a monastery ;.

a college. Christ Church College, Oxford
(iEdes Chris ti) is known as "The House."

4. The members of a family, living in the
same house ; a household.

"The house I call here the man, the woman, their
children, their servants bond and free, their cattle."

—

Smith: Commonwealth, bk. i., ch. xi.

5. A family of ancestors, descendants, and
kin ; a race of persons descended from the
same stock : especially applied to a noble
family or race.

" Now play the men for the good house
That loves the people well.
Macaulay . Battle of Lake liegillus, xviii.

6. One of the legislative assemblies of a
kingdom or other country, assembled in par-
liament

; a body of men assembled in their
legislative capacity : as, the House of Com-
mons, the House of Lords, &c.

"The same gazette which announced thfit the Houses
had ceased to sit announced that Schomberg had landed
in Ireland."

—

Macaulay: Hut. Eng., ch. xiv.

7. A quorum of a legislative body : as, The
government failed to keep a house.

8. A theatre.
" Now there are two admirable comedies at both

houses."—Dryden : Sir Martin Marr-all, iii. 1.

9. The audience or attendance at a place of
entertainment : as, A play draws good houses.

10. The manner of living ; a supply of food
for the table ; a table.

"He kept a miserable house, but the blame was laid
wholly upon madam."—Swift.
* 11. A square or division on a chess-board.

11. Technically:

1. Astrol. : The station of a planet in the
heavens; a twelfth part of the heavens as
divided by great circles drawn through the
north and south poles of the horizon, in the
same way as meridians pass through the
earth's poles. The heavens, visible and in-
visible, were thus divided into twelve equal
parts, six being above and six below the
horizon. These divisions, or houses, were
numbered from one to twelve, beginning with
that which lay in the last immediately below
the horizon. The first house was the hmse of
life ; the second, of fortune or riches ; the
third, of brethren; the fourth, of relations;
the fifth, of children ; the sixth, of health ; the
seventh, of marriage ; the eighth, of death, or
the upper portal ; the ninth, of religion ; the
tenth, of dignities ; the eleventh, of benefac-
tors ; and the twelfth, of enemies or captivity.

2. Comm. : A commercial establishment or
firm.

3. Law : A house is a word often difficult
legally to define ; its meaning in any act of
parliament must be looked for in 'the act
itself. Thus the house which confers +he title

to vote in burghs as a 7to»seholder Iz, In many
cases, only a single room of a building.

IT For the difference between house and
family, see Family.

IT * 1. House of call : A house where .journey-
men of a particular trade meet, especially
when out of work, and where those in need of
workmen can meet and engage hands.

2. House of Correction: A prison, a. peni-
tentiary.

tooil, bo*^ ; pout, jo%l ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, a$ ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
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3. House of Commons : [Commons].

4. House of God: A church, a temple.

5. House of Lords : [Lords].

6. To bring clown the house : To draw forth

a universal burst of applause, as in a theatre.

7. To keep house: To maintain a separate

establishment.

8. The Jwuse:

(1) The House of Parliament.

(2) The workhouse.

f- 9. House to house : Galling at or visiting each

house : as, a house-to-house inspection.

house-agent, s. A person whose busi-

ness is to sell and let houses, collect rents, &c.

house-cricket, s.

Entom. : Achctu domestica. [Cricket.]

* house-dove, s. A stay-at-home.

house-duty, a.

Law : A tax on inhabited houses imposed
by 14 and 15 Vict. , c. 36, in lieu of the window-
tax then abolished.

house-engine, s.

Mech. : A steam-engine, so constructed as

to be dependent to some extent on, or con-

nected with, the building in which it is con-

tained, and is not independent or portable.

house-factor, s. A house-agent. (Scotch.)

* house-father, s. The father of a family

;

the male head of a household.

house-line, ».

Naut. : Housing, a fine line having three

strands, smaller than rope-yarn, and used for

seizings, fastening thimbles of sails to their

ropes, &c.

house-lot, s. A lot or plot of ground on
which to build a house ; a site for a house.

house-martin, s. [House-swallow.]

* house-mother, s. The mother of a

family ; the female head of a household.

house-painter, s. One whose business

is to paint and decorate houses.

house-physician, s. A physician resi-

dent in a»hospital or similar public institution.

house physiciancy, s. The office of a
house-physician. (Advt. of London Hospital,

in Times, Sept. 26, 1883.)

house-rent, s. The rent paid for a* house.

house-sparrow, s.

Ornith. : The Common Sparrow, Passer

domesticus. [Sparrow.)

house-spider, s.

Zool. : Aranea or 'Tejenaria domestica. The
, nest is in corners, outhouses, or neglected
rooms, and has a small tunnel-like hole, in

which the predatory insect lurks, and into

which he drags his prey.

house-steward, s. A person who has
' the management and control of the internal

affairs of a household or any large establish-

ment ; a steward.

house-surgeon, s. The resident medical
officer in a hospital or similar institution.

house - surgeoncy, s. The office of a
house-surgeon. (Advt. of London Hospital,

in Times, Sept. 26, 1883.)

house-swallow, house-martin, s.

Ornith. : Hirundo or Chelidon urbica.

[Hirundo.]

* house-tax, s. A rate or tax on in-

habited houses. It was abolished by 4 & 5

Wm, IV. c. 19, but a house-duty was subse-

quently imposed. [House-doty.]

* house-wright, s. A builder of houses.

house, v.t & i. [House, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To place in a house ; to put or keep
under a roof; to protect by covering; to place
Tinder shelter.

" To be used by the State or municipality for housing
\ the people."—Pall Mall Gazette, Oct. 29, 1883.

* 2. To lodge, to quarter ; to cause to take

f
shelter. (Spenser: F. Q., III. x. 2.)

c *3. To shelter. (Bunyan : Pilg. Prog., pt. ii.)

' * B. Intransitive :

1. Ord. Lang. : To have a lodging ; to dwell

;

to keep abode ; to take shelter. (Sliakesp :

Romeo & Juliet, iii. 5.)

2. Astrol. : To have a station in the heavens.
"Where Saturn houses, and where Hermes Joins."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia i. 460.

H To liouse guns

:

Naut. : To run them in upon the decks, and
then by taking the quoins from under them,
to let the muzzles rest against the sides above
the ports, then to secure them by their tackle,

muzzle-lashings, and breechings.

house -boat, s. [Eng. house, and boat.] A
barge, witli a wooden building of one story

erected on it.

" What Mr. Keeley Halswelle In his houseboat has
done."—Pall MaU Gazette, March 31, 1884.

* house'-bote, $. [Eng. house, and Mid. Eng.
bote (q.v.).]

Law: (See extract).
" The Saxon word bote is used by us as synonymous

to the French estovers (that i3, necessaries, from es-

toffer, to furnish), and therefore housebote is a suffi-

cient allowance of wood to bum in the house."

—

Black-
stone: Comment., bk. ii , ch. 3.

house- break -er, s. [Eng. house, and
breaker.] One who enters or breaks into, and
robs houses ; a burglar.

"The capital was kept in constant terror by house-
breakers."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

house- break -ing, s. [Eng. house, and
breaking.] The act or crime of breaking into

and robbing houses ; burglary.

"Burglary, or nocturnal housebreaking, burgi latroci-
iiinjji, which by our ancient law was called hame-
aeckeu, as it is in Scotland to this day, has always
been looked upon as a very heinous offence."

—

Black-
stone : Comment., bk. iv„ ch. 16,

house'-buxld~er, s. [Eng. house, and builder.]

The builder of a house.

housebuilder-moth, s.

Entom. : Oiketicus Sandersii, The "house"
which it builds is a pensile nest.

house-dog, s. [Eng. house, and dog.] A dog
kept to guard a house from thieves, &c.

" To charm the aurly housedog's faithful bark."
Wordsworth: Female Vagrant.

housed, * houssed, a. [Fr. lwusse= a horse-

covering, &c] Applied to horses when covered
with housings.

" In a velvet bed of state drawn by six horses, houssed
w ih ye game."

—

Evelyn; Memoirs, Oct. 22, 1658.

house'-fly, s. [Eng. liouse, and,/ty.]

Entom. : Mvsca domestica. The third joint
of the antennae is thrice the length of the
second ; the style is plumose ; the eyes red-
dish-brown ; the front of the head white ; the
neck black ; the thorax blackish-gray, with
four longitudinal black bands ; abdomen
blackish-brown, above with blackish elon-
gated spots, pale yellowish brown beneath.
Why the housefly can walk up smooth panes
of glass, or traverse the ceilings of rooms, is

not completely settled. The old explanation
was that this was done by the "suckers" on
its feet ; these, however, are so hairy that
they cannot act like a boy's sucker, and as
the fly can traverse the inner sides and roof
of the exhausted receiver of an air-pump,
some other hypothesis must be sought. It
may arise partly from the hairs taking hold
of very minute irregularities on the surface,
and by the secretion of a gummy substance as
the insect walks. The larvae are called mag-
gots ; they live in decaying animal matter.
The common fly has a wide geographical
distribution. In Bermuda, for instance, they
maybe seen on the table at meals in countless
numbers. It is possible that the feet of the
fly may carry infection from place to place.

house -hold, * nous hold, s. & a. [Eng.
house, and Iwld; from being held or kept to-
gether in one house.]

A. As substantive:

1. Those who live together under the same
roof; a family under the same head.

* 2. A race, family, or house.
"Two household*, both alike in dignity."

Shakesp. : liomeo A Juliet. (Prol.)

* 3. Family life ; domestic management or
affairs.

"Rich stuffs and ornaments of Jiouseltold."
Shakesp. Henry VIII. , iii, 2.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the house
aDd family ; domestic : as, liousehold furni-
ture, household affairs, &c.

household-bread, s. Common bread;
bread not of the finest quality.

household-gods, s. pi.

1. Roman Antiq. : The Lares and PenateS

;

the gods presiding over the house or family.

2. Fig. : All objects endeared to one as asso-

ciated with home.

household-stuff, * household-stuffe,
s. The vessels, utensils, furniture, &c, of a

home.
"Hiacloke is hia bed, yea, and his household-stuff,''

—Spenser : On Ireland.

household suffrage, s.

Politics : Suffrage based on the occupancy
of a " house " for at least the previous year,
the claimant for a vote having also paid his
poor rates. It was established in boroughs by
the Reform Act of August 15, 1867, and ex-

tended to counties by the Franchise Bill

passed Dec. 6, 1884, which was followed by a
Redistribution Bill, passed June 25, 1885.

household-troops, household bri-
gade, s.

Mil. : Troops specially employed to guard
the person of the sovereign.

"As easily as the French household- troops paced
along the great road from Versailles to MarlL"

—

Mac-
aulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xiii.

house -hold er, * nous -hold-er, s. [Eng.
house, and holder.]

1. The master or head of a family ; the
occupier of a house.

"A certain householder planted a vineyard."—
Matthew xxi. 27.

* 2. One that belongs to a household.

"I press me none but good householders, yeoman's
sons."

—

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iv. 2.

house -keeper, a. [Eng. house, and keeper.]

1. The master or mistress of a household

;

one who occupies a house with his or her
family ; a householder.

" If I may credit housekeepers and substantial trades-
men, all sorts of provisions and commodities are risen
excessively."

—

Locke.

* 2. One who keeps or guards a house.
(Shakesp. ; Macbeth, iii. 1.)

* 3. One who keeps or lives much at home.
"You are manifest housekeepers."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, i. 3.

i.. A female servant who has the manage-
ment of the domestic affairs of a family, and
the control of the other servants.

* 5. One who lives in plenty ; one who
exercises hospitality.

" The people are apter to applaud housekeepers than
houseraisers. "— Wotton.

house -keep-ing, s. & a. [Eng. house, and
keeping.]

A. As substantive

:

1. The management of domestic affairs ; the
care of a household.

* 2. Hospitality ; a liberal and plentiful
table.

" I hear your grace hath sworn out housekeepirtg."
Sliakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iL L

* B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to a house-
hold ; domestic.

!, and
i pre-

eminence."—Carew.

* nous'- el, * hous-ele, * hos-el, s. [A.S.

husel (for hunsel); cogu. with Goth, hunsl =a
sacrifice; Icel. husl.] The Holy Eucharist;
the Sacrament ; the taking or receiving of the
Sacrament.
" AH that we owen eny wyght, er we go to housele."

Piers Plowman, p. 38.

* nous el, * hoselen, v.t. [A.S. huslian,

from husel; Goth, hunsljan.]

1. To administer the sacrament to ; specif.,

to administer the viaticum to.
" And certes ones a yere at the lest way it is lawful

to be houseled."—Chaucer : Parson's Tale.

2. To prepare for a journey.
"May zealous smiths

So housel all our hacknies that they may feel
Compunction in their feet, and tire at Highgate."

Beaum. <£ Flet. : Wit without Money, iii. 7.

house lamb (b silent), s. [Eng. house, and
lamb.] A lamb kept in a house for fattening.

* hous'-eled, pa. par. or a. [Housel, v.]

house leek, s. [Eng. house, and leek.]

1. Bot. : The genus Sempervivum, of which
one species, S. tectorum, is found half wild on
the tops of walls and houses in Britain. It
has dull reddish purple flowers, with twelve
narrow sepals, twelve lanceolate ciliate petals,

" His house, for pleasant prospect, large scope, a
other housekeeping commodities, challengeth the p

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p8t,

,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw, J
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and twelve stamens. It is really wild in con-
tinental Europe and Asia.

2. (PL) : House leeks. The name given by
Xiindley to the order Crassulacese (q.v.).

houseleek-tree, *-.

Bot. . JEonium arboreum.

.

house' - less, * house - lease, a. [Bng.
house ; -less.] Destitute of or without a house,
home, or shelter ; homeless.

" With houseless wanderers, were my first relief."
Wordsworth ; Female Vagrant.

bouse -less ness, s. [Eng. houseless, and
-ness.] The state ofhaving no house. (Dickens:
Uncommercial Traveller, xiii.)

* house' let, s. [Eng. house; dimin. suff.

-let.] A little house.
"' The squeezed, cabtn-parloured houselets of Dover."— W. Taylor, in JtoberWs Remains, i 410.

* house-ling, * nous ling, a. & $. [Eng.

housel; -ing.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to the Eucharist ; sacra-
mental.

2. Of or pertaining to any of the sacraments
of the Roman Catholic Church.

B. As subst. : The act of giving or receiving
"the Eucharist ; the Eucharist. (Warner : Al-
bion's England, bk. v., ch. xxiii.)

houseling cloth, housling-cloth, s.

In the Roman Catholic Church, a cloth spread
over the rails before the altar at communion.

house-maid, s. [Eng. house, and maid.] A
female servant or maid employed to keep a
house clean, &c.

" The housemaid may put out the candle against the
looking-glasB."—Swift: Directions to Servants.

' house -mate, s. [Eng. house, andmctfe.] One
who dwells in the same house with another
or others.

,

" Had woe o'erwhelmed
The housemates, they were hardly ailent thus."

Jl. Browning: Balaustion's Adventure.

* house'-monger, s. [Eng. house, and mon-
ger.'] A speculator in house property.

" Those speculative housemongers who are the worst
feature of the present synU'in."—Pall Mall Gazette,
March 20, 1384.

* hous -en, s. pi. [House, $.]

house -pig-eon, s. [Eng. house, and. pigeon.]
A tame pigeon.

house '-rais-er, s. [&ng. house, and raiser.]

One who erects a house ; a house builder.

house' room, s. [Eng. house, and room.]
Room or accommodation in a house.

house'-warm -Ing, s. [Eng. house, and
warming.] A feast or merrymaking upon
going into a new house.

house -wife (or as hiiz'-zif), hose-wijf,
* huse wif, * hus wife, * hus wijff, s.

[Eng. house, and wife.]

1. The mistress of a family ; the female
head of a household; the wife of a house-
holder.

"The pair of household snakes which have a mysti-
i cal connexion of life and death with the husband and

housewife themselves."

—

Tylor : Primitive Culture
(1871). " 218.

2. A case for holding pins, needles, thread,
scissors, and the like.

* 3. A hussy. (Shakesp.: Henry V., v. 1.)

TT Housewife and hussy were at first but two
different methods of spelling the same word.

* house -wife (or as huz -zif ), * hous -

wive, * hus wife, v.t. [Housb-wife, s.]

To manage like a house wife ; to economize.

% " Huswifing the little heaven had lent,

She duly paid a groat for quarter rent."
Dryden ; Cock <£ Fox, !

*h6*use'-wife-l^ (or as hiiz'-zif-ly), *hus-
wife-ly, a. & adv. [Eng. housewife; -ly.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to a housewife
or the domestic management of a household ;

like a housewife ; skilled in the management
of household affairs.

B. As adv. : Like a housewife ; with care-

ful economy or management.
"She handleth al things housewifely : Ergo she is a

good housewife."

—

Wilson: Arte of Logike. to. 58.

house'-wif- er-y (or as hiiz'-zif-ry),
*hous-wif-ry, * hus-wlf-er-y, * hus-

wyf-er-y, s. [Eng. housewife; -ry.] The
business of a housewife ; female management
of the domestic affairs of a household ; skill

in managing a household ; economy.
" The labour of her I do hu&wifery -call."

Tusser : Huswife A Suswifery.

house-wife -skep, hus-sie-skep (ashuz -

zlf-skep), s. [Eug. housewife; -skep = ship.]

Housewifery. (Scotch.)

* hou'-si-a, * holias, * ho~usse, s. [Fr.

housse ; Low Lat. husia.] Housings (q.v.).
"

:Where man ended, the continued vest
Spread on his back, the houss and trappings of a beast."

Dryden : Ovid ; Metamorphoses xil.

hous ie, s. [Eng. house; dimin. suff. -ie =
-y.] A little house. {Burns: To a Mouse.)

hous'-ing (1), s. [Fr. housse = a horse-cover-
ing ; Low Lat. hucia, housia, husia, from hul-

citum = a covering.]

1. A cloth extending backwards from the
saddle and covering the loins of the horse

;

in the plural, tracings.
" He clapped on his saddle and housing with great

composure. —Goldsmith : The Bee, No.. 2.

2. In cart-harness a large piece of leather
fastened to the names on the collar : standing
up in dry weather, in wet lying back on the

THC HOUSING

horse's withers, to keep them dry. In car-
riage harness the housing is a small piece of
leather covering the top of the collar ; it usually
bears a crest or monogram.

hous'-ing (2),* hows-ynge, s. [Eng. hous(e) ;

-ing.]

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A collection, range, or row of houses.
" The cytie of London had most ttowsynge and buyld-

ynge from Ludgate towarde Westminster."—Fabyan
vot i., ch. xcviL

2. The act of putting under shelter.

3. Shelter; cover.
" Evenassumiug that good housing could be obtained

by the workers at cheap renta, what would be the
economical effect?"—Pall Mall Gazette, Oct. 29, 1883.

II. Technically:

1. Arch. . A niche for a statue.

2. Ordn. : A prismatic groove in the axle-tree
of a gun-carriage for the cheeks of the transom.

3. Carp. : The notches in an object for the
insertion of another piece ; as, notches in the
string-boards for the ends of the steps of stairs.

4. Machinery

:

(1) The framing holding a journal-box ; as,
one of the standards holding the journal-boxes
of the rolls in a rolling-mill.

(2) The uprights supporting the cross-slide
of a planer.

5. Nautical

:

(1) That portion of a mast which is included
between the keelson aud the surface of the
upper deck.

(2) A covering or protection, as of a ship's
deck, when laid up in ordinary or under stress
of weather.

(3) [House-line.]

C. Bail. : One of the plates or guards ou the
railway carriage or truck, which form a lateral
support for the axle-boxes, and in which they
slip up and down as the springs alternately
contract and expand. Also called pedestals,
horn-plates, jaws, axle-guards.

housing-hearers, s. pi.

Metall. : The frame in which the rollers of
an iron-rolling mill are set.

nous-ling, s. [Houseling. ]

* houss, s. [Housia.]

hout-tuyn'-i-a, s. [Named after Houttuyn,
a celebrated virtuoso resident in Amsterdam.]

Bot. : A genus of Saururacese. The leaves

.

of Houttuynia cordata are deemed by the
Cochin Chinese emmenagogue. They are

eaten by the Lepchas of the Himalaya Moun-
tains.

* hove, pret. of v. [Heave, v.]

* hove (1), v.i. [Hover.] To hove about ; to

loiter ; to halt.

" And there he houed, and abode
To wit what she wolde mene"

Gower: C. A. i.

* hove (2),
* hoove, v.i: & t. [Hove, pret. ofv.]

A. Intrans. : To raise : to swell.

"The earth also for her part, by this meanes well
soaked, swelleth and hooveth as it were with a leaven."
—P. Holland: PUnie, bk. xvii., ch. ii.

B. Trans. : To cause to swell.

"Some ill-brewn drink had hoved herwame."
Burns : Death & Doctor Hornbook.

hove, s. [Hoove.]

ho'-ve-a, s. [Named after Anthony Pantaleon
Hove, a Polish botanist.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Hovese (q.v.).

Most of the species are Australian. Hovea
CeUi is a common greenhouse plant, flowering
in spring. About twenty other species are
cultivated.

ho'-ve-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hove(a); Lat. fern,

pi. adj. suff. -a;.]

Bot. : A section or family of the papiliona-
ceous sub-tribe Genisteae.

hoV-el, *hov-il, *hov-yl, *hov-ylle, s.

[A,S. hof=a, house; dimin. suff. -el; cogn.
with Icel. hofa= a temple, a hall ; Ger. hof=z
a yard, a court.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A shed for cattle, open at the sides and.
covered on the top.

2. A mean, poor cottage or house.
" Though the beat houses were such as would now be

called hovels."—Ma caulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

II. Technically

:

Porcelain: A conoidal structure of brick,
forty feet in diameter and thirty-five feet high,
around which the ovens or nriug-kilns are
clustered.

hovel-house, hovel-housing, s. A
niche for a statue.

* hov'-el, v.t. [Hovel, s. ] To put into a hovel
or shed ; to shelter in a hovel.
" And wast thou fain, poor father,
Toltovel thee with swine and rogueB forlorn?"

Shakesp. : Lear, iv. 7.

U To hovel a chimney :

Build. : To carry up two sides of a chimney
higher than those least liable to strong currents
of air, or to leave openings on all sides of it.

hov'-el-ler, s. [Etym. doubtful.] One who
assists in saving life and property from a
wreck. (Provincial.)

hdv'-el-ling, s. [Hovfx, v.]

Build. : The act or process of carrying up
two sides of a chimney higher than those less
exposed to strong currents of air in order to
prevent it from smoking ; the leaving openings
in all the sides so that when the wind blows
over the top, the smoke may escape below.

ho'-vel-lite, . ho'-vel'-lit, hoe'-vel-it (o,
oe as Ger. 6), s. [Named after Dr. Hovell

;

suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Sylvite (q.v.).

* hoV-en, pa. par. or a. [Heave, v.] Raised;
swelled ;

puffed.

ho-ven'-l-a, s. [Named after David Hoven,
senator of Amsterdam and patron ofThiuiberg. ]

Bot. : A genus of RhamnaceEe. The peduncles
of Hoveniadulcis are said to become so enlarged
that they are eaten in China, their flavour
being like that of a ripe pear.

hov'-er, v.i. [A freq. from Mid. Eng. hove;
cf. Welsh hqfian, hojio = to hover.]

* 1. To wait, to stay, to loiter.

2. To hang or remain fluttering in the air
or on the wing ; to remain, as it were, sus-
pended over a place or object; to remain
floating in the air.

" Hovered thy spirit o'er thy sorrowing son?"
Cowper; My Mother s Picture.

boll, bo*^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -ing,

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, - sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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3. To wander or move about from place to

place ; to move to and fro about or near a

place.
" We aee bo warlike a prince at the bead of so great

an army, hovering on the borders of our confederates."
—Addison.

4. To be irresolute ; to waver ; to be in

doubt or uncertainty ; to stand in suspense or

expectation.
" Hovering o'er the paper with her quill."

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucreee, 1,297.

* hoV-er, s. [Hover, v.] A shelter, cover,

or protection ; a retreat.

" Boughs of trees which were cast in thither to serve

as a hover for the fish."—Carew : Survey <•/ Cornwall,

hover-ground, s. Light ground. (Kay.)

hov'-er-ing, pr. par., a.
y
& s. [Hover, v.]

A. & E. .4s pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or state of remaining
fluttering or suspended in the air ; a moving
to and fro about a place.

hoV-er-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. hovering; -ly.]

In a hovering manner.

* hoV-er-ly, adv. [Eng. hover ; -ly.] Hover-
ingly ; like one stopping only for a moment.

" Had not this been, I would haue commen to you
now, but I would not see you now hoverly."—Udul : 1

Corinthians xvi.

hov'-ite, s. [From Hove, near Brighton, where
it occurs.]

Min. : A soft white and friable earthy
mineral, occurring as a mixture in collyrite.

Compos. : carbonic acid, 44 -

4 ; carbonate of

lime, 283; water, 27-3 = 100.

how, *hoU, *hu, * nwu, adv. [A.S. hu;
cogn. with 0. Fris. hu, ho ; Dut. hoe ; Goth.
hwaiwa, from A.S. hwd; Goth, hwas — who.]

1. In what manner.
*~* " What i8 written in the law ? Bow readest thou ?

"

Luke x. 26.

™ 2. By what means.
" How or which way should they first break in ?

"—
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., ii. l.

3. To what degree or extent.

"How quick is love I"
shakesp. : Venus & Adonis, 38.

4. In what proportion ; by what measure,
quantity, or degree.

5. In what state or condition : as, How are

you?
" How shall I go up to my father ?

"

—

Genesis xliv. 3*.

: 6. By what name or title.

" How &tt thou called?"
Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., v. 1.

7. At what price ; how dear.

"Hows, score of ewes now?"
Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iil. 2.

Uow-ad'-ji, s. [Arab. = a traveller.] A name
given to a merchant in parts of the East.

* how, * hogh, s. [Icel. haitgr ; Sw. hog;
Dan. hoi.] A hill.

" Bath ouer hil and hogh" Cursor Mundi, 15,826.

hdw-ard'-l-a, s. [Named after Mr. Howard,

an English pharmacologist.]

Bot. : A genus of Cinchonads. Howardia,
or Chrysoxylon febrifuga, has a bitter tonic

bark, first detected by Mr. Howard. [Etym.]
It is from tropical America.

* h6w-be', adv. [Eng. how, and be.] Never-
theless.

" Howbe I am but rude and borrel."

Spenser: Shepheards Calender ; July.

h6*w-be'-lt, adv. [Eng. how, be, and it.]

Nevertheless ; notwithstanding.

how'-dah, s. [Hind. & Arab, haudaj.] A
seat, of various forms and generally covered,

erected on the back of an elephant for one or

more persons to ride in.

ho'w'-die, ho% r

-dy, a. [Houdie,] A mid-
wife.

h(Jwe, s. [Hollow.] A hollow.
" Full of heights and howes."Scott : Rob Roy, ch.

xxvi.

howe - backit, a. Sunk in the back
;

spoken of a horse, he,
"Thou's howe-backit, now, an' knaggie."

Burns : A uld Farmer, to his A uld Mare Maggie.

InSw'-el, s. [Dan. hbvl; Ger. hobel = a plane.]

Cooper. : A plane with a convex sole, used
for smoothing the insides of barrels and casks.

h<>w-eV-er, adv. & conj. [Eng. how, and ever.]

A. As adverb :

1. In whatever manner or degree ; in what-
ever state.

" However the business goes, you have made fault.

"

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iii, 2.

2. At all events ; at least ; in any case.

B. -4s conj. : Nevertheless, yet, notwith-
standing, still, though.

" These forty-four proctors, however, were almost all

of one mi ad."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv,

ho'wff, houff, v.i. [Howff, s.] To resort to

a place ; to frequent ; to haunt.

ho'wff, houff, s. [A.S. hof, hofa = a house.]

A place of resort ; a retreat ; a refuge.

"Donner! that howff is blown."—Scott : Guy Man-
nering, ch. xxxiii.

how-itz, s. [Howitzer.]

ho'w'-itz-er, s. [Ger. haubitze, from Bohe-
mian havfnice = a sling for casting a stone.]

Ordnance : A cannon, differingfrom ordinary
guns in being shorter and lighter in propor-
tion to its bore, and used for throwing shells

or case-shot only, with comparatively small
charges. The only existing patterns are the

32, 24, and 12-pounders, and 4|in. howitzer,

of bronze, and the 10 in. and 8 in. howitzer of
iron. A small chamber at the bottom of the
bore receives the powder,

" You have your howitzer planted
There on the roof?" Longfellow : Miles Standish, iv.

howk, v.t. [Sw. holka— to make hollow.] To
dig up.

" Whyles mice and moudieworts they howkit."
Sums: TwaDogs.

howk -er, *. [Hooker.]

howl, * houl-en, * howle, v.i. & t. [0. Fr.

hidler, from Lat. ululo = to howl, from ulula
= an owl (q.v.) ; cogn. with M. H. Ger.
liiuweln, hiulen, Mrfen ; Ger. heiden = to howl,
to hoot as an owl ; M. H. Ger. hiuwel ; O. H.
Ger. hiuweld ; Ger. euh = an owl; Gr, v\u>

(hulo) = to howl, to wail ; Sansc. uluka = an
owl.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To cry as a wolf or dog ; to utter a pro-
tracted or mournful cry.

" And dogs in corners set them down to howl."
Drayton

. The Mooncalf.

2. To cry in anguish ; to wail, to lament.
"New widows howl." S}takes2?. : Macbeth, iv. 8.

3. To make a mournful wailing sound like
the wind.

B. Trans. : To utter in wailing or mournful
tones.

" She howled aloud, ' I am on fire.'"

2'ennyson: Palace of Art, 285.

howl, * howle, s. [Howl, v.]

1. The cry of a wolf or dog ; a protracted
mournful sound.
" Alarmed by his sentinel the wolf
Whose ItQwl'a his watch." Shakesp : Macbeth, n. 3.

2. A wail or cry of anguish or distress ; a
shriek.

" Whiles the mad mothers, with their howlsconfm'd,
Do break the clouds." Shakesp. .- Henry V., iii. 3.

h6wl'-er, s. [Eng. howl ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who howls,

2. Zool. . The same as Howling-monkey
(q.V.).

* h6wl'-et, s._ _ [Fr. hnlotte = an owl, from
huier = to howl.] [Owlet.]

_

1. Gen. : An owl, an owlet.

"To see the wit and dexteritie of these howlets."—
P. Holland : Plinie, bk. x., ch. xvii.

2. Spec. : One of the popular names for the
Barn-owl, Strix jlamnua. Called also Madge-
howlet, &c.

howl'-ing, a. & s. [Howl, v.]

A. As adj. : Filled with howls or wailings

;

dreary.

"He found them in a desert land, and in the waste
howling wilderness."

—

Deut. xxxii. 10.

B. As snbst. : A howl, a wail.
" Undisturbed except by the howling* and lamenta-

tions which were heard on shore."—Cook: Third
Voyage, bk. v., ch. iv.

howling-monkey, 5.

Zool. : Mycetes, a genus of Cebid?e, and
specially Mycetes ursinus. The name "howl-

ing " is given from the loud and resonant voice

heard by Humboldt and Bonpland half a

league away. The hallux is not opposable.

The animals are clumsy in make, heavy in

their movement, and hang on to trees by then-

long prehensile tails. They inhabit the warmer
parts of the New World, to a certain extent

corresponding to the baboons in the Old. They
are the largest monkeys in America. Called.

also Howlers.

h6wl-itf
[HOWLET.]

hdw'-lite, s. [Named after How, who analyzed
it; with Gr. At0os (lithos) = stone.]

Min. : The same as Silicoborocalcitc
(q.v.). Dana prefers the name Howlite.

howm, s. [A.S. holm; Icel. holmr = an island.]*

A piece of low lying land ; level ground in

the bottom of a valley. [Holm.]
"Theblunker that's higgit the boimie house down,

in the howm."—Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. iii.

h<Jw'qua, s. [After the name of a eelebiateJ

Hong Kxmg tea merchant, who died in 184li.]

A kind of tea of very fine quality.

h6w-s6't adv. [Eng. Ilovj, and so.] Howso-
ever, however ; in whatever manner or degree-

"And welcome home, howso unfortunate.''
Daniel : Civil Wars, bk, ii.

hdw-SO-ev'-er, adv. [Eng. how, so, and ever.]]

1. In what manner or degree soever.
'

' I am glad he comes, liowsoever he comes."

—

Shakesp. '

Taming of the Shreiv, iil. 2.

2. However, nevertheless ; be that as ft

may ; in any case.
" Boivtoever, he Bhall pay for me."—Shakesp. : Troilus.

& Cressida, iii. 2.

* 3. Although ; even if.

"Howsoever you speak this to feel other men's
minds."—Sluikesp. : Henry V., iv. 1.

t how-soon', adv. [Eng. how, and soon.] As.

soon as ; however soon.

* howve, s. [Icel. liiifa = a hood, a cap ; Ge7.
hav.be; Dan. hue.} A hood ; a cap. (Chaucer l

C. T., 3,909.)

hox, v.t. [Hock, Hough.]

holh s. [Dut. hen, lieude ; Fr. hen ; Flem. hu%.]

Naut. : A one-masted coasting-vessel, used
before steamboats for conveying passengers
and goods between places, or as a tender upon
larger vessels in port.

"There lay the hoy m which he was to sail."—J/ac-
aulay : Hist. Eng., ch. x.

hoy, interj. [Dut. hut] An exclamation to.

draw attention ; ho ! holloa !

hoy, v.t [Hoy, interj.] To urge ; to incite.

"They hoy't out Will, wi' sair advice.''
Burns: Halloween:

h6y'-a, s. [Named after Thomas Hoy, F.L.S-
(gardener to the Duke of Northumberland).
He died in 1821.]

Bot. : A genus of Asclepiadacea?, tribe
Stapeliea?. The roots and tender stalks of
Hoya viridijlora produce expectoration and
sickness. It is found in the south of India-

* hoy'-den, s. & a. [Hoiden.]

hoyse, s. [Hoist.] A hoist ; a lift. (Bvrnsr
Ordination.)

hoyt, hoyte, v.i. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. lioiden.]

1. To romp.
"Let none condemn them [the girls ] for rigs, because

thus hoyting with the boys. —Fuller: A Pisgah bight
of Palestine, bk. iv., ch. vi.

(Burns : To His Auld2. To amble crazily.

Mare.)

Huan-u-cd, Guan-u co (Ku, Gw as
Bw, Gw), s. & a. (See def.)

Geology, £c.

:

A. As subst. ; A town of Peru ISO miles
N.N.E. of Lima.

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or brought
from the place described under A.

Huanuco-bark, 5.

Bot., Pharm., &c. : A medicinal bark, that-
of Cinchona micrantlia, brought from Huanuco-.

hu&s'-col-ite (hu as w), s. [From Huasco,
a province of Chili, in which it occurs.]

Min. : A granular or saccharoid lead-gray
mineral, akin to galenite. It is a sulphide of
lead and zinc. Compos. : sulphur, 19-2 ; lead„
4S"6 ; zinc, 25"6; the gangue, 3"1.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, 09 = e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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hub, s. fThe same word as Hob (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A projection or protuberance.

2. A mark at which quoits are thrown.

3. The hilt of a weapon : as, To drive a
dagger np to the hub.

4. A block for scotching a carriage or car
wheel

IL Technically

:

1. Die-sink. ; A cylindrical piece of steel on
which the design for a coin is engraved in re-

lief. [Matrix, Punch, Die.]

2. Lathe : A fluted screw of hardened steel,

placed on a mandrel between the centres of a
lathe, notched to present cutting-edges, and
used in cutting serew-tools, chasing-tools, &c.

3. Vehic. ; The central portion of a wheel
which is slipped upon the arm of the axle, and
in which the spokes are set radially ; the nave.

1[ Hub of the Universe : A term specially
applied to Boston, Mass., and by extension to
other cities; the great centre or chief city,

like the hub of a wheel, to which the spokes
are subservient. [Navel.]

" Calcutta . . . swaggers as if it were the hub of the
universe."—DaUy News, Jan. 18, 1876.

hub-borer, ».

Wheelwright. : An implement or machine for
boring hubs for the boxing or the spokes.

hub-centring machine, s.

Wlieelurright. : A machine in which a hub is

chucked while the hole for the axle-box is

Teamed out concentric with the outside shape.
A similar mode is adopted for holding the hub
while setting the boxes therein.

hub-lathe, 5.

Wheelwright. : A form of lathe for turning
carriage and waggon hubs.

hub-mortising machine, s.

Wheelwright. : A machine in which a wheel-
hub is held upon a mandrel or stake, so dis-

posed that a reciprocating chisel may cut
therein the mortises for the spokes. The hub
is dogged or clamped so as to prevent rotation
while the mortise is being cut, and is then
rotated a determinate number of degrees to
present the next spot to the cutting-tool.

hub'-ble biib'-ble, s. [From the sound.] A
kind of pipe in which the smoke is drawn
through water, making a bubbling noise.

hub-bub, s. [Prob. from whoop-whoop, or
hoop-hoop.] A confused noise; a tumult; a
confused sound of many voices.

" A universal hubbub wild.
Of stunning sounds." Milton : P. l,., ii. 951.

hub-bub-bo6', h, [Hubbub.] A howling; a
wailing.

hub'-by, a. [Eng. hub ; -y.) Full of hubs or
protuberances : as, a hubby road. {American.)

hub'-ner-lte, «. [Named after Hiibner, who
analyzed it.]

Min. : An orthorhombic columnar or foliated

opaque mineral of a brownish-red or black
colour, and adamantine lustre ; hardness, 4 -

5 ;

sp. gr. 7'14. Compos. : tungstic-acid, 76'6
;

protoxide of manganese, 23*4. Found in the
Mammoth district of Nevada. (Dana.)

* buck, v.i. [Gr. hocken, hbken.] [Huckster.]
To higgle in trade.

"After much base hacking and rising by little and
little."—P. Holland: Livy, p. 991.

buck, s. [Ger.] A kind of river trout found
in Germany.

buck'-a-back, s. [Low Ger. hukkebak ; Ger.

huckebaclc] A kind of linen cloth having raised

figures on it somewhat resembling damask.
It is used for table-cloths and towelling.

huck'-ber-ry, *. [Hackberry.]

Bot. : Celtis crassifolia.

*huck'-er-y, s. [Huckster]. Hucksterage,
petty traffic, peddling.

* huc'-kle, s. [A dimin. from hook (q.v.).]

The hip ; a bunch or part projecting like the
hip.

" For getting up on stump and huckle.
He with his foe began to buckle."

Butler: Hudibras, pt. i., c. ii.

* hue -hie backed, a. [Eng. huckle, and
backed.] Having crooked shoulders ; crook-
shouldered.

huc'-kle-ber-ry, *. [Hurtleberry.]
Bot. ; The fruit of Gaytussacia, a genus of

Vaccinacea} ; also Vaccinium ovalifolium.

* hue -kle bone, s. [Eng. huckle, and bone.]

1. The hip-bone.

"Sciatica or gout in the hucklebone.''—P.Holland:
Plinie, bk. xxvl., oh. viiL

2. the astragalus (q.v.).

"The hucklebones, or astragali, were used in divina-
tion in ancient Rome,"

—

Tylor : Primitive Culture, i. 74.

huck -ster, * huk-stare, * huk - stere,
*huc-ster, "hwk-stare, & [Dut.hucken
= to stoop ; hucker = a huckster ; cf. heuker
a retailer ; heuken = to retail ; Sw. hbkare = a
cheesemonger ; hoken= higgling ; hokerske =
a huckster. The word is properly a feminine
form, from the termination -ster.]

1. A retailer of small goods ; a pedlar, a
hawker.

" He went bo low as to make gaines by huckster's
trade."—/*. Holland: Suetonius, p. 24L

2. A mean, trickish fellow.

* huck'-ster, v.i. & t. [Huckster, s.]

A. Intrans. : To deal in petty goods or bar-
gains ; to peddle.

" They must pay a shilling for changing their piece
into silver, to some huckstering fellow who follows
that trade. 'Swift.

B. Trans. : To expose for sale ; to make an
object of barter.

* huck -ster-age, * huc-ster-age, s. [Eng.
huckster; -age'.] The business or actions of a
huckster; petty dealing.

" The ignoble hvesterage of pidlhig tithes."

—

Hilton

:

Of Reformation in England, bk. ii.

* huck -ster er, *. [Eng. huckster; -er.] A
huckster.

hiick ster ess, s. [Eng. huckster; -ess.] A
female huckster. (Howell's Vocabulary, 1689.)

hud, s. [Hood.] The hull or shell of a nut.
(Provincial.)

* hud, v.t [Hood.] To cover over; to wrap
up.

" But Valerius . . . hudded them with their gowns
over their heuds."—North : Plutarch, p. 84.

hud-der, *hod-er, hod-ren, *hod-ur,
v.t. [A frequent, from Mid. Eng. linden = to
hide (q.v.).]

1. To crowd together, to huddle.
" Scatred on tbi Scottis and liodred in their hottes."

Robert de lirunne, p. 273.

2. To cover, to wrap up.
" Hodur and happe." La Done Florence, 112.

hud -die, hud le, v.i. [A variant of hud-
der (q.v.).]

A. Intrans. : To crowd, to press ; to hurry
promiscuously without order or regularity

;

to throng.
" Fools huddle on, and always are in haste."

Route : Golden Verses of Pythagoras.

B. Transitive;

1. To throw, hurry, or crowd together pro-
miscuously or in confusion.

' For that grand lev'ler huddles to one place
Rich, poor, wise, foolish, noble and the base."

Brome : On the Death of his Schoolmaster.

2. To get or bring together without order
or system ; to throw together confusedly.

" His soul did huddled notions try."
Dryden: Absalom & Achitophel, i. 171.

3. To crowd ; to add hastily.

"Huddling jest upon jest."— Shakesp. : Much Ado
About Nothing, ii. 1.

4. To perform hastily, without order or
regularity ; to produce hurriedly or without
due consideration and preparation. (Usually
followed by up.)

" Reading what they never wrote
Just fifteen minutes, huddle up their work,
And with a well-bred whisper close the scene !

"

Cowper: Task, ii. 412.

5. To put away hastily and carelessly ; to
hurry away.

6. To put on in haste and disorder ; to throw
on hastily and carelessly. (Usually followed
by on.)

" At twelve she rose : with much ado
Her clothes were huddled on by two."

Prior ; Hans Carvel.

hud '-die, s. [Huddle, s.]

1. A crowd, a throng, a press; a confused
mass or number of persons or things.

"A numerous huddle of pompous, phantastical,
cumbersome ceremonies.''

—

Locke: Reasonableness of
Christianity,

* 2. A miser, a niggard.

hud'-dler, s. [Eng. huddl(e) ; -er.] One who
huddles or throws things together confusedly,

without order, system, or regularity.

* hud'-dling, a. [Huddle, v.]

1. Confused.
" After his blunt and huddling fashion. "—Bacon.

2. Hurrying or pressing along.
" Whose artful strains have oft delayed
The huddling brook." Milton: Camus, 405.

Hu-di-bras'-tlC, a. [Eng. Hudibras; -tic]

Of or pertaining to or resembling Hudibras, a

satire against the Puritans, written by Samuel
Butler and published in 1063 ; in the metre in

which Hudibras is written ; doggrel.
" His hymns, odes, ballads, and Hudibrastic satires

are of very little iutrinsic value."—Alacaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xiii.

Hud -son, s. &, a. [See the compound.]

, Hudson-river, s. & a.

A. As subst. : A river in New York State,

which, after a course of three hundred miles,

flows into the Atlantic, its estuary forming
the harbour of New York.

B, As adj. : Of or belonging to the river

described under A.

Hudson-river Group :

Geol. ; An American formation homotaxial
to the Caradoc or Bala Group of the Lower
Silurian. Various trilobites and molluscs are

the same in both.

Hud son-ite, s. [Named from the Hudson
river, near which it occurs.]

Min. : A variety of Augite (q.v.). (Brit.

Mus. Cat.) It is arranged by Dana as Alu-
minous Iron-Lime Pyroxene. It is black with
a green streak.

hue (1), *hewe, *heu, s. [A.S. hiw, heow,
hto = appearance ; cogn. with &w. hy = skin,
complexion ; Goth, hvm= form , appearance. J

1. Ord. Lang. : Colour, shade of colour, tint,

dye.
" Madonna's face upon him shone.
Painted in heavenly hues above."

Byron : Siege of Corinth, xxx.

2. Paint. : A compound colour in which one
of the primaries predominates. Such are the
various grays which are composed of the three
primary colours, in unequal strength and pro-
portion. A gray in which blue predominates
has a blue hue; one in which red predominates
has a red hue, &c. The term is often carelessly
employed by writers, who substitute it for
tint or shade, which are strictly primary or
secondary colours, in various degrees of in-
tensity.

hue (2), * huy, s. [Fr. huer = to hoot . . .

to make hue and cry; hutc = a shouting, an
outcry, or hue and cry (Cotgravc), from O. Sw.
huta = to hoot (q.v.).] [Hoot.] Now only
used in the phrase hue and cry ; a loud shout
or cry ; a clamour.

^1 Hue and cry

:

Law : (Sec extract).

"There is yet another species of arrest, wherein both
officers and private men are concerned, and that is,

upon a hue and cry raised upon a felony committed.
A hue and cry, hutesium et clamor, is the old common*
law process of pursuing, with horn and with voice, all
felons, and such as have dangerously wounded another.
That it might more effectually be made, the hundred
was bound by the statute of Winchester, c.V, to answer
for all robberies therein committed unless they took
the felon, which was the foundation of an action
against the hundred, in case of any loss by robbery

;

and the whole viil or district is still m strictness
liable to be amerced, according to the law of Alfred, if

any felony be committed therein and the felon es-

capes."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk. iv„ ch. 21.

hued, * hewed, a. [Eng. hu(e); -ecL]

1. Having a particular hue or colour.
" PhebuK waxe old, and heved like iatou."

Chaucer: C. 2'., 11,557.

2. Flushed.
"Nay, his brow

Was /twetiwith triumph."
R. Browning : Paracelsus, iii.

hu'-el, s. [Corn.] A mine ; commonly written
Wheal (q.v.).

* hue-less, a. [Eng. hue; -less.] Destitute,
of, or having no colour or hue.

hu'-er, s. [Hue (2), s.] One who calls out os
gives notice to others by a cry ; specif., a
person stationed on a cliff or high point to
give notice to the fishermen of the approach
or movements of a shoal of fish.

" They lie hovering upon the coast, and are directed
bya balker or huer, who standeth on the cliff-side and
from thence discerneth the course of the pilchards."—
Carew : Survey of Cornwall, fo. 32.

boil, bo^ ; pout, jowl ; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t.

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, $ion = zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = Del, del..
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huff, s. & a. [Huff, v.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ordinary Language :

* 1. One puffed up with notions of his own
importance or value ; a boaster ; a "braggart.

"Lewd shallow-brained huffs make Atheism and
eontenipt of religion the sole badge and character of

wit,"—South.

2. A sudden swell of anger, displeasure, or

arrogance
;
peevishness

;
petulance ; offence

taken at some real or imaginary wrong or

slight. (Usually in the phrase to take huff.)

" Hia highness may have taken huff."

Cowper : To Rev. William Bull.

II. [Huffing, C. 2].

* B. As adj. : Huffish, angry, offended.

huff, * huffe, * hoove, v.t. & i, [An imita-

tive word : cf. puff and whiff ; Ger. hauchen =
to breathe, to blow, to puff. Probably con-

fused with haven, pa. par. of heave (q.v.).]

* A. Transitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : To blow or puff up ; to swell or

enlarge with air.

"The said winde within the earth, able to huffe up
the ground."—/'. Holland: Plinie, bk. ii., ch. lxxxv.

2.. Fig. ; To treat with insolence or arro-

gance ; to hector ; to bluster at ; to bully.

" Don't you suffer my lady to huff me every day, as
if I were her dog?"— Colley Cibber: The Careless Bus-
band, i. 1.

II. Draughts : To huff a player is to take
one of his men off the board, when he neglects
or refuses to capture with it one or more of
his opponent's men.

B. Intransitive

:

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To swell or dilate ; to be puffed up.

2. Fig. : To swell with anger or arrogance ; to
"bluster ; to hector ; to storm ; to take offence.

,
" Your husband hath already got a wife,
A huffing wench y faith, whose ruffling silks

t Make, with their motion, musicke unto love."
A Pleasant Conceited Comedy. (1608.)

II. Draughts : To take one of the adver-
sary's men off the board, when he neglects or
refuses to capture with it one or more of his

opponent's men.

* huff-cap, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Swaggering,, blustering, pom-
pous.

B. As substantive

:

L A swaggerer, a blusterer, a bully, a hec-
tor, a braggart.

2. A cant name for strong ale. (Harrison:
Descript. of England.)

* huff'-er, s. [Eng. huff; -er.] A blusterer,

a bully, a braggart.
41 To be exposed in the end to Buffer,

By such a braggadocio huffer."
Butler; Hudibras, pt. ii., c. ill.

huff'-l-ness, s. [Eng. huffy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being huffy; petulance;
irritation.

huffing, pr. par., a., & s. [Huff, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partieip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord.Lang.: The actor state of blustering
or bullying ; swagger ; braggadocio.

"When huffing and hectoring must be looked upou
as the only badges of gallantry."

—

South : Sermons,
vol. x„ ser. i.

2. Draughts : The removal of one of the
adversary's men from the board when he re-

fuses or neglects to capture with it one or
more of his opponent's men.

* huff'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. huffing; -ly.'] In
a huffing manner ; swa<*geringly ; blusteringly

;

a huffing manner; swaggerin
arrogantly.

*huff'-ish, a. [Eng. huff; -ish.] Insolent,
arrogant, blustering, hectoring.

* huff'-ish-ly, adv. [Eng. huffish; -ly.] In a

huffish manner ; swaggeringly ; blusteringly.

* huff -ish ness, s. [Eng. huffish ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being huffish ; swagger ;

bluster ; hectoring ; arrogance.

huff-y, u. [Eng. huff; -y.]

l.,Lit. : 'Puffed up, swollen.

2. Fig. : Arrogant, blustering, insolent,
petulant.

hug, * hugge, v.i. & t. [According to Skeat
of Scandinavian origin ; cf. Dan. sidde paa
hug = to squat on the ground ; Icel. huka =
to sit on one's hams. Wedgwood refers it to
the interjection ugh (q.v.).]

A. Intransitive

:

* 1. To cower, to shrink, to shiver.
" I hugge, I shrink in my bed. It is good sport to

see this little boy hugge in his bed for cold."—Pals-
grave.

2. To cuddle; to crowd or press together;

to huddle ; to lie close.

" To hug with swine." Shakesp. ; King,John, v. 2.

B. Transitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. ; To clasp or hold closely and tightly

with the arms ; to embrace closely ; to clasp

tightly to the breast.

"[She] hugs the marble to her throbbing heart,"
Addison: Ovid; Metamorphoses iii.

2. Fig. : To hold fast or firmly ; to cling to

;

to cherish.
" Faith, fanatic Faith, once wedded fa3t
To some dear falsehood, hu-gs it to the last."

Moore : Veiled. Prophet of Elwrassan.

II. Naut. : To keep close to : as, To hug the
shore or the land, to hug the wind.

"Hugging the shore at North Woolwich."—Times,
March 17, 1876.

^[ To hug one's self: To congratulate one's

self; to chuckle.

^[ For the difference between to hug and to

clasp, see Clasp.

hug, * hugg, s. [Hug, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A close embrace or clasping.

2. Wrestling : A particular grip or catch :

as the Cornish hug.

"Their hugg is a cunning close with their fellow-
combatant ; the fruit whereof i3 hia fair fall or foil at
the least."

—

Fuller: Worthies; Cornwall.

huge, * hogge, a. [O. Fr. ahuge = huge ; the
initial a being mistaken for the indefinite

article.]

1. Very large ; having enormous size or
bulk ; enormous.

" Leviathan, which G-od of all Hia works
Created hugest." Milton : P. £., i. 202.

2. Very great in any respect ; immense, ex-

ceedingly great.

"Sparing makes huge waste."
Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, i. 1.

U For the difference between huge and enor-
mous, see Enormous.

1" Obvious compounds : Hitge-bellied, huge-
boned, huge-built, &c.

huge'-ly, *huge-liche, adv. [Eng. huge;
-iy-\

1. In a huge manner or degree ; enormously,
immensely.

" Id a too of his foote the nalle groweth ouer to the
fleshe, and in harme to the ioothugeliche ouerwexethe."
—Robert of Gloucester, p. 482. (Note.)

* 2. In exceedingly great numbers.
" Bymeane whereof disseases&sykenessefyllamonge

the Cristen, so that they dyed hugely."—Fabyan:
Chronicle (an. 1226).

3. Very greatly, exceedingly.

"The world was very barbarous or hugely grateful,
when they could thiuk them no less than gods who
found out such things for men."—Stillingjleet : Ser-
mons, vol. i., ser. 4.

huge -ness, * houge-nesse, s. [Eng. huge;
•ness.]

1. Exceeding or enormous bulk or largeness

;

enormous size.

" All wondring at the hagenesse of the horse."
Surrey ; Virgile ; ^Eneis ii.

2. Exceeding greatness or extent ; vastness.
"My mistress exceeds in goodness the hugeness of

your unworthy thinking."—Shakesp. : Cymbeline, i. &.

* hug'-e-ous, * hogeous, a. [Eng. huge

;

-ous.] Huge, immense, enormous.
" What would have fed a thousand mouths was sunk
To fill his own fan elephant's) by hugeous length of

trunk." Byrom: Verses spoken at iireuking-up.

hiig'-ger, s. [Eng. 1

or embraces.
-er.] One who hugs

( hug1

-ger, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.] To lie in
ambush.

hugger-mugger, * hudder mother,
* hucker-mucker, a.

1. Clandestine, secret, sly, unfair,

2. Confused slovenly.

1[ In hugger-mugger: In secret; secretly,
privately.

" For God cannot abide to haue his benefltes kept
secrete in hugger-mugger."— Udal : Luke xvii.

* hiig'-gle, v.t. [A freq. from hug (q.v.).] To

hug, to embrace, to clasp.
" He forbare quite not only to huggle and embrace

[them] long together, but to behold so much as once

Inanypnblick meeting and assembly. —P. Holland.

Suetonius, p. 256.

hu-go'-nl-a, s. [Named after John Hugon,

who published a botanical work in 1771.]

Bot. : A genus of Oxalidaceae, which Arnott

made the type of the order, calling it Hugo-
niaeea1

. The root of Hugonia Mystax smells

like violets. It is said to be diuretic, diapho-

retic, and anthelmintic. (Lindley, &c.)

Hu'-gue-not, 5. & a. [Many etymologies

have been given, all on the supposition that

the word did not arise before the Reformation.
But mention is made under date Oct. 7, 1387,

of a Pascal Huguenot, from St. Junien, in

Limousin. It was, therefore, derived from
some individual. The word Huguenot is be-

lieved by Mahn and Littre to be the diminu-
tive of Hugues. The first known use of the
word in the now established sense was in a

letter from the Count de Vilhtrs, lieutenant-

general in Languedoc, dated Nov. 11, 1560.

(LittrL)~]

A. As substantive

:

Hist. : A nickname formerly applied by the
Roman Catholics to the Protestants of France,
who were nearly all Calvinists, and who con-

verted the appellation into one of honour
instead of reproach. D'Aubigne believed that

the Reformation began in France in a.d. 1512,

while that of Switzerland commenced in 1516,

and that of Germany in 1517. For a time
France seemed as likely as the other two
countries to adopt Protestantism. Though
Margaret, the sister of Francis I., had favoured
it, yet that king had been strongly against it,

at least during the latter part of his reign,

as were Francis II. and Henry II. It arose

among the people, and through theirsympathy
became so formidable, that when, in 1561, a

year after the accession of Charles IX., the
Hug'uenots [Def.] were prohibited from preach-

ing, they took up arms to achieve religious

liberty. The chief seat of their power was in

the south and west of France, that of the

Catholics in the north and east. "With an oc-

casional hollow truce, or an interval of peace

as hollow, the struggle went on for the next
century and a quarter. Its two most notable
incidents were the Massacre of St. Bartholo-
mew, August 24, 1572 [Bartholomew], and
the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, Oct. 22,

1685 [Revocation]. The name Huguenot has
not been permanent. Those so called were
afterwards denominated Reformed or simply
Protestant.

B. -4s adj. : Of or belonging to the French
Protestants of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.

Hu'-gue-not-ism, s. [Fr. lmguenotisme.]

Church History

:

1. Attachment to the Reformed faith.

(Littre.)

2. The system of belief held by the Hugue-
nots; French Protestantism of the Calvinistic

type.

*hug'-y, *hug'-ie, a. [Eng. hug{e); -y.]

Huge, vast, great.
" Your three-fold army and my hugy host
Shall swallow up these base-born Persians."

Marlwive: 1 Tamburlaine, iii. 3.

* huish -er (u as w), s. [Fr. huissier.] An
usher (q.v.)

"We are the huislier to a morrise."
Ben Jonson : Particular Entert. of the Queene.

* huish -er (u as w), v.t. [Huisher, s.] To
usher.

* huke, i. [Fr. hugue, from Low Lat. hum.]
A cloak. [Heuk.]

" As we were thus in conference, there came one that
seemed to be a messenger in a rich huke."—Bacon:
New Atlantis.

* hulch, s. [A variant of hunch (q.v.).] A
hump or hunch.

hulch-backed, u. Hunch-backed, hump-
backed.

* hiilched, u. [Hulch.] Puffed up, swollen.

*hulch'-y, a. [Eng. hulch; -y.] Having a
hunch, hump, or swelling; swollen, gibbous.
(Urquliart: Rabelais, bk. iii., ch. xvii.)

hul dee, s. [Mahratta.]

Bot. : Curcuma longa. [Curcuma..]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ee = e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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* hul-en, v.i. [M. L. Ger. & O. T>\it%uilen.]
To howl.

* hul-fere, * hul-feere, *. [Hulvee.]

hU-li, S. [HOLI.]

bulk, * hulke, s. [Low Lat. hullca, hulcus,
holcas, from Gr. oAxa? (/toifcas) = a ship of
"burden, from cakm (ellco) = to drag or draw;
o\kti (holke) = a dragging ; 6\k6<; (holkos) = a
machine for dragging ships on land.]

* 1. A ship of burden ; a merchant vessel.

"Hauing Assembled together about fowerscore hulkes
[navibus onerariis\"—Qoldinge : Ccesar, fo, 98.

2. The hull or loody of a ship ; especially

the hull of a vessel not seaworthy, and moored
in port for hospital, guard, convict, quaran-
tine, custom-house, storage, victualling, or
other purposes. A sheer-hulk is one fitted

With sheers for masting and dismasting vessels.

"A huge black hulk that was magnified
By Its own reflection iu the tide."

Longfellow: Landlord's Tale.

3. Anything bulky and unwieldy.

% The hulks; Old dismasted ships used as
prisons.

"Bulks are prisou-ships right 'cross th' meshes."

—

Dickens: Great Expectations, ch. ii.

hulk, v.t. [M. L. Ger. Iwlkenj Sw. Jwlka = to
hollow out.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To hollow out, to empty, to
eviscerate, to disembowel : as, To hulk a hare.
" I could hulk your grace, aud hang you up cross-legged
Like a hare at poulter's."

Beaum. & Flet. ; Philaster, v.

2. Min. : To dig away a portion of a rock
that a blast may be more efficient.

* hulke, s. [A.S. hulc] A hovel, a hut.

* hulls -ing, a. [Hulk, s.] Bulky, unwieldy,
awkward : as, a great hulking fellow.

hulk'-^, a. [Eng. hnTk;-y,\ Bulky, unwieldy,
heavy, stupid.

hull, * hole, * holl, * hoole, * hule, s.

[A.S. hulu; cogn. with Mid. Eng. hulen, hule
= to cover up ; Dut. hullen = to put a cap on

;

Goth, huljan = to hide, to cover ; Icel. hylja

;

Sw. hblja; Dan. hylle = to cover ; Wei. hul =
a covering.]

1. The husk or integument ; the outer shell

or covering of anything, but especially of a
nut or grain.

2. The body of a ship.
" Deep In their bulla our deadly bullets light."

Dryden : Annus Mirabilis, 60.

% Hull down

:

Naut. : A term applied to a ship when she
is so far off, that only her masts and sails are
visible.

hull, v.t. & i. [Hull, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To strip the hull or husk off; to free or
clear from the outer shell or covering : as, To
hull peas, &c.

2. To pierce the hull of: as, To hull a ship
with a cannon-ball.

* B. Intransitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To float ; to drive to and fro
helplessly, like a dismasted ship.

" And there they hull, expecting but the aid
01 Buckiughain to welcome tliem ashore."

Shakesp. : Richard III., iv. i.

2. Naut. : To take in all the sails in a calm.

hul-la-ba-loo', s. [An imitative word.] An
uproar ; noisy confusion.

hulled, pa. par. or a. [Hull, v.]

hulled corn or grain, s. Grain stripped
or freed from the hull or husk.

hull er, s. [Eng. hull; -er,] One who or

that which hulls ; specifically, a hulling-

machine (q.v.).

hull ing, pr. par., «., & s. [Hull, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & parlicip, adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of strip-

ping grain, &c, of the hull or husk.

hulling machine, a.

Agric. : A machine for removing the cuticle

from grain, and for breaking it without re-

ducing it to the condition of meal.

hullo', interj. [Holloa.]

hull'-ock, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Naut. : A small part of a sail lowered in a
gale to keep the ship's head to the sea.

*hull'-& a. [Eug. hull; -y.] Having hulls

or husks ; husky ; sihquose.

hu'-Io-ist, s. [Hyloist.]

hu-lo-the ism, s. [Hylotheism.]

Hiils'-e-an, a. [For etym., see def.] A term
applied £o certain lectures on divinity, given
annually at Cambridge, according to certain
provisions in the will of John Hulse, of El-
worth.

hulst, s. [Dut.]

Bot. : The common holly.

* hul-stred, a. [A.S. heolstra - a hiding-
place.] Hidden, covered, concealed.

" Shortly I woll herberowe me
There I hope best to hulstred be."

Romaunt of the Rose.

* huT-Ver, s. [Icel. hulfr=th.e. dog-wood.]
The common holly.

"As touching tbe Holly, or Huloer-tree, ii it be
planted about an house, whether it be within a citie,

or titan ding in tbe countrey, it serveth for a countre-
charm, and keepeth away all ill spels or iuchantinents."
—P. Holland: Plinie, bk. xxiv., cb. xiii.

IT Knee hulver is the Butcher's broom (Rus-

cus aculestus), and Sea hulver the Sea-holly,

Eryngium maritimum.

hum, * hummo, * hummcn, v.i. & t. [An
imitative word ; cogn. with Ger. hummen

;

Dut. hommelen = to hum.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To make a prolonged buzzing noise like

a bee ; to buzz.

"The humming prey."
J. Philips : Splendid Shilling.

2. To give utterance to a similar sound with
the mouth : as

—

(1) To express approbation or applause by a

murmuring or buzzing noise.
" Part of his congregation hummed so loudly and so

long, that he sat down to eujoy it."—Johnson : Life of
Sprat.

(2) To utter a prolonged or confused mur-
muring or droning noise.

" Burden-wise, I'll hum on Tarquin still."

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,133.

(3) To cry hum or hem ; to make an inar-

,
tieulate sound in speaking, from embarrass-
ment or hesitation.

" Bum and stroke thy beard."
Sliakesp. ; Troilus & Cressida, i. 3.

B. Transitive:

1. To sing in a low murmuring voice ; to
mumble : as, To hum a tune.

2, To express by humming.
" In the gloom of twilight hum their Joy."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iv.

* 3. To express approbation of; to applaud.
* 4. To cheat ; to trick or to delude by coax-

ing or flattery ; to impose upon, to humbug
(q.v.); to cajole.

" Beauty, by ancient tradition, we find
Ha3 delightfully humm'd the whole iuce of mankind."

Brookes : Epilogue on Humbugging.

hum, s. & i?iterj. [Hum, v.]

A, As substantive

:

1. The noise of bees and other insects in
flight ; the buzz of a top, a wheel, &c.

"The hum of the wheel and the singing
Suddenly ceased." Longfellow: Miles Standish, iii.

2. A low droning or murmuring sound.
"Is it the bittern's early hum/"

Scott : Lord of the Isles, vi. 20.

3. A confused murmuring or buzzing sound

;

a buzz.

"And the neigh, of the steed and the m ultitude's hum."
Byron : Siege of Corinth, xxii.

4. A buzz or murmur of applause or appro-
bation.

"The deep hum by which our ancestors were wont
to indicate approbation."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng.,
ch. xi.

5. An inarticulate sound uttered by aspcaker
when pausing through embarrassment or hesi-
tation : as, hums and haws.

6. Strong ale mixed with spirits ; so called
probably from the humming or buzzing in the
head caused by it.

" Come, bring out a bottle, here presently, wife,
Of the best Cheshire hum he e'er drank iu his life."

Cotton : Voyage to Ireland in Burlesque.

7. A cheat, an imposition, a trick, a hoax,
a humbug.

B, As interj. : An inarticulate sound, ex-

pressive of doubt, hesitation, or deliberation

;

hem ; ahem.
" I cried hum 1 and, well, go to !

"

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iii. 1.

hu man, * hu-main, * hu-maine, * hu-
mane, a. & s. [Fr. huniain, from Lat. hu-

fnanus, from liovw = a man ; Sp. Mimano

;

Ital. umano. Human and humane are essen-

tially the same words, the former being derived

from the Latin through the French, the latter

directly from the Latin.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to man or mankind.
"Without faith m human virtue or in human at-

tachment."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

2. Having the qualities or characteristics of

a man.
"A pestilence swept away, iu six months, more than

a hundred thousand human beings."—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. ii.

* 3. Profane, secular, not sacred or divine :

as, human authors.
* B. As subst. : A human being or creature

;

a man.
" And agonies of human and of brute."

Cowper: Task, ii. 105.

* human-heartedness, s. The quality
or state of having a humane or feeling heart

;

humanity. (Wordsworth: Eoxursion, bk. vi.)

human-remains, «. pi.

Pakeont.: [Man (Palaiont.)].

human-sacrifices, s. pi. [Sacrifice, s.]

* hu -man-ate, a.. [Eng. human; -ale.] En-
dued with humanity or human nature.

" Of your saying it followeth, that the bread is hu-
manate or iucarnate."

—

Abp. Cranmer : Answer to Bp.
Gardiner, p. 369.

humane, a. [Lat. humanus, from homo = a
man.] LHuman.]

* 1. Of or pertaining to man or mankind

;

human.
" Goddess humane, reach, then, and freely taste.

Milton: P. L., ix. 732.

2. Having the feelings or disposition proper
to man ; endowed with tenderness, kindness,
and compassion ; kind, gentle, compassionate.

" Of an exceeding courteous and humane incliuo-
tion. "Spottiswood. Church of Scotland (an. 1539).

3. Humanizing, elevating, refining; applied
to the polite or elegant branched of study, as
poetry, rhetoric, philology, the tine arts, &c.

"U Humane Society, Royal Humane Society of
London : A society formed in 1774 by Drs.
Hawes, Fothergill, Cogan, and others. One
leading object is to resuscitate persons ap-
parently drowned, its motto being Lateat
scintilla Jursan (Perchance a spark [I.e., of life]

maybe concealed). For this purpose it pro-
vides drags to rescue drowning persons from
the water, with appliances to treat them when
they come ashore. It also rewards con-
spicuous acts of courage in saving life from
drowning by gold, silver, and bronze medals,
parchments, or small money rewards.

hu-ma'ne-l^r, adv. [Eng. humane; -ly.]

* 1. Like men.
"By way of consolation we exhorted and perswaded

tbem to bear . . . humane cases, humanely."—P. Hol-
land : Plutarch, p. 435.

2. In a humane manner ; with kindness,
gentleness, and compassion.

"We might guess they relieved us humanely."—
Sluikesp. : Coriotanus, L 1.

hu-mane'-ness, s. [Eng. humane; -ness.]

The quality or state of being humane ; hu-
manity.

human Ics, s. [Eng. human; suff. -ics.]

The study of humanity and human nature.

* hu-man'-i-fy, v.t. [Lat. humanus =. hu-
man, and facio (pass, jw) — to make.] To
render human ; to incarnate j to invest with
human form.

* hu -man-ism, s. [Eng. human; -ism.] 1
1. Human nature or disposition ; humanity.
2. Polite or humane learning.

* hu'-man-ist, a. [Eng. human; -ist; Fr.

humaniste.]

1. One versed in the knowledge of human
nature.

" Antiq iiaries. poets, humanists, statesmen, mer-
chants, divines." — Bacon : On the Advancement of
Learning, bk. ii.

2. One who studies the humanities.

boll, bo*$; po*ut, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, c^hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-dan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. =bel, deL
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hu~'man-ist ic, a. ["Eng. humanist; -ic] Of

or pertaining to humanity.

hu-man-i-tar'-i-an, a. & s. [Eng. human-

ity); -arian.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Holding tlie views of humanitarians ;

held or practised by humanitarians.,

2. Relating to, advocating, or practising

humanity or humane action. (Usually con-

temptuous.)

B. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : An advocate of humanity or

humane action ; one who devotes himself to

the welfare of mankind at large. (Usually

contemptuous.)

2. Ch. Hist. : One who believes that Jesus
Christ possesses only humanity and not di-

vinity as well ; a unitarian.

3. Religions (PL): A small sect in London
founded by Joachim Kaspary, a German Jew.
Its tenets arc explained in a publication called

The Fifteen Doctrines of the. Religion of God,

written in 1866. Among these are pantheism
and the transmigration of souls. (Haydn.)

hu-man-i-tar'-i-an-isni, s. [Eng. humani-

tarian; -ism.] The system, principles, or
practice of humanitarians.

* hu-man-i'-tian, 5. [Eng. human it(y) ;-ian.]

A humanist.
" A singular scholar, and an excellent humanitian."

. —P. ffoltand : Plutarch, p. 588.

hu-man'-i-ty, * hu-man-i-tee, s. [O.Fr.

liumaniteit ; from Lat. hamanitatem, ace. of
humanitas, from humanus = human, humane ;

Fr. hurnanite; Ital. uvuuiitct; Sp. humanidad.]

1. The quality or state of being human

;

human nature ; the especial characteristics or
properties which distinguish mail from other
beings.

" They imitated humanity so abominably."
Sltfikcsp. ' Hamlet, iii. 2.

2. Mankind collectively ; humankind ; hu-
man beings ; man.

" He is able to teach all humanity, and will do well
to oblige mankind by his information. '

—

Glanvill.

3. The quality or state of being humane ; a
kind, tender, and compassionate nature ; a
disposition to treat other human beings and
the lower animals with kindness and tender-
ness, and to relieve distress ; compassion,
tenderness, kindness, benevolence.

" It is a rule of equity and humanity, built upon
plain reason."

—

Barrow: Works, vol. i., ser. 20.

4. Liberal education ; mental cultivation
;

instruction in humane or polite literature.

5. (PI-, and generallywiththe article prefixed)

:

Humane or polite literature ; sucli branches
of learning as are calculated and intended to
refine and elevate the mind, such as philology,
rhetoric, poetry, the study of the ancient
classics, &c.

" Philology, or polite literature, or the humanities,
as they are called."—Jortin: Remarks on Eccles. Uist.
(an. 1292).

6. In Scotland, Latin and Latin literature

;

as, a Professor of Humanity.
* 7. A human being.

"I have seen ;

But look off to those small humanities
Which draw inc tenderly across my fear."

E. B. Browning ; Drama, of Exile.

If Religion of humanity ; [Comte, Comtism,
Positivism, Secularism].

^T For the differwice between humanity and
benevolence, see Benevolence.

hu-man i-za'-tion, hu-man-i-§a'-tion,
s. [Eng. humaniz(e). ; -ation.] The act or

process of humanizing.
'

' C'i\ ilizatiou is the humanization of man in society.

"

—Mattlu:w A mold ' Mixed Essays, p, 63.

hu'-man-ize. v.t. & i. [Eng. human; -ize.]

A. Transitive

:

I. To render humane, to soften, to refine,

to render susceptible of kindness, tenderness,
and compassion.
" Gods beneficent, who blessed mankind
With aits, with arms, and humanized a world."

Thomson : Winter, 435.

*2. To render human; to invest with the
character of humanity ; to give a human
character to.

* 3. To adapt to human powers or faculties.
" Socrates bath humanized, ,ih I may bo May, philo-

sophy."—/1
. Holland Plutarch, p. H86.

B. Jntran. : To become humane or human-
ized ; to be softened or refined ; to become
more civilized.

* hu'-man-lZ-er, s. [Eng. humanize); -er.]

One who or that which humanizes.

hu man-kind, s. [Eng.. human, and kind, s.]

Human beings collectively ; mankind ; man.
" But humankind rejoices in the might
Of mutability." Wordsworth : Excursion.hk. vii.

hu'-man-ly, <*&v- [Eng. human; -ly.]

1. After the manner of men ; like a man

;

according to the opinions or knowledge of

men.
" Speaking humanly, the beginning of empire may

be ascribed to reason and necessity."—Jlaleigh : Hist.

World, bk. i., ch. ix., § 1.

*2. Humanely, kindly, benevolently.

"It's really kind of such a noble lord

So humanly to gossip with the Devil
!

"

Bayard Taylor : Faust ; Prologue in Heaven.

* hu-ntate', v.t. [Lat. humatus, pa. par. of

humo = to bury ; humus = the ground.] To
bury, to inter.

* hu-ma'-tion, s. [Lat. humatio, from huma-
tus, pa. par. of humo = to bury.] The act of

burying ; burial ; interment.
" Middlesex gave me death
And this church my humution.''

Fuller : Worthies ; Lancashire.

hum'-bird, s. [Humming-bird.]

hum ble (1), a. [Hummel.]

humble-cow, s. [Hummel-cow.]

hum'-ble (2), a. [Fr., from Lat. humilis, from
humus = the ground ; humi = on the ground ;

Sp. & Port, humilde; 0. Sp. humil; ltal,

iimile,]

1. Not high or lofty; modest; low; unpre-
tending ; unassuming : as, a humble cottage.

2. Low ; not high, or great.

"I am from humble, he from honoured name."
Shakcsp, : All's Well That Ends Well, i. 3.

3. Not having a high opinion of one's self,

or of one's own powers or faculties ; modest

;

not proud, arrogant, or assuming ; lowly ; re-

tiring ; meek ; submissive.
" Wisdom is humble that he knows no more."

Cowper : Task, vi. 9".

humble-mouthed, », Mild, meek, or
humble in speech.

" You are meek and humble-mouthed."
Shakesp. : Henry VIIT., iL 4.

humble-pie, s. [Properly from humbles
or umbles =. the entrails of the deer, and pie,

but undoubtedly influenced by the adjective

humble.] A pie made of theumbles or entrails

of the deer.

^[ To eat humble-pie : To submit one's self to
humiliation or insult ; to apologize humbly or

abjectly ; to humble one's self. The origin of

the phrase is said to be, that at hunting-feasts,

while the lord and his guests eat of the veni-
son pasties, humble-pie only was placed before
the huntsmen and their dependants.

humble-plant, s.

Bot. : Mimosa pudica.

* hum'-ble (3), hum' -bled, a. [Etym.
doubtful.] Bruised ; chafed ; sore : as, humble
heels.

hum'-ble (1), v.t. [Humble (2), a.]

* 1. To bring down in height ; to reduce the
height of ; to lower ; to make less lofty or
high.

"The highest mountain maybe humbled into val-
leys."

—

Hakcwill.

2. To reduce or break the power of ; to bring
to a state of subjection, dependence, or in-

feriority ; to lower ; to break down ; to crush
;

to humiliate.

"The genius, which, at a later )>eriod. humbled six
Marshals of France."—Jfucaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. v.

3. To make humble, lowly, modest, or sub-
missive ; to bring down or break the pride,
arrogance, or vanity of ; to exhibit as humble
or lowly.

"Christ, when he was in the form of God, humbled
himself by condescending to take upon him the form
of man. '—Clarke: On the Trinity, ch. iL, §. 5.

hum ble (2), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To
bruise ; to break ; to chafe : as, humbled heels.

hum -ble, [Umblk.]

hum'-ble, *hum~bel, * hummel, v.i.

[A freq. from hum (q.v.) ; cogn. with Dut. hom-
rnelen = to hum, hommel = a humble-bee ; Ger.
hummel=a humble-bee, hummen—to hum.]
To hum.

"To humble like a bee."—Minsheu.

humble-bee, * hombel^be, k hombul-
be, T humbyl-bee, s.

1 Entom. ; The genus Bombus (q.v.). Called

also and more accurately the Bumble-bee.
" The houeybags steal from the humble-bees."

Sltakesp. : Midsummer Night s Dream, iii. 1.

2. Biol. : Mr. Darwin has shown that the

humble-bees fertilise various plants by unin-

tentionally brushing off the pollen when they

are seeking honey in one flower, and carrying

it, adhering to the hairs of their body, till they

unwittingly clean it off against the pistil of

some other individual of the same species.

The field-mouse preys upon them, the cat in

turn devouring the field-mouse. The fertili-

sation of certain plants may, therefore, be

better performed near towns, where cats and
consequently humble-bees are more numerous,
than in the country.

* hum-ble-tf-ca'-tion, s [Eng. humble;
-fication.] Humility (?). (JSouthey : Letters,

ii. 120.)

* hum'-ble-hede, s. [Eng. humble; -hede =
hood.] Humbleness ; humility.

estet.

. T., 14,591.

hum -ble-ness, s. [Eng. humble ; -ness."}

Humility ;
' meekness ; absence of pride or

arrogance ; lowliness of spirit.

"A wandering pilgrim's humbleness."1

Wordsworth : White floe of Rylstonc, viL

hum'-bier, s. [Eng. humbl(e); -er.] One who
or that which humbles or reduces pride 01

arrogance.

hum -bles, ». [Umbles.]

* hum-bless, * hum-blesse, s. [0. Fr.

humblesse.] Humility ; humbleness.
"Themselves to ground with gracious humblesse bent,""

Spenser : F. Q„ I. xii, 8.

hum'-bling, pr. par., a., & s. [Humble, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partictp. adj. : (See

the verb).

C As sitbst. : The act of humiliating or
making humble.

hum'-bling-ly, adv. [Eng. humbling (1);
•ly.] In a humbling or humiliating manner ;

so as to humble or humiliate.

hum'-bly, adv. [Eng. humbQe); -ly.] In a
humble or lowly manner ; with humility,

meekness, or modesty ; meekly, submissively,
without pride.

" John Bart, humbly born, and scarcely able to sign
his name. —Macaulay : Hist, of Eng., ch. xix.

Hum-bdldt'-i-lite, s, [Named after Baron
von Humboldt, the German naturalist and tra-

veller, born Sept. 14, 1769, died April 8, 1835.)

Min, : A variety of Melilite, formed in
cavernous blocks on Mount Somma, with*

greenish mica, &c.

Hum'-boldt-Ine, s. [Named after Hum-
boldt; -ine.] [Humboldtilite.]

Min. : The same as Oxalite (q.v.) (Brit Mus-
cat.). Dana prefers the name Hmnboldtiue,
and makes Oxalite a synonym.

Hum boldt-ite, s. {Humboldt; -ite(Min.).}
[Humboldtilite.]

Min. : The same as Datolite or Datholite
(q.v.).

hum' -bug, s. [A compound of hum = to
cheat, to hoax, and bug = a bugbear, a ghost,,

hence, a false charm, a sham, a bugbear. The-
word first occurs on the title-page of TJie Uni-
versal Jester, being a choice collection of bon-
mots and humbugs, by Ferdiuando Killigrew,
about 1735-40.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A hoax ; a piece of trickery or imposition
played off under fair or specious appearances.

2. A spirit of deception or trickery ; a dis-
position to deceive ; falseness, pretence : as„
There is a great deal of humbug about him.

3. A humbugger, a cheat, an impostor, a
trickster.

II. Manege: A pair of nippers for grasping
the cartilage of the nose of bulls and horses;

hum'-bug, v.t. [Humbug, s.] To cheat, to
hoax, to deceive, to play a hoax or trick on ;
to take in.

*hum'-bug-ga-ble,a. [Eng. humbug-,--able.]
Capable of being humbugged

; credulous.
(Southey : Letters, iii. 4SS.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pofft

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sou; mute, cub, curs, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. <su = kw.
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hum bug-ger, s. [Eng. humbug; -er.] One
who humbugs, a cheat, a trickster, a hoaxer.

hiim'-bug-ger-^, s. [Eng. humbug; -cry.]

The act or practice of humbugging or hoaxing
people ; imposture, trickery, hoaxing.

hum -buz, s. [Eng. hum (s.), and buz = buzz.]
A popular name for a cockchafer.

bum'-drum, a., s. f & adv. [A compound of
hum and drum.]

A. As adj. : Dull, droning, commonplace,
monotonous, tedious, stupid.

"I was talking with au old humdrum, fellow."

—

Addison ; Whig Examiner, No. 3.

B. As substantive

:

* 1. A dull, stupid fellow ; a bore. {Ben
Jonson: Every Man in His Humour, i. 1.)

*2. A dronish or monotonous tone of voice.
(Richardson: Clarissa, iii. 191.)

3. A small, low cart, with three wheels, and
drawn by one horse.

* C. As adu. : Idly, listlessly.

"Shall we, quoth she, stand still humdrum}"
Butler : Hadibras, pt. i., c. iii.

"hum -drum, v.i. [Humdrum, a.] To pass
time in au idle, listless manner.

bum -dudgeon, s. [Eug. hum, and dudgeon.]
Needless noise, much ado about nothing.

" I would never be making a humdudgeon about a
scart on the pow."

—

Scott ; Guy Mannering, ch, xxiii.

* bu-mect', v.t. [Lat. humeeto, from humectus
="moist, wet; hutneo = to be wet or moist

;

Fr. humecter.] To make moist or wet ; to
moisten.

" It humecteth the body, or raaketh it moyster and
hotter than is conueniente."—Sir T. Elyot : Governour,
bk. i., ch. xi.

' hu-mect ant, a. & s. [Lat. humectans, pr.

par. of humeeto = to make moist.]

A. As adj. : The same as Diluent (q.v.).

" Which fumes, if they be grosser and humectant,
may raise that diversification of touch, which we
mortals call tasting."—H. More: Immortality of tlie

Soul, bk. iii., ch. iv.

B. As sidjst. : A substance teuding to in-

crease the fluidity of the blood.

* hu-mec -tate, v. t. [Lat. humeetatus, pa.

par. of humeeto = to make moist.] To make
moist or wet ; to moisten.

"Nature draws a moisture into our mouth, to
humectate our meat."—Digby : Of Bodies, ch. xxxv.

hu-mec'-ta-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. humee-
tatus, pa. par. of humeeto.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of making wet or
moist; a watering or moistening.

" That which is concreted by exsiccation or expres-
sion of humidity, will be resolved by humectation,"—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. li., ch. i.

2. Therapeutics :

(1) The steeping of a medicine for a little in
water.

(2) The moistening of a part morbidly
affected.

* hu-mec-tive, a. [Eng. Itumect; -ive.]

Tending or having the power to moisten

;

humectant.

* hum'-e-ry, v.t. [Lat. kumeo—to moisten,
andfacio (pass.^o) = to make.] To make moist
or wet ; to moisten ; to soften with water.

bu'-mer-al, a. [Fr., from Lat. humerus =
the shoulder.] Of or pertaining to the shoul-
der; as, the humeral artery. [Brachial,

, t(l)-l

humeral veil, s.

Roman Ritual : An oblong scarf of the same
material as the vestments, worn by the sab-

deacon at high mass, when he holds the paten
between the Offertory and the Paternoster

;

by the priest when he raises the monstrance to

give Benediction (q.v.) with the Blessed Sacra-

ment ; and by priests and deacons when they
remove the Blessed Sacrament or carry it in

procession. The humeral-veil is worn round
the shoulders, and the paten, pyx, or mon-
strance is wrapped in it. (See duties of Levites

in Numbers iv.) {Addis & Arnold.)

bu'-mer-us, *. [Lat.]

Anatomy

:

1. Human : The long bone of the arm, con-
sisting of a shaft, an upper extremity articu-

lating with the glenoid cavity of the scapula,

and an inferior articulating with the radius
and the ulna (q.v.).

2. Compar. ; The bone of the upper arm in

the vertebrata.

hu-met', hu-mette , a. [Fr. huviette.]

Her. : A term applied to a chevron, fesse,

bend cross, &c, when cut
(

off or couped, so that the
'

extremities do not reach
as far as the sides of the
escutcheon.

bum' - bum,
doubtful.]

[Etym.

**
Fabric: A plain, coarse

cotton, cloth, made in
India. humet.

bu'-mic, a. [Lat. humus = the ground ; Fr.
humique.] Of, pertaining to, or derived from
mould.

humic-acid, s. [Ulmic-acid.]

* hu ml-cu-ba tion, s. [Lat. humi = on
the ground, and cubo = to lie.] The act or
practice of lying on the ground.

" Fasting, and sackcloth, and ashes and tear3, and
humicubations, used to be companions of repoutance.

"

— Bramhall.

hu -mid, a. [Fr. humide, from Lat. humidus,
umidus = moist ; from humeo, umeo = to be
wet or moist ; Sp. humedo ; Port, humido ;

Ital. umido.] Moist, containing moisture,
wet, watery, damp.

hu-mid'-i-t$r, *hu-mld-i-tee, s. [Fr. hu-
midite, from humide = moist ; Sp. humidad,
humedad ; Ital. umiditd.] The quality or state

of being humid or moist ; moisture, damp ; a
moderate degree of wetness, sufficient to be
visible to the eye or touch.

" To keep the principal part of the surface of the
eye under cover, and to preserve it in a due 3tate of
humidity"—Paley : natural Theology, ch, xvi., § 7.

hu-mid-ness, s. [Eng. humid; -ness.] The
same as humidity (q.v.).

* hu'-mi-fuse, a. [Lat. humi = on the ground,
and fusits = poured out, pa. par. of /undo =
to pour out.]

Bot. : Spread over the surface ofthe ground.
Called also procumbent.

* hu -mile, «. [Lat. humilis.] Lowly, humble.

*hu'-mile, *hu myle, v.t. [Humile, a.]

To humble, to abase.
" He humyled hymselfe rightswetely to the prince."—Berners : Eroissart ; Cronycle, vol. i., ch. cexxxi.

* hu mil -l-ant, a. [Lat. humilians, pr. par.
of* humilio == to humiliate (q.v.).] Humili-
ating. {Browning.)

hu-mll l ate, v.t. [Lat. humiliatus, pa. par.
of humilio = to humiliate ; humilis = humble
(q.v.); Fr. humilier ; Sp. humillar; Ital. umi-
liare.] To humble ; to lower in one's own
estimation, or that of others ; to abase, to
mortify.

" We should humiliate and deiect our selues in the
sight of his maiestie."

—

Either : On Prayer.

Hu-mll-i-a'-ti, s. pi. [Nom. masc. pi. of Lat.
humiliatus = abased, humbled.]
Church History

:

1. A reformed Benedictine Order, founded
in a.d. 1017, by some Milanese gentlemen ;

suppressed by Pius V, in 1571, on account of
the attempted assassination, by some of its

members, of St. Charles Borromeo, who wished
to reform them.

2. An order of men and women in Lombardy,
living by rule and in community ; dissolved
by Lucius III. and Innocent III. for heretical
teaching and superstitious practices. (Orby
Shipley .)

hu-mll-i-a -tion, s. [Lat. humiliatio, from
humiliatus, pa. par. of humilio ; Fr. humilia-
tion ; Sp. humillacion ; Ital. umiliazione.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of humiliating, humbling, or
mortifying ; an abating of pride or self-confi-

dence ; mortification.
" Life seemed worth purchasing by any humiliation."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

2. The state of being humiliated orhumbled;
abasement.

II. Theol. {Of Christ) : The descent by the
Second Person of the Trinity from his throne
of heavenly glory; his birth as a child of
humble rank ; the insults he had to sustain

during his brief ministry ; his arrest, trial,

unjust condemnation, execution, and tem-
porary burial.

" Therefore thy humiliation shall exalt [

With thee thy manhood also to this throne."
Milton : P. L., iii. 318.

bu-mil'-i-ty, * hu-mil-i-tee, s. [O. Fr,

humeliteit (Fr. humilite). from Lat. humilita-

tem, accus. of humilltas, from humilis = hum-
ble ; Sp. liumildad; Ital. umilita.]

1. The qualitj' or state of being humble

;

freedom from pride, arrogance, or self-confi-

dence ; lowliness or humbleness of mind

;

modesty ; a deep sense of one's own unworthi-

ness in the sight of God, and submission to

the Divine will ; self-abasement with contri-

tion or penitence for sin.

" She knew it, she had failed

In sweet humility.'' Tennyson Princess, vii. 214.

2. Affability, courtesy, condescension.

"[I] dressed myself in such humility.
That I did pluck allegiance from men's hearts,"

Shakesp. : 1 Henry l\'., iii. 2.

* 3. Kindness, benevolence, humanity.
" Plant in tyrants mild humility.''

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 3.

hu'-min, s. [Lat. = humus (the ground), and
-in.] [Vegetable-mould.]

hu-mir-i-a'-c;e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hu-

miri{um); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : A genus of hypogynous exogens, al-

liance Ericales. It consists of trees or shrubs
with balsamic juice, simple, alternate, coria-

ceous, feather-veined leaves without stipides ;

the flowers in terminal or axillary cymes or
corymbs, calyx imbricated in five divisions,

the petals five, the stamens hypogynous,
twenty or more, style simple, stigma five-

lobed, ovary superior, five-celled, each with
one or two suspended ovules ; fruit drupa-
ceous. Genera about three, species eighteen
or more, all from tropical America. (Lindley.)

hu-mir lads, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. humiri(um);
Eng. pi, suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Humiriaceae (q.v.).

hu-mir'-i-um, s. [Latinised from houmiri,
the name given to Humirium floribundum in
French Guinea, or umire that in Brazil.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Hu-
miriaceae (q.v.). The flowers are in cymes,
the stamens twenty, the disc ten-lobed. About
twelve species are known, all from South
America. The trunk of Humiriumfloribundum
being wounded, there issues a yellow fragrant
liquid balsam, called Balsam of Copaiva, or of
Umiri. That of H. balsamiferum has a red-
dish colour, and smells like storax ; an oint-

ment prepared from it is used externally
against pain in the joints, and the balsam it-

self is employed as a remedy for blennorrhea
and taenia. The wood is employed in Guiana
for house building, and the resinous bark is

used by the natives for flambeaux.

hu' mite, s. [Named after Sir Abram Hume,
in whose cabinet it was first noticed as a dis-

tinct species.]

Min. : According to Dana a variety of Chon-
drodite ; the Brit. Mus. Cat. makes it a distinct

species. It is a yellow, brownish, or white
mineral, with polished, glassy, transparent, or
translucent crystals ; hardness, 3

-

17 to 3*23.

Compos.: silica, 33 '26 to 36*67; magnesia,
56-83 to 60-08

; protoxide of iron, 1*67 to 2-40;

fluorine, 2
-61 to 5'04. Found in a granitoid

rock ejected from Mount Somma. (Dana, &c.)

hum mel, hum le, hum ble, <>,. [Sw. &
Icel. ha'mla = to hamstring, to mutilate.]

Without horns ; having no horns.
" I gat the humle cow,'that's the best in the byre

;
frae

black Francis Inglis."

—

Scott : Old Mortality, ch. iv.

hum mel, v.t. [Hummel, a.] To separate
or free from the awns ; said of barley.

bum'-mel-ler, s. [Eng. hummel, v. ; -er.]

One who, or that which, hummels ; specif., a
hummelling-machine.

hum mel ling, pr. par., a., & 5. [Hummel,
v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or operation of free-
ing or separating barley from the awns.

hummelling-machine, s. A machine
for breaking off the awns of barley. It con-

fofiil. bo^; pout, jlfel; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f,

-cian, -tiau -shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -tion, -sion-zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = sbus. -ble, -die, &c, =bel, del.
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sists of a vertical shaft provided with beaters

at several different levels and revolving rapidly

in a cylindrical case so as to beat the grain as

it falls.

* hiim'-mer, s. [Eng. Kwm; -er.] One who,

or that which, hums ; a bee ; hence, an ap-

plauder.
" What i9 more soothing than the pretty hummer
That stays one moment in hii open flower?

"

Keats : Sleep & Poetry.

hum'-mirig, pr. par,, a., & s. [Hum, v.]

A. -4s pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. -4s adjective

:

1. Making a noise like a bee or other insect

;

buzzing ; making a low, continued droning or

murmuring noise.
" Summing rivera, by hia cabin creeping."

P. Metcher : Piscatory £cl, 2.

2. Causing a humming or buzzing in the

head ; strong ; applied to ale.

"With humming ale encouraging his text"
Dryden . Wife of Bath's Tale, 38.

C. As subst. : The act of making a 1mm ; a

hum. *

"The humming of bees is an unequall buzzing."—
Bacw : jVaf. Hist., 175.

humming-bird, hum-bird, s.

OmWwlogy :

1. Sing. : One of the Trochilidae (q.v.).

2. PL : Trochilidae, a family of birds, tribe

Tenuirostres. The bill is long and slender,

the tongue bifid and tubular, the wings very
long, the toes long and slender. The plumage
of the males is of the most lively colours,

often with extremely beautiful metallic re-

flections ; the females are of more sombre
tint. The species are exceedingly diminutive.

They hover over flowers, using their long
tongues to lick up, not merely the honey, but
also small insects. Their flight is so rapid as

to elude the eye. The whole family are pecu-
liar to the New "World. There some have a

wide range, as Mellsuga Kingii (Trochilus

fiammifrons), which is found on the west
coast from Lima to the Terra del Fuego, a

distance of about 2,500 miles ; others are

limited in their range, some being West In-

dian only, and others Mexican,

4
Humming-bird bush

;

Bot. : JEschynomene montevidensis.

Humming-bird hawk-moth :

Entom. : Macroglossa stellatarum. The fore

wings are smoky-black with a central black
dot, a waved black line on each side of it, and
indistinct black clouds towards the base ; the
hind wings are tawny, with the base blackish-

brown, and the hind margin reddish-brown.

The body is brownish, varied posteriorly with
black and white. It is seen from May to Sep-

tember in the hottest sunshine feasting on the
honey of flowers, and darting away when ap-

proached ; the larva feeds on bedstraw in

June, July, and August. (Stainton.)

humming-top, s. A top, hollow and
with an opening in the side, which when spun
emits a humming noise,

hum -mock, * horn mock, s. [Eng hump;
dimin. stiff, -ock.]

1. A mound, hillock, or rise of ground above
a level surface.

" We discovered an elevated land to the south of

this. It first appeared in detached hummocks."—Cook :

Second Voyage, bk. iii., ch. iv.

2. A protuberance or ridge formed by pres-

sure or force in an ice-field.

3. Fertile and timbered laud. (American.)

hum -mocked, a. [Eng. hummock ; -ed.]

Resembling hummocks ; characterized by or
i consisting of hummocks.

hum -mock y, «. [Eng. hummock;
of hummocks.

/.] Full

hum-mum,
sweating.

[Fers.] A bath or place for

hu'-mor (or h silent), s. [Humour.]

hu'-mor-al (or h silent), a. [Eng. humor ; -al, ]

Pertaining to or proceeding from the humours.

humoral-pathology, s.

Med. ; A medical hypothesis that many, if

not most diseases arise from a morbid state of

the blood. Galen's doctrine of humours laid

the foundation of it. Hermann Boerhaave
(11568-1738) was* one of its great advocates.

Under the influence of Professor Cullen (1712-

1790) and others the humoral pathology was
largely ignored, though in certain respects it

still holds its ground. Chlorosis, jaundice, and
gout are attended by a morbid condition of
the blood and other animal fluids. Called also

Galen ism, humorisin, and humoralism (q.v.).

* hu'-mor-al-ism (or h silent), .-. [Eng.

humoral; -ism.]

1. The quality or state of being humoral.

2. The doctrine that diseases proceed from
the humours. [Humoral-pathology.]

* hu'-mor-al -1st (or h silent), s. [Eng,

humoral; -ist.) One who supports the doc-

trine of humoralism.

* nu-mdV-iC (or h silent), a. [Eng. humor

;

-ic.] Of or pertaining to humour or humours.

* hu-mdr-if '

-Ic (or h silent), a. [Lat. humor
=" humour, and facio (pass, fio) = to make.]
Producing or tending to produce humour.

* hu'-mdr-ism (or h silent), s. [Eng. humor;
-ism.}

I. Ord. Lang. : The manner or disposition

of a humourist ; humour.

II. Med.: The humoral pathology (q.v.);

humoralism, Galeuism.

hu -mor 1st, hu'-mour-ist (or h silent),

s. [Eng. humor; -ist; Ft. humoriste; Ital,

umorista.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. One in whom one of the four humours,
held to produce the diversity of tempera-
ments in different individuals, predominated

;

\ one who has a vitiated or distempered condi-

tion of the humours ; one who has violent or

disordered passions.

"The peccant humours and humourists must be
discovered and purged."—Bacon : To ViUierh.

* 2. One who has odd humours or conceits ;

one who conducts himself by his own fancies

;

one who gratifies his own humours, inclina-

tions, or conceits ; an eccentric or whimsical
person.

" He lived as a lodger at a house of a widow-woman,
and was a great humourist m all the parts of his life,"
—Addison: Spectator, No. 101.

3. One who sets himself to amuse others
;

a droll, a merry-andrew.
"The desire the humourist hath to be some body,

and to have a name above those of common apprehen-
sion, will be sure to actuate the scoffing vein,"

—

Glan-
vill : A Whip for the Droll, § 2.

4. One who is full of humour or wit ; one
whose writings or conversation abounds with
humour or wit ; a wag, a wit.

" The reputation of wits and humourists."—Addison;
Spectator, No. 35.

II. Med. : A believer in the humoral patho-
logy (q.v.); a Galenist.

hu-mdr-Ist'-Ic (or h silent), a. [Eng. humor-
istj -ic] Pertaining to or resembling a
humorist.

* hu'-mor-ize, * hu -mour-ize (or h silent),

v.i. [Eng. humor; -ize.} To accommodate
one's self to the humour of any person or thing.

* hu'-mor-less, humour less (or h
silent), a. [Eng. humor ; -less.] Destitute
of humour.

hu-mdr-ol'-o-gy (or h silent), s. [Eng.

humor ; o connective, and Gr. Aoyos (logos) =
discourse.] The study of humour. (Southey :

The Doctor, interchap. xiii.)

hu mor ous, hu -mour-ous (or h silent),

a. [Eng. humor; -ous.]

* 1. Moist, damp, wet.
" He hath hid himself among these trees
To be consorted with the humorous night."

Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, ii. 1.

* 2. Ruled or governed by the humours or
inclinations ; capricious, fickle-minded ; one
in whom one of the four humours, supposed
to produce diversity of temperament, pre-
dominated.

"A vain, giddy, shallow humorous youth."
Shakesp. ; Benry V., ii. 4.

*3. Supporting the doctrine of humorism.
" So, self-conceited, play the humorous Platonist."

Drayton ; Poiy-Olbion, s. 5.

L Full of humour ; exciting or tending to
excite mirth or laughter

;
jocular, playful,

witty.

"The story of the satire Marsyas, who contended
with Apollo, which I think is more humorous."—
Addison: On Italy.

*5. Sad, sorrowful.
" A very beadle to a humorous sigh." —

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iii. 1.

hu'-mor-ous-ly, hu'-mour-ous-ly (or h
silent), adv. [Eng. humorous; -ly.)

* 1, In a capricious, fickle, or whimsical
manner; capriciously, eccentrically.

" We resolve rashly, sillily, or humorously, upon no
reasons that will hold."—Calamy.

2. In a humorous, jocular, or witty manner
;

wittily, jocosely.
" When a thing is humorously described, our burst

of laughter proceeds from a very different cause."

—

Goldsmith: Polite Learning, ch. xi.

fcu mor ous ness, hu mour-ous-ness
(or h silent), s. [Eng. humorous; -ness.]

*1, The quality or state of being humorous,
or led by one's inclination or fancies; capri-

ciousness, caprice, fickleness.

"It must be extreme humorousness to deny a Provi-
dence in thein."—Goodman.

2. Humour, jocularity, playfulness, witti-

ness.

*3. Peevishness, petulance.

hu ' - mor - some, hu - xnour - some (or

h silent), a. [Eng. humor; -some.]

* 1. Full of, or led by, caprice or fancies

;

capricious, peevish, petulant, whimsical.

"Keep him from being humoursome, singular, and
phantastick."—South: Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 8.

2. Humorous, witty, jocular.
" Masquerades, where the wit of both sexes is alto-

gether taken up in <
*

disguises."

—

Swift.

* hu -mor-some-ly, * hu-mour-some-
ly, adv. [Eng. humorsome; -ly.]

1. In a humorsome manner ; capriciously,
peevishly, petulantly.

2. In a humorous, playful, or witty manner:
humorously.

"This was a thing humourously expressed, where-
as the other seems to be perfect nonsense. "—Cudworth :

Intell. System, p. 107.

t hu'-mor -some -ness, t hu'-mour-
some-ness (ur h silent), s. [Eng. humor-
some; -ness.] Caprice; the mood of one who
is in ill humour without proper cause.

" 1 never blame a lady for her humorsomeness eo
much as, in my mind, I blame her mother."

—

Richard-
son: Grandison, iv. 2o.

hu'-mour (or h silent), s. [Ft. humeur; O. Fr.,

Prov., Sp., & Port, humour, all from Lat.

humor = a liquid, fluid, moisture, humeo = to
be moist ; Gr. x^os (chuncs) = juice, liquid ;

xe'w (ched) = to pour ; to become liquid ; cf.

also Gr. ilu (huo) = to wet.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. (Of things material) : A tendency to
disease or disease itself.

" The child had a humour, which was cured by the
waters of Glastonbury."—Fielding.

H See also II. 2.

2. Of things mental

:

* (1) A proud conceit ; an erroneous notion
arising from an ill-balanced physical or men-
tal temperament.

"To lay down their gigantic humours, and become
as our Saviour Christ."—Henry More : Grand Mystery
of Godliness, viii. 15.

(2) A manifestation ofpettishness or peevish-
ness.

" Those humours taste as wine upon the fret
Which idleuess and weariness beget."

Cowper: Retirement, 761.

(3) A caprice ; a, whim entertained at the
moment.
" It is the curse of kings to be attended
By slaves that take their humours for a warrant"

Shakesp. : King John, iv. 2.

(4) Mental or moral tendency
;
predominant

inclination
;
general turn or temper of mind.

" The dark and sullen humour of the time."
Cowper : Table Talk, 616.

(5) A disposition to look at things from the
mirthful point of view.
" Sorrow has, since they went, subdued and tamed
The playful humour:' Cowper : Task. vi. 47.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat., £c. : A liquid, a fluid. [If 1.]

2. Phys. : According to Galen, &c, there
are four humours, blood, choler, phlegm, and
melancholy, lying at the bases respectively of
the sanguineous, the bilious, the phlegmatic, .

and the melancholic temperaments. He be-
lieved that if all these humours were mixed
in equal proportions, the temperament was
a perfect one, but if, as was almost always
the case, some one markedly predominated,

fate, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ss, oe = e; ey = a. qu=kw.
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then a person would show certain, mental
peculiarities produced by, or at least. in har-
mony with the particular humour which pre-
ponderated in his physical temperament.

3. Mental Phil. : A mental faculty which
tends to discover incongruous resemblances be-
tween things which essentially differ, or essen-
tial differences between things put forth as
the same ; the result being internal mirth or
an outburst of laughter. Wit does so likewise,
but the two are different. Humour has deep
human sympathy, and loves men while rais-

ing a laugh against their weaknesses. Wit is

deficient in sympathy, and there is often a
sting in its ridicule. Somewhat contemptu-
ous of mankind, it has not the patience to
study them thoroughly, but must content it-

self with noting superficial resemblances or
differences. Humour is patient and keenly
observant, and penetrates beneath the surface

;

whilst, therefore, the sallies of wit are often
onesided and unfair, those of humour are, as a
rule, just and wise.

IT 1. Aqueous humour ; [Aqueous, Eye].

*2. Bad humour:
* (1) Such predominance of one of the four

humours [II. 2] as to permanently make a bad
or undesirable temperament.

(2) Bad temper for the moment, or for a
short time.

3. Good humour :

* (1) Such predominance of one of the four
humours [II. 2] so as to make the tempera-
ment good.

(2) [Good-humour.]

i. Vitreous humour : [Eye, Vitreous].

TT Humour is general ; caprice is particular :

"humour maybe good or bad ; caprice is always
taken in a bad sense. Humour is always in-

dependent of fixed principle ; it is the feeling
or impulse of the moment ; caprice is always
opposed to fixed principle, or rational motives
of acting ; it is the feeling of the individual
setting at nought all rule, and defying all rea-
son. (Crabb ; Eng. Synon.)

hu'-mour, humor (ft silent), v.t. [Hu-
mour, s.]

1. To accommodate one's self or things to the
humour of another ; to comply or fall in with
theinclination, humour,or caprices ; to gratify,

to indulge, to give way to ; to soothe by com-
pliance.

" By hum-ouring the mind in trifles, ~we teach it to
piesuine on its own importunity."—Burd : Sermons,
vol. vii., aer. 48.

2. To adapt one's self to ; to endeavour to
suit or meet the peculiarities or demands of.

"Tis my "part to invent, and the musician's to
humour that invention."—Dryden : Albion. IPref.)

hu'-mour-ist, s. [Humorist.]

hu'-mour- oils, a. [Humorous.]

hu'-mous, a. [Lat. humus= the ground.]

Chem. : Contained in or derived from humus
or vegetable mould (q.v.).

humous acids, s. pi. [Humus-acid.]

hump, s. [A nasalized form of heap (q.v.)

;

cogn. with Dut. homp ; Low Ger. hump,] A
swelling or protuberance ; specifically, a pro-
tuberance caused by a crooked back.

" I found upon his near approach that it was only a
natural hump."—Addison : Spectator, No. 558.

hump -back, s. [Eng. hump, and back.]

1. A crooked back ; high shoulders.

t* " The eldest son of Philip, then chief of the family,

[was] boru with an humpback and very high nose."—
Tatler, No. 75.

2. One who has a crooked back ; a hunch-
back.

3. (PI): [Humpbacked whales],

If The Bermuda Humpback

:

Zool. : A whale, Megaptera americana, found
in Bermuda from March to the end of May.
It is killed for its baleen and its oil ; the

negroes eat the flesh. The Cape -Humpback
is M. Poeskop. [Humpbacked-whales.]

hump-backed, a. [Eng. humpback; -ed.]

Having a humped or crooked back ; hunch-

backed.
r "I could not from my heart forbear pitying the poor* fcump&acfcetZgentleman."—Addison: Spectator, No.529.

humpbacked-whales, humpbacks,
3. pi.

Zool. : The cetaceous genus Megaptera. The
flippers are one-third to one-fifth the length

of the body. They are akin to the finners,

but are shorter and more robust. A specimen
of Megaptera longimana, taken near Newcastle,
and described by Dr. Johnston, of Berwick,
was named Johnston's Humpbacked Whale.
It is called also Bakenoptera Boops, [Bal^n-
OPTERA. ]

humped, a. [Eng. hump; -ed.] Having a
hump or protuberance, especially on the back.

"The humped cattle in forests, and the colonies of
heavers."—Elton: Origins of Eng. Mist,, p. 8.

* humped-back,* humpt-back, a.k s.

A. As adj. : Having a crooked back ; hunch-
backed.

"A straight-shouldered man as one would desire to
see, but a little unfortunate in a humpt-back."—
Guardian, No. 102.

B. As subst. : A humped or crooked back.

humph, interj. [Hum.] An exclamation of

doubt, deliberation, or contempt ; hum.

humph, v. i. [Humph, s. ] To mutter an inter-

jectional sound like humph. (Miss Austen

:

Mansfield Park, ch. xlv.)

hum-strum, if. [Eng. hum, and strum.]

'

1. A Jew's harp ; a rudely-constructed
musical instrument.

2. Music indifferently or incorrectly played.

hu'-mu-lin, s. [Eng., &c. humuUiis); -in.]

Chem. : A bitter principle, soluble in alcohol,

slightly in water, and insoluble in ether ; con-
tained in hops.

hum'-'U- liis, s. [Mod. Lat., from Lat. humus
= the* ground, because the hop, when unsup-
ported, creeps along the ground.]

Bot. : A genus of Cannabinacese. Only known
species Humulus Lupulus, the Common Hop.
[Hop.]

hu-mus, s. [Lat.] [Vegetable-mould.]

humus-acid, s.

I, Chemistry:

1. Gen. (PL): Acids existing in vegetable
mould.

2. Spec. (Sing.) : Humic-acid, the same as
Ulmic acid (q.v.).

II. Geol. : Humic-acids have the power of
dissolving peroxide of iron, as may be seen
whenever peat overlies red sand or when a
rotten root penetrates such sand. (Darwin:
Formation of Vegetable Mould, &c, ch. v.)

hunch, s. [A nasalized form of hook (q.v.).]

1. A hump ; a protuberance, especially on
the back.

2. A thick piece ; a lump : as, a hunch of

bread.

3. A push or blow with the fist or elbow.

hunch, v.t. [Hunch, s.]

*1, To crook ; to make hunched or humped.
" Thy crooked mind within hunch'd out thy back,
And wander'd in thy limbs." Dryden. {Todd.}

2. To give a blow with the fist or elbow ; to
push.

" Then Jack's friends began to hunch and push one
another."

—

Arbuthnot : History of John Bull, ch. xiii.

hunch-back, 5. [Eng. hxinch, and back.]

1. A humpback, a crooked back.

2. A hunchbacked person.

hunch'-backed, a. [Eng. hunch, andbacked.]
Having a hunched or crooked back ; hump-
backed.

"The hunchbacked dwarf who urged forward the
fiery onset of France."

—

Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xx.

hunched, a. [Eng. hunch; -ed.] Crooked,
humped.

" The back is quite hunched, and the lower part of
the back-bone strangely distorted."

—

Pennant ; Brit.
Zoology ; The Perch.

hun'-di, s. [Hoondee.]

hun'-dred, * hon-dred, * hun-dreth,
* hun-drid, a. & s. [A.S. hundred; from
hund = a hundred, and red, ntd = speech,
discourse, reckoning; Icel. hundradh; 0. H.
Ger. hunterit; O. Fris. hundered; Dan. hun-
dreds; Sw. hxtndra, hundrade; Dut. honderd;
0. H. Ger. hunt; Goth, hund; Wei. cant;
Gael, clad; Ir. cead; Lat. centum; Gr. eKarov
(hekaton); Sansc. gata, all = a hundred.]

A. -4s adj. : Ten times ten ; a number con-
sisting of ten multiplied tenfold.

" Everich of you shal bring an hundred knightes."
Chaucer: C. 2'., 1,853.

B. As substantive

:

1. The product of ten multiplied by ten ; a
number, collection, or sum consisting of ten

times ten individuals or units.

"Thei saten doun by parties by hundrids and by
tyes."

—

Wyclijfe: Markvi.

2. A division of a county in England, sup-

posed to be named from originally containing

one hundred families or freemen.
" In these cases of felonious destruction of property

the law gives to the parties injured a civil remedy
against the hundred in which the premises are situated,

provided the persons damnified go within seven days
before a justice of the peace, state upon oath the names,
of the offenders, if known, and become bound to pro-

secute."—Blacketone ; Comment., bk, iv., ch. 11.

% A long hundred, a great hundred: The
sum or number of one hundred and twenty.

hundred-court, s. (See extract-)
" A hundred-court is only a larger court-baron, being-

held for a particular hundred instead of a manor. The
free suitors are here also the judges, and the steward
the registrar."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk. iii,, ch. 2.

Hundred Days, s. pi.

Hist. : The period between March 20, 1815,

the day on which Napoleon I. entered Paris
after his escape from Elba, and June 29 of the
same year, when he left it finally.

hundred - fold, ' hundred - folde,
* hundrid-fold, s. One bundled times as
many.

hundred-legs, s.

Entom. : A centipede (q.v.).

* hundred-penny, s. A tax formerly
collected by the sheriff or lord of a hundred.

hundred - weight, s. In avoirdupois
weights, a weight containing 112 pounds. It
is subdivided into four quarters, each contain-
ing twenty-eight pounds. It is usually written
cwt., where c = Lat. centum = a hundred, and
wt = Eng. weight. Twenty hundredweights
make one ton. A long hundred-weight is 180
pounds.

* hun'-drcd-er, * nun'- dred- or, s. [Eng.
hundred; -er, -or.]

1. One who is an inhabitant or a freeholder

of a hundred.

2. One who has the jurisdiction of a hun-
dred ; the bailiff of a hundred.

" Bundredors, aldermeu, magiRtratea, &c."

—

Spel-
man : Of the Ancient Government of England.

3. One who may be a member of a jury in
any dispute respecting land in the hundred to
which he belongs.

* hun'-dred-or, a. [Hundreder.]

hun'-dredth, a. &s. [Eng. hundred; 4h.}

A. As adjective:

1. The ordinal of a hundred ; next in order
to the ninety-ninth.

2. Being one of a hundred parts or units
into which anything is divided.

B. As substantive :

1. That one which comes next after the
ninety-ninth.

2. One of a hundred parts or units into
which anything is divided; the quotient of
one divided by a hundred.

hiing, pret. &pa. par. of v. [Hang, v.]

hung beef, s. Dried beef; beef slightly

salted and hung up to dry.

Hun-gar'-l-an, a. & s. [Eng. Hungary; -aw.)

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Hungary.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native or inhabitant of Hungary.

2. The language spoken by the Hungarians.

Hungarian-leather, s.

Leather : A white leather originally made in
and imported from Hungary, but now manu-
factured in other countries.

Hungarian-lotus, s.

Bot. ; Nymphaa thermalis. (Paxton.)

Hun'-ga-ry, s. [Lat. Named after the Huns,
an ancfent Asiatic race, probably from Mon-
golia or Tartary, their seat being on the north
of the great wall of China, which was built to
check their incursions. In the first century
of the Christian era they took possession of
the whole country between the Tanais and
the Volga. In a.d. 375 they crossed the
Dnieper and defeated the Goths, driving them
across the Danube into the Roman province

boll, boy; pout, j6^1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
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of Pannonia (now Hungary). Under their king,

Attila, in a.d. 434, they overran the greater
part of Europe, and even compelled the
Romans to pay tribute. After the death of

Attila, the various tribes of which they were
composed, being weakened by internal divi-

sions, fell an easy prey to the Goths, who
drove them beyond, the Tanais. In appearance
they were dark, with small, deep-set and black
eyes, broad shoulders, and no beard.]

Hungary-balsam, s.

Bot., £c. : A balsam derived from Pinus
Pmnilio.

Hungary-water, s. A distilled water
prepared from the tops of flowers of rosemary
or other aromatic substances ; so called be-

cause first prepared fur a queen of Hungary.

hun'-ger, * hon-ger, * hun-gur, s. [A.S.

hunger ; cogn. with Icel. hungr ; S\v. & Dan.
hunger ; Dut. hanger; Goth, hubrus ; Ger.

hunger.}

1. A strong desire of food ; a craving for food
by the stomach ; a painful sensation caused
by the want of food.

" Hunger is only a warning of the vessels being in
such a state of vacuity, as to require a fresh supply of
aliment."—Arbuthnot : On Aliments, ch. vii.

2. A famine ; a lack of food.

"And he ordeynde him souereyn on Egipte and on
al his houa, & hungur cam into al Egipte and Chanaau."
— Wycliffe : Dedis vii.

t 3. Any strong or violent desire ; an eager
longing : as, a hunger for riches.

" The immaterial felicities we expect, do naturally
suggest the necessity of preparing our appetites and
hungers for them."—Decay of Piety.

* hunger - baned, u,. Afflicted with
hunger ; starving.

"We heyng there were hunger-baned and famyshed,
and among you so poors and nedye, that to gette our
dayly lyuyng, fayne were we to sows lether. '— Udal :

1 Cor. iv.

hunger -bit, * hunger bitten, «..

Afflicted, pained, or pinched with hunger.
" When euerye man for lack is hunger-bitten."—Sir

J. Cheke: Burt of Sedition.

t hunger-cure, s.

Med. : An obsolete method of attempting
4he cure of various diseases by enjoining ex-
cessive abstinence from food.

* hunger-pined, a. Pinched, weakened,
or wasted away with hunger.

,

" Some hunger-pined, and some miserably famished
and starved.'—Strype: Memorials; Queen Mary (an.
1555).

hunger-rot, s. A disease in sheep caused
by poor feeding.

* hunger-starved,* honger-sterven,
a. Starved or famished with hunger

; pinched
with want of food.

" Go, go, cheer up thy hunger-starved men."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., i. 5.

* hunger-Stung, a. Pinched or weakened
with hunger.

hunger-weed, «.

Bot. : Ranunmdus arvensis.

* hunger-worm, s. Insatiable hunger.
{Adams: Works, i. 161.)

'hun'-ger, v.i, & t. [A.S. hyngran; Icel.

hnngra; O.H.Ger. hungeren; Goth, huggrjan.]

A. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To feel the pain or sensation of
hunger ; to crave for food ; to want food ; to
be hungry.

"Ye han not red what Dauith dide whanne he
hungride and thei that weren with him."— Wycliffe:
Luke vi.

2. Fig. : To desire or long eagerly; to crave.
"* " Dost thou so hunger for my empty chair?"

Shokesp. : 8 Henry IV , iv. 5.

B. Trans. : To make hungry ; to starve, to
famish.

* nun -gered, * hun-gride, * hun-gred,
a. [Eng. hunger; -ed.] Hungry; in want of
food. {Milton : P. R., i. 309.)

* hiin'-ger-er, s. [Eng. hunger; -er.] One
who hungers ; one who longs eagerly.

hun'-ger-lin, s. [Def.] A kind of short
furred robe, so called because it was intro-

duced from Hungary.
" A letter or an epistle should be short-coated; . . .

a hungerlin becomes a letter more handsomely than a
gown."

—

Howell : Familiar Letters.

* hun'-ger-ly, * hon-ger-liche, u. & adv.

'[Eng. hunger ; -ly,]

A. As adj. : Hungry, wanting food, starved,
famished; hence, weak, thin.

" His beard
Grew.thin and hungerly."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iii. 2.

B. As adv. : Hungrily; with keen appetite

;

like one hungry.
" They are all but stomachs, and we all but food

;

They eat us hungerly." Shakesp. : Othello, iii. 4.

* hun-gred (re as er), a. [Hungered.]

hun'-gri-ly, adv. [Eng. hungry; -ly.] In a
hungry manner ; with keen appetite.

" When on harsh acorns hungrily they fed."
Dryden .' Juvenal. \Todd.)

v hun'- gri - oils, u. [Eng. hunger ; -ious. ]

Hungry.

* hun'-gri-oiis-ness, s [Eng. hungrious

;

-ness.] Hunger,
" Whan was . . , the pore hungriousnes lease re-

freslied.tb.au now."— Udal : Ephes. (Prol.)

hun'-gry, * hun-gri, a. [A.S. hungrig.]

1. Feeling a sensation of hunger ; having a
keen appetite ; wanting food.

" Clients of old were feasted ; now a poor
Divided dole ia dealt at th' outward door

;

Which by the hungry rout ia soon dispatched,"
Dryden : Juvenal, sat. i.

2. Emaciated, thin.

" Cassiua has a lean and hungry look."
Shakesp. ; Julius Cmsar, i. 2.

3. Barren, poor ; not rich or prolific ; want-
ing in sustenance.

" In rushy grounds springs are found at the first and
second apit, and sometimes lower in a hungry gravel."—Mortimer : Husbandry.

4. Longing or craving eagerly for something.
" Blind Orion hungry for the morn."

Keats : Endymion, ii. 198.

hungry-rice, s.

Bot. : The name given at Sierra Leone to
Paspalum exile.

hunk, s. [Hunch. ] A large lump or piece

;

a hunch.

hiink'-er, s. [Hunker, v., as denotiug one
willing to sit still, and disinclined to move ('?).]

In the United States a politician of the Old or
Conservative Democrat party.

hunk -er, v.i. [Nasalized from Icel. hokra -=

huka = to sit on one's hams ; O. Dut. huycken,
huken = to stoop, to crouch.] To squat or
crouch with the body resting on the calves of
the legs.

hunk -er-ism, s. [Eng. hunker, s. ; -ism.]

The doctrines or policy of the hunkers ; oppo-
sition to progress. (American.)

hunk' ers, s. pi. [Hunker, v.] The hams,
the haunches.

hunks, s. [Etym. doubtful
; perhaps con-

nected with hunk (q.v.).] A miser ; a sordid,
stingy fellow.

"The close hunks has Bcraped up twenty shillings."
—Tatler, No. 30.

hu-noo-man, han-u-man, s. [Sansc,
Mahratta, &c.]

1. Zool. : The sacred monkey of India, Sem-
nopithecus Entellus. It is yellowish-white,
with the eyebrows black and has a long tail.

It is so much venerated by the Hindoos, that
any European firing at one in a half, or even
totally wild state, will find his life in danger
from the people. It exists in large numbers
in parts of India, eating quantities of fruit.

2. Indian Mythol. & Religion : The Indian
monkey god. It is believed that Kawana, a
man or monster inhuman form, from Ceylon,
having enjoyed the hospitality of King Rama,
of Ayodhya (Oude), basely took away by force
Seeta, the queen of his entertainer. To re-
cover his spouse, and inflict punishment on
Kawana, Rama assembled an army and made
an expedition to Ceylon. As he passed through
the Central Indian jungles he was joined by
an army of monkeys, under a leader called
Hunooman, who rendered Rama the most
essential service. Hence Hunooman, formed
with a monkey face, is one of the chief objects
of worship at present in India. Rama's expe-
dition may actually have taken place, and the
monkey army may have been the wild human
tribes of the jungle.

hunt, * hont, v.t. & {. [A.S. huntian; allied
to hentan —to take, to seize.]

A. Transitive :

1. To chase, as wild animals, for the purpose

of catching or killing them ; to search or fol-

low after, as game or wild animals.
" Hunting the hart in forests green."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, vi. 2-t

2. To use, manage, or direct in the pursuit

of game or wild animals.
" The hounds have to be hunted through it on foot,''

—Field, Oct. 27, 1883.

3. To direct or manage the pursuit of game
or wild animals in : as, To hunt a county.

i. To pursue or chase game or wild animals
in or over : as, The country was hunted with
foxhounds.

5. To search for, to seek.

"Not certainly affirming anything, but by conferring
of times and monuments, I do hunt out a probability.—Spenser.

* 6. To pursue ; to follow close after.
" Evil shall hunt thevioleut man to overthrow him."

—Psalm cxl. II,

7. To search, to explore.

".Which when by tract they hunted had throughout.
At length it brought them to a hollow cave."

Spenser : F. Q., I. i. 11.

B. Intransitive:

1. To follow the chase; to chase or pursue
game or wild animals with hounds, &c.

2. To pursue game or wild animals.
" The hounds . . . hunted on anything but a good

scent."—Field, Oct. 27, 1883.

3. To pursue, to search, to seek. (Followed
by after or for.)

"He after glory hunted."
Shokesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, i. 1.

hunt's-Up, s. A morning song or a tune
played on the horn under the windows of
sportsmen to arouse them ; hence, anything
intended or calculated to arouse.
" But hunt's-up to the morn the feath'red sylvana

sing." Drayton : Poly-Olbion, § ia.

hunt, honte, s. [Hunt, v.]

1. The act or practice of chasing game or
wild animals with hounds ; the chase.

" The hunt is up, the morn is bright and gray."
Shakes/J.: Titus Andronicus, ii. 2.

* 2. A huntsman. [A.S. hunta.]
" Redy for to ryde

With honte and horn, and hounde him byside,"
Chaucer : C. T., 1,680.

3. A pursuit.
" [II by the happy hollow of a tree,
Escaped the hunt." Shakesp. : Lear, ii. 3.

* 1. A pack of hounds.

5. An association of hunting-men.

6. A portion of a country or district hunted
by a particular pack of hounds.

" Every landowner within the hunt should be careful
to preserve foxes,'—Field, Jan. 28, 1882.

*7. The game captured or killed iu the
chase.

"Boys, ye'll go dress OMihunt."
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iii. 6.

* hunt-counter, s. A hound that runs
back on the scent ; a worthless hound.

" You hunt-counter, hence !

"

Siutkesp. : 2 Henry IV., i. 2.

* hunt-counter, v.i. To go back on the
scent.

" I hunt-counter thus and make them double."

—

Ben
Jonson ; Tale of a Tub, ii. 6.

hunt -the-gowk-errand s. A fool's

errand.
" I thought, just to be sent out on a hunt-tlie-gowfc

erraud wi' a land-louper like that."

—

Scott: Guy Man-
nering, ch. xlv.

hun'-ter, * hunt-are, 6. [Eng. hunt; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. One who follows the chase ; one who
hunts game or wild animals for the sake of
killing or capturing them ; a huntsman.

* 2. A dog employed in hunting
; a hound.

" Of dogs . . . the swift, the slow, the subtle,
The housekeeper, the hunter."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iii. L
3. A horse trained for and ridden in hunting.
" His hunter tranquilly grazing during this esca-

pade."—Field, Jan. 28, 1882.

i. One who hunts, searches, or seeks for any-
thing : as, a house-hunter, a fortune-7t?tu£er.

5. A hunting-watch (q.v.).

II. Technically

:

1. Ornith. : The name given in Jamaica to
a species of cuckoo, Cuculus, or Piaya, plu-
vialis.

2. Zool. (pi). [Hunting-Spiders (q.v.).]

A band or body of* hunter-train,
sportsmen.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw, A
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Hun'-ter, prop. noun. [See compounds.]

Hunter's press, o. A press worked by
fiJHuoter's-scrsw (q.v.).

Hunter's-screw, s. A differential screw,

•named after its inventor, Dr. John Hunter.
[Differential-screw.]

*hunt'-er-ess, * hunt'-er-esse, $. [Hun-
tress.]

liun'-ter-ite, s. [Named by Prof. Haughton
after Rev. Robert Hunter, of Nagpore.] [His-
XOP1TE.]

t Mm. : A Nagpore mineral, the same as
Cimolite (q.v.).

bunt'-Ing, * hunt- yng, pr. par., a., & s.

(Hunt, v.]

A. As pr. par. ; (See the verb).

J5. As adjective :

1. Chasing orpursuing game or wild animals.

2. Pertaining to, connected with, or used
:for or in the sport of hunting.

"So great has been the demand for hunting quar-
ters."—Field, Oct. 27, 1882.

3. Given to or fond of hunting or the chase.

"All the hunting-boxes and 'accommodation for
man and horse ' in the neighbourhood of Navan have
been taken by hunting men either permanently or for
(She eeason. '—Field, Oct. 27, 1882.

C. As substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. : The act or practice of hunt-
ing game or wild animals ; the chase.

""His love and devotion to hounds and hunting,"—
_tf*ieta, Oct. 27, 1882.

2. Campanology : A term in change-ringing.
There are two kinds, hunting up and hunting
down. The first is performed on any number
of bells, by pulling, after the bell which pulled
last after you ; the second is accomplished by
looking out for which bell strikes first of the
set, and altering its number in the set at each
change until it has gone through the full

number of the bells, and then returns to its

original place. Thus, if it be first, it will

next be second, then third, and so on, accord-
ing to the number of bells, and return back-
wards in counting.

hunting-box, s. A temporary residence
occupied for the purpose of hunting ; a hunt-
ing-seat or lodge.

hunting-coat, s. A coat, generally of
scarlet, sometimes of blue or green cloth, worn
in hunting.

hunting-cog, s.

Gearing: A tooth in a cog-wheel which is

one more than a number divisible by the
Tiumber in the pinion with which it engages.
If the pinion contains 8 leaves and the wheel
65 teeth, the 65th, or hunting-cog, prevents
the recurrence of each leaf of the pinion with
every 8th cog of the wheel, which would be
Jthe effect were the relative numbers 8 and 64.

When the numbers are 8 and 65, the wheel
will revolve 8 times and the pinion 65 times
before the same leaves and teeth will be again
•engaged.

hunting-dog, s.

Zool. : Lycaon pictus, one of the Canidce, but
Tesembling the Hyaenidae in having but four

toes on the feet. It is found in South Africa.

hunting-horn, s. A bugle used in the
chase.

" Whilst a boy, Jack ran from school.

Fond of his hunting-horn and pole."
Prior: Alma, ii. 310.

hunting horse, hunting-nag, s A
horse used in hunting ; a hunter.

hunting-lodge, s. A hunting-box (q.v.).

hunting-match, s. A hunt, a chase.

"What ueede wee know anything, that are nobly
tome, more then ahorse-race, or a hunting-match }

"—

Ben Jonson : Discoveries.

hunting-seat, s. A hunting-box (q.v.).

"Built by -one of the Grand Dukes for a hunting-

seat."—Gray: Letter to his Mother.

hunting-spiders, s. pi.

2ooL: Veuantes, a sub-section of Araneidae,

-established by Walcknaer for those spiders

which incessantly run or leap about the

vicinity of their abode to chase and catch

their prey. Some have six, others eight eyes.

Called also hunters. [Vagantes.]

hunting-watch, s.

Hot. : A watch with a metallic case over the

glass for its protection.

Hun -ting-don, *. [See def.]

Geography

:

1. A parliamentary and municipal English
borough, the capital of Huntingdonshire.

2. Huntingdonshire.

*JT Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion

:

Ecclesiol. & Ch. Hist. : The title by which
one of the religious denominations in England
is designated in the Registrar-General's books.
The lady referred to is Selina, Countess of

Huntingdon (1707-1792). She was deeply pious,

and, holding Calvinistic views, sympathised
with Whitefield when he separated in a friendly

way from Wesley, whose theology was Ar-
minian. Her purse and her influence were
ever afterwards at Whitefield's disposal, and
as she felt more than he did the necessity of

Church organization, the denomination which
rose out of his zealous labours was generally
called not Whitefield's, but the Countess of

Huntingdon's Connexion. When she died it

is said that sixty-four such chapels existed.

The number officially enumerated during the
census of 1851 was 109. The Connexion is

so closely akin to the Congregationalist

Churches in doctrine and worship that they
are scarcely to be distinguished except that

some of the former use a portion of the Eng-
lish liturgy. Called also Lady Huntingdon's
Connexion and Huntingdonians.

Hun ting do' ni-ans, a', pi. [Named after

the Countess of Huntingdon ; Eng. pi. suff.

-ians.]

Ecclesiol. & Ch. Hist. : [Huntingdon].

him tress, * hunt'-er-ess, * hunt-er-
esse, s. [Eng. hunter; -ess.] A female who
follows the chase ; a female hunter.

" A huntress issuing from the wood,
Reclining on her cornel spear she stood."

Dryden; Palamon & Arcite, 111. 269.

hunts mac, s. [Eng. hunt's, and man.]

1 1. One who hunts ; one who follows the

chase.
" What ghastly huntsman next arose.

Well may I guess." Scott ; Chase, xlvii.

2. The servant whose office it is to manage
and direct the hounds in hunting.

" Such cause of terror in an empty sound,
So sweet to huntsman, gentleman, and houud."

L'owper : Needless Alarm.

huntsman's cup, s.

Bot. : Sarracenia purpurea.

hunts'-man-Ship, s. [Eng. huntsman ; -ship.]

The act or practice of hunting ; the art, skill,

or qualifications of a huntsman.
" At court your fellows every day

Give the art of rhyming, huntsmanship, or play."
Donne: Love's Excluinge,

hu'-on, s. [From huon, the native name.]
See the compound.

huon-pine, s.

Bot. : M icrocachrys tetragona, a Tasmanian
pine, called also Dacrydium Franklinii,

hur, * hurr, v.i. [From the sound.] To
make a thrilAig or rolling noise.

" R is the dog's letter, and hurreth in the sound."—
Ben Jonson : English Grammar.

hlir'-a, s. [South American name.]

Tint. : A genus of Euphorbiaceae, tribe
Hippomanese. It has monoecious flowers, the
males with a truncate calyx ; stamens many,
united into a column ; style stigma with twelve
or eighteen rays ; capsule with twelve or
eighteen cocci. Hura crepitans is the Sand-
box tree, the woid crepitans referring to the
bursting of the ripe fruit with a loud crack.
The seeds are beautifully sculptured. The
juice of the tree is purgative and emetic.

hu-rau'-lite (au as 6), s. [Hureaulite.]

hur-cheon, s. [Urchin.]

hur -den, har'-den, a.& s. [Hards.]

A. As adj. : Made of hards or coarse flax.

B. As subst. : A kind of coarse linen.

hur -dies, s. pi. [Etym. doubtful ] The but-

tocks. {Scott: Waverley ; Song in ch. xliii.)

hur -die, *her'-dle, *har-dyll, *hur-
del, s. [A.S. hyrdel, a dimin. from a base
* hur, cogn, with Dut. liorde ; Icel. hurdhr

;

M.H.Ger. hurt; Ger. Kurds ;— a hurdle ; Goth.
haurds = a door ; Lat. crates = a hurdle.]

1. Agric. : A rectangular frame, about six

feet long and three feet high, of stakes and split

interwoven withes of hazel, elm, oak, or other

saplings. Hurdles are used in husbandry, in

making temporary enclosures and fences, each

being secured by a ring to a stake. Hurdles
are sometimes made of wood and metal.

"The sled, the tumbril, hurdles and the Sail."

Dryden : Virgil ; Qeorgic i. 245.

2. Fortif. : Twigs, sticks, &c, interwoven

closely and used as revetments in embrasures

to strengthen the parapet and, in an emer-

gency, to stop breaches.

3. Hat-making: A grid of wood or wire, on
which a bunch of felting hair is laid for

bowing.
* L Old Law : A frame or sledge on which

criminals were drawn from the prison to tha

place of execution.
" Usually (by connivance, at length ripened by hu-

manity into law), a sledge or hurdle is allowed to
preserve the offender from the extreme torment of

being dragged on the ground or pavement."

—

Black-
stone: Commentaries, bk. iv., ch. 6.

hurdle-house, s. A house built of hur-
dles or wickerwork ; an extremely common
form of house building among many early

races, and one by no means rare at the pre-

sent day.
" It is still the old town of hurdle-houses and white-

wash."—y. S. Brewer : English Studies, p. 445.

hurdle-race, s. A race for ineu or horses

over hurdles or fences.

hur -die, v.t. [Hurdle, s.] To fence or hedge
in with hurdles ; to enclose with hurdles.

"Alas, how cbang'd the scene ! when there I pitch'd
Those hurdled cotes." Warton : Eel. 5.

hurds, s. [Hards.] The coarse or refuseparts

of flax.

" That many,'taking his chamberlaines in the mauer
with matches, touchwood and hurds."—P. Holland:
Suetonius, p. 192.

hur'-dy-gur'-d^, s. [The first element is

probably an onoinatopoetic name given from
the disagreeable sound; cf. hur = to snarl;
the latter is in all likelihood a reduplication.]

Mu-s. : An instrument of ancient origin,

popular among most of the European nations.

It consists of a flat oblong sounding board,
upon which are stretched four to six strings

of catgut or sometimes wire, two of which.

HURDYGURDY.
a. Sounding-board, b, b. Four bass strings, c. Two

strings which are vibrated by wooden wheel rf.

e. Wheel cover taken off. /. Lid of box contain-
ing hammers, &c.

only are carried direct to the tailpiece, and
tuned in unison, and one or both are stopped
by a simple apparatus of keys, which shortens
the vibratory length to make the melody. The
strings are set in vibration by the friction of
a wooden wheel charged with resin and turned
by means of a handle at one end. The hurdy-
gurdy ia only adapted to the production of
melodies of the simplest kind.

"Hum I plays, I see, upon the hurdugurdy."
Foote : Midas.

*hure, s. [Whobe.]

hu-reau'-lite, hu-rau'-lite (eau, au .is d),
s. [From the commune of Hureaux, near Li-
moges, France, where it occurs.]

Min.: Amonoclinic brownish-orange, rosy,
violet, or nearly colourless mineral, transpa-
rent or translucent, of vitreous or greasy
lustre. Hardness, 5 ; sp. gr. 3'18 to 3*19.

Compos : phosphoric acid, 37*83 to 38'00

;

protoxide of manganese, 32*85 to 41*80
;
prot-

oxide of iron, 675 to 11*10; water, 11*60 to
18*00. Found in granite at Limoges in Hur-
eaux. [Etym.]

hur-een, ». [Mahratta.]

Bot. : A grass, Paspalum scrobiatlatum. It
is perhaps the Ghohona grass (q.v.).

hur'-ka-ru, hur -ka roo, s. [Hind.] An
errand-boy ; a running-footman.

hurl, * harl, v.t. & i. [According- to Skeat,

boll, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; - tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = beL del.
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a contraction of hurtle, itself a frequentative

of hurt (q.v.).] [Hurtle.]

A. Transitive:

1. To throw with violence ; to drive with

great force ; to send whirling or whizzing

through the air ; to dash.

"And thou ah alt view thy sons in crowds to Hades
hurl'd." Byron Childe Harold, i 52.

2. To utter or emit with vehemence or im-

petuosity.

3. To wheel ; to roll ; to carry in a wheeled
conveyance. (Scotch.)

* i. To twist, to turn, to crook.

B. Intransitive :

1. To move rapidly or impetuously ; to dash.
" To hurl into the covert of the grove."

f Thamaon : Summer, 450.

2. To be conveyed or carried in a wheeled
conveyance. {Scotch.)

3. To play at the game of hurling (q.v.
1

).

% For the difference between to hurl and to

throw, see Throw.

hurl, * hurle, s. [Hurl, v. ]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. The act of hurling or throwing with great
force.

"Mountain on mountain thrown
With threatening hurl." Congreve : JVamur.

* 2. A commotion, a disturbance, a tumult,
a riot.

"After this hurle the king was faine to flee."

Mirrourfor Magistrates, p. 358.

II. Bat-making : The table on which the
material for a hat-body or the fur for a nap is

bowed.

hurl'- -bat, s. [Eng. hnrl, and oat.) A whirl-
bat ; a kind of weapon whirled when used.

L "Having strove personally himaelfe . . , athurlbats
audflst-nght."—P. Holiand: Plutarch, p. 633.

hurl -bone, s. [Eng. hurl, and bom.] A bone
near the middle of the buttock of a horse.

hurl er, «. [Eng. hurl; -er.]

1. One who hurls or throws ; specif., one
who plays at the game of hurling.

2. Stones used in the game of hurling.

3. One who carries stones or other materials
in a wheel-barrow. (Scotch.)

hur'-le$r-house, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A
house very much out of repair ; a broken-
down house.

"I could have left Rose the auld hurleyhouse."—
Scott • Waverley, ch. lxvil.

hur'-lie hac'-ket, ». [Etym; doubtful.]

1. A small sledge on which persons used to
slide down an inclined plane on the side of a
hill.

2. An ill-hung carriage. (Scotch.)

hurl'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Hurl, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of throwing or dashing with
force.

* 2. A commotion, a disturbance.
" The sign of its[the daemon of Tedworth'sl approach

was an hurling in the air over the house."

—

Glanvill :

On Witchcraft.

3. A kind of game with ball.

w
-" Hurling taketh its denomination from throwing
of the ball, and is of two sorts ; to goals, and to the
country : for hurling to goals there are fifteen or thirty
players, more or less, chosen out on each side, who strip
themselves, and then join hands in ranks, one agaiitBt
another; out of those ranks they match themselves
by pairs, one embracing another, and so pass_away;
every of which couple are to watch one another "during
thifl play."

—

Carew : Survey of Cornwall.

* hurl'-ment, * hurle'-ment, s. [Eng.
hurl; -ment.] Confusion.

"The hurlcment made by the change of place."

—

Daniel : Hist. Eng., p. 200.

* hurl-Wind, s. [Eng. hurl, and wind.] A
whirlwind.

"By rapid hurlwinds from his mansion thrown."
Sandys.

hur'-l& hur'-ly-bur -ly, s. [Fr. hurler =
to howl ; Ital. urlare, from Lat. uhdo, from
idula = an owl; the second element is a re-

duplication. (Trench.)"] [Howl,] A commo-
tion, a tumult, a bustle, an uproar. (Shakesp. :

2 Henry IV., v. 1.)

*hur/-ly-bur-ly, v.i. [Hurlyburly, s.]

To confuse.
" It hath bene hurlyburlyed in Antichristes kyng-

r dom."—Bale: Apology, fo. 48.

hiir'-o, hur'-on, s. [Latinised from North
American Indian Huron.]

Ichthyology

:

1, (Of the form huro) : A genus of Percidas.

Huro nigricans is found in Lake Huron. In
that region it is called Black-bass, and is

largely used for food.

2. (Of the form huron); The fish described
under 1.

hur-o'-ni-a, 5. [Named from Lake Huron,
the fossils" occurring there on Drummond
Island.]

Falceont. : A sub-genus of Orthoceratites

from the Lower Silurian of Lake Huron. Three
species are known.

Hiir-6-nI-an, a. & s. [Eng., &c. Huron;
suff. 4an.]

'

A. As adjective

:

1. Geog. : Of or belonging to Lake Huron.

2. Geol. : Of or belonging to the old strata

there deposited. [Huronian rocks.]

B. -4s substantive

:

Geol. (PI): The Huronian Kocks (q.v.).

Huronian -rocks, Huronian - for-
mation, s.

Geol. : The name given by Sir William Logan
to a series of strata lying in the vicinity of

Lake Huron. They consist chiefly of quartz-

ite with great masses of greenish chloritic

schist, sometimes containing pebbles derived

from the Laurentian rocks. The Huronian
rocks are about 1S,000 feet thick. No organic

remains have yet been found in them, and
limestones are rare, though one has been
found 300 feet thick, which may yet be
proved originally to have had connection
with organic life. They are believed to be of

Lower Cambrian age, and lie unconformably
on the Laurentians.

hiir'-on-ite, s. [Named from Lake Huron,
one of the greatNorth Americanlakes.] [Def.]

(Da?ia.)

Min. : According to T. S. Hunt a variety,

or sub-variety, of Fahlunite. It is a yellowish-
green mineral, with waxy or pearly lustre,

having a hardness of 3 to 3*5, and a sp. gr. of
2'86. It occurs in hornblendic boulders near
Lake Huron.

* hurr, v.i. [Hur.]

hurrah', hur-ra', interj. & s. [Dan. & Sw.
hurra = hurrah ; hurrci — to salute with cheers

;

the older form is huzzah (q.v.).]

A, As interj. : An exclamation expressive
of joy, applause, approbation, welcome, or
encouragement.
" Hurrah ! hurrah! for Ivry and Henry of Navarre."

Macaulay : Ivry.

B. As sub. : A shout of acclamation, ap-
plause, welcome, or encouragement.

hur-rah', hur-ra', v.i. & t. [Hurrah, inter}.]

A. Intrans. : To utter hurrahs or shouts of
acclamation, applause, or encouragement.

B. Trans. : To salute, receive or welcome
with hurrahs.

hurr'-burr, s. \"First element doubtful ; Eng.
bxtrr (q.v.).]

Bot. : Arctium Lappa. [Burdock.]

hur'-ri-a, s. [The native Indian name.]

Zool. : A genus of serpents, family Colu-
bridfe, instituted by Daudin for the receptioD
of some Indian species of snakes.

hur'-rl-cane, * hur-ri-ca'-no, s. [Sp.
hurracan, from Caribbean huracan; Fr. oura-
gan ; Ger. orlcan ; Dan. orkaan.]

1. A violent storm or tempest of wind (they
prevail chiefly in the East and West Indies
and the Chinese seas) ; a typhoon, a whirl-
wind, a cyclone (q.v.).

" I shall speak next of hurricanes. These are violent
storms, rtgiug chiefly among the Carribbee islands."—DampLir: Voyages, vol. ii., pt. ii., ch. vi.

2. Anything which sweeps along violently
like a hurricane.

" I am 1.„
With whirlwinds, and eieh guilty thought to me
A dreadful hurricane."

Massingcr : Unnatural Combat, v. 2.

*3. (See extract.)

"A confused meeting of company of both sexes on
Sundays is called a hurricane."—R Whatley : The
Christian (1736), p. vii. (Note), in Notes & Queries,
Dec. 30, 1882, p. 535.

hurricane-deck, s.

Shipbuilding

:

1. The upper deck above the cabins of an

American river or lake steamboat.

2. A raised platform on an ocean-going

steam-vessel, extending from side to side,

above deck amidships ; a station for the officer

in command.

hur'-ried, pa. par. & a. [Hurry, v.]

A. -4s pet. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Urged, driven, or pressed forward ; im-
pelled to speed.

2. Done in a hurry; marked , by haste or

hurry, hasty : as, a hurried meeting.

hur'-ried-ly, adv. [Eng. hurried; -ly.] In
a hurried manner ; with hurry or haste.

hur'-ried-ness, s. [Eng. hurried; -ness.] The
quality or state of being hurried ; haste, hasti-

hur'-rx-er, s. [Eng. hurry; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
hurries ; an exciter. (Chapman : Homer; Iliad

xvii.)

2. Mining: One who draws a corve oz

waggon in a coal-mine.

hur'-ries, s. pi. [Hurry, s.]

hiir'-ry, * hor-i-en, v.i, & i. [O. Sw. hurra
= to swing or whirl round ; hurr =z haste,

hurry; Dan. h n rre = to buzz, to hum; IceL
hurr — a noise.]

A. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To hasten, to urge on ; to impel to greater

speed ; to push or to act with more or greater

haste ; to quicken.
" Where rising masts . . . echo to the shouts
Of hurried sailor." Thomson : Summer, 1,464.

2. To push forward ; to do or perform with
greater speed ; to cause to be done with more
haste ; to expedite, to accelerate : as, To hurry
on work.

3. To drive or urge on confusedly.
" Thence hurried back to fire."

Milton : P. L., ii. 308.

4. To drive or urge thoughtlessly ; to cause
to act thoughtlessly or precipitately; to impel.

(Usually with an indirect object governed by
a preposition.)

"Those follies into which pride and anger fiequently
hurried his brother chieftains."

—

Macaulay : HisU
Eng. , ch. xiii.

II. Mining : To draw, as a corve or waggon
in coal-mines.

B. Intrans. : To hasten ; to move or act
with haste, celerity, or precipitation.

" Hurrying posts or fleeter fame."
Scott .- Marm'um, v. 34.

hur'-r$r (pi. hur'-ries), s. [Hurry, v.]

I, Ordinary Language:

1. The act of hurrying or hastening; undue
haste

;
precipitancy, bustle, urgency, confu-

sion.

"Things were in a hurry for the preparation."—
Usher: Annals (an. 3965).

2. (PL) : Staiths or timber framings, on to
which coal-trucks are run, and from which they
discharge their loads by means of spoute to
the holds of the ships.

II. Music : The technical, theatrical, or stage

name for a tremolo passage on the violin, or
a roll on thedrum. The "hurry" is generally

played as a preparation for the culminating
point of a dramatic incident, the leading to a

"picture," during stage struggles or like ex-

citing actions.

hurry-scurry, hurry-skurry, adv.
In a hurry or bustle, confusedly.

" Run hurryskurry round the floor."
Gray : .1 Long Story.

hur'-r^-ing, pr. par., u., & s. [Hurry, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or state of being in a
hurry ; haste, hurry.

hiir'-ry-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. hurrying; -ly.]

In a hurrying manner ; with haste or hurry

;

hastily.

hurst, s. [A.S. hyrst; cogn. with M. H. Ger.
hurst; Sw. hurst — a shrub, a thicket ; allied
to hurdle.]

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt.

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce- e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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*I. Ord. Lang. : A grove or wood, a thicket.
(It occurs frequently as an element in names
of places: as Penshurst, Staple7mr$(, &c.)

.^ '

' Eacb rising hurst,
Where many a goodly oak had carefully been nuret."

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s, 2.

II. Technically

:

1. Her. : A charge representing a small
group of trees, generally borne upon a mount
or base.

2. Much. : The ring or collar of a trip-

] hammer helve beariug the trunnions on
which it oscillates.

hurst'-beech, s. [Eng. hursi, and beech.]

,
Bot. : Carpinus Betulus, the Hornbeam,

hurt, *hert-en, *hirt-en, *hirt, v.t. &i.
[O. Fr. hurter, heurter = to knock, to push,
to dash against, a word of Celtic origin ; cf.

Wei. hyrddhu = to push, to assault ; hurrdd =
a push, a thrust ; Ital. urtare = to knock, to
dash against ; Dut. horten = to jolt, to shake

;

M. H. Ger. hurten = to dash against.]

A. Transitive:

\1. To knock or dash against ; to strike.
" And he him hurteth with hia hors adonn." ~

Chaucer: C. T., 2,618.

2. To cause physical pain to ; to wound ; to
pain by some bodily harm ; to bruise.

" So Bore hath Venus hurt him with hire brond."
Chaucer: C. T., 9,651.

3. To cause mental pain to ; to wound the
feelings of ; to annoy, to grieve.

"The king was more hurt by this insult to his
Church."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

&. To damage ; to impair in value, quality,
or usefulness ; to cause injury, loss, or detri-
ment to.

" Lore is hurt with jar and fret."
Tennyson : Miller's Daughter, 209.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To cause pain, injury, damage, or harm

;

to be hurtful.
" Cupide which male hurte and hele
In loue's cause." Qower : C. A., "dS. viii.

* 2. To stumble.
"If ony man wander in the dai he hirtith not."—

Wydiffe : John xt 9.

hurt (1), *hortf
* hurte, $. [Htjrt, v.]

1. Awound, a bruise ; anything which causes
physical pain.

" He received seven hurts V the body."
Shakesp. : Coriolanus, ii. 1.

2. Injury, harm, detriment, loss or damage.
-* " Thou doat me yet but little hurt."

Shakesp. : Tempest, ii. 2.

hurt, pa. par. or a. [Hurt, v.]

hurt (2), heurt, s. [Fr.]

Her.: An azure or blue rondle ; supposed by
some to represent a hurt or wound, by others
the hurtleberry, whence the name is derived.

hurt'-er(l), s. [Eng.fcurt; -er.] One who or
that which hurts or does harm.

" I ahall not be a hurter if no helper."
Bcaii.ui. & Met. : King & No King, v.

hurt'-^sr (2), s. [Fr. heurtoir, from heurter =
to dash against]

1. Fort. : A timber placed at the foot of the
interior slope as a revetment, to prevent in-

jury to the parapet by the wheels of the gun.

2. Ordnance : Pieces of wood or iron at the
front of the chassis to prevent the top car-

riage from running off when "in battery."

The counter-hurter is a similar piece at the
rear of the chassis for checking the recoil of

the carriage.

3. Vehic. : A butting-piece on an axle. A
strengthening-piece placed against a shoulder
of an axle.

hurt'-ful, a. [Eng. hurt; -futfjl).'] Causing

, or tending to cause hurt, harm, injury, loss

I
or detriment ; injurious, harmful, mischievous,

' damaging, baneful, noxious.
* " None of them are hurtful, but loving and holy."—
7 Eunyan: Pilgrim's Progress, pt.i

hurt'-lul-ly, adv. [Eng. hurtful; -ly.] In a
hurtful manner ; so as to hurt or damage ;

injuriously, perniciously, mischievously.

hurt'-ful-ness, s. [Eng. hurtful; -ness.] The
quality or state of being hurtful ; iDJurious-

ness, noxiousness, perniciousness.

*hur'-tle, *hor-tle, *hur-tell, v.t. & i.

[A frequent, from hurt (q.v.).J

A. Transitive:

1, To dash, to throw, to hurl.

2. To move or whirl round rapidly.
" Hia harmfull club he gan to hirtle bye."

f Spenser: F. fl.,11. vii. 42.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To meet or dash together with noise,; to

clash ; to meet in shock or encounter.

"Iron sleet of arrowy shower
Hurtles in the darkened air."

Gray: Fatal Sisters.

2. To make a noise like the clash of arms or
of fighting.

" The noise of battle hurtled in the air."

Shakesp. : Julius Cwar, ii. 2.

3. To move rapidly, to press, to rash, to
hurry.
" Now hurtling round." Spenser : F. Q., IV. iv. 29.

hur'-tle-ber-ry, s. [Whortleberry.]

Bot. : Vaceinium Myrtillus.

hurt -less, *hurt-lesse, a. [Eng. hurt;
-less.]

1. Doing or causing no hurt, harm, or in-

jury ; harmless, innoxious, innocent.
" Gentle dame, ao hurtless and so true."

Spenser: F. Q., I. vi. 31.

2. Eeceiving no hurt, harm, or injury ; un-
hurt, uninjured, without hurt.

* hurt'-less-ly, odv. [Eng. hurtless; -ly.]

Without doing hurt, harm, or injury.
" Both with brave breaking should hurtlessly have

performed that match."

—

Sidney : Arcadia, bk. lii.

hurt -less-ness, s. [Eng. hurtless; -ness.]

The quality or state of being-hurtless, harm-
less, or innoxious ; harmlessness, innocence.

hur-toir, s. [Hurter (2), s.]

hurt' sic-kle, a. [Eng. hurt, and sickle.]

Bot. : Centaurea Cyanus.

nurt'-y, a. [Eng. hurt (2), s. ; -y.]

Her. : Sown or strewed with hurts, without
regard to number.

bus band, * hus -bond, 'hus-bonde,
* huse-bonde, s. [A.S. husbonda, from
Icel. husbondi = the master of a house, con-
tracted from husbdandi, or husbuandi, from hus
= a house, and buandi = dwelling, pr. par.

of bua = to dwell ; Dan. huusbond ; Sw. hus-

bonde.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1, The master of a house ; the male head of
a household.

"The husebonde warneth hia hua thua."—Old Eng.
Homilies, i. 246.

* 2. A husbandman, a farmer, a tiller of the
soil.

" Like aa a withered tree, through husband's toll,

Is often seen full freshly to have flourished."
Spenser: F. Q., IV. iii. 29.

3. A man joined to a woman in marriage

;

the correlative to wife.

"By marriage the husband and wife are one person
in law."

—

Blacketone : Commentaries, bk. 1„ ch. 16.

*4, The male of animals.
" Even though a snowy ram thou ahalt behold,
Prefer him not in haste for husband to thy fold."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgie iii. 695.

* 5. One who is frugal and thrifty ; a good
and frugal manager ; an economist.

" Some, who are husbands of their oil, pour at first

the oil alone."

—

Evelyn : Acetaria.

II. Naut. : A person engaged by the owners
of a ship to take the management and superin-
tendence of it, so far as regards the purchase
of stores, its repair and equipments, payment
of freights, &c, commonly called the ship's

husband.

husband-field, s. A cultivated field.

" That poisons the glad husband-field with dearth."
Scott : Don Roderick, xxxix.

* husband-land, s. An old Scotch term
for a division of land, containing twenty-six
acres, that is, as much as could be tilled by one
plough, or mowed with a scythe by the hus-
bandman.

bus' band, v.t. [Husband, s.]

* 1. To till, to cultivate.

"Bore laud, manured, husbanded, and tilled with
excellent endeavour."

—

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iv. 8.

2. To manage with frugality or economy;
to economize ; to use in the manner calculated
to produce the best and greatest-results.

" For my means, I'll husband them so well,
They shall go far." Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. 5.

* 3. To provide with a husband.
" Being so father'd and ao husbanded."

Shakesp. : Julius Ccesar, ii. L

* hus'-band-a-ble, a. [Eng. husband; -able.]

Capable of being husbanded or managed with
economy.

* hus -band-less, a. [Eng. husband; -less.]

Without a husband ; having no husband.

"A widow husbandless, subject to fears.'

Shakesp. : King John, iii. L
* hiis'-band-ly, a.kadv. [Eng. husband; -ly.]

A. As adj. : Frugal, thrifty, economical.

"The greatest want is industrious, painefull, and
husbandly inhabitants to tille and trimme the ground."
—Backluyt : Voyages, vol. ii., pt. ii, p. 165.

B. As adv. : Frugally, economically.

hus' - band - man, * hus - bond - man,
hus-bonde man, hous-bonde-man,

s. [Eng. husband; -man,]

* 1. The master of a family or household.
" Bike lay the husbandman, whos that the place is,

Bedrid upon a couche now he lay."
Chaucer: C. T., 7.S50.

2. A farmer ; a cultivator or tiller of thd

soil ; one engaged in farming or agriculture.

" The husbandman selfe to come that way,
Of custome for to survewe his ground."

Spenser: Shepheards Calender; FeZ>,

hus'-band-r^, * hows-bonde-rye, *hus-
boud rie, s. [Eng. husband; -ry.]

* 1. The management of a household or
domestic affairs ; domestic economy.

'

' The women haue aU the doyng in houskeping antfe

husbandrie."—Goldyng : Justine, to. 181.

* 2. Thrift, frugality, economy.
"He had, with much husbandry, collected a great'

treasure."—Clarendon : Religion & Policy, ch. v.

3. The business or occupation of a husband-
man or farmer ; farming ; the tillage or culti-

vation of the soil ; agriculture.

"The difference between an acre of land sown withi
wheat, and an acre of the same land lying without any
husbandry upon it."—Locke.

i. The products of husbandry or farming.
" Her plenteous womb

Expresseth its full tilth and husbandry."
Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, i. 4.

If For the difference between husbandry and'i

cultivation, see Cultivation.

hush, * nust, * huishte, * huyst, interj. t

a., & s. [An imitative word ; cf. Whist.]

A. As interj. : Be still, be silent.

* B. As adj. : Silent, still, quiet, hushed.
" The bold winds speechless, and the orb below
As hush as death." Shakesp. : Hamlet, ii. 3.

* C. As subst. : Silence, stillness, quiet.
" The villainous centreblta

Grind on the wakeful ear in the hush of the moonless
uights." Tennyson: Maud, I. i. 42.

hush, v.t. & i. [Husn, interj.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To still, to silence, to quiet, to tranquil-

lize, to repress the noise of.

" The salt sea water passes by
And hushes half the babbling Wye.

Tennyson : In Memoriarn, xix

2. To allay, to appease, to calm.
" Aud hush my deepest grief of all. '

"^ ' 1

Tennyson: In Memoriam, xix,

B. Intrans. : To be still, quiet, or silent.

If To hush up : To suppress, to keep back,
to keep concealed or secret.

hush-money, 5. Money paid or received
to keep back information or facts ; a bribe to
secure silence.

"A poor chambermaid has sent in ten shillings out
of her hash-money, to expiate her guilt."

—

Guardian^
No. 26.

hush'-a-by, interj. [Hush.] Used by mothers
and nurses in lulling children to sleep.

* hush -er, «. [Usher, s.]

hush'-ing, s. [Prob. a corruption of flushing.]
[Flush, l>.]

Mining

:

1. A term applied to one mode of exposing
and collecting ore. In a ravine where surface
ore is exposed or but lightly covered, a body
of water is dammed and then allowed to flow
through the ravine, tearing up the earth and
stones and exposing new surfaces, whence the
ore is gathered.

2. A process of clearing water from the sur-
face of ore, in stream works, by diverting and
directing streams of water thereon

hush -ion, s. [A corrupt, of cushion (q.v.).]

A cushion ; the foot of a stocking when sepa-
rated from the leg.

" She dights her grunzie wi' a hushion.-
Burm. Sic a Wife as Willie Had.

boll, b6y; pout, Jortt; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, mg
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion — shun ; -tion, -sion - zhiin. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, „v. -- bel, deL
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husk, * Kruske, s. [Properly hulsk, from
hulen = to hide, to cover ; cogn. with Goth.
huljan ~ to cover; Dut. hulse; Low Ger.

huUe; M. H. Ger. hulsche ; Ger. hulse = a
husk, a shell.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : The external integument of certain

fruits or seeds of plants; a glume; ahull; a

rind.

"The verai huskes and coddes, wherwith the hogges
were fedde."— Udal : Luke w,
* 2. Fig. . A case, a frame, a shell, a skele-

ton.
" Leaving them hut the shales and husks of men.

"

Shakesp. : Henry I"., iv. 2.

II. Technically :

1. Bot. (PL): The dry envelopes of either

flowers or fruits. (Loudon.)

2. Milling: The supporting frame of a run
of millstones.

husk, v.t. [Husk, s.] To strip off the husks,

or external covering of.

" In the goldeii weather the maize was Jvixked."

Longfellow: Evangeline, ii. *.

hiisked, a. [Eng. husk; -ed.}

1. Having or bearing a husk; covered with
a husk.

2. Stripped of the husk.

husk'-er, s. [Eng. husk; -er.) One who or

that which strips off the husks of fruits or

seeds.

husk'-i-ly, adv. [Eng. husky (2) ; -ly.] In *
husky manner or voice ; hoarsely.

hiisk'-i-ness, s. [Eng. husky (2); -ness.] The
quality or state of being husky ; hoarseness.

husk ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Husk, v.]

A. & B. As pr. -par. & pariicip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

"
1. The act, process, or operation of stripping

' off the husks of fruits, seeds, &c 'Longfellow:

Song of HiawatJia, xiii.)

\ r
2. A husking-bee (q.v.).

husking bee, s. A meeting or gathering
' of friends and neighbours at a farmer's house,

to' assist in husking the maize. [Bee(1), II. 2.]

husking-peg, s. A pin or claw worn
upon the hand to assist in tearing open the
shuck when husking Indian corn.

husk'-y (1), a. [Eng. husk; -y.] Abounding
in husks ; consisting of or resembling husks

;

rough.
" Cut their dry and husky wax away.'

Addison: Virgil; Georgic iv.

hiisk'-y (2), a. [A corruption of husty or
hausty = inclined to cough, from haust ; A.S.
Jm-asta = a cough.] Hoarse, harsh, not sharp
or clear (said of the voice).

"Proaer was dead, and Sergeant Quii-kit
Grew liusky," Anstey • Pleader's Guide.

hii'-SO, s. [Mod. Lat., from O. H. Ger. huso;
M. H. Ger. huso, hvsen; N. H. Ger. hausen;
•Bohem. wyz, wyza, ivyzina ; Pol. wyz, wyzinui;
Hung. viza. (Mahn.)~\

Ichthy. : Acipenser huso, the Beluga or Isin-

glass Sturgeon. It is sometimes twelve or
fifteen feet long, and weighs twelve hundred
pounds. One mentioned by Cuvier reached
three thousand pounds. It inhabits the great

rivers falling i-nto the Black and Caspian yeas.

The best isinglass is made from its air-bladder.

hus-sar', *hus-ai\ s. [Hungarian huszar =
the twentieth, from huss = twenty, so called

.because Mathias Corvinus, king of Hungary
and Bohemia, a.d. 1458-1490, raised a corps of
horse-soldiers, in 1458, by commanding that
one man should be chosen out of every twenty

' in each village (Skeat).'] Originally one of

the national cavalry of Hungary and Croatia,

now one of the light cavalry of European
-armies. In the British army there a-e thir-

teen regiments of Hussars.

hussar-jacket, *

1. [Pelisse].

2. A close-fitting jacket worn by ladies; it

closely resembles in shape and braiding the
Annie of an English hussar.

hUS'-Slfi s. [A corruption of housewife (q.v.).]

A laily's companion or f-ase for holding needles,

thimble, cotton, worsted, &c.

Hiiss'-ite, a. & s. [Named after John Huss
[Def.]; huss, in Bohemian = a goose.]

Church & Civil History :

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to John Huss
[B.]

B. As subst. (PI): The followers of John
Huss, who was born of humble parents, at

Hussinatz in Bohemia, about a.d. 1370, and
became priest in 1400. Huss was a realist in

philosophy, and adopted the views of Wycliffe,

whose works he translated, giving great offence

to the Archbishop of Prague. Huss appeared

by citation before the Council of Constance,

and, though provided with a safe-conduct from
the Emperor Siegmund, or Sigismund, he was
adjudged a heretic, and burnt alive July 6, 1415,

as was his disciple Jerome of Prague, on May
30, 1416. By the decision of this Council, the

request of the Bohemian laity to communicate
under two kinds was refused. The treatment of

Huss exasperated his followers, and led to a re-

ligious war in which great ferocity and cruelty

were manifested on both sides. The Hussite
leaders were John Ziska, or Zlzka, and
after his death Procopius. Sigismund com-
manded the imperial forces. The Hussites
fortified a mountain near Prague which they
called Mount Tabor. [Taborites.] Ziska was
victorious in thirteen pitched battles and a
hundred engagements and sieges, though,
losing his second eye by an arrow, the first

having been destroyed in his youth, he had to

lead without the gift of sight. He died Oct.

12, 1424, soon after he had obtained religious

liberty for Bohemia. Before this the Hussites
had begun to split into minor sects, as the
Orebites, or Horebites, the Orphanites, and
the Calixtines (q.v.). In 1433, the Calixtines

were conciliated by the concession of the cup to

the laity. [Utraquists.] By the treaty of 1435,
Siegmund was acknowledged king of Bohemia,
which, however, remained in an uneasy state.

The Hussite troubles prepared the way for the
Lutheran Reformation.

hus'-sy, s, [-A- corruption of 7iwswi/e=house-

wife (q.v.).

J

* 1. The female head of a house or family
;

a housewife.
" I dropt purposely myhussy."—Richardson .-Pamela,

i. 162.

* 2. A thrifty woman ; an economist.

3. A pert, forward girl ; a jade; a jilt.

"And you have but too well succeeded, you little

hussy, you."—Goldsmith : Good-natured Man, ii.

4. A lady's companion ; a case for holding
needles, thimble, cotton, &e.

"hust, <.;. "[Hush, 5.] Hushed, silent, quiet,

still.

" Tho wereu the cruell clarions full hust, and full

atill."

—

Chaucer: Boecius, bit. ii.

hust' irig, s. [A.S. husting, from Icel. Ms-
thing = a council or meeting : hits = a house,
and thing = (1), a thing, (2), an assembly, a
meeting for purposes of legislation.]

*1. A meeting, a council.
" Hulden michel husting " Layamon, 2,324.

*2. (PL): A court formerly held in many
cities of England ; specif., a court held within
the city of London before the Lord Mayor,
Recorder, and Sheriffs. It had exclusive
jurisdiction in actions for the recovery of land
within the city.

" It cometh from the hustings, the principal and
highest court in London, as also in Winchester, Lin-
collie, York, &c."

—

Fuller: Worthies; London.

3. (PL): A temporary platform from which
candidates addressed the electors during par-
liamentary elections. The use of hustings was
abolished by the Ballot Act of 1872.

" The progress of a candidate can possibly be from
the hustings to Newgate, and from Newgate back to
the hustings."—Tookv . To the Electors of Westminster,
1796

hustle (tie as el), v.t. &i. [Dut. hutselen
— to shake up and down : a frequent, from
O. Dan. hutsen ; Dan, hotsen — to shake.]

A. Trans. : To shake together in confusion
;

to jostle; to push or shove about roughly or
rudely.

"The Irish disarmed, stripped, and hustled, clung
for protection to the English officers. "— Macautay :

JT/M. Rug., eh. xiv.

B. Intraus. : To crowd ; to press roughly or
rudely ; to jostle ; to move with difficulty

;

to shamble.

*hUS-wife, s. [Housewife, s.]

huswife, v.t [Housewife, v.]

*hus-wife-ly, a. &adv. [Housewifely.]

* hus-wif-er-y, s. [Housewifery.]

hut. *hotte, s. [Fr. Indtc, from O. H. Ger.

hutta; Ger. hiitte = ahi\t; S\xhuta; But. hut;

Dan. hytte; S\v. hydda ; Sansc. kuti.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A small house, hovel, or

cottage ; a mean dwelling, a cot, a wooden
structure for shelter.

"Some of them going into their huts to sleep."—
Bampier : Voyages (an. 1691).

II, Technically

:

1. Firearms : The back-end or body of the

breech-pin of a musket.

2. Mil. : A wooden structure for the'accom-
modation and shelter of soldiers in camp.

hut-urn, s.

Arclwiol. : A name given to small cinerary

urns of Etruscan pottery, which are in the

form of rude huts of skins, stretched on cross-

poles. They have been found on and near the

Alban Mount, and are of very high antiquity,

the sepulchral furniture of the earliest races

of Italy, prior, it is probable, to the founda-

tion of Borne. (Dennis: Buried Cities of

Etruria, ii. 457.)

thiit, v.t. &i. [Hut, $.]

A. Trans. : To place or quarter in huts ; as,

To hut troops.

B. Intrans. : To take lodgings in huts.

hutch, * huche, hucche, [Fr.huche;

from Low Lat. hutica, a word probably of

Teutonic origin.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A box, chest, bin, coffer or other recep-

tacle ; as, a grain-hutch, a rabbit-hutch, &c.
" A miller in his boulting hutch
Drives out the pure uieale neerely."
Browne : Britannios Pastorals, bk. ii., 3 2.

2. A kneading-trough.

3. A measure of two Winchester bushels.

IL Technically

:

1. Milling: The case of a flour-bolt ; a bolt-

ing hutch.

2. Mining

:

(1) A low-wheeled car adapted to run on a
track in the gallery of a mine, to be lifted on
the cage to the surface, and then run off to

the dumping chute, by which its contents are

carried to waggons.

(2) A cistern or box for washing ores.

hutcjri, v.t. [Hutch, s.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To store, hoard, or lay up;
as in a hutch or chest.

"She hutched th' all-worshipped ore, and precious
gems,

To store her children with." Milton : Camus, 719.

2. Min. ;To separate and clean ore by wash-

ing iu a sieve.

hutgh'-ing, 5. [Hutch, v.]

Mining: The separation of ore in a sieve,
which is suspended from a lever or held in
the hands and agitated in a vat of water.

hutch'-In-Si-a, s. [Named after Miss Hut-
chings, of Bantry, a zealous botanist.]

Bot. : A genus ofC ruci feraey fami ly Lepididas.
The petals are small ; the filaments without
scales, the stigma sessile, the pod broadly
pbloug, obtuse, much compressed, the valves
keeled, the septum narrow, two seeds, not
margined, on each cell. Hutchinsia petraa,
a small plant two to four inches high, is found
on limestone rocks in the west of England
and in "Wales.

Hutch-in-sd'-ni-ans, s. [See def.]

Ch. Hist., &c. (PI): The followers of John
Hutchinson, a native of Spennithorne, in
Yorkshire (1G74-1737). He believed that the
Hebrew Scriptures contain a complete system
of natural science, as well as of theology. He
opposed the Newtonian philosophy. He often
departed from the literal interpretation of the
sacred text. Many divines embraced his views,
but he never founded a sect.

" The TTutchinsonians were combined it) an extreme
dislike for rationalism." — l.i-xlir S/,:/,iiru : English
Thought in the Eighteenth Century, i. 39U.

hutt ed, pa. par. or a. [Hut, v.]

Hiit-to'-ni-an, a. [Hutton, a proper name
(see def.) ; suff. -ian.}

Geol. . Of or belonging to Dr. Hutton, of

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, 03 = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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Edinburgh, one of the founders of modern
geology.

Huttonian-theory, s.

Geol: The theory first published by Dr.
Hutton, in 1788, in his Theory of the Earth and
developed in 1795. He was the first to dis-
tinguish, between cosmogony and geology,
believing the latter to be in no way concerned
with "questions as to the origin of things."
He says that—

" The ruins of an older world are visible in the pre-
sent structure of our planet, and the strata which now
compose our continents have been once beneath the sea
and were formed out of the waste of pre-existing conti-
nents. The same forces are still destroying, by chemical
decomposition or mechanical violence, even the hardest
rocks and transporting the materials to the Bea, where
they are spread out and form strata analogous tothose
or more ancient date. Although loosely deposited along
the bottom of the ocean, they become afterwards
altered and consolidated by volcanic heat, and then
heaved up fractured and contorted."

Hutton was the precursor of Sir Charles Lyell,
whose views were essentially the same, and
who procured for them large acceptance among
geologists. Professor Huxley called the Hut-
tonian theory Uniformitarianism (q.v.). [Geo-
logy, Plutonists, Vulcanists.]

* hu-vette\ s. [Pi-,]

Mil. : A covering for the head for a soldier.

hux, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To fish, as for

,
pike, with hooks and lines attached to floating
bladders.

* hux'-ter, *. [Huckster.]

Huy-ge'-m-an, a. [From Hugenius, the
Latinized name of Huyghens. See def.]

Optics, &c. ; Of or belonging to Christian
Huyghens, born at the Hague, April 14, 1629,
died 1695, aged 66. He discovered double
refraction in crystals, ascertained that the
apparent horns, seen by Galileo, projecting
from Saturn were a ring, discovered the fourth
satellite to that planet, &c.

Huygenian- telescope, s.

Optic. lustrum. : A telescope having on ob-
ject glass of 123 feet of focal length. The
glass was mounted on a pole, and had no
tube, the only one being a small one for the
eye glass. He subsequently constructed an
eye-piece of two lenses, which served the
double purpose of enlarging the field of vision
and diminishing aberration.

huys sen' ite, s. [Named after Huyssen,
who, in 1865, first described it under the name
of Eisenstassfnrtit.]

Min.: A greenish-gray mineral, weathering
yellow, either an iron boracite or a distinct
species.

* huzz, * huss, v.i. [From the sound.] To
buzz ; to murmur.

"If the fire then bume in the chimney pale, and
keepe therewith a hutting noise."—P. Holland : Plinie,
bk. xviii., ch. xxxv.

huzza', -inter]. & s. [Hurrah.]

A. As interj. : A shout of joy, acclamation,
or welcome ; hurrah.

" Huzza, my jolly cobblers ! and huzza.
My stable sweepers." Fawkes: Epithalamium.

B. As subst. : A cheer ; an hurrah.
"Three loud huzzas were raised."—Macaulay : Hist.

Eny., ch. xii.

huzza , v.i. & t. [Huzza, sj

A. Intrans. : To shout huzza ; to hurrah
;

to cheer.
" The mob huzzas. Away they trudee."

Cowper : Horace ; Satires, bk. i. 9.

B. Trans. ' To cheer ; to salute with huzzas
or cheers ; to receive with acclamations.

" The brute crowd, whose envious zeal

Huzzas each turn of Fortune's wheel."
Scott: AoJteby, vi. 26.

huz -zie, s. [Hussy.]

hveV-ler-a, s. [Sw.]

Min. ; A white or reddish clay, described

by Forchhammer, from Iceland. Compos. :

si'lica, 50'99; alumina, 7.39; sesquioxide of

iron, 21*21 ; magnesia, 19'96; and titanic acid,

C46.

,

hveV-salt, s. [Dan., from hver = every one,

and salt = salt.]

Min.: A variety of Halotrichite. It is an
alum from Iceland , described by Forchhammer.

* hy'-a-cine, s. [Hyacinth.] The hyacinth.

"Some deep empurpled as the hyaciiie."
Spenser: F. Q., IT. xii., liv.

hy -a-cinth, hy-a-cin'-thus, Hy-a-cin -

thus, s, [Lat. hyacinthus = Gr. vdiavOos
{huakinthos) = a plant, apparently not the
modern hyacinth. Liddell & Seott consider
it to have been a generic word for any of the
Iris order. One of these, Gladiolus communis,
has been specified. Other opinions are in
favour of the Martagon Lily, or even of the
Larkspurs ; 'YaKivOos (Hualcinthos) [I. 1] ; in
Fr. hyacinthe.)

I. Of the forms Hyacinthus, hyacinthus:

1. Class. MytJwl. (Of the form, Hyacinthus)

:

A Laconian youth, beloved by Apollo, who
killed him undesignedly by a throw of a discus
or quoit. The god transformed him into a
flower (hyacinthus), on which, in memorial of
his grief, he inscribed the Greek letters a i

(a i). Scientifically viewed, the process should
be reversed. The discovery of some plant
with marks faintly resembling the Greek
letters a t generated the myth of the youth
Hyacinthus.

2. Bot. (Of the form hyacinthus) : A genus of
Liliaceae, tribe Scillese, once so extensive as to
include the common wild hyacinth (hyacinth
of the woods) or blue bell, then called Hyacin-
thus nonscriptus, next transferred to the genus
Agraphis of Link, and called Agraphis nutans
(Hooker & Arnott), and now figuring as Scilla
nutans (Sir Joseph Hooker). It included also
the present Muscari racemosum. As now
limited its type is H. orientalis. [II. 1.] The
bulb is stout ; the leaves fleshy, linear, and
oblong ; the inflorescence a drooping spike
with the perianth bell-shaped, six-parted ; the
stamens six, all equal ; one style, with a three-
cornered stigma, and the ovary subglobose,
three-celled, many-seeded.

3. Min. (Of the form hyacinthus): A precious
stone, described by Pliny as of the colour of
a hyacinth, and also like an amethyst, but
not so blue. (Pliny : H. N., xvii. 9, 41.) Dana
regards it as having been a sapphire, some
others consider it a kind of amethyst.

IL Of the form hyacinth :

1. Bot. : A plant of the genns Hyacinthus,
wide or restricted, and specially of the culti-
vated species, Hyacinthus orientalis. It is a
native of the Levant and the mountains of
Persia. The Dutch have cultivated it since
about 1500, and Gerard mentions it in England
in 1576. Here it is cultivated in spring in
long glasses or bottles of suitable form. It
has run into several varieties, and is of dif-
ferent colours.

U For the wild Hyacinth, see Hyacinth, I.

2. The Cape Hyacinth is (1) Scilla corymbosa,
and (2) Scilla brachyphylla ; the Grape Hya-
cinth, the genus Muscari ; the Lily Hyacinth,
S. Lilio-hyacinthus ; the hyacinth of Peru, S.
peruviana; that of Tasmania, Thelymitranuda;
the Spanish Hyacinth, Hyacinthus amethysti-
nus; the Starch Hyacinth, Muscari raceinosum.

2. Mineralogy

:

(1) A variety of zircon. It is of abrownish,
orange, or reddish colour.

(2) The name given in Ceylon to Cinnamon-
stone or Essonite (q.v.).

(3) The same as Vesuvianite (q.v.).

3. Jewellery: The name applied by jewellers
to Essonite (q.v.), and to some specimens of
topaz.

hyacinth-pest, «.

Hort. : A ring disease caused by a fungal
which attacks first the innermost scales of
the hyacinth, then affects the leaves, which
turn yellow, then the flower-stalk, which de-
cays, and finally the whole bulb, which degen-
erates into a muddy mass. (Thome'.)

*hy-a-cinth'-i-an, a. [Eng. hyacinth;
-ian.] Hyacinthine.

hy-a-cinth'-ine, * hy-a-cinth'-in, u.

[Lat. hyacinthinus, from Gr. volkCvOlvos (hua-
JcintHnos) from v6.klv9o-; (hualcinthos) ~ a
hyacinth.] Made of or resembling hyacinths

;

of the colour of hyacinths ; curling like a
hyacinth.

„ " Hyacinthine locks
Round from his parted forelock mauly hung
Clustering." Milton: P. L., iv. 301.

hy-a-cin'-thiis, s. [Hyacinth.]

Hy'-ads, Hy'-a-des, s. pi. [Lat. hyades;
Gr. 'YaSes (Huades), probably from i)s (hus) =
a sow, or ifw (hud) = to wet, to water, to rain.]

Astron. : According to the classic writers,

seven stars (only five of which are now clearly

discernible) in the head of the Bull, Taurus.
One is Aldebaran (q.v.). When the Hyades.
rose with the sun, the Greek and Romans ex-

pected rain.

"Thro' scudding drift the rainy Hyades
Vext the dim sea." Tennyson : Ulysses, 10.

hy-Je'-na, s. [Lat., from Gr. vaiva (huaina) =
a Libyan wild beast, probably the hytena, from
5s (hus) = a swine, a pig, to which the hyaena
has no close affinity.] [Hyena.]

1. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Hyaenidse (q.v.). The known recent species
are four : (1) The common Striped Hysena
(Hywna striata) is brownish -gray, darker
above, with several irregular, transverse, dis-

tinct stripes along the sides. It is the Canis
Hycena of Linnaeus, the only species he knew.
Inhabiting Western Asia and Northern and
Central Africa, it was known to the ancients,
who regarded it with superstitious awe, and
invented many tales as to its habits. It is

nocturnal, grubbing up corpses from grave-'
yards, hunting down animals, or, in some
cases, carrying off children. Moore calls its

cry a "moan," but sometimes there is a sound
like sardonic laughter, whence the animal is

called the Laughing Hycena. Fierce as it is, it

can be domesticated with ease. (2) Hyama
maculata, the Spotted Hyama, found at the
Cape of Good Hope, and in Southern Africa
generally, where it is called Cape Hyaena, and,
on account of its ferocity, Tiger-wolf. It is

yellowish-brown, with numerous spots of a
deeper colour. It is somewhat smaller than
the Striped Hyaena. (3) Hyosna villosa, the
Straud Wolf of the Dutch, is also from the
Cape, where it was first discriminated, in 1833,
by Dr. Andrew Smith. It is grizzled brown
with some bands, whence it has been some-
times mistaken for the Striped Hyama [(1)J.
(4) The Brown Hysna. It occurs at Natal.

2. Pal&ont. : The genus first appears in the
Upper Miocene of the Siwalik Hills and of
continental Europe. It was well represented
in the Pliocene. Prof. Boyd Dawkins reckons
the Spotted Hyaena, Hycena crocuta, one of the
British Mid-Pleistocene mammals, existing to
the late Pleistocene. Formerly the specimens
from caves were named Hyosna speloza, but it

is now believed that they are only a variety of
H. crocuta. [Album Grjscum.] When a cave
like Kirkdale, or Kent's Hole, once inhabited
by hysenas, is opened, it is generally found to
abound in bones of other mammals, which
have been broken, gnawed, and polished by
the teeth of the hyfena.

hysena-dog, s.

Zool. : A name applied by Swainson to the
Aard Wolf (q.v.), and by J. E. Gray to the
Hunting Dog (q.v.).

hy-se-nan'-che, s. [Lat. hyozna (q.v.), and
Gr. ayxtii (ancho) = to strangle.]

Bot. : A genus of Euphorbiacepe, tribe
Buxeae. The powdered fruit of Hya>,nanche
globosa or capensis, called also Toxicodendron
capense, is rubbed on mutton by the Cape
colonists and used to poison hyeenas.

hy-sen-arc'-tus, s. [Lat. hycena, and Gr.
apKTos (arktos) = a bear. ]

Palmnt : A genus of Ursida?. The remains
of Hycenarctos hemicyon occur in the Mid-
Miocene, and those of H. insignis in the Lower
Pliocene of France.

hy-sen-ic'-tis, s. [Lat. hycen(a), and ictis =
Gr. Iktls (iktis) =a weasel.]

Pakeont. : An extinct genus of Hyasnirlce,
with affinities to the Viverridfe. It is found
in the Upper Miocene of Greece.

hy-sen'-I-dse, s. pi. [Lat. hycena (q.v.); fern.
pi. adj. surf, -idai.]

Zool. : A family of carnivorous mammals.
1' canines-^-'
G 1—1

lars
^
—y the last molar in the upper jaw

being tubercular, as in the Felidse, and the
tongue, as in their case, rough with prickles.
They have projecting eyes and large ears. In
their claws, which are not:retractile, they ap-
proach the Canidse (Dogs)) but the toes are
only four, while in both the cats and dogs
they are five. The hind feet of the hyrenas are
much bent, making the shoulder higher than
the haunch. The body is heavy, and the gait
stooping. The whole organization adapts them

3-3

bSil, boy; poilt, jd%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
~cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c! = bel, del.
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for breaking bones. [Hyaena.] They inhabit

the -warmer regions of the Old "World, Southern
Africa being their metropolis. In addition to

Hysena, the genus Proteles, though it lias

viverrine affinities, seems to belong to this

family. [Aabdwolf. ]

2. Palceont. : [Hyaena, 2 ;
Hy^enictis],

t hy-sen-I'-nse, s. pi. [Lat. hycen(a); fem.

pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Zool, : A sub-family of Canidas, now generally

raised to the rank of a family, and called

Hysenidffi (<l.v.).

hy-sen'-o-don, s. [Lat. hycen(a), and Gr.

,65ov<; (odous), c-SoVtos (odontos) = a tooth.]

Zool. : A genus of carnivorous marsupials.
Hywnodon leptorhynchus is described by Pro-
fessor Boyd Dawkins as occurring in the
Upper Eocene of Hordwell. Three species

occur in the Upper Eocene of France.

hy-sen-o-don'-ti-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

hymnodon (q.v.); Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

- Palceont. : A family of carnivorous marsu-
Q O 1—1

pials. Incisors — --' canines — ' premolars•* 3_3 i_i l

~— . All the molars have trenchant edges.
3—3 b

Hyeenodontidas are sometimes placed among
the carnivora. They occur in the Eocene and
the Lower Miocene of France, England, and
the United States.

hy'-a-hy-a, s. [Native name in Central
America.]

Bot. :
' Tabttrncemantana utilis, one of the

Cow-trees of America.

hy-a-le'-a, hy-a-lse'-a, '$. [Gr. uaAeo?
(Jiu'aleos)

=
'glassy.]"

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Hy-
aleeidae(c[.v.). The shell is globular and trans-
lucent. The animal has long appendages to

the mantle, which is slit at both sides. Nine-
teen recent species are known from the Atlan-
tic, the Mediterranean, and the Indian Ocean.
Five are fossil, the genus extending from the
Miocene till now.

hy-a-le'-i-dEe, hy-a-lse'-i-dse.s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. hyale(a), hyalw(d) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff.

-idee]

Zool. : A family of Pteropodous Molluscs,
'section Thecosomata. The shell is straight or
curved, globular, or needle-shaped, and sym-
metrical. The animal has two large fins.

hy'-a-lme, a.. & s. [Lat. hyalinus, from Gr.
vdAivos (hualinos), from £>aAos (hucdos) =g\&ss ;

Fr. hyalin.]

A. As adjective:

1. Ord. Lang. .- Glassy, transparent, crys-
talline.

2. Bot, Anat., Zool., &c. : Transparent and
. colourless, as water and glass. {Harvey, &e.)

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The glassy surface of the sea.

" On. the clear hyaline, the glassy sea

;

Of amplitude almost immense, with stars
Numerous." Milton: P. L., viL 619.

2. Zool & Physiol. : The pellucid substance
which determines the spontaneous fission of

cells. (Owen: Comp. Anat Invert. Anim.

;

Glossary.)

hyaline-cartilage, s.

Anat. : A kind of cartilage which is some-
what dim and faintly granular, like ground-
glass. (Quain.)

hyaline-layer, $.

Anat. : The name given by Kolliker to the
innermost layer of a hair follicule.

ny'-a-lite, s. [Lat. hyalus ; Gr. va\os (hualos),

veAos (huelos) = a clear, transparent stone,

glass, and \C8os (lithos) = a stone.]

Min. ; A glassy and transparent or translu-

cent variety of opal, colourless or whitish.

It occurs in globular concretions and crust.

Sometimes called from its discoverer Muller's
glass.

hy-a-lo-, pre/. [Lat. hyalus; Gr. iiaAos (hualos),

ueAos (huelos) = any clear, transparent stone,

glass.] Colourless and transparent like glass,

resembling or in any way connected with glass.

hy-al'-o-graph, s. [Hyalography.] An
instrument for tracing a design on a trans-

parent surface.

hy-a-log'-ra-ph;y, s. [Pref. hyalo-, and Gr.
7pa0w (grapho) = to write.] The art of writing
or engraving on glass.

hy'-a-loid, <s-. [Gr. iiaAos (hualos), and etSos

(eidos) = appearance, likeness.] [Hyalite],

Anat. : Glassy ; having the appearance and
transparency of glass.

hyaloid-membrane, s.

Anat. (Of the eye): A membrane investing

the whole of the vitreous humour except in

front. (Quain.)

hy-a-ldm'-e-lan, a. [Pref. hyalo-, and Gr.

fj.eA.av (melan), neut. of fieKas (melas) = black.]

Min. : A mineral perhaps the same as
Tachylite. Found in the Vogelsbirge.

hy-a-lo-ne'-ma, s. [Pref. hyalo-, and Gr.

vfjfla (nema) = yarn.]

Zool. : Glass-rope ; the typical genus of the
family Hyalonemidaa (q.v.). Byalonema lusi-

tanicum is found in the depths of the Atlantic.

The stem of //. Sieboldii is called the flint-rope.

hy - a - lo - ne'-mi - d», s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

hyalonein(a) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

1. Zool. : A family of siliceous sponges, or,

according to some, a family of Zoantharia
Sclerobasica. It consists of a cup-shaped
sponge-like head, anchored in the hiud of the
sea-bottora by a long, glassy, twisted fibrous

rope or ligament.

2. Palceont. : The family occurs from the
Silurian times till now.

hy-al'-6-phane, s. [Pref. hyalo-, and Gr.
cpalvio (plwAno), 1st fut. <j>avM (phano) = to
make to appear.]

Min. : A monoelinic white, colourless or
flesh-red mineral, transparent or translucent;
its lustre vitreous ; hardness, 6 to 6*5

; sp. gr.,

2 8 to 2-9. Compos. : silica, 45'65 to 52'67
;

alumina, 19-14 to 22-86
; baryta, 9*56 to 21"33.

Occurs in a granular dolomite in the Valais, in
manganese lime at Jakobsberg in Sweden, &c.

<-, and[Pref.hy-a-lo-sid'-er-fte,
Eng. siderite (q.v.).]

Min : A ferruginous variety of olivine.

hy-al'-6-type, s. [Pref. hyalo-, and Eng.
type.] A photographic positive on glass,

*hy-bern'-a-cle, *hy'-ber-nate, &c. [Hi-
BEBNACLE, HIBERNATE, &C.]

hy-ber'-nl-a, s. [Lat. hibemus, hybemus =
pertaining to winter ; Mberna, hyberna =
winter quarters.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Hybernidas (q.v.). Hybemia hucophearia is

the Spring Usher (q.v.).

hy-ber'-ni-dse, s. pi. [Lat. hybern(ia) (q.v.);
fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of moths, group Geo-
metrina. The antennae of the male are pu-
bescent or slightly pectinated ; the abdomen
is slender ; the wings entire, rather broad.
Female apterous or with the wings only rudi-
mentary. Larva cylindrical, not humped.
Six species are British. (Stainton.)

H^b-lse'-an, a. [Lat. HyUceus.] Of or per-
taining to Mount Hybla in Sicily, noted for
its honey.

hyb'-llte, s. [From Mount Hybla, where it

occurs.] [Hybl^an-

.]

Min. : The same as Patagonite (q.v.).

hyb'~6-dont, a. & s. [Hybodontida:.]

A. As adj. : Having teeth with a hump-like
projection. [Hybobus.]

B. As subst. (Chiefly in the pi. Hybodonts)

:

Polozont. : A tooth of the genus Hybodus,
or the fish to which it belonged.

hyb-o-don'-ti-dse, s. pi. [Gr. vp6s (hubos)
=hump-backed ; oSovs (odous), genit. oSovtos
(odontos) = a tooth, and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff.

-idee.]

Palceont. : A family of fossil fishes, order
Plagiostomi of Owen, or Cestraphori.

nyb'-6-dus, s. [Gr. v$6<; (hubos) — hump-
backed, and &Sous (odous) = a tooth.]

Palaiont. : The typical genus of the family
Hybodontidse (q.v.). The teeth somewhat
resemble those of the sharks, but are less
trenchant. They are formed with a central

cone, with smaller secondary cones on the

sides. The ichthyodorulites (fin spines) are

grooved longitudinally, and have a number of

small teeth on their concave margin. A few

species are from the Trias, many from the Lias

and the Oolite. They die out in the Chalk.

hy'-brid, hy-bride, a. & s. [Lat. hibrida

hybrida, and ibrida = a hybrid.] [Seedef.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. (Of animals or plants): Produced by
the union of two distinct species.

" Perfectly fertile hybrid animals."

—

Darwin : Origin
of&pevies (6th ed.), p. 241.

2. Fig. (Of persons or things) : Derived from
two sources, as an Act of Parliament, a faith,

a word, &c.
"These Judaising hybrid Christians."

—

South; Ser-
mons, vol. v., ser. 12.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language i

1, Literally

:

(1) Strictly : In the same sense as II.

(2) Loosely ; A human being born of parents
belonging to different races. Such a person
should be called a mongrel, not a hybrid.

2. Fig. : Anything deriving its origin from
two wholly distinct sources.

II. Biol. : An animal or plant produced by
the union of two distinct species. Plant hy-
brids are artificially produced by applying the
pollen of one species to the stigma of another
closely allied to the first. [Hybridism.]

" In the flrat generation mongrels are more variable
tha.n.hybrids."—Darwin : Origin of Species {Sth ed), 269.

hy'-brid-If-er, s. [Hybridizer,]

hyJ-brid-I§m, &'. [Eng. hybrid; -ism.]

Biol. : The state or quality of being hybrid J

hybridity,

11" It was long believed that hybrids were
uniformly sterile, and had been made so to

prevent the confusion of species. Darwin
(Origin of Species, ch. ix.) combats this view,

pointing out that two classes of facts, to a
great extent fundamentally different, have
generally been confounded—viz., the sterility

of species when first crossed, and. the sterility

of the hybrids produced from them.
"First crosses between forma sufficiently distinct

to be ranked as species and their hybrids are very
generally, but not universally, sterile. The sterility ii

or all degrees, and is often so slight that the most
careful experimentalists have arrived at diametrically
opposite conclusions in ranking forma by this test;

The sterility is innately variable in individuals of the
same species, and is eminently susceptible to the action
of favourable and unfavourableconditions. The degree
of stei'ility does not strictly follow systematic affinity,
but is governed by several curious and complex laws.
It is generally different, and sometimes widely differ-

It is not always equal in degree in a first c
the hybrids produced from this cross."—Darwin: Ori-
gin of Species (6th ed.), 262.

Mr. Darwin believed that the sterility of
first crosses and that of their hybrid progeny
had not been effected by natural selection

;

it had arisen from various causes. Nor, he
thought, are mongrels

—

i.e. crosses, between
varieties, uniformly fertile ; he considered,
therefore, that there was nothing in the phe-
nomena of hybridization to negative the view
that species had first existed as varieties.

* hy'-brid-ist, a. [Eng. hybrid; -ist.] One
who hybridizes,

* hy-brid'-x-ty, s. [Eng. hybrid; -ity.] The
quality or state of being hybrid ; a mongrel
state.

* hy'-brld-iz-a-ble, a. [Eng. hybridise);
-able.] Capable of being hybridized; capable
of being crossed with an individual of another
species or stock.

hy-brid-i-za'- tion, s. [Eng. hybridise);
-ation.] The act or process of hybridizing;
the state of being hybridized.

" Hybridization is not considered by Mr. Darwin as
a cause of new species, but rather as tending to keep
variation within bounds."

—

Lyeli: Antiquity of Man
(J863), p. 411.

hy'-brid-ize, v.t. [Eng. hybrid ; -ize.] To
render hybrid ; to produce by the union of
different species or stocks.

"This power of hybridizing appears to be far more
common in plants than in animals,"

—

Lindlev • Introd.
to Bot. (3rded,), p. 348.

hy'-brid-iz-er, hy'-brld-is-er, s. [Eng.
hybridiz(e); -er.] One who or that which hy-
bridizes.

" The evidence from fertility adduced by different hy-
bridizers."—Darwin: Origin of Species (6th ed.), p. 237.

sate, fat, fare, amidst, what. fall, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey - a, qu = kw.
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hy'-brid-ous, a. [Eng. hybrid; -ous.] Hybrid.
(Bay ; On the Creation, pt. ii.)

* hyd, s. [Hide.]

* hyd-age, a-. [Hidage.]

hy-dan-to'-ic, a. [Eng. hydanto(in); -ic]

Chem. : Of or belonging to hydantoin (q.v.).

hydantoic-acid, s.

Glycoluric acid, C7H
fl
N2 3, or

sNH~CH 'COOH' "^ monobasic acid, ob-

tained by boiling hydantoin with baryta water

;

also by heating amidoacetic acid with urea to
120°, or by heating amidoacetic acid with iso-
cyanate of potassium and sulphuric acid.
Hydantoic acid is nearly insoluble in cold
water and in cold alcohol, but easily dissolved
by boiling water. It is only slightly soluble
in ether. It forms large rhombic prisms.

hy-dan'-toin, s. [Gr. il&vp (hudor) = water,
and Eng., &c. (altyintoiii (q.v.).]

Client. ; Glycolyl urea, C3H4N2 2, or
NH-CO "

CO^
I

. Obtained by heating brom-
^NH - CH2

acetyl urea with alcoholic ammonia ; also by
the action of hydriodic acid and allantoin.

Hydantoin is easily- soluble in hot water ; it

crystallizes in needles, melting at 216°.

hyd-ar'-thrus, s. [Gr. iiStap (hudor)= water,
and apdpov (arthron) = a joint.]

Path. ; Phlegmasia dolens, white swelling
(q.v.).

i.y'-da-tid, s. [Gr. vSarCg (kudatis), genit.
SSanfios (hudatidos)= a hydatid ; v8u>p (hudor)
= water.]

Path. (PL): Tumours resulting from the
development of the embryo of a tapeworm,
Tcenia solium, in the human body ; Echino-
coccus hominis, found in the liver, brain, &c.
Uncommon in this country, specially preva-
lent in Iceland. [Staggers, Tape-wosm.]

IT Hydatids of Morgagni

:

Anatomy :

1. One or more small pedunculated bodies
(not real hydatids) in the testicle.

2. A hydatid-looking body at the fimbriated
extremity of the uterus.

hy-dat'-i-form, a. [Eng. hydatid), and Lat.
forma ~ form, appearance.] Resembling a
hydatid.

hy-dat'-l-na, s. [Gr. Mark (hudatis) = a
watery vesicle ; Lat. suff. -ina.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Hy-
datinaea (q.v.). Type, Hydatina senta.

Siy-da-tIn'-»-a, s. pi. [Mod. Jjait.hydatin(a);
Lat. neut. pi. suff. -ata.]

Zool. : A family of Rotatoria, established by
Ehrenberg. There is neither a carapace nor
an enveloping sheath ; the rotatory organ mul-
tiple or more than bipartite. Eighteen genera
known. Called also Notommatina (q.v.).

hy'-da-tism, s. [Eng., &c. hydatid); -ism.]

A sound produced by the motion of a liquid
which has been effused into some cavity of the
body.

hy* -da-toid, a. & s. [Gr. vSoip (hudor) =
water, and e*5os (eidos) = appearance, like-

ness.]

A, As adj. .* Resembling water in quality,

nature, appearance, or consistency.

B. As substantive

:

Anat. : The membrane surrounding the
aqueous humour of the eye or that humour
itself.

* hyde, s. [Hide.]

hyd'-ne-l, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hydn(um) ; Lat.

masc. pL adj. suff. -ei.]

Bot. : A sub-order of hymenomyeetous
fungi having the basidia spores on tubercles

or spine-like processes on the under side of a

discoid cup-shaped, or funnel-shaped, stalked

or sessile pileus.

hyd-no-car'-piis, s. [Gr. SSvov (hudnon) =
an esculent fungus, perhaps the truffle, and
ttdpiros (karpos) — fruit]

Bot. : A genus of Pangiacese, the Took.
Hydnocarpus venenatus is described by Sir

Joseph Hooker as a beautiful evergreen tree
with tufts of yellow blossoms on the trunk.
Its fruit is as large as an orange, and is used
to poison fish. An oil is expressed from its

seeds. (Hoolcer; Himalayan Joum., ii. 7.)

hyd-noV-a, s. [Gr. v&vov (hudnon) = an
esculent fungus, a truffle ; suff. -ora (?).]

Bot. ; A genus of Cytinacese. Hydnora
africana smells like roast beef, and is eaten
by the native Africans.

hyd'-num, s. [Gr. v&vov (hudnon) = an eatable
fungus, probably a truffle.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-order
Hydnei (q.v.). It consists of fungals having
the hymenum composed of prickles projecting
from the pileus. Hydnum repandum, properly
dressed and cooked, is eatable.

hydr-, pref. [Hydro-.]

Hy'-dra, s. [Lat., from Gr.. ii&pa (hudra) = a
water-snake, from v&up(hudor)= water; Sansc.
udras; Russ. ouidra; A.S. o(er=aotter(q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit, & Gr. Myth. : A celebrated monster
which infested the Lake Lerna in Pelopon-
nesus. It was the offspring of Ichidna's union
with Typhon. It had one hundred heads, and
as soon as one was cut off, two grew up if the
wound was not stopped by fire. It was one
of the labours of Hercules to destroy this
monster : this he effected with the assistance
of Iolaus, who applied a red-hot iron to the
wound as soon as one head was cut off. The
conqueror dipped his arrows in the gall of
the Hydra, and all the wounds which he gave
proved incurable.

" Another king ! they grow like ffpdra's heads."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., v. 4.

2. Fig. : Any evil or misfortune arising
from many sources.

"And yet the hydra of my cares renewB."
Daniel ; Sonnets to Delia, xv.

II. Technically :

1. Astron. : The Hydra or Watersnake, one
of the fifteen ancient southern constellations.
It is so long that it has been divided into
four parts : (1) Hydra—i.e. Hydra proper

; (2)
Hydra et Crater

; (3) Hydra et Corvus ; and
(4) Hydrai continuatio. Hydra proper is a
little south of the bright star, Regulus, which
is in Leo.

2. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Hydridse. The animal is locomotive, single,
naked, gelatinous, subcylindrical, but very
contractile and variable in form ; the mouth
surrounded by a
single row of fili-

form tentacles.
Propagation by the
formation of gem-
mee and ova upon
or within the sub-
stance of the ani-

mal's body. If cut
into pieces each
will become a new
hydra. If turned
inside out the crea-
ture will die unless
it can turn back
again, as it usually
does. Hydra was
first described by
Trembley in 1774.
The genus con- hydra.
tains the fresh -

water polypes. Hydra viridis has six to ton
tentacles, shorter than the body; it is leaf-
green, and is found in ponds and still waters
adhering to the roots of duckweed. H. vul-
garis has seven to twelve tentacles, at least as
long as the body ; it is orange, brown, yellow,
or red. H. attenuata and H. Jusca are rare.

hydra-headed, a. Having many heads,
like a hydra, each of which is renewed as it is
.cut off ; hence, difficult to get rid of, or having
many sources or origins ; multiform ; spread-
ing ; not to be killed or quelled. (Lit. & jig.)

hydra-tainted, a. Dipped in the gall
of the Hydra ; hence, poisonous, deadly.

" The hydra-tainted dart."
Cowper : Death of the Vice-Chancellor. (Tran3.)

hydra-tuba, &-.

Zool. : The name given by Sir J. G. Dalyell
to a body which ultimately becomes trumpet-
shaped, with a mouth and tentacles at the ex-
panded extremity. It is called Hydra-tuba
from its resemblance to the hydra. It is

an immature form belonging to some of the

Lucernarida, and is regarded as a fixed Lucer-

naroid. (Nicholson.)

hy-drse'-ci-a, s. [Hydrcecia.]

hy-drach'-na, s. [Pref. hydr-, and Gr. a\vTj

(achne) = anything shaved off; froth, chaff.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family

Hydrachnidas (q.v.). When young they have
only six legs. Example, Hydrachna cruenta.

hjr-drach'-ni-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hy-

drachn(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idaz.]

Zool. : Water-mites, a family of Acarina.

They swim about in the water by means of

the fringes on their legs.

hy-drac'-ids,
acids.]

pi. [Eng. hydr(ogen), and

Chem. ; A name formerly given to acids

which did not contain oxygen, as hydrochloric
acid, HC1, hydrocyanic acid, HCn. But now
all acids are regarded as salts of hydrogen.

[Eng. ir(ated), andhy-dra-cry1'-ic,
acrylic.]

Chem. : (See the compound).

hydracrylic-acid, s.

CJiem. : CH2(OH-)-CH2'COOH, Ethylene
lactic acid, ethene lactic acid. A diatomic
monobasic acid, obtained by heating iodo-
propionic acid with moist silver oxide,
CH2ICH2-COOH + AgOH = Agl+ CH2OH-
CH2'COOH. It is a thick syrup, and forms
crystalline salts. Hydraorylic - acid, when
heated alone, or when boiled with equal parts
of H2SO4 and HoO, is converted into acrylic
acid CH2-OH CH2

I "

CH2 - H2 = CH
I I

COOH COOH.
hy-dra- deph -a ga, s. pi [Pref. hydr-, and

neut. "pi. of Gr.*a57j0ayos (adephagos) = glut-
tonous.]

Entom. : The name given by Macleay to a
sub-section of Adephaga, a section of penta-
nierous beetles. It contains the aquatic Ade-
phaga. The legs are formed for swimming, the
hinder ones having only a horizontal motion ;

the body ovate. They are very predatory and
aquatic, but come to the surface occasionally
to breathe. Hydradephaga contains the fami-
lies Dyticidse and Gyrinidse (q.v.).

hy-dra-deph'-a-goiis, a. [Mod. Lat. hy~
dradephag(a) ; Eng. suff. -ous.]

Entom. : Of or belonging to the Hydra-
dephaga (q.v.). (Swalnson & Shuclcard.)

hy-drai-form, hy'-dri-form, a. [Eng., &c.
hydra; and Lat. forma = form, appearance.]

Zool. : Resembling the hydra or common
fresh-water polype in form.

hy'-dra-gogue, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
ayoj (ago) = to lead, to drive.]

Med. : An active purgative, causing a very
large secretion of fluid from the mucous mem-
brane of the bowels. Hydragogues cause
relief by the partial emptying of the veins of
the portal system. The chief hydragogues
are gamboge, elaterium, and cream of tartar
in large doses.

hy-draj'-mi-a, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
alixa (liaima) = blood.]

Path. : The same as Aslemia (q.v.).

hy'-dral, a. [Hydrales.]
Bot. : Of or belonging to Hydrales, as Hy-

dral Endogens. (Lindley : Veg. King. (1853)
p. 140.)

hydral-alliance, 5.

Bot. : The same as Hydrales (q.v.).

hy-dra'-les, s. pi [Masc. & fem. pi. of Mod,
Lat. hydralis, from Gr. vStop (hudor), in compos
vSpo (hydro) = water.

Bot.
:
An alliance of endogens, having the

flowers perfect or imperfect, usually scattered
not on a spadix

; the embryo axile, without
albumen It consists of unisexual aquatic
plants. Lindley includes under it the orders
Hydrochandacea;, Naiadaceae, and Zosteraeeee

hy -dram-Ines, s. pi
amines.]

Chem.

[Eng. hydr(oxyl), and

Oxethene bases. These compoundsmay be considered as amines, containing hy-

bffil, hd^; pollt, jtffeli cat 9eU » chorus, chin, bench; go, gexn; thin, this; sin, as; expect, 3Cenophon exist
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion=shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble.

ing,
die, &c. = bel, del.
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droxyl substitution compounds of ethyl. They
are obtained by the action of aqueous am-

monia on ethene oxide
OH.
en-.

;>0. One, two,

or three molecules of the oxide uniting with
one molecule of ammonia, forming CHVOH'
CHo-NH2 , Ethene hydramine. (CHo'OH-
CH^NH, Diethene hydramine. (CH2-OH-
CHo)<jN triethene hydramine. They are viscid

alkaline liquids decomposed by heat, but their

hydrochlorates can be fractionally distilled.

hy-dran'-ge-a, s. [Pref. hydr- (q.v.), and
Gr. ayyelov (anggeion) = a vessel, a pail.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Hy-
drangeacege (q.v.). The calyx is superior,

five-toothed ; the petals and stamens five
;

pistils two ; capsule two-beaked, two-celled,

opening by a hole between the beaks. It con-
sists of showy shrubs. Hydrangea hortensis,

a native of China, is cultivated here in gardens.
The leaves of H. Thttnbergii are dried in Japan
and infused to make a kind of tea.

hy-dran-ge-a'-ce-a% s. pi [Mod. Lat.
hydrange(a) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : An order of Pen'gynous Exogens,
alliance Saxifragales. It consists of shrubs
with opposite simple leaves ; flowers usually
in cymes ; calyx partly adherent to the ovary,
four to six-toothed

;
petals four to six, de-

ciduous ; stamens in two rows, eight to twelve

;

fruit a two to five-celled capsule, with few or
many minute seeds. Found chiefly in the
temperate parts of Asia and America. Genera
about nine, species forty-five or more. Some-
times reduced to a tribe of Saxifragacere.

hy-dran'-ge-ads, a. pi. [Mod. Lat. hy-

drangea); pi. suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Hydrangeacece (q.v.).

hy'-drant, s. [Gr. vSpaCv<a (hudraino) = to
water," to irrigate; vSwp (hudor) = water.] A
spout and a valve connected with a water-
main, and designed for drawing water from
the latter ; a street-fountain.

hy-dranth, s. [Pref. hydr-, and Gr. avBos
(anthos) = a blossom, a flower.]

Zool. : The polypite or proper nutritive
zob'id of the Hydrozoa.

hy-drar'-gil-lite, s. [Pref. hydr- ; Lat.
argilla = white clay, potter's earth, and suff.

-ite (Min.) (q.v.).']

Min. : The hydrargillite of Cleaveland is the
same as Gibbsite (q.v.); that of Davy the
same as Wavellite (q.v.). Dana arranges
part of Hydrargillite under Turquoise (q.v.).

hy-drar'-gy-rate, a. [Mod. Lat. hydrargy-
r(um); suff. -ate (Ghent.) (q.v.).]

Ghent. : Of or belonging to mercury (q.v.).

hy-drar'-gy-rum, s. [Lat. hydrargyrus =
, Gr. v&pdpyvpos (hudrarguros) = fluid quick-
silver.]

*1. Old Cliem. : Quicksilver, mercury.

2. Pharm. : Hydrargyrum cum Greta. Mer-
cury with chalk ; also called grey powder.
Obtained by rubbing one ounce of mercury
with two ounces of prepared chalk till the
globules are no longer visible. It is a light
grey powder, insoluble in water. It is one of
the mildest preparations of mercury.

hy-dras'-tis, s. [From Gr. v6b>p (hudor) —
water, referring to the moist places in which
it grows.]

Bot. : A genus of Ranunculacese, tribe Ane-
moneEe. Sepals three, petals none ; fruit

baccate, resembling a raspberry. Only one
known species. Hydrastis canadensis, the
yellow puccoon orange root or yellow root, has
a strong and somewhat narcotic smell, and is

used in North America as a tonic. It also
affords a bright yellow dye.

hy'-drate, s. [Gr. i!Swp (hudor), in compos.
vBpo (hudro); -ate.]

Ghent. : A chemical substance having water
in direct combination with it.

hydrate-of-chloral,
DRATE.]

[Chloral-hy-

hy'-drat-ed,a. [Eng. liydrat(e) ; -ecL] Formed
into a hydrate.

hy-dra'-tion, s. [Eng. hydrat(e); -inn.] The
act of moistening or impregnating with water ;

the state of being moistened ; the process of
becoming hydrated.

hy-draul'-ic, * hy-draul'-ick, a. [Fr.
hydraulique, from Lat. hydraulicns, from Gr.
v6pav\iK6$ (hudranWcos) = pertaining to a
water-organ ; iiSpavkis (hudraulis) =a water-
organ : v&iap (hudor) — water, and av\6g (aulos)
= a pipe.] Of or pertaining to hydraulics, or
fluids in motion.

hydraulic-belt, s. An endless woollen
band for raising water. The lower bight is

immersed in water, and the upper bight passes
between two rollers, where the absorbed water
is squeezed out.

hydraulic-block, s.

Shipbuild. : An hydraulic lifting-press oc-

cupying the place of a building block beneath
the keel of a vessel in a repairing-dock. Being
adjustable as to height, it is useful for straight-

ening a ship that has become hogged or sagged.

hydraulic-brush, s. A brush having a
hose connection through its handle, so as to
discharge water upon the surface or object
being scrubbed.

hydraulic -cane, s. This pump con-
sists of a vertical pipe whose lower end has a
valve opening upwardly and plunged in the
water of the cistern or well. A rapid vertical

reciprocation is given to the tube, and the
water is caused to ascend therein

;
positively

as the lower end plunges into the water raising
the valve, and relatively as the water slips

in the tube as the latter descends quickly. An
air-chamber above makes the discharge con-
tinuous.

hydraulic - cement,
MORTAR.]

[Hydraulic-

hydraulic-clock, s. [Clepsydra]

hydraulic-condenser, s.

Gas: The chamber into which gas from the
retorts is conveyed by the dip-pipes to be
cooled. [Hydraulic-main.]

hydraulic-crane, s. [Hydraulic-lift,
&c]

hydraulic-dock, s. An apparatus by
which a vessel is raised clear of the water for
examination and repairs.

hydraulic-elevator, s, A platform
lift worked by hydraulic power.

hydraulic-engine, s.

1. An engine or machine employed in rais-
ing water, as pumps, &c. ; or receiving motion
by the weight or impulse of water, as water-
wheels, «fec. ; or in transmitting power, as the
hydrostatic press, &c.

2. A machine driven by the pressure of a
column of water ; the term is especially ap-
plied to one in which the piston of a cylinder
is driven by water-power.

hydraulic-indicator, s. A gauge to
indicate hydraulic pressure.

hydraulic-lift, s.

Hoisting: An apparatus on the principle of
the hydraulic press, caused by means of a
lever to draw up a chain which passes over
sets of pulleys, and is thence conducted by
leading pulleys over a jib. The weight is by
this arrangement raised many times the stroke
of the ram.

hydraulic lifting-jack, s. A portable
lifting apparatus in which the power is a form
of the hydrostatic press.

hydraulic-lime, s. A kind of lime
having the property of hardening under water.
[Hydraulic-cement.]

hydraulic-limestone, s.

Min., Petrol., &c. : An impure limestone of
use in forming cement which is likely to be
exposed to the action of water. The impuri-
ties are generally magnesia, silica, and alu-
mina. Occurs in France, the United
&c. Dana arranges it under calcite.

hydraulic-main, ».

Gas ; A strong, cast-iron pipe, usually about
twelve inches in diameter, and of a length suffi-
cient to receive all the perpendicular pipes
that convey to it the gas generated in the
several retorts. The jnain is horizontal, and
is supported on the .brick-work that covers
the ovens. The hydraulic main contains a
certain quantity of water, and the mouth of

each gas-tube is submerged in the water, so

that the gas flows through water and parts

with a portion of its ammonia at this stage cl

the process.

hydraulic-mining, s.

Mining : A system of mining in which the-

force of a jet of water is used to sluice down a
bed of auriferous gravel or earth, which is-

passed through sluices to detain the particles.

of gold.

hydraulic-mortar, s. Mortar in wh-iehi

the presence of alumina enables it to harden
under water, producing an insoluble silicate

of alumina. It usually contains burned clay
along with the more abundant lime, and some-
times oxide of iron. [Pozzuolana.]

hydraulic-motor, s.

1. An hydraulic ram having connections;
which raise a piston that is forced down by-

atmospheric pressure at each cessation of the-

downward flow of water. By suitably arranged!
valves, the water may be admitted alternately

above and below the piston, causing a recipro-
cating action similar to that of the steam-
engine.

2. [Hydraulic-engine, 2.]

hydraulic -nozzle, s. A hose-nozzle-
used in hydraulic-mining (q.v.)

hydraulic-organ, s. [Organ.)

hydraulic-pivot, s.

Mack. : A contrivance of Girard, by which
a film or body of water is introduced below
the end of a vertical axis to bear its weight,
and to prevent the actual friction of the axis;

on its step.

hydraulic platform-lift, a.

Hoisting : A form of hoisting apparatus in»

which a small pump, operated by a lever, forces;

water into a cylinder containing a piston bear-

ing an upright stem, upon the upper end of
which the platform, sliding upon appropriate1

guides, is fixed.

hydraulic-press, s.

Mach. : The same as BRAMAH-PRESs(q.'?.).

hydraulic-propeller, s. A means of
propelling vessels by the ejection of a body of
water at the stern.

hydraulic rail-bender, s. An imple-
ment for bending or straightening rails by
hydraulic pressure.

hydraulic-ram, s. A machine by which
the fall of a column of water in a tube is-

caused to elevate a portion of itself to a height"

greater than that of its source.

hydraulic-slip, s. A slip-dock in which
the cradle and its load, the ship, are hauledi
up the rails or ways, for the purpose of clean-
ing or repair, by the power of an hydraulic-
press.

hydraulic-tourniquet, s.

Mach. ; The same as Barker's mill (q.v.)..

[Mill.]

hydraulic-valve, s. An inverted cup.
which is lowered over the upturned open end?
of a pipe, the edge of the cup being submerged
in water, and closing the pipe against the-

passage of air.

* hy-draul'-ic-al, u.. [Eng. hydraulic; -all
Hydraulic.

"Ail hydrauHcal or rather hydraulo-pneumatical
engine."—Boyle: Works, p. 232.

hy-draul'-ic-on, s. [Gr. vSpavkiKos (hu-
draulikos) = pertaining to a water-organ ;-

v8pav\is (hndraidis) = a water-organ : iiSmp
(hudor) = water, and auAds (aidos) = a pipe.]

Mnsic : A water-organ. This form was
known to the Alexandrian Greeks in the time
of Hero, 150 b.c. It is supposed that air was
forced by means of water. If so, it was rather
a water-bellows. [Organ.]

hy-draul'-ics, s. [Hydraulic]
Physics: The department of science whici

treats of the application of hydrodynamics tc
practical purposes, and specially to the raising
of water in pipes. [Hydrodynamics.] It
treats also of machines in which water is a
moving power, as water-wheels. A subordi-
nate part is called hydraulic architecture.

hy- dra - zines, s. pi. [Eng. hydr(ogen) •

az(ote), and suff. -ines.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey= a, qu = kw.
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Chem, : H2N^NH2 . Hydrazine is not known
in a free state. Its derivatives are obtained
by the reduction of nitrosoamines by zinc dust
and acetic acid, (CH3)2N-NO+4H'(dimethyl-
nitrosoamine) - (QBMj-N - NH2 + HOH (di-

methylhydrazine); also formed by the action
of nascent hydrogen on

™>CO + *H=HOH +
C
c«>CO

l NNO NNH2
i (nitrosodiethyl (diethyl hydrazine
1 urea) urea)

,
This compound, boiled with concentrated HC1

,
in a water-bath, gives C2H5-HN—NH2=HC1,
ethyl hydrazinehydrochlorate+C2H5NH2 HCl

|
(ethylamine hydrochlorate) + CO-2 . They are
strong bases. A primary hydrazine has only
one H substituted by an alcohol radical, as
C2H5 HN -NH2 . They reduce Fehling's solu-
tion in the cold. A secondary hydrazine has
two H's substituted by alcohol radicals, as
(CH3)2N-NH2. They only reduce {Fehling's
solution when warmed. Aromatic hydrazines
are formed in thesame manner. C^HsN'CHg'NO
+ 4H' (nitrosomethyl aniline) = HOH +
CgHs'CHg-N—NH2 (phenylmethyl hydrazine).
An alcoholic solution of diazoainido-benzene,
reduced by zinc dust and acetic acid, yields
C6H5N = N - NH-C6HS + 4H = NH2'C6H5
(aniline) = C6H5HN-NH2 (phenyl hydrazine).
Primary phenyl hydrazines are converted into
diazo compounds by the action of mercuric
oxide on their sulphates.

hy-draz-o-ben'-zene, t>. [Eng. l\ydr(ogen);
az(ote), and benzene.]

Chem. : C12H32N& or C6H5-NH-C6H5. An
aromatic compound, obtained by the action
of H2S on an alcoholic solution of azobenzene,
CgH5N= NC 6H5 . Hydrazobenzene crystallizes
in large plates, insoluble in water, but soluble
in alcohol and ether. They melt at 131°.

hy-draz-o-ben-zo'-ic, «. [Eng. hydr(ogen);
az(pte), and benzoic] (See the compound.)

hydrazobenzoic-acid, s.

Chem. : Ci4H12N204. A compound formed
by adding ferrous sulphate to a boiling solu-
tion of azobenzoic acid in caustic soda, and
precipitating the filtered solution by hydro-
chloric acid. It is a yellowish substance,
slightly soluble in hot alcohol.

1 hy-dren ce-phal 6 961c, s. [Pref. hydro-

(1) ; Gr. eyici<pa\os (engkepha los) = the brain,
and ktj\ij (kUl) = a tumour.]

Pathol. ; A tumour or swelling, producing,
on rupture, watery effusion on the brain. Not
very different from hydrocephalus (q.v.).

hy-dren cepha-loid, a. [Mod. Lat. hy-

drencephal(us), and Gr. e?5os (eidos) = form,
appearance.]

Pathol. : Of or belonging to hydrencephalus
(q.v.).

t ny-dren-ceph'-a-liis, hy-dren-ceph-
a-lon, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr. £yKe<pa\o<;

(engkephalos) = the brain.]

Pathol. : The same as Hydrocephalus (q.v.).

hy-dren-ter'-6-gele, s. [Pref. hydro- (1); Gr.
evrepov (enteron) = an intestine, and ktJAi] (kele)

a tumour.]

Surg. : Intestinal hernia, the sac of which
encloses fluid.

* Hy'-dri-ad, s. [Gr. vSptas (httdrias), genit.

vSptdSo*; (hudriados) = belonging to the water,
'YSpidSes Nv/jupat (Hudriades Numphui)= water

• nymphs.)]

Mythol. : A water-nymph.

hy'-dric, a. [Eng. hyd(rogen) ; -ic]

Chem. : A term given to acids, which are

regarded as salts of hydrogen, as hydric nitrate,

HNOg, or nitric acid ; hydric sulphate, H2SO4,
or sulphuric acid. When H and a poly basic

acid are replaced by a metal, there is formed an
acid salt, or a salt containing basic hydrogen
and another metal. ThusKHS04'is called

acid potassium sulphate, or potassic hydric
sulphate.

hydric -bromide, s. [Hydrobromic-
Af'ID.]

hydric chloride, s.

ACID.]
[HydroCHLORic-

hydric iodide, *-. [Hydriodic-acid.]

hydric sulphide, ->. [Hydrogen-sul-
phide.]

hy'-drl-da, s. pi. [Lat. hydra, and Gr. elfios

(eidos)= form.]

Zool. : An order of Hydroida. The hydro-
sorna consists of a single locomotive polypite,

with tentacles and a discoid hydrorhiza, never
developing into hard cuticle. The reproduc-
tive organs appear as simple external processes
of the body wall. It contains only one family,

Hydiidae.

hy'-dri-dae (1), hy'-dra-dse, s. pi. [Lat. hy-

dr(a); fern. pi. adj. safT.'-idke, -ados.]

Zool. : The typical and only family of the
order Hydrida (q.v.).

* hy'-drl-dae (2), s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hydr(us)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. surf, -idai.]

Zool. : A family of Water-snakes, now called

Hydrophida? (q.v.).

hy'-dride, 5. [Eng. hydr(ogen); -ide.]

Chem. : A compound of hydrogen with ano-
ther element, as silicon hydride SiH4 , or
with a hydrocarbon radical, as ethyl hydride,
C2H5 H.

hy-dril'-la, s. [Dimin. (?) of Lat. hydra =
Gr. vSpla (hudria) = a waterpot.]

Bot. : A genus of Hydrocharidacere, tribe

Vallisnerese. The Jaugi (Hydrilkt or Vallis-

neria aUernifolia) is one of the plants used
in India to supply water mechanically to
sugar in process of being refined.

hy-drin'-dic, a. [Pref. hydro- (2); Eng. in-

d(igo\ and surf, -ic] (See the compound.)

hydrindic acid, s.

Chem. : This acid is not obtained in a free

state. Its anhydride Dioxindol, CSH7NO2, is

obtained by boiling isatin in water with a little

zinc dust, and hydrochloric acid. It crystallizes

in colourless prisms which turn yellow on ex-
posure to the air ; it melts at 180° and decom-
poses at 115°, yielding aniline. An aqueous
solution of hydrindic acid is oxidised by the
air, turning red.

hy'-dri-o-date, a. [Eng., &c. hydriod(ic);
-ate (Chem.).']

Chem. ; A salt of hydriodic acid (q.v.).

hy-dri-dd'-IC, a. [Eng. hydr(ogen); iod(inc),

and suff. -ic] (See the compound.)

hydriodic-acid, s.

Chem. : Hydric iodide, hydrogen iodide, HI.
Hydriodic acid is a colourless gas forming in
the air. At a pressure of four atmospheres at
0° it is condensed to a liquid. It can be frozen
at ordinary temperature by a mixture of ether
and solid C02 at a temperature of 55°. Its
sp. gr. is 4-3737, air = 1. Hydriodic acid is

prepared by the action of phosphorus and
iodine in the presence of water, P+5l+4H2=
5HI+H3PO4. One part, by weight, of amor-
phous phosphorus is placed in fifteen parts of
water, and twenty parts of iodine are added
gradually. Then the flask is gently warmed,
and the HI collected over mercury. H2S04
does not liberate HI from potassium iodide

;

the reaction is 3H2S04+2KI=2KHS04+I2+
S02+2H20. Hydriodic acid is not combust-
ible, and will not support* combustion. It is

decomposed by passing it through a red-hot
tube, the gas becoming violet-coloured. HI
is very soluble in water. A solution kept cold
by ice will have a density of 1-990. The solu-
tion decomposes in the air, water being formed
and iodine liberated, which redissolves in the
solution, turning it dark coloured. A solu-
tion of HI in water dissolves Zn, iron ore,
with evolution of H, forming iodides. An
aqueous solution of HI can be formed by
passing HoS through water in which iodine is
suspended, H20+H2S + I2 •* 2HI+S+HoO.
A solution having the density of 07 can'be
prepared in this manner.

hy-dro- (1), pref. [Latinised .form of Gr.
i>Spo (hudro), the form in which ii&iop (hudor)
= water, appears in a Greek prefix, especially
before a consonant. Before avowel it is gene-
rally hydr, Gr. vSp (hudr).'] [Etym.]

hydro-barometer, s. An instrument
for determining the depth of sea-water by its
pressure.

hydro - extractor, s. [Centrifugal-
machine.]

hy-dro- (2), pref. [Hydrogen.]
Chem. : A prefix used to denote that the

acid contains no oxygen, the acid being a com-

bination of hydrogen with a non-metallie
clement, as H2S, hydrosulphuric acid, HC1,
hydrochloric acid, or with a radical, as hydro-
cyanic acid, HCN.

hy-dro- (3), pref. [Hydra.]

Zool. : Of, belonging, or akin to, the hydra
(q.v.).

hy-dro-ap'-a-tite, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
apatite (q.v.).'J

Mhu : Hydrous apatite, a milk-white warty-
transparent mineral; its hardness, 5"5; sp.
gr., 310. Compos.: phosphoric acid, 40"00 ;

lime, 47 -31; fluorine, 3*36; calcium, 3'tiO

;

water, 5'30. Pound in mammillary concre-
tions in the fissures of an argillaceous school
in St. Girons, in the Pyrenees. [Hydroben-
zamide.]

hy-dro-ben'-za-mide, s. [Pref. hydro- (2)>
and Eng., &c. b'enzamide(q.v.).~)

Chem. : C2iHi8N2 (C6H5-CH"):SY Obtained
by the action of ammonia on benzoic aldehyde.
It crystallizes out of alcohol in large crystals-

which melt at 110°.

hy dro-ben zoin, a. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
Eng. benzoin.]

Chem. : C^H^Oo. Tolylene glycol. An
aromatic compound" slightly soluble in water,
crystallizing in rhombic tables, which melt at
134°. It is obtained by the action of zinc and
hydrochloric acid and benzaldehyde. An iso-
meric compound, isoliydro-benzoin, is obtained
at the same time.

hy-drd'-bi-a, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
£ios (bios) ="life, course of life.]

Zool. : A subgenus of gasteropodous mol-
luscs, genus Rissoa. The shell is smooth, the
foot rounded behind. Fifty recent species-
are known, and ten fossil : the former from
Britain, &c. ; the latter from the Wealden,
onward.

hy-dro'-bx-us, s. [Hydrobia.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles, family Hydro-
philidse. It is more convex than its allies.

According to Stephens, twenty-four have been,
found in Britain : allot" these but two arc now
transposed to other genera.

hy-dro-bdV-a-cIte, $. [Pref. hydro- (1),

and Eng. boracite (q.v.).]

Min. : Hydrous borate of lime and mag-
nesia. Compos. : boracic acid, 49 - 22 to 49*92 ;
lime, 13-30 to 1374 ; magnesia, 10'43 to 1071 ;
water, 26*33 = 100. Its colour is white, with
rust spots. Hardness, 2; sp. gr., 1-9 to 2'0.

Resembles gypsum, but is fusible. Found in
the Caucasus.

hy-dro-bbr-o-cal'-cite, s. [Pref. hydro- (l),

and Eng., borocalcite (q.v.).]

Min. ; The same as Boronatrocalcitk
(q.v.). See also Hayesite.

hy dro bro - mate, s. [Eng., &c. hydro-
brom(ic); -ate.]

Chem. : A salt formed by the molecular
union of hydrobromic acid with ammonia,
aniline, ethylamine, &c.

hy-dro-bro'-mic, a. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
Eng. bromic (q.v.).] (See the compound.)

hydrobromic -acid, s.

Chem. : Hydric bromide, hydrogen bromide,
Hydrobromic acid is a colourless gas, having
an irritating smell, fuming in the air. It can
be condensed into a colourless liquid at 73° ^
it freezes at 87°. It is not inflammable, ancf
extinguishes flame. It is very soluble in
water. A solution of sp. gr. 1-486 contains-
47 per cent, of HBr. The composition of the
distillate changes with the pressure of the
barometer. Bromine does not unite with
hydrogen in the sunlight, nor by the electric
spark nor by flame. Hydrobromic acid can be
obtained by the action of concentrated phos-
phoric acid and potassium bromide ; if sul-
phuric acid is used, a mixture of HBr, SOo,
and Br2 is obtained, but is prepared by plac-
ing one part, by weight, of amorphous phos-
phorus and two parts of water, and then ten
parts of bromine are allowed tD fall on it
drop by drop, from a tap funnel ; then the
flask is gently warmed, and the HBr is given
off. It is passed through a U-tube containing
amorphous phosphorus to free it from the'
vapour of bromine, and then it is collected in-
dry cylinders by displacement over mercury,

boll, bo^; pout, jd%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = f„
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel del/
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2P+5Br2+SH2 = 10HBr+2H3PO4 . It can
also be prepared by passing H2S through a
solution of bromine in water. Hydrobromic
acid is decomposed by chlorine, Cl»+2HBr=
Br3+2HC1. The hydrogen can be replaced by
metals forming bromides.

hy-dro-bu-chol'-zite, *. [Pref. hydro- (1),

and bucholzite (q.v.).]

Min. ; A variety of Fibrolite, believed to be
from Sardinia.

hy-dro-cam'-pa, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Lat. campe = Gr. kafjnr^(fmmpe)- a caterpillar.]

Entom: The typical genus of the family
Hydrocampidfe (q.v.). Hydrocampa nymjihceata
is the Brown China Mark, and H. stagnuta the
Beautiful China Mark, both British.

hy-dro-cam'-pi-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hy-

drocamp(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. surf, -idix.}

Entom.: A family of moths, group Pyra-
lidina. The antennas of the male are simple,

the abdomen rather long, slender, and the
wings silky, but not transparent. The larvae

feed below the water on duckweed, water-
lilies, and ppnd-weeds.

hy-dro-can'-thar-i, s. pi. [Pref. hydro- (2),

and Lat. cantharis.]

Entom. .- Swimmers. The name given by
Latreille, Cuvier, &c. to a tribe of penta-
merous aquatic beetles, now more generally
called Hydradephaga (q.v.). The latter is a
better name, for they have no close affinity to
the Cantharides.

hy-dro-car'-bon, s. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
carbon (q.v.).]

Chem. : A name given to compounds of one
or more atoms of carbon, with atoms of hy-
drogen. Carbon is a tetrad element, capable
of uniting with four atoms of H, as CH4 me-
thane. But carbon atoms can unite with each
other, by one or more pairs of bonds, thus
=C-C= =C=C =, -C=C— , the hydrocar-
bons having the C atoms united by only one
pair of bonds are called paraffins, Cn -EUn + o-

H H
as ethane H^C- C^H. Hydrocarbons having

H NH
two C atoms united by two pairs of bonds are

calledolefines Cn^n^as h>>C—C<^tt e*uene -

By three pairs of bonds, are called acetylenes
CuH2n- 2 , as acetylene HC=CH. Besides
these there are hydrocarbons belonging to the
aromatic series, having the carbon atoms ar-

ranged to form a closed ring, as benzene CgHg
(q.v.), and the naphthalene series containing
two closed rings. The constitution of the
other groups of hydrocarbons are described
under their respective names. [Anthracene. ]

hydrocarbon - burner, s. A burner
for liquid fuel. It usually has a jet of air or

steam, frequently both, which carries with it

petroleum in the form of spray, which is ignited

and burns below a boiler, cooking vessel, &c.

hydrocarbon furnace, s. A furnace
specially adapted to the use of liquid fuel for

a steam-boiler or a metallurgic furnace.

hydrocarbon-stove, s. a heating or
cooking stove in which liquid fuel is burned.

* hy-dro-car'-bu-ret, s. [Pref. hydro- (2),

and Eng. carburet.) Carburetted hydrogen, a
name formerly given to hydrocarbons.

* hy-dro-car'-di-a, s. [Pref. hydro- (l),

and Gr. Kap&ia (kardia) = the heart.]

Path, : A name given by Hildanus to a
serous, sanious, or purulent tumour of the
pericardium.

hy-dro-caul'-iis, s [Lat. hydro- (1), and
Gr. kolvKos (kaulos) = the stalk or stem of a
plant.]

Bot. : The main stem of the ccenosarc of a
hydrozoon.

hy'-dr6-cele, s. [Lat., = Gr. vSpoKqKri (7m-

drokele): pref. hydro- (1), and Kr\ki\ (kelc) = a
tumour.]

Path, : A serouB effusion, dropsy of the
scrotum, consequent on inflammation.

hy-dro-ce-phar-ic, a. [Mod. Lat. hydro-

cephalus); Eng. suff. -ic] Of, pertaining, or
akin to hydrocephalus, hydrocephaloid (q.v.).

hy-dro-ceph'-a-loid, 1*. [Mod. Lat. hydro-

cephalus) (q.v.), and Gr. c'Sos (eidos) = form,

appearance.] Of, pertaining to, or akin to
hydrocephalus.

hydrocephaloid-disease, s.

Path. : A disease in infants, partly resem-
bling hydrocephalus, but less formidable.
Called also spurious hydrocephalus.

hy-dro-ceph'-a-liis, s. [Gr. v8poice<pakov

(hudrokephalon)*: pref. hydro- (1), and /ee^aAij

\kephale) = the head.]

1. Path. : Dropsy in the ventricles of the
brain, or in the arachnoid cavity, in children,

and usually rapidly fatal, although cases have
been known to go on to adult life.

2. Palmont. : A genus of Trilobites.

% Spurious hydrocephalus; [Hydrocepha-
loid-disease].

hy-droch'-ar-ads, s pi. [Mod. Lat., &c.
hydrochar(is) ; -udb.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Hydrocharidacese (q.v.).

hy-dr6-char-i-da'-ce-£e, hy-dro-cha-
rid'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hydrocliaris,

genit. hydrochu.rid(is) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-aceoi, -ecu.]

Bot. : Hydrocharads ; an order of endogens,
alliance Hydrales. It consists of floating or

water-plants ; the leaves sometimes spiny
;

the flowers in a spathe ; the sepals three,

herbaceous ; the petals three, petaloid or

wanting ; stamens epigynous, definite or in-

definite ; ovary one, six, eight, and nine-

celled; ovules indefinite; fruit dry or, succu-
lent. They are found in Europe, North
America, Egypt, and Australia. Genera about
twelve, species twenty or more. Genera repre-

sented in Britain, Anacharis, Hydrocharis, and
Stratiotes (q.v.).

hy-droch'-ar-is, s. [Gr. 'YSpoxapi* (lm-

clrocharis) = Grace of the waters, the name of
a frog (Batrach. , 229) ; vSpoxap^ (hudrochares)
= delighting in water : pref. hydro- (1), and
Gr. xapis (charis) = favour, grace.]

Bot. : Frog-bit. The typical genus of the
order Hydrocharidacea?.(q.v.). It is dioecious

;

the male flowers with six to twelve stamens,

HYDROCHARIS.

three or six without anthers. Female flowers
solitary, long-peduncled . Hydrocharis Morsus-
Maiim is a plant with orbicular reniform leaves
and white flowers, occurring in ponds and
ditches in England ; rare in Ireland.

hy-dro-chlor'-ate, a. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
Eng. chlorate (q.v.).]

Chem. : Also wrongly called hydrochloride.
A compound formed by the molecular union
of hydrochloric acid with a base or an alkaloid,
as C6H5NH2'HC1, hydrochlorate of aniline, or
aniline hydrochlorate. Chloride of ammonium,
NH4CI, is probably a similar compound, and
should be called ammonium hydrochlorate,
NH3*HC1, the nitrogen being a triad and the
molecule of HC1 being united by molecular
attraction to the molecule of ammonia, in the
same manner in which the molecules of the
water of crystallization in CuSO^HoO, blue
crystallized cupric sulphate, are united with
the molecules of C11SO4,

hydrochlorate of morphia, s. [Moa-
PHIA.]

hy'-dro-chlore, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
XAcopds (chloros) = yellowish-green, because
under the blow-pipe it becomes of that colour.)

Min. : The same as Pyrochlore (q.v.).

hy-dro-chlor-ic, a. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
chloric (q.v. )-2

Chem. : Compounded of chlorine and hy-

drogen.

hydrochloric-acid, s.

1. Chem. : HC1. Discovered by Priestley in

1772. It is a colourless, pungent, irritating

gas, which destroys vegetation when liberated

from soda works. It can be liquefied under a
pressure of forty atmospheres at 10°. It is

incombustible and extinguishes flames ; it

readily absorbs moisture, fuming in a moist
atmosphere. It dissolves about 450 volumes
of HC1 at ordinary temperatures ; the strongest
solution has a density of l

1

21, and fumes in the
air ; at ISO" hydrochloric acid and water distil

over, the distillate has the sp. gr. of 1-1, and
contains about 20 per cent, of acid. Hydro-
chloric acid is prepared by heating a mixture
of twelve parts by weight of sodium chloride
with twenty parts of H2SO and eight of water.
Hydrochloric acid forms salts called chlorides.

Hydrogen and chlorine unite directly when
exposed to diffused daylight without conden-
sation, forming hydrochloric acid, H2 + Cl2=
2HC1. The mixture explodes in directsunlight.

2. Phar, ; Hydrochloric acid is used to pre-
pare Acidum hydrochloricwm. dilutum, dilute
hydrochloric acid, a refrigerant, tonic, and as-

tringent ; it is given for dyspepsia, and used
as a gargle in diphtheria. Concentrated hydro-
chloric acid is an acrid poison, and is used ex-

ternally as a powerful caustic.

hy-dro-chldr'-ide, a. [Hydrochlorate.]

hy-dro-choer'-us, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Gr. x°W°s (choiros) ~ a young swine, a pig,

or a swine of any age.]

Zool. : A genus of mammals, family Cavidse,

Hydrocheurus capybara, is the Capybara (q.v.)

hy-dro-cce-ru-lig'-ndne, s. [Pref. hydro*

(2), and Eng. casrulignone.]

Chem. : Ci2H4 j $H?^ 0btained ^ the

action of tin and hydrochloric acid and cceru-

lignone. It crystallizes from alcohols ia

colourless plates, which melt at 190°. Heated
with concentrated hydrochloric acid, it is con-
verted into methyl chloride CH3C1 and hexoxy-
diphemyl C12H4(OH)6.

hy-dro-cor-al-li'-nse, s. pi. [Pref. hydro-

(1) ; Lat. cordllum, coralium, and fern. pi. adj.

suff. -iuce.]

1. Zool. : The name given by Moseley to a
sub-class of Hydrozoa having a regular skele-
ton, often of large size, of carbonate of lime.
Families Milleporidaj and Stylasteridae.

2. Palaxmt. : The sub-class is not known
earlier than the Tertiary.

hy-droc'-6-re§, hy-droc-o-ri'-sse, s.

[Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr. xopis (koris) = a bug.]

Entom. : Water bugs. One of two tribes of

the sub-order Heteroptera. Antennae small,
three or four-jointed, concealed behind the
eyes, which are generally large ; tarsi usually
with but one or two articulations. Families
Notonectidse ami Nepidas (q.v.).

hy-dro-cd-tar'-nine, ». [Pref. hydro- (2),

and Eng. cotarnine.]

Chem. : Cx2H]5N03 . An alkaloid which oc-
curs in opium, also obtained by the action of
Zn + HC1 and cotarnine. It gives nionoclinio
prisms when crystallized from ether, which
melt at 50°. It dissolves in sulphuric acid
with a yellow colour, which turns carmine-red
on heating, then a dirty violet-red colour.

hy-dro-cSt'-y-le, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Eng. cotyle (q.v.).]

Bot. ; "White-rot or Pennywort. The typical
genus of the family Hydrocotylidaj. Usually
it has simple umbels. The fruit is laterally
compressed. Seventy species are known.
One, Hydrocotyle vulgaris, the Common White-
rot or March Pennywort, a plant with orbicu-
lar peltate, crenate leaves, is common in bogs,
&c. in Britain.

hy-dro-co-tyl'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
hydrocotyHe) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Apiacese (umbelliferous
plants.

hy-dro-cy'-an-ate, s. [Pref. Eng. hydro-
cyan(ic), and suff. -ate. (Chem.).'}

Chem. : A salt formed by the molecular
union of hydrocyanic acid with ammonia, &c.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e ; ey = a. qu - kw.
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hy-dro-c;jf-an'-ic, a. ["Pref. hydro- (2), and
Eug.* cyanic (q.v.).] (See compound.)

hydrocyanic-acid, s.

Chem. : HCN, or H—C=n, or HCy, cyanide
of hydrogen, hydric cyanide, hydrogen cy-
anide, prussic acid. Discovered by Scheele
iu 1782. The pure anhydrous hydrocyanic
acid can be prepared by passing dry H9S over
dry mercuric cyanide, gently heated in a glass
tube connected with a small receiver cooled
by a freezing mixture. It is liquid which boils
at 26 "5°, and freezes at, 15°. It is very poisonous,
and smells like bitter almond oil. It easily
decomposes. Heated with alkalis or acids it

is converted into formic acid and ammonia
HCN+2H20=HCO-OH+N-H3 . Bytheaction
of nascent hydrogen from zinc and hydro-
chloric acid it is converted into methylamiue
H—C=N+4H= H3C—NH2. An aqueous solu-
tion of HCN' is best obtained by distilling

fiowdered ferrocyanide of potassium with di-

ute sulphuric acid, a white residue of potas-
siuinferrous ferrocyanide mixedwith potassium
sulphate remains in the retort 2K4 Fe(CN)fi
+ 3H2G04 = 6HCN + 3K2S04 + FeK2FeCN6
When the leaves of the cherry laurel, bitter
almonds, the kernels of peaches and cherries
are distilled with water, the distillate contains
hydrocyanic acid. When a series of strong
induction sparks are passed through a mixture
of acetylene C2H2 and nitrogen, hydrocyanic
acid is formed. Hydrocyanic acid is a weak
acid, and forms salts called cyanides.

Pliar. : Dilute acid is used to allay spasm.
The dilute acid of the pharmacopoeia contains
two per cent, of HCN. Scheele's prussic acid
contains four per cent, anhydrous. Hydro-
cyanic acid is the most rapid poison known,
it causes death in a few seconds. The strength
of a solution of HCN is determined by adding
a solution of silver nitrate of known strength
to a given volume of the HCN solution, to
which excess of caustic soda has been added.
The precipitate of AgCN is redissolved, on
being well stirred, till all the hydrocyanic
acid has been converted into a double salt of
NaCN'AgCN, afterwards a precipitate ofAgOH
is thrown down, which does not redissolve.

Each molecule of AgN03 represents two mole-
cules of HCN.

hy-dro-cy'-a-nlte, s. [Fret, hydro- (I), and
Eug. cyatiite (q.v.).]

Min. : An orthorhombic, pale-green, brown-
ish, yellowish, or azure, translucent mineral,
soluble iu water. Compos. : oxide of copper,
49-47; sulphuric acid, 50'30; loss, 0*40= 100.

hy-droc'-^-on, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and kiW
(kudn) = a sea-fish, perhaps the swordftsh.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Salmouida?. Many are
found in Brazil, others iu the Nile.

hy'-dro-C^St, 5. [Pref. hydro- (2), and Eng.
cyst ]

Zool. (PI.) : Feelers attached to the cosnosarc
of the Physophoridre. (Nicholson.)

t hy-dro-deph'-a-ga, s. pi. [Hydra-
DEI'HAGA.]

t hy-dro-deph'-a-goiis, u. [Hydradeph-
agiovs.]

hy-dro-dic-ty'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hydro-

dicty(on); Lat. fein. pi. adj. suff. -ecu.]

Bot. .- A tribe of Siphonaeese, Confervoid
Algse. They contain pure chlorophyll.

hy-dro-dic'-ty-on, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Gr. SUtvov (diktuon) = a net.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Hy-
drodictyeae. It consists of a sac-like meshed
net. Hydrodictyon utriciclatum resembles a

green net, and produces granules, each of

which becomes a cell of a new hydrodictyon.

It is found in freshwater pools in the midland
and southern counties of England.

toy-dr6-d6T-6-mite, s. [Pref. hydro- (1),

and Eug., &c. dolomite (q.v. J.]

Min. : A variety of Hydromagnocalcite
(Brit. Mus. Cat.). Dana makes it a distinct

species. A yellowish-white, grayish, or green-

ish mineral, occurring as stalactites, stalag-

mites, concretions, &c. Found at Harolds-

wick, in Unst, the most northerly of the Shet-

land Isles ; in Mount Somma, and in Texas.

hy-dro-dy-nam'-ic, hy-dro-dy-nam'-
lC-al, a. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Eng. dy-

namic, dynamically.).']

Physics : Of or belonging to water-power

;

derived from the force of running water.

"Tlie hydrodynamical discovery of Heluiholtz."

—

Encyc. Brit. {ed. 9th), iii. 38.

hydrodynamic friction, s.

Phys. ; Friction produced by the viscosity
of a liquid passing through a tube.

hydrodynamic -impact, hydrody-
namic impulse, s. The force with which
a liquid in motion strikes against a solid at
rest. It is as the square of the velocity of the
stream.

hy-dro-dy-nam'-ics, s. [Hydrodynamtc]
Physics : The department of science which

treats of the nature of liquids, as opposed to
hydrostatics, which investigates the condition
of their equilibrium when at rest. It specially
investigates, by observation, experiment, or
the higher mathematics, the motion of liquids
through orifices, in tubes, or that of water in

canals, rivers, &c. Its principles are carried

out in hydraulics, in which it was formerly
merged. One of the first to study the motion
of water in rivers and canals was Guglielmini,
a.d. 1691.

"The able aummary of the progress in hydrody-
namics."—Saturday Reoiew, Jan., 12, 1S84, p. 55.

hy-dree-91-a, hy-drse-ci-a, s. [Pref.

hydro- (a), and Latinised form of Gr. oIko?

(oikos) = a house.]

Entom : A genus of moths, group Noctuina,
family, Apamids. Hydr&cia nictitans is the
Golden Ear, a pretty moth, found in Britain.

hy-droa'-ci-um, s. [Hydrqzcia.]

Zool. : The chamber into which the ccenosarc
of many Calycophoridas can be retracted.

(Nicholson.)

hy-dro-e-lec'-tric, a. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Eng. electric] See the compounds.

hydroelectric-battery,
III.]

[Battery,

hydroelectric-machine, s.

Elect. : A machine invented in 1840 by Mr.
(now Sir William) Armstrong, iu which elec-

tricity is generated by the friction of steam
against the sides of orifices through which it

is allowed to escape under high pressure.

hy-dro-fer-ri-cy-an'-ic, a. [Pref. hydro-

(3), and Eug. ferricyanic (q.v.).] (See the
compound.)

hydroferrlcyanic - acid, s. [Ferri-
cvan10acid.]

hy-dro-fer-ro-cy-an'-Ic, a. [Pref. hydro-

(2), and Eug. ferrocyanic (q_.v.).]

hydroferrocyanic acid, s. [Ferro-
CYANIC-ACID.J

hy-dro-flu-oc'-er-ite, s. [Pref. hydro- (1),

and Eng. flmcerite (q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Hamartite (q.v.).

hy-dro-flu-or'-lC, a. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
Eng. fluoric (q.v.).] (See the compound.)

hydrofluoric-acid, s [Fluorhydric-
AC1D.]

hy-dro-flu-o-sil'-i-cate, s. [Pref. hydro-

(2) ; Eug. jluo(rine), and silicate.]

Chem. : A salt of hydrofluosilicic acid, also
called silicofluorides. The salt of potassium
is very insoluble, K2SiF6, a gelatinous pre-
cipitate, also the barium salt, BaSiFg, a white
crystalline precipitate ; therefore hydrofluo-
silicic acid is used as a test for these metals.

hy-dr6-flu-6-Sll-lC'-ic, a. [Pref. hydro- (2),
and Eug. Jtuosilicic] (St>e the compound.)

hydrofluosilicic acid, a.

Chem. : H2SiF6 . Silicofluoric acid, obtained
by the action of water on fluoride of silicou
(q.v.), 3SiF4+ 2H20=:Si02-r-2(H2SiF6). The
end of the tube conveying the gas must dip
under mercury, or else it will be stopped up
by the deposited silica. It is an acid-fuming
liquid. It fonts salts, called hydrofluosili-
cates or silicofluorides.

hy-dro-gas'-tri-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hy-
drogastr(um) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Fucoids, tribe Vaucberise,
The frond is produced from a single vesicle or
tube, or rarely from several, which are con-
tinuous and loosely interwoven.

hy-dro-gas'-trum, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Gr. yaa-T-qp (gaster), geuit. yaarpos (gastros) =
the paunch, the belly.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Hy-
drogastrid£e(q.v.).

hy'-dro-gen, s. [Gr. vSiop (hudor) - water,

and yevvdw(gennao)= to generate, to produce.]

Chem. : Hydrogenium. A monatomic me-
tallic element, which exists iu the state of

gas. Symbol H ; atoinb* weight, 1 ; density,

069*27 ; air being 1 ; weight of a litre of hy-
drogen, 0*0890 grammes, called a crith. Hy-
drogen can be obtained by the electrolysis of

water, H20, the H being liberated at the

platinum pole ; by the action of metallic

sodium and water; by passing steam over
iron tilings, 3Fe + 4HOH = Fe3 4 + SH' ; by
boiling zinc with caustic potash, 2KH0+2u=
KoZn02 -H 2H' ; but H is generally made by
the action of dilute H2S04 on zinc. Hydrogen
can be purified by passing it through a solu-

tion of two parts of K20r2O7 in twenty parts

of water and one part of H0SO4, then washing it

with KHO, and drying it by passing it through,

concentrated H 2S04. The apparatus should
be airtight and the gas rejected till the air is

all displaced by hydrogen. Hydrogen is ab-

sorbed by red-hot iron and platinum; pal-

ladium absorbs 935 times its volume of hy-
drogen ; about seven litres of gas are con-
densed into the space of 1 c.c. Graham called

this an alloy of hydrogenium, a metal having
the sp. gr. of 0*62 and magnetic properties.

Hydrogen has been found occluded in meteoric
iron, and is contained in the gases given off

by volcanoes. The spectroscope shows that a
large quantity of free hydrogen exists around
the sun. The spectrum of hydrogen contains
four bright lines, a red arc corresponding to
C and a grceuish-blue to F in the solar
spectrum, and a blue and indigo line. Hy-
drogen has been condensed by Pictet, of
Geneva, at a temperature of - 140", and at
a pressure of 050 atmospheres. When the
pressure is removed the hydrogen is evolved
m a jet of a steel-blue colour. Pure hydro-
gen is a colourless, inodorous, tasteless gas

;

it is inflammable mixed with oxygen ; it

explodes in contact with a flame, or when the
electric spark is passed through it, forming
water. The calorific power of H is 34,462
thermal units. Hydrogen gas cannot support
life, but it is not poisonous ; it is slightly
soluble in water. Hydrogen when kept in a
bag for a long time is dangerous, owing to
diffusion. One volume of hydrogen mixed
with 2*5 volumes of air gives the loudest de-
tonation. Hydrogen in the nascent state is

used as a reducing agent in chemistry.

hydrogen-chloride, 0. [Hydrochloric-
acid.]

hydrogen-dioxide, a.

Chem. : Hydrogen peroxide, HoOg, or
HO — OH. Obtained by the action of dilute
sulphuric acid and barium peroxide, BaOa-
The barium peroxide is added gradually to a
mixture of one part of H0SO4 and five parts
of water till the solution is only slightly acid,

the BaS04 is allowed to settle, and the clear
liquid is concentrated by evaporation in vacuo.
It can be obtained as a colourless oily liquid ;

it is decomposed by alkalis ; it blisters the
skin and bleaches litmus. At GO

3
F. it gives off

oxygen and bubbles, when boiled, oxygen is

liberated so rapidly that it sometimes explodes.
It is very soluble in ether. Finely-divided
gold, silver, and platinum decompose H2O2
into water and oxygen ; oxides of gold and
silver are reduced to the metallic state,

Ag2 + H2 2 = 2Ag + H2 + 2 . If a solu-
tion of H2Oo be acidified with H2SO4, and
ether and potassium chromate be added ; the
ethereal solutiou turns blue on being well
shaken, owing to the formation of perchromic
acid. Hydrogen-dioxide liberates iodine from
KI in the presence of FeS04. A dilute solu-
tion of hydrogen-dioxide is used to clean
stained engravings, and also to bleach dark-
coloured hair to a fashionable golden hue.

hydrogen-oxide, 0. [Water.]

hydrogen persulphide, s.

Chem. : H2S2 ,
or H2S3 . A yellowish oily

liquid, which readily dissolves sulphur, there-
fore its composition cannot be determined. It
is easily decomposed. It can be prepared by
boiling for half an hour equal weights of slaked
lime and flowers of sulphur with six parts or
water, and then slowly pouring the deep
orange filtered solution into dilute sulphuric

boll, boy; pout, jo*wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
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acid; the mixture being stirred, a precipitate
of sulphur and CaS04 is produced along with
the oily hydrogen persulphide.

hydrogen-sulphide, s.

Chem. : HqS, sulphide of hydrogen, hydric
sulphide, sulphydric acid, hydrosulphuric
acid, sulphuretted hydrogen. A gas obtained
"by passing hydrogen through sulphur, or by
burning sulphur vapour in hydrogen. It is

formed by the putrefaction of organic bodies
containing sulphur; by allowing a soluble sul-

phate to remain in contact with decaying
animal or vegetable matter, CaSC>4=CaS+40,
the oxygen uniting with the organic matter,
the probable origin of sulphuretted springs.
But H2S is generally prepared by the action
of eight parts water + one part H0SO4, on
ferrous sulphide, FeS+H2S04=FeS04+H.2S

;

the water dissolves the ferrous sulphate. Pure
H2S is obtained by heating roughly-powdered
antimony tersulphide with hydrochloric acid,

Sb2S3 + 6HC1 = 3H 2S + 2SbCl 3 ; the gas is

washed by passing it through water. Granu-
lated zinc and fragments of native PbS acted
upon with dilute HC1 gives off a regular cur-
rent of HoS. Hydrogen-sulphide is a colour-
less inflammable gas, of a sweetish taste and
odour of rotten eggs. It is a narcotic poison.
It burns with a blue flame, forming water and
S02 . A mixture of two volumes of HoS and
three volumes of oxygen explodes violently
on sending an electric spark through it.

Chlorine decomposes it, the whole of the
sulphur being separated ; this is the best
antidote to poisoning by H2S. Water at 0°

dissolves 4*37 volumes, at 15° 3-23 volumes of
H2S. The solution reddens blue litmus paper

;

it decomposes in the air, sulphur being de-
posited. H2S in contact with a base and a
moist atmosphere is partially converted into
H0SO4. At a pressure of seventeen [atmo-
spheres at 10° hydrogen-sulphide is reduced
to a liquid, which boils at -61° ; it freezes at
- 80°. C02 liberates H2S from a moist sul-
phide ; the composition of H2S can be shown
by heating metallic tin in a given volume of
the gas: the sulphur unites with the tin, and
the hydrogen liberated occupies the same
volume as the original gas. H2S is used as
a test for metals ; if the sulphide is soluble
in acids, it is not precipitated till the solution
is neutralized, as free acid is liberated by the
H2S, as ZnSC-4 + H2S = ZnS + H2S04 . The
sulphides of the alkaline earths Ba, Sn, Cn,
and Mg, and those of the alkalis are soluble
in water.

hydrogen-telluride, s.

Chem. : H2Te, a gas prepared by the action
of hydrochloric acid on zinc telluride. Called
also Tellurhydric acid, Hydrotelluric acid, and
Telluretted hydrogen.

hy-drog -en-ate, hy-drog'-en-ize, v.t.

[Eng., &c. hydrogen; -ate, ~ize.]

Chem. : To cause to combine with hydrogen.

hy-dro-gen'-i-um, s. [Hydrogen.]

hy-drog'-en-ize, v.t. [Hydrogenate.]

hy-drdg'-en-OUS, «. [Eng., &c. hydrogen;
-OUS.]

Chevi. : Of, belonging to, or containing
hydrogen.

hy-drog'-no-sy, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Gr. 7fJ;a-(.£ (gnosis) = knowledge ;

yiyvtoo-Ktu

(gignosko) = to know.] A treatise on, or a his-

tory and description of the waters of the earth.

hy-drog'-ra-pher, s. [Eng. hydrograph(y)

;

-er ; Fr. hyclrographe.] One who is skilled in

hydrography ; one who draws maps or charts

of the sea, and adjacent land.
" Erroneously laid down by all former Ttydrogra-

pliers."—Anson: Voyage, bk. i., ch. viii.

hy-dr6-graph'-ic,hy-dro-graph'-ic-al,
a. [Eng. hydrograph(y) ; -ic, -ical.] Of or

pertaining to, or treating of hydrography

;

containing a description of the sea, coast,

islands, shoals, &c.
" Divers celestial and TiydrograpMcal truths."

—

Boyle: Works, vi. 724.

hy-drog'-ra-phy, s. [Pref. hydro- (\), and
Gr. 7pa<f)co (grapho) = to write, to describe ;

Fr. hydrographic.] That branch of science

which deals with the measurement and de-

scription of the seas, lakes, rivers, and other
waters, as used for purposes of commerce or

navigation; the art of marine surveying and
of the construction of charts.

hy-dro-hse'-ma-tite, s. [Pref. hydro- (l),

and Eng. hcematite (q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Turgite (q.v,).

hy'-dro-ld, a. [Lat. hydra (q.v.), and Gr. irlSos

(eidos) = form ; cf. also Gr. i/SpuiS)?? (hudrodes)
= like water, watery, wet.]

Zool. : Hydra-like ; of or belonging to the
Hydrokla or any animal of the class.

hydroid - polypes, hydroid - zoo -

phytes, 5. pi.

Zool. : The same as Hydroida (q.v.).

hy-dro'-i-da, 5. -pi. [Hydroid.]

1. Zool. : The typical sub-class of Hydrozoa.
They have an alimentary region or polypite
provided with an adherent disc or hydrorhiza
and prehensile tentacles. Unlike hydra, tlie

type of the sub-class, most of the hydrokla
live in societies, each of which constitutes a
polypidoin so like a seaweed that it is often

collected as such. But while the apertures
on an ordinary seaweed are only minute pores,
the Hydroida have little cup-like cells along
the stem and at the extremities of tlie branches,
in which the individual i>olype lives. The
cells have a small hole at the bottom, and the
stalk is hollow, so as to enable the individual
polypes to remain part of a compound or-

ganism. The sub-class is divided into five

orders, Hydrida, Corynida, Sertularida, Cam-
panularida, and Thecomedusffi. The Polyzoa
or Bryozoa, once ranked with the siib-class,

now figure as a distinct class, arranged under
the sub-kingdom Molluscoida.

2. Paheont. ; For the distribution of the
Hydroida in time, see the different orders.

hy-dro-kin-et'-ics, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Eng. kinetics (q.v.).] The same as Hydro-
dynamics (q.v.).

hy-dro-lan'-tha-mte, s. [Pref. hydro- (l)

(q.v.), and laniluhiite (q.v.).]

Mill. : The same as Lanthanite (q.v.).

hjr-drd-lin'-e-se, s- pi- [Mod. Lat. hydro-
lin(iim) (q.v.) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj. sun", -ere.]

Bot. : A sub-order or tribe of Diatomace?e.
The individuals are enclosed in tubes and are
angular in form.

hy-dro-ll'-num, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Lat. linum = flax.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-order
or tribe Hydrolincee (q.v.).

hy'-dro-llte, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
At0os (Mhos) — a stone.]

Min. : The same as Gmelinite (q.v.).

hy-dro-log'-lC-al, a. [Eng. hydrolog(y);
-ical.] Of or pertaining to hydrology.

hy-drol'-o-gist, s. [Eng. hydrolog(y) ; -ist.]

One who is skilled in hydrology.

hy-drol'-o-gy, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
Adyos (logos) = a discourse.] That branch of
science which treats of water, its properties,
phenomena, and laws, and its distribution
over the surface of the globe.

hy-drol'-y-sis, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
Averts (lusis) = a dissolving.]

Chem. : Decomposition by which a com-
pound is resolved into other compounds by
taking up the elements of water.

hy-dro-mag'-ne-site, s. [Pref. hydro- (l),

and Eng. magnesite.]

Min. : A monoclinic white, brittle mineral
of vitreous silky or almost pearly lustre; its

hardness 3*5, itssp. gr. 2'14 to 2'1S. Compos.

:

carbonic acid, 30 00 to 36'S2 ; magnesia, 42*30

to 43-90 ; water, 1S"o3 to 20-10, with a trace of

silica. Found in Moravia, in the Island ol

Negropont, and in the United States.

hy-dro-mag-no-cal'-cite, hy-dro-
mah-ga-nd-cal'-clte, s. [Pref. hydro-;
Eng. mangan(ese), and calcite (q.v.).]

Min. : According to Dana, hydromaguocal-
cite is the same as hydrodolomite. In the
Brit. Mits. Cat. hydromagnocalcite is the
specific name, with hydromangauocalcite as a
synonym.

*hy'-drd-man-9y, s, [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Gr. fj.avreia (mantikos) = prophecy ; divina-
tion.] Divination by means of water.

* hy-dro-man'-tic, a. [Pref. hydro- (1), and

(

Gr. ixavrtKos (mantikos) = pertaining to pro-

phecy or divination.) Of or pertaining to
hydromancy or divination by water.

"There are nlso various hydromantic machines. *"

—

Ennemvser : Hist. Magic (ed. Buhii), ii. 458.

hy-dro-me-chan -Ics, s. [Pref. hydro (l)r
and Eng. mechanics.]

Nat. Science: The mechanics of water and
fluids in general ; hydrostatics, hydrodyna-
mics, and hydraulics are branches of hydro-
mechanics.

" Hydromechanics must be regarded as a modem
science."—£itcyc. lirit. (ed. Otli). xii. 4U5.

* hy'-dro-mel, * hy'-dro-mel!, s. [Fr., from
Gr. v6p6fj.eht (hitdromeli), from iiSmp (hiutor) =
w tcr, and ^.e'Ai (meli) = honey.] A drink or
liquor prepared of honey diluted with water ;
when allowed to ferment it is called mead
(q.v.).

hy-dro-me-tal'-lur-g& s. [Pref. hydro-
(1), and Eng. metallurgy.] The wet process of
extracting metals from ores ; in contradis-
tinction tc the hot process.

hy-dro-met-a-morpk'-i§m> s. [Pref.

hydro- (1), and Eng. metamorphism (q.v.).]

Geol., <£c. : Metamorphism produced mainly
by the operation of water, as opposed to pyro-
metamorphism effected chiefly through the
action of tire. (Kutley.)

hy-dro-me'-te-or, a. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Eng. meteor (q.v.).]

Meteorol. : A meteor produced by water in
some form, the term meteor being used in its
original sense of anything seen in the air as.

distinguished from the ground. Rain, snow,
hail, &c.,, are all hydrometeors. (Nichol.)

hy-dro-me-te-or-o-Idg'-ic-al, a. [Eng.
hydrometeorolog(y) ; -ical.] Pertainiug or re-
lating to hydrometeorology.

hy-dro-me-te-d-rSl'-6-gy,s. [Pref. hydro-
(1), and Eng. meteorology.]

Meteorol. : The branch of meteorology which,
treats of hydrometeors. [Hydrometeor.]

hy-drdm'-e-ter, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
fjiirpov (metron) = a measure.]

1. An instrument for determining the rela-
tive densities of liquids. Distilled water is
usually referred to as the standard of com-
parison. It consists essentially of a bulb or
float weighted at bottom so as to float upright,
and having an elongated stem, graduated to
indicate the density of the liquid by the depth
to which it sinks.

2. An instrument for measuring velocity or
discharge of water ; a current-gauge.

hy-drom'-e-tra, s. [Gr. vSpo^eVpioi; (hudro~
metrion) = a vessel for measuring hydromet-
rically

;
pref. hydro- (1), and Gr. (lerpov (ma-

tron) = a measure.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Hydrometridse (q.v.). The antennae are seta-
ceous, the head is prolonged into a snout, the
rostrum bending beneath it. Hydrometra
stagnorum, an insect about three-eighths of an
inch long, and as narrow as a pin, is common
on the margin of ponds and brooks.

hy-dro-met'-ric, hy-dro-met'-ric-al, «.
[Pref. hydro- (1), and Eng. metric, metrical]

1. Of or pertaining to a hydrometer, or to
the measurement of the specitic gravity, velo-
city, discharge, &c, of fluids.

2. Made by means of an hydrometer : as,
hydrometric observations.

hydrometric - pendulum, 5. A cur-
rent-gauge. An instrument consisting of a
ball suspended from the centre of a graduated
quadrant, and held in a stream to mark by its
deflection the rate of motion of the water.

hy-dro-met'-ri-dse, 5. pi [Mod. Lat. hy-
drometr(a); Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Heteroptera, tribe
Gsocorizse (Land-bugs). The Hydrometrida-
do not swim like the "Water-Bugs, but walk
on the surface of the water by means of their
long legs. Their rostrum has two or three'
distinct joints, the labrum is very short, the
eyes of moderate size. Genera, Hydrometra,
Velia, Gerris (q.v.).

hy-dro-met'-ro-graph, s. [Pref. hydro- (1),
. and Eug. metre-graph (q.v.).] An instrument

fiite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, potv
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for determining and recording the amount of
water issuing from a pipe, &c, in a given time.

hy-drom'-e-try, s. [Hydrometer.] The
art or process of measuring the specific gravity,
velocity, density, force, &c, of fluids by means
of an hydrometer.

hy-drora pha-lon, s. [Gr. vSpo^akoq
(hudromphalos) = suffering from water in the

,, umbilical region; pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
o^aAos (omphalos) = the navel.]

Pathol. : A watery tumour which arises in

*the umbilicus or navel in some cases of ascites.

liy-dro-mu-con'-ic, a. [Pref. hydro- (2),

and Eng. rkuconic.] (See the compound.)

hydromuconic-acid, s.

Chem.: C6H8 4 orC4H6(COOH)2. Abibasic
acid, obtained by the action of sodium amal-
gam on di-chloromuconic-acid. It crystallizes

in large prisms, which melt at 195°. By the
action of sodium amalgam it is converted into
adipic acid CqRi$Q±.

Iiy'-dro-mys, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
ju,0? (ones) = a mouse.]

Zool. : A genus of Muridae, containing Hy-
dromys leucogaster and if. chrysngaster, perhaps
only varieties of the same species. They are
from Australia and Tasmania.

ny-dro-ne-phrd'-sis, s. [Pref. hydro- (l),

and Eng. nephrosis (q.v.).

Path. : Dropsy of the kidney.

ly dro nickel mag' ne site, s. [Pref.

hydro- (1) ; Eng. nickel, and magnesite (q.v.).^\

Min. : The same as Pennite (q.v.).

3iy-dr6-pa-ras'-ta-tes, hy-dro-pa-ras'-
ta-ta, s. pi. [Gr. uSpojrapag-rdTai (hudropa-
rdstatai) ; pref, hydro- (1), and irapaaidTw<>

(parastates) = one who stands by or near.]

Ch. Hist. : The same as Encratites (q.v.).

ihy-dro-path'-ic, hy-dro-path'-ic-al, a.

[Eng. hydropathic) ', &•] Of or pertaining to
hydropathy.

3iy-dr6p'-a-thist,s. [Eng.hydrqpath(y); -ist.]

1. One who is skilled in or practises hydro-
pathy.

2. A supporter of the system of hydropathy.

Jiy-drop'-a-thjr, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.
iraBi) {pathe) = a passive state of suffering.]

Med. : The water cure. The cure of diseases

by the use of the warm bath, the cold bath,
&c. Hippocrates, in the fourth century, B.C.,

and the Arabian physician Rhazes, in 920, ad-
vocated it. In mediaeval times it had followers
first in Italy, then in Germany, and next in
England, where it was recommended by Floyer
(1649-1734), George Cheyne in 1725, Lucas in
1750, and Dr. Currie in 1797. Vincenz Preiss-
rnitz (1799-1851) systematized hydropathy, and,
to a certain extent, made it popular. In his
youth he was attacked and severely injured by
a horse, and had two of his ribs broken. He
Icept down the inflammation so successfully
that, on his recovery, he began to prescribe
water in other cases, and in 1825 set up
a hydropathic establishment at Graffenberg.
Within twenty years at least 10,000 patients
had been treated by him, and his system had
become known in all civilized countries. Abs-
taining from venesection, then far too much
employed, and from the use of purgatives, he
prescribed water internally and externally,
sweating, &c. As subsidiary aids open-air
exercise, early hours, and cheerful society

were recommended.

aiy-dro pel' tis, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.

jreArrj (pelte) = a small light shield of leather
without a rim.]

Bot. : A genus of Cabombaceae (Water-
shields). Hydropeltis purpurea is said to be
nutritious, but slightlyastringent. The leaves

are used in phthisis and dysentery.

liy-dro-per-i-car'-di-um, s. fPref. hydro-

(1), and Lat. pericardium (q.v.).]

Path. : Watery pus effused into the pericar-

dium, and which lias not been reabsorbed.
Unless absorbed it is generally fatal.

ny'-dro-phane, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and.Gr.

<ftavos (phano's)— light, bright ; <j>aivw (phaino)
= to bring to light. So named because it be-

comes more translucent or even transparent

when immersed in water.]

Min. : A variety of opal. It is whitish or

light-coloured.

hy-droph'-a-nous, a. [Pref. hydro- (1) ; Gr.

<pavo<; (phanos) = bright, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Min., &c. ; Becoming more translucent or

brighter when immersed in water.

hy'-dro-phid, s. [Hydrophid^e.]

Zool. : A serpent of the genus Hydrophis,
or of the family Hydrophidae (q.v.).

hy-drdph'-i-dae, a. pi. [Mod. Lat. hydropli(is)

(q.v.); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -id<s.]

Zool. : Sea snakes, water snakes ; a family
of Colubrine snakes, having the tail short and.

compressed, so that it can be used as an oar.

The nostrils are close together on the upper
part of the snout, and have valves which may
be closed over them when the animal is under
water. The Hydrophidae inhabit the Indian
seas and the Pacific Ocean near islands. They
swim with rapidity, and are very venomous.

hy-dro-phll'-e-SB, s. pi. [Pref. hydro- (1),

and Gr. <£i'A.os (philos) = beloved, dear to.]

Bot. : The name given by Delpino to plants

fecundated by the aid of the water in which
they grow.

hy-drd-phil'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hydro-

phil(u$); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas.]

Entom. : Water-beetles ; a family nf Pen-
tamerous beetles belonging to Latreille's tribe

Palpicornes. Antennae generally nine, rarely

six-jointed, perfoliate elevate, the club dis-

tinctly cleft, the body oval or somewhat
rounded, sometimes almost globose, the tibiae

slightly spinose, the posterior tarsi occasion-

ally ciliated. They are more truly aquatic

than the allied Helophoridae (q.v.). The typ-

ical species swim by means of their paddle-

like tarsi. They feed in all their stages of

life, but not so voraciously as the Hydra-
dephaga, on aquatic mollusca and insects.

British genera six.

hy-droph'-i-liis, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Gr. <£(Ae'w (phileo) = to love.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
TLydi'opb.i[[d&.\Hydrophiluscaraboides, is about
eight or ten lines long. It is not uncommon
in ponds and ditches round London.

hy'-dro-phlS, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.

otfus (ophis) = a serpent, a snake.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Hy-
drophidae (q.v.). L

There are many species.

hy'-dro-phite, $. [Pref. hydro- (1) ; Gr. o<£is

(ophis) = Sk serpent, and suff. 4te(Min.)(q.v.).]

Min. : A green translucent or opaque min-
eral, of subvitreous lustre, occurring massive
or in fibrous crusts. Compos. ; silica, 36*19 to
38'97; alumina, 0*53to2'90; protoxide of iron,

19'30to 2273; protoxide of manganese, 1*66

to 4*36 ; magnesia, 21*08 to 22*87 ; and water,
13-36 to 1G*0S. Found at Taberg in Smaland,
in Sweden, and in Orange county, New York.
Called also Jenkinsite. (Dana.)

hy-dro-phlbr'-one, s. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
phlorone.]

Chem. : CgH^CHgMOHJo, obtained by the
action of SO2 on phlorone. It crystallizes in
plates, which melt at 208°.

hy-dro-pho'-bi-a, t hy'-dro-pho-by, *.

[Lat., from Gr. v&po(j>ofiCd (hydrophobia) = a
horror of water, which is a symptom of the
disease : pref. hydro- (1), and Gr. <j>6fios (phobos)
= fear.]

Path. : Rabies, from bite of mad dog, more
rarely cat, wolf, or fox ; a contagious disease,

the result of a specific poison. The great
danger lies in the fact that a person bitten by
a supposed mad dog imagines or simulates its

symptoms, especially if nervous or hysterical

;

whereas only a very few of those bitten by a
mad dog take the disease. The average period
of incubation is forty days, hut it varies from
fifteen days to two years. Immediate cauteri-

sation or excision of the part is the only
effective remedy. After the disease appears,
inhalation of chloroform and sub-cutaneous
injections may be tried, but, unless all that is

claimed for Pasteur's method of inoculation
prove true, the antidote is yet to be found.

hy-dro-phob'-ic, a. [Lat. hydrophobia);
-ic.\ Of or belonging to hydrophobia.

* hy'-dro-pho-by, s. [Hydrophobia.]

hy-droph'-o-ra, s, [Kent, pi. of Gr. vSpo-

<fi6po<; (hudrophoros) = carrying water : pref.

hydro- (1), and fapos (phoros) - carrying.]

Zoology :

1. According to Prof. Huxley's classification,

an order of Hydiozoa. The alimentary zobid,

or polype, is provided with numerous tenta-

cles, which are either set round its mouth
or scattered over its surface. When free-

swimming reproductive zobids are developed,

which they are always by the process of budd-
ing, the genitalia are borne by a nectocalyx

or swimming-bell, with the inner margin of

its aperture produced into a muscular velum.
These zobids are geuerally called craspedote,

or gymnophthalmous medusas. The immediate
product of the growth of the embryo is a fixed

Hydroid, Tubularian, or Sertularian Polype.

(Huxley: Class, of Animals (1869), p. 117.)

2. A genus of physomycetous fungi. Two
are British. Hydrophora stercorea is found,

after much rain, on dung, and H. murina on.

rats' dung.

hy'-dro-phbre, s. [Hydrophora.] An in-

strument for obtaining specimens of water
from any given depth below the surface.

hy-droph-thal'-mi-a, 3. [Pref. hydro- (l),

and Eng., &c. ophthalmia (q.v.).]

Path. : Dropsy of the eye.

hy'-dro-phyl, «. [Hydrophyllum.]
Botany :

1. (Sing.) : One of the Hydrophyllacese (q. v.).

2. (PL) : The name given by Lindley to the
order Hydrophyllacese (q.v.).

hy-droph'-y-lax, s. [Lat., from Gr. vSpo-
<pv\a£ (hydrophulax) = a water inspector.]

Bot. : A genus of Cinchonaceae, family
Spermacocidaa. Hydrophylax maritima, which
grows on the sandy seashores in India, is

used in dyeing.

hy-dr6-ptayl-la'-9e-8S, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
hydrophyll(v.m) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -aceos.]

Bot. : An order of perigynous exogens, alli-

ance Cortusales. It consists of small trees,

bushes, or herbs, often hispid. The flowers
are arranged in gyrate racemes or unilateral
spikes, or are occasionally solitary and axil-

lary. Calyx inferior, persistent, deeply five-

cleft, the recesses often with reflexed appen-
dages ; corolla gamopetalous, regular, rive-

cleft ; stamens rive, inserted in the petals

;

ovary one- or two-celled ; styles two, long

;

stigmas two, terminal ; fruit capsular, one- or
two-celled, seeds reticulated. Most of the
order are American, though some occur in

India and at the Cape of Good Hope. Known
genera about sixteen, species seventy-five or
more. (Lindley.)

hy-dro-phyl'-li-um (pi. hy-dro-phyT-
li-a), s. [Pref. hydro- (3), and Gr. <f>vK\ov

(phullon) = a leaf.]

Zool. (PL): Overlapping appendages or
plates protecting the polypites in the Calyco-
phoridse and the Physophoridae, two families

of oceanic Hydrozoa. Called also bracts.

hy-drdph'-yl-liim, s. [Hydrophyllium.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Hydro-
phyllaceae. It consists of American perennial
marsh herbs, with blue or white flowers. Hy-
drophyllum canadense has been used in snake
bites, also as a remedy in the erysipelatous

eruptions produced by Rhus toxicodendron.

hy-dro-pliys'-d-9ele, a. [Pref. hydro- (I) ;

Gr. $v<Ta (phusa) s= flatus, and kjjAv] (hele) =
a tumour.]

Path. .* A hernia containing both water and
air or gas.

hy'-dro-phyte, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Gr. <f)VTov (2>huton) = a plant.]

Bot. (PI.) : Plants growing wholly in water,
especially Algte. They are distributed in the
ocean, within certain areas, fewer than land
plants, because the temperature of the ocean
is more uniform. Some float or live in shallow,
others in deep water.

hy-dro-phy-tdr-o-gy, s. [Eng., &c. hydro-
phyte, and Gr. Aoyo? {logos) = a discourse.]

Bot. : The branch of botany which treats of
water plants.

hy-drdp'-ic, a. & s. [Lat. hydropicus, from
Gi\ vSpoiTiKos (hudropikos), from vSpm\p (7m-
drops) = dropsy (q.v.) ; Fr. hydropinue.]

boil, boy; poiit, io"wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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A. As adjective

:

1. Containing or produced by water ; suffer-

ing from dropsy ; dropsical.
" Eydropick wretches by t

2. Of or pertaining to dropsy ; of the nature

of dropsy ; dropsical.

3. Resembling dropsy.
"Some men's hydropick insatiableness learned to

thirst the more."—Eikon Bttsillke.

t B. -4s subst. : A medicine fitted to relieve

the dropsy.

* hy-drop'-i-cal, a. [Hydropic, a.]

* hy-drop'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hydropical;

-ly.] In an hydropical manner.

hy'-dro-pite, s. [Gr. VSptoiJi (hudrops) =
dropsy; suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).'}

Mill. : A rose-coloured mineral from Kapnik

;

impure rhodonite (q.v.).

hy-dro-pneu-mat'-ic (p silent), a. [Pref.

hydro- (1), and pneumatic (q.v.).] Pertaining
to or produced by the combined action of

water and air or gas.

hy-dr6p'-6r-iis, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Lat. poms ; Gr. Trdpos (poros) = a passage.]

Entom. ; A genus of small beetles, family
Dyticidae. Fifty-eight British species are
known. They move about in the water in
merry gambols.

* hy" drops, a, [Gr.] Dropsy.

* hy' - drop - sy, ». [Gr. vSputy (hudrops).]

Dropsy (q.v.).

" Soft-awoln and pale, here lay the hydropsy."
Thomson : Castle of Indolence, i. 75.

* hy'-dro-pult, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and pidt,

as in catapult (q.v.).] A machine for throw-
ing water by hand-power, as in a garden-
engine or fire-annihilator.

hy-dro-py-ret'-ic, «. [Mod. Lat. hydro-
pyretus ; sutf. -ic] Of or belonging to sweat-
ing sickness.

fhy-dro-pyr'-e-tiis, t hy-drd-pyr'-e-tds
(yr as ir), s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and TrupeTos

(puretos) = burning heat, fever.]

Path. : The name given by Blanchard to
Sitdor Anglicanus, sweating sickness.

hy-drd-pyr'-um (yr as ir), s. [Pref. hydro-

(1), and Gr. irvp-qv (puren) = the stone of a
stone-fruit.]

Bot. : A genus of grasses, tribe Oryzese.
Hydropyrum esculentum is the Canada rice,

eaten by the North American Indians, besides
supporting many water-birds. m

hy'-dro-quin-one, s. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
quinone.]

Chem. : C6H4<^9§ (1-4). A para-diatomic

phenol, obtained by dry distillation of quinic
acid, or by heating an aqueous solution with
plumbic dioxide, C7H12 6+ = C6H4(OH)2 +
CO2 + 3H2O ; also from arbutin, which, when
boiled with dilute sulphuric acid, yields hydro-
quinone and glucose. It has been obtained
synthetically by heating para -iodo- phenol
with potash to 180° ; but it is easiest obtained
by passing SO2 into an aqueous solution of

quinone, CgH^^^ till it becomes colourless

;

it [is then evaporated, and the hydroquinone
extracted with ether ; also by oxidizing one
part of aniline, eight parts of H2S04, and
thirty of water, with two and a half parts of

iS-^Cr^Oj. Hydroquiuone crystallizes in colour-

less prisms, which melt at 169°, which can be
sublimed, but if heated strongly it is decom-
posed. It is easily soluble in water, alcohol,

and ether. Ammonia turns an aqueous solu-

tion of hydroquinone a red-brown colour.

Ferrichloride converts it into quinone.

hy-dro-ra'-chlS, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Gr. pdxis (rhachis) = the sharp ridges along
the back of a man or an animal.]

Path. : An" abnormal collection of fluid

within the spinal column. It is generally

congenital, and associated with spina bifida.

The pressure of the fluid tends ultimately to

produce atrophy of the cord.

hy-dro-rhi-za, s. [Pref. hydro- (3), and Gr.

pt£a (rhiza) = a* root.]

Zool. : The adherent base or proximal ex-

tremity of a Hydrozoon. (Nicholson.)

t hy-dro-sar'-co-cele, s. [Pref. hydro- (1),

and Eng. sarcocele (q.v.).]

Path. : An old term for sarcocele, in which
the testicle is dropsical as well as scirrhous.

It is a stage of sarcocele rather than a distinct

malady.

hy-dro-sau'-riis, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Gr. croLvpa (saura); craiJpos (sauros) = a lizard.]

Path. ; A genus of Lizards, family Varanidse
(Monitors). They frequent the vicinity of

water. Hydrosaurus salvator of the Eastern
islands is eight feet long. Another species is

H. Bdlii, occurring in Australia.

hy'-dro-SCOpe, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and Gr.

a-Koirioi (shaped) = to see, to observe.]

1. [Clepsydra.]

2. [Hygrometer.]

hy-dro-sel'-en-ate, s. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
Eng. selenate.]

Chem. : A salt of hydroselenic acid, also

called selenide.

hy-dro-se-len'-ic, a. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
Eng. selenic] (See the compound.)

hydroselenic-acid, s.

Chem. : Hydrogen selenide, H2Se. An ir-

ritating, colourless gas, obtained by the action

of dilute sulphuric acid and ferrous selenide.

Soluble in water, and precipitates metallic

selenides.

hy-dro-sid'-er-ite, s. [Pref. hydro- (l), and
Eng. siderite (q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Limonite (q.v.).

hy-drd-siT-l-Clte, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Eng. silicite (q.v.).]

Min. : A mineral having the composition
silica 43-31 to 44 '90 ; alumina, to 3*14

; mag-
nesia, 4-60 to 8'66 ; lime, 2870 to 33*32, &c.
Found amorphous or in crusts at Palagonia
and Aci Castello in Sicily. (Dana.)

hy'-dro-SO-ma, s. [Pref. hydro- (3), and Gr.
0-wju.a (soma) = the body.]

Zool. ; The entire organism of a hydrozoon,
whether simple as in hydra or composite as

in a sertularian.

hy'-dro-Stat, s. [Hydrostatic] A general
term, signifying an apparatus or contrivance
to prevent the explosion of steam-boilers.

hy-dro-stat'-ic, * hy-dro-stat'-ick, a.

[Pref. hydro- (I), and Gr. <tto.ti.kos (siatikos) =
static or standing.] Pertaining or relating
to hydrostatics

;
pertaining to the principles

of the equilibrium of fluids.

hydrostatic-arch, s.

Arch. : A linear arch suited for sustaining
normal pressure at each point, proportional

—

like that of a liquid in repose—to a depth
below a given horizontal plane. It is some-
times called the "Arch of Yvon-Villaceaux,"
from the name of the mathematician who first

demonstrated its properties.

hydrostatic-balance, s. A balance for
weighing substances in water for the purpose
of ascertaining their specific gravities.

hydrostatic bed, s. [Water-bed.]

hydrostatic-bellows, s. [Bellows.]

hydrostatic-lamp, s. A lamp in which
a stratum of oil is sustained by water or other
fluid of greater specific gravity than the oil.

hydrostatic-level, s.

Civil Eng. . A water-level.

hydrostatic - paradox, s. The prin-
ciple that any quantity of water, however
small, may be made t» balance any weight,
however great.

hydrostatic-press, s. A machine in
which the pressure of a relatively small piston
on a body of water in a small cylinder com-
municates such pressure to the water in a large
cylinder, and impels the ram or piston. The
power gained is directly, and the speed in-

versely, as the difference between the two
cylinders.

hydrostatic-pressure, s. The pressure
excited by water at rest on the artificial vessel
or bed containing it.

hy-dro-stat'-ic-al* a. [Eng. hydrostatic; -aZ.]

Hydrostatic. (Boyle: Works, v. 455.)

hy-dro-Stat -ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hydro-

st-atical; -ly.} In a hydrostatic manner;

according to hydrostatics or hydrostatic

principles.
" One of the first j>ieces of black marble that I ex-

amined hydroxtatically.'—Boyle : Works, wi. 557.

hy-dro-sta-tl'-cian, s. [Eng. hydrostatic;

-ian.] One who is versed or skilled in hydro-

statics.
" Known to hydrostaticians."—Boyle ; Works, vL 482.

hy-dro-stat-ics, *. [Hydrostatic]

Physics: The department of science which
treats of the conditions of equilibrium in

liquids. For a liquid to remain at rest in

any vessel, first, its suiface must be every-

where at right angles to the forces which
act on the molecules of the liquid, and,
second, every molecule of the mass of the
liquid must be subject in every direction

to equal and contrary pressure. If the same
liquid be placed in several vessels freely com-
municating with each other it will stand in

them all at the same horizontal level. If two
or more liquids be placed in the same vesstd

they will arrange themselves according to

their relative densities, after which the equili-

brium will be stable. Pascal's law (a funda-
mental one in hydrostatics) is that pressure
existing anywhere upon a mass of liquid is

transmitted undiminished in all directions,

and acts with the same force on all equal sur-

faces, and in a direction at right angles to
those surfaces. In ancient times Archimedes
and Hero of Alexandria made some advance in

hydrostatics, as did Galileo (1564-1642), but,

according to Hallam, the real creators of the
science were Castellio (1577-1644), and Tom-
celli (1008-1647). It has since been advanced
by Sir Isaac Newton, Bernoulli], McGanton^
Coulomb, and recently by Professor Airy and
others.

hy-dro-ste'-a-tite, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Eng. steatite (q.v.).]

Min. ; A variety of Steatite, with less silica

than the typical mineral. Found at Gop-
fersgriin.

hy-drd-suT-phate, s. [Eng., &c. hydro-
sulph(uric); suff. -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of hydrosulphuric acid.

hy-dro-sul-phu'-ric, a. [Pref. hydro- (2,),

and Eng. sulphuric]

Chem. : Having in its composition sulphuric
acid and hydrogen.

hydrosulphuric-acid, «. [Hydrogen-
SULPHLDE.]

hy'-dro-talc, s. [Fret hydro- (I), and Eng.
talc (q.v.).]

Mm. : The same as Peknikite (q.v.).

hy-dro-tar-cite, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
talcite (q.v.).]

Min. : An hexagonal, massive, foliated,

fibrous white .translucent mineral of pearly
lustre and greasy feel. Compos. : alumina,
16*8; magnesia, 39 -

2 ; water, 44. Found in

serpentine at Snarum, in Norway, &c. (Dana.)

hy-dro-tel'-lu-rate, a. [Eng. hydrotellur-
(ic) ; suff. -ate\Chem.).']

Chem. : A salt of hydrotelluric acid.

hy-dro-tel'-lu-ric, a. [Pref. hydro- (2), and
Eng. telluric]

'

Chem. : Having telluric acid and hydrogen
in its composition.

hydrotelluric -acid, s. [Hydrogen-
telluride.]

hy-dro-teph'-ro-ite, s. [Pref. hydro- (l),

and Eng. tephroite (q.v.).]

Min. : A pale yellow hydrous variety of
Tephroite, from Paisberg.

hy-dro-the'-ca (pi. hy -dro-the'-cse), s.

[Pref. hydro- (3), and Lat. theca.]

Zool. : The little chitinous cup which pro-
tects the polypites of the Sertularida and the
Campanularida.

hy-dro-ther'-mal, a. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Eng. thermal.] Relating to the action of heated
water.

hy-dro-thor'-ax, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
Eng. thorax.]

Pathol. : Serous fluid occupying the pleura.
It may take place as the result of inflammation
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[Pleurisy], also in heart disease, in disease of
the kidneys, and sometimes in anaemia.

*hy-drot'-ic, * hy-drot'-ick, a. & s. [Fr.
hydrotiqite, from Gr. vSup (hudor) = water.]

A. As adj. .- Causing a discharge of water
or phlegm.

B. As subst. : A medicine that causes a dis-
charge of water or phlegm.

_
" He Reems to have been the first who divided purges

into hydrotickg and purges of bile."—Arbuthnot.

*hy-drot'-i-cal, a. [Eng. hydrotic; -al.]

Hydrotic.

*hy'-drousf a. [Gr. vSup (hudor) = water;
Eng. adj. sun", -cms.] Containing water;
watery.

hydrous anthophyllite, s, [ANTHO-
PHYLLITE.]

hy-drd'-us, s. [Gr. iSpdeiy (hudroeis) = fond
of the water.]

Entom. : A genus of Beetles, family Hydro-
philidse (Hydrous piceus), which is not uncom-
mon in marshy places near the metropolis, is,

with the exception of the Stagbeetle (Lucanus
Cervus), and a Cockchafer (Melolontha Fulh),
the largest coleopterous insect indigenous in
Britain.

hy-drox -Ide, s. ' [Pref. hydro- (2), and oxide.]

Chetn. : A compound of an element with the
monad radical hydroxy! (OH)', as K'(OH)'
potassium hydrate,Ca"(OH)2' calcium hydrate.
These compounds can he formed by adding
water to an oxide, as CaO+H2 = CafOH^,
or by decomposing a salt with KHO, as
FeS04+ 2KHO = K2S04 + Fe(OH)2.

by-drox'-jfl, s. [Pref. hydro- (2) ; ox(ygen),

and yl = Gr. v\t) QmU) — matter.]

Cliem. : A name given to the monatomic
radical (OH)'.

hy-drox-yl -amine, s. [Eng. hydroxyl,
and amine. ]

Chetn.: NH2 OH. Obtained by passing
nitrogen dioxide through a series of vessels
containing tin and hydrochloric acid, precipi-
tating the tin by H2S, filtering, evaporating
to dryness, washing with cold alcohol, then
boiling with absolute alcohol, adding ether,
which precipitates the hydrochlorate of hy-
droxylamine, NH2OH\HCl, in crystals. Also
by the action of hydrogen, obtained from tin
and HC1 on ammonium nitrate, or ethyl ni-
trate. The base is very volatile and easily
decomposed : it is only known in solution.
Hydroxylamine gives a light green precipi-
tate with cupric sulphate, which is reduced
to cuprous oxide on boiling' with water.
Hydroxylamine is a powerful reducing agent.
A solution of the base can be obtained by de-
composing the nitrate dissolved in alcohol by
alcoholic potash, also by the addition of an
alkaline carbonate to the hydrochlorite. The
salts of hydroxylamine are decomposed by
potash with evolution of nitrogen and forma-
tion of ammonia.

hy-dr6-Zinc'-lte, s. [Pref. hydro- (1), and
zincite.]

Min. : A dull earthy or compact white,
grayish, or yellowish mineral, occurring mas-
sive, earthy, or compact, in incrustations,
renifonn, pisolitic, or stalactitio. Hardness,
2 to 2'5

; sp. gr., 3'58 to 3*80. Compos. : car-
bonic acid, 15 '3

; oxide of zinc, 73*4
; water,

11*3 = 100. Found abundantly at the Dolores
mine in the Udras Valley, in the province of
Santander, and elsewhere, in Spain; also in

Carinthia, Westphalia, Bavaria, and Persia.

(Dana.)

hy-dro-zo'-on (pi hy-drd-zo'-a), 5. [Pref.

hydro- (3), and Gr. £o>oi> (zoon) = a living being,

an animal.

Zoology

:

1. Sing. : One of the Hydrozoa [2].

2, PL : The name given by Prof. Owen,
followed by Prof. Huxley, &c, to the great

class of the sub-kingdom Ccelenterata, ofwhich
Hydra is the type. They exhibit a definite

histological structure, their tissues having a
cellular organization. These tissues are two,
an outer or ectoderm, and an inner or endo-
denn. The digestive cavity communicates
directly by a wide aperture with the general
cavity of the body. The digestive sac and the
reproductive organs are developed as outward
processes of the body-wall. In most the prey

is seized by tentacles surrounding the mouth,
and furnished with offensive weapons, called

thread-cells. The Hydrozoa are all aquatic,
and nearly all marine. Their distribution is

world-wide. They are the Dimorphsea of

Ehrenberg, the Sertularians of M-ilne Edwards,
and the Nudibranchiata of Farre. Prof. Huxley
divided the class into three orders, Hydro-
phora, Siphonophora, and Discophora, doubt-
fully adding as a fourth the Trachymedusae of
Haeckel. Nicholson divides them into six

sub-classes, Hydroida, Siphonophora, Lucer-
narida, Discophora, Graptolitidae, and Hydro-
corallinae. (Owen, Huxley, Nicholson, &c.)

"In the first and lowest organised class [of Polypi]
which I have called Hydrozoa "—Owen : Compar. Anat.
Jnverteb. (1843), lect. vii., p 82.

2. Palceont. : See the several orders or sub-
classes of Hydrozoa.

hy'-drus, s. [Lat. hydrus, Hydrus; Gr. v5pos
(hudros) = a water-serpent ;'Y5pos (Hudros)=
a constellation (2).")

1. Zool. : A genus of Hydrophidse. Some-
times it is made the type of the family, which
is then called Hydridse.

2. Astron. : The Southern Snake, one of
Lacaille's constellations. It is situated be-
tween the South Pole and Achernar, the bright
star in Eridanus.

hy-du-ril'-ic, a. [Pref. hydro- (2), and Eng.
uric "(?).] (Sec the compound.)

hydurilic-acid, s.

Chem. : CgHgN^g. An acid obtained as an
ammonia salt by heating diaturic acid to 160°

in glycerine ; the ammonia salt is converted
into a copper salt, and then treated with H2S.
It crystallizes out of hot water in small prisms.
Ferric chloride gives a dark green colour with
a solution of hydurilic acid or its salts.

* ny'-em-al, u. [Lat. hiemalis, from hiems —
winter.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Of or pertaining to winter
;

done or made in the winter.

."The nucieiitshad also hyemal garlands "—Browne:
Miscellanies, p. 92.

2. Bot. : Of or belonging to plants which
flower in winter.

* hy -em ate, v.i. [Lat. hiematum, sup. of
Memo, from hiems = winter.] To pass the
winter.

* hy-em-a'-tion, s. [Lat. hiematio, from
hiemo = to pass the winter ; hiems = winter.]

1. The act or state of passing the winter in

a particular state.

"Setting it in caBes in our conservatories for hyema-
tion."—Evelyn : Sylva, ch. xx.

2. The act of affording shelter during the
winter.

hy-e'-na, hy-se'-na, *hy-en, «. [Hyaena.]

hyena-dog, s. [Hy^ena-dog.]

hy'-et-al, a. [Gr. ver6$ (huetos) = rain ; i/u>

(hud) = to rain.]

Meteor. : Of or belonging to rain ; relating
to the rainfall of different countries.

hy-et'-o-graph, s. [Gr. veto? (huetos) = rain,
and ypatfxa (grapho) — to write.] A chart in-
dicating the comparative distribution of rain
over a given geographical surface.

hy-et-6-graph-Ic, hy-et-6-graph-ic-
al, a. [Eng. hyetograph; -ic, -ical.] Of or
pertaining to hyetography.

hy-et-5g'-ra-phy, s. [Eng. hyetograph; -y.]

That branch of physical science which treats
of the distribution of rain ; a knowledge of the
quantities of rain falling indifferent places in
a given time.

hy-et-om'-e-ter, s. [Gr. ve™? (huetos) =
rain, and fierpov (metron) — a measure.] A
rain-gauge.

Hy-ge'-ia (i as y), s. [Gr.]

1. Class. Myth. : The daughter of Esculapius,
and goddess of health.

2. Astron. : [Asteroid].

hy-ge'-ian (i as y), a. [Hygeia.] Pertaining
or relating to hygeia or health.

hy'-ge-ine, s. [Hygiene.]

hy'-ge'-ist, s. [Eng. hyge(ia); -ist.] One
versed or skilled in hygiene.

hy-gie'-an, a. [Hygeian ]

hy'-gie-ine, ». [Hygiene.]

*hy-gie-ist, *. [Hyoejst.]

* hy-gi-en -al, * hy-gie-in'-al, a. [Eng.
hygien(e) ; -al.] Relating or pertaining to
hygiene, or the preservation of health.

"Presenting some things relating to the hygieinal
part of physic."—Boyle : Workt, ii. 103.

hy'-gl-ene, s. [Fr. hygiene, from Gr. vyiaiwo
(hvgiaino)= to be sound, healthy, or in health. ]

Med.: The study of the prevention of
disease, the art of preserving health, and
securing what Juvenal (x. 356) considered
the best gift of the gods, mens sana in corpora

sano, through wise sanitary precautions, and
attention to diet, regimen, &c. In this way-
growth will be increasingly perfected, life

more vigorous, decay less rapid, and death more
remote. Already, thanks to the efforts of the
late Dr. Parkes, Mr. Edwin Chadwick, and
others, including the Local Government Board,
the average duration of life has been raised,

the death-rate lessened, and disease robbed of
some of its worst features. It is in this direc-

tion that a wise government will look for

improvement of the national health, and to
this end, the medical profession advocate the
appointment of a Minister of Hygiene, with a
seat in the Cabinet.

hy-gi-en'-lC, a. & s. [Eng. hygiene); -ic.]

A. .4s adj. : Relating to hygiene or the pre-
servation of health.

B. As subst. (PI.): The science of health;
hygiene ; sanitary science.

hy-gi-en'-Ic-al, «.. [Eng. hygienic; -al.l

Hygienic.

hy-gi-en'-ic-al-l^, adv. [Eng. hygienical;
-ly.] In a hygienic manner ; according to the
rules or principles of hygiene.

ky'-gi-en-£§m, si [Eng. hygien(e); -ism.']

The science of health ; hygiene.

hy'-gi-en-ist, s. [Eng. hygien(e) ; -is$.] Ono
versed in hygiene.

hy-gi-6r-6-gy,'s, [Gr. vyeU (7m0cia)=health,.
and Aoyo? (logos) = a discourse, a treatise.] A
treatise on hygiene ; hygiene.

t hygre, s. [Eagre, Eager, s.J

hy-gro-, pref. [Gr. vypos (hugros) = wet.] A
prefix denoting a combination with or the
presence of wet or moisture.

hy-gro-ble-phar'-ic, a. [Pref. hygro-(q.v.);
Gr. ^Ae'o>apo^' (Uefharon) = an eyelid, and
suff. -ic; Fr. hygrohlepharique.}

Anat. : Of or belonging to the lachrymal
ducts, and orifices of the eye.

hy'-gTO-graph, s. [Pref. hygro-, and Gr-
ypd(f)ui (grapho) ~ to write, to describe.] An.
automatically recording hygrometer.

t hy-grol'-o-gjf, s. [Pref. hydro-, and Gr.
Aoyo? (logos) = a discourse.]

Med. : The doctrine of the humours of the
body. [Humour.]

hy-grom'-e-ter, s. [Pref. hygro-, and Gr.
p-irpov (metron) ~ a measure.] An instrument
for measuring the comparative moisture of the
air. There are three kinds : (1) those which
act by absorption ; (2) by condensation, and
(3) those in which the hygrometric condition
is deduced from observations of a wet and dry
bulb. Of the first class is the hygrometer of
Saussurc (died 1799). It consists of a human
hair boiled in lye, and acts by absorption anu
evaporation, lengthening or contracting as the
air is more or less moist.

hy-gro-met'-ric, hy-gro-met'-ric-al, a.

[Pref. hygro- ; Eng. metric, metrical.)

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Pertaining or relating to hygrometry

;

made or done by or with the hygrometer : as,
hygrometric observations.

2. Readily absorbingand retaining moisture

:

as hygrometric substances, like chloride of cal-
cium, sulphuric acid, &c.

II. Bot. : Indicating the approach of mois-
ture. (Loudon.)

1f The hygrometric state of tlie atmosphere r
The degree to which at the time it is saturated
with moisture.

hygrometric -balance, s. An instru-
ment for indicating the relative density of the

bSll, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing„
-cian. tian =. shan. -tion. -sion ~ shun: -tion. sion - zhun. -tious. -clous, -sious-shus. -ble, -die, &c. == bel, del.
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air, and consequent changes of rain or dry
weather. It consists of a balance, from one
arm of which is suspended a brass weight, and
from the other a large, thin, hollow cylinder,

closed at each end. The two are arranged so

as to be in equilibrium at a given density of

the atmosphere, and it is evident that if the

.air become heavier, the large cylinder, dis-

placing more air than the solid weight, will

become more buoyant and ascend. If, on the

(contrary, the air become lighter, it will sink.

A rod descending from the scale-beam serves

to indicate, on the graduated arc below, the
comparative density of the air at the time of

making the observation. If the air be heavy,

fine weather may be expected ; but if the

•cylinder sink, rain usually follows.

hygrometric plants, s. pi

Bot. : Plants so sensitive to changes in the
.atmosphere that they will indicate a change in

its hygrometric conditions. Thus, the flower

of Anagallis arvensis shuts when rain is about
to fall ; hence it has been called the poor
man's weather-glass. Convolvulus arvensis

does the same. If the "African" Marigold
(which, however, came from Peru) shuts after

seven a.m., rain is near at hand.

Siy-grom'-e-try", s. [Hygrometer.] The
measurement of the amount of aqueous va-

pour in the air at [any time. This may be
effected by absorbing the moisture from a
given quantity of air ; by finding the dew
point, that is the point at which dew is de-

posited, or by apsychrometer(q.v.). (Ross iter.)

3iy-gr6ph'-a-nous, a. [Pref. hygro-; Gr.

(fxxu'w (phai'uo) = to cause to appear, and Eng
suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having such a structure that it is

transparent when moist and opaque when dry.

iy'-groph'-i-la, s. [Pref. hygro-, and Gr.

<£(Ae'to (phileo)-= to love.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Hygro-
philcffl (q.v.). About twenty-four species are

known.

Szy-gro-phil'-e-SB, s. pi [Mod. Lat. hygro-

phd(a) ; Lat. feni. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Bot. ; A tribe of Acanthaceae.

liy'-gro-scdpe, s. [Pref. hygro-, and Gr.
o-KOTTtw (skopeo) = to observe.] An instrument
for indicating the degree of moisture in the
atmosphere.

Ay-gro-scop'-ic, hy-gro-scdp'-ic-al, <x.

[Eng. hygroscope) ; -ic, -ical.]

1. Of or pertaining to the hygroscope ; indi-

cated or detected by the hygroscope.

2. Having the property or quality of imbib-

ing moisture from the atmosphere, or of be-

coming coated with a rilin of luuistum.

"More information as to tlie hj/gi-osco/jic condition
of the atmosphere la needed."—Athenceum, Feb. 21,

iaS0, p. 251.

3iy-gr6-scd-pl$'-i-ty, s. [Eng. hygroscopic ;

-Uy.] The property of extending when water
is applied, and shrinking when it is with-
drawn.

3iy-gr6-Stat -1CS, s. [Gr. vypos (hngros) =
wet; oTaTiKTj (e7n.<rnj/u.»j), (statikt eftistemc) =
statics; tuTTj^t (kistemi) = to stand.] The
science of comparing or measuring degrees of

moisture.

* hyke, s. [Heak.]

hy'-la, s. [Lat. hyle; Gr. il\r) (hide) = a wood,
h forest.]

Zool. ; Tree Frog. The typical genus of the
family Hylidae (q.v.). HyUi arborm is found
in continental Europe.

3iy'-la-d3B, s. pi [Hylioe.]

Ihy-lse-o-sau'-riis, s. [Gr. uAaio? (hidajos)
= belonging to the forest, savage, and o-aOpo?

(smtros) = a lizard.]

Paloiont. : A genus of Dinosaurian reptiles.

The bony dermal scutes were prolonged along
the ridge of the back in a series of enormous
spines. Discovered by Mantell in the Wealden
of Tilgate Forest.

hy-laV-iiS, s. [Lat. —& centaur ; also = one
of Action's dogs ; Gr. i/Acuos (hulaios) = be-

longing to the forest.]

Entom. : A genus of Bees, family Andrenklje.
The species burrow, and are parasitic. When
caught they emit a fragrance like that of

lemons.

* hyl-arch -ic-al, a. [Gr. v\ri(huU) = mat-
ter, and apxt-Kos (archikos) ruling ; cipxw (archo)
= to rule.] Presiding over matter.

* hylde, v.t. [A.S. hyldan.] To pour out.

* hyld-ing, a. [Hilbing.]

hy'-le, s. [Gr. vKrj (hule) = matter.]

Mcuiicheism : The name given by the Man i-

cheaus to the Regent of the World of Dark-
ness. (Mosheim: Ch. Hist., cent, iii., pt. ii.,

ch. 5, § 3.)

hy'-le-6-saur, s. [Hyl.eosaub.us.] A popu-
lar form of hyleeosaurus (q.v.).

hy-le-6-sau'-rus, s. [Hyl^osaurus.]

hy-les'-i-niis, s. [Gr. vA*j (hula) wood, and
o-tvos (sinos) = damage. (Agassi;.)]

Entom. : A genus of Beetles, family Scoly-
tidffi. Four species are British. One, Hyhs-
inus fraxini feeds on the ash, and another,
H. oleiperda, destroys the olive.

hy'-li-d», hy'-la-dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat.

hyl(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idai, -adae.]

Zool. : Tree Frogs. A family of Amphibians,
order Anoura or Batrachia. They are akin to

the Ranidfe (typical frogs), but have the ex-

tremities of their toes dilated into knobs with
a viscous secretion, enabling them to climb
trees on which they live. They are also more
elegant, and, as a rule, more brightly coloured.

*hyll, *hylle, v.t. [A.S. Man.] To cover,
to hide.

hy-lo-, pre/. [Gr. vkn (hide) = matter.] Per-
taining to matter, materialistic.

hylo-ideal, a. Pertaining to or in any
way connected with hylo-idealism (q.v.).

" Many a cherished ideal must fall when the . . .

hylo-ideal theory is finally established."

—

Jount. of
Science, March, 188;), \>. 127.

hylo-idealism, s.

Phllos. ; Somatic or material idealism, a
school of philosophy adopted from Protagoras
by Dr. Robert Lewins. The central insistence

of the hylo-ideal philosophy is that man is,

for man, the measure of the universe. It is

sometimes called hylo-phenomenalism.
"jfylo-idealism cannot lie wholly unknown to reader

of this journal."—Jonrn. of Science, March, 18S3. n. 122.

hylo idealist, s. One who accepts the
philosophy of hylo-idealism.

hylo - phenomenalism, s. [Hylo-
I DUALISM.]

hy-lob'-a-tes, s. [Gr. uAo/Uirnjs (kidobates) =
one who haunts the woods.]

Zool : A genus of Anthropoid Apes, con-
taining the Gibbons. [Gibbon.]

hy-lo'-bl-US, s. [Gr. uA6j3ios (hulobios) —
living in the woods.]

Entom. : A genus of Beetles, family Cnrcu-
lionidse. There is one British species, Ifylo-
bius abietis, and it is destructive to the pine-
tree, attacking both the bark and the bud.

hy-16-lsm, s. [Gr. Zk-n (hide) = matter ; Eng.
surf, -ism.] The same as Hylotheism (q.v.).

"An assumption ht/loism is not concerned to dis-
pute."—Jouru of Science, Dec, 1881, j>. 755.

* hy'-lo-Ist, s. [Gr. i}\v (hide) = matter; Eng.
suff. -isl] A hylotheist ; a pantheist.

hy-ldn'-o-mus, s, [Gr. vAyj (hide) ~ matter,
and vofj.6? (nomos)— a feeding-place, an abode.]

Pala'ont. : A genus of Labyrinthodonts,
order Microsauria. Found in the coal of Nova
Scotia. It may possibly be a lizard.

*hy-l6p'-a-thism, s. [Gr. Cat? (hule) =
matter, and tt6.9o<; (pathos) = suti'ering, feel-

ing.] The doctrine that matter is sentient.

* hy-lop'-a-thist, s. [HvLorATHisjt.] A
believer in hylopathism.

hy-loph'-ag-OUS, a. [Gr. oAtj (hide) = wood

;

fyayeiv (phugein) = to eat, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Entom. : Eating wood.

hy-lo-the'-Ism, s. [Gr. vkq (hide) = matter,

and Eng. theism (q.v.) ]

Religions: The system of belief which, re-
gards God and matter as identical; panthe-
ism. [Materialism.]

"All adoration, therefore, Incomes uure hylotheism
autl seK-worUuiJ. '—Journ. of Science, Jan. 1861, p. 50.

hy-lo-the'-Ist, s. [Gr. Cat, (hule) = niatter,

and Eng. theist (q.v.).] A believer m the doc-

trine of hylotheism.

hy-lot'-o-ma, s. [Gr. vAotojuo? (hulotomos) =
cutting or feflmg wood.]

Entom. : A genus of Hymenopterous Insects,

family Tenthrediuidas. . Hylotoma rosai is tlie

Rose Saw-fly.

hy-l6-ZO'-Ic, a. & s. [Gr. vKr} (hule) ==

matter, and #») (zoe) = life.]

A. As adj. ; Of or pertaining to hylozoism
(q-v-).

" ffyloznlc materialism is essentically identical with
tliAtuf Uenioci itua. —Journal of Science, tieyt. 1881,

l>. 522.

B. As sitbsl : A hylozoist (q.v.).

* hy-lo-zo'-ic-al, a. [Eng. hylozoic ; -al]

Hylozoic.

hy-lo-zo'-ism, s. [Gr. vA»j (hule) = matter

;

£uii7 (zue) = life, and Eng. -ism.]

Phllos. : The system according to which,
matter has a necessary existence, and is

equally necessarily endowed with life. There
are two forms : (1) that each atom of matter
lives entirely independent of all other atoms;
(*2) that the whole world is a living being,

whose material elements participate in a
common life. The first form is the doctrine
of Strato of Lampsacus, the second that of
the Stoics, who conceived the universe ani-

mated by a living principle. Hylozoism reap-

pears in the Alexandrian school, in the teach-
ing of Cardan and Paracelsus, and in that
of Spinoza, who attributed life to all tilings

though in a different degree. " Omnia, quamvis
diversis gradibus, animata tamen sunt."

" We cannot express animistic ideas except in terms
which lieloiiy to hylozoism.' —Journal of Science, Jan.
1882, p. 47.

* hy-lo-zo'-ist, s. [Gr. vAtj (hule) = niatter;

<Jw7j (zoe)= life, and Eng. suff. -ist. ] A believer

in the doctrine of hylozoism (q.v.).

"The hylozoists, by Cudwnrth's account of them,
ascribed a little more to their atoms."—Search: Light

of Nature, vol. ii., pt. i., cli. ix.

hy-lo-ZO-ist'-lc, a. [Eng. hylozoist; -ic]

Of, belonging to, or connected with hylozoism
(q.v.).

"The . . . Jtylozoistic conception of the universe."—
Journal of Science, June 1381, p. ai8.

hy-lo-zd-ist'-ic-al-ljr, adv. [Eng. hylo-

zoistic; -al -hj.] After the manner of hylo-

zoists ; materially.
" This infinite substance was. he said, immortal aud

imperishable, and he designated it hyloznisticully tlie

Deity.'—S. Baring-GouM : Origin of Religious Belief,

hyl-ur'-gus, s. [Gr. uAoupyos (hvlourgos) -
working in wood.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles, tribe Xylopliaga
family Scolytidae. Hylur-
gus piniperda is very de-

structive in pine forests.

It occurs in Britain, as

well as in continental
Europe.

* hym, proa. [Hi>r.]

Hymen, hy'-men,s.
[Lat., from Gr. u/xtji- (hit-

men) = (l) the god of mar-
riage, (2) a membrane.]

1. Greek An tiq. (Of

the /orm Hymen) :

The god of marriage,
son of Bacchus and
Venus.

"Love knits their hearts and Hy-
men jni us their bands "

,

Crubbe : The Borough. \

2. Anat. : A membrane
of a semi - lunar shape,
stretched before the va-
ginal entrance, although

in many cases non-existent, or nearly so, some-
times imperforate, requiring a slight operation
at or before puberty. It is of little or no
medico-legal importance. .

t 3. Bot. : The flue pellicle which encloses a
flower in the bud.

hy-men-SQ'-a, s. [From Hymen (q.v.), be-
cause the leaves are formed of a pair of
leaflets.]

Bot. : A genus of CsesalpinieEe, tribe Am-
herstiefe. There are two bracts at the base
of the flowers ; the calyx is tubular, with five

HYMEN.
[From mi Antique.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
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deciduous segments ; the petals are five ; the
seeds are imbedded in a fibrous pulpy sub-
stance tilling the legume, and eaten by Indians.
Hymentea Courbaril is the Locust-tree of the
"West Indies and Brazil. It attains to a great
age and size. It yields a valuable resin (^Ued
amine. The wood is close-grained and tough,
and is used for tree-nails. Its inner bark is an-
thelmintic. H. verrucosa produces the copal
of Madagascar, and perhaps that of India.

hy-men-e' al, hy-men- e' -an, a. & s. [O.
Fr. hymoiean, fi-om Lat. Ilymencaus ; Gr. vfjiiv-

atos (humenaios)~a. wedding song.] [Hymen. J

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Lit. : Pertaining to or used in the rites
of Hymen (q.v.). The expression in the ex-
ample seems to be modelled on the "tripudia
Hymensea " of Martianus Capella.
" Thence, borne at last hy movements hymenean
Ebe.i a maid move fair than man hath known."

J. A. Kymonds, in Fort. Rev., xiv. 171.

2. Fig. : Of or pertaining to marriage.
" Hers, hi the bonds of hymeneal truth."

Cowper: Approach of Spring. (Trans.)

B. As siibst. : A marriage hymn or song.
" For her white virgins hymeneaU sing."

Pope : Elo'isa to Abelard, 220.

iiy-me'-nl-al, a. [Mod. Lat. hymeni(um)

;

Eng. suff. -at.] Pertaining to or connected
with the botanical hymen (q.v.).

hymenial layer, s.

Bot. : A layer in lichens, composed of
parallel hypha; or paraphyses, and of the asci.

{Thome.)

hy-me'-ni-iim, s. [Gr. uu.«Viov (humenion),
dimin. from 'Yfirjv (Hitmen).] [Hymen.]

Hot. : The fructifying surface in fungi, in
which the spores are naked ; the parts in
which the sporules immediately lie. The
term is used of Agaricus and similar genera,
and more loosely of Helvella and Peziza. Dis-
tinguished from a nucleus (q.v.).

hy-men-o-, pre/. [Gr. vfxrjv (kumen)=a skin,

a membrane.] (See etym.)

hy-men-oc'-a-ris, 5. [Pref. hymeno-, and
Lat. caris = Gr. «apt? (karis) = a small crus-
tacean, probably a shrimp or prawn.]

Palceont. : A genus of crustaceans, order
Phyllopoda. Hymenocaris vermicauda occurs
in the Upper Cambrian age at Festiniog and
Dolgelly.

njr-men-o-dic'-ty-on, s. [Pref. hymeno-,
and SUrvoy (dictuon) = a net.]

Bot. : A genus of Cinchonacece, family Cin-
chonidae. The species are ornamental trees,

twenty to thirty feet high. The inner bark of
Hymenodictyon excelsum, an East Indian shrub,
is as bitter and astringent as Peruvian bark.
It is used for tanning.

hy-mSn-dg'-en-Sr, s. [Pref. hymeno-, and
Gr. yewaui (gennao) = to produce.]

Physiol, : The production of membranes by
the simple contact of two liquids, as albumen
and fat, when the former gives a coating to
the globules of the latter. (Dunglison.)

hy-men-oT-O-g^, s. [Pref. hymeno-, and Gr.

A070S (logos) = a discourse ; Fr. hymenologie.]

Anat. : The branch of anatomical science
•which treats of the membranes.

hy-men-o-my-ce'-tes, s.pl. [Pref. hymeno-,

and Gr. fivicns (mukes), genit. jxv'iojtos (muketos)

= a mushroom.]

Bot ; An order of fungals, having the spores
generally quaternate on distinct sporophores.

Called also Agaricaceee (q.v.). It is divided

into six suborders : Agan'cini, Polyporei,

Hydnei, Auricularini, Clavati, and Tremellini.

hy-men'-6^phore,hy-men-oph'-oY-um,
s. [Pref. hymeno-, and Gr. 4>opds (plwros) =
bearing, carrying.]

Bot. : The cellular or filamentous structure

in hymenomycetous fungi on which the hy-

inenium, or fructifying surface, is spread, like

wax on a mould. In the Agaracini and Poly-

porei it is the same as the trama or inner sub-

stance of the gills or partitions of the pores.

(M. J. Berkeley, in Treas. of Bot.)

hy-m&n-6-ph$rl'-le-aB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

hymcnophyU(um) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ea\]

Bot. : A tribe of ferns, order Polypocliacea?.

The frond is very membranous, translucent,

and reticulate. The involucre is two-valvcd,

HVMENOPrtYLLUM TUN-
BRIDGENSE.

Both are of dwarf size.

urceolate, or two-lipped ; capsules minute,
membranous, reticulate, sessile on a elavate or
filiform receptacle, surrounded by a complete
horizontal or oblique ring, vernation circiuate.

Sometimes made an order, Hymenophyllacere.

hy-men-oph'-$rl-lite, s. [Eng. hymenophyl-
lum; suff. ~ite (q.v.).]

Palceobot. : A genus of Carboniferous Ferns,
resembling Sphenopteris, but with the margin
of the frond lobed, each lobe with a single
nervure.

hy-men-o-ph^l'-lum, s. [Pref. hymeno-, and
Gr. tf>v\Xov (phullon)
= a leaf.]

Bot.: The typical
genus of the fern
tribe, Hymeno-
X>hylleae (q.v.). The
soil are marginal, ax-
illary, or terminal

;

the involucre free

and small in the
frond, two-valved, or
two-lipped, opening
outwards ; capsules
sessile on a columnar
receptacle; ring
complete, oblique.
Seventy species are
known, most of them
from the tropics and
the southern tempe-
rate zone. Two are
British— Hymcno-
phyllum tunbridgense
and H. unilaterale.

t hy-mSn-Sp'-ter, s. [Hymenoptera.]
Entom. : An insect of the order Hymenoptera

(q.v.).

hy-men-op'-ter-a, s. pi [Pref. hymeno-, and
Gr. Trrepa (ptera), pi. of nrepoV (pteron) = a
wing.]

1. Entom, : An order of insects, sub-class
Metabola. They have four wings, all mem-
branous, with the nervures few, or in some
cases wanting. Mouth with mandibles, some-
times with a suctorial organ in addition, the
latterformedby the united maxiilseand labrum.
Females either with an ovipositor or a sting.
Metamorphoses complete, the larvae generally
footless, and requiring to be fed by the parent
insects. If intelligence fix the place of an
order in the system, the Hymenoptera con-
taining the bees, the ants, &c, should stand
at the head of the Annulose sub-kingdom.
Latreille divided the order into two sub-orders :

Terebrantia, in which the females have an
auger ; and Aculeata, in which there is a sting.
The Terebrantia had two sub-sections—Secu-
rifera and Pupivora ; and the Aculeata four— Heterogynse, Fossores, Diploptera, and
Anthophila. Swainson's arrangement was
into the tribes—Apides, Sphecides, Ichneu-
monides, Cynipsides, and Tenthredines. An-
other division is into Securifera, in which the
abdomen is attached to the thorax by its whole
breadth, and Petiolata in which the two are
connected by a more or less slender footstalk.
Under the first are the tribes Phyllophaga and
Xylophaga; under the second, Terebrantia
and Aculeata.

2. Palceont. : The order does not occur before
the Secondary, if not even the Tertiary, period.

hy-men-op'-ter-an, s. [Mod, Lat. hymen-
opteria) ; -an.]

Entom* ; An insect of the order Hymenoptera
(q.v.).

*hy-mSn-8p-ter~Sr-6-gIst, 5. [Eng., &c.
hymenopter; connective, and Gr. Aoyos
(logos) = a discourse.] One well acquainted
with the habits or devoted to the study of the
hymenoptera (q.v.).

"Our moat learned hymenopterologist classes the
Mve-l>ee, the humble bee. ami the parasitic apathus in
the same sub-family."—Lubbock: Origin of Civilisation
(4th ed.l, 497.

hy-men-op'-ter-ous, hy-men-op'-ter-
al, a. [Mod. Lat. hymenopter(a) ; -ous, -al.]

Entom. : Having membranous wings of the
kind described under Hymenoptera; of or be-
longing to that insect order.

" The great order of Hymenopterons insects "

—

Dar-
win : Origin of Species (Gth ed.), p. 142.

hy-men-6-tha-lam'-e-ae, s. pi. [Pref.
hymeno-, and Gr. 0dAa.fj.os (thalamos) = an inner
chamber.]

Bot. : A tribe of Lichens, having the shields
open, the nucleus forming a di3C, permanent,
and bearing asci.

hy-men-ot'-o-mjir, s. [Pref. hymeno-, and
Gr. TOfM-q (tome) = a cutting; Fr. hymenotomie.]

1. Anat. : A dissection of the membranes,
or the branch of science recording its results.

2. Surg. : An incision made in an imperforate
hymen for the exit of the menses.

hy-men'-u-lum, s. [Latinized dimin. of
Gr. vfj.ijv (himten).] [Hymen.]

Bot. : A disc or shield containing asci, but
without excipulum. (Treas. of Bot.)

hymn (n silent), *ympne, s. [O. Fr. ymne,
hymne, from Lat. hymnus ; Gr. fyii/os (JiumnQs).~\

1
1. A song or ode in praise, honour, or adora-

tion of God, or some deity ; a sacred song.
" Exhort your owne nelues in paalmea, and hymnes,

and spiritual souges."

—

Colossians iii. (1551.)

2. Spec. : A sacred composition in poetry
intended to be sung with or without the aid
of a musical instrument, and not being versi-

fied from the book of Psalms, else it is called

a Psalm, or directly from any other part of
Scripture, or else it is a paraphrase. Hilary,
Bishop of Aries, is said to have composed the
first hymn for Christian worship about a.d.

431, but as early as the time of Pliny the
the Younger the Christains are said to have
habitually sung one to Christ as God. On
Dec. 9, 633, the Council of Toledo sanctioned
the use of hymns in churches. Luther did
much to popularise hymnody in the infant
Protestant Church in Germany. Of the hymns
now in use many were composed by Isaac
"Watts, who died in 1784, Charles "Wesley, who
died in 17S8, John Wesley, who died in 1701,
and Cowper, who died in 1800. Not a few of
the most devotional English hymns are trans-
lations from the German, or fiom the Latin
and Greek hymns of the early or of the medi-
aeval Church.

hymn (>t silent), v.t & i. [Hymn, s.]

A. Transitive :

1. To praise, adore, or worship in hymns ;

to sing to.

" Ten thousand throats, that from the flowering thorn,
Jlyrmi their good God.'

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, i. 10.

2. To express or describe in hymns ; to sing.

"Hymn the requiem to hia parted soul."
Southey : Joan of Arc, bk. viii.

B. Intrans. : To sing hymns or songs in
praise or adoration.

" The hymning angels, and the herald star."
Cowper: To Charles JJeodati. (Trans.)

hyrrV nal, s. [Eng. hymn; -al.] A collection
of hymns, especially one for use in public wor-
ship.

"Used Bide by Bide with other hymnals in many
Anglican churches."—Notes & Queries, Aug. 12, 1882,
p. 1U3.

*hym'-nic, *hym'-nicke, a. [Eng. hymn;
-ic] Relating or pertaining to hymns.

"Tuning her chast layes
Of Eugland's empresse to her hymnicke string. "

'

— Mirrourfor Magistrates, p. 773.

hym'-nist, s. [Eng. hymn; -ist.] A com-
poser of hymns.
"We have a pretty clear indication of the birthplace

of the hymnist."— W. E. Gladstone; Homeric Syn-
chronism, p. 102.

IT This is a much more correct form than
hymnologist, though that word, which really
means " one who writes or discourses about
hymns," is in more general use. (See Notes &
Queries, April 30, 1859, p. 359.)

* h^m'-no-dist, s. [Eng. hymnod(y); •ist]
A writer of hymns, an hymnologist.

" Dryden as a hymnodist."—Notes & Queries, Dec 29,
1833, p. 517.

* hym'-no-djr, s. [Eng. hymn; suff. -ody, as
in psalmody.] The same as Hysinology (q.v.).

"This hymnody would lengthen the burial-service.

"

—Matthew A mold : Last Essays, p. 220.

* hym-ndg'-ra-pher, s. [Gr. {iu^os (humnos)
= a hymn, and ypa^w (grapho) = to write.] A
writer of hymns. (Notes & Queries, Dec
22, 1SS3, p. 497.)

* h^m-nog'-ra-ph^, s. [HYMNooRiPHER.]
The art or act of writing hymns.

* h3fan-nSr-<vgist, s. [Eng. hymnolog(y);
-ist.] A writer or composer of hymns.

hym-nol'-o-g^, * hym-nol-o-gie, s. [Gr.
ujut^s (humnos = a hymn, and Koyos (logos) — a.

boil, bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, ph = £
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun : -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d&9
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26o hyocholic—hyper

ward, a treatise.] A collection of hymns ;

hymns collectively ; the hymns used by any
particular church or body.

"Any one conversant with Wesleynn Methodist

hymnology."—Notes & Queries, Feb. 19, 1881, p. 156.

hy-O-Chol'-lC, a. [Gr. fc (hvs), genit. uds

(huos) =s a pig, and. Eng. cholic] (See the

compound.)

hyocholic-acid, s.

Chem. : C25H40O5 . An acid obtained by

boiling hyoglycocholic acid, or hyotauro-choliu

acid, with acids or alkalis.

hy'-o-don, s. [Gr. {.oeiS^s (huoeides) = shaped

like the Greek letter Y, and oSous (odous),

genit. o&ovtos (odontos) = a tooth.]

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the family

Hyodontidae.

hy'-6-dont, a. & s. [Hyodontid^.]

A. As adj. : Haying teeth on the hyoid
bone; of or belonging to the Hyodontid£e(q.v.).

B. -4s subst : Any fish belonging to the

family Hyodontidae (q.v.j.

Ay-o-dim'-tl-dae, s. pi [Mod. Lat. hyodon
(q.v.), genit. hyodont(is) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj.

surf, -idre.]

Ichthy. : A family of fishes, order Malan-
copterygii Abdominales. It has been separated

from the Clupeidae, under which some still

place the genus Hyodon, suppressing the

family. The few known species are from the

fresh -water streams and lakes of North
America.

hy-6-glos'-sal,a. [Mod. Lat. hyogloss(us); -al.]

Anal : Connecting the tongue and the hyoid
bone. There are a hyoglossal membrane and
muscle. [Hyoglossus.]

hy-O-glos -SUS, s. [Gr. voeiSrj^ (huoeides), and
yAd>o-o-<x (glossa) = the tongue.] [Hyoid.]

Anat. : (See the compound).

hyoglossus muscle, s.

Anat. : A flat quadrate muscle, connecting
the tongue with the hyoid bone.

hy-o-gly-co-chol'-ic, a. [Gr. 5s (hus), genit.

vos (huos) = a pig, and Eng. glycocholic.] (See

the compound.)

hyoglycocholic-acid, s.

Chem. : C27H43N05 . An acid contained in

the bile of a pig.

hy'-old, a. & s. [Gr. voei8rj<; (huoeides) = the
hyoid bone : Hy = the Gr. Y (upsilon), the form
of which anything called hyoid resembles.]

A. As adjective

:

Aiial : (See the compound).

B. As subst. : The hyoid-bone (q.v.).

hyoid arch, *. [Hyoid-bone.J

hyoid-bone, hyoid-arch, s.

1, Anat. ; The second arch developed from
the cranium, giving support to the tongue
and attachment to numerous muscles of the

neck. It consists of a body, two larger cornua
projecting backwards, and two smaller cornua
ascending from the angles between the body
and two larger cornua.

2. Comp. Anat. : Called also Os Ungues, be-

cause it supports the tongue. The U form
is much less marked in the inferior vertebrates.

hy-ol'-de-al, hy-oi'-de-an, u. [Eng., &c
hyoid ; -eat, -ean.]

Anat.: Of or belonging to the hyoid-bone.

hy-61-des, s. [Gr.] [Hyoid.]

Anat : The hyoid bone.

hy-d-po-tam'-I-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hyo-

potwm(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Palceont : According to Kowalewsky, a fa-

mily of omnivorous ungnlated mammals akin

to Suidai, from which it may not be distinct.

hy-6-pdt'-a-mus, s. [Gr. 5s (hus), genit.

uds (hnos) = a swine, a pig, ,aud woTajuds (pota-

mos) = a river.]

Palceont. : The typical genus of the family

Hyopotamidse, or a genus of Suidee, found in

the Eocene and Lower Miocene beds.

hy-os-cy-S,m'-e-S9, s. pi [Lat. hyoscyam(us) ;

fern. pi. adj. suff. -em,]

Bot. : A tribe of Solanacese.

HYOSCYAMUS.

hy-os-cy'-a-mine, s. [Lat. hyoscyamus, and
sutf. -ine (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : C17H23NO3. A white crystalline
substance obtained from Hyoscyamus niger and
DaturaStramonium. Hyoscyamine is generally

an oily liquid ; its aqueous solution is strongly

alkaline. It can be crystallized from chloro-

form in silky needles, which melt at 108°.

Hyoscyamine has been shown to be identical

with duboisin, an alkaloid obtained from
Duboisia myoporoides.

hy-os-cy'-a-miis, 5. [Lat.= Gr. voo-kv&hos

(huoskuamos) = hen-
bane : 5s (hus\ ge-

nit. uds (Imos) = a

swine, and Kudjuos

(kuamos) — a bean.]

1. Bot . : Henbane

;

the type of the tribe

Hyoscyameffi. The
calyx is tubular

;

the capsule opening
transversely with a

lid. "When its seeds

are forming, the
plant is a powerful
narcotic, though
comparatively inert

ataprevious period.

In Greece the stalks

of Hyoscyamus albus

are - used against
toothache. They are

also dried and smoked in lieu of tobacco. The
seeds of the henbane are sometimes used for

the same purpose in England. [Henbane.]

2. Phar. : The fresh and carefully-dried leaf

and young branches of H. niger. The plant

has a strong, unpleasant odour and a slightly

acrid taste. The fresh juice dropped into the

eye dilates the pupil. It is used to prepare Ex-

tractum hyoscyami, extract of hyoscyamus
;

Tinctura hyoscyami, tincture of hyoscyamus ;

and Succus hyoscyami, juice of hyoscyamus.
It is used as a sedative, to diminish pain, and
allay irritation of the .bladder, to prevent the

griping of purgatives, and to relieve spasm.

hy-o-ser-id'-e-SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hyoseris,

genit. hyoserid(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Bot : A tribe of Composites, sub-order Ligu-

liflorte.

hy-OS'-er-lS, s. [Tat. \hyosiris ; Gr. voo-epU
(huoseris)= a plant resembling endive. (Wm.
Smith.)]

Bot : The typical genus of the tribe Hyo-
seridere (q.v.). The same flower-head yields

achenes of three different forms. Three species

are known, all from the countries bordering
the Mediterranean.

hy-o-tau-ro-choT-Ic, a. [Gr. 5? (hus),

genit. uds (huos) = a pig, and Eng. taurocholic]

(See the compound.)

hyotaurocholic-acid, &.

Chem. : C27H45NS06. An acid contained in
the bile of a pig.

hy-6-ther-i-um, s. [Gr. 5s (hus), genit. bos
(huos) = a swine, and OrjpCov (tlierion) = a wild
animal.]

Palceont : A genus of Suidse from the Euro-
pean Miocene.

* hyp, s. [An abbreviation of hypochondria
(q.v.).] Melancholy, vexation. [Hip, s.]

" Heaven Bend thou hast not got the hyps."
Svrift : Catsinus & Peter.

* hyp, v.t [Hyp, s.] To make melancholy;
to vex, to depress.

hjr-pse'-thral, a. [Lat. hypcethrits, from Gr.
uTrtuflpos, uTrat'&ptos (hupaithros, hupaithrios)
= under the open sky : viro (hupo) ~ under,
and aiOrip (aither) =. the sky.]

Arch. : A term applied to a buildiug entirely
uncovered.

" This very drafty and hypcethral style of architec-
ture."—FerguiBon ; Rwle Stone Monuments, ch. ill.

hy-pse -thrum, s. [Hyp-ethral.]

Arch. : That portion of the interior of a
building which is not protected by a roof.

hy-pal'-la-ge, s. [Lat., from Gr. uTroAAayiJ

(hupallage) = an interchange, an exchange : vn-d
(hupo)= under, and dAAayij (allage) = a change

;

aWaaaui (allasso) = to change, to exchange.]

Rhet. : A figure of speech by which attri-

butes are transferred from their proper sub-

jects to others. Thus Virgil (Mmxd 111. 61?

says, "Dare classibus austros (to give the

winds to the fleet), instead of " Dare classes

austris" (to give the fleet to the winds).

hjfo-an'-ther-a, s. [Gr. inravQ-tipos (hupan-

theros) = slightly coloured.]

Bot A genus of Cucurbitacese, tribe Nhan-

dirobeje The seeds of Hypantheru Guapera, a

Brazilian climber, taken in moderation, are a

stomachic, but eaten in too large quantities

they act as purgatives.

hyp-an'-thi-um, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.

vtto (hupo) = under, and avOos (anthos) = a.

flower.]

Bot. : The fleshy enlarged hollow of the end
of a peduncle supporting the flower in the rose,

the apple, the myrtle, &c.

hy-pan-thoc'-rl-nus, s. [Gr. vnaveiu
(hupantheo) = to begin to flower, to blossom,

and KpLvov (krinon) = a lily.]

Palceont. : A genus of Criuoids, family Euca-
lyptocrinidse. Found in the Silurian . and
Devonian rocks.

t hyp-an-tho'-dl-um, s. [Mod. Lat., from
Gr. vtto (hypo) = under, and Eng., &c. antho-

dium (q.v.).]

Bot : Link's name for what is usually called

hypanthium (q.v.).

ky-pa-poph'-Sr-se^f, s. pi. [Gr. vn6 (hupo)

= under, and pi. of Eng. apophysis (q.v.).]

Anat : The sub-central parts of the atlas

;

ventral processes from the body of the verte-

bra?.

hyp-ar'-gyr-ite (gyr as glr), s. [Gr.

virdpyvpos (huparguros) = having^silver under-

neath : viTo'SJiupo) = under, and apyvpos (argu-

ros) = silver.]

Min. : A variety of Miargyrite (q.v.), con-

taining about thirty-five per cent, of silver.

Found at Clausthal.

* hy-pas'-pist, s. [Gr. v7ra<T7uiTTijs (hupas-

pistes), from viroo-iri^m (hvpospizo) = to carry

a shield for one : vwo (hupo) = under, and atrmV
(aspis) = a shield.]

Greek Antiq. : A shield-bearer, an armour-
bearer ; a heavy-armed soldier.

hyp-ax'-i-al, a. [Gr. vtto (hupo)= under

;

Lat., &c. axis (q.v.), and suff. -al.]

Anat.: Lying below the embryonic verte-

bral axis. Used of the hypaxial, called by-

Huxley the hyposkeletal, muscles. (Quoin.)

hy-pe-CO'-e-W, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hypeco(um);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece,]

Bot. : A tribe of Fumariacese, having the
stamens distinct instead of diadelphous.

s. [Lat. hypecoon ; Gr. imj-
= a narcotic plant with leaves

hy-pe-co^-um,
koo^ (hupekoon) -

like rue.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Hype-
coese (q.v.). They have four stamens and two
stigmas, and are small herbaceous annuals
from the South of Europe and parts of Asia.

hy-pe'-na, s. [Gr. vTrqw] (hupene) = the under
part of th'e face, the beard.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Hypenidse (q.v.). Hypena proboscidialis is a
brown moth about an inch and a half across
the expansion of its wings, and is called, from
its prominent palpi, the Snout.

hy-pen'-i-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hypen(a);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of moths, group Pyrali-
dina. Antenna? in male generally ciliated or
pubescent

;
palpi rather long, ascending ; an-

terior legs not tufted ; wings broad, anterior
ones often with tufts of raised scales. Larva
long, with fourteen legs. Only six British
species are known. (Stainton.)

* hy'-per, s. [An abbreviation of hypercritic
(q.v.).] A critic or criticism upon a critic or
criticism ; a hypercritic.

" CritLcB I read on other men.
And hypers upon them again."
Prior ; To Fleetwood Shephcard, Esq.

hy-per-, pre/. [Lat., from Gr. vwip (huper)
= above, beyond; cogn. with Lat. super =
above, beyond.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A common prefix used to
denote excess or superabundance.

Cite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore. wolf, work, whd. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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Sepal.

HYPERICACE/E.
I. Hypericum calycinum. 2. H. pahtlum

,
21. Fruit of H. patulum. 3. H. perforatum ; 33. Phalanges of Stamens, 3b, Ovary,

3c. Fruit of H. perforatum. 4 . H. elodes ; 4a. Fruit, Phalanges of Stamens, and Sepals of H. elodes.
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* 2. Chem. ; Now replaced by the prefix per-

(q.v.).

hy-per-se'-mi-a, s, [Pref. hyper-, and Gr.
al/Lta (haima) = Wood.]

Pathol. : Plethora or fulness of blood. The
whole mass of the blood is increased to a vari-

able extent. The face is full and turgid, with
a purplish tinge. There is a tendency to lassi-

tude and sleep. Called also polyasinia.

hy-per-8B'-micf a. [Hyperemia. ] Suffer-

ing from or affected with hyperemia.

hy-per-ses-the'-sis, hy -per - aes -the' -

si a, s. [Gr. virep (huper)=dibove, beyond, and
aL<r8v}<ris (aisthesis) = perception, sensation.]

[jEsthesia.]

Pathol. : Increased sensibility of various

tissues, often a symptom of hysteria. When
it affects the skin, the electric brush, with

farad ic currents, is useful.

" The condition termed hyperossthesia or excessive

sensibility."—Carpenter : Menial Physiology, § IS*.

hy-per-a-poph'-^-ses, s. pi. [Pref. hyper-,

and Eng". apophyses.)

Compar. Anat. : Processes in the vertebra

extending from one vertebra to another. Not
found in man

.

* hy-per-as-cet'-ic, a. [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng. ascetic] Immoderately ascetic ; carrying

ascetic teaching or penitential practices to

undue lengths.
" The error is connected with the hyperatcetio errors

which follow."—Blunt : Diet, of Sects (1874), p. 19S.

*hy-per-j£s'-pi(st, s. [Gr. virepao-rrt 0777)9

(huperaspistes), from virepao-irifa (huperaspizo)

= to cover or protect with a shield : virep

(huper)= over, and atrms (aspis)=a. shield.]

One who protects or defends another with a

shield ; a defender, a protector.
" I appeal to any indifferent reader, whetheT C. M-_

be not oy his hyperaspist forsaken in the plain field."

—Ohillingworth : Religion of Protestants, pt i., ch. i.

hy-per-batf-icf a- [Hyberbaton.] Per-

taining to or of the nature of an hyperbaton.

hy-peV-ba-tdn, s- [Gr., fr°m viKpfSaiva
(huperbaino) = to go beyond : virep (huper) =
beyond, and /ScuVw (baino) = to go.] (See ex-

extract.)
" An hyperbaton is a transposing of words or thoughts

out of their natural and grammatical order, and it is a
figure stamped with the truest image of a most forcible
passion."

—

Smith : Longinus ; On the Sublime, § 21.

hy-per' bol-a, s. [Low Lat. hyperbola, from
Gr. ii7r«p/3oAi} Qiuperbole) = a throwing beyond

;

excess ; the conic section, hyperbola, so named
because the angle which its plane forms with
the base of the cone is greater than in the
case of the parabola.]

Moth. ; One of the three conic sections. It

is a plane curve of such a form that if from
any point in it two straight lines be drawn
to two given fixed points,

the excess of the straight
line drawn to one of the
points above the other
will always be equal.
The two points are called
the foci. If a cone be
cut by a plane in such a
direction that the plane
cuts the base at a greater
angle than the side of the
cone makes, a hyperbola
will be generated. If

two cones, aand b, placed
apex to apex be both cut
by a plane a b, c d, the
hyperbolas, x b y, p cq,

will be generated with
their convexities turned
to each other. If a
straight line be drawn cones cut to form
from the foci and then hyperbolas.
bisected, the point of bi-

section is called its centre. The distance from
either focus to the centre is its eccentricity.

Any straight lines drawn through the centre

and terminated by two opposite hyperbolas is

called a diameter. The point where it cuts

the hyperbola is its vertex. The diameter

which passes through the foci is called the

axis major, or principal axis. An axis

minor, or minor axis, can be constructed at

right angles to the first. Other terms used of

the hyperbola are abscissae, parameter, latus

rectum, directrix, and a tefni peculiar to it,

asymptotes (q.v.).

hy-per'-bo-le, >. [Fr. hyperbole.] [Hyper-
bola.]

Rhei. : (See extract).
" The next figure is called hyperbole, or exaggeration

It consists in magnifying an object beyond its natural
bounds. In all languages, even in common conversa-
tion, hyperbolical expressions very frequently occur

;

as swift as the wind; as white as the snow, and the
like ; and our common forms of compliment are
almost all of tbem extravagant hyperboles."—Blair :

vol, 1, lect. 15.

hy-per-bol'-ic, hy-per-bol'-ic-al, u.

[Eng. hyperbolae); -ic, -ical.]

1. Geom-. : Of or pertaining to the hyper-
bola ; of the nature of an hyperbola.

2. Rhet. : Of the nature of or containing
hyperbole ; exaggerating or diminishing be-
yond the truth ; exaggerated.

"Insipid and hyperbolical adulation."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. vil

hyperbolic-arc, *.

Geom. : An arc of the hyperbola.

hyperbolic-conoid, s,

Geom. : A conoid formed by the revolution
of an hyperbola about its minor axis.

hyperbolic-space, s.

Geom. : The space comprehended between
the curve of an hyperbola and a double or-

dinate.

hyperbolic-spiral, ».

Geom. : A spiral curve, in which the dis-

tance from the pole to the generatrix varies
inversely as the distance swept over.

hy-per-bol'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hyper-
bolical ; -ly.]

1. Geom. : In form of an hyperbola.

2. Rliet. ; In manner of an hyperbole ; in
an exaggerated manner.

" The word heaven very oft used for air, and taken
alBO hyperbolicully for any great height. '

—

Raleigh :

Bitt. World, bk. i., ch. L, 5 8.

hy-per-bol'-l-form, a. [Eng. hyperbola;
-form.] Having the form, or nearly so, of an
hyperbola ; resembling an hyperbola in form
or figure.

hy-per -b6-l£sm, s. [Eng. hyperbolae); -ism.]

The use of hyperbole ; the quality of being
hyperbolical.

"The hyperbolisms of the oriental style."—Bp,
Horsley : Sermons, vol. L , aer. G.

hy-per'-bo-Ust, s. [Eng. hyperbolae); -ist.]

One who uses hyperbole.
"[I cannot but] ceaso to think the Psalmist an hy-

perbolUV—Bnyle : Works, ii. 322.

* hy-per'-DO-lize, v.i. & t. [Eng. hyperbole)

;

-ize.]

A. Intrans. : To use or write in hyperbolical
language.

"They hyperbolize sometimes in some points in
their popular sermons."— Mountague : Appeale to

Caesar, ch. xxii.

B. Trans. : To express in hyperbolical lan-
guage ; to exaggerate.

"Vain people hyperbolizing this fact"

—

Fotherley:
Atheomastix.

hy-peV-b6-l6"ld, s. [Eng. hyperbolfa), and
Gr. etSo? (eidos) — appearance, form.]

Geom. : A hyperbolic conoid ; a solid formed
by the revolution of an hyperbola about its

axis.

hy-per-bbV-e-an, a. & s. [Lat. hyperboreus,
from Gr. virepfiopeos, liirepjSdpeios (huperboreos,
huperboreios) = beyond Boreas—i.e., in the
extreme north : virep (huper) = above, beyond,
and Bope'as (Boreas) = the north ; Fr. hyper-
boreen.]

A, As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Belonging to or inhabiting a region
in the extreme north ; northern.

" The snail-paced hyperborean nights."
A rmstrong : Imitation of Shakespeare.

*2. Fig. : Cold, frigid.

* B. As subst. : One of a people supposed
to live in the extreme north, distinguished for
their piety and happiness. Being, as then-
name implied, placed beyond the influence of
the north wind, they enjoyed a mild and de-
lightful climate, the natural duration of life

amongst them being 1,000 years. They are
first mentioned by Homer (Hymns, vi. 29).

They are generally identified with the Lap-
landers or Norwegians.

hy-per-Cat-a-le_C'-tIC, a.
\
Gr. VTrepKoraAflK-

tiko's (huperkatalektikos), from inrip (huper) =
above, beyond, and kotoAwktikos (kataWctikos)
= catalectic (q.v.).]

Pros. : Having a syllable or two more than
the regular and proper measure.

hy-per-ca-tnar'-sis, *. [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng. catharsis.]

Med, : An excessive purging induced by the
action of acrid cathartics.

hy-per-ca-thar'-tic, s [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng. cathartic.]

Pharm. : A medicine which produces too
powerful effects as a purgative. (Paxton.)

hy-per-com'-pa, s. [Gr. vir4pKop.iros (huper-
compos) = overweening, boastful.]

Entom. : A genus of Moths, family Chelon-
idee. Hypercompa dominula is the Scarlet
Tiger Moth. [Tiger-moth.]

* hy-per-crit'-ic, s. & a. [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng. critic (q.v,) ; Fr. hypercrltique.]

A. As subst. : One who is unreasonably
critical; a captious critic or censor.

" The supreme theomastix, hypercritic of manners."
—Careio: Calum Britannicum.

B. As adj. : Unreasonably critical ; cap-
tiously censorious ; over nice or exact.

hy-per-crlt'-ic-al, a. [Eng. hypercritic ; -al.]

Hypercritic ; over nice or censorious.

"I enclose my remarks . . . they are, as you seemed to

wish, somewhat hypercritical."—Sir W. Jones: Letter
to Count Retczki.

hy-per-crit'-Ic-al-l^, adv. [Eng. hyper-

critical ; -ly.] In a hypercritical manner ; with
excessive or unreasonable censoriousness or
niceness.

hy-per-crlt'-l-clsm, s. [Pref. hyper-, and

Eng. criticism (q.v. ).] Excessive or unreason-
able criticism ; over-niceness or exactness.

* hy-per-crit'-l-clzef
* hy-per-crlt'-i-

Cisef v.t. [Pref. hyper-, and Eng. aHticise

(q.v.).] To criticize overnicely or captiously.

hy-per-du'-li-a, hy-per-du'-l$rt ». [Pref.

hyper-, and Eng., &c. dulia (q.v.).]

Roman Theol. : A sub-division of dulia (q.v.),

This is an important point ; if it be lost sight
of, there is danger of forgetting that the Blessed
Virgin is a creature, and of putting her between
creatures and God. (St. Thomas of Aquin.)
The higher veneration given to the Blessed
Virgin as the most exalted of mere creatures,
though, of course, infinitely inferiorto God, and
incomparably inferior to Christ in his human
nature. (Addis & Arnold.)

" Take care . . . that you do not give latria to that
where hyperduliaU only due."

—

Bp. Taylor; fiiuua-
sivefrom Popery, pt. 11, Dk. 11., j 8.

* hy-per-du'-llc-al, a. [Eng. hyperdul(ia)

;

and suff. -ical.] Consisting of, approaching,
or resembling hyperdulia (q.v.).

"Be careful that if dulia only be due that your wor-
ship be not hyperdulical."— Bp. Taylor: Dissuasive
from Popery, pt. ii., bit. it, (. 8.

hy-per-dy-nam'-ic, a. [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng. dynamic (q.v.).]

Pathol. : For the time being morbidly over-
excitable, with the attendant symptom of

undue strength, sure to be followed sooner or
later by proportionate exhaustion and feeble-

ness.

hy-per-hel-len-Ist'-ic, a. [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng.heUenistic] Excessively devoted to Greek
learning.

"The hyperheU-enisttc collegian need not accuse us of
Instituting a parallel between Socratee and Voltaire."
~J. Morley : Voltaire, ch. ill

hy-per-i-oa'-ce-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hyper-

ic(um); Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -aceos.]

Bot. : Tutsans ; an order of hypogynous
exogens, alliance Guttiferales. It consists of
herbs, shrubs, or trees, having a resinous
juice. The stems are often angular, the leaves
generally opposite, entire, without stipules,
generally with transparent dots over their
suiface, and black glands around their mar-
gins. Flowers generally yellow, sometimes
red or white. Sepals four or five persistent,
two exterior to the others. Petals as many as
the sepals, bordered with black dots. Sta-
mens generally indefinite in number, as a rule
polyadelphous. Carpels three to five ; styles
three to five ; fruitcapsular, many or one-celled ;

boil, boy; pout, J6%1; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, eyist. -liig.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -oious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. -= bei, do
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seeds minute. Distribution, warm and temper-
ate regions ; known'genera, eight ; species about
210. [Hypericum.] It is divided into two
tribes, Hypericese and Elodeae (q.v.).

hy~per-ic'-e-SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hyperic(um)';

Lat fem. pi. adj. stiff, -ece.]

Bat.: A tribe of Hypericaceae, having no
glands between the stamens.

hy -per'- 1 - cum, s. [ Lat. hypericon ; Gr.

vneptKov (huperikon), iirepeiKos (hupereikos) =
St. John's Wort (see clef.); pref. hyp-, and
cpeLKT) (ereike) = heath, heather.] [Erica.]

Bot. : St. John's Wort. The typical genus
of the order Hypericaceee (q.v.). The flowers

are in cymes, and are yellow, sepals and petals

tlve; ovary (three to flve-celled, with axile

placentas. Known species 160, all from tem-
perate regions. Nine are British.

hy-per-I-nd'-s¥s, s. [Pref. hyper-,"and Gr.

l<t (is), genit. Ivos (inos) = muscle ; the fibrous

vessels in the muscles ; fibrinej

Path. : A morbid state of the blood, in which
the fibrine is too abundant. It sometimes ac-

companies hyperemia.

Hy-peV-I-on, 5. [Lat., = Gr. 'YttwkW (Hu-
perion), see def. 1.]

1. Class. Myth. : In Homer the Sun-god ;

according to Hesiod the son of Uranos and
Gaia, and father of Helios (the Sun), Selene
(the Moon), and Eos (the Dawn).

2. Astron. : The seventh satellite of the
planet Saturn.

hy'-per-ite, s. [Hyperyte.]

* hy-per'-me-ter, s. [Pref. hyper-, and Eng.
meter (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : A hypercatalectic verse.

2. Fig. : Anything greater than the standard
requires.

hy-per-met'-rlc-al, a. [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng. metrical (q.v.)!] Having a redundant or
superfluous syllable ; hypercatalectic.

hy-per-met'-rdpe, s. [Hypermetropia.]
A person affected with hypermetropia.

hjr-per-me-tro'-pl-a, s. [Formed from Gr.
virep (huper)= over, \xe.rpov(metron), and w\fj(oi>s)

= the eye.] Long-sightedness, the opposite
of myopia (q.v.),

hy-per-me-tr6p'-Ic, a. [Eng. hyperme-
tropia; -ic.] Affected with hypermetropia;
long-sighted.

hy-per-met'-ro-py, s. [See def.] The
same as Hypermetropia (q.v.).

hy-perm-ne'-si-a, s. [Formed from Gr.
vwep (hyper) = over, and ^.r^o-is (mnesis) =
remembrance.] Unusual power of recollec-
tion. (Cent. Diet.)

hy-per-myr-I-o-ra-ma, s. [Pref. hyper-,

and Eng. myriorama.] An exhibition of an
innumerable number of views.

hy-per-o-dap'-e-don, 5. [Gr. virepos (hu-

peros) = a pestle, a knocker, and Sawefioe (dape-

don) — any level surface.]

Palxeont. : A genus of fossil reptiles, order
Lacertilia. It was about six feet high, and is

believed by Prof. Huxley to have been akin to

the Sphenodon (Hatteria), of New Zealand.

Probably it was terrestrial. Found in the

Elgin sandstones of Triassic (?) age, which have
furnished Telerpeton, also in Central India,

&c. (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., xxv. 138, &c.)

hy-per-o'-o-don, thy-peV-o-don, s. [Gr.

wTrepoJT) (huperoe) = the palate, and hSovs

(odous), genit. oSovtos (odontos) = a tooth.]

Zool : A genus of cetaceans, family Rhynco-
ceti. The beak of the lower jaw has a wing-
like expansion just before the blowers ; the
lower jaw has two rudimentary teeth in front.

Hyperoodon bidens is the Bottlehead or Bottle-
nose (q.v.). It has been found in the British
seas. It is called also the Beaked Whale and
the Flounder's Head.

hy-per-or-tho-dox, "- [Pref. hyper-, and
Bug. orthodox (q.v.).] Excessively orthodox.

hy-per-or'-tho-dox-y, 4 [Pref. hyper-,

and Eng. orthodoxy (q.v.).] Excessive ortho-
doxy ; orthodoxy carried to excess.

hy-per-OS-to'-SiS, s, [Pref. hyper-, Gr. hvriov
(osteon) — a boue, and sutf. -osis.]

Path. : An excessive growth of bone.

* hy-per-phys'-ic-al, a. [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng. physiccd (q.v.).] Supernatural.

hy-per-py-rex'-i-a, s. [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng., &.c. pyrexia (q.v.).]

Path. : Excessively high temperature, rang-

ing from 107° to 112", most frequent in acute
rheumatism and sunstroke, sometimes also iu

pneumonia.

hy-per-sar-co'-ma, s. [Pref. hyper-, and
Gr. o-apKtujua (sarkoma) = a fleshy excrescence,

especially on the nose. (Galen.)]

Path. : For def. see etym.

hy-per-sar-cd'-sis, s. [Pref. hyper-, and
Gr. o-apKojcris (sarkosis) = the growth of flesh.]

Path. : A fleshy excrescence, so called
;
proud

flesh.

hy'-per-sthene, s. [Pref. hyper-, >nd Gr.

adivoq (sthenos) = strength.]

Miii. ; An orthorhombic brownish-green,
grayish, or greenish-black or pinchbeck brown
foliated brittle mineral of nearly pearly lustre,

with bronze-like reflections when fractured.

Hardness, 5—6; sp. gr., 3
-

39. Compos. : silica,

51-35 to 52-SS ; alumina to 3-90
;
protoxide

of iron, 18*23 to 33"92 ; magnesia, 11-09 to
22-59

; lime 1-60 to 3*55, &c. Before the blow-
pipe it fuses to a black enamel. Being first

found on the coast of Labrador, it was called

Labrador Hornblende ; then it was met with
at Coverack Cove, Cornwall, and finally in

Norway, Sweden, the Tyrol, Canada, &c.

Some diallages have been loosely ranked as

hypersthene. (Dana.)

hypersthene-andesite, s.

Path. : An andesite described by Drasehe
with hypersthene as one of the leading con-
stituents.

hypersthene-rock, s. [Hvperyte.]

t hy-per-Sthen'-lC, a. [Eng., &.C. hyper-

sthene); -ic]

Petrol. ; Of, belonging to, containing, or re-

sembling hypersthene.

1[ Generally the substantive hypersthene is

adjectivally used instead of hypersthenic.

hy-per-sthen'-lte, s [Eng. hypersthenic);
-ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Hyperyte (q.v.).

hy-per-taU-tor-O-gy, s. [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng. tautology (q.v.).J Excessive tautology.

" Can any other instance be produced of this hyper-
tautologyt"—Notes & Queries, Aug. 30, 1851, p. 15L

hy-per'-the-sis, s. [Gr., from virip (huper)
= above, beyond, and 8ccrisj(thesis) = a placing

;

tl6t)7ti (tithemi) = to place.]

Philol. : The transferring of a letter from
the syllable to which it properly belongs to
another syllable immediately preceding or
succeeding, as in Gr. p.e\aXva (melaina) for
fxeAdvia. (melanio).

* hy-per-thSf-ic-al, a. [Gr. v-rrepBeriKfc

(huperthetikos), from v-nipOeo-iq (Jiupertliesis)=
a placing over.] Exaggerated, excessive.

Chapman: Homer; Iliadxv. (Comment.)

hy-per-thyr'-I-on (yr as ir), s. [Gr., from
vTTfp (huper) = above, beyond, and 6vpa (thura)
= a door.]

Arch. : That part of the architrave which is

over a door or window. [Head-mouldinq.]

hy-per-tri-Chd'-SIS, s. [Pref. hyper-, and
Eng., &c, trichosis (q.v.).']

Path. : An abnormally large development of
hair either locally or generally over the body.

hy-per-tr5ph'-ic, hy-per-troph'-ic-al,
a. [Eng.hypertroph(y); -ic, -ical.] Producing
or tending to produce hypertrophy.

hy-per'-tro-phied, a. [Eng. hypertrophy;
ed.] Caused or affected by hypertrophy ; ex-
cessively developed.

hy-per'-tro-phy, s. [Pref. hyper-, and Gr.
TpcxpTJ (trophc) = nourishment.] .

1. Zool., Phys., Path. : Excessive develop-
ment of the body or any of its organs from
over-nutrition. The most dangerous hyper-
trophy in man is that of the heart. There are
three forms of it, simple hypertrophy, eccen-
tric hypertrophy, or- hypertrophy with dila-

tation, and the congenital malformation of

concentric hypertrophy.

2. Bot. : The excessive development of one
part of a plant to the detriment of another.

The horticulturist often does this intentionally

to gain an important object.

hy'-per-yte, s. [Gr. lirdp (huper) = over, be-

yond, referring to the strength, or contracted
from hypersthene (q.v.), and suff. -yte (Petrol.)

(q.v.).]

Petrol. : A dark-coloured granite-like rock,
composed of serpentine and hypersthene.
Labradorite, in which the hornblendic con-

stituent is a dark lamellar variety of either

hornblende or pyroxene, or is .hypersthene.

(Dana.) Called by Lyell, &c. hypersthene rock,

and by others hypersthenite (q.v.) Rutley
considers that the so-called hypersthene is

really diallage, and doubts the propriety of
continuing the name hypersthenite. Hyperyte
is abundant among the traps of Skye.

hy-pe'-thral, «. [HYPiETHRAL.J

hy'-pha, s. [Gr. v<p?7 (huphe) = a weaving, a
web.]

Botany

:

1. The name given by "Willdenow to the
filamentous fleshy, watery thallus of Byssaceae.

2. The mycelium or spawn oHcertain fungals.

The ceils are destitute of chlorophyll, and
grow only at their apices.

hy-phse'-ne, s. [Gr. vtpaiVw (huphaino) = to

weave, referring to the fibres of the fruits.]

Bot. : A genus of Palms, tribe Borasseee.

Hyphcene thebaica is the Down or Doom Palm
of Egypt [Doom] ; this and H. coriacea, an
allied species, branch dichotomously, a rare

character in palms.

hy-pha£'-ma, s. [Gr. Z$a<Ty.a (huphasma) =
a thing woven, a web.] [HvpHiENE.]

Bot. : A name applied to the mycelium of the
fungals which constitute] moulds. Berkeley
thinks it a useless term.

hy'-phen, s. [Lat, from Gr. lipev (huphen) =
in or under one, together ; £«p- for v-rro (hupo)
= under, and eV (hen) = one thing ; neut. of eU
(heis) = one.] A short stroke, line, or mark
used between two words to mark that they
form a compound word, or are connected, as

Jive-leaved ; also in writing or printing to con-
nect the syllables of a divided word.

hyphen, v.t. [Hyphen, s.] To connect or

join by a hyphen.

* hy'-phen-at-ed, u. [Eng. hyphen; -ated.]

Joined by hyphens.
" The Germ alia giving the hyphenated title thus."

—

Notes & Queries, Feb. 7, 1852, y. 154.

* hy-phen'-ic, a. [Eng. hyphen; -ic] Per-
taining to the use of the hyphen (q.v.).

"I should call the following a hyphenie error."—
Notes £ Queries, Sept. 20, 1851, p. 204.

* hy'-phen-i§m, «. [Eng. hyphen; -ism.] Two
or more words connected by a hyphen.

"The word hyphen being Greek, and being made a
substantive, we might loin Greek suffixed to it, and
si>eak of hyphenisms and hyphenie phrases."

—

Notes &
Queries, Sept. 20, 1851, p. 204.

*hy-phen-I-za'-tion, s. [Eng. hyphen;
ization.] The act of joining words by a
hyphen.
"A neglect of mental hyphen 'nation often leads to

mistakes as to the author's meaning."—.Yofej A Queries,
Sept 20, 1851, p. 204.

hy-ph6-my-9e'-te§, s. [Gr. v^ai™ (hu-

pltaino) = to weave.] [Hvph<ene.]

Bot. : An order of Fungals, having naked
spores, often septate, and a fioccose thallus.

It is composed of microscopic plants, growing
as moulds over dead or living organic sub-
stances. Called also Botrytacese (q.v.). The
order is divided into five sub-orders : Isariacei,

Stilbacei, Dematei, Mucedines, and Sepedouiei
(q.v.).

hy-pho-Str6'-ma, s. [Gr. ityouW (huphaino)
= to weave, and Mod. Lat., &c. stroma (q.v.).]

Bot. : The mycelium or spawn of fungals.

hy-pin-O'-BlS, s. [Pref. hyp- (q.v.) ; Gr. U
(is), genit. \v6$ (inos) = strength, muscle, fibre,

and suff. -osis.]

Path. : A diminished amount of fibrin in
the blood, an occasional attendant on antenna.

3ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdfc

c^9 wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cuto, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, so, ce = e; ey = a; qn = kw»
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feyp'-nae-i, hyp-noi' de-se, 3. pi. [Mod.
Lat. hypii(um); Lat. maso. j»L adj. suff. -«£,

or Gr. eT5of (eitTos) = form, and fern. pi. adj.

suff. -ece.]

i3o(. : A large order, tribe, or family of pleu-
roearpous mosses, with nodding capsule on a
long footstalk, the stems generally cylindrical,

the leaves imbricated. Chief British genera :

Neckera, Pilotrichum, Hookeria, and Hyp-
num.

hyp'-ne-a, s. [From Mod. Lat. hypnum,
or Gr. -uttvos {hupnos) = sleep, and suff. -ea (?).]

Bot. : A genus of Rhodymeniacese (Flori-

deous Algse). Several have a peculiar odour
produced by the iodine which they contain.
There is one British species, Hypnea purpii-

rascens, a purplish-pink, feathered or shrubby
sea-weed, common on stones, rocks, &c, be-
tween tide marks. In the Greek Archipelago
H. musciformis is considered a vermifuge.

hyp-no"i'-de-», s. pi. [Hypn^i.]

hyp-noT-6-glst, s. [Eng. hypnolog(y) ; -ist.]

One versed in hypnology.

hyp-nol'-o-gy* s - [Gr. vwvos (hupnos) =
sleep, and Abyos (logos) = a discourse.] A
treatise or discourse on sleep and its pheno-
mena ; the study of the phenomena of sleep.

hyp-not'-Ic, a. & s. [Gr. Cttvutikos (hupnoti-

kus) = putting to sleep, sleepy ; virvout (hupnoo)
= to put to sleep ; Zjtvqs (hupnos) = sleep. ]

A. As adj. : Having the quality or property
of putting to sleep ; causing or tending to
cause sleep ; soporific.

B. As subst. : A medicine or preparation
which produces or tends to produce sleep ; a
soporific, an opiate.

hyp'-no-tism, s. [Fr. hypnotisme, from Gr,

virvos (hupnos) = sleep.]

Therapeutics : A method of artificially in-

ducing sleep for remedial purposes. Mr.
Braid adopted the method of holding any
small bright object about ten or twelve inches
above the middle of the forehead, so as to
require a slight exertion of the attention to
enable the patient to look at with a steady
uninterrupted gaze. In a few minutes sleep
follows in susceptible persons. If the eyes do
not quickly close, two of the fingers of the
operator's hand are brought towards the
patient's eyes, when he closes them involun-
tarily. [Mesmerism.] Persons in whom this
condition is induced are abnormally sensitive
to the suggestions of the operator.

" The facta of hypnotism, or induced somnambulism.
nre well known to pbyBiologiBta."—Saturday Ketriew,

Nov. 10, 1683, p. 595.

hyp'-no-tize, *.£. [Gr. twos (hupnos) =
sleep; (connective, and Eng. suff. -ize.] To
affect with hypnotism.

hyp niim, s. [Gr. virvov (hupnon) = a kind
of moss growing under trees.]

Bot. : A genus of mosses, the typical one of

the Hypnei, or Hypnoidese (q.v.). It has
prostrate, pinnate, bright green branches.
Formerly nearly a hundred British species

were included in the genus, now it is con-
siderably subdivided.

hy-po-, pre/. [Gr. viro (hupo) — under.]

1. Orel. Lang. : A common prefix, used es-

pecially with words derived from the Greek,

and signifying under, beneath.

2. Chem. : A prefix used to denote that the

compound contains less oxygen. Thus, hypo-
chlorous acid has the formula HCK), and
chlorous acid HCIO2.

* hy'-po, s. [A contr. for hypochondriac (q. v.). ]

The same as Hyp (q.v.).

hy po-blast, *hy-p6-blaV-tus, s. [Pref.

hypo-, and Gr. ^katnos (blastos) — a sprout, a

shoot.]

1. Anat. : The term applied by Foster and
Balfour to the lower germs or lower layer of

cellular elements in a blastoderm (q.v.). There

are ultimately developed from it the alimen-

tary canal, the liver, &c.

2, Bot. ; The name given by Richard to a

scutclliform cotyledon of wheat, which he

thought a particular modification of the

radicle.

hy pob'-o-le, s. [Gr. vwopoXrj (hupobole),

from vitto (hupo) = under, and 0dAAw (hallo) =
to throw.]

Rhet. : A figure in which several things
which seem to be opposed to the argument
are mentioned, each of them being then re-

futed in turn.

hy-po-bran'-chi-al, s. [Pref. hypo-, and
branchial (q.v.).

J

Comp. Anat. & Ichthy. : The internal piece

of lower portion of the branchial arch or
support of the gills in fishes. (Used also
adjectively.)

hy-po-bro'-mlte, s. [Eng. hypobrom(ous)

;

-ite.]

Ciiem. ; A salt of hypobromous-acid (q.v.).

hy-po-brd'-mous, a. [Pref. hypo- ; Eng.
brom(ine), and suff. -ous.] (See the compound.)

hypobromous acid, *.

Chem. : HBrO. A solution of this acid can
he obtained by shaking bromine water with
mercuric oxide, HgO, and then shaking the
yellow liquid successively with Bro and HgO

;

a liquid can thus be formed which contains
0'2 per cent, of bromine combined as hvpo-
bromous acid, HgO-f 2Br2 + H20 = 2(H£rO)
4- HgBr2 . It is a powerful oxidizing agent,

and bleaches vegetable colours. Bromine
added to milk of lime forms a compound re-

sembling bleaching powder ; it may be a
mixture of CaBr2 with hypobromite of calcium,

Ca(BrO)o.

hy-po-car-pd'-ge-an, a. [Pref. hypo- ; Gr.
Kapnos (karpos) = fruit ; yi] (ge) = the earth,

and Eng. suff. -an.]

Bot. : Producing its fruit below the ground.

hy-po-ca-thar'-sis, *. [Pref, hypo-, and
Eng., &c. catliarsis.]

Phar. : Slight purging.

hy -po - cau' - SIS, s. [Gr. ] [Hypocatjst. ]

Among the Greeks, a furnace with flues run-
ning underneath the pavement of an apart-
ment, to increase the temperature.

hy'-po-caust, s. [Gr. viroKavo-Tov (hupoTcans-

ton), from viro (hupo) = under, and kcu'w (kaio),

fut. Kavtria (kaitso) = to burn.]

1. Arch. : A furnace for heating a building
by hot air conducted under the floor and
through the walls. Hypocausts were used by
the Romans for heating their baths.

"At the south-eastern corner of the dwelling was
found a singular hj/pocaust. or subterranean etove for
heating the building."—Pall Mall Gazette, Dec. 1, 1883.

2. Hort. : A place where a fire is kept up
for the purpose of heating a stove or hot-house.

hy'-po-chil, hy-pd-chil'-I-um, s. [Pref.

hypo-, and Gr. xeiAos (cheilos) = the lip.]

Bot. : The lower part of the lip of some
orchids.

hy-po-chlbV-ite, s. [Gr. vnox^pos (hupo-
chloros)= greenish-yellow. Named on account
of the green chlorite-like colour.]

1. Min. : A brittle mineral of feebly vitre-
ous lustre, occurring crystalline and earthy.
Compos. : Silica, 50*24

; alumina, 14/65 ; oxide
of bismuth, 13'03; protoxide of iron, 10"54

;

phosphoric acid, 9-62, with a trace of manga-
nese. Found in Saxony and at Voigtlaud.
(Dana.)

2. Chem. : A salt of hypochlorous-acid (q.v.).

[BbliACHlNG-POWDER.]

hy-po-chlbV-ous, «. [Pref. hypo-, and Eng.
chlorous.) (See the compound.)

hypochlorous-acid, s,

Chem. : HCIO. A monobasic acid, obtained
by dissolving chlorine monoxide ClgO in
water, also by passing HC1 through a "warm
solution of permanganic acid and then dis-
tilling ; also by passing chlorine into water
containing calcium carbonate in suspension
CaC03 + H2 + 2C12 = C02 + CaCl2 + 2HC10.
The aqueous solution has a yellow colour and
powerful bleaching properties. It oxidizes
arsenic and iodine. When mixed with hydro-
chloric acid the gases are decomposed, chlorine
being liberated HCIO + HC1 = H2 + Cl 2 .

Hypochlorous acid unites directly with ethene
C2H4, formingglycol-chlorhydrin CH2OITCH2
CI. The salts of hypochlorous acid are called
hypochlorites. They are unstable and give
off oxygen, and are converted into a mixture
of chlorite, chlorate, and chloride.

hy-po-chce-rid'-e-se, s.pl. [Lat. hypochozr is,

genit. hypochosrid(is) ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot : A tribe of Composites, sub-order
Liguliflorse.

hy-po-chce'-ris, s. [Lat. = Gr. un-6^atpt?

(hupochairis), viroxoLpis (hupochoiris) = a
plant, Hyoseris luclda.]

Bot. : Cat's ear. The typical genus of the

tribe Hypochoeridese (q.v.). The achenes are

striate, "often beaked, the pappus feathery,

the receptacle chaffy, the involucre oblong,

imbricated. Six species are known ; three,

Hypochozris glabra, H. radicata, and H. macu-
lata, are British, the third is rare. They have
yellow flowers.

t hy-po-chon'-dre (dre as der), t hy-po-
chon'-dry, «. [Hypochondriasis.]

hy-po-chon'-dri-a, *. [Hypochondriasis.]

hy-po-chon -dri-ac, * hy-po-chon'-dri-
ack, a & s. [Eng. hypochondria) ; -ac.']

A. As adjective: .

1. Pertaining to or connected with the hy-
pochondrium.

2. Produced by hypochondria; characterized

by hypochondria.

3. Suffering from hypochondria ; having a

disordered mind.
"The hypocJwndriac visionary."— ». Knox: Essays,

No. 22.

4. Causing hypochondria, melancholy, or

lowness of spirits.

B. ^4s subst. : A person suffering from or

affected with hypochondria.
"Terronr has frequently excited Innguid Itypochon*

driacs, to exertions. —Cogan : On the Passions, vol. i. r

pt. ii., eh. iii.

hypochondriac-regions, s. pi. [Abdo-
men.]

* hy-po-Chon-dri'-ac-al, a. [Eng. hypo-
chondriac ; -al.] Hypochondriac.

" Under the power of hypochondriacal melancholy."
—Sharp : Sermons, vol. iii., aer. 2.

hy-po-chdn-dri'-ac-al-ly, adv. [Eng.

hypochondriacal; -ly.] In a. hypochondriac
or melancholy manner.

hy-p6-ch6n'-dri-a-Ci§m, s. [Eng. hypo-

chondriac; -ism.] The condition or state of

being affected with hypochondria.

hy-po-chon-dri'-a-sis, «. [Mod. Lat., from
Lat. hypochondria (q.v.).]

Path. : A complaint, usually of adult males,
characterized by absurd attention to their real

or supposed bodily ailments and sensations,

with loss of spirits and want of feeling for

others.

hy-'PO-chdn'-dri-a$m, s. [Eng. hypochon-
dria; -(i)sm.] The same as Hypochondri-
asis (q.v.).

hy-pO-Chon'-dri-ast, s. [Eng. hypochon-
dria; -(i)st.] A person suffering from hypo-
chondriasis ; a hypochondriac.

hy-po-chon'-dri-um, 5. [Gr. vVoxoVSpior
(hupochondrios) : vno (hypo) = under, and.

XovUpos (chondros) = a cartilage.]

A not. : Either of the two regions to the-

right and left of the epigastric one, the three
together forming the upper zone of the abdo-
men.

hy-po-chon'-dry, s. [Hypochondriasis.]

hy-poch -then, <?. [Gr. uttox06vio<; (hupo-
chthonios) = under the earth : viro (hypo) =
under, and \Biav (chihSii) = the earth.]

Zool. : A genus of Amphibians, family Pro-
teidae. Hypochthon, or Proteus anguineus, is a
snake-like animal, but without scales, and
having four feet. It is pale flesh-coloured or
white, with red gills, and lives in caves in

Carinthia, &e.

hy'-po-cist, s. [Gr. i<7roKi<jTts (hypohistis) = a

parasitic plant which grows on the roots of the
cistus'; Fr. hypociste.]

1. Bot. : A plant, Cytinus Hypocistis, a native
of the south of France.

2. Pliarm, &c : An inspissated juice ob-
tained from the fruit of the plant described
under 1. It is reduced under the influence of
the sun's rays to the consistence of an extract.
Used as a styptic and astringent.

hy-po-cra-ter'-i-form, a. [Pref. hypo-, and
Eng. crateriform.]

bbll, bo*y; pdut,J6%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f;

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die* &c. = bel, doL



262 hypocrisy- hypopium

Bot. : Salver-shaped ; used of a calyx, a
corolla, of other organ having a long slender
tube and a flat limb. Example, Phlox.

hy-pbV-ri-sy, * hy-poc-ri-sie, *y-poc-
ri-Sie, s. [Fr. hypocrisie, from Lat. hypo-
crisis, from Gr. urro/cpio-is (hupokrisis) = a

reply, the acting of a play on the stage, hypoc-
risy ; vnoKptvofiat (hupokrinomai) = to make
answer, to play a part : vtto (hupo) = under,
and Kptvofj-ai (krinomai) = to contend, to dis-

pute.] The act or practice of a hypocrite
;

dissimulation or hiding of one's true character
under a false or specious appearance of virtue
or goodness ; a feigning to be what one is not

;

a pretence to virtue or goodness.
"This abject hypocrisy had heen rewarded by a place

in the ecclesiastical commission."

—

Macaulay ; Hist.
Eng., ch. viii.

hyp'-6-crite, *yp-o-crite, s. [Fr. hypo-
crite, from Lat. hypocrite, hypocrites, from Gr.
uTTOKpi-njs (hupokritcs) = a dissembler, a hypo-
crite.] One who assumes a false appearance
of virtue or goodness ; one who, for ulterior

purposes, puts on a fair outside show ; one
who makes a false pretence to virtue.

"The hypocrite evaded the demand with character-
istic dexterity."—Afacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvii.

% The hypocrite feigns to be what he is not

;

the dissembler conceals what he is : the former
takes to himself the credit of virtues which he
has not ; the latter conceals the vices that he
has : the hypocrite makes truth serve the pur-
pose of falsehood ; the dissembler is content
with making falsehood serve his own parti-

cular purpose. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* hyp'-6-crite-ly» adv. [Eng. hypocrite; -ly.]

In a hypocritical manner ; like a hypocrite

;

hypocritically.

iyp-o-crit'-ic-al, *hyp-6-crit'-ic, a.

[Eng. hypocrite); -ic, -ical.] Characterized by
or full of hypocrisy ; false; insincere.

"This la ah old rogue, a schismatical knave, a hypo-
critical villain."—Ma.ca.ulay-. Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

liyp-o-crit'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hypo-
critical; -ly.] In a'hypocritical manner ; with
hypocrisy.

" Insidiously, nay, hypocritically, abusing at once
their proselytes and their religion."—Government of
the Tongue.

*hyp'-6-crit-ish, a. [Eng. hypocrit(e); -ish.]

Hypocritical.

"Their olde hypocritish holy flatering fraudes.' —
Joye : Expos, of Daniel, ch. vii.

hy-po-cy'-Clold, a . [Pref. hypo-, and Eng.
cycloid (q.v.).]

Geom. : A curve generated by the movement
of a curve upon the concave side of another
curve. [Epicycloid.]

hy-po-der'-ma, s. [Pref. hypo-, and Gr. fie'p/xa.

(derma) = the skin.]

Bot. : A layer or string of cells lying below
the epidermis, and not in general distinguished
from it.

hy-po-der'-mal, a. [Pref. hypo-, and Eng.
dermal.] The same as Hypodermic (q.v.).

hy-po-deV-mic, a. & s. [Hypodermal.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to parts immediately
underlying the dermis or true skin; spec, ap-

plied to medical treatment by injection under
the skin.

B. As subst. : A medicine introduced into

"the system by injection under the skiu.

hypodermic-injection, s.

Surg. : Injections beneath the skin, chiefly

of morphia or some other narcotic. Hypoder-
mic injections are valuable remedies, but
should only be used under medical advice.

hy-po-der'-mic-al, a. [Eng. hypodermic;
-al.] The same as "Hypodermic (q.v.).

hy-pi-der'-mic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hypo-
dermical ; -ly.] Under the skin.

"Varying Quantities of poiBon are to be hypodermi-
eally Injected into dogs."—Times, May 21, 1873.

hy-po-deV-mis, s. [Hypoderma.]
Bot. : The underlayer of the spore-case of an

urn moss.

hy-po-di-as'-to-le, s. [Gr.]

In Greek Gram. ; A mark like a comma
placed after some form of the article and rela-

tive pronoun, when followed by the enclitics

t4, ti (te, ti) to distinguish them from other
words having the same marks, as o.re, o,ti

Qiote, ho ti), as distinguishedfrom ore, oriQiote,
lioti).

hy-po-gaV-an, hy-po-ge'-al, hy-po-
gse'-OUS.a. [Gr. viro (hupo) = below, under,
and yrj, yala (ge, gala) = the earth.]

Bot. : Growing under the ground.

hy-po-gse'-i, s. pi. [Hypog-ean. ]

Bot. : A sub-order of gasteromycetous fun-
gals. They have a fleshy dehiscent sporange
tjxeavate into sinuosities lined with basidio-
spores either smooth or tuberculated

hy-po-gae'-ic, u. [Hypocean.] (See def, of
compound.)

hypogfeic-acid, 5.

Chem. : C16H30O2. A monatomic fatty acid
contained as aglyceride, together with palmitin
and arachin, in the oil of the earthnut Arachis
hypogcea. Hypogaeic acid crystallizes from
ether in needles which melt at 33°.

* hy-po-gse'-um, s. [Hypoclean.]

Arch. : A name for all parts of a building
below the ground level, as vaults, &c.

hy-po-gas'-tric, a. [Pref. hypo-, and Eng.
gastric] Relating to or in anyway connected
with the hypogastrium (q.v.).

hypogastric-region, $
Anat. : The middle part of the lower region

of the abdomen (q.v.).

hy-po-gas'-tri-iim, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.
viroyacrTpiov (hypogastrion) = the lower belly.]

Anat. : The middle part of the lowest zone
into which the abdomen is divided. [Abdomen.]

hy-po-gas'-tro-cele, ». [Pref. hypo-, aud
Eng. gastrocele.]

Surg. : Hernia of the hypogastrium (q.v.).

hy-po-ge'-an, hy-po-ge'-al, u. [Hypo-
G-EAN.]

hy'-po-gene, a. [Pref. hypo-, and Gr. ytyvofuju
(gignomai) — to come into being.]

Geol. : Nether-formed. A name applied to
rocks, believed by Sir Charles Lyell and his
followers, to have originated some considerable
distance beneath the surface of the ground.
He included under the designation igneous
rocks like granite, and metamorphic ones like
gneiss. He introduced the term hypogene to
supersede the word primary, when it was
found that some of the rocks to which the
latter term was applied were posterior to
many of the secondary rocks.

hypogene-limestone, s. [Metamor-
PHIC-LIMESTONE.]

hy-po-ge'-ous, «.. [Hyfog^ous.]

* hy-po-ge'-iim, *. [Hypoceum.]

hy-pp-glds'-sal, a. [Pref. hypo-, and Eng.
glossal. ]

Anat. : Beneath the tongue. Used specially
of the hypoglossal nerve, which is the motor
nerve of the tongue, and partly of some dorsal
muscles. It is the niutli cranial nerve.

hy-po-glot'-tis, hy-p6-glos-sis, s. [Gr.
utto (hupo) = under, and yXMTra, y\u)or<ra (glotta

,

gtossa) = the tongue. ]

X The under part of the tongue.

2. A lozenge to be kept under the tongue,
until dissolved.

t hy'-po-gyn, s. [Hypogynous.]
Bot. : A hypogynous plant.

hy-pog'-yn-ous, a. [Gr. bird (hupo) = under

;

yvirq (gune) = that which is feminine, and
Eng. suff. -ous.]

Botany

:

1. Of stamens: Growing from below the base
of the ovary—i.e., on the receptacle, and not
united to any other organ.

2. Of plants : Not having the stamens ad-
herent to either calyx or corolla, or inserted
into the pistil.

hypogynous-exogens, * pl.

Bot. : A class of exogens, consisting of those
which have hypogynous stamens. Lindley
divides them into fourteen alliances :

Violales, Cistalea.Malvalea, Saptndales, Guttiferales,
Nymphales, Ranales, Berheralea, Ericalea, RutaleB,
Geraniales, Silenales, Chenopodales, and PiperaleB.
|See these words.]

hy-po-lyt'-re-ae, s - Pl tMod -
L:it - hWP°ty--

tr(um); Lat. fern. pl. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Cyperacese, type Hypoly-
trum.

hy-poT-y-trum, $ [Pref. hypo-, aud Gr.

e\vTpov(elutron) = a cover, a covering.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Hypo-
lytrese (q.v.).

hy-pom'-en-ous, a. [Gr. biro (hupo) = under,
pAtfu (men§) = to remain, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Arising from below an organ without
adhering to it or any other ; free.

hy-po-ni'-trites, s pl. [Pref. hypo-, and
Eng. nitrites.]

Chem. : Compounds formed by the action of
sodium amalgam on a solution of an alkaline
nitrite ; on acidifying with acetic acid a yellow
precipitate is formed of argentic hyponitrite
AgNO. A solution of sodium hyponitrite'
NaNO is alkaline to test paper, and when
strongly acidified with acetic acid evolves-
N 2

0" nitrous oxide.

hy-po-no-meu'-ta, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.

ir ttoi-o/li eutu (Jiuponomeuo) = to undermine, to
make passages under ground. (Agassiz.y]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Hyponomeutidge(q.v.). Hyponomeutapadellus'
is common ; its larva feeds on hawthorn, the
apple, the aloe, &c, that of H. evonymellus on
the spindle bushes, and that of H. padi on the
bird-cherry.

hy-po-no-meu'-ti-dse, s. pl. [Mod. Lat,
hyponomeut(a) ; Lat. fem. pl. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Moths, group Tineina.
The male has wings of the normal size, the
female has hers abbreviated; the antennae
rather thick, pubescent, the maxillary palpi'

undeveloped. Larva with sixteen legs, the
third pair often clubshaped, feeding between
united leaves. Known British species six.

(Stainton.)

* hy'-po-phet, s. [Gr. vtrotprj-nistyupophetes):

viro (hxtpo) = under, aud (|>7jju,i (phemi) ~ to
speak.] An expounder, an interpreter.

hy-po-phloe'-o-dal, a. [Pref. hypo-; Gr.
(pkoios (phloios) — the rind or bark of trees,

and suff. -at.]

Bot. : Existing beneath the epidermis of the
bark, (Cooke.)

hy-po-phSs'-phite, s. [Pref. hypo-, and
Eng. 2>hosphite.]

Chem. : A salt of hypophosphorous acid.

hy-po-phos'-phdr-ous, a. [Pref. hypo-,
and Eng. phosphorous.] (See the compound.)

hypophosphorous-acid, s.

Chem. : Hg-POo, hydric hypophosphite. It
can be obtained as a barium-salt. By boiling
phosphorus with barium hydrate, phosphu-
retted hydrogen escapes as a gas. On evapora-
tion the salt separates out, by adding sul-
phuric acid till the barium is precipitated the
acid is obtained, which can be evaporated till

the temperature rises to 105°, and then plac-
ing it under a desiccator, a syrupy oil is ob-
tained, which at a temperature below 0°

forms a snow-white mass. When heated above
110°, it is converted into PH3 , and phosphoric
acid H3PO4. It is a powerful reducing agent.
If the free acid in excess be added to a solu-
tion of cupric sulphate, and then heated to
55°, it gives a red precipitate of copper hy-
dride CU2H2.

hy-po-phyl'-H-urn, s. [Gr. v-n-6 (hupo) =
under, and <pv\\ov (phullon) = a leaf.]

Bot. : The name given by Link and others to
a small abortive leaf, like> scale, placed below
a cluster of leaf-like branches or leaves.

hy-poph'-yl-lous, «. [Hypophylltdm.]
Bot. : On the under surface of a leaf.

hy-pdph'-y-sis, s. [Gr. utto (hupo) = under,
and tfrvcris (phusis) = nature.]

1. Anat. : (See the compound).

2. Bot. : A cell which afterwards becomes
the root, as in Angiosperms.

hypophysis -cerebri, s. [Pituitary-
body.]

hy-pd'-pi-iim, hy-po'-pt-Sn» s. [Hypo-
PYUM.]

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p5t,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, sdn ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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fcSr-po-po'-di-iim, s. [Gr. Ivono&iov (hupo-
poaioti) = a footstool.]

Bot. : The stalk of a carpel or carpels.

hy-pop'-o-rum, s. [Pref. hypo-, and Gr.
irdpos (poros) = a passage.]

Bot. : A genus of Cyperacese, tribe Sclereje.

Hypoporum nutans is said to be diaphoretic
and diuretic.

hy-pop'-ter-ate, a. [Gr. un-oV-repos (Jiupo-

pteros) — feathered, winged ; Eng. suff. -ate.}

Bot. : Having a wing produced at the base
or below.

hy-pop'-ter-yg'-e-i, hy-pfip-ter-yg-i-
a'-ce-se, a. pi. [Mod. Lat. hypopteryg(ium)

:

Lat. masc. pi. adj. sufF. -ei, or fern, -acece.)

Bot. : A tribe or family of pleurocarpous
mosses, having the leaves in two opposite
straight rows, united on the upper side of the
stem with a third medium row of smaller
stipuliform leaves, on the under side having a
resemblance to the intermediate leaves in

Selaginella ; the cells of the leaves are paren-

chymatous, and equal in all parts. All the
genera ace exotic. (Griffith & Henfrey.)

hy-pop-ter-yg'-i-um, s. [Pref. hypo-, and
Gr. iTTcpvyiov (plerugion) = a little wing.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Hypop-
terygei (q.v.).

hy-po'-py-iim, s. [Gr. vwo (hypo) = under,

and ttuov (puon) = pus.]

Pathol. : A collection of purulent matter in

the anterior chamber of the eye. It was pre-

ceded by inflammation of the parts adjacent,

if not also of all the tissues of the eye.

hy-po-sath'-ri-a, s:- [Gr. vir6a-a9po<> (hupo-
sathros) = somewhat rotten.]

Bot. : The same as Blettino (q.v.).

hy-pd-SCler'-lte, s. [Pref. hypo-; Gr.

a-K\Tjp6s (skleros) = hard, and sufF. Ate (Min.).~\

Min. : A variety of Albite (q.v.), not so hard
as the normal mineral.

hy po skel -e-tal, a. [Pref. hypo-, and Eng.
skeletal.]

Anat. : The same as Hypaxial (q.v.).

hy-po-spa'-di-as, s. [Pref. hypo-, and Gr.

o-Trtiw (spao) — to draw, out.]

Anat. .v A defect in which the parts of the
male urethra are not united into a tube.

hy-po-Bpd-ran'-gi-unU s. [Pref. hypo-, and
Eng., &c. sporangium (q.v.).]

Bot. : The indusium of ferns when it grows
from below the spore cases.

hy-pos'-ta-sis, hy-pos'-ta-sy, * by-pos-
ta-sie, s. [Lat. hypostasis, from Gr. biroa-ra-

<ris (hupostasis)= a standing under, substance,
a Person of the Trinity : bn6 (hvpo) — under,
and ordcris (stasis)— standing ; Fr. hypostase.]

1. Ord. Lang. : That which lies at the basis

or foundation of anything. (Huxley, in Annan-
dale.)

II. Technically:

* 1. Alchemy: The principle or element of

anything; spec, mercury, sulphur, and salt,

which the alchemists deemed the principles or

elements of all material bodies.

2. Bot. : The name given by Dutrochet to

what is more commonly called the suspensor

or suspensory cord of the embyro of an ovule.

[SUSPENSOE.]

3. Med. : The sediment in urine. (Parr.)

4. Theol. & Ch. Hist.: The name given by

the Greek ecclesiastical writers to what the

Latins called Persona = a Person of the

Trinity.

* hy-poV-ta-sIze, v.t. [Hypostatize.]

hy-p6-stat'-ic, hy-po-stat'-ic-al, a.

[Gr. uTrocrraTiKos (hupostatikos) ; Fr. hypost-a-

tique:]

1. Pertaining to hypostasis; constituent,

constitutive or elementary.

2. Personal ; distinctly personal ; constitut-

ing a distinct personality or substance.

hypostatic - union, hypostatical -

union, $

TJieol. : The union of the divine and human
natures in the person of Christ.

'"Die hypostalic(U or pereoiml union of the divine
and human natures In the person of our blessed
Saviour."—Tillotson ; Sermons, vol. 1., ser 45.

hy-po-Stat'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hypostati-

cal ; -ly.] In a hypostatic manner ;
personally.

" Christ's body, and his soul and deity be hypostntt-
'

cully united therewith,"

—

Sharp: Sermon*, vol. vii.,

ser. 13.

* hy-pos'-ta-tize, * hy-pos'-ta-size, v.t.

[Hypostasis.] To make or regard as a dis-

tinct person or substance ; to attribute proper
personal existence to.

" Reason up to a. God, and the best you can do Is to
hypostatize and deify the final product of your own
faculties."—Morell: Philosophy of Religion, p. 173.

ny-po-stil'-bite, a. [Pref. hypo-, and Eng.
stilbite.]

Min. : Two minerals. The Hypostilbite of

Mallet is the same as Laumonite ; that of

Beudant the same as Stilbite. Dana makes it

a distinct species, with Laumonite for a
synonym.

hy-pos'-to-ma, hy'-po-stdme, 9. [Pref.

hy 0-, and Gr. ~cnop.a. (stoma) — a mouth.]

Comp. Anat. : The under part of the mouth
in the Arthropoda.

hy-pfi-Stro'-ma, s. [Pref. hypo-, and Eng.,
&e. stroma.]

Bot. : The mycelium of certain fungals.

fny-pos'-tro-phe, $. [Gr. viro (hupo)—under,

and o~Tpo<f>ri (strophe) = a turning.]

Pathol. : A relapse.

hy'-po-style, a. &c s.
,
[Gr. uttootuaos (hupo-

stulos)= resting on pillars beneath : viro (hupo)
= under, and o-tvaos (stulos) = a pillar.]

A. As adjective

:

Arch. : Having the roof supported by pillars.

B. As substantive

:

Arch. : A porch of a building supported by
pillars ; a covered colonnade ; a pillared hall.

hy-po-sul'-phlte, ». [Pref. hypo-, and Eng.
sulphite.]

Chemistry :

1. A salt of hyposulphurous acid.

*2. A name given formerly to a thiosul-

phate. The most important salt is thiosulphate

of sodium, which is used in medicine under
the name of hyposulphite of sodium.

hyposulphite of sodium, s.

Pharm. : Na2S2 3. The chemical properties

and methods of preparing this salt are de-

scribed under Thiosulphate of sodium. It

is given in cases of sarcinous vomiting to

check fermentation, and as an external appli-

cation in parasitic skin diseases. It is not
irritating like sulphurous acid. It is also

used as an antichlore for removing the last

traces of chlorine from bleached goods, and in

photography for dissolving salts ot jilver,

which are insoluble in water.

hy-po-sul'-phur-ous, a. [Pref. hypo-, and
Eng. sulphurous.]

Chem. : (See the compound).

hyposulphurous-acid, s.

Cliemistry

:

1. H2S02- ; by the action of Fe or Zn on
sulphurous acid H2S03, contained in a closed
vessel, a yellow solution of zinc hyposulphite
is obtained. Nearly pure NaHSo2 is obtained
by dissolving zinc in a concentrated solution
of acid sodium sulphite, NaHSo3 . A double
salt of zinc and sodium sulphite first crystal-
lizes out, then alcohol is added to precipitate
the rest of this salt, and the decanted liquid
is placed in a well-corked flask, and colourless
needles of sodium hydrogen hyposulphite,
NaHSo2 , crystallize out. The solution lias

bleaching properties. The free acid is liberated
by oxalic acid, giving an orange solution, which
bleaches strongly and decomposes in the air.

* 2. A name formerly given to thiosulphuric-
acid (q.v.).

*hy-pdt-e-nus'-al, a. [Eng. hypotenus(e) ;

-at.] Of the nature of anhypothenuse; fann-
ing an hypothenuse.

" If the hypotenusal, or screw, be five, the per-
pendicular or elevation must be three, and the basis
fuur."— WUkins : Dcedalus, ch. xv.

hy-pot'-e-nuse, hy-poth'-e-nuse, s. [Fr.

hypotenuse, from Lat. hypotenusa, from Gr.
vnoTeCvovcra (ypa/i/xij), hupoteiiwusa (gramuie)
= the subtending (line) ; vno (hupo) = under,
and reCvoi (teino) = to stretch.]

Geom. : The name given to that side of a
right-angled triangle which subtends, or is

opposite to, the right angle. Its property—

that the square described on it is equal to the

sum of the squares described on the other two

sides—is demonstrated (I. 47) and generalized

(VI 31) in Euclid. The discovery of this pro-

perty is attributed to Pythagoras. [Lunes.]

hy-po-thal'-liis (pi. hy-po-thal'-li), *.

[Pref. hypo-, and Eng. tliaUus. ]

Botany

:

1. Delicate filaments constituting the vege-

tation of coniomycetous fungals.

2. The inferior stratum of the thallus of

lichens.

hy-poth'-ec, s. [Fr. hypotheque = an engage-

ment, a mortgage, a pawning, from Lat. hypo-

theca, from Gr. vtto^k>j (hupotheke) =(1J an

underprop, (2) a pledge, a mortgage :
ujto

{hupo) — under, and TtOypui (titMmi) = to

place.]

Scots Law : A right by which the ownership
in the effects of a debtor is vested in the

creditor, while the effects remain in the pos-

session of the debtor. By the Hypothec
Abolition Act (1880) the landlord's right to

hypothec for the rent of farm-land was
abolished, except for land held under leases

which were in existence on Nov. 11, 1881, or

where the holding is of a less extent than two
acres.

ny-poth'-e-car-^, a. [Lat. hypothecarius,

from hypotheca - a pledge, a mortgage.] 01
or pertaining to a pledge, mortgage, or hypo-
thecation.

hypothecary note, s.

Scots Law: A note given in acknowledgment
of debt, but which cannot pass into circula-

tion.

hy-poth'-e-cate, v.t. [Eng. hypothec; -ate.]

1. To pledge or mortgage to a creditor in

security for some debt or liability, but with-
out transfer of title or delivery of possession.

" Distinguished like all other hypothecated estates,

by small columns."

—

Sir W. Jones: Commentary on
Itaeus.

2. To pledge generally ; to mortgage.

"He had [no power to hypothecate any part of the
public revenue. '—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiL

by-poth-e-ca'-tion, s. [Eng. hypothec;

-ation.] The act of hypothecating ; the state

of being hypothecated.
"'The Athenian hypothecations were open and no-

torious."

—

Sir W. Jones : Commentary on Jsaeus.

hy-poth'-e-ca-tor, s . [Eng. hypotliecaUfi)

;

-or.] One who hypothecates or pledges any-
thing as security for a debt or liability.

hy-po-the'^i-um, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.

{>7r6 (hypo) = under, and 0j?ktj (tMke) = a case,]

Bot. : A layer of cellular tissue, on which are

attached the thee* or spore sacs of the fruits

of lichens.

hy-poth'-e-nar, a. [Pref. hypo-, and Gr.

8evap (thenar) - the palm.] (See the com-
pound.)

hypothenar-eminenco, s.

Anat. : The fleshy mass at the inner border
of the hand. It consists of three muscles pas-

sing to the little finger.

hy-poth e-nus -al, *. [Hypotenusal.]

hy-pdth'-e-nuse, s. [Hypotenuse.]

hy-pd*th'-e-sfe, s. [Low Lat., from Gr.
im-ofle'a-is (hupothesis) — a placing under, a sup-
position : viro (hupo) — under, and Ti6yp.i

(titMmi) = to place ; Fr. hypotJiese.]

1. A supposition ; a proposition or principle

assumed or taken for granted in order to draw
a conclusion or inference in proof of the point
in question.

" Hypothetical necessity is that which the supposi-
tion or hypothesis of God's foresight and pre-ordinatiou
lays upon future contingents. '—Clarke; Leibnitz's
Fif&i Paper.

2. A theory assumed to account for some-
thing which is not understood.

hy-pSth'-e-size, hy-poth'-e-si^e, v.i.

[Eng. hypotlies(is) ; -ize.] To form hypothesis
;

to assume what is not proved.
" The Greeks soon lost or entirely neglected it, when

they l>egan to hypothesise."— IVarburton ; Divine Lega-
tion, bk. iii., i 4.

hy-po-thet'-ic, hy-pd-thet'-ic-al, a. [Gr.
iiTToflenKo? (hnpothetikos) = supposed, imagin-
ary Fr.hypoflUtique.] [Hypothesis 1 Founded

boil, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, ceil, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian— shan. -Won. -sion- shim; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious ~ shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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on or including an hypothesis or supposition ;

of the nature of an hypothesis; assumed or

taken for granted, though not proved, for the
purpose of deducing proof of a point in ques-

tion; conjectural; conditional.

"It is in vnin that hypothetic notions will be aa-

Burned."—Cogan: Theol. Disg., pt, ii., eh. L

" Hypothetical Universalists, s. pi.

Ch. Hist. : A name given in the seventeenth
century to the followers of Moses Amyrant,

who believed that God is disposed to show
mercy to all, yet only on condition of their

believing in Christ. [Amyraldism.]

&y-p6-thet'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. hypothet-

ical; -/?/.] In a hypothetical manner; upon
supposition or conjecture ; con.jecturally.

"This precept commands some thing3 absolutely,
which oblige all ; some things only hypofheticully."—
South ; Sermons, vol. vlii., Ber. 6.

* hy-poth'-e'-tist, s. [Hypothesis.] One
who makes or supports an hypothesis.

hy-po-tra-che'-li-um, s. [Gr. lirorpaxn^ov
(hupotrachelion) = the lower part of the neck,
the neck of a column : biro (Ivupo) = under,
and Tpdx^Ao? (trachelos) = a neck.]

Arch. : The necking of a column in the
classical orders, consisting of several narrow
cinctures cut into the shaft at the base of the
echinus.

hy-p6t'-r6-Choid, s. [Gr. viroTpoxos (hupo-
trochos) = with wheels under, on wheels, and
el5os (eidos) = form ; or, pref. hypo-, and Eng.
troclwid (q.v.).]

Mack. : The curve traced by a point which
is fixed relative to a circle rolling on the con-
cave side of a fixed circle.

hy-po-tu'-phite, s. [Pref. hypo- ; Gr. tu<£o*

(tiiphos) = smoke, mist ; tu</>w (tupho) — to
raise a smoke.]

Min. : The same as Arsenic-glance (q.v.).

(Brit. Mus. Cat.)

hy-p6t-;jr-pd'-sis, s. [Gr. {moTviraio-Ls (hu-

poiuposis) = an outline, a sketch ; from
vTTOTvrrooi (hupotupoo) = to sketch, to outline :

biro (hupo) = under ; and tvttos (tupos) = a
blow.]

j- Ehet. : A vivid, forcible, or animated de-

scription of a scene, so as to present it attrac-

tively to the mind.

hy-pox-an'-thin, hy-pox-an'-thine, s.

[Gr. vTr6£avdo<> (hupoxanthos) = yellowish or
lightish brown.]

Chem. : ThcsameasSARCiNE or SARKiN(q.v.).
(Quaiu, Fowiies, &c.)

hy-pox - an' - thite, s. [Gr. vir6£ai>8o<;

(hupoxanthos) = yellowish or lightish brown
;

pref. hypo- ; Gr. $av96q (xanthos) = yellow, and
Huff, -tte (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : Sienna Earth. A brownish-yellow
clay or ochre, believed by Dana to be only
clayey yellow ochre.

hy-pSx-i-da'-ce-ae, «• 3?&. [Mod. Lat. hy-

poxis, genit. hypoxid\is) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulf.

-acece.]

Bot. : Hypoxids. An order of endogens,
alliance Narcissales. It consists of herbs with
a tuberous or fibrous perennial root, leaves

growing from the root and crown ; linear en-

tire, plaited ;
perianth petaloid, six-parted

;

stamens six; ovary three-celled; fruit indi-

hescent, dry, or berried, one, two, or three-

celled ; seeds indefinite in number. Found
in the warmer parts of the world. Known
genera about four, species about sixty.

(Lindley.)

hy-pox'-ids, s. pi [Mod. Lat. hypoxis, genit.

hypoxidis.)

Bot. : Lindley's name for the Hypoxidaceee
(q.v.).

hy-pox'-ls, s, [Pref. hypo-, and Gr. o£us (oxus)

= sharp, referring to the base of the capsule.

Cf. also i/7ro£t£cu (hupoxizo) = to be sourish.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Hy-
poxidacefe (q.v.). The tubers of Hypoxis erecta

are used by the North American Indians as a
remedy for ulcers, and as a medicine in inter-

mittent fevers.

hy-pd-zd'-iC, fl- [Pref. hypo-, Gr. £u>oe (zoon)
= a living creature, and Eng. suff. -i'c]

Geol. : Beneath the strata, in which traces
of former organic life have hitherto been

found. It is intended to be a less positive
term than azoic, which absolutely declares
that the strata to which it is applied, are desti-

tute of organic remains.

t hypozoic-system, s.

Geol. : The name applied by Phillips to rocks
of the character now described. [Hypozoic]

* hypped* a. [Hipped.] Rendered melan-
choly or low-spirited ; affected with hypo-
chondria.

* hyp'-pish, a. [Hippish.]

hjrp-si-pr$rm'-nus, s. [Gr. v\^iwpvfivo<;

(hupsiprumuos)= with a high stern, fyi (hupsi)
= high, and irpvfiva (pruvina) = the stern ;

the hindermost part of anything.]

Zool. ; A genus of marsupials, section Poe-
phaga. The genus contains the Kangaroo-
rats or Potoroos. [Kancaroo-rat.]

Hyp-sis-tar'-i-ans, s. pi. [Gr. C^to-To? (hup-

sistos) = the highest ; vij/l (Mtpsi)=high, aloft

;

Eng. pi. suff. -arums.]

Ch. Hist. & Eccles. : A sect of heretics which
existed in Cappadocia, in the fourth century ;

their leading principle was the recognition of

God as the "Most High." Rejecting sacri-

fices, circumcision, pictures, and images, they
observed the Jewish Sabbath and Jewish dis-

tinctions as to clean and unclean food, and
like the Magians, used fire and lights as sym-
bols of the Deity. (Blunt.)

hyp'-SO-don/s. [Gr. {tyi (hupsi) = high, and
ofious (odous), genit. oddiros (odontos) = a
tooth.]

Palcmnt. : A fish with saurodont teeth,

found in the Cretaceous rocks, and the London
clay.

hyp-sdm-8-ter, s. [Gr. ttyo? (hupsos) —
height, and y.irpoy (nietron) = a measure.] An
instrument for measuring heights by observ-
ing differences in barometric pressures at dif-

ferent altitudes. Specif., an instrument for

determining altitudes by observation of the
boiling-points of water.

hyp-so-met -ric, hyp-so-met'-ric-al, a.

[Eng. hypsometer; 4c, -ical] Of or pertaining

to hypsometry.

hyp-so-met'-ric-al-ly", adv. [Eng. hypso-
metrical; -ly.] According to the i*ules or prin-
ciples of hypsometry.

hyp-som'-e-trjr, *. [Hypsometer.] The art

or science of measuring heights by observing
differences in barometric pressures at different

altitudes.

hyp-so-pnyl'-lar-y, a. [Gr. {tyo? (hupsos)
= height ; <pv\\ov (phullori)=. a leaf, and Eng.
suff. -ary.] (See the compound.)

hypsophyllary-leaves, s. pi.

Bot. : Bracts of leaves, in the axils of which
the flowers are placed.

hyp'-tl-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hypti(s); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idai.]

Bot. : A family of labiate plants, tribe
OcimeEe.

h^p'-tis, s. [Gr. EiTTTtos (huptios) = bent back,
because the limb of the corolla i3 turned on
its back.]

Bot. : The typical 'genuB of the family
Hyptidae (q.v.).

hy-ra'-ce-iim, hy-ra'-ci-iim, s. [Mod.

Lat. hyrax, genit. hyraci(s); Lat. neut. sing.

suff. -urn.] The dung of the Cape hyrax, used
as a substitute for castor.

hy-rac'-l-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hyrax, genit.

hyrac(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ida?.]

Zool. : The typical and only family of the
order Hyracoidea (q.v.).

hy-ra-coi'-de-a, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. hyrax,
genit. hyrac(is) ;' Gr. eZ5os (eidos) = form.]

Zool. : An order of mammals, one of
three, having a zonary deciduate placenta,
the others being Carnivora and Proboscidca.

Incisors |^?, canines °^, premolars ^>
molars ~

3
. The upper incisors have persis-

tent pulps, and are long and grooved, as in
rodents ; the lower are straight, and grooved
longitudinally. The molars resemble those

of the rhinoceros. The forefeet have four

toes, the hind have three. The inner nail of

the hind foot is singularly curved. There are

no clavicles. The stomach is simple. The
intestine has two accessory caeca in addition

to the ordinary one. Only known; genus,

Hyrax, which Linnaeus placed under Glires

(Rodentia), and Cuvier under Pachydermata.
None are known fossil.

hy-ra-co-ther-i-um, s. [Gr. vpa$ (huraz)

[Hyrax], and (h\plov (therion)=a wild animal.)

Pakeont. : A genus of Tapiridae(?). From the
Eocene of Europe.

hyJ-rax, s. [Gr. vpa£ (hurax) — a shrew.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Hyracidse, and the order Hyracoidea (q.v.).

Hyrax syriacus is the Syrian hyrax, or Daman.
[Coney, Daman.] Other species are H. capen-
sis, from Southern Africa (the Dutch call it bad-
ger), and H. dorsalis, from the west of Africa,

hyrse (y as 1), s. [Ger. hirseJ] Millet.

* hyrst (y as 1), s. [Hurst.]

hy -son, s. [Chinese hi-tshiin = lit. first crop
or blooming spring.] A kind of green tea
imported from China.

hys-sop, hjrs-SO'-piis, s. l[Lat. hysopum;

Gr. lio-cramo; (hitssopos), from Heb., see def.
;

Fr. hysope, hyssope; Prov. isop, ysop; Stk
hlsopo ; Port, hysopo; Ital. isopoJ]

I. (Of tlte/orvi hyssop) :

1. Bot. : Hyssopus officinalis, a labiate plant
with blue flowers. Wild in Southern Europe-
Formerly used as a carminative and antispas-
modic. It yields a kind of camphor.

^[ The Bastard Hyssop is Teucriutn pseudo-
hyssvpus; the Hedge Hyssop, Gratiola offici-

nalis; Water Hyssop, Herpestes Monnieria.

2. Scripture

:

(1) Old Test. : Heb. lilM (&o£) = a plant
which "sprung out of the wall," i.e., grew
in crevices of
walls, and was
as remarkable
for its diminu-
tive size as the
cedar for its

magnitude (1

Kings iv. 33).

A branch of it

could be used
like a sponge to
take up a liquid
(Exod. xii. 22).

It had, at least

ceremonially, if

not even actu-
ally, detergent
properties(Lev.
xiv. 6, 49, 51,

52 ; Numb. xix.

G, 18). It was
the symbol of spiritual purification from sin

(Ps. Ii. 7). The passages in 1 Kings and Exod.
suggest moss. But the probability is in

favour of Dr. J. Forbes Royle's view that

the plant is the caper (CapparU spinosa), the

asuf of the Arabs, a climber among rocks,

rooting in the fissures.

(2) New Test. : In Heb. ix. 19, 21, the Old
Testament ezab is rendered by the Gr. vo-ertniro$

(hicssopos). If the hyssop of John xix., 29
furnished the stick to which the sponge was
affixed, and was not itself the sponge, then
moss would not answer the description, but
the caper plant would [1].

IL (Of the form hyssopus) :

Bot. : The typical and only genus of the

family Hyssopidse. The calyx has fifteen

ribs, the four stamens are divergent.

hys-sop'-l-dae, s. pi. [Lat. hyssop(us); fern,

pi. adj. surf, -idm ]

Bot. : A family of labiate plants, tribe

Satureae.

h$rs-sd'-piis, s. [Hyssop.]

hys'-ta-tlte, s. [Gr. va-Taros (hustatos) = th:

last, the utmost, the hindmost ; suff. -ite>

(Min.).]

Min. : A variety of Ilmenite (Br. Mus. Cat.J.
Dana makes the two separate varieties of
Menaccinite. Hystatite has about twenty per
cent, of titanium and much sesquioxide of
iron. From Arendal, in Norway, &c.

CAPPARIS SPINOSA.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po\
or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Sjfrian. ro, ce = e ; ey = a. qu == kw.,
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h^S-ter- (1), pref. [Gr. vjrtpos (husteros) =
the latter, later.] Later,

hyster- (2), hys-ter-6-, pre/. [Gr. Urepa
(hastera) = the womb.] Of or belonging to
the womb.

h^S-ter-al'-gi-a, s. [Pref. hyster- (2), and
0X705 (algos) ~ pain.]

Pathol. : Pain in the uterus.

h^s-ter-an'-thous, a. [Pref. hyster- (l)

;

Gr. a.vOo<; (anthos) = flower, and suff. -ous.)

Bot. (Of leaves): Appearing after the flowers.
Example, many trees.

h^S-ter'-l-a, *. [Gr. vo-Ttpa (hustera) = the
womb.]

Pathol. .* A nervous disorder of females,
usually most frequent at the catamenial period
and in the unmarried. Indolent and luxurious
habits, over-spoiling, disappointed affection,
grief, &c, are amongst the chief causes. The
symptoms are innumerable, and the imitation
of other diseases allied to it endless ; indeed,
Dr. O. "W. Holmes has said that a young hys-
terical girl would beat Ananias and Sapphira

;

but in many cases, owing to a real defect of
will and mental power, the symptoms are ex-
tremely distressing, and the bodily health very
indifferent, with great eructation of gas and
copious discharge of pale urine, extreme spas-
modic action, globus hystericus, shrieking,
laughing, sobbing, &e. The remedy for all
this is undoubtedly mental and moral treat-
ment, change of scene and associations, with
general care of the bodily health, particularly
as regards diet and the digestive organs, anil
strict avoidance of alcoholic stimulants.

h^teV-ic, hys-ter'-ic-al, a. [Lat. hys-
tericus = Gr. ucrrepiKos (husterikos) = hysteri-
cal.]

Pafhol. ; Of or belonging to hysteria.

h$rs-ter'-ic-al-l$r, adv. [Eng. hysterical ; -ly.]

In an hysterical manner.

hys-teV-ics, [Hysteria.]

h^S-ter-i'-tis, s. [Gr. vcrripa (hustera) = the
womb, and sutf. -itis, denoting inflammation.]

Pathol. : Inflammation of the womb.

h$fs-ter'-I-um, s. [Said to be from Gr. la-
Tc'pijcns (husteresls) = a coming too late, want,
need, from the appearance of the parts of trees
infested by the fungal.]

Bot. ;
fA large genus of ascomycetous fun-

gals, growing on the dead or living bark, stems,
and leaves of various plants.

h^s-ter-6-, pre/. [Hyster- (2).]

h$fs-teV-6-cele, s. [Pref. hystero-, and Gr.

K7}\t) (JceU) — a tumour.]

Sztrg. ; A tumour or hernia of the womb.

h^s'-ter-6"id, a. [Eng., &c. hysteria, and Gr.
elfios (eidos) = resemblance.] Resembling
hysteria : as, a hysteroid disease. (Dunglison.)

hjfs-ter-oT-d-gJf, s- [Gr. vcrrcpoKoyCa. (hus-
terologkt), from uo-repos (husteros) = last, and
A670? (logos) = a word.] The same as Hys-
TERON PROTERON (q.V.).

hys'-ter-on prot'-er-6n, s. [Gr. vajepov
(husteron), neut. of i>orepo? (husteros) = last,

and Trporcpov (proteron), neut. of wpdrepos
(proteros) = before others.]

Rlietoric

:

1. A figure of speech in which that word
which should properly come last is placed
first ; as, valet atque vivit = he is well and
lives.

2. An inversion of the natural or logical

order ; as by placing the conclusion before the
premisses, &c.

" How wild
A hysteron proteron 's tins, winch Nature crosses."

Beaumont ; Pysche, c. 1, a. 65.

nys-teV-d-phyte, s. [Pref. hystero-, and
Gr. <$>vtov (phuton) = a plant.]

Bot. : A plant growing on dead or living
matter ; as a fungal.

h^s-teV-o-tome, s. [Pref. hystero-, and Gr.
TOjuvj (tome) = a cutting.] An instrument for
cutting into the womb.

hys-ter-ot-6-my, *-. [Hysterotome.]
Surg. ; The Cesarean operation (q. v.).

hys-tric'-I-dse, *'. pi. [Lat. hystrix, genit.

hystric(is) ; fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Rodentia having the body
covered by quills

—

i.e., long spines mingled
with bristly hairs. There are four molars on
each side in each jaw ; the clavicles are im-
perfect.

fcys'-trix, s. [Lat. = Gr. {Jtn-pif (hustrix) = a
hedgehog.]

1. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Hystricidfe (q.v.). Tail not prehensile. Hys-
trix cristata is the Common Porcupine. [Por-
cupine.]

2. Palaiont. ; The genus is found in the
Upper Miocene of Europe, and in the Pliocene
of Europe and America.

*hythe, s. [Hithe.]

I. The ninth letter, and the third vowel in
the English alphabet. It has two principal
sounds : (1) a long sound, as in bind, find, and
in all words of one syllable ending in e, as in

fine, wine, &c. ; (2) a short sound, as in fin,
bill, fill, &c. Besides these it has also three
minor sounds : (1) as in dirk, first, &c. ; (2)
the French sound, as in intrigue, machine,
&c. ; and (3) the consonantal sound of y,
when followed by a vowel, as in Christian,
million, &c. I is uttered with a less opening
of the mouth than e, the tongue being brought
back to the palate, and striking the teeth next
the cheek plate. With a and e, i makes several
digraphs, as in wail, neigh, field, seize, friend :

with o it forms a proper diphthong, as in oil.

A , i, and u are by philologists called the primi-
tive vowels, and from them all the various
vowel sounds in the Aryan language have been
developed. As a prefix, i was used in Middle
English to represent the A.S. ge, as in iwis =
gewiss. No true English word ends in i, its

place as a final vowel being taken by y. I and
j were formerly regarded as one character, and
in dictionaries up to a comparatively modern
date words beginning with these letters were
classed together.

I, * Ic, * Ich, * Ik, * Uch (posses. * mi, my,
mine, dat. & obj. me, pi. nom. we, possess, our,
ours, dat. & obj. us), pron. [A.S. ic ; cogn.
with Dut. ik ; I eel. ek ; Dan. jeg ; Sw. jag;
Goth, ik; O. H. Ger. ih ; Ger. ich ; Lat. ego;
Gr. lyu (ego); Sansc. aham; Wei. i; Run. la.]

1. The nominative case of the first personal
pronoun of the singular number ; that pro-
noun by which a speaker or writer denotes
himself.

2. (As a noun) In metaphys. : The conscious
thinking subject ; the ego. [Ego.]

* I, exclam. [Aye.]

I-ac'-chiis, s. [Bacchus.]

1. Zool. : A genus of Catarrhine monkeys
occurring in South America.

2. Palaiont : Found fossil in Tertiary or
Post-Tertiary deposits in South America.

Macintn, s. [Hyacinth.]

* i'-amb,
iambic.

[Lat. iambus.] An iambus or

" Far be it from us to decide which of theBe so-called
feet the grammarians considered to he iambs."
Saturday Review, February 23, 1883, p. 218.

l-am'-bic, a. & s. [Lat. iambicus, from Gr.
lafLjS.Kos (iambikos).'] [Iambus.]

A, As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to the iambus.

2. Composed of iambics.

"Our common conversation frequently falls Into
iambick verse."— Twining : Aristotle; On Poetry
pt. i.,§7.

B. As substantive

;

1. (In Pros.): A foot consisting of one short
and one long syllable, or one unaccented and
one accented.

2. (PI.): Verses consisting of iambic feet.
The iambic metre having been originally,
according to Aristotle, employed in satirical
poems, the term iambics came to be used as
equivalent to a satire or lampoon.

" Stings, with iambichs, Bupalus his foe."
Fawket : Epitaph on Hipponax.

* l-am'-blc-al, «. [Eng.,&c. iambic; -al.] The
same as Iambic, a. (q.v.). (Meres, in Eng.

Garner, ii. 110.)

* i-am'-bic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. iambical; -ly,\

In the manner of an iambic or iambics.

l-am'-blCS, a. [Iambic, B. 2.]

* l-am'-bize, v.t. [Eng. iamb; -ize.] To
satirize in iambic verse, to lampoon.

"Limbickwas the measure in which they used to-

iambize each other."

—

Twining ; Aristotle; On Poetry,

pt. i., § 6.

*l-3.m-b6ff'-ra-plier, s. [Gr. tafxpos (iambosy
= an iambus, and ypa<poj (grapho) = to write.1

A writer of iambic verse.

i-am'-bus, 5. [Lat., from Gr. !a/x/3os (iambos).'}

Pros. : A foot consisting of two syllables,,

of which the first is short or unaccented, and
the second long or accented.

1-S.n-the, s. [Lat., = a Cretan virgin figur-

ing in Ovid (Met. ix.).] [Asteroid, No. 98.]

i-an -thl-na, s. [Lat. ianthinmtyl.) = violet-

coloured garments ; ianthinus = Gr. tavdivos
(ianthinos) = violet-coloured : toe (ion) — the
violet, andafflo? (anthos)= a flower.]

Zool.: Violet snail; a genus of, molluscs,
family Haliotidae. The shell is thin, trans-
lucent, trochiform ; the aperture four-sided ;

the animal with a large head, muzzle-shaped,
with a tentacle and an eye-pedicel on each
side, but no actual eye. Four species are
known, all recent, from the Atlantic and the
Coral Sea. (S. P. Woodward.) lanthina fra-
gilis is found in nearly every sea, and has
helped to extend the range of other species
parasitic on its shell. (LyelL)

l-an-thln'-t-dsa, s.pl. [Mod. Lat. ianthin(a);
Lat. fem. pi. adj. sutf. -idea.]

Zool. : A family of Gasteropodous Molluscs*
now generally merged in Haliotidte. [Ian-
thixa.]

I-ap'-e-tiis, s. [Lai]

1. Mythol. : The son of Titan and Terra.

2. Astron. : One of the satellites of Saturn
(q.v.).

* lasp, s. [Fr. jaspe.] A jasper.
" The floore of iasp and emeraude was dight."

Spenser; Visions of Bellay, ii_

*,i-a-tra-Up'-tic, * l-a-tra-lep'-tic, a.

[Gr. 7j taTpaAeiTTTuoJ Te^vn (he iatraleiptike
technt) = the art of a surgeon who practises
by anointing : ia.Tp6<; (iatros) = a physician*
and a.A«nrn.Ko? (aleiptikos) = connected with
training, from a\eC<pio (aleipho) = to rub, to*

anoint.]

Med. : Of or belonging to an ancient system
of therapeutics which aimed at cures by
anointing with friction and other appliances.

* i-at'-ric, * i-S<t'-rfc-al, a. [Gr. larpiKo^
(iatrikos), from torpor (iatros) = a physician.)
Relating or pertaining to physicians or medi-
cine.

I-a-trS-f pref. [Gr. iarpos (iatros) = a physi-
cian.] In comp., a physician.

* iatro-chemist, s. A physician who
was also a chemist. (Bailey.)

iatro-mathematician, s.

Hist. : One of a school of physicians who
arose in Italy about the middle of the seven-
teenth century. They attempted to explain*
the mechanism and action of the human body
on hydraulic and mechanical principles, mak-
ing use, for the purpose, of mathematical cal-
culations. Called also mechanicians.

* lavel, s. [Gavel.]

lb., adv. [A contraction of ibidem (q.v.).

I-ber'-I-an, s. [From Iberia, the Latin
name of Spain.]

1. One of the original inhabitants of Spain,
now represented by the Basques.

2. The language of the Iberians, of which
the modern Basque is supposed to be the
representative.

I-ber'-lS, s. [Named from Iberia, Spain, in
which many of the species grow.]

Bot. : Candy-tuft ; a genus of cruciferous
plants, family Thlaspidse. The pouch is emar-
ginate, the valves keeled and winged, the
cells one-seeded, the petals unequal. Iberis

boil, bo^; pout, J6*^1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exjtet. ph = Z.

-oian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -*iou, -sion =ahun. -clous, -ttous, -sious = shus. '-ble, -die, &c = beL, del.
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amara, the Bitter Candy-tuft—a plant with
white or purplish flowers— is found, but not
properly wild, in Oxfordshire and Berkshire.

£-t»er'-lte, s. [Lat. Iber(ia); -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

[Iberian.]

Min. : Altered iolite, constituting a mineral
akin to Pinite andFahlunite. From Moutalvan,
near Toledo, in Spain.

i'-bex, jr. [Lat.]

Zool. ; A wild goat, or rather several species

of wild goats, the best known of which is the
Common Ibex (Capra Ibex.) It is the Ibex
of the ancient Romans, the Steinbock of the
Germans, and the Bouquetin of the French.
The adult male is about five feet lung from
nose to tail, and two feet eight inches high at

the shoulder. The horns are flat, with two
longitudinal ridges at the sides, crossed by
numerous transverse knots ; they are sub-
vertical, curved backwards, dark in colour.
The hair is red-brown in summer and gray-
brown in winter, the beard short and dark,
the inside of the ears and under part of the
tail white. The general colour of the female
is earthy-brown and ashy. The young are

gray. It inhabits the highest regions of the
Alps. An analogous species, the C. Pyre-
naicus, is found on the Spanish side of the
Pyrenees. Three other species are found upon
the Asiatic, and two more on the Abyssinian
and Nubian mountains.

lb -id., adv. [A contraction of Ibidem (q.v.).

ib-i'-dem, adv. [Lat., properly ibi, with
demonstrative -dem, as in idem, tandem, &c]
In the same place ; moreover.

Ib'-l-jau (au as <5w), s. [An American word.]

Omith. : Nyctibius grand is of Vieillot. The
Grand Ibijau is found in Guiana, &c.

l'-bls, s. [Lat. ibis ; Gr. I0ts (ibis) = the sacred
ibis. See def.]

Ordinary Language & Zoology

:

1. A genus of Tantalinse. The bill is long,
cylindrical, and arched from the base ; the
head naked ; the wings broad, ample, the
second and third quills longest ; the plumage
metallic. The Sacred Ibis (Ibis religipsa) was
venerated among the ancient Egyptians, who
preserved its remains as mummies, and repre-
sented it upon their monuments. It is about
the size of a hen, the plumage white, with the
end of the wing feathers black, the last coverts
with elongated loose barbs, black with violet
reflections ; bill and feet black, as is the naked
part of the head and neck. It is found through
Africa. It is the Abou Ratines of Bruce. The
Scarlet Ibis (I. rubra) is abundant on the
banks of the Amazon, and in many other
parts of South America. The Glossy Ibis (/.

falcinellus) is dark-green above, and reddish-
brown below ; the whole plumage silky, and
with a purplish bronze reflection. It is found
in Europe, Egypt, Asia, and has straggled to
Britain. It is believed to have been the Black
Ibis of the ancients.

2. (PL) : Tantalinse, a sub-family of Ardeidse.
[TANTA LIN.fi. ]

I-b^c'-ter, s. [Gr. IpvKTfjp (ibukter) = one who
begins a war song.]

Omith. : A genus of Aquilinae. Ibycter

p

leucogaster is the Gallinaceous Eagle found in

South America.

* ic, pron. [I.]

I-cao-l'-na, s. [Sp. icaco = Chrysobalanus

icaca, which Icacina resembles.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Icaein-

acese (q.v.). It consists of three or four shrubs
from Western Africa.

i-cac-i-na'-c£-£e, i ca-cln'-e-ae, s. pi.

[Mod. Lat. icacin{a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-aceai, -eo3.]

Bot. : A tribe of Olacacese, sometimes elevated
into a distinct order. It consists of Hypogy-
nous Exogens, of the alliance Berberales. The
species are trees or shrubs, having alternate,

simple leaves, without stipules, the flowers,

which are generally hermaphrodite, being in

cymes or panicules, each distinctly articulated
on its pedicel. Calyx small, cup-shaped, five,

rarely four, to six toothed, persistent.' Corolla
hypogynous, of five, or more rarely of four, or
six, petals, sometimes united at the base into
a short fleshy tube. Stamens equal in num-

ber to the petals ; ovary five-, three-, or two-
|

celled ; ovules two in each cell. Fruit a
drupe, generally one-celled, one-seeded ; the
seed pendulous. Found in the East Indies,

Africa, Soutli America, &c. Known genera
about thirteen ; species sixty-five or more.

I-car'-l-an, a. [From Icarus, a mythological
hero, the son of Dsedalus, who, when flying

on wings from the anger of Minos, mounted
too high, so that the heat of the sun melted
the wax which cemented his wings, causing

him to fall and perish in that part of the
jEgean Sea, which was called after him.] Soar-

ing too high ; rash or adventurous in flight.

19©* *yse, *iys, *iis, s. [A.S. is, iss; Icel.

iss ; Sw. is ; Dan. iss ; Dut. ijs ; Ger. eis.

Mahn believes these to be from a hypothetical
A.S. root isan; Goth, eisan = to shine, cogn.

with. Ger. eisen = iron, and Lat. ces = brass,

copper. Skeat supposes its root is in is = to

go swiftly ; cf. Sansc. ish = to go, to hasten,

to fly ; Icel. eisa = to go swiftly.]

L Ordinary Language

:

I. Water, or more rarely any other liquid,

congealed by cold.

t2. Concreted sugar. (Johnson.)

3. An ice-cream (q.v.).

TT To break the ice : [Break, v., B. II. 41(2)].

II. Technically

:

1. Chem. & Min. : Water congealed so as to
be rendered solid by eold. Dana ranks water
as a mineral species, and notes that its crystals

are hexagonal and occur usually in compound
stellate forms. Ice is transparent owing to

the close contact of the crystals which com-
pose it : this makes the individual particles
so blend as to render the mass optically, as

well as mechanically, continuous. Its specific
gravity is 0*914. Water freezes at 32° of Fahr.,
at zero (0) of Centigrade. Its greatest density
is at about 40° F., 4° or 5° C, hence ice floats

on water. The surface of sheets of water is

frozen while their mass remains liquid.

2. Meteor., Physical Geog., Geol., £c. : Ice
exists at all seasons, both on land and on the
ocean around the Northern and the Southern
Poles, and in all latitudes on mountain tops ;

it occurs in winter, in most countries, by the
freezing of lakes, ponds, streams, &c. Some
of the forms in which it is found are ice-fields,

icebergs, &c. (q.v.). Its action is the key to
explain many geological phenomena [Ice-age,
&c] In some places, as in Siberia, it has been
found interstratified with sand, or, as in New
South Shetland, with volcanic ash.

3. Manuf. & Comm. : The Greeks and
Romans were able to make artificial ice.

Walker, in 1782, Leslie, in 1810, and Harrison,
in 1857, invented or patented processes for
the purpose.

, In 1806 Tudor, of Boston, be-
gan to export ice in quantities. The French
followed in 1857.

4. Therap. : It is used as a remedy or palli-
ative in hernia, haemorrhage, inflammation of
the brain, &e.

If Anchor-ice: [Ground-ice].

ice-age, *.

Geol. : The glacial period (q.v.).

ice-anchor, s.

Naut. : A bent bar whose prong enters a
hole in the ice ; to the other end a mooring-
hawser is bent.

ice-apron, s. [Ice-breaker.]

ice-beam, s.

Ship-build. : A guard-plank at a ship's bow
to feud off ice.

ice-bearer, $.

Mach. : A cryophorus (q.v.).

ice-belt, s. A belt or fringe of ice along
the shore in the Arctic regions.

ice-box, ice-chest, s. [Refrigerator.]

ice-breaker, s.

1. A starling to protect the upper end of
a bridge-pier. It presents an inclined edge
up stream to break a field or cake of floating
ice, or to sustain the pressure of a gorge of ice.

2. A pier arranged with reference to the
current, to prevent access of ice to the vessels
in a harbour,

3. An ice-breaker for harbours is a steam-
vessel provided with means for opening or
keeping open a channel for ships.

ioe brook, s. A frozen stream or brook.
11 A sword of Spain, the ice-brook's temper.''

Shakesp. : Othello, T. 2.

ice-calorimeter, s.

Mach. : A method of determining specific

heats by means of ice. Black's calorimeter

consists of a block of ice with a cavity in its

centre, with a cover of ice. The body, whose
specific heat is to be determined, is raised to
a certain temperature, and then put in the
cavity. When the body falls to 32" F. , the freez-

ing point, it is wiped clean, as is the cavity
itself, with a cloth previously weighed. The
increase of weight in the cloth measures the
ice converted into water, whence may be de-
duced the specific heat of the body, the rule
being that 79'25, or in round numbers 80
thermal units, are needed to liquefy a pound
of ice.

ice-cap, s.

1. Geol. : The great sheet of land-ice formed
round the pole in glacial times. (Croll.)

2. Med. ; A bladder filled with pounded ice,

applied to the head in cases of inflammation
of the brain.

ice-cave, s. [Glaciere.]

ice-chair, s. A chair on runners to hold
a lady who is pushed along by a skater in the
rear.

ice-chisel, s. A socket chisel with a long
handle, used in cutting holes in ice, either in

Arctic explorations or as a starting-point for

the saw in gathering in for use.

ice-claw, s. A rope and pair of claws for

grappling blocks of ice.

ice-cold, a. As cold as ice ; very cold.
" Aud ice-cold grew the night."

Longfellow; Sir Humphrey Gilbert.

ice-cream, iced-cream, s. A kind of
confectionery made by congealing cream, pre-
viously flavoured with various essences in a
vessel surrounded by a freezing mixture.

t ice-drops, s. pi.

Bot. : Processes resembling icicles in form
and transparency, as in Mesembryanthemwm
glaciate.

ice-escape, s. A contrivance for rescuing
persons from drowning by the breaking of ice.

ice-fall, s. A mass of ice resembling a
waterfall in outline.

ice-fender, s. A fender or guard used to
protect a vessel from injury by ice; an ice-

beam.

ice-fern, s. A fern-like incrustation ot
ice or hoar-frost produced on window-panes
by the freezing of the insensible moisture.
(Tennyson : Aylmer's Field, 222.)

ice-field, s. [Ice-plain.]

ice-foot, s. The same as Ice-belt (q.v.).

" The cliffs to the base of which the ice-foot clingB."

—

Qeikie : Great Ice Age (ed. 1877), p. 55,

ice-hill, ice-mountain, s. An iceberg.

ice-hook, s. A hook used in landing ice

and transporting it on ways to a house or hold.
'

ice-island, ice-isle, s. A vast body of
floating ice.

ice-master, s. One who has charge of a
whaler on the ice.

ice-pack, a. An icefloe (q.v.).

ice-pail, s, A pail containing ice for
cooling wines, &c, for dinner.

ice-pitcher, s. A metallic pitcher with
non-conducting interval between its double
sides.

ice-plane, s. A tool for dressing the
surfaces of ice-blocks before stowage in bulk.

ice-plough, s. A tool for cutting grooves
in pond ice, to facilitate its fracture or cleavage
into square blocks for lauding, transportation,
and stowage.

ice-poultice, s.

Med. ; A poultice for application to hernial
tumours, &c. It is made by filling a bladder
with pounded ice.

ice-safe, a. [Refrigerator.]

ice-saw, s. A long saw with a weight at
the lower end (beneath the ice), for cutting
long keifs in pond ice, to make a track for
vessels, or to form long slices of ice.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu — kw.
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ice-system, s. Ice action within a de-
fined area, or emanating from a local centre.

" Under such circumstances Wales, Scotland, and
Scandinavia must have had their own ice-systems."—
Rev. J. Bonncy : A bstract of Proceedings of Geol. Soc.

Of London, No. 306, Session 1875-76.

ice-table, s. A fiat level sheet or mass
of ice.

ice-tongs, s. pi. Grasping implements for
carrying blocks of ice ; or, on a small scale,

for handling pieces of ice at table.

ice-water, iced-water, s.

1. Water from melted ice.

2. "Water cooled by ice.

i§e, v.t. [Ice, s.]

I. Lit. : To cover with ice ; to convert into
ice : to freeze.

" Icing the pole." Byron : Childe Harold, iv. 163.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To cover with concreted sugar ; to frost.

2. To chill, to freeze.

Ice'-berg, $. [Eng. ice, and berg (q.v.).]

Ord. Lang. & Geol. : A hill of ice which is

either floating in the ocean or has somewhere
taken the ground. The genesis of an iceberg
is generally on the shore ; it exists first as a
glacier (q.v.), but when this in its onward
progress reaches the cliffs and glides down
them into the ocean, it loses the name of
glacier and takes that of iceberg. Scoresby
counted 500 of them drifting between lat. 69°

and 70° N. The magnitude of some icebergs
is very great. Capt. Sir John Ross saw several

of them together in Baffin's Bay aground in

water 1,500 feet deep. One seen off the Cape
of Good Hope was two miles in circumference
and a hundred and fifty feet high. Others
were from 250 to 300 feet above the' sea. For
every cubic foot above there must be at least

eight below. The rotation of the earth makes
the icebergs which escape from the North
Polar regions in proximity to Europe drift

partly to the westward, and they rarely reach
Britain, though Cowper has a poem "On the
Ice-islands seen floating in the German Ocean,
March 19, 1799." Many impinge upon the
eastern shores of Iceland ; escaping that
island they are borne away in the direction of
the eastern shores of America. They do not
approach the equator nearer than about 40° N.
and 36° to 39° S. When an iceberg reaches
a coast and melts, it generates chilling fogs,

and so reduces the temperature as temporarily
to deteriorate the climate of the adjacent land.
They carry with them earth, rocks, &c, ob-
tained when they were in the glacier state.

These, when the ice melts, fall to the bottom
of the sea and form moraines. When they
scrape their way over the bed of the ocean
they score the several rocks over which they
pass. They often transport animals and seeds
of plants to great distances. [Boulder for-
mation, Drift, Glacier.]

ice -blink, ». [Dan. iisblink; Sw. isUink.]

[Blink.]

ice -boat, s. [Eng. ice, and boat.]

1. A boat employed for travelling on ice.

2. A strong boat, driven by steam, and used
for breaking a passage through ice.

ice'-b6*und, a. [Eng. ice, and bound."]

1. Totally or completely surrounded with
ice, so as to be incapable of moving : as, an
icebound vessel.

2. Fringed or edged with ice, so as to be in-

accessible to ships.
" From the ice-bound

Deaolate'northern bays."
Longfellow : Evangeline, i. 2.

ice-built, u. [Eng. ice, and built.]

1, Composed of ice.

2. Loaded with ice.

"Where shaggy forms o'er ice-built mountains roam."
Gray: Progress of Poesy.

iced, pa. par. & a. [Ice, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. -4s adjective i

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Converted into or covered with ice;
frozen ; congealed.

2. Covered with concreted sugar ; frosted.

II. Bot. : Covered with glistening particles
resembling icicles ; as in Mesembryanthemum

ice/-flde, s. [Eng. ice, and floe.] A sheet of

ice ; a small ice-field.

"He reached Hudson's Bay, where his ship was
frozen up among the icefloes."—Taylor ; Words &
Places (1378), ch. it

190 -house, s. [Eng. ice, andfctrase.] A house,
structure, or repository for the storage of ice

during warm weather ; it is frequently con-

structed underground, with a drain for carry-

ing off the water of the ice when dissolved.

Ice -land, s. & a. [Eng. ice, and land.]

A. As substantive

:

Geog. : An island in the north-west corner
of Europe, between lat. 63° 24' and 66° 33' N.,

long. 13° 30' to 24° 30' W.
B. .4s adj. : Of, belonging to, or in any way

connected with the place described under A.

Iceland-moss, s.

Bot. : Cetraria islandica, formerly called

IAclien islandicus. Thethallus, which is olive-

brown, paler on one side, is erect and tufted,

laciniated, channelled, and dentato-ciliated ;

the fertile lacinia very broad, the shields,

which are brown, flat, with their border ele-

vated. It is found in small quantity on the
ground in exposed places in Scotland. It is

slightly bitter, as well as mucilaginous. An
aqueous decoction of it, when cooled, makes a
thick jelly. It is used as a tonic, demulcent,
and nutrient.

Iceland-spar, s.

Min. : A transparent variety of Calcite.

Called also Doubly-refracting spar. Prisms of
it are used for the polarization of light.

I5e'-land-er, s. [Eng. Iceland; -er.] A na-

tive of Iceland.

1C, a. & s. [Eng. Iceland; -ic]

adj. : Of or pertaining to Iceland.

subst. : The language or literature of
sometimes called also Old Norse,

oldest language of the Scandinavian

s. [Eng. ice, and man.]

who is skilful in travelling upon ice.

who collects ice for sale; a dealer

196 land
A. As

B. As
Iceland

;

It is the
group.

190 -man,
1. One
2. One

in ice.

196'-man-ship, s. [Eng. iceman; -ship.] Skill

in travelling upon ice or in mountaineering.

"What I may venture to call tcemanship 1b a fine

art, only acquired by much experience."

—

Pall Mall
Gazette, June 11, 1884.

196-plain, s. [Eng. ice, and plain.] A plain
or sheet of ice ; an ice-field.

19c plant, s. [Eng. ice, and plant.]

Bot. : Mesembryanthemum crystallinum. It

is called ice-plant from the many watery pus-
tules covering its leaves and shining like ice.

It is a diffusely procumbent herb, with ovate
alternate leaves, clasping the stem and axil-

lary, almost sessile, flowers. It grows on sandy
seashores at the Cape of Good Hope, in the
Canary Islands, and in Greece near Athens.
There are two varieties, M. crystallinum and
M . glaciale ; the latter is that cultivated in
gardens. The juice is said to be diuretic, and
has been given in liver complaints. The burnt
ashes are used by the Spaniards like barilla in
glass works. Called from its lustre also Dia-
mond-plant.

196' quake, s. [Eng. ice, and quake.] The
crash which precedes and gives warning of
the breaking up of icefloes.

lce'-Spar, s. [Eng. ice, and spar.]

Min. : The same as Ryacolite or Rhyaco-
LITE(q.V.).

* ich, * iche, pron. [I.]

ich dien, phrase. [Ger.] Literally, I
serve. The motto of the Prince of "Wales,
originally adopted by the Black Prince, and
continued to the present day.

* Ich, v.t. [Eke, v.]-

* ich, * iche, pron. or a. [Each.]

ich-neu'-mon, s. [Lat. ichneumon, from Gr.

ixuevfibiv (ichneumon) = literally, the tracker

;

hence, (1) the animal described under 1, (2) a
wasp which hunts spiders (not the modern
use of the word by entomologists); from
\\vtvio (ichneuo) = to track or trace out ; l\vos
(ichnos) =t a track, a footstep.]

1. Zool. : Herpestes Ichneumon, which has-

been called also H. PMraonis, Ichneumon
Pharaonis, and, by Linnaus, Viverra Ichneu-

mon. It is a chestnut-brown and yellow

colour, the feet and muzzle black or deep
chestnut, the tail with a tuft of long hair. It

is the animal correctly described by thefelassic

writers as devouring the eggs of the crocodile,

on which account it was a sacred animal among
the Egyptians. It feeds also on other eggs,

fowls, plants, &c It is occasionally domes-
ticated in Egypt.

2. Bntom. : The typical genus of the family

IchneumonidEe (q.v.). Linnaeus placed under

it nearly the whole Pupivora ; now it is much
restricted.

ichneumon-flies, s.pl. [IchneumonidEe.]

ich-neu-mdn'-l-daa, s. pi. [Lat. ichneumon;
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idoz.]

Entom. ; Ichneumon-flies, cuckoo-flies ; a

family of Hymenopterous Insects, sub-tribe

Pupivora of Latreille, now often called En-
tomophaga. Once made to contain the whole
of that tribe, it is now limited to species which
have straight antennae, and the abdomen at-

tached to the extremity of the metathorax.
Like other entomophaga, they lay their eggs in

the bodies or eggs of other insects ; these

hatching produce larvae which devour the egg
or the animal, whether immature or mature, in

which they were developed. When a caterpillar

is attacked, the larvae of the ichneumon feed on
its fat, avoiding all destruction of the alimen-
tary canal ; the animal is sickly, but is able to
go into the chrysalis state ; instead, however,
of a lepidopterous insect emerging, there
come forth multitudes of small ichneumons.
Myriads of chrysalides are thus destroyed.

ich neu mon 1 dan, u. & s. [Mod. Lat.
ichneumonid(re) ; -ail.]

A. As adj. ; Classed under, or in any way
connected with the Ichneumonidee (q.v.).

B. As substantive ;

Entom. : One of the Ichneumonidse.

ich-neu-mon -l-des, s. pi. [Lat. ichneumon;
masc. or fem. pi. adj. suff. -ides.]

Entom. : The name given by Swainson to
one of the five primary tribes into which he
divides the Hymenoptera. It is nearly iden-
tical with Latreille s Pupivora (q.v.), now
often called Entomophaga (q.v.).

Ich'-nite, s. [Gr. lxyo<; (ichnos) = a track, a,

footprint; -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Palmont. : A fossil footprint. Ichnite oc-
curs much more frequently in compos, than
as a separate word

—

e.g., ornithic/wtite = the
fossil footprint of a bird ; tetrapodichnite =
the fossil foot-print of a saurian or batrachian.
[Cheirotherium.]

ich-no-car'-pus, s. [Gr. Tx^os (ichnos) — a
trace, a vestige, and Kaptros (karpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : Agenus ofApocynacese, tribeWrighteee.
Ichnocarpus frutescens is sometimes used in

India as a substitute for sarsaparilla.

ich -no graph, s. [Gr. l\vos (ichnos) = a
footstep, and ypa<f>w (grapho) = to write, to-

draw.]

Drawing : A ground-plan ; an orthograph is

a front elevation, a scenograph a general view.

Jch-no-graph'-xc, Ich-no-graph'-ic-al,
a. [Eng. ichnograph; -ic, -icaf.] Of or per-
taining to ichnography; describing or forming
a ground plan.

"Penault has assisted the text with a figure or
ichnographical plot."

—

Evelyn : Architecture.

ich-nog'-ra-phy, s. [Eng. ichnograph; -y.)

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A description of ancient
works of art, as statuary, &c.

2. Arch. : A horizontal section of a build-
ing, &c, showing its true dimensions accord-
ing to a geometric scale ; a ground-plan.

" To have a draught of the ground-plot or ichnogra-
phy of every story In a paper by itselt"

—

JUoxon :

Mechanical Exercises.

Ich'-no-litet s. [Gr. l\vos (ichnos) = a foot-
print, and Ac'009 (lithos) = a stone.]

Geol. & Palosont. : A stone on which an ich-
nite or footprint of a fossil animal or bird is

impressed.

Ich-no-lith-$-l8g'-Ic-alf Ich-no-lSg'-Ic-
al, a. [Eng. ichnolitholog(y), ichnolog(y);
-ical.] Pertaining to or connected with ichfio-

lithology or ichnology (q.v.).

boll, h6$i pout, jo~M; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhuxu -cious. -tious, -sious ^ shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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ich-no-lith-ol-o-gy, s. [Gr. Ixvos (ichnos)

— a footprint; \L8os (lithos) = a stone, and
A.670S (logos) = a discourse.] The same as
ICHNOLOGY (q.V.).

XCh-noT-6-gfy, s. [Gr. ix"°5 (ichnos) = a foot-

print, and A070S (logos) = a discourse.]

GeoL '(£ Palaont. : That branch of science

which classifies and treats of fossil footprints
;

such phenomena taken collectively. [Foot-
prints.]

i'-Chor, s. [Gr. Ix^p (ichor) = juice, the "blood

of the gods.]

1. Orel. Lang. : A thin watery humour like

serum ; a watery, acrid discharge from a
wound, ulcer, &c.

"Milk, drawn from some an minis that feed only
upon flesh, will be more apt to turn rancid and pu-
trefy . . . then itwill turn into an ichor."—Arbuthnot

:

On Ailments.

2. Myth, : The ethereal fluid which took the
place of blood in the veins of the gods.

"Of course his perspiration was but ichor.

Or some such other spiritual liquor."
Byron : Vision of Judgment, xxv.

i-chor-hse'-mi-a, 5. [Gr. Ix^p (ichor), and
alfxa (haima) = b'lood.]

Pathol. ; The same as Pyaemia (q.v.).

* 1-chor-dT-o-gy, s. [Gr. tx&p (ichor) =
juice, blood of the gods, and Ao-yo? (logos) =s a
discourse.] The anatomy of the lymphatic
and secreting systems.

*l'-chor-ousf *i'-chSr-6se»a. [Eng. ichor;

-ous, -o$e.] Like ichor ; thin, watery, serous.

"The jms fxoni an ulcer of the liver, growing thin
and ichorous, corrodes the vessels."

—

Arbuthnot: On
Diet, ch. iii.

ich-thel'-l-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ichthel(is);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : The Sun-fishes of Jordan, a family
of Acanthopteri. They are percoid fishes,

with a single dorsal fin, either continuous or

deeply divided, with eight to twelve spines
;

anal fin large with three to nine spines ; body
oblong, more or less elevated, .sometimes much
compressed. Colours usually brilliant, chiefly

olive green, with spots or shades of blue,

yellow, orange, or violet. Fresh-water car-

nivorous fishes, many of which build nests

which they defend with great courage. Genera
about fifteen, species forty, all American ; most
abundant in the Mississippi valley. Subfami-
lies, Micropterinse, Centrarchinae, and Ichthe-

linae. (Jordan : Vert. Anim. Nor. U. States.)

Sch-the-li-nse, *. pi. [Mod. Lat. ichthel(is) ;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -inm.]

Ichthy. : A sub-family of lehthelidse. They
have the dorsal fin undivided, notably larger

than the anal one. (Jordan.)

Ich'-the-lis, s. [Gr. lx$vs (ichthus) = a fish,

andrfAios (helios) = the sun.]

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Ichthelinae and the family Ichthelidae (q.v.).

Ichthelis incisor is the Blue Sun-fish, or Copper-
nosed Bream. Nine others are in the Northern
States of America. (Jordan.)

Ich'-thi-din, s. [Gr. IxQvs (ichthus) = a fish
;

elSos (eidos) = form, and suff; -in.]

Cliem. : A substance contained in the imma-
ture eggs of cyprinoid fishes.

ich'-thin, ich -thine, s. [Gr. Ix^us (ichthus)

= a fish, and suff. -in, -ine (Chem.).]

Chem. : The azotised constituent of the eggs

of cartilaginous fishes. It forms homogeneous,
white, transparent grains, soft to the touch,

insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether. It

gives by analysis 50'2 to 51 percent, of carbon ;

67 to 7'8 hydrogen ; 147 to 15"8 nitrogen, and
1-9 phosphorus (?). (Waits.)

Ich'-thu-lln, s. [Gr. Iy0w« (ichthus) — a fish
;

v\r] Qiute) = matter, and suff. -in.]

Chem. : A strongly albuminous liquid in the
very young eggs of cyprinoid fishes. It con-

tains 52-5 to 53-3 per cent, of carbon ; S to 8
-

3

hydrogen ; 15*2 nitrogen ; 1 sulphur, and 6

phosphorus. It seems to disappear as the
eggs approach maturity, and to be replaced by
albumin. (Watts.)

lCh-thy-di'-na, s pi. [Mod. Lat. ichthy-

di(um); Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -ina.]

Zool. : A family of Rotatoria, founded by
Ehrenberg. There is no carapace, the rota-

tory organ is single, not? continuous, not lobed
nor divided at the margin.

lch-thyd'-l-um, s. [Mod. Lat. from Gr.

Ix^vSiov (ichthudion) ~ a little fish.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family

Ichthydina (q.v.).

* ich'-thy-lC, a. [Gr. Ix^vs (ichthus) = a
fish.] Of or pertaining to fishes ; having the
characteristics of a fish.

ich'-thy-o-col, ich-thy-6-coT-la, s. [Gr.

lx&voKoK\a (ichthuokolla) = slime "from the
belly of a fish, from tv#tk (ichthus) = a fish,

and ko'aagi. (kolla) = glue.] Fish-glue; isin-

glass ; a glue prepared from the air-bladders of

certain fishes, particularly ofthe great sturgeon,
Aclpenser huso.

Jch-thy-6-cop'-rus, ich-thy-d-cop'-ro-
lite, s. [Gr. Ix^s (ichthus) = a fish ; Kwrpos
{kopros) = dung, and Atflos (lithos) = a stone.]

Pakeont. : A coprolite derived from fishes
;

the excrement of fishes fossilized.

ich-thy-o'-de-a, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.

ix0"« (ichthus) ="a fish, and elSoy (eidos) = re-

semblance.]

Entom. : A genus of Beetles, family Ceram-
bycidae. Habitat of the typical species the
Philippine Islands. (Larousse.)

ich-th^-o-dor'-u-lite, s. [Gr. Ix^s (ichthus)

= a fish ; S6pv (doru) = a spear, and Ai'0os

(lithos) = a stone.]

PalKont. : The spine of a fin. Most ichthyo-
dorulites are believed to have come from fishes

of the order Cestraphori of Owen. They are
found in the Lias, the Upper Silurian, &c.

ich-thy-6g'-ra-phy, s. [Gr. IxOvs (ichthus)
= a fish, and *ypd0u> (grapho) = to write.] A
treatise or discourse on fishes ; a description
of fishes.

ica'-thy-oid, a. [Gr. IxOvs (ichthus) = a fish,

and elSos (eidos) — form.]

Zool. & Pakeont. : Resembling fish. Used
chiefly of reptiles having some of the charac-
teristics of fishes.

Ich'-thy-dl, s. [Gr. Ix&uf (ichthus) = a fish
;

-ol ] A syrupy liquid distilled from a bitu-
minous mineral containing fish remains. It
is used externally for' some skin-diseases.

Ich-thy-dl'-a-try, s. [Gr. ixe"'s (ichthus) —
a fish, and Karpela (latreia) = worship.]

Religions: Fish-worship; the adoration of
gods partially or entirely fish-shaped.

"An ichthyolatry connected with Derceto or Mar-
gates."—Layurd : Jfineveh, li. 4G6.

ich'-thy-6-lite, s. [Gr. IxBvs (ichthus), genit.

tX^os (ichthuos) = a fish, and Ai'0os (lithos) =
stone. ]

Pakeont. : Fish remains ; a fossil fish or
part of one, or the impression left by one or
other of these on the rocks. [Fish, II. 2.]

ich-thy-o-log'-ic, Ich-th$r-6-l6g'-ic-al,
a. [Eng. ichthyolog(y) ; -ic, -ical.] Of or per-
taining to ichthyology.

ich-thy-ol'-o-gist, s. [Eng. ichthyology)

;

-ist.] One versed or learned in ichthyology.

lch-thy-Sl'-o-gy, * ic-thy-Sl'-d-gy, s.

[Gr. ixdvs (ichthus) — a fish, and \6yos (logos) =
u discourse.]

Nat. ScUnce : The science which treats of
fishes. Aristotle (b.c. 38-1-322) described
fishes as well as other animals in his Natural
History. Belon in 1553, Rondelet in 1554 and
1555, Salviani (1554-1558), Willughby (1635
-1G72), John Ray (1628-1705), all made im-
portant contributions to Ichthyology. Artedi
(1705-1735) was the precursor of Linneeus
(1707-177S). Cuvier's Histoire Naturelle de
Poissons was issued between 1828 and 1849

;

Agassiz's various papers and publications on
Ichthyology between 1S29 and 1844 ; Yarrell's
History 0/ British Fishes in 1835 and 1S36.
[Fish.]

* ich'-thy-£-man-$jff s. [Gr. lx9v^ (ichthus)
= a fish, and ^aireta (manteia) = prophecy,
divination.] Divination by the inspection of
the heads or entrails of fish.

Ich-thy-i-mor'-plia, s. pi. [Gr. \xQvs
(ichthus) = a fish, and fLap<f>r} (morphe)= form.]

Zool. : Owen's name for the Urodela, or
Tailed Amphibians.

ich-th^-o-mor'-phlc, a. [Gr. \x^vs (ichthus)
= a fish

; fxopfy-j) (morpKe) = form, shape, and
Eng. suff. -ic.] Formed in all or some respects
like a fish.

Ich-thy-o-myz'-on, s. [Gr. ixM* (ichthus)
= a fish, and fj.v£aui (muzao) — to suck.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Petromyzontidfe (Lam-
preys). Ichthyomyzon argenteus is the Silvery
Lamprey. It occurs in the great American
lakes, &c. (Jordan, : Vert. Anim. Nor. Unit.
States.)

ich-thy-6-pat'-6-lite, s. [Gr. Ixdvs (ichthus)

= a fish ; jrdros (patos) = a beaten way, and
Ai'flos (lithos) = a stone.]

Palmont. : A fossil track supposed to have
been left by the pectoral fins of fishes moving
over wet silt, sand, &c.

Ich-thy-oph'-a-gist, s. [Eng. ichthyopha-

g(y); -ist.] One who eats or lives upon fish.

ich-thy-Sph'-a-goiis, a. [Eng. ichthy-

opJiag(y); -mis.] "Eating or living upon fish.

(De Quincey : Autog. Sketches, i. 78.)

ich-thy-Sph'-a-gy, s. [Gr. lxQv<i (ichthus) —
a fish, and <payelv (phagein) = to eat.] The
practice or habit of eating fish ; fish-diet.

ich thy- oph thai- mite, s. [Gr. IxQv*
(ichthus) =& fish, and b<pdaKfLos (ophthalmosy
— an eye.]

Min. : A variety of Apophyllite.

ach-thy-oph'-thl-ra, s. pi. [Gr. \x6v*
(ichthus), genit. \x$vo<; (ichthuos) = a fish, and
<j>0€L() (phtheir) = a louse.]

Zool. : An order of Crustacea, sub-class
Epizoa. The species, which when adult are-

parasitic on the skin, eyes, or gills of fishes,

has rudimentary limbs, a suctorial mouth,,
and in the female external ovisacs. The larva
is locomotive.

ich-thy-Sps'-i-da, s. pi [Gr. ixOvs (ichthus}
= a fish, and 6\//ts (opsis) = an appearance.]

Zool. : A primary division of the Vertebrated
Sub-kingdom. They have temporary or- per-

manent branchiae, nucleated blood corpuscles,
but no amnion or allantois. The division

contains two classes, Fishes and Amphibia.
Called also Branchiate Vertebrata.

ich-thy-dp-ter-yg'-i-i, lch-thy-op-ter-
yg'-l-a, s. pi. [Gr. Ixdvs (ichthus), genit.

iX^wos (ichthuos) — a fish ; Tn-epuf (pterux)r

genit. -rnipvyos (pterugos) = a wing, a fin, and
Lat. mas. pi. sulf. -ii, or neut. -ia.]

Palo307it. : In Prof. Owen's classification the
third order of the class Reptilia, or Reptiles.
(Prof. Owen: Palaeontology, 18G0.)

ich-thy-or'-ni-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ichthy-
orn(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idoz.]

Palaont. : A family of fossil birds.

Ich-thy-or'-nis, s. [Gr. Ix8vs (ichthus), and
opus (ornis) = a bird.]

Palwont. : A genus of fossil birds, order
Odontotormse. They had teeth sunk in dis-

tinct sockets. The vertebrae were all bicon-
cave. Ichthyomis dispar, a carnivorous and
probably aquatic^bird, was from the Cretaceous
rocks of North America.

* ich -thy - 6 - Sar'- co - lite, s. [Gr. IxOvr
(ichthus) =a fish; o-ap£ (sarx), genit. a-apieos

(sarkos) = flesh, and Aitfos (lithos) = a stone.]

Zool. : The name given by Desmarest to
Caprinella, a genus of Hippuritidaj, from its.

resemblance to the flabby muscles of fishes.

ich'-th;y-6-saurf s. [Ichthyosaurus.]

Palceont. : Any species of the genus Ichthyo-
saurus (q.v.).

"To have breathed air like the ichthyotaur" —
Lyell : £lem. of GeoL (ed. 187lf, p. 3S8.

lch-thy-6-sau'-ri-a, s. pi. [Ichthyosaurus.}

Pakeont. : An order of fossil reptiles. The
teeth are lodged in grooves of the premaxillse,
the maxillae, and the mandibles, not in dis-
tinct sockets. The fangs are deeply folded,.

the limbs are converted into paddles. The
centra of the vertebrae -are short, broad, and
biconcave. (Huxley.)

Jch-thy-o-sau'-ri-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
ichthyosaurus); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ides.]

Palotont. : The typical family of the order
Ichthyosauria (q.v.)

5fch-thy-6-sau'-riis, s. [Gr. ix0u's (ichthu$)
genit. Ix^vos (ichthuos) = a fish, and a-avpa.
(saura), craupos (sauros) =. a lizard.]

Pakeont. : Ichthyosaur ; fish -lizard; th«

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
or. wore, wolf; work, whd, sin ; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, 03 - e ; ey ~ a. qu = kw.
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* i -con-Ism, s. [Eng. icon; -ism.} A fij

a representation.

icon -6-clasm, s. [Gr. cIkwc (eikon), genit.

eiicovos (eikonos) = a figure, a picture, and
KXaa-fjuL (klasma) = a thing broken ; kAolw (Mao)
= to break.]

1. Lit. : The act of breaking or destroying
images, as idols, &c. The word is usually
confined to the movement in the Eastern
Church, but it is sometimes employed as in
the example.

"Chapels aud church-towers, still supreme in their
beauty iu spite of the rigid iconoclasm of the sixteenth
century."—./, A'. Brewer: English Studies, p. 107.

2. Fig. : The act of destroying or exposing
shams, delusions, &c. ; an attack upon a
cherished belief.

i-con-o-clast, 8. [Gr. elxd>v (eikon), genit.
€(/cdcos {eikonos) = an image, and jcXdo-njs

(klastes) = one who breaks or destroys ; «Adw
(klao) — to break or destroy ; Fr. iconoclaste.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : One who breaks or destroys images,
as of idols, &c. ; one who is strongly opposed
to the worship of images.

2. Fig. : One who destroys or exposes shams,
delusions, &c. ; one who attacks cherished
beliefs.

II. Ch. Hist. : A party or faction in the
Eastern Church, in the eighth century, who
supported the Emperor Leo, the Isaurian,
in his violent contest against image-worship
(q.v.), and broke images where they had the
power.

"'A council of iconoclasts was held, in which the
adoration and the use of images was condemned."—
Jortin: Eccles. Hist, (an. till.

icon 6 clast -ic, a. [Eng. iconoclast; -ic.]

Of or pertaining to iconoclasm or iconoclasts.
(Lit. &fig.)

" The Jewish and Moslem iconoclastic mind thinks
ancient statues men transformed by enchantment or
judgment."—Tylor : Early Hist. Mankind, ch. vl

l-Con-O-gTiiph'-lC, u. [Eng. iconograp7i(y)

;

-ic]

1. Pertaining or relating to iconography.

2. Representing by means of diagrams or
pictures.

1 - COIl - Og'- ra - ph$r, S. (Gr. elKovoypa<f>ta
(eikonographia), from ei«ui/ (eikon) = an image,
and ypdtpto (grapho) = to write, to describe.]
That branch of science which treats of ancient
art as represented by pictures, statues, busts,
engravings on gems or metals, &c.

"An eye acquainted wfth Easter Island iconography
would at once detect Herroniaa,"—-Journ. Anthrop.
Inst., iii. 37L

* l-con-dl'-a-ter, s. [Gr. hlkwv (eikon), genit.
eiKovoy (eik'onos) = an image, and Aarpeiiu
(latreuo)= to serve, to worship.] One who
worships images.

* i-con-oT-a-try, s. [Iconolater.] The act
or practice 6f worshipping images ; adoration
of images.

* l-con-ol'-o-gjy, s. [Gr. eiicidv (eikon), genit.
etKovo? (eikonos) = an image, and Aoyoy (logos)
= a discourse.]

(

1. Adescription of images, pictures, statues,
&c.

2. The doctrine of images or emblematical
representations.

i-con-om'-a-chy, s. [Gr. euctov (eikon) = an
image, and p-dxn (mache) = wrangling.] A
war against images ; opposition to the use of
pictures or images as objects of worship or
aids to adoration.

( i- con -6m- ic - al, a. [G r. elKov6iiaxo<;
(eikonomachos), from eiKutv (eikon), genit. eUovcx;
(eikonos) = an image, and fj.dxn (macte) = a
battle.] Opposed to the use of pictures or
images.

"We '.should be too iconomical to question the Dic-
,
turesof the winds.'—Browne: Vulgar Errours. bfc. v
ch. xxi.

i-con-6ph-ll-ist, s. [Gr. tuaov (eikon) = an
image ; <$>ik4b>(phileo) - to love, and Eng. stiff.

-ist.] A connoisseur of pictures or gems
a collector or judge of prints.

"There are few iconophUists whose criticism on an
early print of the Northern school we would more
willingly accept."—Saturday Heoiew, March 2D 1884
p. 419.

' '

l-c6s-a-he'-dral, a. [Gr. cXkoc-l (eikosi) =
twenty, and e'Spa (hedra) = a seat, a base.]
Having twenty equal triangular sides.

typical genus of the order Ichthyosauria. It
consists of gigantic fossil marine reptiles,

' with jaws which show them to have been car-
nivorous ; and the half-digested remains of
fishes and reptiles, even of their own species,
found within their skeleton is a proof of the
nature of their food. Their vertebrae were fish-
like, their paddles like those of a porpoise or a
whale, and their long powerful tail a propeller
which enabled them to dart with great rapiditv
through the water. The genus extended from
the Trias of Germany to the White Chalk of
England. One of the earliest and best known
species was Ichthyosaurus communis of Cony-
beare. It is from the Lias. I. platyodon also
from the Lias at Lyme Regis, must have been
more than twenty-four feet long.

ich-thy-d'-sis, s. [Gr. Ix0us (ichthu3) — a fish,
and suff. -osis.]

Pathol. : Fish-skin disease, characterized by
the development on the skin of thick, hard,
dry, imbricated scales of a dirty gray colour.
There is no pain, heat, or itching. It is said
to be a congenital disease and lasts through
life. Oiling the skin (dugong oil being per-
haps best), to keep it supple, is the only remedy
of importance, with attention to the general
health.

*ich-thy-ot'-6-mist, s. [Eng. ichthyotom(y);
•ist.] One who anatomizes or dissects fishes.

* ich-thy-ot'-o-my, s. [Gr. iXBv* (UHhus)
= a fish, and rop.y} (tome) = a cutting; re'/icw
(temno) = to cut.] The dissection of fishes.

ich-thys, s. [Gr. = a fish.] A word found on
many articles, as rings, seals, tombstones,
&c, belonging to the early years of Chris-
tianity. It is supposed to have had a mystical
meaning, from the fact that the several cha-
racters are the initial letters of the Greek
words 'Itjctous Xpicn-ds, &eov 'Yids, 2ojt^p
(Iesous Christos, Theou Huios, Soter) = Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, the Saviour.

l'-ci-ca, s. [The native name of the plant.]

Bot. : A genus ofAmyrids, family Burseridae.
It consists chiefly of tall trees with balsamic
or resinous juice, unequally pinnate or ternate
leaves, and racemes or heads of small whitish
or greenish flowers. About twenty species are
known, mostly from the warmer parts of Ame-
rica. Idea guianensis furnishes incense-wood,
/. Icicariba, part of the American Elemi ; I.

Carana, the American Balm of Gilead ; I. Ara-
couchini, the Balsam ofAcouchi ; I. ambrosiaca,
the Resin of Coumia ; and 2". altissima, the
Curana, Samaria, Acuyari, Mara, orCedarwood
of Guiana.

ne'-x-ele, * is-e-chel, * 1-si-kel, * i-se-
yo-kel, *is-y-kle, *ys-e-kel, s. [A.S.
hgicel, from is = ice, and gicel = a small piece
of ice ; cogn. with Icel. xss = ice, jokull = an
icicle; Low Ger. is-hekel.] [Ickle.]

1. Ord. Ixtng. : A hanging, conical point of
ice, formed by the freezing of water, &c, as
it flows or drops down from something.

" He knew no more of fear than one who dwells
Beneath the tropics knows of icicles."

Moore : Veiled Prophet of Khorassan.

2. Her. : A charge of the same shape as a
drop in the bearing called guttec, but reversed.

ic'-I-ly, adv. [Eng. icy ; -ly.] In an icy, cold,
or frigid manner ; very coldly.

Ic'-l-ness, s. [Eng. icy: -new.} The quality
or state of being icy ; coldness.

i$'-Ing, ice'-ingt pr. par., a., & s. [Ice, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. .- A coating or covering of con-
creted sugar.

"The splendid feeing of an immense historic plum-
cake."— Warton: Htit. Kng. Poetry, vol. iii., § 43.

IC'-ker, s. [A.S. (Northumb.) eher—a.n ear
of corn ; O. H. Ger. ahir.] An ear of corn.
(Scotch.)

ic'-kle, s. [A.S. gicel = a small piece of ice.]

An icicle (q.v.).

" Be she Are, or be she icJtle."
1

Cotton: Joys of Marriage (1G8!>).

* l'-C&n, s. [Gr. etKwy (eikon) = an image.]
An image, a picture, a representation.

"Many Netherlanders, whose names and icons are
published."—HakewiU: On Providence.

* l-con'-Ic-al, a. [Eng. icon; -ieaZ.] Per-
taining or relating to figures or pictures ; con-
sisting of figures or pictures.

:ure

;

l-cos-a-he'-drdn, * l-cos-a-e'-drdn, s.

[ICOSAHEDRAL.]

Geometry

:

1. A solid figure having twenty equal sides.

2. A regular solid, consisting of twenty tri-

angular pyramids, whose vertices meet in the
centre of a sphere supposed to circumscribe
it, and therefore having their heights and bases
equal.

t l-cos-an'-der, s. [Icosasdria.]

Bot. : A plant of the class Icosandria.

l-COS-an'-dri-a, s. pi. [Gr. elKoai (eikosi) =
twenty, and diojp (aner), genit. dvSpds (andros)
= a male.]

Bot. : The twelfth class in Linnaeus's arti-

ficial system. It consisted of plants having
twenty or more stamens inserted into the
calyx. He divided it into five orders : Mono-
gynia, Digynia, Trigynia, Pentagynia, and Poly-
gynia(q.v-).

i-eds-an'-droiis, i-cos-an'-dri-an, a.

[Eng., &c. icosandr(ia) ; -ous, -ian.] Having
twenty pcrigynous stamens ; of or belonging
to the Icosandria.

* icre, s. [Etym. doubtful.] "Anicre is ten
bars." (Gibson's Camden, margin in loc.) (Hol-
land; Camden, p. 361.)

lC-teV-I-a, s. [Lat. ictems=Gr. Iktcoos (ikteros)

— (1) the jaundice, (2) a yellowish-green bird,

by looking at which, a jaundiced person was
cured, but the bird died. (Pliny: H. N.,
xxx. 11.)]

Ornith. : A genus of birds placed by Swain-
son under his sub-family Brachypodiae (Short-
footed Thrushes), and by Jordan doubtfully
under the Sylvicolidae (Warblers). The bill is

shorter than the head, and has a broad base ;

the culmen elevated and arched : both man-
dibles entire; the wings and tails rounded;
the middle toe very long. Icteria virens, or
viridis (I. polyglotta of Wilson), the Yellow-
breasted Chat, is found in the United States,
and is described by Jordan as a quaint, loud
songster. It has great powers of imitating
the sounds which it hears.

* lC-teV-Ic, u. & s. [Lat. ictei'us, from icterus
= jaundice; Fr. icterique,]

A. As adjective

:

1. Affected with or suffering from jaundice.

2. Good against jaundice.

B. As subst. ; A remedy for the jaundice.

* lC-ter'-iC-al, a. [Eng. icteric; -aZ.] The
same as Icteric (q.v.).

"Our understandings being like icteric-it eyes."

—

Bishop Taylor : Great Exemplar, pt. ii., § 12.

ic-ter'-I-dsB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. icter(us); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suft'. -idai.]

Ornith. : Orioles; a family of Passeres, In-
sessorial Birds. The bill has the commissure
angulated, as in the Fringillidffi, but usually
lengthened, with no notch ; the primaries
nine ; the legs stout ; the plumage usually
brilliant ; the notes sharp, often melodious,
in other cases harsh. Sub-families three :

Agelainse, Icterinai, and Quiscalinee. About
twenty genera and a hundred species are
known, all American. (Jordan, 1S76.)

Ic-ter-l'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. icter(us); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suft'. -inai.]

Ornith.: Hangnests ; the typical sub-family
of the family Icteridaj (q.v.).

* Ic-ter-i'-tious, * lc-ter'-i-toiis, a. ric-
trrus.] Having a colour resembling that of
the skin when affected with jaundice

; yellow.

* IC -ter-oid, a. [Gr. tKrepos (ikteros) = the
jaundice, and eiSos (eidos)= appearance.] Yel-
low, as if jaundiced.

ic'-ter-iis, s. [Lat.] [Icteria.]

1. Ornith. : American Oriole, the typical
genus of the sub-family Icterinte, and the
family Icteridse (q.v.). Icterus Baltimore is
the Baltimore Oriole (a. v.), and I. spurius
the Orchard Oriole of America.

*2. Path.: Jaundice.

3. Bot. : A morbid condition of the leaves
of plants, as of wheat, the vine, &c. making
them become yellow. It is different from clilor°
osis, which is more a constitutional malady.

* lC-thy-dl'-o-gist, s. [Ichthyologist.]

T&&, boy; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, atenophon, exist, ph = t
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shiis. -hie, -die, &c. = bel dot
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*Ic'-tiC, a. [Lat. icttts = B. blow.] Sudden,
sharp, abrupt, as if produced by a blow.

lC'-tl-des, 5. [Gr. tKns (iktis) = a weasel, and
elSos (eidos) = form.]

Zool. : The name given by Valenciennes to
the Viverrine genus, called by Cuvier, Para-
doxurus, and byTemmiuck, Arctitis. It con-
tains the Benturonga of India.

Ic-tin'-l-a, s. [Gr. (KTti'oj (iktinos) = a kite,

a hen-harrier.]

Oruith. : Blue kite, a genus of Falconidae,
sub-family Milvinas. Ictinia subcceruleus, or
mississipensis, is the Mississippi kite.

lo-ti-ther'-i-um, s. [Gr. 1'kti? (iktis) — a
weasel, and 6npiov (therion) = a wild animal.]

Palceont. : A genus of Viverridae with affini-

ties to the HyEenidse. From the Upper Mio-
cene of Greece.

ic'-tiis, s. [Lat.]

1. A blow, a stroke : as, ictus solis = sun-
stroke.

2. Cadence, emphasis ; stress on an accented
syllable.

ig'-y» a. [Eng. zc(e); -y.]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to, consisting of, or of
the nature of ice ; like ice ; frozen.
" When most the icy cold had chained up all the deep."

Drayton; Poly-Olbion, s. 19.

2. Fig. : Cold ; frigid ; cool ; lacking in
warmth ; chilling.

" If he be leaden, icy, cold, unwilling,
Be thou ao too." Shakesp. : Richard III., iii. 1.

icy-cold, a. As cold as ice ; very cold.
(Longfellow : Children of the Lord's Supper.)

icy-pearled, a. Studded or covered with
beads or spangles of ice. (Milton: Death of a
Fair Infant.)

id., adv. A contraction for idem (q.v.).

I'd. A contraction for I would.

I-dse'-an, a. [Lat. Idozus.] Of or pertaining
to Mount Ida, in Crete.

" The ivy aud Idcean vine."
Scott; Lady of the I,ake, L 26.

i-da'-li-a, s. [Idalian.]

Zool. : A genus of gasteropodous molluscs,
family Doridse. They have no shells. The
animal is broadly oblong, the tentacles clavate
or linear. Fourteen species known, all recent,
four of them from Britain.

J-da'-U-an, a. [See def.] Of or pertaining to
Idalium/a town in Cyprus, sacred to Venus,
who was thence sometimes called Idalia ; per-
taining to Venus.

" Idalian Aphrodite.' Tennyson; (Enone, 170.

lde, s. (Etym. doubtful.] A fish of the carp
family, Leudscus Idus. It is found in Den-
mark, Sweden, Russia, and very rarely in the
British seas.

-ide, suff. [Lat. -ides, from. Gr. eTSos (eidos) =
form (?).]

Ghent. : A termination indicative of combina-
tion. It enters into the words oxide, fluoride,

chloride, &c.

l-de'-a, s. [Lat., from Gr. iSea (idea) = the
look or semblance of a thing ; iSelv (idein) =
to see ; Fr. ictte; Ital. & Sp. idea. The word,
when first introduced into English, was so
manifestly a Latin word, that it received the
pi. idece.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A mental image, form, or re-

presentation of anything.

H In popular language idea is used as a
synonym for opinion, belief, purpose, or in-

tention ; and in the example it has the sense

of mental powers.
" To teach the young idea how to shoot."

Thomson: Spring, 11.

II. Philos. : The word idea has been taken
in very many and very different senses, the
history of which would be a history of philo-

sophy. The idea of Plato (a.c. 429-347) is the
pure archetypal essence in which things sub-
sumed under the same concept participate

;

Aristntle (a.c. 384-322) taught that though the
One, apart from and beside the many, does not
exist, none the less must a unity be assumed
as (objectively) present in the many : and the
Stoics (Zeno, circ. a.c. 365-263) maintained
the doctrines of subjective concepts formed
through abstraction, Philo, who flourished

about the middle of the first century, trans-
formed the Platonic ideas into divine thoughts,
having their seat in the Logos, and says,
"This is the doctrine of Moses, not mine."
According to Plutarch of Chseronea (towards
the end of the first century), the ideas were
intermediate between God and the world ; they
were the pattern and God the efficient cause.

For Plotinus (203-270) the primordial essence
was elevated above the Platonic ideas, which
were emanations from the One. St. Thomas
of Aquin (1227-1274), recognizes a form in

which the universal exists before things— viz."

as ideas in the divine mind. For Descartes
(1590-1050), "ideas are the forms of things
received into the soul ;" for Spinoza (1032-
1077), the " concepts formed by the mind as a
thinking thing;" aud Locke (1632-1704) says,
'* whatsoever the mind perceives in itself, or
is the immediate object of perception, thought,
or understanding, that I call an idea." In the
philosophy of Leibnitz (1046-1716) ideas are
the active forces of his monads ; Berkeley
(10S4-1753) used the word as equivalent to
phenomenon; Hume (1711-1776) defines ideas
as "copies of perceptions," and Condillac
(1715-17S0) as " mental representations of ob-
jects of apprehension." Kant (1724-1804) gives
the name of ideas to those "necessary con-
ceptions of the reason for which no corre-
sponding real objects can be given in the
sphere of the senses." According to Erasmus
Darwin (1731-1802), an idea is a " contraction,
or motion, or configuration of the fibres which
constitute the immediate organs of sense."
Roinagnosi (1761-1835) rejects the notion that
ideas are only transformed sensations, he re-

cognises in the mind a specific logical sense,
to which he attributes the formation of uni-
versal ideas and ideal synthesis. [For the
views of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, see
Idealism.] James Mill (1773-1 836) calls ideas
"what remain after sensation has gone," and
Herbart (1776-1841) "typical conceptions."
Schopenhauer (1788-1860) posits as interme-
diate between the Universal Will and the in-

dividual in which it appears, various ideas as
real species forming stages in the objectifica-
tion of the Will. In English philosophical
writings of the present day, idea has been re-

placed by, or is used as an equivalent of, con-
cept (q.v.).

I-de'-al, * i-de'-all, a. & s. [Fr. ideal, from
Lat. 'idealis, from idea.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Existing in idea; intellectual; mental;
not perceived by the senses.

" A bieast that needed not ideal woe."
Byron : Lara, i. 14.

2. Existing in fancy or imagination only

;

visionary; not real; fanciful.
" Thence on th' ideal kingdom swift Bh.e turnB
Her eye." Thomson : Summer, 1,789.

3. Reaching an imaginary model or standard
of perfection.

" Ideal beauty, that fine uauie."
Byron : Beppo, xiil

1. Considering the world of sense as com-
posed merely of ideas existing in the mind

;

as, the ideaZ theory of philosophy.
"A relic of the old ideal system."—Stewart : Phil.

Essays, ess. 4.

B. As subst. : An imaginary model or stand-
ard of perfection or excellence.

" He worships your ideal."
Tennyson : Princess, ii. 88.

ideal-realism, s.

Phil. : The teachings of an eclectic branch
of the Kantian school, who attempted to build
up a harmonious system without sacrificing
Kant's realistic postulates to his idealistic
teachings, or conversely giving up the latter
in favour of the former. Schleiermacher, TJ1-
rici, and Trendelenburg were of this section
of Kantists.

" Others . . . sought to effect the harmonious union
of the idealistic aud realistic elements in a doctrine of
Ideal-realism."— Uebertoeg : Jlist. Philos., iL 136.

*i-de'-a-less,a. [Eng. idea; -less.} Destitute
of ideas.

i-de-al-is-a'-tion, s. [Idealization.]

l-de'-al-ise, v.t. & i. [Idealize.]

l-de'-al-ism, s. [Eng, ideal; -ism; Fr. idea-

lisme; Ger. idealismus.]

Philos. : The name given to certain systems
which deny the individual existence of object
apart from subject, or of both apart from God
or the Absolute. (Larousse.) Idealism denies
the existence of bodies, holding that their

appearances are merely ideas [perceptions] of
the cogitant subject. Subjective idealism
teaches that these ideas are produced by the
mind ; objective idealism that God is their
author. To these two hypotheses all idealism
may be reduced (TonglorgL: Inst. Phil., De
Corp.). Zeno of Elea, in classic times, antici-

pated modern idealism. The teaching of Zeno
underwent many changes, till it appeared in
the modified idealism of Plato, which was it-

self, iu course of time, repeatedly added to or
diminished. Berkeley [Immaterialism] de-
veloping Locke, Descartes, Spinoza, and Leib-
nitz did much to revive idealism. Kant has
been claimed as an idealist—Franck (Diet, des
Sciences (1875), 757a) makes Kant's idecdisme
subjectif one of the three divisions to which
he refers all modifications of Ideal philosoi >hy

;

but Lewes (Hist. Philos., ii. 543) says Kant
"never overlooks the distinction between the
phenomena which the mind fashions, and the
noumena which it only postulates." Fichte,
Schelling, and Hegel are the founders of the
great schools of German Idealism, called re-

spectively, Subjective, Objective, and Abso-
lute. For Fichte the object has no real exist-

ence, but is dependent upon the subject ; the
non-Ego is the product of the Ego (the human
soul). For Schelling object and subject are
equally real, and equally manifestations of

the Ego (in his system the Absolute, the Sub-
stance of Spinoza). Hegel's only reality in

this case is the relation between the Ego and
non-Ego. [Hegelianism.]

i-de'-al-ist, s. [Eng. ideal; -ist]

1. A supporter of the doctrine of idealism.

"Berkeley was sincerely and bona fide an idealist."

—Stewart : Philosoph. Essays, No. iv., ch. i.

2. One who indulges in flights of fancy or
imagination. (Annandale.)

l-de-al-ist'-ie, a. [Eng. idealist ; -ic] Per-
taining or relating to idealism or the idealists.

l-de-al'-l-tyf s. [Eng. ideal; -ity.]

1. The quality, state or condition of being
ideal.

2. Capacity to form ideals of beauty and
perfection.

i-de-al-iz-a'-tion, s. ['Eng. idealise); -ation.]

The act of forming an idea, or of making ideal.

I-de'-al-Ize, v.t. & i. [Eng. ideal; -ixe.]

A. Trans. : To make ideal ; to embody or
represent in an ideal form ; to give form to
in accordance with a preconceived ideal.

B. Intrans. : To form ideals.

l-de'-al-iz-er, s. [Eng. idealis(e); -er.] One
who i'dealizes ; an idealist.

i-de'-al-ly, adv. [Eng. ideal ; -ly.] In an
ideal manner; by means of ideas ; intellectu-

ally, mentally.

"A transmission is made materially from some
parts, and ideally from every one."

—

Browne : Vulgar
; bk. iii. , ch. ix.

i-de-a-log'-ic, a. [Eng. idealog(ue); -ic]

Of or pertaining to an idealogue or his theories
or ideas.

" That aperies ot ideologic composition which came
least into collision with the principles of imperial-
ism."

—

Chambers' Encyc (Annandale.)

* l-de'-al-dgue, s. [Eng. ideal; suff. -ogite,

as in demagogue, &c] An idealizer, a theorist,

a dreamer.
" Some domestic idealogue, who sitt

And coldly chooses empire."
E. B. Browning: Aurora Leigh, viii.

l'-de-at, I'-de-ate, s. [Ideate, v.]

Philos. ; The correlative or object of an idea?

the real or actual existence correlating with an
idea. (G. H. Lewes, in Annandale.)

* i-de'-ate, v.t. [Eng. ide(a); -ate.]

1. To form in ideas ; to fancy, to imagine.

"I could ideate nothing, which could please."
Donne: To Sir Henry Wotton.

2. To apprehend and retain mentally.

* I-de-a'-tion, s. [Eng. ideat(e); -ion.] The
faculty or capacity of the mind for forming
ideas, or the exercise of such faculty.

"As we say Sensation, we might say also Ideation;
it would be a very useful word."—James Mill : On the
ffuman Mind (ed. 1869), i. 53.

*i-de-a'-tion-al, a. [Eng. ideation; -al]
Pertaining to ideation or the exercise of such
faculty.

* i-del, i*. [Idle.]

Sate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ca = e. ey = a, qu = kw,
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i'-dem, «. [Lat.j The same,

l-den tic -al, *i-den'-tic, * l-den'-tick,
* i-den- -tique, a. [Formed as if from a
Low Lat.

t
identicus, from identitas = identity

(q.v.); Fr identique; Ital. & Sp. identico.]
The very same, not different.

"The two sentiments, which seemed inseparable
and even identical."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

% (1) Identical proposition : A proposition
in which the terms of the subject and the
predicate are identical, or contain the same
idea.

(2) Identic note : An official communication
in terms agreed upon by two or more govern-
ments sent at the same time to some power
which they hope to influence.

l-den'-tic-al-ljf, adv. [Eng. identical ; -ly.]

In an identical manner; in exactly the same
manner.

l-den tic-al ness, s. [Eng. identical; -ness.]
The quality or state of being identical ; exact
sameness. {Richardson : Clarissa, iv. 201.)

l-den'-ti-fl-a-fole, a. [Eng. identify; -able.]
That may or can be identified ; capable of
identification.

l-den-tl-fl-ca'-tion, s. [Eng. identify; c

connective, and suff. -ation.] The act of identi-
fying ; the act of making or proving to be the
same ; the state of being identified.

" Evidence arises out of the plain identification of
the extremes that are affirmed of one another."—
Digby: Of Man's Soul, ch. ii.

l-den'-ti-fyt v.t. & i. [Fr. identifier, from
Lat. identitas = identity : idem = the same,
and facio = to make; Sp. identijicar; Ital.

identijicare.]

A. Transitive

;

1. To make the same ; to combine or unite
so as to make one ; to consider or represent
as one and the same ; to treat as the same.

"They cannot Bubsist in one another, or be identi-
fied ; they muat be conceived aa distinct from each
other."

—

Law: Enquiry, ch. iii.

2. To determine or prove the identity of;
to prove to be the same with something
claimed or described : as, To identify stolen
goods.

B. Reflex. ; To unite one's self or coalesce in
interests, aims, objects, or views

" Let ub identify, let us incorporate ourselves with
the people."

—

Burke : On the Economical lieform,

C. Intrans. : To identify one's self; to coal-
esce ; to unite in interests, aims, objects, or
views.

y-dent -Ism, a. [Eng. identity); -ism.] [Iden-
tity, % (3).J

£-den'-ti-t^f s. [Fr. identite, from Lat. iden-
titatem, accus. of identitas, from idem = the
same; Sp. identidad ; Ital. identita.)

1. The quality or state of being identical or
the same ; sameness ; identicalness.

2. The state or condition of being identical
with or the same as something described or
claimed : as, The identity of the stolen goods
was proved.

3. [Equation, II. 1.]

% (1) Personal identity

:

Ontology: The sameness of each individual
throughout life, though the atoms of which
the body are composed, the dispositions,

habits, and modes of thought, are continually
changing. Every act of memory is positive
testimony in favour of personal identity ; to
remember is to refer a past state of conscious-
ness to the same subject who here and now
recalls it.

(2) Principle of identity

:

Ontology: The principle that every ens is

necessarily itself and not any other ens. This
follows directly from the first principle of
Scholastic Philosophy, sometimes called the
Principle of Contradiction. The same thing
cannot be and not-be at the same time.

(Nequit idem simul esse et non esse.)

(3) System of identity

:

Hist. & Philos. : The name given to the
objective idealism of Schelliug, who trans-
formed Fichte's doctrine of the Ego, combin-
ing it with Spinozism(q.v.). According to this
system, object and subject, real and ideal,
nature and spirit are identical [not in them-
selves, but] in the Absolute, of which they are
manifestations. Schelling's Idealism is some-
times known aa Identtsm.

ld^e-6-, pref. [Idea.] Pertaining to or
governed by ideas.

ideo-motion, ».

Phys. : Motion arising from a dominant
idea. [Ideo-motor.]

ideo-motor, a. Excited or caused by a
dominant idea.

"The cerebrum responds automatically to impres-
sions fitted to excite it to reflex action, when from any
cause the Will is in abeyance. . . . Thua in the states
of reverie, dreaming, somnambulism, Sec., whether
spontaneous or artificially induced, ideas which takes
full possession of the mind, and from which it cannot
free itself, may excite respondent ideo-inotor actions

;

as happens also when the force of the idea is morbidly
exaggerated, and the will is not suspended, bat merely
weakened, as in many forms of insanity.''—Carpenter :

Mental Physiology, § 110.

ld'-e-6-gram, s. [Gr. ISea (idea) = a sem-
blance, and ypdnixa, (gramma) = a written
character; Fr. ideogram/me.] The same as
Ideograph (q.v.).

id'-e-o-grapn, 5. [Gr. ISea (idea) = a sem-
blance, and ypaxpui (grapho) = to write, to des-
cribe.] A symbol, character, figure, &c,
which suggests or conveys the idea of an
object, without expressing its name.

" Certain ideographs or picture iwritingB."—Jbttrn.
Anthrop. Instit., x. 108.

id-e-o-graph'-tc, a. [Eng. ideograph; 4c]
Kepresenting ideas independently of sounds

;

specif, applied to anytmode of writing which
by means of symbols, characters, figures, &c,
suggests or conveys toft idea of an object with-
out expressing its name. Of this kind were
the ancient hieroglyphics of the Egyptians.

1
' The key to ideographic writing, once lost, can never

be recovered."—Brinton: Myths of the Ifew World, ch. i.

Id-e-o-graph'-ic-al, a. [Eng. ideographic ;
-al.] The same as fDEOGRAPHic (q.v.).

id-e-o-graph'-ic-al-l^, adv. [Eng. ideo-
graphical ; -ly.] In* an ideographic manner

;

by way of ideographs or ideographics.

id-e-o-graph'-ics, s. [Ideographic] a
system or method of writing in ideographs, or
ideographic characters.

ld-e-ogf-ra-ph^, s. [Eng. ideograph; -y.]

A system of ideographic writing
; a treatise on

writing in ideographic characters.

"The Bymbol . . . constantly recurs in painted or
gltiweii ideography."— WUson : Prehistoric Man, ii. 139.

ld-e-d-ldg'-ic-al, a. [Eng. ideolog(y); -icul.]

Teaching, pertaining to, or in any way con-
nected with the tenets of ideology (q.v.).

"The ideological school is the natural daughter of
Locke."—Cousin : Elem. of Psychol, (ed. Henry), p. 87.

ld-e-6l'-o-gist, s. [Eng.

1. One who holds or supports the doctrines
of ideology.

"The school of Condillac was divided into two
branches, the physiologists and the ideologists." —
Ueberweg : Hist. Philos., ii. 338.

2. One who treats of ideas ; one who idea-
lizes ; a theorist ; a dreamer ; a visionary.
(Carlyle ; Sartor Resartus, bk. ii., ch. viii.)

ld-e-ol'-O-g^, s. [Fr. ideologie, from Gr. ifie'a

(idea), and Aoyos (logos) — a discourse.]

Hist. &Philos. : A term introduced by Destutt
de Tracy in his Elements d' Ideologie (1801-4)
to designate the philosophy of the French Sen-
sational School. The mind, according to de
Tracy, is nothing but sensation, or more pro-
perly the sensibility of which sensation is the
exercise. This sensibility is susceptible of im-
pressions arising (l)from the present action of
objects upon its organs, when it feels "simply

;

(2) from past actions, when it repeats or re-
collects

; (3) from things which have relations,
and so may be compared, when it judges ; and
(4) from the wants of the individual, when it

wills. Thus sensation, according to the nature
of its objects, manifests itself as pure percep-
tion, memory, judgment, or will. The word has
nowcome to have a more extended meaning, and
its use is not confined to a particular school.

"Hence the recent celebrated name of ideology for
the designation of the Science of Mind."—O. H. Lewes •

Hist. Philos., ii. 249.

id-e-O-prax'-Ist, s. [Gr. lS4a (idea), and
7Tpa£« (praxis)— a transaction, business.] One
who puts, or endeavours to put ideas into
practice. (Carlyle: Sartor Resartus, bk. ii.,

ch. viii.)

Ides, s. pi. [Fr., from Lat. idus, a word of un-
known origin, but, according to Skeat, prob-
ably connected with Sansc. indu =. the moon.]

In the ancient Roman Calendar, the 13th day
of January, February, April, June, August,
September, November, and December, and the
15th day of March, May, July, and October.

" The proud Ides, when the sqnadrou rides."
Macaulay : Lake Regillits, i.

id est, phr. [Lat.] That is; it is frequently
shortened into i.e.

ld-i-6c'-ra-sy, s. [Gr. iSios (idios) = peculiar
to one's self, one's owu, and /epao-is (krasis) = a,

mixture ; Fr. idiocrasie, idiocrase.] A peeu-
liarity of constitution or temperament ; that
temperament or constitution which is peculiar
to a person ; idiosyncrasy.

id-i-6-crat'-ic, id-i-o-erat'-ic-a], a,

[Idiocrasy.] Peculiarin constitution or"tem-
perament ; idiosyncratic.

ld'-i-d-py, s. [Eng. idio(t); -cy ; formed as

frequency, from frequent ; Gr. ifiiiore'ca (idio-

teia), from iSuunj? (idiotes).~\ [Idiot.] The
quality or state of being an idiot ; want or
defect of understanding ; idiotcy.

* ld-i-o-e-lec'-tric, a. & s. [Gr. TSios (idios)
= peculiar to one's self, and Eng. electric.]

A. As adj. : A term applied to substances
which are electric by virtue of their own pecu-
liar properties, or which manifest electricity
in their natural state.

B. As subst. : A substance which becomes
electric by friction.

ld'-l-o-graph, s. [Gr. iSt6ypcuj>os (idiographoSy
= written with one's own hand.] A mark,
signature, or flourish peculiar to any indi-
vidual ; a trademark.

id-i-o-graph'-ic. a. [Eng. idiograph; -ic.J
Pertaining to, resembling, or consisting of
idiographs.

Id-l-Sg'-yn-ous, a. [Gr. t5ios (idios) - one's
own, and yurrj (gune) = anything feminine, in
bot. = a pistil, and Eng. suff, -ous.\

Bot. : Not having a pistiL

Id-l-ol'-a-trjr. s. [Gr. tfitos (idios) = peculiar
to one's self, and Karpeia (latreia) = worship.)
Excessive self-esteem ; the worship of one's
self.

id'-i-6m, * id-i-6'-mat
* id-i-ome, s. [Fr.

idiome, from Lat. idioma; Gr. iSCotfia (ididina)
= an idiom, from ifito'w (idiod) = to make one's-
own, tfiuK (idios) = one's own, peculiar to one-
self ; Ital. & Sp. idioma. Puttenham, inl.r>89,,
ranked this with words quite recently intro-
duced into the language.]

1. A mode of expression peculiar to a lan-
guage ; a peculiarity of expression or phrase-
ology ; a phrase stamped by the usage of a lan-
guage or of an author with a signification other
than or beyond its grammatical or logical one.

2. A dialect ; a peculiar form or variety of
language.

" But whence art thou inspired, and thou alone.
To flourish in an idiom not thy own ?

"

Dryden : To Sir Godfrey Kneller.

3. The genius or particular cast of a lan-
guage.

id-i-o-mat-ic, id-i-o-mat'-Ic-al, a. [Gr.
tSiw/xaTiKos (idiomatikos).] [Idiom.} Peculiar
to a language or its idioms

; pertaining or
proper to the particular genius or mode of ex-
pression of a language.

Idiomatic differences of expression which flow not.
in the manners, bat from aome degree of study ai

"

affectation."—Hurd: OnWriting Diahogite. (Pre!)

from the manners, but from some degree of study and

ld-i-6-miit'-ic-al-ljr,adi>. [Eng. idiomatlcal;
~ly.] In an idiomatic manner; according to.
the idiom of a language.

ld-i-o-pa-thet-io, a. [Gr. 1S105 (idios) =
peculiar to one's self, and Eng. pathetic.] Re-
lating or pertaining to idiopathy

; idiopathic.

Id-i-o-path'-io, Id-i-o-path'-Ic-al, a.
(Eng. idiopath(y); -tc, -iced.] Pertaining or
relating to idiopathy ; indicative of a disease
not preceded and occasioned*^ any other
disease

;
primary : as, idiopathic tetanus,

asthma, or erysipelas.

id-i-o-path'-io-al-ly, adv. [Eng. idio-
pathical; -ly.] In an idiopathic mauner : not
symptomatically.

Id-I-op'-a-thy, s. [Gr. lUma£eU(mopatheia}
r

b6U, btfy; ptfdt, jiftrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-clan, -tfan = shan. -tion, -sion=shiin; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious, -sious. -cious = shus. -We, -die, &c. = nel, do".
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from 1&lo<>'(idios) = peculiar to one's self, and
Trdtfos (pathos) = suffering ; Fr. idiopathic,]

1. Ord. Lang.: A characteristic, affection,

or disposition, peculiar to an individual.

2. Med. : The phenomena presented by an
idiopathic disease.

id-i-o-re-pul'-sive, a. [Gr. iSio? (idios) —
peculiar to one's self, and Eng. repulsive.]

Physics: Producing repulsion by its unaided
action : as, the idiorepulsive action of heat.

Id-i-6-syn'-cra-sy, s. [Gr. ISios (kilos) =
private, peculiar to oneself, and o-ii-yKpa/ns

(sungkrasis) = a niixing or blending : <rvv (sun)

= together, and Kpao-is (krans) = a mixing
;

jKepdyyvfj.1. (kcrannumi) = to mix ; Fr. idiosyn-

<crasie; Ital. & Sp. idiosi nereis in.] A pecu-
liarity of temperament or constitution ; a

characteristic peculiar to and distinguishing

an individual ; characteristic, susceptibility,

idiocrasy.

"Whether emails, from any idiosyncrasy or pecu-
Harityof constitution, <lo innocuously feed upon helle-

bore. —Browne: Vulgar Erroars, bit. iil., ch. xxviiLj

lid-i-o-syn-crat'-ic, * id-i-6-syn-crat'-

lck, id-i-6-syn-crat-ic-al, a. [Idiosyn-
crasy.] Pertaining or relating to idiosyn-

crasy ; of peculiar temperament or disposition.
" His lordship's idiosyncratick terrors, theiterrora of

a future state..'— Warburton: The Divine Legation,
bk. il. (App.)

5d'-i-Ot, *id-e-ot, s.&ca. [Fr. idiot, from
Lat. idiota; Gr. idtu-nj? (idiotes) — (1) a man
in private life, as contradistinguished from
one occupying an official position, it being
presumed that the highest intellect and edu-
cation—nay, all the education—would befound
in the government service ; (2) an uneducated,
an unlettered man ; ZSick (idios) = private,

one's own ; Sp. & Ital. idiota.]

A. As substantive

:

* 1. (In the first Greek sense) : A private
person, as distinguished from one holding
public office, civil or ecclesiastical.

"S. Austin affirmed that the plain places of Scrip-
ture are sufficient to all . . . idiots or private persona."
—J". Taylor : Dissuasivefrom Popery, pt. li.. bk. i., § 1.

* 2. (In the second Greek sense) : The com-
mon people ; an uneducated or unlearned
person.

" This allegation, . . . that pictures are the acrip-

-ture of idiots and simple persons."

—

Huntley : Sermons
.against,Peril of Idolatry.

3. A human being weak or deficient in

understanding ; one who is destitute of reason
or the intellectual powers ; one who either

aiaturally or from sickness, &c, is weak in the
Intellect, so as to have no lucid intervals of

reason, as distinguished from a lunatic who
has such lucid intervals.

"An idiot, or natural fool, ia one that hath had no
understanding from hia nativity."

—

Blackstone ; Com-
ment., bk. L, ch. 8.

U The average weight of the brain in a

healthy adult man is 4S oz. = 3 lbs. avoirdu-

pois. One adult male idiot had a brain
weighing 28 oz. ; another, 13 oz. 2 dr.

4. A stupid, silly person ; a fool.

"The host of idiots that infest her age."
Byron : English Bards & Scotch Jieviewers.

B. As adj. ; Idiotic ; suffering from or

afflicted with idiocy ; like an idiot.

"Hia wonder witnessed with an idiot laugh."
Dryden : Cy>non & Iphigenia, 112.

1[ For the difference between idiot and fool,

see Fool.

ld'-i-6t-cy, s. [Idiocy.]

id'-i-ot-ed, «-. [Eng. idiot; -ed.] Rendered
foolish or idiotic.

" Much befooled and idioted."
Tennyson : Aylmer's Field, 590.

id-I-o-tha-lam'-e-aa, s. pi. [Gr. t5io? (idios)

= one's own ; 0aAau,os (thalamos) = an inner

room, and Lat. pi. adj. stiff, -em.]

Bot. : A tribe of lichens, having shields

first close, and then open, and the nucleus gela-

tinous, made up of naked spores. (Lindley.)

id'-i-o-thal'-a-mous, a. [Gr. i$«k (idios)

= peculiar to "one's self ; Lat. thalaiiifits), and
Eng. suff. -mts.]

Bot. : HiWing a different colour or texture

from the thallus. Used of some lichens.

id-i-ot'-Ic, Id-i-iit'-ic-al, a. [Eng. idiot;

-ic, -ical. Fr. idiotique.]

*1. Peculiar, plain, simple.

2. Likeorresemblingan idiot; characteristic

of an idiot; foolish, silly.

Jd-i-Ot'-Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. idiotical ; -ly.]

lu an idiotic manner ; like an idiot ; foolishly.

* id-i-ot'-I-cdn, s. [Gr. HkitiTtKav (idiotikon),

neut. of tSiamKo? (idiotikos) = belonging to a
private man.] A dictionary confined to a par-
ticular dialect, or to the words and phrases
peculiar to one part of a country.

* id'-i-ot-ish, * yd-i-ot-yshe, a. [Eng.
idiot; -ish.] Like an idiot ; idiotie ; foolish.

" Hoont ydiotyshe dottage."—Bale : Image, pt. 1.

* ld'-i-ot-ism, s. [Fr. idiotisme, from Lat.

idiotismits = Gr. i5io)Ticru,6s (idiot ismos) = the
way or fashion of a private person.]

1. A peculiarity of expression; a mode of
expression peculiar to a language ; an idiom.

"Scholars sometimes , . . give terminations and
idiotisms suitable to their native biiigiuisje unto word.-)

newly invented."— Ffate.

2. Folly, foolishness, idiocy.

"The running that adventure is the greatest idiot-

ism."—Hammond : Works, iv. 578.

* Id'-i-6t-ize, v.i. [Eng. idiot ; -izc.] To be-
come stupid or idiotic.

ld'-l-6t-llk©, a. [Eng. idiot, and Wee.] Re-
sembling an idiot. (Tennyson: Enoch Arden,
t)40.)

* ld'-i-6t-ry, a. [Eng. idiot; -ry.] Idiocy.

id'-i-6-type, s, [Gr. iSlos (idios) = peculiar,

and Eng. type.]

Chem. ; A term applied to bodies derived by
replacement from the same substance, includ-
ing the typical substance itself. Thus am-
monia is idiotypic with ethylamine and all

other organic bases derived from it by substi-

tution.

ld-I-d-typ'-lc, a. [Eng. idiotyp(e) ; -ic] Hav-
ing the nature or character of an idiotype.

I'-dle, * i-del, * i-dell,* i-dU,* y-dle, a. & s.

[A.S. idel — vain, empty, useless; cogn. with
Dut. ijdel = vain ; Dan. idel = sheer, mere

;

Sw. idel = mere, downright; O. H. Ger. ital

= empty, mere ; Ger. eitel = vain, trifling.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not engaged in any work or occupation
;

doing nothing ; unoccupied, disengaged, in-

active.

2. Free ; not occupied ; leisure ; vacant.
" For often you have writ to her ; and ahe in modesty,
Or else for want of idle time, could not again reply."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, ii. 1.

3. Not in use ; not employed ; remaining
unused.

' The idle spear and shield were high up hung."
Milton : Nativity.

4. Averse to labour or work ; lazy, indolent,

slothful.

5. Useless, empty, vain, ineffectual, futile.

" Hear your idle acorns.'
Shakesp. : Timon of Athens, v. 2.

* 6. Unfruitful, unproductive, useless, barren.
" Of antres,v&at and deserta idle."

Shakesp. : Othello, i. 3.

7. Trifling, irrelevant ; of no importance
;

without foundation ; unworthy of considera-
tion.

"This idle story .became important."

—

Macaulay

:

BiSt. Eng., ch. it.

* 8. Causeless.
" And from Prince Arthure fled with wings of idle

feare." Spenser: F. Q., III. vl. 54,

* B. As substantive

:

1. An idle, lazy person.

"An idel Is like to a place that hath no walles

;

theras devilea may enter on every side."

—

Chamber:
Persones Tale.

2. Indolence, inactivity. (Sylvester : Mag-
nificence, 1,319.)

* idle-worms, s. pt. Worms which were
supposed to be bred in the fingers of lazy
people. (Beanm. & Flet. : Woman, Hater, iii.l

;

cf. Shakesp. : Romeo <£ Juliet, i. 4.)

idle-Wheel, ». An idler (q. v.).

i'-dle, v.i. & t. [Idle, a.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To lose, waste, or spend time in idleness
or inaction.

"That ahe and all her fellow-gods
Sit idling in their high abodes."

Prior: Alma, I. -114.

* 2. To float or move about aimlessly or
lazily. (Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, ii. 6.)

B. Trans. : To waste or spend in idleness
;

generally followed by away : as, To idle tin-.e

away.

* i'-dle-brained, a. [Eng. idle, and brained.]

Foolish, silly.

" la the man idle-brained for want of rest
!

"

Chapman: Homer; Odyssey xviii.

* i'-dle-liead-ed, a. [Eng. idle, a.nd headed.]

1. Foolish, silly, unreasonable.

"The auperstitious idlelieadcd eld."

Shakesp. : Merry Wines of Windsor, iv. 4.

2. Delirious, infatuated.
" Upon this loss she fell irlleheaded, and to this very

day stands near the place still "-L Estrange.

* i'-dle-ly, adv. [Idly.]

i'-dle-ness, * i-del-nes, * i dle-nesse,
* y-del-nesse, s. [A.S. idvlnes.]

1. Want or absence of occupation or em-
ployment ; the state of being unoccupied or
at leisure.

"And oftentimes I talked to him
lu very idleness."

Wordsworth : Anecdotefor Fathers.

* 2. The state of being disused ; want of use
or exercise.

"Sterile with idleness or manured with industry."
Shakesp. : Othello, i. 3.

3. Laziness, sloth, indolence.
" Idleness offers up the soul as a blank to the devil.*

—South : Sermons, vol. vi., ser. 10.

4. Uselessness, vainness, unprofitableness.

5. Emptiness, triviality, insignificance,

silliness.

* l'-dle-pat-ed, a. [Eng. idle, and pated.]

Idleheaded, emptyheaded, stupid, foolish.

i'-dlei\ s. [Eng. idl(e); -er.]

I. Ord. Lang. : One who spends his time in

idleness and inactivity ; an idle, lazy, or indo-

lent person ; a sluggard. (Cowper : Retire-

ment, 681.)

_^ II. Technically

:

1. Mach. : A cog-wheel placed between two
others to communicate the motion of one to

the other. By its interposition they are caused
to rotate iu the same direction, which wouk*.

not be the case if they geared directly into eacl

other. Another description of idle-weeel is

caused to rest upon a belt to tighten it, to per-

fect its adhesion to the band-wheels over which
it runs.

2. Naut. : A person on board ship who,
being liable to constant day-duty, is not re-

quired to keup night watch.

[Idle, a.] An idle, lazy* i'-dle^-by,
person

.

*i'-dle-shlp, *i-del-ship, s. [Eng. idle;

-ship.] Idleness, laziness, sloth.

"Of idelship
He hateth all the felauahip." Gower : C. a., iv.

*ld-lesse, s. [Eng. idle; -ess.] Idleness.
" Idlesse it seems, hath its mortality."

Byron : Childe Harold, iv. 33.

i'-dly, * i-dlie, * i-dely, adv. [Eng. idt(e)

;

-ly.]

1. In an idle, lazy, or indolent manner

;

lazily.

" AriU3 hanging idly down, hands clasped below."
Cowper : Retirement, 285.

2. Uselessly, in vain, ineffectually, to no
purpose, vainly, futilely, without effect.

"The javelin idly fled.

And hissed innoxious o'er the hero's head."
Pope: Homer; Iliadx.vii. 596.

3. In a careless, trifling manner ; carelessly,

frivolously.
" No more so idly pass alont;."

Byron : To a loathful Friend.

4. Foolishly, unreasonably.
" How idly do they talk !

"

Shakesp. : Comely of Errors, iv. 4.

idly-lmsy, «. Busy to no purpose.
" Of idly-busy men the restlesa fry."

Thomson ; Castle of Indolence, i. 49.

Id-mo-ne'-a, s. [Gr. 18ixojv (idmdn) = skilful.]

Pakeont. : The typical genus of the family
Idmoneidse (q. v.). Range from the Cretaceous
to the Tertiary.

Id-mo-ne'-I-dje, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. idmon(ea);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. sun", -idaz.]

Pakeont. : A family of Cyclostomatous Poly-
zoa, having the polyzoary erect, simple or
branched, the branches usually round and
sometimes anastomising with each other.
From at least the Cretaceous rocks to the
Tertiary.

£ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

®r„ wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. »* ce — ©; ey-a. cu = kw. „
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i'-d6-crase, s. [Gr. dfiu (eklo) = I see, and
Kpacris (krasis) — mixture, because of the re-

semblance in form between the crystals and
those of some other minerals.]

Min, ; A brown, green, yellow, or pale blue
subtransparent mineral, of vitreous or sub-
resiuous lustre, with double refraction. Hard-
ness, 6-5 ; sp. gr., 3'35 to 3*45. Dana calls it

Vesnvianite, and divides it into an ordinary
variety, and cyprine. Under the first are ranked
Gahnite, Frugardite, Heteromerite, and Xan-
thite. Found at Vesuvius and Mount Somma.

i'-dol, * i-dole, * y-dol* s- [Fr. idole, from
Lat. idolum, idolon, from Gr. elSta\ov (eidolon)
= an image, a likeness, from elSopai (eidomai)
= to seem, to appear; Ital., Sp., & Port.
idolo.] <

I. Ordinary Language :

1. An image, a representation of anything.
" Nor ever idol seemed so much alive ¥

"

Dryden : Medal, 1.

2. Specif. : An image worshipped as God

;

a representation of divinity;- any- image,
figure, or symbol used as an object of wor-
ship ; a false god.

" The gods of the nations are idols."—Psatm xcvl. 5.

3. A person or tiling on which the affections
are strongly set, or to which persons are
strongly attached ; one loved or honoured to
adoration.

" He had then been the idol of the nation."—Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

*II. Metaph. : A false notion or conception

;

an enormous opinion or idea ; a fallacy.

TT Bacon (Novum Organum, i. 51-62) divides
the sources of error into (1) Jdola Tribus (Idols
of the Tribe), founded on human nature in
general

; (2) Idola Specus (Idols of the Cave),
springing from the peculiar character of the
individual

; (3) Idola Fori (Idols of the Forum),
arising from language and social intercourse ;

and (4) Idola Theatri (Idols of the Theatre), or
the deceptions which have arisen from the
dogmas of different schools.

Idol-fire, s. A fire burned on the altarof
an idol. (Tennyson : Love Thou Thy Land.)

idol-god, s. A false god ; an idol.

"Marcellhms . . . preserved his life Ijy Hacriflcing
to the idol-gods."—Clarendon : Religion & Policy, ch, ii.

idol shell, ».

Zool. : The genus Ampullaria, called also
the Apple Snail.

idol-worship, s. The worship of idols
or false gods ; idolatry.

* l'-dol, v.*. [Idol, s.] To idolize. (Sylvester:
Babylon, 20.)

* l ' dol-ant, s. [Eng. idol, s. ; -ant] An
idolater. (Sylvester; Triumph of Faith.)

* 1-dol-as-tre, s. & a. [0. Fr.]

A. As subst. : An idolater.

B. As adj.: Idolatrous. (Hudson: Judith
iv. 358.)

I-dol'-a-ter, s. [Fr. idoldtre: Ital. idolatro;
Sp. idolatra, idolatro ; Lat. idololatres, from
Gr. el&b}\o\dTprjs (eidololatres), from et&ta\ov

(eidolon) = an image, and Aarpts (latris) = a
servant]

1. One who worships idols ; one who pays
divine honours to images, figures, or repre-
sentations made by hands ; a worshipper of

false gods ; a pagan.

"Idolater is Also Oreke, and the English an lmage-
aervaiit."—Tyndall: Works, p. 424.

* 2. One who idolizes or admires greatly

;

an adorer.
" Jonson wfis an idolater of the ancients."—Surd.

I-dol'-a-tress, s. [Eng. idolater; -ess.] A
female* worshipper of idols. (Milton : P. L.,

i., 445.)

* l-do-lat'-ric-al, a. [Eng. idolatry ; c con-

nective ;-cd.] Pertaining or tending to idolatry.

" No idolatrical sacrifice."—Sooper.

* i-dol'-a-trize, v.i. & t. [Eng. idolatry);
-ize.] '

A. Intrans. : To practise idolatry ; to wor-
ship idols.

"All that honour thee idolatrize."
Daniel : Complaint of Rosamond.

B, Trans. : To adore ; to worship, as an
idol.

I-ddr-a-trous, a. [Eng. idolatry); -ous.]

1. Of or pertaining to idolatry ;
partaking

of the nature of idolatry, or the worship of
false gods.

2. Given to or practising idolatry ; worship-
ping idols. (Milton: P. Jl., i. 444.)

3. Consisting in or of the nature of an ex-

cessive attachment or reverence : as, anidola-
troas veneration for antiquity.

I-dol'-a-trous-l^, adv. [Eng. idolatrous ;

-ly.] In an idolatrous manner ; with excessive

reverence, veneration, or attachment.
" Miserable Indiana idolatro)isly adoring their devil-

Iish pagodes."

—

Bp. Mall : Character of Man.

i-doT-a-tr& * i-dol-a-trie, s. [Fr. idold-

trie, from Low Lat. idolatria, a shortened form
of idololatria, from Gr. etSuAoAarpeia (eidolo-

kitreia), from etScoAof (eidolon) =s an image

;

AuTpc'ia (latreia) = service.]

1. The worship of idols, images r or. repre-

sentations made by hands to represent di-

vinity, or of any inanimate object ; the worship
of false gods ; paganism.

"/dolatrie is Greeke, and the English is image-
service."—Tyndall ; Works, p. 424.

* 2. An idol ; a false god.

"Baal next and Aahtaroth,
And all the idolatries of heathen round,"

Milton: P. R., iii. 418.

3. Excessive veneration for or attachment
to any person, object, or thing. (Shakesp

:

Two Gentlemen, of Verona, iv. 4.)

•fl* AccordingtoLord Avebury, idolatry or an-
thropomorphism is the fifth of six progressive
stages in the history of religion. [God.]

(1) Ethnic : The ancient Egyptians, the
Greeks, and the Romans, the modern Chinese,
Burmese, Hindoos, &c, are all in that fifth

stage of religious development.

(2) Jewish : In all countries where idolatry
exists, the tendency is for the uneducated to
worship the idol as if it were a deity, while
the more enlightened employ it simply as an
imagined aid in adoring an unseen God.
Many of the denunciations against idolatry
in Isaiah's prophecies are levelled chiefly at
the first of these (xlii. IV, xliv. 10-17) ; but
some censure also the higher form (xl. 18-25).
When Aaron made the golden calf, he pro-
claimed a feast, not to it, but to Jehovah.
This was on his part the higher form (Exod.
xxxii. 4, 5), but the people said, "These be
thy gods," and worshipped the calf itself
(xxxii. 4, 8). The second commandment is

directed against idolatry.

(3) Christian : Images had been introduced
into the various churches about a.d. 300 for
instruction only : gradually they began to be
worshipped. About 726 a controversy arose
with regard to their use. The Emperor Leo
the* Isaurian issued edicts against them, and
carried them cut with relentless rigour in 730.
Between the doll of a girl and the idol of a
worshipper there is a close affinity, and it is

a noteworthy fact that the restoration of image-
worship was brought about by a woman (the
Empress Irene) ; this was in 780. The second
Council of Nice sanctioned them in 787. But
in the modern Greek Church, pictures instead
of actual images are used. The latter are em-
ployed in the Roman Catholic Church. Most
Protestant Churches exclude them from their
places of worship, or, if they admit them, do
so only for ornament. [Iconoclast.]

1-doT-l-fy, v.t. [Eng. idol, s. ; t connective,
and Lat. Jio, used as passive of facio = to
make.] To make an idol of. (Southey: The
Doctor, ch. cxliv.

* i'-dol-ish, a. [Eng. idol ; -ish.] Idolatrous.
"They have stuffed their idolUh temples with the

wasteful pillage of your estates."—Milton: Reason of
Church Government, bk. ii. (Cone.)

* l'-dol-ism, s. [Eng. idol; -ism.]

1. The worship of idols ; idolatry. (Sylves-
ter: The Decay, 51S.)

2. Vain opinions, fancies.
" How wilt thon reason with them, how refute
Their idotisms, traditions, paradoxes ?

"

Milton ; P. R., iv. 234.

*i'-ddl-istf s. [Eng. idol; -ist.] A worship-
per of idols ; an idolater. (Milton : Samson
Agonistes, 453.)

l'-dol-ize, v.t. & i, [Eng. idol; -ize.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To worship as an idol ; to pay divine
honours to ; to make an idol of.

2. To pay excessive veneration or reveronea
to ; to love to excess. '

"To war with pleasure, idolized before
"

Camper: Expostulation, 410.

* B. Intmns. : To practise idolatry ; to
worship idols.

I'-dol-iZ-er, s. [Eng. idolize); -er.] One
who idolizes • one who loves or venerates to
excess.

* l-dol -O-clast, s. [Gr. elSwAoi- (eidolon) =
an image, and xAao-njr (klastes) — a breaker :

KAdw (ktad) = to break.] An iconoclast(q.v.).

I-ddl-o-graph'-ic-al, ft. [Eng. idol, s. : o
connective ; and graphical.] Treating of idols
or idolatry. (SouOiey : Letters, iii. 532.)

*i'-dol-ous, *i-dol-ouse, a. [Eng. idol:
-otis.] Idolatrous.

" When such an image or idolouse prince is thus up
Bet-"—Bale : Image, pt. ii.

* l-dd'-ne-OUS, o. [Lat. idoneus.] Fit, proper,
suitable ; adapted for a particular purpose.

" Some other fit mineral water, or idoneous liquor."—Boyle : Works, iv. 80G.

i-do-tne'-a, s. [Lat. = (in Mythol.) a daughter
of Proteus* who aided Menelaus in obtaining
information.]

1. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Idotheidae (q.v.). It contains the Box-Slators
(q.v.).

2. Bot. : A genus of Cape Liliacese.

l-do-the'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. idothe(a);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idw.]

Zool. : A family of Cursorial Isopoda. It
consists of small, elongated, marine crusta-
ceans, having the posterior abdominal feet
modified into a pair of flat appendages, and
the outer antenna; often very long.

id'-ri-a-lin, id'-rf-a-line, s. [Idrialite.]

Chemistry

:

1. (Of both forms): C42H280. A white crys-
talline substance, extracted from idrialite. It
can be obtained either by dry distillation in an
atmosphere of hydrogen or carbon dioxide, or
by boiling the mineral in oil of turpentine,
the liquid on cooling depositing impure idria-

l.i u. It is insoluble in water even on boiling,
and very slightly soluble in alcohol and ether.
The best solvent is oil of turpentine or amylic
alcohol. Heated with sulphuric acid, an in-

tense blue colour is formed; with nitric acid
an insoluble red powder is produced. Idrialin
was long supposed to be a hydrocarbon, but it

is now proved to contain oxygen. -

2. (0/tfie/orm.idrialine): [Idrialite].

Id'-ri-al-ite, s. [Named from the mines of
Idria.'in Carinthia ; suff-ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A crystallized white mineral ; com-
position : carbon, 94.5 to 94 -

8; hydrogen, 5"1

to 5"5. Called also Idrialine.

l'-djrl, i'-djfrl, s. [Lat. idyllium; from Gr.
eiouAAioi/ (eidullion) = a short, descriptive,
pastoral poem ; e'Sos (eidos) = form, resem-
blance, figure; Fr. idylle; Ital. idillio ; Sp.
idilio.] A short poem, the subject, orat least
a necessary accompaniment of which, is a
simple description of pastoral nature, life,

and scenery, or of events in pastoral life : as
the idyls of Theocritus among the ancients

;

Goldsmith's Deserted Village, &c.

^T Tennyson has given the name "Idylls"
to a series of poems founded on incidents in
the Arthurian legend.

I-dyl'-lic, a. [Eng. idyl; -ic] Of or pertain-
ing to idyls ; of the nature ofan idyl ; descrip-
tive of pastoral life or scenery.

l. eM phr. [Lat. id est.] A contraction for
id est = that is, that is to say.

* 'ield, v.t. TSee def.] A contraction foryield,
in the old phrase, " God 'ield you."

ier-6e't s. [Gael, iar = after; ogha = a grand-
son.] A great-grandchild. (Scotch.)

" Hia wee cuxlie John's ieroe"
Burns ; Dedic to Gavin Hamilton, Esq.

* i'-er-o-m«!iii-cyt ». [Hieromancy.]

if,*ef, *gef; *gif, *giff, *yif *yf, con j.

[A.S. gif; cogn. with Ieel, ef, if; But. of;
O. Fries, ief, gef, ef of; O. Sax. ef, of; Goth.
iba, ibai; O. H. Ger. ibu, ipu, upi, upa; Ger.

(riftl, bo£; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = &
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c, = bel, deL
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ob; Wei. o. Home Tooke's plausible guess
that the A.S. gif is the imperative mood of

gifan = to give, has no foundation, and is

entirely opposed to the results of comparative
philology.]

1. A hypothetical particle, introducing a
conditional sentence, and = suffering or grant-
ing that, in case that, allowing that.
" If they have done this deed, my noble lord.
If I talk'st thou to me of ifs > Thou art a traitor."

Shakesp. : Richard III., III. 4.

2. Whether.
" In doubt if beet were, as it was."

Shakesp. : Complaint, 98.

% If was formerly frequently followed by
that.

* i'-faith', adv. [A, contraction of in faith.] In
faith, indeed, truly.

*£'-f£cks't adv. [A corruption of in faith.] In
faith,, truly.

$g-a-sur'-ic, a. [Fr. igasur, from the Pegu
name of St. Ignatius-bean (q.v.); Eng. stiff,

-is.] [Ignatius.] Contained in or derived
from St. Ignatius's-bean, or from mix vomica.

igasuric acid, s.

Clwm. : One of the acids combined with
strychnine and brucine in the St. Ignatius's-

bean and in nux vomica. It crystallizes in the
form of small hard granular crystals, which
have a sour astringent taste, and are very
soluble in water and in alcohol.

ig-a-siir'-ine, s. [Fr. igasur ; -inc.] [Ioa-
suric]

Chem. : An alkaloid discovered in 1853 by
Desnoix, in the mother-liquors from which
strychnine and brucine had been precipitated
by lime. It crystallizes in feathery groups of
white silky needles, which have the bitter
taste and poisonous properties of strychnine
and brucine. The crystals are very soluble in
alcohol, slightly soluble in water, and almost
insoluble in ether. By treatment with hot
water, and fractional distillation, igasurine
yields nine distinct bases, all crystalline,
bitter, and poisonous. It resembles brucine
in its behaviour towards re-agents.

ig-les'-i-a-site, s. [Named from Iglesias, a

town in Sardinia.]

Min. : A variety of Cerussite (q.v.).

Ig'-lo-ite, lg'-llte, s. [From Iglo, in Tran-
sylvania, where it occurs.]

Min, : The same as Abagonite (q.v.).

lg'-lo6, 5. [Esquimaux.]

1. A hut, usually of a circular form, made
of snow. [Snow-house.]

2. An excavation made by a seal in the
snow over its breathing-hole, for the protection
of its young.

* lg-na'-ro, s. [Ital. , from Lat. ignarus —
ignorant.] An ignorant person, a blockhead.

" It was intolerable insolence in such ignaroes to
challenge this for Popery."

—

Mountague : Appeale to
CcBsar, ch. xxxi.

Ig-na'-ti-us (t as sh), s. [From Ignatius
Loyola, founder of the order of Jesuits.] (See

the etym. and the compound.)

Ignatius's-bean, s.

Bot. : The seeds of the so-called Ignatia
amara; but the genus Ignatia is now given
up, having been founded on fragments of two
different plants not akui to each other. St.

Ignatius's-beans, called in parts of India Pa-
peeta, have been given in cases of cholera, but,

if an overdose be taken, giddiness, and con-

vulsions will ensue. They are supposed to

come from a species of Strychnos, perhaps
S. multijlora.

Ig'-ne-OUS, a. [Lat. igneus, fromignis = fire.]

1. Orel. Lang. ; Containing or of the nature
of fire ; fiery, emitting fire, resembling fire.

" Those igneous corpuscles that flow from the sun,
or both of them."—Boyle : Works, i. 223.

2. Bot. : Flame-coloured, very lively scarlet,

fiery red.

3. Geol. : Applied to rocks believed to be
produced by the agency of fire. They include
the Volcanic and Plutonic rocks (q.v.).

igneous-action, s.

Geol. : The action of fire or of great heat.

Igneous-action is the antagonistic power to

aqueous action. Whilst the latter, if left

uncounteracted, would tend to wash away all
land grain by grain or fragment by fragment,
and deposit it in the sea, igneous action heaves
it up again.

igneous-causes, s. pi. Chiefly volcanoes
and earthquakes.

* lg-nes'-cent, a. & s. [Lat. ignescens, pr.

par. of ignesco = to become fire ; ignis = fire]

A. As adj. : Emitting sparks of fire when
struck, as with steel ; scintillating.

B. Assubst. : Any body which emits sparks;
specif., a stone or mineral which emits sparks
when struck, as with iron or steel.

* Ig-nIc'-6-list, s. [Lat. ignis = fire ; colo =
to worship; and Eng. suff. -ist.] One who
worships fire ; a fire-worshipper.

* ig-nif-er-OUS, a. [Lat. ignifer; from ignis
= tire, fero = to bear, and Eng. adj. suff. -oris.]

Producing fire.

* lg'-ni-fled, pa. par. or a. [Ignify.]

* Ig-nW'-lu-OUS, a,. [Lat. ignijluus; from
ignis = fire, ftuo — to flow, and Eng. adj. suff.

-ows.] Flowing with fire.

* Ig'-ni-fy, v.t. [Lat. ignis = fire, and facio
(pass. Jio) = to make.] To form into fire.

" The ignified part of matter was formed Into the
body of the sun."

—

Stukeley : Palcsogra. Sacra, p. 20.

* lg-nig'-en-OUS, a. [Lat. ignigenus, from
ignis = fire, and gigno (perf. t. genui) =a to
beget, to produce.] Produced by fire.

* Ig-nip'-6-tence, $. [Lat. ignis = fire, and
potentia = power.] Power over fire.

* lg-nip'-o-tent, a. [Lat. ignipotens : ignis
= fire, and potens = powerful.] Presiding or
having rule over fire ; fiery.

"ItdriveB, ignipotent, through every vein."
Savage : On the Recovery of a Lady.

ig'-nis fat'-u-us, s. & a. [Lat.= foolish fire
;

Fi.feufollet.]

A. As substantia*

;

Meteor. : A flame-like meteor floating in the
atmosphere a few feet above the ground in
marshes, above burial-grounds, or other places
where there is decaying animal matter. When
approached, it, as a rule, appears to recede.
It has been attributed to phosphuretted or
carburetted hydrogen escaping from decaying
bodies, &c.

" Not even an ignis-fatuus rose
To make him merry with my woes."

Byron ; Mazeppa, xv.

E. As adj. : Foolish, vain, illusory.

"An ignis-fatuus gleam of love?"
Byron : To a 1'ou.thful Friend.

lg-nite', v.t. & i. [Lat. ignitus, pa. par. of
ignio = to set on fire.]

A. Trans.: To set on fire; to kindle; to
render luminous or red by heat.

" Ye heate with a long aet of faire and warme weathei
had even ignited the aire."—Evelyn: Memoirs (Sept.
1666).

B. Intrans. : To take fire ; to become lu-
minous or red with heat.

* lg-nit'-l-ble, a. [Eng. ignit(e) ; -able.]

Capable of being ignited or set on fire ; in-
flammable.

" Now such bodies as strike fire have sulphureous or
ignitible parts within them."—Browne; Vulgar Er-
rours, bk. ii., ch. i.

lg-ni'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. ignitus, pa.
par. of ignio — to set on fire.]

1. The act of igniting, kindling, or setting
on fire.

2. The state of being ignited, kindled, or
set on fire.

— " Now to contract this direction, there needs not a
total ignition."—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. ii.,

ch. Ii.

* ig-niv'-d-mous, a. [Lat. ignivomus, from
ignis = fire, and vomo = to vomit.] Vomiting
or belching out fire.

"The volcanos and ignivomous mountains."—Der-
ham,: Physico-T/ieol., bk. iii„ ch. iii.

* ig-no-bil'-i-ty, * ig-no-byl-y-tie, s.

[Lat. ignobilitas, from ignobilis = mean, ig-
noble ; Fr. ignobiliU ; Ital. ignobilita, igno-
bilta; Sp. ignobilidad.] The quality or state
of being ignoble ; ignobleness ; humbleness
or meanness of birth.

lg-nd'-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. ignobilis, from
i- = in- — not, and * gnobilis, nobilis = noble

;

Ital. ignobile; Sp. ignobil.]

1. Of low, humble, or mean birth; not
noble, not illustrious.

" So void of pity is the ignoble crowd."
Dryden : Annus At iro bills, ccl.

2. Mean, ba.«e, despicable.
" His nature at once ferocious and ignoblt."—Macau-

lay : BUt. Eng., ch. iii.

* 3. Worthless, useless.

* 4. Humble.
" The man we celebrate must find a tomb.
And we that worship him ignoble graves."

Cowper : Task, iii. 2C5.

* ig-no'-ble, v.t. [Ignoble, a.] To make
ignoble or mean ; to disgrace ; to dishonour.

" Ignobling many shores and points of lands by ship-
wreck."

—

Bacon : Disc, in Praise of Queen Elimotth.

3fg-no'-ble-ness, * ig-no ble-nesse, *.

[Eng. ignoble; -ness.] The quality or condi-
tion of being ignoble ; meanness, humbleness

;

want of dignity.

"The ignoblenesse of a servant."

—

Bishop Taylor:
Oreat Exemplar, pt. L, disc. 3.

Ig-nd'-bly, adv. [Eng. ignobl(e) ; -ly.] In air

ignoble, mean, base, or dishonourable manner

;

meanly, humbly, basely.
" To die a prince—or live a .slave

—

Thy choice is most ignobly brave !"

Byron : Ode to Napoleon.

ig-no min' l ous, a. [Fr. ignominieux, from
Lat. ignominiosus, from ignominia = igno-
miny, disgrace.]

1. Marked with disgrace or ignominy

;

shameful, disgraceful, infamous.
"The Romans in this ignominious state return tu

Rome,"

—

Lewis: Cred. Early Roman Hist. (1855), ii. 4vi

2. Despicable, disgraceful ; deserving of
ignominy.

3. Expressive of contempt; contemptuous,
humiliating.

" The ignominious Judgment passed by the House of
Commons on his Pastoral Letter."

—

MacauZay : Butt
Eng., ch. xix.

lg-no-mln'-I-oiis-ly, adv. [Eng. ignomin-
ious; -ly.] In an ignominious manner; dis-

gracefully, shamefully, contemptibly.
" In his attempt at comedy he failed ignominiousl./."—Johnson : Life of Rowe.

ig'-nomin - y, * ig-no-mln-ie, s. [Fr.
ignominie, from Lat. ignominia, from i- = in-
= not, and Agnomen, nomen = name, renown ;

Ital. & Sp. ignominia.]

1. Public disgrace or shame ; reproach,
dishonour, infamy.

"The ignominy and shame that was cast upon
them."

—

Bunyan: Pilgrim's Progress, pt, i,

2. An act deserving disgrace ; an igno-
minious act.

3. Ignominious treatment.

* lg-nd'-mi-OUS, a. [Formed from ignomy
t

with suff. -mis, or shortened from ignominious
for the sake of the metre.] Ignominious, dis-

graceful. (Peele : Prol. to Sir Clyomon.)

* Ig'-no-my, s. [Prob. only a misreading for
ignominy.] Ignominy, disgrace, dishonour.

" Hence, broker-lackey, ignomy and shame
Puiaue thy life." Shakesp. : Troilus, v. 10,

ig-no-ra'-mus, s. & a. [Lat., first person pi.

pr. indie, of ignoro = to be ignorant.]

A. As substantive

:

* 1. Law : (See extract).

"When the grand jury have heard the evidence,
if they think it a groundless accusation, they used
formerly to indorse on the back of the bill, ' ignora-
mus' ; oij v/e know nothing of it; intimating, that
though the facts might possibly be true, that truth
did not appear to them : Dut now they assert in Eng-
lish, more absolutely, 'not a true bill' ; or, which is

the better way, "not found.'"

—

Blackstone : Comment.,
bk. iv., ch. 23.

2. An ignorant fellow ; a stupid blockhead.
"Wronged by those who would make him such an

ignoramus."—Jorlin : Eccles. History, an. 527.

*B. As adj. : Ignorant, stupid, blockhead.
" Let ignoramus poets scribble satires."

Dryden : Prol. to Duke of Guise.

ig'-no-rance, s. [Fr., from Lat. ignorantia,

from ignorans, pr. par. of ignoro — to be
ignorant ; Sp. & Port, ignorancia ; Ital. ig-

noranza.]

I, Ordinary Language :

1. A want of learning or knowledge in
general or with respect to any particular
subject.

2. A state of not being cognizant or aware
of anything; inacquaintance.

* 3. An act committed through ignorance or
inadvertence.

"Forgive us all our sinB, negligences, and ignor-
ances."—Book of Common Prayer ; Litany.
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4. Stupidity, foolishness.
" The common curse of mankind, folly, and ignor-

ance."—Shakesp. : Troilus A Cresslda, ii. 3.

IL Roman Theol. : The absence of knowledge
in one capable of acquiring it. It is of two
kinds : 1. Vincible— (1) Simple, when some,
but not sufficient, pains are lc.ken to remove
it; (2) Crass, when scarcely. any means are
used ; and (3) Affected, when a person wishes
to he ignorant, in order to sin more freely.

2. Invincible, which is held to excuse altoge-

ther from sin, since no moral guilt can be in-

curred without an intention, direct or remote,
of violating the divine law. (Addis & Arnold.)

ig'-no-ran-cy, *ig-no-raun-cyt s. [Lat.

ignorantia.] Ignorance.
"Rocked In blynduea and ignorauncy."—Tyndatt :

Workes, p. 157.

ig -no-rant, * ig-no-raunt, a. & s. [Fr.

ignorant, from Lat. ignorans, pr. par. of
ignoro = to be ignorant ; Sp., Port., & Ital.

ignorante.]

A.. As adjective

:

1. Destitute of knowledge in general or on
any particular subject ; uninstructed, unin-
formed, unlearned, untaught, unlettered,
illiterate.

" So fooliBh was I and ignorant."— Psalm lxxiii. 22.

*2. Unacquainted, unconscious.
"Ignorant of guilt, I fear not shame."

Dryden. (Todd.)

3. Dull, silly, simple, stupid.
" Either you are ignorant or seem so craftily."

Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, ii. 4.

* 4. Not known ; hidden, undiscovered.
" Thereof to ho informed, imprison 't not
In ignorant concealment."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, i. 2.

•5. Done unconsciously or inadvertently.

"What ignorant sin have I committed?

"

Shakesp. : Othello, iv. 2.

* E. As subst. : An ignorant, untaught, or
illiterate person ; one unlettered or unskilled,

"Till we know the first springa of natural motions
we are still but ignorants."—Glanvill: Scepsii Seieittl-

flca, ch. xxi.

Tf Ignorant is a comprehensive term ; it

includes any degree, from the highest to the
lowest, and consequently includes the other
terms, illiterate, unlearned, and unlettered,

which express different degrees of ignorance.

g no ran -tines, s. pi. [Either Fr. ignor-
uiitins, from ignorant (Littre), or a corruption
of Yontains (from St. Yon, near Rouen), or
from the rule, which their founder strictly
enforced, that none of them should learn
Latin (Mrs. R. F. Wilson : Christian Brothers,
p. 5, note).]

Religious Orders : A term adopted from the
French, and applied to the members of a
religious society of men living in community,
founded in 1680, by the Ven. J. B. de la Salle,

canon of Rheims, for the spread of education
among the poor. Their title is Brothers of
the Christian Schools, or, shortly, Christian
Brothers. (McClintock & Strong.)

ig'-nd-rant-l^m, s. [Eng. ignorant; -ism.]

The same as Obscurantism (q.v.).

Ig'-no-rant-ist, s. [Eng. ignorant; -ist.]

The same as Obscurantist (q.v.).

:g'-no-rant-l^r, * ig-no-raunt ly, adv.
[Eng. ignorant; -ly.]

1. In an ignorant manner ; without know-
ledge, instruction, or information.

" We sometimes mistake his blunders for beauties,
and are so ignorantly fond as to copy them."— Watts.

2. Without intention ; inadvertently
;

through ignorance or inacquaintance.

tg-no-ra'-ti-o (ti as shi) e-len'-chi, phr.
[Lat.]

Logic: An overlooking of an adversary's
counterposition to an argument,

lg-nbre', v.t. [Fr. ignorer, from Lat. ignoro
= to be ignorant: i- = in- = not, and the root
gno, seen in * gnosco, nosco = to know ; Sp. &
Port, ignorar; Ital. ignorare.]

1. Ordinary Language :

* 1. Not to know ; to be ignorant of.

" Rather to ignore the being of God than deny it."—
Boyle : Works, ii. 56.

2. To pass over without notice ; to disre-
gard ; to leave out of account ; to act as if

one were ignorant of : as, To ignore facts.

n. Law: To throw out as unsupported by
sufficient evidence. [Bill, s. B. I. 2 (8).]

* lg-nbre ment, s. [Eng. ignore; -ment.]

The act of ignoring ; the state of being

ignored.

* ig-nds'-9i-ble, a. [Lat. ignoscibilis, from

ignosco = to pardon.] Capable of pardon;
pardonable.

* ig-note', a. & s. [Lat. ignotus : i- = in- =
not, and gnotus, notus = known.]

A. As adj. : Unknown.
"Such very ignote and contemptible pretenders,"—

Phillips.

B. As subst. : An unknown person ; one of

little or no importance. (Hacket: Life of
Williams, ii. 144.)

lg-uan'-a (u as w), s. [Sp., from Carib yuana
a word used by Oviedo, a.d. 1525.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Igu-
anidee. The teeth are three-lobed, placed in

the inner edge of the jaw ; the body and the
head compressed ; the palate mostly toothed

;

the throat with a pendulous dewlap, the edge
of which is toothed. The Common American
Iguana is yellowish green above, marbled with
pure green, the tail ringed with brown. It

has a crest of large dorsal spines. It is from
four to five feet long. It is common in the
warmer parts of America. Its flesh is deli-

cious,- but unwholesome. It lives chiefly on
trees. There are many other species.

ig-uan'-i-d.se (u as w), s. [Mod. Ijat., &c.
iguan(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idw.)

Zool. ; A family of reptiles, order Lacertilia.

The tongue is short and thick, the eyes with
round pupils, the scales imbricated, those on
the belly small and rhombic. Feet adapted
for walking ; toes unequal. Tail with more
or less distinct whorls of scales, which are

commonly spinous. Found in the warmer
parts of America. Known genera about sixty

;

species fifty or more.

Ig-uan'-o-don (u as w), s. [M d. Lat., &c.
iguan(a), and Gr. b5ovs (odous), genit. oooi/tos

(odontos) = a tooth.]

Pakeont. : The typical genus of the family
Iguanodontidas (q.v.). The teeth resemble
those of Iguana. The fore feet are compara-
tively small, the hinder ones large. The
animal seems to have walked on the hind legs,

thus making an approach to birds. The species
Iguanodon Mantelli, called after Dr. Mantell,
the discoverer of the genus, was found near
Maidstone in the Kentish Rag or Lower Green-
sand and Marine Limestone. According to
Mantell it was between thirty and forty feet

long.

ig-uan-6-don'-ti-dse (u as w), s.pl. [Mod.
Lat. iguanodon ; Lat. fern, pi. adj. surf, -idai.]

Pakeonf. ; A family of Dinosauria. The
maxillary and mandibular teeth have obtuse
sub-triangular crowns, the surface of the ena-
mel being ridged on one or both sides. The
crowns of the teeth are worn down by masti-
cation. There is no dermal armour. Genera
Iguanodon, Hypsilophodon, &c. (Huxley, in
Qiiar. Journ. Geol. Soc.

}
xxvi. 34, 35.)

ih ram, s. [Arab.] The dress worn by Moham-
medan pilgrims, consisting in the case of men
of two scarves, one folded round the loins, and
the other thrown over the neck and shoulders

;

in the case of women, of a cloak enveloping
the whole body.

I. H, S. An abbreviation for Jesus (Gr.
'IH20YS) the H representing the long e. To
mark the contraction, the abbreviation was
formerly written IHC_(Greek C ~ S), which in
later times became IHS. The H being mis-
understood, the idea arose that IHS meant
Jesus Hominura Salvator = Jesus Saviour of
Men, and the mark of contraction over the H
being thus rendered unmeaning, was turned
into a cross, as on modern altar-cloths.

*ik, pron. [L]

U-, pre/. The form assumed by the prefix in-
(Lat. in) when followed by I.

* 'ild, v.t. [Ield.] A contraction for yield in
the phrase, " God Hid you."

il-de-fon'-site, s. [From Ildefonso, in Spain,

where it occurs.]

Min. ; A variety of Tautalite (q.v.).

* lie (1), s. [Aisle.] An aisle or passage in a
church or public building.

Ue (2), s. [A.S. egl = a mote, a piece of st-raw

;

Ger egel, achel.] An ear of corn.

*Ile (3), 3. [Lat. ilia = the flanks, the groin. 1

The small intestines.

" Men and sheepe have the small guts called lacten,

through which the meat passeth ; in others it isnanied

He"—P. Holland: Plinie, ck. xi., ch. xxxvii.

il'-e-ac, «. [Mod. Lat. ile(um); Eng. suff. -ac.]

Anat. : Of or belonging to the ileum (q.v.).

Sometimes written, but less properly, iliac.

ileac-passion, s.

Path. ; Obstruction of the bowels. Called

also Ileus and Volvulus. [Obstruction.]

ll-e-6-, pre/. [Lat. ilia = the flanks.] Of or

belonging to the ileum (q.v.).

ileo-csecal, ileo-colic, «.

AiuU. : Connected with the ileum and the

colon. There is an ilio-colic artery.

Ileo-colic valve

:

Anat. : A valve at the junction of the large

and the small intestines.

ileo-typhus, s.

Path. : The same as Enteric fever.

il-e-6-dic'-ty-on, s. [Pref. ilea- (q.v.), and
Gr. Siktvov {diktuon) = a fishing-net.]

Bot. : A genus ofgasteromycetous fungi, sub-
order Phalloidei. Its jelly-like volva is eaten
iu New Zealand.

U'-e-iim, s. [From Gr. eUe'w (eileo) = to roll.]

Anat. : The portion of the small intestines
communicating with the larger intestine. It

is formed by one of the folds of the peritoneum.
Sometimes there is a pouch or diverticulum
from the main tube.

il'-e-iis, s. [Lat. ileos ; Gr, eiAe'os (eileos), from
Gr. eiXe'w (eileo) = to twist or contract.] [Ileac-
passion.]

i lex, s. [Lat., = a kind of oak, probably
Quercus Ilex.]

Bot. : A genus of Aquifoliacese or Hiciuea>
(q.v.) Calyx four- or five-parted, persistent,
corolla rotate, stamens four; drupe globose.
with four stones, or a four- and five-celled

stone. Known species 145 ; chiefly South Ame-
rican. Ilex aquifolium is the common holly,
/. paragnensis, I. gongonha, I. theezans, a Brazi-
lian plant, are used for tea ; the leaves of A
paragnensis and the fruits of I. Macoucoua are

used as dyes. A decoction of J. vomitoria is

the " black drink " taken by the Creek Indians
at the beginning of their councils.

U'-i-ac (1), * ll-i'-ac-al, a. [Ilium.] Of or
belonging to the ilia*. There are an iliac artery
fascia, fossa, &c.

iliac region, s.

Anat. : One or other of two regions, the
right and left iliac, separated by the hypo-
gastric one, the three together constituting
the lowest of the three abdominal zones.

\ il'-i-ac (2), a. [Ileac.]

iliac-passion, a. [Ileac-pabsion.]

* il'-i-ac (3), a. [Gr. 'IAtawds [Iliakos)= Trojan

;

concerning the Iliad.] Pertaining to or con-
nected with ancient Ilium or the Trojan War.
(Gladstone in Annandale.)

I-li'-ac-al, a. [Iliac (1).]

l-li'-a-ciis, s. [Mod. Lat.] [Iliac (1).]

Anat. : One of the anterior muscles of the
thigh.

Il'-l-ad, s. [Lat. Ilias, genit. Riadis, from Gr.
3

lAta? (Ilias), genit. 'lAiaSay (Iliados), from
*1alos (Ilios) = the city of Ilus or Troy, named
after

v
IAos (Ilos) the grandfather of Priam, and

son of Tros.] A celebrated epic poem in the
Greek language, consisting of twenty-four
books. Its composition is generally ascribed
to Homer, of whose parentage, birth, and life

nothing is known for certain. It is, however, a
matter of dispute as to whether the poem is a
homogeneous whole, or a series of ballads or
rhapsodies on different episodes in the Trojan
War, united into a continuous poem. It is

further doubtful whether, in the latter case,
the union was made by Homer himself, or by
some person after his time. It is said that
Pisistratus, tyrant of Athens, first collected
and arranged the Iliad and Odyssey in the form
in which we now have them. The chief sub-
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ject of the poem is the wrath of Achilles,

and the consequent troubles thence arising,

whence we have the phrase Ilius malorum =
an Iliad of woes or troubles, a world of disas-

ters. The action of the poem is confined to

the tenth and last year of the siege of Troy.

Il'-l-ad-Ized, a. [Eng. Iliad; -ize.] Cele-

brated or related in the Iliad. (Nashe : Lenten
Stvffe.)

l'-li-Cin, s. [Lat. ilex, genit. ilic(is); -in

(C/WTJl.).]

Chem. : A bitter principle extracted from
the leaves of the holly (Ilex aqiiifoliuvi). In
its crude state it is a,jelly, but when purified

it crystallizes in the form of brownish-yellow
crystals, which are intensely bitter. Ilicin is

soluble in water and alcohol, but insoluble in

ether. It has been recommended as a febri-

fuge, in doses of from six to twenty grains.

l-li-CUl'-e-se, s. pi. [Lat. ilex, genit. ilic(is);

fern. pi. adj. suff. -ineoi.]

Hot. ; The same as Aquifoliace^e (q.v.).

ll-i-6-, pref. [Lat. ilium (q.v.).]

Aiiat., £c. : Of or belonging to the ilium.

There are an ilio-aponeurotic muscle, an ilio-

femoral ligament, au ilio-lumbar artery, &c.

H'-i-ttm (pi. ll'-l-a), s. [Lat., = the groin, the
flank.]

Anat. : The superior expanded portion of
the innominate bone, and forming, by its in-
ferior extremity, part of the wall of the aceta-
bulum.

l-lix-an'-thm, s. [Lat. ilex, genit. ili(cis)

;

Gr. £<xe06s (xanthos) = yellow, and -in (Chem.).]

CJiem. : C17H22O11. A colouring matter ex-
1 Tracted by alcohol from the autumn leaves of
the holly (Ilex aquifolium), the chlorophyll
being separated from it by means of ether. It

crystallizes in the form of yellow microscopic
needles, which melt at 198", and are decom-
posed at 215°. Ilixantliin is insoluble in cold
water and in ether, but very soluble in hot
water and in alcohol. It dyes cloth, prepared
with alumina or iron mordants, yellow.

2lk (1), a. [A.S. die (for a+ge+lic = aye-like,

everlike) = each.] Each.
" And ilk of hem gaii other to assure.

"

Chaucer: C. T., 14,452.

Ilk (2), a. [A.S. ile, ylc] The same, the very
same.

IT Of that ilk ; A phrase used when the sur-

name of a person is the same as the name of
his estate : as, Kinloch of tliat ilk = Kinloch
of Kinloch.

* ilk-oone, pron. [Ilk (1).] Each one; every
one.
" That thurcjh the loud thay praysed hir ilkoone.
That lovede vertue." Chaucer : C. T., 13,528.

HI, *ille, a., adv., &s. [Icel. illr, illr — \\\ (a);
cogn. with Dan. ilde = ill (adv.); Sw. ilia =
ill (adv.). The Icel. illr is a contraction of the
word which appears in A.S. as yfel, and in Eng.
as evil (q.v.). For the comparative and super-
lative worse and worst are used.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Bad or evil in a general way ; not right

or good.
" They were ill for a green wound."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., ii. 1.

*2. Evil in a moral sense; wicked, wrong.
" There's nothing ill can dwell in such a temple."

Shakesp. : Tempest, i. 2.

*3. Producing ill, evil, or misfortune ; un-
lucky, inauspicious, unfavourable.

" There some ill planet reigns
;

I must be patient, 'till the heavens look
With au aspect more favourable."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, ii. 1.

4. Bad, unfortunate, sad, grievous : as, ill

tidings.

5. Expressive or characteristic of an evil

condition or disposition : as, ill looks.

* 6. Unhealthy, unwholesome.
" Neither is it ill air only that maketh an ill seat."—

Bacon : Essays ; Of building.

* 7. Cross, crabbed, sour.
" Some, of an ill and melancholy nature, incline the

company to be sad and iH-diBposed."—Bacon.

* 8. Not proper, incorrect, rude, coarse, un-
polished : as, ill manners.

"The smoothest verse and the exactest sense
Displease us, if ill English give offence."

Dryden ; Art of Poetry.

f. Diseased, disordered, sick; in had health,

"You look very ill."—Shakesp. : Merry Wives, ii. 1.

B. As adverb:

1. Not well ; not rightly.
" How ill agrees it with your gravity."

Shakesp. : Vvmedy of Errors, ii. 2.

2. Not easily ; with pain, with difficulty : as,
We can ill spare him.

3. Imperfectly, not fully.

" Both but ill conceal
A bosom heav'd with never-i;eaHUig sighs."

C'owper ; Task, i, 551.

4. In bad part or humour ; not pleasantly,
with offence.

" This acte was of all the Spaniards much disliked
and very ill taken."

—

Huvkluyt : Voyages, voL ii., pt. ii.,

p. 182.

C. As substantive

:

1. Wickedness, depravity, evil.

" Young men to imitate all ills are prone."
Dryden. {Todd.)

2. Misfortune, calamity, evil, pain ; anything
which injures, annoys, disturbs, or renders
unhappy or unfortunate.

" God sends not ill, if rightly understood."

, 1'ope : Essay on Man, iv, 113.

IT For the difference between ill and badly,

see Badly.

If III is largely used in composition with
past participles and adjectives, the meaning
of which is generally obvious . The following
are examples :

—

Ill-arranged, ill-assorted, ill-

becoming, ill-concealed, ill-concerted, ill-con-

trived, ill-deserved, ill-devised, ill-directed, ill-

dissembled, ill-fed, ill-framed, ill-informed, ill-

managed, ill-proportioned, ill-provided, ill-

trained.

ill advised, a. Badly advised ; acting
or done under bad advice; injudicious: as,

an ill-advised person, an ill-advised action.

ill-affected, <.

1. Not well inclined or disposed ; ill-disposed.

* 2. Affected with bad impressions. (Spenser.)

ill-blood, s. Resentment, displeasure,
enmity, ill-will.

ill-boding, a. Inauspicious, unfavour-
able. (Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., iv. 5.)

ill-bred, a. Not well-bred ; rude, coarse,
unpolished.

* ill-breeding, a. & s.

1. As adj. : Hatching or concocting mischief.
(SJmkesp. ; Hamlet, iv. 5.)

2. As subst. : Want of good breeding ; im-
politeness, rudenesss.

ill-conditioned, a. In bad order or
state ; having bad qualities or nature.

" A very ill-conditioned and idle sort of people."

—

Banyan: Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

ill-considered, a. Not well considered
or delated ; done without due consideration

;

rash, hasty, injudicious.

ill-defined, a. Hardly defined, not dis-
tinct.

ill-disposed, a.

1. Not having a kind or favourable disposi-
tion

; wickedly or maliciously inclined ; not
well-disposed.

* 2. Ill, unwell. (Sliakesjt. : Troilus, ii. 3.)

ill-doing, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Acting wickedly or wrongly.

B. ^s subst. : Wicked actions or conduct

;

wickedness.

* ill-faced, * ill faste, a. Having an
ugly or evil face or appearance. (Spenser:
;<'. Q., II. xii. 36.)

* ill-faring, «, In a bad condition.

* ill-faringly, adv. Improperly, awk-
wardly. (Puttenham: Eng. Poesie, bk. iii.,

ch. xxiii.)

ill-fated, a. Fated or destined to mis-
fortune ; unfortunate, unlucky. (Words-
worth : liuth.)

ill-favoured, a. Having an ugly visage

;

ugly, ill-looking, deformed.
"She saw two very ill-favoured ones standing by her

bedside."

—

Bunyan: Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii..

* ill-favouredly, adv.

1. In an ugly manner or shape ; with de-
formity.

"Those that she makes honest, she makes very HI-
fai-ouredly."—Shakesp. : As You Like It, i. 2.

2. Badly, improperly ; so as to spoil.
" Mar no more of my verses with reading them ill-

favoitredly."—Shakesp : As Vou Lihe It, in. 2.

3. Roughly, rudely.
" He shook him vary ill-favouredlyT'- BqimU :

Letters.

* ill-favouredness, s. Deformity, ugli-

ness.

* ill-featured, a. Ugly, deformed. (Sir

T. More : Worlcs, p. 37.)

ill-got, ill-gotten, a. Not gotten or
obtained in a proper way. (Byron : Bride of
Abydos, i. 12.)

ill-humour, s. Bad humour or temper.

ill-judged, «. Not well-judged; ill-con-

sidered, injudicious.
" And lively was the housewife ; in the vale
None more iudustrious ; but her industry
Ill-judged." Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vi.

ill-looking, a. Ugly, repulsive.

ill-luck, s. & a.

A. As subst. : Bad luck, misfortune.

B. As adj. ; Unlucky.
"Helping all urchin blasts, and ill-luck aigua."

Milton : Comtts, 845.

ill-manned, a.

Naut. : Not properly manned ; having an
insufficient crew.

ill-mannered, a. Rude, rough, boorish,
uncivil.

ill-matched, u.. Not well-matched or
suited.

ill-mated, a. Badly joined or united.

"Those ill-mated marriages thou saw'st,"
Milton: P. L„ xi. 684.

* ill-minded, a. Ill-disposed. (Byron

:

Ode to Napoleon.)

ill-nature, s. An evil nature or disposi-

tion ; bad temper ; sullenness ; habitual ma-
levolence.

" If chance some wicked wag should pass his jest.

'Tis sheer ill-nature." Byron : English Bards.

ill-natured, a.

1. Of an evil nature or disposition ; of ha-
bitual bad temper ; bad-tempered ; surly

;

peevish.

2. Expressive of or indicating ill-nature : as,

an ill-natured act.

* 3. Not yielding to culture ; intractable.

(Philips : Cider.)

ill-naturedly, adv. In an ill-natured,

surly, or unkind manner.

ill-naturedness, s. The quality or state

of being ill-natured ; ill-nature.

* ill-nurtured, a. Ill-bred, rude, rough,
unkind.

" Presumptuous dame, ill-nurtured Eleanor
!

"

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., ii., 2.

ill-omened, a. Unlucky, inauspicious,
of evil augury.

"[It] obtained the name of Porta Scelerata, and re-

mained au ill-omened spot."— Lewis: Cred. {Earls
Roman Hist. (1855), ii. 143.

ill-requited, a. Not properly, fairly, or
worthily requited or repaid.

ill - sorted, a. Ill - suited, displeased,
grieved. (Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. xlv.)

ill-starred, a. Born under the influence

of an unlucky planet, hence ill-omened; un-
fortunate, unlucky.

" Where'er that ill-atarr'd home may He."
Moore: Fire- Worshippers.

ill-tempered, a.

* 1. Not combined in due proportions, as the
humours of the body : hence, of a bad tem-
perament ; not in good health.

2. Having a bad temper, morose, crabbed,
sour, peevish.

* ill-time, v.t. To do or attempt at an
unsuitable or inauspicious time.

ill-timed, a. Done, said, or attempted
at an unsuitable or inauspicious time.

" Her lover sinks—she sheds no ill-timed tear."
Byron : Chiide Harold, i. 56.

ill-treat, v.t. To treat cruelly, unjustly,
or improperly.

ill -treatment,
cruel treatment.

ill-turn, s.

1. An unkind, unfair, or ill-natured act or
treatment.

* 2. An attack of illness

Unkind, unfair, or

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; nine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot.

or. wore, wolf, work, wh6\ son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, lull ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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ill-usage, s. Ill-treatment, unkind treat-

ment.
" To endure the ill-usage of the patricianB."—Lewis :

Cred. Early Roman Hist. (1855), il 57.

ill-use, v.t.

* 1. To misapply.

2. To treat badly or cruelly.

ill-will, 5. Malevolence, enmity, rancour.
" I cannot think that you speak these things of ill-

will."—Bunyan : Pilgrim s Progress, pt. i.

* HI wilier, 5. One who entertains ill-will

towards another ; an enemy ; an ill-wisher.

* ill-willy, * ill-willie, a. Wishing ill

to another, ill-disposed, malicious, niggardly.

* ill-wisher, s. One who wishes ill to
another ; an enemy ; an ill-wilier.

* ill-worthy, a. Unworthy.
" TTlMorihy I such title should belong
To me, tranagressor." Milton : P, L., xi. 163.

* il-lab' ile, a. [Pref. il- = in- = not, and Eng.
labile (q.v.).] Not liable to err ; infallible.

* U-la-bil'-i-t$r, s. [Eng. illable ; -ity.] Free-
dom"from liability to err ; infallibility.

" Before they arrive at perfect infallibility and iUa-
bility."—Cheyne : On Regimen, p. 326.

* H-lac'-er-a-ble, a. [Lat. illacerabilis, from

il- = in- = not, and Zam*a&i(is=laeerable, from
lacero — to lacerate, to tear.] That cannot be
torn, rent, or lacerated ; incapable of lacera-

tion.

* il-lac'-ry-ma-ble, «. [Lat. illacrymabilis,

from il- =in- = not, and lacrymabilis=worthy
of tears ; lacryma — a tear,] Incapable of
weeping.

il-lsen'-i-dw, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. illam{us);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Palceont. ; A family of Trilobites, with
greatly developed head and tail, and eight to

ten body rings.

il-lso' mis, s. [Gr. lAAaiVw (jXlaino) = to look
away, to squint.]

Palceont. : The typical genus of the family
Ilhenidae (q.v.).

* ll-lap'-sa-ble, a. [Pref. il- z= in- = not,

and Eng. lapsable.] That may or cannot slide

or fall away into error or change.
"They may he morally immutable and illapsable."—Glanoill: Pre-exist, of Souls, ch. viii.

* il lapse, s. [Illapse, v ]

1. A gliding or gradual entrance of one
thing into another.

2. A sudden attack ; a falling on or upon.
in the Bwift illapse
Thomson: Summer, 1,262.

* il lapse, v.i. [Lat. illapsus, pa. jar. of
illabor = to glide in : il- = in- = in, into, and
labor = to glide.] To fall, pass, or glide.

(Followed by into.)

" The illapse of Bom .such active substance or power-
ful being, illapsing Into matter."—Hale : Origin of
Mankind, p. 321,

* ll-l&'-que-a-ble, a. [Pref. il- = in- = in ;

Lat. laqueus = a snare and Eng._ suff. -able.]

That may or can be ensnared or entrapped.

* fl-la'-QUe-ate, v.t. [Lat. illaqueatus, pa.

par. of illaqueo = to ensnare : il- = in- = in,

and laqueus = a snare.] To ensnare, to en-

tangle, to entrap.

"I am illaqueatcd, but not truly captivated into
your conclusion."

—

More : Divine Dialogues.

* il-la-que-a-tion, s. [Illaqueate.]

1. The act of ensnaring or entrapping ; a

catching in a snare or noose.

"The word . . . doth not only signify suspension or

Eendulous illaqueation,"—Browne; Vulgar Erro-urs,

k. vii„ cb. xi.

3. A snare, a trap.

* fl-la'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. illaiionem,

aceus. of illatio = a bringing in, an inference,

from Hiatus, pa. par. of infero — to bring in.]

[Infer.]

1. The act of inferring or deducing from
premises ; inference, deduction.

" Illation or inference consists in nothing but the
perception of the connection there is between the ideas
in ench step of the deduction."—Locke : Hitman Un-
derstanding, hk. iv., ch. xvii.

2. That which is inferred or deduced ; an
inference, a deduction.

" An illation and conclusion worthy of my refuter's
logicke and divinity."—Bishop Ball : Honour of the
Married Clergy, bk. 1., § 14.

* il'-la-tive, a. & s. [Lat. Hiatus, pa. par. of

infero. ] [Illation. ]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to illation or inference

;

that may be inferred.

"An inferred and illative truth."

—

Boyle: Works,
iv. 21.

2. Denoting an inference or deduction.

B. As subst. : That which denotes illation

or inference ; an illative particle.

"This [word] for that leads the text in, is both a
relative and an illative."—Bishop Hall : Remains, p. 186.

illative-conversion, s.

Logic: That in which the truth of the con-
verse follows from the truth of the proposi-
tion given : as the proposition, Religion is

the truest wisdom, becomes by illative con-
version, The truest wisdom is religion.

illative-sense, s. That faculty of the
human mind by which it forms a judgment
upon the validity of an inference.

* il-la-tive-ljr, adv. [Eng. illative; -ly.] By
way" of illation, inference, or conclusion; in-

ferentially.
" Most commonly taken illatively."—Bishop Richard-

ton: On the Old Testament, p. 434.

* ll-lau'-da-ble, a. [Lat. illaudabilis, from
il- ~ in- = not, and laitdabilis = worthy of
praise ; laudo = io praise ; laws (genit. laudis)
= praise.] Not deserving of praise or com-
mendation ; not laudable or praiseworthy.

"To discountenance this practice, not only as weak
in u.l illaadable, but also as sinful and disallowable."

—

South: Sermons, vol. x., ser. 8.

* ll-lau'-da-bly, adv. [Eng. illaudable;

-ly.] In an illaudable manner ; in a manner
not deserving of praise or commendation.

ll-lec-e-bra'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. illece-

br(itm) (q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : Knotworts ; an order of Hypogynous
Exogens, alliance Silenales. It consists of
herbaceous or half-shrubby branching plants,

with sessile entire leaves and scarious stipules

;

flowers minute, with scarious bracts ; sepals
five, three, or four, sometimes partly cohering

;

petals minute or wanting ; stamens often
equal to the sepals in number and opposite
to them ; styles two to five ; fruit small, dry;
one, rarely three-celled, seeds numerous.

f ll-lec-e-bra'-tion, s. [As if from a form

illecebratio, from Eccles. Lat. illecebro, from
Lat. illecebra = an enticement (in a good or

bad sense).] [Illect.] An allurement. (T,

Brown: Works, iv. 292.)

* fl-lec'-e-broiis, a. [Lat. ilkcebrosus, from

illecebraz = allurements.] [Illect.] Attrac-
tive, alluring, enticing.

"The illecebrous dilectatyons of Venus."

—

Sir T.
Elyot: The Oovernour, bk. L, ch. vii.

il-lec'-e-briim, s. [Lat. illecebra— an entice-

ment; a plant, Stonecrop, Sedumacre.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order lllece-

bracese (q.v.). Illecebruin, verticillatwm,V?iior\ed.

Knotgrass, is found in marshy or boggy ground
in Devon and Cornwall.

il -leek, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A local name for
the Gemmeous Dragonet {Callionymus lyra).

* il-lect, v.t. [Lat. illectus, pa. par. of illicio
= to allure : il- = in- = in, and *lacio (in
Festus) = to entice ; cogn. with Gr. eAKo)
(Jielko) = to draw.] To entice, to allure. [Al-
lect.]

"Theyre superfluous rychesse illccted them to vn-
clene lust."—Simon Fish .- Supplicationfor Vie Beggars.

Il-le'-gal, a. [Fr. itUgal, from Lat. pref. il-

— in- = not, and legalis = legal ; lex (genit.
legis) = law ; Sp. ilegal ; Ital. illegale.]

1. Not legal ; contrary to law ; against the
law ; unlawful ; not legally done, made, or
established.

*2. Illicit, immoral.
"Illegal love oft springs from essenced love."

Grainger : Tibullus, i. 7.

ll-le-gaT-i-tjr, s. [Fr. illegality from Lat.
pref. il- = in- = not, and Low Lat. legalitas =
legality (q.v.); Ital. illegalita; Sp. ilegalidad.]

The quality or state of being illegal or con-
trary to law ; unlawfulness.

"The people are bound to tolerate the illegality of
our judgments. "—Burke : Speech on Middlesex Election.

* U-le'-gal-Ize, v.t. [Eng. illegal; -ize.\ To
make or "declare illegal ; to render unlawful.

il-le'-gal-l^, adv. [Eng. illegal ; -ly.] In an
illegal "manner or degree ; against the law;
unlawfully.

" Being by that Church illegally condemned for those

points."—Bp. Hall : The Old Religion, ch. iii.

il-le'-gal-ness, s. [Eng. illegal; -ness.] The
quality" or state of being illegal ; illegality ;

unlawfulness.

il-leg-i-biT-i-tSr, s. [Pref. il- = in- = i\ot,

and Eng. legibility (q.v.).] The quality or state

ofbeing illegible.

ll-leg'-i-ble, o. [Pref. il- = in- = not, and
Eng. legible (q.v.).] That cannot be read or
deciphered ; unreadable ; so defaced or ob-

scured that the words cannot be read or dis-

tinguished.
" Their names were on the graven floor,

But now illegible with gore."
Byron : Siege of Corinth, xxxi.

* ll-leg -i*-ble-ness, s. [Eng. illegible; -ness.]

Illegibility.

ll-leg'-l-bly, adv. [Eng. illegible); -ly.] In
an illegible manner ; so as not to be read.

il-le-git-i-ma-cy, s. [Pref. il- = in- = not,

and Eng. legitimacy (q.v.).]

1. The quality or state of being illegitimate

or not lawfully begotten ; a state of bastardy.

"Two acts of parliament, in which was contained
the illegitimacy of her Majesty."

—

Burtiet : Hist.
Reform, (an. 1553).

2. The state of not being in accordance with
the law ; illegality.

3. The state of not being of genuine or legiti-

mate origin.

* ll-le-git'-l-inate, v.t. [Illegitimate, a.]

To render or declare illegitimate ; to ^legiti-

matize ; to bastardize.

"The marriage should only be dissolved for the
future, without illegitimating the issue begotten in
it."—Burnet: Hist. Reform, (an. 1630).

il-le-glt'-I-mate, a. [Pref. il- = in- = not,

and Eng. legitimate (q.v.).]

1. Not legitimate ; not lawfully begotten ;

born out of wedlock ; bastard.

"His children by her declared illegitimate, and un-
capable to inherit."

—

Sir W. Temple : Works, vol. li.

;

Lett, from Mr. Set: Trevor.

2. Not in accordance or conformity with the
law, use, or custom.

" Rendering our whole government absolutely ille-

gitimate."—Burke : On tlie French Revolution.

3. Not legitimately inferred or deduced

;

illogical : as an illegitimate conclusion.

* 4. Spurious ; not genuine.
'

' Nor did'I fear any illegitimate impression thereof,
conceiving that nobody would be at the charge of it.'—Moore: On the Odyssey. (To the Reader.)

illegitimate-fertilization, illegiti-
mate union, s.

Bot. : Fertilization from stamens and pistils

of unequal height in dimorphic or trimorphic
plants, and which is not so fruitful as when
it arises from stamens or pistils of nearly the
same length. In dimorphic plants there are
two legitimate and two illegitimate fertiliza-

tions ; in those which are trimorphic, there are
six legitimate or fully fertile, and twelve ille-

gitimate—i.e., more or less infertile. (Darwin,
&c.)

n-le-glt-i-mate-l^, adv. [Eng. illegitimate ;

-ly.] In an illegitimate manner ; not lawfully.

* il-le-git-i-ma'-tion, s. [Pref. il- - in- -
not, and Eng. legitimation (q.v.).]

1. The act of ^legitimatizing or declaring
illegitimate.

2. The state or quality of being illegitimate

;

illegitimacy ; bastardy.
" To disable the issues, upon false and incompetent

pretexts, the one of attainder, the othsr of illegitima-
turn."—Bacon : Henry VII., p. 28.

3. Spuriousness ; want of genuineness.

il-le-g£t'-i-ma-tlze, v.t [Pref. il- = m- =
not, and Eng. legitimatize (q.v.).] To render
or declare illegitimate ; to illegitimate.

* il-leV-i-a-ble, a. [Pref. il- = in- = not,
and Eng. 'leviable (q.v.).] Not capable of
being levied, raised, or collected.

* il-lib'-er-a-ble, a. [Illiberal.] Mean,
low, base.

" Dishonourable, illiberable, vile, and of no worth."—
P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 39.

boll, boy; pout, jd%l; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = ft
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D-lib'- -er-al, a. [Fr. illiberal, from Lat. il*

liberalis, from il- = in- = not, and UberalU —
liberal (q.v.) ; Sp. iliberal; Ital. illiberale.]

1. Not noble, frank, or ingenuous ; mean

;

base ; ungenerous.
"The charity of moat men is grown so cold, and their

religion ho illiberal,"—Eikon Basilike.

2. Not free, generous, or munificent
;
petty

;

niggardly ; stingy.

,
" A thrifty and illiberal hand." Mason: Elfrida.

3. Rude, rough ; not characterized by, or
promoting high art.

" Those employments alone may be styled, illiberal,

which require only some bodily exercise."— Wilkins:
Archimedes, ok. ii., ch. il.

* 4. Not pure ; inelegant ; incorrect : as,

illiberal words in a language.

* ft-llb'-er-al-lsm, a. [Eng. illiberal ; -ism.]

IUiberality."

Il-lib-er-al'-i-ty, * il-lib-er-al-i-tie, s.

[Fr, illiberalite, from illiberal — illiberal

(q.v.)-]

1. Meanness of mind ; want of ingenuous-
ness, frankness, or nobility of mind.

2. Meanness, parsimony, niggardliness, stin-

" The illiberality of parents, in allowance towards
their children, is au harinefull errour."

—

Bacon ." Es-
says: Of Parents.

* fl-lib'-er-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. illiberal; -ize.]

To make or "render illiberal.

* fl-lib'-er-al-ly, adv. [Eng. illiberal ; -ly.)

In an illiberal manner ; ungenerously, uu-
candidly, meanly, stingily.

"One that had been bountiful only upon surprise
and hicogitaucy. illiberally retracts."

—

Decay of Piety.

* ll-lib'-er-al-ness, s. [Eng. illiberal; -ness.]

The quality or state of being illiberal ; il-

liberality.

il-llC'-It, a. [Fr. illicite, from Lat. illicitus —
not allowed : il- = in- = not, and licitus =
allowed; Sp. ilicito; Ital. illicito.] [Licit.]

Not allowed or permitted
;

prohibited ; un-
lawful ; illegal ; forbidden by law or custom.

"Not too proud to pocket illicit gain."—Afacaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

ll-lic'-lt-ly, adv. [Eng. illicit; -ly.] In an

illicit manner; unlawfully, illegally.

ll-lic'-lt-ness, s. [Eng. illicit; -ness.] The
quality or state of being illicit ; unlawfulness,
illegality.

* ll-lic'-lt-OUS, a. [Lat. illicitus = illicit

(q.v.).] Illicit, illegal, unlawful.

0-lic'-l-um, s. [Lat. = an allurement ; re-

ferring to the agreeable perfume of the species. ]

Bot. : A genus of Magnoliads, tribe Win-
tered (q.v.). The fruit and other pails of

Illicium anisatum is used by the Chinese as a

stomachic and carminative, and as a spice.

The fruit yields by distillation an oil like that
of anise, used chiefly in the manufacture of

liquors. I. Jloridanum is also spicy. The
fragrant seeds of I. religiosum are burnt by
the Chinese in their temples.

Xl-lig -er-a, s. [Named in honour of J. C. W.
IIliger, author of several works on natural
history and botany.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-order
Illigereee (q.v.).

il-lig-er-a'-ee-», il-llg-er'-e-re, s. pi.

[Mod. Lat. illeger(a); Lat. fem. pi. adj. stiff,

-acew, -eoz.\

Bot. : An order of Exogens or a sub-order ol

Combretacese. Called also Gyrocarpese.

* il-llght'-en (gh silent), v.t. [Pref. it- = in,

and Eng. lighten (q.v.).] To lighten, to en-
lighten,

"The illightened bou\."
Daniel : Civil Wars, bk. v., c. 4.

U-tfm'-it-a-ble, a. [Pref. il- = in- = not,
and Eng. 'Umitable (q.v.). That cannot be
limited or bounded; boundless, limitless,

unbounded, infinite.

" Roaniing the illimitable waters round."
Wordsworth : Female Vagrant.

il lim -It a ble ness, s. [Eng. illimitable

;

•ness.] The quality or state of being illimit-

able.

il-llm'-lt-a-blir, adv. [Eng. illimitab(le)

;

-ly.] In an illimitable manner or degree;
without limits or bounds.

* ll-IIm-lt-a'-tion, s. [Pref. il- = in- = not,
and Eng. limitation (q:v.).] The quality or
state of being illimitable ; incapability of
being limited.

" Their popes' supremacie, iufallibilitie, illimitation,
transnbstantiatiou, &c." — Sp. Hall : Apol. against
Brownists.

* il-llm'-it-ed, a. \YveL il- = in- — not, and
Eng. limited (q.v.).] Not limited or bounded

;

unlimited, unbounded, infinite, boundless.
"His ambition to bring all other princes to . .

submit to bis illimited designs."

—

Clarendon: Religion
& Policy, ch. tx.

f ll-llm'-lt-ed-ness, s. [Eng. illimited;
-ness.] The quality or state of being unlimited
or without limits or bounds.

"The absoluteness and illimitedness of his commis-
sion."—Clarendon : Civil War, ii. 510.

* il-li-ni'-tion, s, [Lat. illinitus, pa. par. of

illinio =- to smear : il- = in- = in, upon, and
linio = to smear, to daub.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of smearing or rubbing in or

upon, as an ointment, &c.

2. That which is smeared or rubbed in or

upon.

II. Min. : A thin crust of extraneous matter
formed upon minerals.

* il-li-qua'-tion, s. [Lat. il- — in- = in, upon,
and liquatio = a melting ; liquo = to melt, to

dissolve.] The melting or dissolving of one
thing into another.

* il-li'-que-fact, v.t. [Lat. illiquefactus =
liquefied, liquid.] To moisten. (JDavies: Holy
Roode, p. 15.)

*iU'-isnf a. [Eng. ill; -ish.] Indisposed, out
of sorts. (Howell : Parly of Beasts, p. 100.)

* ll-li'-Sion, s. [Lat. illisio, from illis-us, pa.

par. of illido: iZ- = m- = in, upon, and lozdo—
to strike, to hurt.] The act of striking or
dashing against.

" The illislm of an inward spirit upon a pellicle or
little membrane."

—

Browne; Vulgar Errours, bk. iii.,

ch. xxvii.

ll-llt'-er-a-cy, s. [Eng. illiterate; -cy.]

1. The quality or state of being illiterate or
uneducated ; want of education or knowledge

;

ignorance.

"The illiteracy of each as shown by the census of
1880.''—Globe, April 8, 1884.

2. An instance of ignorance ; a literary

error ; a blunder.

"The many blunders and illiteracies of the first

publishers of his works."

—

Pope ; Preface to Shake-
speare.

* ll-Ht'-er-al, a. [Pref. il- = in- = not, and
Eng. Ziteraf (q.v.).] Not literal.

ll-llt'-er-ate, a. [Lat. illiteratus, from il- =
in- = notj and literatus — literate, learned

;

Fr. illettre; Sp. iliterato; Ital. illiterato.]

TJulettered, unlearned, ignorant of letters,

uninstructed, untaught, rude, barbarous.
" [I] therefore cannot much recommend solitude to

amau totally illiterate."—Cowley : Essays ; Of Solitude.

ll-lit'-er-ate-ljr, adv. [Eng. illiterate ; 4y.]
In an illiterate manner ; ignorantly.

" Unread 'squires illiterately gay."
Savage : To John Powell.

*il-lit'-er-ate-ness, s. [Eng. illiterate;

-ness.] The'quality or state of being illiterate

;

ignorance of letters, books, or science ; il-

literacy.

"The illiterateness, the arrogance, and the impos-
tures of too many of those that pretend skill in it."

—

Boyle : Works, L 351.

* ll-lit'-er-a-ture, s. [Pref. il- = in- = not,
and Eng. literature (q.v,).] Want of learning;
illiteracy, ignorance.

" JUiterature, or inability for the discharge of that
sacred function, and irreligiou."—Ayliffe ; Parergon.

Ill -ness, * il-nesse, s. [Eng. ill ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being bad or evil
generally ; badness ; unfavourableness.

2. Moral badness ; wickedness ; depravity.
"She that is vncbast is a sea and treasure of all

ilnesse. "— Vives : Instruct, of a CJiristian Woman,
bk. i., ch. xi,

3. Sickness ; disorder of health ; an attack
of sickness; indisposition.

"For what would health avail to wretched me,
If you could, uuconcerueu. my illness see?"

Littleton . Sulpicia to Cerinthus.

* ll-lo'-ca-ble, a. [Lat. il- = in- = not, and
loco — to let out for hire.]

Law : Incapable of being placed or hired out.

Ml-ltf-e8l'-X-tft s. [Pref. il.= in- = nat,

and Eng. locality (q.v.).] Want of locality or

place ; the state of existing in no locality or

place.

"The notion of iUocalUy is at least as old as Aris-

totle."—Search : Light of Nature, vol. il, pt. i., ch. v.

il-log'-i-cal, a. [Pref. il- = in- — not, and
Eng. logical (q.v.).

J

1. Ignorant or careless of the rules of logic

or sound reasoning.
" One of the dissenters appeared to Dr. Saunderaon

so bold and ^logical in the dispute."— Walton : Lives.

2. Contrary to the rules of logic or sound
reasoning.

"This distinction of precepts and counsels is illogical

and ridiculous, one member of the distinction grasping
within itself the other."

—

South: Sermons, vol. viii.,

ser. 6.

ll-log'-lC-al-ly, adv. [Eng. illogical; -ly.]

In an illogical manner ; contrary to the rules
of logic or sound reasoning.

*- U-lOg'-iC-al-ness, s. [Eng. illogical ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being illogical. (Boyle:
Works, ii. 274.)

il-lude', v.t. [Fr. Uluder, from Lat. illudo = to

mock ; il- = in- = upon, and ludo — to play.]

To deceive ; to mock ; to excite and disappoint
the hopes of; to impose upon ; to trick ; to
cheat.

"[He] falsed oft his blowes, t' illude him with such
bait." Spenser : F. Q., II. v. 9.

ll-lud'-er-ite, s. [Ger. illuderit, from Lat.
illudo = to sport with (?).]

Min. : The same as Zoisite (q.v.).

* ll-lume', v.t. [Illuminate.]

1. To illuminate ; to illumine ; to fill with
light.

" To illume that part of heaven
Where now it burns." Shakesp. : Samlet, L L
2. To make bright ; to dye.

"The kindling azure, ami the mountain's brow,
Illumed with fluid gold." Thomson ; Summer, 84.

* Il-lum'-in-a-ble, a. [Eng. illumiv(e);
-able.] Capable of being illuminated.

* 11 lum -I-nant, • [Lat. illuminans, pr. par.

of illumino = to illuminate.] That which il-

luminates or affords light.

* il-lum'-in-ar-y, a. [Eng. illumin(e) ; -ary.]

Pertaining to "illumination.

il-lum'-i-nate, ?\£. & i. [Illuminate, a. Fr.

illuminer ; Sp. iluminar ; Port, illuminar;
Ital. illuminare.]

A. Transitive :

L Literally

:

I. To throw light upon ; to illumine ; to
lighten up.

" To illuminate the hollow vale."
Wordsworth : Upon Leaving School.

* 2. To adorn with festal lamps or bonfires.

(Johnson.)

3. To adorn or ornament, as a manuscript
or page with coloured pictures, drawings, or
letters.

II. Figuratively:

1. To lighten up ; to make bright, plain, or

clear ; to enlighten intellectually ; to throw
light upon.

"'Tis revelation satisfies all doubta, .^

And so illuminates the path of life.

Cowper : Task, ii, 529.

* 2. To illustrate ; to explain ; to elucidate.

" My health is insufficient to amplify these remarki.
and to illuminate the several pages with variety of

examples."— Watts.

B. Intrans. : To adorn or ornament manu
scripts, pages of books, &c, with coloured

pictures, drawings, or letters.

Tf We illuminate by means of artificial lights

;

the sun illuminates the world by its own light

;

preaching and instruction enlighten the minds
of men. Illuminations are employed as public
demonstrations ofjoy : no nation is now termed
enlightened but such as have received the light

of the Gospel. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* il-lum'-I-nate, a. & s. [Lat. illuminatus,

pa. par. of illumino : il- = in- = in, and luviino
= to throw light upon, to enlighten ; lumen
(genit. luminis) = light.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Illuminated; madebright; lightened
up.

"The isles all bright and illuminate with & mild and
delicate fire."—P. Holland: Plutarch, p. 993.
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2. Fig. : Enlightened.

B. As subst. : One pretending to extraordi-
nary knowledge or skill ; one of the Illuminati
(q.v.).

il-lum-X-na'-ti, s. pi. [Nomin. masc. pi. of
Lat. illuminatus.] [Illuminate, a.]

Church History, <£c. :

1. A name given to the newly baptized in
the early ages of the Church. (Goschler.)

2. Another name for the Hesychasts (q.v.).

3. A Spanish sect, known vernacularly as
Alumbrados. Their founders were Catherine
de Jesus, a Carmelite nun, and John de Willel-
pando, a native of Teneriffe. They rejected
the sacraments, and held that by mental prayer
they might attain such perfection as to dis-

pense with good works, and that they might
commit any crime -without sin. Ignatius
Loyola, while a student at Salamanca (1527),
was tried by an ecclesiastical commission for
sympathy with the views of this sect, but
declared innocent.

4. An obscure sect of French Familists,
which arose in Picardy in 1634. Like their
predecessors theyraninto wildAntinomianism.

5. The name given to many secret societies
professing high aims. ,The Rosicruciaus (q. v.

)

were so-called, but generally by this title are
designated the members of a society formed at
Ingolstadt, in 1776, by Adam Weishaupt, Pro-
fessor of Canon Law, and an ex-Jesuit. It

had some resemblance to, and received sub-
stantial support from, Freemasonry, aud many
educated men of liberal views joined it. Its

objects were religious and political emancipa-
tion, its ideal form of government republican,
and its religion deistic. Espionage and a kind
of confession, which Weishaupt's experience
among the Jesuits led him to adopt, caused
dissensions. The Baron von Knigge, one of
the principal members, quarrelled with Weis-
haupt ; the order was suppressed by edict,

March 2, 1785, and Weishaupt was degraded
and banished. The Illuminati were supposed
to exercise great political influence ; but it is

now believed that the views of Barruel and
Robison on that subject were exaggerated.

"The association of which I have been speaking is

the Order of Illuminati."—Robison: Proofs of a Con-
tpiracy (1797), p. 16.

ilium i-na'-tion, s. [Lat. illuminatio, from
illuminatus, pa. par. of illumino ; Fr. illumi-
nation; Ital. illuminazione ; Sp. Humiliation. ]

L Literally:

1. The act of illuminating or supplying with
light ; the act of lighting up, as a house, a
town, &c, as a token or manifestation of joy
or rejoicing ; the state of being thus lighted up.

2. The act or art of adorning a manuscript
or page with coloured drawings, figures,
letters, &c.

* 3. That which illuminates or gives light.

"The sun is but a body illightened, aud an illu-
mination created."

—

Raleigh : History.

i. That which is illuminated or lit up, as a
design formed by lamps, bonfires, &c. ; a
festive display of lights.

"Bonfires, illuminations, and other marks of joy
appeared."—Burnet : Hist, of Own Time (an. 1710).

5. A coloured or gilt ornament, drawing,
figure, letter, &c, in a manuscript or page.

IL Figuratively :

1. An infusion of intellectual light or know-
ledge.

2. Brightness, splendour.

"The ilium iimtora of manuscripts borrowed their
title from the illumination which a bright genius
giveth to his work."

—

Felton: On the Glassies.

* ll-lum -In a-tlsm, s. [Eng., &c. Ulumi-

nat(i); -ism.] The doctrine and practices of
any of the sects or societies described under
Illuminati (q.v.).

" Zimmerman . . . preached up all the ostensible
doctriues of IlluminatUm."—Robison : Proofs of a Con-
spiracy (1797), p. 358.

' D-lum'-I-na-tlve, a. [Fr. illuminati/,

from Lat. illuminatus, pa. par. of illumino.]

1. Having the power or quality of giving
light ; enlightening, illuminating, illustrative.

"The illuminative action of &re."—Dlgby: On
Bodies, oh. Iv.

2. Pertaining to the adorning of manuscripts.
(Nichols: Handy Book Brit. Mus., p. 393.)

Il-lum i na tor, s. [Lat., from illuminatus,
pa. par. of illumino.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who or that which illuminates or

gives light ; one who throws light upon any-,

thing.

"The poet Geffery Chaucer ... is of some called
the first illuminator of the English tongue."— Verste-

gan : Restitution of Decayed Intelligence, ch. vii.

2. One who illuminates or adorns a manu-
script or page with coloured or gilt drawings,
ornaments, figures, letters, &c.

" This prelate employed . . . many scribes and Ulu-
minatorsin preparing copies of the classics."

—

Warton :

Hist. Eng. Poetry, ii. 423.

II. Optica:

1. [Condenser, II. 9].

2. A lamp which throws a pencil of rays
upon the micrometer wires in a telescope.

* ll-lu'-mine, v.t. [Fr. illuminer, from Lat.
illumino = to illuminate (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : To illuminate, to lighten up, to

throw light upon.
" The audden blaze

Far round illumined hell." Milton : P. L„ i. 666.

2. Fig. : To honour, to celebrate, to ennoble.
(Cowper : Task, iv. 192.)

* ll-lum-i-nee', s. [Fr., pa. par. of Uluminer.]
One of the Illuminati (q.v.).

* ll-lum'-in-er, s. [Eng. illumin(e); -er.]

One who illumines or illuminates. (Fuller

:

Worthies; Cambridge.)

* ilium -In-Ism, s. [Eng. illumin(e); -ism.]

The principles or doctrines of the Illuminati

(q-v.J.

* il-lum -in ize, v.t. [Eng. illumin(e); -ize.]

To initiate into or instruct in the doctrines of
the Illuminati (q.v.).

* ll-lum'-in-ous, a. [Pref. il- = in- = in,

intens., and Eug. luminous.] Bright, clear.'

(Taylor : Edwin the Fair
t ii. 2.)

* ll-liire', v.t. [Pref. il- = in- = in, and Eng.
lure (q.v.).] To lure, to allure, to entice.

ll-lu'-sion, * il-lu-sioun, s. [Fr., from
Lat. illusionem, accus. of illusio, from illusus,

pa. par. of illudo = to deceive, to mock.]

1. The act of deceiving, mocking, or im-
posing upon ; mockery, deception.

2. That which deceives ; a false show or
appearance ; an unreal vision presented to
the mental or bodily eye ; a delusion.

" I'll cross it, though it blast me. Stay illusion."
Shakesp. : Hairdet, i. 1.

If An illusion may be believed to be real or
not. If the former it is a delusion.

11-lu' sion-a ble, «. [Eng. illusion; -able.]

Liable to illusion. (Academy. Sept. 6, 1879,
p. 167.)

* il-lu' slon 1st, s. [Eng. illusion; -ist] One
given to illusion.

* ll-lu'-sive, a. [Lat. illusus, pa. par. of il-

ludo.] Deceiving by false show ; delusive,
deceptive.

" Truth from illusive falsehood to command."
Thomson: Castle of Indolence, IL 65.

* ll-lu -sive-l& adv. [Eng. illusive ; -ly.] In
an illusive manner ; delusively ; deceptively.

* il-lu'-Sive-ness, s. [Eng. illusive; -ness.]
The quality or state of being illusive ; delu-
siveness ; deceptiveness ; false show.

*ll-lu'-8or-^; a. [Lat. illusus, pa. par. of
illudo ; Fr. iUusoire.] Illusive ; deceptive

;

false.

* il lus -tra-ble, a. [Eng. iUustr(ate); -able.]
That may or can be illustrated.

" Illustrable from Aristotle In the old nucifragium or
nutcracker."—Browne: Cyrus' Garden, ch. ii.

Il-lus'-trate, or il -lus trate, v.t. [Illus-
trate, a.]

I. Lit. ; To make bright ; to brighten with
light ; to light up ; to illuminate.

"The inwarde eyes of his soHe were . . . clerely
illustrate aud made clere."— Udal : Actes, ix.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To make celebrated ; to brighten with
honour ; to make eminent ; to glorify.
" When thee sh' enrblVd her garter'd knights among;
Illustrating the noble list." Philip* : Blenheim.

2. To set in a clear light ; to make clear or
manifest ; to display.

" A loyal and obedient subject is
Therein illustrated." Shakesp. : Henry VIII., iii. 2.

3. To explain ; to elucidate ; to make clear,

plain, or intelligible by means of figures, com-
parisons, &c.

4. To ornament or elucidate by means of

pictures, drawings, engraviDgs, &c,
" The engravings which illustrate and adorn the

account of this voyage.
1'—Cook : First Voyage. (Introd.)

H For the difference between to illustrate

and to explain, see Explain.

* ll-lus'-trate, a. [Lat. illustratus, pa. par.

of ilhistro = to light up ; to throw light upon :

il- = in- = on, upon, and lustro = to lighten.]

1. Lit. : Made bright or clear ; lightened

up.

2. Fig. : Famous ; illustrious ; renowned.
"Then praid illustrate Diomede."

Chapman : Homer ; Iliad x.

il-liis-tra'-tion, 5. [Lat. illustratio, from
illustratus, pa. par. of illustro = to illustrate ;

Sp. ilustracioii ; Ital. illustrazione.]

1. The act of illustrating, or making clear,

plain, or manifest ; the act of explaining or

elucidating; explanation; elucidation.

"Hast thou the illustration of this learned gentle-

man, my friend, to explain every hard matter of his-

tory."—Drayton : Poly-Olbion. (Pref.)

2. The state of being illustrated.

3. That which illustrates, explains, or eluci-

dates ; especially, an engraving or drawing in-

tended to elucidate or explain ; an explana-
tion ; an exemplification.

"Whoever looks about him will find many living
illustrations of this emblem. "—L'JZstrange,

t il-lus'-tra-tive, a. [Eng. illustrate); -ive.]

Tending to" illustrate, explain, or elucidate.

* ll-lus'-tra-tive-l& adv. [Eng. illustra-

tive ; -ly.]
' In an illustrative way ; by way of

illustration, explanation, or elucidation.
" Things are many times delivered hieroglyph ically,

metaphorically, illustratively, and not with reference
to action. "—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. xii.

* il-lus'-tra-tor, s. [Eng. illustrate); -or.]

One who or that which illustrates.

* il - lus'- tra-tor -y, a. [Eng. illustrate);
-ory.] Serving to illustrate ; illustrative.

* il-lus'-tre (tre as ter), v.t [Fr. illustrer.)

To render bright or glorious.
" And all illustred with light radiant shine.r

Sylvester : Da Bartas, Wk. 1., day i., 534.

il-luB tri ous, a. [Fr. illustre ; Eug. suff.

-ous ; Lat. illustris.]

* 1. Bright ; containing or possessing light.
" Quench the light ; thine eyes are guides illustrious."

Beaumont & Fletcher. (Annandale.)

2. Conspicuous; noble; distinguished; emi-
nent ; famous.
" By her illustrious Earls renowned everywhere,'*

Drayton; Poly-Olbion, s. 18.

3. Conferring lustre, renown, or glory ; bril-

liant ; renowned : as, illustrious actions ; illus-

trious descent.

% It is the prefix to the title of a prince of
the blood in some foreign countries.

IT For the difference between illustrious and
famous, see Famous.

ll-lus'-tri-oiis-ly^ adv. [Eng. illustrious;
-ly.] In an illustrious manner, nobly, con-
spicuously, famously.

"Your birth and genius have rendered you illus-
triously happy."—Milton : 0. Cromwell to Prince of
Tarentum, April, 1654.

ll-lus tri ous ness, s. [Eng. illustrious;
-ness.] The quality or state of being illus-

trious ; greatness, fame, eminence, nobility,
grandeur.

"This *fear . . . must needs arise from the itlus-
triousness of the birth."—Bp. Taylor: Rule of Con-
science, bk. L, ch. iv.

* II lus trous, a. [Pref. il- — m- = not, and
Eng. lustrous (q.v.).] Without lustre ; not
lustrous ; wanting lustre or brightness.

" Au eye base aud Ulustrous."
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, L u,

* il-liix-ur'-i-oust a. [Pref. il- = in- = not,
and Eug. luxurious (q.v.).] Not luxurious ;

not lavish or abundant.
"The illuxurioui soil of their native country."—

Mery : Life of Swift, let. 9.

* U'-Xft adv. [Eng. ill; -y.] In an ill, evil, or
bad way ; not well ; ill.

" How Uly they [the Papists] digested It may be seen
by this passage. —Strype : Memoirs, bk. L, ch. Ii.

U-men~Ic, a. [Eng. ilmen(iwm); -ic.] (See
the compound.)

b6il, b^; pout, Jtffrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, hench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,
-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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Umenic-acid, «,

Chem. : An acid supposed to exist in yttro-
ilmenite. It is very little known, and some
chemists contend that it is not a pure acid,
but a mixture of niobic and tuugstic acid.

ll'-men-lte, s. [From the Ilmen Mountains,
a branch of the Urals, in the province of Oren-
burg, in Siberia.]

Mineralogy

:

1. According to Dana a variety of Menaeca-
nite. Compos. : titanic acid, 45*4 to 46'92

;

sesquioxide of iron, 10'74 to 40*7
;
protoxide

of iron, 14"1 to 37'86, &c. The Brit. Mm. Cat.

makes it a distinct species.

2. Ilmenite of Brooke is Menaccanite.

H-men'-i-iim, s. [Latinised from Ilmen.]
[Ilmenite.]

Chem. ; The hypothetical metal of ilmenic-
acid.

il-men-6-ru'-tile, s. {Ilmeniitc); o euphonic,
and Eng., &c. rutile (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of rutile, containing titanic
acid, 89"3, and sesquioxide of iron, 10"7.

U'-va-ite, s. [Lat. Ilva = Elba ; -its (Min.).~\

Min. : The same as Lievrite (q.v.).

il-y-S-n'-thi-dse, s. [Mod. Lat. ilyant7i(us)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idai; from Gr. tAus
(ilus) = mud, and 6\vBo<; (anthos) = a flower.]

Zool. : A family of Zoantharia Malacodermata.
Corallum none, polypes single, free, with a
rounded or tapering base.

im-, pre/. [See def.] A common prefix in Eng-
lish compound words. In some it is a cor-
ruption ofFrench cm-, by confusion with Latin
im- ; in others it represents the Latin im-
the form which in, takes before o, in, and p.
It is also used by confusion with the Latin
im- (= in) for fke English prefix in-, before
words beginning with b or p. Lastly, it re-

presents the French im- = Latin im-, the form
which the negative prefix in- assumes before
b, m, or p.

I'm. A contraction for I am.

im-a benzile, s. [Eng., &c. ami(de), with
the first three letters reversed (?), and benzile.]

Chem. : C^HnNO. -A white, crystalline,
inodorous powder, obtained, together with
benzilam and benzilimide, by the action of
dry ammoniacal gas on benzile dissolved in
hot absolute alcohol, thus : C14H10O2 4- NH3
= C14H11NO + H2O. It is insoluble in water,
in boiling alcohol, and in ether, but dissolves
readily in an alcoholic solution of potash.
The crystals melt at 140°, but on cooling they
solidify without re-crystallizing.

im'-age, * y mage, s. [Fr., from Lat. ima-
ginem, accus. of imago ; Ital. image, immagine;
Sp. Imogen.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The representation or similitude of any
person or thing, drawn, painted, sculptured,
or otherwise prepared ; an effigy ; a likeness

;

a picture.
" Brazen images of canonized saints.

"

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI, i. 3.

2. The appearance or semblance of a person
or thing.

" Images of death.™ Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. 3.

3. A representation, figure, or likeness of
any person or thing, used as an object of wor-
ship ; an idol.

4. A copy, counterpart, likeness, or imita-
tion.

" He, the noble image of my youth "

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 4.

5. A representation of any thing to the
mind ; an idea ; a conception.

" When we speak of a figure of a thousand angles,
we may have a clear Idea of the number one thousand
angles ; but the image, or sensible Idea, we cannot ills-

tinguish by fancy from the image of a figure that has
nine hundred angles."

—

Watts .' Logic.

II. Technically

:

1. JRhet. : A term used to denote a metaphor
expanded and made a more complete picture
by the assemblage of various ideas through
which the same metaphor continues to run,
yet not sufficiently expanded to form an alle-

gory.

2. Optics : The representation of an object
formed at the focus of a lens or mirror by rays

of light refracted or reflected to it from all
parts of the object. The figure of the object
is reversed in the image. The latter may be
madeto fall upon a screen, a photographic plate,
or on the retina of the eye. It may also be
viewed directly in a microscope or a telescope.
Accidental images are those produced when a
coloured object, having been placed upon a
black ground, the eye, after having been fixed
upon it, is turned to a white sheet. The image
is of a complementary colour.

* image-breaker, s. An iconoclast.

"Image-breakers, foes to Papall power."
Stirling : Doomes-day ; Ninth Houre.

* image-graver, * image-maker, ».

A sculptor. (North : Plutai clQ

* image-monger, s. One who worships
images ; an idolater.

image-worship, s. The worshipping of

idols ; idolatry.
" Early Christianity by no means abrogated the

Jewish law against image-worship."—Tylor : Primi-
tiue Culture [1873), ii. 108.

Im'-age, v.t, [Image, s.]

1. To form or make an image of; to repre-
sent by an image.

" The vaulted, isles, and shrines of imag'd saints."
Warton; £cl. 4.

2. To reflect the image or likeness of; to
mirror : as, A lake images a mountain.

* 3. To be like ; to resemble.

4. To form a likeness or representation of
in the mind ; to represent mentally ; to ima-
gine ; to conceive in the mind.

"Image to thy mind
How our forefathers to the Stygian shades
Went quick." Philips.

* im'-age-a-ble, a. [Eng. image ; -able.)

That may or can be imaged, or represented
by an image.

* im -age less, a. [Eng. image ; less.'] "With-
out an image.

* im'-ag-er, s. [Eng. imag(e) ; -er.] A
sculptor ; used also of a painter.

"Praxiteles was ennobled for a rare imager."—
P. Holland ; Plinie, bk. vii., ch. xxxviii.

lm'-ag-er-y, $. [Eng. imag(e); -ery.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Images, pictures, statues, or imitative
work generally ; the work of one who makes
images or sensible representations of objects

;

figures made by an artist.

" Each room, array 'd in glistering imagery."
Warton: Ode 5.

2. Show, appearance, semblance, imitation.

"What can thy imagery of sorrow mean?"
Prior : Solomon, ii. 385.

3. Forms of the fancy ; imaginary phan-
tasms ; false ideas.

" The imagery of a melancholic fancy."

—

Atterbury.

4. Representation in writing ; such descrip-
tions as bring the image of the thing described
before the mind.

" I wish there may be in this poem any instance of
good imagery."—Dryden. (Todd.)

II. Rhet. : Rhetorical images collectively

;

figures in discourse.

* l-mag'-i-let, s. [Eng. image, s. ; dimin.
surf, -let.] A little image. (Fuller: Worthies;
Stafford.)

l-mag'-in-a-ble, a. [Eng. imagin(e) ; -able.]
That may or can be imagined or conceived in
the mind

; possible to be conceived ; con-
ceivable.

"They used all means imaginable to persuade me to
stay at home."—Banyan: Pilgrims Progress, pt. ii.

i-mag -in-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng..imaginable;
-ness.] The quality or state of being imagin-
able.

l-mag'-in-a-bly, adv. [Eng. imaginable);
-ly.] In an imaginable or conceivable manner

;

conceivably.
"We found it bo exceeding (and scarce imaginably)

difficult a matter."—Boyle: Works, i. 10.

* l-mag'-in-al, a. [Eng. imagin(e); -al]
Characterized "by or given to imagination

;

imaginative.

* i-mag'-in-ant, a. & 5. [Fr., pr. par. of
imagincr = to imagine.]

A. As adj. ; Imagining ; conceiving or form-
ing ideas.

" We will enquire what the force of imagination is,

either upon the body imaginant, or upon another
body. '—Bacon : A'at. Hist., 5 900.

B. As subst. : One who is given to imagina-

tion or the forming of strange ideas.

"The wonders it works upon hypochondriacal ima-

ginantn.'—aianvill: Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. xi.

* i-mag -in-ar-i-ly, adv. [Eng. imaginary;

-ly.} in an imaginary matter ; in imagination.

"Do you not see it imaginably 1"—Ford : Lady*
Trial, ii. L

l-mS-g'-in-a-ry, a. &, s. [Lat. imaginarius, from
imaginor ="to imagine; Fr. imagvnaire; Sp.
imaginario; Ital. immaginario.]

A. As adj. : Existing only in imagination
or fancy ; not real ; fancied, fanciful, ideal.

" Honour, that praise which real merit gains,

Or e'en imaginary worth obtains."
Goldsmith: Traveller.

B. As substantive

:

Math.: An imaginary expression or quantity.

imaginaryexpression orquantity, s.

Math. : An algebraic expression or symbol
having no assignable arithmetical or numerical
meaning or interpretation ; the even root of a
negative quantity ; such as^

—

V- a2 , &c.

Such expressions are called imaginary, be-
cause, while the rule of signs (q.v.) holds
good, it is impossible to conceive of quanti-
ties which they represent. Also called an
impossible expression or quantity.

imaginary-focus, s.

Optics : The point towards which converg-
ing rays tend, but which they are prevented
from reaching by some obstacle.

* 1 -mag'- in - ate, a. [Lat. imaginatiis, pa_
par. of imaginor = to imagine.] Imaginative.

"Whereas the imaginate facultie of other living
creatures is unmoveable, and alwaies continueth ilk

one : in all it is alike, and the same still in every one,
which causeth them alwaies to engender like to them-
selves, each one in their aeveraU kind.'"—i*. Holland :
Plinie, bk. vii., ch. xIl

* i-mag-in-a-tif, a. [Imaginative.]

i-mag-in-a'-tion, * i-mag-in-a-ci-on, s.

[Fr. imaginatiwi, from L,at. vmaginationem*
accus. of imaginatio, from imaginor = to
imagine (q.v.) ; Sp. imaginaeion; Ital. im-
maginazione.]

1. That faculty or power of the mind by
which it conceives and forms ideal pictures of
things communicated to it by the organs of
sense ; the power tocreateoneproducean ob-
ject of sense previously perceived ; invention.

" Imagination is that sacred power.'
Wordsworth : White Doe of Jiylstone. ( lutrod.

)

2. An image conceived or formed in the
mind ; a conception, an idea.

*' The dire imagination she did follow."
Shakesp. : \~enus & Adonis, 975-

* 3. A contrivance, a sham, a plot.

"Thou hast seen all their vengeance, and all thei»
imaginations tig^iust me."

—

Lament, iii. 60.

4. A fanciful opinion ; a fancy.

i-mag1

-in-a-tive, * i-mag-in-a-tif, *y-
mag-yn-a-tive, u. <fc s. [Fr. imaginatij.]

A, As adjective:

1. Having the power or faculty of imagina-
tion ; endowed with imagination.

" His pure imaginative soul."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. tl

2. Characterized by or founded on imagina-
tion ; as, imaginative art.

3. Pertaining to imagination.

"The whole exertion of its imaginative faculties. •

—Blair : Lect. 38.

*4. Suspicious.
" The Duke of Burgoyne, who was sage and ymag-

ynatiue."—Berners: Froissart; Cronicle, vol. ii., ch.
exxxi.

*B. -4s subst,; The imaginative faculty;
imagination.

" Your eyes infecting your pregnant imaginative-
with a red suffusion."—Milton : Animad, upon Hem-
Defence.

I-mag'-In-a-tive-ness, s. [Eng. imagina-
tive; -ness.] The quality of being imaginative-

i-mS.g'-lne, v. t. & i. [Fr. imaginer; from
Lat. imago (gen. imaginis) = an image ; Sp. &
Fort, imaginar; Ital. imaginare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To form an idea of in the mind ; to pro-
duce by the imagination ; to conceive an.

image or idea of.

" Imagined lands and regions in the moon."
Milton: P. L., v. 263.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot.

or. wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, a?, ce = e ; ey = a, qu = lew*
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2. To think, to suppose, to believe, to con-
ceive an image or idea of,

" What I do imagine, let that rest."
Sltakesp. ; 1 Henry VI., ii. 5.

*3. To plot, to plan, to devise, to scheme.
"How loDg will ye imagine mischief against a

man V—Psalm lxii. 3.

4. To devise, to think of.
"". " With humblest suit that he imagine mot."

Spenser : F. q., IV. ii. 8.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To form images or ideas in the mind ; to
conceive.

2. To suppose, to think.
" It touches me deeper than you can imagine'

Shakesp. : Richard III., i. 1.

H For the difference between to imagine
and to conceive, see Conceive.

i-mag iner, * i-mag-yn-er, s. [Eng.
imagin(e); -er.]

1. One who forms ideas ; one given to
imagination.

" Others think also, that these imaginers invented
that they spake of theirown heads."—North : Plutarch,
p. 121.

2. One who plots, schemes, or plans ; a
plotter.

" For men of warre inclosed in fortresses are sore
imagyncrs"—Bcrnere : Froitsart ; Cronycle, ch clxvii.

l-mag'-in -iag, *im »g in ynge, pr. par.

,

a. & s. [Imagine.]

A. & B. -4s pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of forming or conceiving images
or ideas ; imagination.

2. That which is imagined ; an idea, a con-
ception,

" Present fears
Are lesBthan horrible imaginings."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. 3.

*3. Contrivance, invention, devising.
" Of his owne imaginynge

Lete forge and make a bulle of bras."
Oower : C. A., bk. vil.

* i-mag -ln-ous, a. [As if from a Lat. ima-
ginosus, from imago (gen. imagini$)= an image.]
Full of imagination ; imaginative.

l-ma'-gdt d. [Lat.]

Entom. : The perfect (generally winged) re-

productive state of an insect. (Darwin.)

% Linnaeus said that the term imago was
used of a perfect insect, " because, having laid
aside its mask, and cast off its swaddling
bands, being no longer disguised or confined,
or in any respects imperfect, it is now become
a true representative, or imago, of its species,
and is qualified to fulfil the laws of nature in
propagating its kind."

imam', I-maum', i-man', s. [Arab. = he
who takes the lead.] In Turkey, a Moham-
medan priest charged with the ceremonies of
public worship. There is usually one iu each
messdjid, or second-rate mosque, and three
at most—one of whom is superior to the
others—in each principal mosque. The imams
are naturally chosen iu most cases from among
the uleinas.

im'-a-ret, s. [Hindust. & Mahratta im&rat =
a building ; a house ; a public work.] A place
where Mohammedan pilgrims are boarded and
lodged gratis during three days.

"On the brink
Of a small tmaret's rustic fount."

Moore : Paradise <fc the Peri.

l-mas'-a-tin, s. [Eng. amfmonia), and isaiin,

with some of the letters disarranged.]

Ohem.: Ci6HnN3 3 . A yellowish-brown sub-
stance produced by boiling an alcoholic solu-

tion of isatin in ammonia, thus : 2C8H5NOo
+ NH3

= Ci6HuN3 3 + H20. In its crude
state it is a brown, soft, resinous body, but
on being purified by means of potash and
chloride of ammonium it crystallizes in ill-de-

fined crystalline grains. Imasatin is insoluble
in water, aud in ether, and very slightly solu-

ble in boiling alcohol.

*im-balm (I silent), -v. [Embalm.]

* im-ban', v.t. [Pref. im- = em-, and Eng. tan
(q.v.).] To cut off or shut out from the rights
ofman; to outlaw ; to excommunicate civilly.

[Ostracize.]

* im band ', v.t. [Pref. im- = em-, and Eng.
band (q.v.).] To form into a band or bands.

" Beneath full sails imbanded nations rise."

J. Barlow. (Webster.)

* im bank ', s. An old spelling of Embank
(q.v.).

lm-bank'-ment, a. An old spelling of Em-
bankment (q.v.).

* Im ban -nered, a. [Pref. im- = in ; Eng.
banner, and suff. -ed.] Furnished with ban-
ners.

* im-bar', * im barre, v.t. Old spellings of
EMBA.B,(q.V.).

* Im-bar'-go, s. An old spelling of Em-
bargo (q.v.).

* im-bark , * im-barque, v.t. & i. [Em-
bark.]

* im-barn', v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
barn (q.v.).] To deposit or store in a barn.

* im- -bar'-ren, v.t. An old spelling of Em-
barren (q.v.).

* im-base , v.t. [Embase.]

" im-bas tar-dize, v.t. An old spelling of
Embastardize (q.v.).

* im-bafhe', v.t. An old spelling of Embathe
(q.v.).

* Im-bat' tie, v.t. An old spelling of Em-
battle (q.v.)

* im-bat -tle-ment, * im-bat-yl- -ment,
s. Old spellings of Embattlement (q.v.).

*im-bay/

, v.t. An old spelling of Embay (2)
(q-v.).

im be cile, «. & s. [Fr. imbecile, from. Lat.

imbecillus.]

A. As adjective;

1. Weak, feeble, destitute of strength, im-
potent.

"Too imbecile for study or forbusiness,"—Macaulay

:

But. Eng., cb. xxiii.

2. Mentally weak or feeble ; having the
mental faculties weakened or impaired.

B. As subst. : One who is imbecile or weak,
mentally or physically.

% An imbecile person often changes his views
and vacillates in his purposes. A stupid per-
son is very persistent in his opinions and re-

solves, both of which, however, are senseless.
That which in its highest form is genius, in
its lowest is imbecility; that which in its

highest form is talent, in its lowest is stupidity.

* im be -cile, * im be ell, * im-be-cill,
* im-be-seL * im bes sel, * im bez-
zlef v.t. [Imbecile, a.]

1. To make weak, to weaken, to enfeeble, to
impair.

"And so imbecill all theyr strengthe."
Drant : Borace, bk. i., sat. 5.

2. To weaken or injure by unjust use or ap-
propriations.

" Not suffering their persons to be oppressed, or their
states imbezitt'd."—Taylor ; Holy Living, eh. ill., j 2.

3. To embezzle.

"Felony by imbezzling or destroying the King's
armour or warlike stores."—Blackstonc; Corn-men.
taries, bk. iv., ch. 7.

* im-be-c£t-i-tate, v.t. [Eng. imbecile; t

connective, and suff. -ate.] To render feeble or
weak ; to weaken ; to enfeeble.

im-be-cil'-l-t^, s. [Fr. imbecillite, from im-
becile ; Lat. imbecillitas ; Ital. imbecillitd

;

Sp. ivibecilidad.] The quality or state of being
imbecile ; weakness, mentally or physically.

"The imbecility and meanness of her rulers."—
Macaulay ; Mist. Eng., ch. it

1" For the difference between imbecility and
debility, see Debility.

imbed, v.t. Another spelling ofEMBED(q. v.).

* lm-beT-lic, a. [Lat. pref. im- = in- = not,
and bellicus ~ warlike ; bellum = war.] Not
warlike or martial ; not fit for war.

* lm-bel'-lish, v.t. [Embellish.]

* im bench ing, s. |~Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
bench (q.v.).] A raised work like a bench.

im'-ber (1), s. [Ember (1).]

lm'-ber (2), Im'-mer, s. [Embek (2).] The
ember-goose (q.v.).

* im- bez'-zle, v.t. [Embezzle.]

imbibe ', v.t. [Fr. imbiber, from Lat. imbibe;
im- = in, and bibo = to drink ; Sp. imbibir.]

1. To drink in, f_:
" Here the wild horse, unconscious of the rein . . .

Imbibes the silver surge." Blacktock : Psalm i.

2. To drink or suck in ; to draw in ; to ab-
sorb.

" So barren sands imbibe the shower."
Cowper ; Friendship*

3. To take in, to admit, to receive.

"To veil the restless orb,
From which it did itself imbibe a ray."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vil.

4. To take or receive into the mind and re^
tain, at least for a time.

" Those, that have imbibed this error, have extended
the influence of this belief to the whole gospel."

—

Hammond.

im-bib'-er, s. [Eng. imbibie); -er.] Onewho»
or that which imbibes.

* lm-bi-bi -tion, s. [Fr., from imbiber = to
imbibe. ]

I. Ord. Lang. : The act of drinking or suck-
ing in ; absorption.

"By its copious imbibition.* and emissions of tha
aerial moisture."—Boyle : Works, iii. 783.

II. Technically

:

1. The penetration of a liquid into a solid
body.

2. The penetration of a liquid or gas into a
body destitute of life, whether organic or not.

* im-bit'-tert v.t. An old spelling of Em-
bitter (q.v.).

* Im-bit'-ter-er, s. An old spelling of Em-
bitterer (q.v.).

* im-blaze , v.t. An old spelling of Emblaze:
(q.v.).

* im-blaz'-on, v.t. An old spelling of Em-
blazon (q.v.).

* im-bodl -1 ment, s. [Embodiment.]

* Im-biSd'-^, v.t. [Embody.]

* im -boll, v.i. An old spelling of Emboil-
(q.v.).

* im-bold-en, v.t. [Embolden.]

* im bol ish, s. [A corruption of abolish (2)'.}

To abolish, to infringe upon, to embezzle.
(Davies.)

* im-bon'-i-t^, s. [Lat. pref. im- = in- = not,
and bonitas = goodness ; bo?i?<s= good.] Want
of goodness or good qualities. (Burton.)

* xm-bor'-der, v.t. [Emborder.]

* im-bosk, v.t. & i. [Ital. imboscare = to lie

in ambush.] [Emboss.]

A. Trans. ; To hide as in an ambush ; to*

conceal.

"To imbosk himself In the mountains."—Stelton.-
Don Quixote, bk. iii., ch. viii.

B. Intrans. : To lie concealed.
" They seek tbe dark, the bushy, the tangled forest,

they would imbosk." — Milton; Reform, in England,
bk. i.

* im~bo£'-6m, v.t. An old spelling of Em-
bosom (q.v.).

* im boss , s. An old spelling of Emboss, s.

(q.v.).

* im-bos'-ture, s. [Eng. imbost — embossed

;

-we.] Embossed work.

* im bound , v.t. An old spelling of Embounb
(q.v.).

* Im-bow7

, v.t. [Embow.]

* im-bo'^r'-er, v.t. & i. [Embower.]

* im-bow'-ment, *. An old spelling of Ess-
BOWMENT (q.V.).

*im-box', v.t. An old spelling of Embox
(q.v.).

* im-brace, v. & s. An old spelling of Em-
brace (q.v.).

* im-brace'-ment, s. An old spelling of

Embracement (q.v.).

* im braid , v.t. An old spelling of Embraid
(q.v.).

im-brake , v.t An old spelling of Embrake
(q.v.).
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* im brand , v.t. [Pref. im- = in-, and Eng.
brand (q.v.).] To arm with brands.

" She ended, and the heavenly hierarchies,
Burning in zeal, thickly imhranded were.

'

0. Fletcher: Christ's Victory & Triumph.

* Im bran -gle, v.t. An old spelling of Em-
brangle (q.v.).

* im- breed', v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
breed (q.v.).] To breed or generate within;

to inbreed.

"To search the truth is a disposition imbred In every
man."—Hakewill: Apologie, bk. iii., 5 4.

im-bri-car'-l-a, s. [Mod. Lat., from imbrex
(genit. imbHciS) = a hollow tile.]

Bot. : A genus of Sapotaceae (q.v.). It con-

sists of trees with, eight sepals in two rows, a
corolla, with its segments in three rows, and
eight fertile and eight sterile stamens. The
fruits of Imbriearia malabarica and i". 'maxima,

are subacid, aud used as dessert fruit. They
grow in Bombay, Mauritius, &c.

im-bri-cate, Jm'-brl-cat-ed, a. [Lat.

imbricatus, pa. par. of imbrico = to cover
with a gutter-tile ; imbrex (genit. imbricis) =
a tile ; imber (genit. imbris) = rain.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Bent or hollowed like a roof

or gutter-tile.

2. Bot. : Overlapping anything in a parallel

manner at its margin ; laid one over another,

like slates or tiles on a roof. Used of parts of

some flowers, &c.

3. Zoology :

(1) In the same sense as (2),

(2) Of the operculum of a gasteropodous mol-
lusc ; Growing only on one side, and having
the nucleus marginal, as in Purpura, Phorus,
&c. Called also Lamellar.

* im'-bri-cate, v.t. [Imbricate, a.] "To lay

or lap, the one over the other, as tiles.

* im-bri-ca'-tion, s. [Imbricate, a.]

1. The state of being imbricate ; an over-

lapping of the edges, as in tiles or shingles.

2. A hollow or concavity like that of a
gutter-tile.

"Adorned with neat imbrications, and many other
fineries."—Derham : Physico-Theology, bk. viii., ch. vi.

* im'-bri-ca-tive, a. [Eng. imbricat{e) ; -ive.]

The same as Imbricate (q.v.).

* im-bri-er, v.t. [Pref. im- — in, and Eng.
brier.] To entangle in a thicket. {Racket;

Life of Williams, ii. 192.)

* Im-bright'-en (gh silent), v.t. [Pref. im-
— in, and Eng. brighten, (q.v.).] To brighten

up ; to illumine.
" But now imbrightened into heavenly flame."

(i. Fletcher ; Christ's Triumph after Death.

* im-bris'-tle (tie as el), v.t. [Pref. im- —
in, aud Eng. bristle.] To* make rough. (Nashe

:

Laden Stuffe.)

* im-bro-ca'-do, s. [Sp.] Cloth of gold or

silver.

*Im-br6-ca'-ta, *im-broc-ca'-ta, s.

[Ital., from im- = in, and broccare = to incite
;

brocco — a nail.] A hit or thrust.

im-brd'-gli-d (g silent), s. [Ital., from im- =
in, and brogliare = to confound, to confuse.]

1, An intricate or complicated plot, as of a

play or novel.

2. A perplexing or confused state of affairs
;

a misunderstanding.

* im-broid'-er, v.t. An old spelling of Em-
broider (q.v.).

* Im-broiT, v.t. [Embroil.]

*Im-broth'-el, v.t An old spelling of Em-
BROTHEL (q.V.).

* Im-bro'wn', v.t. An old spelling of Em-
brown (q.v.).

imbrue', v.t. [0. Fr. embruer = to bedabble
oneself : em- = in, and O. Fr. bevre = Lat. bibo
= to drink. Imbrue is thus a doublet of imbibe,
with which it has oftimes been confounded.]

1. To steep ; to soak or drench in a fluid, as
in blood.

" This sad token I imbrue
In the beet blood of Roderick Dhu I"

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iv. 28.

* 2. To pour out ; to emit moisture. (Spenser.)

imbrued', pa. par. & a. [Embrued.]

* Im brue' ment, s. [Eng. imbrue,; -ment.]
The act of imbruiug ; the state or condition
of being imbrued.

* im-brute', v.t. An old spelling of Embrute
(q.v.).

* im-brute'-ment, s. [Eng. imbrute ; -merit.]

The act of making brutish ; the state of be-

coming brutish.

* im brynge, «. An old spelling of Embring
(qv.).

* lm-bud', v.i. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng. Mid.]

To put or thrust forth buds ; to bud.

"To make our spirits likewise to imbud."
Daniel : To the King's Majesty.

imbue', *im-bew, v.t. [Lat, imbuo = to

cause to drink in.]

* 1. To cause to drink or suck in ; to make
to absorb ; to tinge, to dye.

"Copper plentifully dissolved in aqua-fortis, will

imbue several bodies with the colour of the solution."
—Boyle : Works, i. 782.

2. To cause to become penetrated ; to tinge
strongly.

"A mind imbued
With truth from heaven." Cowper : Tardley Oak.

* Im-bue'-ment, s. [Eng. imbue ; -ment.]

The act of imbuing ; a deep tincture.

* im'-burse, v.t. [Pref. im- — in, and' Eng.
burse (q.v.).J To stock/with money ; to supply
money to.

* im-burse'-ment, s. [Eng. imburse; -ment.]

1. The act of imbursing or supplying with
money.

2. Money laid up in stock.

* im-bush' ment, - im-bushe-ment, s.

Old spelling of Embushment (q.v.).

* im-bu'-tion, s. [Lat. imbutus, pa. par. of
imbuo.] The act of imbuing.

i-me-sa-tin, s. [Altered from imasatin (q.v.),

by the'substitution of e for a.]

Chem. ; CgHfl^O. A dark yellow inodorous
body, obtained by the action of gaseous am-
monia on a saturated alcoholic solution of
isatin, containing a little powdered isatin in
suspension, thus : C8H5N02+NH3=C9H6N2+H20. It crystallizes in the form of straight
rectangular prisms, which are insoluble in
water, soluble in boiling alcohol, and slightly
soluble in ether.

* Im-grame, *ym grame, a. |_Pref. im- =
in, and Eng. grame (q.v.). J Grieved, sad,
doleful, harassed.

"A patroue of a benefice will haue a poore ym-
grame eoule, to beare the name of a paraou."— Wilson:
The Arte of Rhetorique, p. a7.

im'-ide, a. [Altered from Eng., &c. amide.]

Chem. : Generally used in the plural. Imides
are formed by the action of chloracids (the so-
called chlorides of negative radicals) upon
amides, thus : Acetamide [NHoXCMeO)] +
acetylic chloride (CMeOCl) = diacetimide
[NH(CMeO>2] + hydrochloric acid (HC1).
Imides are also formed by the substitution of
a dyad negative radical for two atoms of
hydrogen in ammonia, thus : succinimide =
NH(C4H402)", in which two atoms of the
hydrogen in ammonia have been replaced by
the dyad negative radical of succinic acid.

I-mid'-o-gen, s. [Eng. imid(e); o connective,
and Gr. ytvvatii (gennao) = to generate.]

Chem. : A name given to the monatomic
radical (NH).

imidogen-bases, s. pi.

Chem. : A term applied to the secondary
monamiues. These are derived from ammonia
by the replacement of two atoms of hydrogen
by monad positive radicals. Dimethylamine
MCH^H, piperidine N(C5H10)"H, and conine
NXCgHj^y'H, are imidogen bases.

* fcn-it-a-bil'-i-t& s. [Eng. imitable; -ity.]
The quality or state of being imitable

;
possi-

bility of being imitated.

im'-it-a-ble, a. [Lat. imitabilis, from imitor
= to imitate ; Ft. & Sp. imitable ; Ital. imita-
bile.]

1. That may or can be imitated or copied.
* 2. Deserving of being imitated or copied

;

worthy of imitation.

"A great example imitable by all Princes."—Bp.
Taylor: Rule of Come, bk. iii., ch. ill, rule 5.

* Im'-it^a-ble-nSas, s. [Eng. imitable; -new.]

The quality or state of being imitable.

*im'-i~tan-cy, s. [Eng. imitate): -ancy.)

Tending to imitate. (Carlyle: Miscellanies,

iii. 67.)

im'-i-tate, v.t. [Lat. imitatus, pa. par. of

imitor = to imitate ; Sp. & Port. Imitar; Fr.

im iter.]

1 To produce, or endeavour to produce a

copy or likeness of anything in form, colour,

or appearance.

2. To produce similar in qualities, style,

effect, &c, to another.
" This tale is imitated, rather than translated, from

a fragment."—Scott : Frederick & Alice. (Note.)

3. To follow as a model, pattern, or example

;

to copy in manners, conduct, actions, &c. ; to

follow the example of.

" He will not yet imitate and follow his passion."

—

Sir T. More : Works, p. 1,346.

4. To mimic ; to ape ; to copy the actions
or movements of.

H Imitation is the generic copy, and counter-

feit the specific : toimitate is to take a general
likeness ; to copy, to take an exact likeness ;

to counterfeit, to take a false likeness : to imi-

tate is, therefore, almost always used in a
good or an indifferent sense; to copy mostly,
and to counterfeit always, in a bad sense : to

imitate an author's style is at all times allow-

able for one who cannot form a style for him-
self. To imitateis the general term : to mimic
and to ape are both species of vicious imita-

tion. One imitates that which is deserving of

imitation, or the contrary : one mimics either

that which is not an authorized subject of imi-

tation, or which is imitated so as to excite

laughter. A person wishes to make that his

own which he imitates, but he mimics for the
entertainment of others. To ape is a serious

though an absurd act of imitation; to mimic
is a jocose act of imitation : to mock is an ill-

natured and vulgar act of imitation. (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

im-l-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. imitatio, from imita-
tus, pa. par. of imitor; Fr. imitation.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of imitating or copying.
"This primary or original copying, which in the

ideas of Philosophy is imitation, is iu the language of
Criticism called invention."—Hard: Poetical Imita-
tion, § 1.

2. That which is produced, made, or done
as a copy ; a copy ; a likeness ; a semblance.

" My images are many of them copied from him, and
the rest are imitations of him."

—

Dryden: Letter to

Sir It. Howard.

II. Music: The repetition of a short subject
by another part. The subject proposed is

sometimes called the antecedent, and the pas-
sage which afterwards imitates it the conse-
quent. Imitation by diminution is when the
consequent is in notes half the length of those
of the antecedent. Imitation by inversion is

when the intervals of the antecedent are in-

verted in order to form the consequent.
Imitation is said to be convertible when
antecedent and consequent are interchange-
able. If strict imitation be continued for any
length, of time, it is said to be canonical.

* im-i-ta'-tlon-al, a. [Eng. imitation: -al.]

Pertaining or relating to imitation ; resem-

bling.

* im-l-ta -tion-ist, s. [Eng. imitation; -ist.]

One who imitates; an imitator; one who is

destitute of originality.

un'-i-ta-tlve, a. & s. [Fr. imitatif, from Lat.

imitatus, pa. par. of imitor.]

A, As adjective :

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Given to imitating; inclined to imitate

or copy : as, Man is an imitative animal.

2. Aiming at imitation ; designed to imitate.
" "But imitative strokes can do no more."

Cowper : Task, i. 426.

3. Done or formed after a model, pattern, or
example ; done in imitation.

" For ploughing is an imitative toil"
Dryden: Virgil; Georgic ii. 282.

II, Technically

:

1. Min. : Having a form suggestive of some
other thing. Thus, botryoidal minerals are
imitative of a cluster of grapes.

2. Music : Expressive of or designed to ex-
press the inner feelings and state of the mind,
or the objects and occurrences of external life.

£at3, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here* camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; tr£, Syrian, se, ce - e; ey — a. qu - kw,
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B, As substantive

:

Gram. : A verb predicating imitation or re-

semblance.

* im'-l-ta-tlve-l$T, adv. [Eng. imitative; -ly.]

In an imitative manner.

* im'-i-ta-tive-ness, s. [Eng. imitative;

•ness.] The quality of being imitative.

im'-i-ta-tdr, s. [Lat., from imitatus, pa. par.

of imitor.] One who imitates, copies, or fol-

lows ; a copier.

".Neither our good nor our bad qualities were those
of imitators."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., oh. iii.

* im 1 ta-tor-ship, s. [Eng. imitator ; -ship.]

The condition or otfice of an imitator.
" When to eervile imitatorship.
Some spruce Athenian pen is preutized."

Marstoii : Scourge of VWainie.

* im'-i-ta-tressf
* Im'-i-ta-trlx, s. [Lat.

imitatrix.] f
.. female who imitates or copies.

"Friend, they either are men's souls themselves
Or the uiOBt wittits imitatrixet of them,"

Sir Gyles Qoosecappe, iii. 1. (1605).

im-m&C'-u-late, a. [Lat. immaculatus, from
im- = in-'= not; and maculatus, pa. par. of

maculo = to spot; macula = a spot; Sp. im-
maculado ; Ital. immaculato.]

1. Spotless, pure ; free from stain, spot, or

blemish; unstained, undented.
" [They] kept the faith immaculate and pure."

C'owper : Expostulation, 208.

2. Pure, clear, transparent.
" Thou clear, immaculate, and silver fountain."

Shakesp. : Richard II., v. 3.

Immaculate Conception, s.

Roman Theol. & Ch. Hist. : The dogma de-

fined by Pope Pius IX., on Dec. 8, 1854, that

the immaculate conception of Mary is an

article of divine faith. According to the

dogma, in her active conception, or generation,

there was nothing miraculous; but in the

passive conception, or infusion of a rational

soul, she was sanctified and preserved from
the taint of original sin by the foreseen merits

of Christ. The traditional day of Mary's con-

ception has been honoured with a feast from
the twelfth century, and found a place in the

calendar in the fourteenth. In the fifteenth

century, all doctors of Paris were bound to

defend the doctrine, whichwas warmly adopted
by the Franciscans and Carmelites, while the

Dominicans, naturally following St. Thomas
of Aquin, held the contrary view. The Council

of Trent expressly excepted Mary from the

decree De Peccato Originali, adopted in the

fifth session (June 17, 1546).

im-niac'-u-late-ly, adv. [Eng. immaculate

;

-ly.] In *an "immaculate, pure, spotless, or

unblemished manner.

im-mac -u-late-ness, * im-mac-u-late
nesse, s.' [Eng. immaculate ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being immaculate

;
purity

;

freedom from spot, stain, or blemish.
" Candour and immaculntenesse of conversation is

required."—Mountague : Devoute Essayet, pt. i.,tr. 12,

52.

*Im-mailed', * im-mayled, a. [Pref. im-
= in, and Eng. mailed.] Clad in mail or
armour.

" Instructed bwarms
Of men tmmayled"
Browne : Britannia's Pastorals, bk. ii., s. 4.

*3£m-mal'-le-a-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. malleable (q.v.).] That cannot be
hammered, or wrought, or beaten with a

hammer; not malleable.
" It reduceB it to an immaUeable substance."

—

Boyle :

Works, iv. 319.

* im-man'-a-cle, v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and
Eng. manacle (q.v.).] To manacle, to fetter,

to confine ; to put under restraint.

"ThiB corporal rind
Thou hast immanacled. ' Milton : Comus, 665.

* Im-ma na'-tlon, 5. [Lat. pref. im- = in,

and manatio = a flowing ; mano = to flow.]

A flowing or entering in. (Lamb.)

* im -mane', a. [Lat. immanis = huge, vast,

savage.] Vast huge, prodigious; exceeding

great.
" What immane difference is there between the

twenty-fourth of February and commencement of

March?"—Evelyn: Sylva, bk. i., ch. xviii.

* Im-mane'-ly, adv. [Eng. immane; -ly.]

In a vast or prodigious manner or degree ;

hugely, savagely, cruelly.

"A man of excessive strength, valiant, liberal, and
fair of aspect, but immanely cruel."

—

Milton; Hist.

Eng., bk. i.

* Im'-ma nence, *im'-ma-nen-c& s.

[Lat. immanens, pr. par. of immaneo.] [Im-

manent.] The quality or state of beinfl; im-

manent ; inherence, indwelling.

* Im'-ma nent, a. [Lat. immanent, pr. par.

ofimmaneo = to remain in : im- = in- — in, and

maneo = to remain ; Fr. immanent.] Staying

or remaining in ; not passing out of the sub-

ject ; limited to the subject or associated acts ;

having no external effect ; inherent, internal,

not transient.
" Logicians distinguish two kinds of operations of

the mind; the first kind produces no effect without
the mind, the last does. The first they call immanent
acts; the second transitive. All intellectual opera-

tions belong to the first class ; they produce no effect

upon any external object."—Iteid : On the Intellectual

Powers, ess. 2, ch. xiv."

* lm-man l fest, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. manifest (q.v.).] Not manifest ; not

plain or clear.
" A time not much unlike that which was before

time immanifest and unknown." —Browne: Vulgar
Errours, bk. vi, ch. vL

* im-inan'-i-ty, s. [Fr. immaniti, from Lat.

immanitatem, aucus. of immanitas, from im-

manis = vast, savage, cruel.] Barbarity,

cruelty, savageuess.
" That such immanity and bloody strife

Bhould reign among professors of one faith."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI. V. 1.

* im man -tie. An old spelling of Emmantle
(q.v.).

Im-man'-u-el, s. [Heb. bttnrsv (Immanuil)

= God with us; Gr. 'EiLfLavov^K(Emmanouel.)

Scrip. ; The name which was to be given to

a child who, it was prophesied by Isaiah, was

to be born of TVO)$n {haatm&h), i.e., the virgin,

not a virgin, as in the A.V. At the time the

words were uttered, the kingdom of Judah
was threatened with political extinction by a

hostile confederacy, consisting of the kingdoms
of Israel and Syria. For the encouragement
of King Ahaz it was stated that before the

child Immanuel should be old enough to dis-

cern between good and evil, "the land," as it

has been rendered, "shall be forsaken, of

whose two kings thou art afraid " (Isa. vii.

10-16). In Matt. i. 23 the prophecy is applied

to the miraculous birth of Jesus from the

Virgin Mary.
" The stretching out of his wings shall fill the breadth

of thy laud, Immanuel."—Isaiah viii 8.

' Im mar-ces' 91-ble, * Im-mar-ces'-sX-
ble, a. [Lat. pref. im- = in- = not ; and mar-
cesco = to fade.] Unfading.

" The crown that thou hast laid up for me is immar-
cescible."—Bp. Hall : A Holy Rapture, § 11.

* Im-mar-ces'-ci-bly, *Im-mar-ces'-sI-
bly, adv. [Eng. immarcescible ; -ly.] Un-
fadiugly.

" Not fading and corruptible, but immarcessibly
eternal."—Dp. Hall ; Invisible World, bk. ill., § 12.

im mar gin-ate, a. [Pref. im-, and Lat.

marginatus.]

Bot. : Not having a rim or edge.

* Im-mar -tial (ti as sn), a. [Pref. im- =
in- =not, and" Eng. martial (q.v.).] Not mar-
tial ; not warlike.

" My powers are unfit,

Myself tmmartial.' Chapman : Homer ; Od. ii.

* im-mask ,
* im-maske, v. t. [Pref. im- =

in-, and Eng. mask (q v.).] To cover as with
a mask ; to disguise, to hide.

" I have cases of buckram for the uouce, to immask
our noted outward garments."—Shakesp. :l Henry IV.,

*im-match'-a-ble, a. [Pref. im-= in- = not,

and Eng. matchable (q.v.).] That cannot be
matched or equalled ; peerless.

" Invincible of pleasure, unconquered by travels, and
in gratuities and liberality immatchaole."—P. Hol-
land; Plutarch, p. 1,041.

* Im -match ' -less, a. [Pref. im- = in-= not,

and Eng. matchless (q.v.).] Incomparable ;

peerless. (G. Markham ; Trag. of Sir It.

Grinuile; Vedic.)

Sm-ma-ter'-i-al, «. & s. [Fr.] [Material.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not consisting or composed of matter

;

incorporeal, spiritual.

"Angels are spirits immaterial and intellectual,"

—

Hooker : Eccles. Polity.

2. Of no essential weight, importance, or
consequence ; unimportant.

* B. As subst. : That which is incorporeal,

or not composed of matter.
" As well might nothing bind immensity,
Or passive matter immaterial Bee."

Harte ; Essay on Satire.

Im-ma-ter'-I-al-ism, a [Pref. im- = in- =

not, and Eng. materialism.]

Phil. : A term sometimes so widely taken as

to be a synonym for Idealism (q.v.) or Phe-

nomenalism ; more usually limited to the

doctrine of George Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne

(1684-1753). Prof. A. C. Fraser (Works of G.

Berkeley, i. 120) reduces this system to three

principles :—(1) The negation of Matter, as

signifying an unperceiving and unperceived

substance and cause ; (2) The affirmation, as

Substance proper, of the Ego ; and, as Cause

proper, of a reasonable will ; (3) The affirmation

of Matter, as consisting of the ideas, objects,

or perceptions of sense ; of material sub-

stances usually called sensible things ; and of

material causes or uniform antecedents in the

order of sensible changes.
" Berkeley was the founder of a doctrine of universal

Immaterialism."—Ueberweg: Hist. PhUos., ii. B8.

Im ma-ter i-al 1st, a. & s. [Pref. im- = in

~ not, and Eng. materialist.]

A. As adj. : Inculcating or in any way con
nected with immaterialism (q.v.).

" The immaterialist theory of an essentially spiritual

universe."—.4. C. Eraser: Berkeley, p. 79-

B. As subst. : A believer in any fown of

immaterialism (q.v.).

" It is not, therefore, to be expected that any man,
whether materialist or Immaterialist, Bhould huve
exHctly Just notions of the Deity."—Berkeley : Hylux «f

Philonous, dial. S.

im-ma-ter-I-al'-i-tSr, s. [Eng immaterial

;

-ity.\ The quality or state of being imma-
terial or incorporeal; freedom from or absence
of matter.

"The notion of the soul's immateriality evidently
facilitates the belief of a resurrection."—Clarke; A
Third Defence.

* invma-ter'-j-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. imma-
terial; '-ize.] To" make immaterial or incor-

poreal ; to free from matter.

"Though assiduity in the most fixed cogitation be
no trouble to immaterialized spirits, yet is it more
than our embodied souls can bear."—(Jlanvill : Scep-
sis Sclentifica, ch. xlL

Im-ma-ter'-I-al-l^ adv. [Eng. immaterial

;

-ly]
'

1. In an immaterial or incorporeal manner ;

without matter.
" Visible species of things strike not our senses im-

materially. —Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. iii., ch. vii.

2. In an unimportant manner or degree.

im-ma-ter'-i-al-ness, s. [Eng. immaterial

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being imma-
teriality.

* im-ma-ter'-I-ate, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not

;

Eng. materiate (q.v.).] Not consisting of
matter; incorporeal, immaterial.

" Any such transmission and influx of immateriate
virtues."—Bacon: ffat. Hist., 5 900.

Im-ma-tii'ro, a. [Lat. immatitrus, from im-
= in- = not, and maturus = ripe.]

* L Lit. : Not mature or ripe ; not come to
perfection. (Milton; P. L., vii 277.)

II. Figuratively:

1. Not perfect, not complete ; not perfected
or completed ; not matured.

'

' The land enterprise of Panama was an ill-measured
and immature counsel."

—

Bacon : Henry VII.

2. Not having reached full age
; young.

"Though immature I end my glorious days."
Howe : Lucan, v. 948.

3. Too early ; coming before the natural
time ;

premature.
" We . . . call not that death immature. If a man

lives till seventy."—Taylor : Holy Living h Dying.

im-ma-tu'red, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. matured.] Not matured ; not per-
fected or completed.

im-ma-tii're-1^, adv. [Eng. immature; -ly.]

In an immature manner ; too soon, too early
;

prematurely ; before the natural time.
"The virtuous, though dying immaturely, should

be as if they had lived an hundred years-"— Warbur-
ton ; Divine Legation, bk. vi, § 6.

im-ma-tii're-ness, s. [Eng. immature;
-ness.] The quality or Btate of being imma-
ture ; immaturity.

" It was easy for me to represent to you, how un-
finished and unpolished the trifies you called for were-
especially considering the immatureness of some of
them.'—Boyle; Works, voL ii., p. 828.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat-, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ihg.

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tiom, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus, -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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lm-ma-tur'-i-ty, s. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. maturity (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being immature, or not having
reached maturity, completeness, or perfection.

"The validity of contracts may be affected by the
\ contractor's immaturity of age."—Seattle : Moral

Science, pt. iii., ch. i.

* Im-me-a-foli'-l-tjf, s. [Lat. immeaHlts =
that cannot he passed : im- = in- = not, and
meabilis = passable ; meo = to pass, to go.]

The quality of being impassable ; the quality
of rendering impassable. {Arbuthnot : On
Aliments, ch. vi., § 29.)

* im-mea-sur-a-bil'-i-ty (s as zh), s. [Eng.
immeasurable, ; -ity,] The quality or state of
being immeasurable.

im-mea'-sur-a-ble (s as zh), * Im me
sur-a ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not, and
Eng. measureable (q.v.).] That cannot be
measured ; indefinitely extensive or extended

;

boundless, limitless.
" In their immeasurable forfeiture."

Byron; Heaven & Earth, i. 8.

im-mea'-sur-a-ble-ness (s as zh),
s. [Eng. immeasurable; -ness.] The quality
or state of being immeasurable or incapable
of measurement.

im-mea'-sur-a-bly (s as zh), adv. [Eng.
immeasurab(le)'; -ly.] In an immeasurable
manner, degree, or extent ; to an extent or
degree not to be measured ; immensely.

" But they are silent ; still they roll along
Immeasurably distant."

Wordsworth : Night-Piece.

* im-mea -sured (s as zh), a, [Pref. im- —
in- — not, and Eng. measured.] Unmeasured

;

immeasurable.
"[They] farre exceeded men in their immeasured

mights." Spenser: F. Q., II. x. 8.

* im-me-chan ic-al, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. mechanical.] Not mechanical

;

not according to the laws of mechanics.

* im-me-chan'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. im-
meclianical ; -ly.] Not mechanically ; not
according to the laws of mechanics.

* Im-me'-dl-a-cy, s. [Eng. immedia(te) ; -cy.]

The state of being proximately by the side and
at the place of another ; freedom from the
intervention of a medium ; immediateness

;

nearness ;
proximity.

** The which immediac?/ may well stand up,
And call itself your brother."

Shakesp. : Lear, v. 3.

im-me'-di-ate, a. [Fr. immediat, from Low
Lat. immediatus, from im- = in, and medius —
the midst.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Being in such a state or position with
respect to something else that there is nothing
intervening ; situated or placed in the closest
relation

;
proximate.

"Their authoritye is so high and so immediate to
God that the people are bouude to obeytheim."

—

Sir
T. More : Workcs, p. 893.

2. Not separated by any interval of time

;

instant ;
present ; done at once.

3. Acting directly or without the interven-
tion of a medium or means ; direct ; acting
by direct agency.

" The immediate causes of the deluge, the rains and
the waters. "

—

Burnet : Theory of the Earth.

II. Bat. : Proceeding directly from a part
without the intervention of any other one, as

the flower stalks of a raceme. (Treas. of Bot.)

Im-me'-di-ate-ly, ojXv. [Eng. immediate;
-ly-]

1. In an immediate manner ; directly ; with-

out the intervention of a medium.

2. Without the intervention of time ; at

once ; instantly ; without delay ; straightway.

"Alexander satisfyed with the actes he had done,
pourpoaed immediatelye to retourne into Macedon."

—

Brende; Quintus Curtius, fo. 141.

H" For the difference between immediately
and directly, see Directly.

im-me'-di-ate ness, "s. [Eng. immediate

;

-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being immediate

;

exemption from any intervening cause or
medium ; directness.

"Above them in privileges, especially in the immc-
diatenesse of their calling. '~Sp. Ball: Episcopacy by

' Divine Sight, pt. ii., § 2.

2. Presence or close relation with regard to
time ;

promptness.

* im-me'-di-at-xsm, s. [Eng. immediate);
-ism.] The quality of being immediate.

*im-med'-ic-a-ble, a. [Lat. immedicabilis,
from im- = in- = not, and medicabilis —. cur-
able ; medico = to cure, to heal.] That can-
not be healed or cured ; incurable.

"Some deep and immedicable wound."
Byron : Childe Harold, iv. 167.

*£m-me-l6'-dI-OUS, a. [Pref. im- — in- =
not, and Eng. melodious (q.v.).] Not melo-
dious ; harsh ; dissonant.

"When immelodious winds but made thee move."
Drummond, Son. 10, pt. ii.

* im-mem'-6r-a-ble, a. [Lat. immemora-
bilis.] [Memorable.] Not memorable; not
worthy of remembrance.

lm-me-moV-i-al, a. [Fr., from Lat. im-
memor— forgetful : im- —in- =not, and mernor
— mindful.] Past or beyond time of memory

;

extending beyond the reach of record or
tradition.

" The moan of doves in immemorial elmB,"
Tennyson: Princess, vii. 203.

im-me-mor'-i-al-ly, adv. [Eng. imme-
morial ; -ly.] Beyond memory or record

;

from time immemorial.
"The truth and authority of the Scriptures . . .

hath been immemorially believed by the learnedest
men in the world."

—

Boyle ; Works, ii. 282.

immense', a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. immensus
= immeasurable : im- == in- = not, zmdmensus,
pa. par. of metior ~ to measure ; Ital. & Sp.
immenso.]

A. As adj. : Unbounded, unlimited, im-
measurable, vast, very great, very large,

enormous.
"Distrust, which respect for his immense power

prevented them from fully expressing."—Macaulay

:

Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

B. As subst. : Unlimited or boundless space
or expanse.

" Pearly battlements around
Looked o'er the immense of heaven."

Shelley: Queen Mab, ii.

TT For the difference between immense and
enormous, see Enormous.

lm-mense'-ly, adv. [Eng. immense; -ly.]

In an immense manner or degree ; to an im-
mense extent ; enormously, infinitely, vastly.

" Homer . . . represents the latter as immensely
rich."—Jortin : Ecclesiastical History.

Im-mense ness, s. [Eng. immense ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being immense ; im-
mensity.

"The immenseness of whose excellencies [is] too
highly raised."— .ff. More : Philosophic Cabbala, ch. ii.

* lm-mens'-i-ble, a. [Eng. immense); -ible.]

Immeasurable. (Davies: To Worthie Persons,

p. 52.)

im-mens'-i-t$r, s. [Ft. immensite, from Lat.
immensitatem, ace. of immensitas, from im-
mensus = immense, immeasurable ; Ital. im-
mensitd; Sp. immensidad.]

1. The quality or state of being immense
;

vastness, infinity.

"That which gives us the idea of immensity."—
Locke: Human Ifitderstaiidiiig, bk_ ii., ch. xiii.

2. That which is immense ; immense or in-
finite space or expanse.

" He who through vast immensity can pierce."
Pope : Essay on Man, i. 23.

* im-men'-sive, a. [Eng. immens(e) ; -ive. ]

Huge.
" This immensive cup." Herrick : To Live Merrily.

* im-mens-u-ra-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. im-
mensurable; -ity.] The quality of being im-
mensurable or immeasurable ; immeasur-
ability ; impossibility to be measured ; im-
mensity.

* im-mens'-u-ra-ble, a. [Lat. pref. im- =
in- = not, and mensurabilis= capable of being
measured, from mensurus, fut. par. of metior
= to measure ; Fr. immeasurable.] That can-
not be measured ; immeasurable.

" Soaring, I gain the immeasurable steep."
Mallet : Excursion.

* im-mens ii rate, a. [Lat. pref. im- = in-
= not, and mensiiratus, pa. par. of mensuro =
to measure.] Unmeasured, boundless, in-
finite.

"An immensurate distance from it."—Mountague
Devoutc Essuyes, pt. 11., tr. ix., § o.

* im - jnercT, v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
merd (q.v.).] To cover with dung. (Quarks:
Emblems; Dedic.)

Im- merge, v.t. & i. [Lat. imme.rgo = to

plunge into : im- = in- - in, into, and mergo
= to plunge ; Fr. immerger ; Ital. immergere ;

Sp. inmergir.]

* A. Transitive

:

1. Lit.: To plunge into or under anything,

especially into or under a fluid ; to immerse.
" We took about a glassful of lukewarm water, and

in it immerged a quantity of the leaves of senna. —
Boyle : Works, 1. 759.

2. Fig. : To plunge ; to overwhelm.

"Persecuted, and not immerged iu secular tempta-
tions. "—Bp. Taylor: Consec. Serin, at Dublin. (Pref.;

B. Intrans. : To disappear by entering into

any medium, as a star into the light of the sun.

im-merg'-ent, a. [Lat. immergens, pr. par.

of immergo'] Emergent.

* im-mer'-it, s. [Pref. im- = in- = not, and
Eng. merit (q.v.). J Want of worth or merit;
demerit.

* im-mer'-it-ed, it. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. merited.] Not merited or deserved ;

unmerited.
" Those on whom I have in the plenteousest manner

showered my bounty and immerited favour.'

—

Kingr
Charles, in the Princely Pelican, p. 279.

* im-mer'-i't-OUS, a. [Lat. immeritus, from
im- = in- = not, and meritus = deserved, pa.
par. of mereor = to deserve.] Undeserving;
having little or no merit.

"HiB confuting hath bin employed about frothy.
immeritous, and undeserving discourse."— Milton ."

Colasterion.

* im-mers'-a-ble, «.. [Immersible.]

* im-merse', a. [Lat. immersus, pa. par. of
immergo.] [Immerge.] Immersed, plunged,
buried, sunk deeply.

"After long inquiry of things, immerse in matter,
to linterpose some subject, which is immateriate."—
Bacon: Nat. Hist., § 115.

im-merse', v.t. [Immerse, a.]

I. Lit. : To plunge or sink into or under a
fluid ; to d ip.

" Deep immersed beneath its whirling wave."
Warton : Eel. i.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To plunge or sink deeply.
" He stood

More than a mile immersed within the wood r

At once the wind was laid." Dryden. {Todd$

2. To engage deeply, to involve, to over-
whelm.

" The queen immersed in such a trance,
And moving thro' the past unconsciously."

Tennyson: Guinevere, 398w

im-mersed', pa. par. & a. [Immerse, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Plunged into or under a fluid.

2. Fig. : Deeply engaged or involved.

II. Bot. : Buried. Used of the leaves of
aquatic plants, and of the ovary when buried
in the disc.

* lm-mers'-i-ble (1), a, [Eng. immers(ey;
-able.] Capable of being immersed.

* im-mers'-i-ble (2), a. [Pref. im- = in-^=

not, and inersus, pa. par. of mergo.] Not
capable of being immersed or plunged.

im-mer'-sion, s. [Lat. immersio, from im-

mersus = to immerge; Fr. immersion; Sp.

inmersion; Ital. immersions.] [Immerge.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The act of immersing, plunging, or sink-

ing a body into or under a fluid.

"They should make use of a three-fold immersion.
in baptism."—Jortin : Remarks on Eccles. Hist.

(2) The state of being immersed.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) The act of engaging or involving deeply.

(2) The state of being deeply engaged or in-

volved.

II. Astron. ; The disappearance of a celes-

tial bodyby passing behind or into the shadow
of another ; it is opposed to emersion (q.v.).

The occultation of a star is immersion of the
first kind ; the eclipse of a satellite, immer-
sion of the second kind.

* im-mer'-sion -ist, s. [Eng. immersion;
-ist.] One who holds the doctrine that im-
mersion is essential to Christian baptism.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot*
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e; ey-a. au.= l£W*
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*im-mSsh', v.t [Pref. im-=in, and Eng.
mesh (q.v.).] To catch or entangle, as in the
meshes of a net or web.

* Jm -meth- od - ed, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not ; Eng. method, and suff. -ed.] Not having
method or regularitj' ; immethodical.

* Im-me-thod -ic al, a. [Pref. im- = in-=
not, and Eng. methodical (q v.).] Not me-
thodical ; without method, order, system, or
regularity ; confused.

"Almost every poem consisting of precepts is ao far
arbitrary and immethodical.''—Johnson : Life of Pope.

* im-me-thod -ic-al ly, adv. [Eng. imme-
thodical ; -ly.] In ah immethodical manner ;

without method, order, system, or regularity.

* im me thod ~ic-al-ness, s. [Eng. imme-
thodical; -ness.] The quality or state "of being
immethodical ; want of method, order, sys-
tem, or regularity.

"
fmmethodiealness breeds confusion." — Hopkins;

Sermons, No. 21.

* im-meth'-6d Ize, v.t. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. methodise (q.v.).] To render
immethodical.

* lm-met'-ri-cal, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. metrical (q.v.).] (Chapman: Iliad;
To the Header.)

* im mew', v.t [Emmew.]

Im'-mi-grant, s. [Lat. immigrant, pr. par.
of immigro = to immigrate (q.v.).] One who
immigrates ; one who migrates or removes
into a foreign country for the purpose of per-
manent residence. It is the correlative of
emigrant (q.v.).

im' mi grate, v.i. [Lat. immigratus, pa.
par. of immigro = to migrate into : im- = in*
= into, and migro = to move, to migrate ; Fr.
immigrer.] To remove into a foreign country
for the purpose of permanent residence ; to
remove into and settle in a foreign country
or region.

im mi-gra'tion, s. [Lat. pref. im- = in- =
in, into; migratlo = a moving.] The act or
process of immigrating; the act of removing
into and settling in a foreign country or
region.

" Tbeir immigration into Spain about the nintb
century."— Warton: ffizt. Eng. Poetry, diss. 1.

im -mi nence, s. [Lat. imminentia, from
imminens, pr. par. of immineo = to hang over

;

im- —in = in, upon, and mino = to jut out

;

Fr. imminence; Ital. imminenza.]

1. The quality or state of being imminent
or impending.

* 2. That which is imminent ; any impend-
ing ill or danger.

" I do not speak of flight, of fear, of death ;

; But dare all imminence."
Shakesp. : Tro'dut £ Cressida, v. 10.

lm'-mi-nent, «.. [Lat. imminens, pr. par. of
immineo;' Fr. imminent; Ital. imminente;
Sp. inminente.]

* 1. Hanging over ; bent over or on.

"Their eyes ever imminent on worldly matters."—
_ Milton : Reformation, bk. ii.

2. Impending ; threatening to fall or occur ;

near or close at hand.
" When danger imminent betides."

Cowper: The Snail. (Trans.)

* 3. Threatening, deadly.
" Hair-breadth 'scapes i* th' imminent deadly breach."

Shakesp. : Othello, i. 3.

im'-mi-nent-ly, adv. [Eng. imminent; -ly.]

In an imminent manner ; threateningly.

* im - mm- gle, v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and
mingle (q.v.)7] To mingle, to mix.

"With the vanity of the critic something better
does at the bottom lie immingled."—A. H. dough:
Remains, i. 303.

* Im-ml nu'-tion, s. [Lat. imminvtio, from
imminutits, pa. par. of imminuo = to lessen.]
A lessening, a diminishing, a diminution.

"Did not a Providence continually oversee and
secure them from all alteration or imminution."—
Ray : On the Creation.

* im-miB-Ji-bir-i-ty; s. [Eng. immiscible

;

-ity.] The quality or state of being immis-
cible ; incapable of being mingled or mixed.

* im-mls -ci-ble, «. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. miscible (q.v.).] Not miscible ; not
capable of being mixed.

* im-miss'-ion (SS as sh), s. [Lat. immissio,

from immissus, pa. par. of immitto.] [Immit.]

The act of immitting, sending, or thrusting in

;

injection ; the correlative of emission (q.v.).

" It is nothing but the immistion of the spirits into
such and such inusclea."—J7. More: Antidote Against
Atheism, bk. i., ch. ii.

* im-mit', v.t. [Lat. immitto = to send in :

im- = in, and mitto = to send.] To send or

put in ; to inject.

"The receiver into which air produced out of pears
hod been immitted,"—Boyle : Works, iv. 533,

* im mit ig-a-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng.'mitigable (q.v.).] Incapable of
being mitigated or appeased ; relentless.

" The immitigable ministers
That shower down vengeance on these latter days."

Coleridge : Religious Musings.

* Im-mit'-Ig-a-bly, adv. [Eng. immitiga-
ble); -ly.] In. an immitigable manner; re-

lentlessly.

* im mix, v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng. mix
(q.v.).] To mix or mingle into or together;
to blend.

"Among her tears immixing prayers meeke.

"

Spenser: F. Q-, IV. iii. 47.

* im-mix'-a-ble, a. [Pref. im-',=in- = not

;

Eng. mix, 'and suff. -able.] Not capable of
being mixed or mingled.

* im mixed', im-mixt', a. [Pref. im- =in-
= not, and Eng. mixed (mixt).} Unmixed, pure.

" Pure, pervious, immizt. innocuous, mild."
More: Song of the Soul, bk. ii., ch. ii., s. 22.

* im-mix'-ture, s. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. mixture (q.v.).] Freedom from mix-
ture ; purity.

" That wherein our love is the most defective, which
]b simplicity and immixture."—Mountague ; Deooute
Essayes, pt. i., tr. xiv., § 3.

* im mo'-bile, * im mo ble, a. [Lat. im-
mobilis, from im- = in- = not, and mobilis =
movable; moveo = to move; Fr. immobile.]
Not mobile ; incapable of being moved ; im-
movable.

" They be ferrae and immoble."—Joye: Exposition of
Daniel, ch. v.

Im-mo-biT-I-ty, s. [Fr. immoUlite, from
Lat. immobilitatem, accus. of immobilitas, from
imntobilis = immovable. ] The quality or state
of being immobile or immovable.

" Such as seem to assert the immobility and rest of
the earth."—Derham : Astro-Theology, pt. i., p. 21.

* ixn-m6d'-er-a-$y, s. [Eng. immoderate)

;

-cy.] The quality or state of being immoderate

;

want of moderation ; excess.

* im-mod'-er-an-cy, s. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Lat. moderans, pr. par. of modero =
to regulate, to restrain.] Immoderation, ex-
cess.

" This by an immoderancy thereof destroyed his
justice."—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. i„ ch. ii.

im mod -er-ate, u. [Lat. immoderatns, from
im- = in- = not, and moderatvs, pa. par. of
modero = to regulate.] [Moderate, a.] Not
moderate ; exceeding thejust or proper bounds
or limits ; excessive ; extravagant ; unreason-
able ; in excess.

" Quaff'd in bis gratitude immoderate cups,"
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vi.

IF For the difference between immoderate
and excessive, see Excessive.

Im-niod'-er-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. immoderate

;

-ly.] In an immoderate or excessive manner
;

to an excessive degree or extent ; to or in
excess ; excessively ; extravagantly ; un-
reasonably.

"The necessaries of life were immoderately dear."—
Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

* im -mod - er - ate - ness, s. [Eng. im-
moderate; -ness.] The quality or state ofbeing
immoderate ; excess, extravagance, unreason-
ableness.

"The immoderateness of cold, heat, or any other
manifest quality in the air."—Boyle : Works, iv. 94.

im-mod-er-a'-tion, $. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. moderation (q.v.); Fr. immodera-
tion.] Want of moderation ; excess; extra-
vagance.

im mod -est, a. [Fr. immodeste, from Lat.
immodestus, from im- = in- — not, and modestus
= modest ; Ital. & Sp. immodesto.]

*1. Not moderate ; exceeding just or proper
bounds or limits ; immoderate ; excessive

;

exorbitant.

2. "Wanting in shame, modesty, or delicacy;

lewd ; unchaste ; indecent.
" Lucian was ... an elegant, ingenious, loc«e, and

immodest writer."'

—

Jortin: Eccles. History.

3. Obscene, lewd, indelicate.

"A foe of folly and immodest toy."
Spenser: F. Q„ II. vi 3".

im-mod'-est-ly; adv. [Eng. immodest ; -ly.]

In an immodest manner ; indecently ; indeli-

cately; shamelessly.

im-mod'-est-y^ s. [Fr. immodestie, from
immodeste.] "Want of modesty, delicacy, or
chastity ; indecency ; unchastity ; indelicacy

;

obscenity ; lewdness.
"They shew their own folly as well as immodesty.'

—Bp. Taylor : Great Exemplar, pt. i., disc vL, § 2.

* £m'-mo-late, a. [Lat. immolatas, pa. par.

of immolo — to throw meal upon a victim,
hence to sacrifice : im- = in- = upon, and
mola = meal ; Fr. immoler ; Ital. immolare

;

Sp. immolar.] Sacrificed ; offered in sacrifice.

"Whether Christ be daily immolate or only once."

—

Bp. Gardner : Explication, fo. 148.

im'-mo-late, v.t. [Immolate, a.]

1. To sacrifice ; to kill in sacrifice.

2. To offer in sacrifice.

" I cannot bring myself to imagine, that such gentla
deities can

;
like such barbarous worshippers, who not

only immolate to them the lives of men, but, what is

far more precious, the virtue and honour of women,"

—

Boyle : Works, v. 262.

3. To offer up, to sacrifice.

" They had offered to immolate at the same shrine
the most valuable of the national acquisitions."—
Burke : On a Regicide Peace, let. 3.

immolation, immolacion,. [Fr.

immolation, from Lat. immolatus, pa. par. of
immolo; Ital. immolazione; Sp. immolacion.]

1. The act of immolating, sacrificing, or
offering in sacrifice ; the state of being im-
molated.

"Whatsoever was . . . Justly subject to lawfull im-
molation."—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. v., ch. xiv.

2. That which is offered as a sacrifice ; a
sacrifice.

"We make more barbarous immolations than the
mo3t savage heathens. "—Decay of Piety.

im mo la-tor, s. [Lat, Fr. immolateur.]
One who immolates or sacrifices ; specif., one
of a sect of .Russian fanatics, who believe that
they can save their souls by mutilating their
bodies and even killing themselves.

* im-mo -ment, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. moment (q.v.).] Of no moment,
importance, or value ; trifling, insignificant.

" I some lady-trifles have reserved,
Immoment toys." Shakesp. : Ant. & Cleop., v. 2. ]

* im-mo ment ofis, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. momentous (q.v.).] Not mo-
mentous ; of no moment ; unimportant.

* Im mbn'-as tercd, a. [Pref. im- = in

;

Eng. monas'ter(y) ; and suff. -ed.] Dwelling
or secluded in a monastery.

" Immonaster'd in Kent."
Drayton : PoJy-Olbion, s. 24.

im-mdr'-al, a. [Fr.] [Moral.]

1. Not moral; wanting in principle or mo-
rality ; unprincipled, dishonest, depraved.

" That he should have supposed James to be as pro-
foundly immoral as himself is not strange."—Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. Not consistent with, or according to
morality ; dishonest.

" Whatever may be called moral or immoral, virtu-
ous or vicious."—Beattie : Mor. Science, pt. i., ch. ii., § L

immoral-contracts, s. pi.

Law: Contracts for immoral purposes. They
are legally void.

im-mor-aT-i-ty, s [Fr. immoralite; from
immoral.]

1. The quality or state of being immoral

;

specially, impurity.
"A restlessness in men's minds to be something they

are not, and have something they have not, is tha
root of all immorality."— Sir W. Temple : Of Life 5
Fortune.

2. An immoral act or practice.
" Luxury and sloth and then a great drove of heresies

and immoralities broke loose among them."

—

Milton :

Defence of the People of England.

im-mor'-al-ly, adv. [Eng. immoral ; -ly.] In
an immoral manner ; in violation of morality.

* im-mo-rlg'-er-ous, a.. [Lat. pref. im- =
in- = not, and morigerus = obedient.] Rude,
uncivil, disobedient.

"Such as are perverse and immoriqerous."—Rp.
Taylor : Rule of Conscience, bk. ii., ch. iii.
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* im mo rig er-ous-ncss, s. [Eng. immo-
rigerous ; -ness.] Rudeness, disobedience.

" All degrees of delay are degrees of immorigerous-
ness and tin willingness. "—Up. Taylor: Gt. Exemplar,
pt. i., disc. ii.

un-mor'-tal, a. & s. [Fr. immortel, from Lat.

imwortalis': from im- = in- = not, and mortalis
= mortal (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not mortal ; not liable to death ; endowed
with a life which will never end ; everliving,

undying, eternal.

"[Some] doubt if souls immortal be, or no."
Davies ; Immortality of the Soul, % 30, rem. 6.

2. Destined to live in all ages of the world ;

imperishable.
" Immortal be the verse—forgot the poet's name."

Scott : Don Roderick. (Introd.)

3. Never ceasing, perpetual, endless.

* i. Pertaining or relating to immortality.
" Give me my robe, put on my crown : I have
Immortal longings in me."

Shaken p. . Antony & Cleopatra, v. 2.

*5. Exceedingly great, excessive, grievous.

B. As subst. : One who is immortal ; one
who is exempt from death ; specif., in the pi.

with the article, the gods of classic mytho-
logy ; a body of troops in which vacancies
were filled up by successors appointed before
hand (Herod., vii. 88, 211).

" She thought she saw Christian, her husband, in a
place of bliss among many immortals." — Bunyan

:

Pilgrim* Progress, pt. ii.

immortal-flowers, s. pi. [Everlast-
ing, B. II. 1.]

im mor'-tal 1st, s [Eng. immortal; -ist.]

One who tiolds that the soul is immortal ; a
believer in the immortality of the soul.

Xm-mor-tal'-i-ty, s. [Fr. immortaliU, from
immortel.]

1. The quality or state of being immortal

;

exemption from death or annihilation ; un-
ending existence.

" They [the Egyptians] are also the first of mankind
who have defended the immortality of the souL^-
Beloe : Herodotus ; Euterpe, ch. cxxiii.

2. Exemption from oblivion.

:t lm-mor-tal-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. immortal-
iz(e); -ation.] The act of immortalizing ; the
state of being immortalized.

im-mor'-ta-lize, v.t. & i. [Fr. immortaliser.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Tomake immortal ; to exempt from death

;

to endow with endless life.

, 2. To exempt from oblivion; to perpetuate
; the memory of.

*' So strong the zeal to immortalize himself
Beats in the breast." Cowper ; Task, i 284.

*B. Intrans. : To become immortal.
" Fix the year precise,

When British bards begin f immortalise."
Pope : Sat. v. 54.

im-mor'-tal-ly, adv. [Eng. immortal; -ly.]

1. In an immortal manner ; to eternity

;

"With endless existence ; eternally.
" Therefore she is immortally my bride."

R. Browning : Any Wife to any Husband.
* 2. Exceedingly, excessively.

un-mor-te'lle', s. [Fr. (fleitr) immortelle.]

Bot. : The French Immortelle, with small
yellow flowers, is the Helichrysum orientate.

* im-mor-ti-fl-ca'-tion, s. [Pref. im- =
in- = not, and Eng. mortification (q.v.).] A
want, absence, or denial of mortification or
subjection of the passions.

"That immortifieation of spirit Is the cause of all

our secret and spiritual indispositions. "—Bp. Taylor :

Great Exemplar, pt. i., § 8. .

* im mould', v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
mould (q.v.).] To mould into shape ; to shape,
to form.

im-mdv-a-bir-I-tjr, s. [Eng. immovable;
-ity.] The quality or state of being immov-
able.

im-mov'~a-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. movable (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. That cannot be moved from its place

;

firmly fixed, firm, steadfast. (Longfellow :

Building of the Ship.)

* 2. "Without moving or stirring. (Miclcle

:

Hist. Discov. of India.)

3. That cannot be moved or shaken from
one's purpose ; steadfast, firm, unchanging.

4. Incapable of being altered orshaken; un-
alterable : as, an immovable resolution.

5. That cannot be moved or affected ; not
susceptible of emotion or tender feelings ; un-
feeling.

II. Law : Not liable to be removed ; not
movable ; permanent in place or tenure.

"When an executor meddles with the immovable
estate, before he has seized on the movable goods, it

may be then appealed fromtheexecutiou of sentence,"—Ayliffe : Parergon.

lm-mov'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. immovable;
•ness.] The quality or state of being immov-
able ; immovability.

im-moV-a-bly, odv. [Eng. immovable); -ly.]

In an immovable manner ; so as not to be
moved or shaken ; unalterably, unchangeably.

* Im-mund', a. [Lat. immundus, from im-
= in- = not ; mundus = clean, neat ; Fr. im-
monde; Ital. immondo; Sp. inmundo.] Un-
clean, filthy, dirty.

"Their own nastinesse and si uttishuespe, hnmund,
and sordid manner of life."

—

Burton: Anatomy of
Melancholy, p. 83.

* im-mun--dic'-i ty, s. [Lat. immunditia,

from immundus = dirty, slovenly.] Unclean-
ness, filth, dirt.

" By the same degree he Is cleansed from the other
immundicity."—Mountague : Devoute Essayes, pt. i.,

tr. xii., § a

im-mu'-ni-ty, s. [Fr. immunite, from Lat.
immunitatem, ace. of immunitas = exemption,
from immunis = exempt from public services :

im- s= in- = not, and munis = serving, obliging

;

Ital. vmmunitd ; Sp. inmunidad.]

1. A freedom or exemption from any obli-

gation, charge, duty, office, or imposition.
" Servlua holds out the halt of immunity from taxa-

tion and military service,"

—

Lewis: Cred. EarlyRoman
Hist. (1855), i. 497.

2. A privilege.
" The dignities and immunities of the nobility were

regarded with no friendly feeling."—Macaulay: Hist.
Eng., ch. xvi.

3. Freedom, exemption.
" A long immunity from grief and pain."

Cowper : Expostulation, 82.

im-miire', v.t. [0. Fr. emmurer, from em- =
Lat. im- = in, and French murer = Lat. muro
= to wall about ; Lat. murus = a wall.]

* 1. To inclose or surround with a wall or
walls ; to wall round.

2. To shut in ; to enclose ; to surround, as
with a wall.

"This huge convex of fire.

Outrageous to devour, immures us round."
Milton : P. L., ii. 485.

3. To shut up ; to confine.
" For six long years immured the captive knight
Had dragged his chains."

Dryden : Palamon & Arcite, ii. 3.

4. To shut up, inclose, or include in any
way.

" As if it lived immured within the walls
Of hideous terms."

Daniel : To Sir Thomas Egerton.

* im-miire ',
* e-mure, &, [Immure, v.] An

inclosure ; a wall.
" Their vow la made

To ransack Troy, within whose strong immures
The ravished Helen . . . sleeps."

Shakesp: Troilus & Cressida. (Prol.)

* im-miire'-ment, s. [Eng. ivimure; -ment.]
The act of immuring ; the state of being im-
mured ; imprisonment.
" The chains of earth'8 immurement
Fell from lanthe's spirit." Shelley: Queen Mob, i.

* im-mu -sic-al, a. [Pref. im- = im- = not,

and Eng. musical (q.v.).] Unmusical, inhar-
monious, discordant, harsh.

" All sounds are either musical, which are ever equal,
or immusical, which are ever unequal."—Bacon Uat
Hist., § 101.

lm-mu-ta-bir-i-ty, s. [Fr. immutability,
from Lat. immutabilitatem, accus. of immuta-
bilitas, from immutabilis = unchangeable, im-
mutable (q.v.).] The quality or statejof being
immutable or unchangeable ; unchangeable-
ness, invariableness, immutableness.

" Affecting immutability in the midst of endless
mutation.' —Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

im-mu'-ta-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. immuta-
bilis, from im- = in- = not, and mutabilis =
changeable ; muto = to change ; Ital. immu-
tabile; Sp. inmutable.] Unchangeable, un-
changing, invariable, unalterable ; not capable
or susceptible of change.

"Immutable, Immortal, Infinite,
Eternal King." Milton : P. £., iii. 8?3.

v Im-mu'-ta-ble-ness, s. [Eng. immutabk;
ness.] The' quality or state of being immu-
table ; immutability, unchangeableness.

"Thesteddinessand immutableness of the matter."
—H. More: Def. of Philos. Cabbala (App.J, ch. Tin.

im-mu'-ta-bl& adv. [Eng. immutab(U) : -ly.')

In an immutable or unchangeable manner;
unchangeably, unalterably, invariably.

" Auirht by me immutably foreseen,"
Jtilton: P. £., iii. 121.

* im-mu'-tate, a. [Lat. immutatus, from im-
= in- = not, and mutatus = changed, pa. par.

of muto — to change.] Unchanged, unaltered.

* im-mu-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. immutatio, from
immuto — to change.] Change, alteration,

mutation.
" If there fall out any preternatural immutations in.

the elements."—Bp. Hall: God & His Angels, §4.

* im-mute', v.t. [Lat. immuto.] To change,
to alter, to vary.

"Although the substance of gold be not immuted."—
Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. t.

imp, * impe, * ymp, ^^ympe, s. [Low Lat.
1

= a graft, from Gr. c/xo>utos (emphutos) =
grafted ; e^vta (emphuo) = to graft : cu,- (em-)
= ev (en) = m, and <j>va> (phuo) = to produce.]

* 1. A graft ; an engrafted shoot or scion.

"Of feble treeii there comen wretched impes "

Chaucer : C. T„ 13,962.

* 2. Scions of noble houses among men.
" The king preferred there eighty noble imps to the

order of knighthood."—Stow : Annals (1592), p. 385.

* 3. An offspring, a child.
" Arise, and sing that generous imp of fame."

Thomson :, Castle of Indolence, li. 4.

4. A young or little devil ; a little malig-
nant spirit ; a little demon.

" The devil oweB all his imps a shame."
Dryden : Absalom & Achitophel, ii 370.

5. A mischievous child.

" Nor cared to mingle in the clamorous fray
Of squabbling imps." Beattie: Minstrel, bk. i.

6. Anything added or joined on to another
to lengthen it out or to repair it : as, (1) an
addition to a beehive

; (2) a length of twisted
hair in a fishing-line

; (3) a feather inserted
in a broken wing of a bird.

* imp, impe, v.t. [Imp, s. Wei. impio; Dan.
ympe; Sw.ympa; O.H..Ger.impit6n,imph6n;
Ger. impfen; Fr. enter.]

1. To graft, to engraft.

2. To supply with new feathers ; a term of
falconry.

" To imp their serpent wlngB."
Milton : To the Lord General Fairfax.

3. To extend or enlarge by the addition or
insertion of something ; to increase, to
strengthen.

" The Councils ef Constance and of Basil kept those
feathers yet from growing with which they imped
their wings afterwards."— Clarendon : Religion &
Policy, ch. vi.

* lm-pa'-ca-ble, a. [Lat. im- = in- = not

;

pac(o) = to* pacify, and Eng. stiff, -able.] [Pa-
cate.] That cannot be appeased or quieted.

" Freed from bands of impacable fate."
Spenser : Ruines of Time, 395.

IT In the example, for the sake of the metre,
the pronunciation is im-pa-cd'-ble.

*im-pa'-ca-bly, adv. [Eng. impacab(le);
-ly.] In an* impacable manner ; in a manner
that cannot be appeased.

* im pack -ment, s. [Pref. im- = in ; Eng.
pack, and suff. -ment.] The state of being
closely packed, pressed together, or sur-

rounded, as by ice.

* impact', v.t. [Impact, s.) To drive close

or hard ; to press or drive firmly together.
" Their being impacted so thick and confusedly to-

gether."— Woodward: On Fossils.

im -pact, s. [Lat. impactus, pa. par. of im-
pingo = to impinge (q.v.).]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A hard or forcible touch,'

stroke, or push ; communicated force.

" The quarrel, by that impact driven,
True to Its aim, fled fatal." Soutliey. (Ogiloio.)

2. Mach. : The collision or shock occasioned
by the meeting of two bodies, one or both
being in motion.

* im-paint', v.t. [Pref. im- = in, on, and Eng.
paint (q.v.).] To paint ; to colour ; to adorn
with colours.

" Never yet did insurrection want
Such water-colours to impaiizi Lla caiise,"

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV. t t. L

Sate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full* try, Syrian, w, ce = e. ey = a. qu = Ilw8
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im pair ,
" era pe-lr-en, " en- peir en, v. t.

& i. [O. Fr. empeirer (Fr. empirer), from Low
Lat. impejoro = to make worse : im- = in; and
pejoro = to make worse

;
pejus (genit. pejoris)

= worse.]

A. Trans, ; To make worse ; to injure ; to
deteriorate ; to diminish in excellence, quality,
value, strength, &c. ; to weaken ; to enfeeble.

,
" Time sensibly all things impairs."

Roscommon : Horace, bk. Ui„ ode 3.

*B. Intrans. : To become worse; to be
lessened or diminished ; to deteriorate.

" The church thatbefore by insensible degreeB welk'd
and impair'd, now with large steps went down hill
decaying."—MUton : , Of Reform, in England, bk. i.

* impair', *im-paire, s. [Impair, v.\
Diminution ; decrease ; injury ; deterioration

;

disgrace.
" In the royall right of things is no impaire to thee."

Chapman : Homer ; Iliad ix.

*JLm-palr\ *im paire, a. [Lat. impar =
unequal : im- = in- = not, and par = equal.]
Unsuitable; improper; unworthy.

" Nor fa it more impaire to an honest and absolute
man."—Chapman : Shield of Homer. (Pret)

im pair -er, s. [Eng. impair, v. ; -er.] One
who or that which impairs, injures, or deteri-
orates.

Im pair'-ment, s. [Eng. impair, v. ; -ment.]
The act of impairing, lessening, or deteriora-
ting ; the state of being impaired ; deteriora-
tion ; injury.

**To the service of my country and the impairment
of my health,"—Dryden : Character of Polybius.

* im -pal' a-ta ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- ~
not, and Eng. palatable (q.v.).] Unpalatable

;

not palatable.

im-pale', v.t. [Lat. im- = in- = on, upon, and
palus = a stake.]

I, Ordinary Language

1. Literally

;

(1) To put to death by thrusting a stake up
the fundament, or by transfixing with a sharp
stake.

" ImpaVd and left
To writhe at leisure round the bloody stake."

Addison: Cato, Hi. 1.

*(2) To surround, enclose, or fence in,with
stakes or pales.

"Those impaled places, where youths prepare them-
selves for the wrestle."—P. Holland ; Plutarch, p. 025.

2. Figuratively

:

*(1) To encircle ; to surround ; to fence or
shut in.

"Impale him with your wenpona round about."
Shakesp. : Troilus & Cressida, v. 7.

(2) To render helpless, as though impaled :

as, To impale one on the horns of a dilemma.

*(3) To join in honourable mention.

II. Her. : To join, as two coats of arms,
palewise.

im-pale -ment, 5. [Fr.]

I. Ordinary Language :

I. Literally

;

(1) The act of impaling ; the state of being
impaled ; execution by transfixing with a
sharp stake.

" The buu
Will sinking see impalement's pangs begun."

Byron : Corsair, ii. 9.

(2) The act of inclosing or fencing in with
stakes or paling.

(3) An inclosed space ; a piece of ground
fenced in.

*2. Fig. : A hedging-in ; a fence.
" Hedged about with such a terrible impalement of

commands."

—

Milton: Reason of Church Gov., bk. i.,

ch. 11.

II. Her. : The arrang-
ing of two coats of arms
on one shield, divided
palewise, or by a vertical

line. Thus the arms of

husband and wife are im-
paled, the husband's being
borne on the dexter side

of the pale, and the wife's

on the sinister. Bishops,
deans, heads of colleges,

&c, impale their own arms with those of their

office. In the illustration, D'Aubigny impales
. Scotland.

^im-pal'-lid, *im-pal-id, v.t. [Pref. im-
= in, and Eng. pallid (q.v.).] To make pallid

or pale.

"This [envy] impalids all the hody to anhectlque
leanness.' —Feltham : Resolves, pt. ii., res. 54.

IMPALEMENT.

* im palm (/ silent), v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and
Eng. palm (q.v.).] To take, grasp, or hold in

the palm or hand.

* Xm-pal-pa-bil'-I-ty, s. [Eng. impalpable;
-ity.] The" quality or state of being impal-

pable.

"A curious dispute, whether the bodies of the righ-
teous after the resurrection, should be solid or thinner
than the air. Gregory [the Great] was for the palpa-
bility, and Eutychi us for the impalpability."—Jortin :

Remarks on Eccles. Hist.

im-pal'-pa-ble, a. [Fr.] [Palpable.]

1. Not palpable; not to be felt; incapable
of being felt or perceived by the touch ; not
coarse, as, an impalpable powder—one whose
parts are so fine that they cannot be distin-

guished by the senses, and especially by that
of touch.

" Forma impalpable and unperceived
Of others' eight." • Byron ; Dream.

*2. Not to be easily or readily apprehended
or grasped by the mind : as, an impalpable
distinction.

im pal -pa-bly, adv. [Eng. impalpable) ; -ly.]

In an impalpable manner or degree ; so as
not to be easily or readily apprehended or
grasped by the mind.

*Im-paT~§y; v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.

palsy (q.v.).] To strike with palsy ; to paralyze.

* Im-pa'-nate, a. [Lat. im- = in, and panis
= bread.] "Embodied in bread.

" By the rule of our faithe Christes body is not
impanate." — Bp. Gardner : Explication ; Transub.
stan., to. 115.

* im pa nate, Hm-pane', v.t. [Impanate,
a.) To embody in bread.

" What have we to do but to look down to those
impanated richest"— Waterland: Works, vlii. 249.

* im-pa-na'-tion, s. [Impanate, a.] The
same as Consubstantiation (q.v.).

" Sometimes It has been called impanatien, a name
following the analogy of the word incarnation/

—

Waterland; Works, viii.,27L

* im-pa -na-tdr , $. [Eng. impanate); -or.-\

One who holds the doctrine of impanation or
consubstantiation.

*im-pane', v.t. [Impanate, v.]

* im-pan'-neL, * im pan-el, v. t. Another
spelling ofEmpanel (q.v.).

* im-pan nel-mcnt, im-pan -el-ment,
5. Other spellings of Empanelment (q. v.).

* Im-paq'-uet (q = k),v.£. [Pref. im-=in,
and Eng paquet = a packet.] To pack up ; to
place in a packet.

"I had several letters impaqueted with many
others."—Eoelyn : Memoirs, Nov, io, 1699.

* im par a-dise, v.t. [Pref. im-= in, and
Eng. Paradise (q. v. ).] The same as Em-
paradise (q.v.).

* im-par'-al-leled.a. [Pref. im- — in-= not,
and Eng. 'paralleled (q.v.).] Unparalleled;
that cannot be paralleled or matched.

" By their most imparalleled and diabolical actions.

"

— Wood: Athena1 Oxon. ; Abp. Coppe.

*fan-par'-d6n-a-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. pardonable (q.v.).] Not to be
pardoned or forgiven ; unpardonable.

*im-par'-don-a-bl& adv. [Eng. impardon-
ab(le); -ly.] Unpardonably ; without pardon.

"He might be an happy arbiter in many Christian
controversies ; but must impardonably condemn the
obstinacy of the Jewes."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errourt,
bk. viL, ch. xvi.

Im-par-i-dig -l-tate, a. [Lat. impar = un-
equal, and Eng. digitate.]

Comp. Anat. : Having an odd number of
digits, as one, three, or five ; as in the horse,
rhinoceros, &c. (Leidy.)

im-par-i-pin'-nate, a. [Lat. impar = un-
equal, and Eng. pinnate.]

Bot. : Unequally pinnate ; having the leaf
pinnate with an odd leaflet at the tip.

im-par-i-syl-lab'-ic, a. [Lat. impar = un-
equal, and Eng. syllabic (q.v.).] Not consist-
ing of an equal number of syllables ; as, an
imparisyllabic noun, one which does not con-
sist of the same number of syllables in the
nominative and genitive singular : as, Lat.
genus, generis, &c.

im - par1 - 1 - ty, s. [Pref. im- = in- — not,

and Eng. parity (q.v.).]

1. Inequality, disproportion.

"The hardness is chiefly caused by the Jejuneueas
of the spirits, and their imparity with the taugiiie
parts." —Bacon.

2. Inequality or difference in degree, rank,

power, excellence, &c.
" Suppose-Tertullian had made an imparity where

none was originally."—Milton ; Of Prelatical Epis-

copacy.

*3. Unevenness, oddness ; indivisibility into

equal parts.
" By parity or imparity of letters In men's names,

to determine misfortunes on either aide of their

bodies."—Browne: Vulgar Errours.

* im-park', v. t. [Empark.]

* im-parl', * im-parle, v.i. [Pref. im- = in,

and Fr. parler = to speak.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To talk together ; to hold a
conversation.

"Straight the two generals imparled together."—
North: Plutarch, p. 25.

2. Law : To have liberty to settle a lawsuit-

amicably ; to be allowed time for adjustment
or compromise of a suit.

impar-lanse, *im-par'-le-anse, s

[Imparl.]"
* 1. Ord. Lang. : Conversation, parley.

2. Law:
(1) (See extract).
'* He is entitled to demand one imparlance or lic*ttiiu

loguendi; and may before he pleads, have more time
granted by consent of the Court, to see if he can tiuL

the matter amicably without farther suit, by talking
with the plaintiff. —Blackstone' : Comment., bk. iii..

ch. 3.

(2) The continuance of a cause till another
day, or from day to day.

* im-par'-s6n-©et a. [Eng. im- = in ; parson,
and suff. -ee.] [Induct, Induction.]

Eccles. Iaiw : A term applied to a clergyman
presented, instituted, and inducted into a
rectory, and in full possession.

im-part', "im parte, v.t. & i. [Fr. impartir,

from Lat. impartio, from im- •=. in- = in, upon,
and partio — to share' ; Ital. impartire.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To grant, give, or bestow a portion of;
to' share, to communicate.

" Impart some portion of thy bliss."
Byron : To TJiyrza,

2. To communicate the knowledge of, to

make known ; to show by words or tokens, to
disclose.

" Well may he then to you his cares impart.'
Dryden : To My Lord CJianceUor, 44.

3. To distribute, to give out, to spread.
" His humble looks no shy restraint impart."

Wordsworth; Descriptive Sketches.

*4. To obtain or enjoy a portion or share
of ; to share, to communicate in.

B. Intrans. : To give or distribute a portion
or share ; to communicate.

" Earn, if you want ; if you abound, impart."
Cowper: Progress of Error, 253.

*\ For the difference between to impart and
to communicate, see Communicate.

* frn-part'-an$e, 5. [Eng. impart; -ance.}

The act of imparting, communicating, or
sharing ; the giving of a share or portion.

* im-par-ta'-tion, s. [Eng. impart; -ation.l

The act of imparting or sharing ; impartance.

lm-part'-er, s. [Eng. impart; -er.]

1. One who imparts, or shares ; one who
communicates or informs.

" They may often learn that In a few momenta,
which coBt the imparters many a year's toil .ind
study."—Boyle : Works, ii. 61.

* 2. A person drawn by some artful preten ee
to part with money ; the victim of a mediseval
confidence trick.

"Making privy searches for imparters."—Ben Jim-
son : Every Man Out of His Humour. (Characteis of
the Persons.)

im-par'- -tial (tial as shal), a. [Fr.]

1. Not partial ; not favouring one party or
side more than another ; unbiassed, indif-
ferent, disinterested, equitable, just, unpre-
judiced.
" Should the sun strike her, and the impartial breeze
Play on her streamers."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. viiL

* 2. In which all are treated alike.
" Virtue with Bloth, and cowards with the brave,
Are level'd in th' impartial grave.''

Stepney: Horace, bk. iv., ode 9.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, cfet.
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* Im-par -tial-ist (tial as shal), s. [Eng.
impartial; -ist.] One who is impartial.

"I am professedly enough an impartialist, not to
stick to confess to you, Theophilua, that I read the
Bible."—Boyle: Works, 11. 27G.

im-par-ti-al'-i-ty (ti as shi), s. [Fr. im-
partialite.] The quality or state of being im-
partial ; freedom from prejudice or bias ; dis-

interestedness, equitableness, fairness.

" Impartiality strips the mind of prejudice and pas-

sion."

—

South : Sermons, vol. i., ser. 6.

im-par'-tial-ly (tial as shal), adv. [Eng.

impartial; -ly.] In an impartial manner;
without prejudice or bias ; without favouring
one side more than another ; fairly, justly.

"I shall therefore only consider Ovid under the
character of a poet, and endeavour to show him im-
partially."—Addison: Jfotes on Ovid.

im-par' tial-ness (tial as shal), s. [Eng.
impartial; -ness.] The quality" or state of
being impartial ; impartiality.

"A thing that would Rive him assurance of your
majesty's impartialness."—Sir W. Temple: Letter to

the King, Jan. 29, 1675.

* im-part-l-bU'-l-ty (1), s. [Eng. impart, v.

;

-ability.] The quality or state of being im-

partible ; that can be imparted, shared, or

communicated.

* im-part-i-blr-l-t^ (2), 5. [Pref. im- = in-

= not ; Eng. part, and ability.] The quality
or state of being impartible, or not subject to
partition.

~* im-part'-i-ble (1), a. [Fr. , from impartir

=

to impart.] That may or can be imparted,
shared, or communicated ; communicable.

" The same body may be conceived to be more or less

impartible, then it is active oi' heavy."

—

IHgby : Of
Jiodies, ch. xi.

* Im-parfc'-i-ble (2), a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not ; Eng. part, and -able.] Not subject to

or capable of partition : as, an impartible

estate.

* lm-part'-ment, s. [Eng. impart; -ment.]

1. The act of imparting or communicating.

2. That which is imparted or communicated

;

a communication.
" As if it some impartment did desire
To you alone." Shakesp. .' Hamlet, i. 4.

im-pass'-a-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. passable (q.v.).]

1. Not passable ; that cannot be passed

;

not admitting of a passage.
" Impassable the gate

Where Cerberus howls.' Urainger: Tibullus, i. 3,

*2. Unable to pass.

Im-pass'-a-ble-ness» s. [Eng. impassable

;

-ness.] Th'e quality or state of being impass-
able.

im-pass'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. impassab(le)

;

-hj.] In ah impassable manner or degree ; so

as to be impassable.

* im-pas-Si-bIT-1-ty, s. [Eng. impassible;

-ity. J The quality or state of being impassible

;

freedom from liability to injury from external

things.

"Two divinities, one would have thought, might
have pleaded their \jrerogative of impassibility, or at
least not have been wounded by any mortal hand."

—

Dryden: Virgil ; sEneis. (Dedic.) i

* lm-pas'-si-ble, * im-pas-sy-ble, a.

[Fr., from Lat. impassibilis = incapable of

feeling or passion : im- = in- — not, and pas-

sibilU — capable of feeling, from passus, pa.

par. of potior = to suffer.] Incapable of pas-

sion, pain, or suffering ; incapable of feeling ;

exempt from liability to pain or uneasiness ;

that cannot be acted upon by external causes

;

not to be moved to passion, feeling, or sym-
pathy ; without or not exhibiting feeling.

"He there shewith . . . the Son to be very God, un-
created, immortal. Immutable, impassible.

'

—J?el807i:

Life of lip. Bull, § 59.

* im-pas -si-ble ness, s. [Eng. impassible;

-ness.] The quality or state of being imrias-

sible ; impassibility.

"To reserve all the sensualities of this world, and
yet cry out for the impasslbleness of the next."—Decay
vf Christian Piety.

* im-pass'-ion (ss as sh), v.t. [Pref. im- =
in, and Eng. passion (q.v.).] To move or affect
strongly with passion. [Impassioned.]

" Do not thou, with tenres and woes, impassian my
affects." Chapman: Homer; Iliad ix.

* im pass -ion-able (ss as sh), a. [Eng.
impassion ; -able.) Easily excited to anger

;

readily moved in the passions.

* Im-pass -ion-ate (ss as sh), v.L [Pref.

im-= in, and Eng. passionatt (q.v.).] To affect

or excite strougly or deeply ; to nil with
passion.

"Christ was one while deeply impostionated vrittx

sorrow.—H. More : Defence of Modern Cabala, ch. L

* im-pass'-ion-ate (ss as sh) (1), a. [Pref.

im- = in- = not, and Eng. passionate (q.v.).]

Without passion or feeling ; insensate.

"A kinde of stupiditie, or impassionate hurt."

—

Burton : Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 191.

* Im-pass'-ion-ate (SS as sh) (2), a. [Im-

passionate, v.] 'Strongly or deeply affected

or moved.
* im-pass'-ioned (ss as sh)f

a. [Impassion.]

Roused to strong feeling ; strongly or deeply
moved or excited ; full of or characterized by
passion or ardour offeeling; animated ; excited.

" Yet I will praise thee with impassioned voice."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iv.

lm-pas'-sive, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not, and
Eng. passive (q.v.).]

* 1. Not affected by pain, passion, or feel-

ing ; not liable to pain or suffering.

" He stands impassive in th' ethereal arms."
Pope: Homer; Iliad xxl. 702.

* 2. That cannot be felt. {Cotton: On Sleep.)

3. Not exhibiting feeling or susceptibility;

impassible ; unmoved ; apathetic

lm-pas'-Sive-ly, adv. [Eng. impassive ; -ly.]

In an impassive manner ; without sensibility

to pain, suffering, or feeling ; in an unmoved
manner.

xm-pas'-sivo-ness, *im-pas-slve-nesse,
s. [Eng. impassive; -ness.] The quality or
state of being impassive ; impassibility ; in-

sensibility; apathy.
"Remaining in a calme apathy and impassive ncsse

in all otl'encive emergencies."

—

Mountague : Devoute
jbssayes, pt, i., tr. vi., $ 1.

* im-pas-slv'-i-ty, s. [Eng. impassive);
-ity.] The same as lMPASSivENESs(q.v.). (C'ar-

lyle: French Ilev., pt. iii., bk. iv., ch. vii.)

im-pas ta tion, s. [Fr., from O. Fr. em-
paster ; Fr. empdter = to impaste (q.v.).]

1. The act or process of impasting or mak-
ing into paste.

2. That which is made into paste ; specif.,

a combination of various materials of different
colours or consistencies, baked and united by
a cement, and hardened by the action of lire

or the air ; such are works in porcelain,
earthenware, imitation marble, &c.

im-paste', v.t. [0. Fr. empaster ; Fr. empdter,
from pref. em- (= Lat. in-), and O. Fr. paste

;

Fr. pdte, from Lat. pasta = paste ; Ital. im-
pastare ; Sp. impastar.] i

* 1. Ord, Lang, : To make into paste ; to
concrete.

" Blood of fathers, mothers, daughters, sons
Baked and impasted with the parching streets."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, ii. 2.

2. Paint. : To lay on, as colours, thickly
and boldly.

Im-pas-to, s. [Ital.] [Impaste.]

Paint. : A term used to express the thick-
ness of the layer or body of pigment applied
by the painter to his canvas. According to
the method of handling exercised by different
artists, this impasto is thick or thin. Rem-
brandt, Salvator Rosa, and others, used a thick
impasto ; Raphael, Guido, and others, an im-
pasto so thin that the threads of the canvas and
the crayon outline may be seen through it.

* im-pas -ture, v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
pasture.] To set to feed ; to turn out to graze.
(Adams : Works, i. 184.)

* im~pat'-i-ble, a. [Lat. impatibilis, from
im- = in- = not, and patibilis ~ endurable

;

patior = to suffer, to endure ; Ital. impatibile.]

1. That cannot be borne or endured ; in-

tolerable.

2. Incapable of suffering or feeling ; impas-
sible ; insensible.

" However they be in themselves incorruptible, im-
patible, and the same."

—

P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 854.

im pa tience (ti as sh), s. [Fr. ; Ital. im-

pazienza ; Sp. impaciencia, from Lat. impa-
tientia.] [Impatient.]

* 1. Inability or unwillingness to suffer pain
;

uneasiness under pain or suffering ; restless-

ness occasioned by pain or suffering.

" With huge impatience he inly swelt."
Spenser: F. Q„ III. xl. 27.

* 2. Vehemence of temper ; heat of passion

;

anger ; rage.

"My heart is ready to crack with impatience."—

Shakesp. : Morry Wives of Windsor, ii. 2.

3. Inability to endure delay ; eagerness
;

restlessness.

* Im-pa'-tien-cy (ti as sh), * im-pa-ci-

en-cyf
s. [Lat. impatientia.] Impatience.

" Contending, thrusting, shuffling for your rooms
Of ease, or nonour, with impacienc-y.

'

Daniel: Civil Wars, bk. viii.

Im-pa'-ti-ens (or t as sh), s. [Lat.= that

cannot bear ; so named from the sudden and
elastic force with which the species burst
their capsules.]

Sot. : A genus of Balsaminaeeae, with the
calyx and corolla so abnormal that it is diffi-

cult to discriminate the several parts ; sepals
three, rarely five, petaloid, imbricate, two
anterior (if present) minute, two lateral small
and flat, the posterior one large, produced
into a hollow spur

;
petals three, anterior

external, in bud laTge, lateral, two-lobed

;

stamens five; ovary oblong, five-celled ; stigma
sessile, five-toothed. About 135 species are

known, nearly all from the Himalayas and
other Indian mountains. One, Impatiens Noli-

Tiie-tangere, the Yellow Balsam, is British. A
North-American species, I.fulva, is naturalised

on river banks in Surrey, the Clyde, &c. /. par-
viflora is a not indigenous weed near London.
The distilled water of the Yellow Balsam,
taken in large quantities, is said to bring on
diabetes.

im-pa'-tient (ti as sh), a. & s. [Fr., from
Lat. impatiens, from im- = in- ~ not, and
pattens = suffering, patient ; patior = to suffer,

to endure ; Ital. impaziente; Sp. impaciente.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not able to endure ; not enduring with
patience or composure ; fretful, uneasy, or dis-

composed under. (Followed by at, of, or under.)

"Dryden was poor and impatient of poverty."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vii.

2. Eager ; ardently desiring or expecting.
(Followed by for.)

" Impatientfor their hour."
Shakesp. : Henry T., iv. 2.

* 3. Strongly moved or affected.
" To he impatient at the death of a person, concern-

ing whom, it was certain he must die, is to mourn
because thy friend was not born an angel."

—

Jeremy
Taylor : Rule of Living Holy.

*/4. Hot, hasty, passionate, angry.
" Wherefore is Charles impatient with his friend ?"

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., ii. 1.

5. Unwilling to endure delay or restraint

;

eager, ardent.
" And dog impatient bounding at the shot."

"
m

Thomson : Winter, 790.

6. Full of or moved by impatience or eager-
ness ; exhibiting or expressing impatience.

" Dreaming of his still, he dints
With his impatient hoofs the flints."

Longfellow : Golden Legend, ii.

* 7. Not to be borne ; intolerable, unendur-
able.

" Ay, me ! deare lady, which the image art,
Of ruefull pity, and impatient smart."

Spenser : F. <l.. IT. i- 4*.

* B. As subst. : One who is impatient or
restless under pain or suffering.

im-pa'-tient-ly (ti as sh), adv. [Eng. im-
patient; -'ly,] In an impnticnt manner ; with
impatience ; with restlessness or eagerness.

" Restlessly, impatiently.
Thou striveat." Longfellow: To a Cliild. '

* im - pat'- ron, v. t. [Pref. im- = in-, and
Eng. patron.] To furnish. (Davies.)

* im - pat - ron - 1 - za'~ tion, s. [Eng. un-
patroniz(e) ; -ation.] Absolute seignory or
possession ; the act of putting into full pos-
session of a benefice.

* im-pat'-ron-ize, v.t. [Fr. impatroniser ~
to become master of a house or family.] To
get or win absolute possession or power of.

" The ambition of the French king was to impatronize
himself of the duchy."

—

Bacon : Henry VII., p. 90.

* Im-paVe', v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
_paye(q.v.).] To cover with pavement ; to pave.

* im-pav'-ld, a. [Lat. impavidus, from im-
= in- = not, and pavidus = fearful.] Fearless,
undaunted, intrepid.

* lm-pav'-id-ly, adv. [Eng. impavid ; -ly.]

In a fearless, undaunted, or intrepid manner

;

fearlessly.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, oure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, a?, oe = e ; ey= a. qu = kw.
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* impawn', v.L Another spelling of Empawn
(q.v.).

* impe, s, [Imp.j

im peajh', vJ,. [0. Fr. empescher (Fr. em-
pSclier) — to prevent, to hinder, from Low Lat.
impedico = to fetter : im- = in- = in, on, and
pedica = a fetter, from pes (genit. pedis) = a
foot; Sp. & Port, empachar.]

w L To "hinder, to impede.
" Thevictorie was much hindered and impeached."—

P. Holland: Livius, p. 30B.

2. To charge with a crime or misdemeanour,
to accuse ; specifically, to bring a charge of mal-
administration or treason against, as against a
minister of state before a competent tribunal

;

to arraign.
-. "I will impeach the villain."

' Shakesp. : Richard II., v. 2.

^1 Followed by of when the crime is ex-
pressed ; more rarely by with.

"People unacquainted with your temper impeach
you with avarice. '

—

Gent. Instructed, p. 535.

* 3. To "bring discredit upon ; to show or en-
deavour to show to be unworthy of credit ; to
discredit, to disparage ; to detract from ; to
bring reproach upon.

"And doth impeach the freedom of the atate."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iii. 2.

* 4. To call to account ; to make responsible

;

to charge as responsible or answerable.

*im-peach'( im peache, s. [Impeach, v.]

1. Hindrance, impediment, let.

" What may he done without impeache or waste, I
can and will do."

—

Beaum. & Flet. : Woman's Prize, i. 1.

2. An accusation, an impeachment, a re-

proach.
" Why, what an intricate impeach is this !

"

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, v.

impeach' a-ble, a. [Eng. impeach; -able.]

That may or can be charged ; liable to im-
peachment ; chargeable, accusable ; liable to
impeachment.

"Considered iby the House of Commons as an im-
peacfiable offence."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

Im-peach'-er, s. [Eng. impeach; -er.] One
who brings a charge or impeachment ; an
accuser.

"Many of our fiercest impeachers would leave the
delinquent the merciful indulgence of a Saviour."

—

Government of the Tongue.

Im-peach ment, s. [Eng, impeach ; -went

;

Fr. empichement.]
* 1. The act of hindering or preventing ob-

struction.
" To march on to Calais without impeachment."

Shakesp. : Henry J"., iii. 6.

* 2. An obstruction, hindrance, or impedi-
ment.

"To the end he might without any impeachment
allure all men to favour him."—P. Holland: Ammi-
attus, p. 167.

3. The act of impeaching, accusing, or
charging with a crime or misdemeanour.
Bpecif., the arraignment of a minister of state
for maladministration or treason. In Eng-
land impeachments are made in the House of
Commons, aud tried by the House of Lords.

" But an impeachment before the lords by the com
mons. in parliament. Is a prosecution of the estab-
lished law, being a presentment to the most high and
supreme court of criminal jurisdiction by the most
solemn grand inquest of the whole kingdom. A com-
moner cannot, however, be impeached before the lords
for any capital offence, but only for high misdemean-
ours ; a peer may be impeached for any crime."

—

Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv., ch. 19.

4. The state of being impeached ; a charge,
an accusation, an indictment.

"The fears of the patricians lest they should be
made thB subjects of vindictive impeachments."—
Lewis: Cred. Early Rom. Hist. (1855), ii. 253.

5. The act of bringing discredit upon or
calling in question the credibility, purity of
motives, uprightness, correctness of a person
or act: as, the impeachment of a witness, or
the impeachment of a person's motives.

6. A reproach ; a, ground of censure, re-

proach, or blame.
*' To let him spend his time do more at home,
Which would be great impeachment to his age."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, L 3.

impeachment of waste, s.

Law : A restraint from committing waste
upon lands or tenements ; a demand for com-
pensation for waste committed by a tenant,
who has but a particular estate in the land
granted. {Waste.]

"For waste in either of these [houses, timber, or
ln.it

i

'( I, whether voluntary or permissive, all tenants
merely for life or any Jess estate are punishable ur
liable to be impeached, unless their leases be made, as

Bometimes they are, without impeachment of waste,

absque impetitione vasti: that is, with a provision or

protection that no man shall impetere, or sue him
for waste committed."

—

Blackstone : Comment., bk. ii.,

ch. 15.

* im-pearl, v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
2)eori(q.v.).]

1. To form into pearls, or into the resem-
blance of pearls.

"Dew-drops, which the sun
Impearls on every leafand every flower."

Milton : P. L., v. "47.

2. [Empearl].

* im-pec-ca-bll'-i-ty, s. [Fr. impeccabilite

.

from Lat. 'impeccabilis — impeccable (q.v.).]

The quality or state of being impeccable ; free-

dom from the possibility of committing sin.

"To eternize the infallibility and impeccability of
all lapsed, sentient, aud intelligent beings."

—

Cheyne :

On Regimen, p. 326.

* im-pec'-ca—ble, o. &s. [Lat. impeccabilis,

from im- = 'in- = not, and peccabilis -— liable

to sin; pecco = to sin; Fr. impeccable; Sp.

impecable ; Ital. impeccabile.]

A. As adj. : Not liable to sin ; exempt or
free from the possibility of sinning.

" Had wc been made impeccable, we should have
been another kind of creatures tbau now."

—

Glanvill

:

Pre-existence of Souls, ch. viiL

B. As subst. : A person who is exempt or
free from the possibility of sinning.

* im-pec -cance, * im-pec-can-cie, s.

[Eng. impeccant; -cy.] The quality or state of
being impeccant or impeccable ; impeccability,
infallibility.

"She cannot erre, and stubbornely chalenges unto
her chaire a certain impeccancie of judgment."

—

lip.

Hall: No Peace with Rome.

* im-pec -cant, a. [Lat. im- = in- = not,
and peccans] pr. par. of pecco = to sin.] Free
from sin, unerring, sinless, impeccable, in-

fallible.

"Poor dogs of some sort, and impeccant half-asses."
Byrom : To G. Lloyd.

im-pe-CU-nl-os'-i-ty, s. [Eng. impecunious;
-ity.] Trie quality op- state of being impecu-
nious or without money ; poverty.

im-pe-cu'-ni-ous, a. [Lat. im- — in- =
not, and pecuniosus = having money

; pecunia
= money.] Having no money; destitute of
money

;
poor.

im-pede', v.t. [Lat. impedio, from im- = in-
= in, and pes (genit. pedis) = a foot.] To
hinder ; to let ; to obstruct ; to stop the pro-
gress of ; to encumber.

" The leading strings, which preserve and uphold the
infant, would impede the full-grown man."—Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. 1.

*im-ped'-i-ble, a. [Eng. imped(e); -ible.]

That may or can be impeded, hindered, or
obstructed.

" Every internal act is not in itself impedible by
outward violence."

—

Jer. Taylor.

im ped i ment, s. [Lat. impedimenhim,
from impedio = to impede, to hinder ; Fr. im-
pediment ; Sp. & Port, impedimento.] That
which impedes, hinders, obstructs, or encum-
bers ; a hindrance ; an obstruction ; an en-
cumbrance.

"Thus far into the bowels of the land
Have we marched on without impediment."

Shakesp. : King Richard III., v. 2.

IT Impediment in the speech : A defect which
prevents distinct articulation.

If For the difference between impediment
and difficulty, see Difficulty.

* im-ped'-I-ment, v.t. [Impediment, s.] To
hinder, to impede, to obstruct.

" Lest Themistocles . . . should have withstood and
impedimented a general good."—Dp. Reynolds.

* im ped-i-men -tal, * im-ped-e-men-
tal, o. [Eng. impediment; -al.] Impending
or tending to impede or obstruct ; obstruct-
ing ; obstructive.

He was troubled with convictions—things so im-
pedimental to success ! "-G. B. Lewes: History of
Philosophy, ii. 101.

*im'-pe-dite, v.t. [Impedite, a.] To hinder,
to impede, to obstruct.

" Digestion in the stomach, and other faculties there,
seemed not to be much impedited."—Boyle Works
VoL vi., p. 457.

* im'-pe-dlte, a. [Lat. impeditus, pa. par. of
impedio = to hinder.] Hindered, obstructed.

* Im-pe-di'-tion, s. [Lat. impeditio, from
impeditus, pa. par. of impedio = to impede
(q.v.).] The act of impeding or hindering;
an impediment ; a hindrance ; an obstruction.

* im-ped'-i-tive, a. [Eng. impedit(e) ; -ive;

Fr. impklitif.] Hindering, impeding, obstruct-

ing, obstructive.

"Cumbersome and impeditive of motion." — Bp.
Hall : Soliloquy 23.

xm-peT, v.t. [Lat. impello, from im- — in- =
on, and pello = to drive ; Ital. impellere; Sp.

imjieler ; Port, impellir.]

1. To drive or push forward or on.
" Together we impelled the flying ball."

Byron : Childish Recollections.

2. To urge or drive forward ; to instigate

;

to excite to action ; to incite.

"A bloodhound train, by Rapine's lust impelled."
Falconer: Shipwreck, ii.

1" For the difference between to impel and
to encourage, see Encourage.

*" lm-peT-lent, a. & 5. [Lat. impellens, pr.

par. of impello = to impel.]

A. As adj. : Impelling, or having the quality
of impelling.

"Such ponderous bodies do take an enforced flight
from an exterior impellent swiftness."—Boyle : Works,
vi. 427.

B. As subst. : Any power, force, or influence
which impels or drives forward ; an impulsive
motive or power.

" Very many bodies of visible hulk are set a moving
by external impellents."—Boyle; Works, v. 210.

im-pel'-ler, s. [Eng. impel; -er.] One win
or that which impels ; an impellent.

"Is it impelled without an impeller t"—Clarke:
Second Defence of the Immateriality, &c

* im-pen', v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng. pen
(q.v.).] To inclose or shut up, as in a pen;
to pen.

" These as they run in narrow hanks impent."
P. Fletcher; Purple Island, iii.

*im-pend' (1), im-pende, v.t. [Lat. im-
pendo.] To pay, to spend, to expend.

" Theyr fldelytie, whiche they to vs dayly impends."
—Fabyan (an. 1262).

im-pend (2), v.i. [Lat. impendeo. from im-
= in- = on, and pendeo = to hang.]

1. To hang over or above.
" While the atorm impends on high."

Brooks: The Female Seducers.

2. To threaten near at hand ; to be imminent.
" And high above, impends avenging wrath divine."

Scott ; Bon Roderick, ii. 11.

* Impend ence, * impend en-^y, *.

[Eng. impendent; -ce, -cy.]

1. The quality or state of being impendent

;

near approach ; imminence.

2. That which is impendent or imminent.

* impend ent, a. [Lat. impendens, pr. par.
of impendeo^ to impend.] Impending, hanging
over, imminent, threatening.

" Impendent in the air
Let his keen eabre, comet-like appear."

Prior : On the Duke of Ormond's Picture.

im-pen-e-tra-bxl'-I-ty, s. [Fr. impeni-
trabilite, from* impenetrable = impenetrable
(q.v.); Ital. impenetrabile ; Sp. impenetrable.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The quality or state of being im-
penetrable ; incapability of being pierced or
penetrated.

"Those who have placed the essence of matter in
extension alone, or even in impenetrability."—Clarke :
Leibnitz's First Paper. (App.f

2. Fig. : Insusceptibility of intellectual im-
pression ; dulness, obtuseness, stupidity.

II. Phys. : The property by which two por-
tions of matter cannot, at the same time,
occupy the same portion of space.

im-pen'-e-tra-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. im-
penetrabilis, from im- = in- = not, and pene-
trabilis = penetrable

;
penetro = to penetrate

;

penitus = within, inwardly; Ital. impenetra-
bile; Sp. impenetrable.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : That cannot be penetrated or
pierced ; not admitting the passage of any
other body ; impervious.

" How gTateful, thiB impenetrable screen
"

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. viii.

2, Figuratively ;

(1) Insusceptible of intellectual impression;
obtuse, dull, stupid.

(2) Not to be affected or moved ; insensible
relentless.

"Able to wound the impenetrablest ears."
Drayton : Barons' Wars, vi.

fcoll, boy; poilt, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem;thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die* &c. =bel, del.
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(3) That cannot be penetrated, divined, or

discovered: as, an impenetrable secret.

II. Phys.: Having the quality of preventing

any second body from occupying the space

"which itself already tills.

Im-pen'-e-tra-ble-ness, s. [Eng. impene-

trable; -ness.]' The quality or state of being

impenetrable ; impenetrability.
" We may consider tliat motion does not essentially

belong to matter, as divisibility and impenetrableness

are believed to do."—Boyle: Works, v. 210.

im-pen'-e-tra-bly, adv. [Eng. impene-

trable); -ly.) In an impenetrable manner;
so as not to be capable of penetration.

" Man's heart bad been impenetrably sealed."
Cowpcr: Conversation, 427.

* im-pen'-e-trat-ed, ft. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. penetrated (q.v.).] Not pene-

trated or pierced.

lm-pen'-i-tence, im-pen'-i-ten-cy, s.

[Fr. impenitence, from Lat. impesnitentia, from
ivipamitens = impenitent (q.v.) ; Sp. impeni-

tenzaJ] The quality or state of being impeni-

tent ; want of penitence or remorse for sin or

guilt ; hardness of heart ; obduracy.
" He punishes . . . obstinacy with impenitence, and

impenitence with damnation,'—Bp. Taylor: Sermons,
vol. i., ser. 8.

im-pen'-i-tent, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. vni-

pamitens, from im- = in- = not, and pesnitens

= penitent (q.v.) ; Ital. & Sp. impenitente.]

A. As adj. : Not penitent ; not repentant
for sin or guilt.

" To remit the Bins of imjienitent sinners was a pro-

fane abuse of the power: which Christ had delegated
to his ministers."

—

Macaulay : Hist, Eng., ch. xxi.

* B. As sitbst. : One who does not or will

not repent ; a hardened sinner.

im-pen'-i-tent-ly, adv. [Eng. impenitent

;

-ly.] In an "impenitent manner; without re-

pentance, remorse, or contrition ; obdurately.

am -pen'- nate, ft. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and pennate (q.v.).]

Omith. ; Having short wings covered with
scale-like feathers. [Lmpennes.]

* im-penned', pa» par. or a. [Impen.]

im-pen -nes, ». pi. [Nom. pi. of Mod. Lat.

impennis, from Lat. im- = not, and penna = a
"wing, a feather.]

Omith. : The name given by Illiger to a fa-

mily or tribe of Swimming Birds having short

wings covered with scale-like feathers. It in-

cludes the Divers, the Auks, the Penguins, &c.

* im-pen'-nous, a [Lat. im- = in- = not,

and penna = a wing ; Eng. adj. suff. -ous.]

Having no wings ; wanting wings ; wingless.
" It is generally "conceived an earwig hath no wines,

and is reckoned among impennous insects by many.' —
Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. iii., ch. xxxvii.

* im-peo'-ple, v.t. Another spelling of Em-
people (q.v.).

* Im'-per-ant, a. [Lat. imperans, pr. par. of

impero = to command.] Commanding.

* im'-per-ate, a. [Lat. imperatus, pa. par. of

impero = to command.] Done by express order

or direction ; not involuntary ; commanded.
" TheBe I call the imperate acts of divine providence.

—Male: Orig. of Mankind, ch. i., p. 86.

* im-per'-a-tiv-al, a. [Eng. imperative);

al.] Pertaining o'r peculiar to the imperative

mood.

lm-peV-a-tive, a. & s. [Fr. imperatif, from
Lat. imperativus, from imperatus, pa. par. of

impero = to command ; Ital. & Sp. imperativo,]

A. -4s adjective:

L Ordi nary Language :

1. Expressive of command ; containing a
command or express direction ; commanding

;

authoritative.
" The suits of kings are imperative."—Dp. Ball : Con-

templations ; David £ Baihsheba.

2. That cannot be avoided, evaded, or

neglected ; that must be attended to ; compul-
sory ; obligatory : as, an imperative duty.

II. Gram. : A term applied to that mood of

a verb which expresses command, entreaty, or
exhortation.

B. As substantive :

Gram. : That mood of a verb which expres-
ses command, entreaty, or exhortation.

"If we declare our meaning in , . . the form of a
command or request, it is the imperative."—Beattie

:

Moral Science, pt. i.. ch. i., § 3.

If Categorical Imperative

:

Philos. : The name by which Kant designates
the great principles of the Moral Law, to show
that morality is not a mere synonym of
interest, nor founded on experience ; but that
it prescribes to us a priori what we ought and
what we ought not to do, presupposing our
liberty to obey or to disobey.

" If we ask for explanation of particular right and
wrong, and for guidance in particular duty, the Cate-
gorical Imperative is. more likely to give neat than
light ; or, if it be a light, it is rather the beacon on the
mil-top than the lamp to illuminate the domestic
chamber."— IV. Wallace: Kant, p. 216.

im-per'-a-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. imperative ;

-ly.] In an imperative manner ; with command
or authority ; authoritatively ; as a command.

" The words, though they are delivered imperatively,

yet are a plain promise."—Bp. Bull: Sermons, vol. i.,

im-per-a'-tor, s. [Lat.]

1. Rom. Antiq. : A title originally bestowed
upon a victorious leader on the field of battle

by his soldier's ; towards the end of the com-
monwealth it was conferred by the senate.

It might be conferred more than once on the

same person. Augustus and his successors

constantly assumed this title, and it became
the peculiar appellation of supreme power.

Still later it became equivalent to the modern
emperor.

2. Zocil. : A genus of gasteropodous mol-
luscs, family Tnrbinidte. About twenty species

are known from South Africa, India, Austra-
lia, and New Zealand.

im-per-a-tbV-i-a, s. [Lat., fem. sing, of

imperato'rius= pertaining to a general. Named
by Linnaeus from its supposed forceful medi-
cinal virtues.]

Bot. : A sub-genus of Peucedanum (q.v.). It

contains one British species, Peucedanum (Im-
peratoria) Ostruthium.

* im-per-a-tor'-i-al, a. [Lat. imperatorius,

from imperator.] [ISmperor.]

1. Commanding ; imperative ; authoritative ;

with command.
" Moses delivered this law after an mperatorial

way."—Morris: On the Beatitudes, p. 239.

2. Of or pertaining to the office or title of
imperator : as, imperutoriul laurels.

* im-per-a-tor'-i-an, a. [Eng., &c. impera-
tor; -ian.] Imperial. (Gauden : Tears of the

Church, 143.)

im-per-a-tbr'-m, s. [Lat., &c. impera-
tor(ia); 'in (Chem.).']

Chem. : CioH^Oa. Peucedanin. A neutral
substance destitute of taste and smell, obtained
from the root of the masterwort by digesting
it in boiling alcohol and purifying, by means
of ether, from a brown resinous body with
which it is contaminated. It crystallizes in
tufts of colourless, transparent prisms, which
melt at 75° without loss of weight. It is in-

soluble in water, partly soluble in boiling al-

cohol, but very soluble in ether. The alcoholic
solution of imperatorin has a burning aromatic
taste, and produces a sensation of scratching
in the throat.

* im-per-a-tbr'-l-OUS, a. [Lat. imperator-
ius.] Befitting an emperor ; imperial. (Hacket:
Life of Williams, ii. 9.)

* im-per'-a-tor-y, * im-per-a-tor-ie, a.

[Lat. imperatorius.] Pertaining to or contain-
ing power, command, or authority.

" [I] will impart
To thee the mightie imperatorie art."

Chapman : Hymn to Hermes.

im-per-ceiv'-a-ble, a, [Pref. im- — in- =
not, and Eng. p'erceivable (q.v.).] That cannot
be perceived : imperceptible.

long traiu of gradua
.

-South : Sermons, vol. vi., ser. 7.

im-per-ceiv'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. imper-
ceivable;_ -ness.] The quality or state of being
imperceivable ; iniperceptibility.

" This imperceivableness of the impressions made
upon our souls by the Holy Spirit."—Sharp : Sermons,
vol. iii., Ber. 5.

* im-per-ceived', a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. perceived (q.v.).] Not perceived ;

nnperceived. {Boyle: Works, v. 620.)

* im-per-ceiv'-er-ant,
ANT(1).J

u. [Impersever-

lm-per-ce^t-i-blT-i-ty, s. [Eng. imper-
ceptible ; -ity.] The quality or state of being
imperceptible.

im-per-cept'-i-ble, a. & s. v?r.j

A. As adj. : That cannot be perceived ; not

perceptible; that cannot be discovered or

known by the senses ; not discernible or

easily apprehended by the mind.
" The imperceptible meandering veins."

Cowper: Task, vi. 13fi.

*B. Assubst. : That which cannot be per-

ceived by the senses.

lm-per-cept'-i-ble-ness, s. [Eng. imper-

ceptible ; -ness.] The quality or state of being

imperceptible ; iniperceptibility.

"The reason of their subtility and imperceptible-

ness."—Hale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 18.

im-per-cept'-l-bly, adv. [Eng. impercepti-

ble) ; -ly.] In an imperceptible manner ; so as

not to be perceptible ; by imperceptible de-

grees.
" Leading them imperceptibly into a fondness for

baths, &c."—Burke: Abridg. Eng. Hist., bk. i„ ch. hi.

* im-per-9ep'-tion, s. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and ^wg. 'perception (q.v.).] "Want of per-

ception.
" In the state of silence of imperception."—u. More:

Pkilos. Writings. (Gen. Prei)

*im-per-9ep'-tive, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. perceptive (q.v.).] Not perceiv-

ing ; not able to jjerceive ;
impercipieut.

"The imperceptive part of the soul.''

—

H. More:
Philos. Writings. (Gen. Pref.)

*im-per-9ip'-I-ent, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. percipient (q.v.).] Not perceiv-

ing ; not having the power to perceive.

* im-perd-l-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. imperdibU;
-ity.] The quality or state of being imperdi-

ble ; not liable to want or destruction.

"Their beauty, imperdibility, and ductility."—Der-
ham: Physico-Theology, bk. v., ch. ix. (Note 5.)

* im-perd'-i-ble, ft. [Lat. pref. im- = in- =
not, and perdo = to destroy.] Not to be de-

stroyed or wasted ; indestructible.

"They more imperdible'nud steady in their stay."—
Feltham : Something upon Eccles. ii. 11.

im-per'-fect, * im-par-fit, * im-par-fite,
* in-par-fit, ^in-per-fit, a. & s. [0. Fr.

imperfeit, imperfaict (Fr. imparfait), from Lat.

imperfectus : im- = in- = not, and perfectus =
finished, perfect (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Not complete or perfect ; not absolutely
finished ; unfinished.

" Something he left imperfect in the state."
Shakesp. : Lear, iv, 3.

2. Not perfect in quality or quantity ; not
reaching a certain standard or ideal ; charac-
terized by 01 subject to defects or failings

;

frail,

" Then say not man's imperfect, Heaven in fault."

Pope : Essay on Man, i. 69,

II, Technically :

1. Bot. (Of a flower) : Having either stamens
or pistils wanting.

2. Gram. : A term applied to a tense which
expresses or denotes an uncompleted action

or state, especially in past time.

3. Math. : An imperfect number is one

whose aliquot parts taken together do not

make up a sum equal to the number itself,

but either fall short of or exceed it; in the

former case it is called a defective number, in

the latter an abundant number.

4. Music : Not perfect. (1) An imperfect

interval is one which is a semitone less than

perfect. (2) The imperfect consonances are

the third and sixth, as opposed to the fourth

and fifth. (3) An imperfect cadence is one

which does not give complete rest in key. All

cadences not having a dominant or subdo-

minant penultimate are said to be imperfect.

[Cadence.] (4) An imperfect stop on an organ

is one, the pipes of which do not extend
through the whole compass of the manual ; a

short stop. (5) Duple measure was formerly

called imperfect, as opposed to tempus perfec-

tum, triple time. (Stainer & Barrett.)

B. As substantive :

Gram. : A tense expressing or denoting an
uncompleted action or state, especially in past
time.

imperfect-obligations, s. pi.

Law ; Obligations such, as those of charity,
gratitude, &c, which cannot be enforced by
law.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p$t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, ae, ce = 6 ; ey - a. qu — kw>
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Imperfect-trust, s.

Law : An executory or executed trust.

* Im-per feet, v.t. [Pref. im- ~ vn =not,
and Bng. perfect, v.] To make imperfect

* im-per-fect-i-bll'-i-ty, s. [Pref. im- =
in* = not, and Eng. perfectibility,] The state
or condition of being imperfect, or of being
incapable of becoming or being made perfect.
(Annanclale.)

im-per-fect'-i-ble, a. [Pref. im- —>in- ~ not,
and Eng. perfectible,] Incapable of being made
perfect. (Annandale.)

Im-per- fec'-tion, s. [Pref. im- = in- = not
and Eng. perfection (q.v.) ; Fr. imperfection,
from Lat. imperfecta; Sp. imperfeccion ; Ital.

imperfezione.] [Imperfect.]

1. The quality or state of being imperfect

;

a want of perfection ; a fault, moral or physi-
cal ; a defect. (Pope : Essay on Man, i. 115.)

2. A deficiency, a gap ; something imper-
fect or defective.

T[ An imperfection in a person arises from
his want of perfection, and the infirmity of his
nature ; there is no one without some point
of imperfection which is obvious to others, if

not to himself ; he may strive to diminish it,

although he cannot expect to get altogether
rid of it : a defect is a deviation from the
general constitution of man ; it is what may
be natural to the man as an individual, but
not natural to man as a species ; in this man-
ner we may speak of a defect in speech, or a
defect in temper. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

Sm-peV-fect-1^, adv. [Eng. imperfect; -ly.]

In an imperfect manner or degree ; not com-
pletely, not fully.

"Oh make me thuB imperfectly happy before ray
time."

—

Bp. Ball: Occasional Meditations, med. 91.

im-per -fect-ness, s. [Eng. imperfect; rness.]

The quality or state of being imperfect ; im-
perfection. (Boyle : Works, iii. 424.)

* im-peV-for-a-ble, a. [Lat. im- = in- =
not, and perforb = to perforate (q.v.).] That
cannot be perforated, pierced, or bored
through.

lm-per-for-a'-ta, if. pi. [Imperforate.]

Zool. : A sub-order of Foraminifera : the test

is membraneous, calcareous, or arenaceous,
not perforated by pseudopodial foramina.
The sub-order contains three families,Gromida,
Miliolida, and Lituolida (q.v.)>

* Im-peV-for-ate, a. [Lat. im-=iw-= not,
and perforatus, pa. par. of perforo= to per-
forate.] Not perforated ; not pierced or bored
through ; having no openings or holes.

imperforate shells, 5. pi.

Zool. : Shells in which the whorls are closely
coiled, leaving only a columella in the centre.

* fon-peV-fdr-at-ed, a. [Pref. im- = in-
= not, and Eng. perforated.] Imperforate.
(Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. vii., ch. xvi.)

* im-per for-a -tion, s. [Pref, im- = in- =
not, and Eng. perforation^.^.).] The quality
or state of being imperforate,

lm-peV-i-al, * em per i al, * im-per-i-
all, a. & s. [O. Fr. emperial; Fr. imperial,
from Lat. imperialism belonging to an em-
pire ; imperium= an empire ; Sp. & Port, im-
perial; Ital. imperiale.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or belonging to an empire or an em-
peror. (Churchul : The Candidate.)

2. Of or pertaining to royal or supreme
power, or to the person by whom it is wielded

;

sovereign, supreme, royal.

3. Fit or suitable for an emperor ; lordly,
majestic. (Dryden: Virgil; Mneid vi. 1,177.)

B. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A baggage-case on the top of a travelling
carriage. (Miss Edgeworth ; Belinda, ch. xxv.)

2. An outside seat on a diligence or coach.
(Hughes: Tom Brown's School Days, pt. L, ch. i.)

3. A tuft of hair worn on the lower lip ; so
called from being introduced into fashion by

. the Emperor Napoleon III.

II. Technically

:

1. Arch. : An imperial dome or roof.

2. Paper : A size of paper about 22 x 30 in.

Imperial-chamber, s.

Ger. Hist. : A supreme tribunal estabb'shed
by Maximilian I. , at the Diet of Worms in 1495.
It continued about three hundred years.

imperial-city, s. A city which was an
independent member of the first German Em-
pire, having no head but the Emperor himself.

imperial-dome, imperial-roof, s.

Arch. : A roof or dome with a pointed or
tent shape.

Imperial Federation, &.

Politics: The consolidation of the British
Empire, so as to combine its resources for
the maintenance and defence of common in-

terests, while leaving intact the existing rights
of Colonial Parliaments in local affairs.

Imperial Federation League : An organiza-
tion founded in 1884 to secure the federation
of the British Empire. [Imperial Federa-
tion.] It was the outcome of a conference
held in that .year, under the presidencv of the
late Right Hon. W. E. Forster (1818-86). In
1893 the League was dissolved, but the move-
ment is now being carried on by several bodies
in the United Kingdom, as well as by branches
founded by the League in our Colonies.

imperial-guard, *.

French Hist. : The name given to the con-
sular guard when Napoleon I. became emperor,
in 1804. It was disbanded in 1815, but revived
on May 4, 1854, and took part in the Crimean
War in 1855. In 1870 it surrendered at Metz
to the Germans, and was soon after abolished.

imperial-paper, s. [Imperial, B. II. 2.]

imperial - parliament, s. [Parlia-
ment.]

im-peV-i-al-ism, s. [Eng. imperial; -ism.]

1. The system of government under an em-
peror or empire ; imperial state or authority

;

the spirit of empire.

2. The policy of those who aim at a closer
knitting together of the countries forming the
British Empire.

lm-peV-i-al-ist, a. [Eng. imperial ; -ist.]

1. A subject or supporter of an emperor or
empire.

2. A favourer or supporter of imperialism.

* im-per-i-aT-TL-ty, s. [Eng. imperial; -ity.]

1. Imperial power or authority.

2. An imperial right or privilege, as the
right of an emperor to a share in the produce
of mines, &c.

* im-peV-i-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. imperial; -ize.]

1. To invest with the authority, state, or
position of an emperor.

2. To give the character of an empire to ; to
make into an empire.

* im-peY-i-al-l^, adv. [Eng. imperial; -ly.]

In an imperial manner.

* im-peV-i-al-ty, s. [Eng. imperial; -ty.]

Imperial power or authority. (Sheldon.)

* im-per -l-ble, a. [Imperishable.] A con-
traction of imperishable. (Sylvester : Du
Bartas, 761.)

im-peV-ll, v.t. [Pref. im- = in-, and Eng.
peril (q.v.).] To bring into or place in a posi-
tion of peril or danger ; to endanger.

" Will I imperil the innocence and candour of the
author of this calumny 1"—Ben Jonton: Magnetic
Lady, ii. 2.

t im-per'-il-ment, s. [Eng. imperil; -ment]
The act of imperilling ; the state of being im-
perilled ; imminent peril or danger.

.im-per'-i-oiis, a. [Lat. imperiosus, from im-
) perium = empire ; Fr. imperieux ; Ital. & Sp.

imperioso.]

1. Commanding, dictatorial, tyrannical, au-
thoritative, overbearing, haughty, arrogant,
domineering.

" The slave of an imperious and reckless termagant "

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

* 2. Imperial, lordly, majestic.
" Therefore, great lords, be, as your titles witness.
Imperious. Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, v. 1.

3. Urgent, pressing, compelling.
" Imperious need, which cannot be withstood."

Dryden : Bind, & Panther, iii. 837.

1[ For the difference between imperious and
commanding, see Commanding.

im-per'-l-OU3-iy, adv. [Eng. imperious ; -ly.]

In an imperious, haughty, dictatorial, or over-

bearing manner ; with arrogance or haughti-
ness. (Sliakesp. : 1 Henry IV., i. 3.)

im-per'-l-OUS-nesS, s. [Eng. imperious;
-ness.] The quality or state of beingimperious ;

arrogance, haughtiness.

"The Earl of Strafford continued to press the States
to come into the queen's measures, which it was said
he managetl with great imperiousness." — Burnet :

Bist. Own Time (an. 1712).

im-per-ish-a-bil'-i-ty, s, [Eng. imperish-

able); -ity.]' The quality or state of being
imperishable ; indestructibility.

im-per'-Ish-a-ble, a. [Fr. imperissable.]

Not perishable ; not subject or liable to de-

struction or decay ; indestructible ; enduring
permanently.

"They have this imperishable fame, which no other
nation con share with them."

—

Lewis: Ored. Early
Roman Bist. {1855), ii. 555.

im-per'-ish-a-fole-ness, s. [Eng. imperish-
able; -ness.]

' The quality or state of being
imperishable ; imperishability.

fm-per'-ish-a-Mjr, adv. [Eng. imperish-
able); -ly.] In an imperishable manner ; in-

destructibly. (Byron : Childe Harold, iii. 67.)

* im-per'-i-wigged, a. [Pref. im- = in-

;

Eng. periwig, and suff. -ed.] Wearing a peri-
wig or wig.

* im-per -ma-nence, * im-per'-ma-nen-
9^, s. [Pref. im- — in- — not, and Eng.perman-
ence, permanency.] Want of permanence or
durability.

" All those things which possess the essential con-
stituents of existing things—all these compounds are
impermancnce itaeli."—Rhys Davids: Bibbert Lec-
tures, p. 212.

im per ma nent, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. p'eiinanent (q.v.)."] Not permanent;
not lasting ; not enduring.

"To him it must seem, as it really is, a changing,
variable, impermanent thing."

—

Rhys Davids : Bibbert
Lectures (1881), p. 211.

* lm-per-me-a-biT-i-t^, s. [Eng. imper-
meable; -ity.] The quality or state of being
impermeable ; impermeableness ; impervious-
ness ; impenetrability.

im per me a Me, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. permeable (q.v.).] Not permeable

;

impervious; impenetrable; not allowing the
passage of a fluid through its substance.

im-per me a ble ness, s. [Eng. imper-
meable; -ness.'] The quality or state of being
impermeable ; impermeability.

lm-peY-me-a-bly, adv. [Eng. impermeab(Je);
-ly.] In an impermeable manner; impenetrably.

* im-per-mis -si ble, a. [Pref. im- =in- =
not, and Eng. permissible.] Not permissible

;

not allowable.

* Im-per scrut able, a. [Lat. im- - in-
= not, and perscruior= to search through : per
— through, and scrutor = to search.] That
cannot be searched out or examined through

;

inscrutable.

* im per scrut -able ness, s. [Eng. im-
perscrutable ; -ness'] The quality or state of
being imperscrutable ; inscrutability.

* im-per-seV-er-ant (1), * im-per-ceiv'-
er ant, a. [Pref. im- ~ in- = not, and Eng.
perseverant (1) (q.v.).] Undiscerning.

" This irnperceiverant thing loves him In my de-
Bpite."

—

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iv. 1.

U The second spelling is that adopted by
Dyce— "needlessly," says Schmidt (Shakes)i.-

Lexicon)—to show that the word is connected
with perceive, not with persevere. Dyce is fol-

lowed by Clark and Wright. (See also Notes
& Queries, Ap. 23, 1853, p. 400.)

* im-per-se-ver'-ant (2), a. [Pref. im- =
in- — not, and Eng.' perseverant (2).] Not per-
severing or steady ; unenduring.

" Imperseverant and relapsing sinners."—Andrews
Sermon preached at Bampton Court (1694).

un-per-son-al, * im-per-son-alle, a. & s,

[Fr. impersonnel, from Lat. impersonalis, from
im- = in- = not ; and personalis = personal
(q.v.); Sp. impersonal; Ital. impersonate.]

A. As c

1. Ord. Lang. : Not personal ; not having
personal existence or individuality ; not pos-
sessing personality.

bfifr. Wfr: po*ut, jtffel; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Irig.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious=shus. -ble, -die, &c = beL del-
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2. Gram. : Applied to verbs which are not
employed with the first or second persons, as

subjects, and have no forms of inflection to

denote them, but are only used in the third

person of the singular number, with the neuter

pronoun it as the nominative in English, or

with no nominative, as in Latin : as, it rains,

it snows; pcenitet — it repents or grieves one ;

tcedet = it wearies one
;
pugnatur = it is being

fought (i.e., a battle is going on).

" Wher note that verbes impersonallcs be oftentimes
turned into personal les, mid haue a nominating cose

before theim. — Udal: Flowres, fo. 11.

B. As subst. : That which wants personality

;

specif., an impersonal verb.

im-per-son-al-i-ty, s. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. personality (q.v.).] The quality
or state of being impersonal ; a want of per-

sonality.
" It ia his impersonality that I complain of, and his

invisible attacks."

—

Sir W. Draper: On Junius, let. 4,

im-per -son-al-ly, adv. [Eng. impersonal

;

-ly.] In an impersonal manner ; like an im-
personal verb.]

im-per'-son-ate, v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and
Eng. personate (q.v.).]

1. To invest with personality ; to ascribe or
attribute personality or the qualities of a per-

son to ; to personify.

"The Heathens impersonated Chance nuder the
name of Fortune."— Warburton : View of Bolingbroke's
Philos., let. 3.

2. To assume the person or character of; to
personate or represent in character ; to repre-

sent by impersonation.
'"' Some of these masques were moral dramas in form,

where the Virtues and Vices were impersonated."—
Hurd : Dialogue ; Age of Queen Elizabeth.

im per son a-tion, s. [Pref. im-, and Eng.
personation (q.v.).] The act of impersonating
or investing with personality ; representation
in a personal or bodily form ; personation

;

the state of being impersonated
;
personifica-

tion.

"In this species of allegory we Include the imper-
sonation of Passions, Affections, Virtues, and Vices."

—

Langhorne : Obs. on the Odes of Collins.

om-per'-son-at-or, s. [Eng. impersonate);
-or.J One who impersonates.

* Im-per-son-i-fi-ca -tion, s. [Pref. im-,

and Eng. personification (q.v.).] The act of
impersonating or personifying ; impersonation.

* lm-per-spi-cu'-i-ty, s. [Pref. im- = in-
= not, and Eng. perspicuity (q.v.).] A want
of perspicuity or clearness to the mind ; vague-
ness.

im-per-spic'-U-OUS, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. 'perspicuous (q.v.).] Not per-

spicuous ; not clear to the mind ; vague ; ob-

scure.

* im-per-suad'-i-ble (u as w), a. [Pref.

im- = in- = not, and Eng. persuadible (q.v.).]

That cannot be persuaded ; impersuasible.

* im-per-suad'-i-ble-ness (u as w), a.

[Eng. impersuadible ; -ness.] The quality or

state of being impersuadible ; inflexibility, (r.

Brown: Works, i. 3.)

* im-per-suaf -i-Dle (u as w), a. [Pref.

im- = in- = not, and Eng. persuasible (q.v.).]

Incapable of being persuaded ; not to be

moved by persuasion ; impersuadible.

"If it be his fortune to have as impersuasible an
auditory."—Decay of Piety.

im-pert'-i-nence, im-pert'-i-nen-cy, s.

[Fr. impertinence, from impertinent = imper-
tinent (q.v.) ; Sp. impertinencia ; Ital. imper-

tinenza.]

1. The quality or state of being impertinent

or irrelevant ; irrelevancy ; unfitness for the

matter in hand.
* 2. That which is impertinent, irrelevant,

or out of place.
" A tedious number of liturgical tautologies and im-

pertinencies."—Milton : Animad. upon Rem. Defence.

* 3. A trifle ; a thing or matter of no value.

* 4. Troublesomeness ; intrusion.
" Stand charged with intrusion and imperttnency.

"

—Wotton: Architecture.

5. Rudeness; incivility; language or con-

duct against good manners.
"The law had provided no punishment for mere Im-

pertinence."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvii.

im-per'-ti-nence, v.t. [Impertinence, s.]

To treat with rudeness or impertinence.
(Walpole: Works, iii. 15.5.)

lm-per'-ti-nent, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. im-
pertinens = not belonging to : im- = in-= not,
and pertinens = belonging ; Ital. & Sp. imper-
tinente.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not pertaining ; not of concern ; not
affecting.

" The Romans would take no knowledge of his
coming into Asia, as a matter impertinent unto them."—P. Holland : Livius, p. 847.

2. Not pertinent ; not pertaining to the
matter in hand ; irrelevant ; not to the point

;

not bearing upon the subject in hand ; inap-

plicable, misplaced.
" It will not be impertinent to shewe the maner of

*; their hunting the seal."

—

Hackluyt ; Voyages, i. 478.

3. Trifling, frivolous ; negligent of or in-

attentive to the matter in hand.
" But he that hath been often told his fault,

And still persists, is as impertinent
Asa musician."

Jioscommon: Horace; Art of Poetry.

4. Offending against or contrary to the rules

of good breeding; rude, uncivil, offensive, un-
mannerly

;
guilty of rude or impolite conduct.

B. As subst. : One who is rude or uncivil in

manner ; an officious, impertinent, or unman-
nerly person ; a meddler, an intruder.

lm-per'-tl-nent-ly, adv. [Eng. impertinent;
ly.}

1. In an impertinent or irrelevant manner
;

not pertinently.

"Quintius was thought by the Achaeaus to have
spoken not impertinently, but to have auswered them
both fully."—P. Holland: Livius, p. 917.

2. Rudely, offensively, officiously, uncivilly.

* lm-per-tran-si-bil'-I-ty, s. [Eng. im-
pertransible ; -ity.] The quality or state of
being impertransible ; impossibility to be
passed through.

"The impertrav sibil ity of eternity."—Hale: Origin
of Mankind, p. 110.

* un-per-tran'-si-ble, a. [Lat. im- = in-

not, and pertranseo = to pass through : per =
through, and transeo=. to cross, to pass over.]

[Transit.] That cannot be passed through

;

incapable of being passed through.

un-per-tur-ba-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. -Imper-
turbable; -ity.] The quality or state of being
imperturbable.

Im-per-tur'-ba-ble, a. [Lat. imperturba-
bilis = that cannot be disturbed : im- = in- =
not, and perturbabilis = to be disturbed ; Fr.
& Sp. imperturbable ; Ital. imperturbabile. ]

That cannot be easily disturbed or agitated

;

unmoved, calm, cool.
" His courage was singularly cool inAimperturbable."—Macaulay : Hist. Hug., ch. iv.

im-per-tur'-ba-bly, adv. [Eng. impertur-
bable); -ly.} Iii an imperturbable manner;
calmly.

"He recommenced as imperturbably as ever."—
C. Bronte: Jane Eyre, ch. xxix.

* im-per-tur-ba'-tion, s. [Lat. impertur-
batio.] Freedom from agitation of mind ; cool-
ness, calmness, quietude.

"Copying of this equality and imperturbation."—
Mountague :i

Devoute Essayes, pt. i., tr. xix., § 2.

* im-per-turbed', a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. perturbed (q.v.).] Not perturbed,
disturbed, or agitated ; undisturbed.

* im-per-vi-a-bil'-i-tjr, s. [Eng. impervi-
j, able; -ity.] The quality or state of being im-
perviable ; imperviousness ; impermeability.

* im-peV-vi-a-ble, a. [Impervious.] The
same as Impervious (q.v.).

* im-per'-vi-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. imper-
viable ; -ness.]' The same as Imperviability
(q.v.).

im-per'-vi-oiis, a. [Lat. impervius, from im-
= in- = not; per = through, and via = a way.]

1. Not pervious ; impenetrable ; not ad-
mitting of passage or entrance ; incapable of
being passed through ; impermeable.

" Impervious to the sun." Scott : Gray Brother.

2. Not allowing entrance to the reason or
mind ; deaf.

" To reasous such as guide the conduct of statesmen
and generals the minds of these zealots were abso-
lutely impervious."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. v.

im-per'-vi-oiis-ly, adv. [Eng. impervious;
-ly.] In an impervious manner ; impenetrably.

im~per'-vi-ous-ness, s. [Eng. impervioxis;
-ness.] The quality or state of being imper-
vious ; impenetrability.

* Im'-per-y, * im-per-ie, s. An old spelling

of Empery (q.v.).

*im-pest't v.t. [Pref. im-, and Eng. pest

(q.v.).] To till with pestilence ; to infect.

" Ne bitter dole impest the passing gale."

Pitt : Epistles; Imitation ofSpenser.

*im-pes'-ter, v.t. [Pref. im-, and Eng.

pester (q.v.)-] To pester, to vex, to tease.

lm-pet-ig'-in-ous, a. [Lat. impetiginosus,

from impetigo (genit. impetiginis) = ringworm.

J

Of the nature of or pertaining to impetigo.

im-pet-i-go, s. [Lat.]

Pathol. : A pustular eruption, divided into

figurata when close together, and sparsa when
distinct. These pass into scabs of a sugar-

candy colour on the face, darker in other parts.

Commonest in ill-fed children, or in old. and
debilitated persons. Good air and good food
are required.

¥ lm'-pe-tra-ble, a. [Lat. impetrabilis, from
impetro = to obtain; Fr. impetrable; Sp. im-
petrable; Ital. impetrabile.]

1. Possible to be obtained by petition or
entreaty.

2. Compliant ; easy to be entreated. (Nashe

:

Lenten Stuffe.)

* im'-pe-trate» a. [Lat. impetratus, pa. par.

of impetro.] Obtained or gained by petition

or entreaty.

* im'-pe-trate, v.t. [Impetrate, a.] To ob-
tain by petition or entreaty.

" Whiche desyre impetratcd and obteyned, the mes-
senger shortly returned to his lorUe and prince."—
Hall: Richard III. (an. 3).

* im-pe-tra'-tion, s. [Lat. impetratio, from
impetratus, pa. par. of impetro ; Fr. impetra-
tion ; Sp. impetracion ; Ital. impetrazione.]
The act of obtaining or gaining by petition or
entreaty ; specifically, in old English law, the
obtaining, by petition from the court of Rome,
of benefices and church offices in England,
the disposition of which by law belonged to
the king or other lay patrons.

" To the impetration of some favour."

—

Mountague

:

Devoute Essayes, pt. i. (Pref.J

* im'-pe-tra-tive, u. [Lat. impetrativus,
from impetratus, pa. par. of impetro.] Gain-
ing or tending to gain by way of petition or
entreaty.

" My prayers, which were most perfect and impera-
tive.' — Bp. Hall: Contemp.; The Walk upon the
Waters.

* im'-pe-tra-tor-y, a. [Eng. impetrate);
-ory.] Containing or expressing entreaty.

" Preparatory to, and impetratory of, the grace of
repentance."—Bp. Taylor : Holy Dying, ch. ii., § a.

* im-petre/*im-pet-ren, * im-pet-er, v.t.

[Fr. impetrer ; from Lat. impetro ; Sp. &Port.
impetrar.] To impetrate; to obtain by.peti-
tion or entreaty.

" To impetre of her ye grace and ayde of her moste
mercyfull countynance. "

—

Fabyan, vol. i., ch. xxvii.

im-pet-U-os'-I-ty; s. [Fr. impetuosite, from
Lat- impetuosus= impetuous.] The quality

or state of being impetuous ; haste, fury, vio-

lence, vehemence.
" Turned about with so great celerity and impetu-

osity."—P. Holland: Plutarch, p. 948.

im-pet'-u-OUS, a. [Fr. impetueux, from Lat.

impetuosus, from impetus= an attack, an im-

pulse ; Ital. & Sp. impetuoso.]

1. Rushing with violence or great force ;

moving rapidly and violently; furious, vio-

lent, boisterous.

"And with hurrying feet impetuous the Gallse followed

straight." Grant Allen: Atys.

2. Violent or vehement in feeling
;
passion-

ate,' fierce, hot, hasty.
" His affection was as impetuous as his wrath."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vn,

lm-pet-U-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. impetuous;

-ly.] In* an impetuous manner; with great

violence or force; furiously, passionately,

vehemently.
"Where the river tuds most impetuously."—Bur-

net : Hiit. Own Time (an. 1689).

lm-pet'-u-ous-ness, s. [Eng. impetuous;
-ness.] The quality or state of being impetu-
ous; impetuosity.

"They resemble the wind in fury and impetuous-
ness."—Decay of Piety.

im'-pe-tUS, s. [Lat. from im- = in- = upon,
and peto = to seek, to tend to.]

(fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = tw.



impeyan—implement i\r.:.

1. Orel. Lang. : Force ofmotion ; momentum ;

the force with which any body is driven or
impelled.

" The quicksilver, by ita sudden descent, acquires
an impetus."—Boyle ; Works, i. 138.

2. Gunn. ; The altitude due to the first force
of projection, or the altitude through which
a body must fall to acquire a velocity equal
to that with which the ball is projected from
the gun.

im'-pey-an, u, [See def.] Of or belonging

to Lady Impey,
who attempted, ,^p
though unsuc- ^S^Sp^
cessfully, to ^ Jwfe^aMliS
introduce the
pheasant called
after her into
Britain.

IMPEYAN-PHEASANT.

lmpeyan-
pheasant, s.

Ornith. : Lo-
phophorus Im-
peyanus, a fine

Himalayan
pheasant. The
male is black,
with metallic
green, golden,
and coppery reflections. On the head is a tuft
of plumes, reflecting a golden-green hue. The
tail is chestnut-red, and the rump white. The
female is of more sombre hues. It feeds chiefly
on bulbous roots.

im'-phee, s. [Native African word (?).]

Bot. : Holcus sacclmratus, a kind of sugar-
cane.

* im-pic'-ture, v.t. [Pref. im-, and Eng. pic-

(itre(q. v.),] To mark or impress with a picture
or likeness of anything ; to make to resemble
anything.

" Hia pallid face impictured with death."
Spenser; Astrophcl, 163.

* im-pler, s. [Uufirk.]

* im - pierce', * im - pearce , v.t. Other
spellings of Empierce (q.v.).

* im-pierce'-a-ble, * im-pearce'-a-ble,
a. [Pref. im- — in- = not; Eng. pierce, and
suff. -able.] That cannot be pierced or pene-
trated ; incapable of being pierced ; impene-
trable.

" Saul did not lend David eo impearceable an ar-
mour."—Dp. Hall : Contemp. ; Saul in David's Cave.

lm-pi'-e-ty, s. [Ft. impiete ; from Lat. im-
pietas, from impius = impious (q.v.); Ital.
impieta; Sp. impiedad.]

1. The quality or state of being impious;
irreverence towards the Supreme Being ; con-
tempt of the duties of religion; ungodliness,
profanity.

2. An act of impiety, wickedness, or irre-
ligion ; impious actions or conduct. (In this
sense it has a plural.)

" Those impieties for the which they are now visited "

—Shakesp. : Henry V., iv. 1.

3. Want of filial affection ; disobedience to-
wards God.
" To keep that oath were more impiety
Than Jephtha'a, when he sacrificed his daughter."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., v. l.

' im-plg'-nor-ate, v.t. [Low Lat. impigno-
ratus, pa. par. of impignoro = to pawn, to
pledge : Lat. im- = in, and pignits (genit. pig-
'aoris) = a pawn, a pledge.] To pawn or
pledge ; to give or deposit as security.

* im pig nor-a -tion, s. [Low Lat. impig-
noratio; from impignoratus, pa. par. of impig-
noro.] The act of pawning or pledging ; the
state of being pawned or pledged.

* imp ing, s. [Imp, v.] The act or process
of grafting,

im-pinge', v.i. [Lat. impingo, from im- = in-
= on, upon, and.pango= to fasten, to strike.]
To fall or strike against ; to hit, to dash, to
come in collision.

" Light is not reflected by impinging on bodieB, hut
by some other cause."—Berkeley : Siris, § 222.

* im-pinge'-ment, s. [Eng. impinge ; -ment. ]
The act of impinging.

* im ping -ent, a. [Lat. impingens, pr. par.
of impingo.] Impinging, falling or striking
against.

* im-pin'-guate (u as w), v.t. [Lat. impin-
guatus, pa. par. of impiiiguo ; pinguis= fat.]

To fatten ; to make fat.

"Frictions also do more fill, and impinguate the
body than exercise/—Bacon : Jfat. Hist., § 877.

* im-pin-gua -tion (u as w), s. [Impin-
guate.] The act of making fat ; the process
or state of becoming fat.

im'-pi-OUS, a, [Lat. impius, from im- = in-
= not, andpius — pious, reverent.]

1. Not pious ; wanting in piety or reverence
towards the Supreme Being or his authority

;

irreverent, irreligious, profane.

2. Proceeding from or characterized by im-
piety or irreverence towards the Supreme
Being.

" To speed their ruin by their impious wit."
Dryden : Astrcea Redux, 200.

im'-pi-QUS-ly, adv. [Eng. impious; -ly.] In
an impious manner

;
profanely.

"He only spoke these things impiously."—Burnet

:

Hist. JCc/ormation, vol. i., bk. l, pt. i.

im'-pi-oiis-ness, s. [Eng. impious; -ness.]

The quality or
L
state of being impious; im-

piety, jjrofanity.

* im-pire, s. [Umpire.]

imp'-ish, a. [Eng. imp; -ish.] Like an imp;
having the qualities or characteristics of an
imp.

lmp'-ish-ly, adv. [Eng. impish; -ly.] Like
an imp ; after the manner of an imp.

* im-pit'-e-ous, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. piteous (q.v.); Fr. impiteux.] Piti-
less, unpitying, merciless, cruel.

"In the waves of the roryng aud impiteous seas."

—

Golden Boke, ch. xliii.

im-plaC-a-bil'-X-ty, s. [Fr. implacabilite,
from Lat. implacabilltas, from implacabilis=
implacable (q.v.).] The quality or state of
being implacable ; inexorableness.

"The implacability, not of an affectionate father,
but of a factious and malignant agitator.'—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xx.v.

im-plac'-a-Me, a. [Fr., from Lat. implaca-
bilis, from im- = in- = not, and placabilis =
that can be appeased ; placo = to appease

;

Sp. implacable; Ital. implacabile.]

1. That cannot be pacified or appeased
;

inexorable, unrelenting; inconceivably hos-
tile, vindictive.

"Their temper was singularly savage and implac-
able."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

2. That cannot be relieved, assuaged, or
mitigated. (In the example the accent is trans-
ferred to the penult for the sake of metre.)

" O how I burne with implacable fire."
Spenser : F. Q„ II. vi. 44.

im plac-a-ble ness, s. [Eng. implacable;
-ness.] The quality or state of being implac-
able ; implacability.

im-plac'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. implacable) ; -ly. ]

In an implacable manner ; inexorably, relent-
lessly.

" She hated heartily, and she hated implacably "—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

im-pla cen -tal, a. & s. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. placental (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Not having a placenta.
" Placental mammals are thus enabled to carry their

young for a much longer period than are the impla-
cental. —Nicliolson : Zool. (5th ed.), p. 628.

B. As subst. : An animal destitute of a
placenta.

im-pla-cen-ta'-li-a, s. pi. [Pref. im- = in-
= not, and Mod. Lat., &c. plaeentalia (q.v.).]

Zool. : Another name for Owen's Implacen-
tata (q.v.). (Dur.can: Nat. Hist., iii. 191.)

im-pla-9en-ta'-ta, s. pi [Pref. im- = in-,

= not ; Lat. placent{a) = a cake, and neut. pi
adj. surf, -ata.]

Zool. : The name given by Owen to the sub-
division of Mammals not having the placenta
developed. It contains the orders Marsupialia
and Monotremata (q.v.).

im plant', v.t. [Fr. implanter, from Lat. im-
= in, and pktnto = to plant; Sp. implantar

;

Ital. impiantare.]

1. To plant, to set, to 'sow for the purpose
of growth or development ; to ingraft, to in-
culcate, to instil.

" Which Nature haa implanted in the mind."
Dryden; Pcrsius, v.

* 2. To sow, to plant ; to supply or stock,

as with seed.
" Break up the fallowes of my nature, implant me

with grace.' — Bp. Hall: Contemp.; The Resurrection.

* im - plan - ta' - tion, s. [Eng. implant

;

-ation.] The act of implanting, inculcating,

or instilling; inculcation.

"By the expressed way of institution or implanta-
tion.' —Browne: Miscellanies, p. 48.

* im plate , v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
plate (q.v.).] To cover with a plate or plates

;

to sheathe.

* im-plaus-i-bil'-i-ty, s. [Pref. im- = in-

= not, and Eng. plausibility (q.v.).] The
quality or state of being implausible ; want of
plausibility.

* im-plaus -i-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. plausible (q.v.)] Not plausible
or specious; not bearing an appearance of
truth and credibility.

" Religious opinions, true or false, plausible or im-
plausible." —Burke : On the Petition of the Unitarians.

* im-plaus l ble ness, a. [Eng. implausi-

ble ; -ness.] The same as Implausibility1

(q-v.).

im-plau§'-i-bly, adv. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. plausibly (q.v.).] In an im-
plausible manner ; not plausibly.

* im-plea<ph', v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
pleach (q.v.).] To plait, to weave; to unite
by plaiting or weaving.

"And lo ! behold these talents of their hair
With twisted metal amorously im/ilvirlu-d."

Shakesp. : Lovers Complaint, 205.

* implead', v.t. & i. [Pref, im- = in- = not
(1), and Eng. plead (q.v.).]

A. Transitive

:

1. To institute and prosecute a suit against
in a court of law ; to sue ; to bring an action
against.

"Excent any of the sume barona doe implead any
man, onif any man be impleaded."—Hackluyt : Voy-
ages, i. 117.

2. To accuse, to impeach.
"Antiquity . . . impleaded them of impiety, that

referred it to naturall causalities."—Glanvill: Vanity
of Dogmatizing, ch. xii.

B. Intrans. : To bring an action in a court
of law ; to sue.

im plead able, a. [Pref. im- = in- - not,
andEng.^ZeadaWe.] Not to be pleaded against
or evaded.

ahall seize upon" An impleadable indictment
.

them."—Adams : Works, i. 190.

* implead -er, s. [Eng. implead; -er.] One
who impleads, prosecutes, sues, or accuses
another ; an accuser.

"Ye impleaders and action-threatenera, how long
shall the Lord suffer you in His house ! "—Harmar :
Translati07i of Beta's Sermons (158V), p. 176.

* im-pleas Irig, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. pleasing (q.v.).] Not pleasing ; un-
pleasing.

im-pledge',tf.i. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
pledge (q.v.).J To pledge, to pawn.

"Impledge her spousal faith to wed
The heir of mighty Somerled !

"

Scott : Lord of tin; Isles, i. 8.

lm'-ple-ment, s. [Lat. implementum = an
accomplishing, from impleo = to fill up, to
discharge : im- = in, and pleo = to fill.]

I. Ordinary Language :

*1. The act of fulfilling, performing, or ac-
complishing ; fulfilment.

*2. Anything which supplies a want, or
fills up a vacancy.

" Unto life many implements are necessary " Eooker "

Eccles. Polity.

3. A tool ; a utensil ; an instrument used in
labour.

" Munitions of war and implements of agriculture
were provided iu large quantities."—Macaulau • Hist
Eng., ch. xxiv. * '

t L A tool ; an instrument ; an agent.
"That temper which tyrants require in theirworst

implements. —Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

II. Anthrop. : The generic term for tools and
weapons of early man, whether from the drift
or more recent deposits. It will be interest-
ing to compare Horace (Sat, I. iii. 99-102) and
Lucretius (De Nat. Rer., v. 1,282 sqq.) with
the extract. [Flint-implements.]

^"H£king attbe various sorts of implements, we seethat they were
. . evolved, or one might almost sav

__ _ SS&Tp lS
CCeBaiVe cbaD^"-^-- ^thro-

bgh, btfy; ptfut, jftri; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect; ^enophon exist ph = f-cian,-tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &cT= bel? del.

*
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* im' ple-ment, v.t. [Implement, s.]

1. To fulfil or satisfy the conditions of ; to

accomplish.

2. To fulfil ; to carry into effect ; to perform.
" Haig did not hold himself under any moral obliga-

tion to implement an oath that had been extracted by
force."—Russell : Haigs of Bemersyde, p. 78.

fm-ple-ment'-al, a. [Eng. implement; -at]

Pertaining to or in any way connected with
implements ; characterized by the- use of im-

plements.

im-ple-men-tif'-er-ous, a. [Low Lat.

implementiim (genit. implementi), fero = to

bear, and Eng. -oils.] Containing implements,

chiefly of the two divisions of the Stone Age.
" Classing this deposit among the other well-known

implementiferous beds of the quaternary age-"

—

Journ.
Anthrop. Institute, vii. 501.

* im-plete', v.t. [Lat. impletus, pa. par. of

impleo.] To fill up.

* im-ple'-tioii, 3. [Lat. impletus, pa. par. of

impleo = to fill up.]

1. The act of filling ; the state of being full.

" Upon a plentiful impletion there may perhaps suc-

ceed a disruption of the .matrix."—Browne ; Vulgar
Errours, bk. iii., ch. xvi.

2. That which fills up ; filling.

» Im'-plex, a. [Lat. implexus, pa. par. of im-
plecto = to interweave, to entangle.] Intricate

;

involved ; complicated ; complex ; entangled
;

it is opposed to simple.
" The fable of every poem is either simple or implex ;

it is called . . . implex when the fortune of the chief
actor changes."—Addison : Spectator, No. 297.

* im plexion (plexion as pick -shun), s.

[Lat. implexio, from implexus, pa. par. of im-
plecto.] The act of infolding or involving ; the
state of being involved.

implex -ous, a. [Lat. implexus, pa. par. of

implecto. ]

Bot. : Folded or plaited.

* im-pli-a-ble (1), a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. pliable (q.v.) ] Not pliable. (North :

Examen, p. 32.)

t un-pll'-a-ble (2), a. [Eng. imply; -able.]

That may "or can be implied or deduced.

im'-pll-cate, v.t. [Lat. implicatus, pa. par.

of implico = to infold, to involve: im-= in,

and plico — to fold ; plica = a fold ; Fr. im-
pliquer ; Ital. implicare.]

* 1. To infold ; to entangle ; to interweave.
" Or on the oak, or implicated thorn."

Fawkes : Description of May.

2. To involve ; to bring into connection
with ; to show or prove to be in connection
with or concerned in : as, He was implicated

in the transaction.

^T To implicate marks something less en-

tangled than to involve; people are said to be
implicated who have taken ever so small a

share in a transaction ; they are involved only
when they are deeply concerned.

im'-pli-cat-ed, pa. par. & a. [Implicate.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

* 1. Infolded ; interwoven ; entangled.

2. Involved ; concerned in or connected
with.

Xm-pll-Ca'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. implicatio,

from implicatus, pa. par. of implico ; Sp. im-
plication; Ital. implicazione.]

1. The act of involving, infolding, or en-

tangling ; involution ; entanglement.

"Their mutual implication, or their adherence to

each other, will make one part hinder another from
flying separately away."—Boyle : Works, iv. 295.

2. The state of being involved, infolded or

entangled.

3. The act of implicating or involving in any
matter ; the state of being connected with or

concerned in a matter.

4. The act of implying or deducing ; deduc-
tion ; inference.

" The use of torture, therefore, . . . was, hy the
plainest implication, declared to be according to law.'
—Afacaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

5. That which is implied but not expressed ;

a deduction ; an inference.

* 5tm-plic'-a-tive, a. [Eng. implicate) ; -ive.]

Implicating or tending to implicate.

* im-pllC-ar-tive-ly,a^u. [Eng. implicative;

-ly.] By implication.

im-plic'-lt, a. [Lat. implicitus, pa. par. of
implico ; Fr. implicite; Ital. & Sp. implicito,]

1. Entangled ; infolded ; complicated ; in-

volved.
" The humble Bhrub,

And bush with frizzled hair implicit.''

Milton: P. £., vli. 323.

* 2. Implied ; inferred or inferrible ; tacitly

contained, but not actually expressed.

"That such a heinous fault as this through all the
law should be only whipped with an implicit and
oblique touch. "—Milton ; Tetrachordon.

3. Resting or depending upon another ; aris-

ing from or based on intimacy with or reliance

upon another; free from doubt; strong, un-

hesitating.
" Which [faith] they generally taught, consisted

chiefly in an implicit believing whatever the Church
proposed."—Burnet ; Mist. Reform, (an. 1540).

* 4. Obedient, submissive. (Mad. D'Arblay

:

t
Cecilia, bk. x., ch. viii.)

implicit function, $. [Explicit-func-
tion.]

Im-pliC'-it-ly, adv. [Eng. implicit; -ly.]

* 1. By implication or inference ; impliedly.
" They pretend it Is implicitly reproved in these

words, Deut. xxiv. 4 (after she Is defiled)."—Milton

:

Tetrachordon.

2. By connection with something else ; de-

pendency ; with unreserved confidence ; un-
hesitatingly ; undonbtingly.

"Too imperfect an Instrument to be relied on im-
plicitly."—fferachel: Astronomy (1858), §258.

Im-plic'-it-ness, s. [Eng. implicit; -ness.]

The quality or state of being implicit ; un-
reserved trust or confidence.

* ini pile', v.t. [Imply.]

im-plied',* implide, pa. par. & a. [Imply.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

* 1. Infolded, rolled up, involved.
" In moist edge of a mightie fenne his head In curls

implide." Chapman: Homer; Iliad iv.

* 2. Bent or doubled up.
" The Telamonian . . . with his knee implide
Lockt legs ; and down fell both on earth, close by

each other's side."
Chapman : Homer ; Iliad xxiii.

3. Contained in substance or essence, or by
fair inference, but not actually expressed ; de-

ducible by inference or implication.

implied- contracts, s. pi.

Law : (See extract).

"Implied contracts are such a3 reason and Justice
dictate, and which therefore the law presumes that
every man undertakes to perform. As, iff employ a
person to do any busiues3 for me, or perform any work,
the law imxdiesthat I undertook, or contracted, to pay
him as much as his labour deserves. If I take up
wares from a tradesman without any agreement of
price, the law concludes that I contracted to pay their
real value. And there is also one species of implied
contracts which runs through and is annexed to all

other contracts, conditions, and covenants—viz., that
if I fail in my part of the agreement, I sball pay the
other party Buch damages as he has sustained by such
my neglect or refusal."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk. li.,

ch. 26.

implied-trusts, s. pi.

Law : Trusts arising from an equitable con-
struction put upon the facts, conduct, or
situation of parties. They are of two kinds :

those depending upon the presumed intent of
the parties, and those not so depending.

implied use, s.

Law : [Resulting-use],

implied-warranty, s.

Law : [Warranty].

im-pll'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. implied; -ly.] By
implication or inference.

" These informers impliedly undertake to make good
three assertions."—Mountague : Appeale to Casar, ch. i.

im-plbr-a'-tion, 5. [Lat. imploratio, from
imploratus, pa. par. of imploro = to implore
(q.v.).] The act of imploring ; earnest suppli-
cation or entreaty.

" They will doe it by imploration of shelter: they
shall say to the rocks. Fall on us, and cover us. —Bp.
Hall: Contempl. ; Jeroboam's Wife.

* im -plor - a' - tor, s. [Lat. ] One who im-
plores ; an implorer.

" Mere implorators of unholy suits."
Sliakesp. : Hamlet, i. 3.

* Im - plor' - a - tor - y, a. [Eng. implor(e)

;

-atory.] Earnestly imploring, supplicating.
(Carlyle: Diamond Necklace.)

im-pl6re', v.t. & i. [Fr. implorer, from Lat.
imploro : im- = in-, and ploro = to wail ; Sp.
implorar ; Ital. implorare.]

A. Transitive :

1. To call upon in earnest supplication ; to

pray earnestly to ; to beseech ; to entreat ; to

supplicate.
" Implore her in my voice."

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, 1. 2.

2. To ask for earnestly ; to beg or pray for

;

to beseech.

"Let us implore Hib assistance for enabling us to

act well our own part."—Blair ; Sermons, voL iv., ser. 8.

B. Intrans. : To entreat, to beg, to suppli-

cate.
" ' Give me,' he answered, with imploring tone,

' Sir Federigo'a falcon for my own.'

"

Longfellow : Student's Tale.

* im-plore', s. [Implore, v.] Imploration

;

earnest supplication.
'* He would not endure that woful theme
For to dilate at large, but urged sore,

With piercing words and pitiful implore
Him hasty to arise." Spencer : F. Q., 11. v. 37.

lm-plbV-er, s. [Eng. implor(e); -er.] One
who implores ; a suppliant.

"Those assistances that God gives the faithful im-
plorers to enable them to obey and please him.'

—

Boyle : Works, vi. 717.

im-plor'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Implore, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See

the verb).

C. As svbst. : Imploration ; earnest suppli-

cation or entreaty.

im-plor -Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. imploring ; -ly.]

In an imploring manner ; with, earnest suppli-

cation.

* Im-pl6'-sion, s. [Formed analogously with

explosion (q.v.).] A sudden bursting inwards.

(Davies.)

* Im-plo'y', v.t. An old spelling of Employ
(q.v.l.

* Im plumed, * im-plum'-ous, a. [Pref.

im- = in- = not, and Eng. plumed, plumous
(q.v.).] Without plumes or feathers.

" The poor implumed birds that by offence,

Or some disgrace have lost pre-eminence.'
Drayton: The Owl.

* Implunge', v.t. [Pref. im-, in-, and Eng.
plunge (q.v.).] To plunge in or into; to

im-plu'-vi-iim, s. [Lat., from impluo = 4so

rain into : im- = in- = into, and pluo = to

rain.]

Roman Arch. . A cistern or basin, in the

A. IMPLUVIUM. e. COMPLUVIUM.

central part of the atrium or court of a Roman
house, to receive the rain-water. [Complu-
vium.]

Sm-ply', v.t. & i. [Formed as if from Fr.

*implier, from Lat. implico = to implicate

(q.v.) ; Fr. impliquer.]

A. Transitive

:

*1. To infold, to entangle, to involve, to

wrap up, to inclose. (Spenser : F. Q., III. vi.

34.)

2. To involve or contain in substance or

essence or by fair inference ; to contain vir-

tually, but without direct expression ; to in-

volve or comprise as a consequence or deduc-
tion ; to import, to signify.

" Your smooth eulogium to one crown addressed.
Seems to imply a censure on the rest."

Cowper: Table Talk, 92.

* 3, To ascribe, to attribute, to refer.

B. Intrans. : To signify, to denote, to
import.

fate, flit, fare, amidst, what, fall* father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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* Lttl-poc'-ket, v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
pocket (q.v.).J To place or put in a pocket

;

to pocket.

* im-poison (poison as pois n), * im
poyson, v.t.

TT For this word and its derivatives, see

Empoison, &c.

* Im-pdr-ar-l-l$r, adv. [Pref. im- = in- =
not; Eng.'polary, and sutf. -fy.] Not in the
direction of the poles.

"Being impolarily adjoined unto a more vigorous
loadstone, it will, in it short time, exchange its poles."
—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. iii.

* Jm-pdl'-ar-ly , adv. [Pref. im- = in- = not

;

Eng. polar, and suff. -ly.] The same as Im-
polarily (q.v.).

* Im-pol'-l-cy, s. [Pref. im- = in- = not, and
Eng. policy (q.v.).] The quality or state of

being impolitic, inexpedient, or inadvisable

;

inexpedience, unsuitableness, bad policy.

"Those who governed Scotland under him, with no
less cruelty than impolicy. '

—

Mullet : Amyntor &
Theodora. (Pref.)

* im pol'-ished, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. polislied (q.v.).] Not polished or

refined, rude, coarse.

"I humbly beg the return ol that impolished speci-

men.''—Boyle : Works, vi. 614.

im-po-li'te, a. [Lat. impolitus=unpolished :

im- = in- = not, and politus = polished ; Fr.

impoli.]

1. Not refined or elegant.

"This impolite grammatical tract of the Malayan
dialect."- Boyle : Works, vi. 614.

2. Not polite or refined ; rude, coarse, un-

civil : as, impolite behaviour.

Im-p6-irte-l$rf adv. [Eng. impolite; -ly.]

In an impolite, rude, or coarse manner.

lm-po-li'te-ness, s. [Eng. impolite; -ness.]

The quality or state of being impolite; in-

civility, rude, coarseness.

im-pol'-lt-lC, * im-pSl'-it-ick, a. [Pref.

im- = in- = not, and Eng. politic (q.v.); Fr.

impolitique; It. & Sp. impolitico.]

1. Not politic ; wanting in foresight or pru-

dent management ; indiscreet : as, an impolitic

ruler.

2. Done without foresight or due care ; in-

advisable, indiscreet, injudicious, inexpedient.
" That senseless and impolitick encouragement which

has been all along given them."—South : Sermons,
vol. iv., ser. 8.

* im-p6-lit'-¥c-al, a. [Eng. impolitic; -al.]

Impolitic, injudicious, inexpedient.

"The Crusaders were neither so unjustifiable, so im-
political, nor so unhappy in their consequences."

—

Mtckle : Lusiad, bk. vif.

* im-po-Ht'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. political;

•ly.] In an impolitic manner ; injudiciously.
1

' However impolitically despotic the Spanish govern,
ment may be."—Mickle: Lusiad. (Iutrod.)

Im-pol'-it-ic-ly, *im-pdr-It-Ick-ly( adv.
[Eng. impolitic; -ly.] In an impolitic man-
ner ; without foresight or due care ; injudici-

ously; indiscreetly.
" The proper punishment of showy girls, for render*

ing themselves so impolitickly cheap. '

—

Rambler, No.
97.

•Im-pol'-lt-lc-neSS, s. [Eng. impolitic;

-ness. ] The quality or state of being impolitic.

* im-pol-lut'-ed, a.
|_
pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. polluted (q.v.).] Not polluted, un-
polluted, free from pollution.

* hn-pon-der-a-bil'-3f-ty, $. [Fr. impon-
derabilite.] The quality or state of being im-
ponderable.

* Jtm-pon'-der-a-ble, a. & $. [Pref. ~im- =
in- = not, and Eng. ponderable (q.v.) ; Fr. im-
ponderable; Ital. imponderabile.]

A. As adj. : Not ponderable ; not having
sensible weight.

B. As subst. : Matter not possessed of
sensible weight. (Used of the physical agents
or natural forces, as heat, light, magnetism,
and electricity.)

* Im-pdn-der-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. impon-
derable; -ness.] "The quality or state of being
imponderable ; imponderability.

7i- — in- =* im pon -der ous, a. [Pref.

not, and Eng. ponderous (q.v.).] Not pon-

derous ; not having sensible weight ; impon-
derable.

" If they produce visible and real effects by impon-
derotis and invisible emissions."—Browne; Vulgar
Errours, bk. ii., ch. v.

* Im-pon'-der-ous-nessf s. [Eng. impon-

derous; -ness.] The quality or state of being

imponderous.

* im p one , v.t. [Lat. imponn, from im- = in-

= on, and pono = to place, to lay.] To place

or lay down as a pledge or wager.

"AgainBt this which be impon'd . . . six French
rapiers and poniards."

—

Shakesp. : Eamlet, v. 2.

* im poor , v.t. [Pref. im-, and Eng. poor

(q v^.~] To make poor, to impoverish.

* un-pbr-os -i-ty» s. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. porosity (q.v.). ] A want of porosity

;

compactness ; closeness.

* Im-pbr'-OUS, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. porous (q.v.).] Not porous ; having

no pores ; solid ; close or compact in texture.

" Its body is left imporous, and not diacreted by
atomicalterminations."—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk.

ii., ch. L

im-pdrt', v.t. & i. [Fr. importer, from Lat.

wiporto = to bring in ; im- = in = in, into,

and porto = to carry, to bring ; Sp. importar

;

Ital. importare.]

A. Transitive:

1. To bring into a place or country from
abroad ; to introduce from without or abroad
into one's own country, jurisdiction, or state

;

it is the opposite to export (q.v.).

"The proportion of which is exported for the con-
sumption of others, to what is imported for their own."
—Temple : United Provinces, ch vi.

* 2. To carry with it ; to have in it ; to con-
tain ; to imply.

"Tt importeth alBO plague and open blasphemy."

—

Sir T. More : Workes, p. 325.

* 3. To include or contain in meaning, sig-

nification, or intention ; to denote, to signify,

to purport.
" Belike this show imports the argument of the play."
—Shakesp. : Eamlet, iii. 2.

* 4. To concern ; to interest ; to be of im-
portance, moment, or consequence to.

"It importeth a nobleman and magistrate, ruleing
welghtle causes, to have his ears open to hear."—North :

Plutarch, p. 86.

* B. Intransitive

:

1. To mean, to signify, to purport, to convey.
" Unwelcome news came from the north, and thus

it did import."—Shakesp. ; 1 Eenry IV., i. 1.

2. To be of consequence or moment.
" It imports not : I do know

My route full well." Byron ; Manfred, ii. 1.

im port, s. [Import, v.]

1. That which is imported or brought into
a country from without or abroad ; commodi-
ties, goods, or wares imported from foreign
countries in the way of commerce.

" I take the imports from, and not the exports to
these conquests,"—Burke : Late State of the Nation.

2. That which is imported, signified, or im-
plied in a word, phrase, or document ; the
full purport, meaning, or signification of any-
thing ; the intended significance or applica-
tion of a word or statement.

* 3. Importance,- moment, consequence,
weight. (In this sense the accent was for-
merly on the last syllable.)

" France is revolted from the English quite
;

Except some petty towns of no import."
Shakesp. : 1 Eenry FZ, , i, £

^f As Britain becomes more densely crowded
with population, it becomes more dependent
on foreign countries for food. Even if the
land laws were perfect, and agriculture had
reached the highest pitch of perfection, this
would be inevitable. It is less safe in war
than if all food products were raised at home

;

but this cannot be done, and while money
exists in the country no continental decrees
will prevent food coming from abroad. In
1862, with an estimated population of
29,255,015, there were imported : live animals,
grain, flour, meat, &c, valued at £50,293,118;
in 1902, with an estimated population of
41,952,510, the value of these imports was
£318,719,951. Another great branch of im-
ports are raw materials, such as cotton, wool,
&e. Comparatively few manufactured arti-
cles arrive, the manufacturing supremacy of
Britain not yet being seriously impaired. The
total imports of merchandise, &c, exclusive
of bullion, in 1902 was £526,391,274. From

the United States there were imports valued at

£126 961 602, from France £50,642,928, from

Holland£34,842,528,from Germany£33,633,956,

frum British India (exclusive of Straits Settle-

ments and Ceylon) £28,724,006, from Belgium

£26 538 759, from Russia £26,673,958, from

Canada '£22,964,537, from Australia (including

Tasmania)£19,734,0l7,fromSpain£14J
285,856,

from New Zealand £10,883,648, from Sweden

£9,567,844, from Italy £3,582,246, from China

(exclusive ofHong Kong and Macao) £2, 407, 20 ,

,

from Japan £1,898,919, from Channel Islands

£1,403,519. [Free-trade.]

*im-port'-a-ble (1), a. [Fr., from Lat. importa-

bilis, from im-= in-= not, and portabilis= to be

borne; Ital. importable.] That cannotbe borne

or endured ; unendurable ; unsupportable.
"Beware of the importable burdens of the high-

mynded pharisees."—Bale: English Votaries, pt. L

im-pbrt'-a-ble (2), a. [Eng. import; -abU.]

That may "or can be imported.

* im-pdrt'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng, importable

(1); -ness.] 'The quality or state of being im-

portable, unendurable, or insupportable.

"It finds no such severity and importableness In it."

—Ball : Contemp. ; Prepay, against Affliction.

lm-pbrt'-ance, s. [Fr. ; Sp. importancia

;

Ital. importanza, importanzia.)

1. The quality or state of being important

;

consequence, moment, weight, consideration.
" A matter of the highest importance to the world."

Stilltngjleet : Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 1.

2. Weight, authority, consequence: as, a
mau of great importance.

* 3. That which is imported or implied ;

import, meaning, signification, intended sig-

nificance, purport.
" The wisest beholder, that knew no more but seeing,

could not say If the importance were joy or sorrow."

—

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, v. 2.

* 4. Subject, matter.
" Upon importance of so slight a nature."—Shakesp.

.

Cymbeline, i. 4
* 5. Earnest or pressing solicitation or en-

treaty.
' Maria writ

The letter at Sir Toby'B great importance."
Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, V. 1.

ii The importance is what things have in

themselves ; they may be of more or less im-
portance, according to the value which is set

upon them. Consequence is the importance of a

thing from its consequences. An hour's delay
sometimes in the departure of a military expedi-

tion may be of such consequence as to determine
the fate of a battle. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* im-p6rt'-an-9yl
* im-port'~an-9ie, s.

[Eng. importance; -y.] Importance, conse-
quence, moment.

" The importancie of Cyprus to the Turk."
Shakesp. : Othello, i. 8-

2. That which is important; important
matters. ^

im-pdrf-ant, «. [Fr., Sp., & Ital. impor-
tante.]

1. Full of importance ; of great moment or
consequence ; weighty, momentous.

" Small are the seedB Fate does unheeded sow
Of slight beginnings to important ends."

Davenant : Gondtbert, bk. I., c. 2.

2. Influential, powerful ; of weight, power,
or authority.

" The assailants were Bure of one important ally
within, the walls."—Macaulay ; EUt. Eng., ch. xii.

* 3. Having physical weight ; heavy,
weighty, forcible.

* 4. Urgent, pressing, importunate.
" If the prince be too important, tell him there is

measure in everything."—Shakesp. : Much Ado, ii. L

lm-port'-ant-ly, adv. [Eng. important; -ly.]

In an important manner, degree, or point.
" In any point which was not evidently and impor-

tantly right."—Burke : Speech at Bristol.

im-por-ta'-tlon, s. [Fr. , from importer = to
import ; Sp. importation ; Ital. vmportazione.]

* 1. The act of carrying or conveying ; con-
veyance.

2. The act of importing or bringing from
another state or country.

" The restraints upon importation were of two
kinds."—Smith : Wealth of Nations, bk. iv., ch. L

3. That which is imported ; wares, goods, or
commodities imported from abroad ; imports.

im-pbrt'-er, s. [Eng. import; -er.] One
who imports

; one who brings or causes wares
and commodities to be brought from abroad.

boil, bo^; p6^t, jo^bl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -fion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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* import -les&, «• [Eng. import; -less.] Of
no import, moment, or consequence ; without
import ; insignificant.

"Be't of leas expect
That matter needless, of importless burthen,
Divide thy lips." Shakesp. : Troilus, i. 3.

* lm-por'-tU-ma-ble, u. [Eng. importun(e);
-able.]

1. Insupportable, heavy.

2. Importunate, troublesome, importunate,
"In generall he eontrowleth people inquisitive, and

importunable tatlers."

—

Drant .- Horace, Arc. to Sat. 9.

bk. i.

* Im-por'-tu-na-cy\ s. [Eng. importunate;

-cy.} The quality or state of being importu-
nate ; importunity.

" To wrong him with thy importwacy."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, ii. 2.

im-por'-tu-nate, a. [Lat. importunvs = un-
lit, troublesome : im- = in- = not, and oppor-
tunity — fit, opportune.]

1. Unreasonable and pertinacious in solici-

tation ; unreasonably solicitous or urgent.
"That they might give offence by importunate

mendicancy."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng , ch. iv.

* 2. Unbearable, insupportable, trouble-
some, grievous.

* im-por'-tu-nate, v.t. [Importunate, a.]

To solicit urgently or pertinaciously ; to im-
portune.

"Fewe not to opportunitie, importunated. yield."
Warner: Albion's Eng., bk. xii., ch. 7C.

ms-por'-tu-nate-ly, adv. [Eng. importu-
nate ; -??/.] In" an importunate manner ; with
incessant solicitation

; pertinaciously.

im-por'-tu-nate-ness, s. [Enp. importu-
nate ; -ness.] The quality or state of being im-
portunate ; urgent, pressing, or pertinacious
solicitation ; importunity.

"She with more and more importunatenes* craved,
which, in all good manners, was either of ua to be de-
sired, or not granted."—Sidney ; Arcadia.

* lm-por'-tu-na-tor, s. [Eng. importunate) ;

-or.] One who importunes.
" Abnegators and dispensers against the law of God,

but tyrannous importvnatnrs and exactors of their
own."—Sandys : State of Religion.

im-por-tune', or im-por-tune, v.t. & i.

[Importune, a.] [Ft. importun'er; Sp. impor-
tunar.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To solicit pertinaciously or urgently; to
press with solicitations ; to urge with con-
tinual or unremitting solicitations or applica-
tions.

"With my cries importune Heaven."
Milton: P. L., x. 933.

* 2. To import, to mean, to signify, to imply.
" It importunes death." Spenser : F. Q„ III. i. 16.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To solicit earnestly or pertinaciously ; to
be importunate.

*2. To demand, to require.

"As time and our concernings shall importune."
Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, i. 1.

* im-por-tune', or * im-por-tune, a. & $.

{Ft. importun, from Lat. importunus : im- =
in- = not ; opportunus = fit, convenient, suit-

able ; Sp. & Ital. importuno.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Inconvenient, troublesome, inopportune,
unreasonable, untimely.

"And their importune fates all satisfide."

Spenser : F. #., III. "i- 44.

2. Annoying, unpleasant.
" The musical aire, which 'one entertains with most

delightful transports, to another are importune."—
Glanvill : Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. xiii.

3. Troublesome byurgent or pertinacious so-

licitation ; importunate ; urged pertinaciously.
" More shall thy penuytent sighes his endless mercy
Then their importune suits." [please

Surrey: Eeclesiastes, Iv.

4. Unceasing or pertinacious in solicitation
;

pressing.
" I am importune on yon that ye be not importu-

nate on iae."—GoId< n Boke, ch. x.

5. Unceasing, pertinacious, persistent.
" [For my mortall enemie hath] made importune

labours to certaiue seruants about mv person, to
murther or poyson mee."

—

Bacon : Benry VII.

6. Violent, fierce.

" And therewithal! he fiersly athiin flew,
And with importune outrage him assavld."

Spenser: F. Q„ II. vi. 20.

3J. As svbst. .- An importunate person ; an
importuner.

" If justice must utay till such importunes are satis-

fied."—North: Examen, p. 644.

* lm-por-tune'-ly, adv. [Eng. importune;
-ly-]

1. In an inopportune or unseasonable time
or manner ; unseasonably, unreasonably.

"He would importunely pursue hys appetite."—Sir
T. More : Works, p. 63.

2. Ill an importunate, urgent, or trouble-
some manner; importunately; with impor-
tunity.

" To weet who called so importunely."
Spenser: F. (£., II. vlii. 4.

im-por-tUll'-er, s. [Eng. importun(e) ; -er.]

One who importunes ; one who solicits with
importunity.

im-por-tun'-i-ty, s. [Ft. importunite, from
Lat. importunitatem, accus. of importunitas

;

Sp. importunidad ; Ital. importunitd.]

1. The quality or state of being importu-
nate ; urgent, pressing, or pertinacious solici-

tation or entreaty.

"Clamorous Importunity in rags."
C'owper: Task, iv. 414.

2. A request or solicitation urgently and
pertinaciously pressed.

* Im-por'-tu-ous, a. [Lat. importuosus, from
im- — in- = not, and portuosus = supplied with
a harbour, or harbours

;
portus = a harbour, a

port] Without a port, haven, or harbour.

* im-pos'-a-ble, *im-pose'-a-ble, «.

[Eng. impos(e) ; -able.]

1. Capable of being imposed or laid on

;

that may be imposed.

2. Capable of being imposed upon
;
gullible

;

simple.

"A weak, imposabl-e wretch."

—

North: Life of Lord
Guilford, ii. 54.

* lm-pos -able ness, s. [Eng. imposable ;

-ness ]
"* The quality or state of being im-

posable.

im-pose', v.t. & i. [Fr. imposer. from Lat.

impositns, pa. par. of impono = to lay upon :

im- = in- ~ on, upon, and positus = placed,
pa. par. of pono = to place.]

A. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To lay or place upon ; to set, to deposit.
" [She] cakes of salt and barley did impose
Within a wicker basket."

Chapman: Homer; Odyssey iv.

*2. To set, to attach.
" To proue her surname true, that she imposed has."

Spenser : F. Q„ V. viii. 49.

3. To lay on as a burden, a tax, a toll, a
duty, an office, a penalty, a command, an in-

junction, a restriction, &c. ; to inflict; to lay
or place something burdensome, hateful, or
odious.

*4. To enjoin to oblige by command.
" Impose me to what penance your invention
Can lay upon my sin."

Sluikesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, v. 1.

* 5. To fix upon, to impute, to ascribe.

* 6. To pass off falsely as true or genuine

;

to palm off.

II. Print. : To arrange in pages in a forme.

B. Intrans. : To trick or deceive.

If To impose on or upon : To cheat, to de-
ceive, to play a trick or deceit upon.

" Some had their sense imposed on by their fear."
Tate: Absalom & Achitophel, ii. 100.

*im-pose', s. [Impose, v.] A command,
chai'ge,

J
or injunction.

" According to your ladyship's impose."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv. 3.

* im-pose-ment, &-. [Eng. impose; -ment.]

The act of imposing ; imposition.

Im-pos'-er, s. [Eng. impose); -er.] One who
imposes, enjoins, or lays on.

im-pds'-ing, pr. par., a. & s.

A. -4s pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Laying on, enjoining, inflicting.

2. Deceiving, deceitful, fraudulent.

3. Calculated to impress the mind strongly
;

commanding, impressive, stately, majestic

:

as, an imposing spectacle.

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The same as Imposition
(q.v.).

2. Print. : The arrangement of pages in a

forme. When wedging up the forme in the

chase, the forme lies upon the imposing-ston<\

and the various pages are arranged so as to

match their fellows on the other side of the

sheet, so that when folded the pages shall come
in consecutive order.

imposing-stone, imposing-table, s.

Print. : A slab of stone or metal on which
the type is made up into formes. The chase
lies on the stone, and the matter is arranged
inside, b>iing keyed up by the quoins.

imposing-table, s. [Imposing-stone.];

im-pds'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. imposing; -ly.]

In an imposing manner.

im-pos'-ing-ness, s. [Eng. imposing ; -rtess.}

The quality or state of being imposing.

im-pos-i'-tionf *im-po-si-ci-oun, s. [Fr.

imposition; from Lat. impositionem, accus. of
impositio = a laying on or upon ; from imposi-
tns, pa. par. of impono = to lay or place on o*
upon : %m- = in- = in, on, and pono = to ].ilace

or lay; Sp. imposicion; Ital. imposizione.}

1. The act of imposing, laying, or plaeing;
on or upon.

" I could meet with no one that hath so much as
taken notice of this, of the imposition of hands."

—

Bp. Jlall: Imposition of Hands.

2. The act of attaching, ascribing, or an-
nexing.

" The second cause of the imposicion
Of this forsaid name.was ielousie."

Chaucer : Jlemedie of Loue.

3. The act of laying on or upon, as a duty,
tax, penalty, command, restriction, &c ; th&
act of levying, inflicting, or enjoining.

" These sums his father had been levying lomj
By impositions for the war abroad.''

Drayton : Legend of Pierce Gaveston.

4. That which is laid or placed on or upon,,
as a duty, tax, penalty, command, restriction
&c. ; that which is levied, inflicted, or en-
joined ; an impost.

"All other taxes and impositions of the Heduanes.—Goldinge : Casar, to. 14.

5. An exercise enjoined or inflicted as a
punishment on students in schools and the
universities.

"As for the impositions, why, as Mr. Bouncer said,
'Ain't there coves to barberise 'ein for you. Gig-
lamps!?

'

"

—

Citthberf.Bede,: VerdantGreen, pt, i., ch. xii.

6. The act of imposing upon or deceiving;
deceit.

7. A deceit, a cheat, an imposture, a fraud.

"To .prove that mora] virtue is the invention of
knaves, and Christian virtue the imposition of fools.'—Pope : Dunciad, ii. (Note.)

* im-pos'-i-tor, s. [Lat., from impositus,

pa. par. of impono.] One who imposes ; an
imposer.

* im-pds-si-bil-i-ffl-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. im-
possibilis = impossible, and facio = to make.]
The act of rendering impossible ; the state of
being impossible.

* lm-pos-si-bil -State, v.t. [Lat. impossibi-
litas.. ,(genit. impossibilitatis) = an impossibi-
lity.] To make or render impossible.

" How many accidents might for ever have imposst-
bilitated the existence of this incomparable work I "

—

Southey : The Doctor, Introd. vi.

im-pds-si-bil'-i-ty, * im -pos - si- bil-i-
tie, s. [Fr. impossibilite ; from Lat. impossi-
bilitatem; accus. of impossibilitas, from impos-
sibilis = impossible : Ital. impossibility ; Sp.
imposibilidad.]

1. The quality or state of being impossible
or impracticable ; impracticability.

" Neyther doubte they the impossibilitie of that
whyche is to nature impossible. ' — Bale: Apology
(Pref.J.

2. That which is impossible or impractic-
able ; that which cannot be done, thought*
endured, &c.

"We meet with many seeming impossibilitiei in
both."

—

Sir W. Temple : Ancient & Modern Learning.

*3. Helplessness. {Latimer: Works, i. 432.)

Im-pSs'-SI-ble, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. im-
possibilis, from im- = in- = not, and possibilis
— possible (q.v.) ; Ital. impossibile ; Sp. im-
posible.]

A. As adj. : Not possible ; that cannot be
done, thought, endured, &c. ; impracticable,
unachievable ; not capable of being ; not to
be attained.

" It is not a lucky word this 'same impossible."—
Carlyle: French fievol., pt. iii., bk. iii., ch. x.

fate, filt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
t
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*B. As subst. : That which is impossible

;

an impossibility.
" For trusteth wel, it Is an impossible.
That any clerk wul spekeu good of wives."

Chaucer : C. T., 6,270.

imposcible quantity,
QUANTITY.]

[Imaginary-

im-pos'-Si-bly, adv. [Eng. impossible); -ly.]

In an impossible manner or degree ; not
possibly.

im post, s. [O. Fr., from Lat. impositum =
a thing imposed, neut. sing, of impositus, pa.
par. of impono = to impose ; Fr. impOt ; Sp.
& Port, imposta.]

1. 0?'d.. Xft7i(/. ; That which is imposed or
levied ; a tax, a toll, a tribute, a duty ; specif.,

a custom or duty levied upon goods imported.
" Borne far more willingly than the moat reasonable

impost."—Macaulay : Hist. £ng„ ch. iii.

2. Arch. : The point where an arch rests on
a wall or column ; the upper member of a
pillar, column, or entablature, upon which an
arch or superstructure rests ; a plat-band ; the
upper stone of a pier or abutment, upon which
the springing or bottom stone of an arch is im-
posed ; a continuous impost is one in which the
arch-mouldings are carried down the pier with-
out interruption, and without having a capital
or distinction of any kind at the spring of
the arch ; a discontinuous impost one in which

IMPOST.

i. Banded. 2. Shafted.

the arch-mouldings abut and are stopped on
the pier ; a shafted impost one in. which the
arch-mouldings spring from a capital, and are
different from those of the pier ; and a banded
impost one in which the pier and arch have
the same mouldings. The height of the im-
post should be from one-ninth to one-seventh
of the width of the aperture, and the breadth
of the archivolt not more than an eighth, nor
less than a tenth of it. The breadth of the
under-side of the key-stone should be the
same as the breadth of the archivolt, and its

sides, of course, concentric ; its length, once
and a half its breadth, but not more than
double its breadth.

* im-pos'-tem, <*. [Imposthume.]

* im-pos'-thu-mate (th as t), *Im-pos'-
tu mate, v. i. & t. [Eng. imp>osthum{e) ; -ate.]

A. Intrans. : To form an imposthume or
abscess ; to collect pus or purulent matter

;

to suppurate.

B. Trans, : To afflict or affect with an im-
posthume or abscess.

"They would not fly that surgeon whose lancet
threatens none but the imposthumated parts."—Decay
Of Piety.

' im-pos -thu-mate (th as t), * im pos
tu mate, a. [Imposthumate, v.] Afflicted

or" affected with an imposthume;* imposthu-
mated ; swollen with corrupt or purulent
matter.

"The leaves are singular good to be laid upon im-
postumate swellings."—P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xxvii.,

ch. iv.

* im-pos-thu-ma'-tion (th as t), s. [Im-

posthumate, v.]

1. The act of imposthumating or forming
an abscess.

2. An imposthume, an abscess, an ulcer.

"He that maketh the wound bleed inwards, endan-
gereth malign ulcers and pernicious imposthumations."
—Bacon: Essays ; Of Sedition.

Im-pos'-thume (th as t), * im-pos'~tem,
* im-pos' tume, * a-pos'-tume, s. [Apos-
tem.] A collection of pus or purulent matter
in any part of the body ; an abscess.

" An error in the judgment is like an imposthume in
the head, which is always noysom, and frequently
mortal."—South : Sermons, vol. i„ aer. 3.

* im-pos'-thume (th as t), v.i. [Impos-
thume, s.] To gather pus or purulent matter

;

to suppurate ; to imposthumate.

Im-pds'-tdr, im-pos'-ter, s. [Lat., from
impositus, pa. par. of impono = to impose
(q.v.); Fr. imposteur ; Sp. & Port, impostor;

Ital. impostore.] One who imposes upon,
cheats, or deceives others ; one who falsely

assumes a character for the purpose of decep-
tion ; a deceiver.

"The success of the first impostor produced its

natural consequences."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

* im-pos -tor'- 1- oils, a. [Eng. impostor;
-ioi<£.] Characterized by or making use of

imposition.
" The impostorious nunns of Loudune in France "

—

Evelyn: Memoirs, Aug. 5, 1670.

* im-p6s -tor-ship, * im-pos'-ter-ship,
s. [Eng. impostor; -ship.] Tlie character or
practices of an impostor ; fraud, deceit, impo-
sition.

"An examiner and discoverer of this impostership."—Milton: Of Prelatical Episcopacy.

* im-pos -tress, * im-pos'-trix, s. [Eng.
impostor; -ess,} A female impostor.

"To give credit to so notorious an impostrix."—Ful-
ler : Church llist., V. ii., 5 47.

* im-p6s'-trous, a. [Eng. impostor; -ous.]

Characterized by imposture or imposition.

* im-pos'-tU-rage, s. [Eng. itxpostur(e)

;

-age.] Imposition, imposture.
" To count them any hurtful imposturage."—Bishop

Taylor : Artificial Handsomeness, p. 127.

im-p6s'-ture, s. [Fr., from Lat. impostura;
Sp. & Ital* impostura.] The act or conduct of

an impostor ; the assumption of a character
falsely for purposes of deception ; a fraud, an
imposition, a cheat.

" The exactions and impostures of the Pardoners
first roused the indignation of Saxony."

—

Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

* im-pos'-tured, a. [Eng. impostur(e); -ed.]

Having the nature of imposture or imposition.
" [I] cast my love away

TJpon impostured lust's foul mystery."
Beaumont: Psyche, C. ii., s. 136.

* Im-pos'-tu-roiis, a. [Eng. impostur(e)

;

-ous.] Deceitful, fraudulent, false, cheating.
" Turnham, that took th' impost'rous Cyprian kyng."

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 18.

* im-pos'-tu-ry, s. [Eng. impostur(e) ; -y.]

Imposture, "imposition, deception, (bandys:
Travels, p. 173.)

lm'-po-tence, im'-po-ten-cy, s. [Lat.

impotentia = inability ; impotens = powerless :

im- = in- = not, and potens — powerful.]
[Potent.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The want of physical, intel-

lectual, or moral power; feebleness; imbe-
cility.

2. Med. : Physical inability of a man or
woman for sexual intercourse. Incurable im-
potence at the time of marriage may be pleaded
as a reason for its nullity.

im-po-tent(
a. & s. [Impotence.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Wanting in physical, intellec-

tual, or moral power ; deficient in capacity
;

weak, feeble. (Shakesp. : Othello, ii. 1.)

2. Med. : Destitute of the power of sexual
intercourse.

B, As subst : One who is feeble, infirm, or
languishing under disease. (Shakesp. ; Love's
Labour's Lost, v. 2.)

im'-po-tent-ly; adv. [Eng. impotent ; -ly.]

In an impotent manner ; "weakly ; without
power over the passions.

" The harmless lance is impotently flung."
WUkie : Epigoniad, iii.

im-pound', v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
pound (q.v.).]

1. To shut up or confine, as cattle in a
pound ; to pound.

"The things diBtreined must in the first place be
carried to some pound, and there impounded by the
taker."

—

Blackstone : Commentaries, bk. iii., ch, 1.

2. To confine ; to shut in ; to restrain within
limits. (Shakesp.: Henry V., i. 2.)

3. To take possession of and retain, as a
document produced as evidence in a trial, in
order that inquiry may, if necessary, be made
respecting its genuineness, &c.

* im-pound -age, s. [Eng. impound; -age.]
The act of impounding, as cattle.

Im-pound'-er, s. [Eng. impound; -er.] One
who impounds.

im-p6V-er-lSh, v.t. [A corrupt, from 0. Fr.

appovriss-, ibase of appovrissant, pr. par. ol

appovrir = to impoverish. (Skeat.)]

1. To make poor; to reduce to poverty or
indigence. (Sir T. More: Utopia, bk. i.)

2. To make barren; to exhaust the strength,

richness, or fertility of : as, To impoveHsh land.

im-p6V-er-lsh-ert s. [Eng. impoverish;

-er.] One who or that which impoverishes.

* im-pov'-er-ish-ly, adv. [Eng. impoverish?

ly.] So as to impoverish.

*" im-pov'-er-ish-ment, 5. [A corrupt, from
O. Fr. app/ovrisxement, from appovrir = to im-
poverish.] The act of impoverishing ; the

state of being impoverished ;
poverty ; indi-

gence; a draining or exhausting of weaith,

richness, or fertility.

" To the injury and impoverishment of the see."

—

Strype: Life of Aylmer, ch. x.

" im-po\^-er, v.t. [Pref. im- = in, and Eng.
power (q.v.)'.] To empower.

"That law which impowered the Parliament to sit."

— Warburton: Works, vol. ix., ser. l'j.

im-prac-tic-a-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. imprac-
ticable; -ity.]

1, The quality or state of being impractica-
ble ; impossibility ; infeasibility.

"Thelpresent impracticability of converting these;
men."—Hard: Works, vol vii., ser. 39.

2. The quality of being intractable ; stub-
born ; untraetableness.

im-prac'-tic-a-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- -
not, and Eng. practicable (q.v.).]

1. Not practicable ; not possible to be done,
or effected by the means at command or by
human means ; not feasible.

"This plan, though specious, was impracticable."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v. -

2. Intractable ; stubborn ; unmanageable ;
not to be easily or readily acted upon.

"Of an irritable and impracticable temper."

—

Mac-
aulay: Hist. Eng., ch. v.

3. Incapable of being travelled or traversed :

as, an impracticable road.

Im-prac'-tic-a-ble-neSS, s. [Eng. imprac-
ticable; -ness.] The quality or state of being
impracticable ; impracticability.

" Nor is anything more to be lamented than the im-
pract'mableness of doing this."—tiwift: Present State
of Affairs.

im-prac'-tic-a-bly, adv. [Eng. impractic-
able); 4y.] In an impracticable manner or
degree.

* im-prac'-tic-al, a. [Pref. im- — in- —
not, and Eng. practical (q.v.).] Not practical ;

not paying due regard to the ordinary affairs
of life or to worldly prudence.

im'-pre-catet v.t. [Lat. imprecatus, pa. par.
of imprecor = to call down by prayer ; im- =
in- — on, and precor = to pray.]

1. To call down, as a curse, calamity, or
punishment, by prayer.

" Nor does the human heart, held up reeking to tha
sun, imprecate the vengeance of heaven."

—

Mlckler
Lusiad. (Introd.)

2. To call down or invoke a curse or evil
upon. (Rochester: Death of tlie Princess o)
Orange.)

im-pre-ca'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. impre-
cationem, accus. oiimprecatio, from imprecatus*
pa. par. of imprecor; Sp. imprecacioi ; Ital.

imprecazione.] The act of imprecating or call-
ing down a curse or evil upon any one ; a
curse ; a prayer for evil to fall on any one ; a
malediction.

"He drove them from him with imprecations."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

* im-pre-cat'-or-y, a. [Eng. imprecat(e) ?
-ory ; Sp. itnprccatorio.] Of the nature of or
containing imprecations or curses ; maledic-
tory; involving a curse or evil.

* im-pre-Ci'-sion, s. [Pref. im- — in- = not,

and Eng. precision (q.v.).] A want or lack of
precision, exactness, or accuracy.

* im-pregn' (g silent), v.t. [Fr. imprtgner,
from Lat. imprazgno — to make pregnant, to
impregnate (q.v.).]

1. To make pregnant ; to impregnate ; to-
make prolific with young. (Thomson: Summer.
140.)

2. To make fruitful. (Milton: P.L., iv. 500.).
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3. To fill out.
"If an impregning wind

Fill not the flagging canvas."
Howell : Pcem Royal to His Ma esty.

lm-preg-na-blr-i-ty, s. [Eng. impregna-
ble ; -ity.] The quality or state of being im-
pregnable.

im-preg'-na-ble, * im-preig-na-ble, a.

[Fr. impren'able, from im- = Lat. in- = not,

and -prendre (Lat. prehendo) = to take.]

1. That cannot be stormed or taken by
assault ; able to resist all attacks.

" The battery, guarded well,
Remains as yet impregnable."

Byron : Siege of Corinth, ILL

* 2. That cannot be injured or destroyed.

"Glory, while the hero pursues great and noblo
enterprizes, is impregnable."Steele : Spectator, So.
218.

* 3. Not to be moved or shaken ; invincible,

immovable
;
proof against attack.

* im-preg'-na-ble-ness, s. [Eng. impreg-
nable; -ness,]' The quality or state of being
impregnable ; impregnability.

im-preg'-na-bljr, adv. [Eng. impregnable);
-ly.] In an "impregnable manner ; so as to be
impregnable.

l the prophecy
churches were founded ; and by the An

lypse in general are they impregnably upheld.

Tning Antichrist, the
were founded ; and by the Apoca-

Warburton : Works, vol. x., dis. 2

* im-preg'-nant, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. pregnant (q.v.).] Not pregnant.

* im-preg'-nant, s. [Lat. imprcegnans, pr.

par. of impregno = to impregnate.] That
which impregnates.

" It [interest] is the pole to which we turn, and our
sympathizing Judgments seldom decline from the
direction of this impregnant." — Glanvill : Scepsis
Scienti.fica, ch. xiv.

Jm-preg'-nate, v.t. & i. [Impregnate, a.]

[Fr. impregner ; Ital. impregnare.]

A. Transitive :

1. To fill or get with young ; to make preg-
nant ; to cause to conceive.

2. To fertilise in any way ; to render fruit-

ful or fertile.

"To impregnate the hearts and lives of its prose-
lytes."—Decay of Piety.

* 3. To infuse the particles of another sub-
stance into ; to communicate the virtues of

another substance to ; to saturate.

"That common mercury may Indeed be spiritually
impregnated, I have been persuaded."—Boyle : Works,
I. 647.

* B. Intrans. : To become impregnated or
pregnant.

* lm-preg'-nate, a. [Low Lat. imprcegnatits,

pa. par. of iviprcegno = to impregnate : im- =
in, and prmgnans, prcegnas = pregnant ; Ital.

impregnate ; Sp. impregnado.]

1. Impregnated
;
pregnant ; rendered pro-

lific or fruitful.

2. Having the virtues of another substance
communicated or infused into it.

" Let one move his impregnate needle to any letter
of the alphabet."— Glanvill: Vanity of Dogmatizing,
ch. xxl.

im-preg-na'-tion, s. [Low Lat. imprazgna-
tio, from imprcegnatus, pa. par. of imprmgno ;

Fr. impregnation ; Sp. impregnacion ; Ital.

impregnazione.]

1. The act or process of impregnating or

making pregnant ; fecundation ; fertilisation.

* 2. The act or process of infusing or com-
municating the virtues of another substance,

as by intimate commixture ; infusion, satura-

tion.
" Whether the single signature of one stone included

in the matrix and belly of another, were not sufficient

at first to derive this vertue of the pregnant stone,
upon others in impregnation, may yet lie farther con-
sidered."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. v.

* 3. That with which anything is impreg-
nated.

* im-preign-a-ble, [Impregnable.]

J im-pre-ju'-dl-cate, * im-pre-ju'-di-
cat-ed, a. [Pref. im- = in- — not, and Eng.
prejudicate (q.v,).] Unprejudiced, impartial,

unbiassed ; not prepossessed.

"The solid reason of one man with imprejudicate ap-
" Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. i., ch. vflprehensions.

* im-pren-a-ble. [Impregnable. ]^

* lm-prep-ar-a'-tion, s. [Pref. im- = in-

= not, and Eng. preparation (q.v.). |
Want or

lack of preparation ; unprejiaredness ; un-
readiness.

"It is out infidelity, our impreparation that makes
death any other then advantage."

—

Bp, Hall : Con-
tempi. ; Lazarus Dead.

im-pre'-sa, s. [Ital.] [Impress.]

Her. : A device, a motto, as on a shield,

&c. ; an impress.

im-pre-sar'-l-d, s. [Ital.] One who orga-
nizes, manages, or conducts a concert or an
opera company.

Im - pre - scrip- ta - ble, a. [Imprescrip-
tible.]

Im-pre-scrip-ti-bil'-l-ty, s. [Eng. impre-
scriptible ; -ity.] The quality or state of being
imprescriptible.

im-pre-scrip'-ti-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. prescriptible (q.v.); Fr. impre-
scriptible.]

1. Not capable of being lost or impaired by
neglect to use, or by the claims of another
founded upon prescription (q.v.).

" All feudal privileges were treated as encroach-
lents on the impresc

Hallam: Middle Ages,

2. Not derived from or dependent upon ex-

ternal authority ; self-evidencing : as, the
imprescriptible laws of reason.

im-pre-scrlp'-ti-bl$r, adv. [Eng. impre-
scriptible); -ly.] In an imprescriptible manner.

* im-prese', s. [Ital. impresa.] An impresa,

an impress.
" An imprexe is a device in picture with his motto

or word ibome i by noble or learned personages."

—

Camden : Remaines.

impress (1), v.t. [Lat. impresso = a frequent.

from imprimo (pa. par. impressvs) = to im-
press : im- = in- = in, upon, and premo =
= to press ; Fr. imprimer ; Sp. imprimir.]

1. To press or stamp in or upon ; to mark by
pressure ; to make a mark or figure upon by
pressure.

" His heart like an agate with your print impressed."
Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, ii. 1.

2. To produce by pressure, as a mark or
figure ; to imprint.

* 3. To press down.
" The conquering chief hi3 foot imprest
On the strong neck of that destructive beast."

Dryden : Meleager & Atalanta, 200.

i. To mark, as though impressed by a
stamp.

"They are the image of his own mind impressed
on our souls."—Sharp, vol. vii., ser. 1.

5. To affect strongly ; to make a strong im-
pression on.

" More moved by what impresses the senses than by
what is addressed to the reason."

—

Macaulay : Mist.
Eng., ch. vi.

6. To fix deeply ; to inculcate ; to stamp
deeply.

" His aspect and his air impressed
A troubled memory on my breast."

Byron : Giaour.

6. To urge strongly : as, Impress on him the
necessity of coming.

* 7. To print, as a book ; to imprint.

Impress (2), v.t. [Pref, im- — in, and Eng.
press, v. (q.v.).]

1. To compel to enter the public service as
seamen

; to seize, and take into service by
compulsion.

" The power of impressing seafaring men for the sea
service by the king's commission, has been a matter of
some dispute, and submitted to with great reluctance."—Blackstone : Commentaries, bk. i., ch. 13.

2. To seize, take, or set apart for the public
service : as, To impress a sum of money, to im-
press provisions.

impress gang, a. [Press-gang.]

im -press (1), s. [Impress (1), v.]

* 1. The act of marking by pressure; the act
of stamping a mark or figure upon.

2. A mark or stamp made by pressure ; the
figure or image of anything effected by pres-
sure ; a stamp ; an impression.

3. A mark of distinction ; a characteristic
mark.

" His mind was one which readily took the impress
of any stronger mind."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

&C,
i, A device ; a motto, as upon a shield, seal,

" About the border, in a curious fret,
Emblems, impresses, hieroglyphics set."

Drayton: Burons' Wars, vi.

im press (2),
* im-rsresse, s. [Impkesh

(2), v.]

1. The act of impressing or compelling to

enter the public service as seamen.
" Why such impress of shipwrights, whoBe sore task

Does not divide the Sunday from the week.
Sh tkesp. : Hamlet, i. L

2. That which' is impressed, seized, or set

apart for the public service.

* im-press-i-biT-i-ty, s. [Eng. impressible;

-ity.] The quality or state of being impres-

sible ;
susceptibility.

" Sure signs of a tender imjrressVnlity and sympathia
iug disposition."—Let. on Physiognomy, p. 229.

* lm-press'-i-ble, a. [Eng. impress; -able.]

Capable of being impressed; yielding to pres-

sure ; readily taking an impression ; suscepti-

ble ; susceptive.
" The Mind, impressible and soft, with ease
Imbibes and copies what she hears and sees."

Cowper : Progress of Error, 855.

* lm-press'-i-bly, adv. [Eng. impressible)

;

-ly.] In an impressible manner.

impress -ion (ss as sh), s. [Lat. impressio,
from impresses, pa. par. of lmprimo=to impress
(q.v.); Fr. impression; Sp. impresion; ItaL
impressione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of impressing or pressing one
body upon another ; the act of impressing or

stamping any thing.
" What wax so frozen but dissolves with tempering,
And yields at last to every light impression t"

. Shakesp. : Venus & Adonis, 566.

2. The state of being impressed, stamped,
or marked.

3. That which is impressed, stamped, or
marked ; a mark made by pressure or stamp-
ing ; a stamp ; an impress.

" If it bear
The stamp and clear impression of good sense.
And be not costly." Cowper : Task, vL 983.

i. A copy taken by pressure from type, an
engraved plate, &e.

0. All the copies of a work taken at one
time; an edition.

*6. A form; figure; shape; appearance.
" Which like a waxen image next the fire

Bears no impress-ion of the thing it was."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, li. 4.

7. Effect or influence on the organs of sense,

caused by contact with an external object

;

the idea or memory of the object as perceived
and remembered ; an image fixed in the mind.

8. An effect produced upon the mind, con-
science, feelings, &c.

" For never was there a mind on which both services
and injuries left such faint and transitory impres-
sions."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

9. An indistinct notion, remembrance, or
belief.

" The error, however, was not unnatural to persons
who wrote from vague impressions,"—Lewis: Cred.
Early ".yx^in Hist. (1855), li. 96.

* 10. The effect of an attack or influence ex-
cited from without.

" Such a defeat . . . may surely endure a comparison
with any of the bravest impressions in ancient times."
— Wotton. [Todd.)

11. Power or influence caused to operate

;

efficacious agency, operation, or influence.
" Universal gravitation is above all mechanism, and

proceeds from a divine energy and impression."—
Bentley : Boyle Lectures.

* 12. Impressiveness ; emphasis. (Milton.)

II. Technically

:

1. Print. : The pressure applied to a sheet
in the press. Also the appearance of the
sheet, front or back, when it is taken from the
press.

2. Painting:

(1) The first coat or ground colour, laid on
to receive the other colours.

(2) The single coat of colour laid upon a
wall or wainscot ofan apartment for ornament,
or upon timber to protect it from moisture, or
upon metals to protect them from rust.

* im-press'-i6n-g.-bll-i-ty (ss as sh), s.

[Eug. impressionable; -ity.] The quality or
state of being impressionable

; susceptibility
of impression.

impress -ion able (ss as sh), a. [hue.
impression ; -able.] Susceptible of or liable to
impression ; easily impressed

; impressible.

im press ion a-ble- ness (ss as sh), s
[Eug. impressionable; -ness.} Impression-
ability (q.v.).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw,
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* impress -iftn-less (ss as sh), a. [Eng.
impression ; -less.] Having the quality of not
being impressed or affected ; not impression-
able.

im-press'-ive, a. [As if from a Latin impres-
slims, from impress-its. [Impress.] Fr. im-
pressif; Ital. impressivo ; Sp. impresivo.]

1. Having the quality or power to impress ;

making or tending to make an impression ; im-
pressing the mind; exciting or tending to excite
sensibility.

" His own manner of reciting verses, which, was won-
derfully Impressive."—Murphy : Life of Dr. Johnson.

* 2. Capable of being impressed ; suscept-
ible, impressionable.
" With such brave raptures from her words that rise.

She mode a breach in his impressive breast."
Drayton : fiarons' Wars, iii.

3fm-preSS'-lve-ly, adv. [Eng. impressive;
•ly.] In an impressive manner ; forcibly,

strikingly.]

ixn press -ive-ness, s. [Eng. impressive;
-ness.] The quality or state of being im-
pressive.

" Our thoughts of it have much more of vivacity
aud impressiveness."—Paley, ser. 4.

im-press' ment, s. [Eng. impress (2), v.

;

-ment.] The act of impressing; the state of
being impressed ; the act of seizing for public
service ; compulsory service.

"The great scandal of our naval service—impress-
ment—died a protracted death."—,/. H. Burton : Reign
of Queen Anne, ii. 29.

1[ The first known Commission for impress-
ment was in 1355. In December, 1641, the
English Parliament declared it illegal to press
men either for the land or the sea service.

Nevertheless the seizing of seamen for the

navy continued through all the wars arising

out of the French Revolution. It had become
obsolete before the Crimean War.

* Im-press'-dr, s. [Eng. impress; -or.] One
who or that which impresses.

- Boyle :

* Im-pressure (pressure as presh ur), s.

[Eng. impress; -lire.] A mark made by pres-

sure ; an impression, an indentation, a dent.
" By Jove multipotent

Thou should'st not bear from me a Greekish member
Wherein my aword had not impressure made
Of our rank feud." Shakesp. : Troil. A Cress., iv. 5.

im'-prest, s. [Mid. Eng. in presto = in ready
money ; Lat. prcesto = at hand, ready. ] Money
advanced ; a loan, an advance, a kind of ear-

nest-money.

* imprest-money, a. Money paid on
enlisting soldiers.

imprest office, s. A department of the
Admiralty which attends to the business of
advancing moneys or loans to paymasters and
other officers.

imprest', v.t. [Imprest, $.] To advance on
loan.

* im-preV-a-lence, *im-prev -a-len-cy,
s. [Pref, im-=in- = not, and Eng. prevalence
(q.vl).] A want or lack of superior or pre-

vailing power ; incapability of prevailing ; in-

efficacy.

" The impotence and imprevalency of them all."

—

Bale : Remains, p. 276.

* Im-pre-var'-ic-a-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in-
= not, and Eng. prevaricable (q.v.).] Not to
be departed from.

"An imprevaricable law with all bodies."

—

Digby :

Man's Soul, ch. viii.

*3tm-pre-vent-a-bil'-i-t^f $. [Eng. impre-
ventable; -ity.] The quality or state of not
being preventable.

* lm-pre-vent'-a-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in-

= not, and Eng. preventable (q.v.).] Not pre-

ventable ; incapable of being prevented ; in-

evitable.

tm-pri-ma'-tur, s. [Lat. = let it be printed.]

1. A licence to print a book granted by the
censor or licenser in those countries where the
censorship of the press is still kept up.

"As if a letter'd dunce had said "Tis right,'
And imprimatur usher'd it to light."

Young : Satire vii

2. A mark of approval or recommendation
generally.

* Im-prim'-er-y, s. [Fr. imprimerie ; from
imprimer «= to imprint, to print.]

1. A print, an impression.

2. A printing-house.

3. The art of printing.

* im-prim'-ing, s. [Lat. im- = in, and primus
= the first.] A beginning ; a first action, mo-
tion, or effect.

" There were both their springings and imprimings,
as I may call them."— Wotton ; Religuiw, p. 164.

im-pri'-mis, adv. [Lat. from im- = in, and
primus = the first.] In the first place, firstly.

" Imprimis, pray observe his hat."
Goldsmith : A New Simile.

im print, s. [Imprint, v.] That which is

imprinted or impressed; an impress; that

which is printed on the title-page of a book
;

specif., the name of the printer or publisher

of a book, together with the place, and, fre-

quently, the date of publication.
" Issuing an address to the electors of Northampton

without the printer's imprint."—Pall Mali Gazette,

Feb. 28, 1884.

im print, v.t. & i. [Pref. im- = in-— on,

and Eng. print (q.v.); O. Fr. empreindre; pa.

par. empreint ; Sp. emprentar ; Ital. imprentare. ]

A. Transitive

:

1. To impress; to mark by pressure; to

stamp.
" The Bhape of her most dainty foot
Imprinted there I found."

Drayton : Quest of Cynthia.

2. To impress ; to stamp deeply.
" Nature imprints upon whate'er we Bee,

That has a heart and life iu it, Be free."

Cowper : Charity, 169.

3. To stamp as letters or words on paper,

&c, by means of type, plates, &c; to print.

4. To fix indelibly or deeply ; to impress on
the mind, memory, &c.

" There are truths imprinted on the soul which it

perceives or understands not."—Locke : Human Un-
derstanding, I >k. i., ch. ii.

* B. Intrans. : To print.
" This is the science of imprinting, and the craft of

making paper."—Sir T. More ; Utopia, bk. ii., ch. vi.

IT Things are impressed on the mind so as

to produce a conviction ; they are imprinted

on the mind so as to produce recollection.

Engrave, from grave and graben to dig, ex-

presses more in the proper sense than either,

and the same in its moral application. (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

im-pris'-6n, v.t. [Fr. em.pmon.7ier.]

1. To put into or confine in a prison or jail

;

to arrest and detain in custody.
" The king toke this Gyffray and imprisoned him."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 464.

2. To confine, restrain, or deprive of liberty

in any way.
" Nine years imprison'd in those towers ye lay."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xviii. 336.

Im-pris/-6n-er, s. [Eng. imprison; -er.] One
who imprisons another.

im-pris'-on-ment, s. [Fr. emprisonnement,

from emprisonner.]

1. The act of imprisoning or confining in a
prison or jail.

2. The state of being imprisoned ; confine-
ment in a prison ; restraint of liberty.

"[He] was condemned to perpetual imprisonment."
—Burke : Speech at Bristol.

If For the difference between imprisonment
and confinement, see Confinement.

False imprisonment : (See extract).

"To constitute the injury oi ftilse imprisonment
there are two points requisite ; 1. The detention of the
person: aud, 2. The unlawfulness of such detention.
Every confinement of the person is an imprisonment,
whether it be in a common prison, or in a private
house, or even by forcibly detaining one in the public
streets. Unlawful or false imprisonment consists in
Buch confinement or detention without sufficient au-
thority. The remedy is of two sorts : the one remov-
ing the injury ; the other, making satisfaction for it.

And the means of removing the actual injury is by
writ of habeas corpus."—Blackstone: Comment., bk.
iii, ch. 5.

un-prob-a-biT-i-ty, s. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. probability (q.v.).]

1. The quality or state of being improbable

;

unlikelihood.

"There are degrees herein . . . quite down to im-
probability and unlikeliness."

—

Locke ; Human Under-
standing, bk. iv., ch. xv,

2. That which is improbable or unlikely ; an
improbable event, result, &c.

"It is the praise of omnipotencle to worke by im-
probabilities."~Bp. HaU: Contemp.; Waters ofMarah.

lm-prdb'-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. improba-
bilis : im- '= in- = not, and probabilis = pro-

bable ;
probo — to prove ; Sp. improbable ; Ital.

improbabile.] Not probable ; not likely to no

true ; unlikely ; not to be expected naturally

or under ordinary circumstances.
" Events, improbable and strange as these,

Which only a parental mind foresees,

A public school shall bring to pass with ease.

Cowper : Tirocinium, 370.

t im-prob'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. improbable

;

-ness.] The" quality or state of being impro-

bable ;
improbability,

im-prob'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. improbable)

;

-ly.] In an improbable manner or degree;

without or beyond probability or likelihood.

"A few years more may. not improbably, leave him
without one admirer."—Hard : On the Prophecies.

(Appendix.

)

* Im'-pro-bate, v.t. [Lat. improbatus, pa. par.

of improbo = to disapprove, to condemn : im-

= in- = not, and probo = to approve.] Not tu

approve ; to disapprove of; to disallow.

lm-pro-ba'-tion, s. [Lat. improbatio, from
improbatus, pa. par. of improbo ; Fr. improba-

tion.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of disapproving

;

disapprobation.

2. Scots Law: The proving of falsehood or

forgery ; an action brought for the purpose of

having some instrument declared to be false

or forged.

lm-prob'-a-tor-y, u. [Eng. iviprobat(e);

-ory.]

Scots Law : Containing or tending to disap-

proval or disapprobation ; tending to disprove.

It is the opposite to approbatory.

* im-prob'-l-ty, s. [Lat. improbitas, from
im- = in- = not, and probitas = goodness ;

pro-

bus = good; Fr. improbitS; Sp. improbidad;
Ital. improbitd.] A want or lack of probity,
integrity, or rectitude of principle ; dishonesty

;

dishonourableness.

"He was never taken notice of to have any secret
alloy of improbity."—Clarendon: Religion £ Policy,
ch. vi.

* im-pro-duced', a. [Pref. im- = in- = no*,

and Eng. produced (q.v.).] Not produced.

* im-pro-ffi'-cience, * Im-pro-fi'-cien-
cy (ci as sh), s. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. projicience, prqficiency(q. v.).] A want
or lack of proficiency.

"The excellency of the Ministry, since waited on by
such an improficiency, increases my presaging fears."

—

Boyle : Works, i. 35.

* im-prof'-it-a-ble, * im-prof-yt-a-ble,
a. [Pref. im- = in- = not, and Eng. profita-

ble (q.v.).] Not profitable ; unprofitable.
" Perceyuyuge the improfytable weedes apperlng

which wyll annoy his corne or herbes. "—Sir T. Elyot:
The Governovr, bk. i., ch. xxiii.

* im-pro-gres'-sive, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. progressive (q.v.).] Not pro-

gressive ; not progressing.

* im-pro-gres'-sive-ly, adv. [Eng. impro-
gressive; -ly.] In an improgressive manner;
not progressively.

* Im-pro-lif'

-1C, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. prolific (q.v.).] Not prolific; not
fruitful ; unproductive.

* im-pro-lif -l-cate, v.t. [Pref. im- = in

and Lat. prolifico = to make prolific (q.v.).j

To impregnate, to fecundate ; to make prolific.

" This may be a means to improUflcate the seed."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. vii., ch. xvi.

* im-prompt', a. [Pref. im- = in- — not, and
Eng. prompt (q.v.).] Not ready ; uuready,
unprepared.

" So imprompt, so ill-prepared to stand the shock."
—Sterne : Tristram Shandy, i. 219.

im-promp'-tu, adv., a.,&s. [Fr., from Lat.
inpromjrtu = "in readiness.]

A. As adv. : Off-hand ; without previous
study.

B. As adj. : Done or said off-hand or with-
out previous study ; off-hand, extempore.

C. As subst. : A piece made off-hand or ex-

tempore ; an extemporaneous composition.

* lm-promp'-tu-ist, s. [Eng. impromptu, s.

;

-ist.] One who 'produces on the spur of the
moment ; an improviser. '

"Theodore Hook, the wittiest man of his day, was
a most prolific impromptuist."—Chambers's Journal,
xxx. "42.

boll, boy; poiit, j<ftrl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious. -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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im-prop'-er, a. [Ft. improprc, from Lat. im-
proprius; Ital. improprio ; Sp. impropio.]

[Proper.]
* 1. Not peculiar or proper to an individual

;

general, common.

2. Not proper ; not well adapted or suited

to the circumstances, design, or end ; unsuit-

able, unfit : as, an improper medicine.

3. Unbecoming, indecent : as, an impro%>er

speech, improper conduct.

"And did him service
Improper for a slave." Shakesp.\: Lear, v. 3.

4. Not just, not correct, not accurate, erro-

neous.
" He disappeared, -was rarify'd :

For 'tis improper speech to say he died ;

He was exhal'd." Hryden, (Todd.)

improper-feuds, s. pi.

Law: Derivative feuds, as for example those
which were originally sold to the feudatory
for a price.

improper fraction, ». [Fraction, II. 1.]

* im-prop-er-a'-tion, s. [Lat. improperatus,
pa. par. of impropero — to taunt, to upbraid.]
Vituperation, abuse, reproach ; a taunt.

" Omitting these impropcrations and terms of scur-
rility."—Browne. (

Webster. )

im-prop'-er-ly, adv. [Eng. improper; -ly.]

1. In an improper, unfit, or unsuitable
manner ; not fitly, not suitably, not properly.

"It is not lest you should censure me improperly,
hut lest you should form improper opinions on mat-
ters of some moment."

—

Burke : Speech at Bristol.

2. In an unbecoming or indecent manner.

3. Not justly, accurately, or correctly ; in-

correctly.

"As some, improperly enough, call it a tender con-
science."

—

South : Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 5.

* im-prop'-er-ty, s. [Impropriety.]

* lm-pro-pi'-tious, a. [Pref. im- = in- —
not, and Eng. propitious (q.v.),] Not propi-
tious ; unpropitious, unfavourable.

"I am sorry to hear in the mean "time that your
dreams were impropitious."— Wotton : Remains, p. 574.

* Im-pro-por'-tion-a-ble, a. [Pref. im- =
171-= not, and Eng. proportionable (q.v.).] Not
proportionable.

" If I had thought a creature of her symmetry could
have dared so improportionable and abrupt a digres-
sion."—Ben Jonson : Cynthia's Revels, i. 3.

* im-pro-por'-tion-ate, a. [Pref. im- =
in- = not, and Eng. proportionate (q.v.).] Not
proportionate ; not in proportion.

" The cavity is improportionate to the head."

—

Smith : On Old Age, p. 59.

im-pro'-pri-ate, v.t. & i. [Lat. pref. ion- =
in, and propriatus, pa. par. of proprio = to

appropriate (q.v.).]

A. Transitive

:

1. Orel, Lang. : To convert to one's own or

to private use ; to take to one's self; to appro-
priate.

" Impropriating the Spirit of God to themselves."

—

Hilton: Animad. upon Remonstrant's Defence.

2. Eccles. Law : To place the revenues,

profits, care, and charge of, into the hands of

a layman ; to vest in a layman or corporation.
" Other religious houses and rectories that were im-

propriated."—Burnet : Ilist. Reform., vol, i., bk. i.

B. Lntrans. ; To act as or become an impro-
priator.

im-pro'-pri-ate, «. [Impropriate, v.] Placed
or vested in the hands of a layman ; impro-
priated.

im-pro-pri-a'-tion, s. [Impropriate. ]

* 1. The act of impropriating or appropriat-

ing to oneself.

2. The act of putting an ecclesiastical bene-
fice in the hands of a layman ; the act of em-
ploying the revenues of a church for a lay-

man's use. When, after the suppression of

abbeys in 1539, Henry VIII. gave their reve-

nues to his courtiers, the latter were termed
impropriators. According to Haydn (ed. 1898),

their successors are 7,597 in number.

I
"An impropriation is properly so called when the

church laud is iu the bauds of a laymau."

—

Ayliffe :

* Purergon.

3. That which is impropriated, as eccle-

siastical property.
" All the impropriations might easily have been pur-

chased in those days."—Kelson : Life of Bishop Bull.

im-prd'-pri-a-tor, s. [Eng. impropriate) ;

-or.] One who impropriates ; specifically, a
layman who has possession of the lands of the

church or an ecclesiastical benefice ; one who
holds an impropriation.

"If some rich impropriators couM be prevailed upon
to restore to the Church some part of her revenues.'—
Kelson : Life of Bp. Bull.

* im-pro'-pri-a-trxx, s. [Formed by analogy
from Impropriate (q.v.).] A female impro-
priator.

im-pro-pri'-e-ty, s. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. propriety (q.v.).]

1. The quality or state of being improper
;

a want or lack of propriety, suitableness, or

fitness in regard to time, place, circumstances,

&e.

2. That which is improper; an improper,
unsuitable, or unbecoming act, expression, &c.

"Deformed with all the improprieties which igno-
rance and neglect could accumulate upon him."

—

Johnson : Preface to Sluzkspere.

* im-pros-per'-i-ty, s. [Pref. im- — in- =
not, and Eng. prosperity (q.v.).] A want or

lack of prosperity, good fortune, or success.

"The prosperity or improsperity of a man, or his
fate here, does not entirely depend upon his own pru-
dence or imprudence."

—

Jortin : Rem. on Eccles. Hist.

* im-pros'-per-ous, a. [Pref. im-~in- =
not, and Eng. prosperous (q.v.).] Not pros-
perous, fortunate, or successful ; unfortunate.

"Since the improsperous voyage we begun."
Hryden: Virgil ; ^Eneid v. 815.

* im-pros'-per-ous-ly, adv. [Pref. im- =
in- = not, and Eng. 'prosperously (q.v.).] Not
prosperously ; unsuccessfully, unfortunately.
(Drayton : Legend of Matilda the Fair.)

*im-pros'-per-oii3-ness, s. [Eng. im-
prosperous; -ness.] The quality or state of
being improsperous ; want of prosperity or
success ; ill-success.

"The improspcrousness ... of a whole kingdom
should be imputable to one such sin."

—

Hammond :

Works, iv. 514.

t lm-prdv-a-biT-i-ty; s. [Eng. improvable;
-ity.] The quality or state of being improva-
ble ; capability of being improved, or of being
used to advantage.

im-prov'-a-ble, «. [Eng. improve); -able.]

1. That may or can be improved ; capable
of being improved ; susceptible or admitting
of improvement or amelioration ; that can be
made better or advanced in good qualities.

"The peculiar gift of improvable reason."

—

Archbp.
Sumner ; Records of Creation (ed. 1816), vol. ii., ch. li.

2. Capable of being used to advantage, or
for the increase of something valuable.

* im-prdv'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. improva-
ble; -ness.] "The quality or state of being im-
provable ; improvability.

* im-prov'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. improvable);
-ly.] In an improvable manner ; in a manner
admitting of improvement.

Im-prdve' (1), v.t. & i. [Pref. im- — in, and
Eng. prove (q.v.).];

A. Transitive

:

1. To make better ; to increase the value,
worth, goodness, or power of.

"If time improve our wit, as well as wine."
Pope; Satires, v. 49.

2. To use or employ to advantage or good
purpose ; to turn to profitable account ; to
take advantage of; to utilize.

" I learn from her flight.
Had I skill to improve it, a lesson of love."

Cowper : The Swallow.

* 3. To increase, to augment, to add to
;

said of something bad.
" This confusion was shortly improved by the Hunns

and the Vandals, who overran all Italy."

—

Clarendon

:

Religion & Policy, ch. ii.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To grow or become better in value,
worth, goodness, &c. ; to advance in goodness
or value.

2. To become better in health ; to recover
from illness ; to regain health or strength ; to
amend.

3. To increase, to rise, to be enhanced : as,

Prices improve.

% To improve on or upon : To make addi-
tions'or improvementskm, so as to bring nearer
to perfection.

*Im-pr6ve' (2), v.t. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. prove (q.v.).] To disprove ; to prove
false; to refute. (Tyndall : Workes, p. 340.)

*im-prove' (3), v.t. [Fr. improuver from

Lat. improbo, from im- = in- = not, and probo

~ to prove, to approve.] To censure, to blame,

to reprove, to impeach.
" It is maruell but here be somewhat that they irn-

proue, for their mynd is so intoxicate that there is

nothing, but they will note it with a blacke coale —
Fryth; Workes, p, 11.

im-prdve'-ment, s. [Eng. improve; -ment.~)

1. The act of improving or making better

;

the act of advancing or raising in value, worth,

goodness, &c.
" The improvement of the ground is the most natural

obtaining of riches."—Bacon: Essays; Of Riches.

2. The act of using or employing to advan-
tage ; the act of turning to good purpose or

account
;
profitable use or employment.

3. The state of being improved or made
better ; advancement in value, worth, good-
ness, knowledge, &c. ; profitable use or em-
ployment.

" Exercise is the chief source of improvement in all

our faculties."— Blair, vol. i., leet. 2.

i. Progress, growth, increase.
" How impossible it was for that body of men to

compose the distempers of that age, or prevent the
improvement of them."

—

Clarendon : Religion & Policy,
ch. vii.

5. That which improves or increases the
value, worth, goodness, &c. of ; that which is

added, or done to anything in order to improve
it; that by which anything is advanced in

value or excellence ; a beneficial or valuable,

addition,

"The parts of Sinon, Camilla, and some few others,
are improvements on the Greek poet."

—

Addison:
Spectator, No. 273.

im-prov'-er, s. [Eng. improv(e); -er.]

1. One who, or that which, improves or
makes better.

2. One who works at a trade for the purpose
of learning it more thoroughly, and accepts

the opportunity of improvement as payment
in whole or in part for services rendered.

* lm-pro-vid'-ed, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,
and Eng. provided; Lat. improvisus.]

1. Unforeseen, unexpected ; uuprovided
against.

" To work new woe and improvided scath."
Spenser: F. Q., I. xii. 34.

2. Unprepared, unready.
" He was not to hope for any aide from Maximilian.

for that hee was altogether improuided."— Bacon r

Henry VII., p. 109,

im-proV-I-dence, s. [Pref. im- = in-=
not, and Eng. providence (q.v.).] The quality
of being improvident ; want of foresight or
forethought; want of thrift.

im-prov'-i-dent, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

._ and Eng. provident (q.v.).]

1. Not provident ; wanting in foresight or
forethought ; neglecting to make provision for
future exigencies ; careless for the future

;

thriftless. (Drayton : Root. Duke ofNormandy.)

2. Careless, heedless ; not circumspect.
"Improvident soldiers ! had your watch been good,
This sudden mischief never could have falleu."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., ii. 1.

* im-prdv-!i-den'-tial-ly (ti as sh), adv.
[Pref. im- = in- = not, and Eng. providential;
-ly.] Improvidently.

im-prov'-I-dent-ly, adv. [Eng. improvi-
dent; -ly.] In an improvident manner; with-
out foresight or forethought.

"Improvidently rash." Drayton: Poly-Olbion, s. 12.

Im-pr6v'-ingf pr. par., a., & s. [Improve.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Making or tending to make
better in value, worth, goodness, &c. ; be-
coming or growing better.

C. As subst. .- The same as Improvement
(q.v.).

improving-lease, $.

Scots Law : A lease granted for more than
the ordinary duration to a tenant with a view
to encourage him to make improvements or*

the farm in the hope of himself benefiting by
them, when, from neglect or exhaustion of the
soil, it would require great outlay aud labour
to prepare it for successful cultivation.

im-prov'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. improving;
-ly.] In an improving manner; so as to im-
prove.

* im-prov'-L§-ate, a. [Ital. improvisato, pa.

par. of improvisarc.] Unpremeditated, im-

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot*,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e ; ey ~ a ; qu = kw.
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promptu ; done, made, or said ; impromptu
or extempore.

im-proV-i-sate, v.t & I. [Improvisate, a.]

A. Trans* : To compose, recite, or sing im-

promptu ; to improvise.

B. Intrans. : To improvise ; to speak, re-

cite, or sing extemporaneously.

im-prov-i-sa'-tion, s. [Fr.]

1. The act or art of doing anything extem-
poraneously ; the act or art of composing,

reciting, or singing verses impromptu.

'The talent of improvization, -which is found even
among tbe lowest of the people."—Scott : Don Roderick.

rfNoteH

2. That which is improvised or extempo-

raneous ; an impromptu. (G. Eliot: Middle-

march, ch. xx.)

* lm-pro-vis'-a-tize, v.t. & i. [Eng. impro-

msat(&); -ize.] To improvisate ; to improvise.

Im-prdV-i-sa-tor, or im-pro-vis'-a-tor,

s. [Eng. improvisat(e) ; -or.] One who com-
poses, sings, or recites verses extemporane-
ously ; an improviser.

lm-pro-vis-a-tbr'-e, », [Improwisatore.]

Im-pro^vis'-a-tor-y, im-pro-vis-a-tor'-

i-al, a. [Eng. improvisat(e) ; -ory, -orial]

Of*or pertaining to improvisation or extempo-

raneous composition, reciting or singing of

verses.

im-pro-vis-a-tri'-ce (c as ch), s. [Improv-

VISATRICE.]

3m'-pro-vise (or 1 as 1), v.t. & i. [Fr. impro-

viser, from Ital. improvvisare = to sing extem-

pore verses, from improvise = unexpected, un-

provided for, from Lat. improvisus = unfor-

seen : im- = in- = not, and provisus, pa. par.

of pro-video = to foresee.] [Provide.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To improvisate ; to compose, recite, orsing

extemporaneousl y.

2. To do, form, or make up on the spur of

the moment, or for a special purpose or occa-

sion ; to extemporize.

B. Intrans. : To compose, recite, or sing

versesextemporaneously orimpromptu : hence,

4o do anything off-hand, or on the spur of the
moment.

3m'-pro-v£s-er (or £ as 1), s. [Eng. impro-

ms(e) ; -er.] One who improvises ; an improvi-
sator.

* im-pro-vi'-gion, s. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. provision (q.v.).] Want or lack of

foresight or forethought ; improvidence.

"Her improvision would be justly accusable."—
Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. ili., ch. li.

^Im-pr6-vi'-sd, a. [Ital,, from Lat. impro-

visus.] [Improvise.] Not prepared or medi-
tated beforehand ; impromptu ; extemporane-
ous.

im-prov-vis-a-tbr'-e (pi. im-prov-vis-
a-tbr'-i), s. [Ital. ; Fr. improvisateur.] One
who improvises ; a versifier, who can, without
preparation, compose verses upon any given

subject. (Byron: Beppo, xxxiii.)

im-prov-vi^-a-tri'-ce, im-pro-vis-a-

tri'-ce (c as ch), s. [Ital. improvvisatrice

;

Fr. improvisatrice.] A female improwisatore ;

an extempore poetess.

im-pru'-dencef s. [Fr., from Lat. impru-

dentia, from impntdens = imprudent (q.v.):

Sp. imprudencia ; Ital. imprudenm.]

1. The quality or state of being imprudent

;

want or lack of prudence ; indiscretion ; want
of caution, foresight, or circumspection ; heed-

lessness ; carelessness.

"This serenity was interrupted, perhaps by his own
imprudence."—Mickle : Life of Canwens.

2. An imprudent act or course of action.

im-pru'-dent, a. [Fr., from Lat. imprudevs
= not prudent ; Ital. & Sp. imprudente.] Not
prudent ; wanting in prudence, foresight, cir-

cumspection, or discretion ; indiscreet ; in-

judicious ; ill-advised ; rash.
" Nature pulling at thine heart.

Condemns the unfatherly, the imprudent part."
Cowpcr : Tirocinium, 8C6,

im-pru'-dent-ly, adv. [Eng. imprudent ; -ly.]

In an imprudent manner ; indiscreetly ; in-

judiciously. (Hall: Henry VI., an. 39.)

* Im-pu'-ber-al, a. [Lat. imputes (genit. im-

puberis) : im- = in- = not, and pubes, pvber =
of age.] Not having reached the age of pu-

berty.

* lm-pu'-ber-ty, s. [Pref. im- = in- =not,

and Eng. puberty (q.v.).] The state of not

having reached the age of puberty ; a want of

the age at which the contract of marriage may
be legally entered into. (Paley : Moral Phil-

osophy, bk. iii., ch. vii.)

impudence, *im'-pu-den-cy, ». [Fr.,

from Lat. impudentia, from impudens = im-

pudence ; Ital. impudenza; Sp. impudencia.]

The quality or state of being impudent ; shame-

lessness ; impertinence ; assurance ; forward-

ness ; want of modesty.
"An outward show of levity, profusion, improvi-

dence, and eccentric impudence.' — Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. vi

f Like one's impudence: Impudent conduct,

such as might be expected from one.

im'-pu-dent, a. [Fr., from Lat. impudens:
im- = in- = not, and pudens = modest,

ashamed; Ital. & Sp. impudente.] Wanting in

shame or modesty ; shameless ; immodest

;

impertinent ; bold-faced ; full of assurance.
" Canis (saieth Donate) is a worde that menne vse to

obiecte vnto suehe as be impudent and Bhamelesse

felows."— Udal: Flowres, fo. 00.

im'-pU-dent-ljrt adv. [Eng. impudent; -ly.]

In an impudent manner ; without shame or

modesty ; shamelessly ; insolently.
" Publishing so impudently such manifest vn-

truthea."—Hackluyt: Voyages, Hi. 596.

* im-pu-di9'-l-ty, s. [Lat. impudicitia, from

impudicus = immodest : im- = in- = not, and
pudicus — modest.] Immodesty ; shameless-

ness.
" That usual pride, levity, or impudicity, which they

observed or suspected in many."—Bp. Taylor.

impugn' {g silent), *im-pugne, v.t. [Fr.

impugner, fromLat. impugno = to fightagainst

:

im- = in- = in, on, and pugno = to fight.]

1. To attack in argument ; to call in ques-

tion ; to assail ; to contradict ; to gainsay.
" To impugn them with arguments from thence."

—

Boyle : Works, vL 711.

* 2. To oppose ; to go against.
" In such rule, that the Venetian law
Cannot impugn you."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. 1.

* im-pugn'-a-ble (g silent), a. [Eng. im-
pugn ; -able.] That may or can be impugned,
gainsaid, or called in question.

* im-pug-na'-tion, s. [Lat. impugnalio, from
imjmgno = to fight against ; O. Fr. impregna-

tion; Sp. impugnacion; Ital. impugnazione.]
The act of impugning or opposing; opposition.

"The impugnation of Christes reale presence in the
sacraments."

—

Bp. Gardner: 1'ransubstantiation, fo.

107.

* im pugr.e, v.t. [Impugn.]

im-pugn'-er (s silent), s. [Eng. impxign; -er.]

One who impugns, opposes, or contradicts

;

an opponent.
" Some papists, impugners of the king's authority."

—Strypej Memorials fan. 1538).

*lm-pugn'-ment (g silent), s. [Eng. impugn;
-ment.] The act of impugning; the state of
being impugned.

* im-pu'-lS-sance, s. [Fr., from im- = in-

= not, and puissance = power.] Want or lack
of power ; impotence, weakness, feebleness,
inability.

"I felt myself
So safe in impuissance and despair."

E. B. Browning : Aurora Leigh, ix.

* im-pu'-lS-sant, a. [Fr. , from im- = in- =
not, and puissant = powerful,] "Wanting or
without power or strength ; impotent, weak,
feeble.

"So empty an offer of so impuissant a service."—
Bacon : To Lord Treasurer Burghley.

Im pulse, s. [Lat., from, and of the same
form as impulsus, pa. par. of impello — to im-
pel, to drive.] [Impel.}

1. The act of impelling or causing to move
by communication of force

.

" Between every impulse of the object and every mo-
tion of the hand, an entire perception and volition
must intervene."—Search; Light of Nature, vol. L,
pt. L, ch. ii.

2. Force communicated ; the effect produced
by an impellent or communicated force.

3. Influence acting upon the mind, especially
suddenly or momentarily ; a sudden thought,

idea, or determination : as, To act under the

impulse of the moment.

*£ Instigation, urging, incitement. (In this

example the accent is on the second syllable.)

•' Meantime, by Jove's impulse, Mezentius armed.

Succeeded Tumus." Dryden: Virgil; -En. x. 975.

* 5. An attack, an onset, a shock.

' Unmoved the two united chiefs abide,
__

Sustain the impulse, and receive the war
Prior : Ode to the Queen, xm. (1705. J

6. A help forward or in advance ;
promotion.

* Im-pulse', v.t. [Impulse, 5.] To instigate,

to incite, to urge, to give an impulse to.

* im-puT-sion, s. [Lat. imjmlsio, from im-

pulsus, pa. par. of impello.] [Impulse, s.]

1. The act of impelling, driving, or urging

forward ; impulse ; the agency of a body in

motion upon another body.

"All Socrates did was to give an impulsio,^m a

certain direction, and to furnish a certain methuU. —
Lewes : History of Philosophy, i. 188.

2. The state of being impelled, driven, or

urged forward.

"I wish, then, thirdly, that Mr. Hobbes had de-

clared from whence the regress of the airs impulsion

should begin."—Boyle : Works, i. 207.

3. Influence acting upon the mind either

from within or without ; impulse ; instigation.

" Thou didat plead

Divine impulsion:' Milton: Samson Agonistes, 422.

Im-pul'-Sive, a. &s. [Fr. impulsif, from Lat.

impulsus, pa. par. of impello ; Ital. & Sp. im-

pulsivo.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Having the power or quality of impelling

;

impellent ; communicating impulse.
" Some cool principle of action, which has authority

without any impulsive iorce."—Jieid : On the Active

Powers, ch. i„ ess. 3.

2. Urging or driving forward.
" His quick eye fixed heavily and dead, n
Stirs not when pricked with tbe impulsive goad.'

Drayton : Moses his Birth .t Miracles, bk. ii.

3. Acting under or liable to be actuated by
impulse.

" My heart, impulsive and wayward."
Longfellow ; Miles Standish, vi.

II. Mech. : Applied to forces which act not
continuously but by intermittent force.

* B. As subst. : That which impels ; an im-

pelling cause, reason, or motive.
" Notwithstanding all these motives and impulsives.

Sir Thomas Overbury refused to be sent abroad. —
Jleltijuicc WottoniancB, p. 40'J.

* im-pul'-sive-ly, adv. [Eng. impulsive; -ly.]

In an impulsive manner ; by impulse.

Im-pul'-sive-ness, s. [Eng. impulsive;

-ness.] The quality or state of being impul-

sive ; liability to act under impulse ; impulsive

nature.

* im-pul'-sor, s. [Lat.] One who or that

which impels ; an impelling force or power.

"The greater compression is made by the union of

two impulsors."—Browne : Cyrus' Garden, ch. ii.

* im-punc'-tate, a. [Pref. im- = in- = not,

and Eng. punctate (q.v.).l Not punctate or

dotted.

* im-punc'-tu-al, a. [Pref. im- ~ in- = not;

Eng. punctual (q'.v.).] Not punctual.

* im-punc-tu-al'-i-ty\ s. [Pref. im- = in-

= not, and Eng. punctuality (q.v.).] Want of

punctuality.

* im-pun'-i-bly\ adv. [Lat. im- = in- = not,

and punio = to punish.] Without punish-

ment ; with impunity.
" No one impunibly violates a law established by the

gods."—Ellis : Knowledge of Divine Things.

Im-pun'-i-ty, * im-pun-1-tie, s. [Fr. im-
punite, from Lat. impunitaiem, accus. of im-
punitas = impunity, from impunis = without
punishment : im- = in- = not, and punio = to
punish ; pozna = punishment ; Ital. impunita;
Sp. impunidad.]

1. Freedom or exemption from punishment
or penalty.

"He had not escaped, with impunity"—Macaulay:
Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

2. Freedom or exemption from injury, hurt,
loss, or damage.

* lm-piir-a-tion, s. [Eng. impur(e); -ation.]

The act of making impure ; defilement ; ob-
scuration.

" To forbid their impuration by the noys^me fogges
and mists of those mis-opinions."

—

Bp, Hall .- Con-
tempi. ; Gfirist & Ceesar.

b£il, boy; poiit, jtffel; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

<iian, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = beL. del.
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im-pure', a. [Fr. impur, from Lat. impnrns,
from im- = in- = not, and purus = pure

;

Ital. & Sp. impwo,]

1. Not pure; mixed or impregnated with
foreign matter ; foul ; feculent.

" Not confined within the banks of Tiber, not mix-
ing with the impure waters of it."—StUlinafleet ; Ser-
mons, vol. i., ser. 9.

2. Defiled with guilt : guilty; not innocent

;

unholy.
"Impure and vncleane then are all they that

study xo breake God's commaundeioentes."

—

Tyndall:
Workes, p. 193.

3. Unfit for religious or sacred use ; unhal-
lowed ; unholy.

4. Unholy, immoral ; contrary to the laws
of morality; specif., obscene, unclean, un-
chaste.

" Much less to feed and fan the fatal fire3

Of pride, ambition, or impure desires."
Cowper : Retirement, 110.

5. Not grammatically correct ; not pure

;

containing foreign idioms or characteristics.

* im-piire', v.t, [Impure, a.] To make im-
pure, to render foul, to defile, to pollute.

" One drop of that wicked blood was enough both to
impure and spill all the rest."—Bp. Ball: Contempt. ;

A thaliah & Joash.

im-piire'-ly, adv. [Eng. impure; -ly.] In
an impure manner ; with impurity.

t impure' ness, s. [Eng. impure; -ness.] The
quality or state of being impure ; impurity.

"The act of substantial impureness committed"—
Milton : Doctrine of Divorce, bk. ii., ch. vi.

im-piir'-I-tjr, *im-pur-i-tee, *im-pur-i-
tie, s. [Fr. impurete ; from Lat. impurita-
tem; accus. of vm/pwritas = impurity ; from
impurus = impure (q.v.) ; Ital. impuritd; Sp.
invpuridad.]

1. The quality or state of being impure

;

impure nature; a want of purity; foulness,
feculence, pollution, obscenity, lewdness, im-
morality.

2. Grammatical incorrectness.

3. That which makes impure, defiles, or
pollutes ; impure matter, actions, or words.

*" Let no visible or audible impurity,' says Juvenal,
'enter the apartment of a child; for to children the
greatest reverence is due.' "

—

Beattie : On Moral Science,
pt. U, ch. iL, 5 6.

* im-pur'^ple, v.t. [Pref. im-, and Eng. pur-
pie (q.-v'.).] To make purple; to colour as

with purple ; to empurple.
" Impurpled-with celestial roses."

Milton; P.,L„ iii. 364.

* un-put-a-blT-l-ty, s. [Eng. imputable;
-ity.] The quality or state of being imputable.

im-put'-a-ble, a. [Lat. imputdbilis, from
imputo ="to bring into a reckoning; Fr. & Sp.
imputable; Ital. imputabile.] [Impute.]

1. That may or can be imputed, charged,
or ascribed ; ascribable, chargeable.

" That first sort of foolishness is imputable to them."
—South : Sermons, vol. i., ser. 9.

*2. Chargeable or accusable with a crime
or fault.

"The law deemB her to be a dutiful wife as long as

the fault lies at his door, and she is In no wise im-
putable."—Ayliffe : Parergon.

* im-put'-a-ble-neSS, s. [Eng. imputable

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being imputa-
ble ; imputability.

* im-put'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. imputable) ; -ly. ]

By imputation.

im-pu-ta'-tion, s- [kat. i'twiliatio ! fr°m
imputalus, pa. par. of imputo; Fr. imputation;

Sp. imputation; Ital. imputazione.)

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of imputing, ascribing, or charg-

ing ; ascription, attribution.

2. That which is ascribed or attributed as a

charge or fault ; reproach, censure.
" The sceptical and sarcastic Halifax lay under the

imputation of inndeUty."— Macaulay : Mist. Eng.,
ch. ix.

* 3. A report, an opinion expressed, a hint,

an intimation.
" Have you heard any imputation to the contrary ?

"

—SkakeBp. : Merchant of Venice, v. 3.

IL Theol. : The verb impute oceurs fifteen

times in the Authorised Version ; the noun
imputation notatall. The Calvinistic doctrine

is that Adam's sin of disobedience in Paradise

is imputed to all his natural descendants,
making each person who comes into the world
chargeable with the guilt of Original Sin (q.v.).

On the other hand, God justifies those effec-

tually called, not by counting faith itself, or
any other act of obedience, as merit, but by
imputing tq them as righteousness the obe-
dience and satisfaction rendered by Christ,

which they receive, and on which they rest

by faith, the gift of God. The ninth of the
Thirty-nine Articles recognises the doctrine

of Original Sin ; the eleventh teaches that we
are accounted righteous only for the merit of
our Lord and Saviour by faith, but the word
impute is not employed. [Impute, II., 1. 2.]

* im-put'-a-txve, «. [Lat. imputativus, from
imputations., par. of imputo ; Fr. imputatif;
Ital. & Sp. imputative.] Coining by impu-
tation ; imputed.

" The imputative righteousness of the Mosaicallaw."
—Nelson : Life of Bp. Bull.

* Im put -a-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. imputative

;

-ly.] In an'iinputative manner ; by imputation.

im-pute', v.t. [Fr. imputer ; from Lat. im-
puto = to bring into a reckoning: im- = in,

and puto = to reckon, to suppose ; Sp. impu-
tar; Ital. imputare.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To ascribe, to attribute.
" The delay was imputed to adverse winds."—Macau-

lay ' Bist. Eng., ch, xxiv.

2. To set to the account or charge of ; to
charge.

" Nothing can be truly imputed to me beyond some
foolish talk."—Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., ch. xvli.

* 3. To take account of ; to reckon, to re-

gard, to consider.

II. Technically

:

1. Script. : To reckon to one/ to place to
one's account, whether on the debtor side, as
charging one with any fault, sin, trespass, or
iniquity (Lev. xvii. 4 ; 1 Sam. xxii. 15 ; 2 Sam.
xix. 12 ; Ps. xxxii. 2 ; Rom. iv. 8 ; v. 13 ; 2 Cor.

v. 19) ; or, on the creditor side in a general
sense (Hab. i. 11), or in a special one (1) mor-
ally or ceremonially (Lev. vii: 18) ; (2) spiritu-

ally (Rom. iv. 6. 11, 22, 23 ; James ii. 23).

[Imputation.]

2. Theol. : To lay to one's charge, or to
credit with the possession of righteousness.
[Imputation.]

im-put'-ei\ 5. [Eng. impure); -er.] One
who imputes or attributes.

* im-pu-tres'-ci-ble, a. [Pref. im- = in- =
not, and Eng. ptitrescible.] Not putrescible

;

not liable or subject to putrefaction.

im'-rich, Im'-righ (ch, gh guttural), s.

[Gael.] A kind of strong soup made of a par-

ticular part of the inside of oxen. (Scotch.)

* lm-uric'-tion, s. [Pref. im- — in- — in, on,

and Eng. unction.] The act of wiping or
rubbing.

" The imunction of the eies, with the juice thereof."
—P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xx. ch. v.

in, prep., adv., s., & interj. [A.S. in; cogn.

with Dut. in ; Icel. i ; Sw. & Dan. i ; Goth.
in; Ger. in; Welsh yn; Lat. in; Gr. iv, evt

(en, eni).']

A. As prep. : Within, inside of, contained
or existing in. Used

—

1. Of place, situation, or position :

2. Of time

:

3. Of existence or residence within : Denoting
existence as a constituent part, quality, attri-

bute, or power.

i. Noting proportion : Out of : as, one in
three.

5. Noting the ground, reason, or object : Be-
cause of, for.

6. Noting change from one state to another

:

as, To put a law in force.

7. With the force of into, expressing motion.
" Let ine not cast in endless shade
What is so wonderfully made."

Tennyson ; Two Voices.

*8. With the force of on.

9. Noting design, tendency, or purpose.
" Aught that I can speak in his dispraise."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen, of Verona, iii. 2.

10. Noting the relation, state, condition, or
point of view, under which a thing is to be con-

sidered.

B. As adverb

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Within or inside some place; specif.,

indoors, at home : as, Is he in ?

2. In some place or office.

" Who loses and who wins ; who's in, who's out.'
Shakesp. : Lea/, v. 8

3. Into, within ;
denoting motion.

"We will come in to dinner."
. .

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, in. 5.

*4. Close, home.
"Left-handed fencers . . . are in with you if yoa

offer to fall back without keeping your guard. —
Tatler.

*5. Engaged in some business or affair.

(VEstrange.)

II. Technically :

1. Law : In possession ; with privilege ; a
term used to denote the nature or the mode
of acquiring an estate, or the ground upon
which a seizin is founded : thus, a leaseholder

is said to be in by a lease.

2. Naut. : Applied to the sails of a ship
when furled or stowed.

3. Cricket : At the wickets.

C. As subst. : A person in, or holding, an
office: specif., in politics, a member of the
party in office.

" The pledges which the Ins have to contend with in
their strife with the Outs,"—Pall Mall Gazette, July 7,

1884.

D. As an interj. : Go in, get in.

" In, and ask thy daughter's blessing.
"

Shakesp. : Lear, ill. 2.

Tf 1. Inasmuch, Inasmuch as, In as much as':

Considering that, since.

2. In blank

:

(1) With the names, figures, &c, omitted.

(2) With the name only : said of the indorse-
ment of a bill or note by merely writing on it

the indorsees name.

3. In course : Of course. (Vulgar.)

i. In name of: By way of : as, Money paid
in name of damages.

5. In that : Because, seeing that, since, for

the reason that.

6. In the name of: Under the authority of

;

on the part of ; on behalf of ; also in invoca-
tions, prayers, &c.

7. In and out

:

(1) As adverb

:

(a) Fast and loose ; trickily.

(b) Unequally.

(2) As adj. : Unequal.

(3) As subst. : The details or intricacies of a
matter (generally in the plural) : as, To know
all the ins and outs of a matter.

8. In vacuo

:

(1) Lit. : Within a space, nominally alto-

gether, really almost, exhausted of air.

t (2) Fig. : Apart from everything else.

" We cannot treat its constitutional changes in
vacuo, and as abstracted from all public transactions."—Lewis : Cred. Early Roman Bist. {1B55), i. 126.

9. To keep in with :

(1) Ord. Lang. : To be on friendly terms
with ; to keep on terms of friendship, inti-

macy, or familiarity with.

(2) Naut. : To keep close or near : as, To
keep a ship m with the land.

10. To keep one's hand in : To keep up one's

skill by practice.

* in and in, s. & adv.

:

A. As subst. : A game played by three per-

sons with four dice, each person having a
separate box. In meant a doublet, or two
dice alike out of four ; in-and-in denoted two
doublets, or all four dice alike.

B. As adv. : Amongst members of the same
family : as, To breed in-and-in.

*in, v.t. [In, prep.] [Inn, v.]

1. To take in ; to inclose.

2. To get in, to harvest, to house, to store.
" [Fitchls] inned and threshed and husbandlie dight,
Keepes laboring cattle in verie good plight"

Tusser .- Busbandne, xxiil 19.

in- (1), pref. [In, pref] The English preposi-

tion in used as a prefix, with the simple force

of in or within : as, iwsight, income, iwbred,
inland, &c.

in- (2), pref. [Lat.] An adverbial or preposi-
tional prefix, used in words derived from the
Latin, or from the Latin through the French.
It has three forces :

(1) That of the preposition or adverb in,
as in invade, innate, inclose, &c.

(2) An intensifying or augmenting force, as
in impoverish.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or. wore. wolf, work, wh6\ son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Sihrian. ee, ce-e; ey-a. qu = kw.
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(S) A negative force. This is the most com-
mon use, as the prefix can be added to
almost all adjectives and adverbs. In- be-
comes i- before gn, as in ignoble ; il- be-
fore I, as in illegal; im- before m. 6, or p,
as in immense, imbibe, impure ; ir- before r,

as in irrational. In many cases the words
have reached us from the Latin through the
French, as incapable, incarnation, &c. In- is

used to form a large number of words corre-
lative to others beginning with e- or ex-, as
whale, achale.

ga-a-ttfr-i-t& * In-a-bU-i-tie, * in-a-
byl-i-te, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. ability

(l-v-)-] The quality or state of being unable

;

lack or want of ability, capacity, or power,
"whether physical, intellectual, or moral ; want
or lack of resources ; incompetence, power-
lesSness, disability.

" His own utter inability to stand before the power
of the Almighty."

—

Stillingfieet ; Works, vol. ii., ser. 9.

If Inability denotes the absence of ability

in the most general and abstract sense. Dis-
ability implies the absence of ability only in
particular cases : the inability lies in the
nature of the thing, and is irremediable ; the
disability lies in the circumstances, and may
sometimes be removed. (Crabb : Eng, Synon.)

* In-a'-ble, v.t. [Enable.]

* in-a'-ble-ment, s. [Enablement.]

*in-ab'-sti-nen9e, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. abstinence (q.v.).] "Want of abstinence

;

indulgence of the appetites or desires.
" That thou mayst know

"What misery the inabstinence of Eve
Shall bring on men." Milton : P. L., xi. 476,

*In ab stract-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. abstracted (q.v.).] Not abstracted.

* In-a-bus'-ive-ly. adv. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng" abusively (q.v.).] Not abusively; with-
out abuse or misuse.

" That infinite wisdom and purity of intention which
resideth in the Deity, and which makes power to con-
sist inabusively only there.''—North : Light in the Way
to Paradise (1682), p. 91.

in-ac-9es-si-bil'-i-t& s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. accessibility (q.v.).] The quality or state
of being inaccessible ; incapability of being
reached, approached, or attained to.

" Nature having supplied that with the inaccessi-
bility of the precipice.' —Butler : Jlemains, 1. 417.

in-ac-9es'-si-blef a. [Fr„ from Lat. inac-

cessibilis. ] [Acessible. ]

1. Not accessible
; that cannot be reached'

or approached ; incapable of access.
" The ™arlteta were often inaccessible during several

months. —Macaulay : EUt.Eng., ch. iii.

2. That cannot be attained to with the un-
derstanding.

" Power inaccessible to human thought."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. ix.

3. Denying or refusing access ; not affable :

as, an inaccessible person.

4. That cannot be obtained : as, an inacces-
sible document.

t In-ac^es -sl-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inacces-

sible; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inaccessible ; inaccessibility.

"The inaccessiblenesse of the place."—Bishop Hall •

Contempt. ; Jonathan's Victory.

m-&C-9es'-Si-bly, adv. [Eng. inaccessible);

-ly.] In an inaccessible manner or degree ; so
as to be inaccessible. (Glover ; The Atheniad,
bk. xxi.)

in-ac'-cu-ra-9yf a - [pref- in - (2)> and E«g-
accuracy (q.v.).]

1. Want of accuracy, exactness, or correct-
ness ; incorrectness, inexactness.

2. That which is inaccurate
; a mistake, an

error ; an inaccurate statement.
" The Jacobite leaders watched carefully for inac-

curacies in his reports."— Macaulay : Mist. Eng.,
ch. xvii.

in-ac'-cu-rate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
accurate (q.v.).]

1. Not accurate ; not exact, incorrect ; not
according to truth or the facts : as, an inac-
curate statement, an inaccurate document.

" But men going into antiquity under the impres-
sion of modern ideas, must needs form very inaccurate
Judgments. — Warburton : Divine Legation, bk. ii., §6.

2. Not careful or exact ; not keeping strictly
or closely to the facts : as, an inaccurate man.

in-S,C'-CU-rate-ly, adv. [Eng. inaccurate;

ly.] In an inaccurate manner; not accu-

rately, exactly, or correctly ; without regard
to accuracy.

" They say, 'comparatively speaking' signifies the
speaking loosely, inaccurately, and incorrectly."—
Lewis: Statius, bk. vi, (Note L.) ,

* in-ac-quaint an9e, s. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. acquaintance (q.v.)], A want of ac-

quaintance.

* m-ac-qui-es'-9ent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. acquiescent (q.v.).] Not acquiescent or
acquiescing.

* ln-act', v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and Eng.
act (q.v.).] To actuate; to put into a state
of action or activity.

" The aoul in this condition was united with the
most subtile and ethereal matter that it was capable
of inacting."—Glanvill : Pre-existence of Souls, ch. xiv.

in-ac'-tion, s. [Fr.] Cessation from action
or labour ; inactivity, idleness, rest.

"She was condemned to inaction and to vassalage,"—Macaulay: Etst. Eng., ch. iv.

in-ac'-tive, u. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. active

(q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Not active or acting ; having no power
to move of itself.

" Lying thus, inactive." Tennyson : Enoch Arden, 113,

2. Not producing any effect; having no
power to act.

3. Not disposed to action or activity ; slug-
gish, indolent.

" I never saw anything so weak and inactive as the
poor horses were."

—

Swinburne : Spain, let. 40.

II, Technically

:

1. Chem. : Not producing the usual action.

2. Med. ; Inoperative ; not effecting any-
thing.

3. Optics : Not affecting polarised light.

in-&C'-tive-ly, adv. [Eng, inactive; -ly.] In
an inactive manner ; without motion, action,
or operation ; indolently, sluggishly.

"Mark how your son spends his time; whether he
inactively loiters it away, when left to his own inclina-
tion."

—

Locke : On Education.

in-ac-tiv'-i-t^, s. [Pref. in-' (2), and Eng.
activity (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : The quality or state of being
inactive ; want of action or energy ; idleness,

" Virtue concealed within our breast
Is inactivity at best." Swift ; Horace ; Odes, iv. 9.

2. Chem., Med., Optics, <fbc, ; Inoperativeness

;

inability to produce the desired effects or per-
ceptible effects at all.

in-S-C'-t6se, s. [Eng. inactive) (II. 3) ; suff.

-ose (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : A true sugar found in the leaves of
certain plants previous to flowering. Some of
the tobacco family contain as much as 12 per
cent. It is less sweet than cane sugar, has a
powerful reducing action on Fehling's solu-
tion, but has no action on polarised light.
E. Maumene states that it may be obtained by
the action of equal weights of normal sugar
and silver nitrate in concentrated solution.
Its characters are not well known.

* in-ac'-tu-atef v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and
actuate (q.v.).J To actuate; to move or excite
to action.

"An infallible sign they are inactuated by the Spirit
of God.' —S. More : Enthusiasm, § 25.

* ln-ac-tu-a'-tion, s. [Inactuate.] Opera-
tion, action.

" That they should be inconsistent in the supremest
exercise and inactuation, is to me as probable —Qlan-
vill : Pre-existence of Souls, ch. xiii.

* In-ad-ap-ta'-tion. s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. adaptation (q.v.).] The quality or state
of not being adapted or fitted.

in-ad'-e-qua-9& $. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
adequacy (q.v.).] The quality or state of
bejng inadequate

; insufficiency, incomplete-
ness, defectiveness.

in-ad -equate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng
adequate (q.v.).] Not adequate ; not equal to
the purpose ; falling below due proportion or
what is required

; insufficient, disproportion-
ate, unequal.

'• The means which had been furnished to him were
altogether inadequate."--Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.

In-ad'-e-quate-ly, adv. [Eng. inadequate;
-ly.] In an inadequate manner or degree ; not
sufficiently, not fully; defectively, imperfectly.

" Though lin some particulars that sense bo inade-
quately conveyed to us."—Eurd : Letter-to Dr. Leland.

In-ad -e-quate-ness, s. [Eng. inadequate ;

-ness.] The quality or state of being inade-
quate ; inadequacy.

"That maybe collected generally from the inade-
quateness of the visible means to most notable pro-
ductions."—Goodman; Winter Evening Conferences,
p. 11.

* in-ad-e-qua'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. adequation (q.v.).] Want or absence of
exact correspondence.

in-ad-her'-ent, <*. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
adherent (q.v.).]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Not adherent or adhering,

2. Bot. (oj petals, stamens, dtc): Not ad-
hering to any other organ, as the calyx ; free.

* In-ad-he' §ion, s, [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

adhesion (q. v.).] "Want of adhesion ; the state
of being inadherent.

in-ad-mls-si-bil'-l-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2);

and Eng. admissibility (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being inadmissible, or not fit or proper
to be received : as, the inadmissibility of an
argument.

in-ad-mls'-si-ble, a. [Fr.] Not admissible

;

that cannot or should not be admitted, al-

lowed, or received.

"The demand which was made upon himself was
altogether inadmissible."—Macaulay : Hist. Bnjf., ch.
xxiu.

in-ad-mis'-si-bly, adv. [Eng. inadmissi-
ble); -ly,] In an inadmissible manner.

In-ad-vert'-en9e, s. [Fr.]

1. The quality or state of being inadvertent
(q.v.); want of care, needfulness, or circum-
spection ; negligence, inattention, heedless-
ness.

" Charge him with the least passion or inadver-
tence."—Evelyn; Memoirs, vol, i.

2. An act or effect of negligence or heed-
lessness ; an oversight ; a mistake or fault
arising from inadvertence.

* in-ad-vert~en-9y, s. [Eng. inadvertent

;

-oy-]

1. Inadvertence ; heedlessness.
" Inadvertency, or want of attendance to the sense

and intention of our prayers."

—

Bp. Taylor; Works,
vol, i., ser. 5.

2. An oversight, an act of inadvertence.
" Small faults and inadvertencies should be candidly

excused."—Disc, on Christian Religion. (Pref.)

In-&d-vert'-ent, * in-ad-vert'-ant, a.

[Lat. pref. in- = not, and advertens = paying
attention, pr. par. of adverto = to pay atten-
tion.] [Advert.] Not paying attention or
heed to things ; heedless, careless, negligent.
" Oft, inadvertent, from the milky stream
They meet their fate." Thomson ; Summer, 264.

in-ad-vert'-ent-l$r, adv. [Eng. inadvert-

ent; -ly.] In" an inadvertent manner ; from
inadvertence or want of heed or care ; heed-
lessly, carelessly.

"He had taken it inadvertently to save himself
from a shower of rain."

—

Tatter, No. 256.

* in-ad-vert'-Ise-ment, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. advertisement (q.v.).] Want of care or
heed ; inadvertence.

* in-af-fa-bil'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. affability (q.v.).] Want or lack of affa-

bility ; reserve.

* in-af-fa-ble, a. rpref- in- (2), and Eng.
affable (q.v.).] Not affable ; reserved.

* in-af-fec-ta'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. affectation (q.v.).] Freedom from or
absence of affectation.

* in-af-fect'-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng-.
affected (q.v.).] Not affected : free from affec-

tation.

* in-af-fect'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. inaffeckdi
-ly.] Unaffectedly ; without affectation.

*In-aid'-a-ble, * in-aid'-i-ble, * In-
ayd-i-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. aid-
able (q.v.).] That cannot be aided or assisted

;

aidless, helpless.
" Labouring Art can never ransome Nature
From her inaydible estate."

Shakesp. : AU's Well that Ends WeU, il. 1.

bffil, la6$; p.»t, j<ftrt ; cat, 9011. chorus, 9W11, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-dan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = jshun. -cious, -Hous. -slous = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. d«L
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in-a'-ja, s. [Brazilian Port., from the native
Indian name (?).]

Bot. : The Brazilian name of Maximiliana
regia, a splendid palm a hundred or more feet

high, with leaves sometimes thirty to forty

feet long, growing in the valley of the Amazon.
Parts of it can be put to various uses.

in-a-li-en-a-bil'-I-tjr, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. alienability (q.v.).] The quality or state

of being inalienable.

In-a'-li-en-a-ble, a. [Ft.] That cannot or
may not be alienated or transferred to another.

"The inalienable affection of a numerous clan."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ix.

in-a'-li-en-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inaliena-
ble; -ne'ss.] "The quality or state of being in-

alienable ; inalienability.

In-a'-li-en-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inalienable) ;

-ly.] In an inalienable manner ; in a manner
not admitting of alienation.

* in-al-i-ment'-al, a, [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. alimental (q.v.).] Not affording aliment
or nourishment.

* ln-al-ter-a-bil -i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. alterabllity (q.v.).] Tlie quality or state
of being inalterable or unchangeable.

* in-al'-ter-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. alterable (q.v.).] Not alterable ; that
cannot be altered or changed ; unalterable ;

incapable of alteration.

* in-a'-mi-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
amiable (q.v.).] Not amiable ; unamiable.

-* ln-a'-mi-a-ble-lieSS, s. [Eng. inamiable;
-ness.] The'quality or state of being unamiable.

* in-am'-elf v.t [Enamel.]

* m-am'-il-ler, s. [Enameller.]

"* ln-a-mis'-Si-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng*. amissible (q.v.).] That cannot be lost.

" Fixt in au inamissible happiuesse from the begin-
ning."

—

Glanvill : Pre-existence of Souls, ch. viii.

* ln-a-mis'-si-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inamis-
sible; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inamissible.

* in-a-mo-ra'-ta, s. [Ital. innamorata.] A
female in love ; a" mistress.

" The fair inamorata,, who from far
Had spyed the ship."

Sherburne ; Forsaken Lydia.
m in-a-mo-ra'-td, s. [Ital. innamorato, from

Lat. amor — love.] A male lover.

" These gentlemen are of that sort of inamoratoes
who are not so very much lost to.common sense."—
Steele : Spectator, No. 30.

in ane', a. & s. [Lat. inanis = empty.]

A. As adj. : Empty, void, purposeless

;

void of sense or intelligence ; foolish, silly,

senseless.

* B. As subst : That which'is void or empty

;

infinite void space.
" We sometimes speak of place in the great inane,

beyond the confines of the world."

—

Locke; Human
Understanding, bk. ii., ch. xv., §".

~* in-an'-gu-lar, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
angular (q"v.)""J Not angular.

* ln-an-il'-o-quent, *in-an-il-6-quous,
a. "[Lat. inanis = empty, and loqueus, pr.

par. of loquor = to speak.] Given to empty,
silly, or senseless talk

;
garrulous.

* in-an' i-mate, v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and
Eng.animate (q.v.).] To animate; to quicken ;

to infuse life, vigour, or spirit into.

" She which did inanimate and fill

The world."
Donne: Anat.ofthe World; First Anniversary.

in-an'-l-mate( a. [Lat. inanimatus, from in-

= not, and animatus = filled with life or spirit

;

anima = spirit, life.]

1. Not animate ; void of life or spirit : as,

stones, rocks, &c. are inanimate.
" What we commonly call the inanimate parts of

the creation."— Warburton : Div. Leg., bk. iii., § 2.

2. Lifeless, spiritless, dull, inactive, slug-

gish.

* in an-i-mat cd, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
animated (q.v.).] Deprived or destitute of

life.; lifeless.

" A senselesB corpse, inanimated clay."

Pope: Homer ; Iliad xxii. 561.

* in an l-mate-ness, s. [Eng. inanimate;
-ness.] The'quality or state of being inani-
mate.

"By reason of the deadness rand inanimateness of
the subject moved."—Mountague: Devoute Essayes,
pt. i., tr. Ii., § 3.

* xn-an-l-ma'-tlon, s. [Pref. in- (intens.),

and Eng. animation (q.v.).] Animation; in-

fusion or inspiring of life or vigour.

"From the inanimation of Christ living and breath-
ing within us."

—

Dp. Hall; Christ Mystical.

*in-an-i'-ti-ate (ti as shi), v.t. [Lat.
inanis = empty ; Eng. surf, -ate.] To affect

with inanition ; to exhaust for want of food
or nourishment.

* in-an-i-ti-a'-tion (ti as shi), s. [Inani-
mate.] The state of being inanitiated or
exhausted for want of food or nourishment.

in-a-ni'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. inanis =
empty ; Sp. inanicion ; Ital. inanizione.]

1. The quality or state of being empty;
emptiness, voidness.

" Repletion and inanition may both doe Jharme in
two contrary extreamea,"

—

Burton: Anat. of Melan-
choly, p. 235.

2. Exhaustion from want of food or nour-
ishment, arising either from partial or com-
plete starvation, or disorder of the digestive

organs.

in-an'-i-ty, s. [Fr. inanite, from Lat. inani-

tatem, accus. of inanitas = emptiness ; inanis
= empty.]

1. The quality or state of being empty

;

emptiness ; void space ; vacuity.
" This opinion excludes all such inanity, and admits

no vacuities."

—

Digby : On Bodies.

2. Silliness, foolishness, mental vacuity,

senselessness.

3. Hollowness, emptiness, worthlessness.

in-an'-ther-ate, a. [Pref. in- (2) ; Eng., &c.
anther, and suff. -ate.]

Bot. ; Destitute of an anther. Used of a
sterile or abortive stamen.

* In-ap'-a-thy, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
apathy (q.v.).] Feeling, sensibility, sensitive-

In-a-per'-tOUS, a. [Lat. inapertus : in- =
not, and apertns, pa. par. of aperio — to open.]

Dot. : Not opened ; not opening, though it

might have been expected to do so.

in-ap-peaT-a-ble, in-ap-pel'-la-ble, a.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. appealable (q.v.).]

That may not or cannot be appealed from or
against ; not open to appeal.

"The absolute, undivided, and inappellable power
of the dictator."—Lewis : Cred. Early Roman Hist.

(1855), it 28

* in ap peas'-a ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. appeasable (q.v.).] That may not or
cannot be appeased ; unappeasable.

* in-ap-pel-la-bil'-l-ty, s. [Eng. inappclla-
ble ; -ity.] Incapability of being appealed
against or from.

* in-ap-pel'-la-ble, a. [Inappealable.]

In-ap'-pe-tence, * in-ap'-pe-ten-cy, s.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. appetence, appetency
(q-v.).]

1. Want or absence of appetence or desire

for nourishment ; want of appetite.

2. Lack or absence of desire or inclination.
" For youth project th' inappetence of age."

Brookes: Constantia.

in-ap-plic-a-biT-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. applicability (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being inapplicable or not adapted to
any particular purpose.

" The inapplicability of your own old principles to
the circumstances."

—

Burke: Letter to Sir If. Lang-
rishe.

ln-ap-plic'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. applicable (q.v.).] Not applicable or
adapted to any particular purpose ; not suited
for the purpose ; inappropriate, unsuitable,
irrelevant.

"Such historical references would be useless and in-
applicable."—Lewis: Cred. Early Roman Hist. (1855),

i. 76.

*in-ap-pllc'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inappli-
cable; -ness.] The quality or state of being"
inapplicable ; inapplicability.

in-ap-plic'-a-bly^arfy. [Eng. inapplicable);

-ly.] In an inapplicable manner.

* in-ap-pli-ca-tion, s. [Fr.] Want of appli-

cation, energy, or assiduity ; indolence, negli-

gence ; neglect of study or industry.

* in ap po site, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

apposite (q.v.).] Not apposite ; not pertinent,

or suitable ;
irrelevant : as, an inapposite.

comparison or argument.

* in-ap'-po-site-ly, adv. [Eng. inapposite

;

-ly.] In an inapposite manner; not appo-

sitely, not pertinently. j

in-ap-pre'-ci-a-ble (ci as shi), a. [Pret
in- (2% and Eng. appreciable (q.v.).] Not ap-
preciable ; incapable of being duly valued or
estimated.

* in- ap-pre-ci-a'-tion (ci as shi), s. [Pref.

in- (2), and Eng. appreciation (q.v.).] Want
of appreciation.

* in-ap-pre-hen'-si-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. appreliensible (q.v.).] Not appre-
hensible ; that cannot be apprehended or
understood ; unintelligible.

"With those celestial songs to others inapprehen-
sible."—Milton : Apol. for Smectymnuus.

* in ap-pre-hen sion, s. [Pref. iu- (2),

and Eng. apprehension (q.v.).] Want or lack
of apprehension.

~ " It is not envy but inapprehension which sets
them on work."

—

Hard : Sermons, vol. vi., ser. 21.

* in-ap-pre-hen'-sive, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. apprehensive (q.v.).] Not apprehen-
sive ; regardless.

"They . . . remain stupid and inapprehensible."—
Bp. Taylor: Sermons, vol. 1., ser. 5.

in-ap-proach -a ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. approachable (q.v.).] That may not or
cannot be approached; inaccessible; not to
be drawn near to ; unrivalled, unequalled.

* in-ap-prdach'-a-blyf adv. [Eng. inap-

proachable) ; -ly. ] So as not to be approached

;

inaccessibly.

in-ap-pro'-pri-ate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. appropriate (q.v.).] Not appropriate,
not proper, unsuited, unfit, unsuitable : as,

inappropriate remedies, inappropriate lan-

guage.

in-ap-prd'-pri-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. inappro-
priate; -ly.] In an inappropriate, or unsuit-
able manner ; not appropriately.

in-ap-pr6'-pri-ate-ness, s. [Eng. inappro-
priate; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inappropriate, unsuitable, or unfit ; impro-
priety.

* In-apt', a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. apt (q.v.).]

Not apt, fit, or suited ; unsuitable, unfitted.

*In-apt'-I-tude, s. [Fr.] [Ineptitude.]
Unfitness, uusuitableness ; want of aptitude.

" Hereby one may give a strong conjecture of the apt-
ness or inaptitude ol one's capacity to that study and
profession.'

—

Howell: Letters, bk. i., § l, let. 9.

in-apt'-ly, adv. [Eng. inapt; -ly.] Unfitly,

unsuitably, inappropriately.

* in-apt'-ness, s. [Eng. inapt; -ness.] Unfit-

ness, inaptitude.

* in-a'-q.uate, a. [Lat. inaquatus, pa. par.

of inaquo = to turn into water: in- = in,

into, and aqua — water.] Made into or em-
bodied in water.

" No more than the Holy Ghost is inaquate, that is

to say, made water."

—

Cranmer ; Answer to Bishop
Gardner, p. 3GS-

* in-a-qua'-tion, s. [Inaquate.] The state

of being inaquate.

"The solution to the seconds reason is almost
soundely handled, alludynge from impauacion to in-
aquation, although it was neuer sayde in Scripture,
this water is the Holy Ghoost."—Bishop Gardner:
Explication. Transubstantiation, to. 127.

* ln-ar'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
arable (q.v.).] Not arable; not capable of
being ploughed or tilled.

xh-arch', v.t [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. arch
(q.v.).] (See extract.)

"Inarching is a method of grafting, which is com-
monly called graftiuR by approach. This method of
grafting is used when the stock and the tree may be
joined : the branch to be inarched is fitted to thestock

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, thSre; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, were, wolf, work, who son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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INARCHING.

at the proposed point of Junction. The rind and wood
oil one sideare pared away about three inches in length,
- a is the atock or branch, in the place where the graft
la to be united ; a little tongue is cut upwards in the
graft, and a notch
made in the stock to
admit it, to prevent
their slipping, and
for better union.
The Joint is clayed
or waxed as usual.
After four months
the graft may be
cut from the mother
tree, sloping it off
close >ts the stock.
The operation is al-

ways performed in
April or May, and is

commonly practised
upon oranges, myr-
tles, jasmines, wal-
11 (its, firs, and pines,
which will not suc-
ceed by common
grafting or bud-
ding."—Miller; Gar-
dener's Diet.

3n-ar9h'-ing, s. [Inarch.] The process or

operation of grafting by approach.

^in-arm', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. arm
(q.v.).] To embrace, as in the arms.

"Warwickshire you might call Middle-Ingle for
equality of distance from the inarming ocean."

—

Selden : Illustr. to Drayton's Poly-Olbion, s. 13.

3h-ar-tic-u-la'-ta, s. pi. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng., &c. articulata (q.v.).~\

1. Zool. : The name introduced by Deshayes,
in 1836, for the Brachiopoda having non-articu-
lated valves. The articulated group possess
an anal aperture, the inarticulated have none.
Called also Tretenterata (q.v.). Families
Craniadse, Discinidse, and Lingulidse (q.v.).

2. Palmont. : All have fossil representatives.

(See the families.)

in ar tic' u late, a. [Lat. inarticnlatus =
indistinct :' in- — not, and articulatus = arti-

culate (q.v.); Fr. inarticule; Ital. inartico-

iato ; Sp. inarticnlado.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

I. Not articulate ; not uttered with distinct
articulations of sounds ; not distinct.

"Inarticulate sounds may be divided into musical
sound and noise."—Ileattie : Moral8cience,j>t.i.,ch.l., 54.

* 2. Not capable of articulating.

"The poor earl who is inarticulate with palsy. **

—

Walpole, in Annandale.

II. Biol. : Not articulated, not; pointed

;

spec, of or belonging to the Inarticulata(q.v.).

[Eng. inarticulate);

Biol. ; The same as Inarticulate (q.v.).

3n-ar-tic'-U-late-ly, adv. [Eng. inarticu-
late; -ly.] In "an articulate manner; not ar-
ticulately ; not distinctly.

" Holy laws whispered inarticulately in our hearts."—Hammond : Works, iv. 497.

In-ar-tic-u-lato ness, s. [Eng. inarticu-

late ; -ness.] The quality or state of being in-
articulate ; want or absence of distinct articu-
lation ; indistinctness of utterance.

In ar- tic u la' tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. articulation (q. v.).] The quality or state
of being inarticulate ; indistinctness of sounds
in speaking ; inarticulateness.

* in-ar-ttf-fflC'-ial (9 as sh), a. [Lat. inar-

tificialis = not according to the rules of art.]

1. Not artificial ; not formed, made, or done
according to the rules of art ; formed without
Art.

" An inartificial argument, depending upon a naVed
asseveration. '—Broume: Vulgar Errours, bk. l.,ch. vii.

2. Simple, artless, open.
" To take advantage of any inartificial expression of

the people's wishes. —Burke : On the Economical lie-

form.

* in-ar-ti-fic'-ial-ly (9 as sh), adv. [Eng.

inartificial; -ly.] Without art; in an artless

manner ; not according to the rules of art.

"I should speak a truth, though somewhat inartifi.
dally."—Bishop Taylor: Great Exemplar, pt. i., dis. 4.

* In-ar ti-fic'-ial-ness (9 as sh), s, [Eng.

inartificial; -ness.] The quality or state of
being inartificial.

in-ag much, adv. [In, prep., 1.]

in-at-ten'-tion, s. [Fr.] A want or lack of

attention; disregard, heedlessness, negligence.
" The universal indolence and inattention among ua

to thmga that concern the public."—Tutler, No. 187.

In-ar-tic'-u-lat-ed,
-ecL]

a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
Not audible; incapable of

In-at-ten tlve, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
attentive (q.v.).] Not attentive ; not fixing
the mind duly upon an object ; heedless, care-
less, negligent, regardless'

" With an inattentive eye."
Wordsworth ; White Doe of Jlylstone, iv.

5£n-at-ten'-ti£ve-ly, adv. [Eng. inattentive ;

-ly.] In an inattentive manner; without at-
tention, heed, or care ; heedlessly.

"Consciousness of behaviour inattentively deficient
in respect."—Johnson: Lifevf Pope.

in at ten'-tive ness, s. [Eng. inattentive;
-ness.] The quality or state of being inatten-
tive ; inattention.

" The perpetual repetition of the same form of wordB
produces weariness and bmttentiveness in the congre-
gation."—Paley ; Moral Philosophy, bk, v., ch. v.

in-au-di-bil'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eug.
audibility (q.v.).J The quality or state of
being inaudible.

fn-au'-di-ble,
audible (q.v.).]

being heard.
*' Of streams inaudible by day."

Wordsworth: White Doe of Rylsione, iv.

In-au'-dl-bly, adv. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
audibly (q.v.).] In an inaudible manner; so
as not to be heard.

* in-au'-gur, v.t. [Lat. inauguro = to in-
augurate (q.v.).] To inaugurate.

" Inaugured and created king."

—

Latimer.

in-au'-gu-ral, a. & s. [Fr. & Ger., from Low
Lat. inauguralis.] [Inaugurate.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or performed at
an inauguration : as, an inaugural address.

* B. As subst. : An inaugural address.

* In-all'-gu-rate, a. [Lat. inuxuguratus, pa.

par. of inauguro = to practise augury ; to
consult the birds in augury (q.v.).] Invested
with office.

"In this manner being inaugurate and invested' in
the kingdome."—P. Holland: Livius, p. 14.

5£n-au'-gu-rate, v.t. [Inaugurate, a. Fr.
inaugurer ; Sp. inaugurar; Ital. inaugurare.]

1. To install or induct into an office so-

lemnly, or with appropriate ceremonies ; to
invest formally with office.

"The seat on which her kings inaugurated were."
Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 17.

2. To set in action, motion, or progress,
especially something of weight, dignity, or
importance ; to commence or introduce with
some degree of formality, solemnity, pomp,
or dignity ; to initiate : as, To inaugurate a
reign.

3. To celebrate the completion of with
pomp or solemnity ; to perform public initia-

tory solemnities or ceremonies in connection
with : as, To inaugurate a statue.

In au-gu ra- tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. inau-
gurate, from inauguratus, pa. par. of inau-
guro.]

1. The act of inaugurating or inducting into
office with ceremony and solemnities ; a formal
investing with office.

"The ceremony of the inauguration was distin-
guished from ordinary pageants."—Macaulay : But.
Eng., ch. xiii.

2. A formal or solemn commencement or
initiation of any thing or business of weight,
importance, or dignity : as, the inauguration
of a statue, an exhibition, &c.

in-au'-gu-ra-tort s. [Eng. inaugurate)

;

-or.] One who inaugurates.

*in-au'-gu-ra-t6r-y\, a. [Eng. inaugu-
rate); -oi-y.] Of or pertaining to inaugura-
tion; inaugural.

"Addressed only as Mr. Rector in an inauguratory
speech. —Johnson : Journey to the Western Islands.

* in au'-rate, a. [Lat. inauratus, pa. par. of
inauro; aurum = sold.] Covered with gold :

gilt

* In-au' rate, v.t. [Inauratk, a.] To cover
with gold ; to gild.

* In-au-ra tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. inau-
ratus, pa. par. of inauro.] The act or process
of covering with gold

;
gilding.

"Some sort of their inauration. or gilding, musthave been much dearer than ours."—Arbuthnot : On
Coins.

* In-aus'-pl-cate, a. [Lat., from in = not,
and auspicaius = auspicious (q.v.).] IU-
omened, unlucky, inauspicious ; ominous of ill.

" Though it bore an inauspicate face it proved of a
iriendly event"-Buck : Mist. Richard III., p. 43.

in-aus-pi'-cious, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
auspicious (q.v.).J Not auspicious ; not lucky
or fortunate ; unlucky, unfortunate, ill-omened,

unfavourable.
" What then must he attempt, whom niggard fate ,

Has fixed in such an inauspicious spot r
Mason : English Harden, bk. i.

in-aus-pl'-clous-ly, adv. [Eng. inauspU
cious ; -ly.] In an inauspicious manner ; un-
fortunately, unluckily ; with ill omen.

"The regicide enemies had broken up what had
beeu bo inauspiciously begun."—Burke ; On a Regicide
Peace, let. 3.

in-aus pi -cious-ness, s. [Eng. inauspi-

cious; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inauspicious, unlucky, or unfavourable ; uu-
favourableness.

* in-au-thoV-i-ta-tive, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. authoritative (q.v.).} Not authori-
tative ; without authority.

* in barge', v.t. & i. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
barge (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To cause to embark in or as in

a barge.
" His friends she caused Mm to inbarge."

Drayton : Miseries of Queen Margaret.

B. Intrans. : To go into a bark or barge ; to
embark.

* ln-beam'-ing, s. [Pref. in* (1) ; Eng.
6ea»i, and suit', -ing.] The ingress or entrance,
as of a beam or ray of light.

"And for all these boastings of new lights, inbeam-
ings, and inspirations."

—

South: Sermons, vol, iv., ser. 7.

*m be Ing, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. being
(q.v.).] Inherence; inherent existence; in-

herent, inseparable being.
" When we say the bowl is round, the boy i* witty,

these are proper or inherent modes ; for they have a
sort of inbeiny in the substance itself— Watts : Logic,
pt. i., ch. it

* in-bind , v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. bind
(q-v.).] To bind or close in ; to hem in.

" The green banks which that fair stream inbound."
Fairfax.

* in-blown, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. blown
(q.v.).] Blown in. {Cudworth : Intell. System,
bk. i., ch. hi., § 29.)

ln'-board, a. & adv. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
board (q.v ).]

A. As adj. : Within the boards or sides of
a ship or other vessel : as, inboard works.

B. As adv. : Within the hold of a vessel

;

on board of a vessel.

in-bond, u. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. bond
(q.v.).]

Arch. : A term applied to a stone or brick
laid lengthwise across a wall ; as distinguished
from outbond, in which it is laid with its

length parallel to the face of the wall. An
inbound and outbound wall is one in which
the stones or bricks are laid alternately across
and in the direction of the face of the wall.

in' born, a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. born
(q.v.).] Innate; implanted by nature; na-

tural, inherent.
" His inborn inextinguishable thirst
Of rural scenes." Cowper: Task, iv. 767.

in'-bound f
a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. bound.]

(See the compound.)

Inbound-common, s.

Law: An unenclosed common, marked out,

however, by boundaries. (JVharton.)

* in'-break, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. oreak
(q.v.).] A breaking or bursting in.

"Massacred at the first inbreak."—Carlyle : French
Revolution, pt. i., bk. vii., ch. x.

* in-break- ing, s. [Pref. in- (l); Eng.
break; -ing.] The act of breaking in ; an in-

road, an incursion.

* in'-breathe, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
breathe (q*v.).] To breathe in; to infuse by
breathing ; to inspire.

" That inward, holy thing, inbreathed then,
Which would rekindle heaven In him again."

Byrom ; Fragment.

* in'-breathed, a. [Pref. in- (l), and Eng.
breathed.] ' Inspired ; infused by breathing.
" Dead things, with inbreathed sense, able to pierce."

Milton : At a Solemn Music.

in'-bred, a, [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. bred
(q.v.),] Innate, inborn, natural.

"Those inbred sentiments which are the faithful
guardians, the active monitors of our duty."

—

Burke:
On the French Revolution.

fe6il, bo"y; pout, jo*wl; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £.

-aflAO, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; flon. ^on = znun- -tipus, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die. &c. = bel, del.
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" in-bredd', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. dreed

(Q.-v-)-] To breed, generate, or produce within.

"To inbreed and cherish in a gTeat people the seeds
of virtue."—Milton ; Reason of Church Government.

* In'-burn-ing, a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
turning.] Burning within.

" Her inhuming wrath she gan abate."
Spenser : F. Q., IV. viii. 17.

* ill-burst', s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. burst

(q.v.).] A bursting in or into ; an irruption.

" Like the infinite inburst of water,'—Carlyle

:

French Revolution, pt. i., bk. vii., ch. ix.

In'-ca, s. [Peruvian Indian.]

1. Hist. (PL): The title given to the sove-

reign of Peru prior to, and at the time of, the

Spanish conquest under Pizarro, a.d. 1531,

1532. According to Peruvian tradition, there

appeared on the table-land of the Desaguadero
two majestic personages, Manco Capac (male)

and Mama Ocollo (female), children of the

Sun, sent to alleviate the miseries of man-
kind. Manco induced the savage tribes to

submit to his authority, and introduced the
elements of civilization. He was the first

Inca, and founded the Inca dynasty. Under
its guidance the nation, though its imple-

ments were only of copper or stone, iron

not being in use, attained a considerable

amount of civilization, which the magnificent

ruins of the cities amply attest.

2. Entom. : An American genus of lamel-

licorn beetles, corresponding to Goliathus in

the Old World.

* in-cage', v.t. [Encage.]

*\fo-4$jise'-ment, s. [Eng. incage; -ment.]
' The act of incaging or confining, as in a cage ;

confinement in a cage or other narrow limits.

"Since your ineagement, and, as you imagine, in-

chantment in that coop."

—

Shelton : Don Quixote, vol.

ii., ch. xxi.

* ill-cal-CU-la-bir-i-ty, s. [Eng. incalcu-

lable ; 4ty'] The quality or state of being in-

calculable.

ln-cal'-CU-la-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
'

calculable'(q.v. ).] Not calculable ; not possible

to be calculated or counted ; beyond calcula-

tion ; incomputable ; exceedingly great.

" Theymay even in one year of such false policy, do
mischiefs incalculable."—Burke: On Scarcity.

in-caT-CU-la-ble-ness, s. [Eng. incalcula-

ble; -nesl] "The quality or state of being in-

calculable.

in-cal'-CU-la-bly, adv. [Eng. incalculable);

-ly.] In *an "incalculable degree ; beyond cal-

culation ; immeasurably ; infinitely.

in-ca-les'-eence, in-ca-les-cen-cy, a.

[Eng. incalescent ; -ce, -cy.] The state of being
incalescent ; a growing warm ; warmth ; inci-

pient heat.
" A sober incalescence and regulated actuation from

wine."—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. v., ch. xxi.

in-ca-les'-cent, a. [Lat. incalescens, pr, par.

of incalesco "= to grow warm ; in- = in, to-

wards, and calesco.] [Calescence.] Becoming
or growing warm ; increasing in heat.

" My way of obtaining incalescent mercury is quite

different from any of those."—Boyle : Works, i. 634.

* in-cam-er-a'-tion, s. [Lat. in- = in, and
camera = a chamber, an arched roof.]

1. The act of placing in a chamber or office.

2. The act or process of uniting lands,

revenues, or other rights to the pope's domain.

* in-camp , v.t. & i. [Encamp.]

* in-camp'-ment, s. [Encampment.]

ln-can-des'-cence, s. [Incandescent.] The

quality or state of being incandescent ; a white

;
heat ;

glowing whiteness of a body, caused by
intense heat.

in-can-des'-cent, a [Lat. incandescens, pr.

par. of incandesce- = to glow.] [Candescent.]

"White with heat
;
glowing.

incandescent-lamp, s. [Electric-
' LIGHT, 2.] "__,

in-can-es'-cent, a. [Lat. incanescens, pr.

par. of incanesco = to become white.]

Boh : Becoming white, growing hoary ; the

same as Incanous (q.v.).

in-ca'-nous, u. [Lat. incanus = quite gray
hoary.]

Boh : Hoary (q.v.). '

in can ta -tion, * ih-can-ta-ci-on, s.

[Lat. incantatio, from incankdus, pa. par. of
incanto = to sing charms; Fr. incantation

;

Ital. incantazione ; Sp. incantacion.]

Compar. Seligions

:

1, Ethnic : An incantation is a formula,
either said or sung, supposed to add force to
magical ceremonies. Incantations in classic

times were employed : (1) To control the
powers of Nature (Hor., Ep. v. 45, 46 ; xvii. 4,

5 ; Virg., Eel. viii. Q9 ; Mn. iv. 489) ; (2) to com-
pel the attendance and assistance of super-
natural beings (Senec, Medea iv. ; Virg., JEn.
iv. 490); (3), as love-spells (Theoc, Id. ii. ;

Virg., Eel. viii.), in which sense they linger to

the present day ; and (4) as a means of inflict-

ing injury (Hor. , Ep. xvii. 27-29). Occasionally
they were used in sympathetic medicine (q.v.).

An interesting theory that incantations are

survivals of ill-remembered and mutilated
formulas of the worship of Isis will he found
in Pluche (Histoire du del (ed. 1740), ii. 24).

[Magic]
"The Kur-an(ch. cxiii.) . . . treats charms and in-

cantations as capable of producing evil consequences."
—Smith: Diet, of the Bible, ii. 194.

2. Jewish : In the Authorised Version these
are called enchantments. Those who practised

them are coupled with dreamers. They were
not to be hearkened to (Jer. xxvii. 9). Nor was
any one of the Israelites to practise enchant-
ments (Lev. xix. 26). Yet the Ten Tribes did
so (2 Kings xvii. 17).

* ln-can'-ta-tor-y", a. [Lat. incantatus, pa.

par. of incanto; Ital. incantatorio.] Dealing
by enchantment ; magical.

"Fortune-tellers, jugglers, geomancers, and the like
incantatory impostors, daily delude them."

—

Browne:
Vulgar Errours, bk. i., ch. iii.

* in-cant ing, a. [Lat. incanto = to sing

charms.] Enchanting, ravishing, delightful.

* In can -ton, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
canton (q.v.).] To form or incorporate into a

canton ; to unite to a canton.

"The Roman catholics, fearing the protestant in-

terest, proposed the iucantoning of Constance."

—

Addi-
son: On Italy.

in-cap-a-bil -I-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
capability (q.v.).] The quality or state of
being incapable ; want of power or capacity,

physical, mental, or otherwise ; incapacity
;

inability ; legal disqualification.
" Such remediless incapability of a marriage estate."

—Bp. Ball: Resolutions, dec. iv., case 10.

ln-cap'-a-ble, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. inca-

pabilis = that cannot hold or contain : in- =
not, and capabilis.] [Capable.]

At As adjective

:

1. Not capable of holding or containing;
unable to hold or contain ; not having room
sufficient to hold or contain.

" Incapable of more, replete with you."
Shakesp. ; Sonnet 113.

2. Not admitting of ; not susceptible ; not
capable of receiving : as, A house is incapable

of repair.

3. Not capable of communicating or partici-

pating in.
" Decrepit age . . ;

Incapable of pleasures.' Dryden: Art of Poetry.

4. Ifot capable of learning, knowing, or un-
derstanding ; wanting in mental capacity or
comprehension. (Shakesp,: Winter's Tale, iv. 4.)

5. Wanting in power or ability ; not equal
to; unable; specif., destitute of, or wanting
in virile power ; impotent.

6. Disqualified by law ; legally incapacita-

ted ; wanting legal qualifications or capacity.
" He should be incapable of ever holding any office."

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

7. Wanting in moral power or disposition
;

used with reference to actions, conduct, feel-

ings, &c. : as, He is incapable of dishonesty.

8. Unable to take care of one's self: as,

drunk and incapable.

B. .4s subst. : One physically or mentally
unable to act ; an inefficient or silly person.

In-cap'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. incapab(le) ; -ly.]

In an incapable manner.

* in-ca-pa'-cious, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
cap«cio«s(q.v.).]

1. Not capacious ; not having room or space

;

not spacious ; narrow, confined.

2. Incapable of comprehension or apprehen-
sion ; mentally weak or foolish.

"Ears and capacities incapacious of them."

—

Moun-
tague : Appeala to Cwsar, ch. ix.

* in-ca-pa'-cious-ness, s. [Eng. incapa-

cious'; -ness.} The quality or state of being

incapacious ; incapacity.

in-capac-i-tate, v.t. [Pref. in- (2), an<2

Eng. capacitate (q.v.).]

1. To deprive of natural power, capacity, or

ability ; to render incapable ; to disable : as,
1

Old age incapacitates a man for work.

2. To render legally incapable or incom-
petent ; to deprive of legal capacity or qualifi-

cation.
" This act incapacitated his next heir to succeed tn

that estate if he continued a papist."

—

Burnet-' Bist.

Own Tin^e (an. ICSfS).

in-ca-pac-i-ta'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. capacitation (q.v.).] The act of incapaci-

tating or disqualifying; the state of being in-

capacitated ;
physical, mental, or legal inca-

pacity.
" Another Act of Incapacitation.'"—Macaulay .- Hist.

Eng., ch. xvi.

in-ca-pac'-i-ty\ 5. [Fr. incapacite.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Want of capacity, power,
or ability ; inability ; incompetency.

" It proceeds from a certain ina
themselves."

—

Steele: Spectator, ]

2. Lav) : The want or deprivation of a quality
legally to do, give, transmit, or receive any-
thing.

"Statutes imposing civil incapacities would soon
toWov."— Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

in-car'-cer-ate, v.t. [Lat. in- = in, smdearcer-
atus, pa. par. of carcero — to put in prison

;

career = a prison.]

1. To imprison ; to confine or shut up in a
prison ; to put in prison.

* 2. To shut up, confine, or inclose.
*' Contagion may be propagated by bodies, that

easily incarcerate the infected air; as woollen clothes."—Baroey.

* in-car'-cer-ate, a. [Incarcerate, v.] Im-
prisoned, shut "up; confined.
" When they no longer be incarcerate
In this dark dungeon, this foul fleshy wall.*

More : Song of the Soul, bk. i., c. ii., a 2ft

in-car-cer-a'-tion, s. [Incarcerate.] The
act of incarcerating or imprisoning ; the state

of being imprisoned ; imprisonment ; confine-

ment.
"A state of incarceration for former delinqnendeB.*

—Glanvill: l're-existence of Souls, ch, iv.

* in-car'-ger-a-tdr, s. [Eng. incarcerate)

;

-or.] One who incarcerates or imprisons.

* in-car'-din-ate, a. [A corruption of i»-
carnate (q.v.).] Incarnate.

" We took him for a coward, but he's the very dtvil
incurdinate."—Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, v. i.

* in-carn', v.t. & i. [Fr. incarner, from Low
Lat. incarno, from Lat. in- = in, and caro
(genit. carnis) = flesh; Ital. incamare; Sp.
encarnar.]

A. Trans. : To cover, clothe, or invest with
flesh.

'

' The flesh wil 1 soon arise iu that cut of the hone, and
make exfoliation of what is necessary, and incctm fct-"

— Wiseman: Surgery.

B. Intrans. : To breed, gain, or to acquire
flesh ; to become covered or clothed with flusb.

"The slough came off, and the ulcer happily i»-
earned."— Wiseman : Surgery.

* in-car'-na-dine, «. [Fr. inca-niadin, from
Ital. incarnadino, i nearnatino, from iwxirno =
incarnate, of flesh colour, from Lat. incarnates.
= incarnate (q.v.).] Of a flesh or carnation
colour ; flesh-coloured ; reddish.

" [He] covers his ferocious eye with hands
Incarnadine." Byron: Cain, iii. 1.

* in-car'-na-dine, v.t. [Incarnadine, a.fr

To dye red* or of a flesh colour ; to tinge of a
red colour.

" This my hand will rather
The multitudinous seas incarnadine."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, ii. 2.

1[ In some editions spelt Incarnardine

* in-car'-nate,
Incarn.]

A. Trans. : To clothe, cover, or invest with
flesh ; to embody in flesh.

" To incarnate sin into the unpunishiDg and well-
pleased will of God."—Milton: Doctrine of Divorce,b\L
ii., ch. iii.

B. Intrans. : To breed flesh ; to acquire
flesh ; to granulate, as a wound. (Sierne.)

in-car'-nate, a. [Lat. incarnatus, pa par.
of incarno = to clothe with flesh : in = in.

[Incarnate, w„

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, th£re ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, potf

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, ouh, oiire, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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and rn.ro (genit. carnis) = flesh ; Pr. incamat

;

Ital. inmrnato.]

1. Invested or clothed with flesh ; embodied
in flesh.

"Like as Jesus Chrlste our Savyour incarnate by
the worde ol God."

—

Bp. Gardiner: Explic. of Tran-
substantiation, to. 106.

* 2. Of a red colour ; flesh-coloured.
" They are of a freBh aud bright purple, in another

of a glittering incarnate and r«sate colour."—.P. Hol-
land) Plinie.hVi. xiv., eh. i.

f Richardson (Clarissa Harlowe, v. 46) uses
the word as though the in- were privative, aud
the meaning of incarnate = not in the flesh.

fa-car-na'-tlon, * in car -na -ci oun,
* tn-cax-na-cy-on, s. [Fr. incarnation,
from Low Lat. incamationem

y
accus. of incar-

natio, from Lat. inearnatits ; Sp. encarnacion

;

Ital. incarnazione.] [Incarnate.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of assuming flesh ; the act of

clothing with or embodying in flesh ; the act

of assuming flesh or a human body ; the state

of being invested or clothed with flesh. [II. 2.]

2. A representation in a human or incarnate

form ; an embodiment in human form ; a vivid

exemplification or representation : as, He is

the incarnation of mischief.

* 3. The colour of flesh ; carnation ; flesh-

colour.
" How lovely he appeara ! his little cheeks,
In their pure incarnation, vying with
The rose-leaves." Byron: Cain, iii. 1.

II. Technically

:

1. Sing. : The process of healing wounds,
and Ailing or covering the part with new flesh.

"The pulsation under the cicatrix proceeded from
the too lax incarnation of the wound."

—

Wiseman :

Surgery.

2. Theol. : The act of taking flesh and blood,
the state of becoming incarnate, applied to

the second person of the Trinity when,
"being of one substance with the Father,"
lie "took Man's nature in the womb of the
blessed Virgin of her substance." (Second of
the Thirty-nine Articles.)

*ln-car'-na-tlve, a. & s. [Fr. incarnatif,

from incarndt = incarnate (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Causing new flesh to grow.
"All sortB of wax be emollitlve, heating, and incar-

tuttive."—P. BoUand; Plinie, bk. xxii., ch. xxlv.

B. As subst. : A medicine or application
which promotes the growth of new flesh, and
assists nature in the healing of wounds.

"I deterged the absceaa, and incarned by the com-
mon incarnative."—Witeman : Surgery, vol. i., bk. i.,

cb.ix.

in-car-ni-fI-ca -tion, s. [As if from a
verb incarnify.] The act of assuming or being
clothed with flesh ; incarnation.

m-case', v.t. Another spelling of Encase (q.v.).

* in-case'-ment, s. [Eng. incase; -ment.]

1. The act of incasing or inclosing in a case
;

the state of being incased.

2. That which incases or incloses ; a casing

;

a covering.

* in cask', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. cask
(q.v.).] To put into, or as into, a cask.

"Then might he incask his pate in hlB hat."—Shel-
ton: Don Quixote, vol. i., bk. i., ch. xiii.

* in-cas'-tel-lat-ed, a, [Pref. in- (l), and
Eng. castellated (q.v.).] Inclosed or confined
in a castle.

" in-cas'-telled (t silent), a. [Pref. in- (1),

Mid. "Eng. castel = castle, and suff. -ed.]

1. Inclosed or confined in a castle.

2. Hoof-bound. (Crabb.)

* In-cat-e-na'-tion, s. [Low Lat. incatena-
tio, from Lat. in- = in, and catena = a chain.]
The act of linking or yoking together: as, the

. mcatenation of fleas. (Goldsmith.)

in cau'-tel -oils, < [Incautious.]

in-cau tion, ». [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
caution (q.v.).] Want or lack of caution;
heedlessness ; negligence ; carelessness.

" Lest, through incaution falling, thon may'st be
-A joy to others, a reproach to me."

Pope : Bonier ; Iliad xxiii. 415.

in-cau tious, * ln-cau'-tel-ous, a. [Pref.
m- (2), and Eng. cautious, * cautelous (q.v.).]
Not cautious

; wanting in caution ; heedless
;

careless ; not circumspect ; unwary.
" The ostrich, silliest of the feathered kind, . . .

Commits her eggs, incautious, to the dust."
-'Towper: Tirocinium, 791.

Another spelling of Encave

in-cau'-tious-ly, * ni-cau'-tel-ous-ly,
adv. [Eng. incautious, incautelous; -ly.] In
an incautious manner ; without caution or
heed ; carelessly ; negligently ; heedlessly.

" It is, at least, incautiously exprest."
Byrom : A Friendly Expostulation.

in-cau -tious-ness, s. [Eng. incautious

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being incau-
tious ; want of caution ; heedlessness ; negli-

gence.

* in-ca-vate', v.t. [Lat. in- = in, and cava-
tus.] ' [Cavate.] To make hollowed or con-
cave ; to bend in.

* in ca-va' tion, s. [Eng. incav(ate) ; -ation.]

1. The act of making hollow or concave.

2. A hollow ; a depression ; an excavation.

* in cave ', v.t

(q.v.).

* in-cav'-ern, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
cavern (q.v.).] To enclose or shut up as in a
cavern.
" Then Lid creeps on along, and so incavern'd goes."

Drayton: Poly-Olbion, s, 1.

* in-ced'-Ing-ly, adv. [Formed as if from
pr. par. of an Eng. verb incede.] Majestically.

% Davies gives an example from Miss
Bronte (Villette, ch, xxiii.), in which there
seems to be an allusion to the "Ego quae
divum incedo regina" of Juno. (Virgil:
JEneid i. 46.)

* in-ce-leb'-ri-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

celebrity (q.v.).] Want or absence of celebrity
or fame.

* In-cend , v.t. [Lat. incendo = to set fire to,

to inflame.] To inflame, to heat, to excite.
" Naturall heate, by withdrawing^ of moysture, is to

moche incended. "—Elyot : Castel o/Melth, bk |iii ., ch. iii.

in-cen'-di-ar-ism, s. [Eng. incendiary);

-ism.] The act or practice of an incendiary.

in-cen'-di-ar-y, * in cen di-ar-ie, a. & s.

[Lat. incendiarius = setting on fire, from in-
cendium = fire ; incendo = to set on fire ; Fr.

incendiaire; Ital. & Sp. incendiario.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Pertaining to incendiarism, or the
malicious burning of a dwelling.

2. Fig. : Exciting, or tending to excite or
inflame factions, seditions, or quarrels ; in-

flammatory.
"Thus the writing of incendiary letters."—Paley

:

Moral Philosophy, vol. ii., ch. ix.

B. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : One who maliciously sets fire to
any dwelling-house or other building ; one
who sets fire to the property of another ; one
who is guilty of arson.

" If such was the design of the incendiaries it com-
pletely failed."

—

Macaulay\: Hist. Eng., ch. v.

2. Fig. ; One who or that which excites or
inflames factions, seditious, or quarrels ; a
political agitator.

" To be Bcrawled with the midnight chalk of incen-
diaries, with "No Popery,' on walla and doors of de-
voted houses."—Burke : Speech at Bristol.

incendiary-shell, s. [Carcass, a., II.]

* in-cen di-oiis, a. [Lat. incendiosus, from
incendium = fire.] Exciting or inflaming fac-
tions, seditions, or quarrels ; inflammatory,
incendiary,

* in-cen'-di-oiis-ry, adv. [Eng. incendious;
-ly.] So as to excite' factions, quarrels, or con-
tentions.

in-cen'-sant, a. [Low Lat. incensans, pr.

par. of incenso, a freq.
from Lat. incendo = to
burn.]

Her. : A term applied
to a boar when borne in
a furious angry position.

* in - cens - a' - tion, s.

[Eng. incens(e) ; -ation.]
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' incensant.

either as an act of divine
worship, or as a ceremonial adjunct thereto.

"The Missal of the Roman Church now enjoins
incensation. —Encyc. Brit. (ed. 9th), xii. 722.

in -cense, * en-cense, * In-cencc, s. [Fr.
encens, from Lat. incensum, neut. of incensus,
pa. par. of incendo = to burn ; Ital. & Port.
incenso; 0. Sp. encenso; Sp. ineienso.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Materials used for making perfumes ; a

mixture of fragrant gums, spices, &c. used

for producing perfumes when burnt.
" And high on every peak a statue seemed

To hang on tiptoe, tossing up
A cloud of incense." Tennyson : Pal. of Art, 39.

2. Perfume extracted from spices and gums
when burnt in religious rites, or as an offer-

ing to a deity.
"A thick cloud of incense went up."—Ezek. viii. 1L

3. Any offering to a superior being.
" Incense kindled at the muse's flame " Qray : Elegy.

IL Technically

:

1. Bot. ; The resin or gum of Olibanum.

2. Comparative Religions

:

(1) Ethnic: Sir G. Birdwood (in Encyc.

Brit., ed. 9th, xii. 718, sqq.), considers that

religious censing of persons and things grew
out of purificatory fumigation. Tylor (Prim..

Cult., 1873, ii. 383) is of opinion that incense

is the natural outcome of animism, which
might reasonably hold that offerings redm-ed
to smoke or vapour by the medium of lire

were fittingly consumed by or transmitted to

spiritual beings. (Cf. Genesis viii. 21 ; Horn.,

II. i. 317; Ovid, Met, xii. 154.) An inscrip-

tion in the valley of Hammamat states that

an Egyptian nobleman was sent by Pharoah
Sankhara (b.c. 2500) "to bring back odori-

ferous gums" from Punt, now identified with
the Somali country ; the marbles of Nineveh
furnish examples of offering incense to the
Sun-god (2 Kings xxiii. 5) ; and the Hindus
employed it from the remotest antiquity. The
progress in classic times from "fumigations
with herbs and chips of fragrant ffood" is

shown in the Bvov (cf. 0vo<>) of Homer, and
the At/SaftoTo? of later writers ; in the herbte

Sabince and laurus of Ovid (Fast. i. 343, 344),

and the mascula thura of Virgil (Eel. viii. 65).

(2) Jewish: FTVlDjJ (qetoreth) ITjilOJ? (qetoraJi).

This is sometimes confounded with rui 1

(lebhonah), frankincense, which is the name of
a plant. Incense was compounded of stacte,

onycha, galbanum, and pure frankincense, an
equal part of each by weight. Any one making
a similar composition was to be cut off from
the people of God. (Exod. xxx. 34-38.) In-

cense was to be burnt every morning and
evening on the "altar of incense." (Exod.
xxx. 7, 8.) On the great day of atonement
a handful of it, put on a censer of burn-
ing coals when the priest went within the

veil to the Most Holy Place, was to rise in a

cloud covering the mercy seat (Lev. xvi. \?.,

13). It was used also on extraordinary occa-

sions, at times of great public calamity, ao

plague (Num. xvi. 46-50). Only the priests

might burn incense (2 Chron. xxvi. 16-21

;

Luke i. 8, 9). Probably it symbolised the ac-

ceptable prayers of saints (Psalm cxli. 2;
Rev. viii. 4).

(3) Christian : In the Roman and Greek
Churches it is used in all the solemn offices.

It is mentioned in the first Ordo Romanus, pro-

bably of the seventh century. It is also used
in the Catholic and Apostolic Church. [Irving-

ites.] In the Anglican Church the use of in-

cense was gradually abandoned after the reign

of Edward VI. until the ritualistic revival of
the present day ; but it has never been forma! iy

prohibited. Neither the Reformed Churches,

of the Continent, nor English Protestant dis-

senters employ incense in their ritual.

incense -breathing, a. Exhaling in-

cense or sweet odours : as, the incense-breath-

ing morn. (Gray : Elegy.)

incense-tree, s.

Bot. : (1) Idea guianensis, (2) Mosthoxylon
Swartii.

incense-wood, s.

Bot. : Idea heptaphylla.

in'-cense (1), v. t. [Incense, s.] To perfume
with incense ; to offer incense to.

ln-cense' (2), v.t. [Lat. incensus, pa, par. of

incendo = to inflame, to burn.]

1. To burn, to kindle, to set on fire.

" Vertue is like pretious odours, moBt fragrant when
they are incensed or crushM"

—

Bacon: Essays; 0/
Simulation.

* 2. (In a more general sense than now) ; To
stir up any passion or emotion within the
human breast.

" By which speech he incensed the English to go on
with him "—FuU-er : Boly War, hk. iv., ch. viii

bSil, btf^; p6ut, jrfwl; cat cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
clan, -tian = shon. -tion, -sion=shun; -tion, -aion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d$L
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3. To inflame or excite to angry passions

;

to exasperate, to provoke, to irritate ; to make
exceedingly angry ; to fire,

" Much was the knight incenst with hia lewd word."
Spenser: F. Q., V. iii, 3C.

in-^en'sed, * incenst, pa. par. & a. [In-

cense (2), v.]

A. An pa. par, : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Imig. : Excited or inflamed to vio-

lent anger ;
exasperated, irritated, provoked.

2. Her. : A term applied to the eyes, &c,
of any wild creature when represented with
fire issuing from them.

* in-9en'se-ment, o. [Eng. incense (2), v. ;

-went.] Irritation, exasperation, rage, heat,

fury.

"Hia incemement at this moment is so implacable
that satisfaction can be none but pangs of death."—
Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, iii. 4.

* in-$ens'-ei\ * in-9ens'-or, s. [Eng. in-

cens'.e), (2), v. ; -er,- or,] One who incenses,

provokes, or urges on another.
' Seneca understanding by the report of those that

1 yet somewhat regarded virtue and honour, how these
lewd incensers did. accuse him."

—

North; Plutarch,
p. 1,005.

* ln-^en'-sion, s. [Lat. incensio, from in-

census, pa. par. of incendo ; Ital. incensione.]

The act of kindling or setting on fire ; the
state of being set on fire.

"Sena looaath its windiness by decocting, and sub-
tile or windy spirits are taken off by incension or
evaporation.' —Bacon : Natural History, § 23.

* in - $en'- Sive, a. [Eng. incens(e); -ive.]

Tending to excite or provoke ; inflammatory.
"Greatly incentive of humane passion."—Barrow

:

Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 10.

* in-$ens'-or, $. [Incenser.]

* in-^en'-sSr-y, »• [Low Lat. incensorium,

from Lat. incensuin = incense ; Fr. incensoir

;

Sp. incensario ; Ital. incensorio.] A vessel in

which incense is burnt or offered ; a censer
(q.v.).

" Other saints lie here decorated with splendid orna-
ments, lamps, and incensories of great C03t."

—

Evelyn ;

Memoirs, Feb. 17, 1615.

* in-9en'-su-ra-ble (s as sh), u. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. censurable (q.v.). J Not censur-
able ; not deserving of censure or blame.

* in^en'-su-ra-Dly (s as sh), adv. [Eng.

incensurabl(e) ; -y.] In a manner not deserv-
ing of censure or blame.

in-cen'-tive, a. & s. [Lat. incentivus = strik-

ing up a tune, hence provoking, inciting, from
* incentus, pa. par. of incino= to blow or sound
an instrument : in = into, and cano = to sing.]

* A. As adjective ;

1. Inciting, provoking, urging, encouraging.
" She receiveth that incentive spirit of fury."

—

P. Holland ; Plutarch, p. 932.

2. Adapted to kindle or set on fire ; taking
fire quickly. (In this sense probably con-
nected by Milton with the Lat. incendo = to
inflame.)

" Part incentive reed
Provide, pernicious with one touch of fire."

Milton: P. L., vi. 519.

B. As subst. : Anything which acts or ope-
rates upon the mind or passions ; anything
which incites, encourages, urges, or prompts
to any end ; that which acts as a motive,
incitement, or spur.

" Incentives to a sacred love."
Cowpcr : Secrets of Divine Love. (Trans.)

* in-^en'-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. incentive ; -ly.]

In an incentive manner ; like an incentive

;

encouragingly, incitingly.

* in-9ept'-ing, a. [Lat. inceptus, pa. par. of

incipio = to begin.] Incipient, beginning, in-

ceptive.

in-9ep'-tion, s. [Lat. inceptio, from inceptus,

pa. par. of incipio = to begin, lit., to seize

on : in — on, and capio =. to seize.]

* 1. The act of taking in or receiving ; the
state or process of being taken in or received ;

reception.

"The inception ... of water into the Iung3."—
E. A. Poe: Marie Roget.

2. A beginning, a commencement.

* xn-9ep'-tive, a. & s. [Lat. incept(us), pa.
par. of incipio = to begin ; Eng. adj. suff. -ive.]

, A. As adjective:

1. Ord, Lang. ; Beginning, commencing
;

noting the beginning; primary: as, an in-

ceptive proposition.
" The grand inceptive caution is to think."

Byron : A rt of English Poetry.

2. Math. ; A term applied by Dr. Wallis to

express such moments or first principles as,

having no magnitude in themselves, are yet

,
capable of producing results which have
magnitude in themselves ; thus a point is in-

ceptive of a line, a line of a surface, and a sur-

face of a solid.

B, As subst. : That which begins or notes

the beginning, as a preposition or verb.

"Inceptive*- or desitivea, which relate to the begin-
ning or ending of anything."

—

Walts: Logic, pt. ii.,

c. 2, § 6.

* in-yep'-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. inceptive; -ly.]

In an inceptive manner ; so as to note the be-

ginning.

* xn-cep'-tor, s. [Lat., from inceptus, pa. par.

of incipio = to begin.]

1. A beginner ; one who is in his rudiments.

2. One who is on the point of taking his

degree in Arts.

"Mr. Hooker's grace was given him for inceptor of
arts."— Walton: Life of Hooker.

* in-9er-a'-tion, s, [Lat. inceratus, pa. par.

of incero = to cover with wax : in- = on, and
cera = wax.] The act of covering or smear-
ing with wax. '

* In-9er'-a-tivet a. [Lat. in- = on, and cera

= wax.] Cleaving or sticking like wax. (Cot-

grave.)

* in-9er~e-md -nl-ous, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. ceremonious (q.v.).] Without cere-

mony ; in a simple manner.
"Another approves better of a simple and incerc-

montous devotion."—Bp. Hall, Sol. 17.

* fo-eer'-tain, *in-cer-tayne, a. [Pref.

in- (2), and Eng. certain (q.v.).] Uncertain,
doubtful.

* Xn-ceV-tain-ly, adv. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. certainly (q.v.).] Uncertainlv, doubt-
fully.

* in-9er'-tain-ty, * in-cer-tayn-tie, s.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. certainty (q.v.).] Un-
certainty, doubtfulness.

" Pacolet went on in deep morals on the incertainty
of riches."—Tatler, No. 44.

* in-fer'-ti-tude, s. [Fr. from Low Lat.

incertitude, from Lat. incertus = uncertain
(q.v.).] Uncertainty, doubtfulness, doulit.

* in-9er'-tiim, * In-ser'-tum, s. [Lat. in-

cerium, neut. of incertus = doubtful.]

Anc. Arch. : A form of masonry made of a
facing of square stones of irregular sizes and
a filling of rubble ; rubble-work.

* in-9ess'-a-ble, a. [Lat. incessabilis, from
in = not, and cessabilis — ceasing ; cesso = to
cease.] Unceasing, continual, unending.

"He heard likewise those incessable strokes." —
Shelton : Hon Quixote, vol. i., bit. iii., ch. vi.

* in-9ess'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. incessab(le) ; -ly.]

Unceasingly, continually.

* in-9ess'-an-9y, in-cess an-cie, s.

[Eng. incessant; -cy.] The quality or state of
being incessant ; continuance, unceasingnees.

"The incessancie
Of showres powrd downe vpon them."

Chapman : Homer ; Odyssey i.

in-9ess'-ant, * in-cess-aunt, «. & s. [Lat.

incessans, from in = not ; cessans = ceasing
;

pr. par. of cesso = to cease.]

A. -4s adj. : Unceasing, unintermittent,
continual, uninterrupted, constant, perpetual,
ceaseless, continuous.

" The roar of the musketry was incessant."—Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

* B. -4s subst. : The quality or state of being
incessant.

in-9ess'-ant-ly,cu?i>. [Eng. incessant; -ly.] Un-
ceasingly, without intermission, continually.

"Soine friends who rally me incessantly."—Addison:
Spectator, No. 191.

* in- 9ess' ant-ness, s. {Eng. incessant;

-ness.] The quality or state of being incessant.

* in-9ess'-Ion (SS as sh), s. rLat. incessus— a

going in; incedo = to go in.] Progress, motion.

" The incession or local motion of animals."

—

Browne

:

Cyrus Garden, ch. iii.

in'-^est, s. [Fr. inceste, from Lat. incests j
—

unchaste : in- = not, and castvs = chaste.]

The crime of sexual intercourse between per-

sons related within the degrees wherein mar-
riage is forbidden by the law of the country.

If Spiritual incest

:

1. The crime of sexual intercourse between
persons spiritually allied by baptism or con-

firmation.

2. The act of a vicar or other beneficiary

who holds two benefices, the one depending
on the collation of the other.

in-ce«-tii-oiJB
t a. [Lat. incestuosus, from

incestus = unchaste ; Fr. incesteux.]

1. Guilty of incest.
" In the arms of that incestuous queen."

Daniel: Octavia to Marcus Antonius.

2. Involving the crime of incest.

"Virtuous love, not adulterous or incestuous."—
Warburton : Bed. to the Freethinkers. (Post.)

lH-9es'-tU-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. incestuous ; -ly.]

In an incestuous manner ; with unnatural love

;

in a manner to involve the crime of incest.

" Macareus and Canace, son and daughter to JEolaa,

god of the winds, loved each other incestuously."—
Dryden.

in-9es'-tu-ous-ness, s. [Eng. incestuous;

-ness.] The quality or state of being inces-

tuous.
" The knowledge of the horrible incestuousness of the

match."—Bp. Hall : Cases of Conscience, Add. case 3.

inch (1),
* inche, * unche, * ynche, s. & a.

[A. S. ynce, from Lat. uncia=a.ii inch, an ounce.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : A lineal measure, being the twelfth
part of a lineal foot, or the thirty-sixth part
of a lineal yard. It is subdivided into halves,

quarters, eighths, sixteenths, &c. for me-
chanical purpose, and also for scientific pur-

poses decimally, and into lines, each line being
the twelfth part of an inch. It was further
also divided into three parts, called barley-
corns, from the inch being supposed to be of
the length of three barley-corns. An inch is

2
-

54, or more accurately 2 5399772 centi-

metres ; a square inch is 6*4516 square centi-

metres ; a cubic* inch is 16"387 cubic centi-

metres.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) The least quantity or degree.
" Death by inches." Bhakesp. : Coriolanus, v. i.

* (2) A critical moment ; the exact moment.
" Beidame, I think, we watched you at an inch."

Shukesp. : 2 Henry VI., i. 4.

B. As adj. : Measuring an inch in any
dimension, whether length, breadth, or thick-

ness
;
generally in composition, as, a four-inc^

wall, &c, an inch board.

"inch -of- candle auction, s. An
auction which commenced by lighting a bit

of candle an inch long. Whoever had made
the last bid before the candle went out had
the article knocked down to him.

* inch-meal, s. A piece an inch long

;

by inch-meal = by inches. (Shukesp. : Tem-
pest, ii. 2.)

inch-stuff, s.

Carp. : Deal planks sawed one inch thick.

inch (2), s. [Gael, innis = an island.] An
island. It appears frequently as an element
in the names of small islands belonging to
Scotland: as, Inchcolm, &c. In Ireland it

appears in the original form of Innis or Ennis.
" To inch and rock the sea-mews fly."

Scott ; Lay of the Last Minstrel, vi. 24,

* inch, v.t. & i. [Inch (1), s.]

A. Transitive;

1. To drive by inches.
" He gets too far into the soldiers' graces.
And inches out my master."

Dryden: Cleomenes, ii. 2.

2. To deal out as it were by inches ; to give
sparingly.

B. Intrans. : To advance or retire by small
degrees ; to move slowly.

" [He] with slow paces measures back the field
And inches to the walls."

Hryden: Virgil; sEneid ix. 1,066.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, wh$, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, sq, ce = e; ey=a. qu = Srw.
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* in-^hafe', v.t. Another spelling of Enchafe
(q.v.).

* in^hain , v.t. Another spelling of Enchain
(q-v.).

* Ingham ber, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.

chamber (q.v.)-] To lodge in a chamber.

* in-change-a-Dil-i-ty, s. [Pref. in-(2), and

Eng. changeability (q. v.).j Unchangeableness.

h in-$hant', * in -yhant'-ment, &c. [En-

chant, Enchantment, &c]

* in-9harge', v.t. Another spelling of En-

charge (q.v.).

* in-$har'-it-a-ble, a. LPref- in- (2)> alld

Eng. charitable (q.v.).] Not charitable ; un-
charitable.

"Proud, ignorant, suspicious, incharitable. "—Evelyn

:

ApoLfor the Royal Party.

* in^haV-I-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

charity (q.v.).] Want of charity ; uncharit-
ableness.

"By your incharity to his soul as well aa body."—
Evelyn : Apol. for the Royal Party.

* in-9hase', v.t. Another spelling of Enchase
(q.v.).

* In-Chaste', a. [Pref. in- (2), and chaste.]

The same as Unchaste. (Peele: David & Beth.)

* in-9has'-ti-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

cJuxstity (q.v.).] Lewdness, incontinence.
" Stained with inchastitys foul blot."

Hannay : Sheretine & Mariana.

inched, *lhcht, a. [Eng. inch; -ed.] Con-
taining inches in any dimension ; used in com-
position : as, four-inched.

"To ride on a bay trotting-horse over lout-inched
bridges."—Shakeep. : Lear, iii. 4.

*in-9heer', v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and
Eng. cheer (q.v.).] To cheer, to enliven, to
encourage, to gladden.

" Whereby the all incheering majesty
Shall come to shine at fulfill all her parts."

Daniel : Panegyricke to thv King's Majesty.

* inchest', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. chest

(q.v.).] To put up or shut up in a chest.

* Inch'-i-pin, s. [Inchpin.]

* in cho- ate, a. [Lat. inchoatus, pa. par. of
inchoo = to begin.] Begun ; commenced ; re-

cent ; existing in elements ; incomplete.
"It is neither a substance perfect, nor a substance

inchoate, or in the way of perfection."—Raleigh : Hist,
of the World.

' in cho ate,
to commence.

[Inchoate, a.] To begin;

" The higher congruity of life, being yet but imper-
fectly incfwated."—Ulanvill: Pre-exist, of Souls, ch. xiv.

* in -Chd-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. inchoate; -ly.]

In an inchoate or incipient manner.
" Inchoately just by thy gracious inoperation."—Bp.

HaU : Beautie & Unitie of the Church,

* in-cho a'-tion, 5. [Inchoate.] The act of
beginning ; an inception ; a beginning.

"The setting on foot some of those arts in those parts
-would be looked upon as the first inchoation of thein."
—Hale: Orig. of Mankind.

* rn'-cho-a-tive, a. & s. [Lat. inchoativus,

from inchoatus, pa. par. of inchoo ; Fr. inchoa-

tif; Ital. & Sp. incoativ0. ]

A. As adj. : Expressing or denoting inchoa-
tion or beginning ; inceptive : as, an inchoative

verb.

B. As subst. : That which begins, or ex-

presses the beginning or inception of anything

;

specif., in grammar, an inceptive verb.

"Verbes in -sco dooe not signifie beginnyng, nor
shoulde not be called inchoatiues . . . hut rather con-
tinuatiues."— Ifdab: Flowres, fo. 144.

* inch pin, *inne-pinne, * inche pinne,
* inch 1- pin, s. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. Gael.

inne, innidh = a bowel or entrail.] The sweet-

bread of a deer.

* in-9ic'-u.-ra-blef a. [Lat. incicur = not

tame : in- = not ; cicur = tame, and Eng.
able.] That cannot be tamed ; untamable.

* inside', v.t. [Lat. incido, from in* = in,

into, and ccedo = to cut.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; To cut.

"Cutting or inciding the foreskin should be men-
tioned here as a practice adopted amongst them."

—

Cook: Third Voyage, bk. iii., ch. ix.

2. Med. : (See extract).
" Medicines are said to incide which consist of pointed

and sharp particles : as acids, and most salts, by which
the particles of other bodies are divided from one
another."—Quincy.

in'-9l-den9e, s. [Fr., from Low Lat. inci-

dent la, from incidens, pr. par. of incido = to
fall upon : in- = in, on, and cado = to fall ; Sp.
incidencia; Ital. incidenza.]

I. Ordinary Language : .

I. The act or state of falling on or upon ; a
falling, a fall.

* 2. That which falls out or happens ; an
incident.

"The determination of these meaner incidences*—
Bp. Hall : Contempt. ; Salomon's Choise.

II. Phys. : The manner of falling on, or the
direction in which a body, or a ray of light,
heat, &c, falls upon any surface.

" In equal incidences there is a considerable inequa-
lity of refractions."—Newton : Opticks.

% (1) Angle of incidence:

Optics, Physics, &c. : An angle formed by
two straight lines, one the line of incidence [2]

of a ray of light or heat, or of an elastic body
moving to strike a plane, and the other a
perpendicular to that
plane. Theangleformed r
by the perpendicular
and the line of depar-
ture taken by the elas-

tic body is called the
angle of reflection, and
is always equal to the dec
former one. If in the
figure, c d be the plane, a b the line of inci-

dence, and f b a perpendicular to c d, then
a b f is the angle of incidence, and fee the
angle of reflection. Formerly these terms
were more commonly applied to the angles
abc and ebd [2].

(2) Line of incidence

:

Optics, Physics, etc. : The straight line taken
by a ray of light or heat, or an elastic body
moving to strike a plane at an acute or right
angle. [1.]

* in'-9i-den-9y; s. [Low Lat. incidentia.]

[Incidence.]

1. A falling on or upon ; incidence.

2. That which falls out ; an incident ; an
event ; an accident.

"Accidental moments and incidencies."—Bp. Taylor:
Of Repentance, ch. iii., § 8,

in' -91 -dent, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. incidens,

pr. par* of incido = to fall on, to happen
;

Ital. & Sp. incidente.]

A, As adjective

:

1. Falling or striking on or upon, as a ray
of light upon a reflecting surface.

2. Falling out or happening occasionally

;

casual ; occasional ; fortuitous ; not in the
usual course of things ; happening beside ex-
pectation.

" Men's rarer incident necessities and utilities should
be with special equity considered."—Hooker: Eccles.
Polity.

3. Liable or apt to happen, occur, or befall

;

naturally befalling, appertaining, or belong-
ing ; followed by to.

"Restraining the disorders incident to a prosperous
atate."

—

Blair: Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 10.

4. Appertaining to or following another
thing, called the principal, as a court-baron is

incident to a manor.

B. As substantive :

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. That which falls out or happens ; an
event ; a casualty.

"I wyll speke therof as it was don, as I was in-
fourmed, and of the incidentes therof."—Bemers

:

Froissart; Cronycle, vol. i., ch. ccclxxxi.

2. An event of minor importance occurring
amongst others ; an episode or subordinate
action apart from the main plot or design.

" A writer of lives may descend, with propriety, to
minute circumstances and familiar incidents."—Blair
lect. 36.

II. Law : Something necessarily depending
upon, appertaining to, or passing with some-
thing else which is more worthy or principal.

Incident proposition

:

Logic : A proposition introduced by the pro-
nouns who, which, whose, wlwm, &c.

"The additional proposition is called an incident
proposition."— Watts: Logick,

If For the difference between incident and
circumstance, see Circumstance ; for that be-
tween incident and event, see Event.

in-91-dent -al, u,. &5. [Eng. incident; -al.]

A. As adjective .*

1. Happening occasionally, or as an occa-
sional event ; casual, accidental, undesigned
fortuitous.

"A hatred either natural or incidental."—Milton :

Doctrine of Divorce, bk. ii., ch. xvii.

2. Not necessary to the main action or de-
sign ; subordinate ; happening or done by the
way.

" My incidental explications of the rareftcation and
condensation of the air."

—

Boyle : Works, i. 196.

3. Falling out or happening undesignedly
as a result ; contingent.

"The direct and proper purpose of the act, and the
incidental effect of it."—Hurd : Dis. Christ driving the
Buyers, £c, out of the Temple.

* B. As subst. : An incident.

in-91-dentf-al-ly, adv. [Eng. incidental ;

-ly.] In an incidental manner or way ; casu-
ally, incidentally ; apart from the main design
or purpose ; undesignedly, without intention ;

not of set purpose ; by the way.
"A grave constitutional question was incidentally

raised. '—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

in-9i-dent'-al-ness9 s. [Eng. incidental;

-ness.] The quality or state of being incidental.

* in-ci-dent'-a-ry, a. [Eng. incident; -ary.]

Occasional ; occurring at long intervals.

{Racket ; Life of Williams, ii. 208.)

* in -91-dent-less, a. [Eng. incident; -less.]

Uneventful. (Mad. D'Arblay: Diary, ii. 15S.)

* In'-9i-dent-ly, adv. [Eng. incident; -ly.]

Occasionally, by the way, incidentally.

"And incidently it is by the messenger moued, yt
there flhoulde seme no necessitie for christen folke to
resorte to any churches."

—

Sir T. More : Workes, p. 119.

* in-9in'-der-ment, s. [Pref. in- (1); Eng.
'

cinder, and sun", -ment.] Reduction to ashes

;

incineration. (Davies ; Holy Roode.)

* ln^In'-er-a-Dle, a. [Lat. -m- = in, into,

and cinis (geriit. cineris) = ashes.] Capable of
being reduced to ashes.

" But other incinerable substances were found so
fresh, that they could feel no sindge from fire."

—

Browne : Urne Burial, ch. iii,

in-9in'-er-ate, v.t. [Incinerate, a.] To
burn or reduce to ashes.

"Yet it is the fire only that incinerates bodies.."

—

Boyle: Works, i. 486.

* in-9in'-er-ate, a. [Low Lat. incineratus,

from Lat. in- — in, into, and cin.is(genit. cineris)

= ashes.] Burnt or reduced to ashes ; tho-
roughly consumed.

In-9in-er-a'-tIon, s. [Fr., from Low Lat.

incineratio, from incincro=to reduce to ashes.]

The act of burning or reducing to ashes ; the
state of being reduced to ashes by combustion.

"Not producible by anyknown way, without incine-
ration."—Boyle: Works, i. 529.

in-9ip'-i-en9e, in-9ip'-i-en-9y, s. [Eng.

incipient; -cc, -cy.] A beginning, a commence-
ment, an inception.

in-9ip'-i-ent, a. [Lat. incipiens, pr. par. of

incipio = to take in hand, to begin : in- = in,

into, and capio = to take ; Ital. & Sp. incipi-

ente.] Beginning, commencing, starting ; be-

ginning to show itself.

"Some sorts of head-achS; palsies, incipient apo-
plexies, &c."—Boyle : Works, iv. 641,

* in-9ip'-i-ent-lyf adv. [Eng. incipient;

-ly.] In an incipient manner.

* In-9ir'-cle, v.t Another spelling of En-

circle (q.v.).

* in-9ir'-clet, s, [Encirclet.]

* in-9ir-cum-scrip'-ti-ble, a. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. circumscriptible (q.v.).] That
cannot be circumscribed or limited ; incapable
of circumscription.

"Both in heaven, and earth, invisible, incircum-
scriptible."—Bp. HaU: The Old Religion, § 2.

* m^Ir-cum-scrip'-tion, s. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. circumscription (q.v.).] The
quality or state of being incircumscriptible.

* in-9ir
,-cum-spect, a. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. circumspect (q.v.).] Not circumspect;
heedless, inadvertent, careless, unwary.

" They carye those that bee simple and incircum~
specie into ahipwrake."— Udal : Jude 10.

coil. b£y; pout, J6%1; cat, 9ell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = f.

-ii -an, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun, -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bol, del.
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INCISED LEAF.

* in cir-cum-spec -tion, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. circumspection (q.v.).] Want of cir-

cumspection, heed, or care ;
heedlessness.

" An unexpected way of delusion, whereby he more
easily led away the incircumspeetion of their belief."—

Browne Vulgar Errours, bk. L, cb. xil.

* incise , v.*.. [Fr. inciser, from Lat. incisus,

pa. par. of incido =
to cut into: in = in,

into, ccedo = to cut.]

To cut in, to grave,

to carve.
" I ou thy grave this

epitaph incise."

Carets : On the Death of
Dr. Donne.

in-cised', pa. par.

& a. [Incise.]

A. As pa. par. ;

(See the verb).

E. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang, :

Cut ; inflicted by a cutting instrument : as,

an incised wound.

2. Bot. : Regularly divided by deep incisions.

* in-cise'-ly, adv. [Eng. incise ; -ly.] In the

manner of incisions or notches.

in - ci' - sion, s [Fr., from Lat. incisionem,

accus. of incisio = a cutting into, from incisus,

pa. par. of incido = to cut into,]

I, Literally

:

1. The act of incising or cutting into a sub-

stance.

"To sever by incision."—Milton: Tetrachordon.

2. That which is produced by incising ; a

cut, a gash ; a separation of the parts of any
substance made by a sharp instrument.

" They deep incision make, and talk the while
Of England's glory." Thomson : Autumn, 506.

* 3. The division, separation, or dissolution

of viscosities by means of medicines or drugs.

* II. Fig. : Sharpness, trenchancy, deci-

sion : as, To do anything with incision.

in-ci'-sive, a. [Ft. incisif, from Lat. incisus,

pa. par. of incido.]

I. Literally

:

I. Having the quality of cutting into or

dividing the substance of any body.

* 2. Having the quality of dividing or dis-

solving viscosities.
" It [endive] is naturally cold, profitable for hot

stomachs ; incisive, and opening obstructions of the
liver,"—Evelyn: Acetaria.

II. Fig. : Sharp, penetrating, trenchant,

acute.

incisive-bones, a. pi

Anat. : The bones of the upper jaw contain-

ing the incisors ; the premaxillary bones.

t incisive-teeth, 5. pi. [Incisor, A. 1.]

in-cl'-sive-ly, adv. [Eng. incisive ; -ly.] In an

incisive, sharp, or penetrating manner ; with

incision.

In-Cis'-or, s. & a. [Mod. Lat., from incisus,

pa. par. of incido = to cut into or through.]

A. As substantive ;

Anatomy

:

1. Human : A tooth adapted for cutting or

dividing the food. There are four permanent

MMMm

UPPER JAW OF (A) MAN, AND (e) PATA-
OONIAN CAVY.

i, i. Incisors.

incisors in each jaw. Their crowns are chisel-

shaped, and have a sharp cutting edge, which
by continued use is bevelled off behind in the
upper teeth , but in the lower set is worn down

in front. The fang islong, single, conical, and
compressed at the sides, where it is somewhat
slightly furrowed.

2. Compar. : In the several orders of mam-
mals the incisors vary in number; thus, in the
carnivora there are uniformly six in each jaw

;

of the Ruminantia, only the camels and llamas
have incisors in the upper jaw, a callous pad
taking their place.

B. -4s adjective

:

1. Adapted for cutting. [Incisor-teettj.]

2. Of, belonging to, or in any way connected
with the incisors. There are an incisor fora-

men, fissure, fossa, and nerve.

t m-ci-sdV-l-um, s. [Mod. Lat., from incido

= to cut in or through.]

Surgery

:

1. A table on which a patient is laid to

have an incision made in his body. (Parr.)

2. A body to be dissected. (Parr.)

* ln-cis'-or-y, a. [Fr. incisoire ; Ital. &'Sp.

incisorio.] Having the quality of incising or

cutting ; incisive.

* In-ci'-sure (s as zh), s. [Lat. incisure,

from incisus, pa. par. of incido ; Fr. incisure

;

Ital. & Sp. incisura.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A cut, a gash, an incision.'

"In others with a much shorter incisure, for the
gathering and holding of herbaceous food."

—

Derham :

Physico-'rheology, bk. iv., ch. xi.

2. Anat. : A notch. There are incisures of

the acetabulum, of the ethmoid, &c.

* in'-ci-tant, a. & s. [Lat. incitans, pr. par.

of incito = to stir up, to incite (q.v.).]

A. Asadj.: Exciting, stimulating, stirringup.

B. As subst. : That which excites or stimu-
lates ; a stimulant.

In-Cl-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. incitatin, from inci-

tatus, pa. par. of incito ; Fr. incitation ; Sp.
incitacion; Ital. incitasione.]

1. The act of inciting, stimulating, or ex-

citing to action ; incitement.

"Styring and incitatiom toward deadly ainfull

dede3."—Sir T. More : Workes, p. 551.

2. That which incites or stimulates to ac-

tion'; an incentive, a stimulant, an impulse,
a motive, an incitement.

" The strongest and noblest incitation to honest at-

tempts."— Tatler, No. 23.

in'-Cl-ta-tlve, s, [Eng. incitoXnt); t connec-

and surf, -ive.] A provocative, a stimulant.

(Jarvis : Don Quixote, pt. ii., bk. iv., ch. ii.)

in-Clte', v.t. [Fr. inciter, from Lat. incito =
to urge forward: £u-=in, on, and cito=to
urge ; Sp. incitar; Ital. incitare.] To stir up ;

to urge on ; to move or stimulate to action
;

to spur on ; to animate, to instigate, to pro-

voke, to prompt, to encourage.
" These Mars incites, and those Minerva fires."

Pope: Homer ; Iliad iv. 490.

1" For the difference between to incite and
to encourage, see Encourage ; for that be-

tween to incite and excite, see Excite.

in-Cite'-ment, s. [Eng. incite ; -ment.]

1. The act of inciting, urging, or stimulat-
ing ; the state of being incited.

2. That which incites or moves to action ; a
stimulus, an incentive, a motive.

" He cuts oft' the incitements to a virtuous ambition."
—Burke : On the Economical Reform.

in-Cit'-er, s. [Eng. incit(e); -er.] One who
or that which incites or moves to action.

" The first inciters, beginners, and more than to the
third part actors of all that followed."

—

Milton: A
Free Commonwealth.

in-9lt'-ing, pr. par., a,, & s. [Incite.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <& particip, adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst, : The act of moving or stimu-
lating to action ; incitement.

in-clt'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. inciting'; -ly.]

In an inciting manner ; so as to incite or stir

to action.

ln-cl'-to-, pref. [Lat incito = to set in rapid

motion.] [Etym.]

incito-motor, incito motory a.

Anat. : Of or belonging to that function of
the nervous system by which an impression
is transmitted from a centre so as to produce

contraction of a muscle; the opposite of ex-

cito-motor (q.v.).

* In-ciV-il, a. [Fr., from Lat. incivilis.] Kude,

impolite, unpolished.

In-ci-vil'-l-ty, s. [Fr. incivilite.]

1. A state of rudeness or ignorance, or want

of civilization.

"Brought from their idolatry, bloody sacrifices,

ignorance, and incivility, to the worshipping of the

true God."—Sir W. Raleigh : Voyage for Guiana.

2. Rudeness, impoliteness ; want of cour-

tesy or civility ; rudeness of manners.

"I had been treated with some incivility."—Cook:
Second Voyage, bk. i., ch, ii,

3. An act of rudeness, impoliteness, or ill-

breeding.

"No person offered me the least incivility."—Lrul.-

low : Memoirs, L 88.

* In-civ-ll-l-za'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. civilization (q.v.).] The state of being
uncivilized; a want of civilization; barbarism.

* ln-ClV'-ll-ly, adv. [Eng. incivil ; -ly.] In

an incivil, rude, or impolite manner ; with
incivility ; uncivilly.

* in'- civ -19m, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

civism (q.v.); Fr. incivisme.] Want of eivism;
want of patriotism or love to one's country

;

unfriendliness to the country or state of which
one is a citizen.

* in-clasp', v.t. [Enclasp.]

* in-cla-ma'-tion, s. [Lat. incktmatio, from
inclamo = to cry out, to call upon any one.]

A calling or crying out ; a shout, a cry.

"These . . . now rend their throats with inclama-
tions."—Bp. Hall: Contempt. ; Elijah with the Baalitei.

ln-clau'-dent, a. [Pref. in- = not, and Lat.

claudens, pr. par. of claudo = to shut.]

Bot. . Not closing. (Paxton.)

* in-clav'-at-ed, a. [Lat. in= in , and da-
vatu-s, pa. par. of clavo = to fasten with a nail

;

clavus = a nail.] Set, fixed fast.

in-clave', a. [Lat. in- = in, and clavus = a, nail.)

Her. : Having a form resembling that of

the parts of a dovetail joint ; said of lines of

division on the borders of ordinaries.

* in'-cle, s. [Inkle.]

in-clem'-en-cy, s. [Fr. incUmence, from Lat.

inclementia, from inclemens = rough, harsh,

severe.]

1. The quality of being inclement ; cruelty,

severity, harshness, roughness, rigour.

"The inclemency of the late pope labouring to fore-

stall him."—Bp. Ball : Imprese of God, pt. ii.

2. Roughness, severity, storminess, boiste-

rousness.

"Withstood . . . the inclemencies of the seasons."

—

Swinburne : Travels in Spain, let. 44.

In-clem'-ent, a. [Fr., from Lat. inclemens,

from in = not, and clemens = kind, clement

;

Ital. & Sp. inclemente.]

* 1. Not clement ; without clemency ; harsh,

cruel, unmerciful, severe, merciless.

2. Rough, severe, boisterous, stormy ; se-

verely cold.
" The inclement and the perilous days."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bit. i.

* in-clem'-ent-ly; adv. [Eng. inclement; -ly.]

In an inclement manner; roughly, sharply,

harshly.

* In-clln'-a-ble, a. [Lat. inclindbilis, from
inclino = to bend : in = in,- towards, and clino

= to lean; Sp. inclinable; Ital, inclinabile,]

1. Having a tendency ; leaning, tending.

2. Having a propensity or inclination of will

or feelings ; inclined, disposed, willing.

* In-clin'-a-Me-ness, s. [Eng. inclinable ;

-ness.] Th*e quality or state of being inclina-

ble ; inclinatiou.
" Her inclinableness to conform to the late estab-

lishment of it."

—

Strype : Memorials: Edward VI.
(an. 1551).

in-clin-a'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. inclinatus,
pa. par. of inclino — to bend, to incline; Sp.
inclinacion ; Ital. inclinazione.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) The act of inclining or bending : as, ar.

inclination of the head.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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(2) A tendency towards any point ; a deyia-
tion from any direction or position regarded
as the normal one.

" A pleasant arbour, not by art
But by the trees' own inclination made."

Spenser : F. Q'., III. vL 44
2. Figuratively :

(1) A leaning or bent of the mind or will
;

tendency, disposition, proclivity, or propen-
sity ; a desire.

" New situations give a different cast
01 habit, inclination, temper, taste."

Cowper : Tirocinium, 440.

* (2) Natural aptness.
" The natural inclination of the soil leans that way."

—Addison.

* (3) A person for whom or a thing for which
one has a great liking or preference.

"Monsieur Hoeft, who was a great inclination of
mine."

—

Sir W. Temple.

II. Technically:

1. Compass: [Dip, s., II. 1.]

2. Geom. & Math, : The mutual approach,
tendency, or leaning of two bodies, lines, or
planes towards each other,
so as to make an angle
where they meet, or where
the lines of their direction
meet. This angle is called
the angle of inclination.
Thus in the figure, the angle b a c is the angle
of inclination of the two lines ba,ca.

"The other lying at an inclination of twenty-three
and a half degrees. '—Derham : Astro-Tfteotog//, bk. iv.„
ch. iv.

3. Pkarm. : The act by which a clear liquor
is poured off from some freces or sediment by
only stooping the vessel ; also called decanta-
tion.

IT For the difference between inclination and
bent, see Bent ; for that between inclination
and disposition, see Disposition1

.

T[ Inclination of an orbit

:

Astron. : The angle at which the orbit meets
the ecliptic.

* ln-clin -a-tor-I-ly, adv. [Eng. inclina-
tory ; -ly.]

* In an inclined manner ; obliquely
with inclination or deviation.

" Whether they be refrigerated inelinatorily, or
somewhat eojuinoxially."—Browne: Vulgar Errours,
bk. ii., ch. ii.

( in-clin'-a-tor-y\ a. [Lat. inclinat(us), pa.
par. of inclino ; Eng. adj. suff. -ory.] Having
the quality of leaning or inclining.

" If that inclinatory virtue be destroyed by a touch."
—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. iv.

incline', * en-cline', * in-clyne, v.i. & t.

[Fr. incliner, from Lat. inclino = to incline

:

in = towards, and clino = to lean ; O. Fr. en-
diner; Sp. & Port, inclimar ; Ital. inclinare.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To deviate from any direction which
is regarded as the normal one ; to lean, to bend
down, to tend.

2. Fig. : To be disposed ; to have a propen-
sity, proneness, or inclination ; to feel a wish,
desire, or inclination; to be favourably dis-

" Which inclines alternately to Whiggiam and Tory-
Ism."

—

Macauluy : Hist. Eng. ch. iv.

B. Transitive;

I. Literally:

1. To cause to deviate from a line or direc-
tion ; to give an inclination or leaning to ; to
direct.

" To this his steps the thoughtful prince inclined."
Pope : Homer ; Odyssey i. 538.

2. To bend down, to bow, to stoop : as. To
incline the head or body as an act of reverence
or civility.

" Then softs himself inclyning on his knee
Down to that welL" Spencer : F. Q., II. ii. 3.

IL Fig. : To dispose, to turn ; to give a
tendency, propensity, or inclination to.

" Incline our hearts to keep this law."—Book of Com-
' mon Prayer : Response to Commandments.

in'-cline, s. [Incline, v.] An inclination
;

an inclined plane ; an ascent or descent, as
in a road ; a gradient.

in-dined , pa. par. & a. [Incline, v.]

A. As pa. par. ; (See the verb).

B. .-Is adjective:

_ I. Ord. Lang. ; Deviating from the normal
line or direction ; having a tendency ; dis-

posed. (Lit. &fig.)
" Bnt yet hiB horse was uot a whit

Inclined to tarry there." Cowper : John Gilpin,

II. Bot. : Bent out ofa perpendicular direc-

INCLINED-PLANE.

tion, or into a curve with the convex side

uppermost.

inclined-plane, s.

Physics : One of the mechanical powers. It
consists of a plane, inclined obliquely to the
horizon. If a b be the plane, a c its base,
b c its height, p a power acting parallel to
the plane a b, then the power and ^r\B
the weight are in equili-

brio , if the power
be to the weight as

the height of the
plane to its length.
The velocity ac-

quired by a body
descending an inclined plane is the same as if

it had fallen perpendicularly from the same
height. The inclined-plane is used for the
descent of bodies ; also for the ascent, by
vehicles, &c, of hills far too steep to be
directly scaled by wheeled carriages.

Inclined-plane wheels

:

Mach. : A name for Hooker's gearing.

inclined-strata, s. pi.

Geol. : Strata which dip at an angle with
the horizon..

in-clln'-er, s. [Eng. inclin(e); -er.] One
who or that which inclines ; spec, an inclined
dial.

in-clin -Ing, pr. par. or a. [Incline, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : (See the verb).

2. Bot. : Falling back from the perpendicu-
lar. Similar to reclining, but in a greater

degree.

ln-clin-om'-et-er, s. [Eng. incline; o con-

nective, and Eng. meter.]

1. An instrument to detect the inclination

or dip, the vertical element of the magnetic
force. [Dipping-needle.]

2. [Batter-rule].

* in -dip', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. clip

(q.v.).] To embrace, to surround, to encircle.
" Whate'er the ocean pales, or sky inclips.
Is thine." Shakesp. : Ant. & Cleop., ii. 7.

* in clois -ter, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and cloister

(q.v.).] To shut up in a cloister ; to enclose.
" Incloisters here this narrow floor."

Lovelace: Death of Mrs. Elizabeth Filmer.

in-close", v.t. [Enclose.]

1. To shut in, to shut up ; to surround or
confine on all sides ; to encompass ; to close
in all round.

" Shall one, and he inclosed within your wall.
One rash. Imprisoned warrior vanquish all.

"

PUt : Virgil ; ^Eneid is

2. To fence in ; to separate from common
ground by a fence.

" There are caBes in which the lord may inclose and
abridge the common."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk. iii.,

ch. 8.

3. To put into or cover with a case, wrapper,
or envelope ; to put one thing inside another
for transmission or carriage.

" I now dispatch the inclosed copies of the treaty."
—Sir W. Temple : Letter to Lord Arlington.

* &. To harness; to put into harness. (Chap-
man.)

£n-clds'-er, s. [Encloser.]

in -elds -ure, en-clos'-ure (s as zh), s.

[Eng. inclos(e); -ure.]

1. The act of inclosing ; specif., the act of
separating or cutting off land from common
land by a fence.

" There are many difficulties ... in acting upon
them, which has led to many enclosures being effected
under private Acts of Parliament."—Blackstone: Com-
ment, ok. iil„ ch. 8.

2. The state of being inclosed, shut in, or
encompassed.

3. That which is inclosed ; a space of ground
inclosed or fenced in. (Often of something,
as a document, cheque, or other article of
value, sent inside a letter.

"The two fountains . . . rose within the incloture
'

—Guardian, No. 173.

* L That which incloses or shuts in, as a
fence.

"Breaking our inclosures evtrj morne."
Browne: Brit. Pastorals, bk. t, a. 8.

inclosure acts, s. pi.

Law : Numerous acts regulating the subject
of inclosures. [Common, C. If.]

inclosure commissioners, s.pl.

Law : Commissioners appointed under the
Inclosure Acts.

* ln-cloud , v.t. Another spelling of Enclo^d
(q.v.).

in elude ', v.t. [Lat. include, from in- = in,

and claudo:= to shut; Fr. enclore; Sp. & Port.
incluir; Ital. inchiudere.]

1. To inclose, to shut in, to confine within,
to contain, to hold.

" Anchlses . . , in pleasant vale surveyeng was
The soules included there."

Phaer : Virgil ; JZneid vl

2. To comprise, to comprehend, to contain.
(Of material and immaterial things.)

"Whether it [Flanders] only bordered upon, or in-
cluded the lower parts of the vast woods of Axdenne.

'

—Sir IF. Temple : The United Provinces, ch. i.

* 3. To terminate, to conclude.
" We will include all Jars with triumphs."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, v. t

*[ For the difference between to include and
to comprise, see Comprise.

in-clud'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Include. 1

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord Lang. : Inclosed, contained, com-
prised, comprehended.

2. Bot. (ofstamens, styles, dtc.) : Not projecting
beyond the mouth of the corolla.

* in-Clud'-i-ble, a. [Eng. include; -able.)

Capable of being included.

* in-clu'-sa, s. pi. [Kent. nom. pi. of inclusus,

pa. par. of include- = to shut in. ]

Zooh: In Cuvier's classification, the fifth

family uf Testaceous Acephala. It consisted
of bivalve molluscs, witli a double tube pro-
jecting from the gaping shell. It included
Mya, Solen, Teredo, &c.

in-clu'-sion, s. [Lat. inclusio, from inclusus,

pa. par. of includo = to include (q.v.).] The
act of including, comprising, or comprehend-
ing ; the state of being included.

"To make no peace without the inclusion of their
allies."—Temple: To the Duke ofOrmond (1673).

in-ClU'-sive, a. [Fr. inclusif, from Lat. in-
clusus, pa. par. of includo; Ital. & Sp. inclu-
sivo.]

1. Including, inclosing, containing, compre-
hending, encircling.

" The Persian, zealous to reject
Altar and image, and the inclusive walls
And roofs of temples built by human hands."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vi.

2. Comprehended in the sum or number;
comprehending the stated limits or extremes :

as from Wednesday to Saturday inclusive, that
is, all the. days between Tuesday and Sunday.

* 3. Included, contained.
" Each note inclusive melody reveals."

Brooke : Universal Beauty, bk. IL

in-clu'-Sive-ly, adv. [Eng. inclusive; -ly.]

In an inclusive manner ; so as to include.
" From tbe first to the twentieth verse inclusively"

—Bp. Bull : Sermons, vol. L, ser. 8.

* in-clyne, v.t. [Incline.]

* in coach , v.t. Another spelling of Encoacp
(q.v.).

T

* In-co-act, * in-co-act'-ed, a. [Lat. «n-
coactus, from in- = not, and coactus, pa. par.

of cogo = to compel.] Not compelled; not
under compulsion ; unconstrained.

* in-cd-S.g'-u-la-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. coaguktble (q.v.).] Incapable of coagula-
tion or concretion.

"The remaining and incoagulable part of it."—
Boyle: Works, iii. 527.

* in-cd-a-les'-cence, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. coalescence, (q.v.).] Want or absence of
coalescence.

* in-edct'-ed, a. [Lat. incoctus, from in- =
not, and coctus, pa. par. of coquo = to cook.}
Not digested, indigestible.

* in-cd-eV-ci-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
coercible (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : That cannot be coerced or
compelled ; incapable oi being compelled or
forced.

2. Chem. : A term formerly applied to cer
tain gases, incapable of being reduced to „.

liquid form by any amount of pressure.

3. A term sometimes applied to the impon
derable fluids—heat, light, electricity, &c-
which cannot be confined in or excluded from
vessels like ordinary gases.

bclL boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, -this; sin, as; expect, $enophon, exist, -ing
-oian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. - bel. doL
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* in co ex~ist -ence, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. coexistence (q.v.).] The quality or state
of not being coexistent; non-association of ex-

istence.

"The coexistence, or incoexistence (if I may so say)
of different ideas "—Locke :Human Understanding, hs..

iv., ch. ill,, § 12.

In-c6g'., a. or adv. Ail abbreviation for Incog-
nito (q.v.).

* in-COg-it-a-bil'-I-tv.s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. cogitability (q.v.).] The quality of being
incogitable, or incapable of being made the
object of thought.

* fn-cog'-it-a-ble, * in-cog-yt-a-ble, a.

[Lat. incog itabilis, from in- = not, and cogito

= to think.] Not cogitable ; that cannot be
thought of ; incapable of being made the object
of thought.

" Neuer ceasyng to mynyat«r by subtylle and incog-
ytable meanes."—Sir T. More : Workes, p. 78.

* in-cog'-i-tance, * in-cog'-i-tan-cy, *.

[Lat. imogitantia = thoughtlessness, from in-
= not, and cogitantia — thought ; cogito = to
think.] "Want of thought ; want of the power
of thinking.

"The stupid and meerly vegetable state of incogit-
ancy."—Decay of Piety,

* in-cog'-i-tant, a. [Lat. incogitans, from
in- = not, and cogitans, pr. par. of cogito = to
think.] Thoughtless ; not thinking ; heedless.

* in-COgy-i-tant-ly, adv. [Eng. incogitant

;

-ly.] In a tho'ughtless mariner ; thoughtlessly

;

without thought or consideration.
"I do not incogitantly speak of irregularities."

—

Boyle ; Works, v. 217.

* in-cog-1-ta-tive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
cogitative (q.v.).] Wanting the power of
thought.

"Cogitative and incogitative beings: which to our

E
resent purpose, if for nothing else, are, perhaps, bet-
ar terms than material and immaterial."—Locke:
Human Understanding, bk. iv., ch. x., § 9.

* ln-cog-i-ta-tiv'-i-ty, s. [Eng. incogita-
tiv(e) ; -ity.]' The quality or state of being in-

cogitative ; want of thought or the power of
thinking.

" God may superadd a faculty of thinking to incog-
itativity."— Wollaston: Religion of Nature, §9.

in-cog'-ni-ta, s. [Ital.] [Incognito.] A
female who "is unknown or in disguise ; the
state of a female who is unknown or in dis-

guise.

Jn-COg'-ni-to, a. or adv. & s. [Ital., from Lat.

incognitus = unknown : in- = not, and cogni-

ttis, pa. par. of cognosco — to know.]

r A, As adj. or adv. : Unknown ; in disguise

or concealment ; in or under au assumed
{ name ot character.

"A Jew may travel incognito from Perpignan to
Lisbon."—Swinburne : Travels in Spain-, let. 9.

B. As substantive .*

1. One who is unknown, in disguise, or
under an assumed name or character.

2. The state of being unknown or in dis-

guise ; the assumption of an assumed name or
character : as, He preserved his incognito.

* In-cog'-mz-a-ble, * m-cog'-nis-a-ble,
a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. cognizable (q.v.).]

Not cognizable; incapable of being known,
recognised, or distinguished ; incapable of

being explored or investigated.

"Ah ! let us make no claim
On life's incognisable sea.

To too exact a steering of our way."
Matthew Arnold : Human Life.

* in-cog'-niz-ance, * 5fn-c6g'-nis-an9e, &.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. cognizance (q.v.).] A
failure to know, recognize, or understand.

* in-cog-nos-ci-Dil'-i-ty", s. [Eng. incog-

iwscible ; -ity.] The quality or state of being
in cognoscible.. (Soui/iei/ ; The Doctor, interchap.
xix.)

* in-oog-nos'-ci-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. cognoscible (q.v.).] Not cognoscible ; in-

capable of being known, comprehended, or
distinguished ; incognizable. (Southey ; The
Doctor, interchap. xx.)

frt-cd-her'-ence, In-cd-her'-en-cjr, &.

[Fr. incoherence, from Lat. in- — not, and co-

Juerens = cohering.] [Cohebent.]

1, The quality of being incoherent; want or

absence of cohesion or adherence ; looseness
or unconnected state of material parts, as in a
powder.

"The smallness and incoherence of thepartsdomake
them easy to put into motion."

—

Boyle : Works, i. 388.

2. Want of coherence or connection in ideas,
language, &c. ; incongruity ; inconsequence ; in-

consistency; want of agreement or connection
of parts, as of an argument, a principle, &c.

" There is an incoherency in their words now."—
Bunyan: Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

3. An incoherent, inconsistent, or discon-
nected statement.

" Their crude incoherencies, saucy familiarities with
God, and nauseous tautologies."—South : Sermons, vol.
iv., ser. 1,

in-cd-heV-ent, a. [Fr., from Lat. in- = not,

and cohceren's = cohering, pr. par. of cohcereo=-

to stick together; Ital. incoerente; Sp. inco-

herente.] [Coherent.]

1. Wanting cohesion of parts ; loose ; dis-

connected, as the particles of a powder.
" The dash of the waves has destroyed large tracts of

land where the cliffs are composed of soft and incoher-
ent materials."

—

Hawkins: Early Man in Britain, ch.
xiv.

2. Wanting in coherence or connection ; in-

consequential ; inconsistent ; wanting in agree-
ment or dependence of one part upon another.
"And on the thought my words broke forth,
All incoherent as they were." Byron: Mazeppa, vl.

* in-co-her-ent-if'-ic, a. [Eng. incoherent,
and Lat. facio = to make.] Causing incoher-
ence. (Coleridge.)

rn-cd-heV-ent-l^, adv. [Eng. incoherent;
-ly.] In an" incoherent manner; without co-
herence of parts.

"A littie too incoherently tobe rightly understood."
—Guardian, No. 56.

in-co-her'-ent-ness, s. [Eng. incoherent;
-ness,] The quality or state of being incoher-
ent ; want of coherence ; incoherence.

* in-co-her'-ing, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
cohering.] Not cohering ; wanting cohesion
of parts.

"They entirely, or for the most part, consist of lax
incohering earth. "—Derliam : Physico-Theology, bk. iii.,

ch. ii.

* in-c6-in'-ci-dence, 0. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. coincidence (q.v.).] Want or absence of
coincidence or agreement.

* ln-co-in-ci-dent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
coincident (q.v.). J Not coincident or coincid-
ing ; not agreeing in time, place, or principle.

* in-cd-liim-l-ty, s. [Lat. incolumitas, from
incolumis = safe.] Safety, security.

* in-com bine', v.i. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
combine (q.v.).] To refuse to combine to-

gether ; to disagree ; to differ.

"Two incoherent and incombining dispositions."

—

Milton : Doct. & Discip, of Divorce, bk. L, ch. i.

* in-com-brous, a. [Pref. in- (intens.), and
Eng. cumbrous (q.v.).] Cumbrous, cumber-
some.

* In-com-bus-ti-bil'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. combustibility (q.v.).] The quality
or state of being incombustible.

" The stone in the Apennines is remarkable for its
shining quality, and the amianthus for its incombus-
tibility."—Hay : On the Creation, pt ii.

in-com-bus'-ti-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. combustible (q.v.).] That cannot be con-
sumed by fire; incapable of being burnt, de-
composed, or consumed by fire.

"The lean and incombustible corpuscles of air."

—

Boyle : Works, i. 103.

* In-com bus-ti ble-ness, s. [Eng. in-
combustible; -ness,] The same as Incombus-
tibility (q.v.).

* ln-com-bus'-ti-bly, adv. [Eng. incom-
bustib(le); -ly.] In an incombustible manner

;

so as to resist combustion.

In-come, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. come
(q.v.).]

* 1. A coming in ; an entrance.
"At mine income I lowted lowe."

Drant: Horace, bk, i., sat. 6.

* 2. The coming in, the accomplishment,
the fulfilment.

" Pain pays the income of each precious thing."
Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 334.

3. That gain which a person derives from
his labour, business, profession, or property

of any kind ; the annual receipts of any person

or corporation; the receipts or emoluments,

regularly accruing from an office or property

" Friend Jerkin had an income cleat,
n

Some fifteen pounds, or more-, a year.

Lloyd : Spirit of Contradiction^

4. A disease affecting any part of the body,

which has no known or apparent cause,, as
distinguished from a disease induced by acci-

dent or contagion. (Scotch.)

* 5. Inspiration.

"A lowly-minded Christian talks of no Immediate-
incomes or communications. "-—Glamvitl : Sermon L

income-tax, s.

1. Polit. Econ. : A tax, for Siate purposes,.

upon a person's income. Theoretically, it

looks the fairest of all taxes and the most
consistent of all with Free Trade, for it allows
a man unrestrictedly to make his income fromt

any honest source he pleases, and then taxes,

him according to its amount. Practically
speaking, it is far from fair. One man makes-
£500 a year from the interest of money in-

vested in the Funds, without ever trenching on
his capital ; a professional man pays the same-
sum on £500, dependent for its continuance
on his health ; and, worse than all, a life-

annuitant on the payment which means part,

of his capital as well as his interest. Then,
there is such an impossibility of raising a tax
on small incomes that the great mass of the
people pay nothing at all. The tax is, more-
over, inquisitorial, demoralising, and fitted to*

sow disaffection to the government. Most
people keenly feel being asked to state their
income ; the unconscientious call it less than.
it really is, and in many cases the conscien-
tious man, after making a correct return,,

finds it rejected ; the State, by its officers,,

thus impeaching his veracity and honesty.

2. Hist. : The income-tax bears a certaini

relation to the subsidies sometimes required,
from the commons and clergy when war was-
meditated ; but in its modern form it cam&
into existence on January 9, 1799, during the-

protracted and expensive struggle with France^
consequent on the Revolution of 1789. On in-

comes above £150 it was, in 1803, five per-

cent., raised, in 1S05, to sixandahalf percent.,,
ancl, in 1806, to ten per cent. It was abo-
lished in 1S1C, soon after peace was concluded.
The first Afghan war and the protectionist
system having deranged the finances of the?

country during the Liberal administratiou
which came to an end in 1841, Sir Robert Peel*
who succeeded to power, proposed and carried
a bill imposing income-tax for three years-
It became law on Jan. 22, 1S42, and enabled,
its author to remove many vexatious imposts-
interfering greatly with commerce, while;

yielding but little to the revenue. Since then.
it has never been abolished, but has often
varied in amount. In 1855, during the Crimean
war, it rose to Is. 4d. in the pound, levied on
all incomes above £150 ; it was lowest in 1874.
It stands at present (1903) at lid., and is;

levied in full on all incomes above £700 ; ora
those from £700 to £600, with an abatement
of £70; from £600 to £500, of £120; from
£500 to £400, of £150 ; from £400 to £160, of
£160, while those below £160 are exempt.
There are five schedules :—A, on the owner-
ship of land, houses, mines, railways, canals,
&c. ; B, on their tenancy ; C, on the incomes
of fund-holders ; D, on income from trades
and professions ; E, on the salaries of public
servants. The income-tax shows the rapid
increase of the national resources. At first

it yielded £750,000 for every penny imposed ;

ten years later, about £1,000,000. In 1865,
Mr. Gladstone said each penny produced
£1,300,000 ; in 1874, Sir S. Northcote esti-

mated it at £1,840,000. At the present time
it yields over £2,000,000.

in'-com-er, s. [Eng. incom(e); -er.]

1. One who comes in ; one who succeeds
another, as a tenant of a house, business, &c.

2. One who is resident in a place, but is nofc

a native ; one who enters a company, society,

&c. (Scotch.)

in'-com-ing, *in-com-ming, a. & s.

[Pref. in- (1), and Eng. coming (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

1. Coming in or entering into possessio-nr
as a tenant, &c.

2. Coming iu or accruing, as the produce or
result of labour, business, property, &c

"The farmer should have a full incoming profit on
the product of his labour."

—

Burke : On Scarcity.

ifate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pota

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw»
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3. Ensuing, following: as, the incoming
week. (Scotch.)

B. As substantive i

1. The act of coming in or entering ; an en-
trance.

" Hee at his first incomming, charged his speare
At him." Spenser ; F. Q. , IV. iv. 40.

2. That "which comes in ; income, gain,
revenue.

* ln-com'-i-ttf, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
comity (q.v.).] Want of comity or courtesy

;

incivility, rudeness.

in-COm-mens-U-ra-bll'-I-ty, s, [Eng. in-
commensurable ; '-ity'.] The quality or state of
being incommensurable.

"Aristotle mentions the incommensurability of the
diagonal ol a square to its side."—lieid : On the Intell.
Powers, eBs. 6, ch. vli.

in- com-mens u ra-ble, a. & s. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. commensurable (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Two quantities of the same
kind are incommensurable with respect to
each other, when they have not a common
unit—that is, when there is no quantity of the
same kind so small that it is contained in both
an exact number of times. Thus the diagonal
and side of a square are incommensurable,
for it has been shown that if we denote the
side of the square by 1, the diagonal will be
denoted by V 2 ; but */ 2 is incommensurable
with 1, because the square root of an imper-
fect square cannot be expressed inexact terms
ofl.

'* The one hundred and seventeenth proposition of
Euclid'B tenth hook proves the side ana diagonal of a
square to be incommensurable."—Boyle : Works, iv. 418.

B. As subst. : One of two or more quantities
which are incommensurable.

in-cdm-mens'-u-ra-ble-ness, s. [Eng. in-
commensurable ; -ness'.] The quality or state of
being incommensurable ; incommensurability.

"The incommensurableness of the side and diagonal
of a square."—Boyle : Works, iv. 46B.

Sn-com-mens-u-ra-bljr, adv. [Eng. in-
commensurable) ; -ly'.] In an incommensur-
able manner.

in-com-mens'-u-rate, a. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. commensurate (q.v.).]

1. Not commensurate ; not admitting of a
common measure ; incommensurable.

"Though the less space be incommensurate to the
greater."—Holden: On Time.

2. Not adequate or sufficient ; not of ade-
quate or equal measure ; inadequate.

" His improvement grows continually more incom-
mensurate to his life."—Rambler, No. 127.

in-com mens'-u -rate ly, adv. [Eng. in-
commensurate; -ly.]' In an incommensurate
manner ; not in equal or due measure or pro-
portion.

In-com-mens urate ness, s. [Eng. in-
commensurate ; -ness.) The quality or state of
being incommensurate.

* in-com-mis -ci-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2) ; Lat.

com- = con- = with, and Eng. miscibh (q.v.).]
That cannot be commixed or mixed together.

* in-coni-mix -ture, s. [Pref, in- (2), and
Eng. commixture (q.v.).] A state of not being
mixed or mingled ; a state of separation.

" In what parity and incommixture the language of
that people stood."—Browne: Miscellanies, tract viii.

* in com mo-date, v.t. [Lat. incommodatus,
pa. par. of incommodo, from ineommodus = in-

convenient : in = not, and commodus = con-
venient.] To incommode, to inconvenience.

" Incommodated with a troubled and abated (instru-
ment."

—

Bp. Mall: Funeral Sermon on Lady Carbery.

*£n-c6m-mo-da'-tion,s. [Incommodate.] A
state of being incommoded or inconvenienced.

In com mode', v.t. [Fr. incomvwder, from
Lat. incommodo, from incommodes.] [Incom-
modate.] To cause trouble or inconvenience
to ; to hinder, to trouble, to disquiet, to em-
barrass, to wrong, to discommode, to inconve-
nience.

"They . . . would have poisoned, starved, or greatly
incommoded one another."—Derham : Physico-Theo-
logy, bk. iv., ch. ix.

* in-com mode', s. [Incommode, v.] That
which incommodes ; an inconvenience ; em-
barrassment, hindrance, obstruction.

"In avoiding sundry incommodes and inconveni-
ences that might follow thereof."—Strype ; Memorials
(an, 1518).

* in com mode'-ment, s. [Eng. incommode

;

-ment.] The act of incommoding; the state
of being incommoded.

in com-mo'-di-ous, a. [Lat. ineommodus.]
Not commodious ; that incommodes or incon-
veniences ; inconvenient, embarrassing, an-
noying.

" Horriblycumbersome and incommodious."—Cowley:
Essays; Of Greatness.

in-cdm-md'-dl-OUS-ly; adv. [Eng. incom-
modious; -ly.] In an incommodious, inconve-
nieut,orembarrassingmanner ; inconveniently.

" Long time elapsed or e'er our rugged sires
Complained, though incommodiously pent in.
And ill at ease." Cowper : Task, L 69.

in-com mo di-ous ness, s. [Eng. incom-
modious ; -ness. ] The quality or state of being
incommodious ; inconvenience, iucommodity.

"Diseases, disorders, and the incommodiousness of
external nature, are inconsistent with happiness."—
Burnet : Theory of the Earth,

* in-com-mod'-l-ty, s. [Fr. incommodite,
from Lat. incommoditatem, accus. of incommo-
ditas, from ineommodus — inconvenient.] In-
convenience, trouble.

"Had I not found incommodity there, I had not for-
saken it at all."—Bunyan : PUgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

in-com-mun-i-ca-bil'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. communicability (q.v.).] The
quality or state of being incommunicable.

"The incommunicability of this peace with many
of hia church."—Bales : Remains, p. 181.

in-com mu ni-ca-ble, u. [Fr.] [Commu-
nicable.]

1. That cannot be communicated, imparted
to, or shared with another.

"Such glooms immerse
That incommunicable sight."

Shelley : Revolt of Islam, i. 50.

2. That cannot be communicated, imparted,
or told to another.

" The infinlteness of his duration is . . . incommu-
nicable to any created being."

—

Hale: Orig. of Man-
kind, p. 117.

* 3. Incommunicative ; not inclined to com-
municate information to others. (Southey.)

in-com-mun -i-ca ble-ness, s. [Eng. in-

communicable ; -ness.] The same as Incom-
municability (q.v.).

m-com-mun'-i-ca-bly, adv. [Eng. incom-
municable) ; -ly.] ' In an incommunicable
manner ; in a manner not to be communicated
or imparted.

To annihilate is ... as incommunicabty the effect

* in-com-mun'-i-cat-ing, a. [Pref. in- (2)

;

Eng. communicatee) ; -ing.] Having no com-
munication or intercourse with each other.

"The administration was by several incommunicat-
ing hands."

—

Hale : Common Law.

* xn-com-mun'-i-cat-ive, a. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. communicative (q.v.).]

1. Not communicative ; not free or ready to
communicate or impart to others.

2. Not disposed to hold intercourse, com-
munion, or fellowship with others ; reserved.

* in com-mun -i cat-ive-ly, adv. [Eng. in-
communicative; -ly.] In an incommunicative
manner.

* In-com-mun'-i cat-ive-ness, s. [Eng.
incommunicative; -ness.] The quality or state
of being incommunicative ; reserve.

* in-Com-mut-a-biT-i-ty, s. [Eng. incom-
mutable ; -ity.] "The quality or state of being
incommutable.

* in com mut'-a We, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. commutable' (q.v.).] Not commutable

;

that cannot be exchanged with another.

*in-c6m-mut'-a-ble-ness,s. [Eng. incom-
mutable ; -ness.] *The quality or state of being
incommutable ; incommutability.

* m-com-mut'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. incommuta-
ble); -ly.) In an 'incommutable manner; with-
out reciprocal change.

* in-com-pact , * in-com-pact'-ed, a.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. compact, compacted
(q.v.).] Not compact ; not having the parts
joined together ; not solid.

'

' The other four elements might be variously blend-
ed, but would remain incompacted."— Boyle : Works
i. 546.

in com -par-a-blc, a. [Fr., from Lat. in-

comparabil'is ; Sp. incomparable; Ital. incom-
parable.] Not comparable ; excellent above
compare ; admitting of no comparison with
others ; unequalled, peerless.

"His excellent majesty and incomparable nature."
— Wilkins: Natural Religion, bk. 1., ch. xiL

ln-com'-par-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. incom-
parable; -ness'] The quality or state of being
incomparable ; excellence beyond comparison.

in-com'-par-a-bljr, adv. [Eng. incompar-
able); -ly.) In an incomparable manner or

degree ; beyond comparison or competition.

"He was, for example, an incomparably better ad-
ministrator than Torrington."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng. t

ch. xxiv.

* in-com -pared', a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
compared (q.v.).] Beyond compare ; incom-
parable, matchless.

*' That Mautuane poet's incompared spirit."

Spenser: To Sir F. Walsingham.

* in-com pass, v.t. [Encompass.]

* in com-pa -ssion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and)

Eng. compassion (q.v.).] Want of compassion
or pity.
" We are full of incompassion,"—Sawiderson : Serm.

* in-com pass ion ate (ss;is sh),o. [PreC.

in- (2), and. Eng. compassionate (q.v.).] With-
out compassion ; void of pity or tenderness.

* in corn-pass -ion-ate-ly (ss;is sh), adv.
[Eng. incompassionate ; -ly.] In an inconipas-
sionate manner ; without pity or compassion.

' in-compass Ion ate ness (ss as sh)„
s. [Eng. incompassionate ; -ness.] The quality
or state of being incompassionate ; want of
compassion or pity.

in-com-pat-i-bU'-I-ty, s. [Fr. incompati-
bility from incompatible; Sp. incompatibilidad ;

Ital. incompatibilitd.] The quality or state of
being incompatible ; inconsistency.

" The incompatibility or agreeableness of Incidents."
—Burke : Hints for an Essay on the Drama.

in-c6m-pat'-i-blef
* m-com-pet'-i-ble,

a. & s. [Fr.] [Compatible.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ord. Lang. : Inconsistent with something^
else, or between themselves ; incapable of har-
monizing or subsisting with something else ;.

incongruous.
"Thai a belief in creation is incompatible with m

philosophy of the Absolute was clearly neon by Fichte."—0. Mantel: Bampton Lectures, 11. (Note 22.)

H" It was formerly followed by to, now onlje
by with.

II, Technically .*

1. Logic : [Incompatible-terms].

2. Pharm. : A term used of medicines nofj.

suitable to be prescribed together, because oae-
would counteract the eifect of the other.

B. As subst. : One of two or more things:
which cannot co-exist : specif., in chemistry,
one of two or more salts or other substances,
which cannot be united in solution without,
decomposition or chemical change.

incompatible-terms, s. pi.

Logic : Terms which cannot both be affirmed
of the same subject.

in-com pat -ible ness, s. [Eng. incom-
patible; -ness.] The quality or state of being;
incompatible ; incompatibility.

"The incompatibleness of space and spirit."—Law:
Enquiry, ch. iv.

in-com-pat'-l-bly, adv. [Eng. incompatib(le)z
-ly.] In an incompatible manner; incon-
sistently.

* in-com-pen -sa-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), ancfc

Eng. compensable (q.v.).] Not compensable;
incapable of being compensated.

in-com'-pe-tence, m-com'-pe-ten-$y
f &

[Fr. incompetence; Sp. incompetencia.]

L Ord. tang. : The quality or state of being,
incompetent ; want of competence, qualifica-
tion, or adequate ability; incapacity,, inade-
quacy ; inability physical, moral, or intellec-
tual.

" And therefore no incompetence of mine
Could do them wrong."

„ _ Wordsworth : Excursion, hk. viii.

II. Law:
1. Want of legal fitness to be heard as a.

witness in a trial in court, or to sit as a juror,,
or to enter into any legal contract ; legal dis-
qualification.

boll, bo*y; pout, jo%l; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = C
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun* -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die,. &c. = bel, del.
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2. Want of jurisdiction on the part of a
judge to hear or take cognizance of a case
brought before him.

in- com. -pe -tent, a. [Fr., from Lat. incom-
petens ; Ger. inkompetent ; Sp, & Ital. incom-
petent.]

1. Not competent ; lacking adequate power,
means, capacity, or qualifications to perform
any act or duties ; incapable, unfit.

" Incompetent as he was, he bore a commission which
gave him military rank in Scotland next to Dundee."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

2. Wanting legal or constitutional fitness or
qualification; not permissible, not admissible :

as, an incompetent witness, an incompetent de-

fence.

3. Inadequate, insufficient.

"By this means all the motion in the universe
must proceed from external impulse alone—an in-
competent cause lor the formation of a world."

—

Bentley. {Todd.)

in-com'-pe-tent-ljr, adv. [Eng. incompetent

;

•ly.] In an " incompetent manner; inade-
quately, insufficiently.

In-com-pet'-i-ble, a. [Incompatible.]

In-com-ple'-tse, s. pi. [Lat., nomin. fern,

pi. of incomplete= incomplete : in- = not, arid

computus= complete (q.v.).]

Bat. : Apetalous plants, a sub-class of Exo-
gens. (Lindley : Nat Syst. Bot.)

in com-plete ', * in-com-pleat, a. fPref.
in- (2), and Eng. complete (q.v.).] Not com-
plete, not finished, not perfect; imperfect.

"The measures fit his government must become dis-
jointed and incomplete."—Blair: Sermons,vol. iv.,sr.H.

incomplete-equation, s.

Math. : An equation, some of whose terms
are wanting ; or an equation in which the co-
efficient of some one or more of the,powers of
the unknown quantity is equal to 0.

incomplete-flower, s,

Bot. (Of a flower) : Destitute of calyx, corolla,

or of both.

in-com-plete'-ly, adv. [Eng. incomplete;
-ly.] In an inoomplete manner; imperfectly.

"When one was accused of any crime which was
provtdincompletely."—Burnet : Hist. Reform, (an.1522).

in-cotti-plete -ness, s. [Eng. incomplete

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being incom-
plete ; incompletion, imperfecta ess.

"The incompleteness of the theory of cold."

—

Boyle:
Works, il. 499.

in-com-ple'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
completion (q.v.).] Want of completion or
completeness ; incompleteness. (E. B. Brown-
ing : The Lost Bower.)

* in-cora -plex, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
complex (q.v.).] Not complex, simple.

" The ear is in birds the most simple and incomplex
of any animal's ear."—Derham : Physico-Theology, bk.
vii., ch. ii. (Note 4.)

* In-com-pli'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. compilable' (q.v.).] Not disposed to coin-

ply ; not compliant ; incompliant.

* in-com-pll'-ance, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. compliance (q.v.).] The quality or state

of being incompliant; refusal or failure to
comply ; unyielding, impracticable, or in-

tractable temper.
" Caused by the incompliance of such as opposed the

rights. "Strype : Life of Parker (an. 1565).

* in-com-pli'-ant, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
compliant (q.v. J.] Not compliant ; indisposed
or refusing to vield to solicitation or request

;

intractable.

"We find three incompliant prelates more this year
under voufhiemei\t."—Strype .' Memorials (an. 1560).

* In-com-pll'-ant-ly, adv. [Eng. incom-
plixiM; -ly.] In "an incompliant manner ; not
compliantly.

* in -comport' a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. comportable.'\ Intolerable. (North : Ex-
cvoxen, p. 39.)

* in-com posed', a. [Pref. m- (2), and Eng.

composed (q.v.).] Put out of order ; disturbed,
discomposed, disquieted.

" The strong laborious ox, of honest front,
Which incomposed he shakes."

Thomson : Summer, 491.

*in-c6m-pds'-ed-ness, s. [Eng. incom-
posed; -ness.] The quality or state of being
incomposed.

* in-com'-pos-lte, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
composite (q.v.).] Not composite; not com-
pound ; simple.

incomposite number, «. The same as
Prime-number (q.v,).

* in-com-pos-Si-foil'-i-ty^ s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. compossibility (q.v.).] The quality
or state of being incompossible ; incapability
of joint existence ; inconsistency with some-
thing.

" The incompossibility of infinitude with multitude."
—Hale : Orig, of Mankind, p. 109.

* in-cdm-p6s'-si-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. compossible (q.v.).] Incapable of joint

existence ; not possible together ; inconsistent,
incompatible.

" By an actual attendance to things incompossible."
—Bishop Taylor: Rule of Conscience, bk. iv., ch. i.

* in com-pre hense', a. [Lat. in- = not,

and comprehensus, pa. par. of comprehendo =
to understand.] Incomprehensible. (Marston.)

in-com-pre-hen-si-bil'-i-ty, s. [Fr. in-

comprehensibilite, from incomprehensible.] The
quality or state of being incomprehensible, or
beyond the reach of human intellect ; incon-
ceivableness.

"Alledging incomprehensibility for one of ita pro-
perties."—Law : Enquiry ; Of Space, ch. L

ln-cdm-pre-hen'-si-ble, a. [Fr.] [Com-
prehensible. ]

* 1. Impossible to be contained within limits.
" Spaces incomprelien&ible, for such
Their distance argues." Milton : P. L., viii. 20.

2. Impossible to be comprehended, con-
ceived, or understood ; beyond the reach of
human intellect ; inconceivable.

-Fryth; Workcs

in com-pre-hen si-ble-ness, s. [Eng. in-
comprehensible ; -ness.] The quality or state of
being incomprehensible ; incomprehensibility.

" Incomprehensiblenessoi the joys of another world."—Stilling/leet: Works, vol. iv., Ber. 4.

in-com-pre-hen'-si-bly, adv. [Eng. in-

comprehensible); -ly.] In an incomprehensi-
ble manner or degree ; inconceivably.

* ln-com-pre-hen'-sion, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. compreliension (q.v.).] Want of com-
prehension or understanding.

"The remote standing or placing thereof that breed-
eth these mazes and incompi-ehensions."—Bacon: Ad-
vancement of Learning, bk. ii.

* in-com-pre-hen'-sive, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. comprehensive (q.v.).]

1. Not comprehensive ; limited ; not exten-
sive.

"A most incomprehensive and inaccurate title [sc.

to Hall's Satyres, 1599]."— Warton: Hist. Eng. Poetry,
vol. iv.

2, Not confined ; unlimited.
" Wisdom dwells replete.

Incomprehensive through his sacred seat."'

Brooke ; Universal Beauty, bk. Hi.

* ln-com-pre-nen'-sive-ly, adv. [Eng. in-
comprehensive; -ly.] Not comprehensively

;

in a limited manner or degree.

* In-com-pre hen -sive-ness, s, [Eng.
incomprehensive ; -ness.] The quality or state
of being incomprehensive.

in-com-pres-si-bil'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. compressibility (q.v.).] The quality
or state of being incompressible or of being in-
capable of compression ; incapacity to be com-
pressed.

in-com-pres'-si-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. compressible (q.v.),] That cannot be
compressed ; incapable of being compressed by
force into less space or compass ; resisting
compression.

* in com-pres'-si-ble ness, s. [Eng. in-
compressible ; -ness.] The same as Incompres-
SIB1LITY (q.V.).

* in-com-put -a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. computable ?q.v.).j Not computable; in-
capable of being computed, reckoned, or cal-

culated.

in-c6n-ceal' a ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. concealablefo.v.).] Not concealable ; that
cannot be concealed ; incapable of conceal-
ment.

"The inconcealable imperfections of ourselves will
hourly prompt us our corruption."

—

Browne: Vulgar
Errours, bk. vii., ch. x.

ln-con-ceiv-a-bil'-i-ty; s. [Eng. inconceiv-

able • -ity.] The same as Inconceivableness

(q.v.).

Jn-con-ceiv'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. conceivable (q.v.).] Not conceivable ; in-

comprehensible ; that cannot be conceived by
the mind ; incapable of being explained by the

the human intellect or according to known
principles or agencies.

"Agents that are not only invisible but inconceiv-
able."—Boyle : Works, ill. 278.

In-con-ceiv'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. incon-

ceivable ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inconceivable ; incomprehensibility.

"The unaccountable ness and inconceivableness of

in-cpn-ceiv'-a-bl& adv. [Eng. inconceiv-

able); -ly.] In an inconceivable manner or
degree ; in a manner or degree beyond human
comprehension.

This vital warmth too oold, these visual orbs,
' '\y endowed, too dim."

"ordsworth: Excursion, bk, iv.

* in-con-cep'-ti-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. conceptible (q.v.).] Not conceptible in

the mind ; not conceivable; inconceivable; in-

comprehensible.
"It is inconceptible how any such man that hath

stood the shock of an eternal duration without corrup-
tion, should after be corrupted."—Hale: Orig. of Man*
kind, p. 86.

* ln-con-cern'-ing, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. concerning.] Not of concern ; trivial

;

unimportant.

* in-con 9inn, a. [Lat. inconcinnus.] Un-
suitable ; incongruous.

" Inconcinn moleculae—i.e., atoms of different mag-
nitude and figures."—Cudworth : Intell. System, p. 16.

* m-cdn-cin'-ni-ty", s. [Lat. inconcinnitas,

from inconcinnus.] Want of concinnity ; un-
suitableness ; incongruousness.

* in-con 9m -nous, a. [Lat. inconcinnus.]

Unsuitable ; incongruous ; disagreeable to the
ear ; discordant.

* in-con clud -ent, a. [Lat. in- = not, and
concludens, pr. par. of concludo = to conclude.]
Not conclusive ; inferring no consequence.

" The depositions of witnesses themselves, as being
false, various, contrariant, single, inconcludent."—Ay-
liffe: Parergon.

* in-eon-clud -ing, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. concluding.] Inferring no consequence.

* ln-con-clu'-sive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
conclusive (q.v.).] Not conclusive ; not con-
cluding, closing, or settling a point in debate
or a doubtful question ; producing no conclu-
sion ; not exhibiting or containing cogent evi-

dence.
" In an age of contemporary registration, the ac-

counts are obscure and inconclusive."— Lewis: Cred,
Early Horn. Hist. (1855), 11 318.

in-c6n-clu'-sive-l^f adv. [Eng. inconclu-

sive; -ly.] In an inconclusive manner.

in-con-clu'-sive-ness, s. [Eng. inconclu-

sive; -ness.] The quality or state of being in-

conclusive.

* In con coct', * xn-con-cdcf-ed, a. [Pref.

in- (2), and Eng. concoct, concocted (q.v.).] Not
concocted ; not matured or ripened ; immature.

" It is aU that while crude and inconcoct."—Bacon:
Statural History, § 838.

* in-con-cScf-ed, a. [Inconcoct.]

* ln-con-cdc'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
concoction (q.v.).] The state of being incon-

coct, unmatured, or unripe ; immaturity.
" Inconcoction, which is a kind of putrefaction."

—

Bacon : Natural History, § 888.

* in-con'-crete, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
concrete.] Not concrete; abstract. (Andrewes:
Sermons, i. 88.)

in-con-cur'-rlng, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
concurring (q.v.)/] Not concurring ; not in
agreement.

"They derive effects not only from inconcurring
causes, but tilings devoid of all efficiency."—Browne:
Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. iv.

*in-cdn-cus'-sl-blet a. [Lat. in- = not,
and conmissibilis = that can be shaken ; con-
cussible (q.v.).] Not concussible ; incapable
of being shaken.

fate, fa*, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kwi.
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* in con den sa bil i ty, s. [Eng. incon-
densable ; -ity.] 'The quality or Btate of being
incondensable.

* frl-con-den'-sa-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. condensable' (q.v.).l Not condensable

;

incapable of being condensed or made more
dense or compact.

* in-con-den-si-bil'-I-ty, *. [Incondensa-
EILITY.]

In-con-den'-si-ble, a. [Incondensable.]

* in-con' -dite, a. [Lat. inconditus, from in-
= not, and conditus, pa. par. ofcondo = to store

up, to lay together : con- = cum = with, and do
= to give, to place.] Irregular, disarranged,
confused, disordered, ill-composed, rude.

" Now sportive youth
Carol incondite rhimea.

'

Philips : Cider, ii.

* ln-con-di'-tion-al, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. conditional (q.v,).] Not conditional

;

without any condition or limitation ; unre-
stricted by any terms ; unconditional.

"From that wliicli is but true in a qualified sense,
an inconditional and absolute verity is inferred."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. i., ch. iv.

* in-con-di'-tion-ate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. conditionate (q.v.).] Free from condi-
tions, limitations, or stipulations ; uncondi-
tional, free, unrestricted.

" Ail eternal, unchangeable, and inconditionate de-
cree of election or reprobation."

—

Boyle : Works, i. 277.

* in-con-flrm', v.t. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
confirm (q.v.).J Not to confirm ; to refuse or
neglect to confirm.

* in-con-form', a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
conform, a.] Disagreeing with; not conformed
to. (Gauden: Tears of the Church, p. 291.)

* in con form' a ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. conformable' (q.v.).] Not conformable;
not in conformity ; unconformable.

£n-c6n-form'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
conformity (q.v.).] Want of conformity ; in-

compliance with the practice, rules, customs,
or principles of others ; nonconformity.

" Utter inconformity with the Church of Koine was
not an extremity whereunto we should be drawn for a
time."—Booker : Ecclesiastical Polity.

"* in con~fu^ed , a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
confused (q. v.).] Not confused ; distinct,

separate.

"The voice of man or birds will enter into a small
cranny inconfused."—Bacon : Natural History, § 192.

* in-con fu' $ion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

confusion (q.v.).] Freedom from confusion;
distinction.

"TheinconfusionIn species visible."—Bacon: Natural
History, § 192.

* in-con-fut'-a-ble, a, [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. confutable (q.v.).] That cannot be con-
futed or disproved.

*in-c6n-fut'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inconfuta-
bile); -ly.} In an inconfutable or unanswer-
able manner ; unanswerably.

"Eternally and inconfutably."'—Taylor : Diss, from
Popery, oh. i., § L

* in-cdn-geaT-a-ble, * in con-gel-a ble,
a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. congealable (q.v.).]

Not congealable ; incapable of being congealed
or frozen.

"The incongealable liquor reached into the pipe."
Boyle : Works, ii. 601.

* in-COn-geal'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. incon-
gealable; -ness.]

' The quality or state of being
incongealable.

* in- con -gen'-I-al, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
I congenial (q.v.).] " Not congenial, unsuitable

;

not of a like nature.

' in - con - gen - 1 - aT- 1 - t$r, s. [Eng. incon-
genial; -ity.] The quality or state of being
incongenial ; unlikeness of nature ; unsuit-
ableness.

in-con'-gru ence, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. congruence (q.v.).] The quality or state
of being incongruent ; want of congruence

;

unsuitableness, incongruity.
" The congruity or incongruence of the component

partlcleB of the liquor."

—

Boyle : Works, i. 391.

* in-cori -gru-ent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. congruent fa. v.).] Not congruent, incon-
gruous, unsuitable, inconsistent.

" It shall not be incongruent to our matter."

—

Elyot

:

The Governour, bk. i., en. xiii.

in-con-gru'-I-ty; * in-con-gra-i-tie, s,

[Fr. incongruite.]

1. The quality or state of being incongruous

;

want of congruity ; unsuitableness; inconsis-

tency ; impropriety.
"Thero is such a congruity or incongruity betwixt

the terms of a proposition,"— Wilkins; Nat, Religion,
bk. i„ ch. i.

2. Unsuitableness of one part to another

;

inconsistency of parts ; want of symmetry.
" She, whom after what form soe'er we see,

Is discord and rude incongruity."
Donne: Anatomy of the World.

3. That which is incongruous ; that which
exhibits a want of congruity.

" To avoid absurdities and incongruities, is the same
law established for both arts."—Dryden : Dufresnoy.

in-Con'-gru-OUS, a. [Lat. incongruus, from
in- = not, and congruus = agreeing ; Fr. in-

congru.] Not congruous ; unsuitable ; incon-
sistent ; not fitting ; improper ; not harmoniz-
ing in parts.

"If metre be not incongruous to the nature of an
epic composition."—Hurd : Idea of Universal Poetry.

in-cdn'-gru-oiis-ly, adv. [Eng. incongruous

;

-ly.] In an incongruous manner ; unsuitably ;

unfitly ; inconsistently.

"He drops this construction; and passes very in-
congruously to the personification of art."

—

Blair:
Led. 23.

* in-con-nect -ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
connected (q.v.).] Not connected, uncon-
nected, disconnected.

" A number of inconnected and quite different sub-
jects."—Uu,rd: On Epistolary Writing.

* in con-nec tion, * in con nex -ion (x
as ksh), s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. connec-

tion, connexion (q.v.).] Want of connection
;

a loose, disjointed state.

* ln-con-nexed , a. [Pref. in- (2), Eng. con-

nex, and suff. -ed.] Not connected, uncon-
nected, without connection.

* in-con-nex'-ed-ly, oxlv. [Eng. inconnexed

;

-ly.] In an unconnected manner; without
any connection or dependence.

" Others ascribed hereto, as a cause, what ^perhaps
but casually or inconnexadly succeeds."—Browne

:

Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. ix.

* in-cdn'-scion-a-ble (sci as sh), a. [Pref.

in- (2), and Eng*. conscionable (q.v,).] Not
conscionable ; unable to discriminate between
good and evil ; having no conscience.

" So inconsclonable are these common people, and bo
little feeling have they of God, or their own bouIs'
good."

—

Spenser : On Ireland.

* in-con -scions (sci as sh), a. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. conscious (q.v.).] Not con-
scious, unconscious.

"Hear thou, of Heav'n inconscious /"

Beattie: Judgment of Paris.

in-con'-se-quence, s. [Lat. inconsequen-

tia, from inconsequens = inconsequent (q.v.)
;

Fr. inconsequence ; Ital. inconsequenza.] The
quality or state of being inconsequent ; incon-
clusiveness ; want of logical argument.

" Strange 1 that you should not see the inconsequence
of your own reasoning."—Hurd: Letter to Rev. Dr.
Leland.

in-con se-quent, a. [Lat. inconsequens,
from i)i- = not, con- — cum = together, and
sequens, pr. par. of sequor = to follow ; Fr.
inconsequent; Ital. inconsequente.]

1 . Not following regularlyfrom the premises

;

not consequential.

"[This] is illogicall and inconsequent."—GlanviU •

Pre-existence of Souls, ch. ii.

* 2. Not of consequence ; of little or no
moment.

* lncon-se-quen -tial (ti as sh), a. [Pref.
in- (2), and Eng. consequential (q.v.).]

1. Not consequential ; not following regu-
larly or by logical inference or deduction from
the premises ; inconsequent.

" Upon other reasons it seema utterly inconsequen-
tial."—Hale : Origin of Mankind, p. 276.

*2. Of little or no consequence or moment

;

trivial.

" My time is not wholly inconsequential.''—Mad
D'Arblay; Cecilia, bk. ix., ch. ill

* In-cdn-se-quen-ti-al'-i-ty (ti as shi), s.

[Pref. in-(2), and Eng. consequentiality (q.v.).]
The quality or state of being inconsequential.

* in-con-se quen -tial ly (ti as sh), adv.
[Eng. inconsequential

;

' -ly.] In an inconse-
quential manner ; without regular or logical
deduction or inference. (Warburton: View of
'-'-'-

brake's Philosophy, let. 3.)

* in-cdn'-se-quent-ness, s. [Eng. inconse-

quent; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inconsequent ; inconsequence.

in-con-sid'-er-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. considerable (q.v.).] Not considerable :

not deserving of consideration or notice ; un
important, trivial, insignificant.

"Perth's words were adopted with inconsiderable
modifications."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

* Jn-con-sid'-cr-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. in-

considerable; -ness'] The quality or state of

being inconsiderable ; small importance ; in-

significance.
" The inconsiderableness of most of their persons.

-—
Evelyn : State of France.

xn-con-sid'-er-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inconsid-

erable); -ly.] In" an inconsiderable manner or

degree ; to an insignificant amount or degree.

* in - con - sid' - er - a - 9^, s. [Eng. incon-

siderate); -cy.] The quality or state of being
inconsiderate ; inconsiderateness, thoughtless-
ness.

in-con-sid er ate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. considerate (q.v.).]

* 1. Not considerate ; acting without due
regard to the circumstances of the case ; care-

less, heedless, rash, hasty, incautious.
" Whose counsels then did guide

Th' inconsiderate king."
Drayton : Poly-Olbion, fl. 22.

* 2. Thoughtless ; acting without thought
or consideration ; rude ; unlearned.

"Doth the inconsiderate take salve for l'envoy, and
the word l'envoy, for a salve ?

H —Shakesp. : Love's
Labour's Lost, ill. L

3. Acting or speaking without consideration

or regard for the feelings of others.

* 4. Inconsiderable.

"A little inconsiderate piece of brass."—Ed, Terry
(1665).

in-con-sid'-er-ate-ly; adv. [Eng. incon-
siderate ; -ly.] In an inconsiderate or thought-
less manner ; without consideration or thought

;

carelessly ; rashly.

"He inconsiderately told her , . . the private orders
he had left behind him."

—

Addison : Spectator, No. 1TL

m-con-sid'-er-ate-ness, s. [Eng. incon-
siderate; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inconsiderate ; want of consideration, thought,
or care ; thoughtlessness, carelessness, inad-
vertence.

* in-con-sid-er-a'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. consideration ; Fr. inconsidc" ration.]

Wantofdue consideration or thought; thought-
lessness ; inattention to consequences.

In consist -ence, in-c6n-sist'-en-cy\ a.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. consistence, consistency

(q.v.); Fr. inconsistance ; Ital. inconsistencia.]

1. The quality or state of being inconsistent;
such a state of opposition that one proposition
infers the negation of the other ; such contra-
riety that both cannot subsist or be together

;

opposition or discordance in the nature of
things.

" Excellent harmony, without any dissonance or in-
consistency."— Wilkins: Natural Religion, bk. ii, cb, ix.

2. Incongruity in action or conduct ; want
or absence of consistency ; changeableness

;

unsteadiness.

"His Jacobite friends loudly blamed his inconsist"
ency."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvii.

3. Absurdity in argument or narration ; self-

contradiction ; want of congruity or harmony
iu parts.

"What inconsistency is this?"—Bentley : Free-think
ing, § l.

in-con-sist'-ent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng
consistent (q.v.).]

1. Not consistent ; incompatible
; disagree-

ing ; discordant ; at variance ; incongruous ;

not suitable. (Followed by with.)
" It had never been thought inconsistent with the

duty of a Christian."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. Without uniformity of conduct, senti-

ment, principle, or the like ; exhibiting incon-
sistency ofthought or conduct ; fickle ; change-
able ; unsteady ; fitful.

"The conduct of his followers was as irresolute and
inconsistent as bis own."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,clL
xiii.

in-c6n-Slst'-ent-ly, adv. [Eng. inconsistent;
-ly.] In an inconsistent manner ; incongru-
ously ; without consistence or uniformity of
conduct or principle.

"The only crime in which your leading politicians
could have &ctedincons4&tently. —Burke : Onttie Frencli
devolution.

b6il, bolf; pout, jortt; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Jug-

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = b«l, del.
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* in consist'-ent-ness, s. [Eng. incon-

sistent; -ness.]
* The quality or state of being

inconsistent ; inconsistency.

* in consist -I-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2) ; Eng.
consist, and suff. -ible = -able.] Variable,

fickle, changeable. (North : Emmen, p. 629).

* In-con- sist -nig, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
consisting.] Not consistent ; inconsistent.

" The persons and actions of a farce are all unnatural,
and the manners false : that is, inconsisting with the
characters of mankind. '

—

Dryden : Dufresnoy.

in-con-sdl'-a-ble, a. [Fr.] Not to be con-

soled or comforted ; incapable of consolation ;

beyond susceptibility of comfort ; disconso-
late.

"I abandoned myself to despair, and remained in-
consolable,"— Dryden: Life; Letter from Lady Eliz.

Dryden,

* in-con sol -a ble ness, s. [Eng. inconsol-

able; -ness.] The quality or state of being in-

consolable.

ln-Con-SoT-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inconsolab(k) ;

-ly.] In a manner or degree incapable of con-
solation.

* In-con'-so-late-ly, adv. [Lat. in- = not,

and consokttus, pa. par. ofconsolo = to console ;

Eng. suff. -ly.] Inconsolably ; disconsolately.
" Transitory honors, titles, treasures, which will at

the last leave you inconsolately sorrowfuU."—Bp. Hall

:

Ser. Preached to his Majesty, Gal. ii. 20.

* in-con'-so-nance, * in-con'-so-nan- cy,

s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. consonance, conso-

nance (q. v.).J Want of consonance, harmony,
or agreement ; inconsistent ; incongruous.

* In-con -sonant, ft. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
consonant (q. v.) "J Not consonant or agreeing

;

not in consonance ; inconsistent ; discordant.
" That they carried them out of the world with their

feet forward, not inconsonant unto reason."—Browne:
Urne Burial, ch. iv.

* in-con'-so-nant-ly, adv. [Eng. inconso-

nant; -ly.] In an inconsonant manner or

degree ; inconsistently ; discordantly ; incon-
gruously.

in-Con-spic'-U-oiis, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. conspicnotis (q.v.).l

I. Ordinary Language .*

I. Not conspicuous ; not readily discernible

by the sight ; not easily perceptible.
" Eendered inconspicuous by a more powerful attrac-

tion."—Guardian, No. 126.

* 2. Not discernible with the eyes ; not
visible to human sight ; invisible.

" Socrates in Xenophon has the same sentiment, and
says that the Deity ia inconspicuous."—Jortin: Rem.
on Eccles. Hist.

II. Botany:

1. Small in size, not easily discerned.

2. Ill-defined, obscure.

in-cdn-spic'-u-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. incon-

spicuous; -ly.]' In an inconspicuous manner.
" The few particles of the air . . . inconspicuously

lurk within the bladder."—Boyle : Works, i. 180.

in-cdn-Spic'-U-OUS-ness, 5. [Eng. incon-

spicuous ; -ness'.] The quality or state of being

inconspicuous.

"The air let in, in the Torricellian experiment, re-

duces the air in the bladder to its former inccmspicu-

ousness."—Boyle : Works, i. 181.

in-con'-stan-cy, * in-con-stance, * in-

con-staunce, s. [Fr. inconstance, from Lat.

inconstantia, from inconstans = inconstant

(q.v.). ; Ital. inconstanza.]

1. The quality or state of being inconstant

:

changeableness ;
mutability or fickleness of

temper; unsteadiness, inconsistency.

"The imputation of inconstancy which is so fre-

quently thrown on the common people."— Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. v.

2. Dissimilitude, diversity; want of same-

ness or uniformity.

3. Variableness, changeableness, mutability.
" Lightness and inconstancy in love."

Spenser: F. Q., I. iv. 1.

In-con stant, * in-con-staunt, «. [Fr.]

1. Not constant or firm in resolution,

opinions, feelings, or inclinations ; change-

able, fickle, volatile, capricious, unsteady,
wavering.

" Inconstant man, that loved all he saw."
Spenser : F. Q., J. iv. 26.

2. Variable, uncertain.
" Inconstant Fortune is his constant friend."

Pomfret . Fortunate Complaint.

3. Changing, mutable, variable.
" Of light and shade's inconstant race."

Scott : Marmion, iii. (Introd.)

in - con'- stant - ly, adv. [Eng. inconstant;
-ly.] In an inconstant manner ; not steadily.

"They nutter still about inconstantly."
Cowley : Monopoly.

* In-con-sum'-a-ble, u. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. consumable'(q

L
.v.).~] Not consumable; in-

capable of being wasted or consumed ; in-

destructible.
" Napkins, shirts, and coats, inconsumable by fire."

—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. iii., ch. xiv.

in-con-sum'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inconsum-
able); -ly.] In an inconsumable or inde-

structible manner ; so as to be inconsumable.

* in-con-sum'-mate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. consummate (q.v.).] Not consummated,
not finished, not complete.

" Prosecution for such conspiracies and inconsummate
attempts."

—

Hale: Hist. Pleas of the Crown, oh. xiii.

* in-con-sum'-mate-ness, s, [Eng. incon-
summate ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inconsummate ; incompleteness.

* in-con-sump'-ti-ble, a. [Lat. in- = not,

and comumptus, pa. par. of consumo = to con-
sume ; Fr. inconsomptible.] That cannot be
consumed, destroyed, or reduced to nothing;
inconsumable.

" Before I give any answer to this objection of pre-
tended inconsumptible lights, I would gladly see the
effect undoubtedly proved. '—Digby: On Bodies, ch. viii.

* in-con-tam'-i-nate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. contaminate fa.v.) ; Fr. incontaminc.}
Uncontaminated, undefined, unpolluted, in-

violate ; free from contamination.

"Being [as you are] free and incontaminate, well
borne."

—

Evelyn : Memoirs, i. ; Lett, to Col. Morley.

* in-Con-tam'-I-nate-ness, s. [Eng. in-

contaminate ; -ness.'l The quality or state of
being free from contamination ; an uncor-
rupted state.

* In-con-ten-ta'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. contentation (q.v.).] The quality or state

of not being content ; discontent, dissatisfac-

tion.

* in-con-tes-ta-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. incon-
testable; -ity.] "The quality or state of being
incontestable ; incontestableness.

in-cdn-test'-a-ble, a. [Fr.] That cannot
be contested, disputed, or called in question ;

incontrovertible, indisputable, undeniable,
unquestionable.

"Consequences as incontestable as those in mathe-
matics."— Locke : Human Understanding, bk. iv.,

ch. iii., § 18.

in-con-test'-a-ble-neSS, s. [Eng. incon-
testable; -ness.'] The quality or state of being
incontestable or indisputable.

ln-cdn-test'-a-bly", adv. [Eng. incontest-

able); -ly.] In an incontestable manner; in-

disputably, incontrovertibly, indubitably ; so
as not to admit of question or dispute.

"A hero, a personage apparently and incontestably
superior to the rest."—Rambler, No. 156.

* In-con-test'-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
contested.] Uncontested, undisputed.

" We may lay this down as an incontested principle."
—Addison : Spectator, No. 513.

* in-con-tig'-u-ous, «. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. contiguous (q.v.).] Not contiguous ; not
touching each other; not adjoining.

* m-c6n-tig'-U-OUS-ly\ adv. [Eng. incon-
tiguous ; -ly.] *Not contiguously; separately.

in con ti-nence, ln-con'-ti-nen-cy, s.

[Fr. incontinence, from incontinent = inconti-
nent (q.v.). ; Sp. & Port, incontinencia ; Lat.
incontinentia.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A failure to restrain the pas-
sions or appetites ; want of self-restraint or
continence; indulgence of the passions or
appetites, especially of sexual desire ; indul-
gence in lust ; lewdness.

" The fairest capital of all the world ;

By riot and incontinence the worst." '

Cowper : Task, i. 699.

2. Path. : Inability to restrain the natural
evacuations. Used chiefly in the expression,
incontinence of urine.

in-con'-ti-nent, a. & adv. [Fr., from Lat.
incontinens, from in- = not, and continens =
holding in or back; Sp., Port., & Ital. incon-
tinente.] [Continent.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ord. Lang. : Not restraining the passions

or appetites, especially sexual desire ; lustful,

lewd, unchaste.
" Not licentious in the prime

And heat of youth, not then incontinent.

Daniel: A Panegyric; To the King.

II. Path. : Not able to restrain natural

evacuations.

B. As adv. : Immediately ; at once ; straight-

way ; incontinently.

"Come, mourn with me for what I do lament,
And put on aullen black incontinent."

Shakesp. : Richard II., v. 6.

* C. As subst. : One who is given to incontin-

ence ; one who indulges the sexual passion
unduly ; an unchaste or lewd person.

in-con'-ti-nent-ly^ adv. [Eng. inconti-

nent; -ly.]

* 1. Without due restraint of the passions
or appetites ; unchastely ; lewdly.

1 2. At once ; straightway ; immediately

;

forthwith.
" Incontinently I left Madrid, and have bpen dogged

and waylaid through several nations."

—

Arbuthnot d
Pope : Martin^Scriblerus,

* in-con-tract'-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. contracted (q.v.).] Not contracted ; not
shortened.

" This dialect uses the incontracted termination both
in nouns and verbs."

—

Blackmail: Sacred Classics, bk.
i., p. 228.

in-con-trol'-la-ble, * in-con-troul-a-
ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. controllable

(q.v.).] Not controllable ; that cannot be con-
trolled^ or restrained.

" Absolute, irresistible, incontroulable power."

—

Mountague: Appeale to Cawar, ch. v.

ln-con-trol'-la-bly, * in-con-troul-a-
bly, adv. [Eng. incontrollab(le) ; -ly.] In
an incontrollable manner; in a manner ad-
mitting of no control.

"Then . . . most incontroulably he acts himself."

—

South: Sermons, vol. viii., ser. 1.

in-Con-tro-vert-i-bil'-l-ty, s. [Eng. in-

controvertible ; -ity.] The quality or state of
being incontrovertible.

in-c6n-tro-verf-i-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. controvertible.] That cannot be contro-
verted, questioned, disputed, or contested

;

incontestable ; indisputable ; unquestionable ;

admitting of no controversy or dispute ; in-

dubitable.

"The thing itself whereon the opinion dependeth
... is not incontrovertible."— Browne: Vulgar Er-
rours, bk. vii., ch. xxiii,

in-c6n-tro-vert'-i-ble-ness, s. [Eng. in-
controvertible; -ness.] The quality or state of
being incontrovertible.

in-con-tro-vert'-i-bly, adv. [Eng. incon-
trovertible); -ly.] In an incontrovertible man-
ner or degree ; so as not to admit of contro-
versy or question ; indubitably ; indisputably.

"The Hebrew is incontrovertibly the primitive and
surest text."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. vi., ch. i.

in-con-ve'-m-ence, * ln-con-ve'-ni-en-
cy, c [Lat. inconvenientia, from inconveniens

=. unsuitable, inconvenient (q.v.) ; Fr. incon-
venance; Ital. inconvenienza.]

1. The quality or state of being inconve-
nient ; unsuitableness ; unfitness ; inexpedi-
ence . as, the inconvenience of an arrangement.

"Who has already found the inconvenience of plea.-

sures."—Dryden: Virgil; Gcorgics. (Dedic.)

2. That which inconveniences, troubles, or
embarrasses ; a hindrance ; a disadvantage ; a
cause of uneasiness or difficulty.

" Need is no vice at all, though here it be
With men a loathed inconveniem-y."

Herrick : Hesperides ; Want.

in-con-ve'-ni-ence, v.t. [Inconvenience, s.}

To put to inconvenience ; to incommode ; to
embarrass.

"For it is not the variety of opinions, but our own.
perverse wills, who think it meet, that all should be
conceited as our selves are, which hath so inconveni-
enced the church."—Males : Remains ; Rom. xiv. 1.

* in-cdn-ve'-ni-en-cy, s. [Inconvenience.]

in-cdn-ve'-ni-ent/ in-con-ve-ny-ent, a.
[O. Fr. inconvenient, from Lat. inconveniens —
inconsistent, improper : in- = not, and conve-
niens = fit, suitable ; Fr. inconvenant ; Ital. &:

Sp. inconveniente.]

1. Not convenient ; incommodious ; disad-
vantageous ; causing or tending to cause in-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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convenience, trouble, uneasiness, or difficulty ;

inopportune.

,
"He found It inconvenient to be poor."

Cowper : Charity, 189.

2. Unfit; inexpedient; unsuitable.
" No inconvenient diet, nor too light fare."

Milton: P. L., V. 495,

in-con-ve'-ni-ent-ly, adv. [Eng. inconve-

nient; -ly.] In"an inconvenient manner ; un-
suitably ; inopportunely ; so as to cause in-

convenience, trouble, difficulty, or uneasiness.

.,
- "I could spare

So much but inconveniently."
Byron : Churchill's Grave.

* in-c6n-vers'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. conversable (q.v.).] Not conversable ; un-
social ; reserved ; not inclined to free conver-
sation ; not affable.

* in-con'-vers-ant, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. conversant (q_.v.).] Not conversant ; not
familiar; not versed.

* in-con-vert'-ed, a. [Lat. in- = not, and
converto = to turn.] Not turned ; unchanged.

in-con-vert-I-bil'-I-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. convertibility (q.v.).] The quality or

state of being inconvertible or incapable of

being converted into or exchanged for some-
thing else.

in-con-vert'-I-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. convertible (q.v.).'] t* ot convertible ; in-

capable of being converted into or exchanged
for something else.

"It entereth not the veins, but . . . accompanieth
the inconvertible portion unto the siege."

—

Browne:
Vulgar Errours, bk. iii., ch. x.

* ill-con- vert'-l-ble-ness, s. [Eng. incon-
vertible; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inconvertible ; inconvertibility.

ln-con-vert'-l-bly, adv. [Eng. inconverti-

ble); -ly.] So as not to be convertible or
transmutable.

* m-cdn-vict -ed ness, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. convicted; -ness.] The quality or
state of not being convicted.

* in-c6n-vln'-ci-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. convincible (q.v.).] Not to be convinced

;

not open to or capable of conviction.

"None are so inconvincible as your half-witted per-
sona,"—Government of the Tongue, p. 195.

* in-con-vin'-ci-bly, adv. [Eng. inconvin-

db(le); -ly.] In a manner not admitting of
conviction.

" It is injurious unto knowledge obstinately and in-
convincibly to side with any one."—Browne : Vulgar
Errours, bk. i., ch. vii.

* In'-con-y, a. [Etym. doubtful. Perhaps
from in- = not, and con = A.S. cunnan = to
know ; cf. Ger. unkundig.]

1. Artless, delicate, fine.

"O" my troth, most sweet Jests, most incony vulgar
wit." Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 1.

2. Mischievous, unlucky. (Scotch.)

* In-cor'-nlshed, a: [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
cornice (q.v.).] Having cornices.

" Incornished with festoons andnitches."

—

Evelyn:
Memoirs, April 11, 1615.

* ih-cor'-por-al, a, [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
corporal, a. (q.v.).] Not consisting of body
or matter ; immaterial, incorporeal.

"[You] with the incorporal air do hold discourse."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 4.

* in-COr-por-Sl'-i-ty, s. [Fr. incorporalite.]

The quality or state of being incorporeal ; in-

corporeality.

* in-COT-pdr-al-ly; adv. [Eng. incorporal;

-ly.] In an incorporal manner ; immaterially;

without matter or body.

In-cor'-por-ate (l), * in-cor-por-at, «.

[Lat. incorporatus, pa. par. of incorporo = to

furnish with a body : in-= in, into, and corpus

(genit. corporis) = a body; Fr. incorpore; Ital.

incorporato; Sp. incorporado.]

* 1. Furnished with a body ; embodied.
" Both death and I

' Are found eternal, and incorporate both."
Milton: P.L.,x. 816.

* 2. Made into one body.
" Incorporate then they seem."

Shakesp.: Venus & Adonis, HO.

*3. Embodied; closely united.
" Incorporate to our attempts."

Shakesp. : Julius Ceesar, i. 3.

4. Formed into a corporation or body politic.

(Scotch.)

* 5. Fixed closely and firmly in the mind.

"And the vertues wel incorporate, nourishe many
envious."—GoIden Boko, ch. xv.

* in-cor'-por-ate (2), a. [Lat. in- = not,

and corporatus'] [Incorporate (1).]

1. Not consisting of matter ; not having a

material body ; incorporeal.
" Mo3ea forbore to speak of angels and things invisi-

ble and incorporate."—Raleigh : Bist. of the World.

2. Not corporate ; not existing as a corpora-

tion.

In-cor'-por-ate, v.t. & i. [Incorporate (1), a.]

A. Transitive:

1. To unite, combine, or mingle different in-

gredients so as to form one mass or body.
"Mixed and incorporated, yea and resolved (as it

were) into a kind or paste."

—

P. Holland : Pliny, bk.
xviiL, ch. vii.

2. To unite with a body, mass, or substance
already formed ; to unite intimately ; to com-
bine into a structure or organization : as, To
incorporate passages in a book.

3. To give bodily or material form to; to

incarnate ; to embody.

4. To form into a corporation or body
politic.

"The said felowship . . . shal at al time & times
from henseforth be incorporatrd, named and called
onely by the name of the telowship of English mer-
chants.'—Hackluyt: Voyages, i. a70.

* 5. To fix closely and firmly.

"As sone as I had eaten it ... so sone as I had in-

corporate it in my mynde.'

—

Bale: Image, pt. i.

6. To adopt or receive into a corporation or
body politic.

" Hence, merchant 1

;, \iuimpeachable of sin . . .

Incorporated, seem at once to lose
Their nature." Cowper: Task, iv. CJ8.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To form or unite into one body.
" They resolved to treat only about an incorporating

union, that should put an end to all distinctions."

—

Burnet : Hist. Own Time (an. 1706).

2. To unite with another substance, so as

to form one body or mass ; to become incor-

porated.

* 3. To unite, to join ; to become closely

associated.
" He never suffers wrong so long to grow,
And to incorporate with right so far."

Daniel : Civil Wars, v. 49.

in-cor-por-a'-tion, * in-cor-por-a-cion,
s. [Lat. incorporates, pa. par. of incorporo

;

Fr. incorporation ; Sp. incorporacion ; Ital.

incorporazione.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or process of incorporating or
mixing two or more ingredients so as to form
one mass.

"The more exquisite mixture and incorporation of
the ingredients."—Boyle : Works, i. 546.

2. The act of uniting with a mass, body, or
substance, already formed ; the act of com-
bining into a structure or organization.

3. The act of placing in a body or of giving
corporeal or material form to ; incarnation,
embodiment.

4. The act of forming into a legal or political

body by the union of individuals under certain
conditions, rules, and laws : as, the incorpora-
tion of a city.

5. The act of adopting or receiving into an
incorporated body.

" He was, by incorporation, an Athenian.

—

Jortin :
Remarks on Eccles. Bist.

6. A state of close and intimate union.
" There ought to be complete incorporation, if such

incorporation be possible."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng.,
ch. xxiii.

7. That which is incorporated ; a legal or
political body formed by the union of indi-
viduals under certain conditions, rules, and
laws, and having certain privileges and per-
petual succession ; a corporation,

II. Technically

:

1. Laiv : [I. 4 & 7],

2. Pharm. : A mixture or combination of
medicine with liquids (or soft solids) to give
them greater consistence.

* in-cor'-por-a-tive, a. [Eng. incorporate);
ive.] Incorporating or tending to incorporate ;

specif., in philology, applied to languages
such as the Basque and those of the North
American Indians, which run a whole phrase
into one very long word.

ln-cor-pbV-e-al, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
corporeal; Lat. incorporeus; Ital. & Sp. in-

|
corporeo.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Not corporeal ; not consist-

ing of matter ; not having a material form

;

immaterial.

"All the words ... to deuote the substance of God
or soul, mxist either be thus metaphorical, or else

merely negative, as incorporeal, or immaterial."—
Bentley : Of Free-thinking, § 10.

2. Law: Intangible ; not capable of actual

visible seizin or possession ; existing only in

the eyes of the law.

"An ejectment will not lie of an advowson, a rent, a
common, or other incorporeal hereditament."

—

Black-
stone; Comment., bk. ul, ch. 7.

in-cor-pbr'-e-al-lsm, a. [Eng. incorporeal;

-ism.] The condition or state of being incor-

poreal ; immateriality ; spiritual nature or
existence.

" So, in like manner, did all the other ancient atom-
ists generally before Democritus, joyn theology and
incorporealism with their atoinical physiology."

—

Cudworth: Intcll. System, p. 27.

* m-cor-pdr'-e-al-lst, s. [Eng. incorporeal;
•ist.) One who believes in the doctrine of in-

corporealism.
"Those atomick physiologies, that were before De

mocritus and Leucippus, were all of them incorpo-
realLts."

1—Cudworth : Intell. System, p. 46.

* ln-cor-pbr-e-al'-i-ty, s. [Eng. incor-

poreal ; -ity.] The state of being incorporeal;

incorporealism.

"The idea that demons shunned incarporeality."~
Strauss : Life of Jesus (ed. Evans, 1846), ii. 268.

* In-COr-pdV-e-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. incor-

poreal ; -ize.] To assert to be incorporeal ; to

regard as incorporeal.

* in-COr-pbV-e-al-ly, adv. [Eng. incor-

poreal; -ly.] In an incorporeal manner; with-
out body ; immaterially.

" Hearing striketh the spirits more '. . . incorpore-
aUy thau the smelling."—Bacon: Ifat. Hist., § 124.

* In-cor-por-e'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in-, (2) and
Eng. corporeity (q.v.).] Immateriality, in-

corporealism. (Cudworth: Intell. System, p. 23.)

* in-cor'-por-ing, a. [Fr. incorpm'er, from
Lat. in- = in, into, and corpus (genit. corporis)

= a body.] Joining in one body. (Sylvester

:

All is not Gold, xvi.)

* In-corpse', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
corpse (q.v.).] To incorporate ; to unite or

form into one body.
" As he had been incorpsed and demi-natured
With the brave beast." Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. 7.

in-cor-rect', a. [Ft., from Lat. incorrectus,

from in- = not, and correctus = correct (q.v.).]

1. Faulty, wrong, not exact ; not according

to established rules.

" The piece you think is incorrect ; why take it."

Pope : Prol. to Satires, 45.

2. Not according to truth or the facts ; in-

accurate, inexact ; as, an incorrect statement.

* 3. Improper ; wrong ; unbecoming.
" The wit of the last age was yet more incorrect than

their language."—Dryden : Def. of Ep. to Conquest of
Granada.
* L Not chastened ; not subdued.

" It shows a will most incorrect to heaven."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 2.

* in-cor-rec'-tlon, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
correction (q.v.).] Want of correction.

in-c6r-rect'-ly, adv. [Eng. incorrect; -ly.]

In an incorrect manner ; not correctly ; inac-

curately.

"This Statute was never printed in the Statute
Book, and bat incorrectly by auuther."—Burnet ; Hist.

Reform, (an. 1539).

In-cdr-rect'-ness, s. [Eng. incorrect ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being incorrect ; inac-

curacy ; want of correctness or exactness.
" To reprove an incorrectness and want of caro in the

Roman writers."

—

Hard : Horatii Ars Poetica ; Comm.

* in-cor-re-spond'-ence, * in-cor-re-
spdnd'-en-cy, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

correspondence, correspondency (q.v.).] Want
or absence of correspondence ; the state or

quality of being disproportionate.

* in-cor-re-sp6nd'-ing, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. corresponding (q.v.).] Not corre-

sponding.

* In-Cor-rig-l-biT-I-ty, s. [Eng. incorrig-

ible; -ity.] The quality or state of being in-

corrigible or beyond correction.

in-cor'-rig-l-ble, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. in-
corrigibilis, from in- = not, and cori'igibilis =
capable of correction.] [Correct, a.]

boil, b£y; pout, jafrl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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A. As adject ive

:

• 1. Incapable of being corrected, amended,
or improved.

"The soil of Judea was absolutely incorrigible.''—

Warburton : Divine Legation, bk, v., § l.

2. Bad beyond hope of amendment ; de-

praved beyond correction.

B. As subst. : A, person who is incorrigible

or bad beyond hope of amendment.

ln-cor'-rjg-i-ble-ness, s. [Eng. incorrigi-

ble; -ness.] The quality or state of being in-

corrigible ; depravity beyond hope of correc-

tion or amendment.
"What we call penitence becomes a sad attestation

of our incorrigibleness."—Decay of Piety.

lfi-nnr'-rTg-i-bly
T
adv. [Eng. incorrigible);

-ly.) In a degree of depravity beyond hope of

correction or amendment.

in-Cor-rupt', a. [Lat. incorruptus. from in-

= not, and corruptus — corrupt (q.v.).]

1. Not corrupt; not affected with corrup-

tion or decay ; not decayed, spoiled, or im-
paired.

2. Not depraved or denied
;
pure ; untainted

;

above the influence of bribery or corruption
;

upright.
" The most iuste and incorrupt iuge without spotte."—Joye: Exposicion of Daniel, ch. vii.

* in-cor-rupt'-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
corrupted (q.v.).] Not corrupted ; pure.

" As incorrupted Nature did them sow. 1
'

Spenser: F. Q., I. xi. 47.

In-cdr-rupt-i-bil'-i-ty, * in-cor-rupt-
i-bil-y-te, s. [Eng. incorruptible; -ity.] The
quality or state of being incorruptible ; in-

capability of corruption.

"Thys corruptyble must put on incorruptibilyte."—
T 1 Cor. xv. (1551.)

In-cdr-rupt' -i-ble, a. & s. [Fr.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not corruptible ; incapable of corruption,
decay, or dissolution.

"So doth the piercing soul the body fill, . . .

Indivisible, incorruptible still."

Davie* : Immort. of the Soul. (Introd.

)

2. Incapable of being corrupted or bribed
;

Upright
;
just ; high-principled.

% As an epithet, this term was applied to

Robespierre (1759-1794) by his friends.

" Myself incorruptible, I ne'er could bribe them."
S. T. Coleridge: Fall of Robespierre, i.

B. As substantive

:

Church Hist. (PI.) : A section of Monophy-
sites (q.v.). They arose in Alexandria in the

time of Justinian, and were called Incor-

ruptibles because they held that the body of

Jesus was incorruptible. Called also Aphthar-
docetse, Incorrupticola?, Julianists, and Phan-
tasiastse. (Shipley.)

in-cor-rupt'-i-ble-ness, s. [Eng. incorrup-

tible; -ness.] The quality or state of being
incorruptible ; incorruptibility.

rn-cor-rupt'-i-bly, adv. [Eng. incorrup-

tible); -ly.] In an incorruptible manner.

in-cor-rup'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
corruption (q.v.).] The quality or state of

being incorrupt ; absence of, or freedom from,

corruption.
" It is raised in incorruption."—1 Cor. xv. 42.

* in-cor-riip'-tive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
corruptive (q.v.).] Not liable to corruption,

decay, or dissolution ; incorruptible.
" To twine the wreath of incorruptive praise."

Akenside : Pleasures of Imagination, 1.

In-c6r-rupt'-ly, adv. [Eng. incorrupt ; -ly.]

In an incorrupt manner ; without corruption
;

uprightly.

"To demean themselves incorruptly in the settled

course of affairs."—Milton : Jiettson of Church Govern-
ment, bk. i. ch. L

in-c6r-rupt'-ness,s. [Eng. incorrupt; -ness.]

1. Freedom or exemption from corruption,

decay, or dissolution ; a state of incorruption.

2. Purity of manners or principles
;
probity

;

integri ty.

"Probity of mind, integrity, and incorruptness of
manners, is preferable to tine parts and subtle specu-
latious."— Woodward. (Todd.)

* in-coun'-ter, v. & s. [Encounter.]

* In-cour'-age, *in-cour'-age-ment, &c.
[Encourage, Encouragement, &c]

* in-cra'-sionf s. (Gr. hv (en)— in, and koSo-ls

(krasis) = mixing.] A mixing together; an
immingling. (Sylvester: Tobacco Buttered, 454.)

* In-cras'-sate, v.t. & i. [Incrassate, a.]

A, Trans. : To make thick or thicker ; to
thicken, as fluids, by the mixture of sub-

stances less fluid, or by evaporation.

"To incrassate fresh water with ashes or gravell
stones."—/'. Holland ; Plutarch, p. 540.

B. Intrans. : To become thick or thicker.

ill-cras'-sate, a. [Lat. incrassatus, pa. par.

of incrasso — to make thick : in- = in, into,

and crasso =to make thick.] [Crass.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Thickened ; made thick or

thicker.

2. Bot. ; Thickened ; becoming thicker by
degrees.

* m-cras'-sat-ed, a. [Eng. incrassat(e) ; -ed.]

Thickened ; made or become thicker.

* in-cras-sa -tion, s. [Incrassate, v.]

1. The act or process of thickening or

making thick.

2. The state of becoming thick or thicker.
" It recelveth a corpulency or incrassation profes-

sional untoits conversion."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errours,
bk. iii., ch. xx.

* in-cras'-sa-tive, a. & s. [Eng. incrassate)

;

-ive.]

A. As adj. : Having"the quality of thickening
or tending to thicken.

B. As subs. : That which incrassates or has
the quality of making thick ; a medicine in-

tended to thicken the humours when too

thin.

* in-creas'-a-ble, * ln-crease'-a-ble, a.

[Eng. increas(e); -able.] Capable of being in-

creased.

"They would be no longer increatable."—Law: En-
quiry, ch. i.

* In-creas'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. increas-

able; -ness.]' The quality or state of being
increasable.

" We flud an indefinite increasableness of some of

our ideas, or an impossibility of supposing any end of

them."

—

Law: Enquiry, ch. i.

Increase', v.i. & t. [Norm. Fr. * encreser,

from Lat. in- = in, into, and cresco = to grow.]

A. Intransitive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1, To grow more in number ; to become
greater in bulk, quantity, number, value,

degree, intensity, authority, power, wealth,
substance, &c. ; to grow ; to be augmented

;

to advance.
" Hear and observe to do it, that it may be well with

thee, and that ye may increase mightily. "—Dent, vi, 3.

2. To be fruitful or fertile ; to multiply by
the production of young.

" Fishes are more numerous or increasing than beasts
or birds."—Sale: Orig. of Mankind.

II. Astron. (Of the moon or an inferior

planet) : To have a greater portion of its

surface illumined; to wax.
"While the stars burn, the moons increase."

Tennyson ; To J. S., 71.

B. Transitive:

1. To augment or make greater in "number,
bulk, quantity, or amount ; to add to, to ex-

tend, to lengthen, to enlarge, to aggravate :

as, to increase riches, love, zeal, &c. ; to in-

crease guilt ; to increase distance.

ln'-crease, 5. [Increase, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Augmentation ; the act, state, or process
of increasing or becoming more, greater, or

larger, as in number, bulk, quantity, extent,

value, authority, power, wealth, intensity,

reputation, &c. ;
growth, enlargement, exten-

sion.
" Of the increase of his government and peace there

shall be no end."

—

Isaiah ix. 1.

2. Increment ; that by which anything is

increased ; that which is added to the original

stock, and by which the original stock is aug-
mented, enlarged, or extended ; accession.

" Ye are risen up in your fathers' stead, an increase
of sinful men."

—

Numbers xxxii. 14.

* 3. Interest, profit.

"Take thou no usury of him, nor increase."—
Leviticus xxv. 36.

4. Produce, production.
" An infinite increase, that breeds

Tumultuous trouble." Spenser: F. Q., IV. i. 25.

* 5. Progeny, issue, offspring.
" All the increase of thy houBe shall die in the flower

of their age."—1 Samuel ii. 3.

* 6. Generation.
" Dry uij in her the organs of increase."

_

Shalcesp. : Lear, l. iv.

II. Astron. (Of the moon or an inferior

planet): The illumination of a continually

larger and larger portion of the luminary;

the state of waxing as opposed to waning.

"Seeds, hair, nails, hedges, and herbs will grow
soonest, if set or cut in the increase of the moon. —
Bacon : Nat, Hist.

increase-twist, s.

Rifling : A rifle-groove which has an in-

creased angle of twist as it approaches the

muzzle, allowing the projectile to be easily

started and giving it an increased velocity of

rotation as it proceeds. The increase-twist is

credited to Tamisier, and is comparatively
modern.

* in crease -ful, a. [Eng. increase; -fid(l).~\

Full of increase
;
producing abundantly ;

pro-

lific.

" To cheer the plowman with increaseful crops."
Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 958.

* increase -ment, * in-creas'-ment, s.

[Eng. increase ; -ment.] Increase.
" Upon the increasment of their strength."—Qoldyng:

Justine, to. 145.

in-creas'-er, s. [Eng. increase) ; -er.] One
who or that which increases.

" A lover, and increaser of his people."'

Beaum. & Flet. : Valentinian, v. 1.

ln-creas'-ing, pr. par., a., & 5. [Increase, v.\

A. A3 pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Prolific
;
productive. ,

C. As subst : The act of augmenting ; the
state of becoming augmented or increased ; in-

crease.

increasing-function, s.

Math. : A function that increases as the
variable increases, and of course decreases as
the variable decreases. [Function.]

in-creas'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. increasing;
-ly.] In an increasing manner or degree ; with
increase or growth ;

growingly.

* In-cre-ate', v.t: [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
create (q.v.).] To create within.

* in'-cre-ate, <

pa. par. of creo -

created.

[Lat. in- = not, and creatus,

- to create.] Not created ; un-

" Bright effluence of bright essence increate."
Milton: P. L., iii. 6.

* in-cre-at'-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
created (q.v.).] Uncreated.

" A fruitive contemplation of the increated verity."'

—Mountague : Devoute Essayes, pt. i., tr. xxi., § 1.

in-cred-i-bll'-l-ty, s. [Fr. incredibilite, from
Lat. increclibilitas, from incredibilis— incredi-

ble (q.v.); Ital. incredibilita; Sp. incredibili-

dad.]

1. The quality or state of being incredible.
" The inefflcaey and incredibility ot a mythological

tale."—Johnson: Life of Smith.

2. That which is incredible or beyond belief.

" He had no further care than to . . . heat his mind
with incredibilities."—Rambler, No. 4.

In-cred'-l-ble, a. [0. Fr., from Lat. incredi-

bilis, from in- — not, and credibilis = credible

(q.v.); Fr. incroyable; Sp. incredible; Ital.

incredibile.]

1. Not credible ; impossible to be believed
or credited ; passing belief ; too extraordinary
or improbable to admit of belief or credit.

"This [story] is not incredible."—North : Plutarch*
p. 43.

2. Extraordinarily great.

"A plague . . . swept away incredible numbers of
people/'

—

Temple: United Provinces, ch. vii.

in-cred'-l-ble-ness, s. [Eng. incredible;

-ness.] The quality or state of being incredi-

ble; incredibility.

in-cred'-l-bly, adv. [Eng. incredib(le) ; -ly.}

In an incredible manner or degree ; in a degree
or manner not to be believed or credited.

" He was miraculously preserved, and afterwards
ha was as incredibly brought up."—North : PlutarcK
p. 63.

* in-cred'-It-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. ci'editable (q.v.).] Discreditable. (GenL
Instructed, p. 245).

* in-cred'-it-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2). Eng.
credit, and suff. -ed.] Unbelieved. (Adams:
Works, ii. 354.)

in-cre-du'-U-t^, s. [Fr. incredulity from
Lat. incredulitas, fromincredulus = incredulous

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, p$t.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, oub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se. ce - e ; ey = a. qu — kw,
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(q.v.) ; Sp. incfedulidad ; -ltal. incredulitd.]
The quality op state of being incredulous ;

hardness of belief ; indisposition to believe

;

scepticism ; unbelief.

-The stare of petulant incredulity."— Rambler,
No. ll.

in-cred'-u-lous, a, [Lat. incredulus, from
in = not, and credulus = believing ; credo = to
believe ; Fr. incridule.]

1. Not credulous ; indisposed to believe
;

sceptical ; refusing or withholding belief ; un-
believing.

"A fantastical incredulous fool."

—

WUkins : Nat.
Relig., bk. il., ch. ix.

2. Exhibiting or marked by incredulity.

"An incredulous smile."
Longfellow : Discovery of the North Cape.

* 3. Not to be believed ; incredible.
" No incredulous or unsafe circumstance."—

Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, iii. 4.

Im-cred'-u-lous-l$r, adv. [Eng. incredulous

;

~ly.] In "an incredulous manner; with in-

credulity.

in cred'-u lous ness, s. [Eng. incredulous ;

-ness.] The quality or state of being incre-

dulous ; incredulity.

* in-crem'-a-blo, a. [Lat. in- — not, and
cremo=to burn.] Not consumable by fire;

incapable of being burnt.

"Incombustible sheeta made with a texture of
asbestoa, incremable flax, or salamander's wool.

—

Browne : Urne Burial, ch. ill.

* in' cre-mate, v.t. | Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
cremate (q.v.).] The same as Cremate. (An-
nandale.)

* in ere ma' tion, s. [Lat. incrematus, pa.
par. of incremo = to burn, to consume by
fire.] The act of burning or consuming by
fire ; a conflagration.

In'-cre-ment, s. [Lat. incrementum, from
incresco = to increase ; Fr. incriment ; ltal.

and Sp. incremento.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

'

1. The act or process of increasing ; a grow-
ing or increasing in hulk, quantity, number,
value, or amount ; increase ; augmentation.

"That gave it foundation and increment and flrnv
ness."

—

Bp. Taylor : Liberty of Prophesying, § 16.

2. That which is added to an original stock,
and by which the original stock is increased
or augmented ; an addition ; an increase.

" Thla stratum is expanded at ton, serving as the
seminary that furniaheth matter for the formatiou
and increment of animal and vegetable bodies."

—

Woodward ; On Fossils.

8. Produce
;
production ; increase.
" The loosen'd roots then drink

Large increment." Philips : Cider, ii.

II. Technically

:

1. Math. : A quantity, generally variable,
added to the independent variable in a variable
expression. The function also undergoes a
corresponding change, which is called an in-
crement, or decrement, according as the func-
tion is increasing or decreasing. When the
increment or decrement is infinitely small, it

is called a differential (q.v.).

2. Rhet. : An amplification without a strict
climax, as in the following passage :

"Finally, brethren, whatsoeverthiiigsaretrue, what-
soever things are honeat, whatsoever things are Just,
whatsoever thiDgs are pure, whatsoever things are
lovely ; whatsoever things are of good report ; ifthere
be any virtue and if there be any praise, think of
these things."—PhU. iv. 18.

* in'-cre-pate, v.t. [Lat. increpatum, sup. of
increpo = to make a noise, to chide.] To
chide ; to rebuke ; to reprove.

* itn-ore-pa'-tion, s. [Lat. increpatio, from
increpatttm, sup. of increpo; Fr. increpation.]

The act of chiding or rebuking ; a rebuke.
" Which words are only an increpation of them, not

any reflection upon God."

—

South: Sermons, vol. viii.,

ser. L

* In-cres -cent, a. [Lat. increscens, pr. par.

of incresco = to increase (q.v.).]

*1. Ord. Lang.: Increasing, growing, swell-
ing.

" Between the increscent and decrescent moon."
Tennyson: Gareth £ Lynette, 578.

2. Her. : A term employed to denote the
moon when representee! with the horns to-
wards the dexter side of the shield.

*In-crest', v.t. [Pref. in- (I), and Eng. crest

(q.v.).] To cover or adorn as with a crest.
" Which did their top with coral red increst."

Drtimmond: Sonnets, pt. f., a. 13.

ln-cre'-tion-a-ry, a. [First element from
Lat. incresco = to grow, to increase, on the
analogy of accretion, from accresco ; Eng. suff.

-ary.] (For def. see extract.)

"I have used incretionary as implying an accumu-
lation of mineral matter from the circumference of a
cavity towards its centre, as in the case of an agate."

—

Dawktns: Cave-Hunting, p. 57. (Note.)

in-crim'-l-nate, v.t. [Low Lat. incriminatus,
pa. par. of incHmino : Lat. in- = in, into, and
crimen (genit. criminis) = a charge, a crime.]
To charge with or involve in a crime pr fault

;

to accuse ; to criminate.

* in-crim'-i-nat-or-y, a. [Eng. incrimin-
ate); -ory.] Tending to incriminate; charg-
ing with crime.

* in-croach ', v. [Encroach,]

* in croach ment, if. [Encroachment.]

* in cru -ci at-ed (ci as shi), a. [Lat. in-

tortured.] Free from= not, and cruciatus -•

torture or torment.

* in-cru-en -tal, a. [Lat. inerumtus, from in-
= not, and cruentus = bloody ; cruor = blood.]
Not bloody ; not attended with bloodshed.

in. crust ', v.t. [Fr. incruster, from Lat. in-

crusto, from in- = in, on, and crusta = a crust;
ltal. incrostare ; Sp. incrustar.] To cover with
or as with a crust or hard coating ; to form a
crust upon the surface of.

"A black incrusted substance, which he found in
Mendippe hills."—Boyle : Works, vi. 387.

* in-crus -tate, v.t. [Lat. incrustatus, pa.
par. of incrusto = to incrust (q.v.).] To in-

crust ; to attach as a crust.
" It is strewed upon, or, as it were, incrustated about,

Bmall branches of the Canadian pine."—Cook; Third
Voyage, bk. iv„ ch. iii.

in-criis' tate, a. [Incrustate, v.]

1. Coated with earthy matter.

2. A term used of seeds growing so firmlyto
their pericarp that they seem to have but one
integument.

in-criis-ta tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. incrus-
tatio, from incrustatus, pa. par. of incrusto =
to incrust (q.v.).]

I. Ord, Lang. : The act of incrusting orform-
ing a crust or hard coating upon the surface
of any substance ; the act of lining or cover-
ing with a foreign substance, as marble, stone,
&c. ; the state of being incrusted.

"The old foundation became quite lost in these new
incrustations."— Warburton : LHv. Legation, bk. iv.

, § 4.

II. Technically

:

1. Masonry ; A facing or covering to a wall
of a different material from that of which it is

mainly built, such as marble or stone.

"A chapell built by LewiB XIII., all of jasper, with
several incrustations of marble in the inside."

—

Evelyn

:

Memoirs ; Fontainbleau (an. 1644).

2. Carp. : [Veneering].

3. Steam-engine: The deposit from the water
adhering to the inside of a boiler.

* in-criist'-ment, s. [Eng. incrust; -ment.]
An incrustation.

* in-crys'-tal-liz-a-ble
f a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. crysMlizable (q.v.).] Not crystalli-
zable ; uncrystallizable.

in'-cu-bate, v.i. [Lat. incubatus, pr. par. of
incubo : in — on, and cubo = to lie down.] To
sit, as on eggs for hatching.

in-cu ba -tion, s. [Lat. incubatio, from in-
cubatus, pa. par. of incubo; Fr. incubation.]

L Ordinary Language:

1. Lit, : The act of sitting upon eggs for the
purpose of hatching young.

'

'
The eggs of birds . . . reyuire to be hatched by the

incubation of females or other birds."—Bovle : Works
iii. 590.

2. Fig. : A brooding, as of a hen upon eggs.
" But the incubation of thia Spirit of God did not somuch excite as give a new vital power to the several

parts of the chaos."—Bale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 293.

II. Technically

:

1. Path. : The maturation of morbific matter
introduced into the system.

2. Compar. Relig. : The act of sleeping for
oracular dreams. The sick who visited the
temples of iEsculapius had to spend at least
one night in his sanctuary (Paus., ii. 27, § 2),
observing certain rules prescribed by the
priests, and the fitting remedies were usually

revealed by the god in a dream. Cicero /de
Div.y ii. 59) jestingly asks why this yxi 'er

should only be exercised by iEsculapius and
Serapis, and not by other divinities.

" It was in allusion to this incubation thatthe temples
of iEsculapius contained statues of Sleep and Death,"
—Smith: Bid. Biol. & Myth., ii.

II (1) Artificial incubation : The hatching of
eggs by means of heat artificially applied. The
Egyptians have long done so successfully by
means of heated ovens. Some years ago it was
calculated that a hundred million chickens
were thus annually produced in Egypt. Of late

years, here and in America, artificial incubation
has been a success, a considerable trade being;

developed in newly-hatched chickens.-

(2) Period of incubation ;

Path. : The period that elapses between
the introduction of morbific matter into the
body, and the commencement of the disease
thence resulting. In measles this is from tea
to fourteen days ; in scarlet fever, four to six.

days ; in small-pox, twelve days ; and in
chicken-pox, four (?) days.

in'-CU-ba-tlve, a. [Eng. incubaUe); -ive.1

Of or pertaining to incubation or the period
of incubation ; relating to the period during
which a disease exists in the system without
showing itself.

in'-cu-ba-tor, s. [Eng. incubat(e) ; -or.]

1. One who or that which incubates ; a bird
which shows a disposition to sit upon eggs,
as distinguished from one which does not.

2. An apparatus or device for hatching egga
by artificial heat.

in-cub'-a-tor-y, a. [Eng. incubat(e); -ory.}

Serving lor incubation.

* in-cub'-a-ture, * in-cub'-I-ture, s. [Lat.
incubito, freq/from incubo- = to lie" upon.] The
act of incubating ; incubation.

* In-ciibe', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. cube
(q.v.).] To make a cube of ; to fix firmly and
solidly.

"To inglobe or incube herself among the Presbyters.'*—Milton : Beaton of Church Govern., bk. i., ch. vi.

In-CUb'-OUB, a. [Lat. incubo = to lie in or
upon; Eng. surf, -ous.]

Bot. (Of the leaves of Jungermanniaceai) : Im-
bricated over each other from the base to the
apex. Opposed to succubous (q.v.).

ln'-cu-bus, a. [Lat, from incubo = to lie

upon ; Fr. incube.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. ; [II. 2].

2. Fig. : Anything which weighs heavily, as
upon the mind ; a heavy weight or burden

;

an incumbrance ; a dead weight.
"The Duke of York was an intolerable incubus."—

J. S. Brewer : English Studies, p. 190.

II, Technically

.

1. Anthrop. : A lascivious spirit appearing
only by night, credited with the power of pro-
ducing supernatural births by actual inter-

course with women. Such a belief existed
among the Jews, "for a wicked spirit loveth.

her" (Tobit vi. 41). Allusion to it is found ire

Augustine's Be Civ. Dei (xv. 23); in the Middle
Ages it was fully accepted by theologians
and lawyers, and scores of women were burnt
for an impossible crime. How long a be-
lief in incubi lingered in England may-
be seen in Burton's Anat. of Melancholy,

(pt. iii., § 2, mem. 1,) where copious re-

ferences are given ; and Leuret (Fragmens
Psyclwlogiques (Paris, 1834), p. 257) may be
consulted for the views of St. Bernard and
those of the physicians of La Salpetriere on
the subject. [Lamia, Succubus.] According
to Tylor (Prim. Cult. (1873), ii. 190), a belief in
incubi still exists among many races of low
culture. [Nightmare, Vampire.]

2. Path. : A sensation of an oppressive weight
at the epigastrium during sleep, and of an
incapability of moving or speaking ; night-
mare (q.v.).

in-cuT-cate, v.t. [Lat. inculcatus, pa. par. of
inculco = to tread in : in- = in, into, and cn/co
= to tread.] To impress upon the mind by
frequent admonitions

; to enforce by constant
repetitions ; to instil into the mind.

"Two persons charged to inculcate moderation."
Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. vi.

in-cul-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. inculcatio, from in-
cxdmtus, pa. par. of inculco.] The act or pro.

boil, b6^ ; p6ut, jo^rl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, ^enophon, e^ist. -ing.
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = rJmn. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - b£L. d$U
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cess of inculcating or impressing upon the
mind by frequent admonitions.

"The days that are to follow must pa93 in the incul-

cation of precepts already collected."—Rambler, No. 15L

JLn-ClU -ca-tor, s. [Lat., from inculcatiis, pa.

par. of inculco.] One who inculcates or en-

forces.

"The greatest example and inculcator of this sus-

pension [of assent]."—Doyle : Works, iv. 180.

*j£n-cuUc', v.t. [Lat. inculco = to tread in.]

To inculcate ; to reiterate.

"Their bookes he open, and the wordea playne, in-

culked agayne and againe."—Sir T. More : Workes,
p. 2G0.

*In-ciilp', v.t. [Lat. in- = in, and culpa —
a fault.] To bring into blame.

"Why should m'ue hornet proceeding and caie be
inculved therewithal I"

—

Shehon: Don Quixote, bk. ii.,

eh. vi,

*in-CUl-pa-ble, a [Lat. incidpabilis, from
in- = not, " and culpabilis = blamable, cul-

pable (q.v.).] Not culpable; unblamable;
without fault ; free from blame ; blameless.

"No ignorance of things, lying under necessary
practice, can be totally inculpable."—South : Works,
toI. vii., ser. 10.

^In-CUl'-pa-We-nesS, s. [Eng. inculpable;
-ness.] The quality or state of being incul-

pable ; blamelessness.

"The great thing to be attended to . . . is the cul-
pableness or inculpableness."—Sharp : Works, vol. ii.,

j( f)is. of Conscience.

J in-cul'-pa-bly', adv. [Eng. inculpable);
-ly.] Unblamaoly, blamelessly, without
blame.

" They are inculpable ignorant."— Bp. Taylor

;

Great Exemplar, pt. iii., dis. 17.

* in cuV pate, v.t. [Low Lat. inculpatus, pa.

par. of inculpo, from Lat. in- = in, into, and
culpa = fault, blame.] To expose or bring
into fault or blame ; to accuse of crime ; to
impute crime to ; to incriminate.

*an-CUl-pa'-tion, s. [Low Lat. inculpatio,

from inculpo.] The act of inculpating or
incriminating ; incrimination ; the state of

being inculpated or incriminated. ,, .^._^,.

* in-cul -pa-tdr-y", a. [Eng. inculpate) ;

-ory.] Tending to inculpate or incriminate;
incriminatory ; it is the opposite to exculpa-

tory (q.v.).

* in-cult', a. [Lat. incultiis, from in- = not,

and mlttts, pa. par. of colo = to cultivate

;

Fr. inculte.]

1, Uncultivated, untilled.
" Her forests huge

Incult, robust, aud tall, by Nature's hand.
Planted of old." Thomson : Autumn, 883.

2. Rude, unpolished, uncivilized.

"* In-cul'-ti-vate, * in-cul-ti-vat-ed, a.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. cultivate.]

1. Not cultivated, uncultivated, untilled.

2. Uncivilized, unpolished.
" The barbarism of the incultioate heathen."

—

Glan-
vill : Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. xii.

* in-cul-ti-va'-tlon, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. cultivation (q.v.).] A state of want of

cultivation ; an uncultivated state.

"That state of incultination which Nature in her
luxuiiant fancies loves to form."—lierrington ; History

of A beiUard, p. 108.

* in-CUl'-ture, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

culture (q.v.).] Want or neglect of culture.

"The inculture of the world would perish Into a
wilderness."—Feltham : Resolves, pt. ii., res. 49.

in-Cum'-ben-C^, s. [Eng. incumbent; -cy.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Literally ;

(1) The act or state of being incumbent;
lying or resting upon something.

(2) That which is physically incumbent ; a
weight or burden.

* 2. Fig. : That which is morally incumbent

;

a duty; an obligation.

II. Eccles. : The state of holding or being in

possession of a benefice ; the time during
which a person is an incumbent.

"They have now the same right by their incum-
bency that they tt i had."—Burnet : But. Reform.,
vol. ii. (Pref.)

in-cum bent, a. & s. [Lat. incumbens, pr.

par. of incumbo = to lie upon : in = in, on,

aud cumbo — to lie ; Fr. incumbant; Sp. in-

cumbente.]

„ A* As adjective :

L, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lying or resting upon. (Lit. &jig.)

"Two incumbent figures gracefully leaning on it

towards one another."

—

Reliquice Wottonianm, p. 61.

2. Leaning over ; overhanging. (Lit. &jig.)
' " They frowned incumbent o'er the spot."

Scott ; Lady of the Lake, ill. 2C.

3. Fig. : Lying, resting, or imposed upon
one as a duty or obligation morally binding
and necessary to be performed.

II. Bot. ; A term used of the cotyledons of

a seed when they are folded with their backs
upon the radicle.

B. As subst. : A person who hold3 or is in

possession of any property, benefice, or office ;

specifically, a clergyman in possession of an
ecclesiastical benefice.

"There will sometimes be good reason for the in-

cumbent to desire ... an occasional suspension, or*

relaxation, at least, of the general rule.

—

llurd :

Charge to the Clergy of Worcester.

* In-cum'-bent-ess, a. & s. [Eng. incum-
bent; -ess.] A female incumbent. (Walpole:
Works, iii. 371.)

* jfn-ciim'-bent-ly, adv. [Eng. incumbent

;

-ly.] In an incumbent manner ; as a duty or

moral obligation.

* in-cum'-ber, v.t. [Encumber.]

* in-ciim-bl'-tion, s. [Eng. incumb(ent), a. ;

-ition.] Incubation. (Sterne : Tristram Shandy,
i. 181.)

* In-cum'-brance, s. [Encumbrance.]

* in-cum'-bran^-er, s. [Encumbrancer.]

* in -cum'-brous, a. [Pref. in- (1), andEag.
cumbrous (q.v.).] Cumbrous, cumbersome,
hard, difficult.

" For hard language, and hard matere
Is incombrous for to here."

Chaucer : Sous of Fame, bk. ii.

In cu nab'-u-lum (pi. in-cn- nab -u-la),
s. [Lat. incunabula = a cradle-bed, a "birth-

place, an origin : in- = in, and wtnabula = a
cradle, from cunos = a cradle.]

Bibliog. : A book printed during the early
period of the art ; specif., a book printed be-

fore the year a.d. 1500.

In-cuV, * in-curre, v.t. & i. [Lat. incurro
= to run upon : in- = in, on, and curro = to
run.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To run against, to meet.
"No longer affected with a benefit than it incurs

the sense."

—

Barrow: Works, vol. i.. ser. 8.

2. To run into, as something from which
danger, harm, or inconvenience may arise ; to
expose one's self to ; to become liable or
obnoxious to ; to render one's self liable or
subject to.

" He that blames what they have blindly chose,
Incurs resentment." Cowper Hope, 285.

3. To contract ; to bring on : as, To incur a
debt.

* i. To occasion ; to render liable or subject
to. (Cliapman.)

* B, Intrans. : To enter, to pass, to occur.
(Usually followed by to.)

"The motions of the minute parts of bodies are in-
visible, and incur not to the eye. '—Bacon : Nat. But.,
§ 93.

in-cur-a-biT-1-ty, s. [Fr. incurabilite, from
incurable = incurable (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being incurable ; impossibility of cure
or remedy.

"The incurability of the former, and facile cure of
the other."—Harvey : On Consumption.

in-Clir'-a-ble, a. & s. [Ft., from Lat. incura-
bilis, from in- = not, and curabilis = curable
(q.v.); ltal. incurabile ; Sp. incurable.]

A. As adjective :

1. That cannot be cured or healed; not to
be removed by medicine or medical treatment

;

beyond the healing power or skill of medicine

;

irremediable.

2. That cannot be remedied, amended, or
corrected ; hopeless, irreparable : as, an in-
curable evil.

"An incurable propensity to dark and crooked
t

ways."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. i.

B. .4s subst. : A person suffering from an
incurable disease or affection : as, a hospital
for incurables.

in-cur'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. incurable;
-ness.] The quality or state nf being incurable

;

incurability. (Boyle: Works, ii. 93.)

in-ciir'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. incurab(le); -ly.]

In an incurable manner or degree ;
beyond

the power or skill of medicine ;
irretrievably

;

hopelessly.

"Those punishments which infinite Justice and wis-

dom may see cause to inflict on the incurably wicked.

—Blair ; Sermons, vol. v., ser. 20.

* in-cur-i-Ss'-i-t& s, [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. curiosity (q.v.).] The quality or state of

being incurious ; want of or freedom from

curiosity or inquisitiveness ; indifference.

"His incuriosity or indifference when truth was
offered to be laid before him."— Warbtvrton: Works,

vol. ix., ser. 1.

* in-ciir'-i-oiis, a. [Lot. incuriosus, from in-

= not, and curiosus (q.v.).] Free from curiosity

or inquisitiveness ; not curious or inquisitive ;

destitute of curiosity ; indifferent, inati^ntive,

careless, heedless.
" He that is most incurious of the hjsues of his life,

—Taylor: Great Exemplar; An Exhortation, § 9.

* In-CUr'-I-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. incurious; -ly.]

In an incurious, indifferent, or inattentive

manner; without curiosity or inquisitiveness.
" Let me be learnedly ignorant and incuriously de-

vout."—Bp. Hall: Invisible World, bk. i., f7.

* in-ciir'-i-ous-ness, s. [Eng. incurious;
-ness. The quality or state of being incurious

;

incuriosity.

"We may lessen them by our incurwugness."—Bp.
Taylor : Set Forms of Liturgie, 5 22.

* In-cur'-ren5et s. [Lat. incurrens, pr. par.

of incurro = to incur (q.v.).] The act of in-

curring, subjecting, or rendering one's self

liable to : as, the incurrence of guilt.

in cur' sion, s. [Fr., from Lat. incursionem,
accus. of incursio = a running in or against, an
irruption, from incursus, pa. par. of inmtrro.

Sp. incursion; ltal. incursione.] [Incur.]

1. A running into ; an entering into a terri-

tory with hostile intent, but without perma-
nent or continued occupation ; an inroad ; an
irruption.

"To make an hostile invasion, or incursion, upon
their havens."

—

Bacon : War with Spain.

* 2. Occurrence ; attack.

* in-cur'-sive, a. [Lat. incursus, pa. par. of
incurro.] Hostile ; making incursions or in-

roads ; aggressive.

* in-cur -tain, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
curtain (q.v.).] To place within a curtain ; to

curtain ; to hang round about with or as with
curtains or tapestry. (G. Markham: Sir Jt.

Grinuile, p. 66.)

* in-cur'-vate, v.t. [Lat. incurvatus, pa. par.

of inairvo = to curve or bend : in- = in, into,

and curvo— to curve (q.v.).] To curve ; to
bend ; to crook ; to turn or bend from a
straight or direct course or line.

in-cur'-vate, a. [Incurvate, v.] Curved in-

ward or upward.

* in-cur-va'-tion, s. [Lat. incurvatio, from
incurvatus.] [Incurvate, a.]

1. The act of curving, bending, or making
crooked.

2. The act of bending or bowing the body in

token of respect or reverence ; a bow.

3. The state of being incurvated or bent
from a straight or direct line or course ; cur-

vity ; crookedness.
"Which would cause an incurvation of the rays the

contrary way."—Derham: Astro-Theology, bk. i., ch. ii.

(Note 1.)

in-curve', v.t. [Incurvate, v.] To curve ; to

bend ; to make crooked ; to bow.
" You hollow trunk,

That with its hoary head incurved salutes

The passing wave.'* Somervile : The Chase.

incurve-recurved, a.

Bot. : Bending inwards and then outwards.

in-curved', pa. par. & a. [Incurve.]

A. As pa. par. ; (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : (See the verb).

2. Bot. : The same as Ikflexed (q.v.).
"<

* in-curv'-l-ty, s. [Lat. incurvus = bent,
crooked.] The state of being curved or bent

;

curvity ; crookedness ; a bending inwards.

"The incurvity of a dolphin must be taken not
really."—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. v., ch. ii.

in-cus, s. [Lat.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. An anvil.

Sate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try* Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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2. Anatomy

:

(1) Human : One of the small tones of the
ear. It stands between the malleus and the
stapes, and is connected with them by arti-

cular surfaces. It does not resemble an anvil

so closely as it does a tooth with two fangs
widely separated. These constitute abody and
two processes. {Quoin.)

(2) Compar. : The incus is represented only
by a ligament in birds, by a cartilage in

sphenodon (Hatteria) and other reptiles, and
by the hyo-mandibular bone in osseous fishes.

{Huxley.)

*"in-CUS©', * frl-CUSS', v.t. [Lat. incussus,

pa, par. of incutio = to strike upon : in- = in,

on, and quatio = to shake.] To impress by
striking or stamping with a hammer, as a coin.

{Daniel: Hist. Eng., p. 4.)

* in-cuss'-ion (ss as sh), s. [Incuse.] The
act of striking ; concussion.

* ill-cute*, v.t. [Lat. incutio = to strike upon.]
To strike in. (Becon: Works, i. 63.)

* in'-da gate, v.t. [Lat. indagatus, pa. par.

of inctago = to trace out, to track.] To trace

out ; to seek or search out.

*!n-da-ga'-tion, s. [Lat. indagatio, from
indagatus, pa. par. of indago.] The act, or
process of searching or seeking out ; search,

inquiry, investigation.

"Part hath been discovered by himself, and Home by
human indagation."—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. L,

ch. x.

* in'-da-ga-tlve, a. [Eng. indagat(e); -ive.]

Searching, investigating
;
given or inclined to

investigation.

*in'-da-ga-tor, s. [Lat., from indagatus,
pa. par. of indago.] One who searches out,

seeks into, or investigates ; a searcher ; an
investigator.

" Searched into by such Bkilful indagators of
nature."

—

Boyle : Works, i. 465.

* In-dam aged, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
damaged (q'v.).] Not damaged, unhurt, un-
harmed.

•In-dart', v.t. [Endart.]

* lnde, a. [Indigo.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Indigo or azure-coloured.

II. Her. : A name applied to azure, from
the sapphire, because India is the principal
source of supply for these gems.

*in-d8bt' (b silent), v.t. [0. Fr. endetter,
endebter = to bring into debt : en- = in, into,
and dette, debte = a debt (q.v.).l To bring
into debt ; to bring under obligation.

" Thy fortune hath indebted thee to none."
Daniel : To the King's Majesty.

iH-det)t -ed (b silent), a. [Indebt.]

1. Being under a debt or obligation
; having

incurred a debt; bound to repayment or
restitution.

" He l>egan to natter the common people, and
specially those that were indebted."—North : Plutarch

l p. 128.

2. Morally bound or obliged by something
received for which restitution, return, or grati-
tude is due.

" Grant her indebted to what zealots call
Grace undeserved." Cowper: Truth, 433.

in-debt'-ed-ness (& silent), *. [Eng. in-
debted; -ness.]

1. The state of being indebted or in debt.

2. The amount of debts owing ; debts col-
lectively.

3. The state of being morally indebted or
hound.

** indebt ment (b silent), s. [Eng. indebt;
-ment.] The state of being indebted; in-

debtedness.

"If thou wilt needs wilfully Hue and dye in a just
indebtment."—Bp. Hall; Balm of Qilead.

In-de'-cen-gy", * in-de -cence, s [Lat.

tmdecentia, from indecens = unbecoming, in-
decent (q.v.) ; Fr. indecence ; Ital. indecema;
Sp. indecencia,}

1. The quality or state of being indecent or
unbecoming.

2. The quality or state of being indecent or
indelicate.

" He will in vain endeavour to reform indecency in
his pupil, whmh he Allows in himself."—Locke: On

3. That which is indecent or unbecoming.
"Of the indecencies of an Heroick Poem, the most

remarkable are those that show disproportion."—
Hobbes : On the Pref. before tiondibert.

4. That which is indecent or indelicate
either in words or actions ; a word or action
which is a violation of modesty, and partak-
ing more or less of the nature of lewdness or
obscenity.

" They who. by speech or writing, present to the ear
or to the eye of modesty any of the indecencies."—
Beattie: Moral Science, pt. i., ch. ii., § 5.

in-de' -cent, a. [Fr., from Lat. indecens =
unbecoming : in- = not, and decens = becom-
ing, decent (q.v.) ; Ital. & Sp. indecente.]

* 1. Unbecoming, unseemly, disgracing,
humiliating.

"Repeated and indecent overthrow."
Milton: P. L., vi. 601.

2. Unbecoming ; unfit for modest eyes or
ears ; offensive to modesty or delicacy ; inde-
corous, indelicate, immodest, gross, obscene.

"Their barbarous, yet their not indecent glee."
Byron : Childe Harold, ii. 72.

TT Indecency is less than immodesty, but
more than indelicacy; these both respect the
outward behaviour, but immodesty springs
from illicit or uncurbed desire ; indelicacy
from want of education.

indecent-assault, s.

Law : An assault more or less inconsistent
with decency.

indecent-book, s.

Law: An obscene book. The sale of in-

decent books, prints, or photographs is a
misdemeanour. By 20 & 21 Vic. c. S'6, houses
where they are suspected to be kept may be
summarily searched and the books or prints
destroyed.

indecent-exposure, s.

Law : Exposure of the person in an indecent
manner ; it is an indictable offence at com-
mon law.

indecent-photograph, 5.

Law : An obscene photograph. [Indecent-
book.]

indecent-print, s.

Law : An obscene print. [Indecent-book.]

In-de'-eent-ly, adv. [Eng. indecent; -ly.]

In an indecent, unbecoming manner.
"And when indecently I rave."

Swift : To Stella (1-23-4).

In-de-cid-U-a'-ta, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., pref.

in-= not, and deciduatus, from deciduus = that
which is cut or lopped oft'.]

Zool. : A primary division of Placental
Mammalia, named by Prof. Huxley from their
having the placenta non-deciduous. It con-
tains the Orders Ungulata and Cetaeea.

in-de-cid u-ate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

deciduate (q.v.).]

Zool. : Non-deciduate ; not having deeidua.

in de-cid'-u-ous, a, [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
deciduous (q.v.).]

* 1. Ord. Lang. ; Not falling down or off.

" The indeciduous and unshaken locks of Apollo."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. v., ch. xxi.

Bot. : Not deciduous ; used of leaves, pe-
tals, &c.

* in dec -I ma -ble, a. [Fr. indecimable, from
Lat. in- = not, and Low Lat. decimo = to pay a
tithe

; Lat. decima — a tenth part ; decern —
ten.] [Decimal.] Not liable to decimation
or the payment of tithes.

in-de-ci'-pher-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. decipherable (q.v.).] Not decipherable

;

incapable of being deciphered or interpreted.

* in-de-ci'-pher-a--bly, adv. [Eng. indeci-

pherable) ; -ly.} So as to be indecipherable.

in de-91 -sion, s. [Pref. -in (2), and decision
(q.v.).] "Want of decision; want of firmness
or determination of the will ; a wavering of
the mind ; irresolution.

o^h&S*^?*6 a
7
PPearauce of indecision and insin-

cerity. —Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

in-de-ci'-Sive, <*. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
decisive (q.v.).]

1. Not decisive; not bringing to a final or
decisive issue ; not final or conclusive.

af«J5?»?
im^5llJlRd everywhere been indecisive."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

2. Not coming to a decision ; undecided ;

wanting in decision
;

prone to indecision

;

irresolute,wavering, vacillating, hesitating.

in-de-cT-Slve-ly, adv. [Eng. indecisive; -ly.]

In an indecisive manner.

* ln-de-ci'-sive-ness, *. [Eng. indecisive;

-ness.] The quality or state of being inde-

cisive ; an unsettled state.

in-de-clxn'-a-ble, a. & s. [Lat. indeclina-

bllis, from in- = not, and declinabilis = decli-

nable (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

Gram. : That cannot be declined ; not de-
clinable ; not varied by terminations ; having
no cases.

" In order to express by one indeclinable word what
would otherwise have required two or three words."

—

Beattie : Moral Science, pt. i., ch. i. t § 3.

B. As subst. : A word which cannot be de-
clined.

* In-de-clin'-a-br$r, adv. [Eng. indeclina-

ble); -ly.}

1. Ord. Lang. : Without declension or turn-
ing away ; without variation.

" To follow indeclinably the discipline of the Church
of England."—Mountague : Appeale to Caesar, p. ill,

2. Gram. ; Without declension or variation
of terminations.

In-de-com-pds'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. decomposable (q.v.).] That cannot
be decomposed ; not liable or subject to de-
composition or resolution into the primary
constituent elements.

ln-de-com-pos -a-ble ness, s. [Eng. in-

decomposable; -ness.] The quality or state of
being indecomposable ; incapability of decom-
position.

in-de-cbr'-ous, in-dee -or~ous, a. [Lat.
indecorus, from in- = not, and decorus = be-
coming ; decus = an honour.] Not decorous ;

unbecoming ; violating propriety, decorum, or
good manners ; contrary to the rules of good
breeding ; impolite, uncivil, unseemly.

" It was useless and indecorous to attempt any thing
by mere struggle,"—Burke : Army Estimates, 1790.

in-de-cbV-ous-1^, in - dec'-or-oils - 1$,
adv. [Eng. indecorous; -ly.] In an indecor-
ous, unseemly, or unbecoming manner.

in-de-cbr -ous-ness, in - dec- or - ous-
ness, s. [Eng. indecorous ; -ness. ] The
quality or state of being indecorous ; violation
of propriety, decorum, or good manners.

in-de-cdV-um, s. [Lat. = what is unbe-
coming ; neut. sing, ofindecorus = unbecoming,
indecorous (q. v.).]

1. A want of decorum ; violation of pro-
priety or the established rules of good breed-
ing, or the form of respect due to station
and age.

2. An indecorous or unbecoming act ; a
breach of decorum.

"Some slight indecorums therefore, we may reason-
ably expect to find."

—

Warburton: Divine Legation,
bk. vi., § 2.

indeed, *in-dede',adv. [Prep, in, and deed.]

1. In reality, in truth, of a truth, iu very
fact. It is used variously : sometimes em-
phatically, as in (1) ; sometimes as noting an
admission or concession, as in (2) ; sometimes
as an interjection or expression of surprise,

or as calling for affirmation or confirmation,

as in (3).

(1) " If it so be that they indede so dyd."
Surrey; Virgile ; ^Eneishk. ii.

(2) "Against these forces were prepared to the
number of near one hundred ships ; not so great of

bulk indeed, but of a more nimble motion."—Bacon.

(3) "None but mine own people." "Indeed/"—
Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, iv. 2.

If The two elements of the word, are some-
times found separated by the word very, to

add emphasis to the statement.

"In very deed for this cause have I raised thee."—
- Exodus ix. 26.

in-de-fat-i-ga-bll'-i-tjr, s. [Eng. indefati-

gable; -ity.] The quality or state of being in-

defatigable; unweariedness, persistence.

ln-de-fat'-i-ga-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. in-
de/atigabilis =hot to be wearied: in = not,

and defatigo = to tire out ; from de — down,
extremely, and fatigo = to tire, to weary.]
That cannot be fatigued or tired out ; not
yielding to fatigue or exertion ; unceasing in

boil, bo^; pout, joxV-1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin,
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious,

as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f.

tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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exertions or efforts ; unwearied in labour

;

untiring or unremitting in work.
" He was Indefatigable, and at length successful In

his attempts."—Macaulay : Slst. Eng., ch. xi.

in-de-fat'-l-ga-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inde-

fatigable ; -ness'.] The quality or state of being

indefatigable ; indefatigability.

"They come short of his indefatigableness."—Par-
nell : Life of Zoilus.

in-de-fat'-i-ga-bly, adv. [Eng. indefati-

gable) ; -ly.] Without weariness or fatigue
;

unremittingly ; untiringly.
" He exerted himself indefatigably to improve their

discipline."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

* in-de-fat~i-ga'-tion, s. [Lat. indefatiga-

tus = unwearied.] The quality or state of

being unwearied ; unweariedness.

in-de-fea§-i-bl!-l-ty, *, [Eng. indefeasi-

ble ; -ity.] The quality or state of being inde-

feasible : as, the indefensibility of a title.

in-de-fea§'-i-ble, * in-de-fea§t'-a-ble,
* in-de-fei£-l-ble, u. [Pref. in- (2% and

Eng. defeasible (q.v.).] Not defeasible ; that

cannot be made void ; not to be defeated.
" Doctrine of indefeasible hereditary right."—Macau-

lay : Bint. Eng., ch. xiv.

in-de-fea!jf'-i-bly, adv. [Eng. indefeasible);

-ly.] In a manner not to be made void.

"As truly and aa indefeasibly royal as the House of
Stuart,"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

* in-de-fect-i-tall'-i-ty, s. [Eng. indefecti-

ble ; -ity.] The quality or state of being inde-

fectible ; freedom from liability to defect, de-

cay, or failure,

" He alone hath infallibility and indefectibility."—
Bp. Ball : True Peace Maker.

* in-de-fect'-i-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. defectible (q.v.).] Not defectible ; not
liable to defect, decay, or failure.

"A state of indefectible virtue and happiness,"—
Clarke : Letter to Mr. Dodwell.

* in-de-fect'-ive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
defective (q.v.).] Not defective ; free from de-

fect ;
perfect ; complete.

"Seven are my daughters, of a form divine
With seven fair sons, an indefective line."

Croxall: Ovid; Metamorphoses vi.

[Indefeasible.]* in-de-feif'-I-ble,

* in-de-fen-Si-bil'-I-ty, s. [Eng. indefen-

sible; -ity.] The quality or state of being in-

defensible.

in-de-fen'-Si-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
defensible (q.v.).] Not defensible ; incapable
of being defended, maintained, justified, or

vindicated : as, A town is indefensible ; A line of

conduct is indefensible.

in-de-fen'-Si-bly» adv. [Eng. indefensible);

-ly.] In a manner that cannot be defended,

maintained, justified, or vindicated.
" Some of the terms of expression are still indefensi-

bly indelicate."—Mtckle ; Lusiad, bk. ix. (Note 32.)

* In-de-fen'-Sive, a, [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
defensive (q.v.).] Having no defence ; defence-

less.

"The sword awes the indefenstve villager."

—

Sir T.

Herbert : Travels, p. 337.

* in-de-fic'-ien-cy (c as sh), *. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. deficiency (q.v.).] The quality

of not being deficient ; fulness ;
completeness.

t
" The indeficiency of faith. '—Strype : Life of Parker

(an. 1595).

* in-de-fic'-ient (c as sh), a. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. deficient (q.v.).] Not deficient

;

full
;
perfect.

"The indeficient spring no winter fears."

Q. Fletcher; Christ's Triumph after Death.

in-de-fin'-a-blef a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

definable (q.v.).] Not definable; that cannot

be defined ; incapable or insusceptible of de-

finition ; inexplicable.

in-de-fIn'-a-bljr, adv. [Eng. indefinable);

-ly.] In an"indefinable manner or degree ; so

as not to be capable of definition.

in-def'-i-nxte, u. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. de-

pute (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Not limited or defined ; not determinate

;

not precise, exact, or certain ; vague, not in

exact or precise terms.
~ "The time of this last is left indefinite."—Dryden :

Art of Poetry.

2. Having no definite, determinate, or cer-

tain limits ; large beyond the comprehension
of man, though not absolutely without limits.

It is often contrasted with infinite.

"Though it is not Infinite, it maybe indefinite;
though it is not boundless in itself, it may be bo to
human comprehension."—Spectator. {Todd.)

3. Infinite, without limit.

" Indefinite and omnipresent God !

"

Thorupson ; Sickness, v.

II. Technically:

1. Bot. (Of stamens, &c); Not definite; not
constant in number, usually more than twenty.

2. Math. : Unbounded or unlimited. If the
direction of a line only is given, it is sup-
posed to extend in both directions from any
point of it without limits ; such a line is,

properly speaking, an indefinite line. If we
speak of that portion of a straight line which
lies entirely on one side of any point of it, it

is said to extend indefinitely in that direction.

A plane extends indefinitely in all directions,

unless limited by a boundary : it may be
limited in one or more directions by a line or
lines, and indefinite in all other directions.

[Space.]

indefinite-inflorescence, s.

Bot. : Inflorescence with the flowers arising
from the axils of the leaves, thus leaving the
terminal bud to develop and become a twig or
branch, lengthening indefinitely.

indefinite-proposition, s.

Logic : A proposition having for its subject
a common term without any sign to indicate
distribution or non-distribution ; as, Man is

mortal,

indefinite-term, a.

Logic: A privative or negative term, in
that it does not define or mark out an object
by a positive attribute as a definite term does :

as, unorganized ; not-Csesar.

ln-def'-i-nite-ly, adv. [Eng. indefinite; -ly.]

1. In an indefinite manner or degree ; with-
out certain or settled limitation.

" If tbe world he indefinitely extended, that ia, so
far as no human intellect can fancy any bounds of it.'

—/lay : On the Creation.

2. Without certainty or precision ; vaguely.

"And besides, it was left somewhat indefinitely,
when it should determine or expire." — Bacon:
Henry VII., p. 111.

in-def'-I-nite-ness, * in-def-i-nite-
nesse, s. [Eng. indefinite ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being indefinite, undefined,
unlimited, or not precise or certain ; vague-
ness.

"The indefinitenesse of the charge implies a gener-
ality."

—

Bp. Ball: Best Bargaine.

in-de-fin'-l-tude, s. [Eng. indefinite)

;

-vude.]

1. Indefiniteness ; want of certainty or
precision ; vagueness.

2. Number or quantity not limited by our
comprehension, but yet finite.

"They arise to a strange and prodigious multitude,
if not indefinitude, by their various positions."—Hale;
Orig. of Mankind, p. 15

* in-de-fin'-i-ty, s. [Eng. indefinite); -y.]

Indefinitude, vagueness. (North : Examen,
p. 144.)

* in-de-flour'-ish-ing, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Lat. defloro = to take away flowers.] Ever
flourishing or blooming.

" Where beauties indeflourishing abide.''

Q. Fletcher: Christ's Victory.

in-de-his'-cence, s. [Pref. in- (2), and

Eng. dehiscence (q.v.).] The quality or state

of being indehiscent.

in-de-his'-cent, a. [Pref. in-, and Lat. de-

hiscens, pr. par. ofdehisco = to gape.]

Bot. (Of a fruit): Not dehiscing, not opening
when ripe. Example : the hazel nut.

* in-delayed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
delayed.] Not delayed, postponed, or put off.

" With promise to make my return indelayed."—
Strype : Memorials (an. 1558).

*Jn-de-lay,-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. indelayed;
-ly.] Without delay.

"That the order might he indelayedly taken."—
Strype ; Memorials (an. 1553).

* in-de-le'ct'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. delectable (q.v.).] Not delectable ; not
pleasing ; unamiable. (Richardson : Clarissa,

viii. 327.)

* m-de-lib'-er-ate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. deliberate (q.v.).] Not premeditated;
done without premeditation ; not deliberate,

"The indeliberate commissions of many sins."—
Government of the Tongue.

* in-de-lxb'-er-at-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. deliberated (q.v.).] The same as Inde-
liberate (q.v.).

* In-de-lib'-er-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. indelib-

erate; -ly.] With'out premeditation ; uninten-
tionally.

in-del-i-bU'-i-ty, s. [Fr. indilebiliti, from
indelebile = indelible (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being indelible.

" The indelibility of the sacred character."—Bishop
Borsley : Speech, April 13, 1804.

In-del'-i-ble, * in-del-e-ble, a. [Fr. in-

delebile, from Lat. indelebilis, from in- = not,

and delebilis = that can be destroyed ; deleo =
to destroy ; Sp. indeleble; Ital. indelebile.]

1. Lit. : That cannot be blotted out or ef-

faced ; incapable of being effaced, cancelled,

or obliterated.

"Putting these on an indelible blacke colour."—
Purchas : Pilgrimage, bk. viii., ch. iii., § 7.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Incapable of being destroyed, wiped out,
or cleared away.

" Thou canst but live to blot with shame
Indelible thy mother's name."

Cowper : From the Greek, by Pallades*

(2) That cannot be annulled.

in-del'-i-ble-ness, s. [Eng. indelible; -ness.]

The quality or state of being indelible ; indeli-

bility.

in-del'-l-bly, adv. [Eng. indelib(le) ; -ly.] In
an indelible manner ; so as to be indelible.

" Such waa my scheme of life, which I impressed in-
delibly upon my memory "—Idler, No. 101.

In-del'-i-brdme, s. [Eng. indelible), and
brom(in)e.]

Chem. : Ci6H8Br4N304. A very insoluble
yellow powder, produced by the action of
bromine on isamic acid. It is insoluble in

water, alcohol, and ether, and is unacted upon
by ammonia and potash, even when boiling.

It melts when carefully heated, and on cool-

ing crystallizes in the form of needles.

in-deT-i-ca-cy, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
delicacy (q.v.).

J

1. The quality or state of being indelicate ;

a want of delicacy or a nice sense of propriety
and decorum ; a want of regard of refinement
in manners and in the treatment of others ; a
want of careful avoidance of matters or sub-
jects offensive or hurtful to others ; coarse-

ness in manners or language. [Indecency.]
" Novelists whose heaviness is but slightly relieved

by their indelicacy."—Hotes & Queries, Feb. 19, 1681,

p. 159.

2. An indelicate act or word ; an indecency.

in-del-1-cate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
delicate (q.v.).]

1. Not delicate ; wanting in delicacy, refine-

ment, or good breeding ; coarse, unrefined.
" Mean and indelicate enough to let a foreign prince

pay them."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

2. Offensive to refined minds ; contrary to
delicacy, modesty, or the established rules of
good breeding ; coarse, indecent.

" Such indelicate greediness might disgust the bene-
factor."

—

Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

in-del'-i-cate-ly, adv. [Eng. indelicate; -ly.\

In an indelicate manner ; indecently.

In-dexn-ni-fi-ca'-tion, s. [Eng. indemnify;
c connective, and suff. -ation.]

1. The act of indemnifying, saving harmless,
or securing against damage, loss, or penalty

;

the state of being indemnified.

2. The act of reimbursing or indemnifying
for any damage, loss, or penalty incurred.

3. That which indemnifies, saves harmless,
or secures against damage, loss, or penalty.

In-dem'-ni-fy, v.t. [Lat. indemnis = un-
harmed, from in- — not, and damr im = harm
hurt ; Eng. suff. -fy (q.v.).]

1. To save harmless ; to secure jrom damage,
loss, or penalty.

2. To reimburse, to compensate, to make
good, or to repay, for damage, loss, or penalty
incurred. '

,

"Indemnifying,**, least in part, such native families

of En ^"vi
1011 y P°llei"~'tfacauZ<Iff -' BUU

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, ptft,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e: ey = a. qu - kw.
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* 3. To keep safe ; to save unharmed ; to
protect.

" They will indemnify them from all that shall fall

out on this occasion. — Sir. W. Temple : To Lord
Arlington.

in dem -ni-ty, s. [Fr. indemnity, from Lat.
indemnitatem, accus. of indemnitas = security
from damage ; indemnis = unharmed ; Sp. in-

demnidad; Ital. indemnitd.] [Indemnify.]

1. Security given to save a person harmless,
or to secure him against damage, loss, or

penalty, which he may incur.

2. Indemnification or compensation for da-

mage, loss, or penalties incurred.
" I will use all means, in the ways of amnesty and

indemnity, which may most fully remove all fears and
bury all jealousies in forgetfulneas."—Eikon Basilike.

% Act of Indemnity :

Law & Hist. : An Act designed to relieve the
Government or any of its officers from penal-
ties when they have been compelled by excep-
tional circumstances to omit the performance
of some duty, or to violate or even to suspend
some law. In every Session of Parliament an
Act of Indemnity used to be passed for the re-

lief of those who had neglected to take the
necessary oaths of office, and one also received
the sanction of Parliament to condone the
governmental suspension of the Bank Charter
Act during the financial panics of 1848 and
1857. The term is specifically applied (1) to
an Act passed in 1660, granting a free and
general pardon to all the subjects of Charles
II., savins such as were excepted by the
Parliament ; and (2) to an Act passed May 20,

1690, to exempt the followers of James II.

from the penal consequences of their former
deeds.

* in-de-mon-stra -toil I-ty, s. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. clemonstrability (q.v.).] The
quality or state of being indemonstrable.

; In-de-mon'-stra-ble, a. [Lat. indemon-
strabilis, from in- = not, and demonstrabilis =
demonstrable (q.v.).] Not demonstrable ; that
cannot be demonstrated or proved by reason-
ing.

" All of them as indemonstrable as the Conclusion to
be inferred from them."

—

Boyle ; Works, i, 500.

* in de-mon'-stra ble ness, s, [Eng. in-

demonstrable; -ness.] The quality or state of
being indemonstrable ; indemonstrability.

in-den-i-za'-tion, s. For this and cognate
words see Endenization, &c.

in-dent', v.t. & i. [Low Lat. indento = to
notch with teeth, from Lat. in- = in, into,

and dens (genit. dentis) = a tooth ; O. Fr. en-
denter; Ital. indentare. The word is a law
term. In making duplicates of deeds, it was
usual to cut or indent the edges alike, so that
they would tally with each other upon com-
parison. The deeds with edges so cut were
called indentures, and the verb to indent came
also to mean to execute a deed or make a
compact. (Skeat.y]

A. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To cut into points or notches like a
row of teeth ; to notch, to jag.

"The practice of indenting has been abandoned."

—

Blackstonei: Comment., bk. II., ch. 20.

* 2. To form with indentations, jagged or
rough edges or borders.

"The coast seemed to he indented into creeks aud
projecting pointB."—Cook: Second Voyage, bk. iii. , ch.
xii.

* 3. To dent, to dint.

"With shields indented deep in glorious wars."
Pope : Bomer; Odyssey xix. ST.

II. Technically

:

1. Law: To bind out or apprentice by in-

denture; to indenture; to contract: as, To
indent an apprentice.

2. Print. : To set in farther from the margin
or leave a blank space in, at the beginning of

a line.

*B. Intransitive;

I. Literally.

1. To be notched or jagged with indentations
©r irregularities like a row of teeth.

2. To wind in and out ; to run zigzag.
" Then shalt thou see the dew-bedabbled wretch
Turn and return, indenting with the way."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iii. L
3. To make a contract ; to contract ; to bar-

gain.

"Shall we buy treason? and indent with fears,
When they have lost and forfeited themselves!

"

Shakesp. : 1 Henry I V., i. 8.

II. Fig. : To move to one side and the other;

to pursue a zigzag course.
" Not winding or indenting so much as to the right

hand of fair pretences."—Milton : Doctrine of Divorce,

bk. ii., ch. xiv.

in-dent, s. [Indent, v.]

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A cut or notch in the margin of any
thing; an indentation or recess.

" It shall not wind with such a deep indent."
Shakesp. : 1 Eenry IV., iii. 1.

2. A stamp, an impression, a dent.

3. A covenant. (Puttenham ; Eng. Poesie,

bk. iii., ch. xxiv.)

4. A certificate or indented certificate issued

by the United States Government at the close

of the Revolution for the principal or interest

of the public debt.

II, Technically

:

1. Carp.; A notch, as in scarfing timbers
together.

2. Print. : The blank space or set-in at the
commencement of a paragraph.

in den ta' tion, s. [Low Lat. indentatio,
' from indento = to indent (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of indenting or cutting with
notches in the margin, like a row of teeth.

2. A notch or cut in the margin of anything

;

a recess ; a depression like a notch.

"Tarentum, situated in the deep indentation of the
southern gulf of Italy."—Lewis: Creel. Early Roman
Hist. {1855}, ii. 434.

II. Technically

:

1. Arch. : A zigzag moulding ; the shark's-
tooth moulding ; denticulation.

2. Print. : The act of indenting or beginning
a line or series of lines farther in from the
margin than the rest.

in-dent'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Indent, v.]

A. As pa. par. ; (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Cut or notched in the margin like a row
of teeth, or the teeth of a saw ; having inden-
tations.

"Indented shore to Bhore responsive still."

Thomson : Liberty, iv. 463.

2. Bound by an indenture or contract : as,

an indented apprentice.

3. Zigzag, winding.
" And with indentedjjlides did slip away
Into a bush." Shakesji. : As you Like It, v. 3.

II. Her. : Notched like

the teeth of a saw, but
smaller than dancette
(q.v.). Applied to one of.

the lines of partition
;

ordinaries are also thus
borne.

indented-chisel, s.

A boring - chisel whose
face is in steps.

indented-line, s.

Fort. : A line consisting of alternate long
and short faces, with salient and receding
angles, each face giving a flanking fire along
the front of its neighbour.

indented-parapet, s.

Fart. : A parapet, the interior slope of which
has vertical recesses where men may stand
and fire along the front of the work.

* in-dent'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng indented; -ly.]

In an indented manner ; with indentations.

in-dent-ee , a. [Fr.]

Her. : Having indents not joined to each
other, but set apart.

in-dent'-il-ley, a. [Indent.]

Her. : Having long indents, somewhat re-
sembling piles conjoined ; said of an ordinary.

in-dent'-xng, pr. par., a., & s. [Indent, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of cutting indenta-
tions or notches in ; an indentation ; a winding.
" Through large indentings drawB his lubric train.''

Welsted : Ovid ; Metam. xv.

* In-dent'-ment, s. [Eng. indent; -went]
An indenture ; a deed ; a contract.

" Some indentments or some bond to draw."
Ball : Satires, bk. iv., sat 2.
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in-den'-ture, s. [Low Lat. indentura, from

indento = to indent (q.v.) ; O. Fr. endeuture.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of indenting ; the

state of being indented ; an indentation,

2. Law : A deed under seal, entered into

between two or more parties. [Indent, v.,

AIL 1.]

" Whose tempers, inclinations, sense, and wit,

Like two indentures, did agree so fit."

.Butler : Human Learning, pt. Ii.

in-den'-tTire, v.t. & i. [Indenture, s.]

A. Transitive :
"

* 1. Ord. Lang. : To indent ; to make inden-

tations in ; to wrinkle, to furrow.
" Though age may creep on and indenture the brow."

Woty : An Autumnal Song.

2. To bind by an indenture : as, To inden-

ture an apprentice.

* B. Intrans. ; To run in and out in a zig-

zag course ; to wind ; to double in running.
" By indenturing still the good man 'scaped."

Beywood. (A nnandale.)

In-de-pend'-ence, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

dependence (q.v.). ; Fr. independance ; Ital. in-

dependenza; Sp. independencia.]

1. The quality or state of being independent;
freedom or exemption from the control, au-

thority, or power of others ; a state over
which no one has any power, control, or au-

thority ; ability and liberty to conduct one's

own affairs without the interference, superin-
tendence, or control of others ; self-subsist-

ence or maintenance.
" The independence affected by a crowd of petty

sovereigns."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xvlii.

2. That which renders, or serves to render,

a person independent ; income or property
sufficient to make one independent of others

;

as, He has an independence.

If Declaration of Independence;

Hist. : A declaration of independence of
Great Britain, put forth on July 4, 1776, by
the Congress of the revolted American colonies,
and signed by the representatives of the fol-

lowing thirteen states : New Hampshire, Mas-
sachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Dela-
ware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, New York, New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, and Georgia. They have since de-
veloped into the now very powerful United
States.

t in-de-pend'-en-cy, & [Eng. indepen-
dence); -y.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Independence; freedom from
the control of others.

" Prefer an independency of torture
To the smooth agonies of adulation."

Byron : Cain, 1. 1.

2. Eccles. : The principles of the religious
body known as Independents ; Congregation-
alism.

In-de -pend'-ent, a., adv., & s. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. dependent (q.v.); Fr. rndtpendant

;

Ital. independente.]

A. As adjective :

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Not dependent upon or subject to -the
control, power, pr authority of another ; not
relying on others ; not subordinate ; free to
manage one's own affairs without the inter-
ference of others ; free.

" One unchangeable and independent Being. V'

Clarke : On the Attributes, prop. 2.

T[ It is followed by of when that from which
one is free is named; formerly also by from,
on, or upon.

" Independent of the great." Cottori : Fable 1.

2. Affording the means of independence.
" Some had independent means ; some lived by

literature."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

3. Not liable to be led by others ; not ob-
sequious ; self-asserting, self-directing, out-
spoken : as, He is very independent.

4. Free from bias or prejudice : as, a man
of independent spirit.

5. Expressive of or proceeding from a spirit
of independence ; bold, free : as, an indepen-
dent air or manner.

II. Technically

:

1. Ch. Hist. : Of or pertaining to the Inde-
pendents or Congregationalists (q.v.).

2. Math. ; A quantity is said to be indepen-
dent of another with which it is connected
when it does not depend upon it for its value!
In this case, the term is nearly synonymous
with arbitrary, but not quite. Equations are

boil* 1>6^; polit, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun, -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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independent when they have no connection
with each other ; that is, when the quantities

entering the different equations are not at all

dependent upon each other.

3J. As adv. : Irrespective ; not to mention
;

without taking note or regard (followed by
of): as, Independent of this, I have other

reasons.

C. As substantive

:

1 (PL): The same as Congreoationa.lists

(q.v.).

"They that we call Independents, are only Buch as

hold that no classis or synods have a superiority over

auy particular church."—Milton : Def. of the People of

England.

2. A person or thing that is independent;

one who acts (in politics, &c.) independently

of any organized party ; a member of any
organized party named Independent.

independent-piece, s.

Shvpbuild. : The main piece of the head or

beak-shaped projection from the stem of a

vessel.

independent-seconds watch, s.

Horol. : A watch in which the action of the

centre seconds-hand is independent of the

regular going works of the watch. It has two
separate trains of wheels and separate springs,

so that the regular time may be maintained
when the centre seconds-hand is stopped by
pressing the stop-pin on the outside of the
case... The centre seconds is set in conformity
with the other works by a square at the back
of the case. For great nicety in timing,

quarter- and! fifth-second watches are now
made, and are capable of being stopped at

these fractional parts of a second.

"" in-de-pend'-ent-ed, a. [Eng. indepen-
dent; -ed.] Made independent ; formed on the
model of the Independents or Congregation-
alists (q.v.).

" Associated or independented and new-fangled
Churches."—Gauden : Tears of the Church, p. 411.

* in-de-pend'-ent-ism, s. [Eng. indepen-

dent; -ism.] The same as Independency, 2

(q.v.). (Gauden: Tears of the Church, p. 564.)

in-de-pend'-ent-ly, adv. [Eng. inde2)endent

;

-ly.}

1. In an independent manner ; without con-

trol ; without being dependent.

2. Irrespective ; without taking note or re-

gard ; independent. (Followed by of.)

* in-de-pend'-ihg, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. depending (q.v.).] Not depending upon
another ; independent.

"An independing and self-subsisting agent."

—

Bp.
Hall : Invisible World, bk. ii., § i.

* in-de-p6s'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

deposaMe (q.v.).] Not deposable ; that cannot
be deposed.

*in-dep'-ra-vate, a. [Lat. indepravatus=un-

corrupted.] [Depravate.] Pure; unspotted;
iucorrupted. (Davies : Holy Roode, p. 28.)

* in-dep'-re-ca-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. deprecable (q.v.).] That cannot be de-

precated.

* ln-dep-re-hens'-i-fole, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. deprehensible (q.v.).] Incapable of

being found out or detected.

"Calling the second a case perplexed and indepre-
hensible."—Bp. Morton ; Discharge, &c. (1633), p. 174.

* in-de-priv'-a-ble, u. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. deprivable'(q.v.).^

1. Incapable of being deprived ; not liable to

deprivation.

2. That cannot be taken away.
"Durable, self-derived, and (if I may use the expres-

sion) indepriuable."— Harris : Dialogue concerning
Happiness, pt. i.

* In-de-scrib'-a-Dle, a. & s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. describ'able (q.v.).]

A, As adj. : Not describable ; incapable of

being described.

B. As subst. (PL): A euphemism for trou-

sers.

"Mr. Trotter . , . gave four distinct slaps on the
pocket of hi« mulberry indescribablcs."— Dickens:
Pickwick, cli. xvi.

* In-de-scrip'-tivef a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. descrip>tive (q.v.).] Not descriptive ; not
furnishing or containing a true or proper de-

scription.

* in-de-sert', s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. de-

sert (3), s. (q.v.).] Want of desert, merit, or
worth.

"To think the fame of his merit a reflection oil their
own indaserts."—Addison: Spectator, No. 256.

* in-des-1-nent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
desineut (q.v.)".] Not desinent ; not ceasing or
leaving off ; unceasing.

" More noble, more indesinent, and indefeasible than
the first. "—Baxter : On tlie Soul, p. 351.

* in-des'-i-nent-ly, adv. [Eng. indesinent

;

-ly.] Unceasingly ; without cessation. (Ray :

On the Creation, pt. ii., p. 361.)

* ln-de-s'ir'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

desirable (q.v.).] Not desirable ; undesirable.

in-de-struct-i-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. inde-

structible ; -ity.] The quality or state of being
indestructible.

"Gold, from \tsbrilliB.nt co\omt and indestructibility,
must have been the first metal to catch the eye of
man."

—

Dawkins .' Early Man in Britain, ch. xi.

in- de-Struct -i-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. destructible (q.v.).] Not destructible;
not liable to destruction ; incapable of being
destroyed.

" Primitive and indestructive'boO.iea."—Boyle : Works,
i. 533.

ln-de-Struct'-l-bly, adv. [Eng. indestructi-

b(U); -ly.] In an indestructible manner ; so
as to be indestructible.

* in-de-teV-min-a-ble, a. & s. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. determinable (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not determinable ; that cannot be deter-

mined, defined, or fixed.
" The duration of the world was by the old philoso-

phers held to be indeterminable."—Boyle : Works,
iv. 11.

2. That cannot be determined, or ended ; in-

terminable.

"His memory is indeterminable and unalterable."

—

Dp. Taylor: Great Exemplar, pt. J., ad. § 3.

B. As subst. : That which cannot be deter-
mined, defined, or settled.

"To condemn such indeterminables unto him that
demanded on what hand Venus was wounded." —
Drowne : Vulgar Errours, bk. vii., ch. i.

ln-de-ter'-min-a-bly, adv. [Eng. indeter-

minable); -ly.] In - ' 'eterminable manner,

in-de-ter'-min-' [Lat. indetermina-

tus = undefined, fioiu un- = not, and determin-
atus, pa. par. of determino = to define, to de-
termine (q.v.).l Not determinate ; not settled
or fixed ; not definite ; indefinite ; undefined

;

not precise.

"•Subjects which are essentially indeterminate, and
can never yield any useful result."

—

Lewis: Cred,
Early Roman Hist. (1855), ii. 554.

indeterminate analysis, s.

Math. : A branch of analysis which has for

its object the solution of indeterminate pro-
blems. Indeterminate analysis may be of the
first, second, or higher degrees, according as
the equations arising are of the first, second,
or higher degrees. [Equation.]

indeterminate-coefficients, s. pt
Math. : A method of analysis invented by

Descartes, the principle of which consists iu
this, that if we have an equation of this form

—

A + Bx + Cz2 + Da:3 + &c. = 0,

in which the coefficients A, B, C, D, &c, are
constant, and x a variable quantity, which
may be supposed as small as we please, then
each of these coefficients taken separately is

necessarily equal to 0.

indeterminate-equation, s.

Math. : An equation is indeterminate when
the unknown quantities which enter it admit
of an infinibe number of values ; the equation
of the right line is an example of an indeter-
minate equation ; in general most of the equa-
tions used in analysis are indeterminate. When-
ever an equation contains more than one arbi-
trary or unknown quantity, that, considered
by itself, is indeterminate, for any number of
sets of values may be attributed to all the un-
known quantities, except one, and the value
of that one deduced. A group of equations
containing more unknown quantities than
there are equations is indeterminate.

indeterminate-inflorescence, s.

Xiot. : The same as Indefinite-inflores-
cuncl; (q.v.). (Gray.)

indeterminate-problem, s.

Math. : A problem is indeterminate when it

admits of an infinite number of solutions, llns

will always be the case when there are fewer

imposed conditions than there are unknown

or required parts ; for, in that case, the equa-

tions which express the imposed conditions

will be fewer than the number of unknown
quantities which enter them; consequently,

they will be indeterminate, and of course the

problem itself will also be indeterminate.
_

indeterminate-quantity, s.

Math. : A quantity is indeterminate when
it admits of an infinite number of values. In

the equation of a straight line, y = ax + b,
'

x represents the abscissa of any point of the

line, and is indeterminate when considered

only with reference to its value ; when con-

sidered with reference to its connection with

y, it is independent of it, provided we agree

to assume it as the independent variable.

[Independent.]

indeterminate-series, ».

Math. : A series whose terms proceed by
the powers of an indeterminate quantity.

in de-ter'-min-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. indeter-

minate ; -ly.] In" an indeterminate manner;
indefinitely. (Hale: Orig. ofMankind, p. 106.)

in-de-ter'-min-ate-ness, s. [Eng. indeter-

minate; -ness.] The quality or state of being

indeterminate ; want of preciseness ; inde-

finiteness.

* in-de-ter-min-a'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. determination (q.v.).]

1. "Want of determination ; want of a fixed

and steady mind or purpose ; an unsettled or
wavering state, as of the mind.

'

' The indetermination of her thoughts was a trouble."—Bishop Taylor: Great Exemplar, pt. i., § T.

2. Want of fixed or determined direction.

* in-de-ter -mined, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. determined (q.v.).]

1. Not determined ; not settled ; unsettled.

2. Not limited ; infinite.

" The eternal height of indetermined space."
Brooke: Universal Beauty, v.

* in-de-vir'-gin-ate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. devirginate (q.v.).] Not devirginate

;

not deprived of virginity.
" Pallas, the seede of jEgis-bearing Jove ;

Who still lies indevirginate."
Chapman : Homer ; Hymn to Venus.

* in-de-vote', a. [Lat. in- = not, and devotus

=3 devoted, devout.] Not devoted to religion

;

not devout ; irreligious.
" There are so many of the same arguments, and so

indevote an &ge."—Bentley : Letter, p. 181.

* In-de-vot'-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
devoted (q.v.).] Not devoted.

" Mr. Cowley's connections with some persons in-

devoted to the excellent chancellor."

—

Hurd: Dial. 3;
On Retirement. (Note).

* in-de-vo'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
devotion (q.v.).] Want of devotion or devoted-
ness ; irreligion.

"We live in ail age of indevotion."—Bishop Taylor

:

Great Exemplar, pt. L ad. § 5.

* In-de-voilt', u. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
devout (q.v.).] Not devout; not religious;

irreligious.
'

' Kindled hy the eloquence of an indevout preacher."
—Boyle : Works, ii. 457.

* in-dS-vout'-ly, adv. [Eng. indevout; -ly.]

In an indevout or irreligious manner.

* in-dewt v.t. & i. [Indue.]

in -dex (pi. in'-dex-es in ord. lang., in'-

di £e§ in math.), o. [Lat.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. That which serves to point out ; that
which shows or manifests ; a discoverer.

" My lips might prove the index to my fault."
Drayton : Rosamond to King Bcnry.

2. A pointer ; that which serves to direct
or point out, as the hand of a watch or clock,
a finger or arm of a balance or measuring ap-
paratus which moves along a graduated scale,
or in relation to a line or central mark ; a
finger-post which points out the road to any
place, &c.

3. A table of the contents of a book ; a
table of reference in alphabetical order.

" An index is the bag and Iwiggage of a book, of more
use thau honour. —Fuller: Fisgah Sight (Directions
for Index).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try* Syrian, se, ce - e, ey = a. qu = kw.
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* 4. A preface, prelude, or prologue to a
play or story.

"An index and obscure prologue to the history of
lust and foul thoughts."

—

Shakejtp. : Othello, ii. 1.

II, Technically

:

1. Anat.: [Index-finger].

2. Astron. : A brass rule accompanying the
plane -table, furnished with perpendicular
sight-vanes at each extremity ; an alidade.

3. Math. : The index of a radical is a num-
ber written over the radical sign to denote
the degree of the root to be extracted. Thus,
in the expressions

^/a, ^/b, &c,

3, 4, &c, are called indices. An index is gene-

rally a whole number greater than 2. When
the square root is indicated, the index is

generally omitted, being understood. [Expo-
nent.]

4. Print, : The sign or figure S^", used to

direct attention to any particular word or

U (1) Congregation of the Index

:

Ch. Hist. : A congregation founded by Pius V.

in 1571. It consists chiefly of cardinals, no-

minated by the Roman Pontiff, with other

members, who are called consultors. The
secretary is always a Dominican. Its duty is

to examine and correct, or prohibit the read-

ing of, books wh ich it deems heretical, or which
contain matter dangerous to faith or morals.

IT (2) Index of a globe: A little style or

pointer fitted on the north pole of an artificial

terrestrial globe, which, by turning with the
globe, serves to point to certain divisions of

the hour circle.

(3) Index of a logarithm : The integral part
which precedes the logarithm and is always
one less than the number of integral figures

in the given number. It is also called the
characteristic. [Logarithm.]

(4) Index of refraction

:

Optics: The ratio between the sines of the
incident and refracted angle. Called also the
Refractive Index.

index-correction, s.

Astron. : A correction requisite to counter-
balance the index-error of an astronomical in-

strument.

index-error, 5.

Astron. ; The error in the reading of a mathe-
matical instrument, arising from the zero of
the index not being completely adjusted to
that of the limb ; an error equal to that of
zero-adjustment.

index-expurgatorius, s.

Ch. Hist. : A book issued by the Roman
Congregation of the Index (q.v.). It contains
passages, condemned as heretical, from current
literature, in order that such passages may be
expunged before the books containing them
pass into general use.

index-finger, s. The fore-finger, from
its being used in pointing.

index-gauge, s. An instrument having
jaws whose distance apart is indicated by a
pointer and dial, or other means.

index-glass, s. A mirror at the centre
of motion of the index-arm of a quadrant or
sextant, which moves with the index, and
from, which a ray of light from one of two
given objects (one of which is, say, the sun)
is reflected to another mirror, called the
horizon-glass, fixed to one of the arms, and
thence to a sight-hole in the other arm.

index-hand, s. The same as Index, II. 4.

* index-learning, s. Superficial know-
ledge, such as may be gained from the cursory
perusal of a book or a study of its index.

„ " How index-learning turns no student pale."
Pope : Dunciad, i. 279.

index prohibitorius, s.

Ch. Hist.: A list of books which may not
be read by Roman Catholics, cleric or lay, on
pain of excommunication. Livy (xxxix. 10)
testifies to the practice of burning books of
magic in pagan Rome, and the Ephesian con-
verts who used "curious arts" voluntarily
did the same (Acts xix. 19), Prior to the in-
vention of printing, there were many cases in
which the Roman Pontiffs had suppressed the
writings of authors whom they judged here-
tical. The Council of Constance (1415)- ordered

the books of Huss to be burnt, and Leo X.
condemned the writings of Luther. In the
seventeenth session (Feb. 26, 1502) of the
Council of Trent a commission was appointed
to compile an Index of Prohibited Books and
a code of general rules on the subject. The
first Index was published (1504) in the ponti-
ficate of Pius IV., and various editions have
since appeared.

in'-dex, v.t. [Index, s.] To provide with an
index or alphabetical table of contents ; to
place in an index or table of reference.

in'-dex-er, s. [Eng. index; -er.] One who
makes an index.

* ln-dex'-l-cal, a. [Eng. index; -ical.] Per-
taining to, or 'having the form of, an index.

r In-dex'-i-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. indexical;
After the manner of an index.

ln'-dex-ing, s. [Eng. index; -ing.] The act
or art of drawing-up an index or of inserting
subjects in an index.

" With a view to establishing a uniform method of
i7idexing."~A thenceum, July 21, 1883, p. 83.

* in-dex-ter'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
dexterity (q.v.). J Want of dexterity ; want of
readiness ; want of skill ; awkwardness,
clumsiness.

*' The indexterity of our consumptlon-curerB demon-
strates their dimness in beholding its causes."

—

Har-
vey : On Consumption.

In'-di-a, s. & a. [Lat., &c. India; Gr. 'lvSCa

(India), 'IpSlkti (IndHce) ; Pehlive & Zand
Heando, Heiuht ; Sansc. Hind; from Lat. Sind
(Pliny, vi. 23); Sansc. SindJm = the river
Indus, any river. The first mention of India
in a classic author is in the Supplices of
^schylus, 2S2.]

A. As subst. : A great peninsula in the
south of Asia, 1,830 miles from north to
south, and nearly the same from east to west
if it is made to include Assam. Area, 1,399,443
square miles. (Thornton, &c.)

B. As adj. : The same as Indian, a. (q.v.).

India matting, s. Matting made in
the East, usually from Papyrus coryrnbosus.

(Simmonds.)

India - rubber. . Indian -rubber, s.

The same as Caou' 1
' '

'''''> (q.v.). The name
India or Indian refe jpe West, not to the
East Indies, from t

r
' * '^jpner of which the

first India rubber waSvtiWflght.

India-rubber tree

:

Bot. : Forsteronia Jloribunda.

In -di a man, s. [Eng. India, and man.] A
large ship employed in the Indian trade.

" Every Indiaman that arrived hi tlie Thames was
bringing unwelcome news from the East."—Macauluy

:

Hist. Eng., ch. xviii,

Indian, a. & s. [Eng. Indi(a); -an; Fr.
Indien.]

A. As adjective T

L Ordinary Language

:

1 & 2. [II., 1, 2.]

3. Made of Indian corn. (American,)

II. Technically:

1. Geog., &c. : Of or belonging to either the
East or West Indies or their productions.

2. Ethnol. & Hist.: Of or belonging to the
natives of India or the aborigines of America.
B. As substantive

:

1. A native of India.

2. One of the aborigines of America ; a red
man.

«\[ The connection between 1 and 2 is that
the expedition of Columbus, by which
America was found, was intended to seek
out a new route to India. When land was
found, it was believed to be part of India or
some land adjacent to it. When the mistake
was discovered, the appellation West Indies
was given to distinguish the new region from
the long-known East Indies.

Indian-architecture, s.

Arch. : The architecture existing in, and to
a certain extent peculiar to, India. No re-
mains exist earlier than the third century e c
when the Emperor Asoka made Booddhism
the religion of India. After that period there
arose (l)Boodhist architecture (q.v.), followed
by (2) Jaina architecture (q.v.). Of styles
more distinctively Hindoo there were four—
viz., (3) the Southern, (4) the Northern, and

(5) the Modern Hindoo ; and (ti) the Cash-
niirian. Temples, &c, of the Southern Hindoo
style exist within the area formed by a line

drawn east and west from Madras to Manga-
lore, constituting a triangle having each side

400 miles. The chief race is the Tamul. The
temples are divided into a square Viman (the

temple proper), with a pyramidal roof of one
or more stories, Mantapas (porches), Gopuvns
(gate-pyramids), and Choultries (pillared halls).

The most splendid example is the temple at

Tanjore, its base being a square of S2 ft. ; the

height, two stories ; the pyramidal roof, four-

teen ; the height, ISO or 200 ft. The Kylas of

EUora is of the Southern Hindoo style. The
Northern Hindoo is rarer, and is of Aryan
origin. The finest temples are in Orissa, espe-
cially Bobaneswar, built about a.d. 657. They
have a curved spire, sometimes surrounded
by other spires. The Modern Hindoo style

is this ancient one modified by Muhammadan
styles. The Cashmirian type of temple has
two or four roofs and dormer windows ; and
in some cases has pillars like Doric, the legacy
perhaps of the old Greek Bactrian kingdom.
There is also a trefoiled arch of unknown
origin. (Fergusson : Architecture.) [Temple.]

Indian-arrowroot, s. Another name
for East Indian arrowroot. [Arrowroot.]

Indian-bay, s.

Bot. : Laurus indica. [Laurus.]

Indian-berry, s.

Bot. : Cocculus indicus. (Loudon.)

Indian black-wood, .->. [Dalbergia.]

Indian-blue, &.

Bot. . Nymphcea cyanea.

Indian-bread, s.

Bot. : Jatropha Manikot.

Indian camphor, s.

Bot. : Dryobalanops camphora.

Indian-cedar, s.

Bot. : The Deodar (q.v.).

Indian chocolate-root, s.

Pharm. : A root, supposed to be that of
Geum rivale, much used in America in diseases

of the bladder.

Indian-copal, s.

Bot. : Valeria indica.

Indian-cordage, $. Cordage formed of

the husk of the cocoa-nut.

Indian-corn, s.

Bot. : The American name for Maize, Zea
Mays (q.v.). [Maize.]

Indian-cress, ».

Botany

:

1. Sing. : The genus Tropceolum, of which
one species, TropcKolum major, is an orna-
mental plant in gardens.

2. PI. : The order Tropceolaceae (q.v.).

Indian-cucumber, s.

Bot. : Medeola virginica, which is from Vir-
ginia and not from India. (Loudon.)

Indian-currant, s.

Bot. : Synipharicarpus vulgaris. It bears
small red berries, and grows in New York
State, &c.

Indian-fig, s.

Botany

:

1. Ficus indica. [Banian.]

2. Opuntia vulgaris (the Cactus opuntia of
Linnaeus).

Indian-file, s. Single file; so named from
its being the manner in which the Indians or
Red Men of America traverse the woods.

Indian-fire, s. A pyrotechnic composi-
tion which burns with a brilliant white light.

It consists of seven parts of sulphur, two of

realgar, and twenty-four of nitre.

Indian-grass, s.

Bot. : Sorghum nutans, a coarse grass from
the Southern States of America.

Indian hawthorn, s. [Hawthorn.]

Indian-heart, s.

Bot. : Cardiospermum Corindum.

Indian hemp, s.

Bot. : (1) Cannabis sativa
t var. indica; (2)

Apocyiium cannabinum.

b6H, bo*y; pdTit, jo*wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = r.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d?l.
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Indian-hen, *.

Omith. : A name for the American Bittern,
Botaurus lentiginoses, [Bittern, 1.]

Indian-indigo, s.

Bot. ; Indigofera tincloria,

Indian-ink, s. A black pigment, which
would be more properly called Chinese ink,

since it is manufactured in China, and there
used for writing, &c. In Europe it is em-
ployed in water-colour painting, and for the
lines and shadows of drawings. It is sold in

sticks and cakes, and appears to be a com-
pound of lamp-black and animal glue. In-
ferior kinds are manufactured in this country.

Indian lace-tree, s.

Bot. : Lagetta lintearia.

Indian-like, a. Like an Indian.

IT In Shakesp. (All's Well that Ends Well,
i. 3) it is a Hindoo, or perhaps a Parsee sun-
worshipper, who is referred to.

Indian-lotus, s.

Bot, : Nymphoza pubescens.

Indian-madder, s.

Bot. : (1) The genus Hedyotis
; (2) Olden-

landia.

Indian-meal, s. Meal made from Indian-
corn (q.v.).

Indian millet, s.

Bot. : Sorghum vulgare.

Indian-mulberry, s,

Bot, : (1) Moms indica ; (2) Morinda.

Indian-oak, s. A popular name for the
Teak tree, Tectona grandis. [Teak.]

Indian-ox, $.

Zool. : [Brahman-bull].

Indian-paper birch, s,

Bot. : (1) Betula mollis; (2) B. Bhojpattra.

Indian-physic, s.

Bot. : Gillenia trifoliata and G. stipulacea,
plants growing in the United States. Called
also American Ipecacuanha.

Indian-pipe, s.

, Bot. : Monotropa uniflora.

Indian-plantain, &,

Bot. : Various species of Cacalia.

Indian-poke, s.

Bot : The White Hellebore.

Indian-red, s. A rich peroxide of iron,

brought from Bengal. It is of purple-russet
colour, of good body, and capable of produc-
ing pure and lakey tints.

Indian-reed, s.

Bot. : The genus Canna.

Indian-salt, s,

Bot. : Saccharum officinale.

Indian-shot, India-shot, s.

Bot. ; Canna (q.v.). The species are from
India and the warmer parts of America.
[Canna, 1.]

Indian-steel, 5. [Wootz.]

Indian summer, s. A period ofsummer-
like weather in North America, occurring late

in autumn.

Indian-tobacco, s,

Bot. : (1) Lobelia infiata; (2) Cannabis indica.

Indian-tortoise, ».

Zool. : Testudo indica.

Indian-turnip, s.

Bot. : (1) Arisatma atrorubens ; (2) the tubers
of Psoralea esculenta.

Indian-wheat, s:

Bot. : A name for maize or Indian-corn (q.v.).

Indian-yellow, s. A pigment produced
from the urine of the camel, and imported in

the form of fetid balls into this country from
India, where it .has long been in use. It has
a great power of resisting the sun's rays.

In -di-an-eer, s. [Eng. Indian; -eer.] An
Indiairian. (Goodrich & Porter.)

In'-di-an-ite, «. [Named from India, where
it occurs. ]

Min. ; A variety of Anorthite. It is granu-
lar, and of a white, gray or reddish colour.

* ln'-dlo-al, a. [Lat. index (genit. indicts) =
an index"; Eng. adj. suff. -al.] Connected
with an index. [Index-learning.]

" There is a laay kind of learning which is only
indical."—Fuller : Worthies ; Norfolk.

in'-di can, s. [Lat. indicium) = a blue pig-
ment, probably indigo ; Eng. suff. -an.]

Chem. ; C26H31NO27. A clear brown syrup
of bitter and repulsive taste, existing in many
species of plants, but especially in Dyer's-
wood (Isatis tinctoria). It is extracted from
the dried leaves with alcohol, the resulting
greenish tincture being allowed to evaporate
spontaneously. .The residue is next treated
with water, filtered, and the filtrate shaken
with cupric hydrate, and again filtered. On
the removal of the copper by means of

sulphydric acid, the clear solution is found
to contain almost pure indican. It is soluble in

water, alcohol, and ether, and on boiling with
dilute acids, it is decomposed into indigo-blue
and indiglucin. It cannot be dried without
decomposing. Indican is sometimes found in

the urine of man, both in health and disease.

It has also been found in the blood of man,
and in the blood and urine of the ox.

in'-di-can-in, s. [Eng. indican; -in.]

Chem. ; C20H23NO10. A yellow or brownish-
yellow bitter syrup," produced together with
indiglucin by the action of soda-ley or baryta-
water on indican, the indiglucin being sepa-
rated by means of ether, in which it is insolu-

ble. It is soluble in water, alcohol, and ether.

in -di-cant, a. & s. [Lat. indicccns, pr. par.

of indicb = to point out.]

A. As adj. : Indicating or serving to indi-

cate a disease or its remedy.

B. As subst. : That which indicates or points
out the nature of a disease or its remedy.

ln'-dz-cate, v.t. & i. [Lat. indicatus, pa. par,

of indico = to point out or towards : in- — to-

wards, and dico = to proclaim, to make known

;

Sp. indicar; Ital. indicate; Fr. indiquer.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. To show, to point out, to denote, to make
known.

"To indicate the hour, day of the moueth, tides, age
of the moon, and the kke."— Qlanvill: Vanity of Dog-
matizing, ch. v.

2. To direct the mind towards a knowledge
of ; to be a sign or token of.

"The aspect of the Pontiflcal Court hy no means in-
dicated exultation.''

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

II. Med. : To point out or towards the pro-
per remedy or remedies for any disease ; to
show or manifest by symptoms.

"This preternatural thirst indicates and calls for a
lancet, rather than a julep."

—

Doyle : Workt, ii. 870. *-

in'-dl-cat-ed, pa. par. & a. [Indicate.]

A, -4s pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Pointed out, denoted, marked,
shown. '

indicated horse-power, s.

Steam : The horse-power up to which an
engine really works ; the true effective power
of an engine, as distinguished from the nom-
inal. [Horse-power, 2.]

in dl-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. indicatio, from indi-
catus, pa. par. of indico = to indicate (q.v.)

;

Fr. indication; Sp. indicacion; Ital. indica-
zione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of indicating or pointing out.

"The description and indication of hours."—Bale:
Orig. of Mankind, p. 340.

2. That which indicates, or serves to indi-
cate or point out ; a mark, sign, or token ;" an
intimation ; a symptom.

" While they were waiting for some indication of hie
wisheB."—Macaulay: Mist. Eng , ch. xiii.

* 3. Information or intelligence given.

* 4. Explanation ; display.

"TheBe he the things that govern nature principally,
and without which you cannot make any true analy-
sis and indication of the proceedings of nature." —
Bacon : Nat. Hist.

II. Med. : Any symptom, sign, or occurrence
in a disease which points out or tends to di-
rect towards suitable or proper remedies.

"Indication is of four kinds: vital, preservative,
curative, and palliative."—Quincy.

in-dic'-a-tive, a. & s. [Lat. indicativus, from
indicatus, pa. par. of indico = to point out;
Fr. indicatif; Ital. & Sp. indicaiivo.]

A, As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. ; Pointing or serving to point

out ; indicating ; denoting
;
giving notice or

intimation of something not visible or obvi-

ous.

"The truth is productive of utility, and utility in-

dicative of truth."— Warburton : Alliance between

Church A State, ch. ii.

2. Gram. : A term applied to that mood of a

verb which affirms, or denies, or asks ques-

tions.
" The instance of Isaac blessing Jacob, which in the

several parts was expressed in allforms, indicative, op-

tative, euuuciative. '—lip. Taylor: Divine Institution

of the Office Ministerial.

E. As substantive

:

Gram. : The indicative mood,

in-dic'-a-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. indicative; -ly.]

In a manner to indicate, show, or point out.

in'-di-ca-tdr, s. [Lat., from indicatus, pa. par.

of indico ; Fx. indicateur ; Ital. indicztore.]

I. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which in-

dicates or points out.

II. Technically:

1. Anat. : [Indicator-muscle],

2. Chem. : A reagent used in volumetric
analysis to indicate, by change of colour, the
exact point at which the precipitation of any
chemical body from a solution is completed.
Thus, in estimating the amount of hydrochlo-
ric acid present in a solution, a standard
solution of silver nitrate is used, but as it is

difficult to determine the exact point at which
the action is completed, a few drops of a solu-

tion of yellow potassic chromate, the indica-
tor, are added. As soon as the hydrochloric
acid is entirely precipitated as silver chloride,
the silver nitrate attacks the indicator, pro-
ducing a faint blood-red tinge, an evidence
that all the chlorine has entered into combina-
tion with the silver, and that the slight excess
has formed the silver chromate. Indicators
are also used to determine, by change of col-

our, the precise point at which a liquid
ceases to be eitheracid or alkaline. The chief
reagents used as indicators are yellow potassic
chromate, potassic ferrocyanide, indigo, car-
mine, litmus, turmeric, Porrier's orange, tropoe-
olin, phenolphthalein, eosin, rosalic acid, &c.

3. Steam-Engine : An instrument for measur-
ing the horse-power of a steam-engine. It con-
sists of a small vertical cylinder having a pis-

ton, kept down by a spring. The piston-rod
carries a pencil moving vertically across a card
vibrated horizontally by the piston-rod of the
engine under measurement. Steam is admitted
beneath the indicator-piston from the cylinder
of the engine measured, and the pencil marks
on the card the varying steam pressure in the
cylinder, whence the power of the engine may
be computed.

4. Optics : A finger working in the field of a
microscope to point out a special object within
the field of view.

5. Telegraphy :, The dial and mechanism of
a dial telegraph. The face has the letters
and figures arranged in two concentric circles.

The motion of the hand is continuous in one
direction, advancing one letter at each closing
of the circuit. The movement is effected by
clock-work driving a scape-wheel, the teeth
of which are alternately engaged and released
upon opening and closing the circuit, by means
of a pawl operated intermediately from the
armature of the electro-magnets.

6. Bail. Eng. : The gradient post of a rail-

way.

7. Furnace : A gauge in a blast-furnace to
indicate the proper height of a charge.

. 8. Omith. : The typical genus of the family
Indicatorinee. (q.v.). Indicator major is the
Larger, and /. minor the Lesser Honey-guide
of South Africa.

indicator-card, s. A card containing, a
diagram drawn by the working steam by means
of an Indicator. [Indicator, 3.]

indicator-muscle, 5.

Anat. : A muscle called also Extensor indicis.
It extends the index-finger.

indicator-telegraph, s. An electric
telegraph in whiclrthe signals are given by the
.deflections of a magnetic needle.

ln-dl-ca-to-rlVnee, s. pi. [Lat. indicator;
fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Omith. : A sub-family of Cuculidee (Cuckoos).
The bill is short, subconic, the feet very short.
They are found in forests in Africa and Borneo
andin the jungles of India.

'
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£n-dic'-a-tor-&a. [Eng. indicate); -ory.] In-
dicating or serving to indicate or make known.

in-dl-ca'-vit, s. [Lat., = he has shown;
third pers. sing. perf. indie, of indico = to in-

dicate or show.]

Eccles. Law ; A writ of prohibition against
proceeding in the spiritual court in certain
<ases, when the suit belongs to the common-
law courts. It lies for the patron of a church
whose incumbent is sued in the spiritual court
by another clergyman for tithes amounting to
a fourth part of the profits of the advowson.

* in'-dice, s. [Lat. index (genit. indicts).] An
index ; a mark ; a sign ; a token.

" Too much talking is ever the indice of afoole."

—

Ben Jonson : Discoveries,

In'-dl-ces, s. pi. [Index, $.]

in-di'-Ci-a (c as sh), s. pi. [Lat., pi. of indi-
cium-= a sign, from index (genit. indicis).']

Law : Discriminating marks, signs, tokens,
or indications.

* in-dlC'-l-ble, a. [Lat. indico ~ to point
out.] That can be indicated or pointed out.

" The calamity will he indicible."—Evelyn : Memoirs
• (Sept. 9, 1665).

In'-diC-6-llt©, s. [Lat. indicum = a blue pig-
ment, indigo (?) ; Gr. 'IvSikos (Indikos), as adj.
= Indian ; as subst. = a dark-blue dye, indigo,

. &c. So named from its indigo-blue colour.]

Min. ; A variety of Tourmaline (q.v.).

In-diet 6 silent), *in-dite', v.t. [Lat. in-

dictus, pa. par. of indico = to accuse : in- =
in, against, and dico = to say, to tell ; 0. Fr.
4ndicter, enditer.]

* I. Ordinary Language :

1. To compose, to write, to indite (q.v.).

2. To proclaim ; to appoint publicly or by
public authority.

"The Consuls used to indict a meeting of the Senate."—Milton: Defence of People of England.

II. Law ; To accuse or charge with a crime
t>r misdemeanour by way of indictment (q.v.).

in-diet -a-ble (c silent), u. [Eng. indict;
-able.]

1. Capable of being indicted ; liable to be
indicted : as, an indictable offender.

2. That forms a subject or ground of indict-
ment : as, an indictable offence.

* in-dict-ee (c silent),

A person indicted.

in diet -er (c silent), *

One who indicts.

* in-die'-tion, s. [Lat. indictio = (1) a decla-
ration or imposition of a tax, an impost, (2) a
cycle of fifteen years (see etym. of the com-
pound), from indictus, pa. par. of indico; Fr.
indiction.]

1. The act of proclaiming or declaring
publicly.

" Secular princes did use to indict, or permit the
indiction of, synods of bishops."—Taylor : Hale of

. Conscience, bk. ill, ch. iv.

2. A proclamation ; a public declaration.

% Cycle of indiction :

1. Calendar: A period of fifteen years, not
founded on any astronomical occurrence, but
fixed first by Constantine the Great as a fiscal

arrangement. It began on Jan. 1, a.d. 313.

The Popes adopted it in the year 1582, when
the Calendar was reformed, that year being the
tenth of the indiction. The year of the indic-

tion corresponding to any year of our era is

thus found : Add 3 to the date, divide the sum
by 15, and the remainder is the year of the in-

diction, the remainder i ndicating the fifteenth

of the cycle. Thus
* = 127, with a re-

mainder of 1. Twelve, therefore, is the in-

diction of that year. There are three other
indictions besides Constantine's, the Cesarean

,

or Imperial, the Roman or Pontifical, and that
of the Parliaments of France.

. 2. Roman Antiquities : [Cycle, IT (3)].

* In-dic-tive, a. [Lat. indictivus, from in-
dictus, pa. par. of indico.] Proclaimed ; pub-
lished, or declared publicly.

" Entirely the same with the indictive funeral."

—

Rennet: Antiq. of Rome, bk. ii., ch. xv.

in-dict'-mont (c silent), * in dight' ment
(gh silent), * in-ditc -ment, s. [Eng. in-

dict; -ment.]

[Eng. indict; -ee.]

[Eng. indict; -er.]

Law : The act of indicting or charging a

person with a crime or misdemeanour ; the

state of being indicted : a formal charge
against a person or persons for a crime or

misdemeanour.

1. Eng. Law: A written accusation of one
or more persons of a crime or misdemeanour,
preferred to and presented upon oath by a
grand jury. Properly, an indictment is not
so called until it has been found a true bill by
the grand jury, up to which time it is called a
bill. If the grand jury are of opinion that

the evidence is not sufficient to support the
charge, they indorse the bill " not found," or
" ignoramus " (q.v.) ; if the contrary, " a true
bill."

"Was it not monstrous, they asked, that a culprit
should be denied a sight of his indictment I "—Mac-
aulay: Hist, of Eng., ch. xviii.

2. Scots Law : A form of process by which a
criminal is brought to trial at the instance of
the Lord-Advocate, in whose name it runs. It

is addressed to the panel, and charges the
accused with the crime for which he is to be
tried.

*in-dict-or (c silent), *in-dight'-er (gh

silent), s. [Eng. indict; -or.] One who in-

dicts ; an indicter.
" There passeth a double I'urie, the indictors, and the

' tryors."-^Sacon : Henry VII., p. 146.

in-dif'-fer-ence, * in-dif'-fer-en-cy, s.

I

[Fr., from Lat. indifferentia, from indifferens =
having no difference : in- = not, and differens,

pr. par. of differo = to differ. ]

1. The quality or state of being indifferent
;

a state of mind in which a person does not in-

cline to one side more than the other ; freedom
from bias or prejudice ; impartiality ; neu-
trality.

" Requesting that they might speak before the senate
and be heard with indifference. '—P. Holland: Livy,
p. 1,214.

2. A state of mind in which a person takes
no interest in a matter which comes before
him; unconcernedness, carelessness, apathy,
negligence.

" It is our indifferency and lukewarmness that makes
it so natural."—Bp. Taylor : Works, vol. i., ser. 18.

3. A state in which there is no difference,
or in which no reason, moral or physical, pre-
ponderates ; a state in which there is no choice
between two or more things.

" Attain, the wise indifference of the wise."
Tennyson : A Dedication.

i. The quality or state of being of indifferent
quality ; mediocrity ; the state of being barely
passable in quality.

* in-dlf-fer-enced, a. [Eng. indifferenc(e)

;

-ed.] Having an appearance of indifference.
(Richardson : Clarissa, ill. 186.)

in dif fer ent, a., s.,&adv. [Fr., from Lat.
indifferens.\'

A. -4s adjective

:

1. Not making difference between parties or
sides ; not inclining to one side more than
another ; impartial, unbiassed, unprejudiced.

"No judge indifferent."
Shakesp. : Henry VIII., ii. 4.

2. Not making a difference ; having no pre-
ponderating weight or influence ; of no im-
portance; of little moment.

3. Feeling no anxiety, care, or interest re-
specting anything ; careless, heedless, uncon-
cerned, apathetic.

"The indifferent, a large portion of every society,
were glad that the anarchy was over."

—

Macauhuj
Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

4. Of a middling or barely passable quality

;

neither good nor bad, but rather bad than
good ; mediocre.

" They may flatter an indifferent beauty, but the ex-
cellencies of nature can have no right done to them "—
Dryden: Don Sebastian. (Dedic.)

5. Regarded without affection or with feel-
ings different from those with which others
are regarded.

" Things indifferent to the shepherd's thoughts."
Wordsworth : Michael.

* B. As subst. ; An indifferentist (q.v.).

"Hewas . . . ths &rstgrea.t indifferent."-S, Moriey
Voltaire, ch. iii.

* C. As adv. : Tolerably, passably, o a
moderate degree.

" It is indifferent cold, Indeed, my lord."
Shakesp : Hamlet, v. 2.

IF Controversy aboutindifferent things : [Ann-
PHOBISTIC].

* in dif-fer-ent ism, a. [Eng. indifferent

;

-ism.] The quality or state of being indifferent

,

systematic indifference or apathy ; lukewarm-
ness ; the principles or opinions of an indif-

ferentist.

in-dif -fer-ent-ist, s. [Eng. indifferent;

-ist.] One wlio is indifferent, neutral, or un-
concerned in any cause ; specif., one who holds
that all religious sects, creeds, and doctrines
are equally good so long as a person is per-

suaded in his own mind that he holds the
truth.

in-dif-fer-ent-ly, adv. [Eng. indifferent;

1. Not making a difference between indi-

viduals ; impartially ; without bias or preju-
dice.

" View well my camp, and speak indifferently."
Marlowe: 1 Tamburlaine, iiL S.

2. Without concern, thought, or care ; uii-

concernedly.
" Set honour in one eye, and death i' th' other,
And I will look on death indifferently."

Shakesp. : Julius Ceesar, i. 2.

3. Only passably well, tolerably, very mod-
erately.

in-dl-ful'-vin, s. [Eng. indi[can); Lat. ful-
v(us) = yellow, and -in (Chem.).']

Chem. : A brittle reddish-yellow resin, ob-
tained of various composition, by treating
indican with dilute sulphuric acid, and puri-

fying by means of cold water, and warm dilute

soda-ley. The name is applied to two com-
pounds, distinguished as a indifulvin, C22H20
N2O3, and indifulvin, C44H38N4O3.

in-di fus cin, s. [Eng. indi(can); Lat.

fusc(us) = dark-coloured, and -in (Cliem.).]

Chem. : C24H20N2O3. A brown powder pro-

duced by the action of dilute sulphuric acid
on indican, which has been exposed to the air

for some time. It is insoluble in boiling water,
slightly soluble in boiling alcohol, but very
soluble in alcoholic ammonia.

in-di - fus'- cone, s. [Eng. indifuso(ine) ;

-one (Chem.).']

Chem. : CsoHsnNaOg. A brown powder, ob-
tained in the same manner as indifnscin, and
possessing the same characters, but differing

in composition.

in'-di-gence, in'-di-gen-gy; s, [Fr. indi-
gence, from Lat. indigen'tia, from indigens =
poor, in need ; indigeo — to be in need ; Sp.
indigencia ; Ital. indigenza.] The quality or
state ofbeing indigent ; want, penury, poverty.

in'-dl-geno, s. [Fr. indigene, from Lat. indi-
gena = born in a country : indu, an old form of
in, and gen-, root of gigno = to bring forth.]

Biol. (PI.) : The aboriginal animal or vege-
table inhabitants of a country or region.

" Indigenes of British India. "—Tylor : Prim. Culture
(ed. 1873), ii. 211.

in-dlg'-en-oiis, w. [Lat. indigenus.] [In-

digene.]

Biol. & Ord. Lang. : Native of a country

;

not exotic ; if a plant, not simply a cultivated
species or one escaped from gardens ; if an
animal, not a foreign one domesticated, but
native.

in -di-gent, a. [Fr. , from Lat. indigens, pr.

par. of 'indigeo = to be in need; Ital. & Sp,
indigente. ]

* 1. "Wanting ; in want of ; destitute of

;

without. (Followed by of.)

"Indigent of many things for his satisfaction, and
welfare. —Barrow : Sermons (1685), p. 8.

2. Destitute of property or means ; poor,
needy, necessitous.

"Among people of rank and fortune, as well as
amongst the low and indigent."—Burke : Appeal from
the New to the Old Whigs.

In'-di-gent-ly, adv. [Eng. indigent; -ly.]

In an indigent, poor, or destitute manner.

* in -di gest, a. & s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
digest (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not digested; not concocted in the
stomach.

2. Not digested in shape ; not regularly dis-
posed ; not orderly or regular.

" A chaos rude and indigest."
Browne: Britannia's Pastorals, bk. L, s. 2.

3. Not well considered and methodized;
crude.

" Set a form upon thai indigest project.
So shapeless.

'

Shakesp. : King John, v. 7.

b6il, b6^; pout, jd%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, c^ist. -Ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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B. As subst. : A crude, undigested mass ; a
disordered state of things,

in-dl-gest'-ed, u, [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
digested (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language

;

1. Not digested ; not concocted in the
stomach.

" Snoring: aloud, and belching from his maw
Hia indigested foam.

'

Drijden: Virgil; *£neid Hi. 629.

* 2. Not regularly and methodically dis-

posed and arranged ; not reduced to order
;

not methodized ; crude.

* 3. Not in proper shape or form; shapeless.
" Hence, heap of wrath, foul indigested lump."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., v. 1.

* i. Not prepared or softened by heat : as,

chemical substances.
~ IL Med. : Not brought to suppuration : as,

the contents of an abscess or boil.

"Hia wonud was indigested and inflamed,"— Wise-
man: Surgery.

f in-di-gest'-ed-ness, s. [Eng. indigested ;

•nesi.] The quality or state of being indigested,
" They looked on the Common Law as a atiidy that

could not he brought into a scheme, nor formed into a
rational science, by reason of the indigestedness of it."—Burnet : Life of Hale.

* in-dl-gest-i-blT-1-ty, s. [Eng. indigest-
ible; -ily.] The quality or state of being in-
digestible.

in-di-gest'-i-ble, u. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
digestible (q.v.).]

1. Not digestible ; not easily digested or
converted into chyme and prepared in the
stomach for the nourishment of the body.

"Indigestible and unconquerable by so small a heat
as that of the stomach."—Boyle : Works, lil. 642.

* 2. Not to be receivedand patiently endured.

*m-di-gest'-l-bly, adv. [Eng. indigestible);
-ly.] So as to be indigestible ; not digestiuly.

ln-di-gest'-ion {ion as yiin), s. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. digestion (q.v.).]

Path. : Dyspepsia, difficulty of digestion,
with slowness and long retention of the food
in the stomach, great distress after eating,
uneasiness at the pit of the stomach, fetid
eructations, and unaltered ingesta in the stools.

Digestion is much retarded, deficiency and
abnormality of the gastric juice being a com-
mon occurrence. Gluttony, drunkenness, over-
anxiety, and sedentary habits are the chief
causes ; the avoidance of these the remedy,
with appropriate treatment to improve the
character of the gastric juice. Heartburn or
water-brash is an unpleasant accompaniment.
Indigestion is often hereditary, and the forms
it assumes are very many and intractable, but
on the whole it is rather an abnormal func-
tional difficulty owing to reflex action than a
distinct disease. It is accompanied by nausea
and sometimes vomiting. Alkalis, charcoal,
pepsin, &c\, have been found useful.

*in-dl-gest'-ive, a. [Eng. indigestion);
-ive,] Dyspeptic ; affected by indigestion.

(Dickens : Edwin Drood, ch. x.)

* in dig i-tate, v.t & i. [Eat. indigito, from
in- = in, towards, and digitus = the finger.]

A. Trans. : To point out ; to show by the
fingers.

"The depressing this finger, which in the left hand
implied but six, in the right hand indigituted six

_ hundred."

—

Browne: Vulgar £rrours, bk. i\\, ch. iv.

B. Intrans. : To speak or communicate
ideas by means of signs made with the
fingers ; to point with the finger ; to compute
on the fingers.

*" in-dig-i-ta'-tion, s. [Ihdioitate.] The
act of pointing out or showing, as by the
fingers.

" Which things I conceive no ohacure indigitation of

providence."—More : Against Atheism.

in-di-glu'-cin, 5. [Eng. indiican); gludose),

and -in (Chem.).'}

Chem. : CuH10Og. A light yellow syrup,
having a faintly sweet taste, obtained by
boiling indican with dilute sulphuric acid,

indiglucin and indigo blue being produced,
the latter of which is precipitated. It is

soluble in water and in alcohol, but insoluble
in ether. On being heated it swells up, and
gives off an odour of burnt sugar. It reduces
Fehling's solution, but will not ferment.

* in-dign (g silent), * indigne, a. [Fr.

indigne, from Lat. indignus, from in- — not,

and dignus = worthy ; Sp. indig)w ; Ital.

indegno.}

1. Not worthy, not deserving, undeserving.
" She her aelfe was of hi« grace indigne."

Spenser: F. 0,., IV. i. 30.

2. Unworthy, disgraceful.

"The most indigne and detestable thinge."—Joye
Expoiictoii of Daniel, ch. vi.

^In-dig'-nance, * in-dig-naunce, *in-
dlg-nan-cy, s. [Lat. indignans, pr. par
of indig'iLor = to be indignant (q.v.).] In-

dignation.
" With great indignance he that eight forsooke."

Spenser: F. Q„ IIL xl, 18.

in-dig'-nant, a. [Lat. indignans, pr. par. of

indignor '= to be indignant at, to consider as

unworthy : in- = not, and dignus = worthy.]

1. Feeling indignation ; exceedingly angry
or displeased ; inflamed with mingled wrath
and disdain, as at a mean action, or when
charged with a dishonourable act.

"The indignant heart disdaining the reward."
Akenside: To Hon. C, Tovmshend.

2. Expressive of indignation or disdain
mingled with wrath.

% It is now followed by at, but of was
formerly used.
" And flies aloft, and flounces round the pool.
Indignant of the guile." Thomson: Spring, 436.

ln-dig'-nant-ly, adv. [Eng. indignant; -ly.]

In an indignant manner ; with indignation.
" Pushed up the bray, indignantly they feel
The clanking lash." Brooke .- Fox Chase.

In-dig-na'-tion, * in-dig-na-ci-on, * yn-
dig-na-ci-oun, s. [Fr. indignation, from
Lat. indignationem, ace. of indlgnatio = dis-

pleasure, from indignatus, pa. par. of indignor
— to think unworthy, to be indignant (q.v.) ;

Sp. indignation; Ital. indignazione.]

1. A mingled feeling of anger and disdain
;

the feeling excited by that which is unworthy,
mean, base, or dishonourable ; the anger of a
superior ; violent anger mingled with con-
tempt.

" Filled with shame and indignation."—Macaulay

:

Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

r
2. The effect of anger ; terrible judgments

;

revenge.
" Let them hurl down their indignation
On thee."' Shakesp. : Jlichard III., i. 3.

~ in-digne' (g silent), u,. [Indign.]

* ln-digne'-ljr (g silent), adv. [Eng. indigne;
-ly.] Disgracefully, unworthily, as an insult,

or a disgrace.

"So much more indignely, therefore, must they
needs take it."

—

lip. Hall : Cont. ; Samson's Victory.

*In-dig'-ni-fy, v.t. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
dignify (q.v.).] To treat with disdain or
indignity ; to disgrace.

" They were not only lost upon them, but religion
indignified by contesting."—Leighton : OnlFeter.v. 15.

ln-dig'-ni-ty, s. LO. Fr. indignete; Fr. in-
dignity from Lat. indignitutem, ace. of in-
dignltas = unworthiness, indignity, indigna-
tion, from indignus = unworthy ; Sp. indig-
nidad ; Ital. indegnita. Puttenham, in 1589,
ranked this among words of quite recent
introduction into the language.] Undeserved
contemptuous conduct towards another ; any
action or conduct which manifests contempt
for and tends to lower or disgrace another

;

incivility and injury accompanied with insult.

"They were easily moved toanger by any thing that
looked like an indignity offered to their own order."

—

Macaulay : Hist. £ng., ch. xix.

* in-dign'-ly (g silent), adv. [Indignely.]

in'-dl-gO, s. & a. [Fr. indigo, a mispronun-
ciation of Sp. indico, from Lat. indicitm.]
[Indicolitk.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Cliem. & Comm. : A vegetable dyes-tuff,

yielding a beautiful and very durable blue
dye. Many tropical and sub-tropical plants
contain a substance, probably a glucoside,
which, on being extracted and allowed t"
ferment, produces impure indigo. The plants
from which it is chiefly obtained are the vari-
ous species of Indigofera, Jsatis tinctoria,
Polygonum tinctorium, &c. In order to prepare
indigo on a large scale, the leaves and stems
of the respective plants are steeped in water
until fermentation sets in, which occupies
from twelve to fourteen hours. The yellow-
coloured liquid is then drawn off into shnllow
vessels and exposed to the air for two or three
hours, when, in consequence of the oxidation

of the indigo-white first fonuc-1, """'"«™f
indigo is deposited in the form at a san'!>-

tarfSng. powder, ^his Jatter^.s^ted,

1 into cubi-
boiled in water fur two or

filtered, and the residue presse

cal cakes and dried by heat. Commercial

indign is by no means pure indigo blue ; it

contains indign-gluten, indigo-brown, and

indk'o-red together with insoluble impurities.

Ind&o prepared in Java by Sayer's process

contains from 6G to 71 per cent, of indigo

blue, and only i\ per cent, of ash, whilst

ordinary commercial indigo seldom contains

more than 05 per cent, of indigo blue, with

not less than 16 per cent, of ash. Indigo is.

tasteless, odourless, and of an intense blue

colour, passing into purple. It is insoluble

in water, cold alcohol, and ether, slightly

soluble in boiling alcohol, but very soluble in
concentrated sulphuric acid.

2. Colours : The deepest blue,

3. Bot : Indigo is yielded by several plants,

as Indigofera tinctoria, and J. argentea, Wrigh-
tia tinctoria, Marsdenia tinctoria, and Gymnema
tingens. (Treas. of Bot.) [Indigo-plant.]

H Bastard indigo is Amorpha fruticosa;

Chinese Indigo, Isatis indigotica; Egyptian
Indigo, Tephrosia Apollinea; False Indigo,

an American name for Baptism; Native Indigo,

Isatis tinctoria; and Wild Indigo, Baptisica.

tinctoria.

B. As adjective

:

1. Of or belonging to indigo or the plant by
which it is produced.

2. Deep blue.

indigo-berry, s.

Bot : Randia latifolia.

indigo-bird, :.

Ornith. : The Cyanospiza cyanea of Baird*.

A Nortli American finch ; blue, tinged with
ultramarine on head, throat, and breast, else-

where with verdigris-green ; lores and angles,

of chin velvet-black ; wing-feathers brown,
edged with bluish-brown ; length 5£ in. ; wing-
spread 7£ in. The female is smaller, and.
yellowish - brown, with, the wings darker.
(Ripley & Dana.)

indigo-blue, s. [Indigotin.]

indigo-brown, s,

Chem. : A dark-coloured, transparent resfn,
extracted from indigo by boiling it in a solu-
tion of potassic hydrate. It is tasteless and
quite neutral, and unites both with acids and
bases. It is of uncertain composition, but in
many characters it resembles indihuinin.

indigo-copper, s.

Mm. : The same as Covellite (q.v.).

indigo-gluten, s.

Cliem. : A yellow transparent substance ex-
tracted from commercial indigo by means of
dilute acetic acid. It is soluble in water ami
in alcohol, has a taste resembling extract nf
meat, and behaves in many respects like or-
dinary vegetable gluten.

indigo-green, s.

Pigments: A green obtained from indigo by
adding potash to an alcoholic solution of ai*

alkaline hyposulphate of indigo. (Weale.)

indigo-mill, s. An iron cistern, winch,
rounded at bottom, has a lid with two leaves
between, which works a rock-shaft, vibrated
by a crank, and swinging afr.uae carrying six

rollers, which triturate the indigo to u line

paste.

indigo-plant, s.

Bot. : (1) Indigofera tinctoria and other
species of Indigofera (q.v.); (2) Folygorunw.

tinctorium.

indigo-purple, s. A purple obtained
from indigo by the action of fused sulphate
of sodium. (Weak.)

indigo-red, s.

Chem. : One of the colouring matters found
in commercial indigo. It may be obtained by
exhausting indigo with hydrochloric sulphuric
acid, then with a strong caustic alkaline lye.

After washing the residue with water, it is

boiled with alcohol of a specific gravity of 0-S3.

On distilling the alcoholic solution, indigo-

red is left as an amorphous dark-brown powder.
It is insoluble in water and dilute acids, but
soluble in strong alcohol, and in ether. In-
digo-red may also be obtained from the fresh
leaves of Polygonum tinctorium.

fgte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd,fson; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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indigo-white, s.

Chem. : CigH^NgO;;. A white powder pro-
duced by the action of reducing agents on
pure indigo-blue. It may be prepared by
digesting for twenty-four hours a mixture of
indigotine, hydrate of calcium, sulphate of
iron, and water in a closed flask filled with
hydrogen. The clear solution is then decanted
by means of a siphon filled with hydrogen
into a vessel containing hydrochloric acid and
ammonium sulphite. The precipitate of in-

digo-white which, is formed is filtered and
dried at 100°, in a stream of hydrogen. Pure
indigo-white is a white powder with a silky
lustre. It is tasteless and inodorous, insoluble
in water, but soluble in aqueous alkalis, in

alcohol, and in ether. When indigo-white is

dissolved in an alkaline liquid,, and the liquid
over-saturated with hydrochloric acid, air

being excluded, the precipitated white flocks
slowly unite to crystalline scales, which oxid-
ize with great rapidity to indigo-blue on being
exposed to the air.

\ indigo-yellow, s.

Chem. : A clear yellow substance, obtained
by heating hypo-sulphindigotate of calcium
with lime-water in contact with air. It is

soluble in water and in alcohol, but insoluble
in ether. When heated it swells up and emits
an odour resembling burnt animal matter.
The yellow aqueous solution is completely
precipitated by basic acetate of lead.

in-di-gof'-er-a, s. [Eng., &c. indigo, and
Lat. fero = to bear.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the papilionaceous
sub-tribe Indigoferem (q.v.). It consists of
annual and perennial herbs or shrubs, gene-
rally with pinnate leaves, rose-purple, bluish,
or white racemose flowers, cylindrical and
four-sided, straight or curved legumes, the
seeds, as a rule, numerous. More than two
hundred species are known, from Africa, Ame-
rica, Asia, and Australia. Several of these
Tndigoferce furnish indigo. That more com-
monly cultivated in India is I. tinctoria.
It is a shrub three or four feet high, with
long, narrow legumes. /. casrulea, another
Indian species, is much commended by Rox-
burg. I. Anil is the West Indian indigo. Its
powdered (leaf is administered in hepatitis.
/. argentea is cultivated in India and the
Barbary States, and /. disperma in parts of
America.

in-dl-go-fer'-e-aa, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. indigo-
fer(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ecu.]

Bot.; A sub-tribe of papilionaceous plants,
tribe Loteas.

in'-di-go-gen, ln'-di-^6-gene, s. [Eng.,
&c. i)idigo, and gen, root of yewdui (gennao)
— to produce.] White indigo, produced by
oxidizing indigo-blue.

in'-di-go-lite, s. [Indicolite.]

in-di-gom'-e-ter, s. [Eng. indigo, and
meter. \ An instrument for ascertaining the
strength of indigo.

in-dl-gom'-e-try, s. [Eng., &c. indigo, and
Gr. fierpov (metron) = a measure.] The act,
art, or process of measuring the strength of
indigo.

ln'-di-go-tate, s. [Eng., &c. indigot(ic); -ate

(Chevu).']

Chem. : A compound of indigotic acid, with
a base or metallic oxide : thus, imligotate of
potash.

in-di-got'-ic, a. [Eng., &c. indigotiin); -ic]

Pertaining to or derived from indigoiin (q.v.).

indigotic acid, s.

Chem. : An acid formed by the long-con-
tinued action of dilute nitric acid on indigo.

It is identical with nitrosalicylic acid, under
which it will be treated.

in'-di-go-tm, s. [Eng., &c. indigo; t eupho-
nic, and -in (Chem.).']

Chem. : CjgHsNOo (Indigo-blue), the pure
blue colouring matter of indigo. It is obtained
from commercial indigo, by reducing it to
indigo-white, by means of reducing agents,
such as ferrous salts, grape-sugar, &c, the
resulting yellow solution of the indigo-white
metallic compound, on exposure to the air,

depositing indigo-blue in small crystals. It
may also be obtained synthetically, by heating
a mixture of isatine with phosphorous tri-

chloride, phosphorous- and chlor-acetyl, in

sealed tubes, at 70° to 80° for several hours.
On pouring the product into water, blue
flocks of indigotine separate. It is a deep-
blue, crystalline substance, with, metallic
lustre, insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether.
On heating to 300°, it is converted into a
purple-red vapour, which condenses again to
crystals of pure indigotine. By dry distilla-

tion with solid potassic hydrate it yields
aniline. Indigotine is isomeric with cyanide
of benzoyl.

in-di-hum'-in, s. [Eng. indecent), and hu-
min (q.v.).]

Chem. : CioH9N03 . A product of the de-
composition of indican by heating it with
dilute sulphuric acid. It is a brown powder,
insoluble in water and in alcohol, but very
soluble in soda-ley. When heated, it burns
without melting.

* in-dil'-a-tor-y, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
dilatory ("q.v.).] Not dilatory ; not slow.

" To give them a new form of indilatory execu-
tion."

—

Cabbala, Sap. CornwallU to the Sp. King (1654).

* in-dil-i-gence, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
diligence (q.v.). J Want of diligence; sloth,
slothfulness.

* ln-dil'-l-gent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
diligent (q.v.").] Not diligent ; slothful, idle.

"A person that hath Tight on his side is cold, m-
diligent, lazie, and unactive."

—

Bp. Taylor, pt. ii.,

ser. 7. [Richardson.)*

* in-dil'-i-gent-ly, * in-dil'-li-gent-ly,
adv. [Eng. indiligent ; -ly.] In a slothful,

. idle manner ; without diligence.
" I had spent some years (not altogether indiligcntly)

under the ferule of such masters as the place afforded."
—Dp. Hail, Specialties in the Life of.

* in-di min ish able, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. diminishable (q.v.).] Not diminish-
able ; incapable of being diminished; not
capable of or liable to diminution.

"To slight and brave the indiminishablc majesty of
our highest court."

—

Milton : Of Reform, in England.

in -dine, s. [Eng. ind(igo); suflf. -ine (Cliem).~\

Chem. : CigHm^Oa. A dark rose-coloured
crystalline powder, obtained by rubbing in a
mortar sulphisatyde with alcoholic potassic
hydrate, and washing the rose - coloured
mass with water, C16H12N202S2 + 2KOH =
C lfi
H10N2O2 + 2H2 + K2S2. It crystallizes

in fine microscopic needles, which are in-

soluble in water, and but very slightly soluble
in alcohol and in ether. On heating indine with
excess of alcoholic solution ofpotassic hydrate,
it dissolves, and on cooling deposits black
crystals of potassium indine, C16H9KN202.
Indine is isomeric with indigotine.

* in-dipped , in-dipt', a. [Pref. in- (l), and
Eng. dipped, dipt] Dipped.

"Indipt in blood." Fletcher: Cltrist's Triumph.

in'-di-rect, a. [Fr., from Lat. indirectus,
from in- = not, and directus = direct (q.v.).]

1. Not direct ; not straight or rectilinear
;

deviating from the direct or straight line or
course.

2. Not pointed, aimed, or done directly at
or against an object; not tending or leading
to a purpose, object, or aim, by the plainest
and most obvious means or course, but
obliquely and consequentially; not open or
straightforward : as, an indirect accusation,
au indirect attack.

"They may be nuder no temptation to supply them-
selves by indirect ways."—Burnet ; Ovm Time (Cone).

3. Not resulting directly or immediately
from a cause, but following consequentially
and remotely: as, indirect damage, indirect
claims.

L Not fair, not honest; tending or intended
to mislead or deceive.

" Fy. what au indirect ami jwevish course
Is this?" Shakesp. : Richard til., iii. l.

indirect -claims, a. pi. Claims for
damages indirectly done. After the American
Civil War, claims were made by the United
States upon Great Britain for compensation
for the damages, direct and indirect, done by
the Alabama and other Confederate cruisers
to the American marine. The Arbitration
Committee chosen to decide upon these de-
mands disallowed the indirect claims as being
contrary to international law.

indirect-demonstration, s.

Logic & Geom. : A method of demonstration

in which the truth of a proposition is esta-

blished by showing that the supposition of ite

contrary cannot be true. It is also known as-

negative demonstration or Reductio ad ab-
surdum. [Absurd, II.]

indirect-evidence, 5.

Law : Evidence deduced by inference as to
the truth of a disputed fact, not from the
actual knowledge of a witness, but from col-

lateral circumstances.

indirect-taxes, s. pi. [Tax.]

* In-di-rect'-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
directed (q.v.).] Not directed or addressed to
any particular person or thing.

"I prayed in heart an indirected prayer." Crabbe.

* in-di-rec'-tion, 5. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng-.

direction (q.v).] Oblique means or course;
dishonest practice ; want of straightforward-
ness.

"If Kintr James
By any indirection, should perceive
My coming." Ford: Perldn Warbeck, iii. S.

in-di-rect'-ly, adv. [Eng. indirect; -ly,]

1. In an indirect line or course ; not in a
direct or straight line ; obliquely.

2. Not directly ; not in direct or express
terms ; not by direct means.

" Thy head, all indirectly, gave direction."
Sttakesp. : Ricltard III., iv. 4.

*3. Unfairly ; not fairly ; not honestly ;

without right.
" Your crown and kingdom indirectly held."

Shukesp. : Henry v., ii. 4.

in-di-rect'-ness, s. [Eng. indirect; -ness.J

* 1. The quality or state of being indirect or
oblique.

2. The quality of being indirect or not
straightforward : as, the indirectness of the
attack.

* 3. Unfairness, dishonesty, fraud.

"King David found this deflection and indirectness
in our minds."

—

Mountague : /Jcvoute £smye$, pt. i.,.

tr. x., § 5.

in-dlr'-e-tin, s. [Eng., &c. indi(go) ; ret(ene)»

and suff. -in, (Chem.y]

Cliem. : CigHj^NOs. A dark-brown shining;

resin, produced, together with other bodies,.

by heating indican with dilute sulphuric acid-

It is soluble in alcohol and in the aqueous
alkalis, and is precipitated from its ammo-
niacal solution by barium, calcium, and silver

salts. When heated it melts, burns with a
smoky flame, and leaves charcoal.

in-di-ru'-bin, s. [Eng., &c. indi(go); rubi-
(an), from Eubia tinctoria— madder, and suflf.

-in (Cliem.).']

Chem. : CgHsNO. A crystalline compound,
obtained by the decomposition of indican by
means of an acid, but more abundantly by
treating Indian woad leaves in an alkaline-

solution of stannous chloride, the liquid de-
positing iudirubin on exposure to the air. It

is insoluble in water and in aqueous alkalis,.

but soluble in alcohol. It crystallizes ia
metallic glistening needles, which appear red
by transmitted light. It is insoluble in dilute
sulphuric acid, even on boiling, but dissolves,

readily in concentrated sulphuric acid. Indi-

rubin is isomeric with indigo-blue, and resem-
bles indigo-root in many of its properties.

* in-dis-cern'-i-ble (c as z), a. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. discernible (q.v.).] Not dis-

cernible ; not perceptible ; imperceptible ; not
capable of being perceived.

"These small and almost indiscernible beginnings.
*

—Burnet : Hut. Own Time (16S9).

* in-dis-cern'-i-ble-ness (c as z), s. [Eng.

indiscernible; -ness.] The quality or state of
being indiscernible ; incapability of being dis-

cerned or perceived.

"The indisccrnibleness ... of the difference of these
distant states."—Hammond: Works, iv. 494.

* in-dis-cern'-i-bly (c as z), adv. [Eng.

indiscernible) ; -ly.] In an indiscernible man-
ner ; so as not to be discernible ; impercep-
tibly.

* in-dis-cerp-i-bir-I-t3f, s. [Eng. indis-

crpible; -ity.] The quality or state of being
indiscerpible.

" Endowing it with such attributes as are essen-
tial to it, as indisccrpibility is to the soul of man.'

—

H. More: Immortality of the Soul. (Pre!)

* in-dis-cerp'-i-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. discerpible (q.v.).] Not discerpible ; in-

boll, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, jhin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = f.

cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, d?L
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capable of being separated into parts ; in-

"The nature of any immaterial being, a chief pro-
perty of which is to be indiscernible."— Glanvill : Pre-
exist, of Souls, ch. iii.

* in-dis-cerp'-i-ble-ness, s. [Eng. indis-

cernible; -ness.] The quality or state of being
indiscerpible ; incapability of being separated
into parts ; indiscerpibility.

* in-dis-cerp-ti-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. indis-

cerptible ; -ity.] The quality or state of being
indiscerptible.

*in-dis-cerp'-ti-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. discerptible(q.v.). ] Not discerptible ; in-

capable of being destroyed by the separation
or dissolution of its parts.

" There is no sort of reason to think death to be the
dissolution of . . . the living being, even though it

should not be absolutely indiscerptible."— Sutler:
Analogy r>f Religion, pt. i., ch. i.

* in-dis-cerp'-ti-ble-ness, s. [Eng. indis-

cerptible ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
indiscerptible ; indiscerptibility.

** ln-dis-cerp'-ti-bly, adv. [Eng. indiscerp-

tib(h); -ly.] In an indiscerptible manner ; so
as to be indiscerptible.

* ln-dis'-ci-plin-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. disciplinable (q.v.).] Incapable of
being disciplined or improved by discipline

;

cot to be trained to good order and habits;,
" Men of dull natures, stupid, and indisciplinable."—

Hale : Provision for the Poor. (Pref.)

* in dis ci-pline, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
discipline (q.v.).] Want of discipline, training,
or instruction.

in-dis-cov'-er-a-blc, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. discoverable (q.v.).] Not discoverable

;

that cannot be discovered.

"Nothing can be bo us a law, which ia by us indis-
coverable."—Conybeare, ser. 2, p. 166.

* in-diS-cov'-er-y, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
discovery (q.v.).] A failure to discover ; fail-

-. ure in a search or inquiry.
" The magnifying esteem of the ancients, arising

troin the indiscovery of its head,"

—

Browne: Vulgar
Errourt, bk. vi., ch. xii.

in discreet ,
* in dis-cret, * in-dys-

crete,a. [Fr. indiscret, fromLat. indiscretus
= that does not discern or distinguish.] [Dis-
creet.] Not discreet ; wanting in discretion

;

injudicious ; incautious ; foolish ; rash.
" Indiscreet and unpopular measures followed." —

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

in-dlS-creet'-ly, adv. [Eng. indiscreet ; -ly.}

In an indiscreet manner or degree ; not dis-

creetly; injudiciously ; inconsiderately.

"A man eo indiscreetly frank and so restlessly ac-
tive."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

an-dlS-creet'-ness, s. [Eng. indiscreet;

•ness.) The quality or state of being indis-

creet ; want of discretion.

* in-dis-crete', i*. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
discrete (q.v.).]

1. Not discrete or separated.

"An indiscrete mass of confused matter."

—

Pownall.

2. Not discreet ; indiscreet.
" Out of an indiscrete devotion."—Boyle : Works, iv. 158,

in-dis-cre'-tion, s. [Fr., from indiscret;

. Sp. indiscrecion ; Ital. indiscrezione.]

1. The quality of being indiscreet ; a want
of discretion ; imprudence ; rashness ; want
of judgment.

"All's not offence, that indiscretion finds,

And dotage terms so." Shakesp. : Lear, iL 4.

2. An indiscreet, judicious, or rash act : as,

He has committed an indiscretion.

ln-dis-crim -l-nate, a. & adv. [Lat. in- =
not, and discriminatus = distinguished, sepa-
~rated.]

A. As adj. : Not discriminate ; wanting or
failing in discrimination ; making no distinc-

tion ; promiscuous.
"Treating friends and foes with indiscriminate in-

solence and asperity."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

B. As adv. : Indiscriminately.
" Could ever wise man wish, in good estate,
The use of all thiny.i hidisrrhithi-Ue}"

Ball: Satires, bk. v., sat. 3.

m-dis-crim'-m-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. indis-
criminate ; -ly.] Iii an indiscriminate manner;
without distinction

;
promiscuously.

in-dis-crim'-in-at-ingt a. [Eng. indis-
criminate) ; -ing.] Not discriminating ; mak-
ing no distinction.

in-dis-crim-in-a'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. discrimination (q.v.).J The quality
of being indiscriminate

; want of discrimina-
tion.

in-dis-crim'-in-a-tive, a. [Eng. indis-
criminat(e) ; -eve.] ' Not discriminative ; indis-
criminating ; making no distinction.

* ln-dis-ctissed', a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
discussed (q.v.).'] Notdiscussed ; notexamined
into.

" Reasons light in themselves or mdiscussed in me."—Donne : letters ; To Sir H. 0.

ln-dis-pens-a-blT-l-ty, s. [Eng. indispens-

able; -ity ; Fr! indispensabiliU.]

1. The quality or state of being indispensa-

ble ; indispensableness.

"Their notions about the eternity and indispensa-
bility of the natural law."

—

Bkelton : Deism Revealed,
dial. 3.

* 2. The state of being excluded from dis-

pensation.

in-dis-pens'-a-ble, a. [Fr. & Sp. indispensa-

ble; Ital. indispensabile.]

1. Not dispensable; that cannot be dispensed
with or done without ; not to be spared ; that
cannot be omitted, spared, or remitted ; abso-
lutely necessary or requisite.

* 2. Unavoidable ; inevitable ; coming or
happening of necessity.

* 3. Not admitting dispensation ; not per-

mitting release or exemption.
"All other learned men thought the law was moral

and indispensable."—Burnet: Hut. Ileform. (1532.)

in-dis-pens'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. indis-

pensable ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
indispensable ; indispensability.

in-dis-pens'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. iudispensa-
b(le); -ly.]

1. In an indispensable manner ; of neces-
sity ; necessarily.

" Man being thus bound by the peremptory, irrever-
sible decree of heaven, must by virtue thereof, indis-
pensably obey or suffer."—South: Works, voL iv., ser. 6.

* 2. Unavoidably.

* ui-dis-persed', * m-dis-perst', a. [Pref.

in- (2), and Eng. dispersed (q.v.).] Not dis-

persed, not scattered or dissipated.
" Indisperst is this bright majesty."

More : On the Soul, bk. iii., c. iL, 3. 35.

in-dis-pose , v.t. [Fr. indisposer, from in-

= Lat. in- = not, and disposer = to dispose
(q.v.).]

1. To make disinclined ; to disincline.

2. To make unfavourable or not well dis-

3. To render unfit or unsuited ; to disqualify.
" A further degree of light would not only have in-

disposed them to the reception of it."

—

Hurd: Works,
vol. vii., ser 38.

4. To make slightly ill ; to affect with in-

disposition or slight illness ; to disorder
slightly with regard to health. (Seldom used
except in the pa. par.)

in dis posed ,
pa. par. or a. [Indispose.]

1. Not disposed, disinclined, averse, un-
willing.

'

' A mind unnerved, or indisposed, to bear
The weight of subjects worthiest of her care."

Cowper : Retirement, 677.

2. Not well-disposed, unfavourable.
"The king was sufficiently indisposed towards the

persons or the principles of Calvin's disciples."

—

Clar-
endon : Civil War.

3. Slightly ill ; suffering from indisposition.
" To take the indisposed and sickly fit

For the sound man." Shakesp. : Lear, ii. 4.

* in-dis-p6s -ed-ness, s. [Eng. indisposed

;

-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being indisposed

;

disinclination ; unwillingness ; averseness.

"All my settled indisposedness to believe strange
things."—Boyle : Works, 1 222.

2. Indisposition.

In dis-pos-i -tion, s. [Fr., from indisposer.]

1. The quality or state of being indisposed
;

disinclination ; unwillingness ; averseness
;

dislike.

2. Unfitness ; unsuitableness.

"And this is not from any failure, but from the
indisposition of the object."

—

Southwell, vol. iii., ser. 2.

* 3. Want of tendency or natural appetency
or affinity : as, the indisposition of two sub-
stances to combine.

i. A slight disorder of health ; a slight

disease ; a tendency to sickness ;
slight ill-

ness.

in-dis-put-a-bil ity, s. [Eng. indisputa-

ble; -ity.] 'The quality or state of being

indisputable.

in-dis-put'-a-ble, a. [Fr. & Sp. indisputa-

ble ; Ital. indlsputabile.} Not disputable ; that

cannot be disputed, controverted, or gainsaid ;

incontrovertible, incontestable, undeniable,

indubitable ; too evident or clear to admit of

question or dispute.
"Heir by right

Indisputable of Arion's fame."
Cowper: To His Father. (Trans.)

in-dis-put'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. indisputa-

ble; -ness.] The quality or state of being indis-

putable, incontrovertible, or incontestable.

in-dis'-pu-ta-bly, adv. [Eng. indisputable) ;

-ly-]

1. Beyond question or controversy; incon-

trovertibly, indubitably ; incontestably.

"Nor is it indisputably certain what manner of
death she died."—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. v.,

ch. xii.

2. "Without question or opposition.

ln-dis-put'-ed, w. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
disp>uted (q.v.).] Not disputed, questioned,
or controverted ; undisputed.

"The most indisputed and universally allowed of

any other."

—

Sir W. Temple: Popular Discontents.

* In-dls'-Sip-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. dissipable (q.v.).] That cannot be dis-

sipated.

in-dis-sol-u-bll'-i-ty', a. [Fr. indissolubilite,

from indissoluble.]

1. The quality or state of being indissoluble

;

incapability of being dissolved, melted, or
liquefied.

2. Incapability of being dissolved or termi-
nated

;
perpetuity of obligation or binding

force.

"This not receiving its essential quality of indis-
solubility."— Warburton : Works, vol. Ix., ser. 17.

in-diS'-sdl-U-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. indis-

solubilis, fro'm in- = not, and dissolubilis =
dissoluble (q.v.); Sp. indisoluble; Ital. indis-

solubile.]

1. Not dissoluble ; not dissolvable ; inca-

pable of being dissolved, melted, or liquefied,

as by heat or water ; indissolvable.

2. Incapable of beiDg dissolved, broken, or
loosed ; subsisting and binding for ever ; not
capable of being broken or abrogated; per-

petual ; stable : as, an indissoluble tie.

"As with a chain indissoluble bound."
Thomson : Summer, 98.

in-dis'-sol-u-ble-ness, s. [Eng. indissolu-

ble; -ness.] "The quality or state of being
indissoluble ; indissolubility.

" Adam might have held a Btate of immortality and
indissolableness of his composition."—Hale : Orig. of
Mankind, p. 112.

ln-dis'-sdl-u-bly, adv. [Eng. indissoluble);
-ly-}

1. In a manner resisting or incapable of :

dissolution or separation ; in a manner that
cannot be broken.

" In War and Discord's adamantine chain,
Indissolubly strong."

Pope : Homer; Iliad xiii. 453.

2. In a manner obligatory or binding for

ever.

"Indissolubly united to the glorious person of the
Son of God."—Bishop Hall : Christ Mystical.

in-di§-§Slv'-a-blet
* in-di§-§6lv'-i-ble,

a. & s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. dissolvable

(q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

1. Indissoluble ; that cannot be dissolved,

melted, or liquefied ; incapable of dissolution,

separation, or liquefaction.

"The softer veins of crystal remain indissolvable
in scorching territories."

—

Browne; Vulgar Errours,
bk. ii., ch. i.

2. That cannot be dissolved, loosed, or
broken ; binding or obligatory for ever.

"The union betweeu these two natures is only by
intimate indissolvable relation one to the other."

—

South: Works, vol vii., Ber. 1.

* 3. Incapable of being solved or determined.
* B. As subst. : A question or point which

cannot be solved.

in-dis solv^-a ble-ness, s. [Eng. indis-

solvable ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
indissolvable ; indisaolubleness.
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* in-dis'-tan-cj^, s. [Pref, in- (2), and Eng.
distancy (q.v.).] Want of distance or separa-
tion ; closeness.

"Byway of determination and indistancy. "—Pear-
son : On the Creed, Art. 5.

in-dl8-tihct', a. [Fr., from Lat. indistinctus,
from in- = not, and distinctus = distinct (q.v.)

;

Ital. & Sp. indistinto.]

1. Not distinct; not separate in such a man-
ner as to be clearly perceptible by itself; not
having the lines of separation distinct, clear, or
plain ; not readily distinguishable ; confused.

"Their minute parts become more indistinct."—
Reid: Inquiry into the Human Mind, ch. vi., § 22.

2. Not presenting clear or well-defined
images ; faint, dim : as, indistinct vision.

3. Obscure to the mind ; not clear ; con-
fused, vague.

" Thy indistinct expressions seem
Like language uttered in a dream."

Cowper : To Mary.

4. Not clearly audible ; faint.
" The city swarms intense. The public haunt . . .

Hums indistinct." Thomson: Winter, 632.

T| Indistinct is negative ; it marks simply
the want of distinctness : confused is positive

;

it marks a positive degree of indistinctness. A
thing may be indistinct without being confused;
"but it cannot be confused without being indis-
tinct : two things may be indistinct, or not
easily distinguished from each other ; but
many things, or parts of the same things, are
confused : two letters in a word may be indis-
tinct ; but the whole writings or many words
are confused. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* Indistinct l-ble, a. [Pref. in-(2) ; Eng.
distinct, and Buff, -ible.] Not distinguishable

;

indistinguishable.
" The indistinctible likeness of two of Charlemagne's

knights."— Warlon: Hist. English Poetry, vol. Hi.

* in-dis tine -tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. distinction (q.v.).]

1. Want of distinction ; confusion, uncer-
tainty.

"As tides that from their several channels haste . . .

And meeting there to indistincHon waste."
Dav&nant : Gondibert, I. v. 40.

2. Want of distinctness ; dimness, faintness,
indistinctness.

" Wild indistinction did their place supply."
Barte : Charitable Mason.

3. Want of distinction or difference; equality
of condition or rank.

in-dis-tinct'-ly, adv. [Eng. indistinct; -ly.]

1. Confusedly, uncertainly ; without dis-
tinction, separation, or discrimination ; not
definitely ; not with precise or definite limits.

" Southward, the landscape indistinctly glared."
Wordsworth : Excursion, ok. i.

* 2. Without being distinguished.-

"The liquors soaked indistinctly through the bowl."
—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. Ii., ch. vfl.

. 3. Without exactness ; vaguely, loosely

;

not clearly.

" Perfunctorily and indistinctly enough handled by
the chemical writers."—Boyle: Works, fi. 239.

In-dis-tinct -ness, s. [Eng. indistinct; -ness.]

The quality or state of being indistinct ; want
of distinctness ; confusion, uncertainty, faint-

,
ness, dimness, vagueness, obscurity.

"The degrees of indistinctness of the object may be-
come the signs of distances."—Reid : Inquiry into the
II mum, Mind, ch. vi., § 22.

in-dis-tm'-guish-a-ble (uas w), a. [Pref.
in- (2), and Eng. distinguishable (q.v.).] Not
distinguishable ; incapable of being distin-

,

guished.
" A sort of sand so indistinguishable from that we

call Calais sand, that it has been Bold for as much."

—

Boyle : Works, vi. 64.

in-dis-tin'-guish-a-bly(uasw),adv. [Eng.
indistinguislw.b(ie) ; '-ly.-] In an indistinguish-

able manner ; so as not to be distinguishable.

* In-dis -tin guished, * in-dis-tin-
guisht (u as w), a. [Pref. in-(2\ and Eng.

' distinguished (q.v.).] Not distinct, indistinct,

confused.

"In that indistinffuisht mass, all things seemed one."
—Browner 1'uli/ar Errours, bk. iii., ch. xiv.

* in dis tin gulsh irig (u as w), a. [Pref.

i?i- (2), and Eng. distinguishing.] Not dis-

tinguishing ; not making any distinction or
difference ; not discriminating ; impartial.

* in-dis-turb -ance, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. disturbance (q.v.).] Freedom from dis-
turbance, quiet, calmness.

" What is called by the Stoicka apathy, and by the
Sceptlcks indiiturbance."—Temple : 0/ Gardening.

* in-dit9h', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. ditch
(q.v.)-] To bury or cover up in a ditch.

" Wert thou inditched in great secrecie."
Hall ; Satires, bk. iii., sat. 2.

in-dite', * en dit en, * en-dyte, * in-
dyte, v.t. & i. [0. Fr. endicter, enditer, from
Low Lat. indicto = to accuse ; frequent, of
Lat. indico = to proclaim, to enjoin.]

A. Transitive

:

1, To compose ; to write.
" Hear how learned Greece her useful rules indites."

Pope : Essay on Criticism, 92.

*2. To indict (q.v.).

* 3. To dictate.
" Indyted or endyted of clerkly speche. Dictatus."—

Prompt. Parv.

* 4, To invite, to ask.

"She will indite him to some supper."
Shafcesp. : Romeo & Juliet, ii. 4.

B. Intrans. : To write, to compose.
" Wounded I Bing, tormented I indite."

Herbert : Joseph's Coat.

*lll-dite'-ment, s. [Eng. indite ; -ment.]

1. The act of inditing.

2. An indictment (q.v.).

in-dit'-er,
indites.

[Eng. indil(e) ; -er.] One who

ln'-di-um, s. [Lat. indicum — a blue pig-

ment.]

Chem. : A very rare metal (sym. In., at. wt.

113'4), occurring in minute quantities in zinc

ores. It was discovered by F. Reich and Th.
Richter, in 1863, in the zinc-blende of Frei-

burg. The metal itself is of a lead-gray colour,

soft, malleable, fusible, but not very volatile.

It resists oxidation up to a temperature be-

yond its melting point, 176°, but when heated
to redness takes fire in the air, burning with
a blue flame, and giving off a brownish smoke.
It is readily attacked by nitric acid, but dis-

solves slowly in hydrochloric and sulphuric
acids. From the solution of its salts, indium
is precipitated by ammonia and potash as a
hydrate, insoluble in excess of either reagent.

It is also completely precipitated from neutral
solutions of its salts by sulphuretted hydro-
gen. Indium oxide, 1^03, is a pale yellow
powder, becoming darker when heated. The
sulphide is an orange yellow powder, insoluble
in acetic acid, but soluble in the mineral
acids. Indium chloride, InCls, is volatilised

at a red heat, but undergoes decomposition,
when heated in the air. All the salts of in-

dium impart a violet tint to the flame of a
Bunsen burner. The spectrum of the metal
is very characteristic, consisting of two bright
indigo-coloured bauds, and it was the produc-
tion of these bands which led to the discovery
of the metal. Its specific gravity is 7"421 at
16-8°.

* in-di-vld'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. dividab'le (q.v.).] Not dividable ; that
cannot be divided ; incapable of division.

* ln-di-Vld'-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
divided (q.v.).] Not divided, undivided.

" A representation of the blessed individed Trinity,"—Up. Patrick : On Genesis xviii. 2.

in-di-vid'-U-al, a. & s. [Lat. individuus,
from in- = not, and dividuus = divisible, from
divido = to divide ; Eng* suff. -al; Fr. indivi-
dual; Sp. individual; Ital. individuate.]

A* As adjective:

* 1. Subsisting as a single indivisible entity
or distinct being ; one ; single.

" Mind has a being of its own, distinct from that of
all other things, and is a pure, unmingled, individual
substance."—Search : Light of Nature, vol. ii., pt. i.,

ch, v.

* 2. Undivided ; not to be parted with or
disjoined ; inseparable.

"Henceforth an individual solace dear."
Milton: P. L., iv. 486.

3. Pertaining to one only
;
peculiar to or

characteristic of a single person or thing : as,

individual exertions.

B. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : A single person, animal, or
thing of any kind ; especially a single human
being ; a being or thing incapable of seps

-*-

tion or division in a certain relation without
destruction of its identity.

" An individual is a sacred mark."
Cowper: Expostulation, 434.

2. Zool. : A being equal to the whole result

of the development of a single ovum. In the

case of the higher animals this is but a single

existence ; in the case of the lower ones it

may be multitudes held together by a certain

bond of union.

in-di vid -u-al-ism, s. [Eng. individual;
-ism.]

1. The quality of being individual or dis-

tinct ; individuality.

2. An excessive regard to one's own in-

terests ; self-interest, selfishness.

3. A system or condition in which each in

dividual works for his own ends in social,

political, or religious matters. [Socialism.]
" The selfishness of the small proprietor ha3 been

described by the best writers as individualism."—
Edinburgh Review, Jan., 1871, p. 22.

* in-dl-Vld-u-al-ist'-ic, a. [Eng. individual;
-istic.] Pertaining to or promoting the good
of the individual.

"Production is socialistic, whereas distribution is

individualistic, say the Socialists."—AthencBum, May
31, 1884, p. 687.

in-di-vid-u-al'-i-t$r, s. [Eng. individual;
-ity.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being distinct or
individual ; separate or distinct nature or
existence.

" Individuality is left out of this scheme of govern-
ment."—Burke : On a Regicide Peace, let. 2.

2. Idiociusy, distinctive character, sharply
marked temperament, distinctive personality."

"He is always reaching out after perfect individual-
ity, and always falling helplessly upon the other side."—Pall Mall Gazette, July 16, 1884.

II, Technically :

1. Phren. : One of the intellectual powers,
and the first of the perceptive division. Its

locality is just above the nose, with Compari-
son above it, and Calculation to the right and
left.

2. Zool.: The state or quality of constituting
an individual (q.v.).

If The separate individuality of every viable
human being, which seems so clear to civilized

races, is by no means universally recognised
by peoples of low culture. Speaking of the
Couvade (q.v.), Tylor (Early Hist. Mankind,
1878, pp. 295, 296) says :

"It shows us a number of distinct and distant tribes'
deliberately holding the opinion that the connection
between father and child is not only, as we think,- n
mere relation of parentage, affection, and duty, but
that their very bodies are joined by a physical bond,
so that what is done to the one acts directly upon the
other."

in-di-vid-u-al-iz-a'-tlon, s. [Eng. indi-
vidualiz(e) ; -dtion.] The act of individualiz-
ing ; the state of being individualized ; indi-

viduation.

in-di-vid'-u-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. individual;
-ize.] To mark out or select as an individual,

or to distinguish from other individuals by
peculiar or distinctive characteristics ; to

connect with one particular individual
; ,to in-

dividuate.

"The individualising principle."— Ueberweg : Hist.

Philos., i. 455.

Hn-di-vid'-u-al-iz-er, s. [Eng. individual-

ize); -er.] "Oiie who individualizes.

in-dl-Vld'-U-al-ly adv. [Eng. individual;
ly.]

1. Separately ; by itself ; to the exclusion
of others ; singly.

"The Revolution Society . . . have not a single vote
for a king amongst them, either individually or col-

lectively. —Burke : French Revolution.

* 2. Not separately ; incommunicably.
* 3. Indivisibly.
" The present moment of time is individually one.'

—Clarke : Answer to tlve Sixth Letter.

*in-di-vid'-u-ate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
dividuate (q.v.).] Not divided ; undivided.

* in-di-vid'-u-ate, v.t. & i. [Low Lat. in-
dividuatus, pa. par. of individuo, from Lat.
individuus = undivisible.]

A* Transitive

:

l; To give the character of individuality to

;

to endow with distinctive characteristics ; to
individualize.

" The matter of which any individual object consists
is limited and distinguished by individuating accl
dents." — Ueberweg : But. Philos., i. 438.

2. To distribute to individuals.

B. Intrans. : To become or break up into
individuals.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, sion shun; -tion, sion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -hie, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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* In-dx-vid-U-a'-tion, s. [Eng. individu-
<ate); -ation.] The act of individuating ; the
state of being individuated ; the act of endow-
ing with individuality ; individualization ; in-

dividuality.

"Others deny the immortality of the soul in its in-

dividuation"—Hale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 108.

Tf Principle of Individuation

:

Philos. : The English translation of the term
nrinci/ntmi individuation is, introduced by the
Schoolmen to denote that principle which in-

lividuates an ens from all other entia whatso-
ever. Albertus Magnus and Thomas of Aquin
placed this principle in matter, " in so far as

this is the bearer or substratum of forms;"
Duns Scotus held that " not matter, but form,
is the individualizing principle ;

" Leibnitz af-

firmed the noininalistic thesis: "Omne indi-

viduum sua tota entitate individuatur ;

"

while for Schopenhauer " time and space
constitute the principle of individuation."
(Ueberweg : Hist, Philos.)

* m-dl-vid'-U-at-or, s. [Eng. individuate);
-or.] One who or that which individuates ; an
individualizer.

* in-di-vid'-u-i-fy, * ln-di-vid'-u-i-fle,
v.t. [Lat. inllividuus = indivisible, and facio

(pass, jio) = to make.] To individualize.

"The statute of additions was made in the first of

King Henry the Fifth to individuifie and separate per-
sons from those of the same name."—Fuller : General
Worthies of England.

* iu-di-vid-u'-i-ty, s. [Lat. individuitas,

from individuus = indivisible. 1 The state of
being an individual ; individual existence.
(Fuller : Pisgah Sight, III., pt. ii., vi. 9.)

* ln-di-vid'-u-um, s. [Lat., neut. sing, of
individuus = indivisible.] An individual.

" It cannot mean that every individuum should give
his suffrage."—Culverwetl: Light of Nature, ch. iv.

*3tn-di-vine', a, [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
divine.] Unholy.

"A Turkish providence roost indivine."
Davies: Microco&mos, p. 57.

* in-dl-VIU'-I-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
divinity (q.v.).] Want of divinity or of divine
power.

" How openly did the oracle betray his indivinity
unto Creesus."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. i., ch, x.

in-dl-vis-X-foil'-i-tsr, s. [Eng. indivisible

;

-ity.] The quality or state of being indivisible.

in-dl-vi^'-i-blc, a. & s, [Fr., from Lat. in-

divisibilis, from in- = not, and divisibilis =
divisible (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang.: Not divisible; that cannot
be divided, separated, or broken up; not
separable into parts.

" For that sphere or orb of light, though it be in.

some sense extended, yet it is truly indivisible."—
H. More : Antidote against Atheism, App. ch. x.

2. Math. : That which cannot be exactly
divided. One quantity is said to be indivisible

by another when no commensurable expres-
sion can be found, which, being multiplied by
the latter, will give the former.

B. As substantia e

:

1. Ord, Lang. ; That which cannot be divided
or broken up into parts ; a very minute part
or division.

2. Geom. : In ancient geometry the same as

infinites—small or infinitely small quantities.

According to the views of the first inventor
of indivisibles, lines are made up of an in-

finite number of points, surfaces of an in-

finite number of lines, and volumes of an in-

finite number of surfaces. This corresponds
with the idea of fluents and fluxions, as origi-

nally conceived.
" Logical or mathematical demonstrations, which

seem to consist in indivisibles."—Male: Orig. of Man-
kind, p. 12D.

In-di-vis'-i-ble-ness, s. [Eng. indivisible ;

-ness.] The quality or state of being indi-

visible ; indivisibility.
" By the indivisiblc/iess of his essence from their v>re-

sences."

—

Mountaguc . Devoute Essayes, pt. i., tr. ii., § 2.

In-dl-vis'-i-bl^, adv. [Eng. indivisible);

-ly.) In an indivisible manner; so as to be
indivisible ; undividedly.

"They jointly and indioi&ibly carry on one and the
same design."

—

South : Sermons, vol. iv., ser. 7.

* in-di-vi'-sion, s. [Pref.^n- (2), and Eng.
division (q.v..).] A state of not being divided

;

union, oneness.

* in-dl-vul'-sive-ljr, adv. [Pref. in- (2)

;

Eng. divulsive, and suif. -ly.] Inseparably
;

so as not to be torn or rent asunder.
"They so naturally and indivulsuic/t/ cleave to the

Biiine,"

—

Cudworth: Intcll. St/stem, p. 56C.

In-do-, pref. [India.] Derived from, in part
belonging to, or in any way connected with
India (q.v.).

Indo Briton, s.

Ord. Lang. & Ethnol. : One of the race inter-

mediate between the natives of India and the
British. As a rule, the father is British, the

mother Hindoo or Mohammedan. A more
specific word than Eurasian (q.v.).

Indo-Chinese, a. Of or pertaining to

Indo-Ohina, the south-eastern peninsula of

Asia, or to its people, or their languages.

"Others approximate to the Indo-Chinese form."—
Prichard: Nat. Hist. Man (184S), 240,

Indo-English, a. Of or relating to the

English who are born or reside in India.

*[[ The common term is Anglo-Indian,
though Indo-English is really the more accu-

rate.

Indo-European, u.

Pliilol. : The same as Aryan or Inco-Ger-
MANIC (q.V.).

Indo Germanic, a.

Philol. : A term sometimes used as equiva-

lent to Aryan (q.v.), and sometimes applied

to the Teutonic languages to denote their re-

lationship with the Sanscrit.

Indo-Muhammadan, Indo-Maho-
medan, a. Of or pertaining to the Maho-
medan inhabitants of India.

"Indo- Mahomedan folk-lore."— Notes & Queries,
Aug. 20, 1864, p. 142.

* in-doc-i-bil'-i-ty, a. [Lat, indocibilitas,

from indocibilis = indocile.] The quality or

state of being indocible ; indocility.

* in-dog'-l-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
docibh (q.v,).] Not docible ; unteachable

;

insusceptible of instruction or training ; in-

tractable.

"A disposition not only BoUish, but indocible."—
Milton : Observ. Articles of Peace.

* in-doc'-i-ble-ness, s. [Eng. indocible

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being indocible

;

indocility.

ln-do'-cile or ln-doc'-ile, «. [Fr., from

Lat. iudocilis, from in- = not, and doeilis =
teachable, docile (q.v.).] Not docile ; un-
teachable, intractable ; incapable of being in-

structed.
" Whose hearts indocile to the sacred lore

Of Wisdom." Blacklock: Memory of Constantia.

In-do-cil'-i-ty, s. [Fr. indocilite, from in-

docile.] The quality or state of being indocile

;

unteachableness, intractableness.
" It is no small comfort to me . . . that I discover

my indocility."—Burke : Letter to Sir II. Langrixhe.

ln-doc'-trin-ate, v.t. [Formed as if from a
Lat. indoctrino, from in- = in, and doctrina =
learning ; doceo = to teach.] To teach, to
instruct.

in - d<Sc - trin - a'- tion, s. [Indoctrinate.]
The act of indoctrinating or teaching ; the
state of being indoctrinated ; instruction in

the rudiments or principles of any science.
" Postulates very accomodable unto junior indoctri-

nations."—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. i., ch. vii.

in' do in, s. [Eng., &c ind(ig)o; -in(Chem.).~\

Chem. : C32H20N4O5. A body obtained by
heating a solution of orthonitropropiolic acid
with terrous sulphate. It resembles indigo-

tine in appearance, but diflers from it in being
readily soluble in cold sulphuric acid, forming
at once a blue solution. It is also soluble in
cold aniline, and in sulphurous acid.

in' -dole, s. [Eng., &c. ind(igo), and Lat.
ole(um) = oil.]

Chem. : C8H7N = CeH^ ^2'^1 - A crys-

talline substance obtained from indigo by
converting it into isatin, dioxindole, and
finally into oxindole, and reducing the oxin-
dole by means of zinc-dust. It may also be
prepared by passing an aniline derivative,
such as ethyl-aniline, through a red-hot tube.
From the brown oily liquid formed, the indole
may be separated by picric acid, the picrate
of indole being decomposed by ammonia.

Indole melts at 52°, and boils with partial

decomposition at 245°. Its vapour density is

4 '45 ; soluble in ether.

in-do-lence, ^in-do-len-cy, s. [Lat. in-

dolentki (first used by Cicero, not happily, aa

a Latin synonym of the Greek word an-aGeta

(apatheia.)), from in- = not, and dolens =
grieving ; doleo = to grieve.]

* 1. A state of freedom from passion or pain.

"Inordinateness of affections may sometimes make
some men like some beasts ; but indolency, absence,

ei.imin.-Ks, |.nvatii»n of alFectious. makes any man, at
all times, like slaves, like dirt. '—Donne : Sermons.

p. 15G. (1640.)

2. The quality or state of being indolent ;

habitual laziness ; aversion to exertion or

labour; indisposition to exert one's self ; idle-

ness; sloth; inactivity.

"The demon Indolence thy toil o'erthrows."
Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii. 31.

in'-do-lent, a. [Lat. in- = not, and dolens =
grieving; Ital. & Sp. indolente.]

1. Ordinary Language:
* 1. Free from pain or suffering.

2. Habitually idle or lazy ; indisposed to
exertion or labour ; slothful ; listless ; slug-

gish ; inactive.
" The indolent apathy characteristic of the Spanish

administration."—Macau-lay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

* II. Med. : Causing no pain : as, an indo<-

lent tumour.

in'-do-lent-lj?, adv. [Eng. indolent ; -ly.']

* 1. With freedom from pain ; without pain.

2. In an indolent manner; without activity

»

action, or exertion ; lazily ; sluggishly.
" In rural quiet indolently laid."

Beattie: Virgil; Past.l.

in'-do-line, s. [Eng. indiigo); (alcoh)ol, and
suff. (Chem.) -ine.]

Chem. : CifiH 14N2 . A dark-coloured resini

obtained by heating, in sealed tubes, indigo-

blue with barium hydrate, zinc -dust, and.

water, and exhausting the product with al-

cohol. It is insoluble in water, but soluble
in alcohol, ether, and chloroform, to which it

imparts a blue fluorescence. On heating with
zinc-dust, it sublimes in long pale-yellow

needles. By treating indoline with nitric

acid, an orange-yellow dinitro-compound is

obtained, Ci6Hi2N2(N02)2, soluble in alcohol,

but insoluble in water.

* in-d6m'-a-ble, a. [Lat. indom-abilis, from
in- = not, and dovuibilis = tamable ; domo =
to tame.] Untamable ; indomitable.

in-dom'-it-a-ble, a. [Lat. in- = not, and
Eng. domito", freq. of domo = to tame ; Fr. in-

domitable.] Untamable ; unconquerable ; in-

vincible.
"His indomitable courage."

Longfellow ; Song of Hiawatha, iv.

* in-domp'-a-ble, * ln-dompt'-i-ble, i*~

[Indomitable.]

in-door, a. [Eng. in, and door.] Being or
done withindoors ; domestic : as, indoor work,
an indoor servant.

in doors , adv. [Eng. in, and doors.] Within
doors ; inside a house ; at home : as, He is
indoors.

in-do phe'-nin, s. [Eng. ind(ig)o; phen/fil),
and suff. (Chem.) -in.]

Chem. : C2oHi 5NO. A compound prepared
by shaking together a solution of isatin in 30
parts of concentrated sulphuric acid, with pure
benzene, iintil a blue colour is produced. To
separate the indophenin, the mixture is poured
into water, filtered, and the residue washed
with a dilute solution of soda. C8H5N02 4-
2C6H6 = C2nH15NO + H20. It is sparingly
soluble in alcohol, ether, and chloroform, but
dissolves freely in strong sulphuric acid and
in phenol. By the action of reducing agents,,

colourless compounds are obtained, which,
turn blue on exposure to the air. Indophenin
strongly resembles indigotine, both in appear-
ance and in many of its characters.

in-do-phe nols, a. pi. [Eng. ind(igo), and
phenols.]

Chem. : A name given to a class of blue
colouring matters, used in dyeing, obtained
by the action of nitroso-derivatives of tertiary
aromatic amines or phenols on alkaline solu-
tions of phenols at the ordinary, or at a raised
temperature, the formation being facilitated
by adding a reducing agent. They are alZ

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, se co-e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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sparingly soluble in alcohol, but dissolve
readily in phenol, and in concentrated sul-
phuric acid. When heated, they slowly sub-
blime in the form of blue needles resembling
indigo. The indophenols are affected by acids
more than indigo, but are said to resist soap
and chlorine better.

** xn-dors'-a-ble, a. [Endoksable.]

* m-dors-a tion, s, [Bug. indorsee); -ation.]

The act of indorsing ; indorsement.

in-dorse', v.t. [Low Lat. indorso, from Lat.
in- = in, upon, and dorsum = the back.]

* 1. To place or set upon the back.
" Elephants indorsed with towers."

Milton ; P. It., ill. 329.

2. To endorse (q.v.).

in -dorse, *. [Endorse.]

in-dorsed , a. [Endorse.]

Her. : Placed back to back.

in-dors-ee', s. [Eng. indors(e); -ee.] The
person to whom a note or bill of exchange is

indorsed, or assigned by indorsement ; the
converse of indorser.

in dorse-ment, s. [Endorsement.]

in-dors' er, in dors or, s. [Eng. indors(e);

•er, -or.] A person who indorses a note or bill

of exchange ; an endorser.

* ln-do^ir', v.t. [Endow.]

* in-d6\^'-ment, s. [Endowment.]

3nd-6x'-yl, s. [Eng. ind(igo), and (hydr)oxyl.]

C(OEH
Chem. : C6H4<^ |

>CH2 . A brownish

oil, formed with evolution of carbonic anhy-
dride, when indoxylic acid is heated above its

melting point. It is volatile in steam, and
gives to water a blue fluorescence. Indoxyl
possesses both acid and basic properties, and,
like indoxylic acid, is converted into indigo
by oxidation.

indoxyl compounds, s. pi.

Chem,. : Compounds of the indigo group.
Ethyl indoxylate, CnHijNOa, a crystalline

body obtained by reducing nitropropiolic acid
with ammonium sulphide. It contains an
hydroxyl group (HO), and has the character
of a phenol. It melts at 121°. At a greater
heat it is converted into indigo. By the
action of concentrated sulphuric acid, ethyl
indoxylate i3 converted into indigo-sulphonic
acid.

Jn-ddx-yl'-lC, a. [Eng. &c. indoxyl (q.v.)

;

-t'c] (See the compound.)

indoxylic acid, s.

Cliemistry

:

C9H7NO3 = C6H4<; | >CH*COOH. This

acid is prepared by decomposing ethyl ind-
oxylate. It melts at 123°, and, on exposing an
alkaline solu-
tion of it to the
air, indigo is

formed.

In'-dra, a. [O.

Sansc", from
indu = a, drop
of rain.]

Religions

:

An. ancient
Hindoo god,
the personifi-

cation of the
sky. In Vedic
times he was
"the supreme
object of wor-
ship, corre-
sponding in
position, not
in etymology,
ix> the Zeus of
the Greeks
and the Jupi-
ter of the Ro-
mans. Thus,
of the first 444 Vedic hymns dedicated to
gods, 178 are addressed to Indra, while to
the second god in position, Agni (Lat. Ignis
= fire), there are only 147, and to Vishnoo,
afterwards so celebrated, only two. Yet

INDRA.

(From a Soapstone carvingfrom. Ne-
pal ; now in the Indian Museum,
South Kensington.)

Indra was not uncreated ; he had a mother.
He encompasses the waters and the sky,

reaches up to heaven, has placed the sun
in the sky, grasps the thunderbolt, is wor-
shipped by libations of Soma (a species of

Asclepias), is a bestower of wealth, &c.
(Muir : Sanscrit Texts, &c.)

IT At a later period representations were
sometimes made of him, thoroughly personi-

fied as a man with four arms and hands, riding

on an elephant.

in-draught (ught as ft), s. [Pref. in- (1),

Eng. draught (q.v.).

]

* 1. An opening or inlet into the land into

which the sea flows.
" The greatest indraughts of rivers or lagunes have

commonly the strongest tides."

—

Dampier : Voyages,
vol. iL, pt. iii., ch. viii.

2. The flow of sea-water at some depth into

a land-locked basin to replace that removed
by evaporation or outflow at the surface, as in

the Red Sea.

* 3. An opening ; an inlet.

" From the four cardinal winds four indraughts that
command." Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 19.

* in -drawn, «.. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
drawn (q.v.).] Drawn in.

* in-dread', v.i. [Pref. in- (intens.), and Eng.
dread.] To fear, to be afraid. (Hudson:
Judith, i. 57.)

* in-drengh , v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and
Eng. drench (q.v.).J To overwhelm with
water ; to drown ; to drench.

"They lie indrench'd."
Shakesp. : Trollus & Cressida, L 1.

in dris, s. [Malagasy.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the sub-family
IndrisinEe. Indris brevicaudatus is a lemur,
about three feet high, found in Madagascar.

in-dris-l'-nse, s. ])l. [Mod. Lat. indris; Lat.
fem. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Zool. : A sub-family of Lemurids, type
Indris (q.v.).

* in-du'-bi-ous, a. [Lat. in- = not, and
dubius = doubtful.]

1. Not doubtful ; not doubting ; unsus-
pecting.

" The vulgar vanity of reposing an indubious con-
fidence in those anti-pestilential spirits."—Barvey: On
Consumption.

2. Not doubtful ; certain, sure.

in-du'-bit-a-ble, a. & s. {Ft., from Lat.
indubitabilis, from in- = not, and dubitabilis
= doubtful ; dubito = to doubt ; Sp. indubi-
table; Ital. indubitabile.]

A. As adj. : Not to be doubted ; not doubt-
ful ; certain ; unquestionable ; too evident or
plain to admit of doubt.

"That the Americans are able to bear taxation is

indubitable."—Johnson: Taxation No Tyranny.

B. As subst. ; A matter or thing which can-
not be doubted.

in-du'-bit-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. indubita-
ble; -ness.]' The quality or state of being
indubitable.

in-du'-bit-a-bly, adv. [Eng. indubitabile)
;

-ly.] Undoubtedly; unquestionably; incon-
trovertibly ; beyond question or doubt.

"Upon such grounds as are indubitably demon-
strable."—Boyle: tVorks,v.G38.

* in-du'-bit-ate, a. [Lat. indubitatus, from
in- = not, and dubitatus, pa. par. of dubito =
to doubt.] Not doubted or doubtful ; indubi-
table ; unquestioned.

" Held then the indubitate heirs of the crown."
Bacon : Benry VII.

* in-du'-bit-ate, v.t. [Lat. indubito.] To
bring into doubt ; to cause to be doubted.

In -duce, v.t. [Lat. induco = to lead in or
on; in- on, and duco = to lead; Sp. inducir;
Ital. indurrc; Fr. induire.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To lead or bring on.
" Rich foreign mould on their ill-natur'd land
Induce laborious." Philips : Cider, i.

*2, To introduce; to brng into view; to
lead or bring forward.

* 3. To put or draw on or over.

"O'er the seat . . . induced a splendid cover."
Cowper : Task, i. 32.

* 4. To bring on, to cause, to produce, to
give rise or origin to.

" To induce another state by depraving the present"
—Cranmer : Letter to Mr. Booker.

5. Te lead or draw on, as by persuasion,
entreaty, or solicitation ; to prevail on, to in-

cite, to influence by motives.
" They had been induced by nursery tales to clamour

for the blood of feUow subjects."

—

Macauiay : Hist, of
Eng., ch. ii.

* 6. To bring forward or offer by way of
induction or inference ; to infer, to conclude.

* 7. To bring forward by way of illustra-

tion : to instance.

"To exprobate their stupidity, he induceth the pro-
vidence of storks."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. Iii.,

ch. xxvii.

* 8. To bring ou ; to superinduce.
" Schism is marked out by the apostle as a kind of

petrifying crime, which induces that induration to
which the fearful expectation of want of consequent."—Decay of Piety.

II. Physics : To cause by proximity without
contact or transmission. Used of the produc-
tion of a particular electric or magnetic con-
dition in a body by placing another body, in
an opposite electric state, in proximity to it

but without actual contact.

induced , pa. par. or a. [Induce, v.] (See

the compound.)

induced -currents, ». pi.

Elect. & Magn. : Electric currents developed
in conductors in proximity to other conduc-
tors traversed by intermittent or fluctuating
currents ; also, electric currents developed in
conductors moving in the field of a magnet,
or in conductors within the field of a moving
magnet.

In-duc'-ing, pr. par. or a. [Induce, v.] (See
the compound.)

inducing currents, s. pi.

Elect. & Magn. : Currents which produce
induced-currents (q.v.).

in-duce -ment, s. [Eng. induce; -ment.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of inducing ; the state of being
induced.

2. That which induces; that which leads
the mind to will and to act ; any argument,
reason, or fact which tends to persuade or
influence the mind ; a motive, a reason, a
ground, a temptation, an incitement.

" Then mark the inducement!"
Sliakesp. : Benry VIII., ii. 4.

II. Law; That which leads to something
else ; a term used specially in various cases to
signify a statement of facts alleged by way of
previous explanation to other material facts.

In-duc'-er, s. [Eng. induc(e) ; -er.] One
who or that which induces, persuades, or
influences ; an inducement.

"As if be were the great impeller and inducer of
men to sin."—South: Works, vol. viii., ser. 4.

in-du'-ci-ae (or 51 as shi), s. pi. [Lat. = a
truce, an armistice.]

Scots Law : The days which intervene be-
tween the citation of a defender and the day
of appearance in the action or process.

* in-due -l-ble, a. [Eng. induce); -ible.]

1. Capable of being induced, brought on,
or made to take place.

" Inducible from the restless commotions of out-
ward causes."—Barrow : Works, vol. iii., ser. 9.

2. Capable of being inferred by induction
;

that may be inferred or gathered.
"Inducible from the like testimonies."

—

Browns:
Vulgar Errours, bk. vi., ch. vi.

in-diict , v.t. [Lat. inductus, pa, par. of iw
duco = to lead or bring in.] [Induce.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. ; To bring or lead in ; to
introduce.

"So soone as any one is inducted and brought in
thither, she or he is delivered to the priests,"—/1

. BoU
land: Livius, p. 1,029.

2. Eccles. Law : To introduce, as to a bene-
fice or office ; to put in actual possession of
an ecclesiastical benefice or of any office, with
the customary forms and ceremonies.

" Induction is performed by a mandate from the
bishop to the archdeacon, and is done by giving the
clerk corpora] possession of the church, as by holding
the ring of the door, tolling a bell, or the like : and is
a form required by law, with intent to give all the
parishioners due notice, and sufficient certainty of
their new minister, to whom their tithes are lo be
paid. And when a clerk is thus presented, instituted,
and inducted into a rectory, he is then, and not before,
in full and complete possession, and is called in law
persona impersonata, or parson imparsonee."

—

Black-
stone: Comment., bk. i., en. 11.

in-duCt'-e-OUS, a. [Eng. induct; -eons.]

Elect. ; Rendered electropolar by induction

Doil, boy; pout, jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-elan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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or brought into the opposite electrical state

by the influence of inductive bodies.

'in-duc'-tue, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Bng.
ductile (q.v.).] Not ductile; not capable of

being drawn out into threads, as a metal.

* in-duc-tiT-1-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
ductility (q.v.).] The quality or state of being
inductile.

indue tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. inductionem,
ace. of inductio = an introducing, from in-

ductus, pa. par. of indveo = to lead or bring
in ; Sp. induccion; Ital. induzione.] [Induce.]

L Ordinary Language

;

* 1. The act of inducting or bringing in

;

introduction ; a bringing in or putting into
an office. (P. Holland : Livius, p. 379.)

2. A beginning ; a commencement; a start.

"These promises are fair, the parties Bure,
And our induction full of prosperous hope."

Shakesp. ." 1 Henry IV., iii. 1.

* 3. That which serves to introduce some-
thing else ; an introduction ; a preface, as of
a play or poem ; an introductory scene in a
play ; a prologue.

* 4. An inducement. {Milton : Reasons of
Church Government, pref.)

II. Technically

:

1. Eccles. : The act ofputting the parson, after
institution (q.v.), into actual possession of the
church or glebe, or the making of a clerk the
complete incumbent of a church. [Induct, 2.]

2. Elect. : The action which electrified bodies
exert at a distance on bodies in a natural state.
An insulated conductor, charged with either
kind of electricity, so acts on bodies in a
natural state placed near it as to decompose
the neutral fluid, attracting the opposite kind
of electricity, and repelling the same kind.
[Induction-coil.]

3. Logic & Philos. : Whately (Logic, bk. iiv.,

ch. i., § 1) notes the ambiguity of this word,
it being employed (a) to designate the process
of investigation and collecting facts ; and (b)

the deducing of an inference from those facts.

It is also loosely used in the sense of an infer-
ence from observed facts. Cicero (Top. x.)

says that induction (e7rovywyi7) was much used
by Socrates ; though Lewes (Hist. Phil., i.

162) doubts whether the Socratic Method was
really an anticipation of that of Bacon. J. S.
Mill's "summary" definition, "Generalization
from Experience" (Logic, bk. iii., ch. iii., § 1),

is a crystallization of a sentence from Aristotle
(Met. i. 1). [Inductive-method.]

" Induction, then. Is that operation of the mind, hy
which we Infer that what we know to be true in a par-
ticular case or cases, will he true in all cases which re-
eemhle the former in certain assigulble respects. In
other words, induction is the process by which we con-
clude that what is true of certain individuals of a class
is true of the whole class, or that what is true at cer-
tain times will be true in similar circumstances at all
times. This definition excludes from the meaning of
the term Induction various logical operations, to which
it is not unusual to apply that name."—J. 3. Mill ;

Logic, bk. ill, ch. 11., § 2.

4. Magnetism : The action which magnetized
bodies exert at a distance on bodies in a
natural state.

5. Nat. Science, &c. : A consequence, infer-

ence, or general principle drawn from a num-
ber of particular facts or phenomena. As
'Whewelisaysthe inductive philosophy ascends
from particular facts to general principles, and
then descends again from these general princi-

ples to particular applications. (Lyell.)

IT (1) Currents of induction : [Induced-cur-
rents],

(2) Coefficient of magnetic induction ; A co-

efficient expressing the ratio of the intensity
of the induced magnetization to the intensity

of the field. (Everett : The C. G. S. System of
Units (1878), ch. x., p. 59.)

induction-coil, s.

Elect. Mach. : An induction-coil consists
essentially of two separate coils of insulated
wire wound round a soft - iron core. The
following are the dimensions of a coil, reputed
to be. the largest in the world. It has two
primary circuits and two cores, the inner one
being a bundle of -insulated soft-iron wires,

44 in. long and 3$ in. in diameter, round which
are wound 660 yds. of covered copper wire,
weighing 55 lbs. The second core is a cylinder
formed of similar wires to the first, and is 3 "8 in.

in thickness, surrounded by 504 yds. of wire,
weighing 84 lbs. The secondary coil is 280
miles long, wound in four sections of about
200 layers each, the two outer sections having
slightly thicker wire than the others. The

total resistance of the secondary coil is about
110,200 ohms. This instrument gives, with
thirty quart Grove cells, a spark in air 42 in.

in length. [Condenser.]

induction-pipe, &.

Steam-Eng. : The pipe which leads the live

steam to the cylinder.

induction-valve, s.

Steam-Eng. : The valve which controls the
entry-port for live steam to the cylinder.

in-duc'-tion al, a. [Eng. induction ; -al.]

Of or pertaining to induction ; proceeding or
obtained by induction ; inductive.

in-duc'-tive, a. [Eng. induct; -ive.]

* I. Ordinary Language:

1. Leading or drawing on
;

persuasive,
alluring, tempting. (Milton: P. L., xi. 519.)

2. Tending to produce or cause
;
productive.

(Hale : Orig. of Mankind.)

II. Technically

:

1. Logic : Proceeding by induction ; leading
to inferences ; drawing conclusions from pre-
mises. (Reid; Inquiry into the Human Mind,
ch. vi., §24.)

2, Electricity

:

(1) (In an active sense): Producing induc-
tion ; acting by means of induction.

(2) (In a passive sense) : Susceptible of in-

duction ; capable of being acted on by induc-
tion.

inductive method, s.

Logic ot Phil. : The employment of induc-
tion in scientific inquiry. The inductive
method of the ancients consisted in ascribing
the character of general truths to all proposi-
tions which are true in all the instances of
which we have knowledge. Bacon exposed
the insufficiency of this method, and phy-
sical investigation has now far outgrown the
Baconian conception. {Mill : Logic.)

inductive-power, s.

Elect. : The name given by Faraday to the
property which bodies possess of transmitting
the electric influence.

TT Specific inductive capacity :

Elect. : The inductive capacity or power of
each body.

inductive-sciences, s.pl. Those sciences
which are based upon induction, or which
admit of inductive reasoning, as astronomy,
chemistry, botany, &c.

* in-duc'-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. inductive ; -ly.]

In an inductive manner ; by way of induction
or inference ; inferentially.

"This I shall make appear inductively."—Souths
Works, vol. viil., a,er. 7.

in-duc-tom'-e-ter, s. [Eng. induction) ; o
connective, and Eng. meter (q.v.).] An in-
strument or apparatus for ascertaining the
force of electrical induction, or for comparing
the specific inductive capacities of various
substances.

ln-duc'-tor, s. [Lat., from inductus, pa. par.
of induco.] One who inducts ; specifically,

a person who inducts another into an office or
benefice.

injduc-tor'-i-um (pi. 3£n-duc-tdV-i-
ums), s. [Lat. = a covering.]

Elect. ; The same as Lnduction-Coil (q.v.).

ih-duc'-tric, in-duc'-tric-al, a. [Eng.
induct(or); -ic, -ical.]

Elect. : Acting by or in a state of induction ;

of or relating to induction.

in-due', v.t. [Lat. induo=^ to put on, to
clothe with.]

* 1. To put on, as clothes or dress ; to
clothe, to invest.

"Indued with robes of various hue she flies."

Drydcn : Ovid ; Metamorphoses x.

* 2. To endow, to furnish.
" He y' indued, of hlB liberality.
With pleasant poBsessious & large liberty."

.Robert of Gloucester, ii. 697. (App.)

3. To endow mentally or intellectually.
" Not less indued with every gentle grace."

Boole : Orlando /Ym'oso, bk. xxxvi.

* in-due'-ment, a. [Eng. indue ; -ment.] The
act of induing ; the state of being indued.

"His so singular induement with the Holy Spirit
was not security agidnst the danger."

—

Mountague:
Bevoute Essayes, tr. xiii., § 6. (Richardson, |

indulge , v.t. & £. [Lat. indidgeo, a word oi
doubtful origin.]

A. Transitive;

1. To encourage by compliance or giving
way ; to give free course to ; to give way to

;

not to oppose or restrain ; to yield to.

"Her lovers must toil, feel every inquietude, indulge
every caprice, and perhaps at last be jilted into the
bargain, —Goldsmith: The Bee, No. 6.

2. To yield to the desires, humours, or
wishes of; to gratify in desires; to humour
to excess.

3. To harbour ; to entertain favourably.
'

' Very ignorant persons might perhaps indulge a hope
that Lewis bad not been an accessory before the fact."
—Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

* 4. To grant as a favour, not as a right ; to
"

yield or bestow in answer to requests or soli-

citations.

"Ancient privileges, favours, customs, and acts of
grace indulged by former kings to their people."

—

Bishop Taylor: Holy Living, ch. iii., § 2.

B. Intrans. : To indulge one's self ; to be
indulgent; to yield, to give way. (Formerly
followed by to.)

"He must, by indulging to one sort of reproveable
discourse himself, defeat his endeavours against the
rest."—Government oftlte Tongue.

If For the difference between to indulge and
to foster, see Foster ; for that between to in-
dulge and to gratify, see Gratify.

* in dulge'-ment, s. [Eng. indulge; -ment)
The act of indulging ; indulgence.

ln-duT-genee, s. [Fr., from Lat. indulgentia,
from indulgetis, pr. par. of indulgeo — to in-
dulge; Sp. indidgencia; Ital. indtdgenza.]

I, Ordinary Language

;

1. The act of indulging, gratifying, or yield-
ing to the humours, wishes, desires, or caprices
of; forbearance from restraint or control.

" To draw invidious comparisons between the rapa-
city of the landlord and the indulgence of the chief."—Maeaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xui.

2. An indulgent act ; that with which one is

indulged or gratified ; a favour granted ; libe-
rality.

"Another clause granted similar indulgence to the
members of the two universities. "—Maeaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch, xiv.

3. Readiness to forgive a fault; tolerance,
leniency.

" Let your indulgence set me free."
Shakesp. : Troilus & Crcssida., EpiL. xx.

II. Technically

:

1. Roman Theol. : A remission of the punish-
ment which is still due to sin after sacra-
mental absolution, the remission being valid
in the court of conscience and. before God,
and being made by an application of the
treasure of the Church on the part of a law-
ful superior. (Amort in Addis & Arnold.)
Indulgence may be either (1) Plenary, remit-
ting the whole, or (2) Partial, remitting a
portion of the temporal punishment due to
sin. The former are granted by the Pope to
the whole church ; the latter by primates,
metropolitans, and bishops within their re-

spective jurisdiction. The Council of Trent
(Sess. xx., cap. 9) ordains that indulgences
must be given everywhere gratis.

2, Ch. Hist. ; Canonical penances in the
early church were very severe, and, in times
of persecution, it was the custom for martyrs
awaiting death to give weaker brethren, who
had lapsed or been guilty of other grievous
sin, a letter (libelhis pads) to the bishop,
asking that he might be restored. From the
seventh century to the Crusades indulgences
were granted in the form of commutation

;

almsgiving to the poor, to monasteries, or to
churches, and pilgrimages, being substituted
for so many years, months, or days of canoni-
cal penance. It is a common idea that in the
Middle Ages the power attributed to indul-
gences was extended from canonical penance to
purgatory ; but Roman theologians quote Cyp-
rian (de Laps, xxxvi.) to show that in the third
century the belief existed that indulgences
satisfied not only the rigours of ecclesiastical
penance, but the justice of God. Urban IT
granted plenary indulgence in the Council .of
Clermont to those who should go at their own
expense on the then contemplated Crusade.
In the ninth century Pascal I. and John VIII*
bestowed indulgences on the souls of those
who had died fighting for the Church and
Sixtus V., in his Constitution (Nov. 27, 1477)
lays down that such indulgences are only
granted "by way of suffrage." At first

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot.
or wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, oe - e ; oy = a. qu = kw.

,
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such indulgences were issued sparingly,
but, after a time, they were granted in

numbers and for comparatively unimportant
objects. In 1300 they were sold over Europe
in connection with the Jubilee. Early in the
sixteenth century they were farmed out, the
farmers employing agents to retail them to the
people at a profit. These subordinates puffed
their wares without much attention to theo-
logical precision. One of these, John Tetzel,

a Dominican friar, so filled Luther with indig-

nation as to lead him, on Oct. 31, 1517, to
affix theses on that and cognate subjects to
the door of the cathedral church of Wurtem-
burg, and thus commence the Reformation.

"Indulgences had been originally, in the primitive
Church, simple relaxations of penance to those who
showed extreme sorrow for sin,'—Blunt : Reformation
of the Church of England, 37.

^1 Declaration of Indulgence

;

1. [Declaration, H (2).]

2. Two declarations issued by James II.

on April 4, 1687, and April 27, 1688. Their
tenor was similar to that of the Declaration of

Charles [1]. The Order in Council that the
second Declaration of James should be read
in all churches and chapels called forth the
petition which led to the prosecution of the
Seven Bishops. On the night of their acquit-
tal (June 30) an invitation to William was
dispatched, and, on December 11, James fled

from Whitehall and virtually abdicated.

* m-diir-gen-c^, * in-duT-gen-cie, s.

[Lat. indulgentia, from indulgens = indul-
gent.] Indulgence.

"This kind dealing and indulgence of the nobles."
—P* Holland : Livius, p. 50.

in -dul' gent, a. [Fr., from Lat. indulgens,

pr. par. o"f indulgeo = to indulge.] Ready or
disposed to indulge or gratify the wishes,
humours, or caprices of another ; compliant

;

complaisant ; forbearing restraint or control

;

mild, not severe : as, an indulgent parent.
" Indulgent listener was he to the tongue
Of garrulous age." Wordsworth : Excur., bk. L

Tf An indulgent parent is seldom a prudent
parent; but a fond parent does not rise above
a fool : all who have the care of young people
should occasionally relax from the strictness

of the disciplinarian, and show an indulgence
where a suitable opportunity offers; a fond
mother takes away from the value of indul-
gences by an invariable compliance with the
humors of her children, (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

*- in-dul-gen'-tlal, a. [Eng. indulgent; -ial.]

Relating to the indulgences of the Roman
Catholic Church.

in-dulg^-ent-1^, adv. [Eng. indulgent ; -ly.]

In an indulgent manner ; with indulgence

;

mildly ; without restraint or severity.
" My cousin Dryden accepted one from me so

very indulgently."—Dryden: Letter to Mrs. Steward,
Let. 44.

In-dulger, s. [Eng. indulg(e); -er.] One
who indulges.

" And if (as Saint Peter saith) the severest watchers
of their nature have task hard enough, what shall be
hoped of the indulgers of it f "

—

Mountague : Devoute
Essayes, pt. i., tr. xiii., § 5,

* £n-dul'-gl-ate, v.t. [As if from the sup. of
a Low Lat. indulgiare.] To indulge. (Sandys:
Travels, p. 293.)

ln'-du-lin, s. [Eng. ind(igo), and (ani)line,

with" transposition and change of letters {?).]

Chem. : A term applied commercially to a
series of aniline colours, obtained by treating

the bases of magenta refuse with aniline and
acetic acid. The magenta refuse is first tho-

roughly freed from the salts of mauvaniline,
rosaniline, and chrysaniline by means of boil-

ing water acidulated with hydrochloric acid.

The undissolved violaniline is then mixed
with acetic acid and aniline, and heated to

between 140° and 160°, until the mass dissolves

and gives the desired shade in alcohol acidu-

lated with acetic acid. There are two kinds
of indulin, the one soluble in alcohol, the
other in water. Spirit-soluble indulin dyes
wool, silk, and cotton different shades of blue
or gray. The water-soluble indulins dye
fabrics light and dark shades of gray, even
approaching blfcck; but the blacks are not
satisfactory either in colour or durability.

*in-diilt', * in-diilt'-d, s. [Ital. indulto =
a pardon, from Lat. indultus, pa, par. of in-

dulgeo = to indulge.]

1. Comm. : In Spain a duty or custom paid

to the king for all goods imported.

2. Eccles. : In the Roman Catholic Church,
a privilege granted by the Pope to a corpora-

tion or individual authorizing something to be
done which the common law of the Church
does not sanction. The indults of bishops,

issued by Papal authority, mitigating the

rigour of the Lenten fast, are cases in point.

in du-ment, in-du-men'-tum, s. [Lat.

indumentum, — a garment, from induo = to

put on.]

1. Bot. : (Of the form indumentum) : A hairy

covering.

t 2. Law (Of the form indument) : An en-

dowment.

3. Ornith. (Of the form indumentum) : The
feathery covering of birds.

in du -pli-cate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and dupli-

catus, pa. par. of duplico — to double.]

Bot. (Of aestivation) : Having the margins
bent abruptly inwards, and the external face

of these edges applied to each other without
any twisting, as the flowers of some species

of Clematis. (Lindley.)

in-du'-pli-cat-ive, u. [Eng. induplicat(e)

;

-ive.)

Bot. : The same as Induplicate (q.v.).

* In-dur'-an$e> s. [Endurance.]

in-dur-as'-cent, a. [Lat. indiirescens, genit.

indurescentis, pr. par. of induresco = to be-

come hard, from induro = to make hard.]

Bot. : Hardening by degrees, as the perma-
nent petioles of a tragacanth bush. (Treas.

of Bot.)

* in'-du-rate, v.t. & i. [Indurate, a.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Lit. : To make hard, to harden.

2. Fig. : To harden ; to make unfeeling or
insensible to feeling ; to render obdurate or
hardened.

"And love'B and friendship's finely pointed dart
Fall blunted from each indurated heart."

Qoldsmith : Traveller.

B. Intrans. : To become hard, to harden.
"Plants and ligneous bodies may indurate under

water."—Browne : Vulgar Errours, ok. ii,, ch, v,

* In'-du-rate, a. [Lat. induratus, pa. par. of

induro = to make hard : in- = in, and durus
= hard.] Hardened, obdurate, indurated.

"They repented not, for their hearts were indu-
rate."—Tyndall ; Workes, p. 29.

* in du ra'-tion, s. [Low Lat. induratio,

from Lat. induratus, pa. par. of induro = to
make hard, to indurate ; Fr. induration ; Sp.
induracion ; Ital. indurazione.]

L Literally

:

1. The act or process of hardening.
"The induration of the fluid substances of an egg

into a chick,"—Boyle : Works, i. 438.

2. The state of becoming hard or of being
hardened.

"Induration by assimulation appeareth in the
bodies of trees and living creatures. —Bacon ; Nat.
Hist., § 90.

1" There may be induration of the brain,
the heart, the liver, the pylorus, and the
spinal cord.

II. Fig. : Hardness of heart ; obduracy
;

insensibility.

" They be children of induration and of blasphemy."
—Barnes ; Works, p. 282.

*in-diire', v.t. [Endure.]

In'-dus, s. [Lat. = an Indian.]

Astron. : The Indian ; a constellation of
Bryer, between Sagittarius and the South
Pole. It figures also as one of Lacaille's
Southern Constellations. No star in it ex-
ceeds the third magnitude.

in-dus'-i-a (pi. In-dus -i-se), s. [Mod. Lat.,

not classical.]

Entom. : The same as Indusium, 2.

in dus i-al, u. [Lat. indusi(um) ; Eng. adj.

surT. -al.]

Geol. : Having indusia ; consisting in large
measure of indusia (q.v.).

indusial limestone, s.

Geol. : A limestone, of Eocene age, from
Auvergne, containing numerous cases of fossil
caddis-worms, some of them formed of shells
cemented together.

In-du'-Si-ate, a. [Lat. indusiatus = having
on an under garment.]

Bot. (Of a stigma) : Having an indusium
(q.v.).

ln-dus'-l-iim, s. [Lat. = the under garment

of a Roman woman.]

1. Botany:

(1) A cup consisting of hairs enclosing the
stigma in the Goodeneaceee (q.v.). (Lindley.)

(2; A membranous skin, usually an exten-
sion of the epidermis covering the soriinsome
ferns.

2. Entom. : A case of a Caddis worm, the
larva of Phryganea. The case may be of
gravel, small shells, &c, cemented together.

ln-diis'-tri-al, a. [Eng. indadry ; -al] Of
or pertaining to industry ; characterized by
industry ; pertaining to those manufacturing
or other occupations through which marketa-
ble commodities are produced

; pertaining to
the industries of a country or those produc-
tive occupations in which large numbers of
persons are employed.

industrial-accession, s.

Scots Law: The addition made to the value
of an object by human art or labour exercised
thereon.

industrial exhibition, industrial-
museum, s. An exhibition or museum of
the various industrial productions of one or
more countries.

industrial - school, s. A school for
teaching one or more branches of industry ; a
school for the reclaiming and education in
some industry of poor neglected children, or
of children who have been convicted of some
crime.

% An Industrial School Act was passed in
1857, another in 1861, and the two were con-
solidated by an Act passed in 1866, which
was amended in 1894. It authorizes magis-
trates to compel parents to pay such weekly
sums as maybe deemed advisable for the edu-
cation of their children in industrial schools.
The Act was extended to Ireland in 1868.

in dus- tri-al-ism, *. [Eng. industrial;
-ism.]

1. That state of society in which all the
members co-operate for the common good ;

opposed to militancy (q.v.).

" Industrialism must not be confounded with indus-
triousness. Though the members of an industrially-
organized society are habitually industrious, and are
indeed, when the society is a developed one, obliged to
be so : yet it must not be assumed that the Indus-
trially-organized society is one in which, of necessity,
much work is done. Where the society is small, and
its habitat so favourable that life may be comfortably
maintained with but little exertion, the Bocial rela-
tions which characterize the industrial type may
co-exist with but very moderate productive activities.

It is not the diligence of its members which consti-
tutes the society an industrial one in the sense here
intended, but the form of co-operation under which
their labours, small and great in amount, are carried
on."— If. Spencer: Prin. of Sociology, pt. v., ch. xviii.

2. Employment in some industrial pursuit;
industry.

* In-dus'-tri-al-l$r, adv. [Eng. industrial;

-ly.) In an industrial manner ; with reference

to industry.

in-diis'-tri-OUS, a. [Fr. industrieux, from
Lat. industriosus, from industria = industry.]

1. Given to or characterized by industry

;

diligent and assiduous in business or study ;

not slothful ; hardworking ; constant, regular,

and persevering in attention to business ; the
opposite to slothful or idle.

"Industrious poverty is a state by no means un-
favourable to virtue."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. Diligent or laborious to a particular end
or in a particular pursuit ; the opposite to
remiss or sl-ack.

" Being nimbler jointed than the rest
And more industrious."

Spenser : Muiopotmos, 122.

* 3. Designed ; done for the purpose.

in-dUS'-tri-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. industrious;

-ly.]

1. In an industrious, diligent, or assidneus
manner ; with habitual and constant diligence

and assiduity.
" Being besides industriously inclined."

Drayton: Legend of Thomas Cromwell.

2. Diligently, assiduously, zealously, eagerly.

"Especially when they are so industriously pro-
claimed and aggravated."—Addlson : Spectator, No. 256.

* 3. Of set purpose or design ; with design
;

with care. (Cf. Lat. ex industrid.)

boil, boj^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -sion = zhiin. -tious, -clous, -sious=shus. -ble. -die, &c. = tael. del.
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in-dus-trl ous-ness, s. [Eng. industrious;
-ness.] The act or quality of being indus-
trious ; industry. (H. Spencer : frin. of So-

ciology, pt. v.j ch. xviii.)

ill'-dUS-try, * in-dus-tree, s. [Fr. Indus-
trie, from Lat. industria, from indnstrius =
industrious, diligent ; Ital. & Sp. industria.]

1. Habitual diligence in any employment,
bodily or mental ; constant and assiduous at-

tention to business ; assiduity ; steady appli-

cation to any business or pursuit ; the oppo-
site to sloth or idleness.

" The funds destined for the maintenance of industry
are much greater in proportion to those which are
likely to be employed in the maintenance of idleness,
than they were two or three centuries ago."- Smith:
Wealth of Nations, bk. ii., ch. iii.

2. The industrial arts generally, or any
branch of them ; those productive employ-
ments or occupations in which large numbers
of persons are employed.

* If Of industry : On purpose. (CJtapman

:

Bzissy d'Ambois, iii.) [Lat. ex industrid.]

1 in-du -vi-se, s. pi. [Lat. = clothes, gar-
ments.] [Induvium.]

Bot. : The withered remains of leaves which,
Tiot being articulated with the stem, cannot
fall off, but decay upon it. Called also Reli-
quiae.

£n-du'-vi-aj, a. [Lat. induvi(um)(q.v.); Eng.
surf. -al.]

Bot. (Of a calyx): Having an induvium (q. v.).

in-du'-vi-ate, a. [Lat. induvi(ce); Eng. suff.

-ate.]

Bot. : "Withering on its stem, forming induvise
(q.v.).

:in-du'-vi-um, s. [Lat. = the bark which
clothes a tree.]

Bot, : The large membranous orange pouch
around the fruit of Physalis.

* in-dwelT, v.i. & t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
dwell (q.v.).]

A. Intrans. : To dwell or abide in, or within.

B. Trans. : To abide within ; to occupy.

* In'-dwell-er, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
dweller (q.v.).] One who dwells or abides in

3. place ; an inhabitant, an occupant.

"The heart of the indwellers shalbe changed, and
turned into another meaning ; for euell shall be put
out, and disceate shall be quenched."

—

Bible (1551):

Esdras, ch. vi.

* in'-dwell-ing, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
dwelling (q.v.). An abiding in or within.

" The personal indwelling of the Spirit in believers."
—South : Sermons, vol. v., ser. 7.

* Inearth', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
earth (q.v.).] To put in or into the earth ; to

inter. (Southey : Thalaba, bk. i.)

* in-eaw, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Fr. eau =
water.] To dip or plunge in or into the water.

"Themselves for very fear they instantly ineaw."
Drayton: Poly-Olbion, s. 20.

* in-e'-bri-ant, a. & s. [Lat. inebrians, pr.

par. of inebrio = to make drunk ; ebrius ~
-drunk.]

A. As adj. : Intoxicating, inebriating.

B. As subst. : Any thing which intoxicates

-ot inebriates, as opium.

* in-e'-bri-ate, v.t & i. [Lat. inebriatus, pa.

par. of inebrio = to intoxicate : in- (intens.),

and ebrio = to make drunk ; ebrius = drunk

;

Ital. inebbriare; Sp. inebriar.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Lit. : To make drunk ; to intoxicate.

"Strong and inebriating wine." — Purchas : Bis
Pilgrimage, ch. ix., § 3.

2. Fig. : To stupefy ; to make furious,

frantic, or excited ; to excite, to exhilarate, to

intoxicate.
" you ! whom your Creator's sight
Inebriates with delight."

Ilabington : Castara, pt. iii.

B. Intrans. ; To become or be intoxicated

jor stupefied.

"Fish that come from the Euxiue Sea into the fresh

water, do inebriate and turn up their bellies."

—

Bacon.

jtn-e'-'bri-ate, a. & s. [Lat. inebriatus, pa.

par. of inebrio.]

'* A. As adj. : Intoxicated, drunk, stupefied.

"Led by his inebriate Satyrs."
Longfellow : Drinking Song,

B. As subst. : A drunkard.

in-e-bri-a'-tion, s. [Inebriate, v.] The act
of inebriating or intoxicating; the state of
being or becoming intoxicated ; intoxication,
drunkenness.

"That cornelians and bloodstones may be of virtue,
experience will make us grant ; but not that an ame-
thyst prevents inebriation." — Browne: Vulgar £r-
rours, bk. v., ch. xxiii.

ln-e-bri'-e-tj^, s. [Lat. inebrio— to intoxi-
cate.] Intoxication, drunkenness, habitual
drinking.

* in-e'-bri-ous, u. [Lat. in- (intens.), and
ebrius = drunk.]

1. Drunk, intoxicated; stupefied with drink.

2. Intoxicating. (T. Brown : Works, iv. 131.)

* in eerie, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Mid. Eng.
ecke = eke.] To add, to insert.

in-ed'-lt-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. edited

(q.v.).] Not edited ; not published : as, an
inedited manuscript.

* in-ef-fa-bil'-i-ty, s. [Fr. ineffabilite, from
ineffable'] The quality or state of being ineffa-

ble ; ineffableness.

in-ef'-fa-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. ineffabilis,

from iii- = not, and effabilis = that can be
spoken out; effort to speak out: ef- (for ex)
= out, and for = to speak ; Ital. ineffabile ; Sp.
inefable.] Incapable of being expressed in
words ; unspeakable, unutterable, inexpressi-
ble, indescribable.

"To whom the Son, with calm aspect and clear,
Lightning divine, ineffable, serene,
Made answer." Milton: P. L., v. ISi.

in-ef'-fa-ble-ness, s. [Eng. ineffable; -ness.]

The quality or state of being ineffable ; ineffa-

bility.

t in-ef'-fa-bles (bles as bels), s. pi. [In-

effable.] Trousers. (Slang')

in-ef'-fa-bl$T, adv. [Eng. ineffab(le); -ly.] In
an ineffable, unspeakable, or unutterable man-
ner, or degree ; in a manner or degree not to
be expressed in words ; unspeakably, unutter-
ably.

" He all hia father full expressed.
Ineffably into his face received.

Milton ; P. L., vi. 721.

* in-ef-fage'-a-ble, a. [O. Fr. ineffacable.]

Not effaceable ; that cannot be effaced or ob-
literated.

in-ef-faye'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. ineffaceable);

-ly.] In an ineffaceable manner ; so as not to
be effaced.

* in-ef-fect'-i-ble, * in-ef-fect'-a-ble, a.

[Pref. in- (1), and Eng. effectible (q.v.).] Im-
practicable.

" By means altogether in themselves ineffectable."—
Bp. Hall : Cases of Conscience, Dec. 3, case 3.

In-ef-fect'-Ive, «, [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
effective {q.v.).']

1. Not effective ; incapable of producing
any effect, or the effect desired ; ineffectual,

inefficient, useless.

"Let him calculate . . . how faint and partial and
ineffective his best virtues."—Eurd : Works, vol. iii.,

ser. 85.

2, Weak, impotent; wanting energy.

"Virtue hate3 weak and ineffective minds."— Bp.
Taylor: Sermons, vol. i., ser. 13.

in-ef-fect'-ive-ly, adv. [Eng. ineffective;
-ly.] In an ineffective manner; without effect

or result ; inefficiently.

"Still it contended, but ineffectively for the most
part."

—

Bp. Taylor : Of Repentance, ch. viii., § 5.

in-ef-fect-ive-ness, s. [Eng. ineffective

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being ineffect-

ive ; inefficiency.

ln-ef-fect'-U-al, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
effectual (q.v.). J Not effectual ; not producing
any result ; incapable of producing the desired
or proper effect ; inefficient, useless, weak,
powerless, vain.

" Pulpits fail, and soundings boards reflect,
Most part an empty ineffectual sound."

Cowper : Task, iii. 22.

* in-ef-fect-u-al'-i-ty, s. [Eng. ineffectual

;

-ity.] Something ineffectual ; a thing having
no power or producing no effect. (Carlyle

:

Miscellanies, iv. 144.)

in-ef-fect'-u-al-ly, adv. [Eng. [ineffectual

;

-ly.] In an ineffectual manner ; without effect

;

in vain ; to no purpose.
" He touched the women with two of the crosses in-

effectually."—Jortin; Remarks on Eccles. History.

in-ef-fect -u-al-ness, ft. [Eng. ineffectual

;

-ness.] The "quality or state of being ineffec-

tual ; inefficiency, inefficacy.

"The ineffectualness of the mountebank's medicines

was soon discovered."- Burnet : Hist. Reformation

(an. 1548).

* in-ef-fer-ves'-gence, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. effervescence (q.v.).] Want or ab-

scence of effervescence ; the state of not effer-

vescing.

* in-ef-fer-ves'-cent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. effervescent (q.v.).J Not effervescent or

effervescing; not susceptible or capable of

effervescence.

* in-ef-fer-ves-ci-bil'-I-ty, s. [Eng. in-

effervescible ; -ity.] The quality or state of
being ineffervescible.

* in-ef-fer-ves'-ci-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. effervescible (q.v.).] Not capable or
susceptible of effervescence.

* in-ef-fi-ca'-cious, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. efficacious (q.v.); Fr. & Ital. inefjicace; Lat.
efficax.] Not efficacious

;
producing no result

or effect ; not capable of producing the desired
or proper result or effect ; ineffectual, weak,
powerless.

" So destitute of eloquence that it is flat, and proves
commonly inefficacious upon intelligent readera."

—

Boyle : Works, ii. 295.

* in-ef-fi-ca'-CiOUS-l3r, adv. [Eng. ineffica-

cious; -ly.] In an efficacious manner; with-
out effect or result ; ineffectually.

* in-ef-fl-ca'-cious-ness, s. [Eng. ineffica-

cious; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inefficacious ; inefficacy.

"To this we may probably impute that strange
inefflcaciousness we see of the word."

—

Lively Oracles,
&c, p. 194.

in-ef'-fi-ca-$yf s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
efficacy (q.v.).] "Want of efficacy or power
to produce the desired or proper effect or
result ; inefficiency, ineffectualness.

"All experience of their inefficacy does not in the
least discourage them."

—

Burke: On the French Revo-
lution.

in-ef-fi'-cien~9y (ci as sh), a. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. efficiency (q.v.).]

1. The quality or state of being inefficient

;

want of efficiency or power to produce the
desired effect ; inefficacy.

2. Incapability, incapacity, uselessness.

"The inefficiency of the foot and of the dragoons. '—

.

Macauluy>,- Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

ln-ef-fi'-cient (ci as sh), a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. efficient (q.v.).]

1. Not efficient ; wanting the power to pro-
duce the desired or proper effect ; inefficacious,

powerless.

2. Incapable ; wanting in ability or capacity

;

incompetent.
" But both as Admiral and as First Lord of the

Admiralty he was utterly inefficient." — Macuulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

3. Incapable of or indisposed to effective
action : as, an inefficient force.

in-ef-fi'-cient-ly (ci as sh), adv. [Eng.
inefficient ; -ly.]

1. In an inefficient manner ; ineffectually

;

without effect or result.

2. In an incapable or incompetent manner ;

not efficiently or ably.

* in-e-lab -or ate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. elaborate "(q.v.).] Not elaborate ; not
wrought or worked out with care ; wanting in
finish ; sketchy.

* in-e-las'-tic, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
elastic (q.v.).] Not elastic ; wanting in elas-
ticity.

* in-e-las-tic'-i-tjr, s [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. elasticity (q.v.).] The quality or state
of being inelastic ;

want of elasticity or elastic
power.

in - el- e - gange, * in - el'- e - gan - cf, s.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. elegance, elegancy
(q.v.).]

1. The quality or state of being inelegant

;

want of elegance, beauty, polish, refinement,
or the like ; want or absence of anything
required by a correct taste.

" Or in the graceful and the grand
Confessed inelegance of hand."
Cawthorn : Girth & Education of Genius.

gate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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2. That which is inelegant, or displeasing to
good taste : as, There are many inelegancies in
his language.

In-eT-e -gant, a. [Lat. inelegans, from in- =
not, and elegans = elegant (q.v.) ; Fr. inelegant

;

Ital. & Sp. inelegante.]

1. Notelegant; wanting in elegance, beauty,
polish, relinement, &c. ; characterized by some
feature which displeases or offends good taste.

" Tastes, not well joined, inelegant."
Milton: P.L., v. 335.

2. Coarse ; unpolished.
"It renders style often obscure, -always embarrassed

and inelegant."—Blair, vol. i., lect. H.
* 3. Unpleasant ; disagreeable.

" Pleasing to sight
But to the tongue inelegant and flat."

Philips : Cider, *.

:£n-ei'-e-gant-ly, adv. [Eng. inelegant; -ly.]

In an inelegant manner ; coarsely ; roughly

;

without polish, refinement, or elegance.

"He may not inelegantly be said to have tasted of
death."—South ; Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 10.

in-el-ig-i-biT-i-ty, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
eligibility (q.v.); Fr. ineligibility.] The qua-
lity or state of being ineligible ; incapacity of
being elected to an office ; the state of not
being worthy of choice.

in-el'-ig-l-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
eligible (q.v.) ; Fr. ineligible; Ital. ineligibile.]

1. Not eligible ; not capable of being elected
to an office.

2. Not worthy or fit to be chosen or pre-
ferred ; not expedient or desirable.

fn-el'-ig-i-bly, adv. [Eng. ineligible); -ly.]

In an ineligible manner.

* in el' 6-quence, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
eloquence.'] The state or quality of being
ineloquent ; want of eloquence ; taciturnity.
(Carlyle: Past & Present, bk. ii., ch. xi.)

* in-el-6-quent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
eloquent (q.v.); Fr. ineloquent; Ital. inelo-
quente.] Not eloquent ; wantingin eloquence

;

Jiot fluent in language ; not persuasive.
-1 Nor are thy lips ungraceful, sire of men.
Nor tongue ineloquent." Milton : P. L., viii. 219.

* In-el' 6-quent ly, adv. [Eng. ineloquent;
•ly.] In an ineloquent manner ; without elo-
quence or fluency of language.

* in-e-luc'-ta-ble, a. [Lat. ineluctabilis,
from in- = not, and eluGtabilis = that may be
escaped from ; eluctor = to struggle out : e- =
ex- = out, and htctor = to struggle ; Fr. in-
eluctable; Ital. ineluttabile.] That cannot be
escaped from, evaded, or avoided ; inevitable.

" Aa if the damnation of all sinners now were ineluc-
table and eternal."—Pearson : On the Creed, art. 5.

* In-e lud -I-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
eludible (q.v.).] That cannot be eluded or
evaded.

" Most pressing reasons and ineludible demonstra-
tions."—Qlanvill: Pre-existence of Souls, p. 18.

In-em'-bry-o-nate, a. [Pref. in. (2), and
Eng. embryonate (q.v.).]

Bot. : Not having a proper embryo.

* In-e-nar'-ra-ble, a. [Lat. inenarrabilis,

from in- — not, and enarrdbilis= that may be
narrated or told : e- = ex- — out, and narra-
bilis = that can be told ; narro = to narrate,
to tell ; Fr. inenarrable ; Sp. inenarrable ; Ital.

znenarrabile.] That cannot or may not be told
or narrated ; unspeakable ; indescribable.

"He is to be loved beate, for his inenarrable good-
uess."

—

Fisher: Seuen Psalmes, Ps. 143, pt. iii.

ip eh chy-ma, ». [Gr. U (is), genit. Iv6s

finos) = strength, pi. ivh (ines) = fibrous
muscles, and eyxvhLa (engclwma)= an infusion. ]

Bot. : Fibrocellular tissue, cells having the
appearance of spiral vessels.

* in ept',, a. [Fr. intpte, from Lat. ineptiis =
improper, foolish : in- = not, and apt us = fit,

proper; Ital. inetto ; Sp. inej>to.]

1, Not apt, fit, or suitable ; unfit -for any
purpose ; unsuitable ; improper; useless.

"The Aristotelian philosophy is inept for new dis-
coveries."—Qlanvill : Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. six.

2. Trifling; foolish; silly; absurd; non-
sensical.

* in ept l-tude, s. [Lat. ineptitude, fron
weptus = inept (q.v.) ; Sp. ineptitud ; Ital
inettititdine.]

1. Unfitness ; unsuitableness ; inaptitude ;

ineptness.

"The ineptitude of the component corpuscles for

avolatiou."

—

Doyle; Works, iv. 307.

2. Foolishness; silliness; absurdity ; non-
sense.

rn-ept'-ly, adv. [Eng. inept; -ly.] Unfitly;
unsuitably ; foolishly ; absurdly.

"TheyLthePeripatetickB] ineptly fanaied [the crys-

talline humour of the eye] to be the immediate organ
of vision."

—

Ray,: On the Creation, pt. ii.

* £n-6pt'-ness, s. [Eng. inept; -nessJ] The
quality or state of being inept ; unfitness ; un-
suitableness ; foolishness ; folly ; absurdity ;

ineptitude.

"Miserable ineptness of infancy."

—

More: Pre-exist-

ence of Souls. jPref.)

* in-e'-qua-blet a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
equable (q.v.).] Not equable ; unequable.

* in-e'-qu&l, a. [Lat. inceqiuilis, from in- =
not, and cequalis = equal (q.v.) ; Fr. iuegal;

Ital. ineguale; Sp. inigual.] Unequal; un-
even ; odd.

" Knowe the nombre of the degrees in the houres in-
equals."— Chaucer : Of the Astrolabie.

in-e-qual'-i-t^, * in-e-qual-i-te, s. [Fr.

inequality, inegalite, from Lat. incequalitas,

from incequalis = unequal.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being unequal ; a
difference or want of equality in any respect

;

want of uniformity ; diversity ; disparity.

"Sympathy is rarely strong where there is a great
inequality of condition."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. x.

2. The quality or state of being uneven or
not level ; unevenness, want of levelness.

3. An uneven place or spot ; a depression
or elevation of the ground.

4. Insufficiency or unfitness for any office or
purpose ; inadequacy, incompetency.

5. Difference or disparity of rank or station.

"If so small inequality between man and man
make in them modesty a commendable virtue, who
respecting Buperiors as superiors, can neither speak
nor Btand before them without fear."

—

Hooker.

6. Unlikeness, dissimilarity.
" In some places, by the nature of the earth, and by

the situation of woods and hills, the air is more un-
equal than in others ; and inequality of air is ever an
enemy to health."

—

Bacon.

II. Technically

:

1. Alg. : The expression of two unequal
quantities, connected by the sign of inequality.
Thus, 2<^3, 4 > 1, are inequalities, and are
read, 2 less than 3, 4 greater than 1. Every
inequality consists of two parts : that on the
left of the sign of equality, is called the first

member ; that on the right is called the
second member. Two inequalities are said to
exist in a direct sense, when the first members
are both greater, or both less, than the second
members. They exist in a contrary sense when
the first member is greater than the second in
one inequality, and the second greater than
the first in the other.

2. Astron. (PL): All the alterations or cal-
culations rendered necessary by the unequal
motion of a planet.

IT Inequality of long period:

Astron. : A term applied to two planets,
whose periodic times are different, so that
their conjunctions take place successively at
different points in their respective orbits, the
return to their first position not being made
for a long period of time. (Prof. Airy''s Popular
Astron. (6th ed.), pp. 233, 273.)

* in-e-qua'-tion, ». [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
equation (q.v.).]

Alg. : The same as Inequality (q.v.).

* In-e qui dis -tant, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. equidistant (q.v.).] Not equidistant.

in-e-qui-lat'-er-al, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. equilateral (q.v.).]

1. Zoology

:

(1) Of Molluscs : Having the two sides un-
equal, as an ordinary bivalve shell.

(2) Ofthe Foraminifera ; Having the convolu-
tions of the shell obliquely wound round an
axis instead of lying in the same plane.

2. Bot. ; Unequal-sided ; unequal.

* inequitable (equit as ek'-kwit), a
[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. equitable (q.v.).] Not
equitable, not just, not fair

" The proportions seemed not inequitable."—Burke :

On the French Revolution.

In-equi-ty (equi as ek'-kwi), s. [Pref. -n-

(2), and Eng. equity.] A want of equity ; in-

justice.

"We find on the one side maintenance of, and on
the other opposition to, 3ome form of inequity."—
H. Spencer.

in-e'-qui-valve, u. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
equivalve (q.v.).]

Zool. : Of the Molluscs : Having the two
valves of the shell unequal.

In-e-qui-val'-vu-lar, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. equivalvuktr (q.V.).]

Zool. : Not equivalvular ; not having the
valves equal.

* in-e-rad'-ic-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. eradicable i-q.v.),] That cannot be eradi-

cated ; incapable of being eradicated.

* in-er-get'-ic, * in-er-get-ic-al, a.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. energetic, energetical

(q.v.).] Not energetic ; wanting in energy ;

having no energy.

"Those eminent stars and planets, that are in the
heavens, are not to be considered by us as sluggish in-
ergetical bodies."

—

Boyle : Works, v. &40.

* in-cr-get'-lC-al-lyt adv. [Eng. inergetical

;

-ly.] In an inenergetic manner; without
energy.

t In-erm', t in-erm' ous, u. [Lat. inermis
= unarmed.]

Bot. : Unarmed, destitute of spines or
prickles.

*in-er-ra-bil'-I-ty, s. [Eng. ineirable; -ity.]

The quality or state of being inerrable ; free-

dom or exemption from error ; infallibility.

"The inerrability of a General Council, truly so
called, and qualified."—Hammond : Works, i. 657.

* in-er'-ra-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
errabte (q.v.).] Exempt from error; incapable
of erring ; infallible.

" Through the guidance of God's Spirit, In the acts
of their function inerrable."—Bp. Hall: Episcopacy
by Divine JiighL

* in-er ra ble ness, s. [Eng. ino-rable

;

-uess.] Th"e quality or state of being inerrable ;

infallibility.

" Infallibility and inerrableness is assumed and in-
closed by the Romish church."—Hammond : Works, i.

470.

* In-er'-ra-bly, adv. [Eng. inerrab(le); -ly.]

Without error ; with exemption from error ;

infallibly.

* In-er'-ran^y, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Lat.
errantia = a wandering ; errans, pr. par. of
erro = to wander, to err.] Freedom from
error.

* in-er-rat'-icf a. [Pref. in- (2), and 'Eng.
erratic (q.v.).] Not erratic ; not wandering ;

fixed.

* in-er'-ring, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
erring (q.v.)/] Not erring, free from error.

* ln-er'-rlng-ly, adv. [Eng. inerring; -ly.]

In an erring manner ; without error, mistake,
or deviation.

"That matter should frame itself so inerringly ac-
cording to the Idea of its kind."—Glanvill: Scepsis
Scientifica, ch. v.

in-ert', a. [Lat. iners (genit. inertis), from in-
= not, and ars (genit. artis) = art ; Fr., Ital.,

& Sp. inerte.]

1. Destitute of the power of motion, or of

active resistance to motive power applied ;

motionless.

"But that it is inert and stupid of it self—then it

must be moved from some other."

—

More: Antidote
against Atheism, bk. ii., ch. i.

2. Inactive, dull, slothful, sluggish, indis-

posed to move or act. (Cowper : Task, i. 623.)

In-er'-ti-a (ti as shi), s. [Lat. = want of

art, unski'lfulness ; iners, genit. inertis = with-
out art or skill, lazy.]

Physics : The i ncapability of matter to change
its state, whether that be one of motion or

rest. If in motion, it will continue so for ever
unless some counteractive force, like that of
gravity, act upon it. If at rest, it will ever re-

main so unless a counteractive impulse sot

it in motion. The resistance which, especially

at first, it gives to such a force operating to
move it is called vis inertiai = the power of
inertia.

* in-er'-tion, s. [Eng. inert ; -ion.] Want
ofactivity or exertion, inertness, inertia. (Mad.
D'Arblay : Camilla, bk. i., ch. v.)

boil, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, $611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bol, d©L
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* in-ert'-l-tude, 5. [Low Lat. inertitudo,

from iners (genit. inertis) = inert (q.v.).] The
same as Inertness (q.v.).

Sn-ert-ly, adv. [Eng. inert ; -ly.] In an inert

manner ; sluggishly ; dully ; without motion
or exertion.

'
' Suspend a while your force inertly strong.

"

Pope : JDunciatl, iv. 7.

in-ert'-ness, * in-ert-nesse, s. tEng.
inert; -nes$.]

1. The quality or state of being inert or
destitute of the power of self-motion ; inertia.

2. Sluggishness, dulness, want of activity
or exertion, habitual l-idisposition to exertion
or action.

'.'The incapacity and inertness of Gastanaga. "—Mac-
aulay : Hist. Eng., ch, six.

* ill-er'-U-dite, a. [Lat. ineruditus, from
in- = not, and eruditus = erudite (q.v.).] Not
erudite, not learned, unlearned.

* In-es-cap -able, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
escapable.] Inevitable ; not to be avoided.

"Within the clutch of inescapable anguish."—0.
Miot : Middlemarch, ch, lxxx.

* in-e 8'-cat©, v.t [Lat. inescatus, pa. par. of
mesco : in- = in, and esco = to eat ; esca =
food.] To allure, to lay a bait for, to entice.

"To inescate and beguile young women."-fl«rttm :

Anat. of Melancholy, p. 496.

* in-es-ca -tion, s. [Inescate.] The act of
alluring or tempting, an
allurement, a bait.

~ *

" The deceitful allure-
ments and ine&catiom of
flesh and blood."— Bally-
well : Excellence of Moral
Virtue, p. 107.

In-es-cutch'-eon, s.

[Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
escutcheon (3. v.).]

Her. :A small escutch-
eonborne withina shield.

INESCUTCHEON.

in es'-se, phr. [Lat.] Actually existing ; in
actual being.

* in-cs-sen -tial (ti as sh), «. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. essential (q.v.). J

1. Not essential ; unessential.

2. Having no essence, existence, or being.
" When life and thought

Sprang forth, they burst the womb of inessential
Naught." Shelley : Revolt of Islam, 1. 25.

in-es'-tlm-a-fole, a. [Fr., from Lat. inesti-

mabilis, from in- — not, and estimabilis — that
can be estimated ; asstimo = to estimate (q.v.)

;

Bp. inestimable; Ital. inestimdbile.] Impos-
sible to be estimated, valued, or computed

;

above or beyond all price : too valuable or
excellent to be valued or rated.

"A man who had rendered inestimable services to
the cause of liberty.'—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch, xiv.

jfo-es'-tlin-a-bly, °d>v - [Eng. inestimable);

-ly.] In an inestimable manner or degree ; in

a manner or to a degree not to be estimated,

valued, or computed.
V- "Yet inestimably outvaluing the toils and diffi-

culties requisite to obtain it."

—

Boyle : Works, ii. 388.

* Ih-e-vas'-i-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

evasible (q.v.).] Not evasible ; that cannot be
evaded or avoided.

* in-eV-i£-dence, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

evidence (q.v.) ; Fr. inevidence.] Want of evi-

dence ; obscurity.

"By their inevidence, absurdity, or incongruity."—
Bale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 290.

* ln-eV- i-dent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
evident (q.v".); Fr. inevident.] Not evident;
not plain ; obscure ; not obvious.

" Without multiplication of inevident and unexpli-
cable suppositions. —Bale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 290.

* in-oV-it-a-biT-i-ty", s. [Fr. Hnevitabilite

;

Sp. inevitdbilidad ; Ital. inevitability.] The
quality or state of being inevitable ; impos-
sibility to be avoided ; certainty to happen.

" Universal immunity from all inevitability and de-

termination to one,"—Bramhall : Against Bobbes.

in-ev'-it-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. inevi-

tabilis, from in- = not, and evitabilis = that

can be avoided : e- = ex- = out, and into = to

avoid; Sp. inevitable; Ital. inevitdbile.]

1. That cannot or may not be avoided ; im-
possible to be avoided ; admitting of no
escape or evasion ; unavoidable.

"A Bpeedy restoration was inevitable."—Macaulay:
Bist. Eng., ch. xiii.

* 2. Not to be withstood or resisted ; in-
evitable : as, inevitable charms. (Dryden.)

in ev' it a ble-ness, s. [Eng. inevitable;
-ness.] The quality or state of being inevitable

;

inevitability.

ln-eV-lt-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inevitable); -ly.]

In an inevitable manner ; without possibility
of escape or evasion ; unavoidably.

" Inevitably thou shalt die."
Milton: P. L., viii.230.

in ex act', a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
exact, a. (q.v.).] Not exact; not precisely
accurate, correct, or true.

in e?f act'-ness, s. [Eng. inexact; -ness.]

The quality or state of being inexact ; in-

correctness ; inaccuracy ; want of preeise-

ness.

* In-ex'-cel-lence, s, [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
excellence.] Dishonour.

" Let no baseness in thy haughty breast
Sustain a shame of such inexcellence."

Marlowe : 2 Tamburtaine, v. 3.

* m-ex-cit-a-bil'-i-t& s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. excitability (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being inexcitable ; freedom from ex-
citability ; insusceptibility of excitement.

in-ex-cit-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
excitable (q.v.).] That cannot be excited,
roused, or raised ; insusceptible of excite-
ment; dull, lifeless. (In the example the
accent is on the second syllable for the sake of
metre.)

" What pleasure, late emploid, lets humour eteepe
Thy lidds, in this inUxcUable sleepef

"

Chapman : Bomer ; Bymn to Venus.

in ex-cus'-a-ble, u. [O. Fr., from Lat. in-

excusabilis, from in- = not, and excusabilis= ex-
cusable (q.v.); Sp. inescusable, and. Ital. ines-

cusabiU.] Not excusable ; not to be excused

;

admitting of no excuse ; incapable of being ex-
cused or justified ; indefensible.

"Of all hardnesses of heart, there is none so inex-
cusable as that of parents towards their children."

—

Addison: Spectator, No. 181.

in-ex-cus -a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inexcusable;

ness.] The quality or state of being inexcu-
sable or unjustifiable ; enormity beyond excuse,
justification, or palliation.

" The horrible guilt and the utter inexcusableness of
those men."

—

Sharp : Sermons, vol. i., ser. 6.

in-ex-CUS'-a-bl^, adv. [Eng. inexcusab(le) ;

-ly.] In an inexcusable manner or degree ; to

a degree of guilt or folly beyond excuse or pal-
liation.

"They accounted Christians inexcusably obstinate
and perverse."

—

Jorlin: Christian Religion, Dis. i.

* in-ex'-e-cra-ble, a. [Pref. in- (intens.),

and Eng. execrable (q.v.).] Most execrable.

"Be thou damned, inexecrable dog."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. 1.

^1 The later editions read inexorable.

* In-ex-e-CUt'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. executable (q.v.).] Not executable; not
capable or admitting of being executed. (Car-
lyle: French Ilevol.

,
pt. ii., bk. v., ch. v.)

* in-ex-e-cu'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. execution (q.v.).] Want, failure, or neg-
lect of execution ; non-performance ; failure

or neglect to carry out.

* in-ex-eV-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.

exertion (q.v.).] -Want of exertion or effort

;

defect of action.

in-ex-nal'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
exhalable (q.v.).] That cannot be exhaled,
breathed out, emitted, or evaporated ; not
evaporable.

" Before the heat can bring the inexhalable parts In to
consistence,"

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk, vi., ch.
xxviii.

in-ex-haust'-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
exhausted (q.v.).] Not exhausted, emptied,
or spent ; inexhaustible.

" Joy rolls on joy, an inexhausted stream !

"

Smollett : Regicide, 1. 3.

* in-ex-haust'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. inex-

liausted; -ly.] Without exhaustion.

in-ex-haust-i-bil'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. exhaiistibility (q.v.).] The quality
or state of being inexhaustible.

in-ex-haust'-I-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. exhaustible (q.v.).] Not exhaustible

;

that cannot be exhausted, emptied, spent, 01

used up ;
unfailing, unceasing.

"An inexluiustible subject of just ridicule- * Mo-

liere."—Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., ch. ill.

Inexhaustible bottle, s. A trick bottle

employed by conjurors in their performances,

and by means of which they profess to be able

to supply anv beverage called for by the

audience. The inexhaustible bottle is opaque,

usually of iron or gutta-percha, and contains

several small phials communicating with the

exterior atmosphere by pipes which can be
readily stopped by the fingers. Small pipes

also pass from the phials to the »eck of the
bottle. A different kind of liquor is put into

each phial, and any particular kind can be
poured out at will by removing the finger

from the orifice of the*pipe, admitting air to
the phial in which the liquor is contained.

in-ex-haust i ble-ness, s. [Eng. inex-

liaustible ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inexhaustible ; inexhaustibility.

In-ex haust -i-bly, adv. [Eng. inexhausti-

ble); -ly.] In an inexhaustible manner or
degree.

"Inexhaustibly fertile in distinctions and objec-
tions."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch, ii.

In-ex-haust'-ive t a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. exhaustive (q.v.).] Not to be exhausted
or spent ; inexhaustible, unfailing.

"That inexhaustive flow continual round."
Thomson : Spring, 476.

* ln-ex-haust'-less, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. exhaitst; -less.] That cannot be ex-
hausted ; inexhaustible.

* in-ex-ist', v.i. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. exist

(q.v.).] To exist in or within.

"Substances inexisting within the divine mind.''

—

Search : Light of Nature, vol. iii., pt. i., ch. ii

* in-ex-ist'-ence (1), * In-ex-ist'-en-cy,
s [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. existence (q.v.).]

1. Existence in or within ; indwelling.
"A certain inexistence or inhabitation so called,"—

Bp. Bull, vol, ii., dis. 5.

2. That which exists in or within.
"Not distinct substances, but inexittencies in him."—Search : Light of Nature, vol. iii., pt. i., ch. xv.

* in-ex-ist'-ence (2), s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. existence (q.v.).] Want of being or ex-
istence ; a state of non-existence.

" He calls up the heroes of former ages from a state
of inexistence."—Broome : On the Odyssey.

* in-ex-ist'-ent (1), a. [Pref. in- (1), and
Eng. existent (q.v.).J Existent in or within.

"An ingredient actually incxistent in the vegetable
and animal bodies."

—

Boyle: Works, i. 578.

* in-ex-ist'-ent (2), a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. existent (q.v.).] Not existing ; not having
existence.

"To compound and piece together creatures of al-

lowable forms into mixtures inexistent."— Browne

:

Vulgar Errours, bk. v., ch. xx.

in-ex-or-a-bU'-l-ty, s. [Fr. inexorabiliU;
Sp. inexorabilidad ; Ital. inesorobilitd.] The
quality or state of being inexorable ; inexora-
bleness.

in-ex'-6r-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. inexora-
bilis, from" in- — not, and exorabilis = to be
moved by entreaty. [Exorable.] Not exor-
able ; incapable of being persuaded or moved
by entreaty or prayer ; unyielding, implac-
able, unbending, inflexible, relentless ; too
firm or determined in purpose to yield to
supplication or solicitation.

" He called on Frost's inexorable tooth."
Wordsworth •. Expedition of the French.

in-ex'-Sr-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inexorable;
-ness.] The quality or state of being inexor-
able,

in-ex'-or-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inexorable);
ly.] In an inexorable manner ; inflexibly, im-
placably, relentlessly.

" Judgment which inexorably dooms
The guilty dead." Glover : Leonidas, bk. x.

* in-ex-pans'-i-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. expansible.] Incapable of being expanded,
dilated, or diffused. (Prof. Tyndall, in An-
nandale.)

* in-ex-pect'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. expectable.] Not to be looked for or ex-
pected.

" With what ineay>ec(aWemercy were they answered,"—Bp. Ball : Works, v. 223.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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in ex pect -ant, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
expectant.] The same asrUNEXPECTANT (q.v.).

(Miss Bronte : Villette, cb. xiii.)

* in-Sx-pect-a'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. expectation (q.v.).] The quality or state
of having no expectation.

" Inexpectation, unacquaintance, want of prepara-
tion."—Fvltham: Resolves, pt il., res. 5.

* In-ex-pect'-ed\ a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
expected (q.v.).] Not expected ; unexpected.

"This inexpected change might worke a buBie and
dangerous resistance."—Bishop Bolt; Contempt. ; Jehu
with Jehoram.

* in-ex-pect'-ed ly, adv. [Eng. inexpected;
-ly.] Unexpectedly. (Bp. Hall; Contempl,

;

Athalia & Joash.)

* in-ex-pect'-ed-ness, s. [Eng. inexpected;

-ness.] The quality or state of being unex-
pected ; unexpectedness.

" The inexpectedness of pleasing objects makes them
many times the more acceptable. '—Bishop Boll: Con-
tempi. ; Esther suing.

* in-ex-pect'-ly, adv. [Eng. inexpected) ;

-ly.] Unexpectedly. (Bp. Hall: Works, viii.

503.)

ln-cx-pe'-dl-ence, in ex pe'-dl-en-cy,
s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. expedience, expe-

diency (q.v.).] The quality or state of being
inexpedient ; want of expedience or expe-
diency ; want of fitness or appropriateness

;

impropriety, inadvisability, disadvantage.
"He pointed out the inexpediency ot irritatingthem."

—Lewis : Cred. Early Roman Hist. (1855), ii. 456.

ln-ex-pe'-di-ent, a. [Pref. in- (2); and Eng.
expedient (q.v.).] Not expedient; inconve-
nient, unsuitable, unfit, improper, inadvis-
able, disadvantageous ; not tending to a good
end or result,

" It;was highly inexpedient to use those ceremonies."—Bwrnet: Hist. Reformation (an. 1650).

in~ex-pe-di-ent ly, adv. [Eng. inexpe-
dient; -ly.] Not" expediently ; unfitly, unad-
visably.

In-ex pen'-sive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
expensive (q.v.).] Not expensive, not dear

;

cheap.

in-ex-pey-i-ence, s. [Pref. m- (2), and
Eng. experience (q.v.); Lat. inexperientia ; Fr.
inexperience; Sp. inexperiencia ; Ital. inespe-
rienza.] "Want of experience or experimental
knowledge ; want or absence of that know-
\edge which is gained by experience.

"The ignorance and inexperience of the hot-headed
Royalists."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., cb, v.

In ex-per -i enced, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. experienced (q.v.).]

1. Not experienced ; wanting in experience *

unskilled.
" Seek to Bupplant his in>

t 2. Untried.

it his inexperienced youth."
Cowper: Progress of Error,

* in ex per l enced ness, s. [Eng. inex-
perienced; -ness.] The state of being inex-
perienced

; want of experience. (Bailey : Eras-
mus, p. 318.)

'' In-fix-pert', a. [Pref.
expert (q.v.).]

(2), and Eng.

1. Not having experienced or tried anything

;

without experience.
" Lest entering on the Canaanite alarmed,
War terrify them inexpert.''

Milton : P. L., xii. 218*

2. Not expert ; not skilled or skilful ; want-
ing in expertness.

" inexpert in arms.''
Akenside ; To the Country Gentlemen of England.

* in-ex-pert'-neSS, s. [Eng. inexpert; -ness.]

Want of expertness or skill.

in-ex'-pi-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. inex-
piabilis, from in- = not, and expiabilis — expi-
able(q.v.); Sp. inexpiable; Ital. inespiable.]

1. That cannot be expiated or atoned for

;

not capable of admitting of expiation, satis-
faction, or atonement.

" Spare us the inexpiable wrong, the unutterable
shame." Macauiay : Virginia.

2. That cannot be appeased or mollified by
atonement ; implacable, inexorable.
" Waging inexpiable war."—Burke : French Revolution.

3. Hist. : A term applied to the war between
Carthage and its revolted mercenaries, from
B.C. 241 to 238.

* In-ex'-pi-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inexpiable;
-ness.] The 'quality or state of being inexpi-
able.

* ln-ex'-pl-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inexpiab(le) ;

-ly.] In an inexpiable manner or degree ; to a
degree not admitting or capable of expiation
or atonement.

" Excursions are inexpiably bad."
M Roscommon : On Translated Verse.

* in-eV-pi-ate, a. [Lat. inexpiatus.] Not
expiated, not appeased, not pacified.

"But now to rest inexpiate were much too rude a
part." Chapman: Homer; Iliad, ix..

in-ex-plain -a-ble, a. & s. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. explainable (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Not explainable ; not admitting
or capable of explanation ;• inexplicable.

B. As subst. (PL) : The same as Unmen-
tionables. (Dickens: Sketches by Boz; Mr.
Minns.)

* In-ex'-ple-a-bly, adv. [As if from a Lat.
* inexpleabilis, from inexplebilis = that canuot
be filled : in- = not, and expUo = to fill ; ex-

= out, fully, and pleo — to fill.] Insatiably.

"What were these harpies but flatterers, delators,
and the inexpleably covetous?"

—

Sandys : Travels.

* in-ex-plic-a-biT-i-ty, s. [Fr. inexpli-
cabilite', from inexplicable

=

inexplicable (q.v.).]
The quality or state of being inexplicable.

in-ex'-plic-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. in-
explicabilis, from in- = not, and explico, to un-
fold, to explain,; Sp. inexplicable; Ital. inespli-
cdbile.] Incapable of being explained or inter-

preted ; not capable of being made plain or
intelligible ; not admitting or susceptible of
explanation.

"Inexplicable
Thy justice seems." JUilton: P. L., x. 754.

* In-ex -pllc-a-ble ness, s. [Eng. inexplic-

able; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inexplicable.

* in-ex'-plic-a-bles, *. pi. [Inexplicable.]
Trousers. (Slang.)

in-ex'-plic-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inexplicable)

;

-ly.] In an inexplicable manner ; so as not to
be capable of explanation.

*' To him inexplicably mix'd appear'd
Much to be loved and hated, sought and fear'd."

Byron : Lara, i. 17.

* In-ex-plic -It, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng, ex-

plicit (q.v.). J Not explicit; not clearly stated.

* in-ex-pldr'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2) ; Eng.
explore, and surf, -able.] Not capable of being
explored.

* in-ex-pld'-sive, a. & s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. explosive (q.v. ).]

A. As adj.: Not explosive; not liable to
explode ; non-explosive.

B. As subst. : A substance or preparation
not liable to explode.

* in-ex-pos'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2) ; Eng.
expose), and sutf. -able.] Not to be exposed

;

secure. (Adams : Works, i. 83.)

* In-ex-pd'-sure (s as zh), s. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. exposure (q.v.).] A state of not
being exposed.

In-ex-press -I-ble, a. & ». [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. expressible (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Not expressible ; incapable of
being expressed, declared, or described

; un-
utterable ; unspeakable.

"Distance inexpressible
By numbers." Milton: P. L., viii. 113.

B. As subst. (PI.) : A euphemism for trousers

;

unmentionables.
" A curious sort of somewhat scanty mat
Now Berved for inexpressibles."

Byron : The Island, ii. 20.

In ex-press I bly, adv. [Eng, inexpress-
ible); -ly.] In an inexpressible manner or
degree ; unspeakably ; unutterably

; inde-
scribably.

"Inexpressibly amusing to the imagination."—Addi-
son : Spectator, No. 321.

in-express -Ive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
expressive (q.v.).]

1. Not expressive ; not expressing or ser-
ving to express ; not serving to give full ex-
pression to.

" O I glorious times, when actors thus could strike
Expressive, inexpressive, all alike

!

"

Lloyd : Prologue to Hecuba.

* 2. Inexpressible.
" With harpin ga high of inexpressive praise."

Mason : Elfrida; Chorus, Ode 1.

* In-express -Ive ness, s. [Eng. inexpress-

ive; -ness.] The quality or state of being in-

expressive.

* in-ex-pugn'-a-ble (g silent), a. [Fr., from
Lat. inexpugnab'ilis ; Sp. inexpugnable; Ital.

inespugndbile.]

1. Not expugnable ; incapable of being
taken or subdued by force ; impregnable ; not
to be taken by assault.

"Thei thought their cite to be inexpugnable."—
Joye : Expos, of Daniel, ch. i.

2. Unconquerable; invincible.

* in-ex-pugn'-a-bly (g silent), adv. [Eng.
inexpugnable)

;

' -ly.] In an inexpugnable
manner ; impregnably.

" Inexpugnably lodged up in the perverse and un-
reclaiinable Hyle."

—

More: Philos. Cabbala; App. to
Defence, ch. v.

* in ex-su'-per-a-ble, a. [Lat. inexsupera-
bilis, from in- = not, and exsuperabilis = that
may be overcome.] [Exuperable.] That
cannot be passed over or surmounted ; un-
surmountable.

* in-ex-tend -ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
extended (q.v.).] Not extended ; not stretched
out over space.

"I can have no manner of Idea of the existence or
possibility of such an inextended being without con-
sciousness or active power."

—

Watts: Essay towards
the Proof of a Separate State, § 1.

* in ex-ten sion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. extension (q.v.).] "Want of extension or
extended state.

in ex-ten -so, phr. [Lat.] In full ; without
any abbreviation or curtailment.

* in-ex termin able, a. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. exterminable (q.v.).] Not exter-
minate ; not capable of being exterminated.

* in ex tinct', a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
extinct (q.v.).] Not extinct ; not quenched.

* In-ex tin -gui ble (u as w,), a. [Fr. , from
Lat. inextinguibilis, from in- = not, and ex-

tinguo — to extinguish.] Inextinguishable.
"The inexlinguible fires."—P. Holland : Plutarch,

p. 1076.

In-ex-tin -guish a ble (u as w), a. [Pref.
in- (2), and Eng. extinguishable (q.v.).] Not
extinguishable ; incapable of being extin-
guished ; unquenchable.

" In beams of inextinguishable light."
Cowper: Hope, 134.

in-ex tin guish ably (u as w), adv.
[Eng. inextinguishable); -ly.] In an inextin-
guishable or unquenchable manner or degree.

* in-ex-tirp'-a-ble, u. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. extirpable (q.v.).] That cannot be extir-
pated ; incapable of extirpation.

in ex-tre -mis, phr. [Lat.] In the last

state or stage, whether of life, safety, or re-

sources.

In ex" tric-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. inex-

tHcdbilis, from in- — not, and extrico = to ex-

tricate (q.v.); Sp. inextricable; Ital. inestric-

abile.]

1. Not extricable ; incapable of "being ex-
tricated, disentangled, or untied ; not to be
freed from intricacy, perplexity, or obscurity.

* 2. From which one cannot extricate him-
self ; inevitable.

" By nature free, not over-ruled by fate
Inextricable." Milton : P. L„ v. 528.

In-ex'-triC-Jj^ble-ness, s. [Eng. inextric-

able ; -ness.] The quality or state of being in-

extricable.
*" There is no perplexity in thee, my God, no inex-

tricableness in thee. '—Bonne ; Devotions, p. 122.

in-ex'-tric-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inextricab(le) ;
-ly.] In an inextricable manner ; so as not to
be extricable.

" He can see none more inextricably intangled in
them than himself."—Boyle: Works, it 362.

* in-eye' (eye as i)f v.t. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. eye (q.v.).] To inoculate ; to propagate
as of a tree by the insertion of a bud into a
foreign stock ; to bud.

"Let sage experience teach thee all the arts
Of grafting and ineying." Philips : Cider, bk. i.

* in-fab'-ri-cat-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. fabricated (q.v.).] Not fabricated; un-
wrought.

2>6il, bo'y; pout, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist. -*ng.
-Clan, -tian = Shan. -tion. -sion = shiin • -tion. -sion = zhiirt .Haub ..Haub ..eimia — eJn'io _w« ji„ <,.. *__i j_i-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun : -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous. tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, dpL
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* Ill-fan', s. [Pref. in-(l), andEng./aZZ.] An in-

cursion ; an inroad.
" Lincolnshire, infested with in/alls of Camdeners,

has its own malignancies toa."—Carlyle. Cromwell,
i. 115.

* in fal -li-bil -i§m, s. [Eng. infallible;

-ism,.] Support of or adherence to the dogma
of papal infallibility.

* in-fal -li-bilist, ». & s. [Eng. infallible;

-ist.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the dogma
of papal infallibility or its advocates.

" On July 18, 1870, the Council was prorogued after
voting the infallibilist decree. "—Saturday Review,
June 30, 1883, p. 827.

B. As subst, : One who supports the dogma
of papal infallibility.

"His rCanua] work on theological piinciples and
evidences was . . . the great authority u^ed by all in-
fallibilist*."—"Janus" : Pope & Council, p. 3"!>.

in-fal-li-bll'-l-ty, s. [Fr. infaillibilite, from
infaillible = infallible (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being infallible ; freedom or exemp-
tion from error.

"The grace of infallibility and uncorruptedness."

—

Milton; Of Unlicensed Printing.

TI Papal Infallibility

:

1. Roman Theology : A Papal claim thus as-

serted on July 18, 1870, in the Oecumenical
Council, held in the Vatican under the presi-
dency of Pope Pius IX. :

—

"We teach and define that it is a dogma
divinely revealed ; that the Roman Pontiff,
when he speaks ex cathedrd, that is, when in
discharge of the office of Pastor and Doctor of
all Christians, by virtue of his supreme apos-
tolic authority he defines a doctrine regarding
faith or morals to be held by the Universal
Church, by the divine assistance promised to
him in blessed Peter, is possessed of that in-
fallibility ivith which the divine Redeemer
willed that His church should be endowed for
denning doctrine regarding faith or morals

;

and thac therefore such definitions of the
Roman Pontiff are irreformable (i.e., in the
words used by Pope Nicholas I., Note 13, and
in the Synod of Quedlinburg, a.d. 10S5, * it

is allowed to none to revise its judgment, and
to sit in judgment upon what it has judged

'

(Labbe, vol. xii,, p. 679), of themselves and
not from the consent of the Church.
"But if any one—which may God avert

—

presume to contradict this our definition, let

him be anathema." (Vaugkan: The Vatican
Council, pt. ii., p. 119.)

2. Church Hist. : Till the decision of the
Vatican Council in favour of the Pope's infalli-

bility [1], this opinion, though for centuries it

had had numerous advocates, especially in
Italy, had never been authoritatively decided.
When it ceased to be an open question, some
German bishops, of whom Professor Ddllinger,
of Munich, was the most noted, seceded from
the Roman Church, and in September, 1S71,

took the name of Old Catholics (q.v.).

In-fal'-li-ble, a. [Fr.]

1. Not fallible ; free or exempt from liability

to error ; unerring.

"God's infallible prouidence and predestinacion."

—

Joye : Expos, of Daniel, ch. xii.

2. Affording certainty or assurance ; indu-
bitable ; incontrovertible.

"He showed himself alive by many repeated infalli-

ble proofs."—Jortin : Ecclcs. History.

in fal -li-ble-ness, s. [Eng. infallible);

-ness.] The quality or state of being infallible

;

infallibility.

"In the ivfallibleness of their judgment."—Hall :

Episcopacy by Divine Right.

in-fal-li-bly, adv. [Eng. infallible); -ly.]

1. In an infallible or unerring manner ; un-
erringly.

" We cannot l>e as God, infallibly knowing good and
evil."—Smalridge: Sermons.

2. Unfailingly ; assuredly ; surely ; of a cer-
tainty.

" Whose 3udden end infallibly is sure."
Drayton : Moses, bk. il.

* ln-fa-ma'-tion, *in-fa-ma-ci-on, s.

[Lat. infamatus, pa. par. of infamo.] Censure
;

rebuke.

"His charitable infamacion of the cleargies cruel-
tie."—Sir T. More: Workes, p. 915.

* in-fame', v.t. [Fr. infamer, from Lat. in-
famo = to bring into bad repute : in- = not,
and.fawia = fame, good report.] To defame;
to bring into bad repute ; to make infamous.

* in-fame, a. [Infamy.] Infamous.
*'A scandalous infame State libel."—A'orlh: Ex-

amen, p. 142,

in-famed
,
pa. par, & a. [Infame.]

* A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

* E. .4s adjective :

* 1. Ord. Lang. ; Defamed ; disgraced
;

brought into ill repute.

"This very last voyage ... is already become in.
famed for piracie."—Bacon : lieport of Spanish (h-ieo-
ances.

2. Her. ; A term applied to a lion or other
beast which has lost its tail.

* Infamize, v.t. [Eng. infam(y); -ize] To
make infamous ; to dishonour.

"To infamize the name of the king's brother."
Coleridge : Zapolya, i.

* in-fam -on-ize, v.t. [Infamy.] To make
infamous ; to defame.

" Dost thou infamonize me among potentates ?
"

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. 2.

* ln-fam-OUr, s. [Eng. infam(e); -our.] One
who renders infamous ; one who brings in-
famy or disgrace.

in -famous, a. [Pref. in- (2) ; Eng. famous
(q.v.) ; Lat. infamis ; Fr., Sp., & Ital. infame.]

1. Of the worst or lowest character ; having
a reputation of the worst kind ; notoriously
vile or base.

"The witnesses against him were men of infamous
character."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

2. Odious, detestable, scandalous.
" It was infamous in Jeffreys to demand money for

the lives of the unhappy prisoners.''

—

Macaulay ; llist.
Eng., ch. xv.

3. Branded with infamy by conviction for a
crime.

i. Having a bad name, as dangerous or
difficult ; of bad report or reputation.

"Caverns infamous for beasts of prey."
Dryden : Ovid; Metamorphoses i.

in'-fa-mous-ly, adv. [Eng. infamotis; -ly.]

1. In an infamous manner or degree ; so as
to renderinfamous ; shamefully ; scandalously.

"A place so infamously gracelesse,"—Bp. HaU: Con-
tempi. ; John Baptist Beheaded.

2. With open reproach.

In fa moiis - ness, s. [Eng. infamous;
-ness.] The quality or state of being infamous

;

infamy.

in'-fa-my, s. [Fr. infamie, from Lat. infamia
= ill-fame, from infamis = infamous, from in-
= not, and fama = fame, good report ; Sp. &
Ital. infamia.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Total loss of reputation or character ; bad
repute ; public disgrace or reproach.

" Strangely made tip of infamy and glory."—Macau-
lay : II iit. Eng., ch. iv.

2. The quality of being infamous ; scan-
dalousness ; extreme baseness or vileness : as,

the infamy of a crime.

II. Law ; That loss of character or position
which attaches to conviction of a crime, and
which formerly rendered the person convicted
incapable of being a witness or a juror.

in'-fan-cy, * in-fan-cye, s. [Fr. enfance,
from Lat. infantia, from infans = an infant
(q.v.); Sp. & Port, infancia ; Ital. infamia.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The state of being an infant.

(2) The time during which one is an infant

;

the earliest years of life.

" Leaving to wild neglect whate'er
Even from my infancy was dear?"

Scott . Jiokeby, v. 11.

* (3) Inexpressiveness ; 'silence. (Milton

:

Hist. Eng., bk. v.)

2. Fig. : The first or earliest age or years of
anything ; the beginning or time of earliest
existence : as, the infancy of an art.

II. Law: The period from a person's birth
until he attains the age of twenty-one ; non-
age ; minority. [Infant, A. II.]

*in-fan'-dous, a. [Lat. infandus = unspeak-
able : in- = not, and fundus = fit to be spoken

;

for = to speak.] Too odious or horrible to be
spoken or mentioned ; unspeakable.

"This infandous custom of swearing."—Howell

:

Letters, bk. i., s. v., let. 11,

* In-fan -gle-ment, s. [Pref. in-(\); Eng.
* fangle, and suff. -ment.] A scheme, a trick.

* in-fang-thef, s. [A.S. infangentheof :
in*

= in
; fangen = to take, to seize, and theof =

a thief.]

Old Law : The privilege of a lord of a manor
which empowers him to judge auy thieves

taken within his fee.

in'-fant, * en faunt, * faunt, * in faunt,
s. &"a. [Lat. infans (genit. infantis) = one

who cannot speak, an infant : in- = not, and
fans, pi\ par. of for = to speak; Fr. enfant;

Ital., Sp., & Port, infante.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A child during the earliest years of his

life ; a young child.

* 2. The child or son of a kiDg or prince ; a
childe.

" The infant harkned wisely to her tale."
Spenser : F. q., VI. viii. 25.

II. Law : A person under the age of twenty-
one years.

"Infants have various privileges, and various disa-
bilities; but their very disabilities are privileges, in
order to secure them from hurting themselves by their
own improvident acts. An infant cannot be sued but
under the protection, and joining the name, of his
guardian, for he is to defend bim against all attacks
as well by law as otherwise ; but he may sue either by
his guardian, or by his prochein amy,.or alone for
wages in the county courts. In criminal cases, an in-
fant of the age of fourteen years may be capitally
punished ; but under the age of seven he cannot The
period between seven and fourteen is subject to much
uncertainty ; for the infant shall, generally speaking,
be judged prima facie innocent: yet if he was doli
capax, and could discern between good and evil at the
time of the offence committed, he may be convicted,
and undergo judgment and execution of death, though
he has not attained to years of puberty or discretion."—Blackstone: Comment., bk. i., ch. 13.

B. As adjective

:

1. Young ; not mature ; infantile.
" Yet oft before his infant eye would run

Such forms as glitter in the Muse's ray
With orient hues." Gray : Progress of Poesy.

2. Pertaining to or designed for infants : as,
an infant school.

infant-school, *. [School.]

* in'-fant, v.t. [Infant, s.]

1. To procreate ; to bear or bring forth as a
child.

" And yet but newly he was infanted."
Q. Fletcher : Christ's Victory & Triumph.

2. To produce. .

"This worthy motto . . . 13 of the same batch and.
infanted out of the same fears."

—

Milton: Reform in
England, bk. ii.

in-fan -ta, s. [Sp. & Port., fern, of infante =
an infant (q.v.). J In Spain and Portugal any
princess of the royal blood except the eldest
daughter when heir-apparent.

In-fan -te, s. [Sp. & Port.] [Infant.] In
Spam and Portugal any son of the king except
the eldest son or heir-apparent.

* in'-fant -hood, $. [Eng. infant; -hood.]
The state of being an infant ; iuiancy.

In-fan-tl-cid'-al, a. [Eng. infanticid(e) ;
-al.]

1. Of or pertaining to infanticide ; of the
nature of infanticde.

2. Practising infanticide.
" Probably no nation can justly escape the charge of

being descended of infantiddal ancestors."

—

W. E.
Marshall : A Phrenologist among the 2'odas, ch. xxiii.

ln-f&n'-ti-clde, s. [Lat. infanticidium= child
murder : infans (genit. infantis) = an infant,
and cwdo (in comp. cido) = to kill.]

I. Ord. Lang. & Law : The crime of infanti-
cide in civilized countries practically exists
only in the case of illegitimate children ; but
with regard to these, for obvious reasons,
it prevails to a large extent. The English
law regards infanticide as murder, but juries
almost uniformly refuse to convict on the
capital charge, and return a verdict of con-
cealment of birth. Under the Scotch law the
crime is more adequately punished.

" The present law as to the crime of infanticide errs
mainly from good intentions."—Trans. A'at. Ass. Prom,
Soc. Science (1877), p. 284.

II. Anthropology, £c. : The practice of de-
stroying a portion of the offspring—in the
majority of cases, the female children—anion"
certain nations or tribes. It ax">peared in the
earliest times, and still lingers among some
undeveloped races. Marshall (4 Phrenologist
among tlie Todas, ch. xxiii.) defines it as "an
artifice for restricting the expansive capacities
of the race." J. F. M'Lennan (Primitive Mar-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
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in - faust', a. [Infaustino.] Unlucky,
sinister, inauspicious. (Lytton: The Caxtons,

riage, pp. 165, 166), speaking of the struggles of
primitive man, says that the origin of infanti-
cide "is everywhere referable to that early
time," and that it "led at once to polyandry
within the tribe, and the capturing of women
from without " (p. 137). Lubbock (afterwards
Lord Avebury) (Origin of Civil., pp. 129, 130)
thus accounts for female infanticide :

—" Girls
ate, and did not hunt. They weakened their
mothers wlien young, and when grown up were
a temptation to'surrounding tribes ; " but de-
clines to accept the practice "as the true
cause of exogamy." Darwin (Descent of Man,
pt. iii., ch. xx.) says: "The trouble experi-
enced by the women in rearing children, their
consequent loss of beauty, the higher estima-
tion set on them when few, and their happier
fate, are assigned by the women themselves,
and by various observers, as additional mo-
tives for infanticide." In Sparta it was used
as one means of securing what Spencer calls

the "survival of the fittest," and was de-
fended by Plato (Rep. v.) and Aristotle (Pol.

vii. 14, 10). Allusions to exposure of children
in Roman times occur in Plautus (Cist., i. 3,

18), Terence (Heaut. iv. 1, 37), Ovid (Amor. ii.

14), Juvenal (vi. 592), and Tacitus (Hist. v. 5

:

Germ. 19). St. Augustine (dn Civ. Dei, iv. 11)
says the Romans had a goddess Levana, so
called "quia levat infantes." Lubbock (Pre-
historic TiTiies) and Gerland (Ueber des Ausster-
ten der Naturvolker) are two of the best authori-
ties on thesubject, and contain excellent biblio-

graphies aud exact references. [Polyandry.]

III. Indian History

:

1. The murder by high-caste Rajpoots of
their female children, once most extensive,
arose from pride of caste. Public opinion
requiring the father to expend an extravagant
sum on his daughter's marriage and dowry if

she lived, he considered it more economic to
have her put to death in infancy. Major
"Walker induced them to give up the unnatural
practice, but on his return to Europe it re-

vived. To British remonstrance the answer
was, " Pay our daughters' marriage portions,
and they shall live." The government took a
different method—it imposed on a father
sanctioning the murder of his infant child an
enormous line, and the practice soon ceased.

2. Till lately some of the aboriginal tribes,
especially the Khoonds, sacrificed children
as votive offerings to the Earth-goddess. The
Anglo-Indian Government were for a long
time unable to put down the practice, but the
persistent kidnapping of native children from
British-Indian soil, having furnished a casus
belli, war was declared against the Khoonds,
who by the treaty of peace were required to
give up female infanticide. [Gehenna, Sacri-
fice, s.] Prior to 1822 female infanticide,
arising apparently through the pressure of
population on the means of subsistence, existed
among the Todas of the Neelgherry Hills.
(Marsimll : A Phrenologist Among tlie Todas.)

* in fan tile, a. [0. Fr., from Lat. infantilis,
from infans = an infant ; Sp. & Port, infantil

;

Ital. infantile.] Pertaining to infants or in-
fancy ; characteristic of infancy.

" The fly lies all the winter in these balls in its
infantile state."—Derham : Physico-Theol., bk. viii.,
ch. vi.

* in fan-tine, a. [O. Fr. infantin; Fr. enfan-
tin.]

* Of or pertaining to infants or infancy
;

infantile, childish.
" What wert thou then? A child most infantine."

Shelley : Revolt of Islam, i. 22.

' ln'-fant-like, ". [Eng. infant; -like.] Like
an infant, or that which belongs to an infant.

" Your abilities are too infantZike."
Shakesp. : Coriolanus, ii. 1.

* in-fant-ly, a. [Eng. infant; -ly.] Like
an infant ; infantile, childish, infantlike.

"He utters such single matter in so infantly a
voice."

—

Beaum. it Met. : Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

in -fan try, * in-fan-ter-ye, * in-fan-
ter-y, s. [Fr. infanterie, from Ital. infan-
teria = (1) a band of infants or young attend-
ants, (2) foot-soldiers, from infante = an infant
(q.v.); Sp. infanteria,]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. In the same sense as II.

"The principall strength of an annie consisteth in
the infanterie or foot."—Bacon: Henry VJI., p. 74.

* 2. Infants or children collectively ; a col-
lection or number of children.

" No careful ntirse would wet her watchful eye.
When any pang should gripe her infantry.

Browne : Britannia's Pastorals, bk. ii., s. i.

II. Mil. : Foot soldiers armed with rifle and
bayonet. Divided into Infantry of the Line,

Light Infantry, and Rifles ; but practically no
distinction, except that the latter have a lower
standard, now exists between them. Formerly
the flank companies of each line battalion
were, respectively, " Grenadier" and "Light"
companies, and the deployment of the lines

or the advance of the columns in battle was
either covered by these companies, or by
separate light infantry regiments, which were
extended as skirmishers. These were either
called in when the masses of troops advanced,
or, halting, let them pass through. They
only prepared the way for the main attack.
With the introduction of long-range fire, the
attack by lines or columns became too dan-
gerous ; the former from their slowness, the
latter from their denseness. The infantry
could no longer advance covered by a weak
screen of skirmishers. Battalions, therefore,
formed for attack with, two companies firing,

two supporting, and four in local reserve, the
whole working on a narrow front ; and, finally,

the company, in Germany, and the double
company in England, formed the fighting
tactical unit, and was distributed in a similar
manner. But the skirmishers no longer merely
cover the advance of troops in rear. They
form the fighting-line themselves, and rein-

forced as loss occurs, and strengthened finally

by the local reserve, they break down the de-
fence first with preponderating fire, and then
with the bayonet. Ancient nations largely

depended in battle on their infantry. Then
foot soldiers became less employed, the use of
cavalry being one feature of the age of chiv-
alry. The formation by Louis VI., of France
(1108-1137), of the communal militia, followed
by similar action on the part of Frederick I.

the Emperor of Germany (1152 to 1190), and
Henry II. of England (1154 to 1189) again
brought infantry into note.

* in farce', v.t. Another spelling of Enfarce
(q.v.).

T

* infarct', s. [Lat. infarctum, sup. of in-

farcio = to stuff.] [Enfarce,]

Surg. : That which stuffs ; a coagulation of
blood in a vein or artery, especially the latter,

impeding or stopping the circulation.

* in-farc' tion, s. [Lat. infarctus, pa. par.
of infarcio.]

Med. : The act of stuffing or filling ; the state
of being stuffed Or filled ; constipation.

* in'-fare, s. [A.S. infmre — an entrance.] An
entertainment given upon newly entering a
house ; a housewarming ; an entertainment
given by a newly-married couple, on entering
into their new home.

* in-fash' ion-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. fashionable(q.v.).] Not fashionable ; not
according to fashion ; unfashionable.

" His rich clothes be discomplexioned
With blood, beside the unfashionable slashes."

Beaum. & Flet. : Coronation, i. 1.

* in-fat'-lg-a-ble, a. [Lat. infatigdbilis, from
in,-= not, and fatigo — to weary, to fatigue;
Fr. &Sp. infatigable; Ital. infatigabile.] Inde-
fatigable, unwearied, untiring.

"The infatigable hand that never ceased."
Daniel: Civil Wars, bk. vi.

in-fat'-U-ate, v.t. [Infatuate, a.]

1. To make foolish ; to deprive of sense, un-
derstanding, or the power of sound judgment.

" So strangely infatuated, so wholly lost to common
reason."— WUkim: Of Nat. Relig., bk. ii., ch. viii.

2. To inspire with an extravagant or foolish
passion, so strong as to overcome reason and
judgment ; to besot. (Cowper: Task, vi. 103.)

* 3. To make of none effect ; to counteract

;

to spoil.

" But ever blessed be he, and ever glorified, that . .

,

hath hitherto maimed aud infatuated all their damn-
able inventions."—Milton : Reform, in England, bk. ii.

* in-f«if-u-ate, a. [Lat. infatuatus, pa. par.
of infatub = to make a fool of: in- (intens.),
and fatuus = foolish.] Infatuated.

" The Impostor, sure of his infatuate prize."
Moore ; Veiled Prophet of Rhorassan.

m-f&t'-U-at-ed, pa. par. & a. [Infatuate, v.]

A. -4s pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Affected with folly or infatua-
tion ; besotted ; extremely foolish.

in-ffat-u-a'-tion, s. [Fr., from Low Lat. in-
fatuatio, from infatuatus, pa. par. of infatuo.]
The act of infatuating ; the state of being in-
fatuated ; madness ; extreme folly.

"The infatuatio-n common in all ages to exiles."
JUacaulay: Hist Eng., ch. v.

shliM.fi, iiiiuib;

bk. vii., ch. i.)

* in - faust'- ing, s. [Lat. infaustus = un-
lucky : in- — not, aud faustus = lucky, fortu-

nate.] The act of making unlucky ; bad luck

;

misfortune.
" He did withal brin<* a kind of malediction and in-

fausting upon the marriage."

—

Bacon : Hen. VII., p. 190.

*in-feas-i-bir-i-ty, a. [Eng. infeasible;

-ity.] The quality or state of being infeasible

;

unfeasibleness ; impracticability. (Fuller : Ch.

Hist., III. v. 42.)

* in-feas'-i-ble, v in-feas'-a-ble, a. [Pref.

in- (2), and Eng. feasible (q.v.).] Not feasible

;

not practicable ; impracticable.

"This is so difficult; and as hath been intimated
so almost infeasible."—GtanuUl: Vanity of Dogmati-
zing, ch. xii.

* m-feas i-ble-ness, * in-feas-a-ble-
ness, s. [Eng. infeasible; -ness.] The quality
or state of being infeasible ; infeasibility.

"Being disabused in point of the infcasablencss,
pursued his task."— Mountague : Devoute Essayes,
pt. ii., tr. vi., § 3.

in-fect', * in-fect-en, v.t. [Infect, a. ; Fr.
infecter ; Sp. infectar ; Ital. infettare.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. To act upon by contagion or infection

;

to taint with disease ; to communicate to or
infuse into a body any virus or noxious exhala-
tion or substance by which a disease is or
may be produced ; to poison.
" Poor worm I thou art infected ;

This visitation shows it." Sfiakcsp. : Tempest, iii. 1.

2. To taint or contaminate with anything
noxious or contagious.

" And bad men's hopes infect the good with fear."
Coleridge : 1 Zapolya, i.

3. To corrupt ; to communicate bad qualities
to ; to taint or vitiate by the communication
of anything noxious or pernicious ; to con-
taminate.

"Infected with the manners and the modes."
Cowper: Task, iv. 093.

* 4. To affect in any way, but always con-
trary to wishes.

"A fear which oft infects the wise,"
Sliakesp. : Winter's Tale, i. 2.

* II. Law : To contaminate or taint with
illegality, and make liable to seizure, confisca-
tion, or penalty.

* infect', a. [Fr., from Lat. infectus, pa, par.
of inficio =to put or dip in, to infect : in- =
in, and facio= to make, to put.] Infected.
" Whom aasoone as Ioues deare wife saw infect,
With such a plage." Surrey : Virgile; *Eneis Jv.

t in-fect'-er, s. [Eng. infect; -er.\ One who
or that which infects.

* m-fect'-i-ble, a. [Eng. infect, v. ; -able.]

Capable of being infected. (Bp. Hall: Works,
ii. 500.)

in-fec'-tion, s. [Fr. infection, from Lat. in'

fectio, from infectus, pa. par. of inficio; Sp.
infeccion ; Ital. infezioae.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or process of infecting.

2. The act or process of tainting with any-
thing noxious or contagious : as, the infection

of a room.

3. The act of tainting or vitiating by tha
communication of anything noxious or perni-
cious ; vitiation.

4. That which infects ; that which causes
the communication of disease ; infectious

matter ; virus.
" Purge all infections from our air, whilst you
Do climate here." Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, i. 2.

5. That which taints, vitiates, or contami-
nates by communication from one to another.

"Amidst the gross infection of those times."
Daniel : Civil Wars, bk. v.

* 6. Communication of like qualities ; in*
fluence.

" Through all her train the soft infection ran."
Pope: Homer; Iliad vi M5.

* 7. Affection.
" Her husband has a marvellous infection to the little

page."—Shakesp. : Merry Wives, ii. 2.

II, Technically

:

* 1. Law : Contamination by illegality, as
in the case of contraband goods.

2. Med. : A term which has been vaguely
used for the contamination of the human body
by morbific particles, whether there has or

boil, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t
clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim; tion, slon = zhua, -tlous, -clous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel. del.
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has not been contact with a person similarly
affected, but more specifically applied to the
contamination of the atmosphere or water by
such agency, and through them of the human
body. Marshes with decaying animal or vege-
table matter send forth miasma when they
begin to dry ; emanations from putrid sub-
stances, &c, where human beings are unduly
crowded, poison the atmosphere, and through
it bring on inflammatory and other diseases.

When the morbific matter has been absorbed,
there follows a period of incubation (q.v.).

The best counteractive is an abundant supply
of fresh air. There are also various disinfec-
tants. [Zymotic]

1" For the difference between infection and
contagion, see Contagion.

in-fec'-tious, * in -fec-cious, «. [Eng. in-

fect; -ious.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Capable of infecting ; likely to infect or
communicate disease ; contagious ; pestilen-

tial.

"The aweate was so feruent and infectious."—Hall :

Henry VIII. (an. 9).

2. Corrupting ; contaminating ; tending to
corrupt or contaminate.

" It is infectious even to the best morals. "—Dryden :

Virgil; Georgics. (Dedic.)

3. Capable of being communicated from per-
son to person ; easily spread or diffused : as,

Grief or joy are infectious ; An example is in-
fectious.

I, Passing or communicated from person to
person.

"Infectious horroiir ran from face to face,
And pale despair."

Armstrong : Art of Preserving Health.

II. Law : Contaminating with illegality

;

rendering liable to seizure, confiscation, or
penalty, as in the case of contraband goods.

infectious-diseases, s. pi.

1. Pathol. : Diseases propagated by infec-
tion (q.v.).

2. Law : It is an indictable offence to expose
a person suffering from such a disease in a
public highway, or send him on a journey by
the ordinary public conveyances.

in-fec'-tious-ly, adv. [Eng. infectious; -ly.]

In an infectious manner ; by infection or
contagion.

" And the will dotes, that ia attributive
To what Infectiously itself affects."

Shakesp. : TroUus & C'ressida, ii. 2.

* In fee -tious ness, s. [Eng. infectious

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being in-

fectious.

"The plague ceases, or at least very notably abates
of its infectiousness.''^-Boyle : Works, v. C5.

* in-fect'-ive, a. [Eng. infect ; -ive.] In-

fectious ; contagious. {Beawm. & Flet.

:

Bloody- Brother, iii. 1.

* in-fec'-und, a. [Lat. infecundus, from in-
= not, and fecundus = fertile, fruitful ; Fr. in-

ficond; Sp. infecundo ; Ital. infecondo.~\ Not
fecund ; not fruitful or fertile ; unfruitful, in-

fertile, barren.
" How safe and agreeable a conservatory the earth is

to vegetables, is manifest from their rotting, drying,
or being rendered infecund in the waters, or the air."

—Derham: Physico-Theology, bk. x. (Note 12.)

* in-fe-cund'-l-t$r, s. [Lat. infecunditas, from
infecundus = infecund (q.v.) ; Fr. infecondite

;

Sp. infecundidad ; ,Ital. infecondita.] Want of
fertility or fruitfulness ; barrenness.

* in-fe-ciind'-OUS, a. [Lat. infecundus.] In-

fecund ; unfruitful ; barren.

"Pregnant evidence of its infecundoui deficiency."
—Qlanviil : Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. xii.

in-ffeft'-ment. s. [Pref. in- (2), and feoffment
(q-v.)-]

Scots Law: The act of giving symbolical
possession of heritable property, the legal

evidence of which is an instrument of sasine.

Infeftment is not now necessary, it being suffi-

cient to register a conveyance of property in

the registry of sasines.

^1 (1) Infeftment in security :

Scots Law : A temporary infeftment to
secure payment of a debt.

(2) Infeftment of relief:

Scots Law : A temporary infeftment to re-

lieve a cautioner.

* in-fe-llC'-i-tous, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. felicitous (q.v.).]

1. Not felicitous, not happy, not fortunate,
unfortunate.

2. Unlucky, unfavourable : as, an infelicitous
choice.

in-fe-Hc'-i-ty, s. [Fr. infeliciU, from Lat. in-

fellcUas, from in- = not, and felicitas,— happi-
ness, felicity (q.v.) ; Sp, infelicidad ; Ital. in-
felicita.]

1. The quality or state of being infelicitous

;

unhappiness, misery, misfortune.

2. Unfavourableness, inauspiciousness : as,

the infelicity of a choice, of a season, &c.

v in-fe-16'-ni-0US, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
felonious.] Not criminal ; not liable to legal
punishment. (G. Eliot: Daniel Deronda, ch.
iii.)

* in' -felt, a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. felt

(q.v.).] Felt within or inwardly ; heartfelt.

* in feod-a tion (eo as u), s. [Infeuda-
tion. ]

* in-feofif', *in-feoffe, v.t. [Enfeoff.]

* in-feof-ment, * in-feff ment, e. [En-
feoffment.]

m-fer7

,
* in-ferre, v.t. & i. [Fr. inferer, from

Lat. inferos to bring in : in- = in, and fero =
to bring, to bear ; Sp. inferir; Ital. inferire.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To bring in, to introduce.
" Over and besides all this he inferreth other execra-

ble taxes and stipends."

—

Sale; Pageant of Popes, fo.

129.

* 2. To bring on, to induce, to Cause.

* 3. To offer.
" Afeard

Of villany to be to her inferd."
Spenser: F. Q., VI. viii. 31.

* 4. To bring forward as an argument ; to
adduce as an argument or instance ; to allege.

" Inferring arguments of mighty force."
Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., ii. 2.

5. To derive by deduction or induction ; to
deduce as a fact, consequence, or result ; to
conclude ; to draw as an inference. (Followed
by from.)

" One would wonder how. from so differing premises,
they should all infer the same conclusion."

—

Decay of
Piety.

6. To lead or bring on as a consequence or
result ; to act as a ground, reason, or founda-
tion for ; to contain as a deduction or in-

ference.
" The seconde inferreth. well y° fyrat."—Sir T. More

:

Workes, p. 840.

* 7. To show, to prove, to demonstrate.
" This doth infer the zeal I had to see him."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., v. 5.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To lead or draw on to a conclusion or
inference. (Followed by to.)

"Those reasonings, which infer, from the many re-
Btraints under which we have already laid America, to
our right to lay it under still more."

—

Burke; On a
late State of the Nation.

2. To draw a conclusion or inference ; to
conclude.

In-feV-a-ble, * in-feV-i-ble, * in-fer-
ri-ble," a. [Eng. infer; -able.] That may be
inferred or deduced.

" This inferable precedence of ceremonial govern-
ment."—Herbert Spencer: Prin. of Psychol. (1869), ii. 6.

in'-fer-ence, s. [Fr.]

1. The act of inferring or deducing as a
fact, result, or consequence ; deduction ; con-
clusion.

2. That which is inferred or deduced from
premises ; a conclusion or deduction drawn
from previous arguments.

" My inference is . . . that in those matters they
neither can command nor use restraint."—Milton ;

Civil Power in Eccles. Cases.

1" For the difference between inference and
conclusion, see Conclusion.

in fer en -tial (ti as sh), a. [Eng. inference

;

-ial.] Of or pertaining to an inference ; in-

ferred ; deduced ; deducible by inference.

in-fer-en'-tial-ly (ti as sh), adv. [Eng. in-

ferential; -ly.) By way of inference or deduc-
tion.

* in-fer'-i-ee, s. [Lat. fern. nom. pi. of in-

ferius = offered or sacrificed ; sacrificial.]

Rom. Antiq. : Sacrifices offered to the souls
of departed heroes or friends.

* in-feV-i-ble, a. [Inferable.]

in-feV-i-or(
* in-fer-i-our, * in-fer-I-

oure, *in-fer-y-or, a. & s. [Fr. mfepeur,

from Lat. -inferiorem, accus. of inferior -
lower, comp. of inferus = low, below

; Sp.

inferior; Ital. inferiors]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lower in place or position ; beneath.

2. Lower in position, station, or rank of

life ; subordinate.

3. Lower in excellence, value, quality, or

degree.

"Certainly not inferior in probity."—Macaulay

:

Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

II. Technically

:

1. Astronomy

:

(1) Of a planet: Having its orbit between
that of the earth and the sun. Mercury and
Venus are inferior planets.

(2) Ofa conjunction : Occurring between the
earth and the sun, as an inferior conjunction
of Mercury and Venus.

(3) Ofa meridian, &c. : Below the horizon.

2. Bot. : Growing below another organ.
Used specially of the calyx and the ovary.
An inferior calyx is situated beneath the ovary.
An inferior ovary, on the contrary, is beneath
the calyx, the' latter having contracted adhe-
sion to it in place of being free. Used of the
corolla, in the same sense as of the calyx.

B. As subst. : A person who is lower than
or inferior to another in rank, position, social
standing, excellence, intellect, talent, acquire-
ments, &c. ; a subordinate.

" Slaves to their inferiors both in fortune and under-
standing."—Tatler, No. 30.

inferior-courts, s. pi. The court baron,
the hundred court, and the county court, also
all courts of special jurisdiction.

inferior -letters, Inferior - figures,
s. pi.

Print. : Letters or figures cast with their
faces low down on the shank : as, 4 Lj a a .

inferior-valve, ».

Zool. : The valve by which certain bivalve
shells are attached to the rock. In Ostrea
(the Oyster genus) this is the left valve, in
Spondylus (the Thorny Oyster) it is the right.

in-fer-i-or'-i-t^, * in-fer-i-or-i-tie, s.

[Fr. inferiority ; Sp. inferidad ; Ital. inferior-
ita.] The quality or state of being inferior to
another or others ; lower condition or state.

" No natural inferiority had kept the Celt far behind
the Saxon."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

* in-fer'-i-or-ly-

, adv. [Eng. inferior ; -ly.]

In an inferior manner or degree ; on the in-

ferior part.

in-feV-nal, * in-fer-nall, a. & s. [Fr.,

from Lat. infernalis = belonging to the lower
regions, from infernus = lower, infernal ; Ital.

infernale; Sp. & Port, infernal]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to hell or the lower re-
gions.

"The descent of Virgil's hero into the infernal re-
gions,"— Warburton: Divine Legation, bk. ii., § A.

2. Pertaining to, resembling, or fit for hell

;

inhabiting hell.

3. Suitable to or appropriate for hell or its

inhabitants ; worthy of hell; hellish, detest-

able, diabolical : as, an infernal action.

* B. As substantive:

1. An inhabitant of hell or of the infernal

regions.
" It th' infernalis scar'd."

Drayton : To Himself & the Harp.

2. Hell ; the infernal regions.

" The god who o'er the dread infernal reigns."
Cooke : Hesiod, 1,131.

infernal-machine, s. A machine or
apparatus of an explosive nature, contrived
for the purposes of assassination or damage.

* infernal stone, s. (See extract.)
" Infernal -stone or the lunar caustick." — Hill:

Materia Medica.

in-feV-nal-l$r, adv. [Eng. infernal; -ly.] In
an infernal manner; diabolically, fiendishly,
detestably.

in-fer'-o-toranch, $. [Inferobranchiata.]
Zool. : A mollusc of the order Inferobranchia

(q.v.); an inferobranchian.

"It is here made to comprise the inferobranchs also
"

—iSf. P. Woodward : Mollusca {ed. 1875), 312.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Sjrrian. se, oe = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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in-fer-6-branch -I-an, a. & s. [Mod. Lat.
inferobrancliMa) ; Bng. suff. -aw.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Infero-
branchiata.

B. As subst. (PI.) : The Inferobranchiata
(q.v.).

in - fer-6 - branch - 1 - a'- ta, in-fer-6-
brarich'-l -a, s. pi. [Lat. in/ems = under-
neath, and Mod. Lat. branchiata (q.v.) ; or
Gr. fipdyxt-a. (branchia), pi. of fipayxiov (bran-
chion) = a gill. ]

Zool. : Cuvier's third order of Gasteropoda.
They have,, he says, nearly the same form
and organization, as Doris and Tritonia, but
their gills, instead of being on their back,
resemble two long series of leaves situated on
the two sides of the body under the projecting
margin of the mantle. He places under the
Inferobranchiata the genera Phyllidia and Di-
phyllidia. S. P. Woodward included the In-
ferobranchiata in Tectibranchiata (q.v.).

In-ferred", pa. par. or a. [Infer.]

In-feV-rl-ble, a. [Inferable.]

* in-fer'-tlle, * in-fer'-tfle, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. fertile (q.v.).] Not fertile; unfruit-

ful, barren ; not productive.
11 Ignorance being of itself, like stiff clay, an infertile

soil.' —Government of the Tongue.

*in-feV-tile-ly, ln-feV-tlle-lsr, adv.

[Eng. infertile ; -ly.) In an infertile manner
;

unfruitfully, unproductively.

* In-fer-tn'-I-t& s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
fertility (q.v.).] The quality of being infertile

;

want or absence of fertility ; barrenness, un-
productiveness.

"The infertility or noxiousness of the soil."—Hale

:

Orig. of Mankind, p. 214.

in-fest', v.t. & i. [Fr. infester, from Lat. in-

festo = to attack ; infestus = hostile.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To trouble greatly ; to harass, to plague,
to annoy, to trouble, to worry.

"The cares that infest the day."
Longfellow : The Day is Done.

2. To harass or attack for purposes of depre-
dation ; to waste, to ravage, to overrun.

" Infest hie dwelling, but forbear to slay."
Byron ; Corsair, ii. 1.

3. To frequent for purposes of plunder.
"An aerial hunter who infested the forest of Fon-

tainebleau."—Scott : The Chase. (Note.)

* B. Intrans. : To become habitual.

* in-fest , a. [Lat. infestus = hostile.] Hostile,
fierce, deadly, bitter.

" With fierce fury and with force infest
Upon him ran. Spenser : F. Q., VI. iv. 5.

* in-fes-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. infestatio, from
infesto — to attack.] The act or state of in-

festing ; molestation, harassing.

"The causeless infestation of our coast."

—

Milton:
On the Articles of Peace.

ia-fest er, s. [Eng. infest; -er.] One who
or that which infests.

* In-ffes'-tlve (1), a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
festive (q.v.).] r

T-**
'

cheerless, joyless.

* In-fe'st'-ive (2), a. [Infest, a.] Annoying,
hurtful. (Chapman: Homer; Iliad viii.)

* In-ffes-tiv'-I-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
festivity (q.v.).] Want or absence of festivity

or mirth ; cheerlessness, mournfulness.

*in-ffest'-u-ous, * In-fest -I-ous, a. [Lat.

infestus = hostile.] Mischievous, hurtful,

harmful.
" With this infestious skill

.

"

Daniel: ToSir T. Egerton, St.

* in feud-a'-tion, in-feod a -tion (eo
as u), s. [Lat. in- = in, into, and feudum =
a feud, a fee.]

Law:
1. The act of putting one in possession of

an estate or fee.

2. The act of granting tithes to laymen.

* In-fIb-U-la'-tion, s. [Lat. infibulatus, pa.
par. of infibulo = to buckle together : in- =
in, into, andfibula = a clasp, a buckle.]

1. The act of clasping or fastening together
as with a clasp or buckle.

2, The act of attaching a ring, clasp, buckle,
&c, to the organs of generation, to prevent
copulation.

m'-ffi-del, s. & a. [0. Fr. infidele (Fr. infi-

dele), from Lat. infidelis = (1) unfaithful, faith-

less, (2) later, unbelieving with regard to the
Christian faith : in- = not, and fklelis = that
may be relied upon, trusty ; fides = trust,

faith, reliance, confidence, belief; Prov. infi-

zel, enfizel; Sp. & Port, infiel; Ital. infedele.]

A. As substantive:

1. From, the Christian standpoint: One who
does not believe in the Christian faith. It
includes heathens, &c. It is founded on 2
Cor. vi. 15 and 1 Tim. v. 8. The Greek word
is an-io-Toy (apistos) = (1) passive, not to be
trusted, (2) active, not trusting, not believing.
Specif., one who does not believe that Christi-
anity or any other religion has been divinely
revealed, though such evidence as exists on
the subject has been laid before him. The
"infidel" may be a Deist, believing in a
God [DeisIj, or an Atheist, denying or at
least seriously doubting his existence ; or
an Agnostic, considering that he has not
sufficient evidence to form an opinion on the
subject. But in this second sense a Jew, a
Mohammedan, a Brahmanist, a Booddhist, or
a Polynesian idolater, is not regarded as an
infidel, He may have had no opportunity of

judging respecting Christianity, and thus can-

not have deliberately rejected it.

" On her white breast a sparkling cross she bore,
Which Jews might kiss and infidels adore."

Pope : Rape of the Lock, ii. 8.

2. From the standpoint of the Mohammedan
or other non-Christian faiths : One who does
not believe in the religion of the person using
the term "infidel."

B. As adj. : Unbelieving ; advanced by infi-

dels : as, infidel objections to the Bible.

in-fl-del'-l-ty, $. [Eng. in- (2), and fidelity

;

Fr. infidelite ; Prov. iiifidelitat ; Sp. infiddi-
dad ; Port, infidelidade, infieldade ; Ital. infi-

delita, infedelitd; Lat. infidelitas.]

1. Of practice : Unfaithfulness, breach of
trust, treachery, deceit. Spec, unfaithfulness
to the marriage-vow.

2. Of belief:

* (1) Want of confidence in a person.

(2) The state or condition of an infidel ; dis-

belief in Christianity.

* in-field, v.t. [Pref. m-(l), and Eng. field

(q.v.).] To inclose as a piece of land.

In-field, a. [Infield, v.] A term applied to
arable land, which receives manure, aud ac-
cording to the old mode of farming is still

kept under crop ; the opposite to outfield

(q.v.). (Scotch.)

* in-fHe', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. file (q. v.).

J

To place in a file ; to arrange in a file or rank.

* in' - fill-ing, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. fill-

ing.] That which is used to fill up a hole or
hollow. (Archceol. xliii. 122.)

In-fil'-ter, v.*. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.^er
(q.v.).] To filter or sift in.

* In-fU -trate, v.i. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
filtrate (q.v.).] To enter by penetrating the
pores orinstersticesofasubstance ; to filter in.

ln-fil-tra'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
filtration (q.v.).J

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or process of infiltrating ; a filter-

ing in.

2. That which infiltrates, or enters into a
substance by penetrating the pores or iuter-
stices.

II. Technically:

1. Geol. dt Petrol. : The name given to one
method of fossilization-by the infiltration of
calcareous or other matter into the pores of
an organic body.

2. Med. : The filtering of fluids into the
tissues or organs; used spec, of the lardaceous,
waxy, cholesterine or albuminous infiltration
of the liver, spleen, and kidneys ; called also
then "amyloid degeneration." It generally
follows on tuberculosis, suppuration, diseases
of the bone, or syphilis.

in -fi ma species (ci as ant), s. [Lat.]

Logic: The lowest species, containing only
individuals.

in fin-ite, * in-fin-it, a. & s. [Lat. infini-

ties, from i?i- = not, and finitus = finished,

finite ; Sp., Ital., & Port, infinito; Fr. infini.\

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Not finite ; having no bounds or limits-,

without limit ; unbounded ; boundless ; not

limited or circumscribed; applied to time,

space, the Supreme Being or His attributes:

as, The goodness of God is infinite.

" Sinking down through infinite depths in the dark-
ness." Longfellow: Evangeline, ii. 5.

2. Indefinitely large or numerous ; exceed-

ingly great in number, quality, or degree.
" A fellow of Infinite Jest."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, v. 1.

II. Music : A term applied to certain forms

of the canon, because they could be played

for ever, inasmuch as the ending leads to the

beginning ; called also perpetual canon.

B. As substantive

:

* L Ordinary Language :

1. That which is indefinite ; an infinite space
or extent ; infinity.

" Although the life of it be stretched with infinite of

tyme."

—

Chaucer: Boecius, bk. V.

2. The Supreme Being ; the Almighty.

3. An infinite or incalculable number ; in-

finity. t

" With infinite of pearls and finest gold."
Fanshaw. (Annandale.)

4. The utmost range, bounds, or limits ; in-

finity ; boundlessness.
"It is past the inHnite of thought."

Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, ii. a.

II. Math. : [Infinity, II.].

Infinite decimal, s.

Arith. : A decimal which is indeterminate,
or whicli may be earned to infinity ; thus, if

the diameter of a circle is 1, the circumference
is 3-14159265 . . . &c, to infinity.

Infinite quantities, >. pi.

Math. : [Infinity].

infinite series, s.

Math. : A series, the terms of which go on
increasing or decreasing without coming to an
end.

T[ ArWunetic ofinfinites : A method invented
by Dr. Wallis for the summation of infinite

series.

U For the difference between infinite and
boundless, see Boundless.

In'-fin-ite-ly, adv. [Eng. infinite; -ly.]

1. To an infinite degree or extent ; without
limits or bounds.

"Whatever is less than infinite, is still infinitely
distant from iufluity."— Brooke; Universal Beauty,
bk. iv. (Note.)

2. To a very great degree or extent ; immen-
sely ; exceedingly.

" He knowa their value when he finds them, and is

infinitely pleased."— Dryden : Parallel of Poetry &
Painting.

in'-fin-ite-ness, s. [Eng. infinite; -ness.]

The quality or state of being infinite ; infinity
;

boundlessness ; immensity ; exceeding great-

ness or extent.

"The infiniteness of the divine coiideaceiitiuii." —
Sharp : Sermons, vol. i., ser. 11,

m-fin-i-tes'-i-malf a. & s. [Formed from
Lat. infinitus, on analogy of Eng. centesimal

;

Fr. infinitesimal; Ital. infinitesimale ; Sp. in-

finitesimal, from Fr. infinite'sime, Sp. infinitiS'

imo, Ital. infinitissimo = exceedingly small.]

A. As adj. : Infinitely, immeasurably, or
indefinitely small ; smaller or less than any
assignable quantity.

" Vibrations of the small, and, aa one may say, in-
finitesimal medullary particles."

—

Hartley; Observa-
tions of Man, pt, i, prop. 4.

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : An infinitely or indefinitely
small quantity.

'
' Infinites are composed of flnites, in no other sense,

than as unites are composed of infinitesimals,''—Dr.
Clarke : Fourth Reply to Leibnitz.

2. Math. : A quantity less or smaller than any-
assignable quantity ; a quantity so small as
not to be comparable with any finite quantity.
Infinitesimals are of different orders. No
quantity is great or small except in compari-
son with some other quantity. An infinitely
small quantity of the first order is one that is

infinitely small with respect to a finite quan-
tity, that is, so small that it may be contained
in it an infinite number of times. An infinitely
small quantity of the second order is one that

boil, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-ctan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -fcious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. « bel. del.
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is infinitely small with respect to an infinitely

small quantity of the first order. In general,
an infinitely small quantity of uth order is one
which is infinitely small with respect to an in-

finitely small quantity of the (n—l)th order.

"When several quantities, either finite or infin-

itesimal, are connected by the signs plus or
minus, all except those of the lowest order
may be neglected without affecting the value
of the expression.

in-fin-I-tes'-l-mal-ly, adv. [Eng. infini-

tesimal; -ly.] In an infinitesimal manner or
degree ; to an infinitesimal degree or extent

;

in an infinitely small quantity, degree, or ex-
tent.

* in-fin-l'-tion, s. [Lat.] Boundlessness;
infinity. (Davis : Wittes Pilgrimage.)

in-fin-it-lV'-al, . ra. [Eng. infinitive); -al,]

Of or belonging to the infinitive mood.

in-fin'-l-tive,n. & s. [Ft. infinitif, from Lat.
infinitivus = unlimited, indefinite, from infini-
tus = infinite (q.v.) ; Ital., Sp., & Port, infini-
tivo.]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Infinite.

" He's an infinitive thing upon my score."—SkaJcesp.

:

2 Henry I V., li. 1.

, 2. Gram. : A term applied to that mood of
a verb which expresses the action of the verb
"without limitation of person or number. It
was originally simply an abstract noun, and is

still used as a noun in the nominative and ob-
jective cases : as, To hunt is pleasant.

"That which is called the infinitive mode, should,
according to the true analogy of that Bpeech, be stiled

"ciple substantive " - "

pt. iv.,

B. As substantive :

* 1. Ord. Lang. : An endless quantity. (G.
Marlcham: Sir R. Grinuile. Ded.)

2. Gram. : The infinitive mood of a verb.
"They should not have repeated the error of insist-

ing that the infinitive was a mere noun."

—

Tooke : Di-
versions of Purley, vol. i., ch. ix.

in-fin'-l-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. infinitive; -ly.]

Gram. . After the manner of an infinitive

mood.

ln-fin-i'-td, «.. [Ital.] Perpetual, as an in-

finite canon.

In-fin'-i-tude, % [Fr., from Lat. infinities

= infinite.]

1. The quality or state of being infinite ; in-

finiteness, infinity.

" Thou, the third subsistence of "Divine Infinitude."
*—3filton : Of Reformation in England, bk. ii.

2. Infinity ; infinite extent ; immensity.
" Boundless the deep, because I Am, who fill

Infinitude." Milton: P. L., vii. 169.

3. An infinite or boundless number ; infinity.
'* We see all the good sense of the age cut out, and

minced into almost an infinitude of distinctions."

—

Addison : Spectator.

4. Infinity of time ; eternity.

"Such wide and undetermined prospects are as
pleasing to the fancy, as speculations of eternity or
infinitude are to the understanding."—Addison.- Spec-
tator, No. 412.

* in-fin'-l-tu-ple, a. [Formed from infinite,

on analogy of centuple, quadruple, &c] Mul-
tiplied an infinite number of times.

in-fin'-i-ty, * in-fin-I-tee, s. [Fr. infinite,

from Lat. infinitatem, accus. of infinitas, from
infinitus — infinite (q.v.) ; Sp. infinidad; Ital.

infinitd.]
*

w I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being infinite.

"One whose infinity passeth all nombre, that is

almightye."—Sir T. More : Workes, p. 036.

2. Unlimited extent of time, space, quality,

degree, &c. ; immensity, boundlessness, in-

finitude.

"There is infinity of goodness.'—Hooker : Eccles.
Polity.

3. Endless or infinite number or quantity
;

exceeding multitude.
"An infinity of bad symptoms."—Arbutlinot : On

Diet.

II. Math. : A term employed in mathe-
matics to express a quantity greater than any
assignable quantity of the same kind. Mathe-
matically considered, infinity is always a limit
of a variable quantity, resulting from a parti-

cular supposition made upon the varying
element which enters into it. In the fraction

-, let a retain the same value throughout,

whilst x is arbitrary. If x becomes exceedingly

small with respect to a, the value of the frac-
tion becomes exceedingly great, and, finally,
when x becomes smaller than any assignable
quantity, this value is called infinity, and ex-
pressed by the symbol co. In arithmetic, in-
finity is the limit or last term of the series of
natural numbers. This series is an arith-
metical progression, "with 1 for a common
difference. It is plain that if a term be taken
sufficiently remote, it may be regarded as
greater than any assignable number, or as in-

finite. In like manner, the limit of the de-
creasing series of natural numbers, 0, — 1,— 2, — 3, may be regarded as minus infinity

;

hence, the two limits of all numbers, both
positive and negative, are + co and — co.

in-firm', a. [Lat. infirmus, from in- = not,

and firmus=. firm, strong; Fr. infirme; Ital.

inferno; Sp. & Port, enfemio.]

1. Not firm, strong, or sound ; weak or
feeble in body or health.

"The present elector is old and infirm."—Sir W.
Temple : Jfomoirsfrom the Peace (1679).

2. Not firm of purpose or will ; weak-
» minded, irresolute, wavering, vacillating.

""Worth the examining fur the love of infirmer
Christians."

—

Milton: Reason of Church Government,
~ bk. i., ch. vi.

* 3. Not firm, solid, or stable ; uncertain,
instable.

4. Not strong or determined ; weak.
" Vehement passion does not always indicate an in-

firm judgment."—Burke : On a Regicide Peace, let. a.

* in-fIrm', v.t. [Fr. infirmer}
from Lat. in-

finno, from infirmus = weak, infirm (q.v.)

;

Sp. infirmar, enfermar.] To make infirm or
weak ; to weaken, to enfeeble.

" After the deluge, when the same had destroyed or
infirmed the nature of vegetables."

—

Browne : Vulgar
Errours, bk. iii., ch. xxv.

in-fir-mar'-i-an, s. [Low Lat. infirmarius
= a monk to whom was entrusted the care of
the sick.] The monk ornun having the charge
of the infirmary in a religious house ; a reli-

gious attending on the sick of his or her order.
" Antony de Madrid . . . had to nurse St. Stanislaus

in his last illness, as infirmarian of Sant' Andrea."

—

Life of St. Koika (ed. H. J. Coleridge, S. J.), p. 38.

in-firm'-a-rjr, * en-ferm-e-rye, * fer-
mer-ye, s. [O. Fr. enfermerie (Fr. infirmerie),

from Low Lat. infirmaria = an hospital, from
Lat. infirmus = infirm, weak; Sp. enfermeria ;

Port, enfermaria; Ital. inferracria.] An hos-
pital or establishment in which the infirm or
sick, or those suffering from accidents, are
tended, lodged, and nursed.

"An infirmary or hospital was established in the
neighbourhood of Jerusalem."

—

Jortin: Remarks on
Eccles. Hist.

If The sick in ancient Rome were taken to
thetempleof^sculapius. Julian, a.d. 361-363,
observing the care bestowed by Christians on
their sick, set up infirmaries for a similar pur-
pose. Various cathedrals and monasteries had
infirmaries attached to them. The first Lon-
don infirmary was founded by the Rev. Samuel
Wesley in a.d. 1715. [Hospital.]

* in - firm'- a - tive, a. [Fr. infirmatif.]
Weakening, annulling ; tending to make void.

* in-firm'-a-tor-y, * in-firm'-i-tor-y, s.

[Low Lat. vnfirmatorlum.] An infirmary.
'

' The infirmitory where the sick lay was paved with
various coloured marbles."

—

Evelyn: Memoirs, i., Jan.
1645.

in-firm'-i-ty, * in-firm-i-tee, * in-fyrm-
y-te, * yn-fyrm-y-tee, s. [Fr. infirmiU,
from Lat. infirm itatem, accus. of infirmitas,
from infirmus = weak, infirm (q.v.); Ital. in-
fermitd.]

1. The quality or state of being infirm, weak,
or feeble in body or health ; feebleness, weak-
ness, debility; a disease or malady of the body.
" Sith him he saw still stronger growe through strife,
And himselfe weaker through infirmity."

Spenser: E. Q. t III. vii. 33.

2. Weakness of mind or purpose.
"Conscious to myself of my infirmity."— Dp. Bull:

Sermons, vol. i., aer. 12.

3. A weakness, a failing, a fault, a foible.
" That last infirmity of noble minds."

Milton: Lycidas, 71.

Tf For the difference between infirmity and
debility, see Debility.

in-flrm'-l$r, adv. [Eng. infirm; -ly.] In an
infirm, weak, or feeble manner.

in-firm'-ness, s. [Eng. infirm ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being infirm ; infirmity,
weakness, feebleness. {Boyle : Works, i. 695.)

in'-fix, v.t. [Lat. infixus, pa. par. of infigo

:

in- = in, with, and^o = to fix ; Fr. infixer.]

1. To drive in, to set in, to fasten, to fix.

"With many an arrow deep infixed

My panting side was charged." Cowper . Ituk, in. 109.

2 To fix in, to implant, to set in ; to cause

to remain or adhere : as, To infix good prin-

ciples in the mind.

* in-fix', ». [Infix, v.] Anything infixed.

in flame, v.t. & i. [0. Fr. enflamber, from.

Lat. infiammo — to set in a flame : in- = in„

into, and fiarnma = a flame; Fr. inflammeri
Sp. infiamar ; Ital. infiammare.]

A. Transitive:

1. To set on fire ; to kindle ; to cause to
burn.

" We should have made retreate,
By light of the inflamed fleet."

Chapman : Homer ; Iliad viii.

2. To give the appearance of fire or flame
to ; to redden ; to cause inflammation in : as,

To inflame the eyes.

3. To excite ; to stir up ; to provoke or en-
kindle into violent action.

" It was much easier to inflame animosities than to
appease them."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvL
* 4. To stir up ; to animate ; to make zea-

lous ; to fill with zeal or ardour.

"But, oh, inflame and fire our hearts."
Dryden : Veni Creator Spiritus.

5. To raise to an unnatural heat ; to render
morbidly hot by exciting excessive action in-

the blood-vessels and tissues.

"Spirits of wine
inflame the body."-

* 6. To provoke, to irritate, to anger, to ex-
asperate.

" It will inflame you ; it will make you mad."
Shakesp. : Julius C&sar, iii. %.

* 7. To exaggerate, to magnify ; to aggravate
in description.

" A friend exaggerates a man's virtues, an enemy in-
flames his crimes. '

—

Addison. (Annandale.)
* B. Intransitive

:

1. To become inflamed.
" If the vesiculae are opprest, they inflame."—Wise-

man.

2. To become angry ; to fire up with passion.
" When thou wilt inflame

How coldly these impediments staud forth !

"

Shakesp. : Lover s Complaint, 268-

in-flamed', pa, par. & a. [Inflame.]

A. As pa, par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Set on fire, enkindled, ex-
cited, aroused, exasperated.

2. Her. : A term applied to anything repre-
sented as burning or in flames ; flamant.

* in-flam-er, s. [Eng. infiam(e); -er.} One
who or that which inflames.

"Interest is likewise a great inflamer, and sets a
man on persecution."

—

Addison : Spectator, No. 185.

in-flam-ma-bil'-i-t^r, s. [Fr. infiamma-
bilite, from inflammable; Sp. inflamdbilidad ;
Ital. infiammabilitd.] The quality or state of
being inflammable ; susceptibility of taking
fire.

"Whether er ho inflammability/ doth strictly in alp
mixt bodies require a distinct sulphureous ingredi-
eut."—fioyle : IVorks, i. 365".

in flam-ma ble, T in flam able, a.
[Fr., from Lat. inflammo = to set on fire, to-

inflame (q.v.) ; Sp. infiamable; Ital. infiamma-
bile.] Capable or easily susceptible of being
set on fire ; easily enkindled.

"Saltpetre, which not only is inflammable, but
bums very fiercely and violently."

—

Boyle: Works,
i. 3G7,

* inflammable-air, s. A name formerly
given to hydrogen, on account of its inflam-
mability.

*H Heavy inflammable air: Light carburettesl
hydrogen.

in-flam'-ma-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inflamma-
ble; -ness.] *The quality or state of being inv-

flainmable ; inflammability.
" I do not think the easy injlammableness of bodies

to be always ;> sure proof of the actual sensible warmth
of the minute parts it consists of."

—

Boyle; Works
iii. 336.

* in-flam'-ma-br& adv. [Eng. inflammab{le)

;

-ly.] In an inflammable manner.
{

in-flam-ma tion, s. [Fr.,from Lat. inflam-
mationem, accus. of inflammatio, from inflam-
matus, pa. par. of inflammo = to set on fire,
to inflame (q.v.); Sp. inflamacton; Ital. infi-
ammazione.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey-a. qu — kw.
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L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of kindling or setting on fire or
in flames.

2. The state of being set on fire or in flames.
"The inflammation of fat and viscous vapours

doth presently vanish."— WUkins: Dasdalut.

* 3. Heat, ardour, or fervour of mind ; ani-
mosity, violent excitement, turbulence.

II. Pathol. : A morbid state of the whole or
any part of the system, characterized by heat,
redness, and pain, owing to a stoppage of
function in the microscopic elements of the
involved tissues, or to changes in the blood-
vessels and blood, and exudation of liquor
sanguinis, with permeation of white blood
corpuscles, without rupture of the vessels,
into the contiguous parts, or to altered nutri-
tion of the tissue, so that inflammation is an
extremely complex process with excessive
exudation, [terminating favourably in resolu-
tion, when the 'abnormal process ceases and
recovery ensues, or going on to various de-
grees of ulceration and suppuration, indura-
tion, and mortification. The varieties are

—

parenchymatous, exudatory or secretory, plas-

tic, rheumatic, gouty, gonorrhoea!, and others
not so strictly defined.

* in-flam ma tive, a. [Lat. inflammat(us),
pa. par. of inflammo = to inflame (q.v.) ; Eng.
adj. suff. -ive.] Inflammatory.

In-fl&m'-ma-tdr-^, a. [Fr. infiammatoire ;

Sp. inflamaiorio ; ltal. infiammatorio.]

1. Tending to inflame or to cause inflamma-
tion or heat.

2. Accompanied with great heat or inflam-
mation.

"The spicy warm carminative things, which are
given in a colick froma phlegmatick or cold cause, are
poisonous in an inflammatory o\ie."—Arbuthnot: On
Diet, ch. iii.

^T There are various inflammatory diseases :

as inflammatory dropsy, inflammatory fever,

inflammatory softening of the brain, inflamma-
tory sore-throat.

3. Tending to inflame or cause excitement,
anger, tumult, or heat of mind.

"Far from anything inflammatory, I never heard
a more languid debate iu this house."

—

Burke: On
American Taxation.

In flat-able, a. [Eng. inflat(e); -able.] Cap-
able of b'eing inflated, or of being unnaturally
or unduly expanded.

Jn-flate', v.t. [Fr. enfler; Sp. infiar; ltal.

enjiare.] [Inflate, a.]

L Ordina)~y Language :

1. To fill out, swell, or distend with air or
wind.

"Also they [fylberdea and hasvll nuttesl do inflate
the utomak, and cauise head ache, 1'—Sir T. hluot • C'astel
qf Belth, bk. ii.

2. To puff out, to swell, to distend.
" Passion's tumults in the bos'om rise,

Inflate the features, and enrage the eyes."
Scott ; Essay ; On Painting.

3. To puff up ; to elate : as, To inflate a per-
son with pride.

II. Technically;

1. Convrn. : To expand or enlarge unnatu-
rally or unduly : as, To inflate the currency.

2. Stock Exch. : To raise or force above the
real or true value : as, To inflate prices.

* in flate , a. [Lat. inflatus, pa. par. of inflo :

in- = in, into, and^o = to blow.]

1. Blown in.

" Wlnde inflate in other mennes eares."
Ovaucer : Complaint qf Creseide.

2. Inflated.

In-flat -ed, pa. par. & a. [Inflate, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

, I. Ordinary Language

:

' 1. Puffed up or distended with air or wind.

2. Tumid ; puffed up ; bombastic ; turgid.
" The prolix: and inflated style of a had pamphlet."—Afaeaulay : Hint. Eng., ch. v.

II. Technically

:

1. Bot. : The same as Bladdery (q.v.).

2. Comm. : Enlarged or extended unnatu-
rally or unduly.

3. Stock Exch. : Raised or forced above the
true value : as, inflated prices

Ul-flat'-ing, pr. par., a. & s. [Inflate, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. -4s subst. : The same as Inflation (q.v.). |

in flat -ing-l&" adv. [Eng. inflating; -ly.]

In a manner tending to inflate.

in fla'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. inflationem,

accus. of inflatio, from inflatus, pa. par. of

inflo; Sp. inflacion.]

1. The act or process of inflating or dis-

tending with air or wind.

2. The state of being inflated or distended
;

distention.
" In case of ventosities and inflations."—P. Holland :

Plinic, bk. xxi., ch. xxi.

3. The act of puffing up or elating, as with
pride, conceit, &c.

4. The state of being puffed up or elated.

5. An unnatural or undue enlargement or

expansion, as the inflation of trade.

6. The act of raising or forcing above the

true or real value : as, the inflation of the

Stock Exchange.

7. Inflated, turgid, or bombastic speech,
language, or style ; bombast, fustian.

" Exact yet free, without inflation bold,
To dignify that theme."

Mason: English Garden, bk. ii

t in-fla -tion-ist, s. [Eng. inflation ; -ist.] One
who inflates; one who causes an unnatural
or undue expansion ; one who raises stocks
or scrip above their real value ; specif., in the
United States, one who favours an increased
issue of paper money.

* in-<fla'-tus, s. [Lat.] A blowing in : hence
inspiration.

in-fleet', v.t. [Lat. inflecto = to bow, to curve,
to bend : in- = in, and flecto = to bend ; ltal.

inflettere; Fr. inflechir.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To bend, to curve, to bow.
"Not to lie directly or at length, but somewhat

inflected."—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk, iii., ch. i.

* 2. To bend or turn from a straight or
direct course ; to deflect.

" Why do they never once their course inflect."
Bhvckmore.

* 3. To modulate, as the voice.

II. Gram. : To vary, as a noun or verb, in
its terminations ; to decline, as a noun, or
adjective, or pronoun ; to conjugate, as a
verb.

in-fleet'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Inflect, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Ord. Lang. : Bent, curved, bowed ; turned
from a direct line or course ; deflected ; varied
in its termi-

INFLECTED ARCH.

in-fiec'-tion, * in -flexion (flexion as

flek -shim), s. [Lat. inflexio, from inflexus,
pa. par. of inflecto; Fr. & Sp. inflexion.]

I. Ordinary Language

;

1. The act of bending, curving, or turning
from a direct line or course ; deflection.

" There is required a small inflexion of the body "—
Burke : Sublime & Beautiful, pt. iii., § 22.

2. The state of being bent or deflected.

3. Modulation of the voice ; change of tone
or pitch in speaking or singing.

II, Technically:

1. Gram. : The variation of the termina-
tions of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns iu
declension, and of verbs in conjugation.

"The numerous inflexions of those languaages "—
Seattle : Moral Science, pt. iv., ch. i., § 2.

2. Optics: The same as Diffraction (q.v.).

If Point of inflection:

Geom. : The point at which a curve ceases to
be concave and becomes convex, or the
reverse, with respect to a straight line not
passing through the point.

in flee -tion-al, in flexion-al (flexion
as flek -shun), ". [Eng. inflection, inflexion ;

-aL] Pertaining to or having inflections.

" To apply indiscriminately to the lower stages of hu-
man speech, the agglutinative and radical, the same
tests which have proved successful in the inflectional."
—Max Muller : Science of Language (1871). ii. 24.

* ln-flec'-tive, n. [Eng. inflect ; -ive.]

1. Having the power to bend or deflect ; de-
flecting.

" Although this inflective quality of the air be a great
incumbrance."

—

Hook : Lecture of Navigation, p. 446.

2. Inflectional.

"Languages isolating, agglutinative and inflectiue."— Whitney: Life & Growth of Language, ch. xiii.

in flesh', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. flesh
(q.v.).] To clothe or invest with flesh ; to in-
carnate.

" The Deity inflesht, and man's flesh deified."
P. Fletcher: Purple Jsland, vi.

* in-flex', v.t. [Lat. inflexus, pa. par. of wi-

fiecto — to bend, to inflict (q.v.).] To curve,
to bend, to inflect.

" Suffice it to provide a brazen tube
Inflext." Philips: Cider, if.

in-flexed ,
* in flext ,

pa. par. & a. [Tn-
FLEX.]

* A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

* B. As adjective :

1. Ord. Lang. : Bent, curved ; turned out of
the direct line.

" There most direct where seeming most inflex'd."
Brooke : Gniversal Beauty, iL

2. Bot. : Bent inwards. An indexed calyx,,

corolla, or stamen, is bent inwards towards-
the centre of the flower. Inflexed leaves are
bent inwards at the tip so as to point towards
the stem. Called also inflected (q.v.).

in-flex-i-bil'-i-ty, *. [Fr. ivflexibiUU.]

1. The quality or state of being inflexible ;

incapability of being bent or curved ; unyield-
ing stiffness.

2. The quality of being inflexible or firm of
will ; inexorable pertinacity ; obstinacy ; firm-
ness of will or purpose.

" That grave inflexibility of soul."
Churchill : Gotham, iii.

in-flex'-l-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. inflexibilis :.

in- = not, and flexibilis = flexible (q.v.); Sp.
inflexible; ltal. ivfiessibile.]

* 1. Incapable of being bent or curved.
" Of this tiling is the king's scepter a very apt signe*

and token in that it is fermeand inflexible. —Joye:
Expos, of Daniel, vi.

2. That will not yield to prayers or entrea-
ties ; firm of will or purpose ; incapable of
being turned from one's purpose ; inexorable.

" "Tell His Lordship,' said the inflexible priest, 'to
mind his own business.'"—Macauluy; Mist. Eng., eh.
xir.

3. Characterized by inflexibility; firm, ob-
stinate.

" No class of men mentioned in history has ever ad-
hered to a principle with more inflexible pertinacity.™
—Macaulay : Biat. Eng., ch. xiii.

m-flex'-i-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inflexible^-

-ness.] The quality or state of being inflexible.;,

inflexibility.

in-flex'-i-bl^, adv. [Eng. inflexible); -ly.]\

In an inflexible manner; firmly; without:
bending or yielding ; inexorably.

"All those who adhered inflexibly to the JacobHe-
interest."—Burnet : Hist. Own Time (an. 1706).

inflexion (flexion as flek shun), s. [In-
flection.]

in flexion-al (flexion as flek - shun), «.
[Inflectional.]

* in - flex' - Ive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
flexive.] Inflexible.

"The burthen undergone
Of foes inflexive." Chapman: Ode to Mar&

* in-flex'-ure, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
flexure (q.v.).] A bend, a curve, a bow.

" The opening and shutting of bindweeds, performed
by five inflexures."—Browne ; Garden of Cyrus, ch. iii.

£n-flict', v.t. [Lat. injlictus, pa. par. of infligo,
from in- = in, upon, and jtigo = to strike ;

Fr. infliger; Sp. & Port, infligir ; ltal. injiig-
gere.]

1. To put in act or force upon ; to impose

boH,bo^; po*ut,J6%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f.
-cian, -Man = shan. -tion, -sion = shiin ; -tion, -sion = zhiin, -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble. -die, &c = bei, d$U
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upon as a penalty or punishment ; to cause to
feel or experience ; to throw, to cast.

" I know no pain they can inflict upon hiin,

Will make him say I inov'd him to those arma."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry F'/., ixi. 1.

* 2. To alflict, to harass.
" Inflict our province." Shakesp. : Pericles, v. L

in-flic'-ter, s. [Eng. inflict; -er.] One who
inflicts.

"God is the sole and immediate inflicter of auch
strokes."—South . Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 10.

in-flic'-tion, s. [Lat. inflictio, from ihflictus,

pa. par. of infligo = to intliot (q.v.) ; Fr. in-

fliction; Sp. infliction; Ital. inflizione.]

1. The act of inflicting or imposing : as, the
infliction of punishment or a penalty.

2. That which is inflicted ; a punishment or
penalty inflicted orimposed. Colloq,, a trouble
or annoyance.

" God doth receive glory as well from his inflictions
and punishments as from his rewarda. "—Sharp: Ser-
mons, vol. iii,, ser. 12.

* 3fn-flic'-tlve, a. [Fr. inflictif, from Lat. in-

flictus, pa. par. of infligo = to inflict (q.v.).]

Tending or having the power to inflict ; in-

flicting.

" Even from the steel's inflictive Bting,"
Whitehead : Ode on Her Majesty's Birthday.

Sn-flS-res'-cence, s. [Lat. inflorescens, pr.

par. of infloresco = to begin to blossom.]

Bot. : The arrangement of flowers upon a
branch or stem. It may be axillary or termi-
nal. In the former case the branch, can grow
indefinitely, producing new flowers on the
axils, hence this is called an indefinite inflo-

rescence ; in the latter the terminal flower
stops the further development of the branch,
hence this kind of inflorescence is called defi-

nite. Inflorescence may be centripetal (q.v.)

or centrifugal (q.v.). Different kinds of inflo-

rescence are (1) the spike, (2) the raceme, (3)
the corymb, (?) the umbel, (5) the panicle, (6)
the thyrsus, (7) the compound corymb, (8) com-
pound umbel, (9) the cyme. No. (1) is sub-
divided into— (a) the spike proper, (5) the
anient or catkin, (c) the spadix, (d) the spike-
let, (e) the cone, (/) the capitulum, and (g) the
coenanthium. Inflorescence is called also
Anthotaxis. (See all these terms.)

* in-flow', v.t [Pret in- (1), and Eng. flow
(q.v.).] To flow in.

"Dry up the inflowed humour."— Wiseman: Chirur-
gical Treatises, bk. i., ch. iii.

* m'-flOW, s. [Inflow, v.] The act of flowing
in or into ; that which flows in ; an influx.

in.-flu.en9e, s. [Fr., from Low Lat. influentia

= a flowing in, an inundation ; influens, pr. par.

of influo = to flow in : in- = in, a.ndfluo = to
flow; Sp. & Port, influentia; Ital. influenzia.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Originally used in an astrological sense

;

a power supposed to proceed from the heavenly
bodies and operate upon the affairs of men.

" Dawn, and the Pleiades, before him danced,
Shedding sweet influence."

Milton: P. I., vii. 375.

* 2. A flowing in, into, or upon ; influx.

3. Agency or power serving or tending to

affect, modify, or sway in some manner ; ability

or power to produce some effect
;
power of

directing or modifying ; ascendant power.
" Twice as magnetic to sweet influences."

Tennyson: Princess, ii. 153.

4. Authority or power derived from superi-

ority of position, rank, talents, &c. ; acknow-
ledged ascendency

;
power to influence or move

others according to one's own will or wishes.

"The vigorous exertion of his authority and in-
fluence."—Macaulay : nist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

5. Power ; effects of indulgence in.

"There was scarcely an hour of the day or of the
night when he was not under the influence of claret."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

II. Elect. & Magn. : The same as Induction
(q.v.).

1" For the difference between influence and
credit, see Credit.

* influence-rich, a. Rich in influence

;

having great influence or power. (Tennyson

:

In Memoriam, lxxix. 14.)

In'-flu-ence, v.t. [Influence, s.] To exer-

cise influence upon ; to act upon with direc-
tive or impulsive power ; to modify to any
end or purpose ; to bias ; to sway.

" The patronage of the Crown was employed on an
extensive scale for the purpose of influencing votes."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., eh. xix.

in'-flu-en-cert s. [Eng. influence); -er,]

One who or that which influences.

* In'-flu-en-cive, a. [Eng. influence); -ive,]

Tending to influence ; influential.

* In'-flu-ent, a. & s. [Lat. influens, pr. par.
of influo'= to flow in : in- = in, audfluo = to
flow.]

A. -4s adjective

:

1. Flowing in.

" Where Thames with influent tide
My native city laves."

Cowper ; Chas. Deodati. (Trans.)

2. Exerting or having influence ; influential.

" It Is more operative and influent upon others, then
any other vertue."—Mountague: Devoute Essayes, pt.

il.. tr. ii., §2.

B. As subst. : Influence.
" O fortune, executrice of wierdes

influents of these heuens hie."
Chaucer : Troilus A Cressida, iii.

in-flu-en -tial (ti as sh), a. [Lat. influens
(genit. influehtU) ; Eng. adj. suff. -ial.] Pos-
sessing or exerting influence by invisible opera-
tion, either as physical causes on bodies, or as
moral causes on the mind

;
possessing power

or influence, as from superiority of position,

rank, intellect, wealth, &c.
" Thy influential vigour reinapires
This feeble frame.

Thompson : Sickness, bk. iii.

in-flu-en -tial-ly (ti as sh), adv. [Eng. in-

fluential ; -ly'.] In an influential manner ; so
as to influence.

" Embrace not the blind side of opinions, but that
which looks most luciferously and influentially unto
goodness."—Browne : Christian Morals, pt. iii.| § a.

ln-flu-en'-za, «. [Ital. = influence.] (See
def.)

Path. : A specific catarrhal inflammation of
the mucous membranes of the air-passages,
contagious, and often epidemic, attended witli

early involvement of chill, lassitude, and pros-
tration to a marked degree, intense frontal
headache, giddiness, and acrid discharge from
the nose, with sleepless nights, aud sometimes
delirium. Persistent cough, worst at nights,
expectoration, remittent feverishness, with
nocturnal exacerbations, lasting from four to
eight days, sometimes complicated with bron-
chitis or even pneumonia. Everything tending
to depress the spirits must be avoided. This
specific disease-poison in some ejiidemics is

said to be as fatal as cholera, and has been
occasionally mistaken for typhoid fever.

In' -flux, s. [Lat. infiuxus = a flowing in, from
influo = to flow in ; Sp. influxo ; Ital. influsso. ]

1, The act of flowing in or into anything.
" Either of these, if timely applied, will resist the

influx,"— Wiseman: Chirurg. Treatises, bk. i., ch. iii.

* 2. Infusion, intromission.
" The influx of the knowledge of God, in relation to

this everlasting life."

—

Sale : Orig. of Mankind.

3. A coming in ; an introduction or impor-
tation in abundance ; that which flows in.

4. The place or point at which one stream
flows or runs into another, or into the sea.

* 5. Influence, power, authority, weight.
" These two do not so much concern sea-fish, yet they

have a great influx upon rivers, ponds, and lakeB."

—

Hale: Orig. of Mankind.

* in-fluxion (fluxion as fluk'-shun), s.

[Lat. influxio, from influxus, pa. par. of influo ;

Fr. influxion.] A flowing in or into ; infusion,
intromission.

"The state which ia most susceptible of divine in-
fluxion."—Bacon : Advancement of Learning, bk. ii.

* in-fluxious (fluxious as fluk'-shyus),
a. [Eng. influx ; -ious.] Influential.

"The moon hath an influxious power to make im-
pressionaupontheirhumoure."—Rowel: English Tears.

* In-fliix'-ive, a. [Eng. influx; 4ve.] Having
a tendency to flow in ; influential.

"He is the influxive head who governs the whole
body."—Holdsworth : Inauguration Sermon (1624), p. 9,

* in flux y, ». [Eng. influx; -y.] An influx,
an influence.

"Not by forma or celestial influxies."~Bacon : Nat.
Eist., § 997.

infold , v.t. [_Pref. in- (1), and Eng. fold (q.v.).
|

1. To wrap up, to inwrap, to inclose.
" Refulgent arms his mighty limb3 infold,"

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xiii. 38.

2. To clasp in the arms ; to embrace.
" Noble Banquo, let me infold thee,
And hold thee to my heart." Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. 4.

* 3. To shut up, to confine.

" Then TroianB in their walls

Had beene ^^Mk^e.keJ.mb.^ .^
* 4. To involve, to surround.
" These powers infold the Greek and Trojan train.

"

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xiii. 451.

* in-fold'-ment, s. [Eng. infold; -ment.] The
act of infolding ; the state of being infolded.

* in-fd'-li-ate, v.t. [Lat. in- ~ in, on, and
folium = a leal'.] To cover or overspread with
leaves.

"Long may his fruitful vine infoliate and clasp

about him with embracements."- Ho-tael.

* in-fbrce', v.t. [Enforce.]

* in-forc'-er, a. [Enforcer.]

* in-for'-est, v.t. [Enforest.]

in-form', * in-forme, v.t. & i. [Fr. informer,
from Lat. informo, from in- = in, into, and
forma = a form, a shape ; Sp. & Port, in-

formal ; Ital. informare.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To give form or shape to.

" She gilded us, but you are gold ; and she
Informed us."

Donne : To the Countess of Huntingdon.
* 2. To animate ; to actuate with vital

powers ; to give life or vitality to ; to imbue
with vitality.

"Who fills, surrounds, informs, and agitates the
whole." Thomson: Castle of Indolence, ii. 47.

3. To communicate knowledge ; to instruct,

to tell; to give information or intelligence of;
to acquaint. (Formerly followed by with, now
by of when, govening a secondary object.)

" For he would learne their buaines secretly,
And then informe his master hastily."

Spenser : Motlier Hubberds Tale, 880.

* 4. To communicate, to tell, to make known.
" He did inform, the truth." Shakesp.: Coriolanus, i.6.

* 5. To communicate a knowledge of facts
to, by way of accusation.

* 6. To point out the way to ; to guide, to
lead. (Milton : Samson Agonistes, 335.)

B. Reflex. : To teach, to instruct ; to make
acquainted.

C. Intransitive :

* 1. To take form or shape ; to become visible.
" It is the bloody business which informs
Thus to mine eyes." Shakesp, : Macbeth, ii. i.

2. To give information or intelligence.

TI To inform against : To communicate facts

by way of accusation ; to lay an information
ogainst.

Ii To inform may be either a personal ad-
dress or otherwise ; to acquaint and apprize
are immediate and personal communications.
One informs the government, or any public
body, or one informs one's friends ; one ac-

quaints or apprizes only one's friends or parti-
cular individuals. To inform is the act of
persons in all conditions ; to instruct and
teach are the acts of superiors, either on one
ground or another : one informs by virtue of
an accidental superiority or priority of know-
ledge ; one instructs by virtue of superior
knowledge or superior station ; one teaches by
virtue of superior knowledge rather than of
station. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* inform ,
* in-forme, a. [Lat. informis,

from in- = not, and forma = form, shape ; Fr.,

Sp., & Ital. informe.] Without regular form
or shape ; shapeless.

" And the whole prospect so informe and rude."
Cotton : Wonders of the Peake (1681).

in-form -al, * in-form'-all, a. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. formal (q.v.).']

1. Not formal ; not in the regular or usual
form ; not according to custom or precedent

;

not in accordance with official, conventional,
or customary forms.

"A charge in writing, which, though informal and
irregular, may be reduced to four articles."

—

Burke z

Charge against Warren Hastings.

2. Not formal ; free from ceremony or form

;

easy : as, an informal visit.

* 3. Deranged ; out of one's senses.

"These poor informal women are no more but in-
struments of some more mightier member."

—

Shakesp. •

Measure for Measure, v. 1.

In-for-mal'-I-t*, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng,
formality (q.v.).J

1. The quality or state of beiDg informal;
want of attention to regular form or custom.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wflrp, wolf, work, wh6, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = c ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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, 2. Anything informal or not according to
regular form or custom.

" Whatever informalities or nullities were pretended
to be in the bulla or brevea."—Burnet : Hist. Reforma-
tion (an. 1531).

in form al-ly, a. [Eng. informal; -ly.] In
an informal manner ; not formally.

in form ant, s. [Fr., from Lat. informant,
pr. par. of informo.]

* 1. One who or that which gives form, life,

or vitality.

" The matter can be actuated at once but by a single
informant : and space is replenisht by one corporal m-
existence."—GlanviU; Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. xvi.

2. One who informs or furnishes informa-
tion or intelligence.

* 3. One who informs against or accuses an-
other ; an informer.

"It was the last evidence of the kind. The inform-
ant was hanged."—Burke : On the Affairs of India.

IT The informant is he who informs for the
benefit of others, and the informer to the mo-
lestation of others. The informant is thanked
for his civility in making the communication

;

the informer undergoes a great deal of odium,
but is thanked by no one, not even by those
who employ him. (Grabb : Eng. Synon.)

in for'-ma pau'-per-is, phr. [Lat., = as
a poor man.]

Law : When a person has just cause of suit,
"but is too poor to support the charges of an
action, he is allowed, on making oath that he
is not worth £5, besides his wearing apparel
and the matter involved in the action, to sue
in forma pauperis— i.e., without paying fees of
court, counsel, or solicitor.

m-fdr-ma'-tion, * in-for-ma-ci-on, s.

[Fr. information, from Lat. informationem,
ace. of informatio, from informants, pa. par.
of informo = to give form or shape to, to in-
form

; Sp. information,; Ital. informazione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of informing or communicating
knowledge or intelligence.

2. The state of being informed, or acquainted
with matters.

3. That which is communicated by word or
writing ; news, intelligence, notice, advice.

" Information having been given me about) two or
three months since."—Sir W. Temple: Let. to' Col.
Sidney, April 29, 1667.

U In this sense used by police officers to
signify knowledge, however obtained, leading
to the arrest or conviction of a criminal.
The words, " From information I received,"
have almost become a formula in police evi-
dence.

4. Knowledge acquired from reading or in-
struction, or from the use of the senses and
intellectual powers : as, He is a man of great
information,

II. English Law

:

1. A written statement or declaration made
usually on oath before a magistrate, previous
to the issuing of a summons or warrant
against a person charged with a crime, or an
offence punishable summarily.

"In the case of au information being laid, and sub-
itantifited by proper evidence, a warrant may be
issued in the first instance ; and upon this warrant,

etantiated by proper evidence, a warrant may be
issued in the first instance ; and upon this warrant,
which may; be executed in auy other district than
that in which it Is Issued, after being backed or ....

dorsed by a justice of that district, the person charged
maybe taken, and brought before the justices ; who
have authority to issue summonses, and to compel
the attendance, at the hearing, of witnesses for the
prosecutor, complainant, or defendant, as the case
maybe. The information or complaint must then be
heard and adjudicated upon by the justices, according
to the ordinary course of legal proceedings."—Black-
gtone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 20.

2. (See extract.)

"An information in the Exchequer Is a method of
recovering money or other chattels, or for obtaining
satisfaction in damages for any personal wrong coin,
m Itted in the lands or other possessions of the crown.
The most usual informations are those of Intrusion
and debt ; intrusion, for any trespass committed on
the lands of the crown ; and. debt, upon any contract
for moneys due to the crown, or for any forfeiture due
to the crown upon the breach of a penal statute. Au
information or intrusion may also be resorted to In
the case of a purpresture upon public property : which
occurs when one encroaches, or makes that several to
himself, which ought to be common to many. Infor-
mations of debt are most commonly used to recover
forfeitures occasioned by transgressing those laws
which are enacted for the establishment and support
of the revenue ; in which cases the crown now recovers
and is liable to pay costs, if unsuccessful, as if the suit
were between subject aud subject."—Blackstone : Com-
ment., bk iii., ch. 9.

3. An information in the Court of King's
Bench is a writ of quo warranto against one
who claims or usurps any office, franchise, or
liberty, to inquire by what authority he sup-

ports his claim, in order to determine the
right.

i. An information in the Court of Chancery
is a suit on behalf of the Crown or Govern-
ment as to the misapplication of a public
charity, or on behalf of the estate of a lunatic
or an idiot. (Blackstone : Com., bk. iii., ch. 17.)

5. Generally in criminal law, an information
is a substitute for an ordinary indictment filed

by the Attorney-General or Master of the
Crown office, in such cases of misdemeanour
a3 tend to disturb the peace or the govern-
ment : as libels on judges, magistrates, or
public affairs, bribery at elections, &c.

" Fear of public derision and of a criminal informa-
tion generally induced him to keep his fancies to him-
self.'

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

III. Scots Law: A written argument allowed
in the Court of Justiciary on the occurrence
of cases of difficulty.

* In-form -a-tive, a. [Fr. informatif; Ital.

& Sp. informativo.] Having power to animate
or give vitality.

" Many put out their force informative."
More : On the Soul, pt. ii., c. 2.

* ui-forni'-a-tdr-Sr, a. [Lat. informator =
au instructor ; Eng. adj. suff. -y.] Full of in-

formation ; affording knowledge or informa-
tion ; instructive.

* In-formed , «. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
formed (q.v.).] Not formed or arranged; ill-

formed, shapeless.
" Infinite shapes of creatures men doe find,
Informed in the mud."

Spenser; F. Q., III. vi. 8.

informed - stars, s pi. [Unformed-
stars.]

in-form'-er, $. [Eng. inform; -er.]

* 1. One who or that which gives form, life,

or vitality.

" Nature 1 i)iformer of the poet's art."
Pope : Prologue to Sophonisba.

2. One who informs or furnishes informa-
tion or intelligence ; an informant.

3. One who gives information against an-
other; one who lays an information or gives
evidence against any person who offends
against the law or any penal statute. He is

often called a " common informer." His mo-
tive generally is to obtain part of the pecuniary
fine likely to be inflicted on the person against
whom he lays an information.

"The King, as might have been expected, coldly re-
fused to turn informer."— Macaulay : Hist. £ng.,
ch. xv.

4. One who gives information to the autho-
rities in order to escape the penalty of his ow»
misdeeds ; one who turns King's evidence.

"No one would accept the evidence of informers
unless It was corroborated."

—

Pall Mall Gazette, Aug.
18, 1884.

H For the difference between informer and
informant, see Informant.

* ln-for'-mSd-a-ble, a. [Lat. informidabilis,
from in- — notj and formidabilis = formidable
(q.v.); Fr. informidable.] Not formidable;
not to be feared or dreaded. (Milton : P L
ix. 486.)

* In-form'-I-ty, s. [Lat. informitas, from in*
formis = shapeless : in- = not, and forma =
form, shape ; Ital. informitd; Sp. informidad.]
Want of shape or form ; shapelessness.

" If we affirm a total infirmity, it cannot admit so
forward a term as au abortment."—Browne: Vulgar
Errours, bk. iii., ch. vi.

* in form' ous, a. [Lat. informis,] [Inform,
a.] "Without regular shape or form ; shape-
less.

"A rude and informout lump of flesh."—Browne •

Vulgar Errours, bk. iii., ch. vi.

* in-for'-tu-nate, * in- for -tu-nat, a. [Lat.
infortunatus, from in- = not, and fortunatus =
fortunate (q.v.); Ital. infortunato; Sp. in-
fortunado.] Unfortunate : unlucky. (Chaucer •

C. T., 4,722.)

* in-for'-tu-nate-ly, adv. [Eng. infortu-
note; -ly.] Unfortunately; unluckily.

" the gentleman was infortunately incumbered with
wants. —Hackluyt : Voyages, iiL 145.

* in-for -tune, s. [Fr.] Misfortune.
"On man, that cleued to a mast, and cam to the

londe, and told the infortune"—Robert of Gloucester.
p. 489. (Note.)

* in-for -tuned, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
fortun(e); -ed.] Unlucky

; unfortunate.
"I wofull wretche and infortuned wight."

Chaucer ; TroUus, bk. Iv.

* in-for-tun'-i-t& * in-for-tun-i-tief a.

[Eng. infortun(e); -Uy.] Misfortune.

"Other there be that ascribe hia infortunitie, only
to the stroke and punishment of God."

—

Sail : Edward
1 ('. (an. 9).

in-fos'-sous, a. [Lat. infossus, pa. par. of

infodio -= to dig in or up, to bury in the earth :

in- = in, into, and fodio = to dig.]

Bot. : So sunk in any surface as to produce
a channel ; used of veins in some leaves, &c.

* in-found', * in-fund', v.t [Lat. infundo,
from in- — in, into, and fitndo — to pour.] To
pour in, to infuse.

"But I aay God is hable in such wyse to inspire and
infounde the faythe.' —Sir T. More : Workes, p. 582.

in-fra-, pref. [Lat., = within, below.] (Etym.)

infra-axillary, a.

Bot. (Ofa branch or other process) : Situated
or proceeding from below the axil.

infra-costal, a.

Anat. : Beneath the ribs.

infra-maxillary, a.

Anat. ; Beneath the jaws : as, the infra-
maxillary nerve.

infra-orbital, a.

Anat.; Beneath the orbit of the eye: as,

the infra-orbital fissure, the infra-orbital canal,
the infra-orbital plexus, &c.

infra-scapular, a.

Anat ; Beneath, the scapula of the pectoral
arch.

infra spinate, infra-spinous, a.

Anat. ; Below the spine of the scapula.

Infra-spinate fossa, Infra-spinous fossa :

Anat. : A small fossa on the posterior sur-
face of the scapula.

Infra-spinate muscle;

Anat. : A muscle of a triangular form occu-
pying the greater part or

-

the infra-spinous
fossa. It arises from the under surface of the
spine.

intra spinous, a. [Infra-spinate.]

infra-territorial, a. Within tne terri-

tory.

infra- trochlear, a.

Anat. : Situated below the trochlea or pulley
of the superior oblique muscle of the eye-ball,
at the inner corner of the orbit of the eye.

* in-fract', v.t. [Lat. infractus, pa. par of i?t-

fringo = to infringe (q.v,).]

1. To break.

"Falling fast, from gradual slope to Blope,
With wild infracted course."

Thomson : Summer, 604.

2. To violate ; to infringe.

* in Tract , a. [Lat. in- = not, and fractus =
broken ; pa. par. of frango = to break.] Un-
broken ; sound ; whole ; unharmed.

" To guard their weaknesse ; and preserve their wlues
contents infract." Chapman: Somer ; Iliad ix.

* in-fract'-i-ble, o. [Lat. infractus, pa. par.
of infringo = to break, to infringe, and Eng.
-able.] Capable of being broken.

in-frac'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. infractionem,
accus. of infractio = a breaking, from infractus,
pa. par. of infringo = to break, to infringe

;

Sp. infraction; Ital. infrazione.] The act of
breaking or violating ; violation ; infringe-
ment.

"To prevent the infraction of that law."—Macaulay

.

HUt. Eng., ch. xvi.

* m-fraC-tor, s. [Fr. infracteur.] One who
breaks, violates, or infringes.

"Who shall be depositary of the oaths and leagues of
princes, or fulminate against the perjured infractors
of them."—Lord Herbert : Henry VIII., p. 363.

In-frac' -tous, a. [Lat. in- = in, and fractus
= broken.]

Bot. : The same as Inflexed (q.v.).

in-fra dig., phr. [Lat., for infra dignitatem.]
Below or unworthy of one's dignity, character
or position.

'

* In-fra'-grant, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng
fragrant (q.v.).] Not fragrant ; inodorous.

in-fra-lap-sar'-X-an, s. & a. [Lat. infra,
here = later than, afterwards, and lapsus = a
slipping, a fall; Eng. suff. -arian; Fr. infra-
lapsaire.]

|
boll, bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, $ell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist.

j

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shiis. -Die, -die, &c. = bol, d$L
ing.
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Theology & Church History :

A. As subst. (PI): Lc-ss rigid Calvinists who
held that God having permitted, hut not fore-

ordained, the fall, then decreed the salvation
of the elect by means of a Redeemer. He was
thus not in any way responsible for the intro-

duction of evil into the world ; what he did
was to provide the remedy. The Infralapsar-

ians were opposed by the Supralapsarians

(q.v.). The question was debated chiefly in

the early part of the seventeenth century.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Infra-

lapsarians or their doctrine.

in-fra-lap-sar'-i-an-ism, s. [Eng. infra-
lapsai-ian; -ism.]

Theol. & Ch. Hist. : The doctrine of the In-
fralapsarians.

ln-fra-me'-di-an, a. [Pref. infra-, and En^.
median, from Lat. medianus = that is in the
middle.] [Median (1).]

Biol. & Hydrol. : Of or belonging to the zone
of animal and vegetable life in the parts of the
sea where the water is from fifty to one hun-
dred fathoms in depth. (Prof. Edward Forbes.)

* m-fra-mun -dane, a. [Pref. infra-, and
Eng. mundane (q.v.).] Lying below or be-
neath the world.

* in-fran chi^e, v.t. [Enfranchise.]

* in-fran-gi-bil'-l-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. frangibility (q.v.). J The quality or state

of being infrangible ; infrangibleness.

t in-fran'-gi-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
frangible (q.v.) ; Fr. infrangible.]

1. Lit. : That cannot be broken.
" [He.l link'd their fetlocks with a golden band.
Infrangible, immortal."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xiii. 57.

2. Fig. : Thatcannot beinfringedorviolated.

j in-ffran'-gi-ble-ness, s. [Eng. infrangible;
-ness.] The state or quality of being infran-

gible ; incapability of being broken.

* in-ffra-p6se','u.£. [Lat. infra = below, and
Eng. pose (q.v.).] To place under or beneath.

" Terrestrial surface infraposed to the drift-gravels."—Austen. {Annandale.)

* in-fra-po-Jl'-tion, s. [Pref. infra-, and
Eng. -position (q.v.).J Position or situation

beneath or under.

in-fre'-quence, in-fre'-quen-cy, s. [Lat.

infrequentia, from infrequens= in small num-
ber, rare : in- — not, and freqitens = in. num-
bers, frequent ; Fr. infrequence.]

1. The quality or state of being infrequent

;

rareness ; rarity ; uncommonness.
"We must have regard to the freqiiency or infrc-

guency of them."

—

Sharp : Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 8-

* 2. The state of not being frequented ; soli-

tude.
" The solitude and infrequency of the place."—P.

Holland : Plutarch, p. 1,078.

ln-fre -quent, * in-fre-quente, a. [Lat.

infrequens'; Fr. infrequent; Ital. infrequente.]

Not frequent ; not occurring frequently ; rare ;

uncommon ; unusual.

"Cooling his infrequent pleasures with sighs."—Bp.
Hall: Deceit of Appearance.

* in-fre-quent', v.t [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
frequent, v. (q.v.)] Not to frequent; to de-

sert ; to forsake.

* in-ffre'-quent-ly, adv. [Pref. in- (2), and
'Eng.frequently (q.v.).] Not frequently ; rarely.

* in-frig'-l-date, v.t. [Lat. infrigidatus, pa.

par. of infrigido, from in- (intens.), and frigido

= to make cool ;
frigidus = cool.] To make cool

or cold ; to chill ; to cool.
" The drop3 reached little further than the surface of

the liquor, whose coldness did not infrigidate those
upper parte of the glass. "—Boyle ; Works, i. 393.

* in-frig-i-da'-tion, s. [Lat. infrigidatio,

from infrigidatus, pa. par. of infrigido.] The
act of making cool or cold ; a chilling or

cooling.
" Because of the infrlgidation of that air by the

snow."—lioyle : Works, ii. bl'-i.

in-frlnge ', v .(.. & i. [Lat. infringo = to break
into : in- = in, into, and frango = to break ;

Sp. infringer; Ital. infringere.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To break, as a law, a compact, a con-
tract, &e. ; to violate, either positively by

contravention, or negatively by omission or
neglect of duty ; to transgress.

" The first man that didth' edict infringe."
SJiakesp. : Measurefor Measure, it 2.

* 2, To destroy ; to break.

"If so we can, and by the head
Broken be not intended all our power
To be infringed." Milton : P. L., i. 62.

* 3. To hinder ; to obstruct.
" Bright as the deathless gods, and happy, she
From all that may infringe delight is free."

Walter : Apology of Sleep.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To violate, break, or transgress some
rule or law ; to do evil or injury.

2. To encroach, to trespass, to intrude : as,

To infringe upon one's rights.

1[ (1) The civil and moral laws are infringed

by those who act in opposition to thein
;

treaties and engagements are violated by those
who do not hold them sacred; the bounds
which are prescribed by the moral laware trans-

gressed by those who are guilty of any excess.

(2) For the difference between to infringe

and to encroach, see Encroach.

in fringe' ment, s. [Eng. infringe ; -ment.]

The act of infringing, breaking, violating, ior

transgressing ; the state of being infringed

;

a breach, a violation, an encroachment.
"We scarce ever had a prince, who by fraud, or

violence, had not made some infringement 011 the
constitution."

—

Burke: Vindic. ofNatural Society.

in-firing'-er, s. [Eng. infring(e); -er.] One
who infringes, breaks, or violates ; a violater,

a transgressor, an encroacher.

"The infringers 'of this commandment to be im-
prisoned."—Strype: Edw. VI. (an. 1548).

* In-fring'-i-ble, a. [Lat. in- = not
; frango

(in comp. fringo) = to break, and Eng. stiff.

-ible = able.] That cannot be broken. (Breton:
An Olde Man's Lesson, p. 13.)

t in-friic-tes'-cence, *. [Modelled on Eng.

inflorescence, but from Lat. fructus = fruit ; cf.

fructescence (q.v.).]

Bot. : The name given by St. Pierre to the
multiple or polythalamic fruits bearing the
same relation to a simple fruit that the inflo-

rescence does to a simple flower.

* in-fruc'-tu-ose, * ln-friic'-tu-oiis, a.

[Lat. infruciuosus, from in- = not, and fructus
= fruit,] Not fruitful; not bearing fruit;

unprofitable. (Adams: Works, ii. 120.)

* ln-fru'-gal, «.. [Pref. in- — (2), and Eng.
frugal (q.v".).J Not frugal, prodigal, extra-

vagant.

* ln-fru-gif-er-OUS, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. frugiferous (q.v.).] Not bearing fruit.

* in'-fu-cate, v.t. [Lat. infucatus, pa. par. of
infuco — to paint, to colour : in- = in, into, and
fuco = to paint.] To paint, to stain, to daub.

* in-fu-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. infucatn-s, pa. par.

of iivfuco.] The act of painting, staining, or
daubing, especial-

ly the lace.

in'-fu-la, a. [Lat]

Rom. Antiq. : A
sacred fillet, made
of wool, and worn
on the head by
priests, victims,

and persons who
fled to any place
for mercy or pro-

tection. Itwasalso
worn by the em-
perors and magis- inru^A.

tratcs on solemn
occasions. The name was applied later to the
head-dress of a Christian priest, and, still later,

to a pendent ornament at the back of a mitre.

* in -fu-mate, v.t. [Lat. infumatus, pa. par.
of infumo, from fumus = smoke.] To smoke

;

to dry by smoking.

* in~fu-ma'-tion, s. [Lat. infumatus, pa.

par. "of infumo.] The act or process of
smoking or drying by smoking.

* infumo', v.t. [Lat. infumo, from fumus —
smoke.] To smoke ; to dry by smoking.

* in-fund', v.t. [Infound, v.]

in-fun-dib-u-lar, a. [Mod. Lat. infundib-
ularis, from Lat.''infundibulum (q.v.).]

Bot. : Funnel-shaped; infundibuliform(q.v.).

in-fun-dib-u-la'-ta, s. pi. [Neut. nom. pi

of Mod. Lat. 'infundibulatus = funnel-shaped.

J

Zool.: An order of Polyzoa or Bryozoa.

They have the tentacles placed in a circle

round the mouth. It contains the Frustnd*,

&c.

ln-fiin-dib'-u-late, a. [Mod. Lat. infun-

dibulatus.] [Infundibular.]

Bot. : Infundibular (q.v.).

in-fiin-dib-u-li-, pref. [Infundibulum.I.

Funnel-shaped."

infundibuli - campanulate, a. Be-
tween bell-shaped and funnel-shaped.

in-fun-dib'-u-li-form, a. [Lat. infundibu-
lum (q.v.), and fornui = form.]

Anat. & Bot. : Infundibular; funnel-shaped.
There is an infundibuliform fascia of the
abdomen. One form of corolla is infundi-
buliform.

in fun-dib u liim (pi. in-fun-dib'-u-la)„
s. [Lat., = a'funnel.]

1. Anat. : Any part more or less funnel-
shaped. There is an infundibulum of the heart,,

one of the lungs, and one of the ethmoid bone ;

also infundibula of the kidneys.

2. Zoology:

(1) The funnel or siphon of the Cephalo-
poda, the tube formed by the coalescence or
the apposition of their epipodia. (Nicholson.}

(2) The channel formed by folded processes
of the mantle by which water passes out from
the branchial chamber of molluscs. (Huxley.}

* in-fun'-er-al, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
funeral (q.v.)."] To perform the rite of burial
for ; to bury.

" Ab though her flesh did but infuneral
Her buried ghost."

Q. Fletcher: Christ's Vict. & Triumph.

* in-fur cation, s. [Pref. in- (l), and Eng.
furcation (q.v.).J A forked expansion.

in-fiir'-i-ate, v.t. [Infuriate, a.] To ren-
der furious or mad ; to provoke to madness or
fury.

* in-fiir'-i-ate, a. [Ital. infuriato, pa. par-
of infuriare = to grow into fury or rage : in-
= in, and furia = fury.] Infuriated, enraged,
mad, raging.

* in fus' cate, v.t. [Lat. infuscatus, pa. par.

of infusco, from in- (intens.), and fusco = to
make dark; fuscus = dark.] To darken; to>

obscure ; to make black or dark.

* ln-fiis-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. infuscatus, pa. par.

of infusco.] The act of darkening or black-
ening ; the state of being darkened or black.

ln-fuse', v.t. [Fr. infnser, from Lat. infusus, pa.

par. "of infundo=to pour in : £?i-=in, into, and
fundo = to pour ; Sp. infundir; Ital. infondere,]

* 1. To pour in, into, or upon, as a liquid ;

to shed.
" Those clear rays which she infused on me."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., i 2.

2. To pour into the mind ; to instil as a.

principle ; to inculcate, to implant.
" So spake the false archangel, and infused
Bad influence into the unwary breast
Of his associate." Milton : P. L„ v. 694_

3. To introduce, to diffuse, to spread.
" [He] waking at the call of lust alone,
Infuses lies and errors of his own."

Cowper : Expostulation, 102.

* 4. To make an infusion with.
" Drink, infused with flesh, will nourish faster and.

easier than meat and drink together.''

—

Bacon: Hat,
Hist.

* 5. To inspire, to fill.

" Infusing him with self and vain conceit."
Shakesp. : Pichard II., iii. 2L

6. To steep in any liquid, with a gentle heat„
for the purpose of extracting medicinal or
other valuable virtues, essences, or qualities.

" Take violets, and infuse a good pugil ot them; in a.
quart of vinegar."

—

Bacon : Nat. Hist.

* In fuse', s. [Lat. infumtm, neut. sing, of in-
fusus, pa. par. of infundo = to pour in or on.]
An infusion.

" That may my rymes with sweet infuse embrew."
Spenser : Hymn of Heavenly, Love.

in-fu§'-er, s. [Eng. infuse); -er.] Que who
or that which infuses.

" To declare the very dream, as if they had been the
infusers of it."

—

Mountague: Devoute Essayes, pt. ] ,

tr. xvi., f 6.

*in-fus-i-bil'-I-t^(l), s. [Eng. infusible

(1) ; -ity.) The quality or state of being in-
fusible ; incapability of fusion or dissolution.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce = e; ey= a* qjll- kvk
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* In - ftifjt- i -Ml '- 1 - if (2), s. [Eng. infusible

(2); -ity.] The quality or state of being in-

fused ; capability of being fused or dissolved.

* in fus -I-ble (1), «. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
fusible (q.v.).]

Ckem., Min., &c. : That cannot be fused or
dissolved; not admitting offusion; not fusible.

" Vitrification Is the last work of fire, and a fusion
of the salt and earth, wherein the fusible salt draws
the earth and infusible part Into one continuum."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. 1.

in-fUS'-i-ble (2), a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
fusible (q.v.).] Capable of being infused.

* in fus'-i ble-ness, s. [Eng. infusible, and
surf, -ness.] The same as Infusibility (q.v.).

ln-fu'-slon, s. [Lat. . infusio, from infusus,

pa. par. of infundo ; Fr. & Sp. infusion ; Ital.

infusione.]

1. The act of infusing or pouring in or upon,
as a liquid.

"01 whych thynges this infusion of water is one."
—Sir T. More : Workes, p. 491.

* 2. The act or process of dipping in or into
water ; immersion.

*' Baptism by infusion began to be introduced in cold
climates."

—

Jortin; Eccles. Hist.

3. The act or process of steeping any sub-

stance, as a plant in a liquid for the purpose
of extracting medicinal or other valuable

virtues, essence, or qualities.

4. The liquor obtained by steeping any sub-
stance, as a plant in a liquid ; a decoction.

5. The act of infusing, instilling, or implant-

ing in the mind ; instillation, inculcation.
" In the working of such cleusing of the soule, and

infusion of grace."—Sir T. More : Workes, p. 386.

6. That which is infused, instilled, or im-
planted ; an inspiration.

" No sooner growB
The soft infusion prevalent and wide."

Thomson ; Spring, 588.

* 7. A mixture, a share, a blending.
" Of elegy there was the due infusion."

Byron : Vision of Judgment, lx.

* in fu sion ism, * m-fu'-sian-ism (s as

zh), s. [The first form from Eng. infusion;
-ism ; the second from Low Lat. infusianis-

mus = the teaching described in def.]

Metaph. : The doctrine that the human soul
is an emanation from, or an influx of, the
Divine Substance. It is akin to the teaching
of Pythagoras and of the Stoics. Its de-
fenders in Christian times have relied on
Gen. ii. 7. Infusionism is opposed to Tradu-
cianism (q.v.) and to Creationism, the doctrine
accepted by the Eastern and Western Church.

* In-fu'-sive, a. [Eng. ii}fus(e) ; -ive.] Having
the power of infusion or inspiration ; inspiring.

" Sing the infusive force of Spring on man."
Thomson : Spring, B68.

In-fU-sbY-I-a, s. pi. [Not the pi. of Lat. infu-
so?*Mtin= a pitcher, but Mod. Lat., from infusus,
pa. par. of in/undo = to pour in, to infuse.]

1. Zool. : The name first given by Otto Frede-
rick Mliller to the mostly microscopic anima-
eula developed
in organic in-

fusions. A
drop of water
from a weedy
orotherpoolor
ditch, viewed
"by the micro-
scope, contains
them in count-
less numbers.
Ehrenberg
deemed them
animals of
comparatively
high organiza-
tion. Many of
his infusoria

liave been removed to the vegetable kingdom,
and the others shown to have a simpler struc-

ture than he believed. Pritchard divided them
into Bacillaria, which were clearly vegetable,

Phytozoa, on the borderland between animals

and plants, and Protozoa, Rotatoria, or Roti-

fera, and Tardigrada, clearly animal. They are

placed by many as a class of Protozoa. Some
years ago Prof. Huxley elevated them into

one of the eight primary groups, into which
he divided the Animal Kngdom. They have
neither vessels nor nerves, but possess in-

ternal spherical cavities. They move by
means of cilia or vibratiie processes formed
of the substance of the body, true feet being

INFUSORIA IN THE FIELD
OF THE MICROSCOPE.

absent. The sarcode is differentiated into an
ectosarc and an endosarc ; they have also a
nucleus and a contractile vesicle. They occur
everywhere, in salt, as well as in fresh water.

One, Noctiluca, is believed to take a great

share in producing the phosphorescence of the

ocean. The Infusoria proper (= Pritchard's

Protozoa) are divided into three orders—Suc-

toria, Ciliata, and Flagellata.

2. Palceont. : Ehrenberg believes that the
protective carapaces of some infusoria have
been found in chalk flints. The " infusoria

"

found in the mineral called Tripoli, and in bog-
iron ore, are mostly vegetable Diatoms, and do
not belong to the class as now restricted.

[Gaillonella.]

in-fu-sbr'-i-al, a. [Mod. Lat. infusoriolis,

from infusoria (q.v.).]

Zool. : Of or belonging to the Infusoria (q.v.).

infusorial-tuff, s. A tuff containing in-

fusoria in the wide sense of the word. It was a

tuff of this kind which overwhelmed Pompeii.

ln-fu.-sdr'-I-an, s. [Mod. Lat. infusori(a);

Eng. suff. -an.]

Zool. : A member of the Infusoria. (Dun-
can : Nat. Hist., iv. 356.)

in-fus/-or-$?; a. & s. [Mod. Lat. infasor(ia)

(q.v.); Eng. suff. -y.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Infusoria.

t B. As subst. : One of the Infusoria. (Van
der Hoeven : Handbk. of Zool. (ed. Clark), i. 41.)

infusory-animalcules, s. pi.

Zool. : The class or sub-kingdom Infusoria

(q.v.).

* ing, s. [A.S.] A meadow, a pasture. [-Ino,

suff. 3.]

-ing, suff. [See def] A suffix of various mean-
ings and significations.

1. An A.S. patronymic suffix, still very
commonly found in proper names : as, Birling
= son of Birl.

2. Representing the A.S. ung, the termina-
tion of the verbal noun : as, showing — A.S.
sceawimg.

3. The A.S. ing = a meadow, a common
element in English place-names ; as, Deeping,
Wapping.

4. The termination of the present participle

of verbs ; representing the older -ande, -ende,

-hide: as, coming = A.S. cnmende.

5. A diminutive suffix = ling : as, farthing
= A.S. feorthii?ig, feorthung.

in' ga, s, [Native name. (Laroicsse.)]

Bot. : A genus of Acacieae. About 150 spe-
cies are known, from Brazil, Guiana, &c.
They are generally large shrubs or trees, with
pinnate leaves and white or yellow flowers,

and broadly-linear compressed and one-celled
legumes containing pulp. The pulp of the
legumes of Inga tetraphylla, &e., is sweet and
mucilaginous ; that of I. vera and I. fwculifera
is purgative.

* In gage , v.t. [Encage.]

* ln-gal'-lejf, * In-gaT-ly, v.t. [Pref. in- (1),

and Eng. galley.] To confine at the galleys.

"It pleased the judge in favouroflifetoin$'fT«,ytheni
for seaven yeavea."—Copley ; Wits, Fits, & Fancies.
(Hares.

}

in'-gan, s. [Onion.]

* in-gan-na -tlon, s. [Ital. ingannare = to
cheat.] Cheat, fraud, deception, imposture,
delusion.

" From the root of deceit in themselves, or inability
to resist such trivial ingannations from others."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. i., ch. iii.

in gate, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. gate (q.v. ) .]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Entrance, a passage in.

" Therein resembling Janus auncient,
Which had in charge the ingate of the yeare."

Spenser : F. Q., IV. x. 12.

2. Found. : The aperture in a mould at which
the metal enters. It then passes by runners
to the spaces made vacant by the withdrawal
of the pattern. The ingate is technically called
the tedge, gate, geat, or git. The latter two
are corruptions of gate.

in'-gath-er-ing, s. [Pref. -in (1), and Eng.
gathering (q.v.).J The act of gathering or col-

lecting ; specif., theact ofgetting in the harvest.
"Thou shalt keep the feast of ingathering, when

thou hast gathered in thy labours out of the field."

—

Exodus xxiii. 16.

* In-geT-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
gelable (q'v.).] Incapable of being congealed.

* in-gem'-i-nate, a. [Lat. ingeminatus, pa.

par. of ingemino = to double : in- (intens.),

and gemino = to double; geminus = twin,

double.] Redoubled, repeated, reiterated : as,

an ingeminate expression. (Jer. Taylor.)

* In-gem i-nate, v.t. [Ingeminate, a.] To
redouble, to repeat, to reiterate.

"Now he often did ingeminate those sad predic-
tions."—^. Taylor: Great Exemplar, pt. iii., 5 S.

* in-gem-I-na'-tion, s. [Lat. ingeminatus,
pa. par. of ingemino = to double.] The act of
doubling or redoubling ; repetition, reiteration.

"The apostle, by such an instance and ingemina-
tion, would press so thin a meaning."

—

HopkinsU Ser-
mons, ser. 14.

* in-gen'-der, v.t. [Engender.]

*In'-gen-er, s. [Eng. e?igin(e); -er.] An en-

gineer, a contriver. (Sliakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 4.)

* in-gen-er-a-bil'-i-ty (1), s. [Eng. inge-

nerable(l) ; -ity.] Theqtiality or state of being
ingenerable ; incapability of being generated.

"The incorporeity and ingenerability of all souls."

—

Cudworth: Intellectual System, p. 115.

* in-gen-er-a-bll'-I-t^ (2), s. [Eng. inge-

nerable (2); -ity.] Capability of being gene-
rated or engendered.

* in-gen'-er-a-ble (I), a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. generable (q.v.). J Incapable of being
generated or engendered.

" Neither ingenerable nor incorruptible substances."
—Boyle : Works, i. 502.

* in-gen'-er-a-ble (2), o. [Lat. ingenero =
to generate, to engender.] Capable of being
ingenerated or produced within.

* in-gen'-er-a-bly, adv. [Eng. ingenerab(le)

(1) ; -ly.] So "as not to be generable.
" Endued with all those several forms and qualities

of bodies ingenerably and incorruptibly."—Cudworth :

Intellectual System, p. as.

* In-gen'-er-ate, v.t. [Ingenerate (1), a.]

To generate or produce within ; to engender.
"Whereby this opinion and persuasion hath been in-

generated in mankind. "—Hale : Orig. ofMankind, p. 255.

* in-gen'-er-ate (1), a. [Lat. ingeneratus,
pa. par. of xngenero: in- = in, within, and
genero = to generate.]

1. Inborn, innate, inbred.

2. Born, engendered, generated.
" Pure and vnspotted from all loathly crime,
That in ingenerate in fleshly slime.

Spenser : F. Q., III., vi. 3.

* in-gen'-er-ate (2), a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
generate (q.v.).] Not generated ; uubegotten.

* in-gen'-er-at-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. generated (q.v.).] [Ingenerate (2).]

[Lat. ingenium =* in-ge'-ni-ate, v.t. &
genius.]

A. Trans. : To contrive, to invent.
" And I must aU I can ingeniate."

Daniel : A Funeral Poem.

B. Intrans. : To contrive, to plan. (Daniel

:

The Complaint ofRosamond.)

* in-ge-ni-OS'-l-ty, s. [Lat. ingenios(us) = in-

genious ; -ity.] Ingenuity, skill, cleverness,
cunning.

in-ge'-ni-oiis, a. [Fr. ingenievx, from Lat.
ingeniosus= clever, from ingenium = genius,
cleverness.]

* 1. Formerly combining, with the meaning
which we now attach to it, ihe signification
also which we attribute to ingenuous ; in
other words, it was applied indifferently to in-

tellectual and moral qualities, instead of being
limited to the former as it is now.

"He is neither wise nor faithful, but a flatterer
that denies his spirit ingenious freedom."

—

I/acket:
Life of Abp. Williams, pt. i., p. 150.

2. Possessed of genius, natural capacity,
or talent ; skilful, or ready to invent or con-
trive ; inventive, clever.

3. Pertaining to, or characterized by inge-
nuity or genius ; clever ; curious in design or
contrivance.

" A succession of ingenious and spirited pamphlets."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

* 4. Dwelling in the mind ; heartfelt, con-
scious.

"That cursed head,
Whose wicked deed thy most ingenious sense
Deprived thee of." Shakesp. : Hamlet, v. 1.

* 5. Intellectual, mental.
"A course of learning and ingenious studies.

"

Shakesp. ; Taming of the Shrew, L L
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in-ge'-m-0US-l^, adv. [Eng. ingenious : -ly.]

In an ingenious manner; with ingenuity or
skill ; cleverly,

" Their implements for nulling and hunting, which
axe both ingeniously contrived and well made. —Cook :

Tliird Voyage, bk. iv., ch. iii.

* In-ge -ni ous ness, s. [Eng. ingenious

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being ingenious

;

ingenuity.
" He shewed as little ingenuity as ingeniousnesse."—

Fuller : General Worthies of England, ch. xxv.

* ln-gen'-ite, * in-gen'-it, a. [Lat. ingeni-

tus, pa. par. of ingigno : in- = in, and gigno =
to engender.] Innate, inborn, inbred ; native,
natural.

"There is not only in the mind of man an ingenit
sense of turpe and honestum."—Mouth: Sermons, vol.
ix., ser. 6.

Ingenue (pron. ang -nu), s. [Ft.] An in-

genuous, artless, naive girl or young woman
;

one who displays candour or simplicity in
circumstances where it is not expected. Used
often of female parts in plays ; also an actress
who plays such parts.

in-ge-nu'-it-y, s. [Ft. inqenuite, from Lat.
ingenuitatem, ace. of ingenuitas, from ingenuus
= free-born, candid ; Sp. ingenuidad.]

* 1. Ingenuousness, openness, fairness, can-
dour.

"Christian simplicity teaches openness and inge-
nuity in contracts and matters of buying and selling."—Jer. Taylor : Sermons, ser. 24, pt li.

2. The quality or state of being ingenious
;

the power of ready invention ; cleverness,
skill, cunning ; readiness in resources, inven-
tiveness, ingeniousness.

" To monarch^ dignity ; to judges sense

:

To artists ingenuity and skill."
Cowper: Task, iv. 797.

3. Skill or cleverness of invention ; curious-
ness of design or contrivance : as, the inge-

nuity of a machine or instrument.
* 4. Cleverness, wit, genius, acuteness,

capacity.

H Ingenuity and wit both imply acuteness
of understanding, and differ mostly in the
mode of displaying themselves. Ingenuity
comprehends invention ; wit comprehends
knowledge. One is ingenious in matters
either of art or science ; one is witty only in

matters of sentiment. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

in-gen'-U-OUS, a. [Lat. ingenuus = free-

born, candid; Sp. ingenuo.]

1. Of honourable or noble extraction ; nobly
born, free-born.

2. Open, candid, frank, fair ; free from dis-

simulation, reserve, or disguise ; sincere.
" He would stroke

The head of modest and ingenuous worth."
Cowper : Task, ii. 711.

* 3. Ingenious, clever.

"More industrious, more ingenuous at home ; more
potent, more honourable abroad."—Milton : On a Free
Commonwealth.

"][ Genius is altogether a natural endow-
ment that is born with us independent of ex-

ternal circumstances : the ingenious man
therefore displays his powers as occasion may
offer. We love the ingenuous character, on
account of the qualities of his heart ; we ad-

' mire the ingenious man on account of the en-

dowments of his mind. One is ingenuous as

a man ; one is ingenious as an author : a man
confesses an action ingenuously ; he defends it

ingeniously. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

% For the difference between ingenuous and
frank, see Frank.

In-gen'-u-OUS-l$r, adv. [Eng. ingenuous;
-ly.] In" an ingenuous manner; openly, can-

didly, fairly, frankly.

"Others more ingenuously declared that they would
not fight In such a quarrel."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xiii.

in-gen'-u-ous-ness, s. [Eng. ingenuous

;

•ness.]

* 1. Formerly synonymous with ingenuity,
both of them applied indifferently to intel-

lectual and moral qualities.

"By his ingenuousness, he [the good handicraftsman J

leaves his art better than be found it."— Fuller : Holy
State, bk. ii., ch. xiii.

2. The quality or state of being ingenuous ;

openness, candour, frankness.
"[He] relates with amusing ingenuousness hiB own

mistakes."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

* in'-gen-y, * in-gen-ie, s, [Lat. ingenium.]
Ingenuity, genius, wit, cleverness.

" Some things have been discovered not only by the
ingeny and industry of mankind."—Bale: Orlg, of
Mankind, p. 154,

* in-geV-mi-nate, v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.),

and Eng. germinate (q.v.). J To cause to ger-

minate or sprout.

* in-gest', v.t. [Lat. ingestus, pa. par. of in-

gero : in- = in, into, and gero = to carry.] To
throw into ; to place in, as in the stomach.

" Nor will we affirm that iron, ingested, receiveth in

the belly of the osteridge no alteration.' —Browne :

Vulgar Errours, bk. iii., ch. xxii,

in-ges'-ta, s. pi. [Ingest.]

Physiol. : Food.

* in-gest -ion (ion as yiin), s. [Lat. in-

gestio, from ingestus, pa. par. of ingero.] The
act of throwing or placing in, as food in the
stomach.

Iiig -ham-ites, s. pi [See def.]

Eccles. : A small religious sect founded by
Benjamin Ingham, one of the early Metho-
dists. Separating from his original connec-
tion, he joined the United Brethren, but soon
after founded a sect, the doctrines of which
were a modification of those of the Glassites
and the Sandemanians.

* in-gine', s. [Lat. ingenium.] Genius, inge-
nuity, talent.

"If thy master . . . be" angry with thee. I shall
suspect his ingine while I know him for it."

—

Ben
Jonson : Every Man in his Humour, v. 1.

* in'-gin-ous, a. [Enginous.]

* in-girt, v.t. [Enoirt.]

* in-girt', a. [Ingirt, v.] Surrounded, in-

closed, environed.
" And caused the lovely nymph to fall forlorn
In Dia, with circumfluous seas ingirt."

Fenton : Homer Imitated.

in'-gle (1), s. [Gael, aingeal, eingeal; Corn.
engil =fire.]

* 1. A tire, a blaze.

2. A fireplace.

ingle-nook, s. The corner by the fire-

side.

"By the ingle-nook . . . men still talked of elves
and goblins."—J. S. Brewer : English Studies, p. 215.

ingle-side, ingle-cheek, s. The fire-

side,

" Everybody tells it, as we were doing, their ain wayi
by the ingle-side."—Scott: Guy Mannering, ch. xii.

* in'-gle (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. A male favourite or paramour.

2. A sweetheart, a mistress, an engle.

"Coming, as we do, from bis quondam patrons, his
dear ingles now."—Massinger : City Madam, iv. 1.

* in'-gle, v.t, [Ingle (2), s.] To coax, to
wheedle.

" Kist and ingled on thy father's knee."
Donne : Elegy iv. ; The Perfume.

* in-gld'-bate, a. [Lat. in- = in, into, and
globatus= formed into a hall or sphere

;
globus

= a ball, a sphere.] In the form of a globe
or sphere ; applied to nebulous matter col-

lected into a sphere by gravitation.

* in-globe', v.t. [Lat. in- in, into, and globus
= a ball, a sphere ; Fr. englober.] To make a
globe of ; to form into a ball or sphere.

"To inglobe or incube herself among the presbyters."
—Milton . Reason of Church Government, bk. i., ch. vi.

in-glbr'-i-OUS, a. [Fr. inglorieux, from Lat.

ingloriosus, from inglorius = inglorious : in=
not, and gloria = glory ; Sp. & Ital. inglorioso.]

1. Not glorious ; obscure ; unknown ; not
attended or followed by glory, honour, fame,
or celebrity.

"Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest."
Gray: Elegy.

2. Disgraceful, shameful, ignominious.
"That strife

Was not inglorious, though the event was dire."
Milton: P. L., i. 624.

in-gl6r'-i-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. inglorious

;

-ly.] In an inglorious manner ; dishonour-
ably ; disgracefully ; ignominiously ; ob-
scurely.

" 'Twere better in soft pleasure and repose
Jngloriously our peaceful eyes to close."

Denham : Of Old Age, iv.

in-glor'-i-ous-ness, s. [Eng. inglorious;
-ness.] The quality or state of being in-

glorious.

"Opprest by the ingloriousness of the object."

—

Mountague : Devoute Essayes, pt. ii., tr. i., § 2.

*in-glut'. v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and Eng.
glut (q.v.).J To glut, to stuff, to cram.

"Being ones inalutted with vauitie." — Ascham

:

Schole-master, bk. i.

in-glu'-vi-al, a. [Ingluvies.] Of or per-

taining to the ingluvies.

in-glu'-vi-es, s. [Lat.]

Omith. : A crop or partial dilatation of the
oesophagus. (Owen.)

m'-go-ing, a. & s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
going (q.v.).J

A. As adj. : Going in, entering, as into an
office, possession, &c. : as, an ingoing tenant.

B. As subst. : The act of going in or enter-

ing ; entrance.

in-gore', v.t. [Engore.]

*in-gdrge', v.t. & i. [Engorge.]

in' got, s. [A.S. i7i-= in, and goten = poured,
pa. par. of gedtan = to pour, to fuse metals ; Fr.

lingot, from I'ingot, the article being incor-

porated with the substantive ; Ger. einguss,

from geissen = to pour, to fuse.]

1. A cast mass of steel from the crucible

;

a cast mass of gold or silver, more or less

pure, for assaying ; a cast block of gold, silver,

or a properly proportioned alloy of either, for

coinage, or for working into other forms, as

watch-cases, &c. The crude ingot of gold or

silver, after becoming assayed and brought to
the standard fineness, is cast into bars ready
for rolling, if for coin. Iron is cast into pigs,

steel into ingots; copper at one stage into
bricks, at another into pigs ; tin is run into

blocks; silver from the subliming furnace is

in porous blocks, called bricks.

" Some gleam like silver, some outshine
Wrought ingots from Besoara's mine."

Sir W. Jones : Hindu Wife,

* 2. A mould in which metal is cast.

ingot-mould, a, A flask in which metal
is cast into blocks. The ingot mould for cast
steel is made of cast-iron. It is in two parts,

separating longitudinally, and united for use
by collar-clamps and wedges. The interior of
the mould is smoked by the fumes of burning
pitch, so as to give it a carbonaceous coating
to prevent the adherence of the cast-steel

thereto. The ingot is turned out while red-

hot, and is rolled into the shape required.

*in'-gowe, e. [Ingot.]

*in-grace', v.t. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. grace

(q.v.).J To introduce or receive into grace or
favour ; to ingratiate.

"Ingraced into so high a favour there."
G. Fletcher : Christ's Triumph Over Death,

* in- gra'-cious, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
gracious (q.v.).J Not gracious ; ungracious.

"Tarquinius the Proud and his ingracious wife."

—

P. Holland : Livius, p. 41.

*in-graff', v.t. [Ingraft.]

ingraft , v.t. Another spelling of Engraft
(q.v.). [Grafting.]

in-graft'-er, *in-graff'-er, s. [Eng. in-
graft; -er.] One who ingrafts or grafts.

"He is the ingraffer and implanter of all the
branches into this vine."— Goodwin: Tryall of a
Christian's Growth. (Introd.)

* in-graft'-ment, s. [Eng. ingraft; -went.]

1. The act of ingrafting or grafting.

2. That which is ingrafted.

in-gralled', a. [Engrailed.]

in-grain', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. grain
(q.v.).]

I. Literally :

1. To dye with grain or kermes.

2. To dye in the grain or raw material before

it is manufactured.

II. Figuratively:

1. To work into the natural texture ; to im-
bue thoroughly ; to impregnate ; to saturate.

" Our fields ingrained with blood, our rivers dy'd."
Daniel : Civil Wars, bk. iii,

2. To work into the mental constitution, so
as to form an essential element ; to inwork.

in-grain', a. & s. [Eng. in-, and grain.]

A. As adjective .*

I. Literally:

1. Dyed with grain or kermes.

2, Dyed in the grain, or before manufacture.

IL Fig> : Thoroughly imbued or worked in.

B. As subst. : A yarn or fabric dyed with
fast colours before manufacture.
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ingrain - carpet, s. A carpet manu-
factured from wool or woollen dyed In the
grain (before manufacture). These carpets
are known as Scotch or Kidderminster, from
the country and town where they are so ex-
tensively manufactured ; also as two-ply or
three-ply, according to the number of webs
of which the fabric is composed.

Ingrain-carpet loom: A loom in which two
or more shuttles, one for the ground and the
other for the figure, are employed.

* in grap' - pie, *in-gra-ple, v.t. & i.

[Pref. in- (1), and Eng. grapple (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To grapple, to seize hold of.

" Neither'could free themselves, but were ingrapled
together.*'—Fuller: Worthies; Lincolnshire.

B. Intrans. : To grapple, to wrestle.

"And with their armed pawa ingrappled dreadfully."
Drayton : Poly-Olbion, a. 12.

in-gras'-si-as, s. [Signor Ingrassias an
Italian physician.]

A-nat. ; See etym. and compound.

If Wings of Ingrassias :

Anat. : The small wings (alee minores) of the
sphenoid bone ; their extremities nearly touch
the great wings.

* in -grate, * in grate', a. & s. [Lat. ingra-
ins, from in = not, and grains — agreeable,
grateful ; Fr. ingrat ; ltal. & Sp. ingrato.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Unpleasant to the senses ; disagreeable.
" The causes of that which is uupleaaing or ingrate

to the hearing."—Bacon : Nat. Hist.

2. Ungrateful ; not having feelings of grati-

tude.
"Of man ingrate and maid deceived."

Scott : Lord of the Isles, v. 2.

3. Thankless, unpleasant, disagreeable.

"A very ingrate and unthankful part."—North:
Plutarch, p. 391.

B. As subst. : An ungrateful person.
" Ingrate, he had of roe

All he could have." Milton : P. L., iii. 97.

in-grate' ful, u. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
grateful (q.v.).]

* 1. Unpleasant to the senses.
" May of | m re.it spirits be found

Ne ingrateful food." Milton : P. L., v. 407.

2. Ungrateful.
" Ingrateful aavage, and inhuman creature !

"

Shakesp. : Henry V„ ii. 2.

* in-grate'-ful-l$r, adv. [Eng. ingrateful;
-ly.] In an ungrateful manner ; ungratefully.

" Ingratefully contemning all we have."—Bp. Hall :

Heaven upon Earth, § 26.

in-grate ful- ness, s. [Eng. ingrateful;
-ness.] The quality or state of being ingrate-
ful ; ungratefulness.

*in'-grate-r$f, adv. [Eng. ingrate ; -ly.] Un-
gratefully.

in~gra'-ti-ate (ti as shi), v.t. & i. [Lat. in-
= in, into, and gratia = favour, grace ; Sp.
engraciar ; ltal. ingraziare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To put or bring into favour ; to com-
mend, insinuate, or introduce to the goodwill,
confidence, or favour of another ; used only
reflexively, with the prep, with before the
person whose favour is sought or gained.

" Lysiinnchus ingratiated himself both witli Philip
and his pupil."

—

Addison : Spectator, No. 337.

*2. To commend ; to render easy or pleasant.

"What difficulty would it [the love of Christ] not
ingratiate to us?"—Hammond : Works, iv. 564.

B. Intrans. : To gain favour ; to become
friendly or agreeable.

"They took that proposition as an artifice, to ingra-
tiate with the States beyond the rest of their allies."

—

Sir W. Temple: Memoirs from 1672 to 1679.

Ln-grat'-l-tiide, s. [Fr., from Lat. ingrati-

tudo — unthankfulness, from ingratus = un-
pleasant, unthankful; Sp. ingratititd ; ltal.

ingratitudine.] Want of gratitude for kind-
ness or favours received or done ; insensibility

to favours or kindness ; retribution of evil for

good ; unthankfulness.
" To heap ingratitude on worthiest deeds."

Milton : Samson Agonistes, 276.

* in-gra-tu'-i-t$r, s. [Lat. ingratu(s) = un-
grateful ; Eng. suff. -ity.] Ingratitude. (Davies

:

Microcosmos, p. 19.)

* in-grave (1), v.t. Another spelling of En-
grave (1 & 2) (q.v.).

* in-grav'-i-date, v.t. [Lat. ingravidahis,
pa. jiar. of ingravido : in- (inten s. ), and gravido

= to make heavy, to impregnate ;
gravidus —

heavy. ] To impregnate, to make pregnant.

"They may be so pregnant and ingravidated with
lustful thoughts."—Fuller : Holy State, p. 35.

* in - grav - i - da'- tion, s. [Ingeavidate.]
The act of ingravidating or impregnating ; the

state of being ingravidated or made tpregnant.

* in-great , v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and Eng.
great (q.v.).] To make great, to magnify, to

enlarge, to exalt.

"Others, to ingreat themselves, might atrain more
than the Btroug will bear."—Abp. Abbot: Speech on
RushwortKs Collection, i. 465.

* in-gre'-di-ence, * in-gre'-di-en-cy, s.

[Lat. ingrediens, pr. par. of ingredior.]

1, Entrance ; walking in.

"The temple they perfume with frankeucense
Thus praying sadly at ingredience."

Vicars: Virgil. (Nares.)

% The quality or state of being ingredient.

.

"It should be upon the account of its ingrediency,
and not of ita use. —Boyle : Works, 1. 516.

in-gre'-dl-ent, s. & a. [Fr., from Lat. in-

grediens, pr. par. of ingredior= to enter upon,
to begin : in- = in, into, and gradior= to walk,

to go. The w;ord is explained in the Glossary
to Philemon Holland's translation of Pliny's

Nat. Hist., a.d. 1601, as if then of recent in-

troduction into English.]

A, As substantive

:

1. That which enters into a compound as

an element, or is a component part of any
compound or mixture ; an element.

" The love of Nature's works
la an ingredient in the compound man."

Cotoper: Task, iv. 732.

* 2. A person going iu or entering. (Adams :

Works, i. 59.)

* B. As adj. : Forming an ingredient or
component part in a compound or mixture.

"The first, or Hebrew tougue, which seems to be
ingredient into so many languages."

—

Browne ; Miscel-
lanies, tract viii.

in -gress, s. [Lat. ingressus, from ingredior
= to go or walk in ; Sp. ingreso ; ltal. in-
gresso.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of entering or going in ; entrance.
" On pain of death, my lord, am I commanded
To stop all ingress to the palace."

Coleridge : Zapolya. i.

2. Power or liberty of entrance ; means of
entering.

II. Astron. : The entrance of the moon into
the shadow of the earth in eclipses ; the en-

trance of the sun into a sign, &c.

* in gress , v.t [Ingress, s,] To go in or
enter. (Annandale.)

* in gress ion (ss as sh), s. [Lat. ingressio,

from ingressus, pa. par. of ingredior; Fr. ingres-

sion.] The act of entering ; entrance, ingress.

"Meicury .'. . may happily' have a more powerful
ingression into gold than any other body whatever."—
Digby : Of Bodies, ch. xv.

* in-gres'-su, s. [Lat. ; ablat. sing, of ingres-

sus (q.v.).]

Law : A writ, now obsolete, of entry into
lands or tenements.

* in-gres'-siis, s. [Lat.] [Ingress.]

Law: The relief which the heir at full age
paid to the head lord for entering upon the
fee, or lands fallen by the death or forfeiture
of the tenant.

* in -grieve', v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and
Eng. grieve (q.v.).] To make more grievous

;

to aggravate.

* in-gro6ve', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
groove (q.v.).] To groove in ; to fix or join,
as iu a groove.

* in-gross, v.t. [Engross.]

in'-grow-ihg, s. [Pref. in-, and Eng. grow-
ing.] The growing inward.

U Ingrowing of the nails

:

Pathol. ; A painful condition in which the
side of the nail is pressed into the flesh of the
great toe at its margin. The chief eause is

ill-fitting boots. Called also Onyxis (q.v.).

*in-guil'-1#, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
guilty (q.v.).] Not guilty ; innocent, guilt-
less.

" Not inguUty of any indignity that he hath put
upon his favourite."

—

Bp. Hall: Contempt.; Haman
Hanged.

in guin al (u as w), a. [Fr., from Lat. in-

guinalis, ifroui inguen (genit. inguinis) = th.e

groin.] Pertaining or relating to the groin.

"The plague seems to be a particular disease, cha-
racterised with eruptions in buboes, by the inflamma-
tion and suppuration of the axillary, inguinal, and
other glands. —Arbuthnot.

* in-gulf, * in gulph ', v.t [Pref. in- (1),

and Eng. gulf (q.v.).]

1. To swallow up, as in a gulf or whirlpool

;

to overwhelm by swallowing.
" Thence, In the porous earth

Long while ingulphed."
Mason : English. Garden, bk. ii.

2. To cast, as into a gulf.
" If we adjoin to the lords, whether they prevail or

not, we ingulf ourselves into assured danger."

—

Hay-
ward.

* in gulf-ment, s. [Eng. ingulf; -ment.}
The act of ingulfing ; the state of being in-
gulfed.

* ln-guV-gi-tate, v.t & i. [Lat. ingnrgi-
tatus, pa. par. of ingurgito : in- — in, into, and
gurges (genit. gurgitis) = the throat ; Fr. in-
gurgiter; Sp. ingurgitar ; ltal. ingurgitare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To swallow down greedily ; to devour
greedily.

2. To plunge into ; to ingulf.
" Let him ingurgitate himself never so deep."—

Fotherby : AtheomastixAp- 206.

B. Intrans. : To eat greedily ; to devour, to
gorge.

" To eat and ingurgitate beyond all measure, aa many
doe."—burton ; Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 235.

* in-gur-gi-ta'-tion, * in-gour-gy-ta-
tion, s. [Lat. ingurgitatio, from ingurgitatusr

pa. par. of ingurgito; Fr. ingurgitation.] The
act of swallowing or devouring greedily or in
great quantities.

"Too much abstinence turnes vice, and too niuuh.
ingurgitation is one of the seven."—Bishop Hall : Of
Contentation, § 13.

* in-gnst'-a-ble, * in-gust-I-ble, a. [Pref.

in- (2), and Eng. gustable (q.v.).] Incapable
of being tasted ; not perceptible to the taste.

" The body of the element Is ingustable, void of all

sapidity."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., oh. xxi.

* in hab' lie, a. [Fr., from Lat. inhabilis,

from in- = not, and liabilis = skilful ; Sp.
inhdbil; ltal. inabile.]

1. Not apt, fit, or suited ; unfit, inconve-
nient.

2. Unskilled, unqualified.

* In-ha-biT-i-t$r, s. [Fr., inhabiliU, from
inhab'ile.] The quality or state of being in-

habile ; unfitness, unaptness, unskilfulness,

inability. (Barrow: Sermons, vol. i., ser. 1.)

ln-hab'-lt, v.t. & i. [Fr. inhabiter, from Lat.
inhabito ; from in- = in, and habito — to dwel^
a frequent, from habeo = to have.]

A. Trans. : To live or dwell in ; to occupy
as a place of settled residence.

" The Aborigines, who at that time inhabited those
parte."—P. Holland: Livius, p. 3.

B. Iritrans. : To live, to dwell, to reside, to
abide.

" Who built it, who inhabits there ?
"

Cowper : Olney Hymns, xiv.

* in-hab'-it, * in-hab-ite, a. [Inhabit, v.}

Inhabited.
" Sith fLrst'.inhabite was the lond."

Chaucer: Dreame.

* in-hab'-it-a-ble (1), a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. habitable (q.v.).J Not habitable ; that
cannot be inhabited or lived in.

" Some inhabitable place
Where the hot sun and slime breed naught but

monsters." Ben Jonson : Catiline, v, 3.

in-hab'-lt-a-ble (2), a. [Fr., from Lat. in-
habitabilis, "from inhabito= to inhabit.] Caria-

ble of being inhabited ; fit for inhabitation ;

habitable.
" All which live

In the inhabitable world." Donne : Lamentations.

in-hab'-it-ance, in-hab- it -an -cy, s.

[Eng. inhabitant); -ce; -cy.]

1. The quality or state of being an inhabit-
ant

;
permanent residence in a town, city, or

parish ; the domiciliation which the law re-
quires to make a pauper entitled to relief from
the parish, town, city, &c, in which he lives ;
liabitancy.

* 2. Habitation, dwelling.
" Nothing, sir, but poverty and hunger

;

No promise of inhabitancer
Beaum. & Flet. : Sea Voyage, iv. I.

boil. bo~^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious, -sious, -cious = shiis. -ble. -die, &c. = bet. del.
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* 3. Inhabitation ; the state of being in-

habited.
" So the ruins yet resting in the wild moors testify

a former inhubitancc."—Carew : Survey of Cornwall.

*n hab -it-ant, * in hab yt-an, * in -

hab-yt-aunt, s. [Lat. inhabitans, pr. par.
of inhabito = to inhabit.] One who dwells,
lives, or resides permanently in a place ; one
who has a fixed residence in any place, as
•distinguished from an occasional visitor or
lodger.

" Mischief, that black inhabitant of hell."
Drayton: Barons' Wars, bk. ii.

* in hab ' i-tate, v.t. [Lat. inhabitants, pa.
par. of inhabito = to inhabit.] To inhabit,
to dwell in.

" Of all the people which inhabitate Asia."

—

f , Hol-
land : Livius, p. 392.

I'n-hab-i-ta'-tion, * in-hab-y-ta-cy-on,
s. ILat. inhabitatio.] [Inhabit.]

1. The act or state of inhabiting ; the state
of being inhabited.

" From this inhabitation a numerical unity may be
effected."—lip. Bull .- Works, vol. ii., disc. 4.

*2. A habitation, a dwelling, a residence,
an abode.

*3. A quantity or number of inhabitants;
•population.

" We shall rather admire how the earth contained
its inhabitants than doubt its inhabitation,"—Browne

:

Vulgar Errours, bk. vi., cb. vi.

^in-hab'-i-ta-tive, a. [Lat. inhabitatm, pa.
par. of inhabito; Eng. adj. suff. -ive.] Of or
pertaining to inhabitation.

an-hab' i-ta tive ness, s. [Eng. inhdbita-
tive ; -ness.]

Phrenol. : The organ which is said to prompt
men to inhabit particular spots in preference
to others, thus imbuing them with love of
home. It is situated on the centre part of
the back of the head, having around it Self-

esteem, Love of Approbation, Adhesiveness,
and Philoprogenitiveness. Called by Combe
Concentrativeness.

* in-hab'-it-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Lat.
luibito = to inhabit.] Not inhabited ; unin-
habited.

" Others, iu imitation of some valiant knights, have
frequented desarts and inhabited .ytovinces. —Braith-
watte: Survey of Histories. (1614.)

* in-hab'-lt-er, s. [Eng. inhabit; -er.] One
who inhabits, an inhabitant, a dweller, a
xesident.

" To feight wyth thinhabiters on the further side of
the Rhine."—Qoldinge: Casar, fo. 148,

*.in-hab'-i-tress, * in hab-i-tresse, s.

[Eng. inhabiter; -ess.] A female who inhabits,

a female inhabitant.
" An inhabitresse

On this thy wood-crowned hill."

Chapman : Hymne to Venus.

-*in-ha-ble, v.t. [Enable.]

"* inhalant, * in-hal'-ent, a. [Lat. in-

iialens, pr. par. of inhalo = to inhale (q.v.).]

That inhales ; inhaling.

in-nal-a'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. inhalatus,

pa. par. of inhalo.]

1. The act of inhaling.

2. That which is inhaled.

T[ For therapeutical purposes there are
iodine, turpentine, and creosote, hydrocyanic
and other inhalations.

in-hale', v.t. [Lat. inhalo, from in- = in, into,

and halo = to breathe.] To draw into the
lungs ; to inspire ; to suck in.

" That play of lungs, inhaling and again
Respiring freely the fresh air."

Cowper : Task, i. 137.

in-hal'-er, s. [Eng. inhal(e); -er.]

I. Orel. Lang. : One who inhales.

II. Tech. : An apparatus to filter and warm
the air respired by persons with delicate

lungs, or by those subjected to a deleterious

atmosphere.

(1) For consumptives it consists of a repli-

cated wire-gauze tissue ; a respirator.

(2) For cutlers and others subjected to an
atmosphere of iron dust, it is a magnetic tissue
which arrests the dust.

(3) An instrument for inhaling or inwardly
applying medicated vapours or anaesthetic
-agents.

(4) An apparatus to enable a fireman, miner,
or diver to work in a poisonous or heated at-

mosphere, or in water, carrying with him a
supply of vital air. [Filter, s., 3.]

* in han9e , v.t. [Enhance.]

* in-har-mon -ic, * in-har mon -ic al, a.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. harmonic, luirmonical
(q.v.).] Not harmonic, not harmonious, dis-

cordant.

% Inharmonic relation

:

Music: That in which a discordant sound is

introduced.

in-har mo'-ni-ous, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. Jiarmouious (q.v.) ; Fr. inharmonieux.]
Not harmonious ; discordant, unmusical,

" His own verses inharmonious flow."
Francis: Horace; Satires, bk. i., x,

* in-har-md'-ni-ous-l$r, adv. [Eng. inhar-
monious; -ly.] In an inharmonious or dis-

cordant manner; discordantly, without har-
mony.

in-har-md -m ous-ness, s. [Eng. inhar-
monious ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
inharmonious ; want or absence of harmony

;

discord.

"Shocked at the inharmonlousness of a verse."—
Search : Light of Nature, vol. i., pt. 1, ch. xiii.

* in-har'-mon-y, s. [Pref. in- (2); and Eng.
harmony (q.v.); Fr. inharnionie.] Want or
absence of harmony ; discord.

'

in -haul, in haul -er, s. [Pref. in- (1), and
Eng. haul, hauler (q.v.).]

Naut. : A rope or purchase for rigging-in the
jib-boom, studding-sail-boom, or other spar.

* in- -haunt', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and haunt, v.]

To frequent, to keep near.

"This creeke with runing possadge the channel in-
haunteth," Stanyhurst : Virgil; ^Eneidi. 168.

1 in haust', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
Must, s. (q.v.).] To drink eagerly.

"He was hihautting his smoking tea, which went
rolling and gurgling down his throat."—Thackeray:
Book of Snobs, ch. xxii.

* in-held', pa. par. or a. [Inhold, v. ]

in-here', v.i, [Lat. inhcereo = to stick fast
in : in- = in, and hozreo = to stick.] To exist
or be fixed permanently and strongly in ; to
be permanently incorporated in ; to belong,
as an attribute or quality ; to be innate, in-

born, or inbred ; to be inherent.
" For, nor in nothing, nor in things
Extreme and scattering bright, can love inhere."

Donne : Aire & Angels.

in-her' ence, in-heV-en-cy, s. [Fr. inher-

ence; Sp. inlierencia, from Lat. inhatrens, pr.

par. of inhwreo ss to inhere (q.v.).] The qua-
lity or state of being inherent ; the state of
inhering.

" It is I that am pleased with beholding his gaiety,
and the gay man in his greatest bravery is only
pleased because I am pleased with the sight ; so
borrowing his little and imaginary complacency from
the delight that I have, not from any inherency of his
own possession."

—

Bp. Taylor : Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 18.

in-heV-ent, a. [Lat. inhozrens, pr. par. of
iiihatreo = to inhere (q.v.); Fr. inherent; Sp.
inlierente ; Ital. inerente.]

1. Sticking fast in or to ; not to be re-

moved ; inseparable.
" By my body's action, teach my mind

A most inherent baseness.''

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, iii. 2.

2. Naturally conjoined or attached; innate,
inborn.

" Those vices which are inherent in the nature of all
coalitions."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvii.

% Inherent denotes a permanent quality or
property, as opposed to that which is adven-
titious and transitory. Inbred denotes that
property which is derived principally from
habit or by a gradual process, as opposed to
the one acquired by actual efforts. Inborn
denotes that which is purely natural. Inborn
and innate are precisely the same in meaning,
yet they differ somewhat in application.
Poetry and the grave style have adopted in-
born; philosophy has adopted innate. (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

in-heV-ent-ly, adv. TEng. inherent ; -ly.] In
an inherent manner ; by inherence.

"Matter hath inherently and essentially such an
internal energy."—Bentley : Sermons, 8.

in-heY-it, * in-her-yt, * in-her-yte, v.t.

& i. [0. Fr. enheriter, from Lat. harredito
= to inherit, from hozres (genit. hmredis) = an
heir ; Sp. heredar; Port, herdar; Ital. eredare.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

2. To receive or derive from a progenitor or

ancestor as part of one's nature, either physical
or mental.

" Her disposition she inherits.

"

Shakesp. : Alt's WelliThat Ends Well, i. 1.

3- To possess ; to enjoy ; to receive as a

possession by gift or divine appropriation ; to
own.

" What shall I do, that I may inherit eternal life?"—
Matthew x. 17.

* 4. To receive ; to take in.

"A grave
Whose hollow womb inherits nought but bones.'*

Shakesp. : Illchard II., ii. 1.

* 5. To contain ; to hold.

* 6. To put in possession ; to seize. (Fol-

lowed by of.)

" It must be great that can inherit ua
Bo much as of a thought of ill iu him."

Shakesp. : Richard II., i, 1.

II. Law : To take by descent from an an-
cestor ; to take by succession as the repre-
sentative of a former possessor ; to receive as
a right or title descendible by law from an
ancestor at his death.

'"Phamax the elder, inherityng the kyngdonie
accordyng to the custome of their countrie."—
Ooldyng : Justine, fo. 171-1

B. Intrans. : To take, receive, or have as
an inheritance, possession, or property ; to
take or come into possession as an heir ; to be
an heir. (Sometimes followed by to or in.)

"Thou shalt not inherit in our father's house."—
Judges xi. 2.

* in-her-it-a-bil'-i-t^, s. [Eng. inheritable

;

-ity.] The quality or state of being inheritable
or descendible to heirs.

in-her'-it-a-ble, a. [Eng. inherit; -able.]

1. Capable of being inherited; descendible
from the ancestor to the heir by course of
law ; transmissible as an inheritance.

" When it became inheritable, the inheritance was
long indefeasible."

—

Blackstone : Comment., bk. ii., ch.l.

* 2. Capable of being transmitted from a
parent or ancestor to a child : as, inheritable
virtues or vices.

* 3. Capable of or qualified for inheriting or
receiving by descent.

" Lest the ladies privily should counterfeit the in-
heritable sex."

—

Selden: Illust. to Drayton's foly-
Olbion, § 17.

* ln-her'-it-a-bl^, adv. [Eng. inheritable) ;

-ly.] By way of inheritance; so as to be in-
heritable or transmissible as an inheritance.

in-her it ance, * in-near it-ance, * in-
her it-aunce, .v. [Eng. inherit ; -ance.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or state of inheriting or receiving
an estate as heir to another.

" You shall understand that Darius came not to his
empyre by inheritance, but got into y» seate of Cyrus
by the benefite of Bagoas, nyB eunuche."

—

Brende:
Quint us Curtius, fo. 143.

2. That which is inheritable ; that which
may be inherited or transmitted by succession
from an ancestor to his heir.

ance be!
Spenser: F. Q.,

3. A possession received or acquired by gift

or of grace or favour ; a permanent or valuable
possession, received or enjoyed by divine
favour or appropriation.

" When the son dies, let the inheritance
Descend unto the daughter."

Shakesp. : Henry V., i. 2.

* 1. Possession, acquisition, ownership.

"Which had returned
To the inheritance of Fortinbras."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, l. 1.

IL Technically

:

1. Biol.; Darwin considered the inheritance

of every character to be the rule, and non-

inheritance the anomaly. Peculiarities tend
to appear in the offspring at a corresponding
age to that at which they arose in the parent,
if not earlier. One appearing in a particular

sex is often transmitted to that sex only.
Sometimes there is a reversion to the charac-
teristics of a remote ancestor. (Darwin

:

Orig. of Species (1882), pp. 10, 67.)

2. Law : A perpetual or continuing right to
an estate invested in a person and his heirs.

There are nine '

' canons of inheritance :
" three

may be quoted—(1) That inheritance shall, in
the first place, descend to the issue of the last
purchaser in infinitum; (2) that the male
issue shall be admitted before the female

;

(3) that where two or more of the male sex
are in equal degree of consanguinity to the
purchaser, the eldest only shall inherit, but
the females all together. (Wliarton.)

Late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce — e ; ey = a. qu = knT»
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"' In-her-i-tant, a. [Eng. inherit; -ant.] In-

herent.
" Inheritant in the Divine nature."—Breton : Divine

Considerations, p. 8.

in-h.er'-it-dr, s. [Eng. inherit; -or.] One
who inherits ; an heir ; one who receives or is

entitled to receive by inheritance.
" The freed inheritors of hell."

Byron ; The Giaour.

*in-heV-i-tress, *i£n-her'-i-trix, s. [Eng.
inherit ; -reus, -rix.] A female who inherits

;

an heiress.
" To wit, no female

Should be inheritrix in Salique land."
Shakesp. : Henry V., i. 2.

* In-heV-i-trlce, s. [Eng. inlierittpf) ; -rice =
-rix.] An inheritress, an heiress.

*in-herse', *in-hearse', v.t. [Pref. m-(i),
and Eng. Jierse, hearse, (q.v.).] To put in a
iiearse ; to inclose as in a coffin.

" See, where he lies inhersed in the arms
Of the most bloody nurser of his harms."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., iv. 7.

* Jn-he'-sion, s. [Lat. inhoesio, from inhassum,
sup. of inhwreo = to stick, to inhere.] The
state of being inherent in ; inherence.

"The notion of a subject of inhesion."—Reid: Intetl.
Powers, Ess. il., ch. viii.

* in'-hi ate, v.t. [Lat. irihiatnm, sup. of inhio
= to open the mouth, to gape : in- (intens.),

and hio = to gape.] To gape upon, to desire
eagerly. (Becon : Works, i. 253.)

*" in hi-a -tion, s. [Lat. inhiatio, from in-

hiatvin, sup. of inhio.] [Inhiatb.J A gaping
after, eager desire.

"An inhiation after obscene lusts."

—

Bp. Hall:
Honour of Married Clergy, bk. i., § i.

In-hib'-it, *in-hyb-yte, v.t. [Lat. inhib-
itus, pa. par. of inhibeo = to have in hand, to
check : in- = in, and habeo = to have ; Sp. &
Port, inhibir; Fr. inliiber.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To restrain, to hinder, to repress, to
check.

"The stars and planets being whirled about with
great velocity, would suddenly, did nothing inhibit it,

be shattered in pieces."—Ray: On the Creation.

2. To prohibit, to forbid, to interdict.
" Burial may not be inhibited or denied to any one."—Ayliffe: Parergon.

II. Eccles. Law: To forbid or prohibit from
exercising the office of a priest.

in-hib'-it-er, s. [Eng. inhibit; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who inhibits.

2. Scots Law : One who takes out an inhibi-
tion, as against a wife or debtor.

In-hi-bl'-tion, * in-hi-bi-ci-on, s. [Lat.
in,hibitio, from inhibitus, pa. par. of inhibeo ;

Fr. inhibition; Sp. inhibicion; Ital. inibi-
zione. ]

I. Ord. Lang. : The act of inhibiting or pro-
hibiting ; embargo ; prohibition ; the state of
"being inhibited.

" Lay a negative bar and inhibition upon thatwhich
is agreed to by a whole parliament."

—

Milton : Eikono-
clastes.

TL Law.

1. English Law:

(1) (See extract.)

"Inhibition is a writ to inhibit or forbid a judge
Srom farther proceeding in the cause depending before
him. Inhibition is most commonly a writ issuing out
of a higher court Christian to a lower and inferior,
upon an appeal : and prohibition out of the king's
court to a court Christian, or an inferior temporal
court."— Cowel.

(2) Eccles. Law : An order of court forbid-

ding a priest from exercising ministerial duties.

2. Scots Iaxw :

(1) Inhibition against a wife at'the instance
t>f a husband is a writ passing the signet,

which prohibits all and sundry from transact-
ing business with the wife or giving her credit.

(2) An inhibition against a debtor is a writ
passing under the signet, whereby the debtor
or party inhibited is prohibited from con-
tracting any debt which may become a burden
on his heritable property, or whereby his
heritage may be attached or alienated to the
prejudice of the Inhibiter's debt.

* in hib'-it-or-y, a. [Low Lat. inhibitorius,
from Lat. inhibitus, pa. par. of inhibio ; Fr.
inhibitoire; Sp. inhibitorio ; Ital. inibitorio.]
Of or pertaining to inhibition

;
prohibitory.

* in hilde, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and A.S. hyldan
= to pour. ] To pour in or into.

*in-hive', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. hive

(q.v.).] To put in or into a hive ; to hive.

*in-ndld', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. hold

(q.v.).] To hold in or within ; to contain,

to have inherent.
" It is disputed, whether this light first created be

the same which the sun inholdeth and casteth forth, or

whether it had continuance any longer than till the

sun's creation.
1'—Raleigh : Hist, of the World, bk. i.,

ch. i„ § 7.

* in-hoJd'-er, s. [Eng. inhold ; -er.] An in-

habitant.
" And every part's inholders to convert."

Spenser: F. <}., VII. vii. 17.

*in-ho6p\ v.t. [Pref. in-, and Eng. hoop

(q.v.).] To inclose in a hoop; to confine in

any place.
" His quails ever

Beat mine inhoop'd at odds."
Shakesp. : Antony & Cleopatra, ii. 3.

in-nos'-plt-a-ble, a. [Fr., Sp. inhosped-

able ; Ital. inospitale. ]

1. Not hospitable; not willing or inclined

to show hospitality to strangers ; unwilling

to entertain guests, or entertaining them
reluctantly.

" He found the inhabitants of a little village so in-

hospitable."—Bp. Taylor: Great Exemplar, pt. iii.,

§1*.

2. Affording no convenience, subsistence, or

shelter to strangers.
" Dreary and inhospitable wastes."

—

Blair, vol. v.,

ser. l.

in-hos'-pit-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inhospita-

ble ; -ness.] "The quality or state of being in-

hospitable ; inhospitality.

"The inhospitableness of the place." — Evelyn

:

Memoirs, vol 1. (1S41).

ln-hds'-pit-a-bljr, adv. [Eng. inhospitable)

;

-ly.] In an" inhospitable manner; without
hospitality.

" For what you call inhospitably drear.
To me with beauty and delight appear."

Francis ; Horace ; Epistles, i. xiv.

* in-housed', a. [Pref. in- (1) ; Eng. hous(e);

and suff. -ed. ] Housed. (G. Markham : Sir
R. Grinuile, p. 51.)

in-hu'-man, y in-hu-mane, *in-hu-
maine, a. [Fr. inhumain, from Lat. inhu-
manus, from in- = not, and humanus = hu-
man, gentle ; Sp. inhumano ; Ital. inumano.]

1. Not human or humane ; destitute of a
feeling of kindness or tenderness towards
one's fellow-creatures ; barbarous, cruel, sav-
age, unfeeling.

" What wretch inhumane, or what wilder blood."
Browne : Britannia's Pastorals, bk. ii.. s. l.

2. Characterized or marked by inhumanity
or cruelty.

" The crueltie of the Frenchemen and of their inhu-
maine dealyng with them."—Hall: Hen. VIII. (an. 13).

ln-hu-man'-l'-ty, s. [Fr. inhumanite.]

1. The quality or state of being inhuman

;

cruelty, barbarity, savageness.
" All kind of subtilty and violence and inhumanity

was employed to overturn it." — Jortin : Christian
Religion, dis. 3.

* 2. An inhuman act or person.
" If such inhumanities actually have been born, it

is certain that they may be horn. "—South, vol. vl,
aer. 9. » - —

^

in-nu'-man-ly, * in-hu-mane-ly, adv.
[Eng. inhuman ; -ly.] In an inhuman, cruel,
or barbarous manner ; cruelly, barbarously.

"Alexander had in his fury inhumanly butchered
one of his beat friends.''—Burke : Vind. of Nat. Soc.

* in hum -ate, v.t. [Lat. inhumatus, pa. par.
of inhumo: in- = in, and humo =. to bury;
humus = the ground.] To bury, to inter.

ln-hu-ma'-tion, s. [Lat. inhumatus, pa. par.
of inhumo.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of burying or in-
terring ; burial ; interment.

" In some localities cremation prevailed, though in-
humationwas the general custom. —Greenwel I : British
Barrows, p. 21.

2. Chem.: The act of burying vessels in
warm earth, or anything similar, that their
contents may be exposed to a steady degree of
moderate heat.

* inhume', v.t. [Fr. inhumer, from Lat. in-
humo.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To bury ; to inter ; to de-
posit in the earth, as a corpse.
"Buried he lay, where thousands before
For thousands of years were inhumed on the shore."

Byron : 8u<gc of Corinth, xxv.

2. Chem. : To bury a vessel in warm earth,

so as to heat its contents moderately and
equally. [Inhumation.]

* ln-huiT, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. hurt,

v.] To drive or cast in. (Stanyhurst : Virgil ;

uEneid i. 559.)

in'-i-a, s. [The native Bolivian name.]

Zool. : A genus of Delphinidaa (Dolphins).

Inia boliviensis inhabits the rivers of Bolivia,

&c, in some cases two thousand miles from
the sea. The male is fourteen feet long, the
female but seven.

m'-I-al, a. [Inion.] Of or pertaining to the
inioii or ridge of the occiput.

* in-im-ag^-in-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. imaginable "(q.v.)-] Unimaginable ; in-

conceivable.

in-im'-lC-al, a. [Lat. inimicalts, from inimi-
cus= hostile : in-— not, and amicus= friendly.]

1. Having the temper or disposition of an
enemy ; hostile.

2. Adverse ; hurtful ; harmful ; injurious.
" Associations in defence of the existing power of the

sovereign, are not, in their spirit, inimical to the con-
stitution."

—

Brand: Essay on Political Associations.

(1796.)

* in-im-l-cal'-i-ty, s. [Eng. inimical ; -ity.]

The quality or state of being inimical ; hos-
tility ; unfriendliness.

* in-im'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. inimical ; -ly.]

In a hostile or unfriendly manner.

* in-im-i-ci'-tious, «. [Inimical.] Inimi-

cal ; hostile. (Sterne : Letter to Warburton,
1760.)

* in-im'-i-cous, ct. [Lat. inimicus.] Hostile;
unfriendly ; hurtful.

" It is hard of digestion, inimicous to the stomach,"
—Eoelyn: Acetaria.

in-im-it-a-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. inimitable;
-ity.] The quality or state of being inimit-
able ; impossibility to be imitated or copied.

in-im'-it-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. inimita-
bilis, from in- = not, and imitabilis — that can
be imitated ; imitor=. to imitate.] That can-
not be imitated ; incapable of being imitated
or copied ; above imitation.
" He stood, as some inimitable hand
Would strive to make a Paul or Tully stand "

Cowper : Table Talk, 348.

in-im'-lt-a-ble-ness, «• [Eng. inimitable ;

-ness.] Th*e quality or state of being inimit-
able ; inimitability.

Sn-im'-it-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inimitable) ; -ly.]

In an inimitable manner or degree ; so as not
to be imitated ; to a degree beyond imitation.

"These two small but inimitably fine poems."

—

Blair, vol. iii., let. 40.

in'-i-dn, s. [Gr. \viov (inion) — the sinews be-
tween the occiput and the back, the nape of
the neck ; U (is), genit. Ivos (inos) — strength,
a muscle, fibrous vessels.]

Anat. : A name of the ridge of the occiput.

in-i'-qui-tous, a. [Eng. iniouit(y) ; -ous.]

Characterized by iniquity, injustice, or wicked-
ness ; unjust ; wicked ; nefarious.

" Pensioned and bribed to this iniquitous service."

—

Burke : Vindication of Natural Society.

in-l'-qui-tOUS-ly, adv. [Eng. iniquitous; -ly.]

In an iniquitous manner or degree ; unjustly,
wickedly.

"Funds of judgments iniqaitously legal."

—

Burke:
Letter to a Noble Lord.

in-i-qui-ty, * in-i-qul-tee, s. [Fr. ini-

quite, from Lat. iniquitatem, ace. of iniquitas
= injustice: in- = not, and wquitas= equal-
ness,' justice ; aiquus =equal, just.] [Equity.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A want of equity, fairness, or justice

;

absence of just, fair, or true dealing; a devia-
tion from the right ; unrighteousness, wicked-
ness.

" The world from his perfection fell ,'

Into all filth and foule iniquity."
Spenser : F. Q„ V. 1. 5.

2. An iniquitous, unjust, or unfair act;
wickedness, crime.

" When their iniquities are at full, he will not fail
to repay vengeance into their bosom."—Sharp : Ser-
mons, vol. ii., ser. 1.

3. The name given to the character who
personified one of the vices in the old "Mo-
ralities." He was the buffoon of the piece,
his chief business being to make sport with

boil, bo*y; pout, jo%l; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious," -clous, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c! = bel, dflL
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and mock the devil. He was the prototype
of the modern clown and harlequin.

"Iniquity came in, like Hokoa Fokos, in a juggler'a

Jerkin. —Ben Jonton : Staple of News.

* II. Scots Law ; A term formerly applied
to the decision of an inferior judge who de-

cided contrary to law, in which case he was
said to commit iniquity.

* in--i-quous, a. [Lat. iniquus = unequal,
unfair : in- — not ; ozquus = equal, fair ; Sp.
inicuo ; Ital. & Port, iniquo ; Fr. inique.]

UDjust, iniquitous, wicked.
" Whatsoever ia done through any unequal affectloD

la iniquous, wicked, and wrong."

—

Shaftesbury : In-

quiry Cone. Virtue, bk. i., pt. 1L, § 3.

* in-ir-ri-ta-bil'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. irritability (q.v.).] The quality or state

' of being inirritable
; good-nature.

* In-ir'-ri-ta-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
irritable (q.v.).]

1, Ord. Lang. ; Not irritable
;
good-natured,

good-humoured.

2. Physiol. . Not possessed of irritability,

not exeitaUe.

* in-ir'-ri-ta-tive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. irritative (q.v.).] Not irritative ; not
accompanied with excitement : as, an inirri-

tative fever.

* in isle' (s silent), v.t. [Pref, in- (1), and Eng.
isle (q.v.).]

1. To form into an isle or island, by sur-
rounding with water.

" It begins with Kother, whose running through the
woods, inislinq Oxney."

—

Drayton: Poly-Otbion, a. 18.

{Selden's ttlust.

)

2. To encircle, to surround, to embrace.

In-l'-tial (ti as sh), a. & s. [Lat. initialis =
pertaining to a beginning ; initium = a be-

ginning, from inituSf pa. par. of ineo = to
enter into : in- = in, into, and eo = to go

;

Fr. initial; Sp. initial; Ital. iniziale.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to the beginning ; be-
ginning ; incipient : as, the initial symptoms
or stages of a disease.

"Our initial age is like the melted wax to the prepared
seal."

—

QlanvUl: Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. xiv.

2. Placed at or standing at the beginning.
" The initial letters of his name that had translated

it, were printed,"—Burnet : Hist. Reform, (an. 1559).

B. As subst. : The first letter of a word

;

especially the first letters of the words com-
posing a person's name.

" Marked with L for our initial."

R. Browning : Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister.

in-i'-tial (ti as sh), v.t. [Initial, a.]

Comm. & Law : To mark with initials, as a
guarantee of validity, or correctness.

* in-i'-tial-ljr (ti as sh}, adv. [Eng. initial

;

-ly.] In an initial or incipient manner; by
way of, or as a beginning ; at the beginning.

"He did initially and in part exercfBe theae func-
tions upon earth."

—

Barrow: Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 31.

in-l'-ti-ate (ti as shl), v.t, & £. [Initiate,

a. ; Fr.'initier ; Sp. initiar; ItaL iniziare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To begin or enter upon ; to set afoot, to

start, to introduce : as, to initiate a new line

of action.
" To whom Eurymachus initiates

Their vttered greeuance."
Chapman: Somen Odyssey xvi.

2. To instruct' in the rudiments or princi-

ples ; to admit into a secret society or associa-

tion by instructing in its principles or secrets.

" Initiated in arte,

Which some may practice with'politer grace."
Cowper : Task, iv. 493.

* B. Intrans. : To do the first act ; to per-

form the first rite ; to take the initiative ; to

begin.
" The king himBelf initiates to the power ;'

Scatters with quivering hand the sacred flour."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey iii. 664.

in-i'-ti-ate (ti as shl), a. & s. [Lat. initvx-

tus, pa. "par. of initio = to begin ; milium = a

beginning.

A. As adjective

:

* I. Ordinary Language ;

1. Unpractised, new.
" My atrange and self-ahuse

la the initiate fear." Shakesp. : Macbeth, iii. 4.

2. Initiated ; introduced or admitted to a
knowledge of ; instructed.

" Initiate in the secret of the skies."
Young : Night Thoughts, Ti. 65.

II, Imw : A man is said to become initiate
tenant by courtesy in his wife's estate of in-

heritance on the birth of issue capable of in-
heriting the same, his estate not being con-
summate till the death of the wife.

* B. As subst. : One who is initiated.

"The banda of the initiate singing their songs to
DfimeUr."—Keary : Outlinesof Primitive Belief, p. 248.

^[ From the fact that the Latin verb initio

had the secondary meaning "to admit to secret
religious rites," it was adopted by early eccle-
siastical writers as = to baptize ; the Latin
initiateswas employed to distinguish abaptized
person from a catechumen not yet made ac-
quainted with the whole of Christian doctrine
and practice ; and the term initiatio signified

the full participation enjoyed by those who
had received the sacrament of baptism. [Dis-
cipline, s., If (1).]

in-i-ti-a'-tion (ti as shi), s. [Lat. initiatio,

from initiatus, pa. par. of initio = to begin ;

Fr. initiation; Sp. initiation.]

1. The act of initiating, beginning, or enter-

ing upon.

2. The act of initiating, introducing to, or

instructing in the rudiments, principles, rules,

or ceremonies ; the act of introducing or ad-
mitting to a secret society or association.

" Every one should pay a certain Bum for his initia-
tion."— Warburton : Divine Legation, bk. ii., § 4.

3. An introduction.
'" Those who were in the fight described it as a ter-

rible initiation for recruits. —Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xiii.

i. The state of being initiated, admitted, or
introduced to acquaintance with anything.

"From a late initiation into literature."—Pope

:

JDunciad, i. (Note.)

In-i'-ti-a-tive (ti as shi), «. & s. [Fr. ini-

tiatif, from Lat. initiatus, pa. par. of initio.]

A. .4s adj. : Serving to initiate or begin

;

initiatory.

B. As substantive

:

1. An initiatory or introductory act or step
;

the first step or action in any business ; a

first essay, a beginning, a start.

2. Power of initiating or beginning ; the
power or right to take the lead or originate.

VThe French Government has taken the initiative
in breaking off diplomatic relations."

—

Daily Tele-
graph, Aug. 22, 1884.

in-i'-ti-a~tor (ti as Shl), a. [Eng. initiate);

-or.] One who initiates.

" The interpreters of these holy mysteries, the hiero-

Ehants and initiators."— Warburton : Divine Legation,
k. ii., 5 4.

in-i'-ti-a-tor-y (ti as shl), a. [Eng. ini-

tiate); -ory.]

1. Of or pertaining to a beginning or intro-

duction ; introductory, initiative.

"To exercise his champions with some initiatory
incounters."—Bp. Hall : Contempt.; Samsons Marriage.

2. Initiating or serving for initiation ; intro-

ducing by instruction or by the use of symbols
and ceremonies.

"By the initiatory rite of water baptism."— War-
burton: Divine Legation, bk. vi., 5 L

* in-i'-tion, s. [Low Lat. initio, from initus,

pa. par. of ineo= to enter into.] A beginning,
an initiation.

* in-jeal'-ous, * in-jeal-ose, v.t. [Pref.

in- (1), and Eng. jealous (q.v.).] To make
jealous. (Daniel ; Hist. Eng., p. 93.)

in-jecf , v.t. [Lat. injectus, pa. par. of injicio

= to throw or cast in ; in- = in, into, and jacio
= to throw ; Fr. injecter.]

1. To throw or cast in ; to dart in.

" But a kettle of scalding hot water injected
Infalliby cures the timber affected."

Swift : Wood, an Insect.

* 2. To instil, to inculcate.

"Their continuall temptations which they inject
into our thoughts."—Bishop Hall : Sol. 8.

* 3. To throw in ; to bring forward in the
middle of something else ; to intervene with.

"Caesar also, then hatching tyranny, injected the
same scrupulous demurs to stop the sentence of death."
—Milton : Answer to Eikon Basilihe.

* i. To throw or cast up.
" Though bold in open field, they yet surround
The town with walls, and mound inject on mound."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey. {Todd.)

in-jec'-tion, s. [Lat. injectio, from injectus,

pa. par. of injicio; Fr. injection; Sp. injec-

tion; Ital. injezione.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of injecting or throwing in.

2. That which is injected or thrown in.

" To minister the same by way of clyatre or syringe'

promising us that the said injection will break all in-

ward impostuines."—P. Holland: Plinie, bk. xx., ch.

xxii. i

* 3. Suggestion, instigation.

"What might be suggested by onr own corruption,
without any injection ol Satan."—Fuller: Worthies;
Gloucestershire. ,

II. Technically:

1. Anat. : The art of filling the vessels and
other minute tubular organs of animals with
coloured substances more clearly to exhibit

their relative size, arrangement, and relation

to the surrounding parts. The colour is in-

jected by means of a syringe.

2. Therap. : The art of injecting any thera-

peutic agent into the rectum, or of introducing
such agent under the skin, &c. ; that which is

injected. [Hypodermic-injection.]

3. Steam-engin. : The act or process of inject-

ing cold water into the condenser ofa steam en-
gine or the cylinder of an atmospheric engine;
the cold water so injected to produce a vacuum.

injection-cock, ».

Steam-engin. : The cock which closes the in-

jection-pipe.

injection-condenser, s. A cast-iron
vessel of any convenient shape, and strong
enough to bear the atmospheric pressure from
without, in which the exhaust steam from the
cylinder is condensed by a shower of cold
water. The capacity of the cylinder in

Watt's original engines was & that of the cy-

linder, but, according to present practice, it

ranges from J to ^ that of the cylinder, and
sometimes mure. [Condenser, Air-pump. 3

injection-pipe, s.

Steam-engin. : The pipe through which the
injection water passes to the condenser of a
steam engine or the cylinder of an atmospheric
engine. In marine engines the injection-pipe
is open to the sea through the bottom of the
vessel. [Air-pump, Cornish-engine.]

injection-syringe, s.

Surg. : A syringe for administering douches
or medicines.

injection-valve, s.

Steam-engin. : The valve which governs the
entrance of water into the condenser from-the
sea, river, or well.

in-jec'-tdr, 5. [Eng. inject; -or.] One who or
that which injects; specif., an apparatus for
supplying the boilers of steam engines, and
especially of locomotives, with water. It
works equally well when the engine is at rest
or running, and in that respect is superior to
the feed-pump (q.v.).

in-jeer', v.t. [Fr. s'ingerer= to interfere, to
meddle.] To insinuate, to introduce by artful

or indirect means.

* in-jeT-ly, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. jelly

(q.v.).] To deposit or incorporate as in a
jelly. {Tennyson; Audley Court, 25.)

* in-join (1), v.t. [Enjoin.]

* In-join (2), v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
join (q.v.).J To join.

" The Ottomites . . .

Have there injoined them with a fleet."

Shakesp. : Othello, i. 3.

*in-j6"lnt', v.t. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. joint

(q.v.). J To disjoin, to break up.
"The foresaid bridge by a mighty tempest was in-

joynted aud broken."—P. Holland: Plutarch, p. 126.

in-ju-cun'-di-ty^ s, [Lat. injucunditas, from
in-'— not, and jucunditas = pleasantness

; j'w-

cuudus= pleasant] Unpleasantness, disagree-

ableness.

* in-jud'-ic-gr-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. judicable (q.v.).] Not cognizable by a
judge.

* in-jU-di'-Cial (ci as Sh), a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. judicial (q.v.).] Not judicial ; not
according to the forms of law.

in-ju-di'-cious, «. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
judicious (q.v.).]

1. Not judicious, void of judgment; acting
without judgment or due consideration ; rash,
hasty.

"An inexpert and injudicious person.**—Bp. Ball:
Cases of Conscience, dec iii., con. 9.

2. Done without judgment or due considera-
tion ; rash, hasty, unwise : as, an injudicious
measure.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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in-ju-di'-cious-ly, adv. [Eng. injudicious;
-ly.] In an injudicious manner ; without judg-
ment or due consideration ; rashly, hastily,
inconsiderately.

"He was loudly bat injudiciously censured by a
great many."—Melton : Life of Bull.

In-ju-dl' -clous ness, s. [Eng. injudicious;
-ness.] The quality or state of being injudi-
cious.

" Injudiciousness blindB their wonder or liking of
the third."—WMtlocJt : Manners of the English, p. 480.

in-junc'-tion, * in junc cion, s, [Lat. in-
junetio, from injunctus= imposed, enjoined;
pa, par. of injungo= to impose, to enjoin

;

Fr. injonction.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The apt of enjoining, directing, or bid-
ding ; direction.

2. That which is enjoined ; a direction, an
order.

" Though their injunction be to bar my doors."
Shakesp. : Lear, iiL 4.

II. Law: A writ or process granted by a
court of equity, and in some cases under
statutes by a court of law, whereby a party is re-
quired to do, or to refrain from doing, certain
acts, according to the exigency of the writ. .

'

"The drat peculiar remedy obtainable on this ground
1b the writ of Injunction, the most ordinary species of
which is that which operates as a restraint upon the
defendant in the exercise of his real or supposed
rights; and is, therefore, sometimes called the reme-
dial writ of injunction, to distinguish it from the
Judicial writ, which issues after a decree, and Is in the
nature of a writ of execution. This writ may be had
to stay proceedings at law, whatever stage they may
have reached ; to restrain alienations of property
{pendente lite, and tenants for life and others having
united interest from committing waste. It may be
granted to restrain the negotiation of bills of ex-
change, the sailing of a ship, the transfer of stock, or
the alienation of a specific chattel, to prohibit as-
signees from making a dividend, to prevent parties
from removing oat of the Jurisdiction, or from marry-
ing, or having any intercourse, which the court disap-
proves of, with a ward. The Infringement of a copy-
right or a patent frequently calls for the exercise of
this beneficial process ; which may also be had to
restrain the fraudulent use of trade marks, or of the
names, labels, or other indicia of the makers or ven-
dors of goods and merchandize, and in a large class of
cases, far too numerous to be mentioned here."—
Blackstone: Comment., bk. ill., ch. 17.

IT For the difference between injunction
and command, see Command.

In'-jure, v.t. [Fr. injurier, from Lat. injurior
= to do harm to^ injuria ±= injury, harm :

in- = not, and jus (genit. juris) = right,
justice ; Ital. ingiuriare; Sp. & Port, injuriar. ]

1. To do harm to ; to hurt ; to damage

;

to impair the goodness, excellence, value,
strength, &c.

2. To do harm or hurt to, as to the body ; to
hurt physically.

" Lest heat should injure us, his timely care
Hath unbesought provided.

"

Milton : P. L., x 1,057.

3. To damage, to slander, to depreciate, to
tarnish.

" Erasmus, that great injured name."
Pope ; Essay on Criticism, 698.

4. To impair or diminish, as happiness.

5. To wrong ; to do an injury or injustice to.
"When have I injured thee? when done thee wrong?"

Shakesp. : Richard III,, i.. a.

6. To give pain to, as sensibility or feeling

;

to grieve, to hurt.

7. To impair, as the intellect or mind.

* in jure, s. [O. Ft., from Lat. injuria.)
Injury.

in'-Jur-er, s. [Eng. injwfe); -,er.] One who
injures, hurts, damages, or wrongs another.

"The injurers of your father's memory."— tVarbur-
ton : Letter to Br. Lowth,

in-jur'-i-a, s. [Lat.]

Law : A legal wrong, that is, an act or
omission of which the law takes cognizance
as a wrong. (Smith ; Manual of Common Law,
5th ed., p. 418.)

in-jiir'-X-oiis, a. [Lat. injuriosus, injurius=
acting unfairly or wrongfully, from injuria=
an injury ; Fr. injurieux; Sp. & Port, inju-
rioso; Ital. ingiurioso.]

1. Injuring or tending to injure, hurt,
damage, or wrong ; hurtful, harmful, mis-
chievous, pernicious ; causing or tending to
cause hurt or damage physically, mentally, or
morally : as, the injurious consequences of
sin or folly.

* 2. Acting unjustly ; unjust, tyrannical

;

guilty of wrong or injury.

" The injurious Roman did extort
This tribute." Shakesp. ; CymbeUne, iiL L

*3. Wrongful, unjust.
" With other grievances to Biguify
Th' injurious act committed on his son."

Daniel : Civil Wars, bk. vii

* 4. Detractory, offensive, reproachful, con-
tumacious.

" With aclaunder and defame iniurious."
Chaucer : Complaint of Creteide.

* 5. Insolent, overbearing.
"Who was before a persecutor and a blasphemer and

injurious"—1 Timothy, L 18.

ln-jiir'-i-OUS-l^", adv. [Eng. injurious ; -ly.}

1. In an injurious or hurtful manner ; so as
to cause injury, hurt, or damage.

2. Wrongfully ; unjustly ; with injustice.
" That defeuce of myself to which every honest man

ia bound when he is injuriously attacked in print"

—

Dryden: Bind & Panther. (Pref.)

in-iiir'-S-OUS-nesS.s. [Eng. injurious; -ness.]

The quality or state of being injurious; hurt-
fulness ; injury.

" Some miscarriages might escape, rather through
sudden necessities of state, than any propensity either
to injurious/less or oppression."

—

Eikon BasUike.

in'-jur-^, * in-jur-ie, s. [Lat. injuria, from
in- = not, and jus (genit. juris) = right, jus-
tice ; Sp. & Port, injuria ; Ital. ingiuria; Fr.
injure.]

1 . Thatwhich is contrary to right or justice ;

an injustice ; a wrong.
" You do me shameful injury."

Shakesp. : Richard III., i 8.

* 2. A crime.
"A party to this injury."

Shakesp. : Othello, v. L

3. That which injures, harms, or hurts
;

that which occasions loss, detriment, or mis-
chief; damage, hurt, harm.

"The former [private] wrongs are an infringement
or privation of the private or civil rights belonging to
individuals, considered as individuals; and are there-
upon frequently termed civil injuries."—Blackstone

:

Commentaries, bk. iii., ch. 1.

4. An offence ; an insult ; an annoyance.
" The service that I truly did Mb life,

Hath left me open to all injuries."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., v. 2.

* 5. A hurt or disease of the body.
" Thought not good to bruise an injury till it were

full ripe.' —Shakesp. ; Henry V., iii. e.

* 6. Contumelious or abusive language
;

abuse.
" He fell to bitter invectives against the French king,

and spake all the injuries he could divise of Charles."—
Bacon.

U Injury is the most general term, simply
implying what happens contrary to right

;

damage is the injury which takes away from
the value of a thing ; hurt is the injury which
destroys the soundness or wholeness of a
thing ; harm is the injury which is attended
with trouble and inconvenience ; mischief is

the injury which interrupts the order and
consistency of thipgs. The injury is appli-
cable to all bodies, physical and moral ; darn-
age is applicable only to physical bodies.
Trade may suffer an injury ; a building may
suffer an injury; but a building, a vessel, a
merchandize, suffer a damage. The falling of
a chimney, or the breaking of a roof, is a dam-
age ; the injury is not so easily removed ; the

is easily repaired, (Crabb: Eng.
u)

% For the difference between injury and in-
justice, see Injustice.

* in-jur'-& v.t. [Injury, s.] To injure ; to
hurt. (Lyly : Eujphues, p. 460.)

in-jus'-tice, s. [Fr., from Lat. injustitia, from
in- = not, and justitia = justice.]

1. The quality of being unjust ; want of
justice, right, or equity ; unfairness : as, the
injustice of a decision.

2. That which is unjust or unfair ; any vio-
lation of the right of another ; a wrong ; an
iniquity.

" Still these broils that public good pretend
Work most injustice, being done through Bpite."

Daniel : Civil Wars, bk. i.

IT The injustice lies in the principle ; the in-
jury in the action that injures. There may,
therefore, be injusticewhere there is no specific
injury, and on the other hand there may be
injury where there is no injustice. The wrong
partakes both of injustice and injury ; it is in
fact an injury done by one person to another,
in express violation of justice.

Xnk, * enkc, * inke, s. [O. Fr. engue (Fr.
encre), from Lat. encaustum= the purple-red
ink used by the later Roman Emperors ; neut.
of encaustus; Gr. ey/cavo-ros (engkaustos) =

burnt in : lv (en) = in, and kovotos (kausto$)=
burnt ; KaCo> (kaio)= to burn.]

1. A coloured, usually black, liquid or- vis-

cous material used in writing or printing.

2. A pigment, as Chinese or Indian ink.

3. Comm. & Chem. : A liquid or pigment
used for writing or printing. Inks may be
classed under four heads :

(1) Writing inks consist either of coloured
liquids, or of finely-divided coloured precipi-

tates, suspended in a liquid. The essential

ingredients of a good black writing ink, are,

an infusion of the best nut-galls, a solution of

ferrous sulphate (copperas), and a small quan-
tity of gum to retain the precipitate in sus-
pension. The proportion of ferrous sulphate
should not exceed one-third part that of the
nut-galls used, an excess of astringent vegeta-
ble matter being necessary for the durability
of the ink. Its specific gravity should not ex-

ceed 1045, a higher density indicating that
inferior nut-galls have been used, these -re-

quiring a larger proportion of galls to produce
the deep black colour. The infusion of nut-
galls contains tan nic, or galls-tannic and gallic

acids, both of which produce deep black pre-
cipitate with ferric salts, but white precipi-
tates with ferrous salts, which, however,
readily turn black on exposure to the air.

Hence, in making ink, it is necessary to leave
the mixture to itself for sometime in order
that the ferrous salts may be converted into
ferric salts, and the tannic into. gallic acid.
The gum is added to retain in suspension the
precipitated gallate of iron. It also gives a
certain gloss to the ink. In some inks a solu-
tion of logwood is used, to replace a certain
proportion of the nut-galls. By this addition
a more fluid ink is said to be obtained. Red
ink is a solution of cochineal or pure carmine
in ammonia, or of brazil-wood in water. Blue
ink is a solution of Prussian blue and oxalic
acid in water. Chrome ink is a preparation
of logwood and potassium bichromate.

(2) Marking ink must be able to withstand
the action of soap, alkaline, and acid liquids.
It usually consists of a solution of silver ni-
trate, coloured with lamp-black and thickened
with gum.

(3) Copying ink must be thicker than or-
dinary ink, and must not dry too quickly. It
is usually prepared by adding a little sugar or
glycerine to ordinary black ink. Its specific
gravity should not exceed 1071.

(4) Printing ink. All inks used for printing
consist essentially of well-boiled drying oils,

mixed with lamp-black or other pigments.
Soaps and resinous matters are frequently
added to give the oils the required consistency.

i. Mach. : The socket of a mill spindle.

ink-berry, «.

1. An American name for Prvnos glaber.

2. Randia aculeata.

ink-blurred, a. Blurred, obscured,' or
disfigured with ink.

A bottle or vessel for hold-ink-bottle,
ing iuk.

ink-cup, ». A dip-cup for ink.

ink-cylinder, s.

Print. ; A cylinder rotating in the ink-
fountain to bring the ink in contact with.the
ductor or fountain-roller.

ink-eraser, *. [Eraser.]

ink-fish, 3. The cuttle-fish (q.v.).

ink-fountain, s. The ink-reservoir of a
printing-machine from which the ink is taken
by an ink-roller and passed to the ductor, or
the distributing-roller.

ink-gland, *.

Zool. : The same as Inkbag (q.v.). (S. P.
Woodward.)

ink-glass, s. A glass vessel for holding
ink ; an ink-bottle.

" How unerring judgements soever wemay pass upon
our ideas of the pen and the ink-glass,"—Search Liaht
of Nature, vol. L, pt. i.

t ch, sL

ink-plant, «.

Bot. ; Coriaria thymifolia,

* ink-pot, s. & a.

A. As subst. : An ink-bottle.

B. As adj. : Affected, pedantic.
" Thought by his inke-pot terraes to get a good r>ar

sonage."— Wilson. Arto/Rhetorique.
8

/

boll, bo^; p6ut, J<ftrlj cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, JCenophon, exist, -ing,
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -$ion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die. &c = bei. doL
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ink-roller, a. [Inking-roller.]

ink sac, s. The same as Inkbao (q.v.).

ink-slice, s. A paddle for handling ink.

ink-stone, ink-surface, ink-table,
a, [Inking-table.]

ink-well, s. An ink-cup adapted to oc-

cupy a hole in a desk, its top letting down
flush with the top of the desk, or nearly so.

ink, v.t [Ink, s.] To blacken, daub, or colour
with ink.

" With inked ruffles and claret stains on his tarnished
laced coat"—Thackeray: English Humourists, lect. v

ink bag, s. [Eng. ink, and lag.]

1. Zool. : A bag or gland found in the
Cephalopoda. It is tough and fibrous, with a
thin outer coat. The animal discharges the
contents of the bag through a duct into the
water when it wishes to conceal itself or escape
from an enemy.

2. Palmont. : The ink of the ink-bag, fre-

quently consisting of finely-divided particles

of carbon suspended in fluid, is almost in-

destructible. It has been found fossil in

secondary rocks.

3. Comm. : The ink of the inkbag is used in

the preparation of sepia.

h ink -horn, * ink-borne, * inke-horne,
*ynke-horne, s. & a. [Eng. ink, and horn.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A small vessel used to hold ink ; an ink-
bottle.

" Bid him bring his pen and irikhorn to the jail ; we
are now to examine those men."

—

Shakesp. : Much Ado
About Nothing, iii. 5.

2. A portable case for carrying the instru-
ments of writing.

B. As adj. : Pedantic, affected, high-sound-
ing.

"And hee that can catche an ynke-korne ternie by
the taile, him tbey coumpt to be a fine Englishman."
— WHson: Arte of Rhetorique, p. 165.

* inkhorn-mate, s, A bookish or pe-
dantic fellow.

" To be disgraced by An inkhorn-mate "

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., ii. 1.

* ink-horn-ism, s. [Eng. irikhorn ; -ism.]

An affected, pedantic, or bombastic expres-
sion.

" Like as she were some light-skirts of the reBt,

In mightiest inkhornisms he can thither wrest."
Up. Hall, bk. ii., sat. 8.

ink' - 1

-

ness s. [Eng. inky; -ness.] The
quality or state of being inky.

ink'-ing, pr. par.., a., & s. [Ink, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of cover-

ing or daubing with ink.

inking-apparatus, s.

Print. : Different forms of apparatus have
been adapted to different presses, and some of

them are peculiar to certain kinds.

inking-roller, s.

Print. : A roller which receives the ink from
the inking-table and transfers it to the type in

hand-press work. In power-presses, several

rollers are employed, which are fed with ink
from a trough, distributing it and transferring

it to the inking-roller.

inking-table, s.

Print : A table upon which ink is spread
to be taken up by the inking-roller.

inking-trough, s.

Print. : [Ink-fountainJ.

*in'-kle, *in'-cle, v.t. [From the same root

as Dan. ymte ; Icel. ymta = to murmur, to

mutter.] To murmur.
" To incle the truth." Alisaunder, 616.

in'-kle, * lyn-gell, * lin-ni-ol, * in-ni-ol,
s. [O. Fr. ligneul, lignel, a dimin. of ligne =
thread, from Lat. liriea, fern, of limits =
hempen, flaxen ; linum = flax.]

* 1. A kind of crewel or worsted, with which
ladies worked embroidery.

2. A kind of broad linen tape ; wrought
spinel. Spinel (q.v.) is known as unwrought
inkle.

* inkle-beggar, s. A beggar that sells

cheap tape, &c. . {Adams : Works, ii. 437.)

* inkle-weaver, s. A weaver of inkle.
[Inkle, s. 2.)

" She and you were as great as two inkle-weavers."—
Surift : Polite Conversation, con. 1.

"f[ Davies (Supp. G/oss.) says that the phrase
"as thick as inkle-weavers" originated from
the fact that the refugees who introduced the
manufacture of inkle in the sixteenth century
naturally consorted together.

ink -ling, * in-kel-ynge, s. [Inkle, v.]

1. A hint, a whisper, an intimation, a slight

knowledge.
*' Who will disdain.

That have an inkling of it, there to look?"
Banyan : Apology.

* 2. A desire, an inclination.

ink -mak-er, s. [Eng. ink, and maker.] One
who makes or manufactures ink.

in-knit' (k silent), v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
knit (q.v.).] To knit in, to fasten in.

in-knot (k silent), v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and
Eng. knot (q.v.).] To fasten or bind, as with
a knot.

* ink-Shed, s. [Eng. ink, and shed (q.v.).]

A spilling or using of ink.

"I never thought the parade of my scanty rat lore
would involve so much inkshed."—All the Year Round,
March 24, 1883.

ink-Stand, s. [Eng. ink, and stand.] A
vessel of glass or other material for holding
ink or other writing material.

nik'-y, a. [Eng. ink; -y.]

1. Of the nature of or resembling ink ; like

ink.
*' An inky hue of livid blue."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, vL 19.

2. Consisting or made of ink.
" England ... is bound in with shame,
With inky blots and rotten parchment bonds."

Shakesp. : Richard II. ii. L
3. Black as ink.

" 'Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, i 2.

*4. Black, gloomy, miserable, wretched.
" In which doth swell a lake of inky years
Of madding lovers."

Drummond : Sou. 13, pt. 1.

*in-lage', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. lace

(q.v.).] The same as Enlace (q.v.).

* in-lag'-ar-y, * in-la-ga'-tion, s. [Bar-
barous forms, from A.S. inldgian, in imitation
of utlagand, tttlagation= outlawry.] [Inlaw.]
A restitution of an outlaw to the protection
and privileges of the law.

in-laid', pa. par. or a. [Inlay.]

inlaid-work, 5. That in which one ma-
terial is sunk into a hollowing in the surface
of another, the two making an even face.

[Buhl, Reisner-work, Marquetry, Par-
quetry, Mosaic]

in -land, a., adv., & 5. [Eng. in, and land.]

A. As adjective

:

1. In the interior of a country ; remote from
the sea.

"The isle's rich inland parts, let'3 take with us along."
Drayton : Poly-Olbion, a. 23.

2. Carried on "within a county ; domestic
;

not foreign : as, inland navigation.

3. Confined or limited to a particular coun-
try : as, an inland bill of exchange, as distin-

guished from & foreign one, which is drawn in
one country on a person living in another.

*±. Refined, civilized, somewhat polished
;

opposed to itplo.nd (q.v.).

" An old religious uncle of mine was, in his youth,
an inland man." —Shakesp. : As You Like It, iii. 2.

B. As adv. ; In or towards the interior of a
country.

"And with loose rein and bloody Bpur rode inland
many a post." Macaulay : Armada.

* C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. ; The interior or inland part
of a country.

" Her little rills, her inlands that do feed."
Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 2.

2. Old Law : Demesne land, as distinguished
from outktnd, or that let to tenants.

inland cliff, $.

Geol. : A cliff like one of those marking the
coast-line, but occurring inland. In many
cases they were once sea-cliffs, and occupy
their present position because the land has
been subsequently upheaved. Inland cliffs,

formerly sea-cliffs, occur in Surrey, Kent,
Sussex, Devonshire, the west of Scotland, &c.

*inland-man, s. An inlander (q.v.).

" Whereunto the said inland-men may be induced,

seeing the others go forth to adventure their lives lor

their defence. "—Strype : Memorials [an. 1557).

inland-revenue, s.

Taxation : Revenue levied inland, as distin-

guished from that of the Custom-house, for

articles brought by sea. In February, 1849, a

Board of Inland Revenue was constituted,

and was divided into three Boards, those of

Excise, Stamps, and Taxes; now combined
into one.

Inland-revenue officer : A subordinate govern-
mental functionary, formerly called an excise-

officer.

* in'-land-er, s. [Eng. inland; -er.] One
who "lives inland, or in the interior of a
country.

"The Inlanders be of the Brutians, the Aprustanea,
only."

—

P. Holland : Plinie, bk. iii., ch. xi.

*inland isn, a. [Eng. inland; -ish.] De-
noting something inland ; native, inland.

* in-lap l-date, v.t. [Lat. in- = in, into, and
Lat. tapis (genit. lapidis) = a stone.] To
make stony ; to turn or convert into stone ; to
petrify.

" Some natural spring waters will inlapidate wood ;

so that you shall see one piece of wood, whereof the
part above the water shall continue wood, and the
part under the water shall be turned into a kind of
gravelly stone."—Bacon : Nat. Hist., § 85.

* in-lard', v.t. [Enlard.]

*in-large't v.t. [Enlarge.]

* in-law', v.t. [A.S. inldgian.] To clear or
free from outlawry or attainder ; to restore to
the privileges and protection of the law.

"It should be a great incongruity to have them to
make laws, who themselves, were not inlawed."—
Bacon : Henry VII., p. 12.

in-lay', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. Za#(q.v.).]

1. To lay, place, or insert in ; to diversify
with different bodies inserted into the ground-
work or substratum.

"Look, how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, v.

*2. To variegate, to diversify.

"A thousand tumbling rills inlay
With silver veins the vale."

Warton : First of April.
*3. To interlard.
" Thence borrow'd by the monks to inlay their

story.—Milton : Hist. Eng., bk. vi.

* in-lay', s. [Inlay, v.] Matter or materials
inlaid or prepared for inlaying.

" Crocus and hyacinth, with rich inlay,
Broiderd the ground." Milton : P. L„ iv. 702.

in-lay'-er, s. [Eng. inlay; -er.] One who
inlays ; one whose occupation is inlaying.

"The swelling bunches, which are now and then
found on the old trees, afford the inlayer pieces curiously
chain bletted."

—

Evelyn: Silva, bk. i., ch. iviii., § 5.

in-lay'-ing, s. [Inlay, v.] [Inlaid-work.]

* in-league', v.t [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
league (q.v.).J To form or conclude a league
with ; to league ; to join in a league.

* in-leag'-ner, v.i. [Cf. Beleaguer.] To sit

down with an army ; to blockade.

"Scylla did inleaguer before the city of Athens."—
P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 161.

* in leek , s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. leak (?).]

A hole, where water leaks in. {Scanyhurst:

Virgil ; Mneid iii. 538.)

in-let, s. [Eng. in-, and let.]

1. A passage by which an enclosed place
may be entered ; a means of entrance or in-

gress.
"A narrow inlet to their cells contrive.'

Addison : Virgil ; Georgic iv.

2. A small bay or recess in the shore of the
sea or a large lake ; a creek.

" All the creeks and inlets on this side were held by
the Romans."—Milton : Hist. Eng., bk. ii

* 3. Any material or substance inserted or
inlaid.

* in~let'-ter. v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
letter (q.v.).] To engrave with letters.

in'-ll-er, s. [Pref. in-{l), and Eng. lie, v. ; -er.]

Geol. : An expression used to indicate an iso-
lated exposure of an underlying bed which is

still covered to a large extent with deposits of
later date. It is principally found in beds

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oe==c; ey= a. qu = kw.
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•which are more or less curved, the higher parts
of which have been removed by denudation
and so brought the lower bed to light. The
converse of outlier (q.v.).

* in-light' --en igh silent), v.t. [Enlighten.]

* ln-list', v. t. [Enlist. ]

* in-live', v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and Eng.
live (q.v.).] To give life, spirit, or animation
to ; to animate.

" What Bhe did here, by great example, well,
T inlive posteritie, her fame may tell."

Ben Jonson : Eleg. on Lady Anne Pavilct.

*in-lock', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. lock

(q.v.).] To lock up or inclose one thing in
another.

* in-lu'-mine, v.t. [Enlumine.]

in'-ly, a. & adv. [A.S. inlic (a), inlice (adv.).]

A. As adj. : Internal, secret, heartfelt.
" Did'st thou but kuow the inly touch of love."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, if. 7.

B. As adv. : Internally, within, secretly,
in the heart, mentally.

" ' Save him, my God !
' she inly cries."

Moore : Fire Worshippers.

in mate. s. & «. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
mate, s. (q.v.).]

A. As subst. : One who lodges or dwells in
the same house as another ; one who occupies
any place or dwelling ; a resident or dweller
in ; especially spoken of occupants of hos-
pitals, asylums, prisons, &c.

" He's but a new fellow,
An inmate here in Borne, as Catiline calls him."

Ben Jonson : Catiline, ii. I.

* B. As adj. : Dwelling or residing in a
place ; admitted as a resident or occupier of
the same place ; internal.

*' To stop their overgrowth, as inmate guests
Too numerous." Milton: P. L., xii. 166,

* in meats, a. pi. [Pref. iiv- (1), and pi. of
Eng. meat.}

1. The edible viscera of pigs, fowls, &c.
{Peacock: Manley & CorringMvi ; Gloss.)

2. The entrails. J;
" I shall try six inches of my knife

On thine own inmeats."
Taylor: Philip van Artevelde, iii. 1.

* in-mesh', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. mesh
(q.v.).] To bring or involve within meshes,
as of a net.

* in mew' (ew as u), v.t [Pref. in- (1), and
Eng. mew (q.v.).] To inclose or shut in, as in
a mew or cage.

* in more, a. [Eng. in, and more.] Inner.
(P. Holland: Camden, p. 131.)

in -most, * ine-maste, a. [A.S. innemest.]

1. Deepest or furthest within; remotest
from the surface.

" Shortly, within her inmost pith there bred
A little wicked worme."

Spenser : Visions of the Worlds Vanity.

2. Most secret ; deepest.
" Still there within the inmost thought he grew."

Byron : Lara, i. 19.

inn, * in, * inne, s. [A.S. in, inn, from in,

inn = within ; Icel. inni, from inn, inni =
indoors ; m= in.]

1. A house of lodging and entertainment
for travellers.

"Between Chester and the capital there was not an
inn where he had not been in a brawl."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. vL
* 2. Lodging, abode, residence, habitation.
" Therefore with me ye may take up your in
For this same night." Spenser : F. Q., I. i. 33.

3. A college of municipal or common law
professors and students. [H (2).]

* i. The town residence of a nobleman or
person of quality.

% (1) Inns of Chancery : Colleges in which
young students formerly began their law
studies. They are now occupied chiefly by
attorneys, solicitors, &c.

(2) Inns of Court: Colleges or corporate
societies in London, to one of which all bar-
risters and students for the bar must belong

;

also the buildings belonging to such societies
in which the members of the inn dine together,
and barristers have their chambers. There
are four such inns—viz. : the Inner Temple,
the Middle Temple, Gray's Inn, and Lincoln's
Inn.

*inn, v.i. Sat [Inn, s.]

A. Intrans. : To take up lodging ; to lodge
at, or as at an inn.

B. Transitive:

1. To lodge and entertain.

"And inned hem, everich at his degree."
Chaucer: C. T„ 2,194.

2. To house, to get in, to store in a house
or barn. (Lit. d'fig.)

" Howsoever the laws made in that parliament did
bear good fruit, yet the subsidy bare a fruit that
moved harsh and bitter ; all was inned at last into
the king's barn."—Bacon : Henry VII., p. $7.

* in-nas-ci-bil'-i-tyf s. [Late Lat. innasci-
bilis = that cannot be born.] Self-existence ;

the state or quality of never having been born
or begotten.

" Innascibility we must admit
The Father." Daoies : Mirum in Jlodum, p. 17.

m'-nate, a. [Lat. innatus, from in- = in, and
natus, pa. par. of nascor = to be boru.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Inborn, natural, native, not acquired.
"An innate clinging

A loathsome, and yet all invincible
Instinct of life." Byron : Cain, i. 1.

2. Derived from the constitution of the
mind, as contrasted with what is derived from
experience.

" That untaught innate philosophy."
Byron: Childe Harold, iii. 39.

*3. Inherent.
" The blood turns back to the breast ; and there, by

an innate, but wonderful faculty is turned into milk.

'

—P. Fletcher: Purple Island, iv. (Note 3.)

II. Botany:

1. Gen. : Adhering to the apex of any struc-
ture.

2. Spec. (Ofan anther) : Attached by its base
to a filament, as distinguished from adnate
and versatile (q.v.)

innate-ideas, s. pi :

Philos. : The term generally supposed to
correspond to the Kowai cvvouu of the Stoics

—

"general notions developed in the course of
nature in all men" (Diog. I. vii. 54)—though
the earlier teachers of that school regarded
these ideas as the natural outgrowth of per-
ceptions, not as innate. Thomas of Aquin,
the greatest of the Schoolmen, taught that
" there is no knowledge which is innate, and
destitute of all experience." On the Continent
the doctrine of innate ideas was revived by
Descartes, who held that the notion of things,
truth, and thought were naturally common to
all men. Leibnitz said that "the ideas of
being, substance, identity, the true, the good,
are innate in the mind ;

" though his innate
ideas are rather slumbering than conscious
notions. The doctrine will be found in the
second elegy of Sir John Davies' Nosce Teipsum,
and in the De Veritate of Lord Herbert of
Cherbury. On the opposite side, Locke
(Human Underst., bk. i.), Culverwell (Light of
Nature), and later writers may be consulted.

*in-nate', v.t. [Ihnate, a.] To call into
being.

" The first innating cause
Laughs them to acorn."

Marston: Antonio's Revenge, iv. 1.

in-nat ed, a. [Eng. innate); -ed.] In-
nate, inborn, natural.

"But no charme
^ The Muses have these monsters can disanne

Of their innated rage."
Habington : Castara, pt. i. ; To Mr. E. Porter.

* ln'-nate-ly, adv. [Eng. innate; -ly.] In
an innate manner ; naturally.

* ln-nate ness, s. [Eng. innate; -ness.]

The quality or state of being innate.

* in-nat'-ive, a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
native (q.v.).] Native, natural.

"And for the safe accesse,
His sonne shall make to his innatiue port."

Chapman : Homer ; Odyssey v.

* in-n&t-ur-al'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. naturality (q.v.).] Unnatural conduct.

"Innaturality amongst kindred [is] infamous."—
Worth : Plutarch, p. 207. (Margin.)

* in-nat -ur-al-ly, adv. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. culturally (q.v.).] Not naturally ; not
according to nature.

* in-naV-ig-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. navigable (q.v.).J Not navigable ; that
cannot be navigated or traversed by ships.

" Which Acheron surrounds, the innavigable flood."
Dryden : Virgil ; ^Bneid vi. 161.

* in-naV-ig-a-bly, adv. [Eng. innavigall(e);
-ly,] So as not to be navigable.

* inne, prep. [In.]

"inne, *in, s. [Inn, s.]

* inne, v.t. [Inn, v.]

* in-nect, v.t. [Lat. innecto = to tie or fasten

to, together, or about: in- = in, into, and
necto = to tie, to fasten.] To fasten together.

(Fuller: Worthies, i. 139.)

in'-ner, a. & s. [A.S. intiera, from in = in.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Interior ; farther inward or nearer the

centre than something else.

" Many families are established in the West Indies,

and some discovered in the inner parts of America."

—

Addison: Spectator.

2. Interior, internal, spiritual.
" Let thy grace

Upon his inner soul in mercy shine."
Wordsworth : Sonnets to Liberty, Nov. 1813.

3. Not obvious ; dark, esoteric : as, an inner

meaning.

B. As substantive:

1. That part of a target immediately outside
the bull's-eye, enclosed by a ring varying in

breadth, according to the range.

2. A shot striking that part of the target.

"Scores which gave averages of inners or more."

—

Times, July 21, 1884.

t inner-bark, s.

Bot. : The liber (q.v.).

inner-forme, s.

Print. : [Form, s., II. 6 (1) & (2)].

inner-house, s. The name given to the
chambers in which the first and second divi-
sions of the Court of Session hold their
sittings in Edinburgh ; applied also to the
divisions themselves, and used in contradis-
tinction to the Outer House, in which the
lords ordinary sit to hear motions and causes.
All causes commencing in the Court of Ses-
sion in regular form, by summons, letters of
suspension, or advocation, reach the Inner
House after passing through the Outer House.

inner-parts, s. pi.

Music: Those portions of the harmony that
are not at the top or bottom

inner-pedal, s.

Music: A sustained note in one of the inner
parts. [SUSTA INED-NOTE. ]

inner-plate, s.

Arch. : The wall-plate in a double-plated
roof, which lies nearest the centre of the roof,
the other, or outer-plate, having its side nearer
the outer surface of the wall.

inner-post, s.

Shipbuild. : A piece brought in at the fore-
side of the main-post, and generally continued
as high as the wing-transom to seat the other
transoms upon.

inner-square, s.

Carp. : The edges forming the internal right
angle of a carpenter's square.

* in'-ner-est, a. [Eng. inner; super, suff.
-est.] Inmost, innermost^

*in-ner-ly, adv. [Eng. inner; -ly.] More
within ; nearer the centre.

in'-ner-mdst, a. [A corruption of A.S. in-
nemest = inmost (q.v.)]. Farthest inward or
within ; most remote from the surface.

* in-ner-va -tion (1), s. [Pref. in- (2) ; Eng.
nerve, and suff. -ation.] A state of nerveless-
ness.

in-ner-va'-tion (2), s, [Eng. innerve; -ation.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of innerving or
strengthening ; the state of being innerved.

2. Physiol. : The function of the nervous
system ; nervous excitement ; special activity
excited in any part of the nervous system,

* in-nerve', v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and Eng.
nerve (q.v.).] To give nerve to, to strengthen,
to invigorate.

* inn -holder, s. [Eng. inn, s., and holder.]
One who keeps an inn ; an innkeeper.

" Whether as well they as butchers, innholders, and
victuallers, do sell that which is wholesome and at
reasonable prices."—Bacon : The Judicial Charge, Ac.

inn ing, s. [Eng. inn, v. ; -ing.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Lit. : The act of gathering in of grain,
harvest, &c.

"The gathering and inning of Borne harvest."—
P. Holland: Plinie, hk. xviii., ch. vi.

bSll, Ta6$; ptflt, Jtffcrl; cat, ceU, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t.

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = staus. -Me, -die, &c. = Del, del.
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2. Fig. {PI): The time during which a
person or party is in office.

H. Technically (PL) :

1. Cricket: The time or turn for batting,
either of an individual player, or of a whole
side.

2. Hyttr. Eng. : Lands recovered from the
sea.

in nis, s. [Ennis.]

* in'-ni-ten-c^r, s - [Lat. innitens, pr. par. of
innitor : 'in- = in, on, and nitor= to lean.] A
leaning or resting upon

;
pressure.

"The' Innitency and etrease being made upon the
hypomochlion or fulciment in the decussation."—
Browne ; Gym*' Garden, ch. ii.

* in nix -ion- (x as kshj, s. [Lat. innixus,
pa. par. of innitor.] A resting upon ; incum-
bency.

Inn' keep er, s. [Eng. inn, and keeper.] One
who keeps an inn ; a taverner, an innholder.

"The aon of an innkeeper passed himself on the
yeomanry of Sussex as their beloved Monmouth."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

in no-cence, s. [Fr., from Lat. innocentia,

fromi7mo«ns= innocent(q.v.); Sp. inocencia;
Ital. innocenza.]

1. The quality or state of being innocent

;

freedom from or absence of any quality which
can hurt or injure ; innoxiousness, harmless-
ness : as, the innocence of a medicine.

" Suited to a golden age and to the first innocency of
nature."—Burnet : Theory of the Earth.

2. Freedom from the guilt of any particular
crime or sin

; guiltlessness.

"For innocence condemned revenge I vowed."
Pitt: Virgil; ASnetd ii.

3. In a moral sense, freedom from crime,
sin, guilt, or fault

; purity of heart and life

;

integrity.
" Or that high God in lieu of innocence.
Imprinted had that token of bia wrath."

Spenser : F. Q., II. It 4.

4. Freedom from any thought of evil ; harm-
lessness ; simplicity of heart.

" When boyish, innocence was all my praise."
Cowper: Retirement, 372.

5. Simplicity ; mental weakness or imbe-
cility, bordering on silliness.

" Who has not only his innocence, which Is much to
excuse him,"—Shakesp. : Winter'* Tale, v. 2.

* 6. The state of not being contraband of
war ; the state of being lawfully conveyed to
a belligerent.

t in'-no-cen-cy, s. [Lat. innocentia, from
innocens= innocent (q.v.).] Innocence.

"That so death and judgment may find me pre-
pared. If not with unspotted innocency, yet with
hearty and sincere repentance."

—

StUling/leet : Ser-
mons, vol. iv., ser. 4.

in'-no-c^ent, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. innocens
= harmless : in- = not, and nocens, pr. par. of
noceo = to hurt ; Sp. inocente; ItaL innocente.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not hurtful, harmful, or noxious ; in-

noxious ; free from any quality which can
hurt or injure.

2. Free from the guilt of any particular

crime or wicked action ; not guilty, guiltless.

(Now followed by of.)

" I was innocent from any private malice."
Shakesp. : Eenry VIII., iii. 2.

3. Morally free from guilt, crime, or fault

;

not tainted with sin
;
guiltless ; pure in heart

and life ; upright, inoffensive, blameless, sin-

less.
" Hem that hadden wronge suspecbion

( Upon this sely innocent distance."
Chaucer: C. T., 5,104.

A. Lawful, permitted ; not liable to punish-
ment.

" Robbery was held to be a calling not merely inno-
cent but honourable."

—

Mucaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

5. Not contraband of war ; not liable to for-

feiture.

6. Simple ; weak in intellect ; imbecile.

" She hits me a blow on the ear, and calls me inno-
cent, and lets me go."

—

Ben Jonton : Silent Woman, 1. 1.

B. As substantive

:

* 1. One who is free from guilt, crime, or
fault ; an innocent person.

" So pure an innocent aa that same lambe."
Spenser: F. Q., I. L 5.

2. A person wanting in intellect ; a natural

;

an idiot.

"A dumb innocent tbat could not aay him nay."—
Shakesp. : AW* Well that Ends Well, iv. 3.

3. AnAmericannamefor#<™sJo?iia( = 0Zd«7t-

landia) ccerulea.

"[T Massacre or Slaughter of the Innocents :

1. Ch, Hist. : The massacre or murder of
the young children of Bethlehem by Herod
(Mattliew ii. 16.)

2. Pari. Slang: The abandonment, towards
the close of a session, of bills introduced by
the Government, but not sufficiently advanced
to stand a chance of their being passed during
that session.

innocent-conveyances, *. pi.

Law : A covenant to stand seized ; a bar-
gain, sale, and release ; so called because they
convey the actual possession of the property
by construction of law only.

Innocents -day, s.

Church Hist., &c, : The English name for the
feast celebrated on Dec. 28, to commemorate
the massacre of the children of Bethlehem by
Herod, in the hope of killing Jesus. It was
probably first celebrated towards the close of
the fifth, or early in the sixth century. In
the English Church, it has a proper Collect,

Epistle, and Gospel, but no Vigil. It is known
in the Latin Church as the Feast of Holy In-

nocents, and Mass is said in purple vestments,
probably because the Innocents '

' did not enter
heaven till Christ at His Ascension opened
it to those who believe." On the octave the
vestments are red, the proper colour of mar-
tyrs. In the Greek Church the feast is cele-

brated on Dec. 29, and is known as the Feast
of the 14,000 Holy Children. [Martyr.]

* xn'-no-cent-ive, a. [Eng. innocent; -ive.]

Tending to innocence ; innocent.
" The contentments of innocentive piety."—Feltham :

Resolve*, pt. ii., res. 66.

in'-no-cent-ly, adv. [Eng. innocent ; -ly.]

* 1. Without hurt or harm ; harmlessly.

2. Without guilt ; guiltlessly ; uprightly.
" He preserueth the welfare of the righteous, and

defendeth them that walke innocently."—Proverbs, ii.

(1551.)

3. With simplicity or innocence of heart

;

guilelessly.
" Ellen, innocently gay,
Turned all inquiry fight away."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, 1. 30.

in-noc'-u-a, s. pi. [Neut. nom. pi. of Lat.
innocuus = harmless, innocuous.]

Zool. : A sub-order of Ophidia (Snakes), con-
taining the Colubriformes, or Innocuous Co-
lubriform Snakes. They have no decided
venom gland, though a special non-venomous
one and a groove may be present. The jaws
are armed with numerous, solid, curved teeth

;

the body is covered with rows of large scales,

and the head with plates.

Families : Acrochordidie (WartSnakes), Dryiophlthe
(Whip-Snakes), Dipsadiihe (Nocturnal Tree Snakes),
Lycodontidie (Ground Snakes), Amblycephalidse
(Blunt-beads), Dendroplridas (Tree Snakes), Psamnio-
phidie (Desert Snakes), Rachiodoiitidse (Throat-toothed
Snakes), Homalopsidie (Fresh water Snakes), C'olu-

bridie (True Snakes), Pythonidaj (Rock Snakes), Ery-
cidse (Sand Snakes), Tortricidae (Rollers), and Uropel-
tidaj (Rough-tails).

* in-noc-U'-it-y, s. [Eng. innocu(pu3) ; -ity.]

The quality or state of being innocuous ; harm-
lessness.

in-noc'-u-ous, a. [Lat. innocuus, from in- ~
not, and" nocuus — hurtful ; noceo = to hurt

;

Ital. & Sp. innocuo.]

1. Harmless ; producing no evil result or
effect ; innocent.

2. Harmless ; doing no injury or harm.
"A generous Hon will not hurt a beast that lies pro-

strate, nor an elephant an innocuous.creature."

—

Bur-
ton: Anat. of Melancholy, p. 348.

T[ Innocuous Colubriform Snakes

:

Zool. : [Innoctja].

in-noc'-u-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. innocuous ; -ly.]

In an innocuous manner ; without harm or
injury ; harmlessly ; without mischievous
effects.

" Where the aalt sea innocuously breaks."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. ILL

in noc -u ous-ness, s. [Eng. innocuovj;
-ness. ] The quality or state of being innocu-
ous ; harmlessness.

"That innocuousness of the effect makes, that, al-
though in itself it be aa great as the other, yet 'tis

little observed."

—

Digby : On Bodies, ch. ix.

* In no-date, v.t. [Lat. innodatus, pa. par.

of innodo : in- = in, and nodus = a knot.] To
bind up, fasten, or include, as in a knot. (Lit.

&fig.)

* in nom in-able, a. & s. [Lat. innomina-
bilis, from in-'= not, and nominaMlis = that

may be named or nominated ; nomino = to

name ; nomen (genit. nominis)~a. name.]

A. As adj. : That cannot or may not be

named or mentioned ; unspeakable.

"And then namely of foule thynges innominable."
Chaucer : Testament of Love, bk. L

B. As subst. (PL): Trousers; inexpressibles.

(Southey : The Doctor, p. 688.)

in-nom'-in-ate, a. & s. [Lat. Innombnatots:

in- = not, and nominatus, pa. par. of nomino =
to name ; nomen = a name.]

A. As adj. : Not named, nameless.

B. As substantive

:

AnoX. ; The innominate artery (q.v.).

"The accessibility of the innominate In the neck,"—Quain ; Anatomy (ed. 1st), p. 355.

Innominate-artery, *.

Anat. : The largest of the vessels which
proceed from the arch of the aorta. It arises

from the transverse portion of the arch before
the carotid artery. It ascends obliquely to-

wards the right, and divides Into the right
subclavian and the right carotid artery. It

varies in length from two inches to one inch,

or less. Called also the Brachycephalic
Artery.

innominate-bone, s.

Anat. : The os coxae, or pelvic bone. It is

constricted in the middle and expanded above
and below, and much bent. It articulates
with its fellow of the opposite side, with the
sacrum, and with the femur. In early life it

is in three portions : the ilium, the os pubis,
and the ischium. They begin to ossify before
birth, but the process is not completed till

the twenty-third or twenty-fifth year.

* innominate-contracts, >. pi.

Civil Law : Contracts which had no particu-
lar names, as permutation and transaction.
(Wharton.)

innominate-veins, a. pi.

Anat. : Two trunk veins receiving the blood
returning from the upper limbs through the
subclavian veins, and from the head and neck
by the jugular ones. Called also the Brachy-
cephalic Veins.

in' no vate, v.t. & i. [Lat. innovatus, pa. par.

of innovo : in- — in, and novo = to make new ;

novus= new ; Fr. innover; Sp. innovar; ItaL
innovare.]

* A. Transitive ;

1. To alter or change by the introduction
of something new.

2. To bring in or introduce by way of some-
thing new.

" All those who had innovated anything in religion."
—Clarendon : Religion & Policy, ch. viL

B. IntransUive

:

1. To make innovations ; to introduce novel-
ties ; to make or introduce changes or altera-
tions in anything established.

" Time Itselfe, which Indeed Innovateth greatly, but
quietly."

—

Bacon: Essays; Of Innovations.

2. To invent ; to introduce or put forward
new things.

" But every man cannot distinguish betwixt pedan-
try and poetry ; every man, therefore, is not fit to in-
no»ate."—J>ryden: Virgilj A&teid. (Dedic.)

in-no-va'-tion, s. [Lat. in/novatio, from in-

novatus, pa. par. of innovo= to innovate (q.v.);

Fr. innovation; Sp. innovacion; ItaL inno-
vazione.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of innovating ; the introduction
of novelties or changes in things established.

" Ferdicas, whose ambitions innouation was (he said)

to be preuented in tyme.'

—

Brende: OMintus Curtius,
to. 309.

2. A change made by the introduction of
something new in things established, as laws,
customs, rites, &c.

"He knew how to use technical law to cover the
mast startling innooations."—Gardiner & MuUinger ;

Introd. to Eng.-Hist., ch. Iii

IL Technically:

1, Bot. : A shoot which has not completed
its growth. Used specif, of the new branches
of mosses produced by a process of renewal
from axillary buds by the side of the theca, or
of the antheridia.

2. Religions (PL) : New doctrines introduced
by professed reformers into any faith with the
view of harmonizing it with the science of the
age, or new observances to adapt it to the

fate, fftt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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modem feeltng. Such innovations are ex-

tremely distasteful to the majority of wor-
shippers, who, accepting as of Divine origin
both the doctrines and practices sought to be
altered, look on the innovations as impious.
Josephus complained of such innovations in
his Jewish Wars, and the introducer of inno-
vations in Christian doctrine or practice finds
determined resistance in whatever section of
the Church he may attempt to operate.

3. Scots Law : A technical term for the ex-
change, with the creditor's consent, of one
obligation for another, so as to make the
second obligation take the place of the first,

and be the only subsisting obligation against
the debtor, the obligant's remaining as before.
Called also novation (q.v.).

*in-n6-va'-tion-lStf s. [Eng. innovation;
-ist.] One who introduces, or is in favour of,

innovations.

* in'-no-vat-ive, a. [Eng. innovate); -ive.]

Introducing or tending to introduce innova-
tions ; characterized by innovations.

" Some writera are . . . innovative."—Hall: Modern
English, p. 27.

in'-no-vat or, * in-no-vat-our, s. [Eng.
mnovat(e) ; -or ; Fr. innovateur ; Ital. innova-
tors ; Sp. innovador.]

1. One who introduces novelties or innova-
tions ; an introducer of changes in things
established.

" As ardent a spirit as can inspire any innovator to
destroy the monuments of the piety and the glory of
ancient ages."—Burke : Letter to William Elliot, Esq.

2. One who makes changes by the introduc-
tion of innovations or novelties.

in-noxious (noxious as nok'-shus), a.

[Lat. innoxius, from in- = not, and noxius =
hurtful, noxious ; noceo — to hurt.]

1. Harmless, innocent ; not producing or
tending to produce mischievous or ill effects.

"They being benign and of innoxious qualities."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours, bit. iv., ch. xili.

* 2. Innocent, harmless ; free from guilt or
sin.

"The good man walked innoxious through his age."
Pope : Prol. to Satires, 395.

in-noxious ly (noxious as nok'-shus),
adv. [Eng. innoxious; -ly.]

1. Harmlessly; without causing harm or
ill-effects.

" Mercury which is innoxiously given in many cases
crude."

—

Boyle : Works, ii. 191.

* 2. Without suffering harm or ill effects.

"For animals that can innoxiously digest these
poysons, become antidotal unto the poyson digested."—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. vil, ch. xvii.

in noxiousness (noxious as nok'-shus),
s. [Eng. innoxious; -ness.] The quality or
state of being innoxious ; harmlessness, inno-
cence. (Mad D'Arblay : Diary, vii. 373.)

* in'-nu-ate, v.i. [Lat. innuaturti, sup. of
innuo '= to give a nod, to hint.] To intimate,
to hint, to signify.

"As if Agamemnon would innuate, that as this
eow (being splayed) ia free from Venus."—Chapman:
Homer; Iliad xix. (Comment.)

* in-nu'-bi-lous, a. [Lat. innubilus = with-
out clouds : in- — not, and nubUa= clouds.]
Free from clouds ; clear.

in nu-en do, In-u-en do, s. [Lat. innu-
endo = by intimation; gerund of innuo = to
nod towards, to intimate : in- = in, towards,
and nuo = to nod.]

1. Ord. Lang. : An indirect or oblique hint
or intimation ; an insinuation.

"As by the way of innuendo,
Lucus is made a non lucendo."

Churchill : Ghost, bk, ii.

* 2. Law : A law term, most used in declar-
ations, and other pleadings and the office of
this word is only to declare and ascertain the
person or thing, which was named incertain
before : as to say, he (innuendo, the plaintiff)

is a thief : when as there was mention before
of another person. (Blount : Glossogr.)

* in -nu-ent, a. [Lat. innuens, pr. par. of
innuo = \o nod, to hint.] Conveying a hint
or intimation ; insinuating, significant.

In'-nu-lt, s. [Native word= the people.] The
name by which the Esquimaux call themselves
The name by which they are ordinarily known
to Europeans is an Algonquin word.

in-nu-mer-a-bil'-i-t^", s.
[ Fr. innutnera-

bilite, from L'at. innumerabilitas, from innume-

rabilis = innumerable (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being innumerable.

ln-nu'-mer-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. innu-
merabilis, from in- = not, and numerdbilis =
that can be counted or numbered ; Sp. innu-
merable, innonibrable ; Ital. innumerabile.]

1. Not to be counted; impossible to be
counted or numbered for multitude ; count-
less, numberless ; indefinitely numerous.

" Innumerable multitude of forms."
Wordsworth Excursion, bk. ix.

* 2. As if proceeding from very large num-
bers of performers.

" Thy praises, with the innumerable sound
Of hymns." MiUon : P. L., iii. 147.

Sn-nu'-mer-a-bly, adv. [Eng. innumerable)

;

-ly.] Without number, so as to be innumer-
able.

" Spark-hug brands, innumerably waved."
Qlover: Athenaid, bk. xxix.

* in-nu'-mer-ous, a. [Lat. innumerus, from
in- = not, and numerus= number ; numero =
to number, to count.] Too many to be num-
bered or counted ; countless, innumerable.

" The gathered nocka
Are in the wattled pen innumerous pressed."

Thomson : Summer, 895.

* in nu-tri -tlon, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
nutrition (q.v.).] Want or failure of nutrition
or nourishment.

in nu-tri'-tious, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
nutritious (q.v.).] Not nutritious, not nourish-
ing ; not affording nourishment.

* ln-nu'-tri-tive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
nutritive (q.v.).] Not nourishing, innutritious.

l no, s. [Lat. & Gr. = in class, myth., a
daughter of Cadmus and Hermione.]

Entom. ; A genus of Zygsenidae ; Ino statices

and I. globularice are enumerated by Stephens
as British.

* in-6-be -di-ence, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. obedience (q.v.).] Disobedience ; failure

to obey.

"As bl inobedience of oo man manye been maad
synners, so bi the obedience of oon manye achnlen be
iuate."— Wycliffe: Romans v.

* in-o-be'-di-ent, * in-o-be-dy-ent, a. &
s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. obedient (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Not obedient ; disobedient.
" Inobedient ia he that disobeyeth for despit to the

commandements of God."

—

Chaucer : Persones Tale.

B. As subst. : One who is disobedient.

"Upon the Baled inobedientes'—HaU : Henry V„
an. 8.

* in-o-be'-di-ent-ly, adv. [Eng. inobedient

;

-ly.] In a disobedient manner, disobediently
;

by disobedience.

"Whom I hare obstinately and inobediently of-
fended."—But-net : Hist. Reform, an. 1538.

* in-ob-li-ga-biT-i-ty^ s. (Pref. in- (2), and
Lat. obligo = to bind.] The quality or state
of not being binding or obligatory.

* in-OD-serv'-a-ble, a. [Lat. inobservabilis,

from in- = not, and observo = to observe ; Fr.
inobservable.] Not observable ; that cannot be
observed or perceived.

* in-ob-serv'-ance, s. [Lat. inobservantia,
from inobservans = inobservant (q.v.). J Want
of observance ; a failure to observe or keep

;

disobedience.
" Breach and inobservance of certain wholesome and

politic laws for government."— Bacon ; Judicial
Charge.

in-ob-serv'-ant, a. [Lat. inobservans, from
iTi- = not, and observans = observant (q.v.)

;

Fr. inobservant; Ital. inobservante.] Not ob-
servant ; not taking notice or heed ; heedless.

"He haa been inobservant or impudent."

—

Burd :

Sermons, vol. vi., aer. 23.

* in-ob-ser-va'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. observation (q.v.); Fr. inobservation.]
Want or neglect of observation,

"These writers are in all this guilty of the moat
Boaniefull inobservation."—Shuck/ord : On the Crea-
tion, p. 118.

*in-ob-tru'-sive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
obtrusive (q.v.).] Not obtrusive ; unobtrusive.
(Coleridge.)

* in-ob-tru'-sive-ly, adv. [Eng. inobtru-
sive ; -ly.] In an inobstrusive manner; un-
obtrusively.

* In-ob-tru'-sive-ness, s. [Eng. inobtru-

sive ; -ness.] The quality or state of being in-

obtrusive ; unobtrusiveness.

In-o-car'-pin, s. [Mod. Lat. inocarp(us) ;

-in. ] A red colouring matter contained in the

juice of the Inocarpus edulis. The juice is at

first colourless, but on exposure to the air

turns red, and dries up to a gummy mass. It

is soluble in water and in alcohoL but inso-

luble in ether.

ni - 6 - car' - pus, s. [Gr. U (is), genit. Ipos

(inos) = a fibre, and Kapn-6? (karpos) = fruit.

Named from the fibrous envelopes.]

Bot. : A genus of Thymelacese, tribe Her-
nandia. Inocarpus edulis, the Otaheite chest-

nut, is a large tree, with alternate leaves and
white flowers in racemes, followed by kidney-
shaped nuts, eaten, when roasted, by the na-

tives of the Pacific, the Eastern Islands, &c.

* in-oc-cu-pa'-tion, s, [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. occupation (q.v.).] Want of occupation.

in-o-cer'-a-mus, s. [Gr. is (is), Ivfc (inos) =
strength, force . . a fibre, and Ke'pajios (kera-

mos) = potter's earth, a tile.]

Palceont. : A genus of Aviculidse (Wing-
shells). The shell is inequivalve, ventricose,

radiately or concentrically furrowed, with
prominent umbones, a straight, elongated
hinge-line, and numerous transverse, close-set

cartilage pits. It is akin to Perna. Seventy-
five species known, all fossil from the Silurian

to the chalk. (S. P. Woodward.)

* in-6c'-u-la-ble, a. [Lat. inocul(o) = to in-

oculate ;"Eng. -able.]

1. Capable of being inoculated.

2. That may communicate disease by inocu-
lation.

Inoculable-bubo, s.

Path. : A bubo which has been inoculated
with morbid matter. Called also virulent bubo.

in-oc'-u-lar, a. [Pref. in- (1) ; Lat. ocxdus =
the eye, and Eng. suff. -ar.]

Ejitom. (Of Antennas): Inserted in the angle
of the eye.

in-6c'-u-latef v.t. & i. [Lat. inoculatus, pa.

par. of inoculo = to graft a bud of one tree
on to another.]

A- Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : [II. 1, 2].

2. Fig. : To implant in the mind of any
one certain opinions foreign to his own way of
thinking.

II. Technically

:

1. Agric. : To perform the operation of
engrafting or budding. [Inoculation, *1.]

2. Med. : To introduce variolous or other
morbific matter into the system with the view
of mitigating the severity of small-pox or any
other disease.

" The Princeaa'of Walea had two of her children in-
oculated in the very beginning of the movement"

—

Lecky: England in the Eighteenth Cent., vol. i., ch. Iv,

B. Intrans. : To practice inoculation (q.v.).

Tf To inoculate grass

:

Agric. : To take pieces of sward from an
old meadow, and spread them over a piece of
grass-land somewhat deficient in verdure.

in-oc-u-la'-tion, s. [Lat. = an engrafting
;

Fr. inoculation.]

* 1. Bot. : Grafting by the insertion of buds ;

the operation of budding (q.v.).

2. Medically

;

(1) The act, art, or operation of communi-
cating a disease to the bodily frame by intro-
ducing, by one or more punctures in the skin,
or otherwise, the specific poison by which it

is produced.

(2) (Spec.) : The introduction in such a man-
ner of variolous matter into the system.
Whether or not inoculation for small-pox was
known in China and India at an earlier period
than in Europe is doubtful. It seems to have
been practiced in South Wales without attract-
ing notice. It was to Constantinople that
England, Europe, and the world were- indebted
for the discovery. In a.d. 1713 Dr. Emanuel
Timoni, a Greek physician there, wrote a
letter to Dr. Woodward in favour of inocula-
tion, which was published in the Philosophical
Transactions, as was a notice of a work in its

favour by Dr. Pylarini, the Venetian consul

boll, b6^; pout, J6M; cat, cell, chorus, $nin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian — shan. -tion, -sion -shun; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious, -cious, -sious -shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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at Smyrna. In 1715 inoculation was also
supported by Mr. Kennedy, an English sur-
geon who had travelled in Turkey ; but the
actual introduction of the practice into Eng-
land was brought about by a letter written
in a lively style from Turkey in 1717, by
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu. Returning
to England, she had her child inoculated in
1721. Dr. Keith, who had seen the practice,

"* submitted his child to it. Then six condemned
criminals, pardoned by George I. on condition
of their consenting to be inoculated, followed
successfully, after which, on April 19, 1722,
the Princesses Amelia and Caroline were
inoculated. Afewdays after three inoculated
persons died, one being a child of the Earl of
Sunderland ; and, six cases having been fatal

out of 244 conducted by Dr. Boylston at
Boston, in America, between June, 1721,
and January, 1722, an outcry was raised
against inoculation, so that only about S97
persons were inoculated in the first eight years.
Gradually, however, it made way, and was
firmly established by 1708, in which year
Dr. Jenner announced the discovery of vacci-
nation (q.v.). Before this, the improved me-
thods introduced by Daniel and Robert Sutton
had reduced the mortality, which, in 1797,
1798, and 1799, in the small-pox hospitals was
only 1 in 662. Inoculation for small-pox is

performed by applying the variolous matter to
a few scratches made upon the skin. It com-
municates actual variola, which, however, as
a rule, is of a mild type, but acts as an excel-
lent prophylactic against a malady of more
virulent character. The stage of incubation
is shorter in the inoculated than in the natu-
ral small-pox. The quantity of the eruption is

moderated and the chief force of the disease
is expended upon the skin, to the relief of
the internal organs. While inoculation pro-
tects the individual, he may, in a natural way,
communicate the disease to others, and that
in malignant form. The Act 3 & 4 Vict. c. 29,

§ 8, passed July 23, 1840, in consequence, pro-
hibited inoculation.

"Inoculation was introduced into England from
Turkey by Lady Mary Montagu."

—

Lecky : England
in the Eighteenth Century, vol. L, ch. iv.

fr-oc'-u-la-tor, s. [Lat.]

* 1. One who engrafts plants.
*

2. One who inoculates for the small-pox.
" Had John a Gaddesden been now living he would

have been at the head of the inoculators. —Friend:
History of fhysick.

* in-o'-di-ate, v.t. [Lat. in- = in, into, and
odium = hatred, odium; Ital. inodiare = to

. hate.] To make hateful, to bring into odium
or hatred.

" Partly to inodiate and imbitter'Bin to the chastised
aimier."—South ; Sermons, vol. vi., ser. C.

* in-d'-dor-ate, a. [Lat. in- = not, and
odoratus = Having an odour or scent ; odor=
odour.] Having no scent or odour ; inodorous.

" Whites are more inodoratc than flowers of the same
kind coloured."—Bacon : Natural History, § 507.

* in-6'-ddr-oiis, a. [Lat. madams, from in- =
not, and odorits = scented ; Fr. inodorc]
Wanting scent or smell ; having no smell.

"Some white bodies are inodorous and insipid."

—

Boyle : Works, iii. 301.

ill-6f-fen'-Slve, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
offensive (q.v.) ; Fr. inoffensif; Sp. inofensivo ;

Ital. inoffensive]

1. Not offensive; giving no offence or pro-

vocation ; harmless, quiet.

"In manners the most inoffensive of men."

—

Mac-
aulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

2. Causing no uneasiness or alarm.

"Should infants have taken offence at any thing,
mixing pleasant and agreeable appearances with it

must be used, till it be grown inoffensive to them."

—

Locke: On Education.

3. Harmless, innocent, innocuous.
" Thus thy praise shall be expressed.
Inoffensive, welcome guest

!

" Cowper : Cricket.

4. Not causing any obstruction or hin-
drance ; unobstructed.

" From hence a passage broad.
Smooth, easy, inoffensive, down to hell."

Milton: P. /.., x. 305.

3fn-6f-fen'-sive-ly, adv. [Eng. inoffensive

;

-ly.] In an inoffensive manner ; without giv-

ing offence ; without harm.
_ " Not thus inofftntsively preys,

The cankerworni, indwelling foe I"

Cowper: Innocent Thief. (Trans.)

in-6f-fen sive ness, s. [Eng. inoffensive;

ness.] The quality or state of being inoffensive.
" Here must hee wisdoine and inoffensivenesse of car-

riage."—lip. Hall : Ep. vi., dec. 4.

* m-of-fi'-cial (ci as sh), a. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. official (q.v.).] Not official, unoffi-
cial, not done officially or by a duly authorized
official : as, an inofficial communication.

* ih-6f-fi'-cial-l$r (ci as sh), adv. [Eng.
inofficial; -ly.] In an inofficial manner; not
officially ; without the usual forms.

* in-of-fl'-dous, a. [Lat. inofficiosus, from
in- — not, and officium. = duty; Fr. inofficieux;
Ital. inofficioso.] Not attentive to duty ; re-
gardless of natural obligation; neglectful;
heedless.

" Thou drown'st thy selfe In inofficious sleepe."
Hen Jonson : King's Entertainment.

inofficious-testament, s.

Law: A will contrary to a parent's natural
duty, by which a child is unjustly deprived of
his inheritance.

* ln-oiT, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. oil (q.v.).]
To anoint.

"As well as if he was inoiIed."—Strype : Cranmer,
hk. ii., ch, i.

in'-o-lite, s. [Gr. U (is)
7
genit. ivos (inos) = a

fibre, and Aiflos (litlios) = a stone.]

Min. : The same as Calc-Sinter (q.v.).

* ln-op-er-a'-tion, 5. [Lat. inoperatus
t
pa.

par. of inoperor = to work : in- = in, and
operor = to work ; opus (genit. operis) = work.]
Agency, influence.

" Here is not a cold and feeble prevention, but an
effectual inoperation, yea a powerful creation."—Bishop
Hall : Honour of the Married Clergy, bk. i., ch. xiv.

in-6p'-er-a-tive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
operative (q.v.).] Not operative; not pro-
ducing a result or effect ; having no operation.

" Though the divine knowledge ... be of itself in-
operative."—South : Sermons, vol vi, ser. 4.

in-6-peV~CU-lar, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
opercular (q'v.)."] [Inopeeculata.]

Of univalve shells : Having no operculum or
lid. (Owen.)

in-6-per-cu-la'-ta, s. pi. [Pref. in- (2), and
Lat. operciilata, neut. pi. of opermdatus, pa.
par. of operculo = to furnish or cover with a
lid ; operculum = a cover, a lid.]

Zool. : A section of Pulmoniferous Molluscs
having the shell inoperculate (q.v.). It con-
tains the highest families of the Pulmonifera,
viz., Helicidae, Limacidte, Oncidiadse, Lim-
nEeidte, and Auriculidas.

in-6-peV-cu-late, a. [Inoperculata.]

Zool, : Not having an operculum or lid clos-

ing the aperture of the shell when the animal
withdraws into it for shelter.

"The rest are inoperculate, and sometimes shell-
less."— Woodward ; Mollusca (1875), p. 285.

m-6-per-cu-lat-ed, » [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. operculated.] The same as Inoperculate
(q.V.).

" Inoperculated Pulmonifera, consisting of five
families."

—

Hollas: Nat. Hist., p. 797.

* in-Sp'-in-a-fole, a. [Lat. inopinabilis, from
in- = not, and opinor = to expect.] Not to be
expected.

* in - 6p'- 1 - nate, a. [Lat. inopinatus; Fr.
inop'tne.] Not exx^ected, unexpected ; not
looked for.

" Casual find ino/Hnate cases."—Time's Storehouse.

in - op'- pdr - tune, «. [Lat. inopportunus,
from in- = not, and opportunus = opportune
(q.v.); Fr. inopportun; Sp. inoportuno ; Ital.

inopyortuno.] Not opportune ; inconvenient,
unseasonable.

m-op-por-tune-ly, adv. [Eng. inoppor-
tune; -ly.] In an inopportune manner or
time ; unseasonably, inconveniently.

" Even that holy exercise may not be done inoppor-
tunely, nor iinportunely."—Donne : Letter to Sir H. if.

* In-6p-pdr-tun'-i-ty^ s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. opportunity (q.v.).] Want of opportu-
nity ; unseasouableness.

1 in-
'

E' _

burdensome.

* in-6p'-u-lent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
opulent (q.v.).] Not opulent; not affluent or
rich ; poor.

ln-or'-dl-na-cjr, s. [Eng. inordinate) ; -cy.]

The quality or state of being inordinate ; de-

i-op-pres'-sive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
ng. oppressive (q.v.).] Not. oppressive, not

viation from order or regularity ; irregularity,

disorder, excess, want of moderation, inordi-

nateness.

"They become very sinful by theexcess, which were
not so in their nature ; that inordinacy sets them in

opposition to God's designation."—(Jovernuumt of the

Tongue.

in-or'-di-nate, * in-or-di-nat, a. [Lat.

inordinatus', from in- = not, and ordinatus =
set in order ; Ital. inordinate.] Irregular, not
in order, disorderly, excessive, immoderate,
passing all bounds, intemperate.

*' He could not accuse Tillotson of inordinate ainbi-
tion."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

in-or'-di-nate-ly, * in-Qr-di-nat-ly, adv.
[Eng. inordinate ; -ly.] In an inordinate man-
ner or degree ; irregularly, excessively, im-
moderately.

'

' Not to loue it inordinatly."—Tyndall : Workes, p. 22S..

in-or'-di-nate-ness, * in-or'-di-nate-
nesse, s. "[Eng. inordinate; -ness.] *The
quality or state of being inordinate ; inordi-
nacy.

"He who is mercy itself abhorres cruelty in his
creature above another inordinatenesse."—Bp. Hall:
Contcmpl. ; Oibeonites Revenged.

* in-or-di-na'-tion, s. [Lat. inordinate
from inordinatus = inordinate (q.v.).] Devia-
tion from rule or right ; deviation from the
accustomed order; excess, want of modera-
tion, inordinacy, intemperance.

" We are taught hy this word to signifie all irregu-
larity and inardination in actions of religion."

—

Bishopi
Tagtor: Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 8,

in-or-gan'-ic, * in-or-gan'-ic-al, a. [Pref.
in- (2), and Eng. organic, organieat (q.v .) ; Fr_
inorganique; Sp. & Ital. inorganico.] Devoicf
or destitute of organs ; not having the organs;
or instruments of life,

i

" Many erroneous opinions are about the essence anct
originalt of it [the rationall soule] . . . whether it be-
orgn.uica.'lorinorganical."—Burton: Anatomy ofMelawr-
choly, p. 26.

Inorganic cardiac murmur, s.

Anat. : [Murmur].

Inorganic-chemistry,?. The chemistry
of inorganic or unorganized bodies. The dis-
coveries of the past few years have rendered it

impossible to say where inorganic chemistry
ends and where organic chemistry begins ;.

but in general terms it may be said that in-
organic chemistry treats of the metals, or of
the metals in combination with one or more
of the non-metallic bodies. A metal in com-
bination with oxygen produces an oxide, whilst
a metal in combination with an acid produces
a salt, both being inorganic compounds. The
union of iron with oxygen produces ferrous
oxide, FeO, and ferric oxide, Fe-^O^ ; with,
chlorine ferric chloride, Fe2Cl6 ; whilst fer-

rous and ferric oxides, when combined with
sulphuric acid, produce ferrous sulphate,
FeO -S037H?

0, and ferric sulphate, Fe2Oa-3S03.
The aim of inorganic chemistry is to examine
into the general laws or rules which regulate-
the formation of such metallic bodies, and to
determine the action of one upon another.
[Organic-chemistry.]

* in-or-gan'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. i-nmpan
ical ; -ly.] In an'inorganic manuer; without,
organs or organization.

* in-or-gcin'-i-ty» s. [Eng. inorgan(ic); -ity.\

The quality or state of being inorganic
(Browne.)

* in-or gan-i za tion, *. [Pref. in- (2), aadl

Eng. organization (q.v.). J The quality or state

of being inorganized ; absence or want of or-
ganization.

* ln-or'-gan-ized, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. organized (q.v.).] Not having organic;

structure ; devoid of organs ; inorganic.

* in-or-mous, «. [Enormous.]

* in-or'-nate, «. [Lat. inomatus, or pref. %n-

(2), and Eng. ornate.] Not ornate, unadorned.

* in-or-tnog'-ra-phy, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. orthography (ii.v.).^\ Deviation from cor-
rect orthography.

in-os'-cu-late, v.i. & t. [Lat. in-— in, and
osculatu's, pa. par. of osculor = to kiss ; ItaL
inoscuhtre.] [Osculation.]

A. Intransitive :

* 1. Ord. Lang. : To run into one another;
to form the complement of each other.

2. Anat. : To unite by the mouth of one

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot*

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e; ey - a, qu - kw.
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vessel fitting into the mouth of another ; to
anastomose (q.v.).

" Now this fi fth conjugation of nerves is branched to
the pitecordia also, in euine measure by inosculating
with one of its nerves."

—

iierham: Physico-Theology,
bk. v., ch. viii.

3. Hort. ; To graft or bud.

*B. Transitive:

1. To unite, as two vessels in an animal
bcdy.

2. To unite intimately ; to cause to become
one ; to blend.

in-os-cu-la'-tion, *'. [Fr., from Lat. in- =
in, and osculmtiis, pa. par. of osculor = to kiss.]

1. Ord. Lang. : An incorporating or assimi-
lating union or blending.

2. Anat. : Union of two vessels by the
mouth of the one fitting into that of the other

;

anastomosis (q.v.).

"Thence returning, by inosculations, through the
veins or bark vessels to the root or lactealu again."

—

Berkeley : SirU, § at

in-ds'-ic, a - [Gr. t<? (is), genit. Ivos (inos)=
strength, force ; Eng. suff. -tc] (See the com-
pound.)

inosic-acid, s.

Chem. : C^H^^Og. An uncrystallizable sub-
stance found in the mother liquor of the pre-

paration of creatine from flesh-juice. It is

very soluble in water, the aqueous solution
having the flavour of broth, but insoluble in

alcohol and in ether. The inosates on being
heated to redness are decomposed, giving off

the odour of roast meat. The inosates of
potassium and sodium are very soluble in

water, but insoluble in alcohol. The inosate
of copper is insoluble in water, alcohol, and
acetic acid, but soluble in ammonia.

in'-O-Slte, s. [Gr. is (is), genit. Ivos (inos) =
strength, force ; -ite.]

Chem. : CgHjaOfi^HsO. A non-fermentable
substance, isomeric with glucose, discovered
by Scherer in the muscular substance of the
heart of the ox. It has since been found to exist

in the lungs, kidneys, liver, spleen, and brain,
and in the urine during some diseases of the
kidney. It is obtained from the mother liquor
of the creatine crystals, by acidulating with
sulphuric acid, and then gradually adding
alcohol till a turbidity begins to appear.
Potassic sulphate first separates, and, on add-
ing more alcohol, inosite in cauliflower-like

groups of colourless crystals, which on re-

crystallization assume the form of large

rhombic prisms of sweet taste. Inosite ef-

floresces in dry air, giving off its water of
crystallization, and leaving anhydrous inosite,

CeHjoOg, as a white efflorescent mass. It

melts at 210°, and dissolves in sixteen parts

of water at 10"5°, but is insoluble in absolute
alcohol and in ether. On evaporating inosite

nearly to dryness with nitric acid, adding a
solution of ammoniacal calcic chloride, and
again evaporating, a beautiful and very cha-

racteristic rose-colouration is obtained. When
inosite is dissolved in strong nitric acid, and
concentrated sulphuric acid added, nitro-ino-

site separates. This has the composition,

CgH(!(ON02)fi, which indicates that inosite is

not an aldehyde sugar, but a hexhydric alcohol

of the formula CfiH^OHJe- Inosite is also

found in many plants, especially in green

beans, the shells of peas, in the leav the
vine, in asparagus, &c.

* in-ougn, w. & adv. [Enough.]

In-6\v'er', adv. [Eng. in, and ower = over.]

Nearer to any object ; close to ; forward.

(Scotch.)

* in- ox'-i-diz-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. oxidizable (q.v.).

J

Chem. : Not oxidizable ; not capable of

being united with oxygen to form an oxide.

* In pale', a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. pale, s.

(q.v.).] Impaled.
"Reuben is conceived to bear three barswave, Juo"nh

a lyon rampant, Dan a serpent nowed, Simeon a sword
inpitle, the point erected, &c." — Browne : Vulgar Er-
rours, bk. v., ch. x.

* fcn-par'-don-a-ble. a. [Pref. *V (2), and
Eng. pardonable'(q.v.).'] Unpardonable.

"They shulde Hoore trespasse agayiist hym so y l ft

efculde be inpardonable."—Berners: Frutssart; Crony-
cle, vol. i., ch. ccclxvi.

in par'-ti-biis. The usual contracted form
of the Latin phrase, in partlbus infidelium =

' in countries belonging to unbelievers.

If Bishop) in partlbus: A bishop consecrated
to a see formerly existing, but which, owing
chiefly to the rise of Mohammedanism, has
long been lost to the Roman Church. Bishops
in partibiis date from the Reformation. Catho-
lic affairs in England were managed by Vicars-
Apostolic, having titular sees in partibiis,

from 1623 to the erection of the hierarchy in
I860. Besides Vicars-Apostolic, in a non-
Catholic country, the Vicars of Cardinal-
bishops, Suffragan-bishops, and Papal Nuncios
usually have their sees in partlbus infidelium.

*in'-path, s. [Pref. iw-(l), and Eng. path.] An
intricate way. (Stanyhurst: Virgil; j&neid
iii. 396.)

in -patient (tl as sh), s. [Pref. in- (1), and
Eng. patient, s.] A patient who receives board
and lodging as well as medical treatment in a
hospital or an infirmary. [Outpatient.]

* in'-pen-ny, s. [Eng. in, and penny.] Money
paid by the custom of some manors on aliena-

tion of tenants, &c. [Outpenny.J

* in place, adv. phr. [Eng. in, a,ndplace.] There.

in pos'-se, phr. [Lat.] Possibility of being ;

probability. IIn esse.]

* xn-prav'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2); Lat.
prav(atus), pa*, par. of pravo = to corrupt, and
Eng. suff. -able.] Incorruptible. (Becon :

Works, i. 105.)

in pro'-prf-a per-so na, phr, [Lat.] In
one's own person or character.

in -put, s. [Eng. in, and put.] A contribution.

"Ilka ane to be liable for their ain input"—Scott:
Heart of Mid-Lothian, ch. xii.

* in-quar-ta -tion, s. [Fr., from in- = in,

and quart = a fourth part. So called because
there is a fourth part of gold to three-fourths
of silver.]

Metall. : The same as Quartation (q.v.).

in'-quest, * en-queste, s. [0. Fr. inqueste,

from Lat. inquisita (res) = (a thing) inquired
into ; fern. sing, of inqnisitus, pa. par. inqniro
= to inquire into ; Fr. enquete; Ital. inchiesta.]

I. Ord. Lang. : An inquiry ; an investiga-
tion ; a quest ; a search. (Most frequently
used in the sense of % (1).)

" This is the laborious and vexatious inquest that the
bouI must make after science."—South: Sermons, vol.
i., ser. C.

II. Law :

1. A judicial inquiry before a jury

2. The jury itself.

" Al we of the inquest together went vp into the sayd
tower, where we found the"body of the sayd Huu hang-
ing vpon a staple of iron."—Ball: Henry VIII. Jan. 6).

% (1) Coroner's inquest : A judicial inquiry
before a coroner and a jury into the circum-
stances and causes of the deaths of such as
die suddenly or from violence, or in a prison.
[Coroner.]

(2) Inquest or Inquisition of Office: An in-

quiry made, with the assistance of a jury, by
the sovereign's officer, his sheriff, coroner, or
escheator, virtute officii or by writ to them
sent for that purpose, or by commissioners
specially appointed, into any matter entitling
the sovereign to the possession of lands or
tenements, goods or chattels.

* in-qui'-et, v.t. [Lat. inquieto, from in- =
not, and quies (genit. quiet is) = quiet ; Fr.
inquieter ; Sp. & Port, inquietar.] To dis-

quiet ; to disturb ; to trouble.
" Durynge the most part of his reigne he [Hen. VII.]

* ln-qui-et-a'-tion, s. [Lat. inquietatio, from
inquieto = to disturb : in- = not, and quies
(genit. quietis) = quiet.] Disturbance, trouble.

" The great trouble and inquietation of the lay sub-
jects."— Warburton : A lliance between Church & State,
bk. ii. (Notes.)

in-qui'-e-tude, 5. [Fr. , from Lat. inquietudo,

from in- = not, and quietude = quiet ; Sp. in-

quietud ; Ital. inquietudim.] Disturbed state
;

want of quiet or peace ; restlessness, uneasi-
ness, disquietude.

* in' qui line> s. & a. [Lat. inquilinus = a
tenant, a lodger ; one who lives in a habita-
tion not his own.]

A. As svbst. : An animal that lives in the
abode or nest of another, as certain insects
in galls made by the true gall-insects ; a
commensal or guest.

B. As adj. : Having the character of an

inquiline ;
commensal.

* in'-qui-nate, v.t. [Lat. inquinatus, pa. par.

of inquino, from in- (intens.), and *cunio =
to void excrement ; O. Fr. inquiner ; Sp. vn-

quinar.] To pollute, to corrupt
"It [the air] is particularly inqumated, infected."—

Evelyn : Fumifugium, pt. vl.

* In-qul-na -tion, s. [Lat. inquinailo, from
inquinatus, pa. par. of inquino.] The act of

polluting or corrupting; the state of being

polluted or corrupted ;
pollution, corruption.

" These inwards be the very puliation and inquino-
tion of the flesh."—/*. Holland : Plutarch, p. 260.

* in-quir'-a-ble, a. [Eng. inquir(e) ; -able.]

That may or can be inquired into ; subject or
liable to inquisition or inquiry.

" There may be many more things inquirable by you.

throughout all the former parts.'

—

Bacon: The Judi-
cial Charge, «c.

* in-qu'ir'-anje, s. [Eng. inquir(e) ; -ance.]

Inquiry.

in-quire', en-quire', * en-quere, * In-
quere, v.i. & t. [Lat. inquiro = to seek or
examine into : in- = in, into, and quairo = to

seek; Frtenquerir ; Sp. inquirir.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To ask questions ; to seek for informa-
tion or truth by asking questions.

" Of faerie loud yet if he more inquire . . .

He may it find." Spenser : F. Q., II. (Introd.)

2. To seek for truth by argument or discus-
sion of questions.

3. To make or hold a judicial inquiry ; ten

investigate or examine into the causes of any-
thing ; followed by into : as, A coroner in-
quires into the cause of a death.

i[ Inquire is followed by of before the per-
son asked or questioned ; by about, after, con-

cerning, for, into, or of before the subject of
inquiry. After or for is used when a place or
person is sought for ; into when search is made*
for particular knowledge or information.

B. Transitive

:

1. To ask about, to seek for information con-
cerning : as, To inquire one's way or road.

2. To examine into ; to seek to know.
"And all obey and few inquire his will."

i Byron : Corsair, I. 2-

* 3. To ask, to beg. (Followed by of.)

" But, as I said, He will be inquired of by them to da>

it for them."—Hunyan: Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

* 4. To call, to name.
" Now Cantiuin, which Kent we commonly inquire."

Spenser: F. Q ,11. x. 12.

in-quir-en'-dd, s. [Lat. gerund of inquiro
= to seek into, to inquire.]

Law : An authority given in general to some?
person or persons, to inquire into something-

for the benefit of the Crown.

* ln-quir'-ent, a. [Lat. inquirens, pr. par. of
inquiro= to seek into, to inquire (q.v.)..}

Making inquiiy ; inquiring.
" E'en Delia's eye,

As in a garden, roves, of hues alone
lnquirent, curious." Sheiustone : (Economy, ii.

In-quir'-erf s. [Eng. inquir(e) ; -er.] On©
who inquires, examines, or seeks for informa-
tion.

" He answereth all eincere inquirers of truth, as h#
did Saint Thomas."

—

Alountague : Devoute Essays, iA,
L, tr. viii., § 1.

m-qu"ir'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Inquire.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb),

B. As adj. : Inclined or given to inquiry ob
investigation ; inquisitive : as, He is of a very
inquiring disposition.

C. As subst. .- The act of making inquiry ;
inquiry.

in-quir'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. inquiring; -Zy.J

In an inquiring manner ; by way of inquiry.

*in-quir'-ist, s. [Eng. inquir(e); -ist.) One-
who seeks information; an inquirer (q.v.).
(Richardson : Clarissa Harlowe, iv. 321.)

in-quir'-&en-quir'-&s. [Eng. inquire); -y.)

1. The act of inquiring, examining, or in-
vestigating ; interrogation.
" He could no path nor tract of foot descry,
Ne by inquiry learue." Spenser: F. Q., VI. iv. 24

2. The act of searching or seeking for truth,,
information, or knowledge ; examination or
investigation of principles by questions and\
discussion ; investigation.

" Where bold Inquiry, diving out of sight
Brings many a precious pearl of truth to llght''

Cowper : Hope, 443.

boil, boy; pout, j6"wl; cat, cell, chorus, gain, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -ciousc -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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3. A judicial investigation into a matter.

If (1) Writ of inquiry : (See extract).

"Where damages, properly so called, are to be re-
covered, a jury must be called in to assess them

;

unless the defendant, to save charges, will confess tlie
"whole damages laid in the declaration, otherwise the
entry of the judgment is, "that the plaiutiff ought to
recover his damages (indefinitely), but because the
court know not what damages the said plaintiff has
sustained, therefore the sheriff is commanded that by
the oaths of twelve honest and lawful men he inquire
into the said damages, and return such inquisition
into court.' This process is called a writ of inquiry :

in the execution of which the sheriff sits as judge, and
tries by a jury, subject to nearly the same law and
conditions as the trial by jury at nisi prius, what
damages the plaintiff has really sustained ; and when
theirverdict is given, which must assess some damages,
the Blieriff returns the inquisition, which is entered
upon the roll in manner of a postea ; and thereupon it
is considered that the plaintiff do recover the exact
sum of the damages so assessed. In like manner, when
a, demurrer is determined for the plaintiff upon an
action wherein damages are recovered, the judgment
is also incomplete, without the aid of a writ of inquiry.
When a writ of injunction or mandamus has been
claimed, this also will be awarded by the judgment."—
Blackstone: Comment., bk. iii., eh. 14.

(2) Court of Inquiry :

Law : [See Court of Enquiry, under Court].

;* in-quis'-l-ble, a. [Lat. inquisitus), pa.
par. of inquiro ; Eng. adj. suff. -ible.] Admit-
ting of or liable to inquiry.

* in'-quis-ite, v.t. [Lat. inquisitus, pa. par. of
\

inquiro = to inquire (q.v.).] To inquire into.
(North : Examen, 621.) •

Sn-qui-si'-tion, s. [From Lat. inquisitio = \

a seeking or searching for, from inquisitus, pa.
par. of inquiro = to seek after ; Fr. inquisition ;
Prow inquisicio ; Sp. inquisicion; Port, inqui-
sigdo ; Ital. inquisizione.] [Inquire.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Inquiry, quest, search.

II. Technically

:

1. Ch. Hist. ; A tribunal for searching out,
inquiring into, arid condemning offences against
the Canon Law, especially heresy, and taking
means to have the offenders punished by the
Civil Power. Inquisitors and the Inquisition
did not come in together ; the former preceded
the latter, [Inquisitor.] It is sometimes
erroneously said that St. Dominic suggested
to Innocent Jll. the institution of such a tri-

bunal, and was by him appointed the first

inquisitor. In reality it was resolved on at a
synod held at Toulouse, in 1229, under Gregory
IX., after the Albigensian crusade, and was
formally established by him in 1233, Innocent
navingdied in 1216, and Dominic in 1221. The
synod ordered that in every parish a priest
and several respectable laymen should be ap-
pointed to search for heretics and bring them
"before the bishops. Ere long the bishops
lianded over the invidious task to the Domini-
can order. Gregory appointed none but Do-
minicans, Innocent III. occasionally Francis-
cans, and Clement III. sent into Portugal a
prior of. the order of Minims (q.v.). The tri-

bunal was called the Holy Office, or the Holy
Inquisition. Its judges being more accus-
tomed to ecclesiastical than to genuinely legal
procedure, encouraged informers, concealing
their names from the person accused, who
was urged to make a complete confession.

Torture was also used to extract evidence. It

was established in France in consequence of
the decrees of the Synod of Toulouse. Philip
the Fair converted its tribunals into State
Courts, by means of which he crushed the

* Templars. In 1538 the Grand Inquisitor,

Louis de Rochelle, was convicted of Calvinism,
and burnt. The power of these courts was
soon after transferred to the Parliament, and
finally, in 1560, to the bishops.
Nowhere in the world did the Inquisition-

find a more congenial soil than in Spain. There
were in that country multitudes of Mahom-
medans and Jews who, to shelter themselves
from persecution, professed to be Christians,
while all the time not merely practising their
former religious observances in secret, but
actually making proselytes to their respective
faiths. In 1481 the Inquisition was established
at Seville, by Ferdinand and Isabella, two
Dominicans being the first judges. Torque-
mada, another Dominican, who became Grand
Inquisitor in 1483, and held office for fifteen

years, extended it to various other towns. It
was popular with the lower orders and the
clergy, but was hated with a deadly hatred by
the nobles and the middle classes. It was in-
troduced into Peru and Mexico in 1571. Llo-
rente, the historian of the Inquisition, was
its secretary at Madrid from 1790 to 1792.
Napoleon I. suppressed it on December 4,

1808, and it was abolished on February 12,
1813, by the Cortes. Ferdinand VII. having
re-established it in 1814, the Coites in 1820
abolished it again. [Auto de fe.] In 1526 it

was set up in Portugal ; in 1815 its Acts were
burnt at Goa. The Congregation of the Car-
dinals of the Holy Inquisition was instituted
by Pope Paul III., in 1542, and remodelled by
SixtusV. aboutforty yearslater. Itis composed,
of twelve cardinals, of a commissary, who acts
as judge, of a counsellor or assessor, of con-
suiters, an advocate, &c, and is under the
immediate presidency of the Pope. The open-
ing of the dungeons of the Inquisition at Rome,
in 1848, by the Roman Triumvirs, created a
deep feeling throughout Europe against the
Inquisition and the Papacy. The attempted
introduction of the Inquisition into the United
Provinces caused the loss of that fertile terri-

tory to Spain. No inquisitor, under that name,
seems to have been ever commissioned to
England ; and when, in the thirteenth century,
Conrad of Marburg attempted to establish
the "Holy Office" in Germany, he was assas-
sinated, and the Inquisition never obtained a
firm footing in that country.

2. Law

:

(1) A judicial inquiry, investigation, or ex-
amination ; an inquest.

I
. ). (2) The verdict of a petty jury under a "Writ

, of Inquiry (q.v.) ; also where the court requires
a particular fact certified, or requires the
sheriff to do certain acts in furtherance of its

judgment.

^1 Inquisition of office: (See extract).

"An inquisition of office is the act of a jury sum-
moned by the proper officer to inquire of matters
relating to the crown, upon evidence laid before them.
Such inquisitions may be afterwards traversed and
examined ; as particularly the coroner's inquisition of
the death of a man, when it finds any one guilty of
homicide, for in such cases the offender so presented
must be arraigned upon this inquisition, and may dis-
pute the truth of it. —Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv„
ch. 23.

* In-qui-si'-tion, v.t. [Inquisition, s.] To
make inquisition or inquiry into or concerning.

* in-qui-si'-tion-al, a. [Eng. inquisition

;

1. Relating or pertaining to inquisition or
inquiry ; making inquiry.

"That inquisitional spirit with which they were
possessed."— Warburtan: Freethinkers. |Dedic.)

2. Of or pertaining to the Inquisition (q.v.).

* in-qui-si'-tion-ar-y, a. [Eng. inquisition;
-ary.] Inquisitional.

in-quis'-i-tive, * in-quis-i-tif, a. & s.

[Fr. inquisitif, from Lat. inquisitivus = seek-
ing into, from inquisitus, pa. par. of inquiro
= to seek into, to inquire (q.v.).J

A. As adj. : Addicted or given to inquiry
or to seeking information by asking questions,
discussion, or investigation ; busy in research

;

prying, curious.
" And ever as they met with any, they would flocke

about them, and bee very inquisitive. —P. Holland:
Livius, p. 436.

* B. As &ubst, : An inquisitive, curious, or
prying person ; one busy or curious in re-
search.

If For the difference between inquisitive and
curious, see Curious.

* in-quis'-i-tive-ljf, adv. [Eng. inquisitive;
-ly.] In an inquisitive manner; with curiosity
or inquisitiveness.

" If at any time I seeme to study you more inquisi-
tively, it is for no other end but to know how to pre-
sent you to God in my prayers."—Donne ; Letters,
p. 269.

in-quis'-i-tive-ness, s. [Eng. inquisitive;
-ness.] The quality or state of being inquisi-
tive ; curiosity ; a disposition to seek for in-
formation ; anxiety in research.

"In this inferiour element man's inquisitiveness
cannot be exorbitant."—Mountague : Devoute Essayes,
pt. ii., tr. i., § 2.

*in-quis'-i-tdr, *in-quis-i-tourt *.

[Lat.}
7

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who searches for a suspected person
;

a tracker, a detective.
" To redeeme himself with a peece of money out of

the inquisitour's hands."—/1
. Holland : Suetonius, p. 1.

2. One who examines judicially.
" Minos, the strict inquisitor appears,"

Dryden : Virgil ; yEneid vi. 5B2.

3. An inquisitive person. (Feltham : Re-
solves.)

IL Ch. Hist. : A person appointed to search

out latent heresy. The name first appears in

the Tlieodosian code, a.d. 382 ; their search

being chiefly directed against the Manichaeans.
During the' crusade against the Albigenses,

early in the thirteenth century, Innocent III.

had sent out legates to search out and punish
these separatists. These were also called in-

quisitors. Dominic was one of them, whence
arose the opinion that he was the first high
functionary of the tribunal called the Inqui-
sition. Specif., a functionary of the ecclesias-

tical tribunal called the Holy Office or the In-

quisition (q.v.).

t in-quis-i-tor'-i-al, a. [Lat. inquisitor
}
ge-

nit. inqaisitoriis), and Eng., &c. suff. -al.]

1. After the manner of an inquisitor ; as is

done by the agents of the "Holy Office."

2. Prying, searching ; minutely questioning
with unpleasant pertinacity.

" He turned and met the inquisitorial tone—
' My name is Lara.'

"

Byron : Lara, t. 23.

* in-quis-i-tor'-i-al-ly, adv. [Eng. inquisi-

torial ; -ly.] In an inquisitorial manner.

* in-quiS-i-toY-l-OUS, a. [Eng. inquisitor;
-ious. ] Inquisitorial, inquisitive.

"Under whose inquisiloriat and tyrannical dun-
eery."

—

Milton : Reason of Church Government.

* in-qui£ -i-tress, e. [Eng. inquisitor : -ess.]

An inquisitive or curious woman. (Miss
Bronte: Villette, ch. xxvi.)

* in-quis-i-tiir'-i-ent, a. [Formed as if

from a Lat, * inquisiturio, from inquisitus, pa.
par. of inquiro.] Given to inquisition ; inqui-
sitorial.

"So ill-favouredly imitated by our inquisiturient
bishops."

—

Milton : Areopagitica.

* in rac' l nate, v.t. [Fr. inraciner, from
in- = in, and racine=& root, from Lat. *rudi-
cina, dimin. of radix (genit. radicis) = a root.]
To implant, to enroot.

* in-rage ', v.t. [Enrage.]

* in- rail', * in-rayl, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and
Eng. rail (q.v.).] To rail in; to inclose'; to
fence in. (Lit. of fig.)

"It may be reformed and inraUed again, bj that
5;eneral authority whereunto each particular is sub-
ect."—Hooker: Eccles. Polity, bk. iv., § 13.

* in rap ture, v.t. [Enrapture.]

in re, phr. [Lat.] In the matter or case of.

>* in-reg'-is-ter, v.t. [Enregister.]

in rem, phr. [Lat.]

Law : Relating to a thing. Civil actions
are divided into actions in rem and actions in
personam. A judgment in rem is one pro-
nounced on the status of some particular mat-
ter : as an action for the condemnation of a
ship in the Court of Admiralty, a suit for nul-
lity of marriage, &c. (Wharton.)

? in-rich', v.t. [Enrich.]

* In right -ed (gh silent), a. [Pref. in- (1),
and Eng. right ; -ed.] Entitled by right.

"We become what he is, are inrighied to all he
hath, and endowed with all his goods. —Leighton : Ten
Sermons, ser. v.

in -road, * in -rode, s. [Pref. in- (1), and
Eng. road = raid, from A.S. raid = a riding.]

1. A hostile incursion or entrance into a
country ; a sudden and desultory invasion

;

an incursion.
" Many hot inroads

They make in Italy." Shakesp. : Ant. <£ Cleop., i. 4.

2. An attack.

* in-road', v.t. [Inroad, s.] To make inroads
into ; to attack, to invade.

" The Saracens . . . conquered Spain, inroaded Aqui-
taine. ' —Puller : Church History.

* in -road er, * in -rod-er, s. [Eng. in-
road, s. ; -er.] An invader. (Fuller; Worthies,
ch. xxiv.)

* in roll ', v.t. [Enroll.]

* in-rol'-ment, s. [Enrolment.]

* in'-run-ning, s.
"

[Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
running (q.v.).]

1. The act of running in.

2. The place or point where a stream falls
into another, or into the sea.

"At the inrunning of a little brook."
Tennyson : Elaine, 1,379.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so ce-e; ey = a; qu-kw.
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* in-riisll, v.i. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. rush
(q.v.).] To break in upon ; to rush in.

"The sea . . . inrusheth upon a little region called
Kermes."—P. Holland: Camden, p. 654.

* in'- rush, s. [Inrush, v.) An irruption,

(G, Eliot : Daniel Deronda, ch. xxxviii.)

in-sab-ba-ta -ti, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. = marked
on their sabots : in = on, and Fr. sabot = a
wooden shoe. (See def.)]

Ecclesiol. & Ch. Hist. : A- name sometimes
given to the Waldenses in the twelfth century
because some of them put the sign of the cross
on their wooden shoes. Called also Sabbatati
(q.v.). (Mosheim : Ch. Hist., cent. xii. pt. ii.,

ch. v., § 11.)

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng.* in- safe'- ty,
safety (q.v.).J Want of safety ; insecurity.

in-sal-i-va'-tion, s. [Fr., from in- (1),

saliva
}
and suff. -turn.]

Phys. : The mingling of saliva with the food
during the process of eating.

* in-sa-lu'-brl-oUS, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. 'salubrious (q.v.); Lat. insaluber.] Not
salubrious, not healthy, not wholesome, un-
healthy.

" Courts—that insalubrious soil to peace."
Young: Night Thoughts, viii. 1,020.

* in-sa-lu'-bri-t^, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
salubrity (q.v.); Lat. insalubritas.] "Want of
salubrity ; unhealthiness, unwholesomeness.

" To investigate the wholesomeness or insalubrity of
aliments."

—

Boyle: Works, ii. 111.

* in-sal'-u-tar-^, «, [Pref. iiv- (2), and Eng.
salutary (q.v?).]

1. Not salutary ; not favourable to health
;

unwholesome.

2. Not tending to safety ; productive of
evil.

* In-san-a-bir-I-ty", s. [Eng. insandble;
~ity.] The'quality or state of being insanable
or incurable.

* in-san'-a-ble, a. [Lat. insanabilis, from
in- == not," and sanus = whole, sound.] In-

curable, irremediable.

" In-san a ble-ness, s. [Eng. insanable;
-ness.] Tne state or condition of being insan-

able ; incurableness, insanability.

* In-san'-a bly, adv. [Eng. insanab(le) ; -ly.]

In an insanable manner ; so as to be incurable.

in-sane', a. [Lat. insanus, from in- = not,

and sanus — whole, sound, sane; Sp. & Ital,

insano.]

1. Not sane ; unsound in mind or intellect

;

deranged in mind ; mad, lunatic.

"Soon after Dryden's death ahe became insane."—
Malone: Life of Dryden.

2. Used by or appropriated to insane persons

:

as, an insane hospital.

3. Making insane or made ; causing insanity.

[Insane-root.]

4. Exceedingly rash or foolish : as, an in-

sane action.

* Insane-root, s.

Bot. : The Hemlock, Conium maculatum.
" Or have we eateu on the insane-root

ason prisoner."
Shakesp- : Macbeth, ii. 3.

in-sane'-ly, adv. [Eng. insane; -ly.] In an
insane manner ; like one insane ; madly,
rashly, foolishly.

in-sane'-ness, s. [Eng. insane; -ness.] The
quality or state of being insane ; insanity.

* in-san'-i-ate, v.t. [Lat. in- = not ; sanus
(genit. sani) = whole, and Eng. sufl". -ate.] To
make unsound or distempered.

" Does not the distemper of the body insaniate
the soul?"—Feltham: Resolves.

* in-sa'-nie, s. [0. Fr., from Lat. insania.]

Madness, insanity.
" After a little insanie they fled tug and rag."

W. Holme : Fall & Evil Successe of Rebellion.

f in-san'-i-tar-3^, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
sanitary (q.vf).] Prejudicial to health.

" He considered the house to be in an insanitary
condition."—Daily Telegraph, Aug.' 22, 1884.

in-san'-l-ty, s. [Eng. insanie) ; -ity ; Fr. in-

sanity from Lat. insanitas (genit. insanitatis)
= unsoundness, unhealthiness, disease.]

1. Path. : Unsoundness of mind, disorder of
the intellect. In this disease the encephalic

nervous textures are primarily involved. The
brain being the material instrument by which
the mind manifests itself, it is by restoring
the perverted functions of the brain itself

that a cure is to be looked for, as in other
diseased parts of the body, by appropriate
treatment of its structures. There are six

varieties of insanity : mania, acuteandchronic;
melancholia ; dementia

;
paralysis of the in-

sane ; idiotcy ; and imbecility. The "non-
restraint " system is now admitted to be of the
greatest value, but legislation is still required
as to granting of certificates, the conduct of
private asylums, and other points connected
with the care of the insane.

2. Law : Idiots and lunatics cannot legally
administer their own estates. This is done
for them nominally by the Crown, which
issues a warrant countersigned by the Lord*
of the Treasury to some great officer of the
Crown. The power of administration is ex-

ercised at present by the Lord Chancellor and
the Lords Justices of Appeal. In the case of

a lunatic the Crown is only a trustee of the
estate, in the case of an idiot the Crown is ab-
solutely entitled to the profits, subject to the
idiot's maintenance. It seldom, however, ex-

ercises its right, besides which, a person is

not generally declared an idiot, but held to be
"non compos mentis." Idiots and lunatics
are not answerable criminally for their acts,

except the latter have a completely lucid in-

terval. In a lucid interval, also, a lunatic can
make a will and give evidence in a court of
law. [Lunacy.]

* in-sap'-or-y, a. [Lat. in- = not ; sapor =
taste, and Eng. adj. suff. -v.] Having no
taste ; tasteless, insipid.

in-sa-tl-a-bil'-i-ty (tl as shi), s. [Lat. in-

satiabilltas, from imatiahilis = insatiable

(q.v.) ; Fr. insatiability ; Sp. insaciabilidad

;

Ital. insaziabilitd.] The quality or state of
being insatiable; insatiableness..

in-sa'-tl-a-ble (tl as shi), * in-sa ci a-
ble, a. L^r. insatiable, from Lat. insatiabilis,

from in- = not, and satio = to satiate, to
satisfy ; Sp. insaciable; Ital. insaziabile.] Not
satiable ; that cannot be satisfied or appeased ;

greedy beyond measure.
"That insatiable thirst men^had of knowingwhat

God thought to conceal from them."

—

StiUingfieet :

Sermons, vol. iii., ser. xii.

in-sa'-ti-a-ble-ness (ti as shi), s. [Eng.
insatiable'; -ness.] The quality or state of
being insatiable

;
greediness that cannot be

satisfied or appeased.
"There being no thorow or real satisfaction, but a

kind of insatiableness belonging to this condition."

—

Shaftesbury : Inquiry Concerning Virtue, bk. ii., pt. Ii.

In-sa-ti-a-bly (ti as shi), adv. [Eng. insa-
tiabile); -ly.] In an insatiable manner or de-
gree ; so as not to be satisfied or appeased.

"He was insatiably greedy of praise."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

t in-sa'-tl-ate (ti as shi), a. [Lat. insatiatus,
from in- = hot, and satiatus, pa. par. of satio
= to satisfy.] Not to be satisfied of appeased

;

insatiable.
" His own insatiate reservoir to fill."

Thomson : Liberty, v. 451.

* in-sa'-ti-ate-ly (ti as shi), adv. [Eng.
insatiate; -ly.] In an insatiate manner; in-
satiably.

"For we on that insatiately did feed."
Drayton : Legend of Pierce Qaveston.

* in-sa -ti - ate-ness (ti as shi), s. [Eng.
insatiate; -ness.] The quality or state of being
insatiate or insatiable.

* in-sa-ti-e-ty, s. £Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
satiety (q.v.).] Insatiableness.

* in satis f&c -tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. satisfaction (q.v.). ] Want of satisfaction
or of that which satisfies ; dissatisfaction, dis-
content.

" The insatisfaction of those which quarrel with all
things, or dispute of matters." — Browne : Vulgar
Errours, bk, i., ch. v.

** in-sat'-u-ra-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. saturable (q.v.).] Not saturable ; inca-
pable of being filled or glutted.

* in -sci ence (sci as si), s. [Fr., from Lat.
inscientia, from in- = not, and scientia =
knowledge ; sciens, pr. par. of scio = to know.]
Want of knowledge or skill ; ignorance.

* in -sci ent (sci as si) (1), a. [Lat. insciens,

from in- = not, and sciens = knowing.] Igno-
rant, foolish, unskilful.

* in'-sci-ent (sci as si) (2), a. [Lat. in-

(intens.)," and sciens = knowing.] Endowed
with knowledge or skill ; intelligent.

* in sconce, v.t. [Ensconce.]

* in-scrib'-a-ble, a. [Eng. inscribe) ; -able.]

That may or can be inscribed ; inscriptible.

* in-scrib'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. inscribable;

-ness. ] The quality or state of being inscribable

or inscriptible.

in-scribe', v.t [Lat. inscribo, from in-= in,

on, and scribo = to write ; Sp. inscrMr; Ital.

inscribere,]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. To write down ; to engrave ; to mark or

set down to be read ; to imprint.

"In all you writ to Rome, or else

To foreign princes. Ego and Rex meus
Was stilHjiscn'&etZ." Shakesp: Henry VIII., v. 2.

2. To engrave; to mark with writing or

letters. (Dryden: Annus Mirabilis, xlix.)

3. To assign, to address, to dedicate, to

commend or offer to a patron by a short

address.
" One ode, which pleased me in the reading, I have

attempted to translate in Pindarick verse: tis that
which is inscribed to the present Earl of Rochester."

—

Dryden : Pref to the Second Miscellany.

* 4. To imprint deeply ; to impress : as, To
inscribe anything on the mind.

II. Geom. : To draw or delineate in or
within, as chords or angles within a circle.

[Inscribed.]
" A sphere can be inscribed in any regular polyhe-

dron. A sphere can also be inscribedm any triangular
pyramid."—Davles & Peck : Mathemat. Dictionary.

in-scribed , pa. par. & a. [Inscribe.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. ; Engraved, written, im-
printed.

2. Geom. : A straight line is said to be in-

scribed in a circle when its two extremities
lie in the circumference of the circle. An
angle is inscribed in a circle when its vertex
lies in the circumference, and when its sides
form chords of the circle. A polygon is in-

scribed in a circle when all of the vertices of
its angles lie in the circumference. In like
manner, we say that a line, angle, or polygon,
is inscribed in an ellipse or other plane curve.
A polyhedron is inscribed in a sphere or other
curved surface, when its vertices are all con-
tained in the surface. A circle is inscribed in
a triangle or other polygon, when it is tangent
to every side of the polygon. A sphere is in-

scribed in a polyhedron when it is tangent to
every face of the polyhedron. A circle can
always be inscribed in any triangle. A circle

can always be inscribed in a quadrilateral,
when the sum of two opposite sides is equal to
the sum of the other two sides.

in-scrib'-er, *. [Eng. inscrib(e); -en] One
who inscribes.

ia-SCrip'-ti-ble, a. [Lat. inscriptus, pa. par.
of inscribo = to inscribe (q.v.); Eng. -able.]

Capable of being inscribed.

"A polygon is said to he inscriptible when it can bo
inscribed in a circle, or when the circumference of a
circle can be passed through all its vertices. All regu.
lar polygons are inscHptible. A quadrilateral Is in.
scriptible wheu the sum of any two opposite angles is

equal to 180°. A polyhedron is inscriptible when the
surface of a sphere can be passed through all of its
vertices."—Davies & Peck : Mathematical Dictionary.

in-scrip'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. inscrip-
tionem, accus. of inscriptio= an inscription,
from inscriptus, pa. par. of inscribo = to in-

scribe (q.v.) ; Sp. inscripcion ; Ital. inscri-
zione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The art of inscribing.

2. That which is inscribed ; any record of
public or private occurrences, of laws, decrees,
&c, engraved or inscribed on stone, metal, or
other hard surface, and exposed for public in-
spection.

" When Grotefend attempted to decipher them rthe
cuneiform characters], he had first to prove that theBe
scrolls were really inscriptions."—Max MtOler: Science
of Language (1871), ii. i,

3. The act of inscribing or dedicating to a
patron ; dedication.

L The words in which a book is inscribed
or dedicated to a person ; a dedication.

II. Technically:

* 1. Law : (See extract).

"An obligation made in writing, whereby the at-

boil, boy^: pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, Ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, dQl.
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cuserbindB himself to undergo the same punishment,
if he shall not prove the crime which he otijects to the
party accused, in his accusatory libel, as the defendant
himself ought to suffer, if the same be proved."—
Ayliffe : Parergo'Si.

2. Numw. : The name given to words placed
in the middle of the reverse side of some coins
and medals, the words running round the rim
or placed on either side of the figure being
termed the legend (q.v.),

3. The titular line, or lines, ofan illustration.

* Jn-scrip'-tive, a. [Lat. inscriptus, pa. par.
of inscribo = to inscribe (q. v.) ; Eng. suff. -ive.]

Bearing an inscription ; of the nature of an
inscription ; inscribed.

" Around the margin of the plate . .

.

Winds an inscriptive legend."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vi.

* in scroll', v.t. [Pref. in- (1) ; Eng. scroll
(q.v.).] To inscribe upon a scroll.

" Had you been as wise as bold . . .

Your answer had not been inscrolled."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, ii. 7.

m-Bcrut-a-biT-i-ty, * in-scrut-a-bil-i-
tie, s. [Eng. inscrutable; -ity.] The quality
or state of being inscrutable.

" They are God's own inscrutabilitie."—Mountague :

DevoiUe Essayes, yt. ii,, tr. i,, § 3.

in-scrut' a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. inscrut-
abilis, from in- = not, and scrntor = to scruti-
nise (q.v.); Sp. inscrutable; Ital. inscrutabile.]

1. Incapable of being searched into and un-
derstood by inquiry and study.

"To discover that which the Scripture telleth ine is
inscrutable."—Bacon: Adv. of Learn., bk. i.

2. Incapable of being penetrated or under-
stood by human reason ; that cannot be satis-
factorily accounted for, explained, or answered

.

" As if their true causes were altogether inscrutable,
and not to be found out."— Wilkins : That the Earth
may be a Planet.

In-scrut a ble-ness, $. [Eng. inscrutable;
-ness.] Inscrutability.

in-8Crut -ably, adv. [Eng. inscrutable)

;

-ly.] In ah inscrutable manner ; so as not to
be discovered, penetrated, or explained.

* ill-SCUlp', v.t. [Lat. insculpo, from in- = in,

on, and sculpo = to cut, to engrave.] To cut,

to carve, to engrave, to inscribe.

,
" A coin, that bears the figure of an angel
Stamped in gold ; but that's insculp'd upon,"

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, ii. 7.

* in-sculp -tion, s. [Lat. insculptus, pa. par. of
insculpto= to cut or engrave.] An inscription.

"A flattering, false insculption on a tomb."
Tourneur : Reoenger's Tragedy, i.

* in-sciilp'-ture, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
scutyture (q.v.)."] An engraving, an inscrip-
tion, sculpture.

"When pretious gems and rich insculptnres were
added."—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. iv.

* in-sciilp'-ture, v.t. [Insculpture, s.} To
engrave, to carve, to inscribe.
" Insculptured round, the honours which befel
The house of Laius." Glover: Athenaid, bk. vii.

* in-sea, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. sea.] To
surround by the sea.

"Horse and foot hiseu'd together there."
Chapman: Homer; Jlkulxi.

* ln-scal', v.t . [Pref. in-(l), and Eng. seal(q. v.).]

To impress or mark with a seal ; to impress.
" For euery thing he said there
Seemed as it insealed were
Or approued, for very trew." Chaucer : Dreame.

* in-seam', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and En^.
seam (q.v.).] To impress or mark with a seam
or cicatrix.

" Deep o'er his knee inseamed remained the scar
"

Pope : Vomer ; Odyssey xix. 545.

* in search, v.t. [Ensearch.]

* in-sec able, a. [Lat. insecabilis, from in-
= not, and secabHis— that may be cut; seco

= to cut ; Fr. insecable; Ital. insecabile.] In-
capable of being cut or divided by a cutting
instrument.

in' sect, s. & a. [Fr. insecte ; Sp. & Port, in-
secto ; Ital. insetto ; all from Lat. insectum.]
[Insecta.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : One of the Insecta (q.v.), or any
other articulated animals akin to them. Some-
times used erroneously of a coral polype.
[Coral-insect.]

2. Fig. : Anything small or contemptible.
" Ve tinsel insects, whom a court maintains."

Pope ; Ep. to Sat., Ii. 220.

II. Entcm. (PL) : The class Insecta (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the small
articulated animals described under A.

" The insect youth are on the wing."
Gray : Ode on tne_Spring.

insect-fungi, s. pi.

Bot. : Fungi parasitic upon insects. They
belong chiefly to the genus Cordiceps.

In-sec'-ta, s. pi. [PI. of Lat. insectum?=an
insect, from insectus, pa. par. of inseco = to
cut into, to cut up, because the body seems
cut into three leading segments—the head, the
thorax, and the abdomen.]

1. Entom. : Insects ; a class of Annulosa,
division Arthropoda. Formerly it was made
to include, among other animals, the centi-
pedes and spiders. Now these are made dis-

tinct classes, and the Insecta confined to those
arthropodous animals which have three pairs
of legs ; these are affixed to the thorax, which
is distinctly separated from the head and the
abdomen. There are compound and simple
eyes. In the highest orders there are four
wings ; in another order, Diptera, but two ; and
in several more the wings are rudimentary or
totally absent. There is one pair of antennae.
The respiration is by tracheae. Of the thirteen
segments, of which a typical insect consists,
one constitutes the head, three the thorax,
and nine the abdomen. The cutaneous skele-
ton is composed of chitine. There is generally
a more or less complete metamorphosis. In-
sects exist in all countries. The species
existing may be half a million, those known
more than 200,000. Most of them are confined
to particular regions : thus the insects of India
and China are mostly different from those of
Europe ; so are those of North America, Green-

CARABUS ADONIS.
1, 1. The Anteimse. 2, 2. The Maxillary palpi. 3.

The Mandibles, between and behind which is the
Labruin, or Upper lip. 4. The Head. 5. The Thorax.
6. The Scutelfum. 7. The Elytra, covering the Ab-
domen. 8. The Femur, or Thigh. 9. The Tibia, or
Shank. 10. The Tarsi, or Foot. 1L The Claws.

land only excepted. Some insects, however,
like the Painted Lady Butterfly (Cynthia
cardui), are widely diffused over the world.
Insects exert a powerful influence in ferti-

lizing plants. Tiny as they are, some of
them may become formidable foes to man.
Linnaeus founded his classification on the
presence or absence of wings, and, in the
former case, on their number and structure.
He divided his Insecta into eight orders : Cole-
optera, Hemiptera, Lepidoptera, Neuroptera,
Hymenoptera, Diptera, and Aptera. Among
the Aptera were included Crustaceans, as well
as Spiders and Myriapods. Latreille, followed
by De Geer, introduced another order, named
Orthoptera by Olivier. Latreille adopted it

and ultimately excluding the Crustaceans
from Aptera, broke that order into four

:

Myriapoda, Thysanura, Parasita, and Sucto-
ria. He adopted Kirby's order Strepsiptera,
calling it Rhipiptera. Stephens's division was
into two sub-classes : Mandibulata—Orders,
Coleoptera, Dermaptera, Orthoptera, Neurop-
tera, and Trichoptera; and Haustellata—Or-
ders, Lepidoptera, Diptera, Homaloptera, Aph-
aniptera, Aptera, Hemiptera, and Homoptera.
Burmeister divided insects into two sub-
classes, Ametabola, in which the metamor-
phosis is incomplete, and Metabola, in which
it is not so. Under the former are ranked the
orders Hemiptera, Orthoptera, and Dictyop-
tera ; and under the latter, Neuroptera, Dip-
tera, Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, and Coleop-
tera. Professor Huxley considers the orders
Coleoptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, Dip-
tera, and Hemiptera well established ; the
proper grouping of Strepsiptera, Trichoptera,
Neuroptera , and Orthoptera, a matter of doubt

;

and the Physopoda, Thysanura, and Mallo-
phaga, not fitting well into any of the other
assemblages. The Myriapoda and Arachnida
lie makes distinct classes from Insecta. The
classification now commonly adopted divides
insects thus :

—

Sub-class I., Ametabola: (1) Anoplura, (2) Mallo-

S'laga, (3) Collembola, (4) Thysanura. Sub-class IT.,

emlmetabola: (1) Hemiptera or Rhynchotu, (2J Or-

thoptera, (a) Neuroptera. Sub-class III.. Holometa-
bola: (1)' Aphaniptera, (2) Diptera, (3) Lepidoptera,

(i) Hymenoptera, (5) Strepsiptera, (6) Coleoptera.

2. Palmont. : The oldest known insects are

from the Devonian rocks of North America-
They seem to have belonged to the Neuroptera.

This order, with the Coleoptera and Orthop-
tera, exists in the Carboniferous, Hymenop-
tera and Lepidoptera in the Secondary forma-
tion, and nearly all the known orders in the
Tertiary.

* in-sec-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. insectatio, from
i)isectatus, pa. par. of insector = to follow, to
pursue.] The act of following or pursuing;
pursuit, persecution.

"I can no further go, but put all in the handes of
him for . . . stirred by mine owue conscience (with-
out insectation, or reproche laieng to any other man)."
—Sir T, More : Workes, p. 1,431.

* m-sec-ta'-tor, s. [Lat., from insectatus^

pa. par. of insector.} A persecutor.

* In-sect'-ed, a. [Eng. insect; -ed.] Seg-
mented, so as to have the character of an in-

sect. (Howell: Letters, bk. ii., let. vi.)

In-sect'-i-Cide, s. [Lat. insectum = an insect,

and caido (in comp. cido) = to kill.]

* 1. One who or that which kills insects.

* 2. The act of killing insects.

3. A substance or preparation used to kill

insects.

* in-sect'-ile, a. & s. [Eng. insect ; -He, as if

from a Mod. Lat. word insectilis.]

A. As adj. : Having the nature of insects.
" Insectile animals."

—

Bacon. [Todd.)

B. As subst. : An insect.
" Iutire in&ectUes of any greatness."

—

ItcliquicB Wat.
tonianaz, p. 465.

* in-sec'-tion, s. [Lat. in- = in, and sectio =
a cutting; seco — to cut] A cutting in; in-

cision, incisure.

in-sec-tiv'-or-a> s. pi. [Lat. insect«m = an
insect ; voro =. to eat, to devour, and neut. pL
adj. suff. -a.]

1. Zoology

:

(1) An order of Mammalia established by
Cuvier, who made it a family of his Carnas-
siers (Carnivora). It is of higher organization
than the Carnivora proper. Huxley arranges;
it under his Mammals which have a discoidal
deciduate placenta, placing it between the
Primates and the Cheiroptera. There are
usually more than four incisors in each jaw,
and the molars have sharp and pointed cusps ;
the hallux possesses a claw, and has no marked-
freedom of adduction and abduction. Except-
ing in one genus, there are well-developed
clavicles. The chief families are : (1) Talpidse,
(2) Potamogalidae, (3) Soricidse, (4) Erinaceidje,
(5) Centetidse, (6) Macros celida?, and (7) Galeo-
pithecidae (q.v.).

(2) A section of Cheiroptera (Bats), contain-
ing the families Vespertilionidfe, Rhmolo-
phida?, Noctilionidae, and Phyllostomidae.

2. Palccontology

:

(1) Several families of the order Insectivora
are found in the Miocene.

(2) Representatives of the cheiropterous sec-
tion Insectivora, are found from the Eocene
onward.

in-sect'-i-vore, s. [Insectivora.]

Zool. : A member of the Insectivora (q.v.).

"The Adapis of the Paris Itasin has recently beers
proved to be related to the hoofed quadrupeds and in-
sectioores."—Da whins : Early Man in Britain, ch. ii.

in-sec-tiV-dr-oiis, a. [Lat. insecta — in-
sects ; voro = to devour, and Eng. suff. -ous.)

Zool. : Devouring insects ; of or belonging,
to the Insectivora 1 or 2 (q.v.). (Darwin.)

*in-sect-6l'-6-ger,s. [Eng. insectolog(y); -er.)

One who studies insects ; an entomologist.
" The insect itself is, according to modern insectolo*

gers, of the ichneumon-fly kiud. —Durham.

*In-sect-oT-6-gj^ s. [Lat. insecta, and Gr.
Aoyos (logos) = a discourse.] The studv o£
insects ; entomology.

in-se-ciire', a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. secure
(q.v.).]

1. Not secure, not safe ; not confident off
safety ; apprehensive of danger.

" £Lmanrmore '
l!st than God ? Is ™an more pureThan He who deems even seraphs insecurer
Byron : A Spirit passed before me~

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = Uw.
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-cur'-l-tv, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
rity (q.v.). J

2. Not safe ; not securely guarded or pro-
tected ; unsafe ; exposed to danger or loss.

"Ampbiou's fortress intecurc appears."
Lewis : Statius, bk. vii.

in-se-ciire'-ly, adv. [Eng. insecure; -ly.] In
an insecure or unsafe manner; without se-

curity, safety, or certainty.

inse
security

1. The quality or state of being insecure ;

want of confidence or safety.

"There is also a time of insecurity, when interests
of all sorts become objects of speculation.."

—

Burke:
Appealfrom New to Old Whigs.

2. Exposure to destruction, damage, or loss ;

danger, hazard.
" The insecurities and inconveniences of a strange and

new abode."—Taylor : Great Exemplar, pt. i., ad., § 6.

* 3. Uncertainty.

* in-se-CU'-tlon, s. [Fr., fromLat. insecutio,

from insecutus, pa. par. of insequor: in- = in,

on, and sequor = to follow.] The act of fol-

lowing or pursuing
;
pursuit.

' Not the kings own horse got more before the wheel
Of his rich chariot, that might still the insecution

feel.

With the extreme hairs of his tail."

Chapman; ITomer ; Iliad xxiii.

* ln'-se-er, a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. seer

(q.v.).] A looker into ; an inspector ; an ex-
aminer.

"If these things ban a good and a sleight inseer
which y' can souke bonny of the hard atone, oile of ye
-dry rock, &c."

—

Chaucer : Testament of Love,

* Yn-sele', v.t. [Ikseal.]

* ln-sem -it-nate, v.t. [Lat. inseminatus, pa.

par. of insemino : in- — in, and semino = to
sow ; semen (genit. seminis) = seed.] To sow

;

to impregnate.

* In-sem-i-na'-tion, s. [Lat. inseminatus,
pa. par. of insemino.] The act or process of
scattering seed ; a sowing.

* in sen' sate, a. [Lat. insensatus, from in-
= not, and sensatus = gifted with sense ; sensus
= sense ; Fr. insensL] Destitute of sense

;

wanting or without sense or sensibility.
** Hers the silence and the rnlm
Of mute, insensate things."
Wordsworth : Poems of the Imagination.

* 3tn-sen'-sate-ness, s. [Eng. insensate;
-ness.] The quality or state of being insensate

;

want of sense or sensibility.

* In-sense', * In cence', v.t [Pref. in- (l),

and Eng. sense (q.v.).] To instruct ; to teach.

* in-sense -less, a. [Pref. in- (intens.), and
Eng. senseless (q.v.).] Without feeling ; in-

sensible. (Butler: Hudibras, pt. ii., c. ii.)

in-sens-i-bll'-l-ty, s. [Fr. insensibilite, from
insensible = insensible (q.v.) ; Sp. insensibili-

dad; Ital. insensibilitct.]

1. The quality or state of being insensible or
without feeling ; want or loss of the power of
feeling or perceiving.

2. Want of the power to be moved ; want or
absence of susceptibility ; want of feeling ; in-

difference.
" That abject peace of mind which springs from im-

pudence and insensibility."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
eh. xv.

3. The quality or state of being impercepti-
ble ; imperceptibility.

" Insenxib&iiy of slow motions may be thus ac-
counted."

—

Qlanvill : Scepsis Scientifica.

an-sens'-l-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. insensiMlis,

,
from in- = not, and sensibilis = that can be
perceived, sensible ; sentio = to perceive ; Sp.
Unsensible; Ital. insensibile. ]

1. Without feeling ; wanting or destitute of

the power of feeling or perceiving; destitute

iof corporeal sensibility.

" Insensible as steel."
A Cowper: Olney Hymns, ix.

2. Imperceptible ; that cannot be perceived

or felt
;
progressing or moving by slow de-

;grees ; so slow or gradual that the motion or

stages can not be felt or perceived.

3. Not taking regard or notice ; indifferent

;

^heedless ; careless.
" Tomake him insensible of the danger of the course."

—Afacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

4. Without feeling ; incapable of feeling

;

•not susceptible of feeling, emotion, or passion

;

indifferent ; unfeeling ; hard ; callous.
" A man whom a craven fear had made insensible to

ahaine."

—

Macaulay; Hist. Eng., ch. v.

* 5. Void of meaning or sense ; senseless,
meaningless, nonsensical.

" It makes the indictment insensible or uncertain.'—Ilnle; Hist. Pleas Crown, ii., ch. xxiv.

* In-sens I ble ness, s. [Eng. insensible

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being insensi-
ble ; insensibility.

"The insensibleness of the pain proceeds rather from
the relaxation of the nerves than their obstruction."—
/lay.

* In-sen -si blist, s. [Eng. insensible) ; -ist.]

An apathetic, unfeeling, or callous person; one
destitute of feeling or emotion.

in-sens'-I-bly, a^v - [Eng. insensib(le) ; -ly.]

1. Without mental or corporeal sense.

2. By slow and gradual degrees ; imper-
ceptibly, gradually.

" This pair insensibly subdued the fears
And troubles that beset their life."

Wordsworth: Excursion, vi.

* in sens-itive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
sensitive (q.v.).] Not sensitive; not readily-

susceptible of impressions ; void of sensi-
bility ; callous, indifferent.

* in-sens u-oiis, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
sensuous (q.v.).] Not sensuous; not address-
ing itself to or affecting the senses.

* in-sen' Went (ti as shi), a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. sentient (q.v.).] Not sentient ; not
having perception, or the power of perception.

" As the rose is insentient there can be no sensation."—fieid ; Intell. Powers, essay ii., ch. xvi.

in-sep-ar-a-bil'-i-ty^ s. [Eng. inseparable ;
-ity.] The quality or state of being insepar-
able.

"The parts of pure space are immovable, which
follows from their inseparability."—Locke; Human
Understanding, bk. vi., ch. xiiL

In-sep'-ar-a-ble, * in-sep-er-a-ble, a. &
s. [Fr., from Lat. inseparabilis, from in- =
not, and separabilis = separable (q.v.) ; Sp.
inseparable; Ital. inseparabile.]

A. As adj.: Not separable; incapable of
being separated, divided, or disjointed ; not
to be parted.

"The faults inseparable from poverty, ignorance,
and superstition."—Macaulay; Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

B. As subst. (PI): Things which cannot be
separated from each other; espec, persons
who are constantly together.

fai-sep'-ar -a - ble - ness* * in-sep-er-a-
ble ness, s. [Eng. inseparable ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being inseparable ; in-
separability.

*' The inseparableness of the prerogative from the per-
son of the king."—Burnet: Hist. Own Time (an. 1681).

In-sep'-ar-a-blSr, adv. [Eng. inseparabile);
-ly.] In an "inseparable manner ; so as not to
be separable or capable of separation or dis-
junction.

"The forcible expulsion of the Tn.rquhis ia insepar-
ably connected with the institution of the consular
government."—Lewis : Cred. Early Roman Hist. (1855),
i. 538.

* In-scp -ar-ate, * in-sep -er-ate, o.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. separate (q.v.)".] Not
separated or disjoined ; united.

" Within my soule, there doth conduce a fight
Of this strange nature, that a thing inseperate,
Divides more wider than the sky and earth."

Shakesp. : TroUus & Cressida, v. 2.

* in-sep'-ar-ate-l^, * in-sep'-er-ate-ly,
adv. [Eng. inseparate ; -ly.] Not separately

;

so as not to be separated or disjoined.

"If so be that yee live inseperately."—Homilies:
State of Matrimony, pt. ii.

* in- se-quent, a. [Lat. insequens, pr. par.
of insequor = to follow after.] Subsequent.
(Hacket : Life of Williams, i. 25.)

* in-serene', v.t. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
serene.] To disturb.

" Whose gastly presence inserenes my face."
Davies : Holy Jioode, p. 13.

£n-sert'f v.t. [Lat. insertus, pa. par. of insero
= to insert, to introduce in : in- = in, into
and sero = to join or bind; Fr. inserer; Spi
inserir, insertar; Ital. inserire.] To set or
place in or amongst others ; to introduce ; to
intercalate.

"The Lords very wisely abstained from inserting
In their records an account of a debate in which they
had been so signally discomfited."

—

Macaulay: Hist.
Eng., ch. xiv.

in-3ert'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Insert.]

A. -45 pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Placed or set in or amongst
others ; intercalated.

2. Bot. (Of the stamens, &c.) : Growing from
or upon a part, as the calyx, the receptacle,

die. (Followed by in, into,, on, or upon.)

in-sert'-ing, pr. par., a., &s. [Insert.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particlp. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of setting or placing

in or amongst others ; insertion.

2. Dressmak.: Material inserted or set in, as

lace ; insertion.

in ser -tion, s. [Lat. insertio, from insertus,

pa. par. of insero = to insert (q.v.>; Fr. inser-

tion; Sp. insercion; Ital. inserzione.]

I, Ordinary Language ;

1. The act of inserting, setting, or placing

in or amongst others ; intercalation.
" The great disadvantage ourhistorians labour under

is too tedious an interruption, by the insertion of re-

cords in their narration."

—

Felton : On the Classicks.

2. That which is inserted ; a piece or
passage inserted or intercalated ; an interpo-
lation.

" He charges one word, God, and not two, upon God,
to be the insertion."—Bentley ; Of Free-thinking, § 3G.

IL Technically:

1. Anat. (Of a muscle) : The more movable
or remote attachment of a muscle at one of
the ends, as distinguished from the more
fixed one at the other. Quain considers it

difficult in some cases to distinguish between
the two.

2. Bot. : The manner in which one part is

inserted into or adheres to another.

% For the insertions of stamens see Epigy-
nous, Hypogynous, and Perigynous.

3. Dressmak. : A band or border of lace,
frilling, &c, inserted in a lady's dress

* in-serve', v.t. [Lat. inservio, from in- =
in, into, and servio = to serve.] To conduce

;

to be of use or service towards an end.

* in-ser'-vl-ent, a. [Lat. inserviens, pr. par.
of inservio.] Conducive; serving or tending
towards an end.

"A part inservient to voice and respiration."—
Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. viii.

* in-sess' ion (ss as sh), s. [Lat. insessus,
pa. par. of insidio.] [Insessores.]

1. The act or state of sitting in or upon.

2. That upon or in which one sits.

in-ses-sbr -es, s. pi. [Masc. and fem. pi.

of Lat. insessnr = a waylayer, but here = a
percher, from Lat. insessvis, pa. par. of insideo
= to sit in or upon : in- = in, on, and sedeo =
to sit.]

1. Ornith. : Perchers. The name first given
by Mr. Vigors, and adopted by Swainson and
many others for a great assemblage of birds,
mostly small in size, with feet adapted for
perching and walking; the toes generally four,
the hinder one on the same level with the
others, generally three, more rarely two,
pointing forward ; in the latter case, the feet
being scansorial. The length of the tarsus, or
shank, is always moderate, the claws never
retractile. Some have the bill without notch,
in others it is notched. Many sing beauti-
fully, build elegant nests, &c. As to food,
they are omnivorous. The order was divided
into five tribes— Dentirostres, Conirostres,
Scansores, Tenuirostres, and Fissirostres. The
Scansores are now well-established as a sepa-
rate order. The Insessores are called also
Passeres and Passerifonnes.

2. Palaront. : The order is found from the
Eocene onward.

in-ses-sbr'-i-al, a. [Lat. insessor, genit.
insessori(s), and Eng. suff. -al.]

Ornith. : Of or belonging to the order In-
sessores (q.v.).

"The prominent type or representative of the in-
sessorial order."—Swainson ; Jiirds, i. 313.

Mnsessorial type, s.

Ornith. : In the Quinary system of Vigors,
Swainson, &c, the second, or sub-typical
order of Birds, with which analogies were
sought in each ^f the other orders.

* in-set , v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. set (q.v.).

J

To set in, to fix in, to infix.

"The sorow that is inset greueth the thought."—
Ciiaucer : Boethius, bk. ii.

boil, boy; pout, jo^rl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion --- zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = beL, del.
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'in'-set, s. [Inset, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : That which is set or fixed
in ; an insertion.

2. Bookbind. : Same as offcut. A certain
portion of the printed sheet in 12mo, 24mo,
&c., which is cut off before folding and set

into the middle of the folded sheet, to com-
plete the succession of paging.

* in-seV-er-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. severabte (q.v.).] Not severable; that
cannot be severed, disjoined, or disunited.
(De Quincey : Autdb. Sketches, i. 88.)

* in shad'-ed, a. [Pref. in- (intens.), and
Eng. shaded (q.v.).] Shaded ; marked with
different shades of colour.

" Whose lily-white, inslmded with the rose.
Had that man seene, who aung the yEr.eidos,
Dido had In oblivion slept, and .-he

Had given hie Muse her beBt eternitie."
Browne: Britannia's Pastorals, bk. i., s. 5,

in -shave, a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. shave

(q-v-)O

Cooper. : A jointer having a convex-edged
bit, on which the inner faces of staves are
dressed.

* in-sheathe', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
sheatJie (q".v.).] To hide, cover, or place in a
sheath ; to sheathe.

" On high he hung the martial sword insficuthedf
Hughes: Triumph of Peace.

*in-sheU\ v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. shell

(q-v-)] To hide in, or as in a shell.

" Thrusts forth his horns again into the world,
Which were inshelled when Marcius stood for Rome.*1

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, Iv.,6.

* in-shel'-terf v.t. [Pref. in- (V), and Eng.
shelter (q.v.).] To place in shelter; to shelter.

* in -ship', v.t [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. ship
(q.v.).] To place on board or in a ship ; to
embark.

" Safely brought to Dover ; where inshipped
Commit them to, the fortune of the sea."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., v. 1.

in'-shore, a. or adv. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
shore (q.v.).] On or near the shore.

* in-shr'ine', v.t. [Enshrine.]

* in-SiC-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. in- = in, and sic-

catio = a drying ; siccatus = dried, pa. par. of
sicco = to dry ; siccus = dry.] The act of dry-
ing in.

in'- side, *ln-syde, a., adv., s., & prep.
[Pref. in- (1), and Eng. side (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Being within ; interior, internal.

B. As adv. : "Within ; in the interior.

C. As substantive

:

1. The interior or internal part of anything.
" The payne would be much lease, if the knyfe myght

beginne on the insyde and cutte fro the mlddes out-
ward."—Sir T. More: Workes, p. 1,256.

2. The entrails, the bowels.

3. An inside passenger in a vehicle.
" The Derby dilly carrying bIx insides."

J. E. Frere: Loves of the Trtanglet.

* 4- Qne's private or secret thought's ; one's

mind.
"At the great day of trial he will thoroughly anato-

' mize us, and lay our very inside perfectly open and
' naked."—Bishop Bull: Sermons, voL ii., ser. 15.

I>, A's prep. : In the interior of; within : as,

inside a circle.

% The inside may be said of bodies of any
magnitude, small or large ; the interior is

peculiarly appropriate to bodies of great mag-
nitude.

inside-calipers, s, A pair of calipers

for measuring bores and inside diameters' of

tubes. [Calipers. ]

inside-framing, s.

Steam-engine

:

1. The frame of one form of English loco-

motives, in which the wheels and driving-gear

are inside of the main frame.

2. The stays of a locomotive-engine that rest

on the axles. English practice often has the
framing outside of the cylinders, the connect-
ing-rods of the engines passing to cranks on
the axles.

inside-gear, s.

Steam-eng. : The English arrangement in

locomotives of the connecting-rods and cranks
inside the frame, in contradistinction to the
American practice of connecting the cross-

heads of the engines by ccnneetteg-rods to
wrists on the outside of the driving-wheels.

inside-screw, s. A hollow screw ; one
having its thread on the inside.

Inside screw-tool

:

Wood-turning : A hooked-shaped tool for
threading interior surfaces while revolving in
a lathe ; a form of chaser.

inside-tin, s.

Book-bind. : A plate laid inside the cover of
a book when placed in the standing-press.

inside-tool, s.

Wood-turning : A tool for hollowing out
work and bottoming holes.

* in-Sid'-i-ate, v.t. [Lat. insidiatus, pa. par.

of insidior, from insid ice =. an ambush.] To
lie in ambush for.>

*in-sid-i-a'-tion, s. [Insidiate.] Guile.
(Adams: Works, i. 131.)

* in - sid'- 1-a -tor, * insid i a-tour , s.

[Lat. insidiator, from insidiatns, pa. par. of
insidior.] One who lies in ambush ; a lurker

;

a waylayer.
" Many discontented malcontents, many both open

enemies and close insidiatourg."—Barrow : Sermons,
vol. i., ser. 10.

Insid -i-ous, * in-sid-i-ouse, a. [Fr.

insidieiuc, from Lat. insidiosus, from insidice
= an ambush ; Ital. & Sp. insidioso.]

1. Lying in wait, treacherous, sly, intending
or designing to betray ; deceitful, deceptive.

" The theft an old insidious peasant viewed."
Addison: Ovid; Metamorphoses ii.

2. Intended to deceive or entrap, crafty,

treacherous.

"There be nowe meruelous subtyle craftinesses exer-
cised by courtes, insidiouse wylinesses."

—

Joye; Ex-
position of Daniel, xi.

If The insidious man has recourse to various
little artifices, by which he wishes to effect

his purpose, and gain an advantage over his
opponent ; the treacherous man pursues a sys-
tem of direct falsehood, in order to ruin liis

friend : the insidious man objects to a fair and
open contest ; but the treacherous man assails
in the dark him whom he should support.
(Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

in-Sld'-i-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. insidious ; -ly.]

In an insidious manner, treacherously, craftily,

slyly.
" No soft and costly sofa there

Insidiously stretched out its ls^y length."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vii.

in-Sld'-l-OUS-ness, s. [Eng. insidious; -ness.]

The quality or state of being insidious ; deceit-
fulness, treachery,

" None of its lurking insidicusness, of ItB surprising
violence, of its rancorous venom."

—

Barrow : Sermons,
vol. i., ser. 5.

in -Sight (gh silent), * in-siht, 5. [Pref. in-

(1), and Eng. sight (q.v.) ; Dut. inzicht; Ger.
einsicht.]

1. A sight, view, or inspection of the in-

terior of anything ; deep inspection or view

;

introspection.
" I have acquired no small insight into the manners

and conversation of men."—Guardian, No. 85.

2. Power of observation, discernment, pene-
tration.

" For Merlin had in magicke more insight,
Than euer him before or after living wight."

Spenser : F. Q., III. iii. 3.

* In sight ed (gh silent), a. [Eng. insight ;

-ed. ] Possessed of insight. (P. Holland

:

Camden, p. 687.)

ln-sig'-ni-a, s. pi. [Lat. pi. of insigne, neut.
of insignis = distinguished by a mark.]

1. Badges or distinguishing marks of office

or honour.

2. Marks or signs by which anything is- or
may be known or distinguished.

in-sig-nif '-x-cance, * in-sig-nif'-i-can-
cy» s- [Pref. 'in- (2), and Eng. significance,

significancy (q.v.).]

1. The quality or state of being insignifi-

cant ; want of significance or meaning.
" With easy insignificance of thought."

Garth : Dispensary, i. 187.

2. Want of importance or weight ; unim-
portance.

" The clan had been made insignificant by the in-
significance of the cmef."

—

Macaulay; Hist, of Eng.,
ch. xiil.

3. Want of force or effect ; unimportance.

4. Want of weight or claim to considera-
tion ; meanness.

in-sig-nif'-l-cant, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. significant "(q.v.).]

1. Not significant ; void of signification ;

wanting in meaning or signification.

"Laws must be insignificant without the sanctii'i.

of rewards and punishments."—Bp. Wilhins: Of A t

tural Religion, bk. i., ch. xi.

2. Having no weight or importance ; uniin

portant, trivial, mean, not deserving or calling

for notice.
' " Witness its insignificant result.*'

Cowper ." Conversation, 17.

3. Without weight of character ; mean, con-

temptible, beneath notice.

"What school-boy, what little insignificant monk
could not have made a more elegant speech for the
king?"

—

Milton : Defence of the People of England.

In-sig-nif'-I-cant-ly, adv. [Eng. insignifi-
cant; -ly.]

1. Without meaning or signification
" They . . . use them insignificantly, as the organ or

pipe renders the tune which it understands not,'"

—

Hale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 66.

2. Without importance or effect ; unimport-
antly ; trivially.

" With all the prettlness of feigned alarm,
And anger insignificantly fierce."

Cowper : Task, vi. 320.

* in-sig-nif'-i-cat-ive, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. significative (q.v.).] Not significa-

tive, or expressing by external signs.

* in sign -ment (g silent), s. [Lat. insigne.}
[Insignia.] An exhibition of; a direction t«i

;

some mark or sign by which one thing nmy
be known from another.

" Neyther hiB father, nor any other man, coulde dis-
cerne of vs the one frome the other, but by our owne
insignement or shewynge."—Sir T. Elyot : The Go-
vernour, bk. ii., ch. xii.

* in-sim'-u-late, v.t. [Lat. insimulatus, pa.
par. of ins'imulo.] To accuse, to charge.

" Falsly to insimulate and accuse the churche."—Sir
T. More : Workes, p. 340.

in sin cere', a. [Lat. insincerus, from in- ~
not, and sincerus = sincere (q.v.) ; Fr. insin-
cere.]

1. Not sincere ; not being what one appears
or pretends to be ; false, dissembling, hypo-
critical.

" May I myself at JaBt appear
Unworthy, base, and insincere,'

Cowper ; Friendship.

2. Deceitful, false, hypocritical, not to be
trusted.

"All her censures of the work of grace
Are insincere." Cowper : Conversation, 785.

,

* 3. Not free from flaw ; imperfect ; decep-
tive.

" To render sleep's soft blessings insincere.''
Pope. {Todd.)

in-sin-jere'-l^, adv. [Eng. insincere; -ly,}

In an insincere manner ; without sincerity ;

hypocritically.

"Or rather, as Mr. Travers has insincerely misrepre-
sented, his assertions."

—

Strype: Life of Whitgift. i.

(an. 1585).

in-sin-cer'-i-t^, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
sincerity (q.v.); Fr. insinciritL] The quality
or state of being insincere ; want of sincerity
or of being really what one appears or pre-
tends to be ; dissimulation, hypocrisy, false-

ness.
"What men call policy and knowledge of the world,

is commonly no other thing than dissimulation and
insincerity.' —Blair, vol. v., ser. 17.

* in-sin'-ew (ew as u), v.t. [Pref. in- (I),

and Eng. sinew (q.v.).] To strengthen ; to
give strength or vigour to.'

"All members of our cause, both here, and hence,
That are insinewed to this action."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. l.

* in-sin'-U-ant, a. [Fr., pr. par. of insinner
= to insinuate (q.v.).J Having the power of

insinuation or of gaining favour.

"Very plausible, insinuant, and fortunate men."

—

Wotton : Remains, p. 78.

in-sin'-u-ate, v.t. & i. [Lat. insinuatus, pa.

par. of hisinuo, from in- = in; and sinuo = to

wind about ; sinus = a bend ; Fr. insinuer ;

Sp. insinuar; Ital. insiiiuare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To introduce anything gently or by slow
degrees, as by a winding or narrow passage

;

to wind or force in slowly and imperceptibly.
" Insinuating it selfe by passages, and holes, into the

very bowels of the earth. '—Hackluyt : Voyages, i. £56.

2. To wind or push oneself into favour'; to
ingratiate oneself ; to introduce oneself by
gradual and artful means into favour.

" He insinuated himself into the very good grace of
the duke of Buckingham."—Clarendon: Civil War.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, «itb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e; ey = a, qu = kw.
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* 3. To infuse gently ; to introduce imper-
ceptibly and artfully ; to instil.

"Horace . . . insinuates virtue, rather by familiar
examples than by the severity of precepts."

—

Dryden :

Juvenal. (Ded.)

4. To hint ; to give an intimation or hint of;

to suggest.

"To insinuate that Russell's conduct had not been
taultles3."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch, xix,

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To move on in folds or with a tortuous,
winding movement ; to wind.

" Close the serpent 3ly
Insinuating, wove with Gordian twine
His braided train," Milton : P. L,, iv. 348.

* 2. To creep, wind, or move gently and im-
perceptibly ; ti make its way by indirect means.

" But the Romanes espied where there was a breach
made and lane left between, and there they would in-
sinuate and wind in with their rankes and files."—

P. Holland : Livius, p. 1,197.

*3. To enter gently, slowly, or impercept-
ibly, as water into crevices.

* 4. To insinuate one's self into favour ; to
ingratiate one's self.

" Some . •. . do wind and insinuate into the grace
and favour of the hearer," — P. Holland : Plutarch,
p. 251.

* 5. To wheedle, to coax, to flatter.

" I hardly yet have learned
To insinuate, natter, bow, and bend my knee."

Shakesp. : Richard II., iv. 1.

6. To hint ; to suggest indirectly.

IT A person who insinuates adopts every art

to steal into the goodwill of another ; but he
who ingratiates adopts unartifieial means to

conciliate goodwill. A person of insinuating
manners wins upon another imperceptibly,

even so as to convert dislike into attachment

;

a person with ingratiating manners procures
goodwill by a permanent intercourse. In-
sinuate and ingratiate differ in the motive, as

well as the mode, of the action ; the motive
is, in both cases, self-interest ; but the former
is unlawful, and the latter allowable. In-

sinuate may be used in the improper sense for

unconscious agents ; ingratiate is always the
act of a conscious agent. Water will insinuate

itself into every body that is in the smallest

degree porous ; there are few persons of, so

much apathy, that it may not be possible, one
way or another, to ingratiate one's self into

their favour. (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

in-sin'-u-at-ing, pr.par. & a. [Insinuate.]

Tending" or calculated to win affection or
favour gradually and imperceptibly.

" Some of the Whig leaders had been unable to resist

hia insinuating address."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.

xxii.

in-Sin'-U-at-ing-iy, adv. [Eng. insinuat-

ing; Ay.] In an insinuating manner; by in-

sinuation.

in-sin-u-a'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. insinu-

ationem, accus. of insinuatio = an entrance by
a narrow or crooked way, from insinuatus,

pa. par. of insinuo; Sp. insinuation; Ital. in-

sinuazione.]

1. The act or state of winding, flowing, or

making way in gradually and imperceptibly.

2. The act of gaining or insinuating one's self

into favour by gentle or artful means.

"In their insinuations into favour."—Wotton: Re-
mains, p. 1S5.

3. The art or power of pleasing or of gaining

favour or affection ; winning manners or ad-

dress.
*' He had a natural insinuation and address, which

made him acceptable in the best company."—Claren-
don.

4. The act of insinuating, hinting, or sug-

gesting.

5. A hint, a suggestion ; an indirect intima-

tion.

"Give not therefore a ready ear to the officious in-

sinuations of those who, under the guise of friendly

concern, come to admonish you."—Blair : Sermons,
vol. iv., ser. 17.

1[ The insinuation always deals in half

words ; the reflection is commonly open. They
are both levelled at the individual with no

good intent. The insinuation respects the

honour, the moral character, or the intellec-

tual endowments of the person ; the reflection

respects his particular conduct or feelings to-

wards another. (Crabb. : Eng. Synon.)

* in-sin u-a-tive, a. [Fr. insinuatif; Ital. &
Sp. insinuativo.]

1. Stealing on or into the affections ;
'• in-

sinuating, winning.
"It is a strange insinuative power which example

and custom have upon us."—Government of the Tongue.

2. Making insinuations ; hinting, suggesting.

* in-sxn'-u-a-tdr, s. [Lat., from insi.nuatus,

pa. par. o'f insinuo.] One who insinuates.

* in-sin'-u-a-tor-y, « [Eng. insinuate);

-ory. ] Insinuating.

in sip' Id, a. [Fr, insipide, from Lat. insi-

pidus, from in- — not, and sapidus = savoury

;

sapio = to taste ; Ital. & Sp. insipido.]

1. Tasteless ; wanting in taste ; destitute of

taste or savour ; vapid.
" More pregnant patterns of transcendent worth
Than Darren and insipid fruit brings forth."

Careio : To Sir W. Davenant.

2. "Wanting in spirit, life, or animation

;

dull ; heavy ; wanting in the qualities which
excite emotion ; flat.

"His art is faint ; his salt, if may dare to say so,

almost insipid,"— Pryden: Juvenal. (Dedic.)

* 3. Dull, listless, dispirited.
" Without it all is gotbic as the scene,

To which th' insipid citizen resorts

Near yonder heath," Cowper : Task, iii. 642.

Tf Aninsipid writer is without sentiment of

any kind or degree; a dull writer fails in

vivacity and vigour of sentiment ; a flat per-

formance is wanting in the property of pro-

voking mirth, which should be its peculiar

ingredient.

in-si-pid'-i-t$r, s. [Fr. insipidite", from in-

sipide = insipid (q.v.).]

1, The quality or state of being insipid or

tasteless ; tastelessness ; want or absence of

taste.

2. Want of life, spirit, or animation : dul-

ness, flatness.

"The harshness of remonstrance or the insipidity of

truth."—Ilambler, No. 162.

ln-Sip'-ld-ly, adv. [Eng. insipid; -ly.]

1. In an insipid manner ; without taste.

2. Dully; flatly.

" How pitifully, flatly, and insipidly will they [our
pretty notions, and fine-spun controversies] taste,"—
Sharp ; Sermons, vol. i, ser. L

* ln-sip'-l-ence, s. [O. Fr., from Lat. insip-

ientia, from in-= not, and sapientia = wisdoin

;

sapiens = wise ; Sp. insipiencia; Ital. insip-

ienza.] Want of understanding or intellect

;

folly, foolishness.
" The ring her tookt of his insipience."

Browne : Shephearas Pipe, Eel. 1.

* in-sip'-i-ent, a. & s. [Lat. insipiens, from
in- = not, and sapiens = wise.]

A. As adj. : Wanting in understanding or
intellect; foolish.

B. As subst. : A foolish, silly person ; a fool.

"It will gonyeto prove hym aninsipient."—Fryth:
Workes, p. 40.

insist', v.i. [Fr. insister, from Lat. insisto =
to set foot on ; in- = in, on, and sisto = to set,

from s(o = to stand ; Sp. insistir; Ital. insis-

tere.]

* I. Lit. : To stand or rest upon.
"The angles on one side insist upon the centers of

the bottom of the cells on the other side."—Hay : On
the Creation.

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. To dwell on or upon in discourse ; to
dilate upou as a matter of special moment.

" Without further insisting on the different tempers
of Juvenal and Horace."—flryden .' Juvenal. (Dedic.)

2. To be persistent, urgent, or peremptory
concerning any matter ; to persist in ; to
press or urge earnestly and persistently.

"Hamilton insisted that the question should be.
'Approve or not approve the rabbling f' "—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

1 Usually followed by on or upon.

* in-sist'-ence, s. [Eng. insist; -ence.] The
act of insisting, resting upon, or persisting in
any matter ; the act of dwelling upon a
matter or point as of special moment

; per-
sistency, urgency.

* in - SlSt' - entf a. [Lat. insistens, pr. par.

of insisto.] ' Standing or resting upon any-
thing.

"The breadth of the substruction must be at least
double to the insistent wall."— Wotton : Remains, p. 19.

*in-sist'-uret s. [Eng. insist; -ure.] A dwell-
ing or standing upon ; fixedness, persistency,
insistence.

" Observe degree, priority, and place,
Insisture, course, proportion, season, form."

Shakesp. : TroUus & Cressida, 1. 3.

*in-si'-tien-cy (ti as sh), s. [Lat. in- -
not, and sitiens= thirsty ; sitio= to be thirsty.]
Freedom or exemption from feelings of thirst.

" The docility of an elephant, and the insi&tency of
a camel for travelling in desarts."—Grew.

* in-Bi'-tion, s. [Lat. insitio, from insitus,

pa. par. of insero= to implant, to ingraft.]

The act of inserting or ingrafting ; ingraft-

ment ; the state of being engrafted.
" The bearing or not bearing of the cions of a cherry-

tree the first year of its insition."—Boyle : Works, i. 341.

in Sl'-tu, phr. [Lat. = in (its) situation.]

Geol. (Of a stratum, mineral, &c): In its

natural position, notxlisplaced, or transported,

like an erratic block, to a distance.

* in-slave , v.t. [Enslave.]

insnare', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. snare

(q.v.).]

1. Lit. : To catch in a snare or trap ; to en-

trap, to ensnare.
" By long experience Durfey may no doubt
Insnare a gudgeon, or perhaps a trout."

"

Fenton : Epistle to T. Lambard, 171.

2. Fig. : To catch, as in a snare or trap; to

entrap, to inveigle, to entangle.

"Insnare the wretched in the toils of law."
Thomson: Autumn, 1,290.

Tf To insnare is to take in or by means of

a snare ; to entrap is to take in a trap or' by
means of a trap ; to entangle is to take in a
tangle, or by means of tangled thread ; to in-

veigle is to take by means of making blind,

from the French aveugle= blind. Insnare and
entangle are used either in the natural or

moral sense ; entrap mostly in the natural, in-

veigle only in the moral sense. (Crabb : Eng,
Synon.)

in snar -cr, s. [Eng. insnar(e) ; -er.] One
who or that which insnares,

In-snar -Irig, pr. par., a., & s. [Insnare.]

A. & B. -4s pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of trapping or in-

veigling.

in-snar'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. insnaring; -ly.]

So as to insnare.

* in-snarl, v. t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. snarl,

s. (q.v.).] To make into a snarl or knot; 1

to
entangle.

t in-s6-brl'-e-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
sobriety (q.v.).] Want of sobriety; intempe-
rance, drunkenness.

" He whose conscience upbraids him with profane-
uess towards God, and insobriety towards himself."

—

Decay of Piety.

in-so-ci-a-bil'-i-ty (ci as shi), s. [Pret
in- (2), *and Eng. sociability (q.v.).] The
quality or state of being insociable ; want of
sociability.

"Which had carried its insociabilUy so far, and its

pretensions xnuch farther."— Warburton : Divine Le-
gation, bk. v., § 4.

* In-sd'-ci-a-ble (ci as shi), a. [Ft.; from
Lat. insociabilis, from in- — not, and sbciabilis

= sociable (q.v.) ; Sp. insociable; Ital. insoci-

abile.]

1. Not sociable ; not inclined to join in
social intercourse or converse ; not affable

;

unsociable.
"If this austere insociable life

Change not your offer made in heat of blood."
Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. 2.

2. Not capable of being joined or connected.

"Lime and wood are insociable." — Wotton: Re-
mains, p. 19.

* in-so'-ci-a-bly (ci as shi), adv. [Eng.
insociab(le) ; -ly.] In an insociable manner

;

unsociably.

* in-s6'-ci-ate (ci as shi), a. [Lat. in-=
not, and sociatus, pa. par. of socio = to asso-
ciate.] Not associated ; solitary, insocial.

" The insociate virgin life."—Sen Jonson.

* in -sol ate, v.t. [Lat. insolatus, pa. par. of
insolo, from in- = in, and sol = the sun.] To
dry or ripen in the rays of the sun ; to expose
to the heat of the sun.

* ln-sol-a tion, 5. [Lat. insolatio, from inso-
latus, pa. par. of insolo; Fr. insolation. ]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of insolating ; exposure to .the
heat of the sun ; a drying in the rays of the
sun ; the state of toeing exposed to the heat
of the sun.

" We use these towers for insolation, refrigeration,
conservation, and for the view of certain meteors."

—

Bacon : New Atlantis.

2. Sunstroke (q.v.).

II, Bot. : A disease produced in plants

boil, boy; pout, Joltrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion — shun : -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - tel, deL
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exposed to fierce sun heat, which, causing too
isijtid evaporation, tends to kill the parts af-

fected.

In -sole, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. sole, s.

(q.v.).]

1. The inner sole of a hoot or shoe ; opposed
to outsole (q.v.).

2. A thickness of cork, felt, flannel, leather,

paper, <fec, placed inside a shoe to protect
the sole of the foot, or toimprove the fit of
the shoe. (American.)

j£n'-SO-lencc, s. [Fr. , from Lat. insolentia,

from msofejw = insolent (q.v.) ; Sp. insolentia ;

Ital. insolenza.]

* 1. That which is unusual or rare.

"Being filled with furious insolence,
I feel myself like one yrapt in sprignt."

Spenser : Colin Clout's Come Home Again.

2. The quality or state of being insolent

;

overbearing and contemptuous haughtiness or
pride ; contemptuous treatment of others

;

petulant contempt, impudence.
"He became proud even to insolence.'—Macaulay

:

Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

3. An insolent act ; insolent conduct to-

wards or treatment of others ; impudence.
" I do not design to be exposed to such an insolence

ns this that you have committed against me."—Sir
Wm. Temple: To the Procurator of the Court of Hol-
land.

* in'-so-lence, v.t. [Insolence, s.] To treat

with insolence or contempt ; to insult.

* In'-so-len-cjr, a. [Lat. insolentia.} Inso-
lence.

in -so-lent, «. [Fr., from Lat. insolens= un-
usual .".

. insolent; m-=not» and solens —
customary, usual ; Sp. & Ital. insolente.}

* 1. Original ; out of the beaten track ; un-
usual, uncommon.

"For ditty and amorous ode. I find Mr. Walter Ra-
leigh's vein most lofty, insolent, and passionate."

—

Puttenham : English Poesy, bk. i., ch. xxxi.

2. Exhibiting overbearing contempt for

others ; haughty, overbearing, impudent, in-

sulting, impertinent.
"He took all the liberties of an insolent servant,

-who believes himself to be necessary."— Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

3. Proceeding from or characterized by inso-

lence or impudence.
" Their insolent triumph excited the popular indig-

nation."—Jfacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch, viii.

jn'-SO-lent-ljr, adv. [Eng. insolent ; -ly.} In
an insolent manner; insultingly, impudently.

" Jeffreys conducted himself, as was his wont, inso-

lently and unjustly."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

** In-sdl'-ld, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. solid.]

Light, frivolous. (Adams; Works, ii. 381.)

* in-s6l-id'-i-t& s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
solidity (q.v.).] Want of solidity ; weakness.

TUX sol'-l-dd, phr. [Lat.]

Law : In the whole. (Used of a joint con-

tract.)

"in - sol - in' - ic, a. [Eng. insoluble); -inic]

(See etym. and compound.)

insolinic-acid, &. [Terephthalic-acid. ]

-in-SOl-U-bil'-i-tjr, s. [Fr. insolvbilite, from
Lat. iiisnlubilitas, from insolubHis— insoluble.]

1. The quality or state of being insoluble
;

incapability of being dissolved.

*2. Incapability of being solved or explained
;

not soluble ; inexplicable

.in-soT-u-ble, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. insolu-

bilis, from in- = not, and soluHlis= soluble;

solvo = to dissolve, to loose ; Sp. insoluble;

Ital. insolubile.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not soluble; incapable of being dissolved,

particularly in a liquid.
" To dissolve all the several sorts of food appropriate

io their species : even sometimes things of that con-
sistency, as Beein insoluble."—Derham : Physico-Theo-
logy, bk. iv., ch. xi.

* 2. Incapable of being pulled down or to

'pieces.

"Theformost of every ranke in the ray-ward stood
flnne and fast, like a strong and insoluble wall."—
P. Holland ; Ammianus, p. 71.

* 2. Incapable of being solved or explained ;

mot to be cleared, explained, or resolved ; in-

explicable.

"The notion of God's moral attributes gave birth to
an insoluble question concerning the origin of evil."

—

Warburton : Divine Legation, bk. ii. (Aim.)

*B. As subst. : A matter or point incapable
of being solved or explained.

" That good lawes be turned into sophemes and in-
solubles."—Sir T. Elyot : The Qovernour, bk. iii.,ch, vi.

ln-sdT-u bleness, s. [Eng. insoluble;

-ness.] The quality or state of being insolu-
ble ; insolubility.

" The objection he frames from the supposed insolu-
bleness of it."—Boyle : Works, iii. 624.

* in-solv'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
solvable (q.v.).]

1. Not solvable; that cannot be solved,
cleared, answered, or explained ; not admit-
ting of solution or explanation.

2. Incapable of being paid or cleared off.

3. Incapable of being loosed ; indissoluble.
" To guard with bands

Insolvable these gifts, thy care demands."
Pope : Homer ; Odyssey viii. 480.

ln-Solv'-en-C^, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
solvency (q.v.).'j

L Ordinary Language;

1. The quality or state of being insolvent;
inability of a person to pay or meet all his

debts ; the state of a person who has not suf-

lieent property to discharge all his liabilities
;

bankruptcy.
" The greater or less risk there may be of insolvency

on the part of the borrower. "Seattle : Moral Science,
pt. iii. ch. i„ § 723.

2. Insufficiency to discharge all the liabili-

ties of the owner : as, the insolvency of an
estate.

' II. Law: Many acts relating to insolvency
and bankruptcy have been passed in England,
the first in 1649, the last in 1890.

![ Insolvency is a state ; failure an act flow-
ing out of that state ; andbankruptcy nn effect

of that act. Insolvency is a condition of not
paying one's debts ; failure is a cessation of
business, from the want of means to carry it

on ; and bankruptcy is a legal surrender of all

one's remaining goods into the hands of one's
creditors, in consequence of a real or supposed
insolvency. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

in-sol'-vent, tu & s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
solvent (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not solvent ; not having sufficient money
or estate to pay all, debts or to discharge all

liabilities.

" If his father was insolvent by his crime, the pun-
ishment was to go no further than the fault."

—

Up.
Taylor : Rule of Conscience, bk. iii., ch. ii.

2. Insufficient to discharge all the liabilities

of the owner.

3. Pertaining or relating to insolvent per-
sons : as, an insolvent act.

B. As subst. : A debtor who is unable to
pay all his debts.

" Insolvents consequently were to be found in every
dwelling, from cellar to garret."

—

Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. iii.

insolvent debtor's court, $.

Law : A court for the relief of insolvent
debtors, established in 1813, by the 53 Geo. III.

c. 102. It continued, till 1820. The business
formerly transacted by the Insolvent Debtor's
Court is now transferred to the Court of
Bankruptcy.

in-som'-ni-a, s. [Lat. = a want of sleep
;

sleeplessness".]

Path. : Sleeplessness, or inability to sleep.
This disorder is of nervous origin, arising from
mental anxiety or overwork, and is one of the
earliest and most marked features of acute
mania ; the functions of the body are badly
performed, and severe fever frequently accom-
panies it.

in som -m-ous, a. [Lat. insomni(a) ; Eng.
sutf. -ous; Lat. insomnios-us.] Sleepless ; un-
able to take the proper amount of sleep

;

wakeful.

* in som -no-lence, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. somnolence. ] Sleeplessness.

" Suspicion's wasting pale insomnolence."
Taylor : Edwin the Fair, i. 2.

ui-so much', adv. [Eng. in, so, and much.]

So; to such a degree; insuch wise. (Generally
followed by that, sometimes by as.)

" Insomuch that there is no nation but is sprinkled
with their language."—Spenser: State of Ireland.

insouciance (as an-so-syans), s. [Fr.]

Carelessness, heedlessness, unconcern, in-

difference.

insouciant (as an-s6-syan), a. [Fr.]

Careless, heedless, unconcerned, indifferent.

* in-soul', v.t. [Fret in- (1), and Eng. soul

(q.v.).] To place or fix one's soul in or on ;

to set one's affections on.
" Whosoever look't but stedfastly upon her, could

not but insoul himself in her."—Fellham : Resolves, pt.
i., res. 9.

in'-span, v.i. [Dut. inspannen = to yoke a

set of draught oxen : in- — in, and spannen =
to stretch, to yoke.] To yoke, as draught
oxen. (South Africa.)

" Nextmorningatdaybreakwe ingpanned, and made
a short treck of two hours."

—

P. &illmore : Great Thirst
Land, ch. xii.

* m-speak -a ble, a. [Unspeakable,]

inspect , v.t. [Lat. inspecto, freq. of inspicio
= to look into : in- = in, into, and specio =
to look ; Fr. inspecter.] To view or look closely
into for the purpose of ascertaining the quality,
condition, &c, of; to view and examine offi-

cially : as, To inspect troops, a school, &c. ; to
examine or view narrowly and critically ; to
superintend.

" They [the Burgomasters] inspect and pursue all the
great public works of the city."—Sir W. Tempte: United
Provinces, ch. ii.

* ln'-spect,
ami nation.

[Inspect, v.] Inspection, ex-

" Not so the man of philosophic eye.
And inspect sage." Thomson : Autumn, 1,133.

in-spsct'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Inspect, v.]

A. Asjtr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Employed in inspection : as,

an inspecting officer.

C. As subst. : Inspection.

in-spec'-tion, * in-spec-cion, s. [Fr. in-
spection, from Lat. inspectionem, aceus. of in-
spect io = an inspection, from inspectus, pa. par.
of inspicjp; Sp. inspection; Ital. inspezione.]
The act of inspecting ; a careful, narrow, or
critical examination or survey, for the purpose
of ascertaining the quality or condition of
anything, and of pointing out errors or de-
fects ; an official view, survey, or examination

;

superintendence.
" Which could never have happened if the affairs of

that kingdom had been under a more equal inspec-
tion."—Burnet : Own Time (an. 1660).

IT The officers of an army inspect the men,
to see that they observe all the rules that have
been laid down to them ; a general or superior
officer has the superintendence of any military
operation. Fidelity is peculiarly wanted in
an inspector, judgment and experience in a
superintendent. Inspection is said of things as
well as persons ; oversight only of persons

:

one has the inspection of books in order to
ascertain their accuracy ; one has the oversight
of persons to prevent irregularity. (Crabb ;

Eng. Synon.)

* in-spec'-tivef a. [Lat. inspectivus, from
inspectus, pa. par. of inspicio.] Inspecting;
pertaining to inspection.

"Describing the measures and dimensions of the
inspective parts, order, and position."

—

Evelyn : Archi~
tects & Architecture.

ln-spec'-tor, s. [Lat., from inspectus, pa. par.
of inspicio; Fr. inspecteur; Sp. inspector.]

1. One wdio inspects or oversees ; one to
whose care the superintendence and execution
of any work is entrusted ; an overseer, a su-
perintendent ; one who examines officially

into the quality, condition, &c, of work.
The title is given to many officials who test
or examine into the condition and carrying
out of matters affecting the public interest :

as, an inspector of schools, an inspector of
weights and measures, an inspector of markets,
&c.

" With their new light our bold inspectors press
Like Chain, to show their father's nakedness."

Denham : Progress of Learning, 203.

2. An officer of police, ranking next below a
superintendent, and above a sergeant.

* in-spec tor-ate, s. [Eng. inspector ; -ate.]

1. The office of a inspector ; inspectorship.

2. A body of inspectors or overseers. (An-
nandale.)

in-spec'-tSr-Bhip, s. [Eng. inspector; -ship.]

1. The office of an inspector.

2. The district under the control or super-
vision of an inspector.

* 3. An inspector.
" We think proper to observe here that his inspec-

torship has the most notable talent at a motto"—
Smart : The Hiliad. {Notes.}

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p$t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a, qu = lew.
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in-spec tress, s. [Eng. inspector ; -ess.]
A female inspector or overlooker. (Wolcot:
Peter Pindar, p. 39.)

" in-sperse', v.t. [Lat. inspersus, pa. par. of
inspergo = to sprinkle or scatter upon : in- =
in, on, and spargo = to scatter, to sprinkle.]
To sprinkle, to scatter, to cast up.

^In-speV-slon, s. [Lat. inspersio, from in-
speraus, pa. par. of inspergo.] The act of
sprinkling or scattering over or upon.
"With sweet inspersion of fit balraes, and perfect

search -A wounds."
Chapman : Homer; Iliad xi.

in-spex'-i-miis, s. [Lat., 1st pers. pi. perf.
indie, of inspicio = to examine, to inspect
<q-v.).J

Law : An exemplification, a royal grant

;

the first word in ancient charters and letters-
patent.

* in-spherc , v.t. ~ [Pre! in- (1), and Eng.
sphere (q.v.).] To place or set in an orb or
sphere*

" My mansion is. where those immortal shapes
Of bright aerial spirits live inspkered
In regions mild." Milton : Camus, S.

* in-spir -a ble, a. [Eng. inspir(e); -able.]

That may be inspired ; capable of being
drawn into the lungs ; inhalable, as air or
vapours.

"To these inspirablc hurts we may enumerate those
they sustain from their expiration of fuliginous

. -steams."—Harvey: On Consumption.

In-spi-ra'-tlon, * in-spi-ra-ci-oun, s.

[From Lat. inspiratio = inspiration, from
inspire; Fr. inspiration; Prov. inspiratio;
Sp. inspiracinn; Port, insperagao ; Ital. in-
spirazione.] [Inspire. ]

1. Ordinary Language .*

t 1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) In the sense II. 2 ; or, in a looser sense,
sin elevating influence conveyed to the mind
by scene, circumstances surrounding one, con-
tact with a great mind, &c.

(2) The state of receiving such inspiration
anto the mind.

(3) The ideas inspired.
" Holy men at their death have good inspirations."—

iShakexp.: Merchant of Venice, i, 2.

JX Technically

:

1. Phys. : A mechanical movement by which
air is drawn into the lungs by the increase of
"the thoracic cavity. It is one of two move-
ments constituting the act of respiration, the
other being expiration (q.v.). [Respiration.]

2. Scrip. & Theol. : An extraordinary in-
fluence exerted by the Holy Spirit on certain
teachers and writers so as to illuminate their
understandings, raise and purify their moral
natures, and impart a certain divine element
to their utterances, whether oral or written.
The chief New Testament passages on which
the doctrine rests are two. The first is thus
rendered in the A.V., "All scripture [is] given
*by inspiration of God, and [is] profitable for
doctrine," &c. ; in the text of the R.V. this
is "Every Scripture inspired of God [is]

also profitable for teaching," &c, and in the
margin "Every Scripture [is] inspired of God
and profitable," &c. The second is 2 Pet. ii.

21, "For the prophecy came not in old time
by the will ofman ; but holy men of God spake
[as they were] moved by the Holy Ghost"
<A.V.). " For no prophecy ever came (margin,
was brought) by thewill of man ; butm en spake
from God, being moved by the Holy Ghost

"

1(R.V.). The "Scriptures" were, of course, the
Old Testament. (Cf. also Job xxxii. S, in which
passage, however, the inspiration referred to
is only that common to all men of intellect.)

The great majority of Christians hold what is

termed plenary inspiration—viz., that the influ-

ence of the Holy Ghost on the sacred speakers
and writers was such as absolutely to pervade
their mind and heart, making their utterances
bs divine as if they had come from God with-

out human instrumentality. With regard to

the Scripture, a large majority hold what is

termed verbal inspiration— i.e., that each
word of the Hebrew Testament and the Greek
New Testament was suggested to the sacred
penmen by the Holy Ghost. Of this school,
Gaussen of Geneva was the modern apostle.

,

A minority believe that the Scripture writers
vere preserved from all error only when they
uttered moral and spiritual teaching, whilst in
numbers, unimportant points of history, &c,
they might err. A few reduce the inspiration

of the sacred writers to that possessed by
Shakespeare, Milton, Cowper, &c, in other
words, identify it with what is termed Genius
(q.v.). [Bible.]

in-spi~ra'-tion-al, a. [Eng. inspiration ; -al.]

Of or belonging to or resembling inspiration.
" Tozer had on that occasion evinced a skill almost

inspirational."—Cornhill Mag., April. 1834, p. 444.

ln-spi-ra'-tion-ist, s. [Eng. inspiration;
-ist.]

Theol. : One who holds the doctrine of
plenary inspiration.

in-sp'ir'-a-tor-y, a. [Lat. inspirator — an
inspirer ;' Eng. suff. -y.]

Anatomy

:

1. Gen. : Of or pertaining to inspiration.

2. Spec. : Aiding in the process of inspira-
tion. Used of the muscles which enlarge the
thoracic cavity, as of the external intercostal
muscles, the parts of the internal intercostals
placed between the costal cartilages ; the ser-
ratus magnus, the pectoralis minor, with the
pectoralis major, and latissimus dorsi.

in-spire', v.t. & i. [Lat. inspiro = to blow into
or upon, to breathe into, to inspire : in- = in,

and spiro = to breathe or blow ; Fr. inspirer

;

Prov., Sp., & Port, inspirar ; Ital. inspirare.)

A. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. (Of air) : To breathe or blow air into
a musical instrument with the view of produc-
ing music.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Divinely to breathe into the body with
creative effect.

(2) Divinely to breathe into the soul [II. 1],

(3) To communicate to the soul an animat-
ing impulse.

II. Technically:

1. Phys. : To take, as air, into the lungs.
[Inspiration, II. 1.]

2. Theol. : To breathe true and spiritual
ideas into the mind and heart. Used of the
action of the Holy Spirit on the writers of the
Bible.

3. Press : To impart a tone, possibly official,

to the matter of a newspaper or magazine
article.

" A paragraph, obviously inspired, appears in a local
journal this evening, and runs as follows." — Daily
Telegraph, Sept. 11, 1884.

t B. Intrans. : To take air into the lungs.

In spired', pr. par. & a.

A. Aspr. par.: (See the verb).

B. As adjective: •

1. Lit. : Breathed in.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Acted on or produced by the inspiration
of the Holy Ghost : as, the inspired writers.

(2) Produced by inspiration : as, the in-
spired Scriptures.

ln-spir'-er, s. [Eng. inspirit) ; -er.]

1. Lit. : One who inspires; specif., the Holy
Ghost.

J

"Inspirer of that holy flame."
Cowper : Guion ; Joy of the Cross.

2. Fig. : Any source of inspiration.
"Flow, Welsted, flow, like thine inspirer. Beer!"

rope : Dunciad, iii. leg,

in spir -lhg, pr. par., a., & s. [Inspire.]

A. As in. par. : (See the verb).

B. .4s adjective

:

1. Breaking in ; inhaling into the lungs.

2. Infusing or instilling into the mind super-
naturally.

3. Infusing spirit, life, or animation ; ani-
mating, inspiriting.

B. As subst. : The same as Inspiration (q.v.).

in-spir'-it, v. t. [Pref. in- (I), and Eng. spirit
(q.v.).] To infuse spirit, life, or animation
into ; to animate, to rouse, to invigorate, to
exhilarate.

" O Dodington 1 attend my rural song.
Stoop to my theme, inspirit ev'ry line."

Thomson : Summer, 30.

xn-spis'-sate, v.t. [Lat. inspissatus = thick-
ened : in- (intens.), and sjnssatus, pa. par. of
spisso = to thicken ; spissus = thick.] To
thicken, to render more dense, to bring to a
greater consistence by evaporation.

The sugar doth inspissate the spirits of the wine."
"" —Bacon. Jfat. Hist., § 726.

+ in-spis'-sate,a. [Inspissate, v.] Thickened,
rendered more dense, reduced to a greater

consistence.
" The ayr of rivers being always gToss and heavy,

in winter ia more inspissate hy reason of the circuiu-

BtantcoldV—P. Holland: Plutarch, p. 823.

t in'-spis-sat-ed, a. [Eng. inspissat(e) ; -ed.]

The same as Inspissate (q.v.).

t in-spls-sa -tion, s. [Eng. inspissate ; -ion.]

The act of thickening or reducing to a greater

consistence and density by boiling or evapora-
tion ; the state of being so thickened.

'
' Attributed to such a deleterious quality in the like

fuell, as well as to the inspissation of the aer."—Evelyn :

Fumifugium, pt. i.

* in-spyre, v.t. [Inspire.]

Inst., s. [See def.] A contraction or abbrevia-
tion for instant, a term used in correspondence,
&c, for the current or present month : as, He
will come on the 10th inst., that is, on the
tenth day of the present month.

in-sta-biT-i-ty, * in-sta-bil-I-tee, s. [Fr.

instability, from Lat. instdbUitatem, accus. of
instabilitas, from in- = not, and stabilitas =
stability (q.v.); Sp. instabilidad; Ital. insta-

bilitd.] h

1. The quality or state of being instable

;

want of stability, strength, or firmness in con-
struction ; liability to give way or fall.

* 2. "Want of firmness or constancy in pur-
pose ; inconstancy ; fickleness ; inconsist-
ency of purpose.

" Lamenting the instabUitee of the Euglishe people."
—Hall: Henry IV. (an. 1).

* 3. Changeableness ; mutability.
" Instability of temper o^lght to be checked, when it

disposes men to wander from one scheme of govern-
ment to another."—Addison : Freeholder.

* in-Stable, a. [Fr., from Lat. instabilis,

from in- = not, and stabilis = stable (q.v.);
Sp. instable; Ital. instabile.]

1. Wanting in stability, firmness, or strength
of construction ; liable to give way or fall.

2. Not firm or constant in purpose ; fickle
;

inconstant ; inconsistent.
" In thia instable aud uncertain age."

—

H. More : Ex-
position of the Seven Churches. (Dedic.)

3. Changeable ; mutable.

* in sta -ble-ness, s. [Eng. instable; -ness.]

The quality or state of being instable ; insta-
bility.

" The very faculty of reason is subject to the same
instable?tess."—Howell : Letters, bk. iv., let. 19.

install, in- staT, v.t. [Fr. installer, from
Low Lat. installo = to install, from Lat. in- =
in, and Low Lat. stallnm = a stall ; Sp. in-
stalar ; Ital. installare.]

* 1. To place or set in a seat ; to give a seat to.

2. To set, place, or instate in any office, rank,
position, or order ; to invest with an office,

charge, or rank with customary ceremonies.
" A sour reproachful glance

From those In chief who, cap in hand, installed
The new professor." Brovming : Paracelsus, iv.

in stal-la -tion, s. [Ft., from Low Lat. in-
stallatio, from installatus, pa. par. of installo
= to install (q.v.) ; Sp. instalacion ; Ital. in-
stallazione. ]

1. The act of installing ; the act of investing
with an office, charge, or rank, with customary
ceremonies, as a Knight of the Garter in the
Chapel of St. George at Windsor, a dean, pre-
bendary, or other ecclesiastical dignitary in
the stall of the cathedral to which he belongs,
&c. ; the state of being installed.

" Before his investure and installation therein."—
P. Holland : Suetonius, p) 127.

2. The institution or ordination of an or-
dained clergyman to a charge in the United
States. (American.)

3. A set of apparatus, or arrangement of
machinery or machines. (Generally used of a
suite of electric lamps.)

" The total outlay upon the present installation In

.

eluding duplicate steam-engines and electrical Vua-
chines, will be about £11,000. —Weekly Dispatch, June

in-stal -ment, * in-staU'-ment, s. [Ew.
instal(l); -ment.]

* 1. The act of installing or investing with
an office, rank, or charge ; installation.

"The instalment of this noble duke
In the seat royal."

Shalcesp. : Richard HI., iii. 1.

* 2. The seat or stall in which one is installed.
" T

,
he

,?
e7?ral cha-irs °f order look you scour

:

Jvich fair instalment, coat, and several crest"
Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, v 5

b6il, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = t
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die/ &c* = bel, dpi.
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3. A part of an entire debt or sum of money
paid or agreed to be paid at a time different
from that at which another part or the balance
is paid or agreed to be paid ; a part of a sum
of money paid or to be paid at a particular
time : as, A debt is paid by instalments.

* in-stamp', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
stamp (q.v.).] To mark or impress by stamp-
ing, beating, or striking.

" Instamped characters may send
Abroad to thousands, thousand men's intent."

Daniel .' Civil Wars, vi. 87.

in -stance, s. [Fr., from Lat. instantia = a
being near, urgency, from instans ~ present,
urgent, pr. par. of insto = to be at hand, to
press, to urge : in-~ in, on, and sto = to stand

;

Sp. instantia ; Ital. instanzia, instanza, is-

tanzia, istanza.]

I. Ordinary Language :

I. The state or act of being urgent or
pressing

; importunity ; solicitation ; applica-
tion.

" His frendes sent he to, at his instance,
And pr;iled hem to don hiin that plesance."

Chaucer : C. T„ 9,486.

* 2. An impelling motive, ground, or reason
;

influence ; cause.

"Hie fears are shallow, wanting instance."
Shakesp. : Richard III., iii. 2,

* 3. A sign, symptom, or token.
" Blushing red no guilty instance gave.''

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,511.

4. A case occurring; a case offered as an
example, exemplification, or precedent.

" The value of his instances has still remained unim-
paired."—Elton : Origins of English History, p. 162.

* 5. A pattern ; a sample.
" Some precious instance of itself."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. 5.

*6. A sentence; a saw ; a proverb; a pro-
verbial saying.

" Full of wise saws and modern instances.'"
Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, ii, ft

* 7. An argument ; a proof.
-"v*5

.
>• what instance of the contrary i"—Shakesp. : Two

i Gentlemen of Verona, ii. 4.

* 8. The process or prosecution of a suit.
" The instance of a cause is said to be that judicial

process which is made from a contestation of a suit,
even to the time of pronouncing sentence in the cause.
or till the end of three years."—Ayliffe : Parergon.

II. Scots Law : That which may be insisted
on at one diet or course of probation.

^T (1) Causes of Instance

:

Scots Law : Causes which proceed at the so-
licitation of some party.

(2) Prerogative Instances

:

Philos. : The name given by Bacon to certain
facts to be used as means of discovery. In
the Novum Organum (bk. ii., aph. 22 ad Jin.)
he enumerates twenty-seven kinds, of which
the chief are

:

1. Solitary Instances: Examples of the same quality
existing in two bodies otherwise different, or of a
quality differing in two bodies otherwise the same.

2. Migrating Instances : Exhibiting some property of
the body passing from one condition to another ; as
comingnearer perfection or verging towards extinction.

3. Ostensive Instances : Facts which show some par-
ticular property in its highest state of power and
energy.

4. Analogous or Parallel Instances : Having an
analogy or resemblance in some particulars, though
exhibiting great diversity in all others.

5. Accompanying Instances : Those which are always
found together, as flame and heat.

6. Hostile Instances: The reverse of Accompanying
Instances ; thus transparency and malleability are
never combined in solids.

1. Crucial Instances: Instances which, when the
understanding is in a state of suspense, lead it to a
decision, performing, as it were, the office of a cross at
the j unction of two roads directing the traveller which
to take.

instance-court, s.

Law : A branch of the Court of Admiralty,
distinct from the prize court, and having juris-

diction in cases of private injuries to private
rights taking place at sea, or intimately con-
nected with maritime subjects.

If For the difference between instance and
example, see Example.

in'-stance, v.t. & i. [Instance, s.]

A. Trans. : To mention, adduce, or bring
forward as an instance or example ; to quote,
give, or offer as exemplifying the matter in
hand.

i abstruse author."—Milton :
'

' I shall not instance a
Eikonoklaetes.

* B. Intransitive

:

1. To be exemplified

;

tion.
to receive illustra-

2. To quote or bring forward instances or
examples.

* in stan- cy, * in stan-cie, s. [Lat. in-
stantia.] Instance, importunity, solicitation.

" To whet the instancie, and double the intreatieaof
so welcome suiters."—Dp. Hall: Heaven upon Earth,
§ 27.

in' stant, a., s., & adv. [Lat. instans = press-
ing, urgent; Ital. & Sp. instante = urgent;
Fr. instant = an instant, a moment.]
A. As adjective

:

* 1. Pressing, urgent, solicitous, importu-
nate.

" And they were instant with loud voices, requiring
that he might be crucified."—Luke xxiii. 28.

* 2. Immediate ; without intervening time

;

present.
" That you will take your instant leave."

Shakesp. : All's Well That Ends Well, ii. 4.

3. Present, current, still going on. (Used
now only in such expressions as the 10th
instant.) [Inst.]

" But is all instant, your eternal Muse
All ages can to any one reduce,"

Waller: To a Person of Honour.

B. As substantive

:

1. A moment of time ; a part of duration in
which we perceive no succession.

" At any instant of time the moving atom is but in
one Bingle point of the line."—Bentley : Sermons.
* 2. Any particular time or season.
" To make some special instant special blest."

Shakesp. : Sonnets, lii. 11.

* 3. A pressing application.

"Upon her instant unto the Romans for aid."—
P. Holland : Camden, p, 687.

C. As adv. : Quickly, without delay.
" Come, Philomelus ! let us instant go."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii. 34.

* in' stant, v.t. [Instant, a.] To urge, to
solicit earnestly.

"Pilate . . . instanted them, as they were religious,
to Bhow godly favour."

—

Bale : Select Works, p. 242.

* in stan-ta-ne -i-ty, s. [Fr. instantaniiU.]
The quality or state of being instantaneous

;

instantaneousness.

in-stan-ta'-ne-ous, a. [Formed as if from
a Lat. * instantaneus, by analogy with contem-
poraneous, &c. ; Fr. instantani ; Ital. & Sp. in-
stantaneo.] Done in an instant; occurring,
happening, or acting without any perceptible
lapse of time; very speedj'.

" They started at the tributary peal
Of instantaneous thunder."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vii.

instantaneous-generator, s. [Gen-
erator, II. 5,] •

in stan-ta -ne-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. instan-
taneous; -ly.] In an instant, in a moment of
time.

'* What I had heard of the raining of frogs came to
my thoughts, there being reason to conclude that those
came from the clouds, or were instantaneously gene-
rated."—Ray: On the Creation, pt. ii.

^[ For the difference between instantaneously
and directly, see Directly

in stan-ta -ne-ous-ncss, s. [Eng. instan-
taneous ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
instantaneous.

* in-stan-ta-ny, a. [Ft. instantane; Ital. &
Sp. instantaneo, aslffrom a. La.t.* instantaneus.]
Instantaneous ; done or occurring in an in-

stant.

" An instantany and entire creation of the world."—
Bp. Hull : Cases of Conscience, dec. iii., case 10.

in-stS.n'-ter, adv. [Lat.] At once, imme-
diately, without delay.

" How their souls would sadden instanter."
Hood : Miss Kilmansegg.

* in'-stant-ljf, * instant-lie, adv. [Eng.
instant; -ly.]

* 1. With importunity, urgency, or solicita-
tion ; earnestly, diligently, assiduously.

"I require of you most instantlie that if herebie
myskilseem sufficient."—Gascoigne: To the Reverende
Divines.

2. At once, directly, immediately ; without
delay or loss of time.

"It 1b surely unjust to blame him for not instantly
fitting out, in such circumstances, an armament suffi-
cient to conquer a kingdom."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
cb, xii.

U For the difference between instantly and
directly, see Directly.

* in-star , v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. star
(q.v.).] To spot or stud with, or as with
stars.

" And asphodels, instarred with gold."
Harte: The Ascetic.

in-State', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. state

(q.v.).J

1. To put or place in a certain state, posi-

tion, or rank ; to instal, to establish.

" In the king's favour he was so instated."
Drayton : Miseries of Q. Margaret.

* 2. To invest.
" For his possessions , . .

We do instate and widow you withal."
Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, V. 1.

in state'-ment, s. [Eng. instate ; -ment.] The
act of establishing ; establishment.

"The instatement of God's kingdom.*" — Matthew
Arnold: Last Essays, p. 47.

* fci-stau'-rate, v.t. [Lat. instauratus, pa,
par. of instauro ; Fr. instaurer.] To reform,
to repair, to renew.

* In-stau-ra' tion, s. [Lat. instauratio, from
instauratus, pa. par. of instauro; Fr. instaura-
tion.] The act of renewing or restoring a
thing to its former state, after decay, lapse, or
dilapidation ; renewal, restoration, reparation.

* In-stau'-ra tor, s. [Lat., from instauratus,
pa. par. of instauro; Fr. instaurateur.] One
who renews, repairs, or restores anything to
its former state, after decay, lapse, or dilapi-
dation.

* In-staure, v.t, [Fr. instaurer, from Lat.
instauro.] To renew, to repair. (Marston.)

in stead ,
* in stede, adv. [A.S. on stede =

in the place.]

1. In the place, stead, or room. (Followed by
of.)

"Instead of pleasing, make us gape and doze."
Drayton : Art of Poetry, 1.

2. Equal or equivalent to.

* In-stead -fast, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
steadfast (q.v.*).] Not steadfast or firm.

"And Epimetheua of insteadfast mind,
Lured to false joys, and to the future blind."

Cooke : Theogony of Hesiod,

* in steep , v.t. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. steep
(q.v.).] To steep, to soak, to drench ; to
macerate under water ; to immerse.

" Suffolk first died, and York, all haggled over,
Comes to him wherein gore he lay tnsteeped."

Shakesp. : Henry V., vi. 6.

in'-step, in- stop, " in stoppe, *in-
stup, * in-stuppe, s. [A corrupt, of in-
stop, or instup, from in- = in, into, and stoop;
hence = the in-bend of the foot.]

1. The forepart of the upper side of the
human foot, near its junction with the leg.,

" The peer, whose footman's instep he measures, is
able to keep his chaplain from a jail."

—

Burke : Speech
at Bristol.

2. That part of the hind leg of a horse which
reaches from the ham to the pastern -joint.

m'-Sti-gate, v.t. [Lat. instigatus, pa. par. of
instigo = to incite, to instigate : in- = in, on,
and a root stig — to stick or prick ; whence
sting and stigma ; Fr. instiguer; Sp. instigar;
Ital. instigare.] To incite, to urge on, to set
on, to encourage, to provoke. (Used chiefly
or wholly in a bad sense.)

" He bath now instigated his blackest agents to the
very extent of their malignity."

—

Warburton : Divine
Legation. (Bed.)

% For the difference between to instigate

and to encourage, see Encourage.

in'-sti-gat-ing, pr. par., a.,h s. [Instigate.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. -4s subst. : The act of inciting, encourag-
ing, or provoking ; instigation.

in'-Sti-gat-xng-ly, adv. [Eng. instigating;

-ly.] By instigation ; incitingly.

in-sti-ga'-tion, * ln-sti-ga-ci-on, s. [Fr.,

from Lat. vnstigatio, from instigatus, pa. par.

of instigo ; Sp. instigacion ; Ital. instigazione.)

1. The act of instigating, urging, or inciting,

especially to evil or crime ; incitement, or
impulse to evil ; temptation.

"At their instigation departing from his milder
designs."—Jortln : Remarks on Eccles. Hist.

2. That which serves to instigate or incite

;

an incitement.
" Such instigations have often been dropped.

'

Shakesp. ; Julius Casar, ii X.

in'-Sti-ga-tor, s. [Lat., from instigatus, pa.
par. of instigo = to instigate (q.v.) ; Fr. insti-

gateur; Sp. instigador.] One who instigates,
incites, or encourages another to evil or wic-
kedness ; a tempter, an inciter to evil.

" Being himself the first mover and instigator of
that injustice." — Burke : Charge against Warren
Hastings.

late, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w@t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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in stil, v.t [Fr. institter, from Lat. instillo

= to pour in by drops : in- = in, into, and stillo

= to drop ; stilla— a drop ; Sp. instihxr ; Ital.

iTistillare.]

1. Lit. : To pour in or infuse by drops.

"The juice of It being boiled with oile, and so

dropped or instilled into the head, in good for the
paines thereof."—/'. Holland : Plinie, bk. xx., oh. xvil.

2. Fig. ; To infuse slowly and gradually

into the inind or feelings ; to insinuate dr'im-

plant gradually ; to cause to be imbibed.

"The Earl of Nottingham was, at the -same time,

instilling into the king jealousies of them."—Burnet :

Hist. Own Time (an. 1689).

in-Btil-la'-tlon, s. [Fr., from Lat. instillatio,

from instillatus, pa. par. of instillo = to instil

(q.v.); Sp. institution; Ital. instillazione.]

I. Lit : The act of pouring in or infusing

by drops or small quantities.

II* Figuratively

:

1. The act of infusing into or implanting in

the mind, by degrees.

2. That which is instilled or infused into

the mind.
" Make the draught of life sweet or bitter by imper-

ceptible instillations."—Rambler, No. 72.

* in'-Stll-la-tor, s. [Lat. instillatus, pa. par.

of instillo = to instil (q.v.).] One who instils

cr infuses ; an instiller.

* ln-Stil'-la-tdr-^, a. [Lat. instillat(ils), pa,

par. of instillo ; Eng. adj. suff. -ory.] Relating
' or pertaining to instillation.

in-Btil' ler, s. [Eng. instil; -er.] One who
instils or infuses.

" Never was there ... so artful iin instiller of loose

principles as my tutor." — Skelton : Deism Revealed,

dial. 8.

* in stil'-ment, s. [Eng. instil ; -ment.]

1. The act of instilling.

2. That which is instilled.

* in-stim'-u-late, v.t. [Lat. instimulo, from
in- (intens."), and stimulo — to stimulate, to

urge, to incite.] To stimulate, to incite, to

excite.

in-stim-u-la'-tion, s. [Instimulate.] The
act of stimulating, inciting, or urging for-

ward ; instigation.

ln'-stiiict, a. & s. [From Fr. instinct or Lat.

instinctus = instigation, impulse- ; instinguo=
to instigate, incite, or impel ; Sp. & Port, in-

stinto ; Ital. instento, istinto.]

A. As adj. : Animated, excited, moved, im-

pelled, urged, or stimulated from within.

(Generally followed by with.)

B. As subst. : A* natural impulse leading

animals even prior to all experience to perform
certain actions tending to the welfare of the

individual or the perpetuation of the species,

apparently without understanding the object

at which they may be supposed to aim, or

deliberating as to the best methods to em-
ploy. In many cases, as in the construction

of the cells of the bee, there is a perfection

about the result which reasoning man could
not have equalled, except by the application

of the higher mathematics to direct the opera-
' tions carried out. Darwin considered that

animals, in time past as now, have varied in

their mental qualities, and that those varia-

tions are inherited. Instincts also vary slightly

in a state of nature. This being so, natural

selection can ultimately bring thein to a high

degree of perfection.

"That there is such a thing therefore as instinct iti

brute animals, I think it iB very plain : that ib to say,

there is an instigation or impetus in them to do such
things without counsel, deliberation, or acquired
knowledge, as according to our reason and best consul-

tation, we cannot but approve to be Attest to be done.

Which principle in general Scaliger Beeins to parallel

to divine inspiration, instinctus dicitur a natura,

slcut a Diis afflatus"—More : Immortality of the Soul,

bk. iil, eh. xiil.

* instinct ', v.t. [Instinct, s.] To impress as

by an animating power or influence ; to im-

. press as an instinct.
" What native inextinguishable beauty must he im-

pressed and instincted through the whole."—Bentley :

Milton. (Pref.)

* jin-stinc'-tion, s. [Lat. instinctus, pa. par.

of instinguo =- to instigate.] Instinct, inspi-

ration.

"Tulli in his Tusoulane questions suppoBeth, that a
poete can not abundantly exprease- verBes sumeiente
and complete . . . without celestial instinction."—
Sir T- Elyot, Qovernour, bk, i., ch. xiii.

in-Stinc'-tive, a. [Eng. instinct; -ive; Fr.

masc. instinctif, fern, instinctive.] Prompted by

instinct (q^v.) ;
produced without deliberation

or instruction or experience ; spontaneous

;

impulsive.
"She has lost

Much of her vigilant instinctive dread.
Not needful here.'" Cowper : Task, 111. 340.

in stiric -tive-ly, adv. [Eng. instinctive ;

-ly.] In an instinctive manner; by instinct;

by natiual impulse.
" From that low bench, rising instinctively,

1 turned aside." Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. i.

* m-Stin.C-tlv'-i-ty, s. [Eng. instinctiv(e) ;

-ityA The quality or state of being instinctive

i or prompted by instinct.

" There is irritability, or, a better word, instinctivity

in animals."—Coleridge : Table Talk, May 2, 1830.

* in'-stirict-ly, adv. [Eng. instinct ; -ly.] In-

stinctively ; by instinct,

In strp u-late, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
stipulate' a., (q.v.).]

BoL : Destitute of stipules.

in-Stl-tor'-i-al, a. [Mod. Lat. institor (genit.

institori(s) = a" consignee or factor; Eng. suff.

-al.] (See the compound.)

institorial power, s.

Scots Law : The charge given to a clerk to

manage a shop or store.

ln'-Sti-tute, v.t. [Lat. institutus, pa. par. of

instiluo : in-~ in, and statuo = to place ; status

=t= a position; Fr. instituer; Sp. institutir

;

Ital. instltuire.]

I. Ordinary Language:

X. To set up, to establish, to ordain, to

enact, to put in force.

"To institute and defende a false worship without
God's worde."—Joye: ExposUHon of Daniel, Hi.

2. To originate, to establish, to found.
:'The end for which all governments had been in-

stituted,"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

3. To set in operation ; to commence, to

start, to begin : as, To institute an inquiry.

* 4. To ground or establish in principles

;

to teach, to instruct.
" A painful schoolmaster that hath in hand
To institute the flower of all the land."

Sylvester : Du Bartas, week i., day 7.

* 5. To nominate, to appoint : as to an office.

" We institute your grace to be our regent."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., iv. 1.

XL Eccles. : To invest with the spiritual part

of a benefice or cure of souls.

"If the bishop hath no objections, hut admits the
Satrou's presentation, the clerk so admitted is next to

e instituted by him ; which is a kind of investiture
of the spiritual part of the benefice; for by institu-

tion the care of the bouIs of the pariah is committed
to the charge of the clerk."—Blackstone : Comment.,
hk. i., ch. 2.

% To institute is to form according to a

certain plan ; to establish is to fix in a certain

position what has been formed ; to found is to

lay the foundation ; to erect is to make erect.

Laws, communities, and particular orders,

are instituted; schools, colleges, and various
societies, are established; a college is founded
and consequently erected: but a tribunal is

erected, but not founded. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

ln'-Sti-tute, s. [Lat. institutum = that which
is instituted or established ; neut. sing, of

institutus, pa. par. of inslituo = to institute

(q.v.) ; Fr. institut ; Ital. & Sp. institute.}

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. That which is established, ordained, or
settled ; an established law or order.

"Greek institutes require
The nearest kindred on the funeral stage
The dead to lay." Glover ; A thenaid, xxvi.

* 2, A precept, a maxim, a principle.

"Thou art pale in nightly studies grown,
To make the Stoick institutes thy own."

Dryden : Persius, v.

* 3. The act of instituting, ordaining, or
establishing ; institution.

" Water, sanctify'd by Christ's Institute, thought
little enough to wash off the original spot."

—

Milton :

Of the Reform, in England, bk. i.

4. A scientific body ; a society or body esta-

blished under certain rules or regulations for

the promotion or furtherance of some par-

ticular object ; a literary or philosophical

society or association; specif, in France ap-

plied to the principal society of this kind,

formed in a.d. 1795 by the union of the four

existing royal academies.

5. The building in which such a society

meets.

6. (PI.) A book of elements or principles

;

specif., a book containing the elements or

principles of a system of jurisprudence : as,

The Institutes of Justinian.

II. Scots Law: The person to whom tlie

estate is first given by dispensation or limita-

tion.

H Institutes of Medicine: That department of

the science of medicine which attempts to

account philosophically for the various phe-

nomena that present themselves during health

as well as in disease ; the theory of medicine

or theoretical medicine.

in'-sti-tut-er, s. [Eng. institute) ; -er.]

1. One who institutes,, establishes, or or-

dains.

* 2. An instructor, a teacher.
" Neither did he this for want Of better instructions,

having had the learnedest and wisest man reputed ol

all Britain the instituter of hie youth. i-MUton :

History of England, bk. iii.

in-Stl-tu'-tion, s. [Fr. , from Lat. institutio,

from institutus, pa. par. of instituo ; Sp. insti-

tution; Ital. instituzione.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of instituting, establishing, or-

daining, or enacting.
" There is no right in this partition,

Ne was it so by institution
Ordained first"

Spenser: Mother Hubberds Tale, 144.

2. The act of originating, establishing, or

founding ; establishment, foundation.

3. The act of commencing, or setting in*

operation : as, the institution of an inquiry.

* 4. Instruction, teaching, education.

"A short catechism for the institution of young
persons in the Christian religion."—Jeremy Taylor.

5. That which is instituted, established, or

settled; an established order, law, regulation,,

or custom ; that which is enjoined by au-

thority to be observed ; an enactment.

"The bad institutions which lately afflicted our
country."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. i.

6. A society or association established for

the promotion or furtherance of some parti-

cular object, public, political, social, or educa-

tional; an institute.

"About 760 Btudents. mostly elementary teachers,

availed themselves of the privileges afforded by this

institution:'—Daily JVews, Sept 12, 1B84.

7. The building in which such a society

meets.
* 8. That which instructs ; a system of the

elements or rules of any art or science ; a

text-book.

9. That which forms a prominent feature in

social or national life.

II. Technically

:

1. Eccles. ; The act or ceremony of institut-

ing or investing a clerk with the spiritual

part of a benefice, as the cure of souls.
" The certificate of the triers stood in the place both

of institution and of iuuiK-tiuii/'— MucaoAay : Hist.

Eng., ch. ii.

2. Law:

(1) English, &c. (PL) : Laws, rites, and cere-

monies enjoined by authority as permanent
rules of conduct or of government.

(2) Civil Law : The appointment of a debtor
as heir of a testator.

3. Missions : A Christian educational estab-

lishment, with a school and college depart-

ment, for teaching young Hindoos and Muham-
madans the religion and science of the West,
chiefly through the medium of the English
tongue. (Chiefly Anglo-Indian.)

institution-system, s. pi.

Missions : The system of missionary opera-

tions which directs its main effort to the
founding and maintenance of ,an institution,

II. 3., in place of to street preaching, The Rev.
Dr. Alexander Duff, Missionary of the Church
of Scotland in Bengal, originated this method
of missionary operations in 1830, by founding
an'institution at Calcutta. Other such institu-

tions followed at Bombay, Madras, Po^nah,
Nagpore, &c. [Missions.]

ln-sti-tu'-tion-al, a. [Eng. institution ; -al. ]

1. Pertaining or relating to institutions
;

instituted or enjoined by authority.

"Fictions, of which we meet with many examples
in the early Roman history, and which we may call
institutional legend 8."—Leuns : Cred. Early Roman
Hist. (1855), ii. 40.

2. Pertaining or relating to elementary
knowledge ; elementary.

* in-sti-tu'-tion-a-r$rf a. [Eng. institution

;

ury.]

1. Pertaining or relating to institutions',
institutional.

boll, t>6^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion-shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious - shus, -ble, -die. Ate. = bel, del
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2. Pertaining to or containing the first prin-
ciples or elements ; elementary.

" That it was not out of fashiou Aristotle declareth
in his Politicks, among the institutionary rules of
youth."—Browne.

3. Pertaining to institution to a preferment.
(Miss Austen : Mansfield Park, cli. xlvii.)

,

* in'-stl-tut-Ist, s. [Eng. institute), s. ; -ist.]

A writer of institutes or elementary rules and
instruction.

" Green Rail the institutist* would persuade us to l>e

an effect of an over-hot stomach."

—

Harvey : On Con-
sumption.

* ln'-Sti-tut-Ive, a. [Ft. institute/, from Lat,
institutus, pa. par. of instituo ; Ital. & Sp. in-
stitutive,]

1. Tending or intended to institute or esta-

blish.

2. Instituted by authority, established ; de-
pending on institution.

"[It| prefers a special reason of charity before an
institutive decency. —Milton : Doci. <& Dig. of Dtoorce,
bk. ii. , ch. v.

* in'-sti~tut-ive-ly, adv. [Eng. institutive;

-ly.] In accordance with an institution.

3£n'-Sti-tU-tdr, s. [Lat., from institutus, pa.

par. of instituo = to institute (q.v.) ; Fr. in-

stituteur ; Ital. institutive,]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. One who institutes, establishes, or enacts.

"The contriver and institutor of that law in tilings
created."—Hale; Orig. of Mankind, p. 343.

2. One who establishes or founds, as an
order, a society, &c.

"The wise instUutors of government . . . thought
religion necessary to civil obedience."

—

Bentley : Ser-
mons, ser. 1.

* 3. One who instructs or educates ; an in-

structor.
" The two great aims which every institutor of

youth should mainly and intentionally drive at."—
Walker. (Todd.)

II. Eccles. : An ecclesiastical dignitary ap-
pointed by the bishop to institute a clerk into
a benetice and cure of souls.

* in -Sti-tu-tress, s. [Eug. institutor; -ess.]

A foundress. (Archceol., xxi. 549.)

* in-Stop', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. stop

.(q.v.),] To stop, to close up.
" With boiling pitch, another near at hand,
From friendly Sweden brought, the seams instops."

Dryden: Annus Mirabilis, cxlvii.

* ill-store', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. store

(q.v.).] To store up, to comprehend, to com-
prise, to contain.

"And if ther be ony othir maundement, It is in-
storid in this word, thou schalt loue thi neighboie as
thi ailf

."— Wycliffe : Romans xii.

t in-straf-i-fled, a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
stratified, pa. par. of stratify (q.v.).]

Geol. : Stratified within something else

;

interstratified ; not the same as unstratified

(q.v.).

* in -stream irig, s. [Pref. in- (1) ; Eng.
stream, and suff. -ing.] An access, a flowing

in. (G. Eliot : Daniel Deronda, ch. xl.)

in-striict', v.t. [Lat. instructus, pa. par. of

instruo = to build in, to put in order, to in-

struct : in- = in, into, and struo = to build
;

Fr. & Ital. instruire; Sp. instruir.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To put or draw up in order ; to prepare,

to arrange.
" If any did oppose instructed swarmes
Of men immayl'd."
Browne : Britannia's Pastorals, bk. ii., 8. 4.

2. To teach; to inform the mind of; to

educate ; to indoctrinate.
" fShel taking by the hand that faeries sonne,
Gau him instruct in every good behest
Of love and righteousnesse. Spenser : F. Q., I. x. 33.

3. To bid, to enjoin, to direct ; to furnish
with orders or instructions.

"She, being before instructed of her mother, said,
Give me here John Baptist's head on a charger."—
Matthew xiv. 8.

IL Technically

:

1. Eng. Law : To convey information as a
client to an attorney, or an attorney to coun-
sel ; to authorize one to appear as advocate for

another.

"Mr. S. appeared for the debtor, and stated that a.

balance would be left sufficient to pay a composition of
5s. in the pound, which he was instructed to offer."—
Daily News, Sept. 12, 1884.

2. Scots Imw : To adduce evidence in sup-
port of; to confirm, to vouch, to verify: as,

To instruct a claim against a bankrupt.

*in-Strucf, a. [Instruct, v.]

1. Furnished, equipped.
"Ships instruct with oars." Chapman.

2. Instructed, taught.
"Where the soules might be kept for a space to be

taught and instruct."—Tyndall : Workes, p. 485.

in-struc'-ter, [Instructor,]

* in striae tess, s. [Eug. instruct ; -ess.] An
instructress. (Braithwaite ; Eng, Gentleman,
p. 43.)

* in-struc'-ti-ble, a. [Eng. instruct; -able.]

That may or can be instructed ; teachable,
docile ; capable of instruction.

m-stritc'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. instructio
= a placing in order, from instructus, pa. par.
of instruo; Sp. instruccion ; Ital, instruzione.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The act of furnishing or equipping

;

equipment.

2. The act of instructing, teaching, or in-

forming the understanding ; education, infor-
mation.

"Induced to recyue perfect instruction in these
sciences."—Sir T, Elyot : Oovernour, bk. i., ch. viii.

3. That which is communicated for the pur-
pose of instructing or teaching ; a precept, a
lesson.

"In every rili a sweet instruction flows."
Young ; Love of fame. Bat. il.

4. Direction, order, command, injunction
;

information or directions how to act in parti-
cular cases.

" It is possible that Kldd may at first have meant to
act in accordance with his instructions."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

II. Eng. Law (PI.): Information conveyed
by a client to a solicitor, or by a solicitor to
counsel for the purpose of carrying on legal
proceedings.

"Counsel had been engaged' for the defendant, but
time had not allowed of proper instructions to be
given."—Daily Telegraph, Sept. 11, 1884.

T[ Instruction is apilingupmore or less know-
ledge viewed as if it were brought into the
mind from without ; education is the develop-
ment of the mental powers themselves, or
whatever may tend thereto. The latter is in-

calculably the more important of the two.

* in-struc'-tion-al, a. [Eng. instruction

;

-at.] Pertaining t"o instruction or education
;

educational.

in-Struc'-tive, a. [Eng. instruct; -ive ; Fr.
instruct!/.] Conveying or intended to convey
instruction.

" Say, Memory ! thou, from whose unerring tongue
Instructive flows the animated song."

Falconer : S~hipwreck, ill.

in-Struc'-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. instructive;
ly.] In an instructive manner; so as to con-
vey instruction.,

in-struc'-tive-ness, s. [Eng. instructive;
-ness.] The quality or state of being in-

structive ; power of conveying instruction.

xn-Struc'-tor, s. [Lat., from instructus, pa.
par. of instruo ; Fr. instructeur ; Ital. instrut-

tore; Sp. instructor,] One who teaches or
instructs ; a teacher ; one who imparts know-
ledge to another.

*'Slie hath beene the instructor of his wife, and
causer of a great parte of his felicitie."

—

Viven: In-
struction of a Christian Woman, bk. ii., ch. xiv.

* In-struc'-tress, * in-struc-trice, s.

[Eng. instructor; -ess, -ice.] A female who
instructs ; a preceptress, a tutoress.

"Knowledge also, as a perfeyte instrnctri.ee aDd
mastresse."—Sir T. Elyot: The Oovernour, bk. iii.,ch. iii.

in -stru-ment, s. [Fr., from Lat. instru-

mentnm, from instruo = to build up, to pre-
pare ; Fr. & Sp. instrumento.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. That by means of which work is done or
anything is effected ; a tool, a utensil, an im-
plement.

2. A scientific or mechanical appai'atus or
contrivance : as, optical instruments, astro-
nomical instruments.

3. A mechanical contrivance, constructed
for giving out musical sounds, as an organ, a
pianoforte, &c.

" By virtue of that sacred instrument.
His harp." Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. ii.

4. An agent, an author.
" Yet was not Conrad thus by nature sent
To lead the guilty—guilt's worst instrument."

Byron : Corsair, i. 11.

5. One who is subservient or helps towards

the execution of any plan or purpose ; a tool.

" Eftsnoues supposed him a person meet
Of his revenge to make the instrument."

Spenser: F. Q.. If. iii. 11.

6. The means by which any object or pur-

pose is effected.
" Improves the nrts and instruments of rage."

Waller : Instructions to a Painter, 238.

II. Technically

:

1. Law: A document or writing, as the

means of giving formal expression to an act

;

a writing expressive of some act, contract,

process, or proceeding, as a deed, a contract,

a writ, &c.

"Burnet however had, under the authority of this
instrument, been consecrated." — Macaulay : Hist.
J£iig„ ch. xi.

2. Music .* Any mechanical contrivance for

the production of sound. The musical instru-

ments employed are divided into the following
classes—stringed, wind, and pulsatile. The
stringed instruments are the pianoforte and
older instruments of its kind which are played
by means of a clavier or key-board ; the guitar

and others whose strings are struck or plucked
by the fingers ; and the violin class played
with a bow. Wind instruments are of wood
or metal ; those that are of wood in ordinary
use are the flute, piccolo, hautboy, cor anglais,

clarionet, basset horn, and bassoon ; those that
are of metal are the horn, trumpet, cornet-a-
piston, trombone, ophicleide, saxhorn, bom-
bardon, &c. The pulsatile or percussion instru-
ments are the kettle-drums, great drum, side
drum, triangle, cymbals, and tambourine.

% Instrument and tool are both employed to
express the means of producing an end ; they
differ principally in this, that the former is

used mostly in a good sense, the latter only in
a bad sense, for persons. Individuals in high
stations are often the instruments in bringing
about great changes in nations ; spies and in-

formers are the worthless tools of government.

ia-stru-ment al, a. [Fr., from Lat. instru-
mentum; Sp. &"Port. instrumental; Ital. in-

strumentale.]

1. Conducive as an instrument or means to
some end or object ; contributing or tending
to contribute to the promotion'or carrying out
of an object ; helpful, serviceable, aiding.

" From instrumental causes proud to draw
Conclusions retrograde." Cowpcr: Task, ill. 238.

2. Pertaining to, or produced by instru-
ments, especially musical instruments : as, in-
strumental music, as distinguished from vocal
music, which is produced by the human voice.

* instrument -al-iijfe, v.t. [Eng. instru-

mental; -ise.] To make, to build up, to con-
struct.

"God first instrumentaliseda.'peTiect'body."—Adams:
Works, iii. 147.

instrument -al-ist, s. [Eng. instrument-
al; -ist.] One who plays upon a musical in-
strument.

*' How seldom is it that English instrumentalists .".re

permitted the opportunity of appearing as soloists."

—

Athenceum, Nov. 1883, p. 575,

in-Stru-men-tar-l-ty', s. [Eng. instrumen-
tal; -ity.] The quality or state of being in-

strumental ; subordinate or auxiliary agency
towards an end ; means, agency.

"The government was able, through their instru-
mentality, to fine| imprison, pillory, and mutilate
without restraint."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. i.

* ln-Stru-ment'-aMy, adv. [Eng. instru-

mental; -ly.]

1. By means ofan instrument or instruments.
" I took the height of it instrumentaUy, standing

near the sea side."—Boyle; Works, v. 709.

2. In the nature of an instrument ; as means
to an end.

"As often as it is supposed to act instrumentaUy
for our justification."—Nelson : Life of Bp. Bull.

3. With instruments of music.

* in-stru-ment'-al-ness, s. [Eng. instru-
mental; -ness.] The quality or state of being
instrumental ; instrumentality ; usefulness as
means to an end.

" The instrumentalness of riches to works of charity."—Hammond. (Richanlson.)

m-stni-ment'-ar-y^ u,. [Eng. instrument;
-ary.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Conducive towards an end
or object ; instrumental.

2. Scots Law : Of or pertaining to a legal in-
strument, as instrumentary witnesses.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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in-stru-men-ta'-tion, a. [Eng. 'instrument;
-ation.]

* I. Ordinary language

:

1. The act of employing as an instrument.

2. Instruments collectively ; a combination
or set of instruments used as a means to an
end ; agency, instrumentality.

II. Music:

1. The art of using several musical instru-
ments in combination ; also, the style or treat-
ment of orchestral instruments with a view to
the production of special effects. [Orches-
tra, Scoring.]

2. The art or manner of playing on an in-

strument.

3. The music arranged for performance by
a number of instruments in combination.

"For the careful workmanship shown in the treat-
ment of Scotch melodies, and for its effective instru-
mentation."—Athen&um, April 28, 1883, p. 549.

* in' stru-ment-ist, s. [Eng. instrument

;

-ist.] A performer upon a musical instrument

;

an instrumentalist.

* in style', * in stile, v.t [Pref. in- (1),

and Eng. style (q.v.).] To style, to call, to
name, to entitle.
" She Froshwell after hight, then Blackwater instyled."

Drayton : I'oly-Olbion, s. 19.

* fri-SUav'-i-ty^ (U as w), s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. suavity (q.v.).] Want of suavity

;

unpleasantness ; disagreeableness.

"All fears, griefB, suspicions, imboultiea, insuavi-
tiet."—Burton : Anat. of Melancholy, p. 215.

* in sub jec'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. subjection (q.v.).] want of subjection
or obedience ; disobedience.

* in sub-merg'-i-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2) ; Eng.
submerge, and suff. -able.] Incapable of being
submerged.

* in-sub- miss' ion (ss as sh), s. [Pref. in-

(2), and Eng. submission (q.v.).] Want of
submission or subjection ; disobedience.

In-siib-ord i nate, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. subordinate' (q.v.).] Not subordinate;
not submissive to authority ; disobedient, un-
ruly, riotous.

In-sub-ord-i-na' tion, s. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. subordination (q.v.). J The quality
or state of being insubordinate ; disobedience,
disorder, unruliness.

" Acta of astouiahing insubordination marked the
whole line of march."

—

Edin. Rev., Jan., 1871, p. 26.

* in sub-stan -tial (ti as sh), * in sub-
stan'-tlaU (tl as sh), a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. substantial (q.v.); Fr. insubstantiel.]
Not substantial ; not real ; unsubstantial

;

having no substance ; unreal.
" Like this insubstantial! pageant faded."

Shakesp. : Tempest, iv. 1.

* in -sub stan ti -al ' i-ty (ti as shi), s.

[Pref. iTi- (2), and Eng. substantiality (q.v.).]
Unsubstantiality.

* in-suc-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. insuccatus, pa.
par. of insucco = to dip in, to moisten in- =
in, into, and succus= juice, moisture.] The
act of soaking or moistening ; maceration

;

solution in the juice of herbs.

* in-siic -cess -fill, a. [Unsuccessful.]

ln'-SUCk-en, a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
sueken (q.v.).]

Scots Law : A term applied in the servitude
of thirlage to those multures exigible from
the suckeners or parties astricted to the mill.

These multures, having been originally com-
posed in part of a premium to the proprietor
of the mill, exceed in amount what may be
called the market value of grinding.

* in sue , v.i. [Ensue.]

* in-sue'-tude (11 as w), s. [Lat. insuetudo,
from insuetus = unaccustomed.] The quality
or state of being unaccustomed or unused

;

unusualness ; absence of use or custom.

in-suf-fer-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
sufferabU (q.v.); Sp. insvfrible ; Ital. insoffri-

bile,}

1. Intolerable, insupportable, unendurable ;

not to be borne or endured, as insufferable
heat.

" Perceiving still her wrongs insufferable were."
Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. vi.

2. Disgusting beyond endurance ; detestable.

in-suf'-fer-a-bly, adv. [Eng. insufferable)

;

ly. ] In an insufferable manner or degree ; to
a degree beyond endurance.

"For want of being very good, absolutely and in-
sufferably bad."

—

nurd ; Horace ; Art of Poetry. (Coiu-
ineutj

* ln-siif-fic'-ience, In-suf-f ic'-ien-cy
(c as sh), * in-suf-fis aunce, s. [Lat. in-

sufficientia, from insvfficiens = insufficient ; in-

= not, and sufficiens — sufficient (q.v.) ; Sp.
insujiciencia ; Fr. insuffisance ; Ital. insuffi,*

cienzia.]

1. The quality or state of being insufficient,

deficient, or inadequate ; deficiency, inade-
quateness, shortcoming.

"Owing, not to any absolute insufficiency of the
light of nature itself."

—

Clark : Evidences, prop. 7.

2. Want of capacity, ability, power, strength,

or skill ; incapacity, incompetence.
"We should addrea3 ourselves to him by prayer, to

acknowledge our own insufficiency.

"

—GlanviU; Ser-
mons, ser. i.

in suff ic' ient (c as sh), * in-suf-fis
aunce, a. [Lat. insuffciens, from in- = not,
and sufficiens = sufficient (q.v.) ; Ital. & Port.

insufficiente ; Sp. insujiciente ; Fr. insuffisant.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Not sufficient ; deficient ; inadequate to
to any need, use, or purpose.

" But a single hand ia insufficient for such a harvest."
—Dryden : Eleanora. (Dedic.)

2. Wanting in capacity, ability, power,
strength, or skill ; incapable, incompetent.

II. Chancery usage (of an answer): Not reply-
ing to the specific charge.

in-suf-ffic'-ient-ly (c as sh), adv. [Eng.
insufficient; -ly.] In an insufficient manner or
degree ; not sufficiently ; inadequately ; with-
out proper or needful ability, capacity, or
power.

" Aa insufficiently, and to say truth, as imprudently
did they provide by their contrived liturgies. —Milton

;

Animad. on the Remonst. Defence.

* in siif-flate', v.i. [Lat. insufflatus, pa. par.
of insuffto = to breathe upon.] To breathe or
blow upon anything.

in-suf fla' tion, s. [Lat. insufflatio, from in-
sufflatus, pa. par. of insufflo : in- = in, on, and
sufflo = to blow or breathe.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of blowing or
breathing upon.

" That divine insufflation, which Christ has used to
them in conferring the Holy GhOBt."—Ilammond:
Works, i. 496.

2. Rom. Cath. Church. : The breathing, by the
priest administering baptism, into the face of
the recipient of the sacrament, to signify the
new spiritual life which is to be breathed into
his soul.

in-suf fla-tor, 5. [Insufflate.] An instru-
ment for blowing burned alum or other powder
into the larynx or other deep-seated part.

* in-suit-a-bil'-I-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. suitability (q.v.).] Want or absence of
suitability ; unsuitability.

"ThiB strange countenance and gait amazed Don
Ferdinando and his companions very much, seeing hiB
ill-favoured visage so withered and yellow, the ine-
quality and the insuitabilUy of his arms and his grave
manner of proceeding."—Shelton : DonQuixote, bk. iv.
ch. x

* insult-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
suitable (q.v.).] Not suitable.

"Circumcision, and many other rites of the Jewish
worship, seemed to him insuitable to the divine na-
ture."

—

Burnet ; Life of Rochester.

In'-SU-lar, a. & s. [Lat. insularis, from in-
sula = an island ; Fr. insulaire ; Sp. & Port.
insular. ]

A* As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to an island ; of the
nature of an island ; surrounded with water.

2. Of or pertaining to the inhabitants of an
island; narrow; contracted; not broad or
liberal.

" The relief given to the mind in the penury of 771-

sular conversation to a new topick,"—Johnson : Jour-
ney to the Western Islands.

* B. As subst. : One who lives in an island
;

an islander.

"Our iimulars. wh n act and think eo much for them-
selves,"—Berkeley : SlrU, § 10s.

insular-climate, s.

Meteorol. : Such a climate as exists in an
island. The sea tempers the heat of summer
and the cold of winter. Opposed to a conti-
nental or excessive climate.

in-SU-laV-i-ty, s. [Fr. insularite, from in-

sulaire = insular (q.v.).]

1. The quality or state of being or consist-

ing of an island or islands.
" He discovered the Society IalandB ; determined the

insularityot New Zealand.'—Cook; Third Vcyage.bk.
v., ch, iiL

2. Narrowness or contractedness of views
or opinions natural to those who live in an
island.

* in'-SU-lar-ly, adv. [Eng. insular; -ly.] In
an insular manner.

* in'-su-lar-y, a. [Fr. insulaire.] The same
as Insular (q.v.).

" But these are the natural effects of parity, popular
libertinism, and insulary manners."

—

Evelyn : A Char-
acter of England.

ln'-su-late, v.t. [Lat, insulatus = made into
an island, and insula = an island.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To form into an island ; to make an is-

land of.
'

' There may perhaps be reason to suspect fire to have
been a principal agent in the formation of this insu-
lated mountain."

—

Swinburne: Spain, let 8.

2. To place in a detached situation or posi-
tion, so as to have no communication with
surrounding objects or other bodies.

3. To detach from others ; to isolate.

" The regicide power finding each of them insulated
and unprotected, with great facility gives the law to
them all."

—

Burke : Regicide Peace, let. 1.

II. Elect. & Thermoties : To interpose non-
conductors so as to prevent the passage of
electricity or heat to or from a body.

in'-su-lat-ed, pa. par. & a. [Insulate.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Formed into an island.

2. Detached from others ; standing by it-

self ; not contiguousto other bodies ; isolated.
" Spirit that knows no insulated spot.
No chasm." Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. ix.

II. Technically :

1. Astron. : Situated so far apart from other
heavenly bodies that the mutual attraction
between it and them is imperceptible. (Young.)

2. Elect. & Thermoties: Separated from other
bodies by the interposition of non-conductors.

insulated-column, s.

Arch. : A column unconnected with any-
wall or building.

insulated-wire, s.

1. A wire suspended by insulators (q.v.) so
as to prevent the electric current from going
to earth.

2. A wire wrapped with silk or clothed with
gutta-percha or caoutchouc to prevent the es-
cape of the electric current. Among the best
insulators are dry air, shellac, sulphur, resins,
gutta-percha, caoutchouc, silk, dry fur, glass.
[Insulator.]

m'-su-lat-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Insulate.]

A. k B, Aspr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The same as Insulation (q.v.).

insulating-stool, s. A stool with glass
legs to insulate a person or an object placed
thereon.

insula -tion, s. [Eng. insul(ate); -ation.]

I. Ord. Lang. : The act of insulating or de-
taching from other bodies ; the state of being
insulated ; isolation.

IL Technically:

1. Chem. : The act of setting free from com-
bination with other substances ; the state of
being so set free.

2. Elect. : The act of preventing the passage
of electricity to or from a body by the inter-
position of a non-conductor.

3. Thermoties : The interposition of a non-
conductor of heat to prevent its passage to or
from a body.

in'-su-la-tdr, s. [Eng. insulate); -er.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who or that which insu-
lates.

II. Technically:

1. Elect. : A non-conductor of electricity so
placed as to insulate a body.

2. Thermoties: A non-conductor of heat
placed so as to prevent the passage of heat to
or from a body.

boH, bd*y; pout, Jdwl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, g:em;thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -|ion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, &c = bel, del."
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* in -su lous, a. [Lat. insulosus, from insula
= an island.] Abounding in islands.

* ln-sul'-phured, a. [Pref. in- (1), Eng.
sulphur, and suff. -ed.] Charged with sulphur

;

sulphurous.
" Meere heate

Of aire insulphured." Sandys : Travels, p. 265.

* in-siilse , a. [Lat. insulsus, from in- = not,

and salsits = salty ; sal = salt ; Ital. & Sp. w-
swfeo.] Dull, insipid, heavy.

"The Masoreths and Rabbinical Scholiasts . . .

gave us this insutse rule out of theirTalmud."

—

Milton:
Apologyfor Smectymnuus.

* in-suls'-i-ty, s. [Lat. insulsitas, from in-

sulsus = tasteless, insipid. J Duluess, insi-

pidity, stupidity.

"To Justify the councils of God find fate from the
tmuZsity of mortal tongues."

—

Milton : Doctrine &
Discip. of Divorce, bit. if., ch. iil.

in suit, * insult , s. [0. Fr. insult (Fr. in-

sulte), from Lat. insultus, pa. par. of insilio =
to leap upon ; Ital. & Sp. insulto.]

* 1. The act of leaping upon.
" The bull's insult at four she might sustain

;

But after ten, from nuptial rites refrain."
Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia ill. 99.

* 2. An attack.
" Many a rude tower and rampart there
Repelled the insult of the air."

Scott; Marmion, vi. 2.

3. Gross abuse offered to another, either by
word or deed ; an act or speech of insolence
or impudence ; an affront, an indignity.

" Some of them offeredhim gross personal insults."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., cli. xviL

in-sult', v.t. & i. [Fr. insulter, from Lat. in-

sulto = to leap upon : in- = in, on, and salio

= to spring, to leap; Sp. insultar; Ital. in-

sultare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To leap upon ; to trample on or down.
"The sacred pomp trodden underfoot, insulted."—

Shaftesbury; Miscell. Reflections, ch. i., mis. 2.

2. To treat with gross indignity, insolence,

or contempt ; to abuse, to affront.

" But why insult the poor, affront the great ?"

Pope : Prol. to Sat. 360.

* II. Mil.': To make a sudden, open, and
bold attack upon.

B. Intransitive :

* 1. To leap upon or about.
" Far from the cows and goats' insulting crew.
That trample down the flowers, and brush the dew."

Dryden : Virgil ; Qeorgic iv. 14.

2. To behave with insolence ; to make use
of abuse or insults.

% To insult over : To triumph with inso-

lence ; to exult insultingly over.

*in-SUlf-ance, s. [Lat. insultans, pr. par.

of insulto.) ' Insult, insolence.
" Insultance vsede

;

Cyclop I thou shouldst not haue so much abusde
Thy monstrous forces."

Chapman: Homer; Odyssey ix.

* in-sul-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. insultatio, from
insulto = to leap upon.] The act of insulting,

abusing, or treating with violence and insult

;

insult.

"Wee should not have so much cause of shame and
sorrow, nor our adversaries of triumph and insulto-

tion."—Bp. Hall: Pharisaisme <t Christian-Hie.

in suit er, s. [Eng. insult; -er.] One who
insults another ; an insolent or abusive person.

" The defender of religion should not imitate the in-

sulter of It in hia modes of disputation."— Warburton :

Doctrine of Grace. \Stet.)

in suit -ihg, pr. par., a., & s. [Insult, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

Jj. As adj. : Containing, using, or convey-
ing abuse or insult.

" Boast not my fall (he cried) insulting foe.'

Pope : Rape of the Lock, v. 9".

C. As subst. : The act of treating with in-

sult or violence ; an insult, insolence.

"Cranmer's recautatiou was presently printed, and
occasioned almost equally great insultings on the one
hand, and dejection on the other."—Burnet; Hist.

Reform, (an. 155C).

in-sulf-ihg-ly, adv. [Eng. insulting; -ly.]

In an insulting manner ; with insults, abuse,

or insolence ; insolently.

"Here, said they insultingly, is a specimen of that
truly liberal spirit."— Hurd : On the Delicacy of
Friendship.

* insult -ment, s. [Eng. insult ; -ment] The
act of insulting ; insult.

"He on the ground, my speech of insultment ended
on his dead body."—Shakesp : Cymbeline, iii. 5.

* in-sume', v.t. [Lat, insumo : in- = in, into,
and sumo = to take.] To take or receive in.

" The emulgent veins, which insume and couvey the
nourishment to the whole tree."

—

Evelyn : Sylva.

* in-su-per-a -bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. insuper-
able; -ity.] The quality or state of being in-
superable.

in-su'-per-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. insu-
perabilis, from in- = not, and supero — to over-
come ; super= above ; Sp. insuperable; Ital.

insuperabile.] Impossible to be surmounted,
got over, or overcome ; insurmountable, in-

vincible.

ln-su'-per-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. insuper-
able; -ness.]' The quality or state of being in-

superable ; insuperability; insurmountability;
invincibility.

in-su'-per-a-bly, adv. [Eng. insuperable);
-ly.] In an "insuperable manner or degree ; so
as to be insuperable ; insurmountably ; in-

vincibly.

"Many who toil through the intricacy of compli-
cated syatems are insuperably embarrassed with the
least perplexity in common affairs."—Rambler, No 180.

in-SUp-port'-a-ble, a. [Fr., from in- —
not, and supportable = supportable (q.v.) ; Sp.
insuportuble ; Ital. insopportabile.] Not sup-
portable ; incapable of being borne or en-

dured ; unendurable, insufferable, intolerable.

"In winter the cold was often insupportable."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

in-sup-pbrt'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. insup-
portable ; -ness.) The quality or state of being
insupportable ; intolerableness.

" Then fell she to so pitiful a declaration of the in-
supportableness of her desires."

—

Sidney: Arcadia,
bk. ii.

In-siip-pbrt'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. insupport-

able); -ly.] In an insupportable manner or
degree ; so as to be insupportable ; intolerably,

beyond endurance.

"The journey would be insupportably tedious."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

* ln-sup-pos'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. snpjiosable (q.v.).] Not supposattle ; in-

capable of being supposed.

in-siip-pres'-si-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. suppressive (q.v.).J Not suppressive;
that cannot be suppressed, concealed, or kept
out of sight.

"Which, when once known, is insuppressible."—
Young : On Original Composition.

m-sup-pres'-Sl-bly, adv. [Eng. insup-
pressib(le); -ly.] In a manner or degree that
cannot be suppressed, concealed, or kept out
of sight.

* in-sup-pres'-sive, a. [Pref. in- .(2), and
Eng. suppressive (q.v.).]

1. Not suppressive ; not tending to sup-
press.

2. Incapable of being suppressed ; insup-
pressible.

" The insuppressive mettle of our spirits."
Shakesp. : Julius Caesar, ii. 1.

in-siir'-a-ble (s as sh), a.- [Eng. insur(e);
-able.] Capable of being insured against loss,

damage, death, &c. ;
proper to be insured.

In siir -ance (s as sh), s. [Eng. insur(e);

-ance.]

1. The act of insuring or assuring against
damage or loss ; a contract by which a com-
pany, in consideration of a sum of money paid,
technically called a premium, becomes bound
to indemnify the insured or his representa-
tives against loss by certain risks, as fire,

shipwreck, &c. Insurance is with respect to
goods or property, the correlative of assurance,
with respect to life, but the distinction is riot

always observed. [Assurance.]
* 2. The act of insuring or making certain ;

assurance
; that which assures or insures. -

"The most acceptable insurance of the divine pro-
tection."—Mickle : Bramin Philosophy.

3. The premium or consideration paid for
insuring life or property.

* 4. Engagement, betrothal.
" Do I not knowe afore of the insurance
Betweene Gawyn Goodlucke aud Christian Cus-

tanee ?
"

Udal : Roister Doister, iv. 6.

insurance-broker, s. One whose busi-
ness or profession it is to insure or procure
insurances for vessels at sea or about to pro-
ceed on a voyage ; an underwriter.

insurance-company, s. A company
or corporation associated for the purpose of

insuring against loss or damage.

Insurance - policy, s. The contract

under which a person or company becomes
bound to indemnify the insurer against loss

or damage by certain risks.

*xn-sur'-an-cer (s as sh), s. [Eng. in-

surance); -er.] One who insures, an insurer;

specifically, an underwriter.
" The far-famed sculptor, and the laurelled hard,
Those bold insurancers of deathless fame,
Supply their little feeble aids in vain."

Blair: The Grave.

in-sure , * en-siire' (s as sh), * en-sur-

en, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. en — in, and seur = sure

(q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

1. To make sure, certain, or secure ; to in-

sure, to assure.
" No present health can health insure."

Counter : Bill of Mortality, 1787.

* 2. To assure ; to inform positively.
" I insure you I neither will nor can cease to speake."

—Frvth : Workes, p. 115.

3. To assure or secure against possible loss

or damage in consideration of the payment of

a certain stipulated sum or premiums to as-

sure ; to make a subject of insurance : as, To
insure life, to insure a house.

" They gave orders to their factor to take up at Am-
sterdam £2,400 Dutch pounds to insure the said Bhip."
—Milton: To the Lords of the United Provinces.

B. Intrans. : To undertake to assure or

secure a person or persons against loss or
damage ; to make insurances.

in-siir'-er (S as sh), s. [Eng. insur(e) ; -er. ]

One who or that which insures ; specif., one
who in consideration of a certain premium in-

sures another against loss or damage ; an in-

surance-broker ; an underwriter.

"The very moderate profit of insurers."—Smith:
Wealth of Nations, bk. i., ch. x.

* in-surge', *in-sourge, v.i. [Lafc. insurgo
= to rise up.] To rise up, to rise.

" What mischief hath insurged in realmes by intes-
tine devisiou."—Hall: Henry IV. (Introd.)

* in-sur'-gence, in-sur'-gen-cy, s. [Eng.
insurgent; -cy.] The quality or state of being
insurgent ; a state of insurrection.

" The pale narrow-chested operative of the city who
at once responds to the faintest cry of insurgence."—
Mallock; New Republic, bk. i., ch. iii.

in sur' gent, a. & s. [Lat. insurgens, pr. par.
of insurgo = to rise up : in- = in, upon, and
surgo = to rise.]

* A. As adj. : Rising up against or in op-
position to the established or lawful civil or
political authority, or against any constituted
government ; rebellious, rebel, insubordinate.

B. As subst. : One who rises up against or
in opposition to any established authority or
government ; a rebel.

" Taken the command of a regiment of insurgents."
—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

m-sur-mo'unt-a-bir-i-ty, s. [Eng. insur-
mountable ; -ity. ]

' The quality or state of being
insurmountable.

in-sur-mount- a-ble, a. [Fr. insurmont-
" able, from in- = not, and surmontable =
surmountable (q.v.).] That cannot be sur-

mounted, passed over, or overcome ; insupera-
ble, unconquerable, invincible.

"Perhaps those prejudices might not prove insur-
mountable."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., en. vi.

in-sur-mount'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. An-
>surmountable ; -ness.] The quality or state of
being insurmountable ; insurmountability.

in-sur-m6*unt'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. insur-
mountab\U); -ly.]' In an insurmountable man-
ner or degree ; so as to be insurmountable.

in-siir-reV-tion, s. [Lat. insurrectio, from
.insurrectus, pa. par. of insurgo = to rise up

;

Fr. insurrection ; Sp. insurrection ; Ital. in-
surrezione.]

* 1, The act or state of rising up ; a rising.
" Open to every insurrection of ill humour."

—

Blair

;

Sermons, vol. ii, ser. 2.

2. The act of rising up against or in opposi-
tion to civil or political authority ; open and
active opposition on the part of a number of
persons to established government and law

;

rebellion, sedition, revolt.
" But more than a century passed away without one

general insurrection."—Macaulay .- Hist. Eng., ch. ivli.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, sdn ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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* 3. A rising in mass to oppose an enemy.

^T -Insurrection is general : it is used in a
good or bad sense, according to the nature of
the power against which one rises up ; sedition
and rebellion are more specific ; they are al-

ways taken in the bad sense of unallowed
opposition to lawful authority.

* in-sur-rec tion-al, a. [Eng. insurrec-
tion; -ah] Of or pertaining to insurrection;
consisting in insurrection.

* in-sur-rec'-tion-a-r& a. [Eng. insur-
rection ; -ary.] Pertaining to insurrection ;

suitable or fit for insurrection.

"Their murderous insurrectionary system,"—Burke ;

Regicide Peace, let. I.

* in sur-rec'-tlon-er, s. [Eng. insurrec-
tion; -er.] A rebel, an insurgent. (North:
Examen, p. 418.)

t In-sur-rec'-tion-ist, s. [Eng. insurrec-
tion ; -ist.] One who stirs up or promotes in-

surrection ; an insurgent ; a rebel.

* in-sur-rec'-tor, s. [Eng. insurrection)

;

-or.] The same as Insuxrectioner (q.v.).

" They not onely Bided with his Oheronlan insurrec-
ton?—Howell : Parly of Beasts, p. 129.

ul-suVcep-ti-biT-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng, susceptibility (q.v.).] The quality
or state of being insusceptible ; want of sus-
ceptibility ; incapacity to feel or perceive.

in-sus-cep'-ti ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. susceptible (q.v.).]

1. Not susceptible ; incapable of feeling, or
being moved, affected, or impressed by any
feeling or impression.

" Detached from pleasure, to the love of gain

* 2. Incapable of receiving or admitting.

* in-sus cep tive, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. susceptive (q.v.).] Not susceptive ; not
susceptible ; insusceptible.

" All this had no effect ; the sailor was wholly insus-
ceptive of the softer passions, and, without regard to
tears or arguments, persisted In his resolution to make
me a man. —Rambler, No. 198.

* In-su-sur-ra'-tion, s. [Lat. insumrratio,
from" insusurro = to whisper in : in- = in,

into, and susurro = to whisper ; susurrus = a
whisper.] The act of whispering into any-
thing.

* in-swa'the, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
swatlie (q.v.).] To swathe in, to enwrap, to
infold.

" Inswathed sometimes in wandering mist."
Tennyson : St. Simeon Stylitcs.

in-t&Ct', a. [Lat. intactus, from in- = not,

and tactus, pa. par. of tango — to touch.] Un-
touched by anything likely to cause injury or
damage; uninjured, unharmed.

* In-tact-a-ble, * In-t&ct'-i-ble, a. [Lat.

in- = not, and tactus = touch, from tango = to
touch ; Eng. adj. suff. -able, -ible.) Not per-

ceptible to the touch.

* intaglia (as ln-tal'-ya), s. [Intaglio.]

* intagliated (as m-tal -yat-ed), a. [In-

taglio.] Engraved or carved upon.
" A species of astroite, or starry-stone . . . deeply

intagliated, or engraven like a seal."— Warton : Bist.

of Kiddington, p. 25.

* Intaglio, * intaglia (as In-tal'-yo, in-
tal'-ya), s. & a. [Ital., from intagliare =
to engrave, to carve : in- = in, into, and tag-

liare = to cut, from Low Lat. taleo = to cut

twigs ; Lat. taiea = a twig.]

A. -4s subst. : A cutting, an engraving ; a

figure cut or engraved into any substance ; a

precious stone with a figure cut or engraved
into it, so as to form a hollow. It is the

opposite to cameo (q.v.).

"In vases, flower-pots, lamps, and sconces,

Intaglios, cameos, gems, and bronzes."
' Cawthorne : The Antiquarians.

B. As adj.-: Cut in ; as of the lines in an
engraved plate, the sunken letter in the

matrix of a type, the design in a seal, punch,
or, die, which delivers a raised or cameo im-

pression.

in tall, v.t. &s. [Entail.]

in'-take, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. take (q.v.).]

1. That which is taken in.

"I would forbid the water-companies to increase
their intake."—Timet, July 21, 1884.

% Davies (Supp. Gloss.) has an example from
Defoe (Tour Through Great Britain, iii. 4), in

which intake =.an enclosure of land from a
common.

2. The point at which a narrowing or con-
traction begins or takes place.

3. The point at which water is received
into a pipe or channel : the opposite to outlet

(q.v.).

* in -tak-er, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. taker

(q.v.).] A receiver of stolen goods ; a fence.

* In-tam -I na-ted, a. [Lat. intaminatus,
from in- = not, and taminatus, pa. par. of
tamino = to contaminate (q.v.).] Not con-
taminated, uncontaminated.

"The inhabitants use the antient and intaminated
Frisic language."— Wood ; Athenm Oxon. {F. Junius.)

* in-tang-i-bll'-i-t^, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. tangibility (q.v.).] The quality or state
of being intangible.

* in-tang'-i-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
tangible (q.v.).] Not tangible ; incapable of
being touched or perceived by the touch ; im-
perceptible to the touch.

" The means by which two bodies attract each other
may be invisible and intangible",— Clarke: Leibnitz
Papers ; Fourth Reply.

* in-tang -i-ble ness, s. [Eng. intangible ;

ness.] The quality or state of being intangi-
ble ; intangibility.

* in-tang'-i-bl& adv. [Eng. intangib(le)

;

-ly.] In an intangible manner ; so as to be in-

tangible.

in tan-gle, v.t. [Entangle.]

* ln-tast'-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
tastable (q'v.).] Incapable of being tasted

;

incapable of being perceived by the organs of
taste ; tasteless, unsavoury.

in'-te-ger, s. & a. [Lat. integer = untouched,
whole, entire : in- = not, and tag = root of
tango = to touch.]

A. As subst. : The whole of anything ; an
entire entity : specif, in arithmetic, a whole
number as distinguished from, a fraction ; that
is, a number which contains the unit 1 an
exact number of times.

* B. As adj. : The same as Integral (q.v.).

" The nearest of small integer numbers that express
the proportion between the specifick gravities of
quicksilver and water."

—

Boyle : Works, iii. 202.

in-teg-ra-bil'-i-t& s. [Eng. integrable; -ity.]

Possessing the capacity of being integrable.

"The equation xdz + ydx = ydy, which does not
possess the criterion of integrability.'—Thomson : Cal-
culus (1831), p. 148.

In'-te-gra-ble, «. [Eng. integrate) ; -able ;
Fr. integrable.]

Math. : Capable of being integrated.
" The second number of which being integrable, the

first is also integrable."—Thomson; Calculus (1631),

p. 149.

in'-te gral, a. & s. [Lat. integer; Eng. adj.
suff. -al;Fi\ integral; Ital. integrate; Sp. &
Port, integral.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. "Whole, .entire, complete, untouched
;

containing or comprising all the parts.

"A local motion keepeth bodies integral, and their
parts together."

—

Bacon : Natural Bistory.

* 2. Making up or constituting the whole
;

completing.
" Ceasing to do evil, and doing good, are the two

great integral parts that complete this duty."

—

South ;

Sermons, vol. 1L, ser. 8.

LT. Mathematics:

1. Of or pertaining to or being an integer or
whole number.

2. Pertaining to or proceeding by integra-
tion (q.v.).

B. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang. .- A whole ; an entire entity
;

an integer.
" They all make up a most magnificent and stately

temple, and every integral thereof full of wonder."
Male : Orig. of Mankind, p. 372,

II, Mathematics

:

1. An integer, a whole number.

2. In calculus, an expression which, being
differentiated, will produce a given differen-
tial. [Integral-calculus, Integration.]

integral-calculus, s.

Math. : A branch of mathematics, the con-

verse of the differential calculus. Having a

given or known differential; the integral cal-

culus has for its object to find a function such

that, being differentiated, it will produce the

given differential. Such expression is called

the integral of the differential. The operation

of finding the primitive function or integral

is called integration (q.v.). Besides the me-
thod of finding the integrals of given differen-

tials, the integral calculus is also applied to

various brandies of mathematics, as well as

to almost every branch of natural philosophy

and engineering.

* in-te-gral -i-t^t s. [Eng. integral; -ity.]

The quality or state of being integral ; entire-

ness.

* in'-te-gral-l& adv. [Eng. integral; -ly.]

In an integral manner ; wholly, completely.
" We should choose vertue with great freedome of

spirit, and pursue it earnestly, integrally."—Taylor :

Great Exemplar, pt. ii., § 25.

In'-te-grant, a. [Lat. integrans, pr. par. of

integro = to make whole ; integer = whole ;

Fr. integrant.] Making part of a whole;
necessary to constitute a whole or entire entity.

" Let the integrant parts of a continuum be more or
less finite or infinite in number."—Boyle ; Works, i. 147.

integrant - molecules, integrant -

parts, integrant-particles, s. pi.

Crystallog. : The name given byHauy to the
smallest particles into which a crystal can be
brought by mechanical sub-division, without
losing its essential character. (Haily : Nat.
Phil. (ed. Gregory), § 89, &c.)

In'-te-grate, v. t. [Lat. integratus, pa. par. of
integro = to make whole ; integer = whole.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To make whole or entire ; to form one
whole ; to complete.

" All the world must grant that two distinct sub-
stances, the soul and the body, go to compound and
integrate the man."

—

South : Sermons, vol. vii., ser. L

2. To indicate the whole ; to give the sum
or total : as, An integrating anemometer ia

one which indicates the entire force of the
wind exerted within a given time.

II. Math. : To determine from a differential

its primitive function ; to find the integral of
a given differential. [Integration.]

in-te-gra'-tion, s. [Fr. integration; Sp. in-

tegration; Ital. integrazione.] [Integrate.]
* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act or process of

making whole or entire.

2. Math. : The operation of finding the in- f

tegral of a given differential. [Calculus,]
The symbol of integration is this, /, which is

only a particular form of the letter s, which
originally stood for the word summa, or sum.
In fact, the integral is the sum of all the
differentials, these being infinitely small. For

is

used, and is read, the integral between the
limits a and b, the subtractive limit being
written at the bottom of the symbol.

in-teg'-ri-t^, * in -teg ri-tlc, s. [Fr. in-
tegrite, from Lat. integritatem, accus. of i/n-

tegritas= soundness, blamelessness, from in-
teger = whole, blameless ; Sp. integriddd

;

Ital. integrita.]

1. The quality or state of being whole, en-
tire, or complete; entireness, completeness;
unbroken state.

" One entiere bodye, that is to witte, the very lyuelie
naturall glorious bodye of our Sauiuur Christ himself,
to the integritie whereof the bloud of the same per-
teyneth, and whereofWis nowe an inseparable parte."
—Sir T. More : Works, p. 1,337.

2. Purity
; genuine, unadulterated state.

" Language continued long in its puritv and in-
tegrityr—BaU.

( Todd.

)

3. Moral soundness, purity ; uprightness or
honesty in dealings with others ; probity, rec-
titude, incorruptibility, high principle.

" Both of them men of integrity and both of them
men of parts."—MacatUay : Hist. Eng.

t ch. xxiv.

in-te-gro-, pref. [Lat. integer, fern, mtegra,
neut. integrum= entire.]

Zool, &c. : Entire.

integro-pallial, a. Having the pallial
line or the impression entire.

integro palilalia, s. pi.

Zool. : A sub-section of Conchiferous Mol-
luscs having the pallial line—i.e., the line or
impression left upon the shell by the mantle
simple. It contains the families Ostreidee
Aviculidee, Mytilidse, Arcade, Trigoniadie,

boll, bo^; po*ut, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, cnin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shiia ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious, -sious, -oious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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Unionidae, Chamidse, Hippuritidse, Tridacnidse,

Cardiadae, LucinidEe, Cyeladidse, and Cyprin-
idae. (5. P. Woodward.)

in-teg-U-ma'-tion, s. [Eng. integnm(ent)

;

-ation.]' The department of physiology which
treats of the integuments of animals or plants.

in-tfig'-u-ment, s. [Lat. integumentum = a

covering ; Fr. integument.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Any covering.
" [Pallas] rendered him an aged man agalue.
With all his vile integuments."

Chapman : Bomer ; Odyssey xvi.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. ; The skin.

2. Bot. : The outer covering of a seed.

in-teg-u-menf-a-r$rf a. [Eng. iniegnment

;

-ary.] Of, belonging to, or consisting of in-

teguments.

In-teg-u men-ta' tion, 5. [Eng. integu-
went; -ation.] The act. art, or process of
covering with integuments ; the state of being
so covered.

In'-tel-lect, s. [Fr., from Lat. intellectus =
perception, discernment, from intellectus, pa.

par. of intelligo = to understand, lit. = to
choose between; inter— between, and Zego =
to choose ; Sp. intelecto ; Ital. intelletto.]

1. That faculty of the human soul or mind
by which it receives or comprehends the ideas

communicated to it by the senses or by per-
ception, or other means, as distinguished from
the power to feel and to will ; the power or
faculty to perceive objects in their relations ;

the power to judge and comprehend ; also the
capacity for higher forms of knowledge as dis-

tinguished from the power to perceive and
imagine.
" His hooks well trimmed, and in the gayest style . .

.

Adorn hia intellects as well as shelves."
Cowper : Truth, 423.

2. (PZ.)* Wits, senses : as, To be disordered
in the intellects.

3. Intellectual people collectively : as, The
intellect of a country.

T[ Intellect is the generic term; there cannot
be genius or talent without intellect ; but there
may be intellect without genius or talent: a
man of intellect distinguishes himself from the
common herd of mankind by the astuteness
of his observation, the accuracy of his judg-
ment, the originality of his conception, and
other peculiar attributes of mental power

;

genius is a particular bent of the intellect,

which distinguishes a mau from every other
individual ; talent is a particular modus or
modification of the intellect, which is of prac-

tical utility to the possessor. (Crabb : Eng.
i.)

* in'-tel-lect-e'd, a [Eng. intellect ; -ed.]

Endowed with intellect ; having intellect or

intellectual powers.

* m-tel-lec'-tion, s. [Lat. intellectio, from
intellectus, pa. par. of intelligo = to discern.]

The act of understanding or comprehending ;

apprehension of ideas.
" And the proper acts of the intellect are intellection,

deliberation, and determination or decision."—Bale :

Orig. of Mankind, p. 28.

* In-tel-lect'-Xve, a. [Fr. intellectif; Sp. in-

telectivo ; Ital. intellettivo.)

1. Of or pertaining to the intellect ; having
power to understand or apprehend ideas.

"In order to the actual intellection of any object,

there is a spiritual intellectual light necessary to

enable the object to move or affect the intellective

faculty, which yet the object cannot give to itself, nor
yet strike or move the said faculty without it"—
South : Sermons, vol. iv., sen 8. (Note.)

2. Produced by the understanding.

3. Capable of being perceived by the un-
derstanding only, and not by the senses.

* In-tel-lec'-tlre-lSr, adv. [Eng. intellective

;

•ly.] In an intellective manner.
" Not intellectivcly to write
Is learnedly they troe."

Warner .Albion's England, bk. ix., ch. xliv.

In-tel-leV-tu-al, a. & *. [Lat. intellectvalis

— pertaining "to "the intellect ; Fr. intellectvel

;

Sp. intelectual; Port, intellectual; Ital. intel-

Uttxude.]

! A. As adjective .'

1. Of or pertaining to the intellect or un-
derstanding ; belonging to the mind ; per-

formed by the intellect or understanding : as,

intellectual powers or operations.

2. Appealing to or exercising the intellect
or the higher capabilities of man : as, an in-
tellectual pursuit or study.

3. Perceived by the intellect ; existing only
in the understanding ; ideal.

" In a dark vision's intellectual scene,
Beneath a bower for sorrow made,
The melancholy Cowley lay." Cowley.

4. Endowed with intellect or the power of
understanding ; characterized by intellect or
mental capacity.

*B. As subst. : The intellect; the intellec-

tual powers ; mental powers ; understanding.
" His intellectuals and his senses remained perfect

until the eighty-fourth year of his age." — Wood :

Athena: Oxoiu (P. Holland.)

t m-tel-lec'-tu-al-Ism, s. [Eng. intellec-

tual; -ism.]

1. Intellectual power or quality ; intellec-

tuality.

2. The doctrine that knowledge is derived
from pure reason.

* in-tel-lec'-tu-al-ist, s. [Eng. intellectual

;

•ist.]

1. One who overrates the intellect or un-
derstanding.

"These intellectualists, which are notwithstanding
commonly taken for the most sublime and divine
philosophers,"

—

Bacon; Advancement of Learning,
bk. i.

2. One who holds or supports the doctrine
of intellectualism (q.v.).

t in-tel-lec-tU-al'-I-t^, s. [Eng. intellectu-

al; -ity.] The quality or state of being intel-

lectual ; the possession of intellect ; intellec-

tual powers.
" The plaetlck or spermatick nature, devoid of all

animality or conscious intellectuality."— Cudworth:
Intell. System, p. 133.

,

t in-tel-lec'-tu-al-Ize, v.t. [Eng. intellec-

tual; -ize.]

1. To make intellectual; to endow with in-

tellect.

2. To reason on or treat in an intellectual

manner.

3. To give an intellectual or ideal character

to ; to idealize.
" When Leibnitz is said to have intelledualized the

sensuous representations, the reproach conveyed is,

that he disregarded the special distinction of their
basis in sense, and regarded them as only less clear
than the representations of intellect."—6. B.Lewes:
Bist. Philos. 11880), ii. 500.

in-tel-lec'-tu-al-lyt adv. [Eng. intellectual

;

-ly.] In an intellectual manner ; by means of

the intellect or understanding.
" Man above all visible creatures is able to perform

that duty intellectually and intentionally." ~Bale:
Orig. of Mankind, p. 72.

in-te*l'-li-&ence, s. [Fr., from Lat. inielli-

gentia, from intelligent, pr. par. of intelligo =
to understand.] [Intellect.]

1. The act or state of understanding or
knowing ; the exercise of the understanding.

2. The ability to know, understand, or com-
prehend ; intellectual power.

" The flash of Wit—the bright Intelligence,
The beam of Song—the blaze of Eloquence."

Byron: Death of Sheridan.

3. Capacity for the higher functions of the
intellect.

" And dira'd with darknee their intelligence."
Spenser : 7'eares of the Mutes ; Euterpe.

4. Knowledge acquired by study, research,
or experience ; information.

5. Quickness or sharpness of intellect : as,

He is a lad of intelligence.

6. Information, notice, notification, news.

7. Familiar terms of acquaintance or inter-

course.

* 8. An intelligent or spiritual being ; an in-

corporeal being.
" Fully hast thou satisfied me, pure

Intelligence of heaven, angel serene."
Milton: P. L., viii. 187.

* 9. Communication.
" From whence I found a secret means, to have

Intelligence with my kind lord the king."
Drayton : Legend of Pierce Gaveston,

intelligence-department, s.

Mil. : A branch of the army to which is en-
trusted the duty of supplying the officer in
command with all necessary intelligence, sig-

nalling, &c.

intelligence-Office, «. An office or place
at which information may be obtained, more
particularly with reference to servants to be
hired. (American.)

* in-teT-li-gence, v.t [Intelligence, s.] To
convey or impart intelligence to ; to instruct

;

to inform.

"That sad intellIgencing tyrant that mischiefs the

world with his mines of Ophir."— Milton : Reform, in

Eng., bk. ii.

* in-teT-li-gen-cer, 5. [Eng. intelligence)

;

-er.] One who conveys or sends intelligence ;

one who gives information or notice of private

or distant transactions ; a messenger ; a spy.
" Be thou my bookes intelligencer, note
What each man sayes of it." v_

Ben Jonson : Underwoods ; To my Bookseller.

[Lat. intelligentia.}* In-tel'-H-gen-cy,
Intelligence.

in-tel'-li-gent, a. [Lat. intelligens, pa. par.

of intelligo''= to understand; Fr. intelligent

;

Sp. inteligente; Ital. intelligence.]

1. Understanding ; seeing into ; cognisant^

skilled.
" Part loosely wing the region, part more wise.

In common ranged in figure, wedge their way.
Intelligent of seasons." Milton : P. L., vii. 42.

2. Endowed with the faculty of under-
standing or reason.

" No intelligent man thence concludes marrlaga
allowed in the Gospel only to avoid an evil."—Milton :

Tctrachordon,

3. Endowed with a quick or ready intellect

;

sharp, sensible, clever, quick.

* 4. Giving or bearing intelligence or irv

formation ; communicative, informing.
" Be intelligent to me."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, L 2-

5. Characterized by intelligence : as, an in-

telligent answer.

* In-tel-li-gen'-tial (ti as sh), *in-teMi~
gen-cial, a. [Eng. intelligent : -ial.]

1. Intellectual ; exercising understanding

;

implying or characterized by understanding.

"The devil entered, and his brutal sense
In heart or head, possessing, soon inspired
With act intelligential." Milton : P. L., ix. 190.

2. Consisting ofintelligence, unbodied mind,,
or spiritual being.

" Food alike those pure
" Intelligential substances require
As doth your rational." Milton : P. l,., v. 40ff-

* ifcn-tel-li-gen'-tiar-jr (ti as sh), * in-tel-
li-gen-Ciar-y, s. " [Eng. intelligency ; -ary.}

One who conveys intelligence ; an informer ;

an intelligencer.

"There were sent ouer into France certeine intelli-
genciaries to moue some conspiracie."—Bolinshed r
Bist. Scot ; Caratake

In-tel'-U-gent-ly, adv. [Eng. intelligent p
-ly.] In an" intelligent manner; with intelli-

gence.
"Intelligently on their behalf to present all theiw

praises and acclamations to their common Creator."

—

Bale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 372.

in-tel-lig-I-bll'-l-ty, s. [Eng. intelligible;

-ity.]

1. The quality or state of being intelligible
;

possibility to be understood ;
plainness, clear-

ness, perspicuity.

"I see no necessity that intelligibility to a human
understanding should be necessary to the truth or
existence of a thing."—Boyle : Works, iv. 450.

2. The quality or state of possessing intel-

ligence ; the power of understanding ; intel-

lection.

"The soul's nature consists in intelligibility."—Glan-
vill : Scepsis Scientifica.

in-tel'-lig-i-ble, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. in-
telligibilis — perceptible to the senses ; intel-

ligo = to understand.]

A. As adj. : Capable of being understood or
comprehended ; comprehensible, plain, clear,,

perspicuous.
* B. As subst. : That which can be under-

stood or comprehended.
"Thus intelligible* are conveyed from one man to*

another by writing."

—

Bale : Orig. of Mankind, p. £,

Jn-teT-lIg-i-TOe-ness, s. [Eng. intelligible ;
-ness.] The quality or state of being intel-

ligible ; intelligibility.

" It is in our ideas that both the Tightness of our
knowledge, and the propriety or intelligiblenets'dt our
upeakiiig, consists,"

—

Locke: Unman Understanding,
bk. ii., ch. xxxii.

In-tel'-lIg-I-Dly, adv. [Eng. intelligible) ?
-ly.] In an intelligible manner ; so as to be
understood ; plainly, clearly.

"Which, if we speak intelligibly, is to charge Goer
with making us guilty when we were not."—lip.
Taylor : Of Repentance, ch. vi., § 1.

* in-tem'-er-ate, a. [Lat. intemeratus, from
in- = not, and" tenieratus, pa. par. of temero =

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf; work, wild, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey = a, qu - kw.
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to pollute, to defile.] Not polluted or defiled

;

unpolluted, pure, undefiled.

"The entire and intemerate comeliness of virtues."
—Parthenia Sacra (Pref.), A. 4 b. (1633).

* in-tem'-er-ate-liesse, s. [Eng. intemerate;
-ness.] The quality or state of being intem-
erate.

"The sincerity and intemeratenesse of the fountain."
—Donne : Letter to Sir H. &,, p. 281.

* intern -per-a-ment, s. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. temperament (q.v.).J A bad tem-
perament, state, or constitution.

in-tem' per-ance, * in-tem per-aunce,
s. [Fr. intemperance, from Lat. intemperantia,
from in- = not, and temperantia = moderation,
gentleness.] [Temperance.]

1. A want of moderation or self-restraint

;

excess.

"Ani7rtem/>erartcewhich,even in the moBt atrocious
cases, ill hecoines the judicial character."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

2. Excess or habitual indulgence in the use
of alcoholic liquors ; drunkenness.

" A cruel internal malady which had been aggrava-
ted by intemperance."—Jfacaulay : Hist. kng., ch. vi.

3. An intemperate act ; an act of excess.

* in-tem'-per-an-c$rf s. [Lat. intemperan-
tia.] Intemperance ; excess.

" Caesar's intemperancy in his pleasures."—North :

Plutarch, p. 619.

in-tem'-per-ant, * in tem-per-aunt,
a. & s. [Lat. inteyaperans (genit. intemperantis)
= intemperate, immoderate.]

* A. As adj. : The same as Intemperate
(q.v.).

" Soche as be intemperaunt, that is foloers of their
naughtie appetites."

—

Udal : Apoph. of Erasmus, p. 15.

t B. As subst. : One who is intemperate ; a
word introduced by Dr. B. W. Richardson to
designate one who indulges to excess in the use
of intoxicating liquors. It has since found its

way into general temperance literature.

in-tem'-per-ate, a. & s. [Lat. intemperatus
= untempered.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Not exercising due moderation or self-

restraint ; indulging any appetite or passion
in excess ; immoderate.

" Ensample be of mind intemperate."
Spenser : F. Q., II. vll. 60.

2. Addicted to an excessive or immoderate
indulgence in the use of alcoholic liquors.

" Men habitually intemperate Justly forfeit the es-

teem of their fellow citizens."— Beuttic : Moral Science,
pt. iii.,ch. Hi., 5 3.

3. Done in excess ; immoderate, excessive ;

exceeding proper bounds.
" When mariners would madly meet their doom
With draughts intemperate on the sinking deck."

Byron : Childe Harold, iii. 16.

4. Violent ; rough ; boisterous : as, intem-
perate weather.

B. As subst. : One who is not temperate

;

specif., one who is addicted to an excessive or
immoderate indulgence in alcoholic liquors

;

an inebriate.

TT For the difference between intemperate

and excessive, see Excessive.

ln-tem'-per-ate, v.t.

To disorder.

[Intemperate, a.]

In-tem'-per-ate-l$r, adv. [Eng. intemperate

;

-ly.]

1. In an intemperate manner ; to excess
;

beyond proper bounds.
" A man that is niehly and intemperate!y angry upon

any occasion."

—

Sharp : Sermons, vol. ill., ser. 8.

2. In an intemperate manner ; with exces-

sive indulgence in alcoholic liquors.

* in-tem'-per-ate-ness, s. [Eng. intem-

perate; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being intemperate ;

want of moderation ; excess, especially in the
use of alcoholic liquors ; intemperance.

2. Excess of heat or cold ; unseasonable-
ness of weather.

" By unseasonable weather, by intemperateness of the
air or meteors."

—

Hale : Contempt. ; Of Contentation.

"• In-tem'-per-a-ture, s. [Eng. intemper-
ate); -ure.] Excess of some quality ; excess
of temperature ; unseasonableness.

"For the great heat and intemperatwrt of the
weather."

—

Baekluyt : Voyages, ii. 37.

* in-tem'-per-oiis, «• [Lat. in- — not, and
tempera = to moderate.] Intemperate.

* in- tem-pes'-tive, a. [Lat. intempestivus,
from in- = not, and tempestivus = seasonable,
from tempestas — season ; tempus= time ; Fr.
intempestif; Ital. & Sp. intempestivo.] Not
seasonable ; unseasonable, untimely.

" Intempestioe laughing, weeping, &c" — Burton:
Anal, of Melancholy. [Democritus to the Reader.)

* in-tem-pes'-tfve-l$T, adv. [Eng. intem-
pestive; -ly.] In an unseasonable manner or
time ; unseasonably.

"They intempestively ralle at and pronounce them
damned."—Barton: Anal. Melancholy. {Democritus to
the /leader.)

* m-tem-pes-tlv'-I-tSr, s. [Lat. intempes-
tivitas, from intempestivus = unseasonable.]
Unseasonableness ; untimeliness.

j

" Our moral books tell us of a vice, which they call

aKaipia. intempettivity."— Holes'.: Serm. at Eton, p. 4.

* in ten a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
tenable (q.v.).] Not tenable ; not defensible ;

untenable ; incapable of being maintained or
defended.

" The more it has discovered of the intenable preten-
sions of the Gospel."

—

Warburton: Works, vol. ix.,

ser. 13.

in-tend', * en-tende, * en-tend-en, * in-
tende, v.t. & i. [Fr. entendre = to under-
stand, to conceive, from Lat. intendo = to

stretch out, to bend, to apply the mind : in- =
in, on, and Undo = to stretch ; Sp. & Port, en-

tender ; Ital. intendere.}

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To stretch out ; to distend ; to extend.
" By this the lunge are intended or remitted."

—

Hale :

Orig. of Mankind.
* 2. To bend.
"Things reciprocate forwards and backwards, as

when a bow is successively intended and remedied."

—

Cudworth : IntclL System, p. 221.

* 3. To turn ; to direct ; to bend.
" Tyre, I now look from thee then, and to
Tarsus intend my travel."

Shakcsp. : Pericles, 1. 2.

* 4. To enforce ; to increase ; to intensify.

"The magnified quality of this star, conceived to
cause or intend the heat of this Bea&oa,"—Browne :

Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. xiii.

* 5. To turn or fix the mind on ; to attend
to ; to regard.

* 6. To fashion ; to design.

* 7. To pretend ; to simulate.
" Tell them that you know that Hero loves me, in-

tend a kind of zeal both to the Prince and Claudio."

—

Shakesp. ; Much Ado About Nothing, ii. 3.

8. To design ; to fix the mind on as the ob-
ject to be effected or attained ; to mean.

" Themen were quiet and sober, and intended nobody
any harm."—Bunyan: Pilgrim's Progress, pt. L

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To stretch forward ; to extend.

2. To have a design, purpose, or intention ;

to design.

IT For the difference between to intend and
to design, see Design.

* in-tend' ance, s. [Eng. intend ; -ance.]

Attention ; "care.

"But the maide, whom wee would haue specially
good, requireth all intendance both of father and mo-
ther."— Vives : Instruct, of a Christian Woman, bk. i.,

ch. i.

*in-tend'-an-c& *in-t§nd'-en-cjr, *.

[Eng. intendant; -cy.]

1. The office or position of an intendant.

"A famous poet and countryman of ours who had
some intendency in an hospital built on the VlaTrium-
phalis."—Evelyn : Memoirs; Rome, 1645.

2. The district under the charge of an in-

tendant.

* in-tend'- ant, * in-tend'-ent, a. & s. [Fr.,

from Lat. iktendens, pr. par. of intendo.] [In-

tend.]

A. As adj. : Attentive ; attending,

"To him I sighe all intendant
I not where he were suffisaute.'"

Ootoer: C. A., viiL

B. As subst, : One who has the charge,
superintendence, oversight, or direction of

some public business ; a superintendent.

ln-tend'-ed, pa. par., a., & s. [Intend.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. -4s adjective

:

1. Stretched out, extended.

"The same advauncing highabouve his head,
With sbarpe intended sting bo rude him smot**

Spenser: F.Q., I. xL 38.

2. Designed; done or said intentionally or
of design.

3. Engaged, betrothed: as, an intended.

wife.

C. -4s subst. : A person engaged to be mar-
ried to another ; an affianced lover.

" He had called there to see his late intended."—

Pall Mall Gazette. Sept. 6, 1884.

* in tend -ed ly, adv. [Eng. intended ; -Zy.]

Of set purpose or design ; intentionally, de-

signedly.
" He made them more intendedly a meet help to re-

move the evil of being alone."—Milton : Tetrachordon.

* in-tend'-er, s. [Eng. intend; -er.\ One
who intends or designs.

"I will rather bless them, as instruments, then
condemn them, as not intenders."—Feltham : Resolves,

pt. i., res. 32.

* in-ten'-dert v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and
Eng. toider (q.v.).] To make tender.

"Which gives those venerable scenes full weight
And deep reception in th' intendered heart.

'

Young : Night Thoughts, ix. 731.

* in-tend'-I-ment, s. [Low Lat. intendl-

mentum, from Lat. intendo.} [Intend.]

1. Attention, patient hearing, consideration.

"Till well ye wot, by grave intendiment.
What woman, and wnerefore doth me upbraid."

Spenser: F. Q., I. xii. 31.

2. Knowledge, skill, experience.
" For she of hearbes had great intendiment."

Spenser: F. 0,., III. v. 82.

* in tend' ment, s. [Fr. entendement, from
entendre = to understand.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Intention, design, purpose.
" [We] fear the main intendment of the Scot,
Who hath been still a giddy neighbour to us.*

Shakesp. : Henry VI., i. 2.

2. Supervision, oversight.
" Well he merited

The intendment* o'er thegallies at Leghorn."
Ford : Fancies Chaste & Noble, i. 1.

IL Low: The true intent or meaning of a
person, law, or legal document.

"According to the true intendment of the laws of
Eoglaud."

—

Junius, let. 69.

* In-ten'-e-brat-ed, a. [Lat. £n- = in, and
tencbroi = darkness.] Darkened, obscured.
"A pretty conjecture intenebrated by antiquity."

—

Wotton : Remains, p. 251.

* in ten er ate, v.t. [Lat. in- (intens.), anrB

tener = tender. ] To make tender or soft; to>

soften.

"Fear intenerates the heart, making it fit for nil

gracious impression." — Bp. Hall : Remedy of Prs~
phaneness, bk. ii., { 13.

* in-ten'-er-ate, a. [Intenerate, v.] Made
tender or soft" ; softened, soft.

* In-ten-er-a'-tlon, s. [Intenerate, v.] The-
act or process of making tender or soft ; soft-

ening.
" The noblest use of nourishment is for the prolong-

ation of life, restoration of some degree of youth, audi
inteneration of the parts."

—

Bacon: Nat. Hist., § 65.

* in-ten'-I-ble> a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng_
tenible (q.v.).] Incapable of holding, contain-
ing, or retaining.

" Yet in this captious and intenible sieve
I still pour in the waters o£ my love."

Shakesp.: All's Well That Ends Well, 1..3.

t in-ten'-sate, v.t. [Eng. intens{e) ; -ate.] To-
make intense or more intense ; to intensify..

(Emerson: English Traits, ch. iv.)

t ln-tSn'-sa'-tlon, s. [Eng. intens(e); -ation.]<

An ascending climax. (Carlyle ; Miscell.
y

iii. 221.)

t ln-tens'-a-tive, a. [Eng. intensat(e) ; -ive:}\

Making intense or more intense ; intensifying,

adding intensity.
" An intensatioe attributive."—Athenamm, Dec 18,,

16S0, p. 815.

in tense', a. [Lat. intensus, pa. par. of iu*
tendo = to stretch-out.] [Intend.]

1. Raised to the highest; strained, forced ;,

anxiously attentive, strict, severe : as, intense1

study.

2. Extreme in degree : as

(1) Violent, vehement, exceedingly strongs
as, intense love, intense affection.

(2) Exceedingly hot, ardent.
" Then, woe to mortals ! Titan then exerts-
His heat intense." Plulips : Cider, i.

(3) Exceedingly cold, biting, sharp : as, in*-

tense cold, an intense frost.

(4) Exceedingly sharp, severe, or acute : as,,

intense pain.

boil, bo"^; pout, jo^rl; cat, jell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.
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(5) Vehement ; very strong or passionate.

"Fraught with a potion so intense."
Tennyson .' Maud, II. ii, 69,

(6) Strict, severe, harsh.

"The regal power more or less iniense or remiss
;

that is, greater or less."

—

Milton : Uef. i of People of
England.

(7) Exceedingly deep in colour : as, an in-

tense "blue.

in-tense'-ly, adv, [Eng. intense; -ly.]

1. In an intense manner or degree ; to an
extreme or very great degree ; vehemently,
exceedingly.

" The inore ardently and intensely a man loves God."—Sharp : Sermons, vol. iv., ser. 8,

* 2. Attentively, earnestly.

In-tense'-ness, s. [Eng. intense; -ness.] Tho
quality or state of being intense; intensity,
vehemence.

" With intenseness of desire
In her upward eye of Are."

Wordsworth : Kitten.

in-tens-l-fl-ca'-tion, s. [Eng. intensify ; c

connective, and suff. -atian.] The act or pro-
cess of intensifying or making more intense.

ln-tens'-i-fi-er, s. [Eng. intensify ; -er.]

One who or that which intensities ; specifically
in photography, a substance used to intensify
opacity of the deposit. [Intensify, A. 2.]

itn-tens'-l-fy, v.t, & i. [Eng. intense ; i con-
nective ; -fy.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. ; To make intense, or more
;

intense. !

" And felt how piercing is the sting of pride,
By want embittered and intensified."

Longfellow : Student's Tale. \

2. Photog. : A term applied to various modes '

of giving strength or increased opacity to the
deposit forming the photographic picture on
an exposed and developed plate. This may be !

effected by depositing metallic silver, from a
,

solution of tb.e nitrate of that metal, by means
of some iron salts, or pyrogallic acid, and also
by increasing the density of the deposit already

,

formed. One method of doing this is to first

bleach it with bi-ebloride of mercury, and,
after well washing, to treat with dilute am-
monia.

* B. Intrans. : To become intense, or more
intense ; to act with greater force or en,ergy,

in-ten'-slon, s. [Fr., from Lat. intensio, from
intensus, pa. par. of intendo ; Sp. intension

;

Ital. intensione.]

* I. Ordinary Language :

1, The act of straining or stretching ; the
state of being strained or stretched.

"Many divers tunes and different intensions of the
voice, which the musicians call harmonies."—P. Sol-
land : Plutarch, p. 325,

2. The act of intensifying or rendering more
intense ; intensification.

" Sounds will be carried further with the wind than
against the wind : and likewise to rise and fall with
the intension or remission of the wind."—Bacon ; Nat.
Hist. {Todd.)

II. Logic <& Metaph. : Those attributes which
go to make up a complex general notion, and
which cannot be taken away from it without
destroying it. More usually termed Compre-
hension (q.v.). [Extension.]

"The greater the extension, the less the intension

;

the more objects a conception embraces, the more
slender the knowledge which it conveys of any of those
objects ; and vice versa."—Thomson: Laws of Thought,
§ 52.

in-tens'-it-ty, s. [Eng. intens(e); -ity.]

I. Ord. Lang. : The quality or state of being
intense ; intenseness, vehemence, violence,

force, depth, severity.

"She Could prove to him the intensity and disin-
terestedness of her affection."—Macaalay : Hist. Eng.,

'

ch. x.

II. Technically

:

1. Magnet. : [Magnetometer].

2. Elect. : In a similar sense to 3. Thus I

the intensity of a current is the quantity of
I

electricity which, in any unit of time, flows

,

through a section of the current, That of
* an electric light is the amount of light it gives

'

forth compared with that of an ordinary-sized
|

candle, of a lamp of any given kind, or of the
j

sun.

3. Physics, £c. : The concentrated energy
with which a force acts ; the potency of a i

force as measured by its effects. Used of'
light, of radiant or other heat, of sound, of

j

gravity, &c. [If.] !

"j[ Intensity of pressure, Intensity of stress

:

The force per unit of area. It is of the dimen-

sions *22S. If M stands for mass, L for

length, and T for time, then intensity of pres-

sure or of stress =
jjf2-

(Everett: C. G. S.

System of Units (1875), p. 6.)

in-tens'-ive, a. & s. [Eng. intense); -ive.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Admitting of intension ; that may or can
be intensified or increased in degree.

"The intensive distance between the perfection of
an angel and of a man is but finite."—Hale. (Todd.)

2. Serving to intensify, or to add force or
emphasis.

*3. Intense, deep, strong,

"An effectual grief for sin should be serious, deep,
hearty, intensive. —Bp. Hall ; Balm of&Uead.
* 4, Intent, assiduous, very careful.

" Tired with that assiduous attendance and intensive
circumspection which a long fortune did require."—
Wotton.

B. As subst. : Something serving to give
force or emphasis ; specif., an intensive par-
ticle, word, or phrase.

"Anon, has 'Infernal used as an mtensative.* Is
,

not the word a mistake for intensive t" — Notes &
Queries, March 5, 1881, p. 186.

t In-tens'-ive-ly, adv. [Eng. intensive; -ly.] I

1. In an intensive manner ; by increase of

.

"God and the good angels are more free than we are.
that is, intensively in the degree of freedom ; hut not
extensively in the latitude or the object, according to
a liberty of exercise, but not of specification."—Bram-
hall : Against Eobbes.

2. So as to give force or emphasis.

3. Intently, assiduously, earnestly.
"Let us wait reverently and intensively upon this

Bethesdaof God,"—Hale; Contempt,; Pool of Bethesda.

i. By intension.

"Not only if it be considered intensively, but exten-
sively (as a schoolman would express it)."

—

Boyle:
Works, vol. iv., p. 52.

* in-tens -ive-ness, s. [Eng. intensive ; -ness. ]

The quality or state of being intensive ; in-

tensity.
" "Where nothing might or could interrupt or divert

the intensiveness of his sorrow and fear."

—

Hale ; Con-
temp. ; Christ Crucified.

In-tent', a. [Lat. intentus, pa. par. of intendo.]
Having the mind bent or strained on an ob-
ject ; eager in pursuit of or attention to an
object ; anxiously diligent ; sedulously- ap-
plied. (It is now followed only by on, but to

was also foimerly used.)
" The village of Plymouth

Woke from its sleep, and arose, intent on its manifold
labours." ' Longfellow : Miles Standish, v.

£n-tent', * en-tente, s. [Fr. entente, from

'

entendre = to understand, to conceive ; Ital.

& Sp. intento.]

1. The act of stretching, straining, or bend-
ing the mind or thoughts towards an object

;

a design, a purpose, an intention.
" Some foe to his upright intent
Finds out his weaker part."

Cowper : Human Frailty.

2. Meaning, drift.

% (1) To the intent that : In order that.

(2) To all intents, To all intents and purposes

:

Practically, really, in reality.

"A people, who are in general excluded from any
share of the legislature, areTto allintents and purposes,

l twenty, independent of them,as much slaves, when i

govern, as when but one dominet
dioation of National Society,

-Burke : A Yin-

m-ten'- tion, * in-ten-cy-one, s. [Fr. in-
tention, from Lat. intentionem, accus. of in-
tentio = an endeavour, an effort, from intentus,
pa. par. of intendo; Sp. intencion; Ital. ia-
tenzione. ]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The state of being strained, increased,
or intensified ; intension.

"The operations of agents admit of intention and
remission j but essences are not capable of such varia-
tion."—Locke. (Todd.)

2. The act of stretching or bending the mind
towards an object ; closeness of application ;

sedulous attention or application; earnest-
ness.

" My soul
Is bent with more intention on their follies."

Ben Jonson .' Cynthia's Revels, i 1.

3. A determination to act in some particular
mode or manner; a purpose, a design, a pro-,
ject, an intent.

" He announced hia intention to protect them in the
free exercise of their religion."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng,,
ch. vii.

4. That which is intended ; an aim, an end,

an object.

5. The purpose for which anything is in-

tended ; object.

"The bone3l(in the human frame) are reckoned to

be 284 ; the distinct scopes or intentions in each of

these are above 40, in all about 100,000."— Wilkins

:

Nat. Rel., bk. i., ch. vi.

II. Technically

:

1. Logic: Any mental apprehension of an
object.

2. Roman Theology

:

(1) Interior assent to an external act on the
part of the minister ; held by some theolo-
gians to be essential to the validity of such an
act, when of a sacramental character. One of
the arguments against the validity of Anglican
Orders, urged by some Roman writers, is the
absence of intention in the Elizabethan bishops
and their consecrators to do what the Roman
Church does when she consecrates bishops or
ordains priests.

(2) The special purpose to say mass, to re-

cite vocal prayers, or perform any act of devo-
tion with a particular object in view, as for
the spiritual benefit of some person or the
impetration of some grace for one's self.

IT (1) First intention

:

Logic : A conception of a thing formed by
the first or direct application of the mind to
the individual object ; an idea ; an image.

(2) Second intention

:

Logic: A conception generalized from the
first intuition or apprehension already formed
by the mind ; an abstract notion.

" The first intention of every word is its real mean-
ing; the second intention, Its logical value, according
to the function of thought to which it belongs,"—

,

Thomson : Laws of Thought, Introd., p. 24.

(3) To heal by the first intention

:

Surg. : To cicatrize without suppuration, as
a wound.

(4) To heal by the second intention

:

Surg. : To unite after suppuration ; said of
a wound.

in-ten'-tion-al, a. [Eng. intention; -at.]

Done with intention, design, or purpose ; de-
signed, intended, not accidental.

"Both armies in the field, however, refuse to fight
for their hated masters, and sustain intentional de-
feats."

—

Lewis: Cred. Early Roman Hist. (1855), ii., 205.

* in-ten-tion-al'-i-ty, s. [Eng. intentional

;

-ity.] The quality or state of being inten-
tional.

in-ten'-tion-al-ly, adv. [Eng. intentional;
-ly.]

1. In an intentional manner ; with inten-
tion or design ; of set purpose ; designedly.

* 2. In will, if not in deed.
" Innocent, at least

Intentionally guiltless, I began."
Glover: Athenaidixi.

* In-ten -tioned, a. [Eng. intention; -ed.}

Having intentions or designs ; used in com-
position, as well-intentioned — having good or
honest intentions.

".The beat intentioned, most religious writer will
employ many phrases, that a Spinozist would use, in
the explanation of his impiety."— Warburton: Com-
ment, on Essay on Man.

* in-ten'-tive, a. [Lat. intentivus, from inten-
tus, pa. par. of intendo ; Ital. intentivo.] Hav-
ing the mind closely applied ; attentive ; in-

tent.

"I haue found you, faithful!, obedient, and to all

my requestes and desires diligent and intentiue."—
Hall : Edward IV. (an. 23).

* In-ten'-tlve-ly, adv. [Eng. intentive ; -ly.]

Closely, attentively, carefully.

" Intenliuely ready and prepared to Hue and die."—
Hackluyt : Voyages, ii. 87.

* in-ten'-tive-ness, s. [Eng. 'Intentive;

-ness.] The quality or state of being intentive

;

close attention or application of mind.
"Their care and intentivenesse is truly commend-

able."—Bp. Hall: Contempt.; Lazarus raised.

ln-tent'-ly, adv. [Eng. intent ; -ly.] In an in-

tent manner ; with close application of mind ;

closely, narrowly, attentively, zealously.
"Intently prosecuting one entire scheme ; and direct-

ing the constituent parts of it to the general purpose
of nis providence."—Hurd: On the Prophecies, ser. 3.

in-tent' ness, s. [Eng. intent; -ness.] The
quality or state of being intent ; close appli-
cation of mind ; zeal ; attention.

"A course, either of> extreme solicitude, or intentnesi
upoh business."—South : Sermons, vol vi., ser. 7.

'f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, potv
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce= e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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In-teV, *en-ter-ren, *in-terra, v. «. [Fr.
enterrer, from Low Lat. interro, from Lat. in-
^ in, and terra = the earth,]

* 1. To deposit in and cover with earth ; to
bury.

" The beat way is to inter them as you furrow pease."
^Mortvmer: Husbandry.

2. To bury with funeral rites ; to inhume.
"He was interred in the parish church there."—

Mason : Fresnoy ; Art of Paintmj ; Life.

3. To bury ; to place out of sight.
" The evil that men do lives after them

;

The good ib oft interred with their boneB."
Skakesp : Julius Ccesar, ill. 2,

in-tcr-, pref. [Lat.] A Latin preposition,
signifying between, among, or amongst, and
largely used as a prefix in English in words
which are for the most part purely Latin,
some, however, as interweave, being hybrid.

ln-ter-&c-$es'-sdr-& u. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. accessory (q.v.).]

Anat. : Situated between the accessory pro-
cess of one vertebra and the mamillary process
of the next. Used of interaccessory muscles,
called the interacessorii.

t lll'-ter-act, o. [Pref. inter-, and Eng. act
(q.v.).]

1. Lit. : The interval between two acts of a
drama ; a short piece between others ; an in-

terlude.

2. Fig. : Any intermediate emplos'ment or
time.

t itt'-ter-act, v.t. [Interact, s.] To act re-

ciprocally one on another.

* m-ter-ac '-tlon, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
action (q.v.).]

1. An intermediate action.

2. Mutual or reciprocal action.

* In-ter-ad'-dif-tive, a. & s. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. additive (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Added or inserted parentheti-
cally or between others, as a clause in a
sentence.

B. As subst. : Anything added or inserted
parenthetically.

* in-ter-a'-gen-fy, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.

agency (q.v.).] The quality or state of being
an interagent ; the acts of one acting as an
interagent; intermediate agency.

* in-ter-a'-gent, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
agent (q.v.)!]" One who acts as an intermediate
agent between others"; a medium.

* in-ter-all, $. [Entrail, s.]

in-ter-al'-ve-o-lar, «.. [Pref. inter-, and
alveolar (q.v.).]

Anat. : Between the alveoli of the lungs.
Used of the interalveolar lymphatics which,
united below, pass upwards to the inner sur-
face of the alveoli.

In-ter-am-bu-la'-cra, s. pi. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng., &c.' ambulacra (q.v.).]

Zool. : The imperforate plates which occupy
the intervals of the perforated ones (ambu-
lacra) in the shells of Echinoderms. (Owen.)

in-ter am bu-la-cral, a. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. ambulacral.]

Zool. : Of or belonging to the interambulacra
(q.v.).

*in-ter-am'-rii-an, a. [Lat. inter- = be-
tween, amongst ; a'mnis = a river, and Eng.
adj. surf, -an.] Situated between rivers; en-
closed by rivers.

* In-ter-an'-I-mate, v.t [Pref. inter-,
t

and
Eng. animate (q.v.).] To animate or inspire

mutually.
' *' When love with one another so

Interanimates two souls." Donne : The Ecstasy.

* in-ter-ar-bor-a'-tion, s. [Lat. inter = be-

tween, amongst, and arbor— & tree.] The
intermixture of the branches of trees standing
in' opposite ranks. (Browne : Cyrus' Garden,
ch. iv.)

ra-ter-ar-tic'-u-lar, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. articular (q.v.)".]

Anat. : Situated between joints, as inter-
articular flbrocartilages and ligaments.

* in-ter-au'-Uc, a. [Lat. inter — between,
amongst ; aul(a)= a hall, a palace, and Eng.

adj. suff. -ic] Existing or carried on between
royal courts : as, interaulic politics. (Motley.)

In-ter-au-ric'-u-lar, «.. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. auricular (q.v)"]

Anat. (Ofafcstus): Situated between the
auricles of the heart,

in-ter-ax'-al, u. [Pref. inter-; Eng. aafis),
and suff. -al.]

Arch. : Situated in an interaxis.

In-ter-ax-IT-la-ry, u. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. axillary (q.v.).]

Bot. : Situated between or in the axils of
leaves.

in-ter-ax'-lS, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng. axis
(q.v.).]

Arch. : The space between axes.

* In-ter-bas-ta'-tion, s. [Pref. inter-; Eng.
&as£(e)(q.v.); -ation.] Patchwork.

" A metaphor taken from interbastation, patching
or piecing, Bewing or clapping close together."—Smith :

Old Age, p. 184.

t in-ter-blend', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
blend (q.v.).] To blend or mingle so as to
form a union.

Bhi-aL
l (q.v:)7j

[Pref. inter-, andIn-ter-bra'-chi-a;
Eng. brachial

Anat. : Between the arms.
"The reproductive organs [of the Ophluroldea] are

situated near the bases of the arms, and open by ori-
fices on the ventral surface of the body, or in the inter-
brachial areas."—H. A. Nieltolson : Zool. (5th ed.(, p. 196.

m-ter-branch'-i-al, u. [Pref. inUr-
t
and

Eng. branchial (q.v.).]

Ichthy. & Zool. : Between or among the
branchiee or gills.

in-ter-breed', v.t. & i. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
breed (q.v.).]

A. Transitive

:

1. Gen. : To breed between two individuals,
related to each other in a greater or less

2. Spec. : To cross-breed ; to breed by cross-
ing different strains or sub-varieties, varieties,
or species of animals or flowers.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To breed together. (Used of animals.)

2. To adopt means to effect this result.
(Used of cattle-breeders, &c.)

in-ter-breed'-Ing, pr. par. & s. [Inter-
breed.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As subst. : The act of breeding between
two individuals ; cross-breeding.

TT Close interbreeding continued during
several generations between the nearest rela-
tions, and remaining under the same condi-
tions of life almost always tends to decreased
size, weakness, or sterility. (Darwin: Origin
of Species, 6th ed., p. 251.)

* in-ter-brlng't v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
bring (q.v.).] To bring between or among.

" May you interbring
really new joys, and never Bing."

Donne : Eclogue, Dec. 26, 1618.

In-ter'-ca-lar, in-ter'-ca-la-r& a. [Lat.
intercalaris, intercalarius, from intercalo = to
intercalate ; Fr. intercalate.]

* I. Ord. Lang. : Inserted between or
amongst others.

"This intercalary line . . . seems to be intended as
a chorus or burden to the song."—Beattie ; Virgil
Past. viii. (Note.)

II. Ghron. : Inserted, between or among
others.- -Used of months, or shorter periods of
time, inserted into the calendar to make the
astronomical and civil years more nearly co-
incide. Romulus is said to have intercalated
two months into the Roman year, which had
hitherto consisted of ten months only. Numa
intercalated a month every second year, and
as the time for doing so was unfixed, the
Pontifices placed it at such times as might
suit the convenience of the government or of
their own friends.

In-ter'-ca-late, v.t. [Lat. intercalatus, pa.
par. of intercalo = to proclaim that something
has been inserted : inter = between, and calo
= to proclaim ; Fr. intercaler ; Sp. intercalar ;
ltal; intercalare.]

* I. Ord. Lang. ; To insert between or
amongst others.

H. Technically:

1, Ghron. : To insert a day, a month, &c,
in a calendar.

" It was the custom with Greeks to add, or, as it was
termed, to intercalate a month every other year."—
Priestley : On History, lect Jtiv.

2. Geol. ; To insert, introduce, or intrude a
stratum between other strata.

In-ter-ca-la'-tion, s. [Lat. intercalate, from
intercalatus, pa. par. of intercalo ; Fr. interca-

lation; Sp. intercalation ; ltal. intercalazione.]

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of intercalating or inserting be-
tween others.

2. The thing so intercalated.

II. Technically

:

1. Chron. : The insertion of a day, a month,
&c, in a calendar.

2. Geol. : The insertion, introduction or in-

trusion of a stratum between or among other
strata.

* in-ter'-cal-at-ive r
a. [Eng. intercalate)

;

-ive.] Tending to intercalate ; that inter-

calates.

in-ter-car-of-ic, a. [Mod. Lat. intercaroti-

cus = of or belonging to the carotid artery. ]

Anat. : Situated on the inner side of the
angle of division in the common* carotid
artery. Used of the intercarotic ganglion or
glandule.

in-ter-$ede't v.t. & i. [Fr. interc4der, from
Lat. intercedo = to go between : inter- = be'

tween, and cedo = to go ; Sp. interceder ; ltal.

intercedere.]

A. Intransitive

:

* 1. To pass or occur intermediately ; to
intervene ; to come between.

" He supposeth that a vast period interceded between
that origination and the age wherein he lived,"—Sale;
Oriff. of Mankind. (Todd?)

2. To go, come, or act between as a peace-
maker, with a view to reconcile parties at
variance ; to plead in favour of another ; to
mediate ; to make intercession. (It is fol-

lowed by for before the person on whose be-
half intercession is made, and by with before
the person to whom it is made.)

" I heare not one man open his mouth to intercede
for the offender."—Bishop Hall: Oontempl. ; ffaman
Hanged, ic.

* B. Trans. : To go, come, or pass between.

fractiug densities. "—Newton.

^[ To mediate and intercede are both con-
ciliatory acts ; the intercessor and mediator
are equals or even inferiors ; to interpose is an
act of authority, and belongs most commonly
to a superior : one intercedes or interposes for
the removal of evil ; one mediates for the at-

tainment of good. To intercede and interpose
are employed on the highest and lowest occa-
sions ; to mediate is never employed but in
matters of the greatest moment. (Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

* in-ter-9e'-deiit, a. [Lat. intercedens, pr.

par. of intercedo = to go between.] Coming
or passing between ; interceding, mediating.

* in-ter-9e'-dent-l$r, adv. [Eng. intercedent;
ly.] By way of intercession ; as an inter-
ceder or intercessor.

in-ter-9e'-der, s. [Eng. interced{e) ; -er.] One
who intercedes ; a mediator, an intercessor.

in-ter-9el'-lu-lai\ a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. cellular (q.v.).]

Anat., Bot., &c. : Situated between cellules
or cells : as, intercellular space.

intercellular - canals, Intercellu -
lar passages, s. pi.

Bot. : Spaces left between contiguous cells r

in some species of plants. De Candolle thought
they were designed for the passage of sap, but
in NymphEeaceae they are filled with air.

intercellular-spaces, s. pi.

Bot. : Open spaces, or air-cavities, between
the cells of certain species.

intercellular-substance, ».

Bot. : A substance alleged to cement toge-
ther the many minute cells in the parenchyma

•

'

of a plant. In the higher plants itconstitutes
only a thin layer, while in Nostoc and some

boll, bo^; p6ut, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. ~ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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other forms of algae it constitutes a jelly.

The intercellular substance is only contiguous
in cell-walls which have undergone a certain
chemical change.

UV-ter-cept', v.t. [Fr. intercepter ; Sp. inter-

ceptar; Ital. interceptare.] [Intercept, a.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To stop, take, or seize by the way or on
the passage.

" [Ij gathered flocks of friends,
Marched towards St. Albans to intercept the queen."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., ii. 1.

2. To obstruct or interrupt the passage of

;

to stop.
" Behind the hole I fastened to the pasteboard, with

pitch, the blade of a sharp knife, to Intercept some
part of the light which passed through the hole."—
Newton: Optics.

3. To obstruct or interrupt communication
with, or progress towards ; to shut out.

" Swarming o'er the dusky fields they fly,

New to the flowers, and intercept the sky."
Dryden : Flower & Leaf, 220.

* 4. To take away, to put an end to, to stop.

"God will shortly intercept your brethe."—Joye:
Expos, of Daniel x,

* 5. To stop, to delay, to interrupt.
* Being intercepted in your sport."

Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, ii. 3.

II. Math. : To include between. When a
curve cuts a straight line in two points, the
part of the straight line lying between the
two points is said to be intercepted between
the two points. And, in general, that part of
a line lying between any two points is said to
be intercepted between them.

in'-ter-cept, * in ter- cepte, a. & s. [Lat.

interceptus, pa. par. of intercipio : inter-= be-
tween, and capio — to take, to catch.]

* A. An adj. . Intercepted, included, com-
prehended.

" The arche meridian that is contained or intercepte
betwixe the sighet and the equinoccial. "

—

Chaucer:
Astrolabe, pt. ii., § 20.

* B. As subst. : That which is intercepted

;

specif., in geom., that portion of a line which
lies between the two points at which it is

intersected by other two lines, by a curve, by
two planes, or by a surface.

m-ter-cept'-er, s. [Eng, intercept; -er.] One
who or that which intercepts ; one who stops
another.

"Thy intercepter full of deapight, bloody as the
hunter, attends thee at the orchard end."

—

Shakesp. :

Twelfth Night, iiL 4.

* in-ter-cep'-tion, s. [Lat. intercepts, from
interceptus, pa. par. of intercipio. [Inter-
cept, v.] The act of intercepting or stopping
in the course ; stoppage, hindrance, obstruc-
tion.

" The king hath note of all that they intend
By interception, which they dream not of."

Shakesp. : Henry V., ii. 2.

* In-ter-cep'-tive, a. [Eng. intercept; -ive.]

Serving or tending to intercept or stop.

in-ter-cess -ion (ss as sh), s. [Fr., from
Lat. intercessio = a going between, from inter-

cessus, pa. par. of intercedo= to go between;
Sp. intercesion ; Ital. intercessions] The act of
interceding ; mediation ; interposition between
parties at variance, with a view to reconcilia-

tion
;
prayer to one party in favour of another :

sometimes, but rarely, against another.
" The hymn of intercession rose."

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, vi. 81.

in-ter-cess'-ion-al (ss as sh), a. [Eng. in-

tercession; -al.] Pertaining to, containing, or
of the nature of intercession or entreaty.

* in-ter-gess'-ion-ate (ss as sh), v.t [Eng.

intercession; -ate.] To make intercession to;
to entreat.

In-ter-ces'-sor, *In-ter-ces-sour, s.

[Fr. intercessenr, from Lat. intercessorem, ace.

of intercessor, from i-ntercessus, pa. par. of
intercedo — to go between.]

I. Orel. Lang. : One who intercedes or goes
between ; one who makes intercession for

others ; a mediator ; one who interposes be-
tween parties at variance, with a view to
reconcile them.

" He, from wrath more cool.
Came, the mild Judge nnd Intercessor both.
To sentence man." Milton: P. L., x. M.

* II. Eccles.: A bishop who, during a va-
cancy of a see, administers the bishopric till a
successor is elected.

* in-ter-ges-sdr'-f-al, a.' [Eng. intercessor ;

-ied.] Of or pertaining to intercession or an
intercessor ; intercessory.

t in-ter-ces'-sdr-y, a. [Eng. intercessor ; -y.]

Containing or of the nature of intercession
;

interceding.

"The Lord's Prayer has an intercessory petition for
our enemies."

—

Earberry (1720).

* inter chain , v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
chain (q. v.). ] To chain or link together.

" Two bosoms interchained with an oath."
Hhakesp. : Midsummer Sight's Dream, ii. 2.

% The Folio reads interchanged.

in-ter-chan'ge, * en-tre-chaunge, * en-
ter-change, * in-ter-chaunge, v.t.&i.
[Fr. entrechanger, from entre (Lat. inter) =
between, among, and changer = to change.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To exchange ; to give"and take mutually.
" Full many strokes

} < Were interchanged twixt them two."
Spenser: F. Q., IV. iii. 11.

2. To change mutually ; to put each in the
place of the other.

"Again his soul he interchanged
With friends whose hearts were long estranged."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, l. 33.

3. To cause to succeed alternately ; as, To
interchange cares with pleasures.

B. Intrans. : To succeed alternately ; to
change mutually.

" With some interchanging changes of fortune, they
begat, of a just war, the best child peace."

—

Sidney.

* in'-ter-change, s. [Interchange, v.]

1. The act of interchanging or mutually
changing ; the act or process of mutually
giving and receiving ; exchange.

"No interchange of experience was necessary to
lead the metallurgists of remote regions to similar
results,"

—

Wilson : Prehistoric Man, ch. ix.

2. Alternate succession, change, alternation.
" Sweet interchange

Of hill and valley." Milton : P. L., ix. 113.

3. Trade, commerce.
" Those have an interchange or trade with Elana."—

Howell : Letters.

m-teV-change-a-bil'~I-ty, s. [Eng. inter-

cliangeable ; -ity.] The quality or state of being
interchangeable ; interchangeableness. |

in-ter-chan'ge-a-ble, a. [Eng. interchange;
-able.]

1. Capable of being interchanged; admit-
ting of exchange ; as, Two letters may be
interchangeable.

* 2. Following each other in alternate suc-
cession,

"The interchangeable weather of spring and au-
tumn."—Dampier: Voyages (an. 1668).

in-ter-chan'ge-a-ble~ness, s. [Eng. inter-

changeable; -ness,] The quality or state of
being interchangeable.

in-ter-Chan'ge-a-bly, adv. [Eng. inter-

changeable) ; -ly'] In an interchangeable
manner ; alternately ; by reciprocation : so
as to be interchangeable.

" The portions of the ele-

ments they will have to be
interchangeably transmut-
able."—Boyle: Works, i. 660.

If Interchangeabl

Her. ; Placed or lying
across each other, as three
fishes, three swords.three
arrows, &c, the head of
each appearing between interchangeably
the tails, hilts, or butt- posed.
ends of the others.

* in - ter - chan ge - ment, s. [Eng. inter-

change; -ment.] The act of interchanging;
exchange, mutual transfer.

"A contract of eternal bond of love . . .

Strengthened by interchangement of your rings."
Shakesp. ; Twelfth Night, v.

* in ter chap'-ter, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
chapter (q.v.).] An interpolated or interca-
lated chapter.

* ln'-ter-checked, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. checked (q.v.).] Alternated, varied.

" Lead them and ourselves through many years
„ Of sin and pain—or few, hut still of sorrow,

Intcrchecked with an instant of brief pleasure,
To Death." Byron : Cain, i. L

* 3£n-teV-cid-ence, s. [Lat. intercidens, pr. par.

of intercido : inter- = between, among, and
cado = to fall.] The act or state of falling or
coming between ; occurrence, accident.

" Talking of the instances, the insults, the interci-
•T dences, communities of diseases, and all to show what

books we have read."—/'. Holland : Plutarch, p 608

* in-teV-cid-ent, a. [Lat. intercidens, pr.

par. of intercido.] Falling orcoming between.

* in-ter-cip'-i-ent, a. & s. [Lat. intercipiens
7

pr. par. of intercipio = to intercept (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Stopping or seizing by the way,
or in the course ; intercepting.

B, As subst. : One who or that which in-

tercepts or stops the course or passage.
" They commend repellants, but not with much

astringency, unless as intercipients upon the parts."

—

Wiseman : Surgery, vol. L, bk. i,, ch. v.

* in-ter-Cl'-sion, s. [Lat. intercisio, from in-

tercisus, pa. par. of intercido =. to cut apart;
inter- = between, among, and ccedo=r

Ao cut. 1

A cutting off; an interruption.

1
" We may understand their intercision, not absciniom

or consummate desolation."

—

Browne : VulgarErrours,
bk. vii„ ch. xii.

* in-ter-cla-vic'-u-lar, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. clavicular.]

Anat. : Between the clavicles, or collar

bones. There are an interclavicular notch
and ligament.

* in-ter-cldse', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
close, v. (q.v.). J To shut in, to inclose.

" To interclose some very minute and restless parti-
cles."—Boyle : Works, i. 638.

in ter cloud', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
cloud (q.v.).J To shut within clouds ; to
cloud.

" None the least blackness interclouded had
So fair a day." Daniel : CivU Wars, v. 24.

* in -ter-clude', v.t. [Lat. intercludo, from
inter = between, among, and clavdo = to shut.)
To shut out from a place or course by some-
thing intervening ; to intercept, to interrupt,
to cut off.

" That so all passage of external air into the receiver
may be inlercluded.' —Boyle : Works, iv. 514.

* in ter clu' sion, s. [Lat. interclusio, from
interchisus, pa. par. of intercludo.] [Inter-
clude.] A shutting off or out; interception,,

obstruction.

inter-col -line, a. [Lat. inter- — between ;

collio= a hill, and Eng. suff. -ine.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Between hills.

2. Geol. : Lying between the several vol-
canic cones or eminences produced by recent
or remote eruptions.

[Pref. inter-, andIn-ter-co-16'-ni-aL u.

Eng. colonial (q.v.).] Existing or exercised
between colonies.

" The Congregntionalist3 of Australia and New
Zealand have just commemorated their jubilee by n.

serieB of intercolonial meetings at Sydney."—Daiiy
News, July 17, 1863.

inter c<S -lum'-nar, a. [Pref. inter-, ant)
Eng. columnar (q.v").]

Anat. : Between any two structures colum-
nar in form, as the intercoluinnar fascia,

in ter co lum ni-a-tion, s. [Lat. inter-

columnium, from inter-= between, and columna
t= a column, a pillar.]

Arch: The space between two columns.
"When columns are attached to the wall, this
space is not under such rigorous laws as when
they are quite insulated ; for, in the latter

INTERCOLUMNIATION.

case, real as well as apparent solidity require*
them to be near each other, that they may-
better sustain the entablatures they cany.
The different intercolumniations are known as
Pycnostyle (No. 1), Systyle (No. 2), Diastyle-,
(No. 3), Araeostyle (No. 4), and Eustyle(q.v.V
In the Doric, however, the intercolumniation is=

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t,
or. wore, wolf- won;, whd, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full: try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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regulated by the disposition of the triglyphs
in the frieze ; for the triglyphs ought always
to he placed over the centre of a column, and
the metope should be square. In the Tuscan
interval, the architraves being of wood, the
space may be considerably extended. Columns
may be said to be either engaged or insulated ;

when insulated, they are either placed very
near the walls or at some considerable distance

from them. With regard to engaged columns,
or such as are near the walls of a building,

the intercolumniations are not limited, but
depend on the width of the arches, windows,
niches, or other objects, and the decorations
placed within them. But columns that are

entirely detached, and perform alone the office

of supporting the entablature, as in peristyles,

porches, and galleries, must be near each
other, both for the sake of real and apparent
solidity. (Weale.)

* in-ter-eom'-bat, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
combat (q.v.).] A combat, an engagement.

" [They] at the point of intercombat were."
Daniel:. Civil Wars, i. 62.

* in-ter-c6me'f v.i. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
come (q.v.).] To come between ; to intervene,

to interpose, to interfere.

* in-ter-cSm'-mon, v.i. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. common (q.v.).]

1. To have to do with or act in common or

community with others ; to act, share, or

participate with or among others.
" The spirits of the wine do prey upon the roscid

juice of the body, and intercommon with the spirits

of the body."—Bacon : Nat. HUt., § 55.

2. To use a common with others ; to graze

cattle on a common pasture ; to enjoy or

possess the right of feeding or grazing on
common.

xn'-ter-com-mon, s. [Intercommon, v.] The
same as Intebcommonage (q.v.).

H It was the right of intercommon that
gained Epping Forest for the Corporation of

London, and saved it for the public. While
in at least one parish it was considered that

all rights of common had been bought out

;

the rights of intercommon had been forgotten.

^No fences existed round that parish, on which
account cattle from five other parishes crossed
the unnoted boundary line. The rights of

their owners would be taken away if inclosures
took place, hence none must be permitted, and
any previously existing must be thrown open.

* in ter-com' mon-age, s. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. commonage tq.v.).] A joint or

mutual right of commonage ; the privilege

enjoyed by the inhabitants of two or more
contiguous manors or townships of pasturing
their cattle on the commons of each other.

Called also intercommon.

* In'-ter-com-moned, a. [Pref. inter- ; Eng.
common, and stiff, -ed.] Having things in com-
mon ; acting in common; outlawed by a writ

of intercommonlng (q.v.).

" Those desperate intercommoncd men, who were
as it were hunted from their houses."

—

Burnet : Hist.

Own Time (an. 1679).

* In-ter-com'-mon-er, s. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. cornflower (q.v.).] A joint communicant.

* ln-ter-com'-mon-ing, s. [Pref. inter-

;

Eng. common, and suff. -ing.}

*1. (For clef, see extract.)

" And upon that great numbers were outlawed ; and
a writ was issued out, that was indeed legal, but very

seldom used, called intercommoning ; because it made
all that harboured such persons, or did not seize them,
when they had it in their power, to be involved iu

the same guilt."—Burnet : Own Time (an. 1676).

2. The same as Intercommon, s., and In-

TERCOMMONAGE (q.V.).

* in-ter-com-mune', v.i. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. commune (q.v.).

J

Scots Law: To maintain mutual intercourse

or communication : as, To intercommune with
rebels.

* in-ter-com-mun'-fc-a-ble, a. [Pref. in-

ter-, and Eng. communicable (q.v.).] That may
or can he mutually communicated.

* in -ter-com -mun'-i-cate, i'. i. & t [Pref.

inter-, and Eng. communicate (q.v.).]

A. Intrans. : To maintain or hold mutual
communication ; to communicate mutually.

B. Trans. : To communicate mutually ; to
interchange.

"The rays . . . intercommunicate the lights, aathey
may be sent to and fro."—/*. Holland : Plutarch, p. 954.

* in-ter-com-mun-i-ca'-tion, s. [Pref.

inter-, and Eng. communication^ .v.).] Mutual
or reciprocal communication.

"Intercommunication of suggestions, plans, wants,
and wishes takes place between the horse and the
cow,"

—

Lindsay : Mind in the Lower Animals, i. &J7.

in-ter-com-mun'-ing, s. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. communing (q.v.)!] The same as Inter-
communion (q.v.).

11 Letters of iiitercommuning

:

Scots Law : Orders from the Scotch Privy
Council, forbidding all and sundry from
holding any kind of intercourse or communi-
cation with the persons therein denounced,
on pain of being regarded as art and part in

their crimes, and liable accordingly.

in-ter-com-mun'-ion (ion as yun), s.

[Pref. inter-, and Eng. communion (q.v.).]

Mutual communion ; intercommunication.
" An entire intercommunion with the idolatrous re-

ligions round them."

—

Law : Theory of Religion, pt. ii.

* In-ter-com-mun'-i-ty, s. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. community (q.v.).]

1, A mutual communication or community ;

intercommunication.
" That intercommunity of Paganism, which will be

explained hereafter."— Warburton : Dioine Legation,

bk. ii., §4.

2. A state living or existing together in har-

mony.

* in-ter-c6m-par/-I-§6n, s. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. comparison (q.v.).] Mutual com-
parison, as between the parts of one thing and
the corresponding parts of another.

* in-ter-com-plex'-i-t^, s. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. complexity.] Entanglement. (De
Quincey: Spanish Nun, § 20.)

In-ter-con'-dy-lar, a. [Pref. inter-; Eng.,

&c. condyle, and siitf. -ar.]

Anat. : Between the condyles : as, the inter-

condylar fossa, or notch of the femur.

* in-ter-con-nect', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. connect (q.v.),] To conjoin or unite

closely or intimately.

* in-ter-con-nec'-tion, s. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. connection.] Reciprocal connection. (De
Quincey : System of the Heavens.)

jjTi-ter-non-ti-nen'-tal, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. continental (q.v.).] Subsisting or carried

on between different continents : as, intercon-

tinental traffic.

Xn-ter-COS'-tal, a. & s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
costal.]

A. As adj. : Between the ribs.

If There are intercostal arteries, veins, lym-
phatics, muscles, and nerves.

B. As siibst. : The intercostal muscles. The
external ones are directed obliquely down-
wards and forwards from one rib to another.
Tlie internal intercostal muscles, X'laced deeper
than the former, are attached to the inner mar-
gins of the ribs and their cartilages.

" For the structure of the intercostals, midriff, 4c., I
shall refer to Dr. Willis, and other anatomists."—Der-
ham: Physico-Theology, bk. iv., ch. vii. (Note.)

intercostal neuralgia, s.

Path. : Pain along the course of the inter-

costal nerves, those on the left side from the
sixth to the ninth are the most frequently
affected; common in anaemic and chlorotic
females. It often precedes herpes zoster

(shingles), and sometimes follows it in aged
people.

in-ter-COS-t6-, pref. [Lat. inter = between
;

costia) = a rib, and o connective.] (See etym.
and compound.)

intercosto humeral, a.

Anat. : Connecting the humerus and the
ribs.

T[ There is an intercosto-humeral nerve.

in'-ter-course, * en ter course, s. [Fr.
entrecours, from Low Lat. intercursus = com-
merce ; Lat., = interposition, from inter — be-
tween, amongst, and cursus= a running ; curro
— to run.]

1. Connection or association by reciprocal
actions or dealings between two or more per-
sons or countries ; interchange of thought or
feeling ; commerce ; communication ; associa-
tion.

" There was ever intercourse
Betwixt the living and the dead.™

Wordsworth : Affliction of Margaret.

2. An interview ; conversation.

3. Sexual connection.

% The intercourse and commerce subsist only

between persons ; the communication and con-

nexion between persons and things. The com-

munication, in this sense, is a species of inter-

course ; namely that which consists in the

communication of one's thoughts to another ;

the connection consists of a permanent inter-

course. As it respects things, communication

is said of places in the proper sense ;
connec-

tion is used for things in the proper sense. A
communication is kept up between two coun-

tries by means of regular or irregular convey-

ances ; a connection subsists between two
towns when the inhabitants trade with each

other, intermarry, and the like. (Crabb : Eng.

Synon.)

t ln-ter-cross', v.t. & i. [Pref. inter-, and Jlng.

cross (q.v.).]

A. Trans : To effect fertilization by means
of another strain, variety, or species. [In-

tercross.]
"The view generally entertained by naturalists is

that species when, intercrossed have been specially en-

dowed with sterility, in order to prevent their confu-

Bi on."—Darwin : Origin of Species (ed. 1869), p. 299.

B. Intrans. : To become impregnated in the

manner described under A.
"If there exist organic beings which never inter-

cross."—Darwin : Origin of Species (ed. 1869), p. 119.

in'-ter-eross, s, [Intercross, v.]

Biol. : A cross between individuals of the

same variety, but what breeders call another
strain. Its effect is to give great vigour and
fertility to the offspring. Such intercrossing

was discovered by Mr. Darwin and others to

be incalculably more extensive in nature than
had been believed. Though most plants are

hermaphrodite, yet intercrossing with other

individuals is the rule, the agency of insects

being largely exerted to effect the result.

[Cross-fertilization.]
" Occasional intercrosses take place with all animals

and with all plants."—Darwin : Origin of Species (ed.

1869), p. 119.

* in-tcr-cur', v.i. [Lat. intercurro — to run
or come between : inter- = between, among,
and curro = to run.] To come between; to

intervene.
"Infinite cross accidents may intercur and dash

them to pieces."—Scott : Christian Life, pt. i., ch. iii.

* in-ter-curled', a. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
curled.] With curls mutually intertwined.

* in-ter-cur'-rence, e. [Lat. intercurrens,

pr. par. of intercurro.] [Intercur.] A pass-

ing between ; an occurrence ; intervention.

"The least intercurrence of fortune."

—

P. Holland:
Plutarch, p. l,08t>.

in-ter-ciir'-rent, a. & s. [Lat. intercurrens,

pr. par. of intercurro.] [Intercur.]

A, As adjective

:

I. Ore?. Lang. : Running or coming between
;

occurring between ; intervening.

"The ebbing and flowing of the sea, Des Cartes as-

cribeth to the greater pressure made upon thB air by
the moon, and the intercurrent ethereal substance."

—

Boyle : Works, i. 41.

II. Path. : A term used of a malady gener-
ated or arising during the progress of another
disease, and running its course at the same
time as the first.

* B. As subst. : Anything which comes in

between or intervenes.
" Like a play or interlude, with many dangerous in-

tercurrents."—P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 998.

* ln-ter-ciit', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng. cut,

v.] To intersect. (Howell: Parly of Beasts,

p. 5.)

in-ter-CU-ta'-ne-OUSt a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. cutaneous (q.v.).] Existing between or
under the skin.

* In-ter-dash', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
dash (q.v.).] To dash at intervals ; to inter-
sperse.

" A prologue interdash'd with many a stroke."
Cowper. Table Talk, 538.

* In'-ter-deal, * in ter-deale, s. [Pref.
inter-, and Eng. deal (q.v.).] Mutual dealing

;

traffic ; commerce.
"The trading and interdeale with other nations

round about."—Spenser : Ireland.

* in-ter-deal', v.i. [Interdeal, s.] To
carry on mutual intercourse ; to intrigue.
" York and his side could not. while life remained.
Though thus dispersed, but work and interdeal,"

Daniel; Civil Wars, viL 35.

boil, bop-; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -Me, -die, &c = bel, del.
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in-ter-den'-tel, in-ter-den'-tfl, s. [Pref.
inter-, and Eng. dentel, dentil (q.v.). J

1. Mach. : The space between teeth or cogs.

2. Arch. : The space between two dentils.

*in-ter-de-pend'-ence, *in-ter-de-
pen'-den-C$r, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
dependence, dependency (q.v.).] Mutual de-

pendence.
"The old and true Kocratic thesis of the interde-

pendence of virtue and knowledge."

—

Matthew Arnold :

Last Essays. (Prel, p. xxxi.)

* In ter de-pend ent, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. dependent (q.v.).] Mutually dependent.

* in -ter-de -struc'-tive -ness, s. [Pref.
inter-, and Eng. destriictiveness.] The act or
quality of mutual destructiveness. (Godwin :

Mandeville, ii. 103.)

in-ter-dict', * en-tre-dit-en, v.t. [INTER-
DICT, S.]

1. Ord. Jjing. : To forbid ; to prohibit or
debar by an interdict.

"The injunction by her brother laid . . .

That interdicted all debate."
Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylstone, Iv.

2. Eceles, ; To lay under an interdict ; to visit
with thespiritual penalties ofan interdiet(q. v.).

"Adrian the Fourth . . . interdicted the city of
Rome because the people had in a tumult wounded a
cardinal."—Clarendon: Religion & Policy, ch. iv.

If In general Iiterature,'the verb, in this sense,
has given place to the expression "to lay
under an interdict," but both are still used by
ecclesiastical writers.

in-ter-dict, * in-ter-dicte, s. [Low Lat
interdictum = a kind of excommunication

;

Lat. interdictum = a decree of a judge, neut.
sing, of interdictus, pa. par. of interdico = to
pronounce judgment between two parties, to
decree : inter- = between, among, and dico =
to speak, to utter ; Fr. interdit]

I. Ord. Lang.; A prohibition; a forbidding;
a prohibitory decree or order.

" These are not fruits forbidden ; no interdict
Defends the touching of there viands pure,"

Milton; P. R.,il. 369.

II. Technically .*

1. Old Roman Civil Law : A decree of the
prsetor pronounced between two litigants

sometimes enjoining, but more frequently pro-
hibiting , something to be done. The inter-

diction of any one from fire and water

—

i.e.,

from obtaining those necessaries at Rome was
tantamount to banishment from the city.

2. Roman Eceles. Law & Hist. ; An ecclesias-

tical censure by which persons are debarred
from " the use of certain sacraments, from all

the divine offices, and from Christian burial."

'It is a commingling and development of the
New Testament excommunication with the
interdict of the Roman prcetor [1]. It could
be directed against prominent individuals,
kings, for instance, or against localities, as
small as a parish or as large as an empire.
Interdicts seem to have commenced with
bishops in the ninth century ; Hinckmar, bi-

shop of Laon in France, having laid a parish
of his diocese under an interdict in the year
870. Gregory VII.' (Hildebrand) launched an
interdict against the Emperor Henry IV.,

which ultimately led to the humiliating sub-
mission of the latter at Canossa. After the
murder of Thomas & Becket on Dec. 27, 1170,

Pope Alexander suspended -divine service in

the cathedral for a year, which was of the
nature of an interdict. On March 23, 1208,

Pope Innocent III. placed England under an
interdict, which was not removed till Dec. 6,

1213. On Dec. 17, 1538, Pope Paul III. pub-
lished a bull excommunicating and deposing
Henry VIII., and placing the kingdom under
an interdict. Various other interdicts were
sent foith. The Canon Law gradually intro-

duced mitigations in the severity of interdicts.

Baptisms and confirmations might be admin-
istered to persons in danger of death

;
penance

was open to all but those who had caused the
issue of the interdict ; marriage was permitted,
but without solemnities, faithful ecclesias-
tics might be buried in the churchyard, but
in silence, priests might be ordained if there
were not enough previously, there might be
Low Mass every week, and High Mass at the
five great festivals of Christmas, Easter, Whit-
sunday, Corpus Christi, and the Assumption.
In April, 1606, Pope Paul V. placed the republic
of Venice under an interdict, which was met
by determined and effectual resistance from
the government, and soon afterwards inter-
dicts fell into disuse.

3. Scots Law : An order of the Court of
Session having the same purpose and effect as
an injunction of the English Court of Chancery.

" This gentleman threatens to obtain an interdict to
prevent this useless antiquarian work going forward."
—Pall Mall Gazette, Sept. 4, 18B4.

ln-ter-dlc'-tion, s. [Lat. interdictio, from
interdicts, pa. par. of interdico ; Fr. interdic-
tion.']

* 1. Ord. Lang. ; The act of interdicting, for-

bidding, or prohibiting ; a prohibition ; a pro-
hibitory decree.

"Sternly He pronounced
The rigid interdiction, which resounds
Yet dreadful." Milton: P. L., viil. 334.

2. Scots Law : A system of judicial or of
voluntary restraint, provided for those who
from weakness, facility, or profusion are liable

to imposition. It is judicially imposed by
order of the Court of Session, generally pre-
ceding an action at the instance of a near
kinsman of the facile person on proper evi-

dence of the facility of the party, or voluntarily
imposed by the party himself, who executes a
bond binding himself to do nothing that will
affect his estate without the consent of certain
persons named.

3. Eceles. : The same as Interdict (q.v.).

" His spiritual artillery, the thunder and lightning
of his excommunications and interdictions."—Claren-
don : Religion & Policy, ch. ix.

* in-ter-dic'-tive, a. [Eng. interdict; -ive.]

Having power to interdict, forbid, or prohibit.

"By that interdictive sentence."—Milton : Animad.
on Remans. Defence.

* In-ter-dic'-tdr-y, a. [Eng. interdict; -ory.]
Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of an in-

terdict ; serving to interdict.

in-ter-dlg'-I-tal, a. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
digital.] Between the fingers.

* in-ter-dig'-i-tate, v. t. & i. [Lat. inter=
between, among, and digitus = a finger.]

A. Trans. : To insert between the fingers
;

to interweave.

B. Intrans. : To be interwoven ; to com-
mingle ; to run into each other like the fingers,
when those of one hand are inserted between
those of the other.

* in-ter-dig-i-ta'-tlon, *. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. digitation.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : The state of inserting the fingers
of one hand between those of the other.

2. Fig. : Entanglement.

II. Anat.: The space between fingers or
finger-like processes. (Owen.)

in' - ter - duce, $. [Lat. inter = between,
among, and duco = to lead.]

Carp. : An intertie (q.v.).

in-ter-e-qui-noc'-tial (ti as sh), a. [Pref.
inter-, and Eng. equinoctial (q.v.).] Coming
between the equinoxes.

* in-ter-e3S', v.t. [Fr. inUresser; Ital. in-
teressare; Sp. interessar.] [Interest, v.]

1. To interest, to concern, to affect.

" Our sacred laws, and just authoritle
Are interess'd therein."

Ben Jonson : Sejanus, ill. 1.

2. To make interested.

"Have interess'd, in either's cause, the most of the
Italian Princes."—Massinger

.

: Duke of Milan, i. l.

* in'-ter-ess,
right, or title.

" May challenge aught in "Heaven's interesse."
Spenser : F. Q., VII vi. 38.

ln-ter-est', v.t. & i. [Formed, by partial con-
fusion with the noun, from the pa. par. in-
teress'd of the verb to interess (q.v.). (Skeat.)]

A. Transitive

:

1. To engage the attention 'of ; to awaken
an interest in ; to concern ; to excite emotion
or passion, generally in favour of something,
but sometimes in opposition ; to affect, to
move. It is followed by in before that which
arouses interest, and for before the person.

* 2. To be concerned with or interested in
;

to concern ; to be mixed up with.

3. To give an interest or share in ; to cause
to participate in.

4. (Reflex.) To concern, excite, or exert on
behalf of another.

" This was a goddess who used to interest herself in
marriages."

—

Addison ' On Medals, i

[Interess, v.] Interest,

* 5. To place or put in or amongst.

"Interested him among the Gods." — Chapman.
(Ogilvie.)

B. Intrans.: To be interesting; to arouse

interest or concern.

in'-ter-est, s. [O. Fr. (Fr. interet), from Lat.

interest = it is profitable, it concerns; third

perB. sing., pr. t., indie, of intersum = to be
between, to concern : inter= between, among,
and s«m= to be ; O. Sp., Port., & Ital. inte-

resse; Sp. interes.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Excitement of feeling, whether pleasant
or painful ; concern, sympathy, feeling.

" So much interest have I in thy sorrow."
Shakesp. ; Richard III., ii 2.

2. Advantage, good, profit, concern, utility.

" Tis manifestly for the interest of humane society."—Clarke: On the Attributes. {Introd.)

3. Influence with or over others : as, To
have interest with the Government.

i. Share, portion ; participation in value

:

as, He has parted with his interest in the
business.

* 5. Possession, property.
" Interest of territory, cares of Btate."

Shakesp. : Lear, i. 1.

* 6. Claim, right, title.

"He hath more worthy interest to the Btate than
thou." Shakesp. : 1 Benry IV., Hi. 1.

7. A selfish regard for private profit or ad-
vantage.

8. In the same sense as II. 1.

9. Any surplus of advantage ; an addition.
' You shall have your deeires with interest."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iv, 3.

10. A collective name for those carrying on
or interested in any particular business, mea-
sure, or the like.

11. Technically

:

1. Comm. : An allowance made for the
use of borrowed money. The money, on
which interest is to be paid, is called the
principal. The money paid is called the inter-

est. The principal and interest, taken to-
gether, are called the amount. The ratio of
the principal to the interest, per annum, is

the rate or rate per cent. Interest is either
simple or compound. Simple interest is the
interest upon the principal, during the time
of the loan. Compound interest is the inter-
est, not only upon the principal, but upon
the interest also, as it falls due.

IT The exaction of interest was prohibited
in 1197, and again in 1436. It was legalized,
the rate being fixed at 10 per cent., in 1545,
prohibited in 1552, restored in 1570, and re-
duced to 3 per cent, in 1713. The Act 17 & IB
Vict., c. 90, passed on August 10, 1854, re-
moved all restrictions on its amount.

2. Law : Chattel real, as a lease for years,
or a future estate ; also any estate, right, or
title in realty.

in'-ter-est-fid, pa. par. & a. [Interest, vA
A, As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Affected, moved; having the feelings or
passions moved or excited.

2. Having an interest, concern, or share in

;

concerned.

3. Biassed or liable to be biassed or preju-
diced through personal interest ; not impartial.

4. Done through or for personal interest or
for personal motives ; not disinterested.

"The interested leniency which he had shown to
rich delinquents."

—

Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. v.

5. Too regardful of private profit or advan-
tage ; selfish.

* in'-ter-est-ed-ness, a. [Eng. interested ;

-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being interested.

2. A regard for one's own private views or
profit. (Ridiardsoii : Clarissa, ii. 243.)

in'- ter - est - ing, a. [Eng. interest; -ing.]

Arousing or exciting interest ; engaging the
attention or curiosity ; exciting or liable to
excite the feelings or passions.

" That theme exhausted, a wide chasm ensues,
Filled up at last with interesting news."

Cowper : Conversation, 394.

* in'-ter-est-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. interesting ;
ly.] In an interesting manner; so as to inter-
est.

* in'-ter-est-ing-ness, s. [Eng. interesting;
-ness.] The quality orstate of being interesting.

I&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian* ». ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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* in-ter-fa'-ci-al (oi as shi), a. [Pref.
inter-, and Eng. facial (q.v.).]

Geom. ; Included between two plane faces.
An interfacial angle of a polyhedron is a
diedral angle included between two faces of
the polyhedron. All interfacial angles of a
regular polyhedron are equal to each other.

In-ter-fem'-dr-al, a. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
femoral,]

Anat. & Zool. : Between the thighs,

interfemoral - membrane, s. The
membrane connecting the posterior limbs of
a hat.

in-ter-fere't
* en-tyr-fer-yn, *en-te-

ffeir, * in-ter-ffeere, v.i. [O. Fr. entreferir
= to exchange blows : entre = between, and
ferlr= to strike.]

I, Ordinary language

:

1. To intermeddle, to interpose, to inter-

vene ; to enter into or take apart in anything.

"With which the English Parliament could not
interfere."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

1" It is followed by in or with.

2. To come into collision ; to clash ; to be
in opposition : as, Claims or interests interfere.

IL Technically

:

1. Farr. : (See extract).
" A horse is Baid to interfere when the side of one of

his shoes strikes against and hurts one of hia fetlockB

;

or the hitting one leg against another, and striking off

the skin."

—

Farrier's Dictionary.

2. Phys. (Of two things) : To exert a mutual
action so as to increase, diminish, or destroy
each other's action. Used of rays of light,

heat, sound, &c.

In-tor-leV-ence, s. [Eng. interfere) ; -ence.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act or state of interfering or inter-

meddling ; interposition, intervention, espe-

cially in matters with which one has no con-
cern, and which had better be leftalone.

"This circumstance . . . becomes an additional
motive for our interference."—Burke: On Mr, Fox's
Hast India BUI.

2. The act or state of clashing or being in

opposition.

IL Technically

;

1, Farr. : The act of interfering or striking

the hoof or shoe of one hoof against the fet-

lock of the opposite leg, so as to break the
skin or injure the flesh.

2. Phys. : The mutual action, in certain cir-

cumstances, of two streams of light or air,

vibrations of sound, undulations of waves, &c,
coming in contact so as to affect each other.
Used especially of light. [If]

T Interference of light

:

Optics : The mutual action which two lumi-

nous rays exert upon each other when the

undulations meet in different phases. If two
very small holes are made near each other in

the shutter of a dark room, two divergent

luminous cones will result. If caught upon a

white screen fringes will appear where they

overlap. The same effect is produced if the

light from a luminous point of any kind be

received upon two slightly inclined mirrors,

or two prisms, so as to cause the rays to en-

croach upon each other. It is due to all the

series of waves reinforcing each other wher-

ever they coincide in phase, and extinguishing

each other where the phases are contrary.

The same effects are produced more gorgeously

by polarized light (q.v.), and by the interfer-

ence of the two sets of waves reflected from

the two surfaces of a thin film, as of a soap-

bubble.

in-ter-fer'-er, s. [Eng. interferie); -er.] One

who or that which interferes.

in-ter-fer'-ing, pr. par. , a. , & s. [Interfere. ]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. ; Given or inclined to inter-

meddling in matters with which one has no

concern ; officious.

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of intermeddling ; interposition ;

interference.

2. The act or state of clashing or being in

opposition.

"With different coherencies and interfering*."—
Boyle ; Works, iv. 606.

II. Farr. & Phys. ; [Interference, II.].

in-ter-fer'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. interfering;

-ly.] In an interfering manner ; by inter-

ference.

* in-ter-flow', v,i. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
flow (q.v.).'] To flow in.

'

' What way the current cold
Of Northern Ocean with strong tides doth interflow

and swell." P. Holland: Camden, p. 12.

* ln-ter'-flu-ent, a. [Lat. interjluens, pr.

par. of interjCuo = to flow between or among :

inter- = between, among, and jluo = to flow.]

Flowing or floating between or among.
"Upon the agitation of some interfluent suhtile

matter."

—

Boyle: Works, ii. 503.

* in-teV-nu-oiis, a. [Lat. interfluus, from
interfluo = to flow between or among.] Inter-
fluent.

* in-ter-ffold'-ed, a. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
folded (q.v.).] Folded or clasped together, in-

tertwined.
" Kneels down before the Eternal's throne ; and, with

bands Interfolded."
Longfellow ; Children of tfte Lord's Supper.

in-ter-fo-li-a'-ceous (ce as sh), a. [Pref.

inter-, and Eng. foliaceous (q.v.).]

Bot. : Situated between opposite leaves.

Used of flowers on peduncles or of stipules.

* In-ter-fo'-li-ate, v.t. [Lat. inter- = be-
tween, among, and folium = a leaf.] To inter-

leave.
" I will take care to send you y« interfoliated copy."

—Evelyn : Memoirs, Aug. 17, 1696.

[Pref. inter-, and Eng.

7

INTERFRETTED.

In-ter-fret'-ted, u.

fretted (q.v.).]

Her. : Interlaced. (A
term applied to any bear-

ings linked together, one
within the other, as keys
interlaced in the bows,
or one linked into the
other.)

* in-ter-fric'-tion, s.

[Pref. inter-, aud Eng.
friction (q.v.).] A rub-
bing together ; mutual friction. (Lit. dtfig.)

" Kindling a Are by interfriction oi dry sticks."—De
Ouincey : Spanish Nun, § 16.

* ln-ter-ful'-gent, a. [Lat. interfulgens, pr.

par. of interful'geo = to shine between: inter-

= between, among, and fulgeo = to shine.]

Shining between.

* in-ter-ffuse', v.t. [Lat. inter- = between,
among, and fustis = poured.]

1. To pour, scatter, or spread between or
amongst.

"A sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused."

Wordsworth: Tlntern Abbey.

2. To mix up together ; to commix, to asso-

ciate.

* in-ter fu -sion, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.

fusion (q.v.).] The act of pouring or spread-
ing together ; close mingling or fusion.

In-ter-gan-gli-on'-ic, u. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. ganglionic]

Zool. : Between the ganglions. Used of
nervous chords in the intervals of the gan-
glions, which they connect. (Owen.)

* In-ter'-ga-tSr-$T, s. [See def.] A corrup-
tion or contraction for interrogatory (q.v.).

" Charge us thereupon intergatories.
1'

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, v.

* In-ter-gern', v.i. [Pref. inter-, and Mid.
Eng. gem — grin.] To exchange grins or
snarls.

" The eager dogs . . . sit grimly intergerning."
bylvester : Decay, i. 938.

in-ter-gla'-ci-al (or 91 as shi), <*. [Pref.
inter-, and Eng. glacial (q.v.).]

Geol. : Occurring between two periods of
glacial action.

interglacial-period, s.

Geol. : The name given by Professor Heer
to a warm interval intercalated between two
periods of glacial action. [Glacial-period.]

in-ter-h3B'-mal, In ter-he -mat, a. [Pref.
inter-, and Eng. hcemal, hemal.]

Ichthy. ; Situated between the heemal pro-
cesses or spines. Used specially of the inter-

hEenial bones which pass up from the spaces
between the heemal spines.

in'-ter-im, s. & a. [Lat.= in the meantime.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang.: The meantime; the inter-

vening time or period.
" It will be short : the interim is mine ; m
And a man's life's no more than to say, one.

Shakesp. : Hamlet, v. 2.

2. Hist. : Various temporary arrangements

during the Reformation struggle of the six-

teenth century. One published by the Diet

of Ratisbon, July 29, 1541, was to be in force

till a General Council met. The- Augsburg
Interim, which was sent first by Charles V.,

and was read before the Diet of Augsburg,
May 15, 1548, was intended to reconcile the

Catholics and Protestants, an object in which
. it failed. That prepared under the auspices

of the Saxon Elector Maurice, Dec. 22, 1548,

was called the Leipsic Interim. In it Me-
lancthon and various other Protestant theo-

logians treated of "things indifferent" and
the extent to which the Interim of Charles V.

might be accepted. [Adiaphoristic]

B. As adj. : Pertaining to, connected with,

or intended for an intervening period of time;

temporary ; intended to last only till a certain

fixed time or date.
" The directors have declared an interim dividend at

the rate of 6 per cent, per annum."—Daily Telegraph,
Sept. 10, 1884.

1[ Interim decree

:

Scots Law : A decree disposing of part of a
cause, but leaving the remainder unexhausted.

* in'-ter-im-ist, s. [Eng. interim; -ist.]

Eccles. Hist. : One who accepted or sup-
ported the Interim. [Interim, A. 2.]

* ln-ter-im-iist'-lc, a. [Eng. interim; -istic]

Pertaining to, or existing during an interim.

In-teY-i-or, * in-ter-i-our, a. & s. [Lat.,

comp. of interus = within.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Within ; internal ; being within any
limits, inclosure, or substance ; the opposite

to exterior (q.v.).

" He, that attends to his interior self."

Cowper : Task, iii. 878.

2. Inland ; remote or distant from the coast,

frontier, or limits : as, the interior parts of a
country.

II. Geom. : Lying within. An interior angle

of a polygon is an angle included between two
adjacent sides and lying within the polygon.
[Interior-angles.]

B. As substantive

:

1. The internal part of anything ; the inside :.

as, the interior of a house.

2. The inland parts of a country or kingdom.
"Her frontier was terrible, her interiour feeble."

—

Burke : Regicide Peace, let. 2.

3. In France, that department of the govern-

ment having charge of home or domestic
affairs ; the Home Department : as, the Minis-

ter of the Interior.

4. A painting or theatrical scene represent-

ing the interior of a building.
" Tt Is a cottage interior, with an old mother seated,"

—Athenceum, Sept. 13, 1884, p. 34L

H For the difference between interior and
inside, see Inside.

interior-angles, a. pi.

Geom. : The angles formed within any figure

by two adjacent sides.

Thus, in the triangle abc, the angles abc,
bca, and cab are interior angles, as distin-

guished from abd and a c e, which are exterior

angles. Similarly in the second figure the
angles cbe, d b e, f e b, and oeb are interior

angles, and the angles abc, a b d, f e h, and
gee exterior angles. The angles cbe and
b e f are interior adjacent angles with respect
to dbe and beg, and the angles cbe and
beg are interior and opposite angles.

interior-planets, s.pi.

Astron. : The same as Inferior-planets (q.v.).

boll, bo^; poilt, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion=shiin; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, de 1
.
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interior-screw, s. A screw out on an
interior or hollow surface, as of a nut, burr,
or tap-hole ; a hollow or socket screw.

interior-slope, s.

Fort. : The slope of the embankment from
the crest inward toward the body of the place.

[Abattis.]

** in-ter-i-oV-i-ty^ s. [Eng. interior; -ity.]

The quality or state of being interior.

* in-ter'-i-or-ljf, * in-ter-i-our-ly, adv.
[Eng. interior; -ly.] On or iu the interior;
internally.

" The divine nature sustains and interlourly nour-
isheth all things."—Donne : Hist. Septuagint, p. 205. ..,

" in-ter-ja'-cen-cy, s. [Eng. interjacent) ;

-cy-]

1. The quality or state of being interjacent

;

"the act or state of lying between or among.
"England and Scotland is divided only by the inter-

jacency of the Tweed."—Hale: Orig. of Mankind.

2. That which lies between.
"' Its fluctuations are but motions, which winds,

storms, shoars, and every intcrjacency irregulatea."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. vii., ch. xvii.

*in-ter-ja'-cent, a. [Lat. interjacens, pr.

par. of interjacco = to lie between ; inter =
between, among, and jaceo = to lie.] Lying
between or among ; intervening.

" Berkeley, by the way, does not admit this last ele-
ment in our judgment—the number of interjacent
objects."

—

J. S. Mill: Dissertations; Berkeley's Life &
Writings.

* in-ter-jac'-U-late, v.t. [Lat. inter = be-
tween, and ja'culor — to throw, to cast.] To
utter as an interjectional expression.

"'0 Dieu '. que n'-ai-je pu le voir?' interjaculates
Mademoiselle."

—

Thackeray : The Newcomes, ch. vii.

* in-ter-jan'-gle, v.i. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
jangle (q.v,).] To make a dissonant, discordant
voice, one with another ; to talk or chatter
noisily.

" For the divers disagreeing cords
Of interjangling ignorance."

Daniel: Musophilus.

* in-ter-ject', v.t. & i. [Lat. interje'etus, pa.

par., of interjicio = to throw between : inter =
between, among, and jacio = to throw ; Fr.

interjeeter.]

A. Trans. : To throw or cast between or
among other things ; to insert.

"The papers contained sixty-four [questions], and
the rest were interjected with the accustomed vehe-
mence."—Pall Mall Gazette, Mnrch 28, 1884.

B. Intrans. : To come between ; to inter-

vene ; to interpose.
" The confluence of soldiers interjecting rescued him."—Buck.

in-ter-jec-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. interjec-

tionem, accus. of interjectio ~ a throwing be-
tween, an interjection, from interjectus, pa.

par. of interjicio.] [Interject.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of throwing in or
between ; insertion, interposition.

"The loud noise which maketh the interjection of
laughing."

—

Bacon, ( Todd.)

2. Gram. : A word thrown in parenthetically

in speaking or writing between words used in

construction to express some emotion or pas-

sion, as exclamations of joy, sorrow, pain,

astonishment, &c.

"I forbear not only swearing, hut all interjections
of fretting, as pugh ! pish ! and the like."

—

Tatlcr, No,
111.

in-ter-jec'-tlon-al, «. [Eng. interjection

;

-al.]

1. Thrown in parenthetically between other
words or phrases : as, an interjectional obser-
vation.

" The interjectional employment of common words
or incomplete phrases."— Whitney : Life & Growth of
Language, ch. x.

2. Of the nature or character of an inter-

jection.

"Interjectional utterance ends where speech be-
gins."— Wilson: Prehistoric Man, ii. 370.

2. Consisting of or characterized by inter-

jections or involuntary exclamations.

* in-ter-jec'-tion-al-ly, adv. [Eng. inter-

jectional ; -ly.) In manner of an interjection
;

as an interjection.

"* UM-ter-jec'-tion-ar-^, a. [Eng. interjec-

tion; -ary.] ThesameaslNTERJEcrioNAL(q.v.).

* in-ter-ject'-u-ral, a. [From a Active Eng.
%nterjectur(e) ; -al.}' The same as Interjec-
tional (q. v.).

"He rapped out a dozen interjectural oathB. "

—

Sheridan : Rivals, ii. 1,

* in-ter-join', * in-ter joyne, v.t. [Pref.
inter-, and Eng. join (q.v.).J To join mutu-
ally ; to unite, to many.

"So fellestfoea . . . shall grow dear friends.
And interjoin their issues.

Shakesp. : Coriolanus. iv, 1,

ln'-ter-Joist, s, [Pref. inter-, and Eng. joist
(q.v.).j

Arch. : The space or interval between two
joists.

* in-ter-junc'-tion, 5. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. junction (q.v.).] The act of interjunc-
tion ; mutual junction.

* in-ter-knit' (k silent), v.t. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. knit (q.v.).] To knit together.

* in-ter-knowl'-edge {k silent), s. [Pref.
inter-, and Eng. knowledge (q.v.).] Mutual
knowledge.

"In mntuall interknowledge, enjoying each other's
blessednease."

—

Bp. Ball : Recapit. of the whole Dis-
course.

in-ter-lace' f
* enter-lace, v.t & i. [O.

Fr. entrelasser, from erc/re=between, and lasser,

lacer = to lace.]

A. Transitive

;

1. To intermix ; to put or insert one thing
within another ; to interweave.

" Apples of price, and plenteous sheaves of corn,
Ort interlaced, occur." Philips : Cider, L

2. To pass in and out between.
" Severed into strips

That interlaced each other." Cowper: Task, i. 41.

B. Intrans. : To be interwoven or inter-

mixed ; to intersect.
" Their slender shafts, with leaves interlacing."

Longfellow : Evangeline, ii. 4.

i[ Interlacing arches

:

Arch. : Circular arches which intersect eachOK
ilk
iM

INTERLACING ARCHES.

other. They are frequently found in Norman
arcades of the twelfth century.

in-ter-laced', a. [Interlace.]

Her. : The same as Interfretted (q.v.).

* in ter lace - ment, s. [Eng. interlace;
-ment.] The state of being interlaced ; inter-
mixture ; insertion between.

in-ter laid, pa. par. or a. [Interlay, v.]

in-ter-lam'-in-at-ed, a. [Lat. inter-= be-
tween, among, and lamina= a. plate.] Placed
between lamina? or plates ; inclosed in laminae.

in-ter-lam-i-na'-tion, s. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. lamination (q.v.).] The state of being
interlaminated.

* in-ter-lapse', s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
lapse, s. (q.v.).] The lapse of time between
two events ; an interval.

"These dregs are calcined into such salts, which,
after a short interlapse of time, produce coughs,"

—

Barvey : On Consumption.

in-ter-lard', v.t. [Fr. entrelarder.]

* I. Lit. : To mix fat meat with lean ; to
diversify lean with fat.

" Whose grain doth rise in flakes, with fatness inter-
larded." Drayton: Poly-Olbion, s. 2C.

II, Figuratively

:

1. To intermix ; to interpose ; to jnsert
between.

"I will not overpasse the multitude of others, but
interlard (as it were) and disperse them among."

—

P. Holland: Plinie, bit. xxxiv ch. viii.

2. To mix ; to diversify by mixture.
" They interlard their native drinks with choice
Of strongest brandy." J. Philips : Cider, bk. ii

* in ter-lard -ment, s. [Eng. interlard ;

-ment.] Intermixture. (Richardson : Clarissa,

iii. 89.)

* in-ter-lajr*, v.t. [Pref. inter-, aiid Eng. lay
' (q.v.).] To lay or place between or among.

"This chain of nature might be interlaid
Between the father and nis high intents.
To hold him hack." Daniel : Cioit Wars, iv. 70.

* in'-ter-leaf^ s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng. leaf

(q.v.).] A leaf inserted between or among
other leaves ; a blank leaf inserted in a book.

in-ter-leave', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
leaf (pi. leaves).] To insert a leaf or leaves
between others ia a book. (Generally in the
pa. par.)

" It waB nothing more than a small interleaved
pocket-almanack."

—

li'arburton: Works, i. 87.

*in-ter-H'-bel, v.t. [Pref. inter-, and libel

(q.v.).] To libel mutually or reciprocally.

ui-ter-lig'-ni-um, s. [Lat. inter= between,
and lignum= wood.J

Arch. : The space between the ends of the
tie-beams.

in-ter-line', v.t. & i. [Fr. entreligner, from
Low Lat. interlineo ; from Lat. inter = be-
tween, among, and linea=a line; Fr. inter-

liyner; Sp. & Port, interlinear; ltal. inter-

lineare.]

A. Transitive :

1. To write or print in alternate lines.
" When, by interlining Latin and Euglish one with

another, he has got a moderate knowledge of the Latin
tongue."

—

Locke: On Education.

2. To write or print between the lines of,

as for purposes of correction or addition.

"The minute they had figued was in some places
dashed and interlined." — Burnet: Hist, of /teform.
(an. 1530).

B. Intrans. : To write words between the
lines of others already written.

" T write, indite, I point, I rase, I quote,
I interline, I blot, correct, I note.

'

Drayton : Matilda to K. John,

in-ter-lin'-e-al, a. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
lineal (q.v.).] "Between lines ; interlinear.

in-ter-lin'-e-ar, a. & s. [Low Lat. interlin-

ealis ; from Lai. inter- — between, amoug,;and
lhnea = a. line ; Fr. interlineaire.]

A. As adj. : "Written or printed between
lines already written or printed.

* B. As subst. : One or more words written
or printed between lines already written or
printed.

" Scoring the margent with his hLizine stars.
And hundi-eth crooked interlinears.'

Bp. Hall, bk. iv., sat 1.

If Interlinear System: The same as Hamh,-
tonian System (q.v.).

in-ter-lin'-e-ar-i-ly, in-ter- lin'-e-ar-
ljr, adv. [Eng. interlineary, interlinear ; -ly.]

In an interlinear manner ; by interlineation.
" Certaine common principles there are (together

with this law) interlinearily written in the tables of
the heart."

—

Bp. Hall ; The Great Impostor.

* in-ter-lin'-e-ar-& a. & s. [Eng. inta-lU
near; -y.]

A. Asadj. ; The same as Interlinear (q.v.).
" I have looked into Paguin's interlineary version."—Law : Theory of Religion, pt. ii.

B. As subst. : A book having interlineations.
" Not to reckon up the infinite helps of interlinearies

breviaries, synopses, and other loitering gear."

—

Mil-
ton : Of-Unlicensed Printing.

in-ter-lin-e-a'-tion, s. [Fr. interlineation.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of interlining or inserting words
between others already written or printed.

2. That which is interlined ; one or more
words inserted between the lines of others
already written or printed.

"There was yet a former copy, more varied, and
more deformed with interlineations."—Johnson: Life
of Pope.

B. Law : An alteration of a written instru-

ment, and. the insertion of one or more words
after it has been engrossed.

in ter-lln-ing, s. [Eng. interlin(e); -ing.\

An interlineation.
" At the end, the register and clerk of the court do

not only attest it with their bands and marks, but
reckon up the number of the laws, with the inter-
linings that are in every page,"—Burnet : Hist. Reform
(an. 1529).

* in-ter-link' (
v.t. [Pref. inter-; and Eng.

link (q.v.).] To link together; to connect
together by uniting links ; to join closely
together.

" These are two chains which are interlinked, which
contain, and are at the same time contained.—Dryden :
AH of Painting, §71.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as ce — e ; ey — a ; qu — kw.
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*ln'-ter-liiil£, s. [Interlink, v.] An inter-
mediate link or connection ; an intermediate
step in a process of reasoning.

in-ter-l&b'-U-lar, a. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
lobular.] Situated between lobes.

interlobular-emphysema, s.

Pathol. ; One of two forms of emphysema,
the other being of the vesicular type. In both
there is dilatation of the air-cells of the lungs,
and blending of them into one large cystic
cavity with effacement of their blood-vessels
and anaemia of the lung, causing dilatation of
the right side of the heart and anasarca, with
great difficulty of breathing. In interlobular-
emphysema air infiltrates the meshes of the
lung connective-tissue.

In-ter-lo-ca'-tion, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
location (q.v.).] The act of placing between

;

interposition.

In-ter-lock', v.t. [Pref inter-, and Eng. lock

(q.v.).] To unite, communicate with, or act
in association with each other.

"My lady, with her fingers interlocked."
Tennyson : Aylmer's Field, 199.

in-ter lock'-ing, pr. par. or a. [Inter-
lock, v.]

A. As pr. par. (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

Railway Eng. : The term given to a principle

or system, applied by means of mechanism
called locking-gear, to levers used for working
the signals and switches of railways, whereby
the levers are prevented from being worked
otherwise than in consecutive and prearranged
order consistent with safety. By the adop-
tion of this system, no signalman, through in-

advertence or carelessness, can give conflicting

or dangerous signals.

Interlocking -signals, s.pl. [Inter-
locking.]

interlocking switches, s.pl [Inter-
locking.]

* in-ter-ld-CU'-tion, s. [Ft., from Lat. inter-

locutionem, accus. of interlocutio = a speaking
between : inter- = between, among, and locutio
-= a speaking [Locution] ; Sp. intertocucion

;

Ital. interlocuzione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Interchange of speech ; dialogue, conver-
sation.

"A good continued speech, without a good speech of
interlocution, shows slowness."—Bacon: Essays; Of
Discourse.

2. Alternate, orantiphonal speech or singing.
~ " It is done by interlocution, and with a mutual re-

turn of sentences from side to side."—Hooker : Eccle-
siastical Polity, bk. v., § 37.

3. Intermediate discussion or argument.

II. Law : An intermediate or decree before
final decision ; an interlocutory decree or de-
cision.

"These thiugs are called accidental, because some
new incident in judicature may emerge upon them, on
•which the Judge ought to proceed by interlocution."—
Ayliffe: Paregon.

in-ter-loc'-U-tor, s. [Lat. inter- = between,
among, and" locutor = a speaker; locutus, pa.

par. of loquor ~ to speak.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who takes part in a

dialogue or conversation.
" Nor need I make the interlocutors speak otherwise

than freely in a dialogue."—Boyle; Works, i. 462.

2. Scois Law: A decree or judgment pro-

nounced in the course of a suit, but which
does not finally decide the cause ; an interlo-

cutory decree.

In-ter-loc'-u-tor-^, * in-ter-loc-u-tor-
ie, a. & s. [Eng. interlocutor ; -y ; Fr. inter-

locutoire ; Ital., Sp., & Port, interlocutorio.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Consisting of dialogue ;
par-

taking of the nature of dialogue or conversa-

tion.
" The recitative consequently is of two kinds, narra-

tive and interlocutory."—Jago : Adam ; An Oratorio.

2. Law : Intermediate ; not final or defini-

tive ; applied to an order, decree, or judgment
given in the course of a suit, or on some in-

termediate question before the final decision.
" It is easy to observe that the judgment here given

Is not final, but merely interlocutory ; for there are
afterwards further proceedings to be had, when the
defendant hath put in a better answer."

—

Blackstone :

Commentaries, bk. iii., ch. 24.

* B. As subst. : A digression or discussion
interpolated into a discourse.

*in-ter-loc'-u-trice, *in-ter-loc'-u-
trix, s. [Formed from interlocutor, on analogy

of such words as administratrix, &c] A
female interlocutor.

"To serve her as audience and interlocutrice."—

v. Bronte : Jane Eyre, ch. xiv.

* in-ter-ldpe', v.i. [Interloper.] To run

between parties and intercept the advantage

that one would gain from the other ; to traffic

without a proper licence ; to forestall others,

to intermeddle ; to interfere officiously in

matters with which one has no concern.
" But Hymen, when he heard her name,
Called her an interloping dame."

Cotton : Life, Vi3ion 8.

in'-ter-ldp-er, s. [Lat. inter- = between,

among, and Dut. looper= a runner, from loopen

(cogn. with Eng. leap) — to run.]

* 1. One who intercepts or forestalls the trade

or traffic of another; one who trades without

being legally authorized.

"All those interlopers who bring their woollen

manufacture directly thither."

—

Temple ; Letter to

Merchant Adventurers, March 26, 1675.

2. One who interferes or intermeddles offi-

ciously in matters with which he has no con-

cern ; one who intrudes himself into a place

or position to which he has no claim ; an

intruder.

"The competition of these interlopers did not be-

come really formidable till the year 1680."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

* ln'-ter-lop-ing, s. [Interlope, v.] In"

trusion, insertion, interpolation.

"You should have given so much honour then to the
word . . . without the interloping of a liturgy for them
to bite at."

—

Milton: Animad. upon the Jiemons. He-

fence.

* in-ter-lu'-cate, v.t. [Lat. interlucatus, pa.

par. of interluco — to lighten by clearing away
useless branches : inter- - between, among,
and lux (genit. lucis) — light.] To let in light

by clearing away branches, &c. (Cockeram.)

* in-ter-ln-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. interlucatio,

from interlucatus.] [Interlucate.] The act

of letting in light by clearing away branches,

&c. ; the act of thinning a wood to let in light,

* In-ter-lu'-cent, a. [Lat. interlucens, pr.

par. of interluc'eo, from :i?iier-=between, among,
and luceo = to shine.] Shining between.

In'-ter-lude, s. [Low Lat. interludium, from
inter- = between, among, and ludus = a game,
a play ; Fr. interlude.]

1. An entertainment exhibited on a stage

between the acts of a play, or between the

play and the afterpiece, to occupy the time
while the actors are changing their dresses, or

the scenes, &c.,are being shifted.

"Every mans name which is thought fit, through
all Athens, to play in our interlude before the duke
and duchess."—Shakesp. : Midsummer Wight's Dream,
i. 2.

2. The name given to dramatic compositions
in England from the time when they super-

seded the old miracle or mystery plays till

the period of the Elizabethan drama.
" Many of the old interludes and Moralities before

the time of Shakespeare were chiefly, but not entirely,
composed of lines of twelve or fourteen syllables ; and
that sort of metre was generally appropriated to the
Vice in the Moralities, and to the clown or buffoon in
other interludes."—Malone ; Dryden ; On Dramatick
Poesy. (Note.)

3. A piece of music, either impromptu or
prepared, played between the acts of a drama,
the verses of a canticle or hymn, or between
certain portions of a church service.

* in'-ter-lud-ed, a. [Eng. interlud(e) ; -ed.]

Inserted as an interlude ; having interludes.

* In'-ter-lud-er, * en'-ter-lud-er, s. [Eng.
iuterlud(e) ; -er.] One who performs in an
interlude.

" They make all their schollers play-boyes I Is't not
a fine sight, to see all our children made enterluders t"—Ben Jonson : Staple of Jfewes, act iii.

* in-ter-lu'-en-cjf, s. [Lat. interluens, pr.
par. of inter'tuo = to flow between ; inter- =
between, among, and luo = to wash, to lave.]
A flowing between, water interposed.

"Those parts of Asia and America, which are now
disjoined by the interluency of the sea, might have
been formerly contiguous."—Hale; Orig. of Mankind,
P. 193.

* In-ter-lu'-nar, * In-ter-lu'-nar-y, a.

[Lat. inter- =between, among, and Eng. lunar,
lunary.] Pertaining or relating to that time
when the moon, being about to change, is in-
visible.

"And silent as the moon . . .

Hid in her vacant interlunar cave."
Milton ; Samson Agonistes, 89.

in-ter-mar'-riage, s. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng, marriage (q.v.).] Marriages between
families, tribes, or nations, when each takes

and gives in marriage.

"Intermarriages were no longer possible except be-

tween equal ranks.'—11hys David: Hibbert Lectures

(1881). p. 24.

in-ter-mar'-ried, pa. par. or a. (Inter-

marry.]

ln-ter-mar'-ry, v.i. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
marry (q.v.).] To become connected by mar-
riage ; to give and take in marriage.

" A similar hard-and-fast line preventing any one
belonging to the non-Aryan tribes from intermarrying
with an Aryan family,"

—

Jihys David: Hibbert Lec-

tures (1881), p. 23.

in-ter-max'-il-lse, s. pt [Lat. inter-, and
pi. of maxilla = the jawbone, the jaw.]

Anat. (Human & Compar.) : Two bones
situated between the two superior maxillse in

the Vertebrata. In man and some monkeys
they anchylose with the maxillee so as not to

be distinguishable in the adult. Where exist-

ent, the intermaxillse form the front part of

the upper jaw and support its incisor teeth.

Called also Premaxillaries.

in-ter-max-iT-lar-$rf a. & s. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. maxillary (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

Anat. (Human & Compar.) : Of or belonging
to the intermaxillse (q.v.); situated between
the maxillae or jaw bones.

B. As subst. (PI): The intermaxillas (q.v.).

* in'-ter-mean, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
mean (q.v.).] Something done in the mean-
time.

* in-ter-me-a'-tion, s. [Lat. inter- = be-

tween, among, and meatus = a passage.] A
flowing or passing between.

In-ter-med'-dle, * en-ter-med-le, * in-
ter med-le, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. entremedler,

entremesler = to intermingle, from entre = be-

tween, among, and mesler = to meddle.]

* A. Trans. : To intermix, to intermingle.
" Many a rose-leafe full long
Was intermedled there among."

Jtomaunt of the Rose, 906.

B. Intrans. : To meddle or interfere offi-

ciously in the affairs of others in which one
has no concern ; to interpose or interfere im-
properly.

" Nor stranger intermeddling with my joy."
Cowper : Task, vi. 298.

Jn-ter-med'-dler, s. [Eng. intermeddl(e)

;

-er.\ One who intermeddles or interferes offi-

ciously in matters with which he has no con-

cern.

* in-ter-med'-dle-sdme, a. [Eng. inter*

meddle; -some.] Given to intermeddling or

interfering ; meddlesome.

* In-ter-med'-dle-some-ness, s. [Eng.
intermeddlesome ; -ness.] The quality or state

of being intermeddlesome.

* In'- ter - mede, s. [Fr. ; Ital. intermedio,

from Lat. inter- = between, among, and medius
= the middle.] An interlude ; a short musical
dramatic piece.

*in-ter-me'-dl-a-5^,s. [Eng. intermediate) ;

-cy.] The quality or state of being interme-
diate ; interposition, intervention.

"The auditory nerve is affected by the impressions
made on the membrane by only the intermediacy of

the columella."—Derham : Physico-Theology, bk. iv.,

ch. iii. (Note 20.)

* in-ter-me'-di-al, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. medial (q.v.).]

" Lying in the middle or
between ; intervening.

"Through all the intermedial regions of clouds. "

—

Bishop Taylor : Sermons, vol. L, ser. 13.

* In-ter-me'-di-an, a. [Lat. inter- = be-
tween, among, and* ihedius = the middle.]
Lying between ; intermediate.

* in-ter-me'-di-ar-y, s. & a. [Interme-
diate. ]

A- As subst. : One who or that which inter-

venes or is intermediate ; an agent interposed

;

a medium.
'

' The CrownPrincess was th e principal intermediary
in bringing about the purchase."—Pall Mall Gazette,
Feb. 23, 1884.

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. ; Lying between, intervening,
intermediate.

boll, boy*; pout, jolkrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhiin. -tious, -cious, -sious = snus. -ble, -die, &c. = beL, del.
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2. Crystallog. (Of secondary planes) : Inter-
mediate between the planes on an edge, and
those on an angle.

in-ter-me'-dl-ate, a. & s. [Fr. intermidiat,
from Lat. inter- = between, among, and me-
diatus, pa. par. of medio — to halve; medius
~ the middle ; Ital. & Sp. intermedin.]

A. As adj. : Lying or being in the middle
place or degree between two extremes ; lying
between ; intervening, interposing ; in the
middle : as, an intermediate space between
two rivers, an intermediate position or rank, &c.

"Employed the intermediate time in collecting bis
lather"s forces."—Mason : Caractacus. (Argt.)

B. As substantive

:

Pkarm, : A substance added to a medicinal
compound to enable the other ingredients to
combine.

intermediate-frame, s.

Spinn. : The second fly-frame ; an inter-
mediate, in order of time, between the slub-
bing and. the roving frame.

intermediate-shaft, s. The shaft cross-
ing the frame of a marine-engine, to connect
the two engines and two paddle-wheels.

intermediate-state, s.

1. Theol, &c. : The state of the soul be-
tween death and the resurrection. (For Jewish
views on the subject, see Hades.) Christian
opinions on the subject may be reduced to
two : one that there is a place distinct from
both heaven and hell in which disembodied
souls are kept till the resurrection [Hades,
Limbus, Purgatory], the other that the souls
of the righteous at death becoming perfect in
holiness, immediately pass to heaven, whilst
those of the wicked, now beyond the power of
being regenerated, go to hell in anticipation
of the judgment day. The Greek and the
Koman Churches hold the first opinion, whilst
the Calvinistic or Puritan theology accepts the
latter view.

2. Ch. Hist. ; The most notable controversy
on the subject of an intermediate state was
that raised by some discourses of Pope John
XXII. in the fourteenth century.

intermediate-terms, s. pi.

Arith. £ Alg. : In a progression the firstand
last terms are called extremes,- the remaining
ones are called intermediate terms or simply
means. Thus in the proportion, 3 : 6 : : 4 : 8,

6 and 8 are the intermediate terms.

* in-ter-me'-dl-ate, v.i. [Intermediate, a.]

To intervene, to interpose, to interfere.
" Opposing youx intermediating authority."

—

Milton :

letters of State ; To Qustavus Adolphus.

* in-ter-me'-dl-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. inter-

mediate ; -ly,.] By way of intervention.

* in-ter-me-di-a'-tion, s. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. mediation (q.v.).] Intervention, in-

terposition.

* ln-ter-me'-di-a-tor, s. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. mediator (q.v.).] One who intervenes
between two parties ; a mediator.

* in-ter-me'-dl-OUS, a. [Lat. inter- = be-
tween, among, and medius = the middle.]
Intermediate, intervening.

* in-ter-me'-di-um, s. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. medium (q.v.).]

1. Intermediate space.

2, An intervening agent or instrument.

* ln-ter-melT, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. entremesUr

;

Fr. entremeler.]

A. Trans. ; To mix, to mingle, to intermingle.
" The life of this wretched world i8 always inter-

melted with much bitterness."—Fisher : Psalms.

B. Intrans. : To intermeddle, to interfere.

"To . . . boldly intermeU
With holy things."

Marston : Scourge of Villainy.

in-teV-ment, * en-tere-ment, s. [Fr.

enterrcment, from enterrer,] The act of in-

terring, burial, sepulture.

* in ter-men-tion, Q.t. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. mention (q.v.).] To mention amongst
other things ; to include in mentioning.

* in' -ter-mess, s, [O. Fr. entremes; Ft.
entremets = a side dish.] An interlude; a
short dramatic piece.

"Some other intermesses which might divert within
iloTets."—Evelyn : Memoirs, Aug. 4, 1690.

in-ter-met-a-car'-pal, «. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. metacarpal.]

Aiiat, : Between the metacarpal bones of
the hand : as, intermetacarpal articulations.
(Quain.)

* ln-ter-mez'-zo (mez as metz), s. [Ital.]

Music: An interlude ; a short composition
of a lively character played between the parts
of a more important work, or between the acts
of a drama, &c.

* ln-ter-mi'-cate, v.i. [Lat. intermicatum,
sup. of intermico, from inter- = between,
among, and mica — to shine.] To shine be-
tween or among.

*in-ter-mi-ca'-tion, s. [Intermicate.] The
act or state of shining between or among.

* ln-ter-mi-gra'-tion, s. £Pref. inter-, and
Eng. migration (q.v.).] Motion or removal of
two families from one country to another, so
that each takes the home of the other ; inter-

change of dwelling-places.

"Though the continent be but one, as to point of
access, mutual intercourse, and possibility oiintermi-
grations."—Hale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 200.

in-ter'-min-a-ble, a. & s. [Lat. intermina-
biUs

t
from in- = not, and terminus = an end

;

Ital. interminabile ; Sp. interminable.]

A. As adjective ;

1. Boundless, endless, unlimited, illimitable,

infinite.
" Seas of snow that shine

Between interminable tracts of pine."
Wordsworth : Descriptive Sketches.

2. Protracted so as to be apparently end-
less ; wearisomely protracted.

" The debates were long and Bharp : and it soon be-
came evident that the work was interminable."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

*B. -4s subst. : The Deity; the Infinite

Being.

"As if they; would confine the interminable
And tie him to his own prescript."

Milton: Samson A gonistes, 807.

in-ter'-min-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. intermin-
able; -ness.] ' The quality or state of being
interminable ; endlessness.

in-ter'-min-a-'bljr, adv. [Eng. intermina-
bile); -ly.] In an interminable manner or
degree ; endlessly.

"A kingdome restored magnificently, interminably."—Bp. Hall: Contempt. ; Christ Transfigured.

* in-ter'-min-ate, a. [Lat. interminatus,
from in- = not", and terminatus = bounded,
limited : termino = to end, to limit ; Ital. in-
terminato ; Sp. interminado ; Fr. intermine.]
Unbounded, unlimited, boundless.

"But her estate
In passing his, was so interminate
For wealth and honour."

Chapman : Hero & Leander, sest. v.

interminate decimal, s.

Arith. : A decimal which may be carried on
ad infinitum, as a repeater. Thus -J reduced
to a decimal become *3333, &c, ad infinitum,
and is written 3. An infinite decimal. [In-

finite.]

* ln-ter'-min-ate, v.t. [Lat. interminatus,
pa. par. of interminor: inter- = between,
among, and minor =- to threaten ; minoi =
threats.] To threaten, to menace.

" Enough, enough of these interminated judgments."—Hall : Remains, p. 163.

* in-ter'-min-at-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. terminated.] Boundless, endless, inter-

minable.
" To follow her interminated way."

Akenside : Imagination, i.

* in-ter-min-a'-tion, s. [Lat. interminatio,
from interminatus, pa. par. of interminor.] A
threat, a menace.

"With threatenings and interminations of his severe
Judgements against them."—Bp. Taylor: Diss, from
Popery, pt. ii., hk. ii., § 6,

* in-ter-mined', a. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
mine (q.v.).] Intersected with mines.

"Her earth with allom veins so richly intermin' d,
n

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 28.

ln-ter-min'-gle, v.t. & i. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. mingle (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To mingle, to mix amongst
others, to intermix.

" The Bheeted smoke with flashes of flame intermin-
gled." Longfellow: Evangeline, 1. 6.

B. Intrans. : To become or be mingled,
mixed, or incorporated with others.

" Shadow and sunshine intermingling quick."
Cowper : Task, i. 847.

* in-ter-min'-gle-dom, s. [Eng. intermin-

gle ; -dom.] Mixture. (Richardson: Grandison,

vi. 184.)

* in'-ter-mise, s. [Lat. inter- = between,

among, and missus, pa. par. of mitto — to send.]

Interference, interposition.

'* ln'-ter-miss, s. [Lat. inter- = between,
and missus = sent.] An interval.

" In which short intermiss the king relapsed to his
former errour."

—

Hist, of Edward II , p. 9-1 (1680).

In ter-miss ion (ss as sh), s. [Fr., from
Lat. intermissiomm, from intermissio = a leav-

ing off, from inUrmissus, pa. par. of inter-

mitto — to leave off : inter- = between, among,
and mitto = to send ; Sp. intermision ; Ital.

intermissione.]

L Ordinary Language

:

I. The act or state of intermitting ; cessa-
tion or discontinuance for a time; pause;
intermediate stop, interruption, rest.

" They answered one another without intermission.*—Bunyitn : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. i.

* 2. The state of being discontinued or dis-

used ; disuse, neglect.
" Words borrowed of antiquity, have the authority

of years, and out of their intermission do wiii to them-
selves a kind of grace-like newness."

—

Ben Jonson:
Discoveries.

* 3. Intervening time ; interval.

"Cut short all intermission ; front to front
Bring thou this fiend of Scotland, and myself."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 3.

* 4. Interposition, intervention.

"In any part meddle byway of friendly intermis-
tion."—Heylin : Hist. Presbyterians, p. 126.

II. Pathol, (of a fever) : Temporary cessation
of a paroxysm.

* in-ter-mis'-sive, a. [Lat. intermissus, pa.
par. of intermitto.] [Intermission.] Having
temporary cessations ; not continuous ; inter-

mittent ; coming by fits.

"Wounds I will lend the French, instead of eyes,
To weep their intermissive miseries."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI. i. 1.

In-ter-mit', v.t. & i. [Lat. intermitto = to
send apart, to interrupt. [Intermission.]

A. Trans. : To leave or discontinue for a
time ; to cease temporarily j to forbear, to

.

interrupt, to suspend.
"The bickerings which had begun in Holland had

never been intermitted during the whole course of the
expedition."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

B. Intrans, : To leave off or cease for a
time ; to cease or relax at intervals.

" Heaved on the surge with intermitting breath,
And hourly panting in the arms of death."

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey v. 498,

t in-ter-mit'-tence, s. [Eng. intermittent)

;

-ce.] The act or state of intermitting ; inter-
mission. (Prof. Tyndall in Annandale.)

in-ter-mit'-tent, a. & s. [Lat. intermittenst

pr. par. of intermitto= to intermit (q.v.) ; Fr.
intermittent; Ital. intermittente ; Sp. intermi-
tente.]

A. As adj. : Ceasing or relaxing at inter-
vals ; not in continual action or force.

" The doctor is curing her almost as one of an inter-
mittent-fever."—Boyle : Works, vi. 477.

B. As subst. : An intermittent fever (q.v.).

*J[ Intermittent action of the heart :

Pathol. : A morbid state, in which, after
the heart has made a certain number of regular
beats, it misses one. It arises from dyspepsia,
temporary debility, the use of tobacco, &c.

intermittent-fever, &
Pathol. ; [Ague].

intermittent-fountain, s.

Hydraul. : A stoppered glass globe, nearly
two-thirds filled with water. The globe has
two or three capillary tubulures, curved down-
wards, for the egress of the water. A glass
tube, open at both ends, terminates above,
within the glass globe near its top, and the
lower part, just above a small aperture, in
a dish supports the apparatus. .The water
flows out by the tubulures till it rises in the
dish high enough to close the lower end of
the glass tube, and to prevent the entrance of
the external air, the pressure of which is need-
ful to continue the flow ; the water then ceases
to run out.

intermittent-gear, s.

1. A wheel having a part of its cogs cut
away ; mutilated gear.

2. A wheel moved at intervals by a cog
;
cam, ratchet, rack, or lever ; as in counting-
machines, meters, registers, escapements, &c.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try* Syrian, ue, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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intermittent light, s. One of the cha-
racters of light exhibited from lighthouses
under the catoptric system. The variations
or different characteristics of lights enable a
mariner coming within sight of them on a
coast to determine his geographical position
and bearings. The intermittent light bursts
suddenly into view, remains steady a short
time, and is then eclipsed for half a minute.
The effect is produced by the motion of shades
in front of the reflectors, alternately display-
ing and hiding the light. [Flashing-light.]

intermittent-pulse, s.

Pathol. : A pulse which, beating steadily for
a time, then intermits. It arises chiefly from
the innervation of the heart, and follows on
some physical or moral shock to the system.

intermittent siphon, «.

Hydraul. : A vessel having a siphon with
its shorter leg near the bottom of the vessel,

and the longer leg passing through it. A
continuous supply of water being provided,
the level gradually rises, both in the vessel
and the tube, to the top of the siphon, and
an outflow begins. It being arranged that
this should be more rapid than the inflow,

the siphon is gradually emptied, and the
water ceases to come forth.

intermittent-spring, &.

Hydrol. ; A natural spring which alternately
flows and stops. A cavity is more or less

slowly filled by springs, and then at intervals
emptied by fissures, so shaped and placed as

to constitute natural intermittent siphonB.
Intermittent springs exist at Giggleswick, in

Yorkshire, &c.

intermittent-wheel, s. The name in-

cludes all the escape-wheels ; counting wheels
in meters, arithmometers, and registers ; stop-
motions in clocks and watches, ratchet move-
ments, &c, &c.

ln-ter-mit'-ting, pr. par. & a. [Intermit.]
Ceasing or relaxing at intervals ; intermittent.

intermitting - spring, s. [Intermit-
tent-spring.]

* in-ter-mit'-ting-l^, adv. [Eng. intermit-
ting; -ly.] In an intermitting or intermittent
manner ; with intermissions ; at intervals.

" Suffering it to look up but intermittingly."—Mourn.-
tague : Devoute Essayes, pt. ii., tr. vi. § 2.

intermix , v.t. & i. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
mix (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To mix or mingle with others
;

to intermingle.

"They Blng praiBea unto God, which they intermix
with instruments of music."

—

Sir T. More; Utopia
(ed. Robinson), bk. ii., ch. xl.

B. Intrans. : To become intermingled or
incorporated with others ; to be intermingled.

in-ter-mixed', pa. par. or a. [Intermix.]

* ln-ter-mix'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. intermixed

;

-ly.] In an intermixed manner ; with inter-

mixture.

* in-ter-mlx'-tion (x as k), *in-ter-
mix-ci on, s. [Lat. inter- = between, among,
and mixtio = a mixing.] The same as Inter-
mixture (q.v.).

" True christen people in this woTld, which, -without
intermixcion of obstinate heresies, profense the ryghte
catholike faith."—Sir T. More : Workes, p. 202.

in-ter-mix'-ture, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
mixture (q.v.).]

1. The act or process of intermixing or
mixing together.

" Both were marked

2. A mass formed by the mixture of two or

more ingredients.

3. An admixture ; something additional

mingled in a mass.

"He may indeed judge certain intermixtures of ad-
Tersity to be proper for our improvement."

—

Blair:
Works, vol. ii., Ber. v.

* ul-ter-mo-blT-I-t^, s. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. mobility (q.v.).] The quality or state of
being capable of moving amongst each other,

as the particles of a fluid.

In-ter-md-dil -li-on, a-. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. modillion (q.v.).]

Arch. ; The space between two modillions.

* in ter-mon -tane, a. [Lat. inter- = be-
tween, among, and montan-us = pertaining to

mountains ; mons (genit. months) = a moun-
tain.] Between mountains.

* in-ter-mun'-dane, a. [Lat. inter- = be-

tween, among, and mundanus = pertaining to

the world; mundus — the world.] Being or

existing between worlds, or between orb
and orb.

"The vast distance between these great bodies are
called intermundane spaces,"— Locke: Elements oj
Natural Philosophy, ch, ii,

* in-tcr-mun di an, a. [Lat. inter- = be-

tween, among, and mundus = the world.]
Intermundane.

inter miir -al, a. [Lat. inter- = between,
among, and muralis = pertaining to a wall

;

murus= a wall.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Lying or being within walls.

2. Anat. & Pathol. : Between the intestinal

walls.

IT There are sometimes intermural intes-

tinal obstructions, as cancerous stricture,

non-cancerous stricture, and intussusception,
with or without polypi.

* in-ter-miire', v.t. [Lat. inter- = between,
among, and murus = a. wall.] To surround
with or inclose in walls. (Ford.)

in-ter-mus'-cu-lar, u. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. muscular "(q.v.). J Lying or being be-
tween the muscles.

intermuscular septa, s. pi.

Anat. : Two fibrous partitions binding the
aponeurosis of the arm to the humerus. They
are called the External and Internal Inter-

muscular Septa.

* in-tcr-mu-ta tion, s. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. mutation (q.v.).] Mutual or reciprocal
change or mutation ; interchange.

* in-ter-mu'-tu-al, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. mutual (q.v.).] Mutual, reciprocal, al-

ternate.
" By intermutual vows protesting there,
This never to reveal." Daniel : Civil Wars, iii. 85.

* in-ter-mu'-tu-al-ly, adv. [Eng. inter-

mutual; -ly.] Mutually, reciprocally.

"And intermutually there ratified
With protestations." Daniel : Civil Wars, vii. 80.

* in -tern, a. & s. [Ft. interne, from Lat.
internets = inward, from inter- = within, be-
tween ; Ital. & Sp. interno.]

A. As adj. : Internal, intestine, domestic.
"The inland towns are most nourishing, which

shows that her riches are intern and domestic."—
Bowel.

B. As svbst. : A pupil who resides in a
seminary or school ; a boarder. (In Roman
Catholic Schools.)

in tern , v.t. [Fr. interner.] To send to or
confine in the interior of a country, without
permission to leave.

" When a considerable portion of the French army
routed at Sedan took their flight through Belgian ter-
ritory, they laid down their arms according to conven-
tion, and were interned in the dominions of King Leo-
pold."—Annual Register, 1B70.

in-ter'-nal, a. [Lat. intern(us), from inter- =
within, between ; Eng. suff. -at.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Inward, interior, not external; being
within or inclosed in any limits or bounds.

" There must be some internal organe within ua, as
far above the organs of brutes, as the operations of our
mindB are above theirs."—Stillingfleet : WorTcs, vol iii.,

ser. 7.

2. Domestic, not foreign ; belonging to
itself or its own affairs or interests.

"The internal regulations of one branch of the Le-
gislature."—Saturday Review, Feb. 11, 1882, p. 160.

3. Derived from or dependent on the object
itself ; inherent : as, internal forces.

4. Pertaining to the mind or thoughts

;

pertaining to one's inner being.

* 5. Intrinsic, real.

" The internal rectitude of our actions."

—

Rogers.

II, Geom. : The same as Interior (q.v.).

internal-angles, s. pi
Geom. : [Interior-angles].

internal-gear, s. A wheel whose cogs
are on the internal perimeter.

internal safety-valve, s.

Steam-eng. : A valve opening inwardly into
the boiler, to allow air to enter when a vacuum
is formed inside by the condensation of steam.

internal-wheel, s. An annular wheel
whose cogs are presented internally.

* in-ter-nal'-i-ty, s. [Eng. internal; -ity.]

The quality or state of being internal.

in-ter'-nal-ly, adv. [Eng. internal ; -ly.]

1. Inwardly, within ; in or at the interior

;

beneath the surface.

2. Mentally, intellectually, spiritually.

"Those who were well qualified, and seemed to be
internally called by a divine vocation."—Burnet :

Eist. Reformation (an. 1547).

In-ter-na'-tion-al, a. & s. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. national (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to or mutually affecting the
relations and intercourse of nations with each
other.

" To avoid intervention, it must leave untouched the
international tribunals. "—Saturday Review, March
18, 1882, p. 316.

'2. Of or pertaining to the society called the

International. [B.]

B. As substantive

:

History : The recognized contraction for a
society of which the full title was The Inter-

national Working Men's Association. It owed
its being to Karl Marx, the author of Das Capi-
tal, and was founded at a meeting held in St.

James' Hall, Sept. 28, 1864, under the presi-

dency of Prof. E. S. Beesley. Two Parisian
workmen, Henri Tolain, a chaser in bronze,
and Eugene Fribourg, a decorative engraver,
attended as delegates for their fellows. Mr.
George Odger was elected President, and a Ger-
man tailor, Eccarius, secretary. Statutes and a
general manifesto, drawn up by Karl Marx,
were issued. Of the manifesto Prof. Beesley
says, "It is probably the most striking and.

powerful statement of the workman's case as
against the middle class that has ever been
compressed into a dozen small pages." The
first congress met at Geneva, Sept. 3, 18,66.

Some sixty delegates, chiefly French and Swiss,
were present, and the subjects discussed
were :

—

1. International combination of efforts by the agency
of the Association in the struggle between labour and
capital.

2. Limitation of the hours of the working day.
8. Juvenile labour.
4. Co-operative labour.
5. Trades Unions.

The congress was ignored by the London
papers, and the'reports entrusted to Jotteaux,
a Swiss naturalized in England, for convey-
ance to London, were taken from him by the
Imperial Police as he crossed the French
frontier, but afterwards restored on the inter-
vention of Lord Stanley, then Foreign Secre-
tary. The next congress was held at Lausanne
in the following year, and the Times published
lengthy reports of its proceedings. In that
year the International kept foreign workmen
out of the labour market in England in case of
strikes. In 1868 the Paris Association was
dissolved by judicial proceedings, but indi-
vidual members kept up their connection with
the parent society, which was victorious in a
contest with the master-builders ofGeneva ; and
in Germany 120 societies sent representatives
to Nuremberg, and affiliated themselves. The
third congress was held at Brussels in the Sep-
tember of this year, and its discussions on war,
strikes, machinery, instruction, credit, proper-
ty, and the reduction of the hours of labour,
formed the subject of four leaders in the Times.
TheSocialDemocraticCentresat Vienna, PeBth,
and Presburg sent delegates to Brussels. The
fourth congress was held at B&le in Sept., 1869,
and on Dec. 13, the day of the opening of the
Reichstag, 40,000 workmen assembled in the
streets of Vienna, demanding that a bill should
be brought in legalizing trade combinations

;

numbers were arrested and imprisoned. In
this year Bakunin joined the Association, and
his influence soon became apparent. In 1870
the members of the Committees of Paris,
Lyons, Marseilles, Toulouse, Brest, and Rouen,
were sentenced to terms of imprisonment, but
were released on the proclamation of the Re-
public. The International now separated into
two parties. At the Hague Congress, in 1872,
Bakunin's, or the extreme party, was out-
voted by the followers of Marx, who trans-
ferred the seat of administration to New York
After the Geneva Congress, in 1874, the Inter-
national Proper ceased to exist. Bakunin's
party lingered till 1879, and then formed an
alliance with Socialism (q.v.). The general
aims of the International were the alwlition
of wage-paid in favour of associated labour, to
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be developed to national dimensions by na-
tional means, the abolition of private property
in the means of production, and their rever-

sion, with land, to the State. (See Villetard:

Jiistoire de VInternational ; "Onslow Yorke" :

Secret Hist, of the International ; Prof. Beesley

in Fort. Rev., Nov. 1870, ; and (what may be
called the indictment of the Association) Die
rotjie Internationale by Dr. Zacher.)

international-copyright, s. [Copy-
right.]

international-exhibitions, s. pi. Ex-
hibitions of the industries characterizing the
different countries of the world. The first

was the Great Exhibition, held in 1851, in
London. It was followed bythoseof London,
Paris, "Vienna, &c.

international-law, ...

Law & Hist. : The name given by Bentham
to what had previously been called the Law
of Nations. It arose gradually during Jhe
latter part of the middle ages, when commerce
and navigation, not very flourishing during
the prevalence of the feudal system, began to
revive with its decline. At first it took the
form of commercial usage, then it was promul-
gated in " royal ordinances," and finally be-
came tacitly recognised as commercial law.
Then it was extended to all international
transactions, even though not commercial.
It is divided into three departments : the prin-
ciples that should regulate the conduct (1) of
states to each other; (2) of private parties
arising out of the conduct of states to each
other

; (3) of private parties as affected by
the separate internal codes of distint nations.
Its leading principles are three : (1) that
every nation possesses an exclusive sovereignty
and jurisdiction in its own territory

; (2) that
no state or nation can by its laws directly
affect or bind property out of its own territory,

or persons not resident therein, natural born
subjects or others

; (3) that whatever force
the laws ofone country have in another depends
solely on the municipal laws of the latter.

The tendency ofinternational law is to prevent
war.

in-ter-na'-tion-al-ism, s. [Eng. interna-

tional; -ism.] The principles or objects advo-
cated by the Internationalists.

in-ter-na'-tion-al-ist, s. [Eng. interna-

tional; -ist.]

1. One who upholds the principles of inter-

national law.

2. A member of the secret society known as
the International.

"ThegiBtof all theories of tbe Internationalists is

this."

—

Ripley & Dana: Amer. Eyclop., ix. 323.

* in-ter-na'-tion-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. inter-

national; -ize.} To make international; to
cause to affect the mutual relations of two or
more nations.

t In-ter-na'-tion-al-ly, adv. [Eng. inter-

national; -ly,] In *an international manner ;

from an international point of view ; so as to
affect the mutual relations of two or more
nations.

" Would it be internationally courteous of England
to flood the Tunnel?"—Saturday Review, Feb. 11, 1682,

p. 166.

*in-terne', s. [Intern, a.] That which is

within ; the inside, the interior. (E. B. Brown-
ing.)

* in-ter-ne'-ci-ar-y^ (ci as shi), a. [Lat.

internecio = utter slaughter; neco = to kill,

to slaughter.] The same as Internecine
(ci-v.).

* in-ter-nec'-in-al, a. [Lat. internecin(us),

from internecio = utter slaughter ; Eng. adj.

suff. -al.] Mutually destructive ; extermi-
nating, internecine.

in - ter - ne'- Cine, a. [Lat. internecinus.]

Mutual destruction ; endeavouring or involv-
ing mutual destruction ; deadly.

" The Egyptians worshipped doga, and for
Their faith made internecine war."

Sutler; Ifudibras, pt. i., c. i.

* in-ter-ne'-cion (ci as sh), s. [Fr., from
Lat. internecio,'] Mutual slaughter or destruc-
tion. %

"The number of internecions and slaughters would
exceed all arithmetical calculation." — Hale: Orig.of
Mankind, p. 215.

* in-ter-ne'-cive, a. [Lat. internec(o) = to

kill, to slaughter ; Eng. adj. suff. -ive.] Kill-

ing, slaughtering, internecine. (Carlyle.)

* m-ter-nec'-tion, s. [Lat. intemecto = to
bind together : inter- = between, among, and
necto = to bind.] A binding or fastening to-
gether ; connection, conjunction, bond.

" He coupled his own goodness and man's evils by so
admirable an internection that even the worst parts
of the chain drew some good after them."—Mountague

:

Devoute Essayes, pt. il., tr. iv., § 1.

ln-ter-neiir'-al, <.<.. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
neural (q.v.).]

Anat., Ichthy., £~c. : Situated between the
neural processes or spines.

interneural cartilage, s. A small ac-
cessory cartilage at the fore and back part of
the neur-apophysis, in the vertebral column
of a fish. (Owen: Compar. Anat. of FisJies (ed.

1846), p. 53.)

interneural-spines, s. pi. Spines sup-
porting the framework of the dorsal fin. In
osseous fishes they are generally shaped as in
the interhaemal spines, like little daggers,
looking as if plunged in the flesh up to the
hilt. (Owen: Compar. Anat. of Fishes, p. 67.)

* m-ter'-ni-ty, s. [As if from a Low Lat.

internitas.] lnteriorness ; interior presence.

"The intemiti/oi hisever-liviug light."

—

H. Brooke:
Fool of Quality, ii. 249.

m-tern'-mSnt, s. [Fr. internement.] Con-
finement to the interior of a country as
prisoners of war; the state or condition of
being so confined.

in-ter-nod'-al, * in - ter -nod- i- al, a.

[Eng. internod(e) ; -al ; Lat. internodi(unl), and
Eng. suff. -a£.]

Bot., £c. ; Of or belonging to the internodes.
" But the internodial parts of vegetables, or spaces

between the joints, are contrived with more uncer-
tainty."

—

Browne: Cyrus' Garden, ch. iii.

in'-ter-ndde, s. [Lat. intemodium.]

Bot. : The space between two nodes of the
stem. [Node.]

in-ter-no'-di-a, s. pi. [PI. of Lat. intemo-
dium.] [Internode.]

Anat. ; The digital phalanges. They are

fourteen in number—three for each of the four
fingers and two for the thumb.

ln-ter-ndd'-i-al, u. [Internodal.]

* in'-ter-nunce, s. [Lat. inter- = between,
and nuncius = a messenger.] A means of
transmitting messages between two parties.

" Intelligence is familiarly conveyed by the inter-
nunce of pigeons trained up for the purpose."

—

Evelyn:
Navigation & Commerce.

in-ter-nun'-ci-al (ci as shi), a. [Eng.
internuncio); -al.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Of or pertaining to an inter-

nuncio or his office.

2. Physiol. (Of the nervous system) : Trans-
mitting impressions between one part of the
body and another.

" A definite nervous system, whose action may be
purely internuncial—that of calling forth muscular
movements in respondence to the impressions made by
external agencies.'—Carpenter : Mental Physiol., §44.

* £n-ter-nun'-ci-e8S# s. [Eng. internuncio);
-ess.] A female messenger.

" Iris that had place
Of internunciess from the gods."

Chapman : Homer ; Iliad xv.

* in-ter-nun'-Cl-O, s. [Pref. inter-, and nuncio
(q.v.).]

1. A messenger between two parties.

" They are only the internuncios, or the go-betweens
of this trim-devised mummery."

—

Milton ; Animad.
upon Remon. Defence.

2. An envoy of the Pope, sent to small
states or republics, as distinguished from a
nuncio, who represents him at the courts of
emperors and kings.

"The internuncio at Brussels proceeded to censure
those that were for it, as enemies to the papal autho-
rity."—Burnet ; Own Times (an. 1662).

ln-ter-niin'-ci-d-ship, a. [Eng. inter-

nuncio; -ship.]

1. The office of an internuncio.

* 2. The agency of any messenger.
"Severnl billets passed . , , by the intcrnuncioship

of Dorcas."—Richardson : Clarissa, v. 6.

in-ter-6-ce-an-ic (ce as she), a. [Pref.
inter-, and Eng. oceanic] Between two oceans.

ln-ter-oc'-u-lar, u. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
OClllav.]

Anat. & Entom. : Situated between the eyes.

in-ter-6-peV-cu-lar, a. [Mod. Lat. inter-

opercul(itm), and Eng. suff. -ar.]

Compar. Anat, & Ichthy. : Of or belonging

to the interoperculum (q.v.).

interopercular hone, s.

Compar. Anat. & Ichthy. [Interoperculum].

in-ter-6-per'-cu-lum, .>. [Pref. inter-, and
Lat. operculum (q.v.).]

Compar. Anat. £ Ichthy. ; One of the four

portions of which the gill-cover of a fish is

composed. It is articulated to the pre-oper-

cular one above, to the sub-opercular behind,
and usually to the back part of a mandible of

some fishes. Called also Interopercular Bone.
(Owen: Compar. Anat. of Fishes, p. 114.)

in-ter-or'-Dlt-al, a. [Pref, inter-, and or-

bital. ]

Anat, £c. .- Between any orbit, as those of
the eyes.

ln-ter-os'-CU-lant, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng., &c. osculant (q.v.).] Connecting two
different assemblages of any kind, as a variety
connecting two species, a species two genera,

a genus two families, a family two tribes, a
tribe two orders, &c.

ln-ter-os-cu-late, v.t. [Pref. inter-, and
osculate (q.v.).]

Biol. : To connect two different assemblages.
[Inosculant.]

in-ter-os'-se-al, ln-ter-os'-se-ous, a.

[Pref. inter-, and'Eng. osseal, osseous (q.v.).]

Anat., &c. : Situated between bones. There
are interosseous bones, nerves, arteries, and
an interosseous ligament,

ln-ter-os'-se-i, s. pi. [Pref. inter-, and masc.
pi. of Lat. osseus.]

Anat. : Two sets of muscles. The Dorsal
Interossei, seven in number, withdraw the
fingers from the middle line of the hand;
there are corresponding muscles in the foot,

four dorsal and three plantar. (Quain.)

in-ter-os'-se-ous, a. [Interosseal.]

* in-ter-pale', v.t. [Pref. inter- and Eng.
pale (q.v.).]

1. To place pales between ; to divide by
pales.

2. To interweave, to interlace.
" He ware upon his head a diademe of purple inter-

paled with white."

—

Brende : Quintus Curtius, fo. 151.

In-ter-par-i-e'-tal, «.. [Pref. inter-, and
parietal (q.v.).]

Compar, Anat. £ Zool. : Between the parietal
bones, as the interparietal suture occurring in
the young of the Ruminantia and Carnivora.

* in -ter pass', v.i. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
pass (q.v.).] To pass between.

"Many skirmishes interpassed with surprisements
of castles."—Daniel: Hist. Eng., p. 47.

* in -ter pause, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
pause (q.v.).] A pause or stop between ; an
intermission.

"Giving an interpause to pride and spite."
Daniel. Civil Wars, vi. 72.

* in ter-peal', * in -ter-pell ', v.t. [Lat in-

terpello = to interrupt : inter- = between,
among, anilpello = to drive.]

1. To interrupt, to hinder, to interfere with.
" This being thus : why should my tongue or pen
Presume to interpell that fuluesse."

Ben Jonson.: On my Muse, elegy 9.

2. To intercede with, to appeal to.

" Here one of us began to interpeal
Old Mueinou."
iH. More ; On the Soul, pt i., bk. iii., § 3L

in-ter-pe-dun'-cu-lar, a. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. peduncular.]

Anat. : Between the peduncles of the cere-

brum.

interpeduncular-space, s.

Anat. : A lozenge-shaped interval situated
between the peduncles of the cerebrum and
containing the posterior perforated space, the
corpora albicantia, and the tuber cinereum.
(Quain.)

in ter-pel-late, v.t. [Lat. interpellates, pa.
par. of interpello.] [Interpeal.] To ques-
tion ; to address a question to ; especially

' said of a question addressed by a member of
a legislative assembly to a minister.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,
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in ter-pel-la tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. inter-

pellatenem, ace. of interpellatio = a speaking
"between, an interruption, from interpellate,

pa. par. of interpello. [Interpellate.]
* 1. The act of interrupting or interfering;

rnterruption.

"The latter makes no little complaint of the impor-
tunity of those continuall interpellations."—Bp. Hall :

Defence of the Humble Remonstrance^.

* 2. The act of interposing or interceding

on behalf of another ; intercession, interposi-

tion.
" Continuallye he maketh interpellation for vs sin-

ners."—Bate : Apologie, to. 8.

* 3. A summons, a citation.
" In all extrajudicial acts one citation, monition, or

extrajudicial interpellation is sufficient." — Ayliffe:
Parergon.

4. A question addressed by a member of a
legislative assembly to a minister or member
of the government.

* in-ter-pen'-e-trate, v.t. & i. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. penetrate (q.v.).]

A. Travis. ; To penetrate between other sub-

stances ; to penetrate mutually so as to form
a union.

B. Intrans. : To penetrate between or

within bodies ; to penetrate mutually, so as

to form a union.

* in-ter-pen-e-tra'-tion, s, [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. penetration (q.v.).] The act or state

of interpenetrating ; the act or state of pene-
trating mutually so as to form a union.

* in-ter-pen'-€-tra-tive, a. [Eng. inter-

penetrate) ; -ive.] Penetrating between or

within other bodies ; mutually penetrating.

t in-ter-pet'-al-a-ry, a. [Pref. i?i«er-;Eng.

petal, and suff. -ary ]

Bot. : Between petals.

in-ter-pet'-i-d-lar, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. petiolar.}

Bot. : Between the petioles or leaf stalks.

In-ter-pha lan'-ge-al, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. phalangeal (q.v.)"]

Anat. : Between the phalanges of the hand
and foot. There are interphalangeal articula-
tions of both.

in-ter-pil-as'-ter, s, [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
pilaster (q.v.).

J

Arch. : The space between two pilasters.

* inter-place , v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
place (q.v.).] To place between or among.

" The power of lords (thus interlaced
Betwixt the height of princes, and the state)."

Daniel: ClvU Wars, vii. 65.

in-ter-plan'-et-ar-y, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. planetary (q".v.).] Situated or existing
between the planets.

"Tn the interinundane or interplanetary spaces,
that it refracts the rays of the moon and other remoter
luminaries."

—

Boyle: Works, v. 612.

*in'-ter-play, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng. play
(q.v.).] Reciprocal action or influence.

in ter-plead ,
* enter-plead, v.i. [Pref.

inter-, and Eng. plead (q.v.).]

Law : To plead or discuss a point incidental
to a cause, before the principal cause is tried.

[Interpleader.]

in-ter-plead-er, * en ter-plead-er, o.

[Eng. interplead ; -er.~\

Law

:

* 1. One who interpleads.

2. The pleading or discussion of a point
incidentally arising, as it were, between or in

the middle of a case, before the principal cause
is determined. Interpleader is allowed that the
defendant may not be charged to two severally

where no fault is in him ; as where one party
brings detinue against the defendant upon a
bailment of goods, and another against him
upon trover, there shall be interpleader to
ascertain who has right to his action.

" If a claim be made by a third party to the goods of
i the person against whom the writ of fieri facias is

issued, the sheriff may impannel a jury to try the
question of property ; and according as the question
is determined, surrender the goods or sell them in
terms of the writ. But he now usually proceeds in
such a case under the Interpleader Acts ; and obtains
from a judge at chambers, a summons directed to the
execution creditor, and the party claiming the goods;
and calling upon them to appear and maintain their
respective claims ; which, if the claimant fail to do,
his claim is barred. But if both parties apirear, the
judge may decide between them ; or an interpleader
issue, to try the right of property, is directed ; on
which the parties go to trial as in ordinary cases."—
Blackstone: Comment., bk. iii., ch. 11.

interpleader-order, ».

Law : (See extract).

"Again, if the defendant does not claim any interest

in the money or goods for which the plaintiff is suing,
and they are claimed by some other party, he may
apply to a judge for an interpleader order, whereby
the third party is called upon to appear and state his
claim, and maintain or relinquish it, his failing to do
bo being for ever after a bar to his prosecuting it

against the defendant."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk.
ifi., ch. 11.

f in-ter-pledge', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
pledge (q.v.).] To pledge or plight mutually
or reciprocally.

* in-ter-pfilnt', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
point (q.v.).] To distinguish by points or

stops ; to place or insert points or marks of

pause or stop.
" Her heart commands, her words should pass outfirst,

And then her sighs should interpoint her words."
Daniel : Civil Wars, ii. 82.

* in-ter'-pol-a-ble, a. [Eng. interpolate);

-able.] Capable of being interpolated or in-

serted ; suitable for interpolation. (De Morgan,
in Annandale.)

in-ter'-pd-late, v.t. [Lat. interpolatus, pa.

par. of interpolo = to polish up, to interpolate

;

interpolns, interpolis = polished up ; inter- =
between, among, and polio = to polish ; Fr.

interpoler ; Sp. interpolar ; Ital. interpolare.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. To insert, as a spurious word or passage
in a book or document ; to add a spurious
word or passage to ; to foist in.

2. To alter or corrupt by the introduction
or insertion of spurious matter : as, to vitiate

or corrupt a book by the interpolation of

words or passages spurious or foreign to the

subject.
" In the larger epistles, which are generally supposed

to be interpolated, the passages of the Old and New
Testament are more numerous."—Jortin : Rem. on
Eccles. Hist.

* 3. To introduce at intervals ; to carry on
with intermissions.

"The alluvion of the sea upon those rocks might be
eternally continued, but interpolated."—Hale ; Orig.

of Mankind, p. 96.

II. Math. & Phys. : To introduce or find one
or more intermediate terms necessary to com-
plete a partial series of numbers or observa-
tions ; to make the necessary interpolations

on : as, To interpolate a table of numbers.

ln-ter'-po-lat-ed, pa. par. & a. [Interpo-
late.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

I. Ord. Lang. : Inserted or added to the
original ; foisted m ; spurious.

II. Mathematics :

1. Having had the necessary interpolations
made : as, an interpolated table.

2. Introduced or determined by interpola-
tion : as, interpolated numbers.

in-ter-po-la'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. inter-
pokttionem, accus. of interpolatio = an altera-
tion made here and there, from interpolatus,
pa. par. of interpolo; Sp. interpolation; Ital.
interpolazione.] [Interpolate.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of interpolating ; the act of foist-
ing in or introducing spurious words or
passages into a book or writing ; the act of
corrupting or vitiating by the introduction or
insertion of matter spurious or foreign to the
subject.

"By transcribing, interpolation, misprinting, and
creeping in of antichronisms now and then strangely
disordered."—Drayton : Poly-Olbion, a. 4.

2. That which is interpolated ; spurious
words or passages introduced or inserted in a
book or writing.

" Sir, I beseech you to accept or pardon these trifling
interpolations, which I have presumed to send you "—
£velyn: Letter to Mr. Aubrey, Feb., 1675-6.

II. Math, & Phys. : The operation of finding
terms between any two consecutive ones of a
series which shall conform to the law of the
series. In most cases the law of the series is
not given,' but only numerical values of certain
terms of the series, taken at fixed and regular
intervals. The method of interpolation is of
extensive use, not only in pure analysis and
geometry, but also in various other subjects
of mathematical inquiry and computation
particularly in astronomy. In this latter
branch of investigation it is the means of sav-
ing, in many cases, immensely laborious com-

putations. "Thus, for example, in finding the

places of some of the planets whose motions
are not very rapid, it will be sufficiently accu-
rate to compute their places for every fourth
or fifth day, and then by interpolation, toiiiul

their places for intermediate days.

ln-teV-po-lat-OT, s. [Lat., from interpolatus,

pa. par. of interpolo; Fr. interpolateur.] One
who interpolates ; one who foists spuriou.s

words or passages into a book or writing ; one
who vitiates or corrupts by interpolation.

* in-ter-poT-ish, v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
polish (q.v.).] To polish here and there; to

polish in parts.
" Cunningly interpolisht by some second hand."

—

MUton: Reason of Church Govt., bk. i., ch. v.

* in-ter-pol'-i-ty, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
polity.] Exchange of citizenship.

" The transplanting and interpolity of our species."

—

Lytton: The Caxtons, bk, xiii., en. i.

* in-ter-pdne', v.t. [Lat. inUrpono, from in-
ter- = between, among, and pono = to place,

to set.] To place or set between or among

;

to interpose.

*' in-ter-pdn'-ent, s. [Lat. interponens, pr.

par. of interpo'no.] One who or that which
interpones or interposes.

" Lop down these interponents that withstand
The passage to our throne.

'

Heywood : Rape of Lucrece.

* in-ter-pos'-al, s. [Eng. interpos(e); -al.]

1. The act of interposing ; interposition

;

interference.

2. The act of coming between ; intervention.
" Our overshadowed souls may be emblemed by

crusted globes, whose influential emissions are inter-
cepted by the interposal of the benighting element."

—

GlanvUl: Scepsis Scicntifica, ch. ii.

ln-ter-pdse', v.t. & i. [Fr. interposer, from
Lat. inter- = between, among, and pono (pa.

par. positus) = to place, to set.] [Interpone.]

A. Transitive:

1. To place or set between ; to cause to in-

tervene.
"Mountains interposed

Make enemies of nations." Cowpcr : Task, ii. 17.

2. To place between or among ; to thrust

in ; to intrude ; to present or put forward for

obstruction, interruption, aid, succour, or ad-

justment of differences.

"What watchful cares do interpose themselves
Betwixt your eyes and night?"

Shakesp. : Julius Coesar, ii. 1.

3. To utter or remark between the words of

another.
" If Adam aught, perhapB, might interpose.

"

MUton: P. L., xii. 3.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To be or come between ; to intervene.

"Long hid by interposing hill or wood."
Cowper : Truth, 2-ID.

2. To come or step in between parties at
variance ; to intervene ; to intercede ; to
mediate.

"The prayers of those
Who for th' offending warriors interpose."

Dryden : Palamon & Arcite, ii. 386.

3. To make a remark by way of interruption
between the words of another.

* in-ter-pose', s. [Interpose, v.] The act

of interposing ; interposition, interposal, in-

tervention.
" Without the wise interpose of state-physicians."

—

Spenser ; On Prodigies, p. 119. ...

ln-ter-pos'-er, s. [Eng. interpos(e); -er.]

1. One who or that which comes between
or intervenes.

" I will make haste ; but, till I come again, . . .

No rest be interposer 'twixt us twain,"
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iii. 2.

2. One who comes between parties at vari-

ance ; a mediator.

* in-ter-pos'-lt, s. [Lat. inter- = between,

among, and positus, pa. par. of pono = to
place.] A place of deposit between one com-
mercial city or country and another.

in-ter-po-si'-tion, * in ter-po-si-cion,
s. [Fr., from Lat. interpositionem, accus, of
interpositio, from interpositus, pa. par. of in-

terpono = to place between ; Sp. interposicion ;
Ital. interposizione.] [Interpone,]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of placing or setting between or
among.

"By reason of the often interposition of the initiall
letters."—Sir T. More: Workes, p. 1,291.

boil, bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eyist. ph = f,

-oian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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2. The state of being or coming between;
intervention

.

" It is a mere privation of the suu's light by reason
of the interposition of the earth's upacous body."—
WUkins : The Moon a World.

3. Intervenient agency; mediation; inter-

vention
;
justifiable interference : as, A quarrel

is settled, by the interposition of friends.

* i. That which is interposed.

"A shelter, and a kind of shading cool
Interposition." Milton: P. R., iii. 222.

* 5. "Words or phrases used parenthetically.
" Some vseso many interpositions, both in their talke

and in their writing, that they make their sayings as
darke ns helL"— Wilson: Arte of Rhetor-ique, p. 171.

II, Min. : The placing by natural agency of

a crystal of one mineral in the mass or crystal
of another, or anything similar ; the state of
being so interposed.

* In-ter-po'-sure (s as zh), s. [Eng. inter-

pos(e); -ure.] The act of interposing, inter-

posal, interposition. (Glanvill : Pre-existence

of Souls, ch. xiv.)

in-teV-pret, * in-ter-prete, v.t. & i. [Fr.

interpreter, from Lat. interpretor, from inter-

pres (gen. interprets) — an interpreter; Sp.
interpreter; Ital. interpretare.]

A. Transitive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. To explain the meaning of ; to expound
;

to translate from an unknown or foreign lan-

guage into one known ; to define ; to decipher.

2. To explain or unfold the intent, meaning,
or reasons of; to make clear ; to free from ob-
scurity or mystery ; to expound ; to make
intelligible.

" Pharaoh told them his dreams : but there was none
that could interpret them unto him."— Genesis xll. 8.

3. To assume the meaning of; to under-
stand ; to explain to oneself.

"The child who knows no better
Than to interpret hy the letter,

A story of a cock and bull."
Cowper: Pairing Time Anticipated.

4. To represent artistically; to act; to re-

present the intentions or meaning of in action.

"The choruses were admirably wiier/weted."—Athen-
mum, Nov. 10, 1883, p. G10.

II. Math. : To explain by the application of

mathematical rules.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To act as an interpreter ; to explain.
" I could interpret between you and your love."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 2.

2. To understand ; to assume as an explana-
tion.

^f For the difference between to interpret

and to explain, see Explain.

* in-ter'-pret-a-ble, a. [Eng. interpret;

-able,] Capable* of being interpreted, ex-

pounded, or explained.
" Howsoever the law be in truth or inlerpretable."—

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 17.

* in-teV-pret-a-merit, s. [Lat. interpreta-

mentum.] Interpretation, explanation.

* Ul-ter'-pre-tate, v.t. [Lat. interpretatus,

pa. par. of interpretor = to interpret (q.v.).]

To interpret.
" And those I took to be of mine own opinion, and

divers doctors that followed, whose sentence I did in-

terpretate as to agree with mine."—Strype : Life of Sir
John Cheke, ch. v., § 5.

Jn-ter-pre-ta'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. in-

terpretationem, accus. of interpretatio, from
interpretatus, pa. par. of interpretor = to in-

terpret (q.v.) ; Sp. interpretaeion ; ItaL inter-

pretazione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of interpreting, expounding, or

explaining that which is unintelligible, not
understood, or not obvious ; translation, ex-

planation, exposition.

"Do not interpretations belong to God ?"—Genesis
xl. 8.

* 2. The power of explaining or expounding
" We beseech thee to prosper this great sign, and to

give us the interpretation and use of it In mercy."

—

Bacon.

3. The sense or explanation given by an in-

terpreter.

"Those texts may receive a kinder and more molli-
fied interpretation, —Dryden : Religio Laid. (Pref.)

i. The conception and representation of a
character on the stage.

"The part of Cassandra ... fa capable of far more
various interpretation than that of her rival."—
Athenasum, Dec. 25, 18B0, p. 876.

B. Math. : The process of explaining results
arrived at by the application of mathematical
rules. When, for example, an algebraic defi-

nition is bud down, there is frequently some
restriction implied in making the definition,

so that the result to which it leads presents
more cases than can be explained by it, or
even than was contemplated by it. Thus the
abbreviation of aa, aaa, into a3

, a3
, and the

rules which spring from it, lead to results of
the form a—2

, a , a*, &c. These results, until
interpreted, are without any intelligent alge-

braic meaning.

IT Scripture interpretation: [Exegesis, Her-
MENEUTICS].

* in-ter'-pre-ta-tive, a. [Lat. interpre-

tatus), pa. par. of interpretor = to interpret

(q.v.); Eng. adj. suff. -ive.]

1. Fitted or designed for interpretation
;

explanatory, expounding.
" The rigour of interpretative lexicography."

—

John-
son: Eng. Diet. (Pref.)

2. Collected or known by interpretation.

"The rejecting their additions may justly be deemed
an interpretative siding with heresies."—Hammond.
(Todd.)

* In-teV-pre-ta-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. inter-

pretative ; -ly.] In an interpretative manner

;

so as to interpret.

"By thi3 provision the Almighty interpretatively
speaks to him in this manner."

—

Ray. On the Creation.

in-ter'-pre-ter, *in-ter-pre-tour, s

[Eng. interpret ; -er.]

1. One who or that which interprets, ex-

plains, or makes clear what is unintelligible,

not understood, ornot obvious ; an expounder,
a translator.

" Sacred interpreter of human thought.
How few re3pect or use thee as they ought."

Cowper : Conversation, 23.

2. Specifically, one who explains what a
speaker says in one language to the person
addressed in another.

"Friday's father had learned Spanish , . . and he
should serve hlin for an interpreter."—Defoe: Robin-
son Crusoe, pt. ii.

3. One who conceives and represents a
character on the stage.

* in-ter-prise, s. [Enterprise.]

* in-ter-punc'-tion, >. [Lat. interpunctio,
from inter- = between, among, and punctus,
pa. par. of pungo — to prick ; Ital. interpun-
zione.] The act of making or placing points
between sentences or parts of sentences

;

punctuation.
"A various interpunction, a parenthesis, a letter, an

accent, may much alter the sense."—Taylor : Liberty
of Prophesying, § 4.

in-ter-quar'-ter, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
quarter (q.v.).]

Arch. : The space between two quarters.

* in-ter-ra'-di-al, a. [Lat. inter- = between,
among, and radius = a ray, aradius.] Between
the radii or rays.

* in-ter-re-ceive', v. t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
receive (q.v.).] To receive between or within.

In-terred', pa. par. or a. [Inter, v.]

* ln-ter-re'-gen-cy, * in-ter-re'-gen-cie,
s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng. regency (q.v.).] An
interregnum (q.v.).

"The government was called interregnum, the in-
terregencie."—P. Holland: Livy, p. 13.

* In-ter-re'-gent, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
regent (q.v.).]

" One who has the chief power
during an interregnum (q.v.).

" M. F. Camillua was created interrcgent."—P. Hol-
land: Livy, p. 201.

in-ter-reg'-num, s. [Lat., from inter- = be-
tween, and regnum = a kingdom, a reign.]

1. The time during which a throne is vacant
between the death or abdication of a sovereign
and the accession of his successor, or between
the cessation of one government and the esta-

blishment of another.

2, An interval during which the powers of
the executive are in abeyance, owing to a
change of government.

" Persons who, under pretence of promoting the
union, might really be contriving only to prolong the
interregnum."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xlil.

* in- ter- reign (eign as an), *in-ter-
reigne, s. [Fr. interregne, from Lat. inter-

regnum.] An interregnum (q.v.). (Bacon .*

Henry VII.)

t in-ter-re-la'-tion, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
relation (q.v.).] Correlation; reciprocal rela-

tion.

"The interrelation of the Gospels."—A thenmum.,

Aug. 2, 1884, p. 144.

* m-ter-re-pel'-lent, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. repellent (q.v.).] Mutually or recipro-

cally repellent.

in-teV-rer, s. [Eng. inter, v. ; -er.] One who
inters or buries.

* in'-ter-rex, s. [Lat., from inter- = between,
and rex = a king.] A person appointed to

govern during an interregnum ; a regent.
" The proposition for the appointment of an interrex-

which Is mentioned by Livy."

—

Lewis: Cr^d. Early
Roman JJist. (1855), ii. 204.

ln-teV-ro-gate, v.t. & i. [Lat. interrogatus,

pa. par. of interrogo = to question : inter- =
thoroughly, and rogo = to ask ; Fr. interroger

;

Sp. interrogar ; Ital. interrogare.]

A. Trans. : To question ; to examine by
asking questions.

"The messenger was arrested, interrogated, and
searched ; and the letters were found."

—

Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

B. Intrans. : To ask questions ; to examine.
" By his instructions touching the queen of Naples

it seemetn he could interrogate touching beauty."

—

Bacon : Henry VII.

* in-ter'-ro-gate, s. [Interrogate, v.] A
question, an interrogation.

" Ask me of things to come concerning my sons, Ac.
referring the veutura, (things to come) to the follow-
ing interrogate."—Bp. Hall: Cases of Conscience, Dec.
3, case 10.

* in-ter-ro-ga-tee', s. [Eng. interrogate) ;

suff. -ee.] One who is questioned or interro-

in-ter-ro-ga'-tion, 5. [Fr., from Lat. in-

terrogationem, accus. of interrogativ = an ask-
ing, a question, from interrogatus, pa. par. of
interrogo = to interrogate (q.v.) ; Sp. interro-

gacion ; ItaL interrogazione.]

I, Ordinary Language:

1. The act of interrogating or asking ques-
tions ; examination by questions.

"He opposith by interrogation, and would be aun-
swered."

—

Bp. Gardner: Explication, fo. 80.

2. A question asked or put ; an enquiry ; a
query.

"We heare of no more objections, no more interro-
gations."—Bp. HaU; Contempl.; The Annunciation.

II. Print. : The mark, note, or sign (?) which
indicates that the sentence preceding it con-
tains a question.

in-ter-rog'-a-tive, a. & s. [Lat. interroga-

tivus, from interrogatus, pa. par. of interrogo
— to interrogate (q.v.) ; Fr. interrogatif; Ital.

& Sp. interrogativo.]

A. As adj.: Denoting a question ; employed
in asking questions ; expressed in the form of
a question : as, an interrogative pronoun, an
interrogative sentence.

"Though, instead of the interrogative point, the
Hebrews make use of their interrogative He."

—

Boyle

:

Works, ii. 273.

B. As substantive

:

Gram. : A word used in asking questions,

such as Who? When? How?
" For al voices that are relatiues, may sometimes be

interrogatiues, as whan they aske a question."— Udal :

Flowers, fo. 104.

in-ter-rog'-a-tive-l^, adv. [Eng. interro-

gative; -ly.] In an interrogative manner; in

form of a question.

"Mr. Pope, perceiving the absurdity of the common
interpretation, seems to have read the lines interro-

gatively."—Hurd : Notes on the Epistle to Augustus.

in-ter'-ro-ga-tdr, s. [Lat., from interro-

gatus, pa. par. of interrogo = to interrogate

(q.v.).] One who interrogates ; one who asks
questions.

in-ter-rdg'-a-tor-^, * in-ter-rog-a-tor-
ie, a. & s. (Lat. interrogatorius = consisting

of questions; Fr. interrogatoire ; Sp. & Ital,

interrogatorio.]

A. As adj. : Containing a question ; express-
ing a question ; interrogative.

B. As subst. : A question, an inquiry, a
query; specif., in law, a question asked in
writing.

"Interrogatories framed for the purpose of ascer-
taining how they would act at a general election."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

in ter-rd'-rem, phr. [Lat.] With the view
of terrifying.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oe = e; ey-a, q,u = kw.
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in-ter-rupt', v.t. [Lat. interruptus, pa. par.

of interrumpo = to break through : inter- =
between, among, and rumpo = to break.]

1. To stop, hinder, or obstruct the progress

or process of anything by breaking in upon it

;

to stop or break the current or course of any-

thing ; to cause to be delayed or given over

for a time ; to cause a temporary cessation or

intermission in.

" Interrupting prayerB and sermons with clamour
and scurrility."

—

Macaulay: Hist- Eng., ch. xvii.

2. To hinder a speaker fro^i proceeding by
interposing remarks or exclamations ; to break

in upon the conversation of.

" Answer not before thou hast heard the cause ; nei-

ther interrupt men in the midstof their talk, "—ttcclus.

xi. 8.

3. To form a break in ; to break the regular

succession of.

" Flanders was erected into a county, which changed
the title o£ Forester for that of Count, without inter-

rupting the succession."—Sir^iV. Temple: United

Provinces, ch. L

4. To cause a break or gap in.

" Find the brightness interrupted by fewer clouds."

—Blair: Works, vol. v., ser. 1.

5. To disturb, so as to prevent from con-

tinuing at one's occupation : as, To interrupt

a person at his work.

% For the difference between to interrupt

and to disturb, see Disturb.

* In-ter-riipt', a. & s. (Lat. interruptus, pa.

par. of interrumpo = to break through.]

A. As adj. : Irregular, interrupted. (Burton.)

B. As subst. : A gap, a chasm.

" No bars of hell, nor all the chains
Heap'd on him there, nor yet the main abyss,

Wide interrupt, can hold. ' Milton : P. L. t iii. 84.

ln-ter-rupt'-ed, pa. par, & a. [Interrupt,

v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Broken off, intermitted.

2. Bot. : A term used when any symmetrical
arrangement is destroyed by causes operating

locally.

Interrupted-spike, s.

Bot. : A spike having the axis here and there

unusually elongated, and not covered with
flowers.

in-ter-rupt'-ed-l^t adv. [Eng. inter-

rupted; -ly.\

1. Ord. Lang. : With breaks or interrup-
tions ; not in continuity.

" The owl's long cry, and, inter-
ruptedly,

Of distant sentinels the fitful
song

Begun and died."
Byron ; Man/red, iii. 4.

2. Bot. : So as to be inter-

rupted (q.v.).

interruptedly-pin-
nate, a.

Bot. : Having the leaflets al-

ternately large and small, as
in the potato.

in-ter-riipt'-er, * in-ter-
riipt'-or, s. [Eng. interrupt,

v. ; -er, -or.] One who or that interruptedly

which interrupts. pinnate.

" The great disturbers of those pleasures, and inter-
rupters of the caresses of those lusts."—South : Sermons,
voL iv„ ser. 8.

in-ter-rup'-tion, * in-ter-rup-clon, s.

[Fr. interruption, from Lat. interruptionem,

accus. of interruptio = an interrupting, from
interruptus, pa. par. of interrumpo = to inter-

rupt (q.v.); Sp. interrupcion ; Ital. interru-

zione.]

1. The act of interrupting or breaking in

upon.

2. A hindrance, a stop ; an obstacle caused
by the breaking-in of something upon the

course, progress, or process of anything ; a

stoppage.
" Here the first stop our rapid course delays,
And with a grateful interruption stays.

Brooke : The Fox Chase,

3. A breach, break, or gap caused by the
breaking-in or intervention ofanything foreign

;

intervention, interposition.
" Places Bevered from the continent by the interrup-

tion of the sea."—Hale ; Orig. of Mankind.

*i. Intermission; temporary cessation.

"This way of thinking on what we read, will be a
rub only In the beginning ; when custom has made it

familiar, it will be dUpatched without resting or in.
Corruption in the course of our reading."

—

Locke.
(Todd.)

* in-ter-rup'-tive, a. [Eng. interrupt; -ive.]

Tending to interrupt ; interrupting.

* in-ter-rup'-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. inter-

rvptive; -ly.] So as to interrupt; by inter-

ruption.

* in-ter-scalme', s. [Ft., from Lat. inter-

scalmium, from inter- = between, and scalmus
= an oar.]

Antiq. : In ancient galleys that part of the

side of the vessel included between two oars

or rowlocks ; it contained about four feet.

in-ter-scap'-u-lar, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. scapular (q.v.).]

Anat. ; Situated between the shoulder
blades.

* in-ter-scend'-ent, a. [Lat. inter- = be-

tween, and scandens, pr. par. of scando = to

climb.]

Alg. : A term applied by Leibnitz to quan-
tities when the exponents of their powers are

radical : as, x */ 2, x -J a, from their holding a
mean, as it were, between algebraic and trans-

cendental quantities.

* in-ter-scind', v. t. [Lat. interscindo, from

inter- = between, among, and scindo — to cut.]

To cut off.

* in-ter-SCi*Ibe', v.t. [Lat. interscribo, from
inter- = between, among, and scribo = to

write.] To write between.

* in-ter-se'-cant, a. [Lat. intersecans, pr.

par. of inters'eco : inter- = between, among,
and seco = to cut.] Cutting or dividing into

parts ; crossing, intersecting.

in-ter-Sect', v.t. & i. [Lat. intersectus, pa.

par. of interseco = to ^cut apart : inter- = be-

tween, among, and seco = to cut.]

A. Trans. : To cut into or between ; to cut

across ; to cut mutually ; to divide into parts.

" Where frequent hedgerows intersect rich fields

Of many a different form and different hue,

Bright with ripe corn." Scott ; Amwell.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To cut into each other ; to

meet and cross each other.
" Did I say ita floor

Was made of intersecting cedar beams?"
Browning : Bordello, bk. ii.

2. Geom. : To cut each other. Two lines

are said to intersect when they cross each

other, having a point in common. Two sur-

faces intersect when they cut each other,

having a line, or lines, iu common.

in-ter-Sec'-tiont s - [Lat. intersectio, from
intersectus, pa. par. of interseco = to intersect

(q.v.) ; Fr. intersection; Sp. intersection; Ital.

intersezione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. The act or state of intersecting; the state

of being intersected.

"The intersection of the planes ol the equator and
ecliptic."

—

Ray: On the Creation, pt. i.

* 2. A cutting up or dividing into parts.
" Obstructed and embarrassed by the frequent inter-

sections of the Bense which are the necessary effects of
rhyme."—Johnson : Life of Thomson.

II. Geom. : The point or line in. which two
lines or planes cut each other.

in-ter-sec'-tion-al» a. [Eng. intersection;
-al.] Pertaining to* or formed by an, intersec-
tion or intersections.

* inter sem i-nate, v.t. [Lat. intersemi-
natus, pa. par. of intersemino : inter- = be-
tween, among, and semino= to sow ; semen
(genit. seminis) — a seed.] To sow between
or among.

* in-ter-serf, v.t. [Lat. intersertus, pa. par.
of intersero : inter- = between, among, and
sero = to sow, to plant.] To put or set be-
tween other things ; to insert, to interpolate.

" If I may intersert a short speculation, the depth of
the sea is determined in Pliny to be fifteen fin-longs."—Brerewood. (Todd.)

* in-terser tion, s. [Eng. intersert; -ion.]
Something inserted or put in between or
among other things ; an insertion ; an interpo-
lation.

"They have some intorsertions which are plainly
spurlouB."—Bp. Noll : A Defence of the Bumble He-
monstrance.

* in ter-set , v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng. set

(q.v.).] To set, place, or put between or
among.

" He saw this barrier of dislike
Thus intersex" Daniel : Civil Wars, viii. 68..

* in-ter-shock', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.

sftocfc(q.v-).] To shock mutually or recipro-

cally.
" What discontentments will there still arise

In such a camp of kings to intershock

Each other's greatness." .„.>,..
Daniel : Chorus in Phtlotas.

t In-ter-si-deV-e-al, a. [Pref. inter-, and

Eng. sidereal.] Situated between or among
the stars ; interstellar. (AnnandaU.)

* in-ter-so'-cial (ci as sh)t a. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. social (q.v.).] Pertaining to inter-

course or association ; social.

* in-ter-som'-ni-ous, a. [Lat. inter- = be-

tween, and somnus = sleep.] Between sleep-

ing and waking ; in an interval of wakefulness.

* in-ter-Sour', v.t [Pref. inter-, and Eng.

sour (q.v.).] To mix with something sour.

" And held back something from that full of sweet
To intersour unsure delights demure."

Danul : Qctavia to M. Antonius.

in'-ter- space, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
space (q.v.).] Space between other things ;

intervening space.

"The lucid interspace of world and world."
Tennyson : Lucretius, 105.

* in'-ter-speech, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
speech (q.v.).] A speech inserted or interposed

between others.

in-ter-sperse , v.t. [Lat. interspersus, pa.

par. of interspergo ; inter- = between, among,
and spergo = to scatter.]

1. To scatter here and there amongst other

things.

"You should do well to intersperse among them
some eucharistical ejaculations and doxologieB." —
Howell : Letters, bk. ii., let. 67.

* 2. To diversify, to variegate ; to be scat-

tered amongst.
" Oaks intersperse it, that had once a bead."

Cowper : A Needless Alarm.

* 3. To diversify by scattering or disposing

here and there amongst.
" Which apace is interspersed with smaU islands and

rocks."—Cook: Third Voyage, bk. iii., ch. vli.

* in-ter-sper'-sionf s. [Intersperse.] The
act of interspersing or scattering here and
there amongst other things ; the state of being

interspersed.
" These sentiments have obtained almost in all ages

and places, though not without interspersion of certain

corrupt additameuts."—Hale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 62.

inter spin al, a. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.

spinal.] [Interspinous.]

in-ter-spi-nal'-e§, s. pi. [Masc. & fem. pi.

of Mod. Lat. interspinalis — between spines

;

pref. inter-, and spinalis = of or belonging' to

the spine.]

Anat. : Muscles consisting of short vertical

fasciculi of fleshy fibres placed in pairs be-

tween the spinous processes of the contiguous

vertebra.

In-ter-spin' _~~, — - , -

[Pref. inter-; Eng. spine; -ous, -al.]

Anat. : Situated between the processes of

the spine.

interspinous-ligaments, s. pi.

Anat. : Thin, somewhat membranous, liga-

ments connecting the inferior border of one
spinous process with the superior border of

that next below it.

* in-ter-spl-ra'-tion, s. [Lat. interspiratio.]

Inspiration between ; occasional inspiration.

" What gracious resplts are here, what favourable

interspirations, as If God bade me to recollect myself."
—Bp. Hall : Satan's Fiery.Darts Quenched, Dec. 2.

* in'-ter-State, a. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
state (q.v.).] Between different states.

In-ter-stel'-lar, in-ter-stel'-lar-^, a.

[Lat. inter- = between, and Stella = a star; Fr.

interstellaire.] Situated between or amongst
the stars.

" Comets as have, by a trajectlon through the aether,

for a long time wandered through the celestial or

interstellar part of the universe. '—Boyle : Works, t.

379.

in-teV-stlce, s. [Fr., from Lat. interstitium

= an interval of space : inter- = between,

among, and status = a position ; Sp. inter-

sticio; Ital. interstizio.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A space intervening between one thing

and another ; especially a narrow or small

-ous, in -ter- spin' -al, a.

i?nrf aw/no • .nil a -fl.l 1

boil, bo^; poilt, io^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tlon, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -Die, -die, &c. - t el, del.
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space between two things close together, or
between the component parts of a body ; a
crevice, a chink, a cranny.

"For when the aiery interstice* are filled, and as
much of the salt of the ashes as the water will imbibe
is dissolaed, there remaiDS a gross and terrec.ua portion
at the bottom."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. ii.,

ch. v.

+
2. An interval of time between one act

and another.

U The term is specifically applied to the
intervals which Roman canon-law requires
should elapse between the reception of the
various degrees of orders. The Council of
Trent (sess. 24, cap. xi.) recommends that
interstices should be observed even 'in confer-
ring minor orders, but they are usually con-
ferred at once. A full ecclesiastical year

—

from Lent to Lent, or from Pentecost to
Pentecost—is required between minor orders
and the subdiaconate, the subdiaconate and
the diaconate, and the diaconate and the
priesthood.

"The members of religious orders can be ordained
in many cases .... without observing the inter-
stices."—Addis & Arnold : Cath. Diet., p. 4M.

* in-ter'-sticed, a. [Eng. interstice); -ed.]

Having interstices or spaces between ; situated
at intervals.

* in-ter-stinc'-tive, a. [Lat. interstinct(us),
pa. par. of interstinguo = to diversify or varie-
gate ; Eng. suff. -ive.] Distinguishing, dis-
tinctive.

" What care is taken of the interstinctive points ?"—
WaUis, in Aubrey's Anecdotes, i. 78.

in-ter-sti'-tial (ti as sh), * in-ter-sti-
tiall, a. [Lat. interstiti(urn) ; Eng. adj. suff.

-at.]

1. Physics, Anat, &c: Containing inter-
stices

;
pertaining to interstices ; intermediate.

" How many chasms he would find of wide and con-
tinued vacuity, and how many interstitial Bpacea un-
filled."—Rambler, No. 8.

2. Path. : (See the compounds).

interstitial-absorption, s.

Path. : Gradual absorption of the molecules
of some part of the body. It is one of the re-

sults of inflammation. It is seen in bone
with obliteration and absorption, also in the
granular contracted kidney, cirrhotic or
gouty, and in the tissues of the liver and
lungs. It precedes the extension of inflamma-
tion to pus, as -when an abscess points, when
the pus is moving in a distinct course towards
the mucous or cutaneous surface of the part
affected, this resulting from interstitial ab-
sorption of the tissues involved.

interstitial-hepatitis, s.

Path. : The same as Cirrhosis (q.v.).

. Interstitial-organs, s. pi.

Anat. : Organs occupying the intermediate

spaces between other organs, as the bladder
which is situated in the abdomino-pelvic
cavity.

interstitial-pneumonia, .

Path. ; The invasion of one or both lungs
by a fibroid exudation.

* in-ter-sti'-ti-um (ti as shi), *. [Lat.] An
interval of time. [Interstice.]

"There was an instertitium or distance of seventy
years between the destruction of Salomon's and erec-

tion of Zorobabel's temple.'

—

FaUer : Pisgah Sight of
Palestine, p. 28.

1 Became ultimately naturalized in Eng-
lish as interstice, though we should not say

interstice but interval in the passage quoted
above. (Trench : On Some Defects, p. 28.)

in-ter-strat-i-fi-ca'-tion, s. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. stratification.]

Geol. : The state of being stratified between
other strata ; the state of occupying a place

between two other beds of different character.

in-ter-str£t'-i-fied, «. [I>terstrattft.]

in-ter-strat'-i-fy, v.t & i. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. stratify (q.v.).]

A- Trans. : To cause to occupy a position

between or among other strata.

B. Intrans. : To be stratified between other

beds or layers.

* In-tor- tain', * in-ter-tain-ment, &c.

[See under Ex.]

* in-ter-talk' (I silent), v.i. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. talk (q.v.).] To exchange conver-

sation ; to talk, to converse.

I "Love and my sighs thua intertalked."
Carew: Enquiry.

* m-ter-tan'-gle, v.t [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. tangle (q.v.).] Tu entangle ; to bind one
with another ; to interlace.

" The one of the other may be said to water
Their intertangled roots of love."

.Hhakesp. A Flet. : Two Xoble Kinsmen, i. a,

* in-ter-tex', v.t. [Lat. iatertexo, from inter-
= between, among, and tern = to weave.] To
interweave, to intertwine.

"Green leaves of burdocks and ivie intertexed and
woven together."— Hist. lion Quixote (1675J, fo. 18.

[Xares.)

" in-ter-tex'-ture, ?. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
texture (q.v.).] The act of interweaving ; the
state of things interwoven ; that which is

interwoven.
" Skirted thick with intertexture firm
Of thorny boughs." Cowper : Task, i. 111.

in'-ter-tie, s. [Pref. inter-, andEng. (£e(q.v.).]

Carpentry ;

1. A horizontal timber framed between two
posts.

2. A binding joist.

* In-ter-tlss'-ued(ssassh), a. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. tissued (q.v.).] Interwoven, varie-
gated.

" The intertissued robe of gold and pearl."
Shakesp. : Eenry V., iv. 1.

"* in -ter-traf-fic, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
traffic (q.v.).] Traffic between two persons,
places, or peoples.

* in-ter-traf-fic, * in-ter-traf'-ficke,
v.i. [Inteetraffic, s.] To trade together.

" And intertrajjicke with them, tunne for tunne."
Davies : Microcosmos, p, 61.

* in-ter-tran-spic'-n-ous, a. [Pref. inter-,

and Eng. transpicuous' (q.v.).] Transpicuous
between.

in-ter-trans-ver-sa'-les, s. pi. [Masc. &
fern. pi. of Mod. Lat. intertransversalis ; pref.

inter-, and transversus= turned across ; trans-

verto = to turn across ; trans- = across, and
verto = to turn.]

Anat. ; Short muscles passing almost verti-

cally from vertebra to vertebra between the
transverse processes.

in-ter-trans'-verse, «. [Istebtransvee-
SALE5.]

Anat. : (See the compound).

intertransverse ligaments, s. pi.

Anat. : Unimportant bands extending be-
tween the transverse processes.

in-ter-tro-cnan'-ter-ic, «. [Pref. inter-;
Eng., &c. trochanter, and suff. -ic.]

Anat. : Between the two trochanters of the
femur : as, the anterior and the posterior in-

tertrochanteric line.

in-ter-trop'-ic-al, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. tropical (q.v.).] Situated within or be-
tween the tropics.

* in-ter-turb'-er, s. [Lat. inter- = between,
among, and turbo = to disturb.] A disturber.

"An interturber of the peace."

—

Henry VIII. : To
Wyatt, May, 1533.

in-ter-twine', v.t. & i. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. tirine (q.v.).]

A. Trans.: To unite by twining or twisting
together ; to intertwist, to interweave, to
interlace.

"Under some concourse of shades.
Whose branching arms thick intertwined might shield
From dews." __ MOton: P. JL, iv. 405.

B. Intrans. : To twine together; to be
interwoven or interlaced.

" Bricks line the sides, but shivered long ago,
And homd brambles intertwine below."

Cowper: Neediest Alarm.

t in'- ter-twine, 5. [Intertwine, r.] A
mutual or reciprocal twining or winding ; an
interweaving.

"Til
Such intertwine beseems triumphal wreaths."

Coleridge : To Wordsworth.

in-ter- twin'-ing, pr. par., u. t & a. [In-

tertwine, v.]

A- & E. As pr. par. & particip. adj. .* (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of twining or twisting
together ; the state of being intertwined or
interwoven.

in-tasr-twin'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. inter-

tunning; -ly.] By intertwining or being inter-

twined.

* in-ter-twist , v.t [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
tu;ist(q_.v.).~_ To unite by twisting together;

to intertwine, to interlace.
'* Ye with your tough and intertwisted roots,

Grasp the firm rocks." Mason : Caractacus.

* in-ter-twist' -ing, prr. par., «., & s. [In-

tertwist.]

A. & B. As pr. jjar. & particip. adj. : (Sees

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of twisting or twining
together ; the state of being intertwisted-

* in-ter-twist'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. inter-

twisting; -ly.] By intertwisting or being in-

tertwisted.

in'-ter-val (1), * in-ter-vall, 5. [Ft. inter-

voile., from Lat. intervallurn,= the space be-
tween the rampart and the soldiers' tents

:

inter- = between, among, and vallum = a
rampart.]

L Ordino.ry Language

:

1. Space between two things ; space or dis-
tance intervening between any two objects ;
intermediate space or distance.

" Twixt host and host but narrow space was left,
A dreadful interval." MUton : P. L., vi. 105.

2. A space of time between two points or
events ; intervenicg or intermediate time.

" The interval between the demise of the Crown anct
the meeting of Parliament."

—

Macsulay : Hist. Mng.„
cb. iv.

3. The space of time between attacks- off

disease, pain, or delirium ; remission.
"It is the sleep of the spirit . . . with ladd. inter-

vals."—Coleridge: Table Talk, May 1, 1&30.

IL Music : The distance between any two-
sounds. Intervals when confined within the
octave are simple, when they exceed it they
are compound. The interval of a whole tone,,
as from c to d, is called a second, of a whole
tone and a semitone, as from c to Eb, a minor
third, &c.

•T At intervals : From time to time; inter-
mittently.

" Jliriam watched and dozed at intervals."
Tennyson : Enoch A rden, 966.

"1 Every respite requires an interval; but
there are many intervals where there is no*
respite. The interval respects time only

;

respite includes the idea of action within that
time which may be more or less agreeable :

intervals of ease are a respite to one who is

oppressed with labour ; the interval which i*
sometimes granted to a criminal before his
execution is in the properest sense a respite.
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

in' - ter - val (2), in' - ter - vale, s. [Etym.
doubtful ; probably from pref. inter-, and vole.~\

A tract of low or plain ground between hills or
along the banks of rivers. (American.)

* in'-ter-val, * in-ter-vall, v.i. [Inter-
val (1), s.] To come between.

" If clouds doe intervall, Apolloas face
Is but a figured shape."

J. Taylor : Works fed. 1630), 2S.

* in-ter-val'-lum (pi. in-ter-val'-la), *.

[Lat.] An interval (q.v.).

" If they should have the good fortune to be taken
away in one of these interoalla,"— Chillingworth.:
Princ. Sermons, p. 11.

* in-ter-var'-y, v.i. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
vary (q.v.).] To alter or vary between ; to
change.

in-teV-veined' (ei as a), a. "Pref. inter-, and
Eng. veined (q.v.).j Intersected as with veins.

in-ter-vene', v.i. & t. [Fr. intervenir, from
Lat. intervenio^=to come between: inter =
l*tween,and re;iu>= to come; Sp. intervenir;

Ital. intervenire.]

A, Intransitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To come or be situated between persons
or things ; to be interposed : as, Hills intervene

between two valleys.

2. To occur, fall, or come between points or
time, or events.

" Many things may intervene betwixt this engage-
ment by promise, and that full and compleat solemni-
zation."—Up. Ball : Cases of Conscience, Dec. iv.. c_ 6.

3. To pass between.
" What wonder if so near

Looks intervene." J/Hton : P. L., ix_ 222.

4. To happen, occur, or break in so as to in-
terrupt, disturb, or cross.

"[Godjinay be fear'd amidst the "busiest scenes,.
Or scoru'd where business never intervenes."

Cowper : Retirement. VIS.

f&te, fS-t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;

or. wore. woif. work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

Syrian, se, ce = e; ey=a. qu = kw.
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5. To interpose between parties at variance.

"The mediators desired by both parties to intervene
, . . for the better composing of any difference."

—

Temple; To Lord Arlington, March 22, 1668.

II. Law: To interpose and become a party
to a suit between other parties : as, The
Queen's Proctor intervenes in a divorce case.

* E. Trans.: To lie or be situated between;
to divide ; to come between.

* in'-ter-vene, s. [Intervene,'".] A coming
or meeting together ; intervention.

"TlRy had some sharper and some milder differences
-which might easily happen iu such an intervene of

grandees.' — Wotton,

* In-tier-ven'-er, s. [Eng. intervene); -er.]

One who intervenes ; specif., in law, one who
intervenes in a suit to which hewas not origin-

ally a party.

* jn-ter-ve'-nl-ence, s. [Lat. interveniens,

pr. par. of intervenio = to intervene (q.v.).]

The act or state of intervening or coming in

between ; intervention.
" In respect of the intervenience of more at

instrumental causes."—Sale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 335.

* in-ter-ve'-ni-ent, a. [Lat. interveniens,

pr. par. of intervenio —- to intervene (q.v.).]

Coming or passing between ; intervening ; in-

terposed.
" By an intervenient power discharged from his ob-

ligation to obey,"—South : Sermons, voL vii., ser. 6.

jn-ter-ve'-pi-aim, s. [Lat. = the space be-

tween the veins ; inter- = between, and vena
= a blood-vessel, a vein.]

.Bo*. : The name given by the old botanists,

and adopted by Lindley for the area of paren-
chyma lying between two or more veins or

veinlets.

* in-ter-vent't v.t. [Lat. inter- = between,
among, and ventum, sup. of venio = to come.]
To come in the way of ; to obstruct ; to thwart.

"Whose purpose his command by Iris given
Doth intervent," Chapman: Homer; Iliad viii.

In-ter-ven'-tion, s. [Ft., from Lat. inter-

ventionem, accus. of interventio = a coming be-

tween, from intervenio = to come between, to
intervene (q.v.); Sp. intervencion ; Ital. inter-

ventions.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of intervening or coming between
persons or things ; agency of persons between
persons ; interposition ; mediation ; interfer-

ence in the interests of others.

2. The state of being interposed or set be-
tween persons or things ; interposition.

"Sound is Bhut out by the intervention of that lax
1 membrane, and not suffered to paBB into the inward

ear."

—

Bolder : On Speech.

II. Law : The act of a third party in inter-
vening and becoming a party to a suit between
others.

* in-ter-vent'-or, s. [Lat.] One who inter-
venes or interposes ; a mediator ; specif. , a per-
son appointed by a church to reconcile parties,
and unite them in the choice of officers.

* in-ter-ven'-ue, s. [Intervene, v.] Inter-
vention ; interposition.

* in-ter-vert't v.t. [Fr. intervertir, from Lat.
interverto = to turn aside ; verto = to turn.]

To turn to another course or use.
" Palladius being sent as an upright and uncorrupt

notarie, had intervened and conveyed all the souldi-
ours' donative to his own proper game."

—

P. Holland:
Ammianus, p. 347.

in-ter-ver'-te-bral, a. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. vertebral.]

Anat. : Between the vertebra? : as, interver-

tebral discs, intervertebral foramina.

intervertebral discs, s. pi.

Anat. : Elastic plates, outwardly fibro-

laminar, inwardly pulpy, placed between the
bodies of the vertebrae, from the axis to the
sacrum.

intervertebral foramina, s. pi.

Anat.: A series of rounded apertures be-
tween the vertebrae through which the spinal
nerves and blood-vessels pass off.

in'-ter-view (lew as u), s. [O. Fr. entreveu,
pa, par. of entrevoir = to visit ; Fr. entrevue.]

1. Gen. : A meeting between two persons
face to face ; generally a formal meeting for
the consideration of some important business ;

a conference.
" In both interviews he was gracious, friendly, and

even tender."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

2. Specially

:

(1) A formal meeting between some person
of note or notoriety and a press representa-

tive, in order that the latter may gather infor-

mation and impart it to the public.
" ' I asked Mr, Fowler to put that question,' said Mr.

White to the representative of the Pall Mall Gazette
in a recent interuiew."—Pall Mall Gazette, July 31,

1884.

(2) The opinion elicited or the information
imparted at such a meeting.

" Some were even absurd enough to imagine that he
paid for the insertion of hia interview in solid cash."

—

Pall Mall Gazette, July 31, 1884.

If The special sense of interview, s. & v., and
interviewer, as well as the practice itself, is of
American origin.

m'-ter-Vlew (iewas u), v.t. [Interview, s.]

1. To visit or wait uj>on for the purpose of
having an interview with, generally for the pur-
pose of extracting information for publication.

" Not long ago I was asked to interview a statesman
here."— Weekly Dispatch. Aug. 31, 1884.

2. To grant an interview to.

In'-ter-view-er (iew as u), s. [Eng. inter-

view; -er.) One who interviews; specif., a
reporter for a newspaper who interviews some
person of position, importance, or notoriety
for the purpose of extracting information for
publication.

" Quite right, sir, there is no person like the inter-
viewer."—Pall MaU Gazette, Sept. 5, 1884.

in'-ter-view-ing(iewas u)(
s. [Eng. inter-

view; -ing.] The practice of gathering infor-

mation from public persons, in order to im-
part it to the world through the press.

"Interviewing is an admirable system for creating
false impressions, or no impressions at all."

—

Weekly
Dispatch, Aug. 31, 1884.

in-ter-vis'-l-ble, ». [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
visible (q*v.).J

Surv. : Mutually visible ; able to be seen the
one from the other ; said of stations.

* in-ter-vis'-lt, v.i. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.

visit (q.v.).] To exchange visits ; to pay visits,

each to the other.

"Here we trifled, and bathed, and intervisited with
the company."—Evelyn : Diary, June 27, 1654.

* in-ter-vis/-it, s. [Intervisit, v.] An in-

termediate visit.

* in-ter-vi'-tal, a. [Lat. inter- — between,
and vita ~ life".] Between two lives ; applied
to the intermediate state between death and
the resurrection.

" Through all its intervital gloom."
Tennyson : In Memoriam, xlil. 3.

* in-ter-vo-lii'-tion, s. [Lat. intervolutus,

pa. par. of intervolvo: inter- = between, and
volvo =. to roll.] The quality or state of being
intervolved.

* In-ter-v6lve't v.t. [Lat. intervolvo: inter
= between, and volvo = to roll.] To roll be-
tween or among ; to involve or wind one
within the other.

" Then the sly serpent, in the golden flame
Of his own volumes intervolved.

"

Shelley: Witch of Atlas, vi.

ln-ter-weave', v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
weave (q.v.).]

1. To weave together ; to intermix by weav-
ing together, so as to combine in the same tex-
ture or construction ; to intermingle, as though
by weaving ; to intertwine, to interlace.

" Her dewy locks with various flowers new blown
She interweaves, various, and all her own."

Cowper: Approach of Spring. {Trans.)

2. To intermix ; to connect closely or inti-

matel}'.

"A despotic principle which happened fortunately
to be interwoven in its constitution. —Beattie : Moral
Sciences, pt. iii., ch. ii., § 2.

* Inter-wish , v.t. [Pref. inter-, and Eng. wish
(q.v.).] To wish mutually to each other.

" The venom of all stepdames, gamester's gall.
What tyrants and their subjects interwisli,
All ill fall ou that man." Donne : The Curse.

* in-ter-wdrk'-ing, s. [Pref. inter, and Eng.
working (q.v.).] Mutual, reciprocal, or joint
working ; a working together.

" What interweavingB or interworkings can knit the
minister and the magistrate ?"—Milton : Reformation
in England, bk. ii.

* In ter world, s. [Pref. inter-, and Eng.
world (q.v.).] A world between or among
other worlds.

"Imaginary interworlds and spaces between."

—

P.
Holland : Plutarch, p. 640.

* in-ter-wdund', v.t. [Pref. i>tter-,and Eng.
wound (q.v.).] To wound mutually.

ntroversies spi
Daniel : MasopliUus.

in-ter-wov'-en, m-ter-wove', pa. par. or

a. [Interweave.]

* in-ter-wreathe' v.t. [Pref. inter-, and
Eng. wreathe (q'v.).J To weave into a wreath;
to intertwine, to interweave.

" Say, happy youth, crown'd with a beav'nly ray
Of the hrst flame, and interwreathed bay.

'

Lovelace : Posthuma, pt, il

* in-test'-a-ble, a. [Lat. intestabilis = not
capable of"making a will : in- — not, and testa-

bilis = capable of making a will, from testatusr

pa. par. of testor = to be a witness, to make a
will ; test is = a witness.] Incompetent to*

make a will ; not legally qualified to make a
will.

" Such persons, as are intestable for want of liberty
or freedom of will, are by the civil law of various,
kinds ; as prisoners, captives, and the like. But thee

law of England does not make such persons absolutely
intestabl-e."—Blackstone: Comment., bk. ii., ch. 32.

in-test -a-cy, s. [Eng. intestate); -cy.] The-

quality or state of being intestate ; the state-

of dying without having made a will.

" In case of intestacy, the ordinary shall depute the*
nearest and most lawful friends of the deceased to ad-
minister his goods."—Blackstone ; Comment., bk. ii.,

ch. 32.

In-testf-ate, a. & s. [Lat. intestatus, from in-
= not, ahd testatus = having made a will, pa.
par. of testor = to make a will; Fr. intestat;
Ital. intestato ; Sp. intestado.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Dying without having made a will.

" In case a person made no disposition of his goods*
as were testable, whether that were only part or the-
whole of them, he was, and is, said to die intestate."—
Blackstone : Comment., bk. ii., ch. 32.

2. Not disposed of by will ; not devised or
bequeathed : as, an intestate estate.

B. As subst. : A person who dies without
having made a will.

in-tes'-ti-na, s. pi. [Lat. = the entrails, neut.

pi. of intestlnus = inward, internal ; intus =
within.]

Zool. : Intestinal Worms ; in Cuvier's ar-
rangement a class of Zoophytes, called by
Rudolphi Entozoa. It contains the Intestinal
Worms. They were divided into two orders :

(1) Cavitaria, called by Rudolphi Nematoidea;
(2) Parenchymata. The class has been broken
up and redistributed.

in tes tl nal, a. [Eng. intestinXe); -al.]

1. Lit. & Anat. : Of or belonging to the in-

testines.
" It is confounded with the intestinal excretions and

egestions of the belly."

—

Browne : Vulgar Erroursr
bk. iii., ch. xiiL

2. Fig.: Domestic, not foreign.

intestinal-canal- s.

A nat. : The same as Intestine.

intestinal-juice, s.

Anat. : Succus entericus
}
the secretion from

the intestinal glands.

intestinal-worms, s. pi.

Zool. : The English name for Cuvier's In-

testina.

in-tes-ti-na'-li-a, s. pi. [Neut. pi. of Mod.
Lat. intestinalis, from intestina (q.v.).]

Zool. ; A name sometimes given to Cuvier's

Intestina.

in-tes'-tine, a. & s. [Fr. intestin, from Lat.

intestinus = inward, from intus = within ;

Ital. & Sp. intestinal.]

A. As adjective:

*1. Internal, inward ; contained or existing

within, as within the body.
" Intestine stone, and ulcer, cholick pangs
And moon-struck madness." Milton : P. L., xi. 4&2.

2. Internal, with regard to a country or
nation ; domestic, not foreign.

"The succeeding sword of intestine war."

—

Milton?
Of Reform, in England, bk. ii.

* 3. Innate, inner ; depending on the inter-

nal constitution.
" Everything labours under an intestine necessity."'

—Cudioorth.

* 4. Shut up or inclosed ; contained.
" It sleeps j and the icy touch

Of unproliiic winter has impressed
A cola stagnation on the intestine tide."

Cowper : Task, vi. 139.

B. As subst. (PI.) : The guts the entrails

;

the portion of the digestive apparatus inferior

1)6m% bo^; pout, jd"wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem;thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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in position to the stomach. The intestines

consist of three coats, an outer one (the peri-

toneum), an inner or mucous membrane, and
an intermediate muscular coat. There are two
intestines, the large and the small one. The
large intestine extends from the termination

of the ileum to the anus. It is about five or

six feet long, or about one-tifth that of the
intestinal canal. Its diameter is from two
and a half inches to an inch and a half. It is

divided into the caecum, with its vermiform
appendix, the colon, and the rectum. The
small intestine commences at the pylorus,

winds into many convolutions, and terminates
in the large intestine. In the adult it is

about twenty feet in length. It is arbitrarily

divided into three parts—viz., the duodenum,
the jejunum, and the ileum. It constitutes

four-fifths of the whole intestines, the larger

making up the other fifth. They are used to

aid in assimilating the food after digestion,

and convey forward the excreinentitious

matter.

"The different length of the intestines in carni-
vorous and herbivorous animals has been noticed on a
former occasion."

—

Pai<y : Natural Philosophy, ch.

xii., § 4.

In-tex'-Ine, s. [Eng. int(ine), ex(tine), and
suff. -ine.]

Bat. : The name given by Fritzche to the
fourth coating in the pollen of Clurkia elegans

and some other Onagraceae. It is next the
extine or outer crust, and above the intine or
inner lining.

"* in text, a. [Pref. in-, and Eng. text.] The
contents.

"I bad a book which none
Could reade the intext but myself alone."

Herrick : Hesperides.

* in-tex'-ture, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
texture (q.v.).] To work in, to weave in, to

interweave.

* in-thlrst', v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and Eng.
thirst (q.v.).] To make thirsty.

" Using our pleasure as the traveller doth water, not
as the drunkard does wine, whereby he is inflamedand
inthtrsted the more."

—

Bp. Hall .' Christian Modera-
tion, bk. 1., f 8.

in-thral, * in thrall, in- thral-ment.
[See Enthrall, Enthralment.]

in-thro'ne, &c. [See Enthrone, &c.]

* in-tice', &c. [See Entice, &c]

in'-tl-ma-cy^ s. [Eng. intimate (I), a. ; -cy.]

The quality or state of being intimate ; close

familiarity or fellowship.

"That peculiar friendliness, intimacy, and famili-
arity, with which the Romanists visit the Noncon-
formists."—South: Sermons, vol. i., ser. 1.

in'-ti-mate (1), a. & s. [Lat. intimus — inner-

most, super, of interns = within ; Fr. intime.]

A# A3 adjective :

* 1. Internal, inward ; arising or proceeding
from within.

'* I knew
From intimate impulse, and therefore urged
The marriage on." Milton : Samson Agonistes, 223.

* 2. Near, close.

"To have an intimate&nd Bpeaking help, areadyand
reviving associate in marriage."

—

Milton r Doct. & Disc.

Of Divorce, bk. i., ch. iv.

3. Closely acquainted ; close in friendship

or fellowship ; closely familiar.

4. Close, very full, complete, familiar.

"It ia no wonder that my intimate acquaintance
with these specimens of the kind has taught meto
hold the sportsman's amusement in abhorrence."

—

Cowper : Treatment of his Bares.

* B. As subst. : One who is closely acquainted
or familiar with another ; a familiar friend or

associate.
" An intimate whose intellect as much corresponded

with his as did the outward form."—Government of
the Tongue.

in'-ti-mate, v.t. & i. [Fr. intimer; Sp. & Port.

intiraar; Ital. intimare.] [Intimate (2), a.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To hint ; to indicate indirectly or ob-

scurely ; to suggest ; to point in the direction
of.

" Thenceforth to her he sought to intimate
His inwarde griefe." Spenser : F. Q., III. ix. 30.

2. To make known, to announce.
" He Incontinent dyd proclayrae and intimate open

warre agaynst the Kyng uf England, with blud, fire,

andsweard."—Hall: Henry IV. (an. 1).

B. Intrans. : To signify, to hint, to indicate.

* in'-ti-mate (2), a. [Lat. intimatus, pa. par.

of intimo = to bring within, to announce, from

intimus =_ innermost.] Made known, inti-

mated, declared.
" That their enterpryse was intimate and published

to the kyng."—Hall : Henry IV. (an. 1).

In'-ti-mate-Iy, adv. [Eng. intimate (1) ; -ly.]

1. Closely ; with close intermixture of parts.

"Mixing it intimately with the part3 of the fluid to
which it ia to be assimilated."

—

Arbuthnot : On Ali-
ments.

2. Nearly, inseparably, closely.

"Quality, aa it regards the mind, has its rise from
knowledge and virtue, and is that which is more essen-
tial to us, and more intimately united with us."—
Addison : Spectator.

3. Familiarly ; in close fellowship or friend-

ship.

"The late Mr. Tyers, who knew Dr. Johnson inti-

mately, observed, that he always talked as if he was
talking upon oath."

—

Murphy: Life & Genius of Dr.
Johnson.

in-ti-ma'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. intima-
tionem, ace. of intimatio = an announcing,
from intimatus, pa. par. of intimo = to inti-

mate (q.v.).]

1. The act of intimating, hinting, or indi-

cating.

"The intimation of sondry virtues, whiche be by
them represented."

—

Sir T. Elyot: The Governour, bk.
i., ch. xxi.

2. A hint ; an indirect announcement or
suggestion.

"Without mentioning the King of England, or
giviDg the least intimation that he was Bent by him,
till he once discovered their opinions."—Burnet: Hist.

Reform, (an. 1530).

3. An explicit announcement or declaration.

"[The Consuls] caused the Latine feasts and holi-

daies to be published , . . with an intimation that
they would gee straight into their province." —
P. Holland: Livius, p. 1,121.

* in time, a. [0. Fr., from Lat. intimus =
innermost.]

1. Inward, internal.

2. Intimate, close.

"To the composition or dissolution of mixed bodies,
which is the chief work of elements, and requires an
intime application of the agents."

—

LHgby : On Bodies,
ch. v., § 6.

In-tim'-l-date, v.t. [Low Lat. intim.id.atus,

pa. par. of intimido = to frighten, from in-

(intens.), and timidus = timid ; Fr. intimider.]

To frighten ; to make fearful ; to inspire with
fear ; to dishearten ; to make cowardly ; to

cow.
" Why do ye quake, intimidated thrones ?

"

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. vii.

IT For the difference between to intimidate
and to frighten, see Frighten.

in-tim-l-da'-tion, s. [Fr.] The act of in-

timidating or making fearful ; the state of

being intimidated; specif., the influence used
by landlords and employers over tenants and
employes in public elections, and the deterring

of workmen from their work by threats.

"The king carried his measures in parliament by
intimidation." — Paley : Moral Philosophy, hk. vL,
ch. vii.

In-tim'-l-da-tor-y, a. [Eng. intimidate)

;

-ory.] Causing or tending to cause intimida-
tion.

* ln-tiinc'-tion, s. [Lat. intinctio, from in-

tinctus, pa. par, of intingo.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act or process of dyeing.

2. 'Ritual & Church History: One of the
methods by which the sacrament of the Eu-
charist is administered to the laity of the
Eastern Church—by breaking the consecrated
bread into the consecrated wine, and giving
the two elements to each communicant in a
spoon. It is doubtful whether the practice
was general in early Christian times. (For its

probable origin see extract.) Intinction was
formally condemned by the third Council of
Braga (a.d. 675), point being added to the
condemnation by the remark that Judas is the
only example in the Gospel of communion by
intinction; by Pope Urban II. (a.d. 1088-99)
and his successor, and by the Convocation of

Canterbury (a.d. 1175).
" The practice forbidden seems to have been as much

the consumption of the superabundant elements . . .

as that of intinction."—M'Cllntock & Strong : Cyclop.
Bibl, &c. Lit., iv. 629.

* ln-tinc-tiv'-i-ty, s. [Lat. in- = not, and
tinctus, pa. par. of tingo = to dye.] The ab-
sence or want of the quality of dyeing or
tingeing other bodies.

in tine, s. [Lat. int(us) = within, and suff.

-ine.]

Bot. : An inner membrane surrounding the

pollen grain, the protrusion of which consti-

tutes the pollen-tube.

* in-tire', + in-t'ire -ly, &c. (See Entire,

&c.)

* in-ti'-tle, v.t. [Entitle.]

in-tlt'-uled, a. [Lat. titvlus — a title.]

1. Having a name or title ; entitled ; a term
used in Acts of Parliament.

* 2. Having a claim.
" Beauty in that white intituled

from Venus' doves doth challenge that fair field.

"

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 57.

in'-t6, prep. [A.S. in, and to.] A preposition

denoting passage, motion, or change inwards.
Thus it is used

:

1. Of motion or direction towards the in-

terior of a place, with such verbs as come,
go, throw, look, fly, push, &c.

" Go tell my brethren that they go into Galilee,"

—

Matthew xxviiL 10.

2. Of motion towards the interior of a body
or substance, with such verbs as fall, sink, &c.

"Acrid substances, which pass into the capillary
tube3, must Irritate them into greater contraction."

—

Arbuthnot: On Aliments.

3. Of entrance into the heart or mind.
" How much more may education, being a constant

plight and inurement, induce by custom good habits
into a reasonable creature ?"— Wotton. {Todd.)

I, Of penetration or research which is more
than superficial : as, To inquire into a matter,

5. Of inclusion or comprehension.
" They have denominated some herbs solar and some

lunar, and such like toys put into great words."

—

Bacon. (Todd.)

6. Of a new state into which anything is

brought ; of a change of condition ; used with
such verbs as fall, lead, bring, change, con-
vert, grow, &c. : as, To fall into a fever ; to
lead into bad habits, &c.

f in-tol-er-a-bil'-l-ty, s. [Eng. intolerable;

-ity.] Excessive badness.

"The goodness of your true pun 1b in the direct
ratio of its intolerabillty."—E. A. Poe: Marginalia.
(Introd.)

in-tol'-er-a-ble, * In-tol'-ler-a-ble, a.

[Fr. intolerable, from Lat. intolerab'ilis, from
in- = not, and tolerabilis ~ that can be borne,
tolerable (q.v.); Sp. intolerable ; Ital. intol-

lerabile.]

1. Not tolerable ; that cannot be tolerated
or endured ; insufferable ; unendurable ; too
great to be endured.

* 2. Enormous, monstrous.
"One half-pennyworth of bread to this intolerable

deal of saok."—Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., ii. 4.

in-toT-er-a-ble-ness, n. [Eng. intolerable

;

ness.] Ttie quality or state of being in-

tolerable.

in-tol'-er-a-bly, adv. [Eng. intolerable);
-ly.] In an intolerable manner or degree ; to
an intolerable degree or extent ; beyond en-
durance.

"The weather was intolerably hot."

—

Cook: First
Voyage, bk. i., ch. iL

in-tol'-er-ance, $. [Fr., from Lat. intoleran-

tio, from intolerans — that cannot bear.] [In-

tolerant.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being intolerant

;

want of patience or forbearance; indisposition

to tolerate the existence or spread of any-
thing opposed to one's own opinions.

"Carrying the intolerance of the tonpue and of the
pen into a persecution."—Burke : French Revolution.

2. Want of capacity or power to endure

;

non-endurance : as, the intolerance of cold or
heat.

IL Relig. : Refusal to tolerate a faith dif-

ferent from one's own. Most religions advo-

cate toleration while they are feeble and be-

come intolerant when they are powerful.

Though most governments are more or less

intolerant, yet genuine statesmen have in

every age instinctively tended towards toler-

ance as the most successful method of dealing
with contending faiths.

* ln-toT-er-an-cy, s. [Eng. intolerance);

-y.] The same as Intolerance (q.v.).

In-tol'-er-ant, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. in-
tolerans = "not able to endure : in- = not, and
tolerans, pr. par. of tolero =; to endure, to
tolerate (q.v.); Sp. intolerante; Ital. intol-

Urante.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian- se, ce = e ; ey = a* qu = kw.
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A. As adjective

:

1. Not enduring ; not able to endure. (Fol-
lowed by of.)

"The powers of human bodies being limited and in-
tolerant of excesses."—Arbuthnot.

2. Not enduring or allowing difference of
opinion, teaching, or worship ; unwilling or
refusing to allow to others freedom of speech,
choice, or action in opinions, doctrines, or
worship ; bigoted.

"Religion, harsh, intolerant, austere."
Oowper : Table Talk, 612.

B. As subst. : One who will not allow to
others freedom of speech, choice or action in

opinions, doctrines or worship ; a bigot.

" You might aa well have concluded that I was a
Jew, or a Mahometan, as an intolerant and a perse-
cutor."—Lowth : Letters to Warburtov, p. 62.

in-toT-er-ant-l$r, adv. [Eng. intolerant

;

~ly.] In an intolerant manner.

* in-tol'-er-at-ing, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. tolerate (q.v.).] Intolerant.

"Experienced this intolerating spirit."—Shaftes-
bury : Jftscell. Reflections; Miscell. 11., eh. ii.

t in-tol-er-a'-tion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. toleration (q.v.).] Want of toleration

;

intolerance; refusal or unwillingness to toler-

ate others in their opinions or worship.

* in-tomb (6 silent), v,t. [Entomb.]

* in'-tdn-ate (1), v.i. [Lat, intonatum, sup.
of intono : in- (intens.), and toiio = to thunder.]
To thunder.

* in'-ton-ate (2), v.i. & (. [Low Lat. intona-
tum, sup. of intono : in- = in, and tonus — a
tone, a note.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To sound the notes of the musical scale.

2. To pronounce in a musical manner ; to
intone. g

B. Trans. : To intone, to chant.

* in-ton-a'-tion (1), s. [Lat. intonatus, pa.
par. of intono = to thunder.] The act or state
of thundering.

in-ton-a'-tion (2), s. [Fr., from Low Lat.
intonatw, from intonatum, sup. of intono = to
intone (q.v.).]

Music :

1. The method of producing sound from a
voice or an instrument.

2. Correctness of pitch ; e.g., .just intona-
tion, singing or playing in perfect tune.

'"Tis said he bad a tuneful tougue
Such happy intonation,"

Tennyson : Amphion, 18.

3. The method of chanting certain portions
of the church services.

i. The notes which precede the reciting-
note in a Gregorian chant.

"One slow aud unifurin intonation, consisting of
notes of equal or nearly equal length."—Mason : Church
Music, p. 90.

In -ton a tor, s. [Eng. intonat(e); -or.]

Music : A monochord, or single string,
stretched across a flat sound-board. Below
the string is a diagram of the exact divisions
of the monochord necessary for the production
of the true musical scale. By means of a
movable bridge, the student is able to sound
the notes represented on the diagram, and so,

to educate his ear to a true sense of relative
pitch.

hi tone , v.i. & (. [Low Lat. intono, from
Lat. intonum — according to tone ; Ital. in-
tonare ; Fr. entoner, entonner; Sp. entonar.]

A. Intransitive

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : To make a loud protracted
noise.

" So swells each wind-pipe ; ass intones to ass
Harmonick twang." Pope : Dunciad, ii. 253.

2. Music : To recite prayers, &c, in a mono-
tone ; to chant.

" I heard no longer
The snowy-banded dilettante
Delicate-handed priest intone. " .

Tennyson : Maud, I. viii. II.

B. Trans. : To recite in a monotone ; it

includes the delivery of the prayers in mono-
tone, and the precenting or leading of the
plain song of the Psalms, Creed, Canticles, &c.

* in tor ston, s. [Lat. intortio, from intortus,
pa. par. of intorqueo = to bend, to curve.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; A winding, bending, or
twisting.

2. Bot. .* The state of any part which is

twisted upon itself.

* in-tort', v.t. [Lat. intoi-tus, pa. par. of in-

torqueo : in- = in, into, and torqueo= to twist.]
To twist, to twine, to wreathe, to wring.
" With rev'rent hand the king presents the gold.
Which round the intorted horns the gilder rolled."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey iii. 5.fi,

* £n-tor'-tion, s. [Lat. intortio, from intortus,

pa. par. of intorqueo = to twist.] [Intort.]
A winding, twining, or twisting.

in to'-to, phr. [Lat] Wholly, entirely.

* in-tox'-l-ca-ble, a. [Eng. intoxicate) ;

-able.] Capable of being intoxicated. (Lit. &

" If . . . the people were not so intoxicable as to fall
in with their brutal assistance." — North: Examen,
P. 315.

in-tox'-i-cant, s. [Low Lat. intoxicans, pr.

par. of into'xicu= to poison.] [Intoxicate, a.]

That whicli intoxicates ; an intoxicating liquor
or substance.

ln-tSx'-l-cate, v.t [0. Fr. intoxiquer; Sp.
intoxicar ; Ital. intossicare.] [Intoxicate, a.]

I. Literally

;

1. To poison ; to produce fatal effects.

"Meat, I say, and not poison. For the one doth
intoxicate and slay the eater ; the other feedeth and
nourisheth him."—Latimer : Works, L 35.

2. To make drunk ; to inebriate with, or as
with alcoholic liquors.

" It leaueth behind it a taste like the taste of almon
milke, and goeth downe very pleasantly, intoxicating
weak braines."—Hackluyt : Voyages, L 97.

II. Fig. : To excite the spirits of to the
highest pitch ; to excite to enthusiasm ; to
make delirious as with joy.

"Through an aerial universe of endless
Expansion—at which my soul aches to think

—

Intoxicated with eternity." Byron: Cain,Ji. 1.

* in-tox'-i-cate, a. [Low Lat. intoxicatus,
pa. par. of ihtoxico = to poison ; Lat. in- =
into, and toxicum = Gr. to£ik6v (toxikon) =
poison in which arrows were dipped ; to£ov
(toxon) = a bow; rot-a. (toxa) = arrows.] In-
toxicated, delirious.

"Their inynde is ao intoxicate that there is nothyng,
but they will note it with a blacke coale."—Fryth:
Workes, p. 11.

* in-tox'-J-cat-ed-ness, s. [Eng. intoxi-
cated; -ness.] The quality or state of being
intoxicated ; intoxication.

in-tox'-i-cat-ing, pr. par. or a. [Intoxi-
cate, v.] Tending to make drunk ; exciting
the spirits to the highest pitch ; making de-
lirious or enthusiastic.

* intoxicating gas, 5.

Chem. : An old name for nitrogen monoxide,
N2O. Galled also laughing-gas (q.v.).

in toxica tion, * [Intoxicate, v.]

I. Literally

:

1. The act of intoxicating or making drunk.

2. The state of being intoxicated ; drunken-
ness, ebriety, inebriation ; the state pro-
duced by drinking alcoholic liquors to excess.

" Sobriety perhaps may now be found
Where once intoxication pressed the ground."

Oowper : Conversation, 808.

II. Fig. : A state of high excitement of
spirits ; elation leading to frenzy, delirium, or
enthusiasm.

" His actions, however, display the intoxication of
extreme aelf-confldenca '— Hallam : Middle Ages,
ch. vii.

in-tra-, pref. [Lat.] A Latin preposition,
signifying within, used as a prefix to many
English words.

in-tra-car-pel'-lar-y, a. [Pref. intra- =
within, and Eng. cdrpellary (q.v.).]

Bot. : Among or interior to the carpels.
(B. Brown, 1874.)

in tra-cran i al, a. [Pref. intra-, and Eng.
cranial] Situated within the cranium.

in-trac-ta-bll'-I-ty, s. [Eng. intractable);
-ity.] The quality orstate of being intractable.

"If he still fell short of his master, the fault^as
not in him, but the intractability of his language."
Surd: Hotes on the Art of Poetry.

in tract a ble, a. [O. Fr., from Lat. intracta-
bilis, from" in- = not, and tractabilis = tract-
able (q.v.); Ital. intrattabile ; Sp. intratable.]

1. Not tractable ; that cannot be governed,
managed, or kept in order; unmanageable,
refractory, violent, ungovernable, obstinate,
stubborn, perverse.

"To the common run of more intractable and
Eerverae tempers." — Warburton : Divine Legation.
k. ii., § 3.

|

* 2. Hard to treat.

"He [Henry VIII.] was much pained and became
exceeding froward and UUractable. —Burnet : History
Reformation (an. 1547).

in-tract'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. intractable;

-ness.] Tile quality or state of being intract-

able ; obstinacy, indocility.

in-tr^ct'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. intractable)

;

-ly.] In "an intractable, unmanageable, or

perverse manner.

* in-tract'-ed, a. [Lat. intractus, pa. par. of

intraho = to draw or trail along.] Drawn in.

" With bot intracted tongue and burning een."
Sue ; Judith, iii. 299.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng

In. INTRADOS. Ex. KKTRADoa.

* in-tract'-ile,
tractile(q.v.).]

Not tractile ;

incapable of
being drawn
out.

in-tra'-dos,s.
[Sp. = an en-
trance.]

Arch. : The
soffltorunder-
surface of an
arch, as op-
posed to the
exterior, or
upper curve, which is called extrados (q.v.).

intra -fo-li-a ceous (ce as shy), a.

[Pref. intra-, and Eng. foliaceous.]

Bot. : Within the axil of a leaf.

* in -trail, a-. [Entrail.]

in-tra-mar -gin-al. a. [Pref. intra-, and
Eng." marginal (q.v.).] Situated or being
within the margin.

* in-tra-mun -dane, a. [Pref. intra-, and
Eng. mundane (q.v.).] Situated or being
within the world ; belonging to the material
world.

in tra miir al, «. [Pref. intra-, and Eng.
mural (q.v.).]

*

1. Ord. Lang. : Situated or being within the
walls or boundaries, as of a city, town, &c.

:

as, an intramural cemetery.

2. Anat. & Path. : Within the walls of a
tube or vessel : as, intramural obstruction of
the intestines. (Tanner : Practice of Medicine,
ii. 148.) [Inteemural.]

* in -trance, s. [Entrance, $.]

*In-trance', v.t. [Entrance, v.]

In-tran-quil'-U-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. tranquillity (q.v.).] Want or absence of
tranquillity or rest ; inquietude, restlessness.

"Jactations were used for amusement, and allay In
constant pains, and to relieve that intranquillity
which makes men impatient of lying in their beds."—
Temple : Of Health & Long Life.

* in-trans-ca'-lent, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. transcalent (q.v.).] Impervious to heat.

* in-trans-gres'-sl-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. transgressible (q.v.).] That cannot
be passed ; incapable of being passed.

"Fatal destiny is a divine reason or sentence in'
transgressible and inevitable. "—P. Holland; Plutarchi
p. 859.

* in-tran'-si-ent (s as sh), a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. transient (q.v.).] Not transient;
not passing quickly away ; lasting.

in-tran'-Sl-gent, a. & s. [Fr. intransigent,
from Lat. in- = not, and transigo = to come
to a settlement.] [Intransigentes.]

A. As adj. : Refusing to agree to come to
an understanding, uncompromising ; irrecon-
cilable. Used especially of the Extreme Left,
or Radical party, on the Continent.

B. -4s subst. : An irreconcilable person
;

one who refuses to agree to some political
settlement.

m-tran'-sl-gen-te§, (g as h), s. pi. [Sp. =
the irreconcilables.] The name given to the
Extreme Left in the Spanish Cortes, and after-

wards to the extreme Republican party in
Spain, corresponding with the Communists in
France. In the latter sense, it was first used
in the Spanish troubles which arose when
Amadeus resigned the throne (a.d. 1873).

in-tran'-Si-tive, a. [Lat. intransitivus, from
in- = not, and transitivus = passing over

;

b€kX hS}t; p6ut, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion-zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious-shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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transco = to pass over: trans = over, across,

ami eo = to go.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Not passing on or over.

I
"Ami then it ia for the image sake, and so fur is in-

transitive ; but whatever in paid mure to (lie image ia

transitive, ami passes further. "— Up. Tat/tor; Diss,
from Popery, jtt. ii., bk. ii., § ti.

2. Cram.: A form applied to verbs which
express an action or state limited to the sub-

ject ; that is, not passing over to an object :

as, I live, I wall; I talk; &e. Intransitive

verbs may take a noun of kindred moaning
or object, called the connate object : as, To
die a death, to live a lift; ke. Mnny verli-s

which appear to bo intransitive are in reality

transitive, without the object expressed: as,

they are building, where the object, a house,
wall, &c, is omitted. Some intransitive verbs,

by means of a preposition or completing ad-
verb, become transitive, and may be used pas-
sively : as, The man lauglis at the boy ; he is

laughed at. Some intransitive verbs have a
' causative meaning, and take an object, as,

He ran, a thorn into his linger,

i "Active verba are subdivided into transitive and
intransitive."—Deattio : Moral Science, pt. 1., eh. i., § 3.

In-tran'-sl-tlve-ly, adi>. [Eng. intransitive;

-ly.] In an intransitive manner or sense ; in

manner of an intransitive verb.

in tran si til, phr. [Lat.] In the act or
state of passing from one place to another

;

in transit : as, The goods were lost in transitu.

t in-trans-mis'-si-ble, a. [Prof, in- (2),

and Eng. transmissible (q.v.).] Not transmis-
sible ; incapable of being transmitted.

t in-trans-mut-a-hil-I-ty, 5. [Prof, in-

(2), and Eng. trans-mutability (q.v.).] Tho
1 quality or state of being intransmutable.

* in trans mtit able, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. tvansmuiablc (q.v.).] Not transmu-
tabie ; incapable of being transmuted or
changed into another substance.

, " Some of the moat experienced chemists do affirm
; quicksilver to be intransmutable, and therefore call it

liquor uternus."

—

Hay : On tlie Creation.

* in'-trant, a. & s. [Lat. intrans, pr. par. of
Intro = to go in.]

A. -4s adj. ; Entering, passing in, pene-
trating.

B. -4s subst. : One who enters ; specif., one
who enters upon some public duty or office.

* in trap', v.t. [Entrap.]

I In-tra-par-i-e'-tal a. [Pref. intra-, and
Eng. parietal.] Situated or happening within
walls, or within an enclosure ; as, an intra-

parieta I execution. (-4 nna ndit Ic.)

¥n-tra-pet-i-o-lar, a. [Pref. intra-, and
Hr\g' pctiolar.]

Bot. ; Situated between the petiole and the
stem. (Used when the two stipules at the
base of a petiole so unite at their adjacent
margins as to seem like one stipule between
the petiole and the stem.) Not the same as
Interpetiolar (q.v.), with which it is often

confounded. (Goodrich <£ Porter.)

fca-tra-tho-r&c'-ic, a. [Pref. intra-, and
Eng. 'thoracic (q.v.).]

Anat. & Path. : Within the thorax or breast

:

as, an intrathoracic tumour.

* in-tra-trop'-Ic-al, a. [Pref. intra-, and
Eng. tropical (q.v.).] Situated or being within

the tropics.

in - tra - u'- ter - Ine, a. [Pref. intra-, and
Eng. uterine {q.v.).']

Zool. : Within the uterus. (Used of an
embryo.) (Owen.)

in-tra-val'-vu-lar, a. [Pref. intra-, and
Eng. valvular.

I

Bot. : Placed within valves, as the dissepi-

ments of many Cm ci ferae.

f in-tra-ve'-nous, «. [Pref. intra-, and
Eng. venous (q.v.).] Introduced within the

veins.
1 " The intravenous injection of ammonia."—Times,

May 21, 1873.

* in-trfias'-ure (S as zh), v.t. [Pref. in- (1),

and Eng. treasure (q.v.).] To lay up as in a

treasury ; to hoard up.

"Which in their seeds
And weak beginning lie intreusured."

Shakcsp. ; 2 Henry J V. , 111. 1.

* in-treat', ln-treatc, v.t. & i. [O. Fr.
entraitet; from Lat. tracto = to handle.]

A. Transitive:

1. To treat, to use.
" Hi> shall gather the lambes together with hlsonue,

and carve them in hye bosouie, mid shall kyiullye in-
t rente those that beare yonge."—Esaye, xl. (1551.),

2. To treat of, to discourse, of.

3. To entreat, to beg, to implore.

•1. To persuade ; to gain over by entreaties.

"All this her weeping sister does repeat
To the stern man, whom nothing could intreatc."

IVallor; Virgil; .Eneidiv.
B. Intransitive

:

1. To treat, to discourse. (Followed by of.)

" Stonhyu Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester, preacher!
at l'milis Crosse, and there intreated of tho Gospel! of
that dale. '—Hall; Jlenry VIII. (an. 36).

2. To beg, to entreat, to implore. (Followed
by for.)
" Then leta intrcat for peace, and yeeldyng haudea to

him submit." J*haer. : Virgil ; ^Envidos xl

* in treat a blc, a. [Pref. in- (2) ; Eng.
treat; and sulf. -able.] Implacable, inexorable.

in treat anoc, in treat anncc, s.

[Eng. intrcat; -ance.] Entreaty, solicitation.

Qoldyng ; Justine, to. 3.

* in treat -fuL n. [Eng. intrant; -ful(l)^
Full of entreaties.

" To seek for succour of her and herpearea,
With humble prayers and intreatfull teares."

Spanner : F. Q., V \. 10.

in treat -ment, s. [Eng. intrcat; -ment.]
A begging or imploring for ; entreaty.

" For i ntreatment. of peace, lone, and aniitlo betwixt
the tw o reAllu.es."—Hohnshed : Scotland (an. 1526).

* In-treat'-^r, s. [Entreaty.]

in trench (1), v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
trench, s. (q.v.).]

* 1. To make furrows or hollows in.

" Hia face
Deep ecars of thunder had intrenched, and caro
Siit on his faded cheek." Hilton; P. L., 1. col.

2. To surround or inclose with trenches, as
in fortification ; to fortify with intrenchments

:

as, To intrench a camp.
,

3. To lodge within intrenchments ; to place
in a strong and fortified position.

" Intrenched before the town both armies lie

:

While night, with sable wings, Involves the sky."
Drydon; Virgil; .Eneid xl. 1,318.

* 4. To protect or defend in any way.
"Spiritual gibberish is still better intrcnclied, and

harder to be approached, for its having no weak aide
of common sense."— Warburton ; Charge to the Clergy
of Gloucester.

* In trenph' (2), v.i. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
trench, v.] To trench; to encroach on that
which belongs to another. (Followed by on
or upon.)

" Wo dare not on your privilege intrench,
Or ask ye why ye liko them r they are French."

Dryden : Prol, to Arviragus & 1'hilicia.

* In-trenQh'-ant, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
trenchant (q.v.).] Not to be cut; indivisible,

invulnerable.
" As easy may'st thou the intronchant air
With thy keen aword impress, as makes mo bleed."

Shakcsp. : Macbeth, v. ".

in trench ment (1), s. [Eng. intrench (1)

;

ment.]

I. Literally

:

1. The act of intrenching.
" Their method of hitrenchtnenfwnsot Latin origin."

—Macaulay : Prophecy ofCapys. (Introd.)

2. A defensive work, consisting of a ditch
or trench, and a parapet made from the exca-
vated earth.

"fiuaar forced some of their strongest intrench-
mentx ; and then enrriod the war dlreetly into tho
territories of Ootid be Ian,"

—

liurke: Abridq. Emj. Hist..
bk. I., eh. i.

II. Fig. : Any defence or protection.

* in trench ment (2), s. [Eng. intrench (2)

;

-ment..] The act of trenching or encroaching
on the property or rights of others ; an en-
croachment.

In-trep'-Id, a. [Lat. intrepidns, from in- —
not, and trepidus = fearful, timid ; Fr. intre-
pide; Ital. & Sp. intrepido.] Fearless, bold,
brave, daring, undaunted, dauntless.!

"He was intrepUt, Btrong, fleet, patient of cold, of
hunger, and of fatigue."— Macaulay; Hist. Eng.,
eh. xiil.

1" For the difference between intrepid and
bold, see Bold.

In-trS-pid'-I-tft, s. [Fr. intrepidity from in-

trepidi'; Ital. intrepid Hit.} Tho quality or
state of being intrepid; feailessness, boldness,

courage.
"That high and sorone intn'nidity which is tho-

virtue of gnat commanders,"—Macaulay; Hist. f'n<j, t

eh. xvi,

in-trep'-id-ljf, «<lv. [Eng. intrepid ; -ly.] In
an intrepid, fearless, or dauntless manner.

"Orlando, determined to pursue his purpose, rusiied
forward intrepidly with his lifted shield."—Buole:
orlundo Fttrioso, bk. xix. (Note ».)

; in'-tric-a-ble, [Lat. intric(o)— to en-
tangle, and Eng. -able.] Entangling, perplex-
ing.

in'-trfc-a-9^, $. [Eng. intricate); -cy.\

1. Tho quality or state of being intricate or
tangled

;
perplexity, complication, involution.

2. An intricate or perplexing situation ; a
difficulty or perplexity.

" As perplexing that fable with very agreeable plot*
and intricacies"—Addison; Spectator, No, 273.

U For the difference between intricacy and
complexity, see Complexity .

in trie ate, a. [Lat. iutricutn.% pa. par. of
intrico = to perplex, to embarrass: ijt-=in„
and triar = hindrances, wiles; Ital. intricate,}

1. Ord. Lang. : Entangled, involved, com-
plicated, perplexing, obscure ; difficult to un-
ravel or understand.

" The sense is intricate, 'tis only clear
What vowels and what consonants are there."

liryden ; Hind .C- Panther, ii. 365.

2. Bot.: The same as Entangled (q.v.).

* in'-trl-cate, v.t. [Intricate, ft.] To involve-,,

to complicate, to perplex, to make obscure.
" This by-path of cunning doth 's embroil,
And intricate tho pannage of affairs."

Daniel ' To Lord Henry Howard.

In'-tric-O-te-l^, adv. [Eng. intricate; -lyj
In an intricate manner; with perplexity, com-
plication, or intricacy.

"By certain marks or notes intricately knotted."—
Warburton; Divine Legation, bk. iv., § 4.

in trie ate ness, s. [Eng. intricate; -ness.]l

The quality or state of being intricate, com-
plicated, or involved ; intricacy.

"The difficulty 'and intricate ness of the subject ur
our discourse."—Boyle ; Works, iv. 413.

* in tri ca tion. [Lat. intricatus, pa. par.
of intrico = to entangle.] Entanglement, in-

tricacy, complication.

"Tho cmitnct or intricatlon of the cohering flnm
corpuat-lea."—Boyle: Works, 1. 420.

in tripjue . s. [Fr. intrigue; Sp. intriga; ItaL
intrigo.] [INTRIGUE, v.]

* 1. Intricacy, complication.

"Though this vicinity of ourselves to ourselves can-
not give ua the foil pruspect of all the intrigues of our
nature, yet wo have much more advantago to know
ourselves, than to know other things without us."

—

Halo : Orig. of Mankind.

2. The act of intriguing or plotting by-

secret and underhand ways or means ; a plot
or scheme of an intricate or complicated
nature, intended to offect some object by
secret arts.

"Busy meddlers with intrigues of state."
Po?n/ret ; Tho Clwicc.

* 3. The plot of a play, romance, fable, &c.

;

a complicated scheme of actions and events
intended to excite the interest of the reader
or audience, and make them look furward
eagerly to the development of tho plot.

" As causes are tho beginning of the action, tho op-
posite designs against that of tho hero nro t he-

middle of ft, and form that difficulty or intrigue
which makes up tho greatest part of the poem."—Pope.
(Todd.)

I. Illicit intimacy between persons of diffe-

rent sexes : a liaison ; libertinism.

" Nor yet tho swarms that occupy tho brain,
Where dreams of dress, intrigue, and ploasuro-
relgn." Cowper ; Retirement, 042.

in trigrue', v.t. & !. [O. Fr. intriguer; Fr.
intriguer, from Lat. intrico= to entangle, to
intricate (q.v.); Sp. intrujar ; Ital. intrigare-.}

* A. Trans.: To perplex ; to render intricate.
*' How doth it perplex and intrigue tho whole eoarsc-

nf your lives."—bcott : Christian Life, pt i., oh. iv,

B. Intrans. : To form, enter into, or carry
on plots or schemes, usually of a complicated
nature, with a view to effect some object by
secret or underhand artifices ; to plot, to
scheme.

"The cardinal of Ymk was not flattened to ho in-
triguing tor the popedom after his death,"

—

Burnet:
Hist. Reform, (an. 1C27).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, p$t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, as, ce c ; cy a. qu kw.
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in-trtlj'-uer, s. fEng. intrignU) ; -er.) One
who Intrigues; orm who forms or- enters into
secret or uiidi;rhand plots ; a plotter ; a
schemer,

"A %tm%h-ifHiii of thu ImiJi of Court, and adoi;p in-
tHymr."~TutU;r, No, l'jil.

* in-trig'-uor-^. ». rEng. intrigue; -ry.] The
act, art, or practice of intriguing.

* In-trig -u6sb, a. [Eng. intrigue); -ess,]

A scheming woman.
"The wife, for her park . , . was a complcat in-

trlyue**."—North : Kxamvn, p. lu".

If Miss Edgeworth (Manoeuvring, ch. i.) re-

grets that " a word used in the days of

Charles IIM and still intelligible in our times,

should have become obsolete."

in-trlg'-uing, pr, par,, a., & 8. [Intrioue, v.]

A. & B. As pr, par. & partlcip. adj. : (See

the verb),

C. Ah Huhst.; The act or practice of plot-

ting ; intrigue.

in-trig' -ulng-ljr, mU. [Eur, intriguing; -ly.]

In an intriguing, plotting, or scheming man-
ner ; with intrigues or secret plots.

* In-trig- ulflh. a. fEng. inlrigu(e); -iah.]

Connected with plots or intrigues. (North:

Examen, p. 193.

)

*In-trinae', * in-trince', a. [Intrinsic]

Entangled, intricate, completed.
"Such smiling rogues as theso,

Like rata, oft bite tho holy cords atwaln,
Which aro too intrincn to iijiIoomo."

tikahetp. : tear, II. 2.

* Jn-trfas'-S-cal, a. [Intrinsic]

1. Inherent, natural, essential.

"Tlujflu moasuro tho lawn of God not hy tho intrtn-

tecal goodness and equity of thorn."—TUMson.

2. Close, intimate, familiar.

* in trin so cate, * fai-trtn'-si-cate, n.

[Lat. intrinsecu's ; Jtal. intrinsecato, intrinsi-

ado.} [Intrinsic,] Entangled, perx>lexed,

complicated, intricate.
" With thy sharp tooth thin kuot intrinsicate
Of life ill (.hit. initio."

8kukonp. : Antony & Cleopatra, v. 2.

In trin sic, in trin sic al, * ln-trln-
se-oal, * in-trin-sick, * in-tryn-oio-
all, a. & 8. [p. Fr. intrinseque, from intrin-

secus = Inwards, from in- =in, into, and secna,

from Hame root as sequor = S[>. & Port, intrin-

jeco ; Ital. intrlnsico, intfinseco.]

A. Aa ad/Jective

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Inward, internal, inherent,

"Tho boavlnoss of n body ..,.!« not any absolute
quality intrlnsical unto It."— WilHm: Tlw Moon a
World.

* 2. Domestic, internal.

"And though to bo thuH olemonted urm
Those oroatures from l)omo<hom intrinsic, harm."

Sonne : An Anatomy of the World, Ann. 1.

* 3. Intimate, close, familiar.

4. Ileal, genuine, true, not accidental : as,

the intrinsic value of gold or silver.

* 5. Intricate, complicated.
" Hys worklngo tolenaro suoh vnsauoryo sophism oh,

probloinoa, subtyltytw, secondo Intentions, intrynsicall
mootlos, with other prodigious acorcerloa." — Bale :

Imago, pt. 11. (Prof.)

• II. Technically

:

1. Anat. (Of muscles) : Attached wholly to

the bones of tho limbs and thnir arches.

2. Scots Law: A term applied to circum-
stances sworn to by a party on an oath of

Toference, so intimately connected with the
Tioint at issuo that they make part of the evi-

dence afforded by tho oath, and are inseparable

from it.

*B. As subst. : A gunuino, true, or essential

•quality.

"This history will display tho very intrlnsicafs of
' tho Castlllan, who goes for tho prime Spaniard."—
J Bowell: Letters, bk. Iv., lot. 11.

If The value of a thing in oithor intrinsic or
real : the real value of a book, in the proper
House, lies in the fineness of the paper, and
tho costllnoss of its binding ; and, in the im-
proper sense, It lies in the excellence of its

consents, in opposition to the artificial value
which it acquires in the minds of biblioma-
niacs from being a scarce edition. The worth
of a man is cither genuine or native : tho
genuine wortli of a man lies in the excellence
of his moral character, in opposition to his
adventitious worth, which he acquires from
the possossion of wealth, power, and dignity :

the native worth of a man is that which is

inborn in him, and natural, in opposition to

the meretricious and borrowed worth which
he may derive from his situation, his talent,

or his efforts to please. (fJro.hh: Eng. Synon.)

Kn-trin-sI-cal'-I-t^, s. [Eng. intrlnsical;
-Ity,] The quality or state of being intrin-

sical ; essentiality.

In-trin'-sfo-al-l& *ln-trin-sec-al-ly,
adv. [Eng. i'ntri its leal ; -ly.]

* 1. Internally, within.
"Till It be thrust by some other body from without,

or intrinsically moved by an Immaterial self-active
Huiwtanee."—Bent/ey : Boyle Lectures.

2. Really, truly, in reality.

"Lumps of bane metal, nominally worth near a
million Hterllntf, irUrimtlcu/J// worth about a sixtieth
part of that sum, wore in circulation."—Macaulay :

HUt. ling., oh. atlL

in trin sic al ncs3> s. [Eng. intrlnsical;
-ness.] The quality or state ot being intrin-

sical ; intrinsicality.

In-tr6-» pref. [Lat.] A Latin adverb, signi-

fying within, usedas aprellxto English words,

in tro cess ion (ss as sh), s. [Lat. intro-

= within, and cesslo =r a going.}

Med. : A going or shrinking of the parts
inwards.

t In-tro-curved', », [Pref. intro-, aud Eng.
curved.]

Hot. : The same as Introflexed (q.v,).

In-tr6-du'9e, v.t. [Lat. introduco, fromintro-

= within, and duco = to lead ; Fr. introduire;

Ital. introdurre ; Sp. introducir.]

1. To bring or lead in ; to usher in.

" Introduced her to the parks and plays."
Pope ; The Basset Table, 03.

2. To pass or put in ; to insert : as, To intro-

duce a finger into a crevice.

3. To insert, to interpolate.
" Anything that 1b afterwards to be Introduced in a

more proper place."—Blair, vol. it.. Loot. JiO.

4. To bring into use or practice.
" A custom or habit introduced by the necessity of

trade among thenx" — Temple : United Provinces,
vol. 11., Lect. 80.

5. To bring forward with preliminary or
prefatory matter ; to bring into notice ; to

make known ; as, To introduce a subject with
a preface.

C. To bring before the public by writing or

exhibition : as, To introduce a character on
the stage.

7. To make personally known : as, To intro-

duce a gentleman to a lady,

8. To produce ; to cause to exist ; to induce.
" Whatsoever introduces habits In children deserves

the care and attention of their governors."—Lockcj
On Education,

* In-tri-du'^e-mSnt, a. [Eng. introduce ;

-ment.] Introduction.
" Without the introducewent of new or absolute

forms tor terms, or exotic models."

—

Milton: Way to
Establish a IVee Commonwealth.

5tn-tr6-dU9'-er, s. [Eng. introduce); -er.]

One who or that which introduces.
" Tho introducer of those divisions into English

Sootry."

—

Johnson: Proposal to Print the Works of
hukespcare,

* £n-tro-duct' t v.t. [Lat. introductus, pa. par.
of intmduco = to introduce (q.v.).] To bring
in ; to introduce. (Haeket : Life of Williams,
i. 29.)

in tro due tion, in tro-due ci on, s.

[Fr. introduction, from Lat. introductionem,
accus. of introductio ; from introductus, pa.
par. of introduco = to introduce (q.v.); Sp.
introduction ; Ital. introduzioTie.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of introducing, bringing, or
leading in ; the act of inserting ; insertion.

2. The act of introducing or bringing into
use, practice, or notice.

3. The act of making personally known to
each other ; the state of being made known
personally to each other.

4. That part of a book, treatise, or discourse
which precedes the main part, and in which
the author gives a general account of its ob-
jiict, plan, or subject; a prefatory or prelimi-
nary discourse.

.5. A treatise more or less elementary, on
any branch of study ; a treatise introductory
to more elaborate or scientific works on the
same subject : as, an introduction to geology.

II. Bib. Science : A department of Biblical

science the objects of which are stated by
Prof. K. A. Credner, D.D., to be fivefold:

(1) The origin of the individual books received

into the sacred canon; (2) the history of the

canon and the origin of the collection of

Scripture books ; (3) the history of the several

translations, &e. ; (4) the history of the text

;

and (5) the history of interpretation. It is

divided into Introduction to the Old, and In-

troduction to the New Testament.

In-tro-duc'-tlvo, a. [Fr. introductif; from
Lat. introductus pa. par. of introduco = to

introduce (q.v.).l Serving or tending to in-

troduce ; introducing or bringing forward

;

introductory,
" Laws, when prudently framed, are by

subversive, but rather introductive of liberty. —
BlacksUme : Comment., bk. 1., ch. L

* In-tro-dilC'-tlve-lJr, adv. [Eng. introduc-

tive ; -ly.] In a manner serving to introduce

;

introductorily.

" in-tro-diic'-tor, s. [Lat. from introductus,

pa. par. of introduco = to introduce (q.v.).]

An introducer.
" We were accompanied . . . by ye introductor

of ambassadors and ayd.of [ceremonies."—Evelyn :

Memoirs, Sept. 15, 1651.

t In-tr6-duc'-tor-I-l^f
adv. [Eng. intro-

ductory ; -ly.] In an introductory manner;
by way of introduction.

in-tro-duc'-tor-^r, a. [Low Lat. introduc-
torius, from introductus, pa. par. of introduco
= to introduce (q.v.) ; Sp. introductorio.]

Serving to introduce ; serving as an introduc-
tion to something further

;
previous, prefa-

tory, preliminary.
"The introductory chapters have undoubtedly a

bearing on the events which follow."

—

AthencBum,
Sept. fl, 1884, p. 303.

* in tro due tress, s. [Eng. introductor ;

-ess.] A female who introduces.

in tro-flexed', u. [Pref. intro-, and Eng.
flexed (q.v.).]

Bot. : Flexed or bent inwards ; curved in-
wards ; introcurved.

* In tro gress' Ion (Ss as ah), s. [Lat. intro-
gressio, from introgressus, pa. par. of introgre-
dior : intro- = within, and gradior = to go, to
walk.l The act of going in or entering ; entrance.

in'-trd-It, In-tro'-It-us, s. [Lat. introitus
= a going in, from introeo = to go in : intro- =
within, and eo =to go ; Fr. introit.]

1. In the Roman Church : Words recited by
the priest in saying Mass, after the Confiteor,
as soon as he has ascended the altar. The
custom of reciting the Introit is of early
origin, and has been attributed to Gregory
the Great. The words are usually from some
psalm, formerly recited entire, and have an
antiphon, and are followed by a Gloria ; in.

some cases they are taken from other portions
of Scripture, and occasionally from uninspired
writers. The old English word is office, which
corresponds to the Latin officium, by which
name the Introib is known in the Mozarabic,
Carthusian, Dominican, and Carmelite mis-
sals. At High-mass and in a Missa Cantata
the Introit is sung by the choir, as the priest
commences the Mass.

2. In the Anglican Church : A short anthem,
psalm, or hymn, sung while the minister pro-
ceeds to the table to commence the Commu-
nion service. Formerly, in some English
cathedrals, the Sanctus was sung as an In-
troit. This practice arose probably from the
fact that the Communion Service soon after the
Reformation ceased to be performed chorally,

a proof of which is found in the fact that for
nearly two centuries—namely, from 1660 to
1840—the Sanctus was never set to music ex-
cept as an Introit, nor was the Gloria in ex-

celsis set but as an anthem.

In-tro'-It-ua, [Introit,]

In tro miss' Ion, s. [Lat. intromissio, from
intromissus, pa. par. of intromitto : intro- —
within, and mitto = to send.]

* I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of sending in ; the act of admit-
ting ; admission.

"All the reason that I could ever yet hear alledged
by the chief factors for a general intromission of all
sorts, sects, and persuasions into our communion."
South : Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 12.

2. The act of introducing or inserting ; in-
sertion.

boil, bcTy- : pout, jo"wl; oat, 9ell t chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, 2£enophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -slous - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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II. Scots Law : The act of intermeddling
with the property or effects of others, whether
legally or without authority ; also the dealing
of a factor or agent with the money of his em-
ployer.

"And all intromission and disposltioun of onie casii-

alteiB, properties."—Holinshcd : Scotland (an. 1567).

In'-tro-mit, v.t~& i. [Lat. intromitto, from
iutro- = within, and mitto — to send.]

* A. Transitive

:

1, To send in, to let in, to admit.

2. To allow to enter ; to be the medium by
which anything enters.

"Tinged bodies and liquors reflect Home sorta of
rays, and intromit or transmit other sorts."—Newton :

Optics.

B. Intransitive

:

Scots Law: To intermeddle, to interfere.

"Where the said officer or officers may not lawfully
intromit or intermeddle."

—

Hackluyt: Voyages, i. 271.

* in-tro-mit'-tent, a. [Lat. intromittens,

pr. par. of intromitto.] Sending or conveying
in or into.

* in-tro-mit'-ter, s. [Eng. intromit ; -er. ]

One who intromits, an intermeddler.

* Intro-press ion (ss as sh), s. [Lat. intro-
= within, and pressio = a pressing, pressure

;

pressus, pa. par. of presso = to press (q..v.).]

Pressure acting within ; internal pressure.

* in-tro~re-cep'-tion, s. [Pref. intro-, and
Eng. reception (q.v.).] The act of receiving
within ; admission within,

"Were but the love of Christ to us ever suffered to
come into our hearts (as species to the eye by introre-
ci'ption)."—Hammond : Works, iv. 504.

In-tror'se, a. [Lat. introrsum & introrsus,

adv. = (1) towards the inside, inwards, into,

('J) within.]

Hot. ; Turned towards the axis to which it

appertains. (Used specif, of anthers when the
line of dehiscence is on their inner side facing
the pistil.)

* in-tro-spect',v.£. [Lat. introspecto = to look
within : intro- = within, and specto = to look.]

To look into or within ; to view the inside of.

t In-tro-spec'-tion, s. [Lat. introspectio,

from introspectus, pa. par. of introspicio = to
look within : intro- = within, and specio = to
look.] The act of looking into or within ; a
view of the inside or interior ; examination of
one's own thoughts or feelings.

" The actingB of the mind or imagination itself, by
way of reflection or introspection of themselves."

—

Hale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 55.

t in-tr6-Spec'-tion-lSt, s. [Eng. introspec-

tion; -ist] One given to introspection ; one
who studies the operations of his own mind.
(Annandale.)

t ln'-tro-spec-tive, a. [Eng. introspect

;

-ive.) Looking within ; viewing inwardly
;

examining one's own thoughts or feelings.

" ' I expect,' said Miss Merton. ' that we are naturally
more introspective than men. "

—

Matlock : New lie-

public, bk. ill, ch. il.

* in-tro-sume', v.t. [Lat. intro- = within,

and sumo = to take.] (To take or receive in
;

to absorb.

ln-tro-siis-cep'-tion, s. [Pref. intro-, and

Eng. susception (q.v.).]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of taking or receiv-

ing in or within.

2. Anat. : The same as Intussusception
(q.v.).

* m-tro-ve'-ni-ent, a. [Lat. intro- = within,

and veniens, pr." par. of venio = to come.]
Coming in or between ; entering.

"Scarce any condition which is not exhausted and
obscured, from the commixture of introvenient na-
tions, either by commerce or conquest."

—

Browne:
Vulgar Errours, bk. iv. ch. x.

In-tro-ve'-ni-um, s. [Pref. intro- (q.v.), and
Lat. vena = a vein.]

Bot. : The obscuration of the venation by
the abnormally developed parenchyma, as in

Hoya, &c.

t in-tro-veV-sion, 5. [Lat. intro- = within,
and versio = a turning, from versus, pa. par.

of verto = to turn.] The act of introverting
;

the state of being introverted.

t in-tr6-vert'» v.t. [Lat. intro- = within, and
verto = to turn.]

1. To turn in or inward.
" Hia awkward gait, his introverted toes,
Bent knees, round shoulders, and dejected looks.
Procure him many a curse."

Cowper : Task, iv. 633.

2. To turn or direct to one's own heart or
thoughts.

" Beyond its natural elevation raised
His introverted spirit"

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. vii.

in-trude , v.i. & t. [Lat. intrude, from in- =
in, into, and trudo = to push, to thrust ; Ital.

intruders]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To thrust or push one's self forward into
any place or position ; to push in ; to force
one's way.
"Unprudent man, that whan the Jtutil Kinge did

through intrude." Phaer : Virgil ; ^Eneidos ix,

2. Specif. ; To thrust or push one's self for-

ward into any place or position ; to force one's

self upon others ; to enter or put one's self

forward unwelcomely or without invitation

;

to obtrude.
" There is society, where none intrudes,
By the deep Sea, and music in its roar."

Byron : Ohilde Harold, iv. 178.

* 3. To intervene ; to be interposed.
" Where half the convex world intrudes between."

Goldsmith : Deserted Village.

* 4. To encroach ; to trench.
" Now, Henry, thou hast added to thy sin
Of usurpation, and intruding force,
A greater crime." Daniel: CioU Wars, iv. 1.

B. Reflex. ; To push or thrust one's self for-

ward.
" And that man is not meete for a rowme or minis-

tracion, whych intrudeth hymBelie into the same."—
Tidal : Hebrues v.

C. Transitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To force or cast in ; to push
or thrust forward unwarrantably : as, To in-

trude one's conversation upon people.

2. Geol. : To force in, as a volcanic rock
may into sedimentary strata. [Intrusive.]

ln-trud'-ed, «. [Eng. intrude); -ed.]

Geol. : Intrusive (q.v.).

in-trud'-er, s, [Eng. intrud(e); -er.] One
who intrudes ; one who thrusts himself in or
enters where he is not wanted, or where he
has no business.

" Hence, vain intruder/ haste away,
Wash not with unhallowed brine
The footsteps of my Celia's shrine."

Carew ; To my Rival.

% A man is an intruder who is an unbidden
guest at the table of another : he is an inter-
loper when he joins any society in such manner
as to obtain its privileges, without sharing its

burdens. Intruders are always offensive in
the domestic circle : interlopers in trade are
always regarded with an evil eye.

* in-tru'-dress, s. [Eng. intruder; -ess.] A
female who intrudes.

" Joash 3hould recover his rightful throne from the
unjust usurpation of Athaliah, an idolatrous intra-
dress thereinto."—Fuller : Pisgah Bight, j>t. ii., bk. iii.,

ch. x.

* in-trunk'. v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
trunk (q.v.).] To encase, to enwrap, to in-

close.
" Had eager luBt intrunKd my conquer'd soul
I had not buried living joys in death."

Ford : Love's Sacrifice, V. 3.

in-tru'-gion, s. [Fr., from Lat. intrusus, pa.

par. of intrudo = to intrude (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of intruding or thrusting one's self
forward unwarrantably and unwelcomely
where one is not wanted.

" Frogs, lice, and flies, must all his palace fill

With loathed intrusion, and fill all the land."
Milton: P. L., xii. 178.

2. The act of encroaching or infringing ; an
encroachment.

" For sith he saieth they come into the place by suc-
cession, he layth not any inuaaion, or intrusion, or
other vnlawfull commlng ther into."

—

Sir T.tMore:
Workes, p. 640.

II. Technically

:

1. Geol. : The operation of forcing through
or into sedimentary strata. (Used of volcanic
rocks.) [Intrusive-rocks.]

2. Law : An unlawful entry into or upon
lands and tenements void of a possessor, by
one who has no right to the same.

3. Scotch Ch. : The settlement of a minister
in a church or congregation against the will,

or without the consent of the congregation.

If The term was frequently used during the

ten years' ecclesiastical eontrovtrsy which
culminated in the disruption of the Scotch

Church in 1843.

* in-tru'-sion-al, a. [Eng. intrusion ; -al.]

Pertaining to intrusion ; noting intrusion.

in-tru'-sion-ist, s. [Eng. intrusion; 4st]

One who favours the intrusion or settlement

of a minister in a church or congregation con-

trary to the will, or without the consent of

the congregation.

iin-tru'-sive, a. [Lat. intrusus, pa. par. of

intrudo = to intrude (q.v.).] Tending or apt
to intrude ; thrusting or entering without in-

vitation or welcome ; obtrusive.
" Nor interrupting with intrusive talk
The grand, majestic symphonies of ocean."

Longfellow: Dedication.

intrusive-rocks, s. pi.

Geol. : Rocks of igneous origin which have
forced their way through crevices or rents in

sedimentary strata, or have broken them up.

% Intrusive sheets of eruptive rock may be
distinguished from true lava flows which have
been subsequently overlaid conformably by
sedimentary strata, by the fact that the rocks,
both above and below the intrusive sheets,

are altered at the contacts, while in the case
of lava-flows the rocks over which they ran
have been altered, but the deposits above
themshowno trace ofmetamorphism. (Rutley:
Study of Rocks, 2nd ed., p. 32.)

In-tru'-sive-ly, adv. [Eng. intrusive; -ly.~\

In an intrusive or intruding manner.

In tru slve-ness, s. [Eng. intrusive; -ness.]

The quality or state of being intrusive.

in trust, * en-trust', v.t [Pref. in- (I),

and Eng. trust (q.v.).]

1. (Of things) : To give in trust ; to commit
or confide to the charge of a person ; to com-
mit with confidence. (Followed by to before -

the person charged.)

"That the series of our astronomical observations
might Buffer no interruption by :my absence, I in-
trusted the care of continuing them to Mr. Trevenen,"
—Cook: Third Voyage, bk. v., ch. ix.

2. (Of persons) : To charge with the care,

custody, or supervision of anything ; to com-
mit or confide the charge or care of anything
to. (Followed by with before the thing in-

trusted.)

U For the difference between to intrust and
to consign, see Consign.

* in'-tu-ite, v.t. [Lat. intuitus, pa. par. of
intueor.] [Intuition.] To perceive by in-

tuition.
" Ab mathematical quantities only come into exist-

ence by being intuited or constructed, so the pure con-
cepts only exist when they are thuught"

—

G.H. Lewes:
HUt. Philosophy (1880), U. 612.

in-tu-l'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. intuitus, pa.
par. of intueor = to look in or within : in- =
into, and tueor = to look ; 8p. intuicion; Ital.

intidzione.]

L Ord. Lang. : The act of looking on ; a
sight, a view ; a regard, an aim.

" His disciples must not onely abstain from the act
of unlawful concubinate, but from the impurer intui-
tion of a wife of another man."

—

Bp. Taylor: Great
Exemplar, pt. ii., § 36.

II. Phil. : A term borrowed from Scholastic
Theology, where it signifies a knowledge of
God supernaturally obtained, and, by con-
sequence, superior to knowledge obtained by
ordinary methods. In passing into the ser-
vice of Philosophy the word intuition has
retained in some measure the idea of supe-
riority, or at least of priority. In the French
and Scotch schools all beliefs and judgments
presenting themselves spontaneously to the
mind, with irresistible evidence, but without
the assistance of reasoning or reflection, are
called intuitions, axioms, first principles,
principles of common sense, or self-evident
truths, and the recognition of these intuitions
is the fundamental doctrine of Intuitionalism.
Reid (Essay on Intell. Powers, ess. iv.) enume-
rates twelve first principles or intuitions of
contingent truths :

(1) Everything exists of which we are con-
scious. (2) The thoughts of which I am con-
scious are the thoughts of a being called my-
self. (3) The things which I remember did
really happen. (4) "We may be certain of our
identity as far as we remember. (5) The
things which we perceive exist, and are what
we perceive them to be. (6) We have some
power over our actions and the determinations
of our wills. (7) The natural faculties by

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se ce - e; ey -a; qu = kw.
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which we discriminate truth from error are

not fallacious. (8) There is life and intelli-

gence in our fellow-men. (9) Certain features

and gestures indicate certain thoughts and
dispositions of the mind. (10) Human testi-

mony naturally awakens confidence. (11) In
respect to events depending on human voli-

tion, there is a self-evident probability, greater

or less. (12) In the phenomena of nature,

what is to he will probably be like to what
has been in similar circumstances.

In the school of Kant the word intuition

(Anschauung) is nearly synonymous with
perception. (See extract, and for Schelling's

teaching, see ^[ Intellectual Intuition.)

" Intuition is Beholding ; considered subjectively it

is a mental operation : objectively, it is the product
of that operation, the Beheld. Time and Space may
therefore be considered "as pure forms of the mental
operation Beholding J or as products of that operation.

In the one case they are transcendental, in the other
empirical Just as we speak of Sensatiun in general,

and of particular sensations, so Kant speaks of Intui-

tion as the general faculty, and of intuitions as the
acts and products of that faculty."—G. H. Levies: Hist.

Philosophy (1880), ii. 513.

TT Intellectual Intuition

:

Metaph. : (For def. see extract).

"In both [the Alexandrian and German Schools! the
incapacity of Reason to solve the problems of Philo-

sophy is openly proclaimed: in both some higher
faculty is called in to solve them. Plotiuua called this

faculty Ecstasy. Schelling called it the Intellectual

Intuition. The Ecstasy was not supposed to he a
faculty possessed by all men, and at all times ; it was
only possessed by the few, and by them but sometimes.
The Intellectual Intuition was not supposed to be a

faculty common to all men ; on the contrary, it was
held as the endowment only of a few of the privileged

:

it was the faculty for philosophizing."—6. H. Lewes:
Hist, Philosophy (1880). ft. 577.

In-tu-l'-tion-al, a. [Eng. intuition; -al.]

Pertaining to, derived from or characterized

by intuition ; intuitive.

intuitional-reason, ».

Phil. : (See extract).
" By Intuitional Reason I here wish to express what

the Germans call Vernunft, which they distinguish
from Verstand, as Coleridge tried to make English-
men distinguish between Reason and Understanding.
The term Reason is too deeply rooted in our language
to be twisted into any new direction, and I hope by
the unusual ' Intuitional Reason' to keep the reader's

attention alive to the fact that by It is designated
the process of the mind engaged in transcendental
enquiry."—G. H. Lewes: Hist. Philosophy (1880), i., liv.

in-tu-i'-tion-al-ism, ». [Eng. intuitional;

-ism,.]

Metaph. : The doctrine that the perception

of truth is from intuition.

*in-tU-i'-tion-al-istf s. [Eng. intuitional;

ist.] An advocate or supporter of the doctrine
of intuitionalism. [Intuition, II.]

"By the Intuitionalists it is asserted that the
tendeny to form them [primary beliefs] is an intellec-

tual instinct Inborn in man."—Carpenter : Mental
Physiology, § 201.

In-tu'-i-tive, a. [Fr. intuitif, from Lat. in-

tuitus, pa. par. of intueor.] [Intuition.]

. 1. Perceived or seen by the mind immedi-
ately without the intervention of argument or

testimony ; exhibiting truth to the mind im-
mediately on inspection.

2. Obtained or received by intuition or

simple inspection.

"Sometimes the mind perceives the agreement or
disagreement of two ideas immediately by themselves,

- without the intervention of any other : and this, I

think, we may call intuitive Knowledge."—Locke:
Human Understanding, bk. iv., ch. ii, § 1.

3. Seeing clearly, not merely believing.

4. Having the power of discovering truth

immediately without reason or argument.
" Whence the soul

Reason receives, and reason is her being,
Discursive, or intuitive." Milton: P. L., v. 4BS.

itt-tu'-i-tive-ly^ adv. [Eng. intuitive; -ly.]

• 1. In an intuitive manner ; by intuition.

" For although with speech they intuitively couceive
each other, yet do their apprehensions proceed through
realities."—Brownie; Vulgar Errours, bk. i., ch. xi.

2. On bare inspection ; without argument
or reasoning.

" The truth of mathematical axioms has always been
supposed to be intuitively obvious."

—

Stewart: Philo-
sophy of Human Mind, vol. ii., ch. ii., § 1.

* in-tu-mes'ce, v.i. [Lat. intumesco, from
in- (intens.), and tumesco, incept, of tumeo
= to swell.] To swell ; to become enlarged
or expanded, as by heat.

t in-tu mes'-cense, in-tu-mes'-cen-cy,
s. [Fr. intumescence, from Lat. intumescens, pr.

par. of intumesco.] [Intumesce.]

1. The act, state, or process of swelling or
expanding, as with heat ; expansion.

2. A swollen or expanded mass.

3. Heat of mind ; excitement.
" There is little reason for doubting but the intumes-

cence of nations would have found its vent."—Johnson

:

Taxation no Tyranny.

* in-tu -mu-late, v.t. [Lat. in- = in, into,

and tumuldtus, pa. par. of tumulo = to bury,

to entomb ; tumulus = a tomb.] To bury, to

inter, to inhume, to entomb.
" He also caused the corps of King Richard y« Second

to be taken from the earth, whom King Henry the
Fourth had intumidate in the friers Church of Lang-
ley."—Stow : Henry V. (an. 1413).

* ln-tu'-mu-late, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
tumulatus, pa. "par. of tumulo = to bury.] Not
buried ; unburied.

* in-tur'-bid-ate, v.t. [Lat. in- (intens.),

and turbidus = turbid (q.v.).] To make tur-

bid, dark, or confused. (Coleridge.)

* in-tur-ges'-cence, * ln-tur-ges'-cen-
9Y» s. [Lat. inturyescens, pr. par. of intur-

gesco = to swell up: in- (intens.), and turgesco,

incept, of turgeo = to swell.] A swelling ; the

act or state of swelling.
" Not by attenuation of the upper part of the sea,

but inturgescencies caused first at the bottom, and
carrying the upper part of it before them."

—

Browne :

Vulgar Errours, bk. vii., ch. xiii.

in'-turn, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. turn, s.]

A term in wrestling, when one puts his thigh

between those of his adversary, and lifts him
up. (Halliwell.)

"And with a trip i' th' inturn mawl him."
D'Urfey: Collin's Walk.

* in-tuse', s. [Lat. intusiis, pa. par. of in-

tundo = to bruise.] A bruise, a wound.
" And after, hauing searcht the intuse deepe,

She with her scarfe did bind the wound fro' cold to

keepe." Spenser: F. Q., III. v. 33.

in - tus - siis - cept'- ed, a. [Lat. intus- =
within, and susceptus, pa. par. of suscipio =
to receive.]

Anat. (Of a vessel or part, &c.) : Received

within another vessel or part.

in-tus-siis-cep'-tion, s. [Pref. intus-, and

Eng. susception (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : The reception of one part

within another.

2. Anat. : The term used when part oi a

tube is inverted within the contiguous part.

(Owen.) The art, operation, or process of tak-

ing dead matter into a living being. (Nichol-

son.)

3. Pathol. : The accidental insertion or pro-

trusion of an upper segment of the bowels

into a lower. The varieties are ileo-csecal,

iliac, jejunal, and colic. It occurs most fre-

quently in infancy and childhood, and in the

adult death ensues in five or six days if the

stricture is not removed. By drawing one
portion of a toeless long stocking into the

other, a correct representation of this condi-

tion is obtained. Inflation, practised long

ago by Hippocrates, is the most successful

treatment.

in-twine', en-twine', v.t. [Pref. in- (l),

and Eng. twine (q.v.).]

1. To twine or twist together.
" There grew two olives, closest of the grove,
With roots intwined and branches interwove."

Pope : Homer; Odyssey v, 617.

* 2. To surround by a winding course.

3. To twine round.
" The flowering thorn, self-taught to wind,
The hazle's stubborn stem intwined,"

Beattie : The Hares ; A Fable.

* in-twine'-ment, s. [Eng. intwine; -menU]
The act of intwining.

in-twist', en-twist', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and
Eng. twist (q.v.).] To twistor twine together.

in'-U-la, s. [Lat. = inula, probably a corrup-
tion o"f helenium ; Gr. eAeVtoc {helenion) =
elecampane.] [Def.]

1. Bot. : The typical genus of the composite
sub-tribe Inulege (q.v.). The heads are pani-

cled, corymbose, or solitary rayed, yellow

;

the involucre campanulate, the bracts in

many series, the receptacle flat, naked ; the
ray flowers female or neuter, in one series

ligulate ; the dark flowers tubular, having
two sexes ; the fruit terete or angled, the
pappus in one series, scabrous. About fifty

species are known, six being British—viz.,

Inula Conyza (Ploughman's Spikenard), I.

crithmoides (Golden Samphire), I. salicina,

I. Helenium, I. dysenterica (Fleabane), and I.

Pulicaria.

2. Pharmacy:

(1) [Elecampane, Inulin.]

(2) The dry roots of Inula racemosa, a West
Himalayan and Cashmere plant, have a weak

aromatic odour like orris, and act as a mild

tonic. They are used in veterinary medicine.

(Watts.)

in-ul'-a~mide, s - t^at. inul(a), and Eng.

amide.]

Chem. : C14H20(OH)CO, N"H2. A compound
obtained by passing ammoniacal gas into an

alcoholic solution of inulic anhydride. It

crystallizes in feathery crystals, sparingly

soluble in alcohol. It melts at 210°, under-

going decomposition, and is very feebly basic.

in-u'-le-se, s. pi. [Lat. inul(a), and fem. pi.

adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of tubuliferous compo-
sites, tribe Asteroidese.

ln'-u-Hc, a. [Lat., &e. inul(a); -ic.] Derived
from the genus Inula (q.v.).

inulic-acid, s.

Cliem. : C]5H2203 = C75H20O2 -+- H20. A
monobasic acid, prepared by heating inulic

anhydride with dilute potash, and decompos-
ing 'the salt formed with hydrochloric acid.

It crystallizes in delicate needles, melting at
90', and is sparingly soluble in water, but
very soluble in alcohol. When heated above
90°, it gives off its water, and is converted into

the anhydride. The potassium and sodium
salts are very soluble in water and in alcohol,

but crystallize with great difficulty. The
ammonium salt is very unstable, decomposing
on simply evaporating the solution. The
silver salt, C^^iAgOs, crystallizes in small
brilliant scales. When inulic acid is dissolved

in absolute alcohol, and dry hydrochloric acid

gas passed into the solution, large colourless

rhombic crystals are formed, which melt at
140

a
, decomposing and giving off hydrochloric

acid. This crystalline body forms salts, but
they are very unstable. Its formula is

C15H21P2CI.

inulic anhydride, s.

Cliem. : C^^eOo. A white crystalline sub-
stance, obtained by distilling elecampane root
with steam, pressing the crystals between
blotting-paper, and recrystallizing from al-

cohol. It is almost insoluble in water, but
very soluble in alcohol and ether. It melts
at 66°, and boils at 275° with partial decompo-
sition.

ln'-u-lin, in'-u-line, s. [Lat., &c. inutya);

-in, -ine (Chem) (q.v.).]

Chem. : C6H10O5. A soft white tasteless

powder,'isomeric with and similar in its pro-
perties to starch, discovered by Valentin Rose
in 1804. It is very widely distributed through-
out the vegetable kingdom, being found in the
roots of elecampane, dandelion, chicory, fever-

few, in the tubers of the potato, the dahlia,

and the Jerusalem artichoke, in the seeds of
the sun-flower, and in many other plants.

It is usually prepared from the sliced or
rasped roots of the elecampane or the dahlia,

by boiling with water in the presence of
sodium carbonate. The liquid obtained is

cooled by a freezing mixture, when the inulin

precipitates. t,To obtain it pure, it is dissolved

in hot water, filtered, and again exposed to a

freezing mixture. On repeating this process
three or four times, the inulin is obtained
perfectly white. It is insoluble in alcohol,

slightly soluble in cold water, but very soluble

in boiling water. It dissolves in an ammo-
niacal solution of cupric oxide, ;the solution
yielding, after a few hours, a blue amorphous
precipitate, insoluble in water and in am-
monia, but soluble in tartaric acid. Its

specific gravity is r.349, and its optical laevo-

rotatory power [a] n = 34"6. When heated
with water in sealed tubes at 100", or when
boiled with dilute sulphuric acid, it is con-
verted into a sugar, which has all the proper-
ties of levulose. Inulin is distinguished ftom
starch by its giving a yellow or yellowish-
brown instead of a blue colour with iodine ;

by its solubility in aqueous cuprammonia,
and by its inalterability under the influence
of ferments. It appears to be a substance
intermediate between gums and starch. Inulin
has lately been examined by H. Kiliani. He
assigns to it the formula,C36H62031= 6C6H1o05
+ H20.

"

In'-U'-lol, o. [Lat. &c. inul(a): Eng.. &c. (al-

coii)ol (?)].

boll, boy; pout, jdrtrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-dan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun : -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious — shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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Ckem. : C1()H lfiO. A yellowish liquid, having
an aromatic taste and an odour of peppermint,
obtained by distilling elecampane root, Inula
Helenium, with steam. The white crystalline

mass which comes over is pressed between
blotting-paper, which absorbs the inulol, and
this may be afterwards recovered in a toler-

ably pure state by distilling the paper with
steam. It boils at 200°, and, when distilled

"with phosphorus pentasulphide, a hydro-car-
bon, CioH14 , is obtained, which boils at 175°.

* In-um'-brate, v.t. [Lat. inuvibratus, pa.

par. of inumbro : in- = in, into, and umbra =
a shade.] To shade ; to cover with shade ; to
darken.

* in -um -bra'-tlon, s. [Lat. inumbrat to,

from inumbratns, pu. par. of imimbro = to
darken.] Shade, shadow, overshadowing.

"The obstruction and inumbration beginneth on
that aide."—P. Holland: Plutarch, p. !)56.

"* ln-unct'-ed, a. [Lat. inunctits, pa. par. of
inungo = to anoint.] Anointed.

'* in-unc -tion, s. [Lat. inunctio, from inunc-
tus, pa. par. of inungo = to anoint.] The act
of smearing or anointing ; unction.

"An oily liniment, fit for the inunction of the fea-
thers,"

—

Ray : On the Creation, pt ii.

* in-unc-tu-6s'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. unctuosity (q.v.).] Want or absence of
unctuosity; absence of greasiness or oiliness
perceptible to the touch.

"* ia -un'-dant, a. [Lat. inundans, pr. par. of
inundo = to flow over, to overflow : in- = in,

upon, and undo- = a wave.] Overflowing.
" Costly draughts, inundant bowls of joy."

Shenstone : Economy, i.

In-un-da'-tae, s. pi. [Norn. fern. pi. of Lat.
inundatus. ] [Inundate. ]

Bot. : The name given by Linnaeus to the
forty-eighth class of his Natural System of
Botany. He included under it the genera
Hippuris, Elatine, Ruppia, Typha, &c.

in-un date, in -tin-date, v.t [Lat. inun-
datus, pa. par. of inundo = to overflow ; Fr.
inonder ; Ital. inondare ; Sp. inundmr,]

1. Lit. : To spread over or cover with a
flood ; to overflow, to flood ; to submerge, to
deluge.

"During the period when the Nile inundates
Egypt."— Beloe : Herodotus, bk. ii., note 89.

2. Fig. : To fill to overflowing ; to fill with
overabundance or superfluity ; to swamp.

In -un-date, a. [Inundate, v.]

Bot. & Geog. : Flooded. (Treas. of Bot.)

.ln-un-da'-tion, s. [Lat. inundatio, from in-

undatus, pa. par. of inundo = to overflow; Fr.
inondation ; Sp. inundacion; Ital. inonda-
.zione.]

L Literally :

1. The act of inundating or overflowing

;

ithe state of being inundated or flooded.

"This place hath a great pond caused by the inun-
dationoi Nilus."

—

Hackluyt : Voyages, ii. 203.

2. An overflow of waters ; a flood, a deluge.

XL Fig. : An overflowing or overspreading
'of any kind ; a flood.

" Many good town3, through that inundation of the
Irish were utterly wasted. —Spenser : Present State
of Ireland.

t inundation mud, s.

Geol. : The same as Loess (q.v.).

"* in-un-der-stand -ing, a. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. understanding (q.v.).] "Wanting or
void of understanding.

"Such material and mortal, such inunderstanding
souls."

—

Pearson; On the Creed, art. 10.

"* in-ur-bane', a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
urbane (q.v.).] Not urbane, incivil, uncour-
teous, impolite, rough.

"Just it would be, and by no means inurbane."—
Matthew Arnold : Literature & Dogma (1873), p. 180.

"* in-ur~bane'-l^t adv. [Eng. inurbane; -ly.]

In an uncivil, uncourteous, or rough manner;
not urbanely ; incivilly.

"* in -ur -bane- ness, s. [Eng. inurbane;
-ness.] The quality or state of being inur-
bane ; incivility.

"* in-ur-ban'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
urbanity (q.v.).] Incivility, impoliteness ; rude
•unpolished manners.

" Such idle stuff . . . aa his own servile inurbanity
iorbears not to put into the Ap03tle'a mouth."—Milton :

Colasterion.

m-ure', * enure, v.t. & i, [Pref. in- (1),

and Mid. Eng. tire = work, operation, use

;

O. Fr. owe, aivre, uevre, eure, from Lat. opera
= work.]

A* Transitive

:

1. To expose to use, practice, or operation
until use gives little or no pain or inconveni-
ence ; to habituate, to accustom ; to make
used, to harden.

" Equally inured
By moderation either state to bear,
Prosperous or adverse." Milton : P. L., xi. 362.

* 2. To accustom ; to make accustomed.
"He . . . did inure them to apeak little."

—

North:
Plutarch, p, 64.

* 3. To exercise, to practise.
" The wits of the Utopians, inured and exercised in

learning."—Sir T. More : Utopia, bk. ii., ch. vii.

B. Intransitive

:

Law : To pass into usft ; to take or have
effect; to serve to the use or benefit of.

* in iire ment, s. [Eng. inure ; -ment.] The
act of inuring ; the state of being inured ;

practice, habit, use.
" Education being notliingelse but a constant plight

and inurement."— Wotton : Ilemains, p. 79.

*,in-urn', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. urn
(Q.- v -)-] To put into a funeral urn ; to bury,
to inter, to intomb.

"The sepulchre
Wherein we saw thee quietly inurned."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 4.

* In-us'-i-tate, «. [[Inusitation.] Unusual
;

out of the common order.
" I find some inusitate expressions about some mys-

teries."

—

Bramhall : Works, ii. 61.

* in-US-l-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. inusitatus = un-
used : in- = not, and usitatus = used, prac-
tised.] The quality or state of being disused

;

disuse, neglect.

"The mammae of the male have not vanished by
inusitation."—Paley : Natural Theology, ch. xxiii.

* in-ust', a. [Lat. imtstus, pa. par. of inuro
= to burn in.] Burnt in.

" That furious hot inust impression."—More : On the
Soul, pt. ii., bk. iii., ch. 3, § 69.

* in-ust -ion (ion as yun), s. [Lat. inustio,
from inustns, pa. par. of inuro : in- (intens.),

and uro = to burn.] The act of burning in ;

the act of branding.

*In-u'-tlle, a. [Fr., from Lat. inuiilis, from
in- = not ; utilis = useful ; utor = to use.]
Useless, unprofitable.

"To refer to heat and cold is a compendious and
inutile speculation."—Bacon : Natural History.

Xn-u-til'-x-tir, s. [Fr. inutilite, from Lat. inu-
tilitatem, accus. of inutilitas, from inutilis =.

useless.] The quality or state of being useless
or unprofitable ; uselessness ; unprofitableness.

" On their own opinion of their inutility."—Burke:
Econom. Reform.

In-Ut'-ter-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
utterable (q.v.).] Incapable of being uttered
or told ; unutterable ; unspeakable.

"They fill the mind with inutterable remorse and
horror,"

—

Hurd: Sermons, vol. vi., aer. 27.

* in'-u-iis, s. [Lat. Inuus = another name for
the rural god Pan.]

Zool. : An obsolete genus of Old World
monkeys, Simiadse, destitute of a tail. It is

now merged in Macacus (q.v.).

in vao'-U-6, phr. [Lat., = in what is empty.]

1. Phys. : In a vacuum ; with the air ex-
hausted.

2. Law:
(1) Without object.

(2) Without concomitants or coherence.
(Wharton.)

invade', v.t. & i. [O. F. invader, from Lat.
invado, from in- = in, into, and vado = to go ;

Ital. invadere; Sp. & Port, invadir.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To go or pass into ; to enter.

"[It] doth then invade
The state of life, out of the griesly shade."

Spenser: F. Q., III. vi. 37.

2. To pass into or enter with hostile inten-
tions ; to enter as an enemy, with intent to
conquer or plunder ; to make an invasion
into ; to enter by force.

" Let others with insatiate thirst of rule
Invade their neighbour's lands."

J. Philips : Blenheim.
3. To attack, to assault.

" With dangerous expedition to invade
Heaven, whose high walls fear no assault, or siege.
Or ambush." Milton: P. £,., ii. 342.

4. To intrude or intrench upon ; to encroach

on ; to violate ; to infringe.
" The ancients thus their rule3 invade,

_

As kings dispense with laws themselves have made.
Pope : Essay on Criticism, 16L

* B, Intrans. ; To make an invasion.
" Where small aud great, where weak and mighty made
To serve, not surfer, strengthen, uot invade."

Pope : Enay on Man, iii. 298.

If For the difference between to invade and
to encroach, see Encroach.

in-vad'-er, s. [Eng. invadXe); -er.] One who
invades, attacks, assaults, or encroaches ; an
assailant ; an intruder.]

" Who order'd Gideon forth,
To storm the invader's camp."

Coviper : Olney Hymns, iv.

in va'-di-d, phr. [Mod. Lat., from Lat. vador
= to bind over by bail.] In gage, in pledge.

* in-vag'-i-nate, v.t. [Lat. in- = in, and
vagina = a sheath.] To sheathe ; to put into

a sheath.

in-vag-i-na'-tion, s. [Invaginate.]

Anal. & Patlwl. : The same as Intussuscep-
tion (q.v.).

* In-va-les'-cenc^e, s. [Lat. invalescsns, pr.

par. of invalesco = to become strong : in-
(intens.), and valesco = to become strong, in-

cept, of valeo =to be strong or well.] Strength,
health, force.

* in-val-e-tud'-in-a-r^, a. [Pref. in- (2),
and Eng. valetudinary (q. v. ) .] Wanting
health ; not healthy, not strong.

in val-id, a. & s. [Fr. invalide, from Lat.
invalidus, from in- = not, and validus =
strong ; valeo = to be strong or well ; Ital. &
Sp. invalido.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Of no force, weight, or cogency.
" But this I urge.

Admitting motion in the heavens, to shew
Invalid, that which thee to doubt it moved."

Milton: P. L., viii. 116.

2. Not strong ; in ill health ; delicate, ill.

^f In this second sense, and as a substan-
tive, the pronunciation is in-va-lid'.

II. Law : Havingno force or effect ; null ; void.
"The bishop . . . did now clearly perceive how in-

valid and insufficient it [the marriage] was."

—

Burnet

:

Hist. Reformation, an. 1527.

B. As substantive

:

1. One who is not strong in health ; one
who is weak, infirm, or delicate.

" Bath ... is always as well stowed with gallants aa
invalids, who live together in a very good understand-
ing."— Tatler, No. 16.

2. A soldier or sailor disabled either by
sickness or wounds for active service.

"H.M. troopship 'Orontes' has arrived from Alex-
andria with 150 naval invalids and time-expired men."
—Daily News, Sept. 9, 1884.

invalid-bed, s. A bed having conveni-
ences for the sick or the wounded, having ele-

vating head and shoulder portion, to give the
patient a change of position ; a portion which
conforms to the shape of the bended knees,
and other conveniences for the patient's com-
fort.

invalid-chair, s. A chair capable of as-
suming and retaining any required position
from the erect to the prone.

T[ Invalid is a general and patient a par-
ticular term ; a person may be an invalid
without being a patient ; he may be a patient
without being an invalid.

in va lid', v.t. & i. [Invalid, a.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To affect with disease or illness; to render
an invalid.

" Drawing the invalided stroller's arm through hta."—Dickens : Pickwick, ch. xlv,
,

2. To register as an invalid ; to insert in
the list of persons unfit for military or naval
duty ; to give leave of absence from duty on
account of illness or ill health.

* B. Intrans. : To consent to be placed on
the list of invalids.

in-val'-i-date, v.t [Eng. invalid; -ate; Fr.
invalider ; Sp. invalidar ; Ital. invalidare.]
To make invalid or not valid; to weaken
lessen, or destroy the validity or force of- to
render of no effect or force ; to overthrow/

'Argument is to be invalidated only by argument,
and is in itself of the same force, whether or not it
convinces him by whom it ia proposed."—Rambler

£atef fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, oo - e; ey - a. qu = kw.
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.in-val-l-da'-tion, s. [Invalidate.] The
act of invalidating or rendering invalid ; the
state of being invalidated.

"So many invalidations of their rights."

—

Burke:
Powers of Juries.

* in'-va-lid-ism, s. [Eng. invalid; -ism.]

The quality or*state of being an invalid ; sick-

ness, ill-health.

TLn-va-Hd'-I-ty, s. [Fr. invalidity from Lat.
invaliditatem, accus. of invallditas, from in-

validits = not strong, invalid (q.v.).]

1. Want of validity, legal force, or efficacy ;

want of cogency.
" I'll show the invalidity of their objection."

—

Qlan-
t>ill : Pre-existence of Souls, ch. iv.

2. Want of bodily health or strength ; in-

firmity.
" He ordered that none who could work should be

idle ; and that none who could not work, by age, weak-
ness, or invalidity, should want."—Temple.

** in-val'-Jd-n©SS, a. [Eng. invalid ; -Tiess.]

Invalidity.

* in-val'-or-OUS, o. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
valorous (q.v.).J Wanting in courage ; timid,

timorous.

in-val'-U-a-ble, a. [Pref. in- (intens.), and
Eng. valuable (q.v.).] Precious above esti-

mation ; so valuable that its worth cannot be
estimated ; of inestimable value.

"His friends adjured him to take more care of a life

invaluable to his country."

—

ilacaulay : Hist. Eng.,
uh. vli.

an-val'-U-a-bly, adv. [Eng. invahiab(le)

;

-ly.] In an invaluable manner or degree
;

above all estimation ; inestimably.

"That invaluably precious blood of the Sonne of

God."—Bp. Hull : Sermon of Thanksgiving , Jan., 1625.

* in-val'-ued, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
valued (q.v.),] Invaluable ; inestimable.

"Closely conveys this great invalved spoil."
Drayton : liarons' Wars, vi. 15.

aEn-var-i-a-bil'-5t-ty, s. [Eng. invariable

;

-ity.] The quality or state of being invari-

able ; invariableness.

"This invariability in the birds' operations."—
Dlgby : Of Bodies, ch. xxxvii.

Tm-var'-i-a-ble, a. & s. [Fr.]

A. As adj. : Not variable ; not subject or
iliable to change ; constant in the same state

;

unchangeable, unalterable.
" According to Borne invariable aud certain laws,"

—

Burke; On Taste. (Introd.)

B. As substantive

:

Math. .- An invariable quantity ; a constant.

Invariable-function, s.

Math. : A function which enters an equation,
and which may vary under certain circum-
stances, but which does not vary under the
conditions imposed by the equation, is called
the invariable of the equation. In a common
differential equation which holds true for all

values of x and y, the only invariables must
be absolute constants ; but in an equation of
differences in which the value of a; only passes
-from one whole number to another, any fimc-
iion which does not change value whilst x
passes from one whole number to another,
may be an invariable.

lin-var'-I-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. invariable;
•ness.] Th"e quality or state of being invari-
able ; constancy of state ; unehangeableness

;

dinmutability.

"From the dignity of their intellect arises the Jn-
variableness of their wills."

—

Mountague : Devoute
Essayes, pt. ii., tr. ii., § 3.

3n-var'-i-a-bly, adv. [Eng. invariable); -ly.]

In an invariable manner; without changing
or altering; constantly; uniformly.

" He almost invariably took that view of the great
questions of his time which history has finally
adopted."—MacaiUay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

* Invar -led, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. varied
(q.v.).] Unvaried, invariable, unchanging.

Jfn-va -sion, s. [Fr., from Lat. invasionem,
accus. of invasio = a going in, from invasus,
pa. par. of invado = to invade (q.v.) ; Sp. in-
vasion; Ital. invasione.]

1. The act of invading; the act of entering
into the country of another with a view to
conquest or plunder ; a hostile attack upon or
entrance into the territory of others.

" Found able by invasion to annoy
Thy country." Milton : P. R„ iii. 365

2. An attack or encroachment on the rights or
privileges of others ; infringement; violation.

3. The approach or assault of anything dan-

gerous or pernicious.

"What demonstrates the plague to be endemial to
Egypt, i3 its invasion and going off at certain seasons."
—Arbuthnot.

IT Invasion expresses merely the general

idea, without any particular qualification ; in-

cursion signifies a hasty and sudden invasion;
irruption signifies a particularly violent inva-
sion ; inroad signifies a making a road or way
for one's self, which includes invasion and oc-

cupation. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* In-va'-slve, a. [Low Lat. invasivus, from
Lat. invasus, pa. par. of invado = to invade
(q.v.); Fr. -invasif] Invading; aggressive.

" With them to dare
The fiercest terrours of invasive war."

Hoole : Orlando Furloso, bk. xxxiii.

* In-veck'-ee, a. [Etym. doubtful.]

Her. .- A term used by writers on heraldry
for double arching. [Arched.]

* in-vect', v.i. [Lat. invectus, pa. par. of in-
veho = to carry into, to inveigh (q.v.).] To
inveigh.

" Fool that I am, thus to invcct against her."
Beaum. & Flet. : Faithful Friend, iii. 3.

in-vect'-ed, a. [Lat. invectus, pa. par. of in-

veho= to carry in.]

Her. : The reverse to engrailed, all the points
turning inwards to the ordinary thus borne,
with the semicircles outward to the field.

* in-vec'-tion, s. [Lat. invectio, from invec-
tus, pa. par. of inveho.] Invective.

ln-vec'-tlve, s. &a. [Fr., from Lat. invecti-

vus, from invecUts, pa. par. of inveho = to in-

veigh (q.v.); 8p. invectiva; Ital. invettiva.]

A, As subst. : A censorious or vituperate
attack on a person ; a censure in speech or
writing ; a severe or violent expression of cen-
sure or abuse ; a bitter and reproachful accu-
sation.

"A tide of fierce
Invective seemed to wait behind her lips."

Tennyson : Princess, iv. 451.

B. As adj.: Censorious, satirical, vitupera-
tive, abusive.

" Satire among the Romans, but uot among the
Greeks, was a biting invective poem."

—

Dryden ; Jit-
venal. (Dedic.)

in-vec'-tlve-ly, adv. [Eng. invective; -ly.) In
the manner of invective; abusively, censor-
ously, satirically.

'* Thus most invectively he pierceth through
The body of the country, city, court."

Shakesp. : As You Like It, li. 1.

t in-vec'-tlve-ness, s. [Eng. invective;
-ness.] The quality of being invective or vi-

tuperative ; abusiveness.

in-veigh' (eigh as a), * in-vey, v.i. [Lat.
inveho = to cany into or to, to inveigh : in- —
in, into, and veho = to carry ; Sp. invehir.]
To utter or make use of invectives ; to ex-
claim censoriously and abusively against a
person or thing ; to declaim ; to utter cen-
sorious and bitter language. (Usually followed
by against, but sometimes by at and oil.)

"In regretting the depopulation of the country, T
inveigh against the increase of our luxuries."—Gold-
smith: Deserted Village. (To Sir Joshua Reynolds.)

in-veigh'-er (eigh as a), s. [Eng. inveigh;
-er.] One who inveighs ; a railer.

" One of these inveighers against mercury, in seven
weeks, could not cure one small herpes in the face "—
Wiseman: Surgery, bk. viii., ch. ii.

in-vei'-gle, * en-vei'-gle, * in-vea-gle,
v.t. [Etym. doubtful ; by some thought to be
a corruption of Fr. aveugler = to blind, from
Low Lat. dbocuhts = blind : Lat. ab- = away,
from, and oculus = an eye. By others referred
to Ital. invogliare - to give a desire to, to
make one long for, from in- — in, voglia = a
wish ; Lat. volo = to wish. Puttenham, in
1587, ranks this word with those which had
been quite recently introduced into the lan-
guage.] To persuade to something bad or
hurtful ; to entice, to seduce, to allure, to
wheedle, to entrap.

"A serjeant made use of me to inveigle country
fellows, and list them in the service of the parlia-
ment."—Tatler, No. 249.

in-vei'-gle-ment, s. [Eng. inveigle; -ment.]

1. The act of inveigling ; seduction to evil

;

enticement.

2. That which inveigles, seduces, or allures
;

enticement.

"Through the inveiglements of the world, and the
frailty of his nature."—South : Sermons, vol. vi., ser. 4.

In-vei'-gler, * en-vei'-gler, s. [Eng. in-

veigle); -er.] One who inveigles, entices, or

seduces to evil ; an allurer, an enticer,

" As still is seene in court enueiglers are

Procurers of despite and avarice."
Mirrourfor Magistrates, p. 185.

* in-veil' (ei as a), * in-vayl, v.t. [Pref.

in- (1), and Eng. veil (q.v.).] To cover, as

with a veil ; to veil, to cover.
" When streight a thicke swolne cloud

Invayled the lustre of great Titan's carre."

Browne: Britannias Pastorals, bk. iii., a. L

*in-vel-ope f v.t. [Envelope, v.]

* in-vend-i-biT-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. vendibility (q.v.).] The quality or state

of being invendible ; unsaleableness.
" All that is terrible in this case is, that the author

may be laughed at, and the stationer beggared by the
book's invendibilUy."—Brome. {To the Reader.)

* in-vend'-l-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
vendible (q.v.).] Not vendible ; not saleable

;

unsaleable.

* In-ven'-om, v.t, [Envenom.]

In-vent', v.t. [Fr. inventer, from Lat. inventus,

pa. par. of invenio = to come upon, to find, to

invent, from in- = in, upon, and venio = to
come ; Sp. inventar ; Ital. inventare.]

* 1. To come or light upon ; to find, to meet
with.

Spenser: F. Q., III. v. 10.

* 2. To find out, to discover.
" Zoroastres, kyng of the Bactrians, who is reported

to haue fyrst inuented arte-magicke." — Goldyng :

Justine, fo. l.

3. To contrive and produce, as a thing that
did not exist previously.

" ' They hunt old trails,' said Cyril, ' very well

;

But when did woman ever yet invent )
'

"

1'ennyson : Princess, ii. 369.

i. To frame by the imagination ; to exco-
gitate, to devise, to concoct, to fabricate.

(Used in a good or bad sense.)

"And they layde their heades togither, till they
had inuented an other captious question."

—

Barnes:
Workes, p. 223.

* 5. To feign.

If (1) To invent, feign, and frame are all

occasionally employed in the ordinary con-
cerns of life, and in a bad sense ; fabricate and
forge are never used any otherwise. Invent is

employed as to that which is the fruit of one's
own mind ; to feign is employed as to that
which is unreal ; to frame is employed as to
that which requires deliberation and arrange-
ment ; to fabricate and forge are employed as
to thatwhich is absolutely false, and requiring
more or less exercise of the inventive power.
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

(2) For the difference between to invent and
to contrive, see Contrive ; for that between
to invent and to find, see Find.

in-vent'-er, [Inventor.]

3>6il, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus,
'Clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shitn

* in-vent'-ful, a. [Eng. invent; -ful(l).] Full
of invention ; inventive.

* in-vent'-i-ble, a. [Eng. invent; -able.]
Capable of being invented ; discoverable.

"I thought there had been but one only exquisite
way inventible."—Century of Inventions, No. 67.

* in-vent -i ble-ness, s. [Eng. inventible ;
-ness.] The quality or state of being in-
ventible.

in-ven'~tion, * in-ven-ci-on, $. [Fr. in-
vention, from Lat. inventionem, accus. of in~
ventio = a coming upon, a finding out, from
inventus, pa. par. of invenio = to find out, to
invent; Sp. invencion; Ital. invenzione.]

* 1. The act of coming upon, meeting with,
or finding : as, the Invention of the Cross of
St. Helena.

2. The act, operation, or process of finding
out or discovering something new, or not pre-
viously known ; discovery.

"The finding out of .apt matter, called otherwise
znveiitwn,^s a searching out of things true or things
likely."— Wdson: Arte of Ithetorique, p. g.

^
3. The act of excogitating, devising, or pro-

ducing mentally ; excogitation.
"Generally all stanzas are, in my opinion, but ty-rants and torturers, when they make invention obey

™*i "£mue«r- ^hlc
]
1 80I?etimes would otherwise

scantle itself. —Drayton: Barons' Wars. (Pref.)

4. The act of contriving, framing, and pro-
ducing something new : as, the invention of
the steam-engine.

5. The power or faculty of inventing or ex-

chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f
;
-tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.

'
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cogitating ; that skill or ingenuity which is,

or may be, employed in contriving, devising,
or excogitating anything new ; the creative
and imaginative faculty; specifically, in art,

the conception or representation of a subject,
the selection and disposition of its various
parts, and the whole means by which the
artist seeks to portray his thoughts.

"Gifted by nature with fertile invention, an ardent
temperament, and great powers of persuasion."—Mac-
avXay : Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

6. That which is invented ; an original con-
trivance.

" The invention all admired ; and each how he
To be the inventor missed, so easy it seemed,
Once found." Milton: P. L., vi. 498.

7. That which is mentally invented or ex-
cogitated ; a thought, a desire, a scheme, a
forgery, a fabrication, a fiction.

" We hear our bloody cousinB, not confessing
Their cruel parricide, filling their hearers
With strange invention." Shakesp. : Macbeth, iii. 1.

8. Music : A term used by J. S. Bach, and
probably by him only, for small pianoforte
pieces, each developing a single idea, and in

some measure answering to the impromptu of
a later day. (Sir G. Grove, in Diet, of Music.)

If Invention of the Cross :

Ecclesiol. & Church History :

1. The alleged finding of the cross of Our
Lord by Helena, mother of Constantine the
Great. [Holy-cross.]

2. A feast, celebrated on May 3, in honour of
the event mentioned above. It is said to have
been first celebrated in the Church of Santa
Croce, at Rome. Gregory XI. (1370-78), who
brought back the seat of the Popedom from
Avignon to Rome, ordered a special office to
be composed for this feast. Clement VIII.

(1592-1605) raised it to a double of the second
class, and removed parts of the old office.

* in - ven'- tious, u,. [Eng. invent; -ious.]

Inventive.

"Thou art a fine inventions rogue."—Sen Jonson :

Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

in-vent'-ive, a. [Fr. inventif, from Lat. in-

ventus, pa, par. of invenio; Ital. & Sp. in-

ventive.)

1. Quick at contrivance ; ready at expe-
dients ; fertile in invention, imagination, or
contrivance.

"A beautiful and perfect whole
Which busy mans inventive brain
Toils to anticipate, in vain."

Cowper : Epistle to Lady Austen.

* 2. Fabricating, false.

" The queen's fond hope inventive rumour cheers."
Pope : Homer ; Odyssey i. 523.

* In - vent'- ive - 1JT, adv. [Eng. inventive ;

-ly.] By the means or power of invention.

In - vent'- ive - ness, s. [Eng. inventive

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being in-

ventive ; the faculty of invention ; invention.

in-vent'-or, in-vent'-er, * in-vent-our,
s. [Fr. inventeur, from Lat. inventorem, accus.

of inventor — a discoverer, from inventus, pa.

par. of invenio; Ital. inventore.] One who
invents, contrives, or produces something new.

"0 mighty-mouthed inventor of harmonies."
Tennyson : Milton.

» Tfw-vfin-tor -i-a.lt a. [Eng. inventory; -al.]

Of or pertaining to an inventory.

* Sn-ven-tor'-l-al-ly, adv. [Eng. inventorial;

-ly.) In manner "of an inventory.
" To divide him inventorially would dizzy the arith-

metic of memory."—Shakesp. : Hamlet, v. 2.

in'-ven-tor-y, * in-ven-tar-ie, * in-ven-
tor-ie, s. [Lat. inventorium ; Fr. inven-

taire; Ital., Sp., & Port, inventario.] A list

or catalogue of goods and chattels, containing

a full, true, and particular description of each,

with its value, made on various occasions, as

on the sale of goods, decease of a person,

storage of goods for safety, &c. ; hence,

generally a list, an account, a catalogue.
'- " To compare their account with the inventories

made in former visitations."—Burnet: fl-lst. Reform.
(an. 1553).

in'-ven-tor-y, v.t. [Inventory, s.] To make
or draw up an inventory of; to set down in

an inventory ; to make a list, catalogue, or

schedule of.

" The philosopher thcaght friends were to be inven-
toried as well na goodB."—Government of the Tongue.

in-ven'-tress, s. [Eng. inventor; -ess.] A
female who invents.

" Cecilia came,
Inventress of the vocal frame."

Dryden : Ode on St. Cecilia's Day.

in-ver-, -pref. [Gael.] A confluence of rivers.

It is used largely as an element in place names
in Scotland, as Inverness, Jnwrary, &c.

* in-ver-i-sim-il'-i-tude, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. verisimilitude (q.v.).] Want of veri-

similitude ; improbability.

ln-ver-min-a'-tion, s. [Lat. in- ~ within,
and verminatio (genit. verminationis) = the
worms, the bots ; from vermino, to be troubled
with worms ; vermis = a worm.] The same as
Helminthiasis (q.v.).

* In-ver-nac'-u-lo, s. [Sp.] A greenhouse
for preserving plants in winter.

in-verse', a. [O.Fr. invers (Fr. inverse), from
Lat. inversus, pa. par. of inverto = to invert
(q.v.) ; Ital. & Sp. inverse]

I. Ord. Lang. : Opposite in order or rela-

tion ; inverted, reciprocal ; opposed to direct.

II. Technically

:

1. Bot. : The same as Inverted (q.v.).

(Loudon. )

2. Math. : Two operations are inverse, when
the one is exactly contrary to the other, or
when, being performed in succession upon a
given quantity, that quantity remains un-
altered. Addition and subtraction are inverse
operations, for, if we add to a the quantity
6, and from the sum subtract the quantity &,

the result will be a. Multiplication and divi-

sion, raising to powers and extracting roots,

differentiation and integration, are all inverse
operations. If two variable quantities are
connected by an equation, either one is a func-
tion of the other. If it be agreed to call the
first a direct function of the second, then is

the second an inverse function of the first.

The forms of direct and inverse functions, as
dependent upon the connecting equation, may
be determined by solving the equation with
respect to each function separately.

inverse or reciprocal proportion, «.

Math. : The application of the rule of three
in a reverse or contrary order.

inverse or reciprocal ratio, s.

Math. : The ratio of the reciprocals of two
quantities.

* in-versed', a. [Eng. invers(e); -ed.] In-
verted ; turned upside down,

" A inverssd V did formerly stand for pupila, and
M inversed w for mulier."— Wilkins ; Secret & Swift
Messenger, ch. x.

In-verse'-ly, adv. [Eng. inverse; -ly.} In
an inverse or inverted order or manner ; in an
inverse ratio or proportion ; as, when one
thing is greater or less in proportion, as
another is less or greater.

3tn-ver'-sion, s. [Lat. inversio, from inversus,

pa. par. of inverto = to invert (q.v.); Fr. &
Sp. inversion ; Ital. inversione.)

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of inverting ; change of order,

so that the first becomes last and the last

first ; a turning or changing of the natural
order of things.

" By an odd inversion of the command, all that we
do is first to pray against a temptation, and afterwards
to watch for it."—South : Sermons, vol. vi., ser. 10.

2. Change of place, so that each takes the
place of the other.

" The one protruding the other by inversion, where-
of they make a backward motion. —Browne: Vulgar
Errours, bk. iii., ch. xv.

3. A turning backward ; a reversing of the
ordinary process : as. Problems in arithmetic
are proved by inversion.

II. Technically

:

1. Chem. : The change which takes place
when starch, dextrin, or sugar is boiled with
a dilute acid. Different acids act with various
degrees of rapidity ; mineral more quickly
than organic acids ; sulphuric acid the most
quickly of all. Thus starch and dextrin are
changed into glucose, cane-sugar into invert
sugar, maltose into glucose, &c. Inversion
may also take place in the presence of fer-

ments, or by prolonged boiling with water.

2. Geol. : The overturning or folding over of
strata by igneous agency, so that the order of
their succession seems reversed.

3. Gram. : A change of the natural order of
words in a sentence.

" Accustomed now to a different method of ordering
our words, we call this an inversion, and consider it as
a forced and unnatural order of speech."

—

Blair, voL L,
lect 7.

4. Math. : The operation of changing the
order of the terms, so that the antecedent
shall take the place of the consequent and the
reverse, in both couplets. Thus, from the
proportion ft : & : : c : d, we have, by inver-

sion, b ; a : : d : c.

5. Milit. : A movement in tactics by which
the older of companies in line is inverted, the
right being on the left, the left on the right,

and so on.

6. Mus. : The transposition of certain

phrases having a common root. (1) The inver-

version of a chord is effected by making one
of the inner notes act as a bass note, and by
this means as many inversions can be made
as there are actual notes in the chord, not
counting the root. In such inversions the
harmony remains the same, although the
order of component parts is changed. (2)
Intervals are inverted by making that which

, was the upper note the lower, and the reverse.

The inversion of an interval within the octave
may readily be found in the difference between
the figure 9 and the interval known ; then an
interval of a second becomes a seventh by
inversion, &c. (3) The inversion of a subject
is produced by inverting the intervals of which
it consists.

7. Rhet. : A mode of argument by which the
speaker tries to show that the arguments of
his opponent tell against his own cause, and in
favour of the speaker's.

In-vert', v. t. [Lat. inverto= to turn over ; in-

=

towards, up, and verto—to turn ; Ital. invertere.'}

I, Ordinary Language :

I. To turn upside down ; to place in an in-

verse or contrary position or order.
" The spear inverted, streaks the dust around."

Pitt : Virgil ; .Eneid L

* 2. To divert ; to turn into another channel
or to another purpose ; to embezzle.

" Solyman charged him bitterly with inverting his
treasures to his own private use, and having secret
intelligence with his enemies."

—

Knolles : Hist, of the
Turkes.

II. Technically

:

1. Mus. : To change the order of the notes
which form a chord, or the parts which com-
pose harmony.

2. Math. : To place in a contrary order. To
invert the terms of a fraction is to put the
numerator in place of the denominator, and
the reverse.

ln'-vert, s. [Invert, v.]

1. An inverted arch.

2. The floor of a canal lock-chamber. It is

usually an inverted arch.

3. The lower part or bottom of a sewer*

drain, &c.

invert-sugar, ».

Chem. : A mixture of dextrose and lsevulose,,

obtained by boiling a solution of cane sugar,

acidulated with sulphuric acid, and afterwards

removing the acid with chalk. C12H22O1X =
C6Hi2O6+C6H10O5. It is sweeter than cane

sugar, and rotates the plane of polarisation to-

the left (—25°). Honey is the sugar of the

nectaries of flowers, inverted by a ferment in

the body of the bee.

in vert -ant, a. [Fr.]

Her. : The same as Inverted (q.v.).

in-vert'-e-bral, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Lat.

vertebr(a) = a joint ; suff. -al.] The same as
Invertebrate, adj. (q.v.).

ln-ver-te-bra'-ta, s. pi. [Pref. in-; Lat.

vertebra = a joint*, especially one belonging

to the spine, and neut. pi. suff. -ata.]

Zool. : A subdivision of the Animal King-
dom, containing the animals which have no
jointed, bony, or cartilaginous spinal column,
with a brain-case or limbs connected with an
internal skeleton. The adults want even the
cartilaginous rod or notochord, though rudi-

ments of it exist in the young of the Tunicate^
molluscs. A great group, or division founded,,

like the Invertebrata, on negative characters^.

is not homogeneous or natural, and animals
of immense variety of form and structure are

brought together by the negative character of
their being invertebrate. They are divided
into the following great groups or types :

Mollnsca, Arthropoda,Vermes, Echinodermata,
Zoophyta, and Protozoa, with two interme-
diate or connecting groups, the Tunicata and
the Molluscoida. (Prof. P. Martin Duncan*
F.R.S., &c.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt„

or, wore, wolf* work, who. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. £©, ce - e ; ey = a. qu = kw»
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in-vert'-e-brate, a. & s. [Invertebrata.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Destitute of vertebrae.
" It was evident that there was no proportion or

equivalency between the vertebrate and the inverte-
brate groups."—Owen : Compar. Anat. ; Invertebrate^
{Animals).

2. Fig. : Wanting in material or mental
power ; weak.

" To me the Tory lyrics are quite as delightful as the
TtAdical ones—so long as they are not invertebrate."—
lUust. London News, Aug. 30, 1884, p. 195.

B. As subst. : An animal destitute of verte-

brae.

in-vert'-e-brat-ed, a. [Eng. invertebrate);
ed.] Not having a backbone ; invertebrate.

in-vert'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Invert, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

L Ord. Lang. : Turned upside down ; turned
the contrary way ; reversed, inverse.

"0 Winter, Tuler of the inverted year,
Thy scattered hair with sleet like ashes filled."

Cowper: Taak, iv. 120.

II. Technically :

1. Bot. ; Having the apex of one thing in an
opposite direction to that of another, as in
many seeds.

2. Geol. (of strata): So tilted over by igneous
or other agency that their position with re-

spect to other strata is the opposite of what
it originally was. Hence, unless special care

be taken, its age, as tested by superposition,
may be misread. The most ancient rocks are
those most likely to be inverted. Thus, Mur-
chison notes the inversion of the Silurians in

Cornwall, in the Eifel, in the Alps-^&c.
" Professor Sedgwick has shown, indeed, that these

strata are inverted, the Lower Silurian (which he now
calls Cambrian), overlying the Devonian or Old Bed
rocks."—Murchison: Siluria, ch, vii.

3. Her. : Turned the wrong way : as wings
are said to be inverted when the points are
turned downwards.

Inverted-arch, a.

Arch. : An arch whose crown is downward

;

the key-stone being the lowest of the vous-
soirs, and the springings the highest. It is

used in foundations, the floors of tunnels, &c.

inverted-commas, s. pi.

Print. : Commas turned upside down ; they
are used as the sign of a quotation ( " ").

in-vertf-ed-l^, adv. [Eng. inverted ; 4y.]
In an inverse, contrary, or inverted order.

" We have a pretty landakip of the objectB abroad
invertedlp painted on the paper, on the back of the
eye." — Derham: Physico- Theology, bk. iv.. eh. ii.

(Note 88.)

* in-vert'-I-ble (1), a. [Eng. invert ; -ihle.]

Capable of being inverted.

* in-vert-1-ble (2), a. [Lat. in-= not, and
verto = to turn.] Incapable of being turned

;

inflexible.

in-vert'-in, s [Eng. invert; and suff. -in
(Chem.).]

Chem. : The active principle of the yeast
plant, obtained by repeatedly washing yeast,

first with water and then with alcohol. On
shaking up the residue with ether, the in-

vertin which rises to the surface is removed
,and carefully dried. Invertin has the power
of inverting cane sugar, but has no action on
maltose.

in-vest', v.t. & i. [Pr. investir, from Lat. in-

vestio = to clothe in or with : in- = in, and
vestio = to clothe ; vestis = a dress, clothing

;

Sp. investir; Ital. investire.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To dress, to clothe, to array. (Followed
by with or in.)

" Invest me in my motley."
Shakesp. : As You Like It, ii. 7.

* 2. To put on ; to clothe, attire, or array
with.

" Alas ! for pittie that so fair ft crewe . . .

Cannot find one this girdle to invest."
Spenser: F. Q., IV. v. 18.

* 3. To cover, as with a dress.
•' Thou . . . with a mantle did invest
The rising world of waterB dark and deep."

Milton: P. L., ill. 10.

* 4. To cover, to fill.

" Palmy shades and aromatic woods,
That grace the plains, invest the peopled hills,
And up the more than Alpine mountain wave."

Thomson : Summer, 762.

5. To clothe as with an office or authority
;

to place in possession of a rank, office, or

dignity.
" The licence of traducing the executive power with

which you own he is invested."—Dryden : Epistle to

the Whigs,

*6. To-adorn, to grace, to bedeck : as with
clothes or ornaments.

" For this they have been thoughtful to invest

Their sons with arts and martial exercises."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry 1 Y„ iv. 5.

* 7. To confer, to give.

"If there can be found such an inequality between
man and man, as there is between man and beast : or

between soul and body, it investeth a right of govern-

ment."—Bacon,

8. To lay out, as money in the purchase of

some kind of property, usually of a permanent
nature : as, To invest money in land.

11. Mil. : To blockade, to beleaguer, to sur-

round or inclose with forces, so as to intercept

succour of men or provisions.

B. Intrans. : To make an investment : as,

To invest in bank stock.

% One is invested with that which is exter-

nal : one is endued with that which is internal.

We invest a person with an office or a dignity :

one endues a person with good qualities. The
king is invested with supreme authority ; a

lover endues his mistress with every earthly

perfection. (Crabb ; Eng. Syno-n.)

* in-ves'-tl-ent, a. [Lat. investiens, pr. par.

of investio.]
' Covering, clothing.

"This sand, which, when consolidated and freed

from its investient shell, is of the same shape as the
cavity of the shell."— Woodward : On Fossils.

* ln-ves'-tlg-a-ble (1), a. [Lat. investiga-

bilis, from investigo = to track out.] That
may or can be investigated, searched out, or

discovered by reasoning or research.

"In doing evil, we prefer a lessgood before a'greater,

the greatness whereof is by reason invest /gable, and
may l»e known."—Booker : Levies. Polity, bk. i., ch. vii.

* in-ves'-tig-a-ble (2), a. [Low Lat. in-

vestigabilis, from Lat. in- = not, and vestigo =
to track out.] That cannot be investigated or

searched out ; unsearchable.
" Through the investigable deep."

Cotton: Eighth Psalm Paraphrased.

in-ves'-tl-gate, v.t. [Lat. investigatus, pa.

par. of investigo = to track out : in- = in, aud
vestigo= to trace; vestigium = & footstep, a
track ; Sp. & Port, investigar ; Ital. investi-

gare. ] To search or trace out ; to follow up, to
pursue, to search into ; to examine and inquire

into carefully and closely ; to examine into
with care and accuracy.

" This process of investigating the truth in dark and
ambiguous cases."

—

Jortin: Remarks on Eccles. Hist.

In - ves - ti - ga'- tion, s. [Lat. investigate,

from investigates, pa. par. of investigo ; Fr.

investigation; Sp. investigacion ; Ital. investi-

gazione.] The act of investigating, inquiring,

or examining closely into any thing or matter

;

close and careful examination or research

;

scrutiny, inquiry, inquisition.
" The delight which the mind feels in the investiga-

tion of secrets."

—

Johnson : Life of Dryden.

* in-ves'-ti-ga-tive, a. [Eng. investigate)

;

-ive.] Giver? to investigation ; curious, care-

ful, and exact in examination or investigation.
" When money was in his pocket he was more de-

liberate and investigative."—Pegge : Anecdotes of Eng-
lish Language, p. 305.

in-ves'-ti-ga-tor, s. [Lat. , from investigatus,

pa. par. of investigo; Fr. investigate ur ; Ital.

investigatore ; Sp. investigador. ] One who in-

vestigates or inquires carefully and closely
into anything.

"Reason, and the guide of life, the support of reli-

gion, the investigator of truth."

—

Warburton : Led. to
the Freethinkers. (Post.)

* in-vest'-i-6n, s. [Low Lat. investio = a
handing over, a putting into possession, inves-
titure.] The same as Investiture (q.v.).

in-ves'-ti-ture, s. [Fr. investiture ; Prov. &
Ital. investitura ; Sp. & Port, investidura. ]

[Invest.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. The act of investing ; the state of being
invested with anything : as, with the symbols
of office, emolument, or dignity. [II.]

" Intending your investiture so near
The residence of your despised brother."

Marlowe • Tamburlaine, i. 1.

1 2. That with which one is invested; gar-

ments, vestments.

II. Technically

:

1. Ch. Hist. : Ifany bishop or other clergyman

have the cure of souls and also a stipend,

two elements, the one sacred and the other

civil, exist in his position; and as nearly

every spiritual act carries civil consequences,

and nearly every civil act connected with

his benefice has sacred effects, scarcely any

prudence can avoid periodical collision be-

tween the ecclesiastical and the civil power.

From the kingly or imperial point of view, a

great political object will, be served if the

church can be made simply a tool in the

hands of the civil government. From the

papal point of view, and indeed from that of

all church functionaries, a great ecclesiastical

end will be achieved if the State can be made
an obedient handmaid of the Church. From
the establishment of the Church under Con-

stantine the Great, in the fourth century, the

Roman functionaries increasingly interfered

in ecclesiastical affairs, and by the eleventh

lay patronage had been much abused, and
simony largely prevailed. The emperors,

kings, and princes of Europe had been accus-

tomed to confer the temporalities of the larger

benefices and monasteries by the delivery of

a ring and a staff, or crozier. When the bishop

or abbot elect had received these, he carried

them to the metropolitan, who returned them,
to indicate that the Church had conferred on
him sacred office. Pope Gregory VII. (Hilde-

brand) considered that a ring and a crozier

were insignia of spiritual office, and not of its

temporal accompaniments, the crozier sym-
bolising the pastoral charge and the ring the
celestial mysteries. He therefore wished the

then reigning emperor, Henry IV., to desist

from conferring investitures in such a form,

or indeed, at all. The emperor was willing

to see simony terminated, but clung to in-

vestitures, and Gregory on his part threat-

ened to excommunicate any one conferring

such investitures or receiving them. A fierce

contest now arose between Henry and Gregory,
continued by their successors. At last the
pontiffs legates and the emperor came to an
arrangement at the Diet of Worms, a.d. 1122

one article of the treaty being that the em-
peror shoidd confer the temporalities of a see

or abbacy by some other symbols than the
sacred ones of the ring and the crozier.

2. Law : The open delivery of seisin or pos^

session.

* in-vest'-Ive, a. [Eng. invest; -ive.] Clothing,

investing, covering.

ln-vest'-ment, s, [Eng. invest; -ment.]

* 1. The act of investing, clothing, or dressing,

t 2. The act of investing with or placing in

possession of an office, rank, or dignity ; in-

vestiture.

3. The act of surrounding, blockading, or
beleaguering with an armed force ; siege,

blockade : as, the investment of a town.

4. The act of investing or laying out money
in the purchase of some species of property,
usually of a permanent nature : as, the invest-

ment of money in railway shares or in land.

5. Money invested.

"The wreck of tbeir investment in Mexican securi-
ties."—Pall Mall Gazette, Sept. 9, 1884

* 6. That which invests or clothes ; dress,

attire, vestments, clothes.
" You, my lord archbishop,

Whose white investments figure innocence."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 1.

7. That in which money is invested.

"A certain portion of the revenues of Bengal has
been, for many yearH, set apart to be employed in the
purchase of goods for exportation to England, and this
is called the investment."—Burke : On the Affairs of
India.

in-vest'-or, s. [Eng. invest; -or.] One who
invests or makes an investment.

"No prudent investor would calculate too much
upon the permanent payment of Mexican coupons."

—

PaU Mall Gazette, Sept. 9, 1884.

* In-ves'-ture, v.t. [Eng. invest ; -ure.]

1. To clothe.

2. To invest, to instal ; to put into posses-
sion of an office.

" Hath already investured him in the dukedom of
Prussia."—Ascham: Affairs of Germany.

* in-ves'-ture, s. [Eng. invest; -ure.] In-
vestment, investiture.

" Before his investure and installation therein."
P. Holland : Suetonius, p. 127.

* in-vet'-er-a-bly, adv. [As if from an Eng.
inveterab(le) ;'

-ly.] In an inveterate manner
;

inveterately. (Colley Cibber ; Careless Hus-
band, v.)

boll, boy; poilt, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. Ing,

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shiln ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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in-vet'-er-a-cy, s. [Eng. inveterate; -cy.]

The quality or state of being inveterate or of
long duration ; the state of being firmly esta-

blished by time ; long continuance ; the state
of being deeply or firmly rooted or engrained
in one's nature ; firmness or deep-rooted ob-
stinacy of any quality or state gained by time.

" Such the fixed inveteracy wrought
By the impatience of my early thought"

Byron; Childe Harold, tv. 76.

in-vet'-er-ate, a. [Lat. inveteratus, pa. par.
of invetero '= to retain for a long time: in-
(intens.), and vetus (genit. veteris) = old ; Fr.
invite? 6; Ital. inveterato ; Sp. inveterado.]

1. Old, long established ; having existed or
continued for a long time.

" It is an inveterate and received opinion that can-
tharides, applied to any part of the body, touch the

* bladder, and exulcerate it."—Bacon: Nat. Hist.

2. Firmly or deeply rooted or established by
long continuance ; deeply rooted ; obstinate.

"But the instantaneous reform of inveterate abuses
was a task far beyond the powers of a prince strictly
restrained by law."—Macauiay . Hist. Eng., ch. x.

3. Confirmed in any habit or practice by
long use or continuance.

"The Spanish-American is an inveterate gamester."
—Daily Telegraph, Sept 5, 1884.

* 4. Malignant, virulent.

"In terms the most aggravating and inveterate."—
H. Brooke : Fool of Quality, ii. 84.

* in-vet'-er-ate, v.t. [Lat. inveteratus, pa.
par. of invetero.] To fix or establish firmly by
long continuance. [Inveterate, a.]

"Let not Atheists lay the fault of their sins upon
human nature, which have their prevalence from long
custom and inveterated habit."—Bentley : Sermons, i.

t in-vet'-er-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. inveterate

;

-ly.] In an inveterate manner or degree ; with
obstinacy ; virulently.

"To it they were most inveterately prone."

—

War~
burton : Divine Legation, bk. iv., § C.

t ln-vet'-er-ate-ness, s. [Eng. inveterate;
-ness.] The quality or state of being invete-
rate ; inveteracy.

"As time hath rendered him more perfect in the
art, so hath the inveterateness of his malice made him
more ready in the execution."—ifrowne: VWffar Er-
rours, bk vii., ch. xii.

* In-vet-er-a'-tion, s. [Lat. inveteratio, from
inveteratits, pa. par. of invetero.] [Invete-
rate, a.] The act of making inveterate;
hardening or confirming by long continuance.

in-vexed, a. [Lat. in- — in, and vexi, perf.

indie, of veho = to carry.]

Her. : Arched or enarched.

* in-vict', a. [Lat. invictus.] Unconquered,
indomitable, invincible.

" With as inuict a mynd and manly an herte let vs
confesse the worde of God as wold Cryste die for his
gospel!."

—

Joye : Exposition of Daniel, ch. ii.

in-Vld-l-OUS, a. [Lat. invidiosus, from in-

vidia = envy ; Ital. & O. Sp. invidioso ; Sp.
envidioso. ]

* 1. Envious, malignant.

"May with astonishment invidious view
His toils outdone by each plebeian bee."

Smart : Omniscience of the Supreme Being.

* 2. To be envied ; enviable.
" Such a person appears in a far more honourable

and invidious state."

—

Barrow.

3. Likely to incur or bring on hatred, odium,
ill-will, or envy.

" He rose and took the advantage of the times,
To load young Turuus with invidious crimes,"

Dryden : Virgil ; jSneid xi. 518.

% Invidious in its common acceptation sig-

nifies causing ill will ; envious signifies having
ill will. A task is invidious that puts one in

the way of giving offence ; a look is envious
that is full of envy. Invidious qualifies the
thing; envious qualifies the temper of the
mind. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

In-Vld'-i-OUS-l$r, adv. [Eng. invidious ; -ly.]

1. In an invidious manner ; enviously, ma-
lignantly.

" These were worded so invidiously."—Burnet ; Hist.
Own Time (an. 1702).

2. In a manner likely to incur odium or ill-

will.

in-vid'-i-oiis-ness, s. [Eng. invidious

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being invidious.
" We had with U3 neither 3pades nor pickaxes ; and

if love of ease surmounted our desire of knowledge,
the offence has not the invidiouxness of singularity. —
Johnson : A Journey to the Western Islands

* ln-vig'-il-ance, * In-vig'-il-an-cy, 5.

[Pref. in- (2), and Eng. vigilance (q.v.).] Want
of vigilance ; neglect of vigilance or watching.

* m-vig'-or, * m-vig'-our, v.t. [Pref. in-

(1), and Eng. vigor (q.v.).] To invigorate, to
animate.

" What pomp of words ! what nameless energy
Kindles the verse, invigours every line."

Thompson : On Mr. Pope's Works.

ln-vig'-or-ate, v.t. [Formed as if from a Lat.
* invigoratits, pa. par. of *invigoro, from in-
(intens.), and vigor = vigour, strength ; Ital.

invigorare.] To endue with vigour ; to give
vigour or strength to ; to strengthen ; to
animate ; to give life and energy to.

" Would nge in thee resign his wintry reign,
And youth invigorate that frame again.

'

Cowper : Hope, 34.

in-vig-or-a'-tion, s. [Invigorate.] The
act of invigorating ; the state of being in-

vigorated.

* in-Vile', v.t. [Pref. in- (intens.), and Eng.
vile (q.v.).] To render vile or of no value.

" It did so much invite the estimate
Of the opened and iuvulgar'd mysteries."

Daniel : Musophilus.

* ln-Vll'-lage, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
village (q'v.).] To make or transform into

a village ; to reduce to the rank or condition
of a village.

"There on a goodly plain (by time thrown downe)
Lies buried in his dust some auncient towne

;

Who, now invillaged, there's only seeiie."
Browne: Britannia's Pastorals, b. i., b. 3.

* in-vin'-ate, a. [Pref. in- (1) ; Lat. vin(um)
= wine, aud Eng. suff. -ate.] Incorporated
with wine.

"Christ should be impanate and invinate."—Cran-
mer: Works, i. 805.

in-vin-ci-biT-1-ty, s. [Eng. invincible; -ity.]

The quality or state of being invincible ; iu-

vinciblenese.

"Their absolute faith in the invincibility of their
arms."

—

£din. Rev., Jan., 1871, p. 27.

ln-vin'-ci-ble, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. invin-

cibilis, from in- = not, and vincibilis = vin-
cible; vinco = to conquer; Sp. invincible; Ital.

invincibile.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Incapable of being conquered
or subdued ; unconquerable, insuperable, in-

surmountable.
" His power secured thee, when presumptuous Spain
Baptized her fleet invincible in vain."

Cowper: Expostulation, 568.

2. Hist. : Belonging to or in any way con-
nected with the secret society described
under B.

B. As substantive

:

Irish Hist. (PI.) : An Irish secret society,
not identical with, though it developed from,
that of the Fenians, in or prior to 1882. One
of the main objects of the Invincibles was to
" remove " (a euphuism for " to assassinate ")

government officers or others who might incur
the displeasure of the association or its leaders.
On May 6, 1S82, it achieved what doubtless
it deemed a great victory, having on that day
succeeded in "removing." i.e., m stabbing to
death, Lord Frederick Cavendish, who had
just arrived from England as Secretary for Ire-

land, and Mr. Thomas A. Burke, the Under-
Secretary, in the Phoenix Park at Dublin. The
plotwas directed against the latter gentleman,
and the former, nobly interfering to protect
his friend, shared his fate. The nefarious deed
arrayed against the unknown murderers the
moral feeling of the civilized world, and the
government soon overcame the ' ( Invincibles."
On February 20, 18S3, twenty charged with
complicity in the Phcenix Park murders were
put on trial ; on July 14, Joseph Brady, who
had been convicted of actual perpetration of
the murder of Mr. Burke, was executed, as
were others subsequently. The leading wit-
ness, who revealed all the secrets of his fellow
conspirators, was one James Carey, a member
of the common council of Dublin. He was
shot dead in a steamboat near Natal, on July
29, by an Irishman, O'Donnell, who was sub-
sequently brought to England, tried, and exe-
cuted for his crime in December, 1883.

Invincible Armada, s, [Armada.]

in-vin-91-ble-ness, s. [Eng. invincible;

-ness.] The quality or state of being invin-
cible ; unconquerableness, insuperableness.

& "Against the invinciblenrxs of the general custom
(for the most part) men strive in faith."— Willcins

:

r,ei.d Character, bk. i., ch. v.

m-Vin'-cJf-My, adv. [Eng. invincible); -ly.]

In an invincible manner or degree ; insupe-

rably, unconquerably.
" And as ye have received, so have ve done
Invincibly." Milton : I'. t„ vi. 806.

In-vi-d-la-bil'-l-tjr, s. [Eng. inviolable ; -ity.]

The quality or state of being inviolable.

" Our Constitution unites the most perfect security

of the subjects' liberty with the most absolute inviola-

bility of the sacred person of the sovereign."— lip.

Ilorsley : Works, vol. hi., ser. 44.

in-vi'-d-la-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. inviola-

bilis, from in- = not, and violabilis = that
may be violated; violo = to violate; Sp. in-

violable ; Ital. inviolabile.]

1. Not to be profaned, injured, polluted, or

treated with irreverence.

2. Not to be broken : as, a promise, a treaty,

a contract, &c.
"He ought to have determined that the existing

settlement of landed propertj '

Macauiay : Hist. Eng., ch. vi
anded property should be inviolable."-

3. Not to be injured, tarnished, or defamed.
* 4. Not susceptible of hurt or injury.
" He tried a third, a tough well-chosen spear,
The inviolable body stood sincere."

Dryden : Ovid ; Metamorphoses xii.

* 5. Not to be broken ; unbreakable.
"Their Almighty Maker first ordained.

And bound them with inviolable Iwuids."
Spenser : F. Q., TV. x. 35.

in vi -6-la ble-ness, s. [Eng. inviolable

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being invio-
lable ; inviolability.

In-vT-6-la-bry, adv. [Eng. inviolabile) ; -ly.]

In an inviolable manner ; without profanation,
breach, failure, or violation.

" The path prescribed, inviolably kept.
Upbraids the lawless sallies of mankind."

Young: Wight Thoughts, ix. 1,111.

* itn-vi'-o-la-cy, s. [Eng. inviola(te); -cy.]

The quality or state of being inviolate ; invio-
lability.

ln-vi'-d-late, a. [Lat. inviolatus, from in- =
not, and violatus, pa. par. of violo = to violate ;

Fr. inviole ; Ital. inviolato ; Sp. invioludo.]
Not violated or profaned ; unhurt, uninjured,
unbroken.

"[She] bound her purpose with a solemn oath,
A virgin life inviolate to lead."

Congreve : Homer ; Hymn to Venus.

* in-vi'-o-lat-ed, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
violated (q.v.).] Not violated, unbroken, un-
profaned.

" For your honor to kepe your promyse sincerly in-
uiolated, & faithfully obserued."

—

Hall: Henry IV.
(an. 8).

* in-vi'-o-late-ly, * in-vi-o-late-lye, adv.

[Eng. inviolate ; -ly.] In an inviolate manner ;

without violation ; so as not to be violated.

"All other things, which depend upon the eternal
and immutable laws and rights of nature, remaining
inviolately the same under both covenants, and as un-
changed as nature itself."

—

South : Sermons, vol. x.,

ser. 6.

* in-vi'~o-late-ness, s. [Eng. inviolate

;

-ness.] The" quality or state of being invio-

late ; inviolacy.

* in'-vi-OUS, a. [Lat. invius, from in- = not,

and via = a way, a road.] Impassable, un-
trodden.

" And Virtue invious ways can prove."
Butler: I/udibras, pt. i., ch. iii.

* ln'-Vi-OUS-ness, s. [Eng. invious; -ness.]

The quality or state of being invious or im-
passable.

"What is called inw'ousness and emptiness, where
all is dark and unpassable, as perviousness is the con-
trary."—Ward: Transl. of More's Pref to his Philos.

Works (1770).

* in-vX-rH'-l-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
virility (q.v.).] Want or absence of manhood

;

loss or want of manliness or manly character
;

effeminacy.
" The invirility of Nero, Heliogabalus or Sardanapa-

lus, those monsters, if not shames of men and nature."—Prynne: 1 Histrio-Mastix, v. 3.

* in-vir'-6n, v.t. [Environ.]

* in-vis'-cate. v.t. [Lat. inviscatus, pa. par.
of invisco = to daub with bird-lime : in- = in,

on, and viscvm= mistletoe, bird-lime; Sp. &
Port, enviscar ; Ital. inviscare.] [Viscid.] To
daub or besmear with glutinous or viscid
matter ; to catch or involve in glutinous mat-
ter.

"It hath in the tongue a mucous and slimy ex-
tremity, whereby upon a sudden emission it inviscatet
and tangleth those insects."—Browne : Vulgar Errours
bit. ili., ch. xxii.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ss, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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* in~vis -cer-ate, v.t. [Inviscerate, a.] To
implant or root deeply.

" Our Saviour seemeth to have affected ao much the
inviscerating this disposition in our hearts."—Mounta-
guc : Devoule Essayes. pt. i., tr. xv., 5 L

* ln-vis'-cer-ate, a. [Lat. invisceratus, pa.

par. of inviscero = to put deep into the en-
trails : in- = in, into, and viscus (pi. viscera)=
the intestines, the entrails ; Ital. inviscerare.]

Implanted or rooted deeply.

"Man sighoth (as the Apoatle saith) as burthened
with inviscerate interests, —Mountague : Devoute Es-
sayes, p. i., tr. xiv., § 3.

* In vised, a. [Lat. invisus, from in- = not,

and visus, pa. par. of video = to see.] Un-
seen ; invisible.

" The diamond ; why "twaa beautiful and hard,
*1 Whereto his invited properties did tend."

Shakesp. : Lover's Complaint, 212.

Xn-vis-I-bir-i-t$r, s. [Fr. invisiUliti, from
invisible — invisible (q.v.) ; Sp. invisib ilidad;
Ital. invisibilita.]

1. The quality or state of heing invisible

;

incapability of being seen, or perceived by the
sight.

*' Around the ideas of religion she throwa the ideas of
invisibility."— Wallace: Kant, p. 189.

* 2. That which is invisible.

in-vis'-i-ble, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. invisi-

bilis, from in- = not, and visibilis= visible
(q.v.); Sp. invisible; Ital. invisibile.]

A, As adj. : Not visible ; incapable of being
seen ; not perceptible Toy the sight.

" I cannot saine, If that it be possible
But Venus had him maked invisible
Thus saieth the booke."

Chaucer : Of Dido Queene of Carthage.

B. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

I. God ; the Supreme Being.
"Our father

Adores the Invisible only." Byron : Cain, i. 1.

* 2. A Rosicrucian, as not daring publicly
to declare himself.

II. Ch. Hist. (PI.) : Heretics who denied
the visibility of the Church ; followers of
Osiander, Flaccius, lllyricus, and Swenkfeld.
(Shipley.)

in-vis -i-ble ness, s. [Eng. invisible ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being invisible ; invisi-

bility.

In-vis'-l-My, adv. [Eng. invisible); -ly.] In
an invisible manner; imperceptibly to the
sight.

"Invisibly the fairy came." Qay : Fables, 3.

* in-Vl'-sion, s. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng. vi-

sion (q.v.).] Want or absence of vision or of
the power of seeing.

in-vi ta - tion, s. [Fr. , from Lat invitationem,
accus. of invitatio, from invitatus, pa. par. of
invito = to invite (q.v.) ; Sp. invitation.]

1. The act of inviting, or soliciting a per-
son's company at an entertainment, visit,

ceremony, &c.

2. The words or document in which a per-
son is invited.

" He received a list, and invitations were sent to all
whose names were in it"

—

Daily Telegraph, Sept. 11,

1884.

* 3. Allurement, enticement
" To which there are greater invitations, greater mo-

fives."—Sharp : Sermons, vol. i., aer. 15. »

in-vit'-a-tor-y, a. & s. [Lat. invitatorius,

from invitatus, pa. par. of invito = to invite.]

A. As adj. : Containing or using invitation.

B. As substantive :

Eceles. : The invitatory psalm, Venite, ex-

ultemus Domino (xciv. in Vulg., xcv. in
A.V.) recited at the beginning of matins in

the Roman Church, on all days except the
Epiphany, when it forms part of the third
nocturn, and the last three days of Holy
Week. Possibly a relic of the old Roman prac-
tice of omitting the psalm on ferias.

in-vite', v.t. & i. [Fr. inviter, from Lat. in-
vito = to ask, to invite ; Sp. invitar ; Ital. in-
vitare.]

A. Transitive:

1. To allure, to attract, to entice, to pre-
sent allurements or temptations to ; to tempt
to come.

" God invited men onto the folowing of hirostlfe."—
Mr T. More : Workes, p. 1,205.

2. To ask, to bid, to summon ; to ask or

hid to an entertainment, visit, &c. ; to solicit

the company of.

" When such company iB invited, then be aa sparing
as possible of your cuals."—Swift : Directions to Ser-
vants.

B. Intrans. : To give invitation, to attract,

to allure, to call.

'* He that invites will not the invited mock."
Waller: Of the Fear of God, i. 7.

in-vite', a. [Invite, v.] Au invitation.

(Slang.)
" GueBt after guest arrived ; the invite* had been ex-

* in-vite'-mentf s. [Eng. invite ; -ment.]

The act of inviting ; invitation.

"By counsel and moral invitements,"—Bp. Taylor:
Great Exemplar, pt. iii., dis. 17.

in-vif-er, s. [Eng. invit(e); -er.] One who
invites.

" Friend with friend, the inviter and the guest."

Harte: Epistlefrom Boetius to his Wife.

in-vit'-ing, pr.par., a., & s. [Invite, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Calling, summoning, bidding courteously.

"The king of the country where her husband was
had sent an inviting letter to come thither."

—

Bunyan ;

Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

2. Tempting, alluring, seductive, attractive

:

as, an inviting prospect.

C. As subst. : Invitation.
" In drinking one to another and mutual invitings."

—P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 558.

in-vrt'-Ing-l$r, adv. [Eng. inviting ; -ly.]

In an inviting manner ; attractively ; so as to
invite or allure.

" If he can but dress up a temptation to look in-

vitingly, the business is done."

—

Decay of Piety.

* in-vit'-ing-ness, s. [Eng. inviting ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being inviting ; attrac-

tiveness.
" An aptitude and invitingness."—Bp. Taylor: Arti-

ficial Handsomeness, p. 165.

* In-vit-ri-fi'-ar-ble, a. [Pref. in- (2), and
Eng. viPHfiable,'(q.v.).] Not vitritiable ; in-

capable of being vitrified.

* in'-VO-cate, v.t. [Lat. invocatus, pa. par. of
invoco = to invoke (q.v.).] To invoke, to call

upon ; to address in prayer.
" Henry the Fifth I thy ghost I invocate.

"

Shakesp. .- 1 Henry VI., 1. 1.

in-vd-ca -tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. invoca-
ti&netn, accus. of invocatio = a calling upon,
from invocatus, pa. par. of invoco = to invoke
(q.v.); Sp. invocation; Ital. invocazione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of invoking or calling upon in
prayer.

presuppose or infer."—Booker : Eceles. Polity.

2. The act of invoking or calling for the
presence or assistance of any being, particu-
larly of some divinity.

"Let us proceed upon
Our invocation" Byron: Heaven & Earth, i. 1.

* II. Law : A judicial call, demand, or
order : as, the invocation of papers into court.

% Invocation of Saints

:

1. Roman Theology, &c. : The authoritative
statement of Roman doctrine on this subject
is found in a decree of the Council of Trent
(sess. 25, held Dec. 3 and 4, 1563), which or-
dains that " all bishops and others having the
duty of teaching " should instruct the faith-
ful—

"That the saints reigning with Christ offer their
prayers to God for men ; that it is good and useful to
invoke them, and to have recourse to their prayers,
succour, and assistance to obtain benefits from God
through his Sou Jesus Christ, our Lord, who alone is
our Redeemer and Saviour."

Here two propositions are laid down in the
plainest possible manner :—(1) That the saints
do intercede for men ; (2) the utility of asking
such intercession. Theologians allege Scrip-
ture and tradition in support of the doctrine
and practice (cf. Jer. xv. 1 ; Luke xv. 7 ; Rev.
v. 8, vi. 9-11, viii. 3). The chief argument is

from analogy ; the oneness of the mystic
Body of Christ (1 Cor. xii. 12); the duty of
mufinal prayer, and the efficacy of the prayers
of the just on earth (James v. 15-18) ; and
the value which St. Paul set on the prayers
of his fellow-Christians (Eph. vi. 18, 19 ; Col.
iv. 3, 4 ; 2 Thess. iii. 1). But on the other
hand cf. 1 Tim. ii. 5. It should be noted
that the saints are asked to intercede for men,

and not to bestow of their own power either

temporal or spiritual blessings. Inscriptions

in the Catacombs show that the practice was

common in the Early Church, and mention of

it is made by St. Gregory Nazianzen (Orat.

xxiv.), St. Basil (Orat. xliv.), St. Gregory Nys-

sen (Orat. in S. Theod.), St. Ambrose (De Vid,,

cap. xi. n. 55), and St. Augustine (Serm. 324

;

cont. Faust, xx. 21). The devotion of the

Church is chiefly towards the saints who died

after Christ. To the Maccabees alone is a

feast celebrated in the whole Latin Church.

(The texts are from the A.V. ; the Fathers

from Migne.)

2. Anglican Theology, &c. : There were very

many reasons why, when the Articles of Re-

ligion were "ratified and confirmed," the

separation between the Reformed and Roman
Churches should be made as marked as pos-

sible, and the twenty-second of the Thirty-

nine Articles strongly condemns the invocation

of saints. The Liturgy is less unfavourable to

the doctrine. In the canticle Beneditite>omnia

opera, from the apocryphal portion of Daniel,

the u Angels of the Lord" (Dan. iii. 58 in the

Vulg.) and the "Spirits and Souls of the

Righteous " (iii. 86) are called upon to " bless

the Lord," to "praise him and magnify him
for ever." Here there seems to he an admis-
sion that angels and the departed just hear

the invocations of, though there is no declara-

tion as to their intercession for, members of

the Church militant. The practice, as a pri-

vate devotion, was known in Caroline days,

and lingers, in a debased form, in country
districts, in the rhyme—

" Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
Bless the bed that I lie on," Ac.

With the Oxford Movement the doctrine of

the Invocation of Saints came to the front.

Keble (Visitation of the Sick) wrote

—

" O Boothe us, haunt us, night and day,
Ye gentle spirits far away,
With whom we shared the cup of grace.
Then parted ; ye to Christ's embrace."

* in'-vd-ca-tdr-$r, a. [Eng. invocat(e); -ory.]

Making invocation ; containing invocation

;

invoking.

In'-voice, s. [A corrupt, of envois, an English
plural of Fr. envoi= a sending, from envoyer
= to send.]

Com. : A statement on paper concerning
goods sent to a customer for sale or on ap-
proval. It usually contains the price of the
goods sent, the quantity, and the charges
upon them made to the consignee. Any other
details respecting which it is important for

the consignee to be informed are added, and
in these respects it differs from a trade bill or
definite account.

in'-voice, v.t. [Invoice, s.] To write or enter
in an invoice.

in-voke', v.t. [Fr. invoquer, from Lat. invoco
= to call upon : in- = on, upon, and voco = to
call ; Sp. invocar ; Ital. invocare.]

1. To call upon or address in prayer ; to
solicit in prayer for assistance and protection

;

to invocate.
" Whilst I invoke the Lord, whose power shall me

defend." Surrey: Psalm lxxiii.

2. To call for solemnly or with earnestness.
" Cheerful hope, so oft invoked in vain."

Collins: Verses with a piece of Bride-cake. '

3. To call on in attestation : as, To invoice

the name of the Deity.

* 4. To call for judicially ; to order : as, To
invoke documents into court.

* In-vol'-U-ble, a. [As if from a Active Lat,
involubilik : in- — not, and volubilis = change-
able, mutable.] Immovable, immutable*

"Infallible, involuble, insensible."
Sylvester : Little Bartas, 16L

in-vol'-u-9el, in-vol-u-jel'-liim, s.

[Mod. Lat., dimin. of Lat. involucrum.] [In-
volucre.]

Bot. : A partial involucre occurring in an
umbelliferous plant.

in-v6l-u-9er-late, a. [Mod. Lat. involucel-

latus, from involucellum.] [Involucel.]

Bot. : Having around it an involucel.

in-vo-lu'-cral, a. [Eng. involuciie) ; -al.]

Bot. : Of or belonging to an involucre.

in-VO-lu'-cra-ted, a. [Eng. involucr(e); -ated.]

Bot. : Covered with an involucre ; having
an involucre.

boil, boy; pout, j6%l; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -gion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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Jn-vp-lu'-cre (ere as ker). in-vo-lii'-
crum, s. [Lat. involucmm, = a wrapper, a
covering, a case, an'envelope ; involvo = to roll

to or upon : in- = in, upon, and volvo = to roll.]

1. Verticillate bracts surrounding the flowers
of Umbellifera; and Composite. Those sur-
rounding the general umbel in the former
order are called the universal involucre, and
those around the umbellules the partial invo-
lucre. An involucre may be calculated,
scaly, imbricated, superimposed, &c. Lin-
naeus calls the involucre the common calyx.

2. The peridium, volva, or annulus of some
fungals.

3. The indusiuin of ferns.

4. (PL): The sporangia of Equisetacese.

Jn-vo-lu'-cred (cred as kerd), in-vo-lu'-
crat-ed, a. CEng. involucr(e) ; -ed.]

Bot. : Having an involucre.

3fn-vd-lu'-cret, a, [Dimin. of Eng., &c. invo-
lucre.]

Bot. : An involucel.

In-vo-lu'-crum, &. [Involucre.]

in-vol'-un-tar-il-y, adv. [Eng. involuntary

;

-ly.] In an involuntary manner; not volun-
tarily ; not spontaneously or of one's own
choice ; against one's will.

m-VOl'-un-tar-l-neSS, s. [Eng. involun-
tary ; -ness.] ' The quality or state of being
involuntary.

"I apprehend there is not an absolute involuntari-
ness in this engagement, but a mixt one."—Bp. Hall

:

Cases of Conscience, dec. L, case 8.

ln-vol'-un-tar-y, a. [Lat. involuntarius

:

in- = not, and voluntarius = voluntary.]
* 1. Not acting according to will or choice

;

unwilling.
" The gath'ring number, as it move3 along,
Involves a vast involuntary throng."

Pope : Dunciad, iv. 82.

,
2. Not proceeding from choice ; not done wil-

lingly ; opposed to the will ; not spontaneous :

as, involuntary obedience or submission.

3. Independent of will or choice.
" It ia found by experience, that all the voluntary

and involuntary motions of the body are performed by
their [the nerves] means."

—

Held : Intellectual Powers,
ess. 2, ch. ii.

In'-vo-lute, in'-vo-lu-tive, a. & s. [Lat.
involutus, pa. par. of involvo = to roll in, or
on : in- = in, and volvo = to roll.]

A. As adjective :

* I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : Rolled up, folded, rolled inward.

2. Fig. : Involved.
" The style is so involute."—Poe : Marginalia, cxvii.

II. Technically

:

1. Botany

:

(1) Rolled inwards.

(2) (Of vernation) : Having the edges rolled

inwards spirally on each side, as the leaf of

the apple.

(3) A name proposed for the embyro ofmono-
cotyledons.

2. Zool. : Having its margin turned inward,

as in the genus Cypr3ea.

B. As substantive

:

Geom. ; If a thread be tightly wrapped
about a given curve and then unwrapped,
being kept stretched, each point of it will

generate a curve, called an involute of the

given curve. The given curve, with respect

to any of its involutes, is called an evolute.

Any given curve has an infinite number of

involutes, and in order to fix the position of

any one of them, it is necessary to know not
only the evolute, but also one point of the
involute.

In-vo-luf-ed, a. [Lat. involutus.] The same
as Involute (q.v.).

in-vo-lu'-tlon, s. [Fr., from Lat. involu-

tionem, ace. of involutio, from involutus, pa.

par. of involvo = to roll up ; Ital. involuzione. ]

[Involve.]

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of involving, infolding, or rolling

up.

"This communication of names ia only in descen-
siou, by reason of the involution, or comprehension of
presbyter within [episcopus)."— Bp. Taylor: Episco-
pacy Asserted, § 23.

2. The state of being involved, intangled,
or implicated ; complication.

"All things are mixed, and causes blended by
mutual involutions."— Glanvill,

3. That which is wrapped or folded round
anything.

" Great concei ts are raised of the involution or mem-
braneoua covering called the silly-how, sometimes
found about the heads of children."—Browne : Vulgar
Errours, bk. v., ch. xi.

*4. A fold, a twist, a turning.

"Such the clue
Of Cretan Ariadne ne'er explained.
Hooks ! angles I crooks ! and involutions wild 1

"

Shenstone : (Economy, iii.

II. Technically :

1. Aritli. & Alg. : The operation of finding
any power of a given quantity, the multipli-
cation of a number into itself any given
number of times : thus the third power of 2

is found by involution, or multiplication of
the number by itself, and the product by the
same number : thus 2x2x2 = 8. It is the
reverse of evolution (q.v.). The operation of
involution may be directly performed by con-
tinued multiplication, but it is ofteu performed
by means of formulas, particularly by the
binomial formula.

2. Gram. : The insertion of one or more
clauses or members of a sentence between the
agent or subject and the verb.

3. Path. : The restoration to its normal size

of any part which has been abnormally de-

veloped. The opposite of evolution.

in-vdlve', v.t. [Fr. involver, from Lat. in-

volvo = to roll in or up : in- = in, upon, and
volvo = to roll; Sp. envolver; Ital. involvere.

]

1. Ordinary Language :

*1. To roll up ; to fold up ; to entwine.

"The farre-resounding sea doth In his rage invade
His sandy confines, whose sides grone with his involved
wave." Chapman: Homer; IHad ii.

2. To enwrap, to envelope, to infold, to
cover with surrounding matter.

" Though long before the sinking day
A wondrous shade involved them all."

Scott: Lay of the Last Minstrel, vi. 25.

3. To wrap up ; to surround.
"Also that reuerende study ia involved, in so bar-

barous a langage, that it is void e of al eloquence."

—

Sir T. Elyot : The Governour, bk. i., ch. xiv.

* 4. To mix or mingle together confusedly

;

to confuse.

* 5. To take in, to include, to comprise.
" One death involves

Tyrants and alavea." Thomson: Sumnter, 1,022.

6. To include by rational or logical con-
struction ; to imply ; to comprise as a logical
or necessary consequence.

7. To connect by way of natural or neces-
sary consequence.

8. To entangle, to implicate.
" Fond worldlings there involved in vaine delight."

Stirling ; Domes-day ; The Fourth Houre.

9. To place in a position or state ; to include.

"Involving all the contending parties in the same
destruction," — Burke ; A Vindication of Natural
Society.

10. To make complicated or intricate.
" Syllogism is of necessary use, even to the lovers of

truth, to shew them the fallacies that are often con-
cealed in florid, witty, or involved discourses. "—Locke.

11. Arith. & Alg. : To raise a number to any
given power by involution.

U For the difference between to involve and
to implicate, see Implicate.

in-volved', pa. par. or a. [Involve.] In
financial difficulties ; as, He is very much
involved.

* In-volv'-ed-ness, s. [Eng. involved; -ness.]

The quality or state of being involved.
" As for the supposal this mistake is built on (the

involvedness of all men in the guilt of swearing) it is

as weak as it ia uncharitable.
1 '

—

Boyl-c: Works, vi. B.

* in-vdlve'-ment, s. [Eng. involve; -ment.]
The act of involving ; the state of being in-

volved.

*in-vul'-gar, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
vulgar (q.v?).] To cause to become or appear
vulgar or common ; to vulgarise.

" The opened and invulgared mysteries."
Daniel : MusophUus.

* in-vuV-gar, a. [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
vulgar (q.v?).] Not vulgar, not common, re-

fined, elegant.
" The sad parents this lost infant owed,

Were as invu/gar as their fruit was fair."

Drayton : Moses, bk. i.

ln-vul-ner-a-bil'-i-ty, s. [Pref. in- (2),

and Eng. vulnerability (q.v.).] The quality or

state of being invulnerable.

in-vul'-ner-a-'ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. in-

vulnerabilis, "from in- = not, and vulnerabilis
= vulnerable (q.v.) ; Sp. invulnerable ; Ital.

invulnerabile. ]

1. Not vulnerable ; incapable of being
wounded or of receiving injury.
" For, from his mpther's wouibe, which him did beare,

He was invulnerable made by magicke leare."
Spenser : F. <?., VI. iv. 4.

* 2. Unassailable ; that cannot be attacked
or moved.

" Prompt to assail, and careless of defence.
Invulnerable iu his impudence,
He dares the world."

Dryden : Hind & Panther, iii. 1,184.

* 3. Unassailable ; that cannot be refuted :

as, The argument is invulnerable.

ln-viil'-ner-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. invulner-
able; -ness.] "The quality or state of being
invulnerable ; invulnerability.

In-vul'-ner-a-bly, adv. [Eng. invulnerable);
ly.\ In an invulnerable manner; so as to be
incapable of being wounded or injured.

* ln-viil'-ner-ate, a. [Lat. invulneratus,
from in- — no"t, and vulneratus = wounded,
pa. par. of vulne.ro = to wound ; vulnus (genit.

vulneris) = a wound.] That is not or cannot
be wounded ; invulnerable, unhurt.

'

' Not at all on those,
That are invulnerate and free from blows."

Butler : Satire upon Marriage.

* ln-walT, v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. wall

(q.v.).J To surround, inclose, or fortify with
a wall.

"Three such towns In those placea with the garri-

sons, would be so augmented as they would be able
with little to inwall themselves atrongly."—Spenser .

On Ireland.

* ill -wall, s. [Inwall, v.] An inner wall.

" With his weight th' inwall his breast did knock."
Chapman : Homer ; Iliad xii.

in' ward, a., adv., prep., & s. [A.S. inne-

weard, innanweard = inward, a., from innan,
inne = within ; suff. weard= towards, -ward.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Internal, interior ; being in or within.

2. Internal ; connected with or residing in

the mind, soul, or thoughts.
" With inward struggling I restrained my cries,

Ami drank the tears that trickled fro u my eyes."
Dryden : Ovid ; Heroic Ep. xi.

* 3. Intimate, familiar, domestic.
" All my inward friends abhorred me."

—

Job xix. 19.

* 4. Private, confidential.
" Sir, the king is a noble gentleman, and my familiar

. . . for what ia inward between us, let it pasa."—
Shakesp. : Love's Labour 's Lost. v. 1.

B, As adverb

:

1. Towards the internal parts ; towards the
interior ; within, internally.

" Arblastes sone & ginnes withoute me bende,
& ssote inward vaste inou."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 536.

2. Into the mind or thoughts.
" So much the rather thou, celestial Light,
Shine inward, and the mind through all her powers
Irradiate." Milton: P. L., iiL 52.

3. In the mind or heart ; mentally.

4. With a curve or bend towards the centre.
" He stretches out his arm iu sign of peace, with his

breast bending inward."—Dryden : Dufresnoy.

* C. As prep. : Within.
"Inward mine harte I feele blede."

liomaunt of the Rose.

D. As substantive

:

1. That which is inside or within ; especially
in the plural the internal parts of an animal

;

the viscera.

" The prince ... to his sire assigns
The tasteful inwards aud nectareous wines."

Pope ; Homer; Odyssey xx. 325.

* 2. An intimate, a familiar friend, an asso-
ciate.

" I was an inward of his."—Shakesp. : Measure for
Measure, iii. 2.

* 3. (PL) : Mental endowments ; intellectual
parts ;

genius.
" Mercurie, whom good wise inwards grace.''

Chajiman : Homer ; Iliad xx.

^[ Inward is employed more frequently to
express a state than to qualify an object

;

internal qualifies the object : a thing is said
to be turned inward which forms a part of
the inside : it is said to be internal as one of
its characteristics ; inward, as denoting the
position, is indefinite

; any thing that is in in
the smallest degree is inward: but that is
properly internal which lies in the very frame
and system of the body : inner which rises in
degree on inward, is applicable to such bodies
as admit of specific degrees of enclosure : so

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot

or, wore, wolf, work. whd. son*- mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; tryt Syrian, ae, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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likewise interior is applicable to that which
is capacious, and has many involutions, as the
interior coat of the intestines. (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

* inward-duteous, «. Heartily or sin-

cerely duteous.
" Which my moat true and inward-duteous spirit
Teacheth.

'

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 4.

inward-fits, a. pi.

Pathol, : A name given by nurses to slight

infantile convulsions, often occurring about
four days after birth. They generally arise

from improper food.

in'-ward-l^, adv. [A.S. inweardlice.]

1. In the interior or inside ; internally,

within.
" Grieved to the soule, and groning inwardly.
That he of women's hands so base a death should die."

Spenser : F. Q., V. iv. 22.

2. Towards the centre : as, To curve in-

3, In the heart or soul; mentally, privately,

secretly.
" I bleed inwardly for my lord-"

Shakesp. ; Timon of Athens, i. 2.

*4. Intimately, closely, thoroughly, famil-

iarly.

5. To one's self ; not aloud.
" He shrunk, and muttered inwardly."

Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylstone, ii.

in -ward-ness, a. [Eng. inward; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being inward or
internal.

* 2. Intimacy, familiarity.
*' You know my inwardness and love

Is very much unto the Prince and Claudio."
Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, iv. 1.

*3. (PL): The inwards, the bowels, the
heart, the soul.

" Yhe ben not angwiachid in us, but yhe ben angwis-
chid in yhoure ynwardnessis."— Wycliffe : 2 Cor. vi.

in -wards, adv. [Inward.] Inward ; towards
the inside or centre.

" I would ask what else is reflecting besides turning
the mental eye inwards t"—Search: Light of Nat.,
vol. i., pt. i, ch. xl.

in'-wards, s. pi. [Inwabd, D. 1.]

in-weave', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. weave
(q.v.).]

1. To weave in or together ; to interweave.

2. To intertwine, to interlace.
" He saw brisk fountains dance, crisp riv'lets wind
O'er borders trim, and round inwoven bow'rs."

Jones : A Hymn to Lachsmi.

* in-wheel , v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. wheel
(q.v.).] To encircle, to involve, to infold.

" Heaven's grace inwheel ye

:

jhte and prayers dwell about
Beaum. & Flet. : The Pilgrim, i. 1.

in -wick, s. [Pref. in- (1), and Scotch wick
= a narrow passage.] In curling, a station in
which the stone stops very near the tee after
passing through a wick.

* in'-wit, * in-witte, * in-wyt, s. [Eng.
in- (1), and wit.] Mind, understanding ; the
conscience.

" But enquire of thy next friendes, that is, thine in-

witte, and me that haue been thy maiatreBse."

—

Chaucer ; Testament of Love, bk. l

iii'-with, prep. [Eng. in-, and with.] Within.

* in - wood', v. t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
wood (q.v.).] To hide in a wood.

'
' He got out of the river, and shaking off the water.

inwooded [al : inweeded] himself so as the ladies lost

the farther marking his sportfulness."—Sidney : Ar-
cadia, bk. ii.

* in-work', v.t. & i, [Pref. in- (2), and Eng.
work (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To work in or within.

B. Intrans. . To work, operate, or exact
force within.

* in-wbrn', a. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng. worn
(q.v.).] Worn, wrought, or worked into.

"By the Just judgment of God, long since branded
and inworn into the very essence thereof."

—

Milton:
Reason of Church Govern., bk. ii, ch. i.

in-wove', in-woV on, pa. par. or a, [In-
weave.]

In-wrap', v.t. [Vret. in- (1), and Eng. wrap
(q.v.).]

1. To wrap up ; to cover by wrapping ; to
infold.

" Two splendid mantles, and a carpet spread.
They leave, to cover and inwrap the dead.'

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xxiv. 629.

* 2. To involve, to include.

"David might well look to be inwrapped in the
common destruction."—Bishop Hall : Contempt. ; The
Numbering of the People.

* 3. To involve in doubt or perplexity ; to

perplex. (Bacon.)

in -wreathe', v.t. [Pref. in- (1), and Eng.
wreathe (q.v.).] To surround or encircle as

with a wreath, or anything resembling a
wreath.

" Bind their resplendent locks inwreathed with
beams." Milton: P. L., ill. 381.

m wrought' (gh silent), a. [Pref. in- (1), and
Eng. wrought (q.v.).] Wrought or worked in

among other things ; adorned with work or

" The lute now also sounds, with gold inwrought.
And touched with flying Angera nicely taught."

Cowper : To Charles Deodati. (Transl.)

l'-6 (1), s. [tat.] An exclamation of joy or

triumph.

i-0 (2), s. [Gr. Id! (16). In classical mythology
a daughter of Inachus, who founded Argos.]

I, Astronomy

:

1. An asteroid, the 85th found. [Asteroid.]

2. One of the satellites of Jupiter.

II. Zool. : A genus of Melaniadee, with a
fusiform, inflated, conical, or oval shell ; the
aperture with a canal. A hundred species
are known, all from North America.

l-dd-ac'-e-tate, s. [Eng. iod(ine); acetate.]

Chem. . A salt of iodacetic acid (q.v.).

i-od-a-cef-io (or cet as yet), a. [Eng.

iod(ine), and acetic.] (See the compound.)

iodacetic acid, s.

Chem. : CH2I'CO-OH. On heating in the
dark, an alcoholic solution of ethylic broni-
aoetate with potassic iodide, a brown oil,

ethylic iodacetate is obtained. This, on being
saponified by a solution of baric hydrate, and
the resulting soap decomposed by sulphuric
acid, gives a solution of iodacetic acid. It

crystallizes in thin, colourless, rhombic plates,

which melt at 82°, and decompose at higher
temperatures. It is very soluble in water, but
does not deliquesce in air. The iodacetates of
potassium, sodium, and ammonium are all

very soluble, crystalline, and non-deliquescent.
The barium salt is slightly soluble in water,
but is precipitated by alcohol. The silver

salt readily decomposes in presence of water
into argentic iodide and glycollic acid. The
iodacetate of ethyl is an oily liquid, heavier
than water, and possessing an irritating odour.

i-od-a-cet'-^l (or cet as yet), s. [Eng.,

iod(ine), and acetyl.]

Chem. : Acetic iodide. GHg'CO'I. A liquid
produced by the action of phosphorus di-

iodide or tri-iodide on glacial acetic acid. The
product, heated with dilute soda solution and
then rectified, yields iodacetyl. It is always
coloured brown, owing to the presence of free

iodine, and readily decomposes on exposure to
light with separation of iodine. It boils at 108°.

1 -O-dal, s. [Eng. ioa\ine), and alcohol),]

Cheat. : C2HI3O=C?
I30'H. An cily liquid

obtained by adding iodine to a mixture of
alcohol and nitric acid, and purifying by agi-
tation with water and distillation over chloride
of calcium. It has a variable boiling point,
beginning at 25° and rising gradually to 115°.

When treated with a solution of potash, it is

converted into formic acid and iodoform.

i-6d'-a-mide§, s. pi. [Eng. iod(ine), and
amides.]

Chem. : NI3 or NHI2. A term applied to a
number of compounds, mostly of an explosive
character, produced by the action of iodine
on ammonia. These compounds, commonly
called nitrogen iodides, vary in composition
and properties according to the mode of pre-
paration. They are usually prepared by di-
gesting iodine in excess of ammonia, or by de-
composing chloride of nitrogen with iodide of
potassium. The product obtained is a brown-
ish-black, soft powder, which in the dry state
can scarcely be touched without exploding.

lod-am-mo -ni-um, a. [Eng. ioa\ine), and
ammonium.]

Chem. : Iodide of ammonium. NH3I. A
brownish-black liquid obtained by passing dry
ammoniacal gas into dry iodine, 100 parts of
iodine absorbing 8'5 parts of ammonia at the

ordinary temperature. The product has a

metallic lustre, smells of ammonia and iodine,

and when heated is decomposed. It is very

soluble in alcohol, but is resolved by water

into iodide of ammonium and di-iodamide,

2NH3I=NH4l+NH2 I.

iodammonium iodide, s.

Cliem. : NH3I2=(NH3I)I. A compound dis-

covered by Guthrie, prepared by adding pow-
dered iodine to a saturated solution of nitrate

or carbonate ofammonium mixed with potash.

It is a brownish-black liquid soluble in alcohol,

ether, chloroform, and bisulphide of carbon,

but is decomposed by water, evolving nitrogen
gas, and yielding a di-iodamide which explodes
spontaneously under water.

i od an i-line, s. [Eng. iod(ine), and aniline.]

Chem. : C6H4I*NH2 . Prepared by the re-

duction of iodonitro-benzene, or by the action

of iodine on aniline. It crystallizes in brilliant

laminse, and melts at 25°. Synonymous with
iodaphenylamine.

l-dd-an-is'-icf a. [Eng. iod(ine) ; anis(e oil)
f

and suff. -ic] (See the compound.)

iodanisic-acid, s.

Chem. : CsH7I03 . Produced, together with
hydriodate of oxanisamic acid, by the action of
hydriodic acid on diazoanis-oxanisamic acid

:

C8H6N2 3-C8H9N03+ 2HI =
(Diazoanls-oxauisaiidc acid)

CgHnNCVHI + CaH7IO?
+N2.

(Hyoriodate of (Iodonisic
ox&nisainic acid) acid).

It forms white needles, insoluble in water,
easily soluble in alcohol and in ether. The
silver salt is a white amorphous precipitate.
(Watts : Diet. Chem. (1865), iii. 283.)

l-od-a-phen-yl'-a-mine, ». [Eng. ioa\ine),

ainiline), phenyl ; -amine.]

Chem. : The same as Iodanjline (q.v.).

I -o-dar-gyr'-ite (yr as Jr), s. [Eng. ioa\ine),
and arayrile.]

Min. : A soft yellow-greenish or brownish
flexible translucent mineral, crystallizing hex-
agonally. Lustre resinous or adamantine.
Hardness, 5-5 to 5*71. Compos. : silver, 45-72
to 46-62 ; iodine, 53'11 to 64-03. Found at
Guadalajara in Spain, in Mexico, in Chili, &c.

i'-d-date, s. [Eng., &c, iod(ic); -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of iodic acid.

iodate of potassium, s.

Cltem. .- KIO3. Obtained by passing chloric
gas through water iu which iodine is suspended
till it is all dissolved, then adding for every
atom of iodine a molecule of KCIO3, and ordi-
nary chlorine is liberated, and on evaporation
pure KIO3 is obtained. It crystallizes in'

small shining crystals which are soluble in
thirteen parts of water. It is poisonous. It
melts at 560* and gives off oxygen, KI being
formed.

i-od-ben'-zene, ». [Eng. iod(ine), and ben-
zene.]

Chem. : C6H5I. Iodobenzene. An aromatic
iodine substitution compound, formed by the
action of iodine and benzene, CrH6. It is ne-
cessary to add iodic acid to decompose the
hydriodic acid which is formed, or this
would act on the C6H6I, re-forming benzene.
5C6H6 + 4HI03 + 4I = 5C6H6I + 3H20. Iod-
benzene boils at 188°.

i-6d'-Jc, a. [Eng. iocHine); -ic.]

Chem. : Of, belonging to, or containing
iodine.

iodlc-acid, s.

Chem. : HIO3. A monobasic acid obtained
by boiling iodine with strong nitric acid, or
by passing chlorine into twenty parts of water
containing one part of finely-divided iodine in
suspension I 3 + 5C12+ 6H2 = 10HC1+ 2HI03.

By evaporation the iodic acid is obtained in
transparent six-sided tables, which, when
heated to 170°, is converted into the anhy-
dride I2 5 . Iodic acid is very soluble in
water. The solution reddens litmus, and then
bleaches it. Iodic-acid is reduced by sul-
phurous acid. An aqueous solution of iodic
acid is a powerful oxidizing agent.

iodic quicksilver, 3.

Min. : The same as Coocinite (q.v.).

iodic silver, 5.

Min. : Iodargyrite (q.v.). [Iodyrite.]

Doil, btfy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del."
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l'-6-dlde, s. [Eng, iod(ine); -ide.]

Chem. : A compound formed "by the union of
iodine with an element or with a radical.

iodide of ammonium, •>. [Iodammo-
HIUM.]

iodide of cadmium, s.

' Chem. : Cai, Cdi. Formed by the direct

union of iodine of cadmium in the presence of
water. An ointment is made of it, which acts

like lead iodide (q.v.).

iodide of ethyl, *. [Ethyl-iodide.]

iodide of iron, s. [Iron-iodide.]

iodide of lead, s. [Lead-iodide.]

iodide of nitrogen, & [Iodamides.]

iodide of potassium, s. [Potassium-
iodide.]

iodide of silver, s.

Chem.: Agl. Argentic iodide. It occurs as
a mineral. When argentic nitrate is added to
a soluble iodide, a light yellow precipitate is

formed, which is insoluble in ammonia. Iodide
of silver is very sensitive to the action of sun-
light, and is therefore used in photography.

iodide of sulphur, s.

Chem. : S0I2. A dark gray crystalline mass,
resembling native antimony sulphide, prepared
by heating a mixture of sulphur and iodine. It

is insoluble in water, gives off iodine when ex-
posed to the air, and is rapidly decomposed
when exposed to a high temperature. It is a
powerful remedy in skin diseases.

l'-6-dine, s. [Gr. iiiSijs (iodes)=violet-coloured

;

Eng. suff. -inc.]

1. Chem. : Iodine is a haloid monatomic ele-

ment ; symbol I; atomic weight 127. Ob-
tained from the ash of sea-weeds called kelp;
this is treated with water, filtered and evap-
orated to a small bulk ; potassium and sodium
salts crystallize out and the dark-brown
mother liquid is then mixed with sulphuric
acid and manganese dioxide, and, gently heated
in a still, the iodine distils over and is collected
in a receiver.

2HI+Mn02+H2S04=MnS04+2H20+l2.
The iodine of commerce is generally impure

;

it may be purified by dissolving it in a solu-
tion of potassium iodide till it is saturated,
adding water which precipitates pure iodine.
Iodine crystallizes in dark gray rhombic
crystals, having a metallic lustre resembling
graphite ; sp. gr. 4*95. It melts at 107" and
boils at 175°. Its vapour is of a deep blue
colour ; when less dense it has a violet colour.
Iodine dissolves in 7000 parts of water ; it is

soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform, and in
carbon disulphide. Iodine stains the skin
brown, and is soluble in potassium iodide. At
ordinary temperatures iodine is slightly vola-
tile, and has a peculiar smell. A small trace
of iodine can be detected by its giving it blue
colour to starch. The blue colour is destroyed
by heat but reappears on cooling. Iodine
unites with other elements and radicals, form-
ing iodides. Its affinity for oxygen is greater
than that of chlorine, but it has a less affinity

for hydrogen, hence hydriodic acid is easily
decomposed by chlorine.

2. Phar. : Iodine is used externally in
chronic skin diseases and over enlarged and
indurated parts and diseased joints to alter

action or cause absorption, or to kill parasites.
It may be applied in the form of a liniment,
a solution, a tincture, or an ointment. As a
vesicant the liniment may be painted over
the part once, or, if need be, twice or three
times. The vapor iodi (vapour of iodine) may
be used as an inhalation in some forms of
chronic bronchitis and phthisis. (Garrod.)

3. Comp. Anat., &c. : A solution of iodine is

useful for rendering very transparent objects
more distinct.

i'-o-dlijfm, s. [Eng, iod(ine) ; -ism.]

Pathol. : The morbid effects produced by
overdoses of iodine. They are irritation of the
mucous membranes of the nose, the frontal
sinus, the eyes, pharynx, &c, with catarrh,
coryza, &c.

i'-O-dize, v.t. [Eng. iod\ine); -ize.]

1. Therap. : To treat with inhalations or ex-
ternal applications of iodine ; to place under
the influence of iodine.

2. Photog. ; To prepare with iodine. [Iodized.]

1-0-dized, pa. par. & a. [Iodize.]

iodized-collodion, .-. [Collodion.]

i'-O-dlZ-er, s. [Eng. iodk(e) ; -er.] One who
or that which iodizes.

1-O-do-, pre/. [Eng. iod(ine), and o connective.]

Chem. : Having iodine in its composition.

iodo-bromated, u. Impregnated with
iodine and bromine.

Iodo-bromated waters : "Waters thus impreg-
nated. (Used of springs.) They exist at
Kreuznach, in Germany, and at Woodhall Spa
in England. The waters are used in scrofula,

in many chronic skin diseases, in internal dis-

orders, and in constitutional syphilis.

i-o-do-bru'-cine, $. [Pref. iodo-
t
and Eng.

brucine (q.v.).]

Chem, : C^H^N^'Ia. Iodide of brucine.

A brown powder, very soluble in hot alcohol,

obtained by triturating brucine with an excess
of iodine. It is readily decomposed by dilute

acids, giving off iodine, and forming salts of
brucine.

i-o-do-ca-dut'-chin, s. [Pref. iodo-, and
Eng. caoutchin (q.v.).]

Chem.: C10H16 Tg. A brownish-black oil

produced when caoutchin is added to an
aqueous, or alcoholic solution of iodine. It

is insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol
and ether. "When distilled, it gives off hydri-
odic acid ; but when heated with an acid or
an alkali, it is rapidly decomposed.

i-6-d6-cin'-ch6n-ine, s. [Pref. iodo-; and
Eng. cinchonine (q.v.).]

Chem. : 2C20H24N2O-l2. Prepared by tri-

turating cinchonine with about half its weight
of iodine, and digesting the product with
alcohol. On slowly evaporating the alcohol-
ic-solution, iodo-cinchonine is deposited in
saffron-coloured plates. It is insoluble in cold
water, but very soluble in boiling water, in
alcohol, and in ether. "When heated, it

softens, but does not melt till the temperature
is raised to 80°. It is decomposed by acids
and alkalis.

i-d-do-cin-nam'-ic, «. [Pref. iodo-, and
cinimmic (q.v.).]

Chem. : Composed of iodine and cinnamic
acid.

iodocinnamic-acid, s.

Chem. : C9H7I02 . Obtained by melting cin-

namic acid with an excess of iodine, and boil-

ing the product with water till all the free

iodine is volatilized. On cooling the liquid,

small stellate crystals of iodocinnamic-acid
are precipitated. The acid is very soluble in

hot water, and in alcohol.

l-o-do-co'-deine, a. [Pref. iodo-, and Eng.
codeine (q.v.).]

Chem. : CigB^iNOs'Is. Iodide of codeine.
Prepared by dissolving in a small quantity of

alcohol equal weights of iodine and codeine.
On leaving the mixture at rest for a few days,
iodo-codeine is deposited in the form of tri-

angular plates, which show a violet colour
by reflected light, but a fine ruby colour by
transmitted light. Iodo-codeine is insoluble
in water and ether, but dissolves readily in
alcohol with a reddish-brown colour. It
gives off iodine when heated to 100°.

l-dd'-d-form, s. [Eng. iod\ine); o connect.,
and/orwMj/O-J

Chem. : CHIg. Obtained by heating iodine
with alcohol mixed with sodium carbonate.
Iodoform crystallizes in shining yellow six-

sided hexagonal plates which melt at 117°. It
smells like saffron.

1--6-do-me -cone, s, [Pref. iodo-, and Eng.
mecon(in)e (q.v.).]

Chem. ; C3H4I8O3. A crystalline substance
obtained by treating pyromeconic acid with
an excess of protochloride of iodine, and pre-
cipitating with potash. It is insoluble in

water, but soluble in alcohol and ether, from
which it crystallizes in yellow hexagonal plates
having an odour of saffron. It has neither an
acid nor an alkaline reaction, and sublimes at
90°.

1-0-do-me -thane, a. [Pref. iodo-, and Eng.
methane (q.v.).]

Chem. : CH3I. Methyl iodide. A colour-

less sweet-smelling liquid, obtained by distill-

ing 8 parts iodine, 15 parts wood-spirit, and

1 part phosphorus. It is almost insoluble m
water has a sp. gr. 2-199, and boils at 44 -45 .

Its vapour density, referred to hydrogen as

unity, is 71°.

i-o'-do-ni-tro-phe'-nols s. pi [Pref. iodo- •

nitr(ic acid); connective, and Eng. phenol

(q.v.).]

Chem. : Compounds formed by the action

of iodine and iodic-acid on the nitrophenols

in alkaline solutions, and precipitating from
these solutions by hydrochloric acid. Mono-
iodonitrophenol has a golden yellow colour, and

I
crystallizes readily, but has not been further-

examined. Di - iodonitrophenol is slightly*

soluble in water, but very soluble in alcohol
and ether, and melts at 98°. It crystallizes

from a mixture of alcohol and ether in dark
yellow needles. Its potassium salt crystallizes

in reddish needles, and its sodium salt in
dark-brown prisms, having a golden lustre.

1 o-do-phe'-nols, 5. pi. [Pref. iodo-, and
Eng. phenol (q.v.).]

Chem. : CgH^rOH. By the action of iodina-

and iodic acid on phenol, in presence of ais

I
alkali, a mixture of three isomeric mono-iodo-
phenols is obtained. "When this is distilled;

in a current of steam, first a liquid, ortho-
iodophenol, passes over, then a solid, meta-
iodophenol, and lastly, at a higher tempera-
ture, tri-iodo-, orpara-iodophenol. The residue-

still contains a quantity of tri-iodopheno],.

which, however, may be extracted by alcohol-
Ortho-iodophenol is a colourless, oily liquid,,

with a strong, disagreeable odour. It does
not become solid even at - 23°, and is readily
decomposed by chlorine, or by nitric acid-

Meta-iodophonol is almost insoluble in water,
but dissolves in alcohol and ether, from
which it crystallizes in flat glistening needles.

It melts at 64°-6cj°. Para-iodophenoi is solu-
ble in water, alcohol, ether, and carbon di-

sulphide. — It crystallizes from alcohol in-

large six-sided plates, from ether in the form
of needles, and from carbon disulphide in
short, thick prisms. From its aqueous solu-
tion it is precipitated by hydrochloric acid,,

as a grayish-white flocculent mass. It has
a faint but unpleasant odour, and melts at 89°.

i-o-do-pro-pi-on'-ic, w. [Pref. iodo-; pro-
pion{e), and suff. -ic]

Chem. : Composed of iodine and propionic-
acid.

iodopropionic acid, s.

Chem.: C3H5IO2. A monobasic acid, ob-
tained by heating glyceric acid in syrupy-
solution, with phosphorus iodide, or by heat-
ing acrylic acid and a solution of hydriodic
acid to a temperature of 120". C3H4O2+HI =
C3H5IO2. It crystallizes in large colourless;

plates, which melt at 82°, and are insoluble
in cold, readily in hot, water. "When heated
to ISO" with concentrated hydriodic acid, it is
converted into propionic acid.

l-o-do-quin-Ine', s. [Pref. iodo-, and Eng-
quinine (q.v.).]

Chem. : 2C2oH24N202'I2 . A brown crystal-

line body, obtained by triturating quinine-

with iodine. It contains 28*0 per cent, of
iodine, and possesses properties exactly simi-

lar to iodocinchonine.

l-6-do-sal-i-cyr-lC, a. [Pref. iodo-, and Eng.
salicylic (q.v.).]

Chem.: Composed of iodine and salicylic-

acid.

iodosalicylie acids, s.pl

Chem. : These acids are prepared by adding
tincture of iodine, drop by drop, to a cold
aqueous solution of barytic salicylate, C7H4
Ba"03, and then precipitating with hydro-
chloric acid; or, by fusing one atom of sali-

cylic acid with two atoms of iodine, and treat-

ing the product with a solution of potash,
which dissolves out the several iodosalicylic-

acids. Mono-iodosalicylic acid, C7H5I03 , is a
white crystalline mass, slightly soluble in
water, but very soluble in alcohol and ether-
It crystallizes from water, acidulated with
sulphuric acid, in long silky needles, which
melt at 196°. Di-iodosalicylic acid, C7H4I2O3,.
is a white amorphous mass, insoluble in water,
but slightly soluble in alcohol and ether. It
is soluble in water acidulated with sulphuric
acid, from which it crystallizes in needle-
shaped crystals. On being heated it does not
melt, but at 214" is decomposed with separa-
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tion of iodine. Tri-iodosalicylicacid, C7H3I30g.
This acid is very unstable, decomposing during
the process of formation into carbonic anhy-
dride and tri-iodophenol.

I-O-dd-stil-phur'-lC, «. [Pref. iodo-, and
Eng. sulphuric (q.v.).] Composed of iodine
and sulphuric acid.

iodosulphuric-acid, s.

Chem. : H2SO3I2. When a mixture of iodine
and lead sulphite is distilled, and the distil-

late rectified over mercury, iodosulphuric-
anhydride is obtained, and this, on being
mixed with water, yields iodosulphuric-acid.
It may also be prepared by passing sulphurous
acid into iodide of starch, and distilling the
decolourized liquid. The iodosulphates are
prepared by neutralizing the acid with the
corresponding bases. Sodium iodosulphate,
Na2SO3l2+10H2O, crystallizes in elongated
prisms, which are slightly soluble in water
and alcohol.

I-dd'-yr-lte, $. [Fr. iodure, and suff. -ite.]

Min. : Dana's name for the iodargyrite of
the British Museum Catalogue.

a'-O-lite, s. [Gr. toy (iojt) = a violet, and Atflos

(lithos)= stone.]

Min. ; An orthorhombic transparent or
translucent mineral, generally blue, but in
some cases yellow, or yellowish-gray on the
part perpendicular to the vertical axis. Hard-
ness, 7 to 7*5

; sp. gr. 2
-56 to 2*66 ; lustre

vitreous. Compos.: silica, 4811 to 50*65;
alumina, 28 -72 to 33"11

;
protoxide of iron,

410 to 11-58 ; magnesia, S'2 to 20"45, &c.
Feeble double refraction present. Occurs in
granite, gneiss, and more rarely in volcanic
rocks, in Bavaria, Tuscany, Norway, Sweden,
Greenland, the United States, &c. In its

altered state it forms many minerals, such as
Pinite, Fahlunite, &c.

f Hydrous Iolite :

Min. : (1) A variety of Iolite ; (2) Bonsdorff-
ite

; (3) Auralite ; (2) and (3) = Fahlunite (q.v.).

i'-on, i-one, s. [Gr. iu>v(iori), pr. par. of
elju.1 (eimi) = to go.]

Elect, (PL): The substances resulting from
decomposition by electrolysis. [Anione,
Katione. ]

I-d'-nx-an, a. & $. [Lat. Ionivs, from Gr.
'Lii-ios '(lanios) = pertaining to Ionia, a dis-
trict of Asia Minor in which Ionians from
Attica settled about B.C. 1050. It extended
from the river Hermus along the shore of the
iEgean Sea to Miletus.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Ionia or
the Ionians.

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of Ionia.

Ionian-mode, a.

Mus. : One of the ecclesiastical modes, com-
mencing on the note C, corresponding exactly
in tonality with the major diatonic scale as
used in modern music. [Mode.]

Ionian-school, s.

Philos. : The first school of Greek philo-
sophy, the distinctive characteristic of which
was its inquiry into the constitution of the
universe. Thales of Miletus opened the in-

quiry. The common notion that he taught
*' the principle of all things was water," must
be taken with a distinction. "Water, as the
principle of Thales, was not water in any de-
terminate form, but water instinct with vital

energy, capable of taking an infinite number
of forms. This doctrine appears in Hesiod
(Theog., 133-136); and the "ariston men
hvdor" of Pindar (Olymp., i. 1) is proverbial.
Thales is usually spoken of as the founder of
the Ionian school ; he was more—he was the
father of Greek speculation. He prescribed
no method, and those who followed him did
not accept his answer to the question, What
is the Beginning of all things ? But the
special claim of Thales to notice lies in the
fact that he was the first to ask the question,
and the first to attempt to establish a physi-
cal Beginning. ,

"The whole ordinary arrangement of the Ionian
School seems to have proceeded on the conviction that
each diBcipIe not only contradicted his master, but
also returned to the doctrines of his master's teacher."—G. H. Lewes : Hut. Philos. (1867), i. 8.

I-on'-lC, a.
I
Lat Ionicus, from Gr. 'Ioj/ikos

(lonikos) = pertaining to Ionia (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Relating or pertaining to Ionia
or the Ionians.

B, As substantive

:

Prosody

:

1. An Ionic foot.

2. An Ionic verse or metre.

Ionic-dialect, s.

Philol. : The dialect of the Greek language

spoken in Ionia.

Ionic-foot, s.

Pros. : A foot consisting of four syllables,

either two long and two short (the greater

Ionic), or two short and two long (the smaller

Ionic).

Ionic-metre, o. A metre consisting of

Ionic feet.

Ionic-mode, s.

Mils. : [Iunian-jiode].

Ionic-order, s.

Arch. : One of the five orders of architec-

ture, the distinguishing characteristic ofwhich
is the volute of the capital. Its main features

are the same as in the Doric style ; their forms,
however, are different. The Ionic order has
more mouldings, its forms are richer and more
elegant, and, as a style, it is lighter and more
graceful than the Doric. The Doric order has
been compared to the male, and the Ionic to

the female figure. The Ionic column has a
less diminished shaft and a smaller parabolic

curve than the Doric. It is, like the Doric,
channelled ; the flutings, which are twenty-
four in number, are separated by annulets,
and are therefore narrower, but at the same
time deeper,
than the
Doric, and
are termi-
nated at
the top and bot-
tom by a final

curvature. The
column has a
base, which, as
essential parts,

has a moulded
or plain cavetto
with a torus
above, or the
torus is placed
above two ca-
vetti, which are

themselves sepa-
rated by several
intervening
mouldings. The
so - called Attic
base is the form
which most fre-

quently occurs,
and consists of
two tori separa-
ted by a cavetto,
the whole having a plinth as basis. In the
capital the Doric echinus is replaced either
by a cyma ornamented with leaves, or, more
generally, by an ovolo with a pearl-bead-
ing beneath. Instead of the Doric abacus
there occurs a cushion-like band in its place,
whose ends, wound in a spiral shape and coiled
with elastic force, when viewed either from
in front or behind, form volutes, which on
both sides considerably exceed the diameter
of the column, and also surpass the architrave
in breadth. These volutes, or scrolls, when
viewed from the side, appear to meet in the
middle, and form a wavy line over the echinus.
The architrave consists of several facia;,
which project slightly one over the other, and
which are separated by small hollowed mould-
ings and capped by a moulded iband. The
frieze is undivided, either plain or with ara-
besques 'representing either implements used
in worship or simple plants. The frieze also
bears the name of the zophorus. As regards
the proportions of the Ionic order, no such

.
remarkable difference as in the Doric is per-
ceptible in the monuments which have been
preserved to us. The height of the column
is from eight and a-half to nine times the
lower diameter ; the distance between the
columns averages about twice the diameter,
while the height of the entablature is not
quite one quarter that of the column. The
most perfect specimens of the Ionic order are
the temples of Minerva Polias and of Erectheus
in the Acropolis at Athens, and of Fortuna
Virilis and the Coliseum at Rome.

Ionic sect or school, s. [Ionian
School.]

ionic column.

l-O-nid'-i-um, s. [Latinised from Gr. lov

(ion)=a. violet (Viola odorata), and elSos (eidos),

= form.]

Bot. : A large genus of Violacete, tribe Violet
closely allied to Viola proper. The species are-

. chiefly from the sub-tropical parts of America.

lonidium parvifiorum and some others are-

violent purgatives and emetics. They are used
in the disease Elephantiasis tuberculata, and /.

parvifiorum, I. Poaya, and i". Ituba as substi-

tutes for ipecacuanha; the last is given iit

South America in dysentery and gout. I. Ipe~

cacuanlia is White Ipecacuanha.

I-6-ndp'-Sid-S8» s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ionojisis -

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Orchids, tribe Vandese.

l-on-op'-SiS, s. [Gr. Ioi> (ion) = a violet, and.

61/us (opsis) = look, appearance.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Ionop-
sidffi. It consists of small epiphytal orchids-

from tropical America.

l-d'-ta, s. [Gr. ] The name of the Greek letter

1, and this being frequently indicated by a.

dot under other letters (as w), known as iota,

subscript, the word has come to mean a jot, a.

tittle, a very small quantity.

I O U, s. [See def.] A recognised contraction,

for I owe you. A paper with these letters on*

it, followed by an amount and duly signed.
It is a simple acknowledgment of indebtedness
to some particular person. As it is neither
a promissory note nor a receipt, it requires;

no stamp. It is not a negotiable instrument,.
but, as it is an acknowledgment of a debt,,

that debt can be sued for at any time, and it

is so far equal to a promissory note payable
on demand.

" He teacheth od fellowes to play tricks with their-
creditors, who, instead of payments, write I O U."—
Breton .jCourtier & Countryman, p. 9.

ip-e-cao-u-an'-ha (h silent), Ip-e-cae'-u—
an, s. [The native Brazilian name.]

1. Bot. : The plants producing the drug de-
scribed under 2.

2. Pharmacy:

(1) The dried root of Cephaelis Ipecacuanha„
a cinchonaceous plant from Brazil. [Cephae-
lis.] The ipecacuanha from that country is

called annulated, to distinguish it 1 from the
striated kind from Peru. It arrives from Rio
Janeiro and elsewhere in contorted pieces,,
two to four inches long, about the size of a
small quill, and knotted. The smell of ipe-
cacuanha is slight, but disagreeable ; the taste-
bitter, aromatic, and slightly acrid. The active
ingredients reside chiefly in the cortex. It,

contains a feeble alkaloid called ceretin. Its.

preparations are pills, powders, lozenges, and
wine. In large doses it is an emetic ; ins

smaller ones it is an expectorant and an altera-
tive. It is considered a specific in dysentery.
"Dover's powder" is a compound powder off

ipecacuanha ; it is diaphoretic. Ipecacuanha,,
made into ointment, is a counter-irritant.

(2) Various other plauts produce a similar
drug, as, for example, all the Alsodineae, a
tribe of Violaceas. So also the root of Euiihor-
bia Ipecacuanha is said by Barton to be at
least as good as the genuine ipecacuanha.

T[ The Ipecacuanha of Cayenne is lonidium
Ituba ; that of Guiana is the root of Boerliaavia,
decumbens, one of the Nyctagos ; that of Vene-
zuela is the root of Saixostemma glaucum, ani
Asclepiad ; Black Peruvian or Striated Ipe-
cacuanha is Psychotria enietica; the False Ipe--
cacuanha of Bourbon is Camptocarpus maurt-
tianus; False Brazilian Ipecacuanha is loni-
dium Ipecacuanha; Undulated Ipecacuanha*
is Richardsonia scabra ; White Ipecacuanha is.

(1) lonidium Ipecacuanha, (2) Richardsonia
scabra, (3) in India, Tylophora asthmatica, and
the Wild Ipecacuanha of the West Indies is

Asclepias curassavica, called also Bastard
Ipecacuanha.

*Ip'-6-cras, s. [Htppocras.]

lp-d-mce'-a, s. [Said to be from ty (ips), genit.
iffds (ipos)~ bindweed; but Liddell & Scott
do not recognize this sense of 7i£ (ips). [IpsJ
They give l>fos, tyds (ipsos) = (1) the cork tree,

(2) the ivy ; dftoco? (homoios) = similar.]

Bot. : A genus of Convolvulacese, tribe Con-
volvulea;. Sepals five ; corolla campanulate
stamens five ; style single ; stigma bilobed

;

lobes capitate ; ovary two-celled, each cell
two-seeded. The species, which are nume-
rous, are found in the warmer parts of both

toll, bo"£; ptfut, Jdfcl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bengh; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = f.
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.

*
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hemispheres. About a hundred are cultivated
in gardens for their showy flowers, which are
an ornament to trellis-work. Ipomcea tuberosa,

the Spanish Arbour-vine of Jamaica, furnishes
a kind of scammony ; the root of I. pandvrata
is employed in the United States as jalap

;

/. Batatoides is the Male Jalap of Mestitlan
;

/. Qitamoclit is sternutatory ; I, Turpetkum,
a native of the East Indies, and I. opterculata

are purgative. The foliage of /. maritima is

made into a fomentation, and applied to joints

enlarged by scrofula. The Sweet Potato was
formerly called /. Batatas, now it is Batatas
edulis. [Batatas.]

Sps, s. [Gr. ty (ips) = a worm that eats horn
and wood ; also one that eats vine-buds ; a
cynips (?).J

Entom. : A genus of beetles, placed by
Stephens in the family Engidte, but now re-

moved to Nitidulidse. They have the club
of the antenna? three-jointed, and the last

joint of the palpi truncate. The species live
on the sap of decaying trees, and are usually
found beneath loose bark where there is an
exudation of sap. Four British species are
known, some of them common. (Stephens.)

Ip'-se dix'-it, phr. [Lat. = he himself said.]

A mere assertion without proof.

ip-sis'-sl ma veV-ba, phr. [Lat.] The
very words ; 'the exact words or terms.

ip'-SO fac'-to, phr, [Lat] By the very act
or fact.

IT-, pre/. The form which the prefix in- assumes
before words beginning with r. [In-, pre/.]

* ir'-a-cund,
Passionate.

[Lat. iracundus = angry.]

" A spirit croas-gralned, fantastic, iracund, incom-
patible. '—Carlyle : Miscellanies, lv. 87.

* ir -a -cun-dl -ous - ly, adv. [As from an
*

Eng. iracundious ; -ly.] Angrily, passionately.

"Drawing out his knife most iracundiously."—
Nashe : Lenten Stiitfe.

l-ra'-de, s. [Turk., from Arab, irada =. will,

desire.] A decree of the Sublime Porte.

I'-rail«s. [Eng. I, and rail.} A double-headed
rail with flanges on each side above and below,
on the foot and tread ; hence like a capital I.

I-ra'-ni-an, a. & s. [Pers. Iran = Persia.]
[Aryan. ]"

A. As adj. ; Of or belonging to Iran : as,

the Iranian languages.

B, As subst. : A native of Iran.

Iranian languages, s. pi. The Aryan
as distinguished from the Turanian languages.

l-ras-ci-bU'-l-ty, s. [Fr. irascibilite, from
irascible = irascible (q.v.) ; Sp. irascibilidad

;

Ital. irascibilita.] The quality or state of being
irascible or easily excited to anger ; irritability.

l-ras'-ci-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. irascibilis,

from irascor = to be angry ; Sp. iramWe ; Ital.

irascibile.] Easily excited tn anger ; choleric,

hot-tempered, passionate, irritable.

" The hasty and somewhat irascible blacksmith."
Longfellow ; Evangeline, i, 8.

i-ras'-Ci-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irascible ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being irascible ; irasci-

bility.

l-ras'-Cl-Dly, adv. [Eng. irascible) ; -ly.] In
an irascible, choleric, or passionate manner.

l-ratO' f a. [Lat. iratus. pa. par. of irascor =
to be angry.] Angry, enraged.

ire, s. [O.Fr., from Lat. ira.] Anger, passion,
rage, wrath, keen resentment.

" The ire of a despotic king
Rides forth upon destruction's wing."

Scott: JIarmion, ii. 31.

*ire'-ful, * ire-full, a. [Eng. ire; -ful(l).~]

Full of ire or anger ; angry, wrathful, enraged.
" That ireful bastard Orleans, that drew blood
From thee." Shakesp. : Ilcnry VI., iv. 6.

* 'ii-e'-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. ireful ; -ly.] In an
ireful manner ; with ire ; angrily, wrathfully.

" Irefully enraged, would needs to open arms."
Drayton : Poly-OlUon, 3. 4.

* ire fulness, s. [Eng. ireful ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being ireful ; ire, wrath,
anger.

"Through irefulnesse and rashnesse." — Goldyng

;

CaSSiir, fo. 204.

ips—iris

i'-ren-arch, . [Eirenarch.]

I-re'-ne, s. [Gr.]

1. Greek Myth. : The goddess of peace.

2. Astro-n. : An Asteroid, the fourteenth
found. It was discovered by Hind, on May
19, 1851.

^I-ren'-ic, * i-ren'-ic-al, a. [Gr. e!pni/iK6?

(eirenikos) == pertaining to peace, peaceful

:

elprjirq (eirene) = peace.] Peaceful, pacific
;

promoting or tending to promote peace.

I-ren'-I-con, s. [Gr. elp-nvucos (eirenikos).^}

[Irenic] A proposition, scheme, or arrange-
ment for the promotion and maintenance of
peace, especially in the church.

ire -stone, s. [Eng. ir(on); -stone.]

Mill. .* A general term for any hard rock.

x'-ri-an» a. [Eng. ir(is); -an.]

Anat. : Belonging to or in any way connected
with the iris.

" The iris receives the irian nerves."—DunglUon.

ir-l-ar'-te-at s. [Named after Juan Iriarte,

a Spanish amateur botanist.]

Bot. : A genus of Palms, tribe Areceas (q.v.).

It consists of few species, all from South
America. The hard outer wood of Iriartea
exorrhiza, the Pashiuba or Paxiuba palm of
Brazil, is exported to North America for
making umbrella handles.

Ir'-i-cism, s. [Eng. Irish ; -ism.] An Irish-

ism (q.v.); any Irish peculiarity of behaviour.

i'-rid, 5. [Lat. iris (genit. iridis) ; Gr. 'pes

(iris), genit. TptSos (iridos) = the rainbow ; the
plants described under 2.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The circle round the pupil
of the eye ; the iris.

"Brown eyes, with a fine benignant light in their
irids."—C. Bronte; Jane Eyre, ch. v.

2. Botany

:

(1) Sing. .* A member of the Iridacese (q.v.).

(2) PL : The name given by Lindley to the
Iridaceae (q.v.).

i-rid-a'-ce-se,, I-rid'-e-se, * i'-rid-es, s. pi.

[Lat. iris (genit. iridis).^ [Irid.]

Bot. : Irids, an order of Endogens, alliance
Narcissales. It consists of herbs, or more
rarely of undershrubs, with tuberous or
fibrou3 roots ; leaves generally equitant or
distichous ; bracts spathaceous ; calyx and
corolla adherent or coloured ; petals three

;

stamens three ; ovary three-celled, many-
speded ; fruit capsular. Found at the Cape of
Good Hope, the temperate parts of Europe
and America, &c.

l-rid'-se-a> s. [Lat. iris, genit. irid(is); fern.

adj. sing, stiff, -ma.]

Bot. ; A genus of Rose-spored Algals, order
Ceramiaceas, sub-order Ceramet, family Nema-
stomidse or Cryptonemiaciese. Iridoza edulis
is sometimes called Dulse, though the genuine
Scottish Dulse is Rhodomenia palmata.

i'-rid-al, a. [Lat. iris, genit. irid{is) = the
rainbow ; Eng. adj. suff. -al.] Pertaining to
or resembling the rainbow.

l-rid-ec'-tome, s. [Gr. Tpis (iris), genit. iptfios

(iridos) = the rainbow, the iris, and cktoju.^ (ek-
trme) = a cutting out : e« (ek) = out, and rdfLvw
(temno) = to cut.]

Surg. : A knife for operations on the eye.

l-rid-ec'-to-my, s. [Iridectome.]

Surg. ; The act or operation of cutting out
a portion of the iris for the purpose of forming
an artificial pupil.

ir ld-es cence, s. [As if from a Lat. * iri-

descens, pr. par. of * iridesco = to become like
a rainbow; iris (genit. iridis) = a rainbow.]
The quality or state of being iridescent; ex-
hibition of colours like those of the rainbow.

lr-id-es'-cent, a. [Iridescence.] Prismatic,
rainbow-like

; exhibiting iridescence.
" Here Gubbio's workshops gleam and glow
With brilliant iridescent dyes."

Longfellow : Keramos.

l-rid'-i-an, a. [Lat. iris, genit. irid(is) =
the rainbow ; Eng. adj. surf, -an,] Pertaining
to the rainbow. (Annandale.)

l-rld-I-d-, pref. [Iridium.] (See the com-
pound.)

iridio chlorides, a. pi. [Iridium]

I-rid'-i-o-SCdpe, s. [Gr. Ipts (ins), genit.

lai&os (iridos) = a rainbow, the ins, and o-KOTretu

(skojjeo) = to see, to observe.] An optical in-

strument which shows the inside of the eye,

used to detect foreign substances and disease.

i-rid'-l-um, s. [Gr. Tpts (iris) = the rainbow,

and el5o? (eidos) = form, appearance.]

1. Chem. : A tetrad metallic element, symbol
Ir. ; atomic weight 198 ; discovered by Dea-

cotils in 1803, and by Teunant in 1804, in the

black powder which remains when crude
platiuum is dissolved in nitro-hydrochloric

acid. This powder is an alloy of iridium and
osmium, called iridosmine or osmindium. To
separate the iridium from the alloy, the black
powder is mixed with an equal weight of dry
sodium chloride, and heated to redness in a
glass tube, through which a stream of moist
chlorine gas is transmitted. The further end
of the tube is connected with a vessel con-
taining ammonia. Iridium chloride and os-

mium chloride are formed : the former remains
in the tube in combination with the sodium
chloride, whilst the latter, being a volatile

substance, is carried forward into the receiver
where it is decomposed into osmic and hydro-
chloric acids, which combine with the am-
monia. The iridium and sodium chloride left

in the tube is dissolved in water, mixed with
an excess of sodium carbonate and evaporated
to dryness. The residue, after ignition in a
crucible, is reduced by hydrogen at a high
temperature, and treated successively with
water and concentrated hydrochloric acid, by
which all impurities are removed, and the
metallic iridium left in a finely divided state.
Iridium is a white, brittle, very hard metal,
fusible, with great difficulty, in the flame of
the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe. It is insoluble in
all acids, but when reduced by hydrogen at a
red heat it oxidizes slowly and dissolves in
nitro-hydrochlorie acid. Iridium forms four
oxides—IrO, Ir203, 1*02, and ^0$. The
monoxide, or hypo-iridious oxide, IrO, is but
little known. The sesquioxide, or iridious
oxide, Ir2C>3, is unstable, having a great ten-
dency to absorb oxygen and become dioxide.
The dioxide, or iridic oxide, IrOg, is the most
easily prepared and the most stable. It is

prepared by boiling a solution of iridic chlo-
ride with an alkali. The trioxide, or periridic
oxide, Ir03, is unknown in the free state, but
is found in combination with potash as a black
crystalline powder, when iridium is fused with
nitre. Iridium forms four chlorides—IrClj
IrCl-2, Ir2Cl6 , and IrCl4—but only two of them
have been obtained in definite form—viz., the
trichloride, or iridious chloride, Ir2Cl6, and
the tetrachloride, or iridic chloride, IrCl4.

Iridious chloride combines with other metallic
chlorides, forming compounds, called iriddso-
chlorides, which are all olive-green pulveru-
lent salts. Iridic chloride also unites with
alkaline chlorides, forming iridio-chlorides,
which are all of dark brown colour. There
are three iodides of iridium analogous to the
chlorides, and three sulphides analogous to
the first three oxides. Iridic solutions give,
with ammonium or potassium chloride, a crys-
talline precipitate, which is distinguished from
the platinum precipitate by its reddish-brown
colour.

2. Min. : The Native Iridium of Jameson
is Iridosmine (q.v.).

i - rid 6s mine, s. [Mod. Lat. iridium);
ostium), with suff. -ine (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : An hexagonal opaque mineral of tin-
white or light steel-gray colour and metallic
lustre. Hardness, 6 to 7; sp. gr., 19-30 to
21-12. Compos. : iridium, 43*28 to 70*40

;

osmium, 17*20 to 40 85, &c. Found with
platinum in Choco in South America, also in
the Ural Mountains and in Australia. Varieties
Newjanskite and Sisserskite. (Dana.)

I'-rls (pi. i'-rl-def), *. [Lat. iris = Gr. Ipls
(iris) = rainbow.]

I. Ord. Lang. : The rainbow.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : The coloured portion of the eve
surrounding the black central pupil. It con-
sists of three layers, an anterior epithelial
layer, a posterior layer of pigment called the
uvea, and a middle fibrous layer.

2 Bot. ; The typical genus of the order
Indacese (q.v.). The perianth is regular its
segments unequal

; sepals large, stipulate,
reflexed

;
petals smaller, sub-erect, stipulate

'

stigmas three, very broad, petaloid. About
forty-eight are known, all from the north

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. «e, ce = e. ey = a, qu = kw.

'
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temperate zone. Two are British, Iris Pseuda-
corus, the Yellow Flag, common on river
banks, canals, &c, and /. fcetidissima, the
Fetid Tree or Roast-beef plant, with blue
purple flowers, and occurring chiefly in chalk
or limestone districts. Other species are es-

capes. The roasted
seeds of J. Pseudo-
corns are like coffee.

It is a diuretic pur-
gative and emetic, as
are I. tuberosa, I. ver-

sicolor, and I. verna.
' I. Florentina fur-

nishes the violet-

scented orris - root,
which is slightly
stimulating. It is

used in the prepara-
tion of the sweet- iris.

scented otto of roses.
I. ensata has been supposed to furnish the irisa

root of India. Dr. Stewart says that it is used
externally in the treatment of rheumatism. Iu
Chumba the root and leaves are given in fever.

The purple flowers of /. germanica aud /. sibi-

rica, treated with lime, furnish a green colour.
/. sibirica is anti-syphilitic ; I. fcetidissima is

said to be a cure for scrofula.

% The Peacock Iris is the genus Vieus-
seuxia, the Scorpion Iris /. alata, and the
Snake's-head Iris I. tuberosa, or Hermodactylus
tuberosus. The name iris is given to the genus
because of the variety and beauty of the
colours in the flowers.

3. Astron. : [Asteroid, 7J.

Iris-diaphragm, s.

Optics: A contractile diaphragm, simulat-
ing the action of the natural iris, to regulate
the size of the aperture in a microscope
through which light passes.

iris-disease, s. A skin disease (herpes

iris), appearing generally on the back of the
hands, and especially affecting children and
fair women. It extends in a radiated manner
in different shades of red, whence the name
iris.

iris-root, s.

Bot. & Comm. .- The same as Orris-root
(q.v.).

* l'-ris-at-ed, a. [Eng. iris; -ated.] Ex-
hibiting the prismatic colours ; resembling
the rainbow.

i'-ri-scdpe, s. [Gr. Tpis (iris) — the rainbow,
and a-Koiriu) (skoped) = to behold.]

Mach. : An instrument invented by Dr.
Reade for exhibiting the prismatic colours.
It consists of a plate of polished black glass,
having its surface smeared with a solution of
soap, and dried by wash-leather. If the breath
be directed through a tube upon the glass, the
vapour will be deposited iu coloured rays.

i'-rised, a. [Eng. iris; -ed.] Containing col-
ours like those of the rainbow.

ir'-ish, a. & s. [A.S. yrisc]

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to Ireland or its inhabitants
;

like an Irishman.
" Those early colonists who were proverbially said to

have become more Irish than Irishmen."

—

Macaulay :

Bint. Eng., eh. xii.

2. Pertaining to the Highlands of Scotland.
[Erse.]

B. As substantive

:

1. A native of Ireland ; in the pi., the people
of Ireland.

2. The Irish language.

* 3. An old game resembling backgammon.

Irish Church, *. [Church of Ireland.]

Irish-elk, ». [Elk.]

Irish-elm, s.

Bot. : Ulmus montana nigra.

Irish famine-fever, ». [Famine-fever.]

Irish-furze, s.

Bot. : Ulex strictus.

Irish-heath, s.

Bot. . Menziesia polifolia.

Irish-moss, s. [Caraoheen.]

Irish Presbyterian Church, s.

Ecclesiol. dt Ch, Hist. : A Presbyterian Church,
formerly called the Synod of Ulster, as having

its strength mainly within that province of

Ireland. Its members are mostly descended
from the Scotch Presbyterians, who came
over by invitation of James I., between 1609

and 1612, to colonize Ulster. [Irish Society.]
The Church still remains identical in doctrine

with the Scottish Establishment. In 1672

Charles II. conferred upon its members a small
"Regium Donum" (Royal Gift). This having
lapsed, was revived by William III. in 1690,

and continued till the passing of the Irish

Church Act in 1S71. Compensation was given

by the Act to the then living ministers en-

titled to the gift. By the spontaneous transfer-

ence of this money to the synod, the nucleus
of a Sustentation fund was obtained, and soon
considerably developed by voluntary contribu-
tions. By the census of 1901 the Presby-
terians of Ireland numbered 443,494, the
vast majority belonging to the Irish Presby-
terian Church. In the same year it had 36
presbyteries, 650 ministers, 569 congregations
106,121 communicants, 84,149 families, 8,488
Sunday-school teachers, and 99,263 scholars.

It raised for the year 1901-2, for all religious
and charitable purposes, £2*29,307.

Irish Society, ».

Hist. : A committee of citizens belonging to
twelve London Companies, invited by James I.

in 1613 to take part in cultivating the confis-

cated lands in Ulster, which, to th'j extent
of 511,465 acres, had become vested in the
Crown. The society in large measure built
Londonderry, though walls and bastions had
been erected there as early as 1609. They
largely colonized the county of the same name,
which was bestowed in honour of the twelve
London companies. The full title of the
society is the Honourable Irish Society.

Irish-whin, s. [Irish-furze.]

Ir'-ish ism, s. [Eng. Irish; -ism.] A mode
of expression or idiom peculiar to the Irish

;

an iricism.

Irish man, s. [Eng. Irish, and man.] A
native or naturalized inhabitant of Ireland.

* ir'-ish-r^, s. [Eng. Irish; -ry.] The people
of Ireland, as opposed to the English settlers,

known as the Englishry.
'

' Choosing rather to trust the winds and waves than
the exasperated Irishry."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.
xii.

lr'-ite, s. [Lat. iris — Gr. Ipts (iris)= the rain-

bow; sufi'. -ite (Miii.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Chromate (q.v.).

l-ri'-tis, i-rid-i'-tls, s. [Gr. tots (iris), genit.

ipiSos (iridos); suff. -itis (q.v.).

J

Path. : Inflammation of the iris, accom-
panied by vascularity, change in colour and
appearance, irregularity and immobility of
the pupil, with a visible aud varying amount
of lymph deposited in, on, and round the iris.

* irk, * irk-en, * yrke, * irk yn, v.t. & i.

[Sw. yrka = to urge, to press, from the same
root as work and urge.]

A, Trails. : To tire ; to weary ; to be irk-
some or wearisome to. (Now only used im-
personally. )

" It irks, high Dame, my noble Lords,
'Gainst ladye fair to draw their swords."

Scott ; Lay of the Last Minstrel, iv. 21.

B. Intrans. : To grow or become tired or
weary.

'

' To preehe also thou myght not yrke."~Myrc : In-
atructionsfor Parish Priests, 526.

irk'-some, * yrke-some, w, [Eng. irk;
-some.]

1. Wearisome, tiring, tedious
; tiresome by

long continuance or repetition.
" No higher recompence they seek

Than honeat maintenance, by irksome toil
Full oft procured."

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. vlii.

* 2. Sorrowful, sad, weary.

* 3. Weary ; tired.

" Yrkesome of life and too long lingrlng night."
Spenser: F. $.1.11.6.

irk -some-ly, * irk'-som-ly, adv. [Eng.
irksome; -ly.] In an irksome, tedious, weari-
some or tiresome manner.

"A bar of Iron so irksomly long. "—Guardian, No. 143.

irk'-some-ness, * yrke- som-nesse, s.

[Eng. irksome ; -ness.] The quality or state of
being irksome ; tediousness, weai-isomeness.

" The irksomeness and weariuess of a mind ruffled by
resentment."

—

Reid; Essays; On the Active Powers,
eh. v.

iron (as I-ernj, *iren, *yren, *yrene,
* yron, *ynm, * yzen, s. & a. [A.S., as

subst.,ireft, yren, isen, irsem, as adj., %ren,

yren, isen, isera ; O. S. isarn ; O. H. Ger. isarn,

isan, isen; M. H. Ger. isen ; N. H. Ger. eisen

;

Dut. ysen; Goth, eisam; IceLjarn; Dan. &
Sw. jern ; Ir. iarran, earran,, iarun ; Gael.,

as subst., iaruinn, iaruach, as adj., iaruinn,

iaruach; Wei. haiarn ; Arm. houarn.]

A. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II. 5.

(2) An article made of iron ; spec, one for

ironing clothes.

2

.

Fig. : Anything strong, hard, or unyielding.

II. Technically ;

1. Bot. : A minute quantity of ferric oxide,

Fe2 2l is necessary to the healthy growth of

plants.

2. Chem. : Ferrum, a metallic tetrad ele-

ment, symbol Fe, atomic weight 56', sp. grav.

of pure iron 7"8. Iron occurs nearly pure
or alloyed with nickel in meteorites, but
is generally found in combination with oxy-
gen and as a carbonate. It is widely diffused

in rocks, and often forms the chief colouring

matter of clays and sands. It also occurs
combined with sulphur. The chief ores used
for the manufacture of iron are Magnetite,
Haematite, Brown oxide, Spathic ore, and
Clay ironstone. The ore is first calcined, to

expel the water and carbonic acid and most of
the sulphur, and to convert the oxides to

peroxide, which prevents the waste of iron in

the form of slag. The calcined ore is then
smelted, with the addition of coke and lime-

| stone ; the limestone unites with the silica

i;
present and forms a fusible slag, whilst the
oxide of iron is reduced by the action of the
carbon monoxide. [Blast-furnace.] The
iron thus obtained is called cast or pig iron,

and is very impure. Pure iron is prepared by
placing four parts of fine iron wire, cut in

pieces, and one part of black oxide of iron in
a Hessian crucible, and covering it with a
mixture of white sand, lime, and potassium
carbonate in the proportions used for glass-
making ; a cover is then closely applied and
the crucible exposed to a very high tempera-
ture. Iron is a soft, tough, tenacious, malle-
able, ductile, white metal, not acted upon by
dry air; but it rusts in moist air containing
carbonic acid, forming a hydrate of the sesqui-
oxide. When heated to redness in the air, it

is coated with black magnetic oxide, PegO.^
It burns in oxygen gas, black oxide being
formed. Red-hot iron decomposes water, hy-
drogen being given off. Iron is magnetic ; it

is soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid and in
dilute sulphuric acid with evolution of hydro-
gen. Iron unites with oxygen, forming fer-

rous oxide FeO and ferric oxide Fe203. Inter-
mediate oxides are also known. The salts of
iron have already been described. The al-

chemists represented it by the symbol of
Mars 6*. [Ferrous, Ferric, Wrouqht-iron,
Steel.]

3. Geol. : Iron is widely diffused through
the rocks. Many are coloured red by its
oxides. It is also deposited from ferruginous
springs. [Iron-ore ; Boo Iron-ore.]

4. Hist. : Iron.is mentioned in the Bible as
early as Gen. iv. 22. Tubal Cain is described
as having been an " instructor of every artificer

in brass (copper) and iron." Ou the sepulchres
of the Egyptian Thebes, butchers are depicted
as sharpening their knives on a round bar vf
metal which, from being blue, is assumed to
be iron. The steel weapons in the time of
Barneses III. are also painted blue. There
are with them the representations of bronze
weapons, which are painted red. [Iron Age
(2).] Iron ore is said to have been discovered
in Mount Ida about B.C. 1406. The Romans
early knew it. There is so much iron ore in
India that it must have been known from
remote times. Iron mines came into operation
in Britain b.c. 54. The exportation of iron
was prohibited in 1354, and in 1483 the impor-
tation of such manufactured iron goods as
could be made at home was forbidden. In
1713 Darby introduced the general use of coal
instead of wood as fuel, a process which had
been practised by Lord Dudley in 1619. In 1783
Cort obtained a patent for rolling, and iu 17S4
for puddling iron. The hot blast was dis-
by Dalton in 1S27, and the Bessemer process
for converting crude iron into manufactured
iron and steel in 1856.

boll, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion-shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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5. Min. : Native iron occurs in masses or
smaller portions in meteorites. It is nearly
pure, still it contains one to twenty per cent.
of nickel with traces of cobalt, manganese,
tin, copper, chromium, phosphorus, &c. Whe-
ther unmeteoiic native iron exists is doubtful.
Specimens of ore so pure as to admit of direct
forging into horseshoes have been mined at
Shepherd's Mountain, in the Iron Mountain
district of Missouri, U.S. [Meteorite.]

6. Pharm. : In the haematin or colouring
matter of the blood G£ per cent, is iron.

When anaemia occurs, the administration of
iron is of much use. It acts also on the
nervous system. It often, however", causes
constipation, and sometimes also stains the
tongue and the teeth. It may be given in the
form of reduced iron lozenges, saccharine
carbonate of iron, compound mixture of iron,
a pill of carbonate of iron, iodide of iron, &c.

H (1) Iron Alum = Halotrichite ; Iron and
Manganese Tungstate = Wolfram ; Iron Anti-
monial Sulphuret = Berthierite ; Iron Apatite
= Zwieselite ; Iron Arsenate = (1) Pharmacosi-
derite, (2) Scorodite ; Iron Arsenide = Lblin-
gite; Iron Borate = Ludwigite or Lagonite

;

Iron Carbonate = Chalybite or Siderite ; Iron
Chromate = Chromite ; Iron Gymnite = Hy-
drophite ; Iron Magnetic Oxide = Magnetite

;

Iron Phosphate = (1) Vivianite, (2) Ludlamite ;

Iron Pyrites = Pyrites, or Pyrite (q.v.) ; Iron
Sesquioxide = (1) Haematite, (2) Gothite, (3)
Limonite, (4) Turgite ; Iron Silicate =s Lievrite

;

Iron Sinter = Pitticite ; Iron Sulphate= Mel-
anterite ; Iron Sulphide = (1) Pyrites, (2) Mar-
casite, (3) Pyrrhotite ; Iron Tungstate = Wol-
fram ; Iron "Vitriol = Melanterite.

(2) Carburet of Iron = Graphite ; Chloride of
Iron = Molysite ; Columbate of Iron = Tanta-
lite

; Cupreous Arsenate or Arseniate of Iron
= Scorodite ; Diarsenate of Iron = Pitta-
cite ; Magnetic Iron-ore = Magnetite ; Meteoric
or Native Iron [II. 5] ; Olagist Iron = Haema-
tite ; Oxalate of Iron = Humboldtine ; Oxide
of Iron = Haematite ; Oxydulated Iron = Mag-
netite ; Iron Sulphate = Melanterite ; Tanta-
late of Iron — Tantalite ; Titaniferous Iron —
Menaccanite.

(
B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Made of iron ; consisting to a
greater or lesser extent of iron.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Resembling iron in hardness. [Iron-
bound.]

"Though aged, he was so iron of limb.
Few of our youth could cope with him."

Byron : Siege of Corinth, xxv.

(2) In hardness and inflexibility.

"While Erin yet
Strove 'gainst the Saxon's iron hit."

Scott : Rokeby, iv, 6.

(3) In heaviness ; in mental dulness. [Iron-
witted.]

" Him Death's iron sleep oppressed." Philips.

(4) In power of endurance, in permanence.

(5) In absence of feeling.

(6) In wickedness. [Iron-age, 1.]

(7) In wretchedness.

T (1) In irons ; With iron fetters on the
hands, the feet, or both.

(2) To liave many irons in the fire : To carry

out many projects at the same time.

Iron age, s.

1. Class. Mythol. : The last of the four great

ages of the world described by Hesiod, Ovid,

&c. It was supposed to be characterized by
abounding oppression, vice, and misery.

2. Scientific archceol. : An age, the third in

succession, in which weapons and many other
implements began to be made of iron, stone
having been used for these purposes in the first,

and bronze in the second. As the advancement
of each tribe or people is not necessarily at the
same rate as that of their neighbours, the
Iron Age probably did not begin everywhere
simultaneously. In Denmark, and perhaps
some of the adjacent regions, it may have
commenced about the Christian era.

iron-bark, iron-bark tree, s.

Bat. : (1) Various Eucalypti : E. resinifera,

E. leucoxylon, E. melanophloia, &c. ; (2) Sider-
oxylon.

iron-block, s. A tackle-block with an
iron shell and strap.

iron-boat, s. A boat made of iron sheets,

riveted together.

iron-bottle, s An iron bottle with a.

screw-plug, for holding quicksilver. It is
made by swaging and drawing from a disc of
tough wrought-iron. After being brought by
swaging to the form of an open-ended cylinder,
it is put on a steel mandrel and driven through
holes of decreasing dimensions till it becomes a
long cylinder. The neck is pressed and twisted
into shape, and fitted with a screw-stopper.

iron-bound, «.

1. Lit. : Bound with iron.

2. Fig. : Surrounded or bounded with rocks :

as, an iron-bound shore.

iron-cage, &
Hist. : A cage of iron for the confinement of

criminals. Louis XI. of France imprisoned
the Cardinal de Balue in one of eight feet

square for an act of treachery and ingrati-

tude ; and, by one account, Timur similarly
treated the Sultan Bayazid I., after taking
him captive.

iron-cased, «. Cased with iron ; iron-
clad.

iron-chamber, s.

Puddling: That portion of the puddling-
fumace in which the iron is worked ; the re-

verberatory-chamber, the charge-chamber.

iron-chlorides, s. pi. [Ferric-chloride
;

Ferrous-chloride. ]

iron-cross, A cross of iron.

iron-crown.

T[ Order of the Iron Cross :

Her. & Hist. : A Prussian order of knight-
hood, instituted in 1813.

iron-crown, s. A crown of gold set with
jewels, made origin-

ally for the kings of
Lombardy, and de-
riving its name from
the fact that it en-

closed within its
round a circlet of
iron, said to have
been forged from one
of the nails used in the crucifixion of Christ.

It was supposed to confer upon the holder
sovereignty over all Italy.

1 Napoleon I. was crowned with it at
Milan on May 26, 1805.

iron-earth, s. [Blue iron-earth.]

iron-fiddle, s. A number of pieces of
iron wire, of different lengths, fixed at one
end, by whose vibration notes are produced.
(Rossiter.)

iron-fisted, a. Close-fisted, niggardly,
covetous, miserly.

iron-founder, s, One who makes iron
castings.

iron-foundry, iron-foundery, a, A
place where iron castings are made.

* iron framed, w. Made or framed of
iron ; hardy.

iron-froth, s.

Min. ; A variety of Haematite.

iron-furnace, s.

Metal. : A furnace in which iron-ore or the
metal is exposed to heat. The purposes and
construction are various.

iron-glance, s.

Min. : A crystallized variety of Heematite.
Called also Specular Iron (q.v.).

iron-gray, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Of a grayish hue, approximating
to the colour of freshly-fractured iron.

B. As subst. : A gray hue, approximating to
the colour of freshly-fractured iron.

* iron-handed, «. Harsh, severe, cruel.

iron-hat, «.

Old armour : A headpiece of iron, made in
the form of a hat, and worn from the twelfth
to the seventeenth century ; a steel-hat.

iron-hearted, a. Hard-hearted, harsh,
unfeeling, cruel.

" Think, ye masterB iron-hearted,
Lolling at your jovial boards."

Cotoper ; Negro's Complaint.
iron-horse, s.

1. A railway-engine.

2. A bicycle, or other velocipede.

"Mr. S. started on his tnird day's journey of the 650
miles ride on his ' iron-horse.' "—£cho, Oct. 29, 1876^

iron-iodide, s.

1. Chem. : Fe1 or Fel2.

2 Pharm. : It may be made into a syrup

and a pill. Given in scrofula, phthisis, &c.

iron-liquor, s. Acetate of iron ; used as

a mordant by dyers and calico-printers.

iron-lord, s. A great ironmaster.

iron-man, s.

Cotton-manuf. : A name applied to the self-

acting mule invented in 1825 by Roberts, of

Manchester.

iron-mask, s.

Hist. : A mask, not really of iron, but ofblack
velvet, worn by a mysterious state prisoner in

France in the seventeenth century. Who he
was is an unsolved historical problem.

iron natrolite, «.

Min. : A dark-green, opaque variety of Na-
trolite, having a fourth of the alumina replaceil

by oxide of iron.

iron-ochre, s.

Min. . A variety of Haematite.

iron-ore, s.

Min. ; Various minerals containing so large-

an amount of iron in their composition as to
be suitable for smelting. The chief are haema-
tite, limonite, and clay-ironstone, which occur
in extensive deposits in various parts of the
world.

If Argillaceous Iron-ore = Clay Ironstone
(q.v.) ; Arsenicated Iron-ore = Pharmacosi-
derite ; Axotomous Iron-ore = Menaccanite ;

for Bog Iron-ore, see Bog ; Brown Iron-ore =
(1) Limonite, (2) Gothite ; Calcareous Iron-
ore = Siderite ; Clay Iron-ore = Clay Iron-
stone ; Green Iron-ore = Dufrenite ; Jaspery
Iron-ore = a jaspery-looking red variety of
Clay Ironstone, and Lenticular Iron-ore one
with minute flattened concretions ; Magnetic
Iron-ore — Magnetite ; Micaceous Iron-ore =
Haematite ; Ochreous Iron-ore = (1) Haema-
tite, (2) Gothite ; Octahedral Iron-ore = Mag-
netite ; Pitchy Iron-ore = Pitticite ; Red Iron-
ore = Heematite ; Sparry Iron-ore = Siderite ;

Specular Iron-ore — Haematite ; Titaniferous
Iron-ore = Menaccanite. {Dana.)

iron-paper, s. A name given to ex-
tremely thin sheet-iron, which has been rolled
thinner than the finest tissue-paper.

iron-pipe, s. A pipe or tube made of
iron.

iron-pyrites, a. [Menaccanite.]

Tf Maguetic Iron-pyrites = (1) Pyrrhotite,

(2) Troilite ; Prismatic, or White Iron-pyrites
= Marcasite.

iron-rations, s. pi This term is applied
to the supplies taken and carried by the troops
themselves on service beyond the sea, when
detached from their transport. The ordinary
iron rations for two days should be 2 lbs. of
preserved meat and 2 lbs. of biscuits, supple-
mented in such a manner as circumstances,
admit. (Voyle.)

iron-rutile, s.

Min,; The ferriferous variety of Rutite
(q-v.).

iron-sand, s,

Min. : (1) Menaccanite
; (2) Magnetite.

iron-sheathed, a. Sheathed or cased!

in iron ; iron-cased, ironclad.

iron-shod, «. Shod with iron.

iron-shrub, s,

Bot. ; Sauvagesia erecta.

iron - sulphates, s. pi. [Ferric -sul-
phate ; Ferrous-sulphate.]

iron - sulphides, s. pi. [Ferrous-sul-
phide.]

iron-tree, s.

Bot. : (1) Siderodendron, (2) Parrotia persica*

iron-weed, s.

Bot. : The genus Vernonia.

* iron-witted, a. Unfeeling, insensible;
" I will converse with iron-witted fools."

Shakcsp. : IHchard III., iv. 2.

iron (as I'-ern), v.t. [Iron, s.]

1. To furnish or arm with iron.

2. To shackle or fetter with irons : to hand-
cuff.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce - e ; ey — a, qu — kw.
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Oxide of Iron (Hematite), from Germany. 3

4. Hydrate of Iron (Limonite), from Germany.
Oxide of Iron (Hematite), from
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3. To smooth with a smoothing-iron.
" Little starched Johnny Crown at his elbow he found,
His cravat-string new ironed."

Rochester : lYiul of the Poetsfor the Bays.

& [Engiron-clad (iron as l'-ern),
iron, and clad.]

A. As subst. : The system of plating ships
with iron was first tried on some of the French
floating batteries used at Kinburn in 1855

;

but, though the results were satisfactory, no
advance was made until 1858, when the French
again took the lead with the " Gloire," but
-were quickly followed by the first English
armoured vessels of the "Warrior" class, to

which were added, to strengthen the ironclad

fleet, altered wooden line-of-battle ships, such
as the "Royal Alfred," which were cut down
and plated. All the early vessels were con-

structed of wood, but the later specimens have
been built of iron framing, and few of the
modern ships arealike. The "Warrior" had
4£ inch iron plates tapering off to 3 inches to-

wards bow and stern, but her steering gear
was unprotected, and she had a projecting
/bow. The next pattern, such as the "Mino-
taur," was protected throughout with armour
of the same thickness, which covered the
steering gear, and in these models the bow was
made vertical or inclining inwards. At first

the plates were bolted on teak, with a thin
inner skin of iron, but later on this was
strengthened by- angle iron, and the plates
steeled. The thickness ranged from 4J inches,
with the "Warrior" class, tapering to 3 inches
at stem and stern, to about 3 feet with the
Italian " Duilio." The next change was to
thicken the belt along the water-line, and
in front of a central gun-battery, the ends of

which were also armoured and pierced on the
upper deck to fire fore and aft. In other
cases the guns were held in turrets, either

movable or fixed, nn each side of the central
line of the ship. Next came mastless turret-

ships, such as the " Devastation," their
armour being 14 to 18 inches thick, and
others, like the "Cyclops," with 12 inches.
This type of ship was admirable for fighting
purposes, the low freeboard presenting but
a small target, but it was found to be un-
healthy for the men, hence in our recently
constructed battleships we have reverted to
the high freeboard, while there has been a
great development of speed. The system of
mounting guns, too, has widely changed;
the tendency in our latest ships is to place
the heavy guns in pairs fore and aft in bar-
bettes or turrets, whilst the medium weapons
are disposed on the broadside. While we,
with the Germans, adhere to the hooded
barbette, the French and Americans have a
preference for the turret. In the disposition
of the guns, the French and Americans agree
with us, but the Germans prefer three pairs
of heavy guns, all placed on the keel-line.
In the earlier ironclads the guns were worked
by hand ; increased power and weight led to
the employment of hydraulic power, which
is being superseded by electricity.

B. .4s adjective

:

1. Armour-plated
; protected or covered

with plates of iron.

2. Of an extremely strict or rigorous char-
acter. (Chiefly Amer.)

Iron-er (iron as i'-ern), s. [Eng. iron, v.

;

-er.] Oue who irons.

* Iron-flint (iron as i'-ern), s. [Eng. iron,

and flint.]

Min. : Ferruginous quartz.

iron-heads (iron as I'-ern), s. pi [Eng.
iron, and heads.]

Bot.: Centaurea nigra.

i-ron'-ic, i-ron'-ic-al, a. [Fr. ironique,

from Low Lat. ironic'us, from Gr. eipu>vLit6<;

(eironikos) = dissembling ; Ital. &Sp. ironico.]

1. Pertaining to, containing, or of the
nature of irony ; saying one thing and mean-
ing another.

"The tone which Niebuhr calls iro
that of indifference and uncertainty."
Early Roman Hist. (1855), i. 252.

2. Addicted to or using irony.

deal is rather
-Lewis : Cred.

»-ron'-lC-al-ly, adv. [Eng. ironical;
In an ironical manner ; with irony.

-ly.]

l-ron ic-al ness, s. [Eng. ironical; -ness.]

The quality or state of being ironical.

Ironing (iron as i'-ern), pr. par., <*., k.s.
[Iron, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As sitbst. : The act of smoothing clothes,

&c, with an iron.

ironing-board, s.

Domestic: A board for laundry ironing,

sometimes having a special shape, as for

shirt-fronts, &c. [Sleeve-board.]

ironing-lathe, s.

Hat-making: A machine having mandrels

carrying blocks on which hats are mounted
for ironing.

ironing -machine, s. A machine for

ironing clothes, &c. Specific forms are made
for laundry work, for hat-ironing, for hosiery,

and for tailors.

*iron-ish (iron as i'-ern), a. [Eng. iron;
-ish.] Somewhat resembling iron.

" Some, who did thrust a probe or little stick into a
chink of the coffin, which bringing out some moisture
with it, found it of an ironish taste."

—

Wood: Athena
Oxon, ; John Colet.

*i'-r£n-lSt, s. [Eng. iron(ij) ;-ist.] One given
to using irony ; one who deals in irony.

"To send to the metaphorist for his allegories, to

the ironist for his sarcasms, &c."— JUartinus Scrib-

lerus : Art of Sinking, ch. xiii.

iron-master (iron as i'-ern), s. [Eng.

iron, and master.] A manufacturer of iron.

ironmonger (iron as i'-ern), s. [Eng.

iron, and monger.] One who deals in iron

wares or hardware.
" Obvious in the shops of blacksmiths, locksmiths^

gunsmtths, cutlers, clockmakers, ironmongers, and
others.' —Boyle : Works, lii. 485.

T[ The Ironmongers' Company is one of the
London City Companies. It was incorporated
by Edward IV. in 1463.

iron-mon-ger-y (iron as i'-ern), s. [Eng.
ironmonger; -y.] Ironware; hardware; such
iron goods as are usually kept for sale in
shops.

iron-mould (iron as i'-ern), s. [Eng.
iron, and moidd.] A spot on cloth caused by
iron rust.

iron-mould (iron as i'-ern), v.t, [Iron-
mould, s.] To spot or stain cloth, &c, by
touching it with iron rust.

* iron-sick (iron as i'-ern), «. [Eng. iron,

and sick.]

Naut. : A term applied to a ship when the
bolts and nails have become so corroded or
eaten with rust that she begins to leak.

iron-side (iron as i'-ern), s. [Eng. iron,

and side.) Originally one of the veteran
soldiers of Cromwell's army ; a hardy veteran.

iron-smith (iron as i'-ern), s. [Eng. iron,

and smith.] One who works in iron, as a
blacksmith, locksmith, &c.

iron-stone (iron as i'-ern), s. [Eng. iron,

and stone.]

Min. : A "stone" or mineral into the com-
position of which iron largely enters.

TT (1) For Clay Ironstone, see Clay.

(2) Blue Clay Ironstone = Vivianite
;

Brown Clay Ironstone exists in compact
masses, or in concretionary nodules ; it may
be pisolitic or oolitic. (Dana.)

ironstone-china, s. One of the con-
tributions of "Wedgwood to the ceramic ait.
The materials of the Staffordshire ware are
calcined flints and clay. The flints are burned
in kilns, and then, while hot, plunged into
water, by which they are cracked through
their whole substance. They are then ground
with water, in mills resembling the arrastra,
to the consistence of cream. The clay, from
Dorsetshire and Devonshire, is mixed with
water, and in this state, as well as the flint,

is passed through fine sieves to separate the
grosser particles. The flint and clay are now
mixed by measure, and the mixture is passed
again through a sieve for better incorporation.
In this state it is called slip, is evaporated to
a proper consistence, and tempered in the
pug-mill. Cups, pots, basins, and other round
articles are turned rough on the horizontal
potter's-wheel, and when half dried are again
turned in a lathe. They are then fully dried
in a stove, and polished up with coarse paper.

iron-ware (iron as i'-ern), ,

and ware.] Tools, utensils, &c.,

. [Eng. iron,

made of iron.

iron-wood (iron as i'-ern), *. [Eng. iron,

and wood.]

Bot : (1) Sideroxylon (Loudon); (2) various

species of Diospyros (ebony) ; (3) Metrosuleros

vera. That of North America (1) Ostrya vir-

ginica, and (2) Carpinus americana ; that of

Jamaica Erythroxylon areolatvm ; that of ftew

South "Wales Argyrodendron trifoliatum ; that

of Tasmania, Notelan ligustrina. Bastard

ironwood is Xanthoxylon Pterota, Black iron-

wood Olea undulata, and White Vep>ris lanceo-

lata. {Treas. of Bot.)

" After this I made a great heavy pestle or heater of

the wood called ironwood."—Defoe: Robinson Crusoe.

\>i. i.

iron-work (iron as i'-ern), *. [Eng. iron,

and work.]

1. Anything made of iron ; a general term

for those parts of a structure, vessel, carriage,

&c, which are made of iron.

"The smashing of some of the ironwork, and the
complete disablement of the steamer."—Daily News,
August 26, 1684.

2. (PI.): An establishment where iron is

manufactured, wrought, or cast into heavy
work, as cannons, rails, &c.

[Engiron-wort (iron as i'-ern),
and ivorL]

Bot. : (I) Siderites ; (2) Galeopsis Ladanum.

^[ Yellow ironwort

:

Bot. : Galeopsis villosa.

iron-y (iron as i'-ern), a. [Eng. iron; -i/.]

1. Made or consisting of iron ; containing
iron.

"The irony particles carried off."— Woodward: On
Fossils.

2. Resembling iron in any of its qualities or
characteristics : as, an irony taste.

i'-r6n-y, s. [Fr. ironie, from Lat. ironia,

from Gr. upweCa (eroneia) — dissimulation,
irony, from sipmv (eiron) = a dissembler

;

properly the pr. par. of eipa> (eiro) = to speak ;

Sp., Port., & Ital. ironia.] A mode of speech
in which the meaning is contrary to the words.
The intention is mildly to ridicule undue pre-
tensions or absurd statements while nominally
accepting them unquestionably.

"In Plato's comedy there is almost always some
under-current of bitterness ; It is irony, not joyous-
uess."—Lewes : JJhtory of Philosophy, i. 207.

* ir'-OUS, a. [Eng. ir(e); -ous.] Angry, wrath-
ful, choleric, passionate.

" An irous man, God send him litel might."
Chaucer: C. T., 7,597.

* irp, * Irpe, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A grimace

;

a contortion of the body.
"From Spanish shrugs, French faces, smirks, irps,

and all affected humours."—Jew Jonson: Cynthia's
Revels, v. 11.

* irp, adv.
tortions.

[Irp, s.] "With grimaces or con-

" Maintaine your station, hriske and irpe."—Den
Jonson : Cynthia's Revels, iii. 5.

ir-ra'-di-ance, lr-ra'-di-an-cy, s. [Lat.
irradians, pr. pr. of irradio = to irradiate
(q.v.).]

1. The quality or state of being irradiant

;

the act of irradiating ; emission of rays of
light upon any object.
" Love not the heavenly spirits, and how their love
Express they ?—by looks only, or do they mix
Irradiance I

"
Milton : P. L„ viii. 617.

2. That which irradiates or renders irra-
diant ; that which is irradiated.

" Supreme irradiance I speed the distant ray

:

Far speed the dawn of thy internal day."
Brooke : Universal Beauty, bk. vi.

* ir-ra'-dl-ant, a. [Lat. irradians, pr. par.
of irradio.] Emitting beams of light; irra-
diating.

" So bright the lamp of night, the constant moon
Oft thro' the fleecy cloud irradiant bends,
And to benighted lauds her influence lends."

Boyse : To Marcella.

* ir-ra'-di-ate,a. [Lat. irradiatus, pa. par. of
irradio = to cast beams on : ir- = in- = on
upon, and radius = a ray.] Irradiated, illu-
mined ; made brilliant or bright.

" Thou chief of bards, whose mighty mind
With inward light irradiate, mirror-like
The sov'reign planter's primal work displayed "

Mason : English Garden, bk. L

ir-ra'-di-ate, v.t. & i. [Fr. irradier : Sp
irradiar ; Ital. irradiare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Literally :

1. To illuminate or shed a light upon by

boll, bo"y; pout, j6wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon exist ph L-cian, -tian= shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious= shiis. -ble, -die, &cT= belfdel
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casting beams on ; to brighten ; to make
bright or brilliant.

" Such, poets feign, irradiated all o'er

The sun's abode on India's utmoBt Bhore."
Cowper : Elegy in. (Transl.)

* 2. To radiate into ; to penetrate by radia-

tion.

"Ethereal or Bolar heat must digeBt, influence, irra-
diate, and put those more simple parte of matter into
motion."—Sale: Orig. of Mankind.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To enlighten intellectually; to illuminate.
" So much the rather thou, celestial light
Shine inward, and the mind through alt her powers
Irradiate." Milton : P. L., lii. 52.

2. To brighten up, to cheer; to make to
appear bright.

" Such beauty did hiB looks irradiate."
Sherburne : Rape of Helen.

* 3. To decorate, to adorn.
" No weeding orphan saw his father's store
Our shrines irradiate, or imblaze the floor."

Pope: Elotsa to Abelard, 136.

* B. Intrans. : To emit rays, to shine.

ir-ra-<tf-a'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. irra-

diatus, pa. par. of irradio= to irradiate (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The act of irradiating or emitting beams
of light.

"Probably, therefore, it is, that the moon is illu-

minate by the bright irradiation and shining beams
of the sun."

—

P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 953.

(2) Illumination, brightness, irradiance.
" Sooner may a dark room enlighten itself, without

the irradiation of a candle."

—

South : Sermons,'vo\.viii.,
ser. 13.

2. Fig. : Intellectual illumination or light.
*' The means of immediate union of these intelligible

objects to the understanding, are sometimes divine
and supernatural, as by immediate irradiation or re-
velation."

—

Hale: Orig. of Mankind.

II. Technically

:

Optics, Astron., &c. : A curious phenomenon,
in virtue of which a star or any bright object
appears larger than it really is. If a thin
platinum wire be intensely heated by the pas-
sage of an electric current, it seems to a person
distant about fifty feet to be as thick as a
pencil. In this way the sun's diameter looks
larger than it is in the sky. {Forbes : Transit

of Venus (1874), p. 50.) While, however, a
white or a bright object on a dark ground
looks larger than it is, a black one on a bright
ground is diminished in apparent magnitude.

* ir-rad'-i-cate, v.t. [Lat. ir- for wi- = in,

on, and radicaUis, pa. par. of radicor= to
take root ; radix (genit. radicis) = a root.] To
fix by the root ; to fix firmly.

IT - ra'- tion - al, a. & s. [Lat. irrationalis,

from ir- for in- = not, and rationalis = ra-

tional (q.v.); Fr. irrationel; Sp. irracional;
Ital. irrazionale.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Void of reason or understanding.
" Discord first,

2. Not according to reason ; contrary to

reason ; absurd.
"It is equally irrational and uujust to deny them

the power of improving their minds as well as their
fortunes."

—

Burke: On the Penal Laws against the
Catholics.

II. Math. ; Any quantity which cannot be
exactly expressed by an integral number, or

by a vulgar fraction : thus, V 2 is an irra-

tional quantity, because we cannot write for

it either an integral number, or a vulgar frac-

tion ; we may, however, approximate to it as

closely as may be desired. In general, every
indicated root of an imperfect power of the
degree indicated, is irrational. Such quanti-
ties are often called surds.

* B. As subst. : A person devoid of reason
or understanding.

"For the poor shiftless irrationals."— Derham

:

Physico-Theology, bk. iv., ch. xii.

K Irrational is not so strong a term as
foolish : it is applicable more frequently to
the thing than to the person, to the principle
than to the practice

; foolish on the contrary
is commonly applicable to the person as well.

as the thing ; to the practice rather than the
principle. (Crabb : Eng. Syrion.)

* ir-ra-tion-al'-i-ty, s. [Eng. irrational;
-ity.] The quality or state of being irrational

;

want of reason or understanding.
"Which would bring on us the charge of irra-

tionality. "—Beattie : Moral Science, pt. iv., ch. ii.

ir-ra'-tion-al-ly, adv. [Eng. irrational;
-ly.] In an irrational manner ; without reason

;

contrary to reason ; absurdly.
"It may not irrationally be doubted. "—Boyle

:

Works, i 105.

* ir-ra'-tion-al-ness, ^. [Eng. irrational

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being irra-

tional ; irrationality.

* ir-re-biit'-ta-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. rebut; -able.] Incapable of being
rebutted or refuted. (Coleridge.)

* ir-re-cep'-tive, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. receptive (q.v.).] Not receptive; inca-

pable of receiving.

ir-re-claim'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. recla'imable (q.v.).]

1. Incapable of being reclaimed ; that can-

not be reclaimed or recalled from error or

vice ; incapable of being reformed.

"This unthankful, this irreclaimable people of

England."—Sharp: Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 1.

2. That cannot be reformed ; inveterate.
" Suchirreclaimable inclinations towhatis vltioua."

—GlanvUl : Pre-existence of Souls, ch. x.

* 3. That cannot be checked or repressed :

as, an irreclaimable fit of anger. (P. Holland.)

ix~re-claim'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. irreclaima-

ble); -ly.] In" an irreclaimable manner ; so as

not to admit of reformation ; obstinately.
" Others irreclabmably persist in their rebellion."—

GlanvUl : Aerial State.

* ir-rec-og'-niz-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in-

(2), and Eng. recognizable (q.v.).] Not recog-

nizable ; that cannot be recognized.

ir-rec-on-Cil-a-biT-i-ty, s. [Eng. irrecon-

cilable ; -ity ] The quality or state of being
irreconcilable ; irreconcilableness.

ir-rec-on-cU'-a-ble, * Ir-rec-6n-clle'-a-
ble, a. tfc s. [Fr. irreconciliable, from ir- =
in- = not, and reconcilier = to reconcile ; Sp.
irreconcilable; Ital. irreconciliabile.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Incapable of being reconciled, appeased,
or pacified ; implacable.

" To wage by force or guile eternal war
Irreconcilable to our grand foe,

Who now triumphs." Milton: P. L., i. 122.

2. Incapable of being made to agree, accord,
or harmonize ; incongruous, inconsistent, in-

compatible. (Followed by with, and formerly
also by to.)

"The manifest and irreconcileable repugnancy of
its doctrines."

—

Boyle : Works, iv. 190.

* 3. Incapable of being atoned for ; inca-
pable of atonement.

" That irreconcileable schism of perdition and apos-
tacy, the Roman antichrist."— Milton ; Reason of
Church Government., bk. i., ch. vi.

B. As subst. : One who cannot be recon-
ciled, appeased, or satisfied ; specif., a member
of a legislative assembly who will not work in
harmony with his fellow-members.

Ir-rec-6n-cil'-a-ble-ness, * Ir-rec-on-
Cile'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irreconcilable

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being irrecon-
cilable ; irreconcilability.

"That which long since I wrote, of the irreconcile-
ablenesse of Rome. —Bp. Hall : The Reconciler. (To
the Reader.)

ir-rec-dn-elr-a-bly, adv. [Eng. irrecon-

cilable); -ly.] In an irreconcilable manner;
in a manner not admitting of reconciliation.

"The doctors differ infinitely and irreconcileably."—Bp. Taylor: Dissuasive from Popery, pt. i., § 6.

* ir-rec'-6n-cfle
?

v.t. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),
and Eng. reconcile (q.v,).] To prevent or
hinder from being reconciled.

"As the object calls for our devotion, so it must
needs irreconcile us to sin." — Bp. Taylor: Life of
Christ, ili. 15.

* ir-rec'-on-clled, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),
and Eng. reconciled (q.v.).] Not atoned for,

not expiated.

"If a servant . . . die in many irreconciled iniqui-
ties."

—

Sfuike&p. : Henry V., iv. 1.

* ir-rec'-6n-cile-ment, s. [Pref. ir- =
in- (2), and Eng. reconcilement (q.v.).] "Want
of reconciliation ; irreconciliation.

*Ir-rec-on-cIl-i-a'-tion, s. [Pref. ir- =
in- (2), and Eng. reconciliation (q.v,).'} Want
of reconciliation, disagreement.

* ir-re-cord'~a-ble, «.. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. recordable (q.v.).] That cannot be

recorded ; incapable of being recorded ;
not

fit to be recorded.

ir-re-cov'-er-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. recoverable (q.v.).]

1 That cannot be recovered or regained ;

incapable of being recovered ;
not capable of

being recalled.

2. Incapable of being remedied, restored, or

made good ;
irreparable, irremediable.

"Gave apprehensions of some loss irrecoverable to

the province of Holland. " -Sir W. Temple: Memoirs,
1672-9.

* 3. Incapable of being escaped from or

avoided.

"Till they fall into irrecoverable damnation "—Bp,
Hall : Occasional Meditations, § 63.

Ir-re-COV'-cr-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irreco-

verable ; -ness.]' The quality or state of being
irrecoverable.

ir-re-cdv'-er-a-br$r, adv. [Eng. irrecovera-

ble) ; -ly.] In" an irrecoverable manner or
degree ; beyond recovery or remedy.

" dark, dark, dark amid the blaze of noon ;

Irrecoverably dark."
MUton: Samson Agonistes, 81.

* ir-re-cu'-per-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in-

(2), and Eng. recuperable (q.v.).]

1. Irrecoverable.
" Thus irrccupcrable joy is went."

Chaucer : Testament of Love, bk. i.

2. Irremediable, irreparable.
" What irrecuperable damage either to ub or them."—Sir T. Blyot : Governour, bk. i., ch. xxvii.

* ir-re-cu'-per-a-bly, adv. [Eng. irrecu-

perab(le) ; -ly.] Irrecoverably, irremediably,
irreparably.

* ir-re-ciired', a. [Pref. ir- — in- (2), and
Eng. recure = recovery.] Incapable of being
cured.

* ir-re-CUS/-a-ble, a. [Lat. irrecusabilisy

from ir- — in- = not, and recusabilis = that
should be rejected ; recuso — to reject, to de-
cline.] Not liable to exception.

"It is a proposition irrecusable."— Thomson : Laws
of Thought, p. 138.

ir-re-deem-a-bil'-i-tjr, s. [Eng. irredeema-
ble; -ity.] The quality or state of being irre-

deemable.

ir-re-deem'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. redeemable (q.v.)/] Not redeemable ;

not subject to be paid off at its nominal
value. Applied especially to a depreciated
currency.

ir-re-deem'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irre-

deemable ; -ness. ] The quality or state of being
irredeemable ; irredeemability.

lr-re-deem'-a-bly, adv. [Pref. ir-=in- (2),

and Eng. redeemably (q.v.).] So as not to be re-
deemed ; irrecoverably, irreparably ; beyond
redemption os recovery.

" But though past time be gone, we are not' to con-
sider it irredeemably lost,"—Blair : Sermons, vol. iii.,

ser. 3.

Ir - re - dent'- ist, s. & a. [Ital. (Italia) irre-

dent(a) : ir- = in- = not, and redenta, fern, of
redento, pa. par. of redimere = to redeem

;

Eng. surf, -ist]

A, As subst. : In Italian politics, one of the
party of the Left, in whose accession to office

in 1876 the cry of "Italia Irredenta," and
pledges in favour of the recovery of the unre-
deemed territory, were powerful factors. Un-
redeemed Italy was held to include Trieste

and the Trentino, in the occupation of Austria

;

the canton of Ticino, in Switzerland
; and Nice

and Malta, in the respective possession of
France and England. The taking office by the
Left was viewed with alarm in many coun-
tries, especially in Austria, where the pre-
cautionary measurewas taken of strengthening
and garrisoning the fortresses on the Italian
frontier. The movement, however, had no
solid foundation in the feeling of the Italian
people.

" If the Italian Government has little to fear from
the Irredentists, the Austrian Government has still
Jess."—Saturday Review, Dec. 80, 1882, p. 845.

B. As adj. : Belonging to, or in any way
connected with the Irredentists.

'

'
An attack on the office of a newspaper which advo-

cates the Irredentist cause."—Saturday Review Aue
25, 1883, p. 234. h ~

ir-re-duc'-i-ble, «. [Pref. ir- = in- (2)
and Eng. reducible (q.v.).] Not reducible;

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oe = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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incapable of "being reduced, or brought into a
certain state, condition, or form.

"These observations seem to argue the corpuscles of
air to be irreducible into water."

—

Boyle : Works, i. 60.

* Sr-re-duc'-l-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irredu-

cible; -ness.] The quality or state of being
irreducible.

* ir-re-duc'-i-bly, adv. [Eng. irreducible);

-ly.] In a manner not reducible ; so as not to

be reducible.

* ir-re-duc-tl-bil'-l-ty, s. [Eng. irreduct-

ible ; -ity.] The quality or state of being irre-

ductible or irreducible.

* ir-re-duc'-tl-ble, a. [Fref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. reductible (q.v.).] Irreducible.

* ir-re-flec'-tionf s. [Pref. ir- — in- (2),

and Eng. reflection(q.v .).] Want or absence of

reflection. {Brougham.)

* ir-re-flec'-tive, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. reflective (q.v.).] Not reflective.

fr-ref-ra-ga-biT-i-ty, s. [Fr. irrefragabilite,

from irrefragable.] The quality or state of

being irrefragable ; irrefragableness.

ir-reff'-ra-ga-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. irref-

ragabilis'= not to be withstood : ir- — in- =
not, and refragor= to oppose, to withstand ; Sp.

irrefragable ; Ital. irrefragabile.] Not refrag-

able ; incapable of being refuted or confuted
;

undeniable, incontestable, indubitable.
" By these inscriptions of irrefragable and undeni-

able antiquitie."—Evelyn : Sculptura.

Xr-ref'-ra-ga-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irrefrag-

able; -ness.]
' The quality or state of being

irrefragable ; incapable of being refuted ; in-

contestability.

ir-reff -ra-ga-bly, adv. [Eng. irrefragable)

;

-ly.] In "an irrefragable manner ; in a manner
not admitting of being contested or refuted

;

with force or strength above refutation.

"So dearly and irrefragably proved."—South ; Ser-
mon*, vol. iv., ser. 6.

* ir-re-fran'-gi-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. refrangible (q.v. ).j Not refrangible

;

not to be broken or violated.

ir-re-fuf-a-ble, ir-ref'-u-ta-ble, a.

[Pref. ir- = in- (2% and Eng. refutable (q.v.).]

Incapable of being refuted or disproved.
" I can return to it a foil and irrefutable answer."—

More: Antidote against Atheism. (Pref.)

jEr-re-fat'-a-bly, ir-ref'-u-ta-bly, adv.

[Eng. irrefutable);- -ly.] In an irrefutable
manner ; so as not to be refuted ; irrefragably.

*ir-re-gen'-er-a-9y, s. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. regeneracy (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being unregenerate ; irregeneration.

Ir-re-gen-er-a'-tion, s. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. regeneration (q.v.).] The quality or
state of being regenerate ; an unregenerate
state.

Ir-reg'-u-lar, a. & s. [Lat. irregularis : ir-

= i?i- — not, and re^'ularis = according to
rule ; regula = a nil s ; Fr. irregulier ; Sp.
irregular; Ital. irregolare.]

A. As adjective

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Not according to rule or common form :

as, an irregular building.

2. Not according to established rules, prin-
ciples, customs, or usage : as, irregular pro-
ceedings at a meeting.

3. Not according to the rules or principles
of arc : as, an irregular verse.

4. Not in conformity with the law ; not
strictly legal.

"The Declaration of Right, an instrument which
was indeed revolutionary and irregular."—Macaulay :

Hitt. Eng., cb. xi.

5. Not conformable to nature, or the usual
course of natural laws ; unusual.

"Whatever in those climes he found
Irregular in sight or sound
Did to his mind impart
A kindred impulse. Wordsworth: Ruth.

6. Not in conformity with the laws of moral
rectitude ; immoral, vicious : as, an irregular
life.

y

7. Not straight, not direct.
" Theplaceof meeting was aflowery meadow, through

which a clear stream murmured in many irregular
meanders. —Jones : A rcadia.

8. Not uniform : as, irregular motion.

IL Technically:

1. Bot. (Of a corolla, <&.).* Having its sym-
metry destroyed by some inequality of parts,

as the corolla of the horse-chestnut, that of

the violet, &c.

2. Geom. : Applied to a figure, whether
plane or solid, whose sides as well as angles
are notall equaland similar amongthemselves.

3. Gram. : Deviating from the common or
regular form in respect to the inflectional ter-

minations.

i. Music : Applied to a cadence which does
not end upon the tonic chord.

5. Mil. : Undisciplined ; not embodied
according to regular form : as, irregular
cavalry.

6. Nat. Science : Not symmetrical ; not ac-
cording to the typical form of the species,
genus, order, &c, to which it belongs.

B. As subst. ; One who does not conform to
established rule; specif., a soldier not under
regular discipline. [A. II. 5.]

U Irregular, that is literally not regular,

marks merely the absence of a good quality
;

disorderly, that is literally out of order, marks
the presence of a positively bad quality.
What is irregular may be so from the nature
of the thing ; what is disorderly is rendered so
by some external circumstance. Things are
planted irregularly for want of design ; the
best troops are apt to be disorderly in a long
march. Irregular and disorderly are taken in

a moral as well as a natural sense.

irregular-bones, 5. pi.

Anat. : Bones of a complex figure, as verte-

bras. Generally they are situated along the
median line of the body. Called also mixed
bones.

irregular-echinoids, s. pi.

1. Zool. : Echinoidea exocyclica, one of two
groups of Echinoidea (Sea-urchins). They are
generally oblong, pentagonal, heart-shaped, or
discoidal, having no masticatory apparatus

;

they have the anus outside the apical disc,

and but four genital plates. The Irregular

Echinoids are divided into eight families—
Echinoconidse, Collyritidge, Echinonidse, Echi-
nobrissiclse, Echinolampadse, Clypeastridse,
Ananchytid.se, and Spatangidee.

2. Palmont. : (See the several families).

irregular-reflection, s.

Optics : Reflection in all directions.

* ir-reg'-U-lar-Ist, s. [Eng. irregular ; -ist.]

One who is irregular. (Baxter.)

ir-reg-u-lar'-i-ty, s. [Fr. irregularity from
Lat. irregularis = irregular (q.v.).

1. The quality or state of being irregular

;

deviation from regularity ; want of regularity
or conformity to established rules, usage, or
practice ; deviation from a straight line.

" I found it necessary to distinguish those irregu-
larities that are inherent in our tongue."—Johnson:
Eng. Diet. (Pref.l

2. That which is irregular ; that which de-
viates from the rest ; an inequality : as, an
irregularity on the surface.

3. A deviation from law, human or divine>
or from moral rectitude ; irregular, disorderly,
or immoral practices.

" He . . . had been distinguished there only by his
irregularities."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

4. An impediment to taking holy orders.

(Wharton.)

lr-reg'-U-lar-ly, adv. [Eng. irregular; -ly.]

In an irregular manner ; without or contrary

to method, rule, or order.
" The abodes of men irregularly massed."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. viii.

* lr-reg'-u-late, v.t. [Lat. ir-= in- (2)
—

not, and regulatus, pa. par. of regulo = to regu-

late (q.v.).] To make irregular, to throw out
of order, to disorder.

" Its fluctuations are but motions subservient, which
winds, shelves, and every interjacency irregulates."—
Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. vii., ch. xvii.

* ir-reg'-ii-lous, a. [Lat. ir- = in- = not

;

regula = a" rule, and Eng. aclj. suff. -ous.] Law-
less, unprincipled, licentious.

"Conspired with that irregulous devil, Cloten."
Shahesp. : Cymbeline, iv. 2.

* ir-re-ject'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. resectable (q.v.).] That cannot be re-

jected.

"The latter (Anninians) deny it to be irrejectable."
—Boyle : Works, i. 278.

* ir-re-laps'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2)

;

Eng. relaps(e), and -able.] Not liable to relapse.

(More.)

*ir-re-la'-tion, s. [Pref. ir- - in-(2), and Eng.

relation (q.v.).] The quality or state of being

irrelative ; want of relation or connection.

* ir-rel'-a-tive, a. & s. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng." relative (q.v.).]

A. As adj. ; Not relative ; not connected
with other things ; single, unconnected.

" And from this last noted head, ariseth that other.

of joining causes with irrelative effects."

—

QlanvUl:
Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch. xii.

B. .4s subst. : That which is not relative or

connected.

* Ir-rel'-a-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. irrelative

;

-ly.] Unconnected!)'.

"The severed leaves and portions of scripture dc*

irrelatively betray and evidence their own heavenly
extraction."—Boyle : Works, ii. 276.

ir-reT-e-vancef Ir-rel'-e-van-cy, s.

[Eng. irrelevant); -cy.] The quality or state

of being irrelevant : as, the irrelevance of an
argument.

ir-rel'-e-vant, a. [Pref. ir- — in- (2) ; Eng.
relevant (q.v.).] Not relevant; not applicable

or pertinent ; not serving to illustrate or sup-
port.

" Most of them were of an irregular and irrelevant
nature."—Burke: Charges against Warren Hastings.

ir-rel'-e-vant-ly, adv. [Eng. irrelevant ; -ly.}

In an irrelevant manner ; not pertinently.

* ir-re-lieV-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. relievable (q.v.).] Not relievable ; that
cannot be relieved.

ir-re-llg'-ion, 5. [Fr.] "Want of religious

feeling ; contempt of religion ; impiety, un-
godliness.

"The accusation of irreligion brought against him
is not sufficiently made out.' —Jortin : Eccles. History.

* ir-re-lig'-ion-lSt, s. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. religionist (q.v.).] One who is destitute
of religious feeling ; an irreligious or ungodly
person.

ir-re-llg'-ious, a. [Fr. irreligieux, from Lat.
irreligiosus, from ir- = in- = not, and religiosus

= religious ; Ital. & Sp. irreligioso.]

1. Destitute of religious feelings or prin-
ciples ; contemning religion ; impious, un-
godly.

" And it seldome or neuer chaunceth that any mao
is ao irreligious."—Ooldinge : Cmar, fo. 158.

2. Contrary to religion or religious prin-

ciples ; impious, ungodly, profane, wicked.

"There is nothing so irreligious but a violent pas-
sion may betray men to. "—StiUingfleet : Sermons, vol.
t, ser. 10.

^1 Irreligious is negative
; profane and im-

pious are positive, the latter being much
stronger than the former. All men who are
not positively actuated by principles of re-
ligion are irreligious. Profanity and impietp
are, however, of astill more heinous nature ;

they consist not in the mere absence of regard
for religion, but in a positive contempt of it

and open outrage against its laws. When
applied to things, the term irreligious seems
to be somewhat more positively opposed to
religion : an irreligious book is not merely
one in which there is no religion, but that
also which is detrimental to religion, such as.

sceptical or licentious writings : the profane
in this case is not always a term of reproach,,

but is employed to distinguish what is ex-
pressly spiritual in its nature, from that
which is temporal : the history of nations is

profane, as distinguished from the sacred
history contained in the Bible. On the other
hand, when we speak of a profane sentiment,
or a profane joke, profane lips, and the like,

the sense is personal and reproachful ; im-
pious is never applied but to what is personal,
and in the worst sense. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.y

lr-re-lig'-ious-ly, adv. [Eng. irreligious;
-ly.] In an irreligious manner; profanely,
impiously ; with irreligion or impiety.

" To perform holy duties irreligiously."—Milton .*

Civil Power in Eccles. Causes.

Ir-re-llg'-ious-ness, s. [Eng. irreligious;
-ness.] The quality or state of being irre-
ligious ; irreligion, ungodliness,

•' More especially the ein of irreligioumess and pro-
phaneness.'— WUkins : Nat. Religion, bk. ii., ch. vi.

*ir-rem'-e-a-ble t a. [Lat. irremeabilis, from
ir- = in- = not, and remeabilis = returning

;

boll, boy; pout, jo\Vl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion — zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = snus. -ble, -die, &c. - t el. de\
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remeo = to return :re- = back,andmeo = to go.]

Admitting of no return ; not permitting the
retracing of one's steps.

" Forbid to cro?s the irremeable flood."
Pope: Homer; Iliad xxiii. 02.

ir-re-me'-di-a-bl©, «. [Fr., from Lat. irre-

mediabilis, froiiiir-=i/i-=not, and remediabilis
= remediable (q.v.) ; Sp. irremediable; Ital.

irremediabile .]

* 1. Incapable of being cured or healed

;

incurable.
"Irremediable pain3."

—

Rambler, No. 165.

2. Incapable of being remedied, corrected,

or redressed.

"By deficiencies and inconveniences I here mean
those things, which are wont to be complained of, and
not irremediable."—Boyle: Works, iii,, 350.

ar-re-me'-dl-a-fole-neSS, s. [Eng. irreme-
diable; -ness.] ' The quality or state of being
irremediable.

ar-re-me'-di-a-bly, adv. [Eng. remediable)

;

-ly.] In an irremediable manner ; in a man-
ner that precludes remedy or cure; incurably,

irretrievably.
" Leave him irremed-'.ably in the condition he hath

brought himself into."

—

Sharp : Hermans, vol. iii., set.

11.

*ir-re-mfes'-i-ble,*ir-re-miss-a-ble, a.

[Fr., from Low Lat. irremissibilis, from ir- —
in- = not, and rem/issibilis = that may or can
be remitted, from remissus, pa. par. of remitto
= to remit (q.v.).] That cannot be remitted,
forgiven, or pardoned ; unpardonable.

"His other heresy that euery deadly sin after bap-
tisme should be irremissible."— Sir T. More: Works,
p. 644.

* ir re-miss -i ble-ness, s. [Eng. irremissi-
ble ; -ness.] The quality or state of being irre-

missible.
" Thence arises the aggravation and irremissibleness

of the sin against the Holy Ghost."

—

Hammond

:

Works, voL i., p. 46".

** lr-re-miss'-i-bly, adv. [Eug. irremissi-

b(Jl/) >' -ty-] In an irremissible manner or de-
gree ; uupardonably.

* ir-re-miss'-ioa (ss as sh), s. [Pref. ir- =
in- (2), and Eng. remission (q.v.).] The act of re-

fusing or delaying to remit or pardon. (Donne.)

* ir-re-miSS'-ive,a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. remissive (q.v.).] Not remissive ; not
remitting ; unforgiving.

* ir-re-mitt'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. remittable (q.v.).] That cannot be
remitted or forgiven ; unpardonable.

" The sinne against the Holie Ohost, which they call
irremittable."—Holinslied : Scotland (an. 1569).

* ir-re-mdv-a-bll'-l-ty, s. [Pref. irremov-

able ; -ity.] The quality or state of being irre-

movable.

"* ir-re-mdv'-a-ble, * ir-re-move-a-ble,
a. [Pref. ir-'= in- (2), and Eng. removable
<q.v.)-]

1. Not removable ; that cannot be removed

;

immovable, unalterable.

"Constant devotion and irremoveable pietie to his
Prince."

—

P. Holland : Suetonius, p. 231.

2. Immovable, inflexible, determined.
" Hee's irremoveable.

Resolved for flight."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 3.

"* Ir-re-mdv'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irre-

movable ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
irremovable ; irremovability.

3r-re-mdv'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. irremovable)

;

-ly.] In an irremovable manner ; so as not to
be moved ; inflexibly, unalterably.

" But above all, so firmly and irremoveably fixed to
the profession of the true Protestant Religion."—
Evelyn: Miscel. Newsfrom Brussels.

-* ir-re-mAv'-al, s. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. removal (q.v.).] Absence or want of re-

moval ; the state of not being removed.

** ir-re-mu'-ner-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in-

(2), and Eng. remunerabU (q.v.).] Not re-

munerate ; incapable of being remunerated
or rewarded.

"* ir-re-ntf^rned', a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. renowned (q.v.).] Not renowned; not
celebrated, unrenowned.

ir-rep-a-ra-bil'-i-ty; s. [Eng. irreparable;
-ity.] The state or quality of being irrepar-
able

; incapacity or impossibility of repair or
recovery.

ir-rep'-a-ra-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. irrepa-
rabilis — that cannot be repaired or restored :

ir- = in- = not, and reparo = to repair (q.v.)
;

Sp. irreparable; Ital. irreparabile.]

1. Incapable of being repaired or remedied

;

irremediable ; incurable.
" Run into the most irreparable and pernicious dis-

orders."

—

Derham: Astro-Theology, bk, vi.,ch. i.,p. laa.

2. Incapable of being recovered or regained

;

irretrievable.

"War hath determined us, and foiled with loss
Irreparable." Milton : P. L., ii. 331.

Ir-rep'-a-ra-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irreparable ;

-ness.] 'The" quality or state of being irrepar-

able.

ir-rep'-a-ra-bly, adv. [Eng. irreparable)

;

-ly.] Iii an irreparable maimer ; incurably
;

irretrievably ; beyond recovery or remedy.
" We find such adventures to have sometimes be-

fallen artists irreparably."—Boyle : Works, t 331.

* ir-re-peal-a-bil'-i-tyf s. [Eng. irrepeal-

able ; -ity.] The quality or state of being ir-

repealable.

* ir-re-peal'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. repealable (q.v.).] Not repealable

;

incapable of being legally repealed ; irrevoc-
able.

" Such are the confidents that ingage their irrcpeal-
able &3seut3."—0la?jvill : Vanity of Dogmatizing, ch.
xxiii.

* Ir-re-peal'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irrepeai-

able; -ness.] The quality or state of being ir-

repealable ; irrepealability.

* ir-re-peal'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. irrepeal-

abl(e) ; -ly.) So as not to admit or be capable
of repeal.

* ir-re-pent'-an9e, s. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. repentance (q.v.).] Want of repent-
ance or penitence ; impenitence.

" There are some dispositions blame-worthy in men,
... as unchangeableness arid irrepentance."— Bp.
Hall : Select Thoughts, 9 47.

* ir-re-pla^e'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in (2),

and Eng. rep>laceable (q.v.).] That cannot be
replaced.

" That reserve which is necessary whenever general
use of such incomparable and irreplaceable gems of
art is advocated."—Atherueum, Sept. 2, 1882.

Ir-re-plev'-i-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. repleviable (q.v.).]

Law : Incapable of being replevied.

ir-re-plev'-is-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- — in- (2),

and Eng. replevisable (q.v.).]

Law : The same as Irrepleviable (q.v.).

ir-rep-re-hen'-si-ble, a. [Ft., from Lat.
irreprehensibilis, from ir- = in- = not, and re-

prehensibilis — reprehensible (q. v.).] Not
reprehensible ; free or exempt from blame

;

blameless.

"Ti3 irreprehensible in physitiaus to cure their
patient of one disease, by casting him intc another,
less desperate."

—

Glanvill: Vanity of Dogmatising, ch.
xxii,

lr-rep-re-hen'-si-ble-ness, s. [Eng.
irreprehensible; -ness.] The quality or state
of being irreprehensible.

ir-rep-re-hen'-sl-bly, adv. [Eng. irre-
prehensib(le) ; -ly.] In an irreprehensible man-
ner ; so as not to incur blame.

* ir-rep-re-gent'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- =
in- (2), and Eng, representable (q.v.).] Not re-

presentable ; incapable of being represented.
" God'3 irrepresentable nature doth hold against

making images of God."—Stillingjteet.

ir-re-press'-i-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. repressive (q.v.).] Not repressible ; in-
capable of being repressed, restrained, or kept
under control.

ir-re-press'-i-bly, adv. [Eng. irrepressi-
ble); -ly.] In an irrepressible manner or
degree.

ir-re-proa9h'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- — in- (2),
and Eng. reproa'chable (q.v.).] Not reproach-
able

; not deserving of or calling for reproach
or blame ; free from reproach or blame ; blame-
less, upright, innocent.

" His intentions were irreproachable."—Beattie .' On
Truth, pt. iii., ch. iii.

f For the difference between irreproachable
and blameless, see Blameless.

ir-re-pr6a9h'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irre-
proachable; -net's.] The quality or state of
being irreproachable.

Ir-re-prdach'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. irreproach-

able); -ly.] In "an irreproachable manner; in

a manner beyond reproach or blame ; blame-

lessly ; faultlessly.
" From this time, says the monk, the bear lived ir-

reproachably."—Addison : Switzerland.

ir-re-prov'-a-ble, a. [Fr.] Not deserving
or calling for reproof or censure ; blameless,

unblamable, irreproachable.
" Not only all other way3 are dangerous and unpas-

sable, and this irreproveable, but also that there Ls

direct evidence enough to prove it solid and rational."
—Glanvill : Pre-existence of Souls, ch. V.

ir-re-pr6v'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irreprov-

able ; -ness.]' The quality or state of being
irreprovable ; freedom from blame, censure,
or reproof ; blamelessness.

ir-re-prdv'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. irreprovab(le)

;

-ly.] In an" irreprovable or irreproachable
manner.

* lr-rep-tl'-tious, a. [Lat. irrepto, freq.

from irrepo = to creep in : ir- = in- = into,
and repo = to creep.] Crept in ; secretly or
privately introduced ; surreptitious.

* ir-rep'-u-ta-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. reputable (q.\.).~\ Not reputable ; disre-
putable.

" It's very irreputable for a young woman to gad
Sf(

about to men's lodgings."—Female Tatler, No. 4.

* ir-re-sil'-I-ent, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. resilient "(q.v.).] Not resilient.

* ir-re-$zst'-an9e, 5. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. resistance (q.v.).] Forbearance to resist

;

non-resistance
;

passive submission or obe-
dience.

t ir-re-slst-i-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. irresistible

;

-ity.] The quality or state of being irresistible.
" In what bold colours has the Poet drawn his im-

petuosity and irresistibility/"—Lewis: Statius, bk. x.
(Note.)

ir-re-sist'-I-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. resistible (q.v.).] Not resistible ; that
cannot be resisted ; incapable of being suc-
cessfully resisted or withstood ; superior to
opposition or resistance.

"But James supposed that the primate was struck
dumb by the irresistible force of reason."

—

Maeaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

ir-re-sist'-l-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irresistible

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being irre-

sistible.

" For the remotenesse, violence, irrcsistiblenesse of
the blow, are the enemies of the church described by
the speare and dart."

—

Bp. Hall: Defeat of Cruelty.

ir-re-sist'-5-bly, adv. [Eng. irresistible);
-ly.] "*In an irresistible manner ; in a manner
or degree not admitting of resistance.

" For irresistibly their power presides
In all events, and good and ill divides."

Wilkie : Epigoniad, bk. vii.

^Ir-re-sist'-less, a. [Pref. ir-— in- (intern.),

and Eng. resistless (q.v.). ] Resistless : incapable
of being resisted or withstood ; irresistible.

" When beauty in distress appears.
An irresistless charm it bears."

Talden : In Allusion to Horace, bk. ii., ode 4.

* ir-res'-O-lu-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),
and Eng. resoluble (q.v.).]

1. Incapable of being resolved or dissolved
;

incapable of resolution into parts : indisso-
luble.

"I know it may be here alledged, that the produc-
tions of chemical analyses are simple bodies, and upon
that account irresoluble."—Boyle : Works, iv. 74.

2. Incapable of being released or relieved,
as from guilt.

" The second is in the irresoluble condition of our
souls after a known sin committed. "

—

Bp. Hall : Cases
of Conscience, dec. 3, case 9.

* ir-res-6-lu-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irresolu-
ble; -ness.] The quality or state of being ir-
resoluble ; resistance to separation of parts.

*' Quersetanus has thi3 confession of the irresoluble-
ness of diamonds."

—

Boyle : Works, i. 514.

ir-res'-6-lutet a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and Eng.
resolute (q.v.).] Not resolute ; not iirm or con-
stant in purpose ; not decided or determined
wavering, hesitating, vacillating, undecided. '

" Weak and irresolute is man."
Cowper : Human Frailty.

Ir-res'-o-lute-ly, adv. [Eng. irresolute; -ly ]In an irresolute, hesitating, or waverino- man-
ner ; with hesitation.

"Between the incompatible objects on which his

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot
or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fuU; try, Syrian, se, ce= e; ey=a. qu = kw.
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"Ir-Tes'-o-lftte-liesS, s. [Eng. irresolute;

-ness.] The quality or state of being irreso-

lute ; want of firmness of purpose ; hesita-

tion, irresolution.

ir-res-o-lu'-tion, s. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. resolution (q.v.).] Want of resolution or

firmness of purpose ; want of decision ; inde-

cision ; hesitation ; fluctuation or wavering of

the mind.
"He had by his irresolution forfeited the favour of

William."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvii.

-* ir-re-§olv-a-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. irresolva-

ble ; -ity.] The quality or state of being irre-

solvable.

ir-re-solv'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. resolvable (q.v.).] Incapable of being
resolved.

** ir-re-solv'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irresolv-

able ; -iiess.] The quality or state of being
irresolvable ; irresolvability.

* lr-re-sblved', a. [Pref. ir-=in- (2), and
Eng. resolved (q.v.).] Not resolved, not
settled in opinion, undetermined.

"While a person is irresolvedj he suffers all the force
of temptation to call upon him."—Stillingfieet: Ser-

mons, vol. iv., ser. 11.

* lr-re-solv'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. irresolved;

-ly.] Without settled opinion ; hesitatingly,

doubtfully.

"Divers of my friends have thought it strange to

hear me speak so irresolvedly."—Boyle ; Works, iii. 198.

lr-res-pect'-ive, a. TPref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. respective (q.v.).]

1. Not respective or having regard to cir-

cumstances or conditions ; regardless of cir-

cumstances ; not making distinction or differ-

ence.
"The execution of that decree ... Is equally free

-and irrespective."—South ; Sermons, vol. viii., ser. xiii.

* 2. Not respectful, not showing respect.

"Irreverend and irrespective behaviour."

—

Sir G. C.

Xewis. {Annandale.}

% Irrespective of is used prepositionally in

the sense of not having regard or respect to;

leaving out of account : as, Irrespective of that,

there are other reasons,

lir-res-pect'-Ive-lsr, adv. [Eng. irrespective ;

-ly.] Without regard to circumstances or con-

ditions.
" Can he ascribe this reprieve to anything hut to

mercy, to mere undeserved mercy, that places the
marks of its favour absolutely and irrespectively upon
whom it pleasesV—South: Sermons, vol. viL, ser. XL

* ir-res'-pir-a-ble, * ir-res-pir'-a-ble, a.

[Pref. ir- = in- (2), and Eng. respirable (q.v.).]

Not respirable ; not fit for respiration.

* Ir-re-Spons-i-bil'-l-t^, s. [Pref. ir- — in-

(2), and Eng. responsibility (q.v.).] Want of
responsibility ; freedom from responsibility.

xr-re-spons'-i-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. responsible (q.v.).]

1. Not responsible ; not answerable ; not
liable to be called to account.

" They left the crown, what, in the eye and estima-

j iion of law, it had ever been, perfectly irresponsible."—Burke : On the French Revolution.

2. Not trustworthy ; not to be relied on or

trusted.
" What a dangerous thing therefore is it for men to

intrust such a treasure as their innocence and religion
in such irresponsible hanas."

—

Scott : Christian Life,

ipt. i., ch. iv.

" ir-re-spdns'-I-bl^, adv. [Eng. irrespon-

sible); -ly.] In an irresponsible manner; so
.as not to be responsible.

fr ir-re-spons'-ive, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. responsive (q.v.).] Not responsive.

* Ir-re-strain'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in-

(2), and Eng. restrainable (q.v.).] That cannot
be restrained ; incapable of restraint.

" Irrestrainable, irresistible, or unalterable." —
Prynne : Treachery & Disloyalty, p. 91.

* ir-re-sus'-cit-a-ble, a. IPref. ir- = in-

(2), and Eng. resuscitablc (q.v.)/] Incapable of
being resuscitated or revived.

' 3r-re-sus'-clt-a-bl& adv. [Eng. irresus-

citab(le) ; -ly.] So as not to be capable of re-

suscitation.

lT-re-ten'-tlve, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. retentive (q.v.).] Not retentive ; not apt
t j retain ; as, an irretentive memory.

* ir-re-trace'-a-ble, o. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. retraceable (q.v.).] Not retraceable ;

incapable of being retraced.

ir-re-trieV-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. retrievable (q.v.).] Not retrievable ;

that cannot be retrieved, recovered, or reme-

died ; irrecoverable, irreparable.

"Unaffected with irretrievable losses."— Rambler,
No. 43.

ir-re-trieV-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irretriev-

able; -ness.] 'The quality or state of being

irretrievable.

Ir-re-trieV-a-bly, adv. [Eng. irretrieva-

ble); -ly.] In an irretrievable manner; irre-

parably, irrevocably.

"The danger they were in of being irretrievably

lost."—Sharp : Sermons, vol. v. (Pref.)

* ir-re-turn'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. returnable (q.v.).] Incapable of re-

turning or of being recalled.

" .Forth irreturnable flieth the spoken word."
Mtrrourfor Magistrates, p. 429.

* ir-re-veal'-a-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. reve'alable (q.v.).] That cannot be

revealed.

* lr-re-veal'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. ivreveala-

b{le); -ly.] So" as not to be revealable.

ir-reV-er-ence, s. [Fr., from Lat. irreve-

rentla, from" irreverens = irreverent (q.v.) ; Sp.

irreverencia.]

1. The quality or state of being irreverent

;

want of reverence or veneration ; want of a

due regard or respect for the character, posi-

tion, or authority of a superior ; irreverent

conduct or actions.

"That is the natural language, the true signification

and import of all irreverence."—South : Sermons, voL
it., ser. 3.

* 2. The quality or state of being disregarded

or treated with disrespect.
" The irreverence and scorn the judges were justly

in."—Clarendon : Civil War.

* ir-reV-er-end, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. reverend (q.v.).] Irreverent.

"If any man use immodest speech or irreverend
gesture."—Strype : Life of Abp. Grlndal, App. bk. it

lr-rev'-er-ent, a. [Fr., from Lat. irreverens,

from ir- = 'in- = not, and reverens, pr. par. of

revereor = to revere (q.v.) ; Sp. & Ital. irreve-

rente.]

1. Wanting in reverence or respect towards
the Supreme Being, or any superior ; having
no veneration ; disrespectful.

" Witness the irreverent son
Of him who built the ark." Milton : P. L., xii. 101.

2. Proceeding from or characterized by ir-

reverence ; expressive of or displaying a want
of reverence or respect.

"Dishonouring the grace by irreverent cavils at the
dispensation."— Warburton : Divine Legation, bk. ii.

H.

ir-reV-er-ent-ly, adv. [Eng. irreverent

;

-ly.] In an irreverent manner ; without due
regard or respect.

"To speak irreverently of God, or to scoff at reli-

gion."—South: Sermons, vol. viii., ser. l,

t ir-re-vers'-i-ble. a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. reversible (q.v.).]

1. Not reversible ; incapable of being re-

versed pr turned the opposite way.

2. Incapable of being recalled, repealed, or

annulled ; irrevocable.

"Thisreiection of the Jews, as it is not universal,

so neither is it final and irreversible."—Jortin : Re-
marks on Eccl. Hist.

t ir-re-vers'-l-ble-liess, s. [Eng. irrever-

sible; -ness.] The quality or state of being
irreversible.

t Ir-re-verS'-I-bly, adv. [Eng. irreversible);

-ly.] In an irreversible manner ; so as to be
irreversible ; irrevocably.

"Many myriads of soliBdians have stumbled, and
fallen irreversibly."—Hammond : Works, i. 462.

* ir-rev-o-ca-bil'-JL-tjr, s. [Eng. irrevocable

;

-ity.] The qu'aliby or state of being irrevocable.

ir-reV-6-ca-ble, * ir-rev'-6-ka-ble, a.

[Fr., from Lat. revocabilis, from ir- = in- =
not, and revocabilis = revocable (q.v.) ; Sp. irre-

vocable; Ital. irrevocabile.] Not revocable

;

incapable of being revoked or recalled; that

cannot be reversed, repealed, or annulled
;

irreversible, unalterable.
" Wrathful Jove's irrevocable doom,

Transfers the Trojan state to Grecian hands."
Dryden: Virgil; *£neid ii. 439.

ir-reV-6-ca-ble-ness, s. [Eng. irrevoca-

blcness.] The quality or state of being irrevo-

cable.

lr-reV-OC-a-bly, adv. [Eng. irrevocable);

-ly.] In an' irrevocable manner ;
in a manner

not admitting of repeal or recall; beyond

recall.
" I pledge my word, irrevocably past.

t * J
Byron : tfisus & Euryalus.

* ir-rev'-6-ka-ble, it. [Irrevocable.]

* Ir-reV-6-lu-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

and Eng. revoluble (q.v.).] That cannot roll

or turn round ; not revolving ; having no

rotatory motion.
"Progressing the dateless and irrevolublc circle of

eternityftheyjshall clasp inseperable hands."—Milton.'

On the Reform, in England, bk. ii.

* ir-rhe-tdV-ic-al, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2),

aud Eng. rhetorical (q.v.).] Not rhetorical

;

unpersuasive.

ir'-ri-gate, v.t. [Lat. irrigatns, pa. par. of ir-

rigo = to moisten, to irrigate : in = on, upon,

and rigo = to moisten ; Ital. irrigare.]

* 1. To water, to wet ; to fill with a fluid or

liquid.
' We say that bloud, coming to a part to irrigate it,

is ... at length transmuted into the nature of that

part."—Digby: Of Bodies, en. xxiv.

*2. To moisten.
" Their frying blood compels to irrigate
Their dry-furred tongues."

J. Philips : Cider, bk. ii.

3. To water, as land, by causing a stream to

flow and spread over it.

ir-ri-ga'-tion, s. [Lat. irrigatio, from irri-

gates, pa. par. of irrigo — to irrigate (q.v.);

Fr. irrigation ; Ital. irrigazione.]

I. Ord. Lang. : In the same sense as II. 1.

II. Technically ;

1. Agric. : The act of watering land by
causing a stream to flow and spread over it.

"This way of irrigation may by a cheap and easy
mechanical contrivance be very much improved."

—

Boyle Works, iii. 447.

2. Med. : The art or operation of making
water trickle over an inflamed wound or other
portion of the body morbidly affected.

* ir-rig'-U-OUS, a. [Lat. irriguus = irriga-

ting, from irrigo— to irrigate ; Ital. irriguo.]

1. Watery, watered.
"The flow'ry lap *

Of some irriguous valley spread ner store.
Milton : P. L., iv. 255.

2. Penetrating gently, as water into the

earth.
" Rash Elpenor . . . thought

To exhale his surfeit by Irriguous sleep."
Philips : Cider, bk. ii.

* Ir-ris'-l-ble, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. risible (q.v.).] Not risible ; not capable

of laughter.

* ir-ri'-8ion, s. [Fr., from Lat. irrisionem,

ace. of irrisio = a laughing at, from irrisvs,
.

pa. par. of irrldeo = to laugh at : in- = at,

and rideo = to laugh ; Sp. irris-ion; Ital. irri-

sione.] The act of laughing at or mocking
another; mockery, derision.

" Then he againe, by way of irrision. Ye say very
true indeed."—/1

. Holland : Suetonius, p. 212.

ir-rit-a-bll'-i-ty, s. [Fr. irritabilite, from
Lat. irritabilitatem, ace. of irritabilitas, from
irritabilis = irritable (q.v.) ; Sp. irritabilidad

;

Ital. irritabilitd.]

I. Ord. Lang. : The quality or state of being
irritable or easily provoked or irritated ; sus-

ceptibility to irritation ;
petulance.

" During some hours his gloomy irritability kept hi*
servants, his courtiers, even his priests in terror."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

II. Technically:

1. Anat. {Of a muscle) : Vital contractibility,

the property of visibly contracting, even after

death, on the application of a stimulus. It

varies in duration according to the muscle
irritated. The right auricle has been found
irritable for sixteen and a half hours after

death. A voluntary muscle has been found
irritable twenty-four hours after death. The
great physiologist Albert Von Haller directed
much attention to the subject of irritability.

2. Bot. : Excitability of an extreme character,

in whiehan organ exhibits movements different

from those commonly met with in plants. Its
known causes are three—atmospheric pressure,
spontaneous motion, and the contact of other
bodies. Thus plants sleep, the compound
leaves, where such exist, folding together ; so
also the sensitive plant shrinks from touch.
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3. Pathol. (Of any orga)i) : Morbid excite-

ment or excitability, often with pain. Thus
there may be irritability of the bladder.

ir'-rit-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. irritabilis,

from irrito — to irritate (q.v.); Sp. irritable;

Ital. irritabile.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Easily irritated or exasperated
;

petu-
lant, fretful.

" His irritable and imperious nature was constantly
impelling him to quarrel with both."

—

Macaulay :

Hint. Eng., ch. xvli.

2. Susceptible of being worked into a heat
or painfulness : as, an irritable sore.

II. Technically:

1. Anatomy

:

(1) Gen. : Capable of being acted upon with
effect by stimuli.

(2) Spec. (Of muscles) : Capable of contract-
ing under the influence of stimuli. [Irrita-
bility, II. 1.]

2. Bot. : Capable of being excited to motion
under the influence of certain stimuli.

ir'-rit-a-ble-ness, 5. [Eng. irritable; -ness.]

The quality or state of being irritable ; irrita-

bility.

ir'-rit-a-bly, adv. [Eng. irritaUU); -ly.] In
an irritable manner ; with irritation.

* ir'-rit-an-cy (1), s. [Eng. irritant (1) ; -cy.]

The quality or state of being irritant or irri-

tating.

ir'-rit-an-cy (2), s. [Eng. irritan(t) (2) ; -cy.]

Scots Law: The quality or state of being
irritant or of no force or effect ; the state of
being null and void.

lr'-rit-ant (1), a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. irritans,

(genit. irritantis), pr. par. of irrito = to pro-
voke, to enrage, stimulate, incite, or excite.]

A. As adj. : Exciting irritation
;
producing

excitement ; causing pain, heat, or tension, by
mechanical injuries, chemical action, <fec. '.

B. As substantive

:

1. Pharmacy

:

(1) Sing. : That which produces irritation

or excitement of any muscle, nerve, or other
organ or part of the body.

(2) PI. : Garrod makes Irritants the first

order of his second division, that of external
remedies. He includes under it three groups

—

(1) Rubefacients, (2) Epispastics, Vesicants, or
Blistering Agents, and (3) Pustulants.

2. Toxicology: An irritant poison (q.v.).

^[ Pure irritant : A poison producing in-

flammation without corrosive action ou the
tissues.

irritant-poison, s.

Toxicol. : A poison which produces inflam-
mation with or without corrosive action on the
tissues, as arsenic, mercury, or other mineral
poisons.

lr'-rit-ant (2), a. [Lat. irritans
}
pr. par. of

irrito = to invalidate : in- = not, and ratus =
ratified, valid.] Rendering null and void;
invalidating.

irritant-clause, s.

Scots Law : A clause in a deed declaring null

and void certain specified acts if they are done
by the party holding under the deed. It is

supplemented by the resolutive clause.

ir'-ri-tate (1), v.t. & i. [Lat. irritatus, pa.

par. of irrito = to irritate.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To excite, to stir up, to inflame.

"Dydde with vncleane motions or countynances
irritate the uiyndes of the daiincers."

—

Sir T. Elyot :

The Governour, bk. i., ch. xix.

2. To excite heat, redness, and inflamma-
tion in ; to inflame, to fret : as, To irritate a

sore.

3. To excite anger or displeasure in ; to vex,

to annoy, to exasperate.

"The persecution which the separatists had under-
gone had been severe enough to Irritate, but not severe
enough to destroy."—Macaulay: 31st, Eng., ch. 1.

* 4. To give greater force or energy to ; to
increase ; to heighten.

"Air, If very coM, irritateth the flame, and maketh
it bum more fiercely."—Bacon.

* 5. To excite, to heat, to stimulate.
" Cold maketh the spirits -vigorous, and irritateth

them."—Bacon.

II. Technically

:

1, Physiol. : To excite irritation in ; to ex-
cite the irritability of. [Irritability.]

2. Pathol. : To cause morbid excitement in.

* B. Intrans. : To excite, to heat, to inflame.
" Music too ... is tempered by the law

;

Still to her plan subservient melts in notes.
Which cool and soothe, not irritate and warm."

Glover: Leonidas, bk. ii.

* ir'-ri-tate (2), v. t. [Lat. irritatus, pa. par. of
irrito = to invalidate : ir- = in- = not, and ratus
= ratified, valid.] To invalidate ; to make of
none effect ; to render null and void. (Scotch.)

* ir'-ri-tate, a. [Irritate (1), v.] Excited,
heightened, inflamed.

" When they are collected, the heat becometh more
violent and irritate."—Bacon : Not. Hist.

lr-ri-ta'-tion, s. IFr., from Lat. irritationem,
accus. of irritatio, from irritatus, pa. par. of
irrito = to irritate (1); Sp. irritation; Ital.

irritazione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of irritating, provoking, exas-
perating, or vexing.

2. The state of being irritated ; anger, vexa-
tion, annoyance, exasperation.

3. The act of exciting heat or inflammation,
"It will often happen, that the fibres or motive

organs of the Btoinacn, bowels, and other parts will,
by that irritation, be brought to contract themselves
vigorously."—Boyle : Works, v. 212.

II. Technically

:

1. Pathol.: An abnormally potent sensation
or action, or both together, produced by me-
chanical or chemical agents, or other causes.
Even hunger will produce this action, simula-
ting that produced by strength, but the reac-
tion with increased weakness is great and im-
mediate.

2. Physiology

:

(1) Gen. : The normal action, both in cha-
racter and amount, produced by appropriate
stimuli on any portion of the bodily frame.

(2) Spec. : The contraction of the muscles
under the operation of appropriate stimuli.

* ir'-ri-ta-tive, a. [Eng. irritate); -ive.]

1. Serving or tending to irritate or excite.

2. Accompanied with or produced by in-

creased action or irritation : as, an irritative

fever.

* ir'-ri-ta-tor-y, a. [Eng. irritat(e); -ory.]

Irritating ; causing irritation.
" By reason either of some passion or of some irri-

tatory and troublesome humor in his behaviour."

—

Hale: Rem. Erring Christians.

* ir-rlte', v.t. [Fr. irriter, from Lat. irrito ~ to
irritate (1).] To irritate, to exasperate, to
influence, to provoke.

" IrritingaaA provokingmenunto anger."—Grafton :

Edw. V. (an. 1).

* lr'-ror-ate, v.t. [Lat. irroratus, pa. par. of
irroro, from ir- = in- = on, upon, and roro = to
distil dew ; ros (genit. roris) = dew.] To
moisten with dew ; to bedew.

* lr-rdr-a'-tion, s. [Irrorate.] The act of
bedewing; the state of being bedewed.

* ir-ru'-bric-al, a. [Pref. ir- = in- (2), and
Eng. rubrical' (q.v.).] Not rubrical ; not ac-
cording to the rubric.

* Ir'-ru-gate, v.t. [Lat. irrugatus, pa. par.
of irrugo : in- (intens.), and rugo=to wrinkle.]
To wrinkle.

* ir-rupt'-ed, a. [Lat. irruptus, pa. par. of
irrumpo = to break into : in- = in, into, and
rumpo = to break.] Broken violently and
with great force.

ir-rup'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. imtptionem,
accus. of irruptio, from irruptus, pa. par. of
irrumpo ; Sp. irruption ; Ital. irruzione.]

1. A breaking in ; a bursting in ; an attack.
" With terrible irruption bursting o'er
The marble cliffs." Falconer : Shipwreck, iii.

2. A sudden invasion or incursion into a.

country ; an inroad.

t Ir-rupt'-ive, a. [Lat. irrupt(us), pa. par. of
irrumpo; Eng. adj. suff. -ive.) Rushing or
bursting in or upon.

Ir'-ving-ites, s. pi. [For etym. see def.]

EccUsiol. & Ch. Hist, : The followers of the
Rev. Edward Irving, who was born at Annan,
in Dumfriesshire, on August 15, 1792 ; in 1819

became assistant to the celebrated Dr. Chal-

mers, in St. John's Church, Glasgow ; in July,

1823, was chosen pastor of a small Scottish

Presbyterian congregation in Cross Street,

Hatton Garden, and attracting thither crowds

of eminent people, had built for him a fine

church in Regent Square, to which he removed
in 1829. On October 16, 1831, the gift of

speaking in unknown tongues was alleged to

have been bestowed upon some people, most
of them females, in his congregation, the same
phenomenon having arisen on a limited scale

before in Glasgow. Irving believed that the

miracle recorded in Acts ii. 4-11 had occurred
again, and that Pentecostal times hadreturned.
The more sober-minded of his flock and his

ministerial brethren thought differently, and
were strongly influenced by the consideration
that no human being of any nationality recog-
nised the new tongue as his own. Irving's
views regarding the human nature of Christ
were also deemed erroneous. On May 3, 1832, it

was decided that Mr. Irving was unfit to retain
the pastorate of Regent Square Church, and
on March 15, 1833, the Presbytery of Annan,
which had licensed him as a preacher, deposed
him from the ministry. He died on Decem-
ber 8, 1834. His followers are often popu-
larly termed Irvingites, but the official desig-
nation of the denomination which he founded
is the Holy Apostolic Church. They use a
liturgy framed in 1842 and enlarged in 1853.
They have an altar on which candles are lit,

and they burn incense(q.y.). As church officers

they have apostles, angels, prophets, &c.

is, v. [See def.] The third person sing., pres,
'indie, of the substantive verb to be. It repre-
sents the Sansc. asti, Goth, ist, Lat. est,

Gr. eo-ri (esti).

IS-, pref. [Iso-.] *

lf'-a-bel, s. [From Isabelle. Generally referred
to' Isabelle of Austria, daughter of Philip II.
of Spain, the wife of Archduke Albert of
Austria, who, in a.d. 1601, made a vow not to
change her linen until her husband had taken
Ostend, which he was besieging. The town,
however, held out till a.d. 1604, by which
time her linen had assumed a dingy hue.]

1. A pale brownish- yellow colour, dull
yellow with a.mixture of gray and red.

2. A kind of fancy pigeon, a small variety
of the Pouter. (Named in reference to its

colour.)

isabel-bear, a. [Isabelline-bear.]

isabel - colour, isabella - colour, s.

The same as Isabel (q.v.).

is-a bel line, u. [Mod. Lat. isabellinus.]
[Isabel.]

isabelline-bear, s.

Zool. : Ursus isabellinus, a lighter variety of
the Syrian bear. It is of a yellowish-brown
colour, but the hue varies according to the
season of the year. It is found in the Hima-
laya Mountains, and feeds chiefly on vegeta-
bles. Called also the Indian White Bear.

18-ab-ndr mal, *. [Pref. is-, and Eng. ab-
normal (q.v.).)'

Meteor. (PI.) ; Deviations from mean tem-
perature.

t lS-a-del'-phous, a. [Pref. is-; Gr. afieA^oj
(adelphos) — a brother, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. (Of a diadelphous flower) : Having the
two '

' brotherhoods " or bundles of stamens

t ls-a-go'-ge, t ls'-a-gogue, s. [Gr. elo-a-

yojyij (eisagoge) = (1) (Gen.) a bringing in ; (2)
(Law) a bringing of cases into court

; (3) (Rhet.)
an introduction, an elementary treatise.] [Isa-
gogics.]

Rhet., Theol., &c. : An introduction to the
study of a department of thought.

lS-a-gog'-iC, is-a-gdg'-ic-al, a. [Lat. isa-

gogicus ; Gr. eio-aytoyiKos (eisagogikos) = intro-
ductory ; eto-ayajyij (eisagoge) = an introduc-
tion : eU (eis) = into, and ay<ayq (agoge) = a
leading ; ayw (ago) = to lead.]

Theol., Rhet., &c. -. Introductory. (J, A.
Alexander.)

Is-a-gdg'-ics. s. [Isagogic]

Theol., &c. : Introduction (q.v.); the pre-
liminary investigations regarding the sacred
books, &c, before reaching hermeneutics and
exegesis.
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i'-sa-gon, s. [Gr. Zeros (isos) = equal, and
ymvia (gonia) = an angle ; Fr. isagone.]

Math. . A figure whose angles are equal.

I-sa -l-ah, Is a iah (i as y), s. [Heb.
^TOttS? (Yeshayahti) = the salvation of Jeho-
vah, i.e., the salvation effected by Jehovah

;

Gr. *Ho-aias.(i/«awis).]

Script, kid. : One of the greatest of the
Hebrew prophets. He was the son of Amos,
whom some of the fathers supposed to be the
prophet Amos, the names being identical in
Greek ; in Hebrew, however, theyare different,
the prophet being Amos, and Isaiah's father
Amots. As in the vision recorded in Isaiah
vi., the prophet is represented as being in
the court which none but the descendants of
Aaron might enter, he was perhaps a priest.
He was horn probably between b. c. 788 and
783. He married a woman to whom, as to
him, prophetic gifts were given (Isa. viii. 3).

One of his sons was called Shear-jashub = a
remnant returns, or a remnant will return
(vii. 3); another Maher-shalal-hash-baz =
hasten to the spoil, quickly carry off the prey.
Isaiah exerted great influence at the court of
Jerusalem under Ahaz, and yet more under
Hezekiah. He was contemporary with Amos,
Hosea, Micah, and perhaps with Joel. Besides
his prophecies, he wrote also biographies or
histories of Uzziata (2 Chron. xxvi. 22), and
Hezekiah (xxxii. 32). Tradition says that he
was sawn asunder by order of King Manasseh,
his tragic fate, it is supposed, being alluded
to in Heb. xi. 37. [If]

Tl The Prophecies of Isaiah

:

Scripture Canon :' The first and most im-
portant of the prophetic books. It is headed
The vision of Isaiah, the son of Amoz, which

he saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem in the
days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah,
Kings of Judah." If chapter ,vi.. is chronologi-
cally the earliest of any, and describes his first

call to the prophetic office, his utterances
would commence in B.C. 758, 757, or 756. If
the prophecies are arranged in the order of
time, then chapters i.-v. would belong to an
earlier period. Omitting these writings of
uncertain date, the next utterances are in the
reign of Ahaz, none apparently belonging to
the sixteen years of Jotham's reign. He con-
tinued at least till the fourth year of King
Hezekiah, B.C. 712, a period of 44 to 46 years.
This is the minimum span of his prophecies

;

the maximum is much greater.

The book naturally divides itself into three
parts : (1) chapters x. to xxxv. , the earlier
prophecies

; (2) ch. xxxvi. to xxxix., an historic
appendix or intercalation ; and (3) eh. xl. to
Ixvi. the later prophecies. The standpoint in
this third section is that of the Babylonian
captivity, and Cyrus, who set the two tribes
free, is mentioned by name (xliv. 28, xlv. 1).

Hence Koppe (a.d. 1779-1781) supposed a
second author, a view adopted by Doderlein,
Eichhorn, Justi, Paulus De Wette, Gesenius,
Ewald, and nearly all rationalistic critics. On
the other hand Hengstenberg, Havernick,
Keil, &c, have maintained the integrity of
Isaiah. Viewed as a poetic composition the
book of Isaiah exhibits genius of a very high
order. There are numerous quotations from
or references to Isaiah in the New Testament,
ch. liii. and other prophecies (vii. 14 ; ix. 1, 2 ;

liii. 4 ; lxiii. 1-3) being considered Messianic
and applied to Jesus. Hence Jerome con-
sidered that Isaiah should rather be called an
evangelist than a prophet, and he is not un-
frequently called the fifth Evangelist.

Isaiah i. 9= Rom. ix. 29 ; vi. D, 10 = Mat. xiii. 14, 15,
Acta xxviii. 25-27 ; vii. 14= Mat i. 22, 28 ; viii. 14 =
Rom. ix 33 ; ix. 1, 2 = Mat iv. 14-16 ; x. 22= Rom. ix.

27, 28 ; xL 3 = .Mat iii 3, Mark i. 3 ; xlii. 1-3 = Mut
xlii. 17-20 ; xliv. 25= 1 Cor. i. 19, 20 ; liii. 1. = Rom. x.
16 ; liii. 4 = Mat. viii. 17 ; liii. 7-8 = Acta viii 32-35

;

Iv. 3=Acta xlii. 34; lvi 7=Mat xxi, 13; lxl 1-3 =
Luke iv. 17-21 ; lxv. 1, 2= Rom. x. 20-21; Lxv. 17 =
2 Pet iii. 13 : lxvi. 24 = Mark ix. 43-48.

is-al-lyl ene, s. [Eng. i$(atis); aUyl, and
suff. -ene.]

Chem. : CHg'C'CHg. A gaseous hydrocar-
bon, isomeric with allylene, prepared by the
electrolysis of potassic itaconate. It combines
directly with bromine, forming a crystalline
isallylene tetrahromide, CHaBrCBr2CH2Br.
It gives no precipitate with ammoniacal solu-
tions of silver salts.

is am Ic, a. [Eng., &c. ileitis); am(monia),
and suff. -ic.] (See the compound.)

Isamic-acid, s.

Chem. : C16H13N3 4. Imasatic acid. Pro-

duced by the action of warm ammonia on
isatine. It crystallizes in glistening rhombic
plates of the colour of red iodide of mercury,

which are slightly soluble in boiling water,

forming a bright yellow solution, but very
soluble in hot alcohol and in ether. It dis-

solves in hydrochloric acid with a beautiful

violet colour, but is violently attacked by
bromine, forming indelihrome Ci6H8Br4N3 3.

By boiling with dilute acids it is decomposed
into ammonia and isatine. Ammonium is-

amate, Ci6H12(NH4)N30.1, crystallizes in

microscopic needles. Potassium isamate,

CieHxaKNsO-i, is a very stable compound,
and may be boiled without decomposing.

is am' ide, s. [Eng., &c. is(atis), and amide.]

Chem. : Ca«H14N403. Amasatin. A bright
yellow powder, produced by heating am-
monium isamate till water is driven off, and
washing the residue with water. It is insoluble
in water and ether, but moderately soluble in

boiling alcohol containing ammonia.

is-ap-os-tdr-lC, a. [Pref. is- (q.v.), and
Eng. apostolic. Cf. also Gr. \a-airoirro\o$ (is-

apostolos).]

1. (Of persons) .* Equal in sanctity or devo-
tedness or in success to the apostles.

2. Of laws or customs : As binding on the
Christian conscience as if they had been in-

stituted by apostles.

I-sar'-i-a, s. [From Gr. to-os (isos) = equal to,

the same as; fern. sing. adj. suff. -aria.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-order
Isariacei (q.v.). It consists of filamentous
moulds, parasitic, some on insects, especially
Hymenoptera, on dead pupae, spiders' nests,
and partly upon various vegetable substances.
(Berkeley.)

i-sar-i'-e-i, l-sar-i-a'-ce-I, s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. isaria, Lat. mas. pi. adj. suff. -ei, acei.]

Bot. : A sub-order of Hyphoraycetous fungi.

The fertile threads are compacted, and have
deciduous pulverulent spores at their free

apices. British genera, Isaria, Anthina, and
Ceratium.

i-sas'-trse-a, s. [Pref. is-, and Mod. Lat.
astrcea (2) (q.v.).]

Palceont. : A genus of fossil Actinozoa,
family Astraeidse. It is from the Oolite.

Morris enumerates twelve species as British.

is a tan, s. [Eng., &c. i$at(is); -an.]

Chem. : C18H12N2O3. A white compound
produced by boiling disulphisatyde with acid
ammonium sulphate. It dissolves in boiling
alcohol, and deposits on cooling in the form of
rectangular crystals. When strongly heated
it yields a mixture of isatine and indine.
Boiling nitric acid decomposes it, with the
formation of a violet powder, somewhat re-

sembling nitrindin.

Is-a-tate, s. [Eng., &c.isat(is); -ate (Chem.)."]

Chem. : A salt of isatic-acid (q.v.).

I-sat'-lC, a. [Eng., &c. isat(is); -ic.] Seethe
compound.

isatic-acid, s.

Chem. : C8H7N03 =^gg *011
- By

boiling a solution of potassium isatine, it is

converted into potassic isatate, C8H6NK03 ,

which, on the addition of plumbic acetate,
gives a precipitate of plumbic isatate. When
this is suspended in water, decomposed with
sulphuretted hydrogen, and the filtrate eva-
porated in vacuo, a white flocculent deposit
of isatic acid or trioxindol is obtained. Am-
monium isatate is capable of existing only in
solution. Barium isatate, CgH6BaN03 ,

pro-
duced by the action of baryta water on isatine,
crystallizes in scales. The silver salt, C8H6AgN03, crystallizes in fine yellow prisms,
which are very soluble in water. Isatic acid
unites with bromine and chlorine forming
bromisatic and chlorisatic acids.

i-sat'-l-dSB, s. pi. [Lat. isat(is); fern. pi. adj.
suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Brassicaceee, tribe Noto-
rbizeae.

lS'-a-tine, s. [Eng., &c. isati(s); -inc.]

Chem. . CgH6N02 = CgH^^CO, Ob-

tained by suspending finely powdered indigo
in three times pts weight of boiling water, and

adding gradually nitric acid of sp. gr. 1*35

until the blue colour has disappeared. On
cooling, crude isatine is deposited, and may
be purified by dissolving in potash, precipita-

ting with hydrochloric acid, and crystallizing

from alcohol. It crystallizes in the form of

brilliant yellowish-red prisms, which dissolve

readily in boiling water, in alcohol, and in

ether. It may also be produced synthetically

by the action of oxidizing agents on amido-

oxindol

:

p w vCHv-NHs-HCl
M^SNH^ CO + O =
C6H4<^>CO + NH4Cl,

or by the reduction of orthonitro-phenyl gly-

oxalic acid in alkaline solution

:

•CO-CO-OH + 6H =°6H4<N02

C6H<NH>CO + 3H2°-

Isatine does not unite with acids, but rather
plays the part of an acid. It dissolves in po-
tassic hydrate, forming a dark violet-coloured
solution of potassium isatine, which, on addi-
tion of argentic nitrate, gives carmine-red crys-
tals of argentic isatine, CgH^NOgAg. It also

yields crystalline compounds, with alkaline
hydric sulphites. Boiling with concentrated
nitric acid, it is converted first into nitro-

salicylic acid, and finally into trinitro-phenol.
When strongly heated, isatine fuses and sub-
limes in part unchanged.

is -a tis, s. [Lat. isatis, from Gr. io-arts

(isatis) = a plant, Isatis tinctoria {f), producing
a dark dye - wood.
(Def.)]

£o(.;Woad. The
typical genus of the
Cruciferous family
Isatidse (q.v.). It
consists of tall,
erect, annual or
biennial branched
herbs, with equal
sepals and one-
celled indehiscent
pods, oblong, ovate,
or orbicular, thick- isatis.
ened in the middle,
the wing or margin very broad. Species
twenty-five to thirty. One, Isatis tinctoria
(Dyer's Woad) is half wild in Britain. The
ancient Britons are said to have stained them-
selves blue with it. It is still cultivated in
Lincolnshire, as I. indigotica is in China, for
dyeing purposes.

l-sa-td-sul-phiir'-ic, a. [Bug. isatfis); o
connective, and Eng. sulphuric.} (See the
compound.)

isatosulphuric-acid, 5.

Chem. ; C8H5N02S03 . Prepared by boiling
indigo-carmine with sulphuric acid, and de-
colorising by means of acid chromate of
potassium. On adding nitrate of potassium
to the hot filtered solution, potassium isato-
sulphate is deposited in the form ofa brownish-
yellow sandy powder. By dissolving this
powder in hot baryta water, and decomposing
the barium salt formed, with an equivalent
quantity of sulphuric acid, isatosulphuricacid
is obtained in the free state. It is a strong
acid, separating even some of the mineral
acids from their salts. When evaporated in
vacuo, it yields a yellow, silky, crystalline
mass, which does not alter on exposure to the
air. It is soluble in water, slightly soluble in
alcohol, but insoluble in ether and in benzene.
It forms two classes of salts, monobasic and
dibasic, the former of which are very stable
compounds, retaining their water of crystalli-

zation till heated above 100°.

Is-a-trdp'-ic, a. [Eng. &c. is(atis), and
atr'opic,] (See the compound.)

isatropic-acid, a.

VCH2Chem. : CgHfjOg = CeHgC.^?^. Anacid
isomeric with cinnamic acid, obtained together
with atropic acid, by heating tropic acid with
hydrochloric acid. It crystallizes in. thin
rhombic plates, which are slightly soluble in
water. It melts at 200°, and is not oxidized
by chromic acid.

i'-sa-tyde, s. [Eng. isatine); suff. -yde
(Chem.) (q.v.).]

J

Chem. : CieH^NaO^ A white crystalline
powder produced by the action of nascent
hydrogen, evolved from zinc and hydrochloric

btill, bo*^; po^t, Jd%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chili, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.
-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, - sion = shun ; -tion, -sion= zhun. -eious, -tious, -sioua = shus. -We, -die, &c. = belt del.
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acid, on isatine. It is insoluble in water, but
slightly soluble in boiling alcohol and ether,

from which it separates, on cooling, in micro-
scopic scales. It softens when heated, chang-
ing to a violet brown ; at a higher temperature
it suffers partial decomposition. Isatyde
bears the same relation to isatin, that indigo-

white bears to indigo-blue.

*lSCh, v.i. tO.Fr, issir, from Lat. exeo, from
ex- ~ out, and eo = to go.] To issue ; to come
or go out.

is-chse'-mi-a, is-che'-mi-a, s. [Mod.
Lat., from Gr. IVxai/xos (ischaimos) —
staunching blood.]

Pathol. : Local anaemia produced by ob-
struction to the arterial flow of blood.

is-chse'-mic, a. [Mod. Lat. ischam(ia) ; Eng.
suff. -ic]

Pathol. : Pertaining to, or characterized by,
ischaemia.

lS-che'-mi-a, s. [Ischemia.]

Pathol. : Tlie same as Iscu/Emia (q.v.).

is-chi-ad-ic, ls-chi-ad'-ick, a. [Gr.
tffvioi/ (ischion), loxtaStKos (ischiadikos) ; Fr.
iscniadique.] In anatomy, an epithet applied
to the crural vein ; in pathology, the ischia-

dick passion is the gout in the hip, or the
sciatica. (Harris.)

is-Chi-&g'-ra> &'. [Gr. io-xCov (ischion) = the
hipjoint, and a-jpa (agra) = hunting, catching,
seizure.]

Path. : Gout situated in, the hip joint

;

sciatica.

lS'-chi-al, a. [Mod. Lat. ischi(inri)(q.v.); Eng.
suff. -at]

Anat. & Path. : Of or belonging to the
ischium or hip joint ; ischiadic, ischiatic.

is-cnl-aT-gi-a, s. [Gr. lo^toe (ischion) = the
hip joint, and a\yo$ (algos) = pain.]

Path. : Pain in the hip joint.

is-Chi-at-lC, «. [Ischiadic]

is-chi-at'-6-cele, is'-chi-6-cele, s. [Eng.

&c. ischiati(c), and Gr. ktJAtj (Jcele) = tumour.]

Surg. : Hernia or rupture through the sacro-
sciatic ligaments ; a rupture between the os
sacrum and the tuberosity of the os ischium.

Is-Chl-O-, pre/. [Gr. ttr^tov (ischion) = the hip
joint.]

Anat., &c. : Of or belonging to the hip joint.

ischio-capsular, a.

Anat. : Pertaining to the hip joint and cap-
sular. There is an ischio-capsular ligament.

ischiocavernous, a.

Anat. : Pertaining to the hip joint and
cavernous. There is an ischio - cavernous

' muscle.

iscliio-rectal, a.

Anat. : Pertaining to the rectum and to the
hip joint. There is an ischio-rectal fossa.

Xs-chi-o'-diis, is-chy-6'-dus,s. [Gr. itrxy?

(ischus) = strength, and 6Sovs (odous) = a
tooth.]

Palojont. : A genus of Chimaeridae, found in

the Secondary and Tertiary deposits.

is' -chi-um, *s. [Gr. iaxiov (ischion) = the hip
joint.]

Anat. & Zool. : One of the bones in the
pelvic arch in vertebrated animals. It forms
the posterior and inferior part of the os in-

nominatum, and bounds the obturator foramen
in the lower half of its extent.

t isch-no-phd'-ni-a, s. [Gr. laxvo^via
(ischnophonia) = (see def.), i<rxv6<f>tovo<; (ischno-

plwnos) = thin-voiced ; io-xvte (ischnos)= dry,

withered, meagre, and fwvrj (plwne) = a sound,
atone.]

Pathology

:

1. Thinness of voice.

2. Stuttering.

is-chu~ret'-ic, «. & s. [Lat. ischuria); Eng.
suff. '-etic,]

Pharmacy

:

A. As adj. ; Having the quality of mitiga-

ting or removing ischuria.

B. As subst. : A medicine fitted to mitigate

or remove ischuria.

is
r
chur'-i-a, is-chu-ry, s, [Lat., from Gr.

Itrxovpia (ischouria) : laxto (ischo) = to hold or
curb, and oSpoi* (ouron) = urine.]

Pathol. : Suppression of urine occurs some-
times in teething, in hysteria, or some morbid
conditions of the blood, and is accompanied
with pain, often severe. Less complete sup-
pression is called retention of urine, and the
local sufferings are more severe.

is-chy-d'-diis, s. [Ischiodus.]

lS-chyp'-ter-iis, s. [Gr. ter^us (ischus) =
strength, and irrepov (pteron) = a wing, a tin

;

Lat. termination -us. Named from the size

and strength of the fin.]

Palcsont. : A genus of fossil fishes found in

the Trias of North America.

ls-chyr-o-my'-i-dse (yr as ir), s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. ischyromys (q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-idai.]

Pakeont. : A family of Rodentia containing
only one species of Ischyromys (q.v.).

is-chyr'-o-mys (yr as ir), s. [Gr. 'to-xvpfc

(ischuros)= strong, and p.vs (mus) = a mouse.]

Palaxnt. : The typical genus of the family
Ischyromyidas (q.v.). It is known only by a
North American fossil rodent, Ischyromys
typus, described by Dr. Leidy from remains
found by Dr. Hayden in Miocene deposits in

the "Bad Lands " of Wyoming. It resembles
the Musk Rat, but has closer affinity to the
Squirrels, and certain resemblances to the
Beavers.

I'se, phr, [See def.] Scotch for
<(

I shall."

"Never fear, I'se. be caution for them

—

I'se gie you
my personal warrandice."—Scott : Wavcrlcy, ch. lxvi,

i-ser-ine, i-ser-ite, s. [So named from
having been found near the river Iser (the
" Iser rolling rapidly " of Campbell's " Hohen-
linden"), and suffs. -ine, -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : Isometric titanic iron, in the form of
iron sand. Colour, iron-black passing into
browuish-black. Compos. : titanic acid, 13"20

to 57'lft; sesquioxide of iron 15"07 to 6300

;

protoxide of iron, 17*79 to 3110; magnesia,
1-94 to 8-62. Found on the shores of the
Mersey, at Seacome Ferry, opposite to Liver-
pool, in the river Don, in Aberdeenshire, and
on the sands between the Dee and the Don

;

also in Bohemia, Saxony, &c, &c

i'-ser-ite, *. [Iserine.]

1-seV-ti-a, s. [Named after P. E. Isert, a
German surgeon in the Danish service at
Accra.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Isertidee
(q.v.). It consists of shrubs or small trees

with scarlet flowers, from Central America.

I-seV-ti-dSB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. isert(a); Lat.

fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Cinchonaceae, tribe Cin-

choneaj.

is-e- thi-6n'-ic, a. [Eng., &c. is(atis);

ethion(e)
t
and suff. -ic]

isethionic-acid, s.

CH2-OH
Chem.: C2H6S04= I

CH2 -S0 2'OH. This acid,

which is isomeric with sulphovinic acid, was
discovered by Magnus in 1833. It is obtained
most readily by adding sulphuric anhydride
to anhydrous ether, cooled by a mixture of
ice and salt. The resulting thick, oily liquid
is diluted with water, boiled for several hours
in order to decompose the ethionic acid, and
then saturated with baric carbonate. The
liquid, filtered at the boiling point, yields,

first crystals of baric methionate, and after-

wards, on further evaporation, baric isethi-

onate (H0-CH2-CH2 'SO2 -0)2Ba. On decom-
posing the baric salt with sulphuric acid, and
evaporating the filtrate, isethionic acid is ob-
tained in the form of deliquescent needles.
The isethionates, which can be prepared by
decomposing the baric salt with solutions of
the respective metallic sulphates, are all

soluble in water, and slightly soluble in alco-
hol. They crystallize well, and in many cases
can be heated to 350° without decomposition.
Ammonium isethionate^ C2H5(NH4)S04, crys-
tallizes in well-defined octahedrons, which do
not lose weight at 120° Potassic isethionate,
C0H5K/SO4, forms rhomboidal prisms, which
melt between 300° and 350°. The copper salt,

C2H5Cu
-

S04, forms pale-green prisms with
rhombic base ; at 140" to 150° it turns white,

and gives off twenty per cent, of water oi

crystallization.

ish, suff. [See def.]

1. An adjectival suffix, representing A.S.

-isc, -ysc, Dan. -ink, Ger. -isch, Fr. -esque = par-

taking of the nature of, as fool, foolish, Dane,

Danish, &c. Suffixed to adjectives, it lessens

the signification, as white, whitis/t = some-
what white ; sweet, sweetisA = rather sweet.]

2. As a verbal suffix it is derived from the

Lat. inchoative suffix -esc, as in floresco — to

begin to flower or flourish, from Jloreo = to
flourish. It is generally found in verbs which
have come through the French, and which
retain the influence of that suffix in some of
their tenses, as jinir, finissant, Eng. finish;
punir, punissant, Eng. punish, &c.

ish, ische, s. [A corruption of issue (q.v.).]

Issue ; liberty or right of going in and out.

([ Ish and entry

:

Scots Law : A term in a charter implying a
right to all ways and passages, in so far as
they may be necessary to kirk and market,
through the adjacent grounds of the grantor,
who is by the clause laid under that burden.

Ish -ma -el -ite, s. [From Ishmael, Heb.
b«»Q12J* (Yishmael), Sept. 'ItrpaijA. (Ismail);

suff.

T
-ite.]

I. Literally

:

1. A descendant of Ishmael (Gen. xvi. 12).

2. An Ismaelian (q.v.).

II. Fig. : One resembling Ishmael,. whose
hand was against every man and eveiy man's
hand against him ; one at war against society.

Ish -ma-el-it ish, a. [Eng. Ishmaelit(e) ; -ish.]

Like Ishmael ; like an lshmaelite.

I'-Si-ac, a. [Lat. Isiacus.] Of or pertaining
to Isis.

Isiac table, s. A spurious Egyptian
monument, consisting of a plate of copper
bearing a representation of most of the Egyp-
tian deities with Isis in the centre, said to
have been found by a soldier at the siege of
Rome, in 1525.

* is'~i-cl©, s. [Icicle.]

I-sid-i'-nce, s. pi. ("Lat. Isis (genit. Isidis),

from Gr. 'I<ri? (/sis).] [Isis.]

Zool. & Palawnt. : A sub-family of Gorgonidse.
The axis is flexible, horny, and only partly
calcareous.

I-Sid'-i-old, a. [Mod. Lat. isidium (q.v.) and
Gr. etSos (eulos)= form.]

Bot. : Covered with isidia ; having the
character or appearance of isidia.

" The isidioid condition . . . . i3 the basis of the old
pseudo-genus lskl iu in."

—

Encyc. Brit. (ed. 9th), xiv.557.

l-sid'-i-um (pi. i-sid'-i-a), s. [Loudon and
Paxton derive it from Grt to-os (isos)=equal,
in allusion to the small difference existing be-
tween the podetia and the substance of the
frond.]

Bot. : A corolla-like elevation of the thallus
of a lichen bearing a globule at its end. The
isidia are always of the same colour and
texture as the thallus, and serve to propagate
the plants.

i -sin glass, *. [Corrupted from Eng. icing,

and glass, i.e., iceglass.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The dried swimming bladder of various
species of Acipenser prepared and cut (into
tine shreds. Itconsists of a gelatinous tissue,
which on boiling yields gelatine.

2. A popular name for sheets of mica.

II. Phar. : A solution of gelatine figures
among officinal preparations.

isinglass-stone, s. [Isinglass, I. 2.]

I -sis, s. [Lat. Isis ; Gr. 'Itrts (Isis) = (1) the
Egyptian goddess of fecundity and sister of
Osiris, (2) a planet or coral.]

1. Astron. : [Asteroid, 42].

2. Zool. : A genus of corals, the typical one
of the sub-family Isidinse (q.v.). The sclero-
basis consists of alternate calcareous and
horny segments, the former giving rise to
branches. Isis hippuns is from Amboyna, I.
polyantha from the American seas, and I cor-
alloides from those of India.

3. Palatont.
: Found in the Miocene beds.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se oe — e; ey = a; au = kw.
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Is -lam, * Uls'-lam, I§'-lam-i§m, s. [Arab.

Islam = (1) the true or orthodox faith among
the Muhammadans, (2) obedience to the will

of God, submission, (3) the Muhammadan reli-

gion, (4) the Muhammadan church or commu-
nity.] [Catafago.] A name given to Muham-
madanism (q.v.).

Is lam-ism, s. [Arab. Islam,; -ism.] Mu-
Tiauiinadauism.

Is'-lam-ite, s. [Arab. Islam; -ite.] AMuhain-
madan.

Is-lam-it'-lC, o. [Eng., &e. IslamiUe) ; -ic.]

Of "or belonging to Islam ;
Muhammadan.

Is -lam-ize, v.t. & i. [Arab., &c. Islam; suff.

-ize']

A. Trans. : To render Muhammadan, to

convert to Muhammadanism.

B. Intrans. : To go over to the Muhamma-
dan faith.

is -land (s silent), * i-lond, * i-lond, * y-
land, * y-lond, s. & a. [A.S. igland, from

ig — an island, and land = land ; Dut. eiland;

Icel. eyland; Sw. oland; Ger. Aland. The

A.S. ig, ieg, eg, also appears as -era, -ey in

English place-names, as in Anglesey, Batter-

sea, &c, and in Icel. ey = an island ; Dan. &
Sw 6; 0. H. Ger. -awa, -auwa, in composi-

tion ; Goth, ahwa ; 0. H. Ger. afce = a stream ;

Lat. auiiei ; Eng. ait, eyot. The s in island is

owing to a confusion with isle (q.v.).]

A. As substantive:

1. A piece of land surrounded by water, as

distinguished from mainland or continent.

" rThey were] come vnto on Hand waste and voytl.

'

Spenser: F. Q., IL vi. 11.

2. Anything resembling an island ; as a mass
of floating ice.

B. As adj. : Of the nature of an island

;

situated on an island : as, an island home.

f (1) Island of Reil

:

Anat. : The central lobe within the Assure

of Sylvius in the cerebrum. It is a triangular

eminence, forming a sort of delta between
the two divisions of the Assure.

;
(2) Islands of the Blest, Island of the Blest:

\ Greek Mythol. : Imaginary islands, situated

in the West, thought to be the abode of good
men after death. The following passage from
Cooke's translation of Hesiod's Works & Days
(i. 170) shows the ancient belief as to the

nature of the enjoyment to be found there :—

,

" There in the Igland of the Blest they find.

Where Saturn reigns, an endless calm of mind ;

And there the choicest fruits adorn the fields.

And thrice the fertile year a harvest yields.".

This passage has been ampliAed both by
Homer (Odyss. iv. 563, sqq.) and Virgil (J!n.

vi. 637-44). The same idea of fertility occurs

in the Apocalypse (xxii. 2), and Bernard de
Morlaix, in De Contemptv, Mundl, says of the

Celestial Country :

" Lux erit aurea, terraque lactea, melle redundans."

* Is' land (s silent), v.t. [Island, s.]

1. To form into an island ; to cause to be-

come or appear like an island ; to surround
with water.

2. To dot, as with islands.

js'-land er (s silent), s. [Eng. island ; -er.]

An'inhabitant of an island.

"Ye islanders, bound in the ocean's chain."
Drayton : Robert Duke of Normandy.

Is'-land-y' (s silent), a. [Eng. island; -y.]

Pertaining to islands ; full of islands.

isle (1) (s silent), * lie, * yle, s. [0. Ft. isle

(Fr. He), from Lat. insula = an island ; Sp.

isla; Ital. isola.] An island: chiefly used in

poetry.
" In sight of Troy lies Tenedos. an isle

Renowned for wealth."
Dryden: Virgil; JSneid li. 27.

* isle (2) (s silent), s. [Aisle.] A corruption

of aisle.

* isle(s silent), v. t. [Isle(1), s.] To form into an
island ; to cause to become or be like an
island ; to isolate.

"Jsled in sudden seaa of light."
Tennyson : Fatima, 33.

[Eng. isU, and* isles -man (Arst s silent),

man.] Aii islander.
" The Isletmen carried at their backs
The ancient Danish battle-axe."

Scott: Afarmion, v. 5.

is' let (s silent), a. [Eng. isle (1) ; dimin. suff.

-«*.]

1. Lit. : A little isle or island.

" An islet upon the coast of Scotland, in the German
sea."—Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 24. (Note.|

2. Fig. : A spotwithin another of a different

hue, as on the wing of a butterfly, or the blos-

som of a plant. (Tennyson : Enid, 1,324.)

-ism, suff. & s. [Gr. -«ruoc (-ismos) = condition,

act ; Lat. -ismus ; Fr. -isme.]

A. As suff. : A common sufAx in English,

meaning doctrine, theory, principle, system

or practice of the abstract idea of the word
to which it is suffixed : as, spiritualism, mono-
theism, &c, also an idiom peculiar to the

country named, as Gallicism, Irishism.

B. ^4s subst. : A doctrine or theory, espe-

cially one of a pretentious or absurd character.

" Compared with any of the isms current."—Carlyle

:

Past & Present, bk. ii., ch. xv,

Is'-ma-e-lites, Is-ma-e'-H-ans, s. pi.

[From an Ishmael (see def.), and Eng., &c.

pi. suff. -ties, -icms.]

Hist. : A branch of the Shiites. Djafar

Madeck, the sixth Imam from Ali, having lost

his elder son Ismael, appointed his younger

son Mousa to be his successor. A schism

followed among the Shiites, one party con-

tending that the Imamship should have de-

scended to the posterity of Ismael. The Fati-

niide dynasty were Ismaelite, so were the

Assassins (q.v.).

lS-nar'-di-a, s. [Named after Antoine Dante

Isnard, member of the Academy of Sciences.]

Bot. : A genus of Onagraceaj, tribe Jussiseese.

Isnardia palustris is called, by Joseph Hooker,

Ludutigia palustris. The root of I. alterni-

folia is said to be.emetic.

1-SO-, pref. [Gr. Icros (isos) = equal to, the

same as.]

1, Gen. : Equal to.

2. Bot. (Of an organ) : Equal in the number
of its divisions or parts to another one. [Iso-

STEM0N0US.]

i-so-am'-y-lene, s. [Eng. iso(merw), and
' ne.]

Chem. : £g
3>C-CHCH3 . A mobile, colour-

less oil of peculiar odour, obtained by dis-

tilling isoamylic alcohol with zinc chloride.

It has a speciflc gravity of '663 at 0°, and boils

at 35°. It is readily decomposed by an acid,

even in the cold, hydrochloric acid producing
isoamylic chloride, and hydriodie acid iso-

amylic iodide.

l-SO-a-myl'-ie, a. [Eng. iso(merlc); amyl,

and "suff. -ic.] (See the compound.)

isoamylic-alcohoL, s Isobutyl car-

binol. [Amyl-alcohol]

i-so-ar'-ca, s. [Pref. iso- = equal, and Lat.

area (q.v.)".]

Palceont. : A genus of Arcadse. Fourteen
species are known, from the Lower Silurian to

the Chalk.

i-so-bar', t i-so-bare', s. [Pref. iso-, and

Gr. (3opos (taros) = weight.]

Phys. Geog. & Meteor. (PI.) : Lines connect-

ing places which have the same mean baro-

metric pressure. Three modiflcations of them
exist : those connecting places which have
equal pressure in January, those which possess

it in July, and those in which it exists during
the whole year. The closer the isobars are

the stronger the wind, the further apart the
lighter the wind.

i-so-bar'-ic, a. [Eng., &c. isobar; -ic.]

Phys. Geog. & Meteor. : Having equal baro-

metric pressure ; of or belonging to isobars.

i'-so-bar-ism, * i-so-bar-ysm, ». [Eng.

isobar; -ism.]

Phys. Geog. & Meteor. : Equality of baro-

metric pressure.

i-so-bar-6-met'-ric, «. [Pref. iso- = equal,

and 6arome(ric (q.v.).]

Phys. Geog. & Meteor. : The same as Iso-

baric (q.v.).

i-sd'-bri-oiis, a. [Pref. iso- = equal, and Gr.

Ppiaui (briao) = to make strong, to be strong.]

Bot. : An epithet proposed by Cassini for

Dicotyledons because their force of develop-

ment in connexion with the embryo is equal

on both sides.

i-so-bu'-tane, s. [Eng. iso(meric); lutiyl),

and suff. -ane.]

Chem. : (CH3)3CH. Trimethyl-methane, or

methyl-isopropyl, is formed by the action oi

zinc and hydrochloric acid on tertiary butyl

iodide, or by the action of zinc on tertiary

butyl alcohol in presence of water. It is a

colourless gas which liquefles at 17 .

i-so-bu'-tene, i-sd-bu'-tyl-ene, s. [Eng.

iso(meric); but(yV), and suff. -ene.]

Chem. : h^>C - CH2
'
Isobutylene-

Pr0"

duced by the action of alcoholic potash on

isobutyl iodide, or on tertiary butyl iodide.

It may also be formed by passing the vapour

of isoamylic alcohol through a red-hot tube.

It is an unpleasant smelling gas, which con-

denses on cooling with a mixture of ice and

salt, to a colourless liquid, which boils at —6 .

i-so-bu'-tyl, s. [Eng. isomeric), and butyl]

[Butyl.]

isobutyl-alcohol, s.

Chem. : Isopropyl carbinol. [Bdtyl alco-

hol.]

i-so-bu-tyl'-a-mine, s. [Eng. isobutyl, and

amine.]

Chem.: CH(CH3>2-CHo/NH2. Obtained by
distilling potassium isobutyl sulphate with

potassium cyanate, and treating the distillate,

which contains isobutyl isocyanate, with pot-

ash. It has a speciAc gravity of (V7357 at 15°,

and boils at 67° 'o.

i-so-bu'-tyl-ene, s. [Eng. iso(meric), and bu-

tylene.] IIsobutene.]

i-so-bu-tyr'-a-mide, s. [Eng. iso(merie);

butyiiic), and amide.]

Cliem. : C4H70-NH2=(CH3)2 : CH'CO-NH2 .

Prepared by heating isobutyric acid with am-
monium thiocyanate. It is an agreeable,

aromatic smelling, crystalline mass, soluble

in water. It melts at 100°, and sublimes in

the form of iridescent scales.

i-so-bu'-tyr-ates, ». pi. [Eng. iso(merw),

and butyrates.]

Chem. : The salts of isobutyric-acid, resem-

bling in general properties the butyrates.

Calcium isobutyrate, (C4H7 2)2Ca + 5H20,

crystallizes ill monoclinic needles, which are

slightly soluble in cold, but very soluble in

hot water. Silver isobutyrate, C4H7 2Ag,
crystallizes from hot water in transparent

scales. Zinc isobutyrate, (C^HyO^Zn, crys-

tallizes in monoclinic prisms, which are so-

luble in cold water, but decrease in solubility

as the temperature is increased.

i-so-bu-tyr'-ic, a. [Eng. tso(meric), and
butyric.] (See the compounds.)

isobutyric-acid, ». [Butyric-acid.]

isobutyric- ether, s. [Butyric-ether.]

i-sd-bu-tyr-6, pref. [Jsobutyrohe.] (See

the compound.)

isobutyro-nitrile, s.

Chem. : C4H7N = (CH3)3CH-CN. Isopro-
pylic-cyanide. Prepared by adding potassic-

cyanide to isopropylic iodide, or by heating
isobutyric acid with potassic sulpho-cyanate.
It is an oily liquid, possessing a peculiar aro-

matic odour, and boiling at 107°.

i-sd-bu'-tyr-one, s. [Eng. iso(meric); and
butyrone.]

Chem.: ((CH3>2-CH)2C0. Diisopropyl-ke-
tone. Obtained by the dry distillation of
calcic isobutyrate, or by carefully oxidizing
di-isopropyl oxalic acid. It distils at 124", and
is oxidized by chromic acid to isobutyric,
acetic, and carbonic acids.

i-so-cap-ro-, pref. |[Isocaproic] (See the
compound.)

isocapro nitrile, s.

Chem. : C6HnN = (CH3yCH'CH2-CH2CN.
Isoamylic cyanide. An unpleasant smelling oil,

obtained by the dry distillation of isoamylic
potassic sulphate with potassic cyanide, or by
heating amyl iodide with potassic cyanide
and alcohol. It boils at 146°, and has a
speciflc gravity of 0-806. Like most other
nitrils, it unites with metallic chlorides to
form crystalline compounds.

i-so-ca-pro'-ic, a. [Eng. iso(meric), and
caproic.] (See the compound.)

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph - f,
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isocaproic acid, s.

Chem. : [Caproic-acid],

i-so-car'-di-a, s. [Pref. iso- = equal, and
Gr. KopSta (kardia) = the heart.]

Zool. & Palcnont. ; Heart-cockle ; a genus of

Molluscs, family Cyprinidaj. The shell is

cordate and ventricoso ; the hinge teeth 2-2,

the laterals 1-1 in each valve. Five recent
species are known from Britain, &c, and
ninety fossil, the latter from the Trias onward.

[Eng. iso(meHc), andl-so-cetf-a-mide.

Chem. : Ci5H31NO. Obtained by heating in

a sealed tube a mixture of the oil of Jatropha
Gureas and strong ammonia. It is a white,
nacreous powder, melting at 67°, and is not
attacked by strong potash.

l'-so-cheim, s. [Isochime.]

i so chei -mal, «., [Isochimal.]

i so chei'-men-al, i-so-chei-mon-al, u.

[ISOCHIMENAL.]

i-so-chei'-men-e, a. [Isochimene.]

l-so-chi-li-dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat. isochil(us);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Orchids, tribe Epidendrea?
(q.v.).

^
i-SO-Chi'-liis, s. [Pref. iso-, and Gr. xeiAo?

(cheilos) — a lip ; cf. Gr. io-oxeiXos (isocheilos),

icroxeiA^s (isocheiles) = level with the lip or
edge.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Iso-

chilidee (q.v.). The species are from South
America.

I-so-chT-mal, iso chei -mal, a. [Bng.,

&c. isoclteim ; -al. ] Marking e'qual winters.
[ISOCHIMENAL.]

isochimal-lines, ». pi.

LINES.]
[ISOCHIMENAL-

i'-so chime, s. [Isochimene.]
Physical Geog. c& Meteor. ; An isochinial or

isochimenal line. [Isochimenal.]

i so-chi'-men-al, i-so-chi'-mon al,
i so chei -mon al, a. [Eng. &c. iso-

chimen(e) (q.v.); -al.) Of, or denoting, the
same mean winter temperature.

isochimenal-lines, s. pi.

Meteor. : Lines drawn on the globe over
places in which the winter temperature is the
same.

i-so chi -men-e, i -so -chei men -e, s.

[Pref. iso-
f
and Gr. xeifs-w (cheimon) = a storm,

winter.] An isocheira (q.v.).

l-so-chd-les'-ter-in, s. [Eng. isomeric),
and cholesterin.]

Chem. : C26H44O, occurs, together with cho-
lesterin, in the grease of sheep's wool, and
may be separated by saponifying the fat,

heating the mixture of cholesterin and iso-

cholesterin thus obtained with benzoic acid,
' 'whereby they are converted into benzoic ethers,

and crystallizing these compounds from com-
mon ether, the cholesteryl benzoate separating
in thick, tabular crystals, the isocholesteryl
benzoate in slender needles, and from the
latter the isocholesterin may be obtained by
heating with alcoholic potash. It melts at

l^'-lSS", and does not give any colour with
chloroform and sulphuric acid. In all other
respects it resembles cholesterin.

l-sd-Cnrd-mat'-Sfc, a. [Pref. iso-, and Eng.
chromatic (q.v.).] Of the same colour.

isochromatic-lines, s. pi.

Optics : Coloured rings appearing when a

pencil of polarized light is transmitted along

the axis of a crystal, as of mica or nitre, and,

after passing through a plate of tourmaline,
finally reaches the eye.

i-sdch'-ron-al, a. [Isochronous.]

isochronal-line, s.

Physios: A line down which a heavy body
descends with uniform velocity.

l-s6ch'-ron-al-ly; adv. [Eng. isochronal

;

-ly.] In an 'isochronal manner; so as to be
isochronal.

* I'- so chrone, a. [Isochronous.] The same
as Isochronous (q.v.).

l-so-chron'-ic, «. [Isochronous.]

l-soch'-ron-ism, s. [Eng. isochronous); -ism.]
The state or quality of being isochronous.

I-SOCh'-ron-on, s. [Gr. la-6\povo<: (isochronns)
= equal in age or time : pref. iso-, and Gr.
Xpoi/os (chronos) — time.]

Hor. : A clock designed to keep perfectly
accurate time.

l-soch'-ron-ous, i soch -ron-al, i-so-
chrdn'-lC, a. [Gr. i&oxpovos (isochronos) =
equal in age or time : pref. iso- = equal ; Gr.
Xpovo? {chronos) = time, and sun", -ous, -al, -ic.]

Hor. (Of two p>endulums) : Performing their
beats in the same time.

i-sdch'-roiis, i-so-chro'-us, a. [Pref. iso-,

and Gr. xpoia (chroia), \poa (chroa), xp^s (chros)
= . . . colour.] Having a uniform colour
tliroughout.

l-so-cli'-nal, l-so-cli'-nic, a. [Pref. tso-

= equal, and Gr. «AtVtu (klino) = to make to
bend. ]

Magnetism : Having the same inclination or
dip.

Isoclinal-lines, isoclinic lines, s. pi.

Magnetism : Lines connecting places in
which the dipping-needle makes equal angles.

l-SO-cro-ton'-ic, a. [Eng. iso(meric), and
crotonic.] (See the compound.)

isocrotonic-acid, s.

Chem. : [Crotonic-acid].

l-SO-cry'-mal, a. [Eng., &c. isocrym(e); suff.

-al.] Of, belonging to, or constituting an iso-

cryme.

l-SO-cryme, s. [Pref. iso- = equal, and Gr.
Kpv/j.0? (krumos) = frost.]

Physic. Geog. & Meteor. : The cold-water line,

having a mean temperature of 68° F. ; the cold
limit of coral-making polypes.

l-so-cy'-clus, a. [Pref. iso-, and Gr. kv'kao?

(kuklos) = a circle.]

Zool. : An animal composed of a succession
of equal rings. (Owen : Comp. Anat. Inv.
Animals. Gloss.)

l-soe'-y-mene, s. [Eng. iso(meric), and cy-

inene.]

Chem.: C6H4(CH3)-CH : (CH3>2. A colour-
less liquid formed by the action of sodium on
an ethereal solution of methylic iodide and
parabrom-cumene. It boils at 217°, and has a
sp. gr. 1-3014 at 15°.

i-so-di-a-bat'-ic, a. [Pref. iso-, and Gr.
5ia/?a.TiKos (diabatikos) = able to pass through;
StafHaivto (diabaino) = to pass over : did (dia)
= through, and /3acVw (baino) = to walk.]

Thermodynamics (Ofa substance) : Receiving
or giving out equal quantities of heat.

isodiabatic - lines, isodiabatic -
curves, s. pi.

Physics : Two lines on a diagram, the one
exhibiting the law of variation of the pressure
and density of a fluid during the lowering of
its temperature; the other, during its rise.
These two lines are isodiabatic if the quan-
tity of heat given out by the fluid during a
certain stage of the lowering of the tempera-
ture is the same as that given out during the
corresponding stage of its rise.

l-sd-di-gly-col-, pref. [Eng. isomeric);
pref. di- = two, and glycol.] (See the com-
pound.)

isodiglycol-ethylenic-acid, a.

Chem. : CgHioOg. An acid isomeric with
diglycol-ethylenic acid, prepared by heating
to 100°, in a strong vessel, a solution of milk-
sugar and bromine, and neutralising the pro-
duct with moist oxide of silver. On decom-
posing the filtered solution by means of
sulphydric acid, evaporating at a gentle heat
and saturating with cadmium carbonate, cad-
mium isodiglycol-ethylenate crystallizes out
in granular groups of monoclinic needles. It
is soluble in water and in alcohol, and from
the latter it is precipitated by ether in flocks.
The aqueous solution gives no precipitate with
neutral or basic acetate of lead. It melts at
98°, and at a higher temperature chars, giving
off the odour of burnt sugar. Ammonium

isodiglycol - ethylenate, CgH^NH^Og-HoO,
crystallizes in large transparent crystals,

soluble in water, but insoluble in alcohol.

The calcium salt crystallizes in large shining

plates. The barium, strontium, and silver

salts are gelatinous and easily decomposed.

The sodium salt, C6H9Na06-2H20, forms tufte'

of prisms, which giveoff half their water at 100°.

i-so-dl-mor'-phism, s. [Pref. iso-, and Eng.
dimorphism (q.v.).

J

Grystallog. : Isomorphism between the two
forms of a dimorphous substance.

l-so-di-mor'-phoiis, a. [Pref. iso-, and
Eng. dimorphous (q.v.).]

Grystallog. : Having the quality of isodi-

morphism (q.v.).

l-sd-dl-naph'-thyl, s. [Eng. iso(meric); pref.

di- = two, aud naphthyl(ene).~\

Cliem. : C2oHj4 = CioH7
-

CioH7. Obtained
by passing the vapour of naphthalene through
a red-hot tube. It crystallizes in white plates,

having a slight fluorescence, and melts at 187°.

i-sod -6-mon, i-sod'-6-mum, s. [Gr. Wos
(isos) — equal, and hop.6% (domos)= abuilding.]

Greek Arch. : A method of building walls,

in which the thickness and length of the
stones forming the courses were uniform, but
the stones were so laid that the vertical joints
of each course were directly over the middle
of the stones forming the course below.

l-sd -dul'-cite, a. [Eng. iso(meric), and dul-
cite.)

Chem. : CgHxsOgHaO. An isomeride of
maunitan, obtained by boiling quercitrin with
dilute mineral acids. It is in the form of
large transparent crystals, which are very
soluble in water and melt at 107°, with loss of
their water of crystallization.

I-so-dy-nam'-ic, a. [Pref. iso-, and Eng.
dynamic (q.v.).]

Magnetism, &c. : Having equal force or
power ; of equal size.

isodynamic-lines, s. pi
Magnetism : Lines connecting places in which

the magnetism is of equal intensity.

i-sd-dyn'-a-mous, a. [Gr. io-ofiuVa^os (iso-

dunamos) = equal in power : pref. iso- ; Gr.
Svyap-is (dunamis) = power, might, strength,
and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : The same as Isobrious (q.v.).

l-so-et'-es, s. [Lat. isoetes ; Gr. JtroeTTj? (iso-

etes), as adj. = equal in years ; as subst. = an
evergreen plant : pref. iso- (q.v.), and Gr.
6-ros (etos) = a year.]

Bot. : Quillwort ; a genus of Lycopodia-
cese, formerly placed under Marsileaceae. It
consists of aquatic or terrestrial plants, with
long subulate or fili-

form , often tubular
leaves, sheathing at
the base ; capsules
sessile in the axils of
the leaves, traversed
by transverse
threads, those of the
outer leaves contain-
ing globose macro-
spores, and those of
the inner oblong tri-

gonous microspores,
the crustaceous in-

tegument of the latter
marked with three ra- 1

- ^ea^^„c
^?.1

uit5iPa3?'
diating lines. Known
species six or eight,
chiefly from the North temperate or from the
warm regions. Two are British, Isoetes lacus-
t-ris, from North Wales northwards, and I.
Eystrix, from the inundated sauds in Guern-
sey. (Sir J. Hooker.)

i-sd-ge'-6-therm? s. [Pref. iso- ; Gr. y^ (ye)= the earth or land, and Oepfir) (therme)= heat ]An isogeothermic line (q.v.).

i -so -ge -6 -theV-mal, I-so-ge-6-ther-
nuc, a. [Eng., &c. isogeothemi ; -al, -ic]
(See etym. and compound.)

isogeothermic lines, *. pi.

Geog. & Meteor ; A term introduced by Kup-
ffer for lines drawn on a globe or map across
those places in winch the mean temperature
of the soil is the same.

ISOETES.

2. Capsule cut across.
Spore,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
cr, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cab, care, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce ^ e; ey = a, qu = kw.
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l-SO-gon'-ic, a. [Gr. lo-oywnos (teogonios) =
equiangular

;
pref. iso-, and yuvia. (gonia) = an

angle.]

Magnetism : (See etyni. and compound).

isogonic-llnes, s. pi.

Magnetism : Lines connecting those places
ou the earth's surface at which the declination

of the magnetic needle is the same. The first

chart of the kind was constructed by Halley,
in 1700, a more recent one was made by Capt.
Evans, for the year 1857. It is published in

the Brit. Assoc. Report for 1861. (Garwt.)

l-so-gyr'-ous (yr as ir), a. [Pref. iso- =
equal, and Gr. yvpos (guros) = a circle.]

Bot. : Forming a complete spire.

I-SO-hep'-tane, s. [Bng. iso(meric), and hep-

tane.]

Chem. : CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH<*g3. ob.

tained as ethyl-isoamyl, by decomposing a
mixture of equal parts of ethyl- and amyl-
iodide, by means of sodium. It is an oily

liquid, boiling at 90°*3, and having a sp. gr.

of 0*6969 at 0°. Chlorine acts upon it in dif-

fused daylight, a mixture of the primary and
secondary chlorides being formed, which can-

not be separated by fractional distillation.

i-so-hex'-ane, 5. [Eng. iso(meric), and
hexane.]

Chem. : CBVCBYCH2-CH<^ig3
. Prepared

first by Wurtz, by acting on a mixture of

ethyl-iodide and isobutyl-iodide with sodium.
It was named by him, ethyl-butyl. Isohexane

is a mobile liquid, boiling at 62°, and having a

sp. gr. of 0'7011 at 0°. Its vapour density is

3-053.

l-so-hy-dro-, pref. [Eng. isomeric), and hy-

dro(gen).~\

isohydro benzoin, s.

Chem. : C14H14O2. A crystalline compound
formed by the action of sodium amalgam ou
an alcoholic solution of benzaldehyde. It

crystallizes from water in efflorescent, long,

shining, four-sided prisms, from alcohol in an-

hydrous monoclinic prisms. It melts at
119'5°, and differs from hydro-benzoin in not

being converted into benzoin when heated
with strong nitric acid.

I-so-hy'-e-tose, a. [Pref. iso-, and Gr. verds

(huetos) = rain.]

Phys. Geog. & Meteor. : (See etym. and comp.).

Isohyetose lines, s. pi.

Physic. Geog. & Meteor. : Lines passing over
those places on a globe or map where the
annual rainfall is the same.

* i'-sol able, a. [Eng. isoUate); -able.] Cap-
able of hieing isolated.

i'-sol-ate, v.t. [Ital. isolato, from isola, Lat.
insula — an island ; Fr. isoler.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To place or set in a place by
oneself or itself ; to place in a detached situa-

tion ; to insulate ; to disassociate from others.

2. Elect. : The same as Insulate (q.v.).

i'-sol-a-ted, pa. par. & a. [Isolate, Insu-
lated.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Separated or detached from
others ;

placed or standing by oneself or itself.

"The policy, however, applied generally to them was
to reduce them to isolated units."—Lems : Vred. Early
Soman Hist. (1855). 1L 426.

2. Elect. : [Insulated].

* l^sol-a-ted-lif, adv. [Eng. isolated; -ly.]

In an isolated manner.

i-sol-a'-tion, s. [Isolate, v.] The act of

isolating ; the state of being isolated.

i-BO-le'-piS, s. [Pref. iso-, and Gr. Kerns (lepis)

= a scale, rind, or husk.] Named from the
equal glumes.

Bot. : A genus of Cyperaceae, tribe Scirpese.

About a hundred species are known, mostly
from temperate climates. Four, Isolepis setacea,

I. Savii.,. I. fluitans, and J. Holoschcenus are
British.

l-Sol-6-gous, a. [Pref. iso-, and Gr. \oyos
(logos) = proportion.] Bearing the same pro-
portion ; proportionate.

isologous-sories, s.

Chem. : Applied to any series of compounds

in which the terms differ, proportionately, in

one or more of their elements, thus :

—

C3H8
C3H6 C3H4 GjHa

Propane. Propeue. propme. Propone.

is an isologous-series, in which the successive

terms differ by H2.

i'-so-mert s. [Isomeride.]

I-Bo-mer'-ic, l-so-mer'-i-cal, a. [Gr.

io-oneprjs (isomeres) = having an equal share of

anything : pref. iso-, and Gr. uipos (meros) = a

part, a share.]

Chem. : Pertaining to isomerism.

i-som'-er-ide, i-sd-mer, s. [Eng., &c.

isomerfic); -ide.]

Chem. : An isomeric body.

l som cr ism, s. [Gr. '(0-op.eprJs (isomeres),

and Eng. suff. -ism.] [Isomeric]

Chem. : A term applied to those bodies which
are composed of the same elements, in the

same proportions, but which differ either in

their physical characteristics, or in their

chemical properties. They may be divided

into three distinct classes : isomeric, meta-

meric, and polymeric bodies.

Isomeric bodies or isomerides are those

which show analogous decompositions and
changes, when heated, or when treated with

reagents, but differ in physical properties.

The terpenes, CioH16 ,
constitute the chief

ingredients in the essential oils of tur-

pentine, lemon, orange, juniper, &c. They
have the same composition, and resemble each

other closely in their chemical actions, but
they differ in odour, boiling point, and their

action on polarised light. They are true

isomers, in the strict sense of the word.
Metameric bodies, or metamerides, are those

which exhibit dissimilar transformations when
heated, or when acted on by reagents. The mo-
lecular formula, C3H6 2 , represents the three

compounds, propionic acid, ethyl formate, and
methyl acetate. Propionic acid, a crystalline

body, is converted by potash into potassium
propionate ; ethyl formate, a colourless, aro-

matic liquid, boiling at 56°, is resolved by
potash into ethylic alcohol and potassium
formate ; whilst methyl acetate, a colourless,

volatile liquid, is decomposed by potash into

wood spirit (methylic alcohol) and an acetate.

These three compounds, which are composed
of the same elements in the same proportions,

differ in the nature of their products when
acted on by reagents, and are said to be
metameric with one another.
Polymeric bodies, or polymerides, contain

the same elements in the same proportions,

but have different molecular weights. The
most striking example is exhibited by the
hydrocarbons, all of which are multiples of

the lowest, namely, methene, CH2, which,
however, is not known in the free state.yThus
we have ethylene, C2H4, propylene, C3Hk,
butyleue, C4He, amylene, C5H10 , all of which
possess the same per centage composition, but
different molecular weights. All polymerides
exhibit regular gradations of boiling points,

and vapour densities.

i so-mer-6 mor -phism, s. [Gr. lo-oiiepijs

(isomeres), fiop^r; (morphe) = form, and suff.

-ism.] [Isomeric]

Crystallog. : Isomorphism between sub-
stances having the same atomic proportions,

l-som' er ous, a. [Isomeric]

Bot. (Ofa flower) : Equal in number, having
all the parts equal in number, as having five

sepals, five petals, five stamens, &c.

2. Crystallog., Min.
t
&c : Of like composi-

tion. (Used of isomorphism between sub-
stances of the same atomic proportions.)

i-sd-met'-ric, l-so-met'-ric-al, o. [Gr.
10-os (isos) = equal, and Eng. metric, metrical
(q-v.«

1. Ord. Lang. : Equal in measure ; charac-
terized by equality of measure.

2. Crystallog. : Mononietric, tessular.

isometrical perspective, s. A method
of perspective drawing which allows of build-

ings being represented with base lines at any
angle of view, but without the other lines of
any side of such building converging, as they
do in ordinary perspective, to a vanishing
point. It is generally adopted for birds'-eye

views of extensive buildings, which thus com-
bine the advantages of a ground plan and ele-

vation.

i-so-mor'-phism, s. [Pref. iso- ; Gr. ixopip^

(morphe) = form, shape, and suff. -ism.]

Min A general law, discovered in 1819 by

Professor Mitscherlich, of Berlin, by which

the variation of minerals is governed. It is

that the ingredients of any single species of

mineral are not absolutely fixed as to their

kind and quality, but one ingredient may be

replaced by an equivalent portion of some

analogous ingredient. Thus in augite the

lime may be in part replaced by portions of

peroxide of iron, or of manganese, while the

form of the crystal and the angle of the

cleavage plane remains the same. These sub-

stitutions are, however, confined within cer-

tain limits. (Lyell, &c.)

l-so-mor'-phous, a, [Pref. iso-, and Gr.

fioptM (morphe) = a form, and Eng. suff. -oits.]

Chem. : A term applied to certain sub-

stances, which have the same crystalline form,

and are also analogous in their chemical con-

stitution. The alums, for instance, no matter

what their composition, all crystallize in octa-

hedra, and if we place a crystal of potassium

alum in a solution of chrome-alum, the

crystal will continue to increase with perfect

regularity from the deposition of the latter

salt. " Bodies having apparently an exactly

similar constitution are not necessarily iso-

morphous, but are rather divisible into two or

more groups, of which the respective members
are isomorphous ; on the other hand, the pos-

session of an equal number of atoms is not

essential to isomorphism, for two atoms of one

element are not unfrequentlyisomorphouswith

one atom of another element ; and sometimes a

molecular group is isomorphous in its combi-
nations with an elementary atom—NH4 with

K, for example. There are also numerous
examples of bodies crystallizing in the same
form, but without exhibiting any similarity of

chemical constitution." Isomorphous bodies

are generally arranged according to the crys-

tallographic systems. The elements belong

to the monometric system, with the exception

of arsenic, antimony, and bismuth, which be-

long to the hexagonal. The protoxides, the

proto-chlorides, bromides, and iodides, and
the proto-sulphides are also monometric. The
carbonates belong partly to the trirnetric, and
partly to the hexagonal, the nitrates to the

hexagonal and the monometric, and the alums
to the monoclinic systems. When the same
body is found to crystallize in two different

forms, it is said to be dimorphous. (Crys-

tallography, Crystals.]

1 so nan' dra, s. [Pref. iso-, n euphonic, and
Gr. avr/p (aner), genit. deopds (andros) = a man,
a stamen.]

Bot. : A genus of Sapotacese. Isonandria ob-

ovata, an evergreen tree, growing in Tenna-
serim, yields a kind of gutta-percha, and
Isonandra Guttathe gutta percha itself. (Watt

:

Economic Products of India, i. 1.)

1 so-ni tro-phen -Ic, a. [Eng. isofmerUs)

;

-nitr(ic) ; connective, and phenic.] (See the

compound.)

isonitrophenic-aeld, s. [Phenic-acid.]

X - so - nom'- ic, a. [Pref. iso- = equal, and
Eng. nomic (q.v.).] Of or pertaining to ison-

ouiy ; equal in law or right.

l-son'-o-my, s. [Gr. lo-ovofiia (ison&mia) =
distribution, equality of rights, specially

equality of rights in a Greek democracy.]
Equality of political or legal rights.

l-sd-OC-tyl'-ic, a. [Eng. isomeric), and oc-

tylie.] (See the compound.)

isoootylic acid "• [Octylio-aoid.]

i'-so-oen-an-th^l'-Ic, a. [Eng. isomeric),

and cenanthylic] (See the compound.)

isocenanthylic acid *<

Chem. : (CH3>2-CH-CH2-CH2-CH2-CO-OH.
Isoheptoic acid. An unpleasantly smelling,

oily liquid, obtained by heating a mixture of
sodic ethylate and isovalerate in carbonic
oxide. It boils at 210°-213°. Its barium salt

forms an amorphous mass, whilst its calcium
salt (C7Hi;)02)2Ca + 2H2 crystallizes in mi-
croscopic needles.

l-sop'-a-thy, s. [Pref. iso-, and Gr. iraflrj

(pathe), ira66s (pathos) = suffering.]

Medicine

:

1. The attempted cure of a disease by the
virus of the same malady.

boil, boy ; pout, J6\trl ; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian-shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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2. The idea that a diseased organ may be
cured by eating the analogous organ of a
healthy animal.

l-so-pen'-tane, s. [Eng. iso(meric), and pen-
tane.] [Pentane ]

l-SO-pen'-tene, s. [Eng. iso^neric), and pen-
tene.i [Pentene.]

i-so-pen-tyl'-a-mine, s. [Eng. iso(meric) ;
-pentyl, and amine.] [Amylamine.]

l-so-per-i-met'-ric-al, a. [Eng., &c. iso-

mer imelr(y) ; -ical.]

Geom. : Of or belonging to isoperiinetry(q. v.).

I-so-per-im'-e-try, s. [Pref. iso-, and Gr.
ir€pifj.€Tpov(perimetron)= circumference ; Eng.
suff. -y.]

Geom. : Having equal perimeters, circum-
ferences, or boundaries.

l'-SO-phane, s, [Pref. iso- — equal, and Gr.
ipaLvoi (phaino) = to cause to appear.]

Min. : The same as Franklinite (q.v.).

l-soph'-dr-oiis, a. [Pref. iso- = equal, and
Gr. «£opos (pharos) ~ bearing, carrying.]

Hot. : Transformable into something else.

i'-so-pdd, i'-s6-pode, «. & s, [Isopoda.]

A. As adj. : Having the feet equal in length

;

i.°opodous.

B. As subst. : A crustacean of the order
i Isopoda (q.v.).

l-sop'-o-da, s. pi. [Pref. iso-, and Gr. ttovs

(pons), genit. rroSos (podos) = a foot.]

Zool. ; An order of Crustaceans, division
Thoracipoda, legion Edriophthalmia. The
body is composed of seven segments, as a rule
nearly equal in size. The legs, which are
seven pairs, are almost of the same length.
They are fitted for walking, swimming, or ad-
hering as parasites. The posterior (abdominal)
appendages are converted into leaf-like respi-

ratory apparatus. The heart is near the tail.

Prof. Milne-Edwards divides the Isopoda into
three sub-orders or sections, the Cursorial,

Natatory, and Sedentary Isopods. The Cur-
sorial section includes the families Oniscida?,

Asellidse, and Idotheidse ; the Natatory two,
Sphferomidae and CymothoidEe ; and the Seden-
tary one, Bopyrida?. The common wood-louse
is a well-known example of Isopoda.

I 2. Palceont. : The Isopoda are believed to
extend from the Devonian times till now.

i-SO-pod'-l-form, a. [Mod. Lat. isopod(a) ;

i connective, and Lat. forma = form, shape.]

Entom. (Of a larva) : Shaped like an isopod.

I - Sop'-p - dous, a. [Mod. Lat. isopod(a)

;

Eng. suff. -ous.]

Zool. : Having feet of equal length ; of, be-

longing, or relating to the Isopoda (q.v.).

"Various forma which may be Isopodous."—Nichol-
son ; Palceont., i. 389.

l-SO-pol'-l-ty* s - [Gr. i<roiro\tT€La(isopolitcia)

= (1) equality of civil rights, (2) a treaty be-

tween two states for a reciprocity of such
rights : lo-os (isos) = equal, and tpoAidjs (po-

ntes) = citizen.] Equal rights of citizenship,

as conferred by the people of one city or state

i upon those of another.
" Between America and England one would be glad

if there could exist Borne isopol'Uy."—A. S. Clough :

Remains, i. 213.

l'-so-prene, s. [Eng. iso(meric), and (te)rpene

transposed (?).]

Chem. : C5H8 . A volatile hydrocarbon,

Solymeric with caoutchin, produced by the

ry distillation of caoutchouc and gutta

percha. It is an oily liquid, possessing a

naphtha-like odour. It boils at 37°, and has

a sp. gr. of 0-6823 at 20°. It is an unstable

compound, decomposing, by keeping, into a

white amorphous mass, having the composi-
tion, CioH160.

X-SO-pro'-pi-on-ate, s. [Eng. iso(meric), and
propionate.] [Propionic-acid.]

l-so-prd-pi-on'-ic, a. [Eng. iso(meric), and
propionic] [Propionic-acid.]

S'-SO-prop'-yl, s. [Eng. iso(meric), and pro-

pyl.] [Propyl.]

isopropyl - carbinol, s. [Butyl -al-
cohol.]

i-so-pur-piir'-ic, a. [Eng. iso(meric), and
purpuric] (See the compound.)

isopurpuric acid, ». [Purptjric-acid.]

i'-so-pyre (yr as ir), s. [Pref. iso-, here -=

like, and Gr. nvp (pur) = fire.]

Min. ; An opaque to sub-translucent,
slightly magnetic, brittle mineral ; in colour
grayish or velvet-black, occasionally spotted
with red ; in lustre vitreous ; its hardness
6 to 6-5

; sp. gr., 2'9 to 3. Compos. : silica,

47*09; alumina, 13*91; sesquioxide of iron,
20-07

; lime, 15*43
; and protoxide of copper,

1-94. Found at St. Just near Penzance, and
on the Calton Hill near Edinburgh.

i-SOS'-ce-lej-J, a. [Lat, from Gr. laoo-neKcs

(isoskeles) = having equal legs or sides ; lo-os

(isos) = equal, and o-kcAos (skelos) = a leg ; Fr.

isocele.]

Geom. : Having two legs or sides only that
are equal : as, an isosceles triangle.

i-sd-sei$''-mal, a. [Pref. iso- ~ equal, and
Eng. seismal (q.v.).] Relating to equal earth-
quake action.

isoseismal lines, s. pi.

Geol. (PL) : Lines on a map or globe resting
where earthquake action is equal.

i-so-spon'-dy-li, s. pi. [Pref. iso-, and Gr.
o"tt6v8v\o<; (spoiululos) = a vertebra.]

Ichthy. : A sub-order of Teleocephali. It
consists of soft-rayed fishes, with the head
naked, an adipose fin or abdominal sutures
often present ; dentition and habitat various.
Families : Stomiatidaa (the Stomiatoids), Sco-
pelidse (the Scopelids), Synodontidse(the Syno-
donts), Percopsidse (Trout Perches), SalmonidsB
(Salmon), Cliipeidse (Herrings), Hyodontidie
(Mooneyes), Engraulidse(Anehovies), Albulida:
(Lady Fishes), Dussumieridre (Round Her-
rings), and Elopidse (Jew Fishes). (Jordan

:

Vertebrates; Northern United States, 1S76.)

I-s5s'-po-rous, a. [Pref. iso- = equal, and
Gr. o-jrdpos (sporos), crn-opa (spora) = a seed.]

Bot. (Of Cryptogams) : Having spores all of
one size. The prothallium developed from
them grows for a considerable time inde-
pendently of the spore, and bearing both
male organs (antheridia) and female ones
(archegonia). It contains the orders Filices,
Equisetaccas, and Ophioglossaceffi. (Thome.)

l-s6-stem'-6n-OUS, a. [Pref. iso- ; Gr. <rrnp.ov
(sternon) = warp ; Lat. stamen (q.v.), and Eng.
suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having the stamens equal in number
to the petals. (De Co.ndolle.)

i-sd-stil'-bene, s. [Eng. iso(meric), and stil-

bene.]

Chem. : CH2
~ C(C6H5)2 . TJnsymmetric

diphenyl-ethene. A colourless non-solidifying
oil, obtained by boiling diphenyl-monochlor-
cthane with alcoholic potash. It boils at 277°,

and by oxidation is converted into diphenyl-
ketone.

i-so-tar-tar'-ic, a. [Eng. iso(meric), and
tartaric] (See the compound.)

isotartaric-acid, a. [Tartaric Acid.]

i-so-theV-al, a. [Eng., &c. isother(e) ; -al.]

(See etym. and def.)

isotheral lines, c.

Physic Geog. & Meteor. : Lines on a globe or
map passing over places in which the mean
summer temperature is the same.

l'-so-there, s. [Pref. iso- = equal, and Gr.
depot (theros) — summer.]
Physic Geog. & Meteor. : An isotheral line

(q.v.).

i'-so-therm, s. [Pref. iso-, and Gr. &epp.7}

(thernie) = heat.]

Physic. Geog. & Meteor. . An isothermal line.

l-so~ther'-mal, a. [Pref. iso- = equal, and
depfx-q (therinc) = heat.]

Physic Geog. & Meteor. : Of or belonging to
zones or divisions of the land, ocean, or atmo-
sphere, which have an equal degree of mean
annual warmth. (Lyell.)

isothermal-lines, a. pi.

Geog. & Meteor. : Lines on a globe or map
passing over places in which the mean general
temperature is the same. Humboldt first gene-

ralized xhe observations and collected the facta

bearing on isothermal lines.

isothermal-zone, s.

Geog. & Meteor. : The space between two
isothermal lines.

l-sd-ther-om'-brose, a. [Pref. iso- = equal

(q.v.) ; Gr. flepos (theros) = summer, and cju.-

/3pos (ombros) = rain.] (See etym. and def.)

isotherombrose-lines, s. pi.

Physic. Geog. & Meteor. : Lines on a globe or

map drawn across places having the same
amount of rain in summer.

i-sot'-om-a, s. [Pref. iso- = equal (q.v.)., and*

Gr. tow (tome) = a cutting.]

Bot. : A genus of Lobeliaceae, tribe Lobeleae.

Isotoma longiflora, a "West Indian species, is<;

very poisonous, both to horses and men. It
is an over-potent cathartic.

l-sd-ton'-ic, a. [Gr. Zeros (isos) — equal, and.
^ toVos (tonos) = tone.]

1. Orel. Lang. ; Indicating or having equal
tones.

2. Miis. : Applied to a system of music in
which each concord is alike tempered, and in
which there are twelve equal semitones.

[Eng. isotrimor-i-so-trI-mor'-phism,
pMpus); -ism.]

Crystallog. : Isomorphism between the three
forms of two trimorphous substances.

l-sd-tri-mor'-plious, a. [Pref. iso-; Gr. rpt-
fxopipos (trimorphos) = triple : pref. rpt-, from.
Tpt? (tris)— three, and p-op^-q (rnorphe) = form.]

Crystallog. : Presenting the phenomenon of
isotrimorphism (q.v.).

I-s6-tr6p'-ic, i-so-trop'-oiis, a. [Pref.
iso- = equal, and Gr. rpo-irq (trope), or Tpoiroc
(tropos) = a turn.] (For def. see compound.)

isotropic-substances, s. pi.

Optics, cCc. ; Substances singly refracting.
(Ridley : Study of Rocks, 2nd ed.( p. 76.) (Op-
posed to anisotropous = doubly refracting.)

i-sdu-vit'-ic, a. [Eng. iso(meric), and uvitic.%

(See the compound.)

isouvitic-acid, s.

Chem. : C9H8 4 = C6H3(CH3XCO*OH)2. A
dibasic aromatic acid produced from gamboge
by fusion with potassic hydrate, pyrotartarie
acid and acetic acid being formed at the same
time. It crystallizes in short rhombic prisms,
which are very soluble in boiling water and
melt at 160°.

l-SO-va-ler'-ic, a. [Eng. iso(meric)
}
and

valeric (q.v.).] (See the compound.)

isovaleric-acid, *. [Valeric Acid.J

l-sd-va-ler'-yl-ene, s. [Eng. iso(meric), and"
valerylene.]

Chem.: C 5H8 = (CH3>2C-C*CH2 . A liquid*..

hydrocarbon, formed from brom-isoamylene
by the action of alkalis. It possesses the
odour of garlic, and boils between 42° and
45". When treated with bromine, it yields
two liquid compounds, a dibromide, CsHgBra,
boiling at 170", and a te era-bromide, CgHgBr^
which cannot be distilled unchanged.

Is-pa-han'-ee, a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining or relating to Ispa-
han, in Persia.

B. As subst. . A native or inhabitant cf
Ispahan.

Is'-ra-el, s. [Heb. bijC\fc(Yisracl) ; Gr. 'ltrparjK

(Israel) = fighter or soldier of God (GesmiusX*
from nniD (Sarah) = (1) to intervene, (2) to be
a leader, prefect, or prince, (3) to right.]

1. The name divinely given to Jacob during
the scene at Peniel or Penuel as a memorial
that, as a prince, he had power with God and -

with men and had prevailed (Gen. xxxii. 28).

2. The Jewish people ; a contraction for
Children of Israel or House of Israel. (Hosea
xi. 1.)

1f A religions sect which appeared for the
first time in 1883 ; in the Registrar-General's
returns is called The New and Latter House
of Israel.

% Kingdom of Israel

:

Script. Hist. : The kingdom of the Ten Tribes
beginning with Jeroboam and ending witli
the Assyrian Captivity.

late, fat, f&re, amidst, wbat, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, p5t»

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, oe = e ; ey = a, qu = kw,
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Is'-ra-el-ite, s. & a. [Heb., &c, Israel, and
suff. -iie.]

A- As substantive :

1. A descendant of Israel and of Jacob ; a
Jew.

2. Used in the New Testament for a Jew
viewed as a member of the Theocracy. [Jew.]
(Trench : Syn. of the New Test, p. 15S )

" Behold an Israelite indeed in whom is no guile. "

—

John ii. 47.

B. As adj. : Israelitic.

Is-ra-el-lt'-ic, a. [Eng., &e. Israelite); -ic]
J
Of or belonging to the Israelites; Hebrew,
Jewish.

ra-el-it'-ish, a. [Eng., <fcc. Israelite) ; -ish,]

Nearly the same as Israelitic, but a less

respectful word.

Ig'-ra-el-It-l^m, s. [Eng. Israelite); -ism;
Fr. Israe'litisvte.] The same as Judaism (q.v.).

* lSS'-U-a-l)le (XSS as ish), a. [Eng. issu(e) ;

-able.]

1. Tliat may or can be issued ; capable of
being issued.

2. Pertaining to an issue or issues ; admit-
ting of issue being taken upon it ; containing
an issue or issues : as, an issuable plea.

3. Admitting or allowing of issue being
taken or joined.

" Hilary or Trinity terms ; which from the makin?
up of the issues therein, are usually called issuable
twins."—Blackstone : Comment., bk, fii., ch. 23.

issuable-plea, s.

Law: A plea upon which a plaintiff may
take issue, and go to trial upon the merits.

issuable-terms, s.pl.

Law : Hilary and Trinity, because in them
issues are made up for the assize ; but, for

town causes, all the four terms are issuable.

(Wharton.)

* iss'-u-a-bly (iss as ish),
1

adv. [Eng. is-

svab(le); -ly.] In an issuable manner ; by way
of issue.

* iss u-ance (iss as ish), s. [Eng. issu(e)

;

-ance.] The act of issuing or giving out : as,

the issuance of food.

iss -u ant (iss as ish), a. [Eng. issii(e); -ant.)

Her. : Issuing or coming out. A term ap-
plied to a charge or bearing represented as
issuing out of another charge or bearing.
"When an animal is blazoned as issuant, only
the upper half is depicted.

iss -ue (iss as ish), s. [Fr., prop. fern, nf

issv] pa. par. of issir = to issue, to go out,
from Lat. exeo, from ex- = out, and eo = to go

;

Ital. iiscita, escita.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of passing or flowing out ; egress

;

motion out of an enclosed place : as, the issue

of water from a pipe ; the issue of an audience
from a hall or other public building.

2. The act of sending out ; delivery ; publi-
cation.

, "English railways improved with scarcely an ex-
ception, despite the issue of very disappointing traffic
returns."—Daily Telegraph, Aug. 21, 1884.

3. A means of passing or getting out; a
means of exit or escape.

"Let us examine what bodies touch a movable whilst
in motion, as the only means to find an issue out of
this difficulty."

—

D'tgby : On Bodies.

4. A flux, as of blood.

"A woman which was diseased with an issue of
blood twelve years."—Matthew ix. 20.

5. That which issues; that which proceeds,
flows, or is issued or sent out; the whole
quantity or amount issued or sent out as,

the daily issue of a paper ; the weekly issue
of notes from the Bank, &c.

6. Progeny, offspring ; a child or children.
" The issue of the next son should have reigned."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., ii. 2.

7. The produce of the earth ; the profits or
return from lands, tenements, or other pro-
perty.

8. Eesult, fruit, consequence.
" Look you for any other issue!"

Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, ii. 2.

* 9. That which proceeds from a man

;

action, deed.
"How the people take

The cruel issue of these bloody men."
Shakesp. : Julius Casar, iii. 1.

10. A material point in an argument or
debate, upon which the parties take affirma-

tive and negative positions, and on which
they base the result of the argument or debate.

II. Technically

:

1. Law : The close or result of pleadings

;

the point or matter depending in a suit on

which two parties ,ioin and put their cause to

trial ; a single definite and material point

which is affirmed on one side and denied on
one side and denied on the other.

" Au issue upon matter of law is called a demurrer ;

and it confesses the f»tcts to be true, as stated by the
upposite party; but denies that, by the law arising

upon those facts, any injury is done to the plaintiff,

or thatithe defendant has made out a legitimate ex-

cuse ; according to the party which first demurs, rests

or abides upon the point in question. The form of

such demurrer is by averring the declaration or plea,

the replication or rejoinder, to be bad in substance,
that ia. insufficient in law to maintain the action or
the defence; and the party demurring is thereupon
understood to pray judgment for want of sufficient

matter alleged. Upon a demurrer, the opposite party
must aver his pleading to be good in substance, which
is called a joinder in demurrer, and then the parties
are at issue in point of law. Which issue, in law or
demurrer, the judges of the court before which the
action is brought must determine. An 'issue of fact

is where the fact only, and not the law, is disputed.
And when he that denies or traverses the fact pleaded
by his antagonist has tendered the issue, the other
party may immediately join issue : or if affirmative
matter be set out in the pleading, he may at once take
issue thereon. Which done, the issue is said to be
joined, both parties having agreed to rest the fate of

the cause upon the truth of the fact in question. And
this issue of iact must, generally speaking, be deter-
mined by the country, that is, by jury."—Blackstone :

Comment., bk. iii., ch. 21.

2. Surg.: A fontanel; an artificial ulcer

made on some part of the body to promote
secretion of pus.

IT (1) At issue : In controversy ; disputed ;

at variance ; disagreeing.

(2) To join or take issue : To take up affirma-

tive and negative positions respectively upon
a point in debate or dispute.

"That issue will I mine with hiin which shall suffice,

for the confutacion of this bouke,"— Bishop Gardner:
£xplic., fo. 115.

issue-pea, s.

Therap. : A pea or any similar body placed
inside an issue to maintain irritation and
promote the secretion of pus.

*[ For the difference between issue and
event, see Event.

iss ue (iss as ish), issew, v.i. & t.

[Issue, s.]

A. Intransitive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. To come, flow, or pass out ; to run out,

as from any enclosed place.
" I Richard's body have interred anew,
And on it have bestowed more contrite tears
Than from it issued forced drops of blood."

ShakeBp. : Henry V., iv. 1.

* 2. To run out or extend in lines.

" Pipes made with a belly towards the lower end, and
then issuing into a straight concave again."—Bacon.

3. To go or come out ; to rush out.

," The gates cast vp, we issued out to play."
Surrey: Virgile ; JjZneis ii.

4. To proceed, as offspring or progeny ; to

be descended, to spring.
" Of thy sons that shall issue from thee, which thou

shalt beget, shall they take away."—2 Kings xx. 18.

5. To proceed, as from a source ; to arise

;

to be produced as an effect or result ; to grow,
to accrue.

" This is my fault : as for the rest appealed.
It issues from the rancour of a villain."

Shakesp. : Itichard II, i. 1.

6. To result, to turn out, to terminate, to

end : as, It is doubtful how this cause will

issue.

II. Law : To come to a point in fact, or law
on which the parties join issue ; to join issue.

B. Trans. : To send out ; to deliver for use
;

to supply ; to put into circulation.

"A writ was issued out to hum him."

—

Burnet:
Hist, of the Reform., bk. i.

* issue-less (iss as ish), o. [Eng. issue;

-less.]' Without issue ; having no issue or off-

spring ; wanting children.

"She matched herself with Spain, and brought
King Philip hither . . .

But issueless she died."
Drayton - Pnly-Olbion, s. 17.

* lSS'-U-er (iss as ISh), 5. [Eng. issu(e); -er.]

One who issues.

JSth'-mi-an (or th silent), a. [Lat. Isthmius

;

Gr.*Iix9u.tos (Isthmios).] Of or pertaining to
an isthmus ; specif, pertaining to the Isthmus
of Corinth in Greece.

Isthmian-games, s. pi.

Gr. Antiij. : Games celebrated In April and
May of the first and third years of each

Olympiad. The contests included all varie-

ties of athletic sports, as wrestling, running,

boxing, &c, and competitions in music and
poetry. The victors were crowned with gar-

lands of pine leaves, these being the only prize.

isth'-mus (or th silent), * ist-mus, * isthim,
s. [Lat. isthmus, from Gr. to-fyw (isthmos).]

1. Orel. Lang. & Geoq. : A narrow slip or

neck of land connecting two continents to-

gether, or uniting a peninsula to a continent.

"The isthmus which joined the two great continents

of the New World remained, according to him, unap-

Z propriated."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

2. Anat. : The name given to various parts

which more or less closely resemble an isth-

mus. There is an isthmus of the thyroid

body, an isthmus uteri, &c.

Isthmus of the fauces ;

Anat. : The constricted passage between
the anterior pillars leading from the mouth to

the pharynx.

Isthmus of the thyroid body or gland

:

Anat. : A transverse portion of the gland

uniting the two lateral lobes.

is-ti-oph'-or-a, s. pi. [Gr. la-riov (istion) =
a web, cloth, oV sheet, and tf>opos (phoros) =
bearing, carrying.]

Zool. : A group or division of Insectivorous
Bats having a nose-leaf ; but Mr. Dobson,
who has deeply studied the subject, considers
the arrangement unnatural.

is'-u-ret, 5. [Eng. isomeric), and -uret (q.v.).J

Chem. : CON2Hj, = CH^^.0H _
Hydr-

oxyl-methenyl-diamine. This base, which is

isomeric with carbamide, is formed by the;

direct union of hydrocyanic acid with an
alcoholic solution of hydroxylainine. It crys-

tallizes in rhombic prisms, which are soluble
in water, insoluble in alcohol, and melt at
104°-105°. It has an alkaline re-action, and
unites with one equivalent of acid, forming
crystalline salts. On boiling the aqueous
solution, it decomposes in a very complicated
manner, yielding nitrogen, carbon dioxide,
ammonia, guanidine, biuret, and urea.

it, * hit, * hyt, pron. [A.S. hit, neut. of he-

(q.v.) ; Icel. hit, neut. of hinn ; Dut. het, neut.
of hij. The genitive case its is comparatively
modern. It does not occur once in the Autho-
rised Version of 1611, and is found but three
times in all Shakespeare, and not once in

Milton, although other writer had already be-
gun to introduce it. In some parts of the
country the rustics still employ his where edu-
cated men would use its. In Levit. xxv. 5,

where the modern editions read "of its own
accord," the edition of 1611 has " of it own
accord." The A.S. genit. his was regularly
used as the genit. of it up to the time of
Shakespeare.]

1. A pronoun of the neuter gender corre-
sponding with the masculine he and feminine
she, the plural of all three being they. It is

frequently classed as a demonstrative.
" Keep thy heart with all diligence ; for out of it are-

the issues of life."—Proverbs iv. 23.

2. It is used as the nominative to impersonal
verbs : as, It rains, it snows.

3. It is commonly used to introduce a sen-

tence, preceding a verb as a nominative, but.

referring to a clause or distinct member of the
sentence following : as, It is well known that
he is dead.

4. It is frequently used to begin a sentence
when a personal noun ,or the name of a person,
or a masculine or feminine noun follows, and
it may represent any one of the three genders,
or either the singular or the plural number :

as,
,l It is I, be not afraid," 'It is these," &c.

% When a question is asked, it follows the
verb : as, Who was it that betrayed Christ?

5. It is used absolutely for the state of a
person or thing: as, "How is it with the
general?" (Shakesp.: Conolanus, v. 5.)

6. It is used indefinitely after intransitive
verbs, frequently imparting a ludicrous mean-
ing.

"If Abraham brought all with him, it is not pro-
bable that he meaut to walk it back again for hiB plea-
sure."

—

lialeigh.

lt-a-bal'-li, s. [The Guiana name.]

Bot. ; (See etym. and compound).

itaballi-wood, s.

Bot. : The wood of Vochya guianensis. It
is hard but not very durable.

b&l, bo$-; pout, jdwl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f»

,
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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i-tab'-ir-yte, i-tab'-ir-ite, s [From
ItaMra, a mountain in Brazil.]

Win. £ Petrol. : A micaceous variety of
hematite, occurring in micaceous schist in

North and South Carolina, &c. Called also

specular schist (q.v.). (Dana.)

i-ta-coT-u-mite, i-ta-c6T-u-myte, s.

[From Itacolumi = th* Giant, the name of

several Brazilian mountains.]

Petrol. : A laminated granular flexible quartz
rock, with a little talc, found in Brazil, Georgia,

North Carolina, the Ural Mountains, &c. It

sometimes contains diamonds and gold. Rut-
ley spells the word Itacolumite and Dana
Itacolumyte.

l-ta-con'-ic, a. [Formed by transposition
from aconitic (?).] (See the compound.)

itaconic acid, s.

Chem. : C3H 4(CO'OH)2. A bibasic acid, iso-

meric with citraconic and mesaeonic acids,

obtained by the dry distillation of citric acid,

whereby water is first driven off and aconic
acid formed. CoH^OHXCO'OH^ = OH. +
C^H^CO-OH^, the latter being further de-
composed into CO2 and itaconic acid. C3H3
(CO-OH)s = C02 -f C3H4(CO-OH)2.—It may
also be prepared by heating to 160° a mix-
ture of Citric acid and water in a sealed
tube. Itaconic acid is inodorous, but has a
strong acid taste. It crystallizes in rhombic
prisms, soluble in 17 parts of water at 1(T

and melting at 161°. It bears a close resem-
blance to citraconic acid, but differs from it in

not yielding mesaeonic acid when treated
with nitric acid.

If-a-ka, s. [The Guiana name of the tree.]

Bot. : (S6e etym. and compound).

itaka-wood, s.

Bot. £ Comm. : A kind of wood with black
and brown streaks, much used in cabinet
work. It conies from Machcerium Schom-
burgkii, a papilionaceous tree, tribe Dalberg-
ieee, growing in Guiana.

I-tal'-ian (i as y), a. & s. [ItaL Italiano; Lat.

Italicus, from Italia = Italy ; Sp. Italiano.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Italy.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native or inhabitant of Italy.

2. The language spoken by the Italians.

Italian-beech, s.

Bot.: The same as Italian -oak (q.v.).

Really an oak, and In no respect a beech.

Italian-iron, s. A laundress's smooth-
ing-iron for fluting and smoothiug frills ; a
gauffering-iron.

Italian-juice, ».

Comm. : The extract of liquorice prepared
in Calabria. There are several kinds ; but
that prepared on the estates of the Mar-
chioness Solazzi, and known as Solazzi juice,

- is the best. [Spanish-juice.]

Italian-marble, ». [Mahble.]

Italian-may, s.

Bot. : Spiraea Filipendula.

Italian-oak, ,.

Bot. : Quercus AZsculus. Called also Italian-

beech (q.v.).

Italian-roof, 5. A hip-roof.

* f-tal ian-ate (i as y), a. [Eng. Italian;

-ate.] Italianized; made conformable to Ital-

ian customs or practices. (Marlowe.)

* l-tal -ian-ate (i as y), v.t. [Eng. Italian;
t, -ate.] To render Italian ; to make conform-
able to Italian customs ; to Italianize.

l-tal ian-lsm (i as y), s. [Eng. Italian;

-ism.] *A phrase, idiom, or custom peculiar to

or characteristic of the Italians or the Italian

language.

1 tal'-ian-ize (i as y), v.i. &, t. [Eng. Italian

;

-ize.]

A. Intrans. : To act or speak as an Italian ;

to act the Italian.

B. Trans.: To render Italian ; to give an
Italian character to.

l-tal'-Ic, a. & s [Lat. Italicus = Italian, from
Italia = Italy.]

A. As adjective:

*1. Ord. Lang. ; Of or pertaining to Italy
or the Italians.

2. Print. : A term applied to a sloping type,
commonly employed to give emphasis or to
draw special attention to a particular letter,

word, or sentence. It is so called from having
been invented by Aldo Manuzio (Aldus Manu-
tius), an Italian printer, born in 1447, died in
1515.

This line is printed in italic type.

B. As substantive

:

Print. : An italic letter or type.

T Italic School of Philosophy :

Hist. £ Philos. : A term adopted by some
writers to denote the Pythagorean and Eleatic
systems taken together, but more properly
confined to that of Pythagoras alone. The
reason of the name lies in the statement that
Pythagoras taught in Italy, and more parti-

cularly in the south and south-west.

Italic-version, s.

Ch. Hist. : The version of the Scriptures in

Latin known as Vetv.a Itala. It was made
early in the second century, the Old Testa-
ment being translated from the LXX., not
from the Hebrew. St. Jerome was dissatisfied

with it, and, after trying in vain to amend it

to his satisfaction, made the Latin translation,
now in common use in the Roman Church,
known as the Vulgate, which was approved
by the Council of Trent.

i-tal'-i-cism, s. [Eng. italic; -ism.] An
Italian idiom or custom ; an ltalianism.

l-tal'-i-cize, v.t. [Eng. italic; -ize.] To
write or print in italic type ; to make em-
phatic or distinct by the use of italics.

i-ta-mal'-ic, u. [Eng. ita(con,ic), and malic.]

itamalic-acid, s.

Chem. : C5H8 5 - C3H5(OH):(CO-OH)2. A
homulogue of malic acid. On heating itaconic
acid with concentrated hydrochloric acid,

itamono-chlor-pyrotartaric acid is formed, and
this, on boiling with water or alkalies, yields
itainalic acid. It crystallizes in long, deli-

quescent needles, which are soluble in alcohol
and ether, and melt between 60" and 65'. At
a higher temperature, it loses a molecule of
water, and is re-converted into itaconic acid.

itch, s. [A.S. gictha..] [Itch, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

(1) In the same sense as II.

(2) A sensation of uneasiness in the skin
arising from the disease or other cause.

2. Fig. : A constant teasing desire or long-
ing for something.

" And this is what the world . . .

Denominates an itch for writing."
Cowper: Epistle to Lady Austen.

IL Path. : Scabies ; a disease arising from
the irritation produced by the presence in

the parts affected of the itch-mite (q.v.) and
its ova. The animal burrows chiefly between
the fingers, on the front of the forearm, on the
abdomen, and the inside of the thighs. The
disease chiefly assails uncleanly people. It is

very common among the natives of India and
other Orientals, and exists, though less ex-

tensively, in Europe. Where it is widely
spread on the body, a sulphur-bath is the best
remedy.

itch-insect, ».

Zool. : An inaccurate name for the itch-
mite (q.v.). (Griffith £ Henfrey.)

itch-mite, s.

Zool. : Sarcoptes scabiei, a small white para-
sitic spider, of the family Acaridae, producing
the disease called itch. The mouth is fur-
nished with bristles ; so are the third and
fourth pair of legs, while the first and second
pair have suckers. [Itch.]

itch, Mcchen, iken, *yechen, *yichen,
v.i. [A.S. giccan ; cogn. with Dut. jenken;
Ger. jucken.]

1. Lit. : To have a sensation of uneasiness
in the skin which cause-) in the person a desire
to scratch or rub the part affected.

2. Fig. : To long ; to desire continually ; to
feel a constant teasing desire.

" Though I now be old and of the peace, if I Bee a
sword out, my finger itchex to make one."

—

Shakesp. :

Merry Wives of Windsor, it 3.

itch -wood, o. [Eng. itch, and wood (q.v.).]

Bot. : Inocarpus vitiensis.

ltch-y, a. [Eng. itch ; -y.] Affected with the

itch ; of the nature of the itch.

" Excess, the scrofulous and itchy plague,

That aeizes first the opulent.

'

Cowper : Task, iv. 582.

-Ite, sitff. [Lat. -ites; Gr. -i-njs (-ites). (See def.)]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. As an adjectival suffix: Of or belonging

to, as Dan i(e.

2. As a substantival suffix: One belonging

to : as, an Israelite, a man belonging to the

people of Israel.

II. Technically

:

1. Ghent. : A suffix used in chemical terms
in the naming of salts. When the name of
the acid terminates in -ous, the name of the
salt ends in -its, and the word thus formed is

connected by of with the name of the base
combined with the acid. Thus from sulphur-
ous acid come sulphites; as, sulphite of so-

dium, sulphite of barium, &c.

2. Min. : A mineral. Remotely it was de-
rived from the Gr. -tnj? (-ites), which is an
adjectival termination = of or belonging to,

and required \i9os (lithos) added, before the
meaning stone was supplied. Thus irvptrys

(purites) is = of or on fire, and m/pinf? KLOos
(purites lithos), fire-stone, not simply irvpirTjs

(purites), is the mineral which strikes fire, as
copper or other pyrites. When the Greek
word was transferred to Latin, \i0os (lithos)=
stone, was dropped, and pyrites is used by Pliny
for (1) flint, (2) a mill-stone, and (3) iron py-
rites, sulphuret of iron. Mineralogists taking
the word from Pliny's Latin, and not from
Greek, now attach to -Ue the signification
stone or mineral.

3. Palazont. £ Palceo-bot. ; Fossil. Used as
the English equivalent of -ites in the termina-
tion of many genera ; as ammonite, the Eng-
lish equivalent of ammonites ; belemnite, oi
belemnites ; Xipadites, of Xipa.

4. Petrol. : Formerly -ite was used also for
rock, but Dana, for discrimination's sake,
altered it to -yte. Some still use -Ue in place
of -yte.

I'-tem, adv. & s. [Lat. = likewise, also.]

A. As adv. : Likewise, also.
" Item two Ups indifferent red ; item two gray eyes."

—Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, i. 5.

B. As substantive

:

1, A separate article or particular ; a single
article.

"I could have looked on him without the help of
admiration, though the catalogue of his endowments
had been tabled oy his side, and I to peruse him by
iterm."—Shaketp. : Cymbeline, L 5.

* 2. A hint, an inuendo.
" If this discourse have not concluded our v- eakness,

I have one item, more of mine."

—

GlantriU.

3. A paragraph of news.

' l -tern, r t. [Item, adv.] To make a memo-
randum of; to note.

* lt'-er-a-ble, u. [Lat. iterabilis, from itero
to repeat; Sp. iterdble.] Capable of being
iterated or repeated.

"Whereby they had made their acts UerabU by
sober hands.''

—

Browne : MitceHaniet, tract xi.

* it'-er-ance, * if-ter-ance, s. [Lat. U-
erans, pr. par. of itero = to repeat.] The act
of iterating or repeating ; iteration.

"What needs this itterance, woman?"

—

Shaken :
Othello, v. 2.

* if-er-ant, a. [Lat. iterans, pr. par. of itero.]

Repeating, iterating.

" Waters being near, make a current echo ; but being
farther off, they make an iterant echo."

—

Bacon : Jfat
Hist.

*if-er-ate, v.t. [Lat. iteratus, pa. par. of itero
= to repeat, from Uerum — again ; Fr. iterer

;

Sp. iterar ; Ital. iterate.]

1. To repeat ; to utter or say over again.
" This is the very cause why we iterate the psaimS

oftener than any other part of Scripture." Hooker
Ecclet. Polity.

2. To do over again, or a second time ; to
repeat.

" Having wiped and cleansed awav the soot, I iterated
the experiment."—Boyle: Works, iv. 532.

* if-er-ate, a. [Iterate, v.] Repeated.
" The sacrament of haptisme ones likewise ministred.

and neuer to be iterate. ~Bp. Gardner : Explication
10. 149.

* if-er-ate-1^, adv. [Eng. iterate; -ly.] By
repetition or iteration.

" Iterately affecting the pourtraits of Enoch, La-
zarus, Jonas, 4c. —Browne: Crne Burial, ch. iii_

f&te, f^t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, enh, cure, nnite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian, se. ce = e; ey = a, qn = kw.
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lt-er-a'-tion, s. [Lat. iteratio, from iteratus,
pa. par. of iU.ro = to repeat ; Fr. iteration ;

Sp. iteration ; Ital. iterazione.]

1. The act of iterating or repeating ; repeti-
tion.

" An iteration of the ones perfited sacrifice on the
JT0H3."

—

Bp. Gardner : Jxcplieacion, to. 149.

* 2. Allegation, quotation ; readiness in quo-
tation.

" Thou hast damnable iteration, and art indeed able
to corrupt a saint."—Bhakesp. : 1 Henry / (".

, L 2.

*it-er-a-tive
?

a. [Bng. iterate); -ive.]

Iterating, repeating.

t ith-^-phalT-ic, a. & s. [Gr. l0vd>aAAi«d%
(ithuphalliJws) = of or pertaining to the I9v-

«5t>oAAos (ithuphallos), or phallos (membrvm virile

erectum), carried at the festivals of Bacchus.]

A. As adj. : Lewd, lustful, obscene, in-

decent.

B. As subst. (PL): A lustful, obscene, or
amorous song or poem.

" I omit noticing some edifying Ithyphallics of Sava-
giua."

—

iiyron : Vision of Judgment. iPreface.)

1 l-tin'-er-a-cy, s. [Eng. itinera(te); -cy.]

The act or practice of itinerating.

l-tin'-er-an-C^, s. [Eng. itinerant); -cy.)

1. The act or practice of passing from place
to place, especially in the discharge of official

duties ; the discharge of official duties by
itinerating from place to place.

2. A body or number of persons who dis-

charged official duties, not at one fixed place,
but by passing from place to place.

l-tin'-er-ant, a. & s. [Lat. itinerans, pr. par.

of * Uinero = to travel or journey from place
to place ; iter (gen. itineri^) = a journey from,
itnm, sup. of eo = to go ; Fr. itinerant.]

A. As adj. : Passing or moving from place
to place ; wandering, strolling, not stationary.

"A lone enthusiast, and among the fields,

Itinerant in this labour."
Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. i.

B. As subst. : One who passes or wanders
from place to place ; a wanderer ; a stroller ;

specif, an itinerant preacher, one who moved
from place to place preaching.
" Yet not the noblest of that honour'd race
Drew happier, loftier, more iinpassiou'd thoughts

l-tin'-er-ant-ly, adv. [Eng. itinerant; -ly.]

In an itinerant, wandering, or strolling man-
ner.

i-tin'-er-ar-y^ s. & a. [Lat. itinerarium =
an account of a journey, from * Uinero = to

i
travel ; iter (gen. itineris) = a journey ; Fr.
itineraire; Sp. & Ital. itinerario.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : A book of travels ; an account
of the various places to be met with on any
particular road or line.

"Now Habassia, according to the itineraries of the
observlngst travellers in those parts, is thought to be
in res[>ective magnitude as big as Germany, Spain,
France, and Italy conjunctly. —Howell: Letters, bk.
it, let. 9.

2, Roman Ritual: A form of prayer in-

tended for the use of clerics when travelling,
and, for their convenience, placed at the end
of the Breviary. The Itinerary consists of
the canticle Benedictus, with an antiphon,
prayer, and two collects. Itineraries are not
found in the older Breviaries ; but Gavantus
mentions an ancient Pontifical with an Itine-

rary for the use of prelates rather longer than
that at present employed. (Addis & Arnold.)

B. As adj. : Travelling ; wandering or pass-
ing from place to place ; itinerant.

" It was rather an itinerary circuit of justice than a
progress."—Bacon : Henry VII.

I-tin'-er-ate, v.i. [Lat. * itineratum, sup. of
Uinero.] [Itinerant.] To pass or go from
place to place ; to wander.

"1-tis, svff. [Lat. -itis; Gr. -itl* (-Ui$).~\

Path. : Inflammation ; as, hepatiiis = in-

flammation of the liver
; pericarditis = inflam-

mation of the pericardium.

its, pron. [See def.] The possessive case of
the pronoun it (q. v.).

it-self', pron. [Eng. it, and self.] The neuter
pronoun corresponding to the masculine him-
self, and feminine herself.

Itf-ner-Ite, s. [Named by Gmelin after
Von Ittner, who was the first to describe the
mineral.]

Min. : A variety of Haiiyne. It occurs
massive or in granular dodecahedrons, is

translucent, ofa dark blue, ash-gray, or smoky-
gray colour, and resinous lustre. Found in

Germany.

it'-tri-a, $rt'-tri-a, s. [Yttria.]

lt'-tri-um, «. [Yttrium.]

it'-zi-bu, it-ze-bu, it zi boo, it-che-bo,
s. [Japanese.]

Numis. : A Japanese monetary unit of

account. It is a silver coin, value varying
from Is. 4d. to Is. 5£d. sterling. It is a thiu
oblong plate, with square corners. Its use is

now dying out, owing to the introduction into
Japan of the decimal system.

* 1-ule', o. [Yule.]

I-U'-ll-dse, s. pi. [Lat. iul(us) (q.v.) ; fem. pi.

adj. suff. -idm.]

Zool. : A family of Chilognatha (Millipedes).

The body is elongated and cylindrical, with
numerous segments, each bearing two pairs

of legs. They advance with a gliding motion,
and roll themselves up when in danger. They
may be seen in mossy situations or on the
trunks of trees. They undergo a metamor-
phosis, the larva commencing with only six

feet.

i-U'-H-dan, s. [Lat. iiilid(o3); Eng. suff. -an.]

Zool. : A myriapod of the family lulidae
(q.v.)

i-u'-li-form, a. [Lat. ivlus (q.v.), and forma
= form, shape.]

Entom. : Shaped like an iulus (q.v.). The
iuliform larvie or caterpillars were considered
by Swainson as the pre-eminently typical kind.

l-U'-lus, s. [Lat. iulis = a kind of millipede ;

and iulus = a catkin ; Gr. Iou\o? (ioulos) =
the first growth of the beard, a catkin, a
centipede, or a millipede.]

* 1. Bot. : An anient or catkin.

2. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Iulid.e (q.v.). Tlie body has from forty to
fifty segments, each with a pair of small legs.

One of the American species is about six

inches long.

i'-va, s. [Said to have been chosen by Linnaus
because the plants of this genus resemble
Ajuga Iva, the ground-pine, in smell.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe
Ivese (q.v.).

l-va'-a-rite, s. [From Ivaara, in Finland,
where it occurs.]

Mi^i. : A variety of Schorlomite. It is black
and opaque, with an adamantine lustre.

iv-a-ran-cu -sa, ». [Name in some Indian
languages.]

Bot. : An essential oil, obtained from Andro-
pogon Schcenanthus, an Indian grass.

-ive, suff. [See def.] A common adjectival
suffix in English, derived from the Latin -ivus;

it gives an active force to the stem to which
it is suffixed : as motive, that which moves

;

formative, that which forms, &c.

l'-ve-SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. iv(a) ; Lat. fem. pi.

adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Composites, tribe
Senecionidese.

I-Vied, a. [Eng. ivy; -ed.] Covered or over-

grown with ivy.
" Each ivied arch and pillar lone
Pleads haughtily lor glories gone !

"

Byron: Giaour.

i'-vor-& *i-vor-ie, *e-ver-y, s. & a. [O.

Fr. ivurie; Fr. ivoire, from Lat. eboreus =
made' of ivory ; ebur (gen. eboris) = ivory ; Ital.

avorio, avolio.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Literally

:

1. Gen. : The hard material of the teeth

;

enamel [Dentine.]

2. Spec. : The tusks of the elephant, the
narwhal, &c. (A tusk is simply a huge project-
ing tooth.)

IT Ivory was brought from Tarshish by
Solomon's ships (1 Kings x. 22). Homer often
mentions it. Phidias, b'.C. 400, made statues
^ffom it, plating them with gold.

II. Fig. (PI): The teeth." (Slang.)

B. As adj.: Consisting or made of ivory:

resembling ivory.
" Oft his beating finders went
Hurriedly, as you may Bee

n
Your own run over the ivory key.

Byron: Siege of Corintn, xix.

1" Vegetable ivory

:

Bot., &-c : The albumen of the seeds of a

fine 'palm, Phyteleplias macrocarpa, found in

South America, along the banks of the river

Magdalena. The ivory consists of the coagu-

lated milk.

ivory-black, s. A species of bone-black

made by the calcination of ivory scraps, turn-

ings, and sawdust. It is used as a pigment

in the manufacture of paints and printers' ink.

ivory-nut, s. [Ivory-palm.]

ivory-palm, s.

Bot. : Phytelephas macrocarpa. [Ivory, H.]

ivory-paper, s. A superior kind of paste-

board, with a finely prepared polished surface,

used by artists.

ivory-saw, s. A thin saw stretched in a

steel frame for sawing ivory from the solid.

It has a blade ' one-fortieth of an inch thick,

one inch and a half wide, and fifteen to thirty

inches long. The teeth, five or six to the inch.

A frame-saw with a blade made of a fine watch-
spring is suitable for the purpose.

ivory-shell, s.

Zool. : The molluscous genus Eburna (q.v.).

ivory-tablet, s. Small leaves of ivory,

arranged in pocket-book form, for receiving
memoranda.

ivory-white, «.

Bot. : White, verging to yellow, with a
little lustre, as the flower of Convallaria
majalis. (Lindley.)

l'-vdr-y-type, s.- [Eng. ivory ; -type.]

Phot. : A kind of picture in which two
finished photographs are taken, one light in
colour, made translucent by varnish, tinted
on the back, and placed over a stronger pic-

ture, so as to give the effect of a photograph
in natural colours. Also known as Helleno-
type.

l'-vy, s. [A.S. ifig ; 0. H. Ger. ephi, epji, ephih,

ephon; N. H. Ger. ephen, eppich, from Lat.
opium = parsley.] [Apium.]

Bota ay

:

•

1. Hedera Helix, a well-known climbing
slirub, adhering to trees or to walls by aerial
rootlets ; the ordinary leaves are cordate, five-

lobed, those of flowering branches ovate or
lanceolate ; flowers yellowish-green, in um-
bels, appearing in October and November ;

berry globose, black, in one variety yellow.
Wild in Britain in forests, woods, among rocks,
&c. ; used also to train over castles and
houses. It is a sudorific, and its berries are
emetic.

"Direct the clasping ivy where to climb."
Milton : P. L„ ix. 217.

2. The genus Hedera (q.v,).

If American Ivy is Ampelopsis hederaeea

;

German Ivy, Senecio mikanoides; Ground Ivy,
Nepeta Gleclioma; Coliseum or Kenilworth
Ivy, Linaria Cyvibalaria; and Poison Ivy,

Rhus Toxicodendron.

' ivy-berry, s. The berry of the ivy.

ivy-gum, s. A gum obtained from old
ivy-bushes.

ivy-mantled, u. Covered or overgrown
with. ivy.

" Calls nature from her ivy-mantled den."
Cowper : Charity, 85.

ivy-tree, s.

Bot. : The Otago name for Panax Colensoi,

*i-vyed, «. [Ivied.]

i'-vy-worts, s. pi. [Eng. ivy, and worts.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Araliaceaa (q.v.).

lx'-i-a, s. [From I£os (ixos)~. . . birdlime,
from" the viscous character of some species
(Paxton) ; cf. also Gr. t£ta (ixia), i£ivn (ixine)=
Corlina gummifera, a composite plant, not the
modern ixia.]

Bot. : A genus of Iridacea3. • It consists of
beautiful Cape bulbs, with spikes of showy
flowers. Ixia viridijiora has large sea-green
flowers, with black markings. It is from the
Cape of Good Hope.

boll, boy; pout, joM; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, -tian ~ shan. -tion, -sion shun; tion, -sion = zhun. tious. -sious, -cious = shus. ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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lX'-I-d-lite, 5. [Named by Nordenskiold after

Ixiou, a relative of Tantalus, ixiolite being a
variety of tantalite.

Mlu. : The same as Kimttotantalite^.v.).

ix-6'-des,s. [Gr. i£w5ns (Ixodes) = like bird-

lime, sticky, clammy : ifo? (ixos) = birdlime,

and et6os (eidos) = form, appearance.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Ixo-

didfe. Ixodes ricinus is the Dog-tick, I. Du-
gesii being also found on the dog, I. redavius
on the sheep, I. pictus on the deer or on
mosses, and I. plumbms upon the Rock-
swallow (Hirundo riparia) or in its nest.

lx-d'-di-dse, Ix-o'-de-i, 5. pi [Mod. Lat.

Ixodes (q.v.); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee or

masc. -ei.]

Zool : A family of the order Acarina, com-
prising the ticks. The mouth is suctorial.
By means of it these parasites attach them-
selves to the bodies of sheep, oxen, dogs, and
other mammals, holding on so tenaciously
that, when pulled away, they often bring off

with them part of the skin of the animal
on which they were parasitic.

lX'-o-lyte, s. [Gr. Ifd? (ixos) = the miscltoe,
any viscous substance, and avw (Ivo) -= to
loose, to dissolve.]

Min. : An amorphous mineral, of greasy
lustre and hyacinth-red colour, becoming
ochre-yellow or brown when pulverised.
Pound in a coal stratum near Gloggnitz.

ix-dr'-a, s. [Said to be altered from Basse.,
&c. istiimr, a name of God. (See def.).]

Bot. : A genus of Cinchonacese, tribe Coffppe,

family Psychotridte. Ixora coccinea is a fine

Indian shrub, with scarlet flowers, which are
presented as votive offerings in many Hindoo
temples. [Etym.] It is used in India for
various medicinal purposes.

l'-jHix, s. [Yunx.]

Iz'-ar, s. [Corrupted Arabic]
Astron. ; A fixed star in the constellation

Bootes. Called also e Bootis.

£z'-ard, lz'-zard (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Zool. : A name for the Ibex (q.v.).

" For the carcass of an izzard he received only ten
francs."— Capt. Mayne Jieid . Bruin, ch. xxiii.

*iz'-zard (2), s. [Prob. a corruption of s hard.]

An old name for the letter Z.

"You go over, the first chance you get, and hook
every one of their izzards."— E. A. Poe: X-ing a
Paragrab.

J. The tenth letter and the seventh consonant
in the English alphabet. It was formerly in-

terchangeable with i, the same character being
used for both. It is a palatal, its sound being
that of g in gem or of dg in ridge, edge. Even
up to a comparatively recent date i and j were
not separated in English dictionaries, alpha-
betical lists, &c.

As. a symbol, j is used in medical prescrip-
tions at the end of a series of numbers for 1

:

as, vij. = seven, viij.= eight, &c.

ja'-al, ja'-el, s. [Arab, jaal; Chal. jctela.]

(Se'e etym. and compound.)

t* jaal-goat, s.

Zool. : Capra Jaela, the Abyssinian Ibex, an
ibex found in the mountains of Abyssinia, in

Upper Egypt, at Mount Sinai, and probably
in Persia. (Griffith's Cuvier.)

jab'-ber, *jaber, "jable, ^jabil, *jab-
ble, v.i. & t. [A weakened form of gabber,

gabble, thefreq. forms from gab; Icel. gabba =
to mock, to scoff,] [Gabble.]

A. Intrans. : To talk rapidly and incohe-
rently ; to chatter, to prate ; to utter non-
sensical or unintelligible sounds.

',., < "Jabb'ring spectres o'er her traces glide."
Jones: Hymn to Laschma.

B. Trans. : To utter rapidly and indis-
tinctly ; to gabble.

*jab'-ber, s. [Jabber, v.] Rapid, indistinct,
or nonsensical uttering of words

;
gibberish.

jab'-ber-er, 6. [Eng. jabber; -er.] One who
jabbers.

" Out-cant the Babylonian labourers
At all their dialects of jabberer*."

Butler: Hudibrax, iii. 2.

jab'-ber-ing, pr. par., v., & s. [Jabber, v.]

A. & E. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. -4s subst. : Jabber, nonsensical talk, gib-
berish.

'• 'Twas chattering, grinning, mouthing, jabbering all."

Pope : tiurwiad, ii. 237.

jabbering-crow, s.

Ornitk. : Corvus jamaicensis,

+ jab'-ber-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. jabbering;
!y.] In a jabbering manner.

"jab'-ber-ment, s. [Eng. jabber; -matt.]
Jabber, nonsensical talk, gibberish.

" At last, and in good hour, we are come to his fare-
wel, which is to he a concluding taste of his jabber-
meat in law."

—

Milton : Colaxterion.

jab'-ber-n^rl, a. [Jobbernowl.]

*Jab'-ble, * jable, v.i. & t. [Jabber, v.] To
splash, as water.

* jab'-ble, s. [Jabele, v.] Agitation on the
surface of water.

jab'-l-ru, s. [Brazilian jabvnt, jabum.]
Orn'dli. : Mycteria, a genus of Ciconinge

(Storks). They resemble the adjutants, and
arc not much less in size. They are found in
South America.

jab-o-ran'-di, s. [A word used by some
Indian tribes of Brazil.]

Bot. : A plant, either a Piper or of the
Rutaceous genus Pilocarpus. The Indians
believe it very useful in fevers, and a Portu-
guese medical man, called Coutiuho, having
sent some of the leaves to M. Rabutean, the
celebrated Parisian pharmacist, the latter
gentleman ascertained by experiment that
they were powerfully sudorific. He believes
them as valuable as cinchona.

jab-dr-d'-sa, s. [South American word.]

Bot. : A genus of Solanaceae. Jaborosa runci-
nata is used in South America as an aphro-
disiac.

ja-bu-t£', s. [Brazilian.]

Bot. : Psidium albidum, which furnishes an
excellent dessert fruit used in Brazil.

ja-bu-ti-ca'-ba, ja-bot-i-ca-bu-ras, s.

[Brazilian.]

Bot. : Eucalyptus cauliflora, which furnishes
one of the most agreeable fruits eaten in
Brazil.

ja'-ca, a. [Jack, (3).]

jaca-tree, s. Artocarpus integrifolia.

jac'-a-mar, $. [Ft. jacamar; Brazilian jaca-
marica.]

Ornilh. (PL) : The name generally given to the
birds ranked under Galbulince, a sub-family
of Alcedinidte or King-fishers. The Jacamars
have the bill less stout than the typical Alce-
dinee; their body also is more slender; the
tail long ; the toes either in two pairs, or two

before and one behind, the anterior ones being
united. They are bright-coloured birds, gene-
rally with a good deal of green in their
plumage. They are found in the tropical
parts of South America and in the West Indies,
breeding in cavities of trees, and sallying forth
from a branch or spray to capture the insects
on which they feed. Sometimes elevated into
a family, Galbulidag.

jac-a-na' (j as y), 5. [In Brazil the name of
the water-hen. ]

jacaka.

Ornithology :

1. Sing. : The book-name of Parra, a genus of

wading birds belonging to the family Parridee,

The feet have four
very long toes, sepa-

rated to their root,

and with their claws,
especially the hind
one, so long that
these birds have been
called by the French,
surgeons. The wing
is generally armed
with a spur. The
common species,

.

Parra Jacana, is

black with a red
mantie.'the primaries
of the wings are
green, and there are fleshy wattles under the
bill. It occurs in all the warmer parts of
America.

2. PI : Parrinae, a sub-family of Rallidae.

jac-a-ran'-da, s. [The Brazilian name of one-
species J. brasiliana,]

1. Bot. : A genus of Bignoniacece. It con-
sists of South American trees with showy
flowers in terminal panicles. Jaca.ro.nda, pro-
cera and other species of the genus are used

£ in syphilitic affections.

2. Comm. : [Rosewood].

jac'-a-re, s. [Jaekare and yackare, South.
American Indian names of the species.]

Zool. : A genus or sub-genus of Alligators
established by Dr. Gray. There are various
species, as the Dog-headed Jacare (Jacare
latirostris), the Long-shielded Jacare (J. longi-
scntata), the Eyed Jacare (J. ocellata), &c. All
are American.

* jac-a-tod', s. [Cockatoo.] (Evelyn.)

jac'-chus, i-ac'-chiis, s, [Gr., = a name of
Bacchus.]

Zool : A genus of Cebidae, American Mon-
keys, containing the Marmosets. More com-
monly called Hapale (q.v.).

jS-C'-con-et, s. [Jaconet.]

* ja'-yent, a. [Lat. jacens, pr. par. ofjaceo =
to lie.] Lying down; recumbent; lying at
length.

" Because so laid, they [brick or squared stones] are
more ant in nwaggingdown, to pierce with their points,
than in the^"ac-c«( ijosture."

—

Jteliquia: \Votton.,-p. 20.

ja^'-uith, s. [Hyacinth, II. 2 (l).]

jac-i-ta'-ra, s. [The Brazilian name of the
tree.]

Bot. : Desmoncus macracanthos, a fine palm,
fifty or sixty feet long, with a stem as thin as
a cane. It grows along the Amazon and the
Rio Negro.

jack (1), * jacke, s. [Pr. Jacques, from Lat-
Jacobus; Gr. 'IdKw^o? (Ialcobos), from the-
Heb. Ip3£ (Yddqob) = one who seizes by the
heel, ijM? (aqib) = a heel. In the princi-

pal modern languages John, or its equiva-
lent, is a common name of contempt, or
slight. Thus the Italians use Gianni, whence
Zaai; the Spaniards, Juan, as bobo J"waji=
a foolish John = the French Jean, &c. Hence
in English we have Jack-fool, Jack-an-apesr
Jack-pudding, and perhaps Jackass. A Jack 0"

the clock (Shakesp. : Richard II. , v. 5) was a
figure which, in old clocks, struck the hours
upon the bell : hence the word Jack came to>
be applied to various implements, which, sup-
plied the place of a boy or attendant, as the
jack which turns the spit in a kitchen, a boot-
jack, &c. Still more generally it is applied to
a large variety of implements or instruments,
which are used in the place of another hand or
of an assistant, and in this way is frequently
compounded with other words, the associated
word expressing either its purpose, structure,
or relation, as jack-screw, jack-frame, rail-
jack, &.C.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The diminutive of the proper name John.
2. A term of contempt ; an upshot, a clown

a boor.

3. A common equivalent for a sailor ; a tar.
* 4. A cant word for a Jacobite.

" With every wild he sailed, aud well could tackHad many pendente, but abhorred a Jack"
Swift : Mcgy on Judge Boat.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot

or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fuU; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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5. A measure ; sometimes half-a-pint, some-
times quarter of a pint.

II. Technically:

1. As the name of an instrument

:

(1) Domestic

:

(a) An instrument for turning a roasting
joint of meat; a bottle-jack ; asmoke-jack.

" So foothoys, who lin.il imiuently the common name
of Jack given them, were kept to turn the spit, or
to pull off their master's boots ; butwhen instruments
were invented for both these services, they were both
calledjucfts."

—

Watts: Logic, pt. 1., ch. iv.

(b) A contrivance to assist a person in taking
off his boots ; a boot-jack.

(c) A pitcher, formerly of waxed leather,

but now of metal ; a black-jack.
" Body of me, I'm dry still ; give me the jack, boy."

Bvaitm. & Flet. : Bloody Brother, ii. 2.

(2) Knitting : The pivoted bar or lever in a
knitting-machine, from whose end is suspended
the sinker which forms the loop ; a beater.

(3) Mach. : A lifting instrument ; a contriv-
ance for lifting great weights. [Jack-screw.]

(4) Metal-working : A form of metal planing-
machine which has short, quick motions, and
is used in shaping objects, planing seats for

valves, &c.

(5) Mining ; A wooden wedge used in min-
ing to aid in the cleavage of strata ; a gad.

(6) Music: Formerly the hammer or quill-

carrier of a clavichord, virginal, harpsichord,
or spinet, but now an intermediate piece which
conveys to the hammer the motion imparted
to the key.

(7) Nautical

:

(a) The cross-trees.

(c) A small flag ; the union without the fly.

{Union-jack.]

(8) Sawing : A saw-horse or saw-buck.

(9) Spinning : A coarse bobbin and fly-frame,

operating on the sliver from the carding-mach-
ine and passing the product to, or fitting it

for, the fine roving-machine.

(10) Sports

:

(a) Any one of the knaves in a pack of cards.

"He calls the knaves jacks."—Dickens : Great Ex-
pectatiom, ch. viii.

(b) The small bowl aimed at in the game of
"bowls. (Butler: Human Learning, pt. ii.)

(11) Weaving : The heck-box ; a grated frame
for conducting the threads from the bank to

the warping mill.

2. As applied to animals

:

(1) A male. [Jack-hare, Jackass.]

(2) A young pike ; a pike.
" Sometimes poor Jack and onions are his dish."

King : Art of Cookery.

(3) A name given to various brilliantly
•coloured fish of the mackerel family, found in
the West Indies.

IT 1. Jack-at-a-pinch

:

(1) A person unexpectedly or suddenly
called upon to do something.

(2) A clergyman who has no cure, but offi-

ciates for a fee wherever wanted.

2. Jack-by-tlie hedge

:

Bot. : Alliaria officinalis. One of the names
of Sisymbrium Alliaria.

3. Jack-in-a-basket

:

Naut. : A basket on a pole marking a shoal

;

& beacon.

4. Jack-in-office : One who is proud of a
petty office. (Wotcott: Peter Pindar, p. 18.)

5. Jack-in-the-box

:

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(a) A toy consisting of a box out of which,
ion raising the lid, a figure springs.

(&) A game or sport in which some article
iof more or less value is placed on the top of a
stick or rod, standing in a hole, and thrown
at with sticks. If the article be hit so as to
fall clear of the hole, the thrower is entitled
to claim it.

(2) Technically

:

{a) Bot : Hernandia, a genus of Lauracece,
and spec. H. sonora. So called because the
seeds rattle in the seed-vessel.

(o) Machinery

:

(i) A name conferred upon the jack-frame,
a. device for giving a twist to the drawn sliver
and winding the same on a bobbin as it was
received in the roving can. [Jack-frame.]

(ii) A large, wooden, solid screw turning
in a nut in a bridge-piece and rotated by

means of a lever. It is a clumsy form of

screw-press, used for various purposes.

(iii) A screw-jack for lifting and for stowing

cargo.

(iv) A burglar's implement, used for forcing

a box-lock off a door.
" T.ike care of the Jack-in-the-box: there never was

hut two made."—Albert Smith: Christopher Tadpole,
ch. xiii.

6. Jack-in-the-box sliears

:

Meek. : A pair of shears, the lower jaw of

which is worked by a cam motion from below.

This allows the knife to drop to its full extent

immediately the cut is made, giving the work-
man plenty of time to place the work in

position ready for the next operation.

7. Jack-in-the-bush

:

Bot. : Cordia cylindrostachya. (IV, Indian.)

8. Jack-in-the-green: A chimney-sweep en-

closed in a portable framework of boughs for

the processions on the first day of May.

9. Jack-oJ-all -trades : One who can turn his

hand to any business.

10. Jack-of-the-Buttery

:

Bot. : Sedum acre.

11. "Jack-of-the-clock : A figure which struck
the hours on the bell of a clock.

12. Jack-with-a-lantern, Jack-a-lantem : A
will-o'-the-wisp ; an ignis fatuus.

1" Black jack : [Black-jack].

* jack adams, s. A fool. (T. Brown

:

Works, ii. 220.)

jack-a-dandy, s. A little foppish fellow';

a coxcomb, a dandiprat. (S. Warren: Ten
Thousand a Year, ch. vii.)

*jack-a-lent, * iack-o-lent, s.

1. Lit.: A puppet which was thrown at in

Lent, hi Shrovetide games.

2. Fig. : A simple fellow.

"You little jack-a-lent, have you been true to us?"

—

Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, iii. 3.

jack-arch, s.

Arch. : An arch of the thickness of one brick.

jack-ass, «. [Jackass.]

jack-back, s.

Bvewmg

:

1. A vessel below the brewery-copper which
receives the infusion of malt and hops there-
from, and which has a perforated bottom to
strain off the hops.

2. A tank or cistern which receives the
cooled wort in a vinegar-factory.

jack-block, s.

Naut. : A block used in sending the top-
gallant mast up and down.

jack-boot, s. [Jackboot.]

* jack-cap, e. A helmet. (Defoe : Tour,
ii. 14S.)

jack-chain, s. The chain revolving on
the wheel of a kitchen-jack.

jack cross-tree, *.

Naut. : An iron cross-tree at the head of
a top-gallant mast.

jack-flag, s.

Naut. : A flag hoisted at the" spritsail top-
mast head.

jack-frame, s.

Cotton-man. : A contrivance, formerly in
great favour, for giving a twist to the roving
as it was delivered by the drawing rollers.

jack-fruit, $. The fruit of the jaca-
tree (q.v.).

jack-hare, s. A male hare.

jack-head pump, s. A form of lift-

pumps for mines and deep borings, in which
the delivery-pipe is secured to the cylinder by
a goose-neck.

Jack Ketch, s. A hangman, an execu-
tioner : said to be derived from Richard
Jaquette, lord of the manor of Tyburn, where
felons were for a long time hanged.

jack-knife, s. A horn-handled clasp-
knife with a laniard, worn by seamen.

jack-ladder, s.

Naut. : A ladder with wooden steps and
side ropes.

* jack-nasty, s. A sneak, a sloven.

jack-pin, ».

Naut. : A belaying-pin in the fife-rail or

elsewhere.

jack-rafter, s.

Carp. : One of the short rafters used in a
hip-roof.

jack-saw, s,

Omith. : A provincial English name for the
Goosander, Mergus Merganser, a kind of duck.

jack-screw, s, A lifting implement
which acts by the rotation of a screw in a
threaded socket.

jack-sinker, ».

Knitting-machine : A thin iron plate sus-

pended from the end of the jack, and acting

to depress the loop of thread between two
needles. The jack - sinkers alternate with
lead-sinkers, the former being movable sepa-

rately, but the latter are attached to a sinker-

bar, and move together.

jack - snipe, s. Scolopax gallinula. A
small snipe found in Britain.

jack-spaniard, s. A scorpion.

"Sitting on the sandy turf, defiant of galliwasps and
jack-Spaniards."— C. Kingsley : Westward, Ho ! ch. xvii,

jack staff, s.

Naut.: A flag-staff on the bowsprit-cap for
flying the jack.

jack-stay, s.

Naut. : A rib or plate with holes, or a rod
running through eye-bolts, passing along the
upper side of a yard, to which the sail is bent.

jack-timber, s.

Carp. : A timber in a building which is

shorter than the other timbers, being inter-
cepted by another piece ; as (I) a studding in
a partition, which is intercepted by a brace or
window or door frame

; (2) a rafter in a hip-
roof, which meets the hip, and is shorter than
those which run a full length and meet at
the comb or ridge

; (3) a rib in vaulting or
groining, shorter than the main rib.

jack-towel, 5. A coarse towel on a roller.

jack-tree, s. [Jaca-tree.]

jack (2), *jacke (2),
* jakke, s. [O. Fr. jaque
jacke; 8\v. jocka ; Ital.

giaco ; Sp. joco.]

Old armour : A coat
of mail ; defensive body-
armour worn by troops
from the fourteenth to
the seventeenth centu-
ries inclusive. It con-
sisted of a leathern sur-
coat worn over the hau-
berk, and sometimes
quilted like agambeson.
The illustration is taken
from a MS. of the Ro-
man de la Pose (1433).

"At those dayes the yo-

noynt, and theyr iackes
[were] longe and easy to
shote in."

—

Fabyan (1415).

* jaque, *jak,
; cf. But. jak; Ger.

JACK.

jack (3), jac, ja'-ca, s. [Jaca is a word from
the Indian Archipelago.]

Bot. : Artocarpus integrifolia, a tree which
furnishes an edible fruit, but inferior to the
bread-fruit itself, to which it is allied.

jack -al, s. [In Ger. schakal ; Fr. & Sp. chacal;
Turk, chical]

Zool. : The Canis aureus, an animal of

the family Canidse, and presenting a close
affinity to the dog. It is yellowish-gray above

feoil, boy; pout, jo"wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.
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whiter underneath, the tail is bushy and at its

extremity tipped with black. The jackal in-

habits the warm parts of Africa, Southern
Asia, and Europe. All who have lived in the

East must have heard its unearthly yells sud-

denly breaking in upon the silence of night. It

hunts in packs. It is not, consciously at least,

the " lion's provider." It is not generally on

living animals that it feeds, but on carrion.

It is, therefore, improbable that, as a rule, a

troop of jackals hunts down prey, and then

the lion, presenting himself, takes it from
them. More probably he hunts it down, and
they consume what he leaves. There is another
species, C. mesomelas, the black-backed jackal.

It occurs at the Cape of Good Hope.

jackal-buzzard, s.

Ornith. : Buteo Jackal, found in Africa.

jack a-napes, s. [For Jack on apes = Jack

of apes.]
'*

1. A monkey ; an ape.
" I could lay on like a butcher, and Bit like a jacka-

napes."—Shakesp. ; Henry V., v. 2.

2. A coxcomb, a fop, an upstart, conceited
fellow.

" Thatjackanapes with scarfs."

Shakesp. : Alts Well That Ends Well, ill. 5.

* jackanapes-coat, s. A dandy coat.

(Tepys.)

jiack -ass, s. [Eng. jack (1), and ass.]

1. A male ass.
" I have seen a jackass from that country above fif-

teen hands high."—Goldsmith : Animated Nature;
The Ass.

2. A term of reproach or contempt ; a
stupid, ignorant fellow.

^f Laughing or feathered jackass

:

Ornith. : Dacelo gigemtea, a New Zealand
Kingfisher.

jackass-penguin, >.

Ornith. : Eudytes dem-ersa. A species of
Penguin which rises to the surface and again
dives with great rapidity, so that according to
Mr. Darwin it might be mistaken for a tish

leaping for sport.

jack-boots, s. pi. [Eng. jack (1), and boot.]

1. Large, overall boots, reaching up to the
thigh, worn by fishermen.

2. Large boots with a front-piece coming
above the knee, worn by cavalry men, and
sometimes by huntsmen.

" Some had been so used to wear brogues that they
stumbled and shuffled about strangely in their mili-
taryjackboots."—Jfacaulay : Blst. Eng., ch. vi.

jack'-daw, daw, s. [Eng. jack (1), and daw.}

Ornith. : Colams £>t Corvus monedula. The
smallest of the British crows, being but
thirteen inches in length. The general colour
is black, with a grayish shade on the margins
of the feathers, the back and wings purplish

;

the crown of the head is glossy blue-black,

forming a cap ; the neck hoary-gray, the bill

and feet black, the eye bluish-white. Both
sexes coloured alike. The bird is found over
nearly all Europe. It breeds in towers and
old buildings, also in hollow trees. It is a

familiar object in cathedral towns. Eggs four

to seven, more bluish than those of ordinary
crows, and blotched, with brown spots.

{Bawdier Sharpe, F.L.S., F.Z.S.)
" In the neighbour quarters of the Insubriana neere

adjoining, ye shall have infinite and innumerable
flockes and flights of choughes and jaekdawes."—P.
Holland ; PUnie, bk. x., ch, xxix.

jack -et, s. [Fr. jacquette, dimin. of O. Fr.

jaque = a jack or coat of mail.]

I. Ordinary Language .*

1. A short coat extending downwards to

the hips.
" Tbey [the minonea. or thief-takers] wear a short

striped waistcoat, and over it a red jacket."—Swin-
burne : Spain, let. 9.

2. A kind of coat or dress made of cork to

support the wearer while swimming ; a cork-

jacket.

3. A short, outer, close-fitting garment worn
by women.

II. Technically

:

1. Machinery

:

(1) A steam-jacket is a body of steam be-
tween an inner and outer cylinder or casing ;

its usual purpose is to warm or maintain the
warmth of the contents of the inner cylinder.

,
(2) The steam space around an evaporating-

pan to heat the contents. Other jackets are
of wood or other non-conducting material.

Cylinders of steam-engines are sometimes
covered with felt and an ornamental wooden
casing to prevent radiation of heat. Steam-
boilers, for the same purpose, are jacketed
with felt on the upper part. Also called
cleading, deading, lagging.

2. Nautical:

(1) A double or outer coat.

(2) A casing for a steam-chimney where it

passes through a deck.

If To beat or dust one's jacket : To thrash
one. (Slaiig.)

jack'-et, v.t. [Jacket, s.]

1. Lit. : To cover or envelop in a jacket :

as, To jacket el steam-boiler.

2. Fig. : To thrash, to beat. (Slang.)

* jack'-ey, s. [Jack (1).] A slang term for

gin.

jack man, s. [Eng. jack (2), and man.]

1. A soldier dressed in a jack ; a, horse-

soldier.

2. A retainer, an,attendant. (Scott.)

jack plane, s. [Eng. jack (1), and plane.]

Carp. .* The first and coarsest of the joiner's

bench-planes ; the others being the trying,

panel, and smooth planes.

jack'-pud-ding, s. [Eng. jack (1), and
pudding ; cf. Fr. jean-pottage = John-pottage

;

Ger. Hans-wurst = Jack-sausage.] A merry-
andrew, a clown, a buffoon.

"Booth had bitterly complained to the Commons
that the dearest interests of his constituents were
entrusted to a drunken jackpudding."—Macaulay;
Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

*jack'-pud-dlng-hood, *. [Eng. jackpud-
ding; -hood,] Buffoonery. (Walpole.)

jack'-rib, s. [Eng. jack (1), and rib.]

Arch. : Any rib in a framed arch or dome
which is shorter than the rest.

* jack -sauce, * jack sawse, s. [Eng.

jack (1), and sauce.] An impudent or saucy
fellow.

"Every jacksauce of Rome shall thus odiously dare
to coutroll and disgrace it."—Bp. Hall: Honour of the
Maried Clergie, bk. ii., § 12.

* jack-smith, s. [Eng. jack (1), and smith.]

A workman who makes jacks for roasting.

"The celebrated watchmaker [Mr. Tompion] who
was originally a jacksmith."—JDryden: Let. to Mr.
Tonson (1696).

jack'-son-ite, s. [Named by "Whitney after

Dr. C. T. Jackson ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : The same as Pkehnite (q.v.). Found
at He Royale, Lake Superior, and Keweenaw
Point, Michigan, U.S.A.

jack'-Straw, s. [Eng. jack (1), and straw.]

* 1. A figure of a man made of straw; a
scarecrow.

* 2. A person of no weight or substance.
"An inconsiderable fellow and a jackstraw."—

Milton : Def. of the People of England. (Pref.)

3. A slip of straw, wood, ivory, bone, or
other material, used in a child's game, in
which all the strips are thrown into confusion
on a table to be picked singly with a hooked
intrument without disturbing the rest.

jack'-wood, s. [Eng. Jack, and wood.]

Comm. : The wood of Artocarpus integrifolia.

It is a furniture and fancy wood.

Ja'-cob (1), s. [Lat. Jacobus, remotely from
the patriarch Jacob, Heb. IpS? (Y&aqob).'}

[Jack.]

Jacob's ladder, 5.

1. Bot. : The genus Polemonium. One
species, the Blue JacobVladder (Polemonium
cozruleum), a plant with pinnate glabrous
leaves and large blue or occasionally white
flowers, is a rare British wild-plant.

2. Naut. .- A rope ladder with wooden
rouuds.

3. Mech. : The elevator used in brewhouse
machinery for raising spent mash-stuff.

Jacob's-staff, s.

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A pilgrim's staff, from the pilgrimages
made to the Shrine of St. James (Lat. Joeo-
bus) at Compostella in Spain.

" In his hand a Jacob's-staff, to stay
His weary limbs upon." Spenser : F. Q., I. vL 36.

2. A staff containing a concealed dagger.

II. Surveying

:

1 An instruinentfortaking altitudes, having

a brass circle divided into four equal parts by

two diametric lines. At each extremity is a

perpendicular rigletowr the lines, with a hole

below each slit for discovering objects. The

cross is mounted on a staff. A cross-staff.

2. An instrument used to measure distances

and heights. It has a square rod, with a

cross or cursor, which has a set screw to keep

it in position on the rod when required. The

rod is three or four feet in length, and divided

into four or live equal parts. The cursor has

a square socket and slips on the staff. The
instrument is mounted on a tripod when in

use, the cursor being in the plane of the hori-

zon when measuring distances, and vertical to

it when measuring heights.

3. A straight rod shod with iron, and with
a socket-joint and pintle at the summit for

supporting a surveyor's circumferentor.

Jacob's stone, s. A stone fabulously

said to be that on which Jacob rested his head
at Luz, which was used as the coronation-stone

of the kings of Scotland at Scone, in Perth-

shire, and was thence transferred by Edward I.

to Westminster, where it still remains, in-

closed in the coronation-chair.

Ja'-cob (2), s. [From Jacob, its discoverer],

Anat. : (See etym. and compound).

Jacob's membrane, s.

Anat. ; The columnar layer, or layer of

rods or cones, constituting the seventh layer

covering the retina of the eye. (Quain.)

Jac-o-be'-an, Ja-co'-be-an, Ja-cd'-bi-
an, a. [L'at. Jacob(us) = James ; Eng. suff.

-ean; -km.]

Arch. : A term sometimes applied to the
style of architecture prevailing during the
later years of the reign of Elizabeth and that
of James I. It differs from the Elizabethan
or Tudor style, in having a greater admixture
of Italian, greatly owing to the influence of
the Italian architect Palladio.

Jac'-o-bin, Jac-6-bine, s. & a. [Fr. Jaco-

bin, from Low Lat. Jacobinus, from Lat. Jaco-

bus = James.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Originally a synonym for a Dominican
friar, though the name did not extend bevond.
France.

*' Now am I Robert, now Robin,
Now frere Minour, now Jacobin."

Romaunt of the Rose, 6,841.

2. A member of a faction or club of violent

republicans, so called from the Jacobin club,

which met in the hall of the Jacobin friars,

in the Rue St. Jacques (St. James' Street), in
Paris, in October, 1789.

* 3. One who is radically opposed to the
existing government; specif., applied to the
extreme section of the revolutionary party at
the end of the last centuiy.

4. A variety of hooded pigeon.

B. As adj. : The same as Jacobinic (q.v.).
" France is formidable, not only as she is France, but

aa Bhe is Jacobin France."—Burke : Regicide Peace.

Jac'-o-bine, [Jacobin.]

* jac-o-bm'-ic, * jac-o-bin'-ic-al, a.
[Eng. Jacobin ; -ic, -ical.] Of or pertaining to
the Jacobins of France ; turbulent, revolu-
tionary, demagogical.

" Her own ill policy, which dismantled all her towns
and discontented all her subjects byJacobinical inno-
vations. —Burke; Policy of the Allies.
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* jac-o-bln'-I-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. Jacobini-
cal; -ly.~\ In a Jacobinical, revolutionary, or
demagogic principles.

* jac'-o-bin-ism, s. [Eng. jacobin; -ism.]

The principles or objects of the Jacobins ; re-

volutionary or demagogic principles.

* jac'-o-bin-ize, v.t. [Eng. jacobin; -ize.]

To imbue or tint with jacobinism.
" No country con be aggrandized whilst France la

jacobinized."—Burke; Policy of the Allies.

* jac'-O-bin-l^, adv. [Eng. jacobin ; -ly.] In
the manner of the Jacobins ;

jacobinically.

jUc -o-bite, s. & a. [Lat. Jacobus = James
;

Eng. suff. -ite.]

A. As substantive :

1. Eng. Hist. : A partisan or supporter of

James II., after his abdication, and of his des-

cendants, the Pretenders ; one who opposed
the Revolution of 1688 in favour of William
and Mary.

" Already, in the short space of six months, he had
been several time a Jacobite, and several times a Wil-
liamite."—Macaulatj : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii,

2. Church History (PI.) :

(1) The followers of Jacob Baradseus, a
Monophysite monk who restored the sect to
prosperity after it had become extinct. He
died at Edessa in 578.

(2) A name for the Monothelites (q.v.).

(3) An order of mendicant monks, which
arose and obtained the sanction of Pope In-

nocent III., in the thirteenth century, but
very soon became extinct.

(4) Anameforthe Dominicans. [Jacobin<1).J

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the Jacobites
;

holding the opinions of the Jacobites.

* jac-6-bit'-ic, *j&c-6-bit' ic-al,a. [Eng.

Jacobit(e); -ic] Relating or pertaining to the

Jacobites ; supporting or adhering to the
Jacobites.

" Of all the counties of England, Lancashire was the
mostjacobitical.'—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

* j&c-6-blt'-lC-al-ly, adv. ['Eng.jacobitical

;

-ly.] In a jacobi'tical manner; like the Jaco-
bites.

Jac'-O-blt-Ism, s. [Eng. Jacobit(e); -ism,.]

The principles of the Jacobites or adherents of

James II.

" Between English Jacobitism and IriBh Jncobitism
there was nothing in common."

—

Macaulay: Hist.
Eng., ch. xii.

ja'-cobs-lte, s. [Named by Damour after its

original locality, Jacobsberg, Wermland, Swe-
den ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : An oxide of iron and manganese,
represented by the formula Inn (Fe2lnn2)04.
Isometric, occurring in octahedrons : hardriess
= 6; sp. gr., 4*75; lustre, brilliant; colour,
deep black ; streak, blackish-brown ; magnetic.
Occurs with a white mica and native «opper
in a crystalline limestone,

Ja'-cob-son, s. [The name of its discoverer.]
(See etym, and compound.)

Jacobson's-nerve, s,

Anat. : The tympanic branch of the cranial
nerves.

* Ja-cd'-biis, s. [Lat. = James. ] A gold coin,

current in the reign of James I. It was of
the value of 25s. sterling.

"His salary was the same with that of the Lord
Lieutenant, eight thousand Jacobuses, equivalent to
ten thousand pounds sterling a year,"—Macaulay:
Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

j3-c'-6-net, jac'-co-net, s. [Fr. jaconas.]

Fabric : A fine, close, white cotton goods,
intermediate between cambric and lawn.

Jac-quard' (qu as k), s. [The name of a
straw-hat manufacturer in Lyons, who died in

1834.] (See etym. and compound.)

Jacquard loom. s. A loom for weaving
figured goods. A chain of perforated cards is

made to pass over a drum, and the strings by
which the threads of the warp are raised pass
over an edge with a wire or leaden weight of

small diameter suspended from each. These
weights, at each stroke of the loom, are pre-

sented to each successive card, and some of

them are intercepted by the card, while others

pass through the holes therein, the latter thus
determining which threads of the warp shall

J be raised. In this way the figure on the card
determines the nature of the figure on the
fabric.

jacquerie (pron. zhak re), s. [Fr. Jacques
= James.] [Jack (1).]

Hist. : A name given to a revolt of the pea-

sants against the nobles in Picardy, France,

in 1358. Any revolt of peasants.

* jac'-tan-Cjf, s. [Lat. jactantia, from jactans,

pr. par! ofjacto, frequent, of jacio = to throw.]

A boasting, a boast.

* jac-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. jactatio, from jacto,

frequent, of jacio = to throw.] The ad; of

throwing ; agitation or shaking of the body in

exercise, as in riding.

"Jactations were used for some amusement and
allay in great and constant pains."—Sir W. Temple:
Of Health £ Long Life.

* jac-ti-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. jactito, a double
frequent, from jacto = to throw.]

1. A tossing or shaking of the body ; rest-

lessness.

"If thepatient be surprised -with jactitation, or great
oppression about the stomach, expect no relief from
cordials."—Harvey : On Consumption.

2. Vain boasting, vaunting.

TI Jactitation of marriage :

Eccles. Law : A term applied to a false pre-

tension or claim to be married made by any-
one with a view to gain the reputation of being
married.

* jac'-u-la-ble, «. [Jaculate.] Fit to be
thrown

.

* jac'-U-late, v.t. [Lat. jaculatus, pa. par. of

jaculdr = to throw a dart or javelin
; jaculum

= a dart; jado = to throw.] To throw or
dart out ; to emit.

* jac-U-la'-tion, s. [Lat. jaculatio, from
jaculatus, pa. par. of jaculor.] The act of
throwing or hurling missive weapons.

" So hills amid the air encountered hills,

Hurled to and fro withjaculat ion dire."
Milton : P. L., vi. 065.

jac'-u-la-tdr, s. [Lat., from jaculatus
t

pa.

par."of jaculor.]

* 1. Ord, Ijing. : One who throws or darts.

2. Zool. : The Archer-fish (q.v.).

* jac-U-la'-tor-y, a. [Lat. jaculatorius, from
jaculatus, pa. par. of jaculor; Fr. jaculatoire.

]

Throwing or darting out suddenly ; uttered or
thrown out suddenly or in short sentences

;

ejaculatory.

jac'-u-liis, s. [Lat. = that which is thrown ;

a fishing-net ; a serpent which darts at its

prey ; a noose thrown over the horns of cattle.]

Zool. : A genus of Dipodidse. Jaculus labra-

dorius is the Labrador Jumping Mouse.

jade (1), s. [Etym. doubtful, probably of Teu-
tonic origin.]

1. A sorry nag ; a broken-down, worthless
horse.
" They fall their crests, and like deceitful jades.
Sink in the trial." Shakesp. : Julius Cwsar, iv. 2.

2. An old woman, a wench, a quean. (Used
in contempt.)

"A faded old woman, a heathenish jade I"
Longfellow : Musician's Tola, iv.

3. A young^ woman. (Not necessarily used
in contempt))

"A souple/adeshe was and Strang."
Burns : Tarn O'Shanter.

jade (2), s. [Sp. pietra di Mjada ~ kidney-
stone. (King.)}

Min. : A massive or sometimes cryptocrys-
talline silicate of magnesia, allied to horn-
blende, with sp. gr. from 2"96 to 3*18, and
hardness from 5 5 to 6 '5. Damour divides it

into " Oriental Jade," with sp. gr. 2-96 to 3
-

06 ;

colours white and white variously tinted,

greenish-gray, and many shades of green ; and
"Oceanic Jade," sp. gr. 3

-

18, differing also

from the former in possessing a silky lustre

due to exceedingly delicate fibres. Found
in situ in Central Asia, China, and New Zea-
land. Much used for ornamental and other
purposes by ancient peoples, having been
found as implements in the remains of pre-
historic lake-dwellings, and by Dr. Schlie-

mann on the site of Troy. (For geographical
distribution and archaeological uses, see Fischer:

Nephrit u. Jadeit, Stuttgart, 1SS0.)

jade, v.t. & i. [Jade (1), s.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To ride or drive overmuch ; to overdrive.
" It is a dull thing to tire and jade anything too

far."—Bacon.

* 2. To treat as a jade ; to spurn, to kick. •

" The honourable blood of Lancaster
Must not be shed by such ajaded groom.'

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., iv. J.

3. To tire out, to fatigue, to weary.
" He that is timorous and flexible . . . will be jaded

and be rid like an ass."—South: Sermons, vol. vii..

ser. 4.

* 4. To make appear like a jade ; to maku
appear ridiculous ; to befool.

" Ou my wedding night am I thus jaded t"

Beaum. & Flet. : Woman's Prize, i. 1,

* B. Intrans. : To become weary or worn
out ; to lose spirit.

" They are promising in the beginning, but they fail

and jade and tire in the prosecution."—South:

jade'-rte, s. [Named by Damour from jade;
suff. -ite (Min!).']

Min: A silicate of alumina, soda, a little

lime, magnesia, and iron. Sp. gr. 3
-28 to 3-4

;

hardness, 6'5 to 7 ; colours, milky-white, with
bright-green veins and splotches, various tints

of greenish and blueish-gray, orange yellow,
apple and emerald-green (all green shades
brighter than in oriental jade), rarely violet.

The splinters fuse in the flame of a spirit-

lamp. Damour, from analyses, suggests a
relation to the epidotes. Found in Central
Asia, China (where, under the name of
" Feitsui," it is much prized), and as articles

worked by the Aztecs, in Mexico. (See
Fischer: Nephrit u. Jadeit, Stuttgart, 1880.)

*jad'-er-y, * jad'-eY-ie, s. [Eng. jade(l);
-ry.] The tricks or manners of a jade.

" [He] seeks all foul mean*
Of boystrous and rough jad'rie to disEeat
His lord."

Sliakesp. & Flet. : Two Noble Kinsmen, V. t

jad ish, a. [Eng. jad(e) (1) ; -ish.]

t 1. Like a jade ; vicious, ill-tempered.
" So, in this mongrel state of ours.
The rabble are the supreme powers,
That horsed ub on their backs to show ub
Ajad ish trick at last, aud throw us."

Butler: Hudibras, iil %.

* 2. Unchaste, incontinent.

"Tis no boot to be jealous of a woman: for if the,
humour takes her to bvjadish, not all the lockB and'
spies in nature can keep her honest."

—

L'Estrange.

jag(l), * jagg, * jagge, s. [Ir. gag - a cleft

;

gagaim = to split or notch ; Gael, gag = a
cleft ; gag = to split ; Wei. gagen = a cleft.]

„

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. A notch, a ragged protuberance, a cleft,

a denticulation.
" These inner garments, thus beset with long iagges

and purses, might shine uguiue with varietieof threads
seene truite through."—/". Holland: Ammianus, p. 11.

2. A prick.

"Affliction may gie him a jagg."—Scott : Heart of
Midlothian, ch. ix.

II. Bot. : A cleft or division. (Goodrich it

Porter.)

jag-bolt, a. A bolt with a barbed shank.

jag (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. A small load, as of grain, hay, or straw.

2. A saddle-bag, a pedlar's wallet.

jag(l). v.t. [Jaq(1), s.]

1. To notch ; to cut into notches ; to form
denticulations in.

"And vuderneath his breech was all to-torne and
lagged." Spenser: F. Q., V. ix. 10.

2. To prick, as with a pin or thorn.

jag (2), v.t. [Jag (2), s.] To carry, as a load.

jag-an-na'-tha, jag'-a-nat, jag gan-
ath, s. [Juggernaut.]

jag-a-tai', s. [From Jagatai, the native name
of Turkistan, from Jagalai

f
a son of Genghis

Khan.] The dialect used by the inhabitants,

of Turkistan.
" T could speak Jagatai fairly well."—E. 0'Donovan .'•

Merv Oasis, ch. xxxvi.

jag'-er (j as y), s. [Ger. = a hunter.]

Ornith. : A name for the predatory gulls of
the genus Lestris. (Swainson.)

jag'-er-y, s. [Jaggery.]

ja'-ger-ant, s. [Jazerant.]

jag'-ged, a. [Jag (1), s.]

1. Ord. Lang.: Having jags or notches ;
notched; specif., in heraldry, applied to a
division of the held or of the outlines of the
ordinary, when appearing rough, as if forcibly
torn away.

2, Bot. : Cut in a coarse manner.

boil, bo^; poUt, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun : -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious. -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, deL
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jagged-chickweed, s.

Hot. : Tlie ^I'ltns Holosteum. H. umbdla-
tnm, the UmlM'llilmous Jagged Cliickweed, is

British.

j&g-ged-ness, s. rEng. j«!)g"> : -»ew-l The
finality or state of heing jagged or notched

;

unevenuess.
" First draw rudely your JenveH, makinif them plain,

before you give them their veiiift or jayyinlneM. '—

Pnadtam : On DravrirvJ.

jag'-ger (1), ». [Eng. jug (1) ; -er.]

1. One who or that which jags.

2. A small wheel, mounted in a handle and

used for crimping and ornamenting edges of

pies, cakes, (fcc, or cutting them into orna-

mental shapes ; a jagging-iron.

3. A toothed chisel.

jag'-ger (2), s. [Eng. jag (2) ; -er.] One who
carries a jag or wallet ; a pedlar.

" I would take the bul lor a jag<jer:'—Hcott : Pirate.

ch. v.

jag'-ger-^, Jag-gher-ry, jar-er-$r,

jag'-gor-y, s. [Hind. j%ru]

CVmir/i, ; A kind of sugar separated from the

juice of the flower and stems of the cocoanut,

'Caryota urens, and some other x>alms.

jag'-ging, pr. par., a., & s. [Jag (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & ynrthip. adj. : (See

th'i verb),

C. As sulst : The act of cutting in jags or

notches.

jagging board, s.

Metall.: An inclined board in a buddle or

frame on which slimes of ore are deposited to

be gradually washed by a current of water to

the inclined bed where the slimes are sorted

according to gravity.

jagging-iron, s The same as Jaooer
(1), 2 (q.v.).

jag'-gjr, a. [Eng. jag; -y.] Full of or marked
with jags; iagged, uneven.

" Her jawH grin dreadful with three towh of teeth ;

.//>/'/ they wtand, the gaping den of death."
Pope : Homer ; Odyssey xii. 114.

ja'-ghir, Ja'-gheer, ja'-geer, s. [Hind.]

Land given by government as a reward for

services, especially of a military character.

^a'-ghir-dar, s. [Hind.] One holding a
" jaghir (q.v.). {Anglo-Indian.)

£a-guar' (U as w), a. [Braz. jo^uara.]

ZooL: Fells ohm, a ferocious-looking feline

animal, a little larger than a leopard, which

it resembles in colour, except that in the

jaguar the spots are arranged in larger and

more definite groups. It is found in the

southern part of the United States, through

Mexico, Central America, and Brazil, as far

south as Paraguay. It can climb trees and

swim rivers. In some places its chief food is

the capybara, but it will attack horses, cattle,

and even man.

Ja-guar-on'-dl (u as w), ». [A South Ameri-

can word.]

Zool. : Felis jaguaronrli, a small long-bodied

feline animal, '.fa variable dark-brown colour,

found in the thick forests of Brazil, Paraguay,

and Guiana, where it feeds on fowls, small

mammals, &c.

Jah, 8. [Heb. Tr (Iah or Yak), an abbreviation

uf Jehovah hi its older form.] (For def., see

etym.) [Jehovah.]
"Sine unto God, Hlngpralnefl to bin name: extol him

that rldeth upon the heavens by hU name JAH.'—
Psalm lxviiL 4-

jail, s. [Gaol.] (See the compounds.)

* jail-delivery, s.

1. Lit. : The same as Gaol-delivery (q.v.).

2. Fig. : A release from any confinement or

restraint, as of the soul from the body.
" What life our Bonis do by thin death receive,

Men would it birth or jail-delWry call."

DavLes : Immortality of the Hoal, a, 33.

jail-fever, ».

I'cth, : The name given prior to a.d. \1~S.*

to a fever very r>revalent in jails, where the

unhappy inmates were often half-starved. It

was called also putrid, pestitential, malignant,
r-arapor hospital fever. It is that now known
as typhus fever (q.v.).

" We may be out. with all our skill *>, clever,

And what we think an agu<; \,t»v. jail-fever.

'

Wolcot. P. Puular, \>.
,
l'.',.

jail keeper, ». A gaoler (q.v.).

* jail, v.t. [Jail.] To imprison.

"Ono whose holts
Thfit jail you from free life."

Tennyvm : Queen Mary, UL 5.

jail-bird, a. [Eng. jail, and Urd.] A gaol-

bird (q.v.).

*Jail'-er, * jayl-er, *Jail-or, s. [Eng.

jnU ; -er.] A gaoler.

Jain, Jai'-na, ». & a. [Sansc. jina — vic-

torious over all human passion and infirmities.]

A. As tmbat. .- A professor of the Jain faith.

[Jainism.]

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Jains or

their worship.

Jain-architecture, s.

Arch. : The architecture of the Jains. Their

chief seats in India being Guzerat and Mysore,

the chief temples and ruins exist in thus-:

provinces ; tin- oldest are believed to be about

Juriaghar in Guzerat. There arc fine ones on

Mount Abu, a granitic mountain 5,00<) or

0,000 fcf-t high, in the same province. One
teiitpln tln-rc is of date between a.h. 11&7

and 1247, another about A.t>. 1082. In Jain

architecture there is generally a horizontal

dome supported by eight leading pillars, with

other less important ones, the whole number
in some cases amounting to fifty-six. There

are cells as in Booddhist monasteries ; they

are occupied, however, not by monks, but by

the cross-legged images of the Tirthankars, to

whom it is dedicated. There is elaborate orna-

mentation ; the temples are surrounded by
porticos. Some Jain temples liavu been con-

verted into mosques. (Fergusson, &<.)

Jain'-ism, s. [Goozeratbec, &c, Jain, from

Sansc. /<"" = victor over all human passions

and infirmities ; suff. -ism.]

fteHgwn.9 : An Indian faith, most closely

akin to Booddhisin (q.v.) The Jains, like the

Booddhists, disregard the authority of the

Vedas. Like them, they give high adoration

to mortal beings ; but while the Booddhists

practically con tine their worship to seven

Booddhas, the Jains nominally recognize

seventy-two—viz., twenty-four for the past

age, twenty-four for the present one, and
twenty-four for the future. These are called

Tirthankars or Tirthakars—persons who have
crossed over (tiryvia 'aneno.)—i.e., the world
compared to the ocean. They are then
deified, and divine qualities are predicated of

them in their present state. They are called

supreme lords and gods of gods. Practically

speaking, worship is confined to two of the

Tirthankars, I'arsanath and Mahavira. The
lattf-r is said to have teen the preceptor and
friend of Booddha. This would look as if the

Jaina faith had preceded Booddhisin, but the

period of its greatest glory was the eleventh

or twelfth century of the Christian era, just

after Booddhism had been driven from India.

Fergusson thinks that it actually existed prior

to the rise of Booddhisin, and that when the

latter system fell, perishing under the weight
of its immense priesthood and its legions of

monks, an effort was made by its friends to

revive the old faith. But modem Hindooism
was shooting up so vigorously, that its exist-

ence could nut be ignored. Jainism was
obliged to derive various tenets and practices

from it, so that it became rather a degenerate

than a reformed Booddhism.

* Jakes, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A house of

office ; a privy.
" Th«:ir t«ri*-'i» were an horrible confusion of all

uortt of Impletiefi, which flowed Into thU me-.'t a» into
ajakes."—Jorli7i: Item/irks on. Eceles. Hist. (an. %Ti\.

* jaltes-farmer, s. One who contracted

to clean out th« public privies and drains.

ja'-kie, s. [A Guiana word (?).]

Zfjl. : p.wdi i i>nro')<'T(i, a greenish frog,

spotted and marked with brown, found in

Guiana.

jal'-ap, 8. [FT. j'lTerp ; Sp. jrdofti.. XaTiF-d

iron! the city Xalapa or Jatipa in Mexico,
whence the drug was first b; ought]

1. lJli/j.r. : The dried tubercles of Ejogonivm
IJ iir<j". The true jalap is called also Vera
Cruz jalax> ; another kind, derived perhaps
from Ijmn/sM himvlvns, is railed Tampico
jalap. The tuWs of true jalap are ovoid,
from the size of a nut to that of an orange.

They are sometime* sliced ; the other kind is

fusiform. The chief officinal preparations oi

it are Extract of Jalap and Tincture of Jalap.

Jalap is a brisk purgative, and is also given as

a hydragogue in dropsy,

2. Jio'any:

(1) The same as Jalap-plant (q.v.).

(A) Iporavjj. Jnlnp«.

If (1) MirablUs jufapa was once erroneously

supported to be the true jalap, whence its

specific name. The male jalap of Mestitlan

is Jpoiiut-a. JjattiloidK^.

(-1) limoi ofja.lnj<: A resin obtained from

jaktp by means of rectified spirit.

jalap-plant, ».

I'M. : Exogoaivm I'nrga, a beautiful convol-

vulaceous twiner, with long crimson flowers.

Jal'-a-pate, «. [Eug.jnJof,(ic); -ate.]

Chan. . A salt of jalapie-acid (q.v.).

ja-lap-ic, «. [Eng. jutnpiiM); -ic.) Derived
"from or in any way connected with jalapine

(q.v.).

jalapic acid, .

Chan.: C34Hw 17 . Atribasic acid obtained

by boiling jalapine with baryta-water, and,

after accurately precipitating the 1-arium with

sulphuric-acid, evaporating the filtrate to dry-

ness. It is an amorphous, yellowish, brittle

mass, melting a little above 100", vary soluble

in water and in alcohol, less so in ether. It

is odourless, but possesses an unpleasant,

bitter taste. When heated on platinum foil

to 130% it decomposes, burning with a bright,

sooty flame. Jalapi'c-aeid unites with bases

forming salts, in which one, two, and three

atoms of hydrogen are replaced by the same
number of atoms of the metals. Thejalaj-ates

are all amorphous. "When an aqueous solu-

tion cf jalapic-aeid is boiled with dilute sul-

phuric-acid, a brown semi-crystalline mass is

formed. By boiling this mass with baryta-

water, and filtering when cold, alpha jalapic-

acid is formed, in the mother liquor. It crys-

tallizes in white, flexible needles, which melt
at 7y''to a pale yellow oil. It is soluble in

alcohol and in ether, and slightly soluble in

water.

Jal'-a-pin, jal'-a-pinet «. [Eng., &c. jalap;

suff' -in, -me (67iem.)(q.v.).]

1. Chera. : An amorphous glucoside exist-

ing, together with convolvuline, in the tubers

of officinal jalap root. In order to prepare it,

the jalap root must be several times extracted

with water, and then with alcohol, the colour

removed by animal charcoal, and the filtrate

evaporated to dryness on a water-bath. The
residue is then dissolved in alcohol, filtered,

and the glucoside precipitated by means of

ether. "When pure, it is a colourless, odour-

less, tasteless, amorphous mass, very soluble

in alcohol and dilute acids, slightly soluble in

water, but insoluble in ether. It dissolves

readily in the fixed alkalis, and is not repre-

cipitated by acids, having been converted into

amorphous convolvulic-acid, which is soluble

in water. When heated to 100', it becomes
brittle, and may be nibbed down to a white
powder. It softens at 12:i', and melts at 150'

to a pale yellow syrup. At a higher tempera-

ture it takes fire, and burns with a sooty
flame, emitting a pungent, empyreumatic
odour. When dissolved in strong sulphuric-

acjd, the solution acquires ;t beautiful purple
colour, which changes to a brown, and finally

to a jet black.

2. Comm. : The jalapin of the shops is the
resin of jalap, extracted by spint from the
tubers, and alterwanls precipitated by water.

Jal-a-pln-or, s. [Eng. jalapin, and ol(ein).~\

Chv-w. ; 2Cj(dtV3,H/J. A white crystal-

line body, prepared by adding fuming hydro-
chloric acid to a concentrated, aqueous solu-
tion of jalapie-acid, and leaving it to itself till

the mixture lias solidified to a thick crystalline
mass. On washing the product on a filter

with cold water, and recrystallizing several
times from alcohol, pure jalapinol in obtained.
It is inodorous, feels fatty to the touch, melts
at ivi , and solidifies at 59'' to a hard, brittle,

crystalline mass. It is insoluble in water,
but soluble in alcohol and in ether.

jal-a-pin'-6-late, «. [Eng. jalnphwl ; -ate.]

them. . A salt ofjalapinolic-acid.

jal-a-pin-ol'-Ic, a. [Eng. joJa-fdnol ;- ic,}
Derived from or in any way connected with
jalapiuol (q.v.).

uite, fat, fare, amidst, what, falL, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, th£re ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, ciib, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, a, ce = e ; ey = a. gji = kw>
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jalapinolic acid, s.

Chrm.: C
1(t
H3o04. A monobasic acid pro-

duced by treating jalapinol with caustic alka-

lis, or by heating gradually a mixture of
jitliipiu and sodium hydrate, and decomposing
the sodium jalapinolato by means of hot
aicidulated water. On cooling, jalapinolie-

acid separates in the solid form. It is in-

•odorous, but lias an irritating taste, insoluble

in water, but soluble in alcohol and in ether.

It crystallizes from alcohol in the form of

white" tufts of needles. It melts at 65°, and
taolidifles at (52° to a white, crystalline, brittle

mass. At a higher temperature it decom-
poses, emitting a pungent odour, which at-

tacks the eyes and throat. It forms salts

callod jalapinolates.

Jal base , v.t. [A form of Jealous (q.v.).]

To suspect, guess, doubt.
" Ijalouted him. »lr, no to be the friend to govern-

ment ho pretends. '—Scott Old Mortality, ch. fx.

"3al'-6u-gle (J ^ zh)» * [Fr., from jaloiix=
jealous (q.v.).] A louvre-window or Venetian
shutter.

jiU' pa ite, s. f^am^ !*>" Breithaupt after

its locality Jalpa, Mexico ; sutf. -ite (Min.)
(q.v.).]

Mia.. : Jalpaite is a cupriferous sulphide of
silver, with isometric cleavage, and malleable.
Colour blackish, lead-gray ; sp. gr., ijST to li'SE).

jilm (1), s. [Etyin. doubtful : Skent connects
it with Jam, t, (q.v.).] A conserve of fruit

boiled with sugar and water.

jam (2), s. [Pers. & Hind, jdmah = dross.]

1. A kind of muslin dress worn in India.

2. A child's frock.

jam (3), s. [Jam, v.] A crush, a squeeze; a
crowd or block uf people.

flam(-l), s. [Jamb.]

jam, v.t. [Of doubtful origin: according to
Skeat the same as cham or champ = to chew,
to tread heavily; also as adj. =hard, firm.]

1. To wedge in, to press, to crush, to
.squeeze,

" In a sttigG-conch with lumber crninmotl
Between two bulky l>otlioa^n»t)»'rf."

Lloyd : Rpixtla to J. H„ Esq.

2. To tread hard ; to make hard and firm
Ity treading, as land by cattle. (Provincial.)

jam nut, s. An auxiliary nut screwed
down upon another one to hold it ; a cheek-
nut, lock-nut, or pinching-nut. [Nut-lock.]

jam-weld, ».

Forging : A weld in which the heated ends
or edges of the parts are square-butted against
each other and welded.

jnm'-a-dar, ». [Jamidab.]

Jii raai ca, s. [O. Sp. Xaymaca = a country
abounding"in springs.]

Geog. : The name of a large island in the
West Indies.

Jamaica dogwood, s.

Bot. : Piscidia Enjthrina.

Jamaica ebony. «.

JBot. . Amerimnum or Brya Ebenus,

Jamaica kind. ».

Phar. : An extract made from the bark of
Coccolaba u vifera, the West Indian seaside

.grape.

Jamaica lace-bark tree, *.

Bot. : Lagetta lintcaria.

Jamaica milkwood, s.

Bot. : (1) The same as Allspice (q.v.); (2)
Mrosiniitm spurinm.

Jamaica pepper. .--.

Bot. : Pimento vulgaris.

Jamaica redwood, .v.

Hat. : Oontonia Hmnatoxylon,

Jamaica-rose, .••.

Bot. ; The genus Meriana.

Ja mal can. .-. & a. [Eug., &c. Jamaica};
SUff. -UH.J

A. -4s subst. ; A native or inhabitant of
Jamaica.

B. As adj. : Belonging to, produced in, or
in any way connected with Jamaica (q.v.). |

Jamaican stenoderm, ».

Zool. : Stenoderma jamaicense, a frugivorous

bat, feeding chiefly on Achras Sapota, the

Jamaica naaeberry.

jama i (jine, s. [Mod. Lat. (Geoffroya)

jama'ic(ensi$) ; suff. -i?ie.]

Chem. : An alkaloid discovered by Hutten-
schmid in the bark of Geoffroya jama'icensis, a
leguminous tree growing in Jamaica and in

Surinam. To obtain it, the powdered bark is

boiled with water, and the solution evaporated
to a syrup. Freshly-ignited charcoal in

powder is then added, and the jamaieine ex-

tracted from the mixture by repeated treat-

ment with boiling alcohol. It crystallizes in

yellowish-brown needles, which are soluble in

boiling water and in alcohol, but insoluble in

ether. It melts at 98° to a brownish-red
liquid ; at a higher temperature it swells up
very much, and burns, giving off an odour of

roasted cocoa. It is inodorous, very bitter,

and neutral to vegetable colours. The salts of

jamaieine are bitter, crystalline, and soluble

in water and in alcohol.

jam a na, s. [Jacana.] The same as the
Jacana (q.v.). (Swainson.)

jamb (b silent), jam, *jaum, *jambe,
jaumbo. s. [Fr. jambe= the leg or shank,

a jamb of a door,

from Low Lat.
ijamba = a hoof.

Cf. Ital. & Sp.
gamba = the leg.]

1. Arch. : The
upright sides of
an aperture, as a
doorway, window,
or fireplace, and
supporting the
lintel,entablature, jamb and fitting
Or mantel. A. Architrave. 'lougbea
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r-lUura ftlao sustain- betetl J ol,lt - * V«arter.

tug the siilil build-
ing, yea. the jambos, posts, principals, mid stnmlenls,
nil i>f the anme inettoh."—P. Holland; 1'linio, bk.
xxxUi., ch. ill.

2. Mining : A pillar of ore in a mine.

jamb lining, s.

Carp,: The vertical boarding on the sides
of a doorway.

jamb-post, s.

Carp. : One of the uprights on the sides of
a doorway or window.

jamb-stone, &.

Arch.: One of the stone pillars on the
sides of a doorway or of a window.

'jamb (6 silent), v.t. [Jam, v.]

" Jam-bart, ». [Jambe.]

*jambe (pi. jambes, jam-beux, *jam-
beaux), s. [Fr. jamhc = the leg.] [Jamb, .<.]

Old Armour: A leg or shin-piece of cuir-
bouilli or metal worn during the fourteenth,
fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries, but espe-
cially during the reign of Richard II.

" One for his legs nud knees provided well',

With jambeiix ariu'd, iuid double plates of steel
"

Dryden : PaJamon <£ Arcite, ill. 35.

* Jam-bee, s. [O. Fr. ja mbo in- = to walk;
jambe = the leg.] A walking-stick or cane.

* jam-beux, s. pL [Jambe.]

jam-bo-la'-na, *. [The native name.]

Bot, : The Java plum (q.v.).

jam-bo -sa, s. [Malay schambu = the name
of one of the species.]

Bot. : A sub-genus of Eugenia. It contains
the Rose Apjde, Jamborn vulgaris (Eugenia.
Jambos), and the JIalav Apple, J. mahnrnisis.
Both are from the East, About thirteen
species are cultivated in British greenhouses,

jam'-dar-i, * [Hind, jdmah = a robe, dress.]

Fabric : A Dacca muslin woven with figures
of flowers and other ornaments.

James, s. [Fr. Janu, Jacques; Lat. Jacobus;

Gr. 'Icuew£os (Takobos) ; Heb. 2p_?; (Ydaqpb)=
Jacob (qv.).]

Scrip. Hist. : The name certainly of two, ami
possibly of three, persons mentioned in the
Mew Testament.

1. James, the son of Zebedee, and the
brother of the apostle John, himself also

being an apostle (Matt. iv. 21, 22, x. 2, xvii. 1;

Mark i. 19, 20, iii. 17, ix. 2, xiii. 3. xiv. 33;

Luke vi. 14 ; Acts i. 13). He was martyred

under Herod Agrippa I., a.d. 44 (Acts xii. I')-

2. James, the son of Alplneus, also an
apostle (Matt. x. 3; Mark iii. IS; Luke
vi. 15 ; Acts i. 13). It has been greatly de-

bated whether James, "the Lord's brother,"

mentioned in Gal. i. 19, was the same with

the son of Alphieus. If in this passage the

word "apostle " is used in its usual technical

sense, they are clearly identified, for there

were only two Jameses apostles. If used in a

loose sense, they may have been different. A
James, probably the same one, " seemed to

be " a " pillar," like Cephas and John (Gal. ii. 9).

This James apparently had strong Jewish
proclivities, finding fault with those Jewish
Christians who ate with Gentile converts
(Gal. ii. 12). It was probably he who presided
over the Council of Jerusalem mentioned in

Acts xv., and he seems to have had apostolic

charge of the mother church at that city

(Acts xii. 17, xv. 13, xxi. IS). He was called

"the Less," either from being younger than
James the son of Zebedee, or from being
shorter than lie in stature (Mark xv. 40).

[1.] His mother's name was Mary (Matt,
xxvii. 513 ; >Mark xv. 40 ; Luke xxi v. 10)f

and
he was brother to Jude or Judas (Mark vi- 3

;

Jude 1).

U Epistle of St. James:

New Testament Canon: The first of the
catholic or general epistles. The apostle
James, the son of Zebedee, died too early to have
been its author. [James, 1.] It was penned by
either James, the son of Alphreus, or James,
the brother of our Lord, if the two were diffe-

rent ; by the apostle who bore both designa-
tions if they were the same. It was addressed
to the twelve tribes scattered abroad—i.e., to
the Jewish converts to Christianity beyond
the limits of Palestine. Its teaching is in
disconnected portions, and treats more of
conduct than of belief, though the indispen-
sableuess of faith to efficacious prayer is

strongly insisted on (i. G). Portions of it look
antagonistic to the teaching of St. Paul (cf.

Rom. iii. 2S with James ii. ill, 20), and most
rationalists believe that the antagonism is

real. But faith is used in a different sense
in James from that which it obtains in the
Pauline writings. What Paul calls simply
"faith," James would term a living faith,

and it is not against it but against a dead
faith that lie contends (ii. 17). The epistle
was written probably at Jerusalem. Its date
is uncertain. It has been fixed in a.d. 44 or
45, in a.d. 60, in a.d. 62, and not till the
second century. Clement of Rome seems to
have referred to it, and perhaps Hennas.
Origen expressly mentions it as the epistle
ascribed to St. James (Comment, on John, torn,

xix.). It figures in the Syrian Version of the
New Testament. It was ranked by Eusebius
among his Antilogoumena. In a.d. 397 the
Council of Carthage placed it in the canon.
Though Luther spoke disrespectfully of it,

yet it is now generally accepted as a portion
of Divine Scripture.

James, s. [From the name of its first com-
pounder.]

James's powder, s.

Phar. : Oxide of Antimony, SbO^ or S00O3.
It is prepared by pouring a solution of "ter-

ehloride of antimony into water, and then treat-
ing it with carbonate of soda, the product
being oxide ofantimony and chloride ofsodium.
The oxide is afterwards washed and dried at a
heat not exceeding 212°. (Garrod.)

jame son ite. s. [Named by Haidinger after

Prof. Jameson ; sutf. -ite (Min.) (q.v.)J

Miu.: Essentially n sulphide of lead and
antimony, represented by the formula $ PbS +
SboS3 . brthorhombic in crystallization, with
highly perfect basal cleavage. Hardness, 2 to
3 ; sp. gr. 5'5 to o*S. Mostly -occurs in fibrous
masses, originally in Cornwall, but subse-
quently at many other places.

James'-tO%il, s. [A place in Virginia.]

Jamestown-weed, ».

Bot. : An American name for Datura (q.v.).

jam' -pan, s. [Japanese.] A sedan-chair,
supported between two bamboo -poles, and
borne by four men. (East Indies.)

jam-pan-ee', s. [Eng. jampan; -ce.] One of
the bearers of a jampan.

ItfSil, bo*^; pout, jowl
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Jam'-ros ade, 5. [Sansc. jambu — the ruse

apple, and Lat. rosa, with suff. -ode (?).]

Bot. : The rose-apple (q.v.).

Jan,*. [Arab,] An inferior demon.

Jan ca, a. [A Spanish West Indian word.]

janca-tree, s.

Bot. : Amyris toxifera. (Amer.)

* Jane (1),
* Jean, s. [A corrupt, of Genoa.]

1. A coin of Genoa ; a small coin.

2. [Jean].

Jane (2), s. [Fr. Jeanne, the fern, of Jean =
John.] A woman's name.

* Jane of apes, s. The female counter-

part of Jackanapes (q.v.) ; a pert, forward
girl.

"Here'B/orte-o/-apcs shall nerve."
Massinger: Bondman, ill- 3.

Jan-ga'-da, s. [Port.] A kind of raft-boat

used in Brazil and Peru.

Jan'-gle, * gan-gle, * Jan'-gl& v.i. & t.

[O. Fr. jangler, a word of imitative origin ; cf.

Dut. jangakn = to importune, from janken=
to howl ; Low Ger, janken = to yelp like a
dog ; Lat. gannio = to yelp, to talk loudly.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To quarrel or bicker in words ; to wrangle.

'•'There tojangle and to jape."
P. Plowman, 1). »i.

* 2. To chatter.
" Thy mind 1b lorn, thoujanglest as a Jay."

Chaucer: C T., 5,194.

3. To sound harshly or discordantly.

"To sow a.jangling noise of words unknown."
Milton : P. L., xil. 65.

B. Transitive

:

1. To cause to sound harshly ordiscordantly.

"Now see that nohle and that sovereign reason.
Like sweet bellsjangled out of tune and harsh."

tihakesp. : Bamlet, ill. 1

2. To utter in a discordant or harsh manner,
" In our verse ere monkish rhlraes

Had jangled their fantastlck chimes."
Prior : Protogenes & A pellet.

% There is in jangling more of cross ques-

tions and perverse replies than direct differ-

ences of opinion ; those jangle who are out of

humour with each other; there is more
of discordant feeling and opposition of opinion

in jarring; those who have no good will to

each other will be sure to jar when they come
in collision ; and those who indulge them-
selves in jarring will soon convert affection

into ill will. Married people may destroy the
good humour of the company by jangling, but
they destroy their domestic peace and felicity

by jarring. To wrangle is, technically, what
to jangle is morally : those who dixpute by a

verbal opposition only are said to wrangle;
and the disputers who engage in this scholastic

exercise are termed wranglers.

jan'-gle, s. [Janole, v.] Wrangling, quarrel-

ling, prate, chatter ; a discordant sound.
" This sompnour, which that was as ful of jangles."

Chaucer : C. T„ 6.9S&.

Jah-gler, *jan-glour,s. [Eng. jangl(e); -er.]

A wrangling, chattering, prating fellow ; a

wrangler.
" Ajangler U to God ahhominable."

Chaucer : C. T., 17,292.

*(Jan'-gler-esse, s. [Eng. jangler; -esse.] A
female jangler ; a noisy, wrangling woman.

" Thlse wordes ben understonde of women that ben
jangleretses and wicked."—Chaucer: Tale of Meliheuf,

* jan'-gler-y\ ^jan-gler-ie, *jan-glar-
ie,a. [Eng. jangle ; -ry.) Wrangling, chatter,

bickering.

"The jangleric of women ne can nothing hide."—
Chaucer : Tale of Mellbeus.

jah-gling, [Eng. jangl(e) ; -ing.] Wrang-
ling, bickering, quarrelsomeness.

"
' Hear ye his boast !

' cried John of Brent,
Eyer to strife andjangling bent."

Scott: Lady of the Lake, vi. 7.

* jan-glour, a. [Janoler.]

jan'-l-pha, s. [Brazilian janipaba, the name
of the pla'nt.]

Bot. : A genus of Euphorbiacese, tribe Cro-
toneee. Janipha manihot is the Manioc (q.v.),

formerly Jatropha manihot, now generally
called Manihot utilissima. [Manihot.]

Jan'-is-sar-y\ s. [Janizary.]

jan'-i-tor, s. [Lat., from janua = a door.] A
doorkeeper ; a porter.

* Jan'-i-trix, s. [Formed from Lat. janitor,
with fern. sutf. -ix,]

1. Ord. Lang. ; A female doorkeeper ; a
portress.

"The complaisant old janitrix shut the door In
their faceB."—8. Warren : Ten TJtousand a Fear, ch. 11.

1 2. Anat. ; A large vein ; the vena porta.

Jan-i-zar\ ». [Janizary.]

* j&n-i-zar -l-an, a. [Eng. janizary; -an.]

Of or pertaining to the janizaries or their
government.

" I never shall so far Injure thejanizarian republick
of Algiers."—Burke: Jtegicida Peace, 1.

Jan'-i-zar-y^Jan'-Is-sar-y\ s. [O. Fr. anis-

saire, from Turk, yeni = new, 'aslcari = a sol-

dier.] A soldier of the old Turkish footguard
;

originally young prisoners trained to arms
;

they were first organized by Oscar about a.d,

1330,'and remodelled by his son Amurath I.,

in a.d. 1360. They formed the Imperial body-
guard. In consequence of their rising against
the Sultan, they were abolished on June 17,

1826.

"We see examples in the janizaries and pretorian
bands of Home."—Bacon : Essays; Of Empire.

Jan'-ker, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A long pole
on two wheels, used in transporting logs.

(Scotch.)

Jan' nock, 8. [Prob. a corruption of bannock
(q.v.).] Oat-bread. (Scotch.)

"Their bread was of oatmeal . . . baked in the form
of a loaf called jannock, which is said to have been in-

troduced by the refugee Flemings." — Technologist,
Dec. 1861, p. 140.

Jan -nock, a. & 5. [Cf. Gael, ionannach = fair.]

A. Aaadj: Fair, just, straightforward.

B. As subst. : Fairness, fairplay.

Jan'-sen-ism, s. [For etym. see def.]

Church History

:

1. The tenets of a sect or party in the Roman
Church, named after Cornelius Jansenius,
bishop of Ypres in the Netherlands, who
died a.d. 1640. After his decease a work
of his was published, called Augustinv.8, in

which Jansenius stated and explained the
views of St. Augustine, mostly in that Chris-

tian father's own words. At the instigation

of the Jesuits, the Inquisition at Rome, in

1641, prohibited the work from being read,

and, in 1642, Pope Urban VIII. pronounced
it to be contaminated with several long con-
demned errors. The doctors of Louvain took
the part of Jansenius, gaining many adherents
to their views. John du Verger de Hauranne,
abbot of St. Cyran or Siegeran, who was be-

lieved to have aided Jansensius in compiling
the Augustinus, introduced the system into

France. On May 31, 1653, Pope Innocent X.
declared four out of five propositions extracted
from Jansentus's work heretical, and a fifth,

rash, irreligious, and injurious to God. The
celebrated jurist, Anthony Arnauld, accepting
the principal statement that the views were
censurable, maintained that they were not in

Jansenius, nor had the Pope stated expressly
that they were, on which, on Oct. 16, 1656,

Pope Alexander VII. declared that the con-
demned propositions were those of Jansenius.
The other party were then driven to asserting
that the Pope might err as to a matter of
fact though not in one of doctrine, especially
when unaided by a general Council ; while
the Jesuits, on the other side, maintained his
infallibility both with regard to facts and
doctrinal opinions. The Jesuits had accommo-
dated their system to the views of courtiers
and men of the wnrld, among whom their
strength lay ; the Janseuists evoked the en-
thusiasm of the common people by manifes-
tations of piety and devotedness. There was
in a deep and narrow valley near Paris a
nunnery, called Port Royal in the FieldH.
Its first abbess was Jacqueline, one of the
daughters of Anthony Arnauld who after-
wards bore the name of Maria Angelica de S.

Magdalena. Its inmates were enthusiastic
supporters of Jansenism. Jansenist peni-
tents, of both sexes, built for themselves

* cottages without the preciin.ts of the cloister.

Some were able men, and the authors of Port
Royal became celebrated. One was Blaise
Pascal. In 1709, Louis XIV., at the instigation
of the Jesuits, ordered the nunnery to be de-
molished, and two years later had the bodies
buried there disinterred, and reburied in other
places. In 1698, Father Quesnel, then the
head of the Jansenist party, published a work
called Moral Observations on the New Testa-

ment. Against this production Pope Clement

XI in 1713 fulminated the Bull Unigenitus,

and those who did not accept it were cruelly

treated. This drove them to fanaticism in-

stead of crushing their spirit. Miracles were

said to have been wrought again and again in

vindication of the Jansenist doctrines. Con-

vulsionaries and Flagellants sprang up. The
Jansenist troubles continued more than a

century, and even yet there are Jansenist

churches in Holland at Utrecht and Haarlem.
" Perhaps the beat dcHcription of Jansenism la that

It was a professed attempt to restore the ancient doc-

trine and discipline of the Church."—Addis £ Arnold:
Cath. Diet., p. 4M.

2. An opinion or utterance characteristic of

Jansenist teaching.
" It Is easy to say that these . . black - ~,.*enism$

were no fruit of the tree, but the produce of a mere
graft."—J. Morley: Voltaire {1B72), p. 206.

Jan' sen ist, s. & o. [For etym. see def.]

A. As subst. : A follower of Cornelius Jan-
senius. [Jansenism.]

" Nobody admitted he was a Jansenist."—Addis &
Arnold: Cath. Diet., p. «5.

B. As a/lj. ; Pertaining to, or characteristic

of Jansenism (q.v.).

" The Jansenist tendency displayed itaelf In to many
ways."—Addis & Arnold : Cath. Diet., p. «6.

* Jant, ». & v. [Jaunt.]

Jan' -thin a, «. [Ianthina.]

* janf-I-1^, adv. [Jauntily.]

* Jant i-ness, *. [Jauntiness.]

jan tu, s, [Hind.] A water-raising machine
of great antiquity, used in Bengal for irriga-

tion. It is a trough, counterweighted by an
extended arm and balanced across a bar. Aa
the trough end descends, it dips water, and,
as it rises, the water runs towards the axis of

vibration, and escapes at a lateral orifice into
a trough, which conducts it to the field.

*Jan'-ty\ a. [Jaunty.]

Jan'-u-ar-^f s. [Lat. Januarius, from the
god Janus (q.v.).J The name given to the
first month of the year.

Jan' lis, s. [Lat., from janua — a door,]

Roman Mythol. : One of the most celebrated
divinities of ancient Rome, and the only one
having no equivalent in the Grecian mytho-
logy. He was represented as a son of Apollo,
and as having built a small town on the Tiber,

which he called Janiculum. As the name
implies, Janus was the god of doors and gatew,

and in token of his office carried a key in his
hand. The first month of the English year re-

ceives its name from him, and ht; presidedover
the dawn of every day and the commencement
of every undertaking. Janus was usually re-

presented with two heads, looking in opposite
directions. His temple at Rome was kept
open in the time of war, and shut in time of
peace.

Janus cloth, s. A fabric having each side
dressed, and different colours on the respec-
tive sides. (Used for reversible garments.)

Janus face, *. A double-face ; a deceit-
ful face.

" The Janus-face of courtly pride."
Thsrmion : Liberty, iv. 610.

Janus-faced, a. Double-faced; double-
dealing ; two-faced.

Janus-headed, u. Double-headed

Ja pan', s. [See def. 1.]

1. The name of an island lying E.N.B. of
China.

2. A hard, black varnish, obtained from the
Stognuuin vernicljlua of the East Indies.

3. An asphaltum varnish.

4. Work varnished and figured in the Ja-
panese style.

* 5. A black cane.
" You must always carry a conjuringjapan in your

hand."

—

Quack's Academy (167 to).

Japan-black, ». The same as Japan-
LAC^U-fcR (q.v.).

Japan-cedar, s.

Bot. : Cryplomeria japonica.

Japan-clover, s.

Bot. : A low annual plant (Lespedeza stricta\
a native of Eastern Asia, introduced in some
unknown manner, before 1845, into the South-
ern States of North America, where it has

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
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spread with great rapidity. It grows to the
height of a little over a foot on the poorest
soil, and is much used as fodder. (Annandale.)

Japan-earth, s.

Tanning: Terra japonica, catechu, cutch.

An astringent matter obtained from the Areca
Catechu and Acacia Catechu, used in tanning.

Japan-ink, s. A writing-ink which has
a dark, glossy colour when dry.

Japan-lacquer, s. A kind of hard black

varnish used in japanning, and obtained from
Stagmaria verniciflua, a tree belonging to the
natural order Anacardiaceae. It is very acrid
and excoriates and blisters the skin.

Japan lacquer-tree : Stagmaria vernicifi.ua.

Japan-lily, s.

Bot. : Ltiium japonicum. The flowers, which
are white with a streak of blue, are seven
inches across ; the whole plant is five feet high.

Japan medlar, s.

Bot. : Diospyros haki.

Japan-pig, s.

Zool. : Sus plicipes, a breed of pigs with the
skin in thick folds. Called also the Masked Pig.

Japan-varnish, s. [Japan. *., 2.]

Japan-varnish tree : Stagmaria verniciflua.

Japan-whale, s.

Zool. : Baloena japonica. It is black above,

Ealer below, and extends through the Pacific

•om Japan to America.

japan, v.t. [Japan, s.}

1. To coat wood, metal, orpaperwithathick
coat of hard brilliant varnish. Japanning in-

volves the baking ofthe varnished article. The
Japanese employ a lacquer obtained from a
tree (Rhus vernix) by making incisions in the
trunk and collecting the juice ; this is at first

like cream, but becomes black by exposure to
the air. Their process is said to be as follows :

After the juice has assumed a deep black
colour, finely pulverized charcoal is added to
it. The lacquer is applied to an article in
several successive coats, each being dried in

the sun before the next is put on. It soon
becomes extremely hard, and is polished with
a smooth stone and water until it becomes as
smooth as glass. On this surface ornaments
and figures are traced with a brush dipped in
a varnish of boiled oil and turpentine. Before
this is quite dry, gold or silver leaf is laid on,
and the whole afterwards receives a finishing
coat of varnish.

* 2. To give a polish and gloss to boots.
" Aids with soot the new japanmng art."

Gay : Trivia, bk. ii

Jap'-an- -ese, a. & s. [Eng. Japan; -ese.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Japan or
its inhabitants. ;

" Silk, cotton, and Japanese articles of furniture."
—Cook : Third Voyage, bk. vi, ch. vii.

B. As substantive:

1. A native or inhabitant of Japan.

2. The language spoken in Japan.

Japanese-deer, *.

Zool. : Cervus sikcu

Japanese - humpback, Japanese
humpback whale, s.

Zool. : Megaptera kuzira, extending through
the Pacific from Japan to California and
Aleutia,

Japanese silk, s.

Fabric: A kind of dress goods having a
linen chain and silken weft.

ja panned , pa. par. or a. [Japan, v.] (See
"the compound.)

japanned-leather, 5. Leather treated
with several coats of Japan-varnish and dried
in a stove.

ja-pan'-ner, s. [Eng. Japan; -er.]

1. One whose business is to japan wares.
* 2. A shoeblack.
" They change their weekly barber, weekly news.
Prefer a newjapanner to their shoes."

Pope ; Horace ; Epistle*, bk. i., ep. i., 156.

ja-pan'-ning, pr. par., a., & s. [Japan, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The art of coating wood,
metal, or paper with a thick coat of hard,
brilliant varniBh. It originated in Japan.

Japan nish, a. [Eng. Japan ; -ish.] Of or
pertaining to Japan ; resembling Japanese art
or wares.

"Hovering between the raflaelesque and the japan-
ish."—Carlyle: Life of Sterling, ch. vi.

*jape, v.i. & t. [Etym. doubtful, but probably
the same as Gab (q.v.).]

A. Intrans. : To jest, to play tricks, to
amuse oneself.

" It waa no tyme with hym to jape nor toye."
Skelton : Bouge of Courte.

B. Trans. : To mock, to deride, to cheat.
" ThuB hath he japed thee ful many a yere."

Chaucer: C. T., 1,753.

* jape, s. [Jape, v.] A jest, a trick, a joke.

"And thus with feyned flaterie and japes.
He made the persoun and the people nia apea."

Chaucer: C. T., 707.

*jap'-er, 5. [Eng. jap(e); -er.] A jester, a
buffoon, a trickster, a deceiver.

" After thifl cometh the ainne of japers, that ben the
devil's apea."—Chaucer : Persona Tale.

*jap'-er-& *jap'-er-ie, s. [Eng. jape ; -ry.]

Jesting, buffoonery, trickery.
" They make folk to laugh at hirjaperie, as folk don

at the gaudea of an ape."—Chaucer : Personet Tale.

* Ja pet'-l-d», s. pi. [From Japhet, one of

the sons of Noah.]

Anthrop. : Dr. Latham's name for one of
the three great divisions into which he divides
the family of Man, the others being the Mon-
golida? and Atlantidse. The Japetidse com-
prise those nations also known as Indo-Euro-
pean (q.v.).

Ja phet' ic, a. [Eng. Japhet; -ic.] Of, per-

taining toror descended from Japhet.

Ja-pdn'-Ic (1), a. [Mod. Lat. Japonicus = of
6r belonging to Japan.]

Japonic-province, s.

Zool. & Gaol. : A province of shells. It em-
braces the Japanese Islands and the Corea.

(S. P. Woodward : Mollusca.)

Ja-p5n'-ic (2), a. [Lat. (terra) japonica=
Japan-earth (q.v.).] (See compound.)

japonic-acid, s.

Chem. : Ci2H10Ojs. An acid produced by
exposing to the action of the air, a solution of
catechin in caustic potash. It is a black sub-
stance slightly soluble in water, insoluble in

alcohol and ether, but very soluble in alkalies,

from which it is precipitated by acids. With
potash it forms a black salt, which produces
black precipitates with metallic solutions.

ja-pyg'-J-dflB, s. pi [Mod. Lat. japyx (q.v.)

;

Class. Lat. iapyx; fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of insects, order Thysa-
nura genuina, Bristle-tails.

ja'-pyx, a. [Class, myth. = a son of Daedalus
;

a W.N.W. wind blowing in the south of Italy.]

Zool?: The typical genus of the family
Japygidse (q.v.). Japyx solifugus is a white
species, about half an inch long, from the
south of Europe, and J. gigas, about an inch,
is from Cyprus.

jar, v.i. & t. [Representing an older * char,
only found in its diminutive *charken = to
creak like a cart or door, from the same base
as Eng. care, crane, and Lat. garrio — to
croak.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. ,To utter a harsh or discordant sound, as
from the shake or vibration of a substance
struck or moved ; to vibrate harshly ; to be
discordant.

2. To be unpleasant, harsh, disagreeable, or
offensive : as, a word jars upon the ear.

*3. To disagree, to quarrel, to dispute.
" Preach all Faith up, and preach all Reason down,
Slaking those jar whom Reason meant to join."

Churchill : Gotham, iii.

4. To clash ; to disagree ; not to be in ac-

cord ; to be inconsistent.

"Perchance my heart and harp have lost a string,
And both may jar." Byron : ChUde Harold, iii 4.

B. Transitive

:

1. To shake ; to cause a tremulous motion in.

*2. To be harsh, disagreeable, or offensive
to ; to offend, to displease.

" That saying jars you, let us only say—
'Twere better that he never had been born."

Byron : Cain, iii. 1.

*3. To tick, to beat.
" My thoughts are minutes, and with sighs they *ar
Their watches on unto mine eyes."

Shakesp. : Richard II., v. 5.

jar (1),
* jarre (1), s. [Jar, v.]

1. A rattling vibration ; a harsh or dis-

cordant sound.
" With rash and awkward force the chord he shakes.

And grins with wonder at the jar he makes."
Cowper: Conversation, 902.

* 2. A tick, as of a clock.
" I love thee not a jar o' the clock -behind
What lady-she her lord."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, L 2.

3. A clash of interests or views ; conflict or
collision of opinions.

"Instead of harmony, 'tis jar.
And tumult, and intestine war."

Cowper : Mutual Forbearance.

jar (2), s. [Char (4), s.] A word found only
in the phrase, " On the jar" = ajar^f.v.).

"I see Mrs. Bardell's street door on the jar."—
Dickens : Pickwick, ch. xxxiv.

jar (3), * jarre (2), s. [0. Ft. jare; Fr. jarre,

from Pers. jarrah = a jar ; Sp. jarra = a
jug ; Ital. giara, giarro.)

1. A vessel of glass or earthenware of various
shapes and sizes, used for containing fruit,

preserves, pickles, and various other*dorhestic
purposes.

" A great jarre to be shaped
Was meant at first."

Ben Jonson : Horace ; Arte of Poetrie.

2. The quantity contained in such a vessel

;

a jarful.

T[ Jseyden-jar : [Leyden],

jar-nut, s. The pig-nut or earth-nut.

jar (4), s. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps the same
as Jar, 1.]

Well-boring : A device used in boring by
impact of the chisel, which is alternately
lifted and dropped.

jar-a-ra'-ca, v. [Brazilian.]

Zool. : Craspedocephalus (Bothrops) brazili-

eTisis, a very venomous serpent, family Crota-
lidae (Pit-vipers), found in Brazil.

jar'-ble, jar'-vel, v.t. [Javel, v.] To cover
with dirt or mire ; to bemire.

jarde, 5. [Fr.] A hard callous tumour in

horses, a little below the bending of the ham
on the outside This distemper, in time, will

make the horse halt, and grow so painful as
to cause him to pine away, and become Kght-
bellied. It is most common to managed
horses that have been kept too much upon
their haunches. (Farrier's Diet.)

jardiniere (pron. as zhar din-yar), s.

[Fr. = a female gardener.] An ornamental
stand for flowers in a room.

*jar'-gle, v.i. [Etym. doubtful; probably a
variant ofjangle, influenced by jargon (q.v.).]

To speak harshly or discordantly ; to emit a

harsh sound. (Bp, Hall : Satires.)

* jar'-gog-le, v.t. [Etym. doubtful, but pro-

bably connected with jargon (q.v.).] To con-

fuse, to jumble. (Locke.)

jar'-gon (1), *jeV-gon, s. [Fr. jargon, from
the same root as Lat. garrio.] [Jar, v.]

1. Unintelligible talk ;
gibberish, gabble,

chatter.

"To that sanctimoniousjargon, which waa his Shib-
boleth, was opposed another jargoa not less absurd
and much more odious."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

2. Any phraseology or form of words pecu-
liar to a sect, or profession

; professional

slang.
" To them the sounding^ar^on of the schools
Seems what it la—a cap and bell for fools."

Cowper : Truth, 365.

* 3. Confusion, disorder.

*jar'-gon, *jar-gowne, v.i. [Fr.jargonner.]
[Jarqon (1), 5.] To chatter, to talk unintelli-

gibly.
" The nolay Jay,

Jargoning like a foreigner at his food/
Longfellow : Poet's Tale, i.

jar'-gon (2), jar goon, a. [Etym. supposed
Cingalese. ]

Min. : The various coloured transparent or
translucent varieties of Zircon (q.v.), with the
exception of the hyacinth-red which is called
Jacinth (q.v.). Found principally in Ceylon
as waterworn crystals and pebbles. A colour-
less variety, on account of its high lustre,
was formerly used much in jewellery.

boil, toolf; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, $enophon, exist, -ing,
-dan* -tian = Shan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c = bet, del.
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jar-gon-elle', $. [Fr.] [Jaroon (2).] A
species of early pear.

jar'-gon'-lC, «. [Eng. jargon (1);-ic] Pertain-

ing to, or of the nature of the mineral jargon.

* jar'-gon-lSt, s. [Eng. ja rgon (1) ; - ist. ] One
who is fond of jargon or cant.

" Nothing in tlip language of the jarjonists."—Ma
eaalay . Essays; Mad. D Arblay.

jar'-goon, s. [Jargon (2), s.]

jarl (j as y), s. [tcel. = a warrior.] A go-

vernor of a province ; an earl,

" Sing no more,
Ye bards of the Noith,
Of Vikings and of Jarls !

"

Longfellow: Tegner s Death.

ja-rofil', s. [Native name.]

Bot. : Lagerstromia regime, common in the
Indian peninsula and in Burmah. It yields a
Wood-red wood, which, though soft and open
in the grain, is greatly used in India for boat-

building and for the knees of ships on account
of its great durability under water. The
native Indian physicians esteem its various
parts medicinal, the astringent root being used
in thrush, its bark and leaves as pur£
and its seeds as a narcotic. (Annandale.)

ja'-ros-lte, s. [Named by Breithaupt after its

original locality Barranco Jaroso, Spain ; suff.

-tie (Min.).]

Min.: A rhombohedral hydrated sulphate
of iron with some alkali ; colour, ochre-yel-

low ; sp. gr. 3-24^3-20; hardness, 2-5-3-5.

jar'-rah, s. [A native Australian word.]

Bot. : A durable wood like mahogany, the
product of Eucalyptus rostrata, a West Aus-
tralian tree.

f- jarred, a. [Jar (3), s.] Preserved or set in

a jar ; as, jarred fruit.

jar'-ring-ly, adv. [Eng. jarring; -ly.] In a
jarring, harsh, or discordant manner.

* jar'-ry, a. [Eng. jar; -ry.] Jarring; rever-

berating. (Stanyhurst : Virgil; JEn. i. 63.)

jar'-vey, jar'-vy, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. The driver of a hackney-coach.
" The assembled Londoners placed more faith in the

real four-wheeler, the grey horse, and the loquacious
jarvcy."—Daily Telegraph, Dec. 16, 1883.

2. A hackney-coach.

jas'-ey, jaz'-ey, s. [Supposed to be a cor-

ruption of Jersey, as being made of Jersey

yarn.] A worsted wig.

"With an enfreuzied grasp he tore the jasey from
his bead."—Durham : Ingoldsby Legends ; Jerry Jarms'
Wig.

jas'-hawk, s. [A corruption of eyas-hawk

(q.v.).] A young hawk.

Jash-er, s. [Heb. -tttj; (Ydshdr) = upright.]

(See the compound.)

If Book of Jasher :

Hebrew Literature: The Book of the Up-
right, a lost work referred to in Josh. x. 13

and 2 Sam. i. 18. In 1751 a pretended transla-

tion of it appeared. This was republished at

Bristol in 1829, and again in 1833, but was a

forgery.

Ja-aid'-l-ans, s. pi. [Yezidis.] (Mosheim.)

jas-l-6'-nef s. [Gr. Icurittivri (iasionc) = a

plant described by Theophrastus, either the

Convolvulus or the Columbine.]

Bot. : Sheep's-bit ; a genus of Campanula-

ceEe, sub-order Campanuleae. The corolla

segments are linear, the anthers connate, the

flowers in terminal centripetal heads. Ten
species are known from Europe, North Africa,

and the "West of Asia. One Jasione montana,

Annual Sheep's-bit or Scabious, a plant with

heads of small lilac-blue flowers, is found on

heathy pastures, flowering from June to Sep-

tember.

jas-i-6'-ne-8e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. jasion(e)(q_.v. )

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -eaj.]

Bot. : A tribe of CampanulaceEe.

jas-min-a'-ce-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. jasmin-

(um) (q.v.> ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. ; Jasminworts, Jasmineworts ; an order

of Perigynous Exogeus, alliance Echiales.

It consists of shrubs often with twining stems,

opposite or alternate leaves, generally com-
pound, ternate, or pinnate with an odd one,

sometimes simple, nearly always with an
articulated petiole, calyx persistent, five to
eight-toothed, corolla monupetalous with five

to eight divisions, stamens two, ovary two-
celled, two-lobed, with from one to four erect
anatropal ovules in each cell. Fruit either
a double berry or a capsule. Known genera
five, species 100, (from India, South America,
Africa, Australia, &c.

jasmine, jasmin, jes samin, jes-
sa mine, jas'-min-um, s. [Fr. jasmine

;

Sp. jazmin; Port, jasmin = the flower, jas-

mlneire = the tree ; Ital. gesmino, gelosmino,
from Arab. & Pers. jdsuman, jdsnien, jdsamin,
jdsavnln. (Mahn, &c.)

Botany :

1. (Of the first four forms): The English
name of the genus Jasminum and especially of
the common species J. officinale. It has oppo-
site pinnate leaves, a four- or five-cleft white,
sweet-scented corolla. Though foreign to

Britain, yet Gerarde, in 1597, mentions that
it was used for covering arbours. Its native
country was perhaps Persia. Nearly fifty

species of Jasmine are cultivated in Britain.

If American Jasmine is Quamoclit ; the
Bastard Jasmine of the West Indies is the
genus Cestrum ; Cape Jasmine is Gardenia
florida; Carolina Jasmine, Gelsemiumnitidum ;

Chili Jasmine, Mandevilla suaveolens; French
Balsam, Calotropis procera ; Ground Jasmine,
Passerina Stelleri; Night Jasmine, Nyctanthes
arbortristis ; the Red Jasmine of the West
Indies, Plumiera rubra; Wild Jasmine, Jas-

minum officinale; and Wild Jasmine of the
West Indies = (1) A Pavetta, (2) An Ixora, (3)

Faramea odoratissima. (Treas. of Bot.)

2. (Ofthefw*m Jasminum): The typical genus
of the order Jasminacea? (q.v.). The jasmine
of the shops is furnished by Jasminum offici-

nale and J. grandifloriim. A similar perfume
exists in J. Sambac; J. undidatumhaa slightly

bitter leaves. The bitter root of J. angnsti-

folinm, ground small and mixed with the
powdered root of Acorns Calamus, is applied
externally in the East in cases of ringworm.
The flowers of /. grandiflonim- strung on
threads are worn as necklaces by the Hindoo
women. The root of /. pnbescens is regarded
as alexiteric. The roots of J. humile furnish

a yellow dye. (Lindley, &c.)
" Fvom jasmine grove to grove may'st wander gay."

Thomson ; Summer, 76.

Tf (1) Oil ofjasmine

:

Perfumery : An oil obtained from the flowers
of Jasminum grand ijlorum, J. Sambac, and /.

officinale, but Prof. Watt says that of about
fnrty species of jasmine in India, nearly all

might be used in manufacturing Oil and Otto
of Jasmine.

(2) Otto of Jasmine

:

Perfumery : A pomade made by impregna-
ting suet with the scent of jasmine, and leav-

ing it for a fortnight in pure rectified spirit.

jas'-mine-worts, s. pi. [Eng. jasmine, and
worts.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Jasminaceee (q.v.).

* jasp, s. [Fr. jaspe.] Jasper (q.v.).

"The floore oijasp and eineraud was dight."
Spenser : Visions of Bellay.

jas'-pa-chate, s. [Fr., from Lat. iaspachates,

from Gr. iao-rraxaT*)? (iasjMchates).]

Min. : Agate jasper.

jas'-per, s. & a. [Lat. iaspi-s = Gr, lao-ms
(iaspis)=a green-coloured precious stone.]

A- As substantive :

1. Min. : An impure variety of silica (q.v.)

of many colours and shades, out opaque even
in thin splinters ; colouring matters usually
sesquioxide of iron and alumina.

" Of divers sorts of jaspers, all the East part (by
report) are most affected to that which is like the
eineraud."-^'. Holland; PUnle, hk. xxxvii., ch. ix.

2. Marble of a greenish colour, with small
red spots. There is an antique jasper with
small spots of black and white.

3. A kind of earthenware prepared from
pounded spar.

B. As adj. : Made of jasper.

If Porcelain jasper

:

1. Min. : [Jasper].

2. Geol. : Rutley considers that it is an
altered argillaceous rock in which no crystal-

lization has taken place. It has been formed
by the combustion of adjacent coalseams, or

in the proximity of eruptive rocks.

jasper-headed, «. Headed or tipped

with jasper.
"Take your o.tvo^&, jasper-headed."

Longfellow: Hiawatha, ix.

jasper-opal, s.

Min. : An impure variety of opal (q.v.), con-

taining oxides of iron, and alumina ; mostly

of yellow and red colours ; opaque ;
distin-

guished from jasper by its bright fracture.

*jas'-per-a-ted, a. [Eng. jasper ; -ated.]

Mixed with or containing particles of jasper.

*jas'-per-y, a. [Eng. jasper;-y.] Like jasper;

having the qualities of jasper.

* jas-pid'-e-an, a. [Lat. iaspideus, from
i-aspis = jasper.] Like jasper ; of the nature
of or containing jasper.

* jas-pid'-e-OUS, a. [Lat. ias2?ideus.] The
same as Jaspidean (q.v.).

*jas'-poid, a. [Fr. jaspe = jasper, and Gr.

el&os (eidos) = appearance.] Resembling jas-

per.

* jasp'-o-nyx, 5. [Lat., from Gr. iatrir6w£

(iasponux).]

Min. : The ancient name for jasper-onyx, a
jasper marked like the human nail.

jas'-Sl-d8B, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. jassus ; Lat. fem.
pi. adj. suff. -idaj.]

Entom. : A family of Cicadellina. They
have the hinder coxa; transverse, and the
hinder tibiae with two rows of spines. - They
are numerous and often elegant in form.

jas'-SUS, s. [Etym. doubtful.^

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Jassidse (q.v.).

jat-a man-se, jat-a-man-si, s [An
Eas't Indian word.]

Bot. : The native name of Nardostachys Ja-
tamansi, the Spikenard of the ancients.

jat-e-d-rhiz'-a, s. [Gr. tarns (iatZs), and
larrip (iater) = a physician ; cf. also iaros

(iatos) = curable, and pifa (rhiza) — a root.]

Bot. : A genus of Menispermacese, Jateorhiza

palmata, or Cocculus palmatus, furnishes Co-
lumba-root. It is a Mozambique plant.

jat'-ro-pha, s. [Gr. lavrpos (iatros) = a phy-
sician, and rpo(/»j (troplie) ~ food, in allusion

to the medicinal properties of the plants.]

Bot. : A genus of Euphorbiaceaa, tribe Cro-

tonese. The seeds of Jatropha glamhdifera
yield an oil highly esteemed as a stimulant
application in rheumatism and paralysis.

Taken internally, they are violently purgative,

irritant, and poisonous. Those of J. multifida
are also purgative, emetic, and poisonous.
The expressed oil of /. glauca is used in India
as an external application in chronic rheu-
matism and paralysis ; the root of J. offici-

nalis is given in Brazil in syphilis. J. mani-
liot, of Linnseus, is now Manihot utilissima ;

and his J. p>urgans, Curcas purgans ; his J.

urens is Gnidoscolus quinquelobus.

jaud, jadd, s. [Jade, s.] A jade, a mare-
(Scotch.)

" I heard ane of his gillies bid that anld rudas jaud
of a guilewife gie ye that."

—

Scott : Hob Hoy, ch. xxix.

jauk, v.i. [Joke, v.] To dally, to trifle. (Scotch.)

" And ne'er, tho' out o' sight, tojauk or play ;

An' oh I be sure to fear the Lord alway t

"

Burns: Cotter's Saturday Night.

jault- ing, s. [Jauk, v.] Trifling, dallying.

(Scotch.)
" An' aye she win't, an' ay she swat,
I wat she made nae jaukin'."

Burns : Halloween.

jau-ling'-ite (ail as 6"^), s. [Named by
Zepharovich from its locality, Jaulhig,
Austria; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A hyacinth-red resin, resembling
amber ; hardness, 2*5

; sp. gr. 1*09 to 1*11.

jaumange (pron. as zho-mang), a. [Fr.
jaune = yellow, and manger = to eat.] Dutch
'flummery ; a variety of blancmange.

*jaunce, v.i. [0. Fr. jancer.] [Jatjnt, v.]

To ride hard ; to work or drive a horse hard.
" And yet I bear a burden like an ass,
Spur-galled and tired, by jauncing Bolinghroke.*'

Shakesp. : liicluird II., v. 5.

jaun'-der, v.i. [A freq. form of Scotch jaunt= to talk idly.] [Jaunt, v.] To go about
idly from place to place ; to rove abcut aim-
lessly. (Scotch.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce --- e; ey= a. qu = kw.
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jaun'-der, s. [Jaunder, v.] A roving about
idly or aimlessly. (Scotch.)

jaun' dice, jaun'-dise, jaunes, jau-
nis, * jaunys, * jawnes, s. [Fr. jaunisse,

from jaune, *jalne= yellow ; Port, jalne, jalda;
Sp.jalde; from Lat. galbinus, galbanus = yel-

lowish
;
galbus = yellow.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

" He [the Pope] was long before sicke of the yelowe
iaundise."—Bale : Pageant of Popes, io. 1M.

2. Fig. : Anything which disorders the
judgment, presenting things in a false colour
or light.

" And Jealousy, thejaundice of the bouI."
Dryden : Hind & Panther, iii, 73,

' II. Pathol. : An affection in which many tis-

sues ofthebodyare stained yellow, particularly

the conjunctiva, skin, underneath the finger-

nails, the urine, &c. It is caused by the

colouring-matter of the "bile becoming ab-

sorbed Into the blood from various morbid
conditions of the liver, or the duodenal por-

tion of the intestine, either from mechanical
obstruction of the bile, or from suppression.

The pulse is slow, with thirst, lassitude, low-
ness of spirits, white stools, and general

debility. The first symptom of recovery is

the re-appearance of bile in the stools, after

which the yellowness gradually fades away.
It is necessary to distinguish between obstruc-
tion and suppression. Jaundice is a symptom,
and not a disease per se, treatment being di-

rected to the restoration of the biliary secretion

to its normal channel. In malignant disease,

however, this cannot be looked for.

jaundice-berry, s.

Bat. : Berberis vulgaris.

jaun'-dice,*jaun'-dise,v.t. [Jaundice, s.]

1. Lit. : To affect with jaundice.

"JaundUed eyes seem to see all objecta yellow."—
Bp. Ball : Episcopacy by Divine Right, pt. iii., § 2.

2. Fig. : To disorder or prejudice the mind
or judgment.

IF Only used now in the pa. par.

jaun' er, s. [Jaunder, s.] Foolish, idle talk.

(Scotch.)

jaunt (au as a), v.i. & (. [O. Fr. jancer = to
play tricks with or tease a horse.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To wander about here and there ; to
ramble ; to rove idly about.

2. To move up and down in a jolting fashion.

3. To take a jaunt or ride on a jaunting-oar.

* B. Trans. : To jolt up and down.
"He was set vpon an vnbroken coultwith his face

to the horse tayle, ami so caused to ride a gallop &
taunted till he were breathleBse."—Bale: Pageant of
Popes, to. 127.

jaunt (1) (au as a), s. [Jaunt, v.i

1. A ramble, an excursion, a short journey,
a trip. (Now only used lightly, but by Milton
solemnly.)

" Our Saviour, meek and with untroubled mind,
After his ocry jaunt, though hurried sore,

Hungry and cold betook him to his rest."
Milton: P. It., iv. 400.

2. A jolting movement up and down.

3. A ride on a jaunting-car. (Irish.)

jaunt (2) (au as a), a. [Fr. jante.} The felly of

a wheel.

jaunt'-i-r# (au as a), *jant'-i-ly, adv. [Eng.

jaunty;-ly.] In a jaunty, gay, orairy manner.

jaunt'-i-ness (au as a), * jant'-i-ness,
* jaunt-y-ness, s. [Eng. jaunty; -new.]

The quality or state of beingjaunty ; lightness,

briskness, sprightliness.

" I felt a certain stiffness in my limbe, which en-
tirely destroyed that jauntyness of air I was once
master of."

—

Addison : Spectator, No. 530.

jaunt ing(au as a), pr. par. or a. [Jadnt, v.)

jaunting-car, s. An Irish vehicle having
two seats, back to back, over the wheels, a
well in the -middle, and a seat for the driver
in front.

jaun'-ty (au as a), * jan'-ty,* j|aun'-tee, a.

[Eng. jaunt; -y.] Easy and sprightly in man-
ner ; airy, showy, finical ; affecting unconcern ;

self-satisfied.

" We owe most of majanty fashions now In vogue to
mime adept beau among them."

—

Guardian, No. 149.

Jaup, jawp, v.i. & t. [Etym. doubtful.]

A. Intrans. : To dash and rebound as water

;

to make a noise like water shaken in a close
vessel.

B, Trans. : To bespatter, as with water or
mud.

jaup, jawp, s. [Jatjp, v.] A jerk of water;
a little quantity of water dashed or splashed
up.

"Thendown'yell hurl, deil nor ye never rise !

And dash the gumlie jaups up to the pouring
skies." Burns: Brigs of Ayr.

Ja'-va, s. & a. [Xative name.]

A. As substantive

:

Geog. : One of the Sunda Islands. The
chief seat of the Dutch power in Southern
Asia.

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or in any
way connected with the island described
under A.

Java-plum, s.

Bot. : Calyptranthes Jambolana.

Ja van, a. [Java; withsuff. -an.] The same
as Java, B (q.v.).

Javan-rhinoceros, s.

Zool.: Rhinoceros snndaicus, or javanus. It
inhabits Java, the Malay Peninsula, and the
Sunderbunds of Bengal, aud is smaller than
the Indian rhinoceros.

Jav'-a-nese, a. & s. [Eng. Java; n con-

nective, and suff. ~ese.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Java.

B. As subst. : A native of Java ; the lan-

guage spoken in Java.

jav'-el, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To bemire, to

dirt, to befoul.

jav'-el, s. [Javel, v.] A wandering, dirty

fello'w ; a tramp.
" These two javels

Should render vp a reckning of their trauels."
Spenser : Mother Bubberds Tale.

jav'-e-lin, *jav'-el-ing, s. [O. Fr. javelin

(m.)*, javeline (f.) ; Yr.javeline; Ital. giavelina;

Sp. jabalina ; Bret, gavlin. Skeat refers the
origin of the word to Irish gaf, gafa = a hook,
gahhla — a spear, a lance, gabhlan = a branch,
a fork of a tree ; Gael, gobhal = a fork,

gobhlach = forked ; Welsh, gafi = a fork ; gaf-
lach=a dart, the original meaning being a
pointed weapon. Cf. A.S. gafeluc, gafeloc;

Mid. Eng. gavelok ^=a javelin.]

1. A light spear thrown by the hand, for-

merly used by horse and foot in ancient war-
fare. The blade of the uppermost javelin in

^»=

ROMAN JAVELINS.

the illustration is very slender ; it is intended
to bend when it strikes an object, so that it

cannot be used again by an enemy. According
to Meyrick, the Velites in the Roman army
were armed with seven of these.

2. A hunting-spear, about 5$ feet long, having
a wooden shaft and an iron head. It is yet
used in Europe in hunting the boar, and by
many savage nations in ordinary hunting.

" He stood contented with bo much, and no more as
lay within one fling, or shot of the javelin which he
lanced himself."

—

P. Holland; Plutarch, p. 309.

javelin-bat, «.

Zool. : Phyllostoma hastatum, a bat of the
vampire family, found on the Amazon. It
sucks the blood of horses, cattle, and, when
it has opportunity, that of man.

javelin-men, 5. pi.

Law: Yeomen retained by the sheriff to
escort the judge of assize.

javelin-snake, s.

Zool. : A snake-like lizard, Acontias Melea-
gris, and the genus Acontias, one of the Scin-
coidse.

* jav'-e-lin, v.t TJavelin, s.] To strike,
wound, or pierce with, or, as with a javelin.
(Tennyson : Merlin & Vivien, 7S5.)

* jaV-e-lin-ieY, s. [Eng. javelin; -ier.] A
soldier armed with a javelin.

" The javelinters foremost of all began the fight."—P. Holland i Livius, p. 264.

* jav-e-lot-tieV, $. [0. Fr., from javelot = a
javelin.] The same as Javelinier (q.v.).

jaw (1), *chaw, 'chew, *jawe, *jowe,
* geowe, s. [From the verb to chaw or

cliew (q.v.); Dan. fcfcw»=a jaw; O. Dut.

Icauwe = the jaw of a fish, kouwe = the cavity

of the mouth ; Dut. kaauwen = to chew.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1.

" His feeblejawes and hollowe voyce could make
None other sounde."

Qascoigne : Ban Bartholemew of Bathe.

2. Fig. : '. Coarse raillery, abuse, impudent
language, wrangling. (Vulgar.)

" Stop yourjaw about him."—B. Kingsley : O. Bam-
lyn, ch. xxvi.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : One of the inaxilhe, or mandibles.

One of two bones of the lower part of the face.

The lower jaw is the thickest and strongest

bone of the face, and moves on. the rest of the

skull by condyles. It is shaped like an in-

verted arch, bent forwards in from itself. It

has a middle and horizontal part, with two
rami or ascending branches. The superior or

alveolar portion of it is hollowed out, so as

to constitute sockets for the lower range of

teeth. The upper jaw, or superior maxilla,

consists interiorly of a thick ridge, the al-

veolar process, and the sockets or alveoli for

the teeth of the upper jaw.

2. Machinery :

(1) One of two opposing members capable
of being moved towards and from one another,

as the jaws, cheek, chaps, chops, or mouth of a

vice or wrench.

(2) The cheeks of a stone or ore-crusher,

one of which is moved relatively to the other,

so as to break the material fed between them.

(3) The opposed portions of a shearing-

machine or punch, which, by moving past
each other, cut the bar or sheet of metal
placed between them.

3. Nautical

:

(1) The forked end of a boom or gaff, whieh
partially embraces the mast. The branches
of the jaw are called horns, and arc united by
the jaw-rope.

(2) The space in the shell of a tackle-block
occupied by the sheave.

4. Railway : The guard-plates in which the
axle-boxes of railway-carriages play vertically

as the springs yield and recoil ; the housings
or pedestals.

jaw-bone, s. The bone of the jaw in

which the teeth are set.

jaw-box, s. The same as Jaw-hole
(q.v.).

jaw-breaker, s. A ludicrous term for a
word many-syllabled or very difficult to pro-

nounce.

jaw-foot, a.

1. Ord. Lang. : A sink ; a place into which
dirty water is thrown.

2. Zool. . [Foot-jaws, Maxillipedes.].

jaw-lever, s. A veterinary instrument
for opening the mouths of animals for the
administration of medicine.

jaw-rope, s.

Naut. : A rope attached to the jaws of a gaff

to prevent its coming off the mast.

jaw-tooth, s. A molar, a grinder.

jaw-wedge, s. A wedge to tighten the
axle-box in the jaw or guard of a railway cat-

truck. (American.

)

jaw (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A wave ; *
quantity of water or other liquid.

jaw, v.i. & t. [Jaw (1), 5.]

A. Intrans. ; To gossip, to chatter, to scold

;

to use impudent or abusive language. (Vulgar.)

B. Trails. ; To abuse ; to use impudent or
offensive language to. (Vulgar.)

jaw (2), v.t. & i. [Jaw (2), s.]

A. Trans. : To pour out ; to dash out
rapidly, as water or other liquid.

B. Intrans. : To gush or pour out rapidly.
" A naked craig wi' a burn jawing ower 't."—Scott

:

Rob Roy, ch. xxi. ;

jawed, a. [Eng. jaw (1) ; -ed.]

1. Having jaws.

2. Principally in composition, with words
denoting the condition of the jaws : as, lau-
tem-jawed, long-jawed.

boil, bo^ ; pout, J6%1 ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -fion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bol, doL
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* jaw'-ffall, s. [Eng. jaw, and fall,] A de-

pression or falling of the jaws : hence, figu-

ratively, depression or sinking of the spirits,

as shown in the falling of the jaws.

jaw" -fall-en, a. [Eng. jaw, and fallen (q.v.).]

1. Depressed in spirits ; depressed, chap-
fallen. (Fuller.)

%. Astonished, open-mouthed. (Richardson

:

Qkvrissa, iii. 54.)

*jaw'--less, u. [Eng. jaw; -less.] Having no
jaw.

*jawn, v.i. [Yawn,] To yawn. (Marston.)

* jaw'-p, a. [Eng. jaw; -y.] Pertaining or
relating- to the jaws.

jay, * iay, s. [From O. Fr. jay, gay, gai = a
jay (Mod. Fr. geai) ; Prov. gai, jai ; Sp. gayo
— *'L Jay ; ff"T/a = a magpie ; Port. gaio. Of
Teutonic origin. Namid from the gay colours
of the bird ; cf. Eng. gay,]

Ornithology

;

1. Sing. : Garrulus glandarius, a species of
Corvidae, of a vinous-red colour ; the back
pale gray; the rump and upper tail coverts
white ; the tail black or gray, with bluish-gray
bars ; the wing coverts light gray, in the
median series light gray inclining to chest-
nut; the bastard wing or primary coverts
barred with black or bright cobalt blue ; head
with an erectile crest ; forehead white, streaked
with black. Length about thirteen inches.
It is a beautiful bird, but atta-cks peas and
other garden crops, to which it is very de-
structive, especially in the vicinity of woods
and forests. It also eats worms, larva?, and
snails. It is often kept as a cage-bird. The
common blue jay, Cyanocilta cristata, is found
over a large part of South America, The
Green Jay of America is Xanthura luxuosa.
The long-tailed blue jays are also arranged
under Xanthura, though they have not the
yellow tail which the generic name suggests.

2. PL : The sub-family Garrulinfe. They
are less in size, and have a less robust struc-
ture, and shorter and more rounded wings and
brighter plumage than the typical crows. Feet
formed for grasping ; lateral toes unequal.

* jay'-et, s. [Jet (l), $.]

* ja'-zel, s. [Cf. Sp. azul, Eng. azure.]

Min. : A precious stone of an azure colour.

*ja'-zer-ant/jaz-er-ine,*jess-er-aunt,
s. [O.Fr.jazerant

y
jazerenc ; Sp. jacerina ; Port.

jazzerina ; Ital. ghiazzerino, from O. Sp. jaza-

rino — algerine, from Arab, jazdir = Algiers.]

Old Arm. : A jacket strengthened by small
plates of metal. It was formed by overlap-
ping pieces of steel, fastened by one edge upon
canvas, which was coated over with velvet or

cloth ; it was, in fact, a method of quilting or
padding a dress with metal internally, to
make it sword and dagger proof, without being
visible to the eye. The pieces of metal were
generally small, and allowed flexibility, by
being fastened down by one side only. The
jazerant was much worn by Italian nobles
during the troublous period of the middle
ages. , It was also worn by the peasantry
of the English border as a defence in their

skirmishes with the mosstroopers.

jeal' -ous, * jal-ous, *gel-us, *jel-ous, a.

[0. Fr. jalous, from Low Lat. zelosus = full of

zeal ; Lat. zelotes = one who is jealous, from
zehis = Gr. £r}Aos (zelos) — zeal ; Fr. jaloux

;

Ital. geloso, zeloso; Sp. zeloso, from Fr. zele;

Ital. & Sp. zelo = ,zeal.]

1. Suspicious in love ; uneasy in mind
through fear or belief that the love or affec-

tions which one believes to belong to or

hopes to ga,i« for one's self have been or may
betransferred to another ;

apprehensive of or
' pained by rivalry.

" The jealous lover swore over hi3 wine at a tavern
that he would atab the villain."— Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xix.

2. Jealously cautious, or watchful against

dishonour ; extremely solicitous for the hon-
our of another.

fl I hfcve been varyjealous for the Lord God of Hosts."
—1 Kings xix. 10.

3. Suspiciously fearful or doubtful ; looking
with suspicion.

" If we love glory, we are jealous of partners." —
Burke: On tiie Policy of the Allies.

4. Suspiciously vigilant.

"J am jealous over you with godly jealousy.* —
2 Corinth, ii 2.

IT We are jealous of what is our own ; we are
envious of what is another's. Jealousy fears to
lose what it has ; envy is pained at seeing
what another has. Princes are jealous of their
authority

; subjects are jealous of their rights
;

courtiers are envious of those in favour. Jeal-
ousy is a noble or ignoble passion according
to the object ; in the former case it is emula-
tion sharpened by fear ; in the latter case it is

greediness stimulated by fear : envy is always
a base passion, having the worst passions in
its train.

t jeal'-OUS, v.i. or t. [Jealous, a.] To sus-
pect ; to be suspicious ; to guess.

" Tliis unwonted coldness is more to bejealoused."—
The Great Bastard (1683),

* jeal'-OUS-hood, s. [Eng. jealous; -hood.]

Jealousy. (Shakes}^. : Romeo & Juliet, iv. 4.)

jeal'-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. jealous ; -ly.] In a

jealous manner ; with jealousy or suspicion
;

suspiciously ; with jealous care ; zealously.

"He had always hoped that her majesty's safety
should be jealously preserved."—Strype : Life of Whit-
gift (an. 1589).

* jeal'-ous-ness, s. [Eng. jealous; -ness.]

The quality, condition, or state of being jeal-

ous
;
jealousy.

" Nor is it hard for thee to preserve me amidst the
unjust hatred and jea'.ousness of too many."—Eikon
Basilike.

jeal'-oiis-y, * gel-es-ie, * jal-ou-sie,
* jeal-ous-le, * jeal-ous-ye, *jel-ous-
ie, s. [Fr. jalousie, from jaloux = jealous ;

Ital. & Port, jelosia.]

1. Theqnality or state of being jealous ; sus-
picion in love; apprehension in rivalry.

" As envy pines at good possess'd
Sujealvu.fi/ louks forth distress"d
On good that seeni3 approaching."

C'owper ' Friendship.

2. Suspicious fear ; enviousness of the suc-
cess of another.

" The false archangel . . . casts between
Ambiguous words nudjealousics, to sound
Or taint integrity." Milton: P. L., v. 703.

3. Suspicious caution, vigilance, or anxiety.

Jeames, s. [See def.] A footman ; a flunkey
;

from the commonness of the name James.
(Colloquial.)

jean, s. [Prob. a corruption of Genoa.]

Fabric

:

1. A twilled, undressed cloth, having a
cotton chain and woollen tilling.

2. A kind of twilled cotton goods, striped or
white. Satin jean has a different twill, which
gives it a smooth glossy surface.

jears, jeers, o. [Gear.]

Naut. : A fourfold tackle by which a lower
yard is swayed or struck. The upper block of
this purchase usually hangs from the trestle-
trees.

*jeat» s. [Jet(1), s.]

* Jed' dart, a. [From Jedburgh, in the south
of Scotland.] (See the compound.)

* Jeddart-justice, s. A kind of lynch
law known at Jedburgh in " the good old
times." The practice was to hang a man first

and try the question of his guilt ©r innocence
afterwards. [Justice, $,, U (9).]

jed -ding, a. [Etym. doubtful.] (See com-
pound.)

jedding-axe, s. A stone-mason's toot.
It has one flat face for knocking off projecting
angular points, and a pointed peen for reduc-
ing a surface to the required form. A cavil.

jedge, s. [Perhaps a corruption of judge.] A
gauge or standard. (Scotch.)

jedge-and-warrant, s. A warrant or
authority given to a dean of guild to repair or
rebuild a dilapidated or ruinous tenement
according to plan.

jee, v.i. & t. [Gee.]

jeel, s. A shallow lake or morass. (East
Indies.)

jeer, * geare, * jeere, v.i. & t. [Etym.
doubtful. Skeat refers it to Dut. gekscheeren,
scheeren = to mock, to jeer, from the phrase,
den gek scheeren = to shear the fool.. Others
derive it from Fr. girer ; Ital. girare, from
Lat. gyro = to turn in a circle.]

A. Intrans. : To scoff, to flout ; to make a

mock of a person or thing ; to deride.

" Friend Tortoise, quoth the jeering Hare,

Your burden's more than you can bear."
Lloyd : Hare & Tortoise.

B. Trans. : To mock, to deride, to scoff at,

to make a mock of.

" If we cauuotj'eere them, we jeere ourselves."
Ben Jonson : Staple of Newes, iv. 1.

jeer (1), s.
' [Jeer, v.] A scoff, a flout, a

taunt, mockery, diversion.
** But the dean, if this secret should come to his ears.

Will never have done with his gibes and his jeers."
Swift: Grand Question.

* jeer (2), s. [Gear.]

jeer'-er, s. [Eng. jeer; -er.] One who jeers

or mocks ; a mocker ; a scoffer.

"There you named the famous jeerer.
That ever. Jeered in Borne or Athens."

Bcaum. dt Flet. : Jfioe Valour, v. 1.

jeer'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Jeer, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. . (See
the verb).

C. As subst. ; The act of mocking or scoff-

ing ; mockery, derision, jeers.
" But he gravely spake and answered
To their jeerina and their jesting."

Longfellow; Song of Hiawatha, xxi.

je'er'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. jeering; -ly.] In a
jeering, scoffing manner ; with jeers ; in scoff

;

in mockery.
"All this will not content some morose cavillers,

whom I have heard jeeringly say " that many who
were burnt in Fox in the reign of Queen Mary drank
sack in the days of Queen Elizabeth." — Fuller :

Worthies; Berkshire.

j6f'-fer-is-ite, s. [Named by Brush after
W. W. Jefferis; suff. -He (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A mica-like mineral, which exfoliates
remarkably when heated to 300°. Composi-
tion essentially a hydrated silicate of alumina,
iron, and magnesia. Occurs in veins in ser-

pentine at Westchester, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

jef-fer-so'-ni-a, s. [Named after Thomas
Jefferson, President of the United States ; born
April 2, 1743 ; died July 4, 1826.]

Bot. : A genus of Berberidaceae. The only
kuown species, Jeffersonia diphylla, is the
Rheumatism-root of the United States.

jef-fer-son-ite, s. [Named by Keating and
Vanuxem after Jefferson : suff. -ite (Min.)
(q.v.)-]

Min.-: A greenish-black mineral, occurring
in lirge crystals, with the angles mostly
rounded, as if corroded. Sp. gr., 336. It it.

a variety of augite (q.v.), containing lime,
iron, manganese, and zinc. Found in New
Jersey, U.S.A.

jeF-fre-in-ite, *. [Jewreinowite.]

jeg. s. [Etym. doubtful.] A templet or gauge,
one of several, for verifying shapes of parts
in gun and gun-stock making.

*J6g'-g£t, s. [Perhaps a corruption of Fr.
gigqt.] A kind of sausage.

je had, s. [Jihat>.]

Je-hd'-vah, 5, [Heb. nin) (Yehovah) (Def.)
;

Gr. law (lao), 'Ieuci (Jew), 'laov (laou), "Ai-'ct

: (Aia)/la.pi (labe).~\

' Script i T&e most sacred of the names given
in the Old Testament to the Supreme Being,
regarded also as the God specially of the
Jewish people. So holy was the name deemed
that the Jews were afraid to allow it to escape
their lips, and therefore took means inten-
tionally to mispronounce it by attcing its

vowel points to those of Adonai, or, w ien the
two occur together, of Elohim, less sacred
names for God. This superstitious practice
arose from their having misinterpreted such
passages as Deut. xxviii. 58 ; Lev. xxiv. 11, 15,

,
16

;
Exod. xx. 7. What the real vowel points,

and consequently the proper pronunciation,
should be is now doubtful. Many critics
contend for nirv (Yahieh), some for mrv
(Yahvah), and some for nirr (Yahavoh), &l-!

It is generally derived from 7T\n (havah), an
old form of n;n (hdydli) = He is" The import
of the name is explained in Exod. iii. 14 "

i
am that I am," or "I am," thus predicating
self-existence or existence in a sense in which
it -tan be applied to no created being
In Exod. vi. 3 we read that God appeared to
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, by the name of
God Almighty, but was not known to them
by the name Jehovah. The meaning may

^ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.
or. wore, wolf, work. wh6. son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey= a. qu = kw.
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have been that the patriarchs did not pro-
perly realize the depth of meaning in the
name, for the word occurs in Gen. xiv. 22,

xxvi. 22, Tcxviii. 16. Elohini stands for God
as the creator and ruler of the universe
(Gen i. 1) ; Jehovah as a being standing in

the most intimate relation to the Jewish
people as their theocratic ruler and God
(Psalm cxxxv. 4), as supreme above all gods
(verse 5), the First and the Last (Isa. xli. 4), nay
the only true God (xli v. 5, 8). In studying
these passages, be it observed that where there

is the wordJehovah our translatorshave spelled

Lordwith capital letters. It has been suggested
that the name Jehovah was of Phoenician

origin, and that it made way among the
Israelites slowly to the age of Samuel, and
then with greater rapidity. Movers connects

it with the Phoenician lao = the Sun-god in

the several seasons, and especially in autumn,
as well as with the Chaldean lao = the Intel-

ligent light.

Je-h6'-vistf s. [Eng., &c. Jehov(ah); -ist]

Biblical criticism

:

* 1. One who maintained that no alteration

had been made iu the vowel points of Je-

hovah. Opposed to the Adonists, who held

that the vowel points of Jehovah are those of

Adonai. [Jehovah.]

2. The writer of the Pentateuch, &c, who
habitually used the name Jehovah as distin-

guished from the Elohist, who employed the

term Elohini. [Elohist, Exodus, Genesis.)
Colenso recognizes two Jehovists in the book
of Genesis.

" And accordingly I have given reasons for conclud-
ing that Genesis xiv. belongs to a Jehouistic writer (the
second Jehovist)."—Colenso: Pentateuch, nt. iii,, p. 6.

Je-hd-vist'-ic, d. [Eng., &c. Jehovist; -ic]

Bib. criticism : A term used regarding por-

tions of the Pentateuch in which i,he name of

God habitually employed is Jehovah (q.V.).

[Elohist.]

If For extract, see Jehovist.

Je'-hu, s, [From the name of Jehu, son of

Nimshi, Bee 2 Kings ix. 20.] A coachman, a
driver; one fond of driving. (Slang.)

jels'-tie-cor, jus ti coat, s. [Ft. juste an
corps = close to the body.] A jacket or waist-

coat without sleeves.
" To see a gold-laced jeistiecor in the Ha' garden so

late at e'eii."

—

Scott : Hob Roy, ch. vi.

Je-june', a. [Lat. jejunus = fasting, hungry,
dry, barren,]

* 1. Poor, thin, weak ; wanting in substance.
' " Gold la the only substance which hath nothing in
> it volatile ; the melting eheweth that It is uotjejeune,

or scarce in spirit. "—Bacon.

2. Bare, meagre, dry ; devoid of interest or
life. (Applied especially to literary produc-
tions.)

" Till farce itself, most mournfully jejune,
Calls for the kind assistance of a tune."

Cowper: Retirement, 711.

t Je-June'-ly, adv. [Eng. jejune ; -ly.] In *
jejune, dry, barren, or meagre manner.

" We discourse jejunely, and falsely, and uapront-
ably."—Sp. Taylor: Great Exemplar. (Pref.)

je-june'-ness, s. [Eng. jejune ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being jejune

;

thinness, attenuation.
" Ih&jejuneness or extream comminution of Bpixits."

—Bacon: Nat. Hist., § 799.

2. Dryness, barrenness, insipidity ; absence

of interest or life.

*Je-jun'-I-ty, s. [Eng. jejun(e); -ity.] The
same as Jejuneness (q.v.).

" Pray extend your Spartan jejunity to the length

of a competent letter."—Bentley : Letters, p. 261.

je-jun'-um, «. [Lat. jejunus = hungry,

empty.]

Anat. : The second portion of the small

intestine between the duodenum and the

ileum. It is thicker than the rest of the

intestine, and, from containing more mucous
membrane, has a pinky tinge. It forms two-

fifths of the small intestine, and is surrounded
above and at the sides by the colon, and is

kept in position by the mesentery, which
connects it with the posterior wall of the

abdomen.

JOl'-er-3iig, s. [Javanese name.]

Zool. : Javan Squirrel, Sciurus Javanensis
or bicolor, a handsome squirrel, found in Java,
part of India, and Cochin China Length,
almost two feet. (Wood : Nat. Hist.)

jeT-lett ite, s. [Named after M. Jellet, one
of its describers ; surf, -ite (Min.).]

Min. : A lime-iron garnet, grouped by
Dana with his Andradite (q.v.). It occurs in

globular forms, with crystalline exterior, and
also lining cracks, in an asbestos enclosed in

an indurated talcose schist among the debris
of the moraine of the Findelen glacier, and in

several other Swiss localities in situ. Colour,
various shades of green and yellowish-green.

jel'-lied, a. [Eng, jelly; -ed.] Brought to
the state or consistency of a jelly.

" ThQJeUted philtre of her lips." Cleveland.

jcl-loped, a. [Jowlopped.]

Her. : A term applied to the comb and gills

of a cock when of a tincture different to the
body.

jel'-ly, *gel'-l$r, s. [Fr. gelee = a frost,

jelly
; properly the fern, of gele, pa. par. of

geler — to freeze, to congeal, from Lat. gelo =
to congeal

;
gelu = frost.]

1. Anything brought to a state of glutinous-
ness and viscosity ; a transparent substance
obtained by decoction from animal substances.

" And for close of all a jelly made of the bones of
beef."—Evelyn : Memoirs, Feb. 12, 1682.

2. A sweetmeat obtained by boiling the juice
of fruit with sugar.

jelly-bag, ;

is distilled.

A bag through which jelly

jelly-fish, a.

Zool. : The popular name of the Medusas,
the typical forms of which, when lying on the
sea-sand, look like a mass of jelly. [Aca-
LEPH.E, Medusa.]

jel'-ly, v.i. [Jelly, s.] To become jelly ; to

come to the state or consistency of jelly.

jem'-i-dar, jfeW-ma-dar, s. [Hind, jdma-
dar = the keeper of a"wardrobe, a musketeer;
jdma — clothes.] In the Anglo-Indian army
an officer ranking with a lieutenant in the
English army.

jem'-mi-ness (e as l), s. [Eng. jemmy, a. ;

-ness.] Spruceness, neatness. (Slang.)

jem'-my1

(e as I), a. [Prob. a corruption of

geminy.] Spruce, neat. (Slang.)

jem'-m$T (e as l), s. [From the proper name
James.]

1. A short, stout crowbar, used by house-

breakers.

2. A sheep's head.

3. A species of Scotch woollen cloth.

jen -ite (j as y), s. [Yenite.]

jerik-ins ite, s. [Named by Shepard after

J. Jenkins, of Monroe ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : The same as Hydrophite (q.v.), but
occurs as a fibrous encrustation on magnetite,
in Orange Co., New York, U.S.A. (Dana.)

jen-net, gen'-net, s. [O. Fr. genette, from
Sp. ginete = a nag.] A small Spanish horse.

" Spanishjennefr were regarded as the finest chargers,
and were Imported for purposes of pageantry and war."—Macaulay . Hist. Eng,, en. iii.

Jen -net ing, * gin ~nlt-irig,~ jen'-et-Ing,
' s. [Etym. doubtful.] A species of early apple.

"The hastle kind or jenitings, continue nothing so
long as those that bear and ripen later."—P. Holland

:

JPlinie, bk. xvi., ch, xliv.

Jen'-njf' (e as 1) (1), s. [A corrupt, of ginny, a

dimin. of gin = engine, influenced by the
proper name.] [Spinning-jenny.]

jSn'-n^ (e as t) (2), s. [A familiar form of
Eng. Jane (q.v.).] A popular name for a fe-

male ass. [Cf. Jack (1), s., II. 2. (1).]

jenny-ass, s. A female ass.

jcnt'-ling, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Ichthy. : The Blue Chub, a species of Leu-
ciscus, found in the Danube.

jenzsch' ite (j as y), s. [Named after G.
Jenzsch, who announced it ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A supposed form of opal-silica with
sp. gr. 2*6. The kinds included are varieties

of white cacholong (q.v.). From various
localities

;
generally associated with chalce-

dony (q.v.), and probably resulting from its

alteration.

*jeo-falT, s. [A corruption of Fr. j'ai failli

= I have failed.]

Law: An oversight in pleading or other

proceeding at law ; an acknowledgement of a

mistake or oversight.

IT Statues of jeofail: The statues of amend-
ment whereby slips and mistakes in legal pro-

ceedings are rectified under certain circum-

stances.

* jeop'-ard, * jeop-ard-en, v.t. [Jeopardy.]

To put* in jeopardy, danger, or hazard ; to

expose to risk, loss, or injury ; to jeopardize.

" I am content (quoth Alexander) to jeopard the

horse."—Xorth: I'lutarch, p. 561.

jeop'-ard-er, s. [Eng. jeopard; -er.) One
who jeopards or puts in jeopardy.

*jeop'-ard-ise, », [Eng. jeopard; -ise.] The
hazard of a die.

" But God wold I had ones or twisa
Icond, and know the ieopardise."

Chaucer: Boke of the Ducliess, 666.

jeop'-ard-Ize, v.t. [Jeopardise.] To jeop-

ard ; to put in jeopardy ; to risk, to hazard.

* jeop'-ard-less, * jeo-perd-les, * jeo-
perd-lesse, a. [Eng. jeopard; -less.] Free

from risk or danger ; safe.

" Rather had I haue in you that, whiche is of lease

perfection, so that it bee ieoperdlesse."—Udal : i Cor-

inth, vii.

jeop'-ard-ous, *jepardeous, a. [Eng.

jeopar'd(y) ; -ous.] Hazardous, risky, dangerous.
" This his goodly, valiant, a.n&jeopardous enterprise

was represented with advantage by the Duke of Nor-
folk to the king."—Fuller: Worthies; Cornwall.

jeop'-ard-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. jeopardous;

-ly.] "in a jeopardous manner ; with risk or

danger.

jeop'-ard-y,* jeop-ar-die, * jep-ar-dye,
*jop"-ard, *jub-ar-dy, *jup-ar-tie, s.

[0. Fr. jeu parti = a divided game, from Lat.

jocus partitus = an alternative
;
jocus = a jest,

a game, and partitus, pa. par. of partior = to

divide.] Exposure to danger, loss, or injury;
risk, hazard, danger, peril.

" When America was free
From battle and fromjeopardy."

Wordsworth : Ruth.

* jeop'-ard-y, v.t. [Jeopardy, s.] To risk,

to hazard, to jeopardize. (Ihackeray.)

jer-bd'-a, s. [Arab, yrrboa, yerbiia.]

Zool. : Dlpus cngyptius, a rodent mammal,
with a body about six inches long and a tail

about eight, occurring in Egypt, Nubia,
Arabia, and some other parts of Western
Asia. They are lively little creatures,(forming

societies in the desert, feeding on its scanty
vegetation, and living in underground gal-

leries. When the jerboa desires to advance
rapidly it does so by a series of leaps, which
make it seem like a winged thing.

jer-eed'^jer-Jd', s. [Persian & Turkish.] A
wooden javelin, about five feet long, used in

Persia and Turkey, especially in mock fights.

"Who, like them, flung thejereed carelessly, but not
like them to the mark."—Moore : Paradise & the Peri.
(Note.)

Je-re-mT-ftd, 3. [From Jeremia(h) (q.v.),

and suff. -ad.] A lamentation in the plaintive

style of the prophet Jeremiah. [Lamenta-
tions.]

Jer-e-mi'-ah, 5. [Heb. vvot (YirmeydhH),

nyy? (Yirmeydh) = the appointed of the Lord

(Gesenius), or the Lord throws (Carpzov and
Hengstenberg) ; Gr. 'lepejut'as (Ieremias).]

Script. Biography : The name of eight men
mentioned in the Old Testament, the only very
notable one being Jeremiah the prophet. He
was of priestly descent, and born or resident

at Anathoth, about three miles N.N.E. from
Jerusalem. His father's name was Hilkiah.

When called to the prophetic office, in the
thirteenth year of King Josiah, b.c. 629 or

625, he calls himself a child. His prophetic
life spanned the eleventh of King 2edekiah,
about b.c. 588, a period of thirty-seven or
forty-one years. Of intense nervous sensi-

bility, gentle, and compassionate, he seemed
more naturally adapted for retirement and
contemplation than for an active life, yet
under the constraining sense of duty he faced
hostile kings, nobles, or common people, suf-

fered imprisonment more than once, and was
at times in imminent danger of death. At
that time Judah found itself between two
powerful kingdoms, Babylon on the east and
Egypt on the south. Josiah espoused the
Babylonian alliance, and lost his life fighting
against the Egyptians. Jeremiah also was

boil, bo^; pout, jb%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion- shun; -tion, -sion — zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious — shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bcl, del.
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on the Babylonian side, and, when Jerusalem
was taken by Nebuchadnezzar, Jeremiah was
treated with kindness by the conqueror, being
offered the option of an honourable position

in Babylon or permission to remain in his own
land. Jeremiah elected to stay, and found
Gedaliah appointed ruler by the Chaldeans.
On the murder of that governor the assassins

and their sympathisers fled to Egypt, taking
Jeremiah with them. Tradition says "that

he was put to death in Egypt for preaching
against idolatry. He wrote two Old Testa-

ment books, the prophecies of Jeremiah and
the Lamentations. Many rationalistic critics

attribute to him also the book of Deuteronomy.

TF The Prophecies of Jeremiah

:

Script. Canon: One of the Canonical books
of the Old Testament, the second of the
greater prophets. The several predictions are

not in chronological order, though it is be-

lieved by some critics that an arrangement of

another character is discernible. A certain

plaintive air runs through the book, deepen-
ing as the trials of the seer increase. There

* is not the same energy or rhythm as in Isaiah.

There are resemblances in the language to that

of Deuteronomy—Aramaic expressions abound
in the work. The concluding chapter, an his-

torical one, is evidently from another hand

—

the Hebrew and Septuagint differ considerably.
Jeremiah xxxi. 15 is quoted in the New Testa-
ment in Matt. ii. 18, and Jer. xxxi. 31-34 in

Heb. viii. S-12. The quotation from Jeremy
the prophet in Matt, xxvii. 9 is now found only
in Zeeh. xi. 12, 13.

jer falcon (I silent), s. [Gyrfalcon.]

* jergue, * jerque (que as k), v.t. [Etym.
doubtful

;
possibly connected with Fr. cher-

clier = to search.] To search, as a vessel, for

unentered goods.

* jer'-guer, * jer -quer (qu as k), st. [Eng.
jer<)u(c) ; -er.] An officer of the customs whose
duty it is to search vessels for unentered goods.

Jer- 1- end, s. [Heb. \rrv (Yericho), irrv

( Yerecho), ni"PT ( Yerichoh)= place of fragrance,

from irn (ruach) = to smell ; Gr. 'lepi^ti

(Yericho),~[,

Scrip. Geog. : A city situated in the valley
west of the Jordan,
opposite to where
the Israelites
crossed.

Jericho-rose,
s.

Bot. : Anastatica
hierochuntica. It is

not a rose but a
crucifer. FAnasta-
tica.]

Jericho sun- jericho rose.

bird, s.

Omith. : Cinnyris osea, a sun-bird found at

Jericho and in other parts of Palestine.

* jer-id', s. [Jereed.]

jerk fl), * gerke, * jerke, * yerk, v. t. &
i. [Etym. doubtful ; according to Skeat the

j, same as Mid. Eng. gird= to strike ; A.S. gyrd,

gierd = a rod ; Eng, yard.]

A. Transitive :

f 1. To thrust with a sudden motion ; to pull,

push, or thrust shortly and sharply ; to

shake.

"Ifl'tnot sweete pride, when men their crownes must
shade,

"With that which jerk* the hams of every Jade.

"

Bp. Ball : Satires, bk. iiL, sat. 5.

2. To throw with a sharp, sudden action :

as, To jerk a stone or ball.

B. Intrans. : To move with a sudden motion
ot start ; to start.

jerk (2), v.t. [S. Amer. charqui.] [Jerked-
beef.] To cut into long pieces, as beef, and
dry it in the sun.

* jerk (3), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To greet;

to salute. (Dryden : Juvenal, viii.)J

jerk, s. [Jerk(1), v.]

1. A sharp sudden thrust, push, or twitch

;

a jolt, a shake. (Cowper : Task, iv. 62.)

2. A smart blow.
" He must aake bin mother to deflne.
How laniiiejerka she would his breech should Hue."

Bp. Baa: Satires, bk. iv., sat. 4.

3. A sudden spring or start ; a short sharp
leap or bound.

," Instead of easy flapping side-wayB, it swims by
rapid, brisk ./erAvf, the quite contrary vmy^—Derham.

.

*

J'hi/sico-Tlmolagy, bk, viiL, en. vi.

jerked, pa. par. or a. [S. Amer, charqui =
jerked-beef.] [Jerk (2), v.]

jerked-beef, s. Beef cut into thin slices

and dried in the sun to preserve it. [Charqui.]

jerk'-er (1), s. [Eng. jerk (1), v. ; -er.] One
who jerks.

* jerk'-er (2), s. [Jerguer.]

jerk'-in (1), s. [A dimin. from Dut. jurk = a
frock.] A short coat or jacket ; a close waist-

coat. (Shakesp. : Tempest, iv. 1.)

jerkin-head, s.

Arch. : A term ap-

plied to the end of a
roof when interme-
diate in shape be-
tween a gable and a
hip.

jerk'-in (2), s. [A
contract, of gyrfal-
con (q.v.).]

jerk'-in (3),

[Gherkin.] jerkin-head.

jerk'-ing, pr. par., a. & s. [Jerk (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As svbst. : The act of throwing, thrust-
ing, or pushing with a jerk.

jerk'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. jerking>.; -hj.] In a

jerking manner ; with jerks.

jerk'-y, a. [Eng. jerk (1); -y.) Moving or

advancing by jerks or fits and starts.

jer-6n'-y-mite, s. [Hierontmite.]

jer-6-pi'-gi-a, jer-u-pi'-gr-a, s. [Gero
PIG1A.]

* jerque, v.t. [Jerque.]

* jerquer, s. [Jerguer.]

jer-reed', jer-rid, s. [Jereed.]

jeV-ry, s. [A contemptuous abbreviation of
Jeremiah, originating probably after the Res-
toration, in ridicule of the Puritans, among
whom the use of Old Testament names was
common ; cf. Jeremiad. The use of the term
in the building trade, it is said, arose in Liver-
pool, when the northern suburb was being
built, shortly after the passing of the Beer-
house Act, in 1S30.] [Jerry-shop.]

jerry-builder, s. A speculative builder
of houses of the lowest kind, the materials
employed being of the commonest description.

jerry-built, a. Unsubstantially built;
constructed hastily and of bad materials.

" Two lumps of plaster fall from the roof of the
jerry-built palace ; then the curse begins to work."

—

Pall Mall Uazette, Feb. lb, 18S4.

t jerry-shop, s. A beerhouse, so called on
account of its inferiority to a fully-licensed
house. [Tom-and-Jerry.]

jeV-ry-man-der, v.t. [Gerrymander.]

jer'-sey, s. [From the island of that name.]

1. Fine yarn wool.

2. Combed wool ; the finest wool separated
from the rest.

3. A close-fitting woollen shirt worn in
rowing, A:c. [Guernsey.]

Jersey-livelong, s.

Sot. : Gnaphalium luteo-album.

Jersey-pine, ».

Bot. : Pinits Inops.

Jersey star-thistle, s.

Bot. : Centaurea aspera or Isnardi, a rare
British plant, found in Guernsey rather than
in Jersey.

Jersey-thistle, ».

Bot. ; Centaurea Isnardi.

Jerusalem (1), s. & a. [Heb. p^aSffJ and
D^iDVV (both transliterated Yerushaldyim) =•

the well-known sacred city, the capital of
Palestine.] (See etym. & compounds.)

Jerusalem-cross, s.

Bot. : Lychnis clialcedonica.

Jerusalem-pony, *. An ass.

Jerusalem-sage, s.

Bot. . Phlomis fruticosa.

Jerusalem-star, ».

Bot. : (1) Tragopogonporrifolius; (2)Cerastium

omeyitosum,

Jerusalem-thorn, s.

Bot. : Parkinsonian aculeata.

je-ru'-sa-lem (2), s. [A corruption of Ita«.

gircuole'^ the sunflower (Helmnthus tuberosus).}

(Seethe compound.)

jerusalem-artichoke, s. [Artichoke.}

jer'-vic, a. [Eng. jerv(ine); -£c.] (See the
compound.)

jervic acid, s.

Chein. : Ci4H 10O12 "2H2O. An acid extracted
from white hellebore by Weppen, in 1872. It

requires 100 parts of water for solution at the
ordinary temperature, and a little less of boil-

ing alcohol. It is decidedly acid, and forms-

crystallizable salts, containing four equivalents-

of metal.

jeV-vin, jer'-Vine, s. [Sp. jerv(a) = the
poison of Veratrum album; -in, -ine (Pheni.).~\

Chem. : C3oH4gN203"2H20. An alkaloid
discovered by E. Simon in the root of white-

hellebore (Veratrum album), in which it exists.

together with veratrine. To obtain it, the
alcoholic extract of the powdered root is-

mixed with dilute hydrochloric acid, and
sodium carbonate added. The resulting pre-

cipitate is separated by filtration, dissolved irn

alcohol, decolorised with charcoal, and the
alcohol removed by distillation. The solid

residue obtained is a mixture of jervine and
veratrine, the latter being unciystallizable,

may be entirely removed by submitting it to
pressure ; or the residue may be treated with
dilute sulphuric acid, which takes up the vera-
trine sulphate, and leaves the jervine sulphate.
When pure, it is colourless, odourless, and taste-

less, insoluble in water, readily soluble in alco-
hol, and sparingly so in ammonia. Its most,
characteristic reaction is said to be with strong
sulphuric acid, which colours it first yellow,
then green. With acids it yields salts which
are all very soluble.

jess, s. [A corrupt, of 0. Fr. jects, or gects^

from jecter; Lat. jacto = to throw.)

1. A short strap of leather with which
hawks were tied by the leg, and to which,
the leash, was attached.

" The pomp and flutter of brave falconry.
The bells, the jesses, and bright scarlet hood."

Longfellow: Student's Tale.

2. A ribbon hanging down from a garland
or crown in falconry.

jes'-sa-mine, [Jasmine.]

* jes'-sai-my, s. [A corrupt, of jessamin?
(q.v.).J A fop, from the fops' habit of wear-
ing sprigs of jessamine in their button-holes.

jess'-ant, a. [A corrupt, of issuant (q.v.).]

Her. : A term used to express the shooting
forth or springing up of vegetables.

jessant-de-lis, s.

Her. : A term applied to the head of a leo-

pard having a lleur-de-lis passing through it.

Jes'-se, s. [See def.] A large brass candle*
stick, branched with many sconces, hanging;
down in the middle of a church or choir ; so
called from its resemblance to the genealogi-
cal-tree of Jesse, the father of David, a picture
of which used to be hung up in churches.
The idea of representing Our Lord's genealogy
under the semblance of a vine arose probably
from the passage in Isaiah xi. 1.

Jesse window, s.

Arch. : A window of which the tracery and
glazing represent a genealogical-tree of Jesse.
There is a famous one at Dorchester, in Ox-
fordshire.

jessed, a. [Eng. jess; -ed.)

Her. : Having jesses on. (Said of a hawk.)

*Jes'-ser-aunt, ». [Jazerant.]

jest, *gest, geste, s. [O.Fr. geste; from
Lat. gestoses) = (a thing) done, from gestus, pa..

par. of gero = to carry out, to do.] [Gest.]

iaie, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se oe — e; ey = a; qa = kw.
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* 1. A story, a tale.

* 2. An exploit, a deed, an achievement.

3. A joke ; something ludicrous said or
done to provoke mirth.

" Too bitter in thy jest."
Shtikesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 3.

4. The object of laughter or mirth ; a laugh-
ing-stock.

"The earnest of each was the jest of the other."

—

Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. lii.

* 5. A masque ; a masquerade.

6. The contrary to earnest or seriousness.
" Tis uojtmt that I do hate thee."

Shakesp.: Midsummer Wight's Dream, iii. 2.

T In jest: As a jest or joke ; not seriously
or in earnest.

*jest-monger, s. A jester, a joker ; one
fond of or given to jesting.

jest, v.i. & (. [Jest, s.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To joke ; to utter jests ; to provoke mirth
by ludicrous actions or words ; to make game.

" He must observe their mood on whom lie jests."
Shnkcsp: Twelfth Night, iii. 1.

* 2. To play a part in a masque or mas-
querade.

3. To make light, to laugh.
" Hejests at scars that never felt a wound."

Hhakesp. : Jlvmno & Juliet, ii. 2.

* B. Transitive

:

1. To utter in jest ; to say jestingly.

2. To make a jest or joke on ; to make game
of.

If One jests in order to make others laugh

;

one jokes in order to please one's self. The
jest is directed at the object; the joke is prac-
tised with the person or on the person. One
attempts to make a thing laughable or ridi-

culous by jesting about it, or treating it in a
jesting manner ; one attempts to excite good
humour in others, or indulge it in one's self, by
joking with them. To make game of is applic-
able only to persons ; to make a sport of, or
sport with, is applied to objects in general.
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

•jest-ee', s. [Eng. jest; -ee.] A person on
whom a jest is made ; a butt.

"The jester hudjestee."—Sterne : Tristram Shandy,
i. 55.

jest'-er, *gest-our, s. [Eng. jest; -er.]j

* 1. A professional story-teller.

2. One who jests or jokes ; a merry fellow.

3. A buffoon ; a person retained by persons
of high rank to make sport for them and their
friends. The jester wore a motley or parti-
coloured dress, with a cap or head-dress
furnished with bells and asses' ears.

"Dressed in the motley garb that jesters wear."
Longfellow : Sicilian's Tale, i.

*jest'-ful, a. [Eng. jest; -AW)] Full of
jests or jokes

;
given to jesting or joking.

jest'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Jest, v.}

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj.; Fit for joking; to be jested
about.

" He will find that these are no jesting matters."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

C. As subst. : The act or practice of joking;
a jest.

jesting-beam, s. A beam introduced
into a building for appearance, not for use.

*jesting-stock, jesting-stocke, &.

A laughing-stock.

jest'-mg-ly, adv. [Eng. jesting; -ly.) In a
jesting, joking manner ; not in earnest.

"Bacchus . . . shaking with laughter, thus jestingly
spoke." Boysc: Wine the Curefor Love.

t jest'-word, s. [Eng. jest, and word.] A
person or thing made the object of jest or

ridicule ; a laughing-stock, a butt.
" Thejest-word of a mocking band." Whittier.

Jes'-u-ate, s. [Eng. Jesu(s) ; -ate ; Fr. Jesnate.

So called from the frequency with which the
order pronounced the name of Jesus.]

Church Hist. (PL) : A name ultimately given
to a monastic order, which, when firstfounded
in 1368, was called Apostolic Clerks (q.v.).

Je§'-u-it, s. [Eng. Jesu($) ; suff. -it ; Fr.

Jesuitc.]

1. Ch. Hist. (PL) ; The Society of Jesus, the
most celebrated ecclesiastical order of modern
times. The great religious revolution ol the

sixteenth century ran through the three
stages which tend to occur in revolutions in

general. First there was a moderate depar-
ture from the previously existing state of
things ; then the Anabaptists burst loose from
control, and went into extravagances and ex-

cesses. [Anabaptists.] Reaction then be-
came inevitable, and if a suitable leader should
arise was bound to become powerful. That
leader was found in Don Inigo Lopez de Re-
calde, generally known from the castle of
Loyola where he was born, in 1491, as Ignatius
Loyola. He became an officer of great bravery
in the army, though he was not above the
ordinary military vices. Dreadfully wounded
in 1521 while defending Pampeluna against the
French, and long confined in consequence to
a sick bed, he saw the vanity of the world,
and, renouncing it, resolved in future on a
devotedly religious life. When, on his re-

covery, he was at the University of Paris, he
made converts of two fellow students who
lodged with him, one a youth of aristocratic
descent, Francis Xavier, afterwards the Apos-
tle of the Indies. In 1534 he and they, with
four others, seven in all, formed a kind of re-

ligious society, the members ofwhich preached
through the country. OnAugust 15 ofthat year
they took vows of chastity, absolute poverty,
devotion to the care of Christians, and to the
conversion of infidels. This was the germ of
the Jesuit order. Loyola, like most other
Spaniards of aristocratic descent, was de-

votedly attached to the old order of things,
rudely shaken by the Reformation. A soldier,

he bethought him of an army in which in-

feriors should give implicit obedience to their

superiors. A general should command, and
should have none above him but the Pope, to
whom he should give loyal support. Paul
III. issued a bull in 1540 sanctioning the
establishment of the order with certain re-

strictions, swept away three years later. In
1542 Loyola was chosen general of the order,

and afterwards resided generally at Rome.
His followers went everywhere giving special

attention to the education of youth, the in-

struction of adults by preaching, the defence
of Catholicism against heretics and unbe-
lievers, and the conversion of the heathen and
Muhammadans. His order spread with great
rapidity, and at the death of Loyola on July
31, 1556, consisted of above 1,000 persons,
with 100 houses divided into twelve provinces.
The Jesuits rendered great service to the
Papacy, but ultimately became unpopular
with the civil government in most Roman
Catholic countries. The people thought them
crafty. [See the derivative words which fol-

low.] In September, 1759, an order was given
for the expulsion of the Jesuits from Portugal
and Brazil. In 1764 the order was suppressed
in France, and its property confiscated. On
March 31, 1767, similar destruction overtook
it in Spain, and soon after in Spanish America,
and next, after 1768, in the Two Sicilies and
Parma, till at length on July 21, 1773, the Pope
issued a bull suppressing the order altogether.

Austria and the other Roman Catholic states

obeyed the decree. In August 1814 Pope Pius
VII, re-established it. In June, 1817, the Jesuits
were expelled from Russia, and the British
Roman Catholic Emancipation Act, 10 Geo.
IV. c. 7, passed in 1829, left them under some
disabilities, which have since been removed.
Expelled from France in 1880, many of

them sought an asylum in England, success-

fully claiming that religious liberty which is

considered the right of all religious organi-
zations.

* 2. A term familiarly applied to graduates
and undergraduates of Jesus College, Oxford.

"Direct your next to me at Bath; and remember
me to all our fellow Jesuits."—Smollett : Humphrey
Clinker, To Sir W. Phillips, April 20.

Jesuits -bark, s.

Pharm., £c. : Cinchona bark, so called be-
cause its virtues were first made known by
the Jesuit missionaries.

Jesuits -drops, s. pi.

Pharm. : Friar's balsam (q.v.).

Jesuits' nut, s.

Bot. : The nut of Trapa natans. [Tbapa.]

Jesuits' powder, s.

Pharm. : Powdered cinchona bark.

Jesuits' tea, s.

Bot. : Ilex paraguensis.

* jes'-u-it, v.t. & i. [From Jesuit, s. (q.v.).]

A. Trans. ; To make a Jesuit of.

B. Intrans. : To act on Jesuitical principles.

* Jes'-u-lt-ess, a. [Eng. Jesuit; -ess; Fr.

Jesnitesse.]

Church Hist. : A member of an order 08

nuns established with rules similar to those

obtaining among the Jesuits. It was abo-

lished by Urban VIII. in 1630.

Jes-u-it'-ic, jes-u-it'-ic-al, a. [Eng.,&e.

Jesuit; -ic, -ical ; Fr. Jesuitique.]

1. Literally

:

(1) Of or belonging to the Jesuits or their

method of procedure.

(2) Belonging to Jesus College, Oxford.

(Smollett: Humphrey Clinker.)

2. Figuratively ;

(1) Using polite speech to gain personal
ends.

(2) Making subtle distinctions to avoid th&
legitimate force of an argument.

(3) Cunning, crafty, deceitful.

jes-u-it'-ic-al-ry, adv. [Eng., &c. Jesuitic;

-ally.]

1. (Of procedure) : In a Jesuitical manner ;

cunningly, craftily.

2. (Of argumentation) : Disingenuously.
" To reason iuore jesuitically than the Jesuits them-

selves."

—

Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

jes'-u-it-ish, a. [Eng. Jesuit; -ish.] Some-
what Jesuitical (q.v.).

t Jes'-u-It-ism, s. [Eng. Jesuit; -ism; Fr-
Jesuitisme.]

1. Lit. : The principles, acts, or practices of
the Jesuits.

2. Fig. : Disingenuousness, craft, deceit ;,

insidious pretences to gain personal ends.

* Jes-u-It-dc'-ra-cy, s. [Eng. Jesuit ; o<

connective, and Gr. Kparem (krateo) = to rul&„
to govern.]

1. The form ofgovernment, secret or avowed^
in which the Jesuits rule over the community,

" The charming result ol a century of Jesuitocracy."
—C. Khigsley : feast, ch. v.

2. The whole body of the Jesuits in a
country or in the world viewed as thus ruling-.

Jes'-U-Jt-ry, s. [Eng. Jesuit ; -ry.] The same
as Jesuitism (q.v.).

Je'-BUS, s. [Lat. Jesus, Iesus, lesu, Josue r
Gr. 'Ino-ov? (Iesous), from Heb. tVD?. ( Y&hua),

a contr. form of riUJirP (Yehoshua) = Joshua,

from nin^ (Yehovah) = Jehovah, and nmilr
(Yeshuah) = (1) salvation, help, (2) safety^ (3),
victory. Gesenius believes Joshua to mean.
" whose help is Jehovah "

; or it may be fronr
the verb 3?tt£ (Yashd), to save, and = Jehovah-
Saviour, or simply Saviour. (Def.)J

1. Scrip. Hist. : Joshua (Acts vii. 45/,

Heb. iv. 8).

2. Scrip. Hist. & Theol. : The name miracu-
lously given to the first-born son of the Virgin
Mary conceived by the Holy Ghost. An angel
who appeared to Joseph, Mary's betrothed
lover, directed that that son on his birth
should be called Jesus, " for he shall save
his people from their sins." Some persons
suppose that when Christ is superadded,
Jesus is analogous to what now would be
called the Christian name, while Christ is the
surname. This view is erroneous. The only
personal name is Jesus, and Christ is the
designation of office or mission, indicating
that the being who bore it claimed to be the
Messiah promised to the fathers. [Christ,
Messiah.] Nearly all the Churches of the
world, the Unitarian one being the chief
exception, recognize a divine and a human,
nature in Christ, regarding hiin with respect
to the former as the Second Person of the
Trinity and the Son of God ; with regard to
the latter, as the perfect type of humanity,
the only sinless man that has lived on earth.
[For details regarding his birth at Bethlehem,
the flight of Joseph and Mary, taking him,
with them into Egypt, the return to Palestine,
the boyhood and early manhood spent at
Nazareth, his itinerant ministry—believed,,
chiefly on chronological data supplied in St.
John's Gospel, to have lasted about three
years, see the Four Gospels. For the signifi-
cancy of his death, see Atonement. For his.
resurrection and ascension, see these words.]
The birth of the Saviour is generally believed
to have been in b.c. 4, the commencement

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, yenophon, exist, ph = f»

-clan, -t&an = shan. -tion, -sion ~ shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*.
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of his ministry a.d. 26, and his crucifixion

a.d. 29. .

% Society of Jesus : [Jesuit].

jet (1), jett, * get, s. [Fr., 0. Fr. ject, gect

;

Ital. getto, getto d'acqua.] [Jet, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of throwing or shooting out; a

sudden rush or shooting out of water.

2. A spout or tube for the discharge of

water. (Pope : Dunciad, ii. 177.)

3. That which shoots or issues out : as, »

jet of water.

* 4. Manner, custom, fashion.
" Al of the uewe get." Chaucer ,' C. T„ 684.

* 5. The principal point. (Moritz : Travels

in England, lett. 5.)

6. Drift, scope, meaning, as of an argu-
ment.

II. Technically

:

1. Foundry : A tube or channel for passing
melted metal into a mould.

2. Print. : The sprue of a type, which is

broken from it when the type is cold.

jet ant, s,

Entom. : Formica fuliginosa, a British spe-

cies, which makes out of masticated wood-dust
a nest of cardboard, which it manufactures in

the stumps of trees.

jet-pump, s. A pump stated to have
been originally contrived to empty the pits of

submerged water-wheels. It acts by the pres-

sure of a column of air passing through an
annular throat; or, conversely, an annular
jet around a central orifice. It has since been
used in oil-wells.

jet (2), * geat, s. [Gr. ya-yanjs (gagates), from
Gagas, a town in Asia Minor.]

Min. : A black and compact variety of

lignite (q.v.), hard, light, and capable of being
turned into articles for personal ornament

;

takes a good polish. The best variety is found
in the Lias formation, and principally at

Whitby, in Yorkshire.

jet-black, a. As black or jet of the

deepest black colour.
" His locks upon hi3 forehead twine;
Jet-black, save where some touch of grey
Has ta'en the youthful hue away."

Scott : Lord of the Isles, lv. 22.

jet d'eau, jette d'eau, a. [Jetteau.]

jef-er-US, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot. : A morbid yellowness of parts which
normally are green ; vegetable jaundice.

jet, * jette, v.i. & t. [0. Fr. jetter, jecter, get-

ter = to cast or fling ; Lat. jacto, frequent, of

jacio = to throw. ]

A. Intransitive : .

1. To cast or fling about.; to shoot out ; to

jut out.

* 2. To act insolently.
" Think you not how dangerous

It la to jet upon a prince's right ?

"

Shakesp. ; Titus Andronicus, ii. 1.

* 3. To fling about the body ; to strut about.

"Then must ye stately go, jetting up and downe."
Ralph Roister Doister, iii. 3.

* 4. To jerk, to shake, to jolt.

B. Trans : To shoot out, to emit, to spout
out.

" But that instead ... it should be jetted out
everywhere into hills and dales so necessary for that
purpose."—Derham: Physico-Theology, bk. iii., ch_ ir.

jetsam, jet'-son, jet'-tf-sdn, s. [0. Fr.

jetter = to throw; Eng., &c. suff. -sam =
together. ] [Flotsam. ]

1. The act of throwing goods, cargo, &c,
overboard in order to lighten a ship in a

storm, and thus preserve her.

" Jetsam is where goods are cast into the sea, and
there sink and remain under water."—filnckstone:
Comment., bk. i., ch. 8.

2. The goods, cargo, &c, thus thrown over-

board.

* jet'-teau (eau as 6), * jet'-to, s. [For Fr.

jet d'eau — a spout of water, a fountain.]

[Jet (1) s.] A fountain ; a jet or spout of

water.
" For this reason there is nothing that more en-

livens a prospect than rivers, jetteaus, or falls of
water."—Addison: Spectator, No. 412.

* jet'-tee (1) s. [Jetty.]

jet'-tee (2) «. [Native name (?).J The fibre of
Marsdenia tenacissima, a small climbing plant

of the natural order Asclepiadacese, of which
the Rajmahal mountaineers make bowstrings
remarkable for their great elasticity, which
they are supposed to owe in some measure to
the presence of caoutchouc. (Annandale.)

* jet-ter, s. [Eng. jet, v. ; -er.] One who jets

or struts about ; a fop.

* jet'-tl-ness, s. [Eng. jetty; -ness.] The
quality or state of being jetty ; blackness.

jet'-ting, pr. par., u., & s. [Jet, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

* C. As subst. : The act of strutting about.

jetting-out, s.

Arch. : The projection of a corbel or mould-
ing beyond the general surface.

jet'-ti-sdn, s. [Jetsam.]

jet'-ti-son, v.t. [Jettison, v.] To lighten a

vessel in a storm by throwing overboard some
of the cargo.

"After having jettisoned a large quantity of her
cargo."—Daily Telegraph, Oct. 30, 1882.

* jet'-ton, s. [Fr.] A piece of brass or other
metal stamped and used as a counter in games
of cards.

* jet'-ty, v.i. [Jetty, s.] To jut.

* jet'-ty, * jet-tie, a. [Eng. jet (2) s. ; -y.]

.Made of or resembling jet ; black as jet.

" Amongst the Moors, the jettiest black are deemed
The beantifull'at." Drayton: Poly-Olbion, s. 26.

jet'-ty, * jet'-tee, s. [0. Fr. jettee, properly

the fern, of the pa, par. of jetter = to throw.]

1. Arch. : The part of a building which jets

or juts over beyond the ground plan.

2. Hydraulic Engineering :

(1) A construction of wood, rubble-stone,

or masonry projecting into the sea, and
serving as a wharf or pier for landing and
shipping, or as a mole to protect a harbour.

"The friendly harbour, that shoots far out into the
main its moles nuAjettees to receive us."—Burke. On
the Economical Reform.

(2) A structure round the piled foundation
of a bridge pier.

jet'-ty-head, s. [Eng. jetty, and head.] The
projecting part at the head or end of a wharf.

*jeu, [Fr.] A game ; a play.

jeti'-de-mots (ts silent), phr. [Ft.] A play
on words ; a pun.

jeu d'e-spr£t it silent), phr. [Fr.] A
witticism.

Jew, * Jewe (ew as u), s. [0. Fr. Juis (pi.)

;

Mod. Fr. Juif (sing.) ; Prov. juzien, jusien

;

Sp. judio ; Port, judeo ; Ital. giudeo, from Lat.
jndceus ; Gr. 'lovfiatos (loudaios), from Lat.
Judcea; Gr. 'IouoWa (Ioudaia) = Judaa ; Heb.
rQVTJ (Yehuddh) = Judah. (See def.).]

1. Ord. Lang., Ethnol., <& Hist.: A Semitic
race and people, chiefly from the tribe of
Judah. The ten tribes carried into captivity
to Assyria are not reported ever to have re-

turned in mass, though individuals probably
did so. Both Judaea and Galilee were, there-
fore, peopled after the Babylonish captivity
by the two tribes of Judah and Benjamin.
The latter was small, and therefore Judah
gave name first to Judsea, the Roman pro-
vince, and then to the Jewish people.

2. Law : As late as the accession of Queen
Victoria the Jews laboured under serious dis-
abilities ; but quite a number of acts for the
removal of them have been since passed. The
8 & 9 Vict. c. 52 gave them relief as to muni-
cipal offices ; 9 & 10 Vict. c. 59 as to their
religious opiuions ; 10 & 11 Vict. c. 58 and
19 & 20 Vict. c. 119, § 21, 22, as to their mar-
riages ; 21 & 22 Vict. c. 49, passed on July 23,

1858, empowered the House of Commons to
alter the oaths in such a manner that they
might be taken by Jews; and 23 & 24 Vict,
c. 63, passed on August 6, 1860, enacted, in the
case of a Jew, that the words " on the faith
of a Christian," should be omitted from the
Parliamentary oath.

Jew-baiting, s. A contemptuous appel-
lation for the fanatical persecution of the
Jews, practised even to the present date by
intolerant mobs and their fanatical or calcu-
lating leaders in parts- of Russia and even, of
Germany.

jew-busb, s. [Jewbush.]

jews'-apple, s. [Mad-apple.]

jew's-ear, s.

Bot : A tough but gelatinous fungus, Hir-

neola (Exidia) Auricula Judce, which grows on

elder and elm-trees, and was formerly used as

an ingredient in gargles.

"An herb called jews'-ear groweth upon the lower

parts of elder, and sometimes ashes ; in warm water
it swelleth, and openeth extremely."—Bacon.

jew's-eye, jewess-eye, s. A popular
simile for anything extremely valuable. The
extortions to which the Jews were subject

in the Middle Ages, and the cruel mutila-

tions to which they were exposed if they
refused to pay the sums demanded of them,
probably gave rise to this expression. There
is a well-known story that King John de-

manded 10,000 marks from a Jew of Bristol,

and ordered one of his teeth to be drawn every
day, till, having lost seven teeth at the hands of
a none too gentle dentist, the unfortunate Jew
paid the required amount. The Slang Dic-
tionary says " Probably a corruption of Ital.

gioje; Fr. joaille = a jewel." Collier notes that
in the older editions this expression is printed
"Jewes eye," and says it may be a question
whether Shakespeare did not mean that
Launcelot should merely repeat the phrase,
leaving " Jewes " to be pronounced as a di-

syllable." The corrected folio (1632), alters

the expression to

—

" There will come a Christian by
Will be worth ajewesx' eye."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iL 5.

jews'-frankincense, *. Gum styrax or
benzoin. [Benzoin. ]

jews-harp, jews'-trump, s.

1. Music: A simple musical instrument held
between the lips, the sound coming from
the vibrations of a tongue of metal, bent at a
right angle, which is set in motion by being
twitched with the forefinger. The sound is

increased in intensity by the breath, and
altered in pitch by the shape of the cavity of
the mouth, which acts as a reflector. This
name some derive from jeu, play, from the
fact of its being a toy ; but more probably it

is a derisive allusion to the harp of David.

2. Naut. : The shackle by which a cable is

bent to the anchor-ring.

Jews'-harp shackle

:

Naut. ; A clevis and pin whereby the chain-
cable is bent to the anchor.

jews'-mallow, s.

Bot. : Corchorus capsularis, a tiliaceous plant
cultivated by the Jews in Palestine, Egypt, &c.

jews-manna, a.

Bot. . Alhagi Maurorum.

jews'-pitch, s. A kind of asphalt. It
has been used by artists as a brown pigment,
but it hardens imperfectly. (Weale.)

jews' stone, a. [Jewstone.]

jews'-trump, s. [Jews'-habp.]

jew -bush (ew as u)„ s. [Eng. Jew, and bush.]

Bot. : A euphorbiaceous plant, Pedilanthus
padifolius. Its root is emetic ; it is used, in
syphilis and amenorrhcea.

jew'-el (ew as u), * jaw-el, * Jew-ell,
* ju-el, * jU-elle, s. [O. Fr. joiel, joel,

jouel ; Fr. joyau, a dimin. from joie = joy,
pleasure; Sp. joyel; Ital. giojello = a jewel,
dimin. of gioja = joy, ajeweL]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) A precious stone ; a gem.
" Jewels too, stones, rich and precious stones "

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, IL 8,

(2) A personal ornament, consisting to a
greater or less extent of precious stones.

" Here, wear thisjewel for me, 'tin my picture."
Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, iii. *.

2. Fig. : Anything of very great value or
excellence ; anything very dear. (Frequently
used as a term of endearment.)

" Most BweetjeweZ."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, U. S.

II. Watchmaking : A crystal or precious
stone forming a bearing for the pivot of an
arbor.

jewel-bloc^ s.

Naut. : A Mock at the yard-arm of ai ship,
for the halyard of a studding-sail yard to pass
through. (Geoper ; Miles Wallingford, ch^xri.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here-, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; gov pot
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite,, ear, rule, full.; try, Syrian, aev oe = e; ey = a. qu = lew.

*
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jewel-case, jewel-casket, s. A case
or casket in which jewels are kept.

" Pompeiua the Great met with the jewel-casket of
King Mithridates."—P. Holland: Plinie, bk. xxxvii.,
eh. i.

* jewel-house, * jewel-office, s. The
place where the royal jewels are deposited.
(Skakesp. : Henry VIII,, iv, 1.)

jewel-like, a. Bright or sparkling as a
jewel. (Shakesp. : Pericles, v, 3.)

* jewel-proof, a. Not to be bribed by
the offer of jewels. (Beaum. & Flet. : Loyal
Subject, iii. 3.)

jewel-setter, s.

Watchmaking: A circular steel cutter having
a concave end with a circumferential angular
edge, that slightly exceeds in circumference
the bezel into which the jewel is to be fitted,

and bywhich a circular burr of metal is pushed
down upon the jewel.

jewel-weed, s.

Bot. : An American name for the genus
Impatiens (q.v.).

3ew'-el (ew as u), v.t. [Jewel, s.]

1. To dress out or adorn with jewels.
" la India free ? and does she wear her plumed
And jewell'd turban with a smile of peace ?

"

Govrper : Task, iv. 29.

2. To fit or provide with jewels, as a watch.

* 3. To adorn or set out as with jewels ; to

bespangle.

jew'-el-ler (ew as u), * juellere, s. [Eng.

jewel; -er ; O.Fr. joyallier.] A maker of or
dealer in jewels and other ornaments.

"The jewellers were ordered to bring all their tools
to the viceroy, H,nd left without any means of subsist-
ence."—Cook : Second Voyage, bk. i., ch. il.

jewellers'-gold, s. An alloy of 25 per
cent, of copper, with 75 per cent, of gold.

jewellers'-putty, s. Ignited and finely

levigated oxide of tin, used by jewellers for

polishing hard objects. (Ogilvie.)

jewellers'-red, o. [Crocus, 5.]

jew'-el-ler-y (ew as u), s. [Jewelry.]

jew'-el-llhg (ew as u), s. [Eng. jewel; -ing.]

1. The act of providing or furnishing with a
jewel or jewels.

2. Jewelry.

* jew'-el-ly (ew as u), a. [Eng. jewel; -y.]

Like a jewel ; brilliant.

" Thejewelly star of life."—De Quincey ; Star of Life,
§ 19.

jew'-el-ry, jew'-el-ler-y (ew as u), s

[Eng* jewel; -ry ; O. Fr. joyaulerie.]

1. Jewels in general.
" Even jewellery and goods . . . lose their value the

moment it is known they come from her."—Burke

:

Charge against Warren Bastings, 68.

2. The art or trade of a jeweller.

* jeweiie, s. [Jewry.]

Jew'-ess (ewasu), o. [Eng. jew; -ess.] A
female Jew.

* jewlse, * juwise, s. [Norm. Fr. juise, from
Lat. judicium = judgment; judex (genit. ju-
dicis) = a judge.] Judgment, punishment.

"The king commanded his constable anon
Up peine of hanging

;
and of high jewiee."

Chaucer : C. T., v. S.215.

Jew'-ish (ew as u), a. [Eng. Jew ; -ish.) Of
or pertaining to the Jews or Hebrews ; like a
Jew ; lsraelitish,

Jewish-disabilities, s. pi.

Law ; [Jew, 2].

Jewish-era, s.

Chron. : An era which dates from the Crea-
tion, . which is fixed 3760 years and three
months prior to the Christian. The present
year (1903) is the year 5663-64 of the Jewish

* Calendar.

jew'-ish-ly (ew as u), adv. [Eng. Jewish;
-ly.] In the manner of a Jew ; like a Jew.

jew ish-ness (ew as u), s. [Eng. Jewish

;

•ness.] The quality or state of being Jewish

;

the manners or customs of the Jews ; Jewish
nature.

jew-rein-dW-ite (ew as u), s. [Named by
Nordenskiold after Jewreinow : suff. -ite

(Min.).]

Min. : Occurs in pale-brown to colourless
crystals with sp. gr. 3*39, at Frugard, Finland.

It a variety of idocrase or Vesuvianite (q.v.),

which containa little or no magnesia. (Dana.)

jew'-ry (ew as u), * jew-er-ie, s. [O. Fr.
Juierie ; Fr. Juiverie.]

1. The lund of the Jews ; Judaea.
" Art thou Daniel whom my father brought out of

Jewry /"—Daniel v. 13.

2. A district inhabited by Jews ; specif., a
street in London so called.

jew'-stdne (ew as u), s. [Eng. Jew, and stone.

]

1. Geol. : A local name for a black basalt
found on the Clee Hills, Shropshire. The
first element is derived from (1) Deus = god,
from its volcanic origin

; (2) Wei. du = black

;

or (3) it may be called jewstone from its re-

semblance to touchstone, and the fact that
the Jews were formerly the only dealers in
the precious metals.

2. Pakeont. : A popular name for the spine
of a species of Echinus.

jeV-e-bel, s. [From *)}V$ (Izebel), the name
of the wicked wife of Ahab, king of Israel. ]

A wicked, daring, or vicious woman.

Jez'-i-dis, s, pi [Yezidis.]

jheel, s. [Hind.] A large pool or pond of water
filled with rank vegetation. (Anglo-Indian.)

jib, s. [Jib, v.]

1. Naut. : A large triangular sail set on a
stay, forward of the fore stay-sail, between
the fore-top mast-head and jib-boom in large
vessels. It occupies a position between the
mast-head and bowsprit in cutters, schooners,
and small craft, and does not necessarily run
on a stay. Jibs are known by various names,
according to position, &c, as inner-jib, outer-

jib, standing-jib, jlying-jib, sjrindle-jib, storm-
jib, jib-of-jibs, &c. A jib-topsail or balloon-
jib extends towards the topmast head, and in
cutter yachts is sometimes a very large sail.

2. Mach. : The extended arm of a crane ; or
that spar of a derrick which is stepped at the
bottom and connected by tackle at the top to
the vertical post. The post is maintained
vertical by guys, and the tackle affurds a
means for adjusting the inclination of the jib,

the fall being carried from the top of the post
to a small crab on the ground, distinct from
the larger crab which operates the hoisting-
tackle. The jib of a derrick is stepped, and
is adjustable in inclination. The jib of a
crane is fast to the frame and rotates horizon-
tally with it, or is journaled to the frame and
is adjustable thereon, sometimes vertically,

for height ; always horizontally for sweep.

jib-boom, s.

Naut. : A movable spar running out beyond
the bowsprit, for th6 purpose of affording a
base to the jib in large vessels, and to the
flying-jib in schooners and smaller craft.

jib-door, s. A door made flush with the
wall on both sides.

jib-frame, s.

Steam-eng. : The upright frame at the sides
of a marine-engine, connecting the cylinder,
condenser, and the framing.

jib-halyard, «. [Halyard.]

jib-headed, a. (See the compound.)
Jib-headed topsail: A triangular fore-and-aft

topsail, having no gaff.

jib-iron, s.

Naut. : The traveller of the jib. An iron
hoop, fixed to the jib and sliding on the boom.

jib-sheet, s. [Sheet.]

jib-stay, s.

Steam-eng. : A portion of the stay-frame of
a marine steam-engine. [Jib-frame.]

jib (1), jibe(l), *gybe, v.t. [Dan. gibbe =
to jib ; cogn. with Dut. gijpen = to turn
suddenly. ]

Naut.; To shift, as a fore-and-aft sail, from
one side of the vessel to the other, as the
wiud changes.

" In changing tacks, they nave only occasion to shift
or jib round the sail." -Cook : Third Voyage, bk ii
ch. iii.

jib (2), v.i. [O.Fr. giber = to struggle with
the hands and feet ; regiber (Fr. regimber)= to
kick

; Mid. Eng. regibben.] To move restively
sideways or backwards, as a horse.

jib'-ber, s. [Eng. jib (2), v.; -er.] A horse
given to jibbing; a horse that jibs.

jibe, v.t. [Gibe.]

jib-let, 5. [Giblet.]

jiblet-check, jiblet-cheek, *. [Gib

LET-CHEEK.]

jick'-a-jog, jlg'-jog, s. [A reduplication

of jig or jog.] A shake, a push, a jog.

jif-fy, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A moment, an

instant. (Colloquial.)

jig, s. [O.Fr. gige, gigue =(1) a sort of wind
instrument ; (2) a kind of dance ; from
M.H.Ger. gige; Ger. geige= a fiddle; Ital.

giga = a fiddle ; Sp. giga = a lively tune or

dance.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. In the same sense as II. 1.

* 2. A kind of ballad hi rhyme.

3. A trick, a prank.

II. Technically:

1. Music:

(1) A lively dance which may be performed
by one or more dancers. It is popular among
many nations, is distinguished by various
titles, and has a certain amount of difference
in the steps according to the habits and cus-
toms of the people by whom it is adopted.
With some it is a sober, steady, jog-trot sort
of a country-dance, with others it is a wild,
savage exercise, without point or meaning.
With some it is made a means of displaying
the agility of the lower limbs of a combined
company of dancers; with others it is aterp-
sichorean drama for two performers, in which
all the emotions excited by love are repre-
sented by gestures and monosyllabic cries.

(2) As a movement in a "suite," the jig is

found in works produced towards the latter
part of the seventeenth century, and onwards
to the time of Haydn. At first the phrases
were short, and of no more variety than was
needed for the purposes of the dance, for the
jig was occasionally one of the figures of the
country dance. But later it was made the
vehicle for display in harpsichord playing,
and was lengthened and elaborated and be-
came the origin of the last movement of the
sonata. It was written in £ f

a, s
} | (

i
t

»
i and

V time ; the peculiarity of the rhythm of
triplets was nearly always preserved, if not
insisted upon.

2. Mach. : A handy tool. The name is ap-
plied to various devices, and in many trades
small and simple machines are called jigs.

3. Sports: A trolling bait, consisting of a
bright spoon and an attached hook. A ball
of light metal on a hook.

jig, v.i. & t. [Jig, s.]

A. Intrans. : To dance a jig; to skip about.
" You jig, you amble, and you lisp, and nickname

G-od'a creatures,"

—

Shakesp.: hamlet, ill. l.

B. Transitive

;

* I, Ordinary Language

:

1. To sing in jig time ; to sing in the style
of a jig.

2. To cheat, to impose upon, to delude.

II. Technically:

1. Min. : To dress ore in a jigger. [Jigger.]

2. Felting: To harden and condense a felted
fabric by repeated quick blows from rods, or
by a platen or platens having a rapid vibratory
motion.

jig-brow, s. [Jinny-road.]

jig-saw, 5. A vertically-reciprocating

saw, moved by a vibrating lever or crank-rod.
The saw is arranged between two sliding head-
blocks, to the upper one ofwhich is attached
an index to mark the bevel, a vernier plate
being fixed to the circular iron-bauded timber
to which the blocks are secured by braces.
It is moved by a segment of a cog-wheel under
the carriage, gearing and working into pinions,
and by a pulley-band over a drum.

jlg'-ger (1), s. [Eng. jig, v. ; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. One who or that which jigg.

2. A fiddlestick. (Provincial.)

II. Technically

:

1. Billiards : A rest for a cue, w&en the
player cannot reach to the ball.

2. Brewing :A kind ofpump usedin brewing.

boll, bo^; pollt, jo*wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-oi-in. -tiau = shan. -tion. -sion = shim : -tion. -sion = zhun. -cious. -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble. -die, &c. = bel, del.
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3. Coopering : A drawing-knife, with a hol-
lowing blade.

4. Felting : A machine forfeiting fibre by an
intermittent rolling action upon the material,
which lies upon a table, and is kept warm
and wet.

5. Leather: A machine for graining morocco
leather, consisting of grooved boxwood rollers,

fitted in a frame suspended from the ceiling,

and swung backward and forward like a pen-
dulum.

6. Mining : A riddle or sieve shaken verti-

cally in water, to separate the contained ore
into strata, according to weight and conse-
quent richness. The sieve commonly consists

of a hoop with handles, and a bottom of sheet-

brass, finely perforated. It is used by striking

it squarely upon the water, and giving it a
semi-rotation simultaneously, to sort the pul-
verised ore according to gravity. The lighter

portions are scraped from the top, and the
lower stratum removed for smelting or further
concentration.

7. Nautical :

(1) A double and single block tackle, used
for such jobs as holding on to the cable, abaft
the capstan, as the cable is heaved in. Also
used in hauling home the topsail sheet and
other similar work.

(2) A small tackle attached to the bight of
another rope, to increase the purchase.

(3) A supplementary sail rigged on a mast
and boom, from the stern of a cutter or other
vessel.

(4) A small mast erected on the stern of a
yawl.

(5) A yawl.

(6) A weighted line with, several hooks, set

back to back, dropped suddenly into the
water, and suddenly jerked upward to catch
fish.

8. Pottery:

(1) A horizontal table carrying a revolving
mould, on which earthen vessels are shaped ; a
potter's wheel ; a throwing wheel.

(2) A templet or former which is used in

shaping the interior of a crucible or other
vessel when the clay is upon the wheel.

9. Print. : A contrivance used by composi-
tors to keep copy in position, and to mark the
lines they are setting.

jigger-knife, s. A drawing-knife with
a blade bent at one end and curved at the
other, used by wheelwrights.

jig'-ger (2), s. [See def.] A corruption of

chigie, or chigoe (q.v.).

jig'-gered, a. [Eng. jigger; -ed.] Suffering

from the burrowing ofthe jigger or chigoe (q.v.).

% This word is often used as an imprecation,

especially in the "West of England. Davies
(Supp. Gloss.), says,

'

' the expression arose

from the suffering caused by the chigoe insect

in the West Indies." An alternative etymol.,

suggested by the common use of the word in

the mining districts, is from Jigger (1), II. 6.

jig'-ging, pr.par., <*,, & s. [Jig, v.]

A. & B. -4s pr. par. & particip. adj.: (See

the verb).

C. As sulst. : The act or process of dressing

ores in a jigger.

jigging-machine, s. [Jigger (l), T T. 6.]

*jlg'-gish, a. [Eng. jiff; -ish.]

1. Of or pertaining to a jig ; resembling or

fitted for a jig.

" The coquet therefore I must distinguish by the
musical instrument which is commonly known by the
name of a kitt, that is more jiggish than the fiddle

itself." — Tatter, No. 157.

2. Playful, frisky.
" She Is never Bad, xndyetnotjiggl&h ; her conscience

ia clear from gilt, and that secures her from, sorrow."
—Habington : Costard, pt. i.

Jig'-gle, v.i. [Eng. jig, s.; frequent, suff. -le.]

To wriggle or skip about.

jig'-gling, u. [Jiggle.] "Wriggling about;
frisking.

*jig,-gum-'bobf ^ig'-gam-oob, s. [Cf.

Thingumbob.] A knick-knack, a trinket, a
play.

" More jl.ggambobs : is not this the fellow that sworn
Like fi duck to th' shore in our sea-service?

Beaum. & Flet. : Knight of Malta, ir. 1.

jig'-jog, s. [A reduplication of jog (q.v.).] A
jogging, jolting motion.

" jig'-mak-er, * jigge maker, s. [Eng.

jig, and maker.]

1. A writer or composer of jigs.

2. A ballad-maker.
"01 your only jigmaker. What should a man do,

but be merry 'I "Shakesp. : Samlet, iii. 2.

jig'-pin, s. [Eng. jiff, and pin.]

Min, ; A pin used to hold the turn-beams
and prevent them from turning.

ji-had', je-had', s. [Arabic] A holy war
proclaimed by the Mussulmans against Chris-

tians. The Sheeahs do not now consider it

legitimate to do this. The Soonees reserve

the measure for great emergencies. Fanatics
attempted to set one on foot in India in 1877.

Sheik ul Islam, at Constantinople, proclaimed
one against the Russians about 1877 ; and a
jihad against the British was proclaimed by
Arabi Pasha in 1882.

Jill (1), s. [Gill.] A giddy or flirting girl.

jill-flirt, s. A giddy or wanton girl ; a

jilt.

'" It is certain, that we are infested with a parcel of

. l-jlirts, who are not c
brave men."—Guardian, .

*jttl(2), s. [Gill.] A metal cup.

jll'-let, a. [Eng. jill; -et.] A jilt, * giddy
girl"

" A jillet brak' his heart at last."

Burns : On a Scotch Bard.

jilt, s. [A contract, of jillet.]

1. A coquette ; a woman who capriciously

or wantonly allows her lover to indulge hopes,
and then deceives him ; a flirt.

" Nor ask I vengeance on the perjured jilt,

'Ti3 punishment enough to have her guilt."
Walsh : Elegy ; The Petition.

2. A term of contempt for a woman.

jilt, v,t & i. [Jilt, s.]

A. Trans. : To trick and deceive a man by
flattering his love with hopes, and then cast-

ing him off for another.
" Whence arises this gloom, this uncommon dejection?
Are you jilted iu love ? " Cambridge : A Dialogue.

B. Intrans. : To play the jilt ; to lead on,

and after cast off a lover.
" She might have leam'd to cuckold, jilt, and sham,
Had Covent garden been at Surinam."

Co-ngreve: Oroo-noko. .(Epil.)

jim'-crack, s. [Gimcrack.]

jim'-orow, s. [From the burden of an old
song.]

1. An implement for bending or straighten-

ing rails.

2. The j im-crow planing-machine is furnished
with a reversing tool, to plane both ways, and
named from its peculiar motion, as the tool is

able to "wheel about and turn about." The
table is moved endways by a quick-threaded
screw, which allows the driving motion to be
placed at the end.

jimcrow's-nose, *
Bot. : A West Indian name for Fhyllocoryne.

jim'-mer, s. [Gimbal.]

jim'-my, a. [Jemmy.]

jimp, v.i. [Jump.] To jump.

jimp, a. & adv. [Gimp.]

A. As adj. : Neat, spruce, handsome.

B. As adv. ; Barely, scarcely, simply.

jimp'-ly, adv. [Eng. jimp, a. ; -ly.] Barely,
scarcely, hardly.

"We are jimply provided for in beds."

—

Scott; Old
Mortality, ch. xxxvii.

jimps, -s. pi. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. jimp, a.]

Easy stays. (Scotch.)

" But Jenny's jimps and jirkinet,
My lord thinks mickle mair upon't."

Burns : My Lady's Gown.

jimp'-y, a. & adv. [Eng. jimp, a. ; -ly.]

A. As adj. : Neat, jimp.

B. As adv. : Neatly, tightly.

jim -son, a, [A corruption of Jamestown.]

Bot. : An American name for Datura Stra-
monium.

jin, jinn, s. pi, [Ara'b. jinni = one of the
genii ; pi. jinn = the genii.]

Muhammadan Mythol. : A race of genii said
to have had for their male progenitor, Jan,
and for their female one Marija. They differ

from man in their nature, their form, and
their speech. They are spirits residing in the
lowest firmament, and have the power of ren-

dering themselves visible to man in any form
they please. The bodies they assume are
material, but not grosser than the essence of

fire and smoke. The extent of their knowledge
is unknown. Their character is good. It is

not a jinnee, but a sheitan, that does evil

deeds. (Jaffeer Shurreef: Mdosulmans ofIndia,

pp. 324, 325.)

jin-galT, a. [Gingal.]

jin'-gle, * gin-gel-en, * gin-glen, * gin-
gle, v.i. & t. [A frequent, formation from
jink, itself a form of chink (q.v.).]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To clink ; to sound with a tinkling
metallic noise ; to chink ; to tinkle.

" Every chime thatjingled from Ostend."
Byron : English Bards & Scotch Reviewers.

2. To correspond in rhyme or sound, so as
to catch the ear.

"From sermons with sixteen heads down to jina-
ling street ballads."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

3. To make rhymes, possibly doggrel.
" Whene'er my Muse does on me glance,
I jingle at her." Burns: To John Lapraik.

B. Trans. : To cause to sound with a tin-

kling metallic noise ; to tinkle.

jin'-gle, * gin'-gle, s. [Jingle, v.]

1. A tinkling metallic sound, as of coins, a
chain, &c.

" They should be morris dancers by their gingle, but
they have no napkins."

—

Ben Jonson : Gypsies Meta-
morphosed.

2. That which jingles or gives out a tinkling
sound ; a child's rattle.

" If you plant where savages are, do not only enter-
tain them with trifles andjingles, but use them justly."—Bacon: Essays; Of Plantations.

3. A correspondence of sound in rhymes,
especially when the verses have little or no
real merit.

" Every pert young fellow that has a moving fancy,
and the least jingle of verse in his head, sets up for <v

writer of songs."—Guardian, No. 15.

1. Verse of an ordinary, indifferent, or
homely nature ; doggrel.

; Epistle to Daire.

5. A covered two-wheeled car. (Ireland.)

6. (PL )A popular nam e for St. Anthony's fire.

jin'-gler, ^gin'-gler, s. [Eng. jingl(e); -en)
One who or that which jingles.

" I had spurs of mine own before, butthey were not
ginglers."—Ben Jonson : Every Man out of his Humowr.
ii. 5.

jin'-gling, pr. par., u.., & s. [Jingle, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. . (See

the verb).

C. -is subst. : The act or state of tinkling or
giving out a tinkling metallic sound ; a clink.
" Crooked or straight, through quags or thorny dells,
True to thejingling of our leader's bells."

Cowper ; Tirocinium, 254.

Jin'-go, s. & a. [A word of doubtful origin ;

by some considered a corrupt, of St. Gingoulph
or G'uigulphus, as in Barham's Ingoldsby Le-
gends, by others from Basque Jingo = God.],

A. As substantive :

1. A word used as a mild oath.

2. One of that party in the State which ad-
vocated the cause of the Turks in the Turco-
Russian war of 1877-8. In this sense derived1

directly from the refrain of a song, then popu-
lar at music-halls, of which the two first lines
ran as follows

:

" We don't want to fight, but by Jingo if we do,
We've got the ships, we've got the men, we've got the
money too."

Hence, one clamorous for war ; one who ad-
,

vocates a "spirited" foreign policy.

"He is a more pernicious kind of Jingo than his
predecessors."—Graphic, Nov. 22, 1884.

3. An imaginary idol, worshipped by tho
party described under 2.

B. As adj. : Relating or pertaining to tho
Jingoes : as, a jingo policy.

Jin'~gd-3tsm, s. [Eng. jingo; -ism.] Tho
views and procedure of the Jingoes.

"In the days when Jingoism had to he combated
and overcome. —Pall Mall Gazette, June 12, 1884.

* jink, v.t. <fc i. [Etym. doubtful.]

A. Trans. : To cheat, to impose npon.
B. Intrans. : To elude a person by an active

movement ; to dodge.

tate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cut>, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e. ey = a. <iu = kw.
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jink, s. [Jink, v.] A quick elusory turn.

IT (1) To jink in : To enter a place suddenly.
" My lord eo tikimi tak it weel your coming blinking

and jinking in, in that fashion."—Scott: Antiquary,
ch. xxv.

(2) High-jinks. [High-jinks].

jink'-er, s. [Eng. ji&fc v. ; -<??\] One who
turns quickly ; a gay, sprightly girl; a wag.

"That day ye was njinker noble."
Burns : AulU Farmer's Salutation.

jinn, s. [Jin.]

jinn'-ee (pi. jinn), s. [Arab., Hind., &c. =
that which is internal or unseen.] [Jin.]

jin'-ny, s. [A corrupt, of gin = engine. For
def. see etym. and compound.]

jinny-road, s.

Mining: An inclined road in a coal-mine,
on which loaded cars descend by gravity, and
draw up empty ones. Also known locally in
some parts of England as a jig-brow.

*jip'-pd, s. [Ft. jvpc ; cf. jn-pon.} A sort of
waistcoat or stays for women.

3lr'-ble, jair'-ble, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.]
To spill any liquid by carelessly moving the
bottle containing it. (Scotch.) (Scott : St. Ita-

lian's Well.)

jirk'-i-net, s. [A dimin. of jerkin (q.v.).] A
sort of boddice or substitute for stays, with-
out whalebones, worn by females.

jo,joe (1), s. [Etym. doubtful ; referred by some
to Fr. joie = joy.] A sweetheart, a darling.

" I cheated the leddy for your clavers, but I wasna
gaun to cheat myjoe."—Scott : Old Mortality, ch. vii.

Jd'-a-chim-ite, s. [For etym. see def.]

Ch. Hist. (PI.): The followers of Joachim,
Abbot of Flora, in Calabria. They were a
branch of the Fratricelli (q.v.). They were
condemned by the Council of Lateran, in 1215,
and by that of Aries in 1200-1.

Joan, 5. [Female proper name, from John(q.v.).]

Joan silver-pin, ».

Bot. : A name for the Opium Poppy (Papa-
ver somniferum).

J6-an -nite, Jo-han'-nite, s. [For etym.
see def.]

Ch. Hist. (PI.) : The followers of John Chry-
sostom, consecrated Archbishop of Constanti-
nople in a.d. 398. He was deposed in 403, for
his reproof of sin, and banished in 404. The
sect became extinct about a.d. 438.

jo'-ar, s. [Jowaree.]

job (1), s. & ft. [O.Fr. jo5=a mouthful.] [Gob.
A. As substantive

:

1. An occasional petty piece of work of any
kind, undertaken for a stated price.

" What tool is therejob afterjob will not hack ?
"

* Moore : Sale of the Tools.

2. Anything, of greater or less importance,
undertaken for a fixed sum : as, The engineer
received so much for the job.

3. Any occurrence, fortunate or otherwise :

as, It was a good (or bad) job for him.

4. A situation, a place of employment : as,

JHe has got a good job. (Colloq.)

5. An undertaking, ostensibly for the benefit
of the country or some public body, really for
one's private benefit. (Often applied to a

piece of nepotism.)
" No cheek is known to blush or heart to throb,
Save when they lose a question or a job."

Pope: Essays on Criticism, i. 104.

B. As adjective :

1. A term applied to collections of things,

-either miscellaneous or of the same kind, sold

together. The idea conveyed is that they are

disposed of at a sacrifice.

2. The term applied to anything let on hire.

" Letting him havejob horses for £150 a year."—Miss
Edgeworth: The Lottery, ch. i.

H (1) To do the job for one : To kill him.

(2) To do odd jobs: To do occasional work of
a petty kind. (Often applied to the more
menial offices of domestic service.)

(3) To do a thing by the job : To undertake
and do work at so much for the whole ; to
-work by piecework.

job-lot, s. A collection of things, either
miscellaneous or of the same kind, sold to-

gether, ostensibly under market value : as, a
job-lot of drapery, a job-lot of ties.

job master, s. One who lets out car-

riages or horses, contracting to keep the car-
riages in repair and to change the horses when
required.

job-printer, s. A printer whose busi-
ness is confined to small quantities of mis-
cellaneous work ; a jobbing-printer.

job-watch, s.

Naut. : A watch with a seconds hand, used
in taking observations to obviate the necessity
of constantly shifting the chronometer, with
which the watch has to be compared imme-
diately before and after every observation.

job-work, s. Occasional work, as dis-
tinguished from constant employment.

" For every description of job-work eo ready."
Moore : Donkey & his Panniers.

job (2), s. [Job (2), v.] A sudden blow or
thrust with a sharp-pointed instrument.

1" The word nvt-jnbber is used as a synonym
for the nuthatch, because that bird breaks
open nuts with blows of its bill.

job (1), v.t. & i. [Job (1), s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To let out in separate portions ; to dis-
tribute work among contractors or masters

;

to sublet.

2. To let out for hire; specif., applied to
horses and carriages.

3. To engage horses and carriages for hire
from a job-master.

4. To buy goods, as cotton or cigars, in
large quantities, often by the cargo, and dis-
tribute them to wholesale dealers : as. He
jobs large quantities every year.

B. Intransitive:

1. To work at chance work ; to undertake
einploymentof a menial or dishonourable kind.

" Wanted—Authors of all work, tojob for the seiiaon."
Moore : Literary Advertisement.

2. To deal in scrip ; to carry on the business
of a broker.

3. To carry on the business of a job-master
(q.v.) : as, He jobs largely in the season.

4. To hire carriages or horses from a job-
master : as, I shall job with B.

5. To do work, ostensibly for the benefit
of others, really for one's own ; hence, to per-
form public duties with a view to one's private
advantage.

"And judgesj'ou and bfshops bite the town."
Pope: Moral Essays, iii. 141.

job (2), *job-byn, v.t. [Ir. & Gael. gob = a
beak or bill ; "Wei. gwp.]

1. To strike forcefully and suddenly with a
sharp-pointed instrument or weapon.

" Jobbyn with the bill Jiostro."—Prompt. Parv.

2. To drive in a sharp-pointed instrument
or weapon.

job (3), jobe, v.t. [Etym. uncertain. Usually
given as if from the patriarch Job, in allusion
to the rebukes he received from his friends,
though it would seem probable if a word with
this meaning were derived from the story of
the patriarch, it would take the form of the
name of one of his friends. Against this view
is to be urged the comparative easiness with
which his name is pronounced, when com-
pared with theirs. Cf. Notes & Queries, June 21,
1SS4, p. 4S9.] To chide sternly; to reprimand,
to scold.

Job, s. [Heb. rn*N (tyyob) ; Gr. 'I<uj3 (lob) = el

patriarch notable for his patience.] [If]

1 The Book of Job :

Old Test. Canon: In the English version of
the Bible, Job stands first in order of the
poetic books of the Old Testament, but it is

the third in the Hebrew Scripture, Psalms
and Proverbs preceding it, and the Song of
Solomon coming next. A prologue (ch. i, ii.)

and the conclusion (ch. xlii. 7-17), are in prose.
The rest is poetry, and of a very high order.
In the historical prologue Job is introduced
as deeply pious and exceedingly prosperous.
Satan insinuates that he is pious simply be-
cause God has bribed him to be so by means
of his prosperity. Remove the latter, and
the former will also depart. Instead of
blessing, lie will curse God to his face. To
prove the falsity ofthis charge, Satan is allowed
to strip Job of possessions and children, and
tn afflict him with a loathsome disease. The
patriarch bows uncomplainingly to the Divine
decision, while the piety of his wife breaks

down in the trial. Job's three friends—Eliphaz,
Bildad, and Zophar—arrive to comfort him,
and the poetry begins. Job, in despair, curses
the day of his birth ; Eliphaz replies, and Job
makes a rejoinder. Bildad follows, and Job
answers him. Zophar next speaks, and Job
again replies (ch. iii.-xiv.). Each of the
three friends speaks anew, Job thrice replying
(xv.-xxi.). Then follow Eliphaz and Job,
Bildad and Job, Zophar remaining silent. A
fourth speaker, a young man, El ill u, dissatis-

fied with the reply of the elder three, feels

vehemently moved to put in his word, and
does so (xxxii.-xxxvii.). All tire four pro-
ceed on the erroneous notion that whoever
suffers more than others must have previously
sinned more grievously than they (Luke xiii.

1-5). They infer that Job must have done
so, Job, on his part, having long since been
provoked to exclaim, "Miserable comforters
are ye all!" (xvi. 2). [Job's Comforter.]
Jehovah then answers the patriarch out of"

the whirlwind, and vindicates his conduct and
views, Job answering in deepest abasement
(xxxviii.-xlii. 6). The comforters are cen-
sured, are enjoined to offer sacrifice, and are
pardoned on the intercession of Job, to whom
are born exactly the same number of children
he had lost (cf. i. 2, and xlii. 13), whilst he is

granted twicethe possessions, though before he
"was the greatest of all the men of the earth."
(Cf. i. 3 and xlii. 12.) He lives 140 years after
his trial.

The book of Job is absolutely unique in the
Old Testament. The hero is not a Jew. While
the name Jehovah is used, the whole history
of the Mosaic law and the chosen people is

ignored. The author seems well acquainted
with Egypt, its crocodiles (xli.), and its pyra-
mids (?) (iii. 14), and the desert with its os-
triches (xxxix. 13-18), its wild asses (xxiv. 5,
xxxix. 5-S), and its too successful, tent-living,
predatory tribes (xii. 6). 'The language is

Hebrew, with various Aramaisms, and with
a faint Arabic tinge. The view still held by
most commentators is that the book is very
ancient, and its author probably Moses. If
so, then it is intelligible why there is a resem-
blance between expressions in Job and in
Genesis. (Cf. Gen. ii. 23, and Job ii. 5; Gen,
iv. 21, and Job xxi. 12, xxx. 31 ; Gen. vi. 2,
and Job i. 6, &c.) Others place it about the
time of Solomon or that of one of the suc-
ceeding kings ; Renan says about a hundred
years before the Captivity. Others make it

even later, believing that the personilication
of the evil spirit is of Persian origin (i. 6, 7, 12).

The Talmud originated the view, since adopted
by various Biblical critics, that the book is

only a parable. But against this view may be
quoted Ezek. xiv. 14, 20, and James v. 11.

Job's comforter, s. A false friend, who
takes, or seems to take, pleasure in attributing
one's misfortunes to one's own course of
action whilst pretending to sympathise; one
who depresses and discourages under the ap-
pearance or with the purpose of consoling.
In allusion to Job's rebuke, " Miserable com-
forters are ye all " (Job xvi. 2.)

"Your ladyship is one of Job's-comforters."—Swift:
Polite Conversation, iii.

* Job'S-news, s. Bad news.
" From home there can notbiug come except .Job'.i-

news.'—Carlyfe : Fr. Ilea., pt. iii., bk. iii., ch. iv."

* Job'S-post, s. A messenger of bad news.
" This Job's-post from Dumounez . . . reached the

National Convention."

—

Carlyle: French Ree., pt. iii.,

bk. iii., ch. iv.

Job's-tears, s. pL

Bot. : The hard, bony seeds of a grass,

Coix Lachryma. [Coix.]

jdb-a'-tion, s. [Eng. job (3), v. (q.v.) ; -ation.]

A severe scolding ; a sharp reprimand.

If Of the orthography, derivation, and mean-
ing of this word, as opposed to a Active jawha-
tion, G. A. Sala (Echoes, Sept. ii, 1SS4) says :

"I wrote 'jobation,' because the word means a long
dreary homily or lepiinmntl, and has reference to the
tedious rebukes indicted on the patriarch Job by his
too obliging friends."

job'-ber, *. [Eng. job (1), v. ; -er.]

1. One who is employed occasionally ; one
who depends on chance work.

2. One who executes repairs : as, a watch-
jobber.

3. One who lets out horses and carriages
for a time ; a job-master.

4. One who purchases goods in bulk, and is

the medium of their distribution.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem.; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph £.

-elan, -tjan - shan. -tion, -sion - shun; vion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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5. One who deals in stocks and shares

;

chiefly in composition, as a stock-jofc&er.

6. One who, whilst he professes to serve

others, seeks his own ends ; an intriguer who
turns public duty to private advantage ; one

who undertakes dishonourable work in politics.

"Some hackneyed jobber in boroughs."—Macaulay :

Essays; Hallum.

*job'-ber-nowl, s. [Mid. Eng. jobarde (Ft.

jobard) = a foolish fellow, and nowl, nole = a

head.] An intensely stupid fellow ; a block-

head.

job'-ber-y, s. [Eng, jobber; -y.] The actor
practice of jobbing, in an unfavourable sense ;

political corruption, unfair means used to ob-

tain a desired end, either in public or private

life.

job -bing, pr. par. or a. [Job (1), v.]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. A term variously applied

:

(1) To one who confines himself to small

miscellaneous work, whether as an employer
or journeyman : as, a jobbing printer.

(2) To one not in constant employment, but
undertaking odd jobs : as, a jobbing gardener.

(3) To one using unfair means to gain a
desired end. (Chiefly of public life.)

" Congress ia filled with jobbing politicians."—Satur-
day Review, Jan. 27, 1863, p. 102.

* joc'-an-try, s. [Lat. jacans (genit. jocantis),

pr. par. of jocor — to jest, to joke (q.v.).] The
act or practice of jesting.

jock, s. [Jockey, s.] A popular contraction
of jockey.

"Nor were the north-country jocks less witty on
their masters than their steeds."

—

Doran : Memories
of Otir Great Towns, p. 13.

Jock'-ey.s. [Etym. doubtful ; prob. a northern
form of Jackey, a dimin. of Jack, a familiar of

John (q.v.). Littre gives the first meaning of

this word, which has passed into French, as

"a young servant, whose chief duty is to ride

as postilion." For another view, see extract

under Jockeyism.]

1. A man who gets a living by riding pro-

fessionally in horse-races.
" Hlajockey called upon him to make hla final effort."

—Saturday Review, Aug. 5, 1882, p. 180.

2. A horse-dealer ; one whose trade it is to

buy and sell horses.

3. A cheat ; one given to sharp practice,

probably from the bad reputation of horse-

dealers.

i. A contemptuous name for a Scotchman,
from their calling Jack, Jock,

jockey-club, s, A club for regulating

all matters connected with horseraeing. It

was established about a.d. 1758, and still con-

tinues to flourish.'

jock'-ey, v.t. [Jockey, s.]

1. To deceive in trade ; to act with sharp
practice to ; to cheat.

2. To jostle by riding against. (Johnson.)

3. To make use of dishonest measures, such
as are popularly supposed to be employed by
low-class horse-dealers, for procuring the
passage or rejection of some private measure
through Parliament.

Jock'-ey-iam, s. [Eng. jockey, s. ; -ism.]

1. The art or practice of a jockey.

"Jockeyism properly means the management of a
whip, and the word jockey ia neither more nor leaa

than tbe term (chukni) slightly modified, by which
they (the gipsies) designate the formidable whips which
they usually carry, and which are at present in general
use among horae-tramckera, under the title of jockey-
whips."— <?. Borrow, in Annandale.

2. Horsiness.
" Exercising hia conversational talents in a mixture

of alang aixdjackeyism."—Lytton : Pelham, ch, Ixi.

jock'-ey-ship, s. [Eng. jockey; -ship.]

1. The art or practice of riding horses in
horse-races ; horsemanship.

" I daresay you heard what Mr. Ellistoil's idea is of
repaying me my jockej/ship }"—Hawley Smart: From
Post to Finish, ch. xviL

2. A jockey; one whose acts resemble those
of a jockey ; the character or position of a
jockey.

" Where can at last hisjockeyship retire ?"

Cowper ; Conversation, 419.

*joc-onde, u. [Jocund.]

jo-cose, «.. [Lat. jocosus, from jocus = a joke
(q.V.).]

1. Of persons : Humorous, facetious; given
to jokes or jesting.

" Even made/ocose allusions to the perilous situation
in which he stood."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

2. Of things: Containing a joke; droll,

amusing.

jd-cose'-ly, adv. [Eng. jocose; -ly.] Jocu-
larly, facetiously ; in a jocose or humorous
manner.

"I had, indeed, the corporal punishment of what
the gentlemen of the long robe are pleased jocosely to
call mounting the rostrum for one hour."

—

Pope:
Bunciad, bk. li. {From Curl.)

jo-cdse'-ness, s. [Eng. jocose; -ness.] The
quality of being jocose ; merriment.

*jd-CO-SeV-I-OUB, a. [Eng. jocose, and
serious.] Given at one time to jocoseness, at

another to seriousness ;
partaking of the

qualities of mirth and sadness ; serio-comic.
" Or with the merry fellows quaff.

And laugh aloud with them that laugh;
Or drink & jocoserioits cup
With souls who ve took their freedom up."

Green : The Spleen.

*jd-COS'-i-ty; s. [Eng. jocose); -ity.]

1. Jocularity, facetiousness, waggery.

2. A joke ; a jocose act, story, or phrase.

Jdc'-te-leg, s. [A corruption of Jacques de

Liege, a famous cutler of that city.] A large

pocket-knife. (Scotch.)

" An' gif the cuBtock's sweet or sour
V?ithjoctelegs they tuBte them."

Burns : Halloween.

joc'-u-lar, * joc'-u-lar-y^ a. [Lat. jocularis,

from joculus, dimiri. of jocus= a joke (q.v.).]

1. Of persons ; Addicted to jesting ; merry,
facetious.

2. Of things : Merry, sportive, amusing

;

embodying a joke.
" This [the mayor of Halgaver] ia a joculary and

imaginary court, wherewith men make merriment to
themselves, presenting such persons as go slovenly in
their attire, &c."~Fuller ; Worthies ; Cornwall.

joc-u-lar'-i-ty, s. [Eng. jocular ; -ity.] The
quality of being jocular ; sportiveness, merri-
ment.

" The Btrain of jocularity which in one place obtains
treats and patronage, would in another be heard with
indifference."

—

Rambler, No, 160.

j6c'-u-lar-ly, adv. [Eng. jocular; -ly.] In
a jocular manner ; sportively, jestingly.

* joc'-u-lar-y, u. [Jocular.]

* j6c'-u-lat-6r, s. [Lat.] A jester, a, joker;
a fool" by profession. [Juggler.]

* joc'-\l-la-t6r-y, a. [Lat. joculatorius, from
joculator — n jester.] Uttered in jest; droll,

merry, humorous.

joc'-und, * joc-onde, a. & adv. [O. Fr. jo-

conde, from Lat. jucundus = pleasant (orig.

helpful) ;
juvare = to help.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Blithe, cheerful; free from care or
anxiety.

" While their hearts -w&tejocund and sublime.

"

Milton : Samson Agonistes, 1,669,

2. Airy, lightsome.
" Revels the spruce andjocund spring."

Milton : Comus, 173.

3. Sportive, gay, sprightly.
" And thejocund rebecks sound."

Milton : L'Allegro, 94.

i. Calculated to inspire mirth.
" Heightened as with wine, jocund and boon."

Milton : P. L., ix. 798,

B. As adv. : Blithely, cheerfully.
"Howjocund did they drive their team afield."

Gray: Elegy.

Jo-cund'-l-tjr, s. [Eng. jocund; -ity.] The
state or quality of being jocund ; merriment,
gaiety.

j6c'-und-r& adv. [Eng. jocund; -ly.] "With
jocundity ; blithely, merrily, gaily.

joc'-und-ness, s. [Eng. jocund; -ness.] The
same as Jocundity (q. v.).

joe(l), s [Jo.]

joe (2), jd'-ey, s. [For etym., see def.] A
popular name for a fourpenny piece, probably
a derisive allusion to Joseph Hume, M.P.
(1771-1835), who is said to have strongly re-
commended that coin for the payment of cab-
fares for short distances.

joe (3), a. [Johannes.]

joe (4), s. [Shortened for Joe Miller (q.v.).]
An old joke.

Jo-el, s. [Heb. ?«> (Joel); Gr. lanjA (Joel).

Jo is a contraction of Jehovah, and el is God.

[El.] Joel, therefore, is = To whom Jehovah

is God— i.e., a worshipper of Jehovah.]

Script. Biog. : The name of a Hebrew pro-

phet, and of more than twelve other persons

[If] mentioned in the Old Testament (1 Sam.

viii. 23 ; 1 Chr. iv. 35, v. 12, &c.)

U The Book of Joel

:

Old Test. Canon: A prophetic book of the

Old Testament, written by Joel, the second

of the minor prophets. Nothing is known of

him except that he was the son of Pethuel

(i. 1). Joel seems to have lived in Judah.
The main object of his book is to counsel

repentance, in connection with a fearful visita-

tion of locusts, accompanied by drought,
which had desolated the land (ch. i., ii. 1-12).

Then there follows a prediction that the
Spirit of God should be poured out on all

flesh, with celestial revelations to young and
old (ii. 28), a passage which St. Peter refers to
as being fulfilled in the Pentecostal effusion of

the Holy Ghost (Acts ii. 16-21.)

The date of Joel is doubtful. He has
been placed in the reign of Joash (b.c. 878-

838), in that of Uzziah (809-756), in which
case he was a contemporary of Amos, with
whose prophecies several verses of Joel agree.

(Cf. Joel i. 4, ii. 25, with Amos iv. 6-9 ; Joel

iii. 4-6 with Amos i. 6-10 ; Joel iii. 16, with
Amos i. 2, and ver. 18 with Amos ix. 13.)

Others suppose him to have lived in the
reign of Joram (b.c. 893 or 892-883-4) ; or in

that of Manasseh (b.c. 699-644). If there is

a reference in Joel iii. 2 to the captivity of
"the ten tribes, and in ver. 1 to that of the
two, this would indicate a late date, as the
mention of the Grecians in verse 6 perhaps
may do. The canonical authority of Joel has
never been seriously disputed.

Joe Mil' Idr, s. [From Joseph Miller (1684-

1738), a witty actor, who was a favourite about
the time Congreve's plays were fashionable.]

1. A stale jest. The compilation, Joe Miller's

Jests, published a year after the death of the
supposed author, was the work of John Mot-
tley (1692-1750), but the term has been used to
pass off, not only the original stock, but thou-
sands of jokes manufactured long after Miller
was buried in the churchyard of St. Clement
Danes. (Cates.)

2. A jest-book, especially one in which the
jokes are old, and the wit the reverse of
sparkling.

Joe Mil ler-ism, s. [Joe Miller; -ism.]

1. A stale jest ; a flat dull joke.

2. The art or practice of indulging in Joe
Miller's

—

i.e., of making or retailing stale,

dull jokes.

Joe Mil'-ler-ize, v.t. [Eng. Joe Miller; -ize.]

To give a jesting or jocular character to ; to
mingle with jokes or jests. (Saturday Review,
in Annandale.)

J6e'-pyef s. [Proper name (?).] (See etym.
and compound.)

Joepye-weed, s

Bot. : An Ameiican name for Eupaiorium,
purpureum.

jog, *jOgge, v.t. & i. [Etym. doubtful; cf.

Wei. gogi = to shake, to agitate.]

A. Trans. ; To push or strike lightly, usu-
ally with the hand or elbow, for the purpose
of exciting attention ; to jostle.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To move with an easy, leisurely pace, in

which the strides resemble jogs or shocks.
(In both senses usually followed by on, some-
times by over.)

" The good old ways our siresjogged safely o'er." .

Browning : Paracelsus, iv.

2. To walk or travel idly, heavily, or slowly.

3. To get through life with little exertion
and less progress. v

IT (1) To be jogging : To start on a journey

;

to take one's departure.
" You may bejogging while your hoots are green "

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iii. 2.

(2) To jog one's memory, to jog one's elbovj:
To recall to the memory of a person some
duty or promise apparently forgotten.

(3) Jog-jog : In a jogging manner ; slowly.
" For then the farmers come, jog-jog,

Along the miry road."
Cowper: Yearly Distress.
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jog, s. [Joo, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1, A slight push or blow, usually for the
purpose of arousing attention.

2. Irregularity of motion, caused by some
obstruction.

II. Mech. : A square notch ; a joggle (q.v.).

jog-trot, s. & a.

A. As subst. : A slow jogging kind of trot

;

hence, a slow routine method, generally ob-

stinately adhered to, of performing daily

duties.

B. As adj. : Monotonous ;
performed by

routine ; easy-going. (Thackeray ; English

Humourists, lect. ii.)

*jog-e-lour, s, [Juggler.]

* jog'-ger, s. [Eng. jog, y. ; -er.]

1, One who walks or moves lazily, heavily,

or slowly.

2. One who jogs or gives a sudden push to

another for the purpose of arousing attention.

jog'-gle, v.t. & i. [Freq. of jog, v. (q.v.).]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : To communicate an un-

steady, wavering motion to, by a slight sudden
flush or shake ; to jostle.

2. Carp.: To unite- by jogs, or mortise, so

as to prevent sliding apart.

B. Intrans. : To move with unsteady,

wavering motion ; to totter, to shake.

jog'-gle, s. [Joggle, v.]

1. Arch. (PI): Shoulders on a truss-post,

supporting the lower ends of struts or braces.

2. Masonry : A joint-piece, or dowel-pin,

let into the adjacent faces of two stones to

preserve them in proper relative position. It

may vary in form, and may approach in its

shape either the dowel or cramp (q.v.). The
stones of the Parthenon at Athens were united
by oak-joggles.

joggle-beam, s.

Carp. : A built-beam, the parts of which
are joggled together.

joggle-joint, s.

Masonry : A mode of uniting the stones of

ashlar masonry.

joggle-piece, s.

Carp. : The upright member in the middle
of a trusa ; a king-post.

joggle-post, s.

Carp. : A post having shoulders to receive
the feet of struts.

joggle-truss, s.

Carp. : A hanging-post truss with one post.

joggle-work, s.

Masonry : Work in which the courses are
secured by joggles, so as to prevent their
slipping on each other ; as the courses of an
abutment under the thrust of an arch.

jog'-i, jog'-ie, a. [Yogi.]

Jd-han'-na, s. [A female proper name, corre-
sponding to the masc. Latin name Johannes.]

Astron. : [Asteroid, 127].

* Jo - han- nes, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.
'ltaavvr)<; (Ioannes) — John.]

Numis. : The name formerly given to the
old gold Portuguese pega, worth about 36s.

JOHANNES.

It is so called from the representation of King
John, which it bears. The name was often
contracted into Joe or Jo : as, a joe, a half-joe.

" Precisely like a guinea or a jo."
Wolcot ; Peter Pindar, p. 132.

Jo han'-ms-berg, s. [A castle near Wies-
baden, where the grapes from which the wine
is prepared are grown.] ARhenish wine of the
finest quality.

jog—John

Jd-nan'-nite, s. [Named by Haidinger after

Johann, who discovered it ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A hydrafced sulphate of uranium and
copper, of emerald to apple-green colour.

Monoclinicin crystallization ; soluble in water.

Found at Joaehimsthal, Bohemia, in small
crystals associated with uraninite.

Jd-han'-nite, a. [Lat. Johannes = John
(see def.) ; suff. -ite.] Of or belonging to John
the Baptist, the Apostle John, or any teacher
of the same name.

Jonannite Christians, s. pi.

Ecclesiol. : The same as Christians of St.

John. [John, % (1).]

John (1), s. [Gr.
J
\a>avvr\<; (Joannes), from

Heb. ]3nv (Yochdndn) = the gift of Jehovah,

the name of ten persons mentioned in the
Old Testament (2 Kings xxv. 23, 1 Chron.
iii. 15, vi. 9, 10, &c. Cf. also irnV (Yondthdn)
= given by Jehovah.]

'

'

'

Script. Biog. : The name of four [men men-
tioned in the New Testament.

1. John the Baptist.

2. John the Apostle. His father was Zebe-
dee (Matt. iv. 21), his mother Salome (cf.

Matt, xxvii. 56 with Mark xv. 40, xvi. 1). His
father was a fisherman who kept hired ser-

vants (Mark i. 20), and was therefore of some
position. John was called with his brother
James to follow Jesus (Matt, iv. 21). His
nature was that sensitive one which is the
temperament of genius, eloquence, passion,

and love. In the first three gospels he figures

as Boanerges, or Son of Thunder (Mark iii. 17),

and in the excess of his zeal he wished to call

down Are from heaven on a village of the Sama-
ritans because "they did not receive " Jesus
(Luke ix. 54). In the fourth gospel the loving

elements of his character alone appear. He
was the disciplewhom Jesus loved (Johnxx. 2).

He was personally acquainted with Caiaphas,
the high priest (John xviii. 15, 16, 19, 28). At
the crucifixion the mother of Jesus was en-

trusted to his care, and he took her to his

house (John xix. 27). With Peter he was early

at the sepulchre (xx. 2-4). After the resur-

rection he remained at Jerusalem for at least

fifteen years (Acts iii., iv. ; ef. xv. 6 with Gal.

ii. 9.) Tradition asserts that he visited Rome,
and was there, before the Latin Gate, plunged
into a caldron of boiling oil, from which he
was supernaturally delivered, so that he was
a martyr in will, though not in deed. The
Roman Church commemorates this circum-
stance on May 6, under the title S. Johannes
ante Portam Latinam. It is also said that when
a poisoned chalice was given him, he made the
sign of the cross over it, and the poison fled

from it in the form of an asp. At a later period
he was banished to Patnros, where he saw the
apocalyptic vision (Rev. i. 9). Tradition makes
his last sphere Ephesus, where he died at an
advanced age. [if 2, 3, 4 ; also Revelation.]

3. A dignitary mentioned in Acts iv. 6.

4. John Mark. [Mark.]

1[ 1. Christians of St. John, Disciples ofJohn

:

Ecclesiol. : The first name was given by
Europeans to, and the second assumed by, a
Jewish sect, perhaps descended from the
Hemerobaptists mentioned by early Christian
writers. They are followers of John the Bap-
tist rather than of John the Apostle. They
live in Persia and Arabia, especially at Bassora,
and are called by the Orientals Sabeans.

2. The Epistles General of St. John:

(1) The first epistle : No name indicating
authorship appears in the letter itself, but the
style is, that of the fourth gospel, and thirty-

five passages are nearly the same in each.
The external evidence for its genuineness and
authenticity is very strong. Evidence in its

favour is adducible from Polycarp, Papias as
quoted by Eusebius, Origen, Clement of Alex-
andria, and Tertullian, and Eusebius ranked
it among his homologoumena, or books
unanimously accepted. Scaliger (1484-1558)
believed that it was not from the Apostle, and
was followed by Lange and the Tubingen
school ; but the general opinion of Christians
is strongly in its favour. Its date has been
fixed between a.d. 70 and 96 or 100, the last
being the rnostprobable. The epistle treats of
love. The definition " God is Love," is from
iv. 16. Its opening looks like an assault upon
the doctrine of the DocetEe (q.v.). The verse
(v. 7), concerning the Heavenly witnesses is

considered an interpolation.
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(2) Tlie second epistle : It is written by " the

elder" to "the elect lady and her children."

The external evidence for it is much weaker

than that for the first epistle, and Eusebius

placed it among the antilogoumena, or books

not universally accepted. Its theme, like that

of the first, is love, but love does not require

heretics to be entertained.

(3) The third epistle : This was addressed bjr

"the elder" to "the well-beloved Gaius.'

The domineering Diotrephes is censured,

Demetrius commended. In point of evidence

it stands like the second epistle.

3. The Gospel according to St. John

:

New Test. Canon. : The fourth gospel, and
distinct from the others in various respects.

They record chiefly the ministry of Jesus in

Galilee ; it treats of His labours in Jerusalem.

Whilst they chiefly illustrate His humanity, it

gives special prominence to His divinity. But
there are resemblances too. The family of

Bethany figures in Luke x. 38-42, as well as in

John : the last gospel records the feeding of

the five thousand (John vi. 5-18), as do the

others (Matt. xiv. 15-21, Mark vi. 35-44, Luke
ix. 10-17). So also the crucifixion and the
resurrection are recorded in them all.

The author of the book of John was well

acquainted with the topography of Jerusalem
(ch. v. 2, ix. 7), and with the Jewish feasts,

which he carefully records (ii. 13, vii. 2, x. 22,

&c). His Greek is of an Hebraic type, though
not so much so as that of the Apocalypse. As
the author tells more than any of the other
three evangelists what passed within the

apostolic circle, presumably he was himself an
apostle. The book itself does not name its

author ; the nearly uniform voice of antiquity1

assigned it to St. John, In modern times
there has been serious controversy on the
subject, rationalists maintaining that it was
penned too late in the second century to have
emanated from St. John, who, at latest, cannot
have lived beyond a. d. 100. The large majority
of theologians, however, consider it of earlier

date. On the one hand Papias, as quoted by
Eusebius, does not seem to have known it,

though he was bishop of Hieropolis, near
Ephesus, where it is believed to have been first

published. On the other hand, there are

abundant testimonies to it in the latter half of

the second century- Thus, Tatian. (166-171)

quotes it often, and Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons,
from about 177, does so eighty times, also

perhaps Justin Martyr refers to it about a. d.

150, 138 or 139, or 147, and again in 161, pos-

sibly Barnabas and Ignatius earlier. If in the
latter half of the second century the know-
ledge of it was so widely diffused, there must
have been a prior period during which
acquaintance with it must have been spread-
ing from a centre. Hilgenfeld, a recent
rationalistic writer (1875) is willing to grant it

as early a date as 132 to 140, and another one,

Keim (1875) as 130 a.d. But in 1868 Prof.

Hofstede De Groot, of Groningen, in Holland,
cited from Hippolytus a statement that the
gnostic Basilides, whose exact date had been
unknown, had a communication from Matthias
the Apostle, whom he personally knew. If
so, he lived in the first century, and he un-
doubtedly quotes the Gospel by St. John. If
Hippolytus's statement is correct, then the
gospel by St. John is undoubtedly a produc-
tion of the apostolic era.

4. The Book of Revelation of St. John " the
Divine: [Revelation, %.]

John-a-nokes, John-at-the-oaks, s.

A fictitious name formerly used in law pro-
ceedings.

John-a-stiles, John-at-the-stiles, «.

A name used like John-a-nokes (q.v.).

John Bull. [Bull.]

John Cheese, s. A clown.

John-crow vulture, s.

Ornith. : A name given in Jamaica to the
Turkey Buzzard (q.v.).

John crow's nose, s. A West Indian
name for Ph-yllocoryne jamaicensis. [Jim Crov.]

John Doe, s.

Law: A name formerly "given to the ficti-

tious lessee of the plaintiff in the mixed
action of ejectment, that of the fictitious de-
fendant being Richard Roe.

" But if the lessor made out hiB title in a satisfactory
manner, then judgment and a writ of possession were
awarded to John Doe, the nominal plaintiff, who by
this trial had proved the right of John Rogers, his
supposed lessor. '

—

Black&tone : Comment. , bk. iii. , ch. 7.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem.; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. — be 1, del.
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John-to-whit, a*

Ornith. : Vlreo olivacens, the red-eyed green-
let, a native of the West Indies, the note
>of which is like Jonn-to-whit.

John Trot, A clown.

John's-wort, s. [St. John's-wort.]

-John (2), s. [A corruption of Fr. jcume.]

John-dory, &. [Doree.]

"5ohn'-S,p-ple, s rEtym. of first element
doubtful ; Eng. apple] An apple useful as
retaining its freshness for a long time.

"Ajohnapple is a good relished sharp apple the
spring following, when most other fruit is spent-"—Mortimer : Husbandry.

Johnnie, John-ny, s. [Dimin. of John.]

Ornith. : The name given by whalers to
Pygoscelis tceniata, a kind of penguin found at
Kerguelen Island, &c.

Johnny cake, s. [Eng. Johnny, dimin. of
John, and cake,]

1. A eake made of maize meal mixed with
water, and baked on the hearth. (Amer.)

2. A New-Englander. (American.)

John son ese , s. [From Dr. Johnson; suff.

-ese.] The literary style or language of Dr.
Samuel Johnson ; a pompous, inflated style,
much affecting the use of classical words.

John-son'-l-an, a. [From Dr. Johnson ; adj.
suff. -ian.] Pertaining to or resembling Dr.
Johnson or his style; pompous, inflated.

John-son'-i-an ism, s, [Eng/ Johnsonian

;

-ism.] A word or idiom peculiar to or charac-
teristic of Dr. Johnson ; a style resembling
that of Dr. Johnson.

John- son - ism, s. [Eng. Johnson; -ism.]

The same as Johnsonianism (q.v.).

J6hn ston-lte, s. [Named by Greg and
Lettsom after Johnston, who analysed it ; suff.

-ite (Min.),~\

Min. : Now shown to be galena (q.v.),
mixed with free sulphur,

join, *joign, * joyn, v.t. & i. [Fr. joindre,
from Lat. jungo, from the same root as Sansc.
yaj = to join, and Eng. yoke.]

* A. Transitive :

1. To connect ; to attach one to another
in contiguity ; to unite one with another.

"A common slave (you know him well by sight)
Held up his left hand, which did flame and burn
Like twenty torches join ed.

-
'

Shakesp. : Julius Ccesar, i. 3.

2. To couple, to combine, to associate.
" In this faculty of repeating and joining together

its ideas, the mind has great power."—Locke.

3. To add.

4. To unite in marriage.

* 5. To give in marriage.
"Therefore he that jot/neth his virgin in matry-

monye doith wel."

—

Wyclif : I Cor. vii,

6. To unite in concord.

7. To associate or attach one's self to ; to be-
come connected with ; to act in concert with

;

to become a member of. as, To join the army,
to join a society.

*8. To command, to enjoin.
" Theyjoin them penance."—Tyndale : Works, 1. 281.

9. To engage in. [Join, 1[ (1).]

B. Intransitive

:

1. To be contiguous, close, or in contact;
to form a physical union ; to coalesce ; to
unite into one.

2. To adjoin
; to be adjacent.

3. To unite ; to be or become associated, as
in views, partnership, society, marriage, con-
federacy, &c; to be confederate ; to be leagued
together.

"In conclusion they wouldjoin to make war on the
king. —Burnet : Hist. Reform, (an. 1542).

4. To meet in hostile encounter; to engage
in battle ; to join battle.

"Look you, all you that kiss my lady peace at home,
that our armies join not in a hot day."—SJiakesi). :

2 Henry IV., i. 2.

"if (1) To join battle : To engage in hostile
encounter. (1 Samuel iv. 2.)

(2) To join issue : [Issue].

join, s. [Join, v.] A joint, a junction.

* join -hand, s. Writing in which the
letters are joined together in words, as distin-

guished from writing in single letters.

vjoin'-ant, a. [0. Fr.] Adjoining, contiguous,
adjacent.

"The gTete tour, that was so thikke and 3trong . . .

Was evenjohiant to the gardin wall."
Chaucer: C. T., 1,963.

join'-der, * joyn-der, s. [Fr. joindre.]

* I. Orel. Lang.: The act of joining; con-
junction.

" A contract of eternal bond of love,
Confirmed hy mutual joinder of your hands."

Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, v. 1.

II. Law

:

1. The joining or coupling of two things in
one suit or action.

2. The joining or coupling of two or more
parties as defendants in one suit.

3. The acceptance by a party in an action
of the challenge laid down in his adversary's
demurrer or last pleading.

* joine, v.t. [Join, v.] To enjoin.

join'-er, * joyn-er, s. [Eng. join, v. ; -er.]

I. Orel. Lang. : Oue who or that wdiich joins.

II. Building

:

1. A workman whose business or occupation
is to construct articles by joining pieces of
wood with framings, glue, nails, &c. ; specif,
one who constructs the woodwork for houses.
[Joinery.]

"A poet does not work by square or line.
As smiths imdjoiners perfectadesign."

Cowpur : Conversation, 790.

2. A wood-working machine for doing various
kinds of work, such as sawing, planing, and
thicknessing, mortising, tenoning (single or
double), cross-cutting and squaring-up, groov-
ing, tongueing, rabbeting, mitreing, moulding
and beading, chamfering, wedge-cutting, bor-
ing, and a great variety of other operations.

joiner's-Chisel, o. A thin-bladed paring
chisel.

joiner's-clamp, s. A carpenter's tool
used in glueing up doors and other wide objects.

joiner's-gauge, s. A scribing tool to
make a mark on a board parallel to the edge
of the latter.

joiner's-plane, s. A bench plane for
facing and matching boards.

join'-er-y, s. [Eng. joiner; -y.] The art
or occupation of a joiner; specif, as dis-
tinguished from carpentry, the art of framing
the finishing work of houses, doors, windows,
shutters, blinds, cupboards, hand-railing of"

stairs, balconies, and galleries, mantelpieces
(if of wood), the construction of permanent
fittings, and the covering of all rough timber.

join'-ing, *joyn-ing, pr. par., «.., & St

[Join, ik]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As suhst. : The act of uniting, coupling,
or attaching together ; a joint.

" All was of stone of berile . .

Without peees orjminings."
Chaucer : House of Fame, bk. iii.

joining -hand, s. The same as Join-
hand (q.v.).

joint, *joynt, "joynte, s. & a. [0. Fr.
joinct (Fr. joint)', properly the pa. par. of
joindre = to join, from Lat. jungo, pa. par. of
junctus; Sp. & Port, junta; ital. giunta.]

* A. As substantive :

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A junction or mode of joining parts in a
structure

; the place or part where two sepa-
rate things are joined, either so as to permit
motion in the things joined or not; a junc-
tion, an articulation, a hinge.

"In laying on the lack upon good and fine-Joyned
work, they frequently spoil thajoi/nts, edijes, or corners
of drawers or cabinets. '—Lumpier : Voyages {an, 16B8).

* 2. A limb.

3. One of the larger pieces into which a.

butcher cuts up a carcass.
" In bringing a joint of meat, it falls out of your

hand." —Swift : Instructions to Servants.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat : A joint, or articulation, may be
defined, to be the union of any two segments
of an animal body, through the intervention
of a structure or structures different from
both. (Todd & Bownumn: Phys. Anat., i. 131.)
The different kinds of joints maybe thus
classified : 1. Synarthrosis : (1) Suture, (2)
Schindylesis, (3) Gomphosis, (4) Amphiar-
throsis. 2. Diarthrosis : (1) Arthrodia, (2) En-
arthrosis, (3) Ginglymus, and (4) Diarthrosis
rotatori us. The terms Symphysis, Synchon-
drosis, Syneurosis, Syssarcosis, and Menni-
gosis, formerly applied to joints, are now dis-

carded. [See all these words.]

2. Arch. : The surface of contact between
two bodies, joined and held together by means
of cement, mortar, &c., or by a superincum-
bent weight.

3. Bookbinding: The lateral projection of
the back to correspond to or cover the thick-
ness of the sides.

4. Bot.(PL): The places at which the pieces
of a stem are articulated together.

5. Carp. : A mode of securing together the
meeting edges of wooden structures ; the place
where one piece of timber is united to another.
The straight joint is where the edges make a
butt-joint, being planed straight. Timbers
are generally joined by mortises and tenons, or
by straps and bolts. The various kinds of
joints are named according to their forms and
uses, thus

:

(1) A butting joint, in carp., is one in which
the fibres of one piece are perpendicular to
those of the other; in machinery, one in which
the pieces meet at right angles.

(2) A bevel joint, one in which the plane of
the joint is parallel to the fibres of one piece
and oblique to those of the other.

(3) Dove-tail joint. [Dovetail.]

(4) A longitudinal joint is one in which the
common seam runs parallel with the fibres of
both.

(5) A mitre joint, one formed by the meeting
of matching pieces in a frame, the parts unit-
ing on a line bisecting the angle, which is

usually, but not necessarily, one' of 90°.

(6) A square joint, one in which the plane of
the joint is at right angles to the fibres of one
piece, and parallel to those of the other.

(See also mortise, rabbet, scarf, tenon, uni-
versal joint, &c.) Other joints are known by
some peculiarity of finish or application, as
bracket, chamfered, covering, diamond, fron-
tal, plain, side, suspended joints.

6. Geol. : A natural fissure or line of parting
traversing rocks in a straight and well-deter-
mined line, often at right angles to the planes
of stratification. If in a quarry a sufficient

number of joints cross each other, the rock
is broken up into symmetrical blocks, thus
greatly facilitating the labours of the men
employed. The faces of the joints are gener-
ally smoother and more regular than the sur-
face of true strata. The partings which divide
columnar basalt into prisms are joints. The
spaces between two joints show no tendency
to split indefinitely, thus distinguishing it

from slaty cleavage. [Cleavage.] (Lyell.)
Rutley considers jointing due to the consoli-
dation either of sediment by drying or of
eruptive matter by cooling. This makes them
so contract as to
produce fracture
along more or less

parallel lines.

7. Masonry: The
face -joints of
voussoirs are
those which ap-
pear ou the face

of the arch. The
vertical joint is

between stones of

the same course.
The horizontal
joint is between
courses. The coursin the jointg-joint
between the courses of voussoiis. "Tin
heading-joint is that between two' vous-
soirs in the same course. The flush-joint
is filled up to the face by pointing with
mortar.

8. Plumbing: The sheets of sheet-metal
roofing are joined by a drip-joint or a flashin^-
joiiit in cases where they are not solderedA flush-joint or jump-joint is a butt-joint
covered with a plate «m the inner side called

S4te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; gof pofi

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son: mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full: try. Syrian, re, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw,
*
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the butt-plate. In a lap-joint the pieces over-
lap each other.

9. Rail. Eng. : The place where the ends of
two rails meet, or the mode in which they are
joined.

B. As -adjective

:

L Joined together, coupled, united.
" Of bodies seuen in special!
With foure spiritesjoynt wlthall."

Gower : C. A., iv.

2. United ; combined ; acting together or
in combination

" In a war carried on by the joint force of bo many-
nations, France could send troops."—Addison. {Todd.)

3. Associated, connected.
" From « joint connexion and unavoidable coherence

of which propositions one with another, it clearly ap-
pears, that it is not weakness but want of conscience."—South: Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 6.

i. United or associated in the same profes-
sion ; having an interest in common.
" Pride then was not ; nor arts, that pride to aid

:

Man walk'd with beast, joint tenant of the shade."
Pope : Essay on Man, iii. 152.

5. Shared in common by different persons.
" Entertain no more of it.

Than a joint burden laid upon us all."

Shaketp. : 2 Uenry IV., v. 2.

6. United ; continuing or lasting together.
" Settled on William and Mary for their joint and

separate lives."

—

SJacaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch, xv.

% Out ofjoint

:

1. Lit. : Luxated, dislocated.

"Jacob's thigh was out ofjoint."—Genesis xxxiii. 25.

2. Fig. : Thrown into confusion or disorder;
disordered.

" The time is out of joint, oh cursed spite

!

That ever 1 was born to set it right."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. a.

joint-ache, * joint-ach, s.

Bot. : Rottenness manifesting itself at the
junction of the branches, and caused by the
age of the tree (?).

" No trees are exempt from the worms, the blasting,
and the joint-ach."—P. Holland: Plinie, bit. xvii., ch.
nxiv.

joint-actions, s. pi.

Law : Actions in which several persons are
so equally concerned that one cannot sue or
"be sued without the others.

joint-chair, s.

Railway : A chair which supports the ends
of abutting rails.

joint-coupling, s.

Mach. : A form of universal joint for coup-
ling sections of shafting.

*joint-evil, s.

Path. : Evil or disease of the joints ; specif.,

one that gives them undue prominence.

joint-fastening, s.

Railway : A fish-bar or other means of lock-
ing the adjacent ends of two rails.

joint-fiat, s.

Laio: A fiat issued against two or more
trading partners by a common creditor.

joint-file, s. A small file without taper,
and circular in its cross-section. It is used
for dressing out the holes for the joint-wire in
snuff-boxes, &c, and in preparing the aper-
tures for the pintles of hinges.

joint-fir, s.

Bot (PL) : The order Gnetacese (q.v.).

joint-heir, s. An heir having a joint in-

terest with another.

;
joint-hinge, $. A strap-hinge. [Hinge, s.]

* joint-labourer, s. A fellow-labourer.

joint-like, a. Resembling joints ; jointed.
" It [knot-grasBel is both hay and provender, the

joint-like knots whereof will fat swine."—Puller:
Worthies; Wiltshire.

joint-obligant, s.

Scots Law: A person under the same obliga-
tion as another to do something specified.

joint-pipe, ».

Gas ; A short section of pipe, forming a con-
nection between two lengths, and usually
having threaded sockets into which the parts
are screwed ; a socket.

joint-pliers, s. A pair of pliers adapted
for securing thejoints of compassesandsimilar
instruments ; also pliers by which the hinge-
ing of watch-cases is effected.

joint-racking, i«. Causing pain in the
joints. (Milton: P. L., xi. 4SS.)

* joint-ring, s. A ring jointed, so as to

consist of two equal parts.
" Marry, I would not do such a thing for a joint-ring,

nor for measures of lawn, nor for gowns, petticoats,
nor caps."

—

Shakesp. : Othello, iv. 3.

joint-saw, s. A saw with a curved work-
ing face, used in making the joints of com-
passes and other similar work.

* joint-servant, s. A fellow servant.
" I took him,

Made him joint-servant with me, gave him way
In all." Shakesp. : Coriolanus, v. 5.

* joint-sick, a. Suffering from pain in

the joints.

joint-Stock, s. Stock held in common.

Joint-stock company : A company or associa-

tion of a number of individuals for the pur-
pose of carrying on some business or under-
taking, in which the shares of each member
are transferable without the consent of the
other partners.

joint-stool, *.

1. Ord. Lang. ; A stool made with jointed
parts ; a folding stool.

" Joint -stools were then created ; on three legs
Upborne they stood : three legs upholding firm
A massy slab." Cowper : Task, i, 19.

2. Engin. : A block holding up the ends of
parts which belong in apposition, as railway
metals, ways of vessels, &c.

joint-tenancy, s.

Law : (See extract).
" An estate in joint-tenancy is where lands or tene-

ments are granted to two or more persons, to hold in
fee-simple, fee-tail, for life, for years, or at will. Its
creation depends on the woi ding of the deed or devise
by which the tenants claim title ; for this estate can
only arise by purchase or grant, that is, by the act of
the parties, and never by the mere act ot law. Joint-
tenants must have one and the same interest. One
cannot be entitled to one period of duration or quan-
tity of interest in lands, and the other to a different;
one cannot be tenant for life, and the other for years ;

one cannot be tenant in fee, and the other in tail.
They must also have an unity of title ; their estate
must be created by one and the same act. Joint-ten-
ancy cannot arise by descent or act of law, but merely
by purchase, or acquisition by the' act of the party t

and, unless that act be one and the same, the two
tenants would have different titles , and If they had
different titles there would be no jointure. There
mustalso be an unity of time ; their estates must be
vested at one and the same period, as well as by one
and the same title. As in case of a present estate
made to A and B ; or a remainder in fee to A and B
after a particular estate ; in either case A and B are
joint-tenants of this present estate, or this vested
remainder. Lastly, injoint-tenancy there must be an
unity of possession; for joint-tenants are said to be
seised per my et per tout, by the moiety and by all:
that is, they each of them, nave the entire possession
as well of every parcel as of the whole."—Blackstone :

Comment., bk. ii., ch. 9.

joint-tenant, s.

Law : One who holds an estate by joint-
tenancy.

joint-wire, s.

Watchmaking : The tubular wire, sections
of which form the joints of watch-cases,
lockets, &c. ; a piece is hard soldered to each
leaf, and a solid wire runs through to form
the pintle. It is drawn upon a piece of steel
wire, one end being tapered off with a file, so
that the tube and wire are grasped together
by the dogs and drawn after the manner of a
solid wire.

*joint-worm, s.

Zool. : The tape-worm (q.v.).

joint, * joynt, v.t.&i. [Joint, s.]

A. Transitive :

I. Ordinary Language:

1, To form in joints or articulations; to
articulate.

"The fingers are jointed together for motion, and
furnished with several muscles.'' — Hay : On the
Creation.

2. To unite by one or more joints ; to join
together ; to unite.

" Branches which, being dead many years, shall
after revive, be jointed to the old stock, and freshly
grow."— Shakesp. : Cymbslinc, v. 4.

*3. To unite closely, to combine, to league
together.

" Jointing their force 'gainst Caesar."
Shakesp. : Antony A Cleopatra, i. 2.

4. To divide or cut into joints or pieces ; to
separate the joints of.

" About catting it up, quartering, jointing, seething
and rosting, he spent a greater part of the night."—
P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 614.

II. Carp. & Join. : To plane and prepare the
edges of timbers.

B. Intrans. : To unite or coalesce as by
joints or parts fitting into each other.

joint -ed, *joynt-ed, a. [Eng. joint; -ed.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Full of joints or knots; knotty.
" Three cubits high thejointed herbage shoots."

Philips.

2. Provided or formed with joints.

" 'Twixt the neck and throat the jointed plate

Gave entrance." Pope : Homer ; Iliad xxii. 40S.

3. Having joints or limbs.

"Being mmb\erjoynted tban the rest."

Spenser: Muiopotmos.

II. Botany:

1, Separating nearly or even falling to pieces

at the joints ; as the legumes of Ornithopus
or the leaflets of Guilandina Bonduc.

2. Looking as if it possessed joints, as the

stem and leaves of Juncus articulatus.

(Lindley.)

jointed-ferns, a. pi.

Bot. : The order Equisetacese (q.v.).

jointed-microscope, s. A pocket mi-
croscope in which the handle and lens-holder

shut down against the slide on which the
object pliers are adjustable.

joint'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. jointed; -ly.] In a
jointed manner ; with joints.

joinf-er, s. [Eng. joint; -er,]

I. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which joints.

II. Technically

:

1. Masonry

:

(1) A tool for filling the mortar cracks
between courses of bricks. A pointing tool.

(2) A tool for marking the mortar-joints.

2. Coopering : The stave-jointer is a large,
stationary plane on which the edges of the
staves are worked. The heading-jointer has
a straight-edged bit. The backing, or side-
jointer, otherwise called the over-shave, has a
concave-edged bit, and is used for dressing
the backs of staves. The inshave has a con-
vex-edged bit, and is used for dressing the
inner faces of staves.

3. Build. : A bent strip of iron inserted
into a wall to strengthen the joint.

jointer-plane, s.

Coopering

:

1. A plane five or six feet long, its lower
end resting upon the ground, and its upper
end supported upon a prop, the inclined sole
being presented upward for the staves, which
are jointed thereon.

2. A jointing-plane (q.v.).

joint Ing, *joynt-ing, pr. par., a., & s.

[Joint, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. . (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act or process of joining
with a joint.

2. Geol. : The operation of producing joints
in rocks ; the joints thus produced. (Rutley.)
[Joint, A. II. 6.]

jointing-plane, s.

Joinery : A plane with a long stock, used to
true the edges of boards or staves which are
to be accurately fitted together. It is 2ft. 6in.
long, and the work is called shooting the joints.

jointing-rule, s.

Bricklaying : A straight rule about six feet
long, used by bricklayers in marking with
white paint along each joint of the brickwork.

joint'-less, a. [Eng. joint; -less.] Without a
joint ; having no joiut.

joint'-ly, *joynt-ly, adv. [Eng. joint; -ly.]

1. In a joint manner or state ; together.
"The which I doe dedicate joyntly unto you two

honourable sisters."—Spenser ; Foure Hymnes. (Ded.)

2. In common, in company.
" Then jointly to the ground their knees they bow."

Shakesp.: Rape ofLucrece, 1,846.

* joint -ress, * joint'-u-ress, s, [Eng.
joUitur(e); -ess.] A woman possessed of °a
jointure ; a dowager.

" The imperial jointress to this warlike state
'

Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 2.

joint'-ure, *joynt-er, s. [O.Fr. joincture
(Ft. jointure), from Lat. junctura, from junc-
tus, pa. par. of jungo = to join.]

*1. Ord. Lang. : A joining, a joint.
"Crist oure heed of whom al the bodi sett togidre

and bouiKlun togidre hi ech jointure of undirseruvner "

— Wycliffe: Ejfesies, ch. iv.
J B "

"nail, nby; pout, jo"wl; cat, yell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expsct, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-clan, -tian—shan. -tion, sion^ shun; tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, iic. = bel, del.
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2. Law : An estate in lands or tenements
settled upon a woman in consideration of

marriage, and which, she is to enjoy after her
husband's decease.

" Thejoynlure or aduancement of the ladie [Kather-
iue]."— Savott: Henry VII., p. 204.

joint'-ure, v.t. [Jointure, s.] To settle a
jointure upon.

* joint'-ure-less, a. [Eng. jointure; -less,]

Without a jointure ; having no jointure.
" The worthiest let him.take

All jointureless to Feleiis' court."
Chapman : Homer : Iliad ix. 150.

*j6~int'-u-ress, s. [Jointress.]

joint'-weed, s. [Eng. joint, and weed.]

Bot. : An American name for Polygonum
articidatum.

joist, *joyste, *giste, * gyst, * gyste,
* gyyste, s. [0. Fr. giste (Fr. gite) — a bed,

couch, or joist, from O. Fr. gesir = to lie, to

lie on.]

Carp. ; A horizontal timber supporting a

floor or ceiling, one or both. Single flooring

is formed with joists reaching from wall to

wall, where
they rest on
plates of tim-
ber built into
the brick-
work. The
floor - boards
are nailed on
the upper
edges of the
joists, whose
lower edges
receive the
lathing and joists.

plastering of

the ceilings. Double floors are constructed
with stout binding-joists, a few feet apart,

reaching from wall to wall, and supporting
ceiling-joists, which carry the ceiling, and
bridging-joists, on which are nailed the floor-

boards. When the main timbers of the floor

are girders which rest ©n the wall-plates
and support the binding-joists, the floor is

called a framed floor. The binding-joists sup-
port the bridging-joists and ceiling-joists as
before. The trimming-joists are short joists

into which trimmers are mortised. Trimmers
are pieces around a fire-hearth or a hatchway,
where the continuity of the joists is broken.
[Trimmer.]

"The Joists and plankea, made of flrre and larch, are
very strong to beare a great weight."—/'. Holland:
Plinie, bk. xvi., ch. xlii. >

joist, v.t. [Joist, s.] To fit or furnish with
joists.

joke, s. [Lat. jocus; Sp. juego; Ital. gioco;

Fr. jeu,]

1. Something said or done for the purpose
of causing laughter or merriment ; a jest

;

raillery.

2. Something not real ; something not done
in earnest or seriously meant,

^T In joke : In jest ; not in earnest, but for

the purpose of causing laughter or merriment

;

not seriously meant.

joke, v.i. & t. [Joke, $.]

A. Intrans. : To make jokes ; to jest ; to be
merry.

"He laughed, shouted, joked, and swore In such a
way that many thought him drunk from morning to
nignt."—Macaulay : Mist. Eng., ch. v.

B. Trans. ": To crack jokes upon ; to jest

upon ; to rally.

jdk'-er, s. [Eng. jok(e) ; -er.] One who cracks
jokes ; a jester, a merry fellow.

"Thoumadest thy first appearance in the world like

a dry joker, buffoon, or jack-pudding."

—

Dennis.

* joke'-smith, s. [Eng. joke, and smith.] A
manufacturer or maker of jokes.

" The Jests of the newspaper jokesmith."—Soulhey :

Letters, il. 336.

jdk'-ihg, pr. par., «., & s. [Joke, v.]

A.. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or practice of jesting

;

a jest.

Jdk'-ing-l^, adv. [Eng. joking; -ly.] In a
joking or jesting manner; jestingly.

*jok'-ish,
jesting.

[Eng. jok(e); -ish.] Jocular,

jole, a. [Jowl.]

1. The face or cheek. (Only used in the
phrase cheek by jole.)

" Follow ! nay, I will go with thee cheek by jole."

Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, iii. 2.

2. The head of a fish, the beak of a bird, &c.
" Red-speckled trouts. the salmon's s'xlver jole.

The jointed lobster." Gay: Trivia, ii. 415.

* jole, * joll, v.t. [Jole, s.] To beat or dash
the head against anything ; to strike or clash

with violence.
" This Ternierus did use to put them to death in this

sort whom he met, to Joll his head against theirs."—
North Plutarch, p. 5.

* jol-ie, u,. [Jolly.]

*jol-if, *jol-yf, a. [Fr.] Jolly, merry, hand-
some.

"Natheles he was a falre, jolyf yong man, a strong
man and hardy."—Itobert of Gloucester, p. 292. (Note )

jd-lif'-fi-a, s. [Named by Bojer after his

friend M. Joliffe.]

Bot. : An old genus of Cucurbitacese, tribe

Nhandirobese. Joliffia africana is now called

Telfairio. pedata.

jSl-li-fl-ea'-tlon, s. [Eng. jolly; suff. -fica-

tion.]
,
A merrymaking ; a scene of mirth and

jollity ; a carouse.

jol'-ll-ly, adv. [Eng. jolly; -ly.]

* 1. Prettily, finely, neatly.
" The wholesom'st herbs they herewithal inclosed,

And so their heads fulljollity they dight."
H. Peacham, hi Ellis, vol. il

2. In a jolly* merry, or sportive manner

;

with jollity ; merrily.
" The goodly empress, jollily inclined,

Is to the welcome bearer woud'rous kind."
Dryden : Persius, vi.

* jol'-ll-ment, s. [Eng. jolly; -ment.] Mirth,

jollity, merriment, gaiety.
" Whereas a ladie gent

Sate with a knight in joyous jolliment."
Spenser: F. Q., VI. ii. 16.

jol'-li-ness, s. [Eng. jolly; -ness.] The
quality or state of being jolly ; merriment,
mirth, festivity, revelry. (Chaucer; C. T.,

10,603.)

jol'-li-ty, *jol-i-tee, s. [Eng. jolly; -ty.]

Jolliness, mirth, merriment.
"Ah, then, all jollity seemed noise and folly."

Seattle: The Minstrel, bk. i.

jolly, * jol-if, * jol-ife, * jolyf, jol-y, a.

& adv. [O. Fr. jolty (Fr. joli), from Icel. jdl =
Yule (q.v.) ; cf. Dut. joelen = to reveL]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Merry, frisky.

" Winsing she was, as is a jolty colt,

Long as a mast." Chaucer : C. T., 3,264

* 2. Handsome, neat ; fine in appearance

;

plump.
" He chaunc't to come whereas a jolly knight.
In couert shade Inmselfe did safely rest.

Spenser ; F. Q., VI. iii. 20.

* 3. Pleasant, agreeable.

"This northern wind, which some call Caecias,
bloweth a.jolly cool wind."

—

North : Plutarch, p. 493.

4. Merry, mirthful, gay, lively, sportive
;

fond of merriment, jovial.

" A hold, jolly, freehanded English gentleman."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

5. Inspiring or expressing mirth or gaiety.
" While the jolly hours led on propitious May."

Milton : Sonnet.

6. Fine, excellent, very good. (Slang.)
" What a, jolly desk I "—Hughes : Tom Brown's School

Days, pt. ii. ch. i.

B. As adv. ; Very, exceedingly. (Slang.)

"'He is so jolly green,' said Charley."

—

Dickens:
Oliver Twist, ch. ix.

jol'-ly (2), a. [Dan. jolle = a yawl ; Sw. julle

;

Dut. jol.] [Yawl.] A word only used in
the compound.

jolly-boat, s.

Naut. : A small boat used for the general
miscellaneous work of a ship, such as bringing
off marketing, &e. A boat of this kind at-

tached to United States vessels of war is

called a dingy. It is clinker-built, from 16 to
20 feet long, with a beam from *33 to -29 of its

length.

j5l'-ly, v.i, & t. [Jolly (1), a.]

* A. Intrans. : To rejoice, to joy, to be

" And as to disenthrall his soul they meant
They jolly at his grief."

0. Fletcher: Christ's Triumph over Death.

B. Trans. : To joke, to rally. (Slang.)

* jol-ly-head, «. [Eng. jolly; suff. -head}
Jollity.

" Despoyled of those Joyes andjollyhead."
Spenser: F. Q., VI. xi. 32.

joll'-yte, s. [Named by Kobell after G. Jolly,

the physicist.]

Min. : An amorphous mineral of a dark
brown colour. It is a hydrated silicate of

alumina, iron, and magnesia. Found at Bo-
denmais, Bavaria.

jolt, *joult, v.t. & i. [Probably an extension
of jole or joll = to knock the head.]

A. Trans. : To shake with sharp, sudden
jerks, as in a carriage along a rough road.

B. Intrans. : To move with sharp, sudden
jerks ; to shake, to move roughly.

"A long train of waggouB laden with the sick j sited

over the rugged pavement,"—Macaulay : Hist. Bng.,
ch. xiv.

jolt, * joult, s. [Jolt, v.] A shake or shock
with sharp, sudden jerks, as in a carriage

along a rough road.
" Till some kind jolt o'er ill-paved town

fi'.iall wedge you close, and nail you down."
Lloyd : Epistle to J.B., Esq.

jdlt'-er, s. [Eng. jolt; -er.] One who or that
which jolts.

* jdlt'-er-head, * jolt-head, s. [Eng.jolt,

v., and -head.] A thick-headed_fellow, a block-

head, a dolt, a numskull.
" Come, jolthead, and come iu-keeper."— North ,'

Plutarch, p. 133,

jolt'-ing, pr. par., a. & $. [Jolt, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. ; The act or process of shaking
with jolts.

jdlt'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. jolting ; -ly.] In a
jolting manner ; with jolts.

jombre, v.t. [Jumble, v.]

Jonah, s. [Heb. H3V (Yondh) ~ (1) a dove,

(2) Jonah ; Gr. 'Iweas (Ionas).']

Scrip. Biog. & Hist. : A prophet, the eon of
Amittai, and a native of Gath-hepher (2 Kings
xiv. 25), a border-town of the tribe of Zebulun
(Joshua xix. 13). He lived prioi to or in the
reign of Jeroboam II. (2 Kings xiv. 23, 25),

who ascended the throne b.c. 824.

U The prophecies ofJonah

:

Old Testament Canon ; The fifth in order
of the minor prophets, but perhaps the first

in date. The book is partly in prose,
partly in poetry. It opens with a divine com-
mand given to Jonah to go to Nineveh and
cry against it for its wickedness. In place of
obeying this injunction, the prophet, who
was of perverse disposition, went to the sea,

and paid his fare for a voyage to Tarshish.
A storm arising, those on board cast lots to
ascertain whose delinquency had raised the
tempest, and the lot fell upon Jonah. He
having admitted that he was fleeing from
Jehovah, was cast overboard by his comrades,
when the agitated ocean sank into a calm.
A great fish swallowed the prophet, who
remained alive in the body three days and
three nights. His prayer offered from his
living dungeon being answered, the fish

vomited him out on the dry land. A second
time he was ordered to go to Nineveh, and this
time he obeyed. The people alarmed by his
declaration that in forty days the city should
be destroyed, humbled themselves before God,
and thus averted the threatened judgment.
On this the prophet petulantly complained
of the Divine goodness, and was yet more
impatient when a gourd which had grown up
in a night to shelter him as rapidly withered
away. Jehovah vindicated his action and justly
rebuked the prophet. Some have thought the
book an allegory rather than a narrative of
real events. But it is quoted apparently as a
history in the New Testament, and in one
place the confinement of Jonah in the whale's
belly is regarded as typical of the similar
period during which Jesus was to remain in
the bowels of the earth (Matt. xii. 39-41
xvi. 4 ; Luke xi. 29, 30, 32).

Jon -a-than, s. [After Jonathan Trumbull,
Governor of Connecticut during the War of
Independence, towhomWashington frequently
referred for advice as Brother Jonathan.] A
jocular name for a native of the United States :

an American.
" X?e v

£
ice

.<J
f J°nathan was heard to express

Our President is going to war, I guess.
1 "

Byron : Vision of Judgment, lis.

Site, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, ee, ce = e; ey = a. qu = lew.
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jond'-la, s. [Mahratta, &c]
Bot. : A native name for an Indian grass,

Sorghum vulgare. [Sobghum.]

•jong'-ler, s. [Fr. jongleur.] A jester, a
juggler.

* jong'-ler-ie, s. [Jangleky.j

jo-nes'-i-a, s. [Named after the celebrated
Orientalist, Sir Wm. Jones (1746-94), founder
and first president of the Royal Asiatic
Society.]

Bot. : A genus of East-Indian and Malayan
leguminous trees, sub-order Ceesalpiniese,
tnbe Amherstiese. Jonesia Asoea is the
splendid Ashoca orAsoca tree (q.v.). There
are other species. Called also Saroca.

jdn'-quil, jon'-quille, s. [Fr. jonguille;
Sp. jwnquillo, from junco ; Lat. juncus = a
rush, which its leaves resemble.]

Bot. : Narcissus JonptiUa, a beautiful amaryl-
lidaceous plant, cultivated in gardens. Called
also Rush-leaved Daffodil. [Btym.]

IT Queen Anne's Jonquil is Narcissus pusil-
lusplenus, and Sweet Jonquil, N. odorus.

took, joUk, jolvk, v.i. [A variant of duck,
v. (q.v.).] To stoop down. (Scott: Mob Roy,
ch. xxv.)

* jook'-er-& *jook'-er-ie, s. [Jugglery.]

jookery-pawkery, jookerie-paw-
kerie, s. Trickery, knavery. (Scotch.)

Jodm'-ing, s. [Naga joom = a field.] (For
del, see extract.)

"The process of looming . . . consists in simply
cutting down and burning the Jungle on a hillside,
and then cultivating on the natural slope of the
ground ttaua cleared, instead of terracing as with
the Angarais. These fields are of course not ini-
gated, and the fallen and charred timber is generally
allowed to remain in the fields, lying across the slope,
and helps to retain the b'jII which might otherwise be
washed away during the rains."—Lieut.-Colonel Wood-
thorpe, R.B., in Journ. Anthrop. Inst., xi. 200.

jor -am, s. [Jorum.]

* Jor'-dan(i), *jor-dane,jor'-den, * jorr-
deyne, ' jurdon, s. [Properly* a Jordan-
vessel = one in which pilgrims who visited
the Holy Land brought back water from the
river Jordan for baptismal purposes.]

1, A kind of pot or vessel formerly used by
physicians and alchemists. It was very much
in the form of a soda-water bottle, only the
neck was longer, being not much smaller than
the body of the vessel. (Halliwell.)

" I pray to God to saue thy gentil corps,
And eke thyn urinals, and thy jordanes."

Chaucer: 0. T., 12,240.

2. A chamber-pot.
" They will allow us ne'er a jorden."—Shakesp. : 1

Benry ir.,iL X.

jor' dan (2), s. [A corruption of M. E. jar-
dyne - garden. (Prompt. Pan?.)]

jordan-almonds, s. pi. A name for
sweet almonds. The name has no connection
with the River Jordan.

jor'-dan Itc, s. [Named by Vom Rath after
Dr. Jordan, of Saarbruck ; suff. -ite (Min.).~\

Min. : An orthorhomhic mineral, occurring
in the dolomite of the Binnenthal, Switzerland,
in fine crystals. Compos. : sulphur, arsenic,
and lead. Hardness, 3 ; streak pure black.

jor'-um, s. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps a cor-
ruption of Jordan (q.v.).]

1. A large bowl or vessel for drinking.
(Colloq.)

v 6

2. The quantity of liquor contained in such
a vessel.

" Apply for ajorum of Newcastle beer."
Cunningham : Newcastle Beer.

jo'-se-lte, s. [Named by Damour after the
locality where discovered, San Jose, Minas
Geraes, Brazil ; suff. -ite (Jain.).]

Min. ; A telluride of bismuth in which part
ofthe tellurium is replaced by selenium and sul-
phur. Hexagonal, with perfect basal cleavage

;

soft; sp. gr. Y'92-7-93. Colour, grayish-black.

Jo'-seph, a. [Gr. 'Iw<nft (Joseph) ; Heb. rpV
(Yoseph) = Joseph, the son, of Jacob.] (See
etym. and compounds.)

Joseph's-coat, e.

Bot. : An American name for Amaranthus
tricolor.

Joseph's -flower, s.

Bot. : Tragopogon pratcnse.

* jo'-seph, s. [Etym. doubtful; perhaps in

referen-ee to Joseph's coat of many colours.]

A riding-dreBS for ladies, having buttons
down to the skirts.

" Olivia would be drawn as an Amazon . . . dressed
in a green Joseph."—Goldsmith : Vicar of Wakefield,
ch. xvL

Joshua, s. [Heb. Stiirp (YehosMa); Gr.

'Ino-ovs (Iesous).'] [Jesus.]

Scrip. Biog. : The name of four persons men-
tioned in the Old Testament (Joshua i. 1

;

1 Sam. vi. 14, 18 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 8; Haggai i. 1).

The last-named Joshua is the Jeshua of Ezra
v. 2. The earliest and most celebrated of the
four, after whom the other three were named,
was the son of Nun, an Ephraimite (1 Chron.
vii. 27), who first appears as commanding the
Israelites by appointment of Moses during
the fight with Amalek (Exod. xvii. 9, 10, 13).

He was with Moses just after his descentfrom
Sinai (xxxii. 17) ; he was then a servant of
Moses, and a young man (xxxiii. 11). He was
one of two spies who reported the practi-

cability of conquering Canaan (Numb. xiv.).

Before the death of Moses Joshua was divinely
named his successor, and formally invested
with authority (xxvii. 18). He afterwards led
.the Israelitish host in the conquest of Canaan.
He died at the age of 110, and. was buried at
Timnath-serah, in Mount Ephraim (Joshua
xx iv. 30).

U The Book of Joshua

:

Scrip. Canon : The sixth book of the Old
Testament, immediately succeeding the Penta-
teuch in the Hebrew. The name appears to
have been given because Joshua was the
leading human personage in the book. It

is naturally divided into three parts : first,

the conquest of Canaan (i.-xii.) ; second, the
partition of the land, or Jewish domesday-
book (xiii.-xxii) ; and third, Joshua's final

address to the people (xxiii., xxiv.). The
events recorded are considered to have occu-
pied about twenty-five years, from b.c. 1451
to 1426. The expression " to this day" occurs
fourteen times in the book, once of Rahab's
dwelling among the people (vi. 25), and ap-
parently of the life of Caleb (xiv. 14). Hence,
all but the concluding verses have been attri-

buted to Joshua, or one of the elders who
outlived him. Rationalists place it much
later, Colenso resolving it, like the books of
the Pentateuch, into various parts. : One is an
original story, which he dated in the later part
of David's or the earlier part of Solomon's
reigu. A considerable part he attributes to
the " Deuteronomist," whom he places in the
reign of Manasseh, and he supposes a third
portion to belong to what he terms the "Later
Legislation," during the Captivity.

jos, joss, s. [Chinese.]

Religions : The penates or household gods
of the Chinese. Every family has its jos.

joss-house, s.

Religions : A Chinese temple.

joss stick, s. A reed covered with the
dust of fragrant woods, and burnt before idols
in China.

* jos sa, interj. [A corrupt, of Eng. ho ! and
Fr. ca.] Here ! come hither.

" Stand, stand : jossa, warderere."
Chaucer: O. T., 4,100.

jos'-sa-Ite, s. [Named by Breithaupt after
Major-General Jossa ; suff. -ite (Min.).

J

Min. : Orthorhomhic crystallization, lustre
vitreous to waxy, streak dull yellowish-white.
Hardness, 3; sp. gr. 5

-

2. Gives reactions of
chromic acid, lead and zinc : occurs in small
orange-yellow crystals at Beresowsk, Urals,
Russia.

jos -tie, * jus -tie (tie as el), v.t. & i. [Eng.
joust; frequent, sun. -le.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To push against, to hustle, to rush against

;

to push so as to force out of one's way.
" "Bullies jostled iiim into the kennel."

—

Macaulay ;
Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

2. To crowd up against ; to elbow.
"Officers of the Life Guards, all plumes and gold

lace, jostled professors in trencher caps and black
gowns."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xn.

B. Intrans.: To push, to hustle, to crowd.
" Theirs was no common party race.
Jostling by dark intrigue for place."

Scott: Marmion, i. (Introd.)

jos'-tle-ment (tie as el), s. [Eng. jostle;

-mentJ] Crowding, pushing against, hustling.

" Bursting in his full-blown way along the pavement,
to the jostlement of all weaker people." — Dickem:
Tale of Two Cities, bk. ii., ch, xil

jot, s. [Lat. iota, from Gr. ISira -(iota) = the

letter t, from yod (>), the smallest letter of the

Hebrew alphabet ; Dut. jot; Sp. & Ital.joto.]

[Iota.] A tittle ; the least bit or amount
assignable ; an iota.

"'You do mistake me, sir.''— ' No, sir, no jot."'—
Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, iii. 4.

jot (1), v.t. [Jot, s.] To make a brief note or

memorandum of. (Usually followed by the

adverb down.)

jot (2), v.t. [Prob. from O. Fr. jacter ; Lat.

jacto.] To jolt, to jog, to nudge. (Provincial.)

jSt'-ter, s. [Eng. jot(l), v. ; -er.]

1. One who jots down notes or memoranda.

2. A book in which memoranda are set

down.

jof-ting, pr. par., a., & 5. [Jot (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <& particip. adj. ;' (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : A brief note ; a memorandum.

jougs, s. [Lat. jugwm = a yoke.] A pillory

;

an instrument of torture consisting of an iron
collar fixed round the neck of the offender
and fastened to a wall or a post

" Set an old.woman in thejougs."— Scott .- Wavertey,
ch. x.

jouissancc, jouisance (pron. zho Is-
saris'), s. [Fr.] Jollity, mirth, merriment,
enjoyment.

" Colin, my dear, when shall It please thee sing.
As tbou wert wont, aongs of some jouisance t

Spenser: Shepheards Calender ; November,

jouk, * jowk, *jook, v.i. [Jook.]

*jounce, v.t. [Perhaps connected with jolt

(q.v.).J To jolt or shake by rough riding.

•jounce, s. [Jounce, v.] A jolt, a shake.

jour'-nal, * jour-nall, a. & s. [Fr. journal
from Lat. diurnalis = daily ; dies = a day

;

Sp. jornal ; Ital. giornale.]

* A. 4s adj. : Daily, diurnaL
' Ere twice the Bun had made hia journal greeting."

Shukesp. ; Measure for Measure, iv. 3.

B. As substantive

:

X. Ordinary Language

:

1. An account of the transactions or events
of each day ; a diary. ;

" A tasteless journal of the day before."
Cowper : Conversation, 276.

2. A record of events or news, properly one
published daily, but now extended to any
newspaper or other periodical published at
certain intervals. Thus we may speak of a
weekly, monthly, or yearly journal; a publi-
cation recording the transactions of a society

:

as, the Journal of the Geological Society.

* 3. A day's work or labour ; a day's
journey.

LT. Technically:

1. Bookkeep. : A book in which the trans-
actions of each day are entered in the order
in which they occur. The separate items are
afterwards copied into other books, as the
ledger, &c.

2. Mach. : That portion of a shaft which
rests in the bearings.

3. Naut. : A daily register of the ship's
course and distance, the wind, weather, &c.

journal-bearing, s.

Mach. : [Journal-cox].

' journal book, 5. A book for entering
the events or transactions of each day ; a
journal.

journal-box, s.

Mach. : The carrier of a journal ; the box
on which the journal of a shaft, axle, or pin
bears and moves.

*jour'-nal-ar-y, «. [Eng. journal; -ary.]
Daily, diurnal.

"Amply Bhown in the journalary history of his
adventures."— Warburton; Doctrine of Grace bk ii
ch. ix. ' ' "

jour' nal-ism, s. [Eng. jmvrnal; -ism.]
* 1. The keeping of a journal.

2. The business, occupation, or profession

boll, bo^: pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -mg.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion shun ; -tion, -sion zhiin. -tious, -sious. -cious = shus. -We, -die, &c. = bel, del
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of publishing, writing in, or conducting a
journal ; the influence of public journals

;

the profession of a journalist.

journal ist, ». [Bug. journal; -ist.]

* 1. One who keeps or writes in a journal
or diary.

"Castaneda, a contemporary writer, and careful
journalist of facts."

—

Mickle. Dissert.' on tlie Lusiad.
(App.)

2. One who conducts or writes in or for a
public journal ; an editor, critic, or correspon-
dent of a newspaper.

"It muafc be owned those journalists have treated
hini with sufficient candour."

—

Shaftesbury: Miscell.
Reflections, ch. iii.

jOur-nal-iSt'-lC, a. [Eng. journalist; -ic]

Of or fpertaining to journals or journalism.

jour'-nal-ize, v.t. & i, [Eng. journal; -ize.]

A. Trans. : To enter in a journal or diary ;

to set down a daily account of events or
transactions,

" What was there to journalize f "—Johnson.

B. Intrans. : To follow the profession of a
journalist ; to contribute to or edit a journal.

* jour-nee, ». [Jou.ikby, ».]

jour'-ney, *jorne, * jour-nee, 1
'jour-nei,

a. [Fr. jounwe = a day, a day's work, a day's
travel, from Lat. dhtrnus daily ; dies = a day

;

&\i,jorrmda; Ital. giornata ; Low Lat. jornata
— a day's work.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A day's work or travel.

"And conveyer! t"|- ? kingcs worthily
Out of his toun a journee largely."

'

Chaucer : C. T„ 2,740.

2. Passage or travel from one place to another.
" Uprose Sir Guyon, in bright armour clad,
Aud to hia purposed journey him prepared."

Spenser : F. Q., II. xi. 3,

3. Passage through life.

"We must all have the same journey's end, if we
hope to pet to heaven, but some may meet with a
freer road . . . iu theirjourney than others."

—

StUling-
fieet: Sermons, vol. iv., ser. 3.

B. Minting : The same as Journey-weight
(q.v.).

* journey-bated, i*. Fatigued or worn
out with a journey.

"So are the horses of the enemy
In general, journey-bated, and brought low."

Sluikesp. : 1 Henry IV., iv. 3.

journey-weight, s, A term used iii the
Mint for fifteen pounds weight (701 sovereigns)
of coined gold, or sixty pounds' weight of
coined silver (792 crowns, 1,584 half-crowns,
3,900 shillings, or 7,920 sixpences).

*journey-work, s. Work performed
for hire ; work done by the day.

"There cannot be more tedious and unpleasing
joumcy-toork."—Milton : Of Unlicensed Printing.

jour'-ney, * jour-nie, v.i. & t. ("Journey, s.]

A. Intrans. : To travel ; to pass from one
place to another.

" We greet not here as man conversing man,
Met at an oak, orjourneying o'er a plain."

Pope Homer ; Iliad xxii. 160.

t B. Trans, . To traverse ; to travel over
or through.

"And, in a palmer's weeds arrayed,
My hated name and form to shade,
Xjourneyed many a land."

Scott : Marmion, v. 6.

# jour'-ney-er, s. [Eng. journey ; -er.] One
who journeys; a traveller.

jour'-ney -man, s. [Eng. journey; -man.]
Properly, a workman hired by the day; but
now generally applied to any mechanic who
has served his apprenticeship and learnt his
trade ; a mechanic.

" I have thought aome of "nature's journeymen had
made men, and not made them well."—Shakesp. :

Hamlet, iii. 1.

t jour'-ney-wom-an, s. [Eng. journey, and
woman.] A woman "hired by the day.

" No journeywoman sempstress is half so much a
slave as I am."—Fielding : Miser, i. 3.

joust, * jouste, * just, * juste, 5. [O. Fr.
juste, jouste; Fr. joust.] [Joust, v.] A tilt-

ing-match ; a mock combat or conflict of peace
between knights in the middle ages, as a trial

of valnur. The combatants used blunted
spears, but were still subject to much danger
from sudden blows on horseback. A joust
differed from a tournament in that the latter
was a conflict between many knights, divided
intoj>firtk's, and engaged at the same time;
the joust was a separate trial of skill, where
only one man was opposed to another.

joust, * joust-en, A just-en, *just, v.i.

[O. Fr. jouster (Fr. jouter), from Low Lat.
juxto ==. to approach, from Lat. juxta = near,

close.]

1. To engage in. a joust or tilting-match ; to
tilt.

" And all who since, baptized or infidel,

Jousted in Asprainout or Montalbau."

2. To jostle, to push.
Milton ; P. L.,

joust'- er, s. [Eng. joust; -er.] One who
jousts or tilts.

jOUSt'-LQg, pr. par., a., & s. [Joust, v.]

A, & B. As pr. par. & partidp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of engaging in a joust.

jousting-helmet, s.

Old Armour: A wide, large helmet,
made to cover the head and neck,
and rest upon the shoulders of the
knight, in jousts and tournaments.
It was sometimes decorated witli

the orle displaying his colours, and
his crest above that.

* jouysaunce, s. [Jouisance,]

Jove, s. [Lat. Jovis, genit. of Jupiter.]

I. Ordinary Language (chiefly poetical) :

I. Lit. £ Roman Antiq. : Jupiter, the chief
of the Roman divinities.

* 2. Fig. : The air, the atmosphere.

II. Technically

:

1. Astron. : The planet Jupiter.

* 2. Alchemy: A name applied to the metal
tin.

Jove's beard, s,

Bot. ; (1) Hydnum Barba Jovis, (2) Anthyllis
Barba Jovis.

Jove's fruit, s.

Bot. : (1) Lindera melissm'folia, (2) Laurus
iros.

jo'-vi-al, * jo'-vi-all, jo'-vi-an, a. [Lat.

Jovialis = pertaining to Jove or Jupiter, from
Jovis, genit. of Jupiter.] [Jove.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. An astrological word signifying born
under or under the influence of the planet
Jupiter or Jove. As this was supposed to be
the most joyful of all the planets, a "jovial"
person was one of a particularly gay or cheerful
disposition. [3.]

"The fixed stars are esteemed martial or jovial."—
Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. vi., ch. xiv.

* 2. Propitious, favourable.

"The heavens always jovial}.*
Spenser: F. Q., II. xii. 21.

3. Mirthful, merry, joyous, jolly ; inclined
to or characterized by mirth or gaiety.

" He had no jovial generous vices."

—

Macaulay: Hist.
Eng., ch. vi.

* IX Alchemy: Of or pertaining to the metal
tin.

* jo -vi-al-ist, s. & a. [Eng. jovial ; -ist.]

A. As subst. : One of a jovial or merry dis-
position ; one who leads a jovial or merry life.

B. As adj.: Festive. (Davies: Commenda-
tory Poems, p. 5.)

" Let thejovialists of the world drink wine in bowles,
and feast themselves without feare."

—

Bishop Hall:
Satan's Fiery Darts Quenched, dec. 3.

jd-vi-al'-i-ty, s. [Eng. jovial; -ity.] The
quality or state of being jovial ; merriment,
festivity, mirth.

* jd'-vi-al-Ize, v.t [Eng. jovial; -ize.] To make
jovial ; to make merry or jolly.

" An activity that jovialized us all."—Mad. D'Arblay :

Diary, i. 364.

j6'-vi-al-ly, adv. [Eng. jovial ; -ly ] In a
jovial manner ; merrily, gaily; with joviality.
" Here's money gotwith ease : here spend Wmtjovially.

"

Ueaum. A- Flet. : Spanish Curate, ii 2.^

jd'-vi-al-ness, s. [Eng. jovial ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being jovial

;
joviality.

"Swearing, with such persons, is but a grace and
lustre to their speech ; lying:, but wit's craft or policy

;

drunkenness, jovialness or good fellowship: thus do
they baptize vice by the name of virtue."—Hewyt:
Svrmvn.it (1658), p. 32.

* jo'-vi-alr-ty, s. [Eng. jovial; -ty.] Joviality,
jovialness, merriment,

"Disturb the sport of their loudest jovialtics."—
Burrow. Sermons, voL iii., ser. 14,

jo'-vi-an, u. [Jovial.]

Jo-vi-cen'-trfc, a. [Lat. Jovis, genit. of
Jupiter (q.v.) ; centrum = a centre, and sutf.

-ic; ifr, joviccntrique.]

Astron. : Having its centre of attraction on
the planet Jupiter ; revolving around Jupiter.
(Used of his satellites.)

Jd-vin'-I-an-ist, s. [From the name Jovinian
(see def.);*Eng. suff. -ist.]

Ch. Hist. (PL): The followers of Jovinian,
an Italian monk who lived in the fourth cen-
tury. He taught that the Virgin Mary ceased
to be a virgin by bringing forth Jesus ; that
the degrees of future blessedness do not de-

pend on the merit of our good works; that
celibacy and the maceration of the body are
not required. His views were condemned at
Rome and Milan in a.d. 338, and he and other
persons were excommunicated. Afterwards
the Emperor Honorius banished him to the
island of Boa.

* Jo'-vis, s. [Lat., genit. of Jupiter.] Jove,
Jupiter. [Jove.]

*j6'-vy, a. [Eng. Jov(e) ;-y.] Jovial, merry, gay.
" In. those daiea, I thought I might bejovy."

Beaum. & Flet. : Wild-Goose Chase, iii. 1.

joifr, V.t, & i. [Etym. doubtful.]

A. Trans. ; To move from side to side ; to
toll, as a bell.

B. Intrans. : To move, to toll, to rock.
" When his coble is jawing awa' in the Firth."—

Scott: Antiquary, ch. xxvL

jow^a-ree, jdw'-ar, jd'-ar, jow'-ar-
ree, s. [Mahratta.]*

Bot. : Sorghum vul-gare.

*J0weI, s. [Jewel.]

jowk-er-y, s. [Jookery.]

jo^vL, * jol, * jole, * jolle, s. [A corrap-
fcion of chole, chowl, ovc)iaul, itself a corruption
of an older form, chavul or chuvel, from A.S.
ceafi = the jaw.]

1. The jaw.

2. The head of a fish.

"Gives mauy a dainty bit out of his lusty jotvl."
Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 25.

3. The cheek.

IT Clieek by jowl : With the cheeks close
together ; close together.

' Sits cheek by jowl, iu black, to cheer his heart,
Like thief and parson in a Tyburn-cart."

Dryden Prologue to Loyal Brother.

* jorW, v.t. [Jowl, s.] To throw, to dash.
" How the knave jowls it to the ground."

—

Shakesp.

:

Hamlet, v. 1.

j6^1'-er, s. [From the thick jowls of the
animal.] A hunting dog, a bloodhound, a mas-
tiff, a dog generally.

" Jowler lugs him still
Through, hedges." Dryden : Essay on Satire.

jo^w-lopped, u,. [Jelloped.]

* jo"^r'-ter, s. [A corrupt, of jolter (q.v.).]
One who hawks fish about the country on
horseback ; a fish-hawker.

" Plenty of fi3h is vented to the fish-drivers, whom
we cnUjowters."—Curcw ; Survey of Cornwall.

joy, *jOie, *joye, s. [O. Fr. joye, joie, (Fr.
joie), from Lat. gaudia, plural of gaudium =
joy; gaudeo = to rejoice; Sp. joya; Port.
joia; Ital. gioja.]

1. That emotion or passion produced by any
happy accident or by the expectation or gain
of something good, pleasant, or advanta-
geous

; a feeling of pleasure, gratification, or
delight; gladness, exultation, exhilaration of
spirits ; the state of feeling happy ; delight,
happiness.

"There Is nojoy but calm."
Tennyson : Lotos-Eaters, 68.

_ 2. Gaiety, mirth, merriment, festivity.
" Such joy made Una, when her kuhtbt she found *

Spenser : >'. Q_, I. iii. 32.

3. That which causes joy or happiness.
" Ye are our glory audjoy."—l Thess. ii. 20.

* 4t. Used as a term of fondness.
"Now outjoy.

Although our last, yet not our least young loveWhat say you 1 Shakesp. : LarX 1.
* 5. Used to express kind wishes.

" Good joy, my lord aud lady "

Sluikesp.
: Merchant of Venice, iii 2

1 Joy and gladness lie more internal : thevurth is the more immediate result of ex-ternal circumstances. What creates joy and

_ __ _ '
"'"•"

' is temporary
; jo/is the

f&te, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go .x.

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur. rule. fuU: try, Syrian, se, ce- e; ey = a. qu = ijw
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most vivid sensation in the soul
; gladness is

the same in quality, hut inferior in degree
;

joy is awakened in the mind by the most im-
portant events in life ; gladness springs up in
the mind on ordinary occasions. Joy is de-
picted on the countenance, or expresses itself
by various demonstrations : gladness is a more
tranquil feeling, -which is enjoyed in secret,
and seeks no outward expression ; mirth dis-
plays itself in laughter, singing, and noise.
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

joy-bells, s. pi. Peals of bells rung on
joyful or festive occasions.

joy-inspiring, u. Exciting joy in the
heart ; gladdening.

joy-mixt, a. Mingled with joy.
"But chief awhile, I lend ub from the tomb

, Those long-lost f rienda for whom in love we smart,
And fill with pious awe and joy-mixt woe the
heart." Thomson: Castle of Indolence, i. 41.

joy-resounding, a. Resounding with
the sounds of joyfulness or mirth.

*' Hence from the bxiayjoy-resounding fleldB,
In cheerful error, let us tread the maze
Of autumn, unconfined."

__ Thomson: Autumn, C24.

j6y, v.t. & i. [Joy, s.)

A. Intrans. : To feel joyful, to rejoice, to
delight, to feel glad.

" Tojoy at anguish, and delight in blood
, Is what your horrid bosoms never knew."

Thomson: Autumn, 390.

B. Transitive ;

1. To make joyful, to gladden, to rejoice, to
exhilarate.

"Neither pleasure's art can joy my spirits."
Shakesp. : Pericles, i. 2.

2. To enjoy ; to delight in possessing.
*' Was ever king, thatjoy'd an earthly throne
And could commaud no more content than I?"

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., iv. 0.

*Joy'-ance, s. [O. Fr. joiant = rejoicing.]

Joy, gaiety, festivity, mirth, enjoyment.
*' Well were it so—auch ghastly mirth
From,joyauncc ne'er derived its birth."

Byron: Giaour.

Joye, v.t. [Joy, v.]

joy'-ful, *joie-full, a. [Eng. joy; -fuKl).~\

1. Full of joy ; rejoicing, -delighted, exult-
ing, glad.

" Hojoyful tongue gave him his welcome home."
Shakesp. : Richard II., v. 2.

% It was formerly followed by of before the
cause of joy.

2. Making happy ; causing joy or delight

;

exhilarating.
" Thejoyfulst day that euer sunne did see."

Spenser : Epithalamion.

J6*y'-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. joyful;; -ly.] In a
joyful manner ; with joyfulness, gladly.

" And straight werejoyfully the anchors weighed."
Daniel : Civil Wars, bk. v.

joy -fulness, s. [Eng. joyful ; -ness.] The
s quality or state of being joyful ; gladness,

exultation, exhilaration of spirits.
" So my delight is all mjoyfulnesse,
In beds, in bowres, in banckets, and in feasts."

Spenser: F. y., III. vi. 22.

Joy'-less, a. [Eng. joy; -less.]

1. Void of joy ; feeling no pleasure ; sad,
dispirited, unhappy ; not exhibiting joy.
*? " THis] joyless look, like some pale ashy spright,
„ " Seein'd as he now were dying, or now dead."

P. Fletcher: Purple Island, vii.

% It was formerly followed by of before the
cause.

2. Giving no pleasure or joy ; sad, dispirit-

ing, saddening.
" Amid the many shapes

Of joyless daylight."
Wordsworth : Banks of the Wye.

Jo^-leSS-ly, adv. [Eng. joyless; -ly.] In a
joyless, sad, or dispirited manner ; without
joy ; sadly.

joy -less-ness, s. [Eng. joyless ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being joyless.

" In comparison of the joylessness and the inglorious-
ness of this world."—Bonne : Devotions (1025), p. 426.

jojK-oiis, a. [0. Fr. joyous, joious (Fr. joyevx),
from Lat. gaudiosus, from gaudium = joy ;

Ital. giojoso.]

1. Full of joy, joyful, glad, merry, gay.
" The fish swam by the castle wall.
And they Beem'iljoyous each and all.

Byron : Prisoner of Chtiloit, xiii.

IT It was formerly followed by of before the
cause of the joy.

2. Causing joy; inspiring joy or gladness.
" Each object of the joyous scene around

v emal delight inspires." Warton : Eclogue ii.

(From St. Peter's CJiurch,
Lou-vain.)

joy'-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. joyous; -ly.] In a
joyous manner

;
joyfully ; with joy or glad-

ness.
" Our hour of glee

Is brief, we'll spend it joyously I

"

Scott : Lord of the Isles, v. 34.

joy'-OUS-ness, s. [Eng. joyous; -ness.] The
quality or state of being joyous

;
joyfulness.

"Let outragious joyousnes be chaunged in to noi-
some sadnes."— Udal : James iv.

* joy'-some, a. [Eng. joy ; and suff. -some.]
Causing or inspiring joyfulness ; joyful.

" Neere to the end of this all joysome grove."
Browne: Britannia's Pastorals, ok. ii., s. 8.

jub, *jubbe, s. [Perhaps a corrupt, of jug
(q.v.).] Abottle or vessel for holding liquids

;

a jug.

*ju'-ba, s. [Lai = a mane.]

1. Zool. : The mane of a horse or other
mammal.

2. Bot. : A loose panicle, like that of many
grasses.

ju-bse'-a, .9. pi. [Named after Juba, an an-
cient king of Numidia.]

Bot. : A genus of the Palms, tribe Cocoeae,
and its unarmed section. Jubosa spectabilis
is the* Coquile
palm of Chili,
from whi ch a
sweet syrup,
called palm-honey
is made.

ju'-be, s [Fr.,

from Lat. imper.
sing, of jubeo = to
bid.]

Arch. .-The rood-
loft in a cathedral
or church, which
parts the chancel
from the choir,
and which obtains
Its name from the
custom of pro-
nouncing the words, Jube, Domne, benedicere,
from it in the Roman Catholic service before
the lessons, which are also chanted there.

jti'-bil-ant, a. [Lat. jubilans, pr. par. of ju-
bilo = to rejoice.] Uttering songs of triumph ;

exulting; shouting with joy ; expressing jubi-
lation.

" While the bright pomp ascended jubilant''
Milton: P. L., vii. 564.

*jU'-bil-ar, a. [Eng. jubilee); -ar.] Per-
taining to or having the character of a jubilee.

ju'-blut-a-te, s. [Lat. imper. pi. ofjubilo = to
rejoice, to sing.]

1. A name commonly given to the second
canticle in the evening service of the English
Church from its commencing words Jubilate
Deo. [2.]

2. The third Sunday after Easter ; so called
because, in the early church, the service began
with the words of the Psalm lxiv., Jubilate
Deo, omnes terrce.

ju'-Dil-ate, v.i. [Jubilation.] To rejoice
greatly, to exult.

" The hurrnhs were yet ascending from ourjubilating
lips."

—

DeQuincey: Autob. Sketches, ch. ii.

ju-bil-a'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. jubilationem,
accus. of jubilatio, from jubilatus, pa. par. of
jubilo = to rejoice, to shout for joy.] The
act of shouting in triumph or for joy ; a re-

joicing; a triumph ; exultation.
" God ascended with jubilation, and the Lord with

the sound of the trumpet."—tfp. Ball : Contempl. ; The
Ascension.

ju'-bil~ee, *.ju-be-lye, *ju-bi-ly, s. [Fr.
jubiU, from Lat. jubilams = the jubilee, from
Heb. *?:rV (yobhel) = the blast of a trumpet,

a shout of joy.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

X. In the same sense as II. 1.

2. Any season of great public rejoicing or
festivity ; any occasion of joy or rejoicing.

* 3. Joy, rejoicing, exultation. (Scott : Lady
of the Lake, vi. 6.)

4. The fiftieth anniversary of some event of
public interest or importance. The jubilee of
Queen Victoria, who ascended the throne June
20, 1837, was celebrated June 21, 1S87. (In
this sense used also adjectively.)

II. Technically

:

1. Jewish: Properly the trumpet or horn
blown in a certain year, or the sound it made;
now used more generally for the year itself.

It occurred every fiftieth year. Seven was a
sacred number, and it became yet more so if

multiplied by itself (7x7), after which came
the jubilee. There was to be no tillage or

harvest that year (Levit. xxv. 11, 12). Any
descendant of those among whom Joshua
partitioned the land who, from poverty, had
parted with his property, was to receive it

back (xxv. 13-34 ; xxvii. 16-24) ; and those
Israelites who were the slaves of their brethren,
or of foreigners resident within the land, were
to go free (xxv. 39-54). The jubilee seems
to be alluded to in Ezek. xlvi. 17 ; Isa. lxi.

1, 2 ; Neh. v. 1-19 ; cf. also Num. xxxvi. 4,

6, 7 ; 1 Kings xxi. 1-4) ; hut no historic de-
scription, in the Bible or elsewhere, of ajubilee
actually kept in a particular year has descended
to our times.

"It shall be a yere of jubelye vnto yon."

—

Leviticus
xxv. (1551.)

2. Roman Catholic : A feast first instituted
in a.d. 1300 by Boniface VIII., who proposed
that it should be celebrated at the commence-
ment of esch succeeding century ; Clement
VI. enacted that it should recur every fifty

years, and Urban VI,, in 1389, that it should
be every thirty-three years. Paul II. reduced
the period to a quarter of a century, and since
his time there has been no alteration. A pil-

grimage to Rome was the original condition
of obtaining the indulgence promulgated at
a jubilee, but latterly this has been commuted.
There was no jubilee in 1S00, the Holy See
being vacant.

" Now every twenty-fifth year is a year ofjubilee."—
Jortin : On Ecclesiastical History.

* ju-bl-ter, s. [Jupiter.]

ju'-bu-la, s. [Dimin. of Juba (q.v.).]

Bot. : A synonym for Frullania and the
typical genus of the family Jubulidce (q.v.).

ju-bul'-i-dse, s.pl. [Mod. Lat. jubuU[a); Lat.
fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Jungermanneae.

* ju-ciin'-di-ty, s. [Lat. jucunditas, from
jucundus = pleasant.] Pleasantness; agree-
ubleness.

"The 'new or unexpected jucundities will have ac-
tivity enough to excite the earthiest soul."—Browne

.

Vulgar Errours, bk. vii., ch. xvi.

ju-da'-ic, *ju-da'-ic-al,a. [Lat. judaieus,
from Judaia.] Pertaining or relating to the
Jews.

"For that which properly discriminates the Chris-
tian religion from the natural orjudaical, is the hold-
ing of Christ's deity."—South : Sermons, vol. ix., ser. 8.

ju-da'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. judaical; -ly.]
After the manner of the Jews.

"[Victor Bishop of Home] excommunicated both
him and all the Asian churches, for celebrating their
Easterjudaically."—Milton : Of Prelatical Episcopacy.

Ju -da ism, s. [Fr. juda'isme ; from Lat. juda-
ismus, from Judozus = a jew.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The religious doctrines and rites of the
Jews, according to the law of Moses.

"While we deteBt Judaism we know ourselves com-
manded by St. Paul, Rom. xi., to respect the Jews
and by all means to endeavour th^ir coiivf-siou."--
Afilton : Obs. on Art. of Peace with the Irish.

2. Conformity to Jewish rites and -cere-

monies.

II. Religion: One of the most important
faiths of the world, which Christians, as well
as Jews, consider to have been revealed bv
God.

J

(1) Ancient Judaism: The earliest form of
the Jewish faith was patriarchal (q.v). On
the night of the Israelitish departure from
Egypt an essential part of Judaism, in its
second or more developed form, was begun
by the institution of the passover (Exod. xii.
xiii.). At Sinai twotables of stone were given
containing the ten commandments. Subse-
quently there was revealed to Moses, to be by
him communicated to the people, a complicated
system of ceremonial observances, interspersed
with judicial enactments. A splendid taber-
nacle—i.e., a tent—on a divine model, was
erected as the habitation of Jehovah, in the
journeyings through the wilderness, to be in
due timefollowed by a temple, when the people
were permanently settled. A hereditary priest-
hood was consecrated, and a theocratic form
of government maintained, the supreme civil

b6il, btfy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, $hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = fc
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -JUra, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sioua = shus. *-ble, die, &c. = bel, deX
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ruler, whether lawgiver, military leader, judge,
or king, being regarded as the vicegerent of

God. Anoient Judaism was the precursor of
Christianity and the germ from which it

sprang ; and Christians generally believe

that all the ceremonies, sacred personages,

&cv of the older economy were types and
shadows of the life and sufferings of Jesus
Christ (Heb. ix., x., &c). Colenso, in common
with some rationalistic writers, believes that

what he terms the Levitical or Later legisla-

tion was never really put in force till after

the Babylonish Captivity.

(2) Modern Judaism : After the Jews lost

their independence, and especially after the
' destruction of Jerusalem, the judicial regula-

tions of the Mosaic law ceased to be observed.
Tradition also gained increased authority, and
in the latter half of the fourth century arose
the Jerusalem, and in the sixth the Babylonian
Talmud, containing the rules, constitutions,

precepts, and interpretations intended to sup-
plement those ofthe Old Testament. Notwith-
standing these and. other changes, modern
Judaism still bears very considerable resem-
blance to the ancient type of the faith.

ju'-da-ist, s. [Eng. Juda(ism) ; -ist.] An ad-
herent of Judaism (q.v.).

ju-da-istf-ic, a. [Eng. judaist; -ic.] Of or
belonging to Judaism ; Judaical.

ju-da-i-za'-tlon, s. [Eng. judaiz(e); -ation.]

The act of judaizing.

ju'-da-lZe, v.t. & I. [Pr. judaizer; Prov. ju-
dayzar, judaigar ; Sp. judaizar ; Port, ju-
daisar ; Ital. giudaizzare, from Lat. judaizo,]

A. Trans. : To impose Jewish observances
upon Gentile Christians.

" Blundering upon the dangerous and suspectful
translations of the apostate Aquila, the heretical
Theodotion, the judaizd Symmachus."— Milton : Of
Reformation in England,, hk. 1.

B. Intrans.: To practise Jewish obser-
vances or hold and teach Jewish opinions.

" They werejudaizing doctors who taught the obser-
vation of the Mosaic law, as necessary to Christians."
Bp, Hall : Works, voL i., sen 13.

ju'-da-iz-er, s. [Eng. juadiz(ey; -er.]

Gh. Hist. (PL): Christians of Jewish descent,

who sought to impose upon the Gentile con-
verts the heavy burden of the Mosaic ritual.

Ju' das. s, [Gr. 'Iov'Sas (loudas), from Heb.
rrrttT (yihuddh) — Judah ; thus the Judas of

the New Testament is the Judah of the Old.]

1. Scrip. : The name of several persons men-
tioned in the New Testament. (1) Judah, the
son of Jacob (Matt. i. 2, 3). (2) Judas (not

Iscariot) one of the apostles (Luke vi. 16

;

John xiv. 22; Acts i. 13, &c). (3) Judas
Iscariot

—

i.e., probably Judas of Kerioth in

Judah (Joshua xv. 25; Matt. x. 4, Ac).
(4) Judas of Galilee, leader of a revolt fActs

v. 37). (5) Judas, surnamed Barsabas (Acts

xv. 22). (6) The writer of the Book of Jude
(Jude 1).

% The compounds are from No. (3).

2. Fig. : A treacherous person ; a traitor.

3. The same as Judas-hole (q.v.).

Judas - coloured, a. Red, reddish

;

from a tradition that the traitor Judas had
red hair.

" With two left legs, and Judas-coloured hair."

Dryden : Character of Tonson.

Judas-ear, s.

Bot. : Auricula Judos (q.v.).

* Judas-hole, s. A small hole cut in a
door, &c, to enable a person to see into the

room without being himself seen.

Judas-tree, a.

Bot. ; The genus Cercis.

* Ju'^das-l^r, adv. [Eng. Judas; -ly.] Trea-

cherously, as Judas betrayed our Lord.
' William Tyndall was Judasly betrayed by an Eng-

Iisheman."—Tyndalli Works, p. 429.

jud'-cock, jud'-doclt, s. [Cf. Wei. giach

= a Snipe.]

Ornith. : GaUinago Gallinula, the jack-snipe.

Ju.de, s. [The English form of Gr. 'Ioufias

(loudas)*'] (For def., see 1.) |_
Judas-]

If' The General Epistle of Jude

:

New Test. Canon: A short epistle penned by
Jude, the servant of Jesus Christ and brother
of Jarnes. The James was probably "the
brother of the Lord," who may or may not

have been identical with the apostle James, the
son of Alphteus. So much of Jude's epistle

is like 2 Peter, that portions of the one
seem to have been transcribed from the other.
There is a slight probability in favour of the
view that 2 Peter was the original and Jude
the copy. (Cf. 2 Peter ii. 4, 6, 10, 11, 15, &c,
with Jude 6, 7, S, 9, 11, &c.) It is believed
that Jude quotes an apocryphal work, the
Book of Enoch (verses 14, 15), and, according
to Origen, another, Tlie Assumption of Moses
(verse 9). Jude is not in the Peschito or
ancient Syriac version ; but it is in the Mura-
torian fragment, about a.d. 170, and in the
Old Latin version ; it is referred to also by
Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and
Jerome. Eusebius placed it among^ his Anti-
logoumena, but the Council of Laodicea, about
a.d. 360, and that of Hippo, a.d. 393, finally,

fixed it in the canon.

Ju-de'-an, a. & a. [Lat. Jitdozus, from
Judcm,]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Judaea.

B. As subst. . A native or inhabitant of

Judaaa.

judge, * juge, s. [Fr. juge, from Lat. judicem,

accus. of judex = a judge; Sp. juez; Port.

juiz; Ital. giudice.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A civil officer invested with power to

hear and determine causes, civil or criminal,

and to administer justice in courts held for

that purpose.
" Judges ought to remember, that their office is jus

dicere, and notjus dare ; to interpret law, and not to
make law, or give law."—Bacon / Essays ; Of Judica-
ture.

2. A person authorized or empowered in

any way to decide a dispute or quarrel.
" Who made thee ajudge over ua f

"

—

Exodus ii. 14,

3. A person appointed to decide in a trial of
skill between two or more parties.
" And now by this, their feaat all being ended.

The judges which thereto selected were,
Into the Martian field adowne descended."

Spenser: F. Q., IV. v. 6.

4. One who has power to determine the des-
tiny of men.

"Shall not the ,7'ud£re of all the earth do right?"

—

Genes-is xviii. 25.

5. One who has skill, science, or experience
sufficient to decide upon the merits, value, or
quality of anything ; a connoisseur ; a critic.

"A perfectjudge will read each piece of wit.
With the same spirit that its author writ."

Pope : Essay on Criticism, 233.

II. Technically

:

1. English Law : At the passing of the Judi-
cature Act in 1875, the High Court of Justice
was thus constituted : The Lord Chancellor,
the Lord Chief Justice of England, the Master
of the Rolls, the Lord ChiefJustice ofCommon
Pleas, the Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer,
the Vice-Chancellors of the Court of Chancery,
the Judge of the Court of Probate and Divorce,
the Puisne Judges of Queen's Bench and
Common Pleas, the Junior Barons of Ex-
chequer, and the Judge of the Admiralty.
With the exception of the first threej these
offices and titles became extinct on the death
or retirement of their last holders, and all

judges now appointed are styled Judges of

His Majesty's High Court of Justice.

2. Jewish Hist. (PL) : Certain remarkable
individuals raised up in Israel after the death
of Joshua and prior to the establishment of
the Jewish mom rchy. At that time there
was little unity .imong the tribes, each of
which, like a Scottish Highland clan, looked
up to its own individual chief, and not often
to any higher human authority. -S©me judges
owed their power to having been the first to
rise against foreign oppression, which thejr

overthrew ; others discharged only peaceful
functions. All acted in the Jewish theocracy
as vicegerents of Jehovah. The series of
events, oftener than once repeated, was first,

that the people were seduced into idolatry

;

next, that as a punishment for this, they were
conquered, and placed under the yoke of a
foreign oppressor ; then a judge arose who
under God set them free, and the land had rest
normally for forty years. The Hebrew name
Shophetim sometimes means princes as well as
judges. The functions of the judge in some re-

spectsresembledthoseofaRoman dictator, and
in others those of a Muhammadan Mahdi. St.

Paul considered the rule of the judges to have
continued 450 years (Acts xiii. 20). A date
apparently inconsistent with this (1 Kings vi. 1)
is believed to be an erroneous reading.

5f The Boole ofJtidges

:

Old Test. Canon : The seventh book in order

of the Old Testament. It was named Judges

because at the period to which it refers Israel

was ruled by men of that designation. [II.]

It consists of five sections : a first introduc-

tion (i.-ii. 5), a second one (ii. 6-iii. 6), the

main portion or consecutive narrative (ui. 7-

xvi. 31), the first appendix (xvii.-xviii.), and
the second one (xix.-xxi.). Two authors

seem to have been at work upon it, each fall-

ing back upon ancient documents. The first

wrote i.-iii. 6, xvii.-xxi., and the second

iii. 7-xvi. 31. The first-mentioned writer

never alludes to judges ; it is he who uses the

expression " in those days there was no king

in Israel" (xvii. 6, xviii. 1, xix. 1, xxi. 25),

implying that he did not write till kings had
been appointed. If the "captivity of the
land " (xviii. 30) be the Assyrian or even the
Babylonish captivity the book is a late one,

though the Arainaisms in it are but few. It

has been always accepted as canonical. In
the New Testament it is referred to in Acta
xiii. 20 and Heb. xi. 32.

IT Judge is the general term ; umpire, arbi-

ter, and arbitrator are only species of the
judge. The judge determines in all matters
disputed or undisputed ; he pronounces what
is law for the present, as well as what will be
law ; the umpire and arbiter are only ju

"

particular cases that admit of dispute.

judge-advocate, [Advocate.]

judge, *jugen, v.i. & t. [Fr. juger; Sp.

juzgar; Port, julgar; Ital. giudicare, from
Lat. judico, from judex (genit. judicis)= a.

judge (q.v.).]

A, Intransitive

:

1. To hear and determine upon a case ; to

give sentence ; to act as a judge.
" Ye judge not for man, but for the Lord, who la

with you In the judgment. '—2 Chronicles xiic. 6.

2. To form or give an opinion ; to come to a

conclusion by comparison and consideration
of facts, ideas, and propositions.

" Thasjudged. as is their wont, the crowd.
Till murmur rose to clamours loud."

Scott; Lady of the Lake, v. 24.

3. To discern, to distinguish.

"How doth God know? Can he judge through the
dark cloud ?"

—

Job xxii. 18.

4. To assume the right to pass judgment
upon any matter ; to sit in judgment.

" Forbear tojudge, for we are sinners all."

Sh&kesp. : 2 Henry VI., iii 3.

B. Transitive

:

1. To hear and determine by authority, as a
case before a court or a controversy between
two parties ; to decide judicially.

2. To try judicially; to examine and pass
sentence upon.

"He yt refuseth me, & receaueth not my wordea,
hath one fhafojudgeth hiin."—John*x.ii. (1561.)

3. To assume the right to pass judgment
upon ; to sit in judgment upon.

" Judge not, that ye be not judged."—Matt. viii. L
* 4. To act as chief magistrate over ; to rule.

" And he [EUJ had judged Israel forty years."

—

I
Samuel, iv. 18.

5. To examine and decide upon the merits,
qualities, or excellence of.

" Challemjiug human scrutiny, and proved
Then skilful most when most severely judged."

Cowper : Task, v. 969.

6. To esteem, to consider, to reckon.

7. To form an opinion upon.
" The safety and firmness of mv frame of govern-

ment may be beet judged by the rules of architecture."—Sir W. Temple : Origin & Nature of Government.

judge'-ment, [Judgment.]

judg'-er, s. [Eng. judg(e); -*r.] One who
judges ; one who passes sentence ; a judge.

"They ... are ill judgers of what they have nat
well examined."—Digby : Of Bodies, ch. viii.

judge-Ship, s. [Eng. judge; -ship.] The
office or position of a judge.

judf-ing, pr. par., a,,&s, [Judoe, v.]

A. ^s pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Determining or deciding upon cases.

2. Discerning, discriminating.
" A.judging sight doth soon distinguish either

"

Jh-ayton : Matilda to King John.
C. As subst. ; The act of determining upon

cases or controversies.
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*judg'-ing-l^, adv. [Eng. judging; -ly.]

After the manner of a judge; judiciously.
(Milton.)

judgement, judge-ment, * juge-ment,
s. [Fr. jugement ; Ital. giudicamento.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of judging ; the administration of
justice and the awarding of sentences.

"A Daniel come toJudgment."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. 1.

2. The act or process of the mind in ascer-
taining the truth by comparison of ideas, facts,
or propositions.

" Judgment, on the contrary, lies quite on the other
aide, in separating carefully ideas one from another."—Locke: Human Understanding, bk. ii., ch. xxi.

3. The examination of the relationship be-
tween one proposition and another.

4. The faculty of judging wisely, truly, or
skilfully ; discernment, discrimination, good
sense.

5. The faculty of the mind by which we as-
certain the relation of terms and propositions
by the comparison of ideas.

" Weak is the will of man, hisjudgment blind
Remembrance persecutes, and Elope betrays."

Wordsworth: White Doe of Rylstone. (Introd.)

6. The result of the comparison of the rela-
tion of ideas, or the comparison of facts and
arguments : a determination of the mind
formed from such comparison.

7. An opinion ; a notion ; a manner of
thinking about anything ; award, estimate,
belief.

" She in myjudgment was aa fair as you."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv. 4.

8. Discretion, prudence, foresight, sagacity.

9. In the same sense as II. 1.

"All that they had to consider was whether, the
verdict being supposed to be according to theevidence,
the judgment was legal."—Macaulay : But. Eng., ch.
xvi.

* 10. A judiciary law; a statute; a com-
mandment.

"These are the testimonies, and the statutes, and
thojudgments which Moses spake unto the children
of Israel."—Deuteronomy Iv. 45,

11. The right or power of passing sentence.
" If invsuBpect be false, forgive me, God :

Forjudgment only doth belong to thee.
'

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI. , iii. 2.

12. A calamity regarded as a punishment
inflicted by God upon a sinner.
" This judgment of the heavens that makes us tremble,
Touches us not with pity." Shakesp. : Lear, v. 3.

II. Technically:

1. Law: A sentence pronounced by a judge
or court in any case, civil or criminal.

"I shall not need to alledge an example foreign of
the wisdom of the lawyers, who are careful to report
new cases and decisions for the direction of future

2. Logic: Judgment is the comparing to-
gether in the mind two of the notions, or ideas,
which are the objects of apprehension, whether
complex or incomplex, and pronouncing that
they agree or disagree with each other, or that
one of them belongs or does not belong to the
other. Judgment is therefore affirmative or
negative : as, Snow is white ; All white men
are not Europeans.

3. Metaph. : That faculty of the human mind
by which judgments are formed. Kant defines
it as " the faculty by which the particular is

conceived as contained under the universal,"

i. Scripture

:

(1) Singular ;

(a) The sentence of a judge.

(ft) Justice (Isaiah xxxiii. 5).

(c) The punishment which justice inflicts
;

specially, a calamity sent by God as a penal
infliction on account of national or other sin
(Exod. xii. 12 ; 2 Chron. xx. 9, xxii. 8).

(2) PI. : The civil and criminal enactments
of the Mosaic code, as distinguished from the
ceremonial and the moral laws (Exod. xii. 12

;

Psalm cxix. 7, 13, 20, 39, 43, 62, &c).

TT The judgment is that faculty which ena-
bles a person to distinguish right and wrong
in general ; discretion and prudence serve the
same purpose in particular cases. The judg-
ment is conclusive

; it decides by positive in-
ference ; it enables a person to discover the
truth ; discretion is intuitive ; it discerns or
perceives what is in all probability right. The
judgment acts by a fixed rule ; it admits of no
question or variation ; the discretion acts ac-
cording to circumstances, and is its own rule.
The judgment determines in the choice of
what is good ; the discretion sometimes only

guards against error or direct mistakes ; it

chooses what is nearest to the truth. The
judgment requires knowledge and actual ex-

perience ; the discretion requires reflection and
consideration

;
prudence looks only to the

good or evil which may result from the thing
;

it is, therefore, but a mode or accompaniment
of discretion; we must have prudence when we
have discretion, but we may have prudence
where there is no occasion for discretion.

Those who have the conduct or direction of
others require discretion ; those who have the
management of their own concerns require
prudence.

% Judgment of God: A term applied to
several of the old forms of trial by ordeal, as
single combat, walking upon red-hot plough-
shares, &c.

judgment-cap, s. [Black-cap.]

judgment-creditor, s.

Law: One to whom a Court of Law has
awarded a certain sum of money as damages,
&c, payable by the other party in the case.

judgment day, s.

1. Theol. : The day on which God shall
judge the world by the instrumentality of
Jesus (Acts xvii. 31), meting out rewards and
punishments as justice may require (Matt,
xxv. 31-46). The fallen angels, as well as
men, will be judged. (Jude 6 ; Rom. xiv. 10;
2 Cor. v. 10).

2. Ch. Hist. : When a thousand years from
the birth of Christ were almost completed, it

was generally believed that the judgment-day
was at hand, and every means was adopted
to conciliate the Church and gain the favour
of its Divine Lord. Among other steps
adopted was to hand over estates as no
longer needed to the ecclesiastical authori-
ties, the reason assigned being thus expressed
"Appropinquante mundi termino" (the end
of the world being now at hand). (Mosheim

;

Ch. Hist., cent, x., pt. ii,, ch. iii., §3, & notes.)
" He seemed aa, from the tombs around
Rising a.tjudgment-day."

Scott : Marmion, vi. ii.

judgment debt, s.

Law : A debt secured to the creditor by a
judge's order, and in respect of which he can
at any time attach the debtor's goods and
chattels. Such debts have the preference of
being paid in full, as compared with simple
contract debts.

judgment-debtor, *.

Law: One adjudged to owe to the party
opposing him in the Court, a certain amount
of damages or of other money.

judgment-hall, s,

1. Law : A hall where courts are held.

2. Scripture

:

(1) The Roman Praatorium at Jerusalem, the
residence of Pilate (John xviii. 28, 33; xix. 9).

(2) A hall in Herod's palace at Csesarea
(Acts xxiii. 35),

judgment-like, a. A term applied in
Scotland to anything supposed to betoken
divine judgment or anger.

judgment -proof; u. Regardless or
fearless of punishment.

" The reprobated race growajudgment-proof."
Cowper : Table Talk, 469.

judgment-seat, s. The seat or bench
in a court on which the judges sit ; a court, a
tribunal.

judgment-summons, 5.

Law: A proceeding by a judgment-creditor
against a judgment-debtor upon an unsatisfied
judgment to obtain the committal of the judg-
ment-debtor in default of the payment of the
judgment-debt. The jurisdiction in these pro-
ceedings, formerly vested in the High Court
is now exercised in the Bankruptcy Court. '

* Ju'-dl-ca, s. [Lat., 2nd per. sing, imper. of
judico = to judge.]

Ecclesiol. : A name formerly given to the fifth
Sunday in Lent, usually known as Passion
Sunday, because the words of the introit (Ps.
xliii. 1, 2), are Judica me, Deus (Judge ine 6
God).

IT In the Roman Church this psalm (xliL in
Vulg.) is said—preceded and followed by a
versicle and response—by the celebrant at all
masses except those for the dead, and at Pas-
sion-tide. The custom has obtained from at
least the ninth century.

* ju'-dic-a-ble, a. [Lat. judicabilis, from
judico = to judge.] That may or can bejudged
or decided.

" Pride is soon discemable, but not e&aHyjudicable."
—Bp. Taylor: Sermons, voL t, ser. 5.

* ju'-dic-a-tive, a. [Lat. judicativus, from
judicatus, pa. par. of judico.] Having power
to decide.

* ju'-dlC-a-tor-y, a. & s. [Lat. judicatorius,
from, judicatus, pa. par. of judico.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the adminis-
tration of justice ; dispensing justice

;
per-

taining to the passing of judgment.
" He who had power to admonish, had also power to

reject in a. judicatory way."

—

Bp. Hall: Cases of Con-
science, dec. Iii,, ch. v.

B. As substantive

:

1. A court of justice.

"It would have broke the covenant to have saved
him from those judicatories." — Milton: Answer to
Eikon BasUike.

2. The distribution or administration of
justice.

" No such crime appeared as the lords, the supreme
court of judicatory, would judge worthy of death.',

—

Clarendon.

ju'-dlC-a-ture, s. [Fr., from Lat. judicatwra,
fern, of the fut. part, of judico = to judge

;

Sp. judicatura; Ital. giudicatura.]

1. A court of justice; a judicatory.
" The most hatefuljudicature that was ever known

among civilised men."- Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,ch. xxiv.

2. The distribution or administration of
justice.

" The honour of the judges in theirJudicature is the
king's honour."—Bacon : Advice to ViUiers.

3. The judicial body.
* 4. Legality, lawfulness. (Milton.)

* 5. The extent of the jurisdiction of a court
or judge.

IT Supreme Court of Judicature : [Supreme
Coukt of Judicature],

ju-dl'-clal (cial as shal), a. & s. [0. Fr.
judiciel, from Lat. judicialis = pertaining to
courts of law

; judicium = a trial, judgment.]
A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to or connected with courts
of justice, or the administration of justice.

" They had, in theirjudicial capaoity, been guilty of
injustice."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. Used or employed in a court of justice.
" What government can be without judicial pro-

ceedings t —Benlley.

3. Proceeding from, issued or ordered by a
court of justice.

"It had produced seditions, impeachments, rebel-
lions, battles, sieges, proscriptions, judicial massa-
cres.' —Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch, x.

4. Inflicted as a punishment or in judgment :

as, a judicial punishment.

5. Enacted or established by statute or
constitutional authority.

* 6. Judicious. (Ben Jonson.)

* B. As subst. : The act of administering
justice.

"It is to your condemnation, andtoyourignomynle,
that you doe exercise judicials among you. —Barnes
Workes, p. 209.

IT Judicial Committee of the Privy Council

:

A court composed of the Lord President, the
Lord Chancellor, and certain members of the
Privy Council, who hold some judicial office.
It was instituted in 1833 by 3 & 4 Wm. IV
§ 41. By 34 & 35 Vict. c. 91, four additional
judges were appointed.

judicial-acts, s. pi.

Law : Acts declaring that certain acts shall
be valid only

,
if done by two magistrates.

(Opposed to ministerial acts, for which one
of the two magistrates will suffice.) (Wharton.)

judicial-astrology, $. [Astrology.]

judicial-factor, s.

Scots Ijxw: A factor or administrator ap-
pointed by the Court of Session on special
applications by petition, as in a case where a
father has died without a settlement, leaving
his children in pupillarity, or where a party has
become incapable of managing his own affairs.

judicial-separation, s. [Separation.]

ju-di'-cial-l^ (cial as shal), adv. [Eng.
judicial; -ly.] In a judicial manner ; accord-
ing to the forms of justice.

" The Lords, while sitting judicially on the writ of
error, were not competent to examine whether the
verdict which pronounced Oates guilty was or was not
according to the evidence."—Macaulay ; Hist Eng

boil. bo?; p<Sut, J6%1; cat. cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Senophon, exist -ing
-clan, -Man = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious. -sious = shus. -We, -die. 4c. = bel, del.
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jU-di'-Cl-a-ry (C as sh), a. & «. [Fr. JKdi-
ciare, from Lat. judkiariuj.}

A. -4s f<7J. : Of or pertaining to courts of
judicature ; .judicial.

" Bat to lay such a censure on a clergyman, as a sus-

pension, without proof, in AjudU-Uiri/ prL*.-eeding, wag
contrary both to law and justice."

—

Burnet: Hist. Own
Time (an. lC86f.

t B. As suhst. : That branch of the govern-
ment wliK'h is concerned with the adminis-
tration of justice, in cases civil or criminal

;

the system of courts of justice in a country

;

the judges collectively.

judiciary-astrology, *. The same as
Judicial astrology (q.v.).

ju-dl'-cious, a. [Fr. judicieux, from Lat.
" judiciosus, from judicium = judgment.

J

* 1. Of or pertaining to a court or the ad-
ministration of justice; judicial.

" His hurt 'offences
Shall haveJudicious hearing."

hhokesp. : Coriolanus, v. 6.

2. Acting according to sound judgment

;

prudent, sagacious, clear-headed, discreet.

"But the judicious are always a minority; and
scarcely anybody was then impartial.

-—Macauluy ;
Hint. Eng., ch. ix.

3. Arising from or in accordance with sound
judgment ; founded on reason or judgment

;

well calculated to secure the best result

;

prudent, well-advised.

"The Prince [William I.J was rather mavleto sur-
mount all dangers he encountered by brave actions
and judicious councils, than either to invite or antt-
Ijate hi3 misfortunes by distrust and vain apprehen-
sions."

—

Sir W. Temple: Introd. to the History of Eng-
land.

ju-di'-cious-l]?; adv. [Eng. judicious ; -ly.]

In a judicious manner ; wisely, prudently
;

with good judgment or discretion; discreetly.

"Sep how judiciously he has picked out those that
are most proper."

—

Addison: Essay on VtrgiTs Georgia*.

jU-dl'-CiOTlS-neSS, s. [Eng. judicious;
-ness.] The quality or state of being judicious

;

sound judgment or discretion
; good sense.

"Under this head we must place an easiness to re-
ceive reliques ; the examination of which requires, in
due proportion, judiciousness and precaution."

—

Jortin : Remarks on Eccles. History.

Ju-dith, s. [Gr. 'lavaiQ (Iovdith), 'lovSeiB

(loudeith). 'Ioufiv}0 (Ioudeth), from Hebrew
TTVZV (Yehudith.) — (1) gen. a Jewess, (2) spec,

the wife of Esan (Gen. xxvi. 34).
~

Apocrypha : The fourth of the apocryphal
book*. The narrative opens with the "twelfth
year of the reign of Xabuchodnosor, who
reigned in Xineve, the great city." That po-
tentate, finding his armies thwarted in their
progress to the west, resolved to take signal
vengeance. His chief opponents were the
Israelites, who fortified themselves in Beth-
ulia. While Holofernes, his general, was be-
sieging this stronghold, the heroine of the
book, Judith, the beautiful widow of llanasses,
went forth to the Assyrians, pretending that
she had deserted her people. She fascinated
Holofernes, who after a time took her to his

tent, where, as he was lying drunk, she cut
off his head, escaping back with it to the fort

at Bethulia. On the loss of their leader the
Assyrians fled, the Israelites pursuing and
inflicting on them great slaughter. The book
apparently professes to have been penned just

after the events recorded (xiv. 10) ; but the
earliest known historic testimony to its

existence is by Clement of Rome (Ep. i. 55),

though it probably existed as early as 175 to
100 e.c. The ablest critics consider it a fic-

tion rather than a genuine history.

Ju'-dy, s. [From Judas the traitor, Lat. Judei
(Jews), or possibly a diuiim. of the female
name Judith (?).] The female figure in a
Punch and Judy show. [Punch a>t> Judy.]

* juf-fer, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Carp. : An old name for a piece of timber
four or five inches square.

jug CI), ^jugge, s. [Etym. doubtful. Ac-
cording to Wedgwood, connected with "Jug

' or Judge, formerly a familiar equivalent of
Joan or Jenny," as in Cotgrave, " Jehanjutte

.

Jug or Jinny." Ho Jack and Jill were ala'j

used for the names of drinking vessels.]

1. A variously-shaped vessel of earthenware,
metal, or wood, usually provided with a
liandle and ear, and u=e 1 for holding and
carrying Liquors ; a pitcher, a ewer.

'" Y'-i d rai' up...u the i 1--t-=- of the house,
Bei=»u=e =Le boruht staae jugs."

Shakc-'p T>i~-n.ing of the Shrew, ilntrod.)

2. A prison, a lock-up. Generally called a
stone-jug. (Slang.)

jug (2), ?. [Probably onomatopoetic] A
word used to represent the note of the night-
ingale.

" Herjug, jug, jug, in griefe, had such a gracp."'

Gatcoigne : Complaynt of Phylomene.

jUg(l), V.t, [JUG(l), S.1

1. To put into and cook in a jug: as, To jvg
a hare.

2. To commit to prison, to lock up. (Slang.)

jug (2), v.i. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. Icel. Tijuka

;=tu irirse, to cherish.] To nestle together;
tu collect, as rjartridges in a covey.

ju'-ga, s. pi. [JuGUii.]

ju -gal, n. [Lat. jugalis = pertaining to a
x<iKk

;
jag urn, = a yoke.]

~ 1, Ord. Lang. : Of or pertaining to a yoke,
or to matrimony.

2. Aaol. : Of or near the cheek-bone ; zygo-
matic.

jugal-bone, 5.

Comp. Ano.t. : A bone of the face correspond-
ing to the human os maloz or cheek-bone, and
forming part of the zygoma. (Huxley.)

ju-ga'-ta, s. pi. "Lat. neut. pi. of jugatus =
yoked, coupled (capita = heads, being under-
stood)^

Sumis. : Two heads represented on a medal
or coin side by side or joining each other.

jti'-gate, a. [Lat. jc-gata-?, pa. pa. of j-go =
to join.]

Hot. : Coupled together. Used of the oppo-
site leaflets in a pinnate or other compound
leaf. Often in compos., as bijugate.

juge, [Judge:.]

JugT-ger-uaut, Jug'-ger-nath,Jag'-an-
nath, Jag'-nath, s. [Sanac, &e. = the
Lord of the world.]

1. Hind. Myth. : One of the 1,000 names of
Viahnoo, the second god of the Hindoo triad.

Juggernaut is Yishnoo, specially in his eighth
incarnation, Krishna. The great seat of his

worship is at Puri, in Orissa, where he is

associated with his brother Balbhadra, Baldeo,
or Balaram, and their sister Sabhadra. The
idols have no legs, and only stumps of arms

;

the heads and eyes are very large. The two
brothers have arms projecting horizontally
from the ears. They are wooden busts of

about fcix feet high. Balaram is painted
white, Juggernaut black, and Sabhadra yel-
low. Juggernaut's car is forty-three and a
lialf feet high. It ha» sixteen wheels, each
six and a half feet in diameter. The bro-
ther and sister have also cars. There are
thirteen festivals each year. The chief is the
Rath Jattra, or Car Festival, at which the
three idols are brought forth, being dragged
out in their cars by the multitudes of de-
\ nteei. Formerly a few fanatics threw them-
selves beneath the wheels : this is not now
permitted. iPiggi : Orissa Mission.) The
li'.v. Dr. Stevenson believes that the permis-
sion of all castes to eat together at Jugger-
nauth, though no where else, and the alleged
preservation, of a bone of Krishna within the
Juggernauts idol, raise the suspicion that
the worship of this divinity is of Booddhist
rather than of Brahminical origin.

2. Indian Hut. & Arch. : The present temple
of Juggernaut was completed in a.d. llys,
at an expense of nearly £o0o,000. Its base i»

thirty feet square, its altitude above the plat-
form on which it stands 180, or above the
ground, 200. Two stone walls enclose it, the
inner 445 and the outer 6-50 feet square. The
British obtained possession of it in ISO.i.

They found that the pilgrims had paid a tax
to the Mahrattas. In 1~06, the Anglo-Indian
British Government, under -Sir George Barlow,
took the pilgrims' tax and directed the worship
of the temple. In lsi'&, the pilgrim.-,' tax was
abolished, and the temple expenses fixed at a
certain sum, paid from public revenue. In
June, 1S51, the government ceased to liave any
connection with the temple.

JUg-gle, v.i. £1 (. [From the noun juggler
f'l-v.j; u. Fr. jogler, jugUr ; Fr. jongler, from
Lat. j",- tor = to jest ur joke.]

A. Litran-ifice :

1. T'j play tricks by sleight of hand ; to

conjure ; to amuse with tricks which present
false appearances of extraordinary powers.

2, To practise artifice, deceit, or imposture;
" Be these juggling fiends no mure l>elieved.

That waiter with as in a doaMe fieuse."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, v. 8.

~B. Trans. : To play tricks upon; to im-
pose upon ; to deceive ; to cheat.

" How game he dead ? Ill not be juggled with."
Shakesp.: Hamlet, iv. 5.

jug'-gle, s. [Juggle, v.]

1. A trick by legerdemain or sleight of hand.

2. A trick ; an imposture ; a deception.
" The notion of a God . . . wae not the invention of

politicians, and a. juggle of state t*> cozen the people
into obedience."

—

Tillotson : Sermons, voL L, aer. L

jug'-gler, *jog-e-lour. *jug-ge-ler,
-jug-lur, *jug-ler, *jog-u-lar, s. [O.

Fr. jogleres, jogleor, jugleor, jougleor ; Fr. jon~

gleur, from Lat. joculator, from jocidoius, pa.

par. of joculor = to jest, to joke ; Sp. jogkor^

juglor ; Ital. gioculatore.]

*1. A buffoon, a jester.

"Tho migbest thou Bee there ntrtoor^
Minrtrales and eke jogelours.
That well to aing did herpaine."

Eomaunt of the Rose.

2. One who practises or performs tricks by
sleight of hand; a conjuror; one skilled in
legerdemain.

** Xiiuble jugglers that deceive the eye."
Hhakesp. : Comedy of Errors, i, 2.

3. An impostor, a cheat, a deceitful fellow,

a charlatan.
" O me, you juggler, you canker blossom !**

Shakesp. : Midsumnier Sight's Dream, iii. 2

* jUg'-gler-ess, s. [Eng. juggler; -ess.} A
female who practises jugglery.

jug'-gler-y, * jog-ler-ief -?. [O. Fr. joglerie;

Fr. jonglerie.] The art or performances of a
juggler; legerdemain; sleight of hand ; triek-

ery, imposture.
"To make illusion

By swieh an apparence or joglerie.''

Chaucer: C. T., H..:73.

jug'-gling, * jug-ling, pr. par., «. & ».

[Juggle, v.

A. 's. B. As pr. par. & partieip. adj. : (See
the verb;.

C. As svbst. : Jugglery ; underhand practice.
" By thejuggling* of the greatest part of the c3ergj_"—Burnet: Hist. Reformation. ian_ 1555).

*jug,

-gling-ly, adv. [Eng. juggling; -ly.}

In a juggling, deceitful or tricky manner.

jug'-gur, s. [Hind., &c]
Ornith: Fo.lco juggur, a large Indian falcon

trained to fly at partridges, florikins, and even
herons. Called also lujg^r.

jug-lan-da -^e-se, jug-Ian -de-se, ^.jl.

[Lat. juglans (^jenit. jt/gMndU) ; fern. pi. auj.

suff. -acece, -em.\

Eot. : Jnglands ; an order of Diclinous
Exogens, alliance Quernales. It consists of
trees with a watery or resinous juke, alter-

nate pinnated exstipulate leaves, imperfect,
monoecious flowers the male ones in -jauiins,

the female ones in terminal clusters. JIaies
having the calyx twy-. three-, or six-parted,
adhering to a scale-like bract ; stameijs, thite
or more. Females having the calyx adherent
to the ovary with a minute limb, having three
to live divisions, deciduous or shrivelling ;

corolla, generally none, but sometimes with
minute petals ; ovary two- to fvur-celled at
the base, one-celled at the apex ; ovule one
erect. Fruit, a one-stone drupe, naked, or
with an involucre. The order consists "f Hue
trees, chiefly American, and Indian. Genera.
about four ; known species, twenty-seven.

jug -lands, ». pi. ^Lat. juglans (genit.

juglandis).'j

Hot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Juglandace* (q.v.).

jfig'-lans, «. [Lat. = a walnut, from Joins
glans = the nut i.-f Jove.]

1. Bot. : The typical genus of the order
J u^landa L-eas. 3Iales : calyx with five or six
scales, with eighteen to thirty-six stamens.
Females : calyx adhering to the ovary. Fruit
with a fleshy husk, burstingirregularly. The
rind of Jwtftu rrgw, the Walnut (q* v ) is
acrid and purgative. J. cathart-£ca—the butter-
nut, nil-nut, or white walnut—an American
species, is purgative. J. r.:ola and nigra fur-
nish a wood which, when polished, is of a rich
deep brown colour.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or. wore, wolf; work, who, sin ; mute, cut), cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, se. ce = e : ey = a. an = kw.
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2. Paloeobot. : The genus is believed to oc-
cur in the Upper Cretaceous rocks of Europe.

ju'-gu-lar, a. & s. fFrom Lat. jugulum = (1)
the collar bone, (t) the part of the throat ju6t
above it, (3) the throat itself.]

A. As adjective

:

A natomy

:

1. Human : Of or belonging to the throat.
Tims there is a jugular eminence, a jvgular
foramen, &c.

2. Compar. : Of or belonging to the lower
throat. (Used of the ventral fins when placed
in advance of the attachment of the pectorals.)

B. As sub^t. : One of the jugular veins.

"The wound was so deep and wide, that beimr cut
through the gullet, wind-pipe, and both the jugulars,
it reached to the vertebrae. —Evelyn : Memoirs (16&3).

jugular veins, a. pi.

Anal.: Veins of the neck which return the
blood from the head ; they are three in number,
the external, the anterior, and the internal
jugular.

ju-gu-lar'-es, s. pi- [Masc. or fem. pi. of

Mod. Lat. jugularis, from jugulum = the
throat.]

Ichthy. : Fishes having the ventral fins*placed
anterior to the pectoral.

*ju'-gu-late, v.t. [Lat. jugidatus, pa. par.
of jugulo = to cut the throat ;

jugulum = the
throat.] To kill by cutting the throat.

vju'-gu-la-tor, s. [Lat., from jugulatus, pa.

par. of jugulo.] A cut-throat ; a murderer.

ju-gu-ld-ce-phal'-ic, a. [Lat. jugulum =
the throat, and Gr. lee^aAij (kephale) = the
head.]

Anat. : Of or belonging both to the head
and the throat, as being connected with both.
There is a juguloceplialic vein.

ju'-giim (pi. ju'-ga), a. [Lat. = a yoke.]

Botany

:

1. Sing. : A pair of leaflets placed opposite,

to each other on the common petiole of a
pinnated leaf.

2. PI. : The ridges on the fruit of an um-
belliferous plant.

juice, * juse, s. [Fr. jus, from Lat.j«s=broth,
soup ; cogn. with Sansc. yuslia = soup.]

1. Sing. : The sap ; the watery part of

vegetable, or the fluid part of animal bodies.

"The letters which Everard Digby wTote in lemon
juice from the tower to his wife had recently been
published."

—

Macaula.fi: Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

2. PI. (Sued) : The expressed juices of a
plant to be used medicinally, as those of the
belladonna, &c.

* juice, v.t. [Juice, s.] To moisten, to wet,

to soak.

*juice'-fful, a. [Eng. juice; -fal(l).~\ Full of

or abounding in juice ; juicy.
" Simples had that power . . .

To help their working, they so juice*ul were."
Drayton : Noah's Flood.

juice'-less, a. [Eng. juice; -less.] Without
juice or sap ; dry.

"Divine Providence has spread her table every-
where; not with a juiceless screen carpet, but with
succulent herbage and nourishing grass. '

—

More.

juic'-i-ness, s. [Eng. juicy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being juicy or abounding
with juice; succulence.

jui'-cy, a. [Eng. juic(e); -y.] Abounding with
juice ; succulent.

" Myjuicy plume lor thee forbear to grow."
Jago : Qoldjinchet.

*Jnil, «- [July.]

*juise, a. [JEWISE.]

ju'-jube, ju'-jub, s. [Lat. zizyphns.]

1. Hot. : Two fruits, those of Zizyphus vul-

garis and Z. Jujuhz, plants belonging to the
Rhamnacese.

2. Confectionery: A lozenge or confection
made of gum arabic or gelatine sweetened.

juke (1), v.t. [Jook.] To bend or jerk, as the
head.

"The money -merchant was so proud of his trust,
that he went juicing and tossing of his head."

—

J.'Estrange.

*Juke, v.i, [Etym. doubtful.] To perch upon
anything, as birds.

ju'-lep, *ju'-leb, s. [Fr. julep, from Sp.

jiilepe, from Pers. juldb = julep, from gulcib =
rosewater, julep, from gul — a rose, and ab =
water. ]

L, Ordinary Language

:

1. A sweet, demulcent, acidulous, or muci-
laginous drink.

2. In the United States a drink composed of

brandy, whiskey, or other spirituous liquor,

with sugar, pounded ice, and. a flavouring of

mint. Called also a mint-julep.
" The little man stood tiptoe . . . and ordered at

last a mint^'ufep."

—

H. B. Stowe : Uncle Toms Cabin,
cii. viii.

II. Pharm. : A preparation of sugar with
some liquid, and used as a vehicle for any
medicine.

Ju'-ll-a, s. [Lat. fem. of Julius.]

Astron, : [Asteroid, 89].

Ju'-li-an, a. [Lat. Julianus, from Julius.]

Pertaining to or originated by Julius Caesar.

Julian-calendar, s. [Calendar.]

Julian-epoch, s.

Chron. : The date of the Julian calendar.

Julian-period, s.

Chron. : A period of 7,980 years, produced
by multiplying 19 (the lunar cycle) by 28 (the

solar cycle), and 15 (the Roman indiction).

It began 4,71M vears before the Christian era.

The present year (1903) is 6616 of the Julian
period.

Julian-year, s.

Chron. : The year as adjusted by Julius

Caesar. [Calendar, Year.]

Ju'-li-an-istS, s. pi. [From Julian of Halicar-

nassus*.]

Ch. Hist. : A sect of Copts who believed the
body of Jesus to be incorruptible, in opposi-

tion to the Severians (q.v.).

ju'-li-dae, s. [Iulid.e.]

ju-lid-i'-nae, ju-lid-i'-na, s. pi. [Lat. julis

genit. julid(is) = a kind of rock-fish ; fem.
pi. adj. surf, -in.ai, or nent. -ina.]

Ichthy. : A sub-family of fishes, family
Labridse. They have fewer than thirteen
spines, and sometimes only eight or nine in

the dorsal fin. It contains thirty-seven
genera.

ju'-li-form, a. [Mod. Lat. Julus, and Lat.

forma = form, shape, appearance.]

1. Bot. : Formed like an amentum or catkin,

as Bryum iidaceum.

2. Zool. : Formed like a millepede of the
genus lulus, or the family Iulidae.

ju'-lis, s. [Lat. = a kind of rock-fish.]

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Julidinse (q.v.). Julis vulgaris or Mediter-

ranean is the Rainbow wrasse. It has been
found on the coast of Cornwall.

Ju'-lUS, S. [IfLUS.]

Bot. : A catkin.

Ju-ly', v jnil» *Juyl» *juyUe, s. [From
Lat. Julius, a name given to this month in

honour of Caius Julius Csesar, who was born
in this month.] The seventh month of the
year, in which the sun enters the sign Leo. It

was formerly called Quinctilis, or the fifth

month, the year, according to the old Roman
calendar, beginning in March.

July-chi, *.

Entom. : A moth, Polia chi, one of the

Hadenidte.

July-flower, s.

Bot. : (1) Prosopis juliflora, one of the
Mimosese ; (2) the Stock gillyflower.

July-highflyer, s.

Entom. . A moth of the family Larentida?.

ju mar, ju'-mart, s. [Origin unknown
;

perhaps an irregular deriv. from jument, with
the intensitive -art used in a bad sense. The
Lang, gimere, gimerou, according to Diez, sug-
gests the Lat. chimcera. (Littre.y]

Zool. : Onotaurus. An imaginary hybrid be-

tween bovine and equine species. According
to Buffon (xiv. 248) these hybrids were men-
tioned by Columella, who was quoted by

Gesner; but Blumenbach (ed. Bendyshe, p.

77) siiys, "I cannot find the mention in the

one, of the quotation in the other," and he

considers "Gesner (Hist. quad. Wm«.. pp. 19,

106, 799) was the first to mention jumars."

He is followed liv Jerome Cardan, J. Bap.

Porta, and John Leger, who actually gives an

engraving of one. He says :

'Jumars a.re horn from the union either of a bull

and a m.ire, or a bull and an ass ; the former are taller,

and called Baf, the latter smaller and called B>f. . . .

These hybrids are exactly like an ox in the head and
tail, and the places for horns are marked by small pro-

tuberances. As to the rest, they are exactly like an ass

or a horse. Their strength is wonderful, especially

when compared with their small body ; they are

smaller than common mules; they eat little and are

swift. I myself went in one day 18 miles among the
mountains with njumar of this kind, much more coin-

fortr.bly than I could have done with a horse."—Hist,
des Efjlises Evang. de Pibmont (Leyde, 1669), pp. 7, 8.

Haller (Phys., viii. 9) was probably the
first to suspect the non-existence of the ju-

mar. At the request of Bonnet and Spallan-

zani, Card, delle Lanze had two jumars dis-

sected. The dissection established the fact

that these pretended jumai-s were hinnies, the
larynx, glottis, ventricle, and biliary ducts
were all specifically equine, not bovine.
Blumenbach concludes (loc. cit., p. 79), "I
myself have lately seen at Cassel quite closely

two hinnies, which report asserted to be ju-

mars. They were of the size cf a large ass,

and very like one in shape, black in coIout,

with horses' teeth in each jaw, no vestige of
rumination, &c. The Dictionnaire CUtssique

fT Hist. Not. (Paris, 1826) says, "The hybrid
born from the union of a bull and a mare, or a
horse and a cow, and called jumar by the
ancients, never existed."

jum'-ble, *jum-bylle, •'jom-bre, *jum-
ber, *jum-per, v.t. &, i. [A frequent,
from jump (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To mix confusedly ; to mix np
in a confused mass ; to throw or put together
without order. (Generally followed by up or
togetlier.)

" Whiles they hastily were jumbled together, the
fight by that time was begun in the right wing against
Hannibal."

—

P. Holland; Livius, p. 957.

* B. Intransitive

:

1. To be mixed in a confused way ; to meet
or unite confusedly.

" They will all meet and jumble togetlier into a per-
fect harmony."—Sto'tft.

2. To make a confused noise.
" A hoysterousse basse he hounsed out,
Andjumbled on hisstrinis.'

Brant : Horace, bk. L, sat. 3.

jum'-ble, s. [Jumble, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A confused mixture ; a mass
or collection mixed or thrown together con-
fusedly and without order.

"The Macaronian is a kind of burlesque poetry,
consisting of a jumble of words of different lan-
guages."- Cambridge : Scrlbleriad,bk. ii. (Note.)

2. Confect. : A thin sweetbread, composed of
flour, sugar, butter, and eggs, and flavoured
with lemon-peel or sweet almonds.

* jum'-ble-ment, s. [Eng. jumble; -ment.']

1. The act ofjumbling or mixing confusedly
together.

2. The state of being jumbled or thrown
together confusedly ; a confused mixture.

jiim'-bler, s. [Eng. jwmbUe) ; -er.] One who
mixes or jumbles things together without
order.

jum'-bling, pr. par., «., & s. [Jumble, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partieip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst : The act of mixing or throwing
together confusedly or without order.

" So that the grubs therein that bred.
Hearing such turmoil over head,
Thought surely they had all been dead.
So fearful was thejumbling."

Drayton : NymphiAia.

*jum'-bling-ly, adv. [Eng. jumbling; -ly.]

In a jumbling or confused manner.

^ju'-ment, s. [Fr., from Lat. jumentum, for-

merly jugumentum, from jugum =. a yoke ;

jungo = to join ; Sp. jumento; Ital. giumento.}
A beast of burden.

" The ditty concluded, I called for my horse.
And with a good jmck did thejument endorse."

Cotton : A Voyage to Ireland in Burlesque.

jump, *jumpe, v.i. & t. [Sw. dial, gumpa =
to spring ; cogn. with Dan. gwmpe = to jolt ;

M. H. Ger. gumpen — to jump
; gumpeln —

to play the buffoon ; Prov. Ger. gampen = to»

jump; Icel. goppa— to skip.]

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £.

-cian, tian = shan. -tion, - sion = shun ; tion, - sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sioas = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = beL del.
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A. Intransitive

:

I. Literally :

1. To throw one's self in any direction by lift-

ing the feet off the ground with a spring and
alighting on them again ; to leap, to skip.

"The whole of the house resounded with the uproar
of dapping of hands, footing, jumping, and snapping
of fingers.'—Sunnburne : Spain, let. 2'j.

2. Th jolt, to shake.
" The noise of the prancing horses and of the jump-

ing chariots. "—Xahum lit 2.

II. Figuratively;

* 1. To agree, to coincide, to tally, to accord.
(Followed by vnth.)

"In short, itjumps vnth my humour.

"

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., L 2.

2. To agree in opinion ; to accord.
" Then they called a counsel!, where they jumped

with one general! accord in this opinion."—P Holland

;

Liviut, p. 573.

B. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

(1) To pass over by leaping ; to overleap.

(2) To skip over, to pass.

* 2. Fig. : To put to stake ; to hazard, to risk.

"You . . . that prefer
A nohle life before a long, and wish
Tojump a body with a dangerous phyaic."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, ill L
IL Technically:

1. Forging :

(1) To upset by endwise blows, which con-
tract the object in length, but thicken and
spread it laterally. (Applied to jumpers,
tamvping-bars, axes, &c.) [Upsetting.]

(2) To attach by a butt-weld, in contradis-
tinction to a lap-weld. A transverse piece
attached by welding is said to be jumped on.
If formed from a portion of the rest, it is said
to be headed on.

(3) A gun-barrel made of a ribbon of iron,

or laminated iron and steel, coiled around a
mandrel at a red heat, raised to a welding
heat and placed on a cylindrical rod, which
is struck heavily and vertically on the ground,
is said to be jumped. The effect is to cause
the edges of the ribbon to unite, a junction
which is comjjleted by the hammer on an
anvil, the mandrel retaining its position.
(Knight.)

2. Quarry. : To bore holes with a jumper
(q.v.).

TT To jump a claim : To seize upon a mining
claim or land in defiance of or during the
absence of one who has a prior claim under
the pre-emption laws, and in disregard of his
rights. (American & Australian.)

jump (1),
"jumpe, s. [Jump, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit, ; The act of jumping ; a leap, a skip.
" So fane a high-neighing horse of heaven, at every

jumpe would flie. Chapman : Homer; Iliad v.

* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) A risk, a hazard.
" Do not exceed

The prescript of this scrowl : our fortune lies
Upon this jump.' ShaJcesp. ; Ant. & Cleop., iv. 8.

(2) A promotion, a rise.

" He would usually say, That he did much admire,
men should quarrel and kill themselves for the honour
of a jump or precedency, or some such like toy ; but
never so much as mind the striving for to attain unto
the highest pitch of vertue."

—

North : Plutarch, p. 8.

(3) (PI.) : The same as Fidgets (q.v.).

IL Technically:

1. Building : An abrupt rise in a level course
of brickwork or masonry to accommodate the
work to the inequality of the ground.

2. Mining : A fault.

* If From the jump ; From the start or be-
ginning.

jump-coupling, s.

Mech. : [Thimble-coupling].

jump-joint, a.

1. A butt-joint.

2. A flush-joint, in which the plates or plank-
ing make a smooth face. In ship-building it

is equivalent to carvel-build.

jump-ring, s.

Jewell. : A ring made by bringing the square-
cut ends of a length of wire close together
without welding.

jump-seat, *.

Vehicle : A kind of open buggy which has a
shifting seat or seats. For instance, it may

be arranged as a double or single seat vehicle.
In the former case, the main seat is moved
over backwardly, and the extra seat brought
up in front. As a single-seat vehicle, the
main seat is thrown into a central position,
the extra seat being placed below the other.
(American.)

jump weld, 5. A butt-weld.

jump (2), s. [Fr. jupe.} [Jupon.]

1. A kind of jacket or loose coat reaching
to the thighs, buttoned down in front or slit

up half way behind, with sleeves to the wrist.

2. (PI.) : A bodice used instead of stays.

"Don't mind my shape this bout, for I'm only In
jumps."—Foote: Taste, L

* jump, * jumpe, adv. [Jump, v.] Exactly,
just, pat, nicely.

" Myself the while to draw the Moor apart.
And bring him jump, when he may Cassio find
Soliciting his wife." Shakesp. : Othello, ii. 3.

* jump'-er, v.i. [Jump, v.] To agree, to ac-
cord, to coincide.

"Let vs yet further see how this diffinirion of the
churche and hys heresies, will jum}>cr and agree to-
gether among themselfe.'—Sir T. More: Worket, p. 612.

jump'-er (1), s. [Eng. jump, v. ; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. One who or that which jumps or leaps
;

a leaper.

2. One who illegally appropriates a claim.
[Jump, v., V]
IL Technically:

1. Eccles. (PL) : A name applied about 1760 by
adversaries to certain Calvinistic Methodists
in Wales, who under the influence of religious
excitement made convulsive movements whilst
Divine worship was in progress.

2. Horology :

(1) A spring used in repeating-clocks to
assist the motion of the star-wheel.

(2) A species of click in the repeating-watch,
preventing the motion of a wheel in either
direction.

3. Rush. : A plough having an upturned
cutter in front of its share, and which, going
below the share, prevents its being caught on
roots, &e.

4. Planing : A plough-bit or machine-jointer,
having an intermediate bearing upon the board.

5. Quarrying

:

(1) A quarryman's boring-tool; a rod of steel,

or iron pointed with steel, which breaks the
rock by being alternatelyjumped up and down
to form a hole for blasting or for an artesian
well.

(2) A steel-faced chisel held by one man
while another strikes it with a hammer, used
in drilling holes in rock for blasting or split-
ting.

6. Vehicles : A cheaply formed sled, in which
supple pieces of wood form the shafts and
runners, and support a box or trestle in or on
which one may ride. (American.)

"He was seen drawing one of those jumpers that
they carry their fe-raLn to mill in."—J. F. Cooper:
Pioneers, ch. x:;ix.

7. Eutom, : [Hopper, II. 3].

jump'-er (2), s. [Jump (2), s.] A kind of fur
under-jaeket ; a blouse or smock of coarse
woollen or canvas.

jump'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Jump, v.]

A. & E. As pr. par. £ partieip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of leaping ; a leap, a
jump.

jumping bugs, s. pi.

Entom. : The family HalticoridEe.

jumping-deer, s.

Zool. : Cervus Lewisii, a kind of deer found
in America west of the Mississippi. Called
also the Black-tailed Deer.

jumping-hare, s.

Zool. : Pedetes or Helamys capensis, a South
African animal belonging to the Jerboas
(Dipodidae). It is a native of the Cape, and
inhabits deep burrows.

jumping-mouse, s.

Zool. : Meriones hudsonicus, a North Ameri-
can mammal belonging to the Dipodidie.

jumping-rat, »,

Zool. : A name for the Jerboa (q.v.).

jumping-shrews, s.pl.

Zool. : The English name of the family

Macroscelidae (q.v.).

jumping spider, s.

Zool, : The genus Attus.

*jump'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. jumping; -ly.]

Exactly, precisely, pat.

" If thou wouldest tume thingB faythfullys
And do not imitate

Sojumj/ingtu, soprecyselie
And step for step so strayte.

'

Oram: Hvrace ; Arte of Poetrye.

jun-ca'-ce-®, jun'-ce-se, s. pi. [Lat

june(us) ~ a rush ; fem. pi. adj. suff. -aceo?.]

Bot. : An order of Endogens, the typical one
of the alliance Juncales. It consists of herba-
ceous plants, with fibrous or fascicled roots,

leaves fistular or flat, and channeled with
X>arallel veins, inflorescence 1:1ore or less capi-

tate, calyx and corolla forming an inferior six-

parted gluroaceous or cartilaginous perianth.

Stamens six, rarely three ; fruit capsular,
three-valved, many-seeded. Found in the
temperate and arctic regions. Genera four
or five, known species about 130. (Lindley &
Sir J. Hooker.)

jun-ca'-ceous (ce as shy), «. [Mod, Lat.
juncaceus. ] [Juseace,e. ]

Bot. : Of, belonging to, or resembling the
plants of the order Juncacese (q.v.) ; resem-
bling rushes.

jun-ca-gin-a'-ce-se, s. [Mod. Lat. juncago,
genit. juncagin(l<s) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff.

-acece.]

Bot. ; Arrow-grasses ; an order of Endogens,
alliance Alismales. It consists of herbaceous
aquatic or marsh plants, having leaves with
parallel veins; flowers white or green, incon-
spicuous, in spikes or racemes ; sepals and
petals small ; stamens six ; carpels three, four,
or six ; fruit dry, one or two-seeded. Found
in most continents. Genera seven, species
forty-four. Sir Joseph Hooker reduces it to
a tribe, Juncaginese (q.v.).

jun-ca-gin'-e-SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. juncago,
genit. juncagin(is) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff.

-e«.]

Bot. : A tribe of Alismacese. Leaves linear
or filiform

;
petals small, green ; stamens six

;

ovules one to three, anatropous ; embryo
straight. (Sir Joseph Hooker.)

jun-ca'-go, s. [Mod. Lat., from juncus = a
rush. The name was first given by Tourne-
fort.]

3-4. : A synonym of Triglochin, but it gave
the name to the order Juncaginaceee (q.v.).

jun -cal, tt. & 3. [Juncales.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the alliance
Juncales.

B. As substantive

:

Bot. (PI). : The order Juncales (q.v.).

jun-ca'-les, a. pi. [Masc. & fem. pi. of Mo<L
Lat. junealis, from Lat. juncus — a rush.]

Bot. : Juncals ; an alliance of Endogens.
Flowers herbaceous, dry, and permanent ; if

scarious then coloured ; albumen generally
copious. It contains two orders, Juncaceae
and Orontiaceae (q.v.). (Lindley.)

* jun-cate, s. [Junket.]

jun'-cite, s. [Lat. juncus — a rush ; suff. -tie

(PaUxont.y]

Pakeobot. : A fossil leaf, somewhat resem-
bling that of a juncus (q.v.), but the real
aflLnity of which is doubtful.

junc'-ker-ite, s. [Xamed after the finder,
31. Juncker ; suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v).]

Min. : A mineral occurring at Poullaouen.
Brittany, in small yellow crystals, and sup-
posed to be a new species, but since found to
be only siderite (q.v.).

jun cous, a. [Lat. juncosus, from juncus =
a rush.] Full of or abounding with rushes
resembling rushes

; juncaceous.

junc'-tion, 8. [Lat. junctw = a joining, from
junctus, pa. par. of jungo = to join : Fr jonc-
tion.]

1. Theactof joining, uniting, orcombining;

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce ~ e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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the state of being joined, united, or combined
;

a union ; a combination.
" He |

A i Mi.- ii In Cato] hath both broken the unity
•£ the subject, and formed a very unseasonable junc-
tion of gallantry "—Blair : Lectures, vol. iii., leet. 45.

2. The point or place of union ; a joint

;

specif , the point where two or more lines of

railway meet.

junction-plate, s.

Boiler-making : A welt or break-joint plate

riveted over the edges of boiler-plates, which
make a butt-joiut.

junction-rails, s.pl.

Rail.-eng. : Switch rails which connect one
line of rails with another.

Juric'-ture, s. [Lat. junctura, prop. fern. sing.

ofjuncturus, fut. par. ofjungo = to join.]

* I. Literally

:

1. The act of joining or uniting ; a junction
;

union.
" Signes workings, planetsjunctures, and the eleuated

poule." Warner: Albion's England, v.

2. The line at which two things are joined.
" There may be ingredients of a more aubtile nature,

which, being extremely little, may escape unheeded
at the junctures of the distillatory vessels."—Boyle.

3. A joint; an articulation.

"Neither are the figures or junctures, or order of

their bones, fitted to such a posture."—Hale,

II. Fig. : A critical moment or point of

time ; a crisis.

"It happened that Just at that juncture was pub-
lished a ridiculous book against him."—Pope: Dunciad.
(Advert.)

jun'-cus, s. [Lat.= a rush, from jungo =s to
yoke. Named from its use as cordage.]

Bot. t The typical genus of the order Jun-
cacese (q.v.). Perianth of six leaves, gluma-
ceous ; stamens six, rarely three ; ovary three,

rarely one-celled ; ovules many, placentas
generally in the axis. About a hundred
species are known, sixteen British. Juncus
communis, with its two varieties, efftisus and
conglomeratus, is common ; as also J. arti-

mtlatus or acutifiorus. J. lamprocarpus is a
sub-species of J. articulatus, &c. In Japan,
/. effusus is made into mats ; in Europe, J.

glaucus was formerly used as a rush-wick for

candles and small oil-lamps.

jiin'-die, v.t. [Btym. doubtful.] To justle
;

to jog with the elbow.
" The warly race may drudge and drive,
Hog-shouther, jitnUie, stretch, an' strive."

Burns : To William Simpson.

June, juyn, s. [Lat. Junius; Fr.juin.] The
sixth month of the year, when the sun enters
the sign of Cancer.

June-berry, a. The service-berry (q.v.).

June a-ting, s. [Jenneting.]

jun ger man ni -a, s. [Named after a
German botanist, Louis Jungermann, who
died in 1653.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Junger-
manniacese (q.v.). As now restricted, it is

confined to those succubous species which
have a free terminal perianth, plicato-angular
above, and cleft.

jun-ger-man-mt-a'-ce-i, jun-ger man
ni-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. jungerman-

ni(a) ; Lat. masc. pi. adj. suff. -acei, or fern.

-acece.]

Bot : According to Lindley the Jungerman-
niacete are an order of Muscales (Mosses) ; in

the opinion of Berkeley the Jungermanniacei
are one of three orders of Hopaticse (q.v.). It

consists of creeping moss-like plants, having
a distinct stem, mostly having leaves which
are incubous (q.v.) and succubous (q.v.).

The leaves are mostly two, ranked often with
stipules. The first consists of solitary cap-
sules, generally splitting into a definite number
of valves, and fitted with elaters and spores.

It is divided into two sub-orders, Jungerman-
nese, in which the spore-cases are one or
four-valved, without a columella, and Antho-
ceioteee, in which the spore-cases are pod-
shaped, split on one side, or two-leaved, with
a columella. Found all over the world. The
common British species are Jungermannia
bicuspidata, J. albicans, J. barbata, and J.

setacea, found in wet bogs, on banks, rocks, &c.

jun-gcr-man ni-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
jimgermann(ia) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.- idee.]

Bot. : A family of Jungermanniacei (q.v.),
tribe Jungerinannese.

juri'-gle, s. [Sansc. jangala,] Properly waste,
uncultivated land, whether covered with wood
or not ; but now applied especially to land
covered with forest trees, thick dense brush-
wood, or other rank vegetation.

"It was a vast pool, wherein were scattered many
islets of shifting aud treacherous soil, overhung with
rankjungle."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

jungle-bendy, s.

Bot. : The name given in Bombay to Tetra-
meles, an arborescent genus of Datiscads.

jungle-cat, s.

Zool. : Felis chaus, a wild cat, of a yellowish-
gray, inclining to reddish above and white
below the muzzle and the limbs, with dark
stripes, and the tail ringed with black. Found
in India and Africa.

jungle-fever, s.

Path. : Remittent fever, which is apt to
attack Europeans and others who pass through
Indian jungles (forests) during the rainy
season. Called also, by Anglo-Indians, hill

fever.

jungle-fowl, s.

Ornithology

:

1. In Australia Megapodius t-unicatus.

2. In India, Gallus Sonneratii.

jungle-nail, *.

Bot. ; Acacia tomentosa.

jungle-sheep, ».

Zool. : Kemas hylocrinus, found in India.

jun'-glj", a. [Eng. jungl(e) ; -y.] Of the nature
of a jungle ; consisting of or abounding with
jungles.

jungly-gau, s.

Zool. : A kind of ox, Bos sylhetanus, found
in Sylhet and the adjacent districts.

ju'-m-dr, u. & s. [Lat. compar. of juvenis —
young.]

A, As adjective.

1. Younger than another; not so old as
another.

2. Lower in standing : as, a junior partner,

a junior counsel.

If Junior is used as an appendage to the
name of the younger of two persons bearing
the same name in one family, the older using
the appendage senior.

B, As substantive :

1. One who is younger than another.
" The fools, my juniors by a year."

On the Death of Swift.

2. One who is of lower standing in his pro-
fession than another, especially at the bar.

" Tluit gentleman behind him is Mr. Skimpin, his
junior."—Dickens: Pickwick, ch. xxxiv.

junior right, s. The same as Borough-
english (q.v.).

" The distribution of the junior-right in England
requires a more particular notice."

—

Elton : Origins of
English History, p. 188.

ju-nl-oV-l-ty, s. [Eng. junior; -ity.]

1. The quality or state of being junior.

2. The same as Borough-english (q.v.).
" One must coiu a new phrase like juniority, or

junior-right."—Elton : Origins of English Hist., p. 185

ju'-ni-or-ship, s. [Eng. junior; -ship.] The
same as Juniority (q.v.).

ju'-nip-er, s. & a. [Juniperus.]

A, As substantive

;

1. Juniperus communis, and other species of
the genus.

2. The Nova Scotian name of the American
larch, Abies pendula.

" He saw the prophet also how he fled
Into the deBert, and how there he slept
Under &juniper." MiUon : P. ft., ii. 2J2.

* B. As adj. : Bitter, sharp.

"She will read me a juniper letter {hand suave
encomium) for coming home in such a pickle."
Bailey : Erasmus, p. 39.

junlper-oil, oil of juniper, s.

Phar. : An oil distilled from the unripe
fruit of the juniper. It is a powerful stimu-
lant and diuretic.

juniper-resin, s. [Sandarac.]

ju-nip er-us, s. [Lat. = the juniper.]

1. Bot. : Juniper ; a genus of Coniferae

(PinaceKe), sub-order Cupressese. Generally

dioecious, sometimes monoecious, Male cat-

kins globose, anther one, three to six-celled
;

female cone a galbulus, small, globose, of

four to six decussate or whorled scales, which,

becoming enlarged and fleshy, resemble a

berry ; ovules erect ; seeds one to three

;

leaves opposite or whorled in threes, subulate

or scale-like ; trees or bushes with a red heart-

wood. Twenty-seven are known ; one Ju-
niperus communis, the Common Juniper, fre-

quent in woods and on heaths in Britain.

There are two varieties of J. commimis—J. com-
munis proper, leaves spreading, straight, sub-

ulate ; and /. nana., leaves shorter, broader,

imbricate, incurved. The juniper is a powerful
diuretic. Its berries are used for flavouring

Geneva and gin ; its wood in veneering. The
fetidoilofJ. oxycedrus is used in veterinary prac-
tice. From its wood it is believed the Greeks
carved their images. J. Sabinct, the Savin, is

diuretic. J. bermudiana is the Pencil-cedar,

J. virginiana, the Eed Cedar, and J. excelsa,

the Himalayan Pencil-cedar. The resinous
twigs of J. recurva are much used in India
for incense.

junk (1), s. [Port. & Sp. junco, from Chinese
chw'an = a ship, a boat, a junk ; Malay ajdng ;

Fr. jonque.) A vessel employed by the Chinese,
Japanese, and Malays in navigating their

seas. It is the largest kind of Chinese vessel.

It has no prominent stem or keel. The bow
on deck is square, and the anchors are on
each side of the bow. The stern is full, the
rudder suspended, and at sea is lowered be-
neath the depth of the bottom of the vessel.

The immense masts are in one piece ; the lug-
sails are sometimes of matting.

"Which have now but junks and canoes, abounded
then in tall ships,"—Bacon : Jfew A tlantis, p. 12.

junk-bottle, s. A porter-bottle. (Bartlett.)

junk (2), s. [From chunk (q.v.).] A thick
lump, a chunk.

junk (3), s. [Port, junco, from Lat. juncus = a
rush.]

Nautical:

1. Pieces of old cable and rope cut into
lengths for making mats, swabs, gaskets, sin-

net, oakum, &c.

2. Salt beef, supplied to vessels bound on long
voyages, from its being as tough as old rope.

junk-ring, s.

Steam-engine

:

1. A metallic ring which is screwed down
and confines the hemp packing of a piston.

2. A steam-tight packing around the piston
of a steam-engine.

junk-wad, s.

Ordnance : A wad made of oakum bound
with spun-yarn, and filling the bore of the
gun. It is placed between the charge and the
ball. For red-hot shot two are used, the
inner dry and the outer wet.

junk'-er (j as y), s. [Ger.] A young German
noble ; a member of the aristocratic party ir

Prussia.

jun'-ket, *jon-ket, *jun-cade, *jun-
cate, s. [Ital. giuncata = a kind of fresh
cheese and cream, so called because it is

brought to market upon rushes ; also a junket
(Florio), from giunco = a rush ; Lat. juncus

;

0. Fr. joncade.]

1. A kind of sweetmeat ; curds mixed with
cream, sweetened and flavoured ; any kind of
delicate food.

" How fairy Mab thejunkets ate."
Milton : VAllegro.

* 2. A feast, an entertainment.

boll, bo^; p6ut, Jrfwl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion-shun; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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JUNO LT7C1NA.

* jun'-ket, v.i. & t. [Junket, s.]

A. Intro/us. : To feast, to banquet.

"Whatever good bits you can pilfer in the day, save
them to junket with your fellow servants at night."

—

Swift : Directions to Servants.

B. Trans. : To entertain at a feast ; to
feast.

*jiin'-ket-ting, * jiin'-ket-ing, s. [Eng.
junket; -ing.] A least, an entertainment, a

' junket.
' " The apoatle would have no revelling, or junJcctting

upon the altar."

—

South: Sermons, vol. i., ser. 7.

Ju'-no, s. [Lat.]

1, Astron. : [Asteroid, 3].

2. Rom. Anttq. ; A celebrated deity of the
Romans, identified with the Hera of the
Greeks, and generally regarded as the daughter
of Saturn and Rhea,

" and sister and wife of
Jupiter. The principal
seats of her worship

\ were Argos, Samos,

f
Carthage, and after-

i
wards Rome. The
hawk, goose, and par-

|
ticularly the peacock,

I often called Junonia
, av is, were sacred to

her. She presided over
marriage and child-

birth, and as the god-
dess of all power and
empire, and the pa-
tronesss of riches, is represented sitting on a
throne with a diadem on her head and a golden
sceptre in her right hand. The Roman con-
suls, when they entered on office, were always
obliged to offer her a solemn sacrifice. The
public finances were also under her care, and
the mint at Rome was in her temple.

Juno's-tears, s. pi.

Bot. : Verbena officinalis.

jun'-ta, s. [Sp.] A council ; specif., the
Spanish Grand Council of State.

jun'-td, s. [Sp. ptnta =" a meeting, from Lat.
junctus = joined, pa. par. of jungo ~ to join.]

A secret council or assembly to deliberate
upon affairs of government ; a combination of
men for secret deliberation and intrigue ; a
cabal, a faction.

r " The statesmen of the Junto -would do nothing for
him."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

* jupardie, *jupartie, s. [Jeopardy.]

ju-pa-ti', s. [Brazilian.]

jupati-palm, s.

Bot. : Raphia kedigera, a fine Brazilian palm,
The leaf-stalks, which are twelve to fifteen

feet long, are used for building houses and
making baskets.

*jupe, s. [Fr.] Ajupon(q.v-).

Ju'-pi-ter, s. [Lat. for Jovis pater.]

1. Rom. Antig. : The supreme Roman deity,

identified with the Greek Zeus. He was the
son of Saturn and Rhea. Jupiter was the
king and father of men, but his power ex-

tended over the
deities also ; and
everything w[as
subservient to his

will except the
Fates. From him
mankind received
iheir blessings and
miseries ; they
looked on him as

acquainted with
everything past,
present, and fu-

ture. The oak was
sacred to him, be-
cause he first
taught mankind to

I live on acorns. His
! most famous tem-
1 pie was at Elis, in

J

Olympia, where,
every fourth year,

THE OLYMPIAN ZEUS.

(After Phidias.)

the Olympic games were celebrated in his

honour; and his most favourite oracle was at

Dodona, in Epirus. The Romans considered
Jupiter as the especial patron of their city. He
is generally represented as sitting on a golden
or ivory throne, holding in one hand thunder-
bolts ready to be hurled, and in the other a
sceptre of cypress, while the eagle stands with
expanded wings at his feet. White, the colour

of the day, was saered to him, and the oak
was his sacred tree.

2. Astron. : The largest planet of the solar
system. Its diameter is about 85,000 miles,
its bulk nearly 1,250 times that of the earth

;

but, its density being one-fourth that of the
earth, it weighs only about three hundred
times as much as our planet. The average
distance of Jupiter from the sun is 478,000,000
miles ; and a railway train, travelling fifty

miles an hour, would require nine centuries
to go from the sun to Jupiter. The latter

body revolves on its axis in about nine
hours and fifty-five minutes, which is the
length of its day and night. Though travel-

ling in its orbit round the sun at the rate of

28,743 miles an hour, it takes nearly twelve
years to complete its revolution ; this there-

fore is the length of its year. It is sur-

rounded by four conspicuous belts of a
brownish-gray colour, two north, two south,
of the equator, with feebler ones towards the
poles. The equatorial region of the planet
is brighter than the rest. Jupiter has four
satellites, numbered first, second, third, and
fourth. If named, they are called lo, Europa,
Ganymede, and Callisto. The first revolves
around him in 1 terrestrial day 18 hours and 28
minutes, the second in 3 days 13 hours 14 mi-
nutes, the third in 7 days 3 hours 43 minutes,
the fourth in 16 days 16 hours and 32 mi-
nutes. They were first seen by Galileo, with
his small telescope, on January 7, 1610, and
identified on the 13th as small planets revolv-
ing round the luminary. They are now called

satellites. (E. Dunkiu, F.R.A.S.)
" It may not be amiss to state here that the motions

of Jupiter's satellites are much disturbed by the
ellipticity of Jupiter's body."—Prof. Airy : Pop.
Astron. (6th ed.), p. 265.

* 3. Old Chem. ; The ancient name for tin.

Jupiter's-beard, s.

Bot. : (1) Anthyllis Barba Jovis. (2) Sempcr-
vlvinn tectorum.

Jupiter's-flower, s.

Bot. : The genus Dianthus, including the
Carnations or Pinks.

*ju-pon', *jup-pon, s [Fr. jupon, from
jupe (q.v.); Sp. jupon.] A sleeveless over-
coat, composed of several thicknesses of
material sewed through, and faced with silk
or velvet, upon which were embroidered the
wearer's arms. It fitted closely to the body,
and, descending below the hips, terminatedin
an enriched border of various patterns ; with
it was worn the military belt, upon which
much ornament was lavished.

jup-pon, [JUPON.]

* jur, * jurre, v.i. [A variant of jar (q.v.).]

To clash ; to strike harshly against anything.
" The rainme was jarring also at the other part."

—

P. Holland : Livius, p. 963.

* jur, * jurre, s. [Jur, v.] A clash, a crash,
a hard-sounding collision.

""With thick jurres and pushes." — P. Holland:
Ammianus, p. 101.

Ju'-ra, s. & a. [See def.]

A. As substantive

:

Geog. : A range of mountains between
France and Switzerland, west of the lakes of
Geneva and Neufchatel.

B. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or derived
from the Jura mountains.

Jura-limestone, s,

Geol. : A limestone of oolitic age constitu-
ting the chief part of the Jura Mountains.

* ju'-ral, a. [La*. j»r (genit. juris); Eng. adj.
surf, -al.] Pertaining to natural or positive right.

* ju-ra-men'-tal-ly, adv. [Lat. jurarmntwrn
— an "oath; Eng. adv. suff. -If.} With an oath.

* ju'-rant, a. & s. [Lat. jnrans, pr. par. of
jura = to swear.]

A. As adj. : Swearing.
" Such universally jfurant feeling of hope."—Carlyle:

French Revol. : pt, ii., bk. i., ch. vii.

B. As subst. : One who takes an oath.
" Jurant and LHssident .... argue frothing every-

where."—Carlyle : French Jlevol., pt. ii., bk. lv., ch. ii.

Ju-ras'-sic, a. [Fr. Jurass-ique, named from
the Jura Mountains.

Geol. : Of or belonging to the formations
well developed in the Jura Mountains.

Jurassic-period, s.

Geol. : The period of time during which the

Jurassic rocks were deposited. [Jurassic-

System.]

Jurassic-system, Jurassic-forma-
tion, s.

Geol. : The name given on the Continent to

a system or a formation corresponding to the

Oolitic and Liassic systems of Britain.

ju'-rat (1),
* ju'-rate (1), s. [Prov. Fr., fi om

Lat. juratus, pa. par. of juro = to swear ; Fr.

jure; Sp. & Port, jurado ; Ital. giurato.] A
person under oath ; specif, a magistrate in

some corporations ; an alderman.
" The watchman sayde, Bira, the kayesbe within the

towne, with thejurates."—Berners: Froissart; Crony-
det vol. i., c. 194.

ju'-rat (2), s. [Lat., third pers. sing., indie, of

juro = to swear.]

Law: A memorandum of the place where,
the time when, and the person before whom
an affidavit is sworn. (Wharton.)

* ju'-rate (2), s. [Lat. juratus, pa. par. of juro
= to swear.] A person sworn to give evidence,
to administer justice, &c.

"Horryble swerers and corn-mimejurates perrored."
—Sir T. Elyot: Oovemour, bk. iii., ch. vii.

ju-ra'-tion, s. [Lat. juratio, from juratus,

pa. par. of juro = to swear.]

Law : The act of swearing ; the administra-
tion of an oath.

*ju'-ra-tor, s. [Lat., from juratus, pa. par.

of juro = to swear.]

Lam : A juror.

ju'-ra-tor-y, a. [Lat. juratorius, from juratus,
pa. par. of juro = to swear ; Fr.juratoire; Sp.
juratoHo ; Ital. giuratori-o.} Pertaining to or
containing an oath.

juratory-caution, s,

Scots Law ; A kind of caution sometimes
offered in a suspension or advocation, where
the complainer is not in circumstances to offer

any better. It consists of an inventory of his
effects, given up upon oath, and assigned io
security of the sums which may be found due
in the suspension.

ju'-re di-vi'-no, phr. [Lat.] By divine right.

Ju-ri-bal'-li, s. [A Demerara word.] (See
the compound.)

Juriballi-bark, 5.

PTiarm. : A bark said to be superior to
cinchona bark in typhoid and malignant
fevers. It is a cordial and purgative, and,
when taken warm, a diaphoretic. It is pro-
bably from Moschozylnm Scliwartzii, one of
the Meliads.

*jU-rid'-lC, a. [Lat. juridicus, from jits (genit.
juris) = law ; dico = to say, to declare ; Fr.
juridique.] The same as Juridical (q.v.).

* ju-rid'-i-cal, a. [Eng. juridic ; -al.]

1. Acting in the administration or distribu-
tion of justice

;
pertaining to a judge or the

administration of justice.
" That Roman office, without thiaJuridical sword 01

saw."

—

Milton : Reason of Church Government, bk. ii.,

ch. iii.

2. Employed in courts of justice ; according
to law.

" Referring himself to &juridicall trial of that fact."—Bp. Hall : Cases of Conscience, dec. ii., ch. viii.

juridical days, s. pi.

Law: Days on which the courts can lawfully
sit.

* ju-rid -l-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. juridical ; ly.]

In a judicial manner ; in accordance with the
forms of justice.

" It being unsuitable to their dignity to come juridi-
cally."— Warburton : Alliance between Church & State
bk. ii., ch. iii.

'
'

Ju-rin'-e-a, s. [Named after Jurine, a
Genevan professor.]

Bot. : A genus of Composites, tribe Serratu-
leee. The bruised root of Jurinea maorocephala
is applied in India to eruptions, and a decoc-
tion is given in colic. It is also considered a
cordial, and given in puerperal fever. (Dr
Stewart.)

ju'-rxn-ite, s. [A name attributed to Soret.
Etym. doubtful.]

Min. : The same as Brookite (q.v.).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se oe — e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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*jil'-rIs-COn-Sult, s. [Lat. jurisconsultus, from
jws (genit. juris)= law, and consultus, pa. par. of
consulo — to consult] One who is learned in
the civil law ; one who gives his opinion in
cases of law; a jurist ; one learned in juris-
prudence.

jU-riS-dlc'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. jurisdic-
tionem, accus. of jurisdictio, from jus (genit.

juris), and dictio = a saying, proclaiming ; Sp.
jurisdiccion ; Ital. giurisdizione.]

I. Ordinary Language & Law

:

1. The legal power, right, or authority of
administering justice ; the legal power which
a court of equity has of deciding cases brought
and tried before it ; the legal right by which
judges exercise their authority; judicial au-
thority over a cause.

"A plea to the jurisdiction is where an indictment
is taken before a court that has no cognizance of the
offence. If, for example, a man be indicted for a rape
at the quarter sessions, he may except to thejurisdic-
tion of the court without answering to the crime
alleged."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 26.

2. The power or right of governing or legis-

lating ; the power or right of exercising autho-
rity, or of making and enforcing laws.

3. The extent to which such authority ex-

tends ; the district within which such power
may be exercised.

II, Roman Tlieol. : Ecclesiastical jurisdic-

tion is defined as the "power which is con-
cerned with the worship of God and the sal-

vation of souls, and is exercised in foro
externa as well as in foro interno." By com-
mission from the Supreme Pontiff, whose
powers, theologians teach, are derived from
Christ through Peter, are constituted legates,

patriarchs, primates, and prelates ; by law or
canon, rectors of universities, superiors of
convents, provosts, and vicars-general receive
their jurisdiction ; and a jurisdiction exer-
cised without challenge for forty years is

valid by prescription. To absolve a penitent,
jurisdiction is necessary. Secular priests
obtain this from their bishops ; but confessors
belonging to the regular orders have juris-
diction from the Pope over all the faithful
when they have obtained the approbation of
the bishop, A penitent in articulo mortismay
be validly absolved, even in reserved cases
(q.v.), by a simple priest, even if degraded,
apostate, or irregular. In ordinary cases,
absolution given by a priest without jurisdic-
tion is void. (Addis & Arnold.)

H (1) Appellate jurisdiction : Jurisdiction in
cases of appeal from inferior courts.

(2) Original jurisdiction: The legal right of
hearing and determining a case in the first

instance.

* ju-ris-dic'-tion-al, a. [Eng. jurisdiction;
-al.] Of or pertaining to jurisdiction : as,
jurisdictional right.

"* ju-ris-dlC'-tive, a. [Lat. jus (genit. juris)
= law ; dictio = a saying, proclaiming, and
Eng. suff. -ive.] Having jurisdiction.

" To interpose a jurisdictive power over the inward
and irremediable disposition of man."—Milton: Doc-
trine <fc Discipline of Divorce, bk. ii., ch. xxi.

ju-rfs-pru'-dence, s. [Fr., from Lat. juris-

prudentia, from jus (genit. juris) = law, and
prudentia = skill ; Sp. jurisprudencia ; Ital.
<jiurisprudenza.\ The science of law; the
knowledge of the laws, customs, and rights of
men in a community, necessary for the due

1 administration of justice.
" There he employed himself in correcting the great

work oil jurisprudence which has preserved his me-
mory fresh down to our own time."—Macaulay : But.
Eng., ch. xiii.

% (1) General jurisprudence : The science or
philosophy of positive law.

(2) Particular jurisprudence : The knowledge
of the law of any particular nation.

(3) MedicalJurisprudence : [Forensic-Medi-
cine, Medical-jurisprudence].

* ju-ris-pru'-dent, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat.
jurisprudent, from jus (genit. juris) = law, and
prudens = skilled; Sp. jurisprudente ; Ital.

giurisprudente. ]

A. As adj. : Learned in the law ; skilled in
jurisprudence.

B. As subst. : One learned in the law ; a
jurisconsult.

ju-ris-pru-den'-tial (ti as sh), a. [Eng.
jurisprudent ; -ial.] Of or pertaining to juris-
jl»rilil(illr<A(prudence.

ju'-rist, s. [Fr. juriste, from Low Lat. jurista

= a lawyer, from jus (gen. juris) = law.] One
learned in the law, especially in the civil law

;

one who professes the science of law ; one who
writes upon law.

" To that symbol of kingly authority our jurists have
always ascribed a peculiar and almost mysterious im-
portance."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ix.

* ju-ris'-tict *ju-rls'-tlc-al, a. [Eng. ju-

rist ; -ic, -ical.] Of or pertaining to a jurist or
jurisprudence.

ju'-ror, s. [Fr. jureur, from Lat. juratorem,
accus. of jurator = one who swears, from jura-
tus, pa. par. oijuro =. to swear.]

1. One who serves upon a jury in a court of
law ; one who is sworn to deliver a true ver-

dict in any case according to the evidence
brought before him. [Jury.]

"The twelve men were at first both jurors and
judges."

—

Temple: Introd. to Hist. England.

2. One of a number of men selected to award
prizes, &c, at a public show or exhibition.

* 3. One who takes an oath ; one who binds
himself by an oath.

" I am ajuror in the holy league."
Marlowe : Massacre at Paris, ii. 6.

jurors' book, s. A list of men qualified
to serve on juries, made out annually for each
county.

jurte, jurfc (j as y), yourt, s. [Yurt.]

ju'-ry, * ju-rie, s. [Fr. jurie, prop, the fern,

of jure", pa. par. of jurer = to swear ; Lat.
juro.]

1. A number of men selected according to
law, impannelled, and sworn to inquire into
and to decide upon facts, and to give their
true verdict according to the evidence legally

laid before them. In English Courts of Jus-
tice there are three kinds of juries, grand-
juries, special-juries, and petty or common
juries. [For grand-jury, see under Grand.]
Petty or common-juries and special-juries con-
sist of twelve men each, and the verdicts given
must be unanimous. They are appointed both
in civil and criminal cases. A special jury is

resorted to in cases of too great importance to
be decided by a petty-jury. All persons legally

entitled to the title of esquire, professional men,
merchants, and persons occupying premises
rated at certain values, as specified in 33 & 34
Vict., c. lxxvii., are qualified and entitled to
serve as special jurors. After the evidence in
a cause has been given, and summed up by
the judge, the jury retire to consider their
verdict, and in order to avoid delay and abuses
are kept without drink, fire, or light, unless
by permission of the judge. In Scotland the
number of the jury in criminal cases is fifteen,

and the verdict is determined by the voice of
the majority. In civil and revenue cases the
number is twelve, and the jury are not re-

quired to be unanimous in their verdict. In
cases of misdemeanour, felony, and high-
treason the jury must he unanimous.

"No man can be convicted, upon an indictment, at
the suit of the crown of any offence, unless by Jthe
unanimous voice of twenty-four of his equula and
neighbours: that is, by twelve at least of the graud
jury, in the first place, assenting to the accusation;
and afterwards, by the whole petit jury, of twelve
more, finding him guilty, upon his trial. But if twelve
of the grand jury/ assent, it is a good preseutineut.
though some of the rest disagree. And the indict-
ment, when so found, is publicly delivered into court."—Blackstone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 23.

2. Hist. ; It has been much disputed
whether the germ of our modern jury system
was of Anglo-Saxon or Norman origin. Those
who hold the former view attribute it to King
Alfred, about a.d. S86. It does not seem to
have been closely connected with the appoint-
ment of twelve compurgators for canonical
purgations. The establishment of proper
jury trials seems to have been under Henry II.,
late in the twelfth century. It was well rooted
in the time of King John, and is insisted on
in Magna Charta, as the great bulwark of
liberty. In 1353, under Edward III., juries
empannelled to try aliens were to consist half
of foreigners. Various Acts have since been
passed on the subject of juries, but the changes

J
made have not been of essential importance.

" It is true, the terms of jury and verdict were in-
troduced by the Normans, with many others in the
style and practiceof our laws ; but thetrials by twelve
men, with that essential circumstance of their unani-
mous agreement, was not only used among the Saxons
and Normans, but is known to be as ancient in Swe-
den.'

—

Temple: Introd. to Hist. England.

3. A body of men selected to award prizes
at public shows, exhibitions, &c.

jury-box, s. The enclosed place in which
the jury sits in a court of justice.

jury-list, a,

Law: A list of persons liable to be sum-
moned to attend as jurymen. On or before

July 20 in each year the Clerk of the Peace in

each county, riding or division, issues a pre-

cept to the churchwardens and treasurers of

the several parishes to make out such a list

before September 1. This is affixed to the

doors of churches and chapels on the first

three Sundays of September.

jury-process, s. The writ for the sum-
moning of a jury.

ju'-ry, a. [Etym. doubtful. Skeat thinks it

is connected with Dan. kiore = a driving,

kiore = to drive ; Korw. kyore = a drive, a
journey ; Sw. kora ; Icel. keyra = to drive.]

Naut. : A term applied to any structure of

a vessel, made to serve temporarily in place
of something lost.

jury-mast, s.

Naut. : A temporary mast erected in place
of one that has been carried away, or for

navigating a vessel to a place where the per-
manent equipment of masting and rigging is

furnished. The temporary rig is termed jury-
rig.

jury-rigged, a. Furnished with rigging
of a temporary kind to replace that carried
away by a storm.

jury-rudder, s. A temporary rudder
employed when the original rudder has been
lost or damaged.

ju'-ry-man, 5. [Eng. jury, s., and man.] One
who serves upon a jury ; a juror.

" And wretches hang thatjitrymm may dine."
Pope .- Jiape of the Lock, i ii. 22.

jus, s. [Lat.] Law, rights.

jus gentium, phr. The law or rights of
nations ; international law.

jus-si, s. [A Manilla word.]

Fabric : A delicate fibre from an unknown
plant, used in making dresses.

jus -si- »'- a, s. [Named after Antoine de
Jussieu, demonstrator of plants in the Royal
Gardens at Paris.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Jussi-
seem (q.v.). Jt(ssicea Caparossa and J. scabra
have been used in Brazil for dyeing black, and
/. pilosa in the same country to produce a
yellow. The leaves of J. peruviana form an
emollient poultice.

jUS-si-se'-e-SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. Jusske(a) ;
Lat. fern, pi, adj. suff. -ea\]

Bot. : A tribe of Onagraceas.

jilst, s. [Joust.]

just, a., adv., & s. [Fr. juste, from Lat. Justus,
an extension ofjus = right ; Sp. & Port, justo;
Ital. giusto.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Acting according to what is right and
fair, giving or willing to give to all their due

;

fair, impartial, or equitable in the distribution
of justice ; upright, incorrupt, honest ; not
willing to overreach or take advantage of
others ; fair dealing.

" Joseph was a good man and just."—Luke xxiii. 53.

2. Righteous ; God-fearing ; of blameless
and pure life.

" Thejust shall live by faith."

—

Qalatians iii. 11.

3. Making no respect of persons ; rewarding
the good and punishing the wicked.
"A God of truth, and without iniquity, just and

right is he."

—

lieut. xxxii. 4.

4. True to one's promises ; faithful, trust-
worthy.

" Just of thy word, in every thought sincere."
Pope : Epistle vii. 5.

5. Conformable to what is right ; conformed
to truth and justice ; fair, honest.

"Just balances, just weights, a just ephah, and a
just bin shall ye have."—Levit. xix. 36.

6. True ; well founded ; not forged or in-
vented

;
grounded on fact.

" Crimes were laid to hi3 charge too many, the least
whereof being just, had bereaved him of estimation
and credit."

—

Hooker : Eccles. Polity.

7. In accordance with facts ; not exagger-
ated ; neither too much nor too little ; exact,
accurate, precise : as, a just description.

8. In accordance with justice or equity;
equitable, due, merited, deserved.

fcSil, bo*y; p6ut, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f.
-dan. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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9. In accordance with what is proper or suit-

able ; regular, orderly, due, fit, proper, suitable.
" The prince is here at hand : pleaseth your lordship
To meet his grace, just distance 'tween our armies?"

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. l.

* 10. Exact, precise ; neither more nor less.

" Brin? me just notice of the numbers dead."
Shakesp. ,' Henry V., iv. 7.

* 11. Full, complete ; of full dimensions.
" He was a comely personage, a little above just Bta-

ture, well .and straight limbed, but slender."—Bacon :

Henry VII.

B. As adverb

:

1. Exactly, precisely.

"Just as you left them," Shakesp. : Tempest, v.

2. Close ; very near in place or position.

"Now was ahej-ust before him as he sat."
Shakesp. : Venus & Adonis, 349.

3. Exactly ; precisely or nearly in point of
time.

' To-night at Heme's oak, just twixt twelve and one."
Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, iv. 6.

4. Nearly, almost, all but.
" How Proserpine lately was chuckling to think
She had just caught you napping on Pfalegethon's

brink." Cambridge: To Osias Humphrey, Esq.

5. Barely, merely, only : as, He only just
escaped.

* C. As subst. : That which is just, fair, and
right; justice, right.

* just-borne, a. Borne in the cause of
justice or right.
" Ourjust-borne arms." Shakesp. : King John, ii. 2.

* juste -au-corps (as zhust'-d-kor), s.

LFr.= close to the body.] A close-fitting body-
coat, similar to, if not identical with, the
jupon.

juste-milieu (as zhust'-me-lyu), s. [Fr.

= the just mean.] The golden mean; the
true medium ; that mode of administering
government which consists in maintaining a
just and fair middle course between extreme
parties on either side.

jiis'-tice, s. [Fr., from Lat. justitia = justice ;

Low Lat. justitia = a tribunal, a judge, from
Lat. jws(ws=just (q.v.); Sp. justicia; Ital.

giustizia.]

1. The quality or state of being just ; up-
rightness, impartiality ; fairness in dealing
with others ; the rendering to each what is

his due ; conformity with the laws human
and divine ; rectitude, equity, integrity.

'

' Justice is two-fold, namely general or strict justice,

which consists in observing the laws, and the aim of
which is public good ; and particular justice or equity,
which ainiB at the good of individuals."—Deattie:
Moral Science, pt. iii, ch. ii.

2. Conformity to truth or the facts ; fair-

ness in the representation of facts respecting
merit or demerit ; impartiality.

3. Justness ; well-founded right ; rightful-

ness ; agreeableness to right.
" To mitigate the justice of thy plea."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. 1.

4. Just requital of deserts
;
just treatment

;

merited reward or punishment
;
just recom-

pense for conduct or actions.
'

'He executed thejustice of the Lord,"

—

Deut. xxxiii. 21.

5. A person legally commissioned to hold
courts, and hear causes, and to administer
justice between individuals : as, the Lord
Chief Justice of the King's Bench ; a justice

of the peace.

TT (1) Justices of the Peace : Persons com-
missioned in each county by commission
under the great seal, jointly and severally to
keep the peace, and any two or more of them
to inquire of and determine felonies and other
misdemeanours.

"Ab the office of these justices is conferred by the
crown, so it subsists only during the pleasure of the
sovereign, and is determinable : 1. By the demise of
the crown ; that i3, in six months after. 2. By express
writ under the great seal, discharging any particular
person from being any longer justice. 8. By supersed-
ing the commission by writ of supersedeas. 4. By
a new commission, which discharges aU the former
justices not included therein. 5. By accession to the
office of sheriff or coroner. The power, office, and duty
of a justice depend on his commission, and on the

. several statutes which have created objects of his
jurisdiction. His commission, first, empowers him
singly to conserve the peace. It also empowers any
two or more to hear and determine felonies and other
offences, which is the ground of their jurisdiction at
sessions. And as to the powers given to them by the
several statutes, which have heaped upon them such
an infinite variety of business, that few care to under-
take, and fewer understand, the office ; they are such,
that the country is greatly obliged to any worthy
magistrate that without sinister views of his own will
engage in this troublesome service. And therefore, if

e- justice makes any undesigned slip, great indulgence
is shown to him in the courts of law ; for he cannot be
sued for any oversight, without notice beforehand ; so
as to have an opportunity of making amends."—Black-
stone Comment., bk. i., ch. 9.

(2).Justices of the Quontm : Particular justices
of the peace nominated expressly in the com-
mission, without whose presence no business
can be transacted.

(3) Lord Chief Justice: .The title formerly
given to the chief judges of the courts of
King's Bench and Common Pleas. Now there
is only one Chief Justice, who is styled the
Lord Chief Justice of England.

(4) Lord Justice Clerk of Scotland: The Vice-
President of the Court of Justiciary, in which
he presides in the absence of the Lord Presi-

dent of the Court of Session. He is also

president of the second division of the Court
of Session, and is one of the officers of state

for Scotland, and a commissioner for keeping
the Scottish regalia.

(5) Lord Justice-General of Scotland : Also
known as the Lord-President of the Court of

Session, the highest judge in Scotland.

(6) Lords Justices : Persons appointed by the
sovereign to act for a time as his substitute
in the supreme government of the whole or
any part of the kingdom, as the Lord-Lieu-
tenant of Ireland. The title borne by the
Judges of Appeal, originally given to a limited
number only.

* (7) Justice of the Forest is a lord by his office,

and hath the hearing and determining of all

offences within the king's forest, committed
against venison or vert : of these there be two,
whereof the one hath jurisdiction over all the
forests on this side Trent, and the other of all

beyond. (Cowel.)

* (8) Justices in Eyre : [Eyre].
* (9) Jedburgh or Jeddart justice : A term

applied to the executing of a prisoner and
trying him after ; so called from Jedburgh, a
town on the Scotch border, where many of
the border-raiders were hanged without any
trial. Similar to Halifax law in England.

(10) High Court of Justice : [High-Court].

% Justice is a written or prescribed law, to
which one is bound to conform and make it

the rule of one's decisions : equity is a law in
our hearts ; it conforms to no rule but to
circumstances, and decides by the conscious-
ness of right and wrong. The proper object
of justice is to secure property; the proper
object of equity is to secure the rights of
humanity. Justice is exclusive, it assigns to
every one his own ; it preserves the subsisting
inequality between men : equity is communi-
cative ; it seeks to equalize the condition of
men by a fair distribution. Justice is inflexible,

it follows one invariable rule, which can seldom
be deviated from consistently with the general
good ; equity, on the other hand, varies with
the circumstances of the case, and is guided
by discretion. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

justice-ayre, s. In Scotland a circuit
made throughout the kingdom by the lords
of justiciary for the distribution of justice.
[Eyre.]

* justice-broker, s. A magistrate who
sells his judicial decisions.

" The devil take all justice-brokers." — Dryden ;

A mphitryon, iv. L '

justices' justice, s. A satirical expres-
sion in common use, applied to the dispro-
portionate sentences and extraordinary deci-
sions of some of the unpaid, magistracy.

"The little speech which the Lord Chief Justice of
England took occasion to make at the Bedford assi2es
on justices' justice contained nothing very new "

—

Hall Mall Gazette, Oct. 20, 1881

* jus'-tice, v.t. [Justice, s.] To administer
justice to.

"The king delivered him to the French king, to be
jtisticed by him at his pleasure."—Hayward.

* jiis'-tlce-a-ble, a, [Eng. justice; -able.]
Liable to be called to account in a court of
justice.

* jus tice-hood, s. [Eng. justice; -hood.]

The office or dignity of a justice
j justice-

ship.
" Should but the king his justicehood employ,
In setting forth of such a solemn toy."

Ben Jonson : Expostulation with inigo Jones.

* jus'-tice-ment, s. [Eng. justice; -went.]
Procedure in courts of justice; the adminis-
tration of justice.

* jiis'-tic-er, s. [Eng. justice); -er.] One who
administers justice ; a justiciary.

" This Bhewa you are above,
You justicers, that these our nether crimes
So speedily can venge." Shakesp. : Lear, iv. 2.

jus'-tige-snip, s. [Eng. justice ; -ship.} The

office or position of a judge oj justice.

"From this beginning having run through mapy
degrees of honouis, he mounted up to thiB dignitie

of prefecture, or justiceship."—P. Holland : Ammi-
anus, p. 51.

jUS-ti'-Ci-a (c as ah), s. [Named after J.

Justice, an ancient Scotch horticulturist and
botanist.]

Bot, : A genus of Acanthads, tribe Eranthe-
meae. It consists of ornamental and freely-

flowering plants with red, purple, blue, white,

or yellow flowers. They are natives of the hotter
parts of Asia and America. Many are culti-

vated in greenhouses. Justicia Ecbolium is a
diuretic.

* jus-ti'-ci-a-ble (c as sh), a. [Eng.

justice; -able.] Proper or fit to be examined
in a court of justice.

* jus-ti'-cl-a-ry, *jus-ti'-ci-ar (c as sh),
* jiis-ti'-ti-ar (tiasshi), s. & a. [Lat. justi-

tiarius, from justitia = justice.]

A. As substantive

:

1. An administrator of justice.

"O Saviour, the glittering palaces of proud justici-
: thee."—Bp. Hall: Contemplations;

2. An officer appointed by William the Con-
queror corresponding with a Lord Chief Jus-
tice. The Chief Justiciary was the highest legal

officer in the kingdom ; he was president of
the Court of King's Bench and of the Exche-
quer, and all other courts were under his
authority. In the absence of the sovereign
from the kingdom, he was ex-officio regent.
His office was thus one of the highest import-
ance and influence.

" By"adding to it the place of his chief justiciary, the
kiug [Henry I.J gave him an opportunity of becoming
one of the richest subjects in Europe." — Burke:
AbriAg. of Eng. Hist., bk. iii., ch. v.

3. One who boasts of the justice of his own
acts.

B. As adj. : Presided over by a justiciary.
" He was brought into thejusticiary court, upon an

indictment for the crime."—Strype: Memorials ; King
Charles (an. 1678).

Tf High Court of Justiciary : The supreme
court of Scotland in criminal causes. It is pre-
sided over by the lord justice-general, who is

assisted by the lord justice-clerk, and five
lords of session. There is no appeal from its

decisions.

* jiis-ti'-ci-es, s. [Justice-, v.]

Law : An old writ addressed to the sheriff,

empowering him to hold plea of debt in his
county court for any sum, his usual jurisdic-
tion being limited to sums under forty shil-

lings.

* jus'-ti-co, * jus ti coat, «, [Juste-att-
CORPS.]

jUS-ti-fl'-a-ble, a. [Eng. justify; -aofe.]

That mayor can be justified, excused, or de-
fended ; capable of being justified or shown to
be just ; defensible by law or reason ; vindic-
able ; excusable.

Just are the ways of God,
' men."
lion : Samson Agonistes, 294.

justifiable-homicide, s.

Law : Homicide (i.e., the killing of a human
being) in circumstances which render it a
justifiable act. When, for instance, an execu-
tioner hangs a criminal legally condemned, or
when no other way of preventing an atrocious
crime, say murder, is available, the deed
ceases to be murder and becomes justifiable
homicide.

jus-ti-fi'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. justifiable ;
-ness.] The quality or state of being justifi-
able ; capability of being justified, excused,
or defended.

" To this end they directed all their energies, careless
of the honesty or justifiableness of the means."—J. S
Brewer: English Studies, p. 191.

j\is-ti-li'-ar-\>lf, adv. [Eng. justifiable) ; ~ly.]

In a justifiable manner ; so as to be justifiable
excusable, or defensible. '

" No man amongst ub can justifiably plead weakness
of conscience in that seme."South ; Sermons, vol. iii
ser. 5.

,
.

. .,

jus-tl-fi-ca'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. justifi-
cationem, accus. of justificatio, from justijica-
tus, pa. par. of justifico = to justify (q v ) *

Sp. justification; Ital. giustificazione.] '

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of justifying
; the act of showing

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, woif, work. who. son: mute. cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, full: try. Syrian. », oe = e; ey=a. au = kw.
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or proving to be just, right, or conformable to
law and justice ; vindication, defence.

" I hope, for my brother's justification, he wrote this
but as an essay of my virtue."

—

Shakesp. ; Lear, i. 2.

2. The state of being justified or proved to
be just or right.

3. The act of adjusting, making correct, or
exact ; the act of causing the various parts of
a complex object to fit together ; adjustment.

4. The act of judging ; condemnation, exe-
cution. (Scotch.)

II. Technically

:

1. Boolcbinding : Attention to keeping the
matter of pages in exact register or corre-

spondence, to secure even margins.

2. Law: The bringing forward in court of a
sufficient reason why a defendant did what he
is called upon to answer ; such a plea must
set forward some special matter.

3. Print. : The adjustment of distance be-
tween the letters in the words and the words
in a line, so as to avoid any glaring dispropor-
tion, and make them fill the measure.

4. Theology

:

(1) Protestant Theol. : A forensic act by which
God declares the sinner righteous, and acquits
him of all guilt on account of the meritorious
life and atoning death of Jesus Christ the Re-
deemer, imputed to the sinner and received by
faith alone. The scripture passages adduced
in support of this view are Isa. liii. 11 ; Acts
xiii. 39 ; Bom. iii. 20-31, iv. 1-25, v. 16-21 :

viii. 30 ; Gal. ii. 16-21, iii. 8, 11 ; Tit. iii. 7, &e.
A broad distinction is drawn between justifica-

tion and sanctification. (See the Eleventh
Article, and the Homily, Of Justification, also
Confession of Faith, ch. xi.)

(2) Roman TJieol. : The infusion of righteous-
ness into the sinner by the Spirit of God. On
that view there is not essential distinction be-
tween justification and sanctification. In sup-
port of this view, and against the distinction
drawn by Protestants between justification
and sanctification, Roman theologians cite
1 Cor. vi. 11. St. Paul has been telling the
Corinthians that the " unrighteous shall not
inherit the kingdom of God." He continues,
"And such were some of you; but ye are
washed, but ye are sanctified, but ye are justi-
fied." Here sanctification is put before justi-
fication. See also Eph. iv. 24.

* jus-tif'-i-ca-tive, a. [Lat. justijicat^is),
pa. par. of justifico ; Eng. suff. -ive. ] Having
power to justify

; justifying, justificatory.

Mus-tif'-l-ca-tor, s. [Low Lat., from Lat.
justiftcatus, pa. par. of justijico.]

L Ord. Lang. .* One who justifies, excuses,
or defends.

II. Law

:

1. A compurgator (q.v.).

2. A juryman.

jus-tIf'-5£-ca-tdr-y, a. [Eng. justificator ; -y.~\

Justifying, excusing, defensory.

jUS'-ti-fl-er, s. [Eng. justify ; -er.]

1. One who justifies, vindicates or defends.
"They were not men, but justifiers of themselves

and hypocrites."—Strype : Life of Parker, an. 1666.

2. One who pardons and absolves from sin
and punishment.

jus'-ti-fy, * jus ti-fye, v.t. & i. [Fr. justi-
jler, from Lat. justifico, from Justus = just, and
facio = to make ; Sp. & Port, justificar; Ital.

giustificare.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To prove or show to be just, true, or con-
formable to right, law, justice, propriety, or
duty ; to vindicate, to defend, to excuse.

" In rushes folly with a full-moon tide.
Then welcome errors of whatever size,

To justify It by a thousand lies."

Cowper : Progress of Error, 284.

* 2. To prove ; to establish by evidence ; to
show ; to demonstrate.
" I here could pluck his highness' frown upon you,
Aud justify you traitors. Shakesp. : Tempest, v.

3. To absolve : to acquit ; to declare to be
free from guilt or blame ; to exonerate.

" The law hath judg'd thee, Eleanor

;

I cannotjustify whom law condemns."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry II',, ii. 8.

t 4. To cause to fit together exactly, as the
various parts of a complex body ; to adjust,
to fit together, to make exact. [Justifica-
tion, I. 3.]

5. To condemn, to execute, to hang. (Scotch.)

"The only drap o' gentle bluid that's in your body
was our great grand-uncle's that was justified at Dum-
barton."—Scott: Rob Roy, ch. xxiiL

II. Theology

:

(1) Protestant Theol. : To declare the sinner
righteous, to acquit the sinner. [Justifica-
tion, II. 4 (1).]

"That which gives us a title to a perfect righteous-
ness without us, by which alone we stand justified be-
fore God."

—

South : Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 4.

2. Roman Theol. ; To infuse righteousness
into the sinner. [Justification, II. 4 (2).]

* B. Intrans. : To agree ; to coincide or
conform exactly ; to form an even surface or
exact line with anything.

% To justify bail ; To prove the sufficiency
of bail or sureties for the amount for which
they go bail.

"And, if excepted to, the bail must be perfected ;

that is, they must justify themselves in court, or before
the commissioner in the country, by swearing them-
selves housekeepers, aud each of them to be worth the
full sum for which they are bail after payment of all
their debts."—Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 10.

Jus-tin'-i-an, s. & a. [See def.]

A. As subst. : One of the Roman Emperors.
B. As adj. : Pertaining or relating to the

Institutes or laws of the Emperor Justinian.

Jus-tin'-l-an-lSt, s. [Eng. Justinian ; -ist.]

One who is "skilled or learned in the Institutes
of Justinian ; one learned in civil law. (Whar-
ton.)

* jiis'-tle (tie as el), v.i. & t. [Jostle, v.]

A. Intrans. : To run up agaiust anything

;

to clash, to encounter, to jostle.

" Injury of chance
akiag, justles roughl. .

Sliakexp. : Troilus & Cressida, iv. 4.

B. Trans. : To jostle ; to run or knock up
against ; to push, to drive.

"I am in case to justle a constable."— Shakesp.

.

Tempest, ill. 2.

* jiis'-tle (tie as el), s. [Justle, v.] A shock,
a push, an encounter, a jostle.

" By any ambiguous expression, accidental justle, or
unkind repartee, '

—

Tatler, No. 260.

jiist'-ly, adv. [Eng. just ; -ly.]

1. In a just manner ; in accordance with
justice, law, or right ; honestly, uprightly.

" I am justly killed with mine own treachery."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, v. 2.

2. Fairly, accurately, properly ; in accord-
ance with facts and truth ; as, The matter is

justly described.

just ness, s. [Eng. just; -mess.]

1. The quality or state of being just
;
justice,

uprightness, equity, fairness.
" Not the justness of a cause, but the valour of the

soldiers that must win the field."—Sou^A: Sermons,
vuL i., ser. 4.

2. Conformity to truth or facts ; accuracy,
fairness, propriety.

" Cowley has with greater justness of thought com-
pared a beautiful woman to a porcupine, that Bends an
arrow from every part."—Addison: Spectator, No. 877.

jut, v.i. [A variant of jet, v. (q.v.).] To push
or shoot forward in prominences

; to project
beyond the main body.

" The red rocks from the margin
Jutting overhang the river.

Longfellow : Hiawatha, xviii.

* jut, * jutte, s. [Jut, v.]

2. That which juts or projects out ; a pro-
jection, a prominence.

2. A push, a shove.
"Give him a jutte, indeed,"— Udol: Ralph Roister-

Doister, iii. 3.

jut-window, s.

Carp. ; A bow-window projecting from the
face of a building ; a bay-window.

jute, s. [TJriya jhot.]

1. Coram. & Manuf. : The fibre of two Indian
plants, Corchorus capsularis, cultivated chiefly
in the central and eastern pails of Bengal, and
C. olitorius in the neighbourhood of Calcutta.
It is manufactured into

—

(a) cloth of different
qualities ranging from substitutes for silk, or
shirtings, curtains, carpets, and "gunnies"
(bags for holding grain)

; (b) paper prepared
chiefly from the " rejections " and " cuttings "

;

(c) cordage from the coarser and stronger
qualities.

2. Hist. : The fibre was first experimented
on by Europeans unfavourably in 1820. In
1832 a Dundee manufacturer used it again, and
found it answer his purpose. From time im-

memorial the natives of Bengal had made it

into gunnies .by hand weaving. The manufac-
ture being introduced into Dundee and carried

on by machinery, greatly injured the Indian
hand manufacture, but the natives found it

profitable to export the raw material. Next
factories were established in India, in Borneo,
&c. The first official mention of the word" jute

is in the Calcutta customs returns of exports

for 1828, when 364 cwt. were sent to Europe ; in

1901-2, there were in India thirty-five jute mills,

employing a daily average number of 113,946

persons, with 16,059loomsand 329, 330spindles.

For the year ending March 31, 1902, raw jute

was exported to the value of 1 1 , 79, 72, 723rupees,

and manufactured, value 8,71,14,174 rupees.

Jut'-land-er, s. [From the country Jutland;
suff. -er.] A native or inhabitant of Jutland.

Jut'-land-ish, a. [Eng. Jutland; -ish.] Of
or pertaining to Jutland, or its people.

jut'-ting, pr. par., u., & s. [Jut, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partidp. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or state of projecting
out.

jutting out, s.

Arch. ; A projection ; said of windows,
corbels, cornices, &c.

*jut-ting-ly, adv. [Eng. jutting ; -ly.] In a
jutting or projecting manner, *

* jut'-ty, v.t [Jut, v.] To project beyond;
to overhang.

" As fearfully as doth a galled rock
O'erhang euxdjutty hi8 confounded base."

Shakesp, : Henry V., iii. 1.

* jiif-ty, s. [Jutty, v.] A projecting part of
a wall, as of a prominent course ; a pier, a
mole.

* ju'-ven-al, s. [A corrupt, of juvenile (q.v.).]

A young man, a youth, a juvenile.

"The juvenal, the prince, your master, whose chin
is not yet fledged."—SluUcesp. : 2 Henry IV., t. 2.

ju-ven-a'-li-a, s. pi. [Lat. neut. pi. of juven-
alis = juvenile, suitable for young people.]

Roman Antiq. : Games for young people, in-
stituted by Nero.

* ju-ven-ea'-cence, s. [Eng. juvenescen(t) ;
-ce.] The quality or state of being juvenes-
cent ; a growing young.

* ju-ven-es'-cent, a. [Lat. juvenescens, pr.
par. of juvenesco = to grow young, from ju-
venis = young.] Growing or becoming young.

ju'-ven-ile, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. juvenilis,
from juvenis = young. ]

A. As adj. : Young, youthful.
"No crime in a, juvenile exereitation."—QlanvU

:

Scepsis Scientifica ; Epist. (Dedic.J

B. As subst. : A young person, a youth.
"'Yes, yes, yes,' cried the juveniles."—O. BrontS:

Jane Eyre, ch. xviii.

*ju'-ven-Ile-ness, s. [Eng. juvenile ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being juvenile
; youth,

youthfulness.

ju-ven-U'-i-ty, s. [Fr. juviniliU, from Lat.
juvenilitatem, aceus. of juvenilitas, from ju~
venilis = youthful.]

t 1. Youthfulness, youth.
* 2. A light and careless manner; youthful

actions or conduct.
" Customary strains and abstracted juvenilities have

made it difficult to commend and Bpeak credibly in
dedications."—Glanviil: Scepsis Scientifica.

* ju'-ven-tate, a. [Lat. juventas (genit. ju-
ventatis), from juvenis = young.] Youth
youthfulness.

ju'-vi-a, s. [Brazilian (?).]

Bot. : The Brazil nut (Bertholettia excelsa), a
fine tree 100 or 120 feet high, from the
Orinoco, &c.

ju -wan'- saf Ju -wan' - za, a . [Etym.
doubtful.]

Bot. : The camel's thorn (q.v.). [Alhaqi.]

ju-war', s. [Jowabee.]

*jux-ta-p6ge', v.t. [Lat.juarfa = close, next,
and Eng. pose.] To place next or near; to set
side by side.

*jux-ta-pds'-it, v.t. [Lat. juxta = close,
next, and positus, pa. par. of pono = to place]
To place next or near ; to juxtapose.

bSil, to6y; pout, jdwl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, &em; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-clan. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion=shun; -tion, -sion= zh«n. -clous, -tious, -slous = shus. -ble, -die, &c =bel, del."
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jux-ta-pd-si'-tion, s. [Lat. juxta = close,

next,"and Eng. position (q. v.).] The act of plac-

ing or setting next or near, or side "by side

;

the state of "being set near or side by side
;

nearness or closeness of position ; contiguity.
" But the idea of atoms and nf their relative weights,

and of the building up of compounds by the juxta-
position of elementary atoms, is perfectly definite,

and affords the only satisfactory explanation yet given
of the observed laws of chemical combination."

—

Graham: Chemistry (2nd ed.), vol. ii„ p. 612.

ju-zail , s. [Native word.] A kind of heavy
rifle used by the Afghans. (Annandale.)

* jy-mold, 6. [Gimmal.]

*jysse, -v. [Gis.]

K. The eleventh letter and the eighth conso-
nant of the English alphabet. This letter

has before vowels, and before all consonants
except n, the same phonetic value in all the
alphabets where it appears -a guttural momen-
tary sound produced by raising the back of
the tongue to the back of the palate, as in

kill, keen, king. Before n it is not sounded in

English, as in knee, knell, knife. From the
sixteenth to the last century it was used in

English at the end of words after c, apparently
to strengthen the hard c, as in alchemick,
musick, publiclc, but this usage is now con-
fined to monosyllables, as check, clock, duck,
sick. It also frequently occurs at the end of
monosyllables followed by e mute, as duke,
strike ; or alone after long vowels ordipthongs,
as in seek, speak, hook, look, hawk, or preceded
by the consonants I, n, r, as milk, shrink,
dirk. It is met with in the middle of words
only where the monosyllable to which it be-
longs are compounded, as in speaking, firkin,

mawkish, tinker, inkling, mankind. It takes
-a prominent part in the formation of deriva-
tives, as in the suffixes -ock

f
-ikin.

TT Forming part of the original Phoenician
alphabet, k passed into Greek and the oldest
Latin ; but c was substituted for it in the
latter at an early date, and it only survived in

a few common abbreviations (see below). In
the early part of the present era, moreover,
the sound of k or c (hard) was lost in Italy. It

underwent palatization

—

i.e., it was produced
by raising the middle instead of the back
•of the tongue to the palate, and c was sounded
.as ch(tsh). Those modern alphabets, therefore,

derived from Italy (i.e., Celtic, Mod. Italian,

French, and Spanish) have, properly speak-
ing, no k, and the sound and letter are only
present in a few foreign importations. In
those alphabets, however, derived through
the Greek (i.e., Teutonic and Slavonic) k plays
•an important part. But in England the letter

holds a very ambiguous position. The earliest

Anglo-Saxon alphabet, being derived from
.Roman missionaries, was without k, and c

was generally used to represent its sound,
but German influence soon introduced it to

northern England, and made it interchange-
able with c throughout the country, and the
two letters were used indifferently (cf. cyning,

kyning). The Norman French of the Con-
quest brought in many words in which k

could have no place, and not only often soft-

ened the old c (hard) to ch or c (sibilant) (cf.

cild, child), but gave c general predominance
over k, even when the original sound was re-

tained. In northern England, however, it

continued to be freely used in words in which
in southern dialects k had given way ch or c

(sibilant)—N. rike (kingdom), S. riche ; N.
croke (cross), S. cronche ; N. Alnwick, S. Green-
wich; N. Caister, S. Chester. In Lowland
Scotch, likewise, k still retained, as it does
to this day,' its old importance (cf. kirk and
church). K has undergone many other pho-
netic changes in Indo-European languages.
In the Greeco-Latin branch it was sometimes
labialized, and became p (cf. Lat. equus and
Gr. Vttttos (hippos) = horse, Sanso. kankan, and
Gr. Tre'fTe (pente), i.e., TreWe (penpe) = Ave).

In English it has been occasionally replaced
by t (cf. Old Eng. bale, Mod. Eng. bat, make =
mate, maked = made).

I. As an initial K is used : In orders of

knighthood for knight: as, K.G., Knight of
the Garter; K.T., Knight of the Thistle;
K.C.B., Knight Commander of the Bath.

II. As a symbol K is used :

1. For Numerals (Roman) = 250, or with a
line above it (K) = 250,000 ; In Greek K = 20,
and k = 20,000.

2. In chemistry for potassium (being the
initial letter of Kalium) (q.v.)

:
by which name

the metal is also known.

* ka, •>. [Ca.] A chough, a jackdaw.

ka-a'-ba, 5. [Caaba,]

kaa ma, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Bubal is caama, a South African ante-
lope. Called also the Hartebeest (q.v.).

kab, s. [Cab, 2.]

kab -a -la, s. [Cabala.]

kab -ane, [Cabin.]

ka-ba'-ro, o. [Native name.]

Music ; A small drum used by the Egyptians
and Abyssinians. (Stainer & Barrett.)

kab-ba-list'-ic-al, «,. |Cabbalistical.]

kab bas ou , s. [Fr., probably from a native
name.]

Zool. : Cuvier's name for a section of the
Armadillo genus (Dasypus). The fore and
hind legs have each five toes; the teeth are
from thirty to forty. Example, Dasypus
Taioua.

kab'-be-lon, s. [Ger. kobbelian ; Sw. kabelgo;
Dan. kabeljao = cod-tish.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

2. Cabbage and potatoes mashed together.

II. Nautical :

1, Codfish which has been salted and hung
for a few days but not thoroughly dried.
(Smith.)

2. A dish of mashed cod. (Smith.)

kab'-bos, s. [Prob. Native East Indian.]

Ichthy. ; The name of an East Indian fish of
the Musklan kind. It grows to about two
feet long, has no scales, but feels smooth and
soft like an eel. Brown in colour, its snout is

of n paler hue and. spotted with black. (Rees

:

Cyclopedia.)

ka -bin, s. A kind of marriage among the
Muhammadans which is not considered as
binding for life, but is solemnised on condi-
tion that the husband allows the wife a cer-
tain sum of money in case of separation.
(Wliarton.)

ka-bob, ka'-bab, s. [Cabob.]

*ka'-bdbbed, a. [Eng. kabob ; -ed.] Dressed
savoury as a cabob (q.v.).

"The genteel feel of your tip-ton folks is no more
like nature than one of your fine kabobbed fricassees
is to plain roast and tatles
Knowing, i. 1.

-Morton : Secrets Worth

Ka-byle', a. & s. [Arab, kabdil.]

A. As subst. : A person belonging to any of a
series of tribes inhabiting Algeria, and forming
the best known branch of the Berber race,
the old aborigines of North Africa, who occu-
pied at one time all the territory between
Egypt and the Canary Islands. They were
known to the Romans as the Numidians.
Although in physique the Kabyles resemble
the Arabs, their life and character are radically
different. Their houses are of stone ; they
dwell in towns, and engage not only in the
cultivation of figs, vines, and tobacco, but
in the manufacture of lime, tiles, soap, and
domestic utensils. The fine arts are not un-
known to them, and wood-engraving and en-
graving on metal are practised among them.
Though Muhammadans by religion, their poli-
tical institutions are essentially democratic.
The Arab language is spoken by the majority
of them, but their original tongue is not lost,

and their popular literature, preserved through
oral transmissions, has been committed to
writing by a French savant. In 1901 they
were estimated to number 3,000,000, and their

province is known as Kabylia or Kabylie.
The French, in whose territory they reside,
find them active soldiers and artisans.

" In short, there ia little or nothing that is Arabic
about the Kabyle." —Fraser's Mag., Oct., 1862, p. 449,

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the series of
tribes described under A.

"I meant to lodge with the leading men of the
village and see Kabyle \ilv."—Fraser's Magazine, Oct,
1862, p. 457.

ka dar Ite, ». [From Arabic, and Eng. sun.

-ite.]

Muhammadanisvi : A sect which deny pre-

destination, and maintain the doctrine of free

will.

ka'-di, kad-i-as-tert s. [Cadi.]

ka dris, s. pi. [From Arab.]

Muhammadanism: An order of Muham-
madan dervishes, founded a.d. 1165. They
lacerate themselves with scourges.

kad-siir'-a, *. [The Japanese name.]

Bot. : A genus of Schizandrace*. They
are mucilaginous shrubs, with three sepals,

six to nine petals, and fifteen or more stamens,
found in tropical Asia. By boiling the juice,

a mucilage is obtained, used in making Brous-
sonetia paper. The Japanese women use it

also to clean pomatum from their hair.

k&d-SUr'-ad, s. [Mod. Lat. kadsur(a); -ad.)

Bot. (PL): The name given by Lindley to
the order Schizandraceas (q.v.).

kae, s. [Ka.] A daw.
" God bless your honours a' your days,
Wi' sowps o- kail and brats o' claise,
In spite o' &' the thievish kaes."

Burns : Cry & Prayer.

ksem'-mer-er-ite, a. [Named by Norden-
skidld in 1843 after Kiimmerer of Bissersk,
Russia ; stiff, -ite (Af£».).]

Min. : A reddish -violet variety of Penninite
(q.v.), owing its colour to varying amounts
of sesquioxide of chromium ; first found near
Lake Itkul, Perm, Russia, and subsequently
in well-defined, hexagonal prisms at Texas,
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ; in
both cases associated with chromite.

ksemp-fer -l-a, s. [Named after Engelbert
Kaempfer, a traveller to Japan, born in West-
phalia a.d. 1651, died in 1716.]

Bot. : A genus of Zingiberacea?. Kmmpferia
Galanga is often mixed with the Galangale
obtained from Alpinia pyramidalls and A. Al-
lughas. The same species and K. rotunda are
used medicinally in India.

kaemp'-fer-ide, s. [Eng., &c, Kcempferfia)

:

suff. -ide.]

Chem. ; A crystalline substance without
taste or smell, found in the root of Kwmpferia
galanga. It melts at 100°, is very soluble in
ether, less so in alcohol, and almost insoluble
in water. Sulphuric acid imparts to it a beau-
tiful dark green colour, whilst potash dissolves
it with a bright yellow colour.

K&f-fer, Kaf'-fir, s. [Kafir.]

kaf-fle, s. [Coffle.]

kaf'-i-la, k&f'-i-lah, s. [Arab, kafala.]

A caravan or company travelling with camels.

Kaf-ir, Kaf-fer, Kaf-fref s. & a. [Arab.
Kafir = an unbeliever.]

A. As substantive

:

1. One of a race inhabiting the country be-
tween Cape Colony and Delagoa Bay ; so called
by the Muhammadans on account of their re-

fusal to accept Islamism.

2. The language spoken by the Kafirs.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Kafirs.

kaflre-bread, o. [Caffer-beead.]

k&g-e-neik'-i-a, s. [Named from Count
Frederic Kageneik, a patron of botany.]

Sot, : A genus of the order Rosaces (Rose-
worts). Kagencikia crataigoides is a very tall,

ornamental-growing tree, succeeding in loam,
peat, and sand ; ripened cuttings will strike
readily in sand, under a glass in a little heat.
It is confined to Chili, and its flowers are
white. (Paxton.)

ka' gu, s. [A New Caledonian word]

Omith. (PI.) : Rhinochetina1
, a sub-family

of Gruidffi (Cranes).

ka-ha , s. [Dyak.]

Zool. : The name given by the Dyaks of
Borneo to the Long- or Proboscis -nosed
Monkey (Semnopithecus nasalis). It has a
nose of prodigious size and length, a wide
mouth, and a receding chin ; arms and legs
long ; colour of the back and shoulders a
reddish or dark-red brown, the rest of a lighter
colour. The Dyaks think them descended
from men who took to the woods to avoid
paying taxes.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, sa, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw. i
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kail, kale. * keal (Milton), ' cale, s. [From
Gael, cal (genit. cail) = cabbage ; Ir. cal ; Manx
kail; Corn, coal; Wei. cawl; Bret, kaol ; ef.

Lat. <aif2ts = (1) stalk, (2) cabbage. (Stea*)-]

[Cole.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The name loosely given in England to all

vegetables clown to the fifteenth century, and
so occasionally used in modern Scotch. [Kail-
wife.]

"Cale, olus, olusculum."—Catl>. Angl.

2. A broth made in Scotland of cabbage, with
or without meat. (Jamiesou.)

" On thee aft Scotland chows her cood,
Iu souple scones, the wale o' food !

Or tumbliu' in the boiling flood
Wi' kail an' beef." Hums : Scotch Drink.

3. A dinner. (Scotch.) The phrase "Will
you come and take your kail wi' me?" is com-
mon in Scotland. Cf. the Fr. invitation,
" Voulez-vous venir manger la soupe chez
moi?" [Kail-bell.]

" If you will take your kail with us next Sunday,
I will glance over your work." — Scott : Surgeon's
Daughter. (Pref.)

II, Botany

:

1. The name now given in Scotland and
parts of Northern England to all coleworts

—

i.e. , cabbages (Brassiea oleracea). It is usually
sp<!lt kail.

" The now universal potatoe was unknown, but [the
yards] were stored with kale or colewort."—Scott;
Waverley, ch. viii.

2. The name now given in England to a
variety of the Brassiea oleracea, differing from
the cabbage in the open heads of its leaves,

which are used as "greens," and as food for
cattle. There are many varieties, the leaves
being sometimes green, sometimes reddish-
brown, sometimes purplish in colour, and
plain, waved, curled, or laciniated in form.
Usually a biennial plant ; it is sometimes per-
ennial, as in the variety known as Milan kale
(chou de Milan). The best kind is that with
curled leaves. It is usually spelt kale, and is

variously known as borecole, winter greens,
German greens, and Scotch kale. [Kale.]

If (1) Barefoot, or Barejit kail ; A very
meagre or beggarly broth. (Jamieson.)

(2) Water kail (confined to Lothian) : A
broth made with water only. (Jamieson.)

(3) To gie kail thro' the reek. [Reek.]
iScotch).

(a) To give smoky (reekie), and, therefore,
nauseous or unpalatable broth. Thus, to
reprove severely, to scold in words. (Scott

:

Old Mortality, ch. xiv.)

(b) To punish, to inflict bodily harm. (Scott :

Rob Roy, ch. xxx.)

(4) To get kail thro' the reek. (Scotch.)

(a) To be severely reproved ; to be scolded.

(b) To meet with reverses, or ill-luck.

kail bell, s. The dinner-bell. (Scotch.)
" But hark the kail-bell rings, and I
Maun gae liuk off the pot. ' Herd's Songs, li. 199.

kail brose, s. Pottage made of meal and
the scum of broth. [Brose.]

kail-castock, s. A stem of the colewort.
(Scotch.) [Castock.]

kail garth, * cale garth, *. Kitchen
garden. [Garth.]

"Cale-gnrth; ortus, et cetera, ubi a gardyiige."

—

Cath. Angl.

kail-gully, s A large knife used in
cutting coleworts. (Scotcli.) [Gully.]

" A larjg kail-gully hang down by his side."
Jamieson : Popular Jiallad, i. 302.

kail-pot, s. A pot in which broth is

made.
"Set aue of their noses within the smell of a kail-

pot, and whistle them back, if ye can."—Scott: Pirate,
ch. xi.

U Kail-pot is used in both Scotland and
Northern English dialects. (Grose.) Halliwell
describes it ns a large metal pot for cooking
meat and cabbage together, of globular shape,
holding three to four gallons, and resting on
three little spikes.

kail-seed, . A seed of colewort. (Scotch.)

* kail-seller, s. A vegetable dealer.

"Cale-seller, oliter, -trix "—Cath. Angl.

kail-stock, * cal-stocke, >.

L Literally

;

1. Stalk of -colewort.
"Cale-stok, maguderis."—Cath. Ang.

2. A plant of colewort. (Scotch.)

" They . . . rooted out our kail-stocks."
Colvil. [Jamieson.)

II. Fig. : Any worthless article. (From the
signification given in 1.)

" Nat worth a shytel-cocke
Nat worth a son-re calvtocke."
Skelton : Why come ye not to Court J 353.

kail-wife,b
s.

1. Lit. : A woman who sells kail, or green
vegetables. (Jamieson.)

2. Fig. : A scold. (Scotch.)
" Tis folly with kail-wives to flyte :

Some dogs bark best after they bite."
Cleland, i>. 112. (Jamieson.)

kail -worm, * cale - worm, * cole-
worm, s.

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Any caterpillar. (Scotch.)

2. Fig. : A person or thing of no import-
ance. (Applied as a term of reproach or con-
tempt.) (Scotch.) (Scott : Heart of Midlothian,
ch. xii.)

II. Entom. : The grub that lives on the
leaves of the cabbage or colewort, and ulti-

mately becomes the cabbage butterfly (Pontia
Brassicm vel Rapes, Linn.).

kail-yard, *.

1. A cabbage garden. (Scotch.)

"Hardly sense enough to call the cows out o' his
kail-yard. '—Scott; Antiquary, ch. iv.

2. A kitchen garden. (Scotch.)

"The society schoolmaster has . . . with a dwelling-
house and schoolhouse, a kail-yard with an acre of
ground."—Sutlierlandsh. Statist. Acct., iii. 842.

3. An orchard. (Halliwell: Provincial Diet.)

kaile, v.i. [Perhaps connected with Mid. Eng.
Icalen = to grow cool ; akale = cold.] (Northern,
English.) To decline in health. (Halliwell.)

kails, s. pi. [Kayles.]

kaim (1), kame (1), s. [Cosibe.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A ridge ; the crest of a hill.

2. Geol. : The same as Escar (q.v.).

" The marine denudation of the till appears to have
furnished the material of which these kum-es or eskers
are composed."

—

Lyell : Antiquity of Man (1873), p. 293.

kaim, kame (2), ». [Comb, s.]

kaim, kame, v.t. [Comb, v.]

kai ma-con, cai -ma-con, ;>. [Turkish.]
A title" given in the Ottoman Empire to a
deputy, or governor. There are generally two
kaimacons—one residing at Constantinople,
the other attending the grand vizier as his
lieutenant. (Brande.)

kain, s. [Low Lat. cana = a tax, a tribute
;

from Gael, ceavn = the head.] A duty, such
as poultry, eggs, &c, taken by a landlord in
part of the rent from farmers.

".He had a great number of kain liens — that's
hens that the tenant pays to the landlord, like a sort
of rent in kind."—Scott ; Guy Mannering, ch. v.

kain ite, &-. [Gr. koucos (kainos) = recent or
new : sutf. -ite (Min.). Named by Gincken.]

Mini. : Supposed to have been a new species,
but subsequently proved by several analyses
to be the same as Picromerite (q.v.), mixed
with chlorides. Occurs at the Stassfurth salt
mines, Magdeburg, Prussia.

kai-no-zo'-ic, [Cainozoic]

kaiser, s. [Cesar.] An emperor; the Em-
peror of Austria. He is called Kaiser because
by Diocletian's arrangement certain provinces
near the Danube, which came into the posses-
sion of Austria in 143S, were anciently assigned
to a Csesar.

ka'-jak, (j as y), ka -yak, ky'-ak, s.

[Esquimaux.] The boat of the Esquimaux,
used by the men only. About eighteen feet in

length, it is eighteen inches broad in the
middle, and, tapering at both ends, is about
a foot deep. Without outriggers, it is covered
with skins, and closed at the top, with the
exception uf a hole in the middle, lilled by the
boatman, who, sitting on the floor of the boat,

propels it with a paddle.

kaju-garu, s. [Malayan.] The fragrant
wood of Gonostylus Miqnelianus.

ka -ka, s. [Maori.] (See the compound.)

kaka-parrot, &.

Omith. : Nestor meridionalis—a New Zealand
parrot.

kak-a-pa'-o, ka-ka-pd , s. [From Maori
= night-parrot.]

Ornith. : A bird of the parrot family (Psitta-

cidrn), although it is in many respects of a
unique type. Indigenous to New Zealand, and
called by the English there the Ground Parrot,
or Owl Parrot, it became lirst known to Euro-
pean ornithologists in 1843, and is now re-

presented in most European museums. Its

scientific name is Strigops habroptilus. Its

habits are wholly nocturnal, hiding in rocks
and under the roots of trees by day, seeking
food only by night. In size it resembles a
raven ; its feathers are of green or of brownish-
green colour, striped longitudinally with yel-
low ; it has a very powerful beak, with hairs
and elongated feathers about its face, as in
the case of the owl. Its wings are too short
to enable it to fly, and it chiefly walks along
the ground or climbs trees, thus making it a
prey to eats, rats, and other animals. It is

fast becoming extinct.
" Among the additions was a second living specimen

of the kakapo, or Ground Parrot of New Zealand."

—

Zool. Soc. Ptoc., 1871, p. 102.

k&,-ka-ral'-li, s. [A British Guianan name.]

Bot. : Lecythis ollaria. [Lecythis.]

kak-a-teV-ro, kak-a-ter'-ra, s. [Maori.]

Bot. : The New Zealand name of Dacrydium
taxifolium, a taxad, 200 feet high.

* kakele, kakelle, + keklys, v.t [Cackle.]
An old form of Cackle (q.v.).

" The hen hwoii heo haueth Held ne coil buten kakelen."—Ancren IHwle, p. 66.

kak'-er-lac, kak'-er-lak, *. [Ger.]

Entomology

:

1. Sing. : A cockroach (q.v.).

2. PL : The family Blattidee (q.v.). (Dallas.)

kak o-chlore, s. [Named by Breithaupt.
Etym. doubtful; perhaps Gr. xawos (kakos) =
bad, and x^pos (chloros) = pale green.]

Min. : A compound of oxides of manganese
and cobalt, occurring at Rengersdorf, Lansitz,
Prussia. Formerly regarded as related to
Asbolite (q.v.) ; but now referred by Weisbach
to Lithiophorite (q.v.).

kak 6 dule, kak -o-dyle, s. [Cacodyl.]

kak'-6-dyT-ic, «. [Cacodylic]

kakodylie-acid, s. [Cacodylic- acid.]

kak-ox'-ene, s. [Cacoxene.]

Ka'-la, s. [Sansc. = black, dark, dark-blue.]

Hindoo Mythology ;

1. Siva in one of his manifestations. Some-
times used also for Time. [Kalee.]

2, One of the names of Yama, regent of the
dead ; hence sometimes death itself.

ka-laf ', s. [Arabic] A medicated water, pre-
pared from the sweet-scented male catkius of
Saliz agyptiaca.

ka-la'-ite, s. [Calaite.]

kal -a-mit, 5. [Calamite.]

kal-an-cho'-e, [The Chinese name of one
of the species.]

Bot. : A genus of Crassulacea?. The leaves
of Kalanclwe laciniata are valued as an appli-
cation to wounds and sores ; they allay irri-
tation and promote cicatrization. A", spathu-
lata is poisonous to goats. In Kangra, in
India, the leaves are burnt and applied to
abscesses. K. brasiliensis is used in Brazil as
a refrigerant. K. pimiata is the same as
Bryophyllum calycinum.

ka -land, s. [Etym. doubtful, but probably
connected with kalends (q.v.),] A fraternity

bSil, bo^; pout, jd%l; cat, cell, chorus, 5hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &e. = bel, deL
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which originated in Germany in the thirteenth
century, the members of which assembled on
the first of each month to pray for their de-
ceased friends and to feast together. Owing to

these ceremonies degenerating into excesses,
the fraternity was abolished.

kale, s. [Cole.]

1. Colewort. [Kail.]

2. Sea-kale (Crambe 'maritima),

Ka -lee, Ka li (1), s. [Sanaa, the fem. of
kabx (q.v.).']

Hindoo Myth, : The sacti or consort of Siva
in the form Kala (q.v.). She is represented
with four arms, one holding a sword, the
second a trident, the third a club, and the
fourth a shield. A dead body hangs from
each of her ears ; human skulls strung to-

gether form her necklace ; and the hands of
slaughtered giants interlaced with each other
compose her girdle. Her eyebrows are matted
and stained with the gore of monsters whom
she has just torn to pieces and devoured. She
is exceedingly pleased when her altars are
inundated with human blood. The Thugs
selected her as their tutelary deity. The
swinging festival is in her honour. [Swing-
ing-festival.] She symbolizes time, and
the destruction she effects is the personifica-

tion of the ravages of time. Her worship
seems to have been of Turanian origin, though
it is now firmly rooted in modern Brahmanism.

ka-lei -do-phone, s. [Gr. «aA6? Qcolos) =
beautiful; elSos (eidos) = form, and $<avri

(phone) = sound.] An instrument invented
by Prof. Wheatstone, to illustrate the pheno-
mena of waves of sound. A thin elastic bar
is fixed by one extremity, and at its free end
carries a silvered or polished ball ; a ray of
light is reflected from this ball, and when
the thin plate is vibrated, the fine point of
light describes various curves, corresponding
with the musical notes produced by the vi-

brations.

ka-lei'-do-scope, s. [Gr. khaos (kalos) =
beautiful ; elfios (eidos) = appearance, and
a-Koireto (skopeo) = to behold.]

Optics: An instrument which, by means of
reflection, enables us to behold an endless
variety of beautiful forms of perfect symme-
try. It is made by taking two plane mirrors,
usually formed of slips of glass, blackened at
the back, from six to twelve inches in length,

and diminishing in breadth from about 3 inches
or li inches at one end, to 1 or \ inch at the
other. Their shape is therefore trapezoidal,

but they may be made rectangular with equal
success. The mirrors are fixed together by their
corresponding sides, so that their reflecting

surfaces face each other, and form together any
angle that is a sub- multiple of 360° (i.e. 120°,

90", 72°, 60°). The angle at which they are
usually placed is 60°. Thus arranged, the
mirrors are set in a hollow, conical tube made
of brass, tin, or paper, a little larger than the
mirrors, and of sufficient diameter at its

wider end just to include their points. The
small end of the tube is closed, space only
being left for an eyehole, which should be in

the plane of both the mirrors. At the large
end of the tube, and close to the bases of
the mirrors, a circular object-box is fixed,

of the same diameter as the base of the tube.

Its inner side is covered with transparent
glass, its outer with ground opaque glass. It

is filled with chips of coloured paper, coloured
glass, artificial flowers, beads or small glass

tubes filled with coloured liquids. The box
should be only deep enough to enable the
objects within it to fall freely, when gently
shaken. When the tube is held to the light

a circle of variegated pattern, divided into

six sectors of like shape, is always visible,

and every time that the tube is revolved, and
the relative position of the objects in the box
altered, a different pattern is observable. By
placing a lamp behind the eyehole, when the
tube is fixed horizontally, by setting there
strong lenses, as in a magic lantern, and by
replacing the ground glass at the base of the
object-box by transparent glass, the kaleido-
scopic pattern may be magnified and thrown
upon a white screen. The number of equal
sectors visible in the kaleidoscopic circle is

determined by the angle of inclination of the
mirrors. If the angle be less than 60° (e.g., 30°),

the number of equal sectors will be more than
ti (e.g., 12). If the angle be greater than 60°
(e.g., 120°), the number of sectors will be fewer
than 6 (e.g., 3).

II The instrument which was perfected by
Sir David Brewster in 1817 (although first in-
vented, under the name of the polyplatin, by
Baptista Porta, in the sixteenth century), is

occasionally used by designers of patterns fur
carpets, wall-papers, or calico and other dress
materials. It is also useful as a scientific ap-
paratus for illustrating the optical problem of
the multiplication of images produced by re-

flection, when the object is placed between
two plane mirrors inclined at different angles.
It has likewise been a favourite toy from the
year of its invention, and 200,000 were said
to have been sold in the toyshops of London
and Paris in the two months succeeding that
date (1817).

"In the kaleidoscipe there really is that deception :

when I look through the instrument, instead of what
ia actually there, namely, a casual arrangement of
coloured fragments, the appearauce presented ia that
of the same combination Beveral times repeated in
symmetrical arrangement round a point."—/. 8. Mill

:

Logic.

Some varieties of the instrument are as
follows :

(1) Polyangular kaleidoscope: Here the re-

flecting mirrors are so arranged that their
angle of inclination can be altered by screws
attached to the outside of the tube at pleasure,
and it is in this form that the instrument
best illustrates the theory of reflection, and
therefore is largely used for scientific instruc-
tion.

(2) Polycentral kaleidoscope : Here more than
two mirrors are employed, but not ordinarily
more than four. They may be of trapezoidal
shape, and form a hollow pyramid, or rect-
angular, forming a hollow cube. By this
means the images produced by reflection of
the objects in the box are greatly multiplied
and more complicated patterns formed. Dr.
Roget was the inventor of this instrument.

(3) Telescopic kaleidoscope : Here the object-
box is removed and its place taken by a tube
capable of being lengthened or shortened by
an external screw, and fitted at its end with
a double convex lens. The instrument can
thus reflect any objects (trees, flowers, &c.)
which are brought into its focus. It was in-
vented by Sir David Brewster.

(4) Debuscope: [Debuscope].

ka-lei-do-SCOp'-ic, u,. [Eng. kaleidoscope);
-ic]

1. Pertaining to the kaleidoscope
; produc-

ing the effects of the kaleidoscope.
" The kaleidoscopic colour-top is made by arranging

two rotating discs about a top, of which the lower
one is variously coloured and the upper one has a
pattern pierced upon it. When set in motion, various
coloured patterns are visible,"

—

Playbook of Science,
p. 318.

2. Variegated (like the patterns seen through
the kaleidoscope).

* kal en-dar, o. [Calendar.]

kal'-en-dar, v.t. [Calendar, s.] The same
as Calendar, v. (q.v.).

" Plant a stake, for by my God
He shall be kalendared of this new faith
First martyr." Southey: Joan of Arc, bk. vi.

kal'-en-der, *. [Calender (2).]

kal'-endes, s. [Calends.]

Ka'-li (1), s. [Kalee.]

ka'-li (2), 6'. [Arab, qali.]

1. Bot. : The Saltwort, Salsohx Kali. [2.]

"The ashes of the weed £oH are sold to the Venetians
for their glass works."

—

Bacon.

2, Chem. : A name given by the Arabs to a
plant, Salsola kali, which grew near the sea-
shore, and from whose ashes they extracted a
substance which they called alkali, for making
soap. The term kali is used by German che-
mists to denote caustic potash.

ka'-lif, s. [Caliph.]

ka'-U-form, a. [Eng. kali; -form.] Formed
like kali or saltwort.

ka-lig'-en-ous, a. [Eng. kali, and Gr.
yewatii (gennao) = to produce.] Producing
alkalis. (Applied to certain metals, as potas-
sium and sodium, which produce alkalis with
oxygen.)

ka'-Hn-ite, s. [Ger. kali = potash ; n con-
nective, and suff. -ite (Min.). Named by Dana.]

Min. : The same as Alum (q.v.), but occur-
ring native in many places, and as a sublima-
tion product in the craters and solfataras of
volcanoes.

kal'-iph-ite, s. [Etym. doubtful. Named
by Iwanoff.j

Min.: An impure limonite (q.v.), contain-

ing manganese, zinc, &c. ; found in Hungary.

ka'-li -um, 5. [Latinized from kali (2) (q.v.).]

[Potassium.]

ka-li-yu'-ga, s. [Sansc. = age of Kali.]

Hindoo Myth. : The last of the four Hindu
periods contained in the great Yuga, and
corresponding to the "iron age" of classical

mythology. It comprised a period of 432,000
solar-sidereal years.

Kal'-kl, s. [Sansc, &c]
Hindoo Myth. : The tenth avatar (incarna-

tion) of Vishnoo. Nine are believed to be
past ; this one is future, and many Hindoos
look forward to it as Christians do to the
Second Advent of Our Lord. When Vishnoo
descends upon earth in the form of Kalki, he
will destroy all the Mlecchas (barbarians),
thieves, and the wicked generally, and re-

establish a reign of righteousness upon earth.
About 1845 a sect sprung up in the Nagpore
country called Kalankis. They believed the
tenth avatar to have come. They soon died
away.

kal-lif-thor' gan, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Music : A musical instrument played as a
piano, and imitating the effect of a violin,

violoncello, and double-bass.

* kal-lig'-ra phy, s. [Calligraphy.]

kal li ma, s. [Gr. /caAAijua (kallima), fem.
sing, of KaAAt/AOf (kallimos) = beautiful.]

Entom. : A genus of Eastern butterflies,

family Nymphalidas, remarkable for the re-

semblance which they present to dead leaves.
Mr. Wallace describes the Sumatran paralekta
as having this characteristic in perfection.
Another, Kallima inachis, is the Leaf-butter-
fly of India.

k£l-li'-6-pe, [Calliope.]

kal'-lo-chrom-ite, s. [Named by Haus-
mann. Etym. prob. Gr. kcLaaos (kallos) =
beauty

; xp**H-a (chroma) = colour, and suff.

-Ue(Min.).j

Min. : The same as Crocoisite (q.v.).

kal -mi a, s. [Named by Linnaeus after Peter
Kalm, a professor at Abo, Finland.]

Bot. : A genus of Ericaceae, tribe Rhododen-
dreae. It consists of evergreen shrubs with
whorled leaves. The calyx is five-leaved, the
corolla cup-shaped ; the capsules five-celled,

many-seeded. They are found in North Ame-
rica from Canada to North Carolina. The leaves
ofKalmia latifolia, the Laurel Ivy, Spoonwood,
or Calico-bush, are poisonous to many animals,
and the flesh of pheasants which have fed on
it is said to be deleterious to man. A honey-
like juice exuding from the flowers brings on
phrenetic excitement. K. angustifolia, the
Haulm-leaved Kalmia, is called the Sheep-
laurel, from being poisonous to sheep.

kal'-muck, s. [From the people known as
Kalmucks or Calmucks.]

Fabric :

1. A coarse, shaggy cloth, resembling a bear-
skin.

2. A coarse, coloured cotton cloth made in
Persia.

ka'-long, s. [Javanese.]

Zool. : Pteropus—a. genus of Bats. The
Great Kalong is a large frugivorous bat, in-
habiting Java, Sumatra, and other eastern
islands, and perhaps Malacca and the Philip-
pine Islands. It is larger than the allied Indian
fruit-bat, being fourteen inches long and four
feet in expanse of wing. It is very destructive
to orchards and gardens, feeding voraciously
on all kinds of fruit. It has a disagreeable
smell, but is eaten by the natives of the eastern
islands.

kal-6-type, *. [Calotype.]

* kal-o-ty-pog'-ra-phy, s. [Gr. koaos
(kalos)= beautiful, and Eng. typography (q.v.). I

Beautiful printing. (Southey.)

ka-loy'-er, «. [Caloyer.]

kal -pa, s. [Sans.]

Hind. Chron. : According to some, a day
according to others a day and night of

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ss, oe = e ; ey = a. qu - kw.



kalseepe—kaolin .-4ti?

Brahma, or a period of 4,320,000. or 8,640,000

solar-sidereal years.

If (1) A great kalpa comprises the life of

Brahma.

(2) Kalpa sutra ; The name given to those
Sanscrit books which treat of the ceremonies
of a Vedic sacrifice.

kal see pe, kal-si'-pi, s. [Seedef. Mah-
ratta, from kali = black, and sepee, sipi = tail.]

Zool. : The Mahratta name of an antelope.

(Antilope Bennettii) from the Deccan, described
by Col. Sykes.

kal'-so-mine, s. [Etym. doubtful ; but cf.

Calsimine.] A mixture of clear glue, Paris
white, and water, used as whitewash.

ka-lum'-ba, s. [Caltjmba.]

kalumba root, s. [Caltjmba-h.oot.]

Ka-lusz -ite, s. [Named by Kumpf after its

locality, Kalusz, Galicia ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : The same as Syngenite (q.v.).

* kam, u. [Wei. cam = crooked.] Crooked.

If Clean kam : Quite away from the purpose.

"This is clean kam." Shakesp. : Ooriolanut, iii. 1.

Ha ma, Ka-ma-de'-va, s. [Sansc. Kama
(see def.), and deva = a god ; cf. Lat. deus.}

Hindoo Myth. : The god of love. He rides

on a sparrow, and has in his hand a bow of

sugar-cane and five arrows.

kam'-a-chi, s. [Kamichi.]

kam a-la, s. [Bengali.]

Pharm.: The powder, consisting of minute
glands, adhering to the capsules of Rottlera

tinctoria, employed by the natives as a brown
dye. Imported from India, and used as a
remedy for tape-worm. It is, however, a
potent purgative. (Garrod.)

kam-bou, s. [A Kurile Island word.]

Bot. : Fucus saccliarinus, an algal used for

food in Japan and elsewhere.

kame (1), s. [Combe.]

kame (2), s, [Comb, $.}

[Japanese.] Spirits, divine an-ka -mi, s.

cestors.]

kami-religion, s.

Compor. Relig. : (See extract).

"Tlie Japanese have consecrated by; traditional re-
verence, and kept up by Btate authority, the religion
of their former barbarism. This is the Kami-religion,
Spirit-religion, the remotely ancient faith of divine
spirits of ancestors, nature-spirits, and polytheistic
fods, which still holds official place by the side of
he imported Buddhism and Confucianism. In this

ancient faith the Sun-god is supreme. Below him
stand all lesser kamls or spirits, through whom, as
mediators, guardians, and protectors, worship is paid
by men. The Sun-god's race, as in Peru, is the royal
family, and his spirit animates the reigning ruler, the
Son of Heaven."—Tylor : Prim,. Cult. (1873), ii. 350.

kam-1-chi, kam'-a-chi, s [From Ca-

mouche, the Cayenne name of the bird.]

Ornith. ; Palamedea cornuta, the Horned
Screamer.

kamp-tu' li con, s. [Gr. KafiirTos (kamptos)
= flexible, and oflAos (oulos) — thick, close-
pressed.] A floor-covering made of india-
rubber, gutta-percha, and cork. The two
former having been liquefied, the other is

added in the form of fine dust. The mixture,
while warm and soft, is pressed into sheets
between rollers. It is very elastic, and is

printed like floor-cloth.

kam -sin, s. [Arab, khamsin = fifty, because
it blows about fifty days.] A hot southerly
wind in Egypt, where it blows from the end
of April to June ; the simoom

kan, kaun, khan, s. [Khan.]

kan-a'-rjr, s. [Javanese (?).]

Bot. ; Canarium commune, an almond from
Java.

kan'-chil, s. [Javanese (?).]

Zool. : Tragulus pygnueus or kanchil, a deer-
let, or Chevrotain, one of the small, hornless
deer separated from the Cervidse and placed
under Tragulidae. It is found in Java, is active,

but, when taken, sometimes feigns death to
obtain an opportunity of escape.

kand, s. [Corn.] The Cornish name for fluor-
spar (q.v.).

kan dele, kan tele, s. [Finnish.]

Music : The ancient minstrel's harp of the

Finns. The name is also given to a species of

dulcimer, having five strings, in use among
the samfe people.

kan del' i-a, s. [From Kandel, the Malabar
name of one'species (?).]

Bot. : A genus of Rhizophoraceee (Man-

groves). Kandelia Rheedii is an evergreen

shrub or small tree in tidal creeks of the Bay
of Bengal, &e. The bark is used in Savoy in

dyeing red, probably as a mordant.

kane, >. [Kain.
j

kane -ite, s. [Named by Haidinger after P.

J. Kane, of Dublin ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : Stated to be an arsenide of manga-
nese, represented by the formula MnAs.
Lustre metallic, colour grayish-white, fracture

uneven, brittle. Supposed to have been
brought from Saxony.

kS.h ga-roo', s. [From Kanguroo, the native
name.]
Zoology

:

1. The genus Macropus, and specially the
Great Kangaroo, Macropus giganteus. This
species was the first known of the family,
having been seen by a party of sailors whom
Captain Cook sent ashore on the coast of New
South Wales to seek fresh provisions for the
sick on board his vessel. On their represen-
tations, Captain Cook and Mr. (afterwards Sir

Joseph) Banks landed, and after a time a
specimen was shot. (For its dentition, see

Macropus -and MacropodidEe.) The Great
Kangaroo has large hind legs, with a huge
tail, short fore limbs, and is about the height
of a man. It is a vegetable feeder, and is

destructive to the crops of the settlers in the
less inhabited parts of Australia ; in the long
settled districts it is much rarer. Its chief
foes are man and a native dog called thedingo.
Its ordinary method of progression is by a

series of great leaps, ten to fifteen feet or more.
If when infuriated it can overcome an adver-
sary it will seize him by its fore feet, hug him
like a bear, and rip him with the claws of its

hind feet, or (according to Gould, quoted by
Duncan, Nat. Hist, iii. 191), taking him to a
water-hole^ hold him under water till he is

drowned. Many other species exist. The
Hare Kangaroo or Turatt is M. Uporoides;
the Great Rock Kangaroo, M. robustus ; the
Red Kangaroo, M. rufus ; the Agile Kangaroo,
M. agilis; the Brush-tailed Rock Kangaroo,
M. penicillatus; and the Tree Kangaroo, Den-
drolagus ursinus.

2. (PI): The family Macropodidse (q.v.).

kangaroo-apple, *.

Bot. : The yellow egg-shaped fruit of
SoUxnum laciniatum.

kangaroo-bear, s.

Zool. : Phascalarctos cinereus, a bear-like
marsupial found in Australia.

kangaroo-beetle, «.

Entom. : Sagra, a geuus of Tetramerous
Beetles, having greatly-enlarged hind legs.
They are brilliantly coloured, and occur in
tropical Asia and Africa.

kangaroo-foot plant, 5.

Bot. : Anigozanthus Manglesii.

kangaroo-grass, s.

Bot. & Agric. : Anthistiria australis, a
favourite Australian fodder-grass.

kangaroo-rat, s.

Zool. : Hypsiprymnus, a marsupial genus,
family Macropodidee. The Rufous Kangaroo-
rat, Hypsiprymnus nifescens, Is very common
in New South Wales, feeding on roots and
grasses. The Rat-tailed Kangaroo-rat is H.
mwrinus, and the Tufted-tailed Kangaroo-rat,
H. penicillatus. All are from New South
Wales. Called also Potoroos.

kangaroo-thorn, s.

Bot. : Acacia armata.

kangaroo-vine, s.

Bot. : Cissus antarctica, a New South Wales
plant.

[Nativeka-noon', ka-nun, ca nun ', s.

name.] A kind of Indian psaltery.
" Singing over

Some ditty to her soft kanoon."
Moore; Fire- Worshippers.

Kans, s. [0. H. Ger. kans=a, goose.] [Goose,]

(See the compound.)

Kans Australis, s.

Astron. : A fixed star of the third magni-

tude, called also e Sagittarii.

kan ten, tsantjan, s. [Chinese tsantjan.]

Bot., c&c. : Fucus cartilaginosus, an algal,

used in China as a substitute for the edible

bird's nest.

Kanf-i-an, a. & s. [Kant; -ian.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or in any «*ay
connected with the philosophy of Immanuel
Kant.

" The -very watershed in Kantian thought, from
which the streams descend towards opposite valleys.

— Wallace: Kant, p. 185.

B. As subst. : A follower of the Kantian
philosophy (q.v.).

" Among the Kantiani themselves there ifl perpetual
controversy as to what his meaning was.' — <?. B.
Lewes ; Uist. Philos. (1867), ii. 461.

Kantian philosophy, s.

Hist. & Philos. : Critical philosophy. The
name is applied to the writings of Immanuel
Kant, probably the greatest metaphysician
that ever lived, and to the various systems
which have been developed from those writ-

ings. Kant, the son of a saddler of Scotch
descent, was born at Kbiiigsberg, April 22,

1724 ; in 1770 he was appointed Profes-
sor of logic and metaphysic at the Univer-
sity of Konigsberg ; and in Konigsberg he
died on Feb. 12, 1804, after a singularly un-
eventful life. Kant, following the scepticism
of Hume, as to the Idea of Causality, laid it

down as a cardinal proposition that the fa-

culty of Cognition and the sources of know-
ledge therein contained, must be critically

examined before anything can be determined
concerning the objects of cognition. His aim
was, therefore—(1) To separate the necessary
and universal, in cognition from what is merely
empirical ; and (2) To define the limits of
cognition.
Kant attributed to the faculties of Sense,

Understanding, Judgment, and Reason certain
innate a 2^riori forms, possessing subjective
validity on account of their subjective neces-
sity—in the Sense, the ideas of Time and
Space ; in the Understanding the Categories

—

Quantity—Unity, Multeity, Totiility.

Quality—Reality, Negation, Limitation.
Relation—Substance and Accident, Cause aud Effect,

Actiun & Reaction.
Modality—Possibility, Existence, Necessity,

—in the Judgment the concept of Design ; in
the Reason the ideas of the Unconditioned
and the Absolute ; and in the "Will, or Reason,
from an ethical point of view, the Categorical
Imperative. [Imperative, If.]

In determining the limits of theoretical
knowledge, Kant endeavoured to show that
universal forms existing in the mind can
only afford knowledge when the objects they
cognize are presented by Experience, and even
then, in any particular case, we are cognizant
not of the thing-in-itself (Ding an sich), but
only as it appears—of the phamomenon, not of
the noumenon. The result is the abandonment
of all claims to knowledge transcending expe-
rience in Psychology, Cosmology, or Theology.
In this connection Wallace says :

" His \x>mt is, that though it is unquestionably neces-
sary to he convinced of God s existence, it is not so
necessary to demonstrate it. Going even further . . .

he Bhows that allsuch demonstrations are scientifically

impossible and Worthless. On the-great questions of
metaphysics—Immortality, Freedom, God—scientific
knowledge iB hopeless. "—

(

Blackwood's Phil. Class.

;

KanU p. 188).

In Anthropology it is a noteworthy fact that
" Kant had faced the idea of the evolution of

man from a lower animal stage."

Kant ism, s. [Kant; -ism.]

Philos. : The same as Kantian Philosophy
(q.v.).

" Theoretically Kantism is negative atheism."—
Westmimter Review, April 1863, p. 396.

Kant'-lSt, a. & s. [Kant; -ist.]

A. As adj. : The same as Kantian, a. (q.v.).

B. As subst. : A Kantian ; one who accepts
the philosophy of Immanuel Kant.

"Almost every 'chair' was filled by a Kantist "

—

6. E. Lewes: Uist. Philos. (1867), ii 437.

kant'-ry, s. [Wei. cant = a hundred, a circle.]

In Wales, a hundred, a division of a county.

ka'o-lin, ka -6-lin-ite, s. [A corruption
of the Chinese word Kauling = high ridge,
the name of a hill whence the material was
derived.]

boil, b6^; pout, j6wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing*
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bol, del.



468 kaolinite—kefo

1. Geol. : Kaolin occurs in granite, and
generally arises from the decomposition of

the felspar.

2. Min. : Essentially a hydratod silicate of

alumina. It occurs in many places in very
extensive beds as an earthy powder, and is

derived principally from the decomposition of

the felspars of granites, granitic, gneissic, and
felsitic rocks. It is extensively used in the

manufacture of porcelain. The name kaolinite

was applied by Johnson and Blake to a soft

powder made up of minute, transparent,

pearly scales, which is always present in

greater or lesser quantity in all kaolin. They
also pointed out the chemical and physical
identity of the crystalline with the amorphous
form.

3. Porcelain Manuf. : Kaolin, after beiug

levigated, is used in the manufacture of porce-

lain. Hence it is called China clay. The first

to use that of Cornwall for the purpose was
William Cookworthy of Plymouth, a.d. 1755.

ka'-o lin-ite, o. [Kaolin.]

fca-pit'-i-a, s. [Ceylonese (?).] A resin ob-

tained in Ceylon from Croton lacciferum.

kap'-ni-Cite, s. [Named by Kenngott after its

locality, Kapnik, Hungary ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : Kapnicite is a hydrated phosphate
of alumina closely related to Wavellite (q.v.)

;

its occurs in small, fibrous, radiated spherules,

the fibres sometimes terminated as rhombic
prisms.

kap' mk ite, s. [Named by Huot after its

locality, Kapnik, Hungary ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : The same as Rhodonite (q.v.).

kap'-nite, s. [Named by Breithaupt, from the
Lat. capnites of Pliny (N. H., xxxiv. 22) = a
kind of zinc ore.]

Min. : A variety of Calamine (q.v.), contain-
ing above twenty per cent, of carbonate of

iron. Occurs at the zinc mines of Attenberg,
Aachen.

kap-no mor, . [Capnobior.]

kar'-a-gan, kar-a-gane, s [Buss.
Jcaragan.]

Zool. : A fox, Vulpes Jcaraqan, the Canis
Jcaragan, of Gmelin, and the Karagan fox of

Pennant. It inhabits Great Tartary.

Kar' a-ism, s. [Karaites.] The doctrines

of the Karaites (q.v.).

" Karaism cannot be regarded as, in any sense, a pro-
duct of Sadduceeisra."

—

AfClintock & Strong: Cyelop.

Kar' a-ites, s. pi. [Heb. D1i£Jp
r
(Qdraim) =

scripturalists, from H~}PT (qdrd)
— to call out

;

to read.]

Jewish Sects : The descendants of the ancient

1 Sadducees. Their system was revised by Anan
ben David, who, a.d. 761 or 762, was prince
of the Captivity. They reject tradition, and
in this respect bear the same relation to the
Talmudic Jews that Protestants do to Roman
Catholics. A few years ago they numbered
about 5,000 or 6,000. They are found in

Russia, Galicia, Constantinople, Jerusalem,
&c.

ka-ras -ki-er, s. [Turk.] One of the chief

officers of justice in Turkey, and a member of

the Ulema.

ka-ra'-tas, s. [A West Indian word (?). ]

Bot. : Bromelia kamtas, a pine-apple, with
pink flowers, a native of the West Indies.

kar'-bi, s. [Mahratta.]

Bot. : An Indian name for Sorghum vulgare.

kar'-e-lin-ite, s. [Named by Hermann after

Karelin, the discoverer ; suff. -ite {Min,).]

Min. : Oxide of bismuth, with formula BiO*.

Massive, with crystalline structure ; hardness,
2'0 ; sp. gr., 6"6 ; colour, lead-gray ; lustre

metallic when cut. Occurs at the Savodinsk
mine, Altai, mixed with earthy sulphide of

bismuth.

Kar-ma'-thi-ans, s. pi. [Named from Kar-
ftiat or Karmatia, its founder.]

Hist, : A Muhammadan rationalistic sect,

which maintained bloody wars with the Ca-
liphs in the ninth century.

karn, 5. [Corn. — a cairn (q.v.).]

Min. : A pile or heap of rocks.

kar'-ne-ol, s. [Named by Agricola. Lat.
cameus = flesh.]

Min. : A flesh-red variety of Chalcedony

;

carnelian (q.v.).

ka rob, s. [Carob.]

karoo, kar-rdo', s. [Hottentot Jcarusa ~
liard.J

Phys. & Baton. Geog. : The middle terrace in
point of elevation in the South African table-
land, constituting part of the Cape Region. It
is very rich in vegetation, which, however, is

mostly confined to one month—August. There
are Ericaceae, Proteaceae, Euphorbiaeeae, Lili-

aceae, Iridacese, the Rhinoceros bush (Stoebe

rhinocerotis) everywhere on the land, and Pri-

onium, a rush, impeding the water courses.
(Thome.)

kar -6s, s. [Gr.] A headache ; drowsiness.
(Sylvester.)

kar'-pho-lite, s. [Carpholite.]

kar-pho-sid'-er-ite, [Carphosiderite.]

kar'-sten-ite, s. [Named by Hausmann,
who gives no etym. Probably after Karsten
the mineralogist ; suff. -ite (Min.).~\

Min. : The same as Anhydrite (q.v.).

* kar'-vel, [Caravel.]

kar'-y-in-ite, s. [Named by Lundstrom from
Gr. Kapvivo? (karuinos) = nut-brown, and suff.

ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : Essentially an arsenate of lead and
manganese. Massive. Hardness, 3 to 3"5

;

sp. gr., 4 "25; lustre greasy; colour, brown to

yellowish-brown. Occurs with berzelite and
hausmannite (q.v.), at Langbau, Wennlaud,
in Sweden.

kar-y-o-ki-ne'-sis, 5. [Gr. Kdpvov Qcaruon)
= a nut, and klvwo-is (kinesis) — movement.]

Biol. : A name for indirect division of a
cell, arising from complicated change of the
nucleus.

kar-y-6-ki-net -ic, a. [Gr. Kdpvov (karuon)
= a nut, and Eng. kinetic (q.v.),] Of, per-
taining to, or effected by karyokinesis (q.v.).

kas'-su, »'. [Tamil ka-shu — Acacia Catechu.]
A kind , of catechu prepared from Areca
Catechu.

" kas'-tril, s. [Kestrel.]

kat-a- -, 'pre/. [Gr.] A Greek preposition sig-

nifying down, downwards, largely used in com-
position in English scientific terms derived
from the Greek.

ka-tal'-ys-fe, s. [Catalysis.]

kat-a-plei^ite, s. [Catapleiite.]

kat'-chiip, $. [Ketchup.]

* kath'-en-o-the-ism, s, [Gr. ko.B (kath),

for Kara, (lata)= down, according to ; eV (hen)
= one, and Eng. theism.] The same as Heno-
THEISM (q.V.).

"Max Miiller . . . has given the name of katheno-
theism to the doctrine of divine unity iu diversity."

—

Ti/lor: Primitive Culture, ii. 251

Kath'-er-Ine, o. [Catherine.]

{Catherine's flower, s.

Bot. : Nigella damascena.

kath-e-tom'-et-er, >. [Cathetometer.]

kath ode, *. [Cathode.]

kat'-i-6n, *. [Cation.]

ka-tir'-a, s. [A native name.]

Phm' , : The gum of Cochlospcrmwn Gossy-
pium, used in India as a demulcent in coughs.

katira-gum, ^ [Katira.]

kilt' -sup, *. [Ketchup.]

kat-ti-mun'-ddo, kat-ti-mun'-du. s.

[Telugoo.] The milky juice of the plant Eu-
phorbia Katthmindoo or Cattimandoo, a small
tree, with five-angled stems, a native of the
East Indies. It resembles caoutchouc, and
is used as a cement for metal, knife-handles,
&c.

ka'-ty-did, s. [From the sounds uttered in
shrill accents by the male insect.]

Entom. : Pentaphyllum concavum, a pale-

green orthopterous insect, allied to the grass-

hopper. It is abundant during autumn iu

the United States.

kauri (au as 6%% s. [A Maori word.]

Bot. : The same as Kauri-pine (q.v.).

" With the last of the Maoristhe last of the Kauris
will alao disannear from the earth."—llochxtetter : New
Zealand (ed. SauttirJ, \>. 141.

kauri-gum, s. (See extract.)
" This resinous gum, as it oozes from the tree, ia

soft, and of a milky turbidness. not unlike opal, and
in this form it is often chewed by the natives. Iu
course of time it hardens, becomes more transparent,
and assumes a bright yellow colour, so that it quite
resembles ainber. . . . Kauri-gum is not soluble iu
water; it in easily ignited, and burns with a sooty
flame. It is principally exported to England and
North America ; it is used in the preparafioiiiof Lie

and vamish. The value fluctuates between £10 and
£15 per ton."—Hochstetter : New Zealand (ed. Sauter),
1>. 149.

kauri-pine, s. Daramaris australis, the
New Zealand pine ; the Yellow pine of the
colonists. [Dammaris.]

ka'-va, ka-wa, a'-va, s. [A South Sea
Island word.]

Botany, Manufactures, &c. .

1. An intoxicating liquor made in the South
Sea Islands from a species of pepper, Macro-
piper methysticum.

2. That plant itself.

ka-vass, :<. [Turk: Jcavjw&s.] An armed con-
stable ; a government servant or courier.

* kaw, v.i. [From the sound.] To cry as a
raven, crow, or rook ; to caw.

" Kawinfi and fluttering about the nest."—Locke : On
Lowering Interest.

* kaw, s. [Kaw, v.] The cry of u raven,
crow, or rook ; a caw.
" The dastard crow, that to the wood made wing . . ,

With her loud fcaws her craven kind does bring."
liryden : Annus Jlirabilis, lxxxvii.

kawn, s. [Khan.]

* kay, *. [Cay.]

kay'-e-a, s. [Named after Dr. R. Kaye Gre-
ville, of Edinburgh.]

Bot. : A genus of Clusiaceas (Guttifers), tribe

Calophyllese. It has a one-celled ovary, with
four ovules. Kayea fioribiinau, aud K. stylosa

are large timber-trees, the former from tlio

Eastern Himalaya and the latter from Ceylon.

kayles, kails, keels, keyles, s. pi. [ Dut.
kcgel = a pin, a kail ; mid kegels spelen = to

play at ninepins; cogn. with Dan. kegle = a

cone, kegler = ninepins ; Sw. kegla = a pin, a

cone ; Ger. kegel = a cone, a bobbin ; Fr.

quille = a peg, a kail.]

1. Ninepins.

2. A game in which nine holes, in threes,

are made in the ground, and an iron ball

rolled in among thein.

"The residue of the time they wear out at coits,

kayles, or the like idle exercises. '—Carew : Survey of
Cornwall.

* kay'-nard, s. [O. Fr. caynard = idle, sloth-

ful.] A "lazy, cowardly fellow. (Cliaucer.)

kaz'-a, s. [Turk.] A district or sub-division
of sandjak, marked out for administrative
purposes.

kaz'-ard-ly, a. [O. Ft. casard = tame,
domesticated, from case (Lat. casa)= a house,
a cottage.] Lean ; not thriving well ; liable

to disease or accident. (Said especially of

cattle.) (Provincial.)

K.C.B. An abbreviation for Knight Com-
mander of the Bath.

K.C.M.G. An abbreviation for Knight Com-
mander of the Order of St. Michael and St.

George.

K.C.S.I. An abbreviation for Knight Com-
mander of the Star of India.

keat'-ing-ine, keat'-iug-ite, s. [Named
by Shepard after Keating ; suff. -ine

t
Ate (Min.)

(q.v.).]

Min. ; A variety of rhodonite, containing
5*6 per cent, of oxide of zinc. Closely related
to fowlerite. (See these words.)

keb, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. To cast or drop a lamb immaturely.
2. Of a sheep, to lose a lamb in anv wav>

(Scotch.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work. who. son ; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, lull ; try. Syrian, se, oa = e ; ey = a. qu = kw,
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keb, a. [Keb, v.]

1. A ewe that has cast her lamb iinmaturely,
or has lost her lamb.

2. The tick or sheep-louse. (.Scotch.)

keb-ewe, s. The same as Keb, $., 1,

ke bar, s. [Caber.]

keb -back, keb'-bock, keb -buck, *.

{Gael, cabag.] A cheese. (Scotch.)

" A huge kebbock (a cheese, that is, made with ewe-
milk mixed with cow's milk) and a jar of salt butter,
were in common to the company."

—

Scott: Old Mor-
tality, ch, viii.

keb'-bie, s. [Kebar.] A cudgel, a club, a.

rough walking stick. (Scotch.)

" So I got up my kebbie at them, and said I wad gie

them as gude."—Scott; Old Mortality, ch. xiv.

keb'-lah, s. [Arab, kiblah = anything oppo-
site the south, from kabala = to lie opposite.]

The point towards which Muhaminadans turn
their faces in prayer, being the direction in

which Mecca lies.

* keck, v.i. [Ger. koken=to vomit.] To retch,

as if vomiting ; to heave.
" Patients must not keck at them at the first."—

Bacon; Natural History.

* keck (1), s. [Keck, v.] A retching^or heav-
ing of the stomach.

keck (2), s. [Kecksy.]

keck ish, a. [Eng. keck; -ish.] Inclined
or having a tendency to retch or vomit.

" Inordinate passion of vomiting, called cholera, is

nothing different from a heckish stomack."

—

P. Hol-
land : Plutarch, p. G10.

kec'-kle (1), v.i. [Cackle.] To giggle, to titter.

" Aa round the fire the giglets heckle,
Toseemeloup."
Burns : To the TootJt-ache.

kec'-kle (2), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To pro-

tect a cable or hawser from chafing at the
hawse-hole, or from being chafed by ice, &c,
by means of a wrapping or serving of ropej
small chain, or other envelope,

keck'-ling, s. [Keckle, v.]

1. The act or operation of protecting a cable
or hawser from chafing, by means of a wrapper
or envelope.

2. The material used in the operation of
keckling.

* keck'-lish, a. [Eng. keckl(e); -ish.] In-
clined to vomit ; squeamish.

"Whose stouiacks use ordinarily to be keckJish
and Boon to overturns. "

—

P. Holland: Plinie, xxiii.
(Proeme.)

keck sy, s. [Cf. Welsh cecys= reeds, canes.]
The stalks of hemlock, and other Umbelliferse

;

kex. Called also keck and kixe.
" Nothing teems,

But hateful docks, rough thistles, kecktles, burs."
Shakesp. : King Henry V., v. 2.

*keck'-& «. [Eng. lceck(2);-y.] Resembling a
kex.

"A sort of cane, without any joint, and perfectly
sound, consisteth of hard and blackish cylinders, mixed
with a soft kecky body."

—

drew.

kedge, s. [Kedge, v.]

Naitt. : A small portable anchor, used in
warping and other of the lighter duties of an
anchor.

kedge-anchor, s.

Naut. : A kedge.

"We then carried out the kedge-anchor, in order to
warp into the harbour,"

—

Cook; First Voyage, bk. i.,

ch. xx.

kedge-rope, -s.

Naut. : The rope which fastens the ship to

the kedge.

kedge, o. t. [Sw. dial. fcefca = to tug at any-
thing.]

Naut. : To warp, as a ship ; to move by
means of a light cable or hawser attached to a
kedge.

" Weigh the anchor again when she is about, which
is called hedging, and from this use the anchor a
kedger."

—

Harris.

kedge (1), kidge, kedg'-ft * kygge, a.

[Icel. kykr, from kirkr = quick, tfively ; Ger.
keck = brisk, lively ; M. H. Ger. gu.ee.] Brisk,
lively, active.

" I feel myself so kedge and plump-"
Bloomfield : Richard A Kate.

kedge (2), a. [Eng. keg = a cask ; cf. Nonv.
kaggje = (1) a keg, (2) a round thick person.]
Pot-bellied, fat.

kedg'-er, s. [Eng. kedg(e), v. ; -er.]

Naut, : The same as Kedge, s. (q..v.).

kedg'-ing, s. [Kedge, v.]

Naut. ; The act or process of warping a ship
by means of a kedge.

kedj'-er-ee, s. [Corrupted from Hind, khlchri
= (Def. 1). It lias been confounded with
Kedjeree, a place on the Hooghly, forty miles
south-west of Calcutta.]

1. A dish prepared by the natives of India.
It is of two kinds : white and yellow kedjeree.
The white consists of green grain or rayed
kidney bean (Phaseolus aureus)^ onion, rice,

ghee (clarified butter), cloves, pepper, and
salt. Yellow kedjeree is the white, with eggs,
and a colouring of turmeric. (Jaffur Shurreef.)

2. A medley. (Brewer.)

ked lack, s. [Wei. ceddw = mustard ; suff.

-lack, as in eharioefc, garZtcfc, &c ]

Bot. : Charlock (Sinapis arvensis), a common
weed among corn.

kee, s. pi. [Cow, s.] A provincial plural of cow ;

kvne.
" Cicely, the western lass that tends the hee."

Gay : Shepherd's Week ; Tuesday.

keech, s. [A corruption or modification of

cake (q.v.).] The fat of an ox or cow, rolled
up by the butcher in a round lump ; hence, a
name given in contempt to Wolsey, as the son
of a butcher.

" I wonder
That euch a keech can with his very bulk
Take up the rays o' tli' beneficial sun."

Stuikesp. : Henry VIII,, i. 1.

keek, s. [Keek, v.] A peep.

" I wadna gie the finest sight we hae seen in the Hie-
lauds, for the first keek, o' the Gorbals o' Glasgow."

—

Scott : Hob Roy, ch. xxxvi.

keek, v.i. [Icel. kikja ; Dut. kijken ; Sw.
kika ; Ger. kucken.] To peep, to pry.

" ' Na, na, gudewife." said Caleb, ' I just keekit in to
wish ye Joy.' "

—

Scott : Bride of Lammermoor, ch. xii.

keeking, pr. par. or a. [Keek, v.]

keeking-glass, s. A looking-glass.

keel, * kele, * keele, * cule, s. [A con-
fusion between two words : (1) A.S. ce6l = a
ship ; cogn. with Icel. kjoll; O. H. Ger. cheol,

prob. connected with Gr. yavkos (gaulos) = a
round-built Phoenicianmerchant vessel ; yavXos
(gaulos)=& round vessel, a milk-pail, a bucket;
Sansc. gola = a ball ; and (2) Icel. kjlor; Dan.
Icjbl ; Sw. kbl = the keel of a ship ; Ger. &
Dut. kiel; Ft. quille ; Sp. quiila.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A ship j a vessel.
" Unlesse at Grece they wold renew their lottes,
Restore the god that they by sea had brought
In wruptil ki:l':x." Surrey: Virgile ; ,£neis ii.

2. In the same sense as II. 3.

3. A barge-load of coals, weighing about 21
tons 4 cwt.

II. Technically

;

1. Botany:

(1) The two lower petals of a papilionaceous
corolla which adhere by their margins so as
somewhat to resemble the keel of a boat.
Called also Carina.

(2) The midrib of a leaf or petal, &c, ele-

vated externally.

2. Naut. : A low fiat-bottomed vessel used
in the river Tyne to carry coals for loading
colliers; a coal-barge.

"He had come . . . along with three young fellows
of his acquaintance who worked in the keels."—Smol-
lett : Roderick Random, ch. viii.

3. Shipbuild. : The lower longitudinal beam
of a vessel, answering to the spine, and from
which the ribs proceed. In wooden vessels,
an additional timber beneath is called the
false keel. A sliding keel is a board amid-
ships, working in a trunk in the line of the
keel, and extending from the bottom to the
deck. It is lowered to prevent a vessel's
making leeway when sailing with a side wind.

4. Zool. : A projecting ridge along any
surface, as, for instance, the back or horns of
an animal.

If On an even keel : In a level or horizontal
position. (Said of a ship.)

keel-block, s.

Shipbuild. ; One of a series of short log-ends
of timbers in which the keel of a vessel rests
while building or repairing, affording access to
work beneath.

keel-boat, s. A large, covered boat, used

on American rivers. Before the time of steam-

boats, keel-boats were used for passengers and'

merchandise, being floated down stream, and
poled up stream.

keel-staple, s.

Shipbuild. : A copper staple driven into the

main and false keels to fasten them.

keel (2), s. [Gael, cill.] Ruddle; red chalK

used for marking sheep.

keel (3), s. [Keel, (2), v.]

Brewing : A broad, shallow cooling vat.

keel (1), v.i. [Keel (2), s.] To mark with ruddle.

* keel (2), v.t. [A.S. dlan, from c6l = cool

(q.v.).] To cool ; to keep from boiling over by
scumming.

" While greasy Joan doth keel the pot,"'

SJuikesp. : Love's Labour s Lost, v. 2.

keel -age (age as Ig), s. [Eng. keel; -age.)

1. The right of demanding a toll or duty on
every ship entering a harbour.

2. The duty paid by vessels on entering a

harbour.

keeled, a. [Eng. keel, s. ; ~ed.]

1. Bot. : Carinate ; formed like the keel of a
boat. Example, the glumes of many grasses.

2. Zool. : Having a projecting ridge along
the surface.

" The goat possessed keeled horns arching back-
wards, nearly in one plane."

—

Hawkins : Early Man in
Britain, ch. viii.

* keel'-er, s. [Eng. keel (1) ; -er.]

1. One who assists in the management of
boats or barges ; a keehnan.

2. A shallow tub for holding stuff for caulk-
ing ships, and other purposes.

keel-fat, s. [Eng. keel(2), v., and Mid. Eng.
fat = vat.]

Brewing : A cooler for wort, &c

keel-haul, keel-hale, v.t. [O. Dut. kiel-

haalen ; Dut. kkllialen) = to careen a ship ; to
keelhaul.]

Naut. : To punish in the seamen's way by
dragging the offender under water on one side

of the ship and up again on the other by ropes
attached to the yard-arms on either side. In
small vessels the culprit is drawn under the
craft from stem to stern.

"The unfortunate Smallbones was tolw heelhauled."
—Marryat: Snarleyoio, ch. x.

keel'-ing, s. [Icel. keila; Sw. kolja; Dan.
kuller.]

Iclithy. : A kind of small cod, from which
stockfish is prepared.

keel'-i-vine, keer-$r-vine, *. [Keel(2), s.]

A pencil of black or red lead.

keelivine-pen, s. The same as Keeli-
vine (q.v.).

" Put up your pocket-book and keelyvlne-pen then."—Scott: Antiquary, ch. xxxviii.

* keels, s. pi. [Kayles.]

keel-son, kelson,
kolsoni; Dan.
kjolsviin; Norw.
kjolsvill; Ger.
kielschwein.]

Shipbuild. : A
longitudinal
piece above the
floor-timbers,
binding them to

the keel. The
' sister keelsons
lie on each side

of the keelson

;

also called side
* keelsons. The
intercostal keel-

son, is a short
piece between
frames. Rider -

keelsons are ,-™T
auxiliary keel- memos.
q n n n tilacpfl A*- Keel- Fli - Fft'3e keel. D. Dead-
? X iac

?
a wood. ^.Stepping pieces. L.S

above the mam- Limber-strakea. /fl*. Half-floor.
keelson to give -A'tf Keelson. G8. Garboard -

additional ?trakes-

strength. Heavy
timbers lying athwart the main-keelson are
cross-keelsons, for sustaining the engines and
boilers of steamships.

' kel sine, 5. [Sw.

toil, boj-; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shiin ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, <Sic. = hel, del.
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keel' -vat, *. [Keelfat.J

keen, * kene, a. [A.S. cene = knowing, wise,

from the same root as ken, con, can ; cogn.

with. Dat. keen = bold, stout; Icel. k&nn =
wise ; 0. H, Ger. chvoni, kuani ; M. H. Ger.

kuene; Ger. kiikn = bold.]

1. Sharp, well-edged ; having a sharp or

fine edge.
" He^isew hu bow with arrowes sharpe and kene,"

Wyatt . The Latter complaineth.

2. Sharp in intellect ; acute of mind ; pene-
trating, far-seeing.

" Even a keen and strong intellect might be expected
to cut in so unfavourable a situation."

—

Macaulay :

Hist Eng., ch. ilL

3. Biting, shaip, piercing, severe, penetrat-
ing, cutting.

' '
i
" The keenest frost that binds the stream."

Oowper : To the Rev. Mr. Newton.

•£. Eager, sharp : as, a keen, appetite.

5. Sharp, searching, close.
" Their weekly frauds his keen replies, detect."

Tate: Absalom A AchUophel, it 1,033.

6. Eager, vehement, fierce.

"Where toe Douglas true, and the bold Buccleuch,
'Gainst keen Lord Evers stood."

Scott : Eve of St. John.

7. Eager, anxious longing.
" Never did I know

A creature, that did bear the shape of man.
So keen and greedy to confound a man."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, UL 2.

8. Biting, sharp, bitter, acrimonious.
" She'e angry, ahe's keen and shrewd."
Shaketp. : Midsummer Nights Dream, iii. 2.

9- Expressive of eagerness or mental sharp-
ness.

" They were listened to by high and low with the
keenest enjoyment."

—

Tylor : Early History of Man-
kind, ch. L

10. Painful, strong : as, a keen, pain.

keen-edged, a. Having a sharp edge.

"I am prepared ; here is my keen-edged sword."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., L 2.

keen-eyed, i*. Having sharp, piercing
eyes.

" Grave without dulness, learned without pride,
Exact, yet not precise, though meek, keen-eyed."

Cowper: Conversation, 610.

* keen (1), v.t. [Keen, a.) To make keen or
Bharp ; to sharpen.

** Nor when cold winter keens the brightening flood,

Woold I, weak-shivering, linger on the brink."
Thomson: Summer, 1,259.

keen (2), v.i. [Keen, s.) To raise the keen
over the body of a deceased person.

keen, s. [Tr. caoine = a bewailing for the
dead,] A bitter, piercing lamentation over
the body of a deceased person. (Irish.)

" The appalling influence of the keen . . . had been
familiar to me."—Lever : Charles (JMaUey. ch. viiL

keen'-er, s. [Eng. keen; -er.] (See extract.)
" Irish singing mourners, who, in olden times, were

hired to howl at funerals, in perpetuation of a heathen
custom derived from a Phoenician ancestry. The duty
of profeseional keener* was undertaken by the females
of the family, or acquaintance of the deceased. After
the body had been dressed in grave-clothes, adorned
with flowers, and placed upon a bier, the chief keener
arranged his followers at the foot and head of the
corpse, and recited at the first the C'Winan, in which
were described the virtues and possessions of the de-

parted. This eulogy, song softly, and accompanied
upon the harp, was followed by a full chorus of all

assembled ; the ullalu, or hubbaboo as it was some-
times called, next followed, joined in by every one in

a louder voice ; and after this was ended, the goul or
lament, followed, in which the sounds were often
raised to howls and yells. The process was repeated
daring: the wake or vigil before the burial, the keeners
sometimes following the corpse to the grave. When
the body was laid down for the purpose of resting the
bearers, or the procession came in sight of a wayside
cross or chapel, the keening was suspended, and all

present knelt to say in silence an Ave or a Paternoster,

a practice which may be held to denote that keening
was felt to be incongruous with Christian usage."—
Stalner & Barrett.

keen -ly, adv. [Eng. keen; -ly.] In a. keen
manner ; sharply, acutely.

" Foe private woes most keesdy bite."

Jones : Pindar ; First Nemean Ode.

keen -ness, s. [Eng. keen ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being keen or
sharp ; sharpness of edge ; edge.

" In his Jituean forge, the God of fire . . .

Immortal keenness on the blade bestowed."
Dryden : Virgil ; ^Eneid xii. 143.

2. Sharpness of intellect ; acuteness of
miiid-

3. Sharpness, bitterness, asperity, rough-
ness.

" The poor herds that lately did them keep,
Shuddered with keenness of the winter's cold."

Drayton ' Pastorals, EcL 10.

i. Eagemes.-,, sharpness : as, keennes-, of

appetite.

5. Sharpness, penetration : as, the keenness

of a look.

6. Eagerness, vehemence : as, keenness in

any sport.

7. Sharpness, bitingness, bitterness, acri-

mony : as, keenness of sarcasm.

8. Sharpness, painfulness, acuteness : as,

the keenness of grief.

keen-wif-ted, o. [Eng. keen, and witted.]

Sharp, acute ; having acute wit or discern-
ment.

" Sarcasms such as, in moments of spleen, dropped
but too easily from the lips of the keenwitted Dorset,"
—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvii.

keep, * kepe, * keepe, v.t. & i. [A.S. cipan,

another form of cypo,n = to traffic, sell, store

up, or keep. Keep is a doublet of cheapen.)

A. Transitive

:

1. To hold or retain in one's possession or

power ; not to part with,

2. To have or retain in charge or custody

;

to guard.
"The crown of Stephanus, first king of Hungary,

was always kept in the castle of Vicegrade."

—

Knolles :

Hist, of the Turkes.

3. To watch over ; to guard.
" Lord, keep the door of my lips."

—

Psalm exli. 3.

i. To preserve, to retain ; not to let go or
slip.

" Keep this for ever in the imagination of the
thoughts of the heart of thy people."—1 Chron. xxix. 18.

* 5. To preserve, to maintain.
" The Lord God, merciful and gracioos, keeping

mercy for thousands."

—

Exodus xxiv. 7.

6. To preserve, to restrain.
" Keep me from presumptuous sins,"

—

Psalm xix. 3.

7. To tend ; to have the care or supervision
of ; to look after.

8. To hold in charge for another.
' If a man shall deliver unto his neighbour money

or stuffto keep."—Exodus xxit 7.

9. To hold or maintain in any state ; to
preserve.

"A single troop of dragoons, which did not form
part of any regiment, was stationed near Berwick, for
the purpose of keeping the peace among the moss-
troopers of the border. '

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

10. To keep up or maintain as an establish-
ment, institution, &c. ; to carry on, to con-
duct, to manage : as, To keep a school, &c.

11. To hold or retain by some degree of
force in any place or state. (Often followed
by down, under, in, off.)

"Ingenuous shame and the apprehensions of dis-
pleasure are the only true restraints : these alone
ought to hold the reins, and keep the child in order."—Locke : On Education.

12. To practise ; to use habitually.
" I rule the family veryTilL and keep bad hours."

—

Pope :

13. To observe ; to solemnize.

14. To observe ; not to break or violate.
" His promise Falamon accepts : but prayed
To keep it better than the first he made."

Dryden : Palamon A Ardte. ii. 193.

15. To do, to perform, to carry out, to fulfil.

16. To maintain ; to support with the neces-
saries of life ; to board.

17. To maintain ; to keep up.
"They were honourably brought to London, where

every one of them kept house by himself."

—

Haywird.

18. To hold, to have ; to retain In memory.
" If of life you keep a care."

Shakesp. : Tempest, ii. L
19. To remain confined to ; not to quit ; to

remain in.

"I prythee tell me, does he keep his bed?"

—

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iv. l.

20. Not to reveal ; not to betray ; to preserve
secret.

"A fool cannot keep his counsel. '

—

Ecdet. vUi. 17.

21. To have in the house ; to entertain.
" Base tyke, call'st thou me host ? I scorn the term ;

nor 3hall my Nell keep lodgers."—Shakesp. : Henry V..
iL L

22. To have in pay : as, To keep a servant.

23. To have a supply of for sale ; to be in the
habit of selling : as, To keep butter, eggs, &c.

24. To regard ; to attend to.
" While the stars and course of heaven I keep.
My weary'd eyes were seized with fatal sleep."

Dryden : Virgil ; ^Eneid vt 478.

25. To record business transactions : as, To
teep books. To enter systematically in proper
books : as, To keep accounts.

26. To maintain in concubinage : as, To
keep a mistress.

B. Intransitive :

1. To remain or continue in any position or
state ; to continue.
" Wbat 1 keep a week away ! seven days and night?

;

Oh weary reckoning
!
" Shakesp. : Othello, iii. 4.

* 2. To lodge, to dwell, to reside.
" This habitation, where thou keepest."

Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, UL L

3. To remain or continue good or unim-
paired ; to continue fresh or wholesome ; not
to become spoiled.

"If the malt be not thoroughly dried, the ale it

makes will not keep."—Mortimer: Husbandry.

4. To associate, to frequent.
" Noble minds keep ever with their likes.''

Shakesp. : Julius C&sar, i. 2.

* 5. To take care, to be vigilant, to watch.

H (1) To keep an act : To hold an academical
disputation. (Comb. Univ.)

(2) To keep at it :

(a) Intrans. : To continue hard at work

;

not to leave off.

(&) Trans. : To keep hard at work.

(3) To keep lack

:

(a) Transitive

:

(i) To restrain, to hold back.

(ii) To reserve, to withhold.
" To keep back part of the price of the land. —

Acts v. 3.

(iii) To withhold, to keep secret, not to
disclose.

(6) Intrans. : To remain or keep one's self

behind or back.

(4) To keep chapels

:

Univ. : To attend the daily services in the
college chapels.

(5) To keep a person company : To accom-
pany, to go with.

" I have turned away my former self.

So will I those that kept me company.'
Shakesp. : 2 Henry /P., v. 5.

(6) To keep company with :

(a) To use or frequent the society of; to
associate with.

" She could not approve of a young woman keeping
company with men, without the permission of father
or mother."

—

Broome: On the Odyssey.

(6) To pay or receive attentions as a lover.

(7) To keep down

:

(a) Ord. Lang. : To hold in subjection ; to
prevent from rising ; to restrain.

(&) Paint. : To subdue in tone or tint, so
that the portion kept down ii. rendered sub-
ordinate to some other part, and does not,
therefore, obtrude on the eye of the spectator.

(c) MUit. : To repress, subdue or silence ar-

tillery by an overpowering cannonade.
" Knap's battery . . . kept their fire down to a great

extent. —A. Douhleda-y : ChanceHorsviae, ch. ii.

(8) To keep from, : To abstain from.

(9) To keep good (or bad) hours : To be habit-
ually early (or late) in returning home or in
retiring to rest.

(10) To keep house :

(p) Ordinary Language

:

(i.) To keep or maintain a separate estab-
lishment for one's self or for one's family.

(ii.) To remain in the house ; to be confined
to the house : as, El health compels him to
keep house.

(6) Technically:

Law : To keep within the privacy of one's
house to defeat creditors. It is an Act of
bankruptcy, by 32 & 33 Vict. c. 71, § 6, para. 3.

(Wharton.)

(11) To keep in :

(a) To hold in confinement ; to restrain.

(6) To conceal ; to keep back ; not to disclose.
" You will not extort from me what I am willing to

keep in."—Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, ii. L
(c) To restrain, to curb.
" If thy daughter be shameless, keep her in straizbt-

ly.'—Ecdus. xxvt 10.

(12) To keep off:

(a) Trans. : To .prevent from approachine •

to drive off.
B '

" A superficial reading, accompanied with the com-mon opinion of his invincible obscurity has kevt of
some from seeking in him the coherence of hisdiL
cjurse. —Locke.

^^
(b) Intrans. : To keep awav ; to continue

away ; not to approach.

£ite, fat, fare, amidst, what, tail, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot
or. wore, wol£ work, who, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce = e; ey = a, qu = kw.
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(13) To keep on ; To continue at anything ;

not to leave off,

" So cheerfully he took the doom . . ,

Nor shrunk, nor stepped aside for death.

But with unaltered pace kept on.'

Dryden : Threnodia August alls, 215.

(14) To keep one going : To keep one well

supplied, or in constant work.

(15) To lceep one's hand in : To keep one's self

in practice.

t (16) To keep under: To restrain ; to keep in

subjection.

"To live like those that have their hope in another

life. Implies that we keep under our appetites."—

Atterbury.

(17) To keep to : To adhere strictly to ; to

continue the use or practice of.

" Did tliey keep to one constant dress they would
sometimes be In fashion."—AddUon : Spectator.

(18) To keep up ;

(a) Transitive:

([) To hold up ; to prevent from falling ; to

support : as, To keep up one's head.

(ii) To prevent from falling in value : as, To

keep up prices.

(iii) To maintain without abatement.
" Land kept up its price."—Locke.

(iv) To maintain ; to prevent from ceasing

;

to continue.
** You have enough to keep you alive, and to keep up

and improve your nnpeB of heaven,"—Taylor.

(b) Introms. : To maintain one's spirits ; not

to keep to one's bed or room.

(19) To keep up to the collar : To keep hard

at work. (Slang.)

(20) To keep out : To prevent from entering

or taking possession.

(21) To keep open house : To be very liberal

in hospitality.

(22) To keep a term

:

Univ. : To reside in college during a term.

(23) To keep the land aboard

:

Naut. : To keep within sight of land as

much as possible.

(24) To keep the luff or the wind

:

Naut. : To keep close to the wind.

(25) To keep on foot : To maintain ; to sup-

port, as a standing army.

(26) To keep to one's self, to keep one's self to

one's self; To keep aloof from others ; to keep
one's own counsel.

(27) To keep touch

:

* (a) To be faithful to one's engagements.
" Until he find you fall in keeping touch."—Money,

Masters uU Things (1698), \>. 59.

(&) To keep up connection with.

(28) To keep in view : Not to lose sight of;

to keep one's attention or aim fixed on.

(29) To keep in with : To continue on terms
of intimacy or friendship with ; not to offend.

(30) To keep the peace : [Peace].

(31) To keep wicket

:

Cricket : To field at the wicket ; to take the
post of wicket-keeper.

IT (1) To preserve is to keep with care, and
free from all injury ; to save is to keep laid up
in a safe place, and free from destruction.

Things are kept at all times, and under all

circumstances ; they are preserved in circum-

stances of peculiar difficulty and danger;

they are saved in the moment in which they
are threatened with destruction : things are

kept at pleasure ; they are preserved by an
exertion of power ; they are saved by the use

of extraordinary means : the shepherd keeps

his nock by simply watching over them;
children are sometimes wonderfully preserved

in the midst of the greatest dangers ; things

are frequently saved in the midst of fire by the

exertions of those present.

(2) To keep is simply to have by one in such

manner that it shall not depart ; to observe is

to teep with a steady attention ; to fulfil is to

keep to the end or to the full intent. A day is

either kept or observed ; yet the former is not

only a more familiar term, but it likewise im-

plies a much less solemn act than the latter ;

one must add, therefore, the mode in which
it is kept, by saying that it is kept holy, kept

sacred, or kept as a day of pleasure ; the term
observe, however, implies always that it is

kept religiously : we may keep, but we do not
observe a birthday ; we keep or observe the
Sabbath, (firabb: Eng. Synon.)

keep, keepe, *kepe, s. [Keep, v.]

* 1. Care, heed. (Wycliffe : Luke x.)

* 2. The act or state of keeping ; custody,

charge.
"Butgladllestlof your fleecie sheepe
(Might it you please) would take on mee the keepe.

Spenser : Mother Subberds Tale.

f 3. The state of being kept or preserved

;

preservation ; care, condition ; as, These things

are in good keep.

4. The means by which one is kept or sup-

ported ; subsistence, support, maintenance :

as, keep for cattle.

5. That which is kept ; a charge. (Spenser.)

6. That which keeps; that in which one

keeps or is kept. Spec, the tower or place

set apart in a castle for the confinement of

prisoners ; a donjon.
" It Htands on a knowle, which tho' insensibly rising

?ives it a prospect over the keepe of Windsor, about
hree miles N.E. of it"—Evelyn -. Memoirs, Oct. 23,

1688.

* keep off, * keepe-off, s. A guard, *

defence.
" A lance then took he, witb a keene Steele head,
To be his keepe-off, both 'gainst men and dogges."

Chapman: Homer; Odyssey 3dv.

keep er, * kep-er, s. [Eng. keep ; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who or that which keeps ; one who
holds, keeps, or has possession of anything.

2. One who retains or keeps another in

custody or charge ; oue who has the charge

or care of the inmates of a prison, asylum, &c.
" To his fteeperthis he brought,

Who swallowed unaware the Bleepy draught."
Dryden : Palamon & Arcite, ii. 17.

3. One who has the charge, care, or super-

intendence of anything.
" Heme the hunter.

Sometime a keeper here in Windsor forest
"

Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, i. 1.

* 4. One who remains or abides.

"So be discreet, chaste, keepers at home,good."—
Titus ii. 5.

5. A ring worn on the finger to keep a larger

one on.

6. A jam nut.

7. The box on a door-jamb into which the

bolt of a lock protrudes, when shot.

8. The armature of a magnet. A piece of

iron which connects the two poles.

9. The mousing of a hook, which prevents

its accidental disengagement.

10. The gripper of the flint in a flint-lock.

IX Harness : The keeper of a buckle-strap ;

a loop which slips upon the end of the strap,

or into which the strap slides.

H (1) Keeper of the Great Seal : The officer of

state who keeps or holds the Great Seal ; the

Lord Chancellor. Formerly he was called

Lord Keeper.

(2) Keeper of the Privy Seal, Lord Privy Seal :

An officer of state through whose hands pass

all charters, pardons, &c, before they come
to the Great Seal.

(3) Keeper of the King's Conscience : The
Lord Chancellor. The designation arose when
none but an ecclesiastic was ever Lord Chan-
cellor.

(4) Keeper of the Rolls : The keeper of the
records of the session of the peace. The office

was instituted under Henry VIII. in 1545.

* keep-er-ess, s. [Eng. keeper; -ess.] A
woman who keeps a man. (Richardson

:

Clarissa Harlowe, vi. 359.)

* keep' -er-less, a. [Eng. keeper; -less.]

Without a keeper ; free from restraint or
custody.

keep -er-ship, s. [Eng, keeper ; -ship.] The
office or post of a keeper.

" This keeperthtp is annexed to the conatahleship of
the castle."—Garew : Survey of Cornwall.

keep ing, *kep-ynge, pr. par., <*., & s.

[Keep, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particvp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or state of holding or retaining
;

restraint, custody, guard.

IL Paint.: The arrangement or manage-

ment of the light, shadows, colours, tints, m
such subordination to each other thattne

o-eneral effect is harmonious to the eye. Wnen
this is unattended to, a harshness is produced,

which gives improper isolation to individual

parts, and the picture is said to be out of

keeping.

If The keeping amounts to little more than

having purposely in one's possession ;
but

custody is a particular kind of keeping, for the

purpose of preventing an escape :
inanimate

objects maybe in one's keeping ; but prisoners

or that which is in danger of getting away,

is placed in custody: a person has in his

keeping that which he values as the property

of an absent friend ; the officers of justice get

into their custody those who have offended

against the laws, or such property as has been

stolen. (Crabb : Eng. Synon?)

% In keeping with : In accordance with

;

agreeable to, consonant to.

"It was in keeping with the scenery around."—Mrs.

E. Wood : Pomeroy Abbey, ch. i.

keeping-room, s. The common or usual

sitting or living-room of a family ; in the uni-

versities the sitting-room of a student.

keep'-sake, $. [Eng. keep, and sake.] Any-

thing kept, or given to be kept, for the sake

of the giver ; a present in memory of the giver.

* keep-wor'-thy, a. [Eng. keep, and worthy.]

Worth preservation.
" Other keepworthy documents."—raptor / Survey of

German Poetry, i. 182.

keesh, o. [Kish ]

kees -lip, s. [Keslop.]

keeve, s. [A.S. cyf; Ger. kufe = a large tub,

from Lat. cupa ; Er. cuve.] A large vessel or

vat used : (1) For mashing, fermenting, or

storing beer. (2) For holding a bleaching

liquor or alkaline lye. [Keir.] (3) For ele-

vating ores. [Corf.] (4) An iron-bound tub
of a truncate, conical form, set upon the

smaller end, and used for collecting the fine

grains of copper. In use it is kept half full

of water, and the contents agitated by a

shovel till the heavier particles sink to the

bottom, leaving the water to be dipped out

and the refuse lighter upper stratum to be

removed.

keeve, v.t. [Keeve, s.]

1. To put or leave in a keeve for the purpose

of fermentation.
(

2. To tilt, as a cart, so as to shoot out the

whole load at once.

keeV-er, s. [Eng. keev(e); -er.] The same as

Keeve (q.v.).

kef-fek-il, s. [Kiefekil.]

kef'-fe-kil-ite, s. [Named by Fischer, in

1811, from keffekil, probably an Asiatic word ;

suff. -ite (Min).']

Min. : A pearl-gray mineral, with a greasy

feel, from the Crimea ; contains silica, alu-

mina, sesquioxide of iron, &c, and is clearly

only a clay. (Dana.) Croustedt states, in

1758, that the Keffekil Tartarorum was used
by the Tartars as soap.

* kef'-fel, s. [Gr. Ke^taX.rj'ikephale).'] The head.

keg, * cag, s. [IceL kaggi ; Sw. & Norw.
] A small cask or barrel.

2. Maintenance, support, subsistence, food,
keep.

3. Just proportion, harmony, accord, con-
sistency, congruity.

ke-huT, s. [Arab, kuhaul = antimony.]
[KOHOL.]

* keight, pret. of v. [Catch, v.]

keil'-hau-ite (au as o^O, s. [Named by-

Erdmann after Prof. Keilhau of Norway

;

suff. -ite. (Min.).]

Min. ; A monoclinic mineral, having its

angles approximating to those of sphene

;

usually in twin crystals ; cleavage, distinct

;

hardness, 6'5 ; sp. gr., 3'51-3-73 ; lustre,

vitreous ; colour, clove-brown to brownish
black, streak grayish-brown ; composition, a
silico-titanate of alumina, iron, and lime,

with traces of glucina, yttria, &c. Occurs-
(often in large crystals) at several places
near Arendal, Norway.

keils, s. pi. [Katles.]

keir, s. [Icel. ker= & tub ; Dan. kar.] A vat
for holding a bleaching liquor. The alkaline-
vat of a bleachery.

boil, boy; pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ?Cenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tlan = shan. -tion, - sion = shun : -tion, -sion - zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious ~ shus. -hie, -die, &c. = tol. del.
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keit-lo'-a, s. [An East African word (?).]

Zool. : Rhinoceros Keitloa, a two-horned

,

black rhinoceros, having the horns nearly
equal in length, the front one cylindrical, the
hinder one compressed, the anterior part of

the tip produced and acuminated ; length,

including the head, above eleven feet, the
height five. It is akin to Rhinoceros bicornis.

It feeds on shrubs and brushwood, and is

found sparingly in Africa soutli of the Zam-
besi. It is extremely fierce and dangerous.
Called also Sloan's Rhinoceros.

Kel-se-na-nes'-i-an, «. & 5. [Gr. xxXawm
(kelainos) = black ; vrj<ros (nesos) = an island,

and Eng. suff. -kin.]

Technology :

A. As adj.: Of or belonging to the dark
races of the Pacific Islands.

B. As subst. (PI.) ; The dark races of the
Pacific Islands.

Kel-dees', s. pi. [Cttldees.]

kele, v.t. [Keel (2), v.]

kelk, v.t. [Kelk, s.] To thrash, to beat
soundly.

kelk, s. [Gael. & Ir. clach = a stone.]

1. A large stone, a rock,

2. A blow.

3. The roe of a fish.

" Cods have a bladder in them full of eggs or spawn,
which the northern men call the kelk."— Moffet

:

Heath's Improvement, p. 208.

*kell(l), «. [Kiln.] A kiln. (Cleveland.)

kell (2), *. [Gaul.]

1. The caul or omentum.
', " The very weight of bowels and hell, in fat people,
1 is the occasion of a rupture."— Wiseman ; Surgery.

2. The amnion or membrane enveloping the
fu?tus, and occasionally found round the head
of a child at its birth.

3. A film growing over the eyes.

\ 4. The chrysalis of an insect.

5. A net for the hair worn by women.

6. A skull-cap for men.

7. The cobwebs which are seen on the grass

on a dewy morning.
" Thoae kell-s, which like cobwebs do sometimes cover

the grounds."—Boyle : Works, vi. 858.

kel'-lach (eft guttural), s. [Gael, ceallach.) A
wicker sledge or cart used in Scotland.

* kelled, keld, a. [Eng. kell; -ed.] Covered
with a kell ; united with a kell or membrane ;

webbed.
" The otter . . . feeds on fish, which under water still,

He with his keld-feet and keen teeth doth kill."

Drayton : Noalis Flood.

kel'-ll-a, s. [Named after Mr. O'Kelly of

Dublin.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family

Kelliidae (q.v.). The shell is small, thin,

suborbicular, and closed, the ligament internal

interrupting the thickened margin, and on it

cardinal teeth one or two, laterals 1—1 in

each valve. Animal with the mantle pro-

longed in front with a respiratory canal, two
large gills on each side. Recent species 20,

occurring from Norway to New Zealand and
to California; fossil 20, the latter from the

Eocene onward. There are two British spe-

cies, Kellia suborbicularis and A', nitida.

kel-li'-i-dw, kel-li'-a-dse,s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

kelli(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee, -ado.'.]

Zool. : A family of Conchiferous molluscs

akin to Lucinidte, in which they were formerly

merged.

Kel'-lo-way, s [A place in Wiltshire.] (See

. etyrn. and compound.)

Kelloway-rock, s.

Geol. : A bed of arenaceous limestone be-

longing to the Middle Oolite. It may be
traced through several counties, the sand
being in most places loose and unconsolidated,

though at Kelloway itself it is stony. There
are numerous casts of shells.

ke'-lold, s. [Gr. ktjXtj (kele) = a tumour, and
elfios (eidos) = form.]

Pathol. (PI.) : Unsightly excrescences arising

on the sternum or elsewhere, generallyfrom the
over-active growth of a cicatrix over a wound.

kelp, * klip, * kilpe, s. [Etym. unknown.]

1. The calcined ashes of seaweed, from

which carbonate of soda is obtained. Kelp
was formerly much used in the manufacture
of soap and glass, but since barilla has been
used for these purposes, the burning of sea-

wrack has almost ceased. From the alkali of
kelp the important chemical substance called
iodine is obtained. [Iodine.]

2. The sea-wrack or sea-weed from which
kelp is produced.

"As for the reits, kilpe, tangle, and such like sea-
weeds."—/1

. Holland; PUiue, bk. xxxii., ch. vi,

ke! pie, kel'-py, s. [Etym. doubtful. Jamie-
son suggests a connection with Ger. kalb = a
calf.] A sort of mischievous spirit, said to
haunt fords and ferries at night, especially in
storms. They generally appeared in the form
of ahorse. [Water-kelpie, Water-worship.]
" Fays, Spunkies, Kelpies, a', they can explain them,
And e'en the vera Deils they hrawly ken them."

v L
Burns : Brigs of Ayr.

kel'-son, s. [Keelson.]

kelt (1), a, [Celt.]

kelt (2), s. [Gael, cealt = clothes.] Cloth with
the nap, generally of native black wool.
(Scotch.)

kelt (3), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A salmon in
its spent state after spawning ; a foul fish.

* kel'-ter, s. [Cf. Dan. Ulte ~ to gird, to tuck
up.] Order, readiness.

" If the organs of prayer are out of kelter, or out of
tune, how can we pray ''."—Barrow: Sermons, vol. i.,

ser. 6.

kelt'-ic, ( [Celtic]

kel'-ty, kel'-tie, s. [Said to be named after
a celebrated drinker in Kinross-shire.] A fine
of a bumper ; a large glass or bumper imposed
as a fine on those who do not drink fair.

" I ken'd him and his father these twenty years.
Are ye a' cleared keltyntfi"—Scott: Hob Hoy, ch. xxviii.

kel'-yph-ite, s. [Gr. kcAu^o? (keluphos) = a
husk, shell; suff. -ite (Min.). Named by
Mchrauf, ]

Min. : A gray mineral of a serpentinous
nature, found surrounding crystals of pyrope
in the olivine-serpentine of Kreinze, Budweis,
Bohemia.

* kemb, v.t [Comb, v.]

* kemb, s. [Comb, s.]

t kem'-bo, adv. [Kimeo.]

* kem-e-lin, * kim-ling, * kym-nelL,
* kym-lyne, s. [O. Fr. cambe = a brewing.]
A brewing-tub, a mash-tub.

" He goth, and geteth him a kneding trough.
And after a tubbe, and a kemelin.

Chaucer : C. T., 3,622.

kemp, v.i. [A.S. catnpian; Dut. kamp>en ;
Dan. kcumpe ; Ger. kdmpfen = to contend, to
fight.] To strive, to contend, to fight ; to
strive for victory. [Kemp, $.]

* kemp (1), s. [Icel. kempa; A.S. cempa.]

1. A warrior, a champion.

2. A struggle for victory ; a striving for
superiority.

kemp (2), kemp'-ty, 5. [Etym. doubtful.]

1, Wool & Fur Manvfacture :

(1) The coarse rough hairs of wool, which are
avoided by the manufacturer in his purchases
of wool, as they impair the appearance of
fabrics, and do not take the dye easily.

(2) Impurities of fur ; that is, knots and hairs
which do not possess the felting property.

2. Bot. (PI): Plantago media.

kemp'-er, s. [Eng. kemp; -er.] One who
strives for superiority ; specifically, a com-
petitor among reapers.

kemp ing, a, [Eng. kemp; -inf.] A striving
for victory.

"A soldier, my lord, and mony a sair day's kemping
I've seen."—Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxviii

kem -pie, s. [Etym. doubtful.] Forty wisps
for windlings (about S lbs. each) of straw.
(Scotch.)

" The auld gudeman o' horse-cleugh has hanged it
wi' a kcmple o strae."—Scott : Waverley, ch. lxiv.

ken, * kenne, * ken-nen, v.t. & i. [Icel.

kennct = to know; cogn. with Sw. kanna;
Dan. kiendc ; Dut. & Ger. kennen = to know ;

A.S. cennan = to teach ; Goth, kannjan = to
make known ; A.S. cun)ian = to know ; Goth.
kunnan.] [Can, Canny, Cunning, Know.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To teach ; to cause to know.
" Kenne me on Crist to beleue." P. Plowman, i, 8X.

2. To know ; to be acquainted with.

" I ken the wight."—Shakesp. : Merry Wives of
Windsor, i. &

3. To recognise ; to see at or from a dis-

tance ; to descry.
" Ere scarce a distant form was kenned.
She knew, and waved, to greet him."

Scott: Maid of Niedpath.

* i. To He within sight or ken of.

" It kenned Britaine, over against it."—r. Holland :

Camden, II. 221.

II. Scots Law : To acknowledge or recognise
by a judicial act.

* B. Intrans. : To look round.

* ken (1), s. [Ken, v.]

1. View, sight, cognizance.
" They might discern within their hen

The carcasses of birds." Drayton : Noah's Flood.

2. Knowledge, understanding, apprehension-

ken (2), s. [A contract, of kennel (q.v.).] A
meeting or lodging house for disreputable
characters. (Slang?)

Ken'-dal, s. [From the name of the town ir*

"Westmoreland, where it was originally made.}

Fabric : A kind of coarse woollen cloth.

Kendal green, s. Green cloth, origin-
ally made at Kendal for foresters.

"How could'st thoii know these men in Kendal-
green I"—Sluikesp. : 1 Henry IV., li. 4.

* kene, a. [Keen.]

kenk, [Kink.]

ken'-na, v.t. [Ken, v.] Do not know.
" 'I wonder how auld Razlewood likes that?' *I

henna how he may like it now,' answered another of
the tea-drinkers."—Scott: Guy Munnering, ch. xi.

ken'-ne-dy-a, s. [Named after Mr. Kennedy,
a nurseryman at Hammersmith.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Ken-
nedyeas. It consists of prostrate or twining
papilionaceous plants from Australia and Tas-
mania.

ken'-ne-dy-e-ae,s.pL [Mod. Ija,t.kennedy(a);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A subtribe of Phaseolese, a tribe ot
papilionaceous plants.

ken'-nel (1), * ken-el, s. [Norm. Fr. * kenil;
O. F. chenil = a place for dogs, from O. Fr.
chen; Low Lat. canem, accus. of canis = a
dog; Ital. canile.]

1. A house or shed for dogs.
" The fame of the kitchen, the cellar, the kennel, and

the stables was spread over all England."

—

Macaalay z
Hist. Eng., ch. v.

"'
2. A pack cf hounds.

*'A little herd of England's tira'rous deer,
Maz'd with a yelping kennel of French curs."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., iv. 2.

* 3. The hole of a fox or other animal.

ken'-nel (2), * can-el, * can-elle, s. [0.
Fr. caiiel = a channel ; Lat. canalis. Kennel is

t thus a doublet of clminnel (q.v.).]

1. A gutter ; the watercourse at the side of
a street ; a little channel or canal.

" Soon shall the ketinels swell with rapid streams."
And rush in muddy torrents to the Thames."

Gay ; Trivia, i. 159i

2. A puddle.

kennel-raker, s. A scavenger ; one fit
only for low, dirty jobs.

ken'-nel (3), s. [A corrupt, of cannel (q.v.).}

kennel-coal, s. [Cannel-coal.]

ken'-nel, v. i. & t [Kennel (1), s.]

A. Intrans. : To lie or lodge, as in a kennel

;

to dwell. (Used of beasts, and of men in
contempt.)

" Glad here to kennel iu a pad of straw "

Drayton : Elenor Cobham to Duke Humphry.
B. Trans. ; To shut up, confine, or lodge in

or as iu a kennel.

"The laugh, the slap, the jocund curse go round ;While, from their slumbers shook, the kenncl'd
Mix iu the music of the day again. [hounds

u _
Thomson: Autumn, 548.

kenn'-gott-ite, s. [Named by Haidin<rer
after Professor Kenngott ; suff. -ite (Min.).

]

Min. : Formerly regarded as a distinct
species, but now determined to be the same
as Miargyritis (q.v.).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, thSre ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or. wore. wol£ work, who, son ; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = 6 ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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ken'-nuig, s. [Ken, v.]

1. Sight, ken, view, range of vision.

"[They related] that the Seres were within their
kenning."—P. Holland: Plinie, hk. vi., ch. xxii.

2. A very small portion ;
just as much as

one can see or recognise. (Scotch.)

* kenning-place, s. A prominent ob-
ject. (P. Holland.)

lien spec kle, a. [Eng. ken ; etym. of second
element doubtful.] Having marks, qualities,

or characteristics causing a thing to be a
gazing-stock ; marked in some peculiar and
noticeable manner. (Scott; Bride of Lammer-
moor, ch. xviii.)

kent, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A cudgel, rough
walking-stick; a pole a leaping-pole. (Scotch.)

"He bade me fling down my kent. and sae me and
my mither yielded."

—

Scott : Old Mortality, ch. xiv

kent, v.t. [Kent, s.] To push along, as a boat,
with a pole ; to punt.

Kent, s. (For etym. see compound.)

Kent-bugle, s.

Music : A keyed bugle introduced by the
bandmaster of an Irish regiment, James
Halliday, about the year 1814 or 1815, and
called the Kent bugle out of compliment to
the Duke of Kent, the father of Her Majesty

KENT-BUGLE.

Queen Victoria, he being colonel of the regi-

ment. The instrument became exceedingly
popular, in consequence of the excellent per-
formance of the elder Distin, who introduced
it into the orchestra of Her Majesty's Theatre
in 1830 ; the French composer, Adolphe Adam,
wrote several solos for it.

TT Man of Kent : One born in Kent east of
the Medway, as distinguished from a Kentish
man, or one born west of that river.

Kentish, a, [Eng. Kent;-ish.] Of or per-
taining to the county of Kent.

Kentish-fire, s. A concerted clapping of
hands and stamping at public meetings by way
of applause, or more frequently as an inter-
ruption. The name arose from the protracted
cheers given in Kent to the No-Popery orators
in 1828-9. It is also applied to the applause
at Orange meetings.

Kentish-glory, *.

Entom. : Endromis versicolora, a beautiful
moth, orange-brown with black and white
markings, the expansion of the wings about
two and a half inches. The larva, which is

not hairy, is whitish-green, feeding on birch
in July and August; the perfect insect ap-
pears in April. Found at Ashclown Forest,
in England, in Scotland at Rannoch, in Ire-

land at Powerscourt. It is the only British
representative of the family Endroniidse.

Kentish-rag, s,

Geol. : A calcareous rock belonging to the
lower cretaceous series. In the south-east of
England it is sixty or eighty feet thick. It is

of marine origin. It was in a quarry of
Kentish-rag at Maidstone that the great
Iguanodon Mantelll was discovered.

( kent'-lage, [Kentledge.]

ken'-tle, s. [Quintal.]

Com. : A hundred pounds in weight ; as, a
kentle of fish.

kent -ledge, * kent'-lage, ». [0. Fr. cant,

and Dut. kant = edge.]

Naut. : Pigs of iron for permanent ballast,

laid over the keelson-plates.

ken'-trol ite, s. [Named by Damour and
Voin Rath. Gr. teevrpov (kentron) = a spike

;

suff. ~Ue (Jfin.).}

Min. ; A silicate of lead and manganese
;

Orthorhombic in crystallization ; cleavage
prismatic, distinct; crystals very small, often
in sheaf-like groups; Hardness, 5; sp. gr.,

(i'19 ; colour, dark reddish-brown, blackish
on the surface. Found witli quartz, barytes,

and apatite in a brecciated quartz rock in

Southern Chili.

kep, v.t. [Keep, v.] To catch, as in the act of

passing through the air, falling, &c. ; to inter-

cept. (Scotch!)

* kepe, s. [Keep, s.]

* kepe, v.i. & (. [Keep, v.]

Kep'-ler, s. (See def.)

Hist. : John Kepler, a great astronomer and
physicist, born at Weil, in the Duchy of "Wir-

temberg, December 21, 1571, died in Novem-
ber, 1630. (See the compounds.)

Kepler's laws, s. pi.

Astron. ; First, that the orbit of each planet

is an ellipse, the centre of the sun being in

one of the foci. Second, that every planet so

moves that the radius vector, or line drawn
from it to the sun describes equal areas in equal
times. Third, that the squares of the times
of the planetary revolutions are as the cubes
of their mean distances from the sun.

Kepler's-problem, s.

Astron. : The determination of the eccen-

tricity of the orbit of a planet from its mean
anomaly, or the planet's place in its orbit at
any given moment.

Kep-ler'-i-an, a. [Eng., &c, Kepler; -ian.]

Of or pertaining to Kepler
;
propounded or

established by Kepler (q.v.).

kept, pret. & pa. par. [Keep, v. (q.v.).]

kept-down, a.

Paint. : Subdued in tone or tint, so that
that portion of a picture thus treated is

rendered subordinate to some other part, and
does not obtrude itself on the eye of the
spectator, which is intended to be riveted on
some other important portion of the work.

kept-mistress, s. A concubine ; a wo-
man supported or maintained by a particular
person as his mistress.

ke-ram'-ic, [Ceramic]

ker-a-nud'-i-um, s, [Gr. **pajtu? (keramis)
= a" roof tile, potters' earth, clay; cf. also

Kepafxos (keramos) = potters' earth, an earthen
vessel.]

Bot. : The same as Cystocarp (q.v.).

ke-ram-o-grapn'-ic, a. [Gr. Kcpajuos (kera-

mos) = a potter ; ypd^to (grapho) = to write,

and Eng. adj. sun. -ic.] Capable of being
written upon ; suitable to be written upon,
as a slate. (Said especially of a certain kind of
globe.)

ker am-o-ha'-llte, s. [Gr. Ke'pap-ts (kera-

misf— clay, and £as (lials) = salt. Named by
Glocker.]

Min. : The same as Alunogen (q.v.).

ke-ra'-na, ker ren a, s. [Pers.]

Music : The name of the Persian horn which
is sounded at sunset and at midnight.

ker-ar'-g^r-ite, s. [Cerargyrite.]

ker'-as ine, ker -as ite, s. [Named by
Beudant. Gr. Kt'pas (keras) =: horn ; suff. Ate
(Min.) ; Fr. plomb corne; Ger. hornblei.]

Min. ; The same as Mendipite and Phos-
genite, the two minerals being included
under the same name. (See these words.)

keV-ate, s. [Gr. /ee'pas (keras), genit. /ce'paTOs

(keratos) = a horn.] [Cerargyrite.]

ker' a tin, s. [Gr. K4pas (keras), genit. Ke'paTos
(keratos)= a horn ; suff. -in (Chem.) (q.v.).}

Cltem. : A term applied to the substance
which forms the chief constituent of hair,
feathers, nails, claws, horns, and the epi-
dermis and epithelium of the higher animals.
In consequence of its insolubility in alcohol,
water, acetic acid, boiling dilute hydrochloric
acid, and dilute sodic hydrate, it is easily ob-
tained pure. It dissolves in boiling acetic
acid and in strong alkalis, and when boiled
with sulphuric acid it decomposes with forma-
tion of leucine and tyrosine.

ker-a-tl'-tis, s. [Gr. *e'pas (keras), genit.
Ke'paTos (keratos) = a horn, and suff. -itis
(Pathol.) (q.v.).]

Pathol. : Inflammation of the cornea, with
congestion of the conjunctiva and sclerotic
coat of the eye, which may go on to infiltra-

tion by pus, and destruction of the sight by
ulceration. Three forms are found—viz.,

syphilitic, strumous or scrofulous ophthalmia,,

and pustular corneitis. Keratitis, when asso-

ciated with suppuration, as in small-pox, and
other affections, is called onyx, from its re-

semblance to the lunula of the nail. Per-

foration into the anterior chamber, causing

hypopion, sometimes happens, when pus or

shreds of lymph accumulate there, or its in-

ward perforation may cause iritis.

ker-a-td'-da, s. pi. (Gr. /ce'pas (keras), genit.

KcpoVos (keratos) = a horn, and elfios (eidos) =
form.]

Zool. ; Horny sponges (q.v.).

ker'-a-tode, a. [Keratoda.]

Zool. & Chem. : A substance of which the
skeleton of horny sponges is composed. Some-
times it is strengthened by spiculai of lime or
flint.

keV-a-tome, s. [Gr. Kipas (keras), genit.

Ke'paros (keratos) — a horn, and rop.-q (tome) -=

a cutting; rip-vo* (temno) = to cut.]

Surg. : A knife used in the operation for
artificial pupil and cataract. Also called iri-

dectome, or artificial-pupil knife. It is spear-
pointed, double-edged, and may be straight or
angular. It is used for making an incision

through the cornea into the anterior chamber,
and by slight movements of its cutting edges,
upward and downward, the wound is made
of proper dimensions, after which the opera-
tion is completed with other instruments.

ker-a-to-nyx'-is, s. [Gr. Kepas (Jceras), genit.

KepaVos (keratos) = a horn, and eu£is (nuxis)=
a puncturing.]

Surg. : A term applied by German surgeons
to the operation of couching, performed by in-

troducing a needle through the cornea, and de-
pressing or breaking the opaque lens. (Brande.)

ker-a-toph'-^ll-ite, s. [Etym. doubtful

;

prolj. from Gr. jce'pa? (keras), genit. jce'pa-ros =
a horn ; <pvkko<; (phyllos) = a leaf, and suff.

-ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min, : The same as Carinthine (q.v.).

ker-a-toph'-y-ta, s. pi. [Ceratophyta.J

ker'-a-to-phyte, s. [Keratophyta.]

Zool. : An anthozoon, belonging to the old
order Keratophyta (q.v.).

ker - a - to'- sa, s. [Gr. Kepas (keras), genit.
KepaToq (keratos) = horn ; Lat. pi. suff. -osu.

So named because the skeleton is composed
of keratode (q.v.).}

Zool. : The name given by Bowerbauk ta
the Horny Sponges.

keV-a-tose, s. [Keratosa.]

Zool. : The same as Keratode (q.v.).

ker-aul'-o-phon, s. [Gr. wpas (keras), genit.
Ke'paros (keratos) = a horn ; auA<Ss (aulos) = &
flute, and fyuivq (phone) = sound.]

Music: An organ stop, invented by Gray
and Davison. Its pipes are of small scale,
and are surmounted by a movable ring of
metal. Its tone is soft, delicate, and reedy.

kerb, s. [Curb, s.]

kerb-plate, a. [Curb-plate.]

kerb-stone, kirb -stone, «. [Curbstone.?

* ker'-cher, s. [Kerchief.] A kerchief.
" He Tjecame like a man in an exstaale and trance.

and white as a kercJter."—North ; Plutarch, p. 746.

* keV-chered, a. [Eng. kerclier; -ed.] Covered
with a kerchief; bound round with a kerchief.
" Pale Sickness, with her kerchered head up -wound."

G. Fletcher: Christ's Victory in Heaven.

* ker- chief, * ker - chef, * cur - chief,
* co-ver-chefe, * co-ver-chie£ s. [O. Fr.
covrechef, couvrechef, from covrir (Fr. -ouvrir)
= to cover, and chef, chief= the head.)

1. A cloth to cover the head ; a headdress.
" Her black hair strained away

To a scarlet kerchief caught beneath her chin."
E. a. Browning: Aurora Leigh, vii.

2. A handkerchief, a napkin.
" The waving kerchiefs of the crowd that urge
The mute adieu to those who stem the surge."

liyron ; Corsair, i. 1&
3. One who wears a kerchief ; a lady.

" The proudest kerchief of the court shall rest
Well satisfied uf what they love the beflt

"

Dryden; W ije of Bath's Tale. 245.

boll, bo^; ptfit, Jtffci; cat, 9611, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = t
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious -- shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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* kerchiefed, * ker -chieft, a. [Eng.

kerchief; -ed.]

1. Having a kerchief wrapped or placed
round.

" Sojne phantom, fashionably thin,
With limb of lath and kerchiefed chin."

Scott : Bridal of Tricmtatn, 11. 2S (l>t. 1.).

2. Dressed, wrapped, enveloped.
" Eerchcft in ft comely cloud.

While rooking winds are piping loud."
Milton : 11 Pcnsoroso.

ker en, s. [Heb. pft (qiren).] [Keraka.J

Music : A Hebrew trumpet. The word is

sometimes used in the Bible as synonymous
with shophar, and to it is sometimes affixed

jobel, rendered in the English version rams'-
horns.

kerf, * kerfe, s. [A.S. cyrf= a cutting, from
ceorfan = to cut, to carve (q.v.) ; Ger. kerbe -

a notch ; kerben = to notch. ]

1. A slit, a cut, a notch.

" They [the olme and the aah] atooda while in the
wood, after they had a kerfe round about, for the
superfluous moisture to run out."—/*. Holland : Plinie,

bk. xvi., ch. xl.

2. The slit, notch, or channel made by a
saw in cutting wood.

"The sawn-away silt between two pieces of stuff is

calledia kerf'—Moxon: Median. Exorcises.

kerf ing, a. [Eng. kerf; -ing.] Cutting,
slitting, notching.

kerfing machine, s. A machine for

sawing a series of parallel kerfs on one side of

a board, in order to enable it to be bent. It

consists of a table and a series of circular

saws upon a horizontal mandrel, the latter

being vertically adjustable, so as to allow the
saws to project above the surface of the table
to an extent equal to the desired depth of kerf.

* kerl, s. [Carl.]

ker -ite, s. [Gr. *o)p<Js (keros) = wax ; Eng.
surf, -ite.] A compound invented by Austin
C. Day, and by him termed kerite or artificial

caoutchouc, and in which the raw caoutchouc
or rubber is replaced by tar or asphaltum,
which, combined with animal or vegetable
oils, is vulcanized by sulphur, the product
closely resembling rubber, the hard and soft

varieties being produced by different propor-
tions, &e. The principal use of kerite has
been as an insulating material in telegraphy.

kerlte-wire, s. Wire used in telegraphy,

insulated by a covering of kerite.

ker-I-v6u'-la, s. [Corrupted from Cingalese
kehelvoulha = plantain-bat.]

Zool. : A genus of VespertiHonidse (True
Bats). Kerivovla picta is the Painted Bat. Its

fur is deep orange above, and paler below. It

occurs in India, Ceylon, Burmah, Sumatra,
and Java, reposing on plantain leaves, its

colour making it appear like a butterfly or

moth rather than a bat, thus tending to its

concealment.

ker mcs (1), s. [Arab, kermes, kermis — a
little worm, from Sansc. krimi ~ a worm.]

Dyeing, die. : The same as "Kermes-grains
(q.v.)

kermes grains, s. pi.

Comm. : The dried bodies of the females of

an homopterous insect, Coccus ilicis, which
yield a red and scarlet dye, much used before

the introduction of cochineal, of an exceed-
ingly fine quality, and very durable.

kermes lake, s.

Pigments: An ancient lake, perhaps the

earliest of the European lakes. (Weak.)

kermes oak, s.

Bot. : Quercus coccifera.

ker mes (2), keV-me-site, 5. [Named by
Simon, a Carthusian monk, in 1714. Etym.
doubtful.]

Min. : An oxysulphide of antimony. Crys-

tallization monoclinic ; colour cherry-red,

deepening on exposure ; lustre adamantine,
streak brownish-red. Occurs in radiating

groups of acioular crystals, or as capillary

tufts associated with stibnite (q.v). The
original mineral was an artificial preparation,
and was used medicinally.

ker me site, o. [Kermes (2), s.]

* kern (1), * kerne, * kearne, a. [It. cearn
= a man.]

1. A light-armed Irish foot-soldier, as dis-

tinguished from the gallowglass, or heavy-
armed soldier.

" The kerne isjui ordluario souldlor, using for weapon
hie sword and target, and sometimes his poeco, being
couiinonlie so good uiarkemen as thoy will come
within a score of a groat vnatoW'—Stanihurit : Dote, of
Ireland, ch. vill.

2. A boor, a country lout, a churl.
" They han fat kernes, and leany knnuea,
Their fasting flocks to keopo."

Sponsor: b7*-j)twaras Calendar; July.

3. An idler, a vagabond. (Wharton.)

kern (2), ». [Kirn.]

kern-baby, s. An image dressed up with
corn, and carried before reapers to the harvest-
home.

kern (3), s. [Quern.]

1, A quern (q.v.).

2. A churn.

kern (4), s. [Perhaps from Lat. crena = a

notch.]

Priii (. ; The part of a letter which overhangs
the shank. It occurs more frequently in italic

than in roman.

* kern (1), v.i. [Ger. kern ; Dan. kierne, kiozrne ;

Icel. kjarni ; Sw. kdrna ; 0. H. Ger. cherno,

all = a kernel (q.v.).]

1. To harden, as corn in ripening.
" An ill korned or saved harvest soon cmptleth their

old store."—Caraw.

2. To take the form of grains ; to granulate.
" They who come hither to lade salt, take It up as It

kerns, and lay It in heaps on the dry land, before the
weather breaks In anaw."~Dampier : Voyages (an.
1009).

kern (2), v.t. [Kern (4), s.]

Type-found. : To form with a kern.

kerne, o. [Kern (1), 5.]

ker'-nel (1), kir nel, kir nellc, " cur
nel. i. LA.S. cymel, from corn = grain, corn ;

dimiu. suff. -el.] [Kern (1), v.i.]

I, Literally

;

1. The edible substance contained within
the shell of a nut or the stone of a fruit.

"His daintiest fruits In kernels he doth sot."
Drayton: Poly-Qlbion, s. 18.

2. That whicli is inclosed in a shell, husk,
integument, &c.

" Oats are ripe when the straw turns yellow and the
kernel hard."

—

Mortimer .' Husbandry.

3. The seed of pulpy fruit.

" The pineapple hath a kernel that la strung and
abstersive."—Bacon; ATat. Hist., § 72D.

4. A hard concretion of the flesh.

"He makes thu breasts to be nothing but glandules
of that ewrt they call conaloineratco, made up of an
infinite number of little knots or kernels"—Ray: On
the Creation, pt. 1.

II. Figuratively:

1. The central part of anything; the nucleus

;

that round which other matter is collected.

2. The important or essential part of any-
thing, as distinguished from the surrounding
and less important matters ; the core, the
gist, the essence.

1 ker'-nel (2), o. [Crenelle.]

' ker'-nel, v.i. [Kernel (1), s.] To ripen or
harden into kernels.

" In Staffordshire, garden rounoivalB sown In the
fields kernel well, and yield a good increase."

—

Morti-
mer : Husbandry.

{ ker -nelled, [Crenellbd.]

* keV-nel-ly, * ker nol lie, a. [Eng. ker-
nd (1) ; -y>] Full of kernels ; having the
qualities or nature of a kernel ; resembling a
kernel, as the seeds of plants.

"That neither the kernellie part of a bore's neoke,
nor dormice, should be served up to the bourdat groat
feaUs."-/-. Holland: Plinie, bk. xxxvl., oh. i.

ker nel wort, s. [Eng. kennel; su£f. -wort.]

Bot. : Scrophnlaria nodosa.

*kern'-foh, a. [Eng. kern (1), a. ; -ish.] Like
a kern ; boorish, clownish.

"Ireland, that was once the conquest of one single
earl with hia private ioroea, and the small assistance
of a potty kerni-nh prince."—Milton : iteason of Church
Govt, bk. 1., ch. vli.

ker 6 don, s. [Gr. ttepas (keras), genit. K^pa-ros
(keratos) = a horn, and oSoii? (pdous), genit.
65oVtos (odontos) = a tooth.]

Zool. : A small genus of South American
rodents, often merged in Cavia.

kor 6 lito, a. [Cerolite.]

k6-ro'-na, s. [Gr. Knpw (k$ro~n), genit.

tenpuvos (kerdnos) ~ a beehive (?).]

Zool. : A genus of Infusoria, placed under

Oxytriehina, or, according to Dujardin, the

type of a family Keronia. K. polyporum is

parasiUc upon Hydra.

ke-ro'-ni-a, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. keron(o)i Lat.

neut. pi. adj. suff. -ia.]

Zool. : Dujardiu's name for a family of In-

fusoria, nearly identical with the Oxytrichina

of Ehrenberg.

ker o seno, s. [Gr. KTjpds (kiros)= wax ; -enc]

Cliem. : Rellned petroleum. A name given

to the principal product of the distillation of

petroleum, tho crude American oil yielding 70

per cent, of its weight. It is also obtained
from bituminous shale. It is a colourless oil,

possessing a characteristic taste and smell

;

insoluble in water, moderately solublo in alco-

hol, but very soluble in ether, chloroform, and
benzene. It dissolves camphor, iodine, phos-
phorus, sulphur, fats, wax, and many resins.

The flashing point of a safe kerosene should
not be less than 84°, and the igniting point
43°. The finest quality of Illuminating oil is

produced from distillates ranging in sp. gr.

from 0775 to -

780. It has a high flashing

point, 48" to 60°, and contains none of the
lighter parts of the crude oil. A good illumi-

nating oil should neither be too viscous nor
too volatile, and it should not take fire when
a light is applied to it. [Petroleum.]

ker o so lone, s. [Kerosene.]

Chem. : Petroleum ether. An extremely in-

flammable, colourless oil, having a faint odour
of petroleum, obtained from the crude oil by
distillation. It boils between 60° and 00°, and
has a sp. gr. of OtiGG. It is used as a solvent
for fats, as a remedy for rheumatic pains, and
as a local anaesthetic.

kerr'-ite, s. [Named by Genth after Prof.
Kerr; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min,: A foliated mineral occurring in fine

scales, of a pale greenish-yellow colour, and
pearly lustre It is essentially a hydrated sili-

cate of alumina and magnesia, and is related
to jellerisito (q.v.), which it also resembles in

its exfoliation under the blowpipe. Found
associated with chlorite at the Culsagoe Cor-
undum Mine, Macon Co., N. Carolina, U.S.A.

kors, *kerse, s. [A.S. ccerse, cerse.] A
cress ; hence a thing of little or no value.

"Ne raught he not a kers."
Clmucer: C. 7\, a,754.

U In such expressions kers or cerse has now
become corrupted into curse, as in the modern
Not worth a curse.

ker san tito. ker' san-tyte, s. [Eng., &c.
kcrsant(on); suff. -ite, -yte.]

Petrol. : A micaceous dolomite found at
Visembach, in the Vosges. (Dana.) A butite
porphyritically developed In a greenish-gray
matrix, consisting mainly of oligoclase, and
occasionally occurring as well-developed little

crystals. It is akin to kersanton (q.v.).

(Rutley.)

ker' - san - ton, *. [Local name ; probably
from tfie village of Kersaint-Plabbenec]

Petrol. : A rock from Brittany akin to ker-
santite, but not having hornblende. (Rutley.)

Iter sey, " ker-sle, s. & a. [Etym. doubtful

;

Fr. came; Dut. Icarsaai; Sw. kersing.]

A. As subst. : A coarse-ribbed cloth made
of wool of long staple.

" And, dressing In a kersey thicker
Than that which clothoB a Cornish vioar,
He seldom had the luck to cat
In Berkeley square." Oawthorn ; Wit A Learning.

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Made or consisting of kersey.
" Black karsio stockings, worsted now,

Yea sllke of youthful'st dye."
Warner: Albion's England, bk. lx.

* 2. Fig. : Homely, homespun, plain.
" In ruBset yeas, and honest kersey noes."

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, V. 2.

* kor ^oy, v. [Kersey, s.] To dress in ker-
sey. (Fcltliam : Resolves, p. 48.)

kor' soy moro, a. [A corrupt, of cassimere

(q.v.).]

Fabric : A kind of light woollen twilled
goods with an oil finish, for men's wear.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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koi^ Hten lto, j, [Named by Dana after
Kerstcn, who described It. (Mln.)]

Mim.. ; A mineral occurring In small sulphur-
yellow spheres and botryoidal masses. Cleav-
age distinct in one direction. Hardness, 3 to
i; lustre, greasy to vitreous ; brittle; frac-
ture, fibrous. Consists of selcnous acid, oxide
of lead, and a little copper. Occurs, with other
seleniden, at Hihlburghauwn.

* kerve, v.t [Carvk.]

* ker-ver, «. [Carveu.]

* kesar, ... [Kaihkk,]

* kc8 lop, 8. [A.B. ceselib, cyselib ~ curdled
milk; Ger. ktiselab, from kike = cheese, and
laf> — rennet.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The stomach of a calf pre-
pared for rennet to be used in curdling milk.

2. Bot. ; (Julivm verum. {Scotch.)

' kOHHe, v.t. [Kiss, v.]

* kost, pret. & pa. par. [Cast, v.]

* ko«te, pret. of v. [Kiss, v.]

koHt m«, kea ling, a. [Etyrn. doubtrul.]
Tin: bullacc plum.

ken trel, 8. ka. [Fr. creeerelle, (juercelte = a
hawk or a reddish colour. Littrc considers
its remote origin us unknown ; Werlgwood de-
rives it from Jittryimdlan cridrl.i

A. As substantive

:

Ofiiltk.: Cerchiuils (Falco) tinnunculnH, a rap-
torial bird ; above, red h potted with Idack ; be-
iicatli white spotted wILh pule; tl.it s liead and
tallo!' the mate ashy-blue. Length of both sexes
about 12J Inches.
The kestrel wlicn
hunting for prey
suspends itself in
the aii by a con-
stant Million of
1U wings ; It is,

therefore, some-
times called the
Windhover, It

feeds on mice, In-

sects, and oeea-
slonally birds,

and Is a useful
bird to tht; agri-

culturist, though
g a tut; kef pers,
con fo N niilug it

with the spar-
row-hawk, kill It

when they ran.

It is a British
bird, but migrates
Africa. It occurs also In Borneo, China, and
Japan. It builds in towers and old buildings,
laying four to six eggs, white or reddish with
red blotches. More than twenty species are
known. They rosomblo hawks, but have the
toes shorter.

"The hobby In used for uinaller game, lor daring
1/irkfl, nud stooping at (flints. The kestrel l» trained lor
tlio same Ijuri'oin-'B.''—Uoldamlth; Nut, /J 1st., bk. 11..

oh. v,

* B. As adj. : Base, low, mean.
" No thought of honour ovor did assay
HIh i.i.'ir, brest, but in his kottrnll kind
A pleasing volu of glory, vnluti did And."

Hpensar . F. Q., II. Ill, 4.

kot, s. fleol. kjb\ ket ; Dau. kiod = flesh.]

Carrion, filth,

ketch (1), 8. [A corrupt, of Turk, guig, gdig
= a host ; Ital. calcco ; Fr. caique, caiche,
tjitttlche.]

Naut, : A form of two-masted vessel, earry-

wlutur to India and

«-
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L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) A portable instrument of metal for shoot-
ing the lock-bolt of a door ; an instrument
formed with cavities or interstices correspon-
ding to the wards of a lock, by which the bolt

is moved backwards or forwards.
" With half a sigh she turned the key."

Tennyson : The Letters, 18.

(2) An instrument by which something is

screwed round or turned.

"Hide the key of the jack."—Swift : Directions to

Servants.

(3) An instrument for drawing teeth.

(4) The husk containing the seed of an ash.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) That by means or which anything is

disclosed, explained, or rendered less difficult;

a guide, a solution.

"An emblem without a key to 't, is no more than a
tale of a tub."—L'Estrange,

(2) That which gives power or control over
a place or position. [T[ (2).J

II. Technically

:

1. Joinery

:

(1) A piece of timber let transversely into
the back of a board, which consists of several
breadths, to prevent its warping.

(2) The last board of a floor or platform
which is driven into position and keys up the
others.

(3) A tenon piece, of the nature of a dowel,
entering coincident parts in matched boards,
and holding them together, or in correspon-
dence.

(4) The roughing on the under side of a
veneer, which is made by a toothing-plane,
and is designed to give the glue a better
chance of adhering.

(5) One of the many wedge-shaped pieces or
striking-plates beneath the ribs of a bridge
centering ; by driving them out the centering
is struck, and the arch left self-sustained.

2. Masonry : The highest stone of an arch
;

the keystone.

3. Machinery

:

(1) A joggle-piece forming a lock or draw-
pin in a joint. [Hook-butt,]

(2) A wedge-piece of iron used for tighten-
ing the brasses of a bearing.

(3) A fastening piece, such as a wedge or
cotter in a chain ; a forelock.

(4) A piece sometimes used in a mortise in

connection with gibs, in attaching a strap-
head to a connecting-rod.

(5) A fin or wedge fastening a crank on its

shaft. A long key on a shaft, which prevents
the revolution of a wheel thereon, but permits
longitudinal motion, is called a spline.

(6) A spanner or wrench.

4. Music :

(1) A mechanical contrivance for closing or
opening ventages, as in flutes, clarinets, ophi-
cleides, &e. By means of keys on such in-

struments, apertures too remote to be reached
by the outstretched fingers are brought under
control of the player.

(2) A lever which brings the pallets of an
organ under the. control of the hand or foot
of an organist.

(3) A lever which controls the striking

apparatus of a key-stringed instrument. In
the harpsichord it acted on the jack ; in the
pianoforte it acts on the hammer.

(4) The wrest or key used for tuning instru-

ments having metal pegs. Its end is hol-

lowed out so as to tit over the four-sided end
of the peg, and the crossbar with which it is

surmounted gives leverage tc the hand of the
tuner, so that he is enabled to tighten or

loosen a string, or (in the case of a drum)
slacken or strain a parchment.

(5) The sign placed at the commencement
of the musical stave which shows the pitch
of the notes, was originally called a clavis or
key. This sign is called in modern music a
clef. [Clef.]

(6) Key, in its modern sense, is the starting

point of the definite series of sounds which
form the recognised scale. Different starting-

points require the relative proportion of the
steps of the scale to be maintained by means
of sharps or flats in the signature. The key
of C major requires no flats or sharps for this

purpose, hence it is called the normal key.
(Stainer £ Barrett.)

5. Plast, : That portion of the rendering or

first coat of hair plaster which forces its way
between the laths, and holds the body of the
plaster in place.

6. Rail.-engin. : A wedge-shaped piece of
wood used to keep the rail tight in the chair.

7. Teleg. : A device for breaking and closing
electric circuits, so that the current may be
interrupted to give signals.

8. Well-boring : A bent bar of iron spanning
the boring-rod just beneath a coupling, and
serving to support the train of rods at the
bore-mouth.

IT (1) Gold key : The official badge of a cham-
berlain.

" Be cautious how you show yourself
In public for some hours to come—or hardly
Will that gold key protect you from maltreatment."

Coleridge : Piccol-ornini, i. 12.

(2) Key ofa position:

Mil. : A point the position of which gives
control over any position, district, or country.

(3) Povjer of the Keys :

Rom. Theol. : Potestas Clavium, the supreme
authority in the Church, vested by Our Lord
in St. Peter, and handed down to his suc-
cessors in Wie Bee of Rome (Matt. xvi. 19 ; cf.

Isa. xxii. 22 ; Apoc. iii. 7). The phrase is also
used, in a restricted sense, to signify the
granting or refusing absolution in the sacra-
ment of penance (q.v.).

>» (4) King's keys :

Scots Law : That part of a warrant which
authorizes a messenger or sheriffs officer to
break open places locked up, in order to come
at a debtor or his goods.

(5) To have the Jzeyoftlie street: To be locked
out ; to have no house to go to.

" 'There,' said Lowten, 'you've got the key of the
street.' "—Dickens: Pickwick Papers, ch. xlvii.

key-bed, s. [Key-way.]

key-board, s.

Music : The range of keys upon a pianoforte
or organ. Keys played by the fingers are called
manuals ; those by the feet are called pedals.

key-bolt, s. A bolt secured by a cotter
or wedge instead of a thread and nut.

key-bugle, s.

Music : A brass wind instrument with keys,
usually seven. It will traverse chromatically
a compass of more than two octaves, begin-
ning from BQ beneath the stave up to the C
above the stave. The bugle with pistons or
with cylinders has a lower compass than the
preceding.

key-Chord, *, The common chord of the
tonic—e.g., C, E, G is the key-chord of C.

* key-cold, a. Cold as a key ; lifeless,

dead.
" Poor kcy-col-d figure of a holy king."

Snakesp. ; Jiichard III., i. 3.

key-colour, s.

Paint, : A leading colour.

key-coupler, s.

Music: An attachment in a melodeon or
parlour-organ to couple keys in octaves when
desired. The coupling-levers cross each other,
have their fulcrums at their rear ends, and
are attached at their intersection. When the
levers do not act, an additional pressure is

put upon the valves.

key-fastener, s. An attachment to a
lock to prevent the turning of the key by an
outsider.

key-file, s. A flat file having a constant
thickness, and used in filing the ward-notches
in keys.

key grooving-machine, s.

Metal-working: A machine for slotting the
centre-holes of wheels to make a groove for
the key, which fastens the wheel to its shaft,
so that it may not turn thereon. It is a modi-
fication of the planing-machine, which grew
out of the slide-rest.

key-guard, s. A shield which shuts
down over a lock-key to prevent its being
pushed out of the lock from the outside. A
slotted escutcheon on the plate shuts over a
flattened portion of the key-shank to prevent
its being turned by an outsider. A pawl acts
as a detent for the escutcheon,

key-model, s. A mode of modelling
vessels by shaping boards according to the
horizontal lines, and laying them upon one
another horizontally.

key-note, s.

1. Literally :

Music: The note which, according to the
signature, forms the starting point of the
scale ; the tonic ; the doh. [Key, s., II. 4 (6).]

2. Fig. : That which gives a key or clue to
anything ; a key ; a guide.

" Much of the orator's art and ability Is shown, in
thus .utrikiiig properly at the commencement^ the
key-note, if we may so express it, of the rest of this
oration."—Blair: Works, vol. ii., lect. 31.

key-pattern, s. An ornamental band or
border, of Ionic origin, bearing a fancied re-

semblance to the wards of a key.

key-pipe, $. The pipe of a lock in

which a key is turned.

key -screw, s. A lever, wrench, or
spanner, for turning screws.

key-seat, s. The groove in a wheel and
shaft to receive the key which secures them
together.

Key-seat cutter : A machine for cutting
grooves for keys in the centre-holes of pulleys
and gear-wheels.

key-tone, e.

Music: The same as Key-note (q.v.).

key-valve, s.

Music: The pad or valve plug which closes
an aperture in a wind-instrument. The va±fe
being retracted the wind passes through, and
the note is sounded. Valves are applied to
the openings in the reed-board of a reed or
organ, melodeon, accordeon, or concertina;
on the faces of the keys of flutes, clarinets,

flageolets, cornets, bugles, &c.

key-way, key-bed, s. A slot in the
round hole of a wheel for the reception of the
key, whereby the wheel is fastened to the
shaft, which has a corresponding slot.

key, v.t. [Key (3), s.] To fasten with a key
or wedge-shaped piece of wood ; to secure
firmly.

key (4), s. [Manx kiare-as-feed = twenty-four.]
One of the twenty-four Commoners, or House
of Keys, composing the Lower House in the
Parliament or Court of Tynwald of the Isle

of Man, the Upper House consisting of tlie

Governor and his Council.

key -age, s. [Quayaoe.]

keyed, a. [Eng. Icey (3) ; -«Z.]

1. Furnished with a key or keys : as, a keyed!

instrument.
* 2. Set to a key, as a tune.

keyed-bugle, s.

Music: A Kent bugle (q.v.).

keyed-dado, s.

Arch. : A dado which is secured from warp-
ing by having bars of wood grooved into it

across the grain at the back.

keyed-harmonica, s.

Music : An instrument in which plates of
glass are struck by keys.

key-hole, s. [Eng. key (3), zudhole.]

1. Onl. Lang. : The aperture or perforation
in a door or lock to admit the key.

"Make doors fast upon a woman's wit, and it will
out at the casement ; shut that, and 'twill out at the
keyhole."—Sltakesp. : As You Like It, iv. l.

2. Carp.: A hole or excavation in beams,
intended to be keyed together, to admit the
key.

keyhole-limpet, s. [Fissurella.]

keyhole-saw, s. Along, narrow, slender
saw, used for cutting out sharp curves, as foi

keyholes.

key less, u. [Eng. key; -less.]

* 1. Unlocked.

2. Wound without a key. (Used of a clock
or watch.)

keyless-watch, s, Astem-winder(q.v.>

keys, s. pi. [Sp. cayos (pi.) = shelves, sand-
banks.] Islets ; ranges or rifts of rocks lyii.g
near the surface of the water ; a sandbank oi
shoal barely appearing above water.

Key'-ser, s. (See the compound.)

Keyser's pill, s.

Phur. : A medicine, of which the active in-
gredient is acetate of mercury.

/ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
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key stone, s. [Eng. key (3), and stone.}

I. Ordinary Language.

:

1. IM. : In the same sense as II. 1.

2. Fig. : The crowning point ; the top.
" The ke?ltfone of a land, which still.

Though fallen, looks proudly ou that hill."

Byron : Siege of Corinth, i.

II. Technically :

1. Masonry: The central voussoir at the
vertex of an arch. The row or course of said

KEYSTONE.

stones along the crown of an arch is the key-
bourse.

2. Ckromo-lithography : The stone on which
a general outline of the picture is drawn or
photo-lithographed. Its object is to furnish
a guide for the production of the work upon
the several colour-stones. Transfers from
the keystones in common printing-inks, more
properly called " offsets " to distinguish them
from transfers from which impressions can be
printed, are made upon as many stones as
there are colours required. The outlines thus
obtained are identical in form and size, and
when, by means of the crayon or fluid litho-

ink—with subsequent etching—certain por-
tions of each are given the power of printing,

the superimposition of impressions from all

upon a single sheet of paper, each being
printed with its proper colour, will give the

: desired result in perfect register. The key-
stone may be one of those used in printing,

but in the higher class of work it is an outline
merely, used to aid the artists in the manner
described.

Keystone State, s. A name for Penn-
sylvania.

K.G. An abbreviation for Knight of the Garter.

khalr, s. [Hind.] (See the compound.)

khair-tree, s.

Bot. : Acacia Cateclm, a small armed tree,

with white flowers, in long axillary spikes,
growing in Western India, &c.

kha ki, s. [Various Hindoo languages.]

1. An earthy or gray clay colour, largely

used to dye the uniform of Indian soldiers

and sepoys. The name was also given to the
uniform of this colour worn by soldiers in

the South African War (1S99-1902).

2. Brahminism : A sect of Vishnuvites,

called khaki, because they apply the ashes
of cowdung to their dress and persons.

kha -lifF, s. [Caliph.]

khal'-sa, s. [Hind. = pure, unmixed.] A
governmental office for the transaction of

revenue business.

If Exchequer Ichalsa lands: Lands the revenue
of which is paid into the Indian exchequer.
{Anglo-Indian.)

kham'-sin, s. [Kamsin.]

khan (1), s. [Turk. & Tartar.] An Asiatic

governor ; a king, a prince, a chief.

khan (2), s. [Pers. = a house, a tent.] An
inn, a caravanseray : of these there are two
kinds, one for travellers and pilgrims, where
lodging is provided free ; the other for traders,
wliera a small charge is made, and a toll or
duty charged on goods sold therein.

khan -ate, s. [Eng. khan (1) ; -ate.] The dis-
trict or jurisdiction of a khan.

khas, khass, a. [Hind. & Arab. kliass — (1)
pure, unmixed, fine, excellent; (2) private.]
(See etym. & compound.)

khas lands, khass revenues, 5. pi.

Revenues raised directly from the taxpayers,

and not through the agency of zemindars.
(Bengal.) 4

khay'-a, s. [A West African word.]'

Bot. : A genus of Cedrelacese (q.v.). The
bark of Khaya scnegalensis, a splendid tree,

from 80 to 100 feet high, is a common febri-

fuge near the Gambia ; the wood is like ma-
hogany.

khe-di ve, s. [Turk.] The official title of the
Pasha or Governor of Egypt ; it implies a rank
superior to a prince or viceroy, but inferior to

that of an independent monarch. The title

was revived by the Sultan and conferred upon
Ismael I. on May 14, 1867.

t khe-di'-vi-al, a. [Eng. Tcliedive ; -at] Of
or pertaining 'to the Khedive of Egypt.

"Till all disorderly spirit has been ituelled and the
khediviat authority thoroughly established."

—

Daily
Telegraph, Oct. 9, 1862.

khe lat , khe laut , khi-laut , s. [Hind.
& Arab, klialat, khila.] A dress or robe con-
ferred as a mark of distinction. Such dresses
are sometimes given by the civil authorities

to those dignitaries who have been conspicu-
ously loyal, and by the bridegroom's party at
a marriage ceremony to the bride's father,

mother, and sister. (Jaffur Shurreef, &e.)

khen' na, s. [Arab, alkenna.] A Persian dye
for the hair, used in Constantinople.

kheu, s.. [A Munipoor word.]

Bot. : MelanorrJioea usitata, a fine tree, fur-
nishing a varnish. It grows in Eastern
Bengal, Burmah, &c.

khit-mut'-gar, khid mut-gar, s. [Hind.]
A waiter at table ; an under-butler.

khod jas, s. pi. [Pers. khavadje = a singer or
reader.]

In Turkey: Professors or teachers who in-

struct the softas, or law and theological stu-
dents, in the medresses, or secondary schools,
attached to the mosques. When a softa passes
a successful examination, which entitles him
to the title of Khodja, he generally devotes
himself for some years to teaching. After
this he stands a second examination, and, if

he pass it, obtains the title of Ulema or Doctor
in Theology.

khonds, s. pi. [Native name.]

Geog. , tfc. : An Indian aboriginal tribe
living in the jungles and hills skirting Orissa
on the west. [Infanticide, Sacrifice.]

khoot bah, khut bah, s. [Arab. khutbat,
klvitbak.]

Muhavi

.

: An oration delivered every Friday
after the forenoon service in the principal
Muhammadan mosques, in which the speaker
praises God, blesses Muhammad, and prays
for the sultan or king. In former times "it

was generally pronounced by the reigning
khalif or the heir apparent, but that custom
has fallen into disuse. (Catafago.)

knur, s. [Dziggetai.]

khas, s. [Mahratta, &c]
Bot. : Anatherum (Andropogon) muricatum,

an Indian grass, the flagrant roots of which
are used fur making "tatties," covers for
palanquin-tops, and in the Deccan for thatch-
ing bungalows.

khus-khus, s. A fragrant attar obtained
from the khus (q.v.).

Khus-khus tat : A mat or basket-like net-
work made of the khus, used in dry weather
in cooling an Indian bungalow. There blows
in Central India in April, May, and part of
June an intensely hot dry wind. When it

sets in, Anglo-Indians take out the window-
frames and open their doors, closing the gaps
thus made with khus-khus tats. A native
with a shovel, from time to time, takes up
water from a pail and throws it at the khus-
khus tat, most of the interstices of which are
now closed with drops of water. As the
thirsty wind enters the house through the
drops, it takes up so much moisture as to
become cool and agreeable. When at the
approach of the rainy season, about the
middle of June, the atmosphere becomes
saturated with moisture, it no longer evapo-
rates the drops, and the khus-khus tats are
taken down.

ki-a-boc'-ca, ky-a-boo-ca, ». [Lvarive

word. ] [AmeoynA-WOOD. ]

ki-ang, s. [Dziggetai.]

kib'-ble, kib'-bal, s. [Corn, kibel]

Mining : A strong iron kettle with a bail,

made of £-inch sheet-iron, riveted, and used'
as a bucket iu raising ore from a mine.

kibble-chain, s. The chain by which
the kibble is drawn up from a mine.

kibble-filler, s.

Mining: The man who fills the kibble and
sends the ore up to the surface.

kibble, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To cut, to

bruise.

kib'-bler, s. [Eng. kibbl(e), v. ; -er.] One
who or tliat which kibbles or cuts : specif., a
machine for cutting beans and peas for cattle.

kih-hling, s. [Kibling.]

kib del -o phane, s. [Gr. kC^8t}\o? (kibdelos)

=. false, deceptive, and </>cuVou,ai (phainomai)
= to appear. Named by Kobell.]

Mln. : A variety of ilmenite (q.v.), from
Gastein, Salzburg ; said to contain as much
as 59 percent, of oxide of titanium. Regarded
by Kobell and named by him as a distinct
species.

kibe, *kybe, s. [Wei. cibwst = a chilblain,

a kibe.] A chap ; a crack in the flesh occa-
sioned by cold ; an ulcerated chilblain.

" Devices <iuaint and frolics ever new
Tread on each other's frtbes."

Ityron : Childe Harold, i. 6".

kibed, * kybede, «. [Eng. kib(e); -ed.]

Affected with kibes ; chapped ; cracked with
cold.

"Scabs, chilblains, and kib'd heels."
Beaum. <fc Flet. : Martial Maid, ii. 1.

kib it ka, s. [Russ.]

1. A Russian vehicle. The kibitka is of
various sizes, and may be either completely
covered, entirely open, or provided with a
hood behind, it is wheeled, but in snowy
weather is mounted on a single pair of long

runners, and, to prevent upsetting, is pro-
vided with a guard-frame, which, starting
from the body of the sleigh in front, spreads
out some twelve or eighteen inches from the
sides at the rear. As soon as the kibitka tips,

this framework touches the ground, and must
break before the vehicle can capsize.

2. A tent used by the nomad tribes of the
Kirghiz Tartars. It consists of twelve stakes
set up in a circle twelve feet in diameter, and
covered with a thick cloth made of i

'

wool.

kib'-lah, [Keblah.]

kib liiiig, s. [Etym. doubtful.] Parts of a
small fish used by fishermen on the coast of
Newfoundland as bait.

* klb'-y, * kyb'-3T, a. [Eng. kib(e); -y.} Af-
fected with kibes or chilblains ; kibed.

",He balteth often that hath a kyby hele."
Skelton : Crowne of Laurelt, 502.

* kichel, s. [A.S. cicel= a morsel.] A little

cake.

kick, * kik-en, * kicke, v.t. & i. [Wei.
cicio ; eogn. with Gael, ceig = to kick ; ceigeadh
= the act of kicking. ]

A. Transitive

:

1. To strike with the foot.
" If he were not kick'd to the church o' th' wedding

day."—Beaum. & Flet. .- Nice Valour, i.

2. To strike in recoil : as, The gun kicked
him.

b6il. \>S$; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pn = £
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cioas, -tious, sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d$l.
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B. Intransitive

:

1. To strike out with tlie feet; to thrust or
throw out the feet.

"And smot, and bit, and kickt, and seracht, and rent."
Spenser : F. Q., 11 iv. 6.

2. To strike the shoulder in recoiling: as,

The gun kiclcs,

3. To manifest contempt or scorn ; to
mock.

" Our spoils he kicked at

;

And look'd upon things precious, as they were
The common muck o' the world."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, ii. 2.

4. To resist ; to manifest opposition ; to
contend.

TT 1. To kick off:

Football : To give the ball the first kick in
the game.

2. To kick the beam : To fly up and strike

the beam, as the lighter scale of a balance

:

hence, to be fonnd wanting.
1

3. To kick the tucket: To die. (Slang.)

i. To kick up a row: To make a disturb-
ance.

kick, s. [Kick, v.]

I, Ordinary Language ;

I. The act of kicking ; a blow with the foot.

" Q-ave him two or three lusty kicks on the seat of
honour."

—

Burke: Regicide Peace, let. 8.

t 2. One who kicks ; a kicker.

3. The right or turn of kicking the ball in
football.

i. The recoil of a guti when fired.

5. The projection on the tang of a pocket
knife, to prevent the blade striking the
spring when closed.

* 6. The fashion.

7. A sixpence. (Slang.)

II. Brickmalcing : The piece of wood fas-

tened to the upper side of a stock-board to
make a depression in the lower face of the
brick as moulded.

% A kick off: The first kick in the game of
football.

* kick-able, a. [Eng. kick; -able.] Ca-
pable o? or deserving to be kicked. (G. Eliot

:

Daniel Deronda, eh. xii.)

* kick-ee', s. [Eng. kick

;

kicked.

kick'-er, s. [Eng. kick; -er.] One who or
that which kicks.

" He would not want kickers enow then."

—

Beaum. &
Flet. : Nice Valour, i.

-ee.] One who is

* kick'-ish, a. [Eng. kick; -ish.] Inclined
to kick. (Lit. & Fig.)

" Is Majestas Imperii grown so kickish ?"—Nat.
Ward ; Simple Cobler, p. 54.

kick -shaw§, * kick-shose, * kic-shoes,
s. pi. [Fr. quelque chose ~ something, from
Lat. qualis = of what kind, and causa = a
cause, a thing.]

1. Something fantastical ; something that
has no particular name.

" Anypretty little tiny kicksliatos, tellWilliam cook."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., v. a.

2. Light, unsubstantial dishes in cooking:
" Look to your roast and baked meats handsomely,

and what new kickxhaws and delicate made things. '

—

Beau/m, & Flet. : Hlder Brother, iii. 1.

* kick' -shoe, s. [Eng. kick, and shoe.] A
dancer, a caperer, a buffoon.

* kick'-sy-wick-sey; s. & a. [A word of no
etymology.]

A. As subst. : Used as a ludicrous term of
endearment for a wife.

" He weara his honour in a box, unseen,
* That hugs his klcksy-wicksey here at home."

Shakesp. : AIVs Well That Ends Well, ii 8.

B, As adj. : Fantastic, restless.

\ Brewer considers the word to have been
from kicksy-winsy = a horse that kicks and
winces in impatience.

kick -iip, s. [Eng. kick, and up,]

1. A row, a disturbance, a bother.

2. The water-thrush, from its habit of jerk-
ing its tail like the wagtail. (Jamaica.)

kick'-y-wxck-y, s. [Kicksywicksy.]

kid(l), *kyd, s. & a. [Dan. kid; Sw. kid,
kidling ; Icel. kidh, kidhlingr ; 0. H. Ger.
kizzi; M. H. Ger. & Ger. kitze.]

A. As substantive:

I, Literally

:

1. The young of the goat.
" And where of late the kids had cropp'd the grass,
The monsters of the deep now take their place."

Bryden : Ovid ; Metamorphoses i.

2. Leather made of the skin of a kid, or of
other animals in imitation of it.

3. (PI) : Gloves made of kid leather.

II. Fig.: A young child ; an infant. (Slang.)
" A fig for being drowned if the kid is drowned,"—

Reads : It's Never Too Late To Mend, ch. xxiii.

B. As adj. : Made of leather from the skin
of the kid, or of leather made to imitate it

:

as, kid gloves.

* kid-fox, s. A young fox.
" We'll fit the kid-fox with a pennyworth."

Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, ii. 3.

* kid (2), s. [Wei. cidys = faggots.] A faggot

;

a bundle of heath or furze ; specif., a bundle
of bushes or sticks planted on a beach to stop
shingle or gather sand, to act as a groyne.

kid (3), s. [Prob. a variant of kit (q.v.).]

Naut. : A small wooden tub or vessel, in
which sailors receive their food. (J. F. Cooper:
Miles Wallingford, ch. iii.)

kid (1), v.t. & i. [Kid (1), s.]

A. Transitive:

* 1. To bring forth ; to bear, as a goat.

2. To impose upon, to deceive. (Slang.)

B. Intransitive :

1. To bear young, as a goat.

2. To cheat, to deceive. (Slang.)

kid (2), v.t. [Kid (2), $.] To form into a bundle,
as faggots.

kid (3), v.t. [A.S. cudh, pa. par. of cunnan =
to know.] To make known ; to show, to dis-
cover, to disclose.

* kid, * kidde, pa. par. [Kid (3), v.]

kid ahg, s. [Javanese (?).]

Zool. : The same as Muntjac (q.v.).

* kid' der, «. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps from
kid (2), v.] An engrosser of corn to enhance
its price.

kid'-der-min-ster, s. [See def.] A carpet
so called from being made somewhat exten-
sively at the town of that name in England.
The carpet is also known as Scotch for a
similar reason. Another of its names, ingrain,
signifies that it is made of wool or worsted
dyed in the grain; that is, before manufac-
ture. Its names two-ply or three-ply indicate
the number of webs which go to the making
of the fabric. It is composed of two webs,
each consisting of a separate warped woof;
the two are interwoven at intervals to produce
the figure, one part being above and the other
below. When different colours are used, the
pattern will be the same on both sides, but
the colours reversed.

kid -die, s. [Arm. kidel = a net at the mouth
of a stream.] A weir or fish-trap formed of
wicker or basketwork.

kld'-dow, s. [Corn, kiddaw.] The common
Guillemot, Uria troile. [Guillemot.]

kid-dy, s. [Eng., a dimin. of Kid (1), s.] A
little kid.

kiddy-pie, s. A pie made of goats' or
sheeps' flesh.

* kid-ling, s. [Eng. kid (1), s. ; dimin. sufT.
-ling.] A young kid.

" Mountaines, where the wanton kidling dallyes."
Browne .' Britannia's Pastorals, Dk. ii., s. 1.

kid -nap, v.t. [Eng. kid (1), s. = a kid, a
child; nap, from Dan. nappe; Sw. nappa =
to catch, to snatch.] To steal and. carry off
by force, as a child or other human being ; to
seize and forcibly take away, as from one
country to another, or into slavery ; to abduct.

" He had been long a wanderer and an exile, in con-
stant peril of being kidnapped."—Macaulay ; Uist.
Eng., ch. xix.

kid'-nap-per, s. [Eng. kidnap; -er.] One
who kidnaps

; a man-stealer.
" Then said the giant, Thou practiaeat the craft of a

kidnapper,"—Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

kid -napping, pr. par., a., & s. [Kidnap.]

A. & B, As pr. par. <0 particip. adj. . (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of forcibly abducting
or stealing human beings ; man-stealing,
child-stealing.

"The other offence, kidnapping, being the forcible
abduction or stealing away of a man, woman, or child
from their own country, and sending them into
another, was capital by the Jewish law. So likewise
in the civil law, plagium, was punished with death.
With us it was punished with fine, imprisonment, and
pillory. The ott'ence of child-stealing is now, however,
provided for by the statute 24 & 25 Vict., c. 100, a. 56,

whieh makes it a felony, for which penal servitude for
seven years may be imposed."—Btackstone; Comment,,
bk. iv., ch. 15.

kld'-ney, * kid-neer, * kid-nere, s. [A
corrupt, of kidneer, or kidnere, where kid =
belly, womb, from Icel. kvidhr, Sw. qved, A.S.
cwidh, Goth, kwithus, and neer, or nere = a
kidney; Icel. nyra; Dan. nyre; Sw. njure;
Dut. nier; Ger. niere.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. LUerally:

(1) In the same sense as II.

"The putrescent matter, when It Is bred in the
kidneys, is reddish."

—

Boyle : Works, v. 95.

(2) Anything resembling a kidney in shape
or appearance : as, a kidney potato.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Sort, kind, fashion.
" Think of that, a man of my kidney ; think of that,"

Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, hi. 5.

* (2) A waiter.
" It is onr custom upon the first coming of the news,

to order a youth, who officiates as the kidney of th«
coffee-house, to get into the pulpit, and read every
paper with a loud and distinct voice."

—

Tatler, No. 2A8.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : The secreting organs of the urine,

two in number, situated in the lumbar region
on each side of the spine, which they approach
on their upper extremities. The kidney is

from four to five inches long, about two and
a half broad, somewhat more than one in
thickness, and from three to five ounces in
weight. Covered by a layer of fat, they rest
on the diaphragm, the right, on account of
the liver, being somewhat lower than the
left. The anterior surfaces are convex, the
posterior flat. Above the superior extremity
is the supra-renal capsule. The concave bor-
der turns outwards to the abdomen, and the
convex inwards to the spine, and is excavated
by the hilus renalis, a fissure containing the
bloodvessels, nerves, and pelvis of the kidney.
It is dense and fragile in structure, and in-

vested by a capsular membrane which is

easily torn from its surface. "When divided
longitudinally it contains two structures, an

- external and vascular, the cortical, and an
internal and tubular, the medullary substance.
The cones or pyramids of the tubular portions
are formed by the tubuli uriniferi, and in the
cortical substance are found the corpora Med-
pighiana, a mass of minute, red, globular
bodies. The ureter is the excretory duct of
the kidney. In the interior of the kidney
are three cavities, forming together the infun-
dibula. The embryonic and foetal kidney is

composed of lobules.

2. Pathol. : Many diseases may affect the
kidneys, as inflammation, cancer, dropsy,
gout, tubercle, amyloid or other degeneration,
the presence of entozoa, hydatids, &c.

kidney-bean, s.

Bot. : The genus Phaseolus. The common
kidney-bean is Phaseolus vulgaris; the scarlet
kidney-bean, the scarlet running kidney-bean,
or scarlet runner, is Phaseolus multifiorus ; its

roots are narcotic, as are those of the royal
kidney-bean, P. radiaiaz ; and the under-
ground kidney-bean is Arachis hypogavx.

Kidney-bean-tree

:

Bot. : Wistaria frutescens, a papilionaceous
plant of the suborder Vierea?. It is a climbing
shrub with elegant racemes of lilac flowers.

kidney-form, kidney- shaped, a.

Having the shape of a kidney ; crescent-shaped,
with the extremities rounded into lobes.

Kidney-shaped leaf:

Bot. : A reniform leaf ; a leaf of the shape
described above.

kidney-link, s.

Harness: A coupling for the harness below
the collar.

* kidney-lipt, u. Hare-lipped.

kidney-potato, s. A variety of potato
resembling a kidney in shape.

kidney-vetch, s.

Bot. : The genus Anthyllis (q.v.).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pfct,
or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, ce = e; ey=a. qu = kw.
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kict -ney-wort, s. [Eng. kidney, and wort,]

Bot. : (1) Umbilicus pendulinus, a plant of
the family Crassulacese, or Houseleeks, (2)
Saxifraga stellaris.

kid -nip-pers, s. pi. [Eng. kid (2), and nip-
pers.]

Gun-found. : Nippers used in gun-moulding
for bringing the hoops taut around the mould.

kie'-kie, s. [Maori.]

Bot. : The native name of Freycinetia Banksii,
one of the Pandanacese eaten in New Zealand.

kiel-mey-er-a, s. [Named after C. F. D.
Kielmeyer, a great patron of botany.]

Bot. : A genua of Ternstromiacese. It con-
sists of resinous Brazilian shrubs or small
trees. The leaves of Kielmeyera speciosa,
which contain much mucilage, are used in
Brazil for fomentations.

kier, #. [Keih.j

kief -er-rte, 5. [Named by Richardt in

1861, after Mr. Kieser, President of the Jena
Academy ; suff. -ite (ffin.).]

Min. : A hydrated sulphate of magnesia,
with the formula MgOS03 + HO. Crystalliza-
tion orthorhorabic ; occurs also massive.
Colour, white to yellowish ; soluble in water.
Found in the salt mines of Stassfurth, Prussia.

kieve, a. [Eeeve.]

kiT fe-kiU, kef fe kill, s. [Pers. keff =
foam, scum, and gil= clay.] A species of clay

;

meerschaum.

* kike, v.t. [Kick, v.]

ki ke-kun e ma 16 , s. [An American In-
dian word.] A most beautiful varnish, like
copal, but whiter and more transparent. It
is brought from America. (Ogilvie.)

kll, s. [Celt., from Lat. cella = a cell.] A
common element in Celtic place-names, and
signifying church, cell, or burying-place : as,

Kilkenny, Columbkil, &c.

kil-brick'-en ite, s. [Named by Apjohn
alter its locality Kibricken, Co. Clare, Ireland.]

Min. : The same as Geocronite (q.v.).

kilderkin, kln'-der-kfci, *kyl'-der-
kin, s. [A corrupt, of Dut. kindeken, lit. =
little child, from kind = a child, and dimin.
suff. -ken (= Eng. -kin, Ger. -ehen.] A liquid
measure containing the eighth part of a hogs-
head, or eighteen gallons.

"Make in the kilderkin a great bung-hole of pur-
VOne."~Bacon: Nat. HUt., § 40.

kll'-erg, s. [Gr. x'^'oi (chilioi) = 1,000, and
Eng. erg (q.v:).]

Physics : A thousand ergs.
'' The gramme-centimetre ia rather less than the

kllerg, being about 980 ergs."—Brit. Assoc. Rev. for
1873, p. 244. ^ J

Kll ken -ny, s. [See def.]

Geog. : A county and city of the same name
in the province of Leinster, Ireland.

Kilkenny-coal, s. Anthracite (q.v.).

kill, *. [Kiln.]

kill, * kille, * kill-en, •* cull-en, * kull-en,
* kylle, v.t. & i. [Icel. kolla = to hit on the
head, from kollr = the top, the head; cogn.
with Norw. kylla = to poll, from koll = the
head ; Dut. kollen = to knock down ; kol = a
knock on the head. (Skeat.) By others re-

garded as a variant of quell (q.v.).j

A. Transitive :

1. To deprive of life, to put to death, to
slay. (Said of an agent.)

" Princea were privileged to kill.

And numbers sanctified the crime."
Porteus: Death, 654.

2. To deprive of life, animal or vegetable

;

to destroy the life of. (Said of a cause or in-

strument.)
"The medicines, if they were uaed inwards, would

kill th use that use them."— Bacon.

3. To deprive of vitality or active qualities
;

to deaden, to quell, to still.

" The great rage is killed in him."
Shakesp. : Lear, iv. 7,

4. To pass, as time which hangs heavy on
one.

" Their only labour was to kill the time."
Thomson; Castle of Indolence, i. 72.

B. Intrans. : To cause death.
" When Hari Karl killed she had just lost the ver-

dict, after a smartly run spin on the part of both
puppies."—Field, Jan. 28, 1882.

^T To kill two birds with one stone : To pro-

duce two effects by one cause.
" ThiiB he killed two birds with onestone : pleased the

Emperor by giving him the resemblance of his ances-
tor, and, gave him such a resemblance as was not
Bcandalous in that age."—Dryden : Virgil. (Dedic.)

H To kill is the general and indefinite term,
signifying simply to take away life ; to murder
is to kill with open violence and injustice ; to
assassinate is to murder by surprise, or by
means of lying in wait ; to slay to kill in
battle : to kill is applicable to men, animals,
and also vegetables ; to murder and assassinate

to men only ; to slay mos ly to men, but
sometimes to animals ; to slaughter only to
animals in the proper sense, but it may be
applied to men in the improper sense, when
they are killed like brutes, either as to the
number or to the manner of killing them.
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* kill-courtesy, A rude fellow.
" Pretty soul ! she durst not lie

Near thia lack-love, kUl-courtesy.*
Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, ii. 3.

* kill-COW, s. A butcher.

* kill-time, s. A pastime.

kill, s. [Kill, v.] The act of killing.
" Keeping possession, had won well when he finished

the spin with a good kill,"—Field, Jan, 28, 1882.

kill -a-dar, s. [Hind.] The governor of a
fort." (Indian.)

kO -las, a. [Corn.]

Mining ; The clay-slate in which the ores of
copper and tin are found in Cornwall. It is a
coarse argillaceous schist, penetrated by gra-
nite veins, which at the point of junction con-
vert it into hornblende schist.

kill-dee, kill deer, s. [From the cry of the
bird.]

Ornith. : ^Egialite3 (fixyechus) vociferus, a
bird akin to the plover. It is of a light brown
colour above, eacli feather tipped with brown-
ish-red. There is a black ring round the neck.
It is found in America.

kill'-er, s. [Eng. kill; -er.] One who kills

or deprives of life ; espec, a slaughterman.
" He did sacrifice to it, as to a god, and called it

Tychon, as one would say, happy killer."—North :

Plutarch, p. 261.

killer-whale, s.

Zool. : Orca gladiator, one of the Delphinidag
(Dolphins). It is from eighteen to thirty feet
long, glossy black above, and white below,
with a white patch above the eye, and some-
times a grayish saddle mark on the back.
The mouth has eleven or twelve powerful,
conical, slightly recurved teeth in each jaw.
Its fierceness and voracity constitute it the
terror of the ocean. Eschricht took thirteen
porpoises from the stomach of one, and found
that it had choked itself in swallowing a four-
teenth. Not merely seals and walruses, but
even huge sperm Greenland whales dread its

attacks. They hunt in small packs, and are
particularly abundant near some of the Pacific
sealing grounds ; they also try to devour the
whales struck by harpoons. {Dr. Murie, in
CasselVs Nat. Hist.)

* kill -esse, * cul-lis, * cou lisse, «. [Fr.
coulisse = a groove, a channel.]

Architecture

:

1. A groove, a channel, a gutter.

2. A dormer-window.

t kill -herb, s. [Eng. kill, and herb.]

Bot. : The same as Broomrape (q.v.).

kill'-i-grew (ew as 6), $. [Corn.] A Cornish
local name for the Chough, Pyrrhocorax gra-
culus.

kill -irig, pr. par., a., & s. [Kill, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Depriving of life.

2. Irresistible, overpowering, fascinating,
or bewitching ; so as to compel admiration
and notice.

*' Those eyes were made so killing"
Pope : Rape of the Lock, v. 64.

3. Too hot or strong to last ; exceedingly
great ; exhausting : as, a killing pace.

C. As sxtbst. i The act of depriving of life

or animation.

"There must be an actual killing to constitute mur-
der."

—

Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv., ch. 14.

kill-ing-Iy, adv. [Eng. killing; -ly.]

1. Lit. : In a killing manner, so a3 to kill.

" With many wounds in unexpected place,
Which yet not kill, but kUUngly perplex."

Davenant : Gondibert, bk. i , ch. iv.

2. Fig. : In a fascinating or irresistible

manner : as, To look at one killingly.

kll-li'-nite, s. [Named by Thomson after its

locality, Killiney Bay, Dublin ; suff. -ite

(Jfiu.).]

Min. : Ahydrated silicate of alumina, potash,
and protoxide of iron. Occurs in a granitic
rock, in banded crystals with the cleavage of

spodumene (q.v.), and doubtless derived from
that mineral.

* kill -joy, 5. [Eng. kill, and joy.] One who
or that which causes pain or grief.

" The Toyal killjoy delighted in having the dreariest
capital on earth*"—J. Eay : Christian Days ; Madrid
al Fresco.

kil'-ld-gie, s. [Kiln.] A furnace of a kiln.

"Na, na, the muckle chumlay in the auld place
reeked like a killogie in his time."

—

Scott: Guy Man-
nering, ch. vi.

kll'-ldw, s. [A corrupt, of colly, or collow

(q.v.).] (See extract.)

"An earth of a blackiBh or deep blue colour, and
doubtless had its name from kollow, by which name,
in the north the smut or grime on the backs of chim-
neys is called."

—

Woodward.

kil-man, u. [Eng. kill and man.] Man-
killing."
" Cannot all these helps represee this kilman Hector's

fright?" Chapman: Homer; Odyssey ix.

* kil-man, s. [Kiln-man.]

kiln (n silent), * kill, * kilne, * kyll,
* kylne, s. [A.S. cyln = a drying-house, from
Lat. culina = a
kitchen ; Icel. kyl-

na ; Sw, kblna ;
Wei. cylyn, cyln.]
A furnace for cal-

cining ; as plaster
of Paris or carbon-
ate of lime in its

shapes of marble,
chalk, or limestone
[Limekiln] ; for

baking articles of
clay in the biscuit
condition, as a bis-

cuit-kiln [Glaze-
kiln] ; for drying
malt, hops, lumber,
curt, &c.

grain, fruit, starch, bis-
for vitrifying articles of clay, such

as pottery, porcelain, bricks. [Porcelain,
Brick.]

" A smouldering, dull, perpetual flame,
As in a kiln burns in my veins."

Longfellow: Golden Legend, i.

kiln-dried, pa. par. & u. Dried in a
kiln.

kiln-dry, v.t. To dry in a kiln.
" The beet way is to kiln^ry them."—Mortimer.

kiln-hole, *. The mouth or chimney of a
kiln.

"Creep into the kilnhole."—Shakesp. .- Merry Wives
of Windsor, iv. 1.

kiln-man, kil-man, s. Abrickmaker.

kil'-o-dyne, s. [Gr. xi
'

Ai°i (chilioi) = 1,000,
and Eng. dyne (q.v.).]

Weights & Measures : A thousand dynes.

kll -o-gramme, kil -6-gram, s. [In Ger.
kilogramm, from Fr. kilogramme, from kilo-, in
Fr. compos. = a thousand times, and gramme =
a gramme.]

Weights and Measures : A French measure of
weight = 1,000 grammes. A kilogramme as a
measure ofmass = 15,432-34874 grains, of which
the new standard pound contains 7,000. A
kilogramme weighs 9*81 x 105 dyues nearly.
In measuring pressure, a kilogramme per
square metre = 98"1 dynes per square centi-
metre nearly ; a kilogramme per square deci-
metre = 9

-81 x 103 dynes per square centi-
metre nearly ; a kilogramme per square centi-
inetre=9'81 x 105 dynes per square centimetre
nearly ; a kilogramme per square millimetre
= 9"81 x 107 dynes per square centimetre
nearly. {Everett : The C. G. S. System oj
Units, London, 1875.)

kil-6-gram'-me-tre (tre as ter), s. [Fr.,
fromfcifo- = a thousand

;
gramme = a gramme,

and m&tre.] In measuring work, a kilogram-
metre = 9*81 x 10? ergs nearly. (Everett : The
C. G. S. System of Units, London, 1875.)

boll, bo*y; pout, jd%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion=shun; -tion, -sion = zh.ua. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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kl-l6T-i-tre (tre as ter), s, [In Ger. kilo-

liter, from Fr. kilolitre, from kilo- — a thou-
sand, and litre.]

Weights & Measures : A French measure of

capacity for fluids, 1,000 litres.

ki-ldm'-e-tre (tre as ter), s. [In Ger. kilo-

meter, from Fr. kilometre, from kilo- — a thou-

sand, and metre.]

Weights £ Measures : A French measure of

length or distance, 1,000 metres. It is 1093*63

yards, about live-eighths of a mile.

*kil'-6-stere, s. [Pref. kilo-, and Gr. oTepeos
(stereos) = a solid.]

Weights & Measures: An old French solid

measure, containing 1,000 cubic metres —
35310*6 English cubic feet.

kilt, s. [Kilt, v.) A kind of short petticoat,

reaching from the waist to the knees, worn by
the Highlanders of Scotland, and considered
as their national dress.

kilt, v.t. [Dan. kilte; Sw. dial, kilta.] To
tuck up, to truss up.

"The wives maun kiJt their coats, and wade into
the surf to tak the fish ashore."

—

Scott: Antiquary,
ch. xxvi.

kilt -ed, a. [Eng. kilt ; -piL] Wearing or
dressed in a kilt

;
plaited by kilting.

lult'-ing, s. [Kilt, v.] A term employed in

dressmaking to denote an arrangement of flat

single plaits, or pleats., placed closely side by
side, so that the double pdge of the plait on
the upper side shall lie half over the preceding
one on the inside, each showing about one
inch, and hiding one inch.

* kim, a. ["Wei. cam.] Crooked.

kim-kam, adv. Crookedly, awry, WTong.
"I heard my father say that everything then was

turned upside down, and that in hia remembrance all

went kitn-kam."—P. Holland: Plutarch, p. 373.

Kim, s. [An abbreviation of Kimmeridge
(q.v.).] (See etym.)

kim-coal, s. [Kimmeridge-clay.]

kim'-bo, * kim'-how, a. [Wei. cam —
crooked, and Eng, bow.] Crooked, bent, arched,
curved.

" The kimbo handles seem with bears-foot carv'd.

And never yet to table have been serv'd."
Dryden: Virgil; Ecl.og. Hi. 67.

H Tosei or place, the arms akimbo ; To set the
hands on the hips with the elbows projecting

outwards.
" He observed them edging towards one another to

whisper, so that John was forced to sit with his arms
akimbo, to keep them asunder."—Arbathnot . Hist, of
John Bull.

* kim'-bo, * kem'-bo, v.t. [Kimbo, a.] To
place akimbo ; to crook.

" He kemboed his arms."—Richardson : Sir C. Grandi-
son, iv. 288.

kim- 1- to - tan- ta -lite, s. [Named by
Nordenskibld. A supposed tantalite from
Kirnito, Finland.]

Miii. : The same as Ixiolite (q.v.).

kim'-mer, s. [Cummer.] A female ; a neigh-

bouring female acquaintance among the pea-
santry ; a gossip.

'"But we'll help him to his ain, kimmers,' cried
others ; 'and before Glossan sail keep the place of
Ellangowan, we'll bowk him out o'twi our nails.'"—
Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. Iv.

Kim'-mer-idge, s. [For etym. see def.]

Geog. : A place in the Isle of Purbeck,
Dorsetshire.

Kimmeridge-clay, s.

Geol. ; A thick bed of Upper Oolitic clay or
bituminous shale, occurring in Kimmeridge,
in the Isle of Purbeck, Wiltshire, &c. It some-
times forms an impure coal several hundred
feet thick. In parts of Wiltshire it resembles
peat, and may have been derived in part from
the decomposition of vegetables ; but, as its

chief fossils are ammonites, oysters, and other

marine shells, the remains of vegetables being
but few, it may be of animal origin. It under-
lies the Portland Sand. (Lyell.)

kim'-nel, [Kemelin.] A tub.

kin (1), * kun, * kyn, * kynne, s. & a.

[A.S. (7/7tii ; eogn. with O. Sax. kunni ; Icel.

Jcyti = kin, kindred ; kynni = acquaintance ;

Dut. kinne = sex ; Goth, kuni = kin, race,
tribe ; Lat. genus = a race ; Gr. yeVo? (genos)
= race, offspring; Eng. kind, kindred, and
king.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Kelationship, consanguinity, affinity,

kindred, common descent.
" You are of kin, and so a friend to their persons."—

Bacon : Advice to Vitliem.

2. The same generic class ; things related.
" Being of kin to that of other alcaiizate salts."—

Doyle.

3. A relation, a connection.
" He is some kin to thee."

Shakc»p. : Merchant of Venice, ii. T.

4. Relations or connections collectively

;

kindred
;
persons related or connected.

" They 'gan to reckon kin and rent,
.And frowning brow on brow was bent."

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, v. IS.

B. As adj. : Of the same family, nature, or

kind ; akin.
" Those that are kin to the king."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., ii. 2.

kin (2), s. [Chin.]

Music : A Chinese musical instrument, with
five strings, somewhat resembling a violin. It

has a sounding-board and five silken strings of
different sizes.

-kin, suff. [Cf. Ger. -chen.] A diminutival
suffix ; as manikin = a little man ; lamb/an=
a little lamb.

ki'-na-ki-na, s. [Quinine.]

kin-ate, & [Quinate.]

* kin-bote, s. fEng. kin (1), and Mid. Eng.
bote (q.v.).]

Old Law ; Compensation for the murder of a
kinsman.

kin'-Cob, kin'-COUb, s. [Hind, kimkhwab.]

Fabric : An Indian textile fabric of muslin,
gauze, or silk, woven in various ways, and
sometimes embroidered with gold or silver.

It is used for both male and female dress.

kind, * kinde, * kunde, a. & s. [A.S.

cynde, gecynde = natural, native, inborn

;

cyml, gecynd = nature.]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Characteristic of or peculiar to a genus
or species ; natural, native.

" It become th sweeter than it should he, and loseth
the kind taste."

—

P. Holland.

2. Having feelings or a disposition befitting
* a common nature ; disposed to do good to

others ; willing to accede to the requests of
others, and ready to assist them in distress or
want ; sympathetic, benevolent, benignant, gra-

cious, tender, humane, friendly, affectionate.
" Be as thy presence is, gracious and kind."

Shakesp. : Sonnet 10.

3. Proceeding from or characterized by
kindness or tenderness of heart; benevolent,
gracious ; as a kind act, a kind word.

* i. Suitable for or befitting the nature of.

" Gabriel Plats takes care to distinguish what hay-
is kindest for sheep."— Boyle : Works, vi. 357.

* 5. Keeping to nature ; natural.

"A kind overflow of kindness."
Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, 1. 1.

* 6. Not degenerate ; not corrupt.

"Whatmightstth.-udo,
Were all thy children kind and natural."

Shakesp. : Henry V., ii. (Chorus.)

B. As substantive

:

*1. Nature ; natural propensity or inclination.

"As Bteel is hardest in his kinde
Aboue all other, that men flnde
Of metalles." Gower : 0. A. (Prol.)

* 2. Race, genus, generic class.

" As when the total kind
Of birds, in orderly array on wing.
Came suminon'd.'* Milton: P. /,., vi. 75.

- 3. Relations, connections, people of the
same race.

" At the last thel chaced out the Bretons so clene,
Away vnto Wales ther kynd is I wene."

Robert de Brttnne, p. 7.

4. Sort, variety, nature, description, style,
character.

" Yt geathereth of all kyndesot fysshes."

—

Matt. xiii.
(1551.)

5. Manner, way, fashion, sort.

"Or you shall hear in such a kind from me
As will displease you."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV,, i. 3.

T In kind : In produce or commodities, as
opposed to money.

"He did give the goods of all the prisoners unto
those that had taken them, either to take them in
kind, or compound for them."—Bacon : Henry VII.

1[ Kind and species are both employed in
their proper sense ; sort has been diverted
from its original meaning by colloquial use :

kind is properly employed for animate objects,

particularly for mankind, and improperly for

moral objects ; sjiecies is a term used by philo-

sophers, classing things according to their

external or internal properties. Sort may he
used for either kind or species ; it does not
necessarily imply any affinity, or common
property in the objects, but simple assem-
blage, produced as it were by sors, chance.

kind-Spoken, a. Spoken or said in a
kind manner : as, a kind-spoken word.

kind tempered, a. Mild, gentle.
" To the kind-tempered change of night and day,
And of the seasons ever stealing round,
Minutely faithful." Thomson : Summer, 39.

* kind, * kynd, v.t. [Kind, n.] To beget.
" She yet forgets, that she of men was kynded."

Spenser .- F. Q., V. v. 40.

kind'-er-gart-en, s. [Ger. = the children's

garden.]

Education : A system of education, for in-

fants and young children, devised by Frederick

Frbbel (1782-1852), by whom, in conjunction
with M. Ronge, it was first carried out at

Hamburg, in 1843. In 1S51 Madame Ronge
established a kindergarten at Hampstead. In
1858, Ronge published a work on the subject.

Knowledge is imparted in an attractive form,

chiefly by simple object-lessons, by toys,

games, singing, and work—plaiting, weaving,
folding, and cutting-out paper. Corporal
punishment is excluded. The chief merit of

Frobel's method appears to lie in the fact that
he makes education a real drawing-out, not a

mere imparting of instruction, which lie con-
siders as a means, not an end ; his object is the
unfolding of the child's whole nature, with a
view to free self-development and action. A
Frbbel Society has been established in London
for training and granting certificates of com-
petency to teachers, and the kindergarten
system has been introduced into many schools
in England.

" The exercises . . . can be seen by any visitor to a
kindergarten."— E. Shirreff : The Kindergarten (1880),

p. 9.

kind heart-ed (ea as a), a. [Eng. kind,
and hearted.] Distinguished or characterized
by kindness of heart ; tender-hearted, kind.

" He was as honest and kindheartel a gentleman as
any in England."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

kind -heart -ed-ness (ea as a), s. [Eng.
kindheartcd; -ncss.] The quality or state of

being kindhearted ; kindness of heart.

km -die (1), v.t. & i. [Icel. kyndill=a. candle,

a torch.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Lit. : To set on fire ; to set fire to ; to
light.

" When they had kindled a fyre in the middes of the
palys."

—

Luke xxii. (1551.)

II. Figuratively

:

1. To inflame, as the passions ; to excite

to action ; to stir up ; to provoke ; to fire

;

to animate ; to heat.

"He hath kindled hiswrath against me, audcounteth
me as one of his enemies."

—

Job \i\. 11.

*2. To incite, to encourage.

"Nothing remains, hut that I kindle the hoy
thither."—SJiakesp. : As You Like It, i. L

B. Intransitive,

:

1. Lit. : To take fire ; to "be set on fire ; to
flame.

"When thou walkest through the flrp, thou slmlt
not he burnt, neither shall the name kindle upon
thee."

—

Isaiah xliii. 2.

2. Fig. : To be inflamed ; to become ex-
cited or stirred np to adion ; to be roused

;

to grow warm.
"My pity kindles at his woe."

Courper: Olney Hymns, xii.

* kindle-coal, * kindle-fire, s. A pro-
moter or stirrer-up of strife ; a firebrand.

kindle-fire, *. [Kindle-coal.]

* kin'-die (2), *kind-len, * kun -die,
*kynd-lyn, v.t. & i. [Kindle, s.]

A. Trans. : To bring forth ; to bear.
" The cony that you see dwell where she is kindled."—Shakesp. : As fou Like It, iii. 2.

B. Intrans. ; To bring forth or bear young.

U Used specifically of hares and rabbits in
both cases.

* kin-die, * kin-del, *kyn-dle, s, [Eng.
kind; dimin. sufT. -le, -el.] A generation, a
brood.

1 Kyndlis of edderii -Wycliffe: Luke ill. 7.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se ce — e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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"kin'-dler, s. [Eng. kindl(e) ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
kindles, inflames, or excites ; an iuflamer, an
exciter.

" Now is the time thnt rakes their revels keep ;

Kindlers of riot, enemies of sleep."
Gay : Trivia, iii.

2. Domestic : An attachment to a stove, by
,
which a body of easily lit material is brought
•against the fuel in the stove to kindle it.

* kind -less, a. [Eng. land ; -less.] Without
regard for ties of kindred ; without fellow or
parallel ; unnatural.
" Remorseless, treacherous, lecherous, kindlessviW&m."

Shakcsp. : Hamlet, ii. 4.

Jund'-lx-er, comp. of a. [Kindly.]

kind li-ness, s. [Eng. kindly ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being kindly ; kindly dis-

position or inclination ; affection, benevolence.
"One who, though of drooping mien, had yet
From nature's kindliness received a frame
Robust." Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. vi.

kind -ling, pr. par., a., & s. [Kindle (1), v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Inflaming ; becoming inflamed
or excited ; becoming heated ; heated.

" And surely he that spake with kindling brow.
Was a true patriot."

Wordsworth .' Excursion, bk. vii.

C As substantive

:

1. The act of setting on fire ; the act of

causing to burn ; the act of inflaming, heat-
ing, or exciting.

2. Materials for burning, or for commencing
sl fire.

" A basket of kindlings in hiB hand."— Miss Cum-
minj : Lamplighter, p. 56.

kindling-coal, s. A piece of coal used
for lighting a fire.

* kind-ling, * kynd-lyng, s. [Eng. kindle

(2), v.] A brood, a generation.
" Kyndlyngis oi eddns." — Wycliffe: Luke iii. 7. (Pur-

vey.)

lund'-ly, * kynde-Ii, a. & adv. [Eng. kind;
-iy.]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. According to kind or nature ; natural.
" That it may please thee to give and preserve to our

•use the kindly fruits of the earth, so as in due time we
may enjoy them."—Comm-on Prayer : Litany.

2. Kind, sympathetic, tender-hearted, af-

fectionate, benevolent, humane.
" And surely never did there live on earth,
A man of kindlier nature."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. i.

3. Favourable, prosperous, auspicious, re-

freshing.
" The like endeavours to renew,
Should e'er a kindlier time ensue."

Wordsworth; White Doe of llylstone, iii.

B. As adverb

:

* 1. By nature ; naturally ; of nature.

"Deceit, wepiug, spinning, God hath yeven
"o women kindly." Chaucer : C. T., 5,98G.

2. In a kind manner ; with kindness or
^good-will ; with a disposition to do good, or
to make others happy.

" Be kindly affectioned one to another, with brotherly
\tove."

—

Romans xii. 10.

3. Happily, fortunately, favourably.

"He took it, and it wrought kindly with him."

—

Ziitnyan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

kindly-tenant, s.

Scots Law : [Rentaller].

kind ness, * kynde-nesse, s. [Eng. kind

;

-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being kind ; a kind,
tender, humane, or affectionate disposition

;

a disposition and willingness to make others
ihappy by gratifying their wishes, supplying
their wants, or helping in their distress ; be-

nevolence, good-will, tenderness, beneficence,

affection*
" If there fee kindness, meekness, or comfort in her

tongue, then is not her husband like other men."

—

Ecclus. xxxvi. 23.

2. That which is kind ; an act of good-will
or benevolence ; conduct or actions contribu-
ting to the happiness of others iu any way.

" But that kindness availed nothing."

—

Macaulay

:

Hist. Eng., cli. xxii.

H For the difference between kindness and
benefit, see Benefit; for that between kind-
ness and benevolence, see Benevolence.

kin'-dred. * kin-red, * kin-rede, * cun-
rede, * kyn rede, * kyn-dred, s. & a.

[A.S. cyn = kin (q.v.); suff. -rteden = state,

condition : as in hatred. The d is excrescent,

as in thunder, gander, &c.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Relationship by blood or marriage ; con-

sanguinity, kin, affinity.

"Disclaiming here the kindred of the king."
Shakesp. : Richard IT., i. 1.

2. Relations by blood or marriage ; relatives,

connections, kin; persons of the same family.
" And kindred of dead husband are at best
Small help." Wordsioorth : Feynale Vagrant.

* 3. A nation, a race.

"And thanue the tokene of mannes sone schal ap-
pere in hevene '. and thanue alle kynredis of the eerthe
schuleu weyle.'— Wycliffe : Matthew xxiv.

* 4. Family, race, descent.

"And eke therto coinen of so high kindrede
That wel uimethes durst this knight for drede
Tell hire his wo." Chaucer : C. T., 11,049.

— B. As adj. : Related, akin, kin, congenial,

allied ; of like nature or qualities.

"They were kindred spirits, differing widely in in-
tellectual power, but equally vain."

—

Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. xvi.

kine, s. pi. [Cow, s.]

ki-ne-mat'-ic, ki-ne-mat'-ic-al, a.

[Kinematics.] Belonging to, or in any way
connected with Kinematics (q.v.).

"For the kinematical properties of the motion .

the fundamental ideas are to be sought in Stokes's
article."

—

Saturday Review, Jan. 12. 1884, p. 55,

kine mat ics, s. [Gr. Kivny.a. (kinema) = a
motion ; Ktvdta (kineo) = to move.]

Physics : The science of pure motion, admit-
ting conceptions of time and velocity, but ex-

cluding the conception of force. Newton's
fluxions are a purely kinematical method.
From the kinematics of a point, all the pro-
perties of a curve may be deduced.

" A special mixed science of time and space called
kinematics, which takes its place besides the older
sciences of geometry and algebra, in the sciences of
pure space and pure time."

—

Prof. Tait : Recent Ad-
vances in Physical Science (1876), p. 14.

kin -e-scope, s. [Kinetoscope.]

kl-ne-sl-«lt'-rlc, a. [Gr. kiVtjo-is (kinesis) =
movement, motion, and iovrpiKos (iatrikm) =
of or for a surgeon.]

Tlierapeut. : Of or relating to muscular move-
ment used as a remedy for certain diseases.

kl-ne-si-p&th'-ic, a. [Eng., &c. kinesi-

path(y); -ic]

Tlierapeut. : Of or relating to kinesipathy
(q.v.)-

kl-ne-Sip'-a-thistt s. [Eng. kinesipatli(y)

;

ist.]

Therapeut. : One who believes in or prac-
tises kinesipathy.

ki-ne-sip'-a-thy, s. [Gr. kiVtjo-is (kinesis) =
movement, and n-dtfn (patM), or ird6os (pathos)
= suffering.]

Tlierapeut. : The attempted cure of some
diseases by exercising certain muscles ; cure
by means of gymnastics. Called also Move-
ment Cure. [Lingism.]

kl-ne-si-ther'-a-py, s. [Gr. KiVno-is (kine-
sis) = movement, and Bepaneia (theraj)eia) —
medical treatment ; Fr. kinesitherapie.]

Therapeut. : The same as Kinesipathy (q.v.).

kl-ne-SOd'-lC, a. [Gr. Kivnais (kinesis) =
motion, and b5os (hodos) = a way.] Conveying
motion.

kinesodic-substance, s.

Physiol. : (See extract).
"" " Sch iff believes that in lesions of almost any part

of the [spinal] cord a compensatory assumption of
the functions of the injured parts by those left intact
may take place, the only exception being in the case
of the posterior columns. He proposes the term.
kinesodic substance for the tissue by which motor
impulses are conveyed alongf the spinal cord, and he
believes the smaUest portion is capable of transmitting
motor impulses in any direction."—Carpenter: Human
Physiol. (1881), p. 593. (Note.)

ki-net'-ic, a. [Gr. kiitjtikos (kinetikos) = of or
for moving ; putting in motion.]

1. Imparting motion ; motory.

2. Noting force actually exerted ; opposed
to latent or potential.

kinetic-energy, s. Energy due to the
motion of a body.

"Kinetic-energy is half the product of miss by the
square of velocity. If M stands for mass, L for length,

and T for time, then kinetic-energy is = -s^r-"

Everett : The C. 6. S. System of Units (London, 1875),
ch. L, p. 5.

ki-net'-ics, s. [Kinetic]

Physics : That branch of dynamics which
treats of forces imparting motion to or influ-

encing motion already imparted to bodies.

kl-ne'-to-SCOpe, s. [Gr. kivwtqs (kiwtos) =
movable, and a-Koneoi (skoped) — to see, to ob-

serve.] An instrument invented by Perigal,

for illustrating the result of the combination
of circular movements of different radii in the

production of curves ; called also kinescope.

king (1), s. [Chinese.] A Chinese instrument
of percussion, consisting of metal plates,

which are struck with a hammer.

king (2),
- kin-ing, * kyng, * kynge, s.

[A contraction of the older lorm kining ov

kyning. A.S. cyning, cynincg, cyninc,cynyng,
from cyn = a tribe, kin ; suff. -ing ; hence lit.

= son of a tribe, i.e., elected by a tribe. Cogn.
with O. Sax. kuning = a king, kuni, kunni =
a tribe ; O. Fris. kining, kening, from ken =
a tribe ; Icel. konungr ; Sw. konung ; Dan.
kongc ; Dut. kmiing ; Ger. kbnig ; M. H. Ger.

kiinic; O. H. Ger. chuning, kunninc, from 31.

H. Ger. kiinne, O. H. Ger. chunni = a race, a
kind.] [Kin.]

I. Ordinary language .'

1. The chief ruler, magistrate, or sovereign
of a nation ; one who is invested with supreme
authority over a nation, country, or tribe ; a
sovereign, a monarch, a prince.

" What is a king .'—a man condemn'd to bear
The public burthen of the nation's care."

Prior: Solomon, iii. 275.

2. The conqueror among a set of competi-
tors. (Scotch.)

II. Technically

:

1. Games

:

«

(1) Cards ; One of the court cards having on
it a picture of a king.

(2) Chess : The chief piece in point of rank
in the game of chess (q.v.).

(3) Draughts .* A crowned man in the game
of draughts (q.v.).

2. Scri2)t. : [I. 1, f (1)].

T (1) The First and Second Books of Kings .'

Old Test. Canon: Two books of the Old
Testament, relating the history of the Hebrew
monarchy (united and divided) from the pro-
clamation of Solomon, a little before the death
of David, to the death of Jehoiachim—a period
not less than 431, and perhaps more than 453
years. In Hebrew, the two Books of Kings
were originally one volume t the Septnagint
divided them, calling them the third and
fourth of the Kingdoms, and the Vulgate the
third and fourth of the Kings. Next, Bom-
berg separated the Hebrew book into two,
after the Greek model. The division is

clumsily made in the middle of Ahaziah's
reign, and with no important break in the
historic narrative. There are resemblances
so considerable between the books of Judges,
Ruth, 1 and 2 Samuel, and 1 and 2 Kings, that
some have supposed them a continuous narra-
tive from a single author or editor ; but there
are sufficient differences between the books of
Samuel and Kings to render it more probable
that they were independent works. The unity
of style between 1 and 2 Kings proves them
to have had the same editor. The materials
to which he had access for the composition of
the book seem to have been governmental
records, published histories of individual
kings, with memoirs of Elijah and Elisha,
not from a cold, official pen, but from an en-
thusiastic friend and admirer. The work
contemplates events from the prophetic, as
the books of Chronicles do from the priestly,
point of view. The former gives prominence
to the history of the Ten Tribes, among which
most of the prophets laboured ; the latter to
that of the Two Tribes, among whom the
priests found their home. Both taught that
the Jewish monarchy was a theocracy, with
Jehovah for its real sovereign, and was pros-
perous or otherwise according as his earthly
vicegerents carried out or departed from his
commands. The chronology is difficult, the
Hebrew figures being represented by letters,

a small change in the form of which would
greatly alter results. It agrees, however, weh
with the Egyptian, and would not require
much alteration to adjust it to the Assyrian
chronology. Keen study of the Books of
Kings is needful to the comprehension of the
Old Testament prophetic writings, which in
their turn reflect great light on the historic
narratives in Kings. Recent arclueological

fcSH, boy; pout, jo%l; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f.
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researches have afforded much confirmatory

evidence in favour of the sacred narrative.

It is believed that Shishak (1 Kings xiv. 25,

26), So, or Sevek (2 Kings xvii. 4), Tirhakah

(xix. 9), and Pharaoh Nechoh (2 Kings xxiii.

29, 30), figure on the Egyptian monuments.
The Assyrian account of Sennacherib's expe-

dition against Hezekiah is on a little barrel-

like cylinder, covered with arrow-headed

characters, in the British Museum. Omri

(1 Kings xvi. 16, 17, &c.) ; Jehu (2 Kings ix.

2, &c), Menahem(xv. 14, &c), Tiglath Pileser

(xvi. 10), and Shalmaneser (xvii. 3), are also on

the Assyrian tablets. There is a lengthened

account of Mesha, the sheepmaster, on the

Moabite stone (q.v.) (2 Kings in. 4, 5). The
Books of Kings, or narratives derived from

them, are alluded to in many passages of the

New Testament.
Cf. 1 Kings iv. 21—28, x. 5, 14—22, &c, and Mat. vi.

29 ; x. 1—13, and Mat. xii. 42 ; vi. 1—38, and Acts vii. 47

;

xvii. 1, ana James v. 17 ; xvii. 8—16, and Luke iv. 26

;

xviii. 42—45, and JameB v. IB ; xix, 10, 14, 18, and Rom.
xt 8—4 ; 2 Kings v. 1—27 and Luke iv. 27, &c.

(2) King of the Herrings

:

Jehthy. : Chimcera monstrosa. [Chimera.]

king-apple, s, [Kingapple.]

king-at-arms, s.

Her. : One of three officers of great anti-

quity, whose business it is to direct the

heralds, preside at their chapters, and have
the .-jurisdiction of armoury. There are three

king's-at-arms in England, Garter, Clarencieux,

and Norroy. [Garter.] The first of these is

called the principal king-at-arms, the other

two provincial kings -at- arms ; Clarencieux

officiating south of the Trent, and Norroy
north of that river. There is a Lyon king-

at-arms for Scotland, and an Ulster king-at-

arms for Ireland.

king bird-of-paradise, s.

Ornith. : Paradisea regia, a small species

from New Guinea, known to and described by
Linnteus.

king-bolt, s.

Vehicles

:

1. A vertical bolt which attaches the front

of the body to the fore-carriage, and forms the

axis of oscillation when the said carriage is

turned sideways.

2. A similar part in a railway-car which forms

the axis of revolution of the car upon the truck

in turning curves. (American.)

King Charles's-spaniel, s.

Zool. : A kind of Spaniel. Called also the

Pug-nosed Spaniel.

king-crows, s. pi.

Ornith. : The family Dicruridee (Drongos)

(q.v.)- The Common King-crow (Buclianga

atra) is found in India. It continually perse-

cutes the crows of that country, whence the

name of King-crow.

* king-geld, s.

OldLaw: Aroyalaid; anescuage. [Geld, s.]

king-killer, s. A regicide ; a murderer
of a king or kings.

" There were king-killers like Lenthall." — J. S.

Brewer: English Studies, p. 178.

king mullet, s.

Ichthy. : Upeneus maculatus, a fish in the

seas around Jamaica.

king-parrakeet, s.

Ornith, ; Platycercus scapulatus, an Austra-

lian parrakeet. It is a well-known cage-bird.

king-penguin, s. [Penquin, 1. (1).]

king-plant, s.

Bot. : Ancectochilus setaceus.

king-rod, s. A tension -rod depending
from the ridge of a roof and uniting with the

tie-rod ; occupying the position of the king-

post in wooden roofs.

king-snake, a
Zool. : Ophibolus getulus. [Ophibolus.]

king-truss, s. [Kingpost.]

king-tyrant, *.

Ornith. : The same as Kingbird (q.v.).

king-vulture or king of the vul-
tures, s.

Ornith. : A large vulture which receives its

name from the alleged fact that when it is

pleased to make its appearance on a carcase

on which other vultures are at work, they
meekly stop proceedings and look on without
eating till the king-vulture has gorged itself

to satiety. There is nothing sentimental in

this apparent loyalty to a royal personage;

the smaller vultures postpone satisfying the

claims of appetite only because they are afraid

that the larger and stronger bird would fall

upon them if they did anything else. The
king-vulture is found in South America. The
Spaniards of Paraguay call it the white crow.

Its plumage is milky-white ; on its neck, which
is naked, is blood-red skin. It is the Sarco-

rlutviphvi Papa. [Sarcorhamphus.]

* king-worship, s. Excessive or extra-

vagant reverence or loyalty to a sovereign.

(Macaulay.)

king's-advocate, *. [Advocate.]

king's-bench, «. [Bench.]

kings-clover, s.

Bot. : A name for the Common Yellow Meli-

lot (Melilotus officinalis). [Melilotus.]

king's-cob, king's-cup, > [Kinocup.]

king's-counsel, s. The same as Queen's
counsel. [Counsel, s.]

king's-cushion, s. A seat formed by
two persons holding each other's hauds
crossed.

king's (or queen's) English, s. The
English language playfully regarded as under
the direct guardianship of the sovereign.

king's (or queen's) evidence, $.

Law : Evidence given by an accomplice in

a crime, when other evidence is deficient, on
condition that he himself shall go free for his

share in the crime.

* king's-evil, &.

Pathol. : An old name for scrofula, which
was believed to be cured by the royal touch.

The practice began with Edward the Confessor,

iu 1051. It reached its maximum in the ultra-

loyal days of Charles II., when it is said that

92,107 persons were touched. Iu 1712, Queen
Anne officially intimated her intention of touch-
ing persons afflicted ; but two years later (in

1714), George I. discontinued the practice.

In 1719 the office for the ceremony was ex-

punged from the litany. Charles Edward
touched a child for the king's-evil at Holyrood,
in October, 1745. In 1775, Louis XVI. touched
2,400 people for the disease, and, it was alleged,

successfully.

* king's-freeman, s. The name given to

a person who, for some service of his own or

of his father's, in the army, navy, &c, had a

peculiar statutory right to exercise a trade as

a freeman, without entering into the corpora-

tion of the particular trade which he exercised.

Such a person might move from place to place

and carry on his trade within the bounds of

any corporation.

king's-hood, s. The reticulum or second
stomach of an ox.

king's-letter, s. [Brief, s.]

king's (or queen's) messenger, s.

An official employed under a secretary of state

to carry despatches at home or abroad.

* king's-silver, s. Money paid to the
king in the Court of Common Pleas for a

license granted to a man to levy a fine of

lands, tenements, or heriditaments to another
person ; and this must have been compounded
according to the value of the land , in the
alienation-office, before the fine would pass.

king's-spear, s.

Bot. : Asjihodcliis albus.

king's (or queen's) stores, s. pi. Naval
or military stores.

king's - tradesman, s. A tradesman
holding a commission from under the privy
seal, exempting him from paying burghal
taxation. The right of the sovereign to ap-
point tradesmen of this description is limited
to one of each trade or occupation. (Scotch.)

* king's-widow, s. A widow of the
king's tenant-in-chief, obliged to take oath
in chancery that she would not marry with-
out the king's leave.

king's-yellow, s. A pigment formed by
mixing orpiment with arsenious acid.

* king, v.t. [King, s.]

1. To furnish or supply with a king ; to

subject to a king.
" For, my good liege. Bhe is bo idly king'd.

Her sceptre bo fantastically borne."
Shakesp. : Henry V., il, 4.

2. To make a king ; to raise to a throne.

"Tlien crushing penury
Persuades me, I was better when a king

;

Then I am king'd again."
Shakesp. : Richard II., v. 5.

king'-ap-ple, a. [Eng. king, and apple.]

Hort. : A cultivated kind of apple.

"The kingapple is preferrred before the Jenneting."

—Mortimer : Husbandry.

king bird, s. [Eng. king, and bird.]

Ornith. : A name given to a shrike, the Ty-

rannies intrepidus, of the United States. It

is above of a dark slaty ash-colour, and be-

neath white ; the feathers of the crown are

orange. They build in the United States,

breeding in general twice a year, and lay-

ing five eggs each time. Named from an
erectile orange- coloured crest on the head,
which has been compared to a diadem

;

as also from the tyrannical character of

the bird. It is insectivorous, and is not in
good repute with
beekeepers, from
the number of
bees which it de-
stroys.

king - crab, s.

[Eng. king, and
crab. So called
from their large
size, some of the
genus being as.

much as two feet

in length.]

1. Zool. : The
English name of the crabs
to the genus Limulus. They
body commencing in front
broad crescent-shaped cara-

its convexity forward. Be-
is an hexagonal portion,

by the coalescence of the ab-
segments, the whole termin-
teriorly by a long spine-

Above, the body is convex
;

it is concave, the feet being
the cavity. The kingcrabs
only representatives of the
sub-division of Crustacea called Xyphosrua.
They occur in the seas and islands of both
the Asiatic and American shores of the Pacific

Ocean. [Limulus.]

2. Pal&ont. : [Xiphosura].

king'-craft, s. [Eng. king, and craft.] The
art or science of governing ; royal polity.

"Directly opposed to all the rules of kingcraft.''—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. i.

king'-cup, king's'-ciip, king's-cob, #.

[Eng. king, and cup.]

Bot. : Ranunculus bulbosus, aud some allied

species.
" Pansies, lilies, kingcups, daisies :

Let them live upon their praises."
Wordsworth : To the Smalt Celandine.

king -dom, * kyng-dom, * king-dome,
s. [A corrupt, of M. Eng." kinedom, from A.S.
cynedom = a kingdom, from cyne = royal ; suff,

-dom.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The dominion or territory under the au-
thority or rule of a king ; the dominion of a
king or monarch.

"The great and rich kingdome of Granada."

—

Bacon:
Henry VII., p. 106.

2. The position or attributes of a king;
kingly or sovereign power or authority; su-
preme rule or power.

" My kingdom stands on brittle glass."
Shakesp. : Richard II., iv. 2.

3. A region, a territory, a tract, a realm.
" The wat'ry kingdom is no bar
To stop the foreign spirits."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, ii, 7.

IL Nat. Hist. : The designation of the
highest and most comprehensive of the divi-
sions into which natural objects are arranged.
They are three in number, the Animal, the
Vegetable, and the Mineral Kingdoms. The
designation was introduced or received an
impulse from Linnseus, who divided the Im-
perium Nature into three Regna Nature ;

(1) Regnum Animale, (2) Regnum Vegetabile,
and (3) Regnum Lapideum.
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kingdom of heaven, kingdom of
God, s.

Scripture & Theology

;

1. A spiritual kingdom (Luke xvii. 21

;

John xviii. 36) which was "at hand" when
John the Baptist announced the approach-
ing advent of Jesus (Matt. iii. 2), and even
after the ministry of the latter had com-
menced (Mark i. 15). The proper preparation
for it was repentance (ibid.). Jesus preached
its coming (Lukeiv. 43, viii. 1, xvi. 16). After

"j his miraculous power had been experiment-
' ally demonstrated and the evangelists gone
forth, it had arrived (Matt. xii. 28 ; Luke x. 11).

It was to advance from small beginnings, like

a seed which germinates, grows, and bears
fruit (Mark iv. 26-32). Commencing on earth,
its full establishment was to be at the con-
clusion of the present age iii the other world
(Matt. xii. 24 to 50 ; Luke xiii. 28, 29, xxii. 16,

18). Before one could enter into the kingdom
of God he must be born again (John iii. 3). The
expression '

' kingdom ofheaven "
i s thecommon

one in Matthew, while kingdom of God is

frequent in Mark and Luke.

2. The laws by which this spiritual kingdom
is governed ; God's dealings with his people.
(Matt. xxii. 2-14.)

king- domed, a. [Eng. kingdom ; -ed.]

Like a kingdom ; in the condition of a king-
dom. (Shakesp. : Troilus & Cressida, ii. 3.)

king-fish, s. [Eng. king, and fish.]

1. Lampris Luna or guttatus, a beautiful fish

of the mackerel family. The back and sides
are of a rich green, with purple and gold re-

flections ; the under parts yellowish-green, a
few white spots above and below the lateral

line ; the fins vermilion. Rare in the British
seas. Called also the Opah. [Leucis.]

2. The American name for a fish called by
Linnaeus Perca alburnus, then Scicena nebu-
losa, now Menticirrus nebulosus. Called also

the Bermuda Whiting.

3. Cybium regale, one of the Scombridae.

kihg'-flSh-er, s, [Named from the brilliance

of its plumage.]

Ornithology •

1. Sing.: The genus Alcedo (q.v.). The
Common Kingfisher, Alcedo ispida, is blue
above, greener on the mantle and scapulars,
with beautiful rich cobalt on the hack, rump,
and upper tail coverts ; a spot in front of the
eye, the eye coverts and under parts are
rufous ; the head is blue, barred with black

;

the wings blue, with spots of brighter cobalt
on the coverts ; the throat and a patch on
each side of the neck are white ; the cheeks
and sides of the breast are blue ; the bill

black, the feet red. The female and young
are like the male, but are red at the base of
the under mandible. Length seven inches.
Note like " ti-ti-ti." A shy bird, but may be
seen on the upper part of the Thames and
other rivers in the south of England perched
over the water, into which it darts from time
to time, bringing back a fish or a water-insect,

which it kills with a few raps on its perch,
and then devours. Occasionally it hovers for

a few seconds. It bores a hole in the ground,
makes a nest of fish-bones, and lays six or
seven eggs, the whole process taking about
twenty-one days.

2. PI. ; The family Alcedinidse (q.v.).

If The Pied Kingfisher, Ceryle rudis, is

common on the Nile and in India.

* king'-hood, * kyng-hed, s. [Eng. king

(2), s. ; -hood, -head.'} The state or condition

of being a king ; kingship.
" For Ma kynghed

He may hem both sane and spille."

Qower: 0, A., bk. vli.

king1 hunt-er, s, [Eng. king, and hunter.]

Ornith. : Halcyon, a genus of Kingfishers.

(JSwainson.) [Halcyon.]

king'- I-a, s. [Named after Captain Philip
King, R.N., often employed on the coast of

Australia.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the obsolete
order Kingiacese (q.v.). It consists of arbor-
escent rushes from South Australia.

\ king-i-a'-ce-ce, s, pi. [Mod. Lat. Mngi(a);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : Endlicher's name for an endogenous
order now merged in Juncaceee (Rushes).

t klng'-less, a. [Eng. king (2), s. ; -less.]

"Without a king ; having no king,
"A kinglets people for a nerveless state."

Byron ; Childe Harold, i. 86.

t king'-let, s. [Eng. king ; dimin. suff. -let,]

1. Ord. Lang. : A little king, a petty king.

"No one will regret that the kinglets, or most of

them, have heen dismissed to clear the way."

—

Standard, Sept. 2, 18S2.

2. Zool. : The Golden-crested Wren, Regulus

cristatus.

* king-li-hood, e, [Eng. kingly; -hood.]

Royalty.

king-like, a. [Eng. king, and like.]

1. Like a king ; becoming or befitting a
king ; noble, royal.

"Not to uphold the kinglike role and royaltie of a
consull."— P. BoUand: Livius, p. 1,025.

2. Noble, magnificent.

king'-ll-ness, s. [Eng. kingly ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being kingly.

* king-ling, s. [Eng. king (2), s. ; dimin.

snff. ding; Ger. koniglein.] A little king, a

kinglet, a petty king.

klng'-ly, a. & adv. [A.S. cynelic (a.), cynelice

(adv.) ; Ger. koniglich.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to a king or kings ; royal.

" It was absurd to talk of leaving Jamea merely the
kingly name and depriving him of all the kingly
power.1"

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. x,

2. Carried on by or under a king ; royal,

monarchical : as, a kingly government.

3. Befitting or becoming a. king ; noble,

magnificent, royal, regal.

"A generous, laudable, and kingly pride."
Dryden : Hind & Panther, iii. 881.

B. As adv. : Like a king ; as becomes a

king; royally.
" My great mind most kingly drinks it up."

Shakesp. : Sonnet 144.

king -post, king'-piece, a. [Eng. king, and
post or piece.]

Arch. : The mid-
dle post of a roof,

standing in the tie

beam and reaching
up to the ridge ; it

is often formed in-

to an octagonal co-

lumn with capital

and base, and small
struts or bases,

which are slightly

curved, spreading
from it above the
capital to some
other timbers. Also known as crown-post, or

joggle-post.

kingpost-roof, s.

Arch. : A roof having but one vertical post
in each truss.

king -snip, s. [Eng. king; -ship.] The quality
or state of being a king ; the state, office, or

dignity of a king ; royalty ; supreme power.
*' If this be kingly, then farewell for me
All kingship. Cowper : Table Talk, 150.

klrig-ston, king-stone, king's -stone,
s. [Eng. king, and stone.]

Ichthy. : A name for the Angel-fish (q.v.).

King'-Ston, prop. name. (See the compounds.)

Kingston's - metal, s. An alloy of
copper, tin, and mercury, used for the bear-
ings of very heavy shafts, on account of its

great smoothness of surface, and the conse-

quent absence of much friction.

Kingston's-valve, s. A conical valve,

forming the outlet of the blow-off pipe of a
marine engine ; it opens through the side of
the vessel by turning a screw. '

* king'-ta-ble, s. [Eng. king, and table.]

Arch. : A course or member, conjectured to
be'the string-course with ball and flower orna-
ments in the hollow moulding, usual under
parapets.

king'-wood, s. [Eng. king and wood,]

Comm. : A kind of wood from Brazil, called

also Violet-wood. It is obtained from a species

of Triptolonisea, or, according to some, from
Brya ebenus. It is used for turning and cabinet
work, and is beautifully variegated with violet

streaks.

KINGPOST.

kin'-ic, u- [Quinic]

kinic acid, a. [Quinic-acid.]

ki-nix'-^S, s. [Gr. kiWco (kineo) = to move,

and i£vs (ixus) = the waist]

Zool. : A genus of land tortoises. Three

species have been described ; the best known
is Kinyxis homeana, from Demerara and

Guadaloupe.

kKnk (1), s. put. & Sw., from the same root

as Icel. kikna = to sink at the knees ;
keikr =

bent backwards ; keikja = to bend backwards -,

ktngr = a crook, a bight ; Norw. kika = to

writhe ; keika — to bend back or aside ;
kinka

=. to writhe, to twist ; kink = a twist.]

I, Literally

:

1. Music ; A twist in a catgut string from

close laving, which, by uncoiling and weaken-

ing that part of the string in which it occurs,

frequently makes it useless forthe-instrument

for which it is intended.

2. Naut. : A sharp bend in a rope or cable

which prevents its reeving through a block or

a hole, or in a hose, preventing water passing

through it.

II. Fig. ; A crotchet, a whim, a caprice.

* kink (2), s. [Cf. chincough.] A fit of cough-

ing ; an immoderate fit of laughter.

kink(l), v.i. [Kink (1), s.] To twist or run
into kinks ; to wind into a kink.

kink (2), v.i. [Kink (2), s.]

1. To gasp for breath, as in coughing. (Said

especially of a child with the hooping-cough.)

2. To laugh immoderately.

km-ka, s. [Hind.]

Bot. : An annual herb of the Composite
family, common in many parts of India, Its

seeds yield by pressure a green oil, possessing
valuable properties, which promise to make it

of considerable value in the arts.

kin -ka-jou, s. [Fr. kinkajou, quincajou, from
carcajou, the native name.]

Zool. : Cercoleptes, a genus of Carnivorous
Mammals, family Procyonidse ((\.v.). They
have prehensile tails, with which they hang
on to trees. They have some affinity to the
Lemurs, of which they are the partial repre-
sentatives in the New World, where they
occur in South America and in Mexico. The
best-known species is Cercoleptes caudivolvulus,
which is about a foot long, with a tail of
eighteen inches. It feeds upon fruit, insects,
and birds. It is seen in menageries, and is

occasionally tamed as a pet.

kink -haust, kink -host, s. [Eng. kink(2),
and luxust (q.v.).] The hooping-cough. (Pro-
vincial.)

kin -kle, s. [Eng. kink (2) ; frequent, suff. -U.]

A severe fit of coughing.

kin -less, a. [Eng. kin; -less.] Without kin
or relations.

kinless-loons, s. pi. A name given by
the Scotch to the judges sent among them by
Cromwell, because they distributed justice
impartially,without being influenced by family
or party ties.

kin-ni-kin ic, kin-ni-kin-nick', s.

[Amer. Indian.] A composition consisting of
dried leaves and bark of red sumac or red
willow, used by the North-American Indians
for smoking.

kino, s. . [Fr.]

1. Chem. : A kind of gum, which exudes
from certain trees, and is dried without artifi-

cial heat. There are four varieties imported
into this country—viz., the East Indian or
Malabar Kino from Pterocarpus marsupium;
Bengal or Butea Kino from Butea frondosa ;

African or Gambia Kino from P. erinaceus

;

and Australian, Botany Bay, or Eucalyptus
Kino from Eucalyptus rostrata. It consists of
dark-red angular fragments, rarely larger than
a pea, and easily splitting into still smaller
pieces. In cold water they sink, partly dis-

solving, and forming a very astringent solu-
tion. It is very soluble in spirits of wine,
affording a dark-reddish, slightly acid solu-
tion. In its general behaviour kino closely
resembles catechu, and yields by similar treat-

ment the same products. It is administered
in medicine as an astringent.

2. Phar. : The inspissated juice of various

boll, boy; pout, J6%1; cat, yell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, - sion = shun ; -tlon, -sion = zhun, -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. — fcel, do'.
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plants. [1.] It is brought to this country in

small angular pieces, constituting broken red-

dish-black tears, ruby-red at the edges, shining
and brittle, in powder a dark-red. Compound
powder of kino and tincture of kino are

powerful astringents. It is given in pyrosis

and diarrhoea, and as a gargle in relaxed

throat; sometimes also it is chewed. {Garrod.)

kin'-O-In, s. [Eng., &c. kino; -in.]

Chem. : C14H12O6. A reddish crystalline

body obtained by boiling Malabar kino with
dilute hydrochloric acid, and shaking up the
filtrate with ether. It is slightly soluble in

cold water, but very soluble in hot water and
in alcohol. Its solutions may be evaporated
without alteration, but they decompose on
long exposure to the air.

kl-nol'-o-gy, s. [Gr. tcwim (kinm) = to move,
and A070S (logos) — a discourse.] A name
given to that branch of physics which treats

of the laws of motion.

ki none, s. [Quinone.]

lti no ster non, s. [Gr. Kivita (kUieo) = to
set in motion, to move, and arepvov (sternon)
= the breast. ]

Zool. : A genus of Emydes (River and Marsh
Tortoises). Kinosternon pennsylvanicum is the
Pennsylvanian Terrapin, [Terrapin.]

ki-noV-ic, a. [Quinovic]

kinovie acid, s. [Quinovic-acid.]

* kin red, * kin-rede, s. [Kindred.]

* kin'-ric, s. [Eng. king; suff. -ric= dominion
;

as in bishopric, &c] A kingdom.

kins folk (I silent), 5. [Eng. kin, and folk.]

Relations, kin, persons of the same family.

"fGeta, asked him, if those whom he had put to
death batl no parents, kinsfolks, nor friends ? "

—

Strype :

Life of Archbp. Whitgift [an. 1597).

kins -man, s. [Eng. kin, and man.] A man
of the same race or family ; a relation by blood.

"All his kinsmen, all his friends, were arrayed round
it."—Macauiay : Hist. Eng.. ch. xiii.

kins/ woman, s. [Eng. kin, and vjoman.]

A woman of the same race or family ; a female
relation.

" His kinswoman was, though not restored in blood,
yet put in a capacity to succeed to the crown."—
Jiurnet: Hist. /Inform, {an. 1536).

kintal, &. [Quintal.]

kint-ledge, s. [Kentledge.]

!iin-tra, s. [Country.] Country. (Scotch.)

" Though he was born to kintra wark."
Burns : Elegy.

kin'-zig-lte, s. [From the Kinzig inSchwarz-
wald, wliere it occurs.]

Petrol. : A rock consisting of manganese-
garnet, magnesian-mica, and oligoclase, often

with some iolite and fibrolite. It occurs at

Wittichen, at the Kinzig. (Rutley.)

ki-osk', s. [Turk.] A kind of open pavilion or

summer-house, constructed of wood, straw,

&c, and supported on pillars, surrounded by
a balustrade. They are used in gardens,

parks, &c, and in Paris and other continental

cities as depots for the sale of papers.

"She now went slowly to that small kiosk."

Moore: Veiled Prophet of Khorassan.

Jtl'-o-tdme, s- [Gr. kiW (Iciori) = a column,
and rep-voi (temno) = to cut.]

Surg. : A knife for cutting membrane ; es-

pecially certain pseudo-membraneous bands in

the rectum and bladder ; it was introduced by
the celebrated French surgeon Desault.

kip (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Tanning: Leather of yearlings or small

cattle. A grade between calf and cowhide.

* kip (2), &, [Etym. doubtful.] A house of

I
ill-lame.

kipe, s. [A.S. cepan = to catch, to keep.] An
osier basket used for catching fish.

kip'-page, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A violent

passion; disorder, confusion.

"He was in a nucukippagr when we sent him a book
instead of nick-sticks."—Scott : Anti/pMiry, ch. xv.

kip'-per, s. [Dut. 7aj>per= tohatch, to spawn.]

1. A salmon directly after the spawning
season, when it is unfit to be eaten ; more
especially a male salmon at this season.

2. A salmon or herring split open, salted,

and smoke-dried.

"I'll never master him without the light—and a
braver kipper, could I hut laud him—never reieted
abune a pair o' cleeks."

—

Scott: Guy Mannering, ch.
xxvL

* kipper-time, s.

Eng. Lavj : The period between the 3rd and
12th of May, during which fishing for salmon
was forbidden in the Thames between Graves-
end and Henley-on-Thames.

kip'-per, a. [Etym. doubtful.] Amorous,
sprightly, gay, light-hearted.

kipper-nut, a. The pig-nut or earth-nut.

kip'-per, v.t. [Kipper, s.] To cure and pre-
serve, as salmon or herrings, by splitting thein
open, salting, and smoke-drying them.

kip'-Skin, s. [Eng. kip, and skin.]

Tanning : The same as Kip (1), (q.v.).

kirb, s. [Curb.]

kirb-roof, ;>. [Curb-roof.]

Mr-i-a-chu'-na, s. [Ceylonese.]

Bot. : The Cowplant of Ceylon, Gymnema
lactifermn. [Gymnema.]

kirk, kirke, s. jleel. kirgja; Dan. kirke

;

Sw. kyrka, all from A.S. cirice, circe = a
church (q.v.).]

1, A church.
"To kirk he on the Sabbath-day
Went hand in hand with her."
Wordsworth : TJie Blind Highland Boy.

2. The Established Church of Scotland.
"The violent men among them were ever pressing

the purging the kirk."—Burnet: Hist. Own Time, bk. l

kirk-session, «.

Presbyterianism : A "court" in the Esta-
blished and other Presbyterian Churches. It

consists of the minister and elders, and has
charge of the spiritual affairs in the parish or
congregation.

kirk, v.t. [Kirk, s.] To church. (Scotch.)

* kirked, a. [Etym. doubtful; cf. A.S. cerrcm
= to turn.] Crooked, bent.

" His eyes red sparkling as the fire glow,
His nose frounced full kirked stood."

Romaunt of the Rose.

kirk -man, *kirke-man, s. [Eng. kirk,

and mem.] One belonging to the church ; a
minister.

"Let neither your governor nor your kirkeman
feede you forth with fayre wordes."— Holinshed :

Descript. Eng., bk. ii., ch. xviiL

kirn.i./. [Kirn, s.] To churn. (Scotch.)

kirn, s, [Icel. kinm.]

1. A churn (q.v.).

2. The feast of harvest-home, so called
because a churnful of cream formed aa impor-
tant part of the entertainment.

"His rustic kirn's loud revelry.*
Scott: Marmion, iv. (Introd.)

kirsch-was'-ser (w as v), i. [Ger., from
kirsclie = cherry (Lat. cerasus), and wasser =
water.] An alcoholic liquor distilled from the
fermented juice of the black cherry.

kirs'-en, kirs-ten, v.t. [Christen.] To
christen, to baptize.
(Scotch.

)

"The four-gill chap, we'se
gar him latter.

And kirsen him wi"
reekiu' water."

Burns : Epistle to

J. Lnpraik.

* kir'-s ome, a.

[Chrisom.] Christian,
baptized.

kirs'-ten-ing, kirs-
nlhg," s. [Christen-
ing.]

kir" -tie, *klr'-tel,
* kur - tel, * kir -

telle, s. [A.S. cyr-

tel ; cogn. with Icel.

kyrtill ; Dan. kiortel~
a tunic, a gown ; Sw. kirtle.
kjortel — a petticoat.
According to Skeat a dimin. from skirt (q.v.).]

1. A sort of upper garment ; a gown ; a
petticoat ; a short jacket.
" Wearing her Norman oap, and her kirtle of blue, and

the ear-rings." Longfellow : Evangeline, i. 1,

2. A quantity of flax, about 100 lbs.

kir tie, v.t. [Kirtle, s.]

1. To dress in a kirtle.

" Yelling their uncouth dirge, long dauncedthe kirtlcd

ulan/' Byron : Childe Harold, ii. 71.

2. To give the appearance of a kirtle to ; to

tuck up.

kir'-tled (tied as teld), a. [Eng. kirtle)

;

ed.] Dressed in or wearing a kirtle.

kir'-wan-Ite, s. [Named by Thomson after

Kirwah, the mineralogist ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A soft, fibrous, green mineral,

occurring in the basalt of Antrim, Ireland.

Compos. : a hydrated silicate of alumina,

protoxide of iron and lime.

klsch'-tim-ite, s. [Named by KorovaetT
after its locality, Kischtim, Urals, Russia.]

Min. : An amorphous mineral, with greasy
lustre and dark-brownish-yellow colour ; thin
fragments, translucent. Compos. : a fluo-

carbonate of lanthanum and cerium. Found
sparsely in the gold washings of the Borsovka
river, Kischtim.

kish (1), s. [Ger. kies, kiss = gravel, pyrites.]

Smelting

:

1. A carburet of iron which, when cold,

appears in bright shining scales, but which
is in the liquid form in the iron-smelting
furnace, where, owing to its levity, it floats

upon the surface. It possesses most of the
properties of graphite, but contains less

carbon.

2. The impurities which float on the surface
of molten lead in a furnace.

kish (2), s. [Gael, ceis.] A fish-basket.

* Itis -met, s. [Pers. kusmut.] An Eastern
name for fate or destiny.

kiss, kisse, kysse, cusse, v.t. & i.

[A.S. cyssan ; Ger. kiissen; Dan. kysser ; Sw.
Icyssa.] [Kiss, s.]

A. Transitive :

I. Lit. : To express affection for by saluting
with the lips ; to salute with a kiss ; to caress
by joining lips.

" He took
The bride about the neck, and kist her lips."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iii. 2.

II. Figuratively:

1. To treat with fondness or affection ; to
delight in.

" The hearts of princes kiss obedience."
Shakesp. : Henry VIII., iii. L

2. To touch gently ; to meet.
" In such a night aa this,

WheD the sweet wind did gently kiss the trees.""
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, v. L

3. To reach to ; to touch.
"The towers kissed the clouds."

Shakesp. : Pericles, L 4.

B. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To join lips in affection or respect;
to salute or caress with kisses.

" Courtsied when you have and kissed."
\SIiakcsp. : Tempest, i. 2.

*2. Fig. : To touch, to meet, to come in
contact.

'" Like fire and powder, which, as they kiss, consume."
Shakesp. : Eomeo & Juliet, iL 6.

% (1) To kiss the dust : To die ; to be slain.

(2) To kiss tlie ground or earth : To bow down
in token of submission or repentance.

" They kneel, they kiss the earth."
Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, v. i.

(3) To kiss hands : To kiss the hand of the
sovereign on being appointed to and accepting
high office.

" Kneels, kisses hands, and shines again in place."
Cowper: Retire-.ient, 480.

(4) To kiss the rod: To submit Unely to
punishment.

kiss, "' cus, * kisse, ' kus, * kusse, s.

[A.S. cos; cogn. with Ger. kuss ; Dut. kus;
Icel. koss ; Dan. leys; Sw. kyss ; M. H. Ger.
kus.)

1. A salutation given by the lips in token
of affection.

" Last with a 7ciss he took a long farewell."
Dryden: Ovid; Metamorphoses xii.

2. A confection made of the whites of eggs,
powdered sugar, and currant jelly, mixed and
baked in an oven.

*kl9S'-a-ble, a. [Eng. kiss; -able.] De-
serving to be kissed ; that may be kissed.

r "J
nev

5,
r8

5.
w him look sterner and less kissable."—

Lytton: Tlie Caxtons, pt. xii., ch. v.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,
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*klSS-ee', s. [Eng. Iciss; -ee.] A person
kissed.

"This Hebe Mr. Gordon greeted with a loving kiss,
which the kissee resunted."—Lytton : Pelham, ch. h

kiss'-er, s. [Eng. kiss; -er.] One who kisses.

"Are you not he thai; is a kisser of men?"
Beaum. & Flet. : Martial Maid, ii. l.

klSS'-ing, pr. par., a. & s. [Kiss, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of saluting -with a
kiss ; a kiss.

"After so many bowings, crossings, and kissings of
the altar."—Burnet ; Eist. Reform, (an. 1548).

^- kissing comfits, s. } >K

*•
1. Orel. Lang. : Sugar-plums perfumed to

make the breath sweet.

2. Bot. : The roots of Eryngiwm maritimum,
candied. The plant is deemed an aphrodisiac.
They are the kissing comfits of Shakespeare.
[Ertngo-root.]

kissing-cmst, s. That portion of the
upper crust of a loaf which touches another.

" These baked him kissingcrusU, and those
Brought him small beer." King: Cookery.

kiss' miss, s. [Pers.]

Bot., &c. : A small variety of grape, from
which Shiraz wine is made.

* kiSS-wor-thy, a. [Eng. kiss, and worthy.]
Deserving of being kissed.

" Thy most kissworthy face.'

Sir P. Sidney : Sonnets ; Love.

kist, s. [Chest.]

lust, s. [Hind, qist.] In the East Indies an
instalment of a rent, tax, &c.

kist-vaen, s. [Cistvaen.]

*kit (1), v.t. [Cut, v.]

* kit (2), v.t. [Kit (2), s.] To place or put in
a tub or other vessel.

" The flsh is brought ashore again to the cooper's
offices, boiled, pickled, and kitted."—Pennant : The
Common Salmon.

kit (1), s. [Etym. doubtful
; perhaps a contr.

of A.S. cytere = a gittern ; Lat. cithara.] A
small violin, about sixteen inches long, played
with a bow of nearly the same length, used
by dancing-masters because of its convenience
for carrying from place to place.

kit (2), kitte, *kyt, s. [O. Dut. kitte = a
tub ; Dut. kit = a wooden can.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A large bottle.

2. A vessel of various kinds ; a milk-pail,
a tub.

" In pails, kits, dishes, basins, pinboukes, bowls,
; i Their scorched bosoms merrily they baste."
r Drayton : Moses, His Birth A Miracles.

3. That which contains the necessaries,
tools, &c., of a tradesman : hence, generally,
an outfit : as, a soldier's kit.

1, Used contemptuously with the adjective
whole for the entire lot or set : as, the wlwle
kit of them.

5. A cement for stuffing canvas to place over
the vents of carcasses to keep out the damp.

6. A flaring-bottomed tub for fish and butter.

II. Plwtog. : Also known as inside frame. A
thin, flat, rectangular frame of wood which
fits within a plate-holder for the purpose of
enabling the latter to carry a sensitized plate
smaller than that for which it was originally

designed. There may be many of these for

one holder, and they often fit one within the
other, forming a nest. The inside corners, as
is the case in the plate-holder itself, are pro-
vided with glass or hard rubber angle-pieces,
upon which the plate rests to prevent con-
tact between the wood and the nitrate of
silver solution adhering to the wet plate,
which would cause stains upon the negative.

kit (3), s. [Cat, Kitten.] A kitten.

kit cat, s. The eastern counties name
for tip-cat (q.v.).

. Kit-cat roll

:

Agric. : A kind of roller for land, in form
somewhat resembling a double cone, being
thickest in the middle and tapering towards
both ends.

kit -ai- bel'-i-a, s. [Named after Dr. Paul
Kitaibel, professor of botany at Pesth.]

Bot. : A genus of Malvaceae, Kitaioelki viti-

folia is a tall malvaceous plant with vine-like

leaves and white flowers. It is used in Hun-
gary as a vulnerary.

kit-ar

,

[Guitar.]

kit'-cat, kit'-kat, a. [See def] A term
used to designate a canvas used for portraits

of a peculiar size : viz., 2S or 29 by 36 inches.
The name originated from the circumstance
of that size being adopted by Sir Godfrey
Kneller for the portraits he painted of the
Kitcat Club, an association of eminent politi-

cal and literary characters, who took their
name from one Kit (Christopher) Cat, who
supplied them with the mutton pies which
formed their staple dish.

" Still, all that is fine in it might have been secured
on a kitcat canvas."—A thenamm. March l, 1882.

kitcat-likeness, s. A portrait painted
on the size of canvas described under kitcat
(q.v.) ; a portrait about half length in which
the hands are shown.

kitch' - en, * keen - ene, * kick - ene,
* kych-ene, * kitch-in, kuch-ene,
* kych-yne, s. & a. [A.S. cicen (for cycen),

from Lat. cogwina= a kitchen, from coquo —
to cook ; Ital. cucina.]

A. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language :

I. The room in a house where the food is

cooked ; a cooking-room ; a room appropriated
to cookery.
" Cool was his kitchen, though his brains were hot."

Dryden ; A bsalom & Achitophel, i. 621.

t 2. A utensil used for cooking meat.

3. Anything eaten with bread as a relish :

as meat, butter, eggs, fish, cheese, &c.
(Scotch.)

II. Naut. : The galley, the caboose.

B. As adj. : Belonging to or used in a
kitchen.

* kitch -en, * kitch-in, v.t. [Kitchen, s.]

1. To regale or feed in a kitchen.
" A fat friend at your master's house
That kitchin'd me for you to-day at diuner."

Hhakesp. : Comedy of Errors, v. 1.

2. To serve as kitchen to ; to give relish to

;

to render palatable. (Scotch.)

kitchen-fare, s. The fare or food of
servants.

kitchen-gain. Kitchen-stuff.

kitchen-garden, s. A garden in which
vegetables are cultivated for the table.

" The product of kitchen-gardens in all sorts of herbs,
sallads, plants, and legumes."

—

Sir W. Temple; Of
Gardening.

* kitchen-latin, s. Inferior Latin.

* kitchen - lee, s. Dirty soap-suds.
(Ford.)

kitchen-maid, s. A female servant
whose business it is to assist a cook, and
clean the utensils of a kitchen.

kitchen-middens, s. pi.

Archoiol.: Kjokkenmoddinger, refuse-heaps,
or shell-mounds—the names given to what
were formerly considered to be raised beaches
on the coast of Denmark, but which are now
proved to have been deposited by early man.
It was first observed by Prof. Steenstrup that,
in these supposed beaches, the shells belonged
entirely to full-grown or nearly full-grown in-

dividuals ; that they consisted of four species
—the oyster, the cockle, the mussel, and the
periwinkle—which do not live together, nor
require the same conditions, and would not
therefore be found together alone in a natural
deposit ; and, thirdly, that the stratum con-
tained scarcely any gravel, but consisted
almost entirely of shells. The discovery of
flint implements and of bones bearing the
marks of knives made it evident that these
beds were the sites of ancient villages, the
population of which lived principally on shell-
fish, but partly on the produce of the chase.
A committee was formed, consisting of Pro-
fessors Steenstrup, Forchhammer, and Wor-
saae, who examined a large number of these
deposits, collected many thousand specimens,
now in the Museum of Northern Antiquities
at Copenhagen, and embodied the result of
their labours in six reports to the Danisli
Academy of Sciences. Lord Avebury ob-
tained from a kitchen-midden at Haveloe in
18(51 "about a hundred fragments of bone,
many rude flakes, slingstones, and flint frag-

ments, together with nine rude axes of the

ordinary shell-mound type ;" and he was even

more successful in his visit to the Midden at

Meilgaard in 1S63. Kitchen-mid'lens are by
no means limited to Denmark. They exist on

the shores of the Moray Frith, at St. Valery,

close to the mouth of the Somme; in Corn-
wall and Devonshire, in Australia (Pinkerton :

Travels, ii. 473), in Tierra del Fuego (Darwin:
Journal, p. 234), in the Malay Peninsula

(Ethnol. Hoc. Trans, (n. s.), ii. 119), ami in

North (Wyiuan : American Naturalist, vol. ii.,

Nos. 8, 9, 11) and South America (Brett: Indian
Tribes). (Lubbock: Pre-historic Times, ch. vii.)

The following is a list of the remains of

vertebrata discovered in the shell-mounds :—

Fishes.—Herring, dab, dorse, eel.

Birds.—Capercailzie, several apecies of duch.0 and
geese, the wild swan, and tbe preat auk, now extinct.

Mammals.—Stag, roedeer, wild boar these three form-
ing 97 per cent of the whole; urns, 'dog, fox, wolf,
marten, otter, porpoise, seal, water-rat, beaver, lynx,
wild cat, hedgehog, bear, and mouse.

With regard to the time when these
kitchen-middens were formed, Lord Avebury
says : " On the whole, the evidence ap-

pears to show that the Danish shell-raounds

represent a definite period in the history of

that country, and are probably referrible to
the early part of the Neolithic Stone Age,
when the art of polishing flint implements
was known, but before it had reached its

greatest development."

* kitchen-physic, o. Nourishing diet,

for an invalid.

kitchen-range, s. A kitchen grate with
oven, boiler, &c, attached for cooking.

kitchen -stuff, 5. Fat, dripping, &c,
collected from roasted meat, dripping-pans,
&c.

" A thrifty wench scrapes kitchen-stuff." Donne.

kitchen - wench, s. A kitchen-maid,
(q.v.).

"Laura to hia lady was but a kitchen-wench ; marry.

kitchen-work, s. Cookery ; the work
connected with a kitchen or cookery.

kitch'-en-er, a. [Eng. kitchen; -er.]

* 1. A cook.

2. A kitchen range.

* kitch -en ist, s. [Eng. kitcJien ; -ist.] A
cook.

kite (1), * kyte, s. [A.S. cyta.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II. 1.

"The kite, who, by a light turning of his train,
moves his body which way he pleases. —iZa^ : On the
Creation, pt. i.

2. A name of reproach, denoting rapacity.
"Detested kite I thou liest." SJmkesp. : Lear, i. A.

3. An artificial bird or light frame covered
with paper or cloth, and flown at the end of a
string.

" He will madly burn, or childishly make paper
kites of his deeds."—Government of the Tongue.

4. Fictitious commercial paper or accom-
modation bills ; used especially in the phrase,
Tn_/7y a kite (q.v.).

II. Technically

:

1. Ornithology

:

(l)Si?t(7.:Milvus,agenus ofAquilime (Eagles)
The Common Kite is Milvus ictinus. It may
be known on the wing by its forked tail.

Above it is rufous ; below, rufous-brown, with
a narrow streak of blackish-brown down the
feathers ; the quills are black ; the tail crossed
with seven or eight black bars. Length about
two feet. It feeds 011 offal, also on moles,
frogs, mice, &c. It builds a nest of sticks and
rocks in a large tree, adding bones, rags, &c.
Once it was common near London, now it is

found chiefly in "Wales and Scotland. <and is

rare even there.

^[ The Swallow-tailed Kite is Elanoides fur-
catus, an American bird, and the European
Hcney-kite Pernis apivorus. [Pernis.]

(2) PI. : Swainson's name for his Cymindinse,
a sub-family of Falconidae. He places the
genus Milvus in Buteoninae.

2. Naut. .* One of tbe unusual sails above
the royal ; sky-sails, moon-rakers, &c.

U (1) Electrical kite : [Electric-kite].

(2) TojlyakiU:
Commercial slang : To keep one's credit up

by accommodation bills.

bell, bo^; po~ut, jc%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, a§; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious= shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d©L

;
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kite-eagle, ->.

Ornith. : Neopus malayensis, an aquiline bird

found iu the Himalayas and and other wooded
regions of India, and more sparingly in the

Malay peninsula.

kite-flier, s.

Commercial slang : One who raises money or

sustains his credit by the use of accommoda-
tion bills.

kite- flying, a.

Commercial slang: The act or practice of

raising money or sustaining one's credit by
the use of accommodation bills.

kite-shaped, a.

Archeeol. ; (For def. see extract).

"We find the kite-shaped shield represented In the
Bayeux tapestry ; a curious example of it is engraved
on a candlestick of the twelfth century, now in the
collection at Goodrich Court ; and a still more conclu-
sive instance Is the remarkable group of warriors, each
with nasal, spear, and kite-shaped shield, sculptured
on the lintel of Pordington Church. Dorchester, circ.

1120. Sir S. R. Meyriuk conjectures that the Normans
derived this shield from Sicily. There is, at any rate,

good evidence for believing that while it was in use In
Britain early in the twelfth century, the Northmen
retained their round shield till a later period. "—/>. Wil-
son: Prehistoric Annals, ii. 349.

kite (2), kyte, s. [A.S. cvrictti; Icel. kvidr;
Sw. gved; Goth, kwithus = the womb.] The
belly. (North of England & Scotland.)

* kite, v.i. [Kite (1), s.] To raise money or
to sustain one's credit by the use of accommo-
dation bills.

kite -foot, s. [Eng. kite, and foot] A sort of

tobacco" so named from its resemblance in

colour to a kite's foot.

* kites-foot, s. [Eng. kite's, and foot.] An
unidentified plant mentioned by Ainsworth.

kith, s. [A.S. cudhdhe, kiththe, from cydhdhe
= native land ; ci/dh = kin, from cudh, pa.

par. of cunnan = to know.] Acquaintances,
friends, relations, kin.

" It was a sair vex and grief to a' her kith and kin,"
—Scott ' Guy Mannering, ch. xxxvL

kith a-ra, s. [Cithara.]

* kithe, * kythe, v.t. <fcl [A.S. cwdft.=known,
pa." par. of cunnan = to know.] [Kid (3), v.]

A. Trans. : To make known ; to show, to

discover. •

B. Intrans. : To become known.

* kit -ish, * kyf-lSh, a. [Eng. kite (3), s. ;

-ish.] Resembling a kite
;
pertaining to a kite

;

like a kite.

" All your maners more agree
Unto the kytish klnde."

Turbervile : Woman to hir Loners.

* kit' -ling, * kit-tling, s. [Eng, kit (3)

;

snff. -ling; Icel. ketlingr ; Norw. kjetling = a
kitten.] A young animal ; especially, a young
cat, a kitten. (Holland: Plinie^k. xxix.t ch. iv.)

kitlish, u,. [KlTTLISH.]

kit-miit'-gar, s. [Khitmuqar.]

kit-ta-Cin'-cla, s. [Gr. tttrra (kitta), for

kIo-o-o, (kissa) = a chattering, greedy bird, like

the jay, and Ki'yKAo? (kingklos)= a kind of wag-
tail or water ousel.]

Ornith. : A genus of Sylvidse, sub-family
Erythacinse (Robins). Kittacincla macroura is

the Indian Nightingale (q.v.).

* kitte, pret. of v. [Cut, v.]

kit-tel, v.t. [Kittle.]

kit-ten, * kit-oun, * kyt-on, s. [A dimin.
from'cai (q.v,).] A young cat ; the young of

the cat.

v " The kitten too was comical,
She play'd bo oddly with her tail."

Whitehead: Variety

kitten moth, s.

Entom. : A small species of Cerura, a genus
of moths, family Notodontidse. They are akin
to, but smaller than the Puss-moth, Cerura
vinula, whence the English names.

kit -ten, v.i. & i. [Kitten, s.]

A, Intrans. : To bring forth young, as a cat.

B. Trans. ; To bring forth kittens.

"We took a kitling that had been kittened the day
before, .aid put it into a very small receiver."

—

Boyle

:

Works, iil. 800.

* kit' -ten- hood, s. [Eng. kitten; -hood,]

The state or time of being a kitten.

* kit'-ten-ish, a. [Eng. kitten; -ish.] Kit-

ten-like, playful.
" Such a kittenish disposition."

—

Richardson : Sir C.

Grandison, iv, 115.

klt'-ti-wake, s. [Named from its cry at

breeding-time.]

Ornith. : A gull, Larus tridactylus, so called

because the fourth toe is only a small tubercle

without any projecting horny nail or claw.

Length, 15| inches ; head, neck, and under-
surface white ; back and wings, French gray ;

legs short and dusky ; toes and interdigital

membranes dusky. Found in the highest
latitudes, and as far south as Tripoli. Com-
mon on the coasts of England and Scotland.
(Yarrell.)

kit -tie (1), * kyt-ell, v.t. [Norw. kjetla =
to kittle ; kjetling — a kitling, a kitten.] To
bring forth young, as a cat ; to kitten.

kit'-tle (2), v.t. [A.S. citelian; Dut. kittelen

;

Icel. kitla ; Ger. kitzeln.] To tickle ; to ex-

cite a pleasant sensation in.

kltf-tle, a. [Kittle (2), v.] Hazardous, de-
ceptive, perilous, ticklish ; not to be trusted.

" I maun ride to get to Liddel or it be dark, for your
Waste has but a kittle character."

—

Scott: Guy Man-
nering, ch, xxii.

kit -tling, s. [Kitling.]

kif-tlish, et. [Eng. kittle) (2), v.; -ish.]

Ticklish.

klt-tly, a. [Eng. kittl(e) (2), v. ; -Iv.] Tick-
lish, susceptible, sensitive. (Scotch!)

klt-ty-sol', s. [Sp. quitasol.] The Chinese
paper parasol.

kive, s. [Keeve.]

kiv'-er, v.t. [Cover, v.] To cover.

"It will be but a muckle through-stane laid down
to kiver the gowd."—Scott: Antiquary, ch. xxv.

ki'-wi, ki'-Wi ki'-wi, *. [From the cry of

these birds.]

Ornith. ; The New Zealand name for birds of

the genus Apteryx (q.v.).

kj'-er-ulf-ine (j as i), s. [Named by Von
Kobell after the Norwegian mineralogist,
Kjerulf; sufif. -ine (Min.).}

Min : Regarded by Von Kobell as a distinct
species, differing from Wagnerite in containing
a large amount of fluorine and a small per-

centage of lime. Later investigations have
shown, however, that these differences are

due to alteration, and that the mineral is

identical with Wagnerite (q.v.).

klap -roth-ine, klap'-roth-ite (h silent),

s. [Named by Beudant after the mineralogist
Klaproth ; suff. -ine, -ite (Min).}

Mineralogy

:

1. The same as LAZULiTE(q.v.).

2. The same as Klaprotholite (q.v.).

klap-roth'-o-lite (h silent), s. [An alteration
suggested by Bruch, from the Klaprothite of
Petersen and Sandberger, this name having
been already given to Lazulite by.Beudant.
Named after Klaproth, the mineralogist.]

Min. : A sulphide of bismuth and copper,
related to Wittichenite (q.v.). Distinguished
by its distinct cleavage, and larger proportion
of bismuth. Occurs at many places iu Baden.

kleen'-boc, s. [Dut. = little blue goat.]

Zool. ; Antilope perpusilla, a pigmy antelope
found at the Cape of Good Hope. It is about
a foot high at the shoulder, with small erect
black horns, somewhat approaching atthe tips.

klep-td-ma'-m-a, s. [Gr. kActttw (klepto) =
to steal, and p.a.via (mania)= madness, mania.]

Pathol. : A species of moral insanity, dis-

playing itself in an irresistible desire or pro-
pensity to steal.

klep-to-ma'-ni-ac, s. [Kleptomania.] One
who suffers from kleptomania.

klick, v.i. [Click, v.i.]

klick, klick -ing, ». [Click, s.

klick -et, s. [Clicket.]

Fort. : A gate in a palisade for the passage
of a sallying party.

kli-no-croc -ite, & [Named by Sandberger.

from Gr. kAxV<u (klino) = to incline, and kaoko?

(krokos) — saffron.]

Min. ; A mineral occurring in minute crys-

tals of a deep saffron-yellow colour. Probably
monoclinic in crystallization. Compos. : a
hydrated sulphate of alumina, sesquioxide of

iron, soda, and potash. Formed by the de-

composition of pyrites in basalt-tuff, near
Bischofsheim.

kli-nom'-e-ter, s. [Clinometer.]

kli-no-phse'-ite, s. [G. kAiW (klino) = to in-

cline, and Scurfs (phaios) = dusky.]

Min. : A blackish-green mineral, probably
clinic in crystallization ; crystals microscopic;

sp. gr. 2,979; lustre vitreous, translucent to

opaque, taste astringent. Compos. : a hy-
drated sulphate of iron, alumina, potash, and
soda. Occurs near Bishofsheim.

kli'-O, s. [Clio.]

klip -das, s. [Dut. = cliff-badger.]

Zool. ; Hyrax capensis, the Cape Coney.
[Hvrax.]

klip- spring -er, klipp-spring -er, s.

[Dut. = cliff-springer.]

Zool. : Oreotragus saltator, an olive-coloured

antelope of heavy build allied to the Steinbok.

It is scarcely two feet high, its horns about
four inches long, curving a little forward.

Once common, but now much rarer at the

Cape of Good Hope. Like the chamois of

Europe, it inhabits inaccessible, rocky heights.

klip' stein-ite, s. [Named by Kobell after

Professor Von Klipstein ; suff. -ite (Min).'}

Min. : An amorphous compact mineral with
dull lustre ; colour, dark-brown to black,

streak, reddish-brown, opaque. Compos. : a

hydrated silicate of manganese and iron, and
is probably only impure rhodonite (q.v.).

kloof, 5. [Dut. = a gap.] A ravine, a gully.

(South Africa.)

* kld-pe-ma'-ni-a, s. [Gr. /cAomj (klope) =
theft, and uaw'a '(mania) = madness.] The
same as Kleptomania (q.v.).

* klos'-ter, s. [Ger.] A cloister.

"Bella that from the neighbouring kloster.

Rang for the Nativity."
Longfellow ; florman Baron.

K. M. G. An abbreviation for Knight of the
Order of St. Michael and St. George.

g^* Initial k is always silent before n.

* knab, v.t. [Dut. knappen.] [Knap.]

1. To bite, to gnaw.
"I had much rather lie knobbing crusts, without

fear, in my own hole, than be mistress of the world
with cares."— L'Estrange: Fables.

2. To catch, to seize. [Nab.]

' knab -ble, v.i. [Afreq. from knab (q.v.).]

To bite, to nibble.
" Horses will knabble at walla and rata gnaw iron."—

Browne.

knack, * knakke, s. [Of imitative origin :

Gael, cnac = a crack, a crash ; cnac = to crack,

to crash ; Ir. cnag = a noise, a crack ; cnagaim
= to knock, to strike ; "Wei. cnec = a crash, a
snap ; cnecian = to crash, to jar ; Dut. knak
= a crack ; knakken = to crack ; Dan. knage
= to creak, to crack ; Sw. knaka = to crack.]

* 1. A trick.

"The more quainte knakkes that they make."
Chaucer ; C. T., 4,049.

2. A little machine ; a pretty contrivance

;

knick-knack.
" When I was young, I was wont

To load my she with knacks."
Shakesp. ; Winter's Tale, iv. 4.

3. Readiness, dexterity, adroitness ; facility

of performance.
" We have neither the knack of persuading ourselves

eo readily, nor the humour of sticking to a fashion bo
obstinately."— Warburton : Doctrine of Grace.

4. That which requires dexterity, adroit-
ness, or special aptitude.

* knack, * knacke, v.t. & i. [Knack, s.]

A. Trans. : To crack.
" To move, knack, or waggle the fingers like a jugler."

—Cotgrave.

B. Intransitive:

1. To crack ; to make a sharp, cracking noise.
"If they can hear their beads knacke upon each

other, they are not bid to care for hearing their praiera
reflect upon heaven."—Bishop Hull: Quo Vadis t

2. To talk affectedly or mincingly.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oa - e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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* knack' er (1), s. [Eng. knack; -er.}

1. A maker of small wont, toys, or knick-
knacks.

2. One of two pieces of wood used as play-
things by boys, who strike them together by
moving the hand ; castanets, bones.

knack-er (2), s. [Icel. knakkr — a saddle.]

1. A maker of harness, collars, &c, for
carthorses.

2. A dealer in old horses ; a horse-slaugh-
terer.

' knack -ish, a. [Eng. knack, s. ; -ish.]

Artful, knavish, tricky.

"Beating the air with knackish forms of gracious
speeches."—H. More : Myst. of Godliness, 479.

* knack' - ish - ness, s. [Eng. knackish

;

-nm.] The quality or state of being knack-
ish ; artifice, trickery, cunning, knavishness.

* knack'-y, a. [Eng. knack, s. ; -y.] Having
a knack ; artful, dexterous, tricky.

knag, * knagg, * knagge, s. [Ir. cnag =
a knob, a peg ; cnaig = a knot in wood ; Gael.
cnag (1) = a pin, a peg ; cnag (2) = to crack,
to snap the fingers ; Dan. knag = a wooden
peg, a cog ; Sw. knagg = a knag, a knob in
wood.]

1. A knot in wood ; a protuberance ; a
wart.

2. A peg on which to hang things.
" Take here the golde in a bagg.

I schall hyt hynge on a knagg.
At the schypp Dorde ende."

Le Bone Florence (Ritson, v. 3).

3. The shoot of a deer's horn.
" Wonderful horns for bigness, and most dangerous

hy reason of their sharp acid branching knags."—
P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 1,089.

i. The rough or rugged top of a hill or rock.

knagged, a. [Eng. knag ; -ed.] Having knags,
knots, or protuberances.

"The great hornB of beetles, such especially as be
knagged as it were with small teeth."—P. Holland;
Plinie, bk. xiii., ch. xv.

knag'-gi-ness, s. [Eng. knaggy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being knaggy.

knag'-gy, a. [Eng. knag; -y.]

1. Lit. : Full of knags or knots ; rough with
knots ; knotty.

2. Fig. : Bough in temper.

* knakke, e. [Knack, 5.]

knap, * knappe, s. [A variant of knob
(q.v.); Icel. knappr; Dan. knap; Wei. cnap.]

1. A protuberance, a knob, a swelling.

2. A hillock ; a rising ground ; a summit.
" You shall see many fine Beats set upon a knap of

ground."—Bacon.

* knap-knob, s. A swelling lump.

* knap, v.t. & i. [Dut. knappen= to crack, to
crush ; cog. with Dan. kneppe= to snap, to
crack with the fingers ; knep — a scrap, a
crack.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To break with a noise ; to snap.
" He knapped the staff of the dart asunder."—

North : Plutarch, p. 306.

2, To strike so as to make a sharp, cracking
noise.

"Take a vessel of water, and knap a pair of tongs
some depth within the water, and you shall hear the
sound of the tongs well."—Bacon : Nat. Hist, § 133.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To make a sharp, cracking noise.
" The people"standing by heard it knap in."— Wise-

man: Surgery, bk. vii., ch. v.

2. To snap, to bite.

" These , , . were always knapping and kicking at
such examples and sentences as they felt sharp."—
Strype : Memorials ; Henry VIII. (an. 1535).

knap'-bot-tle, a. [Eng. knap, and Eng.
bottle.']

Bot. : One of the names of the Bladder-
Campion (Silene infiata).

* knappe, *. [Nap.]

knap'-pi-a, s. [Named after Mr. Knapp,
author of a work on British grasses.]

Sot. : A genus of grasses, tribe Phalaridese.
The old Knappia agrostidea is called by Sir
Joseph Hooker Chamagrostis minima. It
flowers in March and April, and is found in
wet sands, especially near the sea, in Anglesea
and Jersey. Formerly abundant in Essex.

knap-ping, pr. par. or a. [Knap, v.]

knapping hammer, s. A hammer for

breaking stones.
" Ye'd better taen up spade and shools.

Or knappin-hammers."
Burns : Epistle to J. Lapraik.

* knap-pish, knap pische, a. [Eng. knap,
v. ; -ish.] Snappish, cross, surly.

" He rejected the duke's request with many spitefull
and knappische wordes."'—Grafton : Richard III. (an. 2).

* knap pie, v.i. [Eng. knap, v. ; freq. suff.

le.] To break off with a sharp, cracking
noise.

* knap' - py, a. [Eng knap, s. ; -y.] Full of
knaps or knobs ; knobby.

knap sack, s. [Dan. knapzak = a provision-
bag, a knapsack : knap = eating ; knappen =
to eat, and zak= a sack, a bag.] A soldier's

or tourist's case or wrapper for clothes, &c,
to be carried on the back during a march ; a
tourist's or traveller's satchel.
" And each one fills his knapsack or his scrip
With some rare thing that on the field la found."

Drayton : Barons' Wars, 1.

knap weed, s. [Eng. knap, and weed.]

Bot. : The genus Centaurea (q.v.). The
Brown-rayed Knapweed is Centaurea Jacea, a

SMALL KNAPWEED.

doubtful native of Britain. The Black Dis-
coid Knapweed is C. nigra, and the Greater
Knapweed C. Scabiosa.

knar, t knaur, * knare, s. [O. Dut. knorre

;

Ger. knorren = a gnar, a knot in a tree.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A knot in a tree or in wood.
" Or woods with knots and knaves deformed and old,
Headless the most, and hideous to behold."

Dryden. (Todd.)

2. Bot. (Chiefly of the form knaur) : A knot
or tumour varying in size from that of a pea
to that of a cocoanut, on the stem or root of
the hawthorn and some other trees. They
may be used for propagation. [Exostosis.]

knark, s. [Etym. doubtful; probably con-
nected with knar (q.v.).l A hard-hearted,
surly person. (Slang.)

knarl, s. [A dimin. from knar (q.v.).] A
knot in a tree.

knarled, a. [Eng. knarl

;

a knarled oak.
-ed.] Knotted : as,

knarred, «. [Eng. knar; -ed.] Knarled,
knotty.

" The knarred and crooked cedar knees."
Longfellow : Building of the Ship.

*knar'-ry, u. [Eng. knar; -y.] Knarled,
knotty.

knauff ite, *. [Etym. doubtful.]

Miii. : The same as Bolborthite (q.v.).

knaur, s. [Knar.]

knau '- ti-a (t as sh), s. [Named after Chris-
topher Knaut, a Saxon physician and botanist
at Halle, who died in 1694. (Paxton, &e.)]

Bot. : Formerly an independent genus of
Composites, but now reduced to a sub-genus
of Scabiosa. The receptacle is hemispheric,
covered with hairs, the involucre four-fur-
rowed ; the calyx teeth of 8-16 deciduous
bristles. Scabiosa (Knavtia) arvensis is a hairy
plant two to five feet high, with lilac or blue
flowers ; wild in Britain, Northern Europe,
Siberia, and North Africa. Here it flowers
from July to September.

knave, s. [A.S. cnafa — a boy ; cogn. with
Dut. knaap= a lad, a servant ; Icel. knapi =
a servant-boy ; Sw. kndfvel = a rogue ; Ger.
knabe =a boy.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Originally a boy.
" If it is afoiai/fl child, ale ye him ; If it la a womman,

kepeye."— Wycliffe: Exod. i. 1G.

* 2. A servant.
" And bit his knave knele, that shall bis coppe holde.

He loketh alle louring." Piers Plowman, p. 83.

3. A false, deceitful, tricky fellow ; a dis-

honest person ; a trickster.

" Of these a large proportion were knaves and liber-

tines."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

IL Cards ; One of the court-cards, having
on it a picture of a soldier or a servant ; a jack.

knave bairn, s. A male child.
" Ye'll no hinder her gieing them a present o" a bonny

knave-bairn."—Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxiv.

* knave, v.t. [Knave.] To make a knave of.

"To ensnare the squire and knave themselves. "—
Gentleman Instructed, p. 477.

knav'-er-y, a. [Eng. knave; -ry.]

1. Dishonesty, trickery ; the actions or
practices of a knave ; petty villainy.

"Why do they run away? this Is a knavery of
them, to make me afeard." — Shakesp. : Midsummer
Night's Dream, iii. 1.

2. Mischief; mischievous tricks or practices.

" We'll revel it as bravely as the best,
With amber bracelets, beads, and all thlB knavery.''

Shakesp. : Taming ofShrew, iv. 3.

knave-ship, s. [Eng. knave; -ship.] Mill-

dues paid to the knave or servant at a mill

by those who were bound to have their grain
ground there only. (Scotch.)

" Lock, gowpen, and knaveship, and all the various
exactions now commuted for money."—Scott : Heart
of Midlothian, ch. vii.

* knav -ess, 5. [Eng. knav(e) ; -ess.] A female
knave ; a knavish woman. (Carlyte.)

knav ish, a. [Eng. knav(e); -ish.]

1. Acting like a knave ; dishonest, fraudu-
lent.

" There were many knavish politicians in the Bouth."
—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

2. Characterized by knavery ; dishonest.
" For man to man, or even to woman paid
Praise is the medium of a knavish trade."

Cowper : To an afflicted Protestant Lady.

3. Mischievous, waggish, roguish,
" Cupid is a knavish lad,
Thus to make poor females mad."
Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, HI. 2.

knav ish ly, adv. [Eng. knavish; -ly.]

1. In a knavish manner ; dishonestly.
" One of those slaves whom they call Blotes, had

behaved hlmselfe somewhat too insolently and knav-
ishly against him."—/1

. Holland ; Plutarch, p, 848.

2. Mischievously, roguishly.

knav ish ness, s. [Eng. knavish; -ness.]

The quality or state of being knavish

;

knavery, dishonesty.

* knaw, v.t. [Gnaw.] To knaw, to bite.
" Frowning and frotingand knawing on his lippes."

—Sir T. More : Workes, p. 64.

knaw el, s. [Ger. knauel, knauel = clue, a
ball of thread ; Dut. knawel; Dan. knavel;
Sw. knafvel; Fr. gnavelle.]

Bot. : The genus Scleranthus (q.v.). Two
are British, the Annual and Perennial Knawel.
Both are small plants with inconspicuous
greenish flowers in axillary leafy clusters. The
first is frequent ; the second found only in
Radnor and. on the borders of Norfolk and
Suffolk. They may not be quite distinct.

knead, * knede, v.t. [A.S. cnedan, gecnedan;
cogn. with Dut. kneden; Icel. knodha; Sw.
knada ; Ger. kneten ; O. H. Ger. chnetan

;

Russ. gnetate, gnesti.]

1. To work up with the hands into a mass,
as the materials of bread, cake, &c. ; to work
and press with the hands or feet ; to work or
incorporate into dough.

" Smith, cobbler, Joiner, he that plies the shears,
And he that kneads the dough ; all loud alike,
All learned and all drunk !

"

Cowper : Task, iv. 477.

* 2. To beat, to pound into a jelly.

*' I will knead him : I'll make him supple."
Shakesp. : Troiius & Cresstda, il. 8.

knead er, s. [Eng. knead; -er.] One who
kneads dough.

knead -ing, kned-yng, pr. par., u,., & a.

[Knead.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of working up or in-
corporating into a mass, as dough.

b6il, btfy; pout, jtf^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing
cian, - tian = shan* - tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = tool, d$L
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kneading-trough, *knedyng-
trowh, s. A trough or tray in which duugh
is worked up.

'" A knedynq-trowh, or elles a kemelyn,
For ech of us." Chaucer : C. T„ 3.548.

* knead'-ing-ly, adc. [Eng. kneading ; -ly.]

Like one who kneads.
" Who loosed it with her hands, pressed kneadingly."

Leigh Hunt : Foliage, p. 'M.

kneb'-el-lte, s. [Named by Dobereiner after

Major von Knebel ; suff. -ite(Min.).~\

Min. : A crystalline massive mineral, colour
grayish-black to black, also gray and spotted
with various tints ; opaque ; fracture feub-

conchoidal. Compos. ; a silicate of the prot-

oxides of iron and manganese, the formula
being (^FeO-HMnO^SiOo. Occurs in large

masses at Dannemara, Sweden.

kneck, s. [Etym. doubtful; cf. knag; or
possibly from kink, by metathesis.]

Naut. : A twist in a rope or cable.

knedde, pret. of v. [Knead.]

* knede, v.t. [Knead.]

knee, kne, *cneo, s. [A.S. cued, cneoiv —
a knee; cogn. with Dut. knie ; Icel. kne;
Dan. knee; Sw. lend; Ger. knie; O. H. Ger.

chniu ; Goth, kniu ; Lat. genu ; Gr. 70VV
(gonu); Sansc. jdnu. The root is unknown.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1.

" The queen that bore thee,
Oftener upon, her knees than 011 her feet,

Died every day she lived."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 3.

*2. Figuratively:

(1) A genuflection ; a bending of the knee in

xespect.
" Your knee, sirrah I "—Shakesp. : Coriolunns, v. 3.

(2) A courtesy.

"Came in with cap and knee."

,
Shakesp. : l Henry IV., iv. 3.

* (3) A crag, a rock, a prominence.
v

. "Did hang upon the ragged rockie knees."
Spenser: F. Q„ I. ix. 34.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : The articulation uniting the thigh
and the leg bones. [Knee-joint.]

2. Architecture :

(1) A part of the back of a handrailing of a

convex form ; that of a concave form is a

;

ramp.

(2) A term sometimes used for the return of

the drip-stone at the spring of an arch.

3. Carpentry

:

(1) A piece of wood having a natural bend,
or sawed to shape, and litting into an angle as

1 a brace and strut.

(2) An elbow piece which connects parts in

which the side plates are let into the pieces of

timber and bolted thereto. The flanges lap

around the edges.

(3) A piece framed into or connecting the
bench and runner of a sled or sleigh. It is

usually mortised into the respective parts.

^_ (4) An elbow or toggle-joint.

4. Shipbuilding : A compass timber ; a

naturally-grown bent piece used to secure

parts together, acting as a brace and tie. The
back or 'outside bent portion is fayed to the

parts to be united. The exterior angle of a

knee is the breech ; the interior angle is the

elbow or throat. The square knee has a right

angle ; the knee without a square has an ob-

tuse angle ; the knee within a square has an
acute angle. The knee derives its specific

name from its position, or the parts to which
it is accessory.

* ^ To sit an one's knees : To kneel.

knee breeches, s. pi. Breeches which
reach only down to the knees.

- knee-brush, s.

Zool. {chiefly pi.): Tufts or brushes on the

knees of some antelopes.

knee-cap, &.

1. Anat. : A sesamoid, heart-shaped bone
in front of the knee, attached to four muscles,
with the broad part upwards, and the apex
downwards. It articulates with the two con-

i
dyles of the femur.

2. Harness ; A padded or leather cap, secured
by straps over the knees of racing, hunting,
and other valuable horses when at exercise,

- to protect the part against abrasion in case of

an accidental fall. It is made of fabric, lea-

ther, caoutchouc, gutta-percha, compressed
cork in a double pad, &c.

knee-cords, s. pi. Corded knee-breeches.

-knee-crooking, a. Bending or bow-
ing the knee ; obsequious, cringing.

"Many a duteous and knee-crooking knave."
Shakesp. : Othello, i. 1.

knee-deep, a. & adv.

A. As adj. : Rising to the height of the
knees ; knee-high.

"The absence of the old knee-deep stubbles which
the old sickle used to leave."—J'ull Mall Gazette,
Sept. l, 1884.

B. As adv. : Sunk to the knees, or to the
height of the knees.

"Where knee-deep the trees were standing."
Longfellow: Song of Hiawatha, xvii.

knee-high, a. Rising to the knees, or

to the height of the knees.

knee-joint, s.

1. Anat. : A ginglymoid articulation of
large size, formed by the femur, patella, and
the tibia and fibula. It is provided with
thirteen distinct ligaments, the first rive are
external to the
articulation,
the next five

internal, and
thcotherthree
mere folds of
synovial mem-
brane. There
are two fibro-

cartilages and
a synovial
membrane,
and in connec-
tion with the
patella are two
mucous bursa?.

The action of
the knee-joint
is one of the
s t r 11 g e s t in

the body, and
is perfect in

respect of
flexion and ex-

tension, and
when the knee
is semiflexed a very small amount of rotation

is^obtainable. The ligaments are, the anterior,

posterior, internal lateral, two external lateral,

anterior or external crucial, posterior or in-

ternal crucial, transverse, two coronary, liga-

mentum mucosum, and ligamenta alaria (false),

two semilunar fibro-cartilages, and the syno-
vial membrane.

2. Macli. : A joint consisting of two pieces
articulated endwise to each other, like the
human knee ; a toggle-joint.

Knee-joint press : A press in which power is

applied by means of a double knee-joint arti-

culated at the top to the upright framework,
and at the bottom to a cross-head, from
which proceeds the shaft whicli applies the
force, and which works through a guide. At
the junction of the branches the articulations

are made with masses of metal forming screw-
nuts, through which passes a horizontal
screw, right-handed for one half its length,
and left-handed for the other half. This
screw is operated at first by means of a set of

crank-handles at one end of it ; and when the
resistance becomes very great, by means of a
counterpoised ratchet lever, which works in

the middle of the frame. The force applied
in this way is very great, since the operator
can act on the lever with his whole weight.

,

knee-jointed, a.

Bot. : Bent abruptly like a knee
; genicu-

lated. as the stems of many grasses.

knee-piece, *.

Arch.. A knee-rafter (q. v.).

knee-pine, 6.

Lot. : Piims pumilio nana.

knee-rafter, s.

Arch. : A rafter the lower end or foot of
which is crooked or turned down so as to rest
firmly on the walls.

knee-stop, s.

Music : A mechanical contrivance on har-
moniums, by which certain shutters are made
to open gradually when the knees are pressed
against levers conveniently placed for the

KNEE-JOINT.
Section of Knee-joint, showing
synovial cavity. B. Knee-joint
from before, showing crucial liga-

ments and semilunar cartilages.

purpose. A crescendo and diminuendo are-

thus produced.

knee-string, s.

Anat. : A ligament or tendon of the knee,

(Addison, in Annandale.)

knee-swell, s.

Music : An arrangement in an harmonium:
or organ by which a greater or less amount of

wind may be turned on to the reeds or pipes to

vary the loudness of the tone.

knee-timber, s.

1. Timber of a bent or angular shape, suited

for ship-building.

2. The knee of a ship.
" Her strong knee-timbers, and the mast that bears
The loftiest of her pendants."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. viL

* knee-tribute, s. Worship or reverence
shown by kneeling or genuflection.

" Coming to receive from us
Knee-tribute yet unpaid, prostration vile 1

"

Milton: P.L.,1. 78a.
* knee, v.t. [Knee, s.]

1. To pass over on the knees.
" A mile before his tent fall down, and knee
The way into his mercy."

Sltakesp. : Coriolanus, v. Il

2. To kneel to.
" I could as well be brought

To knee his throne, and squire-like pension beg."
Shakesp.: Lear, ii. 4_

kneed, a. [Eng. lcne(e); -ed.]

4 '

1. Ord. Lang. : Having knees ; only in>

composition : as, weak-/jHeecf, knock-/:?ieed, &c
2. Bot. : The same as Knee-jointed (q.v.).

knee'-hdl-ly, knee-holm (or I silent), &.

[Eng. knee, and holly, holm.]

Bot. : liiiscus aculeatus.

knee -holm (I silent), s. [Knee-hollt.J

kneel, * knele, * knelen, v. i. [Eng. knee,
s, ; suff. -I; Dan. kneele; Dut. knielen.] To
bend the knees ; to fall on the knees.

" When thou dost ask me blessing, I'll kneel down,
And ask of thee forgiveness : so we '11 live."

tihakesp. : Lear, v. 3.

kneel'- er, s. [Eng. kneel; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who kneels ; one who worships by
kneeling.

2. A stool or cushion for kneeling on.
" His parishioners presented him with . . . sanctuary

carpets and kneelers for the Ladye Chapel."

—

Somerset
& W dt* Journal, Nov. 22, 1884.

II, Ch. Hist. : A name given to certain cate-

chumens allowed to be present at the sermons
and at part of the liturgy, and to receive the
benediction. The name was also given to>

penitents (q.v.) enjoying the same privilege.

kneel irig, * knel-ynge, pr. -par., u., &, o-_

[Kneel.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See.

the verb).

C, As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of bending the
knee ; worship by bending or falling on the
knees

;
genuflection.

"The first servant of a court in which prayers are
morality and kneeling is religion."

—

Junius: Letter 15.

2. Ecclesiol. & Ch. HU>t. : In the third cen-
tury Christians were accustomed to stand
erect when thanking God for mercies received,
but knelt in self-abasement when they prayed.
(Cyprian: Be Oratione £ Constltnt. Apostol.,

bk. ii., ch. lix.) Kneeling at the name of Jesus
was ordered by the Pope in 1275.

* kneel'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. kneeling ; -ly.']

In a kneeling manner or posture ; with genu-
flections.

* kneen. * knene, s. vl. IKnee, s.}

knee pan, s. [Eng. knee, and pan.]

Anat. : The same as Knee-cap (q.v.).

kneepan-shaped, a.

Bot. : Broad, round, thick ; convex on the
lower surface, concave on the upper one,.

patelliform. Nearly the same as meniscoid,
but thicker. Example, the embryo of Flagel-
laria. (Lindlcy.)

knell, 5. [A.S. enyl; Sw. knall; Ger. knall

;

Wei. enell = a. passing-bell ; enall — a knell. 1
[Knell, v.]

1. Lit. : The sound of a bell when struck,
especially the sound of a bell rung at a funeral

fSte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wplf, work, wh6, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce — e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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or to announce a death ; a stroke upon a bell
made at periodic intervals, at the time of a
death or funeral ; a single stroke is made for
a child, two strokes for a woman, and three
for a man.

" Sever sighed at the sound of a knell,
Or smiled when a Sahbath appeared."

Cowper : Verses bu Alexander Selkirk.

2. Fig. : The death, the death-blow, the
end ; any sound or sign of the passing away
of anything.

" I feel the solemn Bound. If heard aright,
It is the knell of my departed hours."

Young : Night Thoughts, i. 59,

knell, * knille, * knolle, * knowl,
* knylle, v.i. & t. [A.S. cnyllan = to beat
noisily ; eogn. with Dut. knallen = to give a
loud report ; Dan. knalde (= knalle) = to ex-
plode ; Sw. knalkt = to make a loud noise ;

Ger. knallen; lcel. gnella = to scream.]

A. Intransitive:

I. Lit. : To sound as a funeral bell ; to knoll.
" Not worth a blessing nor a bell to knell for thee."

Beaum. & Flat. : Spanish Curate, iv. 1.

* II. Figuratively

:

1. To resound, to sound.
'

' Your fame
Knowls in the ear o' th' world."

Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1.

2. To sound as an omen or warning of
coming evil.

* B. Trans. : To summon or announce with
or as with a knell.

knelt, pret. & pa. par. [Kneel.]

* knet, pa, par, or a. [Knit.]

knev'-el, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To belabour
a man after being knocked down.

"Twa land-loupers jumpt out of a peat-hag on me
or I was thinking, and got me down, and /cnevell-ed me
aair aneuch."—Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. xxiv.

knew (ew as u), pret. of v. [Know.]

* knib, v.t. [Nib, v.]

knick'-er, s. [Dut. knikker.] A ball of baked
clay used as a marble by boys.

knick'-er- bock-ers, s. pi. [After Diedrich
Knickerbocker, one of Washington Irving's
characters, considered as typical of a Dutch-
man.] A kind of loose breeches, reaching just
below the knee, where they are gathered in
and made tight to the leg. They are chiefly
worn by sportsmen, tourists, and young boys.

knick'-ers, s. pi. [Knickerbockers.] A
familiar abbreviation for knickerbockers (q.v ).

"I recommend flannel knickers in preference to
flannel petticoats."—Queen, Oct. T U882.

knick-knack, s. [A reduplication of knack
= trick, toy.]

1. A trifle, a toy ; any little ornamental
article.

* 2. Light refreshment.

* knick-knack' a tor-y, s. [Eng. knick-
knack ; -atary.] A collection of things curious
rather than valuable.

"His house a sort of knickknackatory." — North:
Life of Lord Guilford, ii. 25J.

J knick-knack -er, s. [Eng. knickknack

;

-e>\] A trifler.

"Other kind of knlckknackcrs there are."—Breton:
Strange News, p. 6.

knick-knack'-er-y, .9. [Eng. knickknack;
-ery.] Knickknacks, trifles, toys, ornaments.

knife, * cnif, K knif, * knyf, * [A.S. cnif;
cogn. with Dut. knijf; lcel. knifr; Dan. kniv;
Sw. knif; Prov. Ger. kneif.]

1, A cutting instrument having a blade
sharpened on the edge, and distinguishable
from a sword, a coulter, and other things by
its form and uses. Knives are of various
/onus, shapes, and sizes, according to the
uses for which they are intended.

" Deep plunging, and again deep plunging oft,

His broad keen knife into the solid mass.

"

Cowper : Task, v. 35.
* 2. A sword, a dagger.
/- "He drow ys knyf, and slow the kyng."

' Robert of Gloucester, p. 104.

3. A blade in a machine, as in a straw-
cutter or rag-engine.

Iinife-basket, s. A basket in which
table-cutlery is kept.

knife-blade, *-. The blade or cutting
part of a knife.

knife-board, s,

1. Domestic : A piece of board with powdered
bath-brick, or covered with leather or compo-
sition when emery is used, to clean knives on.

2. A seat for passengers running the whole
length of the roof of an omnibus.

knife-box, s. A box in which table-

knives are kept.

knife-cleaner, s. An apparatus for

cleaning knives.

knife-edge, s. A sharpened steel edge
resting against a horizontal surface, the two
serving as a means of suspending a scale beam,
or the scales from the beam, of a delicate

balance, so as to obviate friction as much as

possible.

knife-file, s. A file with a very acute
edge, the cross-section being an isosceles

triangle with a short base. Known also as a
feather-edge file. It is used in cutting narrow
notches, and in making an entering kerf for

saws aud for files with broader edges ; also in
bevelling or chamfering the sides of narrow
grooves.

knife-grinder, s.

1. One whose business it is to grind or
sharpen knives.

2. A grindstone or emery-wheel for grind-
ing knives.

3. A machine for special service, as a stone
for grinding the knives of mowers and reapers.

It has a holder set at sucli an angle with, the
frame, and also at such an inclination, as to
present the triangular knife-sections to the
grinding face of the stone.

Knife-grinder's rot :

Pathol. : Bronchitis produced by the me-
chanical action of the particles of steel, &c,
inhaled into the lungs. Called also Grinder's
Asthma.

knife-handle, s. The handle of a knife.

"The less justifiable larcenies of the Swiss postilions,
who carried them off to sell for knife-handles."—
Byron: Childe Harold, ill. 63. (Note.)

knife-polisher, s.

Domestic: A machine for cleaning the rust
and stain from table-knives.

knife-rest, s. A small article of glass,
silver, &c., on which to rest the points of
carving-knives, forks, <fec.

knife-sharpener, s. An invention for
sharpening the edges of knives. There are
several kinds in use.

knife-tool,
knife.

A graver shaped like a

knife tray, s. A tray or basket in which
knives are kept.

knife, v.t. [Knife, s.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To stab or cut with a knife.
(Vulgar.}

2. Hortic. : To prune ; to cut back.
"We find it to be a mistake to knife the Morella

cherry."—Gardeners' Chronicle, No. 402 (1881), p, 331.

knight (gh silent), * cniht, * knygt,
* knyght, s. [A.S. cniht = a boy, a servant

;

cogn. with Dut. knecht ; Dan. knegt ; Sw.
knekt; Ger. knecht; cf. Ir. cniocht= a. soldier.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A male servant or attendant ; a fol-

lower, a dependant.

2. A champion, a lover ; one devoted to the
service of another.

" To honour Helen and to he her knight."
Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, ii. 2.

* 3. A man admitted to a certain degree of
military rank, with certain ceremonies or re-
ligious rites, the candidate for knighthood
being called upon to prepare himself by fast-
ing and prayers, watching his arms alone
all night in a chapel, aud by receiving the
accolade (q.v.).

" A knight ther was, and that a worthy man."
Chaucer : C. T., 44.

L One who holds a certain dignity conferred
by the sovereign or his representative, and en-
titling the possessor to the title of Sir prefixed
to his name. The dignity differs from that of
a baronet in not being hereditary. Wives of
knights are legally entitled to' the designa-
tion of Dame, but are more commonly ad-
dressed as Lady.

"That day the Lord Protector knightnd the king,
being authorized so to do by letters-patent."—Bumet -

Hist. Reform, (an. 1547).

II. Technically

:

* 1. Cards: The old name of the knave or

jack (q.v.).

2. Chess : The name of one of the pieces—
the next in value to a pawn—in chess, usually

represented by a horse's head.

3. Naat. : A wooden block with a sheave

abaft the fore or the main mast, and known
respectively as the fore-knight and main-
knight.

* knight-errand, 5. A knight-errant.

(q.v.).

knight-errant, s. A wandering knight;
a knight who wandered about in quest of ad-

ventures for the purpose of showing his skill,

prowess, and generosity.
" Like a bold knight-errant did proclaim
Combat to all, and bore away the dame."

Dunham : Cooper's Mill, 281.

knight-errantry, s. The character ©r

actions of a knight-errant ; the practice of

wandering about in quest of adventures.

"Whatever effect the ridicule of k night-errantri/
might have had upon that monarchy, I believe that of
pedantry has had a very ill one upon the common-
wealth of learning."

—

Sir W. Temple: Of Ancient &
Modern Learning.

* knight-erratic, a. Of or pertaining;

to knight-errants or knight-errantry.

knight-head, s.

Shipbuild. : One of the first cant-timbers on
each side of the stem, which rise obliquely
from the keel and pass on each side of the.

bowsprit, to secure its inner end.

knight-like, «.. [Kniqhtlike.]

* knight-marshal, s. An official in the-

household of the British sovereign, having:
cognizance of all offences committed within
the royal household or verge, and of contracts
made there, when one of the parties is a mem-
ber of the household.

Knights of Faith & Charity, s. pi.

Ch. Hist. : A monastic order established in
France in the thirteenth century to suppress
public robberies. It obtained the sanction of
Pope Gregory IX.

Knight of St. Michael & St. George,.
s. [Michael.]

Knight of St. Patrick, s. [Patrick.)

Knight of the Bath, ». [Bath.]

* knight of the blade, s. A bully who
perpetually threatened to draw his blade.

* knight of the chamber, s. A knight-
bachelor made by the sovereign in time of
peace, in the sovereign's chamber, and not on
the held.

knight of the cleaver, ». A butcher.

Knight of the Garter, *. [Garter.]

knight of the pestle, s. An apotho
cary ; a druggist.

- knight of the post, s. A knight
dubbed at the whipping-post or pillory ; one
who gained his living by giving false witness

;

a false bail ; a sharper, a swindler.

"Whene'er we meet wi' fellows who hire knights of
the post in law-sutes and raacals who forswear them-
selves."

—

Echard: I'lautus (16U4), p. 151.

knight of the road,
highwayman.

A footpad or

• Knights of the Round Table, -. pi.

[Round-table.]

knight of the shears, s. A tailor.

The term is a pun on Knight of the Shires.
[Shire.]

knight of the shire, s. The repre-
sentative 111 the British Parliament of an Eng-
lish county, as distinguished from the repre-
sentatives of cities and boroughs.

Knight of the Thistle, ». [Thistle.]

knights-bachelor, «. pi. [Bachelor.}

knights-banneret, s. pi. [Banneret.]

* knight'S-court, s. A court-baron or
honour-court formerly held twice a year by*
the Bishop of Hereford, wherein those who
were lords of manors, and their tenants, hold-
ing by knight-service of the honour of that
bishopric, were suitors.

knight's-fee, s.

Feudal Law: (See extract).

"The first, most universal, and esteemed the moat
honourable species of tenure, was that by knight-

bSil, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f,
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service, which differed In very few points from a
proper feud. To make this, a determinate quantity of

land was necessary, which wan willoil a knight's-fee, the
valuo <( which, tli'r)Liyh it varied with the times, in the
reigns of Edward I. and Edward II., was stated at £-20

{ier annum, and the tenant was bound to attend his

ord to the ware for forty days in every year, if called

upon."—Blackstonc : Comment., bk. ii., ch. 3.

* knight's -service, * knight -ser-
vice, s.

Feudal Law : A tenure of lands held by a

knight on condition of performing military

service for the sovereign. [Knight's-fee.]
" And as great a prince as he [the devil] is, he never

knights any one, but he expects more than knight's-

service from him in return."—South : Sermons, vol. vi.,

ser. 6.

knights spur, s.

Bot. : The genus Delphinium.

knights star, 5.

' Bot. ; Hippeastrum, a genus of South Amer-
ican Amaryllids.

knight's-wort, s.

Bot. : Stratiotes alo'ides.

knight (gh silent), v.t. [Knight, s.] To
create or dub a knight ; to raise to the dignity
of a knight, which is done by the sovereign,
or his (or her) representative, who gives the
person kneeling a blow with a sword, and bids
him rise up sir. [Accolade.]

"The connexion that necessarily was created be-
tween the person who gave the amis, or knighted the
young man, and him that received them,"

—

Burke :

Abridgment of English History.

knight -age {gh silent), ». [Eng. knight, s. ;

-age.}

1. Those persons collectively who have been
created knights.

2. A book containing the names, (fee, of all

knights.

knight -hood (gh silent), * knight-hode,
* knyght hod, * knyght node, s. [A.S.
cnihthdd, from cniht = a knight, and had =
hood = condition.]

1. The character, dignity, or rank, of a
knight.

" Knighthoods and honours, borne
Aa I wear mine, are titles but of acorn."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, v. 2.

* 2. The deeds or actions of a knight

;

chivalrous deeds.
" And that is loue, whose nature
Set life and death in a venture
Of hem, that knighthode vndertake."

Gower ; C. A., ii.

* 3. Conduct becoming or befitting a knight

;

knightly conduct.
" Corsede caytyfs, knyghl-hode was hit nevere
To bete a body y-bounde." P. Plowman, p. 344.

4. Knights collectively ; the aggregate of
those persons who have been created knights.

"Which ceremony, as was formeily hinted, is sup-
posed to have been the original of the feudal knight-
hood."—Blackstone : Comment., bk. ii., ch. 5.

^[ Order of Knighthood : A duly organized
and constituted order or body of knights.
They are of two kinds ; the first consisting of

asssociations or fraternities, possessing pro-
perty and rights of their own, as independent
bodies ; the second honorary associations
established by sovereigns within their own
dominions. To the first class belong the
Knights Templars and Hospitallers ; to the
second those numerous orders established in

different countries, as the Order of the Holy
Ghost, the Order of the Golden Fleece, &c. , in

European countries, and the Orders of the
Bath, the Garter, St. Patrick, St. Michael, and
St. George, the Thistle, &c, in Great Britain,

Each order has its appropriate insignia, gene-
rally including ribbon, collar, badge, or jewel
and a star. [Bath, Garter, Order, Star,
Thistle.]

* knight less (gh silent), u. [Eng. knight;
-less.]

1. Destitute of knights.

.2. Unbecoming a knight.
" Arise thou cursed miscreant,

That hast with knightlesse guile and treacherous
Faire knighthood fouly shamed." [traiue,

Spenser: F. Q., I. vi. 41.

knight-like (gh silent), a. [Eng. knight

;

Mice.] Resembling a knight ; becoming a
knight ; knightly,

* knight' -li- ness (gh silent), s. [Eng.
knightly; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being knightly.

2. Knightly actions ; chivalry.
" Train'd vp in featea of armes and knightltnesse*

Spenser : F. Q , IV. vii. 45.

knight'-ly (gh silent), a. & adv. [A.S. cniht-

lie (a.), cnihtlice (adv.).J

A. As adj. : Pertaining to a knight ; be-
coming or befitting a knight : chivalrous.
" As one for knightly giusts and fierce encounters fit."

Spencer: F. Q., I. L 1.

B. As adv. : Like a knight ; in a manner
becoming a knight.

"In aooth, mo3t knightly aung, and like Sir Gefferey."
Marston ; Antonio's Revenge, iii. 2.

knight -ship (gh silent), s. [Eng. knight;
-ship.] The dignity or position of a knight;
knighthood.

Knip-per-dol'-irigs, s. pi. [See def.]

Ch. Hist. : A fanatical sect of German Ana-
baptists (q. v.) of the sixteenth century. They
derived their name from their founder, Ber-
nard Knipperdoling.

* knip'-per-kin, [NlPPERKIN.]

knit, *knitte, v.t.&c L [A.S. cnyttan, cnittan,

from cnotta— a knot; cogn. with Icel. kni/ta,

knytja, from knutr = a knot ; Dan. knytte = to

tie a knot, to knit, from knude = a knot ; Sw.
knyta = to knit, from kntit— a knot.] [Knot, s.]

A. Transitive :

I. Literally

:

1. To tie with a knot ; to tie together ; to
fasten by tying or with a knot.

"Botes he toke & bargee, the sides togidere knytte."
Robert de Brunne, p. 241.

2. To weave by looping or knotting a con-
tinuous thread; to form or put together by
the operation of knitting (q. v.).

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. To join together.
" This royal hand and mine are newly knit."

Shakesp. : King John, iiL i.

* 2. To weave, to intertwine.
"Knee against knee they knitted a wreath round the

altar's enclosure."
Longfellow : Children of the Lord's Supper.

* 3. To join closely, to bring close together,
to attach.

" Since the red-croaae knight he erst did weet,
To been with Guyon knit In one consent."

Spenser: F. Q., II. iii. 11.

4. To cause to grow together ; to cause to
join.

"Nature cannot knit the boneB while the parts are
under a discharge."— Wiseman: Surgery.

5. To contract into folds or wrinkles.
" While he knits his angry brows."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., ii. 2.

* 6. To bring to a conclusion ; to finish off.

" He concludeth & knytteth up the matter with bis
accustomed vehemence. —Sir T. More : Workes, p. 305.

* 7. To compound, to compose.
" If the gooseberry wine was well knit."—Goldtmitk

:

Vicar of Wakefield, ch. xvi.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To make a textile fabric by the
process or operation of knitting (q. v.).

* 2. Fig. : To join, to close, to unite. (Used
specially of the manner in which bees before
and in swarming unite in a solid mass.)

" Our severed navy too
Have knit again ; and float, threat'ning most sealike."

Shakesjj. : Antony & Cleopatra, iii. 13,

If To knit up : To wind up, to finish, to
conclude,

* knit, s. [Knit, v.]

1. Ord. Lang.. : Texture.
" Let their heads be sleekly combed, their blue coats

brushed, and their garters of an indifferent knit."—
Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. 1,

2. Min. : A small portion of lead ore.

*knitt
a. [Knit, v.] Allied, connected.

" The earl of Armagnac—near knit to Charles."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., v. 1.

klilt'-back, s. [Eng. knit, and back.]

Bot. : Symphytum officinale.

knitch, * kniche, ' knoche, ' knucohe,
*knyche, *knytch, *cnucche, s. (M.
L. Guv. knuckc, knocke ; Ger. knocke.] A
bundle

; a number of things tied together, as
faggots, &c. (Wycliffe: Works, i. 97.)

* knit'-ster, s. [Eng. knit ; fern. suff. -ster.]

A female knitter.

* knit'-ta-Dle, a. [Eng. knit; -aUe.] That
may or can be knitted.

knitter, s. [Eng. knit; -er.]

1. One who knits.

"The spinsters and the knitters in the sun."
Sliakesp. : Twelfth Wight, ii. i.

2. A knitting-machine.
* 3. Anything which knits, joins, or unites.

" For so great a knitter and binder it is, that it will

draw their chawes together in manner of a muzzle."

—

P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xxxiv., cb. xii.

knit'-ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Knit, v.]

A. & B. As -pr. par, & particip, adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The art of knitting is modern ; it

cannot be traced back farther than about a.d.

1500, and is believed to have originated in

Scotland shortly previous to that date. It

consists in the construction of a looped fabric

in which for the first row a succession of loops

are cast on or preferably knitted on to a

needle, and in succeeding rows each loop is

passed through the loop of each succeeding
row. It differs distinctly from braiding, net-

ting, and weaving, which is, perhaps, the
order of invention, knitting being centuries

later than either of the others.

2. Fig. : The act of uniting or joining closely

together.
" Now, for the knitting of the sentences which they

call the joints and members thereof, and for all the
coinpasse of the speech, it is round without rough-
nesse and learned without hardnesse."—Spenser : E.
K.'s Epistle to Maister Harvey.

knitting-burr, s. A wheel having wings
arranged radially and diagonally across its face,

and adapted to operate upon the yarn and the
fabric. There are several kinds, as follows :

a loop wheel, the wings of which are notched,
and take the yarn delivered by the guide,
and push it up under the hooks or beards of

the needles ; a sinker wheel, which presses
the yarn into loops between the needles, to
insure that there shall be enough to form the
proper-sized stitch in the fabric; a landing
wheel, which raises the loops of the fabric a
short distance above the points of the needle-
beards while they are closed by the presser

;

and a stripping or knocking-over wheel, which
throws the loops of the fabric entirely over
the tops of the needles to complete the stitch.

* knitting-cup, s. A cup ofwine handed
round after a couple had been knit together
in matrimony; also called the contracting-cup.

knitting - gauge, s. The number of
loops contained in three inches of breadth.

knitting-machine, *.

Mech. : An apparatus for mechanically knit-
ting jerseys, stockings, and other knitted
goods. There are many kinds of machine

:

one of the most popular is the Bickford knit-
ting-machine, which is on what is known as
the circular system. A bed-plate having a
vertically projecting and grooved needle-guid-
ing cylinder or bed is secured to a table or
other suitable support. On the bed-plate is a
loose ring, provided with a thread-guide for

conducting the thread to the needles, and
about the needle-cylinder is a revolving cylin-

der, having an annular groove interrupted by
a cam portion, and provided with adjustable
cams, which govern the downward motion of
the needles, and consequently the length of
the loops, and raise the needles ; and two of
these latter cams are needed to provide for re-

versing the machine for knitting the heel or a
flat web. The cam-cylinder is moved by a
bevel gear connected to a driving-crank, and
when moved continuously in one direction
knits a circular web ; and this web may be
narrowed as desired, to fashion the leg, by re-

moving needles, and placing their loops on
adjacent ne*edles. One needle receives the
thread within its hook, and is subsequently
moved by the cam-cylinder so as to form the
thread so taken into a loop. When the heel
is to be formed, a portion of the needles are
drawn up, thus retaining their loops, and the
number of needles left in action correspond
with the width of the heel to be formed. The
cam-cylinder is now to be recipiocated in
opposite directions, and in order to keep the
thread-guide in advance of the descending
needles sufficiently far, so that the thread
will be caught, pins are inserted in the bed-
plate, and engage the heel of the thread-
carrier, and stop it just before the cam-cylin-
der is stopped.

knitting-needle, s. A plain wire with
smoothed ends, used in pairs in hand-knitting
flat goods and in fours for tubular work.

knitting-sheath, s. A sheath for hold-
ing the ends of the needles in knitting.

fa^e, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot
or, wore, wolf, work, who; son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, oa = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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knit tie, s. [Eng. knit ; dimin. suff. -le.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The draw string of a purse
or bag.

2. Nautical

:

(1) A small line composed of two or three
ynrns laid together and twisted with the
finger and thumb against the twist of yarn.
Used for miscellaneous purposes on board
.ship, such as seizings, lashings, hammock-
clues, pointing, grafting, &c.

(2) (PL): The halves of two adjoining yarns
in a rope, twisted up together for pointing or
grafting.

knives, s.jd- [Knife.]
* H A pair of knives : A pair of scissors.

knob, s. [A later form of knop (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A hard protuberance ; a hard swelling
or lump ; a bunch.

" A fifth prepares, exact and round,
The knob with which it must be crowned."

Cowper : An Enigma. (Transl.)

2. A piece, a lump.
" Imprimis, some nice porridge, sweet and hot,
Three knobs of sugar season the whole pot,"

Cartwright: A Bill of Fare.

3. The handle on the spindle of a lock or
iatch,

4. A rounded handle of a door, lock, drawer,
&c.

5. A rounded hill or mountain. (American.)

II. Technically:

1. Arch. : A knop, bunch, or boss ; a bunch
of leaves or similar ornament. [Boss.]

2. Ordn. : The cascabel of a gun.

3. Glass : The boss or central bulb of a table
of glass when cut for use.

knob-latch, s. A latch in which the
bolt is retractable by the knob or rotary
handle, in contradistinction to one which is

moved by a key.

t knob-lick, s. A salt-lick. The base
of the knobs, as round hills or knolls are
called in Kentucky, contains shales, which
furnish alum and other salts, forming licks,
to which wild and domestic animals resort.
One of these knob-licks in Mercer county, is

i. very remarkable spot, and was in former
times a favourite resort of the buffaloes, &c.
(liartlett.)

t knob-like, a.

Bot. : Having an irregular, roundish figure

;

gongyloid. (Lindley.)

* knob, v.i. [Knob, s.] To grow or form into
knobs or bunches ; to bunch.
" Not -t i tche, or coughe, or knobbing gowt that makes

the patleute slaw." Drant : Horace, bk. i., sat. 9.

knobbed, a. [Eng. knob, s. ; -ed.] Set with
or full of knobs ; containing knobs ; knobby.

" His knuckles knobbed, his flesh deepe dented in,
With tawed hands, and hard ytnimed akin."

Mirrour/or Magistrates, p. 262.

* knob'-ber, knob bier, s. [Eng. knob;
er.] A hart in its second year ; a brocket.

knob bl-ness, s. [Eng. knobby; -ness.] The
iiuality or state of being knobby or knobbed.

knob'-bing, s. [Knob, v.]

Masonry: The rough dressing, or knocking
off the projections of stones in the quarry.

[Knob, s.] (See the coni-knob blirig,
pound.)

knobbling-fire, s. A sunken refining
hearth, of small size, in which crude or par-
tially refined iron is worked into a ball or
knob in contact with charcoal and under the
influence of a blast ; a bloomarv,

kn6b'-b^, a. [Eng. knob; -y.]

1. Lit. : Full of or covered with knobs or
hard protuberances.

"His knobby head, and a fair pair of horns."
More : Pre-existence of the Soul, s. 33.

* 2. Fig. : Hard, stubborn.
" The informers continued in a knobby kind of ob-

etinacy, resolving still to conceal the names of the
authors. "—Howel.

(Todd.

)

knob -stick, s. [Eng. knob, and stick.] A
term applied to a workman who refuses to
join a trades-union, or who continues to work
when the other members go out on strike.

"By picketing the millB, by assaults on knobsticks."
—Sir J. E. Shuttletoorth ; Scarsdale, voL it, ch. ii

knock, v.i, &t. [A.S. cnucian, from Gael.

cnac = to crack, to crash ; cnag = to crack, to
knock ; Ir. cnag = a crack, a noise.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To clash ; to be driven suddenly together
so as to come into collision: as, One body
knocks against another.

2. To beat ; to strike with something hard
or heavy.

" He knocked fast, and often curat, and sware.
That ready entrance was not at his call."

Spenser; F. q„ I. iii. 16.

B. Transitive

:

1. To strike, to hit, to give a blow to, to beat.

"Twere good, you knocked him."—Shakesp. : Two
Gentlemen of Verona, ii. 4.

2. To dash, to drive, to hit ; as, to knock
one's head against the wall.

3. To drive or force by a succession of blows

,

" The Bound of hammers, blow on blow,
Knocking away the shores and spurs."

Longfellow ; Building of the Ship.

1" 1. To knock about:

(1) To wander here and there ; to lounge.

(2) To assault violently.
" He was terribly knocked about, and evidently left

for dead."—Pall Mall Gazette, Feb. 26, 1684.

2. To knock down

:

(1) To strike down ; to fell with a blow ; to
prostrate.

(2) To declare a thing to be bought by a
person at a sale ; to assign to a bidder : as,

The table was knocked down to me.
3. To knock off:

(1) To leave off work ; to cease work.

(2) To force off by a blow.

(3) To finish quickly : as, He soon knocked
the work off.

4. To knock out : To force or dash out with
a blow.

5. To knock under : To submit, to yield, to
give way, to acknowledge one's self beaten.

6. To knock up

:

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(«) To arouse or awake by knocking.

(b) To fatigue, to wear out, to exhaust.
- Miss" She would not be knocked up so soon.'

A usten : Mansfield Park, ch. vii.

; to be(c) To become exhausted or wearied
worn out with fatigue.

(2) Bookbind. : To shake into order ; to
make the printed sheets eveu at the edges.

7. To knock on the liead: To stun with a
blow on the head ; hence, fig., to frustrate, to
spoil, to defeat, as a project or scheme.

knock, s. [Knock, v.]

1. A blow, a stroke.
" Give weapons up for men, let wars alone for catch-

ing knocks." Phaer; Virgil ; JUneidol ix.

2. A loud blow or stroke, as on a door for
admission.

"Hee giveth a eigne either by a loude crie or some
great knocke."—P. Holland : Plinie, bk. xxxiii., ch. iv.

knock-down, s. A piece of furniture or
other structure adapted to be disconnected at
the joints so as to pack compactly.

If (1) A knock-down blow : One by which a
person is felled to the ground : hence, fig., a
finishing blow or stroke.

(2) A knock-down argument: An argument
which completely upsets the reasoning of the
opponent; an unanswerable argument.

knock-kneed, a. Having the knees
turned somewhat in, so as to knock together.

knock-knees, s. pi.

Pathol. : Knees bent inwards while the feet
are thrown outward, an accompaniment or
consequent of rickets. The knees tend to
knock against each other.

knock oft", 0,

1. Knitting-machine: The piece which, at the
proper moment, removes the loops from the
tier of needles.

2. Mining: A block on which ore is broken.

knock er, s. [Eng. knock, v. ; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who knocks.

2. An attachment to an outer door of a
house, to give notice to those within that
some one stands without, desiringadmittance.

"Pots, nans, knockers of doors . . . were carried to
the mint. —Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiL

3. A gobliu said to dwell in a mine and
point out rich veins of ore. Chiefly used in

Cardiganshire. {Brewer.)

II. Domestic: An attachment in a flour-bolt

to jar the frame and shake the flour from the
meshes of the bolting-cloth.

knocker off, s.

Knitting : A wheel with projections to raise

the loop over the top of the needle and dis-

charge it therefrom. A similar wheel, called

a sinker, depresses the yarn between tho
needles.

knock -ihg, pr. par., a., & s. [Knock, v.]

A. & S. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang. : The act of hitting or strik-

ing ; a blow.

II, Technically

:

1. Bookbind. : Setting even at the edges, by
taking a bunch or pile of sheets or leaves, and
striking the edges on the bench.

2. Metall. (PL): The larger pieces of ore
and gangue which are picked out of the sieve.

3. Masonry (PL): The small pieces broken
off from stone by hammering or chiseling.

knocking down iron, s.

Bookbind. : A iron for pounding down the
projecting twines (slips) to which the sheets
are sewed, so that they shall not project and
mark the back cover.

knol -kohl, s. [Ger. knollen = a, clod, a lump,
a tuber ; and kohl =. cabbage colewort.]

Hort. : Brossica oleravea caulorapa*

knoll, v.t. & i. [Knell, v.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To ring or sound, as a bell.

* 2. To ring a bell or knell for.
" Knotting a departed friend."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., 1 1.

B. Intrans. : To sound, as a bell when rung

;

to knell.
" Where bollB have knolled to church.'

Sliakesp. : As I'ou Like It, it 7.

knoll, knol, s. [A.S. cnol; cogn. with Dut.
knol = a turnip, from its roundness ; Dan.
knold = a knoll ; Sw. knol = a bump, a knot;
Ger. knollen = a knoll.] The top of a hill

;

a hillock ; a mound ; a little hill or mount ; a
small elevation.

" Advanced before the rest,
On knoll or hillock rears his crest,
Lonely and huge, the giant oak."

Scott; Rokeby, ii. «.

knoll -er, s. [Eng. knoll, v. ; -er.] One who
tolls a bell.

knolles, s. [Ger. knollen = a tuber.]

Bot. : Brassica rapa.

knop, knob, ' knoppe, * knap, *knub,
s. [A.S. cnosp = the top of a hill ; cogn, with
Dut. knop s= a knob, a button, a bud ; knoop
= a knob ; Icel. knappr = a knot, a button

;

Dan. knap, knop = a knob, a button ; Sw.
knopp = a knob, knop = a knot ; Ger. knop/
= a knob, a button, a bud. Of Celtic origin :

Gael, cnap — a slight blow, a knob ; Wei.
cnap — a knob, a button ; Ir, cnap.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A knob, a button, a protu-
berance, a bud, a bunch, the summit of a hill.

" That there be a knope under every ii. braunches of
ye syxe yt procede out of ye candlestycke."—Exodus,
xxv. (1551).

2. Arch. : A bunch of leaves, flowers, or
similar ornaments, as the bosses at the inter-
section of ribs, the ends of labels and other
mouldings, and the bunches of foliage on
capitals.

[Eng. knop; -ed.] Having
>r buttons ; fastened with

knopped, a.

knobs, tufts,

buttons.
" And high shoes knopped with daggee."

Jiomaunt of the Rote.

knop -pern, s. [Ger. knopper = a gall-nut]
Bot. : A curious gall formed on some species

of oak in Hungary and other parts of Europe.
(Treas. of Bot.)

r

knop'-weed, 5. [Knapweed.]

knor, s. [Knob.]

kndr'-ri-a, a. [Named after G. "W. Knorr.]
Palozobot. : A genus of fossil plants allied

to, if indeed it be more than a sub-genus of,

b&l, b6"^; pout, Jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eslst. Lug.
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion= shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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Lepidodendron (q.v.). In 1854 Prof. MorrK
enumerated three species, all from the English
coal measures. One of these is found al.->o in

Silesia and in Russia, another at Saaibruck,
&e., in Germany.

knosp, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Arch. : A "bud or unopened leaf or flower,

used as an architectural ornament.

knot (1), knotte, s. [A.S. cnotta; cogn.
with Dut. knot; I eel. knv.tr; Dan. krw.de;
Sw. knot; Ger. knoten; Lat. nodus = gnodus.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The interlacement or intertwining of a
rope or cord so as to attach one part of it to
another part of itself, to another rope, or to
any other object. The kinds of knots, em-
ployed differ in size, shape, and name, accord-
ing to the uses for which they are designed.

'. (2) A fold, a bend.

t " Her huge long taile her den all overspread,
Yet was in knots and many boughts upwound."

2. Figurativeli
Spenser: F. Q., I. i. 15.

(1) A bond of union or association ; a union,
a tie.

" Ere we knit the knot that can never be loosed."—
Bishop Hall : Cases of Conscience, dec. 4, ch. vi.

/ (2) A cluster, a group, a collection.

"A.knot you are of damned bloodsuckers."
Shakesp. : Richard III , iii. 3.

* (3) Any figure, the lines of which fre-

quently intersect.
" The whole land

Is full of weeds, her fairest flowers choked up,
Her knots disordered." Shakesp. : Richard II., iii. 4.

(4) A hard part in a piece of wood, caused
by the shooting of a branch obliquely or
transversely to the general grain or direction
of the fibre.

(5) A protuberant or swollen joint of a
plant.

(6) A protuberance or knob on the bark of

a tree ; a knur.

(7) A nodule of stone occurring in a rock of

a different kind ; a knur.

(8) A difficulty, a perplexity ; something
not easily solved.

"Knots worthy of aolutioD, which alone
A Deity could solve." Cowper : Task, ii. 520.

* (9) Folded arms.
"His anna in this sad knot,"

Shakesp. : Tempest, i. 2.

II. Technically

:

1. Arch. : The same as Kxop (q.v.).

2. Bot. : An irregular or twisted course of

the separate elements of wood caused by
branches, buds, or any similar cause.

3. Brush^naking : The brush-maker's term
for a tuft of bristles ready for insertion into a
hole drilled in the stock.

4. Labour : A kind of double shoulder-pad,
with a loop passing round the forehead, the
whole roughly resembling a horse-collar,

used by London market porters for carrying

burdens. It is probably a development from
a length of rope knotted into a loop, worn in

the same manner and for the same purpose.

"' Democritus first noticed him as a porter, who
ehowed great address in inventing the knot."—Lewes

:

History if Philosophy, i. 120.

5. Mech. : The same as Kxote (q.v.).

6. Mil. : An epaulet, a shoulder-knot.

7. Xaut. : A nautical or geographical mile ;

tjL of a degree of latitude ; about 2,025 yards.

The English statute mile contains 1,760 yards.

[Log.]

knot-horn, s.

Entom. (PI): Phycidse, a family of moths.

The Beautiful Knot-horn is Pcmpelta formosa.

knot-weed, a.

Bot. : The same as Knotgrass (q.v.).

knot (2), s. [Xanv'd, it is said, but without
evidence, after King Canute, with whom it

was a favourite article of food. (.See extract.)]

Ornith. : Tringa canutus, a wading-bird,
which has the breast deep chestnut in summer
and white in winter, and the back dark with
fulvous spots in summer and ashy-gray in

winter. It breeds within the Arctic circle,

from which it migrates in autumn to Britain

and other parts of the Eastern Hemisphere, as

far even as the Cape and Australia.
*' The knot that called was Canutus* bird of old,

Of that great king of l>anes his name that still doth
hold.' Drayton: Poly-Ollrion.

knot, v.t. & i. [Knot, s.]

A. Transitice

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally ;

(1) To tie in a knot or knots ; to form a

knot or knots on.
" Her quyuer hung behind her back, her tre&se
Knotted in gold. Surrey : Virgil ; ^Eneis iv.

(2) To tie with a knot ; to fasten.
" And at his aide a wretched scrip was hung
Wide-patched and knotted to a twisted thong."

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey xiii. 507.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To intwine, to intertwist.

" To knot, to twist, to range the vernal blooia.

But far is cast the distaff, Bpinning-wheel, and loom."
Thomson: Castle of Indolence, i. 71.

* (2) To unite, to join together, to associate.

"The party of the papists in England are become
more knotted, both in dependence towards Spain, and
amongst themselves."

—

Bacon : War with Spain,

* (3) To entangle, to perplex.

II. Technically

:

1. Paint. : To cover over the knots in with
red lead, preparatory to painting over.

2. Cloth-making : To remove the weft-knots
from cloth by means of tweezers.

B. Intransitive :

L Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally

:

(1) To form a knot or knots, as in plants.

"Cut hay when it begins to knot."—Mortimer : Hus-
bandry.

(2) To knit knots for fringe.

* 2. Fig. : To copulate.
" Keep it as a cistern for foul toads
To knot and gender in." Shakesp. : OtheUo, iv. 2,

II. Paint. : To perform the operation of

knotting (q.v.).

knot'-ber-ry, s. [Eng. knot (1), and berry.]

Bot. : Rubus Characemorits,

knote, s. [A variant of node (q.v.).]

Mech.: The point where ropes, cords, &*\,

meet from angular directions in funicular

machines.

knot-grass, s. [Eng. knot (1), and grass.]

Bot. : Polygonum aviculare, a prostrate plant,

with inter-
nodes, narrow
leaves, silvery

stipules, and
whit*, pink,
crimson, or
green incon-
spicuous,
fluwers, clus-

tered in the
axils of vari-

ous leaves.
It is common
in fields and
waste -places.
An infusion of
this plant was
formerly sup-
posed to have
the power of stopping the growth of any
animal, whence Shakespeare (Mid-yammer
Night's Dream, iii. 2) calls it "hindering"
knotgrass. Allusions to this fancied power
may also be found in the works of his con-
temporaries. [Knot-weed, Ksotwoet.]

" The knotgrass fettered there the hand,
Which once could burst an iron band."

Scott: Lady of the Lake, iii. 5.

knot -less, * knot-lesse, a. & adv. [Eng.
knot; -less.]

A. As oAj. : Free from knots ; having no
knots.

"Here silver firs with knotless trunks ascend."
Congreve : Ovid; Metamorphoses x.

* B. As adv. : Without hindrance, stop, or
difficulty.

" For both Troilus and Troy town
Slial knotlesse throughout her hart slide."

Cltaucer : Troilus & Cretsida. bk. v.

* knotte, s. [Knot, s.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; The chief or main point.

Chattcer: C. T., 10,715.

2. Arch. : The same as Ksoe (q.v.).

knot-ted, «. [Eng. knot; -ed.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

(1) Having knots ; full of knots ; knotty.

KNOTGRASS.

* (2) Having lines or figures intersecting

;

with intersecting walks.
* (3) Entwined, interlaced, intertwisted.

*' Thy knotted and combined locks."
Shakesp. : hamlet, L 5. (Quarto.)

* 2. Fig. : Perplexing, entangled, knotty.
" Until the subtle cobweb-cheats
They're catched in knotted law-like nets."

Butler: J/udioras, li. 2.

II. Technically:

1. Bot. : Cylindrical, with an uneven sur-
face ; torulose. Nearly the same as mom'li-
forni (Q.v.). Example, the pod of Chelidonium.

t 2. Geol. (Of rocks): Having small detached
points, composed of mica, &c., projecting from
the surface, they having resisted the weather
better than the other components of the rock.
(Perceval.)

knotted-marjoram, .

Bot. . Origanum Mnjora.na, a. culinary aro-
matic.

knotted-pillar, s.

Arch. : A pillar so called from its being
carved in such a manner that a thick knotted
rope appears to form part of it. It occurs in.

the Romanesque style.

* knotte-less, a. [Knotless.]

knot'-ter, s. [Eng. knot; -er.\

Pa.-per-ma.king: A sieve which detains knots
in the pulp, so that they do not pass to the
moving wire-plane on which the paper is

formed.

knot'-ti-neSS, s. [Eng. knotty ; -ness.]

1. Lit. : The quality or state of being knotty
or full of knots.

"By his oaken club is signified reason ruling the-
appetite ; the knottiness Thereof, the difficulty they
have that seek after virtue."—Peacham : On Drawing.
* 2. Fig. : Difficulty, intricacy, perplexity,

complication.

knot ting, pr. par., «., & s. [Knot, v.]

A. & B. As pr. 'pa.r. d; particij>. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

L Ord. Lang. : The act of making knots in
or of tying with a knot.

U. Technically

:

1. Paint. : A process prelimir"'*y to paint-
ing, cinsisting of painting over he knots of
wood with red-lead, and the stopping of nail-
holes, cracks, and faults with white-lead. A
silvei leaf is sometimes laid over the knots iii

superior work.

2. Cloth-making : Removing weft-knots and
others from cloth by means of tweezers.

knot'-ty, * knot-tie, a. [Eng. knot; -y.]

1. Lit.: Full of knots; knotted; having
many knots.

"The Cynic raised his knotty staff, and threatened
to strike him if he did not depart"

—

Lewes : History
of Philosophy, L 189.

IL Figuratively:

* 1. Rugged, hard, rough.
" When heroes knock their knotty heads together."

Rowe: -I mbiHoi'S Stepmother.

2. Intricate; difficult of isolation ; involved,
perplexing.

,
" Who tries Messala's eloquence in vain,
Xor can a knotty point of law explain."

Francis: Horace ; Art of Poetry*

knot'-wort, s. [Eng. knot

(1), and wort.]

Botany

:

1. Sing. : Polygonum avi-

culare. [Knotgrass.]

2. PL : Lindley's name for

the order lllecebraeeie(q.v.).

knout, s. [Russ. kwte = a
whip, a scourge. ] An instru-

ment of punishment used in

Russia. It consists of a
handle about two feet long,

to which is fastened a flat

leather thong about twice the
length of the handle, termi-

nating with a large copper
or brass ring ; to this ring is

affixed a strip of hide about
two inches broad at the ring,

and terminating at the end
of two feet, in a point. This is soaked in milk
and dried in the sun to make it harder, and:
should it fall, in striking the culprit, on the
edge, it would cut like a penknife. The

KNOUT.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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culprit is bound erect to two stakes to receive
the specified number of lashes, and the tail of
the knout is changed at every sixth stroke.

knout, v.t. [Rsocr, s.] To punish or flog
with the knout or whip.

know, *knowe (pa. t. knew, *kneu, pa. par.
known, * knovjen), v.t. & i. [A.S. cndiran
(pa. t. cneow, pa. par. cndwen) ; cogn. with
IceL knd = to know how, to be able ; O. Sax.
knegan, in the compound bi-kw:gon = to ob-
tain, to know hnvr to get ; 0. H. Ger. chnav.n,
in the compound bi-chndan; Russ. znati = to
know ; Lat. nosco; Gr. ytyvtoo-Kfo (gignosko) ;

Sansc. jno = to know. From the same root
as Cas, Ken, Keen, Noble, Kix, (Jests, &c.
Oer. kornien = to be able ; kennen = to know.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To perceive with certainty ; to have a
- clear and certain perception of : to understand
clearly ; to have a distinct and certain know-
ledge of or acquaintance with.

" 0. that a man might know
The end of this day's business ere it come !"

Shakesp. : Julius Ccesar, v. L
2. To understand.
" Taught thee to know the world, and this great art
Of ord'ring man."

Daniel : Panegyric to the King's Majesty.

3. To distinguish.

"Numeration is nut the adding of one unit more,
and giving to the whole a new name, whereby to know
it from those before and after. '

—

Locke.

4. To recognise by recollection, memory, or
description.

" I should Imow the man by the Athenian garment."
Shalxsp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, iii. 2.

5. To be convinced of the truth or reality of

;

to be firmly assured concerning ; to have no
doubt in the mind regarding,

* 6. To be acquainted with.
( " Not to know me argues yourself unknown."

Jfaton ; P. L„ iv. 830.

7. To be familiar with ; to have experience of.

"He hath made him to be sin forus who knew no
Bin."—2 Corinth, v. 2L

S. To understand from learning or study

;

to have learnt ; as, The boy knows his lesson.

* 9. To have sexual intercourse with.
"Adam knew Eve his wife, and she conceived and

fmre Cain."—Genesis iv. 1,

10. To learn ; to be informed of.

" I would know that of your honour.'"
Shakesp.; Measurefor Measure, it. L

B. Intransitive

:

1. To have knowledge : to have clear and
certain perception.

" Can it be sin to know f
Can it be death? " Milton : P. L., iv. 517.

2. To be assured ; to be convinced or satis-
fied ; to feel assured.

" I know that my Redeemer liveth "—Job xix. 2&.

* 3. To be acquainted ; to be familiar or
intimate.

" We have known together in Orleans."
Shakesp. ; Cymbtline, L 4.

%*1. To know of:

•(1) To ask, to inquire.
"Know of the duke if his last purpose hold."

ShaJcesp. ; Lear, v. I.

<2) To be informed of.

" I knew of your purpose."—ShaJcesp. : Merry Wives
of Windsor, v. 5.

* 2. To know for : To know of; to be ac-
quainted with. (Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., i. 2.)

3. To know how to : To understand the way
to ; to be skilled in the way or process of doing
Anything.

4. To 'inake known : To show ; to manifest.

"I'll make thee known."
Shakesp.: Othello, v. 2.

% To know is a general term ; to be ac-

quainted with is particular. We may know
things or persons in various ways ; we may
know them by name only; or we may know
=their internal properties or characters ; or we
raay simply knovj their figure ; we may know
them by report ; or we may know them by a
direct intercourse ; one is acquainted with
either a person or a thing, only in a direct
manner, and by an immediate intercourse in
one's own person.

know, knowe, s. [Knoll, s.] A rising
aground ; a hillock.

" Acre for acre of the laigh crofts for thi3 heathery
knowe/ '—Scott : Antiquary, en. iv.

know -a-ble, a. &. s. [Eng. know ; -aMe.]

A. As adj. : That may or can be known

;

possible to be known, or understood.
"All the knowabJe qualities of matter."— Warbur-

ton : Bolingbroke's Philosophy.

~* B. As subst. ; That which can be known or
understood.

" I doubt not but the opinionative resolver, thinks
all these easie knowabl-es, and the theories here ac-

counted mysteries, are to him revelations.™

—

Glanvill :

Vanity of Dogmatizing. (Pret)

* kndw'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. knowabU;
ness.] Tlie quality or state of being knowable ;

possibility to be known or understood.

know'-er, s [Eng. knovj; -er.\ One who
knows.

" And yet the great knower of hearts ascribes men's
resolution to Bin to such reasonings as these."

—

Soutfi :

Sermons, voL iv., ser. 4.

kn6w/-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Know.]

A- As pr. par. : (See the verb).

E. As adjective

:

1. Having clear and distinct knowledge or
perception.

2. Intelligent, conscious.
" You have heard, and with a knowing ear.

That he which hath your noble father slain.
Pursued my life." Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. t.

3. Skilful, well-instructed, well-informed,
experienced.

4. Sharp, cunning: as, He is a lenawing
fellow.

5. Expressive of cunning or sharpness : as,

a knovrlug look.

6- "Well-appointed ; fashionable.

"Drove about town in very knowing gigs."

—

Miss
A listen : Sense & Sensibility, ch. six.

* C. As substantive :

1. Knowledge.
" In my knowing, Timon has been this lord's father."

Shakesp. : Timon of Athens, iii. 2.

2. Experience.
" Gentlemen of your knowing.

"

Shakesp. : Cymoeline, L 4.

kndw-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. knowing; -ly.]

1. In a knowing manner ; with knowledge ;

consciously, intentionally.

"Knowingly converse, or hold familiarity with any
person suspected of heresy." — Strype : Memorials;
JTenry VIII. (an. 1527).

* 2. By experience.
" Did you but know the city's usuries.
And felt them knowingly.'

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, Iii. 2.

know -Irig-ness, s. [Eng. knowing ; -n-ess.]

The quality or state of being knowing; the
state of having knowledge.

"Such empirical knowingness (not omniscience)."

—

Strauss : Life of Jesus (ed. Evans), ii. 46.

* know-leche, v.t. [Knowledge, v.]

* know-leche, o. [Knowledge, s.]

knowl'-edge, know -ledge, know-
leche, know el-iche, knaul-age,
* knaul-eche, * knaw lage, * know-
leg©, «» [Eng. know; surf, -ledge, -lege =
-leclie, for -leke, from Icel. -leikr, -leiki; Sw.
-lek, as in karteifcr = love, a suffix used to
form abstract nouns, as -ness in modern Eng-
lish. A.S. -lac (= mod. -lock, as in -wedlock),

is cognate to Icel. -leikr.]

1. Certain or clear perception of truth or
fact ; indubitable apprehension ; cognizance.

" Knowledge then seems to me to be nothing but the
perception of the connexion and agreement, or dis-
agreement and repugnancy of any of our ideas."

—

Locke : Human Understanding, bk. iv., ch. 1, § 2.

t 2. That is or may be known ; a cognition.
(Generally in the plural.)

3. Acquaintance with any fact or person

;

familiarity, intimacy.
" From mine eyes my knowledge I derive."

Shakesp. ; Sonnet 14.
*

it. Cognizance, notice.
" Why have I found grace in thine eyes that thou

shouldest take knowledge of me!"

—

Ruth ii. 10.

5. Skill in anything ; dexterity gained by
actual experience.

"Shipmen that had a knowledge of the sea."—
1 Kings ix. 27.

6. Learning, mental accomplishment, eru-
dition, science.

"Learning is the knowledge of the different and
contested opinions of men in former ages."

—

Sir W.
Templs : Of Ancient & Modern Learning

7. Information, notice : as, It was brought
to his knowledge.

*"
8. Sexual intercourse.

IT Knowledge is a general term which simply
implies the thing known. Science, learning,
and erudition are modes of knowledge quali-
fied by some collateral idea. Science is a
systematic species of knowledge which con-
sists of rule and order ; learning is that

species of knowledge which one derives from
schools, or through the medium of personal

instruction; eruditions scholastic kiwwledge

obtained by profound research.

* know!-edge, * knowl-age, * knowl-
eche, * knoul-eche, * know-lege, v.t

<fe i. [Knowledge, s.]

A. Trans.: To acknowledge ; to avow.
"If thou knoidechist in thi mouth the Lord Jesa

Crist and bileuist in thin herte."

—

Wycliffe: Ito-

maynes, x.

B. Intrans. : To acknowledge ; to confess.

* knowl'-edge-a-ble, a. [Eng. knowledge;
-able.]

1. Cognizable.

2. Educated, intelligent. (Prov.)

knowl-ton-i-a, s. [Named after Thomas
Knowlton, once Curator of the Botanic Gar-
dens at Eltham.]

Hot. : A genus of Ranunculaceas, sub-tribe
Anemonese. Sepals five; petals five to fifteen ;

stamens and ovaries many, becoming name-
ous, one-seeded, succulent fruits. The leaves
of Knowltonia vesicatoria are used in Southern
Africa as vesicatones.

* know-men, s. pi. [Eng.'fcn-me, and men,,]

An old name for the Lollards in England,

known, pa. par. <fe a. [Know.]

know -notn-ing, s. [Eng. know, and 710-

thing.] Amemberof a secret political associa-
tion in the United States, organized for the
purpose of obtaining the repeal of the nationa-
lisation law, and of the law which permitted
others than native Americans to hold office.

It started in 1S53, and lasted cwo or three
years.

know -noth ing-ism, $. [Eng. knownothing;
-ism,] The principles, doctrines, or objects
of the Knownothings.

know -some-thing, s. [Eng. knovj, and
something.] A member of a society formed in
the United States, in IS'jj, to oppose the Know-
nothings. It soon became extinct.

knox'-i-a, $. [Named after Robert Knox,
who, in 1781, published a work on Ceylon,
having lived in that island many years.]

Bot. : A genus of Cinchonacea;, family Sper-
macocidaj. It consists of rushy, ornamental
plants, with white or pink flowers, growing in
India and Ceylon. About five are cultivated
in British greenhouses.

knt., s. [A contract, for knight
t

a. (q.v.).]

kniib, knub'-ble, v.t. [Cf. Dut. knijler.] To
beat ; to strike with the knuckle.

knuc'-kle (kle as kel), ~ knok-il, " knok-
yl, knok-ylle," s. [Ger. knochel = a
joint; Dut. knokkel — a knuckle; 0. Fris.
knokeie, knolde ; Dan. knoklcel; Sw. knoge.]

L Ordinary Language
* 1. A joint.
" With weary knuckles on thy brim she kneeled sadly

down." Golding: Ovid ; Metamorphoses i.

2. The joint of a finger, protuberant when
the hand is shut.

" He comes to Lane, finds garret shut,
Then, not with knuckle, hits with foot."

Davenant : Long Vacation in London.

3. The knee-joint.

"Jelly also, which they use for a restorative. Is
chiefly made of knuckles of veal."—Bacon : JTat. Hist
§45.

4. The joint of a plant.

5. A swelling.
" The swellings or blind piles appearing like bigs or

knuckles within the fundement, are cared with five-
leafe grasse."—P. Holland: Plinie, bk. xxvL, ch. viii.

II. Technically :

1. Mech. : The joint-pieces forming a hinge
through which the pintle passes.

2. Ship-build. : An acute angle on some of
the timbers.

knuckle-bones, s. pi. [Dibstone.]

knuckle -deep, adv. Very deeply;
considerably.

knuckle-duster, s. An instrument or
apparatus of iron to protect the knuckles
and also to add force to a blow. It is fur-
nished with knobs or points to add severity
to the stroke. It is chiefly used by garrotters.

knuckle-joint, s. A joint in which a
projection on each leg or leaf of a machine or

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ?enophon, exist, ph - f.
-eian. -tinn = shan, -tion, -sion = shim ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del/
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implement is inserted in corresponding re-

cesses in the other, the two being connected

by a pin or pivot on which they mutually turn.

The legs of dividers and the leaves of butt-

hinges are examples of the true knuckle-joint.

The term, however, is somewhat commonly
applied to joints in which the motion is not
confined to one place. Such are really umi-

versal joints, a form illustrated in the ball

and socket and the gimbal. A ginglyinus.

knuckle-timber, s.

Ship-build. : A top timber in the fore body,
where a reverse of shape causes an angle on
the timber.

* knuc'-kle, v.i. & t. [Knuckle, s.]

A. Intraus. : [If 1.].

*" B. Trans. : To hit with the knuckles or
fist ; to pommel.

If 1. To knuckle down ;

(1) Lit. ; To kneel down, as boys at marbles.

(2) Fig. : To submit, to give way, to yield,

to acknowledge one's self beaten.
" We knuckle down uuder an ounce of indignation."

—Blackmore: Loma Boone, ch. liv.

2. To knuckle under; [IT 1 (2)].

knuc'-kled (kled as keld), a. [Eng.
knuckl(e); -ed.] Having knuckles or joints

;

jointed, (Bacon: Nat. Hist., § C56.)

* knuff, s. [Gnoff.] A country lout; a clown.
"The country knuffs. Hob, Dick, and Hick."

^ Hayward.
knur, knurl, s. [Knar, Gnarr.]

1. Lit. : A knot ; a knar ; a nodule of
stone ; a protuberance or swelling on the
bark of a tree. {Woodward: On Fossils.)

2. Fig. ; A surly, obstinate fellow. (Burns

:

Meg o' the Mill.)

knurled, a. [Eng. knurl; -ed,]

1. Knotted, gnarled.

2. Milled, as the head of a screw.

* knurl'-Ing, s. [Knurl, s.] A dwarf.

* knur'-ly, a. [Eng. knurl; -y.\ Full of knurls
or knots ; knotted, gnarly.

* knur'-ry, a. [Eng. knur ; -y.] Full of knurls
or knots ; knnrly. (Stanyhurst: Conceites.)

*knyt, v.t. [Knit, v.]

ko-a'-la, s. [Native name.]
Zool. : The genus Phascolarctos (q.v.), and

specially Phascolarctos einereus, the native
bear or native sloth of the Australian colonists.
It is a tailless, but pouched animal, about two

feet long, with a stout body and limbs, a

small head, moderate-sized ears, well-devel-

oped feet, and ash-gray fur. It feeds on the
tender shoots of the blue gum-trees, which
the natives climb to effect its capture.

kfib, ko'-ba, a . [See def.]

Zool. : The native name of several species
of the genus Kobus (q.v.). These words are
also used as specific names: Antilope kob =
Adenota Tcob, the ^quitoon, or Gambian Ante-
lope, and Antilope kobus = Kobus sing sing. _

ko'-ba, s. [Kob.]

kd'-balt, s. [Cobalt.]

ko-ba-o'-ba, s. [See def.] The Bechuana
name for tne long-horned, white rhinoceros.
(G. dimming : Hunter's Life in South Africa.)

ko'-bell-ite, s. [Named by Satterberg after
Von Kobell ; suff. -ite. (Min.).]

Min. : A sulph-antimonite of lead and bis-

muth represented by the formula 8Pb S +
(Ri, Sb)2 S3 . Soft ; sp. gr., 6*29 to«-32 ; colour,
blackish lead-gray ; streak black. Occurs at
the cobalt mine of Hvena, Sweden.

ko'-bo, s. [A Sierra Leone word.] (See com-
pound.

)

kobo-tree, s,

Bot. : Copaifera Guibourtiana, or Guibourtia
copallifera, said to yield a valuable copal.

kob'- old, s. [Ger.]

Teut Mythol. : A German house-spirit, the
same as the English Robin Goodfellow, and
the Scotch Brownie.

kob old-ine, s. [Named by Beudant from
0. Ger. kobold = cobalt ; suff. -ite (Min,).']

Mill. : The same as Linn^ite (q.v.).

kd-bres'-l-a, s. [Named after De Kobres, a

German patron of botany.]

Bot. : A genus of Cyperaceae, tribe Elynese
(Lindley), or Caricinese (Sir Joseph Hooper).

The female flowers have a lateral scale. Known
species three ; one, Kobresia caricina, a sedge-
like plant, four to nine inches high, with wiry,

recurved leaves, being found on upland moors
in Yorkshire, Durham, and Perthshire.

kd'-bus, s. [Mod. Lat, from kob (q.v.).]

Zool. : A genus of Cervicapridge (Brooke),

with six species from the grassy plains and
marshes of tropical Africa, Horns elongate,

sub-lyrate ; muzzle cervine ; no tear-bag or

inguinal pores ; hair rough, that on neck
longer, divergent, and drooping; tail rather
elongate, depressed, hairy on sides and below

;

females hornless, with four teats.

k6ch'-el-lte, s. [Named after the locality,

Kochel(-wiesen), Silesia; surt'. -ite (Min.)."]

Min. ; A mineral occurring in columnar in-

crustations with traces of crystals, on ilmenite
and fergusonite. Colour, brownish isabelki-

yellow; translucent ; lustre greasy. Said to be
a silico-columbate of yttria, zirconia, iron, &c.

kcef-lacn-ite, s. [Named by Dcelter after

the locality, Kceflach, Styria ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : A resin with the formula C29H43O5.
Related to Jaulingite (q.v.).

kceh'-ler-ite, s. [Named by Adam after

Kohler ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : The same as Onofrite (q.v.).

kcel'-bing-ite, s. [Named by Breithaupt
after Kcelbing, of Herrnhut ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : A dark-green mineral occurring in

groups of diverging crystals associated with
eudialyte, aegyrite, &c, at Kangerdluarsuk,
West Greenland. Formerly regarded as Arf-
vedsonite (q. v.)., but separated from the
Amphibole group by Breithaupt. It consists
principally of silicate of protoxide of iron and
lime ; streak, pistachio -green. Probably a

variety of Epidote (q.v.).

kce-ler'-i-a, s. [Named after G. L. Koeler,

Professor o'f Natural History at Mayence and
a writer on grasses.]

Bot. : A cosmopolitan genus of grasses, tribe

Festucese. The panicle is contracted, spike-

like, the spikelets compressed. Known species
eight. One, Kceleria cristata, is British. It

has a silvery panicle, interrupted below, is

one to three feet high, and is found on banks
and in pastures.

keen -Ig-Ine, kcen'-lg-lte, s. [Named by
Levy after C. Koenig ; suff. -ine, -ite(Min.).]

Min. : A variety of Brochantite (q.v.), from
Guineschevsk, Perm, Russia.

kcen'-ig-Ite, 5. [Kcenigine.]

keen lein-ite, s. [Kcenlite.]

kcen'-llte, kcen'-lein-ite, s. [Named by
Schroetter after Kcenlein, of Uznach.]

Min. : A native hydrocarbon, containing
92*429 of carbon and 7*571 per cent, of hydro-
gen. Amorphous, soft ; colour, reddish-brown
to yellow. More soluble in ether than in
alcohol, the former yielding wax-like folia.
First found at Uznach, Switzerland, associated
with lignite (q.v.).

kcet'-tig-ite, s. [Named by Dana after Otto
Kcettig ; suff'. -ite (Min).]

Min. : According to Naumann, monoclinic
in crystallization and isomorphous with ery-
thrine (q.v,). Groth makes it isomorphous
with vivianite (q.v.). Occurs massive, or
as crystalline crusts with fibrous structure.
Coifjar, carmine-red and peach-b^ssom red.

Compos. : a hydrateel arsenate of zinc, cobalt,

and nickel, represented bv the formula :

—

(ZnO,CoO,NiO)a
, As05 + 3H0. Found asso-

ciated with smaltite (q.v 1 at the Daniel Mine,
Schneeberg, Saxony.

koff, s. [Dut.]

Naut. : A two-masted Dutch fishing-vessel,
,

carrying a sprit-sail on each mast.

ko'-gl-a, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Zool. : A genus of Cetaceans, family Physe-
teridse (Sperm Whales or Cachalots). Kogia
brevlceps, and K. (Euphysetes) Grayii, perhaps
only the same species, are small porpoise-

like whales, from six to ten feet long, but
akin to the great Sperm Whale. They have
been found off the Cape of Good Hope, on the
East Indian coasts, and in the Australian
seas.

kohl, s. [Ger. kohl = kale.] (See the com-
pound.)

kohlrabi, s.

Bot. : Brassica oleracea caulorapa, the Tur-
nip-stemmed Cabbage, a variety of cabbage,
having a turnip-like protuberance on the
stem just above the ground, which is the
most edible part of the plant.

ko'-hol, s. [Alcohol.] A pomade with which
Persian women blacken the inside of their

eyelids.

Ko'-kab, s. [Heb. lDi3 (kokhdbh) - a star.]

Astron. : j3 Ursce Minoris.

ko-ka'-ko, s. [Maori.]

Ornith. : Glaucopis cinerea, a kind of crow
found in New Zealand.

kok am, s. [Mahratta (?).] An oil expressed
from Garcinia purpurea on the west coast of
India. It is used as an emollient.

kok'-kol-ite, s. [Coccolite.]

ko-kdo'-na, s. [Cinghalese.] A genus of
Celastraceae. Kokoona zeylanica is a tree with
a pale-coloured bark, found in the West Indies
and in Ceylon. Thwaites says that an oil is

expressed from its seeds, which is used for

burning in lamps, &c. The yellow, corky
bark, mixed with ghee, is used in the prepar-
ation of a snuff intended to produce a dis-

charge of mucus from the nostrils and relieve

headache. (Prof. Watt, &c.)

kok'-ra, 5. [Various Indian languages.]

Bot. & Comm. : Lepidostachys, now Scepa, or
Aporosa Roxburghii. Its wood is used in the
manufacture of musical instruments.

kok'-schar-off-ite, s. [Named by N. Nor-
denskiold, after the Russian mineralogist,

Kokscharow ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : A mineral resembling tiemolite in

appearance, and also belonging to the group
of Amphiboles. It is characterized by the
presence of a large amount of alumina, part
of which is regarded as basic. It approaches
in composition the variety called Edenite
(q.v.). Found associated with, lapis-lazuli..

near the Lake Baikal, Asiatic Russia.

kola, s. [Cola.]

kol'-lo-phane, s. [Gr. koAAo. (kolla) = glue,

and ^atvofiai (phainomai)= to appear. Named
by Sandberger.]

Min. : A mineral resembling gymnite, found
with guano in the island ofSombrero. Compos :

a tribasic phosphate of lime mixed with some
calcite ; sp. gr. = 2*70 ; hardness = 5.

kol'-ly-rite, s. [Collyrite.]

kol-opk-on-ite, ». [Colophonite.]

ko-rais dar, ka ma-is dar, $. [Mah-
ratta kamavisdar.] A district collector of re-

venue ; a manager or renter of a province. (Easf
Indies.)

kon'-a-rlte, a. [Conarite.]

kdn-dro-ar'-sen-it, [Chondrarsenite.]

kdngs'-berg-lte, s. [Named by Pisani after
the place where found, Kongsberg, Norway

;

suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : An amalgam of silver and mercury.
Compos. : silver, 95*10 ; mercury, 4*90 ; for-
mula, AgigHg ; isometric. Occurs in crystals,
and crystalline, at the silver mines of Kongs-
berg.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, were, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub,, cure, unite, enz*, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oe = e ; ey = a. qu - kw.
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ko ni chal '-5 it, ». LConichalcite, s.]

kon -i-ga (on as en), s. [Named by Robert
Brown after Mr. Kbnig, ofthe BritishMuseuni.]

Bot. : A genus of Crucifene, family Alyssidse.
Lindley makes it a synonym of Glyce, and Mr.
Joseph Hooker calls the old Koniga mari-
time, Alyssum maritimum. It is the Sea-side
Koniga, or Sweet Alyssum. It has honey-
scented, white flowers. It is an escape in
Britain, occurring in Cornwall, Devon, and
near Aberdeen.

kon' Tg Ine (o as e or o), «. [KcKsrianre.]

kon -ig Ite (o as e or e), a. [Kcsnigitb.]

kon i-lite, s. [Gr. kovls (konis) = dust, and
\i'0os (lithos) = stone.]

Min. : A pulverulent mineral of a white
colour, found associated with zeolites in the
amygdaloidal rocks of Scotland. A chemical
examination shewed that it consisted largely
of free silica, probably mixed with some zeo-
litic substance.

ko-ninck'-i-a, s. [Named after M. de
Koninck.]

Palceont. : A subgenus of Strophonema,
brachiopods of the family OrthidER. Found
in the Trias, St. Cassian. (S. P. Woodward.)

ko nirick -i-na, s. [Koninckia.]

Zool. : The typical and only known genus of
the family Koninckinida? (q.v.). The shell is

free, the valves unarticulated (?) ; oral arms,
supported by two spirally-curled lamellee.
Only known species, Konincldna Leonhardi,
from the Trias of St. Cassian. (Nicholson.)

ko ninck-in 1 dre, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ko-
ninckin(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suft'. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Brachiopoda. [Koninck-
ina.]

ko'-nite, 5. [Conite.]

kon ning, s, [Cunning.]

koo doo , s. [Its South African name.]

Zool. : Strepsiceros kudu, a beautiful antelope,
slate-gray, with transverse white markings.
The males with spirally-twisted horns, about
four feet long ; the females hornless ; height
about five feet at the shoulders. Extends from
South Africa to Abyssinia.

kook, v.i. [Cook (3), v.]

kook -aam, 5. [CaflYe.]

Zool. : The native South African name of the
Gemsbok antelope (Oryx gazella). [Gemsbok.]

koo lee, s. [Coolie,]

kool 6-kam ba, s. [Native name ; the first

element koolo imitated from its cry. It is

repeated several times.]

Zool. : Troglodytes Koolo-kamba (Du Chaillv),
T. Aubryi (Gratiolet £ Alix), an anthropoid
ape shot by Du Chaillu in the forests of
Western Equatorial Africa. The shoulders
are broad, the ears large, the arms extend
below the knee ; the limbs adapt it to go on
all fours and to climb trees ; the waist is as
broad and thick as the chest ; the breast-bone
is protuberant ; the belly is very large and
the stomach large. It feeds .on vegetables.
It has affinities to the gorilla, the chimpanzee,
and the nscliiego.

koo-lum -bee, s. [Mahratta.] Another name
for the Koonbee caste (q.v.).

koon -bee, klin bi» s. [Mahratta.] The
agricultural caste. One of the great castes

in the Mahratta country in Western and Cen-
tral India.

Koord, s. [Kurd.]

Koord -ish, 1 [Kurdish.]

Kod-rlT-i-an, «. [Kurilian.]

koor -see, kiir si, s. [Arab, &c]
Mtthammadan ism : The seventh heaven, sup-

posed to be crystalline, and to constitute the
judgment seat of God.

koorsee- text, s. The 25tith verse of the
second chapter of the Koran. [Chapter of
the Cow (Sale), Heifer (Palmer.).] It is also
known as the Throne verse, from the Arabic
Koorsee, supposed to be God's seat of justice.
It allegorically signifies divine providence.
(Sale.) The verse runs thus :—

" God, there is no God but He, the living, the self-

aubaistent. Slumber takea him not. nor sleep. His
is what is in the henvensand what is in the earth.
Who is it intercedes with Him save by His rermission ?

He knows what is before them and what behind them,
and they comprehend not aught of his knowledge but
of what he pleases. His throne extends over the
heavens and the earth, and it tires H\m not to guard
them both, for He is high and grand.'

Professor Palmer (Sacred Books of the East, vi.

40), says it is "considered one of the finest

passages in the Qur'an, and frequently found
inscribed in mosques and the like." Sale (note
in loc), says that " Mohammedans recite it in

their prayers, and some of them wear it about
them engraved on an agate or other precious
stone."

" His mother's aaluted amulet,
Whereon engraved the Koor&ee-text
Could smooth this life and win the next."

Byron : Bride of Abydos, il. 5.

ko peck, a. [Copeck.]

kd'-peh, s. [A South Sea Island word.] (See
the compound.)

kopeh-roots, s. pi.

Bot. : The roots of Colocasia macrorhiza, an
aroid, cultivated in Polynesia for its large
edible yam-like roots. Called also Tara-roote.

kopp'-lte, s. [Named after Prof. Kopp, of
Heidelberg, by Knop ; suff. -ite (Min.).~\

Min. : An isometric mineral, occurring as
small brown, transparent octahedrons, in a
granular limestone, near Schelingen, Kaiser-
stuhl, Baden. Formerly regarded as Pyro-
chlore (q.v.), but it differs from that mineral
in containing no titanic acid and little or no
fluorine. Compos. : a columbate of various
protoxides, but principally those of Cerium,
Calcium, Lanthanum and Didyinium.

kdr-arf'-ve-ite, «. [Korarfvetite.]

kor-arf'-ve-tite, kor-arf'-ve-ite, s.

[Named by Radominski after the locality

Korarfvet, Sweden ; suff. -ite (J/m).j

Miii. : A mineral occurring in masses, some-
times very large, or as imperfect crystals in
albite, associated with gadolinite, hjelmite,
beryl, &c; known in Sweden under the name
Monazite. According to Des Cloizeaux, it is

doubly refracting. Specific gravity = 4-03
;

colour, yellowish-brown; fracture, vitreous;
streak, grayish-yellow. Stated to be a phos-
phate of cerium containing fluorine.

kor-an, *cor-an', kur-an, al-kor-an,
al-cor-an', al kur-an , s. [Arab, kuran,
or, with the article" al = the, Alkuran = th&t
which is read, from A:ard= to read.]

Religions: The Muhainmadan scriptures,
which professedly consist of revelations made
by Allah (God) to Muhammad, the medium of
communication being the angel Gabriel. When
a Mussulman quotes from them, the formula
he uses is not "Muhammad says," but "God
says." He calls the book the Book of God,
and the Word of God, or the Book. [Bible.]
Muhammad, who gloried in being the "il-
literate prophet," wrote nothing himself, yet
his followers noted down his utterances on
leather, palm-leaves, stones, and even the
shoulder-blades of sheep. His companions
also preserved much by oral recitation.
The Koran is not so large as the Bible.

It is divided into 114 suras, or chapters,
not arranged chronologically. For instance,
chapter i. was "given at Mecca;" ii., at
Medina; iii., at Medina; Ixvi., at Medina;
Lxvii.-cxiv. at Mecca. Indeed, there seems to
be no arrangement of any kind in the hook

;

its chapters are as inconsecutive as if they
had been a series of sibylline leaves blown
into their places by the wind. The chapters
are named as well as numbered ; thus, ch, ii.

is denominated "the Cow;" ch. v., "the
Table ;" lxxxvi., " the Night-star." The work
consists of moral, religious, civil and political
teachings, commingled with promises, threat-
enings, &c, to be fulfilled in the future world

;

with Biblical narratives, Arabic and Christian
traditions, &c. Later revelations sometimes
revoked or essentially modified those which
had gone before. The Caliph Abu Beker, or
Bacr, directed Zeid ibn Thorbit to collect the
scattered utterances of the Koran. After-
wards there was a revision by the Caliph
Othinan, various readings having already
arisen. He left it in the form in which we
find it now. It has been translated into most
European languages. Sale published an Eng-
lish version of it in 1734. [Muhammadanism.]

ko'-re, s. [Gr.] The pupil of the eye.

kor'-i-gan, kor'-ri-gan, *. [Armoric]

Celt. Myth. (PL): Nine fays with long flow-

ing hair and deadly breath, haunting fountains

in Brittany.

kor'-in, cor'-in, «. [Native name.]

Zool. : Antilope ruftfrons, found in Africa.

It is of a bay-brown colour, the sides paler

above, with a broad dark streak below ; the

under parts mostly white ; the face bright

bay, with a broad white side streak.

kor'-lte, s. [Etym. doubtful. Named by S.

von Waltershansen.]

Min. ; A hypothetical compound to which
the formula ROSiOs+ R2 3 Si03 -l- 3HO is as-

signed. One of several similar substances
which Dana includes under Palagonite (q.v.).

kor'-ko-let, cor'-co-let, kor'-klr, kor -

kie, kor'-ker, cork, s. [Gael, corcuir =-

red, purple, a red dye.]

Bot. : One of the names given in the Scotch
Highlands to Lecanora tartarea, a lichen used
in dyeing.

koV-y-bant, s. [Corybant.]

kor'-y-nit, [Corynite.]

kos, s. [Heb. Dig (kos) ^= a cup (?). J A Jewish
measure of capacity, ofabout four cubic inches.

ko sine, s. [Abyssinian ko(u)ss(so); -ine.]

Chem. : 0^3.2^0^. The active principle of
the Kousso plant. It crystallizes in yellow
needles ; insoluble in water, but very soluble
in ether, chloroform, benzol, or boiling alcohol.

It melts at 142°; when heated to 150° , with acetic
anhydride, or hexacetate, CgiBWCaHgO^Ojn*
is obtained, whicli melts at 135 .

kos-mos, a. [Cosmos.]

kos -so, s. [Kousso.]

kos'-ter, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Ichthy. : A species of sturgeon.

kd-to/\v"', v. & 5. [Kowtow.]

kot-schu -be ite, s. [Named after P. A. von
Kotschubey, by Kokscharow ; suft'. -ite (Min.).J

Min. : A monoclinic, micaceous mineral, of
a reddish-violet colour, belonging to the chlo-
rite group, and resembling Ksemmererite, for
which it was at first mistaken. Kokscharow
determined it to be optically biaxial, and to
correspond in most of its characteristics to
the Clinochlore of Des Cloizeaux, to which he
referred it. Occurs with chromite near Lake
Itkul, Perm, Russia, and, like KEemmererite,
owes its colour to the presence of chromium.
It bears the same relation to the monoclinic
species, Clinochlore of Des Cloizeaux, as the
Ksemmererite does to the hexagonal species,.
Pennine. (Se°. these words.)

kou Ian, s. [Pers.]

Zool. : The Dziggetai (q.v.).

kou -miss, a. [Kumiss.]

koii'-pho-lite, s. [Gr. kou^os (kouphos) =
tender, and Ai'flos (lithos) = stone. Named by
Picot la Peyrouse.]

Min. : A variety of Prehnite (q.v.), occurring;
in excessively thin, brittle laminse, near
Bareges, Pyrenees, also at the Col du Bon-
homnie, Mont Blanc.

kour -bash, s. [Turk.] A whip made of a
strip of hippopotamus hide, capable of inflict-

ing terrible punishment ; often used for the
purpose of extorting confessions.

" The kaurbaih and the thumbscrew . . . prodnced
whatever confessions were deemed essential."

—

Clifford*
Lloyd, In Times, June 30, 1884.

kour bash, v.t. [Koukbash, s.] To punish
or torture with the kourbash (q.v.).

"The Mudir hud kourbathed and tortured them all
until they sigued a confession dictated by him."—
Clifford Lloyd, in Timet, June 30, 1884.

kous-kous, s. [Cous-cous.]

kous so, s. [An Abyssinian word.]
Bot. & Phar. : [Bkaykra].

ko^r-to^', ko-to^, v.t. & i. [Chinese.]

A. Trans. ; To perform the kowtow to ; to
salute by prostration ; to fawn obsequiously
upon. (Moore : Fudge Family, lett. xi.)

B. Tntrans. : To perform the kowtow ; to
fawn obsequiously.

boil, bo^; pout, Jd%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bengh; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xonophon, exist, -ing.
-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun : -tlon, -sion = zhnn. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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kow-to'w', kd-t6V, s. [Kowtow, v.] The
mode of saluting the Emperor of China, by
prostration before liim on all fours, touching
the ground with the forehead nine times.

X.P. The abbreviation for Knight of the
Order of St. Patrick.

kraal, kraal, s. [Dut., from koraal = coral,

which these hamlets were supposed to re-

semble; Littre connects it with ccrrcd (q.v.).]

A village; a collection of huts ; a hut. (South
African,)

krab'-lite, s. [Named by Forchhammer after
the volcano Krabla, Iceland.]

Min. : A felspatlnc mineral which, accord-
ing to Von Waltershausen, is not only similar
to the spherulitic concretions in pitchstones,
but likewise occurs in triclinic crystals in the
obsidian of Krabla, Iceland. Analyses by
Forchhammer and Genth appear to justify its

reference by Dana to the species orthoclase.

krseme, ». [Cr^me.]

* krag, ». [Crag.]

krait, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Bungamts cozndeus, a venomous
Indian snake, second only in its deadly action
"*to the cobra. Above it is blue or brownish-
black with white streaks, below it is white.
Length about four feet.

Sera '-ken, s. [Probably from O. Sw. kraken

;

Dan. krage = the stump or stem of a tree, the
uncouth form of which the kraken was sup-
posed to resemble. (Mahn.)] A fabulous sea-
monster, said to be seen at different times off
the coast of Norway. According to tradition,
the fishermen often mistook it for an island.

krame, ». [Kr^me.]

kra-meV-i-a, s. [Named after J. G. H. and
W. H. Kramer, two German botanists.]

Bot. ; A genus of Polygalacese. An extract
is formed from it in Peru, which is a mild
astringent. It acts with effect in eases of
bloody or mucous discharges, in debility of
the digestive or other organs, and in fever.
The powder mixed with charcoal forms a good
tooth-powder. An infusion of it constitutes
a gargle or wash. (Lindley.)

' kra-mer-i-a'-ce-se, s. pi [Mod. Lat.
krameri(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : The name given by Von Martius to the
order Polygalaceee (q.v.).

kra-mer'-ic, a. [Mod. Lat., &c. kramer(ia)

;

-ic.] (See compound.)

krameric-acid, s,

Chem. : An acid said by Peschier to exist in
Thatany root (Krameria triandra). It is crys-
talline, has a sour and astringent taste, and
is not volatile. Its alkaline salts are crystal-
lizable, and their solutions form a white pre-
cipitate with lead salts, yellow with ferric
salts. The barium salt is said not to be
decomposed by sulphuric acid or soluble
sulphates. Other chemists who have looked
for this acid in rhatany root have not been
•able to find it. (Watts: Diet. Chem., hi., 448.)

krang, 5. [Dut. kreng.] The carcass of a
whale after the blubber has been removed.

krantz -ite, s. [Named after Krantz by Berge-
mann ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A fossil resin which is essentially
amber (q.v.) in composition, containing car-
bon, 79*25; hydrogen, 10*41; oxygen, 10*34,
which nearly corresponds to the formula
C'40,H64,O4. It is somewhat sectile. Found
in small grains of a light greenish-yellow
colour in the lignite of Lattorf, Anhalt.

krau'-rite, s. [Gr. Kpavpos (krauros)= brittle.
Named by Breithaupt.]

Min. : The same as Dufrenite (q.v.). This
name was originally applied to the Dufrenite
from Hirschberg.

lire'-a-sote, ». [Creasote.]

kre'-at, cre'-at, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A
tonic infusion of the root of Andrographis
'panioulata.

2ire-at'-ic, a. [Gr. Kpias (kreas), genit. Kpiaroq
(kreatos) = flesh ; Eng. adj. sulf. -ic\. Of or
pertaining to flesh.

kreatic- nausea, s. An abhorrence of
flesh-food.

kre'-at-in, *. [Creatine.]

kre-at -in-in, [Creatinine.]

kreel, -s. [Creel.]

1. A fish-basket of osiers.

2. A frame-work fish-trap.

kreit'-ton-ite, s. [Gr. ttpelTTw (kreittmi) —
stronger; suff. -ite (Min.). Named by Von
Kobell.]

Min. : A mineral belonging to the group of
zinc-spinels, or Gahnite (q.v.), in which part
of the alumina is replaced by sesquioxide
of iron. Hardness, 7-8; sp. gr., 4*48^ *89.

Occurs in greenish-black crystals and granu-
lar massive, associated with pyrrhotite (q.v.),
&c. ,at Bodenmais, Bavaria. Originally named
Spinellus superior by Breithaupt.

kre^-mers-ite, s. [Named by Kenngott after
Kremers

; -ite (Min.).]

Min. : An isometric mineral, occurring in
octahedrons, as a sublimation product, in the
fumaroles of Vesuvius. Colour, ruby-red

;

soluble in water. Compos, (according to
Kremers), a hydrated chloride of potassium,
ammonium, and iron.

krem'-nltz, s. [Krems.]

kremnitz white, s. [Krems-white.]

krems, t crems, krem'-nitz, s. & a. [See

Geogra/phy

:

A. As snbst. : A town of Lower Austria,
thirty-eight miles N.W. of Vienna.

B. As adj.: (See the compound).

krems-white, crems-white, krem-
nitz-white, s.

Pigments : A white carbonate of lead. Called
also Vienna white.

kre'-mc, a. [Crenic]

krenic-acid, *. [Crenic-acid.]

kren'-ner-ite, s. [Named by vom Rath after
Prof. Krenner ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : An orthorhombic (monoclinic ac-
cording to Schrauf) mineral, occurring at
Nagyag, Transylvania, in prismatic crystals
vertically striated. A perfect basal cleavage,
metallic lustre, and a silver-white to brass-
yellow colour

; opaque and brittle. Contains
gold, tellurium, a little silver and copper, and
is probably related to Calaverite (q.v.). For-
merly known under the name Mullerine (q.v.),
German, Gelberz (yellow-ore), and Weisstellur
(white tellurium). This is the Bunsenine of
Krenner. Bunsenite (q.v.) having, however,
been accepted as the name for the nickel pro-
toxide, Vom Rath named this after the dis-
coverer.

kre'-o-sote, s. [Creasote.]

kreutz'-er, kreuz'-er (eutz, euz as oitz),
s. [Ger., from kreuz = a cross, from the stamp
on the coin.]

1. An old South German copper coin, value
about the sixtieth part of a florin, or one-third
of a penny.

2. An Austro-Hungarian coin, value about
one farthing.

* krews, s. [Craw-fish.]

krieg'-spiel, a. [Ger., from krieg = war, and
spiel =gsnne.] A German game in which by
means of leaden pieces, representing various
sized bodies of men, moved by two officers,
acting as generals, under certain rules, on a
map exhibiting all the natural features of a
country, the art of war is exemplified and set
forth.

krls, b. [Creese, s.]

kris, v.t. [Kris, s.] To kill or wound with a
kris or creese.

Krlsh'-na, s. [Sansc]
Hindoo Myth. : The eighth avatar (incarna-

tion) of Vislmoo. Kansa, a demon-king of Ma-
th ura, having ruled oppressively, the Brahmans
supplicated Vishuoo to interfere. He, in reply,
plucked off two hairs, one black, the other
white

; the former became Krishna. He was
born at Mathura ; his father was Vasudeva, a
kshatriya (warrior), and his mother Devaki.
Kansa seeking to destroy him when an infant,
his father fled away with him, and hid him in
a vaisya's (merchant's) shop. When sight years

KRISHNA.

old it rained heavily, and the god rootea up
a mountain, and obligingly held it as an
umbrella over the heads
of the villagers and their
cattle. When a youth he
sported with sixteen thou-
sand milkmaids in the wil-

derness ofBindrabun. Next
assuming four arms, he
killed the tyrant Kansa. He
married two wives, but his
favourite was a mistress
called Radha. According
to Mr. Ward, about three-
fifths of the whole Hindoo
population of Bengal are
worshippers of this god,
and various festivals are
held in his honour. He is

also worshipped in other
parts of India. He is gene-
rally represented as a black
man, holding a flute to his
mouth with both hands, sometimes with his
favourite Radha standing on the left. He may
have been an historical personage, around
whom multitudinous myths have gathered.

kri-SU'-Vlg-lte, s. [Named by Forchhammer
after the locality where found, Krisuvig,
Iceland.]

Min, : The same as Brochantite (q.v.).

t kri'-tar-chy, 5. [Gr. kPiH)s (krites) = ajudge,
and aptf (arche) = rule.] The rule of the
judges over the children of Israel.

"Judges over the children of Israel. Samson, Jeph-
thah, Gideon, and other heroes of the kritarchy"—
Southey : The Doctor, interchap. xvii.

krceb'-er-ite, s. [Named after P. Kroeber
by D. Forbes ; suff. -ite (Min).]

Min. : A strongly-magnetic pyrites (q.v.),
in copper-coloured crystals. Not analysed.
Is probably pyrrhotite (q.v.). Found on the
Eastern Audes.

kreennk -ite, 5. [Named after Kroannke by
Domeyko.]
Min.: A hydrated sulphate of copper and

sodium, having the formula CuS04 -fNa2S04 -l-

2aq. In crystalline masses with fibrous
structure. Crystallization probably triclinic.
From copper mines between Cobija and Po-
tosi, Bolivia.

kro'-ne, s. [Dan., = a crown.] A coin of
Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, value about
Is. l£d. sterling.

kron'-i-a, s. pi. [Gr.] A Greek festival held
in honour of* Kronos or Saturn, and corre-
sponding to the Roman Saturnalia.

krug'-ite. s. [Named after D. Krug ; suff.

-ite (Min.).]

Min. : A supposed new mineral related to
Polyhalite (q.v.). Appears t:> be a compound
of the sulphates of magnesia, liine, and potash,
represented by the formula K2S04+MgSO4 -f-

40aS04 + 2aq. Found at New Stassfurth,
Prussia.

krul'-ler, s. [Mid. Eng. cndl = curl ; suff.
-er.] A cake curled or crisped, and boiled iu
fat.

krumm'-horn, krum'-horn, *. [Ger.=
crooked horn.]

Music

:

1. An old wind instrument, with a crooked
tube, and a tone resembling that of the cornet.

% An organ stop, consisting of reed pipes.
It is of eight feet pitch. This name has been
corrupted to Cremona on English organs.

kry'-o-lite, [Cryolite.]

kryp-to-phan'-ic, <*. [Cryptophanic]

kryptophanic-acid, s. [Cryptophanip.
ACID. J

ksar, [Czar.]

kshat'-ri-ya, kshet'-rl-ya, s. [Sansc]
Brahmanism (PL) : Warriors, the second of

the four great Hindoo castes, ranking imme-
diately beneath the Brahmans, and above the
Vaisyas (merchants). It is the military caste.
It is doubtful if it maintains its distinctness.
Perhaps no Hindoo can definitely prove him-
self of Kshatriya descent. The Rajpoots, the
Mahratta aristocracy, &c, claim to be so
though the latter clearly originated from the
fourth or labourer caste.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cu*>, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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K.S.T. The abbreviation for Knight of the

Star of India.

K.T. The abbreviation for Knight of the Order
of the Thistle.

ku'-dds, s. [Gr.] Glory, renown, fame, credit.

i ku dos, v.t. [Kudos, 5.] To land, to praise.

" Kudos' €l egregiously in heathon Greek."
tiouthcy : Nondescripts, i.

ku du, ». [Koodoo.]

ku dum-ba, 3. [Cadamba.]

kuehn'-ite, s. [Named after Knehn, who
first analysed the substance ; suff. *ite(Min.).~\

Min. : The same as Berzelite (q.v.). Four
different minerals having been named after

the chemist Berzelius, Miller (in order to avoid

confusion), in his edition of Phillips' Minera-

logy, used the name Knehnite for the above.

This name is adopted in the Brit. Mm. Cat.

Jmest'-el-ite, s. [Named after Guido Kuestel,

by Breithaupt ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : An ore from Nevada containing silver,

lead, and gold, the first predominating. Dana
adopts the name for his auriferous variety of

silver, containing from 10 to 30 per cent, of

this metal, but states that there is a gradual

passage to argentiferous gold.

Jiu fie, a. [Cufic]

kuh horn, s. [Ger. kith = cow, and Eng.
horn.] Along, powerful horn, curving at the

extremity, used by the Swiss to convey signals

on the \lps. It was formerly used to sound
the charge in battle.

luihn'-i-a, s. [Named after Adam Kuhn, of

Pennsylvania, a pupil of Linnaeus.]

Bot. : A genus of Composite, sub-order

Tubulifiorae, tribe Adenostyleee. Natives of

America. Four are cultivated in Britain, and
are ornamental little plants.

liuich -ua (u as w), ». [Brazilian.]

Zool. : Felis macrurus, a Brazilian, long-

Aailed wild-cat.

Jkuit-tle, V. [Cuittle.]

ku-karig', s. [Javanese.]

Zool. : Nycticehns tardigradus or javanicus,

the Slow-paced Loris. [Loris.]

*kul-an, s. [Dziqgetai.]

I£u-ma'-ra, s. [Sansc, = youthful.]

Hindoo Myth. : A name for the Brahraanic
war-god Kartikeya (q.v.).

ikum-be-ce-phaT-Ic, a. [Gr. KifjupTj (kumbe)
= a boat, ana Ke^aA.7) (kephale) = the head.]

Anthrop. : Boat-shaped. A term proposed
by Dr. D. "Wilson to denote the peculiar con-
formation of skulls found in chambered bar-

tows. The kumbecephalic skull ifi a variety

KUMBECEPHALIC SKULL.

of the dolicocephalic ; "the more obvious

features being excessive elongation, flattening

of the parietal bones, and squareness of the

base ;
producing, when viewed from behind,

a laterally-compressed appearance, which is

enhanced by the sagittal suture being some-

times elevated into a ridge." (Bateman ; Ten

Years' Diggings, <f'C, p. 146.)

"I suggested . . . the name kumbcceplialic, or bout-

shaped, a name suhaeuuently adopted by other cranio-

logiatafor this type ofskull."—D. Wilson; Prehistoric

Annals of Scotland, i. 236.

* kum -bix, s. [Gr. Ki,uj3if (Icimoix). J A miser,

a niggard. (P. Holland: Plutarch, p. 665.)

kum -buk, *-. [Various Indian languages.]

Bot. : Tervdnalia tomentosa (Wright £ Ar-
nott) ; Pentaptera tomentosa (Roxburgh). A
large Indian tree. The bark is used for tanning
black. It imparts the characteristic red

colour to native leather, and, if cut up into

small pieces and boiled for six hours, gives a

brown dye. Along with the bark of Miviusops

Ekngi, it is used to produce a red dye in jute.

It affords a black one with iron. The wood is

much used on account of its toughness for

making shafts to gigs. (Calcutta Exhibition

Report, &c.)

ku miss, kou -miss, ku -mish, s. [Russ.]

A liquid made by the Tartars from mare's

milk fermented and distilled.

kum ku ma, s. [Malay.]

Botany, &c. :

1. An aromatic drug and perfume obtained

from Didyviocnrpns aromaticus.

2. The Malay name of saffron.

kum -mel (u as i), s. [Ger. = caraway.] A
liqueur made in Germany, Russia, &c, and
flavoured with caraway-seeds.

kum -quat, s. [Chinese.]

Bot. & Hist. : Citrus japonica, a tree about
six feet high, of the orange genus, growing in

China and Japan. There are groves of it in

the island of Chusan. The fruit, which is

oval, is about the size of a gooseberry. It has

a sweet rind and an acid taste. The Chinese

use it as a preserve, and it occasionally finds

its way to Britain.

kun -dah, s. [A Guinea word.] (See etym.
and compound.)

kundah oil, s. An oil derived from Ca-

rapa Touloucouna, or guianensis. It is acrid

and bitter, and said to be well fitted for lamps.

(Lindley.) Called also Tallicoonah oil.

kun kir zoed, s. [Arab.]

Bot. ; The gum of the artichoke-root. The
Arabs use it as an emetic.

kun'-kur, kan -kar, s. [Hind.= limestone.]

Geol. : A calcareous stratum found in many
parts of India. It is of comparatively modern
age, but its precise geological date has not

yet been determined.

kunth. I a, s. [Named after Chas. Sigismund
Kunth, a celebrated Prussian botanist.]

Bot. : A genus of Palms, tribe Arecese. The
only species, Kit nth ia montana, is a reed-like

palm, twenty feet long, but only an inch thick,

with a tuft of leaves at the top. It is found
in New Granada, the Indians of which use the

reedy stems as tubes through which to blow
their poisoned arrows. The juice of the tree

is used as a remedy for snake-bites,

kup-aph'-rlte, s. [Ger. kupfer = copper,

and Gr. i^pos (aphros) = foam. Named by
Shepard.]

Min. : The same as Tvrolite (q.v.).

kup-fer-di-as-pore, s. [Ger. kupfer =
copper, and Gr. 5iao-7ret'pu> (diaspeiro) = to

scatter. Named by Kuhn.]

Min. : A variety of Pseudomalachite (q.v.),

from Hirschberg, which decrepitates violently

before the blowpipe, hence the name.

kup'-fer-nic-kel, o. [Ger. kvpfer = copper,
and Eng. nickel.]

Min. : The same as Nicollite (q.v.).

kup'-ffer-SQhie-ffer, ». [Ger. = copper slate.]

Geol. : The name given by German geologists

to certain beds about the age of the Permian
marl slate of England. They occur in Thu-
ringia and contain many fossil fishes. Called
also in Germany Mergel Schiefer.

kup'-ffer-lte, s. [Named after the Russian
physicist Kupffer; suff. -ite (Min.),']

Min. : A monoclinic mineral with the com-
position of Enstatite (q.v.), represented by
the formula Mg0,SiO2 . Occurs in aggregations
of prisms, like Actinolite. Hardness, 5'5

;

sp. gr., 3*0S ; lustre, vitreous ; colour, emerald-
green ; translucent in thin fragments. Dana
calls it an enstatite-hornblende coloured by
chrome. Found near Miask, Ilmen Moun-
tains, and Sanarka, Urals.

kuph-an'-I-line, s. [Gr. kou^os (kouphos) =
light, and Eng. aniline]

Cliem. : A name applied to an aniline oil ob-
tained from crude benzol. It contains 90 per
cent, aniline, and 5 per cent, toluidine, boils

at 100° and distils at 110°.

kur bee, a. [Mahratta.]

Bot., &c. : The stalks and straw of Sorghum

vulgare; used us food for cattle and horses,

and found very nourishing.

kur-il, s. [Named from the Kurile Islands.

[KURIL1AN.]

Ornith. : The Black Petrel.

Ku-ril'-I-an, a. & s. [From the Kurile Isles

;

suff. -an.]*

A. As adjective

:

Geol. : Of or belonging to the Kurile Isles, a

group of about twenty-five islands in the

North Pacific, extending from Kamtchatka to

Japan.

B. Intrans. . A native of the Kurile Isles.

ku-ri-6-log'-Ic, cu-ri-6-lSg-ic, ky-
rI-6-lo£-ic, ky-rl-o-ldg'-ic-al, a.

[Curiologic.] A term applied by Warburton

(Die. Leg., bk. ii., § 4) to that kind of hiero-

glyphic writing in which the principal circum-

stance in the subject stands for the whole.

Thus a battle was depicted by two hands, one

holding a shield and. the other a bow ; an in-

surrection by an armed man casting arrows

;

a siege, by a scaling ladder, and so on. This

was of the utmost simplicity, and conse-

quently it was probably the earliest way of

turning painting into a hieroglyphic. He con-

cludes by saying: "This is what we shall

hereafter distinguish by the name of the

curiologic character."
" As an example of the kitriologic, he says they

make a circle to represent the sun." — Rawlin&on :

Herodotus, iL 302. a

kur-saal', s. [Ger.= cure-hall.] A public

room or hall for the use of visitors to the

German watering-places and health resorts.

kur'-tf-dB9
r

s. pi. [Mod. Lat. kurt(us) ; Lat.

fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : A family of Acanthopteri, tribe

Kurtiformes, having a long anal fin and a

rather short dorsal one. It comprises two
genera of East Indian fishes.

kur-tl-for'-me^, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. Jcurtus

(q.v.); Lat. forma = form, shape, aud inasc.

or fern. pi. ending -es.]

Ichthy. : A tribe of Acanthopteri, contain-

ing only one family Kurtidae (q.v.).

kur'- tils, s. [Gr. kvptos (kurtos) = curved,
arched, humped.]

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the family
Kurtidse (q.v.) and the tribe Kurtiformes
(q.v.). The type is Kurtus indicus, a splendid
fish, the scales of which are like plates of
silver ; the iris is golden ; the back with
golden spots ; there are four black spots near
the dorsal fin, while.the pectorals reflect gold
and are edged with red ; the other fins yellow,
arched with black.

ku -si-manse, s. [Native name (?).]

Zool. : The Mangue (q.v.). See also Cross-
archus.

kus'-sl-er, s. [Turk.]

Music : A Turkish musical instrument, hav-
ing a hollow body, a skin covering, and five

strings.

kutch, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Gold-beating : The packet of vellum leaves
in which gold is placed to be beaten. The
package of gold-beater's skin in which gold-

leaf is placed for the second beating is called

the shoder. After the second beating, the
pieces are cut up and re-arranged in gold-
beater's skin, the package being called a mould.

ku-teer'-a, ku-ter'-a, ka-tir'-a, s.

[Hind. (?).]"

1. A gum derived from Cochlospermum Gos-
sypiuvi. It is used in the north-western pro-
vinces of India as a substitute for tragacanth.

2. A similar gum from Sterculia wrens.

Ku'-ver-a, s. [Sansc]

Hindoo Myth. : The Hindoo god of riches.
He rides on a car drawn by hobgoblins.

ky-a-bdo'-ca, *. [Kiabocca.]

ky'-an-ite, *. [Cyanits.J

ky'-an-ize, v.t. [Named after Dr. Kyan. the
inventor of the process in 1S32.] To prevent
the decay of wood, cordage, or canvas, by

boil, boy; pout, jowl ; cat, cell, chorus, cnin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^tenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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saturating it with a solution of corrosive sub-

limate in open tanks or under pressure. A
' wooden tank is put together so that no metal
of any kind can come in contact with the so-

lution when the tank is charged. The solu-

tion consists of corrosive sublimate and water,

in the proportion of one pound of corrosive

sublimate to ten gallons of water as a maxi-
mum strength, and one pound to fifteen gal-

lons as a minimum, according to the porosity

or absorption of the timber subjected to the
process. Oak and fir timber absorb nearly
alike, but beech, poplar and elm are more
porous. The period required for saturating
timber depends on its thickness ; twenty-four
hours are required for each inch in thickness,
for boards and small timbers.

ky'-an-ol, ky'-an-ole, s. [PSenylamine.]

ky-aph -en ine, s. [Cyaphenine.]

* kyd, v.t. [Kid, v.] To know.
"But ah, unjust and worthless Colin Clout,
That kydst the hidden kinds of many a weed."

Spenser : Shepheards Calender ; Dec.

kjrd'-l-a, s. [Named' after Colonel Robert
Kyd, the first director of the Calcutta botanic
garden.]

Bot. ; A genus of Byttneriacea?., tribe Bom-
beyese. Kydia calycina is a small tree, wif.h

palminerved entire or lobed leaves and diffuse

panicles of white or yellowish flowers. It has
a campanulate five-lobed calyx, five petals,
and monadelphous stamens. The mucilagin-
ous bark is used to clarify sugar. It is re-

garded as a sudorific, and is given in India in

cutaneous diseases. The inner bark yields a
fibre. The wood is employed in the East for
house-building, for ploughs and oars, and for

carving.

kye, s. pi. [Cow.] Cows.
" The father crackB of horses, pleughs, and kye."

Burns : Cotter's Saturday Night.

* kyke, * kike, v.L [Low Ger. kiken; Dut.
kijken; Sw. kika.] To look steadfastly.

" To the roof they kiken, and thei gape."
Chaucer: C. T., 3,841.

kyl-ling'-i-a
?

s. [Named after P. Kylling, a
Danish botanist, who died in 1696.]

Bot. : A genus of Cyperacese, tribe Cypereee.
About fifty are known ; they are chiefly from
Brazil, South Africa, and Australia. Kyllingia
odorata is said to be powerfully diaphoretic
and diuretic. The acrid and aromatic root of

JC, triceps is used in India, in diabetes,

ky'-lod, a. [Gael.] A Highland cow or bull.
11 They are as ignorant aa the kyloes ye used to drive

to market."—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxxiv.

ky'-mat-ine, s. [Gr. Kv^a (kumct) genit.

KUfAaTos (kumatos)= a wave ; suff. -ine.]

Min. : An indurated form of Asbestos, its

composition indicating a passage from tremo-

lite to actinolite (see these words). Found at

Kuhnsdorf, Saxony.

* kym'-nel, [KlMNEL.]

kym'- 6 - graph, s. [Gr. Kv^ia (kima) = &

wave, and ypd<t>ui (grapho) = to draw.] An in-

strument for measuring and graphically re-

cording the variations in the pressure of the

blood in one of the vessels of a living animal.

* kynd, * kynde, a. & s. [Kind, s.]

ky-nu-ren'-ic, a. [Gr. nvotv (kuon), genit.

twos (kiuios)= & dog, and Kng. urenic] Con-
tained in or derived from the urine of a dog.

kynurenic-acid, s.

Chem. : A weak acid found in the urine of

dogs, especially those fed on fat meat. It

crystallizes from dilute solutions in slender

colourless needles ; insoluble in alcohol and
in ether. It dissolves in caustic alkalis, in

alkaline carbonates, lime-water, and baryta-

water, forming crystalline salts. When heated
alone or with lime, a volatile oil, having the
odour of benzonitrile, is obtained.

Ky'-rl-e, s. [Gr., voc. of Kvpi.o$ (kurios) =
Lord.]

Ecelesiol., Ritual, dtc. :

1. That portion of the Ordinary of the Mass,
which immediately follows the Introit (q.v.)

and precedes the Gloria in excelsis : in a Missa
cantata or at high-mass it is sung by the choir;
in the former case the celebrant sits on the
epistle-side of the sanctuary, in the latter,

supported by the deacon and sub-deacon, he

incenses the altar, while the Eyrie is being
sung. [Kyrie-eleison.]

2. The movement itself.

Kyrie-eleison, $.

Ecelesiol., Ritual, &c. :

1. Raman : Greek words(= Lord, have mercy
on us), which, with Christe eleison(= Christ,
have mercy on us), have been retained by the
Latin Church, and are used in the Breviary, the
Rituale, the Litanies, and in the Mass. Im-
mediately after the Introit, the celebrant and
his server say alternately Kyrie-eleison three
times, Christe-eleison three times, and once
more Kyrie-eleison three times. St. Thomas
supposes that the first triplet is addressed to

God the Father, the second to God the Son,
and the third to God the Holy Ghost.

2. Anglican : The response, " Lord have
mercy upon us, and incline our hearts to keep
this law," sung after the recitation of each of
the Ten Commandments in the Communion
Service.

* kyr-i-o-lex'-y, s. [Gr. xvpLoXcffa (kurio-

lexia), from Kupios(tomos)=governing, literal,

and A«'£is (lexis) = a word, a speech.] The use
of literal, as opposed to figurative words or
expressions.

'

kyr-I-o-log'-ic, kyr-i-o-lSg'-ic-al, «.

[KURIOLOGIC]

ky-ros'-ite, s. [Gr, Kvptatrn (Jcurosis) = a
ratification. Named by Breithaupt.]

Min. : A mineral known to the Germans
since 1725, under the names of Weisskup-
fererz (white copper ore), Weisskupfer (white
copper), and Weisserz (white ore). Now ascer-
tained to be an impure form of marcasite (q.v.),

* kyte, s. [Kite.]

* kyth, * kythe, v.t. & S. [A.S. ctfdhan.']

A. Trans. : To make known, to show, to
cause to appear.

B. Intrans. : To seem, to appear.
'

' Your sporran wad hae been as weel filled as it kythes
to be by the weight."—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxxiv.

* kyth, a. (Kith.]

L. The twelfth letter of the English alphabet,
is generally regarded as a semi-vowel or a

liquid. In shape it has been derived from
that of the Oriental lamed. L has only one
sound in English, as in love, long, like, &c. It

is formed by placing the tip of the tongue
against that part of the gum which incloses

the upper teeth, and allowing the breath to
escape by the sides of the tongue. L is fre-

quently interchanged with r, of which it is

considered to be a later modification : thus the
Latin lavendula has become in English lav-

ender ; the Latin peregrinus (Fr. pelerin) has
become the English pilgrim; the Latin sino-

plum, English slnoper. L has become n, as in

postern, Lat. posterula (O. Fr. posterle, posterne).

In some Romance words it has been weakened
to u, as in hauberk = 0. Fr. halberc, halbert

;

auburn = Lat. alburnum. From several words
it has disappeared, as from each, = A.S. mix,;

which — A.B. hwylc ; such = A.S. iwylc ; as =
= A.S. ealswa (also). On the other hand it has
intruded into could = A.S. cuthe, coitde; myrtle
= Lat. myrtus; manciple^. O. Fr. mancipe, Lat.
mancipium ; participle = Lat. participium

;

syllable = Lat. syllaha. L is frequently doubled
at the eud of monosyllables, as fall, ball, bell,

&c, but not after diphthongs or digraphs, as
foul, foal, &c. In A.S. I, like r, was fre-

quently preceded by h, which has since been
dropped, as in loaf— A.S. hlaf; lot = hlot, &c.
In the final syllable -le of English words the
e is silent, and I forms a syllable by itself, as
in able, table, &c. In many words the I has now
become silent as in walk, talk, lialf, calf, &c.

I. As an inital L is used: For book (Lat.
liber) for Law, or Laws, in D.C.L. = Doctor
of Civil Law, LL.D.= Legum Doctor ; in Mathe-
matics for logarithm ; in music for left : asX.Jf.
= Left Hand, and in stage directions for Left,
or Prompt side.

II. As a symbol L is used :

1. In rnimer. : For 50; with a line drawn
above it L = 50,000.

2. In C/iem. : For Lithium (q.v.).

3. In Comm. : For a pound or pounds : as

L. (usually written £) s. d. = pounds, shil-

lings, and pence.

la, interj. [Prob. A.S. Id = lo, or according to
some, a corruption of either lo ! or lord .') An
exclamation of surprise, or to call attention

;

lo ! see

!

" In truth, la, go with me ; and Til tell you excel-
lent news of your husband."

—

Shakesp. : Coriolanun,
i. 3.

la, S. [Fr.]

Music

:

1. The solfeggio name for the sixth degree
of the scale.

2. The key-note of the minor scale without
a signature.

la bemol, a. [Fr.] The note A flat.

la bemol majeur, s. [Fr.] The key
of A flat major.

la bemol mineur, s. [Fr.] The key ot
A flat minor.

*lab, * labbe, v.t. [Prob. from blab (q.v.);

cf. Dut. labben = to blab, to tell tales.] To
tell tales ; to blab, to gossip.

" But of hire tongue a tabbing ahrewe is she."
Chaucer; C. T., 10,802.

* lab, * labbe, s. [Lab, v.] One who tells

tales or blabs ; a gossip, a chatterer.
" Quod tho this sely man, 'I am no labbe,
1 hough I it say, I am nought leef to gabbe.'

"

Chaucer ; C. T„ 3.5091

,

Lab -a-dists, s. pi. [For etym. see def.]

Church Hist. : A Quietist sect of Dutch
Protestants, which took its name from John
Labadie, a Jesuit priest, who quitted the Col-
lege at Bordeaux in 1639. Charges of intrigue
arising out of the confessional were brought
against him, and in 1650 he joined the Cal-
vinists, but was banished from Montauban in
1660. In 1666 he removed to Middleburg,
where he was shut out from the church by
the Lutherans, and he and his followers were
driven from the city by the magistrates. The
Labadists then formed a small settlement
near Amsterdam, but were obliged to move
thence to Erfurt, and afterwards to Altona,
where Labadie died Feb. 16, 1674. His teach-
ing was in many respects similar to that of
the early Quakers, attaching much importance
to the "inward light," and professing great
austerity of manners. {Blunt.)

la-bar -l-a, s. [A Demarara word (?).J (See
*the compound.)

labaria-plant, s.

Bot. : Dracontium polyphyllum, a plant found
in Demarara. It is an antispasmodic expec-
torant.

la-bar'-ri, la-bar -ra, s. [The Guiana name
*of the animal.]

Zool. : Elaps lemniscatus, a venomous snake
found in South America. It is so coloured as
to resemble the road on which it loves to lie.

Mr. Webster says that he has killed specimens
eight feet long. (Wood.)

lab'-a-riim, s. [Lat., from Gr. Aij3opov (lata-
ron)~; a word of doubt-
ful origin.]

Christ. Art: The stan-
dard of Constantine the
Great, adopted by him
after his conversion to
Christianity. It was
marked with his seal,

which consisted of a

monogram of the first

two letters (X P) of the
Greek name of Christ,

interlaced and crossed.
Sometimes the X, in-

stead of retaining its

ordinary position, is

placed upright and sur-

mounted by the P.
These letters are often accompanied with the
A and Q, and circumscribed with a circle.

* labbe, s. [Lab, s.]

* labbe, * lab, v.i. [Lab, v.]

lab'-da-xium, s. [Ladanum.}

* lab-e-fac'-tion, s. [Lat. labefactio, from
labefactus, pa. par. of labefacio= to make weak

;

labo =to glide, to fall, and/acio = to make, to

i. From a Coin of Con-
stantine. b. From Mar-
tigny's Diet, Antig-
Chrk.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot.

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e: ey=a. qu = kw.
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cause.] The act of causing to become weak,
to totter, or falJ ' a weakening ; decay, down-
fall, ruin.

* lab'-e-ffy, v.t. [Lat. labefacio = to make
weak.] To make weak; to weaken ; to cause
to fall ; to impair.

La'-bel (1), * la -bell (1), s. [O. Fr. label ; Fr.
lambel, lambeait, properly a small flap or lappet,
from O. H. Ger. lappa, M. H. Ger. lappe,

cognate with Eng. lap (q.v.). Cf. Wei.
llab = a strip, llabel = el 1? bel ; Gael, llab = a
shred.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A small slip or strip of paper, parch-
ment, silk, or other material, attached to an
object to indicate contents, destination,
ownership, or other particulars ; a card or
tablet attached to a bottle, jar, drawer, &c,
by a chain, or placed in a panel ; a slip of
metal secured to an animal to indicate owner-
ship, class, merit, &c. ; and these last may be
of various forms :

(1) A metallic strip bent into a link-shape,

the ends being passed through two slits in the

ear. On the outside is shown the name of

the owner or the number of the animal on
the stock-book,

(2) A plate secured by rivets to the ear.

(3) A button inscribed with the name of
the owner and fastened to the ear by means of

a locking plate, which enters the tubular
shank of the button.

(4) A tag attached to the horns, wool,
mane, &c., to indicate ownership, class, prize,

merit, &c.
** A written label on their wing."

Cowper : Cockftghter's Garland.

*2. Anything appended to a larger or longer

writing.

"Ou the label of lead, the heads of St. Peter and
St. Paul are impressed from the papal seal."

—

Ayliffe:
Parergon.

* 3. A tassel.

* i. An extreme edge ; a border.
" Standing on the very last label of his land."

—

Fuller: PUgah Sight, IV. i 19.

II, Technically :

1. Arch. : A moulding over a doorway or

window. A head-moulding or hood-moulding
in the interior; a drip, drip-stoue, or weather-
moulding, on the exterior.

2. Her. : A fillet, with pendants or points,

used as marks of cadency.
A label consisting of a band
crossing the shield, with
three points depending,
marks the coat of an eldest

* son during the lifetime of
his father ; one with rive

points, that of the heir while

the grandfather is alive
;

one with seven, that of the
heir while the great grandfather is living; and
so on.

" The labcll of three points was the different appro-
priated appurtenant lor the cognizance of the next
he\xe:'—&oU7U]hcd: Richard II. (an. 1390).

3. Law:

(1) A narrow slip of paper, parchment, or

ribbon, attached to a deed or writing to con-

tain the appended seal.

(2) An addition to a document, as a codicil

to a will.
" Ere this hand, by thee to Romeo seal d,

Shall be the label to another deed."
Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, iv, 1,

* i. Old Arm. : A pendant, like a broad

ribbon, hanging from the head-dress or helmet

of a knight. p
j

* 5. Surv. : A ,
i. .—

1

brass rule with
sights, formerly
used in connec-
tion with a cir-

cumferentor to

take altitudes.
JnununL

LABEL-CORBEL TABLE.

(From St. Julian's.)

label-corbel
table, s.

Arch. : A corbel-
supported head-
moukling over a doorway or window. Known
also as a drip-stone or head-moulding.

label (2), s. [Labellum.]

la'-bel, v.t. [Label, $.]

1. Lit. : To affix a label to, in indication of

ownership, description, contents, quality, &c.

2. Fig. : To describe ; to set down as.

la'-bel-ler, s. [Label, v.] One who affixes

a label or labels to anything.

label -lum, s. [Lat. = a little lip ; labium,

'labrum= a lip.]

1. The third petal of the corolla in an or-

chid flower. It is usually different from the

other two in form, is often spurred, and turned
towards the lower part of the flower.

2. The lower lip of the corolla in the Labiatae

or any other bilabiate plant. Called also Label.

* la-bent, a. [Lat. labens, pr. par. of labor

= to glide.] Gliding, sliding, falling, slip-

ping.

la'-bi-a(l)) s - pl" [La*« nom. pi. of labium = a
lip.] *

1 1. The lips.

2. Anything lip-shaped, specially the labia

pudendi externa, or wunora, and the labia in-

terna, or minora (eallecl also nymphae).

la'-bi-a (2), s. [Gr. Aa/3i's (labis) = & handle,

a pair of forceps.]

Entom. : A genus of Forficulidae (Earwigs).

Labia minor, the Little Earwig, is found in

Britain on manure-heaps and hot-beds.

la'-bi-al, a. & s. [Low Lat. labialis, from
Lat. labium = a lip ; Fr. labial.]

A. As adjective :

L Ord. Lang. : Of or pertaining to the lips.

II. Technically:

1. Anat. : In the same sense as A., I. There
are labial veins and glands, a labial artery, a

laJbwl foramen, &c,

2. Phonol. : Formed, articulated, or pro-

nounced with the lips : as, a labial consonant.

"The Hebrews have assigned which letters are
labial, which dental, and which guttural."—Bacon:
Nat. Hist., § 198.

B. As substantive

:

Phonol. : A letter or character representing

a sound formed, articulated, or pronounced
with the lips ; such are b, f, p, m.

"The labials are represented by two curve figures

for the lips."— WUkins: Real Character, pt. lii., ch. iv.

labial-palpi, s. pi. [Palpi.]

la'-bl-al-ly, adv. [Eng. labial; -ly.] By
means* of the lips.

la-bi-a'-tse, s. pi. [Fem. pi. of Low Lat.

labiatus = lipped ; labium = a lip.]

Bot. : Labiates ; a large order uf Perigynous
Exogens, alliance Echiales. It consists of

herbaceous plants or undershrubs, with four-

cornered stems, opposite leaves without stip-

ules, covered with receptacles of aromatic
od ; flowers in opposite, nearly sessile, axillary,

whorl-like cymes, sometimes solitary, or as if

capitate ; calyx tubular, persistent, inferior,

three, five, or ten-toothed ; corolla mono-
petaLous, hypogynous, bilabiate, the upper
lip undivided or bifid, overlapping the lower
one, which is larger and three- lobed ; stamens
four, didynamous (two long and two short), or

only two ; ovary so deeply four-lobed that
Linnaeus considered it to consist of four naked
seeds ; seeds four, erect ; style one, from the
base of the ovary. Akin to the Verbenacese
and the Boragmacese (q.v.). Distribution
wide. They abound especially between 40°

and 50° north latitude. They constitute ^
the flora of France, and -^ that of Germany.
No poisonous plant belongs to the order,

though there are 120 genera and about 2,500
known species. It is divided into eleven sec-

tions :

—

Ocitneoe, Menthea), Monardese, Saturese, Melisseae,
Scutellarieoe, Prostanthereje, Nepetese, Stachea?, and
Ajugea;. The order Labiato? is called also Lamiacea;.

la'-bi-ate, a. & s. [Labiate.]

A. As adjective

:

Bot. : Having two lips separated from each
other by a wide regular orifice, as in Lamium
and other plants of the Mint order. Called
also ringent.

B. As substantive :

Bot. (PI.) : The English name given by Lind-
ley, &c, to the order Lamiaceae (Labiatee).

la'-bl-at-ed, u. [Labiate.] The same as
Labiate (q.v.).

la-bl-a-tl-flor'-sa, s. pi. [Low Lat. kibiat(us)

= lipped ; i connective ; and Jlos (genit. fioris)

= a flower.]

Bot. : A sub-order of Composites, having

the hermaphrodite florets, or at least the

unisexual ones divided into two lips. Tribes,

Mutisiacese and Nassauviacete (q.v.).

lab-i-diir'-a, s. [Gr. AajSfc (labia), genit.

Xo/5i'fios (labidos) = a handle, a pair of forceps,

and ovpa (oura) = tail.]

Entom. : A genus of Forficulidae (Earwigs),

Labidura gigantea, the Great Earwig, is found

in England.

* lab'-Ue, a. [Low Lat. Vxbilis, from Lat.

labor = to glide, to fall.] Liable to err or

apostatize.
" Sensibility and intelligence, being by their nature

and essence free, must be labile and by their lability

may actually lapse, degenerate, aud by habit acquire a
second nature."—Cheyne : On Regimen, dis. 5. •

* la-bil'-X-ty, s. [Eng. labil(e); -4ty.] Lia-

bility to err or apostatize. [Labile.]

la-bim'-e-ter, lab-i-dom'-e-ter, s. [Gr.

'\afiis (labis), genit. Aaj3i'6os (labidos)=a. forceps,

and fjuirpov (metron) = a measure.]

Surg. : A forceps with a measuring attach-

ment for ascertaining the size of the foetal

head.

la-bi-d-den'-tal, a. & s. [Lat. labiwrri = a

lip, and Eng. dental (q.v.).]

A. As adjective :

Phon. : Applied to letters or characters
representing a sound formed or articulated

by the co-operation of the lips and teeth,

such as /and v.

S. As sxibstantive

:

Phon. : A letter or character representing a

sound formed or articulated by the co-opera-
tion of the lips and teeth.

" The dental consonants are very easy ; and flrtt the
labiodentals, f, v, also the lingnadentalB, (ft, dh,"—
Holder : Elements.

la'-bi-oje, w. [Lat. labiosus = having large

lips.]

Bot. (Of a corolla): Somewhat two-lipped,

but not of the type called labiate.

la-bi-pal'-pi, s. pi. [Lat. labium = a lip, and
palpi, pi. of palpus = a feeler.]

Entom. : The labial palpi or feelers iu an
insect. [Palpi.]

la -bl urn, s. [Lat. = a lip.]

1. Bot. : The lower lip of a labiate corolla.

2. Entom. : The lower part of the mouth in

insects. It is situated below or behind the
second pair ofjaws or maxillfe.

3. Zoul. ; The corresponding part in Arach-
mda, Crustacea, aud Myriapoda.

lab -lab, s. [The Arabic name of the Convol-
vulus.]

Bot. : A genus of papilionaceous -plants,

sub-tribe Euphaseolete, or a sub-genus of

Dolichos. The legumes are tubercular ur

warted. Lablab vulgaris and L, cultivatus

are cultivated in warm countries.

la-bor(l), s. [Mexican.] A Mexican land mea-
sure, equal to 177 acres.

la'-bor (2), s. [Labour.]

* lab'-6-rant, s. [Lat. laborans, pr. par. of

kiboro = to work; labor = work, labour.] A
chemist.

"Then we caused the laborant with an iron rod
dexterously to stir the kindled part of the nitre."—
Boyle : Works, i. 604.

lab'-or-a-tor-y, la-bor'-a-tpr-y, s. [Pro-

perly a shortened form of elaboratory, from a
* Lat. elaboratorium, from elaboralum, sup. of

eloboro = to work out, to work fully or com-
pletely : e- (ex) — out, fully, and laboro = to

work ; O. Fr. elaboratoire.]

I, Literally.

1. A house or apartment in which chemical
experiments are conducted.

2. A manufactory of chemical articles.

3. A place where fireworks are prepared.

4. A department in an arsenal where car-

tridges, fuses, primers, &c, are made, shells

and rockets charged, &c.

II. Fig. : A place where any operation is

performed, or where anything is prepared for

use.

"Powers which make that bowel [the stomach

|

the great laboratory, as it in by its' situation the
recipient of the materials of future nutrition."

—

paley: Natural Theology, oh. viL

tbll, bo^; ptfilt, jolU; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -ing.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, - sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d$L>
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la-bbr'-i-OUS, a. [Fr. laborieux, from Lat.

'laboriosus, from labor (genit. laboris) = labour,

work.]

1. Diligent in work; working hard or per-

severingly ; industrious, assiduous, painstak-

ing, persevering.

"The laborious spider became cunqueror, and fairly

killed liis antagonist."—Goldsmith ; bee. No. 4.

2. Requiring or accompanied by labour,

hard work, or perseverance ; toilsome, diffi-

cult, hard, arduous, fatiguing.

" Measuring the soil beneath their happy feet

Like youths released from labour, and yet bound

la-bbr'-l-OUS-ly, adv. [Bng. laborious; -ly.]

"With labour, toil, or exertion ; diligently,

assiduously.

"Those who have dragged their understanding
7aboriousl'/ along the tiresome circuit of ancient
demonstration."—Beddoes: On the Elements of Geo-

metry. (Dedic.)

la-bor'-i-OUS-neSS, *. [Eng. laborious;

-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being laborious,

hard-working, assiduous, or persevering ; dili-

gence, assiduity.
" Laboriousness shuts the doors and stops all the

aveuues of the mind."—South : Sermons, vol. vi„ ser. 10

2. The quality of being laborious, or of in-

volving labour, toil, exertion, or difficulty :

as, the laboriousness of a task.

la'-bour, la'-bor, s. [0. Fr. labour; Fr.

labeur, from Lat. laborem, ace. of labor —
work, labour.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of doing, or endeavouring to do,

that which involves hard work, toil, or exer-

tion of strength, whether physical or mental

;

any kind of exertion which involves, or is

attended with, fatigue ; the exertion of the
body or of the mind in those operations

necessary for the obtaining of the means of

subsistence, as distinguished from the exer-

cise of the body in amusement or recreation ;

the performance of work ; toil.

"' Business i3 labour, and man's weakness such,
Pleasure is labour too, and tires as much."

Coioper • Hope, 19, 20.

*2. Exercise; exertion of the strength of

the body, either for the purpose of preserving
the health or for recreation.

" Moderate labour of the body conduces to the pre-
servation of health."—Harvey : On Consumption.

3. Work to be done ; that which requires

exertion of the body or mind for its perform-
ance.

" If you had been the wife of Hercules,
Six of hia labours you'd have done."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, iv. 1.

4. Travail ; the pains or time of childbirth.
" Not one woman iu two hundred died In labour."—

Graunt : Bills of Mortality.

5. Those who have to labour with their

bodily strength in order to obtain the means
of subsistence ; the labourers or labouring
population of a country in the aggregate.

*6. Pain, a pang, a cause of distress.

" What labour is 't to leave the thing we have not?
"

Shakesp. : Complaint of a Lover, 239.

II. Law : Hard labour as a punishment
accompanying imprisonment is said to have
been first introduced into England by 5 Anne
c. 6. (Wharton.)

labour-pains, $. pi. The pains of child-

birth.

labour-saving, a. Saving labour ; cal-

culated or intended to diminish or do away
altogether with manual labour.

ia'-bdur, la'-bor, v.i. & t. [0. Fr. laborer ;

Fr. labourer, from Lat. laboro, from labor =
labour; Sp. labmr, laborear ; Ital. lavorare.]

A. Intransitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To toil; to act with painful effort; to

exert muscular strength in performing any
act.

" There heifers graze, and lab'ring oxen toih

Bold are the men, ami gen'rous is the soil."

Pop.' : Homer; Hind ix. 203-

2. To gain subsistence by manual labour.

"Sweet Auburn ! loveliest village of the plain,
Where health and plenty cheered the labouring
swain." Goldsmith. Deserted Village.

3. To use mental efforts ; to endeavour, to

strive ; to exert one's self ; to take pains.

"The painter laboured with his ''kill to hide deceit."
Shakesp. ' Jt<ip? of Lucrece, 1,506.

* 4. To be moved with difficulty.

5. To move or proceed with difficulty ; to

progress or advance slowly and with diffi-

culty ; to plod. (Lit. & Fig.)
" Thick pants the rider's labouring breath,
As headlong on they speed

"

Scott: William <fr Helen, v. 44.

6. To be burdened or oppressed with diffi-

culties.

"Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest."—Matt. xi. 28.

7. To be diseased with ; to suffer under ; to

suffer pain.
"1 was called to another, who in childbed laboured

of an uleer iu her left hip."— Wiseman.: Surgery.

8. To sutler the pains of childbirth ; to tra-

vail ; to be in labour.
" The labouring mountain must bring forth a mouse."

Dryden : Horace ; Art of Poetry.

9. To be under the influence of; to be

burdened by : as, You labour under a mistake.

II. Naut. : To move heavily and slowly ; to

pitch and roll.

B. Transitive

:

* 1. To work or toil at ; to cultivate or work
with labour.

"They are engaged in laboring their ground."—
Pennant : Tours on Scotland, p. 176.

2. To form with labour ; to fabricate ; to

manufacture.
" There shone high heaped the laboured brass and ore

;

And there the bow which great Ulysses bote."

Pope: Homer ; Odyssey xxi. 13.

3. To work at laboriously and perseveringly :

as, a laboured composition.
* 4. To prosecute or investigate laboriously

;

to urge ; to follow up perseveringly.

"An eager desire to know something concerning
hira, has occasioned mankind to labour the point."—
Pope : Essay on Homer.

*5. To beat, to belabour.

"Take, shepherd, take a plant of stubborn oak,
And labour him with many a sturdy stroke.

"

Dryden: Virgil; Georgic iii. 639.

If To labour is either a corporeal or a mental
action ; to take pains is principally an effort

of the mind or the attention ; to take trouble

is an effort either of the body or mind.

la'- boured, pa. par. or a. [Labour, v.]

Formed, completed, composed, or wrought
with labour and care; not easy, natural, or free.

* la'-boured-ly, adv. [Eng. laboured ; -ly.]

With labour, difficulty, or pain
;
painfully.

" He spoke labouredly and with hesitation."—Daily
Telegraph, Feb. 24, 1882.

la'-bour-er, la'-bor-er» s. [Eng. labour;

-er.] One who labours ; especially one who
performs work requiring labour, but little

dkill or training.

"The number of useful and productive labourers is

everywhere in proportion to the quantity of capital
stock which is employed iu setting them to work.'

1—
Smith : Wealth of Nations, vol. i. (Introd.)

If Statute of Labourers

:

Law: A law enacted about A.r>. 1350 to

regulate the wages of labourers. It "was a re-

sult of the great mortality occasioned by the
Black Death in the middle of the fourteenth
century. Half the working people being de-

stroyed, wages were doubled as a consequence
of the scarcity of hands. Hence the aid of
parliament was invoked, by employers, to
regulate the rate of wages.

la'-bour-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Labour, v.]

A. As pr. 'par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Exerting muscular strength ; toiling,
hardworking.

" There might you see the labouring pioneer,
Begrimed with sweat."

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,386.

2. Engaged in labour or unskilled manual
work: as, the labouring class.

3. Performing work.
" Bent like a labouring oar that toils in the surf of the

ocean." Longfellow : Evangeline, i. 3.

i. Oppressed with pain or trouble ; heaving.
" With sudden grief her labouring bosom burned."

Pope: Statius; Thebais, 349.

5. Devoted, set apart for, or given to labour

:

as, a labouring day.

labouring-force, s.

Physics : The force applied to act upon ma-
chinery. Part being required to overcome
friction, it is greater than working force.

* la'-bour-less, a. [Eng. labour; -less.] Free
from or without labour; not laborious ; easily

done.

"They intend not your precise abstinence from any
light and labourless work."—Brertiwood : On Vic Sab-
bath (1G30), p. 48.

^la'-bour-oiis, * la'-bor- oils, a. [Eng.

labour; -ous.] Laborious, assiduous.
" With wery trauel, and with laborous naiiies

Alwaies in trouble and in tediousness.

'

Wyatt : Complaint upon Loue.

* la-bour - ous - ly, * la-bor - ous - ly,

adv. [Eng. labourous ; -ly.] Laboriously,

assiduously.
" He [Julius Caesar] labourously and studiously dis-

cussed controversies."—air T. Elyot: Governour, bk. iii.,

ch. x.

* la'-bour-some, a. [Eng. labour; -some.]

1. Laborious, assiduous, studious, perse-

vering.
" He hath, my lord, wrung from me my slow leave

By laboursome petition. Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 2

2. Requiring much pains, labour, and in-

dustry ; elaborate.
"Forget a

Your laboursome and dainty trims, wherein
You made great Jove angry."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, in. 4.

3. Apt or inclined to labour or roll in a sea,

as a ship.

Lab-ra-dbr', s. [Sp. = a labourer, a peasant,

from the fact that the aborigines were stalwart

and strong, and likely to make good slaves.]

A part of the Canadian Dominion lying be-

tween the Atlantic Ocean and Hudson's Bay.

Labrador-felspar, s.

Min. : The same as Labradorite (q.v.).

Labrador-hornblende, s.

Min. : The same as Hypersthene (q.v.).

Labrador jerfalcon, *.

Ornith. : Hierofalco labradorus.

Labrador-series, s. pi.

Geol. : A series of North American rocks,

the same as the Upper Laurentian rocks.

[Laurentian.]

Labrador-tea, s.

Bot. : The genus Ledum (q.v.).

lab-ra-dbV-ite, s. [Named from the loca-

lity whence lirst obtained; sutf. -ite {Min.).]
[Labrador.]

Min. : A member of the Feispar group
(q.v.), in which the protoxide bases are lime

and soda, the sesquioxide base being alumina.
Crystallization, triclinic; independent crystals,

however, are rare. Twin habit very common,
the repetition of one form of twin producing
a lamellar structure. Cleavages, three ; the
first very distinct, the second less so, of the

third only traces. Lustre on principal cleav-

age pearly, passing into vitreous ; elsewhere
vitreous or sub-resinous. Hardness, 6 ; sp.

gr., 2-67-276
; fracture imperfectly conchoidal

;

streak white ; translucent. Doubly refract-

ing, optical properties, analogous to those of

albite and anorthite (q.v.), but much obscured
by the pressure of twin lamellae. Colours,

gray, brown, greenish ; sometimes colourless.

The cleavable massive varieties sometimes
exhibit, in the direction of the second cleav-

age, a lively play of colour, blue and green
predominating, but fire-red and yellow also

occur. This phenomenon has not yet received

a satisfactory explanation. It is most marked
in that from Labrador, which also frequently
includes numerous excessively thin, minute
crystals, which have been referred to gbthite
and haematite. It forms an essential consti-

tuent of many rocks, in which it is associated
with hornblende, augite, diallage, or hyper-
sthene, also in many modern lavas ; in distinct

crystals in those of Etna and Vesuvius. The
coloured varieties are sometimes used in
jewellery. Called also Labrador-felspar.

la'-brax, s. [Gr. AdjSpaf (labrax) = the sea-

wolf, or basse, a ravenous sea-fish, from \d/3pos

(labros) = furious, boisterous.]

Iclithy. : A genus of Pereidse, having teeth
on the tongue, only nine spines in the dorsal
fin, and scales on the gill-co\ers. Labrax lupus,

is the Basse (q.v.). Called also the Sea-dace
and the Sea-perch.

lab'-ri-dse, s. pi. [Labrtjs.]

Ichthy. : A family of fishes belonging to the
order Teleostei, and the sub-order Pharyngo-
gnatha. The lips are fleshy ; the body is

covered with large cycloid scales ; the mouth
can be protruded, and has formidable teeth.
They are beautiful fishes. Some are British.
They belong to the genera Labrus, Crenilabrus,
Acantholabrus, and Julis.

lab'-rose, a. [Lat. labrosus, from labrumi^.w).'}
Having thick lips.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,,
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la -brum, s. [Lat.= alip, whence ltal. labbro
and Fr. levre = a lip.]

1. Entom. : The upper lip of an insect ; the
under lip is termed labium.

t 2. Zoology

:

(1) The upper lip in the Arachnida, Crus-
tacea, and Myriapoda.

(2) The outer lip of a shell.

* 3. Class. Antlq. : A basin or vase contain-
ing hot water, placed in the warm bath-room
of the ancients for those who used the vapour-
bath.

la'-brus, s. [From Lat. labrum = a lip, the
lips being fleshy and conspicuous.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, the typical one
of the family Labridje (q.v.). As the name
imports, they have conspicuous lips ; these
are fleshy and thick. The fishes of this genus
are called wrasses. They occur in Britain.

[Wrasse.]

la-bur'-nic, a. [Eng. laburn(nm); -ic] Con-
"tuined in or derived from the laburnum (q.v.).

laburnic-acld, »-.

Chem. .* An acid said to be contained, to-

gether witli cytisine and two neutral bitter

principles, in the seeds, bark, and other parts of
Gytisus laburnum. (Watts: Diet. Chem. iii. 451.)

la bur'-num. a. [Lat.]

Bot. ; The name of a well-known and beau-
tiful tree common in our gardens, the Cytisus
laburnum. It is wild in the mountains of
France, Switzerland, and the south of Ger-
many. It has been cultivated in Britain
since 1597 or earlier. The heart wood, which
is very hard and durable, is much used by
turners. The seeds are poisonous.

U Scotch, or Alpine laburnum:

Bol. : Cytisus alpinus. Its seeds also are
poisonous.

lab'-y-rinth, s. [Ger. labyrinth ; Fr. laby-

rinths; ltal. labirinto ; Lat. labyrinthus, from
Gr. Kaf3vpiv8os (laburinthos): Gr. Kavpa Oa ura)
— an alley, lane, or passage, and fxnpivOos

(merinthos) = a, cord, line, or string.]

A. --Is a proper name :

1. A large building with numerous halls
cimnected by intricate and tortuous passages
made in Egypt.

2. A similar one constructed in Crete.

Others were in the island of Leranos, and at
Clusium in Italy.

B. As a common substantive .*

I. Ordinary Language

:

1, Lit. : A maze in a garden, as the one at
Hampton Court. (Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.)

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Any intricate series of passages, though
not intended by the builders to form a maze.

,
"A few churches of emmen t beauty rose on t of a laity-

• rinth of narrow liuiea."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

(2) Anything intricate to the mind ; a pro-
blem puzzling to the intellect.

" Again the Blaves of nature's sway,
In labyrintlis of our own we Btray."

Cowper : Testimony of Divine Adoption,

(3) Complicated or involved folds.

" Then, bending with full force, around he rolled,

A labyrinth of biuuU in fold on fold."
Popo : Homer ; Odyssey viii. 484.

IL Technically

:

1. AnaL : The internal portion of the ear

;

the portion hollowed out iu the petrous bone,

ami divided into three compartments, the

vestibule, the semicircular canals, and the

cochlea or small shell,

2. Arch. : A name given to various intricate

arrangements of ornamental bands or lines.

3. Metallurgy :

(1) A sinuous channel in which the ground
ore (slime) and water are conducted, in order

that the metallic portions may be deposited

according to their respective gravities.

(2) A chamber of many turnings, in which
fumes, derived from dry distillation of mer-
juryv oic, are condensed. [Condenser.]

labyrinth-fret, s.

Arch.: A fret with many turnings resem-
bling a labyrinth.

* lab'-y-rinth, v.t [Labyrinth, s.] To shut
up in a maze or labyrinth. (Keats : Lamia, ii.)

* lab-^-rintb'-al, o. [Eng. labyrinth; -al.]

The same as Labykinthian (q.v.).

lab-y-rinth'-J-an, a. [Lat. labyrintheus.]

Like a labyrinth ; intricate, winding, perplexed.

" Mark, how the labyrinthian turns they take
The circles intricate, and mystic maze."

Young : Night Thoughts, ix. 1,132.

lab-y-rmtn-i-bran'-cbi-I, s. pi. [Gr.

\apvpti>0o<; (laburinthos) = a labyrinth, and
&od.yx<-ov (brangchion) = a tin, a gill.]

Ichthy. : A group or division of Acanthop-
terygii (q.v.). Head and body covered with
scales of moderate size

; gill-openings rather
narrow, with a branching labyrinthine body,
which assists in the oxygenation of the blood,
above the cavity of the gills. It contains two
families, Labyrinthici and Luciocephalidae.

t lab-y-rlnth'-ic, lab-y-rinth'-ic-al, a.

[Lat. labyrinthitis ; Ger. labyHnthisch.]' Per-
taining to a labyrinth ; intricate, winding,
perplexed. (Lyell : Man. Geol. (ed. 4th), p. 292.)

labyrinthic-teeth, s. pi.

Palmont. : Teeth having many radiating ver-
tical grooves. [Labyrinthodon.]

lab-y- rinth -i-ci, s. pi. [Lat., masc. pi. of

labyrinthitis = winding.]

Ichthy. : The typical family of the Laby-
rinthihranchii (q.v.). Freshwater fishes from
tropical and sub-tropical regions, capable of
living for some time out of water in thick or
hardened mud. There are nine genera, of
which the best known is Anabas (q.v.).

lab-y-rInth'~l-form, a. [Lat. labyrinthus
= a labyrinth, and forma = form.] Of the
form of a labyrinth ; marked by sinuous in-

tricate lines. (Griffith: Ctivier, x. 217.)

t lab-y-rinth'-ine, a. [From Lat. labyrin-

thus.] Like a labyrinth ; labyrinthic (q.v.).

" Truth has her nIeaaure-groundB, her haunts of ease . .

.

And labyrinthine walks."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iv.

lab-y-rinth'-o-don, s. [Gr. \apvP iv0o<;

(laburinthos) = labyrinth, and 66ous (odous),

genit. o56vtq<> (odontos) = a tooth.]

Palaeontology

:

1. The name given by Prof. Owen to a genus
of fossil reptiles

since raised into an
order. [Labyrin-
THODONTIA.] The
name was given
from the labyrin-
thic windings seen
in a cross-section of
a tooth, especially

when magnified.
Prof. Owen believed
that the footprints,

called from their re-

semblance to the
human hand, Cheirotherium (q.v.) were made
by an animal of this genus.

2. As now restricted, a genus of Labyrintho-
donts, belonging to the sub-order or family
Euglypta. Only known example, L. leptogna-

thus. (Owen: Brit. Ass. Rep., 1874, p. 158.)

lab y rinth o-dont, u. & s. [Labyrintho-
don.]

A. -4s adj. : Belonging to, characteristic of,

of, or resembling the order Labyrinthodontia.
"The labyrinthodont fauna of the Carboniferous

rocks."

—

Huxley : Critiques & Addresses (187JJ, p. 185.

B. As substantive

:

1, Sing.: Any individual of the order Laby-
rinthodontia (q.v.).

2. PI. : The Labyrinthodontia (q.v.).
" I refer to the Labyrinthodonts."—Huxley : Critiques

A Addresses {ISTUj, p. 185.

lab-$r-rinth-6-ddn'-ti-a (ti as shi), lab-
y-rinth - 6-donts, s, pi. [Labyrinthodon.]

Palwont. : In Prof. Owen's classification,

the second order of the class Reptilia or Rep-
tiles. Now that the Amphibia are quite
separated from the Reptiles, the Labyrintho-
donts are placed with the former class. They
had an elongated body furnished with a tail.

Most had palatine and vomerine teeth. As a
rule the dentine was much folded (hence their
names). There were three thoracic plates,

and a ventral armour of small scutes. The
limbs were four, usually, or at least often,
pentadactyle. Their closest affinity was not,
as was once believed, with the Batrachians,
but with the lower members of the class
Amphibia. They could not leap like frogs.

They have been found in England, Scotland,
Ireland, Germany, Russia, Central India,

TOOTH OF LAUVIUNTBODON.

South Africa, Australia, and North America.

They occur from the Carboniferous to the

Jurassic periods. They frequented fresh

water and were wholly aquatic in the first

stage of their development. The Labyrintho-

donts have been divided into ten sub-orders,

groups, or families : (1) Euglypta, (2) Brachyo-

pina, (3) Chauliodonta, (4) Athroodonta, (5)

unnamed, (6) Archegosauria, (7) Heleothrepta,

(8) Nectridea, (9) Aistopoda, and(10)Microsau-

ria. (See these words.) (Rep. Brit. Ass. for

1S73, pp. 225-247 ; 1874, pp. 149-192.)

lac (1), s. [Pers. laka; Hind, lakh ; Sansc. Uk*

slid, rdkschd, from rang = to dye.]

1. Botany, &c.

:

(1) A resinous encrustation caused by the

parasitic insect Coccus Lacca. The encrusted

sticks are called Stick-lac. If broken off

from the twigs, and washed in water, the

resin breaks into small particles called Seed-

lac ; and, if this be melted over a fire, and
squeezed through a long sac into troughs, it

spreads out into thin flakes, Shell-lac; if

dropped into rounded masses, it is Button-

lac ; if into larger pieces, it is Sheet-lac or

Piece-lac. (Prof. Watt.) Lac is called also

East Indian Kino.

(2) A white, orange, or other-coloured fluid

occurring in many plants. (Treas. of Bot.)

(3) A gummy substance produced by Aleu-

rites lac. (Treas. of Bot.)

2. Pltarm. : A decoction of Shell-lac is much
used in India in the preparation of several

medicinal oils. The TamuL doctors prescribe

Lac in old and obstinate bowel complaints.

lac-dye, s. A dye obtained from the

water used in washing stick-lac. [Lac]

lac-insect, a.

Entom. : Coccus Lacca, the puncture of which
produces lac (q.v.). It is a native of India,

feeding on Acacia arabica, A. Catechu, Anona
squamosa, Butea frondosa, B. superba, Carissa

Carandas, Ccratonia Siliqua, Feronia Eleplutn-

tum, Ficus elastica, F. laccifera, Mangifera
indica, Tectona grandis, Zizyphus Jujuba, and
many other trees or shrubs. When the female
lac-insects crowd together on a branch, a pel-

lucid and glutinous substance exudes from
the margins of their bodies, and at last covers
the whole of the insects ; this is lac (q.v.).

lac-lake, s.

Pigments: A lake prepared from lac. Its

colour is rich, deep, and transparent. It is

less brilliant but mine durable than cochineal
and kermes. In both these respects it is

inferior to madder.

lac-varnish, s. A kind of varnish made
from shellac dissolved in alcohol. Coloured
by red, orange, or yellow matters. Lac is ob-
tained from the Ficus indica; the product is

stick lac, seed-lac, shellac, and lac-lake.

lac (2), lakh, s. [Hind, late, from Sansc. lakslia

= a mark, a lac, a hundred-thousand.] In the
East Indies, one hundred thousand : as, a lac

of rupees.

lac'-cic, a. [Eug. lac(l) ; -ic] Of, pertaining

to, or produced from lac.

laccic-acid, s.

Chem. : An acid said to have been separated
from stick-lac by Dr. John. It is a yellow
crystalline powder, soluble in water and al-

cohol, and forms deliquescent soluble salts

with potash, soda, and lime; but insoluble
salts with the oxides of mercury and lead.

lac'-cine, s. [Eng. lac (1) ; -ine.] A substance
formerly thought to be obtained from lac.

la$e, laas, *las, s. [O. Fr. las, laqs = a.

snare, from Lat. laqueus.]

* 1. A snare, a gin. (P. Holland: Plu-
tarch; Morals, p. 973.)

2. A string ; a cord used to bind or fasten,
especially by interweaving : as a stay-lace, a
boot-lace, &c.

3. A kind of network of threads of flax,

cotton, gold or silver wire, or other suitable
material, forming a fabric of transparent tex-
ture, Its origin is not known, but it appears
to have been used by the ladies of ancient
Greece and Rome. It was early used in
Northern Italy, and is said to have been in-
troduced into France by Mary de Medicis.
In 1483 its importation into England was
prohibited. Point lace was embroidered with
the needle. Bone lace (Charles I.) was a kind

b«-il, boy ; pout, j 6"frl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem. ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-cian, -tian - shan. - tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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of thread lace, and received its name from the
bobbin being made of bone. About 1768, a
stocking-weaver of Northampton produced a
machine for making lace ; it was called the
pin-frame, and is still employed in France for

making the lace called tulle. In lace-weaving,
the threads of the weft are twisted round those
of the warp. The manner of twisting deter-
mines the character of the net and its name,
as whip-net, mail-net, pattern-net, drop-net,
bpider-net, balloon-net, Paris-net, bobbin-net.

The following is a list of the classified laces :

(1) Pillow-lace, the article or fabric being
wholly made by hand (known as Valenciennes,
Mechlin, Honiton, Buckingham); or Guipure
made by the crotchet-needle ; and silk lace,

called blonde when white, and Chantilly, Puy,
Grammont, and black Buckinghamshire, when
black.

(2) Lace, the ground being machine-wrought,
the ornamentation made on the pillow and
afterwards applied to the ground (known as
Brussels, Honiton, or appliquee lace).

(3) Machine-made net or quillings, wholly
plain, whether warp or bobbin (known as bob-
bin-net, tulles, blondes, Cambrai, Mechlin,
Brussels, Alencon, &c).

(4) Lace, the ground being wholly made by
machine, partly ornamented by machine, and
partly by hand, or wholly ornamented by
hand.whether tamboured, needle-embroidered,
or darned.

(5) Lace, wrought and ornamented by ma-
chinery, comprising trimming laces of every
description, veils, falls, scarfs, shawls, lap-
pets, curtains, &c.

lace-bark, ».

Botany

:

1. The inner bark of Lagetta lintearia, one
of the Daphnads. The English name is given
because the bark, when macerated and
stretched laterally, resembles coarse lace,
and in Jamaica, where the tree grows, is made
into caps, ruffles, &c. The negroes make
durable clothing from it, and the white inha-
bitants utilize it for ropes and cables. The
tree was introduced into British hothouses,
in 1844, by Mr. Wilson, Curator of the Bo-
tanic Garden at Bath. In its native country
it grows on marly limestone, where there is

not a particle of earth to be seen.

2. The name given in New Zealand to the
genus Philippodendron.

lace-boot, a. Alaced-boot (q.v.).

lace-border, s.

Entom. : Acidalia ornata, a moth of the
family Aeidalidse. It is a pretty species, the
wings pearly-white, with streaks and lines

and blotches. The larva feeds on marjoram,
thyme, and mint.

lace-corals, s. pi.

Zool. : The family Fenestellidae (q.v.)

t lace-flies, s. pi.

Eritom. : The order Neuroptera

lace-frame, *. A machine for making
lace.

lace-leaf, s. The same as Lattice-leaf
(q.v.).

lace-lizard, *.

Zool. : Hydrosaurus giganteus, found in Aus-
tralia. It is akin to the Monitors. Its full

name is the Gigantic Lace-lizard.

lace making, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Intended, invented, or designed
for the making of lace.

"Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, F.B.3., exhibited a model
of the original lace-makinty machine of the late Mr.
John Heathcoat, invented in 1808, which reduced the
price of bobbin-net lace from Ave guineas to 5d. per
yard. The inventor was driven from Leicestershire by
combhiatious of workpeople, and removed his business
to Tiverton, which he represented in Parliament for
many years in conjunction with Lord Paimerston."

—

Timet, April 7, 1875.

B. As mbst. : The act, art, or process of
making lace.

lace-paper, s. Paper having an open-
work pattern and perforations made in imita-
tion of lace. The process usually consists in
grinding off the elevated portions of embossed
papjr, which is accomplished by passing the
paper between two-rollers, one of which is

covered with ground glass or emery, the other
is impressed with a duplicate of the design on
the paper. The grinding-roller is made to
revolve at high velocity.

lace-piece, s.

1. Shipbuild. : The main-piece of the head,
or beak-shaped projection from the head of a
vessel. [Main-piece, Stem.]

2. Naut. : The rope used to fasten a sail to
its yard or gaff.

lace-pillow, s. A small pillow or cushion
on which to make lace.

lac 2 trimming, s. A bordering or edg-
ing of lace.

lace-winged, u. Having wings resem-
bling lace.

Lace-winged flies

:

Entom. : The genus Hemerobius (q.v.)

lace, * lase, v.t. & i. [Lace, $.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally

:

* 1. To fasten, to entangle, to catch.
" Who doutlesse may restore agalne
My harmes to helth, my ruth to rest,
That laced U within her chaino."

Vncertaine Auctors : The Louer thinkes no paine.

2. To fasten by means of a lace or string
passed through eyelet holes.

" One boot buckled, another laced."
Slmkesp. : Taming of the Shrew, ili 2.

3. To adorn with lace, or materials resem-
bling lace sewn on.

"The same gentleman, whenever he wanted credit
for a new suit from his tailor, always made a proposal
in laced clothes."—Goldsmith: The Bee, No. 3,

i. To adorn ; to dress out in laces or ma-
terials resembling laces.

" And there were knights of great renown
And ladies laced in pall."

Scott ; Thomas the Rhymer, iiL

* II. Figuratively :

1. To join, to attach.
" That sin by him advantage should achieve,
And lace itself with his society."

Shakesp. : Sonnet 67.

2. To embellish, as with variegations, in-

tersections, or stripes.
" Look, love, what envious streaks

Do lace the severing clouds in yonder east."
Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, IiL 5.

3. To alternate.

"Then clap four slices of pilaster on't
That, laced with bits of rustic, makes a front.'

Pope : Moral Essays, Iv. 3L

4. To add, to intermingle, to intermix with
spirits.

" Mr. Nisby [is] of opinion that laced coffee Is bad for
the head."

—

Addison : Spectator, No. 317.

5. To beat, to thrash, to lash.
" Go you, and find me out a man that has no curi-

osity at all, or I'll lace your coat for ye."

—

L'Estrange.

B, Intrans. : To be made so as to fasten
with a lace ; to join with a lace.

laced, a. [Eng. lac{e); -ed.]

I. Literally

:

1. Tied, bound.

2. Fastened with lace ; adorned with lace.
" He scratched her maid, he stole the cream,
He tore her best laced pinner."

Prior ; The Widow A her Cat.

* II. Fig. : Mixed with spirits.

laced-boot, s. A boot which is fastened
with a lace.

* laced-mutton, s. A prostitute, a
courtesan.

" 'And whom for mutton and kid?'
*A fine laced-mutton.'

"

Ben Jonson : Neptune's Triumphj A Masque.

laced-stocking, s. A bandage support
for varicose veins, weak legs, &c.

lace mak-er, s. [Eng. lace, and maker.)
One whose business or occupation it is to
make lace.

lace man, s. [Eng. lace, and man.] One
who deals in lace or laces.

"By mercers, lacemen, man tua-makers pressed.
But most for ready cash for play distressed."

Jenyns : Modern Fine Lady.
* lac'-er-a-ble, a. [Lacerate.] That may or
can be torn or lacerated.

"The lungs . . . must necessarily lie open to great
damages, because of their thin and lacerable compo-
sure."—Harvey : On Consumption.

lac'-er-ate, v.t. [Lat. lacerates, pa. par. of
lacero = to tear, to rend ; lacer = mangled,
torn, from Gr. Aa/cep6? (lakeros) — torn ; Aaxt's
(lakis)~ a rent.]

1. Lit. : To tear, to rend ; to tear to pieces ;

to separate by violence.
" Hither the feeble pair, by mutual aid,
The warrior's lacerated corpse conveyed."

Lewis : Statius ; Thebais, bk. xii.

2. Fig. : To rend, to harrow, to wound.
"This second weaning, needless as it is,

How does it lacerate both your heart and his.
*

Cowper : Tirocinium, 558.

lac'-er-ate, l&c'-er-at-ed, a. [Lat. lacera-

tus, pa. par. of lacero.] [Lacerate.]
* L Ord. Lang. : Bent, torn.

II. Technically :

1. Anat. : A term used of five foramina, the

foramen lacertim, anterius and posterius of the
cranium, and the foramina jugulare, medium,
and orbitalc.

2. Bot. .- Appearing torn.

lac'-er-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. lacerate; -ly.]

Bot. : Of an apparently lacerated form.

lacerately-torn, a.

Bot. : Torn or toothed in a coarsely irregu-

lar manner.

lac-er-a'-tion, s. [Lat. laceratio ; from lacera-

tus, pa. par. of lacero; Fr. laciration ; Ital.

lacerazione ; Sp. laceracion.]

1. The act of rending or tearing in pieces.
" If there be no fear of laceration, pull it out the

same way it went in."— Wiseman : Surgery, bk. v.,

ch. L

2. The breach made by tearing or rending.
" They [nitrous and sulphurous exhalations] force

out their way, not onely with the breaking of the
cloud, but the laceration of the airaboutit."

—

Browne :

Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., oh. x.

* lac/-er-a-tire, a. [Eng. lacerat(e); -ive.]

Tearing or lacerating ; having the power or
tendency to lacerate.

" Some depend upon the intemperament of the part
ulcerated, others upon the continual afflux of lacera-
five humours."

—

Harvey : On Consumptions.

* la-cert, * la certe, s. [Lat. lacerta = a
lizard.] A fleshy muscle, so called from its

having a tail like a lizard.

* la-geV-ta (1), s. [Probably from Lat. lacer-

tiis = the upper arm.] A fathom. (Doomsday
Book.)

la-geV-ta (2) (pi. la cer tee), *. [Lat. = a
lizard.] "•

1. Astron. : The Lizard ; a constellation
established by Hevelius. It is surrounded by
Andromeda, Cepheus, Cyguus, and Pegasus.

2. Zoology:

(1) Sing. ; Lizard ; the typical genus of the
family LacerticUe, and the order Lacertilia
(q.v.). [Lizard.]

(2) PI. ; In Professor Owen's classification,

the tenth order of the class Reptilia, or Rep-
tiles. It includes the lizards, monitors, igua-
nas, &c, but excludes the Crocodiles, which
are placed under the ninth order, Crocodilia.

l«a-cer'-ti-an (t as sh), a. & s. [Lacerta.]

A. As adj.: Of or belonging to the family
Lacertidse (q.v.).

B. As svbst. : A member of the family
Lacertidae.

Ia-cer'-ti--d8e t la-cer-ti'-a-dte, la-cer'-
ta-dse, s. pi. [Lat. lacert(a) = a lizard ; fern,

pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Lacertilia. The head,
which is distinctly separated from the neck,
is covered with plates, the body with scales ;

the eyes have movable eyelids, and generally
a nictitating membrane. Tongue protrusible.
The body is long, as is the tail ; the toes gene-
rally five, of unequal length and free. Found
over the Eastern hemisphere. They are re-
presented in the New World by the Ameividae.

lac-er-til'-i-a, s. pi. [Neut. pi. of Mod.
Lat. lacertilis = of or belonging to a lizard,
from Lat. lacerta (q.v.).]

1. Zool. : Lizards ; an order of Reptiles.
The teeth are not lodged in sockets : the limbs
may be well developed or reduced to one pair,
or altogether absent ; there is always a pec-
toral arch. The heart has two auricles and
one ventricle. An epidermic and a dermal
skeleton are sometimes present. The dorsal
vertebrae have proceelous or ainphiccelous
centres ; theirtransverse processes represented
by simple tubercles, to which the undivided
proximal ends of the ribs are attached, (/fitr-
ley.) The order is dividedinto three sections
(1) Fissilinguia, or Leptoglossa, in which the
tongue is long, protrusible, and forked (2)
Brevilingnia, or Pachyglossa, in which the
tongue is thick, fleshy, and not protrusible

;

(3) Vermilinguia in which there is a long
worm-like tongue clavate at the end.

&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ptft,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, sa ce - e; ey- a; qu = kw.
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2, Palceont. : It has been supposed that
certain reptilian remains of Middle Permian
age may be Lacertilian, though some have con-
sidered them Crocodilian. If not Permian,
Lacertilia may have commenced in Triassic
times.

Ifie-or-tid'-X-aa, a. & s. [Mod. Lat., &c.
uicertilUp.) ; E"ng. suff. -an.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the order
Lacertilia (q.v.).

t B. As subst. ; A reptile of the order La-
certilia.

* la-ceV-til-oid, a. [Lat. lacerta = a lizard,

andGr. eUos (eidos)= form, shape.] The same
as Lacertike (q.v.).

* la-cer'- -tine, a. [Lat. lacert(a) — a lizard

;

Eng. adj. sutf. -ine.] Like a lizard ; belonging
to or resembling the Lacertilia.

lace -woman, s. [Eng. lace, and woman.)
A woman who makes or deals in lace.

*lache, a. [Fr.] Slow, sluggish, lazy.
" And if be be slowe, and astonyed, and lache, men

eoa.ll holds him lyke to an aaae."

—

Chaucer: Boecius,
bk. iv,

* lache, lach -es, s. [Fr. lackesse= remiss-

ness ; from Fr. Utche = loose, remiss ; from
Lat. laxus = loose, slow.] An act of remiss-
ness, negligence, or neglect ; neglect to do
anything at the due or proper time ; inexcus-
able delay.

"It ill became him to take advantage of such a laches
with the eagerness of a shre vrdattorney."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., eh. xxv.

IT Laches of entry : Neglect of an heir to
enter into possession.

lach e-na -li-a, s. [Named after Wernerus
de la Chenal of Switzerland, who published
some medical and botanical tracts at Basle.]

Bot. ; A genus of Asphodeleai. It consists
of pretty though diminutive plants. About
thirty-six species have been introduced from
the Cape of Good Hope into Britain. Exam-
ples ; Lachenaria pendula, L. luteola, &c.

Lach e sis, s. [Gr. \a\eu (lacheo) = to ap-
portion by lotJ

1. Class. Mythol. : One of the three Fates
(q.v.).

2. Astron. : [Asteroid, 120].

3. Zoology

:

1. A genus of Crotalidae. Rattlesnakes or
Pit-vipers. Lachesis mutns, the Bushmaster
of Surinam, Guiana, and Brazil, has the rudi-
ments of a rattle.

2. A doubtful sub-genus of molluscs, genus
Pleurotoma.

*lach es ness.i. [Eng. laches ; -ness.] Negli-

gence, remissness, neglect.

'la chesse, s. [Fr.] [Lache, a.] Remiss-
ness, negligence.

" The first point of alouth I call
Lachesse, and la the chief of all."

Sower ;C. A., bk. Iv.

lach -nan' -thes, s. [Gr. Aa*") (lachne) =
woolly hair, down, and avBos (anthos) = a
blossom.]

Bot. : A genus of Hsemadoracese (Blood-
roots). The red colour found in the roots of
Lachnantlies tlnctoria is used in America for
dyeing.

*l&ch'-r#-ma-ble, * lac'-r^ni-a-ble, <*

[Fr. laerymabie; from Lat. lacrimabilis ; from
lacrima, lacryma = a tear.] Lamentable,
mournful.

lach -rym ee, s. pi. [Lat.] Tears.

lachrymao Christ!, s. A sweet wine of
pleasant flavour, white or red, prepared from
the grapes of Mount Somma, near Vesuvius.

lach'-rym -ae -form, a. [Lat. lacryma = a
tear, and forma— shape.]

Bot. : The same as Tear-shaped (q.v.).

lach rym al, lac rym al, a. & s. [Fr.,
from Lat. lacrima, lacryma == a tear.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ord. Lang. ; Generating tears
;
pertaining

to tears.

" The tears might be squeezed from the lachrymal
glands. —Cheyne : Philosophical Principle!,

XL Anal. : Of or belonging to the glands
for secreting tears.

B. As substantive

:

1. The same as Lachrymatory (q.v.).

* 2. A tear.

" Made her laugh In the midst of her laerymais."—
Richard*m : Sir C. Grandison, vL 317.

lachrymal bone, a.

Anat. : Os unguis, the ungual bone, a thin
scale "f bone placed at the anterior and inner
part of the orbit of the eye

lachrymal-duct, s.

Anat. : The t«ar duct. It opens from the
lachrymal gland, or sac, close to the inner por-

tion of the eyelids in the conjunctiva, and ex-

tends downwards into the nasal duct.

Lachrymal-duct dilator

:

Surg. : A probe, by means of which the nor-
mal calibre of the nasal duct is restored in

eases of obstruction.

lachrymal-glands, .. pi.

Anat. : Glands of the eyes for secreting
tears.

lachrymal-sinus, «.

Comp. Anat. : The suborbital sinus (q.v.).

* lach'-rym-a-ry^ * lac'-rym-a-ry, a.

[Lat. lacrim >, lacryma = a tear.] Pertaining to
or containing tears.

"What a \ariety of shapes in the ancient urns,
lainns, lachrymary vessels."

—

Addison ; Italy ; Rome.

* lach'-rym-ate, v.i. [Lat. lacrima, lacryma,
=. a tear.] To weep. (Blount.)

* lach-rym-a'-tion, s. [Lat. lacrima, lacry-
'Ma = a tear.] The act ofweeping or shedding
tears.

lach'-rym-a-tdr-& s. [Low Lat. lachryma-
torium, ; from Lat. 7«crim«, lacryma ~ a tear;
Fr. lachryntatoire.] A fanciful term applied
to small glass vessels, in shape like the ala-

bastron, but with a longer neck, and said to
be intended for holding tears consecrated to
the dead ; but their real use was to hold per-
fumes or ointments.

" No l;i m n i, Included liquors, lachrymatories, or
tear-bottles, attended these, rural urnes, either as
sacred unto the Manes, or passionate expressions of
their surviving friends." — Broume : Urne-Burial,
ch. ill.

* lach ry men taL, a. [Lat. lacrima, lac-

ryma = a tear.] Tearful, lugubrious.

"In lamentable lachrymental tinies."
A. Holland. (Daoies' Scourge of Folly, p. 81).

lach ry mose, a. [Lat. lacrima, lacryma —
a tear; Eng. adj. suff. -ose.] Sad, mournful;
Bhedding, or appearing to shed tears.

lach' -ry-mose -ly, adv. [Eng. lachrymose;
-ly.) In a lachrymose manner; sadly, tear-
fully.

lac -ing, pr. par., u. t & s. [Lace, v.]

A. & B, As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A fastening by a cord, thong or whang,
which passes through holes prepared in the
respective parts of the object to be fastened.
The term is applied to fastening up the front
opening of some kinds of boots ; also to the
fastening together of the pieces which con-
stitute a machine belt.

2. A lace or cord intended for fastening.

IL Technically:

1. Bookbinding : Securing the book to the
sides by carrying the bands or slips through
perforations in the boards.

2. Naut. : The rope used to confine the
heads of sails to their gaffs or yards.

la-cin'-i-a (pi. la-cin'-i-se), s [Lat. = a
fringe or lappet of a dress.]

1. Botany:

(1) Sing. : A deep taper-pointed slash at
a narrow slender portion of the edge of a
monophyllous calyx.

(2) PI. : Segments of anything. Used espe-
cially of the fringes on fringed corollas.

2. Entom. : The terminal joint of one of the
maxillse in an insect.

la cin'-f -ate, la-cin i at-ed, a. [Lat. la-

cinia = a fringe or lappet.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. . Adorned with fringes or
borders.

2. Bot. : Cut or divided irregularly into
very narrow segments.

la-cin -l- form, a. [Lat. lacinia = a fringe

or border of a dress, and forma — a form.]

Entom. : Fringe-shaped.

la-cin' - i -6 -late, a. [Dimin. of Eng. lacini-

ate (q.v.).]

Bot. : Consisting of very minute lacinise.

la-cin'-u-la, s. [A dimin. of Lat. lacinia = a

fringe or i»nraer.]

Bot. : One of the incurved petals of the
Umbellifene.

lac-is-te'-xna, s. [Gr. \axU (lakis) = a rent,

a rending, and ar-qfia (sterna) = a stamen.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Lacis-
temaceie (q.v.). It consists of pepper-like
trees fruiu tropical America.

lae-is-te ma ce as, lap - is tern e 33,

s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lacistem(a) ; Lat. fern. pi.

adj. suff. -acece, -em.]

Bot. : Lacistemads ; an order of Hypogynous
Exogens, alliance Violales. It consists of

small trees or shrubs with simple alternate
stipulate leaves, flowers, which are hermaphro-
dite or by abortion unisexual, in axillary cat-

kins ; calyx free, in several narrow divisions,

covered by a dilated bract ; corolla wanting
;

a fleshy disc ; one hypogynous stamen ; ovary
one-celled ; ovules attached to two or three
parietal placentae ; seed by abortion, usually
one to each valve

;
geuera two ; known species

six. Th«;y grow in low places in woods, in

tropical America.

la cis -tem-ads, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lacUtem(a) ;

Eng. pi. suff. -ads.]

Bot. : Lindley's name for the order Laciste-
maeeifc (q.v.).

lack (1), lakke, * lack en, lacke, v.t.

& i. [Lack (1), s.)

A. Tr.<n>Uive:

* 1. T«> lind fault with, to blame.
" I trowe that If envie I wis
Knew the best that is . . .

Yet somewhat lacken hern would she.
Itomaunt of the Rose.

2. To be in need of, to want, to need ; to be
destitute of ; to be deficient in.

" Love with charity and grace celestiall
Lasting interminable, lucking no goodness."

Robert of Oloucester. p. 548. ( App.)
* 3. To be without ; to remain without.

* L To feel the want of.

" I shall be loved when I am lacked."
Shakesp. : Coriolanut, iv. l.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To be in want.

2. Tu be wantiug ; to be deficient.
" Peradveutnre there shall lack five of the fifty

righteous."

—

Qenesis xviii. 28.

lack (2), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.]

Naut. : To completely penetrate ; to pass
clean through.

" We are lacking her through and through every
shot."—C. Kingtley : Wettward Ho t ch. xx.

lack (1), lac, ' lacke, * laik, lake, lak,
lakke, s. [Put. lak = blemish, stain ; laken
= to blame ; Dan. lak — fault, want ; lakke =
to decline away ; Icel. lakr = defective, lack-
ing. Perhaps connected with leak (q.v.).]

* 1. Blame, reproach.

2. Want, destitution, failure ; the state of
being without or in need of anything.

' Frugal, where lack, supplies with what redounds,
And here bestows what noxious there abounds."

Brooke : Universal Beauty, bk. L
*3. A failure of duty.

" If I do that lakke,
Do stripen me and put me in a sakke."

Chaucer: O. T„ 10,073.

lack a day, interj. Alack-a-day; alas;
an exclamation of sorrow or regret.

lack (2), s. [Lac (2).]

lack-a-dals'-ic-al, a. [Eng. laclcadaisy

;

-cat] Affected, pensive, or sentimental.

lack a dais ic al ly, adv. [Eng. lacka-
daisical; -ly.] In a, lackadaisical manner;
with affectation.

"'I think I am,' reiterated the dead man very
lackadaisically."—LyUon : Devereux, bk. ii., ch. iv.

b6il, bo"y; pout, jdlvl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, sion shim: -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. fl©\
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lack a-dais $% a. & exclam. [Lack-a-day.]

A. As adj. : The same as Lackadaisical
(q-v.).

B. .4s exclam. : The same as Lack-a-day
(q-v.).

* lack' -all, s. [Eng. lack; -all.] One who is

perfectly destitute.

* lack' beard, s. [Eng. lack, and beard.]
One who is destitute of a beard ; a beardless
person.

"For my lord lackbcard, he and I Bhall meet."

—

r~ Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, v. 1.

* lack-brain, s. [Eng. lack, and brain.] One
who is destitute of sense or brains ; a stupid
fellow.

"What a lackbrain Is thiBf Our plot is as good a
plot as ever was laid."—Shakesp. : 1 Henri/ IV., li. 3.

lack er (1) s. [Eng. lack, v. ; -er.] One who
lacks or is in want.

" The lack of one may cause the wrack of all

;

Although the lackers were terrestrial sods,
Yet will they ruling reel, or reeling fall."

Davies: Wit's Pilgrimage.

* lacker (2), s. [Lacquer, s.]

*lack'-er, v.t. [Lacquer, v.]

lac-key, lac-quey (qu as k), s. [O. Fr.
laquay ; Fr. laquais, from an O. Fr. alacay,
from Sp. lacayo= a lackey ; Port, lacaio = a
lackey ; lacaia= a woman-servant in dramatic
performances, from Arab, lujca = (as a.) worth-
less, (as s.) a slave.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : An attending servant/a footman, a.

menial attendant.
" He broke a cane on the shoulders of a lacquey, and

pursued the poor man with the handle."—Macaulay :

HUt. Eng., ch. xxi.

2. Fig. : A servile follower.

II. Entom. : The same as Lackey-moth
(q-v.).

lackey moth, s.

Entom. : Clisiocampa Neustria, a moth of the
family Lasiocampida?. The fore wings are
either ochre - yellow, with two brown trans-
verse stripes, or brownish-red with transverse
yellow ones ; the hind wings paler and with-
out stripes. The caterpillars are striped with
blue, red, and yellow, living together on trees
under a web. The Ground Lackey, a rarer
insect, is Clisiocampa castrensis.

* lac-key, * lac-quay, * lac-quey, v.t. &
i. [Lackey, s.]

A. 2'rans. ; To follow like a servant ; to
follow servilely.

" Lord of the Seasons ! They in courtly pomp
Lacquay thy presence."

Grainger : Sugar Cane, bk. iii.

B. Intrans. .* To act as a lackey or servant

;

to run like a footman beside ; to follow ser-

vilely.

" Oft have I servants seen on horses ride.
The free and noble lacquey by their side."

Sandys. (Todd.)

* lack -land, a. [Eng. lack, and land.] Hav-
ing no property or estates.

* lack'-lat in, s. [Eng. lack, and latin.] One
who has no knowledge of Latin ; an unedu-
cated or illiterate person.

* lack -lin-en, a. [Eng. lack, and linen.]

Having no shirt ; destitute of a shirt.

i
" You poor, base, rascally, cheating, lacklinen mate ;

away, you mouldy rogue, away."

—

Shakesp. : 2 Henry
IV., ii. 4.

* lack -love, s. [Eng. lack, and love.] One
who is indifferent or insensible to love.

(Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, ii. 2.)

* lack-lus-tre (tre as ter), u. & s. [Eng.

lack, and lustre.]

A. As adj. : Wanting brightness or lustre.

"Behold through each lacklustre, eyeless hole,

The gay recess of Wisdom and of Wit."
Byron : Childe Harold, ii. 6.

T B. As subst. : A want of lustre ; that which
wants lustre or brightness.

* lack'-stock, s. [Eng. lack, and stock.] A
man without money invested in the funds, &c.
(Southey.)

* lack -thought (ought as at), a. [Eng.
lack, and thought.] Vacant, foolish. (Southey.)

lao'-mus, s. [Litmus.]

La-con'-i an, a. & s. [Lat. Laconia = Lace-
dseinon or Sparta.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Laconia, or
Lacedifeinon ; characteristic of a Spartan.

B. As subst. ; An inhabitant or native of
Lacedsemon.

la-con'-ic, a. & s. [Lat. Laconicus = Laconian,
from Gr. Aojcwcikos (Lakonikos) = Laconian,
from Adroit (Lakon) = a Laconian or inhabi-
tant of Laeedaamon or Sparta, a race pro-
verbial for their brief and pithy style of
speaking ; Fr. laconique; Ital. & Sp. laconico.]

A, As adjective

:

I. Literally;

1. Of or pertaining to Laconia or its inhabi-
tants.

2. Resembling the Spartans in severity or
harshness ; harsh, severe, stern.

"His head had now felt the razor, his back the rod
;

all that laconical discipline pleased him well."—Op,
Hall, dec. 1, ep. 5.

II. Fig, : Brief, sententious, pithy, concise,
short ; exposing much in few words.

" You that were once so economic,
Quitting the thrifty style laconic."

ItenJuzm : Dialogue.
* B. -4s substantive '.

1. Conciseness or pithiness of speech ; la-

conicism.

2. A brief, pithy, or sententious saying or
sentence ; a laconicism.

t la-cdn'-ic-al, a. [Eng. laconic; -ie.} The
same as Laconic (q.v.).

Ia-con'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. laconical ; -ly.

In a laconic manner ; briefly, pithily, senten-
tiously.

"Alexander Nequam . . . after he had signified his
desire, wrote to the abbot laconically."—Camden :

Jlv.niaines ; Allusions.

lac -on-Ism, la-con -i-cism, s. [Fr. lac-

onisme, from Lat. laconismus, from Laconia ~
Sparta.]

1. A concise, pithy, or sententious style.

"And I grow laconic, even beyond laconicism."—
Pope : To Swift, Aug. 17, 173ti.

2. A laconic, pithy, or sententious saying
or expression.

"The hand of providence writes often by abbrevia-
tures, hieroglyphics, or short characters, which, like
the laconism on the wall indited them."

—

Browne:
Christian Morals, pt. i., § 25.

la-con'-i-cum, $. [Lat.]

Class. Antiq. : Among the ancients, the
semicircular end of a bath; a circular stove,
for the purpose of heating the sudatories, or
sweating-rooms of a bath. The use of the dry
bath is said to have been prevalent among the
Lacedaemonians.

* lac'-on-ize, v.i. [Gr. XaKtovi^m Qakonizo).~\

To imitate the Laconians or Spartans in their
severity of life and discipline, or in their la-

conic mode of speech.

lac'-quer (qu as k), lac'-ker, s. [Fr.
lacre, from Port, lacre = sealing-wax, from
laca = gum-lac, from Pers. lak, luk ~ lac,

from San'sc. Idkshd = lac] [Lac (1).] Pri-
marily, a varnish composed of shellac dis-
solved in alcohol and coloured by means of
gamboge, saffron, annato, and various other
colouring matters. It is applied to wood, to
papier-mache, and to metals to protect them
from rust and improve their colour. The
term is also applied to compositions contain-
ing none of the above ingredients, they being
replaced by turpentine, resin, &c. Besides
the colouring matters above referred to, tur-
meric, dragon's blood, gum sandarach, and
red saunders are frequently employed in red
and gold-coloured lacquers, the articles and
their relative proportions being varied accord-
ing to the tint desired.

"The workhouses where the lacker is laid on, are
accounted very unwholesome."—Vampier ; Voyages
(an. 1G38J.

lac'-quer (qu as k), lac'-ker, v.t. [Lac-
quer, s.] To coat or cover with lacquer for
the purpose of preserving from decay or rust,
or to improve the colour.
"What shook the stage, and made the people atare?
Cato's long wig, flowered gown, and lacquered chair."

Pope : Imitation of Horace, Ep. 1.

lacquered (qu as k), lackered, a.

[Eng, lacquer; -ed.] Coated or covered with
lacquer ; varnished.

" Or oblong buckle, on the lackered shoe.
With polished lustre, bending elegant
In shapely rim." Jago : Edge Hill, bk. iii.

lacquered-ware, s. Goods varnished
or coated with lacquer.

lac'-quer-er (qu as k), lac'-ker-er, s.

[Eng. lacquer, v. ; -er.] One who varnishes or
coats wares with lacquer.

lac-ri-md'-so, adv. [it.]

Mus. : Mournfully, sadly, with feeling.

la crosse, s. [Fr.] A Canadian game, now
transported into England, in which the
players endeavour to carry or throw the ball

to their opponents' goal on a peculiar bat
(crosse), consisting of a long staff, covered at
the end, and having network reaching about
half-way, becoming narrower as it approaches.
the hand.

* lac'-rym-a-ble, a. [Lachrymable.]

* lac'-rym-al, a. [Lachrymal.]

* lac'-rym-a-tor-y, s. [Lachrymatory.}

*lac'-ry-ma-ry, a. [Lachrymary.j

* lac'-rjrm-ose, a. [Lachrymose.]

* lacs, s. [O. Fr.] A lace (q.v.).

lacs-d'-amour, s.

Her. : A cord of running knots surrounding
the arms of widows and unmarried women.

*lac'-tage, s. [O. Fr., Fr. laitage = milk
diet, from Lat. lac; Fr. lait = mi\k.] Milk
and the products of milk, as cream, butter,
&c. ; the produce of animals which produce
milk.

" It is thought that the offering of Abel, who sacri-
ficed of his flocks, was only wool, the fruits of his
shearing; and milk, or rather cream, a part of bis
lactage.'—Shuckford: On the Creation, i. 79.

lact-al'-bu men. s. [Eng. ktct(ic), and
albumen.] '[Casein.]

lac-ta me'-taane, s. [Eng. lact(ic); am-
(wwnia), and ethane.]

C2H5 \ ry

Chem. : C5HnN02 = (C3H40)" i ' Ethyl-

H2 }
N -

lactamide. Obtained by treating diethyh'c-
lactate with aqueous ammonia, allowing the
mixture to stand for two days, and afterwards-
expelling the excess of ammonia and water
by evaporation in the water bath. It crys-
tallizes in broad brilliant plates, which are-,

greasy to the touch. It is soluble in water,.
alcohol, and ether, melts at Oli" to a colour-
less liquid, and boils at 219°, distilling with-
out alteration. By boiling with caustic pot-
ash, it is decomposed into ammonia ethyl-
lactate of potassium.

lac-tana -Ic, «. [Eng. lact(ic); avi(monia)v
and surf, -ic]

lactamic-acid, s. [Alanine.]

lac ta mide, s. [Eng. lact(ic), and amide.]

Chem. : C3H7N02 = CH3-CH(OH)-CO'NH2 .

This compound, which is isomeric with ala-
nine or lactamic-acid, can be produced from
all the ethereal salts of lactic-acid, by the
action of ammonia in alcoholic or aqueous
solution. It crystallizes in small colourless-
leafy crystals, which dissolve readily in water^.
alcohol, and ether, and melt at 74°. "When
heated with water it yields amnionic lactate :

boiled with alkalis, alkaline lactates, and free
ammonia are formed.

* lact'-ant, a. [Lat. lactans, pr. par. of lacto
= to suckle ; lac (genit. lactis) = milk.] Giv-
ing suck ; suckling.

lac' tar-ene, lac'-tar-ine, s. [Lat. lac =
milk.] A preparation of the casein of milk,
used by calico printers.

* lac-tar'-I-um, s. [Lat.] A dairy-house ; a
lactary (q.v.).

lac-tar'-i-us, s. [Lat. = pertaining to milk,
milky ; from lac = milk.]

Bot. : A large genus of Gill-bearing Fungi,
having a milky juice on the distinct tubes.
Most of the species.are dangerous, but Lacta-
rius deliciosus, L. volemus, &c, are edible.
(Berkeley.)

* lac'-tar-$f", a. & s. [Lat. lactarius, from lac
= milk; Fr. lactaire; Sp. lactario.]

A. As adj. : Full of milk, or of a juice
resembling milk ; milky.

"From lactary, or milky plants, which have a
white and lacteous juice dispersed through every n:ut,
there arise flowers blue and yellow."—Browne • Vulgar
Mrrours, bk. vi., ch. x.

w

B. As subst. : A dairy-house.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. se f 00 = e; ey = a. qu = kxr*
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lac tate, s. [Eng. tactile); -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of lactic acid.

lac-ta'-tlon, s. [Lat. tactatum, sup. of lacto

= to suckle; lac = milk; Fr. lactation.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act or time of giving
milk or suckling.

2. Physiol. : The organic function which
consists in the secretion and excretion of milk.

lae'-te-al, u. & s. [Lat. lacteus, from lac —
milk.]."

A. As adjective,

:

1. Pertaining to, containing, or resembling
miik ; milky.

2. Conveying milk, or chyle of the colour
of milk.

" After it hath been strained through those various
colanders, the lacteal veins."

—

Durham: Physico-Tliea-
logy, bk. iv., ch. ix..

B. As substantive :

Anat. : [Lacteals].

* l&c'-te-al-ly, adv. [Eng. lacteal; -ly.]

After tne manner of milk ; milkily.

lac'-te-als, s. pi. [Lat. lacteus = milky, from
lac = milk ; the lacteals being at most times
filled with a milky fluid called chyle.]

Anat. : The lacteals received the name of
vasa lactea in 1622 from Asellius, their dis-

coverer. From the specific word lactea,

given to distinguish vessels of this class came
the word lacteal. The lacteals and lymphatics
properly constitute one system of vessels
which convey a fluid or fluids from various
organs of the hody to the veins near their

terminations in the heart. The fluid which
these vessels convey is milky after a full

meal, and called chyle, though, during inter-

vals of fasting, it is a yellowish lymph, as in

the lymphatics. (Todd & Bowman: Phys.
Anat. (1856), ii. 269-289). The lacteal vessels
commence on the surface of the intestines,

and unite with one another in the mesentery,
and after leaving the mesenteric glands, dis-

charge their contents for the nourishment
of the hody into the receptacidum chyli, in

front of the second lumbar vertebra.

lac'-te-an, a. [Lat. lacteus, from lac = milk.]

1. Resembling milk ; milky.

"This l-actean whiteness ariseth from a great num-
ber of little stars constipated in that i>urt of heaven."—Afoxon: Astron. Cards, p. 13.

2. Conveying chyle ; lacteal.

lac -te ous, a. [Lat. lacteus, from, lac =
milk ; Sp. lacteo ; Ital. latteo.]

1. Resembling milk ; milky.
" Plants which have a white and lacteous juice dia-

Eersed through every part."—Browne : Vulgar Errours,
k. vi., ch. x.

2. Conveying chyle ; lacteal.

"The lungs are suitable for respiration, and the
lacteous vessels for the reception of the chyle,"

—

Bentley.

* lac'-te-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. lacteous ; -ly.] In
a lacteous manner ; in a manner resembling
milk ; lacteally.

* lac-tes'-cen^e, s. [Lat. lactescens, pr. par.

of lactesco = to become milk or milky, from
lacteo = to be milky, from lac~ milk.] The
quality or state of being lactescent ; milki-
ness ; a milky colour or appearance.

" This lactescence does commonly ensue when wine,
being impregnated with guins, or other vegetable
concretions, that abound with sulphureous corpus-
cles, fair water is suddenly poured upon the solution."
—Boyle : Works, i. 219.

litc-tes'-cent, a. [Lactescence.]

* I. Ordinary Language :

1. Becoming milk ; having a milky appear-
ance or consistence.

2. Containing or abounding in a thick,

milk-coloured juice.
" Amongst the pot-herbs are some lactescent plants,

rs lettuce and endive, which contain a wholesome
juice."

—

Arbu.th.not: On Aliments. (Pref.)

II. Bot. : Yielding milky juice.

Zac-teth-yl'-a-mide, »« [Eng. lact(ic); ethyl,

and amide.]
H

I.

Chem. : C5HnN02 = (C3H4O)'-J
O.

Isomeric

C2H5H }
N -

with lactamethane, obtained as a crystal-
line mass by the action of ethylamine on
lactide. It melts at 48°, and distils without
alteration at 260°. Alkalis decompose it into
ethylamine and alkaline lactate.

lac -tic, a. [Lat. lac, genit. lact(is) = milk ;

-te.] Contained in or derived from sour

milk.

lactic-acid, s.

Chem. : C3H6 3 = CH3-CH-(OH)'CO-OH. A
monobasic, diatomic acid, discovered by
Scheele in sour milk, and first recognised as

a distinct acid by Berzelius. It occurs in

small quantity in the animal organism, espe-

cially in the gastric juice, and, under certain

circumstances, is formed in the fermentation

of some sugars. It is readily prepared by
adding to a solution of grape sugar a small
quantity of powdered old cheese, mixed with
sour milk, and allowing the mixture to stand
for eight or ten days at a temperature of 40"

to 45". It may also be prepared syntheti-

cally by mixing ethylidene oxide or acetic

aldehyde with hydrocyanic acid, and treating

the resulting product with hydrochloric acid,

the ethylidene hydrate cyanide first formed
being converted into lactic acid even at the
ordinary temperature. It is a colourless, in-

odorous liquid of syrupy consistence, pos-

sessing an intensely sour taste. It is soluble

in all proportions in water and alcohol,

slightly soluble in ether. Its sp. gr. is 1-215

at 20°, and it does not solidify even at -24°.

When boiled with nitric acid, it is converted
into oxalic acid, whilst hydrocyanic acid

reduces it to propionic acid. Lactic acid

forms salts by the replacement of hydroxylic
hydrogen by metals. The neutral alkali salts

are deliquescent, and soluble in alcohol.

Sodic lactate, CH3'CH(OH)CO-ONa, crystal-

lizes in fine, hair-like crystals. Calcic lactate,

(CH3 CH(OH)CO-0)2Ca-5H20, crystallizes in

small, thin needles, soluble in water and
alcohol. Zincic lactate, CgHjoZnOe.SHaO,
is the most characteristic salt of lactic acid.

It crystallizes in colourless, monoclinic prisms,
slightly soluble in cold water, very soluble in

boiling water, but insoluble in alcohol.

lactic-anhydride, s. [Lactyl-lac-
TATE.]

lactic-ethers, s. pi.

Chem. : Lactic acid is capable of forming
three different ethers containing the same
monatomic alcohol-radical—viz., ethylic lac-

tate, monethylie lactate, and diethylic lactate,

the first two being isomeric. Ethylic lactate,

CH3-CH-(OH)'CO
,0-C2n5 , is formedbyheating

to 170°, in a sealed tube, a mixture oflactic acid
and alcohol. It is a colourless liquid of

peculiar odour, and boils at 186°. Water,
alcohol, and ether dissolve it in all propor-
tions, but it is difficult to obtain it in the
crystalline form. Monethylic lactate is a
colourless liquid, boiling at 150°. It is soluble
in water, alcohol, and ether. Diethylic lac-

tate, 07^403, produced by the action of
ethylate of sodium on chloropropionate of
ethyl, is a transparent, mobile liquid of an
agreeable odour, insoluble in water, but solu-

ble in alcohol and ether. It boils at 156°'5,

and has a sp. gr. of 0*9203 at 0°.

lactic-ferment, s.

Chem. ; A minute organism which, under
the microscope, is seen to consist of small
elliptical cells, generally detached, but some-
times occurring in chains of two or three. It
is developed in milk, when it is allowed to
stand for some time, and is the cause of the
milk becoming sour, the sugar of the milk
changing into lactic acid. It is also developed
when cheese is added to a solution of sugar,
and kept at a temperature of 35" to 40°.

lactic-fermentation, *.

Chem. : [Fermentation].

lac tide, s. [Eng. lact(ic), and (anhydr)ide..]

Chem. : CgHgO.!. The second ethereal anyh-
dride of lactic acid, obtained by heating
lactic acid or lactyl lactate for a long time at

a temperature of 150° in a retort through
which a stream of air is drawn. It crystal-

lizes in colourless rhombic tables of dazzling
whiteness, insoluble in water and cold alcohol,
but soluble in boiling alcohol. It melts at
124*5°, and distils unchanged at 255°. Ammo-
nia converts it into lactamide.

lac-tid' -ic, w. [Eng. lactidXe); -ic]

lactidic -acid, dilactic-acid, s. [Lac-
TYL-LACTATE.]

* iac-tif-er-ous, a. [Lat. lac (genit. lactis) =
milk, and fero = to bear, to produce, to carry

;

Fr. ktctifere ; Sp. laetifero ; Ital. lattifero.]

1. Bearing or conveying milk or a milk-
like juice.

2. Producing a milky or thick white-co-

loured juice, as a plant.
" He makes the breasts to be nothing but glandules,

made up of an infinite number of little knots, each
whereof hath its excretory vessel, or lactiferous duct."
—Ray : On the Creation.

* lac-tif-ic, * lac-tif-lC-al, a. [Lat. lac

(genit. laetio) = milk, and jacio — to make.],

Producing, yielding, or causing milk.

* l&C'-ti-fuge, s. [Lat. lac (genit.) = milk,

and fugo = to put to flight, to drive out.] A
medicine which diminishes the secretion of

milk in the breast.

lac'-ti-mide, s. [Eng. lact(ic), and imide.}

CH3-CH
Chem. .-

|
>NH. Lactoxylimide. Ob-

CO
tained by heating alanine in a stream nfl

hydrochloric acid gas. It crystallizes in

colourless needles, melting at 275°. and is

readily soluble in water and alcohol.

lac tine, lac'-tin, s. [Eng. lact(ic); -ine%
-in.] [Milk-sugar.]

lac'-to-, pre/. [Lat. lac (genit. lactis) = milk.]

A prefix denoting the presence of or connec-
tion with milk.

lacto-butyrometer, s. An apparatus
for ascertaining the quantity of buttery mat-
ter in a particular sample of milk.

lacto densimeter, s. An apparatus for

ascertaining the density of milk, in order to>

discover if it has been mixed with water.

lacto-glucose, s.

Chem. : According to Fudakowski, a constit-

uent of milk sugar,

lacto-phosphates, s. pi.

Chem. : The pharmaceutical name for a mix-
ture of lactic acid and calcium phosphate.

lacto-protein, s.

Chem. : An albuminous substance said to
exist in milk.

lac-tom'-e-ter, s. [Lat. lac (genit. lactis) —
milk, and Eng. meter (q.v.).] Called also- a*

galactometer. A species of hydrometer, gradu-
ated to show the comparative specific gravity
and consequent value of different samples of
milk. The instrument is a good evidence of
the specific gravity of milk, and the specific

gravity is a probable, but not positive, evi-

dence of quality. Taken in connection with
the per-cent. glass, which measures the per
cent, of cream that rises, it is nearly a posi-
tive indicator of pure and watered milk. One-
form of the lactometer for ascertaining the-

amount of cream in milk consists of a tube-
with a funnel mouth for convenience in

charging it, and having the upper portion
graduated. The tube is aboutafoot in length,,

and, being filled, the cream is allowed to rise,

when its richness is determined by the number
of graduated spaces occupied by the cream.

lac tone, s. [Eng. lact(ic), and (ket)one.]

Chem. : C5Ha02. Produced, together with:
lactide, by the dry distillation of lactic acid.

It is a volatile liquid, possessing an aromatic
odour, and boiling at 92%

lac-tdn'-lC, a. [Eng., &c. lacton(e); -ic]

Chem. : Of or belonging to lactone.

lactonic-acid, s.

Chem.: CsH^OH^CO'OH. A monobasic
acid, obtained by the oxidation of arabin and
milk sugar. It is a deliquescent crystalline

mass, melting at 100°. It takes up two equi-
valents of metal from basic hydrates, but only
one from carbonates.

* lac'-tdr-y, a. [Lat. lac (genit. lactis) Eng.
adj. suff. -ory.] Lactiferous ; lactary.

laV-to-SCOpe, s, [Lat. lac (genit. lactis) —
milk, and Gr. ctkoWu) (shaped) = to see, to
observe.] An instrument, invented by Donne
of Paris, for assisting in determining the qua-
lity ofmilk by ascertaining its relative opacity.

lac'-tose, s. [Eng. lact(ic), and (glucytse.]

Chem. : C6H12 6 . A sugar, isomeric wiu
dextrose, formed from milk sugar by treat-
ment with ferments or dilute acids. It cry-
stallizes in leafy and warty crystals, soluble
in water, sparingly soluble in cold alcohol,

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph - t.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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and crystallizing more readily than ordinary
glucose. It lias a greater dextro-rotary power
than dextrose, and reduces alkaline cupric
salts to cuprous oxide. It resembles dextrose
in most of its reactions, but is distinguished

from it by giving no compound with sodic

chloride, and by yielding lactoilic and niucic

adds instead of saccharic acid when oxidized
by nitric acid. Lautose is the first aldehyde
of dulcite.

lac-tdx'-yl, s. [Eng. lactic), and ox(al)yL]

(See the compound.)

lactoxyl- urea, 5.

Chem. : CiH6N202-2H20. Lactyl urea. A
compound, isomeric with methyl hydantoin,
prepared by decomposing a mixture of alde-
hyde ammonia, potassic cyanide, and potassic
pseudo-cyanate with hydrochloric acid, and
extracting the brown product with ether alco-
hol. It forms transparent rhombic prisms,
which, when anhydrous, melt at 145°.

lac-tox-yl'-i-mide, s. [Eng., &c. lactoxyl,

and imide.] [Lactijiide.]

lac tu -ca, s, [Lat., from lac = milk, referring

to the milky juice of the plant when cut.

Bot. : Lettuce, the typical genus of the tribe
Lactucese. The involucre is imbricated, cylin-

drical, few-flowered, its scales with a mem-
branous margin. Florets all ligulate, pappus
pilose, filiform ; achenes much compressed,
with, a long beak. About fifty species are
known. Found in the temperate parts of the
northern hemisphere and in South Africa.
Four are British : Lactuca virosa, the Strong-
scented Lettuce ; L. Scariola, the Prickly
Lettuce ; L. saligna, the Least Lettuce ; aud
L. muralu, the Ivy-leaved Lettuce. L. sativa,
or L. Scariola, var. sativa, is the Garden-let-
tuce. The seeds yield a clear, transparent
sweet oil. It yields the narcotic drug, lactu-
carium, the best of which, however, comes
from L. altissima. The extract of L. virosa,

the strong-scented lettuce, is a mild sedative,
anodyne, and antispasmodic. It is useful in
phthisis, bronchitis, asthma, rheumatism,
spermatorrhoea, and dropsy. L. Scariola and
L. sylvestris yield a drug like opium. In Goa,
L. remotifiora is called taraxaco, and is used
as a substitute for taraxacum.

lae-tu-eax'-i-tim, s. [Mod. Lat., from Lat.
lactuca = a lettuce.]

Chem. : The brown viscid juice of the com-
mon garden lettuce, obtained by incision from
the leaves and flowering stems, aud dried in
the air. It is a mixture of various substances,
including lactucone, lactucin, lactucic acid,

mannite, albumin, &c. Lactucarium is hyp-
notic, antispasmodic, and sedative, and has
been recommended in cases in which opium is

inadmissible. It has been administered with
advantage in chronic rheumatism, diarrhoea,
and asthma, in doses of two to five grains.

lac-tu'-ce-se, a. pi- [Lat. lactuc(a); fern. adj.

suff. -acece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Composites, sub-order Ligu-
li flora?.

lac-tu'-cic, a. [Lat. lactuc(a) = lettuce ; Eng.

adj. suff. -tc.] Pertaining to, or derived from
plants of the genus Lactuca.

lactucic acid, s.

Chem. : An acid obtained by triturating
lactucarium with dilute sulphuric acid, and
extracting by means of alcohol of 84 per
cent. It is a light yellow, crystalline mass,
soluble in water and alcohol. Its aqueous
solution is coloured wine-red by alkalis, and it

reduces alkaline cupric salts to cuprous oxide.

lac-tu'-cin, s. [Lat. lactuca); Eng. suff. -in.]

Chem. : C^HjjsOg. The active principle of
lactucarium, found, in the juice of several
species of lettuce. It crystallizes in rhombic
tables of a yellowish colour ; slightly soluble
in cold water and in ether, moderately soluble
in alcohol and in acetic acid. Its solutions
are not precipitated by any reagent.

lac-tu'-cdne, s. [Lat. lactuc(a); Eng. suff.

-one.]

Chem. : C^H^Og. A colourless, insipid,
substance, extracted from lactucarium by
boiling alcohol. It crystallizes in mammil-
latt-d crystals, insoluble in water, but very
soluble in alcohol, ether, and oils, both fixed
and volatile. It melts at 150°, and, on being
distilled, yields acetic acid in large quantity.

lac-tu-cd-pic'-rin, s. [Eng. lactuc(in) ;

connective, and pterin.]

Chem.: Anuncrystallizablesubstanee, which
remains iu the mother-liquors of the prepara-
tion of lactucin by Ludwig and Kromayer's
process, after the greater part of that sub-
stance has been precipitated by basic acetate
of lead. When freed from admixed lactucin
and lactucone by ether, it forms a brown,
amorphous, very bitter mass, having a faint

acid reaction ; soluble in water and alcohol.

It contains 52-tiper cent, carbon, 6S hydrogen,
and 366 oxygen, agreeing nearly with the
formula C22H32O10, and is therefore produced
from lactucin by assumption of water and
oxygen. (Watts : Diet. Cliem., iii. 465.)

lac-tu men, s. [Mod. Lat., from lac = milk,
with reference to the white colour of the
pustules.]

Path. : The milk-scab which affects children
at the breast.

lac-tu-ram'-ic, a. [Eng. lact(yl); ur(ea);
am(inonia) ; and suff. -£c] (See etym. and
compound.)

lacturamic-acid, s.

CH3-CH-NHCO"NH2 .

Chem. : C4H8K203 = I

'
" " ' CO'OH.

A monobasic acid, homologous with hydantoic
acid, obtained by treating alanine salts with
potassic isocyanate, or by heating lactyl urea
with basic hydrate and decomposing the re-

sulting baric salt with sulphuric acid. It

crystallizes in small rhombic prisms, which
melt at 155°. When heated with hydrochloric
acid, it splits up into alanine hydrochloride,
amnionic chloride, and carbonic anhydride.
It yields crystalline salts.

lac'-tyl, s. [Eng. lactic), and (alfyyl.] (See the
compounds.)

lactyl-chloride, s.

Chem. : C3H4OCI2 = C3H4C10-C1. Chloride
of chloropropionyl. A colourless liquid, ob-
tained, together with phosphorus oxychloride,
by heating a mixture of well-dried calcium
lactate with twice its weight of phosphorus
pentachloride. It is also produced by the di-

rect combination of ethylene and oxychloride
of carbon. It boils at 150°, but is partially

decomposed at a higher temperature. Water
gradually dissolves it, forming hydrochloric
and chloropropionic acids. With absolute
alcohol a violent reaction takes place, hydro-
chloric acid, chloride of ethyl, and chloro-
propionate of ethyl being produced.

lactyl guanidine, s.

Chem. : C4H9N3O2. Alacreatine. A crys-
talline compound, isomeric with creatine,
formed from alanine and cyanamide. It re-

quires twelve times its weight of water at 15°

for solution, and resembles glycocyamine and
creatine in its reactions.

lactyl-lactate, s.

Chem. : C6H10O5. The first ethereal anhy-
dride of lactic acid, obtained by heating lactic
acid to a temperature of 104°. It is a yellow
amorphhous mass, insoluble in water, but sol-

uble in alcohol and ether. On boiling with
water, it is re-converted into lactic acid.

la-cu'-na (pi. la-cu-nae), s. [Lat.= a
hollow, a depression.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A small opening ; a small pit or depres-
sion.

2. A small blank space ; a gap, a hiatus.

II. Technically :

1. Anatomy (PL):

(1) Human : Open spaces, prolonged into
canaliculi or delicate tubes liner than the
smallest capillary vessels, occurring in bone.
The lacunae have an average length of j^
of an inch, and are about half as wide and
a third as thick. They contain a minute
granular substance found by Prof. Goodsir to
be a germinal spot or nutritive centre.

(2) Comp. : Spaces left among the tissues in
some of the lower animals, and serving in
place of vessels for the circulation of the
fluids of the body. (Darwin : Origin ofSpecies,
Gloss.)

2. Botany

:

(1) Sing. : Link's name for an air-cell in a
plant.

(2) PL : Small hollows or pits upon the

under surface of the thallus in a lichen.

3. Zool. : A genus of Littorinidae. Sixteen

recent species are known and one fossil, the
former from Norway, Britain, Spain, &c, the

latter from the Scottish glacial beds.

la-cu'-nal, a. [Eng. lacun(a); -al.] Per-
"taiuing to "or containing lacuna;.

la-cu -nar, s. & a. [Lat., from lacuna (q.v.).]

A. As substantive

:

Architecture

:

1. A term applied to the panels in a ceiling,

which are produced by a series of sunken com-
partments, originating in the rafters which
supported an upper story, and were exposed
to the eye, leaving sunk spaces (lacunos) be-
tween the intersections as they crossed each
other, and which were afterwards retained as
a means of breaking the unsightly flatness of
a ceiling. The edges of these panels were de-
corated with carved and gilt ornaments, and
the centres filled in with decorative painting.

2. The ceiling or under surface of the
member of an order, of the corona of a cor-
nice, or of the part of the architrave between
the capitals of columns, and generally any
ceiling having sunk or hollowed compartments
without spaces or bands between the panels

;

a laquear having bands between the panels.
(Gwilt.)

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or containing
lacunas or lacunars ; having open spaces at
intervals.

lac-u-nar'-i-a, s. pi. [Lacunar, s.]

* la-cune , s. [Lacuna.] A gap.
" There ia a lacune or gap which if to be filled up."—2?orth: Examen, p. 149.

lac u - nette , s. [Fr., diinin. from Lat.
lacuna = a ditch, a gap.]

Fort. . A small fosse or ditch.

la - cu - nose, a. [Lat. lacunosus = full of
"holes.]

Bot. ; Covered with little pits or depressions,
as Helvellia crispa.

la-cu-no-so-, 'pre/. [Lacunose.]

lacunoso-rugose, u.

Bot. : Having broad, deep, irregular wrinkles,
like the shell of the walnut or the stone of the
peach.

la-eu-nous, la-cu-nose, a. [Lat. la-

cunosus, from lacuna = a ditch, a gap.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Marked by or having pits
or depressions ; furrowed, pitted.

2. Bot. ; Covered with little pits or depres-
sions, as, Helvellia crispa.

la-cus -tral, la-cus -trine, a. [Lat. locus
= a lake.] Of or pertaining to a lake.

lacustrine deposits, sedimentary-
deposits, s. pi.

Geol. : Strata deposited in existing lakes or
in those which, from whatever cause, have now
become dry land.

lacustrine-dwellings, a. pi. [Lake-
dwellings.]

lad, * ladde, s. [WeL llawd = a youth ; Ir.

lath = a youth, a champion (from luth =
nimble, active); cf. Gael, laidir = strong;
luth = strength ; Goth, lauths, in the com-
pound jugga-lauths = a lad.]

1. A youth, a young man, a stripling.

"There is a lad here which Lath five barley-loaves
aud two ainall fishes."

—

John vi. 9.

2. A fellow, a companion, a mate. (Used
familiarly.)

3. A male sweetheart (Scotch.)

* lad, * ladde, pret. of v. [Lead, v.]

* lad- age, s. [Eng. lad ; -age.) Boy-
hood.
" Sly ladage fair and good." Sylvester ; Vocation, 170.

lad-a-num, lab -da-num, s. [Lat. lada-
num, ledanum ; Gr. X-ffiavov (leda,7wn)= a resin-
ous juice obtained from a plant called in Latin
lada, leda, or ledon, and in Gr. X^hov (ledon).
It is Cutus creticus [Def.] The gum is in Per-
sian Iddan or Idden.]

Chem. : C20H30O3; Labdanum. An odorous,
resinous substiince, which exudes in drops
from the leaves aud twigs of the Cistus creticus,

Jate, fat, Tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sir©- sir, marine ; go, pot,
or. \rbre. wolf, work. who. *6n : miite. cuo, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se. oe = e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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a shrub growing in the island of Candia and
in Syria. It is a dark-coloured, tenacious
resin, somewhat moist, exhaling an odour like
that of ambergris. It was formerly much
used for making stimulating plasters. Genuine
ladanura contains 85 per cent of resin, 7 per
cent, of wax,,- a volatile oil, and not more
than 6 per cent, of earthy matter and hairs.
It is often adulterated with black sand.
Ladanum in sticks is prepared in Portugal,
Spain, and the south of France by boiling the
leaves and branches of Cystus lado.nife.ru8.

ladanum bush, «.

Botany

:

1. Gen. . Any ladanum-bearing cistus.

2. Spec. : (1) Cistus laduniferus, called also
Gum-cisius. It has white flowers and is a
native of Spain and Portugal. (2) Cistus cre-

ticus, which grows in Candia and the Levant.
It has purple flowers. (3) Cistus Ledon. It
is from France, and lias white flowers.

lad' der, * lad-dre, s. [A.S. hlceder; cogn-
with Dut. ladder — a ladder, the rack or rails

of a cart ; O. H. Ger. hkitra ; Ger. letter = a
ladder; prob. connected with Lat. clo.thri =
bars, trellis ; Gr. Kkeldpov, K\ij9pov (kMthron,
kUthron) — a bar, a bolt.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) A frame, usually movable, having a series
of steps attached to side-bars or ropes. The
varieties are distinguished by their purposes,
position, or by some feature of construction.
A ladder differs from a flight of stairs in that
the latter has treads and risers, being thus,
boxed in below. The ladder has merely steps.
There are numerous kinds of ladders, varying
in fonu or construction, according to the pur-
poses for which they are intended.

' Foure of his old foon ban It espied, and setten
laddtrrt to the walles of his hous."

—

C'kaitcer; Tale of
Jfellbeua.

{!) A notched cleat or stick in a bookcase,
for supporting shelves.

2. Fig. : Any means by which one ascends

;

any means of rising to eminence.
"To the topmost ruund

Of fortune'Bladder." •Churchill: Sermons. (Dedic.)

II. Naut. : The accommodation-ladder is

slung at the gangway. The forecastle and
hold ladders are at these respective places.
The Jacob's-ladder abaft the top-gallant masts,
where there are no ratlines at the shrouds.
The quarter and story ladders are for reach-
ing or leaving the boats moored astern.

ladder-carriage, s. A kiucl of carriage
for conveying fire-ladders. The bed-frame
serves as a connection in coupling the waggon,
and braces the ladder when raised. The wind-
lass, having its bearings at the foot of the
frame, extends the sliding sections of the
ladder. The basket, attached by a rope to
the pulley at the top of the ladder, forms a
fire-escape. Used first in America; introduced
into England by Capt. Shaw.

ladder-shell, s.

Zool. : The Scalaria (Wentletrap). [Sca-
la-ria.J Named from its sharp, transverse
spiral ribs.

ladder way, a.

1. Mining: A foot-way shaft ; the shaft of
a mine, by which the workmen ascend and
descend.

2. Nout. : A companion-way or scuttle-way
on board ship.

ladder-work, s. Work which has to be
done with the aid of a ladder, as painting,
stucco-work, &c.

* lad'-dess, s. [Eng. lad; -ess.] A girl, a
lass.

" She Is not aa amiable a laddess."— Walpole : Let-
ter!, Hi. 243.

lad die, lad dy, s. [Eng. lad; dimin. suff.

-ie, -y.] A diminutive of lad.
" His leg was so tight and his cheek was so ruddy.
Transported I was with my sodger kiddie."

Burn* : Jolly Beggari.

lade, v.t. & i. [The same word as Load, v.

(q.v.). A.S. Kfadan = to heap together, to
load, to lade out.]

A, Transitive:

* 1. To load.

i with the corn."—

2. To lift or throw out or in, as water with
a ladle, bowl, &c.

" He chides the sea that sunders him from tbem.
Baying, hell lade it dry to have his way."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., UL 2.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : To draw water.
"She did not think it beat to lade at the narrow

channel. '—Bishop Sail.

2. Naut. : To let in water by leakage ; to
leak. (Wright.)

lade (1), s. [A.S. lad = a channel, a lode.]

* 1. (See extract.)
" Lade is the month of a river, and is derived from

the Saxon, which signifies a purging or discharging

;

there being a discharge of the waters into the Bea, or
into some great river. —Gibson : Camden.

2. A water-course ; specifically in Scotland,
the canal which conveys water to a mill ; a
mill-race, a lead.

lade (2), laid, a. [Load, s.]

lade -man, ». [Eng. load, and man.)

1. A person in charge of a packhorse.

2. A miller's servant employed to return to
the several owners their quantities of meal
when ground.

lad -en, * lad'-ed, pa. par. or a. [Lade, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Charged with a load or burden

;

loaded.
"Returned the wains from the marshes.

Laden with briny bay."
Longfellow : Evangeline, L 2.

* 2. Fig. : Weighed down ; burdened, op-
pressed.

"A people laden with iniquity."—/*aiah L 4.

T Laden in bulk

:

Naut. : A phrase used to denote that a
vessel is loaded with a cargo lying loose in the
hold, as corn, salt, &c.

" lad led, a. [Eng. lady; -ed.] Gentle, soft,

soothing, lady-like.

"Sores are not to be anguisht with a rustick pres-
sure, but gently stroaked with a ladied hand.'—
Feltham: Resolve*, pt, L, res. 8.

lad -ies, o. pi. [Lady.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The plural of lady (q.v.).

2. Slating: A size of slates, 15 x 18 inches.

ladies' man, lady's-man, . One
who devotes himself to the society of ladies

;

a beau.

*[ For Ladies'-bedsteaw, Ladies'-mantle,
Ladies' - slippeb, and Ladies' - traces, see
Lady's-bedstraw, Lady's-slipper, &c.

* lad'-i-fy, * lad'-y-fy, v.t. [Eng. lady

;

suff. -fy.) To make a lady of; to give the
title or position of lady to ; to make ladylike.

" He made a knight,
And your sweet unstress-ship ladyfied."

Massinger : City Madam, lv. 4.

lad trig, s. [Lade, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of loading.

"They agreed after the lading of their goods at
their severall ports, to meet at Zante. "—iMow : Queene
Elizabeth (an. 1685).

2. That which is put into or is carried in
anything as a load; that which constitutes a
load ; a load, a cargo.
" Some we made prize ; while others, burnt and rent,
With their rich lading to the buttoin went."

Waller: War with Spain, 66.

II. Glass: The transference in cisterns of
molten glass from the pot to the table, in
plate-glass making.

i[ Bill of lading

:

Comm. : [Bill, s.].

lading-hole, s.

Glass : An aperture in the side of a furnace
for plate-glass, at which the cuvette for carry-
ing the metal is introduced or is filled.

lad -kin, s. [Eng. lad, and dimin. suff. -kin.]
A little lad, a youth.

la --die, Lad-el, s. [Lade, v., A 2.] [Eng.
lade = to ladle out ; suff. -el.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A domestic utensil, shaped
like a large spoon, and having a comparatively
long handle, with which liquids are lifted out
or served from a vessel.

' A ladle for our silver dish
Ib what I want, is what 1 wish."

Prior : The Ladle.

II. Technically:

1. Founding : A pan with a handle to hold
molten metal. On a small scale, the bullet-

ladle is a familiar instance. The large ladle

used in the foundry is called a shanks (q.v.).

Ladles are protected by a thin coat or layer of

loam, and every time, before being used, they
are brushed over with black wash and care-

fully dried.
" Some stirred the molten owre with ladles great,'

Spenser: F. Q., II. viL 86.

2. Glass ; A vessel in which molten glass is

carried ; a cuvette.

3. Hydraul. . The float-board of a mill-

wheel.

4. Ordnance:

(1) An implement for removing the shot
from a loaded cannon. It is a semi-cylinder
of copper, bevelled at the end, and attached
to a staff. For use, the muzzle of the gun is

slightly depressed and the ladle passed in so
as to run under the shot, which is received in
it ; when the ladle is withdrawn, it brings the
shot out with it.

(2) A cylindrical scoop of copper for loading
lcose powder into a cannon.

5. Pyro. : A copper scoop for filling rockets.

ladle-board, s. The float-board of a
mill-wheel.

la'-dle, v.t. [Ladle, s.} To lade or deal out
with a ladle.

la'-dle- fiil, s. [Eng. ladle; fuMl).'] As much
as a ladle will hold ; the contents of a ladle.

"If a footman be going up with a dish of soup, let
the cook with a ladleful dribble his livery all the way
up stairs."—Swift : Instructions to Servants.

la -die -wood, s. [Eng. ladle, and wood.j

But. : A Cape name for Cassine Colpoon.

la -dy, * la-di, * la die, * la-dye, * le-dy,
* laef-di, * leaf-di, * lef-di, * leve-di,
* leve-dy, * Iheve-di, * laf-dlgh, s. & a.

[A.S. hldifdige; O. Northumb. hlafdia; the first

element is A.S. hldj=a loaf, the second is

uncertain, but probably represents A.S. ddigee
= a kneader, from the root which appears in
Goth, digan, deigan = tu knead ; cf. I eel.

deigja = a dairy-maid ; Eng. dey. The I eel.

lafdhi = a lady, is used in a special sense
to designate the Blessed Virgin ; hence seve-
ral derivates, such as lady-bird, lady-fern,
lady's-finger, lady's-muntle, &c. In these
terms the word is strictly not a compound,
lady, or ladle, being the Mid. Eng, genitive
case of lady ; hence lady-chapel = chapel of
our Lady, Lady-day = day of our Lady. (Skeat.
&c.).]

A, As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A woman of high rank
; properly, the

wife of a baron or any superior to him in
rank, or the daughter of an earl, marquis, or
duke. Commonly the title is also given to
the wife of a knight or baronet.

"I would make thee my lady."—8hakesp.; Merry
Wives of Windsor, iiL 3.

2. A courtesy-title for any woman, espe-
cially one of good breeding, education, and
position ; it is the correlative of gentleman.

3. A sweetheart.

"As ladies in romance assist their knight,"
Pope ; Rape of the Lock, Hi. 123.

4. The mistress of a house or family ; a
mistress.

"Convey what I will set down to my lady."
Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, iv. 2.

5. Mistress; correlative of a lord : as, the
lady of a manor.
" Of all these bounds, even from thU line to this, . . .We make thee lady." Shakesp. : Lear, i. L
II. Technically

:

1. Slating (PI.) : [Ladies, 2].

2. Zool. : The calcareous apparatus in the
cardiac part of the stomacli of the lobster,
the function of which is the trituration of the
food. (Nicholson.)

B. As adjective

:

1, Female.
* 2. Becoming a lady ; ladylike.

" Say, good Caesar,
That I some lady trifles have reserved,
Immoment toys." Shakesp. ; Ant. & Cleop., t. %

H Our Lady : The Virgin Mary.
*' Low on her knees herself she cast
Before our Lady."

Tennyson ; Mariana in the South*

lady-altar, s. The altar of a chapel
dedicated to the Virgin Mary. In the ma-

boil, bo'y; pout, jowl; cat, yell, chorus, cWn, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing
-clan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = ttel, deL
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jority of English cathedrals it is situated

behind the high-altar. In English parish
churches, and in Roman churches, it is usu-

ally in the chancel or in one of the aisles.

lady-bird, s.

Entomology

:

1. Sing. : The genus Coccinella (q.v.). The
term lady-bird is probably a corruption of

lady-bug. Called also Lady-cow, Lady-fly, &c.
The Seven-spot Lady-bird is the most common
species. In certain years it multiplies to an
extraordinary extent.

" Fly, lady-bird, North, South, or East, or West."
Gay : Shepherd's Week; Thursday.

2. PL : The family Coccinellidas (q.v.).

lady-bug, s.

Entom. : The same as Lady-bird.

Lady chapel, s. A chapel dedicated to
Our Lady, the Virgin Mary, frequently at-

tached to a large church on the eastward of
the altar, but in churches built before 1200
the Lady-chapel was usually an independent
or additional building.

lady-Clock, ». The lady-bird (q.v.).

"That was only a lady-clock, child, 'flying away
home.' "— C. BrontS : Jane Eyre, ch. xxiiL

lady-court, s, The court of a lady of a
manor.

lady-cow, s. The lady-bird (q.v.).

lady-crab, 5.

Zool. : The name given in the Channel Is-

lands to Portunus puber, the Velvet Fiddler
Crab, so called from its velvet coat.

Lady-day, 5. The Feast of the Annun-
ciation of the Virgin Mary, March 25. It is

a fixed festival.

"The respite which the Lorda had granted to the
existing Parliament was extended from the first of
January to Lady-day."—Macaulay : Eist. Eng., ch. xix.

Lady-day in Harvest, s. The Feast
of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary (Aug.
15). The name is common in some parts of
England and in Ireland.

lady-fern, ».

Botany

:

1. Nephrodlum Thelypteris, a species with
lanceolate, pinnate fronds, the pinnae again
deeply pinnatitid. It is found in bogs and
marshes in Britain.

2. Athyrium Fitix faemina, a beautiful fern
"with large, membranous, oblong, lanceolate,

twice or thrice pinnate fronds, with close-set

pinnules. It is found in Britain in moist
woods and rocky places.

lady-fish, s.

Iehth. ; Silkigo domino,.

lady-fly, s. The lady-bird (q.v.).

" This lady-Jly I take from off the grass."
Gay: Hhephercts Week; Thursday.

lady-killer, s. One whose fascinating
manners, appearance, or other qualities are
irresistible to ladies ; one who studiously sets

himself to win the affections of women ; a
general lover.

lady-killing, s. The manners, acts, or

practices of a lady-killer.

lady-like, a.

1. Like or befitting a lady in any respect

;

gentle, refined, well-bred.

2. Delicate, effeminate ; incapable of fatigue.

lady-love, * ladye-love, s. A female
sweetheart, a mistress.

" And, like the Ariosto of the North,
Sang ladye-love and war, romance and knightly

worth. Byron : Childe Harold, iv. 40.

Lady-psalter, s.

1. The Parvum Officium, or Little Office of

the Virgin Mary.

2. The rosary.

lady's - bedstraw, ladies' - bed -

straw, s.

Bat. : (1) Galium verum; (2) Pharnaceum
Mollugo.

lady's-bower, s.

Bot. : Clematis Vitalba.

lady's-comb, s.

Bot. : Scandix Peclen-Veneris, a branching,
pubescent, umbelliferous plant, with oblong
twice or thrice pinnate leaves, terminal and
lateral ; umbels of very irregular flowers, the
fruit very slender, scabrid. Perhaps only a

colonist where it occurs in cornfields in Bri-
tain, wild in Continental Europe, South Africa,
West Asia to North-Western India. Called
also Venus's comb.

lady's-cushion, s.

Bot. : Armeria vulgaris.

lady's-fingers, s. pi,

1. Ord. Lang. ; A sort of biscuit, so called
from the shape.

2. Bot. . Anthyllls vvlneraria.

lady's-garters, s. pi.

Bot.': Phalaris arund.inacea variegata.

lady*s-glove, $.

Bot. : Digitalis purpurea.

lady's-gown, s.

Scots Law : A gift made by a purchaser to
the vendor's wife, on her renouncing her life-

rent in her husband's estate.

lady's-hair, s.

Bot. : Brizo, media.

lady's-laces, s. pi.

Bot. : The genus Cuscuta (Dodder).

lady's-lookuig glass, -.

Bot. : Specukiria Speculum.

lady's-maid, s. A female attendant upon
a lady,

ladys-mantle, ladies' mantle, s.

Bot. : The genus Alchemilla (q.v.), and
specially Alchemilla vulgaris.

lady's night-cap, s.

Bot. : Calystegki sepium.

lady's-seal, s.

Bot.: Convallaria Polygono.tum, ; (2) Tamus
communis, the Black Bryony (q.v.).

lady's-slipper, s.

Bot. : [Cypripedium],

lady's smock, lady-smock, s.

Bot. : Cardamine pratensis. [Cardamine.J
" And lady-smocks all eilver-white."

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. 2.

lady's-thimble, s.

Bot. : Campanula rotundifolia.

lady's-thistle, s.

Bot. : Cardiivs Markmus.

lady's-thumb, s.

Bot. : An American name for Polygonum
Persico:ria.

lady's - tresses, ladies' - tresses,
lady's-traces, s. pt.

Bot. : [Spiranthes].

^la'-dy-hood, la-di hede, s. [Eng.
lady ; -hood.) The condition, rank, or posi-
tion of a lady ; ladyship.

" That I ne approcbe hir ladihede.
Gower : C. a., iv,

* la'-dy-kin, s. [Eng. laxly ; dimin. suff.

-kin.] A little lady ; a title frequently given
by Elizabethan writers to the Virgin Mary,
being commonly contracted into lakin.

la'-dy-Ship, * la-di-ship, s. [Eng. lady

;

-ship.] The condition, rank, or position of a
lady ; it is used commonly as a title in speak-
ing of or addressing a lady.

" Such as your titled folks wonld choose
And lords and ladysfdps might use."

Lloyd: To G. C'olman, Esq., 1761,

laV-li-a, s. [A Roman vestal virgin's name.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family L»-
liadse (q.v.). It consists of splendid orchids
from Mexico, Brazil, Cuba, &c.

las -II-a- da?, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. kelia, and
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -doz.]

Bot. : A family of Orchids, tribe Epidendrese.

lee-mar -gus, s. [Gr. Aai/xapyos (laimargos)
= greedy, gluttonous.]

Jchthy. : A genus of sharks, family Spina-
cidas. Lasmargus borealis is of a blue-brown
colour. It is found in the polar regions, where
it sometimes reaches twenty-five feet in length.
Smaller specimens are found in Britain. It
bites pieces out of Greenland whales when
living and feeds on them when dead. It also
devours small fishes and crabs.

lajm'-mer-gey-er, s. [Lammergeyer.]

lae -mo-dip 6 da, s. pi. [Gr. Aouu-ds (laimos)
= the throat : SU (dis) = twice, and wofia

(poda) — feet, pi. of ttous (pous) = a foot.]

Zool. : According to Spenee Bate and J. 0.
Westwood, a group or sub-order of Amphipod
Crustaceans, though by some regarded as an
independent order. The coxal joint of all the
legs is fused with the body and the tail re-

duced to a rudimentary condition. The species
are all marine. Many are parasites ; one is

the Whale-louse, Qyarnus ceti. The sub-order
is divided into two families : Cyamidse and
Capreliidse.

lfie-tar'-e, s._ [Lat., imper. sing, of ketor = to
rejoice.]

Eccles. : The fourth Sunday in Lent ; so
called because the services in the ancient
Christian Church on that day began with the
words, Lostare, sterilis, or Lcetare, Jerusalem
(Rejoice, thou barren one ; or. Rejoice, Jeru-
salem).

lse'-ti-a (t as sh), s. [Named after J. de Laet,
of Antwerp.]

Bot. : A genus of Flacourtiacea;, tribe
Prockete. LaitLa apetada, a tropical American
plant, secretes a balsamic resin, which becomes
white in contact with the air like sandarach.

»

lss-ti'-ti-a (ti as Shi), s. [Lat. = joy.]

Astron. : [Asteroid, 39],

lsev'-i-gate, a. [Lat. Iwvigatus, pa. par. of
kevigo = to make smooth ; levis = smooth.]

Bot. : Having a smooth polish ; applied to
seeds.

laev'-I-ga-tous, a. [Lat. latvigatus.]

Bot. : The same as Levigate (q.v.). *

lsev-6-, pre/. [Lat. laiv{us) = the left ; o con-
nective.]

lsevo-glucose, «, [L^vulose.]

lsevo-gyrate, a. Having the property of
rotating towards the left. The term is chiefly
applied to the rotation of the plane of polari-
zation produced by certain fluids and other
substances, distinguishing the particular di-

rection of this rotation as from the contrary-
one, whicn is termed dextro-gyrate.

lfiBVO-gyration, s. Polarization to tlw?

left hand.

lsevo racemic, a, (See the compound.)
Lwvo-racernic acid : [Racemic-acid].

lsevo-rotary, >-•. The same as L,evo-
gyrate.

lsevo-tartaric, «. (See the compound.)
L<evo-tarkiric acid

:

Chem. : A compound of tartaric acid, iso-

meric with tartaric acid, but rotating to the
left, while ordinary tartaric acid does so to
an equal extent to the right.

lsev'-u-lln, s. [Eng. kevirf(ose); -inJ
Chem. : A sweet substance, resembling

dextrin, extracted from the juice of the tubers
of the Jerusalem artichoke by repeated treat-
ment with alcohol. It is soluble in water ;

does not reduce alkaline cuprie salts, and is

optically inactive until boiled with hydro-
chloric acid when it becomes strongly lsevo-

rotatory.

lsev -u-los-ane, s. [Eng. kevulos(e) ; suff. -anej

Chem. : CgHjoOs- An uncrystallizable
syrup obtained by heating l*vulose to 170\
It may also be prepared by heating cane sugar
to 160°, and keeping it at that temperature for

four hours. A mixture of equal parts of
la^vulosane and dextro-glucose is produced*,
but the latter may be easily removed by fer-

mentation. It is soluble in water and dilute
spirit, but insoluble in absolute alcohol. Its

solution has a dextro-rotatory power (a)j = 15"

or (a)d = 13'5°. When boiled with water and
dilute acids, it is converted into lsevulose. On.
oxidation it yields saccharic acid.

lsev'-U-lose, s. [Lat. kevus — the left ; Zcon-
nectiVe, and Eng. suff. -ose.]

Chem. : CgHjoOe. Laevo-glucose, or sucro-
lawulose. A variety of sugar, isomeric with
dextrose, occurring together with dextrose in
honey and in the juices of sweet fruits. It is

also produced, together with an equal weight
of dextrose, by the action of dilute acids,
diastase, or yeast, on cane-sugar ; or it may
be obtained pure by heating inuline with

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
cr. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a, qu = kw.
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dilute acids. It is a colourless, uncrystalliz-
able syrup, or, when dried at 100°, a gummy,
deliquescent mass, soluble in water, and in
spirit 50 o. p., but insoluble in absolute
alcohol. It closely resembles dextrose in
many of its characters, but its aqueous so-
lution is sweeter, and it is more easily altered
by heat and acids. Its specific rotatory power
is —98°, at 15° for the d line, decreasing with
the rise of temperature. When powdered,
slaked lime is added gradually to a solution of
Isevulose in ice-cold water, calcium lasvulosate,
C6Hi2 6-CaO,H20, soluble with difficulty, is

formed. By means of this reaction, leevulose
can be readily freed from dextrose ; the latter,
on similar treatment, yielding a freely-soluble
compound.

I*a-fitte', s. [From the vineyards of the
Chateau Lafitte, in the Haut-Medoc, where it

is produced.] A kind of claret wine, charac-
terized by its softness on the palate, and its

perfume, partaking of the characteristics of
violet and raspberry.

* laft, pret. & pa. V(J>r- [Leave, v.]

*laft, s. [Loft, 5.]

1. A loft.

2. A gallery in a church.

lag, a. & s. [Wei. llag = slack ; cogn. with
Gael. & Tr. lag = weak, feeble ; Corn, lac
(adv.) = loose, lax ; lacca = to faint away

;

Lat. laxus = loose, lax ; Icel. lakra = to lag
behind. The root is the same as that of Eng.
lax and languid and Gr. Aa-yapo's (lagaros) -
slack.]

*A. As adjective:

1. Slow, sluggish, tardy; coming late or
behind.

2. Last.
" I could be well content

To entertain the Uxg end of my life
With quiet hours." tihakesp. : 1 Henry IV., v. 1.

3. Long-delayed.
"* They may, cum privilegio, wear away
The lag end of their lewdness, and be laughed at."

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., j. 3,

B. As substantive :

I, Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The lowest class ; the fag end ; the rump.
" The senators of Athens, together with the common

lag of people . . . make suitable for destruction !"

—

Shakesp. : Timon of Athena, iii. fi,

* 2, One who or that which lags behind or
comes last ; the last comer.

" But to be last, the lag of all the race-
Redeem yourselves and me from that disgrace."

Dryden : Virgil ; ;Eneia v. 256.

3. An old convict. (Australian.)
"At last he fell in with two old lags who had a

deadly grudge against the chaplain."—lieade : It'a
Jfeoer Too Late 2'o Mend, ch. lx.

II, Technically

:

1. Ord. Lang. : One of the boards or staves
forming the upper casing of a carding-machine.
The lags of the carding-machine are clothed
with cards on the under sides, and are sepa-
rately removable.

2. Mach. : One of the boanls or staves form-
ing the covering of a large band-drum. The
lags of the drum are fastened by lag-screws to
the frame of the wheel.

3. Naut. : The lag of the tide is the time
that the tide-wave falls behind the mean time

,
in the first and third quarters of the moon.

4. Steam-engine:

(1) One of the boards or staves forming the
covering of a steam-boiler or cylinder. The
lags of the boiler or cylinder are wooden
.staves, hooped, and enclosing a body of non-
conducting material ; also called cleading.

(2) [Lap.]

* lag-bellied, a. Having a fat, full belly.
" To reckon them up, from the lag-bellied toad
To the mammoth.

'

T. Hood : Lycos,

lag machine, s.

Wood-working : A machine for hollowing
t>ut the insides of lags or covering for wooden
rolls or drums, or the cleading for jacketing
cylinders or steam-pipes.

lag-screw, s. A flat-headed screw used
to attach lags to band-drums.

lag, v.i. & t. [Lao, a.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To loiter; to stay behind; to move slowly.
" Wheuso she lagged, aa she needs mote so,

5v
e V,tlJ,hls EP®we (that was tu him great blame)

Would thumpe her forward."
Spenser: F. Q., VI. iL 10.

2. To be slow to advance ; to hold or draw-
back.

" My valour was my plea, a gallant mind.
That, true to honour, never lagg'd behind.

'

Pope: Homer; Odyssey xiv. 245.

3. To remain behind or beyond one's time.
" Superfluous lags the veteran on the stage."

Johnson: Vanity ofHuman Wishes.

B. Transitive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To slacken. (Heywood.)

2. To transport or send to penal servitude
for a crime. (Slang.)

"I should not much like to have him Jagged for
forgery."—ScoH." St. Jionan's Well, ch. xxxi.

*3. TosteaL
'

' Some corn away lag
In bottle and bag.' Tusser: Husbandrie, p. 54.

II. Steam-eng. : To cover or clothe, in order
to prevent radiation of beat.

la'-gan, », [Lioan-.]

* la-gar'-to, s. [Sp., = lizard.] [Alligator.]
The form in which the word alligator first ap-
peared in the English language.

"We saw in it [the Orinocco] divers sorts of strange
fishes of marvellous bignens, but for lagartos it ex-
celled."

—

Raleigh : Discovery of Guiana.

la-ge'-na, s. [Lat., from Gr. \6.yr\vos (lagenos),

k6.ywQs~(lagunos) = a flask.]

1. Zoology

:

(1) A genus of Foraminifera, having the tail

somewhat flask-shaped. It is the typical one
of the family Lagenidae (q.v.).

(2) A sub-genus of Molluscs, genus Turbi-
nella.

2. Palmont. : The genus [(!.)] has existed
from the Carboniferous period till now.

lag-e-nar'-i-a, s. [Lagexa.]

Bot. : A genus of Cucurbitaceae, containing
but one species, the Bottle, Club, or Trampet-
gourd (Lagenarki vulgaris). It is monoecious,
with a campanulate calyx and a white corolla.
It is wild in India, the Mollucas, and Abys-
sinia. In that state it is poisonous, but when
cultivated its deleterious properties disappear.
Anglo-Indians boil the fruit when young and
use it as vegetable marrow. Natives of India
slice and eat it as a curry. The young shoots
and leaves are also eaten. The fruit which is

sometimes six feet long, is often used by Indian
beggars as a bottle. The seeds yield an oil

which is used as an application in headaches.
The flesh of the fruit is deemed to be diuretic,
refrigerant, and antibilious. It is bitter and
purgative ; it is occasionally used in India as
a poultice, and applied to the shaved head in
delirium. It is cultivated in the warmer parts
of the eastern hemisphere.

la gen i da?, la-gen'-I-da, s. pi [Lat.
lagen(d); fern. pi. adj. suff. -ido2

f -ida.]

1. Zool. : A family of Perforated Foraminifera.
It consists of microscopic animals contained
within curious flask-like shells, with a neck
and sometimes with a tube continued from it

into the cavity of the shell. They are marine,
living attached to fuci, stones, &c. Genera,
Lagena and Entoselenia.

2. Pakeont. : The family exists from the
Carboniferous rocks upward.

la-gen'-i-form, a. [Lat. lagena ~ a flask, a
bottle, and forma = shape.]

Bot. : Having the shape or form of a Florence
flask.

la-ge-no-rhyn-chus, s. [Gr. \dyrjvos (la-
genos) = a flask, a flagon, and pvyxos (rhung-
chos) = a snout.]

Zool. : A genus of Delphinidae. The beak
of the upper jaw keeled on each side, the
lower jaw with two or three small, conical,
rudimentary teeth in the middle of each side.
Lagenorhynchus leucopleurus, the Belphinus
Tursio of Knox, occurs in Orkney and the
Northern Ocean generally. L. albirostris is

the "White-beaked Bottlenose. It has been
taken on the coast of Norfolk.

lag'-er, s, [Ger., =a store.] (See the com-
pounds.)

lager-beer, o. The ordinary beer of Ger-
many.

lager-wine, s. Bottled wine which has
been kept some time in the cellar.

lag-er-stro'-mi-a (o as e), s. [Named after
Magnus Lagerstrom of Gothenburg,]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe La-
gerstrdmiese. It consists of fourteen East
Indian and Chinese tiees and shrubs, with
splendid flowers. The calyx is cut into six

lobes, the corolla has long claws, the stamens
many, the fruit three or six-celled, with nu-
merous seeds. Lagerstromia indica, a shrub
common in Indian gardens, has crnmpled
petals. It is from China. The flowers of
L. Flos Reginod, or L. Regirue, are in panicles,

at first of a pale-rose colour, but afterwards
deepening into a fine purple. It is a large,

deciduous tree, growing in Eastern Bengal
and Burmah. Its bark and leaves are con-
sidered to be purgative and hydragogue, and
the seeds to be narcotic. The timber is re-

garded in the east of India and Burmah as the
most valuable of any except teak. It is used
in the East for ship and boat building, making
carts, gun carriages, &c. L. lanceolata, L.
microcarpa, and L. parvifiora, growing in
India, L. tomentosa in Burmah and Pegu, and
L. hypoleuca in the Andaman Islands, have
also valuable wood. L. Flos Regime, L. parvi~
flora, and L. tomentosa yield gum resins. The
bark of L. parviflora is used in India for tan-
ning, and along with the bark of Terminalia
tomentosa for dyeing skins black.

lag-er-stro-mi-e'-® (o as e)t s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. lagerstromi(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ea;.]

Bot. : A tribe of Lythracea?, having winged
seeds.

la-get'-ta, s. [From lagetto, the Jamaican
"name of the Lace-bark tree.]

Bot. : A genus of Daphnads. Lagetta lin-
tearia is the Lace-bark tree (q.v.).

lag'-gard, a. & s. [Eng. lag, a. ; suff. -ard,
as in drunkan/, &c]
A. As adj. : Slow, sluggish, backward;

wanting in energy.
'

' To hasten and reprove
The laggard rustic."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. ii.

B. As subst. : One who lags ; a slow, slug-
gish fellow ; a loiterer.

" Decrepit winter, laggard in the dance."
Hughes : Ode to the Creator of the World.

lag'-gen, s. [Perhaps from lag-end = last end
or bottom.] The angle between the side and
bottom of a wooden dish.

" The laggen they hae clautet
Fu' clean that day.

'

Burns: A Dream.

lag'-ger, s. [Eng. lag, v. ; -er.} One who
lags behind ; a loiterer, a laggard.

" Whether you prove a lagger in the race,
Or with a vigorous ardour urge your pace."

Francis : Horace, Ep. 2. To Lollius.

la-gid'-i-um, s. [Gr. \ayi&iov (lagidion),
dimin. from Kayu>s (lagos) = a hare.]

Zool. : A genus of Chinchillida?. Lagklium
pallipes is the Pale-footed Chinchilla, and L.
Cuvieri is Cuvier's Chinchilla. Both species
are found in the mountainous parts of Chili,
Bolivia, and Peru.

lag'-ging, pr. par., a., & s. [Lag, v.]

A. As. pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Loitering, idling ; moving
slowly and unwillingly.

" Thus Agelaiis rous'd the lagging band."
Pope: Homer ;' Odyssey xxii. 271.

C. As substantive :

I. Ord. Lang. : The act or state of loitering
or idling.

II. Technically

:

1. Carp. : Narrow planks extending from
one rib to another in the centering of arches
and forming the board covering upon which
the courses of voussoirs are laid.

2. Steam-eng. : The non-conducting jacket
or clothing of a steam-boiler or cylinder, to
prevent radiation of heat ; cleading, deading,
sheathing, clothing.

lag'-ging-ly, adv. [Eng. lagging; -ly.] In a
lagging, loitering manner ; like a laggard

;

loiteringly.

lag-o-my'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lan&my& ;
Lar. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ido?.]

1. Zool. : Calling Hares or Pikas, a family of
Kodentia of Mr. Alston's sub-order Duplici-
dentata. They resemble the hares, but have
only live molars in each jaw, a depressed
skull, contracted frontal bones without frontal
wing-like processes, complete clavicles, short
ears, limbs nearly equal in length, and no ap-
parent tail. They are akin to hares, but are

boil, bo^-; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist,
-eian, -tian = shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus.

ph = f.

ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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smaller in size. They are found in Europe
near the Volga, in Asia, and in North America.

2. Palceont. : Found from the Miocene on-
wards

.

liig'-6-myS, s. [Gr. Xaytos (lagos), genit. Adyto

(logo) = a hare, and ju.i)s (mus) = a mouse.]

1. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Lagomyidse. Lagomys alpinus, the Alpine
Pika, a small mammal about nine and a half

inches long, is from Siberia, and L. princeps,

the Rocky Mountain Pika, from six to seven
inches long, is found in Canada, the Rocky
Mountains, near those of California, Utah, and
Oregon.

2. Palceont. : The genus is found in the
Miocene of France and the Pliocene of Europe

;

also in Post-Tertiary cave-deposits.

la-go'-nite, s. [Ital. lago — a lake ; n con-
nective, and suff. -ite (Min,).]

Min. : An earthy mineral occurring as an
encrustation at the lagoons of Tuscany. Col-
our, ochreous yellow. Compos. : boracic acid,
49"5, sesquioxide of iron, 37 -

8, water, 127,
corresponding to the formula, Fe20->3BO<> + 3

HO.

la goon', * la-gune ', s, [Ital. lagone, laguna
*= a pool ; the former is an augmentative form
of Ital. lago = a lake ; the latter from Lat. lu-

cuna=a pool ; both ultimately from Lat. lacus
= a lake.]

1. A shallow lake or sheet of water, con-
nected with the sea or a river, found on the
coasts of Holland, Italy, South America, &c.
They sometimes are almost dried up in sum-
mer, and become stagnant marshy pools.

" The Slaver in the broad lagoon,
Lay moored with idle sail.

'

Longfellow : The Quadroon Girl.

2. A sheet of water surrounded by an atoll

(q.v.).

lagoon reef, », The same as an atoll

(q.v.).

lag-oph-thal -mi a, s. [Gr. Aayws (logos) =
a hare, and c<f>da\ixia\ophtha-lmia)= a disease of
the eyes, accompanied by a discharge of hum-
our ; ophthalmia (q.v.).]

Pathol, : (For def. see etym.).

lag-d'-pous, a. [Lagopus.]

Boi. : Hare-footed ; so hairy as to be like

a hare's foot, as the inflorescence of some
grasses and the. rhizomes of certain ferns.

lag o'-pus, s. [Gr. Aavws (lagos) — a hare,
*and irovs (pous) = a foot.]

Ornitk. : Ptarmigan, a genus of Tetraonidae
(Grouse). The bill has the base thickly fea-

thered, the eyebrows are naked and smooth,
the tarsus and toes thickly covered with fea-

thers in winter. Lagopus scolicus is the Red
Grouse (q.v.). L. mutus, or vulgaris, is the
Ptarmigan (q.v.). L.albus is the Willow Grouse
of the Swedish Peninsula, Russia, and Siberia.

la-gos'-to-ma, s. [Gr. Aa-yeis (lagos) = a hare,

*a,nd trro/^a (stoma) = a mouth.] Hare-lip,

la-gos'-to-mus, la-gos'-to-mys, 5. [Gr.

"Aavujs (lagos) = a hare and orep.a (stoma) =
mouth.]

1. Zool. :. A genus of Chin chilli da?. Lago-
stomus trichodactylus is the Viscacha (q.v.).

2. Palceont. : The genus occurs in the Plio-

cene and Post Pliocene beds of South America.

lag'-o-thrix, s. [Gr. Aa-yws (lagos), genit.

Aa/ytu (lago) = a hare, and 8pi£ (thrix) = hair.

So named from its fur like that of a hare.]

Zool. : Woolly Monkey ; a genus of Monkeys,
family Cebidge. They have a long, prehensile
tail. They are akin to Howlers and the Spider
Monkeys. Five are known. Lagothrix Hum-
boldtii is the Caparro, and L. olivaceus, the Bar-
ricudo. They are from the Upper Amazon and
the adjacent regions.

la-gd'-tis, s. [Gr. Atryws (lagos), genit. Aayw
*= a hare, and o-Bs (ous), genit. ojtos (otos) = an
ear.]

Zool. : The same as Lagidium (q.v.).

lag'-rx-a, s. [Etym. doubtful ; Agassiz sug-
gests Gr. \axvr) (Uichne) = soft woolly hair,

down.]

Entom. ; The typical genus of the family
Lagridse. One species, Lagria hirta, is British.

lag'-rl-dse, lag-ri'-X-dsa, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
lagri(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff; -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Coleoptera (Beetles),

section Heteromera. The elytra are soft,

the head and thorax considerably narrower
than the elytra, the latter nearly cylindrical,

ovate, or truncated, the antennae filiform or
swelling towards the apex.

lag-ri-man'-do, adv. [Ital.]

Mus. : The same as Lagrimoso (q.v.).

lag-ri-md'-so, adv. [Ital.]

Mus. : A word directing that the piece or
part to which it is appended is to be played
in a mournful, solemn, or plaintive manner.

* la-gune', [Lagoon.]

la-gu'-nite, 5. [Sp. laguna; Fr. lagune; Ger.
'lagune= a lake ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : The same as Lagonite (q.v.).

la-giir'-us, s. [Gr. Acquis (logos) =. a hare,
and ovpd (oura) = a tail.]

Bot. : Hare's-tail grass, a genus of Gramin-
acese, tribe Avenese. Lagurus ovatus, is a soft,

hairy, annual, tufted grass, with short, flat

leaves, a short ligule and long awns. Found in
Guernsey, and naturalised near Saffron Walden.
It is more common in Southern Europe and in
parts of Asia.

la'-ic, * laick, a. <fe 5. [Lat. laicus, from
Gr. Acukos (laikos) — pertaining to the people,
Aads (laos) = the people ; Fr. laique ; Sp. loico

;

Ital. laico, laicali; Port, leigo.]

* A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the laity
or people, as distinct from the clergy ; lay.

" JlyBteries are barred from laic eyes."
Jtochester: Upon Nothing,

B. As subst. : One of the people ; a lay-
man. [Laity, s. 3.]

"A3 laicks, so priests also . . . ahould yield their
service to the divine will."

—

Bp. Ball: Honour of
Married Clergy, bk. iii. (Cone.)

* la'-i-cal, u. [Eng. laic; -al.] The same as
Laic ; lay.

" The laical communion under both kindB.
B—Cla-

rendon : Religion & Policy, ch. vii.

* la-i-caT-i-ty, s. [Eng. laical ; -ity.] The
quality or state of being a laic ; the state of
a layman.

* la'-i-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. laical; -ly.] In
manner of a layman ; like the laity.

laid, prct. & pa. par. of v. & a. [Lay, v.]

A. As pret. & pa. par. (See the verb.)

E. -.4s adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Placed, set, put down.
2. Paper-making : Applied to paper having

the marks made by the wires of the deckle.
The choice of colouring matter gives rise to
the names cream-laid, blue-laid, &c. [Wove.]

laid-on, a.

Joinery : A term applied to mouldings
which are got out in strips and nailed on to
the surface of the object.

laid-paper, s. Paper made with a ribbed
surface like that formerly made in the hand-
frame.

laid-Up, a. Unwell ; incapacitated from
exertion or labour by illness.

laid' ly, a. [A variant of loathly (q.v.).]

Loathsome, unsightly ; repugnant to the
sight. (Scotch.)

* laie, «. [Lay, a.]

[Low.] Low; low-laigh (gh guttural),
lying.

" Your honour has gien Johnnie Howie acre for acre
of the laigh crofts for this heathery knowe."—Scott

:

Antiquary, ch, iv.

lain, pa. par. of v. [Lie (2), v.]

* laine, v.i. [Lie (2), y.]

* lain'-er, s. [Lanier.] A strap, a thong, a
lace.

" Nailing the speres, and helmes bokeling,
Guiding of ahelea, with lainers lacing."

Cliaucer: C. T., 2,507.

lair, v.i. [Lair (3), s.] To wade ; to sink in
snow, mud, &c. (Scotch.)

'
' And through the drift, deep lairing sprattle."

Burns; A IVintvr Myht.

lair (1), * leir, * layere, * laire, x leyre, s.

[A.S. leger = a lair, a couch ; from licgan^ to
lie; cogn. with Dut. leger =a couch, a lair,

from liggen = to he ; M. H. Ger. leger; O. H.

Ger. legar ; Ger. lager, from O. H. Ger. liggan

= to lie ; Goth, ligrs = a couch, from ligan =
to lie.]

* 1. A place to lie or rest on a bed.

2. The bed or resting-place of a wild beast.
"' The beast is laid down in hia lair."

Cowper : Alexander Selkirk.

3. A stall or small enclosure for cattle to

lie in.

* L A camp.

* 5. Any couch or resting-place.

" More hard for hungrey steed t'abstaine from
pleasant lare." Spenser: F. Q., IV. viii. 29

* 6. Pasture or grass land ; a plain
; grass.

" This gyant's sonne that lies there on the laire

A headlesse heap." Spenser : F. Q., IV. viii 51. ',

* 7. A tomb ; a burying-place.
" The mynster church, this day of great repayre
Of Glastenbury, where now he has his leyre."

Harding : Chronicle, p. 77.

8. A portion of a burying-grounc] sufficient

for a single grave. (Scotch.)

lair (2), lear, s. [Lore, s.] Learning.

"We would like the lassies to hae a wee bit matr
lair than oursells." — Scott : Quy Mannering, ch.
xxxviii.

lair (3), s. [Icel. Uir ; Dan. leer ; Sw. Ur =
mud, slime.] A bog, a mire, a swamp.
(Scotch.)

laird, s. [Lord.] A lord of the manor; a
squire. (Scotch.)

" Ah I but the lairds lived there langsyne ; that's
Ellangowan Auld Place."—Scott: Guy Mannering,
ch. i.

laird -sbip, s. [Eng. la ird ; -ship. ] An
estate ; landed property. (Scotch.)

la'-i^m, s, [Lamaism.]

lais'-sez laire (z silent), phr. [Fr. (lit.) =
let alone.] A term applied to that manner of
conducting a government in which the people
are allowed to regulate themselves with- as
little interference from the supreme authority
as pu&aiuie.

lait'-ance, s. [Fr. lait = milk.] The milky
hue given to water when concrete is deposited
in it. It is generally advantageous to remove
this, as the precipitate is light, spongy, and
sets imperfectly.

laith, a. & s. [Irish.]

A. As adj. : Loath ; unwilling. [LoathJ

B. As subst. : A name given in Ireland to
the Pollack, Merlangus PollacMus.

laith -ful, a. [Scotch laWi = loath, and Eng.
.

-ful(l).] Bashful, sheepish.
" The youngster's artless heart o'erflow6 wi' joy,

But blate and laithfu, scarce can weel behave."
Burns: Cotter's Saturday Night,

la'-X-ty, s. [Formed from lay, £, with suff. -tyy
on analogy with gaiety, &c] [Lay, a.]

1. The people, as distinguished from the
clergy ; laymen collectively.

" A rising up of the laity against the sacerdotal
caste."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv,

* 2. The state or condition of a layman.
"The more usual cause of this deprivation is a

mere laity or want of holy orders."—^ yliffe : Paj ergon.

3. Persons who do not belong to a parti-

cular profession, as distinguished from those
regularly engaged in it.

T[ The term was first used in the second
century. At a council held at Rome in 502,
laymen were prohibited from interfering with
the affairs of the Church.

laive, lave, s. [Leave, v.] The rest; the
remainder ; the residue, whether of persons,
things, or number.

" And, what's oft niair than a' the lave,
Your better art o' hiding."

Burns : To the Unco Guid.

la-ka'-6, s. [Chinese.] A green dye prepared
"from Rhamnus catlutrticus.

* lake (1), * leike, v.i. [A.S. Idcan ; O. Icel.

leika; O. H. Ger. leiclien.] To play, to sport.
" Al so he wolde with hem leike." Havelak, 469.

lake (2), ' lakke, v.t. [O. Fris. lakia;
O. Dan. lacken.] [Lack, v.]

1. To blame ; to find fault with.
"Whan thai wil ani man lake." Seven Sages, 1,213.

2. To lack ; to be wanting, to fail.

" Hem gan that water taken." Gen. * Exod., 1,281,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce= e; ey ~ a. qu = kvw*
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lake (1), s. [Lat. laats : Fr. lac]

1. Geog. : A large sheet or expanse of water
entirely surrounded by land, and having no
direct or immediate communication with any
sea, ocean, or river, or having communication
only by means of rivers.

" And sprincles eke the water counterfet.
Like unto blacke Anero.ua lake in htll.

'

Surrey . 1'i.ritU? • -£neU It.

2. Gcol.: As Professorvafterwards SirAndrew)
Ramsay first pointed out in 1S02, many lakes
are of glacial origin, an hypothesis illustrated
by the fact that ou a "map of the world
it is chiefly northern lands like Scotland,
Scandinavia, or the more Arctic parts of
Russia, Canada, and mountain-lands like
Switzerland and the north of Italy that are
characterized by the presence of lakes. Others
are of volcanic or earthquake origin. Thus in
the South Carolina earthquake of 1S11 large
lakes of twenty miles in extent were formed
in an hour. The molluscs in lakes are few
in genera and species, though often numerous
in individuals ; ncne of the univalves have
channelled mouths. Lacustrine strata i.f

ancient date have the same peculiarities.

lake-basin, s.

Gtography £ tnology;

1. The bed of a lake.

2.*The whole area drained by the streams
which fall into a lake.

lake crater, s.

'nog. d- Gcol. : The crater of a dormant or
extinct volcano now converted into a lake.
The lake of Laach in the Eifel. and perhaps
the Lonar lake in the Deccan, &c, had such
an origin.

lake-dwellers, 5. pi.

Anthrop. : A generic term applied to the
prehistoric inhabitants of the lake-dwellings
of Switzerland, whether of the Stone or Bronze
period.

"The works of the ancient lake-dwellers oi Switzer-
land1."—/). IKitem.- Prehhturic Jfan, i. 119.

lake-dwelling, ». k a.

A. As substantive

;

Anthrop. (PL): The Pfahlbauten of German,
the habitations lacustrcs of French writers.
The earliest account of similar dwellings is to
be found in Herodotus {Terps. v. 14), who de-
scribes a Thracian tribe living, in 520 ac, in
a small mountain-lake of what is now Rou-
melia. The custom of constructing these
habitations has come down to the present
day. The fishermen of Lake Prasias, near
Salonica, still inhabit wooden cottages built
over the water, as the Thracian tribes did, and
in the East Indies the practice of building lake-
settlements is very common. (For authorities,
see Lubbock : Pre-historic Times (lSui>>, eh. vi.)
It will be convenient to treat (1) uf the S«i*<
and Italian lake-dwellings (Pfahlbauten), and
(2) of crannoges (Puckice-rkbauten).

1. The lake-dwellings proper of Switzerland
came to light during the winter-months o„
1S53-4. when the water of the lakes fell much
below its ordinary level, and first in a small
bay between Ober Meilen and Dollikon, on
the Lake of Zurich. Traces of lake-dwellings
have since been found in most of th 13

-arge
Swiss lakes, as well as in several of the
smaller ones; at Peschiera, on the Lago di
Garda ; in Mecklenburg, at Abbeville, aud near
Thetford. Some are referable to the Stone,
others to the Bronze Age, the forme* pre-
ponderating in the t-astern lakes, as Constance
and Zurich ; the latter in Western and Central
Switzerland. Dr. Keller, who tirst described
these lakes, says that the main platform was
of round timbers, rarely of split boards,
covered with a bed of mud ; the walls and
sides were in great measure of interlaced
branches, the interstices tilled with mo.^.
and daubed with clay. In his opinion, all

the evidence goes to show tli^y were rect-
angular in shape. It is probable tli.it the huts
were thatched, and the parts used as dormi-
tories strewn with straw or hay. M. Troyon
(Sur les Habitations Locust >es) thinks they
were round, as were the huts of many nations
on the shore. It has not been ascertained
whether the huts were divided into rooms,
or whether they contained a single chamber.
Keller (Lake-dwellings of HiciUeriana' (ed. Lee),
p. 3) distinguishes three modes of construc-
tion :

—

(1) Pile : The platform laid on piles driven
into the mud at regular interval, the spaces

between the piles being filled up with stones,

to give solidity^ to the structure, Keller's

SPLIT TRfNK.
iDradgcd from I he Lake of

Zurich.)

PILE CONSTRUCTION.

translator notes that a somewhat similar pro-
cess was adopted at Portland Breakwater.

(•2) Frame-pile : A comparatively rare form,
known to have
existed in the
Lake of Zurich,
and possibly in
other places. The
piles to support
the platform were
fixed by a mortise frame-pile construction
and tenon ar-

rangement iuto split trunks, lying horizontally
on the bottom of the lake.

* This plan was
chiefiy followed
where the bottom
of the lake was of
soft sand, giving
no hold for the
piles. Timbers,
similar to the one
here reproduced are known to be at the bottom
of several of the Swiss lakes, so that this mode
of construction may have been widely spread.

(3) Fascine : Here the necessary foundation
for the platform was obtained by layers of
sticks, or the stems of small trees. (The chief
authorities are Keller, op* cit. ; Dr. Heer (Die
Pflanztn uVr Pfahlbauhn ; Riitimeyer (Die
Fauna der Pfahlbauten).

2. O'annoges: Artificial islands found prin-
cipally in Ireland, where they served the pur-
pose of stronghukis. In this case "the sup-
port consisted not of piles only, but of a solid
mass of mud, stones, &c, with layers of hori-
zontal and perpendicular stakes, the latter
serving less as a support, than to bind the
mass firmly together" (Lubbock: Pre-historic
Thius (l&m, p 174). They are of much later
date than the lake-dwelling proper, some being
depicted in Jobson's "Piatt of the County
ilonaghan," a map of the escheated territories
made for the English Government in 1591.

" In 1S«3 Lord Lovaiue described a Itikc-dieeJling ob-
served by him in the south of Scotland. "—Lubbock •

Pre-historic Timet (1STS), p 1SL

H. As adj. : Found in, belonging to, or in
any way connected with the dwellings de-
scribed under A.

"This ruay be a suitable place for mentioning the
modem which lake-dwelling antiquities are collected."
—Keller; Lake-dtcellinas of Siciticrland jed. Lee), i. 9.

lake-habitation, .-.

Anthrop.. The same as Lake-dwelling
(q.v.).

" Among the works of great merit devoted speciallv
to a description uf the Swiss take-habitations is that of
M. Troyou."—Lyell: Antiy. Man ilS7S),p. 21.

lake-like, «. Resembling a lake.

lake-poet, .-.

1. A poet who describes the scenery around
lakes.

2. One of the Lake-School of poets.

Lake-School, >~. A name applied in deri-
sion by the Edinburgh Sevieic to a class of
poets who, following the example of Words-
worth, Smithey, and Coleridge, the founders
of the si-lnxd ^who resided for a considerable
part of their lives near the lakes of Cumber-
land and Westmoreland), substituted a simple
and natural taste for the stiff classicism of the
eighteenth century. [Lakers.]

lake-settlement, s.

Anthrop. : A collection cf lake-dwellings.
Lyell (Antiq. Man (IS73), p. 21), says: "It°is
believed that as many as 300 wooden huts were
comprised in one settlement, and that they
may have contained about 1,000 inhabitants."

"The series of ancient lake-settlements . . . have
their surviving representatives."—Tglor : Primitive
Culture (I?r,"l, i. 61.

lake-village, .-.

Anthrop.: The same as Lake-settlemext
(q.v.).

" All the 'ake-rilfayics together have not as yet sup-
plied us «ith the remains of more than half-a-dozen
human skeletons." '

p. 212.
—Lubbock : Pre-historic Times \ISS9),

lake-weed, ».

Bot. : Polygonum Hydropiper.

lake-worship, 5.

Comp. Religions: A kind of water-worship
noticed by Lord Avebury (Lubbock: Pre-
historic Times (1S69), p. 269) to refute a theory
that the gold ornaments dredged Tip from the
sites of lake-dwellings were offerings to the
gods. That certain lakes were held sacred by
ancient nations is indisputable. Tacitus, de-
scribing the worship of Herthus (or Hertha),
gives cogent reasons (Ger. xi.) why more par-
ticulars were not obtainable in his day :

—

"Servi niinistxant, quos statim idem lacus baurit-
Arcanus nine terror, sanctaque ignoiantia, quid sit id,

quod tantum perituri vident.*

The following authorities may also be con-
sulted : Cic, in Vcrr., v. 72, de Xat. Dear..
iii. 20, 30 ; Mart., i 50, ix. 59 ; Ovid., Met. v.

405, 406.

-lake (2). * lac, s. [A.S. lac; leal, leikr.}

Game, sport, play.
" Bi that altar was the lac' Ormultim, 1,062.

'lake (3), s. [O. H. Ger. lachan; O. L. Ger.
lacan.] An unidentified kind of cloth.

" He didde next his white lere
Of cloth of lake fin and clere."

Chaucer: C. T., 1S.7S7.

lake (4), s. [Fr. Zague, from Pers. Idk — lake,
produced from lac.]

Paint. : The generic name of a variety of
transparent red and other pigments of great
beauty, prepared for the most part by preci-
pitating coloured tinctures of dyeing drugs
upon alumina and other earths, &e. The lakes
are hence a numerous class of pigments, both
with respect to the variety of their appella-
tions and the substances from which they are
prepared. The colouring matter of common
lake is Brazil wood, which affords a very
fugitive colour. Superior red lakes are pre-
pared from cochineal, lac, and kermes ; but
the best of all are those prepared from th*
root of the Rubia tinctoria or Madder-plant.

t lake let. s. [Eng. lake (1), B . ; dimin. suff.

-let] A little lake.
** The sacred1 flowers

That crown the lakelet."
Southey ; Thalaba. xiii. d.

lake -men, s. pi, [Eng. lake- and men.]

Anthrop.: Lord Aveburv's name for the
inhabitants of the ancient lake-dwellings of
Switzerland ; lake-dwellers (g.v.).

"There can be no doubt that the skins of animals
supplied the ancient fatonen with their principal
articles of clothing."— Lubbock; Pre-histortcT Tim**
(isci), p. ise.

* lak-en, * lake-ns, *. [Lakh?.]

* lak'-er, * lak ist. s. [Eng. lak(e); -er, -ist.[

1. A poet who describes lake scenery.

2. A member of the Lake-School of poetry

* lake -wake, s. [Lichwake.3

lakh, ?. [LaC (?).]

* la- kin, s. [See def.] A contraction or
diminutive of ladykin (q.v.^) ; the Virgin Mary.

" By'r lakin, I can go no further, sir,
llv old bones ache." Shakes-p. ; Tempest, iiL S.

* lak ish, . [Eng. Jak(e); -isK] Wet, moist
"That watery laX-ish ftC7."

Greene/ Orlando Furioso, p. 104.

* lakke, v.t [Lack, v.]

* lakke, s. [Lack, $.]

Laksh -mi, Luksh'-mee, 5. [Sansc]
Hind. Myth. : The wife of Vishnu. She is

the goddess of wealth, beauty, and pleasure.

+ lalt-y, a. [Eng. lak(e)(l), s. ; -y.] Of or per-
taining to a lake or lakes ; like a lake.

"And flanking toweis and laxn flcod.*
Hcott; Jtarmion'T. (Introd_y

t lal la -tion, s. [Fr.] A term used to de-
note a pronunciation of the letter r which is
sounded like I ; lambdacism.

lal-le-man'-ti-a (t as sh), s. [Named after
J. L. E. Ave-Lallemant, M.D. (1S03-1S67), a
writer on German and Italian plants.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Labiata?
tribe Xepete*. The seeds of Lallemantia
B:-yleana, which grows in the countries adja-
cent to the Indus and the Salt range of hills
are cooling and sedative.

la -16, a. [African.] The leaves of Adanso»ta

boil, bd^: pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon. exist.
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cioui = shus.

ing.

ble, -die, &c. = beL del.
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a, the Baobab tree, dried, and reduced to

a powder. It is a favourite food of some
African tribes.

la -ma (1), s. [Thibetian = a lord, a teacher

of souls.] A priest belonging to the variety

of Booddhism known as Lamuism (q..v.).

la' ma (2), s. [Llama.]

La' ma ism, s. [Eng. lama; -ism.]

Compar. Religions : A system partly reli-

gious, partly political—the Church and State

Establishment of Tibet—standing in the same
relation to Booddhism proper as Roman Ca-

tholicism stands to primitive Christianity.

It has also been denned as a " form of Booddh-
ism, modified by Saivism and Shamanism."
Booddhism was introduced into Tibet in a.d.

622 by Srong Tsan Kauipo, who founded the
present capital, now known as Lhasa. His
zeal was now snared by his two queens, one
named Bribsoon, a princess from Nepaul, the
other Wen Ching, a princess from China, who
are said to have founded. La Branq and Ba
Mochay, the most famous religious houses in

Tibet. From the death of this king down to
about 850 is called the " First Introduction of

Religion." More than a century of civdl war
followed, and in 971 there took place the
t( Second Introduction of Religion " into Tibet.

For more than 300 years Booddhism grew in

power and wealth, and Kublai Khan embraced
the doctrine of the Lamas. Under his suc-

cessors the dignity of abbot at Sakya became
hereditary, the abbots breaking the rule of
celibacy. In 1390, Tsongkapa, the Tibetan
monastic reformer, appeared in Lhasa, and at

his death, in 1419, he left three immense
monasteries with 30,000 monks. The two
things on which he insisted were, (1) the ob-
servance of celibacy, and (2) simplicity in

dress. About the middle of the fifteenth

century, the Emperor of China acknowledged
the leaders—the Dalai Lama and the Pantshen
Lama—as titular overlords of the Church and
tributary rulers of Tibet. They were abbots
of the monasteries at Gedun Dubpa, near
Lhasa, and Krashis Lunpo in Further Tibet,

and their successors still exercise the same
rights. Both are looked upon as incarnations

—living in heaven, and appearing on earth in

an apparitional body. When one dies he is

supposed to become incarnate in some male
ehild born about that time. There is a hier-

archy corresponding in a marked degree to

that of the Roman Church, and Hue & Gabet
describe the principal act of religious worship
as wonderfully like a high-mass. The politi-

cal authority of the Dalai Lama is confined to

Tibet, but he is head of the Booddhist Church
throughout Mongolia and China. (Rhys Davids,
in Enc-yc. Brit.)

la ma 1st, s. [Eng. lama; -ist.] One who
professes lamaism (q.v.).

la-man' tin, la-men'-tin, s. [Fr., pro-

"bably corrupted from the native name.]
[Manatee.]

La-marck -ism, s. [Named from Jean Bap-
tiste Pierre Antoine de Mounet, Chevalier de
Lamarck, born at Bazentin, in Picardy,

August 1, 1744, died in Paris, Dec, 1829.]

Biol. ; The system of Lamarck, who believed
in spontaneous generation and development,
being the ablest precursor of Darwin. La-
marck considered that all organized beings
were sprung from microscopic monads. If,

when life was established in a mass of amor-
phous matter the mass was destitute of irrita-

bility, it became a vegetable ; if it possessed
irritability, it developed into an animal.

.1a'-ma-ser-y, s. [Lama (1).] In Tibet and
Mong"olia a religious society or congregation,

presided over by a lama (q.v.).

* lam'-a sool, s. [Lamb's-wool.]

lamb (b silent), * lomb, s. [A.S. lamb; ~-ogn.

with Dut. lam; Icel. lamb; Dan. lam; Sw.
& Ger. lamm; Goth, lamb.]

I. Lit. : The young of the sheep.
" Yon wantoil lamb has cropt tlie woodbine's pride."

Mason : English Garden, ii.

• II. Figuratively

:

1. Used typically of the Saviour of the
world.

"Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the
sin of the world."

—

John i. 20.

2. One who is as innocent and gentle as a
lamb.

3. Used as a term of endearment.

4. Ironically used of a rough, cruel, merci-
less person.

" As they had been levied for the purpose of waging
war on an infidel nation, they bore on their flag a
Christian emblem, the Paschal Lamb. In allusion to
this device, and with a bitterly ironical meaning,
these men, the rudest and most ferocious in the Eng-
lish army, were called Kirke'a Lambs."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. v.

* 5. A dupe ; a silly fellow.

lamb-ale, s. A rural festivity at the
time of sheep-shearing. [Ale.]

lamb's lettuce, s,

Bot. ; Valerianella olitoria. {Hooker.) A
glabrous flaccid plant, with minute pale lilac

flowers, wild in cornfields and hedge banks in

Britain, found also in Europe, West Africa,

and the West of Asia. The young leaves make
an excellent salad. V. carinata is probably a
variety of it.

lamb's quarters, s. pi.

Bot. : (1) Atriplex, patula, (2) An American
name for Chenopodium album,

lamb's succory, s.

Bot. ; The composite genus Arnoseris, called

also Swine's Succory. One species, Arnoseris
pusilla, is a colonist in Britain, if not even a
native.

lamb's-toe, ».

Bot, , Anthyllis vidneraria,

lamb's-tongue, s-.

1. Bot, : Plantago media.

2. Carp. : A plane with a deep, narrow bit

for making quirks.

lamb's-wool, $. & a.

A. As substantive :

1. Lit. ; Wool from a lamb. •

2. Fig. : A beverage consisting of ale mixed
with sugar, nutmeg, and the pulp of roasted
apples.

"A cup of lambs-woo? they drank to him there."
Hong of the King <£- the Miller.

B. As adj. : Made or consisting of the wool
of a lamb.

lamb (b silent), v.i. [Lamb, s. 1.] To bring
forth young. (Said of a sheep.)

* lara'-ba-tive, a. & s. [Lat. lambo = to
lick; Eng. suff. -ive.]

A. As adj. : That may be licked up ; to be
taken by licking.

" A pot of lambative electuary."—Tatler, No. 266.

B. As subst. : A medicine or preparation to
be taken up by licking.

" I stitched up the wound, and let him blood in the
arm, advising a lambative, to be taken as necessity
should require."— Wiseman: Surgery, bk. v., ch. v.

* lamb'-da-clsm (b silent), s. [Lat. lamb-

dacimus ; Gr. Aa/i/SoaKta-u-os (lambdakismos),
from the name (lambda) of the Greek letter A.J

1. A fault in writing or speaking, which
consists in the too frequent repetition of the
letter I.

2. A fault in speaking, which consists in
pronouncing II as Hi in billion.

3. A faulty pronunciation of the letter r,

which is made to sound as Z ; lallation.

lamb -doid-al (b silent), lam -doid-aL a.

[Gr. \a/j.f3Soei&r)<; (lambdoeides), from Aau,£Sa
(lambda), the name of the Greek letter a, and
eTSos (eidos) = appearance.] Resembling the
Greek letter L (A) in form : as, the lambdoidal
suture.

* lamb-en, s. pi. [Lamb, s.]

* lam'-toen-cy, a. [Eng. lamben(t); -cy.] A
gleam, a twinkle.

" These were sacred lambencies, tongues of authentic
flame from heaven."—C'arlyle : Jleminiscences, i. 86.

t lam'-bent, a. [Lat. lambens, pr. par. of
lambo = to lick.]

1. Licking
; playing or moving about, as

though licking
; touching slightly.

"Then on his locks the lambent glory plays."
Pitt: Viryil ; .Eneid ii.

2. Gleaming, twinkling : as, a lambent light.

Lam -bert, s. [Named after Lambert, a
botanist, who wrote a monograph of the genus
Pinus.]

Lambert-pine, s.

Bot. - Pinus Lambertiana, a. gigantic tree,

discovered by Douglas in New Albion. Trunk,
lofty and erect ; leaves five, rather stiff, bright

green, with no sheaths ; cones very large and
pendulous ; seeds large and used for food.

lamb'-ie(b silent), s. [Eng. lamb; dimin. suff.

-ie = -y.] A little lamb, a lambkin.
" The third came up, hap-st&p-an'-lowp,
Ab light as ouy lambie." Bum*: Holy Fair.

+ lamb ing (b silent), s. [Eng. lamb; -ing.]

A brood or breed of lambs.
" Stone had also done very well, his lambings had

been good,"

—

A. G. Grant: Bush Life in Queensland,
ii. 173.

lamb -kill (b silent), s. [Eng. lamb; -kill.}

Bot. ; An American name for Kalmia angus-
tifolia.

lamb -kin (b silent), s. [Eng. lamb; dimin.
suff. -kin.)

1. A little or young lamb.
" A sable ewe each leader Bhould provide,
With each a sable lamblhi by her side."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad x. 256.

2. One fondly treated, a pet. (Shakespeare.)

lamb'-like (b silent), a. [Eng. lamb, and
like.] Like a lamb; meek, gentle, innocent,
affectionate.

* lamb -ling (b silent), s. [Eng. lamb ; dimin.
suff. -ling.] A little or young lamb ; a lamb-
kin. (Thackeray.)

* lari'-b6*y^ s. pi. [Fr. lambeau (pi. lambeaux)
= a rag.]

Old Armour : Skirts of steel plates, flexible

and overlapping, attached to the front and
back pieces of the cuirass, and hanging over
the thighs ; worn especially in Germany in

the earlier part of the sixteentli century.
They were cut away, before and behind, to

allow the rider to sit on his horse.

lam' - brequin (brequin as ber - kin),
lam bre kin, s. [Fr.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A curtain on the helmet
to protect from the rays of the
sun, somewhat resembling the

cap with a valance named after

Havelock.

2. A festooned drapery, form-
ing an ornament at the upper
part of a window, and covering lambrequin1

.

the curtain rings and bar.

II. Heraldry

:

1. The point of a label.

2. The wreath of a helmet.

lamb skin (6 silent), s. [Eng. lamb, and
skin.]

1. The skin of a lamb dressed with the
fleece on and coloured, used as a mat, &c.

2. A kind of woollen cloth resembling the

dressed skin of a lamb.

lam' -doid-al, [Lambdoidal.]

lame, a. [A.S. lama; cogn. with Dut. ta =
lame ; Icel. lami, lama ; Dan. lam = palsied

;

Sw. lam; M. H. Ger. lam. The original sense

probably is bruised or maimed ; cf. Icel. lama
= to bruise. ]

I. Literally :

1. Crippled, maimed, or disabled in one or

more of the limbs, usually in one or both of

the legs.

2. Crippled or disabled so as to be unsound
or defective in strength : as, a lame leg.

* 3. Crippled, disabled, or impaired in any
way.

" Youth is nimble, age is lame."
Shakesp. : Pilgrim of Love, 1G2,

II. Figuratively :

1. Halting ; not running smoothly or even-
ly ; defective in rhyme or rhythm.

" Whether in prose or verse, 'tis all the same ;

The prose is fustian, aud the numbers lame."
Dryden : Persius, L

2. Unsatisfactory, imperfect.

"Nothing of worth or weight can be achieved with
half a mind, with a faint heart, with a lame endea-
vour."

—

Harrow: Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 13.

lame-duck. s. A defaulter on the Stock
Exchange. (Slang.)

" I know very well what a lame-duck is, to my cost."—Marryat : Pater Simple, ch. lxv.

lame, v.t. [Lame, s.] To make lame, to
cripple, to disable.

" A tender foot will be galled and lamed if you set
it going in rugged paths."—Barrow: Sermons, vol. iii..

;ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey - a. qu = kw.
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* lame, s. [Fr., from Lat. lamina = a scale.]

Old Armour : One of a. number of small steel

plates forming the continuation of the jam-
harts over the front of the feet, and thus form-
ing the mixed sollerets of a mail and plate.
[Solleret. ]

la mel'-la (pi. ia-mel'-lse), s. [Lat. dimin.
of laminu = a scale, a thjn plate.

1

* I. Onl. Long. .- A thin plate or scale.

II. Technically:

1. Anatomy

:

(1) Sing. : A thin plate or scale ; thus, there
is a cribriform lamella of the frontal bone.

(2) PL (Of bone); Concentric rings surround-
ing the Haversian canals.

2. Botany

:

(1) Sing. : A cnrona, dividing into several
foliaceous, erect scales, in Silene, &c.

(2) PL : The parallel plates on the under
side of the pileus in Agarieus.

3. Zool. (PL) : The thin plates constituting
the gills of the Lamellibranchiata (q.v.) or
any other structure.

lamellar, a. [Lamella.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Composed of or disposed in

thin plates or scales.

2. Pot. : Having tw,o little plates at the
point, as the styles of many plants.

" Calcareous marl is sometimes of a coyipact, some-
times of a lamellar tcxtui'e."—Kirwan : On Manures.

3. Zool. : [Imbricate, «.].

.lam-el-lar'-l-a, s. [Mod. Lat. lamellarlus
= lamellar, from Lat. lamella (<\.\ .). \

Zool. : A genus of gasteropodous molluscs,
family Natieidse. They have white, pellucid,

fragile, ear-shaped shells, without an oper-
culum. Ten recent species are known, from
Norway, Britain, &c, and two fossil, from
the Pliocene.

Ja-mer-lar-ljr, ado. [Eng. lamellar; -ly.]

In manner of thin plates or scales.

lam el-late, lam- el-lat-ed, a. [Eng.
lamella; suff. -ate, -aUd.] Covered with thin
plates or scales ; formed of or furnished with
lamella? ; divided internally into small plates.

"The lamellatcd antenna; of some itinects are sur-
prisingly beautiful, when viewed through a micro-
scope.' —Derham: Physico- Theology, tak. viii., ch. iv.
(Note 3).

la-mel-li-bran-chi-a'-ta, s. pi. [Lat. la-

melhe= thiu plates ; Lat. branch'ur ; Gr. fipay-
Xlcl (brangchia) = gills, and suff. -ata.]

Zool. : De Blainville's name for a class of
molluscs breathing by two pairs of gills, in

the form of flat, membranous plates, attached
to the mantle. Called by Lamarck and
others Conchifera (q.v.).

la-mel-lX-bran'-chi-ate« u, & s. [Lamel-
L1BR.ANCHIATA.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Lamel-
libranchiata (q.v.).

B. As subst. : A member of the order La-
mellibranchiata.

la-mel'-li-corn, «. & s. [Lamellicornes.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Lamel-
licornes (q.v.).

" Numerous lamellicom and heteromerous insects."—Darwin : Voyage of a Naturalist, ch. v.

E. As subst. : A member of the section of
Coleoptera, known as Lamellicornes.

la-mel-li-cor'-ni-a, la-mel-li-cor'-ne$,
s. pi. [Lat. lamell(cii) ~ thin plates ; i con-
nective ; corn(ua) = horns, and neut. pi. adj.
suff. -ia, or masc. and fern, -es.]

Etitom. : A tribe of beetles having short
antennae terminated by a lamellated club

—

i.e., a club composed of lamellae or little

plates—formed by the expansion on one side
of the three apical joints. The mentum is

solid and homy ; the legs are long, and have
spines and tooth-like projections on the fore
ones, enabling them to dig with facility. The
larvai are soft and cylindrical, with a large
vertical head. There are six small legs at-
tached to the thoracic segments. Some live
in the ground, feeding on the roots of plants,
find others in decayed animal and vegetable
matter, which affords them food. They are
all herbivorous. Among them are the most
bulky and some of the most splendid beetles
existing. More than 7,000 species are known.
They are divided into two families : Scara-
beidaj and Lucanidee.

lam-el-lif'-er-ous, «. [Lat. lamella = a

thiu plate; fero = to bear, to produce, and
Eng. adj. suff. -ems.] Producing lamellas

;

composed of thin plates or layers ;
foliated in

structure.
" It is distiuguished .... by the lumelUferovs ribs

oi the leaves."

—

Berkeley : Cryptogamic Botany, § 627.

la-mel -ll-form, a. [Lat. lamella = a. thin

"plate, mul forma= form, shape.] Having the
form or shape of a scale or plate.

la mel-li-ros tral, u. & s. [Lamelli-
"rostrgs.J

A. -4s adj. : Of or pertaining to the Lamel-
lirostres (q.v.).

B. As subst. . A member of the family La-
mel lirostres.

la-mel li-ros -tres, s. pi [Lat. laviellce =
thin pjat.es, and rostrum — a beak. So called

because the edges of the bill are furnished with
a series of transverse plates or lamellae, by
means of which the birds sift the ooze in

which they seek their food.]

Oriiith. : Cuvier's name for the Anatidee
(ducks, geese, &c).

la-mel'-lose, a. [Lat. lo,mell(a) ; Eng. adj.

"suff. -ose.] Covered with lamellae or plates;
in the form, of plates.

lame -ly, ailv. [Eng. lame ; -ly.]

1. Lit. : In a lame manner ; like a cripple
or lame person.

2. Fig, : Imperfectly, feebly, unsatisfac-
torily ; in a halting manner.

" But the feet were lame . . . ami therefore stood
lamely iu the verae."—Sliakesp. : As You Like It, iii. 2.

lame-ness, s. [Eng. lame; -ness.]

I. Lit. : The quality or state of being lame
or crippled ; an impaired or disabled state of
tin- limbs.

" Bank feels no htmenexs of his knotty gout."
Ben Jonson : On Bank Hie Usurer.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Imperfection, unsatisfactoriness, feeble-

ness, weakness.
" If the story move, or the actor help the lamcnessot

it with liis performance, either of these are sufficient
to effect a present liking."'—Uryden: Spanish Friar.
(Pruf.)

2. A state of being halting ; want of smooth-
ness and rhythmical correctness : as, the
lameness of a verse.

lament, v.i. & t. [Fr. Honeuter, from Lat.
'lanwntor, from lamentum — a mournful cry.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To mourn, to wail, to grieve ; to express
sorrow, to bewail.

" [He] loud lamented to the stormy main."
Pope: Homer, Iliad ). 450.

2. To regret deeply ; to grieve ; to feel
sorrow.

" Where joy moat revels grief doth moat lament.''
Shakes}). : Hamlet, iii. 2.

B. Trans. : To bewail, to moUrn over, to
deplore, to grieve for.

"The lot which all ljmc»t and none can shun."
Pope : Homer ; Odyssey xxiv. 43.

lament , 5. [Lament, v.]

1. Grief or sorrow expressed in cries or
complaints ; lamentation

;
grief audibly ex-

pressed.
" .Vnd thrice their sorrows and laments renew."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xxiii. 17.
r

2. An elegy ; a mournful air.

lam'-ent-a-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. lament-
abilis, from lamentor = to lament; Sp. lament-
able; Ital. lamentabile.]

1. To be lamented, bewailed, or mourned
for ; calling for or exciting grief or lamenta-
tions ; mournful, sad.

"The natural though lamentable effect of extreme
danger aud extreme provocation."—JIacaulay: Hist.
Eng., ch. xvii.

2. Expressive of or indicating grief or sorrow;
mournful.

" For I did play a lamentable part."
Shaketp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv. 4.

3. Pitiful, miserable, poor, despicable.
" One clad in purple, not to lose his time,
Eats and recites some lamentable rhyme."

Dri/den : Persius, i.

*lam'-ent-a-M,e-l$r, adv. [Eng. lamentable;
-ly] The same as Lamentably (q.v.).

lam ent-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. lamentable;
-ness.] Tlie quality or state of being lament-
able.

lam'-ent-a-bl& adv. [Eng. lamentable) ; -ly.]

1. In a lamentable manner ; so as to excite

sorrow or grief.

" I love a ballad but even too well ; if it be doleful

matter, merrily set down, or a very pleasant thunj

indeed, and sunt; lamentably." — Shukesp. : Winters

Tale, iv. :',.

2. With lamentations or expressions of sor-

row or grief.

" Now Christian looked for nothing but death, aud
begnu to cry out lamentably.' —Banyan: Pilgrims
Progress, pt. i.

3. Pitifully, miserably, despicably.

lam-en-ta'-tion, * lam-en-ta-cy-on, s.

[Lat. lamentatio, from la-mentor — to lament;
Fr. lamentation; Sp. lamentacion ; Ital. lamen-

tazione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of lamenting or bewailing ; mourn-
ing, wailing.

" His sous buried him, and all Israel made great
lamentation for him,"—1 Maccabees ii. 10.

2. A cry or audible expression of grief; a
wail, an outcry.

"'Must I relinquish it all?' he cried, with a wild
lamentation."
Longfellow: Courtship of Miles Standish, iii.

II. Scripture (PL)

:

Old 'Test. Canon : One of the shorter books
of the Old Testament. No author's name is

attached to it in the Hebrew Bible, where it

is simply designated from its first two words,

HD 1^ (ckhdh) = "O how." The Septuagint

translators called it ©ptjvoi 'Iepe^ttou (Threnoi
Jeremiov) = " Dirges or Lamentations of

Jeremiah." Universal tradition attributes it

to him, and the style is that of his acknow-
ledged prophecies. Cf. Lam. i. 15, ii. 13, with
Jer. xiv. 17 ; Lam. i. 16, ii. 11. iii. 48-9 with
Jer. ix. 1, xiii. 17, xiv. 17 ; Lam. iv. 21 with
Jer. xlix. 12, &c, &c. Each of the five

chapters is a distinct elegy. Chapters i., ii.,

and iv. have each twenty-two verses, and be-

ginning with the twenty-two Hebrew letters

alphabetically arranged. Chap. iii. has sixty-

six verses, commencing with the letters of the
alphabet, thrice repeated. The fifth chapter
is not alphabetically arranged, though it also
has twenty-two verses. The theme is the
destruction and desolation of Jerusalem, and
the slaughter of many of its inhabitants, with
the misery of the survivors. It is chanted in

part of the Jewish ritual on the 9th of Ab,
in our mouth of July.

lamented, pa. par. or a. [Lament, v.]

* la-ment'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. lamented; -ly.]

In a lamented or lamentable manner ; lament-
ably.

" Sometimes they aie not Ijoth actoi-a, but the one of
them most lamented!// passive."—Milton : Cvlasterlon.

lament er, s. (Eng. lament ; -er.] One
who mourns or laments ; a mourner.

" Strike the straight lumvuters uumh."
Bromc : On the death of hie ticlwolmaatar.

la men -tin, s. [Lajiantin.]

la-ment'-ing, pr. pet*-., a., & s. [Lament, v.]

A. & B. As jj/'. pur. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : Lamentation, mourning, grief,
wailing.

" In wild lamerttlnffB that would touch
A heart of stoue she shriek'd his name."

Moore ." Fire- Worshippers.

la-ment'-ing-l^, adv. [Eng. lamenting; -ly.]

In a lamenting manner ; with lamentations.

lamr-e-rd, s. [Sp.] A walled receiver, where
the slimes (mud charged with auriferous or
argentiferous particles, or both) are deposited
from the arrastra, to part with a portion of
their water, and accumulate till sufficient to
form a torta, in which the amalgamation is
performed.

* lam'-e-ter, j*. [Eng. lame ; t connective : -er.]
A cripple.

"He would have been a lameter for life."—Gait

:

Tnn Provost, ch. x.

la'-mi-a, s. [Lat., from Gr. Ai/ua. (Lamia) =
a fabulous monster said to feed on man's flesh.]

1. Greek & Jicmmn Mythol. ; An evil spirit
having the semblance of a serpent, with the
head, or at least the mouth, of a beautiful
woman, whose whole figure the lamia was
supposed to assume, for the purpose of secur-
ing the love of some man, whom it was
feigned, it tore to pieces and devoured The
most circumstantial account that has come

h6a, b^; po&t, j<5^rl; cat, ceU, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion- shun ; -tion, -jion- zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shits

ph = f.

We, -die, &c. = bel, d?L
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down to us is to be found in Plnlostratus (de

Vila ApoL, lib. iv.), wheie Lyeius is said to

lave fallen in love with one of these spirits,

uit was delivered by his master Apolhmius,
who, " by some probable conjectures, found
her out to "be a serpent, a lumia." (Burton:

Anat. ofMdan. (1881), p. 4H5). Keats's lamia
is an amplification of tins stoiy. (Cf. Horace,

; A. B., 340.) Later the word was used to
' signify a witch, an enchantress. [Incubus,

I LlLITH.]

% The word T)
yT)(lUith) occurs only one? in

the Hebrew Scripture*. In the A. V. (Isa.

xxxiv. 14) it is translated " screech-owl," with
'' night monster" as a marginal leading. The
Vulgate has lamia, and lamia or himi/a is

found in the Great Bible, anil in (Joverdale's,

Matthew's, Becke's, and the Bishops' Bible.

2. Entom. : The typical genus of the sub-
family Laniiinie (q.v.). The species chiefly

inhabit wooded countries within the tropics,

especially South America. One, Lamia iexler,

is British.

la-ml-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Lat. lami(um); fern.

pi. adj. suff. -acea1

.]

Bot. : [Labiat.e].

la -mi-das, s. pi. [Lat. lam(Lum) ; fern. pi.

aclj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Labiate, tribe Staehese.

la-ml-i'-nre, s. pt. [Mod. Lat. lami(a) ; Lat.
fern. pi. adj. surf, -hw,]
Entom. : A sub-family of Cerambycidae. It

consists of beetles with long antenme, with
a vertical forehead generally at right angles to
the axis of the body. They are found on the
wood of trees, and are often so variegated in
colour with adpressed hairs as to resemble
the wood on which they live. Some tropical
species, however, are brightly coloured.

lam -In a (pi. lam'-i-nsa), s. [Lat.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A thin plate or scale ; a plate
or thin piece of metal; a thin slice uf wood
used for decorative purposes, or of ivory for

the painter ; veneer of all kinds.

II, Technically

:

1. Anatomy

:

(1) A plate ; as, the lamince of the vertebra?.

(2) A layer; as, the lamina cinerea (gray
layer), which connects the corpus callosum and
the commissure of the cerebrum.

2. Bot. : The blade or expanded surface of

a leaf ; the leaf of a plant without its petiole.

3. Geol. : A term used of the smaller layers
into which a stratum is divided.

lam-m-a-Dil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. IcnninaUe ; 4ty.]

The quality or state of being laminable.

lam'-in-a-'ble, a. [Eng. lamin(a) ; -able.]

Callable *of being formed into lamina; or thin
plates ; capable of being extended into thin
plates by pressure between steel or iron rollers.

lam'-i-nae, s. pi. [Lamina.]

lam'-l-nar, a. [Lat. lamin(a) = a scale, a
thin plate ; Eng. Adj. suff. -ar,] Consisting of
laminse or thin plates ; in layers.

lamtnar-fission, &.

Petrol. : Flaggy cleavage, one of Rutley's
" Structural Planes."

lam-I-nar'-i-a, s. [Lat. lamina (q.v.) ; sing,

fern. suff. -aria. Named from the bladder-like
character of the fronds.]

Bot. : A genus of Algals, the typical one of
the family Laminaridee, or the order Laniina-
riaeeat. In place of leaves there is a plane
ribless expansion. The stem is either naked
or fringed. The young stalks of Laminaria
digitata and L. sacckarina, called tangles, are
eaten. The first of these with L. oulbosa are
most valued of the genus for kelp manufac-
ture. L. saecharina is used as an imperfect
hygrometer. It is administered in India in
goitre, scrofula, and syphilis. So are L. brac-
leata and the large Australian species, L.
potatorum.

lam-i-nar-i-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
laminar i(a); Lat. fe.ni, pi. adj. suff. -acea:.]

Bot. : An order of dark-spored Algals.
• They are olive-coloured, uujointed seaweeds,
with superficial spores which form indefinite
cloud-like patches, or cover the whole surface
of the frond. Many of them are of large size.

lam-i-nar'-i-an, a. [Mod. Lat. l&min&ri{a);
Eng. adj. sutf. -an.]

hut. : Of or belonging to the algaceous
genus Laminaria (q.v.).

laminarian-zone, s.

Zool. Gcog. : The second of the great marine
zones into which Molluscs are distributed, a
zone from low water to fifteen fathoms in
depth. The laminaria and other seaweeds
form miniature torests in which are the veget-
able-feeding molluscs, Lacuna, Rissoa, also
bivalves, cephalopoda, Arc. In tropical seas
there is often coral instead of seaweeds. The
oyster beds of the north and the pearl fisheries

of the south are in the lanunarian zone.

l£m'-in-ar-Ite, «. [Laminarites.]

Bahcubot. : A species of Laminarites (q.v.).

lam-in-a-ri'-tes, s. [Mud. Lat. lamimri{a)
(q.v.) ; "iies (BaUcont.).']

Baheobot. : The name given by Brongniart
to what he deemed a fossil algal from the
Secondary rocks of Aix, near La Kochelle.

lam'-In-a-rj^ «. [Eng. lamiii(a); -ary.] Con-
sisting or composed ot thin plates or layers.

lam -I-nate, v.t. [Lat. lamina = a thin plate.]

To split up into thin plates or layers.

"We took an ounce uf tliat (refilled silver] and having
htmintUeft it, we cast it upon twice its weight of beateii
aubiiuiate."—liuyte : H'wA*, Hi. 81.

lam' - i - nate, lam- 1

-

nat - ed, a. [Lat.
lamin(a); Eiig. adj. suff. -ate, -ated.] Con-
sisting of lamina', or thin plates or scales, in

lajers one over the other.
" I took two parcels of (*»U1, the one common gold

thinly lamhtatta, and ttic other very well rettlieu,"

—

liuytc : it'ur&s, itj. a^.

laminated-arch, s. A timber arch made
of successive thicknesses of planking bent on to
a centering and secured together by tree-nails.

laminated pips, s. Water, sewer, or
gas pipe made ot thicknesses of veneer or
scale board successively wrapped to obtain
thickness and strength. Each layer is

thoroughly saturated with asphalt, and the
grain of alternate layers passes in transverse
directions, so as to secure an intimate bond
and a line of resistance to disruption in any
direction, lengthwise, oblique, or across the
pipe circumference. The veneer is sometimes
made to alternate with fabric or an adhesive
composition.

laminated-rib, s. An arched beam
made of planks bent, laid flatwise in layers,

and secured by bolts. [Arched-beau. ]

lam'-i-nat-ihg, pr. par. or«. [Laminate, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : (See the verb).

2. Bot. : Separating into several plates or
layers. *

laminating - machine, s. A gold-
beater's rolling-null for reducing the ingot of
gold to such a thickness that a square inch
will weigh 6\ grains. The ingot weighs two
ounces, and is £ inch broad, The rollers are
of hard steel, and extend the ingot to a ribbon.
The gold is frequently annealed during the
process.

laminating roller, *.

Metal-working ; One of a set by which a faggot
or bloom is drawn out into a bar or sheet.

lam I nation, s. [Eng. lamina(te), v. ;

-tion.\ The state of being composed of small
lamina? or plates.

"Mr. Darwin attributes the lamination and fis3ile

structure of vulcanic rocks of the trachytic structure
... to their having moved, when liquid, ill the direc-
tion uf the lamina;."— Lycll: Atudent's Moments of
Vevlog//, p. 57'j.

lam-l-nif'-er-oiis, a. [Lat. lamina = a
thin plate, a layer ;}ero = to bear, and Eng. adj.
suff, -oiis.] Constructed of laminai or thin
plates in layers.

" lam'-Ish, «. [Eng. lam(e), a. ; -ish.] Some-
what lame.

" A vein . . . which ever after occasioned him to go
lamish."~H'ooU: A thenee 6x0*1.. ii.

v lam'-i-ter, * lam'-e-ter, a. [Lameteb.] A
cripple. (Scotch.)

la'-mi-um, s. [Lat. = the dead nettle, from
Gr. Aaiu.69 (laimos) = the throat. The genus
received its name from the shape of the
flowers.]

Bot. : Dead nettle ; a genus of Labiata?,

family Lamid* (q.v.). It consists of hairy

plants, with many whorls or leafy bracteate

heads of flowers. Calyx tubular or subcain-

panulate, with five teeth ; upper lip of the

corolla arched, lower tririd, spreading ; sta-

mens four; anthers converging in pairs, the

cells diverging. Thirty-rive species are known.
Five are British. Lamium purpvrtmn, L. in-

termedium, L. amplexicaule, L. album, and L.

Galeobdolon.

* lamm, * lamp (b silent), lam, v.t. [Icel.

lemja = to beat ; lama = to bruise ; A.S. hu-

man = to thrash ; lcel. lamning = a beating.]

To beat soundly ; to thrash.

"A fellow whom he lambed most borribly."

—

Mis-
ton; Travels in England, \>. 30C.

Lam -mas, Lam-masse, s. & a, [A.S.

hldfmaisse, hlannvueaae, from lddf=-3. loaf, mcesse

= a mass.]

A. As subst. : The first day of August, so

called because on that day, in Anglo-Saxon
times, a loaf was offered as an ottering of
first-fruits.

"Tu the lammasse afterward he spousede the queue."
Jlobert of U/oucesfer, i>. ai7.

B, As adj. : Belonging or pertaining to the
first day of August.

If Shipley (Gloss. Eccles. Terms) considers
Lammas an abridgment of Vinculo, mass, or,

the feast of St. Peter ad Vincnla, in com-
memoration of his deliverance from chains,
which is celebrated on August 1.

If J t Latter Lammas: Never: equivalent to
"Greek kalends." >-. <

Lammas-day, o. The first of August ;

Lammas.

Lammas-eve, s. The eve of Lammas.
Day ; the thirty-first of July.

Lammas tide, ». Lammas-time or s«a-

son (q.v.).

" &he is not fourteen ; how long is it now
To Lammas-tide 'I

•"

Ahakesp. : Romeo tfr Juliet, i. s.

* lam'-mer, * lam-er, ' lauxn-er, s. & n„
[Perhaps lor I'avimer, a Frenchified form of
anther,]

A. As sitbst, : Amber.
B. As adj. : Made of amber.
" A groirrain gown, fammer beads, and a clean

cockemony."

—

Scott: Bride of Lammennoor, cli. \iU

lam'-mer-gei-er, leem'-mer-gey-er,
lem'-mer-gey-er, s. [Ger. Idmmergeirr ;

lammer, pi. of lamina, a. lamb, and geier =
a vulture.]

Ornith. : The name given in parts of Switeer-

LA11SIEROE1ER.

land, &c, to an eagle, Gypaetus barbatus.
[Griffon, 2.]

lam'-na, s. [Gr. Xa^va. (lamna), the same as

Aau-ta (lamia).} [Lamia.]

1. Ichthy. : The typical genus of the family
Lamnidas (q.v.). Lamna cornubica is the Por-
beagle or Beaumaris-shark (q.v.).

2. Balcvont. : Teeth apparently belonging to

the genus occur in the Cretaceous rocks.

lam -ni-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., &c. lamn(a)
(q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ida.'.]

1. Ichthy. : Porbeagles ; a family of Selachoi-

dei (Sharks). No nictitating membrane, no
spiracles, or only minute foramina in their

place. The gill-openings are usually wide.
Dr. Gunther divides the family into two sub-
families, Lamnina and Selachina (q.v.).

2. Balceont. : Teeth, &c. belonging to the
family arc found in the Cretaceous and the
Tertiary.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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lam ni-na, s.pi. [Mod. Lat. lamn(a); Lat.
neut. pi. &ilj. suit -ina.]

Ichthy. ; A sub-family of Lamnida?, con-
taming the genera Lainna, Carcharodon, Otlon-
taspis, and Alopecias, ((riintMr.)

lam-nun -gui -a (ui as wi), s. [Lat. lamna,
a contr. for lamina, and unguis = a nail.]

Zoo?. ; A name given by Prof. Wagner to a
section of the Paoliydermnta, having flattened
nails instead of hoofs. It contains only one
family, Hyracidge (q.v.).

lamp, * lampe, s. [Fr. lampe, from Lat.
lampas, Gr. \afnr&<; (lampa$)= a, torch, alight

;

AajxTTw (lampd) = to shine ; Ger. lampe ; Ital.

lampa.]

1. Literally .*

(1) A vessel in early times of rude pot-
tery, later of metal, glass, or porcelain, for

the production of artificial light by means of
the combustion of a wick inserted in oil or
other highly inflammable matter.

"The wise [virgins] took oil in their vessels with
their lamps."—Sfatt. xxiv. 4.

(2) In a loose sense, the word is used for

some other contrivance of producing artificial

light : as, a gas-famp, an electric-lamp.

2. Fig. ; Anything resembling or suggesting
a lamp in use or appearance ; anything which
gives out or possesses light real or meta-
phorical ; anything shining as a luminary.

" Thy word is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto
my path."

—

Psalms cxix. 105,

lamp bracket, s. A branch extending
from a wall or pillar to hold a lamp,

lamp-burner, s. The portion of a lamp
, at which the wick is exposed, adjusted, and
ignited. Its crowning portion is usually such
as to direct a current of air upon the wick to
insure a more perfect combustion.

lamp cement, s. A cement for brass
mountings upon glass, such as on lamps, is

made by boiling resin 3 parts with caustic soda
1 part, in water 5 parts, thus making a kind of
soap, which is mixed with half its weight of
plaster of Paris, zinc-white, white-lead, or pre-

cipitated chalk. It is unaffected by petroleum
or similar burning-fluids.

lamp-chimney, s. The glass funnel
which increases the draft and protects the
flame of a lamp. Lamp-chimneys are usually
made of glass, but have been made of mica,
metal with mica windows, horn, and porce-
lain. Their forms are various, from the
straight cylinder of the German student's
lamp to the obese bulb of commoner varieties.

They have also been made in various con-
voluted and spiral forms, designed to give
greater liberty of expansion with changes of
temperature. They have also been split longi-
tudinally, spirally, and made with holes, the
intention being in each case to make them
less liable to fracture by heat or a blow.

Lamp-chimney cleaner: <.

Domestic : A pad or brush for cleaning the
chimneys and glasses of lamps. It is usually
made expanding, so as to bear upon, opposite
portions of the inside.

i<
* .

f£\';:fa

lamp-cone, s. A dome-shaped dr conical
cap, with a slit for the flame, and placed over
and around the wick and wick-tube of a
lamp, to concentrate the current of air at

the throat of the cone.

lamp-oil, s. Any oil used for illuminating

purposes.

lamp-post, s. A stand for a street-lamp,

usually adapted for gas. The pipes rises in-

side the hollow post, with a burner on top
surrounded by a glazed lantern.

lamp-Shade, s. A screen placed above
the light to intercept or mellow it. It may
have a dark exterior and reflecting interior

surface.

lamp-shells, s. pi.

Zoology

;

1. Gen. : The class Brachiopoda (q.v.), the
shape of the shell, with the hole for the pas-
sage of the peduncle, presenting some resem-
blance to an Etruscan lamp.

2. Spec. : The genus Terebratula (q.v.).

lamp stove, s. A stove in which the
heat is obtained by the burning of oil in
wicks beneath the kettle, oven, &c.

lamp wick, s.

1. OrJ. Lang. : The capillary or foraminous

material which conducts oil or grease to the

part where it is consumed in the flame. Wicks
are usually of woven fibre—cotton, for in-

stance, but have been made of paper-pulp,

asbestos, biscuit of fire-clay, &c.

2. Bot. : Phlomis Lychnitis, one of the La-
biatas (q.v.). It is an evergreen shrub, a native

of Southern Europe, whence it was brought to

England in 1568.

* lamp (1), v.t. & i. [Lamp, s.]

A* Tram. : To light up, as a lamp ; to illu-

minate.
" Did towards me those lamping turnB direct."

Drummontl, s, it.

35. Intrans. : To shine ; to give light.

" Einongst the eternal spheres and lamping sky."
spenser: F. Q., III. ill. I.

lamp (2), V.t [A variant of limp (q.v.).] To
walk quickly and with long strides. (Scotch.)

* lam'-pad, s. [Gr. Xap-ird^ (lampas), gen it.

Aa>x.jra6o$ (lampados).] A lamp ; a candlestick.

lam'-pa-des, 5. pi. [Lampad.]

Zool. : The name given by the early modern
naturalists, specially by Menschen in 1787

and Humphreys in 1797, to the Lamp-shells.
[Brachiopoda.]

* lam'-pa-dlst, s. [Gr. KafL-rraStorns (lampa-
distes), from Aa/X7ra? (lampas), genit. AajmraSos
(lampados = & lamp.] One who gained a prize

in the lampadrome.

lam-pa -dite, s. [Named hy Hust after

Lampadius ; surf. -He (Aff*t.).]

Min. : A variety of Wad containing 4 to
18 per cent, of oxide of copper, and some-
times oxide of cobalt. Passes into mela-
conite (q.v.). Dana makes it a sub-species
of Wad (q.v.), but it is probably only a mix-
ture.

lam -pa-drome, s. [Gr. \*inra$n8pofj.ia. (lam-

padidr'umia), from AajxTras (lampas), genit.

Aa/AJraSos (lampados) =,a lamp, and Spop-os

(dromos) = a running ; Spapely (dramein) =
to run.]

Gr. Antiq. : A torch-race which it was
customary to exhibit at certain sacred festi-

vals. The competitors were young men, to
each of whom a lighted torcli was given, and
he who arrived first at the goal with his

torch still aliglit was the winner.

lam- pas, lam- pass, * lam- pers, s.

[Fr. lampas.]

Farriery : A disease in horses, consisting of

a swelling of the flesh, about the size of a
nut, in the roof of the mouth, rising above
the teeth.

"Troubled with the lampais, infected with the
fashions."—Shakesp. : Taming of tlte Shrew, iii. 2.

lam-pas-se (m as n), a. [Fr.]

Her. : The same as Langued (q.v.).

limp -ate, s. [Eng. lamp(ic); -ate.]

CJiem. : A salt of lampic acid.

lamp-black, s. [Eng. lamp, and black.] A
nearly pure form of amorphous carbon, ob-
tained by the imperfect combustion of oil or
resin. It is used as a pigment.

lampblack-furnace, s. A cylindrical
chamber, lined with sheepskin or canvas,
and having a conical top. The top is provided
with a cowl, through which the more volatile
products of combustion escape, the carbon
adhering to the lining of the chamber. At
one side is a smaller communicating com-
partment, provided with a grate, on which a
vessel containing the hydrocarbon, resin, coal-
tar, or similar substance, is placed, and heated
by a lire beneath.

lam -per eel, s. [Lamprey.]

lam -porn, s. [Altered for the purpose of
distinction from Eng., &c. lamprey (q.v.) (?).J

IclUhy. .* The river lamprey, Petromyzon
ftuviatill-s. The back is dark blue, the sides
silvery. It is smaller than the sea lamprey.
It is found in many rivers and lakes of
Europe, North America, and Japan. It
abounds in the Thames, and is caught and
sold for bait. The price is £3 to £5 per
thousand.

* lam -pers, s, [Lampas.]

lam-pet, lam -pit, s, [Limpet.]

Lam'-pe-ters, s. pi. [Named from Lampeter,

in Cardiganshire, at which exists a college for

theological students, founded by Bishop Bur-

gess in 1822, erected in 1S27, and incorporated

in 1828.]

Ch. Hist. : An association formed among
his fellow students by Mr., afterwards Rev.,

Henry James Prince, who entered Lampeter
College in March, 1836. In June, 1S42, at a

meeting in Swansea, he is said to have put
forth pretensions to be an incarnation of the

Holy Ghost, which, being repudiated by the

majority of his brethren, led him to leave the

college and secede from the Church of Eng-
land and found an institution called the

Agapemone (q.v.). Called also Lampeter
Brethren. The association does not figure as

a sect in the Registrar-General's returns.

Lam-pe-tlans (ti as sh), s. pi. [See def.]

Ch. Hist. : A sect, probably of the fourth
or fifth century, said to derive their name
from their founder Lampetius, of whom
nothing is known. St. John Damascene
(de Hear (ed. 1548), p. 359) describes them as

teaching that no Christian should do any-
thing unwillingly or by constraint, and says
that their freedom degenerated into license.

They have, at various times, been identified

with the Massalians, Adelphians, and Mar*
cionists, but were probably a branch of the
Euchites.

* lamp '-fu.il, a. [Eng. lamp, and full.] Starry.

"A temporall beauty of the lamp/nil skies."
Sylvester: Tha Arkc, 600.

lamp 1C, ". [From (Dobereiner's) lamp, the
name given to the platinum spiral over a spirit

lamp ; -ic]

lampic-acid, s.

Chem.: C4H4O3. Aldehydic-acid, acetylous-
acid, etheric acid. An acid discovered by
Davy and Faraday, and called by Prof. Daniell
lampic acid. If a spiral of platinum wire be
kept at a red heat in the wick of a spirit-lamp,
and the volatile products of combustion con-
densed, an acid liquid is obtained, the vapour
of which has the odour of aldehyde, and
strongly affects the eyes. This is ualled
lampic acid, but by many chemists it is con-
sidered to be a mixture of aldehyde, acetic and
formic acids. It is a transparent, colourless
liquid ; sp. gr. 1*015, possessing a sour, harsh
taste, and disagreeable pungent odour. It has
a powerfully reducing action, and if heated
with the oxides of silver or gold, converts
them into the metallic state, a liquid remaining
which is found to contain acetic acid.

lamping, a. [Eng. lamp; -ing.] Shining
as a Tamp ; sparkling.
" Happy lines, on which with Btarry light
Those lamping eyes will deign sometimes to loolc."

Spenser: Sonnets, i.

tlam'-pl-on, s. [Fr., diinin. of lampe.] <A

small lamp, used for illuminations and"
1

deco-
rations.

"Down the court three lampions flare."

Jl. Browning: Respectability.

lam pit, s. [Limpet.] A limpet.
" Triumphant crushin't like a munsel,

Or lampit shell."
Burns: The Author's Earnest Cry.

lamp -less, a. [Eng. lamp; -less.] Without
or destitute of a lamp ; not reflecting light.

" Your ladies eyes are lampless to that virtue."
Beaum. & Flet. : Mad Lover, ii. I.

lamp -light (gh silent), s. [Eng. lamp, and
light.] The light given at night by lamps.

lamp -light or (gh silent), s. [Eng. lamp,
and lighter.] One whose occupation is to
light the public lamps at night.
" And the half-breathless lamplighter, he's in the net."

Wordsworth : Power of Sip-sic.

lam-podn', s. [Fr. lampon = a drinking song,
so called from the exclamation lavipons ! =
let us drink, frequently introduced into such
songs ; lamper = to drink.] A personal satire
written or published ; scurrilous abuse, usually
of some one prominently before the public.

" Some facetious malecontents . . . amused the
town by lampoons in English and Latin on his hetero-
doxy."

—

Jfacaulag : Hist. Eng., ch. xvii.

lam-podn', v.t. [Lampoon, s.] To write lam-
poons upon ; to abuse with personal satire.

"Ribald noets had lampooned him."

—

ilacaulay :
Hist. Eng., ch. six.

lam-poon'-er, s. [Eng. lampoon; -er.] One
who lampoons another ; one who writes per-
sonal satire on others ; a writer of lampoons.

" Lampooners and criticka rushed in like a tide."
Buckinghamshire : Election of a Poet Laureite.

toil, toy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, c^ist. -fog.

-cian, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = hel, d«l.
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* lam-poon'-ry\ s, [Eng. lampoon ; -ry,] The
act of lampooning ; a lampoon

;
personal

abuse or satire.

lam-pra-chae'-ni-um, s. [Gr. \apLvp6<:

(lampros) = bright, brilliant, and Mod. Lat.

(a)cko3'iuum (q.v.).]

Bot. : A genus of Composites. Lampra-
chcenmm microcephalum, an Indian plant, is

said by Dymock to be used medicinally as an
aromatic bitter. (Report Calcutta Exhibition.)

lam'-prel, lam'-pron, s. [Lamprey.]

lam-prey, * lam-preye, «. [Fr. lampmie

;

Prov. lampreza, lamprea, ktmprarta; Sp. & Port.

lamprea ; Ital. lampreda, from Lat. lampetra=
the lamprey, from ktmbo = to lick, and petra =
a rock. So called from attaching itself by
its mouth to rocks.]

1. (Sing.): The genus Petromyzon. There
are two dorsal fins, both far back on the body.

The Sea, or Spotted Lamprey, Petromyzon ma-
rinus, is an eel-like fish, nearly three feet long,

greenish-brown, marbled with darker brown
and green on the back and sides. It attaches
itself to rocks, boats, and to other fishes, by
the mouth, exhausting the air. In April and
May it ascends rivers. It is found in the
Thames, the Severn, the Rhine, &c. It occurs
also in North America, and Africa. The
Fringe-lipped Lamprey (Petromyzon branchut-
lis) is called also the Sandpiper (q..v.), the
Eiver Lamprey, and the Lampern (q.v.).

" There were found in Czesar's fish-ponds, lamproi/es
to have lived threescore years."

—

lia&m: Mist. Life &
Death, § ll.

2. (PL): The family Petromyzontida;. It

consists of eel-Hke fishes, with a, naked skin
and undergoing a metamorphosis. Their larval

iunn was taken for a distinct fish, and was
culled Ammoetetes. In this torm the head is

very si nail, the mouth toothless and sur-

rounds by fringed barbels, and the eye small

and hidden in a groove. In the third or fourth

year maturity is reached.

lam'-pri-ma, s. [Gr, Xafj.Trpetp.oiv (lamprei-

moii) = clad'in splendid robes ; Aa^Trpoy (lam-

pros) — bright.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Lampriminae (q.v.). It is of splendid hue,

and is from Australia.

lamt-pri-mi'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., &c., lam-
prlm{a) ; Lat. pi. adj. stiff, -true.]

Entom. : A sub-family of Lucanidee (Stag-

beetles). They are distinguished for their

metallic splendour.

lam'-pris, s. [Gr. kapirpos (lampros) = bright.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Coryphsenidas, or Cory-
phajnina, Lampris Lww, is the Opah (q.v.).

See also Ki^g-ftsh.

lam'-pro-phane, lam-proph'-an-ite, s.

' [Gr. Aap-TTpos (lampros) =. shining, and fyo.lvop.ai

(pliainomai) = to appear.]

. Min. : A mineral, occurring in thin, cleav-

able folia at Longban, Werraland, Sweden.
Hardness, 3; sp. gr., 3"07 ; lustre, pearly;

colour and streak white. Compos. : sulphuric

acid, 11-17 ; oxide of lead, 28
-

; protoxide of

manganese, 7"90 ; magnesia, 5 "26 ; lime, 24'65;

soda and potash, 14'02 ; water, 8'35.

lam-prdph'-an-Ite, a. [Lampbophane.]

lam-pro-tor-ni'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lam-

protonUs (q.v.); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Ornith. : In Swainson's classification, a sub-

family of Sturnidae, having the bill thrush-like,

c nnpressed, the culmen curved from the base,

the lateral toes unequal. Now generally

I in Sturninas (q.v.).

lam-prot-or'-nis, s. [Gr. kafLwpoTr}<; (lam-

proUs) = brightness, and opvis (ornis) = a bird.]

Ornith, ; The-typieal genus of the sub-family
Lamprotorninte (q.v.). Found in Africa.

lam'-pro-type, s. [Gr. \ap-rrp6s (lampros) =
shining, beautiful, and Eng. type.]

Photog. : A polished collodion picture.

lamp'-sa-na, s. [Lapsana.]

lamp-sane se, s. [Lapsane-e.]

lam-pyr'-i-dse (yr as ir), s. pi. [Lat., <fec,

lampyi-(is); fern. pi. adj. sutf. -idm.]

Entom. : A family of Pentamerous Beetles,

tribe Malacodtrmata. The antennas are vari-

able in form. The body is long, narrow, and

soft. More than 500 are known, most of
them from North and South America. [Lam-
pyris.] The family is divided into the sub-
families, Lycinae,Lampyrina3, andTelephorinse.

lam-pyr-i'-nse, s. pi. [Lat. lampyr(is)(q.v.);

feiu. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Entom. : The typical sub-family of the family
Lampyridge (q.v.). The prothorax forms a
shield more or less covering the head; the
tail in the females emits an electric light.

Rev. H. S. Gorham says that where the eyes
are large, the luminosity is small, and vice

versa. Where the eyes and the luminosity

are large, the antennas are small, and vice

'versa. (Bates.)

lam'-pyr-ine, s. [Lat., &c. lampyr(is) ; -inc.]

Zool. : A member of the coleopterous sub-
family Lampyrinae (q.v.).

lam-pyr'-is (yr as i'r), s. [Lat., from Gr.

\afjiTrovpCs (lampouris) — a glowworm; Aajxjrw

(lampo) = to shine, and ovpd (oura) — a tail.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the sub-family

Lampyrinas and of the family Lampyridce.
Lampyris noctilnca is the Glowworm (q.v.).

la'-na, s. [The native name.] A kind of close-

grained, tough wood, obtained from the Genipa
americana, a tree of the Cinchona family, and
a native of British Guiana. The fruit, called

genipap, yields a pigment called lana dye,

used by the natives to stain their skins.

lana-dye, s. [Lana.]

lan'-ark-ite, s. [Named from Lanarkshire,
where first found ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A monoclinic mineral, occurring in

crystals aggregated lengthways. Cleavage
perfect in one direction, less so in another

;

laminae flexible ; hardness, 2-2*5
; sp. gr. 6"3

-(3*4
; lustre, cleavage-face pearly, elsewhere

adamantine to resinous ; colour, greenish-

white or pale-yellow. Compos. : formerly re-

garded as PbS04+PbC03 , but recent analyses
prove the absence of carbonic acid, the com-
position being Pb2SC>5, which requires sul-

phate of lead, 57*6
; oxide of lead, 42*4.

* la'-na-ry, s. [Lat. lanaria — a wool-store,

from ~la)iarius= pertaining to wool; lana =
wool.] A wool-store.

la'-nate, la'-nat-ed» u,. [Lat. lanatus, from
lana = wool.]

Orel. Lang. & Bot. : Woolly.

Lari ' -ca-shire, s. & a. [See definition.]

A. As subst. : One of the most important
counties of England, situated in the north-
west.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the county
described under A.

Lancashire-asphodel, u.

Bot. :'Nartliecium ossifragum. [Bog-Aspho-
del.]

Lan -caster s. [The name of the inventor.]

Lancaster-gun, s.

Ordn. : A cannon with a twisting, slightly

oval bore and conoidal projectile. Mr. Lan-
caster's plan was adopted in 1854, and several
Lancaster guns were employed at the siege of
Sebastopol.

Lancaster-rifle, s. A rifle with an
elliptic rifling, the bore being being slightly
oval in section. The twist is one turn in 32
inches, which is the length of the barrel

;

bore, "498 inch ; eccentricity, *01 in half an
inch. The lateral expansion of the bullet
causes it to fill the bore. Length of bullet,

2$ diameters with a windage of T
~

u, and has
a paper patch ; the first of its kind.

Lan-cas-ter ' i-an, a. [See def.] Of or be-
longing to Joseph" Lancaster, a member of the
Society of Friends. He was born in 1771, and
before he was eighteen years old had a flourish-

ing school in his father's residence in the
Borough Road, London. In 1805 he was re-

ceived by George III. He travelled as an
advocate for education from 1S07 to 1811.

Becoming insolvent he removed in ISIS to the
United States, where he died on Oct. 23, 183S.

He was the author of the monitorial system of
education. [Monitorial.]

Lancasterian schools, s. pi. Schools
set up under the auspices of the British and
Foreign School Society on the system of

Joseph Lancaster.

lan'-cas-ter-ite, s. [Named by Silliman,

jun., from the place where found, Lancaster

Co., Pennsylvania, U. S. A. ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : A mineral, once supposed to be a

distinct species, but now shown to be a mix-

ture of brucite and hydromagnesite. (See

these words.)

Lan-cas'-tri-an, a. [See def.]

Hist ; A follower of Henry IV., son of John

of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. [*i Wars of the

Roses, under Rose.]

lance, s. [Fr., from Lat. lancea; cogn. with

Gr. Koyxv (loiigche)= a lance.]

I., Ordinary Language

:

1. A weapon consisting of along shaft with a

sharp point, much used, particularly before

the invention of firearms. It is a thrusting

weapon used on foot, but chiefly on horse-

back. In the Middle Ages the lance was held

in the highest repute by knights and men-at-
arms who formed the main strength of Euro-
pean armies ; it was gradually superseded by
the invention of gunpowder. The lance used

by knights of the Middle Ages was of a pecu-
liar form. Near the lower end the lance was
very thick, with a deep opening in which the

arm was placed when the lance was put in

rest preparatory to a charge. Immediately in

front of the opening the shaft was, in tilting-

lances, from a foot to a foot and a half in

diameter, and sloped off towards the upper
end, which was from a half to three-quarters

of an inch in diameter. The lances now in

use among the European cavalry have a

shaft of ash or beech-wood from S to 16 feet

long, with a steel point S or 10 inches long,
and to prevent this from being cut off by a
sabre stroke, the shaft is guarded by a strip

of iron on each side from one and a half to

two feet long. The other end has an iron cap
to prevent splitting. The point has a small
pennon, intended to frighten the enemy's
horses. When not in use, the lance is carried
in a leathern shoe by the right stirrup, de-
pendent by a leathern thong on the right arm.
In use, it is carried under the right arm.

" Set lance in rest, strike spur."
Tennyson : Elaine, 455.

2. A soldier armed with a lance ; a lancer.

II. Technically

:

1. Carp. : A pointed blade, usually employed
to sever the grain on each side of the intended
path of a cinpping-bit or router. It is used
in crozes, planes, and gauges of certain kinds.

2. Greek Ritual: A small knife used in the
early part of the present Greek liturgy to

divide the Host from the holy loaf. The
action commemorates the piercing of our
Lord's side. The priest makes four cuts in

the loaf, and stabs it more than once, accom-
panying each action with appropriate texts of

Scripture. (Addis & Arnold.)

3. Pyrotech. : Lances are small paper cases,

filled with composition, and attached to light

frames of wood, to mark the outlines of the

figures in pyrotechnical devices. Various
chemicals give the desired colour to the flame.

lance-bucket, s.

Cavalry : The shoe in which the butt of a
lance is carried by the troopers of certain

bodies of cavalry.

lance-corporal, s.

Mil. : A private who performs the duties

and holds the rank of a corporal temporarily.
A certain proportion receive extra pay.

* lance-gay, " lance-gaye, * lance-
de-gay, s. A kind of lance.

"These carried a kind of lance-de-gay, sharp at both
ends, which they held in the midst of the staff."

—

Raleigh: Hist, of the World, bk. v., ch. iii.

lance-head, ». The head or tip of a
lance.

' lance-knight, * launce knight, s.

A common soldier, a lancer. [Lansquknbt.]
"Although at one time there came an army of

eighteen thousand foot, at another time an army
wherein were reckoned twelve thousand launce-
knights."—Baker : Henry VIII. (an. 1549).

* lance-rest, s. A kind of hook, attached
to the cuirass on the right side for supporting
the lance in the charge.

lance-Shaped, «. Shaped like a lance

;

lanceolate.

lance snake, s.

Zool. : The genus Bothrops. It belongs to
the family Crotalidfe, and contains the Yellow

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, oa = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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Viper, or Rat-tailed Serpent of the West Indies
(Bothrops lanceolatus), £. atrox, &c. All are
American.

Ian9e, + launce, * lawn-cyn, v.t. & i.

[Lance, s.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To pierce ; to cut as with a lance.
" Launsing his aide full pitously alas."

Chaucer Lamentation of Mary Magdalen.

2. To cut as a surgeon ; to open with a
lancet.

"The surgen launceth and cutteth out the dead
flesh."'—Tyndall: Workes, p. 119.

* 3. To pierce ; to cut mentally.
" When every letter lanced her like a dart."

Drayton : Barons' Wars, bit. vi.

* 4. To throw as a lance ; to launch : to
hurl.

" And with that word, with all his force a dart
He launced then into that croked wombe."

Surrey : Virglle ; sEneis ii.

* B. Intrans. : To spring.
" Plomes and cherries

That lyghtliche launceth up litel while dureth."
Pier* Plowman, p. Sis.

tan 96 -let, *. [A diminutive of Eng. lance.]

Ichthyology :

1. Aurpliioxus lanceolatus, a transparent and
iridescent fish about three inches long, with
a fin extending nearly from the snout to
the hinder extremity. The skeleton is im-
perfectly developed, the blood colourless ; no
proper skull or brain. It has affinities to the
Ascklians. Its movements are active. It is

found in temperate and tropical seas.

2. The genus Amphinxus (q.v.)

it. [Eng. lance; -ly.] Suitable

LANCEOLATE LEAF.

* lance ly,

to a lance.

"He carried his lances, which were strong, to give a
lanceljt blow."

—

Sidney : Arcadia.

* lanc'-e-6-lar, a. [Lat. lanceol(a), dimin. of
lancea = a lance ; Eng. adj. suff. -ar.]

Bot. : The same as Lanceolate (q.v.).

Lanc'-e-o-late, lane -e 6 lat-ed, a. [Lat

lanceol(a), dimin. of

lancea = a lance ;

Eng. adj. sufF. -ate,

•ated, ]

1. Bot. : Narrowly
elliptical, tapering to each end, as the leaf of
Plantago lanceolata, &c.

2. Anthrop. : ThesameasLEAF-SHAPED(q.v.).
" Oval and lanceolate blades, closely analogous to

implements found in the caverns of Auriguac."—
Wilson; Pre-historic Man, ch. ii.

Lane e-6-lat-b-, yref. [Lanceolate.]

Bot., &c. : Lanceolate.

lanceolato subulate, a.

Bot. : Between subulate and lanceolate.
(Loitdon.)

* lance-pe-sade , s. [Fr- lancepesade, lance-

pessade, lance-passade ; Ital. lancia-spezzota =
a liglit horseman.] A semi-officer under a
corporal ; a lance-corporal (q.v.).

" Armed like a dapper lancepexade
With Spanish pike, he broached a pore."

Cleveland.

lancer, * launc eer, * launc-er, s. [Eng,

lanc(e); -er.]

1. Mil . A cavalry soldier armed with a
lance.

" Each launcer well his weightie launce did wield,
Each drew his sword and well addrest his shield."

Mirrour for Magistrates, p. 822.

% Lancers were introduced into European
armies by Napoleon I., after the pattern of

those in the Polish service. After the cam-
paign of 1815, they were introduced into
the British service, and were classed as the
Medium Cavalry. They are armed with
lance, sword, and carbine. Lancers are not
good for reconnoitring purposes, as they
are more easily seen than the Light Hussars,
and are also very unsuitable to wooded
country ; but they arc valuable in open
country against infantry in disorder. During
the Boer War (1899-1902) the charge of the
Lancers was greatly feared by the Boers, in
many cases their appearance causing a panic.
The Uhlans in the German service are armed
and used as in England, and are "medium
cavalry."

* 2. Surg. : A lancet.
" And they cried lowd. and cut themselves, as their

maner was, we knyvea and launcers."—3 Kings xviii.
(1»51 »

3. Dancing (PL): A certain set of quadrilles.

lan'-cet, * laun -cet, * lawn-cent, * lawn-
set, s. [Fr. lancette, dimin. of lance = a lance.]

I. Ord. Lang. : In the same sense as II. 3.

II. Technically :

1. Arch. : A Iancet-window (q.v.).

2. Metal-working: The tapping -bar of a
metal furnace.

3. Surg. : A small, sharp, surgical instru-

ment, used in bleeding, cutting of abscesses,
tumours, Arc. They are of various shapes and
sizes, according to the purposes for which
they are intended : as, vaccinating lancets,

gum lancets, &c. Lancets of copper were dis-

interred in Pompeii in 1819, in the house of a

Roman surgeon in the Via Consularis.

"Which sends forth its admirable knives, razors,
and lancn's to the farthest ends
of the world."—Macaalay : Bisl.
Eng., ch. iii.

lancet-arch, s.

Masonry: An arch with a
sharply pointed top, like the
point of a lancet. [Arch.]

lancet-Ash, <.
lancet-arch.

Ichthy. : Another name for the Surgeon-fish.

[ACANTHURUS.]

lancet-window, $.

Arch. : A high, narrow window terminating
in a very painted arch. It is characteristic of

LANCET-WINDOWS.

that division of Gothic architecture known as
Early English. Lancet-windows are frequently
found two, three, or even five together asis
the case in the illustration.

lance -wood, s. [Eng. lance, s., and wood.]

Botany, &c. :

1. According to Schomburk, the wood of
Dugitetia qvitarensis, an anonad growing in
G-uiana, where it is called Yari Yari. It is a
light elastic; wood, used especially by coach-
builders.

2. Guatteria virgota.

* lanch, v.t. & i. [Launch, v.]

* lan-cif -er-ous, a. [Lat. lancea = a lance
;

fero = to bear, and Eng. adj. suff. -ous.] Bear-
ing or carrying a lance.

lan'-ci-form, a. [Lat. lancea = a lance, and
forma = form, shape.] Having the form or
shape of a lance ; lance-shaped ; lanceolate.

* Ian -cin-ate, v.t. [Lat. lancinatus, pa. par.
of lancino = to tear to pieces.] To tear, to
rend, to lacerate.

* lan'-cin-at-ihg, a. [Lancinate. ] Piercing,
cutting, keen ; specific, applied to a sudden,
sharp, shooting pain, as in cancer.

* Ian cin a tion, s. [Lancinate.] The act
of lacerating or rending ; laceration.

"Made many incisures and lancinations."—Fuller

:

Pisgah Sight, bk. v., ch, xii.

land, load, s. [A.S. land ; cogn. with Icel.,

Sw., Dan., Ger., & Goth, land; M. H. Ger.
lant ; Fr.lande; Ital. & Sp. lantta = a heath.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The solid portion of the earth as distinct
from the oceans, seas, rivers, lakes, &c. ; the
solid or fixed part of the globe as distinct
from the fluid or movable part ; earth.

"And God sayde : let y» waters that are under
heaven gather themselves unto one place that the dry
lamd may appere,"

—

Genesis i. (1551.)

2. A country, a district, a region ; any part

of the globe considered as belonging to a par-

ticular nation or people.
" Thus and thus said the maid that is of the land of

Israel."—2 Kings v. 4.

3. The superficial part of the globe as con-

sidered in respect to its nature or qualities ,-

the ground, the soil : as, poor or good land,

wet bind.

*4. The ground ; the surface of the earth.
" [Eloneus] rolled with limbs relaxed along the land."

Pope: Homer; Iliad vii. S.

* 5. A nation, a people ; the inhabitants of

any particular region or country.

6. Landed property.
" A tax upon land seems hard to the landholder."

—

Locke: Lowering of Interest.

IL Technically:

1. Agric. : The portion of ploughed land in-

cluded between two dead-furrows in arable
land, where the ploughing is not done with a
turn-wrest plough.

"Another, who had a box, wherln was money, ap-
parel, aud other things of value, left it in a land of
standing come."—Apprehension of CavaUiers at Brack-
leg, in Sorthamptonsftire, 1642, p. 7.

2. Firearms: That portion of the bore of a
rifle which is not occupied by the grooves.

3. Geog. & Geol. : The general ratio of land
to sea throughout the globe is as one to three,
but that between the poles and the parallel of
30° is as nine to twenty-three. Nearly all the
existing land was at one time or other below
the surface of the ocean. The water has not
receded from it, but earthquake and vulcanic
action has heaved it above the water. The mean
height of all the land of tli e globe above the sea
level at present is about 1,000 feet. (Lyell

:

Princip. & Elem. of Geol.)

4. Law:
(1) English Law: A generic term com pie

hending every species of ground or earth, as
meadows, pastures, woods, moors, marshes,
waters, furze, and heath, and including also
messuages, lofts, crofts, mills, and buildings.

"Land includes in its signification any ground, soil-

or earth whatsoever; as arable, meadows, pastures,
woods, moors, waters, marshes, furzes, and heath.
Water being here mentioned as land, may seem a'kiud
of solecism ; but such is the language of the law : and
therefore I cannot bring an action to recover posses-
sion of a pool or other piece of water by the name of
water only : but I must bring an action for the

1

hind
that lies at the bottom, and must call it twenty acres
of land covered with water. For water is a movable,
wandering thing, and must of necessity continue com
mim by the law of nature ; hut the land, which that
water covers, is permanent, fixed, and immovable

;

and of this the law will take notice, but' not of the
other, Land has also, in its legal significations, an
indefinite extent, upwards as well ae downwards,
Cujus est solum, ejus est ustjue ad caelum, is the maxim
of the law, therefore no mrtn rrtay erect any building,
or the like, to overhang another's lamd; and down-
wards, whatever is in a direct line between: the surface
of any land and the centre of the earth, belongs to the
owner of the surface."

—

Blackstone : Oomment., bk, iL,
ch. 2.

(2) Scots Law : A house consisting of dif-

ferent stories ; espec, a building including
different tenements.

5. Milling: That part of the face of a mill-
stone which is not furrowed ; that which in-

tervenes between the furrows.

6. Naut. : The lap of the strakes in a
clincher-built boat ; also called landing.

7. Steam-engin. : The unperforated portion
of the face-plate of a slide-valve.

% (1) To make land, to make the lajid

:

Naut. : To come in sight of land as the sh,ip

approaches it from the sea.

(2) To lay the land :

Naut. : To sail from the land until it begins
to appear lower and smaller by reason of tlie

convexity of the surface of the globe.

(3) To raise the land :

Naut. : To sail towards the land, so that it

appears to rise and become greater and more
elevated.

(4) To set the land

:

Naut. : To see by the compass how the land
bears from the ship.

(5) To shvt in the land. : To lose sight of the
land by the intervention of a point or pro-
montory.

(6) Land of the leal : The land of the faith-
ful or blessed ; heaven.

" We'll meet and aye be fain,
In the land o' the leal."

Lady tfai?-ne : Land o' the Leal.

IT Land signifies an open, even space, and
strictly refers to the earth. Country signifies
lands adjoining so as to form one portion.
The term land, therefore, properly excludes
the idsa Of habitation ; the term country ex-

>oil, boy: pout, jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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eludes that of the earth, or the parts of which
it is composed : hence we speak of the land,

as rich or poor, according to what it yields ;

of a country, as rich or poor, according to

what its inhabitants possess. The word land

may sometimes be put for any portion of haul

that is under a government: as, the land of

liberty ; the countiy may be put for the soil

;

as, a rich country. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

land-agent, s. A person employed by
the owner of an estate to manage the transfer

of property by purchase, the letting or hiring

of farms, the collection of rents, and all other

matters connected with the estate.

land beetles, a. pi.

Entom. : The predatory beetles called Geo-
dephaga (q.v.).

land blink, s. A peculiar atmospheric
brightness, more yellow than ice-blink (q.v.),

perceived in the arctic regions.

land box-tortoises, s. pi.

Zool.: The name given by Prof. Martin
Duncan to Pyxis and Kinixys, genera of Tes-

tudiues. (Cassell's Nat. Hist, iv. 252.)

land-breeze, s, A breeze or current of

air setting oft" from the land toward the sea.

"A land-breeze shook the shrouds."
C'owper : Loss of the Royal George.

land-bugs, s. pi.

Entom, : The tribe Geocores (q.v.).

land carnivora, s. pi.

Zool. : The sub-order Fissipedia (Split feet),

constituting one of the great divisions of the
mammalian order Carnivora. They have been
divided into three sections : 1. jEluroidea(eat-
likeauimals); families (1) Felida?, (2)Hy{eiudte,

(3) Cryptoproetidte, (4) ProtelHUe, (5) Viverridai.

2. Cynoidea (dog-like animals), one family,

Canidfe. 3. Arctoidea (bear-like animals);
four families (1) Ursida?, (2) Procyonid*, (3)

Ailuridse, (4) Mustelidre.

* land-carriage, s. The transportation
or carriage of goods by land.

land-chelonians, s. pi.

Zool. : Tortoises. [Chelonid^;.]

* land commander, s. One who com-
mands forces on land.

" In senates hold, and fierce in war,
A land-commander and a tar."

Swift: To Peterborough.

land-crabs, s. pi.

Zool. : The family Gecarcinidae (q.v.).

i land-end, s. (See extract.)

"One man had over and above his statutable wages
certain food and drink ' and a land-end uf grasse be-
»ide&.' We are sui-piiaed that Mr. Atkinson does not
explain what a land-end means. Its interpretation
will not come by the light of nature to any one- who
has not dwelt where land-ends exist, and we feel pretty
confident that the word is not to he found in the
popular dictionaries. We ourselves are not quite cer-

tain of its meaning here. There were two significa-

tions which it bore in parishes where there had been
no enclosure. Sometimes it meant a small portion of

land or narrow strip of ground severed from the rest

by a road or pathway; at others that part of an open
field where, in ploughing, the horses or oxen turn,
which is, consequently, ploughed last, and in a direc-
tion transverse to the rest of the .field. We are of

opinion that the word here is to be understood in this
latter sense."—Athenteum, Aug. 9, 1884, p. 175.

land-feather, A bay, an inlet.

* land-fish, s. One who is as out of his

element as a hsh out of water.

land-force, s. Military forces employed
on land ; soldiers or troops serving on land,

as distinguished from naval force.

"We behold in France the greatest hind-forces that
have ever been known under any chiistian prince."

—

Temple.

land-fowl, s. Birds which frequent the
land, as distinguished from water-fowl (.q.v.).

land gabel, s. A tax on land, calcu-

lated according to Doomsday-book. [Dooms-
day-hook, Gabel.]

land-guard, s. A river fence or bulwark.

* land-herd, s. A herd, which feeds on
laud.

" In which daine Cynthia her land-herds fed."
Spenser : Colin Clout.

land-hunger, s. The lust, of conquest;
greed for the acquisition of land. [Eakth-
HL'NGER.]

" The land-hunger of the south now outstripped
even the ambition of conquest of Mr. Polk."—Ludlow :

Hist. United States, lect. 11, p. 221.

land-ice, *.

1. Ice operating as yet on land in the form

of a moving glacier, as distinguished from that
in the form of icebergs, <fcc, in the sea.

2. A field or floe of ice stretching along the
land lying between two headlands,

land-league, *. [League]

land-leaguer, s. [Leaguer.]

"^land-lurch, v.t. To steal land from.
(Warner : Albums England, bk. ix., ch. xliv.)

land marker, ». A machine for laying
out rows for planting.

land-measurer, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : One whose profession it is

to measure land, in order to ascertain the
superficial contents, as of a field, a farm, &c. ;

a laud-surveyor.

2. Entom. (1'L): The Geometer moths.

Land-measurer -moths :

Entom. : [Land-measurer, 2].

Iand-mea3uring, s. The art or science

of ascertaining by measurement the superficial

contents of portions of laud, as of a field, a
farm, &c, and expressing it in acres, roods,

perches, Aic. ; laud-surveying.

"land-office, s. hi America and the
Colonies an cilice in which the sale or letting

of new laud is registered and all other busi-

ness connected with unsettled land is trans-

acted.

* land-pilot, ». A guide in travelling

by land.
" To find out that, good shepherd, I suppose . . .

"Would overtask the best land-pilot's art
"

Milton : Voiuus, 309.

* land-pirate, s. A highway robber.

land-province, s.

Bot. & Zool. Geog. : A province of the land
distinct from others in the assemblage of

plants or animals which it contains, or in their
distribution.

* land-raker, s. A vagabond.
" I .tin joined with no foot land-rakers, no long-

etatt, sixpeiimiy strikers."

—

Nhakesp, : 1 Henry IV., il. 1.

land-rat, s. A rat living on land ; hence,
a thief, a robber.

" There he land-rats and water-rats, water-thieves
and laud-thieves."—Shakexp. : Merchant of Venice, i. :s.

land-rent, s. Rent paid for the use of a
farm.

land-roller, * land-roll, s. A roller

for levelling ground and breaking clods in
getting land into tilth for Crops.

land-salamanders, s. pi.

Zool. : The genus Salamandra (q.v.).

land-scurvy, s.

Pathol. : Scurvy occurring nnt among seamen
in ships but among people on shore, as the in-

mates of workhouses, and armies insufficiently

fed ; thus it greatly ravaged the English and
French armies in the Crimean war. It is

identically the same disease as the scurvy
occurring in ships. [Scurvy.]

* land-service, s. Service on land

;

specif., military service,
" Besides, the prince is all for the land-sereire."

Byron : Hon Juan, i. 4.

land-shark, --

Kaut. : A sharper, a lawyer.

land-shells, s. pi. Shells of terrestrial

molluscs. Theyoceuruotrnerely on continents,
but on most oceanic islands. Mr. Darwin
believed that they emild be floated thither on
drift wood, if they possessed, as many of them
do, an operculum to shut out the salt water
when in process of transit.

* land-Skip, «. [Landscape.]

land-slater, s.

Zool. : Oniscus asellus, an isopod crustacean,
closely allied to the common woodlouse
(Forced io scaber). There are two rows of
yellow spots on the back. The land-slater
has eight joints in the outer antenna? ; the
woodlouse but seven. (Wood.)

"* land-slide, a. A landslip (q.v.).

land-snails, s. pi. The family Helicidce
(q.v.).

land-sole, >
Zool. : Avion rvfus, the common red slug.

[Limacid.b.]

land-surveying, s. The act, art, or

science of surveying or determining the boun-

- daries or superficial contents of any portion

of laud, as uf an estate, a farm, a township.

&c, and of laying the baiuu down on a map
or plan accurately.

land-surveyor, 5. One who practises

or professes the art or science of land-sur-

veying.

land-tax, *. A tax assessed upon lands

or tenements.

"([ The present land-tax was first imposed
by 4 Wil. & Mary, c 1, passed in 1092, to ob-

tain money to carry on t lie war with France.

:*S Geo. III., c. 00, passed in 17'jS, rendered

it perpetual.

land-tenant, .•>. A tenant of a farm.

land-tie, s. A rod securing a face-wall

to a bank. [Pile.]

land-tortoises, •>. pi.

Zool. : Testudines (q.v.).

t land-turtle, s.

Zool.: Aland-tortoise.

land-urchin, s. A popular name for a
hedgehog (4. v.).

land-valuer, s. One whose profession

is"to examine and declare the value of land or

landed estates.

* land-waiter, s. A custom-house officer

whose duties are to watch t e lauding of duti-

able goods ; a landing-waiter.
" Give a guinea to a kuavibh land-u-aUer, and he

shall connive at the merchant for cheating tlie queen
of an hundred."

—

xwtft : Examiner.

land-wind, s. A wind setting off the
shore.; a land-breeze.

" Then, ahis ! the hnid-w.rnl failed."

Longfellow: ,'.ir J/umphn y Gilbert.

land (2), s. [A.S. hland hlond; Icel. hland.)

Urine.

land, v.t. & 1. [A.S. lendan.]

A, Transitive :

1. To set or place on shore ; to disembark.
" Thus, loyal sii, to nee yon landed here.
"Was canoe enough of triumph ful a jear "

JJryaen : To hit Majesty.

2. To bring to shore : as, To land a lish.

S. To bring to or place m a certain position

or situation.

"These rules may land us in mistakes."— Dr. Mc
Cosh: Divine Government, Appendix, [•. 1,22.

i. To win. (sporting slang.)

"I'd make a similar water, and he more sure of
landing the fatake."—Daily Tclcyiuph. bent. tJ, lstt3.

B. Intransitive :

1. To come to shore ; U> disembark.
" Allan, with wistful look the while.

JLuked Koderiek /uniting mi the isle
"

Scott : Lady of the Lake, ii. 23.

2. To arrive, to come, tn reach to : as, To
land at a person's house. (Colloquial.)

land -am-man, s. [Swiss.] The chief magis-

trate in some of the Swiss cantons.

Ian da-nine, [Laudanine.]

lan-dau, 5. [See del.]

Vehic. : A carriage with a folding top, that

maybe opened and thrown back. The name
is derived front Landau in Germany, where
it was originally made.

lan-dau-let', s. [Eng. landau; dim. stiff.

-let,] A small landau ; a chariot open at top.
" The whirling of the phantom latidautet

.Fur ever passed me bj." Tennyson: The Sisters.

*land'-damn (mn as m), v.t. [A doubtful
word; perhaps from land and dawn; or a
misprint or corruption of lord, damn.] To
banish from the land.

lande, s. [Fr.] A heathy and sandy plain
unsuited for bearing grain.

1J From the vast extent of laudes (about
four-fifths of the total area) which it contains,
the third department of France, in point of

feta, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, ciih, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce =

sir, marine ; go, pot,

e; ey = a- qu = kw.
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size, derives its name. The landes lie to the
north of the Adour, while the country to the
south of that river is fertile. The northern
portion consists of heath, with occasional
<-.lumps of trees and brushwood, or of morasses,
lagoons, and shifting sands. Of the whole
aires, (about 2,250,000 acres), nearly one-half
is waste a third under wood, and little more
Tthan a sixth arable. Buffaloes abound in the

j
:reedy swamps, and herds of wild horses roam

i

*over the heaths. In the more secluded and
!
-desolate tracts the inhabitants have peculiari-

i ties both of dress and living which give
Tthem a strong resemblance to half-savage and
nomadic tribes. The landes are very thinly
populated, the inhabitants gaining a miser-
able subsistence by fishing, by such agriculture
.-as is possible, and by keeping cows and sheep.
The shepherds make use of stilts, that their
(increased height may give them a greater
a*ange of vision, and, when fatigued, sit on a
pole with a head somewhat like that of a
crutch, and while away the time in knitting.

land ed, a. [Bug. land ; -ed.]

1. Having an estate in land
;
possessing a

real estate : as, a landed proprietor.

• 2. Consisting of land or real estate : as,

landed property.

land er, s. [Eng. land; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who lands ordisembarks

;

one who makes a landing.

2. Min. : A man who attends at the mouth
of the pit to receive the kibble in which the
ore is brought to the surface.

land-fall, s. [Eng. land, and fall]

1. Ord. Lang. ; A sudden transference of
property in laud by the deatli of a rich man.

2. Naut. : The first land descried after a
voyage.

land-flood, land-flode, s. [Eng. land,

and flood.] An overflow of water on land,
arising from the swelling of streams, rivers,
<bc. ; an inundation.

\

" The sable landflood from enine swamp obscure."
Scott ; Vision of Don Roderick, xxxix.

land -grab ber, s. [Eng. land, and grabber,]
A term applied in Ireland to one who buys or
takes land from which another has been
evicted.

land grab bihg, u , & s. [Eng. land, and
grabbing,]

A. As adj. : Ready or willing to buy or take
, Jand from which another lias been evicted.

B. As subst. : The act or practice of a land-
grabber.

land -grave, s. [Ger. landgraf; But. land-
gmaf, from land = land, and graf, graaf=a\\
earl, a count.]

1. A German title adopted in the twelfth
century to distinguish a governor of.a district
or province from the inferior counts under his
jurisdiction.

2. The title of each of three princes of the
German Empire, whose territories, were called
landgraviates (q.v.).

land-grav'-i-ate, s. [Fr. Jandgraoiat, from
Ger. landgmf.]'

1. The district or jurisdiction of a landgrave.

2. The office, rank, or authority of a land-
grave.

land'-gra-vine, s.

wife of a landgrave.
[Ger. landgrdjinn.] The

land -hold er, s. [Eng. land, and holder.]

One who holds or possesses laud ; a land-
owner.

' "The landholder is always forward to lay it upon
commodities."

—

Locke ; On the Lowei tag of Interest.

, u., & s. [Land, v.]

par. & particip. adj. : (See

land irig, pr. pat

A. & B. As pr
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language .*

1. The act of going or setting on land, espe-
cially from a vessel.

" Since my landing, as T have understood,
Your lord has took lriniHelf to unknown travels.*

Shake&p. : Pericles, i. 3

2. A pier, wharf, or jetty for disembarking
passengers or goods ; a landing-place.

3. The platform of a railway station.
(American,)

4. The act of bringing to land : as, th
landing of a tish.

5. The act of winning or gaining : as, the
landing of a bet. (Slang.)

IL Technically

:

1. Architecture :

(1) A level space at the top of a flight of

stairs.

(2) The first part of a floor at the end of a
flight of steps.

"A great, wide, rambling; staircase—three stairs and
a landing—ftmv stairs and another landing—one ate))

and another landing."—Dickens .* Oketcttes by Buz;
Winglebary Duel.

2. Furnace : The platform of a furnace at
the charging height.

3. Naut, : The same as Land, s. II. 6.

landing - Charges, s. pi. Charges or
dues paid on goods landed from a vessel.

landing-net, s. A small bag-net used
to take fish from the water after being hooked.

landing-place, s

C, I. 2.

The same as Landing,

" At length he gained the landing-place."
Scutt: Lay uf the Last Minstrel, i

The same as Lvsding-landing rate,
CHARGES ((J..V.).

landing strake, s.

Naut. : The upper strake but one of a boat.

landing - surveyor, s. An officer of
the customs who superintends the landing-
waiters.

landing-waiter, a. The same as Land-
waiter (q.v.).

land-jdb-ber, s. [Eng. land, and jobber.]
One whose profession it is to buy and sell

land, on his own account or that of others.

"If your master be a minister of state, let him he at
home to none but lantljotiberx, or inventors of now
funds."

—

Swift: Directions to Seroaittt.

land -la dy, s. [Eng. Jand, and lady.]

1. A woman who has tenants holding under
her.

" And let thy "wife visit thy landlatlyc three or four
tyuies in a yeare." —Tyndall : Workes,

i>. 210.

2. The mistress of an inn or lodging-house.
" Robespierre was lamented by his landlady."—

Farrar ; Early Days of Christianity, eh. iv.

* land -leap er, $. [Landloper.]

land -less, a. [Eng. land; -less.] Destitute
of landed property ; having no estate

; poor.
" A landless knight makes thee a lauded "squire."

Shakesp. ; King John, i. 1.

land -lock, v.t. [Eng. land, and lock, v.] To
inclose or shut by land.

land locked, o. [Eng landloclc; -ed.]

1. Lit.; Completely shut in or encompassed
by land.

'*A good conscience is a port which is landlocked on
every side, and where no winds can possibly invade,
no tempests can arise."—Dri/dea; Virgil; Ucomics.
(Pref.J

*

* 2. Fig. : Shut in ; inclosed.
" Religion's harbour, like the Etrurian bay
Secure from storms, is landlocked every way."

Jiartc: 2'huma.i d Aenipis,

land - lop er, v land-leap-er, * land
loup-er, s. [Dut. landlooper= a vagabond.]

* 1. A pilgrim.

2. A vagabond, a vagrant ; one who has no
settled abode, but roams from place to place

;

a tramp.
"But what will come o' the landlouper 1"—Scott .*

Antiquary, nh. xliv.

3. A landsman.

* land- lop - ing, * land - leap - ing, «.
[Landloper.] Wandering; vagrant.

"It is nothing strange that these his landloping
legats and nuncios have their manifold collusions to
couseu christian kingdoms of their revenues."—IIol-
inshed; Henry III. (an. V2U).

land -lord, s. [Eng. land, and lord.]

1. One who has tenants holding under him.
" The landlords, like other men, love to reap where

they never sowed,"—S»ufft; Wealth of Nations hk i
eh. vi.

2. The master of an inn or of a lodging-
house.

land -lord-ism, s. [Eng. landlord ; -ism.]
The proceedings of landlords as a body ; some-
times the tyrannical rule of an oligarchic body
of landlords, especially with regard to their
tenantry.

"The movement in Ireland against Dublin Castle
and landlordism."—Pall Mall Gazette, July 25, 1884.

* land' -lord -ly, «- & adv. [Eng. landlord;

-ly.] Like a landlord ; as becomes a landlord.

* land'-lord-ry, s. [Eng. landlord ; ~ry.]

The quality, state, or condition of a landlord.
" Were he as Furius, he would defy
Such pilfering slips of petty landlordry."

lip. /fall: Satires, bk. v., sat 1.

' land'-loup-erf s. [Landloper.]

* land'-loup-ing, «. [Landloping.]

land'-lub-ber, s. [Eng. land, and lubber.]

A seaman's term of contempt for a landsman.

land-man, sr [Eng. land, and man.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who lives or serves on
laud, as distinguished from a seaman ; a

landsman.

2. Law : A terre-tenant.

land -mark, s. [Eng. land, aud mark.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) Anything set up to mark out the bound-
aries of land; any fixed object by which the
limits of lands, farms, towns, territories, &c,
are marked out, so as to be known and pre-

served.
" So house had gates (blest times !) and, in the grounds,
Xo scanty landmarks parcelled out the Iwunds."

Grainger; Tibuilus, i. 3.

(2) Any mark or feature by which to fix the
position or progress of tilings.

" Now, the earth has no landmarks on it to indicate
degrees."—//crxchel : Astronomy (1858), § 211.

(3) Any prominent natural objects or features
by which a place is known or distinguished.

2. Fig. : Anything which serves to mark the
stage of advancement or development at which
anything has arrived at a particular period

;

any notable event or phenomenon which
marks any particular point of time.

"And when he dies, to leave his lofty name
(

A light, a landmark on the cllfl's oi fame."
Moore : Veiled Prophet of Khurassan.

II. Naut. : Any prominent or elevated object
on land, which serves as a mark or guide for

sailors.

lan-ddl'-phi-a, s. [Named after M. Lan-
dolphe, a French navy captain.]

Lot. : A genus of Apocynacea?, from tropical
Africa. Landulphia owariensis and L. florida
have edible fruit. They are called Abo fruits.

Various species furnish African rubber.

land own er, s.

Une who owns land
[Eng. land, and owner.]
a proprietor of land.

"The country seats which the Protestant land-
owners had recently fortined in the three southern
\ivo\i\iw&."—Macaalay: Hist. Eng., eh. xil.

land'- own -ing, a, [Eng. laud; -owning.]
Holding or possessing landed estates

; per-
taining to landowners.

is written In the landowning in-
r», Sept, 17, 1881, p. JJG5.

land -rail, s. [Eng. land, and rail.]

Omith. : The Corncrake, Ort-ygometra crex
or Crcx pratensis. [Corncrake. j

* land'-reeve, s. [Eng. land, and reeve.] An
assistant to the steward on a large estate : a
baililf.

land scape, * land-skip, s. [Dut. land-
scliap, from land — land, aud -schup, suff. =
Eng. -sJt'qj; Dan. landskab ; Ger. landscliaft.]

1. The general aspect of a country.
"The amusements, the architecture, the landscape

of his native country, had taken hold on his heart."—
Macautay : hist, of Eng., ch. vii.

2. A picture of a general view of any por-
tion of the open country, not comprehending
street architecture or views of edifices merely.

" The prettiest landscape I ever saw, was one drawn
on the walls of a dark room, which stood opposite on
one side to a navigable river, and on the other Bide to
a park. '—Addison: Spectator, No. 4H.

3. A view, a scene in the country.
" The lowering element

Scowls o er the darken'd landskip snow, or shower "

. , ,. Milton; P.L.,i'jl. <

* 4. A compendium.
"That landscape of inequity, that Bink of sin, &c.

Epithets applied to Oliver Cromwell in an Anabaptist
petition to the king, 1658."— Clarendon: Great Ile-
bellic , bk. xv.

landscape-gardener, s. One who pro-
fesses or is skilled in landscape-gardening.

landscape-gardening, $. That par-
ticular art which succeeds, by due study of
natural beauties in landscape, to combine the
best of their peculiarities in an artillcial way.

fcSfr* bo"y; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing*
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion= shun ; -tion, -sion= zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel. deL
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landscape-painter, s. A painter of

landscapes.

landscape-painting, s. The art of

delineating purely natural scenes, and their

proper atmospheric effects.

* land scap 1st, s. fFng. landscape); -is/.]

A landscape-painter.
" The professed htvdscftpints of the Dutch school."—

Ruskin : Modern Fainter!., pt. i., § L, ch. vii.

l&nd'-scrip, s. [Bug. land, and scrip.] A
certificate given to a person who purchases
public land that he has duly paid the pur-

chase money to the proper officer. (Amer.)

land -side, s. [Eng. land, and side.]

Agric. : The flat side of a plough, towards
the land. The lower portion is a bar ex-

tending back from the share ; and the upper
portion is a plate attached to the sheth and
the land-side handle.

* land-skip, *. [Landscape.]

land -slip, land'-slide, s. [Eng. land, and
slide.] The sliding or settling down of a con-
siderable portion of earth from a higher to a
lower level ; the earth which so slips or slides.

1" Landslips are produced by earthquake
disturbances, or by the action of water under-
mining the beds which fall. In 1760 a land-
slip, bringing down soil from an area of a
mile and a quarter from north to south and
six hundred yards from east to west, occurred
in the Isle of Portland. On Dec. 24, 1839, one
took place on the cliffs between Axmouth and
Lyme Regis. Sometimes they bury villages,
as in the case of the Rossberg, in Switzerland,
in 1806, &c. In 1896 a train was buried by
a landslip between Magon and Aix-les-Bains,
about fifty persons losing their lives, arid in
the same year a destructive landslip occurred
near Bantry, county Cork, Ireland.

lands-man, s. [Eng. htnd's, and man.]

1. One who lives or follows his business on
the land ; as distinguished from a seaman.

"But is Virgil so happy when his little landsman
says, N<ni sum. adeo iiiformitti"—Fawkes : Theocritus;
Id. vi. (Note 45.)

2. One who joins a ship as a sailor for the
first time.

land -Spout, s. [Eng. land's; -spoilt.] A
heavy fall of water, occurring during a tornado.
It differs from a waterspout in being on land
instead of at sea.

land -spring, s. [Eng. land, and spring.] A
spring of water, appearing only after a heavy
rain.

land'-stew-ard (ew as u), s. [Eng. land.
and steward.] A person who has the control
and management of a landed estate for the
owner ; a land-agent of an estate. He should
see to the production, advancement, and value
of the land ; should be well acquainted with
the pursuits and interests of country life. He
should be able to form a fair estimate of the
produce of the farm, to keep accounts, and
have a taste for the erection of farm buildings
and labourers' rural cottages, as also the
management of landscape, flower, and vege-
table gardens.

* land streight (eight as at),
'"' land-

strait, s. [Eng. land,and strait.] A narrow
strip of land.

land'-sturm, s. [Ger.,=land storm.] A local

militia of Germany, consisting of those of the
reserve who are too old to serve in the land-
wehr. The landsturm is never called upon
to serve out of its own district except in case

of invasion.

land -turn, s. [Eng. land, and turn.] A
land-breeze (q.v.).

land -ward, a. & «<lv. [Eng. land, and ward.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lying towards the interior of a country,
or away from the sea-coast.

2. Situated in the interior ; rural.

B. As adj. : Towards the land.
" [It] hurried landward far away.
Crying, 'Awake ! it is the clay.

"

Longfellow : Dayhreak.

land'-wehr (w as v), s. [Ger. land = land,
and wehr = defence.]

JJfi/rif. : A kind of German militia composed
entirely of men who have served in the regular

army, and who in time of peace follow their
usual trades or callings, except during the
time when they are called out for their annual
training.

land'-work-er, s. [Eng. land, and worker.]
One who works or tills the ground.

lane, * lone, s. [A.S. lane, lone ; cogn. with
O. Fris. lona, loiui, Dut. laan = a lane ; Icel.

Ion = an inlet, a sea-lock ; hena = & hollow
place, a vale.]

1. A narrow road, way, or passage, as be-

tween houses or hedges ; an alley, a narrow
street.

" Forth issuing from steep lanes, the colliers' steeds
Drag the black load." (faff. Trivia, iii. 2->.

2. A narrow passage or way between persons
standing on each side.

" AH the lords standing up out of respect, a nil mak-
ing a lane for him to pass to the earl's beimk. "

—

Bel-
sham: History of England, vol. vi.

lane, ft, [Lone.] Alone. (Used in the phrases
my lane, his lane, their lane, &c. = alone by
myself, by himself, by themselves, &c.)

" Sae dizzy wi" the nairligpes that I carina stand my
lane."—Scott ; Old .Mortality, ch. xxviii.

lane'-ly, a. [Eng. lane ; -ly.) Lonely. (Scotch.)

" Am.' teach the lanelu heights an' howes
My rustic sang." IIurns : To James Smith.

lan'-er-et, [Lanneret.]

lang. [Long.]

lan-ga'-na, s. [Malagasy.]

Zool. : Two snakes of the genus Xipho-
rhynchus, inhabiting Madagascar. They have
a fleshy appendage to the snout. The Com-
mon Langaha is bright brownish-red, the
Cockscomb Langaha is brown and yellow.

Ian' gate, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A linen
roller used in dressing wounds.

lang'-ite, s. [Named by Maskelyne after Dr.
Victor von Lang ; suff. -tie (Min.y]

Min. : An orthorhoinbic mineral, occurring
in small twinned crystals resembling those of
aragonite (q.v.), also in lamellar concretionary
crusts on clav-slate and "granite. Hardness,
2-5 to 3 ; sp. gr., 3*4S to 3'50. Lustre vitreous
to silky ; colour, blue to greenish-blue ; trans-
lucent. Compos. : CUSO4 + 2H2CuOo-r-2aq.
Heated, it changes to a bright green colour,

various tints of olive-green , atid finally becomes
black. Found in Cornish mhies.

lan'-grage, lan'-grel, s. [Fr.]

Weapons: A kind of missile formerly used
to destroy the rigging of an enemy's vessel.

It was a cylindrical cage Or bundle to tit the
bore of the gun, and was filled with bolts,

nails, and pieces of iron.

* lah'-gret, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A kind of
false dine, loaded so that certain numbers
should turn up.

lang sat, [LAB'SEY.]

lang'-staff-ite, s, [Etym. doubtful.]

Min. : According to Diifrenoy, the same as
Chondrodite (q.v.).

lang'-syne, adv. [Scotch lang = long, and
syne — since.] Long since ; long ago.

"There was muckle fighting about tile place lang-
syne."—Scott: Guy Jfannering, ch. x\.

* lahg-ter-a-lo6', s. [Lanterloo.]

lan'-guage (u as w), lang age, s. [Fr.

langage, from langue ; Lat. lingua = the
tongue; Sp. language ; Ital. linguaggio.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Human speech ; the aggregate of those
articulate sounds, called words, used to ex-
press perception and thought, accepted by and
current among any community ; the expres-
sion of thought by articulate soundsor words

;

the body of uttered and audible sounds by
which, in human society, thought is expressed.

" Language may be briefly and comprehensively de-
fined as the means of expression of human thought.
Language, then, signifies rather certain instrumentali-
ties whereby men consciously anil with inteution
represent their thought, to the end. chiefly, of making
it known to other men : it is expressiuii for the suite uf
communication. The instrumentalities capable of
being used fur this purpose, awl actually more or less
used, are various ; gesture arid grintace. pictorial or
written signs, and uttered or Bpoken ' signs.'"— Whit-
ney : Life & ifroulth of Langudffc, ch. i.

2. A particular set or aggregate of articulate
sounds or words peculiar to a particular race,

nation, tribe, or community ; as, the English

language, the French language, &c. ;
eacfc

of these often presents local varieties, to

which the name of dialects has been given

:

Languages are divided according to two prin-

ciples : first, morphologically, according to

the structure of the language and the manner
in which the sounds are formed or combined ;

and secondly, genealogically, according to

their connection and relationship with respect

to origin. The first class consists of three sub-

divisions of language, denominated isolating,,

agglutinating, and inflectional. Isolating lan-

guages, of which Chinese is an example, con-

sist entirely of monosyllabic, unchanging
roots. The Scythian is the type of what is-

called an agglutinative structure, in which the

root maintains itself unaltered in the whole-

group of derivatives and inflections, and each

suffix has an unchanged form and office. The
Basque and Armenian languages are also ag-

glutinative, with this difference, that the roots-

which are joined together have been abbrevi-

ated, as in the Basque ilhun — twilight, from
hill = dead + egun = day. To these languages.

it has been proposed to give the distinctive1

name of incorporating or polysynthetic lan-

guages. In inflectional languages, which are

the most highly developed, the routs are

capable of being modified by prefixes or suf-

fixes, which were once independent words.

Languages, when classified genealogically,

are divided into families or groups connected
by a community of origin. Thus the Indo-
European family (called also Aryan, or Indo-
Germanic), is composed ofseven great branches t

the Indian, the Iranian or Persian, the Greek,

the Italic, the Celtic, the Slavonic or Slavo-

Celtic, and the Germanic or Teutonic. Each
of these may again be subdivided. Thus the
Germanic branch includes Moeso-Gothic, or

the dialect of the Goths of Mcesia [Gothic] ;

the Low German languages, still spoken in the
north of Germany, and including two impor-
tant cultivated tongues, the Netherlandish
and the English [English-language] ; the
High-German body of dialects, represented
now by only a single literary language, the so-
called German ; and the Scandinavian division.,

written in the forms of Danish, Swedish, Nor-
wegian, and Icelandic.

The Semitic family of languages is the next
in importance. It includes Arabic, Syrian,

or Aramaic, the Canaanitish dialects, chief

among which are Hebrew and Phoenician, arid

the Assyrian and Babylonian dialects.

" Our ancient English Saxons langwige is to be ac-
counted the Tentonicke toiige."— Yerstegdn : Restit. of
Decayed Intelligence, ch. vii.

3. The words or expressions used by a per-
son : as, His language was disgraceful.

4. Words or expressions employed in or
appropriate to any branch of knowledge : as,,

the language of chemistry.

5. Style ; manner of expression in either
speech or writing.

" Others for language all their cares express.
And value books, as women men, for dress."

Pope : Essay on Criticism, 805.

6. The inarticulate sounds by which irra-

tional animals express their feelings or wants..

7. The expression of thought in any way,,
articulate or inarticulate, conventional or un-
conventional : as, the language of flowers, the
language of the eyes, &e.

* 8. A nation, as distinguished by the use of
a particular language.

" All the people, the nations, and the languages fell

down and worshipped the golden image that Nebu-
chadnezzar the king had set up."—Daniel iii. 1.

9. A lodge, branch, or chapter of the knights
of the Order of St. John cf Jerusalem.

"The annual report of the Sixth or English Lan-
guage uf the Order of St. John of Jerusalem has now-
been published."—Daily Chronicle, Oct. 25, 1884.

II. Music : In an organ an open metal flue

pipe consists of foot, and language, and body.
The language is a flat piece of metal fastened
by its edge to the top of the foot, and which,
by its shape, only permits the air to leave the
foot in one direction.

1" Language is the most general term in ;ts

meaning and application. Tongue, speech,

idiom, and dialectare applicable 'only to human
beings. Language is either written or spoken,
but a tongue is conceived of mostly as a some-
thing to be spoken ; and speech is, in the strict,

sense, that only which is spoken or uttered.
Speech is an abstract term, implying either the
power of uttering articulate sounds, or the-
words themselves which are spoken, or the
particular mode of expressing one's self. The
idiom is the peculiar construction and turn of

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot*
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw..
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a language. The dialect is that which is en-
grafted on a language by the inhabitants of
particular parts of a country. Istntfuaijcb

simply serve to convey the thoughts ; totajn-es

consist of words, written or spoken ; speech

consists of words spoken.

t language-master, s. One who pro-

to tench languages.

"The third is a sort of language-max'er, who is to
instruct them in the style proper for a m mister."—
Spectator.

* Ian -guage (u as w), v t. [Language, s.]

To put into or express in language.
" A new dispute there lately rote
Betwixt the Greeks and Latins, whose
Temples should he bound with glory
In beat languaglng this utory."

Lovelace ; [.iicrtnta, pt. i.

lah guaged (u as w), Ian gaged, u..

[Eug. languag(c) ; -ed.]

1. Having a language.
" He, waudVing lung, a wirier circle made.
And many htngtuigi'd nations has surveyed."

Pope Homer ; Odyssey iii. 408.

2. Learned in several languages.
" A servant of my lord of Canterbury, a young man

well learned, and well lungtiaged."~,iir T. Wgatt : To
the King, Jan. 7, tain.

* lah guage-less (u as w), a. [Eug. lan-
guage ; -less.] Having no language; unable
to speak ; dumb.

" He is grown a very land-fish, language!est, a mon-
ster."—8haken/,i. : Troifus & Cressida, ill. 3.

langue, s. [Fr. =a tongue.] (See the com-
pounds.)

langue-de-bceuf, s. A military imple-
ment, consisting of a broad-pointed blade,
which was affixed to a staff, and received its

name from its resemblance to an ox's tongue.

langue-d'oc, s. The Romance dialect
spoken in Provence in the middle ages, and
so called from its word for yes being oc (=
Lat. hod). It was called also Provengal (q.v.).

It was the language of the Troubadours.

langue <d'oil, langue d'oni, 5. The
Romance dinlect spoken in the middle nges in

the north of France, and so called from its

word for yes being oil, ou,il, or oni (= Lat.
hoc illud). It was the language of the Trou-
veres and the progenitor of modern French.

langued, a. [Fr. langue = a tongue.]

Her. : A term applied to the tongues of
birds and beasts when borne Of a different

tincture to that of the animal.

Ian guen-te (u as w), adv. [Ital.]

Mus. : In a languishing style.

* lan-gues'-cent (u as w), u. [Lat. lan-
gueacens, pr. par. of languesco, incept, from
ktngueo = to be languid.] Growing languid
or tired.

"Tlie lauquescent mercenary Fifteen Thousand.''

—

Curtg/e. Fr. Rcvol., pt. ii. bk. 1., eh. ii.

lari-guet , s. [Fr. languette, dimin. of langue
= a tongue.]

1. Cnmh-rnttiny : A thin tongue of metal
placed between the blades of a comb-cutter's
saw, to preserve their distance.

2. Mil. : A small piece of metal on a sword-
hilt which overhangs the scabbard.

3. Mus. : The tongue of a metallic, organ-

pipe of the mouth or flute kind. It nearly

closes the area of opening in the pipe at a

point opposite to the slit, so as to compel the

air entering at the lower end of the pipe from
the bellows to pass towards the slit which
forms the mouth. The issuing sheet of air

impinges against the metal bounding the

upper edge of the slit, so as to divide against

the lip, and acquire a vibration which is com-
municated to the column of air in the tube,

producing a musical sound.

* 4. Geog. : A tongue of land.

"A little languet of laud like a tongue thrust out."
—/>. Holland: Camden, p. *7G.

lan'-gllld (u as w), ft. [Lat. languidns, from
tangveo = to be weak ; Fr. langvide; Ital. &
Sp. languido.]

1. Feeble, weak, faint ; indisposed to exer-

tion.
" Now happy lie whose toil

Has o'er his languid powerless limbs diffused
A pleasing lassitude.

Armstrong : Art. of Preserving Health, iii.

* 2. Slow, tardy.
" No motion so swift or languid, but a greater velo-

city or slowness may still be conceived.'— lienttey.

3. Dull, heartless ; not easily moved or ex-

cited ; spiritless.

"An appeal which might hare moved the most
languid and effeminate nature to heroic exertion. '—

JfacautUy : Hist. Eug., eh. xvlii.

lan'-guid-ly (U as W), adv. [Eng. languid ;

Iii.) In a languid manner ; feebly, weakly

;

without energy, spirit, or animation.
" Both the defence and the attack had been langu idly

conducted."

—

Maeaalay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviiL

Ian -guid - ncss (u as w), s. [Eng. languid ;
\

-uess.] The quality or state of being languid ;

feebleness;, weakness, want or absence of

energy, spirit, or animation ; languor.

* lan'-gui-fy (u as w), v.i. [Eng. languid;
stiff, -fy.] To languish.

"The plot began to lanouify."—North; Examen,
P. 197.

lan'-gTUSh (U as w), ivt. & t. [Fr. languiss-,

stem of languissant, pr. par. of languir = to

languish, to pine, from Lat. langtteo = to be
weak. From the same root as Eng. lax (q.v.).]

A. I)i transit! re

:

1. To become weak, feeble, or sluggish ;

to lose strength, energy, or animation ; to

pine ; to become languid.
" It is an overture of health acceptable to sick and

languishing persons."—Barrow : Sermons, vol. iii.,

ser. 4ii.

2. To droop under heat, absence of mois-
ture, &c. ; tu wither, to fade : as, Flowers taw-

guish for want of water.

3. To move slowly or sluggishly.

"The movers of a languishing death."
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, i, vi.

4. Tu become dull ; tu be neglected ; not to

be carried on with energy or spirit : as, A war
languishes for want of money.

5. Tu become feeble or indistinct.

"Till hiy;h upon his misty side
Languish'a the mournful notes, and died."

Scott : Lord i.f the latex, iv. 6.

6. To lose strength or power ; to become
neglected.

" While morals languish, a despised concern."
Coio/jer: Tirwinium, 514

7. To remain neglected; to pine away for

want of care or attention.

"Disease and sorrow in garrets languished neglected."
Longfellow: Evangeline, ii. G.

* 8. To long without gratification ; to pine.

(Followed by for.)
" Languish for assured bondage "

tjluikesp. : Cymbeline, i. C.

* 9. To grieve ; to pine.

"At the very time in which Bhe languishes for the
loss of her deceased lover, there are persona ....
just periahiui,'."—Addison; Sjiectator, No. 10:t.

10. To look with tenderness, affection, and
softness.

* B. Trans. : To cause to pine away or droop.

lah -guish (u asw), s. [Languish, v.]

1, The act or state of languishing or droop-
ing.

2, A soft, tender look or appearance.
" Cymothol! and Cymodoce were nigh,
And the blue lanquUh of soft Alia's eye."

Pope : Homer ; Ilitul xviii. 50.

lah'-gmsh-3r (U as W), s. [Eng. languish;
-er.] One who languishes, droops, or pines.

" Just at the instant this poor langtiishcr
Heaves his lilst sigh." Mason: Citrartacits.

lan'-guish-fng (u as w), pr. par., «., & .-.

Languish, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As snbst. ; The act or state of drooping
or pining away ; languor.

lan'-guish-mg-l^ (u as W), adv. [Eng. lan-
guishing; -fy.]

1. In a languishing, languid, dull, or spirit-

less manner; languidly; without spirit or
animation.

" Depressed and languhhinily drown'd in tears."
Fawkcs : Hion ; On the Death of AdonU.

2. With a soft, tender expression, or look.
" As l.'ii%'e, ns laut/iii.iltiiHflif dark."

liyron ; The Giaour.

* lan'-guish-ment (u as w), s [Fr. lan-
guissement.]

1. The quality or state of being languid; a
state of pining ; languor.

"Each sound, too, hereto Irrngtti&hmcnt inclin'd."
Thontson : Castle of Indolence, i. 39.

2. Softness or tenderness of look or mien.
""While nlnking eyes with langiifshment profess
Follies his tongue refuses to confess."

lilrtg : A7't of Love, pt. iv.

* lan'-gnish-neSS (u as w). s. [Eng. lan-

guish; -uess.] The quality or state of being

languid ; languidness, languor.
" LangniAhnexs should t>e avoided."— Vlves: Instruc-

tion, ch. v.

lan'-guor (u as w, or silent), s. [Lat, from.

langiU'o = to be weak ; Fr. langneur.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. An indisposition to labour or exertion ;

feebleness, dulness, heaviness, languidness ;

that state of the body winch is caused by
exhaustion of strength, as after great exer-

tion ; want of energy, spirit, or animation.

"The languor almost inseparable from opule'uce and
sPcurity. '

—

Jlacnuhty : Jlist. Eng., ch. viii.

2. Dulness ; want of sharpness or acumen.

3. A feeling of listlessness or languidness ;

softness, laxity.
" To isles of fragrance, lily-silver'd vales,

Diffusing languor in the panting gales."

Pope : IHinciad, iv. 304.

II. Veg. Pathol. : A state of feebleness and
premature decay into which plants fall, from
insufficient nourishment or other cause.

t lah'-gudr-ous (u as w, or silent), a. [Fr.

languureuc] Tedious, dull, slow, melancholy.
" Dear lody, how shall I declare thy case,

Whom late I left in languorous constraint?"
Spenser. E. <L, II. l. 9.

* lan-gure, v.i. [Fr. languir.] To languish.
" Now wol T speke of woful Dainian
That lan/fureth for love, as ye shul here."

Cltaiici-r : C. T., 9,742.

lan-giir'-i-a, s. [Lat., from Celt, langa = am
animal from whose urine the stone called

langurium (Ivncurium) was said to be proem ed.

(I'liiuj, xxxvii. 2, 11, § 34.)]

Kntom. : The typical genus of the sub-

family Languriime (q.v.). They have the-

body linear, and the knob of the antenme
with the articulations.

lan-gur-I-l'-n£e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. languri(a);

Lat. fern. pi. adj.. sun", -intv.]

Kithw. : A sub-family of Erotylidve". They
are very narrow and elongated, with diluted.

tarsi. None are European.

la-ni'-a-dse, s. pi. [Lxswdaz.]

lan-i-a'-nes, s. pt. [Lakih**.]

lan-iard (i as y), $. [Lanyard.]

la'-m-a-rie§, s. 2)/. [Laniatiy (2).J

la-nl-ar'-i-form, a. [Eng. laniary ; form.]
Resembling one of the laniaries in shape.

la'-lli-ar~.$r, s. & a. [Lat. laniarivm = a

butcher's shambles; laniarius, lanius = a

butcher.]

A. As substantive

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A slaughter - house for

a cattle ; shambles.

2. Zool. (PL); The canine teeth in the mam-
malian order Carnivora. They are the teeth
so conspicuous in the mouth of the cat and
the dog. The laniaries fulfil two specific

duties : they are used for holding a victim
and for tearing flesh.

3. As adj. : Lacerating, tearing, rending :

as, the laniary teeth.

* la -ni ate, v.t. [Lat. laniatus, pa. par. of
lanio = to tear to pieces.] To tear in pieces,

to rend, to lacerate.

* la-ni^a'-tlon, s. [Lat. laniatio, from lani-

atus, pa. par. of Ian to.] The act of tearing ur
rending in pieces.

*lan'-ier (i as y), a, [Fr. laniere.] [Lan-
yard.]

1. A thong ; a strap of leather ; the lash of
a whip.

2. A strap used to fasten together the dif-

ferent parts of armour ; specif., one of the
straps used to fasten the shield to the arm.

* la-nif -er-ous, «. [Lat. hnifer ; lana —
wool, and few = to bear, to produce ; Eug.
adj. stiff, -ous.] Producing or bearing wool.

* la-nif'-ic-al, a. [Lat. lanificus, from lana
= wool

;
facto = to make.] Working in wool.

v l&n'-i-fipe, 5. [0. Fr., from Lat. lanijicium,

from lana — wool, and fmio'= to make ; Ital.,

Sp., & Port, laniftclo.] A woollen fabric.
" The moth breedeth upon cloth and other lanifices,

especially if they be laid up (Luikish mid-wet.' —liacon :

Sat. Hist., § em.

bSil, t>6y; pout, j^fel; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, tian = shan. -tion, -i-sion =- shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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Ma-nigf-er^oUS, a. [Lat. laniger, from lana

= wool
;
gero = to bear, to carry; Eng. adj.

suff. -ous.] Bearing wool.

la-ni-i-dse, t la-ni'-a-dse, s. pi [Lat.

'lani(us); fern. pi. "adj. stiff. -idte, -culu:]

Ornith. : A family of thrush-like perching

totals. The bill, which is long, has a deep

notch or prominent tooth near the tip of the

upper mandible, which is hooked. Its base i.s

furnished with bristles; the wings are of

moderate size, the tail long and rounded, the

claws long, curved, and acute. They some-

what approach the raptorial birds, but have
not, like them, retractile claws. Swainson
divided the Laniid;e into Jive sub-families :

Lanianrc (Tree-shrikes), Thanmophilina; (Bush-
shrikes), Dicrurime (Drongo-shrikes), Ceble-

pyrime (Caterpillar-catchers), and Tyraunime
(tyrant-shrikes). Others divide them into

the first two of these sub-families.

lan-I-i'-nce, lan-i-a'-nss, s pi. [Lat.

lani(us) ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -iiw, -ana-.]

Ornith. : The typical sub-family of Laniidffi

(q.v.). Lateral toes equal and free ; claws,

slender, acute ; bill generally short, with the

tooth very prominent. .(-Swamsoa.)

la'-ni-us, s. [Lat. = a butclmr, from lanlo =
to tear to pieces, to lacerate.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the family
', Laniidie(q.v.). The bill is \ery short, strongly

hooked, the tooth very prominent, wings some-
what pointed, tail rounded or slightly gra-

duated ; lateral toes, free and equal. It con-
tains the Butcher-birds (q.v.). [Shrike.]

lank, * lanck, * lone, * lonk, a. &, s. [A.S.

hlanc = slender.]

A. As adjective

:

'
1. Loose, lax ; not tilled up ; slender ; not

distended.
'* To have rather a lank p«rse than an empty brain."

—Barrow : Sermons, vol. i., ser. 16.

2. Xot fat or plump ; slender, thin, lean.

"My thighs are thin, my body Umck and leane."
Oascoigiie : Dan Bartholomew of Bath.

* 3. Languid, drooping. (Milton.)

4. Long and straight.

"The extreme Pnritn.ii was at once known from
other men by his gait, his garb, bis lank hair, the sour
solemnity of hia face, the upturned white of his eyes,

the nasal twang with which he spoke."—Macaulay

;

IJUt. Eng., ch. i.

* B. As subst. : "Want, thinness.

"A bank and a lank of charitk."—Futicr : Ilist.

Cambridge Ifniv. iii. 1C.

* lank-lean, a. Shrunk, fiillen away, lean.

" Lank-lean cheeks, and war-worn coats,

-Preseuteth them unto the gazing incsni*

So many horrid ghosts."
SJutkesp. : Ilenrff V., iv. (Chorus.)

* lank, v.i, [Lank, a.] To be or become
lank ; to shrink or fall away.

" Thy cheek so much as tanked not."
Shakes/;. : Antony A- Cleopatra, i. 4.

lank If, adv. [Eng. lank; -ly.] In a. lank
manner ; thinly, loosely.

lank'-ness, s. [Eng. link; -ness.] The
quality or state of being lank ; leanness, thin-

ness, flabbiness.

•lank'-y, «. [Eng. lank; -?/.] Lank.

lan'-ner, s. [Fr. (Pvov.)latikr; Ital. lanierc,

from Lat. laniarius = a butcher. Used spe-

cially of the female.]

Oris ith. : Fulco (Gennaia) lanarius. The
wings are two-thirds as long as the tail, the

feet bluish ; length one foot and a half. It

was formerly imported into Europe from the

East to be used for the pursuit of kites.

" Downward fluttered sail and banner.
As alights the screaming lanner."

Longfellow: .Musician's Tale, xiv.

lan'-ner-et, s, [Dimin. of lanner; Fr. letneret.]

Ornith. : The male of the Lanner, which is

smaller than the female.

Ian ©sen, Ian -sen, », [Lansium.]

lan'-sey, larig sat, & [See dcf.]

Bot. : The name given in the Indian Archi-

pelago 'tosome fruits of the genus Lansium.

lan'-Sl-um, s. [From E. Ind. lansey.]

Bot. : A genus of Meliaceie, tribe Trichiliea

(q.v.). There are five sepals, five petals, and
ten stamens combined into a tube. The berry
is five-celled* Lansium domesticum is the
lansa, langsat, lanseh, ayer-ayer, and begetian.

Its fruit is yellow externally, though whitish
within.

lans'-que-net (qu as k), s. [Fr., from Ger.

(& But.) laialsknecht = a foot-soldier, from
Ger. lands (for land?*,, genit. of land = laud,

country), and knecht = knight.]

1. Mil.: A German common soldier, origi-

nally one belonging to the infantry, raised by
the Emperor Maximilian towards the end of

the fifteenth century ; afterwards, a soldier of

fortune ; a soldier who gave Ins services to

any one who paid highest. The name became
corrupted into lance-knight (q.v.).

2. Sports : A game at cards.

* lant (1), s. [See def.] A game at cards, also

called loo (q.v.). A contraction of lanterloo.

* lant (2), s. [Land (2), s.) Urine.

- lant, v.t. [Lant (2), s.] To wet with urine.

lan-tal'-lC, a. [Some of the letters of allan-

tuln reversed (?); -t'c.J (See the compound.)

lantalic-acid, a. [Lastan uric-acid.]

lan-ta'-na, s. [An old name of Viburnum,
the foliage of which it somewhat reseinbles^-

Bot. : A genus of Verbenacece, tribe Ver-

benea:. It consists of shrubs, or herbs, with
pedunculate axillary heads of flowers. More
than fifty species are known. Lantana lnw>-

lucrata is very abundant everywhere in the

Bermuda Islands. Lnutana p*auh>-thea is

used in Brazil as a substitute for tea. The
aromatic leaves and flowers a'-e employed in

coughs and in medicating baths for rheuma-
tism, and diseases of the skin.

lan-ta'-ni-um, lan'-tane,s. [Lanthavu-m.]

lan-ta-niir'-ate, 5. [Eng. ktntanvr(fc) ; -ate.]

Chem. ; A salt of lantauuric-aeid (q.v.).

lan-ta-niir'-ic, a. [Eng. (ttJ)laut(o'in);

a(mvio)n(iu), and uric*] (See the compound.)

lantanuric-acid, s.

Chem. : C3H4N2O3. Lantalic-acid, a diabasic

acid formed in the oxidation of uric acid by a
a mixture of ferrieyauide of potassium and
potash. It is a gummy mass, very soluble in

water, but insoluble in alcohol. It unites
with bases, forming normal and acid salts.

Potassic lantanurate, CaHsKX._.0;j, is a crys-

talline powder, soluble in water. Its solution
gives, with aniinoniacal nitrate of silver, a

white precipitate containing 53 per cent, of
silver.

lant'-eha, s. [A native word.]

Xaitt.: A three-masted boat used by the
Malayese for carrying spices, nuts, &c.

v lan'-ter-loo, ~*-lang'-ter-lo6, * lan-tre-
lew, * lant, s. [Out.] A game at cards, now
called loo (q.v.).

Ian-tern, * lan-terne, t Ian -thorn (h

silent), s. [Fr. lantcrne, from Lat. lanterna,

latermi for lamptema, from Gr. Aa/*7r-njp (htm-

ptcr)=-n light, a torch, Anjuiro) (lampo) — to

shine; Sp. Hiitenvi,; Itid. A: Port, lanterna.

The spelling htnthorn is due to a popular ety-

mology which connected the word with horn,
from the fact that the sides of lanterns were
formerly made of that material.

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally :

(1) A case with transparent sides or panes
for holding and protecting a luminous body.
They are known on board ship by their posi-

tion or duty : as, poop-ZcuUerH, powder-room
lantern, &.C.

" And take a lantern, child, to light
Your mother through the enow."

W'ordswirth ; Lucy Gray.

(2) The light-chamber on the top of a lamp-
post.

(3) The upper member of a lighthouse con-
taining the light.

(i) The same as Lantern-wheel (q.v.).

2. Fig. : Anything which gives light or
serves to lead or guide.

II, Technically

:

1. Architecture

:

(1) A small structure on the top of a dome
or in similar situations, for the admission
of light, and the promotion of ventilation. It

is generally made ornamental, and was much
used in Gothic and Tudor architecture.

(2) A tower, the whole or the greater por-

tion of the interior of which is open to view

LANTERN OF ELY.

from the ground, and is lighted from an upper
tier of windows.

(3) The light open erection on the top of a

tower.
"The Innternc that crowns the dome,"—Eustace:

Italy, ii. 82.

2. Calico-printing : An apparatus by which
steam is applied to cloths in order to fix the

colours with which they have *neen printed.

The lantern has a frame with tender-hooks,

from which the cloth is suspended in a zigzag

manner; and a penthouse, with a pyramidal
roof encloses the frame and cloth, shutting in

the steam around them.

3. Founding : A hollow, perforated core of

large diameter relatively to its length.

1f Magic Lantern : [Magic-Lantern].

lantern-bellows, s. pi. A kind of bel-

lows so called from its resemblance to a Chinese
paper lantern.

lantern-fly, >.

1. Sing. : The genus Fulgorn.

2. PI. : The family Pulgoridif , or the tribe
Fulgorina (q,v.).

lantern-jack, s. The ignis futuus.

lantern-jawed, rt. Having lantern jaws ;

having a long thin lace.

lantern-jaws, lanthorn-jaws, 5. A
long thin face.

lantern-light, s. A lantern on the top
of a dome to give light to the area below.

lantern-pinion, a. [Lantern-wheel.]

lantern-pump, s. A pump having a

pair of discs at the end of a flexible cylinder,

like a Chinese lantern. [Bag-pump.]

lantern-shell, s.

Zool. : The genus Anatina, the type of the
fanrtly Anatinidte. It belongs to the section
of Couchifera having a siphon and the pallial

line smuated. The shell is oblong, ventricose.

subequi valve, thin, and translucent ; the
posterior side attenuated and gaping. Filty

species are known. They are from India,

the Philippines, New Zealand, and Western
America. (S. P. IVoodward.)

y lantern-stairs, " lanthorn-stairs,
5. pi. (See extract.)

" In the midst of the said body of building was a
pair of winding, such as we now cull lanthorn-tsiairt."—
L'rqahart : Jiabelais, bk. i., ch. Iii i.

lantern stuffing-box, s. A long stuff-

ing-box with tightening bolts, used in some
muiiue-engines.

lantern-tower, s.

Arch. : The same as Lantern, s., II. 2.

"The Lady Chapel at Ely and the lantern-tower in
the same cathedral are noble works of the same time."
— Walpole : A iteixlotes of Painting, 1, 1D5. (Note.)

lantern-wheel, s. This is allied to the
eoy-wlicel, the bars or spindles which connect
the parallel heads being so spaced and pro-
portioned as to engage with the cogs of the
spur-wheel. It is a cheap form of wheel, and
is seldom used where facilities are at hand for

making better. It bears the relation of a
pinion to the spur-wheel. It is sometimes
called a wallower or trundle wheel, from the
trundles or randies of which it is made.

lan'-tern, Ian'-thorn (h silent), v.t [Lan-
tern, s.J

* 1. To furnish or provide with a lantern.

"I should walk
Self-fanthorned, saturate with sunbeams.'

South?!/; Xondescrtpts, iii.

Kite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se, 03 = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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2. To put to death by hanging from a lamp-
post (American.)

Ian' than-Ite, s. [Named from the metal
lanthanum by Haidinger ; sutf. -ite (q.v.);

Ger. lanthunit,]

Min. : A mineral occurring in thin plates or
tables, sometimes with bevelled edges. Crys-
tallization, orthorhnmbic ; cleavage, mica-
ceous. Hardness, 2"5 to 3 ; sp. gr. about 2'li.

Lustre, pearly ; colour, grayish-white, pinkish,
yellowish. Compos. : a hydrnted carbonate of
lanthanum, represented by the formula LaO
C02 + 3HO. Effervesces with acids.

l&n-than-oc -er ite, s. [Gr. \av6dvio (lan-

thanv) = to lie hid, and Eng. cerite.]

Min. : A variety of cerite (q.v.), containing
nearly 10 per cent, of water, ami much lan-

thanum and didymium, with but little cerium.

lan'-tha-num, * lan-ta'-ni-um, * Ian -

tane, s. [Gr. \avddvoi (lanthanv) =to lie hid.]

Chem. : A metallic diad element, symbol La",
atomic weight, 90"18; discovered by Mosander.
It occurs along with didymium and cerium
(q.v.) in the mineral cerite, from which it may
be separated as an oxide, by the method de-
scribed under didymium. To obtain the pure
metal, the anhydrous chloride is decomposed
with sodium, and the chloride of sodium dis-

solved out with absolute alcohol. It is a dark,
lead-gray powder, soft to the touch, and adher-
ing when pressed. Lanthanum appears to

' form only one set of compounds, and its salts

are mostly colourless, their solutions yielding,

with alkalis, a precipitate of lanthanum hy-
drate, LaOiHoO, which, when ignited, leaves
the white anhydrous monoxide. Lanthanum
chloride, LaCl, forms a radio-crystalline mass
soluble iu alcohol. Lanthanum oxy-chloride,
LngCljjOs, is a white powder insoluble in
water, but soluble in hydrochloric and nitric

acids. Lanthanum sulphide, La 2S, crystallizes

iu microscopic crystals of a bright yellow
colour. Lanthanum sulphate forms small
prismatic crystals containing LaSO^HgO.

lan'-tho-pme, s. [Gr. kav$dvia (lanthano) =
to lie hiil ; biriov (opion) = poppy-juice, and
stiff, -me.]

Chem.: C03II013NO4. An alkaloid homologous
with papaverine, discovered by Hesse in 1S70,
in the aqueous extract of opium. It is a white,
tasteless powder, consisting of microscopic
prisms, or fan-shaped groups of prisms,
sparingly soluble in water and alcohol, slightly
soluble in ether and benzol, but very soluble in
chloroform, from which it separates on evapo-
ration in small white prisms. Heated to 190°

it turns brown and gradually decomposes.
Strong nitric acid dissolves it, giving rise to
an orange-red colour. Sulphuric acid gives
with it a faint violet colour.

* Ian thorn (h silent), s. [Lantern, s.]

Ian' -turn, s. [See def.]

Music : A name of uncertain derivation given
to a modern instrument, in form not milike
the hurdy-gurdy, but larger, and having me-
tallic reeds or tongues similar to those of the
concertina. The air is supplied by a rotatory
bellows, the handle of which is at the bottom
of the instruments, and the series of small
square buttons or keys which are in front are
played upon by the lingers.

lan-u-gin'-ic, a. [Lat. lanugo, genit. lamt-
0in(ts) — wool ; Eng. suff. -tc-.] Connected
with or derived from wool.

lanuginic-acid, .-.

Chem. : C33H60N10O20. A substance pos-
sessing the characters of an acid, obtained
by boiling purified wool in a strong solution
of baryta water. It is a yellowish, translu-
cent, uncrystallizable powder. Its barium salt

is C38H53Nio02oBan.

* lanu gin-oiis, * la-nug -In-ose. o.

[Cat. lanuginosus, from lanugo = down, from
lana, = wool.] TJuwny ; covered with soft

downy hair.

la-nu'-go, s. [Lat.]

Anat. ; The first hairs produced in a ftetus.
They appear about the .fifth month of uterine
life, and foe often shed before birth.

lan'-yard, lan-iard, * lan'-ier (i as y),
* Ian nier, * lan-niard, " lan-yer, s.

[Ft. laniere, a word of doubtful origin, but
probably Latin.]

1. Naut. : A cord, line, gasket, or sennit for

seizing or lashing objects on board ship : as,

the rope which passes through the dead-eyes,

hearts, or thimbles, used in setting up shrouds
or stays ; the lanyards of the cat-hook, the
fish-tackle ; those of the buoy, the lashing

;

those of the stoppers, &c.

2. Ordnance: A strong, double- twisted

twine about two inches in diameter, twelve
feet long, and having a hook at one end and
a toggle at the other. It is used to pull the
trigger of the gun-hick of a piece of ordnance,
or to jerk the friction-tube, according to the
plau of firing cannon.

La-o-di-pe'-an, a. [From Laodicea, a city of
Plnygia, situated ontheLycus; Eng. suff. -an.}

1. Lit. : Of or pertaining to Laodicea or its

inhabitants.

2. Fig. : Lukewarm in religion. (Rev. iii.

14-16.)

La-6-di- ce -an-ism, s. [Eng, Laodicean

;

-ism.] Lukewarnmess in religion.

Ia-6m-ed-e'-a, s. [Gr. haofxe&uiv (laomedon)
= ruler of the people ; in Homer as a proper
name.]

Zonl. : A genus of Polypes, order Anthozoa,
family Campauularida'. It is closely akin to

Campanularia. Four are British : Laomedea
* dichotoma, L. geniculala, L. gelatiuosa, and L.

obliqua. They are found 011 marine algie or
stones, &c, within tide marks.

lap (1), * lappe, s. [A.S. Ueppa = a loosely-

hanging portion ; cogu. with U. Fris. lappa =
a piece of a dress ; Dut. laji = a remnant, a
shred, a patch ; Dan. lap = a patch ; Sw.
lapp = a piece, a patch ; Ger. lappen = a
patch, a shred. From the ryot seen in led.
lapa=.to hang down; Lat. labor= to glide;
Eng. lapse.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) A loose hanging part of a garment, which
may be doubled at pleasure ; the loose part of
a coat.

"Then David arose and cut of a lap of Saul's cote
priueli."—Bible (1551) ; 1 JHwjs xxiv.

(2) That part of a dress or clothes which
lies over the knees, when a person sits down

;

hence, the knees and upper parts of the legs
when sitting down.

" His wallet lay beforne him iu his lappe."
Chaucer: V. T., C68.

(3) That part of one body which overlies
and covers a part of another.

2. Fig. : The centre ; all the surroundings :

as, To be brought up in the lap of luxury.

II. Technically :

1. Fibre : A layer or continuous band of
cotton fibre made into batting, and wound oi

lapped upon an axis or roller ready for card-
ing ; the sheet of cotton as it enters the card-
ijig-machine,

2. Masonry : The overlay of a stone in ;»

wall on its bedstone.

3. Grind. £ Polish. : A wheel, disc, or piece
of soft metal used to hold polishing powder,
as in cutting and polishing gems. It is

usually a rotating-wheel on a vertical or hori-
zontal axis, with a working face or periphery
respectively. Laps are made of various metals
and alloys.

4. Roof. : The distance by which the tail

of a shingle or slate overlaps the head of the
second course below. The overlap on the
course immediately below is the cover. The
exposed portion is the margin; the width of
the margin is the gauge. The gauge with
shingles is about one-third of the length, so
that two-thirds is cover. The gauge of slates
is something under one-half the length. The
excess over twice the gauge is the lap or bond.

o. Steam-engine :

(1) Lap of the side-valve on the steam side
is the space which it advances beyond the
opening of the steam-port after it has closed
it, and is given for the purpose of causing the
engine to work expansively, by cutting oil'

the admission of steam before the end of the
stroke ; inside lap.

(2) Lap,on the exhausting side of the piston
causes the passage to the condenser to be
closed before the end of the stroke, the piston
being then said to be cushioned by the elas-

ticity of the confined vapour upon which it

descends ; outside lap.

6. Shiphuild. : A plate covering the line of I

junction of two iron plates which make a

flush-joint, and to which "they are_both con-

nected by solder or lines of rivets. The usual

lap of iron plates in ships is from five to six

diameters at double-riveted joints, and about

three diameters at single- riveted joints.

7. Racing, £c. : The length of a round course

which has to be traversed several times by
the competitors.

" Uttlewood '"""l Rowell added seven milea and
eight laps tti their score in the first hum*."—Daitjf
Telegraph, Nov. 27, 1684.

lap-board, a
Tailor.: A board resting on the lap and

hollowed out on the side next the use,]'. Em-
ployed by tailors and seamstresses to cut out
work upon.

* lap-child, *, A baby dandled in the lap.

lap-dovetail, s.

Joinery: A form of secret or concealed dove-
tailing, which shows the thickness of the lap

only on the return edge, where it has the ap-
pearance of a thin board.

lap-frame, 5.

Flax-tnan.ilf. : A machine in which several
slivers, of carded tow fiuui the breaker, or
first cardimj*machiue, are united in a lap and
wound on a bobbin, from which they may be
ted to the finisher-card.

lap-joint, s. One layer overlapping the
edge of another, as the clincher-build of buats.

lap-jointed, a. Having lap-joints.

lap-ring, s. An open ring in which the
ends lap past each other without touching,
so that it may form a connecting link for

attaching the single-tree to the clip of the
double-tree, or connecting the ends of a
broken chain, &e.

lap-roller, s.

FH-H'f : A roller in a lapping-machine, upon
which the fleece or wadding is wound.

lap-Shaver, j>. A machine for shaving
leather to a thickness by means of a knife set
to a graduated distance from .1 roller on an
edge over which the hide or piece of leather
is passed. The term is derived from the old
piactice of shaving away inequalities by means
of a knife while the leather lay upon a board
in the lap.

lap-stone, $. A stone laid in the lap,
and used as an anvil by a shoemaker in ham-
mering his leather.

lap-streak, s. A structure, usually in
bout,*, in which each streak, or plank laps over
the one beloW-it.

lap-weld, s.

Forging : A weld in which the welding edges
are thinned down, lapped, and welded.

lap (2), s. [Lap (2), v.]

1. Lit. : A lick, as with the tongue.

2. Fig. : A sound, as of water rippling on a
beach.

lap-and-pannel, s Liquor and food.
(Scotch.)

"And the gentry had kind heart*, and would have
given lmitli lup-and-ptunti-i toanj ijuii gipsy."—Scott :

(jay Muimering, eh. xxviii,

v Iap(l), r.r. [Lap(i),«.] To rest in the lap of.
" He oft had worn a softer dress.
And laid aside that nutldiug crest,
To lap his head uu lady's bie:ist."

I'racd : Gog, ii.

lap (2), *lapi»e (1), * wlap-pen, vJ. & i

[A corrupt, of wrap (q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

* 1. To wiap up, to involve, to fold.

* 2. To twist, to roll round.
"Iheir liuipen branches were su 1apj>'il together."

Drai/tuu Man in the Moon.

3. To lay one thing partly over another.

4. To fold, to bend.

* 5. To surround, to involve.
'" Ever against eating cares.
Lap me ill soft Lydian airs.

- Milton : -HA lleqro.

6. To cut or polish with a lap. [Lap QV s.,

II. a.

B. Intrans.: To be turned over; to lie
partly over one another.

" The upper wiiifB are <>\ aeons ; at their hinder ends
wheie they lap our, tiiinspareiit. like the «ing of a
fly. —Grew.

toll, bo*jr; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ing.
-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -Cle, &c. = hoi, c ©1.
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lap (3), * lappe (2), v.i. & t. [A.S. la/nun;

cogu. with Icel. Icpja = to lap like: a dog; Dan.
latie; M. H. Ger. laffeiL ; O. H. Ger. toffun

;

Wei. Itejpw; Lat. ktmbo ; Gr. Aanrw {Uvpt6).\

A, Intransitive :

1. J* if, ; To lick or take up liquids with the

tongue.

2. Fig, : To make a sound similar to that of

licking up water with the tongue.
" The wild waters lapping on tlie cray."

Tennyson: Jlorle d"Arthur e, 71.

B. Trans. : To lick or take up with the
tongue ; to lick up, (Absolutely, or followed
by up.)

"The jurymen, raging with thirst, soon hipped up
the whole."

—

Jlacaalay : Hist. Eng., ch. viiL

lap-a-ger'-i-a, s. [Named after Josephine
Lapagerie, wife uf Bonaparte. ]

Bot. : A genus of Philestacea-. Lapageria
rosea is a very beautiful twiner, with sweet
edible berries, and a root having the qualities
of sursaparilla. (Lindley).

lap'-ar-6-cele, s. [Gr. Xairdpa (kiparu) = the

flunk, the loins, and kjjAjj (keie) = a tumour.]

Surg. : Rupture in the lumbar region,

through the side.

lap-a-rO-StlC'-tl-Ca, S. pi. [Gr. kairdpa
(lapara) — the flank, and cttiktos (stiktos)

= punctured.]

Entorn. : A legion of Scarabeidre. The
abdominal spiracles are all situated in the
connecting membrane between the dorsal and
ventral area of the abduminal rings. The
ligula or tongue is distinct from the mentum
(chin). It contains four sub-families : Co-
prinee, Aphodiinje, Geotrupinae, and Truginse.

lap'-a-thin, a. [Chry.sophanic-acid.]

lap-dog, s. [Eng. lap, and dog.] A little

dog carried by ladies in their laps ; a pet dog.
" Lapdog and lambkin with Mack staring eyes,
And parrots with twiu cherries in their beak."

Cowper: Task, i. 37.

la-pel', lap-pel', *. [Eng. lap (1), s. ; dimin.
"suff. -d.\ That part of a dress which is made
to lap or fold over.

'"That's just the very thing.' replied Bob, seizing
Mr. Pickwick by the lappet of his coat."—Dickens

.

Pic/cwick, ch. I.

la pelled, a. [Eng. lapel; -ed.] Provided
*or furnished with lapels.

lap'-ful, s. [Eng. lap, and fid(l).~\ As much
as can be contained in the lap,

"One found a wild vine, and gathered thereof wild
gourds his lapful, and nhred them into the ]>ot of pot-
tage. "—2 Kings i\ . U9.

* l&p'-l-cide, s. [Lat. lapicida, from lapis =
a stone, and ccedo = to cut.] A stone-cutter.

* lap'-i-daire, [Fr.] A lapidary (q.v.).

* lap-I-dar'-i-an, a. [Lat. lapidarius, from
lapis (gen it. lapidis) = a stone.] Of or pertain-

ing to stone ; engraved or cut on stone.

* lap -i-dar'-i -oils, a. [Lat. lapidarius.]

Consisting of stones ; stony.

li&p'-i-dar-y, s. & a. [Lat. lopidarhts= a

stonemason, a jeweller; lapis (genit. lapidis)

= a stone; Fr. lapidaire ; Sp., Port., & Ital.

lapidario.]

A. As substantive:

1. One whose business it is to cut, polish,

and engrave gems and precious stones.
" The lupUlurles now shall learn to set

Their diamonds in gold, and not in Jet"
Brume : To Irti Mistress.

2. A dealer in gems or precious stones.

"They hired another house of Richard Lions, a
famouH lapidary, one of the sheriffs."— fVafpole

:

Anecdotes of Painting, vol. i„ ch. IV.

3. A connoisseur in gems or precious stones
;

one who is skilled in the nature, value, <Sic,

of lapidary work.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to a stone or

stones ; specifically, pertaining to the art of

cutting, engraving, or polishing gems or pre-
cious stones.

lapidary-bee, 5.

Eutom. : Bombus lapidarius, the humble tee,

with a black body and the apex of the ab-
domen red. It is called lapidary because it

makes its nest in stony places. It is an iras-

cible animal, beyond all its congeners.

lapidary - mill, 5. The grinding and
polishing apparatus of the lapidary.

lapidary-Style, s. The style appropriate

for monumental and other inscriptions.

lapidary-wheel, s. The wheel on which
a lapidary polishes gems or precious stones.

The wheels uf the lapidary are of two kinds :

the slicer, which is a thin iron wheel touched
with diamond dust, and used like a circular

saw, and the hip. [Lap (1), s., II. 3.]

' lap'-i-date, v.t. [Lat. lapidotus, pa. par. of

lttpMo~ to stone; lapis (genit. u<t>idis)~.&

stone.) TV) stone; to kill by stoning.
" The HtKinou for lapidating the prufeHHurn is now at

hand. "Sydney Smith : To Lady Upland, 1610.

r lap-1 -da'-tion, s. [Lat. lapidatio, from
tapidatus, pa. par. of lapido.] The act of

stoning ; the act of killing by stoning.

* lap'-l-da-tdr, ->. [Lat.] One who stones.

la-pid'-e-6n, >. [Lat. lapis (genit. lopidh) =
a stone.]

Music : An instrument contrived by M.
Baudry, made uf flints and schist suspended
Ironi an mm frame, and struck with a flint

liaiuiiiL-r tu produce the nute^ The flints are

about forty in number and elongated, but of

various lengths and thicknesses. They are

arranged in the order uf their tone.

v
la-p£d'-e-OUS, «. [Lat. lapideus, from lapis

(genit. hip id is) = a stone.] Consisting of
stone ; of the nature of stone ; stuny.

" There might fall down into the lapiileoua matter,
before it wai concreted into a »tone, some email toad,
whieti miglit remain there imprisoned, till the matter
about it were condensed."

—

Ray : Creation, pt. ii,

t lap-i~des'-cence, * lap-i-des'-cen-cy,
s. [Eng. lapidescen(t) ; -ce, -cy.]

1. The quality or state of being lapidescent

;

the process or htate uf becoming stone ; petri-

faction.

"The induration and especially the lupideseence of

bodies."—lioyla : IVurlcs, i. 431,

2. A stony concretion.
" The lapldeseenci'.'s and petrifactive mutations of

hard bodies.'—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. iii., ch.
xviii.

* lap-I-des'-c/ent, a. & s. [Lat. lapidescens,

pr. par. of lapideseo = to become stone ; from
lapis (genit. lapidis) = a stone.]

A. -4s adjective

:

1. Becoming or turning into stone ; becoming
petrified.

2. Having the quality or power of converting
into stone.

"Sulphureous and other steams, that may be plenti-
fully mixed with water, and there, in likelihood, wltii

lapidescent liquors."

—

lioyla : Works, iii. 557.

B. As subst. ; Any substance which has the
quality or power of converting other substances
into stone.

* lap id If -lc, * lap id-If -ick, *lap^id-
iff'-ic-al, ". [Lat. lapis (genit. lapidis) = a
stone, and fu-ch = to make ; Fr. hepidijique.]

Forming or converting into stone
;
petrifying.

"The coagulating spirits of Halt,-and lapldiflcal juyce
of the sea."—Broome. VuVJur Erroitrs, bk. it, eh., v.

* la-pid-i-fi-ca'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat.
lapi~> (genit. lapidis) = a stone, and Jkcio = to
make.]

1. The act or process of converting into
stone

;
petrifaction.

" Induration, or lapidification, of substances more
soft, is likewise another degree of condensation. "—
Macon : Nat, Hist., § 82.

2. The state of becoming petrified or con-
verted into stone.

1
la-pid-i-fy, v.t. &, i. [Lat. lapis (genit.
kipblii) = a stone; sun*. -///.]

A. Trans. : Tu form or convert into stone
;

to petrify.

B. Inlrans. : To become formed or converted
into stone ; to become petrified.

la-pid'-i-fy-Ing, pr. par. or a. [Lapidify.]
(See the verb.)

* lapidifying juice, s.

Geol. : A name given in the infancy of geo-
logy to an agency imagined to be tlie agent
in the process of petrifaction or fossilization.

* lap'-ld-lSt, s. [Lat. lapis, genit. lapid(is) = a
stone ; Eng. suff. -is/.] A lapidary (q.v.).

" The factitious stones of chymists in imitation
being easily detected by an ordinary lapidist."~Ray.

lap'-i-ddse, a. [Lat. lapidosm = full of
stones, stony.]

Bot. : Growing in stony places. (TreaS. of
Bot.)

la-pil'-ll, s. pi. [Lat. lapillus, dim in. of lapis
'= a stone.] Volcanic ashes, consisting of

small angular stony or sluggy fragments or

particles, They are moderate - sized frag-

ments of rock, generally scoriaceous, lava,

ami pumice fragments. They occur in de-

posits of ashes and sand from volcanic or
other accumulations. (Ilutley.)

la pis, . [Lat] A stone.

lapis causticus, s. Caustic potash.

lapis infernalis, s. Lunar caustic.

lapis lazuli, s.

Min. : An isometric mineral, rarely occur-
ring in rhombic dodecahedrons. Cleavage,
dodecahedral, imperfect ; mostly massive

;

hardness, to 5*5
; sp. gr., 2*38 to 2 m

tfi ; lubtre,

vitreous ; colours, rich blue, violet-blue, rarely

red or green, translucent to opaque ; fracture,

uneven. Compos. : a silicate of alumina, lime,

and soda, with a sulphide of iron and sodium.
Used largely in mosaics and decorative work.
When powdered, formerly constituted the
durable blue paint called ultramarine, but an
artificial preparation of similar composition,
equal in colour and durability, lias replaced
the natural mineral, and is extensively used
in the arts. Occurs principally in crystalline
limestones in Asiatic Russia, Persia, China,
Thibet, and in North and South America.

lapis lydius, s.

Mia. ; Lydian stone. [Basanite.]

lapis oliaris, s.

Min. : An impure soapstone or steatite (q.v.),

formerly used for utensils of various kinds.
Occurs in thick beds in old rocks, in Italy.

Switzerland, &e. *

Lap lander, s. [Eng. Lapland; -er.] A
native of Lapland ; a Lapp.

lap land Ish, a. [Eng. Lapland; -ish.] Of
or pertaining to Lapland or the Lapps.

''lap'-ling, s. [Eng. lap (1) ; dim. sutT. -ling.}

One who gives himself to ease and pleasure;
a voluptuary ; an effeminate person.

" You uruBt not Btream out your youth in wine, and
live a JitpVuig to the silk and daintiea."

—

Hewytt : (Ser-

mons, p. 7 (105&J.

la-pl^§'-3£-a, s. [Aplysia.]

la-por'-te-a, s. [Named by Gaudicbaud, pro-
"bably from "some Frenchman.]

Bot. : A genus of Urticacese. Laportea
creniikita is a tree growing in Sikkim, Assam,
Eastern Bengal, Burmah, Ceylon, and on the
West Coast of India. The fibres can be made
into ropes and coarse cloth. L. canadensis
lias been introduced for the textile fibres into
Germany. L. gigtis has a severe sting.

lap-pa, s. [Lat. = a bur.]

Bot. : A genus of Composites, tribe Ca'r-

duieae, now generally made a synonym of
Arctium. Lappa major is the same as Arctium
lappa, sub-species Lappa proper ; L. miner is

the sub-species Arctium minus. The root of
the burdock is tonic, aperient, sudorific, and
diuretic, and was formerly used as a febri-

fuge. It has been given in rheumatism, gout,
and skin diseases, and as a substitute for
sarsaparilla.

lap pa -co oua (or ceous as shus), u.

[Lat. lappacetis.]

Bot. : Bur-like, round, or roundish, or
-

covered with small hooks. (Treas. of Bot.)

' lappe, a. [Lap (1), s.]

lapped, pa. par. or a. [Lap (1), v.]

lap'-per (1), s. [Eng. lap(l), v.; -er.] One
who wraps or infolds ; a wrapper.

lap'-per (2), s. [Eng. lap (2), v. ; -er.] One
who laps or takes up food with the tongue.

lap'-per, v.i. & (. [Loppkr, v.]

A, Intraiu. : To coagulate ; to curdle, as
milk.

B. Trans. : To besmear with any matter
which has become coagulated.

lapper-milk, s. Coagulated milk ; curdled
milk. (Scotch.)

" It will aet ye better to be Blistering at them and
the lapper-in.Uk."—Scott : AjUiquary, en. x.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, f£ll, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule/full; try, Syrian, se, ce — e; ey — a. qu — kw.
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lap pet, s. [Eng. lap (1) ; dim. suff. -el.] A
little lap or loose part of a dress, especially a
part of a head-dress hanging loose.

" Her head, adorned with lappets piira'd aloft.
And ribands streaming gay, superbly raised."

Cowper : Task, iv. 540,

lappet-moth, a.

Entom. : Gastropacha querci/olia. [Gastro-
pacha.]

lappet muslin, s. -

Fabric: A white or coloured, sprigged or
striped variety of muslin.

*lap'-pet, v.t. [Lappet, $.] To cover as
with a lappet.

Lap '-pic, a. & s. [Bug. Lapp ; -ic.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Lapland
or its inhabitants.

B. As subst. : The language spoken by the
Laplanders.

lap' -ping, pr. par., a., <fe s. [Lap(1), v.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As adjective:

I, Ord. Lang. : The act of wrapping or
folding.

II. Technically:

1. Lapidary: Grinding or polishing on
wheels whose metallic riins are provided with
emery and oil ; glazing is done on wooden
wheels

;
polishing on leather-covered wheels

;

and burling on leather, witli rouge.

2. Spinning: [Lapping-machine],

3. Fabric : A machine-blankfit used by calico-
printers.

4. Ordnance : Wearing away the land-surface
in a rifled gun to ease the entrance of the
projectile.

lapping-machine, s.

Cotton-man. ; A machine in which cotton is

. reduced to a downy condition, spread equally,
subjected to a certain compacting pressure,
and then wound in an even continuous wad
upon a roller, forming a lap. [Waddino.]

Lap -pish, a. [Eng. Lapp ; -ish.] Pertaining
to Lapland or the Lapps ; Lappic.

laps-able, a. [Eng. lups(e); -able.] Capa-
ble of lapsing, falling, or relapsing.

lap -sa-na, lamp sa-na, s. [Lat. lapsana,
lampsanaj ktmpsanium ; Gr. ^a\pa.urj (lapsauH),

\afj.^dyri (tampsane), an edible plant, probably
a crueii'er.]

Bot, : A genus of Composites, the typical one
ofthetribeLapsaneae(q.v.,Sup.). Fourspecies
are known ; one, Lapsana communis, i&Bntish.
It is a plant one or two feet high, with small
yellow flower-heads, found in waste and cul-
tivated ground, and flowering from July to
September.

lapse, s. [Lat. lapsus, from labor = to glide
;

Ft. laps; Sp. lapso.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of lapsing, gliding, sliding, or
gradually falling ; an easy, smooth, and almost
imperceptible movement, advance, course, or
passing away.

"Tbiit great movement which has influenced the
greater portion of the human race during the lapse of
so many centuries."

—

Hhys Davids : llibbert Lectures
(1881), p. i.

2. A slip, a fault, an error ; a failing in duty
;

a deviation from what is right.

"Since the original lapse, true liberty
Is lost." Altitun ; P. L„ xii. 83.

II. TecJmically

:

1. Eccles. Law : (See extract).

"Lapse is a species of forfeiture, whereby the right
of presentation to a church accrues to the ordinary by
neglect of the patron to present ; to the metropolitan,
by neglect of the ordinary ; and to the crown by
neglect of the metropolitan. The term, in which the
title to present by lapse accrues from the one to the
other successively, is six calendar months."

—

Black-
stone : Comment., bk. ii., ch. 15.

2. Theol. : A term sometimes used as
synonymous with fall, and applied to tlie fall

of Adam.

lapse, v.i. & t. fLat. topso — to slip, freq. of
tabor — to glide (pa. par. lapsus).]

A. Intransitive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. To fall, to slide, to slip.

2. To glide ; to fall back.
"A tendency to lapse into the barbarity of those

northern nations from whom we are descended."—
Swift.

3. To slip, as by inadvertency or mistake.

"Homer, in his characters of Vulcan and Thersites,
has l-apsed into the burlesque character, and departed
from that serious air essential to an epick poem."—
Addison: Spectator, No. 279.

4. To fail in anything ; to make a slip or
slight fault ; to fail in duty.

"A sprout of the fig-tree which was to hide the
nakedness of lapsed Adam."

—

Decay of Piety.

5. To fall or pass from one proprietor to

another, by omission, negligence, or failure on
thepart of someone, asapatron, alegatee, &c.

" If the archbishop shall not fill it up within six
months ensuing, it lapses to the king."— Ayliffe

:

Parcrgon,

* B. Transitive

:

1. To allow to slide or slip away ; to let

pass ; to lose.

"As an appeal may be deserted by the appellant's
lapsing the term of law, so It may also be deserted by
a lapse of the term of a judge."—Ayliffe: Parergon.

2. To catch, to seize.

"For which, if I be lapsed in this place,
1 shall pay dear." Shaketp. : Twelfth Night, iii. 8.

lapsed, pa. par., a., & s. [Lapse, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Fallen away ; having slipped or glided
away.

2. Fallen from rectitude or duty.
" Who'can imagine aGodof wisdom and sincerity,

not to say goodness, should so deal with the generality
of lapsed men,"— Whitby : Five Points, disc L,ch. iii.,

H.
C. As substantive:

Church Hist. (PL). : The name given to such
of the early Christians as fell away in times of
persecution. It came into prominence in the
Decian persecution (a.d. 249-251), the most
severe of all. The Church allowed the lapsed
to be restored to Christian communion after a
long course of penance ; the Douatists denied
all such restoration. Those who apostatized
by actual sacrifice to idols were called sacri-

Jicati or thurifia'ti; those who, without actu-
ally sacrificing, purchased a certificate that
they had done so were called libellatici; other
were known as acta facientes, because they
allowed their names to appear in the official

list, as having obeyed the imperial edict.

Cyprian, de Lapsis, is the chief authority on
the subject.

lapsed-devise, s.

Law : A devise which lapses or becomes
void by reason of the devisee's death during
the testator's life-time, or by reason of such
devise being contrary to law.

lapsed-legacy, s.

Law : (See extract).
" If the legatee dies before the testator, the legacy is

a lost or lapsed-legacy, and shall sink intothe resi-
duum, except it be a gift to a child or other issue uf
the testator, which does not lapse if the legatee die
leaving issue which survives the testator. And if a
contingent legacy be left to any oue, as when he at-
tains, or if he attin lib. the age of twenty-one, and he
diea before that time, it is a lapsed-legacy."—Mack-
stone : Comment., bk. ii., ch. 28.

lap sided, a. [Eng. lap, and sided.] The
same as Lopsided (q.v.).

lapsus, s. [Lat.] A slip.

lapsus linguse, s. A slip of the tongue
;

a mistake in speaking.

lapsus penned, s. A slip of the pen ; a
mistake in writing.

* la pu -tan, a. [See def.] Of or pertaining
to Laputa, the flying island in Swift's Gulli-
ver's Travels, the inhabitants of wliich were
always engaged in chimerical or impossible
projects : hence, chimerical, absurd, ridicu-
lous.

lap-wing, * lap-winke, s. [A. S. hledpe-
wince, from hleapan = to leap, and wUHce, from
0. H. Ger. winchan; M. H. Ger. wink-en = to
move from side to side.]

Omith. . The genus Va-uellus, and spec. V.
cristatus. The specific name refers to the oc-
cipital feathers of the adults, which are very
loose, long, and curved upwards, so as to con-
stitute an erectile crest. In the male, this
crest, the top nf the head, the front of the neck
and breast are glossy black, the upper parts
green with brilliant reflections. The sides of
the neck, the under parts pure white, most
of the tail black, lower coverts reddish, bill
blackish, feet reddish brown. Length about
a foot. Colour of the female fainter. Albi-
noes sometimes occur. It is seen in spring
flying over fields and downs, turning somer-

saults in the air, and uttering a musical try,

from which it is often called peewit. It lays

four eggs, and lures intruders away from its

nest by simulating lameness. The so-called

"plover's" eggs of the London market are

those of the lapwing. The "Lapwing" of

Scripture (Lev. xi. 19, Deut. xiv. 18), is pro-

bably the Hoopoe (q.v.).

" Fresh as the fountain under ground.
When first 'tis by the lapwing found."

Moore : Light of the ffarem.

lap work, s. [Eng. lap (1), s., and work.]

Work in which one part laps over another.
" The ground is a pack-thread caul woven, into which,

by the Indian women, are wrought, by a kind of lap-

work, the quilla of pvrcupmes, not split."—Grew:
MustBum.

la -que ar (qu as kw), s. [Lat.]

A rch. : A ceiling consisting of sunk or hol-

lowed compartments, having bands or spaces
between. [Lacunar.]

* Lar (1),
* Lars/ Larth, s. [Etruscan= lord

,

king, hero ; Gr. Adpas (Laras), Adpos (Lai'os).^

1. Literally:

(l)AnEtrusran preenomen borne by Porsena,
Tolumnius, and other chieftains. From the
Etruscans the title passed over to the Romans.
Lar Herminius was Consul b.c. 448.

"Nought spake he to Lars Porsena."
Macaulay : Iforatius, yiii.

(2) A leader, a prince, a commander.
She spoke ... of those
That lay at wine with Lar and Lucumo."

Tennyson : Princess, ii. 113.

2. Fig. : The Supreme Being.
" You . . . have separated yourselves from the

heathen by casting all your household gods to the
ground, instead of recognising, in the places of their
many and feeble Lares, the presence of your One and
Ulighty Li.rd and Lar."—Jiaskin : Crown of Wild Olive
(1866), p. 101

Lar (2) (pi. Lar es, more rarely Lars), s.

[Lar (1).]

Compar. Religions : A tutelary divinity,
usually a ddtkd ancestor or hero. The wor-
ship of Lares is a species of Manes Worship
fq.v.), and was veiy prevalent anion;* the
Romans. They were uf two kinds— (1) Do-
mestic, and (2) Public. Of the former the Lar

,
familiaris, regarded as the founder of the
family, and inseparable therefrom, was the
most important, and corresponded to the
eponymic hero of the Greeks. The latter were
divided into Prse&tites (Ovid : Fast., v. ] 28-35),
guardians of a whole city : Compitales (ib.

140) watching over a certain portion of a city
;

Rurales (Tibullus : Carm., i. 20), gods of the
country; Vialcs (Plautus Merc, v. 2, 24), pro-
tecting traveller* ; and M;umi or rVrinarini
(Liv., xl. 52), gods of the ocean. [Penates.]

"The statues of the household Lars were set at the
fireplace, arrayed in dop-Bkins, with a figure of a dog
beside them. Garlands were hung on them, and
offerings of food, wine, and incense made to them once
every month on either the Kalends, Nunes, or Ides."
Keig/Uley : Myth, of Greece & Italy, p. 4t>G.

lar gibbon, s.

Zool. : Hylobates Lor, the White-handed
Gibbon. It is an ape with a small muzzle, a
snub nose, a long neck and arms, of variable
colour, found abundantly in all the forests
skirting the hills of Tenasserim, south of
Burmah, ,and making its haunts vocal from
morning to evening with its cries.

lar board, * lar-boord, s & a. [Etyni.
doubtful.]

A. -4s substantive

:

Xaut. : The left side of a vessel to a person
standing on deck and facing the bow. Port
is now substituted" for larboard, to prevent
that word being mistaken for "starboard"
(q.v.), owing to similarity of sound.

'* The Portuguese beginning their voyage not far
from the same streights, leave Africk on the larboard
and bend their course to the e&&t."—/ialeiqh Hist of
the World, bk. iii., ch. i., § 2.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or situated on the
left side of a vessel ; port.

" "When on the larboard quarter thev descryA liquid column tow'ring shoot on" high."
Falconer : Shipwreck, ii.

* lar'-cen~er, s. [Eng. larcen(y); -er.] One
who commits larceny

; a thief.

* lar-cen-ist, s. [Eng. larcen(y); -ist.] A
thief, alarcener. (Daily Telegraph, Mar. 7, 18S2.)

lar'-9enrOUS, a. [Eng. larcen(y); -oh*.]

1. Of the nature of larceny
; pertaining to

larceny.

2. Given to larceny
; guilty of larceny

;

thievish.

b6il, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del/
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lar'-cen-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. larcenous; -ly.]

In a larcenous manner; thievishly.

" LurueMHsly conveying the ideas ol Lis Precieuses
Pidiculrs from ;i piece acted two je&rs before,"—Daily
Sews, Jan. ;i, ISsS,

lar'-Cen-y, s. [0. Fr. larrecin, larcin ; Fr.

/urcut, from Lat. fetiryciuiftm., from &i£ru = a

robber.]

Law : (See extract).

" Larceny, or theft, is distinguished by the common
law into two sorts: the one culled simple larceny, or
plain theft unaccompanied with any other atrocious
eircu niatai) ce ; and mixed or compound larceny, which
also includes in it the aggravation of a taking from
one's house or person. Simple larceny is 'the felo-
inirti.H taking and carrying away of the personal goods
of another. Mixed or compound larceny is such as
l\as all the propeities of simple larceny, but is aeeoin-

" pauied with either one or both of the aggravations of

a taking from one's house or person. Formerly the
stealing of good-* above the value of twelve pence was
called gDinu larceny ; when of goods of that value, or
under, it was petit larceny ; oflences which were con-
siderably distinguished m their punishment. The
distinction lias been abolished; every larceny being
now deemed grand larceny."—lilackstone: Comment.,
bk. iv., ch. IT.

1" Petty larceny : [Petty-larceny].

larch, larche, s. [0. F. larege; Sp. larice,

alerce; ltal. larice; N. H. Ger. lerche; M. H.
Ger. larche, all from Lat. larix = Gr. Aapi£
(larix) = the larch.]

Bot. : Abies larix, sometimes called Larix
communis, the larches being elevated into a
genus. It is called more fully the Common
White Larch. It is a deciduous tree, growing
rapidly, and furnishes a durable timber,
which, however, tends to twist and warp. It
is not indigenous to Britain, but has been
planted extensively in the Highlands of Scot-
land. The bark is used in tanning, being
second in value, in this respect only, to oak.
The Common Larch yields Venetian turpen-
tine, the branches a saccharine substance,
called Manna of Briancon, and when larch
forests take lire, a gum called Ginmnl oren-

bergense exudes from the branches. There is

a variety of the common larch with white,
and another with red flowers. Yet another,
the Russian larch, has cinereous bark. Larix
petultda, the British larch, is the Tamarack
or Hackmatack of America.

Tf The Corsican Larch is Pinus Lctricm^ the
Golden Larch is Abies (Larix) Kcempferi.

1J Tincture of larch :

Plmrm. : Ti actum laricis. It is formed of
coarsely powdered larch-bark, 2J ozs., with
recti tied spirit, a pint. It is used in chronic
bronchitis, cystitis, and purpura. (Garrod.)

larch-bark, s.

Phar. : Lai icis cortex. It is deprived of its

outer layer. It is used in the preparation of
Tincture of Larch (tjuv,).

larch-red, s.

Chem. : A substance obtained from larch-

bark, by boiling it with very dilute sulphuric
acid. VVhen fused with sodium hydroxide, it

yields proto-cateclnuc acid.

* larch'-en, a. [Eng. larch ; adj. suff. -en.]

Of larch. {Keats : Meg Merrilies.)

* larch'-er, $ [Eng. larch; -er.] The larch.
" The lurcher tree, whosegum is exceeding bitter."—

Chapman: Homer ; Iliad xv. (Comment.)

* lar'-con, s. [Fr.] A pilferer, a thief.

" Koine poor pretty larcons and pilferers."—Dp. Hall

;

Works, v. Mi,

lard, *larde, s. [Fr. lard, from Lat. larda
= lard ; ltal. & Sp. lardo.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The fat of hogs melted and separated
from the flesh.

"Whereupon she got a piece of lard with the skin
on and rubbed the warts all over with the fat side."—
Bacon Sat. Hist,, § 997.

* 2. The flesh of swine ; bacon,
' By this the boiling kettle hud prepared,

" to the table sent jthesinoaking lard!"
Dryden . Ovid ; Hands & Philemon, 107.

II. Pharm. ; Prepared lard as used in the
preparation of ointments. It is emollient, and
is sometimes added to poultices to prevent
their becoming dry and hard. (Garrett)

lard-oil, 5. A valuable kind of oil ex-

tracted from lard, and used for burning and
lubricating purposes.

lard-press, s, A press in which cooked
lard is pressed from the cracklings.

lard - renderer, s. A tank-boiler or

vessel in which cut lard is cooked to obtain

the clear fat apart from the membrane and
watery portions.

lard-stone, s.

Min. : A popular name for Agalmatolite.

lard, v.t. & i. [Fr. larder, from lard — lard.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To stuff with the flesh of swine.
" The blood of oxen, goats, and ruddy wine,
And larded thighs on I. jaded altars laid."

Dryden. Homer; Iliad i. 63.

* 2. To fatten.
" It is the pasture lards the brother's sides."

Snakesp. . l'intun of Athens, iv. 3.

3. To cover or smear with lard.

"Terribly gay
Tu-his buff doublet, larded o'er with fat
Oi slmighteied brutes." Soiiteroile - Hobbinol.

* L To enrich ; to make rich or fertile.

"FalstafT sweats to death.
And lards the lean earth as he walks along."

Shukesp. : 1 Henry It'., ii- 2.

* 5. To mix with something else ; to inter-

lard.

"To what form, but that he is, ehould wit larded
with malice, and malice forced with wit, turn him
to? '—Hhakesp, : Troilus * Cressida, v. 1.

* B. Intrans. : To grow fat ; to fatten.

lar-da -ce-ous (or ceous as shus), a. [Fr.

lardace, from lard = lard.] Of the nature, or
consisting, of lard ; resembling lard.

lardaceous disease, s.

Pathol. : The material which is character-

istic of albuminoid disease is pale, structure-
less, and at first nearly transparent, and may
undergo a fatty and granular degeneration,
known as lardaceous, albuminoid, amyloid,
or waxy. The parts chiefly all'ected are the
kidney, liver, spleen, and absorbent gland".
It is also known as one form of chronic
Bright's disease.

lardaceous tissues, s. pi.

Pathol. : Tissues of which, from morbid
causes, the appearance, the colour, and the
consistence are like those of lard.

lar'-der, s. [O. Fr. lardier, from lard = lard,]

* 1. A tub in which to keep bacon while
being salted.

2. A room in a house where meat is kept.
" His larder and his kitchen [he] observes."

King: On Cookery.

3. A stock of provisions : as, He keeps a
good larder.

lar-der-ell'-Ite, s. [Named by Bechi after

the locality, Larderelio, where found ; surf.

-ite (Min.).]

Min. : A very light mineral, appearing
under the microscope to consist of a mass
of closely-nggrtjgated, minute, oblique, rectan-
gular tables. Colour, white ; tasteless. Com-
pos. : boraric acid, (iS'55(5 ; ammonia, 12-734

;

water, 1S'325 ; corresponding to the formula,
XH^O,4B03+4HO. Found at Larderelio,
near Sasso, Tuscan Lagoons.

* lard'-er-er, s. [Eng. larder; -er.] One
who has charge of the larder.

*lard'-er-y, ». [Eng. larder; -y.] A larder.

lard'-lte, s. [Etym. doubtful
; prob. Fr.

lard = bacon. ; sun". -iU (Min.). Pierre de lard
(Dufrcnoy).~]

Min. : A doubtful mineral species, probably
the product of an alteration, or a mixture.
Dana makes it a synonym of Pugodite, a name
which is itself, however, but a synonym of
Agalmatolite (q.v.).

lar-di-zab'-a-la, s. [Named after Michael
Lardizabala, of Uribe, mentioned in the Flora
Peruviana.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Lardi-
zabalaccai (q.v.).

lar-di-zab-a-la'-ce-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
lardizabal(aj; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acea}.]

Bot. : Lardizabalads. An order of diclinous
exogens, alliance Menispermales. It consists
of twining smooth shrubs, with alternate com-
pound exstipulate leaves, and white, lilac,

deep purple, or pale-yelluw, sometimes fra-
grant, flowers. Sepals three, or six in two
rows ; deciduous. Petals six, in two rows,
opposite the sepals ; the inner smaller, or
gland-like, or none. Stamens six, opposite
the petals. Ovules many, or one stink in
sockets on the inner surface of the ovary.
Fruit short, stalked, berried, many seeded.

Found in the cooler parts of South America
or of China. Known genera, seven ; species,

fifteen. (Lindley.)

lar-dl-zab al-ads, s. pi [Mod. Lat. lar-

dizabal(a); Eng. pi. suff. -ads.\

Bot. : The English name given by Lindley
to the Lardizabalacea; (q.v.).

lar'-don, s. [Fr,] A bit of bacon ; a strip of
lard.

* lar'-dry, ;>. [A contract, of lardm-y (q.v.). j
A larder.

lard'-y, a. [Eng. lard; -y.] Of the nature of

or containing lard ; lardaceous.

lare, lear, a. [Lair.] Pasture, feed,

*" lare, v.t. [Labe, $.] To feed, to fatten.

la-ren'-tl-a (t as sh), s. [A name of Flora,

*ur from Acea Lareutia, the nurse of Romulus,
and Remus. (Agassiz.y]

Eutom. : The typical genus of the family

Larentidifi (q.v.). Four or more specias are
British.

la-ren'-ti-dflB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lareut(ia)

;

*Lat. fern. pi. adj. surf, -idea.]

Kntom. : A genus of Moths, tribe Geoine-
trina. Antennae never plumose, though some-
times pectinated. Wings not angular, the
anterior ones often with transverse wavy
lines. Larva long, with a small rounded
head. It feeds exposed or on folded leaves. -

It contains the Pug moths, the Carpets, the
Highflyers, &e. Known British species, 132.
(Sainton.)

lar -es, s. pi, [Lar, (2).]

large, a. &> s. [Fr., from Lat. largus, a word
uf uncertain origin ; Sp., Port., & ltal. largo.]

A. As- adjective :

1. Being of great size or dimensions ; big,

bulky.
" Make me large, and make me larger,
Ten limes larger than the others.

'

Longfellow: Hong of Hiawatha, xvii.

2. "Wide, extensive.
" Let them dwell in the laud, and trade therein ;

for it is large enough for thein ."—Genesis xxxiv. il.

3. Consisting of or containing a great num-
ber or quantity ; numerous, abundant ; ample,
copious.

" It ia certainly now more than seven times as great
as tlie larger oi these two suiuu."

—

Maca.nlay : Ili&t.

Eng., ch. iii.

* 4. Liberal, free, open-handed, bountiful,.

generous, lavish.
" And tho he was so large & hende of hys giftes al

so." Hobert of Gloucester, \>. luu.

5. Liberal ; not narrow ; comprehensive,
far-seeing.

"The character of the large yet cautious mind of
Halifax,"

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

* u. Free ; unrestrained ; and, in a bad.

sense, licentious.

"I never tempted her with words too large"
Shakesp. ; Much Ado About Nothing, iv. 1.

* 7. Free ; not tied or bound. [T 1.]

" Of burdens all he set the Fayuims large"
J-'airfax. I

8. Ample, considerable, great.

"The English Government .... had heen willing
to make large allowance for Berwick's peculiar posi-
tion."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

*9. Diffuse, full, free.

"I illicit- he very large upou the importance and
advantages of education, and say a great many things
which have been said before."—Eelton : On the Classics.

* B. -4s substantive

:

Music : A note formerly in use, of the value
of two longs, or four breves.

U 1. At large :

(1) Freely ; without restraint.
" [The! high permission of all-ruling Heaven

(2) Fully, diffusely : as, To treat of a subject
at large.

2. To go (or sail) large

:

Naut. : To have the wind crossing the di-
rection of a vessel's course in such a way
that the sail feels its full force and die vessel
attains its highest speed.

large-acred, u* Having large estates.

large-eared, a. Having large ears.

Large-eared spear-nosed bat:

Zool : Lonchorhina aurita, a West-Indian
bat, akin to the Vampires.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ca = e; ey=a. qu = kw.



largehearted—larrikin 527

large-face, «, (See the compound.)

Large-face lathe

:

Wood- working : A lathe for turning pat-
terns of wheels, heavy mouldings, and other
large circular work. It lias a hinged tool-
rest on a bracket, which may he moved so as
to allow the work to swing to the floor if

necessary ; or even larger work may he done
by preparing a pit for the object to swing in.

large-greaved, a. Having the legs
protected by large plates resembling greaves.

Large-greaved tortoise :

Zool. : Podocneniis expansa, a chelodine be-
longing to the Emydes. Habitat, the streams
and marshy lands of the region of the Oriu%:o
and Amazon. Length about thirty-two inches.

large-handed, u.

1. Having large hands : hence, rapacious,
greedy, grasping.

" Large-handed robbers your grave masters are."
tihaktsp. : Timon of Athens, iv. I.

2. Profuse : as, large-luinded charity.

large-headed, a. Having a large head.

Large-headed Chinese River-tortoise

:

Zool. : Platysternon megaceplmlum. It has
a long flat buckler, and a very long tail. It
occurs in swamps, marsTies, and streams in
China, and is sometimes sold in the Canton
markets.

large-limbed, «. Having I4rge, strong
limbs.

large-tailed, u. Having a large tail.

Large-tailed Crustacea:

Zool. : The sub-order of Decapods, called

Macroura (q.v.), containing the Lobsters, &c.

large'-heart-ed (ea as a), a. [Eng. large,

and hearted.] Having a large or liberal heart
or disposition ; liberal, free.

large -heart ed ness (ea as a), s. [Eng.
largeheartd ; -nes*.] The quality or state of
being large*fiearted ; magnanimity.

" He hail not the largehcartedness and the heroism
to place himself at the head of the peasants."

—

(Jardi-
tter <£ JUullinger : Introtl. to Eng. Jli&t., ch. v.

large'-ljf, * large-lie, adv. [Eng. large ; -ly.]

1. In a large, wide, or extensive manner;
widely ; extensively.

2. Abundantly; without sparing ; liberally,

bountifully, freely.

"Mail feels the npur of passions ami desires,
And she gives largely more than he requires."

C'owper : Hope, 5C.

3. To a great extent ;
greatly.

" An object of aversion with which contempt was
largely mingled."

—

Macaulay ; Eng. Hist., ch. iv.

4. Freely, plentifully.

"This done, at once his future plain repnst
Unleaven d on a shaven board he cast.
With tepid lymph first large!// snaked it all,

Then gather'd it with both hands to a ball."
C'owper.• The Salad. (Trans.)

5. Copiously, diffusely, fully.

" Where the author treats more largely, it will ex-
plain the shorter hints and brief intimations."—
Watts: On the Mind.

large -ness, * large-nesse, ». [Eng. large;
-ness.]

1. Great size, bigness, bulk.

"The porter stood wondring at the largeness of the
beast."

—

flaleigh : Hist. World, bk. v., ch. iii., § It

2. Width, extent, wideness.

"Supposing tliat the multitude and largeness of
rivers ought to continue as great as now; we can
easily prove, that the extent of the uceau could he no
less."—fteiitley,

3. Greatness in number or quantity.

*4, Liberality, generosity, bounteousness.

5. Liberality, comprehensiveness, exten-
siveness.

"There will he occasion for largeness of mind and
agreeableu ess of temper."

—

Collier. Of Friendship.

* G. Diffnseness, fulness.

lar'-gess, s. [Fr. largesse, from Lat. *largitia,

from largitio, from largitus, pa. par. of lar-.

gior = to bestow ; Sp. <to Port, largueza ; Itsil.

larghezza.] A present, a gift, a reward, a
bounty (usually from master to dependants,
or superior to inferiors).

" Bight well my largess shall repay
His welcome speed." Byron : The Giaour.

l&T'-get, s. A piece of bar-iron, cut off to a
length (and weighing about fourteen pounds
for an average sheet), forming a blank to
be heated and rolled into a sheet of iron.
It is to the sheet what the loop is to the
bloom, the faggot or ball to the bar.

lar-ghet'-to (h silent), adv. [Ital.]

Music : Rather broadly; widely; at a slow
pace, but not so slow as largo.

lar-ghiS'-Si-mo (h silent), adv. [Ital.l

Music : Exceedingly slow ; as slow as pos-
sible.

* lar-gif '-lc-al, a. [Lat. largus = large, full,

and jocio = to make.] Generous, bountiful,

liberal, free, ample.

* lar-gif-lu-OUS, «. [Lat. largifluus, from
largus = large, full, antlfiuo = to flow.] Flow-
ing freely or copiously.

*-lar-giT-6-<iuent, a. [Lat. largus = large,

full, and loquens, pr. par. of loqnor = to speak.]
Speaking boastfully or bombastically ;

grandi-
loquent.

larg'-ish, a. [Eng. larg(e): -ish.] Rather
large ; somewhat large.

* lar-gl'-tion, s. [Lat. largitio, from largitus,

pa. par. of turgior = to bestow; largus =
large.] The bestowing of a gift or largess.

lar'-gd , adv. [Ital.]

Music: Slowly, broadly.

largo assai, adv. Quite slow.

largo di molto, adv. Very slow.

largo, ma non troppo, ad.v. Slow, but
? not too slow.

lar'-l-at, s. [Sp. lariata.] A lasso ; a long
cord ur thong of leather, with a running
noose, used in catching wild horses, &c. A
rope, 1} inches in circumference and 30 feet

long, used for picketing horses in camp. It

is fastened to a ring on the picket-pin, which
is driven into the ground, permitting the
horse a limited circle in which to graze.

lar'-I-dse, s. jjI. [Lat. laiXus) (q.v,); fem. pi.

adj.isufl'. -idee]

Ornith. : Gulls ; a family of Gaviae (Sea-

birds), commonly placed under a more com-
prehensive urder Natatores (Swimmers). The
bill is slender, much compressed, and grad-
ually bent ; the nostrils are placed laterally

in the bill ; the wings are very long ; the
hind toe is small, elevated above the level of
the ground, and not united by a web to the
outer toes ; the plumage is usually white and
gray, the former predominating. Species
exist on the coasts of most countries. The
family is divided into three sub-families :

RhyncopiiiK'. (Scissor - bills or Skimmers),
Sterniuifi (Terns), and Larinuj (True Gulls).

la-ri'-nse, s. pi. [Lat. lar(us); fein. pi. adj.

"sutf. -Uue.]

Ornith. : True Gulls ; a sub-family of Larida?.

(q.v.). The bill is comparatively stout and
curved, with a prominent angle on the lower
and a swelling on the upper mandible ; the
wings are long and pointed ; the feet powerful.
Two genera, Larus and Lestris, or Stercorarius,
have representatives in Britain.

lar ix, &. [Lat., from Gr. \dpi£ (larix) = a.

larch.]

Bot. : A genus of Pinacese, tribe Abieteze

;

sometimes it is merged in Abies. Larix
(rrijfithii, a tree growing on the Himalayas,
in Nepaul, Sikkim, and Bhootan, between
8,000 and 12,000 feet high, yields n durable
wood imported into Thibet. [Larch.]

lar-ix-in'-Ic, a. [Lat. larix (q.v.) ; Eng., &c.
stiff. -in(e), -ic] (See the compound.)

larixinic acid, 5.

Chem. : C10H10O5. A volatile acid obtained
from the bark of the larch-tree (Pinus Larix)
by exhausting it with water at 80°, evapora-
ting the filtered extract to a syrup, and dis-
tilling in a glass retort. It crystallizes in
monoclinic prisms, often an inch long, and
having a silvery lustre, slightly soluble in
water and alcohol, but insoluble in ether. It
sublimes at 93°, melts at 153° ; has a bitter,
astringent taste and the odour of camphor.
Nitric acid converts it into oxalic acid ; ferric
chloride produces, even in dilute solutions, a
beautiful purple-red colour.

lark (1), larke, *lev-er-ock (Eng.),
lar-iek, ler-rik, laverock (Scotch), $.

[A.S. hhuerce, lawerc; Dut. leeuiverck, leeuwrik,
leeuicerk, leverik ; X. H. Ger. lerche ; Sw.
larka ; Dan. larke; Icel. Iczvirki.]

Ornithology

:

1. Sing. : The genus Alauda. Five are

British : the Skylark, Alauda urremis ; the

Shorelark, A. a Ipest r is ; the Crested Lark,

A. cristata; and the Woodlark, A. arborta.

The Skylark, with some variations of colour-

ing, leading some ornithologists to suppose

that there may be more species than one,

extends all through Europe to the Himalayas
and China. The lark is heard near London
in full song as it rises into the air, as early

as the 14th February if the weather be line.

Between that time and the beginning of March
they pair ; they breed on the ground, laying

four or live eggs, which are greenish, spotted

with brown.
"Just when the larks and when the shepherds rise.

'

C'owper: Hope, 86.

2. PI : The family Alaudidie (q.v.).

lark-bunting, s.

Ornith. : Plectrophanes nivalis, the Snow-
bunting (q.v.).

lark-heel, a. [Lark's-heel.]

lark-heeled, a. Having a long hind toe

like a lark.

Lark-heeled cuckoos:

Ornith. : Centiopus, a genus of Coccyzime,
which have a long hind toe. They are found
in the south-east of Asia and Australia.

lark-like, adv. Like a {ark.

" Pleasure, lark-like, rests noon the ground."
Toung: A ight Thoughts, v. 20.

lark-worm, s.

Zool. : Tiritia platycephaJa. It has a pecu-
liar flattened head, with four suctorial discs.

It derives its popular English name from the
fact that it is found in several land birds,

especially in the lark. (Wood.)

lark's-claw, e,

Bot. : The same as Larkspur (q.v.).

lark's-heel, lark-heel, s.

Hot. : (1) Tropceolum majvs; (2) the same as
Larkspur (q.v.).

lark (2), s. [X corrupt, of M. E. Ink. laik,

from A.S. lac— game, sport; cogn. with Icel.

leikr = game ; Sw. Ick ; Dan. leg ; Goth. Utiles.]

A piece of sport or merriment ; a game, sport.

lark, ii,i. [Lark (2), s.] To sport, to make
game. (Slung.)

" lark- er, s. [Eng. lark (1), s. ; -er.] One
who catches larks.

lark'-spur, s. [Eng. lark, and spur. Named
from the fact that the dorsal sepal is spurred
behind, a little like the hind claw of the lark.]

Bot. : The genus Delphinium (q.v.), and
specially Delphinium Ajacis, a native of Swit-
zerland, brought to this country in 1073, now
a common garden plant. The specific name
Ajucis refers to certain markings in the flower
like the Greek letters A 1. Some regard it as
only a variety of another species, V. consolida.

lar mi er, s. [Fr., from larme = a tear.]

1. Arch. : The corona or dripstone of a
doorway or window.

2. Zool. : A membranous sac, secreting a
dense black unctuous humour, situated under
the suborbital fossa at or below the inner. 1

corner of the eye in deer and antelopes.

lar ra, s. [A name give by Dr. Leach, ap-
parently without a meaning. (McNicotl.)]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Larrida; (q.v.). Larra ichneumon tfomus is

British.

lar'-ri-dset s. pi [Mod. Lat. larr(a); Lat.
fem. pi. adj. sutf. -id":]

Entom. .- A family of Hymenopterous In-
sects, section Fossores. The labruin is more
or less concealed, the mandibles deeply
notched on the inner side near the base. Thirty-
six or more are British.

lar'-ri-kin, lar akin, s. & a. [Frob. a
corrupt, of larking'] (For def., see extract.)

A- As substantive

:

"It was in a Sydney newspaper that I read about
larrikins, but the term would appear to have spread
throughout Australia. ' H. de S.' tells me that larrikin
was originally Melbourne slang, applied to rowdy
youngsters, who, in the eaily days of tbe gold fever.
gave much trouble to the police. * An Australian Bum '

spells the word larakm Finally, Archibald Forbes
tells me : 'A larrikin is a cross between the S'rt.-<;C

Arab and the hoodlum, with a dash of the rmsth
thrown in to improve the mixture. It was thus the
term had its origin. A Sydney policeman of the I run

boll, bo"^; pout, jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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yjersufisioii brought up a rowdy youngster before the

local beak. Asked to describe the conduct of the mis-
demeanant, lie said, "Av if it ulasc yet Immiur, the
blagard vvor a larrakin' (larking) all over the place.

The expression was taken hold of and applied,' —
G. A. Haiti: Echjus, April 4, 1SS4.

B. As (ulj. : Rough, disorderly, rowdy.

"I« Melbourne the larrikin element is becoming a

danger and a nuisance to decent people. "~Hnturdaif
Ileohw, Xov. 10, 1883, p. G14.

lar'-ri-lsln-ism, s, [Colonial larrikin (q.v.);

-ism.] (For def., see extract.)
" From the Australian Club, Cambridge, yet another

correspuiideiit writus: ' Uirr'U.hi'ixin is a purimselus-s.

destructive rowdyism, which finds expression, from
my own experience, in knocking oft" the heads of

statues in a uiasmi's yard, and knocking out the eyes
of Chinamen with a shanghai (anglice, catapult).' "—
G. A. ,Sata; Helmet, April 4. IS84.

lar'-riip, v.t. [Cf. Dut. larp — a lash ; larpen

= to thrash.] To thrash, to flog. (Provincial)

"There was no rope-dancing forme ! I danced ou the
bare ground, and was larruped with the rope."—
Dickens ; Hard Times, ch. v.

lar'-ry, $ [Lorry.]

1. A coal-truck on a railway ; a lorry, a

waggon.

2. A kind of long-handled iron hoe which is

used for mixing grouting.

* lar'-um, s. [A contr. for alarum (q.v.).]

1. An alarm ; a notice or warning of danger.
" Tambourgi I tambourgi ! thy forum afar
Gives hope to the valiant, and promise of war."

Byron : Childe Harold, ii. 72.

2. An alarm clock (q.v.).

lar'-um, v.i. [Larum, s.] To sound an alarm.
" Down, down they Jarum with impetuous whirl,
The Pmdara and the Jliltous of a Curl."

Pope: Dunuiad, iii. 163.

lar'-US, s. [Lat., from Gr. Xapos (laros)=a
ravenous sea-bird, perhaps a cormorant or a
gull.]

Ornith. : Gull; the typical genus of the sub-

family Larime and the family Larida1
. (q.v.).

The bill is much compressed, the outer half

of the culmen much curved, the gonys strongly
angulated ; the tail short, even; the tarsi at

least as long as the middle toe ; the hind toe

very short. [Gull.]

lar'-va (pi. lar'-vss), a. [Lat.— (1) a ghost,

a spectre, (2) a mask. Named by Linmeus
because the larval state of an insect differs

from and in a manner "masks " the ultimate
form.]

1. Camp. Relig. : [Lemur].

2. Entoin. : The first condition of an insect

on its issuing from the egg, when it is usually

in the form of a grub, caterpillar, or maggot.
(Darwin.) The name applied to an immature
insect from the time that it breaks through
the egg-shell, whatever state of development
it may have reached in ovo. In the orders

Orlhoptera, Heiniptera, and Homoptera, the

larvse resemble the perfect insect, except in

wanting wings ; while in the Hymenoptera,
Coleoptera, Neuroptera, Lepidoptera, and
Diptera, they completely differ. Those larvae

which have iegs and prolegs are called cater-

pillars ; others, with a head and with feet or

no feet are called grubs ; and those which
want both a head and feet maggots. As a

rule, a larva cannot propagate its kind, but
Wagner has discovered that this can be done
by the maggot of a dipterous genus of insects,

Cecidomyia ; and Grimm that it can be done
by the flies of the genus Chiioiionms.

3. Zool. : The term is sometimes used of the
half-developed state of animals belonging to

other classes. Thus Darwin (Origin of Species,

ch. xiv.) speaks of the larva of a Cirriped.

lar'-val, a. [Eng. larv(a); -ah] Of or per-

taining to a larva.

lar'-vate, lar'-vat-ed, a. [Lat. larvatus,

from larva = a mask.] Masked; wearing a

mask.

*" larve, s. & a. [Larva.]

A. As subst. : The same as Larva (q.v.).

E. As adj. : Larval.

lar'-vl-form, a. [Lat. larva — n larva, and
forma = furni, shape.] Having the form of or

resembling a larva, grub, or caterpillar.

(Oiceii.)

lar-vip'-a-raf s. pi. [Lat. larva (q.v.), and
pario = to bring forth.]

Eidoia. : Insects which bring forth larvae

instead of depositing eggs.

lar-Vlp'-a-rous, a. [Lat. larva (q.v.); pario
= tu produce, and Eng. adj. suff. -ous.]

Entovi. : Producing its young in the condi-

tion of larva;.

la-ryn'-ge-al, t la-ryn'-ge-an, a. [Gr.

'kdpvy£ (larungx), gunH. kdpyyyos (larunggos)

;

Eng. adj. suff. -eau, -ml,] Of or pertaining to

the larynx. Thus there are laryngeal arteries,

veins, nerves, &c.

lar - yn-gis'-mus, s. [Gr. kapvyyta-p-os (lar-

unggismos) — croaking.] (See the compound.)

laryngismus stridulus, s.

Path, : A spasmodic affection of the glottis,

spasmodic croup, or child-crowing, of nervous
origin, and differing from true croup by not
being constant, absence of inflammation, and
of false membrane. The par vagum nerve is

alone affected.

lar-yn-gi'-tis, s. [Gr. kdpvy£ (larwngx), genit.

kdpvyyos (larunggos) = the larynx (q.v.); suff.

-Wis, denoting inflammation.]

Path. : Inflammation of the windpipe. It

may be acute, chronic, mucous, orcedematous,
and is produced by cold or damp or as an ac-

companiment of certain zymotic diseases such
as scarlatina, small-pox, and measles. When
membranous it is called croup, and may also

be frequently found associated with diph-
theria. In oedematous laryngitis, as in croup,
tracheotomy is sometimes necessary to save
life, and is usually successful. It is not con-

fined to infancy, but is common to adults.

'T lar-yn-go-log'-ic-al, a. [Eng. laryngo-

logy; c connective, and Eng. adj. suff. -al.] Of
or pertaining to laryngology ; studying laryn-

gology : as, The American Laryngological As-
sociation.

lar-yn-gol'-o-gy, s. [Gr. kdpvyg (larungx),

genit. kdpvyyos (larunggos) = the larynx, and
A070S (logos) = a discourse.] The branch of
medical science which treats of the larynx and
its diseases.

lar-yn-goph -o-ny, s. [Gr. kdpvyg (larungx),

genit. kdpvyyos (Im uvggos) = the larynx, and
4>uvri (phone) = a sound.] The sound of the
voice as heard through the stethoscope, when
placed over the larynx.

lar-yn'-gO-SCO-pe, s. [Gr. kdpvyg (larungx),

genit. kdpvyyoi; (larunggos) = the larynx, and
o-Kon-e'to (skopeo) = to see, to observe.] An in-

strument, invented by Senor Manuel Garcia,
for obtaining a view of the larynx. It con-
sists of a small plane mirror on a long, slender
stem, which is introduced to the back of the
throat, and a large concave mirror for reflect-

ing light (solar or artificial). This last re-

flector may be either fixed to a stand or sus-

pended from the forehead of the operator.
An inverted image is seen in the small mirror.

lar-yn-g6-SCOp'-lC, a. [Eng. laryngoscopy);
-ic.) Pertaining to the laryngoscope or the
inspection of the larynx.

lar-yii-got'-o-my, s. [Gr. kdpvy£ (larungx),

genit. kdpvyyos (larunggos) = the larynx, and
ropvq (tome) = a cutting ; rifivta (temno) =. to
cut.]

Surg, : An operation by which an incision is

made into the larynx to aid in the operation of
breathing, when obstruction to it exists, to
remove foreign bodies, or for any similar cause.
In the first case a little funnel-shaped silver

instrument is inserted into the opening to
keep it from closing too soon.

lar'-ynx, s. [Gr. kdpvyg (larungx).']

1. Aaat. : The windpipe. It is built up on
the cricoid cartilage above the trachea, con-
taining the arytenoid cartilages and vocal
ligaments, terminating in the glottis and epi-
glottis ; it is the organ of voice (q.v.).

2. P"tlwl. : There may be polypi, cancer,
fibrous tumours, or ulceration ot the larynx,
besides laryngeal catarrh, phthisis, d:c.

las, [Lace.]

las-car', s. [Pers. & Hind, lashkar.] In the
East Indies a native sailor employed on Eu-
ropean vessels ; also a labourer employed in
arsenals, inc.

* las-ciy-i-en-cy, s. [Lat. lasciviens, pr. par.

of lami'-io — to be wanton.] Lasciviousuess.
"The enormous hisvivieueii of the bodily life,"

—

Hall ifwell: Jlclampr., p. <J.

* laiS-clV-i-eat, a. [Lasjciviekcy.] Las-
civious, wanton, frolicsome.

" The la&civient life cf the vehicle suggested to him."—More: Philasoph, Cabbala, ch. iii., § 1.

las-ciV-l-oilS, a. [A corrupt, (under the

influence of Fr. hiscif), from Lat. lascivus ;
Ital. & Sp. lascivo.]

1. Lewd, wanton, lustful.

" The Fauns and Satyrs, a lascivious race,

Shrieked at the sight." C'oicpur. Auti-T/wlyphthora.

2. Exciting or provoking to lasciviousness.
" The luicioioits pipe and wanton sont'.

That charm down fear." Camper: Table Talk, 462.

3. Characterized by lewdness or wanton-
ness ; lewd.

".Suudrie wanton speeches and lascivious phrases."
—Gasct/igne: To the Heverend Deuincv.

las-giv'-i-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. lascivious;

-bj. J In a lascivious manner ; wantonly,
lewdly, lustfully.

las-civ'-l-ous-ness, s [Eng. lascivious

;

-n-es.i.]

1. The quality or .state of being lascivious
;

wantonness, lewdness, lustfuluess.

"The misery of Florimell, the virtuouenes of Bel-
phehe, the laecivious/ics of Hellenora ; and many the
like."

—

Spenser: Explain, of /'aerie Queene.

2. A tendency to excite lust or wantonness.

la'-ser, s. [Lat. =the juice of Laserpitium
(q.v.).] The laser, or, more fully, laser cyre-

naiewn, implying that it was brought from
Gyrene, was a drug to which the ancients
attributed miraculous properties, believing

that it could cure envenomed, wounds, restore

sight to the blind and youth to the aged, &e.

Lmdley believed it came from Thapsia, and
probably from Thapsia gurganica, an umbel-
liferous plant. It was called also Asaduleis.

la-ser-pi'-ti-um (t as sh)f s. [Lat. laser-

pitium, lo^erpicium. j

Dot. : A genus of Umbellifer*, family Thap-
sidye. The fruit is eight-winged. Laserpitium
glabi tun is the Glabrous Laserwort, found
in mountainous districts in the south of
Europe. Its root is violently purgative, and
even caustic. L. Siler, found in Greece, L.
guiumijerum in bpain and Portugal, and other
species of the genus, yield gum lesins. Some
are used as domestic remedies. [Laser.]

la'-ser-wort, s. [Lat., ike. laser (q.v.)) and
Eng. wort.]

Hot: (1) The genus Laserpitium (q.v.);

(2) Thapsia Lastrpitii.

lash (1), * lasche, * lasshe, s. [Etym. doubt-
iul v; cf. Ger. lasche = a flap.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

(1) The thong or cord at the end of a whip ;

a whip, a scourge.
" In his hand, as the sign of his sway,
A scourge hung « ith lashes lie bore."

Cc-wper ' The Morning Dream.

(2) A stroke with anything pliant and tough

;

a stroke with a whip.
" The lash resounds, the rapid chariot flies."

I'ope- Homer; Iliad v. 457.

* (3) A leash or string in which an animal is

held ; a snare.

2. Fig. : A stroke of satire ; sarcasm, satire,

vituperation.
" The moral is a lash at the vanity of arrogating that

to ourselves which succeeds v;e>\\."—VEstrange.

II. Weaving: A thong formed of the com-
bined ends of the cords by which a certain set

of yarns are raised in the process of weaving
Brussels carpet. Eacli yarn (termed an end)
passes through an eye (the mail), to which is

attached a cord passing over a pulley above
the fi'ame of the loom. The cords required to
raise to the surface a certain set of yarns, re-

quired for one row in the pattern, are bound
together into a lash, so as to be operated by a
single pull.

lash-free, a. Free from the lash or scourge
of satire or sarcasm.

lash(2), s. [Etyundoubtful.] An eyelash (q.v.)-

l£sh, * lasch-yn, v.t. & i. [Lash, s.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Literally:

1. To strike or flog with anything pliant and
tough, as a whip ; to whip ; to flog ; to drive
with a whip.

" These, with his bow unbent, he lashed along."
Pope; Homer ; Iliad x. 584.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. £e, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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2. To beat or dash against.
" The lightning flies, the thunder roars,
Ami big waves lash the frighted shoves."

Prior: Italy's Looking-GUist.

3. To throw or dash out suddenly or with a
jerk.

"The club hung round his ears, and batter'd brows:
He falls ; and lashing up his heels, his rider throws."

flr/fden: Ovid; Metamorphoses xii.

4. To fasten or bind with a rope or cord ; to
: secure or tie with a cord or string.

* 5. To throw out, to scatter.
v IL Fig. ; To satirize ; to assail fiercely

with satire.

"Juvenal was wholly employed in lushing vices."—
Dryden: Juvenal. (Dedication.)

B. Intransitive

:

I. Lit. : To use a whip ; to flog.

II. Figuratively :

1, To satirize ; to make use of satire or
sarcasm.

2. To break out ; to launch out into extra-
vagance.

^[ To lash out:

1. To become extravagant.

2. To kick out, as a horse.

3. To utter wildly.
" He lasheth out scripture in bedelem,"—Sir T. More

Works, p. 287.

"* lash, a. [Prob. from Lat. laxus = loose.] Soft
and watery, but without flavour. (Forby :

Vocab. of East Anglia.)
" Fruits being unwholesome and lash before the fifth

year. —Browne ; Qardcn of Cyrus, ch. v.

lash -er, s. [Eng. lash ; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. One who lashes or flogs.

2. A weir in a river ; the water collected
below a weir.

II. Technically :

1. Ichthy. : [Father-lasher].

2. Naut. : The rope which binds a gun to
the rings at the cheek of the port.

lash -irig, pr. par., «., & s. [Lash, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particlp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of flogging or whip-
ping.

2. Naut.: A rope, or gasket, by which any-
thing is secured on board ship, by wrapping
around it ; as the lashing of a studding-sail
boom ; the lashing of the parts of a pontunn-
bridge ; the lashing at the head of shears ;

"the lashing of a tail-block. Also the act of
binding one thing to another.

3. {PL) : Abuudance of anything. (Vulg.)

' lash -less, a. [Eng. lash (2), s. ; -less.] Hav-
ing no lashes.

" His lashless eyelids stretch
Around his demon eyes. ' Keats : Lamia, pt. Ii.

la si an dra, s. [Pref. lasi(o)- ; Gr. ivrjp
(ceiier), genit. di/6>ds (aiulros) = a man, a sta-
men.]

Bot. ; The typical genus of the family Lasi-
andrklse (q.v.). The fruit of Lasiandra ar-
gentea and some others is used in Brazil for
dyeing black.

la si an -drl doe. s. pi. [Mod. Lat. Uisian-
dr(a) ; Lat. feni. pi. adj. suff. -idw.]

Bot. : A family of Melastomads, tribe Me-
lastomeee.

la-si-6-, pre/. [Gr. Aao-ios (lasios) = hairy,
rough, shaggy, woolly.] (Fordef. see etym.)

la-sl-o-bot'-rys, s. [Pref. lasio- (q.v.), and
Gr. porpvs (botrus) = a bunch of grapes.]

Bot. : A genus of Ascoinycetous Fungi.
Lasiobotry? lonicerce grows on the horny leaves
and stems of various kinds of honeysuckle.
(Berkeley.)

la-si 6-cam -pa, s. [Pref. lasio- (q.v.), and
Gr, KafLirq (kampe) = a caterpillar.]

Entom. : A genus of Bombycida?, sometimes
made the type of a family Lasiocampidte(q.v.).
Lasiocampa rubi is the Fox-moth, L. trifolU the
Grass Eggar, L. qttercus the Oak Eggar, and
L. callunai, possibly onlv a variety of the last,
the Heath Eggar. [Eggar.]

1 la si-o cam pi dee, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lasio-
camp(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.}

Entom. : A genus of moths, by Mr. Stainton.

and others included in Bombycidfe. It con-
sists of large or medium-sized moths, with
stout, hairy bodies and strong wings, generally
brown, reddish-brown, or yellow. Caterpil-
lars covered with soft hair. [Lasiocampa.]

la-Sl-6m'-ma-ta, s. [Pref. fa*i(o)-(q.v.), and
Gr. op.fj.ara (ommata), pi. of o/x/xa (omma) = the
eye.]

Entom. ; A genus of Butterflies, family Nym-
phalidse, sub-family Satyridi. Lasiommata
JEgerht is the Speckled Wood Butterfly, and
L. Megtera the Wall Butterfly.

la'-si-on-lte, s. [Gr. Aao-tos (lasios) = hairy
;

suff. -ite (Min.).~)

Min. : A mineral occurring in hair-like
crystals on limonite in the Jura limestone at
Amberg, Bavaria ; now determined to be the
same as Wavellite (q.v.).

la-Si-o-pe-tal'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lasio-

petaUjun); Lat. fern, pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Byttneriaceai or Byttnerese.

la-si-6-pet-a-lum, s. [Pref. lasio- (q.v.), and
Lat. pt'talum; Gr. tt4to\ov (petalon) = a leaf,]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Lasio-
petalete (q.v.).

la-si-op'-ter-a, s. [Pref. lasio- (q.v.), and
Gr. Ttrepa. (ptera), pi. of irrtpov (p>teron) = a
feather, a wing.]

Entom. : A genus of two-winged flies, family
Cecidoiuyida?. Lasioptera obfmcata destroys
wheat like the Wheat Midge (Cecidomyia tri-

tici). Both occur in Britain. They deposit
their eggs in the flowers of the plant, on which
their maggots feed. They bury themselves in
the ground before becoming pupae.

la-si-o-Si'-phon, s. [Pref. lasio- (q.v.), and
Gr. trtyav (siphon) = a siphon.]

Bot. : A genus of Thymelacea;. Lasiosiplion
eriocephatus, or eriocepliala, a large shrub,
growing in Bengal and Southern India, yields
a tibre. (Calcutta Exhibition Report.) Its bark
is used for poisoning fish

* lask, * laske, #. [A corrupt, of lax (q.v.).]

A flux.

*laslc(l) laske, v.i. [Lask, s.] To suffer

from diarrhoea.

lask (2), v.i. [Etym. doubtful.]

Xaut. : To sail large, or with a wind about
45° abaft the beam. [Large, If 2.]

las'-kct, s. [Cf. Sw. laska = to stitch ; lask
= a scarf, a joint ; Ban. laske = to join ; lask
= a scarf.]

Naut. : One of the rings of cord on the head
of a bonnet or drabbler to secure it to the foot
of the sail above, by a lacing cord. A lateh.

las -pririg, last'-spring, s. [Eng. las(t), a.,

and spring.] A young salmon.

lass, * lasse, * lasce, s. [A contraction' of
laddess, a feminine form of lad (q.v.).] A young
woman, a girl, a maid, a wench. (Often used
as a term of endearment.)

" Yon solitary Highland lass
!

"

Wordsworth : Solitary Reaper,

T[ Hallelvjah-lass : [Hallelujah-lass].

* lasse, * las, a. [Less.]

lassie, s. [Eng. lass; dirain. suff. -ie = -y.]
A little girl ; dimin. of lass. (Used as a term
of endearment.)

"'The lassie t the nuir lassie I' said the old man:
' many such a night h:ive I weathered at hauie and
abroad.' "Scott : Antiquary, ch. via.

las -si tude, s. [Fr., from Lat. lassitudo =
faintness, from lassus = weary, faint; Sp.
ktssitud ; Ital. lassitudine.] The state of being
weary or Languid ; weakness, weariness ; loss
of energy or. animation ; languor arising from
exhaustion either bodily or mental ; enerva-
tion.

"All lassitude is a- kind of contusion and compres-
sion of the parts."—Bacon: Sat. Hist., § 730.

lass -lorn, a. [Eng. lass, and lorn,] For-
saken by one's mistress

; jilted.

"Brown groves,
Whose shadow the dismissed batchelor loves,
Being lasslorn." Shakesp. : Tempest, iv. l.

las -so, laz -6, s. [Port, lago, from Lat. la-
quevs = a snare ; Sp. lazo.) A rope with a
limning noose, used in Spanish America and
Texas for catching cattle. In the British
cavalry, ten men per troop are furnished with

a lasso, not as a weapon, but that they may
aid in drawing a load on emergencies.

" The lazo consists of a very strong, but thin, well-
lilaited rope, made of raw-hide. One end is attached
to the broad surcingle, which fastens together the
complicated gear of the recado, or saddle, used in the
Pampas: the other is terminated by a small ring of
iron or brass, by which a nooze can be formed. The
Gauclio, when he is ycing to use the lazo, keeps a small
coil in his bridle-hand, and in the other holds the
running nooze, which is made very large generally
having a diameter of about eight feet This lie whirls
romid his head, and by the dexterous movement of his
wrist keeps the noose open, then throwing it, he causes
it to fall on any particular spot he chooses. The lazo,

when not used, is tied up in a small coil to the after
part of the recado."—Iktrvnn: Voyage Round the
World (ed. 1870), ch. iii., p. «.

lasso-cells, s. pi.

Zool. : Minute extensile weapons not ro_

tractile of Actinia;, called also cnidee, nettling

cells, and thread capsules.

las -so, v.t. [Lasso, s.] To catch with a lasso.

lass'-ock, s. [Eng. lass; dimin. suff. -ock.]

A little lass ; a young girl. (Scotch.)

last, a. & adv. [A contraction of latest ; thti

intermediate form being latst; Dut. laatst
t

super, of laat = late.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Coming after all others in order of suc-
cession ; hindmost.

"The seventh and las/."

Sluikesp. : 2 Henry VI., ii. 2.

2. Coming after all others in order of tiuib,

latest.

" From the first day to the last.'—Nehemiah viii. 18.

3. Closing, final, ultimate.
" Hia last of days

Shall set iu glory."
J'ope : Homer ; Iliad xvi. 795.

4. Utmost, extreme.

5. Lowest, meanest ; coming after all othei
in regard to rank or quality : as, He won tliB

last prize.

6. Furthest from the thoughts ; the least
likely to suggest itself to the mind ; the most
unlikely: as, It is the last thing I should
expect.

7. Next before the present ; immediately
preceding the present : as, last week, last year.

B. As adverb:

1. The last time or occasion ; for the last
time.

"Since I saw you last." Shakesp. : Tempest, t.

2. After all others.
" Do not leave me last." Sluzkesp. : Sonnet 90.

*3. Lately.
" Yet I was last chidden for being too slow."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, ii. 1,

1" (1) At last, * at the last: At or iu tht
end ; ultimately ; in the conclusion.

(2) To the last : To the end.

(3) Oji one's last legs : In an extreme stage of
exhaustion; on verge of ruin; ruined in health.

II Last and ultimate respect the order of
succession ; latest the order of time : final
the completion of an object . . . The last is

opposed to the first ; the ultimate is distin-
guished from that which might follow; the
latest is opposed to the earliest ; the final to
the introductory or beginning.

* last-court, s. A court held by the
twenty-four jurats in the marshes of "Kent
and summoned by the bailiffs, wherein orders
are made to lay and levy taxes, impose penal-
ties, &c, for the preservation of the said
marshes.

last-heir, s.

Law : He to whom lands come by escheat
for want of lawful heirs ; in some cases, the
lord of whom the lauds are held, in others,
the crown.

last (1), * last-en, *lest-en, v.i. [A.S. l&s-
tan = to observe, to last, to remain; prop., to
follow in the steps of, from laist = a foot-
traek ; cogn. with Goth, laistjan — to follow

;

laists = a foot-track ; Ger. leisten = to per-
form, to follow out ; leisten = a form, a shoe-
maker's last.]

1. To continue in existence ; to remain ; to
endure.

" Will never cease as long as the world lasts."—Hake-
urill': Apologie, ch. iii. § 6.

2. To hold out; to continue without being
exhausted : as, The provisions will last for a
month.

3. To continue unimpaired
; not to decay or

perish : as, A colour lasts.

boll, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

oian, tian = shan. -tion. -sion = shun: -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - slius. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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530 last— late

last (2), v.t. [Lamt (B), *.] To form on or by
a hint.

*last (1), «, [Last (1), v.] i'uwcr of holding

out; endurance, dauiina.
" Jt'n :i fiiir tri:il of Hk ill mid fr-Mf h<-twci-n uh."—

fftpjhn* . Tom llr.mm't Sdiwil-duj/*, \>t II., eh. * ii.

last 02),
' leste, «. fA.tt. w*/, /Ms* = a foot-

trad;, a path, tin: trace of feet ; eogn. with

Jtot. /"'"-/. = a Itwt, a shape ; led. Uintr = the

foot below tin: ankle ; Sw. /Viirf = u last ; Dan.
hnt ; (Jit. h-htr„. ; <iol.b. hnrtr = a footstep.)

A wooden mould on which shoes are fashioned.

A foot-shaped block placed inside a shoe, to

give shape to tin- upper and hold the pads,
which are tacked thereto previous to pegging.

"Should the )-r-' W-xU-ikI the Him- too wi.L-,

Kadi Ktow; "ill «n.'jn;li tin; iiuwiiry hti-\> ;tnhl<-."

(Jail : Trh-t.t, I \:h.

last-finishing machine, . A machine
in winch tin- end* of lasts, wliieli are held

in the chucks of a last-turning machine, are

dressed up and finished.

last-holder, a.

fihwmnkiiiff ; A standard for the last while
lasting, pegging, sewing, solciug, &c,

last f.'J), s. [A, 8. //''/-.I/ = a burden, from
/iW«,i = to loud; fjogn. with leel. tent - u
lon.I, fir »in bl<i<lh„=b> load; Dan. /<w*=)l
wdgld, a burden, a cargo ; /re* = a load ; Irttle

= to load; Hw, W = a hnrdeii ; /aw = a
cartload ; l)an. & <i<-r. /••it, from (laden. = to

load.]

1. A load; a certain weight or quantity.
(Sec extract.)

"A<W of white herring in twelve tuirrd*, of n-.l

herrings 2') uules or thoii->;uiil ; ntnl of i>Ik')iiir<lH Jo.mjn;

of (.'um 1") i|Uarti-Trt, (lll'l ill »omi- \r,irU of KlljflfUl'l 'i\

<ju.'irtr_'ii ; of wool V> n:w;k* ; of W.\t\u-r •!<) dickens or
U-ii Kcon: ; of hld.-« or wkln^ I'J do/,.a. ; of pitch, t-tr, or
milieu 14 biirn;l» ; of «iiji j>'. w.l.-r 21 iirklun, weighing a
hundred [jouikIb wich.' - Total i if, : L.tw IHi:li'jiiarff.

2. The eargo or burden of a ship.

last (i), h. [Laht, <>.] The same as Last-
coi-rt (<j.v.).

last'-age, *. [Erig. fosJ (3), k. ; -ntj?.]

1. A cargo, a load, the loading of a ship.

2. Ballast.
"All titjmer of ships aceiiHtoiricd t" corn? to the nald

port M. of (Jii|.-i»|o'itor the countrey of KnghimJ "hull
brli.K »ith them nil their IimOwe of good atones
coiiveuli-ut for stuffing thtj wala ottiktiw."—/rty(. ai
JtU'ttfird 11,, a. m.

3. Btowage-room for good,s.

4. A duty paid—
(1) Jn some maikets for the right to carry

goods wheie one wills
;

i'l) On wares sold by the la 7t ;

('') For freight or carriage.

"Ho that tliey stuil) )ih fret* from . , . limfn'/r,
Ml n;.'(;, \r,w.\-#t. &C."—//' kit- //I Vui/ti/je*. I, 117,

(4) l-'or the right of taking ballast from the
shore betwe-n tide-marks.

last'-er, *. [Eng. /"' (*£), h. ; -er.] A too] for

sti''d-'iiJiig the upper J"uth'-] ov^ialast.

last'-ing (1), ?"-. //">%, rf., &». [L.wj'd _),?'.]

A. >!« >'/. >"''". ." (Hee the verb).

B. jU ft'ljectire :

1. ''ontinning in '-xistene'- ; enduring, r<-

nii'ining; not ceasing to exist; i>ermunent,
duiMblc

" Tin; only auiarantMiK- flowi-r on '^rth
in \ irtue : th« only l-it'iny Irnwir-.. trutL

"

(W/AY /'<<.*/£, ill. 20-j.

2. Heimiiniti^ or continuing uniinpaind by
time : as, a H-I.hig eolour.

3. Of ]"ug '-ontinuanee.
*' AnO tin**, like tln-iii. «oM, ho,,!'-^ thHta h\u'A.

Kath lixe-l ;»i|.l • }iil|.-l InV. .. /.i-<o«y r,;.),..;
'

"

J//'y/-/; I'.-io-^ }'r;,,h>{i >,f h lu,rnwu:

C. AtHKhutvidiVf.

L 0c7. J,a«'/. . Endurance, eoidnnwv,
penfianenc'.

" Nulling I'Pocaretli tlt<; /«*///"/ ''f tr^v, 1-i^Ik- .w,.J

h- r)^, ."> muvk a» biteu >.<AUii4."— Ii icon . S-J.'. //<*'.,

IL T>xhn>'><lhj:

1. /VoVWc;

(]) A five-leaf twill stuff; a stiff woollen
f-ibii'* in which horsehair was fonnerly in^r-
woven to form a stiffening for sto';).b or

dresses.

(-1) A woollen fabric u».ed in inakhig women's
BllOCj*.

2. $I"»:,w! iaq : Th- proe<M, of drawing the
upjter leather bmoofhjy o\ er fhe bi-b-t.

last ih.% Vl), h. [Lai (-J), x.\ The act <f

V>t i i.ng on a last.

lastlng-awl, «.

Slwi'iiwl-uifi : A Hfwing-awl for shoe-cloHCrH,

The awl, being pasricd thruugli tin- leather,

ranies fhe thread with il ; then being slightly

drawn back, it forms a loop through which a
Hecond thread is passed. The eulire with-

drawal of the awl then makes a lock-stitch,

similar to f hat made on some sewing-machines.

lasting-Jack, «.

Slmi'iiitUJiitf : An implement to hold the

last while draining and securing the upper
on it; and for centreing or adjusting the in-

sole ami oulKole for the subsequent action of

the pegging or sewing-machine. Sometimes
used in hand-pegging.

lasting-machine, *.

Shanmaki iiij : A Contrivance for drawing Ihe

upper leather- of a boot, or shoe smoof lily ovj-

the last, turning the projecting crlges dovwi

upon fhe insole, and holding them until they

are properly secured by tacks, r
j,,^H . or other

fastenings,

lasting-pinchers, «, yl,

Shopnv< I: hii/ : A tool lo grip the edges of the
ii[ipr;r leather of a boot and draw it over the

last; a lasting-tool.

lasting -tOOl, t. [LAH'MN(;-l'INrj|i,H>.|

laSt'-ing-l^, ruin. |Klig. Innthnj ; -///,] Ilia

lasling manner; permanently, durably, with
continuance.

"llwtluitlmtli IjIm portion limt, niimt luw« It la*u„>j.

I//."—Hunynn: I'llyrhit* /V«f//v*j, |<t. i.

last frig nCSS, *. [Kllg. ht*th*tj; ;wm.\ The
([iialily or slate of being lasting; durability,

pernianciiee, continuance.
" Tin* /-Y*/or

l
7*ww of t hi'l r motion, without tlitflUm of

fiij.ew»'ij>iiJy."— WUktm tiouiuJ.uH, «.-#*. m.

last'-l^, "'lo. [fmg. lad (»i.); -Uj.\

1. Jn the last place.

"[will Justify the 'iuhft-I; s-'oa-lly. Udnti» Uik
forci-n ; aw\ 1'tit.f//, |*to|*ouii(l vi.ri.-ty . V-A^u, tor

<;hol.:>', biitnot'uIvl»i; th.M.-liol--c ~ll-u;n.

2. At la.st; finally; in. the end, in conclu-
sion,

"I fur tifu juike will l^u«-
Tliy \xwnn, itii'I tli« gloTy next to iln-e

Kr.'.-ly j. ut oir, mid l»n e ... f't*H/t 'Hi-."

j/-voy„ /' /.,, ui- itto.

Ia3-trse'~a, «. [Ktym. unknown.
J

iUii. : A genus now reduced lo a siib-g'-uuH

of J-'erns jifn-ed under Ne|ihrodii|iu. It has a

icjjifonii induHiuiu, attae)j^l b\ tle-siuu^, and
the veins free. All Ihe Ibitish specie, ,,f

\ephiodium f/elong to tin- om- genus 1/istiaa.

Ids u rite, «. [Low hat. Inznr; Aiab. /«(j-

A-,// lapn lazuli ; sull. .ih>,(Mhi )(<{.v,).j

Mia,. : The same as Azvhiti. fq.v,).

las~^l'-Io, ", [Eng. w/(/c^/c;rever;,e,|,j (Sec

the coujjioUJal.)

lasyli c acid, *.

I'fatnt,: r7ll\ < >2- A" aeid whose phenyl-
eth'T, C,-;I1/J.. '-VH./'wjIf.^'^, i» pl'XIocd,
togdlier V.itli hyrliochlonc JWJlfl, by lljeaefjou

of OXydlhi/l'ie of pliOHpltoillS ill e>,ci-hi o|j

..died. itc ot rodhim. Wh.-n the temperature
rW'n high, a vi^ejd Inpid passes ovej, which,
on st.oding, deposils tabular rr\shds of the
jihenyl-ellje;-, leaving a mothei--li'|'ioi, which
hinelj's of h'.drate of phe fl \J. (iVuV.i: Did.
Hk-ik., iii. ill.)

*lit, v.t [U.i, v.]

latd), *. [Ktym. doubffuL]

yjo(. .' (j<l"nt.iiif Ir/tt'i.ji'i'lh.

lat(2), *. li'aii k San.*c]

Airfnf^tttr;

1. Hwi'lhid ; The simple,-,), form of ''tope,"
a kind of sthamla ^pillar), constituting a

marked bat ore of Itooddhid architecture.
Heveial y-l remain. Theje is one at Indbt,
three more exist in Tirhot, near fhe Oimdn.-p
hive;, and one w:m M-movd to Allah.-I.ad.

It v.. is on a "Jat" thai the edebiaied j.rod.--

mation .if A^oc^x again/-,! taking human life

was curved.

2. ///'/m/w • The lat, borrowed, porhaj-,
from the JJooddJiMtn, exirttft in connection v. ith

Hindoo ,'jM'hiteetnre emanating from the pro-
fe'i^ois of Jirahmani-sm.

lat-a ki a, IS'-x. def.j a Miyriur kind of
TmJ. ii i.-1/ie(;o, of a mild flavour, named
bom haUkia f>bc ancient IjvA'wl), w-ar
which it is gjoivu.

la ta' nl a, a, [l-'rom lalnnlii, ihe name of

"one species in the Jsh; of JIotuboiL Hee def.|

Slat. : A ki'iihh of I'almM. trfbe liorasHea:.

Jt contains two speci'-,H, JMrtnla haiirb<inh'ii
r ,

from tin- Isle ot Jjom bon, and /-, r»hnt
t from

Ihe .Mauritius. They have palmate, fan-

shaped leaves, yellow llowcis, and yellowish-

coloured drupes. The leaves are used by
fhe natives for covering their lints, and for

making fansand umbrellas. 'J'hc imlp of the

fruit is astringent, Ihe kernel hitter and pur-

gativi*, and the sap of the trees antiscorbutic,

latch CI), ' J aecho, * lach, * lahche*
" latche, s. f A.H. hmmi, -~ U> catch.

J

L Ortlhiari/ LfUHjvufjc ;

J. Uhmllti:

(I) A door-fasfenine;, consisting of hinge-

bolt and eatch. A latch iimv be opem-d from

either side or the door or gate,

"They lifted tin- lnJrh, mid tln-y \mU- U\i<\ I«j ir»n<-
"

fiiMt . Ii<ik<;hu, ill. /).

' (-1) A cross-bow.

* (:',) A snaii-.

2. !•"".! ' Any entrance or means of admij-

sioii.
" Tl« soft limirj of »lee» liwl "low-.J tin; /««/*

Of the timl houwiholil of «.»iimr-j«il «-n=-..'."

M'ttrUtuturih : 0-A-. (Jiiinniry, IfR)

IL 'IWInrn-all,,:

1. KiiiU'ni'i-uuirJuvj;: The |,iece hlnge.l to

fhe needle, which closes ovd' fhe engaged looj-

1o hold il in position in the needh- while tb*v

latter is j-ei M: tiating another loop. The latch

is subsequently op-md by fhe lafeh lifter lo

allow the loop to be pushed kick upon the

needle, and is then dos*-<l by tin- lateh-elo»er

lo enable the knock-off to dis*-ng.cK'f- the formed
loop or stitch. The latch fa sometimes called,

the fly.

2. Xttntiitri:

(l) A cord efamn which holds Ihe in-boat'U

end of a marlre/ej-lju,;; a madtereblateh.

(i) A Jooj. on tie- head-rope of a bonnet-rtail ;,

a lasket.

latch-closer, -i.

KuHtinti-w/a-hhii;: Tin- piee/. whldi <:)<•>'.»*

the lalde-H, to enable the knock-off to slip the
formed loops off the ncdle*.

* latch drawer. ' latche drawer, >.

A thfef, who stole into house's by diawiny, iiie

latch.
" 'I'll/oil, Jy-rtdil'I l«h-Ufslrnw,-r*, nil'! loll-r'-^ kn-xhn,

J>:t 1m:io :.l,y<l<:t>l tie- \*,nl )> -ir.< *•
/'. 1'hnttmtrtt, p. H'!.

latch key, „•- A private key for a dieet-
door latch.

latch lifter, #.

KuMthi'j-M'xhhit',: The rod or (ing'T v,bidi

lifts and v-vr*-* the laf-hes U> "Wthh' the

loops or «t itches t/> be pu«hyd \/.i<-k along the-

needhh.

iat9h it), ». j Id mil doubtful.l A miry or

,,v. ,-onpy j.lace.

'* A«ot).f-r )«u-t of Mil /'//>-/(, l(3n» f,r<>ii,l'iirj, n* Jirowa
tl/o'ivl«» -,<''/'/ Uuy Jfaii/i-rf!/, • I,, run

latch H), lacchc, latche, f.i. [A. 8.

<o-,„o,,)

*
1, To catch, lo Seize.

" Tli'»^- tlj.-d. ri'iJi;(.liM"J Hin-v,- (ldrtu ut OJK? »iin. an'*
//(0-/.o«7our.J;»rt', witKllinm i«(Aili .).'. il»,'—li-AoU-f

2. To fahlej, With a lafeh.

"Hv li«d treni.-th t-, r(-.v.I-i hi* fotlw* h'/u**: tl*-?-

'J'^if wa»«*lll>' tUt'-h'-l ' —Isr /-".

latch W), r.f. \Vr. ih}„; =to lick.] To-

lick, to smear, to anoint.
" JM thou j-'t '«-'''<' 'I'" Ath*flilaij'*«y*«
With tli-r Jowdui'-'r"
Hh'ilunp .

MftwKif-f Xl'jhfg //r-'ftf. Ut. %
* latche, *, ILa'm n, «.)

latche, '-./. ii.at' it fi>, v.]

ldtch'-et, lach et, .'. IFr. /-//"', dimin,
t). Kr. /*»/* ; h, l<« < ] A string owl to fast-u.

or tie a shoe or . and,-*!.

"Tle-/<; C-VIJJ'-th */IM! (lO/ii'i-rT 1 1.Wli I, tl,'- h.t-ht-J ill

wii'wtnlnMM f mh not »o/tliy to niA-/***:. '-- M'/rf- i. 7,

iAt9h'-IAg, ». iki.it. /"(.;. nj, ». ; -;„;,.]

,V».il. ; A |.*»j> f..rm.-.l ..ii 1li- li-a.l r.,|»- of a
l)..im.|-«iil, l.y V.I11.-I1 it i» i:./nii.c1.-.| t., tli't

i.,./t ..flli- rJlil t', ttUJr;|i it f'/r»W..jJJ aj.J«!ll'U^';.

late, *lat, ». & "./c. |\.S. /«/ = Aim, la)-;
':../!.. -. itJ. I».it l.ml - |..v ;

;-/•!. fafe ar ,,]., .,

Inzy ; l^in.«»(^lii/,y; »».///( lar.y : Gotli.

fate, f^tt, fare, amidst, wlrat, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, i>6t

Syrian, ae, oe - e ; ey = a. qu^ kvr.
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Ints = slothful ; Gcr. lass = weary ; Lat. lassus
= ratigtied.] [Latch, Latter, Last.]

A. As adjeetivr

:

1. Coming after the usual or proper time

;

behind time, slow, tardy, lony delayed: as, a
late harvest.

" 2. Blow, uot quick ; slow of belief.

"A lat num." Josvph of Ar'imnthir, 695.

3. Advanced towards the close or end : as,

lute hours of the clay.

1. Existing at a previous time, hut now
gone or ceased: ns, the lute stornts ; esp.ee.,

used of a person deceased, lately or recently
in office or pi, ice.

••Qurtate noble master!"
Sfinf.<:*i> Timon of Athens, v. 1.

5. Recent.
" An. af /<(feiluys, our neighbours.

Tin- upjioi UiTiimin. run dearly witness.

"

SliaKesp. : Henri/ VIII., v. S.

6. Keeping late hours ; dissipated.

"The llltlwu'MHuuil sw-lUcil luanlt'iice

Of such tato wiwaiillluiu" Milton: Comus, 17I>,

B. -4s ndvvrh ;

1. After the usual or proper time; after

delays.
" Bring thy n«\va ao late." Shukvsp. : Cori^ltnus, I. f>.

2. Far advanced into the day or night ; at a
late hour.

* Win* It so Into, frktiul. ere you wont to bed?"
Slmkesp. : Marketh, tl. :t.

3. A shoit time ago or previously ; lately,

recently.
"Slitf lertiw tlmt was hut late tovlorti."

S!,uk«s/>. ; IVmia ,( AdonU, 1,090.
1
4. Formerly ; of old.

" WUvi'o Im the life Mini fate T led?"
tihnkti$i>, . Taming i\f fftc Shrew, iv. 1.

5. In a late season : late in the season.

"Tii intike rimes or ntlier fliwn>, coiup lute, ia mi
exiK'riiin'iit nf |>lt'!kNiim ; I'm* tin- iineleuta t'steuineil

iinuh v.i the Mii.i sera"— Havx-il : .Wit. Hist.

U Of late:

1. A short time ago or previously ; lately.

" Which uf you wvw S|i Egliummr uf late f"
Shakeap. : Tito Oentlemon of leivmt, \. 2.

2. In the last tune ; latterly.
" (Jlmu'inn ,ui KVt» of pity on his losses,

Tlmt li;ne -i' late ho huddled on hi> buck."
S'mKesp. ,' Merchant yf Venice, iv. 1.

* 3. Formerly-.

"Tlmt wriH ((/./rf/tuui lioivtlc."

ShakeSp. ; Merry Wires of II indtor, iv. 4.

lat-e'-brio'-S-lro. s. pi. [Lat., pi. of latebri-

cala = tuve who lives in lurking-places or

brothels : fulclim ^ n hiding-place, from lateo

= to lie hid, and colo = to inhabit.]

/<><>/.: The name given by Walcknaer to a

subdivision of the Araueidie, living in holes

and tissnn's. All have eight eyes. The genera
ftlygnlo, Oletera. and Filistatahave them aggre-
gated. They are segregated in Missulena and
yphodros

* lat ed, a. [Either from the adj. hth\ or as

a contraction for M^ttd (ipv.).] Belated;
o\ertaken by night.

"The lated iwtstuit shunned the dell
"

.swf: tiokeby, li. l.».

lat eon , o. [Fr. httine. in voile tatine = n
lateen sail ; Sp.

/.rtf I' Mil vela.]
Latin; used b\

Lathi races. (Em-
ployed only in

the compounds.)

lateen-sail,
s.

Xatit. .* A tri-

angular .--ail. hav-

ing its upperedge
fastened to a long
yard, which is in-

elinedatanando
of about 4,V. The
yard is slung at

a point three -

quarters of its

length from the
peak end. H is

used priuciivilly

in the Mediterranean, upon xeWes, galleys,

and felueeas, which have three, two, undone
mast n-speetively.

lateen-yard, .*. [Latkkx-*aiu]

late-1^, mlrt [Fng. Mt; -h.] A short time
ago ; not long ago ; recently.

'" S^i lateig fouml run! so almtptlv cone
'*

JIitt»f.
r
r. A'., ii. 9.

* lat -en, s, [Lattkx.j

l U" K EX-SAIL.

" la-ten9e, s, [Eng. laten(t); -ce.] The same
as Latency (q.v.).

" lunnlte Love,
"Whose latencc is the iilentituile of all."

Coleridge : Destiny of Nations.

* la'- ten - cyf s. [Eng. laten(t) ; -n/.] The
quality or state of being latent or concealed.

"Which inideaiguediiess is gathered from their
l-itencj/, thvii' HiiiiitU'ii.--;, tlieir ublitLUity."

—

Paley

:

JCvidvnves, ]>t. ii., ch. vli.

late'-ness, *. [Eng. lute; -ne&s.]

1. The quality or state of being late or after

the usual or proper time : as, the lateness of
the seasons, the lateness of a harvest.

2. Time faradvalued in anyparticular period.
" Your Ititfintss in life (as you so soon call it) might

be Improper to begin the world with."—Hivift : To Vay,
Nov. 23, 1727.

la tent, u. [Lat. httens, pr. par. of lateo — to
lie lnd.]

1. (>nl. Lang. : Lying hid or concealed ; not
visible, not seen, not manifested, not ap-
parent; hidden, concealed.

" Why to the ground she hviuls her downcast eye-
Why is she silent, nhile her .son In nigh?
The latent muse, hacuhI M-er, reveal

!"

J'opc : J/onu-r ; Odyssey xi. 178.

2. Pathol. {Of diseases): At work in the sys-
tem, but with external symptoms so flight

that they are discernible only by the very
observant eye. There may be latent inflamma-
tion, latent pleurisy, &e.

H Latent 2>eriod of « disease : [Ikiibatiun],

latent-fault, *.

Scots Law: A blemish or defect in a com-
modity purchased., which was concealed from
the purchaser, or was nut manifest. This en-
titles the purchaser to reject the- article.

latent-heat, --.

Physics: [Heat],

*| (1) Latent Heat of Fusion: The same a3
Latent Heat. {Heat.]

('2) Lutrnt Ihut of Vaporisation ; Heat ab-
sorbed in converting a liquid into a vapour or
into gas.

latent process, s,

Nat. Phil. : The httens processus of Bacon
;

the secret and invisible progivss by which
sensible changesnre brought about. Itseems,
in Bacon's acceptation, to involve the principle
since called the Law of Continuity, according
to which no change, however small, can be
ellected but in time.

"In the fliiiigof ;i iHtiium. for exmnide. the succes-
sion of fvent.- dining tin- ,-lioit intervid Iwtweeu the
n|.plii'nth.n of the iimteh and the expulsion of the bull,
constitutes ii httrnt process of n very renmrknltle mid
o'liiplk-.itfd liiiture."— W. II. Leices : Hist. I'hilos. (1880),

latent schematism, c.

Xat. Phil: (See extract).

"The latent schematism in tlmt invisible structure
of Innlies on w hh'li so ninny of their i»roperties depend.
When we inquire into the constitution of crystals, or
into the interim! structure of plants, jfec.. we are ox-
aiuinilig into the ><itrnt-$cheiiuitis,>i."— U. II. Lvtees
l//sf. /VnV.w. (l.^ot. ii. i3i.

la'-tent-ly, adr. [Eng. Intent; -ly.] In a
latent, manner ; not openly.

lat er. *. [Lat.] A brick or tile,

lat'-er, n. fr adv. [Late.]

A. As mlj. : Moi* late, after another, pos-
terior, subsequent.

B. As adv. : After some time, after delay.
"Thnt general dirtlision of knowledge which the art

of iiriutiiur must sooner or later produce.''

—

&tewurt •

Human Mind, pt, ii.. § 1. (Iutrvd.)

lat'-er-al, a. [Lat, lateralis, from kit its

(geuit. M/eris)=a side; Fr. lateral; Sp. i:

Port, lateral; Ital. lateral*.]

1. Of or pertaining to the side or sides ; on
the side,

' M.iViiii; the one reflect more from the lateral sunt
stmwy parts thwu do the rest."—Boyle ; ll'orfat, i. 67g.

*J. Directed towarvls the side.

3. Proceeding from the side.
" Thwart of these as fierce

Forth rush the Le%iuit ,-uid the Poneut wimls
Kurus juid Zephir with tlieir lateral noise."

Milton : A i., x. rw,
• lateral-equation, s.

A/nfA. : An obsolete term for an equation of
the first degree.

lateral-operation, ---

Sura.: A particular ea^e of lithotomy (q.v.),

in which the pn>state gland and the neck of
the bladder arc divided laterally.

lateral-pressure, lateral-stress, s.

1. Mcch. : A pressure at right angles to the

length of a beam.

2. (Jeol. : Pressure acting laterally—i.e.,

more or less horizontally—on strata, so as

to distort them into folds, curves, sharp
synclinals, anticlinals, &c It may be caused
by landslips, by earthquake action, &c.
Lateral pressure is seen largely in the Alps,

the Andes, and other mountain ranges, and
also in nearly level countries. (Lyell : Princip.

ofOeol, ch. xi.)

lateral-roots, &. pi.

Jlot. : Secondary roots : those which spring
laterally from the stem, or from the primary
root, as the clasping roots of ivy.

lateral-strength, ».

Mech. : The force with which a body, as a

bar or beam, placed horizontally, resists

another force acting upon it in a direction at
right angles to its length, and tending to
break it.

lateral-stress, s. [Lateral-pressure.]

lateral-teeth, s. pi.

Zool. : The teeth on each side of the cardinal
(lunge) teeth in a bivalve shell.

lateral ventricle, s.

A nat. : A cavity in the centre of the cerebral
hemispheres of the brain.

* lat-er-al'-i-ty, *. [Eng. lateral ; -fry.]

1. The quality or state of being lateral ; the
quality of having distinct sides.

2. That which is lateral.
'• We may reasonably conclude a right and left

laterality In the ark, or lmvut editice of Koali."—
Jtroinne : Vulgar Errours.

lat'-er-al-ly, adv. [Eng. lateral; -ly.] In a
lateral "manner, direction, or position ; on or
from the side ; sideways.

" For some couple laterally or Hide-wise, ns worms."—ffrowite: Vuhjt<tr £rrotirs, bk. iil., ch. xvii.

Lat cr an, [Named after Plautius J.«(emnHs,
on the Mte of whose house the church is

built, and who was put to death by Nero.]
The principal church of Rome, dedicated to
St. John Lateranus, and built originally by
L'onstautine the Great. It is the episcopal
church of the pope.

Lateran Councils, s. pi.

Ch. Hist. : In the church <>f St. John Late-
ran—" Omnium urbis ct oibis ecclesiarum
mater et caput"— live General Councils have
been held, besides an important council, not
oecumenical, against the Jlonothelites (q.v.)
in a. p. 640.

1. The Ninth General Council, and the first
held in the West, under Calixtus II,, in 1123.
More than 300 bishops and 600 abbots at-
tended. Its object, was to end the strife on
Investiture between the Emperor Henry V.
and the See of Rome.

2. The Second Lateran (Tenth General) Coun-
cil was held in 11 SO. Innocent II. presided
over more than 1,000 prelates. Anacletus II.

was declared an anti-pope, Roger of Sicily, his
champion, excommunicated, and silence im-
posed on Arnold of Brescia.

3. The Third Lateran (Eleventh General)
Council, 117'.', under Alexander III., decreed
the necessity of a majority of two-thirds to
secure the election of a pope.

4. The Fourth Lateran (Twelfth General)
Council surpassed in importance all councils
previously held. It was opened by Innocent
III. in 1210, and had two definite objects—the
recovery of the Holy Land and the internal
reform of the Church ; 412 bishops, S00
abl»ots, and the representatives of many Ca-
tholic sovereigns were present. The Bishop
of Constantinople was made the first of the
Eastern patriarchs, and the supremacy of
Rome insisted on. The Council decreed the
necessity of, at least, annual confession to
one's parish priest, and defined the absolute
Unity of God, the Roman doctrine concerning
the sacraments, and transubstantiation.

o. The Fifth Lateran (Eighteenth General)
Council was opened by Julius II. in 1512, and
closed by Leo X. in 1517. It declared the
decrees of the Schismatic Council uf Pisa
null, condemned the Pragmatic Sanction (>i. v. ),

and approved the French concordat. It dr-
tniedtjn the bull Pastor aternus) the pope's
authority over councils, and (in the bull
Apv/ttitU-i rtgiminis) condemned those who

boll, bo"^; pout. jo%l; cat cell, chorus, chin, bench: go, gem: thin, this: sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-clan, tiaa = shan. tion, sion shim; -tion, -slon = zhun. tious. -slous, -cioos = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = beL, d$L
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held that the intellectual soul is mortal, or

only one in all men. (Addis & Arnold.)

The Fourth Lateran (Twelfth General) Coun-
cil, the Council of Trent (Twentieth General),

and the Vatican Council (Twenty-first Gene-

ral, still unfinished), are the three most import-

ant Councils in the history of Christendom.

* latered* », [Eng. later

;

L] Delayed.

la-ter-i-fo'-li-ous, a. [Lat. lotus (genit.

lateris)=R side ;
fvlimn = a leaf; and Eng.

suff. -ous.]

Bot. (Of a flower, £c.) : Growing on the side

of a leaf.

la-ter-i-gra'-dse, s.pl. [Lat. latus (genit.

loteris) — a side, and gradior = to step, to

walk.]

Zool. : A name given by Waleknaer to the
spiders of the family Thomisidse (Crab-spiders),

from their frequently running sideways.
[Thomisid-c.]

lat '- er - 1 - nerved, a. [Mod. Lat. lateri-

nerv(um) (Ach. Richard); Eng. adj. suff. -ed.]

Bot. ; The same as Straight-nerved. (Used
of the veins of grasses, palms, orchids, &c.)

lat'-er-lte, $. & a. [Lat. later (genit. lateris)

= a brick, a tile ; suff. -ite (Petrol.) (q.v.).] ;

A. As substantive

:

Petrol. : A red jaspery rock, composed of

silicate of alumina and oxide of iron. (Lyell.)

A red earthy rock occurring in beds between
basalt and other lava flows, and resulting

from their decomposition. It is strongly
impregnated with sesquioxide of iron, and
sometimes contains htematite and beauxite.
From being derived from various rocks it

varies greatly in character. (Rutley.) It

abounds in the Deccan and some other parts
of Central and Southern India.

B. As adj. : The same as Lateritic (q.v.).

lat-er-lt'-lC, a. [Eng. laterit(e) ; -ic] Per-

taining to, containing, or characterized by
laterite.

lat-er-l'-tious, a. [Lat. lateritius, from later,

(genit. lateris) = a brick.] Like bricks ; of the
colour of red bricks.

lateritious- sediment, s.

Pathol. : An epithet applied to the brick-
dust-like sediment occasionally met with in

the urine of persons suffering from fever.

(Dunglison.)

lat-er-6r-flex'-ion (x as ksh), s. [Lat. later

(genit. later is)= a bending ; Fr. latcriflexion.]

Pathol. : A bending to one side. Used of
the uterus when it is bent and its fundus
fixed at the right or left side, the cervix re-

maining in the medium line. (Tanner: Pract.

of Med., ii. 417.)

lafc-er-d-ver'-sion, s. [Lat. latus (genit.

lateris) = a side, and versus (pa. par. of verto)

— to turn ; Fr. lateriversion.)

Pathol. : Used of the uterus when the os uteri
is turned to one side and the fundus to the
other. (Tanner : Pract. of Med., ii. 419.)

la -tee, s. [From Lat. latus; Gr. aotos (latos)=

a fish of the Nile.]

Idithy : A genus of Percidse. It scarcely
differs from Perca, except by strong indenta-
tions, and even one small spine at the angle of
the preoperculum, and by stronger indenta-
tions on the suborbital and humeral bones.
(Cuvier.) Lates niloticus (Cuvier), Perca nilotica

(Linnmus) is a large perch of silvery colour,
occurring in the Nile. It was known to the
ancients, who prized it for food.

* la-tes cence, s. [Eng. latescen(t); -ce.]

The quality or state of being latescent or
concealed from public view or cognizance.

* la-tes'-cent, a. [Lat. latescens, pr. par. of

latesco = incept, of lateo.— to be hid.] Lying
hidden or concealed ; latent ; not apparent;
not obvious.

lat'-est, a. [Super, of late (q.v.).]

iate wake, a. [Lichwake.]

' * late-ward, a. & adv. [Eng. late; -ward.]
\

A. -4s adj. : Somewhat late ; backward.
. B. As adv. .-'Somewhat late.

la'-tex, s [Lat. = any liquid, especially
water.]

Bot. : The peculiar juice, becoming milky
when exposed to the air, which is found in

the laticiferous vessels of Euphorbiacea;,
Papaveracefe, CichoraceEe, and other " milky"
plants. It appears to consist of a watery
fluid, with albumen in solution, with floating

particles of caoutchouc and sometimes of
starch.

latex-granules, s. pi.

Bot. : Minute particles in the fluid filling

the laticiferous vessels.

lath (l), lat, *lattt *latte, s. [A.s. lathe,

•gl.laitta, latta; cogn. with Dut. lat; Ger. lathe,

lat; Fr. latte. Cf. Welsh Hath = a rod, staff,

yard.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A slip of wood.
"If I do not beat thee out of thy kingdom with a

dagger of latfi . . . I'll never wear hair on my face

more."—Shakesp. : 1 Henry I V., ii. 4.

II, Technically

:

1. Carp. : One of the strips of wood nailed

to the rafters to support the roof-covering.

2. Domestic : A bedstead slat for supporting
the mattress.

3. Plastering : One of the narrow strips

nailed to the studs of partitions to support
plastering. Strips of metal are sometimes
used for this purpose in fire-proof structures.

Such laths have means for securing to the stud-

ding or wall, and also affording a key to the
mortar which is laid thereon.

(1) Lath and plaster : Made of laths plas-

tered over. (Said of a partition in a house ;

hence unsubstantial, flimsy.)

" A home should be built, or with brick, or with stone,

Why 'tis plaster and lath; and I think that's all one."
Prior : Down Hall.

(2) Lath floated and set fair : Three-coated
plasterers' work. The first is called pricking-

up, the second floated, the third finishing.

(3) Lath laid and set : Two-coated plasterers'

work. The first is called laying, the second
finishing.

lath-brick, s. A long brick, 22 x 6

inches, used for oast or grain-kiln floors.

lath-CUtter, s. An instrument for cut-

ting lath from a board or balk.

lath-nail, s. A small cut nail for fasten-

ing laths to studding,

lath-render, lath-splitter, s. One
who rends or splits wood up into laths.

Lath-render's knife ; A knife resembling a
small shingle-knife or froe, for splitting joggles
into laths. [Froe.]

lath-rending, lath-splitting, s. The
act or business of splitting wood up into

laths.

lath-splitter, s. [Lath-render.]

lath-splitting, s. [Lath-rending.]

lath (2), * lathe (1), s. [A.S. teeth.] A part

or division of a country, comprising several

hundreds; the term now only survives in

Kent, in which there are five lathes.

"As Alured divided the shires first, so to him is

owing the constitution of hundreds, tithincs, laVtes,

and wapentakes."—Drayton: Poly-Olbion. (Note.)

* lath-reeve, * lathe-reeve, * lath-
reve, s. An official who presided over a

lath of a county.
"These had formerly their lathe-reeves and rape-

reeves, acting in subordination to the shire-reeve.' —
lilackstone : Comment. (Iutrod. § I-}

lath, v.t. [Lath (1), s.] To cover or line with
laths.

" A small kiln consists of an oaken frame, lathed on
every side.*'

—

Mortimer : Husbandry.

lathe (2), * lath (3), s. [Icel. lodh, gen. sing.

& nom. pi. lodhar ; Dan. lad. Perhaps con-
nected with Icel. hladhr = to load.]

1. A machine for turning and polishing flat,

round, cylindrical, or other shaped pieces of
wood, ivory, metal, &c, in which the object
revolves while it is shaped or polished by a
tool applied to it. Lathes are of various kinds,
and known by various names, according to
the construction, mode of driving, &c. ffl]
The parts of the lathe are :—The bed, sheers,
cheeks, sides, on which the puppets, which
form the head-stock and tail-stock, slide. The
mandrel, or live spindle of the live head, and
on which is the speed-pulley ; the centres on
the live or front-spindle, and the dead or back
spindle, respectively, on which the work is

turned; the fly-wheel (of a foot-lathe), on
which is the cord passing to the speed-pulley

of the head stock ; the treadle, or foot-board,

to which the power is applied ;
the collar-

plate, cone-plate, face-plate, chuck, or other

means of connecting the work ; the rest for

the tool.
" Could turn his word, and oath, and faith.

As many ways as in a lath."
Butler : Hudibras, ill. 2.

2. Weaving: The wooden frame beam which
forces up the weft ; the lay or batten.

IT The bar-lathe has a single beam or shear,

generally of a triangular shape. On this the

heads or puppets slip. The bed-lathe is the

usual form, and has two parallel shears. The
Centre-lathe has head and tail stocks, which
afford centres for each end of the work turned.

The chuck-lathe supports the work being

turned, by means of a grasping tool or socket

on the mandrel of the head-stock. The geo-

metric-lathe is an instrument for producing
wavy or eccentric patterns with a general con-

centric arrangement. The hand-lathe is driven

by a crank or bow, and is of small size, for the
bench or table. The watchmaker's lathe is a

small bench-lathe, sometimes having pivot

centres, on which the work is turned by a bow,
and sometimes a hand-lathe or a foot-lathe of

small proportions. The last-lathe is a lathe

for turning irregular forms. The mandrel-
lathe supports the work on a spindle, which
is attached to the axle of the head-stock, or

on the head and tail centres, according to cir-

cumstances. The pivot-lathe is a small bench-
lathe whose centres are the ends of rods
clamped in the heads and not partaking of the
revolution. The pole-lathe supports the work
on puppets, and the cord passes from the
treadle two or three times round the work, and
then upward to a spring-bar. The power-
lathe is driven by horse-power, water, or steam.
The rose-engine lathe is a form of the geo-

metric. The spindle-lathe has a rotating axis

in the head stock, to which the work is at-

tached. The spoke-lathe is a lathe for turn-

ing irregular forms. The turn-bench is a small
portable lathe for the work bench or desk.

lathe bed, s. That part of a lathe on
which the puppets slide.

lathe-Chuck, s. A chuck for holding
work to the live mandrel, or a mandrel be-
tween centres of a lathe.

lathe-dog, s. [Dog, »., II. 3 (3).]

lathe-drill, s. A bar-lathe arranged as a

horizontal drilling-machine.

lathe-head, s. The poppet-head which
contains the mandrel, on which is a cone-

pully for the belt and means for attaching a

face-plate or chuck for the work.

lathe-tool holder, s. A socket or holder
for a lathe-tool, having a shank which is held
by the set-screw on the post of the slide-rest.

'lathe (3), s. [Icel. hlatha; Dan. ladi.] A
barn, a granary.

* lath'-en, a. [Eng. lath (1), s. ; -en.] Made
of a latli or of laths.

lath er, s. [A.S. leddhor ; cogn. with Icel.

lavdhr, lodhr = froth, foam, scum ; laudhra,
lodhra — to foam ; leydhra = to wash. From
the same root as Lat. lavo = to wash ; Eng.
lave.]

1, Froth or foam made by soap moistened
with water.

" By this process the water yields a lather immedi-
ately."—Tyndall: Frag, of Science, ch. v.

2. Froth or foam caused by profuse sweat-
ing, as on a horse.

lath er (1), v.i. & t. [Lather, s.]

A, Intrans. : To form a foam os with soap
aud water ; to froth.

35. Trans. : To cover over with lather.

"The damsel with the soap-ball laOhered him with
great expedition."

—

Smollett : Don Quixote, iii. 281.

* lath'-er (2), v.t. [Etym. doubtful, but prob.
connected with (1), or else with leather, v.

(q.v.).] To beat, to thrash, to flog. (Slang.)

lath -mg, s. [Lath (1), v.]

1. The act of covering or lining with laths.

2. A coating, covering, or lining with laths
for walls, &c.

lathing-clamp, s. A clamp to hold a
set of spaced laths while nailing to the stud-
ding.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, hero, camel, her, there ; . pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or. ware, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, re, os = e ; ey = a. qu = lew.
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lathing-hammer, s, A hatchet, whose
bit and poll present a straight line, so that
the bit does not interfere with nailing up
laths in corners of rooms. The bit is used
for cutting laths to a length, and has. a notch
for withdrawing nails.

lath rse a, s. [From Gr. \a.6paio$ (lathraios)
= secret, 'hidden, concealed.]

Bot. ; Toothwort, a genus of Orobanchacese.
One species, Lathrcea squamaria, is British.
It is a pale purplish, fleshy parasite on the
roots of hazel, &c, flowering in April or May.
It is attached by rootlets to the plant it

preys on. The stamens are four to six when
high; the racemes four to six inches; the
flowers half an inch. Its roots were formerly
used in epilepsy but without success.

lath-rid-i -i-dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat, lathridMus)
(q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. .* A family of beetles, tribe Necro-
phaga or Clavicornia. They are small, oblong,
or linear beetles, having eleven-jointed an-
tennae, one, two, or three of them constituting
the club ; three simple joints in the tarsi.

More than 350 are known, forty-six of them
British.

la-thrid'-i-us, s. [Gr. XaQpC&ios (lathridios)
= secret, covert, furtive.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Lathridiidae. Sharp enumerates eighteen
British species.

lath work, 5. [Ens. lath (1), s., and work.]
A covering or lining of laths to receive plaster.

lath'-yf fl,. [Eng. lath (1), s. ; -y.] Like a
lath ; thin as a lath ; made of a lath.

" The which he tossed to and fro amain
And eft his lathy falchion brandished."

West : Abuse of Travelling.

lath'-jr-rus, s. [Lat. lathyros ; Gr. Xd&vpos
(lathuros)— a kind of pulse ; a vetchling.]

Bot. : E verlasting Pea , Bitter Vetch , or
Vetchling. A genus of Papilionaceous plants,
lb resembles Vicia, but has fewer leaflets,

broader petals, an obliquely truncate stamina!
tube, and a style longitudinally flattened and
bearded on the inner face. A hundred are
known. Nine are British. The genus is

divided into the subgenera Aphaca, Nissolia,
Lathyrus proper, and Orobus. Lathyrus pra-
tensis, the Meadow Vetchling, a climbing plant,
two to three feet long, with yellow flowers, is

frequent. The roots of Lathyrus tuberosus are
eatable. The seeds of L. Aphaca can be eaten
when green, but when lipe produce headache
and are narcotir. Christiann says that flour
in which those of L. Cicera have been ground
is poisonous. L. sativus is used as green
fodder for cattle in the North of India. It is

said to produce paralysis in pigs, L. Aphaca
and L. imphalensis (Watt), are also used in
India as fodder plants. Nearly sixty species
of the genus are cultivated in Britain for their
handsome flowers—yellow, red, scarlet, purple,
and blue. The larger kinds are well adapted
for arbours and shrubberies,' but require
branches for their support.

la'-ti-a-lite (tl as shi), s. fXat. Latium, the
ancient name for the Campagna, Rome; suff.

-ite (JVii)t.).]

Min. : The same as Hauynite (q.v.).

I*a'-tl-an (t as sh), a. [From Lat. Latium, one
of the "districts of Ancient Italy.] Of or per-

taining to Latium.
" The Tusculau Marailius
Prince of the Latian name."

Macaulay : Horatlas, xii.

* la-tib'-U-lize, v.i. [Lat. latibuluvi = a hid-

ing-place"; lateo = to lie hid ; Eng. suff. -ize.]

To retreat and conceal one's self ; to lie hid ; to

retire and lie dormant during the winter.

* la-tib'-u-lum, s. [Lat] A hiding-place
;

a'den, a rjurrow, a cavity.

lat-i-cif-er-oilS, a. [Lat. latex (genit. laticis)

= sap, juice ; fero = to bear, and Eng. adj.

suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Bearing or producing latex or elabo-
rated sap.

laticiferous cells, s. pi.

Bot. : Long-branched, simple cells occurring
in the Euphorbiacese, Asclepiadaceaj, &c.

laticiferous tissue, s„ laticiferous-
ducts, laticiferous canals, latieifer
ous vessels, s. pi.

Bot. : The tubular and often ramified canals
|

containing the latex, or milky juice of many
\

plants. Attention was directed to them by
C. H. Schultz, of Berlin, in 1836, and by
Dippel and Hanstein in 1S63. Some branch,

j

but do not unite with the neighbouring tubes
;

I others form a network.

* la'-ti-clave, s. [Lat. latidavum, from latus

= wide, broad ; and clavus = a stripe.]

Rom. Antiq. : A broad stripe of purple worn
!
by Roman Senators on the front of their tunics,

as a mark of their rank.

* la - tl - cos' - tate, a. [Lat. Za(ws=wide,

I

broad, and costatus = having a rib ; casta = a
rib.] Having broad or wide ribs.

la-ti-den'-tate, a, [Lat. latus ~ wide, broad,
and dentatus = toothed ; dens = a tooth.]
Having wide or broad teeth.

la-ti-fo'-li-ate, la-ti-fo'-li-ous, a. [Lat.

latifolius, from latus = wide, broad, and folium

J

=a leaf.] Having wide or broad leaves;
broad-leaved.

;* lat-i-fun'-di-an, a. [Lat. lotus — wide,
and /undo = to pour.] Widespread.

" The interest of a very latifundian faction."

—

North : Examen, p. 414.

* lat'-i-mer, s. [A corruption of Latiner
(q.v.).] An interpreter.

Lat -in, * Lat-ine, a. & s. [Fr. Latin, from
Lat. Latinus = pertaining to Latium ; Ital.,

Sp., & Port. Latino.]

A.. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to Latium or its inhabi-
1 tants ; Romany as, the Latin language.

2. Pertaining to or written in or about the
,

language of the Latins or Romans : as, a Latin
' grammar.

3. Pertaining to or characteristic of the
Latin races (q.v.).

" But Turkish force and Latin fraud
Would break your shield however broad.

'

Byron : Don Juan, iii.

4. Belonging to, characteristic of, or in any
way connected with the Latin Church (q.v.).

" The Easterns deliberated among themselves with-
out the presence of auy Latin biaiiups."

—

Vaughan:
year of Preparation, \i. 113.

B. As substantive:

1. A native or inhabitant of Latium ; a
Roman.

2. The language of the ancient Romans.

3. A member of one of the Latin races.

4. The members, and especially the clergy,

of the Latin Church.
"The Oriental Bishops professed themselves satis-

fled by the answers the Latins gave to their objec-
tions. — Vaughan : Year of Preparation, p, 60.

5. A school-exercise, consisting in the ren-
dering or translation of English into Latin.

" In learning farther his syntaxis, he shall not use
the common order in schools for making of Latins."- -

Ascltam: Scliolemastcr.

Latin Church, #.

Church Hist. : The Church of the West, as
distinguished from the Oriental Church.

"Its authors affected to speak of errors in the Latin
Church."— Vaughan: Vatican Council, p. SO.

Latin cross, s. A cross the transverse
beam of which is one-third the length of the
vertical one.

Latin-league, s.

Hist. : An offensive and defensive alliance
of Latin nations advocated by Senor Castelar,
and proposed by him in the Spanish Assembly,
January 15, 1S84, to restore the balance of
power in Europe, and check the increasing
influence of Germany.

" One of Senor Castelar's tirades on the Latin-
league."—Saturday Jieview, March 18, 1882, p. 323.

Latin races, s, pi.

Ethnol. : A loose expression denoting those
peoples whose language is of Latin origin

;

specif., the French, Spaniards, and Italians.
" He continued his eulogy of the Latin races, which

were first in the world at nearly all points."—Times
Jan. 16, 1884, p. 5.

Latin-rite, *.

Ecdesiol. : The liturgy and ritual of the
Latin, as distinguished from that of the Greek
Church.

"Sees of Latin rite."—Vaughan; Vatican Council.
p. 176.

* Lat in, * lat-ine, v.t [Latin, a.]

1. To render or translate into Latin.

2. To mix or interlard with Latin words or

phrases.

"Such fellowes will so Latins their tongues, that the

simple cannot but wonder at their talke."— Wilson :

Arte of Khetoricke, bk. iii.

Lat' - in - ism, s, [Fr. latinisme; Low Lat.

latinismus^ A Latin idiom or mode of expres-

sion ; a mode of speech peculiar to the Latin

language. (Addison: Spectator, No. 285.)

t Lat'-in-ist, s. [Eng. Latin ; -ist] One
learned or versed in the Latin language.

"Oldham was considered as a good Latinist "—Old-

ham ; Life.

* Lat-in-ist'-Ic, a. [Eng. Latinist; -ic] Of
or pertaining to the Latin language ; in a

Latin style.

* la-tin'-i-tas-ter, s. [Formed from Latin
oh the analogy of poetaster, &c] Onewho has
a smattering of Latin.

la-tin'-l-ty, s. [Fr. latinite, from Lat. latini-

tatem, accus. of latinitas, from Lutinus =
Latin; Ital. latinita; Sp. latinidad.] The
Latin tongue ; the use or idioms of the Latin
language ; specif., purity of Latin style or
idiom. (Eustace : Italy, i. Prel. Dis.)

Lat-in-I-za'-tion, s. [Eng. Latiniz(e) ; -ation.]

The act of latinizing or rendering into Latin.

Lat in ize, v.t. & i. [Eng. Latin; suff. -i&,]

A. Transitive

:

1. To render or translate into Latin.

2. To give a Latin appearance or character
to ; to give Latin terminations or forms to.

" He uses coarse and vulgar words, or terms and
phrases that are latinized, scholautlck, and hard to bo
understood."— Watts.

3. To render subject to the See of Rome.
"The assertion that Rome seeks to Latinize their

Church, and destroy its autonomy."— Vaughan : 1'ear
of Preparation, p. 78.

B. Intrans. : To make use of Latin words,
idioms, or phrases ; to use words borrowed
from Latin.

* laf-in-less, a. [Eng. latin; -less.] With-
out a knowledge of Latin.

*Lat'-in-ly, adv. [Eng. Latin; -ly.] With
purity of Latin style ; in a pure Latin style.

"Nor one amongst an hundred that can | express
himself in Latin J Latinly."—Heylin : Voyage ofFrance,
p. 29G.

* la'-tion, .f. [Lat. latio, from latus, pa. par.
of fero = to bear.] The act of bearing, carry-
ing, or transporting from one place to another

;

carriage, transportation, translation.
" The notions, latians, and the signs."

Merrick : Ileiperidns, p. 48.

*la-ti-ros'-trous, a. [Lat. latus = wide,
broad, and rostrum = a beak.] Having a wide
or broad beak.

"In quadrupeds, in regard of the figure of their
heads, the eyes are placed at some distance ; in hnirn.,-
troux and flat-billed birds, they are more laterally
seated."—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. v., ch. i.

la'-ti-sept, a. [Lat. latus — wide, broad, and
septus, pa. par. of sepio = to surround with a
hedge.]

Bot. : A term used of the dissepiment or
septum in the silicule of a cruciferous plnnt
when in transverse sections it is seen to oc-
cupy the longer diameter. (Thome : 'Text Boole
of Bot. (ed. Bennett, 1879, p. 413.)

la-ti-sep'-tae, s. pi. [Latisept.]

Bot. : Cruciferous plants, having the fruits
latisept (q.v.).

lat'-ish, i'. [Eng. lat(e); -ish.] Somewhat or
rather late.

" The passion for literature came lot ish in hie case."—D. Masson, in Macmillan's Mag., vol. xlv.. p. "3.

la-ti-ster'-nal, a. [Lat. latus= broad, wide

;

sternum = the sternum (q.v.), and Eng. sun".
-al.] Having a broad, flat sternum, one of the
characteristics of the anthropoid apes.

" The anatomical characters of man's body have
much more resemblance to those common to the
lalisternal group than to those presented by any other
section of the order Primates.'—St. George Mivurt;
Man & Apes, p. 173.

latisternal apes, s. pi.

Zool. : A name for the Anthropoid or An-
thropomorphous Apes.

" They agree with man in the possession of a broad,
flat chest (whence their name of Latisternal Apes), in
having an appendix vermifvrmis to tliu cascuin. and -in
the fact that the liver, except in the gorilla, is of n very
simple structure."—Nicholson; Zoology (1880), p. 779.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - £
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shu3. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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*la-ti-tan-cy, s. [Eng. latitan(t); -cy.] The
act or state of lying hid ; the act of lurking.

"In vipere she has abridged their malignity by their

* la ti-tant, a. [Lat. latitans, pr. par. of latito

= to lie* hid ; freq. from lateo = to be hid.]

Lying hid ; concealed, latent, lurking,

"Snakes, lizards, snails, mid clivers other insects lati-
tnnt many mouths in the year,"— Browne; Vulgar
MrrwtrSi bit. iii., eh. xxi.

* la'-ti-t&t, s. [Lat., = he is in concealment

;

3id pers. sing, pr. indie, of latito = to lie hid.]

Law-: An obsolete writ calling upon a per-
son to appear in the Court of King's Bench to
answer as on the supposition that he was
hiding.

' The hill was always founded on a plaint of trespass
guare rlausum /regit, and was a kind of capias, which
accusation indeed It was, that gave the court of King's
Bench jurisdiction in civil causes, which must have
been served ou thfe defendant, if found hy the sheriff

;

hut, if he returned ' non ett inventus,' then there
issued out. a writ of latitat, to the sheriff of another
county, as Berks; which recited the hill of Middlesex
and testified that the defendant, ' latitat ef dixcurrit,'
lurked and wandered about in Berks; and therefore
commanded the sheriff" to take him, and have his body
in court on the day of the return ; but in the King's
Bench, as in the Common Pleas, it ultimately became
the practice to sue out a latitat upon a supposed, and
not an actual, bill of Middlesex."—Blackstone ; Com-
ment., bk. iii,, ch. 10.

* la-tl-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. latitatio, from latito

~ to lie hid.] The act or state of lying hid.

lat'-i-tude, s. [Fr., from Lat. latitudo —
breadth, from tutus = wide, broad ;Sp. lat'Uud;
ltal. latitudine; Port latitude,]

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally

:

(1) Breadth, width ; extent or distance from
one side to the other.

* (2) Room, space : as, There is little lati-

tude for motion.

(3) In the same sense as II. 2.

2. Figuratively :

(1) Extent, widerress.

(2) Wideness, comprehensiveness ; looseness
of application ; want or absence of strictness.

(3) Wideness, comprehensiveness, extent.

"Alhertus, bishop of Ratisbon. for his great learning,
nd latitude of Knowledge, slrnaiueu "
Browne.
and latitude of knowledge, slrnauied Magnus." —
Browne.

(4) Extent of deviation from a standard or
rule ; laxity ; freedom from rule, restraint, or
limits.

"I took this kind of verse, which allows more lati-

tude than any other."

—

Dryden : Second Jlisc. (Pref.)

II. Technically :

1. Astron. : The angular distance of a star
from the ecliptic, measured on a great circle

drawn through the star and the pole of the
ecliptic. This method of measurement is

now not much used, that by right ascension
and declination having largely taken its place.

U Latitude is the most potent, though not
the only cause in determining the climate of
the several countries,

2. Geog. : The latitude of a place on the sur-

face of the earth, is its angular distance from
the equator, measured on the meridian of the
place. Latitude is north or south, according
as the place is north or south of the equator.
Circles whose planes are parallel to that of the
equator, are called circles of latitude, or paral-

lels of latitude, because the latitude of every
point of each circle is the same. The latitude

of a place is always equal to the inclination of
the axis of the earth to the horizon of the
place, and conversely. A degree of latitude is

sixty nautical or about sixty-nine and half
English miles.

3. Suri'. : The distance between two east
and west lines drawn through two extremities

of a course. If the course is run towards the
north, the latitude is called northing, if to-

wards the south, it is called southing.

K (1) Difference of latitude of hvo points:

Nuut. : The arc of any meridian intercepted
between the parallels of latitude through the
points, expressed in degrees. When the two
latitudes are of the same name, the algebraic
difference is the same as the arithmetical dif-

feivnce of the latitudes ; when they are of dif-

ferent names, the algebraic difference is the
arithmetical sum, the southern latitude being
regarded as negative.

(2) MiddlehttiUide: In navigation, the mean
of two latitudes found by taking half of their
algebraic sum.

(3) Middle latitude sailing:

Naut. : A combination of plane and parallel
sailing, so named from the use of the middle
latitude.

(4) Parallels of latitude : Small circles paral-
lel to the equator.

lat-l-tud'-in-al, a. [Lat. latitudo (genit.
latitudiiiis); Eng. adj. stiff. -aL] Of or per-
taining to latitude ; in the direction of lati-

tude.

lat-i-tud-in-ar'-i-an, a. & s. [Fr. latitude

inaire, from Lat. lati'tudo (genit. latitudiiiis) =
width, breadth.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang, : Wide in range or scope; not
confined within narrow limits ; free.

2. Church Hist. : Pertaining to, characteristic
of, or in any way connected with the persons
or teaching described under B.

"The party contained ... a Puritan element and
a Latitudtnarian element." — itacaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xi.

B. As substantive

:

Church Hist. (PL): A party in the Church
of England, about the middle of the seven-
teenth century, who, wearied by the fierce

religious disputes of the time, aimed at a
broad or comprehensive system which might
reconcile the contending parties, or at least
diminish the vehemence of their controversies.
They were attached to Episcopacy, but were
prepared to welcome as brethren those who
believed in other forms of church government.
The right settlement of the question between
Calvinism and Arminianism was not essential
to salvation : it, therefore, need not cause
alienation of feeling among those who were
agreed as to essentials. The chief latitudina-
rians were John Hales, William Chillingworth,
Henry More, Ralph Cudworth, Theophilus
Gale, John Whichcote, and Archbishop Tillot-
son. They were opposed both by the Puritans
and by the High Church party. The first of
them that appeared were denounced as Soci-
nians, Deists, Atheists, &c. But on the resto-
ration of Charles II. they were advanced to

' high dignity. They were the precursors of
the modern Broad Church party.

lat i-tud-In-ar -I-an Ifm, s. [Eng. lati-

tudinarian; -ism.] Freedom or liberality of
opinion, especially in matters relating to re-

ligion ; absence of bigotry ; laxity or indiffer-
ence in respect to religious doctrines.

" Roving into the dreary and pathless wilds of lati-
tudinarianism."—Dr. Parr : Tracts by a Warburto-
titan.

* lat-l tud in oub, a, [As if from a Lat.
latitudinosiis, from latitudo (genit. latitudi?iis)

= breadth, width.] Having latitude, breadth,
or large extent.

* lat-on, * lat-oun, s. [Sp. lattov.] The same
as Latten (q.v.).

" He hadde a cros of latoun ful of stones."
Chaucer: C. T , 701. •

* la'-trant, a. [Lat. latraus, pr. par. of latro
= to bark. J Barking.

"Thy care he first the various gifts to trace,
The minds and genius of the latrant race."

Tickell : On Hunting.

* la'-trate, v.i. [Lat. latratum, sup. of latino

— to bark.] To bark, as a dog.

* la-tra'-tion, s. [Lat. lat ratio, from latro =
to bark.] The act of barking ; a bark.

* la-treut'-lC-al, a. [Gr. \arpcvui (latreuo) —
to serve.] Ministering ; acting as a servant

;

pertaining or relating to latria (q.v.).

"That in this sacred supper there is ji sacrifice in
that sense wherein the fathers spake, none of ux ever
dinilited; hut that is then, either tatr«<itir<il, a* Brl-
lariuin distinguishes it not ill, or euclmristical."—Bit.
Hall : No Peace with Home, § 4.

la-tri-a, s. [Lat, from Gr. karfKta. (latreia).']

Ecclesiol. & Church Hist. : A technical term
for that supreme worship which can lawfully
be offered to God alone. In this sense the
word was used by the Greek Fathers, and at
the second Council of Nice (Seventh General,
a.d. 787), St. Augustine (emit. Faust., xx. 21)
adopted it, on the ground that it expressed
exactly what no single Latin word would ex-
press ; and it was probably owing to his in-
fluence that it passed into general use.

la-trine , s. [Lat. latrUm, lavatrina = a
bath, from lo.vo = to wash.] A privy, ;i water-
closet. (Used principally in the army, and in
the hospitals and prisons.)

la-trob'-lte, s. [Named by Brooke after the

"Rev. C. J. Latrobe ; stiff, -ite (Miti.).]

Min. : A pale rose-red variety of Anorthite,

from the Isle of Amitok, coast of Labrador,

resembling Aniphodelite (sec these words).

It has three cleavages with, according to Mil-

ler, the mutual inclinations, 101° 45', 93° 30',

and 10i)
D
.

* la-troc-in-a'-tion, s. [Lat. latmcinium =
thieving, a theft ; latro = a thief.] The act of

robbing or thieving ; theft.

* lat-rd-cin'-i-um, s, [Lat.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The prerogative or right of judging and
executing thieves.

2. Theft, larceny. [Larceny.]

II. Church Hist. : A term applied by Pope
Leo the Great to the heretical Council of

Ephesus, a.d. 449, convoked by the Empress
Eudocia, at the request of Dioscorus, patri-

arch of Alexandria, who wished to reverse the
derisions of Chalcedon (Fourth General, a.d.

451), which condemned Eutyches, and af-

firmed two natures—a divine and human
nature— in Jesus Christ. Dioscorus employed
violence towards the Papal legates, and is ac-
cused of falsifying the Acts, which were after-

wards confirmed by Theodosius, but the
Churches of Asia Minor, Pontus, Syiiu, and
the West rejected them.

" The council which for its evil repute has earned
the name of Lutrocinium or Robber-synod."—Addis &
Arnold: C'ath. Diet., p. mf.

* la-troc'-in-y, s. [Lat. latrocinium.] Theft,

larceny (q.v.),

la-trd-deC'-tUS, s. [Gr. Xdrpov (latron) =
pay, hire, and Sextos (dektos) = received.
(Agassiz.)]

Zool. : A genus of Spiders, family Theridiidre.
Latrodectns inahnignattus, the Malmignatte, is a
black spider, with about thirteen blood-red
spots oil the abdomen. Though but half an
inch long, it is said to have a bite sometimes
attended by fatal results to man. Its ordi-
nary food'is grasshoppers, small locusts, &c.
It inhabits the south of Europe and the north
of Africa.

la-triin -cuius, a. [Lat. = a robber, a free-

booter.]

Jchthy, : A genus of fishes, family Gobiida-.
LoJrunculus atbus is the White Goby, a small
transparent fish, occurring in the south of
Scotland.

lat -ten, + lat-on, * lat-oun, * lat-tln, s.

& a. [O. Fr. laton (Fr. laiton), from latte = a
lath, because the metal was hammered into
thin 'sheets or plates. Cf. Ital. latta = tin ;

Sp. Zato)i = latten brass ; latas = laths ; hoja
de lata = tin-plate ; Port, lata = tin-plate

;

latas = laths.]

A. -4s substantive

:

"*"

1. A kind of mixed metal ; a finer kind of
brass, of which the incised plates for sepul-
chral monuments [Brasses], crosses, and a
great proportion of the candlesticks, &e., used
in pai'ochial churches were made.

" His helme of latoun bright."
Chancer : C. T., 13,806.

2. Thin metal ; metal in sheets.
"

3. Tin-plate.

Ti Blaek-latten is brass in milled sheets,
used by braziers and for drawing into wire.
Shaven latten is a thinner article. Roll latten
is polished on both sides, ready for use. Lat-
teu-wire is wire made from latteu-platc. It
was thus made before the invention of wire-
drawing.

B. As adj. : Made of latten.

" I challenge combat of this latten bilbo."
SlMkesp. : Merry Wives of Wimlwr, i. 1.

latten brass, s The same as Black-
LATTEN (q.V.),

lat'-ter, a. [Another form of later (q.v.).]

1. Coming or happening after something
else ; more late ; more recent; later

; opposed
to former.

2. Mentioned the last of two.

3. Modern, present ; lately done or past.
"Hath not navigation discovered in these latter

agea whole nations m the bay of Sjoldima? *—Locke.
>- 4. Lnst, latest, final.

"At the latter day."—Shakesp, : Henry T'., iv. 1.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there
; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, 03 = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
'
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latter born, ». Last-born, youngest.
" My wife, mure cnreful for the latter-barn.
Had fastend him unto u small spare mast."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, i. 1.

Latter-day Saints, $. pi.

*1. The Fifth Monarchy Men of the English
•Commonwealth. [Fifth Monarchy.]

2. [Mormon.]

U Auti-Pulygamy Latter-day Saints : [Mor-
mon].

latter-kin, -.

J'lumh. : A pointed piece of hard wood,
iiseil for clearing out the grooves of the
tcaines in fret-work glazing.

* latter-mint, s. A late kind of mint.
"Siivuy, latter-mint, ami columbines."

Keats: Endyniton, iv.

aat'-ter-ljr, ail v. [Eng. latter; -iy.)

1. Of late ; in time not long past ; lately.

2. At last ; ultimately.

3. Toward or on the last part of life.

" Latterly Milton was short and thick,"—HieJutrdson

lat'-ter-math, x. [Eng. latter, nwlmathfa.v.),]
A Inter or second mowing or crop ; aftermath.

' lat tern, », [Lectern.]

lat'-t£ce, * lat-tis, * lat is,
v
lat-ys, s.

[Fr. l(tttis= lath-work, from lattc = a lath;
43er. latte.}

* I. Ordinary Language:

1. Any wooden structure composed of laths
or thin pieres of wood crossing and forming
open chequered or reticnlated^work.

"Of old time our countrie houses in st$£(l of (dasse
did vse much lattise, and that made tdth$C«f wicker
or fine ribs of oke in checkerwi •m. "—llfiti united :

Desc. uf Eng., hk. ii. f ch. xii.

2. A window fonne»l'*of laths or strips of
mietal crossing i\'u*h other diagonally like net-
work. Such windows were once common in

England. The panes arc diamond-shaped, set
with an acute an-
gle upward.
^'Through thedittiJ.fr-

tifn o er the floor of
Btoiie."

Jlyi'vii : Lara, 1. II.

3. A blind for a
window similarly
-constructed.

II. Her.: Abor-
•duie formed
•pe rpendicular
and horizontal
•'iiars, either inter-

laced or not. LATTICE,

lattice-bridge, «. A bridge supported by
a girder whose web consists of diagonal cross-
ing pieces.

lattice-girder, s. A girder consisting
of two horizontal bars united by diagonal
crossing-bars.

lattice-leaf, lattice-plant, lattice-
leaf plant, s.

Hut. :Ont'i ntialafcnrxt rails and O.liemeriana,
endogenous plants belonging to the Juncagin-
acevv. Their leaves consist almost wholly of a
perforated iaee-like net-work. They are from
Madagascar.

lattice-truss, s. A truss having hori-
zontal chords and inclined intersecting braces.

The same as Lat-lattice-window,
TICK, (=., 2.

lattice-work, s. The same as Lattice,
»., 1.

"Tliese supplied
Of texture Ann a lattice-work, that hvneed
The new machine." t'owper: Task, i. 42.

lat'-tice, r.t. [Lattice, s.]

I. To form or construct in fashion of a lattice.

II. To furnish with a lattice or lattice-work.

"At times, frinn out her latticed halls,
Limk o'er the dark blue sea."'

Byron : Composed during a Thunderstorm.

3. To intertwine.
" Shod

* [ To lattice-up: To hide from the light of
day ; to obscure ; to eclipse.

"Theieiu it soemeth he hath latticcd-up Cesar."

—

Xortk : Plutarch, p. 021.

lat'-ticed, «. [Lattice, $.]

latticed-cell, s.

Bot. ; A cell, the partition walls of which

are thickened in some like manner, but not
actually perforate. (Thome.)

latticed-heath, s.

Entom. ' Sterna clathrata, a whitish ochry
geometer moth, of the family Fidonida;.

latticed siliceous-shells, s. pi
Zool. : Rhizopodous shells of the family

Radio laria.

la'-tus rec'-tum, s. [Lat. = a right side.]

Conic Sections : [Parasieter].

lauch, r.t. [Laugh, v.] (Scotch.)

lauch, s. [Law.] Law, custom, usage. (Scotch,)

" Aweel, nweel, Maggie, ilka land lias its ain laueh."
—Sco«.- AtUii/uary, en. xxvi.

laud, laude, s. [O. Sp. laude; Ital. laude,

lode; Lat. laudem, accus. of lans= praise.]

[Laud, v.]

1. Praise, honour paid, honourable men-
tion, glory.

" So do well and thou shalt haue laude of the same
(that is to say, of the ruler)."—Tyndall : Wurkes, p. 111.

2. Praise, thankful adoration.

"Laud lie to heaven."
Sluikcsp. : 2 IJi-nry IV., ill. 3.

3. That part of divine worship which con-
sists of praise.

1. A song of praise, a hymn.
"She chanted snatches of old lauds."

Shakesp. ; Hamlet, iv. 7, (Quarto.)

5. PI. : [Matins].

* laud, * laude, v.t. [Lat. lavdo ='to praise,

from huts (genit. fawlis) — praise ; Ital. laud-
ore; O. Sp. la tula r ; Fr. loner; Port, louvar.]
To praise, to celebrate, to counttend.

" If thou tundent and joyest any wight."—Chaucer

:

Testament of Looe, l>k, i.

laud-a-bfr'-5£-ty\ x. [Lat. laudabilitas, from
hutdubitis = laudable (q.v.).J The quality or
state of being laudable or praiseworthy ; laud-
ableness.

laud' -a-ble, a. [Lat. laudabilis, from lavdo
= to praise, to laud (q.v.); Ital, laudubile

;

Sp. laudable; Fr. louable.]

1. Deserving of praise or commendation

;

praiseworthy, commendable.
"It was laudable in the kinsmen and friends of a

prisoner to contrihute of their suhstance in order to
make up a purse for Jeffreys."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
eh. \v.

* 2. Healthful, wholesome, salubrious.

laud' a-blc-ness, s. [Eng. laudable; -ness.]

The quality or state of being laudable or
praiseworthy

; praiseworthiness.

laud'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. landab(le); -?//.] In
a laudable manner or degree ; so as to deserve
praise or commendation.

"Obsolete words may he laudably revived, wlieu
either they are sound lug or siguirfeaiit"— Jirt/den :

Juvenal. (Dedie.)

lau da-mine, s. [Laudanine.]

lau' da nine, s. [Eng,,&c. laudan(um) ; -ine.]

Cltem. : C2HH25NO3. Laudamine, Landa-
nine. An alkaloid, homologous with mor-
phine and codeine, obtained from the aqueous
extract of opium. It melts at 165°, and solidi-

ties in the crystalline state on cooling. It is

soluble in benzol, chloroform, and boiling
alcohol ; slightly soluble in cold alcohol ; in-
soluble in ether. It dissolves in concentrated
sulphuric acid with a rose-red colour, in nitric
acid with an orange-red colour, and in ferric
chloride with a bright green colour. Lauda-
11hie is tasteless, but its salts are very bitter.
From their solutions, potash and ammonia
precipitate the base in white, amorphous
flocks, soluble in excess of the precipitant.
Laudanine sulphate crystallizes in groups of
needles, very soluble in water. The hydro-
chloride forms delicate colourless prisms,
soluble in water and alcohol.

lau - dan' - 6 - sine, s. [Eng. laudanum);
second element doubtful, and surf. -ine.
(Chem.)']

Cheat* : C21H27NO4. An alkaloid discovered
by Hesse, in 1871, in the aqueous extract of
opium. It crystallizes in microscopic needles,
slightly soluble in water and alcohol, but very
soluble in ether and chloroform.

laudanum, s, [Ladanum.]
Chem, ; The popular name for Tincture of

Opium (q.v.).

Tf Dutchman's laudanum:

But. : Passifl&m rubra. A Jamaica plant.

The tincture of its (lowers is used as a sub-

stitute for opium.

lau-da'-tion, s. [Lat. laudatlo, from lau-

dattta, pa. par. of laudo = to praise ; Ital.

laudaz'wne.] The act of praising; praise,

commendation.
"The immense and confident laudation bestowed

upon his writings."

—

Matthew Arnold: Last Essays,

I).
65.

* laud'-a-tlve, a. k, s. [Lat. la'udativus, from
laudatus, pa. par. of laudo = to praise ; Fr.

laudatif; Ital. & Sp. laudativo.}

A. As adj. : Praising, laudatory.

B. As subst. : A panegyric, a eulogy.

"I have no purpose tu enter into a laudatioe of

learning."—Bacon: Advancement of Learning, bk. i.

* lau-da'-tdr, s. [Lat.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who praises or extols;

a panegyrist, a eulogizer.

2. Laic: An arbitrator.

laud'-a-tor-^, ft. & s. [Lat. laudatorius, from
htiidattts, pa. par. of la itdo = to praise ; O. Fr.

laudatoire; Ital. & Sp. laudatorio.]

A. As adj. : Containing or expressive of
praise ; extolling.

" My discourse shall not be altogether laudatory."—
Bishop Hall : Sermon, Mar«h 24, loia.

* B. As subst. : That which contains or ex-
presses praise ; a panegyric.

"A laudatory of itself obtruded in the very first

word."

—

Milton: Apol.for Smectymnuus.

laud er, s. [Eng. laud, v. ; -er.] One who
lauds or extols.

laugh (ugh as f), ' lagh-en, * lauh-en,
" lauh - wen, * lehgh - en, * llhgh - en,
* lah - hen, * lah - en, * laughwe,
v laugh - en, * leigh - hen, * lauch,

,
* laughe, * llghe (pa. t. * lough, * hughe,
* louhc, * lowe, * leighed, * logh, * lavhwed

t

* htghed, laughed), i\i. & t. [A.S. hkhhan,
hlihhan, hlilian, hlyhhan (pa. t. hloh); cogn.
with Dut. lagchen; Icel. hkeju (pa. t. hid);
Dan. lee ; Sw. Ic ; Ger. laclien ; Goth, hlahjan
(pa, t. hloh), and allied to Gr. KAwo-rrtu (klosso)

= to chuckle as a hen ; k\^u (Iclozo) = to cry
as a jackdaw; *pw(Jw (krozo) — to caw, &c ;

Lat. crocitOy glocio ; Eng. crake, creak, clack,

click, cluck, &c. (Skeat, &c.)]

A. Intransitive

:

I. Literally:

1, To express merriment, pleasure, or grati-

fication by a brightening or change of the
countenance, accompanied generally by a
chuckling noise, characteristic of mirth in the
human species ; to express pleasure or mirth
visibly and audibly.
" For sometimes she would laugh, aud sometimes cry.
And sudden waxed wroth, and all she knew not

\ihy." Thomson: Castle of Indolence, i. 76.

2. To be pleased and amused.
•' All Europe read and admired, laughed and wept,"—Maaiulay : Mint. Eng., ch. vi.

II. Fig, : To appear gay, bright, cheerful,

or brilliant.

" With splendour flame the skies and laugh the fields
aiound." Pope: Homer; Iliad xix. 389.

B. Transitive

:

1. To express by laughing ; to utter with a
laugh.

" From his deep chest lauqhs out a loud applause."
Shakes)}. : Troilus i- Cressida, i. 3.

2. To deride, to mock, to ridicule. (Fol-
lowed by away, down, or out: as, To laugh a
scheme down; to laugh a person out of a
fancy, &c.)

" [HeJ laughs the sense uf misery far awn/.

'

Cowper : Table Talk; 239.

1[ (1) To laugh at: To mock, to deride, to
ridicule, to treat with contempt.

" Two, laughing at their lack of strength.
Dr.igged Calilmrn in cumbrous length."

Sc/tt : liridalof Triennain, I. l~.

(2) To laugh to scorn: To deride; to treat
with the utmost contempt.

" Uichiel would undoubtedly have lauijhed the doc-
trine uf 11011-resistance to scant."—Macaulay : Mitt.
Eng., oh. xiii.

(li) To laugh in one's sleeve: To laugh privately
or secretly while maintaining a serious- cr
demure countenance.

" The gods laugh in their sleeve
To watch man's doubt and fear."

Matthew Arnold : Empedoclet on .Etna, 1. 2.

(-1) To laugh out of the other side or corner of
the mouth. To laugh on the wrong side of one's
mouth or face: To be made tofeelregret, vexa-

tioil, boy; pout, j<firl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, - sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. — I el, deL
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tion, or disappointment, especially after a
display of exultation or satisfaction.

" By-and-by thou v. lit laugh on tlie wrong side of thy
face.' —Carlyla : Diamond Necklace, ch. iii.

* (5) Laugh and lay down : An old game of
cards, in which the winner laid down his cards
upon the table, and laughed, or was supposed
to do so, at his luck.

If We laugh at a person to his face ; but we
ridicule his notions by writing or in the course
of conversation: we laugh at the individual;
we ridicule that which is maintained by one
or many.

laugh (ugh as f), s, [Laugh, v.] An expres-
sion of mirth or satisfaction peculiar to man ;

an inarticulate expression of sudden merri-
ment.

" The loud laugh that spoke the vacant mind."
Goldsmith : Deserted Village.

*laugh-worthy, a. Deserving of being
laughed at ; laughable, ridiculous.

laugh- a -Die (ugh as f), a. [Eng. laugh;
-able.] Calculated to raise a laugh ; deserving
of being laughed at ; comical, ridiculous.

" They'll not show their teeth iu way of smile.
Though Nestor swear the jest be laughable.'

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, i. 1.

laugh'-a-ble-ness (ugh as f), s. [Eng.
laughable ; -ness.] The quality or state of
being laughable.

laugh'-a-bly (ugh as f ), adv. [Eng. laugh-
able); '-ty.] In a laughable, comical, or ridi-

culous manner or degree ; so as to excite
laughter; ridiculously.

laugh'-er (ugh as f), ». [Eng. laugh ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lung. ; One who laughs.
" A time came when the laughers began t3 look grave

in their turn,"—Macuulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

2. Zool. : A variety of the domestic pigeon
(Columba livia). Tegetmeier thus quotes from
Moore's Columbarium—

"This pigeon is about the size of a middling runt,
and, as I am infoimed, has a very bright pearl eye,
almost white ; as for its feather, it is led mottled

;

and some tell me they have seen Ijlues. They are said
to come from the Holy Land, near Jerusalem.''

The popular name is derived from its note—

a

prolonged gurgling coo.

laugh- ing (ugh as f), pr. par., u.., & $,

[Laugh, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. .4s adj. : Indulging in a laugh ; expres-
sive of mirth or merriment.

" She whispers him with laughing eye3,
' Remember, love, the Feast of Hoses !

'

"

Moore; Light of the liaren}.

C. As subst. : The expression of mirth or
merriment by a laugh ; a laugh.

"Laughing without offence must be at absurdities
and infirmities abstracted from persons."—Hobbes

;

Human Nature, ch. ix.

laughing-crow, s.

Ornith, : Cinclosoma erythrocephalus, one of
the Merulidai.

laughing-gas, s,

Chem. : Nitrous oxide. It is so named be-
cause when inhaled it produces violent exhila-
ration.

laughing-goose, &
Ornith. : Anser albifrons. It is an American

migratory bird living east of the Rocky Moun-
tains, in summer going north as far as 73

d
N.

latitude, and in winter removing to the Middle
and Southern States.

laughing-hyaena, s.

Zool. : Hycena striata, the Striped Hyaena,
the voice of which resembles an unearthly
laugh. [Hyaena.]

laughing-jackass, s. [Jackass.]

laughing-stock, s. One who or that
which is an object of ridicule ; a butt for

laughter or jokes.
" The club, from being a bugbear, became a laughing-

stock."—Macaalay : Hut. Eng., ch. xvi.

laughing-thrush, s.

Ornith. : Trochaloptera phceniceum.

laugh'-ing-ly (Ugh as f), adv. [Eng. laugh-
ing; -ly.] In a laughing] manner ; with
laughter ; merrily.

"For, said he laughingly, his chaplaine gave htrn
councaile."—Foxe : Book of Martyrs, p. 1,385.

laugh- ter (ugh as f), s. [A.S. hleahtor;
Jcel. hldtr ; Dan latter; Ger. laxhter.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The expression of mirth,

merriment, or satisfaction by laughing ; mer-
riment, mirth.

" The parapets and towers were built after a fashion
which might well move disciples of Vauban to laughter."—MavauUiy : Hint. Eng., ch. xii.

2. Physiol. : The sound of laughter is pro-
duced by a deep inspiration, followed by quick,
short, interrupted, and spasmodiccontractions
of the chest, and especially of the diaphragm.
From this cause the head nods to and fro with
occasional quivering of the lower jaw. The
mouth opens more or less widely with the
corners drawn far backwards, through the
action of the oris orbicularis and other in nscles,

as well as a little upwards, and the upper lip

somewhat raised. The upper and lower orbic-

ular muscles of the eye are at the same time
more or less contracted, for, as in weeping,
there is an intimate connection between them
and some of the muscles of the upper lip.

* laugh'~ter-leSS (ugh as f), a. [Eng. laugh-

ter; -less.] Without laughter ; not laughing.

* laugh'-y (ugh as f), a. [Eng. laugh; -y.]

Disposed or inclined to laugh.

lauk, inter]. [A corrupt, of or euphemism for

lord.] An exclamation of wonder or surprise.

lau'-mon-ite, s. [Laumontitk.]

lau'-mont-ite, s. [Named after Gillet Lau-
munt, who first observed it ; stiff, -ite (Min.)
(q.v.).]

Min. : A monoclinic mineral included in
the unisilicates of Dana. Found in distinct
crystals, also radiating or* divergent. Hard-
ness, 3-*5 to 4; sp. gr. 2'25 to 2 "36; lustre,

vitreous ; transparent, translucent, becoming
opaque and friable on exposure, through loss

of water. Compos. : a hydrated silicate of
alumina and lime. Occurs in cavities in igne-
ous and metamorphie rocks, also in veins
traversing clay-slate.

lau-nse'-a, lau-ne'-a, s [Named after
Mordant "de Launay.]

Bot. : A genus of Composites, tribe Lactuceee
(q.v.). Launcea pinnatijida is common on
the sandy coasts of India. The juice is used
in that country as a soporific for children,
and, mixed with oil prepared from Pongamia
glabra, as an external application in rheu-
matism.

launce (u silent) (1), s. [Lance.]

Ichthy. : A name for any of the Sand Eels,

esi>ecially for Ammodytes Ian cm, the Sand
Launce, called, on the Sussex coast, the
Riggle, and for A. lanceolatus, the Greater
Sand Eel.

* launce (u silent) (2), s. [Lat. lanx (genit.

laneis) = a plate, a scale of a balance.]
A balance.

" Need teacbeth her this lesson hard and rare
That fortune all in equal launce doth away."

Spenser : F. Q., III. vii. 4.

* launce (u silent) (3), •>. [Lance.]

launge'-gay (» silent), a. [Lancegay.]

launch (w silent), *lanch, * launce,
* law-cyn, lawn-chyn, v.t. & i. [Fr.

lancer = to throw, to hurl, to dart, from lance
= a lance (q.v.). Launch and lance are thus
doublets.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To throw, to hurl, to dart, to' let fly : as,

a lance or dart.
" He spoke, and launched his javelin at the foe."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xxii. 349.

* 2. To pierce or cut, as with a lance ; to
lance.

" Whose sides with cruel steel
Through launched, forth her bleeding life doth raine."

Spenser: F. q„ II. i, :jb.

3. To let glide or slide into the water ; to
cause to move into the water; to push into
the water.

"The bubhles, where they launched the boat,
Were all mi broken and afloat."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iii. 12.

* 4. To pierce.
"Her gentle hart,

Which being whylome launch t with luvely dart."
Spenser: F. Q., IV. vi. 40.

5. To hurl ; to fulminate.

t 6. To put out or place in another sphere
or field of life, duty, &c. : as, To launch one
on the world.

B. Intransitive

:

t 1. To dart ; to dash forward. (Scott : The
Chase, xi.)

2. To put a ship or boat out into the sea;:

to put to sea.
" Their cables loose, and launch Into the main."

/'ope: Homer; Odyssey xm. 93.

3. To enter into or upon a new sphere or-

field of life, duty, &c.

"He then launched further into business."—Pen--

nant : Tours in Scotland, p. 133.

4. To expatiate in language ; to enter into a

full or diffuse discussion upon a treatment of

any subject.

launch (u silent), * launce, s. [Launch, v.}

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A spring, a leap.
" He shall be free from life, ere long;, with a launce."

—Whetstone : Promos <t Cassandra, ii. 4.

2. The act of launching a boat or vessel.

*3. A cut, a lancing.

"I will not sticke to give you a launch or two."

—

Maitland ; On Reformation, p. 80.

II. Technically :

1. Shipbuilding : A term comprehending the
apparatus for launching a ship.

2. Nant. : The largest boat belonging to a.

ship of war. It is only used for service which
cannot be performed by the smaller boats,

being hoisted on board and kept on deck just

abaft the foremast, where it serves as a recep-

tacle for lumber and stores. In large men-of-
war the launch is sometimes decked over, and
is capable of mounting several light guns.

The corresponding boat of merchant vessels

is called the long-boat. The launch is from
thirty to forty feet long, having a beam from
29 to -25 of its length. It has ten or twelve -

oars, and is carvel-built. [Steam-launch.]

launch '-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Launch, v.]<

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of causing:

a boat or vessel to move into the water ; the
act of pulling to sea.

launching - planks, launching -

ways, s. pi. [Bilge-ways.]

*laund [u silent), *lawnd, s. [Lawn.] A
lawn, a plain or open space between woods

;

a park.

"For through this laund anon the deer will come."
Slmkesp. : 3 Henry VI., iii. 1.

*laun'-der (u silent), * lav-an-der, * lav-
en-der, s. [Fr. lavandier, lavandiere, from.

Low Lat. lavanderia, from Ittvandus, pa. par. of

i

Lat. lavo = to wash, to lave (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who washes ; a washer-
woman, a laundress.

"It will not only make him an Amazon but a
launder."—Sidney: Arcadia, bk. i.

2. Mining: A wood water-gutter or pipe,

A trough for conveying water to a stamp-mill i

or other hydraulic apparatus for comminuting,
or sorting ore. Also a trough or box to receive

the slimes from the stamps.

* laun'-der (u silent), * lan-der, v.t. [Laun-
der, s.]

1. To wash, to wet.
" Laundering the silken figures in the brine
That seasoned wo had pelleted in tears."

Shakesp. ; A Lover's Complaint, 17.

2. To wash and dress, as clothes.

"If 'tweie pruned and starched and hindered.'"
Batl-er: Hudibras, \it. ii., c. 1,

* laun'-der-er (u silent), s. [Eng. launder;-
-er.} A man who followed the occupation of
a laundress.

"Of ladies, chamberers, and laundercrs, there were
aboue thiee hundred at the least."— Holinshed

:

Richard II. (an. 139<j).

laun -dress (it silent), launder esse, s.

[Eng. launder; -ess.] A woman whose occu-
pation is to wash and dress clothes ; a washer-
woman.

" He carries with him cooks, confectioners, and
laundresses."—Macaulay : Hist- Eng., ch. xvii.

*laun'-dress (n silent), v.i. [Laundress, s.].

To follow the occupation of a laundress.

laun'-dry (u silent), * lav-en-drye, s.

[Eng. launder, v. ; -y.]

* 1. The act of washing.
" Chalky water is too fretting, as appeareth in laun-

dry of cloaths, which wear out apace. —Bacon.

2. A room or place where clothes are washed'
and dressed.

" Whether they concern the stable, the dairy, the
pantry, the laundry, the celler, the nursery, the
dining-room, or my lady's chamber."—Swift: Direc-
tions to Servants.

* 3. A laundress.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce — e ; ey — a. qu = kw. .
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laundry maid, a. A female servant
engaged in a laundry.

lau'-ra, s, [Gr. \avpa (laura) = a lane, an
alley, ... a monastery.]

Church Hist. : An aggregation of separate
cells tenanted by monks, " under the not very
strongly defined control of a superior." (Diet.

Christ. Antiq.) Usually but one monk oc-
cupied a cell, but in the laura of Pachomius
one cell was assigned to three monks. For
five days in the week the monks were occupied
in basket-making in their cells ; on Saturday
and Sunday they took meals in the refectory,
and worshipped in the common church.
The discipline of the laura was an interme-
diate stage between the eremitical life of St.

Anthony and the monasticism founded by
SS. Basil and Benedict. It flourished in the
fourth and fifth centuries in the desert
country near the Jordan. SS. Euthymius and
Sabbas and the abbot Gerasimus were its chief
types and promoters. The latter is said to
have foretold the conversion of the laura into
the monastery proper. This change took place
soon after his death. (Addis & Arnold.)

lau-ra'-ce-se, lau-rin'-e-se, s. pi. [Lat.

laur(us) (q.v.) ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece, -inece.]

Bot. : Laurels ; an order of Perigynous
Exogens, alliance Daphnales. It consists of
trees often of large size, with exstipulate alter-

nate or occasionally opposite leaves, entire or
very rarely lobed ; inflorescence paniculate or
umbellate ; calyx four to six-cleft ; petals
none ; stamens definite, opposite, the three
inner segments of the calyx sterile or deficient,

the three outer ones rarely abortive ; anthers
dehiscing by recurved valves ; style one;
stigma two or three-lobed ; ovary superior,
formed of three valvate carpellary leaves, but
by abortion one-celled ; ovules one or two,
pendulous ; fruit baccate or drupaceous.
Found in the tropics of both hemispheres,
one straggling into Europe, and Africa having
but few. Genera forty-six, known species 450.

(Lindley.)

1ail rates, s. pi. [Eng., &c. 7avr(us); -ates,]

Chem. : Salts of lauric-acid (q.v.).

lau'-re-ate, * lau'-re-at, a. & s. [Lat.

laureatus — crowned with laurel ; lavrea =
laurel; Fr. laureat ; Ital. laureate ; Sp. &
Port, laureado.]

A. As ctdj, : Crowned or decked with laurel

;

encircled with laurel.
"The crown

Which Petrarch's latvreate brow supremely wore."
Byron: Childc JTarohl, iv. 57.

B. -4s suhxt, : One who is crowned with
laurel ; specif., a poet-laureate (q.v.).

* lau'-re-ate, v.t. [Laureate, a.]

1. To crown with laurel.

* 2. To confer an honour upon in the uni-
versities together with the presentation of a
wreath of laurel.

" About the year 1470, one John Wntson, n, student
in cram mar, obtained a cunwH-ion to be graduated
una hntreatcd in that science."— Warton ; Hist, of
Poetry, ii. 129,

3. To confer the office or dignity of poet-
laureate on.

lau'-re-ate-ship, s. [Eng. laureate; -ship.]

The office of a laureate ; specif., the office of
a poet-laureate.

* lau-re-a'-tion, s. [Laureate, v.] The
act of crowning with laurel ; specif., the con-
fering of a degree upon in the universities, to-

gether with a wreath of laurel. [Poet-laure-
ate.]

" These scholastic laureations however seem to have
given rise to the appellation in question."

—

Warton:
/list. Eng. Poetry, u. 129.

laur'-el (aur as or), * laur-ell, * laur-
er, *"lor-er, s. & a. [A corrupt, of Mid.
Eng. laurer, from Fr. laurier, from Lat. * lau-

ra Hits, from taunts — laurel ; Sp. laurel, lauro ;

Ital. lauro, alloro ; Port, loureiro, louro.}

A, As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 2.

" Min herte and all my iimuies ben as greiie,
As laurer thurgh the yere is for to seue."

Chaucer: C. T., 9,339.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A crown of laurel : hence, fame, distinc-
tion, honour, renown.
" Their temples wreath'd with leaves that still renew ;

For deathless laurel is the victor's due."
Bryden : Flower & Leaf, HI.

(2) A gold coin, struck by James I. in 1619,

LAUREL OF JAMES I.

and so called from the king's head being
crowned with laurel.

IL Botany:

1. The genus Lauras (q.v.), and specially the
Bay, Jjmrus nobilis, the Lauras of the Romans
and the Daphne of the Greeks. Linnaeus called

it nobllis because it was anciently reserved for

priests, heroes, and sacrifices. In its native
region—the south of Europe—it is thirty,

forty, or even sixty feet high, but sends forth

so many suckers and low shoots as to have a
shrubby appearance. The colour is deep
green, inclining to olive; the ripe berries

dusk, purple, or black. There are glands on
the backs of the leaves, which excrete nectar.
The berries, the leaves, and the oil have a
fragrant smell, an aromatic astringent taste,

and narcotic and carminative properties. "Water
distilled from them contains prussic acid.

2. Cerasus Laurocerasus, called the Common
or Broad-leaved Laurel. It has oblong, lance-

olate, remotely serrated pale-green evergreen
leaves; flowers in racemes. A native of Trebi-
zond, but now abundant in Britain. Its leaves,

bark, and fruit are virulent poisons.

3. PI. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Lauracere (q.v.).

U The Alexandrian Laurel = (1) Ruscm
racemosus, (2) Calophyllum Inophyllnm; the
American Laurel = the genus Kabnia ; the
Poet's, Roman, or Victor's Laurel = the Bay,
Laurus nobilis ; the Clierry Laurel = Cerasus
Laurocerasus ; the Copse or Spurge Laurel =
Daphne Lmirenln ; the Great Laurel = Rhodo-
dendron maximum (American) ; Japan Laurel
= Aucvba japonica ; the Laurel of New
South Wales = Cryptocarya glaucescens ; the
Laurel of Panama = Cordia Geraschnantkus

;

the New Zealand Laurel = Corynocarpus laevi-

gata ; the Seaside Laurel = Xylopliylla lati-

folia; and the Sheep Laurel — Kalmiaangusti-
folia. (Treas. of Bot.)

B. Asadj. : Pertaining to, consisting or made
of laurel : as, a laurel wreath, a laurel crown.

% Obvious compounds : laurel - crowned,
laurel-leaf.

laurel-bay, s.

Bot. : Ltmriis nobilis. [Laurel.]

Of the green iautvi-bay."
Scott : Bridal of Tricrmain, in. 39.

laurel-bound, a. Crowned with laurel.
" Their living temples likewise laurel-bound."

bp. Hall: Satires, bk. i., sat. i.

laurel-cherry, *.

Bot. : Cerasus Laurocerasus.

laurel-water, s. Water distilled from
the leaves of the Common or Cherry Laurel,
Primus laurocerasus. It contains the poison-
ous principle of prussic acid.

lau-re'-li-a, s. [Latinized from the English
word laurel tf).}

Bot. : A genus of Atherospermaceae. Lau-
retta semperv ire ns is the Peruvian Nutmeg. It
is used as a spice in Chili and Peru. L. Nova
Zealandice is 150 i'eet high. It yields a yel-
lowish timber, used in New Zealand for boat-
building.

lau-rel'-ic, a. [Eng. laurel; -ic.] Derived
from or contained in laurel.

laurelic-acid, ».

Chem. : An acid obtained, according to
Grosourdi, from the berries of Laurus nobilis.

laurelled (aur as or), a. [Eng. laurel;
-ed.] Crowned or decked with laurel, or a
laurel wreath.

" And thine tho wheels of triumph
Which, with their laHrelled train
Move slowly up the shouting streets."

Macaulay: Prophecy of Capys, xxi.

lau-ren'-Ci-af s. [From a proper name Law-
rence.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Laurenciacese

(q.v.). It contains yellowish-green, purple, or
pink-coloured pinnated seaweeds. Several are-

British. Laurcncia pinnatifida is called, from
its pungency, Pepper dulse. L. obtusa is sold.

as Corsican Moss. The two occur both in the
northern and southern hemispheres.

lau-ren-ci-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lau-

rencl(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -aceos.]

Bot. : An order of Florideous Algals, for-

merly placed under the order Ceramiaceae,

and sub-order Lomentariese. It consists of'

rose-red or purple seaweeds, generally with
the frond cylindrical or compressed, rarely

flat ; linear branching frond ; fructification con-
ceptacles external, ovate, with a terminal pore,

with pear-shaped spores ; tetraspores im-
mersed in the branches, racemate, and finally

antheridia. Four genera have British repre-

sentatives.

lau rene, s. [Eng. laur(el); -ene.]

Chem. : CxiH 1(i , laurol. A liquid produced!
by distilling camphor with fused zinc-chloride

at a temperature not exceeding 18S°. Its

sp. gr. is O'SST at 10°, and it boils when pure
at 1S7°. Bromine gradually converts it into

tribromolaurene, CnHi3Br3, which crystal-

lizes from boiling alcohol in long needles,,

melting at 125°. When heated with a mixture
of nitric and sulphuric acids, laurene is con-
verted into a nitro-compound, which melts
at S4°.

Lau-ren'-ti-an (t as sh), a. [From the
St. Lawrence river in North America.] Of or
belonging to the river St. Lawrence.

Laurentian group, s.

Geol. : A vast series of rocks, 30,000 feet ire

thickness, and covering an area of at least

200,000 square miles north of the St. Lawrence'
river. It is lower, and consequently older,
than the Cambrian. In consists of an im-
mense series of crystalline rocks, gneiss, mica-
schist, quartzite, and limestone. It is divided
into Upperand Lower Lanrentian. The Upper,
more than 10,000 feet thick, consists of strati-

fied crystalline rocks, in which no organic
remains have yet been found. It mainly con-
sists of felspars, containing from about one to
seven per cent, of soda and potash. Some-
times they alone form mountain masses, at
others they are associated with augite and
hypersthene. They are often granitoid in
structure. The Lower Laurentian, about
20,000 feet in thickness", is unconformable
with the Upper. It consists mainly of a red-
dish gneiss, with orthockise felspar ; inter-
stratilied with thin homblendic and mica-
ceous schists, with beds of usually crystalline
origin, and others of plumbago. The lime-
stone may possibly be of animal, and the
plumbago of vegetable origin, but the only
known tussil is the Eozoon canadense. [Eu-
zoon. 1 The Laurentian volcanic rocks of
Ottawa, Argenteuil, &<;., in Canada, consist
of fine-grained dark greenstone or dolerite.
They vary from a few feet to a hundred yards
in thickness. They send forth branches, and
are cut through by intrusive syenite. Sir
Roderick Murchison and Dr. Geikie were of
opinion that- the fundamental gneiss of the
Scottish Highlands and islands was of Lau-
rentian age, and they constructed a geological
map of Scotland on this hypothesis.

lau'-re-ole, s. [Lat. laureola, from laurus —
laurel.] Spurge-laurel.

1 laur-er, [Laurel.]

lau -res tme, a. [Laurustine.]

laur'-Ic, a. [Eng., &c. laur(us); -ic.] (See the-
compounds.)

lauric-acid, 5.

Chem. . CjoH^Oo = CtfHagO
j. a Lauro.

stearic acid, pichurie acid. A monobasic acid
obtained from the fat of the pichurim-beans,
the fruit of Laurus nobilis, butter, cocoa-nut
oil, &c. It may also be prepared syntheti-
cally by heating cetylic-alcohol with potash-
lime to a temperature of 275° to 280° It crys-
tallizes from alcohol in spear-like silkyneedles,
which melt at 43-6° to a colourless oil, insoluble
in water, but soluble in alcohol and ether.
Its sp. gr. is 0'S83 at 20°, and it boils at 225'5°
under a pressure of 100 mm., but is partially
decomposed on distillation at ordinary pres-
sure. Lauric acid combines with bases to
form salts, having the general formula,
C12H23MO2. Barium laurate, C12H23BaO.>,

boll, b6y; pout, jo^rl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; Won, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = slius. -hie, -die. &c. = bel, del.
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crystallizes from its aqueous solution in
snow-white flakes. The lead-salt, CioH^PbOo,
is a white amorphous powder, with a beautiful

nacreous lustre. The silver-salt, CiaH^AgOg,
crystallizes in slender microscopic needles.

By distilling the calcium-salt, lauric acid is

resolved into laurostearone and calcium-car-

bonate.

lauric aldehyde, s.

Cheat. : CuHggCHO. Prepared by the dry
distillation of an intimate mixture of calcic

formate and calcic laurate.' It forms a bril-

liant, white, odourless, crystalline mass, melt-
ing at 44*5°.

lauric-ether, s.

Chem. : C12H23O2 ^Hjj. Laurate of ethyl

;

is prepared by passing hydrochloric acid gas
into an alcoholic solution of lauric acid. It
is a colourless oil, possessing a fruity odour,
and having a sp. gr. of O'Sti at 20°. It boils
at 269", with partial decomposition.

* lau-rif'-er-oiis, a. [Lat. Immts = laurel,

and fero = to hear, to produce.] Bearing or
producing laurel.

lau'-rin, *. [Eng., &c. lavr(us); -in.]

Chem. .* Ci>2H3 O3. Bayberry camphor, a
crystalline substance discovered by Bonastre
in the leaves and berries of the bay-tree. It

lias neither taste nor smell, is insoluble iu

water and the alkalis, but very soluble in

alcohol and in ether. It cannot be distilled

without decomposition. [Bayberrv, 1.]

lau'-rin-ol, *. [Eng., &c. laurin; -ol.]

Chem. : CioHjfiO. [Camphor.]

la-U'- rite, s. [Etym. doubtful ; named by
Wobler.]

Min. : An isometric mineral occurring in

small octahedrons mixed with platinum in

the platinum and gold washings in Borneo.
Cleavage octahedral, distinct; hardness above
"7; sp. gr. 6-99; lustre metallic, bright; colour,
iron-black

;
powder, dark-gray ; brittle. De-

crepitates before the blow-pipe, is infusible,

rami gives off sulphurous and then osmic acid
J tunes. Compos. : a sulphide of osmium and
ruthenium. Lately found under similar con-
ditions in Oregon.

'* lau-rize, v.t. [Eng. laur(el); -ize.] To
crown with laurel.

" Our humble notes, though little noted now,
Lauriz'd hereafter."

Sylvester: Posthumous Sonnets, iii.

lau'-rol, e. [Laurene.]

lau rone, s. [Eng., &c. lauriin), and (acct)one.]

Chem-.: C^H^O = C12H.23O-Cj1H.23, lauro-

stearone. Obtained by the dry distillation of

laurate of calcium. It crystallizes from al-

cohol in shining plates, which melt at 6t>°.

Laurone is the acetone of lauric acid.

lau-rd-ste-ar'-ic, a. [Eng. lauro(ne), and

(stear)ic.] (See the compound.)

laurostearic-acid, s. [Lauric-acid.]

.lau-rd-ste'-ar-in, 3. [Eng. lauro(ne\ and

(stear)in.]

Chem. ; C39Ii740 fi
, laurate of glyceryl. A

fatty body found in the berries of the sweet

bay-tree, Laurus nobilis, in cocoa-nut oil, and

iiu piehurim-beans. It crystallizes in white

needles, having a silky lustre, insoluble in

water and cold alcohol, slightly soluble in

boiling alcohol, but very soluble in ether. It

melts at 44°, and by dry distillation yields

acrolein.

lau-ro-Ste'-ar-one, s. [Eng. lauro(ne), and
stearone.] [L'aurone.J

lau-rox-yl'-ic, «. [Eng. lauroQ), and xylic]

(See the compound.)

lauroxyllc-acid, *.

Chem. : Cj,H10O2 = CUH3 -} g*^2
. An acid

isomeric with xylic acid, produced by the
action of dilute nitric acid on laurene. It is

insoluble in cold, slightly soluble in boiling
water, but very soluble in acetic acid. Its

barium salt, (CHHj)02)li
Ba + 4Hl.O. crystallizes

iii concentrically-grouped needles, very soluble
in water. The silver salt, Cg-HpOoAg., is a
white crystalline powder, soluble in boiling

water.

laur'-us, s. [Lat. = the bay-tree (Laurus no-

bit is) (see def.).]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Lau-
racete. Tlie stamens are twelve, all fertile.

The female flower has the succulent fruit

surrounded by the persistent base of the calyx.

The leaf has a single midrib. iMiirus nobilis

is the Bay Laurel, the Noble Laurel. [Laurel.]
Various other species, formerly placed under
Laurus, have now been removed to the genera
Cinnamomum, Cainphora, Sassafras, &e. (q.v.).

laur-iis-ti'-nus, laur'-us-tine (laur as

.l6r)»-'s - [Lat. taunts — the laurel, and linns
— the laurustinus.]

Bot. : Viburnum Tiims,-% shrub with pinkish
white flowers, and dark-blue berries, oblong
permanent leaves, hairy beneath, flowering in

winter. It is a native of Southern Europe,
woods of it occurring iff Corsica. It is culti-

vated in England.

laut'-ite, s. [Named by Frenzel after the
place where found ; -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min, : A mineral found in small brilliant,

short prismatic crystals belonging to the
orthorombic system of crystallization; also

massive, compact, columnar, radiated, and
granular. Hardness, <J to 3"5

; sp. gr., 4*%;
lustre metallic ; colour iron-black. Formula
reduced from three analyses, Cu, As, 8, in

which part of tlie Cu is replaced by Ag.
Found at Lauta, Marienberg, Saxony.

* lau-ti'-tious, a. [Lat. lautitia= splendour,
magnificence.] Costly.

" Meet and tire on such lauti'ious meat."
Jierrick: Hesperides.

* lau'-tu, s, [Peruv. llautu.] A band of cotton,

twisted and worn on the head of the Iuea of

Peru, as a badge of royalty.

la'-va, s. [Ital. = a torrent of rain overflowing
the streets ; from Ital. lavare; Lat. lavo = to
wash; Sp. lava; Fr. lave. (Mahn.)2

Petrol. & Geol. : A term used vaguely of all

molten matter existing' within or flowing in

streams from volcanic vents, but more specifi-

cally confined to the latter, the former being
called trap. The lower part of it, which lias

consolidated slowly and under pressure, tends
to be of stony consistency, whilst the upper
is scoriaceous. If, however, the lava flow came
first and became scoriaceous, it remains so,

even if stony material be piled above it. Tlie

more compact lavas are often porphyritic,

and contain crystals. So do the scoriaceous
kinds, the crystals having been derived from
older rocks and remained infusible when the
original matrix in which they had been im-
bedded was melted. Lavas vary greatly iu

composition. Some are trachytic, as iu the
Peak of Tenerifl'e; many are basaltic, as in
"Vesuvius and Auvergne ; others andesitic, as
in the volcanos of Chili. Some of the most
modern in Vesuvius consist of green augite,

and many of those of Etna of augite ami
Labrador felspar. (Lyell : Student's Elem. of
Geology, pp. 491, 492.) Rutley says that the
lavas of Etna are for the most part plagioclase
basalts rich in olivine ; those of Vesuvius are
leucite sanidine lavas. ILhucite, Sanidine.]

lava-flow, s. A sheet of lava which has
flowed forth from some more or less adjacent
volcanic vent. If it is subsequently covered by
sedimentary strata, alteration by igneous
action is seen only on the stratum below,
whereas, in the case of intrusive sheets, the
rocks both above and below the sheet are
altered.

lava-like, a. Resembling lava in any of
its characteristics.

* lavacre, s. [Lat. lavacrum, from lavn = to
wash.] A font, a washing.

'"To the end that we shuulde not thynke to bee
sufficient, that all our synnes limn; been forgeuen vs
through the lau-acre of baptism*;. "

—

Udal : Luke iv.

*la-varige', s. [Fr.] A gm.it fall of snow
from mountains ; an avalanche.

" As falls
The loosed lamnqn fiom its aerial station,
Uown, down it rolled,"

Wiffen : Jerusalem Delioered, c. xi., at. 38.

lav'-a-ret, s. [Fr.]

Jdithij. : Coregonii.% or Thymalliis Lavaret, a
fish of the salmon family, found in European
lakes, though not in Britain.

la-va-ter'-a, s. [Named after the two Lava-
ters, celebrated physicians and naturalists of
Zurich.]

Bot. : Tree Mallow, a genus of Malvaceae,
tribe Malveis. It consists of tall, hairy herbs

or shrubs with angled or lobed leaves, axillary

flowers with a five-cleft calyx, and a tnnd

invohmel, a long staminal column, and many-

eelled ovary, each cell with one ovule. Eighteen

species are known : one, Lavutera urborea, the

'free Mallow, British. It has large purple glossy

flowers, three to six leet higii, and grows on

rocks by the seaside.

la-vat'-ic, a. [Eng. lava ; t connective ;
Eng.

"adj. surf, -ic] Consisting of or resembling

lava ; lavic.

* la-va'-tion, s, [Lat. lamflo, from lavo = to

wash.] The act of washing.

"Such filthy stuff was by loose lewd varleta smug be-

fore the chariot an theipojeipii day of her taaution. —
UakewLU : Apoloyie, ok. \v.\ ch. 1., § 7.

lav'-a-tor-p f

¥ lav-a-tor-ye, s. & a. [Lat.

lavatoritim = a lavatory, neut. sing. <>f lava-

tortus — perbiining to washing or a washer;
lavo — to wash ; Fr. lavatuire; Ital. lavatnjo;

Sp. lavatorio.]

A* As substantive :

I. Ordinary Language:

I. A room or place for washing.
* 2. The act of washing ; lavatimi.

"He luadc dukes and earls to serve him of wine,
with a say taken, and to hold the bason jut the lava-

t.iitf."—Maker. Henri/ VII J. (an. I5ib).

* 3. A vessel for washing in ; a basin, a
laver.

"And iu the foure corners were nndersetters under
the laeaturye."—'£ Kini/a vii. (1551.

f

* i. A wash or lotion for a diseased part.

" Lavatories, to wash the temples, hands, w lists, and
jugulars, do potently protii^ate, and keep wit tlie

venom."

—

Haroey : On C'viixttm/Aioit.

II. Mining : A place where gold is obtained
by washing.

*B. As adj. : "Washing; cleansing by wash-
ing.

* lav'-7a-ture, s. [Lat. lavniypi^ hit. par. of

lavo — to'wasli.J A wash, a lotion.

lave, laive, s. [A.S. /«/= a remainder, a
residue.] The rest ; what i» left ; the residue,

the remainder.
" Trouts. grilses, and salmon, mid a' the lave o't."

—

Scott : Hob Itoy, ch. vi.

t lave (1), v.t. & i. [Fr. laver, from Lat. lavo
=. to wash.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To wash, to bathe.

"And luvcth hem in the laveudrie."
I'ters I'lowjlnmin, p. 281.

2. To flow up against, to wash against, as
the sea.

" Oh ! are they yet in time to save?
His feet the foremost breaker* lave."

Ill/run . liride of J bydot, ii. 24.

B. Intransitive :

1. To wash one's self, to bathe.

"Dissolute man.
Lave in it, drink of it,

Then, il you can.'' Hood : Bridge of.Sighs. f
-

2. To wash, as the sea on the beach or on
rocks.

" There, through the summer day,
Coji streams are lainng."

Hcntt : Marmion, iii. 10.

*lave (2), v.t. & i. [Etym. doubtful. Perhaps
connected with lade.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To lade or bale out, as water ; to throw
out water.

"A fourth, with lalrour, 7nt'es

The intruding stas, and waves ejects on waves."
Drydun: Ovid; Metamorphoses v.

2. To pour.

3. To draw, to derive.
" [Orpheus] sonye in wepeinge, all that ever he had

received and lured out ot tlie noble welles of his ino-
th^r Laliope the goJdcsse."

—

Chaucer: lioeeias, hk. in.

B. Intrans. : To flow.

* lave (3), v.i. [Etym. doubtfnl
; probably

connected with lap (q.v.).] To hang down
loosely ; to flap.

" His ears hang laving like a new lugg'd snine."
Jlfj. Hall ' Satires, l>k. \\\, sjit. 1.

* lave-eared, a. Having ears hanging
loosely down.

"la-veer', la-ver, v.i. & t. [Dut. laveren.]

A, Intrans. : To tack; to change one's
course or direction.

" But those that 'gainst stiff gales lareering go.
Must bt; at once lesolvcd, and skiltul too!

'

Dryden • Axtren firdiix, G5.

B. Trans. : To turn in a different direction.
" [He| like the famed ship of Trever,
JJid on the shore hmisell lawr."

la^e, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wor3, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, aa, ce - e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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* lave'-ment, s. [Eng. lave; -ment.]

1, The act of washing or laving ; a bath.

2. A clyster.

*laV-eil-der (1), s. [0. Fr. lavandiere.]
[Launder, s.] A washerwoman, a laundress,
a launder.

" Envie is lavender of the court alwaie."
C'luiucer: Legeude of Good Women, (Prol.)

lav'-en-dcr (2), s. & a. [Fr. lavande,from Ital.

lavanda = lavender ; Sp. lavandula; Ital. fci-

w«to/a; Low Lat. lavendtda; Ital. tava/u2a =
a washing, from Lat. lavandits, ger. of Zayo =
to wash ; so called from its being laid up with
newly-washed linen.]

A. As substantive:

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as IT.

"Here's flowers for you;
Hot lavender, mints, savory, marjoram."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 3.

2. A pale bluish-gray colour.

II. Bot. : Lavandula vera, a menthoid plant
"with hoary leaves and grayish-blue flowers

;

wild in the south of Europe and in Western
Africa. It is cultivated at Mitcham, in Sur-
rey, at Hitch in, in' Hertfordshire, and else-

where, for the sake of the fragrant, volatile

oil combined with a bitter principle, contained
in the flowers, and used in perfumery. Medi-
cinally they are carminatives, stimulants,
tonics, and sternutatories. French Lavender
is Lavandula Spica, brought from the south
of Europe to England before 1558. The name
French Lavender is sometimes given also to
Lavandula Stozchas, which is neither as fragrant
as the true lavender, nor used medicinally in
Europe. But the Hindoo doctors prescribe it

in chest diseases, and those of Arabia as an anti-

spasmodic. Dr. Dymock says that it is a resol-

vent, deobstruent, and carminative. It yields
Oil of Spike, used by painters on porcelain, and
to make varnishes for artists. Sea Lavender is

the genus Statice. [Lavandula (q.v., Sup.).]
1 B. As adj. : Of a pale, bluish-gray colouY,

like lavender.

^[ (1) Oil of Lavender: An oil obtained by
distillation from the True Lavender. It is

used in the preparation of Eau de Cologne, and
is sometimes prescribed in hysterical and
nervous headache.

(2) Spirits of Lavender

:

Chem. £ Pluirm. : A preparation consisting

of oil of lavender one fluid ounce, and rectified

spirits forty-nine fluid ounces. It is used in

hysteria.

(3$ Tincture ofLavender ; Compound Tincture

of Lavender

:

Pharm. : A carminative and anti-spasmodic
used in hysteria, hypochondriasis, &c, and
is the colouring matter in Liquor arsenicalis.

(4) To lay in lavender: To lay up or put
aside carefully, as linen with sprigs of laven-
der ; to pawn, to pledge.

lavender-cotton, s.

Bot. : The genus Santolina. The Common
Lavender Cotton is Santolina Chamcecypar Ussus,

a plant often seen in gardens. It has a hoary
pubescence and yellow chamomile-like heads
of flowers.

lavender-thrift, s.

Bot. : Statice Limonium.

lavender-water, s. A liquid perfume,
consisting of essential oil of lavender, amber-
gris, and spirits of wine.

t lav'-en-der (1), v. [Lavender (1), s.] To
wash (as clothes). A modern adaptation of

launder (q.v.).

tla.V-en-der (2), v.t. [Lavender (-2), s.] To
perfume with lavender.

"The solemn clerk goes lavender'd and shorn."
Hood ; Two Peacocks of fiedfont.

la-ven'-du-lane, la-ven- du late, s.

[Low h&t.'lavendula = lavender. Named by
Breithaupt from the colour.]

Min. : An amorphous mineral with a greasy
lustre. Hardness, 2

-

5 to 3; sp. gr. b"014 ;

colour, lavender-blue ; streak, paler ; translu-
cent ; fracture, conchoidal. Contains arsenic
and the oxides of cobalt, nickel, and copper.
Occurs at Annaberg, Saxony. Dana makes it

a sub-species of Erythrite (q.v.).

la-ven du-late, s. [Lavendulane.]

lav'-er (I), * lav'-our, s. [Fr. lavoir
t
from

laver = to wash.]

I. Ordinary Lang ua-ge

:

* 1. A vessel in which to wash ; a basin.

" Borne upon three uneasy leopards' lieada
" hallow."

Browning : Sordello, iv.
A laver broad and shallow."

* 2. One who washes or laves.

II. Jew. Antiq. : A brazen vessel, containing

water for the priests to wash their hands and
feet when they offered sacrifices. It rested

on a basis, or foot, and stood between the altar

and the door of the tabernacle (Exod. xxx.

17-21). In place of the old laver there were,

in Solomon's Temple, a molten sea, with ten

bronze lavers, five on the north and five on

the south of the court of the priests (1 Kings
vii. 23-40).

lav'-er (2), s. [Lat. laver = a water-plant.]

Bot. : Porphyra lacininta and P. vulgaris—
two algals. They are stewed or pickled and
used for food.

If Green laver is Ulvalatissima. It is eat-

able, but not so prized as the Porpliyras. An-
other species is the Turkey Feather Laver
(Padina 'ptivanm}.

"A casket of laver is the only other arrival T have
had. Cuthlwrt ia the only uiie who will partake it

with me.'—Southcy : Letters, iv. 4U (1827).

laver bread, s. A sort of bread made
from the Green Laver. [Laver (2) H-]

laver wort, s.

Bot. : The same as Laver (2).

lav'-er-ock, s. [A.S. Idwerce, Iduerce, laverce,

Idferce.) A lark (q.v.). (Scotch.)

" The hares were hirplin' down the furrs,

The lao'rocks they were oliantin'."

Barns ; lloly Fair.

la'-vic, a. [Eng. lav(a) ; adj. sutf. -ic] Of or

pertaining to, or of the nature of lava ; lavatic.

lav'-ish, * lav-es, * lav-ishe, a. & s. [A
word of doubtful etym. ; connected by Skeat
with the Mid. Eng. verb lace— to pour out.]

[Lave (2), v.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Spending with profusion
;
profuse, free,

indiscreetly libera).

" There lavish Nature, In her beat attire,
Powrea forth sweete odors."

Spenser : Muiopotmos, 168.

2. Making use of to excess ; too free with.
" In ul other thing no light and lanes [are theyj of

their touge. '

—

Sir T. More: Workes, p. 250.

3. Wasteful, prodigal, spendthrift.

4. Wild, unrestrained.
" Bellona's bridegroom, lapt in proof.
Confronted him, curbing his lavish spirit."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. 2.

5. Expended profusely or in waste ; super-
abundant, excessive, superfluous.

" Not. ul) the lavish odours of the place
Ottered in incense can procure Ills pardon.
Or mitigate his doom." Blair: The (Jrave.

* B. As snbst. : Expenditure.
" Such lavish will I make of Turkish blood."

Marlowe: 2 Tamburlaine, i. 3.

lav'-ish, *lav-yshe, v.t. [Lavish, a.]

1. To expend or bestow profusely ; to be
excessively free or liberal with.

"* Even aldermen laugh, and revenge on him the
ridicule which was lavished on their forefathers.'"

—

Ooldsmilh : Polite Learning, ch. x.

2. To squander, to waste; to expend with-
out necessity or advantage.

" The magistrate upon theatricall games, jesters,
wrestlers, sword-play ers, and such ktude of men,
lavishes out his whole patrimony."—Hukewill : Apolo-
gie, bk. iv., % 3.

lav'-ish-er, s. [Eng. lavish ; -er.] One who
lavishes or spends profusely or without ne-
cessity ; a squanderer, a prodigal.

" Tertullian very truly observeth : God is not a
larisher, but a dispenser of his blessings."—Fotherby :

Atlteomania, p. 189.

lav'-ish-ly, adv. [Eng. lavish, a. ; -ly.]

1. In a lavish manner or degree
;
profusely,

to excess, prodigally.
" And the much blood he lavishly had shed,
A desolation on the laud to bring."

Drayton : Barons' Wars, bk. v.

*2. Arbitrarily, licentiously, freely.
" And some about him have too lavishly,
Wrested his meaning and authority.

Shakesp : 2 Henry IV., iv. 2.

* lav- ish - ment, $. [Eng. lavish; -ment.]
The act or state of being lavish

; profuse or
wasteful expenditure ; prodigality.

" Ah, happy realm the while
That by no officer's lewd lavishment.
With greedy lust and wrong, consumed art"

P. Fletcher: Purple Island, vi.

lav ish-ness, *lav-es-nes,s. [Eng./ai-w/t;

-ness.] The quality or state of being lavish ;

prodigality,lavishuient; excessive use.

" First got with guile, and then preserved with dread.

And alter spent with pride and lavjshness.

Spenser : r. <£., 11. vil i^.

* la-volt', *la-vdl'-ta, 5. [Ital. to volta —
the turn.] An old Italian dance, much prac-

tised in the days of Queen Elizabeth. It

seems to have been the precursor of the modem
waltz, as it is thus described by Sir John

Davies, in the Orchestra (1622) :—
" Yet there is one the most delightful'kind—

A lofty jumping or a leaping round,
Where arm in arm two dancers are entwined.

And whirl themselves with strict einbracemeuts

bound.
And still theicfeet an anapaist do sound,

An nuapasst is all their music's suiiL',

Whose tirst two feet are short, the third is long.

* la-vdl'-ta^v.i. [Lavolt, s.]

"' How he sallies and laooltas."—yashe : Lenten Stujfc.

* la-vol'-ta-teer, *. [Eng. lavolta; t con-

nective ; s'utf. -cer.] One who dances the la-

volta ; a dancer.

*lav'-our, ». [Laver (l), $.]

law (1), *lawe, s. [A.S, lagu; cogn.with O.

Sax. lag (pi. lagu) = a statute ; Icel. log — a

law; Sw. lag; Dan. lov; cf. also Lat. lee (genit.

legis); Fr. loi. The original meaning is that

which lies or is laid down or hxed, from the

same root as A.S. Hcgan ; Eng. lie.[

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A rule of conduct laid down by compe-
tent authority ; a decree, an order ; an edict

of a governor or government.
" The habit of breaking even an unreasonable law

teuds to make men altogether lawless."—Macuulay :

Jlist. Eng., ch. xxi.

2. Collectively, the rules, established in a

community or state for the guidance and con-

trol of the inhabitants ; a rule of civil conduct
prescribed by the supreme power in a state,

commanding what is ,
right, and prohibiting

what is wrong.
" For this purpose every law may be said to consist

of several parts : one declaratory ; whereby the rights

to be observed, and the wrongs to he eschewed, are

clearly defined and laid down; another, directory;
whereby the subject is instructed and enjoined to

observe those rights, and to abstain from the commis-
sion of those wrougB; a third, remedial: whereby a
method is pointed out to recover a man's private rights,

or redress his private wrongs ; to which may be added
a fourth, usually termed the sanction, or vindicatory
branch of the law; whereby it is signified what evil

or penalty shall be incurred by such as commit any
public wrongs, and transgress or neglect their duty.

'

—Blackstone: Comment. (Introd.)

% Wharton thus classifies the different kinds

of law : 1. Between God and man : (1) Natural

;

(2) Revealed. 2. Between man and man :

(1) National or Municipal ; (2) International.

He subdivides the former into (a) Constitu-

tional ; (b) Canon or Ecclesiastical;' (c) Com-
mon Law (distinguishing Public Or Criminal
from Private or Civil) ; and (cl) Equity.

3. Right, justice.
" I Bhall have law in Ephesus."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, lv. J.

4. The whole body of legal enactments, and
the writings and treatises appertaining to or
treating of them ;

jurisprudence ; the study
of law : as, To study law.

5. The reference of a dispute to judicial de-
cision

;
judicial process ; litigation.

" But brother goeth to law with brother, and that
before the unbelievers."—l Cor. vi. C.

6. (PI-) : The rules, regulations, orprinciples
by which any proceeding is regulated : as,

the laws of horse-racing, the luws of .versifi-

cation, &c.

7. The nature, method, or sequence by
which certain phenomena or effects follow cer-

tain conditions or causes : as, the law of
gravitation ; the uniform methods or relations
according to which material and mental forces
act in producing effects, or are manifested in
phenomena; a theoretical principle deduced
from practice, experience, or observation.

" These faculties and principles are the general lawi
of our constitution."—Stewart : Human Mind, ut. i.

(Introd.).

8. Any force, tendency, propensity, or in-
stinct, whether natural or acquired.

" The fundamental law of nature being the preBer-
vation of mankind, no human sanction can be good, or
valid against it."—Locke : Civil Government, lik. ii.,
ch. xi., p. 135.

9. A start or an allowance of time.
" A stag was uncarted, and ... he was allowed con-

siderably more than the usual amount of law."—Field
Dec. 6, 1884.

II. Technically:

1. Math.: An order of sequence. In math e*

boll, tjtj^i poxit, joM; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -gion^zhun., -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. =* bel, d$l.
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niatics, the term law is oftentimes used as
nearly synonymous with rule ; there is this
distinction, however : the term law is more
general than the term rule. The law of a
series is the order of succession of the terms,
and explains the relation between each and
the preceding ones. A rule, assuming the
facts expressed by the law, lays down the
necessary directions for finding each term of
the series.

2. Scripture

:

0) Any command (Lev. vi. 9, 14, xii. 7,

xiv, 2, Ac). The law pre-eminently so called

is the Mosaic law. [Mosaic law.]
" For the laiv was given by Moses, but grace and

truth eruiie by Jesus Christ,"

—

John i. 17.

(2) The Pentateuch, as embodying the law,

or as many books as were not, technically
viewed, prophetical.

(3) An impulse ; a constraining principle of

action.

"But I see another law In my members, warring
against the law of my mind."—Romans vli. 23.

If For the various branches of law, see under
Canon, Civil, Commercial, Common, Crimi-
nal, Ecclesiastical, International, Mar-
tial, Maritime, Moral, Mosaic, Municipal,
Positive, Statute.

H Obvious compounds : Law -contemning
(Scott), law-obeying (Goldsmith), <fcc.

%(l)Bodc's law:

Astron. : An approximate expression of the
relative distances of the planets from the sun :

Mercury. Venus. Earth. Mara. Asteroids,
Approximate ) 4 ... 4 ... 4 ... 4 ... 4

Distances JO ... 3 ... ... 12 ... 24 '

Real Distances 3*9 T3 10 15'2 2"'4

Jupiter- Saturn. Uranus, Neptune.
Approximate ) 4 ... 4 ... 4 ... 4

Distances J 48 ... % ... 192 ... 394

r.j 100 l'JC.

Real Distances 52 85'

I

192 300

(2) Boyle's lam, Muriolts's law: The law of
the compressibility of gases. The tempera-
ture remaining the same, the volume of a
given quantity of gas is inversely as the pres-

sure which it bears. This was discovered in-

dependently by Boyle and by Mariotte. In
Britain it is called Boyle's law ; on the con-
tinent and in America, Mariotte's law.

(3) Grimm's law : [Grimm].

(4) Kepler's laws: [Kepler],

(5) Law of the land : The general, public, or

common law of a country.

(6) Laws of motion : [Motion].

(7) Mariotte's law: [Boyle's law],

(S) Pascal's law: [Hydrostatics].

(9) Wager of law : [Wager].

law-abiding, a. Observing the law
;

obedient to the law.
" The essentially law-abiding spirit of the agricul-

tural labourer."—rail Mall Gazette, April 29, 1884.

law-binding, s.

Bookbind. : A plain style of binding in

leather of the natural tan-colour ; calf or

sheep.

law-book, s. A treatise on law ; a hook
containing statutes.

law-breach, s. A breach or violation of

the law.

law-breaker, s, One who breaks or

violates the law.

law-burrows, s. pi.

Scots Law : A writ or document in the name
of the sovereign commanding a person to give
security against offering violence to another.

It corresponds to the English binding over to

keep the peace towards any person.

law-calf, o. The same as Law-binding
(q.v.)-

" That under-donc-pie-crust-coloured cover, which is

* law-daughter, s. A daughter-in-law.

"Hecuba. . . with an hundred law-daughter*.''
Stanyhurst; Virgil; *Eneid ii. 526.

* law-day, s.

1. A day on which the courts sit ; a day of
open court.

2. A lect or sheriff's court.
" Keep leets and law-days."

Shakesp. : Othello, lii. 3.

* law-father, s. A father-in-law.

'"Thus lie law-father helping."
Stanyhur&t : Virgil ; .Encid il, 354.

law-French, s. The old Norman-French
dialect used in all legal documents and judi-
cial proceedings, from the time of William the
Conqueror till the reign of Edward III., and
still kept up in certain formal state proceed-
ings, as in the giving of assent by the sove-
reign to a bill which has passed both houses
of Parliament.

law-language, s. The language or ex-

pressions used in law and legal documents.

law-Latin, s. The debased or corrupt
Latin used in law and legal documents.

"That iiuestions alFocting the highest Interests of

the couiiiiuinvealth were not to be decided by verbal
cavils and by scraps of Law French and Law Latin,"—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., oh. xi.

law-list, s. A published list of all per-

sons connected with the profession of the law,

as judges, barristers, conveyancers, solicitors,

attorneys, &c.

* law-lore, s. Learning or knowledge in

respect of law and legal history.

law-maker, s. One who makes or or-

dains laws ; a legislator, a lawgiver.

"Their Judgment is, that the church of Christ should
admit no law-makers but the evangelists."—/looker.
Eccles. I'olity.

law-making, s. The enacting or or-

daining of laws; legislation.

law-merchant, a. The same as Com-
mercial-law (q.v.).

* law-monger, s. A low practitioner of
law ; a pettifogger.

law-officer, s. An officer invested with
legal authority ; specif., applied to the Attor-
ney-General and Solicitor-General, who are
the law-officers of the Crown.

* law -puddcring,
terfering in the law.

Meddling or iu-

" Declaring his capacity nothing refined since his
law-pudderittg."—Milton : Golastarion.

law-stationer, s. A stationer who deals
in articles used by lawyers, as parchment,
tape, brief-paper, &c. ; also one who takes in
drafts or documents to be fairly copied or en-
grossed.

law-writer, s. A person employed by a
law-stationer to copy ur engross briefs, deeds,
&e, ; an engrosser.

*law(2), s. [A.S. hlcew, hldw.] A hillock, a.

mound, a hill.

law, laws, inter}. [A corrupt, of lord .'] An
exclamation of surprise or wonder.

" law, * lawe, v.t. [Law (1), s., because the
operation was performed in order to conform
to the forest laws for the protection of the
king's game.] To cut off the balls and claws
of a dog's forefeet ; to expeditate ; to mutilate
the feet of.

"He whose dogge ia not lamed and ao founde, nhal
he amerced, and ahull pay fur the wnno iii a."—/lustull

;

Collect, of Statutes, fo. 180 {Charta de /•'areata).

* law, * lawe, a. [Low.]

* law'-er, s. [Eng. law; -er.] A lawyer.
" Uouetouse lowers, that Gods worde spyghtfully

hates."—Bale : Thro Lawes. (1010.)

law'-ful, * lawe-ful, * lee-ful, a. [Eng.
law; -fal(l).]

1. Agreeable or conformable to law ; allowed
by the law ; legitimate ; unobjectionable from
a legal point ol view ; legal.

"A warrior seizing lawful prize of war."—Macaulay :

JJisf. Eng,, eh. xiii.

2. Supported by the law ; constituted by
law ; rightful.

"Judged by a jury of twelve lawful uiea.'—tfobb cs

:

Disc, on Laws, p. 'M.

* 3. Just, well-founded.

* 4. Righteous, loyal, faithful.

"To uae my lawful sword."
Sliakesjj. . Coriolanus, v. 6.

lawful-days, s. pi.

Scots Law : Ordinary days, as opposed to
Sundays or to Fast-days appointed or sanc-
tioned by the Government.

l&W-ful-ly, * law-ful-liche, adv. [Eng.
lawful; -Iff-] In a lawful manner; according

tu law; legally, legitimately; agreeably to

law ; without breach of the law.

" It would be absurd to any that a danger which mny
be Uiwfnlhi averted by war nu t lawfully W ;»\ .rt.-.f

by i.eaceuble means."—Macaulay : Jlist. hug. ch. xxiv.

law'-ful-ness, s. [Eng. lawful ; -ness.] The

quality or state of being lawful or conformable

to law ; legality.

"TliiH [judicial trial of right] yet remains in some
cases us a divine lot of battle, though eontrovei Led by
divines, touching the lawfulnes of it."—Bacon : Charge
against Duels.

law'-giv-er, * lawe-gev-er, s. [Eng. Jaw,

and giver.] One who makes or enacts laws
;

a legislator, a law-maker.
"That land which their great deliverer and law-

giver had seen, as from the summit of Pisguh."

—

Mac-
aulay : Ilist. Eng., oil, iii.

* law'-giv-ing, a. & s. [Eng. taw, and giving.]

A, As adj. : Legislating, legislative.

"God hiiurttflf, lawgiving in person to a sauctify'd
people."—Milton : Doctrine of Divorce, ch. xvii.

B, An subst. : The making or enacting of
laws ; legislation.

law'-ihg (1), law'-in, [Etym. doubtful.}
A tavern reckoning. (Scotch.)

"He has a limit lo siller, and never grudges ony thing
till a poor body, or in the way of a laming."—Scott :

M'averlcy, ch. xxlx.

* law ing (2), s. [Law, v.] Litigation.

"There was such laming and vexation ill the towne,
one dallie suing and troubling another."

—

Ifolinslted :

Conquest of Ireland, bit ii., ch, xxxiii.,

* law -ing (3), s. [Law, v.] The act of cutting
otF the claws and balls of a dog's forefeet ; ex-
peditation.

" Which disabling or la-wing of dogs was called
hambling by the ancient Foresters, but now expedita-
tlng."

—

Ae-lson: Laws Gone. Game, p. 74.

law land, a. [Lowland.]

law'-less, a. [Eng. law; -less.]

1, Not subject to or observant of the law
;

unrestrained by the law.

"The lawless herd, with fury blind,
Have done him cruel wrong."

Cowper : Burning of Lord.Mansfield's Library.

2. Not according to law ; contrary tu or un-
authorized by law; illegal, illegitimate.

" That lawless love in wilt above
This awful *ign rrueh «."

Scott: Eve of St. John, V. 45.

* 3. Unrestrained, uncontrolled.

4. Rough, rude, licentious.
" From lawless insult to defend
An orphan's right." Cowper : An Ode.

* lawless-man, s. An outlaw.

law'-less-ly, adv. [Eng. lawless; -ly.] In a
lawless manner; contrary to law: not agree-
ably to law.

"Fear not, he bears an honourable mind,
And will not use a woman lawlessly."

Shakesv. .' Two Gentlemen of Verona, v. 3.

law'-less-ness, s. [Eng. lawless ; -mm,] The
quality or state of being lawless or contrary
to law ; want or absence of legality or legiti-

macy ; license.

" There Is no kind of conscious obedience that is not
an advance on lawlessness."— <J. Eliot: Jiomolu, iii. 25.

lawn (1), * laund, * lawnd, s. [Fr. to tide,

a word of doubtful origin. Cf. Wei. Ilawnt =
a smooth hill, a lawn ; ltal. & Sp. lauda = a
heath, a tract of open country.]

* 1. An open space between woods : a glade
in a forest.

'Close was .

Its forest's sides retiring,
Of ample circuit." Mason; Eng. Harden, bk. iii,

2. A grassy space, generally in front of a
house, kept smooth and closely-mown.

"The sward was trim as any garden lawn."
Tennysoit ; Princess, 05. (Prol.)

lawn-mower, s. One who or that which
mows a lawn : specif., a lawn-mowing ma-
chine. The most common form has a revolv-
ing cylinder, armed with spiral knives, which
have a shearing action against a square-edged
stationary knife set tangentially to them.
The cylinder being driven by the supporting
wheels, the grass is nipped between the spiral
and straight knives, cut off, and delivered
into a box.

lawn tennis, s. An out-door game played
on a piece of smooth, level sward. It remotely
resembles tennis. The players are separated
from each other by a low net, stretching across
the ground, over which they strike a tennis-
ball with bats resembling tennis-bats.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = liw.



Istam (2), * lawne, s. & a. [Etym. doubt-
ful ; prob. a corruption from Fr. linon (8p.
linon), from tut = flax, linen ; Lat. linuvi.)

A. As substantive

:

1. Fabric ; A very fine, white goods, cotton
or linen, finer than cambric, of an open tex-
ture ; plain or printed. The white slews,
which form a characteristic part of the dress
of a bishop in the lCngliah Cliurch, are of
lawn ; hence, by metonymy, the office, dignity,
or position of a bishop." [Cf. Ermine, A., I. 2.]

. "Those llmba In lawn and not test -n i, urmy'd."
I Prior : Edwin ft Emma.

2. Porcelain : A fine sieve of silk, 300 threads
to the inch, through which slip for porcelain
is strained, to ensure an impalpable, creamy
fluid. [Slip.]

B. As adj. : Made of lawn.

lawn sleeve, a. A sleeve made of lawn,
as in a bishop's robe.

lawn sleeved, «. Having lawn sleeves.

' lawn, v.t. [Lawn (1), s.) To convert into a
lawn.

" Lawnlng a hundred good acrenof wheat."
Ansti-y ATfiw Bath Guide-Book.

* lawn'-^ (1), a. [Kng. lawn (1) ; -y.] Smooth
and level as a lawn.

" Through f•m- A . ii n >ii ii hi i hi. or the lawny ([round."
Browne: Britannia's Pastorals, bk. it., ii 1.

* lawn'-^ (2), «. [Eng. lawn (2) ; -y.] Made of
or resembling lawn.

law-BO'-ni-a, s. [Named from Isaac Lawson,
M.D., author of A Voyage to Carolina in 1709.]

Bot. : A genus of Lythracete, tribe Lythreee.
Laimunia alba is a small,elegant, and sweetly-
scented bush. There are two varieties, L.
npinosa and L. inermis, the first spiny and the
other smooth. It is wild in Beloochistan, on
the Coroinandel Coast, and perhaps hi Central
India, but is cultivated throughout India, and
furnishes hennc (q.v.). The seeds yield an oil.

The flowers are used in perfuming and embalm-
ing, and a fragrant otto is distilled from them
in Lucknow and Benares. Tlie wood is gray,
hard, and close-grained. (Prof. Watt.) A de-
coction of the leaves is used by Hindoo doctors
to purify the blood, and as an astringent, and
in the cure of ulcers, skin diseases, leprosy, &c.

law' suit, s. [Eng. law, and svit,] A process
or suit in law for the recovery of a supposed
right or to compel another to do one justice

;

litigation.

" The KivinR the priest a right to tlie tithe would
produce lawsuit* unit wrangleu. —Swift.

law-yer, *law-er, *law-l-er, s. [Eng.
lam ; sun", -yer.]

I. Ord. Lang. : One who is vorsed in the
law ; one who follows the profession of the
law ; one who practises in law-courts. The
term includes barristers, councillors, advo-
cates, solicitors, and attorneys.

*' Tlie lawyer* gradually brought all business before
the klng'B Judges."—Homo : Hist, Eng., ii. (App. 2.)

II, Technically

:

1. Script. : Gr. vouikos (uomikns) = one
skilled in the Mosaic law, and its professional
expounder.

"Then one of them, which was n lawyer, asked Him
| a question, tempting Him.'—Matt. xxll. an.

2. Zool. : A popular name for the Long-
legged Avocct, HimatUopus nigricollis, un
American Wading-bird.

t 3. Bot. (PL): The long thorny shoots of
roses and brambles.

lawyer-like, «. Like a lawyer.

* law'-yei*-l$r, «. [Eng. lawyer; -ly.\ Law-
yerlike.

"To which and other law-tractates I refer the more
lawyerly mooting of this point."—Mi'ton ; Answer to

Eikon BasiHke.

lax (1), a. & s. [Lat. laxus = loose.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

t 1. Slack, loose; not tightly stretched.

"Though their outward enr lie stopped by the lax
membrane to all sounds that euuio that way."—Holder :

Elements of Speech.

* 2. Loose, soft, 1 flabby ; not Arm or rigid.

"The flesh uf-thntsurtof flsli being lax and.spongy.

'

—Ray : Vn-tho Creation.

* 3. Looso.in texture.

* 4. Sparse; thin : as, lax foliage.

* 5. Spread out ; not closely written.
"Your manuscript indeed is closo. and I do not

reckon mine very lax."—Cowper : Works ( 177c), p. 128.
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6. Not exact or precise ; equivocal, ambigu-
ous, vague.

"The word tstornut Itself is sometimes of a fcu signi-
fication, as every learned man knows,"

—

Jortin: On
tlie Christian Religion, dis. 6.

7. Not strict or rigorous ; loose, slack.

"The discipline was lax, and indeed could not be
otherwise."—Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

* 8. Unrestrained, uncontrolled ; free from
restraint or control.

" Meanwhile inhabit lax, ye Powers of Heaven,"
Milton: /'. L., vli. 162.

9. Relaxed or loose in the bowels, and sub-
ject to ton frequent discharges.

II. Bot. ; Loose, not compact. (Used of
parts which are distant from each other, with
;ni open arrangement as the panicle among
inflorescences.)

* E. As svbst. : A looseness of the bowels
;

diarrhoea ; a lask.

* lax (2), it. [A.S. leax ; Icel. & Dnt. lax; Dan.
laks ; Gcr. lacks.]' A salmon. (Ash.)

' lax, v.t. [Lat. laxo.] [Lax, a.] To relax.

"Do equally trouble and lax the belly."—Cotton.
Montaigne, ch. xll.

* lax a til, s. [Laxative.]

* lax a tion, s. [Lat. laxatio, from laxatus,

pa. par. of laxo = to make loose.] The act of

loosening or making lax or loose ; the state of

being made loose or lax.

" So all I wish must settle in this sum,
That more strength troin luxations come."
Cartwright : New Year's Gift to a Noble Lord.

lax'-a-tive, * lax'-a-tif, a. & s. [Fr. lam-
tif from Lat. laxativus, from laxatus, pa. par.

of laxo = to relax, to loosen.]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Relaxing, permissive.
" A law giving permissions laxative to unmarry a

wife and marry a lust,"

—

Milton : Tvtrachordon,

2. Med. : Having the power or quality of
opening or loosening the bowels and relieving

from constipation. Figs, prunes, honey, and
treacle are gentle laxatives ; castor-oil by no
means so mild.

Omitting honey, which iBof a laxative \tower itself.

i powder of loadstones doth rather constipate and
id."—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. iii.

tliu now

B. As subst. : A medicine or preparation
which tends to loosen or open the bowels and
relieve from constipation ; an aperient.

" For Goddcs love, as take some laxatif."
Chaucer: C. T., 14,950.

laxative-purgatives, s. pi.

Pharm. : In Dr. Gar-rod's classification a
sub-division of Purgatives or Cathartics.

lax a tivc ncss, s. [Eng. laxative; -ness.]

Tlie quality or state of bfing laxative, loosen-
ing, or relaxing; power of easing constipation.

lax-a'-tor, s. [Lat. laxatus, pa. par. of laxo
= to loosen, to relax.] One who or that which
loosens. Spec, in anatomy, as laxator tympani.

x lax 1st, s. [Eng. lax, a. ; 4st.]

Church Hist. (PL): A school of theologians
in the Roman Cliurch, who held that even
slightly probable opinions might be followed.
They were condemned by Pope Innocent XII.,
and no longer exist as an avowed school ; but
their teaching is still maintained to some ex-
tent by the Equiprobabilists and Moderate
Probabilists. [Probabilism.]

" Liguori sides with the laxtits."—Encyc. Brit. (ed.
oth), xiv. 6a«.

lax'-i-t$r, s. [Fr. laxiM, from Lat. laxitatem,
accus. of laxitas, from laxus — loose, lax ; Sp.
laxidad.]

* 1. The quality or state of being lax or
loose

; slackness, as of a cord, &c.

* 2. Looseness, as of texture or structure
;

want of cohesion.

* 3. Openness ; want of closeness.
" Infeebleil by the laxity of the channel in which it

tloYf»."—Digby : On Bottle*.

1. Want or absence of exactness or preci-
sion

; vagueness, ambiguity: as, laxity of
expression,

n. Want or absence of strictness ; a want
of strict adherence to morality; looseness,
licence,

"The known laxity of his principles."—,Macaulay •

Hist. Eng., ch. lx.

6. Want of strictness, sternness, or rigour.
" From the extreme of the most incredulous rigour

to that of the moat credulous laxity."—Lewis : Cred.
Early /toman fftit. (1865), ii.489.
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7. Looseness, as of the bowels ; the opposite

of costiveness.
" If sometimes it cause any laxity, 1 1 is in the same

way with, iron unprepared, which will disturb some
bodies, and works by nurge and vomit."— Browne :

Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. iii

* 8. Roominess.
*' Caves of such laxity and receipt."—Fuller : ri»ga%

Sight, II. v. 5.

lax'-l^ f
adv. [Eng. lax; -ly.] In a lax

manner ; loosely ; without exactness or pre-

cision.

lax mann ite, s. [Named after Prof. E.

Laxmann by A. E. Nordenskiuld ; stiff, -ite

(Win.) (q.v.).]

Win.: A mineral separated from vau-
quelinite (q.v.) on the ground that it con-

tained over 8 per cent, of phosphoric acid,

its composition being a phospho-chromate of

lead and copper. Its physical characters

correspond, however, very closely to vau-

quelinite, and later analyses appear to point

to the probability that it may be a mixture.

A similar compound was analysed by John in

1845, and Hermann has announced another
under the name of phospliochrouiite (q.v.).

It occurs with vauquelinite at Beresowsk,
Perm, Russia.

lax'-ness, s. [Eng. lax; -ness.] The quality

or state of being lax ; laxity.

"The laxness of that membrane will certainly dead
and crany the sound."

—

Holder : Elements of Speech.

lay, pret. of v. [Lie (2), v.]

lay, * legge, * leie, * lein (pt. t. * kid,
' hide, laid, pa. par. * leghd, * kid, laid),

v.t. A: i. [A.S. lecgan (pt. t. leijdr, pa. par.

gdegd), from lag, Ircg, pa. t. of liojan = to lie

('2); cogn. with Dnt. kggen (pa. t. legde, hide,

pa. par. gelegt ; Icel. Ivuujii (pa. t. lagdhi, pa.

par. lagiilhr, lagdhr) ; Uan. luyge (pa. t. htgde,

pa. par. lagt ; Sw. lagge (pa. t. lade, pa. par.

hujd); Goth, lagjan (pa. t. lagida, pa. par.

lagiths); Ger. legen (pa. t. legtc, pa. par.

gelegt).~\

A. Transitive:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. To cause to lie ; to place, to set ; to place
in a lying position.
" Sche Wide hur downe be the chllde." Octavian, 36G.

2. To cause to lie flat ; to beat down so as
to lie on tlie ground ; to prostrate.

" Another ill accident is laying of corn with great
rains in harvest."— Baron : Natural History.

3. To throw down ; to overturn.
" When I have laid Athens on a heap."

Shakeap. ; 2'imon of Athens, iv. 3.

4. To place or set generally ; to tlx, to apply.

"Toiny thinking, he was very loth to lay his fingers
on it."

—

tifuikosp. : Julius Camar, i. 2.

5. To construct, to fix.

" He laid a bridge of tin boats on the river."—Mac-
aulay : Hist. Eng., cb. xvii.

6. To present; to bring forward; to pro-
duce : as, To lay a bill before the Commons.

7. To keep from rising ; to keep down.
" Thou saweut the dainBel lay the dtifct by xprinkling

the floor with water."

—

Banyan J'llgr'un's Progress,
pt. i.

8. To still, to allay, to calm.
" Who with her radiant finger stilled the roar
Of thunder, dinned the cloudw, and laid the winds."

Milton : P. R., iv. 420.

9. To cause to disappear ; to exorcise.
" The husband found uu charm to lay the devil in a

petticoat, hut the rattling of a bladder wrth beans in
it."

—

L Estrange ' Fables,

10. To dispose regularly or according to
rule : as, To lay bricks.

* 11. To depict, to draw.

12. To Spread on a surface.

"That was laid on with a trowel,"
Hhakesp. : As You Likt> It, i. 2.

13. To place or set in the earth for growing

;

to plant.
" The chief time of laying gilliflowera is In July,

when the flowera are gone. "—Mortimer : Husbandry.
* 14. To bury, to inter.

" David fell on Bleep, and was laid unto hia fathers,
and saw corruption,"— Acts xiii. tfO.

15. To set or place secretly, as a snare, for
the purpose of entrapping.

" Lay thee an .ambush for the city behind thee."—
Joshua vilL 2.

* 16. To add, to join, to conjoin, to unite.
" Woe mito.thein that lay field to field."—Isaiah v. 8.

* 17. To impute, to charge.

"It will l)e laid to ub whose providence
Should have kept Bhort, restrained, and out of haunt,
This mad young man." Shukesp. : Hamlet, iv, l.

toSil. b6y ; poUt, Jtffcl ; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f.

cian. -ttan = shan. -tion. -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, tlous, -sious -. shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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18. To impose as a penalty or punishment.
" Tlie weariest and most loathed life,

That age, ache, penury, imprisonment,
T Can lay on nature, is a paradise

To what we fear of death."
Shtiliegp, : Measure for Measure, iii. 1.

19. To enjoin ; to impose as a tax, duty,
obligation, or rule of action.

"It "eenied good to lay upon you no greater burden.
'

—Acts XV. 23.

"* 20. To place in comparison ; to compare.
" Lay down by those pleasures the fearful and

dangerous thunder* and lightnings, and then there
will be found no comparison."—Jialeigh : Hist, of the
World.

21. To put or bring into a certain state

;

followed liy various adjectives : as, To lay

bare, to lay waste.

22. To exclude eggs.

"After the egg is lai/ed, there is no further growth
or nourishment from the female."— /fr<fon Nat. Hist.

23. To wager, to stake.
" 1 11 lay my head to any good man's hat."

Shakesp. : Love'* Labour's Lout, i. 1.

* 21. To plan, to project, to contrive, to
plot.

"This plot of death when sadly she had laid."
Shakesp. . Rape of Lucrecc, 1,212.

*25. To embroider.
" A scarlet cloak, laid down with silver lace three

Inches broad.'

—

Scott Monastery, eh. xiv.

*26. To pronounce, to declare.
" And lay a sentence." Shakes;). : Othello, i. 3.

II. Technically

:

1. Gardening ; To propngate by layers.

2. Law :

(1) To prefer or bring before n. court of
justice : as, To lay an indictment.

(2) To allege, to claim, to state : as, To lay
damages.

(3) To fix, to appoint ; as, To lay the venue.

3. Itopemalcing, £c. : To twist or unite the
strands, as of a rope, a cable, &c.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To lay eggs.
" Hens will greedily eat the herb which will make

them lay the better."—Mortimer: Husbandry.

*2. To plot, to scheme, to contrive.

3. To wager, to bet.

U 1. To lay n ghost: To restrain a ghost
from appearing.

2. 'To lay about one : To strike on all sides
;

to fight vigorously.
" He'll lay about him to-day."

—

Shakes]). : Troilus A-

Creuida, i, 2.

* 3. To lay along :

(1) Orel Lang. : To prostrate, to overturn.

(2) Navt. : To heel over.

1. 'To lay apart: To reject, to put away, to
lay aside.

"Lay apart a'l filthiness."—James i. 21.

5. To lay aside : To put away, to get rid of.

" Let us lay aside every weight, and the sin which
doth so easily beset us."— Hebrews xii. 1.

*6. To lay at one: To try to strike one ; to
aim a blow at one.

* 7. To lay away : To lay aside, to put off or
away.

"Queen Esther laid away her glorious appareL"—
Esther xiv. 2.

8. To layhy:

(1) To reserve or put away for future use.

"Let every one lay by him in store, as God hath
prospered him."—1 Corinthians xvi. 2.

(2) To put or send away ; to dismiss.

"Let brave spirits that have fitted themselves for
command, eithei by H<"a or land, not be laid by as
persons uunece-<-ury."

—

Bacon : War with Spain.

(3) To put Off.

9. To lay by the heels: To put in the stocks
;

to confine, (tihcrlwp. : Henry VIII. , v. 4.)

10. To lay down :

(1) To give up, to resign, to relinquish.

"The soldier being once brought in fi>r the service, I
will not have him to lay down his arms anymore."

—

Spenser: On Ireland.

(2) To delineate or set down on paper, used
specif, of the lines of a ship.

(3) To stake or deposit, as a pledge or
equivalent.

"For her, my lord,
I dare iny life layduwri."

Shakesp, : Winter's Tale, ii. 1.

(1) To offer ; to advance, as a proposition
;

to declare ; to affirm.
" Plato lays it down as a principle, that whatever is

permitted to befall a just man, whether poverty or
sickness, shall, either in life or death, conduce to his
good. '

—

Addison.

11. To lay one's self down : To lie clown.

"I will both lay me down in peace and sleep, for
thou, Lord, only makest me dwell iu safety."—I'nal/n
iv. 8.

* 12. To lay for: To lie in ambush for. (Still

used in America.)
"He embarked, being hardly laid for at sea by

Cortug-ogli, a faniuus pirate. '

—

Knodes : Hist, of the
Tarkes.

' 13. To lay forth :

(1) To expatiate,

(2) To dress in grave clothes ; to lay out.

"Embalm me,
Then lay me forth ; although untiueened, yet like
A queen." Shakesp. : Henry Mil., iv. 2.

14. To lay hold of or on : To seize, to catch.

15 To lay in :

(1) To store, to gather together.

"The aboriginal peasantry of the neighbourhood
were laying in pikes and knives."

—

Mucauluy : Hist.
Eng., ch. xii.

(2) To advance, as a claim ; to enter.

*16. To lay in for:

(1) To make indirect overtures or offers for.

(2) To allow for ; to make allowance for.

"I have laid in for these, by rebating the satire,
where justice would allow it, from carrying too sharp
an edge.'

—

/Jryden.

17. To lay it on: To be extravagant; to do
anything t<> excess ; to charge exorbitantly.

" My father has made her mistress
Of the feast, and she lays it on,"

Shake*}). : Winter's Tale, iv. 2.

18. To lay on :

(1) 'Transitive

:

(a) To apply or deliver with force.

"We make no excuses for the obstinate : blows are
the proper remedies ; but blows laid on in a way dif-
ferent from the ordinary."

—

Locke : On Education.

(b) To supply, as water, gas, <fcc., to a house
;

specif., to feed down sheets into a printing-
machine.

(2) Iutrans. : To strike with violence.
" I will lay on for Tusculum,
And lay thou on for Koine."

Mucuulay : Battle of Lake Jieyilhis, xxviii.

* 19. To lay one's self jorth : To exert one's
self vigorously and earnestly.

20. To lay one's self open: To expose one's
self.

*21. To lay one's self out : To exert one's self.

22. To lay ones self out for: To be ready or
willing to take part in anything.

23. To lay one's hand on anything ; To find
anything when wanted.

24. To lay open : To cut so as to expose the
interior of : hence, to expose, to discover, to
disclose, to reveal.

" A fool layeth open hi3 folly."—Proverbs xiii. 10.

25. To lay over : To cover the surface ; to
spread over ; to incrust.

"Behold, it 1-. laid over with goM and silver, and
there is no breath at all in the midst of it."—Habakkuk
ii. t'J.

2G. To layout:

(1) Transitive

:

(a) To plan or set out in open view.

(i>) To plan ; to dispose regularly.

(e) To diess in grave-clothes, and dispose in
a decent posture.

" She that lays thee out." Shakesp. : Troilus, ii. 3.

(</) To expend.
" Honest fools lay out their wealth on courtsies."

Shakes}). : Timon of Athens, i. 2.

* (e) To exert, to put forth ; as, To lay out
all one's strength.

* (2) Intransitive

:

(a) To take measuies ; to try.

"I made strict enquiry wherever I came, and laid
out for intelligence of all places, where the intnulsof
the earth were laid open."— Woodward; Fossils.

(h) To purpose, to intend.

27. To lay to :

(1) Transitive ;

* (o) To apply with vigour.
"Lay to your lingers, help to bear this away."

Shakesp. ; Tempest, iv. 3.

* (b) To harass, to attack.
"The great master . . . went himself unto the

station, which was then hardly laid to by the Bassa
Muatapha."—Knoties : Hist, of the Tarkes.

(c) To stay the course of, as a ship.

(2) Intra,, s. : T<> strike out with force; to
apply one's self vigorously.

28. To lay to heart: To feel strongly or
deeply

; to take to heart.

29. To lay itp :

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(a) To store, to accumulate, to treasure.
" Lay up my words iu thy heart."— Deut. xi. 18.

(b) To confine to one's room with illness.

(2) Xavt. : To dismantle, as a ship, and
place in dock.

*'

30. To lay vpon : To importune ; to solicit

persistently.

"All the people Jaid bo earnestly upon hlin to take
that war in hand,"

—

linolles; Jir.it of the 1'urkes.

31. To lay siege to :

(1) Lit. : To beleaguer, to besiege.

(2) Fig. : To importune ; to annoy with
persistent solicitations.

32. To lay wait : To lie in ambush for.

33. To lay the course :

Navig. : To sail toward the port intended
without tacking.

34. To lay the land

:

Kant,: To cause the land apparently ts
sink, or appear lower, by sailing from it.

35. To lay tlie venue :

Law : To state or claim a certain place aa
the vi'iuie.

3G. To lay violent hands on one's self: To
commit suicide.

* 37. To lay on load : To strike violently

;

to lay on blows.
" He i ides secure in Heroes rode
Now he begins to lay on load.''

Ovid Enylislied (1701), p. 128.

lay (1), s. [Lay, v.)

I, Ordinary Language :

* 1. That which lies or is laid ; a row, a
layer, a stratum.

"Upon this they lay a layer of stone, and upon that
a lay of wood."

—

Mortimer : Husbandry.
* 2. Station, rank.

* 3. A wager, a bet, an obligation.

"Sir Walter looked upon it as an uneven lay to
stake himself against Sir Anihis."—Oldys : Life of Sir
Walter Ralegh.

4. A share of profits; specif., the propor-
tion of the proceeds of a whaling voyage,
bargained for by the men when engaging.
{American.)

5. A scheme, a plan. (Slang.)

"The lay is ju«t to take that money away."

—

Dickens: Oliver Twist, ch. xlii.

II. Technically

:

1. Cottan-manitf. : 120 yards of yarn. The
yarn is wound mi a reel i\ feet in circumfer-
ence, eighty revolutions of which make a lay,

and seven lays make a hank of 840 yards.
The lay is also called a rap or ley.

2. Flax-nmnvf. : :^00 yards of linen yarn.

3. Print. : The proper position of the sheet
of paper and the forme of type on the bed of a
press or machine, when ready for working.

4. Rope : The direction in which the re-

spective yarns, strands, &c, are wound in
furming them into a rope, hawser, cable, &c.

5. Wool-manvf. : A quantity of wool or
other fibre in a willow or carding-machine.

6. Weaving : The batten or lathe of a loom,
by which the weft-threads are beatfii up in
the shed to compact them against their pre-
decessors. [Lathe, 2.]

lay-cap, s.

Weaving: A slat which lies on top of the
reed, and which is grasped by the hand in
working the lathe or batten.

lay-figure, s.

1. Lit. : An artist's model; a Jointed figure
to chithe in imitation of the human body.

2. Fig. : A character having no existenca
except iu myth ; a typical character.

" Psaiiiiuetichus, who has served as a lay-figure for
so many tales to be draped upon."—Tylor . Early Hist.
Mankind, ch. iv.

lay-race, s.

Weaving: The shuttle-path on the lay of c.

loom ; the shuttle-race.

* lay (2), «. & a. [Lea.]

A. As subst. : A meadow.
"A tuft of daisies on a flow'ry lay

They saw." /Jryden; Flower & Leaf, 380.

B. As adj.: Untitled, unemployed.
"Let wife and land lie lay till I return,"

Beaum. & Flet. ; Looe's Pilgrimage, Hi. 3-

lay (3), s. [Lathe (2), 2.]

* lay (4), s. [Law.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. £e ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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lay (5), *lai, s. [0. Fr. lai, lay; Prov. lais

;

cf. Wei. llais ~ a voice, a sound ; Ir. laoi,

laoidh = a snug, a hymn ; Gael, htoitlh — a
verse, a hymn ; A.8. laddh, liodh ; Icel. Ijodh

;

0. H. Ger. Iwd ; Ger. Ikd = a song.] A song,
a ballad, a narrative poem in simple style and
light metre.

" Fltz-EuHtace, know'st thou not some lay.
To siieud tiie lingering night away V

"

Bc&tt; Jfurmion, tit 7.

lay (6), a. & s. [O. Fr. Z«i, from Lat. laicns;
Gr. Xatico? (laikos) = pertaining to the people

;

Aads (laos) = the people.] [Laic]

A. As adjective

;

1. Of or pertaining to the people, as distin-
guished from the clergy ; not clerical.

" The lay part of his Majesty's subjects, or such of
the people aa arc not comprehended under the deno-
mination of clergy, may be divided into three distinct
states, the civil, the niiliuiry, and the maritime."—
Illackstone : Comment., bk. i., eh, 12.

2. Of or pertaining to the general liody of
people, as distinguished from those who are
engaged in any profession or pursuit.

* 3. Uneducated, ignorant, unlearned.
"If he l>e of the lay sorto, bo ioyneth he himself

unto the false prophets, to persecute the truth."

—

Tyndall: Workes, p. 189.

* B. As subst. : The laity.

lay-brother, lay-sister, s.

Eccles. £ Ch. Hist. : A person who takes the
habits and vows of religion, but is employed
mostly in manual labour, and is therefore
exempt from the duties of the choir, where
such exist, or from the studies, &c, incum-
bent on the other members of religions orders
where there is no choir. The first instance on
record of lay-brothers occurred in the monas-
tery of Vallombrosa, in the earlier part of the
eleventh century. Lay-brothers and lay-
sisters are now universal, or nearly so ; and
are found in the sisterhoods of the Anglican
obedience.

" This retreat, bo suited to the genius of a Gray, or a
Milton, is now occupied liy a lay-brother, who resides
in it merely to keep it clenu."

—

Eustace; Italy, vol.
iii.

r eh. x.

lay-Clerk, s. A person, not in holy orders,
who was originally a deputy or substitute per-
forming the musical duties of a prebend or
canon of a cathedral ; a lay-vicar (q.v.).

* lay communion, s.

Eccles. <£' Vlt. Hist. : An almost obsolete ex-

pression, frequent in the Early Church to

describe the state to which a cleric was re-

duced by forfeiting the right to exercise his
functions without being excommunicated and
losing the ordinary privileges of a Christian.
In the Roman Church a cleric in minor orders
is reduced to lay-communion by marriage

;

and a priest dispensed by the Pope from his
obligation—wearing the clerical dress, recit-

ing the breviary, and observing celibacy—is

usually prohibited from exercising sacerdotal
functions. (Addis & Arnold.)

lay-corporation, s. (See extract.)
" Lay -corporations are either civil or eleemosynary.

The civil are such ns are erected for a variety of tem-
poral purposes. The sovereign, for instance, is made
a corporation to prevent the possibility of an inter-
runmini ; other lay-corporations are erected for the
good government of a town, and some for the better
carrying on of divers special purposes ; as the College
of Physicians in London, for the Improvement of the
medical science; the Royal Society for the advance-
ment of natural knowledge; and the Society of Antl-
ijiuu'ies for promoting the study of antiquities. The
eleemosynary sort are such as are constituted for the
perpetual distribution of the free alms, or bounty, of
the founder of them, to such persons as he has directed.
Of this kind are all hospitals for the maintenance of

the poor, sick, and impotent: and all colleges, both in
our universities, and out of tlmiC—Blnckstonc ; Com-
ment., bk. i., ch. 14.

lay-day, s. One of a certain stipulated

number of days allowed to a freighter or char-

terer of a vessel for loading or unloading cargo.

lay-down, c A term applied to a cer-

tain style of collar which folds down over the
necktie,

lay-fee, s. Lands held in fee of a lay-lord,

as distinguished from those belonging to the

Church.

lay impropriator, s. A layman who
holds the great tithes of a benefice. |_IMPR°-
PRIATOR.J

lay-investiture, s.

Eeotes. Lav:: Investiture with the tempo-
ralities of a benefice, as distinguished from
investiture with the spiritualities.

* lay-lord, s.

Xuut. : A civil member of the Board of Ad-
miralty ; a civil-lord.

lay sermon, s. A sermon written or
preached by a layman ; a sermon on secular
subjects.

lay-sister, $. [Lay-brother.]

lay-Vicar, s. One of the officers of a ca-

thedral whose duty it is to sing that portion
of the music of the services which can be
performed by laymen or men in minor orders.

In some of the old cathedrals they formed a
corporation, often jointly with the priest
vicars. In many cathedrals the vicars choral
were formerly in priest's orders. With cer-

tain exceptions, in the new cathedrals lay-
vicars arc not in holy orders, and are merely
stipendiary singers.

,

* lay-woman, s. A woman not under vows.
"He entended to set forth Luther's heresy teching

that presthed is no sacrament, but the office of a lay-
man or a lay-womun appointed by the people to
preache,"—«// T. More: Workes, p. 442.

* layd, pret. Sc pa. par. of v. [Lay, v.] t

* lay-en, s. pi. (Lay (2), s.}

lay'-er, s. [Eng. lay, v. ; -erA

I. Ordinary Language :

1. One who or that which lays.
" The oldest are always reckoned the best sitters

and the youngest the best layem."—Mortimer; Hus-
bandry.

2. A stratum, a row, a bed ; a coat or coat-
ing of one body spread over another*

"The terrestrial matter is disposed into strata or
layer*."— Woodward : Fottiln.

3. One who wagers or bets.

IL Technically:

1. Brickwork, masonry, £c. : A course of
stone or brick ; a thickness or lied of puddled
clay in a canal ; a bed of mortar or cement.

2. Husbandry: A limb laid a part of its

length beneath the surface of the ground, that
it may strike root.

" Trees may be propagated by layer*, the evergreens
about Bartholomew tide, and other trees about the
month of February."

—

Miller : Gardener's Dictionary.

3. Leuther-mamtf, : A welt or strengthening
strip.

i. Tanning: A pit containing a strong so-
lution of tannin, used for hides near the con-
clusion of the tanning process ; a bloomer.

layer-on, *.

Print. : A person employed to feed down
sheets into a printing machine.

layer-out, s. One who expends money
;

a steward, a dispenser.

layer-np, s.

1. One who lays up or treasures things.

* 2. One who destroys or does away with.

"Old age. that ill layer-up of l>eauty."
•ilia/ccx/i. : Henry I", v. 2.

lay'-er, r.t. [Layfr, s.]

Husbandry: To propagate by means of layers.

lay'-er-bbard, lay'-er-bbard-ihg, lear-
board, s. [tfug. layer, and board.] Board-
ing for sustaining the lead of gutters.

*lay'-er-$r, a. [Eng. layer; -y.] Growing in
layers.

" From hedge to layery beech."—Leigh Hunt; Foli-
age, p. if.

la-yette', $. [Fr.] The outfit or various articles
necessary for a new-born infant.

lay'-Ihg, pr. par.., «., & s. [Lay, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partkip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

I. Ord. Lang.: The act of setting, placing,
or depositing ; the act of depositing eggs ; a
number of eggs laid.

II. Technically

:

1. Plastering: The first coat of plastering
in two-coat work. The surface is made rough
by a broom to form a key for the next coat.

2. Rope-male i ng : The twisting of three (or
more) yarns into a strand, or of three strands
into a rope. The hooks by which the strands
are made are rotated in a. direction contrary
to the twist of the opposite yarns. The rope
again receives a twist the' opposite of the
strands.

If Laying on of hands: [Imposition].

laying-book, ».

Rape-making : One of the iron hooks on the
poles of a ropewalk iu which the strands are
laid as twisted.

laying-machine, ». A raachine for lay-

ing up yarns into rope.

laying-on tool, s.

Bookbinding : The tool with which the gold-

leaf is laid on to the cover or the edge.

laying-top, s.

Rope-making: A conical piece of wood
olaced between the strands, and gradually
v, ithdrawn as the lay progresses, in order to

keep the twist well to the point at which the
strands diverge.

* lay-land, s. [Eng. lay (2), s., and land.}

Land lying untilled ; fallow land, pasture
land.

lay1-man, s. [Eng. lay, a, and man.]

I, Ordinary Language:

1. One of the people, as distinguished from
one of the clergy ; a man who is not a clergy-

man.
" Laymen will neither admonish one another them-

selves, nor suffer ministers to do it."

—

Government of
the Tongue.

2. One who does not belong to any 'parti-

cular profession or pursuit,

II. Art: The same as Lay-figure (1) (q.v.).

"For what remains you are to have a layman?
almost as big as the life, for every figure in particular ;

a figure of wood, or cork, turning upon joints."

—

Dry-
den ; Htifresnoy ; Art of Painting, § 220.

* lay"-ship, s. [Eng. lay, a.; -ship.] The
quality or state of being a layman.

* lay' - stall, * laye - stowe, * ley - stall,
* loi -stal, s. [Eng. lay, and stall]

1. A heap of dung; a place where dung is

kept.
" If he will live, abroad, with his companions,
In dung and let/stalls ; i t is worth a fear."
Urn .Ikh-'ii : Every Man in His Humour, ii. 5.

2. A place where milch cows are kept.

* laz'-ar, * laz-ard, s. [Fr. lazare ; Sp.
lazartj, from Lat. Lazarus; (Jr. Ad£apo<> (Laza-
ms), the name of the beggar in the parable
(Luke xvi. 20), a contract, of Heb. 11$«
(EIrazrtr).] A leper ; one infected with a filthy
and contagious disease.

"Like Ulysses, a low Iazar stniul."
Savage : The Wanderer, v.

lazar house, s. The same as Lazaretto
(q.v.).

'

' A place
Before his eyes appear'd, sad, noisome, dark,
A lazar-house it seemed." Milton : I*. L., xi. 479.

* lazar like, «. The same as Lazarly
(q.v.).

"Most laztir-like with vile and loathsome crust."
Shiikesp. : Hamlet, 1. 5.

laz-ar-et', laz-ar-et'-to, s. [Ital. lazzeretto
= a* plague-hospital.] [Lazar.]

1. A hospital for persons suffering from
some contagious disease ; a pest-house.

"Thus he ... . must affectionately attended hiw
flock during a destructive pestilence, erected a laiar-
rettn, and served the forsaken victims with his own
hands."—Eustace; iti&y, vol. i\\, ch, i.

2. A building, ship, &c, in which the crew
and passengers of a ship arriving from some
infected port are placed in quarantine.

3. A room or place in large merchant-vessels-
in which provisions and stores for the voyage
are laid up.

lazaret-fever, s.

Pathol. : A low fever, prevalent in crowded
lazarettos, where the air is overloaded with sep-
tic exhalations from the patients. (Dunylison.y

Laz'-ar-ists, Laz -ar-Ites, s .pi. [Foretym.
see def.]

Religions Orders: The popular name for the
"Congregation of Priests of the Mission,"
founded by St. Vincent de Paul, in March.
1624, and established a few years later in the
College of St. Lazare at Paris, whence their
name. The Congregation (confirmed by Urban
VIII. in 1632) had a threefold purpose: the
sanetification of its own members, the work
of the missions, and the training of an exem-
plary clergy. They were expelled from France
in 1792 ; allowed to return under Napoleon I.

;

and, under the Restoration, a house was as-
signed them in the Rue de Sevres. The mis-
sions in China and the Levant, left vacant by
the suppression of the Jesuits in 1773, were
transferred to the Lazarists. They have one
house in England, one in Scotland, and five
houses in Ireland, where they are usually
known as Vincentians, from their founder.

t>6il, bo"^; posit, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ihg.
cian. -tian = shan. - tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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* laz'-ar-ly, a. [Eng. lazar; -ly.] Like a
lazar ; leprous ; full of sores.

!laz-ar-o'-ni (z as ts), s, pi [Lazzaroni.]

k laz ar ous, a. [Eng, lazar ; -ous.] Leprous,
diseased.

laz'-ar-wort, las'-er-wort, s. [Laserpi-
TIUM.]

* laze, v.i.&t. [A corrupt, of Mid. Eng. lasclie,

lache, lashe, lash or hush = vapid, insipid,

slow, from O. Fr, lascJie (Fr. laclie), from ltal.

tasco = lazy, idle, from Lat. laxus = lax, loose.]

A. Intrans. : To live iu idleness ; to spend
one's time lazily and idly.

" Up, and laze not I

Hadst thou my business, tliou amidst ne'er sit so."

Middleton: Witch, i. 1.

B. Trans. : To waste or spend in idleness.
" He that tikes liberty to laze himself, and dull his

spirits for lack of use, shall find the more he sleeps,
the more he shall be drowsy."— Whatcley : Redumption
of Time (1C34), p. 23.

laze, n. [Laze, v.] Laziness, inaction.
" Folded in a hard and mourufulZaze. "—Greene { from

Never Too Late), p. 301.

"laz'-l-ly, adv. [Eng. lazy; -ly.] In a lazy,
idle manner ; idly, sluggishly.

"The leaves of the locust and walnut
Lazily hung from the boughs."
Bayard Taylor: Home Pastorals ; August,

laz-i-ness, s. [Eng. lazy; -)iess.]

1. The quality or state of being lazy ; idle-
ness, sloth, indolence ; indisposition to action
or exertion.

" Shall we keep our hands in our bosome, or stretch
ourselves on our beds of laziness,"—Barrow : Sermons,
vol. iii., ser. 19.

2. Slowness, sluggishness : as, laziness of
motion.

tug.] Lazy, slug* laz'-ing, ft. [Eng. laz(e)

;

gish, indolent.

Haz'-u-li, s. [Prov. lazuli; Fr. & Mod. Lat.
lapis lazuli, from Low Lat. lazulmn, lazurius,
laznr ; Sp. & Port, azul — blue.] [Azure.]

Min. : [Lapis Lazuli].

Jaz'-u-llte, s. [Lazuli.]

Min. : A monoclinic mineral occurring in
crystals, frequently twinned, and also massive.
Hardness 5 to 6 ; sp. gr. 3

-

057 to S'1'22 ; lustre
vitreous ; colour azure-blue to a pale greenish-
blue ; streak 'white ; brittle. Compos. : phos-
phoric acid 4(i'S ; alumina 34 •() ; magnesia
13*2

; water 0*0 = 100, corresponding with the
formula A12 3P05 + (MgO,FeO)IIO. First
found crystallized near Werfen, Salzburg, and
subsequently disseminated in a sandstone in

Lincoln Co., Georgia; and massive at other
focal ities.

" That princely house where the remains of Ignatius
Loyolalic enshrined in lazuUta und gold."—Macaulay
Bust. Eng-, oh. vii.

Ilaz'-y, * laes-ic, * laz-ie, a, [Eng. laz(e) ; -y. ]

1. Idle, indolent, sluggish; disinclined for

action or exertion ; averse to labour ; slothful.

2. Sluggish ; moving slowly or sluggishly.

3. Tedious, tardy.

"Enough, I soughtto drive away
The lazy hours of peaceful day."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, v. 4.

4. Causing laziness or indisposition for ac-

tion or exertion ; enervating.
" The great dog under the creaking wain
Hangs his head in the lazy heat."

Longfellow : Golden Legend, iv.

* 5. Wicked, vicious, wrong.

lazy-back, s.

Vehicles : A high back-bar to a carriage-seat.

It is sometimes made shifting, so as to be
removed at will.

lazy-bed, s.

Agrie. ; A method of growing potatoes ; the
seed potatoes are placed in rows on the surface

• -of the ground, and covered with dung, and soil

taken from cither side.

A lazy fellow ; an idler.

. A lazy, idle person ; a

lazy-bones, s.

* lazy-boots,
lazy-bones.

" Like ft lazy-boots as she is. —Mrs. Gaskcll : Sylvia's
Lovers, ch. xxxv.

lazy -jack, s. A jack with compound
levers on the principle of the lazy-tongs.

lazy-tongs, s. pi. A system of levers, in
pairs, crossing one another, and turning on a

pin in the middle, in the same manner as a
pair of scissors. Each pair is connected at
the extremities to the next pair or pairs, so
that the impulse communicated to the first

pair passes through the series. The motion
is used in many appliances and machines.
The instrument derives its name from the fact

that by its use one may lift an object at some
distance without rising from the chair or
couch.

laz'-za-ro'-ni (laz as latz), s. pi. [ltal.,

from Lazarus, the beggar in the parable.]
[Lazar.] The poorer class of Neapolitans,
who idle about, depending for their living upon
odd jobs, such as running messages, acting
as occasional servants, fishing, &c.

lb., s. [An abbreviation for Lat. libra = a
pound weight.] A pound weight.

lea (1), ley (1), ». [Lay (1), s.]

1. Cotton : One hundred and twenty yards
of yarn.

2. Flax-)naaiifa<-ture : A measure of 300 yards
of linen yarn. Also called a luy, rap, or cut.

3. Weaving : One of the alternate sets of
threads into which a warp is divided. The
whole series is divided into alternate sets,

which are to be placed in the loops of the re-

spective heddles, so as to be raised and de-
pressed alternately to form the shed in which
the shuttle traverses.

lea (2), *lay, *ley (2), s. [A.S. ledh, led

(genit. leahe, ledge); cogn. with Ger. loh = a
morass, a wood, a bog ; Ban. dialect Ui — fel-

low ; Dnt. lug = empty.] [Lay (2), s.] A
meadow ; a grassy plain

;
grass-land; pastur-

age.
" They seek a southern lea,"

Longfellow : Birds of Passage.

lea rig, s. A grassy ridge. (Scotch.)

"I'd meet thee on the lea rig."
Burns: My Atn Kind Dearie, 0,

* leach (1), s. [Leech (l).J

leach-craft, o. [Leeoh-crapt.]

leach (2), s. [Leech (2), s.]

leach (3), s. [A.S. leak; Ger. lauge.]

1. A vat or chamber in which a body is

placed, in order that its soluble portions may
be removed by soaking and infiltration. It is

a filtering operation in which the liquid re-
moves the soluble matter from the material
through which it flows. A familiar instance
is the ash-leach. In the bark-leach, the bark
is contained between two perforated horizon-
tal partitions in the leach, the lower one hav-
ing a coiled steam-pipe for heating the con-
tents. The menstruum may be forced through
the bark in either direction by means of pipes
furnished with valves to determine the said
current.

2. A quantity of wood-ashes through which
water passes, and thus imbibes the alkali.

leach, leech, letch, v.t. & i. [Leech (3), s.]

A. Trans. : To wash, as wood-ashes, by
causing water to percolate or pass through
them, and thus separate the alkali from them.

B. Intrans. : To pass through by percola-
tion.

leach-tub, a. [Leaching-vat.]

leach'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Leach, v.]

A. As pi'- par. & adj: (See the verb).

B. As subst. ; The act of causing water to
pass through wood-ashes so as to separate the
alkali.

leaching vat, s. A vessel in which a
material containing a soluble portion is exposed
to the action of a solvent, as water, which
dissolves and carries away the said portion.

lead (1), * led, * leed, s, & a. [A. S. lead,
lead; cogn. with Dut. lood; Sw. & Dan. lod

;

Ger. loth; M. H. Ger. lot.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II. 3.

"There ia a great difference, and disoerniible even to
thti e.\e, hetwixt the several ores; for instance, of
lead. —Boyle : Works, i. 323.

2. A small stick of graphite or plumbago
used in pencils.

3. (PL): A flat roof covered with sheet-lead.

4. The came of a diamond-paned or lattice-
casement. [Cames.]

II. Technically

:

1. Alcliemy : Lead was known to the an-
cients, anil assigned to the planet Saturn, and
hence was represented by the alchemists by
the same sign.

2. Archival., Hist., &c. ; Lead is one of the
most anciently known metals, and is men-
tioned in the books of Moses. It appears to
have been confounded with, the metal tin,

Pliny being the first to distinguish them under
the names Plumbum nigrum and Plumbum,
candldnm, because of their different colours.
It was produced in England during the Koman
occupation, numerous pigs of it with Latin
inscriptions having been found. It would
appear probable it that was obtained even
earlier, the remains of rude furnaces having
been found in Derbyshire and other places.

3. CLem. : Symbol Pb". Atomic weight, 207.

A diatomic metallic element known from the
earliest ages. The lead of commerce us almost
all obtained from the native lead sulphide,
which occurs in veins, particularly in the
clay-slate of Cornwall and mountain limestone
of Cumberland. It is extracted from the na-
tive ore by roasting in a reverberator}' furnace,
with one-twentieth part of lime, and allowing
free access of air. The ore (PbS) passes
through several stages during the process of
reduction, but finally yields up its sulphur as
sulphurous acid. The metallic lead still con-
taining silver, antimony, and copper, is run
off and submitted to the desilverisation pro-
cess (Pattison's), which consists essentially of
a concentration of the silver by repeatedly
crystallizing the lead from its melted condi-
tion, the melting-point of the argentiferous
alloy being lower than that of pure lead.

When the alloy contains 300 ounces to the
ton, it is placed in a furnace and a blast of air

allowed to play over it, which removes the
lead as oxide and leaves the silver in the pure
state. Lead is of a bluish-white colour, and
is one of the softest of metals. It may be
cut with the nail, and leaves its mark upon
paper. Its ductility and tenacity are low,
but it may be converted into tolerably thin
sheets, as well as drawn into wire. It fuses

at 325°, and may with difficulty be obtained
in cubic or octahedral crystals. Its sp. gr.

=11 -

38. The lead of commerce is often nearly
pure, and can be obtained perfectly so by re-

duction of the pure nitrate. It is scarcely acted
upon by sulphuric and hydrochloric acids, but
is readily dissolved by dilute nitric and acetic
acids. Metallic lead, exposed to the action of
air and pure water, is powerfully corroded, and
as a result the water is found to have dissolved
the oxide of lead. The impurities of most
waters modify this tendency by forming a thin
film on the surface of the metal and so pre-
venting any further oxidation. The presence
of nitrates and ammonia favour the solution
of lead, and sulphates and phosphates dimin-
ish the tendency. As a sanitary precaution.,
slate cisterns are greatly to be preferred to
leaden ones. Lead enters into the composition
of type-metal, pewter, Britannia metal, and
plumbers' solder. The best tests for lead
arehydric sulphide, which forms a black sul-
phide, and potassic chromate, which gives a
yellow precipitate of lead chromate.

4. Knitting-machine:

(1) Solder in which various members are
imbedded, and by which they are attached.

(2) The tin socket which forms a haft for
the knitting-needle.

5. Min. : Reported to have been found iu
many localities in thin plates and small glo-
bules, iu rocks of various ages and in modern
lavas, but mostly iu small quantity. Lately,
however, it has been discovered in a larger
amount in the iron and manganese ore-bed of
Pajsberg, Wermland, Sweden, associated with
haimatite, magnetite and hausmaunite. Also
at Nordmark, Sweden.

6. Naut. : A plummet or mass of lead used
iu sounding at sea. An ordinary hand-lead
weighs from 7 to 11 pounds, attached to a line
of 20 fathoms length. The liue is marked at
2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 15, 17 and 20 fathoms ; the
numbers between the marks are called deeps.
Thus " by the mark twain," " quarter less 5,"
"and a half 7," "by the deep 9," indicate
those depths respectively. The deep-sea lead
weighs 25 to 30 pounds, with a much larger
line marked at every 10 fathoms.

7. Pharmacy : Nitrate of lead applied in the
form of a powder is said to be very valuable
in Onychia maligna. (Govrrod.)

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son ; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
Syrian, ae, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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8. Print. : A thin plate of type-metal, less

than type-height.

B. As adj. : Made of lead ; containing lead ;

consisting moi'e or less of lead.

lead alum: nate,
Min. : The same as !?LUMBORESiNiTt:(q.v.).

lead antimonate, o.

Min. : The same as Blndheimite (q.v.).

lead antimonial sulphide, ».

Mui,.: The same as Bournonite and Boul-
asoerite (q.v.).

lead arming, .

Neat. : A piece of tallow pressed into the
lower part of the sounding-lead, in order to

ascertain the nature of the bottom. [Arm-
ing.]

lead arsenate, s.

Min. : The same as Mimetite (q.v.).

lead-ash, *. The slag or refuse of lead.

lead-bath, ».

Metal : A process for the extraction of gold
or silver from comminuted ore by exposing it

mechanically to molten lead, with which it

forms an alloy.

lead-carbonate, *.

1. Cken.: PbC0 3 = COPbO", the white
lead of the painter. It is produced by ex-

posing metallic lead to the action of weak
vinegar in the presence of carbonic acid
arising from decomposing spent tan, which
is placed in immediate contact with the lead.

A gradual process of oxidation goes on, the
oxide formed being slowly converted into car-

bonate. It is then pulverised to an impalpable
powder under water.

2. Min. : The same as Cerusstte (q.v.).

lead chloride, s.

1, Cliem.: PbCI.3. Obtainedbyprecipitatinga
solution of lead nitrate by hydrochloric acid.

It is soluble in thirty-three parts of boiling
water, and crystallizes in delicate six-sided

needles.

2. Min. : The same as Cotunnite (q.v.).

lead chloro carbonate, s,

Min. : The same aw Cromfokdite (q.v.).

lead chromate, s.

Min. : The same as Crocoite (q.v.).

lead chromomolybdate, s.

Min. ; A red variety of Wulfenite (q.v.),

containing chromium.

lead-chromophosphate,

.

Min. : An orange-red variety of Pyromor-
phite (q.v.), containing chromium.

lead-colic, s.

Pathol. : Colic produced by lead poisoning
(q.v.).

lead-coloured, «..

Bot. . Slate gray, with a slightly metallic
lustre.

lead-comb, s. A comb made of lead,

used for the purpose of darkening the hair.

lead-cutter, s.

Print. : A knife fur cutting leads which are

held in a tray the while.

lead-flat, s. A level roof, consisting of

sheet-lead laid on boarding and joists.

lead-furnace, s. The furnace by which
the ores of lead are reduced to the metallic

state. The sulphuret, commonly known as

galena, is the principal source from which the

pure metal is derived. The ore, having been
picked, is broken and washed to separate earthy

and siliceous matters. It is then roasted until

about half the charge is converted into sul-

phate of lead, when this and the portion which
remains intact are thoroughly mixed, and the
heat rapidly increased, by which means sul-

phurous-acid is driven off, and pure metallic

lead remains.

lead-glance, s.

Min. : The same as Galenite (q.v.).

lead-gray, s. & a.

A. As subst. ; A colour resembling lead.

B. As adj. : Of a gray colour like lead ; leaden
gray.

lead-lights, s. pi. A form of casement
window in which small panes are fixed in

leaden caines, which are attached to cross-

bars called saddle-bars.

lead-like, adv. As heavy as lead ; like

lead.
" The turban on hia hot brow pressed,
The mail weighed lead-like on his breast.

Byron ; Hinge of Corinth, xiiL

lead-line, &.

Naut. : A sounding-line.

lead-mill, s. A circular disc of lead with
an abradant powder, used by the lapidary for

roughing and grinding.

lead-mine, s. A mine from which lead

or lead-ore is obtained.

lead-molybdate, s,

Min. : The same as Wplfentte (q.v.).

lead murio carbonate, s.

Min. : The same as Cromfordite (q.v.).

lead-nail, *.

1. Ord. Lang. : A small, round-headed, cop-

per alloy nail, used for fastening lead-sheets on
roofs.

2. Naut. : A scupper-nail.

lead-ochre, s.

Min. ; The same as Massacot (q.v.).

lead-ore, >.

Min. : The same as Galenite (q.v.).

^f Brown and Green Lead ore = Pyromor-
phite and Mimetite ; Red Lead ore= Crocoite ;

White Lead ore = Ccrussite ; Yellow Lead ore
= Wulfenite.

lead-oxide, s.

1. Chem. (PL): PhO (protoxide), litharge,

PbO-2 (dioxide;, liPbO.Pl.Oyred h-ad. The pro-

toxide is usually obtained by oxidation of the
metal in a current of air, in which case it

forms a scaly mass of a yellow colour ; sp.

gr. = 9-2.

2. Min. : The same as Massicot and Minium
(q.v.).

lead-oxychloride, s.

Min. : The same as Matlockite and Mendip-
ite (q.v.).

lead oxychloro iodide, s.

Min. : The same as Schwartzemberoite
(q.v.).

lsad-palsy, s.

Pctlwl. : Palsy following or accompanying
Painters' Colic [Lead-poisoning], though it

may arise independently of it.

lead-pencil, s. A marking and drawing
instrument, made, by enclosing a Blip of graph-
ite (commonly called plumbago, or black-lead),

in a casing of wood. This is generally round
or hexagonal, but large pencils for the use of
carpenters and others are sometimes made
oval in section.

lead-phosphate, s.

Min. : The same as Pyromorphite (q.v.).

lead-plant, s.

Bot. : An American name for Amorpha
canescens.

lead-poisoning, ».

Med. : Painters' culic ; characterized by a
blue line along the gums, with dropped wrist
indicative of palsy, swelling of the tongue ; oc-
casionally, pains in the stomach, bowels, and
bones, with debility and emaciation. The
only remedy is the elimination of the lead
from the system.

lead-pot, s.

Metal. : A crucible or pot for melting lead.

lead sclenate, s.

Min. : The same as Kerstenite (q.v.).

lead-selenide, -

Min. : The same as Clausthalite (q.v.).

lead-shot, ». [Shot, s.\

lead-sinker, a.

Knitting-much.: One of the devices which
alternate with the jack-sinkers in the depres-
sion of the loops between the needles. The
lead-sinkers are all attached to one bar, called
the sinker-bar, and are raised or lowered all

together.

lead sub sesquichromate, *.

Miu. : The same as Pn,£NicocHRoiTE(q.v.).

lead-sulphate, s.

Min. : The same as ANQLEsiTE(q.v.).

lead sulphate-carbonate, *.

Min. : The same as Lanarkite (q.v.).

lead sulphate-tricarbonite, s.

Min.: The same as Leadhillite and Su-
sannite (q.v.).

lead-sulphide, .

Min. : The same a* Galenite (q.v.).

lead- teliuride, s.

Min. : The same as Altaite (q.v.).

lead-tree, s.

Chem. : The same as Arbor Biasm and
Arbor Satluni.

lead-tungstate, .

Min. : The same as Stolzite (q.v.).

lead -vanadate, s.

Min. : The same as Yanadinitk (q.v.).

lead-vitriol, >•

Min. : The same as Anglesite (q.v.).

lead-work, 5.

1. Those parts of a building or other struc-

ture in which lead is the chief material used.

2. (PL): -A place where lead is extracted
from the ore.

lead (1), v.t. [Lead (1), s.]

1. Ord. Lan-'j. : To cover or fit with lead in
any way.

"He r iii i i. the clay with hla arm, he applieth
himself to lead it over; and he is diligent to make
clean the furnace."

—

Ecclui. xxxviii. DO.

2. Print. : To space out or widen the space
between lines by inserting leads between them.

lead (2), * lede (pa. t. * ladde, * ledde, led ;

pa. par. * lad, ' ylcul, led), v.t. & i. [A.S.
Iddan (pa. t. lwdd<_\ pa. par. laded) = to show
the way ; ldd = a. p;ith, a way, from lidluin =
to travel, to go ; cogn. with Icel. leidha = to
lead; from leUlh = ix way; from lidha — to
go, to pass, to move along; Sw. leda = to

lead ; from led — a way, a course ; from tide =
to pass, to go on ; Dan. lede =to lead ; from
led = a gate; frum Vide = to glide on; Ger.

leiten = to lead ; from O.H.Ger. lidan— to go,

to go away ; Dut. Widen = to lead ; Goth, go-

UWw.ii = to go : pa. t. ga-laith
;
pa. par. go-

lithans.]

A. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To guide or conduct with the hand.
" They thrust him out of the city, and led him unto

the brow of the hill."—Luke iv. 29.

2. To conduct ; to guide or direct in the
movements.

" Gitltriel. h-ad forth to battle these my Hems
Invincible." /lUton : P. L„ vi. 49.

3. To guide by showing the way ; to con-
duct, to direct.

" When thou goest, it shall lead thee."

—

Proa. vL 22,

4. To precede ; to introduce by going first.

" I have rc''.-ived much honour by your presence,
And ye shall nud me thankful. Lead the wsiy,

lords." Shakesp.: Henry VIII., v. -L

5. Tu keep in front of ; to be faster than.
" Goldhawk had no difficulty in leading and beating

Jupiter."—Field, Jan. 28, 1882.

6. To guide ; to show the method of attaining.

7. To induce, to prevail.
*' What I did, I did in honour,

Led by the impartial conduct of my soul."
iihakesp. : 2 Henry IV., v. 2.

8. To have a direction or tendency towards

;

to conduct. (SJutkesp. : Sonnet 129.)

9. To hold the first place amongst; to
guide : as, Mr. led the violins.

10. To pass, to spend.
" To fancy the man of wit aa leading a very agree-

able life."

—

Goldsmith : On Polite Learning, ch. x.

11. To cause to spend or pass : as
3
To lead a

person a miserable life.

II. Cards : To begin a round or trick with :

as, To lead a heart.

B. Intransitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To go before and show the way.
" ' Lead, then,' said Eve. He, leading, swiftly rolled
IntangleB." Milton: P. L., ix. 631.

2. To have a direction towards; to conduct
" The mountain-foot that leads towards Mantua."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, v. 2.

3. To have 'the x'osition of commander,
director, or chief.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9 ell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f.

-clan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion - zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious=shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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4. To be faster tlian another ; to be first.

" Marmora led to the drain."—Field, Jan. 28, 1882.

5. To have the post of pre-eminence or pre-

cedence : as, To lead in an orchestra.

6. To entice, to draw on, to induce: as,

Gambling leads to other vices.

II. Curds : To play the first card in a round
or trick ; to have the lead.

If (1) To lead of: To make a start ; to do
anything first.

(2) To had on : To entice, to allure, to draw
on.

" Appoint him a meeting, give him a show of com-
fort, anil lend him on with a fhie-liaited delay."

—

Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, ii. l.

(3) To lead up to : To manoeuvre so as to
gain an end.

" Mr. Fleming . . . does not even accuse the incum-
bent of insidiously lending up to Mariolatry,"

—

Satur-
day Review, Nov. 1, 1884, p. 574.

lead (2), s. [Lead (2), v.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Precedence ; the first place ; guidance.
'

' The party which takes the lead there has no longer
any apprehensions,"

—

Burke : On a Regicide Peace,
let. 3.

2. A navigable opening or passage through
a field of ice.

3. A watercourse, a lade (q.v.)„

II. Technically

:

1. Cards: The right of playing the first

card in a round or trick ; the card or suit so
played.

2. Engineer. : The distance from an earth-
cutting to an embankment.

3. Mining: A lode or vein of ore.

4. Music: A point or short passage which
has to be given out by one particular part.
When the word is used as a direction, it calls
attention to the importance of that point.

5. Sawing: The overhang of a saw, to ex-

tend the cut throughout the length of the saw
and to carry it back in the kerf during the
return stroke.

6. Steam-engine:

(1) An arrangement of the ports of a steam-
Talve by which steam is admitted in front of
the piston a little before the end of the piston-
stroke. Also an arrangement of the ports to
provide for the escape of the steam from
behind the piston before the completion of
the stroke. When on the steam side it is

called outside lead ; when on the exhaust it

is inside lead. It tends to check the velocity
of the piston at the end of the stroke, and
allows of the valve being open and ready to

admit a larger supply of steam the instant
the motion of the piston is reversed.

(2) The setting of the crank of one engine a
little in advance of the right angle to the
other : viz., at 100° or 110° in place of 90°.

This assists in rendering the motion of the
piston more uniform, by moderating its

velocity at the end of the stroke. Called
also lead of the crank.

7. Theat. : The leading or principal part;
also, the person who plays it.

lead-harness, s. The harness apper-
taining to the leading horses of a team, differ-

ing from that used with wheelers or thillers,

which has breeching to enable them to hold
or push back the vehicle.

leaded, a. [Eng. lead (I); -ed.J

1. Ord. Lang. : Fitted or provided with lead.

2. Print. : Separated by thin slips of lead,

as lines in printing.

lead en, * led-en, a. [Eng. lead (1) ; -en.]

L Literally

:

1. Made of lead ; consisting or of the nature
of lead.

_. " A leaden tower upheaves its heavy head.
Large leaden arches press the slimy bed."

Fawkcs : Temple of Dulness.

2. Of the colour of lead ; dark : as, a
leaden sky.

* II. Figuratively

:

1. Sluggish, inert ; indisposed to action or

exertion.
" [He] blushed and pouted in a dull disdain,
With leaden appetite, unapt to toy."

Shakesp. : Venus <v Adonis, 31.

2. Heavy, dull, gloomy, melancholy

3. Heavy, deep.
"Now leaden slumber with life's strength doth fight."

Shakesp. : Jlapa of Lucrecv, l'2i.

4. Stupid, absurd.

leaden-coloured, «. Bull gray, resem-

bling lead in colour.

"The low moan of leaden-coloured seas."

Tennyson; Enoch Arden, 613.

* leaden - hearted, t*. Destitute of
feeling.

" O leaden-hearted men, to be in love with death !

"

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii. 54.

* leaden - heeled, <-<,. Moving slowly;
slow, tardy.

* leaden-paced, a. Slow in moving

;

tardy.

* leaden-Spirited, a. Dull, depressed.
" Leane-fac'd leaden-spirited saturnists."

—

Davies

:

Humours ; Heaven, on Earth, p. 10.

*' leaden-stepping, a. Moving slowly

;

tardy. (Milton: Ode on Time.)

* leaden-witted, a. Dull, stupid.

"Belike, then, all we university men were leadcn-
wittcd."—Fuller ; Abel Iledivivus ( Works, ii. 243).

lead'-er, *led-er, * leed-er, s, [Eng.
lead (2), v. ; -er. ]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who or that which leads ; one who
guides or conducts ; one who shows the way ;

one who does anything first ; a guide, a con-
ductor.

2. A captain, a commander, a general.
" Ye sons of Greece ! partake your leaders care ;

Fellows in anus, aud princes of the war !

"

Pope Homer ; Iliad ix. 23.

3. The chief of a party, faction, profession,

&c. : as, the leather of the House of Commons,
the leader of the Bar.

4. A leading article in a newspaper ; an
editorial article.

" He only read one newspaper, innocent of leaders."
—&. Eliot : Adam Ilede, bk. vi., ch. 111.

5. One of the leading or front horses in a

team of four or more, as distinguished from
the wheelers, or those nearest the vehicle ; or
the foremost of two in a tandem.
" For wheelers, two bays, and for leaders two grays."

Barham : Ingoldsb-y Legends ; Black Mousquetaire.

t6. The primary or terminal shoot of a
tree.

IL Technically

t

1. Mach. : A master wheel or principal
wheel in a piece of machinery.

2. Mining : A small vein of ore ; indicating
proximity to a larger lode, usually leading
thereto.

3. Music : The name of the principal first

violinist in an orchestra ; of the chief clarinet-

tist in a military band ; and of the chief
cornet-player in a brass band. Before the
introduction of a separate conductor, the
leader of an orchestra was its director, and
gave the tempo with his fiddle-bow, a custom
which has led to the use of a fiddle-bow as a
baton in France. [Conductor.]

4. Naut. : A thimble for conducting or
guiding a rope which passes through it ; a
fair-leader.

5. Plumb.: A rain-water pipe to conduct the
water collected by the spouting to the ground.

6. Print. (PL) : Dots on a line to lead
the eye across the page or column, are called
leaders, as :

—

Anchor page 94

7. Pyrotechnics : A long paper-tube of small
diameter, enclosing a strand of quickmatch,
used for communicating fire rapidly from one
point to another. Quickmatch thus enclosed
burns much more rapidly than in the open air.

8. Survey. : The forward one of the two
chain-carriers.

leader-hook, s. A hold-fast hook clasp-
ing a leader or rain-water pipe, and having its

tang driven into the wall of the house.

lead-er-ette',5. [Adimin.from leader (q.v. ).~\

A short editorial article or paragraph in a
paper.

lead'-ers, s. pi. [Leader, IT. 6.]

lead'-er-ship, 5. [Eng. leader; -ship.] The
office or position of a leader

; guidance,
premiership.

"That high position which has nowbeen long called
the Leadership of the House of Commons."

—

Macau-
lay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

lead'-hill-ite, s. [Named after the place
where first found, Leadhills ; stiff, -ite (Mui.).']

Min. : A mineral regarded as orthorhombic,
but according to Laspeyres as monoclinic ; in

crystallization hemihedral ;
giving a peculiar

rhoiubohedral aspect to twinned crystals.

Cleavage very perfect. Hardness, 2
-

5 ; sp.

gr. G'2tj to 6*44. Lustre of cleavage-face,

pearly, otherwise somewhat adamantine.
Colour white, yellow, green, or gray ; trans-
parent to translucent ; somewhat seetile.

Compos., according to Dana : a sulphate with
carbonate of lead, represented by the formula,
PbOS03+3PbOC02. Found with other lead
minerals at Leadhills, Lanarkshire, and spar-
ingly at a few foreign localities.

lead'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Lead (2), v.1

A. As pr. "par, : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Guiding, conducting, serving to guide.

"Truncheon or leading staff he lacks."
Scott : Lord of the Isles, iv. 13:

2. Going in front ; front.
" M. Maul his, who had been consul two years before-,,

rushed to the place and threw down the leading assail-
ant."—Lewis : C'red. Early Roman Hist. (1885), lL 331.

3. Alluring, enticing, drawing ; as, a leadingi

attraction.

4. Chief, principal, capital.
" He had been the leading counsel for the severn.

bishops."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

5. Constituting a precedent; showing tlte-

way : as, a leading example.

C. As subst. : The act of guiding, conduct-
ing, ruling, euticing, or drawing on

;
guidance-.

leading-axle, s. An axle ahead of the
driving-wheels in English locomotives.

leading-block, s.

Nav.t. : One for guiding the direction of at

purchase or rope.

leading-buoy, s,

Naut. ; A buoy placed as a guide in sailing-.

leading-hose, s. The hose from which-
the water uf a fire-engine is discharged.

leading-light, s.

Nant. : One character of light as displayed1

for the benefit of seamen on a coast. Two
lights are exhibited from two towers ; one
may be higher than the other,, so as to confer
a special characteristic. Certain bearings, as
to channel are indicated when the lights are-

seen in one line, the opening of the lights- om
either side of their conjunction indicating.

when to tack. Other indications may be
given by the conjunction, according to the
nature of the case.

leading-note, s.

Music : The seventh degree of the ascend-
ing major scale. It is called leading because
of its tendency to rise or lead up to the tonic.

The Iastian or Ionic mode was the only church
scale having a leading note. In consequence
of the leading note forming part of the upper
of the two tetrachords of which the modern
scale is formed, that tetrachord is by some
called characteristic.

leading-part, 5.

1. Naut. : The portion of the tacMe between
the fall and the standing part. It is that
portion which passes over the sheaves. The
fall is that which, in pulling or easing, does
not reach the sheaves.

2. Theat. : The principal or chief part in a
play.

leading-question, 3. A question in
which the answer is indirectly suggested.

leading-rod, s. A rod used in draw-
boring and polishing the bores of rifle-barrels.

leading-screw, s.

Lathe : The longitudinal screw between the
shears of a lathe, by which the slide-rest is-

1 moved longitudinally on the lathe-bed.

leading-springs, s. pi. The springs
fixed upon the leading axle-box of a locomo-
tive engine, bearing the weight above.

* leading-staff, o. The staff or baton of
a field-marshal.

leading-string, s. A string by which
children are supported when they are learning
to walk.

" One that still needs his leading-string and bib."
Cowpcr: Progress of Izrror, 5S1.

*ft To be in leading-strings : To be in a state
of dependence on others ; to be a puppet in
the hands of others.

leading-wheel, s. A wheel of a locomo-
tive engine, placed before the driving-wheels.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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Sad -ihg, s. [Eng. lead (1), s. ; -ing.] Lead-
work ; the leaden flashings of a house ; articles

of lead generally.

lead'-iiig-ly,a<?v. [Eng. leading, a. ;-ly.] In
a leading manner ; by leading or drawing on.

lead-lsh, o. [Eng. fead(l)/s. ; -ish.} Some-
what like lead.

" He was greatly emaciated, and of a yellow ami
leadish complexion."—Trans, of Philosophical Society,
xlvi. 17.

sad -less, a. [Eng. lead (1), s. ; -less.} Hav-
ing no lead ; not loaded with a "bullet.

" Can none remember that eventful day.
That ever glorious, almost fatal fray,
When Little's leadless pistol met his eye?"

Byron ; English Bards & Scotch Reviewers.

lead-man, s. [Eng. lead (2), v., and man.]
One who begins or leads off in a dance, __

_ " Such a light and mettled danca _=_,
Saw you never, .

And by leadmen for toe nonce.
That turn round like griudle atones

"

' Ben JonsoTU

3ad§, s. pi. [Lead (1), s. II. 4.]

3ads -man, s. [Eng. lead's, and man.]

Naut. : The sailor who heaves the lead in
sounding.

Bad -wort, *. [Eng. leadj and wort]

Botany :

1. Sing. : The genus Plumbago, and spe-
cially Plumbago europcea. It is used by
beggars to produce ulcers in order to excite
the compassion of the- benevolent. Its root
contains a fat which stains the skin a lead-
gray colour.

2. PL : The name given by Lindley to the
order Plumbaginacese (q.v.).

lead'-y, *led-y, a. [Eng. lead (1), s. ; -y.]

Pertaining to or resembling lead; like lead;
leaden.

"His ruddy lippes wan, and his even ledy and
holowe."—Sir T. Elyot: The Governour, uk. ii., en, xii.

aaf, * leafe, * lef, * leef, 5. [A.s. leaf (pi.

leaf) ; cogn. with O. Fris. kif ; O. Sax. lof;

Dut. loqf; Icel. laiif; Sw. lof; Dan. lov

;

Goth, laufs (pi. kiitbos) ; O. H. Ger. laitp;

M. H. Ger. loup ; Ger. laub ; Russ. lopeste;

Lith. lapas = a leaf; Gr. Xe'wos Qepos) — a
scale.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II. 2.

" And he saugh a flge tre bisidis the weye and earn to
it and foud nothing therynue but leeves onely."—
Wycliffe : Matthew xxL

2. A relatively thin and wide object having
n flat surface : as

—

(1) The leaf of a book or manuscript, having
a page on each of its opposite sides.

"Turne over the leaf and chese another tale."
Chaucer: C. T., 3,237.

(2) A valve or hinged member of a bridge,
table, door, shutter, hinge, or screen.

"The two leaves of the one door were folding."—
1 Kings v, JH.

(3) One member of a pair of lock-gates.

(4) A hinged platform for a ferry or wharf
boat ; also called an apron.

(5) A tooth of a pinion.

(6) One section of a fan.

(7) A thin sheet of hammered gold or silver.

(8) One of the elevating flaps of a rifle-sight.

(9) The brim of a hat.
" Harry let down the leaf of his hat."—Brooke : Fool

Of Quality, ii. 129.

* 3. A portion of fat lying in a separate
fold or layer.

II. Technically

:

1. Arch. : An ornament representing or re-

sembling the leaves or foliage of certain plants

or trees.

2. Hot. : A flat expansion divisible into two
similar portions, often halves, by a vertical

plane running through the apex and point of
insertion. The under or outer surface generally
differs from the upper or inner in colour,
structure, and in the nature and appendages
of the epidermis. On the lower part of the
stem or base of a shoot are the scale-leaves
or phyllades ; above these are the ordinary
foliage leaves, and above these again, below
the flowers, are the bracts. The foliage leaves
are the chief organs of assimilation, and de-
velope large quantities of chlorophyll, their
form and appearance being very varied. The
bracts are generally smaller. The foliage leaves
and calyx and corolla leaves become trans-

formed into stamens, and these modified into

carpels. A leaf is called also a Phyllome. A
leaf consists of two parts, a stalk, called the

petiole, and an expanded surface termed the
blade or lamina. (McNab, &c.) When the
petiole is absent the leaf is said to be sessile.

3. Weaving : The heddles which are con-

nected to the same shaft, and moved at the

same time. The leaf is connected with a
treadle by a cord. The number of leaves is

according to the requirements of the pattern,

and forms the set of the draft. Thus there
are five-leaf patterns, eight-leafpatterns, &c.

IT (1) To take a leaf out of one's book ; To
follow the example of; to imitate.

" They took a leaf out of the French book with regard
to the increase of population."—Pall Mali Gazette,
Oct. 29, 1883.

(2) To turn over a neu/'leaf: To change one's
_jnode of life ; to adopt a new and better way
of living.

leaf-bearing, a. Having appendages
more or less resembling a leaf.

Leaf-bearing worms

:

Zool. : The family Phyllocidas (q.v.). Their
popular name is derived from a series of foli-

ceous lamellee on each side the body, some-
what resembling elytra. They are, in reality,

the cirri metamorphosed into leaf-like appen-
dages. (Duncan.)

leaf-bridge, s. A form of drawbridge
in which the rising leaf or leaves swing verti-

cally on hinges. One form of bascule comes
under this description.

leaf-bud, s.

Bot. : A bud, developing into a leaf, as dis-

tinct from a flower-bud, developing into a
flower. Leaf-buds consist ofscales imbricated
over each other, the outer being the hardest,
surrounding a minute cellular axis or growing
point. They may be regular, adventitious, or
latent.

leaf-butterflies, s.pl.

Entom, : The genus Kallima (q.v.).

leaf-crowned, u,. Crowned with leaves
or foliage.

leaf-cup, s.

Bot. : Polymnia Uvedalia.

leaf-cutters, s.pl.

Entom. : A popular name for the hymen-
opterous genus Megachile (q.v.), from their
habit of cutting portions of the leaves of trees
and plants to line their nests. Called also
Leaf-cutting or Upholsterer bees.

leaf-cycle, s.

Bot. : The course of a spiral on a stem from
any one leaf to the next one which stands
vertically above or below it.

leaf-fat, leaf-lard, s. Fat or lard lying
in layers within the body of an animal.

leaf-footed, a. Phyllopodous, having the
feet flat, leafy,

and gill-like.

"The Phyllopoda,
or leaf-footed Ento-
ajostnica.' '— Wood :

Hlus. Wat. Hist., iii.

633.

leaf-insects, .Tg£
s.pl.

Entom. : The
genus PhyIlium leaf-insect.
(q.v.). The popu- (PhyUium siccifoliuml,

lar name has re-

ference to the resemblance these insects bear
to dried and withered leaves. Called also
"Walking-leaves.

leaf-lard, a. [Leaf-fat.]

leaf-like, «.

1. Ore?. Lang. ; Like a leaf or leaves ; folia-

ceous.
" Of her consuming cheek the autumnal leaf-like

red." Byron . Childe Harold, iv. 102.

2. Bot. : The same as Foliaceous (q.v.).

leaf-louse, s.

Entom. .* A popular name given indiscri-
minately to any of the Aphides (q.v.) ; a plant-
louse.

leaf-metal, s.

1. Gold-leaf ; hammered gold.

2. Bronze leaf, or Dutch leaf. The qualities
are known as : Common, soft, reddish colour,
composed of zinc 1, copper 3 ; French, harder,

less ductile, yellow, larger proportion of zinc ;

Florence, greenish-gold colour, still larger pro-

portion of zinc.

3. White leaf. [Tin-foil.]

leaf-mould, s. Decayed leaves reduced

to the state of mould, and used as a manure
or fertilizer for plants.

leaf-nosed, a. Having a nose-leaf (q.v.).

Leaf-nosed Bats

:

Zool. : The family Rhinolophidse (q.v.).

Leaf-nosed Einballonurine Bats:

Zool. ; The family PhyllostomicUe (q.v.).

leaf-rollers, s. pi.

Entom. : The lepidopterous family Tortri-

cidas, the larva* of which frequently reside in

leaves, or get into the middle of a bud or

cluster of leaves and draw them together
with silken threads. The name is sometimes,
less properly, given to other insects, as in the
example.

"Other species are leaf-rollers, like the Tortricids.*
—Packard : Study of Insects ifid. 6th), p. 21C.

leaf-shaped, a.

Archceol. : A term applied to the peculiarly
shaped British swords of the Bronze period.

"The British bronze aword bears a general likeness
to those uotonly of Denmark, butof Gaul,Germany, and

Danish bronze sword, swelling out more towards the
middle, so as to suggest the term leaf-shaped, by which
it is distinguished,'

—

D. Wilson; Pre-historic Annals of
Scotland, l. 355.

leaf-sheath, s.

Bot. : A leaf which has taken the form of a
vagina or sheath surrounding the stem.

leaf-sight, s. A sight on the breech of a
fire-arm, having a hinged elevating-piece as a
guide for elevation in firing ; a back-sight.

leaf-spine, s.

Bot. : A spine on the leaf, as on the holly.

leaf-stalk, &.

Bot. : The unexpanded portion of a leaf,

connecting the more laminated portion of it

with the stem. Called also the petiole (q.v.).

leaf-tendril, *.

Bot. : A tendril on the leaf, as distinguished
from one on the stein.

leaf-tobacco, s. Tobacco in leaves, be-
fore being cut or manufactured.

leaf-traces, s. pi
Bot. .-Branches of the vascular bundles which

pass from the stem into the leaves. (Thome.)

leaf-valve, s.

Pumping-engine : A clack-valve; a valve
hinged or pivoted on one side ; a flap-valve.

* leaf, v.i. [Leaf, s.] To shoot out or pro-
duce leaves or foliage.

"Most trees fall off the leaves at autumn; and if not
kept back by cold, would leaf about the solstice."
Browne ; Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. vi.

leaf-age, s. [Eng. leaf; -age.] Leaves col-
lectively,; foliage.

"The trees are heavily clothed with leafage." —
Gardeners' Chronicle, No. 410, p. 599 (1861).

leafed, a. [Eng. leaf; -ed.} Having leaves
;

generally in composition, as broad-Zm/ed, &c.

leaf'-i-ness, s. [Eng.! leafy ; -tiess.] The
quality or state of being leafy or full of leaves.

" With all their nourish and leafiness."
Southey : Alderman's Funeral.

leaf-less, a. [Eng. leaf; -less.] Destitute of
or without leaves ; having no leaves.

*' On the leafless elm
The noisy rook builds high her wicker nest."

Somervile; The Chase, iv.

leafless-plants, s. pi.

Bot. : Plants having the petiole of the leaf
without the lamina, as in some acacias.

leaf -less-ness, s. [Eng. leafless; -ness.] The
quality or state of being leafless or destitute
of leaves.

leaf-let, s. [Eng. leaf; dimin. suff. -let.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A printed slip of paper.

2. Bot. : One of the primary divisions of a
compound leaf.

leaf -y, a. [Eng. leaf; -y.] Full of or covered
with leaves ; abounding with leaves.

" He said unto the forest, ' Shout

!

Hang all your leafy banners out.'"
Longfellow: Daybreak.

>oil, boy ; pout, jo>l ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -aion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus, -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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league (1), s. [Fr. ligue, from Low Lat. liga,

lega = a league, from Lat. ligo = to bind ; Ital.

lega = a league ; Sp. liga= a band, an alliance.]

1. A combination or union between two or
more persons for the promotion of mutual or
common interests, or for the execution of any
design .in commnm
" While thus the gods in various leagues engage,-
Achilles glow'd with more than mortal rage.

Pope ." Homer ; Iliad xx. 103.

2. A treaty, alliance, or confederation be-
tween two or more sovereigns or governments
for 'mutual aid and defence. An ' offensive

league or alliance is when two or more states
agree to unite in attacking a common enemy

;

a defensive league is when the contracting
parties agree to assist each other in their de-
fence against a common enemy.

" There was peace between Hiram, and Solomon ; and
they.two made a league together."—1 Kings v. l%

H (1) Anti-corn-law League : [ANTI-CORN-
LAW].

(2) Land-league

:

Hist. : An association projected by Mr, C. S.

Parnell, M.P., which came into being at a
meeting held in Dublin, Nov. IS, 1879. Nomin-
ally the programme was the "three FV

—

fixity of tenure, fair rent, and free sale (of the
tenant's interest) ; but many speakers at Land
Leagne meetings held Sunday after Sunday in
different parts of the country, went so far 1 as
to demand that the soil should belong to the
cultivator. Opposition by direct violence was
deprecated, and recourse was had to boycot-
ting. [Boycott.] This state of things, con-
tinued till the end of 18S0, when fourteen
members of the Land League, of whom the
most important were Messrs. Parnell, Dillon,
Biggar, T. D. Sullivan, and' T. Sexton, were
indicted. The chief counts. were "conspiring
to prevent payment of rents, to defeat the legal

process' for the enforcement of payment of
rents-; and to prevent the letting of evicted
farms." The trial, which took place early in

1881, wasi a fiasco, but it drew from Mr.
Justice Fitzgerald the declaration that the
Land League was an illegal body. A Ladies'
Land League, under the presidency of Miss
Anna Parnell, was then formed. It was de-
nounced by Archbishop McCabe, and warmly
defended by Dr. Croke, Archbishop of Cashel,
and Mr. T. D. Sullivan. The agitation in-

creased, and the " No Rent " cry became more
frequent. On October 7, Mr. Gladstone de-
nounced Mr. Parnell, and soon afterwards
that gentleman, Messrs. Dillon, Sexton,
O'Kelly, and the chief officials of the League,
were arrested and imprisoned in Kilmainham.
They issued a manifesto calling on the Irish

tenants to. pay no rent during their- imprison-
ment. The Government replied by declaring
the Land League an illegal body, and sup-
pressed its branches throughout the country.
The Ladies' Land League lingered on till the
end of the year, when it was dissolved by the
leaders of the Irish party.

(3) Solemn league and covenant ; [Covenant],

league, v.i. &...L [League (1), s.]

A. Intrana. : To join in a league or confede-

racy ; to unite, to confederate, to combine.
"To Douglas, leagued with Roderick Dhu,
Will ineiida and allies flock enow."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, ii. 30.

B. Trans: To join, to unite, to combine.
" League all your forces, then, ye powers above."

Pope : Bonier ; Iliad vlii. 23.

league (2), * leage, s. [0. Fr. legue (Fr.

lieue), from Low Lat. lega, leiica, a word of

Celtic origin ; Bret, led, lev — a league ; Ir.

leige; Sp. legua; Port, legoa, legwx.]

* 1. A stone erected along the high roads

at certain distances, similarly to the modern
milestones*

2. A measure of length, varying in different

countries. The English land league is 3

statute miles ; a nautical league 3'457875 sta-

tute miles. A Spanish league is 7,410 English
yards. A Portuguese league 3*84 English
miles*, An Italian league is 4 miles, of 5,000

feet each. A French land, league, is rather

less than '2\ English miles ; a nautical league
rather more than 3£ English miles ;

and an
astronomical.league about 2jj English miles.

"A leagueitrom Epidamnum had we sailed."

Shakesp. : Comedy, of Arrow, i. 1.

* league -long, a. Of the < length or

breadth of a league.
*' The leagut-long roller thundering on the re,ef

:"

'

Tennyson: Enoch Arden, 585.

* leag'-uer (1), lea-gre, s. [Dut. leger (Ger.
lager) — a. couch, a camp.]

1. The investment or beleaguering of a
town ; a siege.

2. One who besieges a town.
" The stubborn wall that mocks the leaguer's art,
And palls the patience of his baffled heart.'

Byron ; Lara, ii. 11.

3. A camp of a besieging army.
" Like to a gipsy camp, or a leaguer after a battle/

Longfellow : Evangeline, i. 5.

* leag'-uer (2), s. [Eng. leagu(e), v. ; -er.]

One who joins in a league ; a confederate.

^T Land-leaguer : A member of the Land
League (q.v.) ; one who supports the policy of
the Land League.

leag'-uer (3), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A large
soil; of cask,

* leag'-uer, v.t. [Leaguer (1), s.] To be-
leaguer ; to besiege.

" Two mighty hosts a leagu&r'd town embrace,"
Pope: Homer; Iliad jcviii. 593,

leaguer-lady, s. A contemptuous term
for a soldier's wife. (Scotch.)

* leag'-uer-er, s. [Eng. leaguer, v. ; -er.)

One who beleaguers or besieges a town.

leak, leke, s. & a. [IceL lelci; Dut. leTc;

Dam liik — leaky; lakke = a leak ; Sty, ldnk =
leaky, leak.]

A. -4s substantive

:

1. A breach, crack, crevice, or hole which
admits of the passage of water or any fluid

either in or out.
" One leak will sink a ship, and one sin will destroy

a sinner."

—

Banyan: Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

2. The oozing or passing of water or other
fluid through a breach, crack, crevice, or hole,
either in or out.

* B. Asadj, ; Leaky* (Spenser: F. Q., I. v. 35-)

If To spring a leak

:

Naut. : To open or crack so as to admit of
the passage of water into a vessel ; to let in
water.

leak, "leke, v.i. & t. [Icel. leka — to drip,

to leak- cogn. with Sw. liicka; Dan. lo?kke;

Dut. lekkeni; Ger. lechan = to leak; A.S, lec-

can = to wet, to moisten.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To allow water, or other liquid or fluid,

to pass in or out through a hole, crevice, or
fissure. (/. Philips : Cider, ii.)

2. To ooze or pass through, as water or
other liquid or fluid, through a hole, crevice,
or fissure.

* 3. To make water.
" We leak ill your chimney."—Shakesp. : 1 Senry IV.,

ii. 1.

* B. Trans. : To- let out ; to allow to pass out.

If To leak out : To become known or public
in a clandestine or underhand manner ; to

find vent : as, A story leaks out.

leak -age, s. [Eng. leak ; -age.]

I, Ordinary Language :

1. Aleak.
"To accumulate their misfortunes, they weze soon

obliged to cut away their bowsprit, to diminish, 'if

possible, the leakage at the head."

—

Anson: Voyage
Round the World, bk. i., ch. iii.

2. The quantity of a liquid or fluid which
escapes by a leak.

II. Comm. : An allowance, at a certain rate
per cent., made for loss or waste by the leak-
ing of casks, &c.

* leake, a. [Leak, a.]

leak'-i-ness, s. [Eng. leaky; -ness.] The
quality or state of' being leaky.

leak'-y, a. [Eng. leak; -y.]

1. Lit. : Admitting or allowing the passage
of water or other liquid or fluid ; not water-
tight.

* 21 Fig. : Talkative, loquacious ; apt to dis-

close secrets
;
given to tattling or blabbing.

" Whate-'er he hears his leakr/ tongue runs out."
Hamilton: Horace, bk. i., epist. 18.

leal, a. [O. Fr.] Loyal, true. [Loyal.].
"A loving heart and a' leal within
Ib better than gowd or gentle kin."

Scott': Rob Roy, ch. xxxH.

*[ Land of the leal : [Land].

* leal -ness, s, [Eng. leal; -ness.] The qual-
ity or state of being leal or loyal ; loyalty,
fidelity.

* leam (1), * leme, s. [A.S, leoma ; Icel.

liomi.] A ray, a gleam or flash of light.

* leam (2), * lyam, 5. [A corrupt, of Ft.

lien ~ a cord or string, from Lat. ligamen,
from ligo = to bind, to tie.] A cord, string,

or strap by which dogs are led.

"The lion toke acquaintance of him, and euer after
followed hyni, beynge ladde in a small lyam."—Sir T.
Elyot : Governovr, bk. iL, ch. xiii.

* leam'-er, s. [Eng; leam (2) ; -er.] A dog
led by a string, cord, or strap.

* lean (1), v.t. [Lkan, a.] To make lean or
thin. (Adams : Works, i. 4S1.)

lean (2), * lene, v.i. & t. [AS. hl&non = to
make to lean ; hleoman, Mifiiaii = to lean;
cogn. with O.S. hlinoii; Dut. lennen; Dan.
Icani; Sw, lana; O. H. Ger. lainan — Xo make
to lean ; hlLnen — to lean ; M. H. Ger. lenen;
Ger. leh/nsii — to lean ; Lat. * clino = to make
to lean, to incline ; Gr. kAiVw (klino).]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To incline against; to rest against; to
depend on for support ; to be supported by
anything.

"Set me that I inaye touche the pillers that the
house stand vpon, and that I may leans to them,"

—

Judges x.vi. (1551.)

2. To deviate from a straight, direct, or
perpendicular line or direction ; to incline : as,

A tower leans to the east or the west, &c.

3. To bend ; to be in a bending, or indirect
position or posture ; to stoop.

"Leaning long upon any part maketh it mumme,
and, as wecall it, asleep."—Bacon: /fat. Hist., § 735.

L To depend, as for support ; to trust ; to
look for aid or support.

"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; and lean
not unto thine own understanding."

—

Prov. iii. 5.

5. To have a tendency or propensity ; to in-

cline in feeling or opinion ; to tend towards
anything. (Goldsmith : Deserted Village.)

* 6, To submit ; to give way.
" 'Twere good you leaned unto her sentence."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, L 1.

B. Transitwe

:

1. To incline ; to cause to lean ; to rest.

"The little shepherd in his white capote
Doth lean his boyish form along the,rock."

Byron: Childe Harold, ii. 52.

* 2. To support, to rest:
" Whereon the queen her weak, estate might lean."

Drayton : Barons' Wars, iii.

*lean (3), v.t. [Icel. leyna.] To conceal, to
hide. ,

lean, * lene, a. & s. [A.S. hlozne, probably
connected with lean (2), v.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language,

:

I. Literally

:

(1) Thin, meagre, not fat, wanting in fat or
flesh, slender. (Gower : C. A., iv.)

(2) Not rich, fertile, or productive ; bare,

barren, hungry, sterile.

"To whose lean country much disdain
We English often show."

Cowper ; The Biro's Nest.
* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) Bare, stripped.

"The tr§es, though summer, yet forlorn and lean.'
Sh,akesp.: Titus Anclronicus, iL 3.

(2) Barren of thought, jejune, dry.
" Fat paunchealiave lean pates."

S/takesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, i. 1.

(3) Poor, insignificant.
" Out of my lean and low ability

I'll lend you something: my having is not much."
Sltakesp. : Twelfth Wight, Iii. 4.

II. Print. : A term applied to work which
is not remunerative.

B. As substantive

:

I, Ord. Lang. : That part of flesh which
consists of muscle without fat.

IL Print. : Work which is not remunerative.

lean face, s. Type with unusually thin
face-lines.

lean-faced, a.

1. Ord. Lang. : Haying a thin, lean face,

2. Print. : Applied to type with unusually
thin face-lines'.

lean-to, a. & s.

A,.As adj. : Having rafters ; leaning against
or supported by a wall. (Kingsley ; Two Years
Ago, ch. xvii.)

B. As snbst. : A building the rafters of
which lean against or are supported by a wall
or other building. (Mrs. Gaskell : Sylvia's
Lovers, chj xliii.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu — kw.
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* lean -witted, a Silly, stupid, foolish.
" A lunatic, lean-wltted fool."

SJiakesp. : King ItuJiard II, ii. 1.

lean fleshed, a. [Eng. lean, and jleshed.]

Thin, lean, not fat.

" Seven other kiiie came up after them out of the
river, ill-favoured and lean-fleslied."—Genesis xli. 5.

lean'-ihg, pr. par., a., & s. [Lean, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj.: (See
the verb).

C. -4s substantive

:

1. The act or state of deviating from a
straight or perpendicular line; the act or
state of depending for support on another
body.

2. An inclination ; a feeling or disposition
towards anything ; a propensity.

" The mover being a person in office, was, however,
the only indication that was given of such a leaning."—Burke : Letter to T. Burgh, Esq.

"lean'-ly, adv. [Eng. lean; -ly.] In a lean
manner ; without fat or plumpness.

lean ness, s. [Eng. lean; -ness.]

1. Lit. : The quality or state of being lean
;

thinness ; want of flesh or plumpness.

2. Fig. : Poverty, poorness, emptiness.
" The poor King Reign ier, whose large style
Agrees not with the leanness of his purse."

Shakesp. : 2 henry VI., i. 1,

* lean'-y, a. [Eng. lean; -v.] Lean, thin.
" They lian fat kernes, ami leany knaves.

Their fasting flnckes to keepe."
Spenser: Sheplieards Calender ; August.

leap, *lepe, v.i. & t. [A.S. hledpan (pa. t.

hleop, pa. par. gehledpen); cogn. with O. Sax.
hldpan = to run ; O. Fris. hlapa ; Dut. loopen;
Icel. hlaupa ; Dan. lobe ; Sw. lopa ; Goth.
hlaitpan ; O. H. Ger. hlavfan ; M. H. Ger.
loufen; Ger, laufen.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To jump, to spring, to bound, to vault;
to move with springs or bounds.

" Leaping ever from rock to rock."
Longfellow: Building of the Ship.

2. To bound : as, One's heart leaps for joy.

3. To rush, to start, to fly, to dart.
" He parted frowning from me, as If ruin
Leaped from his eyes."

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., iii. 2.

B. Transitive

:

1, To jump or spring over ; to pass over by
leaping ; to springor jump from one sideto
the other of.

2. To cause to jump or spring over ; to
make to take a leap over.

* 3. To cover ; to copulate with.
" Whether the bull or courser be thy care.
Let him not leap the cow, nor mount the mare."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgic lii. 328.

leap (1), leape, s. [A.S. hbjp ; eogn. with
Icel. htaup = a leap ; Ger. lauf— a course.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) The act of leaping or jumping ; a jump,
a spring, a bound.

"Ytbehoveth you to make thiB leape."—lierners :

Froitsart ; Cronycle, ch. ccclxxviii.

(2) The space passed over or cleared by
leaping.

* (3) The act of copulating ; copulation.

2. Figuratively:

(1) A sudden transition or change.

"One Barrow made a. leap from a vain and libertine
youth, to a preciseness In the highest degree."

—

Bacon :

Observations on a Libel.

(2) A risky or hazardous step or action : as,

To take a leap in the dark.

II. Technically :

1. Mining : The shifting of a vein ; a fault.

2. Music : A passing from one note to
another by an interval, especially by a long
one, or by including several other. and inter-

mediate intervals.

leap-frog, s. A game amongst boys, in
whidi one stoops down, while another, placing
his hands upon the back of the first, vaults
over him.

" If I could win a Ifldy at leap-frog, Iahould quickly
leap into a wife."-aflfcjAwap. : Henry V., V. 2.

leap-year, *lepe-yeer, s. Bissextile;
a year which leaps Over, as it were, one day
more than an ordinary year; a year -which
contains 866 days, asidistinguishedfrom'an
ordinary year, -which includes only 365 days.
Every year, the number of which is divisible

by four is a leap year, except when it happens
to be any number of hundreds not divisible by
four. Thus, 1896 was a leap-year, but not 1000,

this omission of one leap-year in every four
centuries being necessary to correct the error

which arises from the excess of the addition of

one day in four years (i.e. six hours) to the
year over the true length of the year, i.e. 365

days, 5 hours, 49 minutes.
" Divide by four ; what's left shall be
For leap-year ; for past 1, 2, 3." Harris.

4 leap (2), * lepe, *leep, s. [A.S. leap.]

1. A basket, a hamper.
"Thei token up that, that lefte of relifs sevene

lecpis."—WyclUfe: Mark viii.

2. A wicker fish-net ; an osier creel or trap
for fish.

leap'-er, s. [Eng. leap; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who or that which leaps.

2. A hollow cylinder with a hook at one
end, employed in untwisting old ropes.

II. Zool. (PI.) : The orthopterous tribe Sal-

tatoria, so called from the adaptation of the
hinder legs to the purpose of leaping. It

comprises the families Gryllidse, Locustidee,

and Acridiidae.

* leap'-ful, * lep-full, s. [Eng. leap (2), s. ;

-/"$)•] As much as will fill a leap or basket

;

a basketful.

"And alle eeten and weren fulfllld and thei token
that that was left of relifiasevene lepfuil."—Wycliffe :

Matthew xv.

leap Irig, pr- V°-r-> a '> & s- [Leap, v.]

A. & E. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As. subst. : The act of jumping or bound-
ing ; a leap, a bound.

" The legs of both sides moving together, as frogs
and salient animals, which is properly called leaping."
—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. iv., ch. vi.

leaping-ague, s.

Path. : A variety of chorea, characterized by
a morbid propensity to running, leaping,
tumbling, and dancing. Gases have been de-
scribed from Scotland. (Cycl. Pract. Med., i.

215.)

leaping fish, s.

Ichthv. : Salarias tridactyhts, one of the
Blenniidfe. Habitat, East Indian Archipelago.
Colour, dark brown. It possesses the power
of leaping out of the water, darting over the
wet stones and rocks, and snapping up flies.

By means of its ventral and pectoral fins, it can
serambleup a nearlyperpendicularfaeeofrock,
and makes for th e sea onanyattemptto capture
it. Known also as the Jumper-fish. (Wood.)

leaping -house, s. A brothel. (Shdtesp.:
1 Henry IV., i. 2.)

* leaping time, s. Youth.
"J. have turned my leaping-time into a Cratch."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iv, 2.

* leap'-iiig-ly, adv. [Eng. leaping; -ly.] In
a leaping manner ; with leaps or bounds.

lear (1), i. [Lare, Lore.] Learning; lore.
(Scotch.)

" An' to the inuckle house repair,
Wi' instant speed,

An' strive, wl a' your wit and lear,
To get remead.

"

. Burns : To the Scotch HepresentaCives.

lear (2), s. [Layer.]

lear board, s. [Layer-board.]

* lear, n. [A.S. laser; Ger. leer.] [Leer, a.]
Empty, hollow.

* lear, * lere, v.t. [Lear (1), s.] To learn.
" The gentle she'pheard sat beside a springe,

All in the sbadowe of a bushye brere,
That Colin, hight. which well coulde pype and singe,
For hee of Tityrus his souges did lere.

Spenser .- Sheplteards Calender; December.

learn, * lerne, v.t. & i. [A.S. leomian — to
learn; cogn. -with O. -S. linon; O. H. Ger.
limum ; Ger. lemen ; A.S. l&wan — to teach;
Icel. tern; Dut. keren ; Sw. l&ra; Dan. laire;

Ger. lehren.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To gain or acquire knowledge, skill, or
information concerning.
" Learn from the birds what food the thickets yield."

Pope : Stsayon Man, iii.' 173.

2. To find out ; to ascertain by inquiry.
" Let "a go learn the truth of it."

Shakesp. : Measure for Meamvre, i. 2.

* 3. To communicate knowledge to ; to

teach, to instruct, to inform.

* L To communicate, to tell.

"Learn me the proclamation."
Shakesp. : I'roilus & Cressida, ii. L

B. Intrans. : To gain or acquire knowledge,
skill, or information ; to receive instruction.

"Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for 1

am meek and lowly in heart. "—Matthew xi. 29.

* learn- a - ble, a. [Eng. learn; -mble.]

Capable of being learnt ; that may or can be
learnt.

"When the les3on conies . . . I suppose it will coma
in some learnable shape."—Kingsley : Two Fears Ago,
ch. xviii.

learn -ed, learned, learnt, pa. par. &a.
[Learn.]

A. As pa. par. (Of both forms) : (See the

verb).

B. As adj. (Of the form learn'-gd)

:

1. Having gained or acquired knowledge
of or skill in anything by study ; skilled or

versed in science, literature, &e. ; -well-in-

formed.
" The industry of that learned lady."—Pope ; Homer

;

Odyssey. (Postscript.

)

2. Skilled ; skilful or knowing (followed by
in) : as, learned in the law.

3. Containing or characterized by learning :

as, a learned treatise.

4. Acquired by study.
" The bookful blockhead, iguorantly read,
With loads of learned lumber in hiahCad."

Pope : Essay on Criticism, iii. 53.

* 5. "Wise, prudent.

* learn'- ed - ish, a. [Eng. learned; ^-ish.]

Somewhat learned.
" And seem more learnedish than those
That in a greater charge compose."

Butler : Miscellaneous Thoughts.

learn'-ed-1^, adv. [Eng. learned; -ly.] In
a learned manner ; like a learned person ; with
learning, knowledge, or erudition.
" And she is prating learnedly
Of logic pana of chemistry." Praed : Comity Ball.

learn'- ed - ness, s. [Eng. learned ;~n@ss.]

The quality or state of being learned ; learn-

ing, erudition.

learn'-er, s. (Eng. learn; -er.] Ohe who
is taught, or is under instruction j'a pupil, a
scholar.

" Men that, if now alive, would sit content
And humble learners of a Saviour's worth."

Cotoper : "Faek, ii. 642.

learn Ihg, * lern-yng, pr. par., a., & s

[Learn.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & -particip.- 'adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subdtdntive

:

1. The act, state, or process of seeking for

or gaining knowledge, skill, or information
by study.

2. Knowledge or skill 'in any 'branch of
science or literature acquired by study;
erudition.

"Concerning the excellency of learningntiiL know-
ledge."

—

Bdcon: Advancement of Ledrning, L 3.

3. Skill in anything good or bad.

lear'-y, s. [Eng. lear, a. ; -y.]

Mining : An empty place ; an old working.

* leas-a-ble, a. [Eng. Uas(e); -able.] Thai;

may or"can be leased.

lease (1), 5. [Lease (1), v.]

I. Literally

:

1. A demise, conveyance, or letting of lands,
tenements, or hereditaments for a term of
years, at a certain specified rent or payment.

"A lease is a conveyance of lands or tenements,
•usually in consideration of rent, for life, for years, or
at will, hut always for a less thne than the lessor has
hi the premises ; for if it be for the'whole interest, it
is more properly an assignment than a lease. '^Black-
stone: Comment., bk. ii., ch. 17.

2. The document or deed by which lands,
tenements, or -hereditaments are leased.

3. The time for which lands, &c, are let
under a lease.

II. Fig. : Any tenure or holding ; duration

;

tinie allotted.
"Oar high-plnced Miicbeth

Shall live the lease of nature."
. Shakesp. : Slacbe'th, iv. 1.

lease (2), s. [Leash.]

Weaving: The tie round each band' of the

;oil. boy ; pout, jo%l ; eat, cell, chorus, cuin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = X
-cian, tian = shan. -tion, -sion= shun; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c s= fcel, Q$L
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warp as arranged by the heck. It forms a

guide for the weaver in setting the warp in the

loom, and inserting the lease-rods. The word
lease has come to signify the plane of decussa-

tion of the warp.

lease-pin, 5.

Weaving : One of the pins of a warping-
mill, "between which the lease is formed.

lease-rod, s.

Weaving: A slat laid transversely across
and between the two bands of the warp.

lease (1), v.t. [Fr. laisser = to leave, to
relinquish ; O. Fr. lesser, from Lat. laxo =. to

slacken, to let go, from laxus = loose, slack,

lax.]

1. To demise, convey or let lands, tene-

ments, or hereditaments to another for a term
of years, or at will, for a certain specified rent
or payment ; to let under a lease.

" The lands . . . are hi general not tenanted nor
leased out to farmers."— Smith : Wealth of Nations,
bk. w.ch. lii.

2. To hold or occupy under a lease.

lease (2), Mes-en, v.t [&..fLUstm= to gather;
cogn. with Dut. lezen = to gather ; Ger. lesen ;

Goth, limn.'] To glean ; to gather corn left by
the harvestmen.

"[II told the witch Agreo my disease—
Agreo that in harvest us'd to lease."

Dryden: Theocritus ; Idyl. tii.

lease -hold, a. k s. [Eng. hose, and hold.]

A. As adj. : Held under or by a lease.

B. As subst. : A tenure by lease ; that which
is held under or by a lease.

lease'-h61d-er, s. [Eng. lease, and holder.]

One who holds lands, tenements, &c, under
or by a lease.

* lease' moh ger, s. [Eng. lease, and mon-
ger.] One who deals in leases.

" To the great admiration of the English nation, and
aduantage of landlords and leasemongers." — Stowi
King James (an. 1604).

* leas -er (1), $ [Eng. lease (2), v. ; -er.] A
gleaner.

" There was no office which a man from England
- might not have ; and I looked upon all who were born
here as only in the condition of leasers and gleaners."
—Swift.

* leas'-er (2), s. [A.S. leds = false ; Dut.
Zoos; Goth, laus.] A liar, [Leasing.]

leash, * lease, * leese, * leese, * leece,
s. [O. Fr. lesse ; Fr. laisse, from Low Lat.

laxa, fern, of laxus = lax, loose ; Ital. lascio.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. A leathern thong, by which a hawk was
held on the falconer's wrist.

"A merlin sat upon her wriBt.
Held by a leash of silken twist."

Scott: Lay of the Last Ministrel, vi. 5,

2. A leathern thong, to hold dogs in couples
in coursing.

k."Even like a fawning greyhound in the leash."
Shakesp. : CorioUtnug, i. 6.

3. In sporting, a "brace and a half ; three

creatures of any kind ; hence, generally three

in number of any thing.

" I am sworn brother to a leash of drawers, and can
call them all by their christian names."

—

Shakesp. : 1

Henry IV., ii. 4.

4. A band with which anything is tied or
fastened.

"The ravished bou! being shewn such game, would
break those leashes that tie her to the door."

—

Boyle.

II. Weaving : A thread having at one end a
loop through which a thread of the warp is

passed, the other end being fastened to a rod

or lever, to which all the other leashes of the

same set are also attached ; a heddle.

leash, v.t. [Leash, $.] To bind ; to hold or

fasten by a string.
"At his heels,

teasht in like hounds, should famine, sword, and fire,

Crouch." Sliakesp. : Henry V. (ProL)

leas'-xng, * les-inge, * les-ynge, «. [A.S.

leasing, ledsmig, from leds = false J
Icel. lau-

*>ung..j A lie, a falsehood.

"Have almost stamped the leasing."
Shakesp. ; Corlolamts, v. ii.

leasing-making, s.

Scots Law : A crime, punishable by fine and
imprisonment, consisting in slanderous and
untrue speeches to the disdain, reproach, or
contempt of the king, his council, and pro-
ceedings, or to the dishonour, hurt, and pre-
judice of his highness, his parents and pro-
genitors. Called also verbal sedition.

* leasing-monger, ». A liar.

" Leasing-ntongeris and forsworun," — Wycliffc :

1 Timothy i.

*leas-6w, * leas-owe, s. [A.S. hcsice.] A
meadow, a pasture, shaded with trees.

least, laste, * leste, * lest, a. & adv. [A.S.

kesast, loosest, kest, superlative of hessa (a), Ices

(adv.) = less (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : The smallest ; that which is

less than all others in size, amount, degree,

quantity, value, importance, &c.
" I am not worthy of the least of all the mercies

shewn to-thy seivant.'"— Genesis xxxii. 10.

B. As adv. : In the smallest or lowest de-

gree; in a degree less than all others.

" The Roman friend of Rome's leant mortal inind."
-^ Byron : Childe Harold, iv. 44.

% At least, at the least : At or in the lowest
degree ; without saying more ; at all events ;

at any rate.

" He held me but last night, at least nine hours."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV.

t
iii. L

least pocket-mouse, s.

Zool.: Cricetodipus parvus.

least spotted-woodpecker, s. [Lesser
Spotted-woodpecker. ]

least-stitchwort, «.

Bot. : Moznchia erecta.

least willow-wren, s.

Omith. : A popular name for Sylvia rxtfa.

(Yarrell.)

* least, conj. [Lest.]

*leas'-y, *leas-ie, a. [Prob. from A.S.
leds =? loose, false.] Deceptive, fallacious, un-
certain, vague, loose.

"He never leaveth, while the sense itself he left

loose and leasy."—Ascham ' Schoolmaster, bk. ii.

leat, s. [A.S. l&dan = to lead.] An artificial

watercourse ; a mill-race.

"To bring down a leat of fair water from the hill-

tops."

—

C. King&ley : Westward Ho! oh, xvi.

leath'-er, *leth-er, s. & a. [A.S. ledher;
cogn. with Dut. leder ; Ital. ledhr; Dan. lader ;

Sw. IMer ; Ger. leder; Wei. llethr.]

A. As substantive

:

1. The tanned or tawed skin or hide of an
animal. The varieties of tanned leather are
classed as hides, kips, and skins.

" By hire girdle hung a purse of letlier."

Chaucer: C. T., 3,300.

2. Dressed hides collectively.

^3. The skin: used in contempt or ironi-

cally.
*' Returning sound in limb and wind,
Except some leather lost behind." Swift.

B. As adj. : Made of leather ; leathern.
" Where is thy leather apron, and thy rule '!"

Shakesj'- • Julius Caaar, 1. l.

leather-awl, o.

1. A shoemaker's piercing-tool for stitching
or lasting. [Awl.]

2. A tool for lacing belts. It has a broad
point which fades away into two cutting edges
on a conical scoop-shaped blade, which makes a
clean, circular cut of the desired size ; an eye-
point to carry the lacing through.

leather-back, s.

Zool. : Sphargis coriacea, a species of turtle
included in the genus Sphargis, on account of
the roaring noise it sometimes makes. The
carapace is covered witli a dense coriaceous
skin. They grow to a great size. Habitat,
the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, and the
temperate zones of all great oceans. Indi-

viduals have been found from six to eight feet
in length.

Leather-bade turtles .*

Zool. : The genus Sphargis.

leather-board, s.

Leather: A composition of leather scraps
and paper material ground together and rolled
out into sheets.

leather-buffing machine, s. A ma-
chine in which the surface of leather is reduced
to a smooth but not polished surface, the face
being left with a slight nap, velvctty, like

"buff leather.

leather-carp, s.

Ichthy. ; (See extract).

"Like other domesticated animals the carp Is sub-
ject to variation. Some individuals . . . have lost

every trace of scales, and are called leather-carps."—
Giinther; Study of Fishes, p. 591.

leather-cloth, ».

Fabric: A fabric covered with a waterproof
composition, usually having a polished sur-

face. It generally consists of a paint or a
varnish, sometimes the former with a covering
coatofthe latter. The changes inmenstruum.s,
resins, pigments, and coarse and cheap mate-
rials, which are added for quantity, are so
various that room cannot be afforded lor

stating them at length.

leather-coat, s. An apple or potato with
a tough coat or skin.

" There is a dinh of leathercoats for you."—Shakesp. '>

v 2 Henry IV., \. S.

leather-corrugating machine, s. A
machine in which leather is crimped, corru-

gated, or fluted for certain purposes in manu-
factures. It is usually done by passing leather

between a fluted and a "plain roller, and drying
while the indentations are preserved ; or it

may be dune by passing the leather, while
damp, between plates or dies of the requisite

form.

leather - creasing machine, s, A
machine for ornamenting the edges of leather

straps by passing between rollers indented
with the required patterns in intaglio and
cameo.

leather-cutting machine, s. A ma-
chine for cutting leather into shapes for shoe-

stock or other purposes; sole-leather into

soles and lifts, for instance.

leather-dicing, 5. [Leather-dressing.]

leather-dresser, s. One whose occu-

pation is to diess leather or hides.

leather-dressing, s. The act or opera-

tion of finishing tanned or curried leather to

improve its texture and surface.

leather-flower, s.

But.: (1) Clematis Viorna; (2) Byrsanthes.

leather-gouge, s.

Saddlery: A tool used to cut channels in
leather for receiving the thread of a line of
stitches.

leather-grinder, s. A machine for re-

ducing scraps of leather to shreds, in order
that the material may be made into washers,
iu-soles, and heels for shoes.

leather-head, s. [Friar-bird.]

leather-jack, s. A jug or bottle made
of leather; a black-jack (q.v.).

leather-jacket, s.

Bot.: Eucalyptus resinifera. (The Australian
name.)

leather-leaf, 5.

Bot. : Cassandra calyculata.

leather-mouthed, a. Having a mouth
like leather ; smooth and without teeth.

" By a leather-mouthed fish, I mean such as have
their teeth in their throat, as, the chub or cheven."

—

Walton: Angler.

leather - pebbling machine, s, A
machine in which a fancy surface is given to
dressed leather, resembling morocco, levant,

hog-skin, or other fancy style. The leather is

passed upon a bed beneath a roller having the
desired pattern. The pattern is given by soft

metal, which lias beeu cast upon an original

surface of the required character, or the pat-

tern of the roller is obtained by taking an
electrotype copy of some selected piece of

leather and transferring to the roller.

leather-plant, s.

Bot, : The New Zealand name for Celmisia.

leather - punch, s. A hand-tool for

making holes in leather for the insertion of

eyelets or lacing.

leather-rolling machine, s. A ma-
chine to compress and harden leather, instead

of hammering it.

leather -seller, s. One who deals in
leather.

leather-stufler, 5. A machine or a re-

volving chamber in which hides are made
supple and stuffed with dubbing to make them
soft and pliable. It is the equivalent of the
breaking-machine, which is used to break
dried hides before tanning.

leather-winged, a. Having membra-
nous wings, somewhat resembling leather, as
a bat.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, 03 = e ; ey = a. qu = kw. .
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leather-wood, s.

Botany

:

1. [DlBCA.]

2, Ceratopetalmn, a genus of Australian
Cunouiaceee.

leather-yellow, «. & s. Whitish-yellow.

leather, v.t. [Leather, s.]

1. To furnish or supply with leather.

2. To thrash, as with a thong of leather.
(Vulgar.)

" I would so swinge and leather my lambkin."

—

Foote : Mayor of Uarratt,

leath er-ette, s. [Eng. leather; dimin. suff.

-et'te.] A kind of imitation leather used in
bookbinding.

leath'-ern, * leth-er-en, a. [Eng. leather;
suit*, -en.] Made of or consisting of leather;
covered with leather.

" They stood with wondering eyes to behold him
Take iii his leathern lap the hoof of the horse a8 a,

plaything." Longfellow: Evangeline, i. 1.

_iath'-er-jr, u. [Eng. leather; ~y.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Pertaining to or resembling
leather ; like leather ; tough.

2. Hot. : Having the consistence of leather.
The same as Coriaceous.

leathery-turtle, *.

Zool. .- Sphargis corlacea. [Leather-back.]

leave, ,! leve, s. [A.S. leaf = permission,
closely connected with leaf = acceptable,
pleasing [Ltef] ; cogn. with But. Zo/= per-
mission, in oor-lof, ver-lof; Icel. leyfi = leave

;

&?//«= to permit; lofan = permission ; Dan.
•lav = praise, leave ; Kw. lof= praise, leave

;

Ger. nr-laub = leave, furlough ; ver-laub —
leave, Tjermission.]

1. Liberty or permission granted; allow-
ance, license.

" He hath wrung from me my slow leave."
Shakes}*. : Hamlet, i. 2.

fL The act of leaving or departing ; a formal
parting from friends ; a farewell, an adieu.
{.Generally in the phrase, To take leave.)

" One carried a letter commanding Manchester to
quit France without taking leave."—Jfaeaulay: JJist.
Eng., ch. xxv.

leave-taking, s. The act of taking leave
<&f or bidding farewell to friends.
" Why in that rawness left you wife and child . . .

"Without leave-taking t " Shakesjj. : Macbeth, iv. 3.

leave (1), * leve, * leeve (pa. t. * laftc. * lefte,

left ; pa. par. * laft, left), v.t. & i. [A.S. la>fan
= to leave a heritage ; from ldf= a heritage, a
remainder ; from lifian = to be remaining, to
live (q.v.) ; Icel. leifa = to leave ; leif— a
heritage

; M.H. Ger. leiben = to leave ; from
JVLH. Ger. lelbe : O.H.Ger. letpa = that which
remains ; Ger. bleiben = to remain, to be left.]

A. Transitive:

1. To give by will ; to bequeath ; to give as
.a legacy.

" Peace I leve with you, my pees I geue unto vou "—
Johnxlv. (1551.)

2. To forsake, to desert, to abandon, to
.give up, to relinquish, to renounce.

3. To withdraw from ; to quit ; to come or
go away from.

"Of all the carrion-feeders it is generally the last
which leaves the skeleton of a dead nuimnV—Larwirt '

[ Voyage round the World (1870), p. 57.

4. To cease or desist from ; to forbear.
" Let us return, lest my father leave caring for the

.asses, and take thought for us."—1 Samuel ix. 5.

J). To suffer to remain in the same state.
" It prefers itself, and leaves unquestioned

|
Matters of needful value"

Sltakesp. : Measurefor Measure, i. 1.

6. Not to touch, take, or remove ; to spare
;

to suffer to remain.
"They encamped against them, and destroyed the

increase of the earth, a.ud left no sustenance for Israel."
—Judges vi. 4.

7. To reject ; not to choose ; to pass over
or by.

'8. To come away from and suffer to lie.

I
" Leaving their noblest in their gore."

I Scott : Lord of the Isles, vi. 29.

9. To have remaining at death.
"There be of them that have left a name hehind

•them."—Ecdrn. xliv. 8.

10. To commit or intrust as a charge or
deposit

: as, To leave a house in charge of a
^servant.

11. To refer for decision : as, To leave a
question to an arbitrator.

12. To permit or allow to the discretion of.

" Circumstances which the historian discreetly leaves
to the imagination of his readers."—Eustace: Italy,
vol. i., ch. vii.

B. Intransitive:

* 1, To b'e left, to remain.
" Segbert of Estsex at home lifte stille."

Robert de Hrunne, p. 3.

2. To cease, to desist, to give over.
" Let ua not leave till all our own be won."

Sluikesp. ." 1 Henry IV., v. 5.

3. To depart, to go away, to take leave : as,

He left at nine o'clock.

IT 1. To have off:

(1) Transitive

:

(a) To cease or desist from : as, To leave off
work.

(b) To cease to wear : as, To leave off a dress.

(c) To renounce or give up familiarity with.

(2) Intrans. : To cease, to desist.

2. To leave alone : To let alone ; not to dis-
pute or interfere with.

"The fools are mad if left alone."
Shakesp.: Two Gentlemen of Verona, iii. 1.

3. To have out : To omit ; not to insert or
include.

" Each hath his place ; I am left out."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., L I.

* leave (2), v.t. [Fr. lever - to raise.] To
raise, to levy.

" An army strong she leav'd.
To war on those which him had of his realm

bereaved." Spenser : F. Q., II. x. 31.

t leave (3), v.L [Leaf.] To send out or pro-
duce leaves or foliage.

leaved, «. [Eng. leaf (pi. leaves); -eel]

1. Covered or furnished with leaves or
foliage.

2. Made with leaves or folds.
" I will loose the loins of kings, to open before him

the two leaved gates."—Isaiah xlv. l.

* leave -less (1), a. [Eng. leave, s. ; -less.]

Without leave or permission.
" Within an yle me thought I was.
Where wall, and yate was all of glasse,
And so was closed round about,
That leaulesse none come in nc out."

Chaueer: Dretne.

leave -less (2), a. [Eng. leaf (pi. leaves);
less.] Without leaves or foliage ; leafless.

leav'-en, * lev-ain, *lev-ein, s. [Fr.
levain, from Lat. levamen = that which raises :

levo = to raise.]

1. Lit. : A substance used or intended to
produce fermentation, as in dough ; specifi-
cally, a portion of sour dough, which, being
mixed with a larger quantity of other dough,
causes fermentation, and makes it lighter;
yeast, barm.

" For ye shall burn no leaven nor any honey in any
offering of the Lord made by fire,"—Leviticus ii. 11.

2. Fig. : Any mixture which causes or tends
to cause a general change in the mass. It
generally means something which depraves
or corrupts that with which it is mixed.

" Take heed and beware of the leaven of the Phari-
sees and of the Sadducees."—Matthew xvL 6.

leaV-en, v.t. [Leaven, s.]

1. Lit, : To cause or produce fermentation
in ; to raise and make light, as dough.

" A ly tell leuen doth leuen the whole lompe of dow "

—Gatathians v. (1551.)

* 2. Fig. : To taint, to corrupt, to deprave,
to imbue.

" That cruel something unpossest,
Corrodes and leavens all the rest."

Prior: The Ladle.

leav'-ened, a. [Eng. leaven; -ed.]

1. Lit. : Fermented.
"Whosoever eateth leavened bread from the first

day until the seventh day, that soul shaU he cut off
from Israel."—Exodus xii. 15.

* 2. Fig. : Ripened, matured.
" We have with a leavened and prepared choice
Proceeded to you."

SJiakesp. : Measure for Measure, i. 1.

leav'-en-ing, ^r. par., a., & s. [Leaven, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of fermenting with leaven.

2. Tliat which leavens or makes light.

* leaven- oils, * lev-en-ous, a. [Eng.
leaven; -mis.] Containing leaven ; tainted.

*" Whose unsincere and levenous doctrine corrupting
the people, hrst taught them looseness and bondage
—Milton : Answer to Eikon Basilike.

t leav'-er, s. [Eng. leave (1), v. ; -er.] One
who leaves, forsakes, or relinquishes.

" But let the world rank me in register
A master-leaver and a fugitive.'

Shakesp. . Antony & Cleopatra, iv. 3.

leaves, s. pi [Leaf, s.}

* leav'-l-ness, s. [Eng. leavy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being leavy or leafy.

leav'-ing", pr. par., a., & s. [Leave (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of forsaking, relinquishing, quit-
ting, or giving up.

2. (PL): That which is left; residue, rem-
nant.

" At length I'll loath each prostituted grace.
Nor court the leavings of a cloyed embrace."

Valden: Force of Jealousy.

3. (PL) : Refuse, offal.

" [Hel sits in safety on the green bank side,
And lives upon the leavings of the tide."

Langhorn : Epistle to Mr. .*

leaving-book, s. A book presented to a
boy by his schoolfellows on his leaving, in

accordance with a custom in vogue in many
English public schools.

leavillg-Shop, s. An unlicensed pawn-
shop. (Slang.)

"Proprietress of one of those iniquitous establish-
ments termed leaving-shops."—Morning Chronicle,
Lee. 21, 1857.

* leav'-y, a. [Eng. ten/ (pi. leaves); -y.] Full
of or covered with leaves or foliage.
" Now near enough : your leavy screens throw down.**

Sliakesp. : Macbeth, v. 6.

* leb-arde, s. [Leopard.]

leb-e-di-er-6p'-sis, s. [Gr. \e'/% (lebes) =
a kettle or cauldron, an urn ; SujpTj? (d.ieres)=
double, and oi//ls (opsis) = look, appearance.]

Hot. : A genus of Euphorbiacete. The wood
of Lcbedicropsis orbicularis, a tree found in the
forests of India, is useful for turning.

leb-i-i'-nse, \s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lebi(a); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. sutf. -iw.n.]

Entom. : A sub-family of Carabidae. The
species are very numerous in tropical America.
Several also are British.

le-ca'-ni-um, s. [Gr. Ae/cdnj (lekane) = a dish.]

Entom. : A genus of homopterous insects,
tribe Coccina. Lecanium Ilicis, found in the
south of Europe nn Quercus Ilex, was used by
the ancients as a dye. L. hesperidum is para-
sitic on the orange.

* le-can'-d-m&n-$$r, s. [Gr. X«a^ (lekanl)
= a bowl, and ^.avr^ia. (manteia) = prophecy,
divination.] A mode of divination by throw-
ing three pieces of stone into a bowl or basin,
and invoking the aid of a demon.

lec-a-nor'-a, s. [From Gr. XeKdvn (lekane) =
a dish, pot, or pan, from the fomi of the
shields.]

1. Hot. : A genus of gymnocarpous lichens,
family Pannelidse, or of the tribe Lecidinea?.
It is akin to Lecidea, except thatthe epithecium
has a thickish border formed of the crust and
of the same colour with it. Many species are
British. Lecanora perella, L. tartarea (Cud-
bear), L. hcematomma, and L. atra are used for
dyeing. L. esculenta and L. affinis are found
in Armenia, Algeria, &c, and are blown about
by the wind. The natives eat them in times
of scarcity, and believe them to have been the
manna of the Israelites.

2. Chem. : The ethereal extract of Lecanora
atra, collected in the neighbourhood of Paler-
mo, Sicily. It is a mixture of two acids, which
can be easily separated by means of chloro-
funn ; one (atranoric acid) is colourless, and
very slightly soluble in chloroform ; the other,
which closely resembles usnic acid, is yellow,
and very soluble in chloroform.

lec-a-ntir'-ic, a. [Eng., &c. lecanor(a); -ic.]

Derived from or in any way connected with
the genus Lecanora (q.v.).

lecanoric-acid, s.

Chem.: C16H14 7H20. An ethereal anhy-
dride of orsellinic acid, discovered by Schunck
in 1842, in several of the lichens belonging to
the genera Lecanora, Rocella, and Variolaria
from which it can be extracted by ether, it
crystallizes in colourless stellate needles
slightly soluble in water and cold alcohol
moderately soluble in boiling alcohol but

boil, bo^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus,
cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shiw

chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
;
-tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. i Del. del.
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very soluble in ether, in acetic acid, and in

ammonia. It melts at 153° to a colourless
liquid, which soon decomposes with evolution
of carbon dioxide. On boiling with water it

splits into two molecules of orsellinic acid.

The lecanorates are very unstable, decom-
posing, especially when heated, into orsellinic

acid and orcin.

lec-a-nor-in, s. [Eng., &c. lecanor(a); stiff.

-in'.] [Leoanoric-acid.]

*lecn, v.t. [Fr. lecher.} To lick.

* le£he (1), s. [Leech, a.]

le-9he' (2), s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Onotragus leche, from South Africa.
It is a water antelope, frequenting damp,
marshy places, and taking to impassable
swamps. It goes in considerable herds, and
may be known by the peculiar way in which
it allows its horns to recline, almost touching
the withers.

* leche, v.t. [Leech, v.]

* leche-craft, 6. [Leechceaft.]

lech'-er, * lech our, * lech-ur, s. [Fr.

lecheor, lescheur, lecheur = one who licks up,
from lecher - to lick (q.v.).] One addicted to
lewdness ; one inordinately given to the in-
dulgence of his animal passions.

" Was this a lover, or a lecher whether ?

I- Bad in the beat, though excellent in neither."
Shakesp. : Passionate Pilgrim, 7,

* lech'-er, v.i. [Lecher, s.] To practise or
give one's self up to lewdness.

"The small gilded fly doth lecher in my sight"—
Shakesp. .- Lear, iv. 6.

lech'-er-oiis, * lech-er-ouse, * lich-er-
OUS, a. [Eng. lecher; -ous.]

1. Addicted to lechery or lewdness ; lewd.
" Remorseless, treacherous, lecherous, kindlesa vil-

lain !" Shakesp. : Hamlet, ii. 2.

2. Exciting or provoking to lewdness or
lust.

" Lo Loth in hua Iyve thoi'owe lecherouse drinke
wickedlich nroghle." Piers Plowman, ii. 25.

lech'-er-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. lecherous; -ty.]

In a lecherous, lewd, or lustful manner
;
pro-

fligately.

" The youngere aone went forth in pilgrimage into a
fer countree and there hewastid hisgoodis; inlyvinge
lecheroutly."—Wyclijfe : Luke xv.

*Iech'-er-ous-ness, s. [Eng. lecherous;
-ness.] The quality or state of being lecherous

;

lechery, lewdness.
".They were . , . dryuen into y8 profounde and depe

eleepe of ygnoraunce, of ydylness, of techerousnesse,
and of pryde."—Isaiah vi. (155l(. (Notes.)

lech'-er-y, * lec-cher-ie, * lecher ie, $.

[Eng. lecher ; -y.]

1. Lewdness, lust.

* 2. Pleasure, delight.

* lech'-our, ». [Lecher, s.]

le-cid'-e-a, s. [Gr. Ae'/ras (lekos) = a dish, a.

plate, a pot, a pan, and eTSos (eidos) = form.]

Bot. ; The typical genus of the Lecidinei.
The apothecia have a border coloured like the
disc. It is very extensive, and is found in a
great variety of situations, and at every season
of the year. Lecidea geographica is sometimes
sulphur - yellow and sometimes yellowish-
green. If a yellow specimen be suspended
over a solution of carbonate of ammonia, it

becomes covered with carmine-red globules,
gradually loses its usnic acid, and then be-
comes grayish-white.

lec-i-de'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lecide(i)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : According to Lindley, a family of
lichens, tribe Hymenothalamese. Now made
a tribe, Lecidinei (q.v.).

lec-i-din'-e-I, lec-i-din'-e-£e, s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. lecid(ea); Lat. niasc. pi. adj. suff. -inci,

or fern, -inece.]

Bot. : A tribe of gymnocarpous, or open-
fruited lichens, having free, circular, ulti-

mately convex shields with open discs, and
placed in a special excipulum. Five genera
are British.

le'-ci-thxn, s. [Gr. XeViflos (lekithos) — the
yolk of an egg ; suff. -in (Chem.).']

Chem. : This name is applied to several

phosphoretted fatty bodies, of very similar
chemical and physical properties, derived
from brain substance, nerves, blood, gall, the
yolk of eggs, &c, and also from some vege-
table substances (maize, &c), and which ap-
pear as constant constituents of the cell

substance of organized bodies. It is a viscous
body, insoluble in water, slightly soluble in

cold alcohol, but very soluble in boiling alco-

hol and in ether. From its saturated solution
in alcohol, it crystallizes in radially-grouped
needles, which dry up in vacuo to a white
powder. It may also be crystallized from
glacial acetic acid. Every lecithin is a fat

containing only two fatty acid radicals, the
third hydroxy 1 group being replaced by ethy-
len-trimethyl amnionic hydrate (neurine) in

combination with phosphoric acid.

le-cont'-ite, s. [Named after Dr. J. L. Le
Conte ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min, : An orthorhombic mineral, occurring
in prismatic crystals in a black mass consist-
ing of the excrement of bats, in the cave of
Las Piedras, Comayagua, Central America.
Lustre vitreous ; colourless, and transparent

;

taste, saline and bitter. Compos. : ahydrated
sulphate of ammonia, soda, and potash.

lee -tern, let-tern, * lec'-turn, * lec-
torne, * lectrone, * lectrun, * lete-
rone, s. [Low Lat. lectrinum = a reading-
desk, a pulpit, from lectritm = 3. pulpit; Gr.
hdnrpov (lebtron) = a couch, a rest for a book

;

Fr. httrin.] A choir-desk from which the
antiphons and lessons were read. Also the
stand from which the gospel was sung. They
were sometimes constructed of wood, but
frequently of brass, in the form of an eagle
with outspread wings. At the time of the
Reformation lecterns went out of use, but of
late years they have become more common.
In Scotland the term is applied to the pre-
centor's desk in front of the pulpit.

"William Rufus was buryed at Winchester in the
Cathedral Church, or Monastery of Saynt Swithen,
under a playne flatte marble stone, before the lectorne
in the queere."—Stowe : William Jtufus (an. 1099).

lec-ti'-ca, s. [Lat.]

Rom. Antiq. : A kind of litter or palanquin,
borne by horses or slaves, and used for trans-
porting females, sick persons, and ultimately
the luxurious rich, from place to place. They
were provided with cushions, canopies, and.
curtains.

* lec'-tion, s. [Lat. Uctionem, accus. of lectio

= a reading, from lectus, pa. par. of lego = to
gather, to read.]

I. Ordinary Language-

:

1. The act of reading.

2. A difference or variety in copies of a book
or manuscript ; a various reading.

II. Ch. Hist. : A term applied in the Early
Church to portions of Scripture read in the
public services, but now almost entirely con-
fined to the passages from the inspired writ-
ings, the Acts of the Martyrs or Lives of the
Saints, and homilies by Fathers and Doctors
of the Church, which are read in the Roman
office of matins (q.v.).

lec'-tion-ar-y, s. [Eng. lection; -ary.]

Church Hist., Kccles., £c. : A book containing
passages of Holy Scripture to be read in the
public service of the Church.

1. Roman : The oldest known Latin lec-
tionary is that commonly attributed to St.
Jerome, and known as the Comes, distinguished
as major, if it contained the Gospels and
Epistles for the year ; as minor if only the
beginnings and endings. It is undoubtedly
of early date, but the question of authorship
cannot be decided. The lectionary found by
Dom Mabillon in the convent of Luxueil is

interesting as showing that, according to an-
cient, Gallican use, three lessons were read at
mass.

2. Anglican: In the article, "Concerning
the Service of the Church," in the Prayer
Book, general rules are laid down as to the
reading of Scripture in Divine Service

; the
system of Daily aud Proper Lessons was esta-
blished in 1559 ; the tables were drawn up in
1599, and in 1661 the lectionary was settled
in the form it kept for two centuries. A Royal
Commission was appointed in 1867 to consider
the rubrics and directions for conducting
public worship. This Commission drew up a
New Table of Lessons ; its use was at first

optional, but has been obligatory since Jan.
1, 1879.

* lec-ti-steV-ni-um, s. [Lat., from lectus

= a couch, and sterno=to strew, to spread out.]

Class. Myth. : A sacrifice of the nature of a
feast offered to the gods, an evident survival
of the idea common in early stages of religious
development that divinities actually partook
of the offerings presented to them. (See the
apocryphal story of Bel and the Dragon.) On
occasions of extraordinary solemnity, or in
times of public calamity, the Greeks and
Romans placed tables with food before images
of the gods reclining on couches. According
to Livy (v. 13), the first Roman lectisterniuin
took place a.u.c. 354, when a terrible plague
affected the cattle. These sacrificial feasts
were of two kinds—ordinary, occuring almost
daily (Liv. xlii. 30) ; and extraordinary, occur-
ring at intervals, and lasting from three to
eight days, or even for a longer period (Liv
xii. 10).

* lec'-tor, 8. [Lat.]

Ch. Hist. : The second of the Minor Orders
(q.v.) among the Latins, and the first among
the Greeks. The office—that of reading the
church lessons—is of great antiquity, mention
being made of it by Eusebius (Hist. Eccles., vi.

43); and the form of ordination now in use is

nearly the same as that employed at the close
of the fourth century. Lectors exist in the
Greek Church and among the Copts, Syrians,
Jacobites, and Nestorians. The Anglican
communion recognizes lay lectors, who are
set apart for their duty by a special form.

* lec'-torne, «. [Lectern.]

lec'-ture, s. [Fr., from Lat. lectura, fern, of
tectums, fut. par. of lego = to gather, to read.}

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The act of reading.

"In the lecture of holy acripture, their apprehen-
sions are commonly confined unto the literal sense of
the text-"—Browne .'..Vulgar Errours.

2. A formal discourse, whether written or
not, delivered upon any subject, especially one
intended for instruction.

"These lectures must he read onely in the Tearm
tymes; to every lecturer, or reader, is provided aud
allowed by this founder, fiftie pounds of annual] fee
or stipend, and a fayre lodging within this his pallace
like house."—Stow: Of the Universities in England,
ch. xxx.

3. A reproof ; a reprimand from a superior
or one in authority.

II. Technically

:

1. Univ. : The reading or study of "work
with a professor or tutor.

2. Law : 5 & 6 Wil. IV., c. 65, passed in

1835, prohibits the publication of lectures,
except with the consent of the lecturer.

lecture-room, s. The room or hall in a
college where lectures are delivered ; a class-

room.
"I fear, dear Putter, that your lecture-room
Must wait awbile for its best ornament."

Browning : Paracelsus, iv.

lec'-ture, v.i, & t. [Lecture, s.]

A. Intransitive

:

1, To deliver a lecture or lectures.

2. To give instruction by means of lectures :

as, A professor lectures on a certain subject.

B. Transitive

:

1. To instruct by lectures ; to deliver lec-

tures to.

" To be conscious, while he is lecturing hia students,
that he is either speaking or reading nonsense. ' —
Smith : Wealth of Nations, bk. v. , ch. i.

2. To reprimand
; to reprove as a superior.

"By this privileged body the great mass of the popu-
lation is lectured every week from the chair of author-
ity."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

3. To induce or influence into doing any-
thing by a lecture.

lec'-tu-rer, s. [Eng. lectur(e); -gr.]

1. One who delivers lectures or formal dis-
courses on any subject ; especially one who
instructs by means of lectures.

2, In London and other cities, a priest
appointed as assistant to the rector of a
church, whose duty mainly consists in the
delivery of lectures. A lecturer is mainly
chosen by the vestry or chief inhabitants, is
usually the afternoon preacher, and must be
licensed as other ministers. A lectureship
cannot be grafted by compulsion on a church.
No person can be a lecturer without the rec-
tor's consent, unless it be by custom. (Blunt.)

" For lecturers sell sermons, as the lay
Doe sheep and oxen." Corbet : Iter Bdfeale.

fate, f&t, f^re, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who\ son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, 03 = e ; ey= a. qu = kw.
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lee ture ship, s. [Eng. lecture ; ^ship.] The
post or office of a lecturer.

"To have a lectureship in English literature i

~'-"raiti"
"

* lec'-tur-ess, s. [Eng. lectur(e) ; -ess.] A
female lecturer ; a woman who delivers lec-
tures.

" ' But,' continued the animated lectures* ,

' you must
understand me.' "-T. Uook : Man of Many Friends.

* lec'-tur-ize, v.i. [Eng. lectur(e); -izc] To
deliver lectures, to preach.

"We must preserve mechanics now
To ledarize and pray."
Brome : tiaints Encouragement. (1643.)-

lec-tura, [Lectern.]

le-C3fth-i-da'-ce-ee, a. pi. [Mod. Lat. lecy-

this, genit. lecyihidfis) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. sufT.

-acece. ]

Bot. : Lecyths. An order of epigynous
exogens, alliance Myrtales. It consists ol

larg« trees, with alternate entire or toothed
undntted leaves, and minute deciduous
stipules. The flowers are large, showy, ter-

minal, solitary, or racemose; calyx superior

;

two to six-leaved ; corolla of six petals, some-
times cohering at the base ; stamens indefinite
epigynous, part formed into a unilateral mass

;

often without anthers ; ovary inferior, from
two to six-celled ; fruit a woody capsule

;

seeds several. They are natives of Guiana and
other hot parts of South America. Genera
seven ; known species thirty-eight.

le'-cy-this, s. [Gr. AiJkvAo? (Wcuthos) — an
oil-flask.)

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Lecy-
thidacese (q.v.). Calyx six-lobed

;
petals six,

with sterile stamens attached to a hood-like
body. Thirty or forty species are known,
mostly giant trees from Brazil, Venezuela, and
Guiana. The great woody pericarps of the
several species are used as drinking vessels.

The seeds are large and eatable, but leave an
unpleasant taste in the mouth. Lecythis
ollaris, the Sapucaya, is the largest tree in
the Brazilian forests. The bark is out by the
Indians into pieces, and used as wrapping
for their cigars. A milky emulsion, prepared
from the seeds of L. grandifiora, another
Brazilian species, is prescribed for catarrhs.

le'-C^ths, s- Vl- [Lecythis.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Leeythidaceaj (q.v.).

led., pret. & pa. par. of v. & a. [Lead (2), v.].

A. -4s pret. & pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Guided, conducted, drawn.

2. A term applied to a farm, estate, &c,
not occupied by the owner or tenant, also to a
district ruled by deputy.

* led- captain, s. One who follows
another as though led by a string : an obse-
quious attendant, a toady.

led-horse, s. A sumpter-horse ; a spare
horse led by a servant or attendant for use in
case of emergency.

Le -da, *. [Gr.]

1. Class. Autiq. : The daughter of Thestius,
King of TEtolia, and wife of Tyndarus, King
of Sparta. By Jupiter she became the mother
of Pollux and Castor, Helen and Clytemnestra.

2. Astron. : [Asteroid, 38].

3. Zool. : A genus of molluscs, family Arcada?.
Eighty recent species are known, the genus
being widely diffused, and 190 fossil species.

* ledde, pret. & pa. par. of v. [Lead, v.]

* led den, * led en, s. [A.S. leden, lyden
= language ; a corrupt, of Latin.] Language,
talk, dialect.

"She understood wel every thing
That any foule may in his leden Bain."

Chaucer: C. T„ 1Q.74D.

led -die, s. [Lady.] (Scotch.)

* lede, v.t. [Lead.]

led-e-bdu'-ri-a, s. [Named after M. Lede-
bour, a botanical author.]

Bot. : A genus of Liliaeero, tribe Scillese.

The bulbs of Ledebonria hyacinthoitles are
used in the East Indies as a substitute for
squills.

* led en, s. [Ledden.]

led'-er-er-ite, s. [Named after Baron Le-
derer, by Jackson ; suft'. -lie. (Min.)\

Min. : An impure gmelinite (q.v.), with
some free silica.

led'-er-ite, s. [Named after Baron Lederer,
by Shepard.]

Min. : A variety of sphene (q.v.), found in

very large brown* crystals in northern New
York and in Canada. Cleavage, distinct

led^e, -s. [A word of Scandinavian origin ; cf.

Sw. lagg — fhe rim of a cask; Icel. logg

;

Norweg. logg (pi. hgger) = the lowest part of
a vessel ; from liggja ; Dan. ligge ; A.S. licgan
= to lie.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A shelf on which articles can he placed.

"The borders were between the ledges."—1 Kings

2. A row, a layer, a stratum.
" The lowest ledge or row should be merely of Btone.

closely laid, without mortar."— Wotton : Arclrit., p. 18

3. Any prominence or rising part ; a ridge
rising above the rest : especially a ridge or
prominence of rocks rising above the sea.

" Fruin Bermuda's reefa ; from edges
Of sunken ledges." Longfellow: Seaweed.

4. A rim, an edge.
" I set this vase upon the ledge of the tray, and it was

nearly falling."—MUs Edgeworth : Moral Tales, i. 244.

5. A bar for fastening a gate.

II. Technically

:

1. Arch. : A small moulding, as the Boric
drop-ledge.

2. Joinery: A piece against which some-
thing rests ; as the batten on the back of a
door, the fillet against which a door closes, &c.

3. Mining: A stratum of inetal-bearingrock.

4. Print. : A piece of furniture ; a stick
used in wedging up.

5. Shipbuild. ; A thwart-ship piece in the
deck-framing, [Shelf-piece.] A support for
the decks, parallel to and intermediate be-
tween the beams. [Head-ledge.]

* ledge, v.t. [An abbrev. of allege (q.v.).]

ledged, a. [Eng. ledg(e); -ed.] Furnished
with a ledge or ledges : as, a ledged door.

lodge -ment, ledg -ment, * ligge ment,
s. [Eng. ledge, s. ; -ment.]

Architecture

:

1. A string-course, or horizontal suite of
mouldings, such as the base-mouldings of a
building.

2. The development of the surface of any
solid on a plane, so that its dimensions may
be readily obtained.

ledgement table, s.

Arch. : The same as Ledgement' (1).

lgdg'-er, ^lef-er, *leidg-er, *leig-er,
s. & a. [Dut. hgger = one that lies down, a
nether mill-stone, from 0. Dut. leggen =to lie.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

I. In the same sense as II. 1.

* 2. An ambassador ; one who remains at a
foreign court. (Shdkesp. : Meas. for Meas. iii. 1.)

II. Technically

;

1. Comm. : One of the principal books kept
in a merchant's office, in which is entered an
accurate record of all money transactions,
arranged so as to show on one side all the
amounts to the debit of the account, and ou
the other all those to the credit.

" Here yon a muckworm of the town might see.
At his dull desk, amid his lepers stalled."

Thomson: Cattle of Indolence, i. 50.

2. Masonry ; A large, flat cap-stone, over a
tomb for instance.

3. Scaffolding: A horizontal pole, parallel
to the walls, lashed to the standards or verti-
cal poles, and supporting the putlogs on which
the boards of the bricklayers' scaffold rest.

4. Sport. : The same as Ledger-bait (q.v.).
* B. As adj. : Resting, lying, or remaining

on any place ; not moving about.
"A stage-player borrowed a rusty musket, which

had lien long leger in his shop."—Fuller : Worthies;
London.

ledger-bait, s. A bait fixed or made to
remain in one place. It is used in lishing for
barbel or bream.

" I call that a Tcdg&r-baM which is fixed, or made to
rest in one certain place."— Walton: Angler, pt. i.,

ch. viii.

ledger-blade, s. The stationary blade

with a rectilinear edge, placed as a tangent to

the spirally-blad«d cylinder, by which cloth

is shorn and the nap reduced to a length.

Another form of cloth-shearing machine has

a semicircular ledger-blade, and a large revolv-

ing wheel containing eight small cutting discs,

made to revolve by planetary pinions, and
acting as shears in connection with the edge
of the ledger-blade.

ledger-book, * leiger-book, * ligier-
book, s. The same as Ledger, II. 1.

" Many leiger-books of the monasteries [arej still

remaining. —//. Warton: On Burnet's Hist. Reform.,
p. 42.

ledger-line (1), s. The same as Ledger-
bait (q.v.).

ledg'-er, leg'-er, a. [Fr. leger = light.]

Light. (Only used in the compound.)

ledger-line (2), leger-line, s.

Music: One of a number of short lines

drawn above or below the ordinary stave at

the relative distances at which the Whole
lines would be placed. On and between these
lines, notes belonging to
passages beyond the ex- —
tent of the stave are placed. —
The use of leger lines is

comparatively modern in — —
musical notation, for it was
anciently supposed that the
stave, with a certain clef prefixed, was suffi-

cient for the compass of the voice or instru-

ment using such clef. When the compass
was extended, the clef was shifted so that
the music might be still expressed within the
limits of a stave. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

ledg'-ment, s. [Ledgement.]

* ledg'-y, i. [Eng. ledg(e), s. ; -y.] Abounding
in ledges.

le-di-tan'-nic, a. [Lat. ledum (genit. ledi),

and Eng. tannic.] (See the compound.)

leditannic acid, s.

Chem. : C28H30O15. A variety of tannic
acid found in the leaves of the marsh wild
rosemary (Ledum pahtstre). It is a reddish,
inodorous powder, soluble in water and in

alcohol. Its aqueous solution is coloured
dark green by ferric chloride.

le-dix-an'-thin, i, [Eng. ledi(tannic), and
xanthin(e).]

Chem. : C7Hg03. A reddish yellow powder,
produced by boiling a solution of leditannic
acid with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid. It

is soluble in alcohol and in the alkalis, and
from its solution in alcohol it is precipitated
as a reddish brown powder by an alcoholic-

solution of neutral acetate of lead.

le don, s. [Lat., from Gr. \ij80v (ledon).~\

[Ledum.] The gum of Cistus Ledon.

le'-dum, s. [Lat. : Gr. \ySov (ledon) = an
Oriental shrub, Cistus creticus, on the leaves-

of which ladanum was found.] [Ladanum.]

Bot. : Labrador-tea ; a genus of -Ericacege,

tribe Rhododendrese. Calyx four-toothed ;
petals five, spreading ; stamens four to ten ;.

capsule five-celled, five-valved ; seeds winged.
The leaves of Ledum lat [folium and L. palus-
tre infused in beer, produce headache, nausea,
and even delirium. They have been prescribed
in tertian ague, dysentery, and diarrhoea. Le-
dum is used in the tanning of Russian leather

ledum -camphor, ». [Ledum-oil.]

ledum-oil, s.

Chem. : An oil obtained by distilling the
leaves of the marsh wild rosemary (Ledum
palustre). It is a yellowish, viscid oil, lighter
than water, and possessing a pungent odour,
TVhen exposed to the air, it gradually solidifies-

to a crystalline mass, insoluble in water, hut
soluble in alcohol and ether. It appears to be'

a mixture of a volatile oil and a solidified oil
(Ledum-camphor). The analysis of Ledum-
camphor leads to the formula CoeH^O.

lee (1), s. &, a. [Icel. hie, hle-bordh =. the lee-
side ; cogii. with Dan. lai; Sw. Id; Dut. lij

•

A.S. him, hleovj = a covering, a shelter ; Prov.
Eng. levj = a shelter ; O. Sax. hleo = pro-
tection.]

A. -4s substantive

:

1. Naut. : The side or quarter of a ship
opposite to that from which the wind blows

;,

b6il, bo^; pout, jo>l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = f.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tien, -sion = shun; tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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the sheltered side ; the shelter afforded by an
object interposed and keeping oft' the wind.

" For now in front her trembling inmates neej
The hills of Greece emerging on the lee."

Falconer : Ohlpwreck, iii.

1 2. Hence, any sheltered side.
1 "He halted, desiring me to take shelter in his lee' —
| Tyndall: Frag, of Science, ch. vii., p. 234.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to that side or
-quarter towards which the wind blows : as,

The lee side of a ship.

If (1) To lay a skip by the lee .'

Naut. : To place a ship in such a position
that the wind will come right upon her broad-
side, nnd the sails will lie flat against the masts
and shrouds.

(2) Under the lee of:
'

Naut. : On that side which is opposite to
that against which the wind blows ; on the
sheltered side

; protected from the wind by.

lee-board, *.

Naut. : A board lowered on the lee-side of a
flat-bottomed vessel to act as a temporary
keel in avoiding lee-way, preventing the ves-
sel drifting to leeward." A centre-board is a
lee-board, raised and lowered in a water-tight
well amidships.

lee-fange, s.

Naut. : An iron across a deck or on the taff-
Stil, for the sheet of a fore-and-aft sail to slip

i>n in tacking.

lee-gauge, s.

Naut : A greater distance from the point
whence the wind blows than another vessel
has.

lee-lurch, s.

Naut. : A violent lurch or roll of a ship to
leeward in a high sea.

lee-shore, s.

Naut. ; The shore under the lee of a vessel

;

the shore towards which the wind blows.
" What made it more appalling was that we were on

a lee-shore."—Marryat : 1'eter Simple, en. xv.

lee-side, s.

Naut. : The lee of a vessel.

lee-tide, s.

Naut. : A tide which runs in the same direc-
tion as the wind blows.

lee-way, s. [Leeway.]

lee (2), s. [Ft. lie.] The sediment or coarser
] tarts of a liquid, which settle at the bottom

;

now only used in the plural. [Lees.]
" Religion can . . . throw down their pois^ious lee."

Young : Night Thoughts, vii. 475.

lee (3), s. [Life.] (Scotch.)

lee (4), », [Lea.]

* lee, v.i. [Lie.]

lee'-a, s. [Named after James Lee, founder of
the Hammersmith Nursery.]

Bot: The typical genus of the tribe Leere
(q.v.). It consists of shrubs growing in tropi-
cal Asia and Africa. L. aspera, a Western
Himalayan species, produces a black succulent
fruit, eaten by the natives.

le'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. le(ea); Lat. fern. pi.

adj. suff. -Gee.]

; Bot. : A tribe of Vitaceas (Vineworts). The
i

petals are united at the base, the stamens
monadelphous, the ovules solitary, no ten-

drils. (lAndley.) The stems of Leea robusta
are used in India for fences, stakes, and
temporary huts,

leech (1), * leche, s. [A.S. ld>ce = & physi-

cian ; Idcnian = to cure ; cogn. with Icel.

Iceknir = physician ; laikna = to cure ; Dan.
Icege = a physician ; Icege = to heal ; Sw. Icikare

= a physician ; laka = to heal ; Goth, leikeis,

lekeis = & physician; leikinon- = to heal; O.
H. Ger lahhi, lachi — a physician ; Idhhinon
= to heal ; M. H. Ger. Idclwnen = to use
remedies ; Idchen = a remedy ; Ir. & Gael.
leigh = a physician ; leigheas = a cure. Once
the general English appellation for a phy-
sician. After it became obsolete in England
it was still retained by the inhabitants within
the Irish pale. (Trench : English Past & Pre-
sent.,)j

* I. Orel. Lang. : A physician, a doctor ; a
professor of the art of healing.
" And solace sought he none from priest nor leech."

Byron: Lara, i. 15.

SUCKER AND JAW OF
LEECH.

iilg tl

late
,

iind triradiate jaws.
One of the jaws detached,
showing the semicircular
toothed margin.

II. Technically:

1. Zoology

:

(1) Sing; Any individual of the suctorial
order Hirudinca, of which the best known
examples are the horseleech (q.v.), and the
medicinal leech,
under which name
two species are com-
monly employed :

Hiriulo medicinalis,

chiefly imported 0-

from Germany, Bo-
hemia, and Russia

;

and the Hungarian
leech (H. officinalis).

Greenish - olive to
dark green, six yel-

low - reddish or yel-

low bands along the
back ; numerous
black spots on abdo-
men. The body is

composed of from 00 to 100 rings, and fur-
nished with a discal and caudal sucker. The
anterior sucker is small, the mouth furnished
with three semi-circular toothed jaws, meeting
in a point. Leeches grow very slowly, and
some years elapse before they arrive at matu-
rity. They are not fit for medicinal purposes
before the age of twelve or eighteen months.
They inhabit pools and marshy places ; and in
the south of France they are bred in large
marshes chiefly for the continental market.

(2) PL : The order Hirudin ea,

2. Surg* : Leeches are employed for the
local extraction of blood when cupping is not
advisable. Care should be taken that they
do not enter the mouth or any other cavity of
the body. To destroy a leech in the stomach,
injections of salt and water are used.

leech-gatherer, s. One who gathers
leeches for medical purposes.
" I'll think of the leech-gatherer on the lonely moor."

Wordsworth Jieoolution & Independence.

leech (2), leach, * leetch, s. [Icel. lik = a
leech-line ; Sw. lik; Dan. lig = a bolt-rope.]

Naut. : The side edge of a square sail. The
foremost edge (for the time being) is the luff or
weather-leech. In a fore-and-aft sail, the
after edge is the leech.

leech-line, s.

Naut. : A line attached to the leech-rope on
the edge of a sail, and passing up through a
block on the yard, to haul on the leech ; as
the bunt and leech-lines, the preventer leech-
line.

leech-rope, s.

Naut.: That part of a bolt-rope along the
vertical edge of a sail. The leeches are hauled
by leech-lines, which pass up through blocks
on the yards, and brail up the sail.

* leech (1), * leche, v.t. & i. [Leech (1), s.)

A. Transitive:

1. To treat with medicine ; to heal, to cure.

"And would be leehed wonder faine."
Jlobert of Gloucester, p. 380.

2. To bleed by the use of leeches.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To practise medicine.

2. To bleed with leeches.
' He served there on the medical stsff of the Foreign

Lesion, in which capacity he leeched and let blood,—
A thencBum, Sept i), 1882.

leech (2), v.t [Letch.]

leech-tub, s. [Letch-tub.]

leech'-craft, leche-craft, s. [Eng. leech
(l) and craft] The art of healing ; the science
of or skill in medicine.

"The leechcraft has never been very skilful at
Naples."—Lytton : Zanoni, bk. ik., ch. i.

lee-chee', [Litchi.]

leeds/-ite, s. [Named after the place were
found, Leeds, suff. -ite (Min.).'J

Min. . A mixture of gypsum and barytes.

*leef, ^ [Leaf.]

* leef, * leefe, a. [A.S. leof lief,] [Lief.]
Kind, fond, willing.

" Whilom e all these were low and Iccf,

And loved their flocks to feed."
Spenser: Pastorals.

leek, *leke, s. [A.S. ledc; cogn. with But.
look ; Icel. laukr ; Dan. log ; Sw. lok ; Ger.
lauch.]

Bot. & Hort. : Allium Porrum, a culinary

vegetable cultivated in Britain. The stem and
leaves are used in soups and stews. The
blanched stems are much used by the French
in their cookery. The Welsh wear it on
St. David's Day (March 1). The leek of

Scripture (Heb. Tan (chhd-tsir) is probably

correctly translated in Numb. xi. 5. Though
this is the only passage in the A. V. rendered
leek, yet ckhatsir occurs in nineteen other
passages.

"Seeing now that I am entred thus far into a dis-

course of onions, I shall not do amisse to treate of

levkes also."—P. Holland: Plinie, bk. xix., ch. v.

T The Sand-leek is Allium Seorodoprasum,
wild in Britain, but rare; the "Wild-leek is

A, Ampeloprasum, which is indigenous to the
west of Ireland, but only naturalised in

England. The Stone-leek is A. jistulosum.

% To eat the leek ; To retract statements
which one has made. (Shakes?).: Henry V.,

v. 1.)

leek-green, s. A green colour, resembling
that of the leek.

* leeke, «. [Like, a.]

lee -lane, lee'-fu-lane, adv. [Prob. from
lee = life, and lane = lone, alone.] All alone.

(Scotch.)

lee'-lang, a. [Eng. lee (3), and lang = long.]

Livelong. (Scotch.)

" The thresher's weary flingin-tree,
The leclang day had tired ine."

Burns : The Vision.

lee'-lite, s. [Named after J. F. Lee, of St.

John's College, Cambridge.]

Mln.. : A variety of compact orthoclase
(q.v.), of a deep flesh-red colour and waxy
lustre, found at Gryphyttau, Sweden.

leer, v.i. & /. [Leer, s.]

A. Intransitive

:

1, To look obliquely or slyly, or with a look
expressive of contempt, malice, or triumph

;

to throw sly or arch looks.
" I will make the king do you grace ; I will leer upon

him, as 'a comes by."—sfiakesp. : 2 Henry IV., v. o.

* 2. To sneak away.
" He leered away on the other side."—Banyan: Pil-

grim's Progress, pt. i.

* B. Transitive

:

1. To allure with sly or arch looks.
*' To gild a face with amiles ; and leer a man to ruin."

Dryden : Spanish Friar, i.

2. To turn slyly or archly : as, To leer one's

eye.

leer (1), * leare, * lere, s. & a. [A.S. hleor

= the cheek, the face, a ""ook ; cogn. with O.
Sax. hi ior = the cheek; O. Dut. Her; IceL
hlyr; Dut. loeren = to leer, to peep.]

A. As substantive :

* 1. The cheek, the face.

"The tears trilling down his leeres."—Uolinshed:
Ireland (an. 1547).

* 2. A face, a countenance ; looks.
" Here's a young lad framed of another leer."

Shakcsp. : Titus Andronicus, iv. 2.

3. An oblique, sly, or arch look ; a look ex-
pressive of a feeling of malice, amorousness,
or triumph.

" The conscious simper, and the jealous leer
Mix in liis look," Pope : J)unciad, ii. 6.

<* B. As adj. : Leering
;
glancing on all sides.

" He . . . keepes a leare eye still."—Sarle: Micro-
scog.. No. 78.

leer (2), s. [Prob. from lee = to lie.] The an-
nealing chamber or arch of a glass manufac-
tory. It is sometimes a simple oven, or it

may be a long chamber through which the
ware is pushed in trays, the period of passage
being sufficient for the annealing operation.

* leer (3), s. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. Icel. lerlca

= to lace.] A kind of braid or tape.

* leer (1), * leare, * leere, * lere, «.

[O. Low Ger. Idri ; O. H. Gei. Idrer.]

1. Empty.

2. Without a rider.

"An horse runnes leer away without the man.**
Harrington : Orlando Furioso, xvi. 64.

3. Loose, dissolute, uncontrolled.
" If the house

And your leer drunkards let me."
Ben Jonson : JVcw Inn, iv. 3.

4. Devoid of sense, empty, frivolous : as,
leer words.

* leer (2), o. [Larboard.] Left.
" His hat turned up o' the leer aide."—Ben Jonson •

Talc of a Tab, i. 2.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.
or, wore, wolf, work, who, s6a; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce= e; ey - a. qu = kw.
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leer iiig, pr. par., a., & s. [Leer, v.]

A. & B. As pr. 'par, & particip. oxlj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. . The act of looking with a
leer ; a leer.

leer'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. leering; -ly.] In a
leering manner ; with a leer.

leeV-Si-a, s. [Named after J. D. Leers, a

German botanist.]

Bot, : A genus of grasses, tribe Oryzese.

The flowers are on tjanicled, much-com-
pressed spikelets, with awnless glumes, and
one to six stamens. Ten species are known.
Leersia oryzoides, a grass with an effuse

panicle and three stamens, is wild in watery
places in Britain, but rare.

leer'-y, a. [Eng. leer (v.); -#•] Cunning,
sly. (Slang.)

lees (1), s. [Fr. lie = dregs ; Low Lat. lia, a

word of doubtful origin. The word is

properly a plural from lee (2), s., but is

frequently used as a singular noun.] The
dregs, sediment, or grosser parts uf any
liquor which settle to the bottom ; spec, the

\regs or sediment of wine.
" The wine of life ia drawn, and the mere leex

Ib left this vault to brug of."

iSftu/amp. : Macbeth, ii. 3.

*lees (2), s. [Fr. Uxisse, lesse.] A leash (q.v.)

* lees (3) s. [A. 8. leas = false.] [Leasing.]

A lie, a falsehood.

* leese (1), v.t. [Lease (2), v.]

* leese (2) v.t. [Lose.]

* leese (3), v.t. [Lat. Icesus, pa. par. of lozdo

= to hurt] To hurt.

"Take heed yon leese ifc not.
Man out of his Humour.

—Den Jonson : Every

lee' -some, «. [/,ee = lief; suff. •some.']

Pleasant, desirable, agreeable.

leesome lane, adv. Dear self alone.
" There sat the laird, his leesome-lane."—Scott: Red-

gauntlet, let. xi.

* leet (1), s. [A variant of lathe (1) (q.v.).]

1. A court-leet (q.v.).

"The other general business of the leet and tourn
was to present by jury all crimes whatsoever that
happened within their jurisdiction."— Ulackstone :

Comment., bk. iv., ch. 19,

2. The district under the jurisdiction of a
court-leet.

3. A day on which a court-leet is held.

"Who has a breast so pure.
But some uncleanly apprehensions
Keey leets and law-days t"

Shakesp. ; Othello, iii. 3.

leet-ale, a. A feast or merry-making at

a court-leet.

1 leet man, s. One who is subject to the
jurisdiction of a court-leet.

* leet, (2), s. [A.S. Met = a lot ; Icl. Uiti = a
share, a part].

1. A portion ; a lot.

2. A list of candidates for any office.

If Short-leet: A list of persons selected from
the leet or list of candidates for any office, in

order that their claims may be more carefully

or specially examined.

leet, (3), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A local name
for the whiting in the neighbourhood of Scar-

borough.

leew'-ard (leew as lu), adv. & s. [Eng
lee(l)'s; -ward. Allied to 0. Dut. lywaard;
Dut. lijwaarts].

A. As adj. : On or pertaining to the lee

side, or part towards which the wind blows.

"By change of wind to leeward side."
Swift ; On the Union.

B. As adv. : Toward the lee side, or that

part towards which the wind blows ; the

opposite to windward.

C. As subst. : The lee side, or that part

towards which the wind blows.
*' And many a viBlt he paid unto leeward.
And called out in pain for pale brandy and steward."

Cole : Arab Maiden.
' leeward-tide, s.

Naut. : A tide running in the same direction
as the wind blows ; a lee-tide.

leew'-ard-iy (leew as lu), u. [Eng. lee-

ward; -ty.]

Naut.: A term applied to ships, which,

when sailing close-hauled, make a great deal

of leeway ; the opposite to weatherly (q.v.).

lee-way, s. [Eng. lee and way.]

Naut. : The deviation or loss from her true

course which a ship makes by drifting to

leeward ; the lateral movement or drift of

a ship to leeward.

T To make up leeway: To overtake work
which has got behindhand; to make up for

lost time.

"There are plenty of difficulties in the road, and
there is a great deal of leeway to be made up."—Pall
Midi Gazette, Nov. 25, 1884.

leeze, phr. or adv. [A corrupt, of lief is (me)
= dear is (to me).] Pleasure comes to me ; I

am pleased. (Burns : Scotch Drink.)

* lefe, * leefe, a. & s. [A.S. led/.} [Lief.]

A. As adj. .- Dear, beloved, pleased, willing,

agreeable.
" !Ne never had ,1 thing so lefe, ne lever,

t

As him, God wot, he never shal no mo."
Chaucer, C, T,, 10,866.

B, As subst. : One who is beloved ; a friend,

a sweetheart.
" His leefe a rosen chapelet
Had made.

'

Romaunt of the Rose.

left, * lift, * luft, * lyft, a. & s. [Prob. of

English origin, though not found in A.S. Cf.

N. Fries, lecft, leefter hand = left hand ; O.Dut.

luft. Not related to leave, v., in the sense of

the left, or unused, hand, as suggested by
Trench.]

A. -4s adjective

:

1. Expressing or denoting the side opposite

to the right : as, the left hand, the left side.

" In the rigt syd two and in the lift syde on."
Robert of Gloucester, p. 22.

2. Situated or being on one's' left hand or

side.
" The left to that unhappy region tends.
Which to the depth ofTartarus descends."

Dryden: Virgil; ^t'neid vi. 728.

B. As substantive

:

1, Ord. Lang. : That side which is opposite

to the right ; that which is on the left side :

as, He stood on my left.

2. Politics: That party which sits on the
left side of the president ; the opposition ;

amongst the legislative assemblies of Europe
used to denote the advanced or radical party.

1[ (1) Over tlie left : A slang or colloquial ex-

pression, fused ironically or sarcastically to

denote disbelief in or negation of a statement

:

as, I believe you, over the left.

(2) The left bank of a river : The bankwhich
is on the left hand of a person looking down
the stream.

left-hand, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Situated or being on one's left

side : as, a left-lunid man.

B. As subst. : The left side ; not the right

hand.

Left-hand-rope : Rope laid up and twisted
"against the sun," as it is termed ; water-laid

rope.

left-handed, u.,

I. Literally

:

1. Having more power in or capability of
using the left hand than the right.

"Among all this people there were seven hundred
chosen men left-liandcd."—Judges xx. 16.

2. Moving from right to left ; characterized
by position on or direction towards the left.

II. Figuratively :

1. Awkward, clumsy, inexpert: as, He is

a very left-luinded workman.

2. Stupid, awkward : as, u. left-handed ar-

rangement.

3. Insincere, malicious, sinister : as, a left-

handed compliment.
* 4. Unlucky, sinister, inauspicious.

Left-handed marriage: [Morganatic].

Left-handed screw: A screw whose threads
advance " against the sun," that is, from right

to left. This is the opposite to the common,
or right-handed screw, which is operated by
turning it in the direction of the hands of a
watch.

left-handedness, s.

1. Lit. : The quality or state of being left-

handed ; ability to use the left hand with
greater facility than the right.

'

2. Fig. : Awkwardness, clumsiness, insin-

cerity.
"Although a squint left-handedness

B' ungracious ;
yet we cannot want that hand.
Donne .' To the Countess of Bedford.

* left-handiness, s. Awkwardness, left-

handedness, clumsiness.
" An awkward address . . . and a certain left-handi-

ness . . . proclaim low education.'— Chesterfield.

* left-witted, a. Dull, stupid, silly.

left, x*re£. &pa. par. of v. [Leave, v.]

left off, a. Discarded as no longer ser-

viceable ; laid aside : as, kft-off clothing.

lefte, pret. of v. [Lift, v.]

* left-ward, adv. [Eng. left; a. ; -ward.]

Towards* the left, on the left side or hand.
*' Strike leftward, cries our guide, and higher

MounU up the stony forest-way."
Matthew Arnold : Grande Chartreuse.

*le'-ffull» u. [Lawful.]

leg, s. [Icel. leggr = a leg, a hollow bone, a

stem of a tree, a shaft of a spear; cogn. with
Dan. lag = the. calf of the leg ; Sir.Jagg = the

calf or bone of the leg.]

I. Ordinary Language:

I. Literally:

(1) One of the limbs of man and *>ther ani-

mals, used for walking or running ; in a more
limited sense, same as II. 1.

" I with pleasure see

Man strutting on two legs and aping me."
/h-yderi : Cock & Fox, 460.

(2) Anything resembling a leg ; as—
(a) A support of a chair or table.

(b) One limb of a compass. They are called

pencil, pen, wheel, extension, reversible, point

legs, &c, according to the purpose for which
they are adapted.

*(c) One of the sides of a triangle, as opposed
to the base.

(3) That portion of a stocking, trousers, &c. f

which covers the leg.

* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) An obeisance ; an act of reverence ; a
bow. (Corbet : To Lord Mordant.)

(2) A blackleg; a low, swindling betting-

man.

II. Technically:

1. Anat.(I'L): The lower limbs or extremi-
ties of the body. Each of these consists of

two bones, the tibia or shinbone and the
fibula or peroneal bone alongside of the tibia*

The two are connected at their upper and
lower extremities by synovial articulations,

and have their shafts united by an interosse-

ous membrane.

2. Cricket:

(1) That part of the field which lies to the
back and left side of a right-handed batsman,
as lie stands to receive the ball from the
bowler.

(2) The fieldsman who stands in the part of
the ground described in (1), short leg, square
leg, or long leg, according to his distance from
and relative position to the wicket.

3. Elevator: The movable dependent case

containing the lower end of the belt of iron
buckets of a grain-elevator.

4. Xnut. : A small rope put through one of

the bolt-ropes of the main or fore sail.

% 1. To change the legs:

Mawge : To change step.

2. To fall on one's legs : To be fortunate or
successful ; to escape fortunately out of some
difficulty.

3. To feel one's legs : To begin to walk ; said
of children.

4. To give a leg to ; To give one a leg up : To
assist, to help : especially in mounting a horse.

5. To liave the legs of one : To be faster in

running. (Slang.)

6. To make a leg : To make a bow or obei-
sance ; to bow.

" So in they come—each makes his leg,

And flings his head before."
Cowper : The Yearly Distress.

7. To put one's best leg foremost : To exert
oneself to the utmost.

8. To shake a loose leg : To live a loose, licen-
tious life. (Slang.)

9. To luxvc not a leg left, To have not a leg to

sta nd on : To be at the end of one's resources
or strength.

boll, bo^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian — shan. -tion, -sion — shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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10. To be on one's last legs: To be in an ex-

treme stage of exhaustion ; to be on the verge
of financial ruin.

11. To get on one's legs : To rise to speak.

12. On one's legs : Standing, ready to speak.

13. To stand on one's own legs: To support
one's self; to depend on one's self.

leg-and-foot guard, s.

Ma nige

:

1. A pad or strap to protect a horse's feet or
legs. They are used—

(1) To prevent trie cutting of the fetlock or
foot by interfering. [Interfere, v., II. 1.]

(2) To prevent the cutting of the knees in

kneeling or falling forward on to the knees.

(3) To prevent the abrasion of the hide by
hopples.

2. A lined sleeve, as a hopple-ring, to pre-
vent abrasion of the fetlock. [Hopple.]

3. A stout x>iece of leather, strengthened by
a longitudinal iron plate. It is strapped to
the rignt leg of an artillery-driver, to prevent
injury from the pole of the carriage.

leg-bail, s. Escape from custody.

To give leg-bail : To run away.
"I wud gie them leg-bail to a 1 certainty."

—

Scott:
Antiquary, c.i. xxxix.

leg-lock, s. A lock or shackle for the leg.

*leg, v.i. [Leg, s.] To bow ; to make a leg.

"He'll kiss hia band, and leg it."

Shirley : Bird in a Cage, v. 1.

* leg'-a~ble, a. [Lat. legabilis; from lego =
to bequeath, to appoint.] Capable of being
bequeathed as a legacy.

leg'-a-cy, * leg'-a^cie, s. [Formed as if

from a Lat. legatia, from legatum = a legacy ;

neut. sing, of legatus, pa. par. of lego — to
bequeath ; 0. Fr. legat.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

* (1) A commission ; business entrusted by
•mother for execution ; a mission.

"That whole tale of all mv legacy and message
lerfore I am sent into the "

Workes, p. 459.

wherfore I am sent into the world. '—Tyiidall :

(2) In the same sense as II.

"Bequeathing it as a rich legacy
Unto their issue." Shakbsp. : Julius Cozsar, iii. 2.

2. Fig. : Anything which is hauded or
passes down from an ancestor or predecessor.

II. Law : (See extract).

"A. legacy is a bequest or gift of goods and chattels
by testament, and the person to whom it was given
is styled the legatee. This bequest transfers an in-
choate property to the legatee ; but the right is not
fierfect without the assent of the executor ; for, if I
lave a general or pecuniary legacy of £100, or a
specific one of a piece of plate, I caimot'in either case
take it without the consent of the executor. For in
him all the chattels are vested, and it is his business
first of all to see whether there is a sufficient fund
left to pay the debts of the testator : the rule of
equity being, that a man must be just before he is

permitted to be generous. And in case of a deficiency
of assets, all the general legacies must abate pro-
portioiiably, in order to pay the debts ; but a specific
legacy, of a piece of plate, a horse, or the like, is not
to abate at all, or allow anything by way of abate-
ment, unless there be not sufficient without it.

Upon the same principle, if the legatees have been
paid their legacies, they are afterwards bound to
refund a rateable part, in case debts come in more
than sufficient to exhaust the residuum after 'the
legacies i>iiid."—Black&tone : Comment., bk. ii., ch. 8.

T (1) A demonstrative legacy : A legacy par-
taking in part of the nature of both a general
and specific legacy : as a sum of money left with
reference to a particular fund for payment.

(2) Lapsed legacy : [Lapsed].

(3) Legacy-duty : A duty on legaoies payable
to the crown, at rates which, increase in

proportion to the remoteness of kind of the
legatee from the testator.

(4) Vested legacy : [Vested].

legacy-hunter, s. One who pays court
to another in the hope of receiving a legacy at
his death.

legacy-hunting, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Paying court with a view to
receiving a legacy.

S. -4s subst . : The act or practices of a
legacy-hunter

le gal, *le'-gall, a. & 5. TFr. legal, from
Lat. legalis = legal, from lex (genit. legis) —
law; Sp. legal; Ital. legale.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. According to law; in accordance or con-
formity with the law

2. Lawful, legitimate, permitted or sanc-
tioned by the law.

"The lender will rather lend it to the banker, at the
legal interest."

—

Locke : Of Lowering of Interest.

3. Created or defined by the law : as, a
legal crime.

4. Pertaining to law or questions of law.
"An officer . . . was able to determine all legal

controversies which could occur within the district."
—Hume: Hist. Eng., vol. ii. (App. 2.J

II. Theology

:

1. Of or belonging to the Mosaic law ; con-
formable to the enactments of the Mosaic law.

" But my blindness still was such,
I chuse a legal course."

Cowper : Olncy Hymns, lv.

2. Of or belonging to the Law as distin-
guished from the Gospel; of or belonging tt.»

works as distinguished from free grace.

B. As subst. :

Scots Law : The same as Legal Reversion
(q v.).

legal-debts, s. Debts which can be re-

covered by process in a court of common law.

legal-estate, s. An estate in land fully
recognised as such in a court of common law.

legal-fiction, s. [Fiction].

legal-reversion, s.

Scots Law,: The period within which a
debtor, whose heritage has been adjudged, is

entitled to redeem the subject, that is, to
disencumber it of the adjudication by paying
the debt adjudged for. Called also Legal.

legal-tender, $. [Tender, s.]

le'-gal-ism, s. [Eng. legal ; -ism.] Strict ad-
herence to law or prescription ; legal doctrine.

" The spirit of legalism- might mistake the true con-
nection."— \V. Jlobertson Smith: Old 1'est. in. Jewish
Church, lect. vi., p. 104.

le'-gal-ist, s. [Eng. legal; -tat.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who advocates a strict
adherence to law or prescription.

2. Theol. : One who rests his hope of salva-
tion on his conformity to the Divine law.

le-^gal'-l-ty, s. [Fr. legalite, fr. Lat legalitotem,
accus. of legalita-s = legality, from legalis =
legal (q. v.); Sp. legalidad; Ital. legalitd.]

1. Ordinary Lang. : The quality or state of
being legal or in accordance with the law;
lawfulness ; legitimacy.

" These proceedings, however reprehensible, had yet
the semblance of legality/'^-^Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. ii

2. Theology:

(1) Outward conformity to the Law with-
out inward heart obedience.

(2) Bondage to the Law, as distinguished
from "the glorious liberty of the children of
God" (Romans viii. 21).

le-gal-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. legaliz(e) ; -alion.]

The* act of legalizing.

le ^gal-ize, v. t. [Eng. legal : -ise.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. To make lawful ; to render conformable
to or in accordance with the law, either by
authorizing the doing of an act, or by sanc-
tioning what has been done.

"What do you think were the feelings of every
man, who looks upon Parliament in an higher light
than that of a market-overt for legalizing a base
trnfnck of votes and pensions, when he saw you
employ such means of coercion to the Ciowu, in order
to coerce our Parliament through that medium?"

—

Burke : Letter to Thomas Burgh, Esq.

2. To justify; to excuse.

"If any thing can legalize revenge, it should be
injury from an extremely obliged peraon."—SouVi :

Sermons.

t II. Theol. : To interpret in a legal spirit.

le'-gal-ly, adv. [Eng. legal; -ly.\ In a legal
or lawful manner ; according to law ; lawfully;
without breaking the law.

" He summoned to the board persons not legally
qualified to sit.tbere."—Macaulag : Hist. Eng., ch. x.^

t le -gal-ness, s. [Eng. legal ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being legal ; legality.

* leg'-an^tine, a. [Prob. a misprint for
Leuatink (q.v.).J

* leg'-a-tar-y, s. [Fr. legataire ; It. & Sp. lega-

tario, from Lat. legatarivs, from lega.tus, pa.
par. of lego = to appoint ; to bequeath.] One
to whom a legacy has been left ; a 'legatee.

" An executor shall exhibit a true inventory of
goods, taken in thepresence of fit persons, as creditor's
nnd legataries are."

—

Ayliffe : Parergon.

leg-ate, * leg-at, s. [Fr. legat, from Lat.

legatus = a legate ; a deputy, prop. pa. par. of

lego = to appoint ; to send, from lex (genit.

legis) = law ; Sp. & Port, legado ; It. legato.]

1. An ambassador.
"He went a legate, but return 'd a foe."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad x. 342

2. Specif. An ambassador (a cardinal or
bishop) sent by the Pope to the court of a
foreign prince or state. Of these legates

there are three degrees : the first and highest

being styled legates a latere, who are members
of the Pope's council, and are invested with
the highest authority, and are sent only on
missions of the greatest importance, or as

governors of a Roman province ; secondly,,

legates de latere, who are entrusted with
missions of less gravity ; and thirdly, legati

naii, consisting of those prelates who hold
the title in virtue of their office and dignity

in the church, but are not despatched on
missions. [Nuncio.]

"The legates a latere, as they were called, were a
kind of delegates who possessed the full power of the
Pope in all the provinces committed to their charge."
—Hume: Hist. Eng., vol, i., Note N.

* 3. A messenger of any kind.

"There stands the messenger of truth : there stands
The legate of the skies." Cowper: Tmkt ii. 3^3.

leg-a-tee', s. [Lat. legatus, pa. par. of lego —
to appoint; to bequeath; suff. -ee.] One to
whom a legacy is bequeathed.

"Mammon makes the world his legatee
Through fear, not love." Oowpcr : Charity, 45

* leg'-ate-ship, * leg'-at-shlp, s. [Eng-
legate'; -ship.] The office, rank, or position of

a legate.

"Thus by the chance and change of Popes, the legat-
shifj of Anselme could take no iplace."

—

Holinshed:
Henry I. (an. 1116).

leg'-a-tine, a. [Eng. legat(e) ; -inc.] Of or
pertaining to a legate.

"This violation of ecclesiastical and legutine privi-
leges."—Hallam: Middle Ages.ch.. vii.

Legatine Constitutions, a. pi.

Ch. Hist: Ecclesiastical daws enacted in

national synods held under Cardinals Otho
and Othobon, legates from Pope Gregory IX.
and Pope Clement IV., in the reign of Henry
III., about 1230 and 1268. (Shipley.)

le-ga'-tion, * le^ga-ty-on, s. [Fr. lega-

tion, from Lat. legationem, accus. of legatio,

from legatus, pa. par. of lego = to appoint

;

Sp. legacion; Ital. legazione.]

* 1. The act of sending forth or commission-
ing as an agent or delegate for another.

"And tliys busynesse was farre dyuerse from world
lye affaires ; euen so was this kind of ambaasade or
Zegaiyon new."— Udal : Alarke vi.

2. The ambassador or envoy sent to any
foreign court on a mission, together with 'his

assistants : as, the legation of the United
States.

3. The official residence of a political envoy.
" He declines to make the British Legation a house

of call for all comers. "—Pall Mall Gazette, Nov. 24, 1884-

* L A district under the jurisdiction of a

-leg-a-tis'-si-mo, adv. [Ital.]

Music : Exceedingly j smooth, close, and
connected.

le-ga'-to, adv. [Ital.]

Afusic : Bound, close, connected. A piece
of music so marked is intended to be sung or
played in an even, smooth, and gliding
manner. It is opposed to staccato (q.v.).

The notes intended to be played legato
are frequently tied or joined by the signs
s n -^ > above or below them.

*leg-a-tor', *le-ga'-tor, s. [Lat., from
legatus, pa. par. of lego = to appoint, to be-
queath.] A testator; one who bequeaths a
legacy.

" Suppose debate
Betwixt pretenders to a fair estate,
Bequeathed by some legator's last intent."

Dryden : Hind & Panther, ii. 375.

leg-a-tu'-ra, leg-a-ture (1), s. [Ital.

legatura.]

Music : A bind ; a ligature (q.v.).

* leg'-a-ture (2), s. [Eng. legatee) ; -ure.] The
office, duties, rights, and privileges of a legate.

"The Parliament forbade him to usurp the privi-
leges of his legature."—Clarendon: Religion & Policy,
ch. vi.

* lege (1), v.t. An abbreviation of. Allegk
(q.v.).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try> SShrian. se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = Uw.
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* lege (2), v.t. [Allay.]

* lege, a. & s.
' [Liege.]

lege'-ment, s, [Ledgement.]

leg*-end, * leg-ende, s. [Fr. Ugende, from
Low Lat. legenda, prop.= things to be read,

neut. pi. of legeudas, fut. part, of lego = to

read; Gr. \eyw (lego) = to collect, to gather,

to tell ; Ital. leggenda; Port, lenda.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

* 1, A chronicle, biography, or register of

the lives of saints, which were formerly read

in the refectories of religious houses, and as

lessons at matins. From the marvellous
stories in some of these biographies came
meanings 2 and 3. [Golden-legend.]

* 2. A story of any kind ; a tale, «* nar-

rative.
" In making of a glorious legeude
Of good women, and maidens, and wiues.'

Clutueer; Legend of Good Women. fProl.}

3. A story of an incredible or marvellous

character ; originally such a one told of a

saint, and hence, any non-historical or uiir

authentic story ; a tradition, a fable.

" Afterward* legends being grown* in a manner to

bee nothing . lie butheapesof friuolousiiud scandalous
vanities, thev haue beeu« euen with UisdaLne throwne
out."—Hooker: Eccles. Polity, bk. v„ § 20.

* 4. A list, a register.
" My name y-enterede

In the legends of hf longe er ich were."
Piers Ploughman, p. 194.

5. An inscription ; specifically, an inscrip-

tion. or motto on a coat of arms.

II. NuvUs. : The inscription or letters round

the field of a medal or coin, in contradistinc-

tion to the inscription across it.

" The first fault therefore which I shall And with a
modern legend is its diffusiveness."—Addison; On
Ancient Medals, dial. 8.

* leg'-end, v.t. [Legend, s.] To tell, to nar-

rate ;"to describe in story.
" Nor ladie'8 wanton love, nor waud'ring knight.
Legend lout in rhlmes all richly dighf

Bishop Hall : Satires, ok,, i., sat. 1.

leg'-end-ar-& a. &s. [Eng. legend; -ary.]

A. As adj. : Of the nature of a legend ; con-

sisting of or containing legends ; fabulous.
" These variations of the same story, mixed up with

the explanation of a celebrated sacred offering, are in-

fallible marks of a legendary origin."—Lewis: Cred.
Early Roman Hist, (1855), ii. 537.

* B. As substantive :

1. A book of legends.

2. A narrator of legends.

*legf-end-ist, a. [Eng. legend; -ist.] A
writer of legends.

"This was decidedly an invention of the legeiidist,"

—Southcy ; Letters, iv. 312.

* leg'-er, s. & a. [Ledger, Leiger.]

* leger book, s.

1. A cartulary or register of a religious

house.

2. A ledger.

* leg'-er, a. [Fr., from a Low Lat. * leviarius,

from Lat.
-
fe»i3 = light.] Light, unimportant,

slight. [Ledger (2'j.J

leger-line, s. [Ledger-line (2).]

lgg-er-de-main', * leg-ier-de-moyne,
* leyg-ier-de-maiue, s. [O. Fr. legier dc

main = light of hand : leger = light, and main
= hand.] Sleight of hand; dexterity in de-

ceiving the eye by the quickness or nhnbleness
of the hand ; a trick performed so dexterously

and adroitly as to elude discovery by the
spectators ;' trickery, juggling ; a juggle.

"Perceiue theyr leygier demaine, wyth which they
would lugle forth thir falshood and shift the trouth
asyde."—Hir T More: Workes, p. 313.

*.leg-er-de-main'-istv s. [Eng. legerde-

main; -ist.] One who practises or is skilled

in legerdemain ; a juggler, a conjuror.

* le - ger'- 1 - ty„ s. [O. Fr. legierete; Fr,

legerete, from leger = light.] Lightness, swift-

ness, nimbleness.
" The-organs . , . newdy move
"With casted Blough and fresh legerity."

iShake&p. : Henry \\, iv. 1.

* legge. (1), * leg-gen (1), v.t. [A.S. kegan.]
To lay, to place.

" Ther dorste no wight houd upon him legge."
Chaucer. C. T., 3,985.

* legge (2), * leg-gen (2), v.t. [Lav.] To
allay, to ease.

" To leggen her of her dolour.''
Romannt of tho Rose.

legged, a. [Eng. leg; -ed.}

1. Ord. Lang. : Having legs, generally in

composition, as two-legged, (ouv-kgged, &c.

2. Her. : The same as Membered (q.v.).

leg'-ger, s. [Eng. leg ; -er.] A term applied

to a man who propels a canal boat or barge

through a low tunnel or bridge by pushing

with his legs against the sides or roof.

leg-get, s. [Perhaps from legge = to lay.] A
kind of tool used by reed-thutchers.

leg-gi-a'-dro, adv. [Ital.]

Music: A direction that the passage to

which the word is appended is to be played

briskly or gaily.

*leg-gi-a'-droust a. [Ital. leggiad.ro =
brisk, handsrme.] Light, graceful.

" Yet this Retirements cloud ne'er overcast

leg' ging, leg'-gin, s. [Eng. leg; -mg.] A
gaiter ; a covering of leather, canvas, &c,
worn over the trousers, and reaching close up

to the knees.
" Black his moccasins and leggings."

Longfellow: Hiawatha, xvii.

* leg'-gijm, s. [Eng. kg, s. ; -ism.] The

character, practices, or manners of a blackleg.

leg'-gy; a.. [Eng. kg, s. ; -y.]

1. Lit. ; Long-legged; having unusually or

disproportionately long legs : as, a leggy horse.

* 2. Fig ; Having long stalks.
11

Plants of Pterotna elega.ru that have become leggy

maybe kept dry for a while."—Gardeners' Chronicle,

vol. xvi„ No. 410, p. 595 (1881).

leg'-horn, s. [See def.]

1. A kind of plait of the straw of bearded

wheat cut green and bleached, and used for

bonnets and hats. It derives its name from
being imported from Leghorn.

2. A hat made of the plait described in 1.

If The kind of wheat in question is about
eigbtoen inches high. It is grown on poor

sandy soil on the banks of the Arno, between
Leghorn and Florence, expressly for manufac-
ture into hats. It is pulled green and blanched
like flax on the gravelly bed of the river. The
straws are not split as in England, and thus
the plaits are rendered tougher and more dur-

able. (Loudon, &c.)

leg -l-hll-l-t^, s. [Eng. legible; -ity.] The
quality or state of being legible.

"To explain the legibility of inscriptions in the

dark."—Brewster: .Vat. Magic, let v., p. 117.

leg'-l-ble, a. [0. Fr., from Lat. legibills, from
legu = to read; Sp. legible; Ital. leggibile.]

1. That may be read ; capable of being

read easily ; easy to be read or deciphered.

2. That may be discovered or understood
from evident 3 narks or characteristics; appa-

rent, plain, evident.
" Whate'er she meant, this truth divine

Is legible and plain." Co toper : Glowworm.

legM-hle-neBS, s. [Eng. legible; -ness.] The
quality or state of being legible ; legibility.

leg'-X-bl^. adv. [Eng. kgib(le); -ly.] In a
legible inauner ; so as to be legible or easily

read or deciphered
;
plainly.

* leg-ier-de-maine, 5. [Legerdemain.]

le'-gion, *leg-ioxtn, s. [Fr. legion, from
Lat. legione-m, ace. of legio, from lego = to

collect; Sp. legion; Ital. legione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) In the same sense as II. 1.

"The number ot horse and foot in a Roman legion
varied iu different periods of the republic."—Melmoth:
Cicero, bk. x., let. 15. (Note 9.)

(2) A military force ; troops, soldiers.

"Nor knew great Hector bow his legions yield."
Pope : Homer ; Iliad xiii. 845.

2. Fig. : Any very great number ; an indefi-

nitely large number.

II. Technically

:

1. Roman Antiq, : A division of the Roman
army, consisting of a number of men varying
at different periods from 2,000 tu 6,000. Ori-
ginally the legion was divided into fifteeu

companies (manipuli) [Maniple], each of
which contained sixty rank and file, two
officers— called centurions—and one stand-
ard-bearer (vezillarius). Afterwards it was

divided into ten cohorts, each cohort into

three companies (manipuli), and each com-

pany into two centuries.
" The legion, as established by Romulus, contained

3,000 foot-soldiers. From the expulsion of the lar-

quius, until the beginning of the second Punic War,

the number varied from 4,000 to 4,200, although, on

emergencies, the strength was raised to 5,000, and even

5 ->00 From the beginning of the Second Punic War,

until the age of Marius (B.C. 100J, the number varied

from 4,200 to 5,200, seldom falling below 5,000, and, m
some cases, rising, aa high as 0,000 From B.C. 100,

until the downfall of the empire, the number varied

from a 000 to 6,200. From the accession of Augustus,

until the time of Hadrian, 6,000 seems to have been

regarded as the regular complement —Ramsay:
Roman Antiquities.

2. Nat. Science: A term sometimes used for

what is more generally called a sub-class.

r
(1) Legion of Honour : An order of merit

founded by Napoleon I., when First Consul, as

a reward for services or merit, civil or mili-

tary. It consisted of various grades, as grand

crosses, grand officers, commanders, officers,

and legionaries. The constitution of the order,

however, has been more than once remodelled

since the days of the First Consul.

(2) Thundering legion : [Thundering].

* le'-gion-ar-y, a. & s. [Lat. legionaHus,

from legio'- a legion (q.v.) ; Fr. legionnaire;

Ital. & Sp. leglonario.}

A. As adjective:

L Literally:

1. Of or pertaining to a legion or legions ;

included in a legion.

"He possesses the legionary inscriptions ... of

Roman colonists or invaders."— Wilson : Prehistoric

Annals of ticoOanU. (Iutrod.)

2. Consisting of one or more legions : as, u,

legionary force.

* II. Fig. : Consisting of or containing an
indelinitel)* large number or quantity; ex-

tremely large or great.
" Too many applying themselves betwixt jest and

earnest, make up the legionary body of error."

—

Browne: t'ulgar Errourt.

Si As substantive

:

1. A Roman soldier belonging to a legion
;

one of a legion.
" The legionaries were not released from their mili-

tary oaths."

—

Lewis: Cred. Early Roman Hist. (185D),

ii. G4.

2. A member of the Legion of Honour.

3. The name given by Huber to the neuter
of a red species of ant. (Griffith : Olivier, xiv.

120.)

le gioned, a. [Eng. legion; -ed.)

1. Formed into a legion or legions.
" Like legioned soldieis."

Keats: Endymlon, bk. Ii.

2. Divided into legions, forming a levie en
masse.

" 'Twos an Iberian priest from whom it came,
A zealous man who led the legioned west."

Shelley : Revolt of Islam, x. 32.

* le'-gion-Ize, v.t. [Eng. legion; -ize.] To
form in a legion.

" Descend, sweet angels, legionized in ranks.

'

JJaoies : Holy Roodc, p. 28.

* le'-gi6n-ry, s. [Eng. legion; -ry.] A
body or number of legions ; legions collec-

tively.

leg is late, v.i. [Formed from the noun
legislator (q.v.).] To make or enact a law or
laws.

leg-is-la'-tion, s. [Eng. legislate); suff.

-ion.] The act of making or enacting laws.

"But there is nevertheless a science of legislation,
which the details of office, and the intrigues of popu-
lar assemblies, wilt never communicate."

—

Stewart:
Of the Human Mind, iutrod., pt. ii., § 2.

leg'-ls-la^tive, a. & s, [3ng. legislate); -ive;

Fr. legislatif.]

A, As adjective

:

1. Making, giving, or enacting laws ; law-
giving ; having the power to legislate.

"The supreme legislative power of England was
lodged in the King and great couuciL"—/Vume: Hist.
of England, vol. iL, app. 2.

2. Done, produced, or enacted by legislation.

"The grievances which required a legislative
remedy."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., en. xiii.

3. Pertaining to legislation, or the enact-
ment of laws ; suitable to legislation.

B. As subst. : The power or right of legisla-
tion ; the body in which is vested the power
or right of enacting laws ; the legislature.

The first and fundamental natural law, which is to

* leg/
-Is-la-rtive~l$r, adv. [Eng. legislative;

-ly.] In a legislative manner ; by legislation.

boil, 1)6$-; poftt, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f«

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion - zhun, -clous, -tious, -sious - shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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leg'-lS-lat-dr, s. [Lat., from lex (genit. legis)

= a law, and tutor = a proposer of a law, lit. =
one who bears or carries, from latum, sup. of

fero= to bear ; Fr. Ugislateur; Sp. legislator;

Ital. legislature.] A lawgiver; one who enacts

or makes laws for any state or kingdom ; a

member of a national supreme legislative as-

sembly, as of the House of Commons.
" After the manner of the legislators in ancient and

lieruiui.il times."—Bacon: Henry VII,, p. 72.

tleg-is-la-tbr'-i-al,ct. [Eng. legislator ; -ial.]

Of or pertaining to 'a legislator or legislature.

Meg'-is-lat-dr-ship, s. [Eng. legislator ;

-ship.] The office or position of a legislator.

* leg'-is-la-tress, s. [Eng. legislator; fern.

suit", -ess.] A female legislator ; a woman who
makes laws.

"See what that country of the mind will produce,
when by the wholesome laws of this legislating it has
obtained its liberty."— Shaftesbury : Morals, i)t, iv., §2.

* leg'-is-la-trix, s. [Eng. legislate); Lat.

fern, stiff, -trix.] A legislatress.

leg'-is-la-ture, s. [Fr. ; Ital. & Sp. legisla-

tura.] The body of men in any state or king-

dom in whom is vested the power or right to

legislate or enact, alter, repeal, or suspend
laws for the polity of such state or kingdom ;

the supreme power of a state : as, in Great
Britain, the Houses of Lords and Commons,
together with the sovereign, the consent of all

three of whom is necessary for the enactment,
repeal, alteration, or suspension of any law.

" There was a difference of opinion between him and
the two other branches of the legislature as to the ex-
pediency of a particular law."

—

Macaviay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xviii.

*leg'-istt *leg-yst, s. [Low Lat. legista,

from Lat. lex (genit. legis) = a law*, Fr. legistc ;

Ital. & Sp. legista.] One learned or skilled in

the law ; a lawyer.
" ' Sir.' quoth I, ' I know not the law.' ' Yes, marry

do you,' quoth he, and laughed. ' Nay, in good faith.'

quoth I, I aia no legist.' — Wyatt to Cromwell, April
12, 1541).

leg'-i-tim, s. [Lat. legitimus = according to

law ; lex (genit. legis) = law.]

Scots Law : That part of a father's movable
property to which his children are entitled on
his death. It amounts to one-half in cases

where the father has left no widow, and to

one-third when there is a widow. Legitini

cannot be affected or diminished by any testa-

mentary or other deed. Legitim is now pay-

able also on a mother's movable estate.

Legitim is also called Bairns' Part of Gear.

le-git'-i-ma-cy, s. [Eng. legitimate); -cy

;

Fr. legitimite; Sp. legitimidad ; Ital. legitti-

mitii.] [Legitimate, a.]

1. The quality Or state of being legitimate

or in conformity with the law ; lawfulness
;

opposed to illegality.

2. The quality or state of being legitimate ;

lawfulness of birth; opposed to bastardy or

illegitimacy.

* 3. Genuineness ; opposed to spuriousness.

"The legitimacy or reality of these marine bodies
vindicated, I now inquire by what means they were
harried out of the ocean."— Woodward: On Fossils.

* !. Conformity with correct reasoning
;

correctness of logical sequence or deduction :

as, the legitimacy of a syllogism.

le-glt'-i-mate, a. [Low Lat. legitimalus,

pa. par. of 'legitimo — to declare to be lawful,

from Lat. legitimus = legitimate, from lex

(genit. legis) — law ; Fr. legitime; Sp. & Port.

legitimo; Ital. legittimo.]

1. Lawful ; in conformity with the laws of

a country; legal; according to law or esta-

blished usage ; allowed or permitted by law.

2. Lawfully begotten ; born in wedlock.

"By the canon law they [those born before wedlock]
were 'legitimated —Hume : Hist. Eng. ; Henry III. (an.

1272).

* 3. Genuine, real ; not false or spurious.

"They fthe Apocryphal were not received oa legiti-

mate and leafull.' —Esdras (1551) (Pref.).

\. Founded on good grounds or reasons ;

no., reprehensible or to be objected to; reason-

able, natural.
" The conflict) between these apprehensions, both of

which were perfectly legitimate.'—Macattlay : Hist.

Eng., ch li.

5. In accordance with correct reasoning ;

following by logical sequence.
" Established by legitimate reasoning."—Hsrscliel :

Astronomy (1853), § 11.

* 6. Conforming to or reaching a particular

standard or rule.

legitimate-drama, 's. A drama, tragic

or comic, of the regular standard type, keep-

ing to the dramatic unities of time and place,

and distinct from such lighter stage plays as

extravaganzas, burlesques, or farcical comedy.

legitimate - fertilization, legiti -

mate-union, s.

Hot. : Fertilization or union in dimorphic or

trimorphic plants, produced by pollen taken
from the anther of a stamen not correspond-

ing in height with the pistil. The result

varies. Sometimes there is absolute sterility,

sometimes absolute fertility, with every inter-

mediate grade.

* le-glt'-i-mate, v.t. [Fr. legitimcr.] [Le-

gitimate, a.]

1. To make lawful ; to sanction as lawful.

"It would be impossible for any enterprise to he
lawful, if that which should legitimate it ia subsequent
to it."

—

Decay of i'iety.

2. To declare or render legitimate ; to give

to one who is illegitimate the rights and privi-

leges of one legitimately born.

"The act that legitimated the Queen."—Burnet :

llkt. Jteform. (an. 1553.)

le-git'-i-mate-ly, adv. [Eng. legitimate ; -ly.]

1. In a legitimate or lawful manner ; in

conformity with the law ; lawfully, legally.

2. In wedlock : as, one legitimately born.

* 3. Genuinely ; not spuriously.

le-git'-i-mate-ness, s, [Eng. legitimate

;

-ness.] The" quality or state of being legiti-

mate ; legality ; lawfulness ; legitimacy.

"Asserting the legitimateness of his ordination."—
Barrow : Of tite rope's Supremacy.

* le-git-i-ma'-tion, s. [Fr. from Lat. legit i-

matus, pa. par. of legitimo = to legitimate

(q.v.); Sp. legitimation ; It. legitimazione.]

1. The act of making lawful, legal, or

legitimate ; the act of giving any thing the
sanction of law.

2. The act of rendering or declaring legiti-

mate ; the act of giving to one born illegiti-

mate the rights and privileges of a legitimate

child.

3. Legitimacy ; lawful birth.
" I have disclaimed my land ,

Legitimation, name, and all is gone."
Shakesp. : King John, i.

Tf Legitimation by subsequent marriage :

Law : A provision made by Canon Law and
by the Civil Law of Protestant and Catholic
continental countries that the marriage of the
father and mother of illegitimate children
should confer on such offspring the status of

children born in wedlock. The only condition
is, that at the time of the conception or birth

of such offspring both parties should have
been free to marry. By the Constitutions of

Merton (a.d. 123(3) it was decided that no such
provision existed in the Common Law* of

England.

le-glt'-l-ma-tist, s. [Eng. legitimate) ; -ist.]

The same as Legitimist (q.v.).

le-glt'-l-ma-tize, v.t. [Eng. legitimate);

ize.] To make legitimate; to legitimate.

* leg'-l-time, a. [Fr. from Lat. legitimus —
legitimate (q.v.).] Legitimate.

"The pope made Henry the bastarde legitime."—
Berners: Frohsart; Chronicle, ch. c

le-glt'-l-mism, s. [Eng. legitim{e); -ism.]

The principles or views advocated by the
legitimists.

le-glt'-i-mist, s. [Fr. legitimist^ from Lat.
legitimus= legitimate (q.v ). ]

1. Gen. ; One who advocates and supports
legitimate authority ; one who supports the
doctrine of hereditary monarchical govern-
ment and divine right.

2. Spec. ; An adherent or supporter of the
elder branch of the Bourbon family, driven
from the throne of France in 1S30.

le-git'-i-mize, v.t. [Eng. legitim(c); -ize.] To
make or render legitimate ; to legitimate.

leg1

-less, a. [Eng. leg ; -less.] Destitute of
or having no legs ; without legs.

"Though he was not legless, he was very early obliged
to cajole better mounted creatures into carrying him.

'

—Athenaeum, Oct. 28, 1832.

leg'-lin, s. [Tcel. legill; cf. Ger. lagel = a
small cask ; Lat. lagena = a wine-jar.] A
wooden milk-pail. (Scotch.)

leglin girth, s. The hoop of a leglin or
milk-pail. (Scott : Fortunes of Nigel, ch. xxii.)

leg-no-tid'-e-se, s. pV [Mod, Lat. legnot(is);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. surf, -idea.]

Bot. : A doubtful order or a tribe of Perigyn-

ous Exogens. It consists of trees or shrubs,

with opposite, nearly entire leaves, with inter-

petiolar stipules ; axillary solitary or clustered

flowers ; a four to five-cleft campanulate calyx

;

four to five fringed petals ; twice or three times
as many stamens ; a superior three to five-

celled ovary, and berried or capsular fruit.

The order is akin to the Loganiaceffi and the
Rhizophoracese (q.v.). Known genera two;
species seven. Called also Cassipoureae, from
Cassipoura, of which Legnotis is a synonym.
(Lindley.) They are now generally considered

a tribe of Rhizophoracege.

leg-no'-tis, s. [Gr. Ae-yrwroy (legnotos) = with
a coloured border.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Legno-
tidese (q.v.).

l§_go-, pref. [Lat. lex (genit. legis) = law.]

Pertaining to or connected with the law.

* lego-literary, a. Pertaining to the

literature of the law. (Lord Campbell.)

*leg'-some, a. [Eng. leg; -some.] Pertain-

ing to legs ; leggy.

"They spread out their own noble bodies on the
handy, or rather perhaps legsome height of the low
wall."

—

R. D. Blackmore ; Christowell, ch. xliv.

le-guan' (u as w), s. [Brazil, leguana.]

Zool. : The same as Iguana (q.v.).

' Herpetologists distinguish several species of Iguana
I.egitans, which, however, do not appear to diner in

* le-gu'-le-ian (i as y), s. & a. [Lat. leguleius

= a lawyer, from lex (genit. legis) = law.]

A. As subst. : A lawyer. (Milman.)

B. As adj. : Like a lawyer ; legal. (De
Quincey.)

leg'-ume, le-gti'me, leg"- u- men, s.

[Lat."= pulse, any leguminous plant.]

Bot. : A one-celled one or many-seeded two-
valved superior fruit, generally dehiscent by
a suture along both its face and back, and
bearing its seeds on either margin of the
ventral suture. In Astragalus two spurious
cells are formed by the projection inwards of
either the dorsal or ventral suture, which
forms a kind of dissepiment, and in Cassia a
great number of "phragmata," or transverse
diaphragms are formed by projections of the
placenta?. In Cathartocarpus, &c, the legume
is indehiscent, but the line along which dehis-

cence would normally be is indicated by the
presence of sutures. The " legumen" is placed
by Lindley in his class of fruits called Apo-
carpi. It differs from the follicle only in

dehiscing by two valves. [Leguminos^,
LOMENT, REPLTJM.]

legumen lomentaceum, >. [Loment.1

leg'-u-min, leg'-u-mine, *. [Eng., &c.
legum(en), -in, -ine.]

Chem. : [Vegetable Casein].

le-gu-min-o'-sse, s. pi. [Fem. pi. of Mod.
Lat? leguminosus = leguminous.]

Bot. : Leguminous plants ; an order of
Perigynous Exogens, alliance Rosales. It

consists of herbs, shrubs, or trees, with alter-

nate, generally compound leaves, occasionally
dotted ; the petiole tumid at the base, with
two stipules at the base of the petiole, and
two at the base of each leaflet ; the pedicels
usually articulated ; calyx five-parted, in-

ferior, the odd segment anterior ; x>etals five,

or by abortion four, three, two, one, or none

;

stamens definite or indefinite, diadelphous,
more rarely monadelphous or polyadelphous ;

pistil one-celled, generally of one carpel ; fruit

a legume, or more rarely a drupe ; seeds one
or more, attached to the upper suture. Known
genera 297, species 4,700, diffused, though nob
equally, all over the globe. It is divided into
three sub-orders, Papilionaceaa, Ctesalpiniea?,

and Mimosese. The first has many represen-
tatives in Britain; the second and third have
none. Called by Lindley Fabaceee (q.v.).

le-gu-min-o-si-tes, s. [Mod. Lat. legumi-
nos(us); surf, -ites (Palaiont.).]

Paleobotany

:

1. A genus of fossil Leguminosse founded by-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se. ce — e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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Mr. Bowerbank, F.R.S., on seeds from the
London Clay. He describes eighteen species.
They may not be closely akin to each other,

but scattered over the leguminous order.
{Bowerbank : Fossils of tlie London Clay.)

2. A genus of fossil leaves, believed to belong
to the order Leguminosac. They are from the
Cretaceous rocks.

le-gu'-min-ous, a. [Mod. Lat. legvminosits,

from teamen (q.v.).] Having its fruit iu the
form of a legume (q.v.).

leguminous-plants, s. pi.

Bot. ; The English name for the great order
Leguiuinosa?, or Fabaeea; (q.v.).

leh man Ite (1), lem an-itc, s. [Named
after Lake Leinan, or old spelling, Lehman ;

sun", -ite (Mi/t.).]

Min. ; The same as Zoisite (q.v.)-

leh man-ite (2), s. [Named after Lehman,
who first observed it ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : The same as Crocoite (q.v.).

lehr'-bach-lte, s. [Named after one of the
places where found, Lehrbach ; sutl". -ite

(Miiu).']

Mhi. : A massive, granular mineral, with
sp. gr. 7'804 to 7'876. Colour, lead and steel-

gray, iron-black ; brittle. Compos. : selenide
of lead and mercury, represented by the
formula PbSe with HgSe. From Lehrbach
and Tilkerode, Harz.

le-huilt'-lte, s. [Named after Capt. Lehunt,
by Thomson ; suff. -ite (M in.).]

Min. : Natrolite (q.v.), from Glenarm,
County Antrim.

lei-a-can'-thiis, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.
Aetos (leiov) = smooth, and 6ucav0a (acantha) =
= a spine.]

Pakeont. : A genus of plagiostomous fishes,

founded on triassic ichthyodorulites. (Owen:
Palaeontology, ed. 1861, p. 125.)

* Leib ni tian, Leib nitz I an, Leib-
niz'-1-an (z as tz), a. & a. [For etyiu. see

def.] *

A. As adj. ; Belonging to, characteristic of,

or in any way connected with the teaching of

Gottfried Wilhelm v. Leibniz (usually written
LeibnMz, to preserve the German pronuncia-
tion), born at Leipzig, June 21j 1646, died at
Hanover, Nov. 14, 171(5.

"Tlio true Leibnizian spirit."

—

Merz : Leibniz,
p. 210.

B. As subst. : One who accepts the teaching
of Leibnitz ; a follower of Leibnitz.

" Leibnitians have almost nil the experiences on
their aide."— Wallace: Kant, p. 101.

Leib nitz'-f-an-ism, o. [Eng. Leibnitzian

;

-ISM.]

Phil. ; A system of philosophy founded on
the three great principles laid down by Leib-
nitz : (1) The Law of Continuity—that every-
thing in this world is connected ; that there
are no gaps and chasms that cannot lie

bridged over. (Passages in the Nouveaux
Essais (iv. 10)—a reply to Locke's celebrated
Essay — led the author of the History of
Pantheism, ii. 211, to say that Leibnitz was
"as consistent an Evolutionist as Herbert
Siiencer himself"); (2) the conception of the
Monad ; and (3) the idea of Pre-established
Harmony. [Harmony, If 7.] From this last

principle naturally followed the teaching that
this world is the best of all possible worlds, so

mercilessly ridiculed by Voltaire in Candtde.
[Monad, Optimism, Wolffianism.]

" The confession of ' Spiuozisni ' which Leasing made
to Jiuiobi in the year 1780 had perhaps the sense
that he found in it the basis of Leibnitzianism."—
Ceberweg : Hist. Phil., ii. 120.

Leib mtz-o , pref. [Leibnitzian.] Belonging
to, connected with, or characteristic of the
teaching of Leibnitz. [Leibnitzianism.]

Leibnitzo - Wolffian, Leibnitz
Wolffian, Leibniz-Wolffian, a. (See
extract.)

" The next problem, however, was uot the refuta-
tion, but the systematisntion of the Leibnitzian
conceptions. The work was undertaken with decided
talent, indefatigable industry, and very considerable
result by Christian Wolff, so that nearly all disciples
of Leibnitz in Germany stood also under his influence,
and the school was, and is still, commonly designated
as the Leibnitzo-Woljflan:' — Ueberwcg : Hist. Phil.,
ii., 114.

lei'-dy-ite, 5. [Named after Dr. J Leidv, of
Philadelphia; suff. -ite. (Min.)

I

Mm. : A mineral occurring in wart-like en-

crustations consisting of fine scales, also

stalactitic. Hardness, 1 to 2 ; lustre, resinous

;

colour, grass-blue or olive-green ; streak,

white. Compos. : a hydrated silicate of alum-
ina, protoxide of iron, magnesia, and lime.

Found with grossular garnet, zoisite, and
quartz, at Leiperville, Delaware co., Penn-
sylvania.

*leie, v.t. [Lay, v.]

*leig'-er, s. & a. [Ledger, Leger (1).]

leigh (gh silent), s. [A variant of lea — a
meadow, a pasture.] A frequent suffix in

English place-names, especially in the south-
western counties ; as, Budleigh, Chmnleigh,
&c. Also written ley, lea.

lei-6-, pref. [Gr. Aeto? (leios) = smooth to the
touch ; the same as Lat. losvis.]

Bot., Zool., &c. : Smooth.

lei o-cam -pa, s. [Pref. leio-, and Gr. Kajumj
(kampe) = a caterpillar.]

Entom. : A genus of Notodontidae. Leio-

cnttvpa dictrm is the Swallow Prominent Moth,
whitish, with dark-brown markings. The ex-

pansion of the wings is about two inches. The
larva feeds on poplars and willows in Sep-
tember.

lei'- -o -don, s. [Pref. leio-, and Gr. 6Sovs
(odous), genit. 65cVtos (odontos) = a tooth.]

Pakeont. : A genus of Mosasaurous Reptiles
from the Cretaceous Rocks.

lei'-o-thrix, s. [Pref. leio-; Gr. flpi'f (thrix),

genit. rpixos (trichos) = hair.]

Ornith. : A genus of Ampelidae (Chatterers),
sub-family Pachycephalinse (Thick - heads).
They are found in India, where they carefully
examine birds for any insects inhabiting them.
Their eggs are black spotted witli yellow.

lei-S-tri-cha'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. Uiothrix,
genit. leiotrich(os) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

•anas.]

Ornith. : Silky or Long-legged Chatterers.
According to Swainson, a sub-family of Am-
pelidae. The legs are large, robust, and syn-
dactyly the hind toe longer than the outer ;

the wings short and rounded, the bill strong,
the gonys ascending. Type, the genus Leio-
thrix (q.v.).

Lei-6t'-ri-chi, s. pi. [Gr. Aeiorpixiaw (leio-

trichiao)= to have smooth hair.] [Leiothrix.]

Ethnol. : (See extract).
" In attempting to classify these persistent modifica-

cations [of the human race] after the manner of na-
turalists, the first circumstance that attracts one's
attention is the broad contrast between the people
with straight and wavy hair, and those with crisp,
woolly, or tufted hair. Bory de St. Vincent, noting
this fundamental distinction, divided mankind ac-
cordingly into the two primary groups of Leiotrichi
and Ulotrichi—terms which are open to criticism, but
which I adopt . . . because they have beeu used. It
is better for science to accept a faulty name which has
the merit of existence than to burthen it with a fault-
less newly-invented one."—Huxley : Critiques & Ad-
dresses (1873), p. 150.

lei-St'-ri-chous, «. [Leiotrichi.] Having
smooth hair ; belonging to or characteristic of
the Leiotrichi or smooth-haired people.

lei-pd'-a, s. [Native name ; or from Gr. ketmo
(leipo) = to leave, and <hd (da), pi. of £>6v (don)
= an egg.]

Ornith. : A genus of Megapodidse, sub-family
Megapodinse (Mound Birds). Leipoa ocellata
is the native pheasant of Australia. It de-
posits its eggs in mounds formed by vegetable
matter covered by sand. They are sought for
eagerly by the natives for food.

lei-po-thym'-i-a, li-po-thym'-i-a, s.

[Gr. \eiirui (leipo) = (to leave), and &/w.6s
(tlmmos) = the soul. So called from the sus-
pension of feeling or sensation.]

Path. : A fainting fit, a swoon,

lei-po-thym'-ic, lei-poth'-ym-ous, a.
[Mod Lat. leipothymfia) ; Eng. suff. -ic, -ous.}

Pathology

:

1. Of or belonging to a fainting fit.

2. Subject to fainting fits,

* leiser, * leisere, s, [Leisure.]

leis'-ter, s. [Icel. Ijostr; Sw. ljustra.] A
three-pronged spear for striking fish. (Scotch.)

" A three*taed leister on the ither.
Lay, large an' lane "

Burns: Death & Doctor Hornbook.

* leis'-ur-a-ble (leis as lezh or lezh), u.

[Eng. leisur(e); -able.]

1. That may or can be done at leisure ; not
hurried ; leisurely.

"A Insurable departure."

—

Hooker: Ecclcs. Polity*
bk. v., § 46.

2. Not occupied ; idle.

* leis'-ur-a-bly, * leas-ur-a-bly (leis as

lezh or lezh), adv. [Eng. leisiirabQe) ; ~ly.~}

In a leisurely manner ; at leisure ; not
hurriedly.

" Moses, Joshua, and David, who leisurably ending
their lives in peace, prayed for the mercies of Uod upon
their posterity."—Hooker : Eccles. Polity, bk. v., § 4G. ,

leis -ure (leis as lezh or lezh), * leiser.
" leisere, * leysure, s." & a. [O. Fr. leinr,

properly the inhn. of a verb = to be lawful,
from Lat. licet = it is permitted ; Fr. loisir.]

A. As substantive :

1. Freedom from business, occupation, or
hurry

;
power or liberty to spend time ac-

coixling to one's choice.

"As our bodies waxe and gather strength by
leysure.''—Savile: Tacitus ; Agrlvoi'a, p. 184.

2. Vacant or unoccupied time; time free?

from occupation or employment.
" I may have leave and leisure to make love to lier."

Shakesp. ; Taming of the Shrew, L 2.

3. A convenient opportunity ; convenience,,
ease.

"Pay them at thy leisure."
Shakesft. : Venus & Adonis, 518.

B. As adj. : Free from business, occupa-
tion, or hurry ; unoccupied, idle : as, leisure-

hours.

% (1) At leisure: Free from business or
occupation ; disengaged.

(2) At one's leisure : At one's ease ; without
hurry.

* leis ured (leis as lezh or lezh), a. [Eng
leisur(e); -ed.] Having leisure or unoccupied
time ; at leisure.

leis'-ure-ly (leis as lezh or lezh), a. & adv.
[Eng. leisure; -ly.]

A. As adj. : Free from or without hurry or
haste

; gentle, slow, deliberate.
" Old Timothy took up his staff, and he shut
With a leisurely motion, tlie door of bis hut."

Wordsworth ; Childless Father.

B. Asadr. : In a leisurely manner ; without
hurry or haste ; deliberately.

" Full leisurely he rose."
Someruile : Hobbinol, ii*

* leite, s. [Light, s.]

* leke (1), s. [Leek.]

* leke (2), s. [Leak, s.]

* leke, a. [Leak, a.]

* lell, v.t. [Loll.]

* lem'-an, * lem man, * leof-man, s-

[A.S. leof= dear, and maun = man or woman.

J

A sweetheart of either sex ; a gallant, a mis-
press ; originally used in a good sense, but
afterwards usually in a bad.]

le-man -e-a, s. [Named after M. Leman, a.

French botanist.]

Bot. : The typical and only genus of the
family or tribe Lemanidte, or Lemaniese(q.v.).
Lemanea flxivuttilis and L. torulosa are not un-
common in Britain.

le man i-dse, le-man'-i-e-sa, s. pi. [Le-
manea.]

Bot. : A family of Green-spored Algse, or
Confervoids. It consists of blue-coloured
fresli-water Algse, filamentous, inarticulate,

compound cellular, cartilagineo - coriaceous
substance. The fronds are branched, hollow,
having within them whorls ofwart-like bodies,
finally breaking up into elliptic spores.
(Griffith & Henfrey.) Lindley makes the Le-
raanidfe a tribe or family of Fuceee, and de-
fines them as having a hollow frond wholly
converted into a receptacle. Only known
genus, Lemanea (q..v.).

lem'-bi-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lemb(us) ; Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. ~idw.]

Zool. : A family of Infusoria, order Ciliata.
It consists of long, vermiform animalcules,
having a long, crest-like ciliated border to the
lower part of the body. They swim vigorously.

lem bus, . [Lat. lemons, from Gr. AejujSos

boll, boy ; pofct, jo%l ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem : thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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(lembos) = a small, fast-sailing vessel with a

sharp prow ; a pinnace.]

Zool, : The typical genus of the family Lem-
bidss. Typical species, Lembits velifer.

* leme, s. [A.S. Ie6>na.] A gleam, a ray of

light, a flash.

" As it were by a bright leme of .1 1niche or candell."
—Elyot: Governor, bk. i., ch. i.

* leme, f.t. [A.S, k6man.] To gleam, to shine.

" The lyght that lemad out of the."
Piers Plowman, p. 117.

&em'-ma, s. [Lat., from Gr. ATj/x^ia (liimma) =
a thing" taken ; in logic, a premiss taken, for

granted ; ciA^^ai (eilemmai), perf. pass, of

\avf3dvui (lambano) — to take ; Fr. lemme.]

Math. : An auxiliary proposition, demon-
strated on account of its immediate applica-

tion to some other proposition. The conclu-
sion of the lemma becomes requisite to the
demonstration of the main proposition, and,
rather than encumber that proposition, a
separate demonstration is introduced. The
idea of a lemma is, that it is introduced out
of its natural place, and this serves to dis-

tinguish it from ordinary propositions which,
entering in their proper places, are of more
or less use in demonstrating subsequent ones.

* lein'-man, *. [L-eman.]

lem'-ming, lem -lrig, s. [The Norwegian
name. ]

1. Zoology

:

(1) Sing. : Myodes lemmus, a rodent of the
family Muridee ; habitat, the mountainous
regions of Sweden and Norway. Dark brown-
ish-black, mixed irregularly with tawny on
on the back, fading into yellowish-white on
the abdomen. Length about six inches, the
tail being only half an inch. The Lemming is

remarkable fur migrating at certain periods,
generally at the approach of winter, in im-
mense multitudes, in a straight line, apparently
in obedience to some blind mechanical im-
pulse. They move onward in parallel columns,
and nothing will induce them to deviate from
the straight line, the migration always termi-
nating in the sea, and ending in the drowning
of all that have survived the journey. (Nichol-

so-n : Zoology.)

(2) PI. . The genus Myodes (q.v.).

2. Pcdceont. : The lemmings are represented
by at least one species in Post-Tertiary de-

posits in Britain, occurring after the Glacial

Period, and being contemporary with palaeo-

lithic man. (Nicholson : Pakeontology.)

lem'-na, s. [Gr. Mfxva (lemna) = a water-
plant, Lennm palustris.]

Bot. : A genus of Pistiacete (Lemnads or

Duckweeds). The spathe membranaceous,
urceolate, the vegetative system replaced by
a minute floating stem with dependent root-

• lets. Flowers two, monoecious, imperfect.

Twelve are known ; four are British— viz.,

Levma minor, L. trisulca, L. glbba, and L.

polyrhiza. The first is very common on still

ponds, which it mantles with a covering of

green. [Duckweed.]

lem-na'-ce-se, s. pi, [Lat. lemn(a); fern. pi.

adj. suff. -acete.]

Bot. : The same as Pistiace-s. (Liiulley.)

Sir Joseph Hooker prefers the name Lem-
nace<e. [Lemnads, Pistiace^e.]

lem'-nadijf, 5. pi. [Lat. lemn(a); Eng. pi.

suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the

order Pistiacea, or Lemnacere (q.v.).

Lem'-xil-an, a. [Lat. Lemnlus, from Lemnus;
Gr. AtJjui/os (Lemnos), an island in the iEgean
Sea.] Of or pertaining to Lemnos.

Lemnian-earth, s.

1. Bot. : The dried and powdered pulp in-

vesting the seeds in the fvmt -of Adansonia
dlgitata, the Baobab tree (q.v.).

2. Mia. : The same as Sphragidite (q.v.).

Lemnian ruddle, s. A kind of ruddle
or red chalk dug tip in Lemnos, and used by
artificers for colouring.

lem-nis-ca' ta, lsm-ius'i-cate, $. [Lat.

lemniscatus — adorned with ribbons ; lemnis-

cus = a ribbon.]

Geom. : The name given to a curve of the
fourth degree, having the form nf the figure 8

(OO), both parts being symmetrical, and

generated by the point to which a tangent to
an equilateral hyperbola meets the perpendi-
cular on it drawn from the centre.

lem-nis'-cus, s. [Lat. = a ribbon.]

* I. Ord. Lang. : A fillet or ribbon of
various-coloured wools, hanging from the back
of the head-dress, or crown, diadem, &c. It

was frequently attached to crowns and other
prizes as a mark of greater distinction. It

was originally made of the rind of trees, but
in process of time came to be made of more'
costly materials, and at last even of silver or
gold.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : A fillet ; a bundle of fibres on
each side of the peduncular fibres of the
cerebrum,

2. Zool. : One of the minute riband-shaped
appendages in the generative pores in Entozoa.

le-mo-dip'-6-de$, le-mo-dip'-6-da, s. pi
[L.-EMODIPODA.]"

lemon, * lem-mon, s. & a. [Fr. Umon,
from Pers. linuut, linntnd = a lemon, a citron ;

Turk, limun; Arab, luimiui*

A. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.

2. The fruit of the tree described in II.

"Thus a lemon, quince, or sharp apple, cut with a
knife, becomes immediately black. '

—

Browne: Vulyar
ISrraurg, bk. vL, ch. xiL

3. The colour of a lemon j a bright, pale-
yellow colour.

II. Bot., Llist., & Comin. : The fruit of Citrus
Limonum, or the tree on which it grows. The
petiole is not winged. The fruit resembles
that of the citron, but is longer, more irre-

gular, less knobbed at the extremity, and the
skin is thinner. There are many varieties.

Lemons are largely imported into this cr>\ntry
from the south of Europe.

% The Java lemon is Citrus javanica; the
Median lemon, C. Medica; the Pearl lemon,
C. margarita; the Sweet Lemon, (_'. himia; the
Water lemon, Passijlora mahformis, and the
Wild lemon, Podophyllum peltatum. (Treas.

of Bot.)
" Bear me, Pomona ! to thy citroii groves ;

To where the U-moti and the piercing lime . . .

Their lighter glories blend."
Thomson : Summer, 664.

B. As adjective

:

1. Belonging or pertaining to the lemon

;

impregnated with lemon.

2. Of the colour of a lemon ; pale-yellowish.

H Oil of Lemons, Essential Oil of Lemon :

Chem., Pharm., &c. : The oil expressed or
distilled from fresh lemon peel. It is im-
ported chiefly from Sicily. It is sometimes
used in microscopic examination of pollen,
&c., placed in, it to render them more trans-
parent. It is better for the purpose than oil

of turpentine, being less volatile and less

disagreeable.

lemon -coloured, a.

Bot., t&c. .- The colour of a ripe lemon, the
purest yellow without any brightness.

lemon-dab, s.

Ichthy. : Pleuranectes microcephahis. It is

larger than the Common Dab. (Yarrell.)

[Dab, *. 2.]

lemon-grass* s.

Bot. : Andropogon (Cymbopogo7i)Schoinanthus.
So called from its agreeable smell. The taste
is warm, bitterish, and not unpleasant. For-
merly it was brought over from Turkey, in
bundles about a foot long, and sold as a
stomachic and deobstruent. Now but rarely
used.

lemon-juice, s. The juice of the lemon.
It is used as an anti-scorbutic, but has been to
a great extent superseded by lime-juice. It is

rather opaque, and of an extremely sour taste,

owing to the presence of citric and malic
acids.

lemon-kali, s. An effervescing drink,
prcpai ed by mixing lemon-juice with dissolved
bicarbonate of potash.

lemon-peel, s. The peel or rind of the
lemon, which, when dried, preserved, and
candied, is used in desserts and as a flavouring
material by cooks. It is an aromatic stomachic.

lemon-sole, .*.

Ichthy. : Solea aitrantiaca ; distinguished

by its yellowish or lemon colour, marbled
with brown and speckled with black. It

ranges southward as far as, Portugal.

lemon squash, s. [Squash (1), s., If-]

lemon-tree, *. [Lemon.]

lemon-yello w, s. The colour of the
lemon, a pale yellow.

lem'-on-ade, s. [Fr. limonade, from limon=
a lemon ; Sp. limonada.]

1. A drink prepared by mixing lemon-juice

with water and sweetening it.

2. An effervescing drink, consisting of water

and sugar, flavoured with the essence ot

lemons.

le-mo'-ni-as, s. [Gr. Aein&m'as (leimonias)
— a water nymph.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Lemoniinse, of which the Papilio leuwnias of

Linnaeus, an Indian butterfly with dentated
wings, gray with yellow points and an ocellus,

is the type.

le-md-ni-i'-nse, s. [Mod. Lat., &c. lemoniias);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -iuce.]

Entom. : A sub-family of ErycinidEe. There
are only three branches to the sub-costal ner-

vures ; the sub-costal and discoidal nervures
are completely distinct.

le'-mur (pi. le' - murs, lem' - u - re§t), &.

[Lat. = a ghost, a spectre].

1. Conipar. Religions (PL) (Of the form le-

mures) : Spectres or spirits of the dead.
Some Latin writers used this word as the
common term for all the spirits of the
dead (Ovid: Fast. v. 483), and divided the
Lemures into two classes : the good, who
became Lares (q.v.) ; and the wicked, who
became Larvae. But the commonly received
opinion seems 'to have been that the Lemures
and the Larvae were identical (August. : Be
Civ. Dei, ix. 11), and they were said to wander
about at night as spectres (llor. : Epist. ii.

2, 209), and to torment and frighten the living
(I'ers. : Sat. v.. 185). To propitiate them and
to purify the house, certain ceremonies were
annually performed on the nights of Jlay 9,

11, and 13. (In the example the word is a
dissyllable.) (See Ovid: East. v. 41i(-44.)

" The Lars and Lemures moan with midnight plaint."
Milton: Ode on the Nativity.

2. Zoology:

(1) Sing* : The typical genus of the sub-family
Lemurinse (q.v.). Habitat, Madagascar and
the adjacent islands. It contains many
species, the most important of which are

described under their popular names. Generic
characteristics : long snout, small flat skull,

long body, with narrow flanks. Hind limbs
rather longer than the fore, long furry tail,

hands and feet short, with a broad great toe
;

ears tufted or hairy, and moderate in length.
In some kinds the head is surrounded by a
ruff of fur ; the colour varies eveu in in-

dividuals of the same species. The true
Lemurs are diurnal arboreal animals, prin-
cipally frugivorous, but feeding occasionally
on birds' eggs, and even small birds.

(2) PL (Of the form lemurs) : Loosely em-
ployed as the English equivalent of Lemu-
roidea (q.v.).

le-mur-a'-vi-d£e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lemura-
v(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Pahvant. : A family of fossil mammals,
apparently connecting the Lemuroids and the
Platyrhines. It was founded by Prof. Marsh
on remains in deposits of Eocene age in the
United States.

le-mur-a'-vus, s. [Lat. lemur (q.v.), and
avus — a grandfather, an ancestor.]

Pakeont. : The typical genus of the family
Lemuravidae (q.v.). There were forty-four
teeth.

le-miir'-i-dae, s. pi. [Lat., &c, lemur; fern.

pi. adj. suff. -idaz.]

Zool. : One of the families of the sub-order
Leinuroidea (q.v.). It contains four sub-
families : Indrisiute, LemurinEe,' Nycticebina;,
and Galagiumaa.

lem-u-ri-nae, s. pi. [Lat., &c. lemur; fem.
pi. adj. sulf. -tme.]

Zool. : The typical sub-family of the Leinur-
ida;. It contains the typical genus Lemur
(q.v.), Hapalemur, and Lepilemur.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf* work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, ciir, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, oe = e; ey = a; qu = kw-
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leHI'-U-rine, a. [Eng., &o. lemur; -ine.]

Belonging to, characteristic of, or resembling
the lemurs. [Lemur, Lemukoidea.]

"The aleiider Lor is . . . win put in many a claim
to.be our shadow refracted, as it were, through a
lemurine prism."

—

St. George Mlvart ; Man & Apex,
p. 175.

lem'-u-rold, u. & s. [Lemukoidea.]

A. As adj. : Resembling or characteristic of

the genus Lemur or the sab-order Lemuroidea.
" They are the largest animals of the Lemuroid sub-

order."—St. George Jlivart : Man & Apes, p. 70.

B. -4s substantive

:

1. Sing. : Any individual of the sub-order
Lemuroidea.

2. PI. : Tlie sub-order Lemuroidea (q.v.).

" The true lemurs, which are the typical Lemuroids,
are members of the second sub-family Leniuriua}."

—

St. George Mlvart : Man & Apes, p. 70.

iem-u-rol'-de-a, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from
Lat. \ &c. lemur (q.v.), and Gr. elSos {e-idos) —
resemblance.]

1. Zool.: Half-Apes, PrQSimiee.Milne-Edwards,
Gervais, Grandidier, and Gratiolet proposed to

raise them to a distinct order on the ground of

their placentation and cerebral characteristics.

Mivart makes them a sub-order of Primates,
(referring the Apes and Man to another sub-
order Anthropoidea). It contains the true

lemurs [Lemub] and the lemuroid animals,
distributed in three families : Lemuridte, Tar-
siidse, and Cheiromyidee. Their geographical
distribution roughly accords with that of the
races of woolly-haired men. The Lemuroids
are frugivorous or insectivorous, and noc-
turnal. All destitute of cheek-pouch, ischial

callosities, and prehensile tail. The facial

angle is much more acute than in the apes.

(For distinctly anatomical peculiarities of the
Lemuroidea seeProc. Zool. tioc. (1873), 484-510.)

" That which T think may be beet designated as the
sub-order Lemuroidea."—St. George Mlvart, in Proc.
Zool. Sac. (1873}, p. 510.

2. Palaiont. : [Lemukavus].

* le'-na, a. [Lat.] A procuress.

lend* * lene, * lenen (pa. t. *lenede, * lende,
* lente, lent ; pa. par. f lened, * lend, lent), v. t.

& i. [A.S. Idmxmi = to lend, give, grant, from
Iden ~ a loan ; cogn. with Dut. leeuen = to lend,

from teen = a fee or fief ; I eel. Idna = to lend,

from Idn = a loan ; Una = to grant, from Un-

= a fief ; Dan. laane = to lend, from loan = a
loan: Sw. Uina=to lend, from Ian = a fee,

a fief ; Ger. lehnen = to lend, from lehen, lehn
= a fief. The cl is excrescent, the modern form
of the word being due to the forms of the pa.

t. and pa. par. of the original verb.] [Loan.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To give ; to grant.
" Hu inihte he leanen lif to the deode f

"

St. Katharine, 1,086.

* 2. To bestow upon ; to endow with.
" God lene him grace."

Wiltium of Palerne, 327.

3. To give or grant to another for temporary
use ; to give the use of on condition of return :

as, To lend a book.

i. To give the use of to another temporarily
on condition of return or repayment together
with a recompense or payment for the use.

"The stock which is lent at interest is always con-
sidered as a capital by the lender."Smith : Wealth of
Nations, bk. ii., eh. iv.

5. To afford ; to grant ; to supply ; to

furnish.
" Gracious my lord, hard by here is a hovel

:

Some friendship will it lend you 'gainst the tempest."
Shakesp. : Lear, iii. 2.

6. To give up for a time ; to grant ; to turn
;

to apply.
" Cato, lend me for a while thy patience,
And condescend to hear a young man speak."

Addison : Cato.

* 7. To let for hire or compensation : as, To
lend a horse.

* 8. To give, as a blow.

B. Pejlexively

:

1. To devote ; to give, as an assistant or

promoter : as, He lent himself to the scheme.
+l

2. To accommodate ; to fit ; to suit : as, A
dress lends itself to the figure.

C. Intrans. : To make loans; to give the
use of things to another temporarily.

" He that hath pity upon tlie poor lendetli unto the
Lord."

—

Prov. xix. 17.

H To lend a hand: To give assistance ; to

assist.

lend a ble, a. [Eng. lend ; -able.] That,
may or can be lent ; capable of being lent.

lend er, s. [Eng. lewi ; -er.] One who lends ;

especially one who lends money upon interest.

" Neither a borrower, nor a lender be ;

For loan oft loses both itseif and friend."

Sliakesp. : Hamlet, i. 8.

* lenders, * lends, s. pi. [Loin.] The loins.

lend -mg, pr. par., a., & s. [Lend.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. -4s substantive :

1. The act of giving or granting anything, as

a loan.
" It will make the difficulty of borrowing and lend-

ing much greater."—Locke : Of Lowering of Interest.

* 2. That which is lent ; a loan.
" Mowbray hath received eight thousand nobles.
In name of lendings for your highness' soldiers."

Slvakesp. : liicliard II., i. 1.

* 3. Outward appurtenances not belonging
to the essence of a thing.

" Off, off, you tendings : coine, unbutton here."
Shakesp. : Lear, id. i.

* lends, s. pi. [Lendes.]

* lene (1), a, [Lean.]

lene (2), a. & s. [Lat. lenis — smooth.]

A. As adjective

:

Philol. : Smooth ; applied to certain mute
or explosive consonants, as k, p, t.

B. As substantive

:

Philol. : A smooth, mute, or explosive con-
sonant, as k,p, t.

* lene, v.t. & i. [Lend.]

* lehg, a, [Long.]

length, * lengthe, s, [A.S. lengdh, from
lang = long ; cogn. with Dut. lengte, from lang
= long ; Dan. Imngde, from lang = long ; Sw.
langd, from lang — long ; Icel. lengd, from
langr = long.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The measure or extent of any body from
end to end ; the longest measure of any object,

as distinguished from depth, thickness,
breadth, or width ; the measure of the greatest
line which can be drawn from one extremity
of anything material to the other.

" LengVi is an element which cau he very accurately
measured and copied. But every measuring instru-
ment is liable to change its length with temperature.
It is therefore necessary in defining h. length by refer-
ence to a concrete material standard, such as a bar of
metal, to state the temperature at which the standard
is correct. The temperature now usually selected for
this purpose is that of a mixture of ice and water
(0°C.f, observation having shown that the temperature
of such a mixture is constant."

—

Eoerett : The C. G. S.

System of Units (1875), p. 0.

if The standard of length in England is the
British Imperial Yard. [Yard.]

2. A certain extent or portion of space, as
measured in the direction of its longest mea-
surement.
"But, ah ! thought kills me, that I am not thought,
To leap large lengths of miles, when thou art gone."

Sliakesp. : Sonnet 43.

3. A definite portion of the length of any
material thing.

"If a centipede ... be sliced into several lengths,
the action of the feet continues."

—

(quarterly Review,
Jan., 1S58, p. 103.

4. Long continuance or duration.

* 5. Distance.
" He had marched to the length of Exeter.' —Claren-

don : Civil War.

6. Detail, amplification ; reach or expansion
of anything.

II. Technically:

1. Cricket : Tlie point where the ball pitches
after delivery by the bowler, desirably at such
a distance or length from the batsman as to
make forward play risky, while not so far
from him as to make back play easy.

2. Racing : The measure of the body run-
ning, or driven : as, A horse wins a race by
two lengths ; a bicyclist wins by three lengths
(that is, of his machine).

3. Theat. : Forty lines of a part, whether
occurring consecutively or divided.

" I've a part of twelve lengths here, which I must be
up in to-morrow night."

—

Dickens: Nicholas A'ickleby,
ch. xxiii.

If (1) At length

:

1. In or to tlie full extent : as, To write a
name at length.

2. At last ; in the end ; after a long time.

, "A t length, at length, I have thee in my.arms.
Though our malevolent stars have struggled hard.
And field us long asuuder." Dryden : King A rthur.

(2) At full length: Stretched out to the full

extent.
" Here stretch thy body at full length."

Wordsworth : Poet's Epitaph.

* length, v.t. [Length, s.] To lengthen to

extend.

"Short, night, to-night, and length thyself to-mor-

row." Shakesp. : Passionate PUgrim, 210

lengthed, a. [Eng. length; -ed.] Having
length.

" His body was 8 foote long, and his arines and legges

well lengtlwd and strengthed after the proportion of

his body."—Fabyan, vol. L, ch. clvi.

lehgth'-en, v.t. & L [Eng. length, a. ;
-en.]

A. Transitive :

1. To make long or longer ; to draw out, to

extend, to elongate : as, To lengthen a line.

"Should it be said, that the woodpecker's speeies

may by degrees have lengthened the organ itself, be-

yond that of other birds."—Paley : Nat. Theol., ch. xiii.

2. To protract ; to extend in time or dura-

tion.

"And if thou wiltwalke in my waves and keep myne
ordinaunce ... I wyll lengthen thy dayes also.' —3
Kinges iii. (1551.)

3. To extend, to prolong ; to draw or spin

out : as, To lengthen a discourse.

4. To draw out in pronunciation : as, To
length-en a syllable or vowel.

% Lengtlien is frequently followed by the

adverb out, but with little or no addition to

the meaning.
" Punctually paid for lengthening out disease."

Cowper : Hope, 204.

B. Intrans. : To grow or become longer ; to

increase in length ; to extend ; to be pro-

tracted.
" At once he darts along

Deep struck, and runs out all the lengthened line."
Thomson : Spring, 482.

length'-en-ing, pi\ par., a.,&s. [Lengthen.]

A. & B. -4s pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

'C. As substantive

:

1. The act or process of making long or
longer.

" Lengthening of thy tranquillity."

—

Dan. iv, 28.

2. The state of becoming or growing longer.

lengthening-bar, s. An extension piece
for the leg of a drafting compass, when the
reach of the ordinary legs is insufficient.

lengthening-piece, s.

Shipbuild. : One of the timbers added to
the ribs above the top-timbers, to impart the
necessary height to the sides of the vessel.

lengthening-rod, s. A rod with a screw
and screw-socket at the respective ends ; at-

tached endwise to form a long shank for an
auger or drill in deep boring.

* length'-ful, a. [Eng. length ; -ful{l).'\ Of
great length ; long.

" The driver whirlB his lengthful thong

;

The horses fly." Pojje ; Homer ; Iliad xi. 359.

length'-I-ly, adv. [Eng. lengthy; -ly.] In a
lengthy manner ; at great length or extent.

lehgth'-i-neSS, s. [Eng. lengthy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being lengthy ; length, pro-
lixity : as, The lengthiness of a discourse.

* length'-ing, * length-yng, pr. par., u..,

& s. [Length, v.]

length'-way§, adv. [Eng. length, and ways.]

lu the direction of the length ; from end to
end ; iii a longitudiual direction.

length'-wi^e, oxlv. [Eng. length; -wise.]

The same as Lengthways (q_.v.).

length'-y, a. [Eng. length ; -y.] Having
length ; having too great length ; long and
tedious ; drawn out to too great a length

;

prolix
" What in America would be called a lengthy x>oem

with lengthy annotations."— Soutltey: The Doctor,
ch. clx.

le'-ni-en-o$r, *le-nl-en9e,s. [Eng. lenient;

-ci/.] The quality or state of being lenient;
lenity ; mildness, gentleness.

le'-ni-ent, a. & s. [Lat. leniens, pr. par. of
Unio = to soften, to soothe; lenis =z smooth,
soft, mild.]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Softening, mitigating, assuasive. (Often
followed by of.)

"Lenient of grief, the pitying god began."
Pope : Homer ; Odyssey iv. 731.

boll, b6y ; pout, joM ; cat, 9011, chorus, ghln, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f,
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* 2. Laxative, relaxing, emollient.
" While lenient biitlia at home his wife prepares,

He aiid Ills suns utteutl their Heecy cares.

'

Grainger: Tibullus, i. II.

3. Mild, gentle, not severe or rigorous;

merciful, clement : as, To be lenient towards
an offender.

* B. As subst. : A preparation or application

of an emollient or assuaging nature.

"Therefore I do advise the use of lenients, not only
by the authority of those ancient and modern chir-

surgeons, but by my own practice."—Wiscman: Sur-
gery, bit. v., eh. ix.

le'-ni-ent-ly, adv. [Eng. lenient ; -ly.] In a

lenient maimer; mildly; mercifully; with

mercy and clemency; without severity or

rigour.
" The deluded populace, . . . am scarcely be treated

too leniently."—Macuulay : Hist. Eng., cli. v.

*len'-i-fy, *len-i-fie, v.t. [O. Fr. lenijier,

from Lat. lenis = mild, gentle, and facio = to
make.] To assuage, to mitigate, to soften.

" Colocasiti was good to lencfte or mitigat the acri-

aiouie of humors within the bodie."

—

P. Holland:
Plinie, bk. xxi., ch. xxviii.

* len'-i-ment, s. [Lat, lenimentum, from
lenio = to soften; Ze?iis = mild, gentle.] An
assuasive, a lenient.

* len'-'i-tive, a. & s. [Fr. lenitif, from Lat.

lenio = to soften ; lenis = mild, gentle.]

A, As adj. : Having the power or quality
of softening or mitigating; emollient; as-

suasive.

"Those milks have all an acrimony; though one
would think they should be lenitive."—Bacon: A'at.

Mist., § 639.

B. As substantive:

1. A medicine, preparation, or application,

which tends to soothe or ease pain ; a lenient.

"Remedies for all infirmities of minde, purgatives,
cordialls, alteratives, corroboratives, lenitives, £c."

—

Burton : Anat. of Melancholy, p. 280.

2. Anything which soothes or allays

passion, excitement, or grief.

"Thy breast alone no lenitives appease.'
Pope: Homer; Iliad xvi. 39.

* len'-l-tive-liess, s. [Eng. lenitive; -ness.]

The quality or state of being lenitive or

emollient.

* len'-l-tude, s. [Lat. lenitudo, from lenis —
soft, gentle.] Lenity, leniency.

len'-l-ty\ s. [Lat. lenitas, from ?ems= soft,

gentle.] Mildness of temper or disposition
;

mercy ; clemency ; tenderness ; freedom from
harshness, cruelty, or severity ; humanity.

"His lenity has been attributed by some writers to
his good nature."—Macau-lay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

len'-ni-tite, s. [Named after the place where
found, Lenni.]

Min. : A greenish orthoclase (q.v.) almost
destitute of cleavage.

len-no'-a, s. [Named after Joachim Miller.]

Bot. ; The typical genus of the order Len-

len-no-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lenno(a);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suif. -acecc]

Bot. : An order of Hypogynous Exogens. It

consists of leafless or scaly parasitic herbs,with
panicles or heads of hexanierous or decamer-
ous hermaphrodite flowers, corolla gamopetal-
ous ; stamens equal ;

perigynous. Ovary
many-celled, each cell with two ovules.

Found in Mexico and California. They resemble
Orobanchacete, but appear to Count Solims
more akin to Monotropaeese. (S-upp. to Treas.

of Bot.)

le'-nd, *. [Ital.]

Fabric: A kind of open cotton goods, thinner

than book-muslin. It is used for veils, window-
curtains, &c. It is plain, coloured, or checked.

* le-noc'-I-nant, a. [Lat. lenocinans, pr. par.

of lenocinor = to pander, to be lewd.] [Leno-
cinium.] Given to lewdness, lewd.

le-nd-cin'-l-um, s. [Lat., from leno = a

pander.]

Scots Law : The connivance of a husband at

his wife's adultery, and his participation in

the profits of her prostitution, or his lending
himself in any way, directly or indirectly, to

his own and her disgrace.

lens, s. [Lat. = a lentil ; so called from the re-

semblance in shape to the seed ofa lentil, which
is like a double-convex Jens.] A piece of a
transparent substance, usually glass, so shaped

as to afford two regular opposite surfaces,

both curved, or one curved and the other plane,

changing the direction of rays of light, and
diminishing or increasing the apparent size of

objects viewed through it. Combinations of

lenses increase this effect. The curved sur-

faces are usually spherical, and the ordinary

lenses of this description are of six varieties.

They are : Plano-concave, double concave,
plano-convex, double convex, meniscus, and
concavo-convex. (Wee these words.)

1" There are many lenses peculiar from
their proportions, construction, arrangement,
or specific effects ; these will be found under
their distinguishing names.

If Crystalline lens ; [Crystalline, U (3)].

lens-shaped, a.

Bot. : Resembling a double convex lens, as

the seeds of Amaranthus.

lent, pret. & pa. par. of v. [Lend.]

* lent, a. & adv. [Lat. lentus= slow, gentle.]

A. As adj. : Slow, gentle, mild.
" The lent heat of Athaiior."—BcnJomon: Alchem-

ist, ii. 1.

B. As adverb

:

Music: The same as Lento (q.v.).

Lent, * Lente, s. [A.S. lencten = the spring
;

cogn. with Dut. lente; Ger. lenz ; O. H. Ger.
lenzin, lengizen; probably from A.S,, Ger., &
Dut. !«»</ = long, because in spring the days
lengthen.]

Church History

:

1. Roman Church: A fast—formerly of vary-

ing duration, but now of forty days—observed
as a preparation for the Easter festival. A
fast prior to this solemnity was customary
from the earliest times, but it is not till the
fourth century that we And the Lenten period
definitely specified by the word Teo-crapa/coo-T^,

in Can. 5 of the Council of Nice. Sozomen
(H. E., vii. 19) says the Westerns generally
" kept Lent for six weeks, the Church of Con-
stantinople and the neighbouring provinces
for seven." The four days before the First
Sunday in Lent, necessary to make up the
full tale of forty days—(six weeks = thirty-

six clays, for Sunday is never a fasting-day)—
to correspond with the miraculous lasts of
Moses (Exod. xxxiv. 28), of Elias (1 Kings xix.

8), and of Our Lord (Matt. iv. 2), were intro-

duced in the ninth century. The severity of
the Lenten fast is now much modified, and
the extent (both as to time and quantity) to
which laetieinia may be used is made knuwn
by the Lenten indults published by the bishops,
and read in all the churches of the diocese at
the parochial mass.

2. Greek Church : The Greek Lent lasts for
seven weeks—thirty-live days, for on all Satur-
days (except Holy Saturday), on the Feast of

the Annunciation, and on all Sundays, the
law of fasting is not in force. Strict absti-
nence from flesh-meat and lacticinia begins on
the Monday in Quinquagesima week.

3. Anglican Church : In the " Table of Days
of Fasting and Abstinence," the Forty Days
of Lent stand first ; but from the Reformation
till about the middle of this century the prac-
tice of fasting gradually fell into desuetude.
With the Oxford movement came an endea-
vour to restore ancient practices and disci-

pline ; and the influence of the High Church
clergy has been productive of a stricter ob-
servance of this penitential season throughout
the Church, and of practice, with regard to
fasting, more in accordance with the Homily
"Of Good Works" than had prevailed for a
long time previously.

Lent-lily, s.

Bot. : The Daffodil (Narcissus Pseudonarcia-
sits).

* Lent-lover, s. A cold, platonic lover.

len tan -do, adv. [Ital.]

Music : Becoming slower by degrees ; slack-
ening the time.

len'-te, len'-to, adv. [Ital.]

Music : Slowly.

lentement (as lant'-man), adv. [Fr.]

Mime; The same as Lento (q.v.).

lent' -en, a. [A.S. lencten = pertaining to
spring.]

1. Of or pertaining to Lent : as, Le?iieji-tide,

Lenten-time.

2. Used in or appropriate to Lent.

*3. Sparing, meagre, poor, thin.
" Meanwhile she quenched her fury at the flood.
And with u lenten enliid cooled her UJuod."

Hryden : Hind & Panther, iii. 27.

len-tib-u-lar-i-a, s. [Altered by Gesner
from Lat. lenticula = a lentil.]

Bot. : The same as Utricularta (q.v.).

len-tib-u-lar-i-a'-ce-ae, len-tib-u-lar-

In'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lenlibulari(a)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulf. -acea1
, -inen.'.]

Bot. : Butterworts ; an order of Porigynons
Exogens, alliance Bignoniales. It consists of

water or marsh herbs, with radical undivided
leaves, and scapes of single, spiked, or race-

mose flowers ; calyx divided, persistent, in-

ferior, corolla monopetalous, bilabiate ; sta-

mens, two ; anthers one-celled ; style one,

very short. Stigma bilabiate. Fruit a one-

celled capsule, with many minute exalbumiu-
ous seeds. Found in marshes, rivulets, or

fountains over the world. Known genera three,

species about 130. British genera Pinguecula,

Utricularia (q.v.).

len'-tx-gel, t len'~ti-celle, s. [Dimin. of

Lat. lens (genit. leivtis)— a lentil.]

1. Awtt. : AJlenticular gland (q.v.).

2. Botan y

:

(1) Brown oval spots found upon the bark
of most dicotyledonous shrubs and trees, es-

pecially billows. They are mere cellular pro-

ductions from the mesophhuum or cellular en-

velope of the bark.

(2) A small lens-shaped gland on the under
surface of a leaf.

len-tl-cel'-late, a. [Eng. lenticel ; -ate.}

Pertaining to* or having lenticels.

len-tic'-u-la (pi. len-tic'-u-lse), s. [Lat.,

dimin. of lens (genit. leutix) = a lentil.]

1. Bot. (PL): The spores-cases of certain,

fungals.

2. Med. : A freckle ; lentigo.

3. Optics : A small lens.

len-tic'-u-lar, a. [Lat. lenticular^, from
km (genit. lentis)=- a lentil ; Fr. lenticulaire.y

1. Resembling a lentil in form or size.

2. Of the form or shape of the seeds of a
lentil ; doubly-convex.

"By the lenticular Hitatruiuent made for that pur-
pose."— iVinamait : Hurgery, bk. v., uh. ix.

lenticular-fever, s.

l'uthol. : A fever attended by an eruption.

lenticular-ganglion, s.

Aval. : The same as Ophthalmic-ganglion
(q.v-)-

lenticular-glands, s. yl.

Aunt. : Lentil-shaped mucous follicles near
the base of the tongue, &c. (Dungtison.)

len-tic'-u-lar-ly, adv. [Eng. lenticular ;
-ly.] In the manner of a lens ; with a curve.

[Lenticula.]

, s. [Lat. lenticula ; Eng. sunt

len'-ti-cule, s.

* len-tic'-u-lite
itc.]

(ieol, : A fossil having a lenticular shape.

len'-ti-form, a. [Lat. lens (genit. lentis), and
forma = form, shape.] Having the form of a,

lens ; lenticular.

len-tig'-in-ose, <,•.. [Lat. lentiginosis =
freckled.]

Bot. : Dusty, covered with minute dots,
dusted, as the calyx and corolla of Ardisia
lentiginosa.

len-tig'-in-ous, a. [Lat. lentiginosvs, from
lentigo (genit. lentig'uus) = a freckle.] Of or
pertaining to lentigo ; scurvy, furfuraceous.

len-ti'-go, s. [Lat. = a freckle, from lent-

(genit. lentis) ~ a lentil.]

Med. : A freckly eruption on the skin.

len' til. * len'-tile, * Untie, s. [Lat. lenti-
cula, dimin. of lens (genit. lentis) = a lentil;
Fr. leutille; Port, lentilha; Sp. lenteja; Ital.
lenticchia.]

1. Bot., d>. ; Ervvm Lens. A small branch-
ing plant, about a foot and a half high ; the

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we wet, here, camel, her, thfere ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
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leaves with eight- to twelve oblong leaflets,

and pale blue flowers in twos and threes, arid
short legumes with two to four seeds. In
Egypt and Syria
lentils, parched
in a frying-pan,
are sold as nour-
ishing food, espe-
cially for those
who are going on
longjourneys. In
France and Ger-
many three va-
rieties are culti-
vated, the small
brown, which is

the lightest fla-

voured and the
best for haricots
and soups ; the
yellowish one,
which is a little lentil
larger and the
next best, and the lentil of Provence, nearly
as large as a pea, with luxuriant straw, and
more suited for a tare than for human food.
{Loudon.) From the seeds of lentils is prj-
pared Revalenta AraMca.

2. Script. : The lentils [Heb. D^TV (axlhd-

shim)'] of Scripture were Ervum Lens,'the red
pottage made by Jacob was composed of them.
(Gen. xxv. 34; 2 Sam. xvii. 28, xxiii. 11 : Ezek.
iv. 9.)

*\ Pea lentils:

Bot. : Sargassum hacclferum.

lentil-dew, a. Duckweed.

lentil-ore, s.

Min. : The same as Liroconite (q.v.),

lentil-powder, s.

Pharm. : A powder made of the pulverized
seeds of the lentil. It is a gentle laxative.

lentil-shell, s.

Zool. : The genus Ervillia or Ervilia (q.v,).

* lSnt'-I-ner, s. [Lentner.]

l£n-ti'-nus, s. [A Roman proper name, oc-
curring in Martial (iii. 43).]

Bot. : A large genus of gill-bearing fungi,
resembling Agaricus, but with tougher fronds.

len-tis cus, s. [Lat. lenliscus, lentiscum =
the mastic tree.]

Bot. : A synonym of Pistacia, a genus of
Anacnrds, one species of which, Pistacia
lentlscus, furnishes mastic (q.v.).

len-tlsk, *len-tlsck, s. [Fr. lentisque,
from Lat. lentlscus; lentiscum = the mastic-
tree.] The mastic-tree ; leutiscus.

" Lentlsck in a beautiful evergreen, the mastleh orgum of which is of use for the teeth or gums."—Morti-
mer: Husbandry.

\

* lSnt'-I-tude, s. [Lat. lentitudo, from lentns
:=slow; 0. Fr. lentltude; Sp. lentitud.] Slow-
ness, sluggishness.

* lent'-ner, * lent'-J-ner, s. [Eng. lent, s.

;

-ner.] A hawk taken in Lent.
" I should enlarge my discourse to the observation

of the haggard, and the two aorta of lontncrs."— Wal-
ton : A ngler.

len-to, len-ta-men'-te, adv. [Ital.]

Music: Slowly.

len'-toid, a. [Lat. lens (genit. lentis), and Gr.
e'fios (eidos) = form, appearance.] Shaped like
or resembling a lens.

* lfint'-on/a. [Lenten.]

* lent or, * lent'-ert
* lent-our, s. [Lat,

lentor, from lentus = slow, tough, clammy

:

Fr. lenteur ; Ital. lentore; Sp. lentor.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

X. Slowness, sluggishness, delay.
" The lentor of irruptions, not Inflammatory, points

to an acid cause."—Arbuthnot : On Diet.

2. Tenacity, viscosity, viscidity.
"It may he alao that some bodies have a kfnde of

lentour. and are of a more depertible nature than
others. —Bacon; Nat. Jlist., § 857.

II. Phys. : That sizey, viscid, coagulated
part of the blood, which, in malignant fevers,
obstructs the capillary vessels. (Quincy.)

* lent'- oils, a. [Lat. lentus = slow, tough,
clammy.] Clammy, viscous, viscid, tenacious.

"In this spawn of a lentous and transparent body
are to be discerned many aiieckH which become black.

'

Browne; Vulgar Errours. bk, ill., eh. xiii

[Fr.]* 1'envoy, * renvoi (as l'ah-vwa),
[Envoy.]

1. A kind of postscript or a few additional
lines appended to a literary composition, espe-
cially a poem, serving to convey the moral or
to recommend the piece to some particular
person.

"I will add the Venvoy : Say the moral again."

—

Shakesp. : Love's Labour 's Lost, iii. 1.

2. A conclusion, an end, a result. (Mas-
singer : Bashful Lover, iv. 1.)

Lenz (z as tz), s. [The discoverer of the law
defined below.]

Lenz's law, s.

Elect. : When a circuit is moved in the pre-
sence of a current or magnet, or a magnet is

moved in the presence of a current, the in-

duced current is such that it tends to stop the
movement. (IVigan: Electrician's Pocket-Book,

p. 27.)

lenz'-in-ite (Z as tz), s. [Named after the
German mineralogist Lenz.]

Min. ; A hydrated silicate of alumina, earthy,
compact, white, translucent, and somewhat
opaline. Included by Dana, with several
other minerals of the clay group, under hal-
loysite (q.v.).

Le'-o, o. [Lat. = a lion ; Gr. AeW (leon) = a
lion.]

1. Astronomy

:

(1) The Lion, one of the twelve zodical con-
stellations in the midnight sky of spring. It
is hounded on the north by Leo Minor, on the
east by Virgo, on the south by Sextans, and
on the west by Cancer. It contains about a
hundred stars visible to the naked eye. Its
chief star (a Leonis) is Regulus ; this and y
Leouis, with some smaller stars, form a figure
like a sickle. From its vicinity the November
meteors radiate. Deneb or Deneba(j3 Leonis);
in the extremity of the Lion's tail, and 8 Leonis
form a trapezium. A line drawn through the
pole star and y Ursse Majoris, the lowest of
the four in the Great Bear, passes through
Deneb, and one connecting Deneb and Regulus
will, if prolonged, pass nearly through Arc-
turus. p Leonis, viewed through a telescope,
has a blood-red aspect.

(2) The fifth sign of the zodiac, being be-
tween 120* and 150° of the ecliptir, reckoning
from the vernal equinox. Owing to " preces-
sion" it now begins in the constellation
Cancer. The sun enters the sign Leo about
July 21st.

* 2. Zool. : A genus or sub-genus of Felida?.
In this classification the Lion is called Leo
nobilis instead of Fells leo. [Lion.]

Leo minor, s.

Astron. : The Lesser Lion, a constellation
formed by Hevelius, about 1691, out of the
part of the heavens between Leo and Ursa
Major. It is surrounded by Ursa Major,
Lynx, Cancer, and Leo. None of the stars
quite reach the fourth magnitude.

* leod, * lede, s. [A.S. leod = a man ; leode
= people ; Icel. liodhr, lydhr ; O. L. Ger.
lind.] A man, a person, a people, a nation.

" Leode nere thar naue." Layamon, 1,118.

* leod bishop, * leod-bischop, a. A
diocesan.

* leod like, * leod lie, a. Populous.

* leod Ish, * led-lscn, a. [Leod.] Populous.

* leof, a. [A.S. U6f;\ 0. L. Ger. liof; Icel.
liufr.] Dear, beloved, pleasant. [Lief.]

* leon, s, [Lat. leo (genit. leonis).] A lion.

leon'-er-o, s. [Chilian.] (See extract.)

"ThedogB employed in the chase of the puma belong
to a particular breed called leorteros."—Darwin ; Voyage
of a Naturalist, ch. xii.

JLe -6-nese, s. [See def.] A native or inhabi-
tant of Leon in Spain ; (as a plural) the in-
habitants of Leon.

lc on hard-ite, s. [Named by Blum after
G. Leonhard ; suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).J

Min. : A variety of laumontite (q.v.), from
which it differs only in containinga less amount
of water. Obtained from a trachytic rock at
Schemnitz, Hungary.

le-o'-ni-a, s. [From Lat. leo (genit. leonis),
and suff. -ia (?).J

'

Bot : A genus of Violacea?, Leonia glycy-

carpa, a tall Peruvian tree, with dotted leaves

and flowers. It furnishes an edible fruit.

Le-6n -i-des, Le'-o-nidf, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

,

from Gr. AeW (leon) — a lion, and e'So? (eidos)

= form. So called because the radiant point

of the November meteors is in the constella-

tion Leo (q.v.).]

Astron.: The finestofthemeteoricringswhich
the earth cutsthrough in her annual revolution.

Brilliant displays of the Leonides occurred near
the middle of November in the years 1799, 1833,

1866, 1867, and 1901. [Meteob.1
"The example has been followed in designating other

meteor showers by the constellations in which their
radiant-points are situated ; so that we have the
Leonids and the Andromede3 of Nov. 14 and 27."

—

Chambers: Astronomy, p. 799.

le'-o-nine (1),* le-o-nin,a. & s. [Fr. leonin,

from Lat. leoninus, from leo (genit. leonis) =: a
lion ; Ital. & Sp. leonino.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to a lion ; re-

sembling a lion
;
partaking of the qualities

of a lion.

B. As subst. : A name given to a spurious
copper coin of the value of about a halfpenny,
introduced into England from abroad during
the reign of Edward I., and so called from its

bearing the figure of a lion.

le'-6-nine (2), a. [Etym. uncertain ; possibly
the same as leonine (1), having reference to
what Neale, translating Bernard de Mor-
laix, calls "the Leonine sonorousness of the
verses," or fronfj Leonius, a canon of Notre
Dame at Paris, an adept in the method of
poetic composition to which the term is ap-
plied.] An epithet used to describe penta-
meter or hexameter verses, the last syllable
of which rhymes with the syllable following
the caesura, as—

" Addita sunt rxenis aapera verba meis."
Ovid; Ex I'onto, ii. 7, 66.

" Agrlcola incurco terrain molltua ara(ro."
Virgil : Oeorg. i. 494.

The question whether the rhyming was acci-
dental or intentional has given rise to much
controversy among French prosodists : de
Faletz having found 912 such rhymes in
Virgil, supported the latter view, which was
attacked by Quicherat, who showed that in
the majority of cases—as in those cited above
—the rhyme was between a substantive and
its epithet. From the exceptional usage of
the Latins a rule was developed. Leonine
verses were common in the hymns of the
medieval church ; and long poems were com-
posed in leonine measure or in some variant
of it. An excellent example is the De Con-
tenvptu- Mundi of Bernard de Morlaix. The
metre is "continuous dactylic, except the
final trochee or spondee;" the second and
fourth feet rhyme, as does the last foot of the
first verse with the last foot of the second,
and so on—

" Urba Syon inclyta, turris et ed&a littore tuto.
|

Te peto, te colo, te flagro, te volo, canto Biduto."

At the time of the Renascence leonine verses
were often used as a kind of memoria technica.
Many of the precepts of the medical school of
Salerno are in leonine pentameters :

" Ut sis nocte levts, sis tibi ccena bre^."

* le'-6-nine-ly, adv. [Eng. leonine (1) ; -ly.]
In a leonine manner ; like a lion.

Le'-6n-ist$, Le-on-is tso, s. pi. [For
etym. see def.]

Ch. Hist. : A name given to the "Waldenses
(q.v.), from Leon, the German name of the
city of Lyons, where they originated, and
from which they called themselves the "Poor
of Lyons."

le-on-6'-tis, s. [Gr. A<W (leon) = a lion, and
oS; (ous), genit. tl>T6y (otos) = an ear, from a
fancied resemblance in the corolla.]

Bot. : A genus of Labiates, family Ballotida3.
Leonotis nepetifolia is used in Brazil for medi-
cating baths, to be given in rheumatism.

le-6n-t£-a'-SiS, s. [Gr. XeovrCaa-^ (leontiasis)
See def. ]

'

Path.: The name applied by the Greeks to
the early stage of Elephantiasis (q.v.).

le-on'-ti-ce, s. [An abbreviation of Lat.
leontopetalon ; Gr. \eovroTr4Ta\ov (leontopetalon)~ the. Greek name of a species, Leontice leon-
topetalum. From its leonine petals.]

Bot. .- A genus of Berberidaceae, tribe Nan-
dinese. Leontice Leontopelalum, the Lion's

S^tLT-^T**^ °hTS
'
9^ bW,* ; S°' *6m: thln

- ^ls: Sin
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leaf, has leaves supposed to resemble in form
the imprints of a lion's foot. It grows in the
south and east of Europe and in Asia. The
root, called Lion's turnip, is used at Aleppo
as a substitute for soap, and by the Turks as
a remedy for overdoses of opium.

le-on'-to-don, s. [Gr. XeW (lean) = a lion,

and oSous (oduus), genit. oSoWos (odontos) — a
tooth, from the tooth-like divisions of the
leaves.]

Bot. :' A genus of Composites, sub-order
Liguliflorte (Cichoracese), tribe Scorzonerea?.
It consists of perennial milky herbs, bear-
ing simple branched scapes. The heads
are yellow ; the involucral bracts many, in
several series, the outer ones smaller ; the re-

ceptacle rlat, naked ; the fruit terete, grooved
;

the pappus hairs rigid, in one or two series.

About twenty-five species are known. Three
are British : Leontodon liirtus, L. hispidus,
and L. (Apargia) autumnalis. The dandelion,
formerly named L. Taraxacum, is called by
Sir Joseph Hooker, Taraxacum ojficumle.

le-o-nur'-us, s. [Gr. AeW (leon) = a lion,

and ovpd (aura) = tail, referring to the form
of the flower spike.]

Bot. : Motherworts : a genus of Labiates,
family Lamidse. They have a tubular live- to
ten-ribbed calyx ; a two-lipped corolla, the
upper one flat, entire, and hairy, the lower one
patent, trifid ; the anther cells nearly parallel.

Ten are known. Leonums Cardiaca, a pale
roseate, mint-like flower, is a denizen, not a
native, of Britain. It is given in chest com-
plaints.

leop'-ard, * leop-art, * lib bard, s. [Fr.
leopard, from Lat. leopardus ; Gr. AeoVapSt^
(leopardos) — AeovroTrapSos1 (leontopardos), from
AeW (leon), genit. Kiovros (leontos) = a lion,

and 7rop8o5 (pa-rdos) =. a pard, from the animal
being supposed to be a cross between a pard
or panther and a lioness ; Sp., Port.,' & Ital.

Uopardo.]

Zool. : Felis pardiis, sometimes called the
panther (q.v.)

—"the "pard" of Elizabethan
writers. It has been known from early his-

torical times, and has a wide geographical
range, being found throughout the African
continent, the whole of the South of Asia,
and in Ceylon, Java, Sumatra, and Borneo.
It ranks third in importance in the family
Felidse ; varying in length from 3£-4i feet

;

tail measurement 2$-3 feet, height at shoulder
about 30 inches, but larger and smaller speci-

mens have been met with. Colour, pale fawn
to rufous-buff, thickly studded with dark
rosette-shaped spots, which unite and form
bands on the medio-dorsal line, the hind-
quarters, and legs ; the tail is covered with
similar spots ; white beneath and on the
inside of the limbs. The leopard is fierce and
bloodthirsty, often killing far more than it

can devour', either from love of slaughter or
for the sake of the fresh blood, and lies in

ambush for or steals stealthily on its prey,
which consists of almost any animal it can
overcome, though it is said to evince a pre-

ference for the flesh of dogs, and, strange to
say, for that of persons suffering from small-

pox. In India it often attacks women and
children, and instances have been known of
"man-eating" leopards. Prof. Flower con-
siders the Black Leopard of Java (described
sometimes as Leopardus or Pardus melas) to be
a case of melanism, and not a distinct species.

This animal has the appearance of an ordinary
leopard painted black ; but the spots are still

Visible, being of a more intense hue than the
rest of the skin. The Hunting Leopard (Felis

jubata) is the Cheetah (q.v.), and it is to this

animal that Jeremiah probably refers (xiii. 23).

leopard-cat, s.

Zool. : Felis Berigalensis, a beautiful Indian
species. Yellowish gray to bright tawny,
white below, longitudinally striped on head,
shoulders, and back, spots on the side. Ex-
treme length from thirty-five to thirty-nine
inches, of which about twelve are made up by
the tail. Occurs in India from the hilly

regions to Ceylon, and extends westward to
Java and Sumatra. It is extremely fierce,

and is said to drop on deer, and eat its way
into the neck.

leopard-seal, s. [Sea-leopard. J

leopard-tortoise, s.

Zool. : Testudo pardalis, a small tortoise
from equatorial and sub-tropical regions.

leopard-wood, leopard's-wood, s.

Comm. : A popular name for the timber of
Brosimum Aubletii, a South American tree, of
the order Artocarpaceas.

leopard's-bane, s.

Bot. : The genus Doronicum (q.v.). The
Great Leopard's-bane is Doronicum Pardali-
anch.es, and. the Plantain-leaved Leopard's-
bane (1) D. plantagineum, (2) Arnica Doronica,

(3) Senecio DoroniciiTti) (4) Aronicum Clusii, (5)
Paris quadrifolia.

leopard's wood, s. [Leopard-wood.]

* leop-art, a. [Leopard.]

le-O-pdl-din'-l-a, a. [Named after an Em-
press of Brazil.]

Bot. : A genus of Palmacese, tribe Arecea?.
Leopoldinea Piussaba is one of the plants fur-

nishing Piassaba-fibre (q.v.).

le'-6-pold-ite, s. [Named from its locality,

Leopoldshall, by Eeichardt.]

Min. ; The same as Sylvite (q.v.).

* le'-os, s. [Gr. Aaos (Zoos).] The people.

(Chaucer.)

le-6'-ti-a (t as sh), s. [Named by Sir John
Hill for no known reason. (Loudon.)}

Bot. : A genus of pyrenoniycetous Fungals,
order Helvellaceee. Leotia lubrica is common
in English woods.

le-pad'-l-dse, s. pi. [Lat lepas (q.v.). ; fern.

pi. adj. surf, -idat.]

1. Zool. : Barnacles, a family of Cirripedia.

The shell or capitulum is supported on a more
or less movable peduncle. The shell consists

of five pieces, two triangular ones on each
side and an elongated one at the back.

2. Paloiont. : The family apparently com-
menced in the Oolite, and attained the maxi-
mum of development in the Chalk.

* lep'-a-dite, lep-a-di'-tes, s. [Lat. lepias,

(genit. lepados); surf -ite (Min.),}

Palosoni. : A fossil Lepas (q.v.), or the de-
licate operculum of an ammonite, mistaken
for one.

lep'-a-do-gas-ter, s. [Gr. Keirds (Upas),
genit. AeirdSos (lepad«s)=. a limpet, and yaarijp
(gaster) = the belly.

Ichthy. : A genus of Gobiesocidse. Three are
British : Lepadogaster Gouanii, the Cornish
Sucker ; L. Candolii, the Connemara Sucker

;

and L. bi/maculatus. They are small fishes,

from one to three inches in length, generally
of a reddish colour.

lep -ad-6ids, s. pi. [Gr. Aeiras (lepas), genit.

A€7ra<5os (lepados) = a limpet, and elSos (eidos)

= form.]

Zool. : The English name given by Sir

Richard Owen to the Lepadida*. (Compar.
Anat., Invert., 1843, p. 155.)

le -pal (pi. lep'-a-la), s. [Mod. Lat. ; Fr.

lepale; Gr. Ae7n's (lepis) = a scale, and Eng.
suff. -al; cf. sepal.)

Bot. : The name given by Dunal to a sterile

stamen such as one of those which occur in
Canna, Asclepiadacese, &c.

lep-am'-ine, s. [Eng. lep(idlne), and amine.]

Chem. : C2oH32N2 = C10H23N-C10H9N. Di-
amyline-lepidine. A colourless volatile base
produced by the action of iodide of amyl on
lepidine. It has a fragrant odour, and when
perfectly dry, distils at 175°. Its vapour
density is 10

-

40. Lepamine contains the ele-

ments of one atom of diamylamine and one
atom of lepidine.

* lep-ande, pr. par. [Leap, v.]

lep-ar-gyl -lo, a. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. Gr.
AeVapyos (lepargos) = having a white skin.]
(See the compound.)

lepargylic acid, s. [Anchoic-acid.]

le'-pas, s. [Lat., from Gr. Aen-os (lepas) = a
limpet ; so called from clinging to AeVas (hpas)
= a rock. This is not the modern genus.]

Zool. : Barnacle ; the typical genus of the
family Lepadida3 . The animal begins life like
an entoruostracQUS crustacean, with a broad
carapace, a single eye, two pairs of antennas,
three pairs of jointed, branched, and well-
bristled legs, and a forked tail. Finally it

becomes a stalked cirriped attached to the

back of a whale or a turtle, or to the solid

rock.

* lepe, v.i. & t. [Leap, v.]

*lepe, *lep, *. [Leap, s.]

lep'-er, *lepre, s. &a. [Fr. lepre= leprosy,

from Lat. lepra, ; Gr. AeVpa (lepra), from AeVpos
\lepros) = scaly, rough ; AeVos (lepos) = 3

scale.]

A. As suhstantive

:

* 1. Leprosy.
" And anon the lepre of him waa clensld."

—

Wycliffe:
Matthew viii 3.

2. One affected with leprosy (q.v.).

" He went out from his presence a leper as white as
enow."—2 Kings v. 27.

* B. As adj. : Affected with leprosy ; leprous.
" Lying among the teoer-folke alas."

Chaucer : Complainto/ Cresselde.

lep-er-di'-ti-a (t as sh), a. [Etym. doubt-
ful.]

Palceont. : The typical genus of the family
Leperditiads (q.v.). Itranges from the Silurian

to the Carboniferous period. Cythere, or Le-

perditia, in.fi.ata, is a characteristic fossil of a

fresh-water stratum in the Coal-measures of

Shropshire.

lep-er-dit-i'-a-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. leper-

ditia, and Lat." fern. pi. adj. suff. -(i)dce.]

Palceont. : A family of Entomostraca, order
Ostracoda. The two valves are unequal in

size, smooth, bean-shaped ; there in a groove
behind the eyesrjot. Range from the Silurian

to the Permian.

* lep ,j-ered, a. [Eng. leper; -ed.] Affected
with leprosy ; leprous.

* lep'-er-ize, v.t. [Eng. leper; -ize.] To
strike with leprosy.

" Moses by faith doth Miriam tepcrize."
Sylvester : Triumph of Faith, iv. 7.

* lep'-er-oiis, a. [Eng. lepjer ; -ous.] Caus-
ing leprosy ; leprous.

"[He] in the porches of mine ear did pour
The lepcrous diatilment."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 5.

* lep'-id, a. [Lat. lepidus = pleasant.] Plea-
sant, jocose, witty.

"Wherein the lepid way doth consist."

—

Barrow:
Sermons, vol. i., eer. 14.

lep i-dene, a. [Eng., &c, lepi.d(ium); -ene.]

Cliem. : [Lepidih].

lep'-i-degt, s. pi. [Lepis.]

le-pid'-i- dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lepid(ium);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Crneifers, tribe or sub-
order NotorhizeEe.

lep'-i-din, s. [Eng., &c, lepid(ium); suff.

•in.)

Chem. : C^HsoO, Lepidene. A compound
discovered by Zinin in 1867. It is obtained
together with dibenzyl and an oily body by
heating benzoin with fuming hydrochloric
acid, and separating the other products by
means of cold alcohol, in which it is insoluble.
It crystallizes from boiling alcohol in feathery
groups of flat needles, which melt at 176

c
.

It is insoluble in water and cold alcohol, but
slightly soluble in boiling alcohol, in ether,
and in boiling glacial acetic acid. Dibroino-
lepidin, C28H1gBr20, is prepared by adding
bromine to lepidin dissolved in acetic acid.

It forms needle-shaped crystals, melting at
190°. Oxylepidin, C28H00O3, is formed by the
action of nitric acid on a boiling solution of
lepidin in acetic acid. It yields four kinds of
crystals : viz., needles, tablets, short four-

sided prisms, and microscopic octahedrons.
Isolepidin, C28H20O, isomeric with lepidin, is

produced by the dry distillation of oxylep-
idin. It crystallizes in four-sided plates,
which melt at 150°.

lep -1 dine, s. [Eng., &c. lepid(iitm); -ine.]

Clmrt. : Ci H9N. An oily volatile base,
homologous with chinoline, obtained together
with that base by distilling quinine or cin-
clionine with water and hydrate of potassium,
the portion coming over above 270° beiug
almost pure lepidine. It may also be prepared
by adding sodium amalgam to lepidine, and
boiling the resultiug yellowish oil with water
and an acid. On cooling it deposits crystals
of a bright scarlet colour, which must be

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e ; ey = a ; qu = &w.
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LEPIDOPTERA.
i. Butterfly of the genus Morpho* 2. Papilio machaon, Swallow Tail. 3. Vanessa to, Peacock, 4. Polyommaius corydon,

Chalk Hill Blue. 5. Polyommatus teams, Common Blue. 6. Catocala nupta, Red Underwing. 7. Arctia villica, Cream Tiger.
8. Antrocera fUipendulte , Burnet Moth. 9. Diphthera avion, Merveil du jour. 10. Pupa of Vanessa urticce, Tortoiseshell (front

and side views), ir. Caterpillar of Cei-ura vinula, Puss Moth. 12. Caterpillar of Orgyia antiqua, Vapourer Moth.
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dried in the dark, since they are altered in

colour by light. When.nitric acid is used, the
solution on cooling gives a crop of red crys-

tals, having the composition of dilepidine

nitrate, CsoHag^'HNOg. Chinoline behaves
in a similar manner, the red substance yield-

ing with hydrochloric acid, crystals of diclii-

nolin hydrochloride C^H^Na'HCl.

lep-i-din'-e-ae, s. pi. [Lat. lepid(ium) ; fern,

pi. adj, suff. -inece ]

Bot. : A tribe of Crucifers. The cotyledons

t
are incumbent, straight, incurved, or longitu-

* dinally folded, the flowers white. British
genera, Gapsella, Senebiera, and Lepidium.

le-pid'-i-um, s. [Lat., from Gr. tewlSmv
(lepidion), dimin. of kenls (lepis) = a scale.

Named from the form of the little pouches.]

1. Bot. : Pepperwort ; the typical genus pf
the family Lepididae (q.v.), or the tribe Lepi-
dinese. The pod is dehiscent, two to four
seeded ; the petals are short or wanting. It

consists of plants generally with small white
flowers, and two, four, or six stamens. Sixty
or eighty are known. Four are wild in Britain—Lepidium latifolium (the Dfttander), L. ru-
derale, L. campestre (the Pepperwort), and L.
Smithii. Another, L. Draba, is an alien. L.
sativum is the Garden Cress. It has the pod
orbicular winged, leaves variously cut, and
smooth branches. It is a native of Persia,

Cyprus, &c, growing in corn-fields. It has
long been cultivated in .Europe, parts of Asia,

&c. Its leaves are used for garnishing dishes.

It yields an oil like mustard-oil. The plant is

carminative, diuretic, and, according to the
Hindoos, tonic and alterative ; they give it in

hiccup, diarrhoea, and skin diseases. L. olera-

ceum grows abundantly on the shores of New
Zealand, and was eagerly sought after by the
early navigators as a preventive of scurvy.

L. Piscidiam is used in the Society Islands to

intoxicate fish, with a view to their capture.

2. Chem. : C6H5'CH2 CN. The volatile oil

of garden cress (Lepidium sativum). Hof-
mann has lately shown this to consist of

a toluo-nitril.

* lep'-id-ly; adv. [Eng. lepid; -ly.] Wittily,

cleverly, pleasantly.
" Lucian very tepidly derides ail old woman,"—J. S. :

AntUropo-mctamorp/tosis, | ii., p. C6.

lep-i-dd-ear'-jr-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lepi-

docury(um); Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulf. -ece.]

Bot. : The name given by Von Martins to
the tribe of Palms more commonly designated
Calameas.

lep-i-dd-car'-y-um, s. [Gr. AeTris (lepis),

genit. A-eTTi'So; (lepidos) = a scale, and Kapvov
(karuon) = a nut.]

Bot. : The typical genus of Lepidocaryeae
(q.v.). It contains two Brazilian palms.

lep'-I-do-Chldre, s. [Gr. Bern's (lepis), genit.

Aem'Sos (lepidos) = a. scale, andxAwpds (clUoros)

= green.]

Min. : An impure Ripidolite (q.v.). [Dana's
Prochlorite (q.v.).J, from Mount Pisgah, Ten-
nessee.

lep-i-do-crd'-cite, s. [Gr. Aen-ts (lepis), genit.

Ke-rriho<; (lepidos) = a scale, and tcpoKt's (krokis)

= a fibre ; Ger. Lepidokrokit.]

Min. : A variety of Goethite(q.v.), in fibres

consisting of more or less distinct scales,

sometimes divergent.

lep-i-do-den'-droids, s. pi. [Gr. Aen-i's

(lejris), genii;. Aen-i'Sos (lepidos) = a scale; 5eV-

Spor (dendron) — a tree, and elfios (eidos) =
form.]

Palceont. : A group of fossil Lycopodiacae,

type Lepidodendron. Its chief genera are Le-
pidodendron and Lepidophloios.

" The Lepidodendroids aud Sigillaroids have now [iii

the Trias | completely diBappeared."—Mcholson ; Fa-
IcBont., ii. 439.

lep-i-do-den'-dron, s. [Gr. Aem? (lepis),

genit. Aen-iSos (lepidos) = a scale, and Sev&pov

(dendron) = a tree. So called from the scale-

like scars on the stem left by the falling off of

the leaves.]

Palwobot. : A genus of Lycopodiacae It

consists of a cylindrical stem or trunk covered
with leaf-scars, and branching dichotomously.
There is a large central pith surrounded by a
continuous sheath of scalariform vessels, these
again being enveloped in a thick bark, mainly
of bast-tissue, with a dense outer rind. The
Bears are arranged in a quincunx order, the

branches are covered with very numerous
slender pointed leaves, and the fructification

consisted of Lepidostrobi (q.v.). The spores,

as Mr. Carruthers, F.R.S., Ac., has ascertained

by careful measurement, are no larger than
those of modern Lycopodiaceee, which, Sir

Chas. Lyell points out, must have tended to

facilitate their diffusion by the wind. "While

modern Lycopodiaceat are generally herba-
ceous trailing plants, a stem of Lepidodendron
Sternbergii, found in Jarrow Colliery, near New-
castle, was forty-nine feet long. About forty

species of the genus are known, half of them
from Britain. Lepidodendron is supposed to

extend from the Silurian to the Permiah,
attaining its maximum in the Carboniferous
formation.

Iep-i-d6-gan'-6id, *. & a. [Lepidoganoidei.]

A. -4s substantive.

Zool. : A fish belonging to the sub-order
Lepidoganoidei (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to the sub-order
Lepidoganoidei.

lep'-i-do-ga-noi'-de-I, s. pi. [Gr. Aem's

(lepis), genit. Aeni&os (lepidos) = a scale,, and
Mod. Lat. ganoidei.] [Ganoid.]

1. Zool. ; In Owen's classification, the second
sub-order of the third or Ganoidean order of
fishes. The body is covered with scales of mo-
derate size, and the endoskeleton more or less

completely ossified. He included under the Le-
pidoganoidei the following families : (1) Dipte-
ridai, (2) Acanthodii, (3) Ccelacanthi, (4) Holop-
tychidee, (5) Pala;oniscidKe, (6) Saurichthyidffi,

(7) Caturida?, (8) Pycnodontes, (9) Dapedidie,

(10) Lepidotidie, (11) Leptolepidae, (12) Mac-
ropomida?, and (13) Sturiouidae. (Prof. Owen :

Palceont., 1860.) (Nicholson, &c, divide the
Lepidoganoids into five sub-orders : (1) Anii-

adaj, (2) Lepidostei, (3) Lepidopleuridae, (4)

Crossopterygidse, and (5) Acanthodidse. Nos.

(3) and (5) are now extinct.

- 2. Palaiont. : The Lepidoganoids have existed

from the Devonian period till now.

lep'-i-do-gas-ter, *. [Lepadogaster.]

lep'-id-oid, s. & a. [Lepidoidei.]

A. -4s snbst. : A member of the family Lepi-
doidei (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Belonging to, characteristic of,

or resembling the family Lepidoidei : as, lepi-

doid scales.

lep-i-doi'-de-i, s. pi. [Gr. hems (lepis), genit.

Aen-i'5os (lepidos) = a scale, and elfios (eidos) =
form. Named from their great, rhomboidal,
bony, enamelled scales.]

Palceont. : The name formerly given 'to a
family of Ganoid fishes, of which the type was
Dapedius. (Owen: Compar. Anat. ; Fishes.)

Found in the Oolite.

lep'-I-do-lite, s. [Gr. AeTrt? (lepis), genit.

Aem'Sos (lepidos) = a scale, and \C0os (lithos)—

a stone.]

Min. : A variety of Muscovite (q.v.), be-
longing to the Mica group (q.v.). Crystalliza-

tion, according to recent investigations of
Tschermak and von Kokseharow, monoclinic.
Cleavage basal, highly eminent, also coarse or
line scaly granular. Hardness, 2'5-4

; sp. gr.,

2'84-3
; lustre, pearly ; colour, rose-red, violet-

grey, lilac, yellowish. Translucent. Optic-
axial plane perpendicular to the plane of sym-
metry. Compos. : a silicate of alumina and
sometimes sesquioxide and protoxide of iron,

sesquioxide of manganese with the protoxide
bases, potash, lithia, and sometimes rubidia
and casia. Fluorine is also present. Occurs in
granite and gneiss, and sometimes associated
with cassiterite, tourmaline, amblygonite, Sic.

lep-i-dom -e-lane, s. [Gr. kems (lepis) - a
scale, and ^c'Aas (melas) ~ black.]

Min. : A mineral belonging to the Mica
group. Crystallization monoclinic. Optic
axial plane parallel to the plane of symmetry.
Cleavage basal, eminent. Hardness, 3 ; sp. gr,.,

3 ; lustre, adamantine, inclining to vitreous,
pearly. Colour, black. Streak, grayish-green.
Opaque. Somewhat brittle. It is essentially
an iron-potash mica. At a red heat becomes
brown, and fuses to a black magnetic globule.
Occurs as a constituent of some granites.

lep-i-do-ph£e'-ite, s. [Gr. k&ris (lepis),

genit. Aeiri'Sos (lepidos) = a scale, and <paios

(pliaios) = brown.]

Min. : A variety of Wad (q.v.) from Kams-

dorf, Thuringia, with a finely fibrous and

scaly structure. Very soft. Sp. gr., 2-89 to

3-04; lustre silky; colour reddish-brown;

streak shining. Contains Mn02 58*77, MnO
9-59, CuO 11-48, H2 21-05, which corresponds

to the formula CuMngOi2 + 9 aq.

iep-i-dd-phloivSs, s
- tGr-

*«"'$ (kp&).

genit. AejriSos (lepidos) = a scale, and cpAoids

(pidoios) = the rind or bark of a tree.]

Palceobot. : A genus of Lycopodiacese, akin

to Lepidodendron. Found in the Devonian
and the Carboniferous formations.

'lep-i-do-pieu'-ra. s. [Gr. a«tt.s (lepis), genit.

Aeirifios (lepidos) =" a scale, and nAevpa (pleura)

=z a rib, a side.]

Pakeont. : The typical genus of the family

Lepidopleuridae (q.v.).

lep-i-do-pleu'-ri-dae, s. pi. [Mod, Lat., &c.

lepidopleur(a) (q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-idee.]

Palaiont. : A sub-order or family of Ganoid
fishes, section Lepidoganoidei.

t lep-i-dop'-ter, e. [Leptdoptera.]

Entom. : An insect of the order Lepidoptera.

lep-l-dop'-ter-O, s. pi. [Gr. Acni? (.lepis),

genit. Aeirifios (lepidos) — a scale, and vrepa

(piera), pi. of irrepov (pteron) = a feather, a

wing. See clef.]

Entom. : An order of Insects, haviiig the

wings clothed with scales implanted in the

wings, with their margins overlapping other

scales ; it is these, and not the wings them-
selves, that are so gaily coloured. The wings
are four. The mouth consists of an antlia, or

long spiral proboscis or tongue, by means of

which they feed on honey in the nectaries of

flowers, which is their appropriate food. They
undergo a complete metamorphosis, the parent
generally depositing her eggs on some plant

;

these being hatched as minute caterpillai-s,

at once begin to eat voraciously, increasing

largely in size, and casting their skin repeat-

edly. On becoming full grown, they pass into

the chrysalis state, emerging in due time as
full-grown winged insects. Formerly theywere
divided into three suborders or tribes : Butter-
flies, Sphinxes or Hawk-moths, and Moths, the
first having club-shaped antennae, the second
having the thickest part of the antennae to-

wards the front, and tapering in both direc-

tions, and the third having them, if not
feathery, then, becoming gradually thinner
from the base to the tip. The butterflies

arc the most brightly coloured, and fly by
day ; the sphinxes of less brilliant tints, fly

during the twilight ; the moths, normally of

sombre hue, are nocturnal. The last two sub-
orders are now combined, and only two
primary divisions recognised : (1) Rhopalocera,
containing the Butterflies

; (2) Heterocera,
comprising Hawk-moths and Moths. More
than 50,000 Lepidoptera are known ; Britain
contains 1,976 or more.

lep-i-dop'-ter-al, lep i-dop ter oris, a.

[Eng. lepidopter ; -al; -ous.] Of or pertaining
to the Lepidoptera (q.v.).

lep-i-dop'-ter-ist, s. [Mod. Lat. lepidop-

ter(a); Eng. suff. -ist.] One who studies or is

skilled in the natural history of the Lepidop-
tera. (Atlienceum, Oct. 14, 1882.)

le-pid'-6-piis, s. [Gr. AeW? (lepis), genit.

AeTTt'fio? (lepidos)= 3, scale, and o-ous (pous) =
a foot.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Trichiuridse. Lepidopus
caudatus, or argyreus, is the Scabbard Fish,
found in the British seas.

lep-i-do-s'ir'-en, s. [Gr. A«rt? (lepis), genit.

AewtSos (lepidos) = a scale^and aeip^f (seircn)

= a siren ; here referring to an amphibian
genus.]

Zool. : A genus of fishes belonging to the
division Paheichthyes, the order Dipnoi (Mud-
fishes), and the family Sirenoida. Lepidosiren
piaradoxa, the South American Mud-fish, above
three feet long, is found in the river Amazon.
It is closely allied to Protopterus, but has
only five branchial arches with four inter-
vening clefts, fifty-five ribs, small eyes, covered
with skin. Sir Richard Owen showed that it

is only by the organ of smell that it is proved
to be" a fish antT not a reptile. Mr. Darwin
believed that the reason why a fish of a pat-
tern so antique has suivived. is, that it is an
inhabitant of fresh water, where the struggle
for existence is less severe than in the ocean.

boil, fcoy ; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f,

-clan, -tian = shan. tion, -sion — shun ; -tion, -sion — zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus, -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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t lep-l-do'-SIS, s. [Gr. Aem's (lepis), genit.

Aejrifios (lepidos) = a scale, and surf, -osis.]

Pathol. : A skin disease, characterized by
an eruption ending in scales.

lep-i-dd-sta'-cnys, s. [Gr. Aw« (lepis),

genit. XeTTi&os (lepidos) = a scale, and <tto.xv<;

(stachus) = an ear of corn, also woundwort.
[Stachys.]

Bot. : A genus of Scepaceee. The wood of
Lepidostachys lioxburghii, an Indian tree, is

very hard, and is used for various purposes.

lep-id-os-te'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
lepidoste(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : American Bony-Pikes or Garfishes,

a Ganoid family. They have a flexible body,
and a head moving backward and forward in

a way impossible to other fishes, and such
rapidity and energy of movement that they
can make their way up the rapids in a river.

The reason is that the vertebra? are not cupped
at each end, but have a rounded articular sur-
face in front, with a concavity behind. In
some respects they approach reptiles. They
are fresh-water fishes of voracious appetite.
Habitat, the United States, Mexico, and Cuba.

lep-id-os'-te-US, s. [Gr. Actus (lepis), genit.

AeTrtfios (lepidos) = a scale, and bcHov (osteon)

f= a bone.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Lepidosteidse (q.v.). More than twenty species
have been described, which Dr. Giinther re-

duces to three, Lepidostens viridis, L. platy-

stomus, and L. osseus.

lep-i-dos'-tro-biis, s. [Gr. Actus (lepis),

genit. AcTTifios (lepidos) = a scale, and orpdjSos
{strobes) = a top.] [Strobilus.]

Pedceobot. : A cone from the Coal Measures,
usually found in seams or nodules of clay-

ironstone. They are often compressed, and
consist of a central axis surrounded by im-
bricated scales or bracts, each containing a
sporangium (spore-case). They have been
found united to the tip of the branches of

,
Lepidodendron, proving them to be the fruit of

that genus. Type Lepidostrobus ornatus.

lep-X-dd'-ta, s. pi. [PI. of Gr. AerrioWds
(tepiddtos) = scaly, covered with scales.]

Zool. : An old order of Amphibians, so
nearly allied to Fishes that it is doubtful in

which class they should be placed. The body,
which is fish-like, is covered with scales.

There are four limbs, and permanent gills. It

contains the genus Lepidosiren (q.v.). The
same as Dipnoi (q.v.).

lep'-I-dote, lep'-tf-dot-ed, a. [Lepidota.]

Bot. : The same as Leprous (q.v.).

lep-I-do'-ti-dea, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lepidot(us)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.}

Palceont. : In Prof. Owen's classification,

the tenth family of his Lepidoganoidei, a sub-

order of Ganoidean fishes. (Given: Palceont.,

1860.) They have two rows of fulcra! scales on
the margins of the fins. They have smaller

teeth than the Lepidosteidae, to which they

are akin ; their lips are obtuse ; the tail is

homocercal. None are recent.

lep-i-do-ti'-ni, s. pi. [Gr. AcirtoWo? (lepi-

dotos) = scaly.] The same as Lepidoidei (q.v.).

lep-i-do'-tiis, s. [Lepidota.]

Palceont. : The typical genus of the family

Lepidotidfe (q.v.). It is believed to have fre-

quented both rivers and sea coasts. Range
from the Lias to the Eocene. Lejriclotus gigas

is from the Lias, L. Mantelli from the Wealden,
and L. deccanensis from the Oolite (?) of India.

(Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, vii. 273, &c.)

lep'-i-le-miir, s. [Lat. lepi(dus) = elegant,

graceful, and lemur (q.v.).]

Zool. : A genus of Lemuroidea, sub-family

LemurinEe. The genus contains but a single

species, Lepilemur mustelinus. The length of

the tail—ten inches—is about two-thirds that

of the head and trunk. The colour of the fLu-

is of all shades of red, gray, white, and yellow

in different individuals. The animal has no
permanent upper front-teeth, and has four

mammas instead of two. Habitat, Madagascar,
where they are hunted by the natives for food.

lep'-is (pi. lep'-i-de§), s. [Gr. Actus (lepis),

genit. A€Trt5os (lepidos) = a scale, a rind, a
husk, from AeVw (lepo) = to peel, to bark.]

Bot. . A minute scale, consisting of a trans-

parent membrane, attached by its middle, and
having a lacerated irregular margin ; a scurf
seen on Eleagnus, in the Pine-apple, &c.

le-pis'-ma, s. [Gr. = that which is peeled
off; peel.]

Entom. ; The typical genus of the family
LepismidaB. Lepismci saccharina is silvery,

like a little fish. It is found in Britain on
window-frames, and outside on decaying wood.

le-pis'-mi-dse, s.pl. [Lat. (fromGr.)Ze^ism(a);
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of insects, order Thysa-
nura ge.nu.ina (Bristle-tails). Tlie body is

spindle-shaped, generally covered with silvery

scales, the apex of the abdomen' with bristles,

the sides with false feet. They approach the
Blattidse among Orthoptera. They are found
under stones, in moist places in houses, &c.
They run fast, and some can leap.

lep'-6-llte, s. [Etym. doubtful. Ger. lepolit.]

Min. : The same as Amphodelite (q.v.).

le-por'-i-dse, s. pi. [Lat. lepus, genit. lepor(i$)

;

fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

1. Zool. : Hares and rabbits. A family of

JRodentia. They have six rootless molars on
each side of the upper and five in the lower
jaw, each molar being divided into lobes by
transverse folds of enamel. The skull is

compressed, the ears long, the inner surface

of the cheeks with short hairs, the clavicles

imperfect, the fore limbs witli five and the

hind ones with four toes, the soles of the

feet hairy throughout. They are diffused

throughout the world, only one species, how-
ever, being South American. [Lepus.]

2. Palceont. : They have not been found
earlier than the Pliocene.

* lep'-6r-ine, ei. [Lat. leporinus, from lepus

(genit. leporis) = 3. hare.] Of or pertaining to

a hare ; having the nature of a hare.

leporine-seal, s. A name used by
Pennant for what is probably the Phoca
barbata of Fabricius. Tawny colour, darker
above ; the young supposed to be of a lighter

line,

lep'-ra, s. [Gr. AeVpa (lepra) — the leprosy
;

Lat. tepree (pi.).

J

1. Bot. : A white mealy matter exuding or
protruding from the surface of some plants

;

leprosy.

2. Path. ; A cutaneous eruption, formerly
believed to be a distinct malady, but now
regarded as a variety of psoriasis or the de-

clining state of that skin disease,

lepra-elephantia, s.

Path. : True leprosy. [Elephantiasis,
Leprosy.]

le-pra'-li-a, s. [Lat. lepr(ce) = the leprosy

;

fern. sing. adj. sutf. -alia.]

Zool. & Palceont. : A large genus of Mem-
braniporse. Found from the Cretaceous

period till now.

* le-prar'-i-a, s. [Lat. lepr(ee) = the leprosy;

fern. sing. adj. suff. -aria.]

Bot. : An obsolete genus of Lichens, founded
not on permanently distinctive characters,

but on a morbid state of various lichens be-

longing to different genera. Any lichen of

which the crust had decayed into a dusty
mass was called Lepraria. Lepraria chlorina
is used in dyeing.

lep'-rose, a. [Leprous.]

Bot, : Having a scurfy appearance.

"

* le-pros'-i-ty, s. [Eng. leprous; -ity.]

X. The quality or state of being leprous.

2. A scale.

" If the crudities, Impurities, and leprosities ot

metals were cured, they would become gold."

—

liacon;
A'at. Hist. § a26.

lep'-ro-sy, *lep-ro-sie, o. [Eng. leprous;

Pathol. : A chronic disease, usually charac-
terized by shining tubercles of various sizes,

from dusky red to livid white, thickening of
the skin, wrinkling and roughness of the body,
loss of hair, with offensive perspiration, loss

of feeling, ulceration and death of parts. The
voice in bad cases is nasal and hoarse, the eyes

tierce and staring. Two forms are described—
the tuberculous, and the anaesthetic or non-

tuberculous. Leprosy, which is well-nigh in-

curable, iscommon to the East and West Indies-

but is happily unknown in this country.

leprous, a. [Fr. Upreux, from lepre =
a leprosy; Sp., Port., & Ital. leproso.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; Affected with leprosy

;

covered with white scales.

"And lie nut his hand into his lwsom : and when be
took it out, behold, his hand was leprous as buow."

Exodus iv. 6.

2. Bot. : Covered with minute pellate scales

or with spots, as the foliage of Eleagnus

;

lepidote ; affected by lepra (q.v.).

*lep'-rous-lyf
adv. [Eng. leprous; -ly.] Ia

a leprous manner ; like a leprosy.

"How leprously

That office would have cling'd unto your forehead."
Tourneur : Revenger's 2'ragedie, v.

leprously - silvery* leprously -

white, a.

Bot. : Covered witli silvery scales or scurf
resembling the leprosy. (Paxton.)

leprously- tomentose, a.

Bot. : Covered with shaggy down, so as to

have the appearance of leprosy.

lep'-roiis-ness, s. [Eng. leprous; -ness.]

The quality or state of being leprous ; leprosity.

* lep-ry, * lep-rye, s. [Leper.] Leprosy.
"The lawe of nature infected thou hast with a

leprye."—Iiale : Thre Lawes. (1581.)

lept-, pre/. [Lepto-.]

lep-ta-den'-I-a, s. [Mod. Lat., from pref.

lept-, and Gr. a.S-qv (aden) — a gland.]

Bot. ; A genus of Asclepiadacese, tribe Sta-

peliese. It consists of erect leafless shrubs or

twining leafy ones, inhabiting tropical Asia
and Africa. Leptadenia Spartium, a small
bush growing in the Himalayas, yields an ex-

cellent fibre, not much affected by moisture,
for ropes.

lep tan'-drin, ;. [Eng., &c. leptanelr(a) ; -in.]

Cliem : A peculiar crystalline substance ex-
tracted from the root of Leptaudra virginioa,

a North American plant belonging to the
Scrophulariacege. It is soluble in water,
alcohol, and ether, and from its etherial

solution it may be obtained in needle-shaped
crystals. It is chiefly employed in American
medical practice as a cathartic, and as a sub-
stitute for mercury.

lept -er'-pe- ton, s. [Pref. lept-, and Gr.
epnerov (herpieton) = a reptile.]

Palceont. : A genus of Labyrinthodonts,
order Heleothrepta, of which it is the sole

known representative. The skull is triangular

with a tapering snout, the orbits central, the
mandibular symphysis about half the length
the skull.

lep'-ti-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lex)t(is); Lat.

tern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Diptera, tribe Nota-
cantha. It consists of slender insects with a
long abdomen ; antenna; very short, of tlirfee

joints; proboscis short, thick, of three bristles;

palpi long and prominent. Species few. They
arc small, sluggish insects, often with spotted
wings, frequently seen on the trunks of trees.

lep'-tl-form, a. [Gr. A€7tt6s (leptos)= slender,

awlforma = form.]

Entom. : Of slender form ; worm-shaped. '

leptifform-larvse, s. pL
Entom. : Of the form of Lindia, a rotifer of

vermiform body, hexapodous larva?.

lep'-tlS, s. [Gr. AeTTTck (leptos)= slender.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Leptidse. Leptis verinileo is said to make pit-

falls in the sand for the purpose of catching
its prey, after the manner of the ant-lion.

lep'-to-, lept-, pref. [Gr. Aenrds (leptes) =
peeled, husked, fine, small, thin, delicate.]

(For def. see etym.)

lep - to -bar-bi- nse, lep-to-bar-bi-na,
s.pl. [Mod. Lat. leptobarb(tts) ; Lat. fern. pi.

adj. suff. -ince, or neut. -ina.]

Ichthy. : A sub-family of Cyprini&se (Carps).
The lateral line runs along the lower half of
the tail ; the dorsal is opposite the ventral
fin. There are four barbels.

lep-to-bar'-biis, s. [Pref. lepto-, and Lat.
barba — a beard.]

iate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, ciib, cure, unite, cur, rule, lull ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a ; qu — kw.
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Jchthy. : The typical genus of the sub-

family Leptobarbinae. Only known species
Leptobarbus Havenii, from Sumatra ami
Borneo.

lep-to-car'-di-i, lepto car -di-a, s. pi.

[Pref. lepto- ; Gr. xapEia (kardia) = il\e heart,
ami Lat. masc. or neut. pi. adj. sulf. -ii, -io..]

Ichthy. : A division of fishes, containing
those with thin hearts. There is but one
order, Pharyngobranchii (q.v,), with two spe-
cies. [Amphioxus.]

lep-td-9eph'-a-lus, s. [Mod. Lat., from
pref. lepto-) and" Gr. Ke^oAij (kephale) = the
head.]

Ichthy. : A pseudo-genus of Mursenidse.
These fish are long, thin, and compressed,
and were formerly considered to constitute a
^enus, but are now known to be only stages
in the development of fishes of various genera.

&ep-td-c£ph'-a-l& s. [Pref. lepto- ; Gr.
K€<bu\ri (kephale)= the head, and Eng. sun", -y.)

A nthrop. : A term introduced by Prof.
Aeby, of Berne, to denote the possession of
.an extremely narrow type of skull, such as is

found, with some exceptions, among the laces
of the southern hemisphere. " It is remark-
able that the Greenland ers, though a high
northern people, possess the most decidedly
narrow skulls which exist."

"Platyeeithaly stands opposed to Icptoecphaly,
though connected with it by gradual transitions."

—

Vof/t: Lectures on Man fed. Hunt), p. 30.

lep-to^eV-i-dsB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lepto-

cer(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ida:]

Entom, : A family of Trichoptera, division
iEquipalpin. The antennas are long and
slender; the maxillary palpi strongly hairy,
usually ascending; the tail-joint long but
simple. They form a cylindrical slightly-
curved case of sand grains, sometimes with
long twigs attached to it.

lep - tog- er - us, s. [Pref. lepto-, and Gr.

«e'pas (keras) — a horn.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Leptoceridaa.

lep-to-dac'-tyl, lep-td-dac'-tyle, s. [Pref.

lepto-, and Gr. So-ktuAos (daktulos) = a finger
;

Fr. leptodactyle.] An animal or bird having
slender toes.

Xep -td-dac'-tyl-oiis, a. [Leptodactvl.]
Having slender toes.

lep-td-der-i'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lepto-

der(us) (q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulf. -incu.]

Entom. : A sub-family of Silphidte. It

consists of blind Cave-beetles from the dark-
est parts of the caves of Carniola.

lep-td-der'-us, s. [Pref. lepto-, and Gr. 5e'pas

(derm) = the skin.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the sub-
family Leptoderiiiae (q.v.).

lep-to-glos'-sa, s. pi. [Pref. lepto-, and Gr.
yAicro-a (glossa) = the tongue.]

Zool. : [Fissilinguia].

ilep-to-lep'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lepto-

lep>(is); Lat. fern, pi, adj. s*ff. -idee.]

Pahvant : In Prof. Owen's classification,

'the eleventh family of his Lepidoganoidei, a
sub-order of Gauoidean fishes. (Owen : Pa-
hvant., 1S00.) They have obtuse teeth, and a
'Iiomocercal tail. They occur in the Secondary
formations.

"Sep-tol'-e-piS, s. [Pref. lepto-, and Gr. Actus
(lapis) = a scale.]

Pahe&nL : The typical genus of the family
Leptolepidee (q.v.). Its species are from the
Lias.

* lep-to-lo-bl-e'-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lepto

lobi(um) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulf. -civ]

Lot. : An old tribe of Csesalpinese.

* lep-to-ld'-bl-um, *. [Pref. lepto-. and Gr.
aojSos (lobos) = the lobe or lower part of the
ear, a lobe.]

hot. ; The typical genus of the tribe Lepto-
lobiese (q.v.). It is now merged iu the genus
Glycine.

* lep-tol'-o-gy, s. [Gr. \ewrokoyia(leptologia)
= a subtle discourse, quibbling ; from Aenros
.(le}itos)= fine, and Adyos (logos) = a discourse.]
A long, tedious, and minute discourse on

matters of little or no moment; much ado
about nothing.

Iep-t6-mer'~i-a, s. [Gr. AcTTTo/xep^s (lep-

tomeres) = composed of small particles ;
pref.

lepto-, and pepos (meros) = a part.]

Bot. : A genus -f Santalaceie, consisting of
shrubs with a certain resemblance to broom.
About twenty species are known : they are

from Australia. Leptomeria Billardieri, a
broom-like Tasinanian plant, has an acid fruit

well fitted to allay thirst.

lep'-ton, s. [Gr. Ae7rroV (lepton) — a minute
piece of money (about one-fourth of a farthing),
from Aenros (lejrtos) = thin.]

Zool.; A genus of Lucinidre. The shell is sub-
orbicular, compressed, smooth, or shagreened.
The foot is thick and tapering. Fifty species
are known, from Britain, America, <tec.

lep-to-phi'-na, <;. [Mod. Lat., Ac, lepto-

ph(is); Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -Ina.]

Zool. ; The name given by Prof. Bell to a
sub-family of Colubridte.

lep'-to-phlS, s. [Pref. lepto-, and Gr. o<f>ic

(ophis) = a serpent.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Leptophina (q.v.),

lep-to-phleb'-i-a, s. [Pref. lepto-, and Gr.

4>Ae'i/f (phleps), genit. <£Ae0d9 (phhbos)= a vein.]

Entom. : A genus of the family Ephemerida?
(q.v.). Leptophlebia marginata is a native of

Great Britain.

lep-top'-tl-lilB, s. [Pref. lepto-, and Gr.
ttti'Aoi/ (ptilon) = a feather.]

Ornith. : A genus of Ciconiidse. Leptoptilus
Argala is the Adjutant, and L. marabou, the
African Adjutant. [Adjutant.]

lep to rhine, a. [Lat. Icptorhinvs, from Gr.
Actttos (leptos) = small, slender, and pCs(rhis),
genit. pteds (rhinos) = the nose.]

Paheont. : Having a small nose.
" The Kt mnkiui rhlnoceroa has been replaced by the

Icptorhiuti, or small-nosed rhinoceros of Owun."

—

Duwkiiw : Early Man in Britain, ch. vi.

leptorhine-rhinoceros, *.

Paloiont. : Rhinoceros leptorhinos (Owen), R.
hemitcechus (Falconer). A two-horned rhino-
ceros, having slender nasal bones and the
nostrils separated by a partially ossified sep-
tum. It was of more slender make than R.
tichorhinus. It is found in the Post Pliocene.
It occurs in cavern deposits in the Thames
valley.

lep-tbr'-x-a, s. [Or. Acttto? (leptos) — thin,
fine, delicate, and opos (hovos) = boundary (?).]

Zool. : A genus of Corals, family Astreida?.
The calices are elongated and deep. Found
in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, whence they
are often brought to this country.

lep-td-sper'-me-se, 5. pi. [Mod. Lat. lepto-

spermum; fern. pi. adj. suff. -ea'.]

Rot. : A tribe of Myrtacese, having capsular
instead of baccate fruit.

lep-to-sper'-mum, s. [Pref. lepto-, and Gr.
o-Trepp-a (sperma) = seed.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Lepto-
spermese. They have small leathery dotted
leaves, and five-lobed calyx, a corolla with
five rounded petals, and a four- or five-celled
ovary. The leaves of Leptospermmn lamgerum,
a large tree, is called the Tea-plant, the early
settlers in Tasmania having used the leaves as
a substitute for ordinary tea leaves.

Iep-t6'-te§, s. [Gr. Actttos (leptos) = slender,
an allusion to the leaves.]

Bot. : A genus of Brazilian Orchids, tribe
Epidendreai. The fruit of Leptotes bieolor is

used to flavour ice-cream.

lep'-to-thrix, ^. [Gr. Ae7n-depi£ (leptothrix)=
with fine hair.]

Bot. : A genus of confervoid Alga;, order
Schizomycet.es. (Thome.) Microscopical pa-
rasitic plants. Leptothrix bnccalis consists
of very delicate transparent filaments. Often
found in the buccal mucus of healthy per-
sons, as well as in the inflamed parts in diph-
theria, especially in the morning.

lep-to-tri-cha'-ge-se, s. pi. [Gr. KetrToep^
(leptothrix), genit. AeTrTdrptxos (leptotrichos)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.)

Bot. : A family of operculated apocarpous

mosses, branching by innovations, or with the

fertile summits several times divided ; leaves

without alar cells. Capsule oval or cylindri-

cal, sometimes naked ; operculum concave or

subulate.

lep-tot'-ri-chiim, s. [Leptothrix.]

Botany

:

1. The typical genus of the family Leptotri-

chacese.

2. A genus of Hyphoinycetous Fungi.

lep-tiir'-a, >. [Pref. lepto-, and Gr. oi>pd (oura)

= a taiL]

Entom. : A genus of longicorn Beetles, tribe

Cerambycida;. They may be seen in the early

part of summer on Umbelliferre, composites,

roses, &c. Leptura aurulenta and L. guadri-

fasciata are from the New Forest.

lep-tiir'-l-dse, s. [Mod. Lat. leptur(a); Lat.

leni. pi. adj. suff. -ida:,]

Entom. : According to Swainson, a family oi

Capricornes. He divided it into the sub-

families Callichrominpe, Lepturime, Necyda-
lina?, Dasycerina?, and Stenocorinse. It is

now merged in the Cerambycida.

lep-tiir-i'-nas, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. leptwia);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Entom. : A sub-family of Lepturidse (q.v.).

(Swainson,)

lep-tur'-iis, o. [Pref. lepto-, and Gr. ovpa.

(oura) = tail. So named from its slender tail-

like spikes.]

Bot. : A genus of Grasses, sub-tribe Hordea-
ceie. L. Jiliforitiis is British. There are two
varieties, L.filiformis proper, and L. ineurvatus.

* lep'- -tus, s. [Gr. Acttto? (Zeptos) = small, fine,

thin.]

Zool. : An old genus of Arachnida, family
Tiombididee (Harvest-mites), founded on
young six-legged specimens of what, if ma-
ture, would have been eight-legged, and been
placed in the genus Tetranychus. The Har-
vest-bug was called Leptus autumnalis. [Har-
VfcST-BUG.]

Iep-u-ran'-dra, s. [Gr. Xeirvpd? (lepuros) =
in a husk or rind, and av^p (aner), genit.

ai/£pd? (andros) = a man, a stamen.]

Bot. : A genus of Artocarpacese. Sacks, are
made from the wood in the west of India.
[Sack-tree.]

le pus, s. [Lat., cogn. with Gr. Xaym (lagos)

— a hare.]

1. Astron, : The Hare. One of the fifteen
ancient southern constellations, and one of
the original forty-eight constellations. It
joins Orion on the south.

2. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Leporidae (q.v.). Three species are British,

J.epits europecus, the Common Hare, L. varia-
bilis, the Mountain Hare [Hare], audi, cuni-
culus, the Rabbit (q.v.).

3. Paloiont. : Occurs in the Pliocene and
Post Pliocene of Europe and both North and
Smith America, also perhaps in the Miocene
of Europe.

* lere, a. [Leer, a.]

* lere, ». [Lore(1), s.]

lere, v.t. [A.S. l&ron; Icel. hkra ; Dut.
leeren ; Sw.lara; Dsm.kere: Gei. lehren.] To
teach.
" Coustantyn lette also in Jerusalem chiiches rere.
And wyde aboute elles v/er, Chnsttnduii] Ui lere."

11. Olvnri-hter, j>, 87.

71 lered, *lerid, a. [Lkre, v.} Learned.
" The lerid aud the lewid that woimed in the south."

Robert de Itrune, \\ 38.

ler-e'-na, o. [A native word.]

Bot., Comm., £e. : A species of Rajania. The
roots are eateu in San lJomingo like potatoes.

ler'-i-a, s. [Named by De Candolle after his
friend" M. Leri.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Leriese
(q.v.).

^
ler-i-e'-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. leri(a); Lat.

fern. pi. adj. suff. -e<e.]

Bot. : A tribe of Labiatiflorse or Mutisiacese.

ler-nse'-a-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lern&a;
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -(i)dce.]

Zool. : A family of Crustaceans, order Cope-
poda. The females fasten themselves to the

bffll, boy; pout, jdlH; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bengh; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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eyes and other parts of the bodies of various
fishes, some by the footjaws, others by horns,
and yet others by a round button formed by
two long appendages of the thorax. They
are said to deprive the animals on which they
are parasitic of vision. They look like worms,
while the males more resemble the crustacean
type.

ler-nse -ans, 5. pi. [Lat. lemece, and Eng.
&c. pi. surf, -am,]

Zool. : The family Lernseadge (q.v.).

*lerne, v.t. [Learn.]

ler-ne'-a, ler-nse'-a, a. [Lat. Lemteus, of
or belonging to Lenta, a grove and lake of
Argolis, the abode of the Hydra, a monstrous
serpent killed by Hercules.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Lernseadse (q.v.).

ler'-ni-lite, s, [Famed from Lerni, where
found, and Gr. Kl&q$ = (lithos) a stone.]

Min, : Schrauf gives this name to a vermi-
culite (q.v.) analysed by Cooke and found at
Lerni, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

ler'-St, s. [Fr., a dimin. of loir (q.v.).]

Zool. : Myoxus nitela, the Garden Dor-
mouse. Habitat, Southern and Western
Europe, extending through Germany to the
Baltic provinces of Eussia. It resembles the
loir in habit, but is somewhat smaller. [Dor-
mouse.]

leV-ret, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A kind of
large fishing-boat, peculiar to the Island of
Portland. (Times, Dec. 22, 1881.)

*lese (1) v.t. [Lease (2), v.] To glean.

*lese (2), v.t. [Lose.]

*lese, s. [Leash.]

*lese, a. [A.S. leds.] False, untrue.

lese-majesty, s. [Leze Majesty.]

le'-sion, s. [Fr. from Lat. Icesionem, accus. of

Icesio = a hurt, an injury, from lecsus, pa. par.

of Icedo = to hurt.]

* I. Ord. Lang. : A hurt, an injury, a
wound.

II., Technically

:

1. Path. : Any morbid change produced by
external or by internal causes in the continu-

ity, the situation, the connective conforma-
tion, or structure of any tissue or organ.

"The lesions which arise in the progress of fever
constitute the principal source of danger."

—

Dr.
Tweedie, in Cyelo. of Pract. Med. ; Fever.

2. Scots Law : The degree of harm or injury

done to the interests of a minor, or of a person
of weak capacity, necessary to entitle him to

reduce or set aside the deed by which he has
suffered.

les/-ley-ite, s. [Named by Lea after J. P.

Lesley ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A soft fibrous mineral found with
corundum at Unionville, Pennsylvania. Cor-
responds very closely in physical characters

and chemical composition to ephesite (q.v.).

les-pe-de'-za, s. [Named after M. Lespedez,
a former governor of Florida, and a great

patron of botany.]

Bot. : A genus of Papilionaceffi, tribe and
sub-tribe Hedysareee. It consists of very
showy flowers, about twelve species of which
are cultivated in Britain. Lespedeza striata,

the Japan Clover, is a valuable American
fodder-plant.

* less, conj. [Unless.] Unless.

"Less Philomel will deign a song."
Milton; U Penseroso.

-less, suff. [A.S. -leas; Goth, -laus; Icel.

-lauss; O. S. -los ; O. H. Ger. -loos, -los all —
loose (q.v.).] A suffix commonly used in

English to form adjectives with a negative or

privative meaning : as, father, fatherless =
having no father ; faith, faithless = destitute

of faith, &c.

less, *lasse, *lesse, *les, a., adv., & s.

[A.S. Iwssa (a) ; Ices (adv.), cogn. with 0. Fris.

lessa = less. Lcessa is for Iws-ra, and is the
comparative from a root las, which appears in

Goth, lasiws = feeble ; Icel. lasina = feeble,

ailing ; lasna = to become feeble, to decay.
Less is used as the comparative of little, but
is from an entirely different root.] [Least,

Little. ]

A. As adj. : Smaller ; of less size, extent,
or amount ; not so large or great.

B. As adv. ; In a smaller or lower degree ;

not so much.
"Not less batter'd with his wound.
The bleeding hero pants upon the ground."

Pope : Homer ; IHid xxlli. 801.

C. As substantive :

1. A quantity smaller than another ; not so
much.
" They gathered some more, some less."—Exod. xvi. 17.

*2. A younger, an inferior, a junior.
"The less is blessed of the better."—Hebrews vii. 7.

< less, v.t. [Less, a.] To make less ; to lessen.

les-see', s. [Ehg. lease (1), v. ; -ee.]. One to
whom a lease is granted.

les -sen, * las-sen, v.t. & i. [Eng. less, a.

;

'en.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To make less or diminish in size, extent,
bulk, number, degree, or quantity.

"It would be improper to pall his curiosity by les-

sening his surprise." — Goldsmith : The Bee, No. 1.

(Introd.)

2. To reduce or lower in dignity or quality
;

to degrade.
" Adieu, young prince ; I would not hear a word
Should lessen thee in my esteem."

Addison : Cato, ii. 1.

E. Intransitive :

1. To become less ; to become diminished
in size, bulk, extent, number, degree, or quan-
tity ; to decrease, to diminish, to shrink.

" The mighty chain of l>eings, lessening down
From infinite perfection to the brink
Of dreary nothing." Thomson : Summer, 334.

* 2. To soar up, and so become smaller to
the sight.

"They did net only lessen, but fly out of sight."—
Fuller : Worthies, ch. xvi.

less'-er, a. & adv. [A double comparative,
formed by adding the comparative suff. -er to
less. ]

A. As adjective :

1. Ord,. Lang. : Less, smaller.
" Make greater states upon the lesser seize."

Itaniel: Civil Wars, b. vi.

2. Music : Minor, as, with the lesser third,
in the minor key ; lesser sixth, a minor sixth.

B. As adv. : In a less degree ; less.

" Some say he's mad ; others, that lesser hate him,
Do call it valiant fury." Shakesp. : Macbeth, v. 2.

lesser black-backed gull, s.

Ornith. : Larus fulvus, a British gull, re-

sembling the Black-backed Gull (Larus mari-
nus) in all but size.

lesser-civet, s.

Zool. : Viverra pallida (rasse), an teluroid
mammal, family Viverridse. Habitat : Ne-
paul and Madras, Java and Formosa, and parts
of China. Colour yellowish or brownish-gray,
with longitudinal bands on the back and re-

gular spots on the side. The tail—from six-

teen to seventeen inches long—has eight or
nine complete dark rings. Length of body
and head, about twenty-four inches.

lesser-egret, s. [Little-egret.]

lesser-guillemot, s.

Ornith. : The Common Guillemot, Uria troile.

(Yarrell.)

lesser horseshoe-bat, ». [Horseshoe-
bat. ]

lesser-imber, s.

Ormith. : The Black-throated Diver, Colym-
ous arcticus. (Yarrell.)

lesser-pettychaps, s.

Ornith, : Sylvia rufa. (Fleming.)

lesser-redpole, s.

Ornith. : The Common Redpole, Linota Lin-

lesser-rorqual, s.

Zool. : Balainoptera rostratus, a fin-whale
from twenty-five to thirty feet long. Habi-
tat, North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans, is a
summer visitant to the coast of Norway, and
has been met with in British seas. [Bal/enop-
TERA.]

lesser rufous-headed tanager, s.

Ornith. : Calliste cayanct.

lesser sand-eel, s.

Jchthy, : Ammodytes tobiawis.

lesser-shrew, s.

Zool. : Sorex pygmceus, sometimes called the
Pigmy Shrew. It resembles the Common
Shrew in everything except size, and is the
smallest British mammal. [Sorex.]

lesser spotted-woodpecker, s.

Ornith. : Picus minor, also called the Least
Spotted Woodpecker.

lesser-tern, t>. [Little-tern.]

lesser-weever, s.

Ichthy. : Trachinvs vipera. [Weever.*

lesser white-throat, s.

Ornith. : Cumtca sylvielki. (Yarrell.)

lesser white-winged gull, s.

Ornith. . Larus Icelandicus.

* less -es, s. [Fr. laissees, from laisser = tc
leave.]

Hunt. : The dung or excrements of the boar,
wolf, or bear.

less -on, * les-cun, * less oun, s. [Fr.

lecon, from Lat. lectionem, accus. of lectio =
a reading, from lectus, pa. par. of lego = to
read ; Sp. leccion ; Ital. lezione.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Any exercise done, or portion of a book
read, repeated, or recited by a pupil to a
teacher for the purposes of improvement ; any
portion of a book or any exercise given by a
teacher to a pupil or learner to be learned
at a time ; something learned or to be learned.

2. Instruction given to a pupil at one time :

as, To give six lessons on the piano.

3. A portion of Scripture appointed to be
read during divine service.

4. A precept, maxim, or doctrine inculcated.

5. A warning, a caution : as, This will be a
lesson to him.
* 6. A severe reprimand or rebuke ; a scold-

ing.

II. Music : An assigned task, an exercise
or tune for the voice or an instrument. The
word formerly was applied to exercises (for

the harpsichord or other instruments) of the
character now known as suites or sonatas.

* less'-on, v.t. [Lesson, s.] To teach, to in-

struct. (Byron: Childe Harold, ii. 68.)

les-sd'-ni-a, s. [Named after M. Lesson, the
ornithologist.]

1. Bot. : A genus of Fucacese, tribe Fuca-
ceie, family Lnminaridas. It forms large or
submarine forests, chiefly in the southern
hemisphere. According to Bory St. Vincent,
Lessonia fnttescens is twenty-five or thirty feet

high, with a stem as thick as a man's thigh.

It is used for knife-har.dles, &c, but will
not burn as firewood.

2. Ornith. : A genus of South American
Motacillmse (Wagtails).

les-sor', s. [Eng. lease (1), v. ; -or.] One who
grants a lease ; who lets any land, tenements,
&c, on lease. (Ayliffe: Parergon.)

lest, * leste, conj. [A shortened form of the
A.S. expression dhy Ices dhe (later thi les the)=
for the reason less that ; where dhy (= for the
reason) is the instrumental case of the definite
article, hes = less, and dhe (= that) is the in-

declinable relative. At a later period dhy was
dropped, loss became les, and coalescing with
dhe became les the, then leste, and finally lest.]

For fear that ; that not.
" Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest

ye die,"—Gen. ili. 3, 4.

* lest, v.t. & i. [List.]

* lest, s. [Lust.]

* leste (1), a. [Least.]

[Etym. doubtful.] (See

( leste (2), a. [Last.]

* les'-ter-cock,
extract.)

"They have a device of two sticks filled with corks,
and crossed flatloug, out of whose midst there riseth a
thread, and at the same hangeth a sail ; to this engine,
termed a lestereook, they tie one end of their boulter,
ao aa the wind coming from the shore rilleth the sail!
and the sail carrieth the boulter into the sea, which
after the respite of some hours is drawn in again by a
cord fastened at the nearer end."— Carew : Survey of
Cornwall.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e ; ey = a
;
qu = kw.
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lSs'-tes, s. [Gr. Aij<m}j? (lestes) = a robber.]

Entom. : A genus of Libellulidae (Dragon-
flies). The species have brilliant metallic
bodies and wings.

les-tor '--nfe, s. [Gr. Ajja-njs (lestes) = a robber,
and opvts (ornis) = a bird.]

Palatont. . A genus of fossil birds, order
Odontolcse. Akin to Hesperornis (q.v.). Les-

tomis crassipes is found in the American Cre-

taceous beds.

les'-tris, s. [Gr. kncnpk (lestrix). a peculiar
form of XntrrptKo? (lestrikos) = piratical

;

Aijo-n79 (iesies) = a pirate, a buccaneer.]

Ornith. : Skuas, Skua-gulls. A genus of
predaceous natatorial birds, family Laridse.

The bill is strong, hard, cylindrical, formed for

cutting; compressed, curved, and hooked at
point, base of upper mandible covered with a
cere. Nostrils towards pointof beak, diagonal,

narrow, closed behind, pervious. Legs strong,

naked above tarsi, which are long ; three toes,

palmated, in front ; hind toe small ; claws
large, strong, and much curved. Tail slightly

rounded ; the two middle feathers generally

elongated, sometimes considerably. The genus
is found in northerly regions, rarely further

south than the English Channel ; but the
Common Skua (Lestris cataractes) has been met
with in the Straits of Magellan.

let (1), * lete, * let-en (pa. t. * loi, let, * leet,

* lelte, pa. par. * laten, * leten, * lete, let), v.t. &
i. [A.S. Icetan, letan = to let, to allow (pa. t.

let, hot, pa. par. Icetteu); cogn. with Dut. laten

(pa. t. liet, pa. par. gelaten); Icel. lata (pa. t.

let, pa. par. Idtinn); Dan. lade (pa. t. lod, pa.

par. ladet) ; Sw. lata (pa. i. liit, pa. par. l&ten);

Goth, letan (pa, t. Udtot, pa. par. letans) ; Ger.
lassen (pa. t. liess, pa. par. gelassen).]

A. Transitive

:

1. To cause. (Robert of Gloucester, p. 23.)

2. To permit, to allow, to suffer; to give

leave, power, liberty, or authority to.

" Pharaoh said, I will let you go,"— Exodus viii. 28.

% In this sense let is followed by the infini-

tive without the sign to.

* 3. To leave.

"So high doctrine I lete to divines."—Chaucer:
Persones Tale,

4. To suffer, allow, or permit a thing to

follow any course or to remain in any state.

"When the ship was caught, and could not bear up
Into the wind, we let her drive."—Acts xxvii. 15.

5. To grant the use, occupation, or posses-

sion of on payment of a certain stipulated
rent ; to lease.

6. To lend on hire (generally followed by
out) : as, He lets out carriages.

7. To give out on contract; to give out to

be done or carried out at an agreed rate or
price : as, To let the building of a house ; to
let a contract.

8. Let is principally used in the imperative
mood, with the following differences in force :

(1) Prayer, entreaty, desire, wish : as, " Let

me die the death of the righteous, and let my
last end be like his."

(2) Exhortation, entreaty, advice :
" Rise,

let us be going."

(3) Permission, concession : as, Let them
remain.

(4) Command, precept, desire : as, "Let my
people go, that they may serve me."

B. Intransitive :

* 1. To forbear, to cease, to leave off.

" Collatiue unwisely did not let to praise."
Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 10.

2. To be offered for hire : as, a house to let.

3. To yield a ceitain rent yearly by being
let : as, A house lets for £100 a year.

If 1. To let alone : To suffer to be or to remain
without interference ; to leave alone ; not to

touch or interfere with.
" If it were so, I might have let alone
Th' insulting hand of Douglas over you."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., v. i.

Let alone is used adverbially with the force

of, not to take into account, not to mention.

2. To let be : To let alone ; to suffer to be as
at present. Sometimes used absolutely, as

—

" Let be, let us Bee whether Elias will come to save
him."—Matthew xxvii. 49.

3. To let blood : To bleed ; to open a vein
and allow the blood to flow.

" Let's purge this choler without letting blood."
Shakesp. : Richard II., i. 1.

4. To let down :

(1) To allow to sink or fall ; to lower.

"They stood, and had let down their wings."—
JZzekiel i. 25.

(2) To soften in tempering, as tools, cutlery,

Ac.
"You must let it down, that is, make it softer hy

tempering it."—Moxon : Mechanical Exercises.

5. To let drive :

(1) Trans. : To send forth or discharge with

force or violence : as, To let drive an arrow.

(2) Intrans. ; To aim a blow ; to strike with

force or violence: as, To let drive at a man.
(Slang.)

6. 'To let fall : To speak, utter, or mention
incidentally : as, To let fall a remark.

7. To let fly : The same as to let drive (q.v.).

8. To let go : To allow to depart ; to release

from confinement ; to remove restraint from.

"If thou let this man go, thou art not Ctesar's

friend."—John xix. 12.

9. To let go by the run :

Kaut. : To loosen, as lines, so as to let that

which they support fall suddenly and com-
pletely.

10. To let in

:

(1) To admit ; to allow to enter or pass in.

" Let in your king, whose labour d spirits

Crave harbourage within your city walls."
Shakesp. : King John, ii. 1.

(2) To insert in a space prepared for the

purpose : as, To let in a piece of wood.

(3) To cheat. (Slang.)

11. To let into

:

(1) To admit ; to let in.

(2) To insert in a space prepared : as, A
stone is let into a wall.

12. To let into a secret : To acquaint a person
with something secret or known only to a few.

13. To let loose : To free from restraint ; to

suffer to go free ; to release.
" Finding an ease in not understanding, he let loose

his thoughts wholly to pleasure. '—Sidney : Arcadia.

14. To let off:

(1) To suffer or allow to go free, as from
some penalty or punishment.

(2) To discharge, to tire off, as an arrow or a

gun,
" Charging my pistol with powder, T cautioned the

emperor not to be afraid, and then let It off in the air."

—Swift: Gulliver's Travels; Lilliput.

(3) To release, as from an engagement : as,

I will let you oJTthe bargain.

15. To let on : To tell, to give information.

(Vulgar.)

10. To let out

:

(1) To suffer to escape ; to release from con-
finement.

(2) To allow to become known ; to divulge.

(3) To extend, to enlarge, to loosen : as, To
let out a dress.

(4) To lease or let on hire. [A. 5.]

(5) To let or give on contract.

17. To let the cat out of tlie bag : To allow a

secret to escape.

18. To let slide : To let alone, not to trouble

about ; to let be.

19. To let slip

:

(1) To loose from the slips : as, To let dogs
slip.

(2) To lose by negligence, to let pass ; to

omit : as, To let an opportunity slip.

(3) To forget; to allow to escape the me-
mory.

" We ought to give the more earnest heed to the
things which we have heard lest at any time we should
let them slip."—Hebrews ii. 1,

20. To let pass :

(1) To lose by negligence ; not to seize.

(2) To look over, to pass over : as, To let an
offence pass.

21. To let well alone: To leave matters as
they are ; to let things be, without trying to
improve what is already satisfactory.

let-oflf, s. 9

Weaving : An arrangement in a loom by
which the yarn is paid off from the beam at
such a rate as it shall be required by the
weaving process, and which is dependent
upon the rate of the picks, the sizes of the
warp and weft thread, the compactness with
which it is beaten up by the lay. The take-
up is the winding on to the cloth-beam of the
completed web, and proceeds coincidently
with the let-off from the yarn-beam. Regu-

larity of let-off is secured by making the rati

of surface motion of the yarn-beam depend

upon the tension of the vara ; and the rate of

revolution of the. beam, to secure equal speed

of let-off, will become rapid as the bulk of

yarn diminishes from the roller.

* let (2),
* lette, v.t. & i. [A.S. lettan, gelettan

= to make late, from lo?t = slow : as hinder is

from -hind in behind; Dut. letten = to impede,

from laat = late; Icel. letja, from lair; Goth.

latjan = to be late, from lots = slothful.]

A. Trans. ; To hinder, to impede, to ob-

struct, to prevent. (Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. *.)

B. Intrans. : To hinder, to obstruct ; to

cause obstruction. (2 Thessalonians ii. 7.)

* let (1), o. [Let (1), v.] A letting for hire.

* let (2), s. [Let (2), *.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A hindrance, an obstacle, an
impediment, a delay.

"All lets thrown behind me."
Afass'vnger : Virgin Martyr, i. 1.

2. Tennis, lawn-tennis, & racquets : A let is

any hindrance in the course of a game, which
does not arise from the fault of the player. In

lawn-tennis, when the service-ball touches the

top of the net and falls over into the right

court, the stroke is a "let," and the player

serves again.

* let-alone, s. Forbearance ; abstention

from action. (Shakesp. : Lear, v. 3.)

-let, svff. [Fr. -ct.] A diminutival suffix fre-

quently appended to English nouns : as, stream*
stream^,

let-a-be, let-a-bee, adv. or conj. [A-be.]

letch (1), s. [A.S. leccan = to moisten.]

1. A quantity of wood ashes through which
water passes or letches, and thus imbibes th&
alkali.

2. A letch-tub.

3. A stagnant ditch.

letch-tub, s. A tub or wooden vessel in

which ashes are letched ; a leach-tub.

* letch (2), s. [Lech, Lecher.] A stroDg

desire.

letch, v.t. [Letch, s.] To wash as ashes, by
passing water through, and thus imbibing
the alkali from them. The water so charged is

called lye (q.v.).

letch'-y, a. [Eng. letch, v. ; -y.] Allowing
the percolation of water, as a gravelly or
sandy soil.

Mete, v.t. [Let(i), v.]

* lete, s. [Lethe.]

* let-game, $, [Eng. let (2), v., and game.]:

One who spoils or hinders pleasure ; a spoil-

sport. (Cluiucer : Testament of Love, bk. i.)

leth'-al, *leth'-all, a. [Fr. lethal, front
Lat. lethalis, letalis, from letum — death.],
Deadly, fatal, mortal.

* le-thal'-x- ty, s. [Eng. lethal; -ity ; Fr.
Uthalite.) The quality or state of being,
lethal ; mortality.

le-thar'-gic, le - thar gic al, a. [Gr.
A.T)0apviKos (lethargikos), from K-nQapyla. (lethar-

gia) = drowsiness, lethargy (q.v.) ; Fr. lethar-

gique; 8p. & Ital. letargico.]

1. Drowsy ; inclined to sleep ; affected with.
lethargy ; dull, heavy.

" Men thus lethargic have hest memory."
Donne: Second Annie.

2. Pertaining to or caused by lethargy

;

heavy.
" This lethargic sleep." Beriham : Sophy.

le-tbar'-gic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. lethargical;

-ly.] In a letliargic manner.
" The lazy hours, lethargically dull."

Fawkes : A Voyage to the Planets.

* le-thar'-gic-al-ness, * le-thar'-gic-
ness, s. [Eng. lethargic, lethargical; -ness.]

The quality or state of being lethargic

;

lethargy.

"That thou mayest he the more effectually roused
up out of this torpidity and lethargicalness. —More

:

On the Seven Churches, ch. ix.

* leth- ar

-

gied, a. [Eng. lethargy; -ed.]

Made lethargic ; affected with a lethargy.
" His motion weakens, or his discernings
Are lethargied." Shakesp. : Lear, i. 4.

boil, hoy ; pout, jowl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-oian, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -tale, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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* leth ar gize, * leth'-ar-gise, v.t. [Eng.

letlutrg(y) ; -ize.] To make lethargic.

"The lethargised is not less sick."—Adams: Works,
i. 353.

leth'-ar-gy\ * leth-arge (1), s. [Fr. Uthargie,

from Lat. letliargia, from Gr. \rj8apyCa (letliar-

gia) = drowsiness, from Afj&ipyos (lethargos)

= forgetful, from \r)0n (lethe) = oblivion ; tip.

& Ital. letargia.]

I, Ordinary Language :

1. Morbid drowsiness ; unnatural sleepi-

ness ; a long and profound sleep, from which
one can hardly be aroused.

,_
" Here Lethargy, with deadly sleep oppressed.
Stretched on nis back .1 mighty lubuard, lay."'

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, i. 74.

2. A state of dulness, inactivity, or inaction.
*' But then the spirit, roused bj^.honest shame,
Shook off that lethargy, and soared to fame."

Churchill; Epistle to William Uogarth,

IL Technically

:

1. Path, or Phys. : The same as I. 1.

2. Bot. : A state of plants in which their
"buds, grafts, and seeds are sluggish in develop-
ment. In the case of buds, close pruning will

sometimes aid them, and in that of seeds hot
water or weak acid.

* leth-ar-gy (2), v, [Litharge.]

* leth-ar-gy, v.t. [Lethargy (2), s.] To
render 'lethargic.

Xe'-the(l), s. [Lat, from Gr. atjGtj (tithe) =
(1) the river Lethe, (2) forgetfulness.]

1. Lit. & Greek Myth. : One of the rivers of
hell, the waters of which possessed the pro-
perty of producing forgetfulness of all the past
in those who drank them.

"Lethe, the river of oblivion, rolls
Her wat'ry labyrinth, which whoso drinks
Forgets both joy aud grief." Milton : P. L., ii. 583.

* 2. Fig. ; Forgeofulness, oblivion.
" The cup must hold a deadlier draught.
That hriugs a Lethe for despair."

Dyron : In the Haunts of Hen.

* lithe (2), s. [Lat. letum.] Death.
" Here didst thou fall ; and here thy hunters stand,
Signed iu thy spoil, and crimsoned in thy lethe."

Sliakesp. ; Julius Caesar, iii. L

Xe the -an, Le thse an, n. [Lat. Lethmus,

from Lethe (1). ] Pertaining to the river Lethe

;

causing forgetfulness or oblivion.
" In the oblivious Lethman gulf."

t'owper : To His Father. (Transl.)

"*leth'-eed, a. [Eng. lethe (1) ; -ed.] Forget-
ful, oblivious, unconscious.

„ "Even till a letheed dulness."
£hakenp. : Anton// & Cleopatra, ii. 1.

le'-the-on, s. [Lethe (1).] A name given
to sulphuric ether, when used as an anaes-

thetic.

*le'-the-6n-izef v.t. [Eng. letheon; -ize.] To
place under the influence of letheon ; to render
unconscious.

* le-thif'-er-oiis, a. [Lat. lethum, letum =
death ; fero = to bear, to bring, and Eng. adj.

suff. -ous.] Causing death ; fatal, deadly,
mortal.

leth'-rilS, s. [Etym. doubtful; cf. Gr. \a6-

palos (lathraios) = hidden, concealed, and
Av8pov (luthron) or \v0pos (luthros) = filth,

•defilement.]

Eutoin. : A genus of lamellicorn beetles,

sub-family Geotrupiuae. The species feed upon
the eyes of the vine, and, if abundant, do
igreat injury to vineyards.

* leth'-y, a - [Lat. lethmus, from lethe.] [Lethe
(1).] Causing forgetfulness or oblivion

;

lethjean.

'* le-tif-i-cate, v.i. [Lat. luitificaiits, pa. par.

of ketifico = to gladden ; to cheer . IvHm =
joyful, and facto — to make.] To rejni<_u.

* le-tif-l-ca'-tion, s [Letificate.] Re-
joicing.

" The shepherds of Christ by thee made lutification."
—Candlemas Day, Iiiti'ud. (1512).

ie'-to, s. [Gr. Ayjtlo (Leto), Lat. Latona, the
mother of Apollo and Artemis.]

Astron. : [Asteroid, 6$].

Xett, s. [Sclavonic (?).] A native or inhabi-

tant of the province of Livonia.

* lette, v.t. [Let (2), v.]

* let'-ter (1), s. [Eng. let (1),

lets or permits.
er.] One who

* letter-go, s. A spendthrift.

* let'-ter (2), s. [Eng. let (2), v. ; -er.] One
who or that which lets, hinders, .or obstructs.

let'-ter (3),
* lettre, s. [Fr. lettre, from Lat.

litem, littera = a letter, so called from its being
originally smeared or scrawled on parchment,
not engraved with a knife on wood ; Lat. litus,

pa. par. of lino = to besmear ; Sp. & Port.

letra; Ital. lettcra.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

1.' A mark or character, written, printed,

engraved or painted,.and employed to repre-

sent a sound, or an articulation of the organs
of speech. (Gmwr : C.A.,iv.)

2. A written message or communication ;

an epistle ; a message communicated from one
person to another by means of written cha-

racters.
" I have a letter from her

Of such contents :w. you will wonder at,"
Hhakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, iv. 6.

3. (PI-): Learning, erudition.

"How knoweth this man letters, having never
learned t "—John vii. 15.

4. The verbal expression ; the literal mean-
ing ; that which the words literally express.

"We must observe the letter of the law, without
doing violence to the reason of the law."—Taylor ;

Holy Living & Dying.

II, Print. : A character used in printing.

Type either of metal or wood. Used collec-

tively to represent type, as " a ease of letter,"

"a fount of letter." Fat letter is type with
body and face broad in proportion to its

height. Lean letter is type thin or narrow
in proportion to its height. Body letter is

type in which the main portion of a book or
paper is printed. [Fount.] Body letter is

known by different names, according to the
size of the type; the sizes in most common
use being : Pearl, Nonpareil, Minion, Brevier,

Bourgeois, Long Primer, Small Pica, and Pica.

IT A letter is, in its nature, altogether
familiar ; this term may be used for whatever
is written by one friend to another in domestic
life, or for the public documents of this de-

scription which have emanated from the
pen of writers, as the letters of Madame de
Bevigne, the letters of Pope or of Swift ; and
even those which were written by the ancients,

as the letters of Cicero, Pliny, and Seneca ; but
in strict propriety those are entitled epistles,

as a term most adapted to whatever has re-

ceived tlie sanction of ages, and by the same
rule, likewise, whatever is peculiarly solemn
in its contents has acquired the same epithet,

as the epistles of St. Paul, St. Peter, St. John,
St. Jude ; and by an analogous rule, whatever
poetry is written in the epistolary form is

denominated an epistle rather than a letter,

whether of ancient or modern date, as the
epistles of Horace, or the epistles of Boileau.

Letters and literature signify knowledge de-

rived through the medium of written letters or
books, that is, information; learning is con-
fined to that which is communicated, that is,

scholastic knowledge. Such an expression as

men of letters, or the republic of letters, com-
prehends all who devote themselves to the
cultivation of their minds ; literary societies

have for their object the diffusion of general
information ; learned societies propose to
themselves the higher object of extending the
bounds of science, and increasing the sum of
human knowledge.

If 1. Letter of Attorney : [Attorney].
* 2. Letter of Credence : A letter intended to

commend the bearer to the confidence of a
third person ; a commendatory letter.

3. Letter of Credit : [Credit, s.].

4. Letter of Marque : [Marque].

5. Dead-letter: [Dead].

6. Signet-letter: [Signet].

7. Letters clause

:

Law : Close letters, being usually closed or
sealed up with the royal signet or seal, [f 8.

J

8. Letters patent : A document under the
Great Seal, authorizing a person to do some
act, or conferring upon him some office, posi-
tion, or dignity.

"These .grants are contained in charters, or letters
patent, that is open letters, Uturte patent's so called
because they are not sealed up, but exposed to open
\ h:w, with the yren-t seal pendent ;it the bottom ; find
are usually directed or addressed by the sovereign to
all his subjects at large. And therein they differ from
certain other letters of the sovereign, sealed also with
the great seal, but directed to particular peisuns, and
for particular purposes; which, therefore, not being
proper for public- inspection, are closed up and sealed
on the outside, and are thereupon called wiits close,
literal clausal, and are recorded in the close-rolls, in the
same manner as the others are in the patent-rolls."

—

lilaclcstone : Comment., tak. ii., ch. IS,

9. To run one's letters:

Scots Law : To apply, as a prisoner, for trial

at the Court of Justiciary, in cases where such
trial could be brought on in that court before
the circuit court sits in the locality in which
the person so applying is imprisoned,

letter-board, s.

Print. : A board on which pages or columns
of type are temporarily placed,

letter-book, s. A book in which copies
of letters are kept in business offices.

letter-box, 5.

1. A box in a post office for the reception of
letters for despatch, the letters being allowed
£o fall in through slit or aperturVopening into
the road or street.

2. A box attached inside a door to catch the
letters and cards left by postmen or callers.

3. An office-box to hold letters accumulating
during the day, awaiting despatch.

letter-carrier, s. A man employed by
the Post-office to carry about and deliver let-

£ ters ; a postman.

letter-case, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A case or portfolio for let-

ters.

2. Print. : A partitioned tray in which as-

sorted letters are placed ; a case.

letter-clip, s. A spring clasp to hold
letters or other memoranda together.

letter-copying, a. (See compound.)

Letter-copying machine : A machine for

copying letters. The first was invented by
James Watt in 1778, and patented by him in

17S0.

letter-cutter, s. One who cuts type.

letter-file, 5. . A box, case, folio, or en-

velope, for containing letters to which refer-

ence is required to be made.

letter-founder, o. One who casts let-

ters ; a type-founder.

letter-foundry, s, A place where type
is cast ; a type-foundry.

letter-leaf, letter-plant, s.

Bot. : The genus Grammatophyllum.

.

_ letter-lichens, $. pt
Bot.: Graphidaceae (q.v.).

letter-lock, s. A lock whose bolt is sur-

rounded by several rings haying notches
through which a set of studs on the bolt must
pass before the lock can be opened. These
notches are so arranged as to prevent the pas-

sage of the bolt except when certain letters on
a series of exterior rings are brought into line

with each other, so as to form a particular
word or combination on which the lock has
been set. It is mentioned in Beaumont and
Fletcher's play of The Noble Gentleman (1010).
" A cai>-casts for your linen and your plate,
With a strange lock that open& with A. M. E. N."

letter-message, «.

* 1. A letter iu lieu of a summons sent by
the Lord Chancellor to a peer who was de-
fendant in the Court of Chancery.

2. A letter from the sovereign sent to the
dean and chapter naming the person whom
they are required to elect as bishop.

letter-office, s. A post-office (q.v.).

letter-paper, 5.

Paper : Paper of post or note size, for episto-

lary use. The ordinary size of post is 10 x 16
inches when flat, and S x 10 when folded.
Note-paper is smaller, and varies in size.

letter-plant, s. [Letter-leaf.]

letter-press, s. & a.

A, -Is substantive :

1. Letters or words printed or impressed on
paper or other material by types

;
print.

'" All this, together with fuur extraordinary pages of
letter-pre>,s ... I fancied might touch their very
souls.'—Goldsmith: The liee. No. 4.

2. A copying-press for letters.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to, consisting of, or
employed in type printing . as, a letter-press

printer.

Letter-press printing: The ordinary form of
printing in which a body of set type is inked
and an impression taken from it on a sheet of
paper pressed upon it.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », 03 = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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letter-punch, s. A steel punch having
a letter engraved on its end. They are used
to make matrices for type ; also to mark other
articles of metal by giving an impression
thereon when struck with a hammer.

letter-sorter, s. A person employed in
a post-office to sort and arrange letters accord-
ing to their destinations.

letter-wood, *>.

Bot. : Brosimum Aubletii, called also Pica-
tiwra guianensis.

letter-writer, s.

1. One who writes letters ; an instrument
for copying letters.

2. A hook which teaches the art of letter-

writing.

letter-writing, s. The act of writing
letters ; the proper mode or style of writing
letters.

let'- -ter, v.t. [Letters.] To impress or stamp
with a letter or letters.

let tered, * let-tred, a. [Eng. letter; -ed.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Marked, stamped, or impressed with
letters.

2. Learned ; versed in letters or literature

;

erudite.
" Around my throne the letter'd rabbins stand."

Prior : Solomon, I.

3. Pertaining to, containing, or suited for

literature or learning.
" The well-judged purchase, and the gift,

That graced his leltrr'd store."
Cowper : Burning of Lord Mansfield's Library.

II. Bot. : Having on the surface spots with
the form and appearance of letters, as in some
Opegraphas.

lettered china-mark, s.

Entom. : Diasemia Ut-eral is, a small British
brown moth, with white marks like the letters

I N.

lettered-tortoise, s.

Zool. : Emysscripta, a terrapin very common
in North America. Generally it is dark brown
above, and the edges of the carapace are
boldly scribbled with broad scarlet marks,
something like the letters of some strange
language. Below it is yellow; the head is

yellow and black. (Wood.)

let'-ter-ing, pr. par., «., & s. [Letter.]

A, & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As substantive

:

1. The act of marking, stamping, or im-
pressing with letters.

2. Letters stamped or impressed ujion any-
thing.

3. An inscription, a title, as on a signboard,
a coin or medal, or a tombstone.

lettering-box, *.

Bookbinding, &c. : A case to hold a set of
movable type when composed to form a name
or address, for lettering books, marking linen,

&c.

lettering-tool, s. A bookbinder's tool for

stamping the gilt titles on the backs of books.

* let'-ter-ize, v.i. [Eng. letter; -ize.] To write

letters.

* let'-ter-less, a. [Eng. letter ; -less.] Devoid
of letters or learning ; illiterate ; ignorant.

" A raeer daring letterless commander." — Water-
house : Apol. for Learning, p. 125.

* let'-ter-ling, s. [Eng. letter; dimin. snff.

-ling.] A little letter.

* let'-tern, s. [Lectern.]

* let'-tice (1), s. [Lattice.]

* let'-tice (2), s. [Prob. u. corrupt, of lettuce

(q.V.).f

* lettice-cap (l), s. A soporific in which
lettuce was a leading ingredient.

^let'-tice (3), s [Prob. from O.Fr. letice = a

gray fur.]

lettice-cap (2), s. A kind of cap.

let-ting, pr. par., u., & s. [Let (1) v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. ailj. : (Sec
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of allowing, granting,

permitting, or giving on hire.

letting-down, *.

Metal- working : The process of lowering the

temper of a steel tool or spring, which has

been made flint hard and then reduced by
heating to the degree of hardness required.

In lowering, the temper is known bythe colour

reached.

Lettish, Let -tic, u. & s. [Eng. Lett; -ic;

-ish.]

A. As adj. ; Of or pertaining to the Letts

or inhabitants of Livonia.

B. As subst. : The language spoken by the

Letts. It belonged originally to the Sclavonic

branch of the Aryan family of languages.

* let'-tre (tre as tr), a. [Pr.] A letter.

lettre de-cachet, s, [Cachet.]

let-tred (tred as terd), a. [Lettered.]

* let-trure, * let-ter-ure, s. [0. Fr.]

Literature, learning. (Chaucer.)

lett'-som-lte, s. [Named after the English
mineralogist, \V. G. Lettsom, sufT. -ite (JU»i,).]

Min. : The same as Cyanotrichite (q.v.).

* let-tu-a-rie, *. [Electuary.]

lettuce, * letuce (pron. lett'-is). s. [O. Fr.

laictitce, laititce (Fr. laituc) ; Prov. laytaga,

lachuga; Sp. lechnga ; Ital. lattuga, from Lat.

lactuca (q.v.).]

Bot. : The English name ofthegenus Lactuca,

and specially of the Garden Lettuce, Lactuca

saliva. It is said to have been introduced
into England from Flanders about 1520. Of
the varieties the cabbage lettuce has a low de-

pressed cabbage-like heart ; the cos lettuce is

erect and crisp.

U Blue or False Lettuce is the genus Mul-
gedium ; Lamb's lettuce is Valerianella oli-

torha ; Sea lettuce, Fucus vesiculosus, an algal,

and Wild-lettuce, Lactuca virosa.

lettuce-laver, 5.

Bot. ; An algal, Viva lactuca.

lettuce opium, s. Opium yielded by
the Lettuce and other species of Lactuca.

lettuce-tree, s.

Bot. : Pisonia morindifolia. It is cultivated

in some Indian gardens.

leu ca den'-dron, s. [Gr. \cvkos (leukos) =
light) bright, white, and SevSpov (dendron) =
a tree ; so called from the white leaves.]

Bot. : A genus of Proteaceas, family or tribe

Proteidee (q.v.). It consists of small shrubs
or ti'ees from Southern Africa, formerly used
greatly at the Cape for firewood, but now
nearly eradicated. About forty species of
Leueadendron are cultivated iu British green-
houses.

leu -ca' - ni - a, s. [Gr. \evKavl-q (leukan ic),

\avKavii] (laukanie) = the throat.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Leueanidffi (q.v.). Leucania conigera, the
Brown-line Bright-eye, flies about at dusk,
and even during the day. It is not uncommon
in limestone districts. L. pallida is the Com-
mon Wainscot, a moth very frequently seen.

leu - can' - 1 - dse, s. [Mod. Lat. leucani(a)

;

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Moths, tribe or group
Noctuina. It comprises moths moderate in

size, with a thick body sometimes erected
above ; larvae more or less tufted with hair,

or even very hairy. It includes the Wainscot
Moths. British species, thirty. They frequent
marshy places, the larvae feeding on grasses or
the stems of reeds.

leuc-an'-i-line, s. [Eng. leucine) and
aniline.]

Cliem. : C00H21N3. A colourless base pro-
duced by the action of reducing agents on
rosaniline. C2oHi9N3 + H2 = C00H21N3 ; or
by the action of nascent hydrogen 011

aniline. It is insoluble in cold water, slightly

soluble in boiling water and in ether, but
very soluble in alcohol. It turns red when
heated, and melts at 100° to a reddish trans-
parent liquid. By oxidizing agents it is

readily converted into rosaniline. Leucaniline
stands in the same relation to rosaniline as
indigo-white to indigo-blue. Its salts crystal-

lize well, and are all soluble in water, from

which they are precipitated by acids. The

hydrochlorate, C20H21N3.SHCl.H9O, forms

splendid crystals which give up their water

only when heated for a long time 111 a stream

of hydrogen. The nitrate crystallizes m the

form of white needles, very soluble in water

and alcohol, but insoluble in ether.

leu-can'-ter-ite, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Min. : A named but undescribed mineral,

stated to occur as an efflorescence on another

undescribed mineral, Copperasiue.

leu'-cas, s. [Gr. AevKas (leukos) = (as adj.) a

poetic form of apukos (leulcos) = white, (as

subst.) a labiate plant (see def.). Named from
the downy whiteness of the flowers.]

Bot. ; A genus of Labiatse, family Ballotidae.

The people of Munipoor in the east of India

prepare an oil from Leucas cephalotes, which is

used with Rubia in dyeing; it is stimulant

and diaphoretic. L. aspera is given in India

in snakebite, and the juice in psora, &c. L.

inartinicensis is used in Brazil lor medicating

baths to be taken against rheumatic attacks.

leuc-a.Ug'-lte, s. [Gr. Acukos (leukos) = white,

and Eng. augite.]

Min. : A name given by Dana to one of

his divisions of the aluminous pyroxenes.

[Augite.] Colour, white or grayish. Compos.:
a silicate of lime, magnesia, alumina, and
little or no iron. Typical formula (CaOMgO)
(SiOoAl 2 3 |). Hardness, (jo; sp. gr. 3'19.

Looks like diopside, of which the Brit. Mus.
Cat. makes it a variety.

leuc-au'-rin, s. [Gr. acvkos (leukos) and Eng.
aurin.] [Aurin].

I*euch'-ten-berg-ite, s. [Named after the
Duke von Leuchtenberg, of Russia, by
Komonen, suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : A mineral occurring in hexagonal
crystals, with a basal cleavage in the Schis-

chimsk Mountains, near Slatonst, Urals.

Hardness, 2"5
; sp. gr. 261 to 2*71. Lustre

of cleavage planes, pearly. Colourless inter-

nally, yellowish-white externally (from altera-

tion). Thin lamina flexible, slightly elastic.

Compos. : a hydrated silicate of alumina,
sesquioxide of iron and magnesia. Uniaxal.
Des Cloizeaux includes this among the min-
erals of his Pennine (q.v.) group of chlorites.

leu'-cic, a. [Gr. \€vkos (leukos) — white
j

Eng. sufl". -ic (Chein.).~\

Cltcm. : Of or belonging to leucin (q.v.)./'

leucic acid, s.

C5H10OH;
Chem. : C6Hi2 3 = |

a diatomic
COOH

monobasic acid formed by the action of
nitrous acid on leucine. It crystallizes in

monoi-.linic prisms soluble in alcohol, ether,

and water ; they melt at 73° and volatilize at
100°.

leu'-cil-ite, s. ' [Gr. tevxos (leukos) = white,
and A.i'0os (lithvs) = stone.J

Petrol. ; The same as Leucite-basalt and
Leucitophyr (q.v.).

leuc im'-ide, s. [Eng. leucine), and imide.]

[Leucikitril.]

leu'-cln, leu'-cine, s.
x
[Gr. \evic6<; (leulcos)

= white ; Eng. suff. -in, -ine.] [Amido-caproic
acii>.]

leu-Cin'-i-tril, s. [Eng. leuci(n), and nitril.]

Chem. : CgHnNO = C6H12 3 (leucic acid)

-f NH3—2II2O, leucimide, a crystalline body
formed by the dehydration of leucine. It
crystallizes in white microscopic rhombic
needles ; insoluble in cold water ; slightly
soluble in boiling water, but very soluble in
alcohol. It is unaflected by ammonia and
potash, even at the boiling heat, but dis-

solves in acetic and nitric acids.

leu -CIS- 51'-na, s. [Mod. Lat. leucisc(us):

Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -but.]

Ichthy. : A sub-family of Cyprinidae. The
dorsal fin is short, the osseous ray absent.
Type, Leuciscus (q.v.).

leu-cis'-CUS, s. [Gr. Aei/KUTKos (leukiskos) =
the white mullet.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Cyprinidie, the typical
one nf the sub-family Leuciscina. The body
has imbricated scales ; barbels are wanting

;

the pharyngeal teeth are in a single or double

boil, bop- ; pout, jowl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -§ion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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series ; the intestine short, with a few convo-
lutions. Nearly 100 species are known. Ten
are British : Leuciscusidus, the Ide; L. dobula,

the Dobule Roach ; L. rutilus, the Roach ; L.

vulgaris, the Dace, Dare, or Dart ; L. lancas-

trimsis, the Graining ; L. cephalus, the Chub
;

L. erythrophtlwimus, the Redeye ; L. crendevs,

the Azurine ; L. alburmis, the Bleak or Blick
;

and L. Phoxinus, the Minnow.

leu-cite, 5. [Gr. Actios (leukos) = white ; stiff.

-ite (Min.).]

Min. : A mineral occurring in trapezohedral
Crystals in volcanic rocks, and formerly re-

garded as isometric in crystallization. "Von
Rath and others refer it to the tetragonal
system, and the results of etching the crystal
faces seem to confirm their view. Hirsch-
wald maintains its isometric relations, but
that it possesses a polysynthetic structure.
Mallard regards it as pseudo-isometric, and
refers it to the orthorhombic system, and
"Weisbach has arrived at a similar conclusion.
Hardness, 5*5 to 6 ; sp. gr. 2*44 to 2*56

; lustre,
vitreous ; colour, white and shades of gray.
Compos. : a silicate of alumina and potash,
represented by the formula K0SiC>2+Al2O3

-

3SiOa. Occurs abundantly in the lavas of
Vesuvius and in the volcanic breccias of
Monte Somraa.

leucite-basalt, *.

Petrol. ; A volcanic rock, or scries of rocks,
generally of gray colour, with leucite crystals,
which impart a light speckled appearance.

leucite sani dine, s.

Petrol. : A kind of lava, composed of sani-

dine and leucite, often with plagioclastic fel-

spar (mainly anorthite), nepheline, sodalite,

&c. It occurs in Vesuvius. (Rutley.)

leu-9lt'-ic, a. [Eng. leucine); -ic] Of or

pertaining to leucite ; containing or re-

sembling leucite.

leu'-gi-told, a. [Eng. leucit(e\ and Gr. eZSos

(eidos) = form, appearance.]

Crystallog. : A term applied to the trapezo-
hedron ; so called from its being the form of
leucite (q.v.).

leu-cit'-6-phyr (yr as ir), s, [Eng., &c.
leucit(e) (q.v.), and Gr. 0upw (phuro), <j>vpa.Lo

(phurao) = to mix (?).]

Petrol. : The same as Leucite-basalt (q.v.).

leu-co-bry-a'-ge-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. leuco-

bry(um) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. surf, -acece.]

Bot. : A family of Operculate Mosses, ar-

ranged among tlie Apocarpi, but having also

lateral fruit-stalks. The leaves are of two
kinds ; the peduncle rigid, very hygrometric,
purple ; the capsule olivaceous brown ; the
peristome similarly coloured. Only British
genus, Leucobryum (q.v.).

leu-co'-bry-um, s. [Gr. Aeu*<k (hulcos) =
white, and fipvnv (bruon) = an algal, a tree-

moss, a lichen.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Leu-
cobryacese (q.v.).

leu-co-chaT-cite, s. [Gr. Acukos (leukos)—
white, and xa^K°s (chcdkos) = copper.]

Min, ; A mineral occurring in nearly white
acicular crystals at Wilhelmine mine, Spes-
sart, Bavaria. Lustre, silky. Compos. : a
hydrated arsenate of copper, represented by
the formula Cu3As208 + CuH 20;>+2aq.

leu-CO-cyc'-lite, s. [Gr. Aev-tdg (leukos) —
white, and kvx\o$ (kuklos) = a circle.]

Mi n. : A vari ety of apophyllite whi ch
exhibits (when plates are cut perpendicular
to the optic axis, and examined with polarized
light; a black cross, with rings that are

alternately white and violet-black, instead of

the ordinary coloured rings. Observed in

specimens from Skye ; Cipit Bache, Tyrol
;

and other localities.

leu'-eo-cytes, s. pi [Gr. AevKd? (leukos) =
white, and kvtos (kutos) — a hollow, a vessel.]

1. White or colourless corpuscles of the
blood or lymph.

2. The name given by Robin to the lymphoid
cells in the serous membranes of the body.

leu-cd-cy-thsem'-i-a, leu-co-cy-
them'-I-a, s. [Gr. \evx6s (leukos) = white,
kvtos (kutos) = a hollow, and afyia (haima) —
blood.]

Pathol. : Great hypertrophy of the spleen,

with loss of red corpuscles of the blood, and
enormous increase of the white corpuscles.

leu-co-e-thi-op'-ic, a. [Gr. \ojk6s (leukos)
= white, al8Co\}/ (aithiops) = an Ethiopian, a
black.] Of or pertaining to a leucoethiops,
or albino. Pertaining to leucopathy.

leu-co-e'-thi-ops, s, [Gr. A«vk6? (leukos) =
white, and al$Co\f/ (aiihiops) = an Ethiopian, a
black.] An albino (q.v.).

leu-co-gal -lol, s. [Gr. Aeu«os (leukos) —
white, and (pyro)gallol.]

Chem. : Ci5H10Cl 10O12, or CxgHioCljaO^.
A compound formed by the action of chlorine,

at low temperatures on pyrogallol, in pre-
sence of acetic acid.

leu-co'-jum, leu-co'-i-iim, s. [Gr. XevKos
(leukos) =. white, and lav (ion) = a violet.

Named from the colour of the flower.]

Bot. : Snowflake, a genus of AmaryllidaceEe,
tribe Amaryllea?. It has a six-parted, bell-

shaped perianth. Leucojum cestivwn, the
Summer Snowflake, is found in wet meadows
in Britain. The bulb of L. vernum is emetic.

Ieu'-c6-line, [Eng. leuc(ine); ol(ein), and
suff. -ine.]

Chem. : C9H7N. An oily organic base,
isomeric with chinoline, extracted from crude
naphthaline. It was formerly thought to be
identical with chinoline, but subsequent re-

searches have proved that it differs in many
of its reactions, especially in its behaviour
with iodide of amy],

leu-co-lin'-ic, a. [Lat. leucolin(e), and Eng.
suff. -ic] (See the compound.)

leucolinic acid, s.

Chem. ; C9H9NO3. An acid obtained by
oxydising leucoline sulphate with potassium
permanganate. It crystallizes in colourless
needles, melting at 162° ; slightly soluble in
water; very soluble in alcohol and ether,
from which it crystallizes with a faint color-
ation due to a slight oxydation. It is some-
what volatile in a stream of aqueous vapour,
to which it imparts an aromatic odour.
Heated above its melting point, it is partially
decomposed ; heated to redness with soda-
lime, it yields aniline, together with am-
monia. Its salts are all very soluble, except-
ing the plumbic-, ferric, and mercurous salts.

leu'-co-lite, s. [Gr. \evKos (leukos) = white,
and A.L0os (lithos)= stone.]

Mineralogy :\

1. The same as Dipyre (q.v,).

2. The same as Pycnite (q.v.)

leu-co'-ma, s. [Gr. XeuKtafxa (leukoma) = (1)
anything whitened, (2) (see def.).]

Path. : A white spot on the eye, a thicken-
ing of the cornea ; cataract (q.v.). [Albugo.]

leu-co man -gan-ite, s, [Gr. \cvk6<; (leukos)
= white, and Eng. manganite.]

Min. : A snow-white mineral from Raben-
stein, near Gwiesel, Bavaria. Occurs in
broad radiated folia, closely aggregated.
Contains protoxides of manganese and iron,

with some alkalis and water. Fuses easily
before the blowpipe.

leu-cone, s. [Eng. leuc(in); -one.]

Chem. : S14H6O5. A white substance, ob-
tained by the decomposition of silicone

Si4H4 3 , under the influence of light and
water. (Watts: Diet. Chem., iii. 584.)

leu-cd'-ne§, s. pi. [Gr. Kevtcwvei (leukones), pi.

of Kevnuiv {leuko)i)= a grove uf white poplars(?).

]

Zool. : Afamily of Calcispongiee. They have
a complicated water canaL system.

leu-con'-ic, a. [Eng. leuc(in), and (croc)onic.]
(See the compound.)

leuconic acid, s.

Cliem. : C5H8 9 . Oxycroconic acid. A
tribasic acid obtained by oxidizing barium
croconate with chlorine or nitric acid, and
decomposing the resulting barium leuconate
with sulphuric acid. It is a colourless syrup,
which, when heated above 100", turns yellow,
and is converted into croconic acid. Its

salts are very unstable, being readily con-
verted into croconates, especially in presence
of alkalis.

Ieu~c6-path'-i-a, leu-cop'-a-thy, s. [Gr.

XeuKos (leukos=white, and rraflo? (pathos)=z suf-
fering.] The condition of an albino; albinism.

Leu-co pe -trl ans, s.pl. [For etym. see
definition.]

Church Hist. : A fanatical Eastern sect, said
to have been founded by one Leueopetrus,
towards the end of the twelfth century, They
professed to believe in a double Trinity, re-

frained from marriage, rejected the sacraments
and all external worship, placing the essence
of religion in private prayer. On this they
relied as a means of expelling the demon
which, they asserted, dwelt in every person's
heart. (McClintock & Strong.)

leu-co-pet'-r$ne, leu-co-pet'-rite, s.

[Gr. Aeu/cos (leukos) — white, and 7reTpo? (petros)
— rock. Named after the German locality,

Weissenfels = white rock.]

Min. : Occurs as a layer six inches to two
feet thick, in a lignite bed. Aspect loam-like,
but with a shining wax-like streak. By dis-

tillation of the lignite the whole of the mineral
passes over as a butter-like mass, which, on
analysis, gave the formula C55H110O. Soluble
in hot absolute alcohol and ether, and crystal-

lizes in pearly hexagonal plates from the
solution. Melts at 50°.

leu -co-phane, leu coph -a-nite, s. [Gr.

AeuKds (leukos) = white, and '<paii>ofj.at (phai-
nomai) = to appear; Ger. leukophan,]

Min. : A mineral species occurring in tabu-
lar crystals, nearly rectangular. Formerly
regarded as orthorhombic, but, both on optical
and crystallograxihic grounds, now referred
to the monoclinic system. Cleavage basal,
perfect ; in another direction inclined 126° 25'

to the base, imperfect. Usually massive.
Hardness, 3*5 to 4 ; sp. gr. 2-974*, lustre, vit-

reous ; colour, pale dirty green and wine-
yellow. Powder white, phosphorescent when
heated, also electric. Compos. : a silicate of
glucina, lime, and soda, with some fluorine.
Heated in a closed tube whitens and phos-
phoresces. Occurs in albitic syenite on the
island of Lamoe, Langesundfiord, Norway.

leu-co-pha'-si-a, s. [Gr. Xevtcos (leukos)=
white, and <pdo-LS (phasis) = an appearance.]

JEtUom.: A genus of Butterflies, family Papi-
lionidfe, sub-family Pieridi. Leucophasia
shuipis is a small white species, with spotless
white wings, only the tip of the forewings being
clouded with a blackish line. It is found in
woods in Britain.

leu-cd-phleg'-ma- $yt leu -co - phleg-
ma'-si-a, S. [Gr. XevKO$\eypa(ria. (levko-
phlegmasia), from KevKos (leukos) = white, and
<pkdyij.a (phlegma) = phlegm.]

Path. : A tendency to a dropsical state,
characterized by paleness, flabbiuess, or re-
dundancy of serum in the blood.

"Spirits produce debility, flatulency, fevers, Uuco-
phh>gmacy, anddro"Jsie3."

—

Arbuthnot; On Aliments.

leu-co-phleg-mat'-Ic, a. [Eng. Imtcophleg-
)na(cy); t connective, and suff. -ic] Pertain-
ing to leucophlegmacy ; affected with leuco-
phlegmacy.

" Asthmatick persons have voracious appetites, and
for want of a right sanguification are leucophlegma-.
tic."—Arbuthnot: On Aliments.

leu-coph-ry-i'-na, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. leuco-
phry(s); Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -ina.]

Zool. : A family of Infusoria. The body is de-
pressed, oval, or oblong, densely covered with
cilia, arranged in regular rows ; mouth absent.

leu'-co-phrys, s. [Gr. Xeywds (leukos) =
white, and 6#piJ$ (ophnis) = the eyebrow.]

*1. Ornith. ; A subgenus of Pyrgita, found
in Africa.

2. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Leucophryina (q.v.).

leu'-cd-phyll, s. [Gr. Aeu«ds (leukos) =white>

and $v\Aov (phullon) = a leaf.]

Chem. : A colourless substance said to exist
in those parts of plants which are capable of
turning green.

leu-cop'-o-gon, s. [Gr. AeuKo? (leukos) =
white, and vioyajv (pogon) = the beard. From
the white hairs with which the limb of the
corolla is bearded.]

Bot. : A gen us of Epacridacese, tribe Styphel-
ieEe. Leucopogon Eichei, an Australian plant,
there called the Native Currant, is a dense
shrub, four to seven feet high, growing on the
sea-coast, and bearing small white berries.

f5-te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, th&re ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wol£ work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, S*yrian. re, ce = e ; ey = a ; qu = tew.
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leu-eop'-Srr-ite, s. [Gr. acvko? (leakos) =
white, and Eng. pyrites; Ger. leukopyrit.]

Min. ; An ortborhoinbic mineral resembling
Arsenopyrite (q.v,) in form. Cleavage, perfect
in one direction ; also massive. Hardness,
5 to 5

-

5; sp. gr. 6'2 to 7'43; lustre, metallic;
colour, silver-white or steel-gray ; streak,
grayish - black ; fracture, uneven; brittle.

Compos. : arsenic, G6"8 ; iron, 33"2, corre-
sponding to the formula, FeoAsg. Found in

serpentine at Reichenstein," Silesia, and in

crystals at Geyer, Saxony. These, however,
present a composition intermediate between
thifl species and arsenopyrite (q.v.).

leu-eo-ro-sol'-ic, a. [Gr. kevicos (leukos) =
white, and Eng. rosolic] (See the compound.)

leucorosolic-acid, s. [Rosolic-acid. ]

leu cor-rhoe-a, s. [Gr. Aeu«ds (leukos) =
white, and p4u>(rlteo) — to flow.]

Path. : A discharge from the vagina, com-
monly called whites.

leu-cd'-sl-a, s. [Gr. XeuKtao-ts (leukosis) =
anything white.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Leu-
cosiadte (q.v.).

leu-CO-Sl'-a-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. leucos(ia);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Crabs. They have the
joints as if they were soldered together into
one piece, forming a small, hollow, enamelled
lid, to protect the eggs. ( Woodward.)

leu-co'-si-an, s. [Mod. Lat. leitcosl(a); Eng.
suff. -an.]

Zool. : A crustacean of the family Leuco-
siadse,

Leu-co the a, s. [Gr. Aeu«o0e'a (Leukothea)
= the white goddess : Aeu/cds (leiUcos) = white,
and 0ed =a goddess.]

1. Mythol. : A name given to Ino, after she
was changed into a sea-goddess.

2. Astron. : [Asteroid, 35].

* leu-co'-thi-ops, s. [Leucoethiops.]

leu'-co-tile, s. [Gr. \evtc6s (leukos) = white,
and ti'Aos (tUos) = fibre.]

Mm. : A fibrous mineral grouped on serpen-
tine ; cleavage, parallel and perpendicular to
the long direction. From its optical charac-
ter is probably orthorhombic. Lustre, silky

;

colour, greenish-white. Compos. : silica, 28*98;
alumina, 6'99

; sesquioxide of iron,8*16 ; mag-
nesia, 2978; lime, 7 '37; soda, 1*32; water,
17 -

29. Found at Reichenstein, Silesia.

leu-co-tiir'-xc, a. [Gr. Aeuicds {leukos)—white

;

t connect., and Eng. uric] (See the compound.)

leucoturic -acid, s.

Chem. ; C6H4N4O5. Laurent's Oximide. A
monobasic acid, formed by boiling to a syrup
an aqueous solution of alloxauic acid, and
adding cold water. It is a white crystalline
powder, insoluble in cold water, but soluble
in boiling water, from which it crystallizes 011

cooling. It dissolves in the alkalis and is

precipitated by acids. It is not decomposed
by boiling with concentrated nitric acid.

*leu'-cous, a. [Gr. \ev<6<; (leukos) = white.]
White ; a term applied to albinos.

letl-cox'-ene, s. [Gr. Actios (leukos) = white,
and %ev6<s (xenos) — stranger.]

Min. : A name given by Giiinbel to the
White decomposition product of ilmeuite

(Brit. Mu,s. Cat.), or menaccanite (Dana),
often observed in hornblendie rocks, Lasaulx
regards this as identical with his Titanumor-
pliite (q.v.), but this is disputed by other
mineralogists.

leugh, pret. of v. Laughed. (Scotch.)

"Graceless H;vin leugh at Uis dad."
Burns; Ordination.

leuk, v.t. & i. [Look.] (Scotch.)

leuke, «. [Luke, a.]

'leuke ness, s. [Lukeness.]

leuk-hse -mic, a. [Gr. kevicos (leukos) = white
;

alpa (haima) = blood, and Eng. suff. 4c.

J

Anat. : Of or belonging to white blood—i.e.,

having only white corpuscles. (Rossiter.)

*le-va-eion, «. [Levation.]

* le~Val-tOf a. [LAVOLTA.]

lev -ant, le-vant', a. & s. [Ital. levante =
the east wind, the country lyi ng toward or in

the east ; from Lat. kvans, pr. par. of levo =
to raise, the reference being to the rising of

the sun *, Fr. levant ; Sp. & Port, levante.]

A. As adjective (pron. leV-ant) :

1. Ord. Lang. ; Eastern.
" Forth rush the levant, and the ixinent winds,
Eurus and ZephyT." Milton: P. L., x. 7U4.

2. Geol. : Rising ; a term applied to the
fourth series of the Appalachian Palaeozoic

strata, called in New York, the Medina group,
and of equivalent age to the May Hill Sand-
stone of England. It signifies metaphorically
the sunrise period of the Palaeozoic day.
Maximum thickness, about 2,200 feet. There
are few organic remains, chiefly marine shells

and fucoids. (Prof, H. D. Rogers : Geology of
Pennsylvania.)

B. As substantive (pron. le-vant') :

1. A name given to those countries, and
more especially to the coasts of those coun-
tries lying on the eastern part of the Mediter-
ranean and the neighbouring seas, as Turkey,
Greece, Egypt, Asia Minor, Syria, &c.

" My voiage to the Hands of Cuitdia and Chio in the
Leuurit."— llacklayt: Voyages, ii. 92.

2. An easterly wind blowing up the Medi-
terranean.

" They are called Levants both from their course, as
blowing from the East where the sun rises, and also
from their freshening and rising higher as the aim
risen."—Sir Henry Sheere : Lord Halifax's Miscell., p. 31.

If Levant and couchant

:

Law : [Couchant, U],

Levant-Sponge, s. [Turkey-sponge.]

le-vant', s. [Probably the same as Levant, a.]

A laud-spring. (Provincial.)

le-vant' (1), v.i. [Sp. levantar — to raise
;

kvuntar el cumpo = to break up camp ; levantar
la casu = to break up house.] To decamp, to
run away.

le-vant' (2), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To tan,
to curry.

"There was also much valuable machinery used for
rolling, scouring, and levanting."—standard, Oct. 7,
1881.

le-vant'-er (1), s. [Eng. levant, a. ; -er.] A
levant; an easterly wind blowing up the
Mediterranean.

t le-vant'-er (2), s. [Eng. levant, v.; -er.]

One who levants ; one who decamps without
paying his debts ; one who bets and decamps
without paying ; a welsher.

le-vant'-ine, leV-ant-ine, a. & s. [Eng.
levant, a. ; -ine.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. . Of or pertaining to the
Levant.

" Those Ausonta claims,
Levantine regions these." Cuwper : Task, iii. 58a.

2. Fabric: Distinguishing the particular
kind of cloth known as levantine.

B. As substa)itive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A native of the Levant.

2. A vessel belonging to the Levant.

II. Fabric : A particular kind of silk cloth.

* le-var'-I fa'-ci-as (c as sh), s. [Lat. = that
you cause to be levied.]

Law: A writ of execution at common law,
executed by the sheriff upon the goods and
lands of a debtor. It issued from county
courts and other inferior courts, but has now
been completely superseded by the writ of
elegit (q.v.).

* le-va'-tion, s. [Lat. levatio, from levatus,
pa. par. of levo = to raise.] The act of raising
or elevating ; elevation.

" In the tyme of the leuacion of ye sacremeut, he
laught."—Fabyan: Chronicle, vol. i., ch. ex.

le-va'-tor (pi. lev-a-tbr'-es), s. [Lat. =
a lifter, from levo = to lighten, to lift up.]

1. Surg. ; A lever for raising a depressed
portion of the skull. It belongs to the tre-
phine case.

"It will be safer to raise it up with your levator,
when it is but lightly retained in some part."— Wise-
man; Hargcry.

2. Anat. ; That which raises. Used spe-
cially of muscles. There are a levator anguli
oris, a levator anguli scapula', a levator palati,
and ten others, besides levatores costarum and
levatores longiores costarum.

* leve (1) v.t A shortened form of Believe
(q.v.).

* leve (2), v. [Live, v.]

* leve (3), v. [Leave, v.]

* leve, s. [Leave, 5.]

* leve, a. [Lief.]

* leve-cel, $. [Levesell.]

lev'-ee, s. [Fr. levee = a levy, &c, prop, the

fern, of the pa. par. of lever= to raise.] [Levy.]

1, Ordinary Language:
* 1. The act or time of rising.

" I got to the seacoast time enough to be at the sun's

levev. —Gray : Letter to Mr. iVivholls.

2. A morning reception held by a sovereign,

prince, or personage of high rank ; especially

the state receptions held by the sovereign, to

which are admitted all whose rank, position,

or office, entitles them to such distinction. It

differs from a drawing-room in the fact that

to the latter ladies, as well as gentlemen, are

admitted, while to the former gentlemen only
are admitted. In the United States the term
is applied to any assemblage of guests, gene-
rally one held in the evening.

" He chides the tardiness of every post, . . .

Flies to the teaee, and, received with grace,
Kneels, kisses hands, and shines again in place."

Cowper ; Jictiretneitt, 480.

II. Hydraul. Eng in. : An embankment to

restrain water, and of a magnitude such as
those of the Mississippi, the Ganges, Holland,
and the Po.

"AU the large towns on the river have a levee."—
ft. A. Murray : Land of the Slave Jb the Free, ch. viU.

"ff Levee en [Levy, s.J.

lev'-ee, v.t. [Levee, s.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : To attend the levees of

;

to court at levees.

2. Hydraul. Engin. . To embank : as, To
levee a river.

lev-el, * lev-ell, * liv-el, s. & a. [0. Fr.
livel, livean (Fr. niveau), from Lat. libella = a
level, dimin. of libra=a. level, a balance;
Ital. livello, livella ; Port, livel, nivel ; Sp.
nivel.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

I. Literally

:

(1) That which is level ; a surface without
inequalities ; a plane.

" After draining of the level in Northampton si lire,
innumerable mice did upon a sudden arise."

—

Hale:
Orig. of Mankind.

*! A line or surface, every point in which is

equally distant from the centre of the earth,
is a true level ; a line or surface which is

parallel to or coincident with tlie plane of the
horizon is an apparent level.

(2) The line of direction in which a missile
is aimed or sent.

" As if that name.
Shot from the deadly level of a gun,
Did murder her." Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, iii. 3.

(3) In the same sense as II. 2.

"If the plumb-line hang just upon the perpendicu-
lar, when the level is set flat down upon the work, the
work is level."—Moxon : Mechanical Exercise*.

. 2. Figuratively

:

(1) A state of equality or equal elevation
with something else.

"The time is not far off when we shall be upon the
level."—Atterbury : To Pope.

(2) The natural position or state which
belongs to anything : as, He has found his
level.

3. The usual or ordinary height, elevation
rate, or standard.

*'His later productions fall below the level of his
early essays."—Stewart: Of the Hainan Mind, ch v
pt. ii., §2.

i. A state of feeling or thought.
" Our hearts, in glad surprise,
To higher levels rise."

Longfellow: Santa Filomena.
* 5. A rule, plan, scheme, or motive.
" Be the fair level of thy actions laid.
As temp ranee wills." Frior: Solomon, iii. 43.

II. Technically :

1. Mining:

(1) A horizontal gallery or passage in a mine.
The workings at different depths are said to
be at the different levels—the 50 or 60 fathom
level, and so on.

(2) An adit or drift forming a drain for
water. A level which opens to the surface at
the side of a valley is called a day-level, and

boll, bo£; po&t, jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sioiis = shus,

ph = £
ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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forms a means of natural drainage without
pumping. A drowned or blind level is a drain-

age-gallery which, has the form of an inverted
siphon. A dip-head level is the one which
proceeds from the foot of the engine-shaft
right and left, and from which the rooms
diverge.

(3) A gutter for water to run in.

2. Surv. £ Engin. : An instrument for in-

dicating a horizontal line, or determining the
position as to horizontality of an object or
surface to which it is applied, and then deter-
mining the true level, or the difference of rise

or fall between two or more places, for various
purposes of architecture, engineering, drain-

age, &c. There are numerous descriptions of
levels, varying in form, size, arrangement, or
construction, according to the purpose for

which each is intended : as, for instance, the
carpenter's, mason's, gunner's, or surveyor's
levels, the mercurial, water, and spirit levels,

&c. All may be divided into three classes :
—

(1) The simplest, such as the mason's or
carpenter's level, in which the vertical line is

determined by a plumb line, and the horizontal
by a line perpendicular to it.

(2) Those in which the horizontal line is

determined by the surface of a fluid at rest

:

as in the water and mercurial levels.

(3) Those in which the horizontal line is

determined by a bubble of air floating in a
fluid contained in a glass tube : as a spirit

level.

B. As adjective

:

1. Horizontal ; parallel to or coincident
with the plane of the horizon.

" Her level rays, like golden burs,
Lie on the landscape green."

Longfellow : Endymion.

2. Even or on a level with any tiling else ;

in the same line or of the same height as
something else ; not higher or lower.
" The setting sun now beams more mildly bright,
The shadows lengthening with the level light."

Beatt/e: Past. 2.

3. Having no inequalities ; not having any
part higher than another ; not rising or fall-

ing ; flat.

*' See the revolution of the times
Hake mountains level"

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV, iii. 1.

4. Having no gradations or difference of
superiority or degree ; equal in rank or degree ;

on an equality.
* 5. Exactly fitted ; agreeing ; accordant.

"And every thing lies level to our wish."
Shaken/j. : 2 Henry It'., iv. 4.

* C. As adv. : Direct, straight.
" It shall as level to your judgment pierce
As day does to your eye."

Shakesp. .' Hamlet, iv. 2.

T (1) To do one's level lest : To put forth all

one's exertions.

(2) To have one's head level: To possess a
well-balanced mind. (American.)

* level-Coil, -5. An old Christmas game,
in which each player hunted the other from
his seat, the loser giving up his seat to the
winner; hence, riotous sport of any kind.
(Ben Jonson.)

level-lines, s. pi
Shipbuild. : Lines representing the bound-

aries of sections drawn at different heights and
parallel witli the keel. Water-lines are drawn
parallel with the line of flotation or the true
horizontal. When the ship floats on an even
keel, the level-lines and water-lines coincide.

lev-el, * lev-ell, v.t. & i, [Level, s.]

A. Transitive:

I. Literally:

1. To make horizontal ; to reduce to a
horizontal plane.

2. To bring to the same level or height with
another.

" Les3 bright the moon,

3. To make smooth or even ; to remove the
inequalities of surface in ; to reduce to an
even or flat surface.

" With unresisted might the monarch reigns

;

He levels inauntains, and he raises plains."
Dryden . Stgismonda £ Ouiscardo, 283.

4. To lay flat ; to make level with the
ground.

" Oaths divine the willing nations bound,
Ne'er to return, till our victorious pow'rs
Had tevetd with the dust the Theban tow'rs." ,

Wilkie : Epigoniad, bk. I.

5. To point in taking aim ; to raise or

depress, so as to point direct to an object ; to
direct straight at an object.

" Another sign, and to the aim
Levelled at once their muskets came."

Scott : Jtokeby, v. 28.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To reduce nr bring to an equality of
state, rank, condition, or degree.

" Reason can never assent to the admission of those
brutish appetites which wuuld over-run the soul, and
level its superior with its inferior faculties." —Decay of
Piety.

2. To aim ; to direct.

"Revenge, from some baneful corner, shall level n
tale of dishonour at them."

—

Sterne. Tristram Shandy
,

oh. xii.

* 3. To lay or point out exactly.
" To limit and levell out the direct way from vice to

virtue."

—

Milton; /Joct. of Divorce, bk, iL, ch. xiv.

4. To adopt ; to accommodate ; to pro-
portion.

* B. Intransitive :

I. Literally :

1. To aim or point a gun, &c, in a direct
line with a mark : as, He levelled at the mark.

2. To be in a direct line or in the same
direction with something.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To aim ; to direct the aim or purpose.
"Ambitious York did level at my crown."

Sltakesp. : a Henry VI., ii, 2.

2. To conjecture ; to guess at.

" She levelled at our purposes."
Shakesp. : Antony A Cleopatra, v, 2.

3. To accord ; to agree ; to suit.

"Such accommodation and resort
As levels with her breedim.'."

Shakesp. : Othello, i. 3.

% 1. To level up ; To raise that which is

lower to a level or equality with that which
is higher ; specif., to raise persons of a lower
class to an equality with those of a higher. The
expression level up was first used by Lord Mayo
in opposing Mr. Gladstone's Bill for the dis-

establishment and d isendowment of the Irish
Church. He proposed to level vp the Roman
Catholic priests and the Presbyterian minis-
ters, by establishing and endowing them, so
as to produce in another way the religious
equality at which Mr. Gladstone aimed.

2. To level down : To lower or reduce to the
same level or status ; to, disestablish and dis-
endow. [% 1.]

\leve-less, a. [Leaveless.]

* lev'-el-ism, s. [Eng. level ; --ism.] The act,

principle, or theory of seducing distinctions
in society to an equality.

lev'-el-ler, s. [Eng. level, v. ; -er. ]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who or that which levels.

2. One who wishes to destroy all social dis-

tinctions ; a socialist.

"Mingled with that multitude of fanatics and
levellers."—Macauluy : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

3. A billiard-table foot having a screw
adjustment for height, in order to level the
table.

4. An earth-scraper for levelling a site.

II. Hist. : One of a party in the army of
the Long Parliament about 1647 who wished
to destroy all distinctions of rank and title

and establish social equality throughout the
kingdom. Cromwell put them down in 1049,
imprisoning their leader Lilburn.

"The levellers were angry with him for instituting
a privileged class."—Macaulay : Hist. Eny., ch. i.

leV-el-ling, pr. par., «.., & s. [Level, v.]

A. k B. A s pr. par. & particijy. adj. ; (See
the verbJ.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of making level or reducing to a
level ; the act of pulling down to the ground.

"It seems impossible to reconcile this account with
the statements respecting the levelling of his house."

—

Lewis: Cred. Early Roman Hist. (1855), ii. 130.

2. The act or process of ascertaining the
level or height of any place, point, or spot.

levelling-block, s. Alevellii.g platform,
consisting of large iron plates laid together
and secured. The respective plates may be
8 or 10 feet long, 5 or 6 wide, and 6 inches
thick. They are completely covered with
holes, about l£ inches in diameter and 4 or 5
inches apart from centre to centre. The mould
of a given frame having been laid on the
levelling-block, the figure of the moulding
edge is marked on it with chalk, and iron pins
are stuck in the holes, so that when the iron

rib is made to touch those pins it will have
the proper form. In order the more easily to

produce any required figure, the heads of the

pins are furnished with eccentric discs or
cams, by the shifting and turning of which
the figure of the frame can be adjusted with
great precision. Each disc has several centre-

holes, any one of which can be fitted on the
pin. The iron bar of the frame, having been
raised to a bright orange heat in a reverbera-

tury furnace, called a reheating furnace, is

taken out by the smiths, laid on the levelling-

block, and rapidly bent by means of tongs,
hammers, mallets, and levers, so as to lie

touching the heads of the pins.

levelling rod, s. The same as Level-
LlNG-STAt'F(q.V.).

levelling-staff, s. An instrument, one
form of which consists of two strips ti£ feet

long, united by a longitudinal tenon and
mortise so as to slide on each other and extend
to a length of 12 feet. The divisions are in

feet, inches, and fractions, and count from the
bottom. A cross-piece or vane slides on the
staff, and has an aperture to enable the start'

graduations to be read. __

levelling-stand, a.

Fhotog. : An instrument used to support a
glass plate in a horizontal position, so that it

shall retain developing or oilier fluids upon its

upper surface. Its usual form is a tripod, of
suitable height to stand in the developing-
trough, with three adjusting-screws by which
the operation of levelling is accomplished.

* leV-el-ly, adv. [Eng. level; -ly.] In a level
manner ; evenly.

" Neither would praises and actions appear so levelly
coucurrent in many other of the Grecians, as they du
m these."—Jioftbes : Thucydules, bk. ii.

leV-el-ness, s. [Eng. level; -ness-.] The
quality or state of being level ; evenness ;

equality of surface or height.
" The river Tiber is expressed lying along, for so you

must remember to draw ri vera, to express their level-

ness with the earth."

—

Peaclutm ; On JJravring.

* leV-en (1), s. [Leaven, s.]

leV-en (2), s. [Levin.]

leV-en (3), s. [Lawn.] A lawn ; an open
space between woods.

" And see not ye that braid, braid road,
That lies across that lily leven }"

Scott : Thomas the lihymer, i.

le'-ver (1), *le'-vour, s. [Ft. levcur = a
raiser or lifter ; also levier = a lever, from
Lat. levatorem, accus. of levator = a lifter,

from levatus, pa. par. of levo = to lift, to make
light ; levis = light.]

1. Mech. : A bar of wood, metal, or other
rigid substance, having a fixed point (or
fulcrum), and used to overcome a certain
resistance (or weight) at some part of the
bar by means of a force (or power) applied
at another part. The parts of the lever
into which the fulcrum divides it are called
the arms of the lever. When the arms are in
the same straight line the lever is called a
straight lever ; in other cases it is called a

bent lever. The plane in which the lever

^. cau move may be called the plane
" ^s^ of the lever. The forces which

act on the lever are sup-

LEVER.
w. T7eight. f. Fulcrum, r. Power.

posed to act in the plane of the lever. Levers
are sometimes divided into three classes, ac-
cording to the positions of the points of appli-
cation of the power arid the weight with
respect to the fulcrum. In the first class the
power and the weight act on opposite sides of
the fulcrum. In the second class the power
and the weight act on the same side of the
fulcrum, the weight being the nearer to the
fulcrum. In the third class the power and
the weight act on the same side of the ful-

crum, the power being the nearer to the ful-

crum. Thus we may say briefly that the three
classes have respectively the fulcrum, the
weight, and the power in the middle position.
The following are examples of levers of the
first class : a crowbar used to raise a heavy
weight, a poker used to raise coals in a grate,
the brake of a pump. In scissors, shears,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sxre, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wol£ worts, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e ; ey =; a ; qu = kw. ,
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nippers, and pincers we have examples of a
double lever of the first class. The oar of a
boat furnishes an example of a lever of the
second class. The fulcrum is at the blade of
the oar in the water ; the power is applied by
the hand ; the weight is applied at the row-
lock. A pair of nutcrackers is a double lever

of the second class. A pair of tongs used to
hold a coal is a double lever of the third

class. The fulcrum is the pivot on which the
two parts of the instrument turn ; the power
is the pressure applied by the hand ; the
weight is the resistance of the coal at the end
of the tongs. An example of the third class

of lever is seen in the human forearm em-
ployed to raise an object taken in the hand.
The fulcrum is at the elbow ; the power is

exerted by a muscle which comes from the
upper part of the arm, and is inserted in the
forearm near the elbow ; the weight is the
object raised in the hand. (Todhunter : Me-
chanics for Beginncrs

)
ch. xi.)

2. Horology

:

(1) A form of escapement. [Lever-escape-
ment.]

(2) A watch having a lever-escapement ; a
lever watch.

3. Dentistry

:

(1J A tool for extracting stumps.

(2) A turnkey (q.v.).

4. Surg. : An obstetric instrument, curved
at its extremity, and having a fenestra. It is

used in extracting the head of a child ; a
vectis.

lever -brace, s.

brace.
A carpenter's hand-

1ever-engine, s. The same as Grass-
hopper-engine (q.v.).

lever-escapement, s.

Horol. : A form of escapement in which the
lever vibrates on a centre and carries the
pallets (or anchor), and its forked end alter-

nately engages with and is engaged by a ruby
piu attached to a disc on the balance-arbor.

The lever or fork, having the impulse given tit

it from the wheel, and then striking against

the ruby pin, gives the motion to the balance
from which it was disengaged, till brought
back by the hair-spring ; the ruby pin then
strikes the fork and disengages the wheel,

thus allowing it to go on. This causes two
distinct beats.

lever-hoist, s.

Meek, : A contrivance for converting a re-

ciprocating circular into a continuous recti-

linear motion.

lever-jack, s. A form of hoist having a
lever, post, and pawl, in which the lever en-

gages with a rack. [Lifting-jack.]

lever-obstetric, s.

Surg. ; [Lever, II. 4],

lever-press, s. One of the simplest and
most evident forms of pressing apparatus. It

assumes many forms : cider-presses, lard or
tallow squeezers, and cheese-presses, are con-
structed to obtain pressure by a lever, which
is depressed by a suspended weight, by tackle,

or by a screw.

lever-punch, s. A punch operated by
the rolling motion of two cam-faced levers

which are drawn together by a screw.

lever-valve, s. A safety-valve kept in

its seat by the pressure of a lever with an ad-

justable weight, the invention of Dr. Papiu
of Blois. In locomotives a spring is used at

the end of the lever instead of a weight, the
pressure being regulated by a screw and in-

dicated on a brass plate.

lever-watch, s, A watch having a lever

escapement.

lever (2), s. [A corruption ofloifvre (q.v.).]

lever-boards, s.pl. [Louvre-boards.]

*le'-ver, a. & adv. [Lief.]

A. .4s adj. : More agreeable, more pleasant

;

dearer.

B, As adv. : More willingly, more gladly
;

rather.
" We had lever to dry them so should be-full."

Song of Jiohtnd, 353.

le'-ver, v.t. [Lever (1), s.] To act upon or
force with a lever.

"I put a paddle in his mouth to lever it open."

—

Sydney 3Iorning Herald, Oct. 24, 1881.

le'-ver-age, s. [Eng. lexer (1), -age.}

1. The action of a lever ; that arrangement
of parts by which lever power is gained.

"There is as much skilful leverage in the human
frame as in the most ingenious human machine,"

—

J/cLock : Typical Forms in Creation, bk. i., ch. ii.

2. The mechanical power gained by the use
of a lever.

3. Increased power of action.

leV-er-et, *lyv-er-et, s. [O. Fr. levrault,

from Lat. leporem, accus. of le'pus = a hare ;

Fr. levrette, dimin. of lievre (O. Fr. levre) — n

hare.] A hare in its first year ; a young hare.

" As when two skilful hounds the leveret wind . . .

Now lost, now seen, they intercept his way.
And from the herd still turn the flying prey."

Pope : Homer; Iliad x. 427.

lev-er-ock, * lev-er-ook, lav-er-ock, a.

[Laverock.] A lark (q.v.).

"The smaller birds have their particular seasons;
as, the leverook."— Walton : Angler.

le'-ver-wood, s, [Eng. lever, and wood.]

Bot. : Ostrya virginica.

*leve-sell, *leve-cel, * lef-sal, *lefe-
sale, s. [A.S. Udj= leaf, and sal, set = a room,
a hall ; Sw. Id/sal ; Da. lovsal = a hut of

branches with foliage on.]

1. A lattice ; a lattice-window.

"The gay levesell at the tauerne it* signe of the win
that ;is in celler."

—

Chaucer : I'emanes Tale.

2. A pent-house ; a projecting roof over a

door, window, &c.

3. An open shed.

* lev'-et, 5. [Fr. lever = to raise, to arouse.]

Mil, : The morning call on the trumpet, by
which soldiers are aroused ; a reveille

" He that led the cavalcade
Wore a sowgelder's flagellet,

On which he blew as strong a lexrt.

As well-fee'd lawyer on his brm int."

Butler: Hudibras, ii. 2.

lev'-i-a-ble, * lev'-e-a-ble, o. [Eng. levy,

v. ; -able.] Capable of being levied or col-

lected ; that may be assessed and levied.

"The sum w liich any had agreed to pay, and were
not brought in, to be Irriable by course of law."—
Baker: Henry VII. (an. 1508).

2e-vi'-a-than, *. [Low Lat., from Heb. ]TVV

(livydthdn) = leviathan (see def.)t
TV\b (livydli)

= a garland, a wreath ; leviathan then = the
wreathed animal, from twisting itself into
Wreaths or folds.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Any huge animated being, whetter man
or beast.

2. One who is much greater than or far

exceeds others in any profession, art, business,
occupation, &c.

II. Technically:

1. Scripture

:

(1) The crocodile of the Nile (Job xli., and
the margin of iii. S, or fig. " Pharaoli," King of
Egypt, Psalm lxxiv. 14). [Pharaoh.]

(2) Some cetacean, inhabiting the Medit-
terranean (Psalm civ. 26).

(3) A real or imaginary sea-serpent (?) (Isa.

xxvii. 1).

2. Mythol. : Any great sea monster.
"There leviathan,

Hugest of living creatures, on the deep.
btretch'd like a promontory, sleeps or swims."

Mtlton; P.L., viL 412.

lev'-ied, pa. par. or a. [Levy, v.]

* leV-lg-a-ble, a. [Lat. levig(o) = to make
smooth, to polish ; Eng. -able.] That may or can
be rubbed or ground down to a tine powder.

" Lay dust and ashes lemgable
On the Professor's lecture-table."

11. Browning: Christmas Eve, xviii.

lev'-l-gate, v.t. [Levigate (1), «.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : To make smooth ; to plane,
to polish, to ease.

"When use hath levigated the organs . . . those ob-
jects are no longer felt."—Barrow: Sermons, vol. iii.,

ser. 9.

2. diem. & Pharm. : To grind or rub down
to an impalpable powder.

"The chyle is white, as consisting of salt, oil, and
water, much levigated, or smooth.' —Arbathnot : On
Aliments.

* leV-i-gate, lae'-vi-gate,]se-vi-gat-ed,
(1), a. [Lat. levigatus, pa. par. of levigo = to
make smooth, from Uvis = smooth.]

*1. Ord. Lang. : Made smooth or polished.

2. Bot. : Having the appearance of being
polished, as many seeds.

* leV-i-ffate (2), «. [Lat. levigatus, pa. put.

onevigf^to make light; leuis = light.] Made

light or lighter ; lightened, softened.

•• Whereby his labours being leuighte, and mads

more tollerable, he shall gouenie with the better

aduyse.'
1—Sir T- hlyot : Uovemour, bk. i., en. u.

lev-l-ga'-tion, s. [Lat. levigatio, from levi-

gatus, pa. par. of levigo = to make smooth.].

LLevip.ate, v.] The process of rubbing a moist

material between two hard surfaces, as ia

grinding pigments and printer's ink.

le-vig-ll-a'-nite, s. [Named after the plac&

where found, Levigliani ; sun', -ite{Min.),J

Mitt. : D'Achiardi gave this name provision-

ally to a mineral which he regarded as a ferri-

ferous variety of Guadalcnzarite (q.v.). Sub-

sequent examination showed that it contained,

no selenium, and more zinc and iron. From
the mercury mine of Levigliani, near Serra-

vezza, Italy.

* lev'-in, * leav'-en, * lev-en, * lev-ene, s„

[Etym. doubtful.]" Lightning.
*' See 1 from its summit the lurid levin

- Flashes downward without warning."
"^ Longfellow : Golden Legend, V.

* levin-brand, s. A thunder-bolt.

le'-vine, s. [Levyne.]

* leV-in-er, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A swift

species of hound.

le'-Vir, s. [Lat., cogn. with Sansc. devar ; Gr.

Saijp (daZr) = a husband's brother, a brother-

in-law.]

Authrop. .* One upon whom devolves the

obligation of marrying the widow of, and thus
begetting issue to, a deceased brother or near

relation.

"In the earliest age the levir had no alternative but
to take the widow ; indeed she was his wife without x

any form of marriage."—/. /*. McLennan : Studies iiv

Ancient History, p. 1C2.

le'-vir-ate, s. & a. [Fr. levirat.] [Levir.]

A. As sulistantive

:

1. Jewish Hist. : The Mosaic law binding the
brother of a man dying without issue to marry
the widow (Deut. xxv. 5). Where there-

were several brothers, the lot probably
fell to the eldest ; failing brothers, the mar-
riage was in honour incumbent on the nearest
kinsman (Ruth iii. iv.). The only exception
was in the case of the high-priest, who was
bound to marry a virgin (Levit. xxi. 13, 14)_

The first-born son of the second marriage was
considered the son of the deceased, " that his
name be not put out of Israel " (Deut. xxv. 6).

This law was not strictly obligatory ; but the?

man who refused to obey it was publicly dis-

honoured (Deut. xxv. 7-10). How ancient the
custom was among the Jews may be seen
from the case of Tamar (Gen. xxviii. 6-30). It.

still exists among Jews in the East ; in the
West they are, of course, bound by the mar-
riage laws of the country in which they reside.
The levirate is mentioned by the Synoptists as;

giving rise to a question proposed to Jesus by
the Sadducees concerning the resurrection;
(Matt. xxii. 23-33 ; Mark xii. 18-27; Luke xx.
27-3S).

2. Anthrop. : (See extract).

"The system of Levirate, under which, at a man's,
death, his wife or wives pass to his brother, ia, I think,
more intimately connected with the rights of property
than with polyandry. Thia custom is widely distri-
buted. It is found, for instance, among the Mongols-
( Wuttke's Ge». der Mensch., 1. 223) and Katfirs (Arbous-
set: Tour, pp. 38, 133), and iuYucataul/Jancro//.- Native-
liaces, ii. C71). ' When an elder brother dies,' says-
Livingstone {Travels, p. 185), ' the same thing occurs in
respect of his wives ; the brother next in age takes
them, as among the Jews, and the children that may-
be born of those women he calls his brothers also,' In,
India among the Nairs, ' a man always takes to wife,.
by the custom called Sagai, his elder brother's widow'
{Dalton : Des. Ethn. Bengal, p. 138). Among the Pa-
citic Islanders, Mr. Brencliley mentions that in Erro-
mango 'the wives of deceased brothers fall to the*
eldest surviving brother' [Cruise of the Curacoa, i>_

319). Similar statements have been made also as re-
gard? some of the Negro tribes, the Mexicans, Samo-
aiis. New Zealanders, and Khyeus."—Lubbock: Oriq of
Civilisation (1882), pp. HI, 142.

IT For other authorities see J. F. McLen-
nan's Primitive Marriage.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to, observing, or in.
any way connected with the system of mar-
riage described under A.

" Provision is made for the rights of succession of
the Levirate union."

—

J. F. McLennan: studies in.
A nc'urtit History, p. 161.

lev-i-rat'-ic-al, a. [Eng. levirat(e); -icaO
The same as Levirate, a. (q.v.).

* lev'-i-tate, v.t. & i. [Levitation.]

A. Trans. : To make buoyant, so as to
float in the air ; a term used by spiritualists.

Voil, bo^ ; poiit, j&frl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel del.
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B. Intrans. ; To become light or buoyant, so

as to float in the air.

lev-i-ta'-tion, s, [Lat. levitas (genit. levita-

tis), from levls = light.]

* 1. The act of making light; lightness,

buoyancy.
" A provision, distinguish ingly calculated for the

same inu-

|)ose of Invitation."—Foley: natural Theo-
logy, en. xii., § 4.

2. Among spiritualists a name given to

the alleged phenomenon of bodies naturally
heavier than air becoming buoyant, and float-

ing iu the atmosphere.

I*e'-vite, s. [Lat. pi. Levitod : Gr. pi. AeiuVai

(Leuitai) ; Heb. pi. D™V") (leviyim) — Levites,

fiom 'VjfXecf') = (1) a joining, (2) Levi; Eng.,

&C.., surf, -tie.]

1. Scrip. Hist., <6c. (PI). : The descendants
of Levi, one of the twelve sous of Jacob (Gen.
xxix. 34). Moses and Aaron were of Levite
extraction (Exod. ii. 1-10, iv. 14), and when
the descendants of Aaron were formally set

apart to perpetuate the priesthood, the other
Levites were designated as a sacred caste
to assist in the work of the sanctuary
(Num. iii. 5-13, xvii. 2-S). The chief branches
of the Levites were the Kohathites, the
Gershomites, and the Merarites (Num. iii.,

iv.). To these separate functions were as-

signed, the mure important being entrusted
to the Kohathites, among whom were Moses
and Aaron (1 Cliron. vi. 1-3). The Le-
vites took office at 20 years old (Num. viii.

24, 25), or at 30, and had to resign at 50
(Num. iv. 3, 23, 30-39, 43-47). They were
consecrated to tlieir office (Kum. viii. 5-26).

They were to have no tribal territory

;

Jehovah was to be their inheritance (Num.
XT iii. 20, xxvi. (32 ; Deut. x. 9. xviii. 2, Josh,
xviii. 7). But special cities were to be as-

signed to them, so scattered over the country
as to enable them to render ecclesiastical and
spiritual service to all the tribes (Josh. xxi.).

The six cities of refuge were all Levitical

cities (Num. xxxv. 1-S).

They were to be supported by tithes, but
themselves were to pay tithes to the priest-

liood (Num. xviii. 21-24, 2(5-32 ; Nell. x. 37).

The Levites obtained much respect under
Moses and Joshua. At the time of the
judges their social position greatly declined
(Judges xviii.) They revived tinder Samuel, but
declined under Saul ; David reorganised them,
assigning 24,000 to assist the priests, 4,000 to

be musicians, 4,000 to be gatekeepers, and
6,000 for other duties (1 Chrnn. xxiii.-xxvi.).

The religious schism which followed on the
revolt of the ten tribes superseded the Levites
over the whole kingdom of Israel, ou which
multitudes of them removed to Judah (2

Chron. xi. 13, 14, xiii. 9), exerting a great in-

fluence, spiritual, social, and political, through
every subsequent change, till the destruction
of Jerusalem under Titus. The office of the
Levites made them the intellectual as well as

the spiritual caste.

The only mention of Levites in the New
Testament is in the Parable of the Good
Samaritan (Luke x. 33).

* 2. Fig, : In the hitter part of the seven-

teenth oentury a wandering curate or a noble-

man's or gentleman's chaplain, looked on ai»

one of the servants, was often called a Levite,

in allusion to Judges xviii. Dryden, in his

Absalom £ Achitophel, applies the name Levites

to the Puritan clergy who lost their benefices

in 16(52 through the provisions of the Act of

Uniformity.

Iie-vit'-ic-al, * Le-vit'-ic, «. [Lat. Leviticus,

from Gr. Aeui.Vt«os (Lautikos), from Aeutrqs
(Lcuites) — a Levite (q.v.) ; Fr. Icvitique.]

1. Of or pertaining to the Levites ; con-

nected with the Levites.
" According to the Levitical institution."—Spelman :

Rights of the Church, ell. xxvi.

* 2. Priestly.

Levitical-degrees, s. pi. Those degrees
of kindred within which persons are forbidden
to marry (Lev. xviii. 6-18).

I*e-vlt'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. Leviticxl ; -lij.]

After the manner of the Levites; according
to the Mosaic law.

" That this traditional service was not Levitically
correct needs no proof"

—

W. Robertson Smith: Old
Test, in Jewish Church, lect. viii, p. 226.

Le-vit'-i-ciis, s, [Lat. Leviticus (Vulgate)

;

Gr. AeviriKoi/ (Leuitilcon).'}

Old Test. Canon : The third book of the Pen-

tateuch and of the Old Testament, in the

Hebrew Bible named tnp^ (Vaiyiqra) =
" And called," from its first two words. It pre-

scribes laws regarding sacrifices (ch. i.-vii.),

narrates the consecration of Aaron and his sons
as priests (viii. ix.), with the deaths of Nadab
and Abihu (x. 20), draws distinctions between
clean and unclean animals (xi.), makes regula-

tions as to purification after childbirth (xii.),

from leprosy, &c. (xiii., xiv.,.xv.),thegreatday of
atonement, &c.(xvi., xvii. ), marriages, <Sic. (xviii.

-xx.) and priestly duties (xxi.-xxii.), the great

festivals (xxiii.)j tabernacle worship, &c.(xxiv.),

social arrangements (xxv.), and vows and
tithes (xxvii.). Intercalated into these is a
chapter, which makes Divine promises to the
people if they observe the several laws, and
denouncing vengeance on them if they dis-

obey (xxvi. ; cf. with Deut. xxviii.).

The integrity of the work is admitted by
most critics, though rationalists contend that
the Levitical legislation did not originate till

1,000 years after Moses, and was not carried
out till after the building of the second temple.
One of them contends that Ezekiel was the
author of Leviticus xxvi, and probably of
xviii.-xx., and that xviii.-xxvii. form a section
by themselves distinct from the remainder ofthe
book, and written in tlie same circle, though
not by the same hand. The rest of Leviticus
is attributed to priests during or after the
captivity. A few passages may, it is stated,

have been later than the rest, but all must
have been in their place before the issue of the
Samaritan Pentateuch B.C. about 33S, for it

has them just as we find them now.
The best commentary on the book of Leviti-

cus is tlie Epistle to the Hebrews, and the
other New Testament books. Carrying out the
teaching of Heb. ix., x., &c, the Christian
Church believes that nearly every sacrifice or
other ceremony typified the sacrifice of Christ
and at his death " waxed old," and was "ready
to vanish away " (Heb. viii. 13).

leV-i-ty, * lev-i-tie, s. [Lat. levitatem, ace.

of levities = lightness ; levls = light ; Ital.

levita ; Sp. levedad.]

M. Lit.: The quality or state of being
light ; want or absence of weight, as compared
with something else.

" Levity, whereby, what we call light bodies swim ;

a thing no less useful in the world than its opposite,
gravity."

—

Durham; I'hysico-Theol., bk. i., ch. v.

2. Fig. : Lightness of disposition, conduct,
or manner ; want of consideration or serious-

ness ; a disposition to trifling; thoughtless-
ness, unsteadiness, fickleness, changeableness,
volatility.

" By breaking that engagement he had incurred the
imputation <4 levity, if not of perfidy."

—

Jlacauluy

:

Hist. Eng., ch. v.

le-vo-, pref. [For this prefix and compounds,
see Lvevq.]

leV-u-lin, &. [Lat. Icevuis) ; I connect., and
Eng. sutf. -in,]

Chem. : An uncrystallizable sugar discovered
by Dragendorff in the Taraxacum officinale

(Dandelion root). It has the same composi-
tion as inulin, but is soluble in cold water.

Its solution tastes sweet, and is optically in-

active.

lev-u-Hn'-ic, a. [Eng. levulin; -ic] (See
the compound.)

levnlinic acid. >.

Chan. ; C5H8O3. An acid obtained by heat-
ing a mixture of equal parts of cane-sugar,
water, and sulphuric acid, on a salt bath for
four days, and extracting by means of ether.

It is soluble in water, alcohol, and ether, and
its solutions are optically inactive.

lev'-y, v.t. [Levy, s.]

1. Ordinary Language :

* 1. To desist from, to give up, to abandon.
" Euphranor, having leriid the siege from this one

only, forthwith led his army to Deinetrioa."

—

P. Hol-
land : Lioy, p. 1,1*8.

2. To raise, to collect, to gather together, as
a force of war,

" Let's levy men, and beat him back again."
ShaJuwp. : 3 Henry VI., iv. 8.

3. To collect by assessment ; to raise, as a
toll, a tax, a contribution, &e.

"Taxes used to be levied upon the persons and
goods of travellers, when they passed through certain
manors,"

—

Smith ; Wealth of Nations, bk, iii., ch. iii.

4. To raise ; to cause in any way.
'

' A grace
That, quite eclipsing pleasure's painted face,

Levied a tax of wonder and applause."
Cowper: Tabic Talk, 050.

IL Law

:

* 1. To raise, to erect : as, To levy a ditch,
to levy a house.

2. To seize in execution or by way of dis-

tress : as, To levy a distress.

If 1. To levy war : To raise or begin a war
;

to take up arms ; to make an attack.

"Yet the thought of war, which wiae men saw
actually levied upon the king already, was much
abhorred."—Clarendon: Civil War, i. 003.

2. To levy a jhne : To commence and carry
on a suit for assuring the title to lands or
tenements.

lev'-y\ s. [Fr. levee, from lever; Lat. levo = to

raise.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of levying, raising, or collecting
for public service, or for private associations,

such as trades-unions.
" Delegates promised that a levy of half-a-crown per

man should be made."—Daily News, July 19, 1883.

2. That which is levied, raised, or collected.
" Ere the moon had sunk to rest . . .

Of that rash levy nought remained."
Wordsworth : White Doe of IlyUtone, iv.

3. A small coin, or its value, being twelve
cents and a half or sixpence. (American.)

II. Law: The act of collecting or seizing on
execution.

H Levy in mass [Fr. levee en masse] : The act
of levying or raising all the able-bodied men
of a country for military service.

lev'-yne, leV-yn-ite, s. [Named by
Brewster, after the mineralogist and crystallo-
grapher, A. Levy; suff. -ine, -ite (Min.).~\

Min.: A mineral belonging to the Zeolite
group. Crystallization regarded as rhomho-
hedral, and twinned as iu chabasite, but
Becker, who has made a minute study of this

mineral, as well as of chabasite, has come to
the conclusion that the well-known optical
anomalies of these minerals are referable to a
complicated twinning of individual crystals
belonging to the triclinic system. Hardness,
4-4 -

5 ; sp. gr. 2"09-216. Lustre, vitreous

;

colourless, white to grayish ; transparent to
translucent. Compos. : a hydrated silicate of

alumina, lime, soda, and potash, represented
by the formula 3Si0 2Al2O ;!

(Ca-Na-K)O34HO.
Lines cavities in amygdaloidal dolerites in

Iceland, Faroe, Co. Antrim, and Greenland.

* lew * lewe (ew as u or u), u. [Luke-
warm.] Tepid, lukewarm.

" For thou art lewe, and neither coold neither hoot."
— Wycliffe: Apocalips iii.

lewd (ew as u or n), * lewed, * lewid, a.

[A.S. Itewtsd = lay, belonging to the laity,

properly pa. par. of keivan = to weaken.]
* 1. Lay ; belonging to the laity ; laic ; not

clerical.

* 2. Unlearned, as if connected with the
English lay or the Gr. iSt.u)Tn<; (idiotes).

" As necessary for the lewd as the learned."

—

A Short
Catechism. (1553.)

*3. Foolish, simple, silly,

" Love, my lewd pilott, hath a restlesse minde "

Spenser: F. Q., 111. iv. 9.

*i. Simple, common, ordinary; not requir-
ing skill or learning.

" The rest he rewarded, ech according to the lewde
service they did."—Sarnie: Tacitus; Hist., p. 169.

"* 5. Vicious without particularising the
nature of the vice ; profligate.

"But the Jews which believed not, moved with
envy, took unto them certain lewd [Gr. <rov»)pov?,
Vulg. malos] fellows of the baser sort.' —Acts .v\ ii. 5.

6. Wanton, lascivious
; given to indulgence

in lust ; dissolute, lustful.

7. Characterized by lewdness or profligacy

;

unchaste, dissolute.
" Perverting often, by the stress of lewd
And luose example, whom he should instruct."

Cowper : Task, ii. 551.

8. Proceeding from lewdness or unlawful
lust.

lewd'-ly- (ew as u or u), * lewed-ly, adv.
[Eng. lewd; -ly.\

* 1. Ignorantly ; without learning ; simply.
" Though he can but lewedly
Ou metres." Chaucer : C. T., 4,467.

* 2. Wickedly, naughtily.
" A sort of naughty persona, lewdly bent."

Shakcsp. : 2 Henry VI., ii, 1.

3. Grossly, coarsely, obscenely.
"Hisimme is Falstaff: if that man should he le'.odly

given, he deceiveth me."—Shttkesp. : 2 Henry IV., ii. 4,

4. With an unlawful indulgence in lust.
(Ezekiel xxii. 11.)

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a ; qu *= kw.
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iewd -ness (ew as u or ft), *. [Eng. lewd

;

-ness.]

1. Ordinary Lang-rfage

:

* 1. Want of learning ; ignorance, illiteracy,

simplicity.
" Thingeu that ben made more 8ul>t!ely
Than they can in their lewedwtsse comprehend."

Chaucer : C.T., 10,337.

2. Vice, without particularizing its nature
;

profligacy.

"If it were a matter of wrong, or wicked lewdness
[paSioi/pyjuxa (rhadiourgema).— Vulg. /acinus pessi-
mum.] O ye Jews, reason wuuld that I should bear
with you."—Acts xviii. u. {A. r.)

3. Wantonness, laseiviousness, unchastity,
lechery, sensuality.

" That all women may be taught not to do after
your letodness."—Ezekiel xxiii. 4ft.

II. Law: Open and notorious lewdness, by
frequenting houses of ill-fame is an indictable
offence

; grossly scandalous and public in-
decency is punishable by fine and imprison-
ment.

*lewd§('-b^ (ew as u oru), s. [Lewd.] A
lewd or lecherous person, a profligate, a
debaucher.

* lcwd'-stcr (ew as u or u), 5. [Eng. lewd

;

suff. -ster.] A lewd person, a lecher, a liber-
tine, a profligate.

" Against such lewdsters and their lechery,
Those that betray them do no treachery."

Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, v. 3.

* lowed, * lewde, u, [Lewd.]

lew is (1), lew is son (ew as u), s. (See
def.)

1. Mech.: A contrivance for lifting stones
which was used by the ancient Romans, and
the peculiar mortise marks are found in the
stones of the Flavian amphi-
theatre. It received its name
from a Frenchman who
brought it to its present form.
He was an architect on the
works of Louis XIV., and gave
it the name it bears in com-
pliment to his master. It con-
sists of two dovetail tenons,
which are expanded by a key lewis.
in a dovetail mortise in the
stone, and. shackled to the hoisting-chain. The
dovetail pieces are first inserted, and then
forced apart by the middle key, so as to occupy
the undercut portion of the mortise. All three
are then shackled to the lifting-chain.

2. Cloth. : A kind of shears used in cropping
woollen cloth.

lewis bolt, s. A wedge-shaped bolt
secured in its socket by lead, and used as a
lewis in lifting.

lew'-is (ew as u) (2), s. [Louis.]

lex, s. [Lai] Law.

If (1) Lex mercatoria : Mercantile law.

(2) Lex nan scripta ; The unwritten or com-
mon law of the land.

(3) Lex scripta : Statute law.

(4) Lex talionis : The law or principle of re-
taliation ; the law directing tjiat the punish-
ment shall be of the same nature as the crime :

as, An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, &c.

lex l-cal, a. [Gr. Xe-£«Kd$ (lexikos) = of or
pertaining to words.]

1. Of or pertaining to a dictionary or lexicon
;

of or pertaining to words.
"Lexical divergences, by which different words are

employed in literature from those which occur in
popular speech, are common to all languages." —
//. Sweet ; Sounds of Spoken Swedish, p. 459.

2. Of the nature of a dictionary or lexicon.

"All the most importantgrammatical, exegetical, and
lexical words have been laid uuder tribute. "—Brit.
Quart. Jieview, vol. Ivii. (1873), p. 602.

lex'-i-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. lexical ; -ly.~] Ac-
cording to lexicography ; by means of a
lexicon.

lex-x-cog'-ra-pher, s. [Gr. AefiKoV (lexikon)
= a lexicon, and ypaxfcw (graj>ho)=- to write;
Fr. lexicogruphe.] One who writes or com-
piles a lexicon or dictionary ; the author or
compiler of a dictionary.

"Of all the candidates for literary praise, the im-
happy lexicographer holds the lowest place."—
Johnson : Plan of an English Dictionary.

lex-i-co-graph'-ic, lex -i-co -graph
IC-al, a. [Gr. Aefticde (lexikon) — a lexicon,
and Eng. graphic, graphical (q.v.).] Of or

pertaining to lexicpgraphy or the compilation
of a dictionary.

"His interpretations are more grammatical and
lexicographical."—Athenceu/n, Mar. 22, 1834, p. 373.

* lex i-cog -ra phist, s. [Eng. lexicograph-
\

(#); -ist} A lexicographer.

"The good old lexicoqraphi&t, Adam Littelton."—
SotUhe/f : The fioctor, ch. 16*.

lex-i-cog'-ra-phy, s. [Gr. Ae£t.*e6i> (lexikon)

= a lexicon, and ypd<f>oi (grapho) = to write.]

1. The act or occupation of writing or com-
piling a lexicon or dictionary.

"Such is the fate of hapless lexicograph;/, that not
Only darkness, but light impedes and distresses it."

—

Johnson ; Pre/, to the Eng. Dictionary,

2. The principles upon which a lexicon or
dictionary should be compiled or based; the
art or science of compiling a dictionary.

"How is the . . . dignity of theology to be main-
tained by ,the lawB of syntax or the aids of lexi-
cography."—J. 8. Brewer ; Eng, Studies, p. 349.

lex l-cdT-6-giSt, s. [Eng. lexieolog(y) ; -ist.]

One versed in lexicology ; one who writes or
compiles dictionaries ; a lexicographer.

lex-i-col'-O-gy^ &. [Gr. Ae£iKos (lexilcos) =
pertaining to words, and Koyos (logos) = a
discourse, a treatise.] That branch of learn-

ing which treats of the proper signification

and application of words ; the science of
words, their derivation and signification.

lex i con, s. [Gr. keginov (fitfiXlov) (lexikon

(biblimi) *= (a book) pertaining to words ; Ae£i-

k6? (lexikos) = of or pertaining to words ; Ae^is

(lexis) = a saying, a speech ; Ae'yw (lego) =. to
speak, to say.] A vocabulary or alphabetical
list of the words in a language, together with
the definition or explanation of the meaning
of each ; a dictionary, a word-book. Lexicon
was originally, and is still chiefly applied to
dictionaries of the Greek or Hebrew languages.

"The lexicons of ancient tongues, now immutably
fixed, and comprised in a few volumes."—Johnson :

Pref. to the English Diet.

* lex'-i-con-ist, s. [Eng. lexicon; -ist.] The
author or compiler of a lexicon or dictionary

;

a lexicographer.

* lex~i-graph'-ie, * lex-i-graph'-ic-al,
a. [Eng. lexigraph(y) ; -ic, -leal.] Of or per-

taining to lexigraphy.

* lex'-i-graph-y\ s. [Gr. Ac'^is (lexis) = a
saying, a word, and -ypd^to (grapho) =to write.]

The art or practice of defining words.

* lex-l-phan -ic, a. [Gr. Ae^di/n? (lexi-

phanes) = grandiloquent, from Ae'fis (lexis) = a
saying, a speech, and <f>aivot (phaino) = to
show.]' Bombastic, turgid, pompous.

lex i phan' i cism, s. [Eng. lexiphanic;

-ism.] The act or habit of using pompous or
bombastic language ; bombast

; pompous,
or high-sounding language.

* lex-I-phar'-mic, a. [Alexipharmic] A
medicine which has the power or quality of
counteracting the effect of poison ; an alexi-
pharmic.

* ley(l), *. &a. [Lea.]

A. As subst. : A pasture, a field. It occurs
frequently as an element in English place-
names, as Dudte.v. Also written leigh (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Fallow.

*ley(2),*. [Law.]

ley (3), s. [Lye.]

Ley -den, s. [A city of Holland, twenty-two
miles south-west of Amsterdam. The name
of the city is given to the jar because Van-
leigh, the inventor, was born there.]

ieydeii battery, s.

Elect. : A number of Leyden .jars connected
externally by resting on a metallic surface, and
internally by rods and wires.

Leyden-jar, Leyden phial.
Elect. : A glass bottle having its interior

coated with tin foil or filled with thin leaves
of copper or of gold leaf. The outside is also
coated with tin foil up to a certain distance
from the neck. The neck has a cork, through
which passes a brass rod terminating at one
end in a knob, and communicating with the
metal in the interior. The inner coating is

called the internal, and the outer one the
external armature or coating. It is charged
by connecting one of the armatures with the

LEYDEN-JAR,

ground and the other with the source pf elec-

tricity. If the hand grasps the external coat-

ing while the knob is presented to the con-

ductor of the machine, posi-

tive electricity accumulates
on the inner, and negative
electricity on the outer coat-

ing. If, on the contrary,
the jar be held by the knob
and the outer coating be
presented to the machine,
positive electricity is accu-
mulated on the outer, and ne-

gative on the inner coating.

* leye, v.t. [Lay, v.]

leys'-ser-a, *. [Named after \

Frederick William Leyser, a
German botanist.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe

Leysserese, It consists of three or four African
herbs or undershrubs, with a solitary yellow
head of flowers.

leys-ser'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. leyssera, and
Ltit. fern. pi. adj. sutf. -ece.]

Bot. : Asubtribe of Composites, tribe Seneci-

onidse,

* leyte, * leite, a. [Light, s.]

leze maj'-es-t$r, s. [Fr. lese-majesti = high
treason, from Lat. Ima majestas, from laisa,

fern, sing of kes-us, pa. par. of lasdo = to hUrt,

and majestas = majesty, power.]

Law : Treason ; a crime committed .or at-

tempted to be committed, against the sove-
reign power in a state. Amongst the Romans,
crimen keste vw-jestatU was a charge of treason,
rebellion, or usurpation of office, which were
considered as otlences against the majesty of
the Roman people.

Iherz'-o-lite (z as tz), s. [Named from the
Etang de Lherz, in the Eastern Pyrenees,
where it occurs.]

Petrol. .* A granular or crystalline-granular
aggregate of olivine, enstatite, dinpaide, and
picotite, the olivine being the dominant con-
stituent. Besides the Pyrenees, it is found also
in the Tyrol, in Norway, &<i. (Ratley.)

lhdt'-sk^-a, s. [Named after Dr. John
Lhotsky, a G'erman botanical collector.]

Bot. : A genus of Channelauciaceae (Fringe
Myrtles). It consists of three or four African
shrubs, with yellow or violet heads of flowers.

Ji, s. [Chinese.]

1. A Chinese copper coin, also called a cash
(q.v.).

2. A Chinese measure of length, equal to
4ytS inch.

li-a'-be-flB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. liab(iuri); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Composites, tribe Ver-
noniacea:.

li-a-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. UoMe; -ity.]

1. The quality or state of being liable, re-
sponsible, or bound in law or justice ; respon-
sibility.

2. The quality ;or state of being liable;; ex-
posed, or subject to anything ; exposedness,
tendency : as, a liability to disease, a liability
to accidents.

3. That for which one is liable ; specif. (Pl.)
r

the debts or pecuniary engagements for which
one is liable.

"According to advices from Amsterdam, the liabili^
tics of Messrs. amount to about £250,000."—Daily
Telegraph, 2sov. 11, 1884.

li'-a-ble, * ly-a-ble, a. [Fr. Her = to tie, to
bind, to oblige ; suff. -able; Lat. ligo =to Lie,

to biud.]
'

* 1. Allied, associated, connected.
" If my name were liable to fear."

Shakesp. : Julius Cwsar, i. 2.

2. Bound or obliged in law or equity ; re-
sponsible, answerable ; bound to make good
loss or depreciation in anything : as, To be
liable for the debts of another.

3. Subject or having a tendency to ; ex-
posed ; apt or likely to catch or suffer from :

as, To be liable to fall, to be liable to illness.
(Only used of what is dangerous and hurtful.)

'•So implicated iu guilt, so lyaUe to wrath."—Bar-
row: Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 5.

* L Subject, subordinate.
" Reason to my love is listblc."

Sluikesp. : Julius Catsar, U. 8.

b®If boy; poiit, jd%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - ft
«ian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d#L*
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578 liableness—libellula

-*
5. Fit, suitable.

" Apt, liable to be employed in danger."
Shaketp. : King John, iv. 2.

li-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. U«hle; -nem.] The
quality or state of being liable ; liability.

" This estimation of oar liahltneu to err in oar first

judgment."

—

Ileid: Intellectual Pisteers, ess.vii.,ch.iv.

ll-a'-bum, s. [Meaning unknown.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe

Liabea (q.v.). The species are found in South
America.

lia-fail, s. [Gael. = stone of destiny : Va =
stone, and frj,i\ (for faUVieU) = fate, destiny.]
(See extract.) [Jacob's-stose.]

" The lift faU, or, as some call it, the Hag fail,
nrleug /'til, was the fatal chair on which the .-tuprewe
kings of Ireland were inaugurated in the days of
Druidism. From Ireland it was conveyed to Dunstaff-
nage in Scotland ; thence, about the year 342. to 8c>iie,
by Kenneth II. ; and, .lastly, in v,*> by Edward I. to
"Westminster, where it still remains. How the Wt/uil
came to Scotland, whether by theft, fraud, or violence,
is not ascertained. It is said to have possessed extra-
ordinary virtaes till the time of our .Saviour's birth.
Some time after its arrival in Scotland, a HUpereti-
tious belief became attached to it—that wherever the
stone should be found, some one of the race should
reign. This persuasion is not so old as the times of
r^ruidism.''—Armttrong : Gaelic Dictionary.

* li'-age, s. [Fr., from Her ; Lat. ligo = to

bind.] A league, an alliance.]

U-ai'-son, s. [Fr., from Lat. Hgutionem, accus.

of ligatio = a binding, from ligatus, pa. par. of
ligo-=-to bind.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A union, a bond, an entanglement.

2. An illicit intimacy between a man and
woman.

XX Coolcery : A thickening, generally of
beaten eggs, sometimes of cream and eggs in-

tended to bind together the component parts

of a dish.

li-a na, li-ane , s. [Fr. liane, from Her = to
bind.]" The name given to the climbing and
creeping plants, belonging to many different

families, which abound in the forests of tropi-

cal America, as does the honeysuckle in

hedges in England.
*' It Is to the Linnet principally that tropical forests

are indebted for their picturesque beauty . . . Cipo-
Matador, the Murderous Li-ine, has a trunk so slight

that it cannot support itself alone, but must find sup-
port on a neighbouring tree, against the stem of which
it presses, aided by its at-rial roots, which embrace it

at intervals like so many flerihle osiers. Some Linnet
resemble waving ribbons, others are twisted in large

spirals, or hang in festoons, spreading between the

trees, and darting from one to another."—Eiguier;
Vegetable World, 5-/7, V&.

Ii'-ar, *ly-ar, s. [A.S. Uogere. from leogan =
to* lie.] [Lie (1), v.] One who tells lies ; one
who deliberately states as a fact that which
he knows not to be true ; one who knowingly
utters falsehoods.

" She's like a liar, gone to burning hell

!

Twas I that kill'd her." ShaJketp. : Othello, v. 2

li -ard, *ly-ardet a. & s. [0. Fr. Hart, from
Low Lat. lio.rdus = dapple-gray.]

A. As adjective :

* 1. Of a roan or dappled colour.

2. Gray ;
gray-headed : as, a Hard old man.

* B. As subst. : A horse ;
properly one of a

dapple-gray colour.

* li -ard (d silent), s. [Fr.] A French farth-

ing.

H-art/ ly-art, «. [Liabd, a.]

Iti'-aff, s. [By some considered a corruption of

the" English word layers, or tyers, referring to

the visible stratification of the rock. But
Mahn and Skeat think that the Fr. Hois = the

rocks in question, was the origin of the Eng-
lish word. Littre, on the other hand, derives

the Fr. lias from the English term, though
saying that some consider it to have come
from Bas Breton Iwch= dolmen. The English

word lias was first a provincial one, adopted

by geologists, who ga\t it universal currency.]

1. GeoL : A formation situated at the ba»e

of the Oolite, with which it is sometimes
combined. It consists of thin beds of blue or

gray limestone, becoming light-brown when
weathered. These are separated by dark-

coloured, narrow, argillaceous partings, so

that quarries of the rock T f.en from a distance

look striped and ribbon-like. It has been
divided in England intr

> Upper, Middle, and
Lower. Most of its fossils are marine, though
there is in it an insect- limestone. Hu^re
Enaliosaurians, specially Ichthyosa'irs and

Plesiosaurs, reach their maximum develop-
ment in it; they are believed to have been
marine. Of fishes 117 are known from Britain
alone ; of molluscs 937, the Geplialopods being
207, two-thirds of them Ammonites. Particu-
lar species of the last genus liave been used to
divide it into zones. From the abundance of
the Oyster genus, Gryphsea, it has been some-
times called the Gryjihite limestone. Penta-
ennites flourished. The plants are chiefly

cycads and conifers. The Lias runs diagon-
ally across England from Yorkshire to Devon
and Dorsetshire. It extends to France and
Germany.

2. Coram., &c. : Liassic clays are used for
bxiekmaking. They are also burnt for lime
and for hydraulic cement ; liassic limestones
are called cement stones and are burnt for
hydraulic lime. (Ridley.)

Li-as'-sic, a. [Eng. lias; -ic.] Of or per-
taining to the lias formation ; of the age of the
lias formation.

li-a'-tris, .). [A word of unknown meaning.
(Lo.»hnl .y_

Bot. : A genus of Composites, subtribe
Adenostyleae. Liatris stptamosa has beautiful
purple flowers. It is known in North America,
as is L. scoriosa, as the Rattlesnake's Master,
the bruised bulbs of the plant being applied
to the wound, while a decoction of the milk
is taken inwardly. (Loudon.)

lib, * libbe, v.t. [A-S. * h/bboii ; cogn. with
Dut. Inbben = to castrate.] [Glib, v.] To
castrate, to geld.

" Wno pares his nails or libt his swine."'

Up. Mall : Satire*, bk. ii., sat. 7.

* lib -a-m£nt, s. [Lat. libamentum, from
IUjO = to pour out.] A libation.

" We performed oar oblations aiirl libamenti to the
muses. —P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 652.

* IT -bant, a- [Lat. libans, pa. par. of Itbo =
to sip, to pour out.] Sipping, tasting ; touch-
ing lightly or gently.

lib a n lis, s. [Lat. = frankincense.]

Bot. ; An old genus of Amyridacese, now
called Boswellia. Libaniis thurifera (Cole-

brooke) is now called Boswellia serrata.

li-ba'-tion, *. [Fr., from Lat. lihatiowem,

accus. of libatio = a libation, from libatus, pa.
par. of libo = to sip, to pour out ; Gr. Aft0<u

(leibo); Sp. libation ItaL libazho*.*.]

1. Compar. Ileligions: A sacrifice, by an ac-

tual drink offering, by jxmring liquids—usually
oil or wine—on the ground in honour of a
divinity, or by the combination of both me-
thods. In classic times bloody sacrifices were
usually accompanied by libations, which al-

ways formed part of the religious ceremonies
at the conclusion of a treaty of peace ; hence
the Greek a-rrov&at = a solemn treaty, from
a-n-ivSia = to offer a libation. (Cf. Virg., _£».
v. 77 ; xii. 174). Sometimes libations were in-

dependent acts of worship {II. xvi. 233) ; and
they found a place in convivial gatherings and
banquets (Virg., JEa. i. 734-3$ ; Georg, ii. 101

;

Hor., Carm. IV. v. 31-34 ; Ovid, Fasti, ii. 637).

Libations were usually of unmixed wine
(evtnrovSos =7n£rum), but sometimes of milk,
honey, and other fluids, either jmre or di-

luted with water (Plin., if. A", xiv. 19). The
word " libation " does not occur in the A.V.,
but clear traces of the practice may be found.
"Jacob set up . . . a pillar of stone, and he
poured a drink offering thereon and he
poured oil thereon" (Gen. xxxv. 14). "Strong
wine " was ordained " to be poured unto the
Lord for a drink offering" (Numb, xxviii. 7) ;

and Jeremiah ("ax. 13) charges it against the
people of Jerusalem aud the kiugs of Jodah
" that they have poured out drink offerings
unto other gods," and to "the queen of
heaven" (xliv. 17, 19, 2-j).

" In this idea of a zod eternally insatiable, joined to
the hunger aucb rertlesanotr. vlt most often bare soi-
fered. is"to i>e t'umd the first cause of libation, of offer-
ing, of sacrifice."

—

IL Heath : Edgar Quinet, p. 2si.

2. The wine or other liquor so poured out.

"And large libations drenched thea*L<li Around."
Pope ; Horner ; Iliad ix. 236.

+
ll'-ba-tor-jr, a. [As if from a Lat. libatsrrivs,

from Ubatitf, pa. par. of l>ho.] Of or pertain-
ing to libations.

" lib'-bard, s. [Gtr. li^x'M.} [Leopard.] A
leopard.

" The lioa, and the lihbard. and the bear."
Covrper : Task, vL 773.

libbard's-bane, s. [Leopakd's-bane.]

lfb'-bet, s. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps a vari-
ant of billet.] A billet of * ood.

* li-bec'-Clli-d, *. [ItaL libeetio.] The south-
west wind.
" Forth rnsh'd the levant and the poneut winds . . .

Siroccu and Libecchio." Milton : P. /.., x. 1,703.

li'-bel, * ly bell, *. [Lat. libellits = a little-

book or writing; dimin. of liber= a book;.
Fr. libelle; Ital. & Port. Wjello ; Sp. tibelo.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Originally any little book or writing; a.

declaration, a certificate.

"Yrue ye to hir a libel rA toTBakyng."—Wyclificr
>( '.'.'/ :>.' V. ZU

2. A defamatory writing, print, picture, or
publication of any kind", containing any state-

ments or representations maliciously made,
and tending to bring any person into ridicule

or contempt, or expose hiin to public hatred
or obloquy ; any obscene, blasphemous, or
seditious publication whether in writing,

print, signs, or pictures.
" Of a nature very similar to challenges, are libel*.

libeUifarnoii. which, taken in their largest and most-
extensire sense, signify any writings, pictures or the
like, of an immoral or illegal tendency; but, in the:
sense nnder which we are now to consider them, an::

malicioos defamations of any person, and especially a.

magistrate, made public by either printing, writing.,
signs, or pictures, in order to provoke hiin to wrath,
or expose him to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule.
The communication of a libel to any one person is a.

publication in the eye of the law : and therefore the:
sending an abusive private letter to a man is as much,
a libel as if it were openly printed, for it equally tcndV-
to a breach at the peace. For the same reason it is im-
material at common law, with respect to the essence oi
a libel, whethertbe matter of it be true or false ; since-
tbe provocation, and not the falsity, is the thing to l»e

punished criminally, though, doubtless, the falsehood.
of it may, independently of any statutory provision,
aggravate its guilt, and enhance its punishment-"

—

lilaekstone : Comment., bk, iv., ch. IL

3. The act, or crime of publishing a libel u

as, To be charged with libel.

IT. Eng. Eccles. & Scots Law : The summons,,
or similar writ, commencing a suit, aud con-
taining the plaintiff's allegations.

li'-bel, v.t. & i. [Libel, *.]

A. Transitive :

1. Ord. Isjng. : To publish a libel uj>on ; to*

hold np to public contempt, derision, or
hatred by the publication of any IiIk-Uous-

writing, print, picture, &c. ; to lampoon.
"The despot of Ireadeuhall Street was libelled in.

prose and verse."

—

Maeaalay : Hut. Eng., ch. xviii.

2. Low : To exhibit a charge against ; as

against a clergyman for unbecoming conduct.

B. Intro.ns. : To spread libels or defama«-

tory publications or statements.
" What's this, but libelling against the senate.
Ami blazoning oar injustice everywhere "*

"

.: h i •: -,,. : Titus Andronkiu, iv. i
* li-bel'-la, *. [Lat. dimin. of libra = a*

balance.]

"

1. A small balance.

2. A level ; an instrument for taking lereTs;

* li -bel-lant, «. [Eng. libel; -aW.J

1. Ord.. Lang. : One who libels ; a libeller.

2. Law : One who exhibits a charge in an.

ecclesiastical or admiralty court.

* ll-bel-lee', s. [Eng. libel, and suff. -ee.J

Lav: : The suitor defendant against whomr a
libel has been riled. (Wharton.)

ll'-bel-ler, s. [Eng. libel; -er.] One who
libels ; one who publishes libels ; a lampooner.

" Men who wer- plotters and Ubetlert by profession."*—Hacaulay : HuL Eng., ch. v.

* libel-list, 3. [Eng. libel; -tit.} One who
libels ; a libeller.

li bel-lous, fl. [Eng. libel; -ous.1 Of the
nature of a libel ; containing libels or any-
thing tending to bring a person into public
hatred, contempt, or derision; defamatory,
scandalous.

" A number of libelUniM and defamatory books and
writings.""

—

Bacon: Observation* on a Libel.

li -bel- lofts-\f, adv. [Eng. libellous; -ly.}

In a libellous or defamatory manner ; with a
libel.

li-bel'-ln-la, *. [A name given by Linnaeus

;

probably frum Lat. libelliilus = a" very little
book, the leaves of which the expanded wings
of the dragon-fly somewhat resemble (LUtre,
ic.).]

Enl'<m. : The typical genus of the family
Libellulidse (a- v.). About nine species are
British.

Cite, fS.t, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
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li-bel-lu'-li -da, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., &c. libel-

luUa); Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulf. -idte.]

Entom. : Dragon-flies : a family of Neurop-
terous Insects, tribe Subulicornia. About
twenty-four species are British. The larvse
inhabit the water, and are of very predatory
instincts. They somewhat resemble their
parents, but are wingless. They breathe by
branchiae, either internal or external, and
situated at the extremity of the abdomen.
[Dragon-fly.]

li'-ber, s. [From Lat. liber = a book, because
the fibrous layers of which liber is composed
can at times be separated into laminae like the
leaves of a book or an ancient manuscript roll.]

Bot. ; Th$ innermost of the four layers con-
stituting the bark of a plant. According to
Gray, it consists of three kinds of cells, bast
cells or fibres, large or more elongated cells,

and cells of parenchyma. Called also Bast-
layer and Endopliloeum.

liber-cells, liber-fibres, s. pi.

Bot. : Very long prosenehymatous cells oc-
curring in liber. Liber fibres of various plants
are of use for textile purposes. The shorter
liber-cells pass into wood-cells, between which
and liber-cells the difference is but slight.

lib -er-aL * lib'-er-alL a. & s. [Fr. liberal,

from Lat. liberalis, from liber = free ; from the
same root as libet or lubet = it pleases ; Sp. &
Port, liberal; Ital. liberals.}

A* As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language .*

1. Becoming or befitting one well-born ;

refined, gentlemanlike ; free from meanness.
" The vse of the toongs, philonophie, and the Ubera.il

sciencies,"

—

Holinshed: Descript. England, bk. il.,

ell. hi. - "~
'

2. Such as a gentleman ought to be ; accom-
plished, refined.

"The people liberal, valiant, active, wealthy,"
Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., fv, 7.

3. Free in disposition ; generous, open-
handed, bountiful, munificent; ready to give
or bestow ; not mean, stingy, or niggardly.

*' Men of this way should bo most liberal."
Shakesp. : Henry VIII., I. 3.

TT It is frequently followed by of before that
which is given or bestowed ; sometimes by in.

" Pure 1b the nymph, though liberal o/her smiles."
Cowper: Task, ili. 712.

4. Given freely, bountifully, or without
stint ; ample, generous.

*' With too great a court and liberal largess."
Shakesp. : Richard II., i. 4.''

5. Abundant, profuse ; as, a liberal flow of
water.

6. Free, open, candid : as, a, liberal inter-
change of thoughts.

7. Free from narrow, selfish, or contracted
views or ideas ; favourable to liberty and pro-
gress civil, political, and religious ; advocat-
ing reform and progress ; having broad views;
favouring freedom m the forms of administra-
tion of government ; not conservative. [II.]

8. Not too strict, harsh, or severe ; free : as,

a liberal interpretation of a law.

* 9. Licentious, loose, lax, dissolute ; free

to excess.

II. Politics : A name given to that party in
the state which is in favour of reform and
advancement. (Opposed to the Conservative
party.) [B.]

B. As subst. : One who advocates progress
and reform, especially in the direction of con-
ferring greater power upon the people ; an
advocate of Liberalism.

T[ The designation "Libera^ 'applied to a
political party is said to have been derived
from the Liberal, a periodical set on foot by
Lord Byron and his friends. Both political

parties are named with tacit reference to an
irresistible movement towards democracy
which has long been in progress in Britain, as
it was in the ancient Roman republic. The
Conservatives, dreading tho effect of this
democratic current on the time-honoured in-

stitutions of the countiy, make it their main
object to conserve them. "With this view they
arrest forward movement when they can, and,
when this is impracticable, attempt to retard
the rate of progress. The Liberal party, on
the contrary, little or nothing fearing the re-
sults of change, help the movement instead of
attempting to stem or to lessen its progress.
The Liberal party consists of two great sec-
tions or wings, generally in co-operation
though sometimes in antagonism. These are

the Whigs and the Radicals, the former seek-

ing to remove the more obnoxious defects in

the institutions of the country, with the view
of onsuring their stability ; the latter, on the
contrary, desiring to root some of them up
instead of increasing their efficiency. For
example, the Whigs are in favour of the
Established Churches, the House of Lords,
and the throne, whilst the more advanced of
the Radicals would abolish all the three. The
strength of the Whig party is in the middle
classes, that of the Radicalsamongthe artizans.

After about forty years' exclusion from office,

the Liberals reached it in 1830. From that
time till this they have been in power under
Earl Grey from Nov. 22, 1830, and Viscount
Melbourne from July 18, 1834, to Dec. 26, 1834

;

under Viscount Melbourne again from April 18,

1835, to Sept. 6, 1841 ; under Lord John
Russell from July 6, 1846, to Feb. 27, 1852

;

under the Earl ofAberdeen from Dec. 28, 1852,
and Lord Palmerston from Feb. 10, 1855, to
Feb. 28, 1858 ; under Lord Palmerston again
from June 18, 1859, and Earl Russell from
Nov. 6, 1865, to July 6, 1866 ; under Mr.
Gladstone from Dec. 0, 1863, to Feb. 21, 1874,

again from April 23, 1880, till June 9, 1885;
again from Feb. 6, 1886, to July, 1886 ; from
Aug. 18, 1892, to March 3, 1894, again under
Mr. Gladstone, when he resigned, and under
Lord Rosebery until June 22, 1895.

H" Obvious compounds: Liberal -hearted,
liberal-minded, liberal-souled, &c.

llb'-er-al-Ism, s. [Eng. liberal ; -ism.] The
principles of the Liberal party ; freedom from
narrowness or bigotry ; advocacy of the con-
ferring of greater power in the state upon the
people ; democracy.

llb'-er-al-ifst, s. [Eng. liberal; -ist.] A
Liberal (q_.v.).

* lib-er-al 1st' ic, a. [Eng. liberalist ; -ic.]

Pertaining to Liberalism ; characterized by
Liberalism ; in accordance with Liberal prin-
ciples.

lib-er-al-M& * lib-er-al-i-tie, s. [Fr.

liberalite, from Lat. liberalitatem, accus. of
liberalitas, from liberalis = liberal (q.v.).]

1. The quality or state of being liberal ; dis-

position or readiness to give freely and largely

;

bounty, munificence, generosity, openhanded-
ness.

" The King of England vsed great liberalUie in bes-
towing hla treasure freelle."—Holinslied : Richard I.

fan. 1191).

2. Largeness or breadth of views ; freedom
from narrowness of mind or bigotry ; cathol-
icity, impartiality.

"The boasted liberality on which they value them-
selves In the conduct of the Bristol schools."

—

Hannah
More: Life of Wilberforce, vol. ii., ch. xlii., p. 239.

* 3. That which is given ; a donation, a
gratuity ; an act of liberality or generosity.

* Ub-er-al-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. liberalise)

;

-ation.] "The act or process of liberalizing, or
making liberal and free.

" The prospect of a general liberalization of Egyptian
institutions. '—St. James's Gazette, Oct. 12, 1882.

t Ub'-er-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. liberal; -ize.} To
make or render liberal or catholic ; to enlarge

;

to free from narrowness or bigotry.
" They -warm the heart ; they enlarge and liberalize

our minds."—Burke: On the French Revolution,

llb'-er-al-ljf, adv. [Bug. liberal; -ly.

1. In a liberal, bountiful, or generous
manner ; munificently, generously, freely,
open-handedly.

" I may 1 ustly be condemned for many of thoBe faults
of which I have too liberally arraigned them."

—

Dry-
den: Virgil ; ..Kneid xiL

2. With liberality of views or ideas ; with-
out bigotry or narrowness ; impartially

;

without selfishness or meanness.

3. Freely ; not strictly, harshly, or vigor-
ously.

llb'-er-ate, v.t. [Lat. Hberatus, pa. par. of
libero = to set free; liber = free; Fr. liberer;
Ital. liberare.] To set free ; to release from
restraint or confinement ; to set at liberty

;

to free, to deliver.

" The puhlic revenue of Great Britain can never be
completely liberated."—Smith: Wealth of Nations,
bk. v., ch. iii. |

Ub-er-a'-tion, s. [Lat. liberatio, from Hber-
atus, pa. par. of libero ; Fr. liberation; Ital.
liberazione ; Sp. liberation.]

1. The act of liberating or setting free from

restraint, confinement, &c. ; a setting at

liberty ; freeing.

2. The state of being liberated or set free.

Liberation Society, s. The name popu-
larly given to a society which was formed in

1844 under the title of the British Anti-State-

Church Association, an appellation changed
in 1853 for that which now obtains, the Society

for the Liberation of Religion from State-

Patronage and Control. It is " based on the

principle that," in its opinion, "national es-

tablishments of religion are (1) unjust, (2)

politically mischievous, (3) injurious to the

Churches established, and (4) that they also

hinder the progress of religion." It aims at

(1) the abrogation of all laws and usages
which inflict disability or confer privilege on
ecclesiastical grounds upon any subject of the

realm ; (2) the discontinuance of all payments
from public funds and of all compulsory ex-

actions for religious purposes ; and (3) after

an equitable satisfaction, of existing interests

(the italics are those of the Society), the appli-

cation to other than ecclesiastical purposes of
the national property now devoted to the uses
of the Church of England and the Church of
Scotland, and, concurrently therewith, the
liberation of those Churches from State-con-
trol. While prosecuting these aims, it neither
expresses any opinion upon, nor seeks to effect

any alteration in, the doctrines, formularies,

or internal government of the Churches now
established. The Society's present operations
are educational, parliamentary, electoral, and
legal. By means of agencies covering the
country, it is able to collect and to diffuse in-

formation on current ecclesiastical questions.

lib'-er-a-tor, s. [Lat., from liberatus, pa.
par. of libero.] One who liberates or frees

;

a deliverer.

*Hb'-er-a-tcr-& a. [Eng. liberator; -y.\

Tending to liberate or set free.

Lib era trix, *. [The fern, form of Lat.
liberator.]

Astron. : [Asteroid, 125].

Ll-beV-X-an, a. [For etym. see definition.!

Belonging" to, found in, or in any way con-
nected with Liberia, an independent republic
of Western Africa, settled by free negroes
from the United States in 1822.

Liberian-hippopotamus, a.

Zool. : Hippopotamus minor, a small species
described by Dr. S. G. Morton (Proc. Acad.
Nat. Set., Philadel., Feb., 1844), irom the notes
of Dr. Goheen, colonial physician at Monrovia,
and from two crania which that gentleman
sent to America. In 1850 (ib., 1850, pp. 231-
39) Dr. Morton proposed to call it H. liberi-

ensis, the name by which it is now generally
known, though " it was proposed to make a
new genus of it underthe name of Choeropsis."
(Van Hoeven.) It has but two incisors in the
lower jaw ; the posterior molars are only
partially protruded, and rise obliquely like
those of the elephant and mastodon. It
varies in weight from four hundred to seven
hundred pounds.

lib-er-d-, pref. [Lat. libero = to set free.J

(For def. see etym.)

t libero -motor, a. Letting out or
liberating nerve force, (if. Spencer.)

lib-er-tar'-I-an, «. & s. [Eng. Ubert(y);
-ariaii.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to liberty or free-
will, inculcating the doctrine that the human
will is free as opposed to the teaching that it

is impelled by necessity to a certain course of
action.

" He has lu particular made the libertarian position,
clearer by the apt choice of technical terms."

—

Athen-
(Bum, Dec. 20, 1SS4, p. 800.

B. As subst. : One who accepts the doctrine
that human will is free. [Free-will, Neces-
sity.]

"The very objection of incomprehensibility by
which the fatalist had thought to triumph over the
libertarian."—Hamilton ; Discussions, p. 620.

lib-er-tar'-i-an-Shjm, s. [Eng. libertarian;
-ism.] The doctrines or principles of liber-
tarians.

* li-beV-ti-cide, s. [Lat. libert(as) - liberty

;

-i- connective ; cmdo (in comp. cido) =to kill.j

1. The act of destroying liberty.

2. One who destroys liberty. (Shelley : Ado-
nais, vi.)

boil, bo^; pollt, jftrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
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* lib'-er-tln-age, 5. [Eng. libertin(e) ; age.]

Excessive freedom of opinions or conduct

;

licence.

"A growing libertinage, which disposed them to

think lightly of the Christian faith.'— Warburton :

Sermons, vol. ix, ser. 18.

llb'-er-tine, s. & a. [Lat. libertinus = (a.)

'pertaining to a freedman, (s.) a freedman :

from libertus = a freedman : liber, free ; Fr.

libertin; Sp., Port., & Ital. iibertino.]

A. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language :

* 1. A freedman ; one manumitted or set free

from slavery.
" Some persons are forbidden to be accusers ; others

on the score of their condition, as libertines against
their patrons."—Ayliffe : Parergon.

*2. A freethinker.
" It is too probable that our modern libertines,

,deista, and theists took occasion from the scandalous
contentious of Christians among many changes, to
disbelieve alL"

—

A Discourse of Logomachas. (1711.)

3. One free in his moral practice, especially

with women ; a debauchee, a profligate, a licen-

tious person.
"Though a libertine, he won the hearts of the

Puritans. —Macaulay : Hist, Eng., vol. i., ch. ii.

L One free from restraint ; one who is uji-

confined.
"When he speaks,

The air, a charter d libertine, is still."

Sltakesp. : Henry V., i 1.

5. A freeman of a corporate town or city.

II. Technically

:

1. Church Hist. : A Flemish sect of Anti-
nomians, who called themselves "Spirituals."
They passed into France, where they were
patronised by Margaret of Navarre, sister of
Francis I. They held that, as God was the
author of all human actions, no human aetipn
could "be evil ; tbat religion consisted in union
with God by contemplation, and that any one
who had attained to this could act as he
pleased. Calvin wrote strongly against them.
{Blunt.)

2. Script, : The word occurs but once in the
New Testament— "The synagogue of the
Libertines " (Acts vi. 9). Its meaning has
given rise to much discussion ; but the most
probable explanation is that the Libertines

were Jews who, having been taken prisoners
by Pompey and other Roman generals in the
Syrian wars, had been reduced to slavery,

but, having been emancipated, returned to
Palestine. (Cf. Tac. Ann. ii. 85; Hor. Sat.

i.4, 143; Juv. Sat, iii. 14.)

B. As adjective

:

* 1. Freethinking, latitudinarian.
" The said libertine doctrines do more contradict

the doctrines of the Gospel than the doctrines of the
Papists about the same."

—

Baxter ; Cailiolic Theology,
pt. iii., p. 289.

2. Loose, licentious, profligate, lewd, de-

bauched, dissolute : as, a libertine life.

llb'-er-rtin-ism, s. [Eng. libertin(e) ; -ism.]

* 1. The quality or state of being a freed-
man.

* 2. Irreligiousness, freethought; loose-

ness of morality.

"Even modest heathens would hiss thia libertinism
off the stage."

—

Bp.Hall: Cases of Conscience, Dec. i,

ch. ii.

3. Loose, licentious, or dissolute conduct

;

profligacy, licentiousness, lewdness, grossness,
debauchery.

" Tales were told about bis libertinism which went
on growing till they became too absurd for the
credulity even of party spirit."—Macaulay: Hist.
Eng., ch. xx.

lib'-er-ty, * Ub-er-te, * lib-er-tee, s. [Fr.

liberie; from Lat. libertatem; accus. of libertas

= liberty : liber = free ; Ital. liberta ; Port.

liberdade ; Sp. libertad.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being free ; exemp-
tion from restraint ; freedom ; power of acting
according to one's will.

" And methought while she liberty sung,
"^ "Twas liberty only to hear."

Cowper : Morning Dream.

2. The power of an agent to do or to leave

undone any particular action, according to the
determination of his mind or judgment ; free-

dom of will ; freedom from constraint in will or

volition. (Loclce: Essay, bk. ii., ch. xxi., § S.)

3. Permission granted, as by a superior to
an inferior, to do any act, which the latter

might not do without such permission ; leave,

licence.

4. Privileges or immunities enjoyed by pre-
scription or by grant; franchise.

5. A place or district within which certain
privileges, immunities, or franchises are en-

joyed.
" The bells of all the parishes of the city and liberties

were ringing."—JIacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. viiL

6. Permission to go or move about within
certain limits, as in a place of confinement ; a

certain degree of freedom of movement.

7. The limits within which freedom of move-
ment is allowed : as, the liberties of a prison.

8. Conduct, behaviour or speech on the
part of one person towards another, such as

is not warranted by their relative positions

in society, rank, age, &c. ; a slight breach of
decorum or courtesy.

"The nonjurors . . . ventured to take unusual liber-

ties."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

9. Freedom or exemption from occupation
or engagements; leisure; the state of being
disengaged: as, Are you at liberty?

*10. Licentiousness, libertinism.
" Lust and liberty

Creep in the minds and marrows of our youth."
Shojcesp. : Timon of Athens, iv. 1.

II. Manege: A curve or arch in that part
of the bit placed in the mouth of a horse, to

afford room for the tongue of the animal.

If (1) At liberty: Disengaged; not occupied.

(2) Cap of liberty: A cap or hat worn as a
symbol of liberty, as in ancient times manu-
mitted slaves wore the Phrygian cap as atoken
of their having been set free. In modern days
a red cap worn by French revolutionists.

(3) Civil liberty : A state of freedom ""or

liberty, abridged only by the restrictions and
regulations established under the form of laws
for the protection and interests of the nation,
society, or state. It is a state of exemption
from the arbitrary will of others, secured by
.established laws, by which each member is

protected against injury on the part of others.

(4) Liberty of the press :

(a) Ord. Lang. : The free right and power to
publish whatever one pleases, subject only to
punishment for abuse of that freedom by pub-
lishing anything mischievous, hurtful, or
libellous, to the public or to individuals.

(&) Hist. : After the Reformation, the crown
assumed the right, which the church had pre-
viously exercised, of prohibiting the printing
of all works but such as should be first seen
and allowed. The newspaper press, originating
in the reign of James I., was subjected to the
royal licenser, and, though the fall of the Star
Chamber, in 1641, augured well for the liberty
of the press, parliament did not affect a spirit

of toleration, and Milton, in his Areopagitica,
branded the suppression of truth by the licenser
as the slaying of an immortality rather than a
life. The Licensing Act (13 and 14 Charles II.)

placed the entire control of printing in the go-
vernment. Authors and printers of obnoxious
works were hanged, mutilated, and their pro-
ductions burned, by the hangman. The free-

dom of the press was not theoretically estab-
lished till parliament, in 1695, refused to renew
the Licensing Act. Henceforth, every writing
could be freely published, but at the risk of
a rigorous execution of the undefined law of
libel. To speak ill of the government was a
crime, and the first aim and use of free dis-
cussion was prohibited by law. Hence arose
a long series of conflicts between the courts
and the press, virtually brought to an end in
1831 by the failure of the Attorney-General to
convict Cobbett, and resulting fn a victory
for the, press.

" Give me the liberty of the press . . . and I will
shake down from its height corruption."

—

Sheridan:
Hansard {1st aer.;, xv. 341.

(5) Liberty-pole : A flag-staff surrounded with
the symbols of liberty. (American.)

(6) Moral liberty : That liberty of choice
which is essential to moral responsibility.
[Free-will.]

(7) Natural liberty: A state of exemption
from the restraint or control of others, and
the institutions of

1

civil life. The power to
act or do as one pleases, subject only to the
laws of nature.

" The natural libarty of man, is to be free from anv
superior power on earth, and not to be under the will
or legislative authority of man, but to have only the
law of nature for his rule. "—Locke .' Of Government,
bk. ii., ch. iv., § 22.

(S) Political liberty : The liberty or freedom
of a nation ; exemption of a nation from any
unjust abridgement of its rights and indepen-
dence by another nation.

(9) Religious liberty : The free right to hold
what opinions one pleases in religious matters,

and to worship the Deity according to the
dictates of conscience, free from external
control.

Tf The words liberty and freedom are often
used interchangeably. Properly speaking,
however, liberty hints at previous restraint

:

freedom does not ; hence, a slave is set at
liberty, not at freedom, whilst a rude man ex-
presses his sentiments, not with too much
liberty, but with too much freedom.

li-beth'-en-ite, s. [Named after the locality

where first observed, Libethen ; suff. -its

(Min.); Ger. Libethen it.]

Min. : Anorthorhombic (Schrauf says mono-
clinic, or " pseudOi-orthorhonihic ") mineral,
occurring mostly in crystals, rarely globular
or compact. Hardness, 4 ; sp. gr., 3'6 to 8

-S;
lustre, resinous ; colour and streak, olive-green,

the former usually dark. Fracture, subcon-
choidal. Compos. : phosphoi'ie acid, 29'7

;

oxide of copper, t>6'5 ; water, 3"8 ; which cor-
responds to the formula (4CuO)P05+HO.
Principal localities are Libethen, Hungary,
and Cornwall.

* H-bid'-in-itst, s. [Lat. libido (genit. libi-

dinis) ; Eng. suff. -ist.] One given to lust or
lewdness.

"Nero, being monstrous incontinent himself , verily
,
believed that all men were most foul libidinists."—
Junius ; Sin Stigmatized, p. 350 (1C39).

* li-bjd -In-ds'-It-y, s. [Eng. libidinous;
-ity.]

' The quality or sfca,te of being libidi-

nous ; lewdness.

ll-bid'-In-ous, a: [Fr. libidineux ; from
Lat. libidinosus ; from libido (genit. libidinis)

;

Sp. & Ital. libidinoso.] Characterized by lewd-
ness or wantonness ; lewd, lustful, wantou

;

lascivious, unchaste, lecherous.

t H-bld'-in^ous-ly, adv. [Eng. libidinous;
•ly.] In a libidinous, lewd, or lustful manner

;

lewdly, lasciviously, lustfully, wantonly.
" Simon Afagus and his mystical priests, lived Ubidi-

nously."—Bp.Xauington: Moravians Compared, p. 104.

t li-bld'-in-OUS-U^SS, s. [Eng. libidinous ;
-tiess.] The quality or state of being libidin-

ous ; lewdness, lustfulness, lasciviousness.

"lib-ten, lib kin, s, [Probably from A.S.
libban = to live, and ken (2) $. (q.v.).] A low
house or lodging.

II bo ye -driis, s. [Gr. \ipds (libas), At/3os

(libos) = a tear, and Ke&pos (Jcedros) = a cedar.]

Sot. : A genus of Coniferae. Libocedrus
Doniana is the Kawa of New Zealand. Its

beautifully-grained and heavy wood would be
well adapted for jiicture frames. (Loudon.)

li'-bra, s. [Lat.= a balance. So named be-

cause when the sun enters Libra the days
and nights are equal like the scales of .a

balance.] ^,

Astron. : The Balance.

(1) One of the twelve ancient zodiacal con-
stellations. It is surrounded by the constel-
lations Scorpio, Ophiuchus, Virgo, Centaurus,
and Lupus. It contains no stars of the first

magnitude.

(2) The seventh sign of the Zodiac, symbol
£i. Owing to the precession of the equinoxes
it now contains the constellation Virgo. The
sun enters it about Sept. 23.

*li-bral, a. [Lat. libralis, from libra = a
pound

7
weight.] Of a pound weight ; weigh-

ing a pound.

ll-brar'-i-an, s. [Lat. librarius = (s.) a tran-
scriber ofbooks ; (a. ) of or pertaining to books

:

liber = a book; Fr. libraire; Sp. librero;

Ital. librajo = a bookseller.]

* 1. One who transcribes or copies books.
" Charybdis thrice swallow's and thrice refunds the

wav.es; this must be understood of regular tides.
There are indeed but two tides a day, but this is the
error of the librarians."—Broome : On the Odyssey-

2. One who has charge of a library; the
keeper of a library or collection of books.

"It probably contained some illuminated MSS., as
the librarian had the keeping of the colours too."—
Walpplp-' Anecdotes ofPainting, vol. i., ch. L

li-brar'-i - ajQ - shi p, $. [Eng. librarian

;

ship.] The office, post, or position of a
librarian.

li'-bra-ry, * li-brai-rie, * li-bra-rie, s.

[Fr. librairie, from Lat. librarium,uwxt. sing,
of librarius = pertaining to books : Uber — a
book ; orig. the bark of a tree, that being the

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; gof pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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earliest writing material ; Sp. & Ital. libreria;
Port, livraria.]

1. A collection of books, whether belonging
to a private person, an institution, or the
nation.

" Bale, the antiquary, makes mention of a merchant
that bought two noble libraries about these times for
forty shillings."—Htrypo: Mem. Henry VIII (an. 1545).

2. A room or set of rooms set apart for a
collection of books, manuscripts, &c. (P. Hol-
land: Plinie, bk. xxxv., ch. ii.)

U It is stated that there was a library in the
Memnonium at Thebes in the fourteenth cen-
tury b.c. Layard and his successors disen-
tombed libraries, or their equivalents, collec-

tions of inscribed cylinders, from the sites of
old Assyrian palaces. Kirjath-sepher, the
old name of Debir, means the " City of
Book(s)" (Judges i. 11). Pisistratus founded
a public library at Athens about 540 b.c.

Strabo says that the tirst private library was
that of Aristotle, b.c. 334. Ptolemy I. (Soter)
founded the celebrated Alexandrian Library
in the Serapeum about 298 b.c. ; it was par-
tially destroyed by fire in the Egyptian contest
carried on by Julius Caesar, b.c. 47. It is said
to have been burnt by the Caliph Omar, a.d. 640.

A fine library of 200,000 vulumes, collected by
Attalus I. King of Pergamos, about 197 b.c,
came into the possession of the Romans on
the death of Attalus III , b.c. 133, lie having
nominated them heirs to his kingdom. Of
modern libraries that of the British Museum,
with about 2,000,000 volumes, accessible on
easy conditions toevery student above twenty-
one years old, stands pre-eminent. Other fine
British libraries are the Bodleian Library at"

Oxford, the libraries of the other universities,
the London Library, the Advocates' Library
in Edinburgh, &c. The most noted continental
library is that of the Vatican. Public Libra-
ries Acts date from 1850, the Act of that year
having been followed by Acts extending the
principle to Scotland and Ireland, and amend-
ing matters of detail. In 1S92 a consolidating
Act was passed. The Act enables towns,
local board districts, and parishes to establish
libraries.

library keeper, s. One in charge of
a library ; a librarian.

"A library-keeper, who is likewise to he an apothe-
cary, druggist, and keeper of instruments, engines, &c.'
—Cowley ; Advancement of Experimental Philosophy.

1 H'-brate, v.t. & i. [Lat. Ubratus, pa. par; of
libro = to balance ; libta = a balance.]

A. Trans. ; To balance, to poise, to hold in

we view the moon at its rising or setting, in
different circumstances, according to the lati-

tude of the earth at the spot where the observer
stands. It brings into view at the moon's rising
and setting, on the upper limb, or wheneverthe
moon has parallax, a little more than a hemi-
sphere.

equipoise.

B. Intrans.
as a balance.

To be in equipoise ; to move

II bra tion, s. [Lat. libratio, from Ubratus,
pa. par. of libro = to balance ; libra = a bal-
ance; Fr. libration ; 8\i, libracion ; Ital. libra-
zione.]

* I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of. balancing, or placing or hold-
ing in equipoise. (If. More : Immortality of the
Soul, bk. ii., ch. x.)

2. The state of being balanced or in equipoise.
" Their pinions still

In loose librations stretchecf, to trust the void
Trembling refuse." Thomson : S/n-ing, 743.

II. Astron. r A real or apparent motion of
a heavenly body like that of a balance when
approaching a state of rest. (Used especially
of the moon.) [T[] (Boyle: Works, iv. 98.)

TT 1. Libration in latitude :

Astron. (Of the moon) : A small variation in
the precise part of the moon presented to
us. The moon always presents the same
hemisphere to us, but as ]\t*v axis varies
from the plane of her orbit by an angle of
1° 30' 10'S", her two poles lean alternately to
and from the earth. When the north pole leans
towards the earth we see a little more of the
region surrounding it ; when turned away we
see less ; this variation constitutes the libra-
tion in latitude.

2. Libration in' longitude:

Astron. (Of the moon) : A slight variation at
different times in the amount of the eastern or
western edge of the moon seen. This arises
from the fact that the angular velocity of the
moon on her axis is not quite the same as that
of her angular velocity in her orbit. This was
first discovered by Hevelius in 1647.

3. Diurnal libration, Parallactic vibration

:

Astron. (Of the moon) : A slight variation in
the aspect of the moon, arising from the fact
that, owing to the diurnal motion of the earth,

U' - bra - tor - y, a.

Balancing ; balanced
;

oscillating.

[Eng.' librat(e); -ory.]

moving like a balance ;

" MaraliH discovers the libratorj/ motion of the
nodes of Jupiters second satellite.'"— Chambers: As-
tronomy, p. "72.

li-bret'-tist, s. [Eng. librett(o) ; -ist.] One
who writes a libretto ; one who composes
words for an opera, oratorio, &c.

" The original work of the librettist is truly remark-
able, even among such productions." — Pall Mall
Gazette, Jan. 23, 1884.

li-bret'-to, s. [Ital. = a little book ; dimin.
of libro = a book.]

Music

:

1. A book containing the words of an opera,
oratorio, or similar musical work.

2. The words of an opera, oratorio, &c.
"Concerning the literary merit of the original li-

bretto this is no place to speak, since the question doeB
notarise."—Daily Telegraph, Jan. 30, 1882.

ll'-bri-form, a. [Lat. liber (genit. libri), and
forma = shape.] (See the compounds.)

libriform-cells, s. pi.

Bot. : Cells like those existing in liber (q.v.).

libriform fibres, s. pi.

Bot. : Fibres like those of liber ; simple,
bast-like wood-fibres. (Thome.)

Llb'-y-an, a. [Lat. Libyus.]

1. Of or pertaining to Libya, the ancient
name of a large district in the north of Africa

;

hence sometimes used for Africa itself.

" We drank the Libyan sun to sleep."
Tennyson : Dream, of Fair Women, 145.

2. Applied to 9 group of languages, spoken
by tribes inhabiting the mountainous parts of
Barbary.

ll-by-the'-a, s. [Gr. Ai'jSus (Libus) = Libyan,
and Bia (thm) = aspect. (Agassiz.y]

Entom, : The typical genus of the sub-family
Libythemai(q.v.). The males only have the
two fore claws very short and broad. The
upper wings are very angular.

lib-y-the-l'-nse, 5. pi. [Mod. Lat. libythe(a);
Lat. pi. fern. adj. sutf. -inw.]

Entom. : A sub-family of Butterflies, family
Erycinidse. They have very long palpi. There
is only one genus. Species are found in the
South of Europe, in Asia, Africa, and America.

* ll-car'-i-a, s. [Native name.]

Bot. : An old doubtful genus of Lanracere,
now made a synonym of Dicypellium. The
bark ia used as a tonic.

life, s. pi. [Louse.]

* lice-bane, s. Stavesacre (Delphinium
staphisagria), a species of larkspur.

IT Beggars' lice :

Bot. : An American name for Cynoglossum
Morisoni.

li-cence, li cense, * li-cens, * ly-cence,
s, [Fr. licence, from Lat. licentia = power or
freedom to act ; Ucens, pr. par. of licet = it is
allowed or allowable ; Sp. licensia ; Ital.
Uccnzia.]

1. Authority, leave, or permission to do or
forbear any act ; liberty, freedom.

"When lie had geueu hyui lycence. Paule stod» on
the • steppes, and beckened with his hande to the
people. '—Acts xxi. (1551.)

2. Leave or permission granted by the proper
authority to do any act, or to carry on any
business or profession : as, a licence to preach,
a licence to sell intoxicating drinks.

3. A document containing such permission
or authority: as, To take out a licence for a

,

dog.

4. Excess of liberty ; exorbitant or undue
freedom ; abuse of freedom or liberty ; licen-
tiousness. (Milton : Sonnet xi.)

5. In art, poetry, music, &c, applied to that
deviation from the ordinary rules or mode of
treatment enforced by a particular school, or
adopted as the result of peculiar education

;

the liberty taken by an artist in deviating from
the strict rules of his art. (Irving : Goldsmith.
ch. xxviii.)

* li cen - sa - Die, a. [Eng. lwens(e) ; -abte.1

That may or can be licensed or legally per-

mitted.

Ii -cense, H'-cence, v.t. [Licenser s„]

1. To give authority, leave, or permission
to do any act or carry on any business, pro*

fession, &c. ; to authorize by a legal grant uf
permission ; to give a licence to.

"Kine Stephen licenced each of them to huild so

manie [castles] as they listed upon their owne de-
measnes."—Holinshed: Desc. of Eng., bk. ii., ch. xiv.

* 2. To dismiss ; to send or put away.

U'-censcd, pa. par. or a. [License, v.]

1. Having a license; permitted by authority.

"The reasons of your licencet pamphlet are good."—
Milton: Colasterion, p. 349.

2. Tolerated, allowed.
"What from our masters interests thus we draw,
Ia but a licensed theft that 'scapes the law."

Pope: Homer; Iliadxxiv. 584,

licensed-house, s. A public-house ; a
house having a spirit licence, as distinguished
from a beerhouse.

licensed-victualler, s. The keeper of
a public house, inn, &c, holding a licence to

sell spirits, wines, beer, &c.

* li-cens-ee', s. [Eng. licence); -ee.] One to

whom a license is granted ; the holder of a
licence.

li'-cens-er, * li'-cenc-er, s. [Eng. licence);

-er.) One who grants licence, leave, or autho-
rity ; one legally authorized to grant licences ;

especially applied to an official by whom all

books, &c., had to be approved before publi-
cation. (Milton : Colasterion, p. 346.)

1[ Licenser of Plays: In June, 1737, the
powers long before exercised by the Lord
Chamberlain, aided by the Master and Yeoman
of the Revels, were legalized by the passing of
a special Act, called the Licensing Act. This
set aside the posts of Master and Yeoman of
the Revels, and, confirming the power exer-
cised by the Lord Chamberlain, nominated
his deputy as the Licenser of Play-housea afld
Examiner of Plays.

li censing, pr. par. or particip. adj. [Li-
cense, v.]

Licensing Acts, s. pi.

Law

:

1. [Licenser ofPlays].

2. (PI.) : Acts passed to regulate the granting
of licences for the sale of intoxicating liquors.

* H'-cen-sure (s as sh), s. [Eng. licens(e)

;

-ure.) The act of licensing:

ll-cen -ti ate (ti as shi), 11 cen-ti-at, s.

& a. [Low Lat. licentiatus, pa. par. of llcentio— to license, from Lat. licentia= licence (q.v);
Ital. lieenziato ; Sp. licenciado.]

A. As substantive

:

1. One who has licence or authority to fol-
low any particular art, business, or profession.

2. Ou the continent a degree at the Univer-
sities between the baccalaureate and the doc-
torate, which must be taken by a candidate
for the latter ; also the person who has taken
such degree. (Ayliffe : Parergon.)

* 3. One who uses his freedon to excess ; an
abuser of liberty ; one who behaves in a licen-
tious mauner or with too great freedom.

" What is this but ... to profess ourselves not
libertines, but licentiates of disorder?"— Dp. Hall:
Sermons; Christian Liberty Laid Forth.

* B. * As adj. : Licentious, free. (Hall

:

Satires, I. iv. 29.)

Licentiate of Theology : A title granted only
by King's College, London, and the University
of Durham. It is not a degree, but a status.
and implies any fair theological attainments.

* li-cen -ti-ate (ti as shi), v.t. To permit,
> to authorize ; to give a grant or lieeuce to

;

to encourage by licence. (UEstrange.)

* li-cen-ti-a'-tion (ti as shi), s. [Licesit-
I ate, v.] The act of licentiating or licensing.

II cen -tious, a. [Fr. licencieux, from Lat.

;

licentiosus = full of licence, from licentia =n
. licence; Sp. licencioso ; Ital. licenzioso.]

*1. Passing due bounds or limits; using too.
much licence or freedom,; excessive. (Spenser •

F. Q., V. v. 25.)
J

* 2. Breaking through all restraint ; uncon-
trollable. (RoscoTtonon, in Todd.)

bSil, h&; pdut, jo>l; cat, pell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, ICenophon, exist.
-Clan, tian = shan. -tion. -siou = snun; tion, sion = znun. -tfous. -clous,

ph = £
-sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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3. Unrestrained "by law, morality, or re-

ligious feelings ; dissolute, profligate, loose,

"wanton, sensual, immoral.
"Too many, Lord, abuse thy grace,

111 this licentious day.
'

Cowper: Olney ITymm, Ix.

ll-cen'-tious-ly, adv. [Eng. licentious; -ly.]

In a licentious manner ; without restraint

;

dissolutely, wantonly.
" So Btrange diversitie there was in that arniie, both

lictrntioutiy to commit all enormities, ami patiently to

abide all corrections." — Savile : 3'acitue; Historic,

p. 153.

H-cen'-tious-ness, s. [Eng. U<%ntioii$;-ne$s.}

The quality or state of being licentious ; want
of restraint ; licence, dissoluteness, profligacy.

"[He] had notoriously tolerated among his soldiers a
Jicentioutnest,uotoi\ly shocking to humanity, hut also

incompatible with discipline. '
— Macaalay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xii.

*IlCh, *liche, s. [A.S. lie = the body; cogn.

with Dut. lijk = a corpse ; Icel. lik= a living

body ; Dan. lig = a corpse; Sw. lik; Goth.
leik; Ger. leiche ; O. H. Ger. Uh.) A body,
especially a dead body ; a corpse.

" The annure he ded on his lichc."

t Kyng Aluaunder.

lich-fowl, 8. [LlCH-OWL.]

lich-gate, s.

1. A churchyard gate with a porch, under
"which a bier may be rested while the intro-

ductory portion of the burial service is being
read ; a corpse-gate.

2. The path by which a corpse is borne to
the church. (Prov.)

lich owl, litch-owl, *,

Folk-lore : The screech-owl, probably Strix

flammec. White {Nat. Hist. Selborne, lett. xv.)
says "White owls also often scream horribly
as they fly along; from this screaming pro-
bably arose the common people's imaginary
species of screech-owl, which they supersti-
tionsly think attends the windows of dying
persons." From the earliest ages the owl has
been regarded as uncanny (Plin., H. N., x. 12,

xi. 39). Ovid speaks of itasannouncing coming
evil (Met., v. 549, 550); and in "Virgil (sEn.
iv. 462, 463) the owl is one of the evil omens
that betoken the sad fate of Dido. Shake-
speare, especially in Macbeth, makes use of the
common superstition again and again. Water-
ton (Essays in Nat. Hist. (1871), p. 273) gives
an amusing account of the protection he ex-

tended to owls, and the countless woes which
his faithful housekeeper declared would in-

evitably follow such rash conduct.
** The shrieking litch-owl that doth never cry.
But boding death." Drayton; The Owl.

* lich-road, *. [Lich-way.]

* llch-Stone, s. The stone in the lich-gate

(q.v.), on which the bier or coffin was rested.

* lich-wake, * liche-wake, * lyk-
wake, s. The act or practice of waking or
watching by a dead body. [Wake,*.]

* JAeh-wake dirge : A dirge sung during the
act of waking or watching by a dead body.
(Tylor: Prim. Cult, i. 495.)

* lich-way, * lich-road, s. The path by
which a corpse is borne to the church.

' lich, u. [Like, a.]

li'-cha-dsB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lichas (genit.

Uchades); Lat. fern. pi. adj. surf, -ados.]

Paheont. : A family of Trilobites containing
only the genus Lichas (q.v.).

U'-chas, s. [Gr. Aix<*s (lieltas), genit. At^aSo?
(lichados) = (1) the space between the fore-

jingers
; (2) a steep, sheer cliff.]

Faksont. : The typical genus of the family
JLiehadse. The head is very convex ; the thorax
.La* eleven segments with grooved pleura ; the
cr.ust is tuberculated. Found in the Silurian.

li -chen,. lich'-en, s. [Gr. keix^v (leichen) =
tree-mess; a blight, a canker.]

1. Bot, A cryptogamic plant belonging to
the order Lichenacea;, or the alliance Lichen-
rales (q.v.).

TI The Cup.llchen, or Cup-moss, is Cenomyce
pyx'tdata ; the Dog-lichen, Peltulea canijia;

'the Horsehair or Treehaii -lichen, Cornicularia
jubata; Lungwortdichen, Sticta pirtmonaria ;

Stone-lichen, Parmelia parietina ; the Written-
. lichen, Opegraplia scripta.

2. Pathol. : A papular inflammatory eruption
of the skin. The varieties are liclien simplex,
2. circumscriptus, I. gyratus, &c.

* lichen-islandicus, s,

Bot., Pharni., &c. : An old name for Iceland
moss (q.v.). See also Cetraria.

lichen-starch, s. [Lichenin.]

li-chen-a'-ce-se, li-chen-a-ce-i, s. pi
[Mod. Lat. lichen ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-fleece, or masc. -acei.]

1. Botany;

(1) Of tfie form Lichenaces : An order of
plants generally made identical with the alli-

ance Lichenales of Lindley, both, however,
now being reduced to an order of Fuugales.
They are akin to Aseoinycetous Fungi, and
have, like them, either a second form of fruit

(stylospoves), contained in distinct cysts (pye-
nidia) or minute bodies variously borne which
are supposed to have the power of impregna-
tion. From fungi in general they are distin-

guished by deriving their nourishment not
from the medium in which they grow but
from the surrounding atmosphere ; by their

slow development and long endurance ; and
by their producing gonidia, which in certain

circumstances are reproductive. Berkeley,

&c, divide them into Angiocarpei, which have
the fruit contracted like a Splneria; audGym-
nocarpei, which have the fruit expanded like

Feziza.

(2) Of the form Lichenacei : The name given
by Nylander not to the whole Lichen order,

or alliance, but to a section of it, containing
species which are not gelatinous. He divides

. it into (1) Epiconoidei, in which the spores
ultimately dust the shields, as Calicium ; (2)

Cladonioidei, having a stem-shaped thallus;

(3) Ramalodei, having a shrubby thallus, as
Usnei ; (4) Phyllodei, having a leafy thallus,

as Parmelia ;(5) Placodei, having a crustaceous
thallus, asLecidea; and (6) Pyrenodei. having
a capsule-like fruit. (Berkeley, &c.) [Lichen-
ales.]

2. Palceont, ; Lichens first appear in the
Miocene.

ll-chen-a'-les, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lichen ; Lat.

fern. pi. adj. stiff, -ales.]

Bot. : An alliance of Thallogens established
by Lindley. It consists of cellular flowerless

plants, nourished through their whole surface
by the medium in which they vegetate, living

in air propagated by spores usually enclosed
in asci, and always having green gonidia in
their thallus. They are perennial plants, often
spreading over the surface of the earth or
rocks or trees in dry places in the form of a
lobed and foliaceous, or hard and crustaceous,
or leprous thallus. Some reach great eleva-
tions on mountain slopes, and they approach
more nearly than any other plants to the pole.
Many are used for dyeing. Fee estimated
the known genera at 58, and the species at 2,400.

Lindley, leaving the Lichenales like a single
order, divided it into Coniothalamete, Idio-
thalainese, Gasterothalainefe, and Hymeno-
thalames. He believed it should be divided
into three orders—Graphidaceee, Collemacere,
and Parmeliaeese.

li -chened, lich'-ened, a. [Eng. lichen

;

-ed.] Relating to lichens ; covered or coloured
with lichen.

" While gleamed each lichened oak and giant pine
On the far side of swarthy Apemniie.

**" Mucaulay : Pompeii.

li-chen'-ic, lich-en'-ic, a. [Eng. lichen;

-ic] Relating to, contained, or derived from
lichens (q.v.).

lichenic-acid, s.

Chan,. : The same as Fumaric-acid (q.v.).

li chen in, lich -en-in, s. [Eng. lichen;
-in.]

Cliem. : (CsH 1(1 5)]o. The starch or dextrin
occurring in Iceland moss and in many lichens.

It is extracted by boiling water, and forms on
cooling, a colourless jelly, which is coloured
yellow, brown, and sometimes greenish, by
solution of iodine. Boiled with dilute acids,
it is converted into a fermentable sugar.

II -chen -og'-ra -pher, lich-en-og'-ra-
pher, s. [Eng. lichenograph(y) ; -er.] The
same as Lichenograpiiist (q.v.).

li-chen-o-graph'-ic, lich-en-o-gr&ph'-
-ic, Udien-o-graph'-ic-al, lichen-
o-graph'-ic-al, a. [Eng. lichen; o con-
nective, and graphic, graphical.] Pertaining
or relating to lichenography.

U-chen-og'-ra-phist, Hch-en-6g-ra-
phlSt, s. [Eng. lichenography) ; -ut.) One
who is skilled in lichenography ; one who
writes 'descriptions of lichens.

li-chen-og'-ra-plrjr, llch-en-og'-ra-
phy, s. [Gr. \etxvv (leichen) = a lichen, and
ypd<f>u} (grapho~)= to write.] That branch of

science which deals with the natural history

of lichens ; a description of lichens.

li'-chen-6idf
". [Gr. \etxyv (leichen) = a

lichen, and elfio? (rUtox) = form, appearance.]

Having the appearance, or partaking of the

nature of a lichen.

"Frond iirhenohl, cruflt-1 ike. rooting beneath."—
Berkeley : Cryptoj. fivtany, § 163.

li-chen-o-loff'-ic-al, lich-en-6-log'-Ic-
al, a,. [Eng. lirhenolog(y); -ml.\ Of or per-

taining to lichenology.
" A lichetiological flora, comprising almut half the

number of our own sjjecies."

—

Berkeley : C'ryptoff.

Botany, § 45a,

li-chen-ol'-o-gy, lich-en -61'- 6-gy, s.

[Gr. Aeix7Je (leiche.n)= a lichen, and \6yos (logos)

= a discourse.] A treatise on lichens ; that
branch of botany which deals with the de-
scription and classification of lichens.

ll'-chen-ous, lich'-en- ous, " [Eng. lichen;

-ous.]

1. Bot.: Pertaining to, resembling, covered
with, or abounding in lichens.

2. Med. : Characteristic of, belonging to, or
resembling the eruptive skin-disease called
liclien (q.v.).

li-chen-ste-ar'-ic, licn-en-ste-af-ic, a.

[Eng. liclien, and stearic] (See the compound,)

lichenstearic acid, s.

Cltem. : CnH^O^. A fatty substance occur-
ring in Iceland moss. It is extracted with
alcoholic potash, and separated from the de-

coction by the addition of dilute hydrochloric-
acid. Purified by animal charcoal, it crystal-

lizes from alcohol in delicate lamina.' of pearly
lustre. It has a rancid bitter taste, melts at
120', and is not volatile. It forms well-marked
salts with the alkalis and metals, some of

which are crystalline.

li-chi', o. [Leechee.]

li chi -na, s. [From Gr. teixyv (leichen) — a
tree-moss, a lichen.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Lichinese

(q.v.). The frond is cartilaginous, smooth,
dichotomous, the apothecia at the end of the
branches. The species were formerly re-

garded as sea-weeds from growing on the sea-

shore near the high-water mark.

ll-Chin'-e-a% s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lichin(a); Lat.
fein. pi. adj. suff. -eft'.]

Bot. : A family or tribe of Angiocarpous
Lichens, having a branched thallus of a
gelatinous texture, very soft when wet, but
cartilaginous when dry. Fructification closed,

apothecia and spermagonia formed in the sub-
stance at the ends of the branches. British
genera, Lichiua and Ephebe.

licht, s. [Light, $.] (Scotch.)

licht, a. [Light, a.] (Scotch.)

licht-en-steln'-i-a, s. [Named after M. Yon
Lichtenstein, a Professor of Medicine in Berlin

and a celebrated botanist.]

Bet. : A genus of Umbellifersp, family

Seselinidse. The Hottentots prepare an in-

toxicating beverage from the roots of Leichten-

steinia pyrethrifolia.

licht'-ly^ (ch guttural), licht lie, v.t. [Ltcht,

a.] To make light of, to undervalue, to de-

spise.

lich'-wale, s. [A.S. lie ~ a form, figure,

shape, flesh, substance, bodv, and tvala, wela
= weal(?).J

Bot. : LithosjJermUTH officinale.

ll$h'-Wort, s. [A.S. lie = a body, and wyrt,

ivurt = an herb, a plant.]

Bot. : Parietaria officinalis.

Uc-i-ni'-nae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. licin(us);

Lat fern. pi. adj. suff. -iiio;.]

Entom. : A sub-family of Carabidse.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae ce - e ; ey = a ; qu - kw.
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IH-ci'-nus, s. [Lat. = bent or turned upward.]

Eiitom. : The typical genus of the sub-family

Licinina?. Two species are British.

* lie it, * lys-ytte, a. [Lat. Ucitus, from
licet = it is allowed or allowable; Fr. liclte;

Sp. & I till. Hcito,} Lawful, legal, allowed.

;
"And tlie kyuge demnuudcd of them if it were a

thynge lysytte and lawfull to beleue."

—

Banters : Frois-
tart ; Cronycle, ii. 628.

* I19 1 ta tion, s. [Lat. licitatio, from lici-

tatus, pa. par. of ZtcUor = to bid for a thing
;

liceo — to put up to auction.] The act of ex-

posing for sale to the highest bidder.

* Hc'-lt-ly; adv. [Eng. licit; -ly.] In a licit

or lawful manner ; lawfully, legally.

* lie' it ness, s. [Eng. licit ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being licit, lawful, or legal

;

lawfulness.

nick, * lick-en, * Ilk-ken, v.t. [A.S. Uccicm;
cogn. with Dut. liklccti; Goth, laigon (in the
comp. oi-laigon); Ger. hcken ; Russ. lizatl

;

Lat. lingo; Gr. Aet'xo) (kicho) ; Sansc. lih.

From the same root come lecher, lickerish

.(q.v.).]

1. To pass over with the tongue ; to draw
or pass the tongue over.

" But with ft piteous nud perpetual moan,
Ami a iiuick desolate cry, licking the hand

j Which answered not with a caress- he died."
Byron : Darkness.

2. To lap up with the tongue ; to take in

with the tongue : as, A cat licks milk.

* 3. To scrape, to wipe.
" Seelug her, began to lick it off with her Angers."—

TJte Whimsical Jester ( 1784), p. 31.

-4. To consume, to devour.

"Then the Are of the Lord fell, and consumed the
burnt Bacrlnce, . . . and licked up the water that was
"I11 the trench."—1 Kings xviil. S8.

5. To flog, to chastise, to beat.
" And oft . . .

The gentleman would lick her.'

Wolcot : Peter Pindar, p. 305.

6. To conquer, to beat, to master.

1[ 1. To lick into shape: To give form,
.•system, or method to ; from the once popular
notion that the young of the bear are born
shapeless, and are licked into shape by their

dam.
2. To lick the dust:

(1) To be killed ; to perish in battle.
"' H in enemies shall lick the dust."—Psalm lxxil. 0.

* (2) To act in a servile or abject manner.

*3. To lick the spittle of: To fawn upon ser-

vilely ; to court meanly. [Lickspittle.]
" Hia heart too great, though fortune little,

To lick a rascal statesman's spittle."

Swift : Libel on Delany.

lick-box, s. A glutton ; an epicure.

- Ui-quhart : Habcldis,

* lick - penny, s. A greedy, miserly,
covetous fellow ; a miser.

lick platter, s. A parasite, a lick-

spittle. (Lytton: My Novel, bk. iv., ch. xxiii.)

* lick-spigot, * lieke-spiggot, a. A
tapster, a drawer.

"Let the cuuningest Iicke-spiggot Bwelt his heart
out"

—

Nashe: Lenten Stnffe.

* lick trencher, s. The same as Lick-
platter (q.v.).

" Art magnanimous, lick-trencher f"
Dekker : Satiromastix.

flick, s. [Lick, v.]

1. The art ofrubbing or drawing the tongue
oyer anything ; the act of licking.

"He came galloping home at midnight to have a
lick at the honey-pot' —Dryden : Amphitryon, ii. I.

2. A slight smear or coat, as of paint.

3. A place where salt is deposited at salt-

nprings, and where animals come to lick it.

^American.) [Knob-lick, Salt-lick.]

4. A small quantity, such as can be taken
up with the tongue.

5. A blow ; a beating. (Sla)ig.)

6. An exertion. (American.)

lick -er, s. [Eng. lick, v. ; -«*.] One who
licks.

licker in, s.

Card ing-machine : A drum, with cards on
its periphery, presented at the throat of a
carding-machine, so as to catch or lick in the
cotton filaments as they are presented by the
passage of the lay between the feed-rollers.

* lick'-er-Ish, * lick'-er-ous, *lich-er-

ous, ' lic-or-ous, * lik-er-ous,
k li-

quor-lsh, a. [A variant of kclierous (q.v.). J

1. Nice in the choice of food ; dainty.

" For al bo siker as cold engeudreth hayl,

A likcrous mouth moat han a hkerous tayle.

Chaucer: C. T., C.04S.

2. Pleasing to the taste ; teinptiug to the

appetite ; dainty. (Milton.)

3. Eager to swallow
;

greedy ; having a

keen relish.

i. Lecherous, lascivious, wanton.
" Liclwrous lif thei led, and thouht it in thai' breste,

Holyiies did away, and the kirke gat thei leste.

Robert tie Brunne, p. 65.

* lick'-er-Ish-ly, * liok'-er-oiis-ly, * lik-

er-OUS-ly, ado. [Eng. lickerish, lickerous ;

4y.] In a lickerish, dainty, or lascivious

manner.

* lick'-er-ish-ness, * lick'-er-oiis-ness,
* lilt er-ous ness, s. [Eng. lickerish, lick-

erous; -ness.] The quality or state of being

lickerish ; daintiness ; niceness of palate.

"A theef of venison that hath forlaft.

His likerousnes* and ail his ulde craft."

Cltauccr: C. T„ 1,217.

lick'-in, s. [Scotch lick = to beat ; -in = -tuff.]

A beating.

lick -spit tie, s. [Eng. lick, and spittle (q.v.).]

A parasite or toady of the meanest and most
abject character.

* Hc'-or-ice, s. [Liquorice.]

* lie'-6r-OUS, «. [Lickerish.]

* lic'-dr-ous-neaa, &. [Lickerishness.]

* lic'-or-ys, s. [Liquorice.]

lie'-tor, s. [Lat., prob. connected with Ugo =
to bind, from the fasces

or bundles of bound
rods which he bore.]

A civil officer amongst
the Romans, who attended
upon the consuls or other

chief magistrates when
they appeared in pub-
lic. Lictors executed
the orders of the ma-
gistrate, especially

where force was
requited, cleared
the way before
him, and dis-

p e r s e d a
crowd when
it impeded
public busi-

ness. It was lictor.
the duty of
the lictors to inflict corporal and capital

punishment. The illustration is from an an-

tique bas-relief. [Fasces.]
" The lictors, at that word, tall yeomen all and strong.
Each with his axe and sheaf uf twigs, went down
into the throng." Macaulay : Virginia.

lic-U-a'-la, s. [The name of one species in

the* Macassar language.]

Bot. : A genus of Palmacese, tribe Coryphea?,
family Sabalidse. Licitala acuUjida furnishes
the walking-sticks called Peuang lawyers.
The leaves of L. peltata are used in Assam for

umbrellas, and in the Andamans for thatching.

lid, * led, s. [A.S. Mid; cogn. with Dut. lid=
a lid ; Icel. Midh = a gate, a gateway, a gap ;

M. H. Ger. lit, Ud = a cover; A.S. hlidan

;

O.S. hlidan — to cover; connected with A.S
hlidh = a slope, a side of a hill ; Lat. dims,]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. That which covers or shuts ; a cover,
cap, or shutter, as of a box, or of the object-
ive or eye-glass of an optical instrument, or
of the charging-end of a retort, or of the
works or face of a watch, of a hatchway, &c.

2. The membrane which is drawn over and
covers the ball of the eye ; an eyelid (q.v.).

" The head of Argus (as with stars the skies)
Was compassed round and wore a hundred eyes :

But two by turns their lids in slumber steep."
Dryden: Ovid; Metamorphoses i.

IL Botany

:

1. The calyx when it falls in a single piece
from a flower.

2. The cover of the spore-cases of mosses.

lid-closer, s. A clamp for the covers of
gas-retorts, which, after charging, are closed
with a luted joint to prevent escape of gas.

lid-flower, s.

Lot. : Calyptiantlies, a genus of Myrtaceae,

tribe Myrteae.

* lid' ded, «. [Eng. lid; -ed.] Covered with

a lid : hence, downcast.
" The eye still fast lidded to the ground."

Keats : Birthplace of Bur.is.

* lldge, s. [Ledge.]

lid'-less, a. [Eng. lid; -less.] Having no lid :

uncovered, bare, as the eyes without eyelids :

hence, sleepless, vigilant.
" To au eye like mine,

<(

A lidlest watcher of the public weal.

Tennyson : Princess, iv. 306.

lie (1),
* lye, s. [A.S. lyge, lige, from Uogan

= to lie ; Icel. lygi; Dut. logen, leugen; Ger.

liige.] [Lie(1),?'.]

1. An intentional violation of the truth ;

a false statement made knowingly and deli-

berately for the purpose of deception.
" To lure me to the baseness of a 7ic.

n

Cowper : Table Talk, 80.

* 2. A fiction.

*' The cock and fox, the fool and knave imply

;

The truth ia moral, though the tale a lie. ,

Dryden: Cock A- Fox ; The Moral.

3 Anything which misleads, deceives, or

disappoiuts ; anything false, hollow, and de-

ceptive.

% To'give tU lie to : [Give, % 17}.

lie (2), s. [Lie (2), v.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. The relative positions of two or more
objects with regard to each other, or to any
point of the compass : as, To know the lie of

the land.

2. The situation, position, or state of

affairs, &c.

t II. Geol. : The arrangement of strata with

special reference to their dip and strike.

lie (3), *. [Lye.]

lie (1),
* lye, * ligh-en, * li-en, v.i, [A.S.

hogan(i>a. t. ledg, pa. par. lugen); cogn. with
Dut. Uegen(\xa. t. loog, pa. par. gelogen); Icel.

l/iiga (pa. t. laug, pa. par. log Inn); Dan. lyve

(pa. t. Ibj, pa. par. Ibjet) ; Sw. juga (pa. t.

lug, pa. par. Ijttgcn); Goth. Vtngan (pa. t. kiuh,

pa. par. Utguii*); Ger. lugen (pa. t. log, pa.

par. gdogcit) ; Russ. Igate, litigate = to lie;

loje = fi lie.] To tell a lie; to speak falsely

with intent to deceive ; to say or do any-
thing, knowingly and deliberately, with in-

tent to deceive another.
, _. ,,^

"Lord Angus, thou hast lied." " ~\

Scott : Marmion, vi. 14.

lie (2),
* li-en, * lig-gen, * lye (pa. t. * lai,

*lei, lay, pa. par. * leien, * kin, lain), v.i.

[A.S. Ucgan (pa. t. keg, pa. par. kgen); cogn.

with Dut. liggen (pa. t. lag, pa. par. gelegeu) ;

Icel. I'tggja (pa. t. Id, pa. par. leginn); Dan.
ligge (pa. t. ktae, pa. par. ligget) ; Sw. ligga

(pa. t. lS,g, pa. par. legad); Ger. licgen (pa. t.

lag, pa. par. gelegcn); Goth, ligan (pa. t. lag,

pa. par. ligans); Russ. kjatc. The same root

appears in Lat. lectus, and Gr. Ae'^os (kchos) =
a bed.]

1. To rest horizontally or in a nearly hori-

zontal position ; to occupy a position length-

wise or flat upon the surface of anything.

"Get thee up; wherefore liest thou thus upou thy
facer"

—

Joshua, vil. 10.

2. To lay or place one's self in a horizontal
or inclining position. (Frequently with down.)

3. To rest in an inclining position ; as, To
lie up against a wall.

i. To rest, to press.

"Lie heavy on him, earth, for he
Laid inany a heavy load on thee."

Epitaph on Vanbrugh.

5. To be deposited in the grave ; tobe interred.

"I will lie with my fathers, and thou shalt carry
me out of Egypt, and bury me in your buryiugplace."
— aenciis xivii. 30.

6. To be confined to one's bed, and unable
to rise through illness.

"Lies he not bedrid?" Shakesp.: tt'intcr's Tale, iv. 4.

* 7. To be at rest ; to be calmed or still

;

not to move.
" The wind is loud and will not lie."

Sltakesp. : Pericles, iii. 1.

S. To pass the time of night ; to sleep.

"A stranger on that pillow lay."
Shakesp. : Jlape of Lucrece, 1,620.

9. To be laid up or deposited ; to remain.

10. To be situated or placed ; to have place,
position, or direction.

" Michmethah that lieth before Shecbem."

—

Joshua
xvii. 7.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -blc, -die, &e. = bel. del.
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11. To be posted or encamped ; to take up
a position.

" My lord high constable, the English lie within fif-

teen hundred paces of your tents."—Shakesp. : Henry
V., iii. 7.

* 12. To reside, to dwell.
" Doe9 he lie at the Garter V'—Sliakesp. : Merry Wives

of Windsor, ii. 1.

13. To be confined, as in prison.

"I had rather I'm in prison."
Shakesp. ' 3 Henry VI., iii. 2.

14. To be or remain in any particular state

or condition ; to continue. (Followed by an
adjective, participle, or clause denoting the
condition : as, To lie fallow, to lie weeping,
to lie at one's mercy, to lit still, &c.)

"Their business still U>-$ out o' door."
Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, ii. 1.

15. To be contained ; to be deposited.
" There lies such secrets in this fardel

"

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 4.

16. To depend ; to be dependent : as, All
. our hope lies in watchfulness.

17. To be in the power ; to belong to ; to
depend.

"Dost thou endeavour, as much as in thee lies, to
preserve the lives of all men ? "—Buppa : Jiules for
Devotion.

18. To consist.

* 19. To weigh ; to press afflictively.

"Thy -wrath Ueth hard upon me, and thou hast
afflicted ine with all thy waves."

—

Psalm lxxxviii. 7.

20. To be troublesome or tedious ; to hang
heavily.

"I would recommend the studies of knowledge to
the female world, that they may not be at a loss how
to employ those hours that lie upon their hands."

—

Addison: Guardian.

21. To be imputed, reckoned, or charged.
" What he gets more of her than sharp words, let it

lie on my head."

—

Sltakesp. : Merry Wives, ii. 1.

* 22. To cost : as, It lies me in more money.

23. To be valid in a court of judicature
;

to be sustainable in law.
" If a man builds a house so close to mine that his

roof overhangs my roof, and throws the water off his
roof upon mine, this is a nuisance, for which an action
will lie."—Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 8.

If 1. To lie along :

Naut.: To lean over with a side wind, as
a ship.

2. To lie along the land :

Naut. : To keep a course parallel or nearly
so to the land.

* 3. To lie at : To importune, to teaze.
" His mother and brother had lain at him."

—

Ilarl.
Miscell., iii. 549.

4. To lie at one's door; To be attributable
or chargeable to one.

* 5. To lie at one's heart : To be a source or
object of anxiety, care, or desire.

6. To lie at the root of anything : To be the
real or true cause, foundation, or source.

7. To lie between : To be limited to : as,

One's choice lies between two courses.

8. To lie by:

(1) Ordinary language

:

(a) To remain, to continue : as, He has the
papers lying still by him.

(&) To leave off; to intermit labour ; to rest
for a time.

" Even the billows of the sea,
Hung their heads, and then lay by."

Shakes}?. : Henry VIII , iii. 1.

(2) Naut. : To remain near, as one ship to
another.

9. To lie down

:

(1) To go to rest ; to lay one's self down.
"The leopard shall He down with the kid."—Isa. xi. «.

* (2) To sink into the grave.

"His bones are full of the sin of his youth, which
shall lie down with him in the dust."

—

Jolt xx. 11.

10. To lie hard or heavy : To press ; to be a
burden.

" This fever that has troubled me so long
Lies heavy on me, ! my heart is sick."

Shakesp. : King John, v. 3.

* 11. To lie in : To be in childbed.
"She had lain in, and her right breast had been

apostemated,"— Wiseman : Surgery.

12. To lie in a nutshell : To be capable of
brief statement or explanation ; to be simple
or of easy determination.

13. To lie in one : To be in the power of ; to
depend on.

14. To lie in tlte way : To be an Obstacle or
impediment.

15. To lie in wait: To watch or wait -in
ambush or concealment; to watch for an
opportunity to attack.

* 16. To lie on or npon :

(1) To be matter of obligation or duty; to

be incumbent upon.
"It should lie upon him to make out how matter,

by undirected motion, could at first necessarily fall,

without ever erring or miscarrying, into such a curi-
ous formation of human bodies.' —lientley : Sermons.

(2) To depend upon,
"Our fortune lies upon this jump."

Shakesp. .' Antony * Cleopatra, iii. 8.

* (3) To importune.
"Dame Jullia lay even upon him."

—

lJ . Holland:
Lioy, p. 27.

17. To lie on hand : To remain unsold or
undisposed of.

18. To lie on one's hands :

(1) To lie on hand.

(2) To hang heavily : as, Time ties on one's

hands.

19. To lie on one's oars : To be idle ; to
cease work.

20. To lie over :

(1) To remain unpaid after the time when
payment is due.

(2) To be adjourned or postponed till a
future occasion.

21. To lie to :

Naut. : To be cheeked or stopped in her
course ; as, a ship by taking in sail.

"We now ran plump into a fog. and lay to."—Lord
Dufferin : Letters from High Latitudes, p. 31.

22. To lie to one's work : To exert one's self to
the utmost in the performance of one's work.

23. To lie under : To be subject to ; to
suffer ; to be oppressed by.

"Let him . ... lie under tnia report."—Shakesp

:

Troilus & Cressida, ii. 3.

24. To lie with :

(1) To lodge or sleep with.

(2) To have sexual intercourse with.

(3) To belong to ; to depend on : as, It lies

with you to remedy the mistake.

lie a-bed, s. One who lies in bed to a
late hour in the morning.
" You are alazy lie-a-bed.

"

—Foote : Mayor of Garrett, i.

liebe'-ner-ite, s. [Named after L. Liebener

;

suff. -ite(Min.) ; Ger. liebmrit.]

Min. i A mineral found in six-sided crystals
in a porphyritic felsite at Mount Vieseua,
Fleimsthal, Tyrol. Cleavage wanting. Hard-
ness, 3*5; sp. gr. above 2'8 ; lustre, greasy

;

colour, greenish-gray ; no double refraction.
Compos. ; a hydrated silicate of alumina with
alkalis. Probably a pseudomorph after
Nephehne (q.v.). Dana includes it in the
Pinite groivp, the members of which are
probably all pseudomorphs.

lie'-ber-kuhn, s. [After the inventor, Lieber-
kiihn.]

Optics : An annular reflector attached to the
nose of the object-glass of a microscope, and
serving to illuminate an object by reflecting
the rays which pass around the object
through the slip on the stand.

Lieberkiihn's glands, s. pi.

Anat. : The name given to the minute
tubular glands of the small intestine, because
first accurately described by Lieberkiihn.
(Mayne.)

lie-ber-kuhn'-i-an, a. [For etym. see def.]

Of or belonging to"Lieberkuhm

lieberkiihnian glands, s.pl. [Lieber-
kuhn's glands.]

lie'-big-ite, s. [Named by L. Smith after the
Baron v. Liebig ; suff. -ite {Min.).']

Min. : An apple-green mineral, occurring
in small mammillary concretions on uraninite
(q.v.). One apparent Cleavage. Hardness,
2 to 2

-

5. Lustre, vitreous. Compos. : carbonic
acid, 10 -

2 ; sesquioxide of uranium, 3S'0

;

lime, 8*9; water, 45 -

2. Dissolves in dilute
acids with effervescence, affording a yellow
solution, which yield* the reactions of
uranium and lime. Found at Joaehimsthal,
Bohemia, and Adrianople, Turkey. A similar
mineral from the Elias mine, Joaehimsthal,
gave as a mean of three analyses : earbonic
acid, 23 -

S(5
;
protoxide of uranium, 37*11 ; lime,

15*50 ; water, 23'34.

lied, s. [Ger.]

Mus. : The name for a composition of a
simple character, which is complete in itself;

a song. There are several kinds, but the
chief are classed under the following heads :

—

Sacred songs or chorales ; secular songs,
comprising national songs, people's songs
(vollcslieder), drinking songs, and humorous
songs.

lief, *lef, *leef, liefe, *leif, y leave,
*leefe, *leve, adv. &s. [A.S. led/, lidf;

voc. leofa, pi. leofe, comp. leofra, super.
leofestd; cogn. with Dut. lief: lcel. ljufr-;

Sw.ljuf; Goth, Hubs; Ger. lieb ; M. H. Ger
liep ; 0. H. Ger. Hup; Russ. lioboi = agree-

able.]

* A. As adjective :

1. Dear, beloved.
" Y loue more in myn herte thi leue bodi one."

Robert of Gloucester, y. 29.

2. Willing, ready, pleased.
" Them dislodge, all were they Uefe or loth."

Spenser: F. q., III. ix. 13.

B. As adv. : Willingly, gladly, freely : 011I3

used now in the phrase, / liad as lief—

I

would as willingly.

"I had as lief not be, as live to be
In awe of such a thing as I myself."

Shakesp. : Julius Caesar, i. 2.

* C. As subst. ; One beloved, a sweetheart,
a friend.

" Her llefe lay naked in hi3 harine."
Gower; C.A., bk. ii.

' liegance, s. [Ligeance.]

liege, * lege, * leige, *lige, * lyge, a. & s.

[Etym. doubtful. Skeat derives it from Fr.

lige = liege, loyal, from O. H. Ger. ledic
t

ledic, lidic, lidig (Ger. ledig) = free, unfettered
by obligations ; Low Lat. ligius.]

A**As adjective:

*1. Ruling or having authority over men
free from obligations to any but himself. ,

2. Bound by some feudal tenure, either as a
vassal to tribute and due subjection, or as a
lord to protection and just rule.

"Vassals sworn
'Gainst their liege lord had weapon borne."

Seatt : Lord of the Isles, ii. 20.

3. Pertaining or relating to the tenure or
bond reciprocally connecting lord and vassal.
By liege homage a vassal was bound to serve
his lord against all, not excepting his sover-
eign ; or against all excepting a former lord
to whom he owed like service.

* B. As substantive

:

1. A vassal holding a fee, by which he was
.bound to do certain services and duties to his
lord.

2. A lord, a superior, a sovereign.
" Friedrich's no liege of his, while he delays
Getting the Pope s curse off him."

Ii. Browniyig : Sordello, v.

3. A law-abiding citizen.

liege-lord, ,>. A sovereign, a superior
lord.

liege-poustie, s.

Scots Law : That state of health which gives
a person full power to dispose, mortis causa
or otherwise, of his heritable property. The
term is supposed to be derived from the Lat.
legitima potestas, signifying the lawful power
of disposing of property at pleasure. It is

used in contradistinction to death-bed, a liege--

poustie conveyance being one not challengeable
on the head of death-bed.

* liege'-dom, s. [Eng. liege; suff. -dom.] Alle-
giance (?).

" [TheyJ proffered sceptre, robe, and crown,
Liegedom and seiguorie."

Scott : Bridal j/ Triermahi. iii. 3G.

liege -man, s. [Eng. liege, and man.] • A
vassal, a liege, a subject.

"It had never been thought inconsistent with the
duty of a Christian to be a true liegeman to such
kings."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

* lieg'-er, &-. [Ledger, Leger.]

- li -en, pa. par. of i\ [Lie (2) v.]

ll'-en, s. [Fr. = a band or tie, from Lat.
ligavien, from ligo s= to tie, to bind.]

Law : A legal claim on or upon property ; a
legal right in one person to detain the goods
of another until some claim of the former
against the latter has been satisfied.

" ,V lien may be either particular or general ; the
former is where the claim of retainer is made upon
the goods themselves, in respect of which the debt
arises, a claim which the law favours. The other; or
general lien, is where goods are retained in respect of
a general- balance of Recount, which is less favoured
Thus a trainer who has a horse given to him to train
has a Hen for his charges of keep wild training ; and
in general, when the goods are delivered to a person to

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce - e. oy = a. qu = kw;
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PLAN OF GROINED ARCH.
a. Principal ribs. b. Tier-

be improved or altered in character, this rhjhfc arises ;

aa when cloth ia delivered to a tiilor to convert into
clothes ; or corn to a miller to be returned in the
Bhape of flour. The right may, however, be regulated
by special agreement, and then its operation will
depend upon the i>articular terms of the contract ; but
in the absence of express contract, the law implies a
lien wherever the usage of trade or the previous
dealings of the parties give irrouml for bucIi an im-
plication. Although, as has been said, general liens
are not favourpd by law, yet in some oases they have
become .allowed and established by usage, as in the
case of attorneys upon the title-deeds and documents
of their clients ; and itctors, warehousemen, and
others, upon goods couildeil to them in the ordinary
course of business ; all of whom have a lien for the
amount of the general balance due to them in their
several capacities."—Blackstonc: Co?nment., bk. ii.,

ch. 17.

lien of a covenant, s.

Law : The commencement of a covenant,
containing the names of the covenanters and
covenantees, anil the character of the cove-
nant, whether joint or several. {Wharton.)

ll-en-teV-ic, «- [Eng lienter(y); -ic] Of or
pertaining to a lientery. (Grew: Musceum.)

li'-en-ter-y, s. [Gr. \e1ov (leion) = smooth,
and evrepov (enterou) = an intestine ; Fr. lien-

terie.}

Pathol. : A species of diarrhoea or looseness,

in which the food passes rapidly through the
bowels undigested, and nearly in the same
condition as it was when taken into the
stomach ; lubricity of the intestines. (Mayne.)

* li-er (1),
* ly'-er, *. [Lias.]

ll'-er (2), s. [Eng. lie (2), v. ; -er.] One who lies

down ; one who hides or conceals himself.
(Now only used as
in the extract.)

" And Israel setliers
in wait round about
G-ibeali."

—

Judges xx.
29.

Zi -erne, s. [Etym.
doubtful

;
perhaps

from Fr. Her = to
bind.] A branch
rib introduced be-

tween the princi-

pal ribs of a groined arch, so as to form an
ornamental pattern.

lieu, [Fr., from Lat. locum, aecus. of locus

= a place.] Place, stead, room. Now only
used in the phrase in lieu of— instead of.

"Not being content to part with his large posses-
sions, in Ilea of the treasure by ChriBt offered in
heaven [he] was reputed deficient."

—

Barrow : Sermons,
vol. UL, ser. 15.

lieu-ten'-an-cy (lieu as lif), s. [Eng. lieii-

tenant ; -cy.]

1. The omce, rank, or position of a lieu-

tenant.

2. The whole body of lieutenants collec-

tively. (Felton : On the Classics.)

3. The district under the jurisdiction of a
lord lieutenant.

"Addresses to the King. . . . from Norwich, from
Hereford, from the Lieutenancy of London."

—

Baker:
diaries II. (an. 1682).

\ Commission of lieutenancy

:

Law : The same as Commission of Array.

lieu ton -ant (lieu as lif), * lef ten aunt,
* lief-ten-aunt, s. [Fr., from Lat. locum-
tenentem, accus. of loewm-tenens = one who
holds the place of another ; a deputy ; locus =
a place ; tenens, pr. par. of teneo = to hold.]

I, Ord. Lang. : An officer, civil or military,

who supplies the place of another temporarily

during absence, illness, &c.

"And this taxinge was ye first, and executed when
Syren in* was Icf.enaunt in Siria."

—

Lake i{ L551).

II. Technically

:

1. Mil. : A commissioned officer ranking
next below a captain.

2. Naval : A commissioned officer ranking
next below a Commander in the Royal Navy,
and, relatively, with a captain in the army.

1" Dzjmty-lieutenant : An officer appointed
by the Lord-lieutenant of a county to act, in

certain cases, as his deputy. Each lord-

lieutenant may appoint twenty or more
deputy-lieutenants, who must have £200 a
year freehold estate, except in the Welsh and
some small English counties, where the quali-
fication is only £150. (Branch.)

lieutenant-colonel, s.

Mil. : An officer next in rank below a colonel.

lieutenant-general, s.

Mil. : An officer next in rank below a general.

lieutenant-governor, s. An officer

who perforins the duties of a governor, as of a

colony.

* lieu-ten'-ant-ry (lieu as lif), s. [Eng.

lievtenant; ~-ry.] The office, rank, or position

of a lieutenant ; lieutenancy!
" If such tricks as these strip you of your lieuten-

antry, it had been better you had not kiss'd your three
fingers so oft."

—

Shakesp. : Othello, ii i.

lieu-ten -ant ship (li«u as lif), s. [Eng.

lieutenant '; -ship.] The rank or office of a lieu-

tenant ; lieutenancy.

lieve, a. [Lief.]

lieV-rlte, s. [Named by "Werner after the
discoverer Lelievre ; Ger. lievrit.]

Min. : A mineral crystallizing in the ortho-

rhombic system, and also found massive.

Prism faces striated longitudinally. Hard-
ness, 5"5 to 6 ; sp. gr. 3

-

7 to 4-2
; lustre, sub-

metallic; colour, iron-black; streak, black,

sometimes greenish ; opaque. Compos. :

variable, probably because of impurities pre-

sent, but essentially a silicate of the proto-

and sesquioxides t>f iron, and lime, with some-
times manganese and some water. First found
in Elba, where it occurs in large and well-

formed crystals, subsequently at other locali-

ties, but mostly massive.

lif, lief, loof, s. [Arab, lif.]

Bot., &c. : The fibres binding the petioles of

the Date-palm together. They are used for

ropes.

life, *- lif, * lyf, * lyfe (pi. lives, * lyres),
s. [A.S. U/(genit. lifes, dat. life; pi. lifas);

cngn. With Icel. lif, liji; Dan. liv ; Sw. lif;

O. H. Ger. lip, leip = life ; Ger. leib ; Dut.

Ujf= the body.] [Live.]

I, Otdinary Language ;

1. Literally

:

(1) In the same sense as II. 3.

(2) The period during which the body and
soul are united ; the existence 07) earth of a
human being ; the period from birth to death.

" At one time of his life he had the art to impose the
same."—Goldsmith : The Bee, No. 13.

(3) The living form ; as distinguished from
a copy ; a real person, or state : as, a picture
taken from the life,

" It Is a pretty mocking of the life."

Shnkesp. : Tim-rn of Athens, i. 1.

(4) Animals generally or collectively; ani-

mated beings ; living creatures : as, The pond
is full of life.

2. Figuratively :

(1) The period during which anything con-

tinues to exist ; as an institution, or govern-
ment.

(2) A mode, manner or course of living ; the
surrounding conditions and circumstances in

which one lives, considered with regard to hap-
piness or misery, virtue or vice.

"I must give over this life."—Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV.,

* (3) The blood, as the supposed vehicle of
life. (Pope: Homer, in Todd.)

(4) One who or that which makes alive ; the
cause or source of life ; the animating prin-
ciple.

" For he is thy life."—Deuteronomy xxx. 20.

(5) One who, or that which enlivens, ani-

mates, cheers, or inspirits ; a person or thing
that imparts life, vigour, spirit, animation, or
enjoyment : as, He was the life of the party.

(6) Animation, spirit, vigour, energy, viva-

city : as, He has no life in him ; a poem with-
out life.

(7) A person ; a living being. (Used in the
plural : as, How many lives were lost, and col-

lectively, in the singular, as, There was a
great loss of life.)

(8) The narrative or history of the life Of a
person, his career and fortunes ; a biography.

" Plutarch, that writes his life.

Tells us, that Cato dearly lov'd his wife."
Pope : Epilogue to Jane Shore.

(9) Common occurrences or events ; the
course or events of every-day occurrence ; hu-
man affairs

.

" That which before us lies in daily life.

Is the prime wisdom." Milton : P. L., viii. 194.

(10) Position in society ; rank ; social state,

as determined by the style of living : as, high
or low life. :

(11) Used as a term of endearment for'that
which is as dear to one as one's existence

; a
darling.

* (12) The inmost part ; the essence, the sut>

stance.
" There you touched the life of our design."

__

Shttkesp. : TroUus A Crcssida. u. i.

II. Technically

:

1. Billiards : At pool, one of three cbance.*

which each player has.

2. Commercial:

(1) An insurance on a person's life ; a life-

insurance policy.

(2) A person considered as the object of a

policy of insurance : as, a good life, a bad life.

3. Phynnlogy:

(1) The assemblage of actions arising from

vital properties (q.v.) called into play by
various stimuli, external and internal, phy-

sical, chemical, and mental. (Quoin.)

(2) A single principle, force, or agent which

has been regarded as the common source of

all vital properties and the common cause of

all vital actions. (Qnain.)

i. Scripture

:

(1) Existence as a living being, as opposed
to one in the literal sense dead. This exis-

tence is described as having been breathed

into us at first by the Creator. (Gen. ii. 7.)

Deatli (i.e., the cessation of life) is attributed

to the separation between soul and body.

(Eccles. xii. 7.)

(2) A spiritual state of existence. (Gal. ii.

20.)

(3) Existence for ever in a state of holiness

and happiness in heaven. (John iii. 16.)

If 1. Expectation of life: [Expectation].

2. For life :

(1) For the whole term' of one's natural

existence : as, To have a pension for life.

(2) To save one's life : as, To swim for life.

3. Life of an execution :

Imw: The period during which an execution
is in force.

4. To the life : So as to exactly resemble a
living person or original : as, a> picture drawn
to the life.

TJ Obvious compounds : Life - consuming
(Pope), life-diffusing (Thomson), life-ending,

life-giver, life-invigorating (Cowper), life-main-

taining, life-poimning (Shakespeare), life-renew-

ing, life-restoring (Cowper), lije-mstainmg, &c.

life-annuity, s. A sum of money paid
yearly during a person's life.

life-arrow, &. An arrow, having a line

attached, and large barbs, so as the more
readily to catch in the rigging, fired from a
gun for the purpose of establishing communi-
cation between the shore and a vessel iu dis-

tress.

life-assurance, s. [Insurance.]

life-belt, s. A belt of inflated india-

rubber, of cork or other material, used to sup-
port the body in the water.

life-blood, s. & a.

A. As substantive

:

I. Lit. : The blood, which C/s -necessary t<

life ; vital blood.
" While the same plumage that had vrarm'd his nest,
Drank the last hfe-blood of his bleeding breast."

Byron: English Bards & Scotch Heoiewcrs.

II. Figuratively

:

1. That which is essential to existence, suc-
cess, or strength.

" Money, the life-blood of the nation,
Corrupts and stagnates in the veins."

Swift : Jtun upon the Bankers, 1720.

2. An involuntary quiver of the eyelid, popu-
larly supposed to be caused by the life-blood.

* B. As adj. : As necessary as blood to>

existence ; essential.

" Trample under foot all the most sacred and life-

Wood laws."

—

Milton: Reform, in England, bk. iii.

life-boat, s.

Naut. : A boat " specially constructed for
saving life in storms and heavy seas, when,
ordinary open boats could not attempt to do
so, except at imminent peril or certain death,

to those within them." The qualities neces-
sary in a life-boat may be thus summed up i

Extra buoyancy, self-discharge of water, bal-
lasting, self-righting, stability, speed, stowage-
room, and strength of build. Greathead, a
boat-builder of South Shields, is usually
credited with the invention of the life-boat, and
a committee formed at South Shields awarded
him a premium for the best model, on the

boil, bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = &
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, sion = shun ; - tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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lines of which a boat was built and launched
in 1790. But a patent had been granted in

17S5 to a Mr. Lukin, a coach-builder of Long
Acre, for what he called an " unimmergible
boat," thus anticipating Grcathead by some
four or live years. In 1828 the Life-boat In-

stitution adopted a plan for fitting life-boats,

proposed by Mr. Palmer, M.P., for South
Essex, and continued to use it till they intro-

duced the self-righting principle in 1S52.

Borne two years previous, the Duke of North-
umberland offered a prize of 100 guineas for

the best model, and a similar sum for building

a boat according to the model approved of.

Two hundred and eighty models and plans
were sent in, and Mr. Beeching, of Great Yar-
mouth, was the successful candidate. Since
then many important improvements have been
introduced, and more than 400 boats on this

principle are now in use at home and abroad.
"The average cost of a life-boat, with equip-
ment and transporting carriage, is £650.

"The life-boat of the Institution may now lie truly
designated an omnium gatlierum, and cannot lie looked
on as any one man's design or invention,"

—

Lewis :

Hist. Life-botit (2nd ed.J, p. H6.

T National Life-boat Institution : This insti-

tution came into existence as the Royal Na-
tional Institution for the Preservation of Life
from Shipwreck. It owed its being to the late

Sir W. Hillary, Bart., who published a power-
ful appeal to the nation on the subject in 1823,

and on March 4, 1S24, a public meeting was
held at the London Tavern, and the Society
was founded with George IV. as its patron.
The title was altered in 1S54, and in 1S60 the
i-society was incorporated under its new title,

The Royal National Life-boat Institution for
Tthe Preservation of Life from Shipwreck, .

life-buoy, s,

Naut. : A buoy or float which is thrown
overboard to sustain a person until assistance

arrives. It maybe an india-rubber belt cap-

able of inflation, or a painted canvas case, of

an annular shape, containing cork. [Buoy, s.]

life-car, s. An apparatus used to com-
municate between a wreck and the shore, for

the purpose of rescuing persons on board.

* life-cord, s. The same as Life-string
(q-v-).
" And to the brain, the soul's bed-chamber, went.
And gnaw'd the life-cords there."

Donne : Progress of the Soul.

life-cycle, s. Biol. .* The series of vital

phenomena exhibited by any organism in its

stages of development ; life-history.

* life-drop, s. A drop of life-blood ; a
-vital drop.
" Thou know'st my deeds, my breast devoid of fear,

And hostile life-drops dim my gory spear."
Byron : Xisus & Enryalus.

life-estate, s. An estate which continues
<luring the life of the holder.

life-everlasting, s.

1. Lit. ; [Life II., 4 (3)].

2. Bot. : A name sometimes given to the
•composite genus Gnaphalium, more commonly
-called Everlasting. See also Cudweed.

life-giver, s. The Giver of eternal life.

" Father omnipotent

!

Sou, the Life-finer!"
Longfellow : The Golden Legend, ii.

life-giving, a. Giving or having the
-power or quality of giving life; inspiriting,

"invigorating, animating.

"A living and life-giving stream."
Cowper: Gluey Hym

life-guard,
, is;

1. Orel. Lang. : The guard of the sovereign's

person ; the king's body-guard. In the British
army the name of Life-guards is given to two
cavalry regiments of the Household Brigade.

5T In this sense life really = body ; cf. Dut.
h'jf = body, lijf-garde = lifeguard; Sw. lif =
body ; Ger. leib.

2. Locomotive-oig. : A safeguard, rail-guard,

sweeper. The device embracing the brooms
fixed in front of a locomotive for clearing small
obstructions from the track.

' life-hold, a.

Law : The same as Life-land (q.v.).

life-insurance, s. [Insurance.]

life-interest, s. An interest or estate

which lasts during the life of the holder or
some other person.

life-land, s. Land held on a lease for

lives ; called also Life-hold (q.v.).

* life-leaving, a. A departure from life
;

decease, death.

* life-likeness, s. Likeness to life.

" An absolute life-likeness of expression."—E. A. Poe

:

Ooal Portrait.

life-line, s.

Nautical

:

1. A line stretched above a yard to enable

seamen to stand thereon in manning yards.

2. A line stretched from object to object on
deck, for the men to grasp in bad weather and
heavy sea.

3. A line attached at one end to a life-buoy

and floating loosely, to assist a person in grasp-

ing it.

life-long, live-long, a. Lasting or con-

tinuing throughout life.

^[ Live-long is frequently used colloquially

in the sense of the whole, complete, full, with
a notion of tediousness or weariness.

" Hadst thou not told me, I should surely say.

He toucht no meat of all this lire-long day."
lip. Hail: Satires, iii. 7.

life-mortar, s. A mortar for throwing a

rocket with a line attached from the shore to

a ship in distress.

life-office, s. An office or association
where life-insurances can be effected.

life-peer, s. A peer for life only.

life-peerage, s. A peerage that lapses
at the death of the holder. In 1S69, a bill to

introduce life-peers into the House of Lords
was rejected on the third reading.

life-plant, s,

Bot. : The Bermudian and "West Indian
name for the Bryophyllum calyrinvm, a plant
of the order Crassulacete, which will grow, if

hung up, without soil.

life-preserver, s. One who or that
which preserves, or is intended to preserve, life;

specif., (1) a contrivance to enable a person
to float in water in case of accident ; a cork-

jacket or inflatable belt or waistcoat are ordi-

nary devices for this purpose
; (2) a loaded

stick or cane with a leaden head, used as a
protection against assailants.

life-rate, s. The rate of premium for
which a life is insured.

life-rocket, s. A rocket discharged from
a life-mortar ; it carries a line intended as the
means of opening communication between a
ship in distress and those on shore.

life-shot, s. A shot carrying a line, and
used for the same purpose as a life-arrow
(q.v.).

* life-String, s. A nerve or string in the
body supposed to be essential to life.

"Breaking thy veins and thy life-strings with like
pain and grief."

—

Sir T. More : Works, p. 77.

life-table, s. A statistical table showing
the probability of human life at different ages.

life-weary, a. "Weary of life or of living.

"That the life-weary taker may fall dead."
Sliakesp. : Jiomeo & Juliet, v. 1.

* life -ful, * ly-full, a. & adv. [Eng. life

;

-mm
A. As adjective:

1. Full of life; lively.

2. Giving life ; life-giving.
" Like li/full heat to nuinmed senses brought."

Spenser : F. (£., VI. xi. 45.

B. As adv. : In a lively manner.
(^ "Thus he lifeful spake."

Keats: Endymion, i. 768.

life'-less, v live'-less, a. [Eng. life; -less.]

1. Destitute or deprived of life ; dead, inani-
mate.

" There in the twilight cold and grey,
Lifeles*, but beautiful, he lay."

Longfellow : Excelsior.

2. Inanimate ; devoid oflife ; inorganic, inert.
" Thus began

Outrage from lifeless tilings."
Milton: P. L., x. 707.

3. Deprived of, or having lost physical en-
ergy ; in a swoon or faint.

4. Devoid of life or living beings ; deserted,
desolate.
" But come, my Muse, the desert barrier burst,
A wild expanse of lifeless sand and aky."

Tliomsoli: Summer, 748.

5. Devoid of life, spirit, force, vigour, or
animation ; dull, heavy, spiritless.

"' The more I love thee, I the more reprove
A soul so lifeless, and so slow to love."

Cowper: Nativity. (Trans!.)

6. Vapid, flat, tasteless, dead. (Said of

liquors.)

If Lifeless and dead suppose the absence of

life where it has once been ; inanimate sup-

poses its absence where it has never been; a
person is said to be lifeless or dead from whom
life has departed ; the material world consists

of objects which are by nature inanimate.

life'-less-ly, adv. [Eng. lifeless; -ly.] In a

lifeless manner; without life, spirit, or anima-
tion ; frigidly, dully.

life -less-ness, s. [Eng. lifeless ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being lifeless ; absence or

destitution of life; want of spirit, vigour, or
animation.

"The white shroud, and each extended tress,

Long—fair—but spread in utter lifetessness."

Byron. : Corsair, iii. 20.

life like, a. [Eng. life: -like.] Like life:

like a living being ; exactly like an original.

" Minerva lifc-likr, on embodied air
Impress'd the form of Iphthiina the fair."

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey iv. 1,048

* life'-ly, * lif-ly, adv. [Eng. life ; -ly,] In
a lifelike manner ; to the life ; like life.

*" lif-en, v.t. [Eng. lif(e); -en.] To give an
appearance of life to ; to liven (q.v.).

lif'-er, s. [Eng. Uf(e) ; -er.]

1. One who is sentenced to penal servitude
for life. (Slang.)

"They'll make the Artful nothing less than a,

lifer."—Dickens: Oliver Twist, uh. xliii.

'2. A sentence of penal servitude for life.

(Slang.)

life'-rent, s. [Eng. life, and rent.]

Laio : A rent to which one is entitled during
the term of one's life or for the support of
life ; a right to use and enjoy pioperty during
life, without destroying or wasting it.

life'-rent-er, s. [Eng. liferent; -er.] One
who is entitled to or enjoys a liferent.

* life'-rent-rix, s. [Eng. liferent ; fern. suff.

-rix.] A woman having a liferent in property.
(Scott: Old Mortality, ch. ii.)

* life '-some, a. [Eng. life ; -some.] Lively.

"More lifesome and more gay."
Coleridge : lltree Graves.

life -some ness, s. [Eng. lifesome; -ness.]

The quality or state of being lifesome ; live-

liness.

"Bestead with a fashioning or plastick spring of
lifesomenesi or animality."

—

Fairfax ; Bulk <£ Selvedge
of the World, p. 111.

life -spring, s. [Eng. life, and spring.] The
spring or source of life.

life'-time, s. [Eng. life, and time.] The pe-
riod during which life continues ; duration of

life.

" Jordaiu talked prose all hinlifetime, without know-
imj what it was."

—

Addison: On Medals.

* lif-ly, adv. [LlFELY.]

lift (1), * left-en, v.t. & i. [Icel. Jypta — to
lift, from loft = the air; cogn. with Dan.
lijfte_= to lift, from loft = the air, a loft ; Sw.
h/fta = to lift, from loft = the air, a loft

;

O. H. Ger. hiftan ; Ger. liiften,]

A. Tmnsitive :

1. To raise from the ground ; to elevate ; to
raise from a lower to a higher position.

" The master, forgetting, what he seldomforgot, that
a king should be a gentleman, lifted his cane."

—

Muo-
aulay: Hist. Eng., cii. xviii.

2. To support in the air or aloft.

" Born where a cabin lifts its airy shed."
ParnelA Pope: Battle of the Frogs A Mice, i. 47.

3. To elevate ; to exalt ; to raise in dignity,

fortune, or position. (Frequently followed
by up.)

4. To cause to swell, as with pride ; to

make proud, to elate.

"His heart was lifted up to his destruction."—
1 Chron. xxvi. 1G.

5. To raise in estimation.

* 6. To bear, to support.
" So down he fell, that th" earth him underneath
Did groan, as feeble so great load to lift."

Spenser: F. <£., I. xi. 54.

B. Intransitive:

1. To try to raise ; to exert one's strength
for the purpose of raising anything.

"The mind, by being engaged in a task beyond its
strength, like the body strained by lifting at a weight
too heavy, has often its force broken."—Locke."

2. To rise ; to be raised : as, A fog lifts.

Tate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce — e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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1 Whatever is to be carried is lifted; what-
ever is to be situated higher is to be raised

;

whatever is to be constructed above other
objects is erected. A ladder is lifted upon the
shoulders to be conveyed from one place to
another ; a standard ladder is raised against a
building; a scaffolding is erected. These terms
are likewise employed in a moral acceptation ;

exalt and elevate are rarely used in any other
.sense.

U 1. To lift up tlie. eyes:

(1) To raise the eyes for the purpose of
seeing ; to look.

" Then on the third day Ahrahani lifted up his eyes,

juid saw the plaee afar oil."

—

Genesis xxii. 4.

(2) To direct prayers to God ; to direct
one's desires.

* 2. To lift up the face: To look with con-
fidence.

* 3. To lift up the feet : To come quickly to
one's help.

" Lift up thy feet unto the perpetual desolations."

—

Psalm I ixi v. 3.

4. To lift tJte liand : To raise the hand for

ithe purpose of striking.

5. To lift up the hand or hands :

(1) To raise the hands in prayer.

"When I lift up my hands toward thy holy oracle."
—Psalm ixrlil. 2.

(2) To swear by raising the hand towards
Bieaven.

" I have lift up tnuie hand unto the Lord, the most
high God, the possessor of heaven and earth."—Uenc-
vis xiv. 22.

(3) To attack, to strike.
'

" Therefore he lifted up his hi

overthrow them in the wildernes

(4) To rebel ; to rise up in opposition to.

* 6. To lift up tlie head :

(1) To j'ejoiice.

"Then look up and lift, itp your heads, for your
redemption draweth nigh."

—

Luke xxi. 28.

(2) To raise from a low condition to a place
tof dignity.

* 7. To lift up the heel against : To treat

•with insolence or contempt.
"He that eateth bread with me hath lifted up Ms

heel against ma."—John xiii. 18.

* 8. To lift up the horn : To behave inso-

lently or arrogantly.
" Lift not up your horn on high: speak not with a

stiff neck."—Psalm lxxv. 5.

* 9. To lift itj) the voice : To cry aloud, either

in joy or sorrow : to lament loudly.
" The people lifted up the-ir voice, and wept."—Judges

ii. 4.

Sift (2), v.t. & i. [According to Skeat, should
properly be Uff, the ( denoting the agent, and
being rightly employed in the substantive
only. Goth, hlifan = to steal ; hlifUts = a
thief ; cogn. with Lat. clipo; Gr. itAe'irTw

(klcpto) -— to steal.]

A. Transitive:

1. To steal ; to remove or carry off like a
thief.

"Live hy stealing:, reiving, lifting cows."—Scott

:

Rob livy, ch. xxvi.

2. To collect, to gather : as, To lift rents.

B. Inirans.: To steal, to thieve.

lift (1), * luft, * lyft, * [A.S. lyft = the air.]

[Lift (1), v.]

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally :

(1) The air, the sky.
" In the luft lie hurtle anhey, as he alone was."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 289.

(2) The act or manner of lifting or raising.

"And as in races, it is not the large stride or high
lift that makes the speed."—Bacon; Essays; Of Dis-

patch.

(3) That whieli is or has to be raised ; a
weight.

(4) The distance or height tc which any-
thing is or has to be raised : as, a lift of ten
feet.

(5) A lift-gate (q.v.).

(0) Assistance in lifting ; hence assistance
in general : as, To give a person a lift in a
vehicle.

2. Fig, : Assistance in the furtherance of
an object ; help in rising in the world : as, To
give a person a lift in his business.

II. Technically

:

1. Hydraulic Engineering

:

(1) The amount by which a canal-boat is

elevated in a lock ; the difference in level

between the upper and lower pounds.

(2) The rise of an undershot-wheel above
the water-surface.

(3) A substitute for canal-locks, the boats

being lifted and lowered by machinery from
level to level.

2. Lathe : One of the several flats or grooves

for tlie belt on the driving and cone wheels of

a lathe.

3. Machinery, &c. .-

(1) A hoisting-machine ; an elevator for

persons, goods, or material in large hotels,

factories, and tenement houses. The ordinary

lift consists of a cage or platform working up
and down in a shaft, and is driven by manual,
steam, or hydraulic power. Some form of

brake is invariable both for general use and
in case of accident, while catches or bolts are

provided to support the platform at tlie

various landings when loading or unloading.

Continuous lifts consist of a series of cages

or platforms strung upon endless chains, and
working in a double shaft, one half of the
platforms ascending and the other descending.
They are driven at a low rate of speed, to

allow of safe loading and discharging.

(2) -A,d umb-waiter.

i. Mining : The distance which an ore-

stamp rises and falls.

5. Naui. : A rope stretching from a mast-
head to the end of a yard, to trim it (squaring),

or in topping (yards apeak).

6. Shoemaking : One thickness or layer of

leather in the tap which forms the heel of a
boot.

^[ Dead lift : A lift without any assis-

tance from the object lifted ; an effort to

raise something inert: hence, something which
calls for all one's powers or energies.
" Mr. Doctor had mizzled his limine
In making a ballad, hut was at a stand.
And you lreely must own you were at a dead lift."

Swift.

lift-bridge, =. [Drawbridge.]

lilt gate, s. A gate which lifts instead of

swinging on a pintle : as (1) a portcullis
;

(2) a farm-gate counterbalanced, anil rising in

guides, like a sash ; (3) a canal-lock, graving-
dock, or sluice-gate, which rises in vertical

grooves in the walls.

lift-hammer, s. [Trip-hammer, Tilt-
hammer.]

lift-latch lock, s.

Locksmith. : A lock in which the latch is

pivoted and lifted free of the keeper, passing
through a notch in the box, instead of being
simply retracted.

lift-lock, ir.

Engin. : A canal-lock, in whieli a boat is

lifted by the introduction of water, so as to

raise it to the upper level. [Lift, s.
}
II. 1.]

lift-pump, s. [Lifting-pump.]

lift-tenter, s.

1. A contrivance adopted in European
windmills for regulating the distance between
the mill-stones, according to the speed of
the vanes. It is of the nature of the steam-
governor, having suspended balls which fly

out by accession of speed, and thus act upon
the bridge-tree by which the runner is sup-
ported.

2. A ball-governor arrangement to regulate
the speed of the vanes of a windmill. This
use of the contrivance preceded that of its

application to the steam-engine.

lift-wall, &

Hydraul. Engin. : The wall at the head of a
canal-lock chamber.

lift water-wheel, s.

1. An undershot wheel.

2. A water-wheel the gudgeons and bearings
of which may be raised or lowered to adapt it

to varying heights of water supply.

* lift (2), s. [Lift (2), r.] A shoplifter, a thief.

"The cminingest foyst, nip, lift, prigs."

—

Gresne

:

Thieves Falling Out.

*liit'-a-ble, a. [Eng. lift (1), v. ; -able.] That
may or can be lifted ; capable of being lifted.

lift'-er (1), s. [Eng. lift (1), v. ;
-er. \

I. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which lefts

or raises.
" Thou, Lord, art my glory, and the lifter up at

mine haad. '—Psalm iii. 3.

II. Technically

:

1. Domestic

:

(1) A tool for raising or adjusting the lids of

a sto ve.

(2) An implement for holding hot plates or

dishes.

(3) A latch-key. (American.)

2. Founding: A tool used by a moulder iu

elevating the cope from the drag.

3. Machinery

:

(1) A cam or wiperused in raising a stamper

or beetle, or in depressing the tail of a tilt-

hammer helve.

(2) An elevator or hoisting apparatus.

4. Paper-making : A cast-iron wheel with
buckets* revolving in a case, lifting pulp from
the reservoir or pulp-chest, and passing it to

the trough, whence it flows on to the travel-

ling web.

5. Steam-eng. : The aim on a lifting-rod that

raises the puppet-valve.

6. 'Surg. : [Levator].
,

liffc'-er (2), s. [Lift- (2), v.) A thief, a robber ;

chiefly in comp. ; as, a eattle-Z i/ter.

llft'-ing, pr. par.
t
a„ & s. [Lift (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. -4s substantive

:

1. The act of raising, elevating, or hoisting.
" As for the casting up of the eyes, and lifting up of

the hands, it is a kind of appeal to tlio Deity."

—

Bacon: Nat. Hist., § 720.

2. The state of being lifted or raised : as,

the lifting of a fog.

lifting bar, s.

1. Knitting-machine: A horizontal rod or

bar having a short intermittent vertical or

nearly vertical reciprocation, and which at

the proper moment operates to lilt the jacks.

2. Weaving : The movable frame of a
Jacquard loom in which the lifting-blades are

fastened.

lifting-blade, s.

Waiving : An iron rule to receive the
lifting-wires of a Jacquard loom when hoisted.

lifting-bridge, *. [Drawer idgf,.]

lifting-jack, s. A hoisting implement
worked by a lever, a screw and a lever, or by
hydraulic pressure.

lifting-piece, s.

Horol. : A lever having a tooth which engages
in notches in the count-wheel to restrain the
striking.

lifting-pump, s. A pump by which the
liquid to be raised is lifted instead of forced
from its receptacle to the point of discharge.
To this class belongs the ordinary atmospheric
pump. The chain-pump and similar devices
may also be included.

lifting-rod, s.

Steam-eng. : A rod receiving motion from the
rock-shaft, and imparting motion to the lifter

of the puppet-valve.

lifting-screw, s. A form of hoist in
which a screw is used.

lifting-set, s. The series of pumps by
which water is raised from the bottom of a
mine by successive lifts.

lifting-wires, s. pi.

Weaving : The wires by which the warp-
threads arc raised and lowered to produce the
pattern in a Jacquard apparatus.

* lig, * ligge, v.i. [Lie (2), v.]

lig'-a-ment, s. [Fr., from Lat. Ugamentnm
= a* band, from ligo = to bind; Sp.,. Port.,

& Ital. ligamento.)

* I. Ord. Lang. : Anything which binds,
ties, or unites one thing to another; a bond,
a tie.

" No common ligament that hinds
The various textures of their minds."

Swift: Progress of JIarriagc.
II. Technically :

I, Anat. : Short bands of strong white
glistening fibres by which tho bones are

iboil, boy; pout, jo"wl; cat, yell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian - shan. -feaon, sionshun; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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bound together. A typical example is the
ligavieiitit.nl nuchce, extending from the
spine of the occipital bone to that of the
seventh cervical vertebra, binding together
the bones of the neck, and analogous to a

highly important elastic ligament in the
lower animals. The ligaments in the human
body are very numerous, and all have distinc-

tive names.
"A ligament, or sinew, is of a nature between

grisles and nerves."—P. Fletcher : Purple Island,
ch. ii. (Note 4.)

2. Zool. (PL) : Two appliances, one external
and one internal, for holding together the
valves of a conchiferous mollusc. The ex-

ternal ligament, or the ligament properly so
called, is a horny substance similar to the
epidermis which covers the valves. It is gene-
rally attached to the ridges on the posterior
hinge-margins, behind the umbones, and is

stretched by the closing of the valves. The
internal ligament, called also the cartilage, is

lodged in furrows formed by the ligamental
plates, or in pits along the hinge-line. It is

composed of elastic fibres perpendicular to the
surfaces between which it is contained, and is

slightly iridescent when broken. It is com-
pressed when the valves are shut. The two
ligaments are not always equally developed :

thus, the external one is large in the Unio-
nidse, as is the internal one in Mactra and
Mya. (S. P. Woodward.)

lig-a-men'-tal, Hg-a men' toiis, a. [Eng.
ligament ; -al, -ous.]

' Composed of, or of the
nature of a ligament ; binding.

"The uradios or ligamental passage derived from
the bottom of the bladder."—Browne: Vulgar Errours,
bk. v., ch. v.

ll -gan, s. [A contr. of Lat. ligamen= a band,
a tie, from ligo = to bind, to tie.] Goods sunk
in the sea, but having a buoy or cork attached
to them, so that they may be found again.

ligation, s. [Lat. ligatio, from ligatus,

pa. par. of ligo = to bind ]

1. The act or process of binding.

2. The state of being bound.
"This ligation of senses proceeds from an inhibition

of spirits."

—

Burton: Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 2-t.

3. That which binds ; a bond, a ligature.

4. A place where anything is tied or bound.

lig-a-tu'-ra,6. [Lat.] [Ligature, II. 1.1

lig'-a-ture, s, [Fr., from Lat. ligatura =
a binding, a bandage.]

1, Ordinary Language :

* 1. The act of binding.

"Any stoppage of the circulation will produce a
dropsy, as by strong ligature or compression,"

—

Arbuthnot : On Diet.

2. That which binds ; a bond, a ligament,
a bandage.

"He deluded us by philtera, ligatures, charmes,
ungrounded amulets, characters, and many super-
stitious wnies in the cure of common diseases."—
Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. i., ch. xi.

* 3. The state of being bound.
*£. Stiffness : as, of a joint.

* 5. Impotence caused by magic.
* 6. Closeness of texture ; density.
" Sand and gravel grounds easily admit of heat and

moisture, for which they are not much the better,
because they let it pass too soon, and contract no
ligature."—Mortimer ; Husbandry.

II. Technically :.

1. Mitsic : A passage of two or more notes
sung to a single syllable. (W. S. Nochetio, In
Grove's Diet.)

2. Print. : Two or more letters cast on one
shank : as, ff, ffi, &c. They are now confined
to those letters already mentioned, to some
diphthongs and the &, which is derived from
d^ the logotype of Lat. et = and.

3. Surgical

:

(1) A thread to tie arteries or veins.

(2) A wire cord or thread used in removing
tumours. [Ecraseur.]

(3) The bandage used for phlebotomy.

ligature-carrier, s. A surgical instru-
ment with a bent stem for passing a ligature
around an artery which is to be ligatured, a
bone which is to be divided by a chaimsaw,
or other object which is to be cut. In the
absence of special instruments therefore, the
duty is performed by a curved needle carry-
ing a thread.

ligature-tier, s. An instrument to carry
flax or silk thread, or silver wire, for tying off

arteries, aneurisms, tumours, polypi, or piles.

'" lig'-a-tured, a. [Eng. ligatitr(e) ; -etL]

Cuiiu'ected, tied, or fastened with a ligature.

ll-ge'-a, s. [From Ligea, a nymph, one of the
attendants of Gyrene]

Entom. : A genus of moths, the typical one
of the family Ligidse (q.v.).

:t li-geance ?
* li-gean-ey, s. [Allegiance.]

"ligge, v.J. [Lie (2), v.]

ligge-merit, s. [Lodgement.]

llg'-ger, s. [Ledger.]

1. The horizontal timber of a scaffolding;

a ledger.

2. A line with a float and bait laid for night
fishing ; a ledger-line.

light (ffk silent), * ligt, * lygt, * lyht, s. & a.

[A.S. leoht — light ; lightan, lihtan = to shine
;

cogn. with Dut. llcht ; Ger. licht; O. H. Ger.
liukta; Goth, liuhath. The -t is a suffix. Of.

Icel. Ijos — light ; logi = a flame ; Scotch
lowe; Lat. lux (genit. htcis), lumen = light

;

Gr. Xeuxos (leukos) = white ; Gael, leios
—

light, &c]
A. -4s substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

;

1. Literally

:

(1) In the same sense as II. 5.

"Light travels from the sun at the rate of twelve
millions of miles a minute."—Paley : Natural Teleo-
logy, ch. xxi.

(2) That from which light issues ; that
which renders other objects or bodies clear,

distinct, or visible to the eye of the observer,
such as the sun, the moon, a candle, &c.

"Then he called for a light, aud sprang in and fell
down before Paul."

—

Acta xvi. 29.

(3) That state of things in which objects are
or become visible ; the physical conditions or
phenomena determining the visibility of ob-
jects ; the phenomena constituting day.

" God called the light day, and the darkness he called
night."

—

Genesis i. 5.

(4) That by which light is admitted into a
place otherwise devoid of light, as a window,
an opening in a wall. [II. 1.]

2. Figuratively

:

(1) That which illuminates or enlightens
;

that which is a source of mental, moral, or
religious enlightenment ; a guide. (Of persons
and things.)
" You have known better lights and guides than these."

Wordsworth : Excursion, hk. iv.

(2) A person who is eminent or conspi-
cuous for some great quality; a model, an
example.

(3) The state of being public or open to
view

;
publicity

;
public or general knowledge.

".Why am I asked what next shall see the light ?

Heavens ! was I bora for nothing but to write."
Pojie : Prol. to Satires, 271.

(4) Explanation ; that which serves to make
clear, plain, or free from doubt or difficulty in
a subject.

" Thus one part of the sacred text could not fail to
give light unto another."— Locke: Essay on St. Paul's
Epistles.

(5) The point of view from which or in
which anything is looked at or regarded

;

aspect.
" In truth, our ancestors saw him in the worst of all

lights."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

(6) Knowledge, enlightenment.
" Light, true light, in the mind is. or can be nothing

else but the evidence of the truth of any proposition."—Locke: Human- Understanding, bk. iv., ch. xix.

II, Technically:

1. Arch. : An opening between the mullions
of a window ; a compartment of a window.

"And for the house he made windows of narrow
lights."—1 Kings vi. 4.

2. Art:

(1) That quality which expresses atmo-
spheric luminosity in a picture.

(2) The manner in which the light strikes
upon an object or picture.

(3) That part of a picture which is repre-
sented as receiving the rays direct from a
luminous source.

3. Law : The right which a person has to
the access of the rays of the sun to his win-
dows free from any obstruction on the part of
his neighbours.

"Likewise to erect a house or other buildiug'so near
• to mine, that it obstructs my ancient lightn and win-
dows, is a nuisance of a similar nature.'

1—Blackstonc;
Comment., bk. iii., ch. 8.

4. Nautical :

(1) A burning lamp, cluster of lamps, or

beacon fire, serving as a warning or guid?

to mariners arriving off a coast or in the
neighbourhood of dangerous rocks or shoals.

[Lighthouse.] It is usually displayed from
a tower, called a lighthouse, and has several

variations, incident to the mode of produc-

tion or emission and direction, and to the

visible characteristics by which the mariner

distinguishes one light from another when
arriving off a coast, so as to ascertain his

geographical position, and his bearings as to

his port or course. [See Fixed, Flashing,
Floating:, Intermittent, and Revolving
Light.]

(2) Lights carried by ships as a safeguard
against collision. At sea, sailing ships carry

a red light on the port, and a green light on
the starboard side. Steamers carry, in addition,

a white masthead light. All vessels at anchor
cany a white light simply.

5. Optics : The natural agent which, by act-

ing on the retina, excites in us the sensation
of vision. Two leading hypotheses regarding
its nature have been formed : the one the emis-
sion or corpuscular theory, which, though
supported by the great name of Sir Isaac
Newton, has been abandoned [Emission], and
the other the undulatory theory, which now
obtains. The latter assumes the existence
everywhere through the universe, or the por-

tion of it with which we are connected, of an
extremely subtle elastic medium, called lumi-
niferous ether, the undulations of which con-
stitute light, and when they impinge upon the
retina produce vision. The particles agitated
are not transmitted, but only the disturbance.

The movements are held to be strictlyanalogous
to the undulations of the atmosphere which
produce and convey sound ; or, as the word
undulation imports, those of the ocean in

producing waves. Several methods of calcu-

lating the velocity with which light is trans-
mitted are known. By one, the size of the
minute circle through which the aberration
of light makes stars apparently revolve is

carefully noted, and the relative proportion
of the earth's velocity in her orbit to that of

light arriving from the stars ascertained. The
result is that light is found to move about a
hundred thousand times as fast as the earth,

which gives the velocity about 190,000 miles
per second. By another, observation is made
of the time in which light actually arrives at

the eye from one of Jupiter's satellites at the
commencement or the close of an oceultation

as compared with their calculated times. It

is found that 8' 18" are required for light to

travel over half the earth's orbit, which gives,

as in the former case, about 190,000 miles per
second for its velocity. The velocity is also

measured directly, by two instrumental
methods devised respectively by Foucault and
Fizeau.with the same results. The great sources
of light are the sun, the fixed stars (other suns),

bodies in a state of ignition, electricity, &c.
The bodies sending forth rays or pencils of

light are called luminous [Pencil-bay]; those
through which it passes easily, transparent
or diaphanous ; those through which it passes
less easily, translucent ; aud those through
which it cannot pass at all, opaque. When a
ray meets the surface of a body, it may be re-

fracted and decomposed [Refraction, Spec-
troscope, Spectrum] or reflected [Reflec-
tion]. When it encounters an opaque body it

casts a shadow. Admitted iuto a dark cham-
ber through a small aperture to fall on a screen,
the rays make images of external objects re-

versed. The illuminating power on any surface
is inversely as the square of the distance from
the source of light. This may be measured
by a photometer (q.v.). Light may be dif-

fracted [Diffraction], it may be polarized
[Polarization]. An abundant supply of it is

essential to the healthy growth of man, the
inferior animals, and plants.

G. Pyrotech. (PL): Pieces formed by press-
ing an inflammable composition, which burns
with a white or coloured light, into cases of

large diameter or shallow vessels ; such are
Bengal-lights, blue-lights, &c.

7. Shipbuilding : An opening in the deck or
side of a vessel, as deck-light, &c.

B. As adjective

:

1, Bright, clear, not dark, not obscure : as*

a light room.

2. Not of a deep or intense shade^r colour;
not dark in colour ; fair.

"We have no colour which more resembles the air
than white, ahd by consequence no colour which ia
lighter."—Dryden : Dufreanoy ; Art of Painting, § 8S0.
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IT (1) Northern lights ; [Aurora Bureaus].

(2) The light of the countenance

:

Scrip, ; Favour, kindness.

(3) To bring to light : To make known or
public ; to discover, to detect, to disclose..

(4) To come to light : To become known ; to
be discovered or found out.

(5) To see light, To see the light : To come into
existence. (Lit. &Jig.)

" Infftnta that never saw light"—Job lit. 1C.

(6) To stand in one's own light : To frustrate
one's own purposes or wishes.

(7) To throw light on a subject : To explain
or help to explain a matter.

If Obvious compounds ; Light-bearer, light-

creating, light-maker.

light-ball, s.

Mil, : (See extract).
" The ordinary light-ball, which has been in military

use for centuries, consists of a canvassitck of elongated
shape, filled with a combustible und iliummating com-
1 option. It ia used for lighting up works iu sieges,
and also for disc iveriug the position of an enemy; in
the latter case it is charged with a shell to prevent its
being approached, and is nred from a piece of ordnance."
—Knight : Diet. Mechanics.

light barrel, s. An empty barrel, pierced
with holes, and tilled with tarred shavings, to
light up a breach.

light boat, s. A vessel carrying a warn-
ing light. [Light-ship.]

light-due, s. A due or toll on ships sail-

ing in certain waters for the maintenance of
the lights in those waters.

light-bouse, s. [Lighthouse.]

light-port, s.

Ship-build. : An opening in a ship's side,

provided with a glazed lid or cover. Some-
times called a scuttle.

light-Ship, s. A vessel moored in the
vicinity of a dangerous shoal or headland,
and carrying aloft a warning light, varying in
character, so as to afford an indication of
position to passing vessels.

light-wood, s.

parts of pine-trees.
The knoijs and resinous
(American.)

light (gh silent), * lyght, a. & adv. [A.S.
leoht ; cogn. with Dut. ligt ; I eel. Uttr ; Dan.
let; Sw. liitt ; Goth, lutes ; Ger. leicht ; M. H.
Ger. lehte; O. H. Ger. With, Uht; Lat. levis.]

A. As adjective:

1. Not heavy ; not having much weight ; of
little weight-

2. Not burdensome ; easy to be borne, car-
ried, or lifted.

"A king that would not feel his crown too heavy
munt wear it every day ; but if he think it too light,
he knoweth not of what metal it is made."

—

Bacon:
Essays ; Of a King.

3. Not afflictive or oppressive ; easy to be
borne or endured : as, a light grief.

4:. Not heavy in amount : as, The taxes are
tight.

5. Not difficult ; easy to be performed ; re-
quiring little strength or exertion.

* Well pleased were all hia friends, the task was light,
The father, mother, daughter, they invite."

Dryden ; Theodore ifc Honoria, 247.

6. Not of weight or importance ; of no
moment ; slight, unimportant.

7. Not heavy or oppressive on the stomach
;

easy of digestion : as, light food.

8. Not heavily armed ; armed with light
weapons.

"PauluR Bachitius, with a company of light horse-
men, lay close in ambush, in a convenient place for
that purpose."—ICnolles: Hist, of Turkcs.

9. Not heavily laden ; not having a heavy
load or cargo.

10. Unencumbered, unembarrassed ; free of
impediments.

11. Active, nimble, quick.
" Asahel was as light of foot as a wild roe."-2 Sam. ii. 18.

12. Not dense, not gross, not thick ; thin.
"Light fumes are merry, grosser fumes are sad."

Hryden : Cock it Fox, 329.

13. Loose, sandy ; not compact : as, a liqht
soil.

14. Not of legal weight ; below the standard
weight : as, a light sovereign.

15. Employed in or adapted for light or
easy work : as, a light porter.

16. Wanting in solidity or steadiness

;

trifling ; indulging in or exhibiting levity
;

frivolous. (Judges ix. o.)

17. Characterized by levity or frivolity;

frivolous.
" In the light language of an idle court,
They murmured at their master's long delay."

Scott : Vision of Don Roderick, i.

18. Easily influenced ; unsettled, irresolute,

volatile, fickle : as, a light mind.
* 19. Wanton, unchaste.

" A light wife doth make a heavy husband."
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, v.

20. Cheerful, merry ; in good spirits.

*' A lig7tth.eaj.-t lives long. "

—

Sltakesp. : Love's Labour's
Lost, V. 2.

21. Having a sensation of dizziness or giddi-

ness ; dizzy, giddy : as, My head is light.

22. Not in one's senses ; deranged.
*' Is he not light of brain ?" Stiakesp. „• Othello, iv. 1.

23. Not heavy in appearance.
"The church at Walden is one of the lightest and

most beautiful parish churches I have seen."—Wal-
pole: Anecdotes of Painting, vol. it, en. i.

24. Gay, airy. (Byron: Childe Harold, ii. 10.)

"*" B. As adv. : Lightly, cheaply.

% (1) To make light of: To treat or regard as

of little or no moment ; to disregard, to slight.

"But they made light of it, and went their ways."—
MaWiew xxii. 5.

(2) To set light by: To undervalue, to despise.

light-armed, a. Not armed with heavy
weapons. (Scott : Eokeby, ii. VI.)

* light-brain, s. An empty-headed per-
son ; one who is weak-minded.

Weak of intellect:light -brained,
weak-minded.

light-brigade, &-.

Mil. : A brigade composed of three or more
regiments of Hussars, or, as they were for-

merly termed, Light Dragoons. The "Light
Division " in the Peninsular War was similarly
constituted, being formed of regiments of Light
Infantry (q.v.).

light-cavalry, s.

Mil. : The lightest equipped of the mounted
troops. In the British army the Light Ca-
.valry consists of the Hussai- regiments, lightly
armed, the men being of moderate weight and
height.

light-engine, a.

Rail. : An engine running alone, without
any carriages or waggons to draw.

light-equation, s.

Abtron. : The correction required when cal-

culating the time of the eclipse of Jupiter's
satellites, to allow for the time which light
requires to pass from the planet to the ob-
server's eye.

light-fingered, a.

ing
;
given to thieving.

applied to pickpockets.)

* light-foot, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Nimble of foot ; active.
" Some light-foot friend post to the Duke of Norfolk.

Sin(Jcesp. : Itichurd III., iv. 4.

B. As sitbst. : Venison.

* light-footed,

light-handed, «.

1. Having delicate hands, or of dexterous
touch.

2. Bringing little:

handed.

3. Not having sufficient men
light-horse, s.

Mil. : Light-armed cavalry.

light-horseman, *.

Mil. : A light-aimed cavalry soldier.

Light-horseman fish

:

Ichth. : Ephippus, a genus of Squamipennes,
found iu America, India, &c.

light-infantry, 5.

Mil. : A body of iufantry formerly specially
trained for skirmishing and rapid evolutions,
now a mere title, all regiments being drilled
on the same system.

light-red, a. Of a pale-red colour.

Light-red silver

:

Min. : The same as Pkoustite (q.v.).

light - spirited, a. Having light or
cheerful spirits ; gay, merry.

Dexterous in steal-
(A term especially

Speedy, active, nimble.

hands, or of dexterous

as, He came home light-

short-handed.

light-weight, s.

Sporting

:

1. A horse which carries a light weight;
.also a jockey who rides at a very low weight.

2. In boxing, a boxer below a fixed standard

weight, generally eight stone.

light-winged, a. Having light or swift

wings; volatile. (Shakesp.: Othello, i. 3.)

light (2) (gh silent), s, [Lights.]

light (1) (gh silent), v.t. & i. [Light (1), s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To kindle ; to set fire to ; to set on fire ;

to set burning ; to ignite.

" Get me a taper in my study, Lucius :

When it is lighted, come and call me here."
STtakesp. : Julius Caesar, ii. 1.

2. To fill with light; to overspread with
light ; to illuminate. (Usually followed by iy>.)

" In the evening every window from Whiteohapel
to Piccadilly was lighted up."—Macaiday : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xi

3. To conduct or guide with a light ; to

show or point out the way to by means of a
light : as, To light a person to his room.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To become filled or overspread with light;

to brighten up: as, His countenance tightedurt.

2. To show the way by a light ; to point out
the road ; to direct.

"A beam that falls

Fresh from the pure glance of thine eye.
Lighting to eternity. Crushats. (Todd.)

"- light (2), * light en (gh silent); * liht-en,
v.t. & i. [Light, a,."] [Lighten (2).

J

A. Trans. : To make light ; to lighten or
ease of a burdeu.
" And many a car, now lighted of its lord,
Wide o'er the fields with gnidelesa fury rolls."

Pope: Homer; Iliad xi. 208,

E. Intransitive :

1. To descend, as from a horse or vehicle

;

to alight, to dismount. (Followed by down,
°ff> or from.)

" He lighted down from the chariot to meet him."

—

2 Kings v. 21.

2. To stoop, as from flight ; to settle, to
rest. (Followed by on or nptm.)

3. To come to or upon by chance ; to chance
upon ; to happen to find or meet with.

" And he lighted upon a certain place, and tarried
there all night."—Genesis xxviii. 11.

* -I. To fall or come by chance.
" You are light into my hands."—Shakesp. : Pericles,

iv. 2.

U To light along a rope or sail

:

Naitt. : To help in hauling it along.

light -en (gh silent) (l), * light-en-en, v.i.

& t. [A.y. ledHan — to illuminate, from ledht
= light (q.v.).]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To become light or more light ; to
brighten. (Pope: Homer; Odyssey xvili. 215.)

2. To give out lightnings; to flash.

"This dreadful night.
That thunders, liglitens. opens graves, and roars,
As doth the lion. Shakesp.: Julius C'cetar, i. &

3. To shine out ; to flash.

" Far other glories lighten from thy face."
Pope : Hgmer; Odyssey xvi. 199.

* B. Transitive

:

1. To make light or bright ; to illuminate,
to light up.

" Clad in arms that lightened all the strand."
Pope : Homer ; Iliad xiiL 316.

2. To enlighten ; to illuminate with know-
ledge.

"The Lord lighten thee; thou art a great fool."—
Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV. , ii. 1.

3. To flash out, like lightning. (Shakesp. .-

Richard II., iii. 2.)

light'-en (gh silent) (2), lyght-eyn, * liht-
en, v.t. & i. [Light, a.]

A. Transitive:

1. To make lighter or less heavy ; to reduce
in weight.

2. To relieve of a certain amount of weight
or burden : as, To lighten a ship of her cargo ;
to unload.

" The mariners were afraid, and cast forth the wares
that were in the ship into the sea, to lighten it of
them. —Jonah i. 7.

3. To make less heavy, grievous, or burden-
some.

"How oft soe'er the task
Of truant verse hath lightened graver care."

Scott : Don Roderick. (Introd.)
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* i. To cheer, to exhilarate.

"A trusty villain, very oft.

When I am dull with care and melancholy,
Lightens wy humour with his merry jest."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, i. 2.

B. Intrans. : To alight, to settle.

" Let thy mercy lighten upon ub."—Book of Common
Prayer.

light' - en - ing (gh silent), pr. -par., a,, & s.

Lighten (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ adj. : (See the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of brightening up

;

the state of becoming brighter.

2. Metal. : The peculiar brightness of silver

at the moment when the maximum of purity is

attained.

"The moment when the oxidation of the lead ceases,

and iwhen consequently the cupellation is finished, ia

marked by a peculiar appearance called lightening."—
Jlegiiaitlt, in Knight's Dictionary of Mechanics.

llght'-er (gh silent) (1), s. [Eng. light (1), v.

;

er.] One who or that which lights : as, a
lamp-lighter ; specif., a torch or eleetrophorus
for lighting gas ; an allumette for lighting

lamps or candles.
" This famous letter which Sir Blaise

Has twisted to a lighter absently
To fire some holy taper with."

£. B. Browning; Aurora Leigh, viii.

llght'-er (gh silent) (2), s. [Dut. ligter, from
ligt=. light, light, not heavy. [Light, a.]

1. Abarge for transporting merchandise and
stores, on rivers and canals, over bars, and to

and from vessels moored in a stream, or where
they cannot be laden from or discharged on to

a wharf or pier alongside.
" He climbed a stranded lighter's height."

Pope : DancUid, ii. 237.

2. A craft for taking a part of the burden of
a vessel to assist it over shoal places.

lighter-screw, s.

Milling: A screw for adjusting the relative

distances of the runner and bedstone. The
runner rests on a spindle, which is supported
on a bridge-tree ; the lighter screw raises and
lowers the latter.

* llght'-er (gh silent), v.t. [Lighter (2).] To
convey in a lighter.

lighterage (as lit'-er-ag), «. .
[Eng. lighter

(2), s. ; -age.]

1. The act of unloading into lighters.

2. The charges paid for unloading into and
transport in lighters.

light'-er-man (gh silent), s. [Eng. lighter (2),

s. ; and onaiC] A man employed on a lighter
;

one who navigates or manages a lighter.

light-foot'-e-se (gh silent), s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
light/oot(ia) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Campanulacese (q.v.)

light-foot'-i-a (gh silent), s, [Named after

the Rev. John Lightfoot, author of the first

Flora Scotica.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Light-
footete (q.v.). It consists of small shrubs from
the Cape.

* light -fil (gh silent), * ligt-ful, », [Eng.
light (1), s. ; /«/(/)•]

1. Full of light.

" If thin iye lie svmple al thi hodi Bchal be lightful"
—Wycltjfe: Matthew vi.

2. Glorious.
" The lightful Ark, God'3 sacred cabinet."

Sylvester: The Captaincs, 199.

3. Joyous, joyful.

"Tho' my heart was lightful and joyous."

—

Bunyan:
Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

light'-head-ed (gh silent), a. [Eng. light, a.,

and headed.]

* 1. Unsteady, loose, thoughtless, irresolute,

fickle.
" The ceremonies had wrought only upon lightheaded,

weak men."

—

Clarendon: Civil War.

2. Disordered in the head ; dizzy, giddy.

light'- head - ed - ness (gh silent), s. [Eng.

lightheaded; -ness.] The quality or state of

being lightheaded.

"Nor be transported with a kind of lightheadedness."
—Fuller : Abel Jiedivivus. { Works, ii. SIT.)

lighthearted (as lit'-hart-ed), a. [Eng.
light, a., and hearted.] Having a light heart

;

free from care or anxiety
;
gay, merry, cheerful.

" A youth, lighthearted and content,

;, .. 1 wander through the world."
Longfellow : Two Locks of Hair.

lightheartedly (as lit'-hart-ed-l^), adv.
[Eng. lighthearted; -ly.] In a lighthearted
manner; cheerfully, gaily; with a light heart.

lightheartedness(as lit -hart-ed-ness),
s. [Eng. lighthearted ; -ness.] The quality or
state of being lighthearted ; cheerfulness,
gaiety ; freedom from care or anxiety.

* light-heeled (gh silent), a. [Eng. light, a.,

and heeled.]

1. Lit. : Quick in walking or running; light-

footed, active, nimble.
" LightheeVd Mercuries." Byron: Beppo, xvi.

* 2. Fig. : Loose in character ; dissolute.

(Halliwell.)

light'-house (gh silent), s. [Eng. light, s., and
house. ] A lofty tower or other structure, erected
at the entrance of a harbour, or at some impor-
tant or dangerous part of a coast, and having
a strong light at the top, to guide vessels and
warn them of danger. Originally they were
lighted up with fires, but now oil, gas, and, in

a few cases, electricity are used, the power of

the light being increased by the adoption of
glass reflectors, lenses, and prisms. [Catop-
tric, Dioptric]

lighthouse-lenses, s.pl.

Optics: Lenses of large dimensions, suitable

for lighthouses. [Echelon-lens.]

light ing (gh silent), pr. par., a. & s. [Light
(1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particlp. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As s-ubstantlve

:

1. Ord. Ixtng. : The act of igniting or illu-

minating with a light.

2. Metal. : Heating metal and allowing it to
cool gradually ; annealing. The term is espe-
cially applied to the heating after hammering
or rolling, to restore ductility.

light -keeper (gh silent), s. [Eng. light (1),

s., and keeper.] The keeper of a lighthouse.

* light-legged (gh silent), a. [Eng. light, a.,

and legged.] Active, nimble, light-footed.
" Lightlegged Pas has got the middle space."

—

Sidney.

light -less (gh silent), a. [Eng. light, s. ; less.]

Destitute of light ; not giving light ; dark.
"The lightless fire,

Which, in pale embers bid, lurks to aspire."
Shakesp. ; Jlapc of Lucrece, 4.

light'-ly (gh silent), * ligt-li, adv. [Eng.
light, a. ; -ly.]

1. Without weight.

2. Without deep impression ; slightly,
" The soft ideas of the cheerful note.
Lightly received, were easily forgot."

Prior. {Todd.)

3. Not grievously ; slightly.

"He lightly afflicted the laud of Zehulun and the
land of Naphtali."

—

Jsaiah-ix. 1.

4. Easily ; without much meaning or im-
portance ; in a light, trifling manner.
" One while he would speak lightly of his babes."

f^ Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. 1.

5. Readily, easily ; without sufficient cause
or reason.

" With tears not lightly shed."
Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, ii. 3.

6. Without careful thought or consideration
"The speech of a minister in replying to the words

of a toast cannot be so lightly criticised."— Times,
Nov. 10, 1875.

7. Nimbly, easily, swiftly.
" Bowling lightly along the smooth road to Millcote."

—C. Bronte : Jane Eyre, eh. xxiv.

8. Without dejection ; cheerfully, gaily.
" Seeming to bear it lightly."

Shakesp. : Antony i- Cleopatra, iv. 14.

9. Not chastely ; wantonly, frivolously

;

with levity : as, To behave lightly.

10. Not highly; not as of importance or
moment.

"I weigh it lightly."
Sfuikesp. ; Jlichard III., iii. 1.

* 11. Commonly, usually, generally.
" Short summers lightly have a forward spring."

Shakes}}. : Jlicluird III., iii. 1.

light'-ly (gh silent), v.t. [Lightly, adv.] To
slight ; to treat slightingly, or with contempt
or neglect. (Scotch.)

"It's best no to lightly them that have that char-
acter."—Scott : Waverley, ch. lxvi.

* light man (gh silent), s. [Eng. light (1) s.,

and titan.] A linkman (q.v.).

" The midwife moon might mind her calling,
And noisy lightman leave his bawling."

T. Brown : Works, iv. 255.

Ught'-mind-ed (gh silent), a. [Eng. light

and minded.] Unsettled in mind; fickle,

unsteady, volatile, frivolous, mercurial,

hasty of judgment.
"He that is hasty to give credit is lightminded.'

—Ecclus. xix. i.

llght'-ness (gh silent) (1) s. [Eng. light, s.

;

-uess.] The quality or state of being light:
freedom from or absence of darkness ; fair-

ness ; absence of intensity of colour.

"Darke waa that place, but after lightnesse
I sawe a lite." Chaucer : Assembly of Fowls.

light -ness (gh silent) (2), s. [Eng. light, a ;

•ness.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being light ; want
of weight ; levity.

2. The quality of not being burdensome,
oppressive, or grievous.

3. Agility, activity, nimbleness.
* 4. Inconstancy ; want of steadiness ;

fickleness, vacillation.
" Such is the lightness of you common men."

Shakesp. : a Henry \ I., iii. 1.

* 5. Wantonness, levity, unchastity, light

conduct.
"Can it be

That modesty may more betray our sense
Thau woman's lightness f"

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, ii. 2.

* 6. Want of thought or care ; thoughtless-
ness.
" He that negotiates between God and man,
As Gods ambassador, the grand concerns

!* Of judgment and of mercy, should beware
Of tightness in his speech. ' Cowper : Task, ii. 465.

* 7. Mental derangement.

8. Giddiness, dizziness.

IL Art : Freedom from heaviness or clumsi-
ness.

If Volatility, jlightiness, and giddiness are
degrees of lightness, which rise in signification

on one another ; volatility being more than
lightness, and the others more than volatility :

lightness and volatility are defects as they
relate to age ; those only who ought to be
serious or grave are said to be light or volatile.

light -ning (gh silent), .>. [Eng. lighten (1), v.

;

-ing.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : In the same sense as II.

" High on his helm celestial lightnings play.
His beamy shield emits a living ray."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad V. 5.

* 2. Fig. : A sudden flashing or brightening
up ; a flash.

'' The mimic fires of ocean glow.
Those lightnings of the wave."

Scott : Lord of the Isles, i. 21.

II. Elect. cZ-Meteor.: Thedazzlinglightemitted
by a large spark darting from clouds charged
with electricity. In the lower regions of the
atmosphere it is white, in the upper one some-
what violet, as is the spark of an electrical

machine in a vacuum. It does not unifornuy
take the zigzag form conventionally repre-
sented The writer has seen it descend to the
earth in a bluish stream by a series of curves.
Again, he has seen it like a sharp and rugged
antler standing upright, and across it a line of
gleaming circles like a series of huge golden
coins or a string of illuminated beads, and
other forms. In the upper regions of the sky,
where the air is rarefied, it tends to take the
form of sheet-lightning, sometimes called heat
lightning ; in the lower regions it becomes more
concentrated and moves in lines. As a rule
lightning strikes objects from above, though
occasionally ascending lightning has been
seen. The loftiest buildings are most ia
danger from its effects, and so are tall trees,

especially oaks and elms ; the resin of pines,
interfering with their efficiency as conductors,
makes them more safe. When it sinks deeply
into the ground, it sometimes vitrifies the
rocks, producing fulgurites. [Fulgurite.)
Light travels with such speed that a flash is

seen the instant it occurs. Thunder, which
is simply the noise of the explosion, takes
about iivti seconds to travel a mile, hence the
distance of any flash, followed by thunder,
may be calculated. If a mile distant, the
danger is but slight.

lightning-arrester, «.

Teleg. : A contrivance used in telegraphy
for guarding against passage of atmospheric
electricity through the instruments. The
line wires are attached to a plate of brass,
usually serrated on the under side. This
plate rests upon another plate connected with

Site, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce =- e ; ey = a. qu = lew.
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the ground, the two being separated by a thin
layer of insulating material.

lightning-conductor, a.

Ehct. & Mech. : An appliance designed to
protect a building and its inmates against
instruction or damage by lightning. It was
invented by Benjamin Franklin in 1755. In
general an iron rod rises vertically from the
roof of the building which it is designed to
protect. Its height is from six to ten feet, its

thickness at the base two or three inches.
Its top is of platinum or gilded copper. From
the rod runs a wire cord, or a bar of iron, to
the ground, terminating in general in ramifica-
tions eighteen to twenty-one feet below the
.surface, in many cases in a well. Contrary to
the popular opinion, the electric movement
along the lightning-conductor and rod is from
the ground to the sky, not from the sky to
the ground. It tends to neutralise the con-
trary electricity of passing thunder-clouds,
and prevent them from Mashing their lightning
forth ; if not potent enough to do this, and
the rod is itself struck, it conducts the elec-

tricity to the ground. Metallic roofs, gutters,
Ac, should be connected with the lightning-
rod, otherwise lateral discharges may occur.
A lightning-rod protects au area on the roof
having a radius of twice its height.

lightning discharger, s.

Tdeg. : A contrivance to protect telegraphic
apparatus from the effects of atmospheric
electricity passing over the wires.

* lightning-glance,
glance or Hash cf the eye.

A very rapid

lightning-rod, *.

Elect. & Mech. : A rod in contact with a
lightning-conductor (q.v.).

lightning-spectrum, «.

Optics, &c. : The spectrum of a lightning-
flash.

lightning-tube, s.

silent),

fFulgurite.]

s. [Eng. light, andlight -room (gh
room.]

Naut. : A small chamber next to, or isolated
from, the magazine. The latter receives its

light through a glass partition between the
two chambers.

lights (gh silent), s.pl. [Light, o.] The or-
gans of breathing, called in man lungs (q.v.).

" Under the heart lie the lights, which ia the very
seat of hrertthing,"—P. Holland: Pliiiia.bk. xi.,ch. xxv.

* lisjht some (gh silent), * light-sum, a.
[Eng. light, a. ; -some,]

1. Luminous, light, not dark, not obscure,
blight.

" For the gay beams of lightsome dfiy
Gild, hut to flout, the ruius gray."

Scott ; Lay of the Lust Minstrel, ii. L
2. Gay, cheerful, airy, exhilarating.
" Greece is uo lightsome lu.nU of social mirth."

Byron : Childe Harold, ii. 42.

* light -some-ly (gh silent), adv. [Eng. light-
some; -ness.] In a lightsome manner.

,_ " He foretelleth Christ more lightsomely and lively
. than all the rest."—Italeigh: UUt. World, bk. ii., uli.

xvii., § 8.

y light -some ness (gh silent), s. [Eng.KjjAi-
sonie; -ness.\

1. The quality or state of being lightsome
;

luminosity, brightness, absence of darkness.
" It is to our atmosphere that the variety of colours,

which are painted on the skies, the lighUomenc.vt of
our air ami the twilight, are owiug."

—

L'heyne : Philo-
sophical Principles.

2. Cheerfulness, gaiety, merriment, levity.

light-wood (gh silent), s. [Eng. light, a.,

and wood.)

Bot. : (1) Acacia Melanoxtjlon ; (2) Ccrato-

petahon Agallochum.

*light'-3f (gh silent), «.

Full of light.

[Eng. light, s. ; -y.]

" If thin yghe he symple, al thi bodi schal be lighty."— n'ffolijfe : Luke xi.

Ug'-i-das, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. Ug(ea); Lat. fern,

pi. adj. sun", -idee.]

En torn. : A family of Moths, group or tribe
Geometrina. The antenna; are slightly pubes-
cent in both sexes, theabdomen rather slender,
the anterior wings oblong narrow, the pos-
terior ones rounded. Only one British species.

lign (g silent), a. [Lignum.] Possessed of
wood, woody. (Used only in the subjoined
compound.)

lign aloes, s. pi.

1. The fragrant wood of AloexylumJ&lgal-
lochum. (Numbers xxiv. G.) [Agalloch.]

2. Aquilaria Agalloclut.

* lignage, s. [Lineage.]

ligne, iignee, *. ]Fr.] Lineage, descent.
(Chancer.)

lig'-ne-OUS, a. [Lat. ligneus — wooden, from
lignum = wood ; Ital. ligueo.] Made or con-
sisting of wood; resembling or of the nature
of wood ; wooden.

" It may be they, beimj of a more ligne-ms nature,
will incorporate with the tree itself,"

—

Bacon: fiat.

Hist., §504.

* llg-nif'-er-OUS, a. [Lat. lignifer = pro-
ducing wood ; lignum = wood

; fero = to bear ;

and Eng. adj. suff. -o#s ; Ft. lignifere.] Pro-
ducing or yielding wood.

* Hg-nl-f1 -ca'-tion, s. [Lat. lignum = wood,
and /acto = to make; Fr. liguijication.] The
act or process of lignifying ; the state of be-
coming lignitied ; the state or process of be-

coming converted into wood or a ligneous
substance.

* Hg'-ni-i'orm, a. [Lat. lignum = wood, and
forma = form, appearance; Fr. ligniforme.]
Resembling wood. ; of the appearance of wood.

* llg'-m-fSr, v.t. & i. [Lat. lignum = wood;
Eng. suff. -fy ; Fr. se lignifler.]

A. Trans. : To convert or change into wood
or a ligneous substance.

B. Jntrans. : To become converted into wood.

lig-nin, lig nine, \ [Lat. lig(num)= wood;
"in; -ine.]

Chem. : A substance at one time considered
to be allied to cellulose, but now regarded as
identical with it. It is the form of cellulose
which exists in the state of greatest aggrega-
tion, and is represented by woody fibre gener-
ally. [Cellulose.]

* lig ni per -dous, a. [Lat. lignum = wood

;

2>e?-do = to destroy, and Eng. adj. stiff. -ous.] De-
structive of wood. (Applied to certain insects.)

lig'-nite, s. [Mod. Lat. lignites; from lignum
= wood, and suff. -ites (Min.).~\

* Min. & Geol. : Wood-coal ; fossil-wood, gener-
ally of tertiary age, converted into a kind of
coal. It is usually dull or brownish-black, and
has not the glistening lustre of carboniferous
coal. Occasionally it is pitch black. As the
name lignite implies, it, as a rule, retains the
form and aspect of the original wood. It con-
tains a larger proportion of hydrogen than
wood does. If decomposition go on, it dis-
charges carburetted hydrogen and becomes
changed into common or bituminous coal.
The plants constituting it are mostly exog&ns,
and therefore more highly organised than the
cryptogams of the carboniferous coal. There
are beds of it in the Eocene of the Isle of
Wight, in the Miocene of Bovey Tracey in
Devonshire, and in America. [Lignitic.]

Hg-nlt'-ic, a. [Eng. lignit(e) ; 4c.) Contain-
ing or resembling lignite ; of the nature of
lignite.

lignitic series, s.

Geol. : A term applied in North America to
a series of beds resting on Cretaceous rocks,
and overlaid by Eocene. Probably it is the
uppermost member of the American Creta-
ceous formation.

lig nit ir er ous, a. [Eng. lignite; Lat.
few = to bear, to produce, and Eng. adj. suff.

•ous.] Producing or containing lignite.

lig no in, s. [Prob. from Lat. lignum —
wood ; o connective, and suff. -in (C/tem.).]

Chem. : C^oH^Og (?). A brown substance
obtained by Beichal from Huanaco cinchona
bark.

lig -none, s. [Lat. lign(um) = wood ; Eng.
suff. -one.)

Chem. : Xylite. A body supposed to exist
in crude wood-naphtha, but now believed to
be a mixture of methylic alcohol, acetone and
acetate of methyl.

* lig'-ndse, ct. [Lat.
= wood.] Ligneous.

lig-no-sul-phiir'-ic, a. [Lat. lign(um) =
wood ; o connective, aud Eng sulphuric.] (See
the compound.)

lignosus, from lignum

lignosulphuric-acid, s.

Chem. : Sulpholignic acid. An acid con-

taining the elements of cellulose and sulphu-

ric acid. It is prepared by adding gradually

concentrated sulphuric acid to half its weight
of lint, or linen torn into fine shreds ; tritura-

ting in a mortar, neutralising with chalk, and
filtering. It has not been investigated.

* lig -nous, a. [Lat. lignosus, from lignum =
wood ; Fr. ligneuz.] The same as Ligneous.
(q.v.).

lig'-num, o. [Lat.]

Bot. : Wood ; that
part of arborescent
plants which con-
tains the alburnum

j

and the duramen.

lignum-aloes,
s. pi. The same as
Lign-aloes (q.v.).

lignum colu
brinum, s.

LI(;NUM
1. Bot. : Slrychnos

ligustrina ; also other trees of the same genus.

2. Phar. ; A drug prepared from Strychno&
ligustrina.

lignum Rhodium, s.

Botany :

1. The wood of Amyris oalsamifera, a Jamai-
can tree.

2. Convolvulus floridus, and C. scoparius.

lignum-vit£e, s.

Bot. A Comm. : The wood of Guiacum officin-
ale. It is a very hard and heavy wood, brought
from Cuba and other West Indian Islands.
When first cut it is soft and easily worked,,
but on exposure to -the air it becomes much
harder. It is cross-grained, and contains
gum guiacum (q.v.). The wood is used foir

makiug machinery and for rollers, presses,
mills, pestles, mortars, sheaves for ships'
blocks, skittle-balls, &c. (Weak, &c.)

,

% Lignum Vita; of Nexo Zealand :

Bot. : The Aki, Metrosideros buxifolia, on&
of the Myrtacese. It is a giant climber.

Ug'-u-la, (pi. llg'-u-lse), s. [Lat. (for lin-
gula) = a strap ; diinin. of lingua— a tongue. 1'

Bot. : The same as Lioule (q.v.).

lig'-u-late, lig'-u-lat-ed, a.

= a strap, a band.] [Ligula.]
* 1. Ord. Lang. : Like a strap or band.

2. Bot. : Strap-shaped ;• narrow, moderately-
long, with the two opposite margins pm-allel.
Often used of the flowers of the ray in a com-
pound plant ; or of flowers having a mono-
petalous corolla slit on one side and opened
flat as the Dandelion Lilac.

" One of the ligulate flowers or florets of Cichorium
Intybus."—Balfour : Botany, § 911.

lig'-ule, lig'-n-la (pi. lig'-ules, Ug'-u^lse),
s. [Fr., from Lat ligula = a" strap, a band. J

1. Anat. : A thin lamina occupying the
angle between the cerebellum and the recti-
form body of the medulla oblongata in the
brain.

2. Botany :

(1) A peculiar membranous process at the
top of the sheath beneath the blade of a grass.

"Endiu^in a membranous process or ligule."—Bat'
four: Botany, § 1CL

(2) One of the rays of a composite plant.

(3) (PL, chiefly of the form ligula-): Horns ad-
ditional to others in the corona ofsome plants.

3. Entom. : The upper flexible portion of
the labrum in the mouth of the mandibulate-
orders of insects.

lig-u-li-flbV-ss, s. pi [Lat. ligula (q.v.),
and flos (genit. floris) = a flower.]

Bot. : A sub-order of Asteracea; (Composites).
The corollas are slit or ligulate. It is divided
into the tribes Scolymese, Lampsanese, Hvo-
serideas, Hypochzeridese, Scorzonerea:, Lac'tu-
cese, and Hieracieae (q.v.). Called also Cichora-
cese Cq.v.).

lig-U-lif'-lor-OUS, a. [Lat. ligula (q.v.):
flos (genit. floris)= a flower, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Having only ligulate flowers in the
capitulum.

Hg'-U-Hn, s. [Eng., 4c, Uguhtrtim) ; I con-
nective, and -in.]

[Lat. ligula>

b65l, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this;
- sin

» a? * expect, Xenophon. exist -fh«r-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, L = bel, del.
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Client. : A crimson colouring substance ob-
tained from Ligustrum vulgare. It is soluble
in water and alcohol, but insoluble in ether.
It does not contain nitrogen,

Li-guor'-i-an, Li-gor'-i-an, Li-guor-
ISt, s. & a. [For etym. see def.]

A. As substantive

:

Ch. Hist. (PL). : A popular name for the Re-
demptorists (q.v.), derived from their founder
St. Alphunsus Maria de' Liguori.

"The members of which are commonly known in
some countries as Ligorians."—Addis & Arnold ; Cath.
Diet., p. 710.

B. As adj. : Belonging to or in any way
connected with the Redemptorists or St. Al-
phonsus Liguori. Chiefly employed in the
term Liguoriau-theology.

Liguorian-theolagy, s.

Ch. Hist. : The same as Liguoeianism (q.v.).

Li-guor'-i-an-ism, s. [For etym. see ex-
tract.]

Ch. Hist. : (See extract). [Probabilism.]
"The name Liguorjanism has been popularly given

ill the present century to a particular school vl uior.il
and devotional theology in the Roman Catholic
Church by the controversial opponents of that
school, whether themselves Roman Catholics or not.
It is derived from the name of one of its principal and
most influential exponents, Alfonso Maria de' Liguuri,
a theologian, saint, and doctor of the Roman Church.
In strictness the term is not accurate, for Liguori was
iu no sense the founder of the school, nor did he inno-
vate upon, develope, or exaycerate its principles and
maxims. '—Dr. Lee, in Encyc Brit, (ed uth), xiv. G^i.

* lig
J

~ure,s. [Low Lat. ligurius, from Aryupioe,
Xtyyouptoj/, kiyicovptov, \vyKOvpiov (UguHon,
linggurion, lingkurioti, lungkourion), from Au'-y-

kos ovpov (Inngkos ouron) = lynx's urine, from
the belief that it was composed of the urine
of lynxes.] A kind of precious stone, worn in
the breastplate of the Jewish high-priest.

"The third row uligure, an agate, and au amethyst."—Exodus xxviii. V3.

Iil-gur'-i-an, a. [For etym. see clef.] Coming
from or belonging to the district of Italy an-
ciently known as Liguria.

Z4gurian-bee, s.

Entom. : Apis ligitstica, common in Italy
and Greece. It is this species which Virgil
celebrated (Georgia iv.).

ll'-gu-rite, s. [Named after Liguria, the
' ancient name for a part of Italy.]

M'tit.: An apple-green variety of Sphene
(q.v.), found at Stura, in the Apennines.

li-gus'-ti-cum, s. [So named because some
of the species are found in what was the
ancient Liguria.]

Bot. : Lovage ; a genus of umbelliferous
plants, family Seselinidse. Twenty species
are known. Liynsticam scoticnvi a dark-
green, shining plant, has biternately pinnate
leaves, eight to twelve umbel rays and winged
ridges on the fruit. It is the only British
species, and is found locally on rocky coasts,

especially in Scotland. The leaves are eaten as

a potherb ; the root is aromatic and pungent.

li-gus'-trin, o. [Eng., &c, ligustr(um); -in.]

Chem. : A yellow, bitter extract obtained
from tlie leaves of Ligustrum vulgare. It

strikes a deep indigo-blue colour with strong
sulphuric acid.

li-gus'-triim, *. [Lat.]

Bot. ; Privet : a genus of Oleacese, tribe

Olea?. The calyx and corolla are four-cleft,

the berries two-celled, each cell one to two-
seeded. Ten are known. Ligustrum vulgare
(Common Privet), lias elliptic, lanceolate ever-
green leaves in compact panicles of small
white flowers, followed by black globose ber-

ries. Often planted for fences, as it bears
clipping. Flowers June and July. Found

,
apparently wild in the south of Scotland,
Ireland, and perhaps in. England ; naturalized
in Scotland. The berries yield a rose-dye and
a bland oil used iu Germany for cooking. In
Belgium the dried and powdered twigs are used
for tanning.

ll-gyr'-iis (yr as ir), s. [Gr. Aiyupos (ligu-

ros) = clear, whistling, shrill, sharp.]

Entom. : A genus of Lamellicorn Beetles,
family Scarabeidse, sub - family Dynastinte.
Ligyrus bitit-berculatus feeds on sugar cine,
and is sometimes destructive to the crop in
Demerara.

* Ixk'-a-ble, [Likeable.]

* lik'-a-ble-ness, s. [Likeableness.]

like?* liche,* lik,* lyk, * lyche,* iliche,
yliche, a., adv., & s. [A.S. lie, in conip. gelic

;

cogn. with Dut. ge-lijk = like ; Icel. lilcr, glikr

;

Dan. Ha ; Sw. lik; Goth, ga-fciks ; Ger. gleieh

;

M. H. Ger. ge-lich ; O. H. Ger. ka-lih. Cf.

also Gr. ttjAi'kos (icllkqs) = of such an age,
such ; Lat. talis = such ; Buss, tolikH = such.
From the same root as A.S. lie = a body.
[Lion.] O. Sax. & Icel. lik.] [Each, Such,
Which.]

A. -4s adjective:

1. Resembling; having resemblance ; of the
same appearance or form ; similar, alike ; as,

He is very like his brother.

2. Equal in quantity, quality, or degree ;

same ; exactly corresponding.
" Like strength is felt from hope and from despair."

I'ope. Homer; Iliad xv. 852.

3. Corresponding in character, nature, or
disposition. (Shakesj). : Julius Ccesar, v. 4.)

*"
4. Having an appearance indicative of

something
;
giving reason for a certain belief

or expectation
;
probable, likely.

" "Tis like to be loud weather."
Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iii. 3.

+ 5. In a position affording a possibility or
probability of a future act or state ; likely.

" You are like to lo3e your hair."
SJuikesjt. : Tempest, iv.

6. Ha\ nig power, ability, inclination, or
means ; equal, disposed, or inclined to.

" Many were not easy to he governed, nor like to con-
form themselves to strict rules."

—

Clarendon. Civil
War.

B. As adverb

:

1. In the like or same manner ; equally,
similarly, exactly. (Shakesp. : Sonnet 60.)

* 2. So as to resemble.
" He hath drawn my picture. Anything like?"

Sluikesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. 2.

* 3. Probably, likely.
" Will money buy them? Very like."

Shakesp. : Tempest, v.

C. As substantive

:

1. A person or thing like or resembling
another ; an exact counterpart ; a resemblance.

" That mightiest space in fortune nature brings
To join like tiles and kiss like native things."

Shakesp. : All's Well That Ends Well, i. 1.

2. A liking ; a fancy ; a feeling of pleasure
find satisfaction ; a longing desire : as, Every
one has his likes and dislikes.

T| Had like: Came near to; was or were
nearly. (Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing,
v. 1.)

like-minded, a. Having a similar mind,,
disposition, or purpose. (Phil. ii. 2.)

; like, s. [Lich.]

* like-wake, * lyke-wake, 5. [Lych-
WAKE.]

-like, suff. [Like, a.] A common suffix used
with nouns to form adjectives, denoting a
resemblance to the idea conveyed in the nonn :

as, child, olnld-like ; war, war-life, &c. It is

the same as ~ly (q. v.).

like, v lik -en, * lyk-en, v.t. & i. [A. S. lician,

limn = to be like or suitable for; lie, ge-lic

= like (q.v.) ; cogn. with Dan. lijken= to be
like, to resemble, to suit; from ge-lijk =
like ; Icel. lika — to like, from tikr = like

;

Goth, leikan, ga-leikan = to please, from ga-
ieties = like ; M. H. Ger. lichen

)
ge-lichen = to

be like, from ge-lich = like.]

A. Transitive

:

1, Originally used impersonally : it pleases;
it is agreeable to.

"It likes us well : Young princes, close your hands."
Hhakesji. : King John, ii, 2.

* 2. To please ; to be agreeable to.

" Call for what wine you please, whieh likes you
the best." C'artwnyht : At a Dry Dinner.

3. To be pleased with ; to enjoy in a moder-
ate degree ; to approve.
" That on so little acquaintance you should like her.'"

Shakesp. : As l'ou Like It, v. 2.

'"
4. To make like ; to compare ; to liken.
" Like me to the peasant boys of France."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., iv. 6.

* 5. To be like ; to resemble.

"You lilie noue, none you, fur constant heart."
Shakesp. : Sonnet 53.

B. Intransitive:

1. To be pleased ; to feel a moderate degree
of pleasure.

" I look'd upon her with a soldier's eye ;

That lik'd, but had a rougher task in hand."
Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, i. 1.

2. To choose ; to be willing.

" If the man lika not to take his brother's wile/'-
Deut. xxv. 7.

* 3. To be likely ; to go near.
" He probably got his death, as he liked to have aone

two years ago.' — Walpole : Letters, ii. 1D3.

* like'-a-ble, * lik'-g.-ble, a. [Brig, like

:

able.] "Of a nature deserving to be liked
;

pleasing ; lovable.

"It is a very likeable plaue."—Southei/ : The Doctor
ch. xxxiv.

* like'-a-ble-ness, * lik'-a-ble-ness, s.

[Eng. likeable; -ncss.] The quality or state of

being likeable ; attractiveness.

* like'-hood, s. [Eng. like, a. ; -Itood.] Like-
lihood.

like -li hood, * lik-Zi-hed, * like-ly-
becie, s. [Eng. likely; -hood.]

* 1. Resemblance, likeness, comparison.
"There is no likelihood between pure light and

black darkness, or between righteousness and repro-
bation."

—

Itateigh.

2. The quality or state of being likely;
probability, chance, likeliness.

"What we have just reason to caution any man
against "ill in likelihood come to pass."— Whitby : On
tlie fine Points, dis. 5, ch. xi,, § 11.

* 3. That from which a conclusion can or
may be drawn ; a sign, an appearance, an
indication.

"Many likelihoods informed me of this hefore."

—

Shakebp. ; All's Well That Ends Well, i. 3.

*'
i. Circumstantial evidence ; proof.

" These UkeWiaods confirm her flight from hence."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, v. 2.

like'-li ness, * like li nesse, * lik-li-
nes, *. [Eng. likdy ; -ness.]

" 1. Resemblance, likeness.

2. Probability, likelihood, chance.
* 3. Suitableness, agreeableness.

like'-lyt
* lik-ly, «. & adv. [Eng. like, a.

;

-ly-]

A. As adjective:

* 1. Such as ' may be liked ; attracting
liking ; likeable, pleasing, agreeable.

" I have not seen
So likely an ambassador of love.''

Shakesp. ' Merchant ••/ Venice, ii. 9.

* 2. Similar, alike, like, congenial.
" Love is a celestial harmonie
Of likely harts composed of atarres concent."

Spenser : Ilymne in Honour of Ileuuty, 10S.

3. Having the appearance of truth or pro-
bability

;
probable, credible.

"I never thought it possible or likely.''

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, i. 1.

" 4. In such a position or situation as pro-
bably to do some act : as, I am likely to call

to-morrow.

5. Suitable, well-adapted, convenient; that
will probably suit one's purpose.

6. Of good breeding and accomplishments

;

accomplished, talented. (Amerieo.n.)

B. As adv. : Probably ; in all probability.
" While man was innocent, he was.likely ignorant

of nothing that imported him to know."

—

frlanvul;

lik- en, *lik-nen, *lyk-nen, v.t. & i.

[Sw. likna = (1) to resemble, (*2) to liken, from
lik= like ; Dan. ligne — (1) to resemble, (2) to
liken, from lig = like.] [Like, a.

J

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To make like ; to cause to resemble.

2. To compare ; to consider or represent as
like.

" To whom then will ye liken God '! or what likeness
will ye compare unto him ?"

—

Isaiah xl. 18.

' B. Intrans. : To be like ; to resemble.
" His schal lyke that laj k that lyknes her tylle."

£. Eng. A Hit. Poenis ; Cleanness, 1,064.

like -ncss, * lik-nes, * i-lik-nes, s, [A.S.
ge-licnes, from lie, ge-hc — like (q-v.).]

1. The quality or state of being like ; simi-
larity, resemblance.

" In the likeness of God made he him."—Genesis v. 2.

2. That whieh is like or similar ; that which
resembles another; especially a portrait or
picture of a person or thing.

" Had he that real likeness shown.
Would any man the picture own ?"

Gay . Fables, pt. i., fab. 18.

3. Form, appearance.
" And above the firmament that was over their

heads was the likeness of a throne."— Ezekiel i 20.

llk'-er-ous, a. [Lickerish.]

lik'-er-oils-nes, s, [Lickerirhness.]

Sale, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.



likewise—lily 5£3

Eke- wise, "lyke -wyse, adv. or eonj.

[For in like wise.} In like wise ; in like man-
ner ; also, moreover.

" Jesus said unto them, I also will ask you one-thing,
which if ye tell me, 1 likemUu will tell you by what
authority I do these things."—Matthew xxi. 24.

Ilk' ing, a. & s. [Like, v.]

* A. As adj. : Having a certain appearance

;

featured, favoured.
" Why ahuuld he see your faces worse lifting than

the children which are of your sort

?

"—Daniel i. 10.

B. As substantive

:

JL The state of being pleased; contentment.
" Than to drive liking to the name of love."

Shakesp. : Milch Ado About Nothing, i. 1.

* 2. Favour, goodwill.
" You have broken from his liking."

Bhakesp. : Winter's Tale, v. 1.

3. Inclination, desire.
"A sudden trust from Budden liking grew."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey xv- *64.

* 4. State of the body ; especially good or
plump condition.

"Their young ones are in good liking; they grow up
with corn."

—

Job xxxix. 4.

* 5. A state of trial.

" The royal soul . . .

Came but a while on liking here."
- Dryden: Threnod'ut AuguatalU,-153.

ll'-lac, " li-lach, s. & a. [Sp. lilac, lUa;
Ital. lila; Turk. leildk ; cf. Pers. lilaj, lilanj,
Wang = the indigo plant.]

A. As substantive

:

Bot. : The genus Syringa, and specially S.
vulgaris. It has simple leaves, and.very frag-
rant pale violet or purple flowers, in beautiful
thyrsoid terminal panicles. It was introduced
into Britain from Persia and Turkey about
1597. It grows in the London squares, smoke
not being deleterious to it, and flowers in .May.
It has valuable febrifugal qualities, owing to
the presence in it of lilacine (q.v.). The Per-
sian lilac was introduced into Britain from
Persiaabout 1638. It is a smaller species, and
there are others besides.

TT African lilac is Melia Azedarach ; Aus-
tralian lilac (l)Hardeubergia monophylla, (2)
Prostanthera violacea ; Indian lilac, Melia
semperflorens ; and Persjanlilac, Syringapersica.

B. As adj. : Of the colour of lilac
;
pale

dull viplet, a little mixed with white.

li' la-cine, s. [Eng. uiac; -ine.]

Chem. : Syringine. An alkaloid extracted
from the bark, the buds, and the leaves of the
lilac, Syringtt vulgaris, It is obtained in the
form of radiate needles, which are soluble in
water and in alcohol, but insoluble in ether.
It possesses a taste which is at the same time
sweet, bitter, nauseous, and astringent. It
dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid, form-
ing a yellowish-green solution , which gradually
changes to violet-blue ; on diluting with water
it takes an amethyst colour. Lilacine is little
known in England, but in the south of Europe
it is considered an unfailing remedy for the
intermittent fever which prevails in marshy
and insalubrious districts.

Ilia-lite, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Min. : The same as Lepidolite (q.v.).

I3tt- 1 -a' - fe - ee, s. pi. [Lat. Ulifym) ; fern. pi.
adj. suff. racecB.]

Bot. : Lilyworts ; an order of Endogens
founded by Linnaeus in 1751, and still retained.
It is the typical order pf the alliance Liliales.

It consists of herbaceous plants, shrubs, or
frees, with bulbs, tubers, rhizomes, or fibrous
roots ; leaves generally narrow, with parallel
veins ; flowers large and showy, to small and
green, with all intermediate gradations ; calyx
and corolla confounded, both coloured, some-
times cohering into a tube ; stamens six, in-

verted into the perianth ; the anthers opening
inwards ; ovary free, three celled ; fruit succu-
lent, dry, or capsular. Seeds one above an-
other, in one or two rows. Many of the species
are very beautiful. They are widely diftused,
being, however, more common in temperate
th^n in tropical countries ; those belongingto
the latterregion being often arborescent. Some
are eaten ; many.yield fibres capable of being
spun ; others are used medicinally ; some
yield resins, some are poisonous. (Lindley.)
Known. genera 170, species about 1,600. (Sir
Joseph Hooker.) Liridley divides the order into
.eleven tribes :,Tulipe», Hemerocallese, Aloin-
«ae, Seillese, Conanthereae, Antliericcae, Aphyl-
lantheas. WachendorfeavAsparageie, Aspidis-
trese, and Ophiopogonea. Sir Joseph Hooker

arranges the seventeen British genera under
seven tribes : Trillideae, Aspai-aginete, An-
therieese, Liliese, Colchiceffi, Veratrese, and
Narthecieae.

Ill i-a-ce-ous t>r ceous as shus), a. [Lat.

liliacms,
.
from lilium— a lily.] Pertaining

to lilies or the Liliace® ; like a lily.

•Ill -i-al, a. [Liliales. ]
^

Bot.: 0f or belonging to theallianceLiliales,
the typical order Liliaceffi, or its typical genus
Lilium.

lll-I-a -les, s. pi. [.Masc. and fern. pi. of Mod.
Lat. lillal(is), from Lat. UUtim = a lily.]

Bot. : Tlie Lilial alliance. It consists of
hypogynous, bisexual, hexapetaloid endogens,
with copious albumen. Lindley includes
under if the orders Giliiesiaceie, Melanthacese,
Liliace*, and Pontederacea? (q.v.).

lil-i-e'-ee, 5. pi.' [Lat. lili^um); fern. pi. adj.

suff'. -eo£.\

Bot. : A tribe of Liliacea?, type Lilium. The
styles are combined or the stigma sessile, the
capsule loculicidal, the testa various, the
radicle next the hilum. British genera : Scilla,

Huscari, . Ornitlmgalum, Allium, Gagea,
Lloydia, Fritillaria, with two more—Tulipa
doubtful, arid Lilium only naturalised.

*UlSiqd, *lil'-Uodt a. [Eng. lily; -ed.]

Fuji of or covered with lilies.

" Nymphs and shepherds dance no more
By sandy Ladou's lilted h&uke." Milton: Arcades.

LiT-i-put, Li! II put, 3. & a. [See def.]

A. As $ubst. : The name of an imaginary
country in Swift's Gulliver's Travels, the in-

habitants of which were pigmies.
" Watchful against impending harms
All Lilltput cried out, ' To arms I"

Lloyd: Charity; A Fragment.

B. As adj. : Liliputian.

Lil-i-pu tian, Lil - li pu - tian, u. & s.

[Eng. Liliput; -ian,}

A. As ad.}. :
,
Of .or pertaining to Liliput

;

pigmy,, small, pigmeaii.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native of Liliput (q.v.).

2. A person of yery diminutive size ; a pigmy.

I*il Ith, 5. [Heb.. rM (\mth)= properly the
nightly one, the.name.of a female night-spirit
that wanders appot in the deserts (cf. Matt,
xii. 43), and w^iich the seer represents as
taking up its permanent abode in Edom.
(Newman : Heb. Lex.)]

1. Ord. Lang. : A word trailsiiterated and
adopted from the Hebrew by Henderson,
following the example of Aquila, Van der
Palm, and de Wette. The LXX. translate it

by bvoKevTovpoi (onokentauroi), the Vulgate by
lamia, and most moderns by "screech-owl."
Bochart, Gesenius, Rosenmiiller, and Hitzig,
are of the same opinion as Newman. [Etym.]
(See also Cheyne : Proph. 0/ Isaiah, xxxiv. 14.)
[Xamia,-.!.]

" There also the lilith shall rest,
And find for herself a place of repose."

E. Henderson ; Itaiah xxxiv. 14.

2. Folk-lore : According to Talinudic tradi-
tion, Lilith was Adam's first wife, who for her
refractory conduct was transformed into a
demon endowed with power to injure and
destroy infants unprotected by the necessary
amulet. (Hershon: Talmudic Misc., p. 9.)
(See alsb.Buxtorf, Lex. Tahn., s.v. ; Burton
Anat. Mel. (ed. 1881), p. 116.) [Lamia.]

" It was i.i/idi, the wifcof Adam, . . .

Not a drop ofher Mood, was human,
But she was made like a soft sweet woman."

D. G. Jlossetti : Eden Bower.

ltt'-i-iiw. s. [Lat. lilium ; Gr. \eiptov(leirion)— a lily.]

Bot. : A genus of Liliaceae, tribe Tulipeas
(Lindley), the typical genus of the tribe Lihete
{Sir J. Hooker). Bulb of many imbricated
fleshy scales ; leaves all cauline, not sheathing,
alternate or.whoried; flowers few or many,
large, . solitary, ereet, or drooping

; perianth-
seginfintsrftKe, caducous, erect below, recurved
or revolute- above ; .nectary median elongate

;

stamens hypogynous or in the base of the seg-
ments

; filameuts subulate; anthers versatile,
bursting inwards ; ovary six-grooved ; stvle
terete ; stigma obtuse. Fruit capsular, erect,
seeds many, in two series. Known species
forty, all from the north temperate zone.
Lilium Mavtagon,- the Martagon or Turk's cap
lily,. which has pale purple or white flowers,

is naturalised in Surrey ; its native country is

Continental Europe. L. pyrenaicum is a
garden escape in Devonshire. About fifty

three species, with many varieties, are culti-

vated in Britain. Many are hardy enough to

thrive in almost any situation, even under the
shade of trees.

IT Lilium candidum is the White or Bourbon
lily ; it was brought in 1596 from the Levant

;

L. croceum, the Yellow lily, brought the same
year from Germany; L. japoniqujii, the Japan
lily, introduced from China in 1S04. L. chal-

cedonicum [Lilv, 2], the Scarlet Martagon lily,

brought from the Levant in 159(3 ; L. pompo-
nium, the Scarlet Pompone lilv, introduced
from Siberia in 1629 ; L. bulblferum is the
Bulb-bearing or Orange lily, brought from
Italy in 1596. L. superbum, the Superb Mar-
tagon lily, introduced from North America in
1738 : and L. tigrinum, the Tiger or Tiger-
spotted lily from China in 1S04. The finest of
all is a Japanese species, L. auratum intro-
duced into Britain from Japan in 1S60. It is

two to five feet high, the flowers, which, are
white with purple blotches, being sometimes
a foot aGross. The smell is perceived at a dis-

tance. The bulbs of L. wallichianum, an Indian
species, have deinulcent properties, and arc
used in pectoral complaints. L. pomponinm
is cultivated in Kamtcliatka for its roots,
which are roasted and eaten.

lill, s. [Etym. doubtful.] One of the holes of
a wind-instrument. (Scotch.)

•lill, v.i. & (. [Loll.]

lil-li-bul-ler -6, lll-li-bur-ler'-o, s. [Said
to have been a word of distinction used by
the Irish Papists in their massacres of the
Protestants in 1641.] The refrain and name
of a song, written by Lord Wharton, which
contributed in no little degree to the revolu-
tion of 1688.

"One of the characteristics of the good old soldier is
his trick of whistling jLUUbullero."—Macaulau; Hist.
Eng., ch. ix.

1111 Ite, s. [Named by Reuss after Von Lill

;

suff. -ite (Miu.),]

Min. : An earthy mineral resembling glau-
conite(q.v-), of a blackish-green colour. Hard-
ness, 2 ;

sp. gr. 3-043. Analysis yielded : silica,
32-4S ; sesqui- and protoxide of iron, 54*95

;

water, 10*20
; carbonate of lime, 1*96

; sulphide
of iron, 0*63 = 100*22. Found at Pjzibram,

. Bohemia. Grouped as a sub-species by Dana
under Jollyte (q.v.).

Ul'-l;y-pil-lie§f s. [From the native name.]
Bot. : A common Victorian name for Eugenia

Smithii. [Eugenia.]

lilt, v.i. & L [Lilt, s.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To do anything with a spring, jerk, or
hop ; to jerk, to spring.

2. To sing in a cheerful, lively style.

B. Trans. : To sing or play in a cheerful,
lively style.

•' Hech ! but she would lilt that bonnily."_C„ Kings-
ley : Alton Locke, ch. ix.

lilt, s. [Prob. onomatopoetic] A cheerful,
lively air or tune ; an Irish dance accompanied
with singing.

lil'-y, * lil-i, * lil-ief
* lil-ly, s. & a. [AS.

lilie, from Lat. lilium, from Gr. \eipiov (leirion)
= a lily ; Fr. lis ; Sp. lirio ; Ital, giglio.]

A. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language;

I. Lit. : In the same sense as II.
" For right as she can peint a lili whit ....
She peinted hath this noble creature."

Chaucer: C. T., 11,966.

* 2. Fig. : That end of a compass which
points to the north ; so called from its being
frequently ornamented with a. fleur-de-lis.

" As to the Tale the lUy bends
In a sea-compass." Howell; Letters, iii. 4.

II. Technically

:

1. Bot. : Properly the genus Lilium (q.v.)
but used also of various other genera more
or less akin to it.

2. Scripture

:

(1) Old Test. : Heb. \$W (shushan), 1 Kings
vii. 19; ]VW (shoshdn), So)1g of Solomon
ii. 16, iv. 5, v. 13, vi. 2^3, vii. 3- nmvti (§)id-

shanndh), 2 Chron. iv. 5, Song of Solomon ii.

1-2. Perhaps Lilium clialcedonicum.

(2) New Test. : The lily [Gr. Kpivov (krinon).]

USJl, b6y; pout, Jtffel; cat, fell, chorus,
-clan, -tian = sban. - tion, sion = shun

fhin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, e-xist. ph = f
• tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble. -die, &c. = bel, doL

*
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alluded to by Jesus in Matt. vi. 2S, is by
some believed to have been Lilium chalcedom-
cum, which lias red flowers, and is common in

Syria.

If The African lily is Agapanthus umbella-
ius; the, Barbadoes lily, ]Iippeastrum equestre

;

the Belladonna lily, Amaryllis BeUatlomta
(Belladouna purpurasceus) ; the Blackberry
lily, Pardanthus chinensis (American) ; the
Brisbane lily, Euryclea australasim ; the Cape
Coast lily, Crinum special)Ms ; the Day lily,

the genus Hemerocallis ; the Fire or Flame
lily, Pyrolirioti ; the Flax lily, Plwrmium
tenax; the Guernsey lily, Nerine samiemis

;

the Lent lily, Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissusj
the Lesser Water lily, Hydrocharis morsus-
rance ; the Mexican lily, Hippeastrum rcgincc ;

the Persian lily, Fritillaria persica ; the Pond
lily, the genus Nvphar ; the Prairie lily,

Mentzelia ornattt ; the Bock lily, Selaginella

convoluta ; the Scarborough lily, Vallota pur-
purea; the "Water lily, Nymphcea; and the
Whitsun lily, Narcissus poeticus. (Treas. of
Bot.

t
&c.)

T[ The Stone-lily is not a plant but a lily-

shaped animal. [Lily-encrinite.]

IT Oil of lilies: An unguent formerly obtained
"by infusing the flowers of Lilium candidum
in oil.

* B. -4s adj. : Pure, as a lily ; unstained,
unsullied. (Keats.)

* lily-beds, s. pi. Delicate flower-beds in

Elysium. (Shakesp. : Troilus <£ Cressida,

iii. 2.)

lily-beetle, *.

Entom. : Crioceris merdigera, a tetramerous
beetle, family CrioceridEe, of uniform brown-
ish tint

;
parasitic on lilies, whence its popu-

lar name. Its specific name (= ordure-bear-

ing) has reference to the fact that the larva

covers its back with its excrement as a pro-

tection.

lily-encrinite, s. [Encrinite, Encrinus.]

* lily-faced, a. Pale-faced ; affectedly

modest or squeamish.

* lily-handed, u. Having delicate, white
hands.

lily-hyacinth, s.

Bot. : Scilla lilio-hyacinthus.

* lily-liver, s. A coward.
" I always knew that I was a HZy-livcr."—T7iackeray :

Roundabout Papers, xii.

* lily-livered, «. White-livered, cow-
ardly, dastardly.

" A base, Uly-Hvcred, action-taking knave."
Shakcsp. ; Lear, li. L

lily of the field, *.

Bot. : The genus Amaryllis.

lily of the valley, s.

1. Bot. : The genus Convallaria (q.v.).

" Lily of the valley has a Rtrong root that runs into
the ground."—Mortimer: Husbandry.

2. Script. : [Lily, II. 1 (2)].

lily-pad, s. One of the broad, floating

leaves of the water-lily.

lily-pink, s.

Bot. : Aphyllanth.es, a genus of Liliacese.

lily-thorn, s.

Bot. : The genus Catesbsea, order Cin-

chonacete, tribe Gardenidre. Two species are

cultivated in Britain: Catesbcea spinosa and
C. parvifiora.

* lily-white, «. Of a pure white colour.

lll'-y-worts, s. pi. [Eng. lily, and pi. icorts.]

Bot.: The name given by Linclley to the

order Liliacete (q.v.).

1*1 -ma (1), s. The capital city of Peru,

lima-bean, 5.

Bot. . Phaseolus lunatiis.

Lima-wood, s. [Brazil (1), A.]

li'-ma (2), s. [Lat. lima= a file.]

Zool. : A genus of Molluscs, family Ostreidm.
The shell is equivalve, compressed, obliquely
oval; the anterior side gaping, the posterior

one rounds!, usually close ; the umbones
apart, eared ; the hinge area triangular ; the
cartilage-pit central. The animal has the
mantle margins separate. Lima is either free

or spins a byssus. Twenty recent species are

known, and two hundred fossil. The former

from Norway, Britain, India, <fcc, the latter

from the Trias, if not from the Carboniferous,
period onward.

li-ma'-ce-ous (or ceous as shus), a. [Lat.

lim,aceus= slimy, from Umax (q.v.).]

Zool. : Of or pertaining to the genus Limax,
or slugs.

ll-m&c'-l-dse, s. pi. [Lat. Umax, genit.

limac(is) (q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. sutf. -idee.]

Zool.: Slugs. A family of gasteropodous mol-
luscs, order Pulmonifera, suction Inopercu-
lata. The shell is small or rudimentary, usually
internal or partially concealed by the mantle.

The animal elongated, the body and foot not
distinct from each other. The head and
tentacles retractile, the tentacles four, the

upper pair supporting eyes. The mantle
small, shield-shaped. British genera : Limax
and Arioii (q.v.).

H'-ma-cin, s. [Lat. Umax, genit. limadis) —
a snail ; -in.]

Chem. : A substance obtained as a white
earthy mass from the garden-snail. It is

soluble in hot water and alcohol, and is pre-

cipitated with tannic acid.

ll-ma-ci'-na, s. [Fern. sing, of Mod. Lat.

limacinus, from Lat. Umax = a slug, a snail.]

Zool.: The typical genus of the family

Limacinida; (q.v.). The shell is subglobose,

sinistral, spiral, umbilicated. No operculum.
Animal with expanded fins. Two known
recent species from the Arctic and the Ant-
arctic seas.

ll-ma-Cin'-i-dsB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. limacin{a) ;

Lat." fern. pi. adj. suff. -idm.]

Zool. : A family of Molluscs, order Ptero-

poda. The shell, which is sinistral, is minute,
spiral, sometimes operculate. The animal
with tins attached to the sides of the mouth.

H-ma-c6'-des, s. [Lat. limax, genit. Umac(is)

= a snail ; -odes, from Gr. e'Sos (eidos)= form.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family Li-

macodidie (q.v.). Limacodes testudo is British.

Ii-ma-c6'-di-d£e, s. pi. [Lat. limacod(es);

feni" pi. adj. sutf. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Lepidoptera, some-
times called Cochleopodidai. It is of the
tribe Bombycina. The antennas are not pec-

tinated. The wings rather short and broad
with long fringes. The larva smooth, onisci-

form, with no perceptible legs. Only two
species British.

li'-ma-dse, s. [Mod. Lat. l'm(a) ; Lat. fem.

pi. a*dj. suff. -(i)dce.]

Zool. : A family of conchiferous molluscs,

by some separated from Ostreidce, with which
it is generally united.

* li-maile, s. [Fr. limaille.] A mass of filings

of any metal.

* ll-ma'-tion, s. [Lat. Umatus, pa. par. of

lhw~ to file; lima = a file.] The act of

filing or polishing.

* li'-ma-ture, s. [Lat. Hmatura, from limatu-

rus, fut. par. of limo = to file.]

1. The act of filing.

2. Filings of any metal ; the particles rubbed
off by a file.

li -max, s. [Lat. = a slug, a snail.]

Zool. : Slug. The typical genus of the
family Liiiiacidse (q.v.). The shell is internal,

oblong, flat, or slightly concave beneath the
nucleus posterior. Animal with a foot pointed
and keeled behind the mantle. Shield-shaped,
with granulated or concentric stria}. Known
recent species fifty-one from Europe, and one
fossil from the Eocene.

limb (1) (b silent), * lim, * lyme, * lymme, s.

[A.S. urn,; cogn. with feel. Hmo ; Dan. & 8w.
tern. The b is excrescent. The original mean-
ing was probably a twig, a branch broken off,

a fragment, from A.S. Ionian, lemman = to
break; cf. Icel. lemja=to break; lim— foliage
of a tree ; UmL = a rod ; Dan. lime = a twig.]

I, Ordinary Language:

1. Literally

:

(1) One of the extremities of the human
body, an arm, a leg ; espec. the latter.

"The sofa Buits
The gouty limb. 1 ' Cowpur : Task, i. 107.

(2) A branch of a tree ; one cf some size.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A person or thing regarded as a part oa

something else : as, a limb of the law.
'

' For Antony is but a limb of Coesnr."
Shake&p. : Julius CcBsar, iL L

* (2) An active member.
" These are the limbs of the plot."

Shakesfj. : Henry V1IL, i. L

(3) A mischievous child ; an urchin. (Colloq.y

[Imp.]

II. Locksmith. .' One of the pieces which,

compose a lock.

* limb-meal, * lyme-mele, adv. Limb'
from limb

;
piecemeal.

" that I had her here, to tear her Hmb-meal."
Hhakesp. : C'ymbelinc, ii, 4,

limb (2) (b silent), s. [Lat. Umbus = & border,
an edging*; Fr. limbe = a brink.]

I. Astronomy

:

1. The border or outermost edge [of tha
sun or moon.

" l caught sight of the lunar limb."—Tyndal ; Frag~
merits of Hcience, ch. vi.

2. The graduated arc or section of a measur-
ing or optical instrument.

II, Botany

:

1. (Of a petal): The expanded part of a petal
which is a modification of the blade of a leaf.

2. (Ofa gamosepalous corolla) : The expanded:
portion, as distinguished from the throat and,

the tube. It may be plane or concave, with a
great or less number of segments.

Jf limb (b silent), v.t. [Limb (1), s.]
{

1. To supply or furnish with limbs.
" They limb themselves, and colour shape or size, "

Assume, as likes them best."
Milton: P. L., vi. 352.

2. To tear limb from limb ; to dismember.

lim -bach-ite, s. [Named after the j>lace

where found, Limbach ; suff. -ite (Min.).j

Min. : A grayish- to greenish-white massive
mineral with greasy lustre. Sp. gr. 2-395.

Compos. : a hydrated silicate of alumina and
magnesia, represented by the fomiukt
3MgO2Si02 + Al 2 3Si0 2 + 2HO. Found at
Limbach, Saxony, occupying cavities in ser-

pentine.

lim '-bat, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A cooling;

periodical wind, blowing in the isle of Cyprua
from the north-west frum eight a.m. to the
middle of the day or later.

lim'-bate, a. [Lat. limbatus, from limbus =
a border, an edge.]

Botany

:

1. The same as Bordered (q.v.).

2. Having an expanded end.

[A contraction* lim -beck, -lim'-bec,
of alembic (q.v.).]

1. Chem. : A still.

" What uotiuns have I druuk of syren tears,

Distilled from limbecks, ioul as hell within."
Xhakesp. : Sonnet 118,

2. Her. : [Distillatory].

* lim'-beck, * limbec, r.t. [Limbec, s.)

To strain or pass through a limbeck.

limbed (b silent), a. [Eng. limb (1), s. ; -ecZ.J

Having limbs : sometimes used absolutely,

but more commonly in composition, as large-

limbed, long-limbed, &c.
"ImmmeroiiB living creatures, perfect forms,
Limbed and full grown." Milton : I'. L., vli. ibc.

lim-ber, a. [Allied to limp (q.v.).] Flexi-

ble, easily bent, pliable, pliant, yielding,

lithe.
" Those waved their limber fans

For wings." Milton : P. L., vii. 476.

lim'-ber, *lim'-mer, s. [Properly limmer%
which is a plural form, from Icel. limar =
boughs, pi. of Um = foliage.]

I. Ord. Lang. (PL) : The shafts or thills of 3
vehicle.

II. Technically:

1. Ordnance : The detachable part of a gun-
carriage mounted on the two fore-wheels, and
to which the horses are attached. The gun is.

limbered up when the trail of the gun-carriage
proper is lilted up and looped over the pintle-
hook of the limber, in order for marching.
The term limber is also applied to the fora-
carriage of the ammunition-waggon to which
the caisson or tumbril is connected. Limbers,
differ in construction with the purpose and!

f£»te, .at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot*

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce — e ; ey — a. qu = kw> /
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positions of the guns ; as—the casemate-lim-
ber; the fleld-guii limber, with an ammunition

box ; the garrison-gun limber ; the limber
with shafts; the pole-limber; the siege-carriage

limber ; the battery-waggon limber.

2. Shipwright. .* A passage on each side of
the keelson for bilge-water.

limber board, s.

Shipbuild. : A plank reaching from the keel-

son to the limber-strake, and merely butting
n gainst the bulkheads, so as to be easily taken
up to expose the limbers.

limber chain, s.

1. Newt. : A chain passing through the
limber-holes of a vessel by which they may
he cleared of dirt that chokes them.

2. Artillery: A keep chain which goes
round the pintle and confines the trail to the
limber, preventing its flying off the limber-
hook.

limber-chest, s. The ammunition or
tool chest belonging to the limber of an ar-

tillery-carriage of any description. Those of
the gun-carriage and caisson are fitted up as
ammunition-chests, while those of the forge

and battery waggon contain respectively tools

nnd stores for blacksmiths' and for carriage-

makers' and saddlers' use.

limber-holes, s. pi.

I ShipbuikL : Holes through the floor-timbers

on each side of the keelson, to allow the pas-

sage of bilge-water. The row of holes consti-

tutes the limber-passage.

limber-hook, s.

Artillery : The hook on the limber to which
the trail of the gun is attached.

Umber-passage, >• [Limber-hole.]

limber-strake, s,

Shipbuild. : That strains of the inner skin
which is nearest to the keelson. A space
between it and the latter is called the limber,
and forms a passage for bilge-water.

limbering-up hoop, s.

Artillery : A stirrup-handle on the trail of a
gun by which the piece is moved in limbering
and unlimbering.

*Um'-ber (1), v.t. [Limber, a.} To make
limber or pliant.

Tim -ber (2), v.t. ori. [Limber, s.]

Ordnance : To attach the limber to. (Said of

a gun, and generally followed by up.) (More
commonly used intransitively.)

lim -ber-ness, s. [Eng. limber, a. ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being limber ; flexi-

bleness.

"The liniberncss of them [the aides of a bladder]
would permit the air to accommodate itself and the
bladder to the figure of a cylindrical vessel."

—

Boyle:
Works, iii. 263.

tim hers, s. pi. [Limber, s., I.]

lim'-bi-lite, s. [Named from the locality

where found, Limburg.]

Min. : Usually regarded as an altered con-

dition of chrysolite (q.v.) by oxidation of the
iron, but Rosenbusch is of opinion that it is

the result of the alteration of the vitreous
portion of a rock, such as he has named Lim-
burgite (q.v.). Occurs in a dolerite at Lim-
burg, Baden.

* limb'-less (b silent), a. [Eng. limb; -less.]

Destitute of or without limbs.
"Tills poor bleeding limbless trunk, which gladly
I would divide lunong them."

Massingcr: Renegado, iv. l.

lim bo, s. [Properly the ablative of Lat.
limbus = edge, border, the full phrase being
in Umbo patntm ; Ital. limbo.] [Limbus.]

1. Anyplace of misery; hell.

"Oh, what a sympathy of woe is this?

i As far iroui help as limbo is from blisa !

'

Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, iii. t.

2. A prison; a place of confinement. (Slang.)

3. The same as Limbus (q.v.).

" As to the condition of the soul between death and
the resurrection, Isbim has noauthuritative teaching

;

the general opinion is that there is a limbo somewhere
or other in wliich the spirits of the good repose, while
those of thewicked are imprisoned elsewhere in a foul

dungeon to await their doom."—Palmer : The Qur'&n,

i. lxxi.

Limbo of Infante, s. The English
rendering of Limbus Infantium (q.v.).

"The existence of the Limbo of Infanta has never
been defined by the Church."—Addis & Arnold : Cath.
Diet., p 619.

Limbo of the Fathers, s. The Eng-
lish rendering of Limbus Patrum (q.v.).

" Estlus thinks it was to the spirits in the Limbo of
the Fathers, as well as to those in Purgatory, that
Christ preached."

—

Addis & Arnold : Cath. Diet., i>. 618,

lun-bbV-I-a, s. [From Lat. limbus = a bor-

der ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -oria (?).]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Liin-

boridse (q.v.). It is not British.

lim-bSr'-i-dse, lim-bor-it-e'-ce,s. pi [Mod.
Lat. .Zimbori(a); fern. pi. adj. sun". -(i)dce, -etc.]

Bot. : A family of Angiocarpous or close-

fruited Lichens, tribe Idiothalamese. There
are rounded apothecia, closed in by a carbo-
naceous special perithecium, finally bursting
in various ways, and containing a somewhat
waxy nucleus, which grows hard. {Griffith £
Henfrey.)

lim bus, s. [Limbo.]

Scholastic Theology : The edge or utmost
limit of hell, the abode of souls to whom the
merits of Jesus could not be applied, through
no fault of their own. Dante's description
(Inferno, iv.) is quite consonant with scholastic
teaching on the matter. Limbus is distin-

guished, as—
(1) Limbus Patrum, said to be the abode of

those who died before the coining of Jesus
Christ, and consequently before he "opened
the kingdom of heaven to all believers." The
expression "Abraham's bosom" (Luke xvi.

23) is supposed to designate this place ; and
some theologians see an allusion to it in the
preaching "unto the spirits in prison " (1 Pet.
iii. 19).

"The ancient ideas have even held their place on
into Christian thought, in pictureH like that of the
/Ambus Patrum, the Hiides where C'hrint descended to
set free the patriarchs."—Tylor : Primitive Culture
(1873), ii. 83.

(2) Limbus Infantium, defined as the abode
Df infants, to whom the merits of the Re-
demption could not he applied, because they
died without baptism either of water or of
blood, and were too young to supplement the
loss of the sacrament by baptismum in voto,

which is an "ardent desire of receiving bap-
tism of water, joined with perfect charity."
Many opinions have been held as to the state
of infants in Limbus, some believing them
free from the pmna sensus, while St. Augus-
tine went so far as to teach that they suffered
the actual pains of hell. The common opinion
of theologians of the present day is that they
enjoy natural happiness, while some believe
that they may be admitted into heaven itself
through the uncovenanted mercies of Al-
mighty God.

lime (1), *liim, *lym, *lyme, s. [A.s.
lim = bitumen, cement ; cogn. with Dut. Upn
= glue, lime ; Icel. lim, = glue, lime, chalk

;

Dan. Win = glue; Sw. lim = glue; Ger. leim
= glue ; M. H. Ger. lim = birdlime ; Lat.
limns = mud, slime.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A viscous substance smeared
on twigs for the purpose of catching birds

;

birdlime (q.v.).

"Poor bird ! thou'dst never fear the net or lime."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 2.

II. Technically:

1. Chem. : [Calcium Oxide].

2. Geoh, &c. : The chief states in which
lime occurs in geological strata are the car-
bonate, the phosphate, and the sulphate of
lime. (For the origin of the lime itself, sec
Limestone.) Phosphate of lime may come
from bone, from coprolites, &c. ; sulphate of
lime is less clearly organic.

"And bigan a strong castel of lym and off ston."
Robert of Gloucester, p. 127.

3. Pharm. ; Lime, but only in the form of
Liquor Calcis, is sometimes given internally as

an antacid. Externally applied it acts aa a

caustic.

L Sugar-manuf. t Lime-water used in clari-

fying coarse sugar.

% Lime-alumina garnet = Grossularite; Lime-

and-soda mesotype = mesolite, a member of the

Mesotype group ; Lime-arsenate = Pharmaco-

lUe; Lime-borate = Bcchilite ; Lime-borosili-

cate = Datolite ; Lime-carbonate = Aragonite

and Calcite (q.v.); Lime-felspar = Anorthite;

Lime-fluate, Lime-fluoride = Fluorite; Lime-
harmotome = Phillipsite; Lime-mesotype = a

member of the Mesotype group (q.v.) ; Lime-
nitrate = Nitrocalcite (q.v.) ; Lime-oxalate =
Wliewellite ; Lime-oligoelase = HafncfiordUe ;

Lime-phosphate = Apatite ; Lime-silicate =
Wollastonite ; Lime-soda felspar=LabradoHte ;

Lime-sulphate=^I«/i7/drt/e and Gypsi<m ; Lime-
titanate = Perofskite ; Lime-tungstate=£o7ieeZ-

ite, and Lime-uranite — Autunite (q.v.).

lime-burner, s. One who burns lime-

stone in a limekiln to make lime.

* lime-fingered, a. Thievish.

"False, lime-fingered servants."—Bp. Ball : Works,
v. 195.

lime-floor, s. A floor of lime-mortar,
spread, beaten, and rubbed smooth.

lime-light, s, A light produced by pro-
jecting jets of ignited hydrogen and oxygen
upon a ball of lime, making it incandescent.
Invented by Lieutenant Drummond, who first

applied it in the focus of a paraboloid for

geodetic purposes.

lime-machine, s.

Gas-making : A machine in which gas is

purified by passing through lime.

lime-malachite, 5.

Min, : A variety of Malachite (q.v.), con-
taining carbonate of lime and some water

;

from Lauterberg, Harz, Germany.

lime-paste, s. The cream of lime, pro-
duced by slaking with water.

lime-pit, 5. A limestone quarry.

lime-plant, s.

Bot. : The May-apple, Podophyllum pelta-
tum. (Ogilvie.)

lime-powder, s. The decrepitated lime
produced by air-slaking.

lime-rod, s. A twig smeared over with
bird-lime.

"The currier and the lime-rod are the death of the
fowle." Breton ; Fantastickes.

lime-screen, s. A sifter for separating
lime powdered by slaking from the lumps.

lime-sink, s. A round hole or depression
in the ground in limestone districts.

lime - spreader, s. A travelling box
with perforated bottom, or other contrivance,
for distributing powdered lime over land as a
manure.

lime-twig, s.

1. lit. : A twig smeared with bird-lime,
used to catch birds.

2. Fig. : A snare, a trap.
" I knew the foul enchanter, though disguised,
Entered the very lime-twigs of his spells."

Milton: Comus, 646.

* lime-twig, v.t. To entangle, to en-
snare.

lime-wash, s. A coating given with
lime-water ; white-wash.

lime-water, s. A solution of lime in Too
parts of cold water. It is tonic, astringent,
and antacid.

lime- wavellite, #.

Min. : A name given to a mineral occurring
in radiated spherical and hemispherical
groups of acicular crystals in a phosphorite-
breccia. Sp. gr. 2*45; lustre, feeble ; colour,
white. Eliminating impurities, Kosmann re-
gards the composition as a hydrated phos-
phate of alumina and lime, containing lime,
14-86

; alumina, 35-65
; phosphoric-acid, 2839

water, 21*09. Found with phosphorite at
Dehrn and other places in Nassau.

lime (2), s. [A corrupt, of line, itself a corrupt,
of nnd, from A.S. lind — the linden-tree
(q.v.).]

Bot. : The genus TUia (q.v.), and specially
the species TUia parviflora, which is found
in. woods in England, and is by Borrer be-
lieved to be a native, while Watson considers

bSil, bo^j pout, j6wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, i&enophon, exist. -Ing;
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, doL
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, this doubtful. It ia a small tree, generally

glabrous, except on the axil of the nerves on
the inner side of the leaves ; these are ovate-

cordate acuminate. Sir Joseph Hooker con-

siders it to be probably the Euglish wild form
of the Continental T. curopcea. Other British

varieties are T. intermedia and T. grandifolia.

;TTilia.] The Lime-tree grower to a great size

on the Continent. The honey made from it is

considered very fine. The sap yields a.kind
of sugar. The bark is made into ropes and
mats, and formerly was used for writing-

tablets. The wood is soft, light, smooth, close-

, grained, suitable for carving. It is not much
attacked by worms. It is made into light

bowls, dishes, boxes for apothecaries, and
dressers for shoemakers. The twigs are manu-
factured into baskets and cradles.

lime hawk-moth, 5.

Entom. : Smerinthus tilice, one of the com-
monest of the Hawk-moths. It owes its

popular name to the fact that the larva feeds

on the leaves of the lime-tree.

lime (3), s. [Fr., from Pers. lima, Umiin =
a lemon, a citron ; Arab, limeh = a lime.]

[Lemon.]

Botany

:

1; Citrus acida.

2. Citrus limetta, more fully called the
Sweet Lime. It grows about eight feet high,
with a crooked trank and many-diffused
branches armed with prickles. The leaves
are ovate-lanceolate, nearly entire. The fruit,

which is greenish-yellow, is almost .globular,

except that. there is a protuberance at the
top ; the surface is regular ; shining rind.

It is about an inch-and-a-half in diameter.
The juice is very acid. There are various cul-

tivated varieties. Some believe it a variety of
Citrus medica, the Citron (q.v.).

1f Wild-lime.

Bot. : Atalantia monophylta.

lime juice, s. The juice of the lime,
used for the same purposes as lemon-juice
(q.v.).

lime juicer, s. (See extracts)

"They would not go on a lime-juicer, they said, for
anything. (By lime-juicer is meant an ocean-going
ship, so called becauBO the crow have Bait meat nerved
out to them, and lime-juice with.it against scurvy.")—
Pall Mall Gazette, Aug. 26, 1B84.

* lime (4), lyemme, s, [Leam, s.] A thong,
strap, or string to lead a dog ; a leash.

lime, v.t. [Lime (1), s.]

* 1. To smear with bird-lime.

"Myself have lim'd. a buah for her."
SJtakcsp. : 2 Henry VI., i. 3. I

* 2. To ensnare, to catch, to entangle, as a
bird with bird-lime.

" Birds never limed no secret hushes fear.

"

Shakesp. : Jtape ofLucrece, 6B.

* 3. To ensnare in any way.
" Oh limed soul, that, struggling to*be free,

Art more engaged." Shakesp. : Hamlet, ill. 3,

* 4. To cement.
" Who gave his hlood to lime the stones together."

Shakesp. : » Henry VI., v. 1.

5. To manure with lime ; to spread lime over.

"All sorts of pease love limed or nwrlcd laud."

—

Mortimer: Husbandry.

*limed ? a. [Fr. limer ; Lat. limo = to polish.]

Polished. (Chaucer: House of Fame, ili.)

* lime hound, s. [Eng, lime (i), and Jujund.]

A hound used in boar-hunting ; a limracr ; so

called from the leash in which he was led.

(Massinger : Bashful Lover, i. 1.)

lime'-k£ln (or In as 1), s. [Eng. Ome(l), s,, and
kiln.] A kiln in which limestone is calcined
and reduced to lime.

"The counter gate is as hateful to me r? the reek of

a limekiln''—HhaJtesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, ii. If.

Li men'-e-an, a. & s. [See'def.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Lima, or
its inhabitants, in Peru.

B, As subst. : A native or inhabitant of
Lima.

ll-TOren-l'-tlS, s. [Gr. At/wi/iT*)? (limenites)

= of the harbour, harbour-guarding, from
KL^.t\v (limen) = a harbour.]

Entom. : A genus of Butterflies, family
Nymphalidae, sub-family Nyinphalinae. Li-
menitis sybilla is the White Admiral Butterfly.
[Admtral C. 2.] L. Camilla, is from Conti-
nental Europe. Various other species are
found in America, India, &c.

* lira er, * lym ere, s. [Eng. lime (»), s. ;!

-er.] The same as Limehound (q.v.).

" Many relates and timers." Chaucer : Dreame. }

lime-stone, >• [Eng. lime, audatone.y

Geol. : A general name for all rocks the 1

basis of which is carbonate of lime. It is not;
generally pure, but has In it alumina, silica,

&c. In regions such as Auvevgne and'Tus-l
cany, in which extinct volcanoes exist,!

hundreds of springs, both cold and thermal,
rise to the surface, bringing up from the 'sub-

terranean depths carbonate of lime. The
quantity thus transferred to the surface in ;

the course of ages is enormous, and manifold
streams and rivers carry it into the sea.

Molluscs withdraw it for their shells, corals

for their reefs, and in due time the upheaval
of the sea-bed converts it into a terrestrial lime-

stone rock. Metamorphic action can destroy
it, and there is little limestone in rocks which
have undergone such a change. When what
used to be called primitive, now crystalline

or metamorphic, limestone is found in such
beds, it is probably of organic origin. Modern
limestones are often composed entirely of
organic remains or are studded thickly with
them. . Thus Crinoidal or Encrinital Lime-
stone is composed chiefly of Enorinites, chalk
of Foraminifers, Nummulitic Limestone of
Nummulites, and Leith a Kalk of the
Tertiary of a Nullipore. Sometimes limestone
may be breeciated, concretionary, compact,
magnesian, Sac.

lime-tree, s. [Lime (3).]

ll-met'-tfo, «. [Mod. Lat. (Citrus) limett(a)

;

-ic.\

limettic acid, a.

Chem. : CuHgOg. An acid produced by the
action of potassium bichromate on oil of lime
or oil of rosemary. It is a colourless, crystal-
line substance, soluble in alcohol, and vola-
tilizes when heated.

lime -wort, s. [Eng. lime, and wort.']

Bot. : A species of Dianthus. (Ogilvie.)

Ii mic'-6 lee, s. jit. [Lat., pi. otlvmicola= one
who dwells in the mud: Ivmus = lime, mud,
and colo = to inhabit.]

Zool. : Mud-worms, a tribe of Annelids,
order Oligocheeta. It contains two families,

.

Samuridae and Naiididai.
;

lim -irig, pr. pa., a., & s. [Lime, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang. .- The act Of covering with
lime or birdlime.

II. Technically

:

1. Agric. : The act of manuring or dressing
with lime.

2. Bleaching: Slaked lime thinned 'with
water.

3. Leather-man. : The operation of steeping

'

hides in lime-water or milk of lime, to remove
the hair. The action of the lime is to dissolve,
the hair sheath and form a soap with the fat
of the hide. Also called unhairing.

lim'-It, s. [Pr. limite; fr. Lat. limitem, accus.
j

of limes = a boundary; akin to limen = a-
threshold ; Sp., Port., & Ital. limite.]

j

I. Ordinary Language-:

1. That which limits, bounds, or circum-l
scribes ; a bound, a boundary, a border ; the

I

utmost extent : as, the limits of a town.

2. A restraint, a bound.
" Grief dallied with nor law nor limit knows,"

Hhakesp. ; Jiape of Lucrece, 1. 120. I

*3. PL: HI].

* 4. A limb.

5. The full time ; the full extent.
" The limit of your Uvea in out."

,

tihakeip. : Richard III., ill. 3.

B. Technically

:

1. Logic i& Metaph. : A distinguishing charac-
teristic; a differentia.

2. Math.: A quantity towards which a vary-
ing quantity may approach to within less than
any assignable quantity, but which it cannot
pass. Thus, the quantity a2 + 2ax2 varies

'

with x, or it is a function of x, and approxi-
mates towards a2 in value, as a; is diminished,
and may, by giving a suitable value to x, bo
made to differ from a2 by less than any assign-
able quantity. Hence a* is, properly speaking.

a limit of the expression, which in this case

may be found by malting .'; = 0.

T[ Limits of a prima, or limits; A certain

limited space or extent of ground round a

prison, in which a prisoner has liberty to go

and come. '

lim'-It, "lym-yte, v.t. k i. [Fr. limiter; from
limil(i=a limit; Ital. limiture; Kp. & Port.

limitas; Lat. limito; from limes, (genit. limitis)

= a limit (q.v,).]

A* Transitive:

1. To set a limit or bound to ; to bound.
" We wIhIi reinov'd what Htiiiidetli in our light,

And Natun* blame for limiting our Higlit.
'

Waller: In Answer nf Suckling's Verses.

2. To confine within certain bounds; to

circumscribe, to restrain,

"Mmit each leader to liix several charge."
bhaktttp. : Jliettard III., v. 8.

3. To confine or restrain U> a certain point
or signification ; to settle definitely ; to apply
exclusively: as, To Unlit themeauiiigof a word.

*'B. Intrans. : To exercise any function, as

begging, within certain limits. [Limiter.]

* llm'-it-a-ble, a>. [Eng. limit; -able] That
may or can be limited, bounded, or restrained

;

capable of limitation.

* llm l tan' ous, a. [Lat. limUrniens ; from
limes (genit. limitis) = a limit. | Pertaining to

limits or bounds.

* lim l tar I an, a. & s, [Lat. limiUnis.]

A. As adj. .-Tending to limit, ur circumscribe.

'. B. As subst. : One.who limits; specif., one
who holds tin; doctrine that a part only of the
human race will be •saved. Opposed to Uni-
veraalist (q.v.,).

* Bm'-it-'-a-'l^', a. & s. [Lat. UmUarU, from
limes (genit. limitis) =a limit.]

A. As adjective :

1. Placed or stationed at the limits or
boundaries. (Milton,: P. L.

t
iv. 1)71.)

2. Limited ; circumscribed in extent.

3. Limited or circumscribed in power or
authority.

" What no inferior limitary kliitf.

Could In a length of years to rinenesa bring."
Pitt ; First Hymn of C'atttniaehua to Jupiter.

B. As substantive :

1. A district lying at the limits or on the
borders of another country ; a borderland.

" In the time of the KomaUK thin eounty, because a

limitary, did abound with lortl 11cations."—Fuller :

Worthies ; Oumberland.

2. The same as Limitem (-2) (q.v.).

" Great'were the sums of money whlah the diliaeiico

of the llmitaries brought \u."—llvylin ; Life of Laud,
\>. 210.

lim i tate,". [Lat. limitatus, pa. par. of

limito = to inclose within boundaries, tu

limit.]

Bot. : Bounded by a markedly distinct line.

lim-l-ta'-tlon, 11m it a ci oun, s. [Fr.
t

from Lat. Ihviitatiunetu, accus. of limitatio = n

limiting, a limit; from limitatus, pa. par. <.f

limito — to limit ; Sp. llmUacion ; Ital. limita-

ziona.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of limiting, bounding, or circum-
scribing.

2. The state of being limited, bounded, or
circumscribed.

" I despair, how tliiu limitation of Adam's empire to
In:-! I in>' ii in i ijouterlty, will help uh to one heir."— Locke.

3. That which limits ; that which restrains

or confines within limits ; a restraining con-
dition ; fi qualifying ruuerption.

"To exclude anv limitation «r diminution of thene
ho general terms.'—Harrow: Harmons, Vol, lit., t«;r. ;vj.

*4. The right to beg or exercise their func-
tions within certain limits, posseted by friars

;

the act of exorcising such funrtloim ; the dis-

trict m which a friar was licensed to beg.

"An he goth Iti.hU llmttactown."
Chaucer: C. T., 0.4U3.

*5. An appointed time.
" You have Btood your limitation."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, 11., 3.

II, Law: A certain limited time (ixed by
law within which an action must be brought:

" aIbo a man may plead the Htntutes of limitation In
bar; or the time limited by certain acts oi Parliament,
beyond which no jilulntflr can lay his cause of action.
An In an action for money secured by a mortgage, or
otherwise charged upon laud, or for rent on a lease by
deed, or on a bond or other itpecialty, that the olftlui

had not accrued on plaintiff, or Oiobo under whom he
ulalnis, wltulu twenty years."—Uluckstonc : Comment.,
Lk. hi., eh. 11.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, eir, marine ; go, pttt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e ; ey = a. qu = lew.
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t IXm'-X-ta-tfoe, a. [As if from a Lat. limi-
Uttivvs, from UimtatuB, pa. par, of UmUo = to
limit (q.v.) ; Pr. Um/UaUf.) Limiting.

" By tho very coiiHtltutlun of thought, object and
ul.Jcct oo-oxhtt In It oh muUUy limitative."—lirit.
Quart. Iloviow, vol. lvil., ji, A3 (1878).

Um it od, pa. par. & a. [Limit, v.]

A. As ]>a. par. : (See the verb).

B. As wljective

:

1. Confined within limits ; circumscribed,

2. Narrow, circumscribed.

3. Circumscribed in power or authority,; pot
ftbsf)Ultu. [LlMITF.lJ MONARCHY.]

* 4, Appointed, (Ixeil.

"'Tin iuy HmltaU norvico."
Hhukvsp. : Afacboth, 11. 8.

% (1) Limited administration

:

Law ; A special and temporary administra-
tion of certain Hpoelflc effects of a testator or
intestate, granted under varying circumstances.

(*2) Limited liability : Liability is said to be
limited when the persons liable are bound
under clearly-delined conditions. The phrase
is chiefly used 111 connection with joint-stock
companies, mid here it means that the mem-
bers- or shareholders shall not be called upon,
under any circumstances, to contribute more
than tin; amount of the shares for which, they
have subscribed. If the debts of such a com-
pany, when wound up, amount to more than
the resources of the company can meet? the
creditors must bear the loss.

(:i) Limited uwnarclvy : A monarchy in which
the power of the sovereign is not absolute,
but is constitutionally limited, usually by
assemblages of the nobility, clergy, and elected
representatives of the people-. The sovereignty
is a headship more or less real ; it is not an

* autocracy.
"The guvumiiicnUnns no limner n. limited monarohu

aftor tin' i.i I u( tliu itilililk- - i :.«-= i
. it I. ml not yet

become it limitvd ni'inarvhii iiftucthu modern fuHl\lun,"
—Alacaulay : Jllst, tiny,, eli. Iv,

(4) Limited problem :

Much. : A problem admitting of only one solu-
tion, or of a determinate number of solutions.

* Inn it, ml If, till p. [ ting, limited ; 4y.]
In a limited manner or degree; with limita-
tions.

> ", Klfchor nh niui.Hv "nocbriFinif to (dunaurQ, or
ilinltatU/f nuqoixlliitf to iH-rtalii mien lirworlbod to It."
— Harrow: On tho Unity of tflo Church.

lim it od ness, $. lEug. limited; -ness.]

The- quality orstate of being limited.

Hm' it or. ~ 11m It our. * 11m -It-or,
* lym-at-our, »'. {Una. limit ; -er, -or,]

1. One who or that which limits, binds,
or ciieiunseribos.

* 2. A friar who was licensed to beg or to
exercise bin function** within certain, limits.

"Tlior walketh now the UmUour himself."
Clumvur: V, T., 0,100.

11m It-Less, a. [Hug. limit; 4esa.] Having
no limit or bound ; unlimited, unbounded,
lnllnite, immense.
" Tliroiwh tint (trout groves of oak to tho akirta of tlio

It "I !(/,:,; [Pl.lllll'." i.,111 HI OllOW ; (.I'lllKJliUlH-..

*lim-it-our, ». [Limitetr.]

lim its, .-.. pi. [Limit, «., I. 8.]

lim ma, s. [Gr. Aeiftjua (Zewnnia) = what is

left, a remnant ; Abi'jtw (leipo) —to leave.]

Music:
• 1. The diatonic semitone.

'I. [Ductus,]

lim mer (1), s. [Limder, s.]

1. A shaft or thill of a vehicle*.

2. A shaft-horse, (Prov.)

11m mer (2), * lcam or. * lym cro, 5.

I
FY. liiiiier; O. Fr. tinner,] [Lkakn, s.,

Limk(-I), s,J

* 1. The^ame as Limehound (q.v.).

* 2. A dog got between a hound and a.

mastiff; a won girt,

* 3. A low, base, -worthless fellow ; a
scoundrel.

I. A woman of loose manners, a jade.

(Stotih.)

* Hm mer, «. [Limheu, a.]

limn (n silent), "lymn, t\t. [A contr. of
Iniiiiuvr, which is short for citlumuict; from

0. Fr. enluminer = to illuminate, from Lot.
" illumino.] To paint or draw ; spec, to paint in

water colours ; to illuminate a book or manu-
script ; to depict.

" For there by magic skill, 1 wis,

Form of each thing that living U
Was limned In jirouer dye."

Scott : Bridal of Triermain, ili, 37.

lim na di a, s. [From Gr. At/was (limmas),

genit. \ifjiva.&os (limnados) = marshy.]

Zool. ; A genus of Phyllopods^ The body
is enclosed in an oval bivalve carapace, feet

leaf-like, eighteen to thirty. It lives in fresh-

water.

lim -iko' a, lim nae'-us, s. [Gr. At^wuos
(iutMuion) = marshy, from A.i/ak»j (limm) = a
marsh.]

Zool. : Pond-snail; the typical genus of the
family Limnaiidaj. Tiie shell is spiral, more
or less elongated, thin, and translucent, the
body-whorl large, 'the aperture rounded in

front, the columella obliquely twisted. Animal
with a short, broad head, tentacles- com-
pressed, lingual teeth, about 110 rows. Kecent
species ninety, from Europe, Madeira, India,

Gliina, and .North America ; fossil seventy,
from the Wealden onward. Limnuea stagnalis

feeds chieily on animal substances, L. p&regra
on green fresh-water alga;.

lim me a dse, .a. pi.
I
i.i m n.u in*..

|

lim' nee id, s. [Limn^eid.e.]

Zool. . A mollusc of the family Limnreidte
(q.v.).

" The LlmnmidH inhabit fresh-water in aH parts of
tho world."—/s. /'. Woodward

;

t
AIoUutca (ed. 1875),. ]>.

lim nio l dao, lim na; a. dec, pi. [Mod.
Lat. llmuai{a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idu\

-ados.]

Zool.: Llmnseids ; a family of gasteropodous
Molluscs, order Pulmonifera, section Inoper-
culata. The shell is thin and horn-coloured,
capable of containing the whole animal when
retracted, the aperture simple, tbr lip sharp,
the apex somewhat eroded. The animal with
a short, dilated muzzle, two tentacles, eyes
sessile at their inner bases, the mouth with
an upper mandible, the teeth ,in a helix.

Found in fresh water in all parts of the world.
Known genera : Limnum, Chilinia, Physa,
Aucylus, and Planorbis.

lim nanth. s. [Gr. Al>itj (Utiuu)= a marsh,
and ayffoc (anthos) — n blossom, a plant.]

Bot. : A plant of the genus Liinnanthes, or
of the tribe 'Liniuauthete.

lim ndn the oo, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. Ibmnan-
th(tm); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suit, -ere.]

Bot. : Liinnanths, a tribe of Tropreolaceae,

with regular flowers and erect ovules.

lim nan the mum, s. [Gr. Ai/ui^j (limns) =
a marsh, and avStfiov (anthemoii) = a flower.]

Bot. : A genus of Gentianaceffi, tribe Meny-
antheat. It consists of perennial wator-lierhs,

with alternate or opposite floating peltate
or cordate leaves, sessile umbels of yellow
flowers, a ilvo-narted calyx, a rotate corolla,

with five to eight erose segments, live to eight
stamens, a disc of live to eight hypogynous
glands, and a one-celled irregularly -bursting

)
capsule, few or many-seeded. LivmaiiOtemwm

!

(formerly Villarsia) nymphieoides is British
;

iound wild in, stjli waters in the south i of

England, continental Europe, and Asia. L.
erwtaAim, a Cashmere plant, is said to increase
the milk of the cows which feed on it.

lim nan thes, s. [Limnahth.]

Bot. : The typical genus of tho tribe Lim-
1 nantheaj (q.v.). The leaves of LimnantJus

DoutjUisii tuste like those
t

of the ludiuu Cress,

T'ropwolum 'vuijtts.

lim na tor nis, s. [Gr. Ktfiirq (Unnc) — a

mai'sii, and opvis (07*uis) = a bird.]

l'txkwitt. : A fossil insessorial bird, allied to

the Hoopoe. It is from the Miocene.

lim ncr, s. [A contr. of luminour, short
form of enluminour ; D. Fr. mlumiwur, from
enluniiner = to illuminate.] One who limns,
a painter or artist ; spec, one who paiuted
portraits or illuminated..

"He | William Collet] becamo the best illuiDhiei' or
Umnor ofmir ago. '

—

Fuller : Worthies; Cambridge.

lim nito, s. [Gr. Mfxvt) (limm) = a marsh.]

Miu.; A hydrated sesquioxide of iron,

formerly included in the species limouitu

(q.Vi), but separated by Dana because of its

difference in composition. Occurs massive,
• and in stalactites. In physical characters

resembles limonite, but in the darker kinds
tiie colour is more yellowisb>brownr and in

the lighter; rust-yellow. Var. 1, lustre -pitch-

like ; colour brownish-black. Var. 2, ochre-

oua ; colour yellow. Compos. . sesquioxide

of iron 74-8 ; water 25% corresponding to the

formula FC2O32HO.

lim no-bi-a, . [Gr. Ai/ni/»j(Zfawi2)= a,niarflh,

and 0to$ (bios)= life.]

Etitonu.: A genus of two-winged insects,

family Tipulidte. More than fifty speeies are

British.

lim no£ y-6n, \ [Gr. \ifwr)(limne)=&xnaXBh,
.and tcvuv-llcvdn) = a dog.]

Pakeont. : A genus of Hysenodontidas (?),

from the American Eocene.

lim no fo -lis, s. [Gr. xCfivrf (lim/nx) — a
marsh, and Lat. felis = a cat.]

Palceont. : A fossil cat from the Middle
Eocene of America ; the oldest known repre-

sentative of the family Felidre.

lim no hy i doe, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. Ivnino-

%0«); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idw.]

Palceont. : A family of North American
Eocene mammals, founded by Prof. Marsh.
They are believed to be allied to the Tapirs
and to the Palaeotheridae.

lim no hy us, s. [Gr. ki^vt) (limne) = a
marsh, and 5s (hus), genit. uos (huos) = a

swine.]

Pakeont; The typical genus of the family
Limnobyidre (q.v.).

lim no phi li dee, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. limno-
2<hil{us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idos.]

Entom. : A family of Trfchoptera, division

Inseqnipalpia. The maxillary palpi of the
nudes are three-jointed, those of the females
ilve-joiuted. There are many species, several

being British. The cases of the larv«e are
various.

lim noph i liis, $. [Gr. Aijllftj (limine) — a
marsh, and <f>tKiui (phileo) = to love.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Limnophilidaj (q.v.).

lim no phis, a. [Gr. \i^vt\ (limne)= a marsh,
and o0is (ophis) = a snake.]

J'alceont. : A genus' of serpents, apparently,
of the family Boida;, but smaller than the
Great Boas. From the Eocene of North
America.

Hm nor' i a, s. [Gx. At/ui/tupeio. (Limnorekt)
= a, daugh£er of Nerena and Doris ; KC^vr}
(limne) = a lake.]

Zool. : A genus of cursorial isopod Crusta-
ceans1

, family Asellidaj. Limnoria terebrans
t

a small animal about one-sixth of an inch in
length, does much damage by boring into the
woodwork of piers, &c,

lim no thcr i die, s. pi [Mod. Lat. Zim-
notlier(iiim) ; Lat. fein. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Paleeont. : A family of fossil Quadrumana,
apparently allied to the Lemurs and to the
Marmosets. They had forty teeth. Found
in the Eocene of North America.

lim no ther i um, s. ' [Gr. Ai/i^i (limne) =
a marsh, and 0y}pLoi> (therion)— a wild animal.]

Palceont. : 'The typical genus of the family
Limuotheridse (q.v.).

limo dor i dre, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. limodo-
r{nm); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Orchids, tribe Arethuseae.

li mod 6 rum, s. [Lat., from Gr. \t/i6Sopov

(limodoron) — an unidentified wild plant.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family Li-
modorida; (q.v.). Limodorum abortivum is

a leafless, erect, terrestrial orchid, found in
the southern and central parts of Continental
Europe.

li moges (ges as zh), s. [See def.] A kind
uf surface enamelling, which represents gems
by the use of t,mall globules of transparent
colour over silver tinsel. It takes its name
from Limoges in France, where it was brought
to perfection in the lifteenth century. The
name Limoges is also applied to a variety of
earthenware known by its glaze.

boi'. boy ; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph = £>

-clan, ttan = ylian. tion. sion = shun: tion, sion - slum. cious, tious. -sious = shus. blc, -die, &c. = bel, dpi,
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11-mo nl-a, s. [Arab, lymoun = the citron.]

Bot. : A genus of Aurantiaceap.(q.v.). Limo-
nia monophylla is a small, thorny tree, grow-
ing in India, with a berry like a lime, but
only the size of a small nutmeg. The root of
Limonia acidissima, which grows on dry hills

in India, is said by Atkinson to be purgative
and sudorific, suitable to be used in colic,

the leaves in epilepsy, and the dried fruit as a
tonic and disinfectant. Prof. Watt says that
the wood, which is very hard, close-grained, and
yellowish white, might be used for turning.

llm' - 6 - nin, s. [Mod. Lat. limon(ia) ; suff.

-in (GTiem.).]

Chem. ; The bitter principle contained in

the pips of the orange and lemon. It forms
small crystals, easily soluble in alcohol and
acetic acid, and melts at 124°,

li'-mon-ite, s. [Gr. Aeiu.(£j> (leimon) =
meadow ; suff. -ite. (Mm.).]

Mitu : A hydrated sesquioxide of iron oc-

curring in stalactitic, botryoidal, or mam-
millary forms, having a more or less fibrous

structure ; more frequently earthy. Hard-
ness, 5 to 5*5

; sp. gr. 3"6 to 4. Lustre, silky,

sometimes submetallic, dull, or earthy.

Colour of fractured surfaces, various shades
of dark brown ; exterior sometimes black, and
shining like varnish. Earthy varieties, brown-
ish to ochre-yellow. Streak, yellowish-brown.
Dana divides it thus : Var. 1. Compact

;

lustre, submetallic to silky, often stalactitic,

botryoidal, &c. Var. 2. Ochreous or earthy

;

colour, brownish- to ochre-yellow. Var. 3.

Bog ore ; occurring in marshy places, often

replacing the substance of wood, leaves,

nuts, &c. Var. 4. Brown clay-ironstone, the
brownish-yellow streak of which distinguishes

it from the clay-ironstone of hsematite and
siderite (q.v.). This variety is sometimes
(a) pisolitic, being an aggregation of small
pea-like concretions or larger ellipsoidal

. forms (Ger. Bohnerz = bean ore), or (b)

oolitic. Compos. : sesquioxide of iron, S5'6 ',

water, 14-4 ; corresponding to the formula
2Fe2 33HO. Occurs, in the secondary or later

' deposits, in beds associated with various

other minerals, and often with manganese
ores ; also as a recent marsh deposit. De-
rived from the alteration of other iron ores or

of minerals containing protoxide of iron. One
of the most important ores of iron. Occurs
frequently as pseudomorphs of many other

mineral species.

ll-mop'-sis, s. [Mod. Lat. lima (2), and
6i/as {opsis) = appearance.)

Zool. & Palceont. : A genus of Areadae. The
shell is orbicular, convex, slightly oblique,

ligamental area with a cartilage-pit in the

centre ; hinge with two equal series of trans-

verse teeth. Recent species, four, from Bri-

tain, Japan, and the Red Sea ; fossil, thirty-

six, from the Bath Oolite onward. (S. P. Wood-
ward.)

II mo-sa, s. [Fern. sing, of Lat. limosus =
full of mud, muddy ; limus = slime, mud.]

Ornith. : A genus of Wading Birds, sub-

order Longirostres. The bill is very long,

either straight or inclining a little upwards,
flattened and dilated towards the top, tarsus

longer than the middle toe, hinder one very

small. Limosa, melanura is the Godwit (q.v.).

*li'-mose, a. [[Lat. Umosus.] The same as

Limous (q.v.).

li-mo-sel'-la, s. [Dimin. of Lat. limosus =
lull of mud.]" [Limosa.]

Bot. : Mudwort; a genus of Scrophulari-

acete, tribe SibthorpeEe. It consists of very

small, tufted, creeping, glabrous, annual,

aquatic herbs, with narrow leaves, fascicled at

the nodes ; minute axillary, solitary flowers
;

a campanulate, five-lobed calyx ; a subcam-
panulate, five-cleft corolla, with a short limb ;

four stamens with the anther-cells confluent

;

a globose, two-valvcd capsule, ultimately one-

celled. Limosella aquatica, a plant with nar-

row, oblong, lanceolate leaves, and pink or

white flowers, is found occasionally at the

edges of ponds.

li-mo-si'-nso, «. pi. [Mod. Lat. limos(a); Lat.

fern. pi. adj. suff. -hue.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Scolopacidte, con-
taining the Godwits.

ll-mo'-sls, s. [Gr. \tfi6s (Umos) = hunger.]

Med. : A ravenous appetite caused by disease.

* li'-moiis, a. [Lat. Umosus, from limus =
slime.] Muddy, slimy.

"That country became a gained country by the
muddy and limous matter brought down by the Nilua,
which settled by degrees wnto a nrm land."

—

Browne ;

Vulgar Errours, bk. vi., eh. i.

limp, vX [Etym. doubtful ; cf. A.S. lemp-
healt = limp-halting, lame ; Low Ger. lumpen—
to limp.]

1. Lit. : To halt ; to walk lamely.
" Why does the world report that Kate doth limpt"

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, li. 1.

2. To halt ; not to run smoothly.
" Lengthened many a limping verse,"

—

Eustace :

Italy, vol. iv. (Append.)

limp, s. [Limp, v.] The act or state of limp-
ing or walking lamely.

limp, a. [Ital. limpa = limpness, weakness.]

1. Flexible, pliant ; wanting stiffness

;

flaccid.

2. Flabby.
" The chub eats waterish, and the flesh of him is not

firm, limp, and tasteless."— Walton: Angler.

* limp'-ard, s. [Eng. limp, v ; -ard.} One
who limps ; a limper.

" What could that gouty Umpard have done with so
fine adogl"

—

Urquiutrt : Jiabelais, bk. i., ch. xxxix.

limp' er, s. [Eng. Ztmp, v. ; -er.] One who
limps.

lim'-pet, * lem-pet, * lym-pyne, s. [0. Fr.

lempette, lempine (not recorded), from Lat.
lepad-, crude form of Upas (cf. Sp. lepada) = a
limpet. (Skeat.y]

Zoology

:

1. Sing. : A popular name for any of the
prosobranchkite gasteropods of the family
Patellida; and (more properly) of the genus
Patella (q.v.). The shell is usually oval and
tent-shaped ; interior smooth, but not nacre-

ous : the

inhabit rocks between tide-marks, returning
to the same place after feeding, and adhering
so firmly that it requires a great effort to
detach them from their resting-place, which
is worn into a smooth concavity beneath the
foot of the animal. Patella vidgata or vulgaris,

the Common or Rock Limpet, is universally
distributed around the British and Irish
Coasts, and ranges along the Atlantic shores
of Europe. It is much used by fishermen for

bait, and in the north of Ireland, especially in
times of scarcity, for food. Vast quantities
fall a prey to sea and shore birds. The oyster-
catcher (Hcematojms ostralegus) is exceedingly
dexterous in detaching these molluscs from
the rocks, and scooping the animals from
their shells.

" Men and boys clung to its base like limpets to a
rock."—Pall Mall Gazette, July 22, 1884.

2. PI, : The family Patellidse, or, more
strictly, the genus Patella (q.v.).

lim'-pid, ft. [Fr. limpide, from Lat. limpidus,

allied to lympha = water ; Gr. Adu.Tnu (lampo)
= to shine; Gr. Aa/xTtpd? (lampros) = bright

;

Ital. limpido ; Sp. limp io.]

1. Clear, bright, transparent, lucid, pel-

lucid.
" The Green Sea wave, whose waters gleam.
Limpid." Moore ; Fire- Worshippers.

* 2, Clear, open, frank, sincere.

"And limpid truth that looks the very soul."
Thomson; Libertff, i. 12.

lim-pid'-i-ty, s. [Fr. limpidiU, from limpide;
Ital. limpid itd.] The quality or state of being
limpid ; limpidness.

lim' -pid-ness, s. [Eng. I impid ; -ness. ]

Clearness, transparency, pureness.

limp'-ing, pr. -par. or a. [Limp, v.]

limp'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. limping; -hj.] In
a limping, halting, or lame manner; with a
limp.

* limp'-ing-neas, s, [Eng. limping; -ness.]

The quality or state of being limping or lama;

lameness.
" The limpingness of my lord."—IticJtardton : Sir C.

Grandison, vi. U76.

lim'-ii- loid, s. ka. [Mod. Lat. Zimw£(us)(q.v.),

and Gr. el5o« {eidos) = form.]

A. As substantive .'

Zool. : A recent or fossil crustacean, allied

to Liinulus.

B. As adj. : Resembling, or in any way
connected with Liinulus (q.v.).

"This ancient LimidoUl Crustacean."—Nicholson:
Palceont., i. 385.

lim'-ir-lus, s. [Lat. Umulus = somewhat
askance, dimin. of limus or Umis = sidelong,

askance. ]

1. Zool. : A genus of Crustaceans, containing
the King-crabs. [Kino-crab.] It is the only
genus of the Crustaceous order Xyphosura, as
also of the subdivision of the same name.

2. Palceont. : Apparently in the Upper Ju-
rassic slates of Solenhofen, also in the Creta-
ceous and Tertiary beds.

lim'-Jr, * lym-le, a. [Eng. lime (1), s. ; -y.]

1. Viscous, sticky, tenacious, glutinous.
" For striving more, the more in laces strong
Himself he tied and wrapt his winges twain
In limy snares the subtle loops along."

Spenser : Muiopotmos, 429.

2. Containing lime.

"A human skull covered with the skin, having been
buried in some limy soil, was tanned, or turned into
a kind of leather."—Grey ; Muteeum.

3. Of the nature of lime ; resembling lime.

* lin, v.i. & (. [A.S. linnan ; Ice.' linna.]

[Blin.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To cease, to stop, to give over.

* 2. To yield.

* B. Trans. : To cease, to give over.

"The spawuer, when the time aerveth generation,
followetn after the male, and never Itnneth picking
and jobbing at his bellie with her muzzle,"—P. Hol-
land: 1'linie, bk. ix., ch. i.

lin, lyn, s. [Gael, linne; "Wei. llyn ; Ir. linn
= a pool ; A.S. Minna= a brook ; I eel. lind =
a well.]

1. A spring, a mere, a pool, espec. one
under a waterfall ; the source of a river or

stream.
*' Toothy, tripping down from Terwin's rushy Mm."

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, b. 5.

2. A waterfall, a cascade.

3. A precipice, a ravine.

li-na'-9e-se, li'-ne-se, s. pi. [Lat. Un(um)
(q.v.); fern. pi. adj. suff. -acew, -ere.]

Bot. : Flaxworts : an order of hypogynous
Exogens, alliance Geraniales. It consists of

annual or perennial small plants, some-
times tending to shrubbiness, with leaves
alternate or opposite, rarely whorled, simple,
entire, without stipules, sometimes with two
glands ; flowers very fugitive, white, yellow,
or blue ; sepals three, four, or five, imbricated
in iestivation, persistent ; petals the same
number, unguiculate, twisted in aestivation ;

stamens as many as the petals, but with little

teeth in the hypogynous ring from which
they spring : ovary with as many cells as the
sepals, rarely fewer, but divided by spurious
dissepiments ; styles equal in number to the
cells ; stigmas capitate, seeds in each cell of

the fruit, single, compressed, and inverted.
Fourteen genera and 135 species known,
from Europe, the North ofAfrica, &c. British
genera two, Linum and Radiola (q.v.).

* linage, s. [Lineage.]

lin a-16 -a, s. [Native name.] A Mexican
wood, from which a fragrant oil, used in per-
fumery, is extracted.

lin'-a-ment, 5. [Lat. linamentum, from linum
= flax.]

Surg. : A tent for a wound ; lint.'

ll-nar'-l-a, s. [Fern, of Lat. linarius = a linen
weaver, from linum = flax, which these plants
resemble.]

Bot. : A genus of Scrophulariacese, tribe
Antirrhineie. It consists of herbs, or rarely
of shrubs, with opposite whorls or alternate
leaves, a personate corolla, with the tube
spurred, the upper lip erect, the lower with
the mid-lobe smallest, the palate sometimes
closing the throat ; stamens four fertile, the
fifth wanting or rudimentary ; the stigma

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce =. e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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notched cr two-lobed ; capsule ovoid or
globose, dehiscing by simple or toothed puTes ;

seeds angled or rugose. A hundred species

are known, from Europe and Western Asia.

Six are British

—

Litmrm spuria, L. Elatine,

L. vulgaris, L. Pelisseriana, L. repens, and L.

minor. The flowers of L. vulgaris yield a
yellow dye, and a decoction of them is said to

be useful in chronic skin diseases. Boiled

in milk the plant has been used for killing

flies. L. cirrkosa, and L. ramosissima, are

anti-subscorbutic, and are given in India in

diabetes. L. Elatine is said to be bitter and
purgative.

Bin- ar- ite, s. [Named after the locality

where first observed, Linares ; suff. -ite (Min.).]

Min.; A hydrated sulphate of lead and
•copper. Formula, PbOSO

:1 + CuOHO. Crys-
tallization, monoclone. Hardness, 2'5 ; sp.

gr. 5"3 to 5'45 ; lustre, vitreous. Colour, deep
j^ky-blue ; streak, paler. Brittle. Formerly
occurred at Linares, Spain; since found, in

the finest crystals known, at Rolighten-Gill,

Cumberland, also at Leadhills, Lanarkshire.

Unch, s. [A.S. Mine = a ridge of land left un-
ploughed ; a balk.] A ledge ; a right-angled

projection.

linchpin, * lins-pin, s. [AS. lynis — an
axle-tree ; cogn. with Dut. Inns = a linchpin ;

Xow Ger. lunse; Ger. liinsc] A pin passing
-vertically through a mortise near the end of

the spindle or arm of an axle, and serving to

hold the wheel on the spindle. With thimble-
skein waggons, a nut takes the place of the

linchpin.
" But if the rogue have gone a cup too far

Left out his linchpin, or forgot his
± ~~

It suffers interruption and dela;
Left out his linchpin, or forgot his tar,

tion and delay."
Cowper : Expostulation, 441.

Xin -coin (In as n), s. [See def.] The name
.of a county and city in the east of England.

Xincoln green, s.

1. A kind of cloth formerly made at Lincoln.
*" The sounds increase, and now are seen
Four mounted sijuires in Lincoln-green."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, v. 17.

2. The colour of such cloth.

lin'-coln-ite (In as n), s. [Named from
Levi Lincoln, governor of Massachusetts ; suff.

-ite (Milt,.).]

Min. : Tlie same as Heulandite (q.v.).

* llnc'-ture, s. [Lat. lincturus, fut. par. of

lingo = "to lick.]

Med. : A medicine or preparation taken by
licking.

" Confections, treacle, mithridnte, eclegmes or tinc-

tures."—Itarton; Aunt, of Melancholy, \i. ai7.

* lihe'-tiis, s. [Lat.]

Med. ; The same as Linctdre (q.v.).

* lind, * linde, s. [Linden.]

* Lin-dab -rf-des, s. [See def.]

1. The heroine in the romance of the
Myrror of Knighthood.

2. A mistress, a concubine.

:lln-dack er-ite, s. [Named after Lindacker,
who analysed it ; suff. -ite (Min,),]

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral occurring
in rosette-like groups of oblong rhombic tables,

also in reniform masses. Hardness, 2 to 2*5.

*Lustre, vitreous. Colour, verdigris to apple*

.green; streak, paler. Compos.: arsenic acid,

26*58; sulphuric acid, 6'44; oxide of copper,
30'34 ; oxide of nickel, 16*15

;
protoxide of

iron, 2*90 ; water, 9*32, corresponding to the

formula, 2(CuO)3As05 + (NiO)3S03 + 7HO.
Found near Joacliimsthal, Bohemia.

lin'-den, s. [The adjectival termination from
A.S. '& Mid. Eng. liud = the lime-tree; Dan.,

,Sw., & Icel. lind; Ger. & Dut. linde.]

Bot., &c. . The lime-tree, Tilia curopcea.

'tLniE(2).]
" Carved its framework out of linden."

Longfellow : Hiawatha, xi. t

,lin' - den - blooms, s. [Eng. linden, and
blooms.]

Hot. : The name given by Lindley to- the
order Tiliacere (q..v.).

Jin-der'-ni-a, a [Named after Lindem, a
..Swiss botanist.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-tribe

Lindernieae (q.v.). Lindemia pyxidaria is a
small annual with pale pink or white flowers,

found in continental Europe.

lin-der-ni-e'-W,s.j?/. [Mod. Lat. lindemi(a);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -eat.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Scrophulariacea^ tribe

Gratiolcse.

lln'-dl-a, s. [Etym. unknown. Dujardin,
who named the genus, did not explain the
name.]

Zool. : A genus of Rotifera. It has a ver-

miform body, rounded in front, no rotary

organ, cilia, or eye, and a tail-like foot with
two conical short segments at the end.

lin'-di-form, a. [Mod. Lat. Undi(a) (q.v.),

and Lat. forma = form.]

Zool. : Of the form possessed by the rotifers

of the genus Lindia (q.v.). (Used of larvae.)

lind -ley-a, s. [Named after John Lindley,

Ph.D., F.R.S., Prof, of botany in University

College, London, and author of many botanical

works. ]

Bot. : A genus of Rosacea, tribe or family

Quillaiaj or Quillaiadse. Lindleya viespihides

is a pretty dwarf evergreen tree with large

white flowers, as sweet-scented as those of the

hawthorn. It is wild in Oaxaca. It may be
grafted in the common thorn or the larger

kinds of cotoneaeter. (Paxton.)

lind -sse-a, s. [Named after Mr. Lindsay, an

English writer on the germination of mosses.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the subtribe

Lindsaeese (q.v.). The sorus is inframarginal,

continuous ; the indusiiun linear, parallel to

the margin of the leaf, free outside. Veins
dichotomous.

lind sse'-e-se, s. j&. [Mod. Lat. lindsaia);

•Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ere.]

Bot. : A subtribe of Polypodiaceous Ferns
with indusiate sori.

lind' say - ite, s. [Named by N. Norden-

skiold. Etym. doubtful, but prob. after one
Lindsay; suit', -ite {Min,).']

Min. : A mineral belonging to the species

Anorthite, and regarded as an altered Lepolite.

It is found in large crystals at Orijarfoi, Fin-

land. Hardness, 3*5; sp. gr. 2'796 to 2*83.

Colour, on the exterior, black. [Anorthite,
Lepolite.]

line (1), * lyne (1), s. [A.S. line = a cord,

from Lat. Unea = a string of hemp or flax,

from linens = hempen; linuin = flax; Fr.

ligne ; Ital. & Sp. Unea; Port, liiiha; Dan.
linie, line; S\v. linie, Una.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

(1) A thread or string of flax or hemp ; a
thin cord of any material ; a small rope or
cord ; a string.

" A fine seldom holds to strain, or draws straight in
length, above nfty or sixty feet."

—

Moxon: Median.
Exercises.

(2) A measuring tape or cord.
" Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou

kuowest '! or who hath stretched the tine upon it ? "—
Job xxxviii. 5.

(3) The string by which an angler supports
his bait.

" Hold hook and line." Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., ii. 4.

(4) Anything which resembles a thin line or
cord ; anything that has longitudinal exten-
sion with little breadth or width :

(a) A slender, thread-like mark made as
with a pencil, pen, or other instrument; a
stroke : as, the lines of a drawing, the lines of
an engraving.

(b) A thin fuiTow or marking on the face or
hands.

"Filled his brow with lines and wrinkles."
Shakesp. : Sonnet C3.

(c) Any thin streak or mark.
" Yon grey lines that fret the clouds."

Shakesp. : Julius C&sar, ii. 1,

(5) A row ; a continued series or rank.

"They conversed with him across the lines of senti-
nels."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., oh. xiii.

(Q) An arrangement of letters and words
across a page or column.

" Al the bulle
In two Iff nes hit lay, and no lettere more."

Piers Ploithmaii, p. 182.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A continued or connected series : as of de-
scendants from a common ancestor ; lineage.
" Of the true line and stock of Charles the Great."

Shakesp. : Henry )'., i. 2.

(2) Outline, contour, lineament.
" Looking on the lines of my boy's face."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, L 2.

(3) Method, arrangement, disposition.

" The henvena themselves, the planets, and thia centre,

Olwerve degree, priority, and place . .
_

.

Office and custom, in till line of order.
.

Shakesp. : TroUus & Cressuia, i. ?.

(4) Extension, extent, limit, bounds.
" Eden stretch'd her line

From Auran eastward to the royal towers

Of great Seleucia." Milton: P. £., iv. 21-.

(5) A series of public conveyances, as

steamers, coaches, &c, plying regularly be-

tween places : as, the Cunard line of steamers

to America ; the Monarch line, &c.

(6) A railway, a line of metals : as, a main

line, a branch line.

(7) A short letter, consisting, as it were of

lut a single line of writing ; a short note,

(S) Plural:

(a) A letter.

" I fear, my Julia would not deign my line*.*
.

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, 1. 1.

(b) Verses ; a poem.
" In moving lines these few epistles tell n

What fate attends the nymph who loves too well.

Garth : To Lady Louisa Lenox.

(9) The words which compose a certain num-
ber of feet.

"In the preceding line, Ulysses speaks of Nausicaa.

yet immediately changes into the masculine gender."

—Broome : On tlie Odyssey.

(10) A course of conduct, action, thought,

occupation, or policy, conceived as directed

towards an end.

"He was convinced that his present line of service

was that in which he could be most useful."—Macau-
lay: Hist. Eng., eh. xiv.

(11) PL: A marriage certificate, (Colloq.)

II. Technically

:

1. Arch. : Springing line. The line from
which an arch rises, and from which the versed

sine is calculated.

2. Commerce;

(1) An order given to a traveller for goods,

(2) Goods received from such an order.

(3) Any class of goods.

3. Drafting:

(1) The ground line or fundamental line.

The common section of the ground plane and
the base of the picture. The terrestrial line.

(2) The horizontal line. The common sec-

tion of the horizontal and that of the cVraft'of

representation, passing through the principal

points.

(3) The visual line; the line conceived to

proceed from the object to the eye.

(4) The principal line ; a line drawn from
the eye perpendicular to the picture ; the line

of distance.

4. Fort.: A rampart; continued lines are

used to inclose a front or to connect princi

pal works with one another by a continuous
parapet.

5. Geog. : A circle of latitude or longitude,

as on a map ; a line or mark traced to show
variations of temperature, &c.

U The line : The equator.
*' When the sun below the line descends.
Then one long night continued darkness joins.

"

Creech.

6. Machinery

:

(1) The truth of position : as, an engine in
line, that is, the motions of the piston, con-
necting-rod, and crank in the same plane, and
at right angles to the axis of the fly-wheel.

(2) The line of centres ; the dead poirit 'of a
crank, when the connecting-rod and crank are
in a straight line.

7. Masonry: The bricklayer's curd, "wliieh'

is his guide for level and direction. It is

stretched between line-pins.

8. Mathematics

:

(1) A magnitude which has length, but
.neither breadth nor thickness. It possesses
one, and only one, attribute of extension. In
elementary geometry, lines are classed as
straight and curved. A straight line is one
which does not change its direction between
any two of its points. A curved line is one
which changes its direction at every one of its

points. Such a line is often called a curve.
A broken line is one made up of limited
straight lines lying in different directions.

(2) The twelfth part of an inch.

9. Mil. : A straight row of soldiers drawn
up iu an extended front.

10. Mining

:

(1) Line of bearing : The strike of a stratum,
or its direction at right angles to the dip.

JbSft, b6^; pout, jtffrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^ist. -injg.

-cian, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. - hel. del.
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(2) Line of least resistance ; the line of mine
or axis of explosion : A line drawn from the
focus of a mine to that point in the direction
of which the charge meets with the least re-
sistance.

11. Music : One of the straight horizontal
lines,- on or "between which the notes are
written.'

'

12. Nautical:

(1) A running cord or rope, as bowline,
bnntUne, .elewZiue, spilling line, &c.

(2>A cord for a specific purpose, as a hand-
line, a 20-fathom sounding-line having a lead

.
of from 7- to 14 pounds. [Hand-line,] A
deep-sea line, one say ,of, 200 fathoms, and
having a lead of 28 pounds weight ; a fishing-
line.

(3.) A grade pf rope, such aS marline, White
line, tarred line, &c.

13. Naval : A number of ships arranged in
a row for action. A column is said to. "be

in line ahead when the ships are in one line
ahead of each other ; in line abreast when
they are ranged in' one line abeam of each
other ; in quarter-line when ranged in one line
abaft each other's beam, but not right astern.

14. Shipbuild. : A delineation' of the form
of a vessel, representing

, vertical and hori-
' zontal sections.

15. Surveying

:

(1) A carefully measured line, which extends
between two stations and forms the basis of
triangulation. [Base (1), A., II. 4.]

(2) The "line laid down or protracted in a
survey. [Direction, "f[ (2).]

16. Teleg. :' The wire connecting one station
with another.

IT 1. Hour lines:

Dialling : The common sections of the hour
circles of the sphere with the plane of the
dial.

2. Line ofbattle:-The disposition or arrange-
ment of troops or ships for battle.

3. Line of beauty : The' ideal line formed
by a graceful figure of any kind, and which
Hogarth, in his Analysis of Beauty, satisfac-
torily established as a curve, combining a
kind of concave and convex termination,
somewhat resembling an elongated S.

4. Line of dip :

Geol. : A line in the plane of a-stratum per-
pendicular to its intersection with a horizontal
rdane.

5. Line of direction.: [Direction, ^I (2)].

6. Line of fire :

Mil. : The direction of fire.

7. Line of life : A line on the inside of the
hand, curving about the base of the thumb,
and supposed to denote the length of the
person's life.

8. Line of march

:

i Military

:

(1) Disposition or arrangement of troops
for marching.

(2) The direction taken by an army in its

march.

9. Line of measures

:

Geoni. : The line of measures of a circle, in
spherical projections, is the line of intersec-

tion of the primitive plane with a plane passed
through the axis of the primitive circle and
that of the given circle.

10. Line of metal

:

Ordnance : A line joining the notches on the
breech and muzzle, and forming an angle with
the axis of the' bore, in consequence of the
taper form of the piece.

11. Line of metal-elevation

:

Ordnance : The elevation due to the conical
form of the gun when the line of metal is laid
horizontally.

12. Line of sight:

Ordna-nce : The line passing through the
breech and muzzle sights of a gun at any
elevation and the object.

13. Line of swiftest descent : [Cycloid].

14. Line of the nodes

:

Astron. : The line joining the nodes of the
orbit of a planet. [Node.]

15. Mason & Dixon's Line :

Geog. : The boundary line separating Penn-
sylvania from Mary land and Virginia, surveyed
by Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon, two

English surveyors (1763-67). The phrase was
very popular during the agitation of the ques-
tion of excluding slavery'froih Missouri in 1820.

" The slaves that we oilers make the most oil
Air them north q' Mason and Dixon's Line."

Unwell : Biglow Papers.

16. Meridian line .' [Meridian].

17. Right line : A straight line
;
.the shortest

line that can be drawn away between any two
points.

18. Ship of tlie like ; A*man-of-war.

19. The line : The regiments of foot.

20. To break the lline :

Naut. : A manoeuvre bywhich one squadron
ranged in line of battle breaks an opponent's
line, by choice about the middle, and doubling
upon the rearmost half of the enemy's line
with the foremost portion of one's own line
so as to take that part of the enerhy between
two fires- and conquer it before the foremost
and leeward portion of the enemy can beat
back to its assistance.

21. Visual line: [Line, s., II. 3].

line-engraving, s. A name given to a
method of engraving on steel and copper
plates, by which all the effects are produced
by lines cut into the plate by the graver. It
differs from etching, in which also the effects
are produced by lines, in themethod of pro-
ducing them. " In the latter the .lines are
scratched upon a preparation on the surface
of the plate, and bitten in with acid.

line-formation, s.

Mil. : The disposition of soldiers on a wide
front and shallow depth as compared with
columnar, formation's with narrow front and.
great depth. It was first extensively used by
Frederick the Great, battalions being in three
ranks but in line. He moved in columns. of
companies across the enemy's front,' and
wheeled into line opposite his flank in order
to attack. French formations were always
more or less columnar for attack, but in the
early Napoleonic wars the columns were' at
deploying interval, so as to form line if re-
quired for defence. British formations for-
merly were usually line in two ranks, both
for attack and defence. After the campaign
of 1S70-71, "both formations, for attacking
purposes, were abandoned, the line beiug too
slow, the column too -dense to advance with-
out loss under the fire of breechloaders, and
an "attack formation," not dense and yet
deep, was substituted.

line-pin, s.

Bricklaying: A pin used by bricklayers to
hold the line by which the bricks are laid.

Its pointed end is forced into a mortar-joint
of the building.

line-rocket, ».

Pyrotech. : A small rocket made to run
along an extended wire or line.

line-winder, s. A reel for a clothes-line,
a chalk-line, a log-line, &c.

line-wire, s.

Teleg. : The wire connecting stations. They
are usually of iron, on. account of its com-
parative cheapness and its tenacity, which
allows a long reach between posts.

line (2), * lin, * lyne (2), s. [A.S. lin, from
Lat. linu.ni = flax.] [Linen-.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Flax, linen.
" In dieper, in ditfnaske, or in lyne."

Spenser : Muiopotmos, SG4.

2. Fibre: The finer and longer stapled flax
separated from the shorter, tow by means of
the hackle (q.v.).

line, * lyne, v.t. [Line (l) & (2), s.]

1. To draw lines on or upon ; to mark with
lines or tine strokes.

* 2. To draw, to delineate.

"All the pictures fairest lined
Are but black to Rosalind."

Shakesp. : As You, Like It, iii. 2.

'j. To read or repeat line by line.

4., To measure, as land, -with aline.

5. To range in a line : as, To line soldiers.

T[ In the preceding senses from line (1), s.

6. To cover on the inside ; to put or make a
lining to ; to put in the inside of.

" The inside lynde with rich carnation silke
And in the midst of both lawne white as milke."

Browne : Britannia's Pasturals, bk. ii., s. 3.

H Iu this sense from line (2), s. ; the original
j

meaning being to put linen inside anything. j

7. To fill, to store.

" The diadem, with mighty projects UneH,
To catch renown by ruining mankind."

Cowper : Table TaJk, So,

, 8. To place in a line by the side of or along.
" The way from the hall to the western door of tha

abbey had been lined by Dutch soldiers."—Jllucauluy
Hist. Bng., ch. xi.

* 9. To cover, as with something soft.

" Pluck the lined crutch from thy old limping sire."

Slutkesp. : Timoii of Athens, iv. l.

10. To cover, to impregnate. (Said espe-
cially of dogs.)

" The Indiana take great pleasure to have their salt
bitches lined with tigres.' — P. JJolland : Plinie,
bk. viii., ch. xL

Ml. -To strengthen with new works; to
cover and protect others.
" Line and new repair our towns of -war
With men of courage, and with means defendant.

h

Shakesp. : Henry V., ii. 2.

1" To line bees: To track wild bees to their
nests by following them in their line of flight.

{American.)

lln'-e-a, s. [Lat.] Aline.

linea alba, s.

Anat. : A white tendinous band in front of
the abdomen, and beneath the external oblique
muscle,, extending from the ensjform cartilage
to the os pubis ; on each side of it are the
linea semilunaris, and connecting them to-
gether are three or four transverse bands, the
linere transversa?.

linea transversalis, s.

Bot. : The ostiolum of certain fungals.

lin'-e-age, * lignage, * linage, s. [Fr.
lignage, from ligne (Lat. linea) = a line

;

Sp. linage.] [Line (1).] Race, family ; line
of descent ; descendants in a line from a
common progenitor.

" Born of high Uncage, linked in high command, '

He mingled with the magnates of his land."
Byron: Lara, i. 7.

lin'-e-al, a. [Lat. linealis = pertaining "to a
line ; 'tinea= a line.]

1. Composed of lines ; delineated.

2. In the direction of a line
;
pertaining to

or measured by a line : as, lineal measure.

3. Descending in a direct line from an
ancestor.

" And for the same his lineal race
In darkness found a dwelling-place."

Byron : Prisoner of Chillon, i.

* 4. Hereditary ; derived from ancestors.
" Peace be to France, if Fiance in peace permit
Our just and lineal entrance to our own,"

Shakesp. : King John, ii. 1.

* 5. Allied by direct descent from a common
ancestor.

" Queen Isabel, his grandmother,
Was lineal of the lady Ermengere."

Shakesp. : Senry V., i. 2.

lineal-consanguinity, s. Relationship
by direct descent from a cmnmon ancestor.

lineal-descent, e. Direct descent from
a common ancestor.,

* lin-e-al'-i-ty, s. [Eng. lineal; -ity.] The
quality or state of being lineal, or in the form
of a line.

lin'-e-al-ly, adv. [Eng. lineal; -ly.] In a
lineal manner ; by direct descent ; in a direct
line.

"From these our Henry lineally descends."
Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., iii. 3.

lin'- e - a - ment, s. [Fr., from Lat. linea-

mentum', from lineo = to draw a line ; linea =
a line ; Ital, & Sp. lineamento.] The outline
or exterior of a face or figure, especially of the
face ; feature, look.

" Should her lineaments resemble
Those thou never more mayst see.

Then thy heart will softly tremble
With a pulse yet true to me."

Byron : Fare Thee WeU

.

lin'-e-ar, a. [Lat. linearis = pertaining to
a line;" linea = a line; Fr. Imeaire; ltal.

lineare.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Composed of lines ; having
the form of lines ; consisting of lines.

" Wherever it is freed from the sandstone, it is
covered with linear strife."— Woodward: On Fossils.

2. Bot. : Narrow, short, with the two oppo-
site margins parallel, as the leaf of Taxus.

linear-ensate, a.

Bot. : Long, sword-shaped, as Marica Cali-

fornia'..

linear-equation, s.

Math. : An equation of the first degree.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot*
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oe — e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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linear-expre8sion, s.

Math. :. One whose terms are all of the first

degree.

linear-micrometer, s.

Optics : A graduated scale placed in the
field of a telescope, and used to measure
distances between objects.

linear numbers, s. pi

Math. : Such numbers as have relation to
length only, as a number which represents one
side*of a plane ligure.

linear-perspective, s. In contradistinc-
tion to aerial perspective, is that art which ma-
thematically determines the gradation which
every line and angle of a' building should take
in reference to the vanishing point.

linear-problem, s.

$ftfy- : A problem that can be solved by
the use of right lines only.

1 lin'-e-ar-ly, afv. . [Eng. linear; -ly.] In a
linear manner ; with lines.

y Hn'-e-ar-y. [Eng. linear ; -y.] Linear.

iin'-e-ate, a. [Lat. lineatus, pa. par. of lineo
= to mark with lines ; linea = a line.]

Bot, : Lined, the same as Striate.

f lln'-e-ate, v.t. [Lineatfc, a.] To delineate;
to draw.

" Life to the life the chessboard lincates."
Sylvester: Memorials of Mortality, Bt. vfif.

' lin-e-a'-tion, s. [Lat. lineatio, fromlineatus,
pa. par. of lineo = to mark with lines.] - A
draught of a line or lines ; delineation.

,

" There are in the horny ground two white linea-
Hong, with two of a pale red." — Woodward : On Fossils.

lin'-e-a-ture, s. [Lineate.] A drawing, a
delineation, a figure.

"[Thespesi us] might perceive that there accompanied
with him a certain shadowy and dark lineature."—
P. Holland .- Plutarch, p. 458.

ined, 25a. par. & a. [Line, v.]

1. Orel. Lang. : (See the verb).

2. Bat. : The same as Lineate (q.v.).

ine man, s. [Eng. line, s., and man.]

1. Ra.il. Sngin. ; A man employed to see
that the line is in proper condition.

-

2. Swrv. : The man who carries the line in
surveying, &c.

in en, * lyn-en, * lyn nen, s. & a. [Prop,
adj. from Mid. Eng. lin = linen, with adj.

suff. -en, as in wool, wool-en. A.S. Un = flax,

linen, from Lat. linum = flax ; Gr. \ivov
(linon).] [Line (2), s.]

A. As substantive

:

1, A cloth made of flax, and having many
grades of fineness, and several forms distin-

guished by their figures or surfaces.

2.. Underclothing, as being chiefly made of
linen or similar material.

" Here is a basket he may creep in ; throw foul linen
upon him as If going to bucking."—Shakesp. : Merry
Wives of Windsor, iii. 3.

B. As adjective

:

1. Made of flax or hemp.
" In the different operations, however, which are

necessary for the preparation of linen yarn, a good
deal more industry is employ3<i."—Smith : Wealth of
Nations, bk. iv., ch. viii.

2. Made of linen.

"Thus saith the Lord unto me, Go and get thee a
linen girdle. "—Jer. xiii., 1.

* 3, Resembling linen cloth ; hence, white,

pale, blanched.
" Death of thy soul ! those linen cheeks of thine

• Are counsellors to fear." Shakesp. : Macbeth, v. 3.

Unen-prover, s. A small microscope for

counting the threads in linen fabrics. Its base

has a square opening, which exposes a certain

area of linen, and the glass above enables the

number of threads to be counted.

linen-roll, s.

Arch. : An ornament, so called from its

resemblance to a folded napkin. It was used
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries to fill

panels.

tn'-en-dra-per, s. [Eng. linen, and draper.]
One who deals in linen goods.

" I am a Unendraver bold,
As all the world doth know."

Cowper : John. Gilpin.

Un'-en-er, * lin-nen-er, * lm'-en-
manj s. [Eng. linen, and man.] A linen-

draper. {Ben Jonson: Silent Woman, iv. 1.)

lin -e-o-late, a. [Mod. Lat. lineolatus, from
Lat. line'ola — a little line-]

Bot. : Marked by small lines.

lin er, s. [Eng. line(l), a. ; -er.)

I. Ord. Lang. : A vessel plying regularly

between certain ports.

II. Technically:

1. MarVle-woYldng : A long slab of stone to

which pieces of marble are secured in order
to be ground or polished. The pieces of

marble are placed face downward on a flat

stone
;
plaster of Paris is poured on their

upper surfaces, and the liner is laid upon
them so as to be cemented to each, though
they may vary in thickness. They are then
ready for grinding.

2. Mach. : A thin piece placed between parts
to adjust them ; a packing piece.

3. Nautical

:

(1) A line-of-battle ship ; one large enough
to occupy a position in the main line.

(2) A vessel belonging to a line plying regu-

larly between two places : as, a Cunard liner.

llu'-e-US, a. [Lat. linea = a line.]

Zool. : AgenusofPlathelmintha(Flatworms),
order Turbellaria. Linens longissimus, the
Sea Long-worm is fourteen feet long, by two
to four lines broad.

' lin'-ey, a. [Eng. line (1),

with fine lines.

-y.] Marked

ling (1), * lynge (1),
* leenge, * lenge, s.

[A.S. lenga = the long one, from lang = long ;

of. with Dut. leng = a ling,' from lang — long

;

Icel. langa, from Zan<ye= long; Xurw. lailga,

longa; Sw. Ittnga,]

Jchthy. : Lota molva (Molva vfidgaris), family
Gadidte. Essentially a northern fish, found
as far north as Iceland. Back and sides gray,

inclining to olive, belly silvery, ventrals
white, dorsal and anal edged with white,

caudal marked with transverse black bar, tip
white. It is extremely valuable as an article

of commerce, being largely exported to Spain
and the Mediterranean ports. The fish are
split from head to tail, cleaned, soaked in
brine, washed and dried, and then are known
as stock-fish (q.v.). The liver yields an oil

used by the fishermen in their lamps, and it

has been employed as a substitute for cod-
liver oil.

"Ling, salt-fish and herring for Lent to provide."
2'usser : Jfusbandrie ; August.

ling (2), * lyng, * lynge"(2), s. [Icel. lyng
= ling, heather; Dan. lyng; Sw. ljung.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Heather, heath (q.v.).

2. Bot. : The genus Calluna, and specially
C. vulgaris. [Calluna.]

" Plant bushes, heath, ling, and brakes, upon a wet
or marshy ground."—Bacon ; Nat. Hist., § 526.

ling-bird, s.

Orniih. : Alauda pratensis, the Titlark. It
is called Ling-bird in the lake counties, from
constantly frequenting the moors. (Yarrell.)

-ling, suff. [A.S.] A suffix commonly used in
English with a diminutive force : as, duck,
duek-tf/ij/ = a little duck.

lin-ga, ». [Lingam.]

Compar. Relig. : The same as Lingam (q.v.).

"The primitive linga, it is there said, is a pillar of
radiance in which Mahestt.ua (Siva) is present."
Fergusson : Tree & Serpent Worship, p. 206.

linga-purana, s.

Hindoo Liter. ; A purana (q.v.) in which the
worship of the linga is advocated.

"Unless this pillar is what is represented in the
linga-purana, I do not know what it is."

—

Fergusson *

Tree & Serpent Worship, p. 208.

lin'-gam, lin-ga, s. [Mahratta, &c. linga,
from Sansc. lingam = (1) a mark, (2) the male
organ of generation, (3) gender.]

Compar. Relig. : The male generative organ,,

worshipped by the Hindoos as the emblem
and even personification of Siva, to whose
worship the temple of Elephanta t

the chief

place of this, cult, is dedicated. [Grove,
' Phallus-worship, Nature-worship.] It is a

small conical stone, placed on a pedestal.

Adoration of the lingam is probably of Tura-

nian origin, though now constituting a part of

Aryan worship in India.
" Nothing is" more common than to connect the-

worship of the lingam with the imparities with which
the Hindu religion is only too justly reproached.

This, however, is a mistake. The worship of Siva is-

too severe, too stern, for the softer emotions of love,

and all his temples are quite free from any allusion to.

it."—Fergussonj Tree A Serpent Worship, p. 7C.

lln-ga'-yat, s. [Mahratta, &c] A Hindoo
sect whose object of worship is the lingam.

They are common in "Western and Southern
India,

* lin'-gel, * lin'-gle, s. [Lat. lingula, dimiiu

of lingua = a tongue ; cf. Fr. ligjmtl, cliinm-

of lig'ne = a. line.]

1. A shoe-latchet, a -shoe-string.

2. A shoemaker's thread.
" His awl and lingel in a thong."

Drayton : Pastorale, eel. iv.

3. A thong of leather.

* lin'-genge, s. [Lat. lingens, pr. par. of
lingo =' to lick.] A medicine or preparation;

to be taken by licking ; a lincture.

lin'-ger, * lin-gre, v.i, & t. [Mid. Eng. len~

gen = to stay, to linger, from A.S. lengan = t#
put off, to prolong, from lang = long, frequent.
suff. -er ; Icel. lengja — to lengthen, from
langr = long ; Ger. verldngem = to prolong,
from lang = long ; Dut. verlengen = to pro-
long, lengen = to lengthen.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To delay, to loiter, to wait, to tarry, to
remain ; to be slow in moving.

2. To remain inactive in expectation of
something.
"We have lingered about a match between Ann

Page and my cousin Slender. "—SJiakesp. : Merry Wives
of Windsor, in. 2.

.
* 3. To be slow in deciding ; to hesitate ; to

be in suspense.

i. To remain long in any state ; to be pro-
tracted : as, a lingering illness.

M B. Transitive

:

1. To delay, to put off, to defer.
" She lingers my desires."

Shakesp. : Midsummer night's Dream, i. 1.

2. To spend wearily, to protract.

"Far from gay cities and the ways of men,
I linger life ; nor to the court repair."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey xiv., ill.

lln'-ger-er, s. [Eng. linger; -er.] One who.
lingers or delays.

"The viewless lingerer.hence, at evening, sees
From"rock-hewn steps the sail between the trees."

Wordsworth : Descriptive Sketches.

lin'-ger-lhgf pr. par. & a. [Linger.]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Delaying, tardy,' loitering, slow.
" With fiercer shouts his lingering troops he fires."

Pope : Homer ; JHad bk. xvii., 194.

2. Remaining as loth to depart.
" No vernal blooms their torpid rocks array.
But winter lingering chills the lap of May."

Goldsmith : Traveller.

3. Drawn out in time
; protracted, slow : as,

a lingering disease.

1. Slow in taking effect : as, a lingering
poison.

lin'-ger-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. lingering; -ly.]

In a lingering manner ; slowly, tediously.

*lin'-ger-ly» adv. [Eng. linger; -ly.] Lin-
geringly.

"She sang the refrain very low, very lingerly."-~
C. Bronte: Jane Eyre, ch. iii.

*lin'-get,*lin'-g6l^ s. [Fr.lingot.] [Ingot.],
An iron mould for casting metals ; a small
mass of metal ; an ingot.

"Iron lingots quenched with vinegar."— Camden:
Hemaines {Monte).

Ling Ism, s. [For etym. see def.]

Therap. ; The system introduced by Peter
Henry Ling, a Swedish poet (1776-1830), with
a view to the physical and moral improve-

6ilt btfy ; Pout, J6%1 ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -§ion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, a§L
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ment of the human race. It consists of

physical exercises, joined with the study of

music and poetry. (Larousse.)

lixi'-gle, s. [Lingel.]

lin'-gd, s. [Port., from Lat. lingua = a
tongue.] A tongue, language, speech, dialect.

" I wished to learn something respecting the
mysterious Romany lingo, so little known."

—

Daily
Telegraph, Sept. 29, 1883.

lingua (gu as gw), 5. [Lat.]

Eniovi. : A tongue fonned by a development
of the central portion of the ligula. It is very
distinct in bees.

lingua clous (guasgw), a. [Lat. linguax
(genit. Unguacis), from lingua — a tongue.]
Fond of using the tongue ; talkative, loqua-
cious.

* lin-gua-den -tal (gu as gw), a. & s.

[Lat. lingua = the* tongue ; dens (genit. dentie)
= a tooth, and Eng. adj. suff. -al.)

A. As adj. : Formed or uttered by the joint
action of the tongue and teeth, as the letters
d and t.

B. As subst. : A sound or letter formed or
sittered by the joint action of the tongue and
teeth.

"The linguadentals, th, dh, he will soon learn."

—

Bolder: Elem, of Speech.

* lin -gua-form (gu
FORM.]

gw), i [LlNGUl-

lin'-gua fran'-ca (gu as gw), s. [Ital. = a
free tongue.] A tongue which will enable one
to be intelligible over a wide extent of country,
even though it may not be the language of the
districts over which he passes. The Hindu-
stani is a lingua franca ; it is intelligible over
India, though there are at least twelve other
widely spoken languages there, with many
minor ones or dialects.

"That clear, simple, graceful, flexible, and all-

expressive Urdu speech, which is even how the lingua
franca, o( most parts of India, and the special favourite
of the ruling race."

—

Beamee: Corny. Gram. Aryan
Lang, of India (1372), i. 121.

lih'-gual (gu as gw), a, & s. [As if from a
Lat. lihgualis, from lingua = the tongue.]

A. As adjective:

1. Of or pertaining to the tongue : as, the
lingual nerves.

2. Formed by the means of the tongue.
"We get at once the?/ ngual sound,"

—

Beames; Comp.
Gram. Aryan Lung. (1872), i. 217.

B, As subst. : A letter or sound produced
by means of the tongue : as sh, zh.

"The connection between dentals and cerebrals rests
on the principle .... that these two classes of
sound are really the weaker and stronger branches
respectively of one and the same group, which, as
being produced by the instrumentality of the tongue,
may )» comprehended wider the general name* of
Unguals."—Heamet ; Comp. Gram. Aryan Lang. (1872),

i. 219.

lingual-artery, s.

Anat. : A branch of the external carotid,

"which supplies the under surface of the tongue,
and, meeting its fellow on the opposite side,

unites at the tip of the tongue to form the
xanine artery.

lingual ribbon, s.

Zool. : One of the names for the masticatory
apparatus in Gasteropodous Molluscs. Called

also the Tongue, Odontophore, or Radula
(q.v.).

lingual-teeth, s. pi.

Zool. : Amber-coloured, glossy, and trans-

lucent recurved spines on the muscular
"lingua" or tongue of certain molluscs, as
Troehus, Cyprsea, &c.

ain-guat'-u-la (gu as gw), s. [Fern, dimin.

of Lat. Imguaius— gifted with a tongue.]

Zool.: The typical genus of the. order
Linguatulina (q.v.).

lin-guat-u-li'-na (gu as gw), s. [Mod. Lat.

linguatul(a); Lat.'ncut. pi. adj. suff. -ina.]

Zool. : An order ofArachnidn. The animals
are so vermiform that they have sometimes
been placed with the. intestinal worms, but
in the immature state they resemble Acari,

except that the legs are only four. The male
is much smaller than the female. They are

ringed and flattened, with a mouth furnished
with a horny ring and two horny hooks, one
on each side. They are parasitic in the
frontal sinuses and lungs of various mammals,
aud in the lungs of some reptiles. About

twenty species have been described, the best
known being Pentastorna tee nioidesf

which in-

fests the dog and the wolf,

lin'-guet, s. [Fr.]

1. A tongue ; a languet.

2. The piece of a sword-hilt which turns
down over the mouth-piece of a scabbard.

lin'-gui-form, lingua form (gu as

gw), s. [Lat. lingua = a to'ngue and forma =
form, shape, appearance.] Having the form or
shape of a tongue.

lin'-guist (gu as gw), *. [Lat. lingu(a) = a
tongue; Eng. suff. -ist.)

1. One who is skilled in languages; one
who can speak several languages.

"He was a Unguist, a mathematician, and a poet."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

* 2. A master of language or conversation

;

one skilled in tongue-fence.

t Un'-gulst-er (gu as gw), s. [Eng. linguist;

-er.] One who dabbles in linguistics; a lin-

guist, a philologer.

"He who writes to be read does not write for
Unguisters."—J. It. Lowell, hi Annandale.

lin-guis -tic, lin-guis -tic-al (gu as gw),
a. [Eng. linguist ; -ic, -ical.] Of or pertain-

ing to language or linguistics.
" The philologist justly assigns these tongues a low

position in the linguistic scale,"

—

Brinton: Myths of
the New World, ch. l.

lin-guis -tics (gu as gw), s. [Linguistic]
The science of languages, or of the comparative
grammar and etymology of words.

"The science of American linguistics is still in its

infancy."

—

Brinton : Myths of the New World, ch. i.

lin'-gu-la, s. [Lat. = a strap, a little tongue,
from 'lingua = a tongue, which the shell re-

sembles.]

Zool. & Palceont. : The typical genus of the
family Lingulids?. (q.v.). The shell is oblong,
compressed, obliquely gaping at each end.
Recent species, sixteen, from India, the East-
ern Islands, Australia, Polynesia, and the
West of America. Fossil ninety-one from the
Lower Silurian till now. Lingular existed in

the British seas as late as the Coralline Crag.

lingula flags, 5. pi.

Gcol. : Micaceous flagstones and slates. 5,000
feet in thickness, of Upper Cambrian age,
lying just below the Tremadoc slates in North
Wales, and palseontologically the equivalent
of Barrande's primordial zone. In 1S46 Mr.
E. Davis discovered in them the Lingula (now
removed to the genus Lingulella), from which
they are named. About forty fossils are
found in the Lingula slates, only four of
which continue in the Tremadoc rocks. Be-
sides Lingulella Davisii, -there are a Phylloppd
Crustacean (Hyinenocaris vermicauda), and a
trilobite (Olenus micrurus). Ashy tuffs are
interstratified with the Lingula beds. (Lyell.)

lin'-gu-late, a. [Lat. Ungulatus, from lingula,

= a, strap, dimin. of lingua = a tongue.]
Shaped like the tongue or a strap ; ljgulate,

lihguiform.

lin-gu'-li-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lingul(a);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. & Palceont. : A family of Brachiopoda.
The shell oblong or orbicular, subequivalve,
attached by a pedicle passing out between the
valves ; texture horny, minutely tubular.
Animal with a highly vascular mantle, fringed
with horny seta, oral arms, thick, fleshy,

spiral. Genera, Lingula and Obolus.

Jing'-wdrt, s. [Eng. ling and wort.]

Bot.: An unidentified plant. Johnson simply
defines it as "an herb."

lin'-g^1

(1), a. [Prob. connected with long (q.v.).]

1. Tall, limber, flexible. (Prov.)
1

2. Active, strong ; able to bear fatigue.

*llng'-y (2), a. [Eng. ling (2); -y.} Heathy,
heathery.

"His cell was upon a llngy moor."— Ward: Eng-
land's Jkformaliun, p. 3-JG.

lin-hay', s. [Etym. doubtful.] A shed open
at the sides, commonly used to run waggons
and carts into when they are not in use. The
word is also applied to a similar shed erected
for occasional shelter for cattle on exposed
pastures.

" Home-Bide of the linhny, and mrler the ashen
hedge-row."—A'. D. lilavkmore: Lorna Doom; eh. iii.

* K-nlg'-er-ous, a. [Lat. Unum = flax, hemp

;

gero = to cairy, and Eng. adj. suff. -oiu.j

Bearing or producing flax or linen.

lin -1 ment, s. [Fr., from Lat. linimentum —
an ointment, from lino = to smear ; Ital.,

Port., & Sp. Unimento.]

Med. : A soft or thin ointment ; a substance
or preparation thinner than an ointment but
thicker than oil. A stimulating preparation
for external application. Garrod enumerates
sixteen linimeuta(liniments)as used in British
practice. They are : linimentum aconiti, I. a?>t-

'moniw, I. camphorce, I. saponis, &c.

ll-nin, *. [Lat.; <tc. lin(umy$H.v.) ; Eng. suff.

.-in.]

Chem.: A crystallizable substance obtained
from Linum catharticnin, commonly known as
Purging flax. It is extracted with ether, from
which it separates as white crystals of a silky

lustre. It dissolves in alcohol, and is persis-

tently bitter.

lin'-ing, pr. par., u., & s. [Line, v.]

A. & B. As pr, par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

X. Ordinary Language .*

1. The act of covering on the inside.

2. The act of ranging, as a body of men, in
a line along or by the side of anything.

3. The covering of the inside of anything, as
of a dress, a box, <fcc.

" The fold in the gristle of the nose is covered with
a lining, which differs from the facing of the tongue."—Grew: Cosmologitu

i. That which is within ; contents.
" The lining of his coffers shall make coats."

Shakes]). : Jtiamrd II., i. 4-

IL Technically:

1. Hydraul. Engin. : Puddle laid on the
sides of a canal, to prevent the percolation of
water.

2. Join. : Inside boarding ; in contradis-
tinction to outside sheathing or boxing, called
casing. A covering of an interior surface,
such as the boxing of window-shutters, the
facings on eacli side of a doorway, &c.

3. Metall. : The fixing or protecting stuff on
the boshes of a puddling-furnace ; the inside

surface material of a blast-furnace (q.v.).

link (1), s. [A.S. hlence, hlenca ; cogn. with
I eel. hlelckr = a link; Dan. lanke = a chain, ;i

fetter; Sw. lank = a link; Ger. gdenk = n
joint, a link, a ring ; lenken = to turn, to

bend ; connected with A.S. Wine =a ridge, a
balk ; hring — a ring.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Literally

:

(1) A short connecting piece of circular or
other equivalent shape, as one of the oval

4 rings or divisions of a chain.
" Cracking ten thousand curbs

Of more strong links asunder, than can ever
Appear in your impediment."

Sliufcesp. : Coriolanus, i. 1.

(2) Anything doubled and closed together,
like a link.

"Make a, link of horse-hair very strong, and fasten
it to the end of the stick that spiiugs.' —Mortimer:
Husbandry.

(3) (PL): A chain.
*' Nor airless dungeon, nor strou" links of iron
Can he retentive tu the strength of spirits."

Shakesp. : Julias Casur, i. 3. '

* (4) A sausage ; so called because they are
made in a continuous chain.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Anything which connects ; a bond.
'Tfeel

The link of nature draw me."
Milton: P. L., ix. 9H.

(2) Anything which serves to connect one,

thing or one part of a thing with another;
any component part of a connected series.

" The proof is not a conclusion which lies at the end
of a chain of reasoning, of which chain each iubtunce
of contrivance is only a link, and of which, if one link
fail, the wlioic falls.' —Paley : A'at. Theol., ch. vi. .„ .

* (3) A series.

" I have here only chosen this single link of martyrs.—Addison : On the Christian Religion.

3. A winding or meandering of a river.
(Scotch.)

II. Technically

:

1. Mitch. : A short connecting bar with a
bearing in eacli end, for transmitting motion
from one rod or lever to another.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, woif, worU, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. 33, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw,
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2. Surv. : The length of one section of
Gunter's chain, 7*92 inches, the 100th part of

66 feet ; 100,000 square links make a statute
acre.

3. Steam Engin. ; The link-motion (q.v.).

link-lever, s.

Hail. Engin. ; The reversing lever of a loco-
motive.

link-motion, S.

Steam Engin. : 'Gear by which the valve is

operated in locomotives and similar engines.
It acts as a variable cut-off, or reverses the
steam, or renders the valve inactive, as may-
be required. It consists of two eccentrics
and their rods, one for the forward and the
other for the backward eccentric : the outer
ends of the rods are connected by a slot link
(hence the name), and the end of the valve-
rod works in the slot. The steam-valves are
partially opened, quickly closed again, so that
the admission, of steam ceases some time be-
fore the termination of the stroke, and the
steam, being cut off, is worked expansively.
The nearer the slide is to the middle of the
slot, the quicker is the cut-off.

link-work, s. Work in which motion is

communicated by connecting pieces.

link-worming, ».

Naut. : Worming a cable by chains inserted
in the interstices of the strands.

ink (2), "linck, s. [A corrupt, of lint, as
in lintstock or linstock (q.v.).] A torch made
of tow and pitch, or of combustible splinters,
such as of pitch-pine.

"Nympliidiua supposing the souldiera had called
him, went thither himselfe without torches and
linckes."—Savile ; Tacitus ; Hist., p. 10.

ink (I), v.t. & i. [Link (1), a.)

A. Transitive

:

1. To connect together, as with a link or
chain ; to couple.

" With linked thunderbolts
Transfix us to the bottom of this gulph."

Milton: P.L., I. 328.

2. To join together or unite in concord,
confederacy, or contract.

" It with a lady of bo high resolve,
As is fair Margaret, he be link'd In love."

Shakes/). : 1 Henry VI, v. 5.

3. To connect as concomitant or mutually
dependent.

" God has linkt our hopes and our duty together."

—

Decay of Piety.

4. To connect in it regular series of conse-
quences.

* B. Intrans. ; To be joined or united ; to
"be connected.

" T were loth
To link with him that were not lawful chosen."*

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI, iii. 3.

ink (2), v.i. [Etym. doubtful.] To walk or
trip along quickly. (Scotch.)

" [She] coost her duddies to the work,
And l ink it at It in her sark 1"

Burns ; Tarn O'Shanter.

llnk'-bo*^, link-man, s. [Eng. link (2), s.,

and boy, or man.} A boy or man who carries a
link or torch to light foot passengers at night
or in a fog.

" Though thou art tempted by the Unkman's call,
s Yet trust hiin not along the lonely wall."

Gay; Trivia, iii. 139.

inks, s. pi, [A.S. Mine = a ridge, a balk of land
left unploughed ; alinch.] Flat, sandy ground
on the sea-shore, covered with bent, furze,

&c. , and frequently used for the game of golf.
" Upon the links, or downs close to them, were seen

four or five huts inhabited by fishers."

—

Scott; Anti-
quary, ch. xi.

nil, a'. [Lin, s.] A waterfall, a precipice.
" Whyles owre a linn the burnie plays,

As thro' the glen it wimpl't."
Burns: HaUoween.

n-nse'-a, s. [Named by Dr. J. Gronovius
after Linnseus, with the sanction of the great
botanist himself, who preferred having his
name attached not to a showy plant, but to
this lowly Northern flower.]

JBot. : A genus of Caprifoliaeefe, tribe Loni-
cereae. The calyx limb is five-cleft; the
corolla campanulate, five-cleft, with equal
segments

; the stamens four, didynamous ; the
fruit a dry, three-celled berry, one cell only
having a perfect seed. Only known species,
Linncea borealis. It is a small plant, with
twisting, filiform-branched sterns; opposite,
broadly-ovate, stalked leaves ; axillary pe-
duncles of two, three, or four flowers, rarely
fruiting. It is a Northern plant, found wild

in Britain in fir forests, in plantations in the
middle and east of Scotland ; doubtfully in-

digenous elsewhere. Abroad it occurs from
Lapland to Northern. Italy, Arctic Asia, and
North America,

Lin-nse'-an, Lin-ne an, a. [After Lin-
nteus.] Of or pertaining to Linnteus ; in-

vented or introduced by Linnaeus.

Iiinnesan Society, s, A society founded
to carry out those botanical and zoological
investigations, with regard to which Linnaeus,
in his Systema Natures, had led the way. It

was founded in 1788, and incorporated on
March 26, 1802. In 1791 it began to publish
Transactions,

Linnaean system, s,

Bot. : The sexual system of botany intro-
duced by Linna;us, which, though unequalled
for the aid it affords in finding the name of a
flower, yet labours under the fatal defect that
it is purely artificial. Previous to his time,
Jung, rector of the gymnasium at Hamburgh,
who died in 1657, had introduced the Latin
botanical nomenclature. Tournefort, who
died in 1708, had been the first to classify
plants into strictly defined genera. It re-

mained for Linneeus to arrange them, and
define the several genera and species scientifi-

cally. He divided the vegetable kingdom
into twenty-four classes. The first eleven
were founded on the number of stamens.
They were : Monandria, Diandria, Triandria,
Tetrandria, Peutandria, Hexandria, Heptan-
dria, Octandria, Enneandria, Decandria, and
Dodecandria ; the twelfth and thirteenth,
Icosandria and Polyaudria, on their number
and insertion ; the fourteenth and fifteenth,
Didynamia and Tetradynamia, on their num-
ber and relative lengths ; the sixteenth to the
eighteenth,Monadelphia, Diadelphia, and Poly-
adelphia, on the way in which they are com-
bined ; the nineteenth,Syngenesia, on theaggre-
gationof the flowers; the twentieth, Gynandria,
on the abnormal situation of the stamens ; the
twenty-first to the twenty-third, Moncecia,
Dicecia, and Polygamia, on the existence, more
orjess, of unisexual flowers ; and the twenty-
fourth, Cryptogamia, grouping together all

plants of concealed nuptials, in other words,
all flowerless plants. As a rule, the orders were
founded on the number of pistils ; hence the
words Monogynia, Digynia, Trigyia, &c. In
other cases, when the classes were not founded
on the number of stamens, Pentandria and
Decandria, &c, were used as orders. For the
orders of the exceptional classes, Tetrady-
namia and Polygamia, see these words.
Linnseus himself, in his Philosophia Botanica,
published in 1751, laid the foundation of a
Natural System by establishing sixty-eight
orders of plants linked together according to
what he believed their proper affinities.

Lin-nee'-lte, s. [Named after Linnaeus by
Haidinger ; suff, -Ue(Min.); Ger. Linneit.}

Mitt. : An isometric mineral, occurring in
two varieties : (1) cupriferous, to which
Haidinger's name was originally given ; and
(2) a nickeliferous variety. Cleavage, cubic.
Found in octahedrons and also massive.
Hardness, 5'5

; sp. gr. 4-8 to 5 ; lustre, me-
tallic ; colour, steel-gray; streak, blackish-gray

;

fracture, uneven. Compos. : variable, but repre-
sented by the formula 2CoS 4- CoSo, which
equals sulphur 42 -

0, cobalt 58 -

0. Tile cobalt
is frequently ^^-, j-
partly re- V/'T
placed by &P!3K fP\
nickel or cop- '" * ^ '-

per. Found
in gneiss at
Bastnaes,
Sweden, and
at Siegen,
Prussia.

lin -net (1),

lyne, s.

[Fr. linotte=
alinnet,from
lin, Lat. li-

num = flax,

so called
from its feed-
ing on the
seed of flax

and hemp; Ger. leinfinke = a flax -finch.]
[Lintwhite.]

Ornithology

:

1. Sing. : Fringilta cannabina (Linn.), the

LINNET.

L inota cannabina of more recent ornithologists,
a very common and well known snag-bird,

frequenting all Europe south of 64°, and in

Asia extending to Turkestan. It is a winter

visitor to Egypt and Abyssinia, and is found
in great numbers in Barbary, the Canaries,

and Madeira. It frequents open places, pre-

ferring commons and fields of furze. In
autumn and winter the plumage is brown ; in

the breeding season, the breast and head of

both sexes becomes a crimson-red, varying
only in degree. The (later) generic and spe-

cific names have reference to the fondness of
the bird for the seeds of flax and hemp. It is

popularly known, according to its sex and the

season of the year, as the Red, Gray, or

i Brown Linnet.
" Perchance the patron of his vow
Some artless linnet sings."

Slutnstone : Valentine's Day.
\

*
2. PL: The genus Linota (q.v.).

lin'-net (2), s. [A corrupt, of Fr. lunette.]

(See the compound.)

linnet-hole, s.

Glass : A hole connecting the glass-melting
furnace with the arch.

lin-d-le'-lC, a. [Lat., &c. lin(nm) (q.v.), and
Eng. oleic] (See the compound.)

linoleic- acid, *.

Chem. : CyQH^Qv. An acid occurring in
linseed and poppy oils. It is obtained by
saponifying the oil, extracting with ether,
decomposing the soluble soap with an acid,
and evaporating the ethereal solution to dry-
ness. It is a faint, yellow, oily liquid, of a sp.
gr. 0*9206. It absorbs oxygen with avidity,
and becomes converted into a resinoid, Oxy-
linoleic acid.

lm-o'-le-um, s. [Lat. Unnm = flax, and
oleum = oil.]

-. 1. A preparation of linseed-oil, rendered
solid by admixture with chloride of sulphur.
It is rolled into sheets, and used as a substi-
tute for india-rubber or gutta-percha. Vulcan-
ized, it is carved into mouldings and polished ;

and, mixed with ground cork and pressed
upon canvas, it forms a kind of floor-cloth.
Dissolved, it is used as a varnish for water-
proof fabrics, or as a paint for iron or wood,
ships' bottoms, &e.

2. The floor-cloth so prepared.

ll-no-syr'-is (yr as it), s. [Lat. lihum ; Gr.
AiVoe (linon), and Lat. syrus = a broom, a
besom.] [Linum.]

Bot. : Goldylocks ; a genus of Composites,
suborder Solidagineaj. The achenes are com-
pressed and silky, the pappus in a double
row pilose, the involucre of one row of scales,
surrounded by several long ones, or imbri-
cated ; florets perfect, five-cleft, yellow.

11 no ta, s. [Mod. Lat., from Fr. linot *= a
linnet (q.v.).]

Ornith. : Linnets (q.v.) ; a term proposed
by Prince Charles Bonaparte. By this classi-
fication, the Linnets are admitted, to generic
distinction among the finches.

Hn'-o-type, & [Eng. line, and type.]

Printing

:

1. A machine for composing and casting
lines of type. The matrices of the letters are
in channels in a magazine, and on the operator
depressing keys on a key-board the matrices
fall into an assembly box. On the completion
of the line, they are carried to the mould-wheel
and automatically spaced out. Molten metal
is then forced into the face of the matrices,
and the solid line of type driven between
parallel adjustable knives, and shaved to the
depth of the type body. The matrices are
then transferred to a ridged bar over the
magazine, and by an arrangement of wards
each matrix lalls into its channel.

2. Type set by the machine described
under 1.

* li -nous, a. [EMg. lin{e) (1), s. ; -ous.] Per-
taining to or in a line.

lin pin, n. [Lixch-pin.]

lin -sang, s. [Javanese.]

ZooL: A genus of Viverridae. Linsang
gracilis is found in Java.

lin' - seed, * lynne - seed, * lin - eed, *.

[Mod. Eng. lin = flax, and Eng. seed.]

«% bo*^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion=shun; -tion, -sion = zhun, -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. ~ bel, d$l.
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Cliem. : The seed of the flax-plant (Linum
usitatissimutn). It is grown in various coun-
tries, but chiefly in the North of Europe.
Its composition varies considerably, but the

following is the average proportion in which
the principal constituents are present :

—

Albuminous substances, 30 per cent. ; fat

and oil, 32 per cent. ; mineral matter, 4 per
cent. ; water, 10 per cent. It also contains a

large quantity of mucilage in the outer layers

of the cells of the epidermis, which swells up
when the seed is macerated in water: One
part of linseed in sixteen parts- boiling water
yields a mucilage thick enough to be- drawn
into threads. The chief ash constituents are

limo, potash, and iron, partly as phosphates
and partly united in the ash with carbonic
acid. The residue obtained after expressing
the fixed oil forms the principal oil-cake of

commerce.

linseed-cake, s. The caked or solid

mass left after, the oil has been- pressed out of
flax-seed. It is largely used as food for cattle.

Also called Oil-cake (q.v.).

linseed-meal, s. Pulverized or ground
linseed, used for punltices.

linseed-mill, &. A mill for grinding flax*

seed for oil.

linseed-oil, •.

Cliem. : The fixed oil expressed from linseed.

Linseed-oil consists of the glycerides of
linoleic, palmitic, and stearic acids, about
'nine-tenths of the whole being the glyceride
of linoleic acid. It may be taken as the type
"of the class known as drying oils, from their
property of drying up itito a transparent,
tough, resinous mass when exposed to the
air. When the oil is boiled for some time,
till it loses about one-sixth of 'its weight, it

becomes thicker, tenacious/ and viscid, and
dries up, still more readily than in the fresh
state, into a turpentine-like mass, scarcely
soluble in oils. It then forms the basis of
.'printers' and painters' varnishes. The freshly
pressed oil has a pale yellow colour, and is

without disagreeable taste ; but the commer-
cial oil has often a sharp, penetrating smell
and taste. It has a sp. gr. of '9335 at 15°,

.and becomes solid at 20° to 27°. Linseed-oil,
mixed with chloride of sulphur, forms caout-
'chouc-like products. A drop of strong sul-

phuric acid forms a yellow-brown spot, quickly
changing to black, with ropy consistence.
Linseed-oil yields, with alkalis, a very soft

soap, and is acted on with facility by oxidizing
'agents generally. It is often found largely

adulterated with other, oils, such as cotton-
seed oil, rosin oil, &c.

lin'-se-ite, ». [Lindsayite.]

lin - sey, s. [Mid. Eng. lin = linen ; suff. -sey.]

A country-made fabric of linen warp and
worsted filling, undressed ; linsey-woolsey.

linsey-woolsey, «. & s.

A. As adjecUvg:

1, Lit, : Made of linen and wool mixed.
• 2. Fig. •: Made up of different mateiials;

neither one thing nor the other ; vile, mean.
'.' A lawless, linsey-woolsey brother."
> Bailer': Hudilrras, pt. i., c. iii.

B, As substantive :

• 1. Lit. : A fabric made of linen and wool
mixed ; linsey.

* 2. Fig. : A motley composition ; a gali-

j
inatia ;

jargon.

,

• " What linsey-woolsey hast thou to speak to us ?
"

Shakesp. : All a Well Wiat Ends Well, iv. 1.

* lin -stock, * lint stock, s. [Dut. lontstok,

from lont =
a match, stok

= a stick

;

cogn. with
.Dan. lunte-

stok, from
iunte — a
'match, stole

= a stick
;

S .w„. ( u n t -

stake, from
I u fit a = a
match, stake
= a stick.]

A gunner's
forked t staff'

to hold a match of lint dipped in saltpetre.

"The gunner held his linstock yure,
For welcome-shot prepared,"

Scott ; Marmion, i. 0.

LINSTOCKS.

lint, * lynt, s. [Mid. Eng. lin =-flax.] [Line

. (2M,]
1. Flax,

2.- Ravelled or> scraped linen reduced to a

soft state and used for dressing wounds or
uleers.- As formerly prepared, it consisted of
scrapings from the surface of old linen cloth,

vtefch was drawn beneath a knife-, the weft-

threads being pushed back from time to time,

and the scrapings beings obtained- from the
threads- of' the warp.

;
3. Fine flufF or flue.

lint-doctor, s. A sharp-edged ruler on

j

the delivery side of the calico-printing, cylin-

i der, to detain any lint of fibres which, may
I

come off the cotton cloth.

1 * lint-scraper, ». A young surgeon.

lin tel, * lyn-tel, * lin-tell, s. [O. Fr.

lintel; Fr. linteau, from Low Lat. lintellus,

from limitellus, dimln. of limes (genit. limitls)

. = a. border.]

Arch. : A piece of timber or stone- laid

horizontally over a doorway or window.
"Take a bunch of hyssop, and dip it in the blood

that is in the bason, and strike the I'mttl and the two
side- posts."—Exodus xii. 22.

lin-ton-Ite, s. [Named after Miss L. A.
Linton, who analyzed it ; suff. -ite (Min.).'}

Min. ; A variety of Thomsonite (q.v.), have
ing a fine granular structure and green colour.

It occurs as, pebbles on the shores of Lake
Superior. They are derived from the amyg-
daloidal diabase of Grand Marais.

* lmt seed, *. [Linseed.]

Hnt -white, s. [A.S. linetwige.] A linnet.
" Oh, sweet are Coila's haughs an' woods,
Wheu limtwhites chant among the buds,"

Burns: To William Simpson.

lint' -White, a. [Eng. lint, and white.]

.Flaxen ; as white as lint.

" Lassie vfi' the lintwhite locks." Burns.

li'-num, s. [Lat., from Gr. \ivov (linon) =
anything made of flax or the flax plant.]

Lot. : The typical genus of the order Lina-
ceee (q.v.). It consists of herbs or small
shrubs with alternate or rarely opposite entire

leaves, the stipules wanting or glandular.
Flowers in dichntomous panicted racemose or
fascicled cymes : sepals five, persistent; petals
five; stamens five; styles, five ; seeds ovate,

compressed. Known species eighty. Three
are British : Linum catharticum, L r perenne,

and L. august ifolium. Flax, L. usitatissimum,
is an escape in this country. [Flax.] The
leaves of L. catJwrtlcum are purgative. L.
selaginoides is considered in Peru as bitter

and aperient. L. strictwn, a small herbaceous
plant with yellow flowers, wild in the Punjaub
and Thibet, is cultivated in Afghanistan for

its oil, which does not differ essentially from
linseed oil.

* lin'-y, a. [Eng. lin(e) (1), s. ; -y.] Full of
lines.

" Their eyes long and liny."—Hu/rdy; Far from the
Madding Crowd, oil. viii.

li'-on, * le-on, s. [O. Fr. lean, from Lat.
leomm, accus. of leo = a lion, from Gr. AeW
(leon) ; Fr. lion; Sp. leon ; Ital. leone ; Ger.
lows; O. H. Ger. leo, leiuo ; Russ. lev; Lith.
levas, lavas ; Dut. leeww.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II, 3.

2. Fig. : An object of interest and curiosity

;

one who or that which excites curiosity.

"He had suddenly risen to literary fame, and be-
come one of the lions of the day. "—Irving; Goldsmith,
oh. xviii.

II. Technically

:

1. Astron. : The constellation Leo (q.v.).

2. Her. : A frequent change in > coat-armour
in various attitudes, as passant, gardant, ramp-
ant, salient, coitchant, &c. It is one of the
supporters of the royal arms of England.

" The lion argent decked his breast.

"

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, iv. 20.

3. Zool. : Felis leo (formerly elevated into
a distinct genus with a single species, Leo
nooilis), one of the largest and the most im-
portant of the living carnivora. Its range in
historical time is very wide. The Hebrew
Scriptures abound Ivith reference' to it, and in
.the time pf Darius, .lions were employed to
execute judi$al

J

~sefotenceS (Dan: vi. 16-24). It
is mentioned by Hounr (II. xviii. 161) •;

Herodotus mentions lions as occurring" in
Africa (iv. 191); an4 iii Europe- (vii. 126),

and Theocritus. (Id. x. 30); by Virgil (Eel

ii. 05), by Ovid (Her. x : 86), by Martial
in almost every book, and by Catullus, in
not the least dainty of his songs (Carm,
lxiii.). It played an important part- in. the
sanguinary games of the Roman amphitheatre,
and the cry " Christianos. ad leones" had a
terrible import for the early church; Its- geo-
graphical range is now confined to Africa-and
the south-west of Asia, extending eastward as
far as Gujerat, It existed in Europe down to
historic timesj and formerly-ranged over Asia
as far as the plains of Upper India.- Though
now driven from the Gape, the shores of the
Mediterranean, and the- populous parts of

Egypt, it must have been at no distant date
common all over Africa, for Murray says
(Geog. Distrib. of Animate) p. 93), "Iain in-

formed by Dr. Kirk that there is no nation or

tribe which lias not a- name for the lion." It

varies somewhat in size; but for an adult
African male, from snout to tip of tail, ten

feet, tail three feet, height at shoulder, three

feet six inches, are average measurements.
The Gujerat variety is somewhat smaller. It

is usually known as the " maneleSs " lion, but
a specimen in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's
Park, "was as thoroughly maned as any
African individual. In colour lions vary from
a deep chestnut-brown to gray, so silvery as

to have given rise to the belief that a race of

white lions exists in South Africa. The colour
of the mane varies equally. In the Nubian
lion it is generally pale fulvous, and in Cape
lions black, but all intermediate shades are.'

found both in Nubia and the Cape country.'"

(Sclater.) Mr. F. C. Selous (A Hunter's Wan-
derings, eh. xv.) has also shown that in South
Africa the so-called Black-maned lion and
others with yellow scanty manes are found
among individuals of the same parentage.

\. Palceont. : Prof. "W. Boyd Dawkins enu-^
merates among the Mid Pleistocene, and again

. among Late Pleistocene Mammalia of Great
Britain Felis leo. A Fells spelasa was once
recognized; it is now deemed not specifically

distinct from the common lion. In the Early
Pleistocene, Prof. Dawkins has the Sabre-
toothed Lion, sometimes called the Sabre-
toothed Tiger. [Machairodus.] (Quar. Jour.
Geol. Soc, xxxvi. (1SS0), 396-399.)

.% The Lesser Lion :

Astron. : The constellation Leo minor (q.v.).

lion-ant, t.

Entom. : The same as Ant-lion. [Mvbme-
leon.]

lion-dog, s.

Zool. : According to Vero Shaw (Book of the

Dog, p. 191) Canis leoninus, "a degenerate
scion of which exists in Malta." Youatt (p.

50) thinks it may be a cross between the Mal-
tese and the hairless Turkish dog. Its hair

on the head, neck, and forelegs is very long.

t lion-heart, s, ^One who is lion--hearted.

lion-hearted* a. Having great courage.

"Arabian mothers loug awed their infants to silence,'

with the name of fhalian-hearted Plaiitageuet."

—

Mac-
aalay : Mist. Eng., eh. i.

lion-like, a. Strong and braye as a lion.

" He slew two lion-llkvxneii. of Moato."^-1 Chron. xi. 22.

lion-lizard, s.

Zool. : A popular American name for -Basi-*

llscus americanus or mitratus. [Basilisgus.]

* lion mettled, a. Having the disposi-

tion of a lion.
" Be Uon-tnettled, proud ; aud take no care
Who chafes." Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv, i

* lion-sick,, a. Sick .of a proud, heart.
" Yes. lion-sick, sick of proud heart ; you may call it

melancholy, if you will favour the man."

—

Shakesp. '

Troilus & Cressida, ii. 3.

t lion-tiger, s.

Zool. : A real or supposed hybrid between
the lion and the tiger.

" Similar streaks were observed on the fur of the
lion-tiger cubs."

—

Wood: Illus. A'ut. Hist., i. 163.

lion-toothed, a. Having teeth like those
of a lion.

lion's-ear, $.

Bot. : (1) Leonotis
; (2) Espeletia.

lion's-foot, s.

Botany

:

1. The genus Leontopodium. The Common
Lion's-foot is L. vulgare, wild in Austria.

2. Alchemilla vulgaris.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

prj wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce -e; ey = a. au = kw.
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lion's-leaf, s. A popular name for the
Snap-dragon, Antirrhinum majus. [Antjrrhi-
WUM.] !

Bot. : Leonti-ce Leontopetdlon. [Leonttce.]

lion's mouth, s.

Bot. : Aporum leonis, wild at Singapore,

.

lion's paw, s,

.Bot. : Alchemilla vulgaris.

lion's-provider, s. A popular -but in-

correct name for the jackal, and hence applied
to any one who acts as a tool, sycophant, or
foil to, another.

lion's-share, 5. The greater or a dispro-
portionate share, taken by one of the parties
to a contract, and maintained by the right of
might. The expression is taken from the
fable of jflHsop in which the lion, fox, &c, are
hunting together, and is applied to cases in
which when two or nipre parties are acting to-
gether, the greatest share or profit is taken
by the strongest.

lion's-tail, s.

Botany

:

1. The labiate genus Leonotis, various
species of which grow in the East indies, &c.

-2. (Spec): Leonotis leonums, from the Cape
of Good Hope. * The resemblance to a lion's

tail is in the inflorescence.

lion's-tooth, s.

Bot. : Leontodon.

li'-onced, le'-onced, a.

[Lion.]

Her. : Adorned with
lions' heads, as a cross
the ends of which termi-
nate in lions' heads. lionced.

li'-on-celle, s. [Fr.]

Her. : A small lion ; specif,, one of several
borne in the same coat of arms.

* li'-on-el, s. [Eng. lion; dimin. suff. -el] A
small or young lion.

li'-on-ess, s. [Fr. llonnesse.)

1. The female of the lion kind ; a she-lion.
" The/gaunt lioness, with Imager bold.

Springs from the mountains tow rd the guarded fold."
Pope : Homer ; Iliad, x. 213.

* 2. A remarkable woman.

t ll'-on-€t, s. [Eng. lion; dimin. sitffr <««.] The
same as Lionel. (Southey, in Annandale.)

* II 6n ism, s. [Eng. lion ; -ism.] The at-
tracting pf attention as a lion or object of
interest and curiosity ; the pursuit of curiosi-
ties. [Lion, I. 2.]

"The honours .and humours of lionism."—fChorley :

Memoirs of Met. Hemans, ii: 25.

li' on ite, s. [Named after theMountain'Lion
mine; suff. -ite (Min.).~\

Min. : A variety of Native Tellurium (q.v.),

occurring in thin plates. Hardness, 3 ; sp.
gr. 4'005 ; colour, dark gray. Appears homo-
geneous, but found to contain 86 per cent, of
silica, and 6 per cent. Of alumina or seaqui-
oxide of iron.

t li -dn -ize, * li -on-Ise, v.t. & i. [Eng.
lion ; -ize.]

-A*.Transitwe

:

1. To visit as the lions or curiosities of n

place.
" We came on to Oxford, lionized it, and out to Cud-

desdon. "—fVttberforve: Life, ii. 12.

2. To treat as a lion or object of interest or
•curiosity.

'3. To show the lions or curiosities Of a place
to. (Disraeli: Lotlutir, ch. xxiv.)

H. IMrans. : To visit the lions or objects of
interest or curiosity in a place.

"•Rushing off, . . . from the splendour, nud lionising
-of a London season."—Literary World, Fob. 3, 18B2.

* H'-6n-4y, a. [Eng. lion

;

fierce.
y.] Like a lion;

"The church coveting to ride' upon the lionly form
of Jurisdiction, umkes a transformation of herself into
aiiiK&s."~iSIUton: ..Reason of Church Govt., ii.

* li -on ship, s. [Eng. lion ; -skip.] The con-
dition, stat^, or personality of a,lion ; a mode
of address to a lion.

' ^Stonrtmtthis vizor off,', and sure Inm
Yott'll find hislionthip a veryJamh."

' Goldsmith : Epilogue to Tte Sisters.

ll-6-the'-5£-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. liotlie(um)

;

Lat, fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. ; A family of Mallophaga. Antennee

,

clubbed, and composed of four joints ; maxil-
lary palpi" present. The Liotheidae are para-

sites resembling lice, and live on mammals
and birds.

\

li-o-the'-um, s. ' [Gr. kelo<; (leios)-= smooth,
and 0e6s (tlieos) = a god. (Agassiz.)]

Entom, : The typical g-snus of LiotheidEe.

,

Parasitic on birds.

lioun, s. [Lion.]

lip, * lippe, s. [AS. lippa, lippe ; cogn- with>
Dut. lip ; Dan. lobe ; Sw. Idpp ; Ger. lippe,

lefze; O. H. Ger. lefs, leffnr ; Lat. labrum, ;

labvum; Ir. lab; Gael. Hob; Pers. lab.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II. 1.

" The honey-suckles would he often strip.
And lay their sweetnesse on her sweeter Up."

Browne: Britannia's Pastorals, bk. it, § 4.

2. The border or edge of anything ; as, the
lip of a vessel, a projecting flange.

"There is not so good eonu press ion made upon the
Hps of the wound thro' those holes, as to hinder them
from thrusting out.-"— Wiseman : Surgery, vi. 5.

3. The mouth, as distinguished from the
heart.

" Hypocrisy, formality in prayer.
And the dull service of the lip were there."

Cowper : Expostulation, 44.

4. Speech, language.

II. Technically :

1. Anat. (PL): Two fleshy folds formed ex-

ternally by common integument, and inter-

nally by mucous membrane, having between
them the muscles of the lips, some fat, and the
labial glands. They are attached to the upper
and lower jaw, and connected to the gum in

the mesial line by a fold of mucous membrane,
the upper aud larger being called the fnenum
labii superioris, the other the,frcenum labii

inferior is.

2. Botany

:

(1) (Sing.) : The lower petal of any irregular
flower.

(2) (PL): The upper and lower projecting
parts of a perforated, monopetalous corolla.

3. Zool. : The portions of a univalve shell on
the two sides of the aperture. The right side
is formed by the outer lip (labrum), and the
left one by the inner or columella!' lip (labiztm),

or by the body whorl.

-4. Music : In organ-pipes, the. edge against
which the sheet Of air impinges. The vibra-

tion acquired thereby is communicated to the
column of air in the pipe, aud produces a
musical uote.

5. Vehicles: A cuttoo plate; a projecting
part of the bolster.

6. WaterwJieel : A rim closing the joint be-
tween the barrel aud curb of a, turbine.

*
IT To make a lip : To drop the lip in sullen-

ness or contempt ; to mock ; to make a gri-

mace.
" I will -make a Up at the .physician,"

SlMkosp. : Oorlolanus, ii. 1,

lip^bit, s. A boring-tool adapted to be
used in a brace, and having a cutting lip pro-
jecting beyond the end of the barrel.

* lip-born, a. Proceeding onJy'from the
lips; not hearty, notgenuine.

* lip-comfort,, s. Consolatory words.

* lip-comforter, ». One who consoles
with words.

* lip-devotion, s. Prayers uttered by
the lips, but not proceeding from the heart.

"Lip-devotion will not serve the turn; it under-
values the very things it prays for."—South: Sermons,
vol. vi., ser. 10.

* lip-good, a. Good in profession only,
not in practice ; hypocritical.

"When his grace is merely but Up-good."
Ben Jonson ; Sejanus, i.

lip-head bolt, s. A bolt with a head
projecting sideways.

* lip-laborious, a. TJttei-ingswords*with-
out sentiment ; hypocritical.

* lip-labour, «. Action of the lips with-
out concurrence of the heart ; words without
sentiment ; hypocrisy.

" Being hut a little Up-labour"—HoUnthed : Edw. I.
(an. 1270).

lip-language, s. Oral orarticulate*lan-
guage, as distinguished from that of signs or
the fingers.

lip-reading, s. (See extract).

" It has long Iwen known that individuals ftiuong

the Deaf and Dtimh have acquired the power of li
4
<>-

reading; that is, of so interpreting t[ie visible move-
ments of the mouth aud lips of a speaker, as to appre-

hend the words he utters, no less accurately than it

they were heard." — Carpenter : Mental Physiology
(1876), 185a.

* lip-reward, *. Empty promises.

lip-salve, $.

1. Lit. : A salve or ointment for the'.lips.

* 2. Fig. : Flattering speech.

lip-service, a.

1. Service rendered to God by the lips while
the heart is alienated from him. The refer-

ence is to Isa. xxix. 13 ; Matt. xv. 8 ; Mark
vii. 6.

2. Similarly, insincere service rendered-, by
the lips to man.

* lip - wisdom, s. Wisdom in talk or
words, but not in action or experience ; theory
dissociated from practice.

" I And all is hut lip-wisdom, which wants experi-
ence."—Sidney.

* lip-work, s.

1. The same as Lip-labour (q.v.).

2. The act of kissing.

* lip-working, a. Lip-laborious, hypo-
critical.

" The lip-working deacons of other men's appointed
words."—Milton : Apology for Smectymnuus,

lip, v.t. & i. [Lip, s.]

* A. Transitive

:

1. To touch as with the lips ; to kiss.
" Round him ladies thronged in warm pursuit

Fiu(fer««l and lipped and proffered the strange store,
*

D. G. /iassetti : Love's Baubles.

2. To utter with the lips ; to speak.
" When I heard my name most fondly lipped."

Keats: Eiulyniion, !.ik. i.

3. To notch, as the edge of a knife or sword.
(Scotch.)

" It were worth lipping a good hlade."—Soott : Fair
Maid o/ Perth, ch. viii.

B, Intransitive :

Music: To adjust the lips so as to produce
the proper tone of wind-instruments played
by the mouth.

li-pse'-mi^a, s. [Gr. Awra (lipa) = fat, and
ai,p>a (haima) = blood.]

Patltol. ; Fatty matter in the blood.

H-par'-i-a, s. [Apparently not from Gr.
Aiirapia (liparia) = perseverance ; but from.
Mirapos (liparQi>)^z fatty, oily, shining with
oil; unctuous ; from the shining surface of
the leaves.]

Bot. : The typical genus Of the tribe Li-
parie*. The tender stalks and leaves of
Liparia nodifiora, wild in the Punjaub, is

prescribed in infusion to children suffering
from indigestion, and to women after delivery.

li-par'-i-dflB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lipwr(is);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee-)

1. Bot. : A family of Orchids, tribe Malaxeie.

2. E)Uom. : A family of Moths, group Boui-
bycina. Antennas longer than the thorax,
pectinated in the male ; abdomen in the female
often very thick ; larva and pupa hairy.
Known British species twelve, including the
Black Arches, the Gipsy, and the Vapourers,
with the Gold-tail and Brown-tail Moths. The
majority are white, more or less marked with
black.

li-par-i-e'-», s pi. [Mod. Lat. liparia)
(q.v.); Lat. feni. pi. adj. suff. -ere.]

Bot. : A subtiibe of Papilionaceous flowers,
tribe Lotese.

lip ar-is, s. [Probably from At7rcy»6? (liparos)
= unctuous.]

1. Bot. : The typical genus of the family
Liparidse (q.v.). The sepals and petals are
spreading, with linear segments, the lip
superior or inferior, the column elongated, the
pollen masses four, waxy, with evanescent
glands. Known species thirty-three. One,
Liparis Loeselii, is British, being found in
spongy bogs in Norfolk, Suffolk, Huntingdon-
shire, and Cambridgeshire. It is a small plant
with yellowish-green flowers. The genus is
named with allusion, Loudon thinks, to the
soft -surface of the leaves in some species.

2. Entom. .'The typical genus of the family
Liparidie (q.vV). " Liparis dUpar is the Gipsy-
moth.

cboll, bo^-; poiit, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophcn, exist, ph = £
-©ian, -tian= shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d$L
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3. Ichthy. .* A genus of Discoboli. Liparts
vulgaris is the Unctuous Lumpsucker, or Sea-
snail.

Up'-ar-ite, s. [Gr. Xnrapos (Uparos) = shin-
ing"]

Mln. : The same as Fluokite (q.v.).

ll-p&r'-O-cele, s. [Gr. AiTrapds (liparos) —
fat, and ktjAtj (kelc) — a tumour.]

Med. : A tumour consisting wholly or in

great part of fat.

Up'-lC, a. [Gr. Autos (lipos) = fat, lord, tallow
;

vegetable oil ; Eng. suff. -ic] (See the coin-
pound.)

lipic-acid, s.

Ckem. : C5HgO .((?). Supposed at one time
to be a distinct acid of the oxalic series, but
now believed to be an impure succinic acid
obtained by the action of nitric acid upon
oleic or stearic acids.

* lip -less, a. [Eng. lip; -less.] Having no
lips.

* lip-let, o. [Eng. Up; dimin. suff. -let.) A
little lip.

* lip'-6-gram, s. [Gr. \elwt*\Uipo) = to leave,

and ypafj,fj.a (gramma) = a letter
;

ypdcpia

(grapho) = to write.] A writing in which a
particular letter is omitted. Tims in the Odys-
sey of Tryphiodorus, there is no A in the first

book, no B in the second book, and so on.

* lip 6-gram -mat ic, a. [Fr. Hpogram-
-nmtique, from Gr. AiTroypa/i./xaTOs (lipogramma*
tos) = wanting a letter.] [Lipogbam.] Of or
pertaining to lipograms ; of the nature of a
lipogram.

*lip-6-gram'-ina-tismt s. [Gr. XeCma
(lelpo) — to leave; ypa.fxp.a (gramma) gen it.

ypa/ijLtaTos (grammatos) = a letter, and Eng.
suff. -ism,.] The art or act of writing lipo-

grams.

* lip-o-gram'-ma-tist, s. [Fr. Upogrmn*
tnattste.] A writer of lipograms.

"The Upogrammatists, or those who buiM altnra
and hatched eggB inverse."

—

Fitzedward JIall ; Modern
English, i>. 20.

lip'-d-ma, s. [Gr. Atrros (lipos) = fat.]

Pathol. : A fatty tumour, benign in its na-
ture, and which, when once extirpated, never
returns.

ll-po-thym'-i-a, *. [Leipothymia.]

E-p6-thym'-ic, li-poth'-ym-ous, a.

[Leipothymic.] Swooning, fainting.
" If the patient be surprised with a Upothymous lan-

gour."—Harvey : On tin; Plague.

f li - poth - y - my,
swoon, a faint.

[Leipothymia.] A

* ll'-p6-type, s. [Gr. AeiVw (leipo) = to leave,

and Eng. type (q.v.).] (See extract.)
" Mr. Sclater on lipotypes, a new term which he con-

sidered convenient in order to designate types of life

the absence of which i3 characteristic of a particular
district or region."

—

Alhenceum, March 1, 1882.

lipped, a, [Eng. Up, s. ; -ed.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Having lips ; having an
edge or border resembling a lip.

2. Bot. : Having a distinct lip or laoellum,

as the genus Roscoea.

IT Lipped and hurled : A term applied to a

wall built of stones without mortar, but which
has the joints afterwards filled with mortar,
and the whole plastered over with rough-cast
or harling.

lip pen, v.i. [Of. Goth, laubjan = to trust

;

Ger. glauben.] To depend on, to trust to, to

place confidence in, to rely upon. (Scotch.)

" Na, I had far rather Tib Mumps kenned'which way
I was gaun than her—though Tib's do muckle to Uppen
to neither."

—

ttcott: Guy Mannerlng, ch. xxli.

lip'-per, s. [Eng. Up; -er.] Short waves,
rough water.

" In the forenoon, although a strong westerly breeze
raised a troublesome Upper on the water, he sculled
down against the flood over the championship course."
—Dally Telegraph, March 7, 1882.

lip'-pi-a, 8. [Named after Augustus Lippi, a
French'physician and traveller in Abyssinia.]

Bot. . A genus of Verbenaceee, tribe Ver-
beneip. Nearly 100 species are known, all from
America. Lippia citrata is aromatic like

sage or thyme.

lip'-pie, llp'-py, s. [A.S. leap — a bueket.]
[Leap, a.] The fourth part of a peck. (Scotch.)

lip -ping, pr. par. & 3.1 [Lip, v.]

A, As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As substantive:

Music: The adjusting the lips so as to pro-
duce the propi-r tone of wind-instruments
played by the mouth.

* lip-pit, a. [Lipped.]

* lip'-pi-tude, s. [Fr., from Lat. Uppitudo,
from lippus — blear-eyed.] The quality or
state of being blear-eyed ; blearedness of eyes.

"Diseases that are infectious . . . are pestilences
and UppUudes."—Bacon : Nat. /fist., § 237.

* Hp'-py^ u,. [Eng. lip; -y.] Having large
lips.

" Corinthian, who came next, is, we think, a trifle
llppy."~Fleld, Jan. 28, 1832.

Up'-yl, a. [Gr. Atrros (lipos)—fat ; -yl(Chem.).']

Chem. : C3H4. The hypothetical radicle of

glycerine.

* ll'-qua-ble, a. [Lat. liquabilis, from Uquo=
to melt; Ifcal. liquabile.] Capable of being
liquated or melted.

* li'-quate, v.i. & t. [Lat. liquatus, pa. par. of
liquo = to melt ; Ital. Uqnare.]

* A. Intrans. : To melt, to liquefy ; to
become dissolved.

" If the salts be not drawn forth before the clay is

baked, they are apt to liquate." — Woodward : On
Fossils.

B. Trans. : To melt, to liquefy ; specif., in
metallurgy, to separate one metal from another
less fusible by exposing the mass to a heat
sufficiently great to melt the more easily fused
metal, and cause it to run off.

li qua -tion, s. [Lat. Uquailo, from Uqnatus,
pa. par. of liquo ; Fr. liquation ; Sp. licuacion ;
Ital. Uquazione.]

* I. Ordinary Language .'

1. The act of liquefying or melting ; the
state of being liqueiied or melted.

"Ordinary liquation in wax and oily bodies is made
by a gentler heat."

—

Browne; Vulgar Errours, bk. ii.,

ch. i.

2. Capacity of being melted.
" The common opinion hath been, that chrystal is

nothing but ice and snow concreted, and. by duration
of ti me, congealed beyond liquation."—Brtrunie ; Vulgar
Errours.

II, Metall. : The act or operation of separat-
ing one metal from another less fusible by
exposing the alloy to a heat sufficiently great
to cause the more fusible metal to melt and
run off. Thus silver is separated from copper
by melting the alloy with the addition of lead,
and cooling the triple alloy suddenly in the
form of cakes. These cakes are heated to such
a degree on an inclined hearth as to cause the
alloy of lead and silver to run off, and allow
the copper to remain.

liquation -hearth, liquation fur -

nace, s. A hearth or furnace in which metals
are separated by exposure to a heat which
melts one or more of them, but leaves the
other or others unmelted.

li-que-fa'-ci-ent(c as sh), s. [Lat. lirpie-

faciens, pr. par. of liquefacio = to make liquid :

liquidus — liquid, and facto = to make.]
* 1. Ord. Lang. : That which liquefies or

tends to liquefy other things.

2. Med. : An agent which augments the
secretions and promotes the liquefying pro-
cesses of the animal economy.

li-que-f&c'-tion, s. [Lat. Hque/actio, from
liquefactvs, pa. par. of liquefacio = to liquefy
(q.v.); Fr. liquefaction; Ital. liquefazione ;
Sp. leciofaccion.)

1. The act or operation of liquefying, melt-
ing, or dissolving ; the operation of converting
a solid into a liquid by the agency of heat or
caloric.

"The burning of the earth wl\l he ntmelii/ttefacf ion
or dissolution of it, as to the exterior region."

—

Bur-
net : Theory of the Earth.

2. The state of> being liquefied, melted, or
dissolved.

ll-que-fl'-a-ble, a. [Eng. liquefy ; -able.]

That may or can be liquefied, melted, or dis-

solved ; capable of liquefaction.
" Lviueflable, and not liquefiable, proceed from these

causes."—Bacon; Natural History, § 840,

li'-que-fled, pa. par. or a. [Liquefy.]

li'-que-fI-erf s. [Eng. liquefy; -ef.] One who
or that which liquefies, melts, or dissolves.

li'-qu£-fy, * li'-qui-fy, v.t. & i. [Fr. Uque-
fter, from Lat. liquefacio = to make liquid,

to dissolve ; liquefto = to become liquid, to
be dissolved : liquidus = liquid, and facto
(pass, fio) = to make.]

A. Trans. : To melt, to dissolve ; to convert
from a solid form into that of a liquid, by the
agency of heut.

*' Mineral bowels, liquified by Are,
O'erwlielni the fields, by Nature left unblessed."

Glover : A thenaid, i.

B. Intrans. : To become liquefied ; to melt,
to dissolve, to become liquid.

" The blood of 8t. Januarius liquefied at the ap-
proach of the saint's head."—Addison. ; On Italy.

* li-ques'-yen-9^f s. [Eng. liquescent ; -cy.\

The quality or state of being liquescent ; apt-
ness to melt.

* li-ques ^ent, a. [Lat. liquescens, pr. par.
of liquesco = to become liquid ; from liqueo =.

to be liquid.] Melting ; becoming liquid ; li-

quefying, liquid.
" A liquescent

And nebulous luBtre was bom."
£. A . Poe : Ulalume.

li-queur' (qu as k)f s. [Fr., from Lat. liquor
— liquor (q.v.).] A drink compounded of
alcohol, water, and sugar, flavoured with an
infusion or extract of some fruit, spice, or
aromatic substance.

11 quid, *li^quide, a. & s. [Fr. liquids,

from Lat. liquidus = liquid, moist, from liqueo
= to be liquid or moist ; Sp. & Ital. liquido.)

,

A. As adjective:

J, Ordinary Language !

1. Not solid; fluid ; flowing or capable of
flowing ; consisting of particles which can
move freely among each other on the least
pressure.

" Contrarie to the nature of other liquid substances,
whose groonds and leeze doo generallle settle downe-
wards. —Holinshed ; Descrip. ofEngland, bk. ii., ch.vi.

* 2. Wet.
" Ye now with liquid arms embrace the wandering

shore." Drayton ; 1'oly-OlbUm, s. 6.

3. Flowing smoothly and easily ; soft ; freG
from harshness or roughness.

" Liquid, low, silvery, streamed the tones Ijeneath
the enchanted bow. "—Lytton : Zanoni, bk. i. T ch. if.

* 4. Dissolved, so as not to be obtainable by
law.

" If a creditor should appeal to hinder the burial of
his debtor's corpse, his appeal ought not to be received,
since the business of burial requires a quick dispatch,
though the debt be entirely liquid."—Ayliffe : 1'arer-
gon.

til. Gram.: Smooth, easy; pronounced
easily, and with a slight contact of the organs
of articulation : as, a liquid letter.

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : A substance whose parts are
capable of moving freely among themselves on
the least pressure, and which, therefore, re-

tains no fixed form ; a substance in a state of
liquidity ; a fluid not aeriform. [Fluid.]

" Be it thy choice, when summer heats annoy.
To sit beneath her leafy canopy
Quaffing rich liquids." Philips.

^[ Volatile liquids are those capable of rising

in vapour ; fixed liquids cannot do this, unless
chemically decomposed.

2. Gram.: A letter or sound pronounced
with a slight contact of the organs of articu-

lation, as I, ?ji, n, r.

liquid-assets, s. pi. A term used by
bankers to denote coin, bank-notes, and secu-

rities, which can be instantly converted into
cash.

liquid-reserve, s. That portion of a
Thanks reserve which can be at any moment
converted into cash or otherwise realized.

liquid-securities, s. pi. Securities that
can be easily and promptly converted into cash.

liquid storax, s.

Plwr. : The resinous drug obtained from
Liquidambar orientale and other species of
the genus. It is imported into Bombay from
Asia Minor, and thence again exported to
China. The Muhammadans regard it as tonic,
resolvent, suppurative, and astringent. It is

applied in swellings, in orchitis, &c. Mixed
with linseed oil, it lias been successfully used
in itch. (Prof. Watt, in Calcutta Exhib. iie-
rport).

% Formerly liquid storax was supposed to
come from the Dammar pine.

fate, flit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot.
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* li'.-qnid-a-ble, a. [Eng. liquid ; -able.]

Capable of being liquidated.

li-quid-am-bar, li quid-am ber, s.

f Eng. liquid, and ambar, a corruption of amber
(q.v.).]

1. Botany:

(1) (Sing.): The typical and only genus of
the order Altingiacese (q.v.). Several species
of Liquidainbar yield a fragrant resin-like
storax. Most of the liquid storax brought to
this country is furnished, it is believed, by
LiquManibar orientate, which grows in the
south-west part of Asia Minor, and in Cyprus.
It is a handsome tree like a plane, forty feet
high. That of America is from L. styracifiua,
and contains much benzoic acid. [Storax.]

(2) (PI.) : The name given by Lindley to the
order Altingiaceie (q.v.).

2. Palawbot. : According to M. Gaudin and
the Marquis Strozzi, Liqukkimbar eiiropctnim
has been found in the Older Pliocene beds at
Montajone in Tuscany.

3. Pkar. : The drug obtained from the
Liquidambar trees. [Liquid Storax.]

li -qui date, v.t. & i. [Low Lat. Uqnidatns,
pa. par. of liquhlo - to clarify, to make clear ;

liquklu3 = clear, liquid.]

A. Transitive

:

I, Ordinary Language :

I I. To make liquid ; to liquefy.

* 2. To clear from obscurity ; to make clear
or plain.

"Time only can liquidate the meaning of all parts of
a compound system. '—Hamilton, in Annantlale.
* 3. To reduce to precision ; to ascertain

the exact amount of.

"Their demands were liquidated, and should be
provided for in the next tax .hi"

"

dale.

'iquidnte
t-bill."—

.

i.'.'<.m«>,l, ill A II lit III

-

I. To pay off, to clear off, as a debt.
* 5. To lessen ; to diminish in gravity or

importance.
"A senseless jumble, soon liquidated by a more

egregious act of folly."— Walpole ; A itecdotes of Paint-
ing, vol. i., eli. Hi.

* 6. To make less harsh or grating : as, To
liquidate a sound.

II. Comm. : To wind up, as a (inn or com-
pany, by arranging with its debtors and
creditors, and apportioning the loss or profit
of each partner or shareholder.

B. Intrans. : To wind up, as a firm or com-
pany, by arrangement with the debtors and
creditors ; to go into liquidation.

ll'-qui-da-ted, pa. par. & a. [Liquidate.]

liquidated damages, s. pi.

Law: A ceitnin fixed and ascertained sum,
in contradistinction to a penalty, which is

both uncertain and unascertained, (JVJiartoii.)

li qui da tion, s. [Fr.] [Liquidate.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of liquidating,
settling, or paying off: as, the liquidation of
a debt ; the state of being liquidated or paid
off.

2. Comm. : The act of winding up, as a
firm or company, by arrangement with the
several debtors and creditors, and an appor-
tionment of the profit or loss of each partner
or shareholder.

li'-qul-da-tor, s, [Eng. liquidate); -or.]

1. Ord. Lang. One who liquidates, settles,

or pays off, as a debt.

2. Comm. • An official appointed to conduct
the liquidation or winding up of a firm or
company; to bring «>r defend actions, and
generally to do all necessary business on its

behalf.

* li-quid'-i-t^, s. [Lat. Uqniditas, from
liquidns = liquid, clear ; Fr. liquklite; Ital.

liquidita.]

1. The quality or state of being liquid ; that
state or condition of a material substance in
vhich the component particles are free to
move about among themselves on the least
pressure; fluidity.

" The spirits, for their liquidity, are more uncanable
than the fluid medium ... to persevere in the con-
tinued repetition of vocal airs."—Glanvill ; Vanity of
Dogmatizing, oh. lv.

2. The quality or state of being smooth,
flowing, melodious, or agreeable : as, the
liquidity of sound, music, &c.

* li'-quid-ize, v.t. [Eng. liquid; -ize.] To
make liquid

; to liquefy.

* ll'-quid-ly, adv. [Eng. liquid; -Jy.] In a
liquid, flowing manner ; smoothly, flowingly.

li quid-ness, s. [Eng. liquid; -twss.] The.
quality or state of being liquid ; liquidity.

" Oil of aim [seeds, in a cool place, thickened iuto the
consistence of white butter, which, with the least
heat, resumed its former liqaidncss."—Boyle : Works,
i. 5dG.

H'-quor (qu as k), *lic-our, *lic-ur, s.

[O. Fr. liqeur; Fr. liqueur, from Lat. liquorem,

accus. of liquor = moisture, from liqueo =
to be liquid ; Sp. & Port, liquor; Ital. liquore.]

1. A liquid or fluid substance ; anything
liquid, as water, milk, &e.

"A liquor well known to the diplomatists of that
age was applied to the paper."

—

Macaulay: Bist. Eng.,
en. xv,

2. Especially applied to alcoholic or spirit-

uous liquids, either distilled or fermented, as
brandy, beer, &c.

"A fermented liquour, for example, which is called
beer .... makes a considerable part of the common
drink of the people in America.'

—

Smith: Wealth of
Nations, bk. v., en. iii.

3. A term applied to prepared solution, as

—

(1) Dyeing : A dye or mordant in solution,

as tin-liquor,

(2) Liquor of Libavius : Bichloride of tin.

(3) Sugar : A solution of sugar, used in
claying the loaves.

i. Pharm., &c. ; A watery solution, eitheT
of inorganic substances or of certain definite
active organic principles. They differ Ivoth

from plant juices and from extracts. Garrod
enumerates thirty-five liquors used by medical
practitioners : as, liquor ammonite, liquor Jerri
perchloridi, &c.

1[ In, liquor : Intoxicated.

liquor amnios, s.

Hot. : The fluid matter contained within the
nucleus of an ovule, and supposed to nourish
the embryo during its growth.

liquor-gauge, s. A measuring-rod for
determining the depth of the liquid in a cask
or tank ; a part of the gauger's equipment.

liquor-pump, s. A portable pump for
emptying casks, &c.

liquor sanguinis, s. [Plasma.]

liquor silicum, a. Liquor of flints, solu-
ble glass.

liquor-thief, s. A tube which is let

down through the bung-hole of a cask and
then closed, so as to withdraw liquid there-
from. It is usually closed at the top by the
finger, but sometimes by a plug. A sampling-
tube ; a velinche.

* li'-quor (qu as k), v.t. [Liquor, s.]

1. To moisten, to wet, to fill with liquor.
" Round as a globe, and liquor'd every chink,
Goodly and great he sails behind Ins link."

Dryden : Absalom. A Acliitoplusl, ii. 161.

2. To grease, as with tallow or oil.

"And cart-wheeles squeak not when they are
liquored."—Bacon : -Vat. Hint., § 117.

li'-quor-ice (qu as k), lic'-or-ice, * lic-
or-iS, s. [Fr. licorice; Ital. liquirizia; Lat.
liquiritkt, corrupted from glycyrrhiza (q.v.).]

1. Botany:

(1) The genus Glycyrrhiza (q.v.) ; and spec.
Glycyrrhiza glabra and G. echinata. [Glycyr-
rhiza.]

(2) The root of Abrus precatorius,

2. Pharm. : [Glycyrrhiza].

If Wild liquorice

:

Bot. : A name for Ononis arvensis, [Ononis,
Rest-harrow.]

liquorice-root, s.

C»mm. : The root of Glycyrrhiza glabra. [Li-
quorice.]

* ll'-qudr-ish (qu as k), a. [Lickerish.]

li'-ra, s. [Lat. libra = a pound, whence also
Fr. livre.] The unit of value and of account
in Italy. Both the gold and silver lira are
identical in weight and fineness with the
French franc. [Franc] The lira is divided
into 100 centesiuii.

li-rel'-la, s. [Lat. = a furrow.]

Bot. : A linear shield with a channel along
the middle. It occurs in the lichens of the
genus Opegrapha.

*lir-i-c6n-ffan'-c^,*llr-i-cum-phan'-cy,
s. [Etym. doubtful, but apparently a corrup-
tion of lily convallis.] The lily of the valley.

llr^i-d-den'-drfn, s. [Liriodendronin.]

lir-I-d-den'-dron, s. [Gr. \eCptov (leirion)=i

a lily, and SevSpov (dendron) = a tree.]

1. Bot. : A genus of Magnoliacea?, tribe Mag-
noliese. Liriodendron tulipiftra is the Tulip-

tree, Whitewood, Candle-wood, Tulip-bear-

ing Lily tree, Virginian Poplar or Poplar of

America. It is a tall tree, with fiddle-shaped
leaves, tulip or lily-like flowers with six petals

in two rows. The bark has properties like-

that of Cinchona.

2. Palceobot. ; The genus is believed to have-

been found in the Pliocene of Europe.

lir-i-6-den'-dron-in, lir-i-6-den-drin,.
s. [Eng., liriodendron ; -in.]

Chem. : A neutral, bitter, and partly volatile-

substance from the tulip-tree. It crystallizes,

from alcohol in scales or needles, and melts-

at S3°.

* lir i-pipes, *. [Liripoop.]

*lir-i-pip'-i-dn-at-ed, u. [Liripoop.J
Hooded ; wearing a liripoop.

" Master Janotus .... liripijrionated with a gradu-
ate's hood."— Crquhart: llabelais, bk. i., ch. xviii.

* lir'-i-poop, * lyr-i-poop, * lyr-ri-pupv
* lir-ry-poop, * ler-ri-pippes, * lir-i-
pip, s. [O. Fr. liripepion, from Low Lat.
liripipium, said to be a
corruption of Lat. cleri

ephippium = the capari-
son of a cleric]

1. The ancient dress of
a clergyman : in early
times, probably a hood or
tippet; later, a scarf or
an appendage to the an-
cient hood, consisting of
long tails or tippets, pass-
ing round the neck and
hanging down to the feet,

and often jagged. This
ornament was not always
confined to the clergy, for

Peck, speaking of the ex-
travagance of dress used

'

by the commons in the
time of Edward III. says
"Their lerripippes reach
to their heels all jagged."
(Naves..)

2. Acuteness ; smartness or learning
a clergyman ; a smart trick.

" And whereas thou takest the matter ho far im
simile. I will teach thee thy lyrripups after an utherr
fashion."— f/olinshed : Description of Ireland, ch. vL

3. A silly person.

llr'-o-cdne, s. [Liroconite.]

U-roc'-6-nite, lir'-6-cone, s. [Gr. Aeipdr
(!ri,n$) = pale, and koi/Co. (Jconki) = powder;.
Ger. lirokon, lirokonit.]

Min. : A monoclinic mineral, found only in
crystals or (very rarely) granular. Hardness,
2 to 2-0; sp. gr. 2-SS2 to 2*986; lustre,,
vi treous ; colour, sky-blue and verdigris-
green ; streak, the same ; fracture, imper-
fectly conchoidal ; compos., a hydrated phos-
pho-arsenate of copper and alumina. Found
formerly in various mines in Cornwall.

Lis'- bon, s. [See def.]

1. A kind of white wine, so called from,
being shipped from Lisbon. It is produced
in the province of Estremadura.

* 2. A kind of soft sugar.

lish, leesh, leish, a. [Etym. doubtful.]?
Stout, active. (Provincial.)

* lisk, * lesk, * leske, s. [Dan. lyske.] Tho-
groin, the flank.

lis-keard'-ite (ea as a), s. [Named by
Maskelyne after Liskeard, where found ; suff.
ite (Min.}.

2

Min. : A mineral occurring in thin, fibrous,
crusts or as minute capillary crystals. Colour,
white, sometimes with a greenish tinti Com-
pos. : sesquioxide of iron, 7'640 ; alumina
2S-229 ; arsenic acid, 26*962 ; sulphuric acid,
1-111, oxide of copper, 1-027, lime, 0-719
water, 34-053. Found, associated witli scoro-
dite (q.v.), at the Marke Valley mine, near
Liskeard, Cornwall.

Lisle (s silent), s. [See def.]

Lisle-lace, s. A light, fine, transparent
white-thread, hand-made lace, so called from

(From a fifteenth -for*
turg MS. in Strutt.)

fit for

boil, t>6^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin,
r expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion= shim ; -tion, -slou= zhun. -cious. -tious. -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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Lisle, in France. It has a diamond-shaped
mesh, formed by two threads plaited to a
perpendicular line. Also known as clear-

foundation.

'lisne, lis-sen, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A
cavity, a hollow, a hole.

"In the llsne of a rock, at Kingseote, in Gloucester-
Bbire, I found a bushel of petrified cockles, eaeh near
as large as my fist."—Hale.

usp, ^lisp-en, lip-sen, v.i. & t. [A.S.
*" lolispUtn, from wlisp = imperfect in utter-

ance, lisping ; cogn. with Dut. lispen — to
lisp; Dan. kespe; Svv. lappa; Ger. lispd'n =
to lisp, to whisper.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To pronounce the sibilants s and? imper-
fectly, so as to give them the sound pf th
•cv dh,

2. To speak affectedly.

"Antic, lAxping, affecting fantasticoes."—Shakesp. :
Romeo & Juliet, ii. 4.

3. To speak imperfectly, as a child ; to
makefeeble or imperfect attempts at speaking.
" Mrhile lisping children, touch 'd with infant fear.
With wonder gaze, and drop th' unconscious tear."

Falconer: Hhiptoreclc, iii.

B. Trans. .- To pronounce with a lisp or
affectedly.

" Lisping oar syllables, we scramble next.
Through, moral narrative, or sacred text."

Cowper: Tirocinium, Ifl5.

.lisp, s. [Lisp, v.] The act or habit of lisp-

ing.
" From the same cause Arises that defect in speaking,

called a lisp, which renders some Englishmen unable
to pronounce eibilants or palatals otherwise than as
half-obscured Unguals."—Beamet: Comp. Gram. Aryan
Lang, of India (1872J, i. 246.

lis pen -dens, s.. [Lat.]

Law : A pending suit.

lisp'-er, s, £Eng. lisp; -er.] One who lisps;
one wlio speaks with a lisp or affectedly.

"I remember a race of Ltepers, fine persons, who
took an aversion to particular letters in our language."
—Tatter, JSo. 77.

Ii3p ing, -pr. par., a.,&s. [Lisp, v.]

-A- & B. As pr. par. i&particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

" When this poor to/fin?stammering tongue
Lies silent in thegrave."

Cowper : Olney Hymns, xv.

C. As subst. : The act or habit of speaking
with a lisp or affectedly.

lisp'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. lisying ; -ly.] In a
lisping manner ; with a lisp.

" Spite of the law, 'twill set you free,
To speak treason only lisjsingly.''

Brome: New Mountebank.

Hs-pund, s. [Dan. & Sw. lispuwl ; Icel.

lilfpund.} A weight in use in Denmark,
Sweden, &c, and varying in different countries
from 14 lbs. to 18 lbs. avoirdupois.

* liss, * lisse, s. [A.S. liss= forgiveness.]
Forgiveness, remission, abatement.

liss-an -the, s. [Gr. \uro-6s (lissos)— smooth,
and 6.vBo%( antho$)= a. flower. From the seg-
ments of the small white flowers being smooth
instead of bearded,]

Bot. : A genus of Epaeridacete, tribe Styphe-
lieffi. They are found in Australia and Tas-
mania. The fruits of Lissartilie saplda are
eaten, but are not pulpy enough to be worth
much.

" lisse, v.t. & i. (A.S. lissian, lidhsian.]

A- Trans. : To lessen, to relieve, to abate.

B. Intrans. : To grow easy, to obtain relief,

to be relieved.

Uss-en-eeph-a-la, s. pi. [Gr. Aia-ow
(lUsos) = smooth, and e-yKe^poAos (englxphalos)
= the brain.]

Zool. : The second group or sub-elass of
mammals in Owen's classification, based on
brain modifications. The corpus callosum is

present, but connects cerebral hemispheres
as little advanced in bulk or outward character
as in the Lyencephala (q.v.) ; the cerebrum
leaves the olfactory lobes and the cerebellum
exxjosed, and is commonly smooth, or with
few and simple convolutions in a very small
proportion, composed of the largest mem-
branes of the group. Under this sub-class are
grouped the orders Bruta (Bradypod ithse,

Dasypodidte, and Edentula), Chiroptera (Fru-
givora and Insectivora), Inseetivora (Talpidee,

Erinaceidse, and Soricida;), and Rodentia
(Non-claviculata and Claviculata).

liss-en c4ph-a-lous, a. [Mod. Lat., Ac. lis-

senceph-d (a) ; Eng. adj. suff. -ous.] Belonging
to or characteristic of the Lissencephala (q.v.).

"The correspondence of the groups in the lyen-
cephalous and 7isseacephalous aeries. '

—

Owen : Clan,
Mamm/Uia, p. 33.

lis -som, lis -some, a. [For lithesome (q.v.).]

Lithe, lithesome, supple, nimble, active, flex-

ible, pliant.

lis - so - tri - ton, s. [Gr. At-To-os (lissos) =
smooth, and TpCrov (TriUm)= Triton.]

Zof>l. : A genus of Salamandridte instituted
by Mr. Bell. It has a smooth skin, no pores
on the sides, and the crest of the back con-
tinuous with- that of the tail. Lissotriton

(Triton) pu>ictatus is the Common Smooth
Newt or Eft found in Britain. It is very com-
mon, and likes clean, water ; it is carnivorous,
and, in its turn, often falls a prey to larger
newts and fish.

list (1), s. [Fr. liste = a list, a roll, a selvage,
from 0. H. Ger. listo. ; Ger. UUf< = a border

;

cogn. with A.S. list — a, border; Dut. lijst

;

Icel. Vista, listi = list, selvage ; Dan. liste

;

Sw. list ; Sp'. & Ital. listo..]

I. Ordinary Language

:

L The border, edge, or selvage of cloth
;

a strip of cloth forming the border or edge
of broadcloth, and intended to strengthen it

;

a strip of cloth, a fillet.

"A linen stock on one leg: and a kersey boot hose
on the other, gartered with a red and blue list."—
Shaketp. : Taming of the Slirew, iii. 2.

* 2. A border.

* 3. A stripe.

"The asse having a peculiar mark of a cross made
by a blaek list down his back, and another athwart,
->r at right angles down his shoulders." — Browne:
Tulgar Jtrrours, bk. vi„ ch. ii.

*!. A line enclosing or forming the ex-
tremity of a piece of ground or field of combat.

'

* 5. A boundary, a bound, a limit.
" The ocean, overpeering oi his list.

Eats not the flats with more impetuous haste.
ahakesp. : Ifamlet, iv. 5.

6. A roll, a catalogue : as, a list of names.

IL Teclinically

:

1. Arch.: A little square moulding, a fillet,

a listel.

2. Carpentry:

(1) The upper member of a railing.

(2) A narrow strip from the edge of a plank,

(3) A small, square moulding ; a fillet.

3. Pjype-inaking : A woollen flap in the hands
of a rope-maker, through which the yarn goes.

L Tin-vjorking

:

(1) A thin coat of tin preparatory to the
thicker coat, in tinning iron plates.

(2) A selvage of wire or tin formed on the
under edge of plates in tinning.

list-pan, s. A perforated skimmer.

list-pot, s. A heated pan with a small
quantity of tin at the bottom, and the last of
the series of five pans used in the manufacture
of tin-plate.

l3b8t(2),s. [A.S. Ziis£=pleasure, desire.] [Ltf3T,s.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Desire, pleasure, wish,
inclination.

"Those Irish lords made their list the law to such
whom they could overpower."

—

Fuller: Worthies;
Kent.

2. Naut. : An inclination of a ship to one
side ; a heel.

list (1), v.t. k I [List (1), s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Ordinary Language :

tl. To insert in a list or catalogue.
" Coupons must be listed on the company's printed

form.'—Daily Telegraph. OcL 9, 1863.

2. Spec. : To enrol or engage for the public
service, as soldiers ; to enlist.

" He entertained and listed all such soldiers as
offered themselves,"

—

Clarendon : Religion A Policy,
cii. ix.

3. To enrol, or attach one's self as a sup-
porter of a cause ; to enlist,

"The Jesuits have, generally speaking, been Semi-
pelagians, and no friends to Augustin, though they
permitted their brethren to list themselves on either
side."

—

Jortin, Dis. 2.

*4. To enclose or shut off for combat.
" What matters where we fall to fill the maws

Of worms—on battle-plains or listed spoti
Both are but theatres where the chiefActors rot,"

Byron : CJulde Barofd, iv, JS9.

5. To cover with a list or a strip of clofcfa

:

as, To lid a door.

*6. To mark with a stripe or streak.

7. To sew together as strips of cloth, so as
to make a particoloured show or to form a

border.
" Adewy cloud, and in the cloud a bow
Conspicuous, with three listed colours gay."

Milton: P. £.,xi. 660.

IL Carp. : To chop a block or stave to an
approximate shape—e.g., the balk or codling
fcom which staves are to be riven is chopped
to give a taper towards eaeh end, before being
cleft into staves by the froe and mallet.

B. Intrans. ; To enlist in the public service :

as, a soldier. (Vulgar.)

*" To list a board : To reduce in breadth by
cutting off the sapwood from the edge.

* list (2),
- lyst, " list-en, *lust, 'lust-en

(1), v.i. £A.rj. lysta a, Irom Iant =p\eahiu^ ; cogn.
with Dut. lusUn = to like, from lust = delight

;

Icel. ly.ita, from lostir=lust; Dan. lyste, from
lyst ; Sw. lysta, from lust ; Goth, luston, from
lustus ; Ger. gelusten, from lust.\ To desiie, to

choose, to prefer, to please, to be disposed.

"The wiud
Blew where it listed, laying all things prone."

Byron : Childe Harold, u'i. 106.

T It was frequently used, by old authors
impersonally.

"By sliding seas me listed them to lede."
Surrey: Virgil; ^L'neidiv.

*llst (3), *lust-en (2), v. i. & t. [A.S. hlys$an,

hi istan
f
gehlystan, from hhjst — hearing; uogn.

with Icel. hlnsta = to listen ; Must, the ear.]

[Listen.]

A- Tntraiis. . To listeD, to hearken, to

attend.
" The bold youth who led the chase.
Who paused to list for every sound."

licott : /lol^by, iii. 5.

B. Trans. : To listen to, to hearken to.

" Words wild as these, accusers like to thee,
I list no farther." Byron: Lara, i. 23.

* liste, v.t. [List (2), v.]

lis'-tel, s. [Fr. listel, listeau, from liste = a
list, "a roll, a fillet.]

1. Arch. : A list, a fillet.

2. Joinery: A narrow, slightly projecting

ledge ; a reglet.

Us -ten f ' silent), lust-nen, v.i. & t. [Mid.

Eng" lusten, from A.S. hlystan, Mistan — to

listen.] [List (3), v.]

A. Intrans. : To give ear or attention ; to

attend, to hearken.
" I know that he lies and listens mute."

Tennyson : Maud, II. v. 60

* B. Trails. : To hearken to ; to give ear or
attention to.

"And now, Octavius,
" Listen .great things. Brutus and Cassius
Are levying powers." Hhakesp. : Julius Ctssar, iv. X.

*[ To listen after : To enquire eagerly after ;

to seek for information about.

llS'-ten-er (t silent), s. [Eng. listen ; -er.]

One'who listens ; a hearer, a hearkener.
" He«nded ; and a kind of spell
Upon the silent listeners fell."

Longfellow: Wayside fun. (Inter.)

* lisf-er (1), s. [Eng. list (1), v. ; -er.] One
who compiles a list, roll, or catalogue.

lls'-ter (2), a. [Leister.] A three-pronged
fish-spear.

lis'-ter-a, *. [Named after Dr. Martin Lister,

a British" naturalist.]

Bot. : Bird's Xest or Twayblade, the typical
genus of the family Listeridte. The root is of
fleshy fibres ; the leaves two or none ; the
flowers are in green or brown racemes, the
sepals and petals spreading and incurved, the
lip deflexed, two-cleft, the spur none, the
pollen masses two, powdery, the glands con-
nate. Six species known ; three are British,
viz., Listera ovata, L. cordata, and L. (Neottia)
Nidus avis.

Lis-teV-a-an, a. [Lister; -ian.] Pertaining
to, characteristic of, or in any way connected
with, the antiseptic surgery introduced by
Lord Lister. [Listerism.J

" The results of the Listerian system in surgery are
graved to be decidedly successful."—Jou.ru. of tfcieuce,
eb. 1883, p. 103.

lister -i-dse, s.pl. [Mod. Lat. liater(a); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas.\

Bot. : A family of Orchids, tribe iteottese.

fiite, £&t, f&re, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel* her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce-e; ey = a. q.u = k;w.
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itlS-ter-Ism, s. [Eng., &c. Lister(ian); -ism.]

Surg. : The name given to a system of
iterative surgery and conservative dressing
introduced by Lord (then Mr.) Lister, of
King's College Hospital. It consists of the
free employment of carbolic acid—preferably
in the form of absolute phenol. The instru-
ments to be used are dipped in a solution of it

;

during the operation the solution in the form
of spray is widely diffused, and the dressings
are carbolized. (For details see Braithimite :

Retrospect nf Medicine, lxxx. 99-107.)
" On the battle-field, in the hospital, and the homes

of theaick, Ll&terism is a household, word,"—Brit. Med.
Journ., Dec. 15, 18B5.

* list'-ful, a. [Eng. list (3), v.
; ful(l).~\ At-

tentive, listening, heedful.

"To his doom with Vtstful ears attend."
Spenser : F. Q. , V. i. 25.

llSf-ing, pr. par. & s. [List (1), v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. The act of enrolling or inserting in a list.

2. The act of enlisting for public service, as
a soldier.

II. Carpentry

:

1. Cutting away the sappy edge of a board.

2. The narrow edge of a board.

list less, a. [Eng. list (3), v. ; -less.] Care-
less, heedless, indifferent, inattentive, languid,
weary.

" Hence an unfurnished and a listless mind.
Though busy, trifling; empty, though refined."

Qowper : Progress of Error, 426.

list less ly, adv. [Eng. listless; -ly.] In a
listless, indifferent, or languid manner ; with
indifference.

"See whether he be stirring and active, or whether
he lazily and listlessly dreams away his time."—Locke '

0/ Education, § 123.

list lcss-ne3S, [Eng. listless; -new.] The
quality or state of being listless ; indifference,
languidness.

"Owing partly to the heavy contributions laid on
the town, and partly to that listlessitess and depression
of spirits which generally accompany national die-
asters."

—

Eustace: Italy, vol. i. , ch. iii.

* list -ness, * listc nes, s. [Eng. list (3), v.
;

-ness.] Listening, attention. (StanyhurU.)

lists,-, -pi. [A corrupt, of lisses ; 0. Fr. lisse, lice ;

Ital. liccia = a barrier or palisade, from Low
Lat. licite = barriers, from Lat. licium = a
thread, a girdle. There was probably a con-
fusion with A.S. list = a border.] [List (1), s.]

A piece of ground enclosed for a contest or
combat ; a tilting ground. •

"Far as an able hand a lance can throw,
Or at the lists, or at the fighting foe."

Pope: Homer; Jliadxvl. 718.

lit (1), pret. & pa. par. of v. [Light (1), v.)

lit (2), pret. of v. [Light (2), v.]

llt'-a-ny, * let-a-nie, * lit a-nic, s. [O. Fr.
letdnie (Fr. titanic), from Lat. Utania ; Gr.
AiTaeeia (Utaneia) = a prayer, from AitcuVuj
(litainu) = In pray ; Sp. Utania, tetania,; Ital.

litanie, U'taiiie.]

I. Ordinary Language:

I. A solemn form of supplicatory prayer
used in public worship.

t 2. A parody of the Litany, consisting of
satirical allusions, recited by street singers
on an occasion of some political or religious
demonstration. (Slang.)

II. CJiurch Histo)~y, Ritual? &c. .

1. Roman: There are three forms of litany
recognized by the Roman Church as admissible
in public worship : (1) The Litany of the
Saints, used on the feast of St. Mark, on
Rogation Days, on Holy Saturday and Whitsun
Evt', and during the Exposition of the Blessed
Sacrament. ' (*2) The Litany of the Blessed
Virgin—usually called thci Litany of Loretto,
from its being first sung in the Santa Casa of
Loretto—now generally used at Benediction
<q.v.). (3) The Litany of the Holy Name of
Jesus, consisting of titles of Our Lord, with
the invocation "Miserere nobis" (Have mercy
on us).

2. Anglican : The first change from the
Roman Litany in the direction of its present
form was made in l.H-1. In the Prayer Book
of Edward VI. (1549), directions were appended
to theCommuninn office that "Upon Wednes-
days and Fridays the English litany shall be
said or sung in all places." In the revision of

1552 it was placed where it now stands, with
the rubric " To be used on Sundays, "Wednes-
days, and Fridays, and at other times when
it shall be commanded by the Ordinary."
Grindall in 1571 forbade any interval between
Morning Prayer, Litany, and Communion
Service ; but the Fifteenth Canon of 1604
recognizes the Litany as a separate office. The
practice of the present day tends in that
direction, and in many churches the Litany is

recited on Sunday afternoon, followed by a
brief address. When it is said at Morning
Prayer, it follows the Third Collect for Grace.

litany-desk, s. In the English Church
a portable desk or prie-diei(, placed in the
centre of the choir or the chancel facing the
communion-table, and at which the priest
kneels to recite the Litany. Cosin (Notes on
Common Prayer) says :

" The priest goeth out
from his seat into the body of the church, and
at a low desk before the chancel door, called
the faldstool, kneels, and says or sings the
litany." [Faldstool.]

litany-stool, s. The same as Litany-
desk. (Hallivjell.)

* llt'-a-ny, v.t. [Litany, s.] To recite or
chant a litany.

lit'-arge, [Litharge.]

lit'-chi, li'-chi, lit'-sehi, lee-chee, s.

[Chinese.]
T

Bot. : The fruit of Nephelium, one of the
Sapindaceae. The tree has abruptly pinnate
leaves and panicles of small apetalous flowers.
The fruit, which is an inch and a half in dia-
meter, is one of the most delicious fruits of
the Indian Archipelago.

* lite, a. & s. [A.S. lyt; Icel. lift; O. L. Ger.
int.] » [Little.]

A. -4s adj. : Little.
" Thi Borghe is al to lite." Shoreham, p, 02.

B. As subst. : A little piece or portion.

li'-ter, s. [Litre.]

lit'-er-al, * lit-ter-all, a. <fc s. [Fr., from
Lat. lite rails = literal ; litem =a letter; Sp.
& Port, literal; Ital. litterale, letterale.}

A. As adjective :

1. According to 'the primitive meaning in*

letter ; nut figurative or metaphorical ; for-
mally, plainly, and clearly expressed.

"It hath but one simple licterall sense whose light
the owles can uot abide."—Tgndall : }\'orkes, p. 1.

2. Following the letter or exact words
;

close, not free.

"The present method of teaching the learned lan-
guages, which is commonly by literal translations."—
Goldsmith : Tlie lice, No. 0.

3. Consisting of or expressed by letters : as,
literal notation.

* B. As subst. : The literal meaning ; a
literal expression.

" How dangerous it is in sensible things to use me-
tapliorical expressions unto the people, and what ab-
surd conceits they will swallow in their literals! '—
Browne: Vulgar Errours, bis. iv.

r ch. x.

literal-equation, s.

Math. : An equation in which some of the
kimwn quantities are expressed by letters, as
ax + by = c. It is so named to distinguish it

from a numeral equation, in which all the
known quantities are expressed by numbers.

literal-expression, $.

Math. : An expression in which some of the
quantities entering it are expressed by letters.
A literal factor is a factor denoted by a letter,
or some power of a letter, as a = (1 x a),
a2 (= ft x a).

* llt'-er-al-ism, s. [Eng. literal; -ism.] The
act of adhering to the letter ; that which
accords with the letter ; a mode of interpreting
literally. (Milton : Of Divorce, bk. ii., ch. xvii.)

* lit'-er-al-ist, s. [Eng.' literal ; -ist.] One
who adheres to the letter or literal meaning

;

one who interprets or understands literally.

"Let the extreme literalist sit down now; and re-
volve whether this in all necessity be not the due
result of our Saviour's word."—Milton: Of Divorce,
bk. ii., ch. xx.

* lit-er-aT-i-ty, s. [Eng. literal; -<7i/.] The
quality or state of being "literal ; literal or
original meaning ; liferalness.

Let those who are still bent to hold this obstinati
h«

Of
literality. so prepare themselves, as to share in the
account for all their transgressions."—Milton

* lit-er-al-iz-a'-tion, s. [Eng. literaliz(e);

-ation.]
* The act of literalizing or rendering

literal ; a reducing to literality.

* llt'-er-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. literal; -ize.] To
render literal ; to interpret or put in practice
according to the literal meaning ; to conform
to the literal meaning of.

llt'-er-al-ly, adv. [Eng. literal; -ly.]

1. In a literal manner or sense ; according
to the primitive or literal meaning or import
of the words ; not figuratively or metaphori-
cally.

"It can admit neither distinction, nor other con-
struction than the words bear literally."—Raleigh :

History of the World, bk. i., ch. vii., § 15.

2. With close adherence to words ; word for
word ; exactly.

" My daily bread is literally implor'd."
Drgden : Hind & Panther, iii. 107.

lit -er-al-ness, s. [Eng. literal; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being literal
;

literal meaning.

2. The quality or habit of interpreting or
understanding everything literally ; want of
imagination.

" D'rirer, with characteristic Uteralness, obeyed that
command."—Athenarum, Sept, 2, 1E82.

lit'-er-a-ry, a. [Lat. literarius, from litera =
a letter; Fr. literaire ; Sp. literario; *Itul.

litterario.]

1. Of or pertaining to letters or learning.
" The child's literary education was directed by

Burnet, with the title of Preceptor."—Macaulay: Mint.
Eng., ch. xxiii.

2. Of or pertaining to literature ; dealing
with learning or learned men.

" 'Scaped from literary cares."
Coioper : Dog £ Water Lily,

3. Consisting of letters or writings.

i. Versed in letters or literature; engaged
in literature.

5. Consisting in or composed of letters or
writings : as, literary property.

6. Intended for the promotion and extension
of literature and learning.

" It is one of the finest literary Institutions that any
age or nation has seen."—Goldsmith: On Polite Learn-
ing, ch. v.

llt'-er-ate, a. & s. [Lat. literatus, from litem
= a letter ; Sp. literato ; Ital. litterato.]

A. As adj. : Versed or instructed in letters
or literature ; learned, accomplished, lettered,
literary.

' Surely this is the proper function of literate
elegancy.'

—

Mountague : Devoute Essatics, nt. L. tr
10, § 3.

B. As substantive

:

1. One engaged in literary pursuits ; a liter-

ary man.

2. One who has received an education in a
college or university, but who has not gradu-
ated ; a candidate for holy orders who has not
studied at a university.

lit-er-a'-ti, *. pi. [Literato.]

lit-er-a'-tim, adv. [Lat.] Literally; letter
for letter. (Generally in the phrase verbatim
ft literatim. = word for word, and letter for
letter.)

lit-er-a-to (pi. lit-er-a-ti) s. [Ital.] A
learned man. (Usually in the plural.)

"This system has been adopted by the literati."—
Goldsmith : Polite Learning, ch. viii.

* lit'-er-a-tdr, s. [Lat., from litera =. a
letter; Fr. litterateur; Ital. htteratore.]

1. A dabbler in literature ; a petty school-
master.

"Those husbands who succeed legally to the office
which the youufr I iterators had pre-occupied."

—

Burke;
Letter to u Member of the National Assembly.

2. A man of letters ; a literary man. 9

lit'-er-a-ture, s. [Fr., from Lat. literatura,
fnun litem — a letter ; Sp. literatura; Ital.

litteratura.]

1. Learning, letters ; knowledge of or ac-
quaintance with letters or books.

" Howe happye are we Englishmen of such a king, in
whose cbildehood desire of literature, grauitie, pru-
dence, justice, andmagnaniuiitie."— Udai. Paraphrase
(pret ). p. 2.

2. The collective body of literary produc-
tions, embracing the entire results" uf know-
ledge and fancy preserved in writing; also
the whole body of literary productions or
writings upon a given subject, or in reference

b6ilf boy; pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, a.s; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-vian, -tian = shan. -lion, -sion = shun; $ion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = sfciis. -ble, -die, ttc' = bel, doL
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to a particular science or branch of know-
ledge ; tlie collective literary productions of

any country or period.

"The preposterous p;irtinlity winch the present age
has shuwn tu the frippery jlihI tlie tinsel of French
literature."-—Eustace: Italy, vol. ii., ch. x.

3. The class of writings distinguished for

beauty of style or expression, as poetry,

essays, or history, in distinction from scientific

treatises and works which contain positive

knowledge ; belles-lettres.

i. The literary profession ; the profession

of a man of letters.

[Lat.] A man of letters'* lit-er-a'-tus,
or learning.

Hth,* [A.S. lith; cogn. with Dut. lid; Dan.
lid; Icel. litter; Goth. lithns; Ger. glied.] A
joint of tlie human body; a member, a limb,
a division.

" A scar nbune the brow, that ye might hae laid the
Jith of your finger, in."

—

ticAt: Guy Matmering, ch.
xxxix.

llth'-a-gogue, a. & s. [Gr. XCBos (Htlm)'- a
stone, and aymyos (agogos) = leading, drawing ;

ayui (ago) = to lead, to draw.]

A. As adjective

:

Med. : Having the power or quality of ex-

pelling stone from the bladder or kidneys.

B. As substantive :

.

Med. : A medicine or preparation intended
to expel stone from the bladder or kidneys.

11th -arge, s. [Lat. lithargyrus ; Gr. Ai0ap-
yvpos (lithargwos) — litharge (see clef.), from
A 160s (Llt/tos) = stone, and apyupos (arguros) =
silver.]

Chem. : Lead protoxide (q.v.).

lith -ate, lith'-i-ate, s. [Eng. lithic ; -cite.]

Client. : A salt of lithic acid (q.v.). [Urate.]

lithe, * lytho, a, [AS. lidhe (for lindhe) —
lithe, mild, gentle; U. L. Ger. lithi; O. H.
Ger. lindi ; Icel. linr.]

1. Mild, gentle, soft, calm, agreeable.

"It prooveu as lithe a daie, without appearance of
anie tempest to hisue."

—

flourished: Hist. Scot. {Alex-
ander. )

2. Flexible, pliant, limber, lissom.
" With ten young and comely dmighters,
Tall and lithe as wands of willow."

Longfellow; Hiawatlia, xii.

* lithe (1), v.t. [Lithe, a.] To make smooth ;

to" soften.
" Thou schalt mi sorwe lithe." King Horn, 428.

* lithe (2), * lith en (1), v.i. [A.S. lithan;

O* L. Ger. lithan; Icel. lidha.] To go.

"He ne durste noht . . . litlien." Ormulum, 8,374.

* lithe (3), * lith-en (2), v.t. & i. [Icel hlytha,

from hljoth = a hearing, silence.]

A. Trans. : To listen to ; to hearken to ; to

give ear to.

" And under lynde in a launde, lenede ich a stounde
To liihen here laiea." Piers Ploughman, p. lG'J.

B. Intrans. ; To listen, to hearken.

"And if ye wille lithe, I salle telle it you."
J.'jbert de Brunne, p. 03.

* lithe'-ness, s. [Eng. lithe, a., -ness.] The
quality or state of being lithe ; limberness,

lissomness.

* lith'-er (1), u. [Lithe, a.] Soft, pliant,

mild.
" Two Talbots winged through the lither sky."

Shakesp. : l Henry VI., iv. 7.

* lith'-er (2), * luth-er, * lid-der, «. [A.S.

ly'dher ; M. H. Ger. lider.]

1. Depraved, wicked, abandoned, dissolute.
" The lather reve." St. Marherete, c.

2. Idle, lazy.
" And lewde lither losill that liste not to ryse maye

lye atyll iu his bedde."

—

Sir T. More : Works, p. 5.

* llth'-er-hood, * lith'-er-hede, s. [Eng.

lither (2); -hood, -hede.] "Wickedness, corrup-

tion,

* lith'-er-ly (1), adv. [Eng. lither (1) ; -ly.]

Softly, flexibly.

*tith-er-ly (2),
* lith-er-liche, *leth-

er-li, * luth-er-li, a. & adv. [Eng. lither

(2); -///.]

A. As adj. : Wicked, base, corrupt, lazy.
" He was waspish, arch, and litherlie,

liut well Lord Oralistmm served he."
Scott : Lay of the Lust Minstrel, ii. 32.

B. As adv. : In a wicked, corrupt, or base
manner ; wickedly, poorly, meanly.

* lith'-er-ness, * lither nes, * luth-er-
nesse, s. [Eng. lither (2); -ness.] Wicked-
ness, baseness, laziness.

".She iustilleth in the inhabitants a drov/sie lither-

venue' —llolinshed : Description uf Ireland, eh. iv.

* lith'-er-ous, * lid-drous, a. [Eng. lither

(2J ; -otts.] Wicked, base.
" But my learning iB of an other degree,
To taunt tlieiin like Vuldroun lewde as thei bee."

She/ton : Slaunder & false Detraction*.

* lith'-er-some, a. [Eng. lither (1); -some.]

Tfie same as Lithesome (q.v.).

lithe' some, a. [Eng. lithe; -some.] Soft,

pliant, flexible, lissome.

lith'-i-a, >. [Lithium.]

1. Chem. : Oxide of Lithium.

2. Pharm. : Carbonate of lithia acts as a
powerful diuretic, which may be given in

acute and chronic gout, in nmsaeld gravel,

and renal calculus. It maybe used externally
as a lotion. Citrate of lithia is also a lithon-

triptic. These salts, being solvents for uric-

acid calculi, alter the quality of the urine,

and prevent the crystallization and deposit of
the substances forming gravel and calculi.

(Garrod.)
1" Muriate lithia waters : Waters impregnated

with chloride of lithium as at Baden Baden.
They are useful in gout.

lithia-mica, *.

Mm* : The same as Lepidolite (q.v.).

lithia-tourmaline, ...

Min. ; The same as Rubellite (q.v.).

ll-thi'-a-sis, s. [Gr.]

Pathology :

1. The formation of stone or concretions in
any part of the body. [Calculus.]

2. A disease of the eyelids, in which small
hard tumours grow upon their margins.
(Mayne.)

lith'-I-ats, s. [Lithate.]

lith'-ic, a. [Gr. ai'0os (lithos) = a stone ; Eng.
adj. sufT. -ic.]

* I. Ord. Lang. : Of or pertaining to or con-
sisting of stone.

2. Med. : Pertaining to stone in the bladder

;

uric.

litliic-acid, «. [Ubic-acis.]

lithic -paint, s. A mastic of petalite

(which contains an alkali known as lithia),

sand, and litharge, used as a coating for walls.

lith-ich-no-zd'-a. s. pi. [Gr. \i$oq (lithos)

= a stone ; t^fos (icknos}=a track, a footstep,

and <Jwa (zoa\ pi. of ^woe (zoon) = a living

creature.]

Palceont. : The fossil footprints and other
tracks', impressions, or traces of any kind left

by animals now passed away. Prof. Hitch-
cock classifies them into impressions left (1)

by Marsupialia, (ft) Canoid (dog-like), (b)

Ornithoid (bird-like), (c) Loricoid, with bony
scales

; ^2) Pachydactylous, left by thick-toed
birds

; (3) Leptodactylous, by narrow-toed
birds; (4) by Batrachiaus ; (5) by Lizards;
(6) by Chelonians

; (7) by Fishes ; (8) by In-

sects
; (9) by Crustaceans ; (10) by Myriapods

;

ami (11) by Annelids. [Footprint, Worm-
track.]

llth'-i-6-nite, s. [Ger. lithion, litlwn — lithia
;

suit", -ite (Min.); Ger. lithionit.]

Min. : The same as Lepidolite (q.v.).

lith-i-6ph'-l-llte, s. rEllg, uthinm; Gr.
(fuA6s iphilos) = loving, and suff. -ite (Min.).^\

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral, with a
highly perfect basal cleavage, also found
massive. Hardness, 4*5

; sp.gr. 3
-424— 3-482;

lustre, vitreous to resinous; colours, salmon
colour, honey-yellow, yellowish-brown, light
clove-brown ; streak, colourless

; transparent
to translucent ; fracture, uneven. Compos.:
phosphoric acid, 45"22; protoxide of man-
ganese, 4[>"2 i

2 ; lithia, 9*56
; corresponding to

the formula, Li 3P04 + MivjPaOg. The man-
ganese is partly replaced by iron. Found in
a vein of albite-granite at Brauchville, Con-
necticut, U.S.A.

llth-l~6ph'-6r-lte, 5. [Eng. litkivm; Gr.
4>op6<> (plioros) — bearing, and suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A mineral separated from psilomelane,
because of its containing lithia. Occurs in

fine scales and compact, with quartz, at
Scheeberg, Saxony ; also at Sayn, Westphalia,
and Siegen, Prussia. Lustre, dull to-metallic ;

colour, bluish-black; streak, blackish -gray.
Distinguished from asbolite and lainpadite by
its containing lithia and its high percentage of
alumina. (See these words.)

ll-this'-tes, s. [Gr. Atflt'^o) (lithizo) = to look
like a stone (?).]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Lithistidas.

li-this'-tid-S9, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. Uthistes

;

Lat. fem. pi. adj. sufl
-

. -idm.]

1. Zool. : A family of siliceous sponges,
subprder Tetractinellidie. They have a coral-

like skeleton, are generally cup-like, lamellar,

lip-shape, cylindrical, or occasionally brush-
like, with a stalk and roots. Their skeleton
consists of body surface and fresh spicules,

irregularly disposed. They occur in tlie

Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans from 74
to 805 fathoms.

2. Palcvont. : From the Upper Cambrian
till now.

llth'-i-um, s. [Gr. ai'0o9 (lithos) = a stone.]

Chem. : Symbol Li ; atomic weight =7. A
monatomic element of the alkali group of

metals. It is of comparatively recent dis-

covery, and although occurring generally in

minute quantities, is very widely distributed

through the mineral kingdom. Jt can be
obtained by reduction of its fused chloride

by means of the electric current. The metal
has a white colour, and fuses at 1S0°. Lithium
appears to be the lightest solid body known,
having a density of only 0*593d. It burns
with a white light, and, when thrown upon
water, is oxidized like sodium. It is volatile

at a high temperature, and may be distilled in

a current of hydrogen. Like potassium and
sodium, lithium dissolves in anhydrous am-
monia, and on evaporating the liquid, it is

left behind, with its original appearance and
colour.

lithium-carbonate, s.

Client. : IJ 2C03 . It is sparingly soluble m
water, and gives an alkaline reaction with
turmeric. It is used in medicine.

lithium chloride, s.

Chem. : LiCl'20Ho. Occurs in mineral
springs. Crystallizes below 10° in square
prisms, and is one of the most deliquescent
salts known.

lithium-oxide, 9.

Chem, : Lithia, LUO. Prepared from the
sulphate by the action of baryta.

lith-6-bib'-li-on (pi. lith-6-bib'-li-a)f s.

[Crr. Ai'tfos (lithos) = a stone, and fiifS\LOv'{bib-

Ihm) - a book.] The same as Bibliolite (q.v.)-

lith-o-bi-i'-nse, lith-o-bi'-i-de^, s. pL
[Mod. Lat. lithobi(ns) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff..

-i'ftai, or masc. or fern, -ides.]

Zool. : A sub-family of Scolopendrida*..
Ocelli many, the second thoracic segment
repieseuted by a dorsal plate. Sixteen seg-
ments with dorsal j'lates, ambulatory legs

fifteen on each side.

li-tho'-bl-iis, s. [Gr. kCdos (lithos) = a stone,
and /3t09 (bias) = life, course of life.]

Zool. ; The typical genus of the sub-family
LithobiiniE. Lithobius fnrficatus is found in

Britain and all over Eurupe.

lith'-o-carp, s. [Litiiocarpus.)

Puheont. : The same as Carpolite (q.v.).

lith - 6 - car'- piis, s. [Gr. a<.'0os (lithos) = a
stone, and tcapnoi (Icarpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : A genus of Corylacere. Lithocarpus
javeiibUhas very hard wood

; hence the natives
call it Passau-batu— stone-oak.

lith-o-chro-mat'-ic, lith-6-chrom'-ic,
a. & s. [Gr. kipos', (lithos) = a stone, and xpoiju.a

(chroma), genit. ^pw^aros (chromat>s)= colour.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the art of
painting on stone, and taking impressions on
canvas.

B. As subst. (PI.): The art oT painting in
oil upon stone, and taking o-tt' impressions ou
canvas.

llth'-6-clast, s. [Gr. \i6os (Uthns) = a stonr\
and KAcicrTTjs (hiustcs) = a breaker ; kA.o.w (klao)
= to break.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot*

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. sef ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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1. Ord. Lang. : A stone-breaker.

"A party of horsemen were ready to assist the
lithoclast."—Iliirckhardt : Travels in Arabia, i. 307.

2. Surg. : A powerful forceps-like instru-

ment, with two blades, having concealed
chisel or wedge-shaped projections to cut the
stone in the bladder into pieces, if found to

be too large to extract by means of the litho-

tomy forceps after the operation of lithotomy.

Uth'-O-cdl-la, s. [Gr. \i6ok6Wo. (lithokolla),

from Ai'0os (lithos) — stone, and koWo. (kolla)

= glue.] A cement that unites stones.

Ith-6-col-letf-i-dse, s. pl. [Mod. Lat.
lUhocolht{ls) ; Lat. feni. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of moths, group or sub-
tribe Tineina. The head is rough, the labial
palpi filiform, drooping. The anterior wings
elongate, the posterior ones linear lanceolate
with long fringes. Forty-six British species,

some of them beautiful.

ith-o-col-le'-tis, s. [Gr. ai0okoaatjtos (litho-

kolhtos) = inlaid with precious stones : \C8o<;

(lithos)=a stone, and koAAtjtos (kolletos)= glued
together ; koAAelw (kollao) = to glue.

Entom. : The typical and only genus of the
family Lithocolletidse (q.v.).

ith'-o-C^St, s. [Gr. AWof (lithos) - a stone,
and Kuans (kustis) — a bladder.]

Zool. : Tlie marginal bodies or sense organs
of the Lucernarida, or Steganophthalmate
Medusae. (Nicholson.)

ith o den dron, s. [Gr. \t068wSpov (litho-

dendron) = a tree-shaped coral: \C8os (lit)ios)

= a stone, and SevSpov (dendron) = a tree.

Zool. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Lithodendroninae.

Irfch-o-den-dro-ni'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
Uthodendroib (q.v.); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-ina'.]

Zool. : A sub-family of Cyathophyllidae. It

consists of corals having a styliform or a
lamellar columella occupying the axis of the
visceral chambers in the corallite.

ith -6-ddme, s. [Lithodomus.]

Zool. : Any member of the genus Lithodo-
mus (q.v.).

i thod 6 mous, a. [Lithodomus.]

1. Living in stone, a term applied to bivalve
shells found in stone more or less hard, which
their inhabitants penetrated bymeans of which
we are ignorant. (Mayne.)

2. Belonging to, or in any manner charac-
teristic of the genus Lithodomus (q.v.).

" Breccia has accumulated over the sniid, so as to
conceal from view the lithodomoiut perforations. "

—

Lye'tl : Elements of Ocology (ed. 6th)i 1>. 75.

i-thod -6 mus (pi. li-thod'-o-mi), s. [Gr.
Atfloy (Ifflios), and Sop-os (domos) = a habitation.
So-called because the animals make perfora-
tions in rocks, in which they live.]

Zool. & PalcBout. : Date-shells. A sub-genus
of Modiola, distinguished by their long, cylin-
drical, anteriorly-inflated shell, and by the
habit from which they derive their name.
Known recent species forty, from West Indies
to New Zealand ; fossil thirty-five. Lithodomi
have the power of excavating holes in the
hardest limestones. Holes formed by Litho-
domi are found in inland cliffs, proving that
they were at one time covered by the sea.

They appear to date from the Carboniferous
rocks, and are known to palaeontologists by
their shells and their burrows.

lth-6-ff«3l'-lic, a. [Gr. kl9o<; (Uthos) = stone ;

Lat. /e£(genit. fellis) = gall ; and Eng. sutf. 4c]
Obtained from gall stone.

lithofellic-acid, s.

Chem. ; ConH.-juO^. It occurs as the chief
constituent"of the intestinal concretions of the
Persian goat. It resembles the cholic acids
in many respects, and in giving Pellenkofer's
reaction. It crystallizes from alcohol in
prisms, and melts at 204°.

ith-o-frac'-teur, s. [Fr.]

Cliem. : An explosive substance composed
of nitro-glycerine, 52 per cent ; infusorial silica

and sand, 30 per cent. ; carbon, 12 per cent.
;

NaO N05 , 4: per cent. ; sulphur, 2 per cent.
Its characteristics, as compared with dyna-
mite, are : (1) greater sensitiveness to tem-
perature, exploding at 120", while dynamite
explodes at 190°

; (2) greater sensitiveness to

moisture from the presence of the hygroscopic
nitrate of soda ; (3) the gases from the explo-

sion always contain carbonic oxide from the
carbon in the compound ; (4) for equal volumes
it has the less explosive power. (Journal of
AppliedJJliemistry.)

lith-6-gen'-e-sy, lith-o-ge-nes'-i-a, s.

[Gr. \LBo<i (lithos) = stone, and -yeVetn?, yevzo-ia

(genesis, genesici) ~ birth; Fr. lithogenesie.]

That branch of science which deals with the
origin of minerals composing the globe, and
of the causes which have produced their form
and disposition.

li thog' en ous, a. [Gr. Ai'floj

stone, and yewono (gennao) = to produce ; Fr.

Uthogeue.] Producing or forming stone, a
term applied to coral-forming animals.

llth'-O-glyph, s. [Gr. Al'00? (lithos) = a stone,

and y*.v4>(*> (gluplw) = to hollow out, to en-

grave, to carve.] The art of engraving on
precious stones ; an engraving or caning on
a precious stone.

H-thSg'-lypli-er, s. [Eng. Uthoglyph; -er.]

One who cuts or engraves precious stones.

lrfch-6-gl$fph'-lC, a. [Eng. Uthoglyph; -iC\

Of or pertaining to the art of cutting or en-

graving precious stones.

lith-6-gl$rp'-ticst s. [Gr. Atfos (lithos) = a

stone, and y\vnr6s (glvptos)= fit for carving;

y\v(f>tu (glnplw)= to cut, to carve.] The ait

of cutting or engraving precious stones ; litho-

giyph-

lith 6-graph, s. [Gr. Kidos (lithos)— a stone,

and ypdobia (grapho) = to write, to draw ; Fr.

Uthographie.) A print or impression from a
drawing on stone.

lith 6-graph, v.t. [Lithograph, s.} To en-

grave or draw on stone, and transfer on paper,
die, by printing.

li-thog'-ra-pher, s. [Eng. lithograph; -er.]

One who practises oris skilled in lithography,

lith 6 graph ic, * Uth-o-graph'-ic-al,
ft. [Eng. lithograph ; Ac; -iced.] Of or per-
taining to lithography ; done by lithography

;

printed from stone ; used in lithography.

lithographic-crayon, s. A crayon used
for drawing on stone for the purposes of litho-

graphic printing. They are composed essen-
tially of soap, wax, fat, and lampblack, and
are cast in the form of little cylindrical sticks.

These are fastened in a porte-crayon or quill

in the ordinary way. The above constituents,
with various additions of shellac, mastic, &c,
are fused together and finally set on fire. The
longer the mixture burns, the harder the pro-
duct becomes ; three or four grades are usually
made.

lithographic-stone, s. A sedimentary
limestone from the upper beds of the Jurassic
formation. They are obtained almost solely
from the extensive quarries of Solenhofen, in
Bavaria. ' France furnishes a very hard and
dark-blue stone, which is but little used. In
Canada stone of good quality is said to exist, as
also in Missouri. The Bavarian stone occurs in
nearly horizontal layers. When these are of
suitable quality and thickness (from two to five

inches), they are squared and trimmed for ex-
portation, the slabs varying in size from 6x8
to 40 x tiO inches. Two qualities are recog-
nized : the yellow, and the blue orgray (though
the difference in colour is slight). The latter
are harder and more generally serviceable, and
cost ten to fifteen per cent,more than the yellow.

lithographic-varnish, s. An oily var-
nish used for the manufacture of lithographic
ink, and by printers for thinning the same.
It is made by heating linseed-oil very strongly
in a suitable pan, and finally setting fire to it.

"When sufficiently changed in its nature, and
sufficiently concentrated, the flame is extin-
guished, and the varnish allowed to cool.

lith-6-graph'-lc-al-rjr, adv. [Eng. litho-

graphical ; ~ly.] By means of lithography.

* ll-thog'-ra-phize, v.t. [Eng. lithograph ;
-ize.] To lithograph ; to produce by lithog-
raphy.

"This picture has been llthographized."—ArchcBo-
logia, xxh. 452.

ll-thog'-ra-phy, s. [Eng. lithograph; -y.]
The process of engraving or drawing on stone,
in such a way as to produce a surface from

which printed copies can be multiplied in the

press. It was invented by Alois Senefelder

about 1799. Almost the only stone suitable

for lithographic work is that known as litho-

graphic-stone (q.v.). Upon such a surface the

artist produces the design to be printed from.

This is done by one of four distinct methods :—

(1) He draws it with a fluid, watery ink
; (2)

with a solid crayon ; (3) he obtains it by trans-

fer from an inky design on paper by various

means ; or (4) he engraves it on a prepared

stone. The design is drawn with a watery

solution of an ink consisting essentially of a

soluble soap (stearate or oieate of soda or

potash) coloured with lampblack sufficient to

render it visible upon the gray surface of the

stone.

tfth'-old, li-thoid'-al, a. [Gr. MBos (lithos)

= a stone, and elfios (eitlos) = appearance.]

Resembling a stone; of a stony nature or

structure.

li-th&T-dlte, s. [Eng. lithoid ; Ate.]

Petrol. : The same as Liparite, and as

Rhyolite.

llth'-O-labe, s. [Gr. Atfo? (lithos) = a stone,

and \afieZv (labein), 2nd aor. infin. of Aajx/3d»'u>

(lambaiw) = to take, to seize.]

Surg. : An instrument for grasping a stone

in the bladder, and holding it while it is being
acted upon by a lithotritic instrument.

tfth-o-log'-ic, lith-d-ldg'-Ic-al, a. [Eng.

litholog(y); -ical.] Of or pertaining to litho-

logy, or the science of stones
;
pertaining to

the" character of a rock, or derived from the

nature and mode of aggregation of its mineral
contents. It is specially used regarding the
stony structure or character of a mineral mass,
as distinguished from its zoological or palaiou-

tological character.

Uth-o-log'-ie-al-l^, adv. [Eng. Uthohgical

;

-ly.] In a lithological manner; according to

lithology.

li-thdl'-o-gist, s. [Eng. litholog(y) ; -ist.] One
versed in lithology.

ll-thol'-o-gy, 5. [Gr. Ai'0os (litlws) — a stone;
and A070S (logos) = a discourse, a treatise.]

1. Geol. : The department of science which
treats of the mineral constituents and strati-

graphical arrangement of rocks, as distin-

guished from their palaeontology.

2. Med. : The department which treats of
stones or calculi in the body.

lith'-6-lyte, s. [Gr. Aiflos (lithos) = a stone,
and \vu> (luo) = to loosen, to dissolve.]

Surg. : A form of catheter for conveying
solvents of calculi into the bladder.

* lith'-6-man-c& 5. [Gr. Atfoc (lithos) = a
stone, and fiavreia (matiteia) = prophecy,
divination.] Divination by means of stones.

" As strange must be the lithomancy, or UivinatiotL
from this Btone. whereby Heleiius the i rojihet foretold
the destruction of Troy."—Browne: Vulgar Errourt,
bk. ii., ch. iii.

lith-6-man tis, s. [Gr. \i0os (lithos), and
Mod. Lat. &c., mantis (q.v.).]

Pakront. : A genus of fossil Mantida?.. Litlbo-

mntte carbonarius is from the English Coal
!
^measures.

llth'-d-marge, s. [Gr. klBos (lithos) = a stone,
and perhaps Lat. marga=- marl, or old Ger.
maergel= marl. Steinomarga was a name used
by old German miners for clays which did not
occur in beds, but enclosed in rocks like
marrow in bones, hence, Ger. Steinmark =
stone-marrow.]

Min. : Essentially a hydrated silicate of
alumina, included by Dana as a compact form
of Kaolin ite (q.v.). The name appears, how-
ever, to have been applied to several compact
minerals of varied composition. Des (Jloi-

zeaux places it under the heading of "products
of alteration or mixtures." The Brit. Mus.
Cat. groups it with Halloysite (q.v.),

* lith-6n-thrip'-ticf * lxth-on-trip'-tic,
a. & s. [Gr. M8os (IWws) — a stone, and Spvirrui
(thruj)td) — to break, to wear ; rpiftui (tribo) =
to rub, to grind.]

A. As adj. : Having the quality or property
of destroying stone in the bladder or kidneys.

B. As subst. : A medicine or preparation
having the quality of destroying stone in the
bladder or kidneys.

oil, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious. -sious = shus. -ble, -die. ice. ^ b^l, d^L
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* lith'-on-trlp-tist, s. [Gr. At'0os (lithos) =
a stone ; Opvirrto (thrupto) — to break, and Eng.
stiff, -ist] The same as Lithotriptlst q,v.)

* lith'-6n-trip-tor, s, [Gr. Aiflos (lithos) = a

stone, and Opvirria (thrupto) — to break ; stiff,

-or.] An instrument for crushing a stone in

the bladder into minute fragments, which
may pass out with the urine.

lith-on-tryp'-tic, lith-on-thryp'-tic, ».

& S. [LlTHONTRIPTIC.]

H-thoph'-a-gi, Hth-6-phag'-i-dse,s. [Gr.
\i6oq (lithos) = a stone, and <payelv (phagein) =
to eat.]

Zool. : A name applied to animals of all

classes which form holes in the solid rocks,
as the molluscous genera Lithodomus, Pholas,
&c, or the annelid Spio. The termination
-iche would suggest that they are so much
akin as to form one family, which is not at
all correct,

* li-thoph'-a-gous, a. [Gr. a#o« (lithos) =
a stone, and*$ayeu/ (phagein) — to eat.] Eating
or swallowing stones or gravel; perforating
stones.

lith -6 phane, s. [Gr. A&os (lithos) = a stone,
and (ftati/ui (pluiino) = to cause to appear.] A
style of ornamentation suitable to lamps, win-
dows, and other transparencies, and prepared
by impressing thin sheets of porcelain, while
soft, into figures, which become visible when
viewed by transmitted light.

lith -6 phosphor, s. [Gr. Ai'0os (lithos) =
stone, and <£w<7(p6pos (jihosphoros) = bringing
light.] A stone which becomes phosphoric by
heat.

lith-6-phos phor Ic, a. [Eng. lithophos-
phor ; -ic.] Pertaining to lithophosphor ; be-
coming phosphoric by heat.

lith-o-pho-tog'-ra-phy, s. [Gr. KtBos (lithos)

= 3, stone, and Eng. photography (q.v.).] A
process by which a photographic picture is

developed on stone, so as to admit of impres-
sions being taken therefrom. [Photo-litho-
graphy.]

llth'-6-phyl, s. [Gr. \C9os (lithos) = a stone,
and <f>v\\ov (phullon) = a leaf.] A fossil leaf

or impression of a leaf ; a stone containing a
fossil leaf.

lith'-o-phyte, s. [Gr. Ai'flos (lithos) = stone,
and (frvrov (phutori) = a plant. Named from
the erroneous view that corals were a kind of
stone that vegetated, or plants whose tissue

was solid like that of a stone.]

Zool. : An obsolete designation for a coral.

(Griffith: Cuvier, vi. 497, 498.)

lith-6-phyt'-ic, a. [Eng. lithopliyt(e) ; -ic.]

Of or pertaining to lithophytes.

H-thoph'-y-tous, a. [Eng. lithophyt(e) ; -ous.]

Pertaining to, consisting of, or of the nature
of lithophytes.

ll-thor'-i-neur, s. [Gr. \C6os (lithos) — a
stone, and piurj (rhine) = a file, a rasp.]

Surg. : An instrument invented by Meirieu
and Tanchou for filing down a calculus in the
bladder.

Uth-or'-niS, s. [Gr. XlBos (lithos) = stone,

and opvis (ornis) = a bird.]

Pahvant. : A genus of fossil birds, family
Vulturidffi (?). Lithomis vulturinus is from
the London clay of Sheppey.

ll-th6'-Sl-a, s. [From Gr. Ai&oa-ig (lithosis)

— turning'into stone
;
petrifying.]

Entom. : Footman, the typical genus of the
family Lithosidae (q.v.). Lithosia coraplanula

is the Common Footman. It is leaden-gray,
with a leaden stripe attenuated at one end.

L. complana, a much rarer species, has the
stripe uniform in width. Other British species

are L. aureola, L. straminea, L. griseola, &c.

li-thd'-si-dse, lith-6-si-a-dse, lith-6-
Sl'-l-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat." lithosi(a); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. surf. -idco.l

Entom. ; Footmen : a family of Day-moths
of the group or sub-tribe Bombycina. An-
tennae filiform, collar well-developed, thorax
and abdomen unspotted, the latter occasion-
ally with pale belts, anterior wings generally
narrow, hinder ones broad, the former often
gray, the latter yellowish; larvte hairy, feed-
ing on lichens. Known British species,

seventeen. (Stainton.) Their wing-expanse
about an inch and a quarter.

llth-o-sper'-me-ss, s. pi [Mod. Lat. litho-

sperm(um) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. stiff, -ecu.]

Bot. : A tribe of Boraginacea3.

lith-o-sper'-mum, s. [Lat. Uthospermon ;

Gr. \L&6<nreptioy (Uthospermon) = gromwell
(see def.) : kLOos (lithos) = stone , and o-irepua
(sperma) = a seed.]

1. Bot. : Gromwell ; the typical genus of the
boraginaceoustribe Lithcapermete" The calyx
is in five deep segments, the corolla funnel-
shaped, its mouth naked or with very minute
scales ; the stamens included, filaments very
thick, style simple, achen.es stony with a
truncated base, seated on a hypogyuous disc.
Known species about fifty, all from the tem-
perate zone. Three are British, Lithospernum
arvense, the Common Gromwell ; L. arvense,
the Corn Gromwell, or Bastard Alkanet ; and
L. purpurko-cceruleum, the Creeping or Purple
Gromwell. No. 1 is pale yellow, No. 2 white,
and No. 3 bright blue. The roots of L. tine-

torium contain a reddish-brown substance
used as a dye.

2. Client. : A red colouring matter obtained
from the root bark of Lithospermum arvense.
It resembles alkanet.

12th-d-strd'-ti-on, s. [Gr. Atflocn-pwTos (litho-

strotos) = paved with stones : At0os (lithos) =
stone, and otpwtos (strotos) = spread, laid.]

Palaiont. : A genus of Rugose Corals, family
Cyathophyllidee. Morris enumerates eleven
or twelve British species, all from the Carboni-
ferous limestone. In some places they are
so abundant as to make the bed, in which
they are somewhat resemble a coral reef.

llth'-o-tint, s. [Gr. Ai'flos (lithos) =. a stone,
and Eng. tint (q.v.).]

1. A process of drawing upon stone, in
which the ink is applied to the stone by a
camel's-hair pencil.

2. A drawing upon stone so produced.

lith'-o-tome, s, [Gr. \l6os (lithos) = a stone,
and To/x7j (tome) = a cutting ; re^ew (temno) =
to cut.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A stone so formed by na-
ture as to appear to have been cut artificially.

2. Surg. : A bistoury or scalpel for making
the incision in lithotomy. This knife is of
various sizes and shapes, blunt, probe, or
sharp-pointed. It is inserted through the
groove of the lithotomy- staff, through a small
opening previously made in the urethra, and
carried along into the bladder, making an
opening just large enough to allow the extrac-
tion of the stone by means of the forceps.

lithotome cache, s.

Surg. : An instrument used in lithotomy.
It is introduced with blades concealed in a
sheath, from which they are protruded, by
pressing upon a lever, on reaching the place of
operation. The incision is made by withdraw-
ing the instrument. It is made single or
double bladed. Called also a bistouri-cache.

lifch-6-tom'-ic,Hth-d-tdm'-Ic-al, a. [Eng.
Uthotom(y); -ic, -icaL] Of or pertaining to
lithotomy

; performed by lithotomy.

ll-thot -6~mist, s. [Eng. lithotoin(y) ; -ist.]

One who perforins the operation of lithotomy

;

oue skilled in lithotomy.

H-thot-6-my, s. [Gr. Ki.Borop.La. (lithotomw).~\

[LlTHOTOME.]

Surg. : The act or operation of cutting for
stone in the bladder.

lithotomy-bisector, s.

Surg. : An instrument for making the bi-

lateral incisions in lithotomy.

lithotomy-forceps, s. An instrument
for extracting stone from the bladder through
the opening previously made by lithotomy.

lithotomy-gorget, s.

Surg. ; A lithotome with one or two con-
cealed blades which are exposed by pressure
when required.

lithotomy-scoop, a.

Surg, : A small, spoon-like instrument for
removing calculi or fragments of stone from
the bladder, after the operation of lithotomy.

lithotomy-searcher, s.

Surg. : [Lithotomy-sound].

lithotomy-sound, s.

Surg. : A steel, catheter-shaped instrument
introduced into the bladder by the urethra.
It indicates the presence of stone by a pecu-
liar click when it conies in contact with it.

lithotomy-staff, s,

Surg. : An instrument curved like a cathe-
ter and with a deep groove on the convex side
of its curved portion, introduced into the blad-
der by the uiethra, for the purpose of guiding
the cutting-instrument in lithotomy.

lith'-6-trip-sy, s. [Gr. Aitfos (lithos) = a stone,
and TpZ\f/t<; (tr!psis) = a rubbing; Tpt'^w (tribo)
= to rub.] The same as Lithotrity (q.v.).

lith'-o-trip-tist, s. [Lithotripsy.] The
same as Lithotritist (q.v.).

llth'-6-trip-tor, s. _ [Gr. \£8os (lithos) = a
,
stone, and Tpi'/3u> (tribo)= to rub.] The same
as Lithroteitist (q.v.).

lith'-6-trite, s. [Gr. kCBos (lithos) = a stone,
and Lat. tritus, pa. par. of tero = to rub, to
grind.] The same as Lithotritor (q.v.).

llth-d-trit'-ic, a. [Eng. lithotrit(e); -ic] Of
or pertaining to lithotrity ; destroying or
tending to destroy stone in the bladder.

lith'-o-trit-ist, s. [Eng. Ut7wtrit(e) ; -ist.]

One who is skilled in lithotrity.

lith'-o-trit-6r, c [Eng. Uthotrit(e) ; -or.]

Surg. : The same as Lithontriptor (q.v.).

ll-thot'-ri-ty, s. [Eng. lithotrit(e) ; -y.] The
act or operation of crushing a stone in the
bladder by means of a lithontriptor.

lith'-d-type, s. [Gr. \C0os (lithos) = a stone,
and Eng. type (q.v.).]

1. A stereotype in which the surface is com-
posed of gum-shellac, fine sand, and a little

tar and linseed-oil.

2. A name signifying printing from stone.
The lithographic design on the stone is deeply
etched, giving a sufficient relief for the type-
press.

lith'-6-type, v.t. [Lithotype, s.] To pre-
pare for printing by lithotypy.

ll-thot'-y-py\ s. [Gr. kC9os (lithos) = a stone,

and Eng. type (q.v.).] The art or process of
stereotyping by pressing the types of a page
set up into a soft mould or matrix. The hol-

lows left by the types are then filled with a
mixture of gum-shellac, tine sand, tar, and
linseed-oil, heated, which when cold becomes
as hard as stone, and can be printed from.

li-thox'-yle, li-thox'-yl-ite, s. [Gr. Atfos
(lithos) — stone, and £vhoy (xulon) = wood.]

Min. : A name given to the mineral horn-
stone (q.v.), when it replaced woody substance
and presented its structure. Called also
Lithoxylon. [Woodstone.]

li-thdx'-y-ldn, $, [Lithoxylite.]

Lith-u-a'-ni-an, «. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Lithuania,
in Poland, or its inhabitants.

B. As substantive :

1. A native or inhabitant of Lithuania.

2. The language spoken by the natives of
Lithuania. It belongs to the Slavonic family.

ll-thiir'-l-a, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr. Ktdovpia.

(lithouria) "(see def.).]

Path. : Lithic acid diathesis, in which the
urates are deposited in inordinate quantity,
usually caused by errors in diet, wines, malt
liquors, or a sedentary habit of body.

llth'-y (1), a. [Eng. lUh(e), a. ; -y.] Lithe,

pliant, flexible.

*Hth'-y (2), a. [Lither (2), a.] Wicked, de-

praved, corrupt, mischievous.

H-tid'-i-6n-ite, li-thid'-i-6n-ite, s. [Gr.

\l9CSlov (lithidion) — a small stone ; surf, -ite

(Mix,.).]

Min. : A name given by Scacchi to some
blue lapilli found at Vesuvius in 1S73. The
glassy blue crust gave : hardness, 5 to 6 ; sp.
gr. 2

-

535. Mean of two analyses : silica, 71' 57 ;

oxide of copper, 6-49
; protoxide of iron, 4 -02 ;

potash, 10-92 ; soda, 678. Regarded as a mix-
ture of quartz, and the carbonates of potas-
sium and sodium.

ifate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here* camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try* Syrian, ee, oe = e; ey = a; qu- Uw.
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* llf-lg-a-ble, a. [As if from a Lat. litigabi-

lis, from litigo = to dispute, to litigate (q.v.).J .

Capable of being litigated.

lif-ig-ant, a. & s, [Lat. litigans, pr. par, of
litigo = to dispute ; Fr. litigant ; Sp. litlgante.]

A. As adj. : Engaged in litigation ; disposed
to litigate.

"Judicial acta . . are sped in open court at the
instance of one or both of the parties litigant."—
Ayliffe : Parergon.

B. As subst. : One who is engaged in a law-
suit.

"Ordinary litigants complained that their business
was neglected."—Macaulay : Hist. Eny., ch. viii,

llt'-l-gate, v. t. & i. [Lat. litigatits, pa. par.

of litigo = to dispute : lis (genit. tit in) = a
lawsuit, and ago — to carry on ; Sp. & Port.
litignr ; Ital. Ziiigrare.]

A. Trans. : To contest in a court of law

;

to make the subject of litigation ; to prose-
cute or defend by pleadings, evidence, &c, in

a court of law. (Young : Night Thoughts,
ix. 1,410.)

B. Intrans. : To carry on a. lawsuit ; to
engage in litigation.

llt-i-ga'-tion, s. [Lat. litigatio, from liti-

gaius, pa. par. of litigo = to litigate (q.v.).j

The act or process of litigating or carrying on
a lawsuit in a court of law or equity

;
judicial

contest.
" Nothing quells a spirit of litigation like despair of

eucceaa "—Foley : Moral Philosophy, bk. vi., ch. viii.

* lit'-i-ga-tor, s. [Lat.] One who litigates

or engages in litigation ; a litigant.

l2t-ig-i-os'-i-ty, s. [As if from a Lat. liti-

giositas, from litigiosus = litigious (q.v.).]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The quality or state of
being litigious ; a litigious disposition.

2. Scots Law : A tacit legal prohibition of
alienation, to the prejudice of a begun action
or diligence, the object of which is to attain
the possession or to acquire the property of a
particular subject, or to attach it in security
of debt.

ll-tlg'-ious, a. [Fr. litigieux, from Lat.
litigiosus = contentious, doubtful, from lili-

gium = strife ; litigo = to dispute, to litigate

(q.v,).]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Originally applied to things which
offered matter of litigation ; disputable ; open
to dispute or contention.

"Certain provinces which were debatable and liti-

gious."~P. Holland: Llvy, p. 1,111.

2. Inclined or disposed to litigation ; fond
of law or litigation

;
quarrelsome, contentious.

" The rioh in cities we litigious find."
Davenant: Qondibert, i. 1.

* 3. Devoted to or used for litigation or the
business of law.

" They view'd the ground of Rome's litigious hall."
Dryden : Virgil; JZneid viii. 473.

II. Law : A term applied, to a church or
living when two or more persons lay claim to
the patronage, and present several clerks to
the ordinary.

" If two presentations be offered to the bishop upon
the same avoidance, the church is then said to become
litigious.' —Blacktlone : Comment., bk. 111., oh. 16.

tf-tlg -iOUS-ly, adv. [Eng. litigious; -ly.]

In a litigious manner ; conteutiously.

ll-tig'-ious-ness, s. [Eng. litigious; -ness.]

Tiie quality or state of being litigious ; a
litigious disposition; inclination to litigation.

"Here it would be dangerous to have the passion of
litigiousness."—Montesquieu : Spirit of Laws, bk. vi.,

ch. ii.

li-tis-con-tes-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. lis (genit.

litis) = a lawsuit, and Eng. contestation (q.v.).]

Scots Law ; The appearance of parties in
court to contest their right.

ll-tis-pen'-dence, s. [Lat. lis (genit. litis)

= a lawsuit, and Eng. pendence (q.v.).] The
time during which a lawsuit is pendent.

* llt'-llrig, a. [Mid. Eng. lite = little ; dimbx
suff. -ling.] Very little.

lit in us, lac'-mus, s. [A corrupt, of Ger.
lachmuss = the lichen defined.]

Chevi. : A vegetable colour, obtained from
Boaxlla tinctoria. It is used in chemistry to
denote the acidity or alkalinity of a solution.
The blue colour of litmus is changed to red
by an acid, and the red colour again becomes
blue on being mixed with an alkali.

lit'-orn, s. [Fr. Utome.] A species of thrush,
a native of Europe.

Il'-t6-tes, s [Gr. Altottjt (litotes), from \itos
(litos) =J

plain, simple ; Fr. Utote.]

Rhet. : A diminution or softening of state-

ment, for the purpose of avoiding censure, or
of expressing more strongly what is intended

;

a figure in which the affirmative is expressed
by the negative of the contrary; thus, a
i-itizen " of no mean city" means "of an illus-

trious or important city."

Xi-tram'-e-ter, s. [Gr. kirpa-QAtra)— a weight,
and fidrpov {tuetron) = a measure.] An instru-
ment for ascertaining the specific gravity of
liquids, invented by Dr. Hare of Philadelphia.
It is founded upon the principle that, when
columns of different liquids are elevated by
the same pressure, their heights must be in-

versely as their gravities. It consists of two
tubes, their lower ends open and submerged
in two liquids, whose specific gravity is to be
compared, say one vessel of water and the
other of an oil or spirit. The tubes connect
above with a horizontal pipe, from which the
air is exhausted by an air-pump. Atmo-
spheric pressure causes the liquids to rise in
the tubes to a height according to their
gravity.

li'-tre (tre as ter), s. [Pr., from Low Lat.
litra, from Gr. klrpa (litra) = a weight, a
pound.] The French standard measure of
capacity in the decimnl system. It is a cube,
each side of which measures 3'i»ii7 English
inches, and it contains 61 "028 English cubic
inches. The English imperial gallon contains
4 -5434j797 litres, or rather more than 4£ litres.

lit-sse'-a, -s. [A name given by Jussieu, who
did not' explain the origin. (Loudon.)"]

Bot. : A genus of Lauraceaa, with reticulated
leaves, flowers or axillary tufts, and fleshy
fruits. Litscea conshnilis, L. lanuginosa, and
L. zeylanica, Indian trees, have valuable wood.
The fruits of the first and the last also furnish
an oil for burning.

llt'-ter (1), * lit-ere, * lyt-ter, * lit-our, s.

[Fr. litiere, from Low Lat. lectaria= a litter,

from lectus = a bed ; Gr. \£itTpov (lelctron) = a
bed; Sp. litem; Port. Uteria; Ital. lettiera.]

1. A stretcher with a bed, and, in many
cases, a canopy ; used, not as the stretcher
ordinarily is, in emergency and haste, but
provided for the use of the sick during trans-
portation home or to the hospital. Amongst
the ancient eastern and classic nations litters

were used for carrying females, sick persons,
and ultimately the luxurious rich from place
to place. They were provided with cushions,
canopies, and. curtains, and sometimes con-
structed of gold and ivory.

"They shall bring all your brethren .... in litters
and upon mules, and upon swift beasts, to my holy
mountain Jerusalem."

—

Isaiah lxvi. 20.

2. Straw, hay, or other soft material used
as a bed for horses, cattle, &c, or as a cover-
ing for plants.

" And he [Laban] brought lyttcr and prouander for
the camels.

1'— Genesis xxiv. (1551.)

3. Waste or refuse material, shreds, frag-
ments, &c, scattered or lying about on a floor
or other place in a careless, slovenly manner

;

scattered rubbish.

4. A state of disorder or untidiness : as, A
room is in a litter.

llt'-ter (2), s. [Icel. Idtr, Idttr — a place where
animals produce their young ; latrask = to
litter, from lag = a layer ; leggja = to lay.]

1. The young brought forth by an animal
at a birth.

"I do here walk before thee, like a sow, that hath
o'erwhelm'd all her litter but one." — Shakesp. - 2
Henry IV, i. 2.

2. The act of bearing or bringing forth.

Ht'-ter (1), v.t. & i. [Litter (1), s.)

A. Transitive

:

1. To scatter straw, hay, or other soft sub-
stance on or over for bedding.

2. To supply with litter ; to spread bedding
for ; as, To litter a horse.

3. To use as litter ; to make litter of.

"Then to their roots
The light soil gently move, and strew around
Old leaves or litter d straw, to screen from heat
The tender infants." Dodsley : Agriculture, 1L

4. To scatter things in a careless or slovenly
manner over or in.

" Wandering and littering with unfolded silks
The polish d counter, aud approving none."

Voicper: Task, vi. 280.

* 5. To carry in a litter.

"These pagan ladies were littered to Campus Mar-
tius."—Gentleman Instructed, p. 112.

*B. Intrans. : To sleep in litter; to make
a bed in litter. (Habington: distant, pt. ii.)

llt'-ter (2), v.t. & i. [Litter (2), $.]

A. Traits. : To bring forth ; said especially

of those animals, as the sow, dog, rabbit, &c,
that bear several at a birth ; applied tohunuiu
beings in contempt.

" Though in Rome litter d, not Romans."
Sliakesp. : Coriolanus, ill. 1,

* B. Intrans. . To bring forth a litter of

young.

lit'-ter-a-teur, s. [Fr.] One engaged in

literature or literary work ; a literary man.
" Mr. Irving gave a farewell breakfast in the morn-

ing to seventy-rive gentlemen, actors, editors, oritics.

litterateurs, lawyers, judges, and others."—Pall Malt
Gazette, May l, 1834.

Iif-ter-y, a. [Eng. litter (1), s. ; -v.] Con-
sisting of litter ; covered or encumbered with
litter.

little, *llt-el, *lut-el, a., adv., & s. [A.S.
lytel, litel, a lengthened form of lyt = a little,

little,; cogn. with Dut. luttel ; Icel. Will =
little"; Hit = little (adv.); Dan. liden; Sw.
liten; Goth, leitils ; M. H. Ger. liitzel; O. H.
Ger. luzil.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Small in extent ; not wide, not extensive.

2. Small in size, diminutive ; not great,
big, or bulky.

" He sought to see Jesus, but could not for the press,
because he was little of stature,"

—

Luke xlx. 3,

3. Small in amount or quantity : as, a little

bill, a little food, a little light.

4. Small in length or extent ; not long : as,

a little distance.

5. Short in duration.
" A little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the

hands to sleep.' —Proverbs vi 10.

6. Of small dignity, weight, or importance
;

insignificant.

"When thou wast littlv in thine own sight, wast
thou not made the head of the tribes ? "—1 Samuel
xv. 17.

7. Of small force or effect ; slight, incon-
siderable : as, little exertions.

8. Not liberal, free, or generous; meaD,
niggardly, paltry, selfish : as, a little mind.

9. Young ; not grown up.

"But your little ones, which ye said should be a
prey, them will I bring in."—Ifumbers xiv. 31.

II. Bot. : Small in all its parts, but well
proportioned.

B. As adv. : In a little or small degree or
quantity ; not much, slightly.

"Recking as little what betideth him."
S/iakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv. ?,.

C. As substantive:

1, That which is little or small in amount,
quantity, space, &c.

" Every moment leaves my little less."
Johnson ; London.

2. A small scale or degree ; miniature.
" His picture in little."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, ii. 2.

IT 1. A little: Somewhat; in a small or
slight degree ; rather.

" The painter flattered her a little."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv. 4

2. By little and little: By slow degrees,
gradually.

1 Little is properly opposed to the great,
small to the large, and diminutive is a species
of the small, which is made so contrary to the
course of things : little children cannot be
left with safety to themselves ; small children
are pleasanter to be nursed than large ones

;

if we look down from any very great height
the largest men will look diminutive.

little-auk, s.

Ornith. : Alca alle, a winter visitor to the
northern parts of the British Islands. Called
also Mergulus melanoleucos, and in English the
Common Rotche.

little-bittern, s. [Bittern.]

little black-and-white woodpeck-
er, s.

Ornith. : Picus minor.

boil, bo^; pout, jd*wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = ft
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little-bustard, a. [Bustard.]

little-crake, a.

Omith. : Crcx pusLUa ; called also Little

Gallinule, and, with reference to the colour of

its plumage, the Olivaceous Gallinule.

little-earwig, s.

Entom, : Labia minor. [Labia.]

* little-ease, s, An old name for the

stocks, the pillory, or other similar uwoiu-
lortable punishment, or an uncomfortable
part of a prison.

little-egret, s.

Omith. : Ardea garzetta. In the adult bird

the whole of the plumage is a delicate white ;

the feathers of the occiput and the bottom of

the neck in front elongated. It is one of the

rarest British birds ; more common in South-
ern and Central Europe ; native in the region
between the Black and Caspian Seas, and very

common in India. (Yarrelt.)

little gallinule, s. [Little-crake.]

little-go, s. At English Universities a

slang name for the public examination which
undergraduates have to pass in the second
year of residence ; also called the previous

examination, as preceding the final one for a
degree.

"He was busily engaged in reading for the little-go."

—Thackeray : Shabby Genteel Story, ch. vii,

little-good, s.

Hot. : The Sun-spurge, Euphorbia, helioscopia.

little gray kiwi, $.

Omith. : Apteryx Oweni, Owen's Apteryx.

little-grebe, s. [Daechick.]

little-gude, s. The devil. (Scotch.)

little-gull, «.

Oniith. : Larusminutus, the smallest species

of the genus.

little horned-owl, $.

Omith. : Scops Aldrovandi (Strix Scops).

little-magpie, s.

Omith. : A popular name for Grallinapicta ;

called also the Magpie-lark. [Pied-graluna.J

little-masters, s. pi.

Art : A name applied to certain designers
who usually worked for engravers and book-
sellers in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies, and whose designs are generally on a
small scale, and reproduced on copper or
wood.

little-owl, s.

Omith. : Carme noctua, an occasional British
visitor; common in Greece ;

probably the
bird on the reverse of many Athenian coins.

little ringed-plover, s.

Omith. : Charadrius minor.

little-sandpiper, little stint, s.

Omith. : Tringa mimtta.

little-squid, s.

Zool. : Loligo media. [Loligo.]

little-stint, s. [Little-sandpiper.]

little striped-skunk, s.

Zool. : Mephitis(Spilogale) putorius. Habitat,

the southern parts of the United States.

Animals of this species, from which the
secretory glands have been removed, are often

domesticated as mousers. Length from snout
to insertion, about a foot; tail not so long.

The fur is black, marked with white spots
and stripes.

little-tern, s.

Omith. : Sterna mimtta.

little-tyrant, -.

Omith. : Tyrannula, a. genus of Laniidee
(Shrikes). (Swain son.)

little white-heron, *.

Omith. : A popular name for the young
birds of the species Ardea ntssata, (Yarrdl.)

lit'-tle-ness, s. [Eng. little; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being little or

small ; smallness of bulk, size, amount,
quantity, or extent.

"I confess, I love littleness almost in all things."—
Cowley: Assays ; 0/ Greatness.

2. Smallness of importance or power ;
in-

significance. (Byron: Cain, iii. 1.)

3. Meanness, selfishness, want of dignity

:

as, the littleness of a man's mind or concep-
tions.

* llt'-tlest, super, of a. [Little.] Smallest.

llt'-tle-worth, a. & s. [Eng. little, and worth.]

A. Ah adj. : Worthless; of a bad, mean, or
contemptible character.

B. As subst. ; A worthless fellow ; one who
has little or no character.

Ilt'-t6r-al, a. & s. [Lat. Uttoralis, from littus

(gen. liitoris) = the shore; Fr. littoral; Sp.
litoral; Ital. littorale.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang., Geog., & Geol. : Of or pertain-
ing to the shore of the sea or a large lake.

2. Bot. : Growing on the sea-shore.

B. As subst. : The shore ; the country on
the shore of the sea or a large lake.

littoral-denudation, s.

Geol. : Denudation produced by the action
of the waves, aided by springs, upon .coast

cliffs or banks.

littoral-zone, .-.

Geog. & Biol. : One of the zones established
by Messrs. Audouin, Milne-Edwards, Sars,
and Prof. Edward Forbes, to map out the
sea-bed at its several depths. It is the tract
between high and low water. In Europe, on
rocky shores, the characteristic molluscs are

Littorina, Patella, Purplura, &c. ; on sandy
beaches, Cardiuin, Tellina, and Solen ; on
gravelly shores, Mytilus ; and on muddy ones,
Lutraria.

lit-tdr-el'-la, 5. [Lat. Uttoralis, littorarius,

or littorcus, from Lat. Uttns, litus=. the shore,
in allusion to its place of growth.]

Bot. : Shoreweed ; a genus of Plantaginaceee.
It resembles Plantago, but has the flowers few
and unisexual ; it is also aquatic. LUtorella
lacustris, the Plantain Shoreweed, is British.
It has fleshy linear leaves, internally lacunose,
and occurs at the edges of lakes and ponds.

lit-tor-I'-na, s. [Littorella.]

Zool. : Periwinkle ; the typical genus of the
family Littorinidse. The shell is'thick, tur-
binated, pointed, few whorled, with the aper-
ture rounded, and the outer lip acute. Known
recent species 131, world-wide in distribution ;

fossil 10 (?), from the Miocene onward. Lit-
torina Uttorea, is the Periwinkle or Winkle
(q.v.). L. nulls, a viviparous species, from
high-water mark, is not eaten.

lit-tor-in'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. llttorin(a) ;

Lat. fern, pi. adj. suff. -tike.]

Zool. : A family of Gasteropodous Molluscs,
sectiun Holostomata (Sea-snails). The shell

is spiral, turbinated, or depressed, never
pearly; the aperture rounded ; the peristome
entire ; the operculum horny, with few whorls
to the spire ; the animal with a muzzle-shaped
head and eyes, sessile at the outer base of the
tentacles ; tongue with a medium series of
hooked teeth. They inhabit the sea between
tide-marks or brackish water. Genera, Lit-
torina, Solarium, Phorus, Lacuna, Ilissoa, &c.

lit'-U-ate, a. [Mod. Lat. lltuatus, from Lat.
litnns (q.v.).]

Bot.: Forked, with the points a little turned
outwards.

* li-tu'-i-fform, a. [Lat. Utuus =a staff used
by augurs in taking omens ; a trumpet with a
curved end, and Jorma = form.] Curved or
shaped like a lituus.

llt'-U-lte, s. [Lituites.]

llt-u-i'-tes, s. [Lat. litu(us); suff. -ites

(Palaiont.) (q.v.).]

Pokeont. : Litnite ; a genus of Cephalopods,
family Nautilidje. The shell is discuidal, with
the whorls close or separate ; the last chamber
produced in a straight line ; the siphuncle
central or sub-central. Fossil in tlte Silurian

of North America and of Britain. Known
species eighteen. (Woodward.)

llt'-U-o-la, s. [Mod. Lat,, dimin. of Lat.
lituus (q.v.).]

1. Zool. ; A genus of Fornminifera (Little

Crozier). The test is generally crozier shaped,

though sometimes nantiloid.

2. Paheont. : Range in time from the Car-

boniferous period till now.

Ht-u-ol'-i-da, tlit-u-6-lid'-e-a, s. pi.

[Mod. Lat. UtuoI(a) (q.v.); Lat. neut. pi. adj.

suff. -ida, -idea.]

Zool. : A family of Imperforate Fora-

minifera.

t li-tu'-6-lite, s. [Mod. Lat. lituola (q.v),

and Gr. Al'0os (lithos) = a stuue.]

Paheont. . A fossil lituola (q.v.).

t Ht'-U-ratC, s. [Lnt. llturalus, pa. par. nf

htmv — to rub out, to erase.] Blurreil

;

having spots or jays which seem formed by
the abrasion of the surface.

ll-tur'-glC, a. & s. [Gr. KetTovpyucos (Icitourgi-

]:o->), fiom XetrovpyCa (Uituuigia) = liturgy

(q.v.); Fr. liturgique.]

A. -4s adj. : Of or pertaining to a liturgy

or to public prayer and worship.
" At all liturgic prayer and praise it storms."

Byrom: Expostulations with a Secularist.

B. -4s subst. (PL): The doctrine or theory
of liturgies.

"As the Roman Church doth in its liturgicks sup-
pose. "

—

Barrow : Of the Pope's Supremacy.

ll-tur'-gl-cal, a. [Eng. Uturgic; -al.] The
same as Liturgic (q.v.)

"A tedious number of liturgical tautologies."—
JUltuii: Auinuul. u/jon Re)nonst rants' Defence.

* tf-tur-gi-oT-o-gist, s. [Eng. liturgiolng(y)

;

-1st.] One who studies or is versed in liturgi-

ology.

"To the liturgiologixt the book is curious, if not
valuable."—Brit.' Quarterly Review, Oct. 1881, p. 509.

* li-tur-gi-ol'-o-gy, s. [Gr. k€iTovpyLa(leltour-

gia) = a liturgy, and A6yo? (logos) = a discourse,

a treatise.] The science or system of liturgies,

and of their symbolic meanings.

llt'-ur-glst, s. [Eng. ILturg(y); ist.] One
who upholds ur adheres strictly to a liturgy.

" Known in Jewish literature as a liturgUt."—
At/iencEum, Aug. 23, 1884, p. 23U.

lit'-ur-gjr, * lit-tur-gie, 5. [O. Fr. lyturgie,

from Low Lat. liturgia ; Gr. KeiTovpyia (leit-

enrgia) — public service, from Aeiros (teitob)=.

public, and epyov (ergon)— work; Sp. & Ital.

liturgia.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The established form of

public worship, a form of public devotion,

the entire ritual for public worship.

"So that if the liturgies of all ancient churches
throughout the world be eotnpareU amongst them-
selves, it may easily be perceived that they had one
original mold."—Hooker : i'tWes. Politie, bk. v. § 25.

2. Church Hist. : The Liturgy of the Church
of England. This is a modification of that

previously existing in the Church of Rome,
several parts of which, however, were trace-

able back to the early ages. It was compiled
under the superintendence of Archbishop
Cranmer, by order of Edward VI. It was
confirmed by Parliament in 1547-48, ami
issued in 1549. It was revised in 1559 by a

resolution of Parliament. In its present fonu
it received the sanction of Parliament by 13 &
14: Clias. II. c. 4, generally called the Act of

Uniformity, passed on May 19, 1G62. The Act
34 & 35 Vict. c. 37 arranged for the introduc-

tion of a new system of lessons.

1" McClintock and Strong (Cyc. Bib. &
Eccles. Lit.) give the following summary of

ancient liturgies, with their developments :—

1. Liturgy of St. James, Antioch, or Jeru-

salem, with two forms—the Liturgy of St.

Basil and the Syriac Liturgy of St. James, the

former becoming the Liturgy of St. Chrys-

ostom, and later the Liturgy of the Oriental

and Russian Churches, the latter giving rise

to the various Monophysite Liturgies.

2. Liturgy of St. Mark, or Alexandria, the

parent of the present Liturgy of Egypt.

3. Liturgy of St. Peter, or Rome, with two
divisions— the Ambrosian (now, with slight

modifications, in use in the diocese of Milan),

and the Sacrainentary of St. Leo, developing
successively into the Sacramentaries of

Gelasius and St. Gregory, and finally into the

present Liturgy of the Roman Church.

4. Liturgy of St. John, St. Paul, urEphesns,
appearing later as the Liturgy of Lyons,
whence were derived the Mozarabic Liturgy
and the Liturgies of Britain and Tours. These
two were the foundation of the British
Liturgy as revived by St. Augustine, and gave
rise to the various English uses, in their turn

£&tef tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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LITUUS.

yielding place to the present Liturgy of tbe
Anglican Churcli, modifications of which are

in use in the Scotch and American Episcopal
Churches.

' lit -U-iis, s. [Lat.]

I. Roman Antiquities

:

1. A crooked staff', fre-

quently represented in works
of art as borne by the augurs
in their divinations. It was
somewhat like a crozicr in
shape.

2. A trumpet, having a
mouth which curved sud-
denly up, and which was
used by the Roman priests
and cavalry.

II. Geom. : A spiral, of
which the characteristic pro-
perty is that the square of
any two radii veutores are
reciprocally proportional to
the angles which they re-

spectively make with a certain line given in
position, and which is an asymptote to the
spiral.

* liv'-and, pr. par. [Live, r.]

live, *liv-en, *liv-i-en, v.i. & t. [A.S.
Ujkm, lyjian, llbban, lyhbtui ; cogn. with Dut.
leven ; Icel. lifts, = to be left, to remain, to live

;

"Dan. leve; S\v. lefva; Goth, libau; Gcr. hhen
= to live, leben = life ; M. H. Ger. leben, lefeu,

libjan, lipjan= to live ; 0. H. Ger. be-liban=
to remain, to be left.] [Life.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. Ordinary Language:
* 1. To remain, to be left behind, to remain

over.

2. To make one's abiding place or home ; to
reside, to dwell.

" Let me live here ever."
Sltakesp. : Tempest, iv. l.

3. To have life, to be capable of performing
"he functions oflife. (Said of animals or plants,
nut more especially of the former.)

" Give thanks you have lived so long."—Shakesp. :

Tempest, i. 1.

4. To continue in life, not to suffer death.
"Your brother cannot live."

Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, ii. 4.

5. To continue in existence, not to perish,

to remain.
"Men's evil manners live in brass, their virtues
We write in water." Shakesp. : lien. VIII., iv. 2.

6. To continue safe and uninjured.
" A'Btrung mast that (*»erf tnnoii the sea."

Shakexp. : Twelfth Night, i. 2.

7. To pass life or time in a particular man-
ner, as regards habits, occupation, conditiun,
&c. ; to regulate one's mode of living.

" Merrily shall 1 live now."
Shtikesp. : Tempett, v.

8. To enjoy life, to pass one's life with hap-
piness.

" He lines who lives to Goil alone,
And alt are dead beside."

Co tvper : Bill of Mortality, 1702.

9. To be maintained, to receive or gain a
livelihood.

" They which minister about holy things, live of the
. things of the temple."—1 Cor. ix. VS.

10. To feed, to be nourished, to subsist.
" Those animals that life upon other animals have

their llesh more alkalescent than those that live upon
vegetables."

—

Arbuthnot ' On Aliments.

11. To cohabit. (Followed by with.)

II. Scripture

:

1. In the same sense as A. I. ;5 (Josh. ix. 15).

2. To receive from Christ, by His Spirit,

"spiritual existence, and be enabled to maintain
it; to act habitually from divinely inspired
spiritual motives (John vi. 07 ; Gal. ii. 19

;

Phil. i. 21 ; 1 Peter ii. 24, iv. 2, 0)..

B. Transitive :

1. To pass, to spend, to continue in.

"I wiBh'd that thou shouldst live the life they lived."
' Wordsioorth : Michael.

* 2. To act habitually in conformity to ; to

conform to ; to practise.

IT To live down ;

1. To live so as to prove false by one's life

or conduct ; to give the lie to : as, To live-

down a slander.

2. To obliterate the remembrance of.

live, a. [A shortened form of alive (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Alive, living, quick ; not dead ; having

life; having the organic functions in opera-

tion.
" When he hath made an end of reconciling the holy

)jlace, and the tabernacle of the congregation, and
tbe altar, he shall bring the live goat."—ice. xvi. 20.

,

2. Burning, ignited ; containing fire ; not
extinguished.

" Then flew one of the seraphims unto me, having a

live coal in his hand"

—

Isaiah vi. 6.

3. Vivid, as colour.

II. Engin., Mach., £c. : Underpressure, or

imparting power, as steam ; or motion, as the
spindle of a lathe.

live-axle, s. One communicating power,
as distinguished from a dead or blind axle.

live-bOX, s. A cell in which living micro-

scopic objects are confined for observation.

It has a tubular piece with a glass top, upon
which slips an upper ring having likewise a

glass top. The object is confined between the

glasses. [Live-trap.]

live-feathers, s. pi. Feathers which
have been plucked from a fowl while alive,

and therefore stronger and more elastic than
those from a dead bird.

live-gang, ».

Sawing : A gang-saw mill, so arranged as to

cut through and through the logs without
previous slabbing. The bark and wany edge
are afterwards removed from each board by a

double edger. The lumber goes to market of

the full width.

live-bail", .>. Hair cut or taken from a

living animal.

live-head, s.

Lathe : The head-stock of <i lathe, which
contains the live-spindle.

live-hole, s. A receptacle for fuel in

a clamp of bricks.

"The clamp is lighted by means of a number of

receptacles fur fuel contrived in the outer walls, called
liue-lioles." — C'assell's Technical Educator, pt, xii.,

p. 347.

live-oak, *.

Ilot. : Quercus virens. It has elliptic-oblong,

coriaceous leaves. It grows in the Southern
States of North America, and is the most valu-

able of the American naks for shipbuilding, the
wood being heavy, compact, and line-grained.

Its specific gravity is greater than that of water.

live-salesman, s. A person whose oc-

cupation is to sell live stock.

live-spindle, s.

Lathe : The rotating effective spindle in the
head-stock of a lathe.

live-steam, s.

Steam-engin. : Steam taken directly from
the boiler.

live stock, s. The animals kept on a
farm for breeding, fattening, or other pur-
poses, as horses, cattle, sheep, &c.

live-trap, s. A device for imprisoning
living microscopic objects. It consists of
three parallel glass slips ; the middle one lias

a circular perforation forming the cell, while
the others constitute the sides. [Live-box.]

* live, s. [Live, v.] Life.
" She was a worthy woman all hire live."

Chaucer: C T., 461.

IT
* On live, * On lyve : Alive.

* live'-a-ble, a. [Eng. live, »-.
; -able.] Fit

or possible to be lived in.

"They were quite liveable quarters."—Mortimer
Collins: The Ivoi-y Gate, i, 194.

lived, a. [Eng. Uv(e); -eel.] Having a life;

used in composition only, as short-lived, long-
lived.

* live-less, «. [Eng. live; -less.} "Without
life ; lifeless.

" Description cannot suit itself in words,
To demonstrate the life of such a kittle,
In life so Uveless as it shows itself."

Shakesp. : Henry V., iv. 2.

live'-li-hood (1),
¥ live-lode, * lif-Iode,

* lyf-lode, " lyve-lode, * lif-lade, s.

[Livelihood is a corrupt, of livelode, or liflade,

from A.S. lif = life, and lad = a leading, a
way, a course.] [Lode.] Means of subsist-
ence or maintaining life ; the support or main-
tenance of life ; means of living

; subsistence.
" My lord, salth he, was never worthy man
Of so fair livelihood, and so large rent."

Drayton : The Owlc.

* live'-li-hood (2), s. [Eng. lively; -hood.}

Liveliness, cheerfulness, animation, spirit.

"The tyranny of her sorrows takes all livelihood

from her cheek."—Shakesp. : All's Well That Ends
Well, i. 1.

Hve'-li-ly, adv. [Eng. lively ; -ly.] In a lively,

cheerful manner.

live'-li-ness, s. [Eng. lively ; -m$s.\

1. An appearance of life.

"That liveliness which the freedom of the pencil
makes appear, may seem the living band of nature."

—

Jjryden: tivfrexnoy ; Art of Painting.

2. The quality or state of being lively

;

animation, spirit, vivacity, sprightliness

;

briskness.

"And the perspicuity and liveliness with which he
explained his views."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv

* live-lode, s. [Livelihood (1).]

live'-long, a. & s. [Eng. live, for life, and long.]

A. As adjective:

1. Long-lasting, durable, permanent.
" Thou, in our wonder and astonishment.
Hast built thyself a livelong monument."

Milton: On Shakespeare.

2. Throughout its whole duration or length;
the whole.

" To it the livelong night there sings
A bird unseen."

Byron : Bride of Abydos, ii. 28.

B. As substantive

:

Bot. : Sedum Telephium, Called also Live
for Ever.

live'-ly, * life-ly, * lyve-ly, * liyf-ly, a.

&. adv. [Eng. live = life; 4y.\

A, As adjective:

* 1. Like life ; living.

" Had I but seen thy picture in this plight,
It would have madded inc. What shall I do
Kon 1 behold thy lively body so."

Sluzkesp.: Titus Andron'tcus, lil. 1.

* 2. Life-like ; resembling or representing
life.

" It tutors nature: artiHcial strife
Lives in these touches, livelier than life."

Shakesp. : 7'imon of Alliens, i. 1.

3. Vivid, lifelike, animated.
" Since a true knowledge of nature gives us pleasure,

a lively imitation of it in poetry or painting must pro-
duce a much greater."

—

Dryden: Dvfresnoy.

1. Vigorous, lively ; being generally attended
by rapid motion ; brisk, active, sprightly.

5. Gay, animated, spirited, vivacious, airy.

" His polished manners and lively conversation were
the delight of aristocratical societies."— Macaulay
Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

6. Strong, keen, earnest.
" That which is immediately before the senses, im-

presses us always with the most lively conviction."

—

Beddocs : Obs. on Math. Evidence.

7. Fresh, vivid : as colour.

"I found, to my amazement, that they began to
return, and by little and little to become as lively and
vivid as when I had newly looked upon the sun."—
Brewster : Statural Magic, let. ii., p. 24.

B. As adverb

:

*"
1. With strong resemblance to life.

"Such spirits as can most lively resemble Alexander
and his paramour shall appear."—Marlowe; Doctor
Eaustus, iv. 3

2. Briskly, actively, vigorously.

"They brought their men to the slough, who dis-
charging lively almost close to the face of the enemy,
did much amaze them."

—

Hayward.

*ft Liveliness is the property of childhood,
youth, and even maturer age ; sprightliness is

the peculiar property of youth; vivacity is a
quality compatible with the sobriety of veal's.

The imagination, the wit, the conception, the
representation, and the like, are lively; the
air, the manner, the look, the tune, the dance,
are sprightly; the conversation, the turn of
mind, the society, are vivacious ; the muse, the
pen, the imagination, are sportive; the meeting,
the laugh, the song, the conceit, are merry ; the
train, the dance, are jocund.

liv'-er (1), s. [Eng. live, v. ; -er.]

1. One who lives ; one who has life.

" In a great pool, a swan'-, nest: Prithee, think
There's livers out \>t Britain."

Shakesp.: Cymbcline, iii. 4.

2. One who resides or dwells ; a resident, *
dweller.

" Why was not I a liver in the wood",
Or citizen of Thetis' crystal floods."

Drummond: Sonnets, pt. i., son. 26.

3. One who lives or spends his life in a par-
ticular manner.
" A virtuous household though exceeding poor.
Pure livers were they all, austere and grave."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. ii.

boll, boy; pout, j6^1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exitit. -ing,
-cian, -tian = shan. - tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = hel, del.
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UV-er (2), s. [A.S. lifer; I eel. Ufnr; Sw. lefver ;

Dan. & Dut. lever; Ger. leber; M. H. Ger.

kbere; 0. H. Ger. te&ai-u.]

Anatomy

:

1. Human: The largest gland in the body
weighing about four pounds, and measuring in

its gi-eatest length nearly twelve inches. It is

placed obliquely in the abdomen, on the right

side, with its convex surface upwards, and the

concave downwards. It is in relation as to

its position with the diaphragm above, the
stomach and intestines below, and the right

kidney, sometimes extending almost over to

the spleen on the left side. It corresponds by
its free edge with the lower margin of the
ribs. It is divided by fissures into live lobes,

two on the upper surface, right and left lobes,

and with them three minor lobes on the under
surface. The liver consists of lobules, a con-
necting structure, Glisson's capsule, ramifica-

tions of the portal vein, hepatic duct, hepatic
artery and reins, lymphatics, and nerves, and
is enclosed and kept iusilu\)y the peritoneum.
The functions of the liver are twofold : the
separation of impurities from the venous blood
of the chylo-poietic viscera previously to its

return to the general venous circulation, and
the secretion of bile, the fluid necessary to
ehyliii cation ; thence it passes into the duo-
denum and the gall-bladder by means of the
ducts of the liver, after mingling with the
mucous secretion from the follicles in the
duct walls. '

2. Compar. ; In the lower animals there is

apparently no liver ; in those somewhat higher
the rudiments of it appear, and it developes
markedly the higher we ascend in the scale of
animal life. Thus, in the Echinodermata it

has been identified with two or more, small
glandular sacs of a yellowish colour opening
into the bottom of the stomach. The liver in

Molluscs is always large. In the Cephalopoda
it is a bulky gland divided into four lobes, and
these are again subdivided into numerous
angular lobules. In the Vertebrates it yet
more nearly approaches the liver of man. In
many fishes, the cells of the liver are loaded
with fat, that which is a morbid state of the
organ with man being normal with them.

% Diseases of the liver :

Pathol. : Hepatitis, or inflammation of the
liver, is the commonest form, and is either

simple or malignant, the latter being known
as acute yellow atrophy ; a third form, com-
mon to tropical countries, is known as suppu-
rative hepatitis, ending in abscess and suppu-
ration. Cirrhosis, hob-nailed or gin-drinker's

liver, is also a frequent form of disease, often ac-

companied with jaundice. Lardaceous, waxy,
or amyloid disease of the liver sometimes oc-

curs. In abscess of the liver, it is still not
quite settled whether the purulent matter
should be allowed to evacuate spontaneously,
or be evacuated, as Sir Joseph Fayrer recom-
mends, by operation with the precautions of
the Listerian method. [Listerism.]

liver-colour, s. <fe a.

A. As subst. : The colour of the liver ; a

reddish-brown, or dull brown mingled with a

little yellow.

B. As adj. : Liver-coloured.
" Clay of various colours, purple, blue, red, liver-

coloured."— Woodward.

liver-coloured, o. Of the colour of the
liver : as, a liver-coloured dug.

liver - complaint, s. Disease of the
liver.

liver-fluke, ».

Zool. : Distoma li-rpatitmm, or Fasciola hepa-

tica, a flat trematode helminth, about an inch
in length by half an inch in breadth, found in

the gall bladder and the biliary ducts of sheep
when they are fed on wet pasture. The para-

site produces the disease called rot (q.v,).

Besides being parasitic in sheep, I), hepaticum
occurs also in the horse, ass, ox, and deer;
and in some rare cases it has been found in

the human body.

liver-leaf, *.

Hot. : Hepatica.

liver of antimony, s, A sulphuret of

antimony and potassa.

liver of sulphur, a. Fused sulphuret
of potassa.

liver-opal, s.

Min. : The same as Menilite (q.v.).

liver-ore, s. [Hepatic-cinnabar.]

liver-pyrites, s. pi. [Marcasite.]

* liver-sick, a. Sick at heart.

"Demon, my friend, once liverside of love,"
Hall : Satires, II. vii. 47.

liver-spots, a-, pi.

Pathol. : A popular name for a skin disease,
Pityriasis versicolor. [Pityriasis.]

liv'-er (3), s. [For etym. see def.] A fabulous
bird, supposed to have given its name to Liver-
pool, and to be still commemorated in the
arms of that town. "It has
been variously called a dove, a
shoveller duck, an eagle, and a
hypothetical bird, the liver, to
which the name of the town
has been traditionally ascribed.
... In deriving the name of a

town from an imaginary bird,

which was unknown long after

the town had a common seal, liver.
we have a remarkable instance
of putting the cart before the horse." (lia ines

:

Hist. Lane, ii. 294). Attempts have also been
made to identify the liver with the Cormorant
or the Glossy Ibis.

" The liver was a foolish invention to account for the
name. There was the ' pool,' which accounted for the
last syllable, and there was the bud on the seal or
shield, which, in the absence of other information was
supposed to indicate the prefix. A stuffed bird hai
from time immemorial been preserved 111 the Town
Hall, supposed to" lie a specimen of the genus liver. It
is, in reality, an immature cormorant, which has not
attained its final dark plumage."

—

Sir J. A. I'icton, in
Notes & Queries, May 3, 1884, p. 350.

* liv'-ered, a. [Eng. liver (2) ; -erf.] Having
a liver ; used in composition as white-livered,

lily-livered, &c.

* liv'-er-ing, s. [Eng. liver {1) ; -ing.] A kind
of pudding or sausage made of liver or hog's
flesh.

"* llV'-er-er, s, [Eng. liver(y); -er.] A ser-

vant in livery.

* liv'-er-ey, [Livery, ]

* liv'-er-grown, a. [Eng. liver, and grown.]
Having a large liver.

" I enquired what other casualties were most like the
rickets, and found that livergrown was nearest." —
O'raurtt : Bill* of Mortality.

liv'-er-ied, a. [Eng. livery; -erf.] "Wearing
or dressed in a livery.

" So dear to Heaven is saintly chastity . . .

liv'-er-stone, s. [Eng. liver (2), and stone.]

Min. : The same as Hepatite (q.v.).

liv'-er-v/6rt, s. [Eng. liver (2), and wort

;

the name derives its significance from the ap-
pearance of the plants.]

Botany

:

1. Sing. : Marchantia polymorpha.

2. PI.: The order Marchantiacege (q.v.).

T[ (1) Ground liverwort

:

Pot. : Peltidea canina.

(2) Noble liverwort :

Pharm. : A name for Iceland Moss (Cetraria
islandica.)

liv'-er-yy ^livere, 5. [Fr. Uvrie = a delivery
of that which is given, that which is given ;

prop, the fern, of the pa. par. of ?uwr=to
deliver, to give ; Low Lat. libero = to give
freely ; Lat. libero = to liberate ; liber = free

;

Ital. livrea,; Sp. librea.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

"They might sue out their livery, or ousterlcmaln,
that is, the delivery of their lands out of their guar-
dian's hands."—BUt distorts : Comment., bk. ii., ch. 5.

* 2. Release or custody ; deliverance.
" He sent an herald before to Rome to demand

livery of the man who had offended him."

—

North :

Plutarch, p. 120.

* 3. That which is given ; an allowance of
food at a certain rate ; a ration, an allowance,
as for a family, servants, horses, &c.

"What livery is, wee by common use in England
knew well enough, namely, that it is allowance of
hurse-nieate, as they commonly use the word in sta-
bling."

—

Spenser: On Ireland.

i. The state of being kept at a certain rate
and regularly fed and attended to : as, To keep,
horses at livery.

* 5. The badge or uniform clothing given by
barons and others to their retainers when in

military service, and hence, sometimes, a

division of an army was distinguished from
another division by such badge or uniform.

6. The particular dress or uniform worn by
the servants of a nobleman or gentleman.

* 7. The peculiar dress adopted by any class.

or association : as, the livery of a charity-
school, of a priest, &c.

8. The whole body or association wearing or
entitled to wear such dress or garb : as, the-

Livery of the City of Loudon, that is, freemen
of the City. [Liveryman.]

"The Liuery had in the preceding year returned.
four zealous Whigs."—Ma caula if : Hist. Eng., ch, xv.

9. Any characteristic dress, garb, or appear-
ance.

" Now came still evening on, and twilight gray
' Had in her sober livery all things clad."
' Milton: P. /,., iv. 599.

* 10. Outward appearance ; aspect.

"The beauteous livery that he wore."
fthaJcesp. : Venus & Adonis, 1,107.

II, Law

:

1. The act of giving possession of property ;

chiefly used in the phrase livery of seisin, that

is, the giving a person corporeal possession o£

a tenement or land, by delivery to him in the
first case, the latch, key, or ring of the door ;.

in the second, a turf or twig. [Feoffment.]
" This livery of seisin is no other than the pure feo-

dul inyestStuie, or delivery of corporeal possession ot
the lahd or tenement, which was held absolutely
necessary to complete the donation."

—

Blaeksione

:

Comment., bk. ii., ch. 20.

2. The writ by which possession of land or a
tenement is given.

A coat worn by a servantlivery-coat, c

in livery.

livery - company, s. The Company of
the Liverymen ol London.

livery-gown, s. The gown worn by a

Liveryman.

livery-man, s. A person who keeps a
livery stable.

livery-nag, s. A horse kept at livery ; a
horse let out for hire.

" Throw thein up to livery-nags and grooms.
"

C'ow/jci' : Tirocinium, 901.

livery-office, s. An office appointed for

the delivery oflands. (Wharton.)

livery-servant, 5. A servant who wears
a livery.

livery-stable, s. A stable where horses

are kept at livery, or are let out for hire.

i_

livery-table, s. A side-table or cup-

board.

* liv'-er-y, v.t. [Livery, s.] To dress or
clothe in, or as in livery,

" His rudeness so with his authorized youth
Did livery falseness in a pride of truth,"

Shalccsp. : Complaint of a Lover, 105.

t liv'-er-y, a. [Eng. liver (2); -y.] Like or
resembling the liver.

liv'-er-y-man, s. [Eng. livery, &., and man.}.

1. One who wears a livery.

" The witnesses made oath, that they had heard
some of the liverymen frequently railing at their mis-
tress."

—

Arbuthnot.

2. Spec. : A freeman of the City of London,
who, having paid certain fees, is entitled to
wear the distinguishing dress or livery of the
company to which lie belongs, and to vote in

the election of Lord Mayor, sheriffs, chamber-
lain, &c.

* lives, adv. [Live.] Alive.

lives, s. pi. [Life.]

* lives'-man, s. [Eng. lives, adv., and maw.]
A live or living man.

1

live'-tide, s. [Eng. live, v., and tide.] For-
tune, property.

"She . . . endowed the same with her owne patri-
mony and lipetkle."—P. Holland: Camden, p. 2*5.

liv'-id, a. [Fr. livid®, from Lat. lividus, from
lireo = to be bluish ; Sp. & Ital. livid-o.] Of a
leaden colour, black and blue ; discoloured,
as the flesh by a blow ; clouded with grayish,
brownish, and blackish.

" His brow, with amber hicks beset,
And lips he drew not livid yet."

Cowpcr : Tears of n Painter. (Transl )

li-vid'-i-ty, s. [Fr. lividite, from livide --

livid (q.v.).] The quality or state of beiirg livid.
" The signs of a tendency to such a state [the atrabi-

larian] are darkness or lividity of the countenance,
&l."—ArbittJmot ; On Aliments, ch. vi., § 28.
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Hv'-ld-ness, s. [Eng. livid ; -ness.] The
same as Lividitv (q.v.).

" He (Benedetto] imitated Mb uncle's extm-vii-jantly
dark shudes, uuight the roundness of hia flesh, but
with a disagreeable linidnexH."—y\'alpol^ : Anecdotes
of Painting, vol. iii., ch. 1.

liv irig, pr. -par., «,., & s. [Live, v.]

A. Aspr. par. ; (See the verb).

E. As adjective

:

1. Alive, having life ; live, not dead.
"The scientific operations were directed bv Vaubau,

the first of living engineers."— .\Jacaiday : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xvii.

2. Having the appearance of animation or
life ; in motion, not still.

" Cool groves and living lakes
Give after toilsome days a soft repose at night."

Dryden. {Todd.)

3. In a state of combustion ; burning.
" Then on the living coal red wine they your.''

. Dryden. [Todd.)

4. Producing life, animation, action, or vi-

gour.
"Hath love in thy old blood no living five?"

Shakesp. : Richard II., i. 2.

C. As substantive

:

1. The state of being alive ; life, existence.
" To spend her living in eternal love."

Shakes}}. : Complaint of a Lover, 2.18.

2. Means of subsistence ; livelihood, sus-

tenance.

3. The power of continuing life.

4. The benefice of a clergyman ; the cure of
souls.

" Mrs. Bull told her husband that they would Join
to have him turned out of his living for using personal
reflections."

—

Arbuthnot : Hist, of John Dull.

5. Manner of life.

* 6. Property, possessions.
" Where my life and living lies."

Sluikesp. : winter's Tale, iv. 8.

* llv'-mg-ly, adv. [Eng. living; -ly.] In a
living state.

" In vain do they scruple to approach the dead, who
liuingly are cadaverous, or fear any outward pollution."—Browne: Vulgar Erroura.

* liv'-ing-ness, s. [Eng. living; -ness.] The
quality or state of being living; quickness,
animation, spirit, briskness.

liv'-mg-ston-ite, s. [Named after the great
African traveller, Livingstone ; suff. -ite

(M)i.).]

Min.: A mineral occurring in prisms and
columnar groups resembling, and apparently
isomorphous with, stibnite (q.v.). Hardness,
2 ; sp. gr. 4"S1 ; colour, bright lead-gray ; streak,

red. Compos. : a sulphide of antimony and
mercury. Found at Guadalcazar, Mexico.

*liv'-ish, *Hv-isshe, n. [Eng. liv(e); -UK.]
Living, alive. (Gower : C. A.

t
vii.)

liv-i-Sto'-ni-a, s. [Named from an estate
near Edinburgh, belonging to Patrick Murray.]

Bot. : A genus nf Palms, family Sabniidie.
Livistonia inermis and L. hitmilis are from
Australia, where Palms are rare. The leaves
of L. Jenkinsiana, an Assam species, are used
for making hats and for thatching houses.

Li-vd'-ni-an, a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Livonia
;

Lettish.

B. As substantive

:

1. An inhabitant or native of Livonia.

2. The language spoken by the inhabitants
of Livonia.

* li'-vor, s. [Lat.] Malignity, malice.

ll-vrai'-son, s. [Fr., from livrer = to deliver.]

A part ufa book or other literary composition
printed and delivered before the work is com-
pleted.

livre, s. [Fr., from Lat. libra = a pound.]
An old French money of account, now super-
seded by the franc, to which it was about
equal in value.

lix-iv'-i-al, a. [Lat. lisivius, from lixivium,

from lix = wood-ashes ; Fr. livivinl; Sp. lex-

ivial,]

1. Obtained by lixiviation (q.v.).

2. Impregnated with alkaline salt extracted
from wood-ashes.

3. Containing or consisting of alkaline salt

extracted from wood-ashes.
"Hehnout has ingeniously conjectured, that these

lixleial salt* do not pre-exist in their Alcalizate form
in the bodies that afford them."— Boyle : Works, i. 599-

4. Having the qualities or properties of al-

kaline salts extracted from wood-ashes.

5, Of the colour of lye ; resembling lye.

lix-iv'-i-ate, lix-iv'-i-at-ed, «. [Lat.

lixivium.]
'

1. Of or pertaining to lye ; having the quali-

ties of alkaline salts.

2. Impregnated with salts extracted from
wood-ashes ; obtained by lixiviation.

"The fixed nitre is of an alcalizate nature, and par-
ticipates the qualities heluiigiug generally to lixiviate
Baits."—Boyle: Works, i. u7o.

lix-iv'-i-ate, v.t. [Lixiviate, a.] To treat

by the process of lixiviation ; tn form into

lye ; to impregnate with alkaline salts ex-

tracted from wood-ashes.

llX-lV-l-a'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. lixivium.]

The process of separating a soluble from an
insoluble material by a washing or filtering

action ; leaching. Lixiviation removes a
soluble material, which is the valuable portion

,

as in discharging a certain amount of syrup
from a bone-black filter, by passing water
through it. The leaching of ashes is a familiar
instance of lixiviation.

llx-lv'-l-OUS, a. [Fr. Uxivieux, from Lat.
lixivium.] The same as Lixivial (q.v.).

,

lix-iv'-l-urn, s. [Lat., from lix = wood-ashes,
lye.] Water impregnated with alkaline salts,

extracted from wood-ashes.
" I made a lixivium of fair water and salt of worm-

wood."—Boyle.

liz'-ard, * les-arde, * lus arde, " lic-
erte, *lyz-ard, s. [0. Fr. Umtrd (Fr.

Uzard), from Lat. lacerta = a lizard ; Sp. &
Port, lagarto ; Ital. lacerta.]

1. Zoology :

(1) Sing. : The popular name for any mem-
ber of the Lacertida*, the family of Laeertilia,

which contains the typical Lizards, having
four well-developed limbs, each terminated by
five toes of unequal length. [Lacerta.] Only
two species are British : (1) The Common or
Viviparous Lizard (Lacerta vivqmra)—placed
by some authorities in a separate sub-genus,
Zootoca—found on heaths and banks gene-
rally, and even in Ireland

; (2) The Sand Lizard
(L. agilis), confined to the South of England,
and common in the New Forest and its neigh-
bourhood. The commonest continental species
is the Green Lizard (/,. viridU), which occurs
in Jersey and Guernsey. It is not native in

England, though some authorities class it as a

British lizard, from its having been found in

the Channel Islands.

(2) PL : The family Lacertid* (q.v.), and,
in a wider sense, the order Laeertilia.

2. Palaiont. : [Lacertilia, Mohosauria, Pro-
TOSAURIA, dlC.].

3. Agrlc. : A crotch of timber or a forked
limb, used as a sled to support a stone being
hauled off a field ; a stone-boat.

i. Nautical

:

(1) A piece of rope having one or more legs
witli thimbles, acting as fair-leaders or for
other purposes.

(2) [Top-gallant lizard].

lizard-seeker, &.

Omith. ; Saurothera, a genus of Cuculidse.

lizard-Shaped, u. Formed like or re-

sembling a lizard.

Lizard-shaped Amphibia :

Zool. : The sub-order Salamandrinse (q.v.).

lizard-tailed, u. Having a tail like a
lizard.

Lizard-tailed birds:

Omith. ; [SaukuRjE].

lizards-herb, >.

Bot. : Goniophlebium irilobum.

lizards-tail, s.

Bot. : The genus Saururus (q.v.).

lizards-tongue, s.

Bot. : The genus Sauroglossum (q.v.).

Liz'-ard (2), s. [See def.]

Geog. : A bold headland in Cornwall, twenty-
three miles E.S.E. of Land's End.

Lizard stone, s.

Petrol. & Comm. : A kind of serpentine found
near the Lizard Point, in Cornwall. It is used
for chimney-pieces, &c. (Simmonds.)

11a -ma (or lya'-ma), la -ma, s [The
Peruvian name.]

Zool. : Ancheniaglama, or Lama peruavina.
An even-toed ungulate of the family Uamelidie.
Habitat, the southern parts of Peru. It is

larger than the guanaco, of which Burmeister
considers it to be a descendant ; usually white,

sometimes spotted with brown or black, and
sometimes entirely black. In size it is smaller,
and in general form lighter than the camels,
-standing about three feet at the shoulder;
no dorsal hump. Feet narrow, toes widely
separated, each with a distinct pad; hairy
covering long and woolly. The earliest ac-
count of this animal is that of De Zarate,
treasurer-general of Peru, in 1544, who calls
it the " sheep of Peru," but notices its general
resemblance to the camel. The llama is only
known in a domesticated state. It is still

used as a beast of burden, but since the intro-
duction of horses, mules, and asses, its im-
portance inthat respect has greatly diminished.

2. Vakmnt. : Remains of llamas have been
found in the Pleistocene deposits of the Rocky
Mountains and in Central America. Gradual
changes have been traced from the differen-
tiated species now existing down through the
Pliocene to the early Miocene. Prof. Flower,,
remarking on the fact that none of these an-
nectaut forms have been found in the fossili-
ferous strata of the Old World, says: "It
may fairly be surmised . . . that America
was the original home of the Tylopoda, and
that the camels passed over into the Old
World, probably by way of the north of Asia,
where we have every reason to believe there
was formerly a free way of communication
between the continents."

11an-, pre/. [Wei. = an enclosure, a church.]
A common pre lix in place-names in Wales ; as,
Llangollen, ££uududno, &c.

Llan-ber is, a. [Wei.]

Geog. : A place in Carnarvonshire.

Llanberis slates, s. pi.

Geog. : Slates with associated sandy beds,
the two together sometimes 3,000 feet thick,
found at Llanberis and Penrhyn, in Carnarvon-
shire. They are arranged in the Longmynd
group of Cambrian rocks. Fossils, twospecies
of Oldhamia, have been found.

Llan-dei'-lo, s. [Wei. Llandeilo Vawr or
Fawr.]

Geog. : A market-town and pariah of South
Wales, fourteen miles E.N.E. of Carmarthen.

Llandeilo-flags, s. pi.

Geol. : Dark-coloured micaceous flags, fre-

quently calcareous, resting on a great thick-
ness of shales, generally of a black colour
below them, and these again on black car-

bonaceous shale of great thickness, frequently
containing sulphate of alumina, and some-
times, as in Dumfriesshire, beds of anthracite,
resulting probably from the decomposition,
not of plants, but of graptolites, about forty
species of which have been found in the
Llandeilo-flags and the Arenig beds. [Llan-
deilo-formation.] Among these, graptolitos
with two rows of cells (Diplograpsus, &c.) are
conspicuous. About forty-seven Brachiopoda
are found, and of other molluscs Orthoceras,
Cyrtaceras, and Bellerophon. Trilobites
abound

.

Xlandeilo-formation, s.

Geol. : A formation of Lower Silurian age.

As originally marked out by Sir Roderick
Murchison, it fell naturally undertwo divisions,

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.
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an Upper, containing the Llaudeilo-ftogs(q.v.).

and a Lower, now called the Arenig or Stiper-

stone gronp. According to Prof. Ramsay, the

two together are .'3,300 feet thick in North
Wales, and the lavas (which are fclspathic

and porphyritic), 2,500.

JJan-doV-er-y; s. [See def.]

Geog. : A town in South Wales, county of
Carmarthen.

Llandovery-group, s.

Genl : A group of rocks occurring in the
hill of Noeth Grug, near Llandovery. Sir

Roderick Murchison divided it into an Upper
and a Lower Llandovery, the iirst sometimes
called the May Hill group. Sir Charles Lyell
believes that they constitute the base of the
Upper Silurian, being at the same time beds
of passage to the Lower. The beds of con-
glomerate, &c, constituting the greater part
nf the Lower Llandovery Rocks, are from (300

to 1,000 feet thick.

llan-er'-O (11 as ly), s. [Sp., from llanos.]

One who lives on the llanos of,South America.
The llaneros are principally the descendants
of whites and Indians, and' are distinguished
for their activity, ferocity, and semi-barbarous
habits.

11a' -nos (11 as ly), s. pi [Sp., from Lat.
plawis = level.] The level steppes or plains
in the northern part of South America. Some
are barren wastes, others furnish pasture,
and others again are covered with forest.

H6"yd'-l-a, s. [Named after Edward Lloyd,
an antiquary, who discovered the species, in
the eighteenth century, in Wales.]

Hot. : A genus of Liliacea?, tribe Tulipete.

It lias a scaly bulb ; leaves, filiform; stem,
leafy ; one or two flowers. Lloydia scrotina is

found on the Snowdon range of hills, but is

very rare.

Lloyd's, 5. [See def.] A name given to the

place of general insurance business, from that
of the proprietor of a coffee-house, formerly
used for a similar purpose in Lombard-street.
The concern was afterwards removed to Pope's
Head Alley, where it was called Nnv Lloyd's,

and subsequently, in 1773, to some, rooms in
the upper part of the Royal Exchange, and
the interest of it having long been purchased
of the then proprietor, it has from that time
been placed under the management of a com-
mittee of the member's. This institution, now
known simply as Lloyd's, is devoted entirely

to marine insurance, and to such business as

is subsidiary thereto, as the classitication and
registration of vessels, &c.

Lloyd's-bond, s,

1. A form of security devised by John
Horatio Lloyd, for enabling corporate bodies,

whose poweis of boixowing money are regu-

lated and limited by statute, to incur greater

pecuniary liabilities than they are authorised
to do under their borrowing powers. It con-
sists of an acknowledgement of debt under
the company's seal, with a promise to pay at

n certain date, and bears a certain rate of

interest.

2. A form of agreement authorised by the
Committee of Lloyd's. It differs from a policy,

inasmuch as a policy is issued before a ship

sails, and contains a promise contingent on
certain eventualities. But a Lloyd's Bond
supposes a ship to have returned, and to have
.already suffered damage ; and the object of

the bond is to protect shipowners from losses,

as specified in the bond.

Lloyd's-list, s. A newspaper published
<laily in London, containing the latest infor-

mation on shipping matters.

Lloyd's-register, s. A register of ships,

British and foreign, published yearly. It con-

tains the names of all ships, arranged alpha-

betically, and classed according to their quali-

fications, as Al, &c, such class being deter-

mined by the report of surveyors and the
construction, materials, and state of repair of

the vessels.

16, i)Uerj. [A.S. Id.] An exclamation to direct

attention : see ! behold ! observe !

loach, loche, <>. [Fr. loche.]

Ichthyology

:

1. Sing. : Cobitis barbatula, the Common
Loach, Loche, or Beardie, a malacopterygious
British fish of the family Acnnthopsida1

.. It

is found also all over Europe, except in

Denmark and Scandinavia. It delights in
small, shallow, clear streams, and swims
rapidly when disturbed by the moving of the
stone under which it secretes itself. The

Loach is an animal feeder; it seldom exceeds
four inches in length, but, spite of its small
size, it is highly prized for food. C. tcetua is 1

the Spinous Loach, or Groundling, scarce and
local in Britain. Dr. Guuther refers the
Loach to the genus Nemachilus (q.v.).

2. Plural:

(1) The genus Cobitis (q.v.).

(2) The group or sub-family Cobitidina.
Mouth surrounded by six or more barbels ;

dorsal fin short or of moderate length; anal
tin short; scales small, rudimentary, or en-
tirely absent

;
pharyngeal teeth in a single

series, in moderate number ; air-bladder partly
or entirely enclosed in a bony capsule; pseudo-
branchia.', none. (Giinther.)

load (1), lode, -s. [Load, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) A burden ; that which is laid on or put
in anything for conveyance ; that which is

borne or carried.
" But whan he miijht suche a lode
To towue with hisasse curie." Gower : C.A., v.

(2) The amount, weight, or quantity which
a person or animal can carry ; as much as can
be carried at a time by a person or animal, or
in a ship, vehicle, or other mode of convey-
ance.

" Of stre first ther was laied many a lode."
Chancer: O. J'., 2,919.

, (3) That which is borne with difficulty ; a
heavy weight ; a burden.

(4) The charge of a firearm.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) That which oppresses, hinders, or
grieves ; a burden, an encumbrance, a weight.

" Our life's a load ; enctunbred with a charge,
We long to set th iniprison'd soul fit large."

Hoyden : J'alamon <t- Arcite, ii. 265.

*(2) A quantity of food or drink as much as
can be borne.

" There are those who can never sleeps ithout their
load, nor e)i|oy one easy thought, till they have laid
all their cares to rest with a buttle."

—

L'Estrange.

* (3) Weight or violence, as of blows.
" Like lion mov'd tliey hud on load.

And made a cruel light." Chevy Chase.

II. Technically

:

1. Macli. : The amount of work done by an
engine working up to its capacity. Not to be
confounded with duty.

2. Miu.: The quantity of nine dishes of ore,
each dish being about half a cwt.

load-line, s.

Naut. ; The same as Load water-line (q.v.).

load water-line, s.

Naut. : The line of flotation of a ship when
she has her full cargo on board.

load (2), s. [Lode.]

load, ^lode, r.t. [A.S. liladan ~ to lade, to
load : cogn. with Dut. laden = to lade, to load

;

Icel. Madha; Dan. lade; Sw. ladda ; Goth.
hlathan ; Ger. be-laden ; O. H. Ger. hladan.
Load and lade are doublets.]

I. Literally

:

1. To place or set a load upon or in ; to
charge with a load ; to supply with a load or
cargo.

" I strive all in viiine to lode the cart when it riuii-

eth."

—

Gascoigne : To Lord Gray of Wilton.

2. To weigh down ; to be a burden, load, or
weight upon ; to oppress.

" Its ebb he measured by a hook,
""Whose iron volume loaded his huge hand."

Scott : Yisionof Don jiodcricfc, xv.

3. To encumber ; to bestow or provide fur

in great abundance.
" The army which besieged it (consisting of Catti

Vsinij and Matiaci} was alreadie departed away louden
with spoiles."

—

Savile : Tacitus ; UaL, p. 158.

4. To make heavy.
" In autumn, Jove his fury pours,

And earth is louden with incessant showers."
Pope: Homer ; Hind xvi. 470.

5. To make heavy by something added or

appended : as, To load a ship.

0. To place a charge in ; to charge, as a
gun.

" His musketeers had still to learn how to load their
pieces."— Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., eh. xjv.

7. To crowd, to fill to overflowing.
" When loaded cribs their evening banquet yield."

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey x. 486.

* 8. To magnetize, by bringing into contact

with loadstone.
" Great kings to wars are pointed forth,
Like loaded needles, to the north."

Prior . Alma, ii. 220.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To weigh down, to oppress.
'• Yes ! 'twas sublime, but sad. The loneliness
Loaded thy heart; the desert tired thHureye."

Scott: Lord of the Isles, Sv. 1.

2. To heap ; to abuse in excess : as, To load

a man with insults.

If 1. To load dice : To make one side heavier
than the other, so as to cause the die to fall

with that side downwards.
* 2. To load wine : To drug, adulterate, or

hocus wine.

load er, 5. [Eng. load; -ei\] One who or
that which loads : specif., a machine; attached
to a waggon, as a hay-loader or stone-loader.
In the former case, it is an endless travelling
apron on a truck, trailing behind the waggon
and carrying up the hay collected by a rake.

" The Frenchman did it out of covetonsness, that so
two loaders might tiring double grist to his mill.'—
Fuller: Worthies; Cornwall.

ldad'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Load, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par & parlieip. adj. .- (See
the verb),

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of placing a load or burden in or
upon anything for conveyance.

2. A load, a burden.
" Look to the tragic loading of this bed."

Sh'tkesj,. Utltello, v. 2.

loading-funnel, s.-- One for charging
mortars with loose powder.

loading-hammer, s. One for loading
rifles.

* load-man-age, * lode-man-age, c
.

[Loadsman.] The skill .or science of a pilot

;

pilotage.

" With waives nor no rockes rage,
So hapi>y is their lodemanagu."

Chaucer: A Ballad; Women.

loads man, * lodes-man, s. [AS. lad-

man = a leader, from lad = course] One
who leads the way ; a pilot.

"Had need of lodesmen or vitaile."
Chaucer ; Legend of Hipsiphilc <£ Medea.

load-star, lode-star, * lode-sterre, s.

[Icel. leidhar-stjerna, from leidkar, geuit. of

leidh = a way, and stjania = a star; Sw.
led-stjerna ; Ger. leit-stern.]

1. Lit. : A star which serves to lead or
guide : specif., the pole-star.

" Now the pylote can no loadistarre see."
Spenser: Ytrgil's Gnat.

2. Fig. : Anything which guides or attracts.

"Your eyes are lodestars."
SJiakesp. : Midsummer Sight's Dream, i. 1.

load-stone, lode-stone, &-. [A.S. Iddu, Idd
= course, conduct, and Eng. stone.]

Mia. : Magnetic oxide of iron, Fe^O^. It is

very abundant in nature. It constitutes a
natural magnet.

" The power to draw to itself, like the loadstone,
Whatsoever it touches."

Longfellow : Miles Stantlish, vL

loaf, *lof, *loof, s. [A.S. hlaf: cogn. with
Icel. hletjr; Goth, hlaifs, hlaibs; Ger. laib

;

M. H. Ger. leip ; Russ. khlieb = bread; Lith.
klepas; Lett. Jclaipas.]

1. A mass or lump ; specif., a shaped mass
of bread in the dough shape or baked.

2. A conical mass of moulded sugar.

2£ite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
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loaf-sugar, s. Sugar refined and moulded
into a loaf or conical shape.

loaf, p.t. & t. [Etym. doubtful.]

A. Intrans. : To lounge or idle about ; to

idle one's time away.
"Gipsy eniierants "ho perpetually loaf about on

the outskirts."—Scobohm : Siberia in Euro/ie, ch. xx.

B. Trans. : To spend or pass idly ; as, To
loaf one's time away.

Idaf'-er, s. [Eng. Inaf, v. ; -er.] One who
lounges or idles aliout ; one who is too lazy to

work for a livelihood, hut lives by sponging
on others,- or similar lazy practices ; an idler,

a lazy fellow.

"The latter ill moleskin stood at some little dis-

tance."

—

Bluek: Adventures of a J'hueton, ch. xtiii.

loam, s, [A.S. lam; But. kern; H.Ger. lehm;
L.Ger. kin; cogn. with Eng. lime and Lat.

limits = mud.]

1. Orel. Lang. : Alluvial soil, consisting of

saud and clay soil in considerable quantity.

If one or the other largely preponderates, the

soil ceases to be loam.
" If thy strong Iwuu superfluous wet retain.

Lead through thy fields the subterraneous drain."
Scut : Amaabaau Eclogues, 2.

2. Founding : A mixture which essentially

consists of sand and clay, the former largely

predominating, with a certain quantity of

horse-dung added, or some equivalent for the

same, such as chopped straw, saw-dust, cow-
hair, &c. Beds of loam are sometimes found
of nearly suitable composition, but it is more
commonly made up by blending different

sorts of saud, clay, &c, in a mill resembling
a pug-mill. In moulding, it is always used
quite wet, like plaster, but is dried perfectly

before pouring. Its characteristics must be
plasticity while wet, strength and solidity

when dry, pervionsness to the air from the

mould, and the power to resist the high tem-
perature of the metal. It is employed for

large work in both brass and iron, obviating

the use of a pattern. [Mould, Loam-work.]

"If Fluviatik-ham: [Loess]. (Lyell.)

loam beater, a

Founding : The rammer of a moulder, used
in compacting the loam around the pattern.

loam-cake, s, A disc of loam which
covers in the mould in loam-work casting,

and which is perforated with holes for the
entry of the metal and the escape of the air.

loam-moulding, s. Making a mould by
templets.

loam-plate, s.

Founding: One of the flat cast-iron rings

or plates used in loam-moulding, upon which
the nowel or the cope rests, as the case may
be.

loam-work, s. A method of making
moulds for large hollow castings, such as

cisterns, tanks, steam-engine cylinders, and
kettles of large size, &c. Instead of making
a pattern of the object, the nowel and cope
are built up of bricks and covered with loam,
which is shaped by a templet. The parts aie

afterwards brought into the required juxta-
position in a pit, surrounded by packed sand,

and then the metal is run in.

16am, v.t. [Loam, s.] To cover over with
loam ; to clay.

" The joist ends and girders which he in the walls,

must be loamed all over, to preserve them from the
corroding of the mortar."

—

Moxon: Meclianzeal Exer.

loam -y, a. [Eng. loam; -)/.] Consisting of

loam ; of the nature of loam ; resembling
loam ; marly.

" Flashed neatly, and secured with driven stakes
Deep in the loamy bank." Cowper: Task, iv. 4US.

loan, *lone, s. [A.S. *ldn, loin; cogn. with
Dut. ken = a grant, a lief; Icel. Ian = a loan ;

Un = a lief; Dan. loan = a loan; Sw. l&n

;

Goth, tehn, lehcu = a lief ; O. H. Ger. khan =
something granted.]

1. The act of lending or granting the use of

anything temporarily to another, on the ex-

press or implied condition that it or its equi-

valent in kind shall be returned.

2. That which is lent ; especially, a sum of

money lent at interest.

"The Lord rive thee seed of this woman for the
loan which is lent to the Lord."—l Samuel ii. 20.

3. Permission to make use of: as, a loan of

credit.

*[ Gratuitous loan or commodate

:

Law : The gratuitous loan of an article to a

loaf—lob

borrower for his own use, to be used accord-

ing to the lender's intention, and returned at

the proper time and in proper condition.

loan-office, s.

1. A public office whose loans are arranged

for the public, the accounts of the lenders

kept, and the interest paid to them.

2. An office where money is lent on goods

or other security ; a pawnbroker's office.

loan-society, s. A society or associa-

tion established for the purpose of advancing

money on loan to the working classes, to be

repaid with interest by instalments.

loan-wordt s. (For def., see extract).

" Loan-words are common t<> all dialects. Xo people

can have near neighbours without leceiving some-

thing fioni them in the shape of invention*, promicts,

or social insti tutious, and these, almost inevitably,

are adopted under their foreign names. The French
have taken 'meeting ' and "turf from us. together

with the ideas which they denote. We have had in

return "naive' and ' verve.'"—Sayce: Comparative
Philology, ch. v.

loan (2), lone (2), loan'-irig, s. [Lane.]

1. An opening between fields of corn, or

leading to the homestead, and left unculti-

vated for the purpose of driving cattle out

and home.

.2. A lane ; a narrow road between hedges

or walls.
" The mason-lads that built the lang dike that gaes

down the loaning."—Scott: Antiquary, ch. iv.

3. A green sward on which cows are milked.

t loan, v.t. & i. [Loan, s.]

A, Trans. : To lend.

B. Intrans. : To lend money.

">' ldan'-a-ble, a. [Eng. loan, v. ; -able.] That
may or "can be lent.

* ldan'-mon-ger, s. [Eng. loan, and monger.]

A dealer in loans ; one wiio arranges or nego-

tiates loans.

lo'-a-sa, s. [Named by Adanson, who did

not explain the reason why.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Lonsn-

ceie. The stigma is trilid, the capsules open

by three valves at their summits. The species

are found in Chili and Pern.

16-a~sa'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. l@as(a) ;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acca:.]

Bot. : Loasads. An order of epigynous exn-

gens, alliance Cactales. It consists of herba-

ceous, hispid plants, with ] mngent hairs, leaves

opposite or alternate, without stipules, olten

divided
;
peduncles axillary, one-flowered

;

calyx superior, foiir to five-partite, persistent

;

petals live or ten in two rows, olten hooded
;

stamens indefinite in number, in several rows;
ovary, inferior, one-celled, with seven parietal

placenta?, or with one in the centre; style,

one ; stigmas, one or more ; fruit, capsular or
succulent ; inferior, one-celled. Fifteen genera
are known, and about seventy species, all

from America. (L'tndley.)

16'-a-sads t s.pl. [Mod. Lat. loasfct); Eng.pl.

suil'. -ads.]

Bot : The name given by Lindley to the
order Loasacea? (q..v.).

lo-a'-se-SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. loas{a); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. sutf. -ere.]

Hot. : The typical tribe of Loasacere.

loath, * 16th, a. [A.S. kidh = hateful ; cogn.
with Icel. kidhr = loathed, disliked ; Dan. led

= loathsome; Sw. led; O. H. Ger. kit.]

* 1. Odious, loathsome, unpleasant, dis-

gusting.

"Ich was him loth." Owl it- Xightingale, 1,088.

2- Unwilling, averse, reluctant ; rilled with
aversion.

"The day, as thou aeest, is very far spent, and we
are loatJt to-night to go any farther."

—

aunyan: Pil-

grims Progress, pt. ii.

loathe, * lothe, v.t... & i. [A.S. Iddhian

;

Icel. leidha;'0. H. Ger. leiden.]

A. Transitive:

1. To feel disgust at ; to be disgusted at or

with ; to abhor ; especially, to feel nausea or

an extreme aversion to food.
" My idle greyhound loatlies his food."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, vi. 24.

2. To dislike greatly ; to hate.

"The Whigs loathed it as servile: the Jacobites
loathed it as revolutionary."—JIavaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xix.
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* 3. To cause to feel disgust ; to disgust.

"It may loathe tl

B. Intransitive:

* 1. To create disgust ; to disgust.

2. To feel nausea, disgust, or abhorrence

;

to hate, to abhor.

"The Egyptians shall lothc to drink of the water "—

Exodus vii. 18.

loath -er, s [Eng. loatMfi); -er.] One who

loatlies.

* loath -fill, lothe-full, * loth-fall, u.

[Eng. loath, and ftd(l).}

1. Full of loathing; abhorring, hating.

" Which when he did with lothfnll eyes behold
"

Spenser: Mother Ilubberds late.

2. Abominable, loathsome, hateful, dis-

gusting.
"And lotlwfull idleness he duth detest.

Spenser: Mother 11 abbcrds 7 ale.

loath -ing, *.loth-inge, pr. i*.r. t
a., & s.

[Loathe.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ partkip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As sitbst, : The act or state of feeling

disgust, aversion** or abhorrence; disgust,

detestation.

"The mutual fear and loa/hinj of the hostile races."

—Macaultiy : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

loath- ing-ly, adv. [Eng. loathing; -ly:]

With loathing, disgust, or abhorrence.

16ath'-li-ness, < lothe-ly-nes, &. [Eng.

hfthly ; -ness.] The quality or state of being

loathly ;
loathsomeness.

"The deforiuytie and lothvlynm of \iue."—Sir T.

Elyot: Governour, bk. Hi., ch. xxiv.

loath -ly, * loth-lich, " lod-li, * loth-li,
' l'adh-liche, a. & adv. [A.S. ladidic;

O. H. Ger. kidlichcr.]

A. As adj. : Creating or causing loathing

or disgust ; loathsome, disgusting.

" In chamber brooding like a loathlg toad."

Thomson : Caslte of Indolenee, i. 01.

* B. As adverb :

1. Unwillingly; with loathness.

2. In a loathsome manner; filthily, dis-

gustingly.

3. With abhorrence.
" If she lost it,

Or made a gift of it. my father's eye
Shi'iild hold her loathly." Shukesjj. : Oth'-lfo, iii. 4.

loath'- ness, " loth- nes, s. [Eng. loath;

net*.} The quality or state of being luath

;

unwillingness, reluctance.

"The loathnefi,to depart would gvo«."
Sliakesp. : Cymbeline, i. 2.

loath -some, ' loth-some, * loth-sum,
" Wloth-some, o . [Eng. loath(c); -soi/te.J

1. Causing loathing or disgust ; disgusting,

abominable.
" As loathsome to thyself as to mankind."

liyron : A Sketch.

2. Odious, detestable.
" Modre is so wlothsomc and abhonihiiihle."

Chaucer: C. T., 15,000.

3. Causing nausea.
" Rhubarh . . . lieing not fhttuous nor loathsome."—

Bacon : A'nt. Hist., § 4-1.

* 4. Feeling nausea : affected with nausea.

t loath'-some-ly, * loth-som-ly, adv.

[Eng. loathsome ; -ly.] In a loathsome manner*
so as to excite loathing or disgust.

"The hloudie gore and poison dropping loth&omly."
Spenser: F. (/., \ . xii. 33.

r loath'-some-ness, * loth-sum-nesse,
Jt loth-Som -nes, s. [Eng. loathsome ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being loathsome.

"Wearied with the lontlisomeness of the present
government."

—

llol'nished : II, st. Scotland (an. H22J.

'ldath'-y, * loth-y, u. [Eng. loath(e); -?/.]

Loathsome.
"With loth// chere lord Phebus gan behold."

i'neertaine Authors: M. T. Cicero's Death,

loaves, s, [Loaf, s.]

lob, s. [Wei. Hob = a dolt, a blockhead.]
[Lubber.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A heavy, dull, .stupid fellow ; a block-
head.

" Farewell, thou lob of spirits, I'll hegone."
Shake*/*. : Midsummer Sight's Dream, ii. 1.

2. Anything thick and heavy.

3. A lobworm.
" For the trout, the dew worm, which some also call

the lob worm, and the braudkin:, are the chief,"

—

II altou: Angler.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion=shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. tious, -sious. -cious ~ shiis. -ble, -die. Sip. = bel t cflfrt.
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II. Cricket: A slow hall, sent in with a low
ddivery bowled underhand, and falling heavily
after a much curved trajectory. It is more
successful upon soft than upon hard wickets.
[Flop.]

* lob-dotterel, s. A loutish fool.

" Gronthcul, [{iiat-ahftpperB, lob-dotlercU, gaplug
changelings."

—

Urquhart : Rabelais, l;k. 1., ch. xxv.

* lob-like, a. Clumsy, loutish.

lob, v.t. [Lob, s.]

1. Orel. Lang. ; To droop ; to let fall in a
slovenly or lazy manner; to hang down.
" The li fir -,ei iien sit like fixed candlesticks.
With torch-staves in their hand : and their poor jades
Lob down their heads." Slutke&p. : JJcnry l'„ lv. 2.

2. Cricket : To howl a hall like a lob : as,

To lob a ball into the air.

lo'-bar, a. [Mod, Lat. lobaris, from lobvs.]

[Lobe.] Of or belonging to a lobe of any organ
of the body. (Used chiefly of man, but also
of the inferior animals.)

lobar-emphysema, s.

Pathol. ; Emphysema affecting a whole lobe
of the lungs, as distinguished from lobular
emphysema (q.v.). (Dr. Waters.)

lobar pneumonia, .s.

Pathol. : Pneumonia, affecting a lobe of the
lungs.

16-bar'-1C, a. [Mod. Lat. lobar(ia) ; Eng. suff.

-tc] Contained in or derived from the lichen,
Lobaria adnata.

lobarie acid, .

Chem. : Ci7HlfJ 5 , a colourless resinoid acid
extracted from the lichen, Lobaria ortiista.

It crystallines in thin plates, and resembles a
crystalline resin in many of its properties,
and in its degree of solubility in different
menstrua. Its ammoniacal solution is colour-
less, but on exposure to the air it becomes
rose-red, and dries up to an amorphous violet
brown mass, resembling in tint the thallus uf
the lichen which yields it.

ld-ba'-ta, s. pi. [Neut. pi. of Mod, Lat. lobotus
= lobed".]

Zool. . A suborder of Hydrozoa, order Cteno-
phora.

16-bate, ld'-bat-ed, lobed, a. [Mod. Lat.
lobutus = divided into segments.]

Bot. : Partly divided into a determinate
number of segments. Thus, a leaf may be
bilohate = two-lobed, trilobed = three-lobed,
and palmate-lobed = five-lobed, like the human
hand.

Id'-bate-ly, oAv. [Eng. lobate; -ly.~\

Bot. : So as to form lobes.

lobately-crenated, a.

Bot. : Having denatures, or indentations, so
deep as to constitute a series of small lobes.

lob'-bing, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Metall. : [Cobbing, C. 2].

* lob'-blSb, a. [Eng. lob; -ish.] Loutish.
"Their lob'jixh guard."

—

Sidney; Arcadia, p. 430.

ldb'-by, s. [Low Lat. labia, labium = a por-
tico, a gallery, from M. H. Ger. loitbe — an
arbour ; Ger. laube= a bower, from M. H. Gar.
hub, loitp ; O. H. Ger. laup ; Ger. laub — a
leaf.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. An inclosed space surrounding or com-
municating with one or more apartments; a
small house or waiting-room ; the entrance
into a principal apartment when there is a

considerable space between this apartment
and a portico or vestibule. (Gwilt.)

" His lobbies fill with 'tendance."
Hluikesp. : Timon "/ Alliens, i. 1.

2, That part of a hall of a legislative as-

sembly not appropriated to official business.

"He haunted the public officer and the lobbies of
the Houses ot Parliament."

—

Jiucaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xviii.

II, Technically

:

1, Agric. : A space for cattle, inclosed by
hedges, trees, or other fencing.

2. Kant. : A name sometimes given to an
apartment close before the captain's cabin.

lobby-member, s. A person who fre-

quents the lobbies of a legislative assembly
;

a lobbyist.

lob'-by\ v.i. & t. [Lobby, s.]

A. Intrans. : To frequent the lobby of a
legislative assembly for the purpose of address-
ing members with a view to influence their
votes ; to solicit the votes of members.

B. Transitive

:

1. To address or solicit, as the members of
a legislative assembly, for the purpose of in-

fluencing their votes in favour of or against
some measuie.

2. To carry through a house of legislation,

as a measure or bill, by addressing or solicit-

ing the votes of mumbers in favour of such
measure or bill. (American.)

I6b'-by-ist, s. [Eng. lobby; -ist] One who
frequents tlie lobbies of a legislative assembly
for tlie purpose of soliciting or influencing the
votes of members ; ;i lobby-member.

" She is the wife of n noted lobbyist who died about
two years ago."—Democracy, ch. vi.

lob-cock, s. [Lob, s.] A stupid, dull,
sluggish person ; a lob, a lubber.

lobe, s. [Fj\, from Mod. Lat. Iobu.% from Gr.
Ao/3o5 (lobos) = a lobe of the ear or liver

;

COgn. with Eng. lap (q.v.).]

I. Orrt. Long. ; A projection or division, es-
pecially one of a rounded form.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : Any rounded and projecting part
of an organ; thus, the liver is divided into
two unequal lobes, a right and a left, and on
the under surface of the right lobe are three
secondary lobes or lobules—namely, the lobe
of Spigelius, the caudate or tailed lobe, and
the square lobe. There are five lobes in the
cerebrum— viz., the frontal, the parietal, the
occipital, the tempero-splieimidal, and tlie

central lobes. Others are in tlie cerebellum.
There are lubes also of the lungs. (Quain.)
[LoBrr.E.]

" Tlie heart lies on the left side ; a lobe of the lungs
on the right."—Pale//: Natural Theoloyy, ch. xi.

2. Bot. : A division more or less rounded.
"When these parts .ire touched by the legs of flieB,

the two lobes of the leaf instantly spring \i\i."—Smellte :
Philosophy of .Vat. Mist., i. 5.

3. AJadi. ; The larger and most prominent
or projecting part of a cam-wheel.

lobe-berry, *.

Bot. : The genus Coccolaba.

A lobe-footed bird

:

lobe - foot,
lobiped.

lobe-footed, a. Having the toes lobate,
or bordered with membranes, as in the case
of the grebes.

lobe-plate, s. A strong piece of cast-iron
laid upon tlie keelson, &c, to support the
parts of a marine steam-engine. A sole-plate;
a foundation-plate.

lobed, a. [Eng. hb(e); -ed.] The same as
Loeate (q.v.),

Id-bel-a-crin, s. [Mod. Lat. lobd(iu); Lat.
acer, fern, acr(is) = sharp, and Eng. soil, -in
(Cheat.) ]

Cliem. : An acrid substance found in Lobelia
injlata (Indian tobacco), and to which the herb
owes its taste. It crystallizes in warty tufts
of a brownish colour, sliglitly soluble in water,
but very soluble in alcohol, ether, and chloro-
form. It is decomposed by boiling with water,
and, when treated with alkalis or acids, is con-
verted into sugar and lobelic acid.

16-be'-le-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lobel(ia); Lat.
fein. pi. adj. suff. -ea.]

Bot. : Tlie typical tribe of tl e order Lobeli-
aces (q.v.).

lobe-let, s. [Eng. lobe; dimin. suff. -let.]

Bot. : A little lobe.

lo-be'-li-a, s. [Named after Matthias Lobel,
physician and botanist to James I. He died
in London, a.d. 1G10.]

1. Bot. : Tlie typical genus of the order
Lobeliacese (q.v.). Tlie calyx is irregular,
two-lipped, cleft longitudinally on the upper
sides, the upper lip smaller and erect, tlie

lower spreading ; three cleft ; the anthers
united, the two lower ones bearded at the
apex ; capsule two- or three-celled, the upper
part free, two-valved loculicidal. Two species,
JjObelia, Dortinanna and L. urens, are British.
Many foreign species are vciy beautiful, and
more than a hundred are cultivated in Britain.

2. Pharm. : Lobelia urom blisters the. skin,
L. mrrtiwdifi is acrid, and is considered an-
thelmintic, L. injlata is a poweiful emetic,
sudorific, and expectorant. The infusion of
the leaves "fL, idcotinrrjolia, an Indian species,

is used by the natives as an antispasmodic,
the dry herb when handled irritates the throat
and nostrils like tobacco. Tlie flowering heib
of L. injlata (Indian tobacco), indigenous to
the United States, is used in British practice.
The medicinal preparritions of it are two— tlie

Tincture and the Ethereal Tincture of Lobelia.
In small doses Lobelia is expectorant and di-

aphoretic ; in large ones, emetic or cathartic.
It has been used in spasmodic asthma, and in
dyspmea, &c, as a diuretic. [1.]

lo-be-li-a'-ee-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., &c.

lobeli(a); Lat. few. pi. adj. suff. -aeece.]

Bot. : Lobeliads ; an order of epigynous
exogens, alliance Campanales. It consists of
herbs or shrubs, with milky juice, alternate
leaves without stipules ; the calyx five-lobed
or entire; corolla monopilalous, irregular,
five-lobed or deeply live- deft ; stamens five,

anthers cohering in a tube ; ovary, inferior, one
to three-celled ; seeds, very numerous, parietal
or attached to tlie axis ; style, simple ; stigma,
surrounded by a cup-like fringe; fruit, cap-
sular, one to three-celled; many-seeded, de-
hiscing at the apex. Found in aemitropical
and temperate climates. The acridity of their
milk makes them suspicious. About 276
species are known. Sir Joseph Hooker
makes the Lobeliacea; a sub-order of Cam-
pauulaceaj . The order is divided into three
tribes, Clintonese, Lobelete, and Delissea?.

ld-beT-i-adi^, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lobeli{a);

Eng. id. suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Lobeliacete (q.v.).

lo-be'-lic, a. [Mod. Lat. lobd(ia); Eng. suff.

-ic] Derived from or characteristic of the
genus Lobelia (q.v.).

lobelic acid, s.

Che.ii. : A non-volatile acid existing in the
decoction of Lobelia injktta. It is soluble in

water and alcohol, and in many of its re-

actions resembles gallic acid. It yields a,

soluble salt with barium oxide, but its lead
salt is insoluble in water.

ld'-be-lin, ld'-be-llne, b. [Mod. Lat., &c.
lobel(ia); -in, -inc (Chem.).]

Chem. : An oily alkaloid obtained from Lobe-

lia injlata. It is soluble in alcohol and ether,

and acts as a narcotic when taken internally.

ld'-bl-61e, o. [Dimin. of Eng. lobe.]

Bot. : One of the small lobes into which the
thallus ot some lichens is divided.

lob'-i-ped, s. [Lobipes.]

Zool. : A bird belonging to the family Lobi-
pedidae (q.v.) ; a lobe-foot.

ldb-i-ped'-l-d£e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lobipes,

gen it. tobipcd(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ida:.\

Ornith. : A family of wading birds, having
the anterior toes lobed or semi-palmated.
By many naturalists this family is merged in

Scolopacida?.

lob'-i-pe§, s. [Mod. Lat. lobus (genit. lobi) =
a lobe, and Lat. pes = foot.]

Ornith. : Cuvier's name for a genus of waders.
It is the same as Phalaropus of Vieillot.

[Phalaropus.]

I6b'-l6l-lyf s. [Lollipop.]

1. Water-gruel or spoon-meat.

2. A sweet.

loblolly-bay, s.

Bot. : Gordonia Lcutianthus, an elegant ever-
green shrub or small tree, from the Southern
States of America. Its bark is sometimes
used in tanning.

loblolly-boy, s.

Navt. : A boy who attends on the surgeon
of a vessel, tu compound the medicines, and
otherwise assist him in his duties.

loblolly-pine, .,.

Bot. : Pinub Tceda.

loblolly sweetwood, s.

Bot. : Sciadophyllum Jacrpiinii.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try* Syrian, se, ce — e ; ey — a. qu kw.
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loblolly-tree, s.

Bot. : Varronia alba, a tree of the order Cor-

diacese, growing in the West Indies. The
fruit is sometimes eaten.

loblolly-wood, s.

Bot. : (1) The wood of Cupania glabra ; (2)

that of Pisania cordata.

lob'-6-d6n, S-. [Gr. Ao0ds (lobos) = a lobe, and
bSovs (odous), genit. oSovtos (odontos) = a

tooth.]

Zool. : A genus of Phocidpp. Lobodon carcin-

ophaga is the Crab-cnting Seal, r>r Saw-tooth
Sterrinck, of Owen. It inhabits the Antarctic

Ocean.

il6'-b6-lte, 8. [Named after Chevalier Lobo
da Silveira ; suff. -He (Min.) ; Ger. loboit.]

Min. : The same as Vesuvianite (q.v.).

lobo sa, s. pi. [Neut. pi. of Mod. Lat,

lobo$us== lobed.]

Zool. : A division of lihizopoda, consisting

of genera with lobe-like pseudopods. They
are divided into Naked (i.e., shell-less) and
Shelled Lobosa.

lob-os'-to-ma, s. [Gr. Ao/36s (lobos) — a lobe,

and o-rofxa. (stoma) = a mouth.
J

Zool. : The typical genus of the sub-family

Lobostomince.

lob-os-to-mi'-nae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lobos-

tom(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -hue.]

Zool. : The name given by Dobson to a sub-

family of Bats, family Phyllostomida;. They
have terminal nostrils, and cutaneous folds or

ridges on the chin.

lob'-6-tes, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr. Aoj36s

(lobos) = a lobe.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Acanthopterygians,
family PcrcaiUe (q.v.). Body rather elevated,

compressed, with ctenoid scales of moderate
size. Snout obtuse, teeth villi form ; no canines

or palatal teeth. One dorsal fin, with twelve
spines ; anal with three. Prseoperculum
denticulated. Branchiostegals six. L.auctoruvi
is remarkable for its extraordinary range. It

occurs in the East Indies and on the Atlantic
coast of America, and has been met with in

the Mediterranean. It lives in salt and
brackish water. Length about two feet.

lob'-scouse, lobs coursc , "laps-course,
s. [Eng. lob, and course.]

Naut. : A hash of meat with vegetables of
various kinds ; an olio.

"That savoury compoM tii in known by the name of
lob&-cour*u."—Smollett ; Percy fine Pickle, eh. ix..

lob'-Sld-ed, «. [Eng. lob, and sided.] Heaving
over to one hide ; lopsided.

* lobs pound, s. [Eng. lob, a., and pound.]
A pound, .a prison.

lob'-ster, * lop stcr. * lop--store, * lop-
pe-ster, * lop-pi-ster, * lop-py-ster,
* lop-stere, * lob-star, s. [A.s. hppestre,
lopystr, a corrupt, of Lat. locusta = (1) a
lobster, (2) a locust.]

1. Lit. l& Zool. : llomarus vulgaris, the
Common Lobster, a well-known decapod,
macrourous, marine crustacean, of the family
Astaeidie. It has five pairs of ambulatory
legs, the first pair being the chela; or great
claws, the. next two pairs also chelate but
smaller, the last two pairs monodactyle. The
segments of the abdomen carry each a pair of
swiniinerets, the last pair greatly expanded,
and constituting with the telson (q.v.) a
powerful caudal 11 n. The nervous system is

hoinogaugliate ; the organs of sense consist
of the two compound eyes, two pairs of
antennae, and two auditory sacs, and the
sexes are invariably distinct. General colour,
dull, pale reddish-yellow, spotted with bluish-
black ; the spots coalescent on the upper
parts. Lobsters are taken nearly all round
the British and Irish coasts, and large num-
bers come from Orkney and Lewes. " Lobsters
do not stray from their haunts ; hence the
discovery of a new station is a fortunate cir-
cumstance for the fisherman, and each .situa-
tion is found to impress its own shade of
colour upon the shell." (Couch: Cornish
Fauna.) The Norway lobster is Ncphreps
Norveguus, and as the supply of lobsters from
the British shores is unequal to the demand,
about half a million are annually imported
from Norway alone. A restriction as to size
exists at Billingsgate and in many other

places, but owing to the high price of
" berried " lobsters, a close time is objected to

by the fishermen. [Nephrops.]

2. Fig. ; A ludicrous epithet of a soldier, in

reference to his scarlet coat.

lobster-flower, s.

Bot. : Poinciaim pulcherrima, the Barbadoes
Flower-fence.

lobster-louse, s.

Zool. : Nicotho'd astaci, an entouiostracan
parasitic on the gills of the lobster.

lobster - moth, s.

Entom. : Stanropus Fagi. The name has
reference t<> the grotesque shape of the cater-

pillar, in which the second and third pair of

legs are much elongated. It, occurs in Britain,
but is rare. [Stauropus.]

lob'-u-lar, a. [Bug. lobul(e) ; -ar.] Of the
nature, character, or form of a lobule or small
lobe.

lobular emphysema, s.

Pathol. : Emphysema affecting one or more
lobules in different parts of the lungs. There
is also a pectoral lobular-emphysema. (Dr.

Waters.)

lobular pneumonia, s.

Pathol. : Pneumonia affecting one or more
lobules of the lungs.

lob'-u-late, lob'-u-lat-ed, «. [Eng. lob-

ul(ej; -ated.] Consisting of lobules ; having
small lobular divisions.

lob'-ule, s. [Ft., from Low Lat. lobulus,

dimin. of lobus = a lobe ; Sp. & Ital. lobulo.]

A small lobe. There are lobules of the cere-

brum, of the ear, &c.

If Lobule of the ear :

Anat. : The soft pendulous portion of the
ear.

lob'-U-lus, s. [Lat.] A lobule (q.v.).

ldb'-US, s. [Lat.] A lobe (q.v.).

lob'-worm, s. [Eng. lob, s., and worm.] The
same as Lugworm (q.v.).

lo'-cal, * Id-call, a. & s. [Fr. local, from
Lat." localis = pertaining to a place, local, from
locus =a place; Sp. & Port, local; Ital.

locale.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to a particular place or

spot.
" The field of battle murks, if local tradition can

bo trusted, the plu.ee where he fell."—Macautay : Hint.

Eng., ch xiii.

2. Limited or confined to one particular

place or district.

"If in prose and religion it wore as justifiable, as in

noetrv and fiction, to invoke a local power, I would
therein join with the author."—Hidden : Illust. to

Drayton: l'oly-Olbion, s. 1.

3. Situated in a particular place ; having
place or position.

" The most sure word of the Lord to Rhow 1m
humauitie to be local! I that is to say, continued iu ouu
place onely) dvd say vnto his disciples, I ascend vnto
my father. —Fryth : Works, fu. HO.

B. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : An item or paragraph of

news having reference to one particular spot

or locality.

2. Teleg. . The battery of a local circuit.

The latter is one which includes uuly the

apparatus in an office, and is closed by a relay.

local-action, 6.

Law: An action which must be brought iu

the particular country where the cause of

action arises.

local-affections, s. pi.

Med. : Diseases exerting, at least for the

time, only local action. But if a local disease

lie severe, it ultimately produces constitu-

tional e fleets.

local-allegiance, s. The allegiance due
from u foreigner or alien so long as he con-

tinues within the sovereign's dominions and
protection.

local-attraction, s.

Magnetism : Attraction exerted on a magnet
by objects in its immediate vicinity (as, for in-

stance, by iron on board a ship), with the effect

uf deflecting it from its proper direction.

local-board, *. A board elected by the

ratepayers of a district to manage the local

affairs of that district.

local-colour, s.

1. Literature: A special truthfulness of

description, accurately portraying the idio-

syncrasies of persons and distinctive natural

features of the country in which the action

takes place.

"There are some capital pictures of the times of

landlord-shooting . . . without anything Irish in

character, dialogue, or local colour."—Saturday Jievww,

Nov. 22, 1884, p. 666.

2. Art (PI): Colours which are natural to a

particular object in a picture, and by which
it is distinguished from other objects.

local-courts, s. pi.

Law: Tribunals of a limited and special

jurisdiction ; as the county courts. (Wharton.)

Local Government Board, s. A de-

partment of Government, instituted by an
Act passed on August 14, 1871, to supervise

local authorities and look after the public

health.

local-militia, s.

Mil. : An armed force embodied for service

within certain limits.

local-option, s.'

Temperance Advocacy : An expression be-

lieved to have been first used by the Right
Hon. W. E. Gladstone in a letter to the
Rev. John Jones on October 9, 1S0S. The
principle is that the inhabitants of given
districts should be allowed the option of
deciding whether the liquor traffic should be
curried on in their several localities, and uf

regulating it if they elect for its continuance.

local-veto, s. Another name for local
option, especially as embodied in the Liquor
Traffic (Local Control) Bill, introduced by Sir
William Harcourt in 1893, but not carried
to a second reading. Used also of the Bill

itself.

local preacher, ».

Methodism : A lay preacher who carries on
his ordinary business or profession, while de-

voting a portion of his time to preaching He
remains in the place where his business or

profession lies, and does not goon circuit like

the "travelling" preachers (q.v.), whose time
is entirely devoted to their religious duties.

* local-problem, *.

Math.: A problem capable of an infinite

number of solutions.

local self-government, s. A measure
of governmental power extending to affairs of

local interest simply, and confined to matters

of finance and minor social import such as

local option. It proposes to relieve parlia-

ment of much parochial and municipal work,

for which a national assembly has neither

time nor fitness.

local-taxes, s. pi. Taxes or assessments

limited to certain districts : as parochial rates,

district rates, drainage rates, &c.

16-cale', s. [Fr. heal = a locality.] A par-

ticular spot, place, or locality.

" Lay the loralc where you may." -

Barham: 1ngoldsby Legends ; Woman, in Gray.

* lo'-cal-ism, s. [Eng. local; -ism.]

1. The quality or state of being local ; affec-

tion for a place.

2. A local idiom or phrase ; a mode of

speaking or expression peculiar to a particular

place or locality.

"Some of the terms have become localisms."—FUz-
edivard Hall; Modern £nglhi!i, p, 203.

lo'-cal-ist, s. [Eng. local ; -isL]

Mai. Hist. : One who holds fever to arise

from some local inflammation or lesion, and
not to be an essential, primary, or independent
disease.

"In uiir opinion, boLli essential ists> and locaHxtrt

hiive taken a much too limited view of the etiology of
fever."—Cycl. of Pruvt. Med., it. 163.

16-cal'-i-ty, * 16-caX-i-tie, s. [Fr. localite,

frym local = local (q.v.); Lat. localitas; Ital.

local itd ; Sp. local idad.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Existence in a place, or in a certain por-
tion of space.

"It destroy es the truth of Christ's hunnvne bodie, in
that it ascribes iiuantitio to it, without extension,
without local'Uic."—Bp. Hall : The Old IM tj ton, § 2.

boll, boy ; pout, jowl; cat, yell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = slian. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion - zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious - shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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2. Limitation to a certain place or locality :

as, the locality of a trial.

3. Position, situation, place
; geographical

position or situation.

i, A spot, a place.

H. Technically ;

1. Phren. : The faculty of being able to
recognize and remember the distinctive fea-

tures of a place.

2. Scots Law : The adjustment or apportion-
ment of the aggregate stipend to a minister
from the teinds of a parish- among the several
heritors liable to pay it. The decree of the
Teincl Court modifying the stipend is called a
decree of modification.

ij Locality of a widow

:

Scots law : The lands life-rented by a widow
under her contract of marriage.

lo-cal-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. localiz(e); -ation.]

The act of localizing.

lo'-cal-Ize, v.t. [Eng. local; -ize.]

1. To make local ; to fix in or to assign to a
particular place or locality.

"To |»rotluc9 the spark the heat must be intensely
localized,"—Tyndall ; Frag, of Scienca, ch, vii.

2. To ascertain or detect the exact place or
locality of : as, To localize a fault in a telegraph
cable.

lo'-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. local; -ly.) With re-
spect to place ; as regards place or position

;

in place or position.

"Tliou dost no lease impart thyselfe unto us, then if
thou stoodst visibly by us. then if we stood locally by
thee."— lip. Hall: Cantempl. ; Lazarus liaised.

ld'-cate, v.t. & i. [Lat. locatus, pa. par. of
loco = to place ; locus = a place.]

A. Transitive

;

1. To set, place, or settle in a particular
place or locality. (Frequently used reflex-
ively.)

2. To 'settle or determine the place of; to
determine on the position of: as, To locate a
church. (American.)

3. To survey, determine, or settle the
bounds of, as a tract of land. (American.)

B. Intrant;. • To reside ; to take up one's
abode ; to live ; to locate one's self.

15-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. locutlo, from locatus, pa.
par. of loco — to place ; Fr. location; Sp.
locacion ; Ital. locazione.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of locating, placing, or settling.

2. Situation or position ; state with respect
to place or position ; locality.

" I confess I was not a little surprised at thelocation
of this flaming nuisance."

—

Observer, No. 58.

3. The marking out. settling, or determin-
ing the boundaries of, or identifying a par-
ticular "place or locality according to the
definition given in a map, plan, entry, <fcc.

(American.)

4. A tract of land marked out or designated
in place.

Low : A leasing or rent.

H Contract of location :

Scots Law: That by which the use of any
movable subject is agreed to be given for hire,
or by which a person gives his work or ser-
vices on the same condition.

16-ca-tive, a. & s. [As if from a Lat. loca-

tivis, from locatus, pa. par. of loco = to place.]

A. As adj. : Denoting the place where an
event nr action takes place.

B. As subst. : A word which indicates the
place where or wherein.

" In Sanscrit every substantive has its locative."—
At. Mueller: .Scic/icc of Language, i. 227.

locative case, s.

Cram. : A case denoting locality, formerly
existing in all Aryan languages. Traces of it

are still to be found in Greek and Latin.

16-ca-tdr, s. [Lat.]

Sruts Lav: ; The hirer in a contract of loca-
tion.

lo-cel'-lus (pi. lo-cel'-li), s. [Lat. = a com-
partment iu a locker or chest.]

Botany

:

1. Gev. : A secondary cell ; a small cell.

2. Spec. (PL): Theperidia of certain funguis.
[Loculus.J

loch (1) (ch guttural), s [Gael. & Ir. loch ;

cogn. with Wei. llwch ; Corn, lo ; Manx logh ;

Biet. lovch ; Lat. lacus.] A lake, a sheet of
fresh water, or bay or arm of the sea.

" They walked round the loch upon the ice."—Seott

:

Guy Minnering, ch. xxxii.

loch (2), s. [Port. looch
y
from Arab. la'ol: =

an electuary, from la'aq = to lick.] A medicine
or preparation to be taken by licking with the
tongue ; a lincture.

Loch-a'-ber (ch guttural), $. [See def.] A
district in Inverness-shire.

IiOchaber-axe, s. The battle-

axe of the Highlanders. Axes
similar to that figured in the il-

lustration were formerly carried
by the Edinburgh City Guard.

* loch -age, s. [Gr. \oxay6<; (loch-

agos), from Ao^os (lochos) = a body
of men, a troop, and ayui (ago)
= to lead, to conduct ; Fr. loch-

ague.]

Gr. Antiq. .* An officer who com-
manded a cohort ; a body of men
of uncertain number.

* loche, s. [Loach.]

ld'-chi-a, s. [Gr. Adxia (lochia),

neut. pi. of Aoxtos (lochias) = per-
taining to child-birth, from Aoxos lochaber
(lochos) = a lying-in, child-birth ; axe.
Fr. lochics.]

Med. : The evaluations from the womb and
vagina which follow childbirth.

16 Chi al, a. [Eng. lochia); -al] Of or per-
taining to the lochia.

lo'-Cl, s.pl. [Locus.

j

lock (1), *loke, s. IA.S. loca (pi. locan);

cogn. with Icel. loka = a lock, a latch, loh —
a cover, a lid ; Siv. lock = a lid ; ,Ger. loch = a

dungeon, a hole; A.S. h'tcan ="to enclose;
Icel. luka = to shut ; M. H. Ger. luchen —
to shut ; Goth, galidcan = to shut ; Dan.
Urfche, But. liuken = to shut.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

(1) In the same sense as II. 3.

" N'o gate so strong, no locke so tirnie and fast,

But with that percing noise flew open quite,
orbrast." Spenser : F o

, I. viii. 4.

(2) A place shut or locked up ; a lock-up,
an inclosure.

" Sergesthus, eager with his beak to press
Betwixt the rival galley and the rock,
Shuts up the unwieldy Centaur iu the lock,"

Dryden : Virgil ; *Eneid v. 265.

2. Figuratively :

(1) A fastening together ; the state of being
locked or fastened together.

(2) A hug or grapple in wrestling.

II. Technically

;

1. Comm. : A fastening for the ends of a
wooden hoop which incloses a bale or barrel.

2. Firearms : The firing apparatus of a gun,
usually consisting of a trigger, sear, hammer,
and mainspring. [Gun-lock.]

3. Hydraulic Engineering :

(1) An inclosure in a canal between gates,
where boats are raised and lowered. It con-
sists of a basin between the levels, having a
pair of gates at each end communicating with
the respective levels.

(2) An embankment or structure confining
the waters of a canal or raee ; a weir or
guard-lock.

1, Loctemith. : A fastening having a bolt
moved by a key, and serving to secure a door,
lid, or other object. The variety, both in the
form and nomenclature of locks, is very great.

5. Ordnance : A cotter or key, as the one
which fastens the cap-sipiare over the trun-
nion of a mounted cannon ; a forelock.

6. Plastering: The projection of the plaster
or cement behind the lath, which keeps it

from falling or scaling off.

7. Vehicles:

(1) A contrivance for keeping a wheel from
turning in descending a hill.

(2) The swerving to the right or left of the
fore carriage of a vehicle, deviating from the
line of direction of the hind wheels and the
trend of the carriage proper. It is called the
haw or the gee lock respectively, according as
it is to the left or the right of the driver.
(American.)

lock-bay, s.

Hydraul. Engin. : The pond or space of

water between the gates of a canal-lock.

lock-bond, s.

Build. . A course of bond stones.

lock-chain, *-.

Vehicles : A chain employed to lock the
wheels by attaching a part of the rim to some
non-rotating part of the vehicle ; a skid-chain.

lock-chamber, 5.

Hydraul. Engin. : That part of a canal-lock,

between the gates, in which a boat rises or
sinks to the level above or below.

lock-cramp, s. An implement nsed to

restrain the spring in putting the parts of a
gun-lock together.

lock-down, s. A contrivance used by
lumberers for fastening logs together in raft-

ing. (American.)

lock-file, s. A slitting file, knife-shaped,
for cutting out the wards in the bit of a key.

lock-gate, s.

Hydraul. Engin. : A pair of closed doors at
one end of a canal-lock, to confine the water
in the chamber. The gates at the end of the
lock-chamber are respectively the head-gates
and the tail-gates.

lock-hatch, s.

Hydraul. Engin. : The sluice-board or slid-

ing-gate in a sluiceway.

lock-hole, s. The recess in a musket-
stock to receive the lock.

lock-hospital, s. A name very generally
adopted in Great Britain to characterize a
charitable institution for the treatment of
venereal diseases. In 14,">2 Ralph Holland, a
merchant-tailor, bequeathed twenty shillings
to the Loch lazar-house, outside St. George's
Gate—"Item, lego leprosis de Lokis extra
barrain Sti. Georgii, 20s." This afterwards be-
came a hospital for syphilitic patients ; hence
it and similar institutions came to be desig-
nated simply lock-hospitals. The word loch

has been differently explained—as from lolce —
a house for lepers, but no earlier instance of

its use can be found than the passage quoted
above ; from Fr. loque = a rag, a tatter ; but
there is no reason why rags or tatters should
form a distinctive characteristic of a syphilitic

hospital. Mayue (Lexicon of 'Terms i>i Science)

suggests Saxon loc or Fr. loquet, referring to
St. George's Gate, bar (rendered barravi in the
wretched Latin of the time), or other means by
which that entrance to the city was secured,
and outside which stood the lazar-house, as a
more consistent etymon.

lock-jaw, &.

Pathol. : Tetanus, persistent, painful con-
tractions or spasms of the voluntary muscles,
either idiopathic or, more frequently, trau-
matic. Five varieties are noted : Trismus,
or lock-jaw, limited to "the throat and lower
jaw ; tetanus, affecting the flexor and extensor
muscles of the body in general ; emprosthot-
onos, where the body is flexed forwards

;

opisthotonos, backwards, and pleurosthotonos,
laterally or to one side only. Trismus is the
commonest form, and then opisthotonos, ac-
companied by the rlsns sardonicus, the body
being arched and resting upon the occiput and
heels. Treatment with calabar-bean or the
hypodermic injection of curare has given good
results in some cases, or chloroform inhala-
tion during the paroxysms.

lock-keeper, s. a man employed to
attend to a canal-lock.

lock-nail, s. One of the pins by which
the parts of a gun-lock are secured to the
lock-plate. In the old form of lock, they
were the tumbler-pin, mainspring-screw, sear-
pin, bridle-screw pin, hamnier-na.il, hammer-
spring screw.

lock-nut, s. A supplementary nut screwed
down upon a primary one, to" prevent its

shaking loose ; a jam-nut, check-nut, orpinch-
ing-nut.

lock-out, s. The discharge and keeping
out of employment of artisans and labourers
by the masters.

"All sides of the Agricultural Lock-out of 14)74 are
conscious of blunders which they wish to avoid on any
future occasion.'— Times, Nov. 10, 1875.

lock-out, v.t. To close the gates or doors

fats, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oe = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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of a factory, &c, against, so as to put a stop
to all work.

lock-paddle, s.

Hydravl. Engin. :
t
A sluice for filling an

empty lock-chamber.

lock-piece, s. In guns of the old con-
struction, a lug east just alongside of the vent
fur the attachment of the lock.

lock-plate, s. That plate on which the
parts of a gun-lock are fastened, and which is

screwed to the stock.

lock-pulley, s.

Much. : Two pulleys formed to rotate toge-
ther or separately, at will. One of them slips

on a spline, and lias a pin which locks into a
hole in the face of the other pulley.

lock-rail, s.

Carp. : Of a door-frame, the transverse piece
which separates the main doorway from the
open space above it, which is usually occupied
by a glazed sash ; a transom.

lock-saw, s. A compass-saw used in

cutting seats for locks in doors. It has a tine,

taper, flexible blade.

lock-screw, s. The screw which fastens
the gun-lock to the stock.

lock-sill, s,

llydraid. Engin. : A piece nf timber at the
threshold of a canal-lock, with a chamfered
edge, against which the gates shut.

lock-spit, s.

Fort. & Engin. : A small trench opened with
a spade or plough to mark out the lines or
course of any work.

lock-step, s.

MUit. : A mode of marching by a body of
men arranged in as close file as possible, in

which the leg of each man moves at the same
time, and follows close on the corresponding
leg of the man in -front.

lock-stitch, s. & a.

A. As sul)st. : A sewing-machine stitch in

which the lower thread is made to pass over
the upper one, simply interlocking therewith.
[Stitch.]

S. As adj. : Forming its stitches by the in-

terlocking of two threads.

lock-tool, s. A cramp used in putting
the parts of a gun-lock together.

lock-up, s. & a.

A. As subst. : A place winch can be secured
by a lock ; specif., a place where prisoners are
temporarily confined.

"End in the lock-up."—Hughes : Tom Brown at Ox-
ford, eh. vi.

B. As adj. : Capable of being fastened by
locking.

1/jok-vp safety-valve: A safety-valre which
is so inclosed that weight cannot be surrepti-
tiously added to the lever.

lock-weir, s. A weir having a lock-
chamber and gates.

ock (2), * lok, * lokke, s. [A.S. tocc, loc

;

cogn. with Dut. lok=K lock, a tress; Icel.

lokkr ; Dan. lok ; Sw. lock ; O. H. Ger. loch ;

Ger. lockc. Of, Icel. lykkr = & crook, a bend.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A tuft of hair or wool ; a tress, a ringlet.
" Thus o'er Pntrocliw while the hero prayed.

Oil hU cold hand the sacred lock he laid."
Pope: Homer; Iliad xxiii. 101.

2. A tuft or small bunch of hay or other
similar substance.

3. A small quantity of anything ; a handful.

II. Scots Law : The perquisite of a servant
in a mill, consisting of a small quantity nf
meal, varying according to the custom of the
mill.

" Lock, gowpen, niul kimveship, and all the various
exactions now commuted for money."—Scott ; Heart
of Midlothian, ch. vii.

.ock, 3-./. & i. [Lock (1), s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To fasten with a lock and key.
" The speaker was pulled out of his chair, the inace

taken from the table, the loom cleared, and the door
locked. —Sfacaaiag-; HUt, Eng., oh. i.

2. To shut or conflne with, or as with, a
lock : as, To lock a person in a room.

3. To close fast, to shut up, to seal ; to
render impassable; as, The frost loclcs up the
the rivers.

4. To entwine, to close fast ; to shut fast

together.
" She locks her lily fingers, one in one."

Shakcvp. : Venus & Adonis, 228.

5. To embrace closely ; to hug : as, To lock

a person in one's arms.

6. To inclose ; to shut up fast : as, To lock

a secret in the breast.

7. To seize tightly.
" These iu her left hand locked, her right untied
The bow, the quiver, and its plumy pride."

Pope: Homer; Iliad xxi. 507.

8. To put under the effect of anything ; to
overcome with.
" Midst arms, and cars, and coursers stretch'd supine
In slumber lork'd and dreuch'd in fumes of wine."

Hoole : Orlando Furiogo, xviii.

9. To furnish with locks, as a canal.

10. To turn the fore wheels of a carriage to
the right or left of the Hind wheels and the
trend of the carriage proper ; as, To lock a
coach.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To become fast or fastened, as with a
lock.

2. To unite by mutual insertion of parts.

^f 1. To lock -up :

(1) To close or fasten with lock and key.

(2) To place or keep in a receptacle under
lock and key.

"The roll of names was not. published, but kept
carefully locked up in Fittoii's closet."

—

Macauluy

;

HUt. Eng., eh, xil.

(3) To confine ; to put in confinement.

(4) To invest money in some security or
commodity, so that it cannot be readily
realized : as, To lock itp one's capital.

2. To lock up a forme :

Print. : To fix or fasten the types in a metal
frame with wedges, so as to be ready for the
press.

3. Under lock and key ; Locked up.

lock age, s. [Eng, lock (1) ; -age.J

1. The works which form a lock on a canal

;

materials for locks in a canal.

2. The amount of rise and fall made by the
locks of a canal.

3. A toll paid for passing through the locks
of a canal.

locked, p". p>ar. or a. [Lock, v.]

locked jaw, *» [Lock-jaw.]

lock'-er, s. [Eng. lock; -er.]

1. One who locks up.

2. A close receptacle, with lock and key,

such as a drawer, a small cupboard ; specif.,

a compartment in a ship for stowing away
tilings. The chain-lockers are centred around
the foot of the main-mast. Shot-lockers are

recesses and shelves for shot. Lockers in the
cabin are for various articles, answering to

closets, and may be fastened by a lock.

^[ (1) BoatsiOain's locker

:

Nant. : A chest in which small stuff for rig-

ging and tools are kept.

(2) Davy Jones's locker: The ocean; e§pec,
the ocean regarded as the grave of those who
die at sea.

locker up, s. One who locks up ; specif.,

a turnkey, a jailer.

lock'-et, s. [Fr. loquet, dimin. of O. Fr. loc

= a lock (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A small lock, a catch or fastening of a
necklace, &c,

2. A small gold or silver case, with a snap-
ping cover, worn as an ornament, and adapted
to contain hair or a miniature.

11. Arms : That part of a leathern sword-
scabbard where the lock is fastened.

lock -fast, a. [Eng. lock, v., and fast.]

Scots Law : Secured or fastened by a lock and
key, as a door, a chest, die.

L6ck'-i-an, a. [Foretym. see def.] Belong-
ing to, characteristic of, or in any way con-
nected with the teachings of John Locke
(1632-1704). His principal work was the
Essay Concerning Human Understanding, in

which he sought to ascertain the origin of
human knowledge, in order to determine the
limit and measure of its objective truth.

" The Lockian theory had been something of a com-
promise,"— Wallace : Kant, \i. 142.

lock ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Lock, v.]

A. V B. As pr, par. & particip. adj.: (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of fastening with a

lock and key.

locking-forceps, s.

Surg. : A light forceps, whose arms are

automatically locked when closed; used for

various purposes, such as for holding a sponge-

tent in uterine operations, or for carrying lint.

locking-plate, s,

1. Horol. : A count-wheel (q.v.).

2. Vehicle : A plate on a vehicle to take the

wear of the fore-wheel when the vehicle is

turning short ; a rub-plate. (American.)

* Lock 1st, s. [See def.] A supporter or

adherent of Locke the philosopher.

* lock'-less, a. [Eng. lock (1), s. ; -less.]

Destitute ot a luck.

lock man, ». [Eng. lock (1), s., and man.]
* 1. An executioner : so called Itecause one

of his perquisites was a lock or ladleful of

meal from every caskful expised fur sale iu

the market.

2. An officer in the Isle nf Ma... correspond-
ing to an under-sheriff iu England.

* lock ram, s. [Fr. lockrenan, fr. Bret, lok-

romin = St. Ronan'sCell, i'vom Ivk = a cell, and
St. llenan iu Basse Bietague, where it is made.]
A sort of coarse linen or hempen cloth.

"The kitchen nmlkiii pins
Her richest lockraiu about her rreky neck."

Hhakesp. : Voriolanux, ii. I,

lock rand, s. [Lock (1), s.]

Arch. : A course of bond-stones ; lock-band.

lock ron, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A kind of
ranunculus.

lock smith, s. [Eng. lock (1), s., and smith.]
A mechanic whose occupation it is to make
and repair locks.

* ldck'-y, a. [Eng. lock (2), s. ; -y.] Full of
or having locks or tufts.

16 Co, adv. [Ital.]

Music: Iu its proper place ; a direction to
return to the proper pitch after having played
an octave higher.

16 co, s. [Sp. loco = mad, deranged (?).] An
unidentified weed found iu the Western States
of the American Union.

" But the queerest tide of all recorded is that with
regard to the poisouoUB weed loco, eaten by homes. In
the normal state, it seems, a healthy horse refuses
loco ; but, if he once by accident acquires the taste, it

grows upon him exactly like opium-eating ; he no
Ion ifer herds with other horses, but wanders about
solitary (like Bellerophon) in search of the enticing
poison ; his eye becomes dull and glassy, aud at last

he dies of Itivu iiitoxicatimi in a miserable, stupid con-
dition."—Pall Mall Gazette, June 23, 1884.

* loco cess -ion (ss as sh), s. [Lat. loco =
from a place, ablat. of locus = a place, and
cessio — a yielding ; e'e'do — to yield.] The act
of retiring from a place ; a giving up or sur-
render of a ^;lace.

* ld-cd-de-scrip'-tive, a. [Lat. locus = a
place, and Eng. descriptive (q.v.).] Descriptive
of a particular place or locality.

* 16-CO-f o'-co, s. & a. [Lat. loco = in the place
of, and ablat. of focus = a tire.

A. As substantive

:

1. A lucifer match, a self-lighting match.

2. A name given to the Ultra-Radicals in
America, because at a grand meeting in Tam-
many Hall, New York, in 1834, when the
chairman left his seat, and the lights were
suddenly extinguished, in the hope of break-
ing up the turbulent assembly, those who
were in favour of extreme measures instantly
drew from their pockets their locofocos, re-

lighted the lights, and continued the meeting
to the accomplishment of their object.

B. As adj. : Belonging to the locofocos;
ultra-radical : as, the locofoco party.

16-c6-m6'-tion, 5. [Lat. locus — a place, and
Eng. motion; Fr. locomotion; Sp. locomocion

;

Ital. locomozione.]

1. The act or process of moving from place
to place.

" All other circumstances hein? supposed equal, the
inns will be best where the means of locomotion are
worst."

—

Mucattlay : Hist. Kng., ch. iii.

)6il, boy; pout, jo^vl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian. - tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim ; -tion, sion - shun, -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, dgL
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* 2. The power of passing or moving from
place to place : as, Plants have life but not
locomotion.

16'-c6-m6-tive, a. & s. [Lat. locus = a place,
and Eng. motive (q.v.); Fr. locomotif; Ital. &
Sp. locomotive.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Moving or passing from place to place
;

having the power of moving or passing from
place to place. (Cowper : Needless Alarm.)

2. Having the power of producing locomo-
tion or motion from place to place : as, a loco-

motive organ.

* 3. Pertaining or given to moving fre-

quently from place to place ; migratory.
" The locomotion mania of an Englishman circulates

his person, anil of course his cosh, into every quarter
of the kingdom."—Observer, No. 85.

B. As subst. : A movable steam-engine used
for the traction of carriages or waggons on a
railway ; a wheeled carriage driven by steam.

If Where in England the word engine is

used = railway steam-engine, the Americans
invariably say locomotive.

locomotive-boiler, s.

Steam-eng. : A boiler with numerous tubes
connecting the fire-box with the smoke-box.

locomotive-chair, s. A wheeled chair
for an invalid.

locomotive-furnace, s.

Steam-eng. : The fire-box of a locomotive.

locomotive-pump, s.

Steam-eng, : The feed-pump by which a loco-
motive-boiler is supplied with water. [Injec-
tor.]

* 16-co-md'-tive-ness, s. [Eng. locomotive;
•ness.] The same as Locomotivity (q.v.).

* 16-c6-mo-tiv'-i-ty, s. [Eng. locomotiv(e)

;

-ity.] The power of locomotion or of moving
fiom place to place.

lo-co-mo'-tor at-ax-y, s. [Lat. locus = -a

place, and motor = a mo\er ; with Gr. ara^ia
(ataxia) = disorder.]

Pathol. : A peculiar form of apparent paraly-
sis, with more or less wasting, but always un-
steady and disorderly muscular movements,
though muscular power is entire, and loss of
co-ordinating movement. It is generally as-

sociated with degeneration of the posterior
columns of the spinal cord and posterior roots
of the spinal nerves. Sometimes known as
Charcot's disease. According to Sir James
Paget and Prof. Humphrey, it is probably a
compound of two things, rheumatic gout and
chronic rheumatic arthritis, not definitely so,

but a method of rheumatic aithritis altered
from its ordinary fashion by the intervention
of the locomotor ataxy. Mr. Hutchinson con-
siders it a sort of tumultuous old age, an old
age of prematuie senility of the nervous sys-
tem, with loss of sensation, and considerable
alteration in the heads of the bones.

1 16-cd-rest'-ive, a. [Lat. locus = a place, and
Eng. restive, in the sense of being at rest.]

Staying in one place, unwilling to stir from
the place in which one is.

" Your locorexftve and all your idle propensities of
course have given way to the duties uf providing for a
family."—Correspondence of C. Lamb (1870), u. 10.

loc'-u-la-ment, s. [Lat. loculameutum = a
case, a box, a receptacle.]

Bot. [PL) : Partitions or cells of a seed-vessel.

ldc'-u-lar, a. [Lat. locularis= kept in boxes.]

Bot. : Divided into cells ; having cells. Used
specially of seed-vessels. A fruit having one
cell is called unilocular; one having twu, bi-

locular ; three, trilocular ; &c.

lde'-u-late, a. [Lat. loadatus = furnished
with compartments or divisions.]

Bot. : The same as Locular (q.v.).

ldc-U-li-Cld'-al, a. [Lat. local i, pi. of lomlus
(q.v.), and cccdo (in compos, cido) = to cut.]

]><<t. (Of dehiscence of fruit): Dehiscing, or
splitting through the buck of the cells. In
loculicidal dehiscence, the dissepiments form
the middle of each valve, as in the lilac.

loc'-u-lose, a. [Lat. loculosus = full of com-
partments or cells.]

But,: Partitioned (q.v.). ' It is never applied
to fruits, but to pith, &c.

loc'-u-lus (pi. loc'-u-li), s. [Lat. = a little

place, a small receptacle with compartments;
a coffer or casket.]

1. Botany

:

(1) PL : (a) The two thecae, coniothecse, or
parallel pollen cells, constituting the anther
of a stamen, (b) The cells of an ovary, (c)

The peridia of certain fungals. [Locellus.]

(2) Sing. : The peritheeium of certain fun-
gals.

2. Zool. (PL) : Chambers in the shells of
Foraminifera, in Corals, &c.

16-cum te'-nens, s. [Lat. = holding the
place (of) ; locus = a place, and tenens, pr. par.

of teneo — to hold.] A deputy or substitute
holding a vacant office for a time.

* loc'-u-pleat-ly, adv. [Lat. locuples (genit.

locu'pl'etis) = rich.] Richly.
" Bedocuinentized most loculAeatly."~Na#he .' Lenten

Stuffi:

16-CU.s (pi. lo'-ci), s.
z [Lat. = a place, a spot.]

Geom. ; The locus of a point is the line

generated by the point when moving accord-
ing to some determinate law. The locus of a
line is the surface generated by a line mov-
ing according to some fixed law. Thus, if a
point moves in the same plane in such a man-
ner that the sum of its distances from two
fixed points of the plane is constant, the locus
of the point is an ellipse.

1" 1. Locus delicti

:

Scots Law ; The place where an offence is

committed.

2. Locus patnitentice

:

Law: Time or opportunity for repentance
before a probative writing is executed,

3. Locus sigilli (usually abbreviated L.S.):
The place where the seal, usually appended to
a person's signature, is to be affixed to a deed
or public document.

4. Locus standi : The right of any person or
persons to appear and be heard on any matter
before a particular tribunal.

lo'-ciist, s. [Lat. locusta = a locust ; Fr.
locuste; Ital. locusto.]

I, Zoology

:

I. Sing. : Any migratory species of the
Orthopterous family Acridiida?, specially CEdi-
2>oda migratoria, the Migratory Locust. An
allied species, (E. chieruscens, occurs in the
south-east of Europe. The females excavate
holes in the earth, and deposit their eggs in a
long mass enveloped in a glutinous secretion.
The larvie commence their destructive career
almost as soon as they are hatched. The mi-
grations of locusts are probably in search of
food, and extraordinary accounts are on record
of the vast swarms that from time to time in-

vade particular districts. They clear every-
thing off the surface of the ground, and have
on several occasions caused disastrous famines.
Their range in the Old World stretches from
Spain and the South of France, through
Russia to China ; south of this boundary line
they ate equally destructive. The Rocky
Mountain Locust is Caloptenus spretus. There
seems to be no special periodicity in the ap-
pearance of swarms of locusts, but an American
observer has noted that the years iu which
such visitations take place are nearly multiples
of eleven. Locusts are by preference vegetable-
feeders

; but they will attack dry animal sub-
stances, and even become cannibals when
other food fails. Next to man, who adopts
various means for their destiuction, their chief
enemies are insectivorous birds, parasitic
beetles of the family Cantliaridte, and dipter-
ous flies of the family Bombyliidte.

"1. Plural

:

t (1) A rendering of the name Locustidte,
applied to a family which does not contain
the genuine Locusts. [Locustid/e.]

(i!) The family Acridiidas, to which the true
Locusts belong.

II. Scripture:

(1) rmw (arbeh), a word which occurs about
twenty tunes in the Hebrew Bible. It is from
nil {ra-bhdh) = to be numerous

; and is pro-

bably Ufrlipoda migratoria. [I. ].] It was
allowed to he eaten (Lev. xi. 22). Its ravages
are graphically described in -Joel ii.

(2) 2317 (chha-ghdb) (2 Chron. vi. 13) is pro-

bably another species of locust smaller than
the first.

(3) ^Sj? (tse-la-tsal) (Deut. xxviii. 42), not
identified.

(4) [Bald Locust].

locust-berry, ».

Bot. : Malpighia coriacea.

locust-eater, s.

Ornith. : Gryllivora, a genus of Saxicolinre.

(Swa-inson.)

locust-shrimp, s.

Zool. : Squilla mantis. Nicholson considers
this crustacean a good example of the order
Stomapoda (q.v.). The carapace is small, and
does not cover the posterior half of the thorax.
Several of the anterior appendages are de-

veloped into powerfully prehensile and hooked
feet. The branchiae are attached to the first

five pairs of abdominal feet. 'The three pos-

terior thoracic and the abdominal appendages
are in the form of swiminerets, and the tail is

expanded into a powerful fin.

locust-tree, s.

1. Robinia Pseudacacia, or Pseudo-Acacia.
The wood is hard and durable.

2. Ceratonia Siliqua. [Carob.] It is called

the Locust-tree because it is by some supposed
to have been the food of John the Baptist in
the wilderness (Matt. iii. 4). Hence it is called
also St. John's Bread.

3. (In the West Indies) : (1) Uymenaaa Cour-
baril, and the genus HyinenBea(q.v.); (2) Byr-
sonima coriacea and B. cinerea.

% The Bastard Locust-tree is Clethra tint-

folia ; the Honey Locust-tree, Gleditschia tri-

amntlws; the jSwaiup or Water Locust-tree,
G. monosjierma.

ld-cus'-ta, s. [Lat. = a locust.]

I. Entomology

:

1. Formerly: According to Linnams, a sub-
genus of the genus Gryllus. Type, Locusta
migratoria, the Migratory Locust. [Locus-
TID.E.]

2. Now : A genus of which Locusta viridis-

sima, the Great Green Grasshopper of England
is the type. [Locustid,*:.]

,
II. Bot. : The spikelet of the inflorescence of

grasses. [Spikelet.]

lo-cus-telle', lo-cus-tel'-la, s. [From Lat.
locustella, dimin. of locuUa. So named because
the species feed on Grasshoppers, &c]

Ornith. : A name given to some Warblers of

the genus Salicaria. Thus Solicorialuscinoidea
is called the Willow Locustella, and the scien-

tific name of the Grasshopper Warbler is S.

locustella.

* lo-ciis'-tic, * lo-cus'-tic-al, a. [Eng.
locmt ; -ic, -ical.] Uf or pertaining to locusts

;

locust-like.
"Tho' all, to a man,

Translators adopt the locustivut plan."
Byrom : Epistle to J. Bl—k—n, Esq.

Id-cus'-ti-dse, s. pi. [Lat. locust(a) ; fern.

pi. adj. surf, -idai.]

Entom. : A family of Orthoptera, tribe Sal-
tatoria. The term Locust idse ought to have
been the scientific designation of the family
whose type is the Migratory Locust, placed in

the sub-genus Locusta by Linnaeus, with which
should have been included its close allies, the
small so-called grasshoppers, which sometimes
leap forth when one crosses fields or meadows.
Unhappily Fabricius, in dividing Linnteus's
great genus Gryllus into smaller genera, trans-
terred the term Locusts from the genuine
locusts to the insects of which the Great Green
Grasshopper is the type ; and entomologists
in general have followed the injudicious ar-

rangement. The family Locustidte does not
now contain the Locusts. [Locust.] The
antennas in the modern family Locustida? are
very long, thin, and bristle-shaped, the tarsi
four-jointed, the ocelli generally wanting.
[Locusta.]

x lo-cu'-tion, s. [Lat. locutio, from locutus,
pa. par. of loquor = to speak.] The act or
power of speaking

; speech, discourse ; mode
of speech

;
phrase.

" Should gentle Phoebus fortify my lungs,
And give locution from a hundred tongues."

Lewis. Station; Thebaid, xi.

* loc'-u-tor-y, * loc-u-tor-ye, s. [As if
from a Lat. locutorium, from locutus, pa. par.
of loqvor= to speak.] A room or place for
conversation; specif., in monasteries a room
in which the monks were allowed to converse,
silence being enjoined elsewhere.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, sfcn; mute, ciito, cure, unite, cur, x*ule. full; try, Syrian. <x, oe - e ; ey=a. qu = kw.
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* lod -am, * load'-um, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

An old game of cards.
" She and I will take you at lodam."

Woman Killed with Kindness.

lod-dl-ge'-si-a, s. [Named after Sir. George
Loddiges.]

Ornith. : A genus of Trochilidie (Humming
Birds). The sole species is Loddigesia mirn-
bilis, of which only one specimen lias been
met with, Mr. Gould vainly ottering £50 to any
person who would find a second.

lode, * load, s. [A.S. lad —a way, a course,
from lUihaii= to go, to travel; cogn. with
I eel. leidh = a lode, a way ; lidha = to go, to

move ; Dan. led = a gate, from tide = to glide

on ; Sw. led = a way, a course, from lida = to

pass on.

J

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II. 2.

" They begin at another place neere-hand, and bo
drawe by geese to the main load againe."— Carew

.

Hureey of Cornwall, to. 10.

2. An open ditcli or watercourse for carry-

ing off water from a fen.
" There were Jakes or lodes several miles In extent.'

—Tomlinson : Level of Hatfield Chase, p. 07.

II, Technically

:

1. Hydr. Eng. : A reach of water in a canal,

or slack-water navigation.

2. Mining: A regular vein of metalliferous

deposit.

* lode-ship, s. A small fishing vessel.

* lode man, s. [Loadsman.]

* lode -men-age, «. [Loadmanage.]

lodes -man, s. [Loadsmajs. ]

* lode-star, * lode sterre, *. [Loadstar.]

* lode -stone, h. [Loadstone ]

1. The same as Loadstone (q.v.).

2. A name given by Cornish miners to a
species of stone, or rather a compound of
stone and sand of different colours ; called
also tristone (q.v.),

* Iodg'-a-ble, a. [Lodgeable.]

lodge, loggen, v.l, & i, [Fr. loger, from
loge — a lodging ; Low Lat. loyiure.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To place in a lodging or temporary resi-

dence or habitation ; to supply with lodging.
"The king. . . lodged Mm ami accommodated liiiu

in great state."—liucon: Henry VII.

2. To afford a temporary dwelling or retreat
to ; to harbour, to accommodate.

" Ev'ry house was proud to lodge a knight."
Dryden: Patamon <& Areite, hi. 110.

3. To track to covert.
" Speak, Hamlin 1 hast thou lodged our deer ?

"

Scott: tlokeby, iii. 31,

4. To place, set, or deposit for keeping or
safety for a longer or shorter time : as, To
lodge money in a bank.

* o. To pen, to fold.

" From the rising of the lark to the lodging of the
lamb. —XJutJte&p. . Henry l"„ Hi. 7.

6. To plant, to fix, to infix.

" When 011 the brink the foaming boar I met,
And in his side thought to have todg'dmy apear."

Utwuy.

7. To implant ; to fix in the mind, heart, or
memory.

" So can I give uo reason, nor I will not,
More than a lodged hate."

bhakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. 1.

8. To afford place to ; to take in and keep.
"The memory can lodge a greater store of images

than all the senses can present at one time. '—Cheyne •

Philosophical Principles.

9. To present, to bring forward ; to lay be-
fore an authority : as, To lodge a complaint.

* 10. To beat down ; to lay flat.

" They shall lodge the summer corn."
Shakesp. : Jiiehard II., iii. 3.

J3. I)itran$itive :

1. To live, to reside, to dwell: to take up
one's abode.

'' Where thou lodgest, I w ill lodge ; thy people shalt,
be!iny people, and tny Gud my God."—/tuth i. 10.

2. To reside temporal ily ; to have a tempo-
rary residence.

,-. o»
8 t

3?
<a'e r.°°m iu u,y father's house fur ub to lodgenir —Genesis xxiv. 23.

3. To be fixed, settled, or deposited: to
settle

: as, A stone lodged on the roof.

4. To be beaten down
; to be laid flat : as,

Corn lodges.

lodge, *loge, *!ogge, s. [O.Fr. loge; from
Low Lat. laubia — a porch, lobia — a gallery

;

from O. H. Ger. lonba; 51. H. Ger. loube ; Ger.
laiibu = an arbour ; from O. H. Ger. Ump ;

M. H. Ger. hub ; Ger. laub=a, leaf ; Port, logo,

;

Sp. login; Ital. loggia. Lodge and lobby are
thus doublets.]

*1, A i>l ace of teiu|torary residence or re-

treat ; as a tent, a lint.

" Thar luges &, thare teiitis vp thei gan bigge."
Hubert le firuiine, p 67-

2. A small house in a park, domain, or forest

;

a cottage.
" It was a lodge of ample size,
.But uliMiiyt uf sti'uctiuv and device."

Scott: Lady of the Lake, i. 26.

3. A small house ;ippendaut to a larger : as,
a porter's lodge.

i. A home, a dwelling of any sort.
" How tlie beavers built tlieir lodges,
Where the sqimielo hi>l tlieir auoms."

Longjellow : Hiuwatha, iii.

5. A room or place where a society or branch
of a society meets for business.

"Having got acquainted with the Duke of Athol
ata lodge ol Freemasons. " — IValpole. Anecdotes of
Painting, vol. iv., cli. iii.

6. The members who meet at such a place.
* 7. A collection of objects situated close

together : as, a lodge of islands.

* lodge -able, lodg^a-ble, «. [Eng.
lodge; -able.\ Capable of "ail'ording lodging

;

lit for lodging in.

" At the furthest cud of the town eastward, the am-
bassador's house was appointed, but not yet (by
default of some wf the king's officers) lodgable."—Sir
J. t'tnett : Philuxemis (1050), p. 164.

lodged, pa. par. & a. [Lodge, v.]

A. Ab pa. par. : (See the verb).

E. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Furnished with lodgings

;

fixed, settled, placed.

2. Ihr.: A term applied to a buck, harti
hind, &c, when represented at rest and lying
on the ground.

lodge'- ment, s. [Lodgment.]

lodg'-er, s. [Eng. ludg(c); -er,] One who
lodges; one who lives in lodgings; one who
is uot a permanent inhabitant or resident.

" We were lodgers at the Pegasus."
hhufcexp, : Turning vj t,e Shrew, iv. 4.

lodger-franchise, s. A franchise intro-
duced by tlie Reform Bill of 1807. It con-
ferred the iranchUe in towns on those lodgers
who for a year previous to registration had
lived in the same apartments, which would
let for ab least £10 if unfurnished and without
attendance.

lodg'-ing, * logging, * loggyng, * lodg-
ynge, pr. par., (i., & s. [Ludue, r.J

A. & B. As pr. par. Jj paiticip. adj. : (tiee

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or state of residing or taking up
one's abode temporarily.

2. A place of rest or residence for a time
or for a night; a temporary residence; espe-
cially a room or rooms hired lor residence in

tlie house of another, in which sense it is

commonly used in the plural.

"His food, his drink, his lodging, his clothes, he
owed to vitarity/'—JJuaiidai/ : Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

3. A place of residence ; a retreat, an abode.
" But therewithal! a prattling parrot skips

About the piivate lodging of his peers."
Drayton . Tlie Owl.

i. Harbour, covert.

5. Convenience to lodge or sleep on.
" Tlieir feathers serve to stun" our beds aud pillows

yielding us soft and warm lodging."—Hag: On the
Creation.

lodging-house, s. A house other than
an inn, in which travellers lodge; a house in

which lodgings are let.

% Common lodging-house : Acommon lodging-
house is one in which persons of the poorer
classes are received for short periods, and,
though promiscuously brought together, are
allowed to inhabit one common room. Hotels,
inns, public-houses, or lodgings let to tlie

upper and middle classes, are not common
lodging-houses. {Howard Vincent : Police
Code, p. OS.) An Act opening common lodging-
huuses to the inspection of the police was
passed in 1S51.

lodging-knees, *, pi.

Ship-baild. : Compass-timbers lying horizon-

tally and securing the junction of the deck-
beams with tlie Irames.

lodging-money, s. Money given in lieu

of lodgings, as an allowance to officers and
others lor whom suitable quarters cannot be
provided.

lodg'-ment, lodge'-ment, s. [Fr. logement

;

I'loin loge = lodging.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. The act of lodging; the state of being
lodged : as, the lodgment of money in a bauk

;

the lodgment of a stone on a roof, &c.
v
2. A place where persons or things are

lodged ; a lodging.
" Within the space were reav'd

Twelve ample cells, the lodgmvuts of Ills herd."
Pope : Homer ; Odyssey xiv. 18.

3. Disposition, arrangement, or collocation
in a certain manner.

I. An accumulation of matter lodged or de-
posited in a place, aud remaining at rest.

" An oppressed diaphragm from a mere lodgment of
extntvasated matter. '

—

sharp: Surgery.

II. Technically:

1. Fortlf. : An iutrenchment hastily thrown
up in a captured work to maintain the position
against recapture.

2. Mil. : The occupation of a position.

Id'-di-cule, ld-dic'-u-la, 5. [Lat. lodlada
= a small coverlet, a blanket.]

D'J. : The name given by Palisot de Beau-
vois to the hypogynons scale of a grass.

ld-do-i-ce'-a, s. [Named after Laodice, the
daughter of Pj iam and Hecuba. (I'ailun.)]

Bat. : A genus of Palms, tribe Burassea1
, and

the fan-leaved .section ol it. Lodoicea sci/chel-

larum, the Sea Conm-nut or Double Cocoa-
nut, is sixty, eighty, or e\en a hundred leet
high. Its leaves bend to the wind, but hold
their places tenaciously. Its native country
was unknown till 1748, when it was found in
the Seychelles Archipelago. Previously it had
been known only by " double cocoa-nuts,"
Hosting on the t,ca, or cast on Indian or other
Eastern shores. Ihey were supposed to grow
in a submarine forest, and to possess fabulous
virtues. Now they are believed to be wild
only in the Maldives aud Laccadives. (Prof.
Walt),^those in Seychelles having been planted.
Their cabbage-like top is often preserved in
vinegar, and eaten. The leaves are employed
to thatch houses ; the young leaves are made
into hats; the trunk split into palisades for
surrounding houses and gardens. The hard,
black shell of the iruit is used by Indian
fakirs as a drinking and begging cup.

lCBlT-ing-ite, s. [Named after the place
wbeie lir&t found, Ladling; suit. -iie(Min.);
Ger. IbTingil, I6llingit.\

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral much re-

sembling in form and angles leucopj rite and
mispickel (<]-v.)- Hardness, 5 to 5"0

; sp. gr.

o'S to S 71 ; m other physical character's the
same as leucopyrite. Compos. : arsenic, 7'2'8;

iron, 271: : corresponding to the formula
FeAso. Occurs with niekeline at various
localities.

lo'-ess, s. [Provincial Ger.]

Geol. : Mud deposited by the Rhine along
its banks, and occupying a great part of the
valley of the river. It consists ut a finely-
commiiuited tand, or pulverulent loam of a
jellowish-gray colour, chiefly of aigillaceous
mutter combined with a sixth-part of car-
bonate of lime and a sixth-part uf quartzose
and micaceous sand. Sometimes it contains
sandy and calcareous concretions or nodules.
In some places it is 200 or 300 feet thick. It
contains river and fresh-water shells of ex-
isting species. Interstratiiied with it are
layers of allies, thrown out by some of the last
eruptions of the now extinct, or at least dor-
mant, Eifel volcanoes. In Alsace it is called
Lahm. There is a corresponding loess on the
Mississippi. Both are Post Tertiary.

Icew'-e-lte (w as v), s. [Named after A.
Leewe by Haidinger; suff. -ite (Min.); Ger.
lowu.it.]

Min. : A tetragonal mineral found in pure
crystalline masses an inch in thickness mixed
with anhydrite (q.v.) at Ischl, Austria.
Cleav.ige, basal. Hardness, 2

-

5 to 3 ; sp. gr.
2"37i; ; lustre, vitreous ; colour, honey-yellow
to reddish. Taste weak. Compos, sulphate of
soda, 40 '3 ; sulphate of magnesia, 3'J1;
water, 14/7.

tfiil, n6$-; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem; thin, this
-cian, -tian

sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = fe
shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious. -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &l. = hel. deL
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loe'-wig-lte, (w as v) s. [Named after Liewig,
who first analysed it; suit* -ite (Min.); Ger.
lowigit.]

Min, : A mineral found in rounded compact
lumps in a coal bed at Tabrze, Upper Silesia.

Hardness, 3 to 4 ; sp. gi\ 2"5S ; lustre, feeble ;

colour, pale straw-yellow ; fracture, perfectly

conchoidal. Compos. : sulphuric acid, 30*2
;

alumina, 34*8
; potash, 107 ; water, 1S"3 ;

corresponding to the formula KOSO3 +3M.jOy
SO3+9HO. Resembles in 'texture the litho-

graphic stone of Solenhofen.

* lof. (1) lofe, s. [A.S. & Icel. lof, O. H.
Ger. lob.) Praise.
" Drihtin to lofe and wurthe." Ormulum, 1,141.

* lof (2), s. [Loaf.]

* loffe, v.i. [Laugh, v.]

* lof-sang, * lof song, s. [Mid. Eng. lof

and sang or song.] A song of praise.

loft, s. [Icel. loft = (1) air, sky ; (2) an upper
room ; Dan, loft = a loft ; Sw. loft = a garret

;

A.S. Iyfl = the air, the sky; Goth. Influx =
the air ; Dut. luchi ~ the air ; Ger. luft.\

* 1. The air, the sky ; heaven. [Aloft.]
" My motlier, my sovereign pleasance,
Over all thing, out-taken Crist 011 toft."

Chaucer; ft T., 4,098.

2. The room or space under a roof.

3. An elevated gallery in a church, for an
organ or choir.

4. An elevated stoiy in a barn or stable, as
a hay-loft above the floor on which the
animals are stalled.

5. A floor, a story, a stage.

"The stage has three lofts one aboue another where-
in were 3H0 eolumnes of niarbel."

—

Hakewill : Apologia,
bk. i\., en. viii., § 2.

loft-i-ly, adv. [Eng. lofty; -ly.)

1. In a lofty manner or position ; aloft ; on
high.

"Did ever any conquerour, loftily seated in his
triumphal chariot, yield a spectacle so gallant and
magnificent."

—

Barrow: Sermons, vol. i., aer. 61.

2- Proudly, haughtily, arrogantly, pom-
pously.

" They speak wickedly concerning oppression ; they
speak loftily."—Psalm lxxiii. 8.

* 3. With elevation of language or senti-

ment ; sublimely.

loft i-ness, * loft-i-nes, s. [Eng. lofty;

-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being lofty, high,
or elevated ; elevation, height : as, the lofti-

ness of a mountain.

2. Pride, haughtiness, arrogance, vanity.

"The hautines of men slial be broght luwe, and the
lofthias of men shal be abiised."—i«iiurt ii. 17. (1551.)

3. Sublimity, grandeur, or elevation of
sentiment.

" One yet extant declareth the loftiness of his fancy,
the richness of his vein, and the elegancy of his style."—Barrow: Harmons, vol. iii., ser. 22.

lof-tu'-Sl-a, s. [Named after "W. Kennet
Lof'tus, who made geological and other in-

vestigations on the Turco-Russian frontier.]

Zool, : A genus of Foraminifera, family Li-

tuolida. While most of the class are minute,
a Loftusia from the Lower Eocene is between
two and three inches long.

lof-tjr, a. [Eng. loft; -y.]

I. Ordinary Language :

I. Lifted high up; elevated, high.

"We began to ascend the steep of the Bocchetta, one
of the loft test of the maritime Aupenines or rather
Alps."—fcu&Uiee: Italy, if', 496.

"x
2. Proud, haughty, arrogant, pompous.

" Ambroshis kept vnderand staiert the lofty barbar-
ous people, that in to say, the Saxons, by the liutalile nid
and assistance of the valiant Arthur."—Jlolinshed:
Hint. A'ng., vol. i., ch. xiv.

*"
3. Elevated in condition, character, or

dignity ; dignified.
" Thus saith the high and lofty One that iiihabiteth

eternity, whose name is Holy."

—

Isaiah lvii. 15.

4. Characterized by or indicative of pride,

haughtiness, or arrogance ; proud : as, a toffy

air or manner.

5. Elevated in language or style ; sublime,
grand, stately, dignified : as, lofty verse.

* 6. Stately, dignified, majestic : as, lofty

steps.

II. Bat. : (Of a tree or plant): The next stage
in the scale of height above tall (q.v.).

log (1), s. [led. lag = a felled tree, a log ; cogn.
with Sw. dial, l&ga - a felled tree ; Old Sw.

lage= broken branches ; Sw. logg = a log
(imut.), log-Una, = u log-line; l»g-bok=.a log-

book, loggtt = to heave the log; Dan. log = a
log (uaut.), log-line — a log-line, log-bog=a log-

book, logge = to heave the log ; Out. log = a
log (naut.), log-lijn = a log-line ; Ger. log.]

I, Ordinary Language :

1. A rough bulky piece of timber unhewed
;

a block ; a piece of wood.
" I must remove

Some thousands of these logs, and pile them up."
tthakesp. : Tempest, iii. 1.

2. An account of one's acts or transactions
;

a diary, a journal.

"The lou of the exploring expedition sent out by the
Portunuese in 1501 is written on the Brazilian coast."
—Taylor : Wonts .(• /'tares 1 1878), eh. ii.

3. A book in which the master of a public
school enters memoranda.

II. 'Technically

:

1. Nautical :

(1) An apparatus for ascertaining the rate
of a ship's motion. In its common form it

consists of a triangular piece of wood, called

the log-chip, curved at the bottom, which is

loaded so that it may Moat upright in the
water. To its corners is attached a cord,
termed a log-line, which is wound around a
reel, the axis of winch projects, allowing it to
turn freely when held in the hollow between
the thumb and forefinger. The line is long
enough to measure the distance sailed by the
ship at her greatest speed during a given time,
usually 30 seconds, and is divided into knots,
corresponding to a proportionate part of the
nautical mile, that is, 51 feet. The string is

knotted at such intervals that the spaces bear
the same relation to a nautical mile that a
half-minute does to an hour, that is, the knots
must be the 120th of a nautical mile apart. The
English geographical or nautical mile is L

]
,j of

a degree of latitude, about 2,025 yards. A
certain length of line—not marked—inter-

venes between the chip and the first division
on the line. Tins is termed the stray-line,

and serves to allow the chip to drift beyond
the dead-water in the wake of the ship. Each
knot is made sensible to the feeling as well as
to the sight, and is subdivided into ten
fathoms so called. The time is measured by a
small sand-glass. In heaving the log, the
observer, usually an officer or petty officer,

throws the chip over the taffrail, and as the
first mark on the line passes over the reel,

calls out "turn" to the assistant, who im-
mediately inverts the glass. When the sand
has all run out, the latter calls out "out,"
"when the observer checks the line, noting the
knots and fathoms which have passed out.

This operation, in well-regulated vessels, is

performed every hour, and the result, as well
as the course by compass which the vessel is

steering at the time, is entered in the log-

book, to serve as a basis for the dead reckon-
ing (q.v.).

(2) The same as Log-book (q.v.).

2. Steam-engin. : A tabulated summary of
the performance of the engines and boilers,

and of the consumption of coals, tallow, oil,

and other engineers' stores on board a steam-
vessel.

log-board, s.

Xaut. : The hinged pair of boards on
which the memoranda of time, wind, course,
rate, &c, are noted for transcription into the
log-book.

log-boolt, s.

1. Ncmt, : The book which contains a
journal of the vessel's progress from day to
day, with any event occurring on board, of
vessels spoken, &c. It is transcribed from the
log-board, and forms the rough-log from which
(in government vessels) the smooth-log is

transcribed for the navy department.

2. The same as Log, 5., I. 3.

" Every teacher should bring Ins log-book to the col-
lective examination e\ery two or three years."

—

J'earun : School Inspection, § IX

log-cabin, s. A hut or cabin roughly con-
structed of logs laid on each other.

log-canoe, $, A canoe constructed of a
single log hollowed out.

log-chip, s.

Naut. : The triangular board on the end of
the log-line. [Loo (1), s., II. 1 (1).]

* log-end, s. The thick end oF anything.
"The most heavy log-end of Christ's Cross. '—Gaa-

tlon : Tears of the Church, p. 122.

log-glass, s.

Naut. : The sand-glass used vit heaving the
log. Half-minute or quarter-minute glasses-

are used, according to the rate of suiting.

[Loo (IX s., II. 1(1).]

log-house, a. The same as Log-cabis
(q.v.).

log-line, s.

Naut. : A line 150 fathoms ill length. [Log,

(D.8., II. 1(1).

J

log-measurer, s. A device for gauging
logs, taking the round measure with the
allowance for the squaring, ami giving results,

in board measure of the ascertained square in,

running feet of the log.

log-reel, *. The reel of the log-line.

log-roll, v.t.

1. Lit ; To assist in collecting and rolling:

logs for burning.

2. Fig. : To assist mutually in carrying
measures of legislation. (American.)

log-Ship, ». [Log-chip.]

log-slate, s. A log-board (q.v.).

log-sled, s. A short, long, low-benched
sled-tor hauling Jogs.

' log (2), s. [Heb.] A Hebrew measure for
liquids, containing according to some three-
quarters of a pint ; according to others, &
quarter of. a cab, and consequently five-sixths

of a pint. According- to Dr. Arbuthnot, it.

was a liquid measure, the seventy-second part
of the bath or ei>hah, and twellth part of the
hin. (Calmel.)

log (1), v.i. [Log (1), s.] To cut and get out
logs. (American.)

log (2), v.t. [Log (1), s.] To enter in a log-
book".

"I've known a smart chase and a fi^ht at the tail
where le«. has been tugged than I've got on that theie
slate. '—J. /'. t'isuper. 1'ioneers, oh. xxxii.

log (3), v.i. [Cf. Dan. lagrc = to wag the tail.}

'in move or rock to and fro.

Idg/-an,l6g'-gan,s. [Log (3), v.] Arocking-
stone ; a large stone so balanced as to be
easily made to rock to and fro. [Kocking-
stone.]

16 - gan'- e - a?, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. logan(\a);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. sutf. -eu:~\

liot. : The typical tribe of the order Lo-
ganiacea; (q.v.).

16-gan'-i-a, s. [Named by Mr. Brown after a
Mr. Jas. Logan, said to havc-been the author
of some experiments on the generation of

plants. (Loudon,)}

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Lo-
ganew and the order Loganiacea; (q.v.). It
consists of about eleven small Australian
bushes or herbaceous plants, with opposite
entire leaves and terminal or axillary bunches-
of white flowers.

16-gan-I-a'-ce-a% a pi. [Mod. Lat. lo-

gan(ia); Lat. fern. pi. adj. soft', -aceai.]

Bat. : Loganiads ; an order of perigynous
exogens, alliance Gentianales. The leaves
are opposite, entire, with stipules often inter-

petiolar ; flowers racemose, corymbose, or soli-

tary ; calyx valvate or imbricated, four to five-

parted ; corolla regular or irregular, four, live,

or ten-cleft ; stamens in the same line ; ovary
superior, two, three, or spuriously four-celled;

ovules indefinite or solitary; fruit capsular,

drupaceous or berried. Distribution, tropical

or intertropical countries. Known genera 22,

species lt>2. (Lindley.)

16 - gan' -l-ads, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. logani(a);

Eng. pi. stiff, -ads.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Loganiaceai (q.v.).

16 -gan-ite, s. [Named after Sir Win. Logan
by f. S. Hunt ; sutf. -ite (JtfU.).J

Mm. : A mineral resulting from the altera-

tion of- hornblende, having its form, angles,

and cleavage. 'Compos.: silica, 33"2S; alu-

mina, 13-30; sesquioxide of iron, 1-92; mag-
nesia, 35'50 ; water, 16*0. Corresponds very
closely to the composition of pel minite (q.v.).

Found in the Laurentian crystalline limestone
of Canada.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, ptft,

ora wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e ; ey — a. qu = kw«
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log - a - oed'- 1C, a. [Gr. Ao-yaoiSiicd? (logaoi-
dikos), from Aoyos (logos) = speech, prose, and
aoiSri (aoide)= poetry, verse.]

Pros.: A term applied to verses in which
the stronger dactylic rhythm passes into the
weaker trochaic, so that they seem to partake
of the natures both of prose and poetry.

log'-a-rithm, a-. [Gr. Aoyos (logos) = a word,
a proportion, and api&

ti6<: (arithmos) = a
number ; Fr. logarithme; Sp. & Ital. logaritmo.]

Math. : The logarithm of a number is the
exponent of the power to which it is neces-
sary to raise a fixed number, called the base,
to produce the given number. The logarithm
of N to the base a is thus expressed, log« N.
The logarithm of any number depends upon
the value of the base «, and different systems
of logarithms are found by taking different
values of a ; but since a = 1, in every system
loga 1 = 0. By taking different values of N
in each system, different values of x will be
found in each system, and such numbers being
registered will form tables of logarithms.
The Common, or Briggs', tables of Logarithms
are calculated to base 10. The Napierian
tables, invented by Lord Napier, are calcu-
lated to base e, which = 2-7182S1S. In the
common system of logarithms, the logarithm
of 100 is 2, because 10 raised to the second
power = 100 ; similarly, the logarithm of 1000
= 3, of 10000 = 4, and so on. When the loga-
rithms form a series in arithmetical progres-
sion, the corresponding natural numbers form
a series in geometrical progression, thus

—

The logarithms of numbers between 1 and 10
consist of decimals, of numbers between 10
and 100 they consist of the integer 1 and a
decimal; of numbers between 100 and 1000 of
the integer 2 and a decimal, and so on. The
integral part of a logarithm is called the index,
and it is always less by 1 than the number of
integer places in the corresponding natural
number: thus the index of the logarithm of
3 is 0, of 30 is 1, of 300 is 2, and so on. The
logarithms of decimals have negative indices,
and the number of units in the index is always
greater by 1 than the number of ciphers im-
mediately following the decimal point: thus
the index of the logarithm of "3 is — 1, of *03

is — 2, of '003 is — 3, and so on. The decimal
part of a logarithm is called the mantissa.
Logarithms are of great service in shortening
and facilitating the arithmetical operations of
multiplication and division ; for since the
sum of the logarithms of two numbers is the
logarithm of the product of those numbers

;

and since logarithms are the indices of powers
of the same basis, the difference of the loga-
rithms of two numbers is the logarithm of
the quotient; also the multiple of the loga-
rithm of a number is the logarithm of the
power of that number, and a fraction of the
logarithm of a number is the logarithm of the
corresponding root. Hence a complete table
of logarithms would enable us to perform mul-
tiplication byaddition, division by subtraction,
involution by multiplication, and evolution by
division. Logarithms were invented by Lord
Napier of Merehiston in Scotland in 1614, nnd
improved byHenry Briggs. Savillian Professor
of Geometry at Oxford in 1024.

H (1) Arithmetical complement of alogarithm:
The difference between the given logarithm
and 10.

(2) Hyperbolic logarithms: The Napierian
system of logarithms, so called from their
relation to certain areas included between
the equilateral hyperbola and its asymptotes.

"There is no reason why the Napierian logarithms
should be called hyperbolic, rather than those of any
other system ; for, the same relation which exists be-
tween the Napierian system null the equilateral hyper-
bola also exists between other systems and oblique
nyberbolas. In the case of oblique hyperbolas, the
area is limited by two oblique ordinates. and the

"
lu

oi tlie "ys^ 111 is always equal to the sine of
the angle between the ordinates.'—Davies & Peck:
Mathematical Diet. ; Lo'jurUhms.

* log-a-rith-met'-ic, * log-a-rith-met-
IC-ai, ft. [Formed on analogy of arithmetic,
arithmetical.] Of or pertaining to logarithms

;

logarithmic.

* log-a-rlth-met'-ic-al-ljr, adv. [Eng.
loyurithmeticftl ; -l\j.] The'same as Logarith-
mically (q.v.).

log-a-rith'-mic» log-a-ritn'-mic-al, a.

[Eng. logarithm; -ic, -ical.] Of or pertaining
to logarithms ; consisting of logarithms.

" A mathematicil novelty in the shape of a logarith-
micnvevnne.'—AtheiuBum, Aug. 13, 183-J.

logarithmic curve, s.

Math. : A curve that may be referred to a
system of rectangular co-ordinate axes, such
that the ordinate ofany point will be equal to
the logarithm of its abscissa.

logarithmic-spiral, s.

Math. : A curve-line intimately connected
witli the logarithmic curve. It intersects all

its radiants at the same angle, which angle is

the modulus of the system of logarithms re-

presented by the particular spiral. Also
called a logistic spiral.

* log-a-rlth'-mic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. loga-

rithmical; -ly.] In *a logarithmical manner;
by the use or aid of logarithms.

* loge, s. [Fr.] A lodge, a lodging, a habita-
tion. (Chancer: C. T., 14,895.)

log'-gan, s. [Logan.]

* log'-gat, s. [A dimin. from log (1), s. (q.v.).]

1. A small log or piece of wood.

2. (PL): The name of an old game, ronsist-

iug in fixing a stake in the ground, and pitch-
ing small pieces of wood at it, the nearest
thrown winning. It was declared unlawful by
the 33rd ofHenry VIII. (Shalcesp. : Hamlet,v. 1.)

* lSgged, prct. & pet. par. of v. [Lodge, v.]

logged, a. [Eng. log; -ed.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Fastened with logs. (Amer.)

2. Naut. : The same as Water-logged (q.v.).

log'-ger, 5. & a. [Eng. log (1), s. ; -er.]

A. As subst. : A person employed to get
logs or timber. (American.)

* B- As adj. : Stupid. (Cotton: Burlesque
upon Burlesque.)

log -ger-head, s. [Eng. logger, a., and head.]

* I. Ord. Jjing. : A blockhead, a stupid fellow,

a dolt. (Slmkesp. : 1 Henry IV., ii. 4.)

II. Technically

:

1. Bot. (PI.): Centaurea nigra.

2. Build. ; A spherical mass of iron with a
long handle used to melt tar.

3. Naut. : A runnel on the gunwale of a
whaleboat, over which the line passes as it

is drawn out by the fish ; a ballard.

4. Zool. : [Loggerhead-turtle].

U 0) To fall (come, or go) to loggerheads : To
come to blows. (V Estrange.)

(2) To be at loggerhea/.ls : To quarrel, to
fight ; to engage in a dispute.

loggerhead-turtle, s.

Zool. : Thalassochelys olivacea, formerly Che-
lone, couanna, a turtle frequenting the Atlantic,
and found more rarely in the Mediterranean.
The head is low, broad, and flat on the top.

The feet are large. Body coloured brownish
or reddish-brown. The Indian loggerhead
has long fore limbs, and but one claw.

* ldg'-ger-head-ed, a. [Eng. loggerhead;
-ed.] Doltish, stupid, blockheaded. (Slutkesp.

:

Taming of the Shrew, iv. 1.)

logger-headed shrike, <*.

Omith: Lanius carolinensis (Wilson). Its

colours are gray, black, and white. It feeds
on crickets and grasshoppers.

log'-gl-a (pi. lof-gi-e), s. [Ital.] [Lodge.]

Italian Architecture

:

1. A corridor or gallery of a palatial build-

PALAZZO DELLA LOGGIA, BRESCIA.

ing, sometimes on the level of the ground, at
other times at the height of one or more stories

running along the front or part of the front of

the building, and open on one side to the air,

on which side is a series of pillars or slender
piers ; a belvedere.

2. A large ornamental window in the mid-
dle of the chief story of a building, often pro-
jecting from the wall.

3. An open balcony in a theatre or concert-

hall.

' log ging (1), [Lodging.]

* log'-gxng (2), pr, par. & s. [Loo, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As subst. : The act of collecting or get-

ting logs.

logging-axe, s. An axe used in cutting
off logs. It is usually heavier than a felling

or lopping axe.

logging-head, s. The working-beam of
a steam-engine.

log'-lC, t ldg'-ics, s. [Fr. logique, from Lat.
logica (ars) = (the art) of logic; logicus =
logical; Gr. Aoydcij (logike) (re^vr) (techne) =
(the art) of logic ; Aoykcos (logikos) = pertain-

ing to speech or logic ; Adyos (logos) = a
speech ; Ae'yw (lego) = to read.]

Hist. £ Phil. : Logic, as known in the pre-

sent day, is a development and modification
of the Te\i^j SiaXeKTuerj (techne dialekt ike) = art

of reasoning, which Aristotle, utilizing the
labours of his predecessors, and notably those
of Zeuo of Elea, moulded into something like

consistent shape. The first development of
Aristotelian Logic was by the Scholastics
(q.v.) ; and Lewes (Hist. Phil. (1880), ii. ,22)
mentions it with praise of Abelard, that " he
brought forward Logic as an independent
power in the great arena of theological de-
bate." At the time of the Reformation, pro-
bably as a protest, Scholasticism was depre-
ciated, and at some of the Scotch Universities
it was discarded for Ramism (q.v.). The sub-
tle distinctions and keen disputations of
the Schoolmen led in the next century to
Bacon's condemnation of the perversion—not
of the cultivation—of logical pursuits. Locke
was not so moderate, as may be seen in his
Essay (ch. xxii., Of Reason). [For German
Logic, see Heoelianism, Kantian-philoso-
phy, and Transcendentalism.] Generally
speaking, down to the first half of the present
century, there was little dispute as to how
Logic should be defined. The Port Royalists
had, certainly called it the Art of Thinking.;
but the Art or Science of Reasoning, or the
Art and Science of Reasoning met with little

opposition as a definition. This is how "Whately
defines it (Logic, Introd., § 1), and a writer of
such opposite opinions as Tongiorgi, S.J.
(Inst. Phil.) has substantially the same words

;

and a parallel passage to Whately's explana-
tion, as to how Logic is at once a science and
an art, occurs in Liberatore, who is read in
many of the ecclesiastical colleges in Rome.
Sir W. Hamilton says that

—

"Logic is the Science of the Laws of Thought as
Thought or the Science of the Formal Laws of Thought,
ur the Science of the Laws of the Forms of Thought

;

for all these are merely various expressions of the same
thing."

—

Lectures on Logic (ed. 1374), i. 2G.

Mill's definition is far wider in its inclusion,
for lie makes Logic co-extensive witli proof :

—

" Logic, then, is the science of the operations of the
understanding which are subservient to the estima-
tion of evidence; both the process itself of advancing
from known truths to unknown, and all other intel-
lectual operations in so far as auxiliary to this. It in-
cludes, therefore, the operation of Naming ; for lan-
guage is an instrument of thought, as well as a means
of communicating our thoughts."

—

Logic. (Introd. § 7.)

Sayce (Prin. Comp. Philol., Pref. ix.), has a
passage, which is an admirable gloss upon the
latter part of this definition. (See also Lewes

:

Hist. Phil. (1SS0), i. 301, sqq.)

IT 1. Applied logic:

(1) [Modified logic],

(2) The term is sometimes loosely used for
logical method employed in some particular
branch of investigation.

2. Deductive logic: Syllogistic Logic ; in
which no more is inferred in the conclusion
than is implicitly contained in the premisses.
[Syllogism.]

3. Equationcd logic: A system of logical no-
tation in which propositions arc expressed in
the form of equations. (See Jevons: Princi-
2)les of Science, and Studies in Deductive Logic.)

4. Inductive logic: The science which treats
of inductive reasoning, by which, broadly
speaking, a general proposition is inferred

boil, bo$; podt, jo\W; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing
-cian, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion-shun; -tion, -sion= zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = b*l t del.
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from a number of particular propositions.

[Inductive-method.]

5. Modified logic: That Logic which is con-

cerned in the investigation ofTruth and its con-

tradictory opposite, Error ; of the causes of

Error, and the impediments to Truth and their

removal ; and of the subsidiaries by which hu-
man thought may be strengthened and guided
in its functions.

"What I have called Modified Logic is identical with
what Kant and other philosophers have denominated
Applied Logic."Sir W. Hamilton : Logic (ed. 1874),

i. 60.

6. Pure logic: (See extracts).
" Pure logic arises from a comparison of things as to

their sameness or difference in any qimUtj* or circum-
stance whatever."

—

\V. Stanley Jevons : Pure Logic,
p. 17.

"Pure logic teaches both the laws of immediate
knowledge or Perception, and those of mediate know-
ledge or Thought."— Ueberweg : Logic, p. 17.

7. Syllogistic logic : [Deductive logic].

8. Symbolic logic :

(1) (See extract.)
" Symbolic Logic is not a generalization of the Com-

mon Logic in all directions alike. It confines itself to
one side of it, viz., the class or denotation side—prob-
ably the only side which admits of much generaliza-
tion—and this it pushes to the utmost limits, with-
drawing attention from everything which does not de-
velope in this direction."

—

Venn : Symbolic Logic, ch. ii.

(2) The term is also loosely applied to the
" illustration of logical relations by mathemati-
cal signs or by diagrams.

T[ The form logics is used in. the Dublin
University.

log'-ic-al, ((. [Eng. logic; -al]

1. Of or pertaining to logic ; taught or used
in logic.

"But they are put ofT by the names of vertues, and
natures, and actions, and passions, and such other
logicall words,"—Bacon: Nat, Hist., §98.

2. According to the rules or principles of
logic ; sound in reasoning.

" He, by sequel logical.
Writes best, who never thinks at all."

Prior : Epistle to Fleetwood Shephard.

3. Skilled in logic ; furnished with logic.

"A man who sets up as a Judge in criticism, should
have a clear and logical head."

—

Addison.

*l6g-i-cal'-l-ty, s. [Eng. logical; -ity.] The
state or quality of being logical.

" It [Cynicism] required a great rude energy, a fa-

natical logicality of mind."—Lewes; History of Philo-
sophy, i. 191.

* log-i-cal-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. logicaliz(e)

;

-atio)i.] The act of making logical.

"The mere act of writing tend3 in a great degree to
the logicallzation of thought."

—

E. A. Poe : Margin-
alia, xvi.

* log'-I-cal-ize, v.t. [Eng. logical; -ize.] To
make logical.

"Thought is logicalized by the effort at expression."
—E. A. Poe; Marginalia, xvi.

ldg'-ic-al-ly; adv. [Eng. logical; -ly.~\ In a
logical "manner ; according to the rules or

principles of logic.

"This danger we avoid if we logically follow out the
principles of the constitution to their consequences,"

—

Macaulay : Hist, Eng., ch. x.

lo-gl'-cian, s. [Fr. logicien, from Lat. logi-

cus.] One who is versed or skilled in logic ; a

teacher or professor of logic.

" The grim logician puts them in a fritrlit

;

'Tis easier far to flourish than to fight."
Dryden ; Hind <6 Panther, iii. 201.

* log'-i-cise, v.i. [Eug. logic ; -ise.] To
reason ; to exercise logical powers.

1 log'-ics, s. [Logic]

16'-gie, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A piece of hol-

lowed-out pewter polished in various concavi-

ties, and used as theatrical jewelry. {Annan-
dale.)

Lo-gier'-i-an, a. [See def.] Of or belonging
to John Bernard Logier, who was born at

Cassel, in 17S0, and died in 1S4G.

Logierian system, n.

Music : A system of musical instruction in-

troduced by Logier. It flourished from about
1817 to 1827.

* log'-lSt, s. [Gr. Aoyiorijs (logistis) = a calcu-

lator.] A calculator.

lo-gist'-ic, a. [Gr. Aoyio-TiKos (logistikos)

= skilled in calculating, from Aoyc^bjuou (lo-

gizomai) = to calculate ; Fr. logistique.]

* 1. Log'cal.

2. Pertaining or relating to logistics ; sexa-

gesimal.

logistic-arithmetic, s.

Math. : Certain logarithmic numbers used
for facilitating the calculation of the fourth
term of a proposition, of which one of the
terms is a given constant quantity, commonly
one hour, while the other terms are expressed
in minutes and seconds ; in which case the
logistic logarithm of a given number of seconds,
or minutes and seconds, is the excess of the
logarithm of 3,600, the number of seconds in

an hour, over the logarithm of the given num-
ber of seconds ; so that the process is reduced
to adding the logistic logarithms of the second
and third terms, which gives the logistic log-

arithm of the fourth term. For example, to

form the logistic logarithm of 3' 20" or 200",

we take the logarithm 2*3010 from 3-5563, and
we have 1*2553 for the logistic logarithm of
3' 20". Logistic logarithms are tabulated and
employed in certain astronomical computa-
tions, but they are now almost entirely dis-

used.

logistic -spiral, s. [Logarithmic-
spiral.]

lo-gist'-ic-al, a. [Eng. logistic; -al] The
same as Logistic (q.v.).

lo-gist'-ics, s. [Logistic]

1, Math. : The same as sexagesimal arith-

metic, that is, that system of arithmetic
in which numbers are expressed the in scale

of sixty. The use of this scale is almost en-

tirely confined to trigonometrical operations
for expressing fractional parts of a circumfer-
ence, or of a right angle.

2. Mil. : That branch of military science or

art which deals with the comparative warlike
resources of countries between which war is

likely to break out, and also with the condi-
tions under which it has to be conducted, the
means of transit, resources of food, geographi-
cal features, climate, &c.

"I have written of him [Johnston] as a master of
logistics."—Ji. Taylor: Destruction & Reconstruction,
ch. v.

log'-man, s. [Eng. log, and man.]
* 1. One employed to carry logs.

" To make me slave to it ; and, for your sake,
Am I this patient logman."

Shakes}*. : Tempest, iii. 1.

2. A person employed to collect and take
logs to a mill. (American.)

' * lo-goc'-ra-cy, s. [Gr. Adyos (logos) = a word
;

Kpareu) (krateo) = to rule.] Government by
the power of words. (Irving: Salmagundi,
No. 14.)

* lo-go-dse'-dal-y, s. [Gr. Adyos (logos) = a

word, and SaLHaXos (daidalos) = cunningly
wrought.] A playing with words ; verbal
legerdemain. (Coleridge.)

log'-6-gram, s. [Gr. Adyos (logos) = a word,
and ypafifxa (gramma) = a letter.]

1. A phonogram or sign, which for the sake
of brevity represents a word : as,

|
that is t,

for that.

2. A set of verses forming a puzzle. The
verses contain words synonymous with certain

others formed from the transposition of the
letters of an original word, which last it is the
object to find out.

* lo-gog'-ra-pher, s. [Gr. \oyoypd<pos (logo-

graphos) = a, prosewriter ; Adyos (logos) — prose,
and ypct<f>a> (grapho) = to write.]

1. An historian. The early Greek historians
from Cadmus of Miletus to Herodotus are so
called by Thucydides (i. 21), and the name has
been since appropriated to the old chroniclers
before Herodotus. (Liddell & Scolt.)

"His [Herodotus] style must be considered a3 the
perfection of the unperiodic style, the only style em-
ployed by hts predecessors, the logographers."—Muel-
lar; Lit. Arte. Greece (ed. Donaldson), i. 363.

2. A professional speech-writer.

"The plain man, intending to go to law, addressed
himself to a professional speech-writer or logographer,
who not only gave him legal advice, hut furnished him
with a speech to be learnt by heart."—Quarterly lie-
view, Oct. 1881, p. 531.

l6-go-graph'-ict
^ lo-go-graph'-ic-al, a.

[Eng. Ingog raph(y) ; -ie, -leal.] Of or pertain-
ing to logography (q.v.).

"The impracticability of the logngraphic system,"—Grant: The Newspaper Press, i. 423.

logographic-printing, s. The same
as Logography, 1. It was introduced by Mr.
Henry Johnson and Mr. Walters of the Times,
in 1783.

* lo-go-graph'-ic-al-Iy\ adv. [Eng. logo-

graphical; -ly.] In a. logographic manner ; in
the manner of logography.

"The-Daily Universal Register . . . had thus been
printed logographically more than a year and a halt

'

—Grant .' The Newspaper Press, i. 420,

Id-gSg'-ra-phjr, s. [Gr. \oyoypa<f)Ca (logo-

graphia), iroui Adyos (logos) = a word, and
ypdtfxo (grap]w) = to write; Fr. logographie.]

1. A method of printing, in which a type
represents a whole word, or a termination ->f

a word, instead of a single letter.
'•

2. A system of taking down the words of a
speaker, without making use of shorthand, by
a number of reporters, each of whom took
down three or four words. It was invented

by Mr. H. Barlow, about 1784.

* log'-o-grlph, y log'-o-gryph, s. [Gr.

Adyos (logos) = a word, and ypi^o-r (griphos) =
a fishing-net, a riddle ; Fr. logogriphc; Ital. &
Sp. logogrifn.] An enigmatical question ; a

puzzle, a riddle.
" Worse than the logogryphes of later times."

Bp. Hall: Satires, bk. iv., sat. 1.

t lo-gom'-a-chist, s. [Eng. logomach(y) ;

-1st.] One who contends or disputes about
words.

" One feels inclined to demur, and to ask, like some
old IfiQ-omarhist, what he exactly means by 'is.'"—Pall

Mall Gazette, May 11, 1S82.

lo-g6m'-a-chy» s. [Gr. Aoyo/xaxi'a (logoma-

chia), from Aoyos (logos) — a word, and p.6-xo}xai

(machomai) =; to right; Fr. logomachie ; Ital.

logomachia; Sp. logomaqiiia.] A contention

in words or about words ; a dispute about
words.

"His Bturdy English contempt for philosophical lo-

gomachy." — Leslie Stephen : English Titought in the

Eighteenth Century, i. 3B.

16-gom'-e-ter, s. [Gr. koyos (logos) = a word,
ratio, and ^.irpov (metrou) = a measure.] A
scale for measuring chemical equivalents.

16 - go -met' - ric, ld-gd-met'-ric-al, a.

[Gr. Adyos (logoi) = a word, ratio, and Eng.
metric, metrical (q.v.)-] Of or pertaining to a
logometer ; used to measure chemical equiva-

lents.

Idg'-ds, s. [Gr.]

1, Phil. : The word Logos has a philosophi-

cal as well as a religious history. It first be-

comes prominent in the theories of Heraclitus

of Ephesus, where it appears as a law of na-

ture, objective in the world, giving order and
regularity to the movement of things. The
Logos formed an important part of the Stoic

System. The active principle living in the

world, and determining it they called both
Logos and God. The Divine Reason, operating
upon matter, bestows upon it the laws which
govern it, laws which the Stoics called Adyot

0-vepp.cLTLKoi, or productive causes. They also

taught that in man there was a special Logos,
which they called eVSiafleros, so long as it was
resident within the breast ; Trpo^optKds, when
it was expressed. For the doctrine of Philo,

see extract—
" The Logos, a being intermediate between God ana

the world, dwells with God as his Wisdom. The Logos is

diffused through the world of the senses as divine rea-
son revealing itself in the world. . . . The Logos does
not exist from eternity like God, and yet its geuesis is

not like our own and that of all other created beings;
it is the first- begotten Son of God, and is for us, who
are imperfect a God ; the wisdom of God is its mother.
. . . Through the agency of the Logos, God created the
world, and has revealed himself to it. The Logos is

also the representative of the world before God, acting
as its high-priest, intercessor, and faraclete."— L'eber-
weg ; Uiat. Philos., i. 221, 225.

2. Scrip. : A Being who was in the beginning,
was with God, and was God ; made all things,

had in himself life, which was the light of

men ; became flesh, and dwelt among men.
(John i. 1, 3, 4, 14 ; cf. also 1 John i. 1, where
the Logos is called the " Word of Life.") The
reference is evidently to Jesus Christ, viewed
as having existed from the beginning, and at

a certain period becoming incarnate and dwell-

ing among men.

1 log'-o-thete, s. [Gr. Adyos (logos) = a word,
and Ti8r)fiL (tithemi) = to place.] An account-
ant ; an officer of the Byzantine Empire, who
was the head of an administrative depart-
ment, the public treasurer, or the chancellor
of the empire.

" In the ancient system of Coustantine, the name of
logothete. or accountant, was applied to the receivers
of the nuances: the principal officers were distin-
guished as the logothetes of the domain, of the posts,
the army, the private and public treasure; and the
great logothete, the supreme guardian of the laws and.
revenues, is compared with the chancellor of the Latin
Monarchies."— 67ibbon : Roman Empire, ch. iii.

.
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log'-o-type, s. [Gr. Adyos (logos) = a word,
and Eng. type (q.v.).~\

Print. : A type having for its face a whole
word or a combination of letters in common
use ; as, con, com, tion, ing, the, and, in, on,
&c. These compounded types are not now
used, but the practice still remains in combi-
nation of letters, such as /, ffi.

log -thing (h silent), a. [Icel. lug = law, and
thing — an assembly.] The legislative portion
of the Norwegian diet, consisting of one-fourth
of the members, who sit apart from the others,
and form, with the highest judicial authorities,
the supreme court of the kingdom.

log -wood, s. [Eng. log, and wood; it derives
its name from the fact that it is imported in
logs.]

Bot., Comm., &c: The wood of Hcematox-ylon
campeachianum. It is used as a red dye stuff.
The Decoction of Logwood and the Extract of
Logwood are officinal preparations. Logwood
is used as an astringent in diarrheea, chronic
dysentery, and atonic dyspepsia. It colours
the urine of those who use it pink. (Garrod.)

* lo hock, s. [Loch. (2),$.] A medicine or pre-
paration of a consistence between a soft
electuary and a syrup.

" Lohocks and pectorals were prescribed, and vene-
section repeated. — Wiseman : Surgery.

* loim -Ic, a. [Gr. A.oiu,ik6? (loimikos), from
A01//.0S (loimos) — contagious matter.] Of or
pertaining to the plague or other contagious
disease.

l6ui, * loine, * loyne, s. [O. Fr. logne, longe,
from LowLat. * lumbeo, front Lat. lumbus =
the loin. Prob. cogn. with Mid. Eng. lend,
Icend ; A.S. lendena = the loins.]

I. Ord'tuary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

2. A joint of meat, corresponding to the
part described under II,

3. (PL). The reins.

II. Anat. (Hnrnan &• Comp.): A popular
rather than a scientific term for the soft part
of a vertebrate, lying between the false ribs
and the hip-joint. Scientifically this is called
the lateral part of the lumbar region.

* loi'-o-lite, 5. [After Ignatius Loyola, the
founder.] A Jesuit (q.v.).

" Which the false Loiolite traduced. "—Bavkett Life
of \VUUa>m, i. 172.

loir (oi as wa), s. [From Fr. loir; Prov.
glire ; Sp. I iron ; Port. leirtio ; Ital. glie.ro;
Lat. glis (genit. gliris) = a dormouse.]

Zool. : Myoxits glis. A dormouse larger than
the common species. It is found in the south
of Europe and in Asia.

loi-se-leur'-i-a, s. [Named after Loiseleur-
Deslongchamps, a French botanist.]

But. : Agenus of Ericaceae, sometimes merged
in Azalea, but Sir Joseph Hooker makes them
distinct. Loiseleuria procumbens is better
known as Azalea procumbe)is. [Azalea.]

l6i'Tter,
* loy-ter, * loi-tren, * loy-tron,

v.i. &l t. [Dut. Ituteren = to linger, to loiter,
to trifle

; loteren = to delay, to linger. From
the same root as Eng. lout; A.S. lutan ; Icel.
lata =. to stoop ; lutr = stooping.]

A. Intrans. : To linger, to delay, to dawdle,
to spend time idly, to be dilatory, to lag.

" Oh, aid ine, then, to seek the pair,"
Whom, loitering in the woods, I lost."

Scott : Glenfinlas.

B. Trans. : To waste or consume in trifles
;

to idle. Followed by away: as, To loiter
away one's time.

loi'-ter-er, .s. [Eng. loiter; -er.] One who
loiters or lingers

; a lingerer, an idler ; one
who is dilatory.

"And gathering loiterers on the land discern
Her bout." Byron ; Corsair, i. i.

loi'-ter-mg, jn\ par. or a. [Loitek.]

I6i'-ter-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. loitering; -ly.]
In a loitering, dawdling, or dilatory manner.

Lok, Lo'-ki, s. [Icel. = a deceiver, lokka, Ger.
luchen =. to entice.]

Scand. Mythol. : The evil deity, the author
of all wickedness and calamities. He is said
to be the father of Hela, goddess of the lower

lo'-ka-O, s. [Native name.]

Chem. : A crude dye, originally imported
from China under the name of Chinese Green,
but now extracted from the berries of the
common buckthorn. It contains 30 per cent,
of mineral matter. Pure lokao, obtained by
treating the crude dye with solution of am-
monia carbonate, iiltering, and precipitating
with alcohol, is a compound of ammonia
with a pure blue colouring matter called
lokain, (NH^CseHeeO^. On treating ain-
nionium-lokai'u with dilute sulphuric acid, it

splits up into glucose and an insoluble residue,
lokaetin, CigHjgOio An aqueous solution of
crude lokao dyes cotton a pale green, but
gives to wool aud silk a pale bluish-gray.

lo-ka'-e -tin, s. [Lokao. ]

lo'-ka-in, $. [Lokao.]

loke (1), s. [Lock, &.]

1. A wicket, a hatch.

2. A private road or path.

3. A narrow lane.

* loke (2), s. [Lock (2), s.]

* loke, v.t. [Look, v.]

* lok en, * loke, pa. par. or a. [Lock, v.]

lo-lig'-i-dse, s. pi, [Lat. lolig(o); fern. pi.
adj. sun', -idee.]

Zool. : Carpenter's name for a family of
Cephalopods, called by "Woodward and others
Tenthids.

lol'-I-gd, s. [Lat. = the cuttle fish.]

Zool. : Cahunary. A genus of cephalopodous
molluscs, family Teuthidse, sub-family Myop-
sinie (Myopsidae, D'Orbigny). The pen is

lanceolate, witli the shaft produced in front.
It is multiplied by age, so that in old in-
dividuals several pens are found packed
closely together. (Owen.) The body tapers
behind, being much elongated in the males

;

the fins are terminal, united, rhombic. Length,
excluding the tentacles, from three inches to
two and a half feet. S. P. Woodward con-
sidered that twenty-three recent species are
known, these Steenstrup reduces to seven.
They are found in all seas. One is fossil ; it

is from the Lias. Loligo vulgaris is the
Common Squid ; L. media the Little Squid.
[Squid.] Both are British.

lol-i-gop'-sis, 5. [Lat. loligo = a cuttle fish,
and Gr. oi//ls (ojisis) = look, appearance.]

Zool. . A genus of cephalopodous molluscs,
family Teuthidie, sub-family Oligopsinaj
(Oligopsidae, D'Orbigny). The pen is slender,
with a minute conical appendix ; the body is
elongated, the arms short, the cups in two
rows ; the tentacles slender, the funnel valve-
less. Eight species are known, all recent.
They are pelagic, and found in various seas.

ldl'-i-um, loT-i-on, s. [Lat. lolium =
darnel, cockle, tares.]

Bot. : Rye-grass. A genus of Grasses, tribe
Hordese (Lindley), tribe Poacese, sub-tribe
Hordeacese (.Sir Joseph Hooker). The spike
is distichous, the spikelets solitary : the
empty glume one, the flowering glumes many.
Four species are known, all from the north
temperate zone. Two are British, Lolium
perenne, the Perennial or Beardless Rye-
grass, and L. temulentum, the Darnel. L.
multiflorum is a colonist (Watson). The
Bearded Rye-grass is an escape, and X.
linicola, the Annual or Flax Rye-grass is
L. temulentum, var. arvense. [Rye-grass.]

loll, * loll-en, v.i. & t. [O. But. Mien = to
sit over the lire

;
prob. a derivative of lull =

to sing to sleep ; Icel. lulla = to loll ; Mia =
to move slowly ; lalla = to toddle as a child :

lolla = sloth.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To lie or recline idly ; to lie in a careless
attitude ; to lounge.

"The large Achilles on his press'd bed lolling
From his deep chest laughs out a loud applause."

SUahesp. : Troilas & Cressida, i. 3.

2. To hang from the mouth, as the tougue
of a dog when heated with exertion and paut-
iug.

" To the black fount tbey rush, a hideous throng
With paunch distended, and with lolling tongue."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xvi. 109.

* 3. To suffer the tongue to hang out from
the mouth. (Said of animals.)

B. Trans. : To put out ; to allow to hang
from the mouth.
" With his lolled tongue he faintly licks his prey."

Dryden : Annus MirabilU, exxxii.

1611, s. [Loll, v.] One who lolls about; a
lounger, an idler.

"A lobbe, a loute, a heavy loll, a logge."
Breton : PasquUs Madcappe, p. 10.

Lollard, s. [A confusion between two
words": loller = one who lolls about, a lazy
fellow, and 0. Dut. lollaerd ~ a mumbler of
prayers, a Lollard, from lullen, lollen = to
sing, to hum.]

Ecclesiol & Cliurch Hist. (PI.) :

1. A name given to a religious association
which arose at Antwerp about the beginning
of the fourteenth century. By some, Walter
Lollard, who was burnt alive at Cologne iu
1322, is said to have been the founder, but it

seems to have existed before his time. The
members were unmarried men and widowers,
who lived in community under a chief, reserv-
ing to themselves, however, the right of return-
ing to their former mode of life. In 1472 the
Pope constituted them a religious order. In
1506 Julius II. increased their privileges.
They continued to the French Revolution.

2. The name, having become one of con-
tempt, was applied to the followers of
Wycliffe, and especially to the poor preachers
whom he sent out. Lechler states that "a
monkish zealot, Henry Cromp, of the Cister-
cian Monastery of Bawynglas, in the county
of Meath," preaching before the University
of Oxford, on Saturday, June- 14, 1382, "in-
dulged in violent attacks upon the Wiclif
party, and applied to them the heretic name
of Lollards, which had recently come into
use, but till thattime had never been publicly
employed." (Lechler: Wiclif and his English
Precursors, ed. Lorimcr.) Whilst Richard II.
reigned, the persecution of the Lollards was
not heartily favoured by the Court, though
proceedings against them were authorised,
and in 1395 they presented a petition to
Parliament for the reform of the Church.
But on the accession of the House of Lan-
caster, in 1399, a change for the worse took
place. The clergy had assisted Henry'IV. to
the throne, in return for which he followed
their directions as to the Lollards, and the
Act de hasretico comburendo was passed as li

Henry IV., c. 15. The first Lollard martyr
was William Sautre, who was burnt in London
Feb. 12,1401. The second was Thomas Badby,
a mechanic in the diocese of Worcester, who
was burnt in 1409 or 1410. Henry V., who
carried out the ecclesiastical policy of his
father, became king in 1413. On Sept. 25 of
the same year,, Sir Jqhn Oldcastle (Lord
Cobham), who had edited the works of
Wycliffe, was adjudged to be "a most per-
nicious and detestable heretic." In Jan.,
1414, a conspiracy of Lollards under the
leadership of Lord Cobham was alleged to
have been detected, and he was committed to
the Tower, but escaped into Wales. Being
recaptured, he was put to death by cruel toi°
ture in St. Giles' Fields, London, on Dec. 25,
1415. [Wycliffites.]

"John Wycliffe had by his doctrine won many dis-
ciples onto him (who after were called Lollnrds), pro-
fessing poverty, going barefoot and poorly clad iu
russet."—Baker; Chronicle Edw. III. ; Affairs of tlte
Cliurch.

Lol'-lard-ism, s. [Eng. Lollard; -ism.]

Theol. £ Church Hist. : The tenets of the
followers of John Wycliffe. The views of
Wycliffe underwent a process of development
as his researches and experience extended,
and were by no means the same at all periods
of his life. In so far as they departed from
Roman Catholicism, they approached, and, in
some cases, went beyond what subsequently
became the doctrine and discipline of Cal-
vinism or Puritanism, commingled with an an-
tagonistic element, Erastianism. Among the
articles uf his pronounced ''heretical" by an
assembly of ecclesiastical notables, convened
in London, in 1382, by Win. Courtnay, Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, were these ;—

"'
1. That the bubstance of material bread and winedoth remain mthe Sacrament of the Altar after conBecration.

"3. That Chiist is not iu the Sacrament ot theA1
.t*

r
S5

ll
?.n,

ai1 ren,Iy m His l>r°l'er corporeal person
? lhat if a man be only contrite, all exterior con-fession is to him superfluous and invalid

''?-. T
,

h ?-tlV j
.'
lth

l

11»'"nndation in the Gospel thatChrist did ordam the Mass.
"8. That if the Pone be a reprobate and an evilman, and consequently a mcmlier of the devil hohath no poiver over the faithful of Clnist eive'n to

ihe
J

En, 1«ro'r
*"' l"!""lve"ture

. '* •>' t'iveu him by
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" 0. That after Urban VI. none otlier is to be re-

ceived aa Pope, but that Christendom ought to Jive
alter the maimer of the Greeks under it* own laws.

" 10. That it la against the aaeied Scriptures that
ecclesiastical persons should have any temporal
position."

Among fourteen articles adjudged to "be

"erroneous" were the following :

—

"13. That a prelate or bishop excommunicating ft

cleric who hath appealed to the king or the council
of the realm. In doing so ia a traitor to the king and
the realm.

" 15. That it is lawful for any dencon or presbyter
to preach the Word of God without the authority or
licence of the Apostolic See, or of a Catholic bishop or
of any otlier recognised authority.

"17. Also that temporal lords may at will take
away their temporal goods from churches habitually
deliimuenj,.

"18. That tithes are pure alms, and that parishioners
may for the offences ot their curates detain them, and
bestow them on others at pleasure, and that tenants
may correct delinquent landlords at will.

"24. That friars are bound to get their living by the
labour of their hands, and not by begging." | Lollard.]

t Lol'-lard-Jr, s. [Eng. Lollard; -y.) The
same as Lollardibm (q.v.).

"When the eyes of the Christian world began to
open, and the seeds of the Protestant religion (though
under the opprobrious name of lollardy) took root in
this kingdom,"—Btackstone : Comment., bk. iv., ch. 4,

loll er, s. [Eng. loll; -er.] One who lolls

about ; a lounger, an idle vagabond.
" *Kow, good men,* quod our boste, 'herkneth to me,

' I smell a lolier in the wind,' quod he."
Chaucer : C. T,, 12,914.

loll'-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Loll, v.]

loll'-ing-l^, adv. [Eng. lolling; -ly.) In a
lolling, dawdling fashion.

loT-ll-pop, s. [Etym. doubtful
; pop is pro-

bably the same as pap (q.v.), and lolly is

perhaps the same as in loblolly (q.v.).] A
sweet ; a kind of sugar confection which dis-

solves easily in the mouth.

161 -lop, v.i. [Loll, v.]

1. To move heavily.

2. To lounge or idle about.

"A room where Bat or lolloped eleven ladies."

—

lieade : Cloister & Hearth,
lolloped

ch. »r

16-mar'-I-a, s. [Mod. Lat., fr. Gr. \uifxa

(Joma) = tlie hem, fringe, or border of a robe,

from the marginal sori.]

Bot. : Hard Fern. A genus of ferns, order
Polypodiacea?. It has more or less barren and
quite fertile fronds, the latter with linear sori,

and an involucre close to the margin. Forty
species are known : one is British, Lomaria
Spicant, better known as Blechnum borealt.

[Blechnum.]

Ldm'-bard, s. [Low Lat. I^ongobardi = long
beards,* the Latinized form of the German
words for long and beard. It has also been
derived from Lat. longus, Ger. lang = long,

and O. H. Ger. barte, part = a battle-axe.

Another etymology is from Low Ger. bbrde —
a fertile plain on the banks of a river, the
name thus signifying dwellers on the banks
(of the Elbe). J

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A native of Lombardy in Italy.

* 2. A money-changer, money-lender, or

banker : so called from the profession being

first followed in London by immigrants from
Lombardy. The name is still kept up in

Lombard Street in Loudon, where a large

number of banks and bankers have their

places of business. The three golden balls,

the sign of a pawnbroker, also preserve the
name, these being the arms of Lombardy.

* 3. A bank.
"A lombard unto this day signifying a bank for

usury or pawns."

—

fuller: Ch. Hist., III. v. 10.

* 4. A public institution for lending money
to the poor at low interest upon articles

deposited in pledge.

* II. Ordn. : A kind of cannon.

* lom'-bard-eer, s. [Eng. lombard; -eer.\ A
money-lender, a pawnbroker. (Hoivel: Letters,

1. vi. 14.)

Lombard ic, a. [Eng. Lombard; -ic] Of
or pertaining to Lombardy or the Lombards.

Lombardic alphabet, s. An alphabet
derived from the Roman, and used in the ma-
nuscripts of Italy.

Lombardic architecture, 5. The
style of architecture that prevailed in Lom-
bardy and part of Upper Italy, and which for

a long time was recognized as a distinct Lom-
bard style, presenting essential points of

difference from the other Later Romanesque

styles. In the Lombard churches the typ« of
Early Christian architecture was abandoned,
and the vaulted basilica was introduced in its

stead, although this system was subjected to
several necessary modifications. Many pecu-
liarities assert themselves in which the vaulted
basilicas of Lombardy differ from those of
other countries. This occurs particularly in

the facades, which have not, as is usually the
case, a higher central portion and low side
divisions, but which present one mass, termi-
nating in a gable above, under the slopes of
which, as well as in the choir and dome, are
introduced ar- jfc v&de galleries. The se-

paration in- ^fljjj^, to central and side

LOMBARDIC ARCHITECTURE.
(Tlie Church of San Zcnone, Verona.)

divisions, as marking out the nave and aisles,

is only effected in a way that harmonizes but
indifferently with the whole by means of pilas-

ters and half-columns. Besides the small ar-

cade galleries below the gable, the whole of the
facade is frequently decorated with one or more
of these rows of arcades one above another,
either continuous or grouped, with pilaster-

strips between the groups. The west front, is

sometimes embellished with a large and ele-

gant rose window, which in fact forms one of
the chief beauties of the facades of many of

the churches in Italy, which are built in the
Later Romanesque style.

Lombardic School of Fainting, s.

The distinguishing' "characteristics of this

school are—grace, an agreeable taste for de-
sign, without great correctness, a mellowness
of pencil, and a beautiful mixture of colours.
Antonio Allegri, called Correggio, was the
father and greatest ornament of this school

:

he began by imitating nature alone, but as he
was chiefly delighted with the graceful, he
was careful to purify his design ; he made his

figures elegant and large, and varied his out-
lines by frequent undulations, but was not
always pure and correct, though bold in his

conceptions. Correggio painted in oil, a kind
of painting susceptible of the greatestdelicacy
and sweetness ; and as his character led him
to cultivate the agreeable, be gave a pleasing,
captivating tone to his pictures.

Lombardy, s. [Lombard.] A province in the
north o'f Italy, of which Milan is the capital,]

Lombardy-poplar, s.

Bot. : Populusfastigiata. [Populus, Poplar.]

ld'-ment. Id-men'-turn, s. [Lat. hmentum,
a mixture of bean-meal and rice kneaded
together, used by the Roman ladies for pre-

serving the skin.]

Bot. : A legume divided internally by dis-

sepiments, not dehiscing longitudinally, but
either remaining always closed as in Catharto-
carpus Ji-stula, or separating into pieces at

transverse contractions along its length as in

Ornithopus. Lindley places it in his order
Apocarpi. (Gwrtner & Lindley.) Now gene-
rally limited to an indehiscent legume, sepa-
rating spontaneously by a transverse articula-
tion between each seed.

* 16-men-ta'-ce-», s. pi. [Lat. loment(um)

;

fern. pi. adj. suff. -aceoj.]

Botany

:

1. The name given by Linnaeus to the fifty-

sixth order of his Natural System. It con-
tained Leguminous plants, with jointed pods,
Caesalpinieae and Mimoseaj.

2. A sub-order of Cruciferai, having lomen-
taceous pods. British genera, Crambe, Cakile,

and Raphanus.

lo-men-ta'-ce-ous(or ceous as shiis), a.

loment(um); Eng. adj. suff. -aceous.] [Lat.

1. Ord. Lang. : Pertaining to or like a
Ion lent.

2. Bot. ; Having the kind of pericarp called

a loment.

ld-men-tar'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lomen-

tar(ia); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ecu.]

Bot. : A sub-order of Ceramiacce. The
frond is cellular ; the ceramidia have pear-

shaped granules at the base of a cup-shaped en-

velope, iinally bursting by a pore ; tetraspores

scattered within the branches. (Lindley.)

ld-men-tar'-l-a, s. [Lat. lomentarius = a
dealer in lomentuiii (q.v.).]

Bot. : The typical genus of the Lomentareae
(q.v.).

16-men' -turn, *. [Loment.]

16' mon-ite, a. [Laumontite.],

Min. : The same as Laumontite (q.v.).

lomp, s. [Lumpfish.]

Ion' chid ite, s. [Gr. \0yxCS10v (longchidion)
= a small spear ;, Ger. lonchidit.]

Min. : A mineral which, judging from its

analyses, would appear to be a mixture of
marcasite and mispickel (q.v.). Occurs in
tin-white crystals (Ger. kaitsivilciea), and
massive in Saxony and Cornwall. Dana in-

cludes it under marcasite.

Idn-Chi'-tis, s. [Lat. lohcTtitis ; Gr. A.oyxms
(lougchitis) = (as adj.) like a spear, (as subst.)
an orchid with spear-shaped seeds ; Adyx 1

)

(longche) = a spear-head, in allusion to the
shape of the fronds.]

Bot. : A genus of Ferns, order Polypodiaceae,
Two known species, both handsome, from the
West Indies.

lon-chu-rua, s. [Gr. Aoyx1? (longchv) = a
lance, and ovpd (o«ra) = a tail.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Acanthoptcrygians,
family Scijenidae, established by Bloeh and
adopted by Cuvier. Two species are knowu.

* londe, s. [Land, s.J

* Lon-den-oys, ,s. [London.] A native or
inhabitant of London.

* Lon-din'-i-um, s. [London.]

Lon don, s. [Lat. Londinium, prob. from
O. Brit. lyn = a, lake, and din = a town or
harbour for ships.] The capital of England.

"The town me eleputh Lade's town, that ya wyde
And now me cleputU it London." [cowth ;

Robert of Gloucester, \>. 44.

London-basin, s.

Geol. : A series of Tertiary deposits in a
depression in the older strata under and
around the city of London.

London-clay, s,

1. Geol. & Pahv.ont. ; A formation of Lower
Eocene age ; so called from its existing at
and near London. It consists of a tenacious
brown and bluish-gray clay, with layers of
concretions called septaria. In the Isle of
Sheppey the London-clay is 500 feet thick.
Fossils have been obtained from it chiefly

at Highgate Hill, London, in the Isle of
Sheppey, and Bognor on the Sussex coast. It
contains 254 fossil molluscs, mostly tropical,

106 of them not found in any other Eocene
beds iu Britain. Remains of a saw-lish and a
sword-fish, of various turtles, a crocodile, and
a serpent thirteen feet long [Pal^eophis], have
been found with mammals such as Chu_'ropo-
tamus, Lophiodon, &c. The upper fifty feet
of the Sheppey clay have furnished many seeds
and fruits. A few have been described by
Mr. Bowerbank in his Fossils of the London
Clay. There are Nipadites, a palm-like fruit

[Nipadites], Petrophiloides, a Protead, an
acacia-like legume, a cucurbitaceous fruit, an
anona, &c. The fruits seem to have floated

down a great river, flowing from what is now
the continent. The climate of the Eocene
period in Britain was hotter than any which
has since existed. (Lyell.)

2. Comvi. : The clay is used for brickmaking

;

septaria of the London clay [1] are collected
from sea-cliffs near Harwich, on shoals off the
Essex coast, and from the Isle of Sheppey,
and burnt for Roman cement. (Lyell,)

London-pride, s.

Bot. : Saxifraga umbrosa, particularly the
sub-species, and a variety of the same specific
name. The plant itself, which is wild in the
westand south-west of Ireland, and naturalized
in some other parts of Britain, has coriaceous

fats, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e ; ey - a. qu = kw.
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leaves and panieled cymes of small white
flowers, speckled with red. The variety has
the leaves compactly rosulate, oblong, ovate,

crenate. Called also None-so-pretty, Pretty
Nancy, and St. Patrick's Cabbage. (Sir Joseph
Hooker.)

London-rocket, s.

Bot. : Shybrium Irio, It lias rtmcinate,
toothed, or pinnatitid glabrous leaves and
yellow flowers. It occurs on old walls, &c,
near Berwick and Dublin. Watson considers
it a denizen. It derives its popular name from
the fact that it sprang up abundantly after

the great lire of London in 1066.

London-white, s.

Pigments: A pure white lead, prepared with
care, and ground to a state of considerable
fineness.

Ldn doner, s. [Eng. London; -er.] A
native, inhabitant, or citizen of Loudon.

"The king hearing of this his demeanor, whs so
highly offended withall, that he sent to the London-
ers."—IIoUnshed : Henry ill. (mi. 1232).

* Lon don 15m, s. [Eng. London ; -ism.]

A mode of expression or action peculiar to
Londoners.

" The Londonisms as I may cull theru, are fur from
beim; reproachable in theiiiuelves."—Pegge: Anec. of
the Sag. Lung.

Lon'-ddn-ize, v.t.&i. [Eng. London; -ize.]

A. Trans. : To invest with some quality or
characteristic peculiar to London or to Lon-
'doners.

B. Intrmis. .* To imitate the -manners or
language of Londoners.

lone, a. [A shortened form of atone (q.v.).].

1. Without anyxjompamoiLOi^llQw ; single,

unaccompanied ; not'having anotlfertor others
near.

"When I have on those pathless wilds appear'il
And the tvnv wanderer with my presence cheer'd."

s/i4:i<st'un: ; Judgment of Hercules.

2. Solitary, unfrequented, retired, seldom
visited by man, deserted.

" Where shall he find, in foreign land,
So lorn: a lake, *•> sweet a strand !

"

Scott : Lady oftlie Lake, vi. 15.

3. Single, unmarried ; without or having
lost a husband. (Shukesp. : 2 Henry IV., ii. 1.)

lone-star, s.

Hist. : An American secret society esta-
blished in 1S4S tor extending the -territory of
the United States over all the continent of
America and the adjacent islands. It did not
long attract notice.

lone(l), * [Lane.]

* lone (2), s, [Loan, s.]

lone'- li-ness, s. [Eng. lonely ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being alone or
lonely; seclusion, retirement from company;
want of company ; solitude.

"With a flute
Her loneliness she cheers."

Wordsworth: Ruth.

2. Sadness for want of company or sym-
pathy. (Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. vii.)

* 3. Disposition to solitude, indisposition
for company.

" My fear hath catched your fondness ; now 1 see
The mystery of your loneliness.

'

Shakesp. : All's Well that Ends Well, i. 3.

lone -ly, a. [Eng. lone, a ; -ly,]

1. Alone, lone, not accompanied by or
having others near ; solitary.

" Deep in a dell her cottage lonely stood."
Dryden : Cock & Fox, 4.

2. Deserted, unfrequented, retired, solitary.
" They stood the lonely cliff before."'

Scott: Jlokeby, HI. 13.

3. Sad from want of companionship or
sympathy ; lonesome.

" The heart—the heart is lonely still I"

tlyron: One Struggle Afore.

* L Addicted to or fond of solitude or seclu-
sion ; averse to company.

* lone'-ness, * loan-nesse, s. - [Engine,
a ; -aims.] The quality or state of being lone ;

loneliness, lonesomeness, solitude.
" He adds, * If of court-life you know the good.
You would leave loneness. " n*mnt> .vnjirutDonne. Satires, 4.

lone, alone' some, * lone-som, a. [En
-some.]

1. Lonely, deserted, unfrequented. (Words-
worth : Lucy Gray.)

2. Sad from want of companionship or

sympathy ; lonely.

3. Fit or adapted for solitude.

"Xeither shall we content ourselves in lonesome
tunes, and private soliloquies, to whisper out the
divine praujea."—Harrow : Sermons, vol. i., ser. H.

' lone -some-ly, adv. [Eng. lonesome; ~ly.]

In a lonesome manner.

lone -some ness, . [Eng, lonesome; -7iess.]

The quality or state of being lonesome ; soli-

tude, Loneliness.
" The gloominess of the prospect added horror to the

lonexomenesa of the place."

—

uldys : Life of Sir W.
Jtaleigh.

long, * lang, a., adv., & s. [A.S. lang, long

;

cogn. with Dan. lang; I eel. langr; Dut. lang

;

Sw. Wing; Goth, laggro; Ger. lang; Lat.
longus.]

A, -4s adjective

:

1. Drawn out in a line or in the direction of
length ; having length. It is the opposite to

short, and is contradistinguished from wide
and broad : protracted ; exceeding the ordin-

ary or usual length.
" This Is a devil, and no monster: X will leave hlin ;

I have no long spoon."

—

Shakesp. : Tempest, ii. 2.

2. Drawn out or protracted in time ; lasting
or extending over or through a considerable
length of time.

"Honour thy father and mother that thy days
may l>e long upon the land. '

—

Kiodas xx. 12.

3. Extending over a certain specified length
or measure : as, a foot lang, an hour long.

i. Continued by succession to a great or
extended series.

5. Continued or protracted in sound : as, u
long note.

6. Tedious in narration ; extended to too
great a length ; verbose.

" A tale should never be too long."
Prior: Paolo Purgantl.

7. Dilatory, slow ; happening or occurring
after a protracted interval.

"Death will not be long in coining."

—

Ecclux.

:

xiv. 12.

8. Extending far into futurity ; far-seeing :

as, He has a long head.

9. Lingering, longing. (In this sense, per-
haps, connected or confused with long, v.)

" Praying for him, and castiuga longlooV. that way,
he saw the galley leave the pursuit."—Sidney.

B. As adverb

:

1. To a great extent in space or distance :

as, a line long drawn out.

2. To a great extent or amount of time.

3. At a point of time far distant either
previously or in the future . as, long before

;

long after.

4. Throughout the whole extent or dura-
tion of.

" The God which fed me all my life long unto this
day,"

—

Uenesis xlviii. 15.

5. To a point of time in futurity.

6. For a greater, or the greatest length of
time. (In the comparative and superlative.)

"When she could not longer hide him. she took for
hint an ark of bulrushes.'

—

Exodus ii. ti,

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. ; Anything which is long, ex-
tended, or protracted.

II, Technically

:

* 1. Mus. : A note whose length in common
time is equal to four semibreves.

2. Pros, : A long syllable or foot.

IT (1) L)i the long run: In the end; even-
tually.

(2) The long

:

Eng. Univ. ; The long vacation.

(3) The long and the short or the short and
tlie long of a matter: The whole matter in
brief or in a few words.

If Long is largely used in composition in
English, the meanings of the compound words
being generally obvious : as, for instance,
long-absent, long-backed, long-contested, long-
continued, long-deferred, long-delayed, long-ex-
pected, long-haired, long-Jianded, long-lost, long-
parted, long-practised, long-promised, long-re-

sounding, long-sought, long-stretching, long-
threatened, long-tried, long-visaged, long-wished,
&c.

t long-ago, s. Time long past. (Poetical.)

long-armed, «. Having long arms.

Long-armed Ape

:

Zool. : The Gibbon (q.v.).

long -beard, s. Tillandsiausneoides,

long-billed, «. Having a long bill.

JjOng-billed Cuckoos

:

Omith. : The name given by Swainson to

his Leptostominse, a sub-family of Cuculidee.

long-bone, a. [Cylindric, (3).]

long-breathed, a. Able to retain the

breath for a long time ; long-winded.

long-cloth, s.

Fabric: A peculiar kind of fine cotton

cloth, made milled or plain.

long-clothes, s. pi. An infant's dress,

which descends below the feet.

long-dozen, a. Thirteen.

long-drawn, a. Extended to a great
length. (Goldsmith : Deserted Village.)

long-eared, a. Having very long ears.

Long-eared Bat

:

Zool.: Plecotus auritus, a common British

species, occurring also in Europe, North
Africa, and Central Asia. Fur long, thick,

and soft ; hairs blackish, tipped above with
brown, with a reddish or grayish tinge ; head
and body about two inches long ; expanse of

wings, ten inches.

Long-eared Fox:

Zool.: MegalotisLalandil, one of the Canidae,

peculiar to South Africa. It resembles a
fennec, but the bushy tail is straight, only
half the length of the body and head, which
together measure some twenty-four inches.
Ears large, snout long and pointed ; colour,
grayish-yellow, white beneath, tail darker.
Tliis fox differs from other Canidre in the dental
formula, the molars being *r\ instead of £~*

Long-eared Hedgehog

:

Zool. : Erinaceus auritus. Habitat, Western
Asiatic Russia, especially near the Caspian,
The ears are large, the muzzle and legs longer
than in E. europmus, from which in habit it

differs little.

Long-eared Owl

:

Omith.: Asio otus.

long Eliza, s. (For def. see extract.)

"A correspondent writes to us from Holland : ' Long
Elizas (the trade term for certain blue and white vases
ornamented with figures of tall thin (Jhina-woineii)^s
a name derived undoubtedly from the German or
Dutch. Our sailors and traders culled certain Chinese
\ases, front the figures which distinguished them,
lunge Litehen ( = tall Lizztcu), and the English sailors
and traders promptly translated this into lung Elizas,"
—Pull Mall Gazette, Dec. 4, 1881

long-field, s.

Cricket : A term including long-field off and
long-field on (q.v.).

Long-field off:

Cricket : A fielder stationed behind and to
the left of the bowler. Commonly contracted
to long-off. *

Long-field on :

Cricket: A fielder stationed behind and to
the right of the bowler. Commonly contracted
to long-on.

long-finned, a. Having an abnormally
long liu or fins.

Long-finned Whale :

ZquI. : Mega-ptera longimana.

long-firm, s. A party of swindlers who
obtain goods on credit, which they iirrme-
diately dispose of, moving from place to place
to avoid detection. The epithet probably has
reference to the number of persons engaged iu
such nefarious pursuits.

long-flax, s. Flax to be spun its natural
length without cutting.

long-gland, s.

Lot. : The orchidaceous genus Macradenia,

long-headed, s.

1. Lit. : Having a long head ; specif., in
ethnology, dolichocephalic (q.v.).

"Two human skulls discovered at the Bame time
aie referred by Prof. Huxley to the long-heoded Iberic
type. —Lawkins : Early Man in Britain, ch. x.

2. Fig.: Shrewd, far-seeing.

* long-home, s. The grave.
" Man goeth to his long home."—Eccles. xil. 5.

boil, bo£
; polit, jo%l ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = sails, -ble, -die, &c. = be!- del.
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long-homed (*. Having long horns : as,

a long-horned breed of cattle.

long-horns, a. pi.

Entom. : The genus Adela, by Stainton placed

tinder the family Tineidse, by some others

considered to be the type of a family Adelidsc,

The antenna3 are about three times as long as

the wings. The most common species, Adela
viridella, flies in companies like gnats among
oak-trees about the end of May,

long-hundred, s One hundred and
twenty.

long-leg, s.

Cricket : A fielder stationed behind and to

the left of the wicket-keeper.

long-legged, ». Having abnormally long
legs.

Long-legged Chatterers :

Omith, : The name given by Swain son to

his Leiotrichange, a sub-family of Ampelidce,

Long-legged Hawks

:

Omith. : The raptorial sub-family Accipi-
trina?, the members of which have the tarsus

about equal in length to the tibial bone. In
all other members of the Falconidffi the tibia

is always longer than the tarsus.

Long-legged Plover

;

Omith. : Hintuntopus melanopterus.

Long-legged Thrushes

:

Ornith. : The name given by Swainson to

his Crateropodime, a sub-family of Merulichie.

They are larger than ordinary thrushes, are

of sombre tint, and live by preference in the
vicinity of water.

long-legs, s. [Daddy Long-legs].

long-lived, a. Having a long life or
existence ; lasting long.

" The remnant of the long-lived tree
Was disapyeuring by a swift deciiy."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vi.

long-measure, s.

1. Measure of length ; lineal measure.

2. [Long-metre].

long-metre, s.

Rhtsic : The name of a hymn metre, four

lines S's, marked in books as L.M.

long-necked, a. Having a long neck.

Long-necked Chelodine :

ZooL : Chelodina longicollis, a river or marsh
tortoise from the region of the Murray river

: in Australia.

long-nose, s.

Ichthy. : A popular name for a pike— Belone
vulgaris,

long-nosed, a. Having a long nose.

Long-nosed Monkey :

Zool. : Scmnoplthecus nasalis, the Proboscis

Monkey. [Kaua.]

Long-nosed Shrew:

ZooL : Sorex longirostris, from North America.

Long-nosed Skate

:

Ichthy. : Raja or Iiaia vomer, a species of

British Skate, with the snout prolonged to a

sharp point. The fish is from four feet seven
inches long, a little above three feet broad,

the tail sixteen inches. The skin of the body
is smooth, but the tail is rough, with large

recurved spines on each border. Colour of

the fish leaden above, with dark spots below.

It is brought to tlie London market.

long-Off, a. [Long-field off.]

long-on, s. [Long-field on.]

Long Parliament, s.

Hist.: A celebrated Parliament .which con-

tinued between twelve and thirteen years. It

first met on Nov. 3, 1640, and was dissolved

by Oliver Cromwell on April 20, 1653. [Par-
liament.]

long-plane, s.

Joinery : A joiner's plane used when a piece

of stuff is to be planed up very straight.

long-poll, s.

Fabric : A shaggy velvet.

long-primer, ?,

Print. : A size el' iype between Small Pica
and Bourgeois.

This line is set in L0112: Primer.

long-range barometer, s. A barome-
ter, the upper portion of whose tube is in

spiral form, and of diminished diameter, the
distance between the coils being usually 12
base to 1 perpendicular, so that each inch rise

of mercury in the tube is indicated by an
advance of 12 inches in the sijiral coil. An-
other form of long-range barometer is that
filled with glycerine instead of mercury, with
a tube twenty-seven feet long. This incon-
venient length has led to the invention of a
combined mercury and glycerine barometer.
It consists of two vertical 'tubes forty inches
in length, and joined at the bottom by a short
curve. One, larger in diameter, and closed at
the top, is filled with mercury, which extends
through the bend, and partly into the second
tube of less diameter, which is further partly
filled with glycerine. The rising and falling
of the mercurial column in the large tube,
having a lighter fluid to balance, and that
dispersed over a larger space by reason of the
difference in the diameter of the two tubes, a
longer range is obtained, due both to the un-
equal capacity of the two tubes and the dif-

ference in the specific gravity of the two fluids.

These barometers admit of minute variations
being read without the aid of a vernier.

long-ruffer,s. Acoarseheckle, [Heckle.]

long-saw, s. A pit-saw,

long - shielded, a. Having a long,
shield-like defence on the body.

Long-shielded Jacare

:

Zool. : An alligator, Jacare longiscutata, of
an (dive-colour, with spotted jaws, from
tropical America.

long-sight, ». The same as Long-sight-
edness (q.V.).

long-sighted, «.

1. Able to see to a great distance.

2. Able to see things distinctly at- a dis-
tance but not close at hand

;
presbyotic.

3. Far-seeing, shrewd, sagacious. ' '

"Dictated by u Tony-sighted desire of making the
royal office mor.* durable "

—

Lewis: Creel. Early
Roman History, cli. xiv., § 15.

long-sightedness, s.

1. A defect of sight by reason of which
objects are seen distinctly when at a distance,
but confusedly when clo&e at hand.

T[ Where long-sight occurs, the eye is not
sufficiently convergent, so that the image of

the object looked at is formed beyond the
retina. If the object be removed to a certain
distance, the object will fall exactly on the
retina and be clearly seen. Long-sightedness
is the usual accompaniment of advancing
years. The spectacles used for it are con-
vergent lenses. [Spectacles'] Called also

Presbytism (q.v.).

2. The power or faculty of seeing to a great
distance.

3. 8;igacity, shrewdness.

long-slide, a.

Steam engin. : A slide-valve of such length
as to cover the ports at both ends of cylinder,
and having a hollow back which forms an
eduction passage.

long-slip, s.

Cricket : A fielder stationed behind and to
the right of the wicket-keeper.

iong-spined, a. Having long spines.

Long-Kilned Echidna: [Popxupine-echidnaJ.

long-stalked, « . Having a long stalk.

Long-stalked Crab:

Zool. : The genus Podophthalmus.

long-stop, s.

Cricket: A fielder placed behind the wicket-
keeper to stop any balls which may pass him.

long-stop, v.i.

Cricket : To-act as long-stop.

* long-sufferance, s. Forbearance to
punish ; mercy, patience. (Scott : RokebyAv. 24.)

long-suffering, «. & s.

A. As adj. : Forbearing, patient, bearing
injuries or provocation for a long time.

"The Lord God, merciful and gracious. 7ong-sitJfcr-

ipff, and abundant in goodness and. truth."

—

Exod. :

xxxiv. G.

B. As suost. : The same as Long-suffer-
ance (q.v.).

"What if God endured with much long-suffering the
vessels uf wrath fitted to destruction."—Rom. ix. 22.

long-tackle block, s.

Naut. : A block having two single sheaves,
one above the other. Tlie lower one is two-
thirds the size of the upper. It is used in

combination with a single block, to form long-
tackle for loading or other purchase.

long-tail, a. & a.

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. An animal, especially a dog, having an
uncut tail. As the dogs of those not quali-

fied to hunt had their tails cut, the word came
to signify gentlefolk.

" Come cub and longtail under the degree of a acini re "

—Sliakesp. : Aferry Wives of Windsor, hi. 4.

2. A greyhound. (Slang).

II. Zool.- (PL): Tlie genus Harelda (q.v.).

[Long-tailed Duck.]

A. As adj.. Having the tail uncut, as a
dog.

long-tailed, u. Having a long tail.

Long-tailed Bats

:

Zool. : Tlie genus Miniopterus (q.v.).

Long'-tailed Blue Jays

:

Ornith. : The genus Xanthura (q.v.).

Long-tailed Duck, Long-tailed Harcld :

Ornith. : Fidigina (Anas) glacialh, a winter
visitor to Britain. It is remarkable for its

elongated tail-feathers.

* Long-tailed Field-Mouse

:

Zool. : Mus sylvatievs, the Wood Mouse (q.v.).

Long-tailed Harekl : [Long-tailed Duck],

Long-tailed Hawk :

Ornith. : Micrastur semitorquatus.

Long-tailed Homed Owl

:

xDrnith. : The same as Long-eared Owl (q.v.).

Long-tailed Loct^t-cater

;

Ornith.: The name given by Swainson to
Gryllivora longicauda, one of the Sylvida*.

Long-tailed Mole :

Zool. : Talpa macrura, a native of Northern
India.

Long-tailed Pangolin:

Zool. : Manis tetrudactyla, a scaly Ant-eater
from Eastern Africa. Dark-brown in colour,

with the hair of the face and under-sides black ;

from two to three feet in length, of which the
tail makes up two-thirds. Called also the
Four-fingered Pangolin.

Long-tailed Tiger Cat

:

Zool. : Fvlisinacrvnts. Habitat, Brazil, where
it was discovered by Prince Maximilian of

Neuwied. It resembles the ocelot, but is

smaller, and its spots are not so well marked.
Length of body, about twenty-seven inches ;

tails, fourteen inches. Sometimes called the
Oceloid Leopard.

Long-tailed Titmouse

:

Ornith. : Partis caudatus. the Bottle-tit,

Long-tailed Trogon :

Ornith. : Pharomacrus mocinno, the Quesal
(q.v.).

long-threadworm, s. [Threadworm.]

long-timber, s.

Shipbuilding : A timber rising from the
cants, and continued iu one piece to the top
of the second futtock.

long-torn, a.

1. Mining : An apparatus used by the
Californians for washing gold from the earth
or gravel in which it is found. It consists of
a wooden trough, from twelve to twenty-five
feet long and about a foot wide. At its lower
end it widens, and its floor there is of sheet-
iron pierced with holes half an inch in diame-
ter, under which is placed a flat box a couple
of inches deep. The apparatus is set at an
inclination over the place which is to be
worked, and a stream of water is kept running
through it by means of a hose ; and, while
some of the party shovel in the dirt, one man
stands at the lower end stirring the mass, as
it is washed down, and separating the stones,
while the earth and gravel fall through the
sieve into another box, where they are again
sifted. (Bartlett.)

2. Ordnance: A cannon of large size and
special length.

* long-tongued, a. Talkative, chattering.
prating. (Shakesp. : Z Henry VI., ii. 2.)

fa1;e, fat, fare, amidst, wl:£,t, 5&T1, frt&isr; v/e, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, wfco, son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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long-vacation, ». [Vacation.]

long-valve, a.

Steam-eng. : [Long-slide],

long-waisted, a.

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Having a long waist. (Said of persons.)

2. Long from the armpits to tlie waist. (Said

of a dress.)

B. Naut. : Applied to a ship having a long
waist. [Waist.]

long-winded, a.

1. Having good breath or wind ; long-

breathed.

2. Tedious : wearisome from prolixity. {Ap-
plied to persons and things.)

"He would have nothing but long-winded cant
without books."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., eh. vi.

long-windedness, s Tedious pro-

lixity.
" He makes the Doctor, in spite of his long-winded-

ness, an amusing and even sympathetic personage."—
Pall Mull Gazette, Feb. 18, 18S4.

long-winged, a. Having long wings.

Long-winged Puff-bird :

Omith. : Chelidoptera tenebrosd, one of the
Bucconidse, from the warmer parts of America

.

Long-winged Swift: The Indian genus Ma-
cropteryx ol' Swainsou.

long-wool, s. Combing wool, in dis-

tinction to thu shorter which is carded.

* long-yarned, it. Spun but, unduly
protracted. -

"Ofttinies when Giles doth find
Harsh sights at home, Gilen wiaheth he were blind

;

All this iloth Joan ; or that his long-yarn'd lifw

Were quite spun out.' Ben Jonson : Epigram, 42.

long, * long-en, * long i -en, r.t. & i.

[A. 8. langiau, longian = to lengthen, to long
after, from lang, long — long (q.v.).

J

*A. Trans. : To lengthen.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To lengthen ; to become long or longer.

"Thonne se daeg lunjath."—Popular Treatises on
Science, p. 0.

2. To stretch the mind or heart after any-
thing ; to have an eager desire ; to desire any-
thing earnestly. (Followed by for or after, or

by an infinitive.)

"Abetted by an anxious eye
That longed to be deceived."

Scott: Bridal of Tricrmain, iii, 3.

3. To have an eager appetite, (Generally
followed by for.)

" And David lonrjed, and said, Oh that one would
give me drink of the water of Bethlehem."— 1 Citron
xi. 17.

* 4. To belong.
" But he me first through pt hie and puissance strong,
Assayld, not knowing what tu amies doth long.''

Spenser , F. <} , VI, ii. 8.

* long, adv. [A shortened form of along (q.v.).]

By means of, by reason of, because of.

" It's all long on you, I could not get my part a night
or two before. —Prologue to lieturne fi'om Pariuii,sui..

long-shore man, s. A labourer em-
ployed about wharves in loading or unloading
vessels.

*lSn-gse'-vi-ty, a. [Longevity.]

ldng'-an, longyen, s. [Chinese.]

Botany

:

1. The fruit of Ncphelium, Dimocarpus, or
Euphoria Longanum, a sapindaceous tree from
the Indian Archipelago. It is akin to the
Litchi, but the fruit is smaller, being but
from half an inch to an inch in diameter. It

has a semi-transparent pulp, is eatable, and
is sold in the Chinese markets.

2. The tree itself.

t loh-ga-nim'-i-ty, s. [Lat. longanimitas,
from lo'ngics = long, and animus = mind ; Ft:
longanimite; Ital. longanimita.] Forbear-
ance, long-suffering, patience.

" It had overcome the patience of Job as it did the
lneeknesse of Moses, and would surely have mastered
any, but the longanimity and lasting sufferance of
God. '—Browne; Vulgar Errours, bk. i., ch. iii.

long'-boat, s. [Eng. long, and boat]

Naut. : A large ship's boat, from 32 to 40
feet long, having a beam from '29 to

-

25 of its

length. It has a heavy, flat floor, and is

sharper in its floor than a launch. It is carvel
built.

"At the first descent on shore, he did countenance
the landing iu his longboat."— Wotton.

lSng'-bdw, s. [Eng. long, a., and bow.] The
national weapon of the English from the time

of Edward II. to the introduction of

firearms. It was used with great effect

at Crecy (1346). The bow was of the

height of the archer, and made
yew, ash, &c. The arrow was
as long as the bow.

% To draw the longbow : To
tell improbable or exagger-
ated stories.

"At speaking truth perhaps they
are less clever,

But draw tlui longbow better
now than ever."

Byron : Don Juan, xvi. 1

' ldnge, [Lunge, s.]

* longe(l), v.i. [Lunge,
v.]

*longe(2), v.i. [Long, v.]

long'-er, s. '[Eng. long, v. ; -er.] One who
longs ; one who desires anything earnestly.

long'-er^, s. pt. [Longer, a.]

Xaut. : The casks stored next the keelson.

* lon-ge'-val, *lon-g3e'-val, a. [Lat. lon-

cevus, from 'longus = long, and aivum = an age.]

Long-lived.

lon-gev- i-ty, *l6n-gsev'-I-ty, *lon-
g«ev-i-tie, s. [Lat. longozvitas, from lon-

gevous.] Length of life
;
great age or dura-

tion of life.

"We shall single out the deer, upon concession a
long-lived animal, and in longevity by many conceived
tn attain unto hundreds."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errours,
bk, ii., ch. lx.

1[ (1) The term may be applied to the dura-

tion of species, genera, &c, as well as to the

life of individuals.
" Relative longevity of species in the Mammalia and

Testa.ea."—Lyell : Student's Elements of Geol., p. VM.

(2) We learn from Scripture that the lives

of the antediluvian .patriarchs were greatly

extended, Methusaleh having reached the age

of 960 years (Gen. v. 27). When Psalm xs.

was written, the limits of human life were as

they are now. A few instances of abnormal
longevity still occur, though a large number
of the recorded cases are mythic. The inhabi-

tant of a workhouse or a pauper outside, on
reaching 100, is sure to receive much considera-

tion and many presents from the public, on
which account there is a strong temptation
to add on a substantial number of years to

the life. Even people not paupers may be
tempted to do it. It may well be doubted
whether the poor man, Colour M'Crain, who
died in the reign of Charles L, really spent
ISO Christmas seasons iu his house; or whether
Old Parr "was in his 153rd year" when he
died, in 1635 ; or Henry Jenkins 160 when he
died, in 1670 ; or whether Thomas Cam, who
died in 15SS, was 207 ; or Johannes de Tein-

poribus, whose life ended in 1014, was 361.

The existence of centenarians stands on good
evidence. A few years ago the Rev. Mr.
Ingram, of Unst, died at the age of 102, and
Sir Jlnses M onten

1

ore lived to celebrate his

hundredth birthday. Lr. Farr says that if

the returns made to the General Register
Oitice, Somerset House, as to the ages of
persons deceased can be depended on, 223
persons (79 men and 144 women) out of every
million of the population reach 100 years.

The longevity tends to be greater in women
than in men, and greater iu the married than
tlie unmarried. It has been recently thought
by sanitarians that when the laws of health

are completely observed 125 years is the natural
tunn of human life.

*lon-gev'-ous * lon-gsev'-ous, s. [Lat. lon-

gcevus, from longus= long, andtevum — an age.]

Living a long time ; long-lived ; of great age.
" Cedar wood is longevous and an evergreen."—Grew :

Cosmo. Sacra, bk. iv., ch. viii.

long"-hand, s [Eng. long, and hand.] Ordi-

nary writing, or written characters, as distin-

guished from shorthand, stenography, &c.

lon'-gl-corn, a. & s. [Longicornes.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Longi-
cornes (q.v.).

"A chirping noise, like some of the Longicorn co-
leoptera."

—

Swuinson & Strickland : Insects, p. 12a.

B. As' subst. : A member of the family
Longicornes.

" C'erambyx heros, a common European longicorn."
—H. It". Bates, F.L.S., in Caf.se/fs A'at. Hist., v. 293.

lon-gi-cor'-ne^, lon-gi-cor'-ni-a, s. pi.

[Lat. longus = long, and cortiu = a horn.]

Entom. : Longicorns, a subsection of

Beetles, section Tetramera. The antennae are

usually longer than the body. They are fili-

form, tapering, or more rarely hooked or

pectinated; the mandibles are large; the

thorax and part of the elytra sometimes with

spines ; the body elongated ;
the colour, as a

rule, bright. The longicornes are large beetles,

the larvee ofwhich feed on timber. Theperfect

insect makes a sound produced by the rubbing

of the hind limb of the prothorax over a

finely-ribbed prominence on the mesothorax

beneath. It is divided into three families.

Prionidte, Cerambycidte, and Lepturid»(q.v.)-

*l6n-gi-lat'-er-al, a. [Lat. longus— long, and

lateralis = pertaining to the side •, latus (genit.

later is) = a side.] Having long sides ; having

the form of an elongated parallelogram.

"But Nineveh, which authors acknowledge to have
exceeded Babylon, was of a longiluteral figure. —
Browne: Cyrus Garden, ch. ir.

"ldn-gim'-a-nous, a. [Lat. longus = long,

and manm'=& hand; Fr. longhnane.] Hav-
ing long hands ; long-handed.

" Whose malice was never so longimanons as to reach

the soul of their enemies."—Browne: Vulgar Errours,

bk, vii., ch. xix.

* lon-gim'-e-try, s. [Lat. longus = long,

audGi'.jue'TpQf(iiicrrGJt) = ameusure.] The art

or practice of measuring distances or lengths.

"Our two eyes are like two different stations in
longlmetry, by the assistance of which the distance
botween two objects is measured."—Cheyne: Philoso-

phical Principles.

long'-ing, ^long-yng, pr. par., a., & s.

[Long, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : An eager desire or yearning

;

a craving or morbid appetite.
" I have a woman's longing, . . .

To see great Hector iu the weeds of peace.

'

HhuK-mp. - Winters Tale, iv. 4.

2. Physiol. : The name given to the peculiar
and often whimsical desires of females, during,

pregnancy, and in those states in which the
uterine discharge is suppressed.

lorig'-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. longing; -ly.] In.

a longing maimer ; with eager desire or
yearning.

" Nor did his eyes le.ss longingly behold
The girdle bolt, with nails of burnished gold."

Dryden: Virgil; .Eneidix.. 437.

* lon-gin'-qul-ty, s. [Lat. longinquitas, from
longinquns = long, extensive ; longus = long.].

Greatness of distance,
" Pope Leo himself saw that lonninquity of region

dotli cause tlie examination of truth to become over
dilatory."

—

Barrow . Of the Pope's Supremacy.

lon'-gi-palp, a. & s. [Loncipalpi.]

A. --Is adj. : Of or pertaining to the Lougi-
palpi Op v.).

B. As subst. : An insect of the section Longi-
palpi (q.v.).

lon'-gi-pa-l-pi, s. pi. [Lat. longus, and palpi,
pi. of palpm — a stroking, flattering. By en-

tomologists used fur a feeler.]

Entom. : The name given by Latreille and
Cuvier to a section of the Brachelytra. The
maxillary palpi are almost as long as the
head. Genera, Pcederus, Stenus, &c

ldn-gi-pen-na'-ta\ s. pi. [Fern. pi. of Mod.
Lat. lungipennatu^, from Lat. longus — long,
and pennatus = winged

;
penna = a feather.]

Ornith. : A tribe of Birds, order Natatores.
The wings are long ; the bill pointed, knife-
like, or hooked ; the hind toes not connected
with the others by a membrane. Families
Laridse, Prooellaridve.

ldn-gi-pen'-nate, «. [Longipennat.-e.]
Having long wings.

lon-gi-pen'-ne§f, s. pi. [Lat. longus = long,
and pauM = a feather.]

Omith. : The name given by Cuvier to a
family of Sea Birds containing the long-
winged species, which, by their great capa-
bility of flight, are spread everywhere over
the ocean. He included underwit the genera
Procellaria, Thalassidroma (Petrels), Dio-

' medea (the Albatross), &c.

t lon-gi-rds'-ter, >. [Longirostres.]

Omith. . A bird of the order Longirostres
(q.v.).

t)611, Do"y; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian= shan. -tion, -sicn = shun; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, <fcc. = bel, del.
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lon-gi-ros'-tral, a. [Longirostres.] Having
a lung bill or "beak ; of or belonging to the
Longirostres (q.v.).

lon-gi-ros'-tres, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from
Lat. longus = long ; rostrum ~ bill or beak,
and mase. or fern. pi. wutf*. -us..}

Ornitk. : The name given by Cuvier to a
family of Wading Birds, having a slender long
weak bill, with which they grope in mud for
worms and small insects. He included under
it the genera Scolopax (Snipes), Ibis, Nu-
menius (the Curlew), &c.

long" ish, a. [Eng.
long, somewhat Ion;

•ish.] Rather

"A tongish day's journey."—Mrs. Gaskell: Sylvia's
Lovers, ch. ix.

Ion' gi tude, s. [Fr., from Lat, longitudo —
length, duration, from longus = long.]

* I. Ord. Lang. : Length.
"Mine [legs] spindling into lonnitudu immense."

Cowper: Task, v. 11.

IL Technically:

1, Astron. : The distance in degrees reckoned
along the ecliptic from the spring equinox to
a circle at right angles to it passing through
the heavenly body whose longitude is re-

quired. A star situated directly in the line
between the pole of the ecliptic and the vernal
equinox has no longitude. In place of celes-

tial longitudes right ascensions are now gene-
rally noted.

2. Geog. : Distance on the surface of the
globe. The longitude of a place is the arc of
the equator intercepted between the meridian
of the place and a meridian passing through
some other place from which longitude is

reckoned. Longitude, in this country, is

most generally reckoned from the meridian
of Greenwich. It is also frequently reckoned
from the meridians of Washington, Paris, and
Ferro. Longitude is expressed in degrees,

minutes, and seconds, or in time, 15° being
equivalent to one hour. It is reckoned to
ISO east or west.

If (1) Geocentric longitude : [Geocentric-
longitude].

(2) Heliocentric longitude:

Astron. : The longitude of a heavenly body,
as reckoned on or referred tn a circle, of
which the centre coincides with that of the
sun.

longitude-star, s.

Astron. (PL) : Certain stars whose exact
position is known, and which may be used as
aids in calculating celestial longitudes.

lira-gl-tud'-in-al, u. & s. [Lat. longitudn,

genit. longitudin(U) ; Eng. adj. suff. -at]
[Longitude.]

A. As adj. ; Pertaining to longitude or
length : as; longitudinal extent ; extending
or running lengthwise ; as, a longitudinal
timber.

" These veslculas ;ire distended, and their longitu-
dinal diameters straitened."—Cheyne: Philosophical
Principles.

B. As subst. : A railway sleeper laid pa-
rallel with tire, rails.

longitudinal-dehiscence, s.

Lot. (Of an anther): Dehiscence in the di-

rection of

—

i.e.y along, not across, the cells.

longitudinal-sinus, [Sinus.]

longitudinal-tension, -.

Bot. : Tension in the direction of the grow-
ing structure in a plant.

lon-gi-tud'-in-al-ly, wlv. [Eng. longi-

tudinal; -ly.] In a longitudinal manner or
direction ; lengthwise.

" To withstand the bones being pulled asunder lon-

gitudinally."—Pale//: Natural Theology, eh. vlii.

* lon-gi-tud-in-ar'-it-an, a. [Lat longi-

tudo (genit. longitudinis) ; Eng. adj. suff.

-arian. ] Pertaining to or having to do with
longitude.

** lon-gi-tud'-in-at-ed, ». [Longitude.]
Extended in length.

* long'-ly, adv. [Eng. long; -ly.]

1. For a long time ; long, tediously, weari-
somely.

2. Longingly ; with longing.
" Master, you looked so longlg on the maid,
Perhaps you marked not what'* the pith of nil."

Shakasp. : Taming of the Shrcic, i. 1.

Long'-mynd, o. [See def.]

Geog. ; A range of hills in Shropshire.

Longmynd -group, s.

Geol. : The name given by Professor Sedg-
wick to a series of beds belonging to the
Lower Cambrian. They consist of a thick
series of olive-green, purple-red, and gray
grits and conglomerates, occurring in North
and South Wales, Shropshire, and parts of
Ireland and Scotland. They are divided into
the, Harlech grits and the Llanberis slates

;

the former are b',000 feet thick in the Long-
myiid Hills, and in parts of Merionethshire
yet thicker. They contain a few annelids,
trilobites, &c. The latter occur in Carnarvon-
shire, where they are 3,000 feet thick), and con-
tain a zoophytefiOldhainia antiqua, (Lyell.)

* long'-ness, s-^fEng. long, a. ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being long ; length.

Iidn-gd-bar'-di, s. pi [Lombard.]

long -shanks, s. [Eng. long, and shanks.]

Ornith. : A name for the Long-legged Plover,
Himautopus (q.v.).

* long7- some, a. [Eng. long, a. ; -some.]
Long ; tedious or wearisome by its length.
"With oyle and weecke to last the longsome night."

Oascoigne : baa Bartholomew of Bathe.

* long1

-some-ness, s, [Eng. lougsome; -ness.]

The quality or state of being longsome

;

tediousness, wearisomeness.

long'-spun, a. [Eng. long, and spun.] Spun
out to a great length ; tedious, long-winded.

long-ways, loiig'-wlse, adv. [Eng. long;
-irays or -wise.] In a longitudinal direction;
in the direction of the length.

" ThlB island stands as a vast mole, which lies long-
way* almost in a parallel line to Naples."

—

Addison:
On Italy.

lon-I-cer'-a, s. [Named after Adam Lonicer,
a German botanist (152S-15S(»).]

Bot. : Honeysuckle, the typical genus of the
tribe Lonicerete. It consists of erect, pro-
ducts or climbing shrubs, with opposite entire
exstipulate leaves,an ovoid or sub-globose calyx
tube, a tubular, funnel-shaped, or campnnu-
late corolla, with the lip oblique or two-lipped

;

live-lobed; five stamens ; ovary, many-seeded :

a style filiform; stigma, capitate; fruit, a
fleshy berry; two or three-celled, with few
seeds. Eighty are known, chiefly from the
north temperate zone. The berries of Loni-
cera can-idea are a favourite food with the
Kamtchadales, as are those of L. angitstifolia

with the Hindoos. Goats are said to fatten
on the leaves of L. hypoleuca, and cattle to
eat those of L. quhuiuelocularis, both Indian
species. The seed of L. gtauca, are prescribed

fr _
in India for colic in horses. [Honeysuckle.]

l6n-I-cer'-e-39, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lonicer(a);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Bot. .- A tribe of Caprifoluicese.

B. -4s adj. ; Awkward, clumsy.
"A loob'dy country fellow putting hi for

among the scholars.''

—

L'Jistrangt.
I wirt

* 16n- lSh, a. [Eng
what lone or lonely.

lone, a.. ; -ish.] Some-

lons-da'-lei-a, s. [Named by McCoy in 1S49
after Mr. Win. Lonsdale, a distinguished geo-
logist, who described many species of corals,

&c]
Faheont. : A genus of Rugose Corals, family

Cyathophyllida?. Londakia fioriformis is a
llower-like coral from the Carboniferous rocks.

loo (1), * lu, s. & a. [A shortened form of
lantvrloo (q.v.).]

A. As subst. : A round game at cards.

"A secret fiidignation, that all those affections of
the mind should be thus vilely thrown away np-.ni a
hand at too."

—

Addtson :

B. As adj. : Used or intended for the game
or loo : as, a loo table.

lod (2), ». [Love.] (Scotch.)

lo6, inter. [See def.] A shortened form of
halloo (q.v.). (Slutlcesp. : Troilus dj Cressida,
v. 7.)

lod, v.t. [Loo (1), s.] To beat at the game of
loo by winning every trick ; hence, tu defeat.

" Fortune could never let Ned loo her,
When she had left it wholly to her."

Shenstone : To a Friend.

*loob'-l-ly, adv. & a. [Eng. looby ; -ly,]

A. As adv. : Like a looby ; in an awkward,
clumsy fashion.

* loo '-by, s. [Prob. allied to lubber, lob, &c]
An awkward clumsy fellow ; a lubber.

"I am somewhat flurried, and that confounded
looby hiis perceived it."—Sheridan : tiiuuls, ii. 1.

* looch, o. [Loch.]

* loode sterre, s. [Loadstar.]

loof, v.t. [Luff.]

loof (1), s. [Dut, loe/= a weather-guage (also

applied to various parts of a vessel).] [Luff.]

Shipbuild. : That part of the bow where the
timbers begin to curve in towards the stem.

loof (2), lulf, s. [Icel. fay; Goth, lofa.] The
palm of the hand.

H Outside oftiie loof: The back of the hand.
"The outitUlc o' the loof to them at the last day."-

—Scott: Old Mortality, ch. xiv.

look, *lok-en, *lok-i-en, v.i. & t. [A.s.
loccan = to look, tn see ; cogn. with O. H.
Ger. luogcn ; M. H. Ger. Ivogen = to mark,
to behold, from O. H. Ger. looc; M. H. Ger.
luoc ; Ger. loch = a hole.]

A, Intransitive

:

I. Subjectively:

1. To direct the eye towards any object fur

the purpose of seeing it ; to gaze. (Followed
by after, at, for, in, on, to, or toicards.)

"And children coming home from school
Look in at the open door.''

Longfellow: Village Blacksmith.

2. To direct the mind or understanding ; to

consider, to examine.
* 3. To expect ; to have expectation or anti-

cipation ; to anticipate.

"I looked you would have given me your petition."
Sh<ikesj>. : Henry Vil'I., v.i.

4. To take care, to take heed, to observe,
to watch.

" Look you bring me in the names. "

—

Shakesp. : Mea-
sure for Measure, ii. 1.

5. To be turned or lie in any direction ; to
face, to front.

IL Objectively

:

1. To have any particular appearance ; to
seem, to appear.

"Thou lookest not like deceit.'
Shakesp. : Jlape of f.ucrcce, 585.

2. To have or assume any particular air or
mien. (The sense is completed by an adjec-
tive or an adverb.)

"H
Jfam<

B. Transitive:

1. To turn the eyes on or towards ; to -look at.

" ' I can look yon in the face,' he said ;
' I have done

nothing of which I need be aBhained."

—

MacauJay :

Uist. Eng., ch. iv.

* 2. To seek, to search for.

"I will look some H iien for your head."

—

Shakesp.:
Merry Wives of Windsor, iv. 2.

* 3. To expect.
" The gifts she looks from me."

Shakes/). : Winter's Talc, iv. 4.

* 4. To express or manifest by a look.

* 5. To influence by looks.
" A spirit fit to start into an empire.
And look the world to law."

Dryden : Cleomenct.

1[ 1. To look about : To turn the eyes on all

sides ; to look round.

2. To look about one : To be wary or watch-
ful ; to be on one's guard.

"John's cause was a pood milch cow, and many a
man subsisted his family out of it; however. John
began to think it high time tu look about Mm."—
Arbuthnot : History of John Bull.

3. To look after :

(1) To search or seek for.

(2) To expect, to anticipate ; to be in a state
of expectation.

" Men's hearts failing them for fear, and fur looking
after- those things which are coining uii the earth."—Luke \\i, 2G,

(3) To take care of, to attend to : as, To look
after children.

* 4. To look down : To put down or quell by
a show of force, power, or authority ; to frown
down.

5. To look dou-n upon : To despise ; to regard
as an inferior.

G. To look for :

(I) To search for, to seek.

f&te, flit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce=e; ey = a; qu — kw.
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(2) To expect, to anticipate.
" The lord of that servant shall come in a day when

he looketh not for him."

—

Matthew xxiv. 50.

7. To look forward to : To expect, especially
with feelings of pleasure ; to anticipate with
pleasure.

8. To look into : To examine closely or nar-
rowly ; to inspect carefully, to sift.

" His nephew's levies to him appear'

d

To be it preparation 'gainst the Polack

;

But better look'd into, he truly found
It was against your highness.'

Shakesp. : Hamlet, ii. 2.

9. To look on

:

(1) To be a spectator, not an actor.

(2) To regard, to esteem.
" None would look on her."Shakesp. : Pericles, iv. 3.

(3) To consider, to think of.

10. To look out :

(1) Jntrans. : To be on the watch ; to be
wary or watchful.

(2) Trans. : To^sSarch for and discover ; to
select, to choose, to pick out.

11. To look over :

(1) To examine, to go through : as, To look
over accounts.

(2) To overlook ; to pass by or over : as, To
look over a fault.

12. To look to, or -unto

:

(1) To watch, to attend.
"Will you look to those things I told you oW—

Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, ii. 1.

(2) To expect, to depend upon.

13. To look through

:

(1) To see through ; to see and understand
perfectly.

{2) To examine the contents of : as, To look
through a museum.

14. To look v%>

:

(1) To search for until found.

(2) To pay a visit to ; to call upon : as, To
look a person upi. (Colloquial.)

look, s. [Look, v.] .

1. The act of looking or seeing ; a glance.
" Then with a kind compassionating look.
And sighs, bespeaking pity ere he Bpoke,
Few words he said."

Hryden : Absalom <t Achitophel, 1. 164.

2. Air of the face ; aspect, mien ; cast of
the countenance ; expression of the eye and
countenance.

" Thou ereain-fac'd loon

!

"Where got'st thou that goose look}"
Shakesp. : Macbeth, v. 3.

If Look is the generic and glance the specific
term ; that is to say, a casual or momentary
look : a look may be characterized as severe or
mild, fierce or gentle, angry or kind ; a glance
as hasty or sudden, imperfect or slight : so
likewise we speak of taking a look, or catching
a glance.

look out, s.

1. A careful watch : as, To keep a good
look-out,

2. A x>crson engaged in watching.

3. A place from which a watch is kept.

Look-out Tnan : A person employed to keep
watch.

look er, *lok-er, >. [Eng. look, v., -er.)

One who looks.

looker-on, s. One who is a mere spec-
tator, not an actor.

" How proud and happy they ! the crowd
Of lookers-on how pleased and proud 1

"

Wordsworth : White Doe of Jlylstone, v.

looking, lok-ynge, pr. par., u., & s.

[Look, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of turning the eyes
on or towards any object ; a glance.

* looking-for, s. Expectation, anticipa-
tion.

"A certain fearful looking-for of judgment."—He-

brewt x. 2T.

looking-glass, s. A mirror ; a glass
silvered on the back, so as to show reflections.

Looking-glass tree

:

Hot. ; The genus Heritiera, one of the Ster-
culiaeese. The resemblance to a looking-glass
is in the silvery-white underside of the leaves.
Four species are known from India and Africa.

lool, s. [Etym. not apparent.]

Metall. : A vessel to receive the washing of
metallic ores.

loom (1),
* lome, *- [A.S. geldma= a tool, an

implement.]
* 1. A tool, an implement, a utensil.

"The lomes that ich laboure with and yflode deserve
Ys pater noster and my prymer."

Piers Plouhmnn, p. 77.

2. A machine in which yarn or thread is

woven into fabric. They may be either hand-
looms or power-Zooms, the former being worked
by the person weaving, the latter driven by
steam or other motive power. The essential

parts of a loom are :— (1) A frame in which
the row of yarns forming the warp is held

;

(2) Leashes or harness which govern the de-
cussation of the threads to form a shed for

the woof.

2. Naut. : The part of the length of an oar
inside the rowlock in rowing.

loom-card, s.

Weav. : A pierced pattern-card for Jacquard
weaving. • -

loom-harness, s.

Weav. : That portion of the loom by which
the warp-threads are moved to make the
decussation, forming the shed in which the
shuttle travels and leaves the weft-thread.
The harness has heddles with loops for the
warps, and some are raised above the others,
either in regular alternation for plain weaving,
or in other order, according to the pattern.

loom-Shuttle, s. One for carrying the
weft-thread through the shed formed by the
decussation of the warp. An orifice is made
through the shuttle in line with the yarn-eye,
and another through the bottom at the same
distance from the end.

* loom (2), s. [See def.]

Ornith. : The same as Loon (2), s.

"A loom is as big as a goose: of a dark colour,
dappled with white spots on tins neck, back, and
wings, each feather marked near the point with two
spots. They breed in Farr Island."—Grew : Mu&osum.

loom (3), s. [Loom, v.]. The faint or indistinct
appearance of anything seen at a distance or
through a fog.

loom, * lumen, v.i. [Icel. Ij6ma = to gleam,
to shine ; Ijomi = a beam, a ray; A.S. leoma
= a beam ; ledmian = to gleam, to shine.]
* 1. To shine.

"Here lure lumes Ilht." Lyric Poems, p. 52.

2. To appear above the surface; espec, of
water or of the sea ; to appear indistinctly or
faintly in the distance.

"The giant Apennines of Sabina loom afar off."—
Dennis; Cities & Cemeteries of £truria, 11. as.

* 3. To appear to the mind's eye faintly or
obscurely ; to dawn.

* i. To be eminent ; to be elevated or
ennobled ; to rise.

loom-gale, «. „ A gentle gHle of wind.

loomed, a. [Eng. loom (1), s. ; -ed.] Woven
in a loom.

" With loom'd wool the native robe supplies."
Savage; The Wanderer, i.

loom -ing, pr. par., a., A: s. [Loom, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The loom or indistinct appear-
ance of an object as seen in particular states
of the atmosphere, as m a fog.

loon (1), * loun, * lown, s. [O. Dut. loen =
• a stupid fellow.] A rogue; a stupid, ignorant.,

worthless person. (The word is of both
genders.

)

"Telling scandalous tales of the others?
Out upon him, the lazy loon '

"

Longfellow : Golden Legend, iv.

loon (2), * loom (2), s. [Icel. Imnr = a loon
;

Sw. & Ban. lorn. Perhaps the same word as
loon (I).'] [Loom (2), s.]

Ornith. : Golymbus glacialis, the Great
Northern Diver. Head, neck, and upper
tail-coverts glossed with deep purplish green
on a black ground; short transverse bar on
the throat, collar, or middle of neck ; upper
plumage black, marked with white spots

;

under plumage white. Length thirty-six
inches, extent of wing forty-eight inches.
Habitat, Arctic seas of both hemispheres

;

abundaut in the Hebrides, Scandinavia, and
Russia. They are accidental visitors along
our southern coasts.

loon -ghle, lun'-ghie, 5. [Native name.]
Fabric: A silk and cotton cloth, of rich

colour, made in Scinde, in pieces about four

yards long and two feet wide.

lo6p(l), "loupe, s. [Irish & Gael. Ztto= aloop.

a bow, a noose, from htb = to bend, to incline]

I. Ordinary Language :

I. A fold or doubling of a string, rope,

chain, &c. ; a noose, a bight ; a doubled cord
through which another cord, a lace, a rope,

&c., may be run.
" And thou shalt make fifty taches of brass, and put

the taches into the loops."—Jixodus xxri. 11.

*" 2. A hole, an opening.
" Make me to see it, or (at the least) so proven.

That the probation Iwar no hinge, nor loop.

To hang a doubt on." Sltaktp. ; Othello, ill. 3.

3. Anything resembling a loop, as a bend of

a river, a curve of a railway, &c.

4. A hinge of a door.

5. A panel ofhars, put together like a gate,

to be removed in and out at pleasure.

6. A length of paling.

7. A narrow opening in a wall through
which to watch or fire upon an enemy ; a
loophole.

II, Technically :

1. Machinery

;

(1) A slotted liar which forms a guide and
limit to the motion of an object.

(2) A sleeve or collar, as that upon the
middle of a neck-yoke.

2. Gun.. A small iron ring in the barrel of a
gun.

3. Bail. Eng. . A loop-line (q.v.).

4. Teleg. : A wire going out and returning
to the same point, as to a branch office, and
forming a part- of a main circuit.

loop-holder, s. A carriage, by which
the loop of a strap is attached to running-gear
or the bed.

loop-line, s.

1. Rail. Eng. : A connecting line of railway ;

one running into the trunk.

2. Teleg. ; A wire going out and returning
to the main circuit ; a loop.

loop (2), s. [Ger. luppe = a bloom, a loop, a
bundle of hay.]

Metall. : A mass of iron, gathered into a
ball on the floor of a reverberatory furnace,
and in a pasty condition ready for the tilt-

hammer or rolls. It is conveyed by dragging
on the iron plates which form a track on the
floor, or in a little truck called a ball-trolly.

A loup.

loop (1), v.t. [Loop (1), s.) To form into a
loop or loops ; to fasten or furnish with a
loop or loops.

loop (2), v.t. [Loop (2), *.]

Metall. : To run together, as -the matter of
an ore into a mass when the ore is only heated
feir calcination.

looped, a. [Eng. loop (1), ». ; -ed.}

1. Formed into a loop.
"x

2. Full of holes or apertures.
" How shall your houseless heads and unfed sides,
Your loop'd and window'd raggedness, defend you
From seasons such as these ?

liiiakcsp. ; King Lear, iii. 4.

loop'-er, s. [Loop (1), s. ; -er,]

1. Ord. Lang. : A perforated blade or bod-
kin for inserting
the end of a carpet-
rag through the end
of another piece,

looping them toge-
ther to avoid the
trouble of sewing.

2. Entom. (PL):
The group or tribe
Geometrina (q.v.).

Called also Land
Measurer Moths, or
Land Measurers.

looper-moths,
s. pi.

Entom. : The same as Loopisr.

Butterfly and Caterpillar or
Abraxas yrossulariata, the
Magpie-moth (?.t'.).

2 (q.v.).

loop hole, s. [Eng. loop (1), s., and hole.}

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

(1) In the same sense as II.

"The very eyes of men through loopholes thrust,
Gazing upon the Greeks with little lust."

Shakesp. ; Jiaj)e of Lucrece, 1,383.

toil, ho^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, ^sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -Me, -die, &c. ^ tofl, d$l.'
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(2) Any hole or aperture allowing passage
or escape.

".Shedding through paly loopholes inild and sumll.
Gleams that upoii the lake's still bosom fall."

Wordsworth ; Evening Walk.

2. Fig. : A means of escape or evasion ; a

shift, an evasion.

II. Fort. : An aperture or slit in a stockade
or other defence, whence musketry may he

fired at assailants ;
machicolation, embattle-

ment, embrasure, crenelle.

loop holed, a. [Eng. looplwl(e) ; •ed.] Full
of holes or apertures ; admitting of passage.

"This uneasy loophold gaol,
In which ye are hampered by the fetlock,
Cannot but put y' in mind oi wedlock."

Butler; I/udibrus, pt. ii., c. 1.

loop'-ie, loop'-y, a. [Etym. doubtful; prol>.

allied to Dan. loopen = to run ; Eng. leap.]

Crafty, tricky, deceitful.

"I taukl him how this loop?/ lad .... had served
me."

—

Scott; Redgauntlet, ch, \xi,

loop'-ing, s. [Eng. loop (1), s. ; -ing.] The
act of forming into or furnishing with a loop
or loops ; a loop.

looping snails, *. pi
Zool. : A popular name for the genus Trail-

catella (q.v.). It has reference to their pecu-
liar mode of progression—by contractiug the
space between the lips and the foot.

*lodrd, s. [Fr. lourd = heavy, stupid.] A
dull, stupid fellow ; a drone ; a good-for-
nothing fidlow.

" Siker, thou's but a lazy loord.
And rekea much of thy swinke."

Spenser: Shepheards Calender; July.

loo'-ry, lou'-ri, 6. [Lory.]

* loos, *" los, * lose, s. [Fr. los, from Lat.

laus = praise.] Praise, fame, renown.
" Besides the losse of so much loos aud fame."

Mpenser; F. Q., VI. xii. 12.

loose, *lous-en, 4 les-en, * lows-en, v.t.

& i. [A.tS. losiau = to lose, to become void;

O. Sax. losiau = to make free ; Dut. lossen =
to loosen, to set loose ; Icel. leysa; Sw. lorn

;

Dan. lose ; Ger. losen ; Goth, lausjan.] [Loose,
a., Lose.]

A, Transitive

:

1. To unbind, to untie, to set free anything
which is tied or fastened,

"You shall find an ass tied, aud a colt with her
;

loose tlieni and briny them unto ine."

—

Matt. xxi. 2.

2. To unfasten, to undo.
"Who is wuitby to loose the seals thereof?"—

Revelation v. 2.

3. To release from confinement, restraint,

or i inprisonincut ; to set free ; tu set at

liberty.

"And the four angels were loosed, which were pre-

Jiared foi an hour, and a day, and a mouth, and a year,

or to slay the third part of men."

—

/tee elation ix. 15.

4. To relax, to loosen, to let go.

5. To relax ; to make less strict, harsh, or
severe.

"All the bonds and restraints under which men lay,

he so far loosed, that any man might be free, who
would concur to his own liberty and enlargement."

—

Barrow: Sermons, vol. iii., ser. 40.

6. To make loose or feeble.

"The joiuts of his loins were loosed, aud his knees
smote one against another."

—

Daniel v. 6.

7. To set free from obligation or burden
;

to release, to free, to disengage.

"Woman, thou art loosed from thine iu6rmity."

—

Luke xiii. 12.

*"8. To remit, to forgive, to pardon, to

absolve.

"Whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth, shall he
loosed in heaven."—Matthew xvi. 19.

*9. To solve, to explain.

"He had red hir riddle, which no wight
Could ever loose, but suflred deadly dole."

Spenser: F. Q., V. xi. 25.

* 10. To dissolve, to dissipate, to disperse.
" The watry south winde from the seabord enste

ITpblowiug doth diui-erne the vapour loste."

Spenser: F. Q., III. iv. 13.

*B. Intrans. ; To set sail from a port ; to

put to sea.

"Paul and his company loosed from Paphoa."—
Acts xiii. 13.

loose, "loos, a. k s. |A.S. leas; cogn. with
O. S. los; Dut. 16.-.; Icel. hi ass; Sw. & Dan.
Ion; Ger. lws ; Goth, fetv.s.] [Loose.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Not tied, fastened, or attached to any-
thing else ; unfastened, nnbuund, free.

" We'll tjune the terrors of their how,
And cut the bow-string loose."

Scott : Lord of the Isles, vi. 22.

2. Not tight or confined ; easy ; as, a. loose

dress.

3. Not crowded together ; not dense ; close
or compact.

" With horse and chariots ranked in loose array."
Milton: P. L., ii. 887.

4. Set free from confinement, restraint, or

imprisonment; liberated, free.

5. Disengaged, free.

"6. Free from obligation ; not bound. (Fol-

lowed by of or from.)
"Now I stand

Loose of my vow.' Addison: Cato.

7. Unconnected, rambling.

"Vario spends whole mornings in running over
loose and unconnected pages,"

—

Watts: On the Mind.

* 8. Vague, uncertain.

* 9. Not close, not concise, not precise or
exact.

"If an author be loose and diffuse in his style, the
translator needs only regard the propriety of the lan-
guage. '

—

Felton : On Hie Classics.

10. Not strict, not rigid.

*11. Not strict in morals; lax, careless, un-
principled.

12. Not restrained in manners ; dissolute,

wanton.
" Unrestrained, loose companions."

Shakesp. : liiehard If., v. 3.

* 13. Containing or consisting of wanton,
obscene, or unchaste language.

" When loose epistles violate chaste eyes."
Dryden : Ovid ; Heroides xvii.

* 14. Lax of body ; the opposite of costive.

"What hath a great influence upon the hearth is

* 15. Negligent.
" Lay uegligeat and loose regard upon him."

Shakesp. ' Troilut & Cressida, iii. 3.

II. Botany

:

1. Of a soft, cellular, incohesive texture, like

the pith of moss plants.

2. Having the parts distant from each other,

with an open light kind of an arrangement, as

the panicle among kinds of inflorescence.

* B. As substantive :

1. Freedom from restraint ; liberty, licence.
" Poets should not . . . give themselves such a loose

in lyricks, as if there were no connection m the world."
—Felton : On the Classics.

2. The discharge of an arrow.
" And shot they with . . . the square or forked pile,

The loose gave such a twang, as might be heard a mile
"

Drayton: Poly-Olbloii, s. 26.

% (1) On the loose : Dissipated, dissolute,

wanton.

(2) To break loose : To escape from restraint

or confinement ; hence, fig., to cast off all

moral restraint.

(3) To give a loose to : To allow to act freely
;

to give \ ent or licence to.

(4) To set loose: To set at liberty; to free

from restraint or conlinement.

* loose-bodied, u. Loose, not tight.

loose-box, s. A stable, or part of a stable,

without stalls, in which a horse is shut up,
but not tied.

The same as Loose-

A woman of bad

t loose-house,
box (q.v.).

* loose-kirtle,
character.

" As if he were a Barbican loose-kirtle trying to keep
her apple-squire ashore."—Kingsley : Westward Hot
ch. xxx.

loose-pulley, 6.

Madi. : A pulley running loosely on the shaft,

and receiving the belt from the fast-pulley when
the shaft is to be disconnected from the motor.

*" loose-tailed, a. Of bad character ;

wanton.
"In the rank of loose-tailed ladies."

—

Carlile The
Fortune-II{inters (KJH'.i}, p. 43.

* loose-Wived, a. Having a wanton wife.

(Shakesp. : Antony dV Cleopatra, i. 2.)

loose'-ly, adv. [Eng. loose, a. ; Ay.]

1. In a loose manner ; not fast ; not firmly ;

as, a parcel loose'y tied.

2. Not tightly or compactly.
"Sands abrupt on sands lay loosely piled."

Thomson; Castle of Indolenee, ii. 75.

3. "Without confinement.

i. "Without order, union, or correction ; dis-

connectedly.
" Part loosely wing 1 lie region, part more wise
In common, rang d in figure, wedge their way."

Milton : P. L., vii. 125.

* 5. Negligently, carelessly, heedlessly.

* 6. Vaguely ; not fully.

7. Without strictness or accuracy ; usually.
"Iliave already loosely observed that their system

supposes a regular derivation of the language from a
few short primitives."—Beddoes : Ooserv, on tJte Dutch
Etymologists.

8. Laxly, wantonly ; in a dissipated manner.
" If he had openly proclaimed himself a disciple of

Hobbes, and had lived as loosely as Wilmot."—Mac-
aulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvii.

* 9. Meanly, slightly.

loos -en, v.t. & i. [Eng. loos(e) ; -en.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To make loose ; to loosen ; to make less

tight, or less lirmly fixed ; to free from tight-

ness or fixedness ; to slacken.
" (TheJ hurried sailor . . . loosening every sheet,
Resigns the spreading vessel to the wind."

Tliomso-n: Summer, 1,465.

2. To make less compact or dense.
" The cause of this, was nothing but the loosening of

the earth, which coinforteth any tree. "—Bacon ; Jfat.

Hist., § 435.

3. To free from restraint ; to set at liberty.

" It loosens his hands, and assists his understand-
ing."

—

Dryden: Dufresnoy.

i. To free from costiveness.
" Fear looseneth the belly."

—

Bacon : Nat. Bist.

* B. Intrans. : To become loose ; to become
less firm, compact, or fixed.

"When the polypus appears in the throat, extract it

that way, it being more ready to loosen when pulled in

that direction."

—

Sharp : Surgery.

loos'-en-er, s. [Eng. loosen; -er.] One who
or tliat which loosens ; specif., a medicine
which removes costiveness ; a laxative.

loose -ness, loose-nesse, *. [Eng. loose;

-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being loose or re-

laxed ; the state of not being tied, fastened,
fixed, or compact.

2. Freedom from restraint ; ease ; easy
manner.
" Him even the dissolute admired ; for he
A graceful looseness, when hi* pleased, put on."

Armstrong : Art of Preserving Health, iv

3. Laxity of manners or life ; levity of con-
duct.

4. Irregularity ; failure to observe morality
in life ; dissoluteness.

5. Unchastity, lewdness, wantonness.
" Her old Malbecco, which did her upbrayd
With loosenesse of her luve and loathly deed."

Spenser ; F. Q., III. X. 50.

6. Diarrhcea ; flux of the bowels.

loos'-en-mg, pr. par., a., & s. [Loosen, v.]

A. &, B. As pr. par. £ particq: adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of loosing or making
loose ; the state of becoming loose.

loosening-bar, s.

Founding : A stiff bar with a point or screw
which stands in a hole in the pattern, and ex-
tends upward through the top box. After
ramming up, and before lifting the top part,
this bar is struck alternately from opposite
sides with a short, heavy piece of iron, so as
to loosen the pattern slightly in the sand,
after which it is removed. Tills facilitates the
separation of the sand from the pattern, and
lessens the amount of mending required.

loose-Strife, s. [The English rendering of
the Gr. Aucnu.ax'oi' (lusimachion).^

Botany

:

1. The genus Lysimachia (q.v.).

2. The genus Lythrum (q.v.). Called more
fully Purple Loosestrife. Two species are
British : Spiked Purple Loosestrife, Lythrvm
Halicaria, and. Hyssop-leaved Loosestrife, X.
hyssop ifolia.

3. (PI.) : One of the names given by Lindley
to the order Lythraceaa (q.v.).

1" West Indian Loosestrife :

Bot. : Juss'uea svffntticosa.

loos'-ish, o. [Eng. loos(c), a. ; -ish.) Rather
loose ; somewhat loose.

loo some. a. [Scotch loo =. love ; suff. -some.)
Lovely, lovable.

loot, pret. of v. [Let, v.] Let, permitted.
(Scotch.)

"J loot naebody sort it but my ain hands."—Scott .*

Old Mortality, eh. xl.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, sq

sire, sir, marine; go, potr

oa = e ; ey = a. qpu = ltw.
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loot, s. [Hind, hit — plunder.] Booty, plun-
der ; espee. , that taken by a victorious army
from a sacked city.

loot, v.t. [Loot, 5.] To plunder, to pillage

;

espec, to plunder a city after a siege.
" As a place of security for the plunder looted by

laundresses."

—

Dickens : Uncommercial Traveller, xiv.

loot er, s. [Eng. loot, v. ; -er.] One who
loots ; a plunderer.

lo&'-ty, loo-tie, s. [Hind. & Mahratta loot

or lut, with suft'. -y, from -ee at the end of
some Mahratta words used of persons (?).]

A plunderer and occasional assassin. {East
hulks.)

"I will find the daguer of a lootle which shall reach
thee."—Scott : Surgeon's Daughter, ch. xii.

lod'-ver, s. [Louvre,]

looves, s. pi. [Loaf, «.] (Scotch.)

lop (1), v.t. [O. Dut. luppen= to maim, to
castrate; Due. lubben.] [Lib.]

1. To cut off the top or extremities of any-
thing ; to make shorter by cutting off the ex-

tremities ; to trim by cutting.
" As wood-knife lops the sapling spray."

Scott; Marmioa, vi. 11.

2. To cut partly through, and pleach or
bend down ; as, To loj) the bushes in a hedge.

3. To cut off generally. (Usually followed
by off.)

"His hand hail been lipped off for an offence into
which he had been hurried by his intemperate zeal.

'

—Jfacauluy : Iltst. ling., ch. i.

4. To cut down, to maim, to omit a part of.

" Foi particulars and circumstances he continually
laps them."—Pope: Homer; Iliad. (Pref.)

lop (2), v.t. & i. [Prob. akin to lap (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To allow to hang down ; to let

fall : as, To lop the ears.

B. Intrans. : To hang down, to be pendu-
lous.

lop-eared, a. Having ears which hang
down ; as some kind of rabbits.

lop, *lopp, s. [Lop (1), v.] That which is

lopped or cut from trees, shrubs, &e.
" A trembling contribution ! Why we take
From, every tree, lop, bark, and part o' th' timber,"

SJutkeap. : Henry fill., i. 2.

*16pe, pret. o/v. [Leap, v.]

*16pe, s. [Leap, s.] A leap.

lope staff, s. A leaping-pole.

lops, v.t. [Lope, s.] To leap; to move or
run with a leap or jump.

"His malice lopes at a venture."—North: Examen,
p. 73.

lo-phAn'-thus, s. [Gr. AdoSos (lophos) —

a

crest, and aeflos (anthos) = a flower.]

Lot. : A genus of Labiatse, tribe Nepetefe.
It consists of very pretty pink, blue, and
white flowers, mostly natives of North
America, but cultivated in British gardens.

lo-phi'-a-dse, s. pi. [Lophud^:.]

lo-phl'-i-dse, lo-phi'-a-dse, s. pi. [Mod.
Lat., &c. lophi(us); Lat! fern. pi. adj. suff.

-idee, -ados.]

Ichthy. : A family of Acanthopteri. The
carpal bones are prolonged, so as to form a
fort of arm for the support of the pectoral
tins, which sometimes have a faint resemblance
to legs ; this gives these fishes a frog-like ap-
pearance. Called also Pediculati.

ldph -ine, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Chcni. : CaiHjgN^, pyrobenzoline. An or-
ganic base obtained by the dry distillation of
hydrobensamide and other compounds. It is

dissolved out with boiling alcoholic potash,
from whicli it crystallizes on cooling. It
forms colourless needlos, often an inch long,
with a lustre similar to that of caffeine. It
melts at 205°, and sublimes without decomposi-
tion. It is tasteless and inodorous, and has
scarcely any alkaline reaction. It is insoluble
in water, sparingly soluble in alcohol and
ether. Its alcoholic solution is fluorescent,
like quinine. It forms crystallizable salts
with the mineral acids which are rather un-
stable, and for the most part insoluble in
water.

16 phi o don, s. [Gr. Xd^o? (lophos) = a.

ridge of ground, an eminence, and bSovs
(odons), genit. oSoVtos (odontos) = a tooth.]

Palceont. : A genus of TapiridEe, named
from having eminences on the teeth. "Various

species are found in the Eocene. They vary

in size from that of a horse to that of a

rhinoceros.

lo-phi'-O-dont, a. [Lophiodon.] Belonging
to, having the characteristics of, or resembling
the genus Lophiodon (q.v.).

loph-i-o-my'-i-dse, s. [Mod. Lat., &c,

lophiomy(s) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idr.e.\

Zool. : A family of Simple-toothed Rodents,
established by Alphonse Milne-Edwards for

the reception of Lophiomys (q.v.).

lo~phi'-6-mys, s. [Gr. Ao</>ia (lophia) — the
bristly back of a boar, and fivs (mus) = a

mouse.]

Zool. : Lophiomys Imliausi, the sole member
of the family Lophiomyidse(q.v.), closely allied

to the Muridw, and particularly te the Ham-
sters. It somewhat resembles a small opossum.
Colour blackish-brown ; a spot on the fore-

head, a streak under each eye, and the tip

of the tail are white. The long hairs of the
middle of the back and tail are erectile. To
this the generic name has reference ; the
specific name commemorates the person who
brought the creature under the notice of

naturalists. The first toe in each hind foot

is opposable, thus converting it into a pre-

hensile hand, whicli the animal uses freely in

climbing. Habitat, the north-east of Africa,

and possibly Arabia.

lo-phiV-a, s. [Gr. Ao(/>o9 (lojiJws) = a crest

;

suff. -Ira' So called because one of the sepals

is extended into a liguhite wing or crest.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Lo-
phiraceaj (q.v.).

loph-i-ra'-9e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lophir(a);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acew.]

Bot. : An order of hypogynons exogens,
alliance Guttiferales. It consists of tropical
African many-branched trees of pyramidal
form ; the leaves alternate, stalked, quite
entire, with raised veins and a jointed stalk,

stipules small, deciduous ; flowers perfect,

axillary ami terminal, yellow, with two small
bracts ; sepals five, the inner three smaller
and concave, the outer opposite

;
petals five

;

stamens indefinite ; ovary one-celled ; ovules
indefinite ; fruit a leathery nut, one-celled, by
abortion one-seeded. Only known genus
Lophira. The order was established by
Eudlicher.

ldph'-l-iis, s. [Gr. \6<j>o<; (lophos) = a ridge of
ground, an eminence. The name has refer-

ence to the protuberances on the head of the
fishes of this genus.]

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the family
Lophiidas. Lophlus plscatorius is the Angler
or Pishing Frog. [Angler.]

loph-6-bran-chi-ate, a. & $. [Gr. a60os
(lophos) = a ridge of ground, an eminence, and
Eng. branchiate.]

A. As adj. ; Belonging to, having the
characteristics of, or resembling the Lopho-
branchii (q.v.).

B. ..4s subst. (PL) : The same as Lopho-
eranchii (q.v.).

"But iii a good many fishes, such as the Plectogna-
thi ninl Lophobrunchiutts, the otolites are represented
by calcareous dust."—Prof. Seeley, in Cassell's Nat.
Hist., v. 12.

ldph-6-foran'-chi-i,l6ph-6-forari'-chi-a,
s. pi. [Gr. Ao<fjos (lophos) = a crest, and
/3p<xyxia (brangchia) = gills.

J

1. Ichthy. : Fishes with tufted gills ; i.e., the
gills are not as in other fishes pectinated, but
consist of small rounded lobes clustered to-

gether, which are attached to the branchial
arches. The snout is produced into a tube.

The order is divided into two families, Syn-
gnathidai and Solenostomidie.

2. Palceont. . Found from the Eocene on-
ward.

ld'-pho-lte, s. [Gr. a6<£os (lojrfws) = crest,

surf. -ite(Min.); Ger. lophoit.]

Min. : A variety of chlorite referred by Des
Cloizeaux to the species Eipidolite, and by
Dana to his Prochlorite. (See these words.)
Occurs in comb-shaped groups of crystals at
Greiner, Zillerthal, Tyrol.

ld-phop'-e-a, lo-phoph'-e-a, s. pi. [Mod.
Lat., from Gr. Ao^os (lojihos) '= a crest, and
7rous (pons), genit. n-oSos (podos) = a foot.]

Zool. : A sub-order of Phylactoleemata.
Sometimes made a suborder of Bryozoa, order

Holobranchiata, section Ectoprocta. The epi-

stome is developed ; the tentacles are numer-

ous, and placed upon a pair of the arms of the

lophophore, in form like a horse-shoe. The
cells are usually leathery, horny, or sub-

calcareous, and nearly transparent, springing

from a root-stalk, which creeps along upon
the surface of stones, though sometimes the

whole body is gelatinous and floating. Three

or four individuals are generally together.

The Lophopea inhabit fresh water. Families

Plumatellidte and Cristate 11 idaj.

ldph-6-pet'-a-lum, s. [Gr. \6<j>os (lophos)=
a crest, and tiiTakovipetalon) = a petal (q.v.).]

Bot. : A genus of Celastracese. Lophopetalum
littorale, L. IVallichii, natives of the Eastern
Peninsula, and L. Wight iaiunn, an Indian

tree, furnish wood valuable for furniture or

for building. (Calcutta ExMb. Report.)

loph'-6-phbre, s. [Gr. X6<j>o<> (byhos) = a

crest, and 4>e'pw (phero) = to bear, to carry.]

Zool. : The name given by Prof. Allman to

the disc or stage upon which the tentacles of

the Polyzoa are borne.

"in the majority of Polyzoa—including almost all

the marine species—the lophophore is circular. '

—

Nicholson : Zoology (ed. 1878), p. 358.

loph-o-phor-i'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lopho-

2>!ior(its); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -intc]

Oniith. : A subfamily of Phasianidue, some-
times merged in Phasianfna?. [Lophophorus.]

lo-phoph'-or-us, s. [Gr. Ad^os' (loptiws)} =
a crest, and 0opds (phoros) = bearing, <£op€w

(phoreo) = to bear.]

Ornith. : Monaul. A genus of PhasianidEe,
subfamily Phasianinte (true pheasants). The
upper mandible is much curved, the head is

feathered, the tail straight and even. They
inhabit the higher ranges of the Himalayas.
Lophophorus unpeyanus is the Impeyau phea-
sant (q.v.).

ldph-o-phy-tid'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat,

lophophyt(nm) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suir. -ide<c.~\

Bot. : A tribe of Rln'zogeus, order Balano-
phoraceEe.

loph-o-phy'-tum, s. [Gr. \d<£os (lojrfios) =
a crest, and <j>vt6v (phuton) = a tree, a plant.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Lopho-
phytideaj (q.v.).

lo-phop'-6-da, s. pi. [Lophopea.]

loph-o-psit'-ta-ciis, s. [Gr. \6<bo<; (lophos)

= a crest, and \firraKo<; (psiltows) = a parrot.]

Zool. : A name proposed by Prof. Newton
group of parrots, of

cms maiiriliamts is

as d i s t i ii -

frontal crest,

unlike

LOPHOPS1TTACUS.

for an extinct
which Psitta-

the type. It

guished by a
of a shape
that found in

any other form of
parrot, risin;

fro m the
base of the
bill and ter- ^
niinating be-

fore reaching
the occiput,
which was ap-
parently flat and smooth. (Proc. Zool. Soc,
1875, p. 350.)

loph'-o-pus, s. [Lophopea.]

Zool: The typical genus of the sub-order
Lophophea. The ectocyst is of a gelatinous
consistence. The single species was first

described in 1741 by Trembley.

ldph-or'-tyx, s. [Gr. a6<£os (lophos) = a crest,
and optu£ (ortux) = a quail.]

Ornith. : A genus of Perdicinee (True Par-
tridges). Lophortyx cullfomianus is the Cali-
fornian quail. It has a beautiful crest and
bright plumage. It i& abundant in California.

loph-o-ser-i'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. loplto-

ser(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Zool.: A sub-family of Madrepores, family
Fuugidffi, The wall is entire and not spinose.
Some are simple, and cup or button-shaped

;

others are compound. There are twenty genera.

loph-o-ser'-us, s. [Gr. Ad^oy (lophos) = a,

crest, and o-Tjpt/cds (serikos) = silky, from cr?jp

(ser) = silk.]

Zool.: The typical genus of the sub-family
Lophoserina; (q.v.).

boil, bo*y ; pout, jtffrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian *= ?shan. -tion, sion --= shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c = bol, del.
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loph'-o-sper-mum, s, [Gr. \6<f>o<; (loplws)

= a crest, and a-rrep^a. (sperma) = seed.]

Bot. : A genus of Scrophulariaceie, tribe

Antirrhinete. It consists of very elegant
plants, with large purple flowers. They are

from Mexico, but cultivated in Britain.

ld-phd'-tes, s. [Gr. Ao0wt6? (lopkotos) =
crested.]

1. Ichthy: The typical genus of the family
Lopliotidic. Lophotes cepidianus is a ribbon-
like fish with a silvery body, rose-coloured
fins, and no scales. It is about five feet long,

and has been found in the Mediterranean and
in the ocean near Japan.

2. Ornith. .- A genus of raptorial birds, sub-
family Falcouinee.

lo-pho'-tld-se, s pi. [Mod, L,Et' lophot(cs)';

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idtr.]

Ichthy.; A family of Acanthopteri orAoan-
thopterygii. The head has a high crest,

a single dorsal fin runs the whole length of
the back.

loph-y-rop-6-da, s. pi. TGr. Ao<fcovpos

(lophnuros) —having a long-haired tail, and
novs (pons), genit. ttoSos (podos) = a foot.]

Zool. : A legion of Crustacea, division

Gnathopoda. The lncomotory organs have
stiff hairs. The branehire are nttached to
mouth organs. It contains two ' orders,

Ostracoda and Copepoda. (Dr. Henry Wood-
vard, F.R.S.)

lo-phy'-rus, 5. [Gr. Ad<£oi/po? (lophouros) =
having a long-haired tail (?).J

1. Entom. : A genus of Tenthredinidre (Saw
flies). Lophyrus pint is a small species a third
of an inch long, very common in the Coni-
fers.

2. Zool. ; A genus of Lizards, family
Iguanida.*.

lop'-pard, 5. [Eng. lop (1), v.; siuT. -ard.]

A tree whose top has been lopped ; a pollard.

*loppe, s. [A.S. loppe ; S\v. lappa; Dan.
loppe.] A flea.

lopped, a. [Loppercd.]

loppedmilk, .-. [Loppicred-milk.]

lop'-per, s. [Eng. lop (1), v. ; -er.] One who
lops trees.

lop'-per, *lop-ren, r.r. [Cf. Prov. Ger.
liibhern ; Ger. liefer n, qeliefem, = to curdle ;

Icel. hleypa; Ger. Ittppe, lab = rennet.] To
curdle, to coagulate, as milk.

loppered-milk, s. Milk which has be-
come curdled or coagulated.

* lop-pes-tre, J
lop-pis-ter, * lop-ster,

s. [Lobster.]

lop'-piag, pi\ par., ci., & s. [Lop (1), v.]

A. & B, As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act or process of cutting off all the
branches of a tree, except the crop or main
shoot.

2. That which is lopped or cut off; the
branches lopped oil' a tree.

"If tliey are divided yet further, so as to be laid
close, ami biiiuul up m a more uniform maimer into
several faggots, perhaps those loppings may be all

carried to one single load 01 burden."— Watts : On the
Mind, cli. xwii.

lopping-axe, s. A light axe used for

trimming trees. The term may be considered
as in contradistinction to felling-axe or log-

ging-axe.

lopping shears, », pi. A pair of heavy
shears for trimming bashes, hedges, &c.

lop'-py, a. [Lop (2), v.] Hanging loosely
down

;
pendulous.

lop'-seed, s. [Eng. lop, and seed.]

Bot. : The genus Phryma.

lop'-sid-ed, lob'-sid-ed, lap-sid-ed, a.

[Eng. Lop (2), r., and sided.] Heavier on one
side than the other ; hanging over or inclined
to one side ; not perpendicular, not erect,

not straight up,

lopt, pa. par. or a. [Lop (1), v.]

lo-qua'-cious, a. [Lat. loquax (genit. lo-

quacii), from liquors to speak.]

1. Talkative, full of talk or tongue, chatter-
ng, garrulous.

*' Confessing soon, yet not before her Judge
Bold or loquacious." Milton: P. L,, x. 161.

2. Speaking, noisy, loud.
" Thy wanton waters, volatile and free . . .

Shall wildly warble, as they please,

Their soft, loquacious harmony."
Mason : To a Water Nymph.

3. Inclined or apt to disclose secrets ; apt
to blab.

lo-qua'-cious-ly, adv. [Eng. loquacious

;

-ly.] In a loquacious, talkative, or chattering
fashion.

lo-qua'-ClOUS-nesS, s. [Eng. loquacious

;

•u-'hs.] The quality or state of being loqua-

cious; loquacity.

lo-qu&c'-i-ty, s. [Fr. loquacitd ; from Lat.

loquacitatem, accus. of loquacitas, from loquax

(genit. loquacis) = talkative, loquacious (q.v.).]

A disposition to talk overmuch ;
talkative-

ness, garrulity, loquaciousness.
" Why loquacity is to be avoided, the wise man Rives

sufficient reason, for in the multitude of words there
wauteth not sin."

—

Hay: On Vie Creation, pt. li.

lo'-quat, s. [Japanese.] <

Botany

:

1. The fruit of Eriobotrya. joponica. It is

yellow, about the size of a gooseberry, and
pleasant to the taste. The tree has been
introduced into Australia, and the fruit is

sold at a cheap rate in the markets of Sydney
and other towns.

2. The tree itself. [Eriobotyra.]

lo-que'-la, s. [Lat.]

Law: An imparlance, a declaration.

l6r-an-tha'-ce-39, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. loron-

th(vs); Lat. i'em. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : Loranths ; an order of epigynons
exogens, alliance Asarales. It consists of

shrubby parasitic plants ; leaves fleshy, vein-

less, without stipules ; flowers hermaphro-
dite or unisexual ; calyx, if present, generally
with bracts at the base ; sepals three, four, or

eight, often formed into a tube
;
petals none

[Lindley), but what Lindley looks on as a
calyx, Berkeley deems a corolla ; stamens
equal in number to the sepals and opposite
to them ; ovary one-celled ; style one or none

;

stigma simple ; fruit succulent or dry, one-

seeded. Akin to Santalaceae. Found in

tropical and, to a less extent, in temperate
countries. Known genera 13, species 450.

One, the Misseltoe, is British.

lor'-anths, s. pi. [Loranthus.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Loranthaceee (q.v.).

I6r - an- thus, s. [Gr. Awpov (loron), Atupos

(/flV-Qjf)= a thong; Lat. forum, in allusion to

the long linear sepals, and Gr. av&o$ (anthos)

= a flower.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Loran-
thacete (q.v.). The flowers have a pettdoid
appearance, being generally coloured, but
Lindley and Sir Joseph Hooker consider the
perianth a calyx. About 300 are known,
chiefly from the tropics ; none are British.

The wood of Loranthus long ifoil its is used in

India as a linishing tan stuff to give soft-

ness to leather.

lbr'-ate, a.. [Lat. lorum = a thong, a strap.]

Bot. : Shaped like a thong or strap ; ligulate.

lor'-cha, *. [Port.]

Nottt. : A light Chinese coaster having a

hull of European model and Chinese masting
and rigging,

H The name became familiar to the public
in 1850, a dispute about a " lorcha " having in

that year brought on war with China.

lord(l), lav-erd,* lov-erd,s. [A.S. hldford,

from hlaf— a loaf, and ireard = warden, keeper.
Lord thus means the loaf-keeper -i.e., the mas-
ter of the house, the head of the family.]

1. A ruler, a master, a governor ; one pos-

sessing supreme power or authority.
" Left by his sire—too young such loss to know,
Lord of hi ni.seIf—that heritage of woe."

Byron : Lara, i. 2.

2. Specif.: The Supreme Being, God, Jehovah.
" And the people answered and said, God forbid that

we should forsake the Lord to serve other gods."

—

Joshua sxiv. 10.

H When in the Authorized Version of the

Old Testament the word "Lord" is printed

in small capitals, it is the rendering of the

Hebrew Yehovah (Exod. vi. 1, vii. 1, &c).

[Jehovah.] Iu the New Testament it most
commonly stands for the Lord Jesus Christ

(Matt. xxvi. 22 ; Mark v. 19 ; Luke ii. 11,

xxiv. 34, &c).

3. The proprietor of a manor.
" In early times the king's great barons granted out

smaller manors to inferior persons to be holclen of

themselves: which still continue to be held under a

superior lord, whose seignory is frequently termed an
honour. In imitation whereof these inferior lords

carved out to others still more minute estates, to be

held of themselves, and were so proceeding downwards
in infinitum, till the superior lords observed that by
subinfeudation they lost all their feudal profits."—

lit'tckstone : Comment., bk. ii., ch.4.

* 4. The head of a house or family ; a hus-
band.

" Thou worthy lord of that unworthy wife."
Shukesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,303.

5. The same as Harvest-lord (q.v.).

" My Lord begg'd round, and held his hat,

8ays Farmer Gruff, says he,
' There'*! many a lord, Sam, I know that.
Has begg'd as well as thee.'

"

Bloomfield : The Ilorkey.

* 6. The principal actor in a play.

7. A title of respect given (especially in the
phrase my lord), to persons of high rank, posi-

tion, or consideration, as princes, ecclesiastics

of high rank, &c.

• 8. A nobleman or peer of Great Britain,

including dukes, marquises, earls, viscounts,

and barons, and also archbishops and bishops,

who, as such, are members of the House of

Lords.

T The title is given by courtesy to all the
sous of dukes and marquises, and to the
eldest sons of earls.

9. A title of honour given to certain official

personages, as to juilges when presiding in

court, the mayors of London, York, Dublin,

Belfast, Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Bir-

mingham, and Sheffield, the provosts of
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee, Aberdeen, and

,
Perth, the members of the College of Justice

' in Scotland, &c.

% (1) House of Lords : The second branch of
the legislature, consisting of the lords spiritual

and temporal, assembled together.

A council or legislative assembly, which
ultimately developed into the House of Lords
as now constituted, seems to have existed at
least as early as the Norman Conquest iu 1066.

It then consisted of the prelates and barons
in conjunction with the king. It took part
with him in passing the Constitutions of
Clarendon. Writs for calling them together
began (6 & 7 John) in 1205, though the first

extant is of date 1265. Iu 1215 the barons

—

headed by Stephen Langton, cardinal-priest

of St. Chrysogonns, who held an English
barony in virtue of his office as primate—were
powerful enough to extort Magna Charta from
the king. In 1341 the pergonal privilege of
the peers was precisely defined. The prelates
did not sit in virtue of their sacred office, but of
their temporal possessions. Each held, or was
at least assumed to hold, a barony under the
king, William the Conqueror having altered
the spiritual tenure of frank almoign, by which
in Saxon times they had held their landed
property, into the Norman or feudal tenure
by barony. When the Reformation com-
menced, there were twenty abbots and two
priors iu the House of Lords, and, including
these, the spiritual peers were about as numer-
ous as the temporal. The suppression of the
monasteries under Henry VIII. deprived the
abbots and priors of their seats. The House
of Lords was abolished by the Long Parlia-
ment, Feb. 6, 1649. It met again as part of
the tirst Parliament after the Restoration,
April 20, 1660. Consequent on the union with
Scotland in 1707, 16 representative peers,
elected by the rest at the commencement of
each Parliament, were added to the House ;

and on the union with Ireland in 1800, 2S repre-
sentative peers were elected for lite. At the
beginning of 1^03 the House of Peers consisted
of 4 princes of the blood, 2 archbishops, 22
dukes, 23 marquises, 124 earls, 35 viscounts,
24 bishops, 314 barons, 16 Scottish and 28
Irish representative peers, in all 592 members.

(2) Lord Anson's Pea :

Bot. : Lathyrus magellanicus.

*(3) Lord of Misrule : A pereon who super-
intended the games and revels of a great family
at Christmas.

(4) Lord of the land :

Mining : In Cornwall, the person in whose

ff&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, soe: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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land a mine is. The "lord" reserves to him-

self a certain portion for granting liberty to

work the mine in his land. This is the one-

sixth, one-seventh, or one-sixteenth of the

ore raised, or of the value of it, or any other

proportion, free of expense, and called the
" dues," or, in Derbyshire, the "dish."

*(5) Lord in gross: One who is lord, but
has no manor.

(6) Lord of a manor : A lord possessing a

manor having copyhold tenants.

(7) Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports,

[Cinque Ports.]

(8) Lords of Justiciary :

Scots Law: The judges of the Court of Justi-

ciary, or supreme criminal court of Scotland.

[Justiciary.]

(9) Lords of Parliament: Those who have
seats in the Upper House.

(10) Lords of Regality : [Regality].

(11) Lords ofSession: The judges of the Court

of Session.

(12) Lords of the Admiralty, Lords Commis-
sioners of the Admiralty: [Admiralty, Navy.]

(13) Lords of the Articles: A committee of

the Scottish parliament by whom bills to be

brought before the Parliament were prepared.

(14) The Lords : The same as the House of
Lords.

lord-advocate, ** [Advocate.]

lord chamberlain, s. [Chamberlain.]

lord-chancellor, s. [Chancellor.]

* lord-constable, * lord high-con-
stable, s. [Constable.]

lord-fish, s.

Ichthy. : (See extract).
" Some years since, I obtained from a fisherman at

the mouth of the Thames ft fresh-caught example of a
i pedes of niorrhua, with the middle dorsal and first

anal tins shurt ; the body as deep for its length an the
lusous ; the length of the head compared to the whole
length of the Hah as one to three. Among the fisher-

men it was by some considered to bo an accidental
deformity, with injury to the spine, and their name
for it was lord-fish: others said it was a fish which
they met with occasionally, and believed it distinct

from any other."— i'arrell : British Fishes (185'J), i. 533.

lord high admiral, *. [Admiral.]

lord high-steward, s. [Steward.]

lord-justice clerk, s. The second
judicial officer in Scotland.

lord-keeper, ». [Keeper.]

lord-lieutenant, s. An official of high
rank, representing the sovereign, as—(1) The
Viceroy, or Lord-lieutenant of Ireland, who is

a member of the ministry, retiring from
office with them. He has the control of the
government of the country,* subject -to the
approval of the ministry in office, and nearly
all the patronage is also vested in him. He
can confer knighthood. In his government
he is assisted by a privy council nominated
by the sovereign. (2) The Lord-lieutenant of

a county, the principal official of a county, at

whose nomination all deputy-lieutenants and
justices of the peace are appointed, and first

commissions in the yeomanry, militia, and
volunteers are given.

lord-ordinary, s. [Ordinary.]

lord-president, s.

Scots Law: The presiding judge in the Court
of Session.

lord privy-seal, ». [Seal.]

lord-wood, s.

Bot. : Liquidambar orientate. [Liquid-
ambab.] The term lord-wood is a translation

of Xylon Efl'endi, the Cypriot name of the
plant.

Lord's-day, s.

Theol. : A day first, named in Revelation
i. 10, where the sacred writer says, I was in
the spirit on the Lord's day (ec ttj Kupm/oj
Tjjue'ptj (en te KiiriakB hemera). "The Lord"
in the New Testament generally referring to
the Lord Jesus, the Lord's-day was probauly
that celebrating His resurrection, viz., the
first day of the week. (John xx. 1-19, 2(5

;

Acts xx. 7 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2.) Regarding the
proper method of its celebration, two schools
of thought exist. The first considers that the
Lord's-day is simply the Christian Sabbath,
and that the Old Testament directions for
the keeping of the Sabbath are also those
divinely given for the observance of the Lord's-

day. The second view is that the Sabbath

was designed to be simply a Jewish institu-

tion, and that the Lord's-day is a joyous

Christian festival, in some respects essentially

differing from the Old Testament Sabbath.

[Sabbath.]

Lord's-day Act.

Law: 29 Chas. II., c. 7. It requires cessa-

tion from one's ordinary occupation on the

Lord's-day.

lorcVs-mear, s.

Min. : A term applied in Derbyshire, to one

mear of ground that always belongs to the

lord of the manor.

Lord's prayer, s. The prayer which
Jesus taught his disciples (Matt. vi. 9-13),

and which is used in public worship, whether
liturgical or not.

Lord's Supper, s.

Theol. & Eedt®. : A term first used by St.

Paul in 1 Cor. xi. 20, of a ceremonial ordinance
observed in the Corinthian and doubtless in

other churches. The night on which Jesus was
betrayed, he took bread, blessed it, brake it,

and gave it to his disciples to eat, with wine
similarly blessed for them to drink, the former
in the Protestant view symbolising his broken
Body, the latter his shed Blood. (Matt. xxvi.

26-29 ; Mark xiv. 22-25 ; Luke xxii. 14-20).

St. Luke records that Jesus sarijt; " Do this in

remembrance of'-Me" (xxii. 19). St. Paul evi-

dently considered that these words, addressed
originally to the Apostles, were designed for the

Church of all ages. The term Lord's supper
is used chiefly by those who hold the ordi-

nance to be a commemorative one. [Com-
munion, Eucharist, Mass.]

lords-and ladies, s.pt.

But. : A popular name for Arum maculatum.

lords-justices, s.pl. [Justice.]

lords-marchers, s. pi. Lords who lived

in the marches of Wales and Scotland, having
their own laws and power of life and death,

like petty kings.

lords-spiritual, *'. pi. The archbishops
and bishops having seats in the House of Lords.

"The lords spiritual consist of the Archbishops of

Canterbury and York, tlie Bishops of London, Durham,
and Winchester, ami twenty-three other bishops of

dioceses in England, according to their priority in
consecration."

—

Blackstonc ." Comment., bk. i., oh. 2.

lords-temporal, s. pi. Lay peers who
have seats in the House of Lords.

" The lonls temporal consist of all the peers of the
realm, by whatever title of nobility distinguished.
Some of these sit by descent, as do all ancient peers;
some by creation, as do all new-made ones ; others,
since tin? union with Scotland, by election, which is

the case with the sixteen peers who represent the body
of the Scots nobility for the parliament for which t' ey
are elected ; and, since the union with Ireland, with
the twenty-eight representative peers, who are elected
for life, to represent the Irish nobility. The number
of lords temporal is thus indefinite, for it may be in-

creased at will by the power of the crown, by the crea-
tion of peers of the United Kingdom."

—

BUickstone :

Comment., bk. i., eh. 2.

lord, v.t. & i. [Lord, s.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To make a lord or master ; to invest
with power.

" He being thus lorded" Sliakesp. : Tempest, i. 2.

* 2. To rule, to preside over.

3. To play the lord or master ; to domineer;
to act the lord. (Followed by it.)

" Methinks, already, in this civil broil,
1 see them lording it in Loudon streets."

Sliakesp. : 2 Henry VI., iv. 8.

B. Intrans. : To rule, to act as a h>rd, to
domineer, to rule with despotic or arbitrary
power.

" They had by this possessed the towers of.Gath.
And lorded over them whom they now serve."

Milton : Samson Ayonistes, 20".

*lord (2), s. [Gr. XopSos (lordos).} A hump-
backed person.

*lord'-dom, s. [Eng. lord, s. ; -dom.] The
rule or dominion of a lord or lords.

* lord'-ing, * lord-yng, s. [Eng. lord; dim.
stiff, -ing,]

1. A little or young lord, a lordling, a petty-

lord.
" A lordyng of the Romaynes that y-hote was Galle."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 80.

2. Used as a respectful mode of address ; sir.

" Listeneth, lordinyes, in good intents.
And I will tell you varament
Of inirthe and of solas" Chancer : C. T., 13.G42.

* lord -kin, s. [Eng. lord; dim. stiff, -fort.] A
little lord ; a lordling.

" Frincekin and lordkin from his earliest days."—

Thackeray ; Newcomes, ch, liii.

lord'-lUte, «• & odv. [Eng. lord, and Wee.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Becoming or befitting a lord ;
lordly.

2. Haughty, proud, arrogant.

B. -4s adv. : In a lordly manner ; like a

lord ; haughtily.
" Lordlike at ease, with arbitrary power

_

To peel the chiefs, the people to devour.
Dryden : Homer ; /had l.

lord'-li-ness, * lord-li-nes, s. [Eng-

lordhj ; -ntss.]

1. The dignity, position, or rank of a lord ;

high station.
" Thou vouchaafest here to visit me,
Doing the honour of thy lordliness

To one so weak."
Sliakesp. : Antony it Cleopatra, v. 2.

2. Pride, haughtiness, arrogance.

lord'-ling, s. [Eng. lord; dim. suff. -Zing.] A
little or young lord ; a petty lord.

" The self-dependent lordlings stand alone.
*

Goldsmith : Traveller.

lord'-ly, * lord-lich {a\* lord-liche (adv.),

a. &adv. [Eng. lord; -ly.]

A. As adjective:

1. Becoming or befitting a lord ; lordlike,,

noble, liberal.
" She brought forth butter in a lordly dish."—

Judges v. 25.

2. Proud, haughty, arrogant, imperious, in-

solent.
" Where is lordly Babylon? Where now
Lifts she to heaven her giant brow t

"

Hughes : The Ecstasy.

B. As adv. : In the manner of a lord ; like

a lord
;
proudly, haughtily, imperiously, arro-

gantly.
" Lordly neglectful of a worth unknown."

Savage : The Bastard.

"' lord-ol'-a-try, s. [Eng. lord, s., and Gr.

Aarpeia (latreia) = worship.] Excessive regard

or reverence for nobility.

"England, with her peculiar ' lordolatry,' thinks
It enough to send a peer when other nations send am
explorer."—.

I

cademy, Oct. 1, 1881, p. 258.

lor-do'-sis, s. [Gr. AopScucn.? (lordosis) (see def.)

Aopdos (lordos) = bent supinely.]

Pathol. : Curvature of any bone, specially

curvature of the spine forward.

lord-ship, * lord-schip,* lord-schipe, s,

[Eng. lord ; -ship.]

1. The quality or state of being a lord r

hence used with yovr, his, their, as a title of

honour to peers(exceptarchbishopsaiKldultes,
who are addressed as Grace).

' Your lordship is the most patient man in loss, the
most coldest that ever turned up ace." — tihakenp. :

Cymbeline, ii. J5.

2. The dignity of a lord; a seigniory, a manor.
" ' I have a suit unto your lordship.'
'Be it a lordship, thou shalt have it for that word."*

Shakesp. : 2 Henry 17. iv. 7.

3. A mode of address to certain official per-
sonages, as judges. [Lord, 5., 9.]

4. Dominion, jurisdiction, power, authority.

"Death schal no more have lordsehipe on him.' —
Wycliffe : Romans vi.

lore (1),
* lare, * leare, s. [A.S. idr; eogn.

with Dut. leer; Sw. Uira ; Ban. Wire; Ger.
lehre; M. H. Ger. lire; O. H. Ger. Ura.\
[Learn.]

1. That which is or may be learned ; learn-

ing, erudition, knowledge.
" He who hath loved not, here would learn that lore.

And make his heart a spirit."
Byron: Childe Harold, iii. 103.

2. That which is taught ; teaching, instruc-

tion, admonition, counsel.
" Most men admire

Virtue, who follow not her lore."
Milton: P. /!., i. 483.

lore (2), s. [Lat. loruni = a thong, a strap.]

* I. Ord. Lang. : A strap, a thong.

IL Technically :

1. Ornith. : Illiger's name for a patch devoid
of plumage, extending, in certain birds, from
the root of the beak to the eye.

2. Ent-om. : A corneous angular process in
the mouth, by means of which the tropin are
pushed forward or retracted, as in the Hy-
meiioptera. (Brands.)

* lore, pret. & pa. par. or a. [Lose.] Lost, left
" Neither of them she found where she them lore."

Spenser • F. tf m . III. xii. 44.

boil, t>6^; pout, jolvl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing*

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious, sious, -cious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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"*lor'-el,s. [Lorel.] A scoundrel, a vagabond,
a vagrant, a low disreputable fellow.

" Siker thou speakest like a lewd lorel
Of heaven to dee-men so."

Upenser : Z>i< ephe<trite Calendar ; Jul//.

* lores -man, s. [Bug. lore (1), s., and »wh.]
A teacher, an instructor.

" Butt! ;ia his loremian lereth liym he hyleyveth ami
truweth." Piers Plowman, )>. 2W.

lo-rette, s. [Fr.] A woman of light character

;

a kept mistress ; a woman who gains her living
by prostitution.

lo-ret'-tine, s. [See def.]

Series, &• Church Hist. : Sisters of Loretto, a
religious congregation founded in Kentucky in

1S12. The duties of the institute are the care
of orphans aud education.

lor-gnette' (gn as ny), s. [Fr., from lorgncr
= to spy, to peep.] An opera-glass, a field-

glass.
" He swept the bench with his lorgnette."—Mortimer

Collins; The Ivory Out-; ii, 182.

lor I-a'-nee, s. pi. [Lorin^s.]

I6r'-ic, s. [Liit. lorica.] A breastplate.

"Loric and low-browed Gorgon on the brenst."
Browning : J'rotus.

lo-ri'-ca, s. [L'lt., from loriun — a thong, ;t

strap.]

1. Horn.. Aiitlq, . A cuirass, a corslet.

"'2. Hot,: The name given by Mirbel to the
testa of a seed.

3. Cltem. : A kind of lute or clay, used to
coat vessels before exposing them to the lire.

4. Zoology

:

(1) 'The protective case in some Infusoria
and Rotatoria.

t (2) The cai apace of a Crustacean.

lor-i-car'-i-a, s. [Fern. sing, of Lat. loricarivs
= pertaining to cuirasses.]

Ichthy. : Formerly the typical genus of the
family Loricariidie, and now a genus uf Silu-
ritUtt. The snout is more or less elongated,
with a short barbel at each corner of the
mouth. The body is encased in armour. They
are South American fresh-water tishes. Typical
species Loricaria cataphracta from Surinam
and Northern Brazil.

lor-i-car'-l-l-dse, s. pi. [Lat. loricari(a);
fern, pi, adj. sun", -idee.)

Ichthy. : An old family of Fishes, type Lori-
caria. Now generally merged in SdurkUe.

lor l-ca'-ta, s. pi. [Neut. pi. of lorieatns, pa.
par. of lori'co = to clothe in mail ; to harness

;

lorica = a leather cuirass. So called from their
bony, mail-like covering.]

1. Ichthy. : A sub-order of ganoid fishes.

The same as Chondrostea (q.v.).

2. Zoology

:

(1) A name sometimes applied to the mailed
mammals, like the Armadillo.

(2) A section of reptiles having bony plates
developed in the skin. It contains two orders.
Chelouia and Crocodilia, or is by some limited
to the Crocodilia only.

(3) An order of Rotifera.

* l6r'-I-cate, v.t. [Lat. loricatvs, pa. par. of
lor ico = to furnish with a breastplate, to
plaster.] [Lorica.]

1. To plate over ; to cover as with a plate or
plates.

. . the sides of thetympanum
—Hay: On the Creation, ii.

2. To cover with a coating pr crust; to lute.

lor'-i-cate, a. & s. [Loricate, v.]

A. As odj. : Covered or plated over ; coated ;

covered with a double series of oblique scales,
like t i coat of mail ; inciusted.

"The- loricate genera lot Rotifera] arc Noteus, Anu-
raea. Bmuhiunus, and r'tetudma."

—

Owen; Coiupnr,
Anat.; J'nvertebrata, \>. tf4.

35. As stibbt. : An animal belonging to the
Reptilian outer Loricata. (Dana.)

lor'-I-cat-ed, a. [Eng. loricate; -ed.] The
• same as Loricate (q.v.).

* ldr-I-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. loricatio, from lori-

eatns, pa. par. of lurico.]

1. The act or process of covering anything
with plates or crusts for defence ; the state of
being plated or iucrusted ; inciustation.

2. A surface covered over with plates or
crusts. (Evelyn : Sylva.)

3. The filling of walls with mortar.

[Dimin. of Mod. Lat. loriuslor-Ic'-u-lus,
(q.v.).]'

Ornith.: Lorikeet (q.v.).

lor'-I-et, s. [From Mod. Lat. lorius (?); cf.

also lorikeet.]

Ornith. (Pi): The sub-family Platycercinte
(q.V.).

lor'-i-keet, s. [A dimin. from lorn (<J-v -)> on
analogy with parrakctt from par rut]

Ornith. ; Loriculus, or Trichoglossus, a
genus of Straight-billed Parrots. Found in
India aud the Malayan Archipelago.

* ldr'-i-mer, * lor'-I-nert s. [0. Fr. larmier,
from Iarum -2=0. thong, a strap.] A maker of
harness, bits, bridles, straps, mountings for
harness and saddles, &e, ; a saddler.

-Balm-

lo-ri'-nse, lor-i-a'-nae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
tor(ins); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -iizw.]

Ornith.: A sub-family of Psittacidte. The
bill but slightly curved ; the margin of the
upper mandible sinuated ; the notch obsolete

;

the lower mandible slender, conical, much
longer than high ; the gonys generally straight
(Sivainsou). They feed on the juices of flowers.
They are the most brilliantly coloured of the
parrot family, and inhabit the Eastern Archi-
pelago and the South Sea Islands, &c.

* lbr'-lhg, s. [Lore (1), ».] Teaching, in-
struction, counsel, admonition.
"Her wisedouie did admire, and hearkened to her

loringf Spender. F. Q., V. vii. 42.

ldr'-i-ot, .>'. [Fr., Prow auriol; Sp. oriol,

from Lat. anreolus = golden ; aurwni = gold..]

Ornith. : The Golden Oriole. [Oriole.]

lor'-xs, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : A genus of Asiatic slow Lemuroids,
family Nycticebidae, containing but a single
species. Loris, or Stenops gracilis, has a meagre
figure and long, lank limbs, with no tail.

Colour sooty-gray, with rust-red or tawny
hair. Found in the South and East of Ceylon.

lor'-l-iis, s. [Mod. Lat., from luri, the name
of the bird in some East Indian languages.]

Ornith. : Lory, the typical genus of the sub-
family Lorinaj (q.v.). [Lory (1).]

* lorn, * lorne, pa. par. or a. [Lose, For-
lorn.] Lost, left, abandoned, forsaken, for-
lorn, undone.

"Thanking fchee
That rather thou hast east me out with her
Thau left me lorn of her in Paradise."

E. B. browning ; Drama of Exile.

* lor'-rell, s. [Lorel.]

lor'
ry,
'^-rie, lor-ry, lar'-rie, 16w'-ry, lur-
$r, s. [Cf. Prov. Eng. lurry =to drag.]

1. A hand-cart used on tramways, in mines,
or at railway stations for carrying coals, ore,
or rubbish.

2. A truck or low carriage used for the con-
veyance of goods.

" Gatea for the ingress and egress of lurries and
wagons."

—

Mrs. Carpenter: A'orth & Honth, vol. i.,

oh. xv., p. 171.

I6r'-u-lum, 5. [Mod. Lat., dimin. of lurnm.]
[Lofii;.]"

£0/.. : The name given by Acarius to the
tilamenlous-branched thallus of a lichen.

lor'-y (1) (pi. ldr'-ies), s. [The native
name.]

Ornith. : Eclectus, or Lorius, a genus of
PailtaekUe (Parrots), tribe Androglossinai
(Amazon Parrots). The species inhabit the
iUelauesian province.

I6r'-y (2), lour-i, 6 [Louri is the native
name.]

Ornith. : The South African name for the
White-crested Plantain-eater, CorytlutU mttso-
phaga. [Plantain-eater.]

"" lor'-y-mer, a. [Lorihkr.]

' los, a. [Loos, s.] Praise, renown, fame.

* los'-a-ble, lose- a - "ble, a. [Eng. lose;

-oi'/r.] That may or can be lost ; liable to be
lot>t.

* los'-ange, a. [Lozenge.]

i: lose, s. [Lose, v.] A loss ; a giving up.
"It is the cheerful lose that douoleth the gift."

—

Ward: Sermons, \i. 7>J.

lose (1), leese, v.t. & i. [A.S. losian — to be-
come loose, to escape ; ledsan = to lose (pa. t,

leas, x»a. par. loren), only found in the com-
poimd forle6san= tu lose entirely

; cogn. with
Dut. hezeu, in comp. verliezen (pa. t. vcrloor,

pa, par. verloren) ; Ger. Ueren, m comp. ver-
tk'ren (pa. t. verlor, pa. par. verloren) ; Goth.
liusan, in comp. fralvusan.l

A. Transitive :

1. To cease to have possession of, as by
accident ; to be rid of unintentionally.

" Take heed you leese it not, aignior."
Sen Jonson. : Every Man Out ofhu Humour, v 1.

2. To be deprived of.

"Then rekkel uot, wluui I haue lost ray J if."

C'hawer : C. T., 2.2S9.

3. To forfeit as a penalty, as we speak of
Paradise Last

4. To suffer diminution or loss of.

o. To be freed from.
" E'en Superstition loses every fenv."

I*ope; Elvisn to Abelard, 315.

6. To fail to gain ; to miss obtaining ; not
to gain or win : as, To lose a battle.

* 7. To deprive, to dispossess.

* 8. Tu displace, to dislodge.

9. To miss; to wander from; to be sepa-
rated from.
"He hath lust Ins fellows." Sliakesp. : Tempest, i. 2.

* 10. To alienate ; to forfeit the favour or
friendship of.

"The least of which haunting a noble inau loseth
naeu'b hearts."—tihakex}* : 1 Henry IV., in. 1.

11. To miss ; to lail to enjoy or receive.
" You have lost much good spoi't."

tihttkesp. : As i'ou Like ft, i. 2.

12. To fail to employ or enjoy properly;
to waste, to squander ; to use unprofitably.
" We shall lose our time." Shalaisp. : Tempest, iv.

* 13. To suffer to vanish from the mind;
to forget.

"Lose and neglect the creeping hours uf time."
Shaliesp. As I'ou l.ikr It, ii. 7.

14. To cease or fail to see or perceive : as,

To lose the land at sea.

* 15. To bewilder, to perplex.
" Nor are constant forma of prayer more likely to

flat aud hinder the spirit of prayer aud devotion, than
unpremeditated and confused variety to diatract and
lot,e it."

—

King Charteb : Eikun BasUtLe.

* 16. To ruin.
" When they have lost and forfeited themselves."

Sfutfce&p. ; 1 Henry I i '., i. 'J.

E. Rejlex. : To lose one's way ; to wander
at random ; to be bewildered.

" So I, ill truest of them, lose myself."
Sliakesp. ; Comedy of Errors, i. 2.

C. Intransitive :

1. To forfeit anything in contest ; not to
win ; to suffer loss.

" The Justus gamester shakes the l>ox in vain,
And bleeds, and loses on, m liopus to gain.

'

liryden : Ooid ; Art if Loae.

2. To fail to gain.
" He that coueteth al, leseth."—Berners : Frvissart

;

C'ronyele, vol. i., oil. eciix.

3. To give in, to yield ; to suffer by com-
parison ; to fall, to sink : as, To lose in people's
estimation.

1" 1. To lose one's temper: To be put out ; to
become angry.

2. To lose one's way : To wander from and
not be able to liml one's way.

3. To lose sight of:

(1) Lit. : To cease to see.

(J) Fig. : To overlook, to forget ; to pass
over : as, To lose sight of a point in an argu-
ment.

4. To be Inst at sea : To be e^ipwrecKed ; to
be drowned.

* lose (2), v.t. [Los, Loos, 8,3 To praise.

* loSQ'-a-ble, a. [Losable.]

* losed, pa. par. or a. [Loose, v.]

* Ids'-el, * loz-el, * loz ell, «. & a. [From
the same root as lose(l), v.]

A. As sttbst. : A worthless feliow, a scoun-
drel ; a lazy vagabond.

" The whiles a lozell wiuidriug hy the way,"
X/jemer: l\ <>., 11. iii. \

B. As adj. . Worthless, lazy
; good-for-

nothing.
" Why should you plain that lozel swains lefuse you?'

P. EletcJier; Eclogue 2.

*los'-enge, s. [Lozenge.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, . here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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* los'-en-gelour, * loos-en-ger, *los-en-
gour, s. [0. Fr. losengier, from losenge =
= flattery, deceit, from los, Lat. iaus = praise ;

Sp. lispnjero ; Ital. lusinghiero.] A flatterer, a

deceiver, acajoler.
" Alias ! ye lordlyngea, many a fals flatour

Is in your hous, and many a lowngour."
Chaucer: C. T„ 16,812.

* los'-en-ger-ie, s. [Loskngeour.] Flattery,

deceit, cozening.
" Flaterers ben the devil's nourices, that nourish his

children with milk of losengerle.''—Chancer ; Persones
Tide.

los'-er, * lees-er, s. [Eng. lose (1), v. ; -er.]

One who loses, is deprived of, or forfeits any
tiling ; the opposite to winner or gainer.

" Man was hy his fault a great loser, and became de
prived of high advantages. '—ftari'oiv ; Sermons, vol.

iii., ser. 37.

losh, inter}. [Prob. a corrupt, of. Lord.] An-
exclamation of astonishment, wonder, or sur-

,
prise. (Scotch.)

los -mg (1), pr. par., a., & s. [Lose (1), v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Suffering loss, forfeiture, or deprivation.

2.' Causing loss ; attended with loss : as, a
v losing ga,me. [Hazard, s., II.] •

C. 'As suost. .- Tlie act or state of being de-

prived of anything; loss.

*lds'-ing (2), a. [Lose (2), v.] Flattering,

fawning, deceitful, cozening.

* l6s'-ing-ly, culv. [Eng. losing (I); -ly.] In

a losing manner ; so as to incur loss.

loss (1), * los, s. [A.S. los— destruction,
- from leosan ~ to lose (q.v.).]

1. The act of losing, forfeiting, or being de-

prived of anything.
" They reached the camp unobserved, and captured

it, without the loss of a single man."—Lewis ; Creel.

Early Itoma,nHist. (1655), ii.,187.

2. The state of losing or of being deprived
of anything, by forfeiture or deprivation.

3. Failure to win or gain : as, The loss of a
' battle.

•L. That; which is, lost ; that which one for-

feits or is , deprived of ; .that which one loses

, by defeat, forfeiture, or deprivation : as, His
losses were heavy.

* 5., Hart, harm, disparagement.
" No loss Bhall touch her by my company. r

„ Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, iii 1.

* 6. Defeat, ruin, overthrow.
" Tidings were brought me of your loss."

Shulcmp. : S Henry VI., ii. 1,

7. The state of being lost or destroyed : as,

the loss of a ship at sea.

* 8. The state of being cast off and discarded.
" That for thy mother's sake art thus exposed to loss."

Shakes]*. : Winter's Tate, iii. 3'.

* 9. Failure to enjoy, use, or employ ; the
' state of not enjoying or having the benefit of.

' " For loss of Nestor's golden words."
i Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,420'

* 10/ The state of being at fault-; the state
of having lost the scent and trace of the gam'e.

" He cried upon it as the merest loss."

Shakesp. : . Taming of the Shrew. (Induct.

)

11, Useless application ; waste.

U (1) To be at a loss
1

: To be embarrassed or
uncertain ; to be puzzled.-

" Not the least transaction of sense and motion m
man, but philosophers are at a loss to comprehend."

—

South ' Sermons.
, ,

(2) To bear a loss: To sustain a loss without
giving way

; to make good a loss. -

fl loss'-ful, a. [Eng. loss; -ful(l)-]. Full of or
causing loss ; detrimental, hurtful.

" Aught that might he lossful or prejudicial to us."

—

Dp Hall; Remains, p. 277.

* loss -less, * losse-lesse, a. [Eng. loss

;

' -less.] Free from loss.

" They were [upon their oth to returns and become
true prisoners] suffered harmelesse of hodie, and losse-

;

Ivsse of furniture, to depart."—Holimhed ; Scotland,
an. 1572,

lost, 2)0. par. & a. [Lose (1), v.]

A. As pa. par. ; (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Parted with; gone out of one's posses-
sion ; missing, strayed ; as, a lost book, a lost
sheep.

2. Forfeited, as through failure in a contest
or as a penalty.

" What though the field be lost 1
All is not lost." Milton ; P. L., i. 105.

3. Not perceptible to the.senses ; no longer

visible : as, land lost to sight.

4. Not employed or enjoyed properly

;

wasted ;
employed wastefully or ineffectually ;

squandered. >

" He has merit,' good-nature, and integrity, that are

too often lost upon great men."—Pope : Letters.

5. Having wandered from the* way ;.having

lost one's way ; at fault, bewildered : as, p.

child lost in a wood.

6. Sunk, buried ;. deeply engaged.
" And, while the world supposed me lost in care.

The joys of angels, unperceived, I share."

Vowper .i Happy Solitude. (Trans.)

i. Hardened.beyond sensibility or recovery :

as, lost to shame, lost to all sense of honour.

,

8. Destroyed^ ruined : as, a ship lost at sea.

9. Morally?mined, damned.

10. 'Forgotteri.
" All the sons of Adam are by disobedience in a lost

condition. "*-/}arrow : Sermons, vol. iii., sei\ 39.

lost-motion, s. The difference in ^ the

motion of a driver and a driven part, owing to

looseness of fit of tflotfes, the connecting por-

tion, or slip of belt.

* loste, * looste, pa. par. [Loose, v.]

* los-ynge, s. [Lozenge.]

lot, s. [A.S. hlot, lilyt, from hleotdn = to cast

luts ; eogn. with JJut. lot = a lot, loten = to

cast lots ; leel Mutt — a part, a share, }dutr-=

a lot, hljota = to obtain by lot ; Dan. lod = a

lot ; Sw. lott = a lot, lotta = to cast lots ;
Ger.

loos = a lot, loosen = to cast lots ; Goth. Mauts
= a lot ; Fr. lot ; Ital. lotto.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Fortune or fate assigned to any one ; that

which happens to any one without human
foresight or prevision.

" It litis been my lat to -tread
Where safety more than pleasure led."

Scott : Lord of the Isles, iii. 13-

2. Anything, as a die, used in' determining
chances ; anything by which one allows his

future conduct, fate, or portion to be deter-

mined.
"The large domain his greedy sons divide.
And each was portioned as the lots decide."-

Pope: Homer ; Odyssey xiv. 230.

3. The chance or fortune which falls to any
one in drawing or casting lots.

" And the eoast of their lot came forth between the
children of Judah and the children of Joseph,"—Josh.
xviii. ll.

* 4. A game of' chance.

* 5. A prize in a lottery.

6. A distinct or separate portion or parcel

:

as, a lot of goods, a lot at an auction.

7. A piece or portion of ground allotted to

any one ; any separate or distinct plot .of

ground : as, building lots of ground.

* 8. A proportion or share of a tax or other
payment : as, To pay scot and lot. [Scot, s.]

9. A considerable' quantity ; a large amount
(often in the plural) : as, He has lots of books.

II. Uin. ; A certain portion or proportion
of the ore reserved for the lord of the mine for

his protection of the miners' privileges.

if (1) To cast lots: To determine an event, or
settle the shares, portions, or fortunes of per-
sons, by the throw of a die or. other similar

contrivance.

(2) To cast in one's lot with : To share the
fortunes of; to connect one's fortunes with.'

(3) To draw lots : To determine an event, or

settle the shares, portions, or fortunes of per-

sons, by drawing a straw or similar article

from a number".

lot, v.t. [Lot, s.]

* 1. To allot, to assign, to apportion.
" Milford, which this isle her greatest port doth call,

Before your equal floods is lotted to your fall."

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 5.

2. To divide into lots ; to arrange in lots

;

* to catalogue : as, To lot goods for a sale.

* 3. To give a lot or fortune to ; to endow.
" Some sense, and more es&ite, kind heaven
To this well lotted_peer has given."

Prior: The Ladle.

* lot-teller, s. A witch ; a fortune-teller.

"Witches, in foretime named lot-tellers'; now com-
monly called sorcerers."

—

Catalogue of English Printed
Books, 1535. By Andrew JIaunsell.

lot-tree, s.

Bot. : Pyrus Aria.

Id'-ta, s. [Mnd. Lat., from O. Fr. lote = a pout.]

Jchthy. : A genus of Gadida?. The chin has

one barbel, the upper jaw is longer than the

lower; the lateral line is indistinct; the

ventral fins in front of the pectorals and wide

apart.
' Lota vulgaris is the Burbot (q.v.„

L. mvlva, the Ling (q.v.).

lo'-tal-ite, s. [Named after 'Lota-la, Finland ;

stiff" -ite(Min.)r]

Min. : The same as Hedenbergite (q.v.)= -

lote (1), ». [Lotus.]

lote-bush, ?.

Bot. : [LOTE-TREE, lj.

lote-tree, s.

Botany

1 Zizyphvs lotus, the fruit of which may
have been that which gave the name to the

ancient Lotophagi- Claims have been made
also iii favour of Celtis australis, though it .is

now believed that Nitraria tridentakt, was the

genuine species. ,
Palmer, evidently referring

to this species, says, that its fruit Which is

called Nebuk, is a small round berry, in taste

something like the jargonelle pear, and is a

great favourite, with, the Bedawin. It grows

freely in the Sinaitic peninsula.

2. Diospyros lotus.

lote (2), s. [Fr. lote, lotte, from Mod. Lat. loU.]

A fish ; the eel-pout.

lo'-te-ae, s. pi, [Lat. lot (us); fern. pi. adj.

suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Papilionacese.

Sub-tribes: Liparieai, Genisteae, Trifoliete, Tndigo-

fereie, Paoraliete, Galegeas, Brongniarteaj, and Astia-

galeai.

*16te'-03?, *liid'-by, s. [Connected with
lout (q.v.).] A bed-fellow ; a concubine.

loth, a. [Loath,]

1. Unwilling, averse, reluctant, disinclined.
" He hade a loth farewell."

,

Keats : £ndymioii, ii. 626.

* 2. Loathsome, disagreeable, odious, un-
pleasant.

lo-tha'-ri-d, s. [From the name of one of th3
characters in Howe's Fair Penitent.] A liber-

tine ; a gay deceiver ; a seducer of Women.

* ldth'-fUl, i*. [Eng. loth; -ful(l).'] Loath-
some.

* loth'-ljr, a. & adv. [Eng. loth; -ly.]''

A. As adj. : Loathsome, :

B. -4s adv. : With reluctance ; reluctantly,

unwillingly. (Scott: Don Roderick, v.)

Id'-tion, a\ [Lat. lotto = a washing, from lotus,

pa. par. of tow = to wash ; Fr. lotion';- Sp.

locion.]

I. OrdinaryLanguage:

1. The act of washing ; espec, a washing. of
the skin with- .some preparation for the pur-
pose of makipg or keeping it fair. .

" This provision is not found in fish,—the element in
which they live supplying a constant lotion to the eye."
'—Paley : Natural Theol., ch. iii.

2. A preparation or cosmetic applied to cer-

tain parts of the body, as the face or bauds,
for the purpose of making or keeping the skin
fair.

II. Phar. : A liquid, generally pure water,
holding in solution a medicinal agent, and
which is applied to somepart of' the body, to
wash a. part morbidly affected with the view
of cleansing it, relieving pain, stimulating
cutaneous action, &c. There are many kinds
uf lotion employed. They take their names
either from their chief constituent, or from
the purpose for which they are used : as, iodine
lution, anodyne lotion.

IT Sometimes the term lotion is restricted
to a liquid applied to the face, one used on the
body being called an embrocation (q.v.).

lo'-to (1), $..
.
[Hind.] A polished brass pot used

for cooking, drinking, and drawing water. ,

lot'-6(2), s. [Lotto.]

lo-t6-n6-nid'-e-£e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. loto-.

uonis, genit. lotononid(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj.'

suff. -eoi.]

Bot. : A family of Lotese, sub-tribe Genistese.

ld-to-no'-nis, s. [Lat. lot(us), and ononis^
the tall rest-harrow, Ononis antiquorum.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family
Lotononideee (q.v.).

boll, b6$-; pout, joaVI; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £,

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion. -sion *= shun ; -tion. -siom — ?hun. -cions. -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = beL <1©L
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Jo-toph'-a-gl, s. j>J. [Gr. = lotus-eaters, from
Autos (lotos) = the lotus, and <f>ayeli> (phagein)
= to eat]

Gr. Myth. : The name given to a people who
ate of the fruit of the lotus tree, the effect of
which was to make them forget their friends
and homes, and to lose all desire of returning
tn their native land, their only wish being to
live in Lotus-land.

" The trees around thorn nil their fooil produce ;

Lotoa, the name ; divine, nectureous juice 1

(Thence called Lotophagi),"
Pope ; liomer ; Odyssey ix. 107.

*lo'-tos, s. [Lotus.]

lSt'-ter-y, s. [Eng. lot ; -ery ; Fr. loterie.]

1. The allotment or disposition of prizes by
,
chance or lot ; the drawing of lots. Lotteries
are carried out by means of a number of
tickets drawn at the same lime, some of
which entitle their owners to prizes, while the
rest are blanks. Lotteries were declared
illegal by law in Great Britain in 1S26, except
in the case of Art Unions. Lotteries are
frequently resorted to in foreign countries for
the purpose of raising money for public pur-
poses.

"On tho security of this fund a million was to he
raised by a lottery, hut by a lottery which had
scarcely anything hut the name in common with the
lotteries of a later period."

—

Jfacaulay: Hist. Eri'j.,

"eft. xx.

2. A chance, a mere hazard : as, It is all a
lottery.

"3. The prize, lot, or portion which falls to
one's share.

" The lottery of my destiny
Bars me the right of voluntary choosing;"

Hhakesp. : Merchant of Venice, ii. 1.

lot'-td, lot'-6, s. [Ital. lotto — a lot, a lottery ;

Fr. loto.] A game of chance, played in some
cases with a series of balls or knobs, num-
bered from 1 to 90, with a set of cards or
counters having corresponding numbers.
The balls are put into a revolving urn, and
a certain number allowed to drop out,
one by one. The player who holds a card
containing a column of figures, corresponding
to the numbers of each of the balls succes-
sively dropped, gains the stakes deposited at
the commencement of the game. It is usually
played as a child's game, with counters on a
figured board, but one of the many varieties
of it, called keno, is played for considerable
stakes in America. (AnnandaU.)

lo'-tur, a. [Native mime.] (See the compound.)

lotur-bark, s.

Hot. : The bark of Symplocos racemosa, a tree

belonging to the natural order Styraeacea?, and
found growing in the tropical and sub-tropieal
regions of both hemispheres. It has a bitter

aromatic taste, and is used in India as a dye-
ing material.

Id-tiir'-i-dine, s. [Eng., &c. lotur; Lat.

id(em)= the same, and Eng. suff. -ine(Chem.).^\

Chem. : An alkaloid extracted, together
with loturine, from lotur bark by means of
hot alcohol, and separated from the latter by
its solubility in potassium thiocyanate. It is

an amorphous body yielding amorphous salts.

It is soluble in concentrated nitric and sul-

phuric acids, forming yellow fluorescent solu-

tions.

lo'-tu-rine, s. [Eng., &c - lotur (bark); -iue

(Cham.).']

Chem. : An alkaloid extracted from the
bark of Symplocos racemosa by means of hot
alcohol. It crystallizes i u efflorescent crystals,

soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform, and
acetone ; insoluble in water, ammonia, caustic

soda, and potassium thiocyanate. It melts at
234°, and sublimes, forming colourless prisms.

Its solution in dilute acids exhibits a fluor-

escence brighter than that of quinine sul-

phate. Loturine forms well-crystallized salts.

The hydrochloride, which is soluble in water
and alcohol, forms double salts with the
chlorides of platinum, gold, and mercury.
The hyclriodide forms a double salt with the

iodide of mercury. The tannate is an amor-
phous powder. [Lotur-bark.]

ld'-tus, lo'-tos, s. [Lat. lotus, lotos; Gr.

Acoto? (lotos) == (1) the Egyptian water-lily,

Nchtriibivm speciosum; (2) the lotus-tree, Zisy-

phus lotus, &c.]

1. Orel. Lang. &Myth. : Neluvibium speeiosum,
a Water-lily represented on the Egyptian
monuments and on those of India. It is the
Egyptian bean of Pythagoras. [Nelumbjlum.]

"Eating the lotos day by day."
Tennyson : The Lotos-Eaters, 105.

2. Hot. : Bird's-foot Trefoil. The typical
genus of the papilionaceous tribe Lote;e
(q.v.). The calyx is live-toothed, the teeth
nearly equal, the keel ascending much acu-
minate, the legume cylindrical, somewhat
spongy within, and imperfectly many celled.
Fifty species are known. Three are British,
Lotus comiculatus, L. major, and L. angustis-
simus. [Bird's-foot Trefoil.}

3. Arch.: An ornament frequently-seen, on
the capitals of Egyptian
columns. It resembles the
present white lily of Egypt,
or yet more closely Nelum-
bium specimum, now extinct.

If The European Lotus is

Diospyros lotus, and the Indian
Lotus Nymphcea pubescens.
[NYMPH/EA.]

lotus-berry, *
Hot. . Byrsonima coriacea.

lotus-eater, lotos-eat-
er, s. One of the Lotophagi lotus.

(q.v.). Hence, one who gives
himself up to pleasure - seeking and ease.

" The mild-eyed, melancholy lotos-eaters came."
2'ennpson: Lotos- Eaters, 27.

lotus-land, lotos-land, s. The country
of the Lotophagi (q.v,). (Tennyson; Lotos-
eaters, 154.)

lotus-tree, *. [Lotk-tree.]

loud, *loude, a. & adv. [A.S. MM; cogn.
with Dut. had; O. H. Ger. hlut ; Ger. taut -
loud ; Lat. (iiifelutm ; Gr. kKvtos (Jclutos) =
renowned.]

A. As adjective:

I. Literally

:

1. Strong or powerful in sound ; noisy
;

striking the ear with great force.
" I have observed that the loudest huzzas given to a

f;reat man in a triumph, proceed not from his friends,
)ut tho rabble."—Popa : Homer; Odyssey. (Post.)

2. Giving out or causing great noise ; emit-
ting a strong or powerful sound.

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. Boisterous, stormy, rough.
*' Make your beat haste ; and go not
Too far i' the land ; 'tis like to he loud weather,"

SJiahesp. ; Winter's Tale, iii. ?,.

* 2. Making use of high, vehement, or
positive words ; clamorous, noisy.

" If lawyer, loud whatever cause he plead.
But proudest of the worst, if that succeed."

Cvieper : Hope, 201.

* 3. Ostentatious, pompous, pretentious,
boastful.

4. Flashy, showy. (Applied to dress or man-
ners.) (Slang.)

"In a much loader style than is freely patronised on
this side of the channel."— Carlyle: Life of Uteritug,
pt. i., ch. ii.

* 5. Urgent, pressing, crying.

B. As adv. : In a loud manner, loudly

;

with great noise, voice, or sound,
" While, bathed in sweat, from fire to fire he flew

;

And, puffing loud, the roaring bellows blew."
Popa : Homer ; Iliad xviii. 438.

loud-lunged, a. Having strong lungs,
so as to be able to speak loudly ; uttered with
a loud voice. (Tennyson: Sea Dreams, 244.)

* loud-mouthed, a. Talking big ; boast-
ful, braggart.

" They, too, like ourselves, are apt to contemn and
disbelieve in the threats of loud-mouthed braggarts
like the men with whom we are dealing."

—

Daily Tele-
graph, Feb. 2, 1885.

loud-voiced, a. Having a loud voice.
" Suns, moons, and earths, upon their loud-voiced
Singing in thunder round me." [spheres,

Byron : Cain, iii. 1.

If Obvious compounds : loud -acclaiming,
loud-echoing, loud -exulting, loud- laughing,
loud-resounding, Ate.

; Io*Ud'-ful,a. [Eng.Zoud;-/«Z(Q.~| Loud,noisy.

loud'-ly, adv. [Eng. loud; -ly.]

1. In a loud manner or voice, noisily,

clamorously, with great noise.

2. Vehemently, clamorously.
"To the royal office, and the royal person, they

loudly and sincerely professed the strongest attach-
ment."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

3. Showily, flashily : as, To be loudly dressed.

(Slung.)

loud'-ness, s. [Eng. loud; -ness.]

I. The quality or state of being loud, or [

causing great noise or sound ; noisiness ; as.

The loudness of a clap of thunder.

2. Clamnrousness, clamour, vehemence, up-

roar.
" The prayers took their price and strength.

Not from the loudness nor the length."
C'rashaw : Epitaph on Mr. Ashton.

3. Ostentation, showiness, flashiness, ponip-

ousness. (Slang.)

lough, loch (oh, ch guttural), s. [Ir. loch.}

[Louh.]

1, Ord. Lang. : A loch, a lake.

2. Mining: A natural opening in the mine
lined with bunches and knobs of ore.

lough-diver, i.

Omith. : Mqrgus albellus, the Smew.

'lough, yret. of v. [Lough, v.}

lou'-lS d'or (s silent), s. [Fr. = a louis of
gold.] A French gold coin, issued first by
Louis XIIL, in 1640, and discontinued in 170.

c
>.

Its value varied at different times from 10s. 7d.

to ISs. 9jd. sterling.

lou'-jfs-ite, ?. [Named by Honeymann after

H. J-.ouis, who analysed it ; suit', -ite (Min.).~\

Min. : A mineral of a leek-green colour,

transparent, glassy ; streak, white ; fracture,

splintery. Hardness, U'l ; si>. gr. 2*41.

Compos. : silica, 63*74 ; alumina, 0*57
;
prot-

oxide of iron, 1*25 ; lime, 17'27 ; magnesia,
0-3S

;
potash, 3-3S ; soda, 0*08

; water, 12-96.

Louis Quatorze (as Lo'-e ka-torz), s.

[Fr. =s Louis XIV.] The name given to a
-meretricious style of architecture and internal
decoration which prevailed in France in the
reign of Louis XIV. It was marked by a de-
terioration of taste, the natural laws of archi-

tecture being more and more neglected, and
replaced by certain conventional rules for the
application of the Roman columnar orders.

The principal architect of this style was Jules
Hardouiu Mansard, by whom were built the
palaces of Versailles (1647-1708), Marly, the
Grande Maison, and also the Invalided at Faris.

The windows are larger, the rooms more lofty,

than in the preceding period, and in every-
thing there was a striving alter pomp and
sumxituousness. In internal decorations
mirrors were freely introduced, and may be
said to become a distinctive feature of in-

teriors. Gilt stucco-work was largely used,

the scroll and shell patterns being the charac-
teristic features of ornamental decoration,
the panels being formed by chains of scrolls,

concave and convex alternately, but symmetry
of arrangement was largely neglected.

Louis Quinze (as Lo'-e kanz), s. [Fr. =
Louis XV. ] The name sometimes given to
the style of architecture and internal orna-
mentation prevailing in France during the
reign of Louis XV. It is often known under
the designation Rococo (q.v.). ^Internal ar-

langemeiit and decoration are the main charac-
teristics of the style of this period, and in
this direction the best results were doubtless
obtained. Large and lofty rooms, as well as
scope for display, were indispensable ; conse-
quently this style of embellishment was most
happily carried out in state apartments, espe-
cially in princely castles and palaces, and the
mansions of the aristocracy. There was the
greatest freedom in the treatment of architec-
tural forms, to the disregard of all laws, and
free scope was given to the most fantastic

combinations. Curved lines superseded all

straight lines both in ground plans and in
designs, whilst the most ordinary and charac-
teristic embellishments were volutes, shell-
fish and scrolls, groups of fruit, garlands of
flowers, hangings, &c.

loan, lound, a. [Icel. logn; Sw. lugv.] Calm,
low and sheltered, still, tranquil. (Scotch.)

" And a' was lound and quiet till his head was laid
in the ground."—8cott : Antiquary, ch. xxiv.

loun, s. [LooN.l

loun'-der, v.t. [Etym. obscure.] To beat
severely, to flog. (Scotch.)

loun'-der, a. [Lounder, v.] A severe, stun-
ning blow'. (Scotch.)

" And gien him a lounder wi' my pike-staff."—Scott

;

Antu/uary, ch. xxi.

; loun'-der-er, s. [Etym. doubtful.] An
idler, a vagabond.

" Lousenger.i and lonndcrers are wrongfully isade."
—Bale: tielect Works, p. 130.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey= a. q.u = kw.
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loun' der-ing, s. [Lounder, v.] A severe
beating or flogging.

lounge, v.i. [A corrupt, of Mid. Eng. htngis
— a drowsy or dreamy fellow (Kersey); from
O.Fr. longis — a drowsy, awkward fellow;
from Lat. longus = long.]

1. To idle about, to loll or dawdle, to move
lazily.

" You who have lounged about to so good purpose."

—

Lounger, No. viii.

2. To loll or recline lazily : as, To lounge on
a sofa.

lounge (IX s. [Lounge, v.]

1. The act of lounging, strolling, or idling
about.

2. The act of lolling or reclining lazily.

3. A place where idlers or loungers resort.
" Whose shop served as a fashionable lounge."—Miss

Edgetcorth ; Almcria, p. 278.

J. A couch or sofa with a back and one end.
" Clayton threw himself on a lounge by the open

door. "—Mrs. Beecher Stowe : Dred, ch. xii.

lounge (2), s. [Lunge.]

loun'-ger, s. [Eng. lounge, v. ; -er.] One who
lounges or idles about ; an idler, a lazy fellow.

"They naturally beoatne beggars and loungers."—
Mticaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

lounging, a. [Lounge, v.]

1, Idling or dawdling about.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of a loun-
ger.

" [He] threw himself on a sofa in the lounging manner
of a man perfectly at home." — Irving : (Joldsmith,
eh. xxx.

loup, v.i. [Leap, Lope, s.]

1. To leap.
" But it's Just the laird's command, and the loon

maun loup."Scott : ltob Hoy, ch. xxvi.

2. To give way, to break. (Said of frost.)

loup-the-dyke, a. Giddy, unsettled,
runaway. (Scotch.)

loup ga rou', s. [Fr., a pleonastic form, in
which the first element is repeated in the
second; loup= a. wolf, and garou, from Low
Lat. gerulpMis = a werewolf. (Littre.y] A
werewolf, a lyeanthrope. (Tylor: Prim. Cult.,

i. 315.)

loup'-Ing, pr. par. or a. [Loup, v.]

louping ill, s. A disease among sheep,
causing them to spring up and down when
moving forward ; the leaping-evil. (Scotch.)

louping-on stane, s. A stepping-stone,
or a flight of stone steps to assist oue In getting
on horseback ; a horse-block.

lour, v.i. [Lower (2), v.]

* lour' dane, * lour -den, ». (Lurdane.]

loure, louvre, s. [Fr.]

Mus. : A dance adapted to an air called
" L'aimable vainqueur," said to have been a
favourite of Louis XIV. Some authors, how-
ever, consider it to have been a kind of jig, or a
waltz. The name is, perhaps, derived from the
word lourer, to bind notes together, to slide.

louse, s. [A.S. Ins.]

1. Ord. Lang. &Z00I. : The genus Pediculus.
The sexes of lice are distinct. The female is

oviparous, producing eggs, popularly called
« its. The young are hatched in five or six
days, and in eighteen these are capable of
reproduction. Three species are parasitic in
certain circumstances on man. The Body or
Clothes Louse, Pediculus corporis or vestimen-
torum ; the Head or Common Louse, X.
capitis; and the Pubic or Crab Louse, P.
pubis. The first species lives in the folds of
the clothing in some elderly and uncleanly
people. It has the abdomen three times as
broad as the thorax.* It is the insect which
produces the disease called Phthiriasis (q.v.),

unless the agent in this case be a fourth
species P. tabesceiitiwm..

2. Script. : The third plague of Egypt was an
immense multiplication of Heb. C23 (Itinuim),

O'B (kinnlm), D33 (kinndm), in the A.V.
rendered "lice." (Exod. viii. 1G-1S; Ps. cv.
31.) What insect is intended has been much
debated, some pronouncing for the louse,
others for the gnat.

1 Bird Lice constitute the orderMallophaga.
Plant Lice is the ordinary English name for
Aphides.

louse-bur, s.

JBot. : Xanthium strumarium.

* louse, v.t. [Louse, $.] To clean or clear from
lice.

" You sat and lous'd him all the sunshine day."
Swift : A Pastoral Dialogue.

louse berry, s. [Eng. louse, and berry.]

(See the compound.)

louseberry-tree, s.

Dot. : A name for Kuonymus europ&us.

16*use'-wort, s, [Eng. louse, and wort.]

Pot : The genus Pedicularis (q.v.). The
Marsh Lousewort is Pedicularis palustris ; the
Pasture Lousewort P. sylvatica. Both these
species are British.

I6uaj

-i-ly, adv. [Eng. lousy ; Ay.] In a lousy

manner ; meanly, paltrily, scurvily.

lous -l-ness, s. [Eng. lousy; -ness.] The
quality or state of being lousy or abounding
with lice.

"Trees (especially fruit-bearers) are infested with
the measles—to this commonly succeeds lousiness."—
Evelyn: Sylva, II. vii. 6.

I6us'-yt *16%S-ie, a. [Eng. lous(e); -y.]

1. Over-run with lice ; abounding or in-

fested with lice.

" Sweetbriar and gooseberry are only lousy in dry
times or very hot places."

—

Mortimer ; Husbandry.

2. Extremely low, mean, or contemptible.
" I pray you now, remembrance to-morrow on the

lousy Ttnavc, mine host."

—

Shakesp. : Merry Wive* of
Windsor, lii. 3.

lout, *ld\v"tt s. [Lout, v.] An awkward
fellow, a clown, a bumpkin.

" This lout, as he exceeds our lords, the odds
Is, that we scarce are men, and you are gods."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, v. 2.

lout, *16%t, *l0Wte, v.i.& t. [A.S. lutan
= to stoop; cogn. with I eel. luta = to bow
down ; lutr = bent, stooping ; Sw. luta = to
lean ; Dan. hide = to stoop.]

A. Intrans. : To bend, to bow, to stoop.

Scott : Thomas the Rhymer, i.

* B. Trans. : To treat as a lout ; to make a
fool of.

" I am touted by a traitor villain.
And cannot help the noble chevalier."

Shakesp. : l Henry VS., iv. 3.

lout ish. * lovrt'-isn, a. [Eng. lout; -ish.}

Like a lout ; clownish, awkward, rude.
"This loutish clown is such that you never saw so

ill-favoured a visar."—Sidney : Arcadia, bk. i.

lout'-Ish-ly, adv. [Eng. loutish; -ly.] In a
loutish, awkward, or clownish manner ; like
a lout.

lout ish ness, s. [Eng. loutish; -ness.] The
quality or state of being loutish ; clownish-
ness, awkwardness, rudeness.

louvre, * lod'-ver, * lov-er, s. [O. Fr.
louvert, for Vouvert = the open (space), from
le (art.) = the, and ouvert, pa. par. of ouvrir=

. to open.]

Architecture

:

1. A turret on a roof for the escape of smoke
or steam ; a lantern.

2. Sloping boards overlapping each other,
with a space between for ventilation ; also
called hitter-boarding, louvre or luffer window
or work.

" They were soon after found dead in the dove-cote,
famished for want of food, and unable to fly up per-
pendicularly, anil
so out at the lover.

"

— Fuller : Wor
thies ; Northamp-
tonshire.

louvre -
boards, luf-
fer-boards,lever-
boards, s. pi.

Arch.: Sloping
boards or bars
placed across a
window to ex-

clude rain, while
admitting the
passage of
sound ; louvres.

lou vr e -

window, s.

Arch. ; A win-
dow in a church tower or belfry, partially

LOUVRE-WINDOW.

closed by louvre-boards (q.v.).

loV-a-ble, a. [Eng. lov(e); -able.] Worthy
or deserving of being loved ; amiable.

"And whiche been liool and sooth and chast A right-

wys, and lovable to yhe."— Wycliffe : Laoditensis, p. 100-

loV-age, love'-age, *love-acb, *liv-

iabTs. [By corr'up. from O. Fr. levesJu (Fr.

liveche), liuvesche, luvesclie, from Lat. levisti-

cum, altered from ligusticum (q.v.) = a plant

indigenous to Liguria, a country of Cisalpine

Gaul ; Ligusti'cus = pertaining to Liguria

;

Port, levistico; Ital. levistico, libistico.]

I. Ord. Lang. .- An aromatic drink prepared

from the plant.

IL Botany:

1. The genus Ligusticum (q.v.). Scottish

lovage is Ligusticum scoticum.

2. Achillea ligustica.

love, *lov-i-en, *luv-i-en, *lov-en
v.t. & i. [A.S. hijigan, lufian, from hifu =
love (q.v.); O. H. Ger. liuban, liupan; Ger.

lichen; Dnt. lieven.]

A. 1'ransitive:

1. To regard with strong feelings of affec-

tion, combined with gratitude ; to feel devo-
tion towards.

" Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy inind.'"

—Matthew xiLU. 37.

2. To regard with feelings of tender affec-

tion, as one sex towards the other ; to be in

love with.
" Husbands, love your wives as Christ loved the

church."

—

Ephetians v. 25.

3. To regard with the affection of a friend.

4. To be pleased with ; to like ; to delight in.

" His rider loved not speed." Shakesp. : Sonnet 8.

* 5. To treat well ; to be kind to ; to be
favourable to.

" Kynewolf, of the kynred of Adelaides hlode,
A while lufed the luglis, & wele with thani stode."

Hobcrt dc Drunne, p. a.

E. Intransitive

:

1. To entertain feelings of affection towards
others ; to be affectionate and kind.

" He that loveth not knoweth not God."—I John iv. 8.

2. To be tenderly affected towards another
of the opposite sex ; to be in love.

" She cannot choose but love."

Shakesp. : Venus & Adonis, 79.

3. To be tenderly attached to each other;
to love each other.

" Never two ladies loved as they do,"
Shakesp. .' As You Like It, L U

4. To be pleased ; to feel pleasure.
" He loved also to walk tlicso meadows."

—

Bunyan:
Pilgrim's Progress, pt. li.

love, s. [A.S. lufu ; cogn. with Ger. lube ; O. H.
Ger. liupa, linpi; Russ. Uobov — love ;-Sausc
lobha = covetousness. Allied to lie/ (q.v.).'}

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A strong feeling of affection, combined
with gratitude and reverence.

" For this is the love of God, that we keep his com-
mauduieuts."—1 John v. 3.

2. Devoted attachment to a person of the
opposite sex.
" Yes—It was love—if thoughts of tenderness.
Tried in temptation, strengthened by distress.

Unmoved by absence, firm in every clime.
Ami yet—oh, more than all I—uutired by time

;

Which nor defeated hope, nor baffled wile.
Could render sullen, were she near to smile

;

Nor rage could fire, nor sickness fret to vent
On her one murmur of his discontent

:

Which still would meet with joy, with calmness part,
Lest that his look of grief should reach her heart

;

Which nought removed, nor menaced to remove

—

If there be love in mortals—this was love J"
Byron : Corsair, L 12.

3. Strong attachment, liking, or inclination

;

fondness of or fur anything.

4. Courtship ; in the phrase to make love =
to court, to woo.

"Demetrius
Made love to Nedar's daughter Helena,
And won her soul."

Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, i. I_

5. Tenderness ; parental care.

"No religion that ever was, so fully represents the
goodness of God and his tender love to mankind."—
Tillotsou.

* 6. A person in love ; a lover.

"Like true, inseparable, faithful loves*
Shakesp. : King John, Hi. 4.

7. That which is loved ; the object of one's
affections ; a sweetheart.

" One way or other, she is for a king

;

And she shall be my love, or else my queen."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry 17., iii. 2.

8. Used as a term of endearment.
" Farewell 1 I will omit no opportunity
That may convey my greetings, love, to thee."

Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, UL 5.

b6il, bo^-; p6Tit, jtffrl; cat, gell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -ing.
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion. -sion=shun: -tion. -sion = zhun. -tious. -sious, -cious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, do-
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+
9. A kindness ; a favour done.

"What good love may I perform to you ?"

,

Shakesp. : King John, iv. 1,

10. A state of favour, friendship, goodwill,
or close intimacy.

" "God brought Daniel into favour and tender love
with the prince."—Daniel i. 9,

11. A representation or personification of
love ; used

—

(1) Of Cupid, the god of love.

(2) Of Venus, the goddess of love.
" She's Love, she loves, and yet she is not loved/

Shakesp, : Venus & Adonis, 610.

(3) A Cupid ; a picture or statue represent-
ing Love.

t
Dryden : Cinyras & Myrrha.

* 12. Lewdness.
* 13. A kind of thin silk stuff.

"This leaf held near the eye, and obverted to the
light, appeared so full of pores, with such a trans-
parency as that of a. sieve, a piece of cypress, or love
hood."—Boyle: On Colours.

II, Technically

:

1. Bot. : Clematis vitalba.

2., Games ;

(1) A term used to express that no points
have been scored on one side.

* (2) A kind of game in which one player
holds up one or more fingers, and the other,
without looking, guesses at the number.

T[ Love subsists between members of the
same family ; it springs out of their natural
relationship, and is kept alive by their close
intercourse and constant interchange of kind-
nesses : friendship excludes the idea of 'any
tender and natural relationship ; nor is it,

like love, to be found in children, but is con-
fined to maturer years ; it is formed by time,
by circumstances, by congruityofcharacter,
and sympathy of sentiment. Love always
operates with ardour

;
friendship is remark-

able for firmness and constancy. Both love

and friendship are gratified by seeking the
good of the object ; but love is more selfish in

its nature than friendship. As love is a pas-
sion it has all the errors attendant upon pas-
sion ; but friendship, which is an affection

tempered by reason, is exempt from every
such exceptionable quality. Love is blind to
the faults of the object of its devotion ; it

adores, it idolizes, it is fond, it is foolish .

friendship sees faults, and strives to correct
them ; it aims to render the object more
worthy of esteem and regard. (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

H (1) A labour of love: Any work or task
done willingly and without expectation of
reward, either from fondness for the work
itself or from love for the person for whoni it

is done.

(2) To make love to : To court, to woo.
" Demetrius, I'll avouch it to his head.
Made love to Nedar's daughter Helena."

Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, i. 1.

(3) To play for love : To play a game without
any stake depending. '

* (4) Of all loves : A kind of adj uration ; by
all means.

"He desires you, of all loves, to make no more
noise."—Shakesp. : Othello, iii. 1.

*J[ Love forms the first element in many
compounds, the meanings of which are gene-
rally obvious : as, love-darting, love-devouring,

love-killing, love-kindling, love-language, love-

linked, love-poem, love-sigh, love-song, love-tale,

love-thought, love-wounded, &c.

love-apple, s.

Bot. : A popular English name for the
tomato (Lycopersicum esculentum).

* love-bed, ». A bed for the indulgence
of lust.

" He is not lolling on a lewd love-bed."
Shakesp. ; Richard III., iii. 7.

love-birds, s. pi.

Ornith: The genus Agapornis (separated
from Psittacula by Jardine and Selby), family
Psittacidae, sub-family Androglossinse. Habi-
tat, the Melanesian and Australian provinces.
Their popular name has reference to the
affection the male displays towards the
female, whether caged or wild. The furcula
is wanting, and its place supplied by a liga-

ment.

* love-book, s. A book treating of love.

"On a love-book pray for my Buccess."
Sluikcsp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, i. 1.

* love-born, a. Born of or springing from
love.

" Let mutual joys bur mutual trust combine,
And love, and love-bom confidence, be thine." . .

Pope : Homer.; Odyssey x. 39B.
'

* love-broker, s. One who acts as -an
agent or go-between for lovers ; a procurer.

" There is no love-broker in the world can more pre-
vail ih. man's commendation with woman than report
of valour."—Shaiesp. : Twelfth Night, H. 2.

love-charm, s. A charm by which love
was supposed to be excited. [Philtre.]

love-child, s. A euphemism common in

the rural parts of England for a child bom
out of wedlock.

* love-day, s.

1. A day appointed for the settlement of
quarrels and differences.
" Come, if the emperor's court can feast two brides,
You are my guest, Lavinia, and your friends

:

This day shall be a love-day, Tamora."
Shakesp. : Titus Andronlcus, i. 2.

, 2., A day when one neighbour helps another
without hire. (Wharton^) ,'

love-ditty, s. A song of love.
' " The stock-dove unalann'd

Sits cooing in the pine-tree, nor suspends
His long love-ditty for my near approach."

Cowper ; Task, vi. SOB.

* love - drink, * love - drinke, s. A
love-charm, a philtre (q..v.).

"She yave him swiche a maner love-drinke.
That he was ded er it was by the morow.'

Cltaucer: C. T„ 6,338.

* love-favour, s. Something worn in
token- of love; a favour.

love-feasts, 5. pi.

i. [Agape.]

2. Religious meetings held quarterly by the
"Wesleyan and other sects owing their origin
directly or indirectly to the labours of Wesley.
None but members of the Church' are ad-
mitted, except by the permission of the minis-
ter. > Love-feasts are retained in' avowed
imitation of the ancient Agapse.

* lOve-feat, a. A deed or feat prompted
by love.

" Every one his love-feat will advance."
Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. 2.

love-flower, «.

Bot. : The genus Agapanthus.

love-game, s. A game in which one side
scores no points.. [Love, s., B.]

" Tompkins then secured a love-game ; but Mr.
Slack won the next, and ' games all ' was again called,
and vantage, which Tompkins won, and the other two
games falling to him, he consequently won the match
by three sets to iove.'—Field, Oct. 27, 18&J.

love-gift, s. Anything given as a pledge
or token of love.

" Was not the mere sound of his name like a love-
gift that bade me remember?"—Lytton :. Rienzi, bk. i,
ch, iv.,

love-god, s. The god of love ; Cupid,
" The little love-god lying once asleep,
Laid by his side his heart-inflaming brand."

Shakesp. : Sonnet 154.

love-grass, s.

Bot. . Megastachya eragrostis. It grows in
Italy.

love-in-a-mist, love-in-a puzzle, s.

Bot. : Nigella damascena.

H West Indian Love-in-a-Mist.

Bot. ; Passiflora fcetida.

love-in-idleness, s.

Bot. : Viola tricolor.

" Vet mark'd I where the bolt of Cupid fell

:

It fell upon a little western flower

—

Before, milk-white : now, purple with love's wound—
And maidens call it, love-in-idleness."

, Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, i\. 2.

* love-juice, s. A juice producing or
supposed to produce love.

" Hast thou yet latch'd the Athenian's eyes
With the love-juice, as I did bid thee do ?

"

Shakesp. : Midsionmer Night's Dream, iii. 2.

* love-knot, * love-knotte, s. A knot
or complicated figure, supposed or intended
to represent affection or mutual attachment.

'< love-lass, A sweetheart.

love-letter, $. A letter written by one
lover to another : a letter professing love.

"Have I escaped love-letters in the holyday time of
my beauty, and am I now a subject for themf"—
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iii. 1.

love-lies-a-bleeding, *.

Bot. ; Amaranthus caudatus.

* love-line, s. A verse or letter of. court-

ship ', a love-letter. -

" To give great Charlemain a pen in his hand,
And write to her a love-line.''

Shakesp. : A ll's Well That Ends Well, ii. J. .

* love lock, s. A curl or lock of hair worn
by men in the reigns of Elizabeth and James
I. ; a lock or curl hanging prominently.

"It was a sin to hang" garlands on a Maypole, to
drink a friend's health, to fly a hawk, to bunt a stag,
to play at chess, to wesr love-locks, to put starch into a
ruff, to touch the virginals, to read the Fairy Queen."
—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. i.

t love-lorn, u.. Forsaken by one's love
;

jilted, deserted.
" Some love-lorn Fay she might have been."

,
Scott : Marmion, vi. 3

t love-lornness, s. The state of being
love-lorn.

" That fair Gostanza, who in her love-lornness desired
to live no longer."— G. Eliot: Romola, ch. lxi.

love-making, s. Courtship, wooing; the
paying of one's addresses to a lady.

"The laughter with which his love-making was re-
ceived."—Athenceum, Oct 15,1861, p. 490.

love-match, s. A match or marriage
entered into for love alone.

* love-news, a. A communication from
one beloved.

love-passage, s. A flirtation.

"The stories represented were generally mythologi-
cal, very usually love-passages of the pods and heroes.-"—Tylor : Early Hist. Mankind, ch. iii.

* love-prate, s. Idle talk about love.

"You have simply misused our sex in your love-
prate."—Shakesp. : As Vou Like It, iv. 1.

" love-rhyme, s. Erotic poetry in
rhymes.

" Regent of love-rhymes, lord of folded arms."
Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iii. L

* love-rite, ». The actions of marital
love.

" Then instant his fair spouse Ulysses led
To the chaste love-rites of the nuptial bed."

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey xxiii. 318.

love-scene, s. A scene or passage in a
novel or play, the subject of which is a meet-
ing of lovers.

"The love-scenes are frigid, law dry, aucl disgusting."—Goldsmith: On Polite Learning, ch. xh.

* love-secret, s. A secret between lovers.

t love-shaft, s. A shaft of love ; specif.,

Cupid's arrow.
" Some early love-shaft grazed his heart,
And oft the scar will ache and smart."

Scott : Rokeby, iii. 29.

love-sick, a.

1, Languishing in love or amorous desire.
" There might the love-sick maiden sit, and chide
The-insuperable rocks and severing tide."

Wordsworth ; .Descriptive Sketches.

2. Composed by one languishing in love

;

expressive of languishing love : as, a love-sick

ditty.

love-sickness, s. Sickness or languish-
ing arising from love or amorous desire.

love-spell, s. The same as Love-charm
(q.v.).

t love-spring, s. The beginnings of love.
" Shall even in the spring of love thy love-springs rot.'

.Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, iii, 2.

* love-suit, s. Courtship
;
paying of ad-

dresses to a lady.
" That Cloteu, whose love-suit had been to me
As fearful as a siege."

Shajiesp. : Cymbeline, iii.,4.

love-token, a. A present given in token
of lovei -

"Thou, thou, Lysander, thou hast given her rhymes,
And interchanged love-tokens with my child."

Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, i, X.

* love-toy, s. A small present from a
lover.

"Has this amorous gentleman presented himself
with any love-toys, such as gold snutt-boxes 1

"

—Arbuth-
not & Pope ; Martin Scriblerus.

love-tree, s.

Bot. : Cercis siliquastrum.

4 love-trick, s. The art of expressing
love.

love-verse, s. A love-song.

"Little chansons or love-verses."—Deames : Cotnp
Gram. Aryan Lang, of India (1872), L 222.

* love-worth, a. Worthy or deserving
of being loved.

loved, pa. par. or a. [Love, v.] Beloved, dear,
"Let me but stay to die with thee
And I will bless thy loved name."

Moore : Fire- Worshippers.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian- ee, oe - e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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loved-one, A beloved or dear one.
" Their parents' hope, and the loved-ones of hen,veil."

Longfellow : Children of tlie Lord's Supper.

*l6v-ee', s. [Eng. lvv{&); -ee.] The person
loved.

"The lover and lovee make generally the .happiest
couple."—Richardson : Sir C. Grandison, vi. 47.

*l6ve'-full, a. [Eng. love; -full] Full of luve.
" The lovefull choice s

Of sacred wedlock's secret binding baud."
Sylvester : The Colonics, 505.

t love'-less, «. [Eng. love; -less,]

1. Destitute or void of love, tenderness, af-

fection, or kindness.
" For the loving worm within its clod
Were diviner than a loveless god " <

R. Browning ; Christmas Eve, v.

2. Not attracting love.

3. Not loved ; unloved.
' *'$o goth the wretche loveless

Beiaped for his acarsitee."
Qower: C. A., bk. v.

ldve'-ll-ly, adv. [Eng. lovely; -ly.]

1. In a lovely manner ; in a manner to ex-

cite love ; amiably.

2. In a manner to excite adinii'ation.

" So lovelily the morning shone.

"

Duron; Bride of Abydos, 1. 3.

love'-Ii-ness, s. [Eng. lovely; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being lovely, or
exciting love ; amiableness.

" Carrying thus inone person the only two bands of
good-will, loveliness and loviugness."

—

Sidney.

2. Beauty, attractiveness.
" Yet takes he much delight

Her loveliness to. view."
Drayton: Poly-Olbion, a. 29.

* love ling, s. [Eng. love ; diniiu. suff. -ling.]

A little loved one.
" These frolic toveling.t fragile nests do make."

Sylvester : The Magnificence, 692.

love'-ly, * love-lich, * love-liche, * luve-
lich, 'i. &adv. [Eng. love ; -ly.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Attracting or exciting love or affection
;

lovable, attractive, amiable.
" Nothing lovelier can be found

In woman, than to study household good,
And good works in her husband to promote."

Milton : r. L., ix. 232.

2. Exciting or calling for admiration ; beau-
tiful.

"Their deformity, he said, was such that the most
sterile plains seemed lovely by comparison."

—

Mac-
auUiy : Ilist. Eng,, ch, xili.

* 3. Loving, tender, affectionate.
" I should bid guod-morrow to my bride,
And seal the title with a lovely kiss."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iii. 2.

B. As adv. : So as to excite love, affection,
or admiration.

" I framed to the harp
Many an English ditty lovely well."

Sltakcsp. : 1 Hewy IV., iii. 1.

love-man, s. [Eng. love, and man.]

Bot. : Galium Aparine.

* love'-mon-ger, s. [Eng. love, and monger.]
One who deals in affairs of love ; a love-broker.

"Thou art an old lovemonger, and speakest skilfully."
nhaketp. : Love's Labour's Lost, ii.

lOV'-er (1), s. [Eng. lov(e); -er.]

1. One who loves, or has a strong affection
or attachment for another.

"Hiram was ever a lover of David."—1 Kings v. 1.

2. One who is in love with one of the oppo-
site sex. (Used in tlie singular only of the
man, but in the plural applied to both sexes.)

" Into a studie he fell sodenly.
As don these lovers in hire queiute geres."

Cuaucer: C. T., 1,536.

3. One who has a liking for anything ; one
who takes pleasure or delight in anything.

"The Revolution showed them [the Tories] to have
beeu . . . lovers of liberty, but greater lovers of mon-
archy."—IIttrne: Essays, pt. i., ess. 9.

lov-er (2), loov-erf s. [Lqtjvre.]

* lov'-ered, a. [Eng. lover, a. ; -ed.] Having
a lover; beloved.
" Who, young and si inpie, would not be so lover'd I

"

Shakesp. : Loser's Complaint, 320.

* loV-er-y, s. [Louvre.] A louvre ; a bell-
tower.

" Whose shrill saints' bell hangs on his lovery."
lip. Hall : Satires, bk. v., sat. 1.

* love some, luf som, luf-sum,* love-
som, a. [A.S. In/sum, from lufu = love.]
Lovely, lovable.

" Thi leor is lufsum."
Legend of St. Katherine, 316.

lov'-ing, pr. par., a., &$. [Love, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Devotedly attached ; entertaining strong
feelings of affection ; affectionate, devoted.

" His loving breast thy pillow."
Sltakesp. : Titus Andronicus. v. 3.

2. Expressive of love, affection, or kindness :

as, a loving word.

-C. As s-ubst. : The act or state of entertain-
ing strong feelings of affection ; devotion, love,
affection.

"For she taught all tlie craft of trewe loving."
Chaucer: Legend of Good Women. (Prol.)

loving-cup, s. A large cup, usually
with two or three handles, containing wine
or other liquor, passed round from guest to
guest at ceremonial banquets.

loving - kindness, s. Tender regard
;

tenderness, kindness, mercy.

lov'-ing-ly, * lov-inge-lye, adv. [Eng.
loving ; -ly.] With, love, affection, or, tender-
ness ; kindly.
" 'Twere vain to guess what shook the pious man,
Who lqok'd not lovingly on that Divan."

Syron .-.Corsair, ii. 4.

* loV-ihg-ness, s. [Eng. loving ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being loving ; affection.

" Justice of kings and lovingness of fathers."
Lord Brooke ; Mustapha.

low, * lah, * louh, * loogh, * lo'we, a. &
adv. [Icel. lagr = low ; Sw. lug;

t
Dan. lov ;

Dut. laag. From the same base as to lie (2).J

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Not high, not elevated ; depressed below
a given or imaginary surface or level. It is

the opposite to high, and both .are relative
terms. That which is high with reference to
one thing may be low to another : as, a low
fence.

2. Below or not reaching to the ordinary or
usual lLeight : as, a man of low stature.

3. Deep ; descending far below the level of
the adjacent ground.

"He also descended first into the lower parts of the
earth."

—

Ephesiaws iv. 9.

4. Near the horizon.

"The sun,, however, was low in the west before
Dundee gave the order to prepare for action."

—

Mac-
aulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

5. At or near the furthest point to which
the sea recedes by the fall of the tide : as,
low tide, low water.

6. Not of high price ; moderate ; below the
usual degree, price, rate, or value : as, a low
price of corn, a low heat.

7. Small in number ; indicating a small
number : as, a low throw with dice, a low
score.

8. Near or approximating to the line or
equator : as, a low latitude (latitudes near the
equator being expressed in low numbers).

9. Not loud, not noisy, quiet, suppressed.
" A lover's ear will hear the lowest sound."

,
Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 3.

10. Of a deep or depressed sound.
" From my lowest note to the top of my compass "—

Shakesp. .- Hamlet', iii. 2.

11. Dejected, depressed, cast down in spirit

;

having lost animation and spirit ; low-spirited.
"He grows dispirited and low.
He nates the fight and shuns the foe."

Prior.

12. Physically weak : as, He is hi a very
low condition.

13. Depressed in condition ; in a. state of
humiliation and subjection.

" Missry is trodden on by many
And being low never relieved by any."

Shakesp. : Venus «£ Adonis, 70B.

14. Humble, reverent.
'" With a low submissive reverence."

S.takesp. : Timing of the Shrew. (Induct.)

15. In a humble or mean rank or position.
" Too low a minister for so high a servant "

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, ii. a.

16. Humble, mean.
"An unambitious mind, content

In the low vale of life." Cowper : Task, iv. 799.

17. Meau.-base, abject, dishonourable un-
principled : as, a low fellow.

18. Frequented by disreputable characters.
" An absurd tragi-comedy .... which was acted at

some low theatre. —Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

19. Characterized by meanness, baseness, or
want of principle.

20. Not exalted in thought, sentiment, or

diction ; not sublime.

"He has not so many thoughts that are low and"

vulgar ."—A dtlison.

21. Obscene, coarse, vulgar; as, low lan-

guage.

22. Plain, simple, not rich : as, a low diet.

23. Feeble, weak, having little vital energy
as, He is" in'a low state of health.

24. Gentle ; not strong or high : as, The
wind is low,

25. Inclined to the Low Church.

26. Quiet ; subdued in tone. (Said of a pic-

ture or colour-.)

II.' Bot. : Small in siature when compared,
not with jilauts in general, but with that par-
ticular genus. A tree twenty feet high may
be low, if the rest of the genus- be forty or fifty

feet high.

B. As adverb r

1. Not on high ; not aloft ; near the ground,
as a bird : espec, in composition, as low-
roofed, tow-hung.

2. Deeply.
" The homely villain courtsies to her low."

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,338.

3. Under the usual price or rate ; at a low
price : as, To sell corn low.

4. Not loudly or noisily ;
gently, quietly.

" Just as the god directs, now loud, now" low.
They raise a tempest, or they gently blow.

'

Pope: Homer; Iliad xvili. 543.

5. To a low condition ; to a state of humil-
ity or abasement.

"A man's pride shall bring him low."—Prov. xxix. 23.

6. In a humble or mean condition, rank, or
\

position.

"For better it iB that it be said unto thee, C6meu]i
hither, than that thou shouldest be put lower 'in the
presence of the prince."

—

Prov. xxv. 7.,

7. With a depressed, low, or-subdued voice

:

as, To speak low.

8. In a low key ; in low notes.
" That can sing both high .and low."

Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, ii 3.

* 9. In times approaching our own.

If Obvious compounds : low-arched, loin-

bending, low-bent, low-hnng, loiv-levelled, low-
muttered, low-priced, low-roofed, low-vjhhspering.

low-blast, s. A blast which is delivered
at moderate pressure.

Low-blastfurnace: A metal furnace with a
low-pressure blast.

low-born, u.. Of low, mean, or poor ex-
traction.

"This i3 the prettiest low-born lass, that ever
Ban on the greensward."

Shakesp. : Winter's Talc, iv. 3.

low-bred, u. Low-born, low, vulgar.

* low-browed, a.

1. Lit. : Having a low forehead.

2. Fig:-: Low-roofed, low.
" No porter, by the low-browed gate,
Took, in the wonted niche his seat."

Scott : Ilokeby, iL 17.

low-celebration, s.

Anglican Ritual: The name given by the
Ritualists to an unornate celebration of Holy
Communion. Shipley (while still an Anglican)
defined it as " a name for low-mass."

Low-Church, Low-Church party,
a. The same as Evangelical Parti" (q.v.).

Low-Churchism, a. The principles of
the Low Church party.

Low-Churchman, s. One who professes
or maintains Low-Church principles.

* low-crooked, «. Bending or boning
low ; deep.

" Low-crooked curt'sies, and base spaniel fatnUHc."
Sliakesp. . Julias Cossar, iii. L

* low-day, s. An ordinary day,- as dis-
tinguished from a " high day " or festival,

Low-German, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Of or .pertaining to the Low-
German language : specif., in philol. applied
to that group of Teutonic dialects which oc-
cludes the Gothic, Frisian, Dutch, Flemish,
English, and Old Saxon. [English-la^
GUAGE.]

B. As subst. : The language spoken by Uie
inhabitants of tlie northern and natter parts
of Germany.

Low-Latin, s. Tlie Latin of the Middle
Ages.

boll, boy; pout, jtfwl; cat, celL chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, £enophon, exist, ph = 1
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -sion = zhun. -<sious, -ttous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, die = bel, d#.
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low-laid, a. Struck to the ground.

low-life, s. A mean, low, or vulgar state
or condition of life

;
persons of a low, mean,

or humble position in life.

low-lived, a. Leading a low, mean, or
disreputable life.

low-mass, i.

1. Roman Ritual: A mass in which the cele-

lo-ant is attended only by acolytes, usually
1>i it by one, not by deacon and subdeacon.
The mass is said, not sung. [Mass, 2.]

2. Anglican Ritual: The same as Low-
celebration (q.v.).

* low-men, s. pi. Dice so loaded that
that the low numbers always came upper-
most.

low-minded, u. Of low, mean, or base
principles ; low.

"Paid greedy and low-minded people not to miu
their country.'—Macaulay : Jlist. £ny„ ch. xv.

low-pressure, * & a.

A. As subst. : A small degree of pressure
or expansive force.

B. As adj. : Having only a small degree of
expansive force, and therefore exerting a low
degree of pressure.

Low-pressure Engine

:

Steam-engin. : An engine in which a con-
denser is used, and whose safety-valve is

loaded at from four to six pounds to the square
inch. The terms high- and low-pressure steam
were formerly held to mean saturated steam
at a pressure above or below that which will

sustain a column of thirty inches of mercury,
at the boiling heat of water, 212° F. The
term low-pressure signifies in America a pres-
sure of not over thirty-five pounds to the
square inch.

low-rated, a. Despised.
',' The confident and over-lusty French

1 Do the low-rated English play at dice.
Shakesp. : Henry V., iv. (Chorus.)

low-relief, s. The same as Bas-relief.

low-spirited, a. Dejected or depressed
in spirit; destitute of spirit or animation;
cast-down, dispirited.

* low-spiritedness, s. The quality or
state- of being low-spirited ; dejection, depres-
sion, low spirits.

low-spirits, *. pi.

Pathol. : A popular name for morbid depres-
sion of spirits.

low-steam, s. Steam having a low ex-
pansive force.

low-studded, a. Furnished or huilt
with short studs : as, a low-studded house.
{American..)

Low Sunday, s.

Eccles. : The Sunday next after Easter : so
called because it was the custom to repeat
some parts of the solemnity of that great
festival on this day, which was thus cele-

brated as a feast, though of a lower degree
than Easter-day itself.

low-voiced, a. Having a soft, gentle
voice.

" I heard her Bpeak ; she is low-voiced."
Sluikesp. : A ntony & Cleopatra, iii. Z.

low-water, s. & a.

A. As subst. : The lowest point of the ebb
or receding tide.

B. As adj. : Pertaining or relating to the
lowest point of the ebb or receding tide.

Low-water alarm

:

Steam-engin. : A device for showing when
the water in the boiler has sunk to a certain
depth.

Low-watermark: The mark or line along a
"beach or coast to which the tide recedes at
low water.

low-wines, s. pi. A liquor produced by
the first distillation of alcohol ; the first run
of the still.

low-worm, s.

Farriery: A disease in horses like the
shingles.

s 15w (1), v.t. [Low, a.]

3. To lower, to depress, to sink : to debase.
"Heareryd and lowi/d ye coynes and moneys of his

Jsmde."—Fabyan : Philip de Valoys, an. 15.

2. To make low in position or condition ; to

degrade.
" For nowe it [Fortune] hieth, now it loweth.
Now stunt upright, now overthroweth."

dower: C. A., bk. viii.

low (2), *loow-en, * low-en, v.i. [A.S.

hlowan = to bellow, to resound ; cogn. with
Dut. loeijen = to low ; M. H. Ger. luejen ; O.

H. Ger. hlojan = to low.] To bellow ; to make
a noise as an ox or cow.

" Already at the gates the bullock lowed."
Pope : Homer ; Odyssey iii. 517.

*16w (3),
* low-in, v.t. [Icel. loga; M. H.

Ger. lolien.] To flame, to blaze. [Low (2), $.]

" Lowin. Flammare."—Prompt. Pare.

* low (1), s. [Low (2), v.] The noise or sound
uttered by an ox or cow ; a bellow.

" Bull Jove, air, hail an amiable law."
Shakesp. : Much Ado Abiut Nothing, v. 4.

16% (2), *ltfwe, loghe, s. [Icel. log = a
flame; Dan. lite; Ger. lolie ; allied to Lat. lux
= light.] A flame, a fire.

" The kiln's on fire—the kiln's on fire—
The kiln's on tire—she's a' in a lowe."

Scott: Rob Jloy, ch. xxxvil.

low (3), s. [A.S. hldw = sl hill ; cogn. with
Goth, hlaiw — a grave, a tomb.] A hill;

found in place names, as Ludlovj.

ldw'-bell, 5. [Eng. low(l), v., and bell]

1. A bell used in fowling to slightly alarm
birds and cause them to lie quiet, until they
are flushed by a sudden noise.

2. A bell hung on the neck of sheep and
cattle.

* ldw'-bell, v.t. [Lowbell, $.} To scare, as
with a lowbell.

*lowde, u. & adv. [Loud.]

*16"we, s. [Low (2), s.]

low'-er (1), v.t. & i. [Lower, a.]

A. Transitive :

1. To bring low ; to bring down from a
higher to a lower place or position : as, To
lower a mast, to lower a boat, &c.

2. To bring down from higher position,
rank, or condition to a lower; to humble,
to abase, to degrade, to make less proud or
haughty.

"Turn thy wheel, and lower the proud,"
Tennyson: Enid& Geraint, 34".

3. To reduce in price ; to lessen, to diminish :

as, To lower the price of goods.

B, Intrans. : To become lower ; to sink,

to fall, to become leas.

ld*w'-er (2), * lour, * lour-en, * lur-en,
v.i. [O. Dut. loeren; Ger. luren.)

1. To appear dark or gloomy ; to be cloudy,
to look threatening.

" The day is towering—stilly black
Sleeps the griui wave."

Moore: Fire-worshippers.

2. To appear gloomily.
" The sage replies.

With disappointment lowering in bis eyes."
C'owper : Hope, 2.

3. To frown, to look sullen.

"So stood Idomeneus, his Javelin shook
And met the Trojan with a lowering look."

Pope: Homer; Iliadxiii. 603.

* lo'w'-er, s. [Lower (2), v.]

1. Cloudiness, gloominess.

2. A frown ; sullenness.
" Philoclea was jealous for Zelmane, not without so

mighty a lower as that face could yield."

—

Sidney:
Arcadia.

low'-er, comp. of a. [Low, a.]

Geol. : Inferior in stratigraphical position,
and unless the strata have been reversed after
deposition, which rarely occurs ; the older in
date. Most formations have an upper and
lower series of beds : as, Upper and Lower
Carboniferous, or an upper, middle, and lower,
as Upper, Middle, and Lower Devonian.
[Geology.]

lower-anchor, $.

Na-ut. : An anchor down stream for anchor-
ing boats.

lower-case, s. & a.

A. As substantive

:

Printing

:

1. The case standing below the upper-case.
The lower-case contains the small letters, the
points, and some other sorts.

2. The letters belonging to the lower-case.

B. -4s adj. : Applied to small letters, as dis-

tinguished from capitals.

lower-class, a. Pertaining or relating

to persons of the lower or humbler ranks of

society; as, lower-class education.

lower deck, *.

Naut. : [Deck].

Lower Empire, s.

Hist. : The Roman Empire, according to
some, from the time that the seat of it was re-

moved to Constantinople in 330 (or, according
to others, from the time that the Eastern and
"Western Empires were separated in 395) to

1453, when that city was captured by the
Turks.

lower-lip, s. [Labellum, 2.]

low'-ered, pa. par. & a. [Lower (1), v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. -45 adjective

:

1. Ord. Ixing. : Brought down ; reduced,
abased, humiliated, diminished in intensity.

2. Her. : Applied to ordinaries abated from
their common position.

low'-er-ing (1), pr. par., «., & s. [Lower
(1). v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particlp. adj. ; (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of bringing down,
reducing, abasing, or diminishing.

2. Print. : A depression of the face of a

type or woodcut to cause it to print lighter,

The reduction of the thickness of the tympan-
sheet in the appropriate spots assists in pro-
ducing the required, effect.

16*w'-er-ing (2), pr. par. & a. [Lower (2), v. ]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Gloomy, overcast ; threatening a storm.

2. Frowning, gloomy, sullen.
" But in the train you might discern
Dark lowering brow and visage stern."

Scott : Lady o/tlui Lake. v. 21.

low'-er-ing-ly, * 16"w'-rihg-ly, adv. [Eng.
lowering (2) ; -ly.] In a lowering, gloomy, or
threatening manner.

" And now on hii\ and then on him,
Pull lowringly did leare,"

Uascoigne : Complaint of Phylomene.

low'-er-most, u. [Eng. lower, *. ; -inost.]

Lowest.
" Plants have their seminal parts uppermost, living

creatures have tlieui lowermost."—Bacon : A'at. Hist.

" lo'w'-er-y, a. [Eng. lower (2), v.

,

ering, cloudy, gloomy, sullen.

I6w'-est, super, of a. [Low, a.]

y.] Low-

low'-ing,
of cattle.

[Low (2), v.] The low or noise

" low'-ish, a. [Eng. low ; -ish.] Rather low.

Idw'-land, s. & a. [Eng. low, a., and land.]

A. -4s subst. : Land which lies low with
respect to the neighbouring ground ; low or

level country.

B. -4s adj. : Of or pertaining to a lowland
or lowlands.

"The lowland Scotch language and the English, at
that time, were nearly the same."

—

Faw/ces : JJescri,,.

of May, from If. Douglas. (Pref.)

IT Ti\A Lowlands : A name applied to Bel-
gium and Holland, and to the southern part
of Scotland.

Low-lander, s. [Eng. lowland; -er.] An
inhabitant of the Lowlands, especially of the
Lowlands of Scotland, as distinguished from a
Highlander.

* low'-li-hood, v low-ly-nede, * low-li-
head, s. [Eng. lowly; -hood.] -A humble
state; meekness, humility.

" Who can faine under lowlyliedc
Ne fayleth not to tinde grace and spede."

Chaucer : Complaint of the Black Knight.

*16w'-ll-ly, adv. [Eng. lowly; -ly.,]

1. In a lowly manner ; humbly.

2. Meanly, basely.

low'-li-ness, s. [Eng. lowly; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being lowly;
humility ; freedom from or absence of pride.

" With as humble lowliness of mind
She is content to be at your command."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry \'L, v. 5.

lite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub* cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce ~ e ; ey - a. qu -= kw.
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* 2. Meanness, want of dignity ; abject

state.

"They continued in that lowliness until the division
between the two houses uf Lancaster and York arose."
—Spenser : State of Ireland.

Idw'-Iy, a. & adv. [Eng. low, a. ; -ly.]

A. As adj.

:

* 1. Low-lying ; not high, not elevated.

2. Free from pride, humble ; having a
humble opinion of one's self; not proud,
modest.

" Take my yoke upon you, aud learn of me ; for I am
meek and lowly in heart."

—

Mutfliew xi. 29.

3. Characterized by humility, humble.

4. Mean, wanting in. dignity or sublimity.
" For all who read, and reading not disdain.
These rural poems, and their lowly strain,
The name of Varus uft inscribed shall see."

Drgden: Virgil; Eel. vi. 12,

5. Mean, low ; not high in dignity, condi-
tion, or rank.

6. Low in size, not great or tall.

" Aa lofty pines o'ertop the lowly reed,
Su did her graceful height all nymphs exceed."

Congress ; Mourning Muse of Alexis.

* B. As adverb :

1. In a lowly or humbled manner or state ;

lmmbly.
" 'Tis better to be lowlyhom, .

Than to be perk'd up in a glist'riug grief,

And wear u golden sorrow."
Shakesp. : Henry VIII., ii. 3.

2. Humbly, meekly, modestly.
" Heaven is for thee too high

To know what paises there : be lowly wise."
Milton: J'. L., viii. 173.

"low-ly-hede, [LOWLIHOOD.]

' ldw'-most, a. [Eng. low;
most, luwest.

-most.] Lower-

^lown, *lowne, ». [Loon.]

16*\trnd, <*.. [Loun, a.] Sheltered, calm.

low'-ness, * low-nesse, ». [Eng. low, a.
;

-ness.]

1. The quality or state of being low in
height; want or absence of height with re-

spect to something else.

" Among the ignorant and simpler sort the lownesi
of the water was helde for a prodigious matter."—
Suvite: Tacitus; Historic, p. 152.

2. Depression in price, strength, force, or
intensity : as, lowness of the funds, the lowness

of the temperature.

3. Depression in fortune; a 10\v- condition
or state ; a state of reduced fortunes.

" Nothing could have subdued nature
To such a lowness hut his unkind daughter^,"

Shakesp.: Lear, iii. 4.

4. Depression or dejection of mind ; the
state of being low-spirited ;; loss or absence
of animation or spirit.

"Hence that poverty and lioness of spirit to which
a kingdom may be subject."—Swift,

5. Meanness of condition or rank ; humble-
ness of birth.

6. Meanness of mind, character, or conduct

;

want of dignity or principle ; baseness.
" Dodge and palter in the shifts of lowness."

Slutkvsp. ; Antony it Cleopatra, Iii. 11.

7. Want of sublimity, dignity, or loftiness

ci style, sentiment, or diction.

"The more he was forced upon figures and meta-
{ihors to avoid that lounicss, the more the image wuuld
ie broken."

—

Pope : On tlw Odyssey. (Postscript.)

8. Humility, meekness, modesty, submis-
siveness.

9. Softness or gentleness of sound ; absence
of noise ; mildness of voice or utterance.

10. Depression of sound : as, the lowness of

notes.

Itffr'-ry, s. [A corruption of Eng. laurel (?).]

Sot. : Daphne Laureola, the Spurge Laurel.

"l^t, s. [Lout, 5.]

"* l«5\v"t, v.i. [Lout, v.]

* lowth, s. [Eng. low, a. ; suff. -th.] Lowness.

Ii6x'-a, s. [See clef.] A town of Ecuador,
from the vicinity of which the finest einchona-
bark is said to be exported.

Loxa bark, s.

Pliamn. : One of the three varieties of pale
cinchona-bark (q.v.). Loxa-bark is derived
exclusively from CinelioJUi condaminea, or from

it and C. scrobkuWa. The former tree is cul-

tivated in India at high elevations in the

Kilgiri Hills, in Ceylon, and in Sikkim.

ldx-ar'-thrtlS, s. [Gr. Aof09 (loxos)= oblique,

and apQpov (art/won) = a joint.]

Surg. : A term applied to the abnormal di-

rection of a joint, caused neither by spasm
nor luxation, as in the varieties of talipes, or

club-foot, which Sauvage constituted a genus
of the order Ectopia. (Mat/tie.)

lox'-l-a, a. [Gr. \o£6s (loxos) = oblique,

crooked.]

Ornith. : Crossbill,; the typical genus of the
sub-family Loxinse, of the family Loxiadse.

[Crossbill.]

lox-i'-I-dse, lox-i'-a-dse, s. pi. [Mod.
Lat., &,c. lox.Ua); Lat. pi. adj. suff. -kke, -adec]

Ornith. : The name given by Vigors, &c, to

a family of Conirostres. Tlie two mandibles
cross at the tip, enabling the bird to crush
hard tir cones and obtain the seeds. Generally
reduced to Loxinee, a sub-family of Fringilbxhe.

[Crossbill.]

lox-i'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lut., &c. lox(ia); Lat.

fern. pi. ailj. suff. -incu.)

Ornith.: Crossbills (q.v.).

16x'-6-Clase, s. [Gr. A.ofos (loxos) = trans-

verse, and ka.cuo (klao)=- to cleave ; Ger. loxo-

kUis.]

Mill. : A variety of orthoclasc (q.v.), in

yellowish or grayish-white crystals, somewhat
greasy in lustre, occurring in h.rge crystals

at Hammond, St. Lawrence Co., New York.
Named under the supposition that the crystals

were peculiar in their direction of cleavage.

lox o con'-cha, s. [Gr. Ao£o's (loxos) =
slanting, and Lat. concha = a shell-fish.]

Zool. : A genus of Entomostracii, allied to
the Cythere, with long setiferous antennae,
and strong subrhoin boidal valves, which have
toothed hinges, and often a pitted surface.
Common in British and other seas.

lox'-o-don, s, [Gr. Ao£6s (loxos) = slanting,
crosswise, and b&ovs (otlous), genit. oSoi'tos
(odontos) = a tooth.]

1. Jchthy. : A genus of Sharks, family Car-
cinoid*. Locality, the Indian Ocean.

2. Zool.: A sub-genus of Elephas, established
by Dv. Falconer. The dental lamella?, lozenge-
or diamond-shaped, do not greatly differ in
number in the three true molars.

lox -6 dont, a. &s. [Loxodon.]

A. As adj. : Having teeth as in the sub-
genus Loxodon (q.v.).

B. ./is subst. : An elephant, recent or fossil,

of the sub-genus Loxodon (q.v.).

lox - 6 - drom - Ic, a. [Gr. Aofos (loxos) =
oblique, and &p6fxo<; (dromon) — a course; Fr.

loxodromique.] Pertaining to oblique sailing,

or sailing by the rhumb.

loxodromic-curve, s.

Math. : A curve bearing a strong resem-
blance to the logarithmic spiral. It is traced
upon the surface of a sphere by a point
moving in such a manner that its path cuts
all the meridians at the same angle. In navi-
gation the loxodromic curve is the same as
the rhumb line, and is the path of a ship
sailing always in the same tack. The lnxo-

dromic curve turns continually about the
pole, but does not reach it till after an infinite

number of turns.

lox-O-drom'-ics, s. [Loxodromic] The art

of oblique sailing by the loxodromic curve or
rhumb.

* lox-od'-rom-ism, s. [Loxodromic] The
art or process of tracing a loxodromic curve
or line ; the act or state of moving as in a
loxodromic curve.

lox - 6d'- ro - my, s. [Loxodromic] The
same as Loxodromics (q.v.).

lox-dm'-ma, 5. [Gr. Ao|ds (loxos) ~ oblique,

and ojujua (omma) = the eye.]

Paloiont. : A genus of Labyrinthodouts, sub-
order Chanliodonta. The orbits are very large,

irregularly oval, with cusps proceeding from
the posterior part of outer anil inner margins,
narrowed in front, slightly oblique, the long
axis diverging forwards ; the teeth with large

anterior and posterior cutting edges. Loxomma

Albnannh (Huxley) is from the Guiverton Iron-

stone of the Edinburgh coal held. (Quar.

Jotirn. Geol. Soc. xviii. 291 ; Brit. Assoc, hep.

(1S74), 150, 102.)

ldx-O-ne'-ma, s. [Gr. Xo£o5 (loxos) = oblique,

and viip.0. (nfMi) = a thread.]

PalwoiU. : A genus of holostomatous gas-

teropods, family Pyramidellidie. It extends

from the Silurian to the Trias, but is most

abundant in the Carboniferous. Known
species seventy-five. The generic name ha3

reference to the strias, with which many of

the species are marked. Laxoneina elega-ns is

a fine shell, two inches long, frequent both in

the Wenlock and Ludlow shales.

lox-o-sd'-ma, s. [Gr. \o£d? (loxos) = oblique,

and a-oifxa (sdnia) = the body.]

Zool : A marine genus of Bryozoa, of soli-

tary habit. It lives, fixed by a pedal gland,

on other polvzoa, sertularians and some

worms. The "tentacles are obliquely deve-

loped, and the body cavity is attached to a

contractile stem. There is no stolon.

loy, s. [Etyni. doubtful.]

Agric. . A long narrow spade, used in stony

lands.

16y'-al, a. [Fr., from Lat. legalis = legal (q.v.)

;

Sp. '& Port, l&d ; Ital. leak.)

1. True or faithful to one's sovereign ; true

in allegiance ; devoted to the maintenance of

law and order.

"No English legislature, however loyal, would now
consent to be merely what the legislature had been
under the Tudors."—Macaulay : Mist, ling., ch. ii.

2. Faithful in love or duty ; true to one's

word.
" And faithful, loyal in her lunoceuce.
Like the brave lion slain in her defence."

Wortlxworth : White Doe of Jlyhtone.

3. Characterized by or indicative of loyalty.

"The people were mad with loyal enthusiasm."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

loyal-hearted, t*. The same as Loyal, 1

(q.v.).
'* On thee the lot/al-hearted hung.

'

Tennyson : In Munwriani, cix.

* loy'-al-ism, c. [Eng. loyal ; -ism.] Loyalty.

loy'-al-ist, s. [Eng. loyal; -1st.] One who
is loyal to his sovereign ; one who in time of

revolt or revolution remains faithful to his

allegiance to his sovereign.
" If, after all, the loyalists should not be received

into the bosom of their native country, Britain . . .

would atford them an asylum."

—

UeUham: Hist. Great
Brit., vii. (an. l/tw).

loy'-al-ly, adv. [Eng. loyal; -ly.] In a loyal

manner; faithfully.
" Cambridge was not less loyally disposed."—Macau-

lay : Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

loy'-al-ness, s. [Eng. loyal; -ness.] The
quality or state of being loyal ; loyalty.

" So honorably and ioyfully receiued, as ey their their
loi/alnesse towards the Queen's Majesty . . . did re-

quire."

—

Stow: iiueen Elizabeth fun. 156U).

loy'-al-ty, s. [O. Fr. lotaltelt; Fr. loyaute ;

Sp. haltad ; Ital. lealta, legalita.] The quality
or state of being loyal ; faithful adherence to
allegiance ; faithfulness, devotion, constancy.

" The loyalty of Loehiel is almost proverbial : hut it
was very unlike what was called loyalty in England."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

loyalty-loan, s. A loan to the Govern-
ment, not from commercial motives, but as a
proof of loyalty. Used specially of a loan
opened in London on Dec. 5, 1790, when
within sixteen hours about £18,000,000 were
promised.

* loze, v.t. [Lose (2), v.]

* loz'-el, s. [Losel.]

loz-enge, * lo§'-enget s. [O. Fr. losenge,

lozenge (Fr. losange), a word of doubtful
origin ; Sp. lozanje, prob. from losa — a flag-
stone, a marble-slab, a square-stone used for
paving.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A confection, a sweetmeat, so called from
being originally made of the shape of a lozenge.

2. A small rhomb-shaped pane of glass set
in a leaden frame for a church window or
lattice.

IL Technically

:

1. Geom. : An equilateral rhomboid or
rhombus ; an oblique-angled parallelogram
or diamond. [Rhomb.]

boll, boy; poiit, j<ftH; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.
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2. Her. : A bearing of the shape of a lozeng
appropriate to the arms of
spinsters and widows.

.

* 3. Pharm. : A form of
medicine made in small
pieces, to be held or
chewed in the mouth till

dissolved.

: lozenge-coach,
LOZE'NCE.

A dowager's carriage. [Lozunge, s., II. 2.]

lozenge-graver, &.

' Engrav. : Agraving-tool the cross section of
which is of a rhomb 'or diamond shape. The
two faces which meet to form the- belly of the
graver have an angle less than 90°.

lozenge-mail, p. [Mascled
:matl.J

lozenge-moulding, -.

Arch. : An ornament inclosing diamond-

LOZENGE-MOULDING

.

shaped panels. It is frequently found in
Norman architecture.

lozenge-shaped, a. Diamond-shaped

;

rhomboidal.

loz enged, a. [Bug. lozeng(e); -ed.] Made
into the shape of a loz-eng& or lozenges.

"The lozenged panes of a very small latticed window."—C. Brantg : Jane Eyre, eh. xxviii.

loz'-en-gy, loV-en-gee, «. [Eng. lozeng(e);

-V, -ee.]

Her. : A term used to express the field or
any armorial charge which is divided by
diagonal lines transversely into equal parts or
lozenges of different tinctures.

lo-zop'-er-a, s. [Gr. Ao£os (loxos) = oblique,
and Tripos (Jjeras)= an end. (Agassiz.y]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Lozoperidae (q.v.).

lo-zo-per'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lozoper(a)

;

Lai fern. pi. adj. suff. -idea.'}

Entom. : A family of Moths, group Tortri-
cina. The anterior wings are of variable
length, the costse generally regularly arched,
the hind margin often oblique, the colour
generally yellow, often with a central fascia.

Larva generally feeding on seeds. Forty-five
species are British ; many of them beautiful.
(Stainton.)

* lu, s. [Loo.]

* lub'-bard, s. & a. [Lubber.]

A. As subst. : A lazy fellow, a lubber.
" Their victuals those curmudgeon lubbards

Lock up from my sight." Swift : Apollo to the Bean.

B. As adj. : Lubberly.
" Conscious how much the hand

Of lubbard labour needs his watchful eye."
Cowper : Task, iii. 400.

liib'-ber, * lobre, * lob-ur, s. [Of Celtic

origin; cf. Wei. Uob=a dolt, a blockhead;
llabi=-& stripling, a looby; Sw. dial, lubber
= a thick, clumsy, lazy man.] A lazy clumsy
fellow; a dolt; an awkward lout; specif.,

applied by sailors to one who does not know
seamanship ; a land-lubber.

"If you will measure your lubber's length again,
tarry, but away."—Shakesp. : Lear, i. 4.

lubber's hole, a.

Naut. : An opening in the floor of the top
for those to crawl through who are afraid to
climb up by die futtock-shrouds.

" He proposed that I should no through lubber's-
hole."—Jfarryat : Peter simple, ch. vii.

lubber's point, s.

Naut. : A black vertical line drawn on the
inside of the case of the mariner's compass.
This line, and the pin on which the card
turns, are in the same vertical line with the
keel of the ship, and hence the rhumb oppo-
site to tile lubber's "point shows the course of
the ship at any time. The lubber's-point,
however, deviates from its proper position
when the ship is heeled over; hence, seamen
do not implicitly depend on it, as indeed its

name implies.

liib'-ber-li-ness, s. [Eng. lubberly; -ness.]

Awkwardness, clumsiness.

liib'-ber-ly, a. On adv. [Eng. lubber; -ly.)

A, As adj. : Like a lubber ; awkward,
clumsy, clownish.

"I came yonder at Eton , to marry mistress Anne
Page, aiid she's a great ' lubberly boy.' —Shakesp.

:

Meiyy Wives of Windsor, v. 5.

B. As adv. : In a hiVberly, clumsy, or awk-
ward manner ; clumsily, awkwardly.

* lu'-bric, "' lu'-brfck, a. [Fr. lubrique

;

Lat. lubricus = slippery, deceitful, hazardous
;

Sp.'j Ital.,'& Port, labrico.] -

1. Slippery ; havinga'sinooth surface.
" Short thick sobs, whose thund'riug volleys float,

And roll themselves over her lubric threat."
Crashuw : Mustek'* Duel.

2. Uncertain, unsteady, changeable.

"The deep and lubrtck waves of state and court."—
Jleliguice M' otton'tance, p. 20S. ,

3. Wanton, lewd, lascivious.

4. Deceitful, tricky. (F&rd; Witch ofEtidor,
iii. 1.)

* lu'-bric-al, * lu'-bric-all, a. [Eng.
lubric ; -al.) The same as Lubric (q.v!.)..

" What ! shall thy lubri'jaU and glibberie muse
Live, as she were defunat."

Sen Jonson : Poetaster, v. 3.

lu'-bri-cant, a. & s. [Lat. lubricans, pr. par.

of lubric'o = to make slippery; hibricus =
slippery ; Ital. lubricant",,]

t A. As adj. : Lubricating.

B. As subst. : A substance used to diminish
friction of the -working parts of machinery.
The requisites of a good lubricant are that it

must endure the heat even" of melted lead,

without change, in order to stand friction and
lubricate the cylinders of steam-engines. Lu-
bricants must be fixed and not volatile oils,

as produced by destructive distillation, other-
wise they are decomposed by friction, and
burnt or dried up. They must not show or
possess any acid reaction, either naturally or
artificially, otherwise the bolts are cut in' the
steam-chest, and the iron, particularly
wrought-iron,. is made porous. .They must
possess a sufficient power of tenacity without
oxidation, otherwise they will thicken.

lu'-bri-cate, v.t. .
[Lat. lubricatus, pa. par.

of lubrlco = to make slippery ; lubricus =
slippery ; Ital: lubricare ; Sp. lubricar, lubri-

-ficar ; Fr. lubrifier.]

1. Lit. : To make smooth and slippery, so

aa to diminish friction ; to rub or smear with
some greasy substance.

"For not only both the ingredieuts are of a lubri-
cating nature, but there is this advantage gained from
their composition, that they do mutually improve
one another, '—ttay ; On the Creation, pt. ii.

* 2. Fig. : To make smooth ; to smoothen, to

make easy.
*' Here rills of oily eloquence, iri soft
Meanders, lubricate the course they take."

Cowper: Tusk,\v. 65.

* lu'-bri-cate, u.. [Lubricate, v.] Slippery.

lu-bri-ca'-tion, s. [Lubricate, v:]

1. The act of lubricating or making smooth
and slippery.

" Secondly, by the healiug lubrication of the mucil-
age."—Paley . Nut. Theol., ch. viii.

2. A lubricant.

lu'-bri-ca-tor, s. [Eng. lubricati/) ; -or.]

I. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
lubricates-.

" It [water) is found, when not cold, to be a great
resolver of spasms, and lubricator of the fibres."

—

Burke : On the Sublime d- Beautiful, pt. iv,, § 21.

II. Technically

:

1. Steam-engin. ; An oil cup or other con-
trivance for supplying oil or grease to rubbing
surfaces, in order to diminish friction.

2. Shafting : A pivoted disc in a cup below
the lower journal-box is revolved by contact
with the under side of the shaft, and carries

up oil to lubricate the latter.

3. Vehic. : The ordinary mode of lubricating
carriage or waggon axles is by placing grease
on the spindle and then putting on the wheel,
giving it a few revolution before lowering it

again to the ground. The grooves in the box
. of the Iiud form pockets in which the grease
collects, and from which it passes to the
spindle as it gradually wastes away.

4. Ordn. : An arrangement for lubricating
and cleaning the grooves of rifled guns.

* lu- brie'-i-tate, v.t [Lat. lubricus =
smooth, slippery.] To make smooth or slip-

pery. (Kersey.)

* ill- brie'- I-ty; s. [Fr. lubricite, from
Lat. lubricus = slippery; Ital. lubric Oct ; Sp.
lubricidad.]

I. Literally

:

1. Smoothness of surface ; slipperiness.
" Further provision [is made] for its defence, for its

constant htbrivi'y and moisture, which we see in its
' socket and its lids."—Palsy : A'ttf. Theol. , ch. vi.

2. Aptness to glide over any part or to
facilitate motion by diminishing the friction

between parts- in contact.

II. Figuratively :

1. Instability, uncertainty.
" The politician is not discouraged at the inconstancy

of human affairs, and the lubricity cf biB subject."

—

Olanui/l: Vanity of Dogmatizing, ph. xxiv.

2.- Laseiviousness, lewdness; iucohtinency,
unchastity.

"As if wantonness and lubricity were essential to-

that poem, which ought in all to be avoided."—Z>n/de».

* lu'-bri-cous, a. [Lat. lubricits = slip-

pery, deceitful, hazardous.]

1. Lit. : Slippery, smooth.
"The parts of water being voluble and lubricous a»

well as fine, it easily insinuates itself into the tubes of
vegetables."— Woodward: Nat. Hist.

2. Fig. : Uncertain, unsteady, unstable.

"Much less shall I positively determine any thing
in matters so lubricous and uncertain."—Glanvill

:

Pre-existcnce of Souls, ch. xii.

*' lu-bri-fac'-tion,s. [Lat. lubricus=smooth,
slippery, and/acio— to make.] Theact or opera-
tion of lubricating or making smooth.

* lu-bri-fi-ea'-tion, s. [Lubmfaction.]
The same as Lubrifaction (q.v.).

" A twofold liquor is prepared for the inunction and
Inbrification of the heads of the bones."

—

Ray: On
the Creation, pt. ii.

lu-can'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. , &c. , lucan(us)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : Stag Beetles ; a family, of lamelli-

corn beetles. Distinguished from the Scara-
beidffi by having the leaflets of the antennal
club fixed instead of moveable, and greatly

projectingjaws. About 500 species have been,

described. They most abound in well-wooded
tropical countries. Only three are British :

Lvcanus cervus, Dorcas parallelopipedits, and
Sinodendron cylindricum.

lu-ca -nils, s [Lat. luca = the stag beetle
(see def.).J

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Lucauidie (q.v.). Lucanus cervus is the Stag-
beetle (q.v.).

* lu-Cjarae', s. [Fr., from Lat". lucerna = a
lamp ; luceo = to shine.] A dormer ; a garret
window.

* lu-cayne, s. [Lucarne.]

luce, s. [Lat. lucius.] A. pike full grown ; a

fish used as an armorial bearing.
" All his ancestors, that come after him, may ; they

may give the dozen white lucen in their coat."

—

Shakesp. ; Merry Wives of Windsor, i. 1.

v
" lu'-cen-cy, s. [Eng, hicen(t); -cy.J Bright-
ness, lustre.

"A name of some note and lucency."—Carlyle:
French devolution, pt. iii., bk. i., ch. vi.

* lu'-cent, a. [Lat. lucens, pi', par. of luceo =
to shine.] Shining, bright, resplendent.

"Some weeks have passed siuce last I saw the spire
In lucent Thames reflected."

Keats : To Charles Cowden Clarke.

lu-cer'-nal, a. [Lat. lucema=a. lamp.] Of or

pertaining to a lamp or other artificial light.

Specif, applied to a microscope in which
the object to be examined is illuminated by
the light of a lamp. The object is placed in a
sliding tube between the lens and the lamp,
which is contained in a box. The image is

received on a screen or plate of ground glass.

lu-cer-nar'-i-a, s. [Lat. lucerna = a lamp. ]

Zool. : The typical genus of the order Lucer-
nariadte. The body is campanulate, attached
proximally at its smaller extremity by a
hydrorhiza. "When detached the auimal swims
rapidly by the alternate contraction and ex-
pansion of the umbrella, around the margin
of which are tufts of short tentacular por-
cesses, and in its centre is a polypite with.

a

quadrangular four-lobed mouth.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, thfire ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
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lU^er-na-ri'-a-dSB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lucer-

nari(a); Lat. fein. pL adj. suff. -adce.]

Zool. : Sea-nettles, Sea-blubbers. An order
of the legion or sub-class Lucemarida. It in-

cludes those Lucernarida, which have only a
single polypite, are fixed by a proxinmlhydro-
rhiza, and possess short tentacles on the margin
of the umbrella. (Nicholson.) [Pelagid^e.]

lu^er-nar'-i-da, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lucer-

nar(ia); Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -ida.]

Zool. : A sub-class or legion of Hydrozoa,
defined by Greene as having the base of the
hydrosoma developed into an umbrella, in
the walls of which the reproductive organs
are produced. It is divided into three orders :

LucemariadiCj Pelagidffi, and Rhizo'stomidffi.

lu^eV-na-roid; s. [Eng., &c. lucemar(ia),
and Gr..e?6os (eidos) = form,- resemblance.]

Zool. : A reproductive z'obid of any of the
Lucernarida.

"The hydra-tuba thus constitutes the fixed lucer-
naroid or trophosome of one <>i theRhizostomatie."—
JfP-halson : Zool. (ed. 1878), p. va.

lucerne', s. [Fr. luzeme, from Languedoc
patois, lauscrda. Littre coiisiders that the
French word came from' the English, and
says that the remote origin is unknown.]

Bot. : Medicago sativa. It is a deep-rooting
clover-like perennial plant, with spikes of
blue or violet flowers. It, is largely cultivated
as a fodder plant in the countries bordering
on the Mediterranean. It was long ago intro-
duced into England, but is not much culti-

vated, being less hardy than the red clover.

1" Swiss Lucerne is Medicago falcata. It is a
coarse plant cultivated on some- poor soil in
Switzerland.

IiU'-9i-an-ists, s. pi. [For etym. see def.]

Clwrch Hist. : A sect of Semi-Avians, claim-
ing Lucian, a disciple of Marcion, as their
founder. (Shipley.)

Tu'-9ld, «. [Lat. lucidus, from luceo = to shine,

lux (genit. lucis) = light ; Fr. lucide; Ital.

& Sp. lucido.]

I. Lit. . Bright, shining, resplendent, ra-
diant.

" A. worm . . .

That shows by night a lucid beam."
Cowper ; (flow-worm.

II. Figuratively :

1. Clear, pellucid, transparent.
" Fair Damascus, on the fertjle banks

01 Abbanaaud Pharphar, lucid streams."
Milton : P. L., i. 460.

2. Bright with the radiance of intellect

;

clear ; not darkened or confused by madness
or delirium.

3. Plain, clear, easily understood, distinct.

"Our prose became more lucid, more easy, and
better fitted lor controversy and narrative,"—Macau-
la!) : /list. Eng., ch. iii.

lucid interval, s.

Mwl. Juris. : A lucid interval is not a mere
cessation of the violent symptoms of a dis-
order, but an interval in which the mind,
having thrown off the disease, has recovered
its general habit. The party must be capable
of forming a sound judgment of what he is

doing, and his state of mind such that any
indifferent person would think him able to
manage his own affairs. (Collinson : On
Lunacy, p. 3D).

(

U The expression lucid interval was formerly
used less specifically than now, being em-
ployed of remissions or intermissions of sick-

ness, &c.
" The Devil heaped afflictions on him [the patriarch

Job], allowing him no lucid interval*."—Fuller: Pisgah
Sight, bk. iv., ch. vi.

lu-9ld'-i-ty, $ [Fr. lucidite.]

1. The quality or state of being lucid, bright,

or shining ; splendour, brightness. (Lit. &Jkj.)

"Fate gave, what chance shall not control,
Hi3 sad lucidity of soul."

Matthew Arnold : Hesignation.

2. Clearness of style or arrangement ; in-

telligibility, plainness.

lu'-9ld-ly, adv. [Eng. lucid ; -If.) In a lucid

manner
;
plainly, clearly, intelligibly.

" He argued the matter during two hours, and no
doubt lucidly and forcibly,"

—

Macaulay : ffist, Eng.,
ch. xx iv.

lu'-9id -ness, s. [Eng. lucid ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being lucid ; lucidity, in-

telligibility.

"The smoothness and lucidness of glass, &c."—
Afountaguc ; Devoute Essayes, pt, i., tr. 20, § 1.

lu-91-fer, s. [Lat.,' as adj. = light-bringing,

as subst, lucifer = light-bringer, from lux

(genit. lucis) = light, aud fern, to bring.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1, In the same sense as II. 1, 3.

2. A lucifer match (q.v.).

II. Technically

:

1. Astron. : An ancient name for Venus, when
the Morning Star, as distinguished from Hes-
perus, when it is the evening one.

2. Script : A name symbolically applied to

Nebuchadnezzar.
" How art thou fallen from Heaven, Liidfer, son

of the morning."

—

Isaiah xiv. 12.

3. Poet. & Hist. : A name for gatan. It

arose because Tertullian, Gregory the Great,
and others, misinterpreted the passage in

Isaiah of Satan. (Cf. Isa. xiv. 12 with Luke
x. 18; Rev. xii. 9, xx. 2.)

" When he falls, he falls like Lucifer,
Never to hope again."

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., iii. 2.

. IT Some of the reckless soldiers who followed
Claverhouse assumed the name.

"The atrocities committed by the Lambs of Kirke,
and by the Beelzebubs and Lncifers of Dundee."—
Macaulay y Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

4. Omith, : A genus of Trochilidse, estab-
lished by Lesson.

lucifer-match, s. Originally a match
tipped with a mixture of chlorate of potash and
sulphuret of antimony, and inflamed by friction

upon a piece ofemery-paper. These were super-
seded by mixtures containing phosphorus.

Lucifer-match disease

:

Path. : Necrosis of the jaws, arising from
the inhalation of the fumes of phosphorus
during the manufacture of lucifer matches.
It has been especially described by Von

,
Bibra and Geist, who had abundant oppor-
tunities of observing the disease at the large
manufactories at Nuremberg.

"This luti/cr-match disease was Borne years ago
very frequent; but in consequence of the adoption of
precautionary measures, is now much more rarely met
with."

—

Erichsen: Surgery (ed. Beck), ii. 577.

Lu-91-ffer-i-an, a. & s. [Eng. Lucifer; -ian.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Of or pertaining to Lucifer.

2. Church Hist. : Pertaining or belonging to
the Luciferians.

B. As substantive :

Church Hist. (PL): Followers of Lucifer, a
bishop of Cagliari, in the fourth century,
who refused to hold communion with the
clergy who had conformed to the Arian doc-
trines, and whom a Synod of Alexandria (a.d.
:i52), had resolved to re-admit into the Church,
on their openly acknowledging their errors.

The Luciferians are little heard of after the
time of Theodosius the Great.

* Lu^if -er-ite, s. [Eng. Lucifer; -ite.]

Church Hist. : The same as LuciFERiAN(q.v.).

* lu-9if-er-oiis, * lu-9if -er-us, a. [Lat.

lucifer, from lax (genit. lucis) = light; Eng.
adj. suff. -ous.]

1. Bearing or giving light.

"To call our luciferotta matter a self-shining sub-
stance."

—

Boyle: Works, iv. 3'J4.

2. Making plain or clear ; affording means
of discovery.

3. Devilish.

* lu-9lf-er-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. luciferous ;

-ly.] In a luciferous manner ; so as to give
light or enlighten.

" That which looks most laciferously or influentially
into goodness."

—

Browne : Christian Morality, iii. s.

*lu-9lf'-Ic, *lu-9lf'-ick, a. [Lat. lucificus,

from lux (genit. lucis) = light, and facio = to
make; Fr. lucifique; Sp. lucijico.] Making or
producing light.

"Though their lucifick motion be continued.''

—

Grew: Cosmo. Sacra, bk. ii., ch. ii., § 14.

* lu-91-form, a. [Lat. lux (genit. lucis) ~
light, and/orma= form, shape.] Of the form or
appearance of light, resembling light.

"A chariot which is not unfitly ... a luciform
cethereal vehicle."—Berkeley : Siris, § 171.

" lu-9if'
- ri-an, »

ferian, satanic.

[Eng. lucifer; -ian.] Luci-

lu-9iff'-u-ga, (pi. lu-9if'-u-gae, s. [Lat.

lucifugus = shunning the light: lux (genit.

lucis) = light, and fugio — to fly from.]

1. Ichthy. (Sing.): A genus of Ophidiida:

(q.v.). The eye is absent, or quite rudimentary,

and covered by the skin. There are no barbels,

but in their stead are numerous .minute cilia

or tubercles. Habitat, subterranean waters

of caves in Cuba. .(Gnntli&r.)

2. Zool. (PL): A.name sometimes applied to

the Blattidffi, because of their nocturnal habits,

and, possibly, with a remembrance of the

"lucifugie blattai" of Virgil (Georgiciv. 243).

lu-9im'-e-ter, s. [Lat. lux (genit. lucis) =
light, and Gr. fxirpov (metron) = measure.] An
instrument for measuring the intensity of

light; a photometer.' ,'
,:

!
_

-

IiU-gi'-xta, * s» [Lat^&tbe goddess that brings

to light, an epithet oTJeinJo and of Diana, as

they were supposed tp preside over tiie birth

of children.] ' ';'''

1. Zool. : The typical genus of the lamelli-

branchiate fanrfly Li&tftffttf {q.v.). Shell

white, margins slntiotlf
1

6i* 'ffifcly-Prenulated ;

umbones small and compressed ;' 'the ligament
concealed ; hinge-teeth lateral. Habitat, tropi-

cal and temperate seas, oh saiidy and muddy
bottoms, ranging- frWntfiSWJwaJj6r> to about 200

fathoms. Known species 70, froiiv'the West
Indies, Norway, New Zealand* &c. '

2. Palcnont. : Known species 250, fuoui- the
Upper

t
Silurian till now. (St P. ll'Qodward.)

The genus is abundantly represented in

Secondary and Tertiary deposits.

lu-9in'-l-dse, s. p>L [Lat. lucin(a) ; fern, pi.,

adj. suff. -ida?.]

'1. Zool.: A marine family of lamellibran-

chiata, section Siphonida, sub-section Inte-

gropallialia. The valves of the shell are
circular, closely-fitting, and unattached; the
surface of the shell is dull; the foot is long
and cylindrical,

2. Palceout. : Principally Secondary and
Tertiary, representatives from Paleozoic times
being doubtfully referred to this family".

lu-9i-nSp'-sifs, s. [Lat. hicin(a) (q.v.); Gr.
6i//ts (opsis) — look, appearance.]

1, Zool. . A genus of Molluscs, family
Venerida?. It has a thin lenticular shell.

Known recent species, ten from Britain,
North America, &e.

2. Pakeont. : Ten species from the Pliocene
onward.

lu-91-d-, pref. [Lat. lucius = a fish, probably
the pike.] 'Resembling, or having; some of
the characteristics of Esox lucius, the Pike

lu-9i-o-9e-phal'-i-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

luciocephal^us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. sufK -Mo;.
J

Ichthy. : Pike-heads ; a family of Teleostean'
fishes, division Acanthopterygii Labyrinthi-
branehii. Body elongate, covered with scales
of moderate size ; lateral line present ; super-
branchial organ formed by two branchial
arches dilated into a membrane. One short
dorsal fin ; no dorsal or anal spines ; ventrals
of one spine and five rays ; no air-bladder.

lu-9i-6-9eph'-a-lus, s. [Pref. lucio-, and
Gr. KetpaKrj (kephale) = the head.]

Ichthy. : The typical and only genus of the
family Lueiocepnulidee (q.v.). It consists of a
single fresh-water species, Luciocepfudus pul-
liier, from the East Indian archipelago.

lu^i-o-g'd'-bi-us, a. [Pref. lucio-, and Lat.

gobtus (q.v.).]

Ichthy. : A genus of Gobiidae (q.v.).

lu-91-o-la, s, [Mod. Lat., from Ital. lucciola
'= a firefly*

]

1. Entom. : A genus of Fireflies, with nu-
merous species, 'widely distributed.

2. Ord. Lang. : A firefly. (H. Ainsworth .-

Pookwood, bk. iii., ch. ix.)

lu-9i-6-per'-ca, s. [Pref. lucio-, and Lat.
perca (q.v.).]

Ichthy. : Pike-perches, a genus of Fishes,
family Percids, inhabitants of many lakes
and rivers of the northern temperate zone.
Lucioperca sundru, the Giant Perch, is con-
fined to the eastern two-thirds of Europe.
Greenish-olive above, banded with brown

;

white below ; length, from three to four feet.

lu-9i-6-SO'-ma, s. [Pref. lucio-, .and Gr.
<ru>na (soma) = the body.]

Ichthy. : An Indian genus of Cyprinidae.

1>611, l>6^; pout, jd^-1; cat, 9ell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist.' ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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lu~Ci-6-trut'-ta, s. [Pref. lucio-, and Mod.
Lat. trutta = a trout.]

Ichthy. : Agenus of Fishes, family Salmonidas.
(Gimther.)

luck, * luk, ' lukke, s. [0. Fris. luk ; Dut.
lulc, getulc ; Sw. lycka ; Dan. lykke ; Ger.
gliick (enntr, from M. H. Ger. geliick.). The
original sense is enticement or favour : Dut,
lokken = to entice ; Sw. locka ; Dan. lokke ;

Ger. locken; M. H. Ger. liicken; O. H. Gcr.
totcc/cera.]

1. Chance, accident, hap; that which hap-
pens to any one, whether for good or ill : as,

good luck, had luck, &c.
*' You do their work, and they shall have pood luck."

Shakesp. : Midsummer flight's Dream, ii. 1.

2. Good fortune ; success ; a favourable
issue or combination of circumstances : as, To
have a run of luck.

luck-penny, s. A small return for luck
to the buyer bythe person who receives money
on a sale or contract.

" Didn't I give fifteen guineas for him, barring the
luck-penny }"—Jfiss Edgcworth: Ennui, ch. vi.

luck Stroken, a. Having received the
luck-penny.

" Luck-strokcn in thy flat." Ball: Satires, II. v. 17.

luck'-en, a. [A. S. lucan, = to lock.] Locked
;

hence", closed, shut-up, contracted; webbed.
(Scotch.)

luck'-ie, s. [Lucky, s.]

luck'-I-ly, * luck-i-lie, adv. [Eng. lucky

;

4y.) In a lucky manner ; fortunately ; by
good hap or fortune.

"It is the pencil thrown luckily full upon the horse's
month, to express the foam, which the painter with
all his skill could not form."—Dryden ; Dufresnoy.

luck i-ness, s. [Eng. lucky; -ness.] The
quality or state of being lucky; good luck,

good hap.

liick'-Ite, s. [Named after the silver mine
"Lucky Boy;" suff. -itc (Min.).~]

Mlm. : A variety of melanterite (q.v.), occur-
ring in irregular striated prisms. Colourless
or slightly bluish. Analysis gave : sulphuric
acid, 26*3; protoxide of iron, 21 -

7; protoxide
of manganese, 1;9 ; magnesia, 0*2; lime, 0*5;

water [42*2] ; insoluble, 7*2. Calculated for-

mula (Fe Min) S04 + 7 aq. From Butterfield

Caiion, Utah, U.S.A.

luck -less, a. [Eng. luck ; -less.] "Without
luck ; unlucky, unpropitious, unfortunate ;

not lucky or fortunate.
" By others dreaded as the luckless thrall
Of subterranean spirits."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. vi,

lUCk'-leSS-ly, &&# [Eng. luckless; -ly.] In
a luckless manner ; unluckily, unfortunately.

luck-less-ness, s. [Eng. luckless ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being luckless ; want of luck.

* luck -lest, a, [Eng. hick; -lest = least.]

Most unlucky.
" Mine is the luckiest lot."—Sidney : Arcadia, p. 202.

*luck'-ly, a. [Eng. luck; -ly.] Lucky, pros-

perous.
"Their luckly proceedings in this world."—Adams :

Works, i. COB.

liick'-y, i'. & adv. [Eng. hick; -y.]

A. -4s adjective

:

1. Fortunate, successful ; favoured by luck ;

meeting with luck or success.
" Perhaps some arm, more lueky than the rest,

May reach his heart.'' Addison: Cato.

2. Producing or attended with luck or for-

tunate results ; fortunate, auspicious.
" What lucky chance unbound your chain 1

"

Scott: liokeby, vi. <!.

3. Bulky, full, abundant : as, lucky measure.
(Scotch.)

B. As adiK : Too much ; to excess ; exces-

sively : as, lucky harsh. (Scotch.)

% To cut one's lucky: To run away; to de-

camp. (Slang.)

lucky-dad, lucky daddie, s. A grand-
father. (Scotch.)

lucky-hood, s. The caul. (Dungllson.)

lucky minnic, s. A grandmother. (Scotch.)

liick'-y, luck'-ie, b. [Prob. from the adj.] A
goody, a gammer, a grandani, a midwife

;

an old woman.
" Luckia Howatson is very expeditious."—Scott : Guy

Mannering, ch. iii.

lu'-cra-tJve, a. [Fr. lueratif, from Lat. lu-

crativ'us, from lucrum = gain ; Ital. & Sp. litcra-

tivo.] [Lucre.]

1. Yielding or producing gain
;
gainful, pro-

fitable ; bringing in money.
" Retrieve his fallen fortunes by means of lucrative

posts from which the laws excluded him."

—

Macaulay :

ff'tst. Eng., ch. vi.

* 2. Greedy of gain.

"As the most part of our lucrative lawyers doe use."
—Latimer: Works, i. 110.

lucrative-succession, s.

Scots Laws : A passive title whereby an heir-

apparent who accepts gratuitously of a grant
from his ancestor of any part, however small,

of the estate to which he is to succeed as heir,

is thereby subjected to the payment of all the
debts of the ancestor contracted prior to the
grunt.

lu'-cra-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. lucrative ; -ly.]

In a lucrative manner
;
profitably, gainfully.

lu'-cre (ere as ker), s. [Fr., from Lat. lu-

crum— gain, profit.] Pecuniary gain or advan-
tage. (It is generally used in a bad sense.)

"For profit and lucre all things are set to sale."

—

Holinshed : Conquest of Ireland, bk. i., ch. xlvi.

* lu-crif'-er-ou.S, a. [Lat. lucrum = gain,

and/ero = to bring, to bear.] Producing gain
or profit; profitable, gainful.

"To k3ep this experiment from being as generally
useful, as perhaps it will prove lucri/crous.' —Boyle:
Works, iii. 148.

* lu-crif -1C, a. [Lat. lucrificus, from lucrum
= gain ; and facia = to make.] Producing or
yielding gain or profit.

* lu'-crous, a. [Lat. lucrosus, from lucrum —
gain.] Of or pertaining to gain or profit.

" Me (humbler lot !} let blameless bliss engage, . . .

Free from the muckworm misers lucrous rage."
Cooper : Tomb of Shakespear e.

* luc-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. hictatlo, from luctatus,

pa. par. of luctor = to struggle.] A striving
;

a struggle, an effort, a contest.

* luc'-tu-al, a. [Lat. luctus, from lugeo = to

grieve.]" Producing grief ; sad, saddening.

* lu'-cu-brate, v.i. & t. [Lat. luenbratus, pa.

par. of lucubro ~ to bring in lamps, to work
by lamplight ;

* lucithruvi, a dimin. from fox
(genit. lucis) = light.]

A. Intram. : To watch; to study by night
or by lamplight.

"To lounge and lucubratr, to prate and peep."
Byron : Curxr of Minerva.

B. Trans. : To compose or elaborate, as by
night-sferftty.

lu-cu-bra'-tion, s. [Lat, lucubratio = a

working by lamplight ; night-work ; Fr. lu-

cubration ; Sp. lucubration ; Ital. lucubra-
zione.]

* 1, The act of studying by lamp or candle-
light ; night-work, night-study.

" By continual lucubration he diligently ran through
all the forms of logic and philosophy."

—

Wood : A then.
Oxon., voL ii.

2. That which is composed in night-work ; a
literary composition or effusion of any kind.

"The meerest trifles I ever wrote are serious philoso-
phical lucubrations."—Swift : To Pope, Aug. 28, 1731.

* lu'-cu-bra-tdr, s. [Eng. lucubratic); -or.]

One who makes lucubrations.

* lu'-cu-bra-tor-y, a. [Lat. lucubrotorius,

from lucubror = to lucubrate (q.v.).] Com-
posed by candle-light, ur night-study

;
per-

taining to night-study.

"You must have a dish of coffee, and a solitary
candle at your side, to write an epistle lucitbratory to
your friend."—Pope ; To Mr. Cromwell, Dec. 21, 1711.

lu'-cule, s. [As if from a Lat. *lucula, dimin.
of lux (genit. lucis)= light.]

Astron. : A luminous spot on the sun.

* lu'-cu-lent, a. [Lat. Inculentus, from luceo

= to shine ; Ital. luculcuto.]

1. Clear, transparent, lucid, pellucid.
" Lueulent along

The purer rivers flow." Thomson: Winter, 710.

2. Fair.
"Most deboualre and lueulent lady."

Ben Jonson : E»ery Mun out ofhix Humour, ii. 3.

3. Clear, evident, plain, manifest, unmis-
takable.

"They are egainst the obstinate incredulity of the
JewM, the most lueulent testimonies that Christian
religion hath."—Hooker . Eecles. Polity, bk. v., 5 iv.

* lu'-cu-lent-ly, adv. [Eng. Incident; -ly.]

In a lueulent, lucid, or clear manner.

lu-cu'-U-a, s. [Named after Luculi Swa of

Nepal. (Loudon).~\

Bot. : A genus of Rubiaceee. Luculia gratis-

sima grows in the Himalayan Mountains.
Gamble says that it is used in dyeing.

lu-cul'-lite, s. [Fr. hicullite. Named after

Lucullus, a wealthy Roman Consul, noted for

his luxury, who is said to have admired it

;

Ger. lucullan.]

Petrol. & Coram. : A variety of limestone cut
and polished for ornamental purposes.

lu'-cu-ma, d. [The name of one species in

Peru.]

Bot. : A genus of Sapotacese. It consists of

about thirty or forty species of milky trees,

with leathery leaves, and large, roundish,
pulpy fruits, and clustered flowers, growing
in the wanner parts of America. Lucuma
nuimmosum, is the Marmalade or Nnturnl
Marmalade of the West Indies. L. Caimito, of

Peru, has smaller fruit, but is of better flavour.

Lu' cu mo (pi. IiU'-cu-moes, Lu-cu-
mon'-es), *. [Lat., from Etrus. hmeJtme, =
one inspired.]

Class. Antiq. : An appellation ofthe Etruscan
princes and priests, corresponding to 'th.e

Roman patricius = of the rank of the Conscript

Fathers ; hence, noble. The Romans mistook
this title, of dignity for a proper name, and
bestowed it on the son of l)emaratus of Cor-

inth, afterwards Tarquinius Priscus, King of

Rome.
" What noble Lucuma comes next,

To taste our Roman cheer?"
Macaulay : Uoratius, xlv.

*lu'-C3?f s. [Luce.]

t Iiud'-dism, s. [Luddite.] The views and
procedure of the Luddites.

Lud'-dite, a. & s. [According to Miss Mar-
tineau, from the name of an imbecile, Ned
Lud, who, being tormented bj boys, chased
some of them into a house, and there broke
some stocking-frames. This was thirty years
before the Luddite commotions. The Luddites
called their mythical leader General or Captain
Ludd, reviving the name of the imbecile.]

A. As ail]. : Pertaining to or characteristic

of the Luddites. [B.]

B. As substantive :

Hist. (PI.): A band of operatives who broke
out in a riot at Nottingham on Nov, 10, 1811,

with the object of destroying some improved
machinery for stocking-weaving. They ex-

tended their operations to Derby and Leicester,

everywhere destroying stocking-frames. On
July 24, 1812, Parliament granted additional

powers for dealing with them. The militia

were called out. Fourteen of the leaders were
executed at York in 1813. The Luddites rose
again in 1814 and 1816, and more of them were
executed at Derby in 1817.

' lu-dlb'-ri-OUS, a. [Lat. ludibriosus, from
ludibrlum= mockery, derision, from Indus=
game, sport.] Ridiculous, laughable, sportive,

wanton. (Bramhall : Consec. of Bishops, ch.

iii., p. 75.)

* lu-di-bund'-ness, s. [Lat. hu.Ubundus =
sportive, playful; Indus = game, sport; ludo
= to play.] Sporti veiless, playfulness.

"That ludibttndness of nature inhergaiuaceous and
like siwrtful and ludicrous productions.''

—

U. More:
Mystery of Jni'iuity, bk. i., ch. xv., § 14.

lu'-dl-crou.S, a. [Lat. ludicrns, from ludvs=
play; ludo = to play; Ital. ludicro.] Ridicu-
lous, laughable, comical ; exciting or tending
to excite laughter without scorn or coutempt.

"Nor did the world find anything ludicrous in the
pomp."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., eh. iii.

lu'-dl-crous-l^, adv. [Eng. ludicrous; dy.]

In a ludicrous manner or degree; ridiculously,

comically, laughably.

"That sum might seem ludicrously small."

—

Mac-
aulay: Hist. Eng., c\i. x'm.

lu'- di - crous - ness, s. [Eng, ludicrous;
-ness.] The quality or state of being ludicrous

;

ridiculousness.

"The Iwllcrmtsness Rlid-fugitiveness of our wanton
reason."—//'. More: Antidote against Idolatry, ch. i.

* lu-di-fi-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. ludifcatio, from
ludificatus, pa. par. of ludijieor = to make
sport of: Indus = game, sport, and facio = to

make,] The act of mocking, deriding, or
making sport of any person or thing.

"This ludlficiition and injurious dealing."—Baker:
Kiua John (an. 1214).

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or* wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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* lu-di-fi-ca'-tor-^, a. [Lat. ludijkatorius.
from ludljicatus, pa. par. of htdijicor = to make
sport ; Ft. ludificatoire.] Making sport ; ex-
citing ridicule or derision.

"There is nothing empty {or vain), nothing ludifi-

catory."—Barrow: Sermons, vol. ill., aer. 30.

lud'-lam-lte, s. [Named by Field after

H. Liidlam, of London ; stiff. -iU (Min.).}

Min. : A monoclinic mineral found only in

crystals. Hardness, 3-4; sp. gr. 3*12; lustre,

brilliant ; colour, bright green ; streak, green-
ish-white, transparent. The mean of several

analyses gave phosphoric aeid, 30"11
; prot-

oxide of iron, 52*76 ; water, 10*98, which cor-

responds to the formula Fe7P.|Oi7, 9H;>0.

Occurs with chalybite, vivianite, pyrites, and
pyrrholite at Wheal Jane, Truro, Cornwall.

Xiid'-low, s. [See def.]

Geog. : A corporate town and parliamentary
borough in Shropshire, 138 miles N.W. by W.
from London.

Ludlow-forms,tion, s,

Geol. : The highest part of the Upper Si-

lurian rocks, consisting of (a) Upper Ludlow
and (b) Lower Ludlow beds (q.v.). The Lud-
low formation is found near the town of

Ludlow, and at other places in Shropshire
a*ul Herefordshire. Of the fossils, only live

per cent, pass into the overlying Devonian.

% (1) Upper Ludlow : These beds are 780 feet

thick. At the top and ranking with them is

the Downton sandstone, found at Downton
Castle, near Ludlow, where it is quarried
for building purposes, and at Kington in

Herefordshire. It was called by Sir Roderick
Murchison Tilestoues, and referred to the Old
Red Sandstone, but the fossils are Upper
Silurian. Among them are the tine crusta-

ceans, Pterygotus and Eurypterus. The next
bed in the descending order is the bone-bed.
Near Ludlow it is three or four inches thick

;

at other places it varies from an inch to a foot

;

the bones are those of fish. Beneath the bone-
bed are Gray Sandstones and Mudstones.
Most of tlie two-valved molluscs are brachio-
pods, though lamellibranchiata also occur.
Some ofthe sandstones are ripple-marked.

(*2) Lower Ludlow ; Thickness, 1,050 feet. It
consists chiefly of a dark gray argillaceous
shale, with calcareous concretions sometimes,
as at Aymestry, tipped by a crystalline and
argillaceous limestone abounding in remains
of Pentamerus Knightii. Other genera are
Lingula, Rliynconella, brachiopods, and
Lituites, a cephalopod. Up till 1859 no fish

remains had been found lower than the bone-
bed of the Upper Ludlow rocks ; but in that
year they were- found in a Lower Ludlow
bed. No vertebrates have been found in any
older rocks. {Murchison ; Siluria; Lyell :

.Student's Manual.)

Ludlow rocks, s. pi.

Geol. : The same as Ludlow-formation
(q.v.).

lu-dus Hel-mon'-ti-I (t as sh), In-
dus Par-a-ceT-si, s. [For etym. see def.]

Med. <C* Fhar. : A calcareous stone, the pre-
cise nature of which is not known, used by
the ancients in calculous affections. Tlie
term was also applied to every species of cal-
culous concretion occurring in the human
body. (Dunglison.) Paracelsus gave the name
ludus to a kind of cubical pyrites, from their
resemblance in shape to a die, and held them
in high esteem as a remedy in calculous affec-
tions. Hence the Latin name. Van Helmont
was of the same opinion, though he was mis-
taken as to what really was the ludus of Para-
celsus.

lu'-dus Par-a-cel'-si, s. [Ludus Hel-
MONTII.]

lud-wig'-I-a, s. [Named after C. G. Ludwig,
professor of "botany at Leipsic]

Bot, : A genus of Onagracea?, tribe Jiissitcere.

Ludwigia palustris is a procumbent or floating
perennial with four angled steins, two, four
or no petals, four stamens. Found in boggy
pools in Hants, Sussex, and Jersey. Better
known as Isnardia, palustris.

lud'-wig-ite*, s. [Named by Tschennak after

E. Ludwig ; suff. -ite (Min)/}

Min. ; A mineral occurring in finely fibrous

masses, with a silky lustre. Hardness, 5 ;

sp. gr. 3*907-4*016 ; colour, blaekish-green,
and almost black with a violet tinge ; tough ;

streak, somewhat lighter in colour than tlie

mineral. Compos., a borate of magnesia,
sesqui and protoxide of iron, the formula,
deduced from the mean of several analyse.'.,

being 2MgOB03 4- FeOFe2Oa . Found em-
bedded in a crystalline limestone with mag-
netite (q.v.) at Morawicza, Hungary.

luen'-burg-lte, s. [Named after Luenburg,
where found ; suit', -itc (Min.).}

Min. : A salt, having the composition phos-
phoric acid, 29'S ; boracic acid, 12*7; mag-
nesia, 2.5*3 ; water, 32*2. Mollncr, who analysed
it, gave the formula as (2MgOH0)PO5 +
jMgOB03 + 7HO.

lu'-es, a. [Lat.] A plague, ». pestilence, *.

poison.

lues venerea, s. The venereal disease
;

syphilis.

luff (l), * loof (1), * looffe, * love, * luve,
s. [Goth, to/9.] The palm of tlie hand.

" In the holl lnjlh of his lnoid quluirc he stude
Dewly the wnttir hyiit he fro. the nude."

Douglas: Virgil; .Lneid viii. 242.

luff (2),
* loof (2), s. [But. loc/= a weather-

gage ; O. Dut. loef = a thole-pin ; Ban. luv
— weather-gage ; hive = to luff; Sw. laf =
weather-gage.]

Nautical

:

* 1. The air, the wind.

2. The weather-gauge, or part of a ship
toward the wind.

3. The sailing of a ship close to the wind.

4. The weather part of a fore-and-aft sail,

on the side next the mast or stay to which
it is attached.

5. The loof ; the fullest and broadest part
of a ship's bow.

C. A luff-tackle (q.v.).

% (I) Luff upon luff

:

Net ut. : One luff-tackle applied to the fall

of another.

(2) To spring her luff:

Naut. : To luff up ; to yield to the helm by
sailing near the wind.

"The Portsmouth standing out nhend of the linger
man-of-war, after the other of eight guns, he imme-
diately sprung his luffe, whereupon the Antelope likj-

wibii sprang Iris luffs after him."—London truzjtto

ftC72J, No. 717.

luff-tackle, s.

Naut. : A purchase composed of a double
and a single block. The standing end of the

rope is fast to the single block and the fall

comes from the double.

luff, * loof, v.i. [Luff, s.]

Naut. : To bring the head of a vessel nearer

to the wind ; to sail nearer tlie wind ; to put
the tiller on the lee side, so as to make the
vessel sail near the wind.

" Suddenly the v> hid began to rise

And then we luffed and tacked."
Marlowe; Jew if Malta, ii. 2.

luf-fa, a. [Arab. louff—Luffa cegypttaca.]

Bot. : A genus of Cucurbitacea*, tribe Cu-
curbitere. They are yellow-flowered plants

;

the males panicled with a hemispherical calyx,

with the segments longer than the tube

;

females solitary, with the segments shorter

than the tube ; fruit, an ovate, fibrous, three-

celled gourd. Lvffa acuta ngula is used as a

pot-herb by the natives cf India ; L. evmara

and L. Bindaal of India are strongly purga-

tive, as are L. purgans and L. elraslica of

Brazil. L. cegypliaca has an offensive odour,

but is cultivated in Egypt, Arabia, India,

and China, the fruit being eaten by natives

in curry. The seeds are used in India as a

cooling medicine. It furnishes an oil, as

does L. acutangula. The pounded leaves of

the last-named species are used in India

locally in splenitis, haemorrhoids, audleprosy.

The seeds are purgative and emetic.

liif'-fer, s. [Louvre.]

lug, *lugge, v.t. & i. [Sw. htgga = to pull by
the hair, from Uigg = the forelock; hck=t\
lock of hair; Nonv. lugga- to pull by the
hair; liigg = the hair ; cf. Prow Bug. lauk =
to pull up weeds ; Icel. loh = a weed ; A. 8.

lycean= to pull ;' fean. luge = to weed.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To haul or drag along ; to pull along, as
something heavy.

" Whose pleasure is to see a strumpet tear
A cynic s beard, aud luff him by the hair."

hryden : J'ersius, sat. i.

2. To seize by the ears ; to worry.
" TTheyl though whelps, shall lug their hogs.

Till they make their ears to bleed."
Drat/ton : Shepherd's Sirena.

* 3. To carry with difficulty.

" To lug off every one his share."'—Jeremy Collier.

4. To include or insert unnecessarily or un-

expectedly. (Usually followed by in.)

" Physic and divinity, . . .

Are lugged in by the head and shoulders."
Churchill: The Ghost, bk. iv.

* B. Intrans. : To drag ; to move heavily

or slowly.
" My soul . . . lugs along.
As if she were a body in a body."

Jirydcn : /Jon Sebastian, iv. 1.

T To lug out: To draw a sword, in bur-

lesque.
" They will be heard, or they Ittg out and cut."

Drydeti : Juvenal, sat, xvi.

lug(l), * lugge, a. [Sw. htgg— the forelock.]

[Luo, v.]

1. A projecting part of anything: as—

(1) A projecting stud or ear by which an
object is grasped or supported, or which
affords a bearing or point of attachment ; as,

the lugs on the parts of a flask by which they
are united ; the lu^sjift- which a kettle is sup-

ported in a furnaceT&e.

(2) The lobe of the ear; the ear.

" Dare you think your clumsy Jt<3« so proper to decide, as

The delicate ears of J ustice Midas ?
'

Lsly : Midas, ii. 5.

(8) A projecting piece in machinery to com-
municate motion ; a short flange to which
something is fastened.

(4) A projecting piece upon a founder's

flask or mould.

2. A pliable rod or twig.

3. A measure of land, a pole or perch.
" The large leap which Debon did compel

Ceaulin to make, being eie;ht lugs of ground."
Spenser ; /•' Q , II. x. 11.

* 4. A heavy, strong bow.
"The other [bowe] ia a lugyv, slow of caste, following

the ntrmge, more hure for to last then pleasant for to
use."

—

AscJiam: 1'oxophitus, bk. i.

lug-sail, s.

Naut. : A four-cornered sail bent to a yard,

which is slung at a point two-thirds of its

length from the peak.

lug (2), s, [Lugworm.]

lug-gage, a. [Eng lug, v.; -age.}

1 Anything heavy and cumbersome tn be
carried ; anything of more weight than value.

"What do you mean.
To dutu thus on such luggage f

"

Shakesp. : Tempest, iv. L
2. The baggage of an army.

" That uumltersonie

3. The baggage or packages of a traveller.

" I am gathering up my luggage, and preparing for
journey."

—

Swjt to 1'ojie.

luggage-saddle, s.

Manege : A pad on a led horse for carrying
luggage.

luggage-van, s

1. Railway : A van in which luggage is carried.

2. Veltide : A fourgon or van containing
personal luggage, attending on a travelling-

carriage.

lug'-ger, s. [From the verb to lug (q.v.);

Dut. logger; Ban. lugger; cf. also Ital.

felucca.} A small vessel, carrying two or
three masts with a lug-sail on each, and
sometimes a running bowsprit, on which are
set two or three jibs.

boil, t>6^ ; pout, j<Jwl ; cat, cell, chorus, <jhin, bench
; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -nig.

-cian, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &e. = bel, d$l.
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lug' -get, s. [Eng. lug (1),

Haying a bundle.
-erf. J

" rare '. to see thee fizz and freath
In the lugget caup ! " Burns : Hvoteh Drink.

lug'-gie, s. [Eng lug (1), s. ; -ie; -y.] A
small wooden dish with a handle.

" In order on the clean hearthstane
The luggies three are ranged."' " '

_ /Stems ; Halloween.

lug'-gur, s. [.Juggur.]

lug mark, s. [Erig. Z?f<7 (1), a., and mark.]
A mark of identil!cation cut in tlie ear of a
sow, sheep, dog, &c.

* lu-gUrbri-ps'-I-ty, s. [As if from a Lat. hi-

, gubriositas, (vo\nlugnbris = lugubrious (q.v.). J
The' same as Lugubriousness (q.v.).

lu-gu'-bri-oiis, * lu-gu-brous, a. [Lat.
Utgubris, 1'rouilltgeo — to grieve; Fr. lugubre;-
cogn. with Gr. kvypos (lt(gro8}=sa.(\; Sp. &
Ital. /»(/»!»<?.] Mournful, sad, dismal.

" Most 'of them represent devout lugubrious events."—Swinburne ; ,\/jct/in, let. 41.

lu-gu'-bri-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. lugubrious;
~hj.\ In n lugubrious manner : sadly, mourn-
fully; dismally.

lu-gu'-bri-ous-ness, s. [Eng. lugubrious;
-/icss.] The quality or state of being lugu-
brious-.

* lu-gu-brous, s. [Lugubrious.]

lug-worm, s. [Eng. lug\l), and worm.]

Zool. : Arenitsola piscatiorum, an annelid of
the family Telethusidee, sub-order TubicoUe.

1 sometimes -classed with -the Errantia. The
"body is composed of a number of segments,
thirteen of them furnished with red or purple
arborescent branchial tufts, said by Gosse to
be protrusile. The first six segments are fur-
nished with seta; only. . It attains an extreme
length of ten- inches, and is found on various
parts of the coast, near low-water mark, bur-
rowing in the sand or in. a muddy bottom. Its

locality is easily detected from the spiral coils

of sandy excrement near the aperture of the
burrow. On some parts of the English coast
the Lugworm is esteemed by fishermen as an
excellent bait., .Called also Lobworm.

lu'-he-a, s. [Named after Charles Luhe, a
German botanist.]

Bot. : A genus of Tiliacefe, family Grewidte.
It consists of Mexican and South American

' trees or shrubs. The Brazilians use the bark
of -Luhea grandiflora for tanning leather, and
the wood of. L, divaricaus, which, is light and
white, but very close-grained, for wooden

' shoes' and "Musket stocks.

fluke, "lewk, *lewke, *leuke, «. [An
extension of Mid. Eng. lew (q.v.).] Luke-
warm ; neither hot nor cold. [Lukewarm.]

"Let me have nine penn'orth o' brandy and water
lukc'"-rDickens.: Pickwick, ch. xxxiii.

Luke, s. [Gr. Aovkol<; (Loukas). Not connected
with the name Luchitr(Acts xiii. .1 ; Rom. xvi.

21), but contracted from Lat. Lucanus, as
Silas is from Silvanus, or Apollos from, Apol-
lonius. Possibly from Lucania, in the south
of Italy.]

Scrip. Biog. t" A New Testahient evangelist,
1 whose name was not a common one, but in its

uncontracted form [see-etym.] was immorta-
lized by Lucan, author of the celebrated
Roman poem, Pharsalia. It has been sup-
posed that the poet, who was born at Cordova,
in Spain, may' have been connected with St.

Luke, who is mentioned three times in the New
Testament. In Col. iv. 14, he is called " Luke
the beloved physician." i In Philemon he is

called Lucas, and described as one of St.

Paul's fellow-labourers, and when " Paul was
ready to be offered "/(2 Tim. iv. 6), he adds,
" Only Luke is with me." Identifying him
with the writer of the Acts of the Apostles,
his use of the pronoun ".we," commencing
with xvi. 10, shows that he joined Paul at

Troas and accoinpanied him to Philippi (11-17).

The resumption . of the pronouns "he" and
"they" (xvi. 19, xvii. 1, 17, &c.) shows that lie

remained at Philippi till the return of the
Appstle thither (xx. 0). :He accoinpanied him
on this subsequent missionary journeys (xx.

13-{l.j^xxi, 1, &c), was with him in his ship-
wreck (xxvii, '.}, 27, xxviii. 2, 10\ and his sub-
sequent voyage to Rome (13-1(3). There is no
trustworthy information as to the remainder
of St. Lukes life.

If The Gospel according to St. Luke :

New Testament Canon : The third gospel.

The writer had his information from those
who "from the beginning were eyewitnesses
and ministers of the word" (Luke i. 2), imply-
ing that he was not himself an eyewitness of

the events that he records. It has been sug-
gested that he may have got many details, as,

e.g., of the birth of Jesus, from the " certain
women" (Luke viii. 2, 3). When speaking
of diseases, there is ' a technical accuracy,
greater than that exhibited by the other
evangelists, and in describing the failure of

the physicians in the case of the woman with

the issue of blood, lie. uses mi-Id language
(viii. 43), forcibly contrasting with that of

St. Mark, written probably on information
given by St. Peter (Mark v. 26). -Universal

tradition considers that the gospel was penned
under divine inspiration by St. Luke, "the
beloved physician."
There exists, or, rather, is recoverable from

the writings of. Justin MarAyr, Iren^^/TVi-
tullian, and Epiphauius, a gospel., issued by
the celebrated Gnostic, Marcion, so related to

that of St. Luke, that Marcion's gospel must
have been an abridgement of St. Luke's, or
Luke's an expansion of Marcion's. They .can-

nut have been independent shoots fnom the
root of evangelical tradition; for of fifty-three

sections peculiar to St. Luke, from iv. 10
onwards, all but eight are found in Man-ion's
Gospel, and in the- same order. The foregoing
fathers charged Marcion with mutilating, for

dogmatic ends, St. Luke's Gospel and the
Epistles to the Galatians and Ephesiaus. This
view has been generally accepted. But
Ritsehl, Baur, Schwleger, and the author of
Supernatural Religion, held Marcion's, to be
the original document. Volkmar and Hilgeu-
feld, though rationalistic writers, reconverted
Ritsehl, and partially Baur, to the traditionary
view. More recently, Mr. Sandiiyhas minutely
compared the language of the parts of St.

Luke's Gospel common to him and Marcion
with those which, Marcion has not, and has
found that in the 309 \erses not in Marcion
there are 111 distinct peculiarities of St.

Luke's style, numbering in all 1S5 -separate
instances and 13S words, with 224 instances
peculiar to, or specially characteristic of, the
third evangelist. The inference to be drawn
from such evidence is irresistible—St. Luke's
was the original work and Marcion's the
abridgement.
Marcion is believed to have begun to teach

in Rome about a.d. 139 to 142(Sanday), or 13S
(Volkmar), orl30(Tischendorf). "Atthattime
St. Luke's Gospel had been so long published
that, various readings of it had already arisen."
(Fortnightly Review, xvii. (1S75), pp. 885 to

875).

The incidents recorded are not in chronolo-
gical order. There is a marked superiority to
Jewish caste-prejudice or to ceremonial bond-
age. It 'is the gospel that tells of the Prodigal
Son (xv. 11-32), the Good Samaritan (x. 30-37),

the Pharisee and the Publican (xviii. 10-14).

The third gospel is exactly such a work as,
' under Divine inspiration, might be supposed
to emanate from the companion of St. Paul.

* luke'-ness, *>. [Eng. hike, a. ; -ness.} Luke-
warmness.

lukewarm, a. [A.S. wlcec = tepid; cf.

I eel. hldka = a thaw ; Irfdna = to thaw ; hlcrr,

hly'r = warm, mild ; hlyja, hlua — to shelter
;

A.S. hied, hleow = a shelter ; Dut. leukwarm

;

Ger. lauwarm; O. H. Ger. Ido.]

1. Lit'.: Moderately hot or warm; tepid;
neither too hot nor too cold.

" With lukewarm water wash the gore away."
Pope : Homer ; Iliad xi. 064.

2. Fig. : Not ardent, zealous, or enthusi-
astic ; indifferent, cool.

"In that island existed feuds, compared with which
the hottest animosity of English politicians were
lukewarm."— Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

luke'-wa-rm-ly, adv. [Eng. lukewarm; -ly.]

1. In lukewarm manner or degree ; with
moderate warmth.

2. "With indifference ; without ardour, zeal,

or enthusiasm.

luke'-warm-ness, s, [Eng. lukewarm; -ness.\

1. The quality or state of being lukewarm or
moderately warm ; a mild or moderate heat.

"The many degrees of coldness, thatmay he conceived
to be intermediate, hetwixt lukewarm ness and the
freezing degree of cold."

—

lioyle : Works, ii. 4D0.

2. "Want of ardour, zeal> or enthusiasm ; in-

difference, coolness.
" Lukewarmnent, or a cold, tame, indifferent, unac-

tive religion."— lip. Taylor : Of Ilepcntancc, ch, v., § 4.

+ " luke'-warmth, & [Eng. lukewarm; suff.

-th, as in breadth, Ate] Lukewaimuess;

Iiiiksh'-mee, s. [Lakshmi.]

Lukshmee-fruit, 5.

Bot. : Mangifera sylvatica.

lull, * lull-en, v.t. & i. [Sw. lulla =5 to hum,
to lull ; Dan. lulls = to lull ; O. Dut. hdlen =
to hum.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To compose to sleep by a pleasing sound

;

to soothe to sleep.

"And in hire harnie this litel child sheleid, '

With ful sail face, and gan the childe to- blisse,

And lulled it, and after gan it kisse."
Chaucer: C. T., 8,429.

2. To calm, to assuage'. -

" Stay hut a little, till the tempest cease,
,

And the loud winds are lull'U into a peace."
- Dry..en : Ovid; Ueroides vii.

B.- Iiiljtam^'To subside, to calm down, to
cease, to become quiet: as

r
-The', wind.Z-afk.

,

lull, s. [Lull, v. ; for term, -aby, cf. Iwslutby.]

'* 1. The quality or power of lulling ; a lull-

'aby.
"' My lord, your' stay was long, and yond-er lull

Of falling waters tempted ine to rest."
Young : Revenge, v. 2.

2. A temporary calming down or quiet after

a storm, tumult, or confusion, {hit. 6: Fig.)

lull'-a-by, s. [Lull, v.]

1. A song to lull or compose children. to
sleep.

"And now you thought you heard the lullaby which
a fairy might sing to some fretful changeling."

—

Lit-
ton ; Zandni, fok. i., ch. ii.

2. Anything sung or done to quiet or calm.

"Rest thee ; for the bittern's crj-

Sings us the lake's wild lul abi/.''

Hcotl : Lady of the Luke, iv. 31.

lull'-er, s. [Eng. lull, v. ; -er.] One who or
that which lulls ; one who fondles.

Lul -li-an, a. [For etym. see clef.] Pertaining
to or characteristic of the teaching of Ray-
inundus Lully (1234-1354). [Lullist.]

" Leibniz was acquainted with this so-called Lullian
art."

—

Merz: Leibniz, p. 107.

Lul list, s. [Lullian.]

Hist <£' Philos. : A follower of Lully, the
author of an art of invention which depended
on the placing in different circles of various

concepts, some formal, others material, so

that, when the circles were turned, every pos-

sible combination was easily produced by me-
chanical means, presenting a motley conglom-
erate of sense and nonsense. He blamed
Thomas of Aquinas for holding the doctrines
of the Trinity and the Incarnation to be in-

demonstrable ; and said that with his own
way of conducting proofs and convincing
unbelievers, he found the demonstration of
these dogmas not difficult. Lully's inven-
tion probably gave rise to Swift's picture of
the Laputan professor '" employed in a pro-
ject for improving speculative knowledge by
practical mechanical operations." (Gulliver's

Travels, pt. iii., ch. v. ; cf. Rabelais, bk. v.,

ch. xxiii.)

" Lulius . . . found for his fanciful theory of the
combination of concepts, with a view to the cmiversion
of the unbelieving and the reformation of the sciences,

Lul worth, s. [See def.]

Geog. & Geol. : A village in Dorsetshire near
which is a cove celebrated geologically and
palffiontologically for a Dirt bed (q.v.) of the
same age as that of Portland. At Lulworth
the old horizontal soil is now slanted 45°,

with the stumps of the trees at right angles to
it, just as they were when they grew.

Lulworth-skipper, «.

Entom. : Pamphiht Acfoeon, a butterfly found
chiefly at Lulworth Cove.

1dm, s. [Wei. Witm=tliat projects or shoots
up to a point ; llumon = a chimney.]

1. A chimney.
" Till, fuff ! he started up the lum,

Aii' Jean had e'en a sair heart."
Burns : Halloween.

2. A woody valley.

3. A deep pool.

lum head, e. A chimney top. (Scotch.)

"Reek that came out of the lum-head."—Sco,t :
Heart of Midlothian, eh. xxvii.

lum^a-chel, lum-a-chelle', lum-a-
chel'-la, s. [Fr. lumachelle, from Sp. Inula-

faie, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - 6 ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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chella, from lumaca = a sDail, fj"bm Lat. limaic.

So named because the marble is full of snail-
like shells,]

Petrol. : Fire marble ; a dark-brown shell-
marble, "with brilliant iridescence.

lum-bag'-in-ous, a. [Lat. lumbago (genit,

lumbaginis) = lumbago ; Eng. adj. suff. -oils.]

Of or pertaining to lumbago ; of the nature of
lumbago.

liim ba'-go, *. [Lat., from lumbus — the loin.]

Pathdh,: Rheumatism .of the muscles of the
loins, -with sudden and severe pain, sometimes
extending to. the ligaments underneath the
muscles.

* lumbal, «. [Lumbar.]

lum'-bar, a. [Lat. lumbaris, from lumbus =
the loin ; Sp, lombar, lumbar; Ital. lombare,

lombale; Fr. lomboire.] Pertaining to the loins :

as, lumbar muscles^ lumbar nerves, &c.

lumbar-region, s.

Anat. : The two lateral portions of the riiid-

dle zone of the abdomen. They are called the
right, and the leffci lumbar regions, and are
separated by the umbilical region.

* lum-barde, s. [Lombard.] A Lombard, a
money-lender, a money-changer, a bankcr.1

lum ber, * lum'-bar, s. [Lombard.] ,

* 1. The Lombard-room, where the Lom-
bards, who were' the bankers arid pawn-
brokers of the middle ages, stored their un-
redeemed pledges.

"They put up all the little plate they had in the*
lumbers, which is pawning it. till the ships came."—.

i Lady Murray : Lives of George JBattlie & of Lady Gri-\

sell Baillie.

* 2. -The pledges in that room.
" And by an action falsely laid of trover
The lumber for their proper goods recover."

Buller: Upon Critics.

,3. Pledges out of date, and therefore of
little value ; hence, goods uselessly accumu-
lated rubbish.

" From the glad walla inglorious Iwmber torn."
Pope: Homer; Odyssey xix. 12.

ii Rubbish of any kind ; anything good for
bQ thing or useless ; refuse.
" Ye gods, what dastards would our host command
Swept to the war, the lumber of the land."

Pope: Homer; Iliad ii. 240.
,

5. Harm j mischief, {Provincial.)

6, Foolish or obscene talk or language ; rib-
aldry. (Provincial.)

7. Marketable .timber.

lumber - dryer, s. A shed or closed
chamber iu which sawed lumber is subjected
to an artificially heated and dried atmosphere.

lumber-house, s. A house, shed, or
room for storing lumber.

lumber-kiln, s. A heated chamber for
artifically drying lumber.

lumber-man, s. A lumberer (q.v.).

lumber-measure, s. An apparatus by
which the number of superficial feet contained
in boards of different lengths can be estimated.

lumber room, s. A room for the storage
of lumber.

"That El Dorado called by the grown-up folks a
lumber-room."—Lytton : Night & Morning, bk. i., ch. i.

lumber-Waggon, s. ' A heavy waggon,
long coupled, and having standards to the
bolsters, for hauling sawn timber. •

liim -ber, v.t. & i. [Lumber, s.}

A. Transitive,:

1. To keep together in confusion.
" Deeu in the darkness of dull authors bred,
with all their refuse lumber'd in his head,"

Mallet : Verbal Criticism.

2. To fill with lumber : as, To lumber a room.
B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To move heavily.
" Let them not leap the ditch, or swim the flood,
Or lumber o'er the meads, or cross the wood."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia iii. 229.

2. To make a heavy rumbling noise.
" The postboy's horse right glad to miss

The lumbering of the wheels."
Cowper : John Gilpin.

3. To cut forest timber and prepare it for

the market. {American.)

lum ber-dar , s. [Hind.] The headman of
a village. {Anglo-Indian.)

lum'-ber-er, s. [Eng. lumber
t

s. ; -erf\ A
person employed to cut forest timber and pre-

pare it for the market ; a .woodcutter. (Ameri-

can.)

lum-bo-, pre/. [Lat. lumbus = the loin.] Of
. or belonging, to the- loin.

lumbo inguinal, a. Connecting the
loin and the groin. There is a lumbo- inguinal

nerve.

lumbo sacral, a. Connecting the. loin

-and- the sacral bone. There is a lumbosacral
nerve.

* lum'-brxc, s. [Lat. lumbricus ; Fr. lombric

;

Ital. lombrico ; Port, lombriga ; Sp. lombriz.]

A worm.

lum bric-al, a, & s. [Eng. lu-mbric; -al.)

A. As adjective

:

1. Anat. : Pertaining to or resembling a
worm : as, the lumbrical muscles of the fingers
and toes.

2. Bat. : A term applied to the worm-like
lobes of the fronds in some algals.

B. As substantive:

Anat. (PL): Four muscles, two of the foot
and two of the hand, in their superficial aspect
somewhat resembling worms.

lum-briC'-i-dSB, s. pi. [Lat. lumbric(us) ;

fern. pi. adj. sutf. -Ida.]

Zool. : A family of Annelids, order Ollgo-
clueta, tribe Terricolse. It contains the' earth-

worms. They have a long, cylindrical -body,

tapering at both ends, are destitute of feet,

but have bristles which aid them In their
serpentine progression. They are nocturnal,
and do not possess eyes, but can distin-

guish between light and darkness. They are
completely deaf, but have some intelligence.

They are omnivorous, their favourite food is

leaves. Most of them live in burrows. By
passing vegetable soil through their bodies
they effect important changes in nature. (Dar-
win : The Earthworm.) [Mould.]

lum-bric'-I-form, a; . [Lat. lumbricus = a

worm; and forma= form, shape.] Resembling
. a worm in form or appearance.

liim-bri-ci'-na, s. pi. [Lat. lumbric(us)

(q.v.); fern. pi. adj. suff. -ina.]
'-'

Zool. : A tribe of Annelids, consisting of
animals without eyes or antennae', having the
body setigerous for locomotion) and the articu-

lations distinct. . -

,

lum-bri' cus, 6'. [Lat: "^ im intestinal Worm,
a maw-worm, a stomadh worm. Not the
modern use of the word.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family

r

Lumbricidse (q.v.). Lumbricus terrestris is the
Common Earthworm. [Earthworm.] How
many more British species exist has not beeu
determined. There are eight in Scandinavia

;

but two of them rarely burrow in the ground,
and one inhabits very wet places, or even
lives under water. (Darwin : The Earthworm.)

* lu'-mui-ance, s. [Eng. luminan(t); -ce.]

The quality or state of being lumiuant ; lu-

minousness.

* lU'-min-Aht, a. [Lat. luminans, pr. par.

of lumino'= to give light; lumen (genit. lu-

minis) = light.] Giving or emitting light

;

luminous.

lu'-min-a-ry, s. [0. Fr. luminarie ; Fr. lu-

minaire- = a light, a candle, from Lat; lu-

minare, neut. sing, of luminaris = giving
light ; \lu>nen, for lucimen (genit. lutninis)=
light ; luceo = to shine ; lux (genit. lucis) =
light.]

1. Lit. : Any body which gives or emits
light, espec. one of the heavenly bodies.

" radiant luminary of light interminable,
CeleBtiall father, potential God of might."

Skelton : A Prayer to the Fattier of Heaven.

II. Figuratively:

* 1. Anything which affords light or intel-

ligence.

2. Any person who illustrates any subject
or enlightens mankind.
"Thus perished Pythagoras, the Samian philosopher,
founder of the Italian school, and the great luminary
of the heathen world."

—

Observer, No. 9.

* lu - min-a'-tion, s. [Lat. luminatus, pa.
par. of lumino =. to lighten. ] The emission
of light.

* lu mine, * lu-myne, v.t. [Lat. lumino,
from lumen (genit. luminis) — light] [Illu-

mine..] To illumine, to illuminate, to en-

lighten,
" Blinding the eyes, and lumining the epright."

Spenser: Hymn of Heavenly Love, 280.

lu-min-if'-er-ous, a. [Lat. lumen (genit.

luminh) = light ; fero = to bring, to produce,
and Eng. adj. suff. -mis.]

1. Producing or yielding light.

"The best possible reasons for rejecting the idea of
luminiferous particles."

—

Tyndall : Frag, of Science,
ch. I, p, 3. ,

2. Serving as a medium for the transmission
of light : as, the luminiferous ether.

* lu-min-ds'-i-ty, s. [As if from a Lat.
luminositas, from luminostis — luminous(q. v.).

J

The same as Luminousness (q.v.).

"These must give the earth a certain appearance of
luminosity to an inhabitant of the moon."—Poe

:

Harts Pfall. .
,

lu'-min-ous, a. [Lat. luminosus, from lumen
(genit. htminls) = light ; Fr. Itimineux; Sp.,
Port., & Ital. luniinoso.]

1. Shining ; emitting light, whether original
or reflected.

"A luminous circle, faint and dim."
Longfellow: To A Child.

T Certain plants and animals are luminous.
[Phosphorescence.]

2. Bright, brilliant.'

" A desert land, where the mountains
Lift, through perpetual snows, their lofty and lumin-
ous heads." . Longfellow: Evangeline, ii,- 4.

3. Enlightened ; made bright.

"[Earth's] other part .

,

Still luminous by his ray.' Milton : P. L„ viii. HO.

i. Piercing, sharp.

"-Could you, though luminous your eye,
By looking on the bud. descry . . ,

-

The future splendour of the flower."
Cowper : Political Epistle to Lady Austen.

5. Perspicuous, clear: " a *

" His State papers . . . are models of terse,
luminous, and digniiled eloquence."—Macaulay : Uist.

Eng., ch. xx.

luminous-jar, s.

Elect. : A Leyden-jar having the outer side
coated with varnish, strewed over with me-
tallic powder, and the upper part with a
hooked piece of metal terminated in a knob,
the lower part with: a strip of tin connecting
it with the ground. If suspended to at., elec-

trical machine and the latter' put in ^ction,
' large and brilliant sparks will be found out-

side the jar, illuminating it all around. •-•-
.

luminous-pencil, s.

Optics : A colleCtio'h of rny^'elh^nating from
a luminous body. '

luminous-ray, & >u

Optics .* The ray iu which light is propagated.

lu'-min-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. luminous ; -ly.)

In a luminous manner ; with- brightness or - v

clearness.

lU-min-ous-ness, s. [Eng. luminous; -ness.]
,

' The quality or state of being luminous;
brightness, clearness, perspicuity.

" The contact of the air, though it were not free, did
in a few days destroy the luminous/teas of a good phos-
phorus."

—

Boyle: Works, iv. 370.

lum'-mox, s. [Perhaps connected with lump
(q.v.).] A fat, unwieldy, stupid person.
(Prov.)

lump, " lompe, * lumpe, s. [Of Scandin-
avian origin : cf. Sw. dial, lump = a' piece
hewn off, a log ; Norw. lump = a block, a
stump ; Dut. lump; 0- Lut. lompe = a, rag, a
tatter, a lump. Lump -is a nasalized form
from the same root as lubber (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A small mass of matter of no definite

shape ; an irregular mass.
" A loof other half a loof, other a lompe of chese."

Piers Plouhman, p. 155.

2. A shapeless mass.
" Why might there not have been in this great masa

huge lumps of solid matter ?
"

—

Keil : Against Burnet.

3. A mass of things heaped or thrown to-

gether, without order or regularity.

4. A mass, a body.
"A little leauen of new distaste doth commonly

soure the whole lumpe of former inerites."

—

Bacon:
Henry VII.

, p. 136.

II. Technically

:

1. Founding : A bloom or loop of malleable
iron.

2. Gun. : The nipple-seat on a gun-ban-el.

"| (1) A lump sum : A sum of money paid

boll, bo*y ; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious- shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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at one time, and intended to cover several

charges or items.

"The amounts asked for . . . should be granted in

a lam)) sum to the Imperial Government."—Daily
Telegr.tph, Feb. 13, 1885.

(2) In the lump : In gross ; the whole to-

gether.

lump-SUgar, *. Loaf-sugsir broken up
into small lumps, or cut into small cubes.

lump, v.t. &, i. [Lump, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To throw or form into a lump or mass,
without order or regularity ; to form into a

1 shapeless heap ; to throw or heap together.
" In life an fatally distinguished, why
Cast in uiie lot, confounded, lump'd in death ?

"

Young: Night Thoughts, vii. 749.

2. To take or regard as a whole or in. the
gross ; to count or speak of collectively.

"The expenses ought to be lumped together."

—

Ayliffe; J'arergon.

B. Intrans. : To be sulky. (Prov.)

% If he does not like it, lie may lump it : If

he is not satisfied with what is offered or
given, he may please himself.

* lump er, «. [Eng. lump; -er.]

1. A labourer employed to load or unload
vessels in harbour.

2. A militia-man.

lump '-fish, s. [Eng. lump, and fish.)

Jchlliy : Cijcloplerus lumpms. [Cvclopterus.]

* lump'-ing, a. [Eng. lump; -ing.] Large,
heavy, bulky.

* lump ish, * lomp ish, «. [Eng. lump;
-ish.)

1. Like a lump ; heavy, bulky.

"Little terrestrial particles swimming in it after
the*grossest were sunk down, whjehiby their heaviness
ami lumpish figure, made their way mure speedily."

—

Burnet : Theory of the Earth.

2. Slow, lazy.

"The oxe with lumpish pace."
Turbervile : l'httt all Things have Release, &c.

3. Dull, spiritless, stupid.
" The punch goes round, and they are dull
And lumpish still as ever."

C'owper: Yearly Distress.

* luTnp'-fafti-ljr, adv. [Eng. lumpish; -ly.]

In a lumpish manner : heavily, dully.

* lump -ish- ness, * lump-ish-nesse, s.

[Eng. lumpish ; -ness.] The quality or state

of being lumpish ; heaviness, dulness, stupi-

dity.

"I dwell in a kind of disconsolate darkness, and a
sad lumpizliiiesxc of unbeliefe."—Up. Sail : The Com-
forter.

lump -sucker, s. [Eng. lump, and sucker.)

Jchthy. : The lump-fish (q.v.).

lump'-Jr, «. [Eng. lump; -y.] Full of lumps
or small compact masses.

"One of the best spades to dig hard lumpy clays,
but too small for light garden mould."

—

Mortimer:
Husbandry.

lu'-na, s. [Lat.]

1. Orel Lang. .- The moon. (Usually in

poetry.)

* 2. Chem. : Silver.

luna cornea, s.

Chem. . AgCl. Chloride of Silver.

lu'-na-cy, s. & a. [Lat. luna(ticus) = lunatic

(q.v.*) ; Eng. sun". -c#.]

A. As substantive:

Mental Pathol. & Law: Unsoundness of

mind. A distinction exists in nature between
a person who, born sane, has from some cause
or other fallen into temporary or permanent
aberration of intellect, and one born idiotic,

and with a brain of so limited a circumference
that he is never capable of exercising proper
reason. In strictness, only the former is a
lunatic. Th; distinction is not now legally

regarded as much as formerly.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to lunacy or
lunatics.

"He warned them against allowing their verdict to
be in any way influenced by a dislike of the lunacy
law."

—

Dally Telegraph, Dec. 1, 1884.

If Commission of lunacy : [Commission, s.].

Commissioners in Lunacy : Public officials

appointed to visit and examine lunatic asy-
lums, public or piivate, periodically, and to

grant licences to persons qualified to open
houses for the reception of the insane.

lunacy-law, $,

Eng. Law: Certain laws, or the body of
English law, affecting lunatics. The lunacy

,
laws were consolidated and amended in 1890
and 1891.

lu'-nar, a. & s. [Lat. lunaris, from luna (for

Incnit) = the moon ; luceo = to shine ; lux
(genit. lucis) = light; Fr. lunaire; Sp. &
Port, lunar; Ital. lunare.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to the moon : as, lunar
observations.

"There full the lunar beam resplendent play'd."
Jfoole : Jcrusuletn Delivered, viii.

2. Measured or regulated by the moon : as,

lunar years.

3. Resembling the moon ; round.
* 4. Under the influence of the moon.
" They have denominated some herbs solar and some

lunar, and sucli like toys put into great words,"

—

Ilitcon : Nat. Hist.

B. As substantive

:

Kant. : The same as Lunar-distance (q.v.).

lunar-bone, s.

Anat. : Os lunare, os semilunare. The second
bone iu the upper row of the human carpus.

lunar-caustic, s.

Chem. : AgNC^. Nitrate of silver fused at
a low heat. The common form in which this
salt is used in surgery.

lunar-cycle, s.

Astron. ; [Cycle, s., % (1)].

lunar-distance, *,

Naut. Astron. : The distance of the moon
from the sun or from a fixed star or planet
lying nearly in the line of its path, by means of
which the longitude of a ship at sea is deter-

* mined.

lunar hornet-moth, s,

Entom. : A hawk-moth, Sphecia bembeci-
formis, with the head and thorax dark, the
latter with a yellow collar. It is British.

lunar-method, 5.

Naut. Astron. : One method of determining
the longitude of a ship at sea by observation
of the lunar distances.

lunar-month, s. [Month.]

lunar-observations, s. pi. Observations
of the distance of the moon from the sun or
a star for the purpose of determining the
longitude.

lunar-tables, s. pi.

1. Astron. : Tables of the moon's motion,
&c., arranged for computing her true place at

any given period, past or future. They are
used in the calculation of eclipses.

2, Naviy. : Logarithmic tables for correct-
ing the apparent*distance of the moon from
the sun, or from a fixed star on account of re-

fraction and parallax,

lunar-theory, s.

Astron. : The deduction of the moon's
motion from the law of gravitation.

lunar-underwing, s.

Entmn. : Anchocelis lunosa, one of the Ortho-
sidse. It is of brown, black, and white, and
expands its wings about an inch and a quarter.
The larva; feed on grass.

lunar-year, s. [Year.]

lu-nar'-l-a, s. [From Lat. luna= the moon, so
called from the broad, round, silvery silicules.]

Lot. : Honesty ; a genus of Cruciferse, family
Alyssidte. It consists of large hairy plants,

with alternate or opposite cordate leaves, and
large lilac flowers. " They are from Southern
and Central Europe. Lunaria biennis is the
garden plant called Honesty.

J lu-nar'-i-an, s. [Lat. lunaris = pertaining

to the moon".] An inhabitant of the moon.

lu'-na-ry, * lu-na-rie, a. & s. [Fr. lunaire,

front Lat. lunaris = lunar (q.v.).

J

A. As adj. : The same as Lunar (q.v.).

"The Greeks observed the lunary year, that is,

twelve revolutions of the moon, 354 days."—Browne:
Vulgar Errours, bk. iv„ ch, xii.

B. As subst. : A plant, moonwort (q.v.).

"By the vervaine and lunary
Draw near." Fuimus Troes, ii. G.

*lu'-nate, * lu'-nat-ed, a. [Lat. lunatus=
crescent-shaped ; luna = the moon ; Ital.

lunato; Sp. lunado.] Formed or shaped like

a half-moon ; crescent-shaped.
" A sort of cross, which our heralds do not dream of r

which is a cross lunated after this manner."—Brown ;
Travels (1685), p. 54.

lunated broad-bill, &
Ornith. : Serilophus lunatus. [Eurtlai-

MIN.E.]

lu'-na-tic, * lu'-na-tik, * lu' na tick,
* luil-a-tyke, a. &"s. [Vr. lunatique, from
Lat. lunaticus = affected by" the moon, which
was supposed to cause insanity, insane, from
lunatus = moon-like ; luna — the moon ; Sp.,
Port., & Ital. lunatico.]

A. As adjective:

I. Affected with lunacy ; mad, insane.
" Dispute not with her, she is lunatic."

Shakesp. : Richard III., L 3.

t 2. Exhibiting or characterized by madness
or insanity.
" Bedlam beggars, who, with roaring voices . . .

Sometimeb with lunatic bans, sometimes with prayers.
Enforce their charity." Hhakesp. : Lear, ii. a.

3. Intended for the reception of lunatics

:

as, a lunatic asylum.

B. As subst. : An insane person ; one who
is affected with lunacy.

"The unhappy prisoner was a lunatic, within my
own definition of lunacy."

—

Erskine : Speech for James
JIadfield.

lunatic -asylum, s. An institution or
hospital for the reception and treatment of
lunatics. There are county and borough
asylums supported by rates, asylums with en-
dowments, and asylums kept for private profit.

All are now visited and inspected by, and are
subject to the control of public officers ap-
pointed for the purpose. Formerly lunatics
were treated with great severity in asylums

;

now as much liberty is accorded them as is

consistent with the safety of themselves and
others, and the results have -been most bene-
ficial. The non-restraint system was intro-
duced by Pinel when in charge of the Bicetre
at Paris, in 1792, and his plan was adopted
by W. Tuke, in 1813, at the Friends' Retreat
in York. It was tried in Lincoln in 1839,
and in Hanwell in the same year. Now it is

universal through Britain. Before any lunatic
can be removed to an asylum, two medical
certificates and a magistrate's order must be
obtained, besides which the particulars of the
ease must be communicated to the Commis-
sioners iu Lunacy.

If About one person in 600 in Britain is

either a lunatic or affected by insanity. A
lunatic may inherit property whether real or
personal, or can obtain it by a decree or a
bequest ; but he cannot act as an executor or
make a will of his own. He is not criminally
responsible for his actions, nor is he quite free
as to contracts, though, like an infant, he
can be made to pay for necessaries. By 15
and 16 Geo. II., c. 30, passed in 1742, the
marriage of a lunatic was declared to be
illegal.

lu-na'-tion, •?. [Low Lat. lunntio, from Lat.
lunatus = moon-like ; luna = the moon.]

Astron. : A revolution of the moon ; the
time from one new moon to another.

" If the lunations be observed for a cycle of nineteen
years, which is the cycle of the moon, the same ob-
servations will be verified for succeeding cycles for
ever."—Solder : On Time.

lunch, s. [A variant of lump; cf. bunch and
blimp, hunch and hump.]

1. A lump, a slice, a large piece, as of bread.
(Prov.)

*' An' cheese, an' bread, frae women's laps.
Was dealt about in lunches."

Burns : Holy Fair.
2. A luncheon (q.v.).

"At Shaw Paddocks we had lunch at the roadside
inn."—Field, Dec. C, 1884.

lunch, v.i. [Lunch, s.] To take a lunch or
luncheon.

lunch' -eon, * lunch -ion, * lunch-in,
; lunsh-in, a. [For lunching, from lunch, s.

(q.v.)-]

1. A lump, « big piece, as of bread or
other edible.

" I sliced the luncheon from the barley-loaf."
Gay : Xheplierd's Week ; Tuesday.

2. A slight meal between breakfast and
dinner.

luncheon-bar, s. A bar or counter in
an inn or eating-house where meals can be
taken.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. a>, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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lunch'- -eon, v.i. [Luncheon, s.] To take
lunch or luncheon.

lun -dress, s. [From London (?), the city.]

Coinage: A sterling silver penny formerly
coined in London. (Lownd : Essay on Coins.)

lune (V, s. [Lat. luna, = the moon.]
* I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : Anything in the shape of a half-

moon or crescent.

"A troop of Janizaries strewed the field,

Kiillcii in just ranks or wedges, lanes or squares,
Finn lis they stood." Watts : Lyric Poems, ii.

2. Fig. : A tit of lunacy or frenzy ; a mad
freak, a crotchet.

" Why, woman, your husband is in his old Junes
again."—Xhakfs/j. : Merry Wives of Windsor, iv. 2.

II. Geom. : The area included "between the
are* of two circles which intersect each other.

TT Lanes cf Hipocrates :

.

Math. : The name given to the two semi-
circular figures a is c a a and c v b h c, re-

markable for their employment by Hippocrates
in his celebrated
theorem, a c b is a
right-angled tri-

angle, right-angled
at c ; a o it n, ae c,

and c f b are semi-
circles, with the dia-

meters ab, ac, and
c b respectively. By
Euclid vi. 31, a e *c + cfe= a g h b. By
taking away the common areas agc and en v.t

it is clear that lune aecga-t lune c v v, h o
= triangle acb. This was the first time that
a curvilinear area was proved equal to a recti-

linear one.

*lune(2), s. [Perhaps a corrupt, of line (f[.v.).j

A leash : as, the lune of a hawk.

*lu-net', x. [Lunette.] A little moon; a
small half-moon.

"Our predecessors could never have believed that
there „w,pjie such J it net* iihout some of the planets, as
our late perspectives have descryed."-— /f/>. Halt :

Peace-Maker*, § 10.

lu-nette', s. [Fr., dimin. of lune; Lat. luna
= the moon ; Ital. lunetla.] A term applied
to various objects of a half-moon shape : as

—

1. Archtrol. : A crescent-shaped penannular
concave plate of metal, apparently worn as
an ornament about the neck.

2. Architecture

:

(1) An arched aperture in the side of a long
vault, and having a less height than the pitch.

(2) A semicircular aperture in a concave
ceiling.

(3) An opening in the roof of a house.

3. Farriery : A horseshoe having only the
front, curved portion, lacking the branches.

4. Glassmalcing : The flue connecting the
fire-chamber with the pot-chamber of a glass-
fumnce.

5. Fort. ; A half-moon ; a detached work
presenting a salfamt angle towards the enemy,

r leches Of* SMALL
RED AN5
LUNETTE.

and flanks open at the gorge. With the flanks

it has the character of a detached bastion :

without Ihe flanks, it would be a redan or

fieche; with the gorge closed, it .would be-

come a'T^dotiht.

3. frames;: A blinder for the eyes of an
intractably horse.

7. Optics:

(1) A perifocal spectacle-glass ; concavo-
convex, its curve approximating the shape of

the eye and affording more distinct oblique
vision.

(2) A flattened watch-crystal or glass, to
avoid adding to the thickness of the watch.

8. Ordn. : A forked iron plate into which
the stock of a field-gun carriage is inserted.

lung, *longe, lunge, s. [A.S. lunge; eogn.
witli Dut. long = lungs, lights; Icel. lungu
(pi. htngu); Dan. hingre (pi. lunger); Sw.
lunga; Ger. lunge = lungs.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

2. (PI) : A person having a strong voice.

*3. (PI.): A servant who blew the fire for
an alchemist.

"That is his fire-drake,
His lungs, his zephyrm*. he that puffs his

II. Anatomy (PL)

1. Human: The organs of respiration, on
each side of the chest, corneal, and separated
from each other by the heart in front and
a membranous partition, the Mediastinum.
Externally they are convex, to correspond
with the chest walls, and internally concave
to receive the heart ; above they terminate
in a tapering cone and below in a broad
concavity resting on the diaphragm. In
colour they are mottled, pinkish-gray, speckled
with black. Each is divided into two lobes,

JienJonaon: Alchemist, ii.

ANATOMY OF THE LUNGS AND HEART,
i. The right ventricle ; the vessels to the left of the
number me the middle coronary artery and veins,
and those to its right the anterior coronary artery
and veins. 2. The left ventricle. :j. The right au-
ricle. 4. The left auricle. 5. The pulmonary artery.
G. The right pulmonary artery. 7. The left pulmon-
ary artery. 8. The remains of the ductus arteriosus.
9. The arch of the aorta. 10. The superior vena cava.
11. The arteria inuominatu, and in front of it the
right vena inuomlnata. 12. The right subclavian
vein, and, behind it, its correaponding artery. i:j.

The right common carotid artery and vein. 14. The
left vena inuominata. IS. The left carotid artery
and vein. 10. The left subclavian vein and artery.
17. The trachea. 18. The right bronchus. 19. The
left bronclniB. 2f>, 20. The pulmonary veins; 18, 20,

form the root of the right lung, and 1, 19, 20, the root
of the left. 21. The superior lobe of the right lung.
22. Its middle lobe. 23. Its inferior lobe. 24 The
superior lobe of the left lung. 25. Its inferior lobe.

separated by a deep fissure, and the right
lung has a third lobe above of triangular
shape ; the right is also larger on account
of the heart lying towards the left side.

The lungs are kept in position by their roots,
composed of the bronchi, pulmonary artery,
and pulmonary veins ; the right side presents
the bronchus above, then the artery, then
the veins ; but on the left side we find the
bronchus between the artery and the veins.
Each lung is enclosed in a serous membrane,
the pleura, which extends to its root, and is

then expanded on the chest wall. The lungs
are composed of minute ramifications of the
bronchial tubes, terminating in intercellular
passages and quadrilateral or hexagonal air-

cells, along with ramifications ofthe pulmonary
artery and veins, bronchial arteries and veins,
lymphatics and nerves, the whole bound to-
gether by areolo-fibrous tissue constituting
the parenchyma of the lungs. [Physiolocy,
Respiration.]

2. Compar. Anat. : In the lowest and sim-
plest forms of animal life (aquatic),.we find no
trace of respiratory organs, the, interchange
between the layer of water with the aerating
surface being effected by the general move-
ment of the body, or by cilia (q.v.). In most
of the Mollusca we find gills in the place of
lungs, except in the terrestrial species, as the
snail or slug, where we have a lung which is

a simple cavity in the back communicating
directly with the air, and covered witli minute
blood-vessels; in bivalve molluscs again, as
in the oyster, it is the internal surface of the
mantle or skin-lining which is the special

organ, with the same essential structure as

gills. In the Articulata, as tapeworm, marine

worms, Crustacea, as the crab tribe, we find a

somewhat similar arrangement to that of the

Mollusca, but in insects, and other proper air-

breathing Articulata, we have a regular series

of air-sacs along each side of the body, open-

ing by pores, called spiracles or stigmata, so

in the spider-tribe, but in a more concentrated

form, and more resembling the lung of the

Vertebrata. The gills of fishes come next in

the scale, accompanied in many cases with an
air-bladder, especially in those approaching
the Amphibia in their organization, and in

some of these it is a double sac, the analogue oi

the double lung. The lungs of the Reptiles are,

for the most part, capacious sacs occupying
a good deal of the trunk cavity, -hut not tilled,

like those of the Mammalia, by an act of in-

spiration, but chiefly by the process of swal-

lowing. In Birds we have the connecting link

between the types of structure in the two
classes.

3. Pathol : There are various diseases of

the lungs : two of the most important are tu-

bercular phthisis and pneumonia.

IT (1) Lungs of London : The parks. Brewer
considers that the first use of the term was by
Windham, in a parliamentary debate on Jan.

30, 1S0S, regarding encroachments on Hyde
Park.

(2) Lungs of the Oak:

Bot. : [Lunowokt^

lung-flower, $.

Dot. : Gentiana Pncuvwnanthe.

lung-grown, a.

Med. : Having the lungs adhering to the
pleura.

"The lungs sometimes grow fast to the skin that
lines the breaat within ; whence such as are detained
with that accident are lung-grown,"—Ifarvcg ; On
Consumption.

lung worm, s.

Zool. : Strong>/lus micrurus, a ncmatoid,
parasitic in calves, to which it is often fatal.

lunge, s. [A corrupt, of Fr. allonge, alonge —
a lengthening, from allonger— to lengthen.

J

[Lonoe.]

Fencing: A sudden thrust or pass with a
sword.

lunge (1), v.i. [Lunge, s.]

1. To make a sudden thrust or pass with a
sword.

2. To reach or stretch out.

lunge (2), v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To exercise
a horse by causing him to run round in a ring
while held by a rein.

"The coachman was hingim Georgy round the
lawn."—Tluichcray : Vanity Fair, ch. xlvi.

lunged, a. [Eng. lung; -ed.]

1. Having lungs.

* 2. Drawing in and expelling air like the
lungs.

" The smith prepares his hammer for the stroke.
Which the lunged bellows hissing Arc provoke."

Dryden: Juvenal, sat. x.

lung'-eous, &. [O. Fr. longis - a lout, from
long = long.] Awkward, rough, cruel, quarrel-
some. (Prov.)

lung'-e>, s. [Eng. lung(e); -fir.] One who
lunges.

"To do him justice ... a swifter lunger never
crossed a sword."

—

Lytton : Zanoai, bk. ii., ch. i.

lungie, s. [Etym. doubtful
;
prob. O. Fr.

longis.] [Lungis.] The guillemot (q.v.).

lun'-glS, s. [O. Fr. longis.] A dull, stupid,
drowsy fellow ; a lout. [Lungeous.]

lung-less, o. [Eng. lung; -less.] Having
no lungs ; destitute of lungs.

" A body heartlesse, hmglesse, tonguelessetoo."
Sylvester : Trophies, 760.

- lung'-Striick, a. [Eng. lung, and stmch.]
Suffering from any affection of the lungs.

" Hints about its sanitary condition circulate freely
through Aix-les-Baius and Matlock, -where the lung-
struck world passes July and August."—Pall J/all
Gazette, Oct. 13, 1882.

lung'-wort, & [Eng. lung, and wort.]

1. Sticta pulmonacea, a lichen growing on
the 'trunks of trees in moist, sub-alpine
countries. It is sometimes prescribed in dis-
eases of the lungs, like Iceland moss. In

boll, bo"^; po"ut, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,

-clan, -tian = shan. -tiou, - sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. — fcel, del.
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Siberia it is used' as a substitute for hops.
Called also Lungs of the Dak.

2. The boraginaceous genus Pulmonaria.
The Narrow-leaved Lungwort, is Pulmonaria
aiigustifolia, and the Common Lungwort, P.

officinalis; the former is wild, and the latter

only naturalized in Britain.

3. llieraciuvi pulmoimrium.

TI Bullock's Lungwort is Verbascum Thap-
sus ;'- Tree Lungwort' [Lungwort (1)J.

* lu'-ni-cur-rent, a. [Lat. hina=the moon
;

and Eng. current.] Having relation to changes
in currents ; depending on the changes of the
moon.

* lu'-m-form, a. [Lat. tuna = the moon,
and forma = form.] Resembling the moon
in form.

y lu'- ni - sol - ar, a. [Lat. hma= the moon,
and Eng. solar (q.v.) ; Fr. lunisolaire.] Com-
pounded of the revolutions of the sun and
moon ; resulting from the united action of
the sun and moon.

lunisolar-period, s.' [Lunisolar-year.]

lunisolar-precessiosi, •

Astron. : That part of the precession of the
. equinoxes which depends on the joint action
of the sun and moon.

lunisolar-year, lunisolar-period, s.

Astron. : A period found by multiplying the
cycle of the sun by that of the moon. It =
532 years. When it returns, the eclipses re-

turn again in the same order.

lu'-niTstice, s. [Lat.. luna = the moon, and
sto (pa. t. steti) = to stand.]

Astron. : The farthest point of the moon's
northing and southing on her monthly revolu-

tion about the earth.

* lu'-nl-tid-al, a. [Lat. 7u>wi= the moon, and
Eng. tidal (q.v.).] Relating to tidal motions
dependent on the moon.

"Tables giving the mean lunilidul interval."—Arew
American Cyclopced'ui, xv. 47-1.

liinn'-ite, s. [Named by Bernhardt after the
Rev. F. Lunn; suff. -tie (Min.); Ger. huuiit.]

Mill. : Until recently regarded'as a synonym
of 1 hosphorochalcite (q.v.) ; but Schrauf uses

this name for the group of minerals included
by Dana under pseudomalachite (q.v.), and
divides them thus : for the pseudo-monoclinic
(triclinic), sp. gr. 4*4, and corresponding to

CugPs'ILiOis, the name dihydrite ; for the
compound," Cu5P2H60i3, the name eh lite

;

and fur CU6P2H0G14, that of phosphorocalcite.

He regard* tiie massive forms -as' mixtures of

the three crystalline varieties: '-

lunt, s. [Dut. lont ; Dan. &,Ger. lunte^.o,

match.] Flaiiie ; a match-cord for tiring

cannon ; a column of flame and smoke.

Hint, v.i. [Lunt, s.] To flame, to burn, to
emit smoke.

"Chi, if they burn the custom-house it will catch
here, and we'll lunt like a tar-barrel a'thegither."—
Scott: GuyJIannertng, uli. ilviii.

(

lu'-nu-la, s.~ {Lat.,' 'dimin. of luna = the
moon",] Anything in the shape of a half-moon
or crescent ; specif., in anat., the small white
semilunar mark at the base of the nails.

Iu'-nu-lar,. a. [Lunula.] Formed or shaped
like the "new moon ; crescent-shaped.

lu'-nu-late, lu'-nu-lat-ed, a. [Lunula.]
Resembling a small crescent ; crescent-shaped.

" At the base of ciip-shaped or tunulate receptacles."

—Berkeley : Cry))togainic Botany, § 47C.

lu'-nule, s. [Fr., from Lat. lunula, dimin. of;

lu Ma"= the moon.] Anything shaped like a 1

half-moon or crescent, as

—

1. Conchol. : A crescent-shaped tna-rk'on 'some
bivalve shells.

2. Geom. . A lune (q.v,).

lu'-nil-let, s. [Dimin. of Epg; lune.] [Lunule.]

Eutom. ; A small semicircular spot in some
insects, which differs from the colour of the
other parts.

lu'-nu-lite, s. [Lunulttes.]

Zool. . A bryozoan of the genus Lunulites
(q.v.).

lu'-nu-li-tes, s. [Lat. lunula, and suff. -ites,]

Pakvont. : A genus of Bryozoa, family Es-

charidte. Morris enumerates several species,
the genus ranging from die Upper Chalk to
the Coralline Crag.

Lu'-per-cal (pi. Lu-per-cal'-i-a), s. & «.

[Lat. - luperealis, from litpey-cal = a grotto on
the Palatine, sacred to Lupercus or Pan.]

A. As subst. : One of the most ancient of
the Roman festivals, celebrated in February
of every year in honour of Lupercus or Pan.

" You know, it is the feast of Lapcrcal."
Shakesp. : Julius C'tesar, i. 1.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Luper-
calia.

Lu-per-cal'-i-an, a. [Lupercal.] Of or
1 pertaining to the Lupercalia.

" The 9a.lin.ii and Lupercallan dances being named."—Spenser. J/ist. of Progress, p. 25.

lu'-pui-as-ter, s. [Lat. lupinus = a lupine,
and aster = (l) a star

; (2) a starwort.]

Bot, : A sub-genus or section of Trifolium
(q.v.). It has large red, white, or yellow
flowers as lieads, persistent petals, and three
to seven coriaceous leaflets.

lu'-pine, a. & s. [Lat.,
1

as subst. = the plant
[I).] ; as adj. — pertaining to a wolf; from Ivr

' pits = a wolf. The plant is so called because it

penetrates the soil with wolfish eagerness and
1 exhausts it.] .

* A. As adj. : Like a wolf; wolfish.

B. As subst. : [Lupinus}.

lu'-pin-xn, s.- [Eng.'lupin ;. suff. ~in'(Chem.).]

Cham. : A bitter non-nitrogenous subVance,
obtained CPoni lupine seeds.'

lu-pi'-nus, s. [Lupine,]

1.2Jo(.: Ageiius'ofpapilionaceous plants, tribe .

Lotese, sub-tribe Gcnisteai ; section or family,

'

Cratnlartea£ Calyxj deeply bilabiate ; vexil-
luni of the corolla with reftexed sides,, the keel
aqumiuate'd ; "tnjts- legume" coriaceous, com-
pressed, obliquely torulose ; leaves digitate,
with from Jive, to fifteen leaflets, rarely simple.
The genus is extensive. The species inhabit
the nortli tempe-rate zones, both in the Old
and New Worlds. Lupinus albus is the White
Lupine of gardens,' and L. Thcrmis, the Egyp-
tian White Lupine ; L. vet r his, the Small Blue

;

L. hirsutus, the Large Blue Lupine, and L.
luteus, tlie Yellow Lupine.

2. Pharm. : According to Baden Powell,
L. albus is 'brought to India from Egypt, and
used as a. carminative, also iii leprosy and
internal heat.

"

If Bastard Lupine is Trifolium lupijiaster ;
Small Lupine, Psdrcehalupiiulla.

* lu'-p6id, a. [Lat. Uipus = 3. wolf, and 'Gr.

e'iSos (eidos) = form.]

Pafliol. ; Resembling lupus (q.v.).

* lupoid-cancer, s. The same as Ro-
,
dent-ulcer. I)r. Tanner contends that the
term should be abolished as liable to mislead.

* lu'-pous, a. [Lat. lupus = a wolf.] Like a
wolf; wolfish.

lu'- pu - lin, & [Lat. lupul(us) ; suff. -in

(Cheriv.).]

!

"' Cheni. ': The yellow granular aromatic powder
' situated at the base of the cones of 'the hop,
and forming from S to IS' per cent, of the cones.

It contains a volatile oil, a resin, a nitrogen-
' 'ous substance, and 'a bitter principle. The oil

and resin give to beer its aromatic' odour.

lu-pu'-lin-ous, s. [Mod. Lat. lupulus; Eng.

j

suff. -inous = -hie + -ous.] [Lupulite.]

Bot. : Resembling a head of hops!.

lu'-pu-llte, s. [Mod. Lat. htpulus, the specific

name of the hop (Humulus lupulus).]

Chevi. : The bitter principle of hops. It is
"> 'Soluble in alcohol, slightly so in water, but is

insoluble in ether. (Garrod.)

lu'-pus, s. [Lat., from Gr. Au'/co? (lukos) = a
' wolf; Fr. loup ; Ital. & Sp. lupo.]

1. Zoology

:

(1)' A genus established by Buffon, to include
, the true wolves and the jackals, now generally

considered as forming part of the genus Canis

- -(cl-
v-) [Canis, Wolf.]

(2) The (irst section of Col. Hamilton Smith's
sub-genus Chaon. In this nomenclature,
Litjyus vulgaris is the Common Wolf, L. Lyc-aon

the Black Wolf, L. nubtius the Dusky Wolf,

and L. meiA'-amis the Mexican Wolf.

2. Path. : A spreading tuberculous inflamina- .

tion of the skin, generally of the face, tending

to great destructive ulceration, often, from.

syphilis. There are two forms, chronic lupus

and lupus exeden*, the latter charm terized by
the rapid eating away of the parts affected.

3. Astron.: The Wolf: one of the fifteen

ancient Southern constellations. It is situated

between Centaurus and Ara, just under Scor-

pioi It contains no stars larger than the

third magnitude.

lupus-disease, •-

Path. : The same as Lupus (q.v.).

* lur-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. lurcatus, pa. par. of

lurco = to devour greedily.]- Gormandizing,
gluttony.

lurch (1),
* lurche, s. [O. Fr. lourche, ourche,

prob. from orce, ource, ourcel = a vase ; Lat.

urceus = a pitcher.]

* 1, A game at tables.

2. A term in cribbage to denote tlie posi-

tion of a player who has not passed the
thirtieth hole when his opponent reaches the
sixty-first. The loser is then said to be left

in the lurch. Hence the phrases To leave in
the lurch, To be left in the lurch, are used to
express the position of a person abandoned or
left without help by another.

"She's fl-n odious creature to leave me thus i' the
lurch.''—Duke 0/ Buckingham: Chances, p. 167.

3. A bird-net.

* L A swindle, a trick.

IT (1) At lurch : Hidden or secreted for a
purpose, especially to pilfer,

(2) To glue a lurch; To tell a falsehood ; to

deceive.

lurch-line, s. The line which draws the
bird-net ovet the prey.

lurch (2), s. [Lurch (2), v.]

1. A sudden roll sideways, as of a ship in

a heavy sea ; a rolling from side to side.

2. An inclination, a disposition, a. desire.

(American.)
"She lias a natural lurch for it, and it "comes easy to

her."

—

Miss Cummins: Lamplighter.

% Lee lurch

:

Xaut. : A roll to leeward, as when a heavy
sea strikes the ship on the weather side.

* lurch (1), v.i. & t. [A variant of lurk(q.v.),~\

A. Intransitive
:

'

1. To lie in wait; to lurk about ; to lie in

ambush.

2. To x»ilfer, to steal, to rob.

3. To play tricks ; to shift.

"I myself, mimetimes leaving goodness on my left

hand, and hiding mine honour in iny necessity, am
fain to shuffle, to hedge, and to larcli."—Siuxkesp'.

:

Merry Wives of Windsor, ii. 2.

B. Transitive

:

1. To seize, to snatch ; to intercept booty ;

to anticipate another in seizing anything.

.

"I speak not o£ many more (discommodities of a
residence] too far from great cities which may hinder
business ; or too near tliem, -which Iwrdieth its nro-
viaious and inaketli everything dear."—Bacon: Essays;
Of Budding.

2. To appropriate, to steal, to take or gain
privily.

3. To leave in the lurch ; to deceive ; to
. forsake treacherously ; to disappoint.

lurch ,(2), v.i. [Etym. doubtful
; perhaps the

same as Lurch (1), v.] '

1. To roll suddenly to one side, as a ship in
a heavy sea.

"The screw laboured. violeiiUyamid the lurching."
—Tyndall: Fragments of Science, eh. vi.

2. To roll about ; to run or walk awkwardly
or unsteadily, as a drunken man.

;

''Here a big lurching customer is viewed by an
amateur who gives a holloa."—Field, Jan. 28, 1882.

lurch'-er, s. [Eng. lurch (1), v. ; -er.)

* 1. One who lurks about to steal, betray,
or entrap ; a poacher.

" Our Lord may choose the rack should teach
To this young lurvher use of speech."

Scott: Lord of the Isles, v. 22,

2. Specif. : A variety of dog, a cross between
a shepherd's dog and a greyhound, commonly
used by poachers, as it hunts both by sight
and scent.

"On the drawbridge, the warders stout
Haw a terrier and lurrhrr \ assiiiL- nut."

Scott : Lay if the Lust Minstrel, iii. 12.

*3. A glutton, a gormandizer.

Sftte, flit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule. fii7.1: try, Syrian, so, ce=e; ey=a. qu = kw.
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lur' dan, * lur-dane, a. & s. [0. Fr.
lourdin, lourdein, from lourd = heavy,, dull,

Stupid.]

A. As adj. : Dull, stupid, blockish, clown-
ish ; lazy and. useless ; vagabond:

B. As subst. : A dull, stupid fellow ; a
blockhead, a good-for-nothing fellow.

"A lurdane : vbi a thefe."—Cathol. Anglicum.

*lur'-dan-ryf s. [Bug. tttrdan; -ry.] Thiev-
ing, robbery, crime.

" Leyis, lurdanry and hist are oure laid sterne."
Douglas: Virgil; *Eneid viii., prol. 9.

liire (1), s. [Fr. velours = velvet] A velvet
brush or smooth ing-pad used by hat-makers.

liire (2), s. [O. Fr. loevre, lovire; Fr. leuvre,

from M. H. Ger. lurder; Ger. luder = a bait,

a decoy.]

1. Lit. & Falconry : Any object, more or less

resembling a fowl, thrown into the air to
recall a hawk from its flight. It is also whirled
round in the hand of the falconer.

" Yes, everything is wanting-, gallant bird,
The master seized thee without further word,
Like thine own lure, lie whirled thee round."

Longfellow: Student's Tale.

2. Fig. ; That which lures ; an enticement,
an allurement ; that which invites or allures
by the prospect of advantage or pleasure.

" The lure of novelty and thirst of gain." .

Brooke: Constantia.

^lure (3), s. [Icel.]

Mus. : An ancient Scandinavian trumpet.
Some specimens discovered in Denmark, would,
if straightened, have been six feet in length.

liire, v.i. & t. [Lure, s.]

* A. Intrans. :- To- call an animal ; specif.,

to call back a hawk,
" Standing near one that lured loud and shrill, I had

suddenly an offence, as if somewhat had broken, or
been dislocated in my ear, and immediately after a
loud' ringing."

—

Bacon: Nat. Hist., % 129.

B. Transitive:

1. Lit. i& Falconry : To attract or bring back
by a lure, as a hawk.

" for a falconer's voice
To lure this taaeel-geutle back again."

Shukcsp. : llomeo & Juliet, ii. 2.

2. Fig. : To entice, to allure, to attract by
the prospect of advantage or pleasure.
" Whose scent hath lured them over the summer

flood." Moore: Veiled Prophet.

lurg, s. [Etym. doubtful ; cf. hig, lob, &c]
Zool. : Nephthys cam, the White-rag Worm,

an errant Annelid, common on the British
coasts. Of beautiful pearly lustre, from six to
ten inches long, and about three-tenths of an
inch wide. It lives in the sand, into which it

burrows by means of its strong proboscis, and
fixes itself by its setigerous feet.

* lur'-gu-lar-jf, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Law : The act of casting anything corrupt
or poisonous into the water.

liir'-id, a. [Lat. hiridus.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Of a pale yellow colour, as
flame ; wan, gloomy, dismal.

"The right-hand horseman, young and fair,
His smile was like the mom of May

;

The left, from eye of tawny glare,
Shot midnight lightning's lurid ray."

Scott : TJie Chase.

2. Bot. : Of a dirty brown colour ; some-
what clouded ; a mixture of purple, yellow,
and gray.

'* liir'-i-dse, s. pi. [Fern. pi. of Lat. luridus=
lurid (q.v.).]

Bot. : The thirty-third order in Linnaeus's
Natural System of plants. He included under
it the genera Solanum, Celsia, Digitalis, &c.

lurk, *lork-en, lurke, * lurk-en, v.i.

[By the common corruption of s to r from
Sw. dial, luska = to lurk, to sneak about;
Dan. luske = to sneak, to skulk about; Ger.
lauschen = to listen, to lurk; O. But. luschen
= to lurk. Cf. also Sw. lura ; Dan. hire —
to lurk ; Ger. Imieni ; Icel. Mera, Mora — to
stand eavesdropping.]

1. To lie hid, to lie close, to lie in wait.
" They lurked among the rooks and thickets which

overhang the Garry."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., eh. xiii.

2. To hide, to conceal one's self.

" After about three years of wandering and lurking."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

3. To lie or remain unperceived or secret.

"Sorrow livrking at the heart."
iSco« : Rokeby, vi. 24,

*4. To steal away secretly.
" Vlyxes the lord, that lurkyd by nyght
Fro the cite to the see." De&truct. of Troy, 1,167.

lurk'-er, s. [Eng. Iwk; -er.] One who hides
or sneaks about

"If this Jawlesse lurker had ever had any taste of
the civfll or canon law."— Bp. Hall : Honour of Married
Clergy, bk. i., § 24.

lurk'-ing, pr. par., a., &, s. [Lukk.]

A. As pr. par. ; (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Lying hid ; lying in wait.
" It waked the lurking ambuscade."

Scott ; Lord of the Isles, v. 27.

2. Secret, retired.

" Why tell of mossy rock or tree,

By lurking Dernbrook's pathless side ?"

Wordsworth: White Doe of Rylstone, vii.

C. As subst. : The act of lying in wait or

hidden.

lurking - hole, s. A hiding-place; a
place where one can lie hid ; a secret place.

lurking-place, s. The same as Lurk-
ing-hole (q.v.).

"(Theyl came forth from their lurlcing-places, and
demanded possession of their old apartments in the
palace,"

—

Macaulay : Wist. Eng., ch. x.

lur'-ry (1), s. [Lorry.]

*lur'-ry (2), s. [Wei. llwry = precipitant.]

1. A confused throng ; a crowd, a heap, a
mass.

, 2. A confused or inarticulate sound or utter -

, ance : as, slurry of words. (Milton,.)

t lus-cin'-l-a, s. [Lat. = a nightingale.]

Oriiitfi.: A genus of Turdidae (Thiushes).
Lnsciiiia' pfiilomela is the Nightingale ; called

also Philomela luscinia, and- more recently
Daulias lusainia. [Nightingale.]

lus'-cious (lus as lush), *lush'-ious,
* lus-syouse, a. [Eng. lusty; -ous.]

1. Very sweet ; sweet in a great degree

;

delightful to the taste.
" The luscious wine the obedient herald brought."

Pope : JToiner ; Odyssey xiii. G9.

2. Sweet to a nauseating degree ; sweet to

excess.

* 3. Fulsome, nauseating.

*i. Obscene, smutty.
" The luscious tale was not forgot,"

Somcruille : The Inquisitive Bridegroom.

lus'- cious- l$r (lus as lush), adv. [Eng.
Luscious; -ly.} In a luscious manner or degree.

lus -cious ness (lus as lush), s. [Eng.
luscious'; -ness.] The quality or state of being
luscious ; deliciousness ; excessive sweetness.

"Can there be greater indulgence in God, than to
imbitter sensualities whose lusciousness intoxicates
us 1

"

—Decay of Piety.

* lu-serne', s. [Fr. loup-cervier, from Lat.
hcpics-cervarins = a deer-wolf; lupus = awolf;
cervus = a stag.] A lynx.

liish, s. [Said to be from the name of Lushing-
ton, aoncewell-known London brewer.] Drink,
liquor. (Slang.)

* liish, a. [A shortened form of lushious s=

luscious (q.v.).] Luxuriant in growth ; suc-
culent, juicy.

" And let a lush laburnum oversweep them."
Keats : I Stood Tiptoe, 31.

liish, v.t. & i. [Lush, s.]

A. Trans. : To drink.
" The richest sort you ever lushed."—Dickens : Oliver

Twist, ch. xxvi.

B. Intrans. : To drink ; to be a drinker.

* lush-burg, * liishe'-burgh, 5. [See def.]

A counterfeit coin, made at Luxemburg dur-
ing the reign of Edward III., in imitation of
English coins.

" Lushburgs, al. Luxenburghs, was a base sort of
money coyued beyond seas, to the likeness of English
money, in thedays of Edward IIL.andbroughtintode-
ceive the king and his people,"—Blount : Jfomo-lextcon.

lush ing-ton, a. [Lush, s.] A drunkard
; a

heavy drinker.

lush'-y, a. [Eng. lush, s. ; -y.] Drunk, in-
toxicated, tipsy. (Slang.)

" I was so uncommon lushy I couldn't find the place
where the latch key weut in."—Dickens: Pickwick,
ch. xx.

lu'-si-ad, s. [Port. Os lusiaSos = the Lusi-
tanians or Portuguese.] A celebrated Portu-
guese epic poem, by Camoens, on the estab-

lishment of the Portuguese empire in India

;

first published in 1571.

Lu-si-ta'-ni-an, a. [Lat. Lusitaaia = what
now is Portugal ; Eng. suff. -an.] Of or be-

longing to ancient Portugal. (For its use in

a more extended sense, see the' compounds.)

Lusitanian-province, s.

Zool. dt Geol. : 'A marine province compre-
hending the shores of the Bay 'of Biscay (Por-

tugal), the Mediterranean, and North-west
Africa as far as Cape Juby.

Lusitanian-region, b.

Zool. & Geog. : The name given by Prof.

Edward Forbes, to a region extending from
the countries bordering the Mediterranean,
through Hungary and the Crimea, to the

Caucasus.

If The name " province" is given by zoolo-

gists to a division of water; " region '' and
" sub-itegion" to divisions of -land.

* liisk, * luske, a. & s. [Icel.. loskr = weak,
idle.]

A. As adj.: Idle,, lazy.

B. As snbU. : An idle, lazy fellow.
" Avaunt, idle lusk as thou art, and .get thee gone,

for thou art not so good of deed as ' a /woman."—/*. Hol-
land: Plutarch, p. 3115.

* liisk, v.i. [Dusk, a.] To be idle or lazy ; to
laze about.

" He is my foe, friend thou ifot him,
Nor forge him arms, but let /Him luske at home vuhouored."

Warner: Albions England, ch. 30,

* lusk-ish, lusk-ishe, a. [Eng. lusk ; -ish.]

Inclined to be lazy or indolent ; lazy.
" They loue no idle bench whistlers; nor Itiskish fai-

tors."—flolinsluid : Desc. of Ireland, ch. iii.

* liisk'-ish-ly, adv. [Eng. luskish ; -ly.] In
a lazy, indolent manner ; lazily.

* liisk'-ish-ness, s. [Eng. luskish ; -ness.]

A disposition to laziness ; indolence.

* lu-sor'-i-oiis, a. [Lat. hisorius, from lu-sor

= a player; lusum, sup. of luclo = to play.]

Used in games or sports.
" Many too nicely take exceptions at cardes and dice

and such mixt lusorioux lots, whom Oataker well con-
futes."—Burton : AiuUomy of Melancltoly, p. 271.

* lu'-sor-y, a. [Lat. lusorius. ] Used in play
or games.

" How bitter have some been against all lusory lots,

or any play with chance."— Bp. Taylor: Artificial
IIandsomeness, \>. 120.

lust, s. [A.S. lust = pleasure ; cogn. with Dut.
lust =. delight ; Icel, lyst, losti; Dan. lyst ; Sw.
lust; Goth, lustus; Ger. lust. Fromthesame
root as Lat. luo, Gr. Auu> (luo) = to loose ; Eng.
loose.] [List, v.]

* 1. Pleasure.
" If Jacob take a wyfe of the daughters of Heth

suche one as tliese are, or of the daughters of the laud,
wliat lust shoulde I haue to lyueV"

—

Genesis xxvii.
(1551. J

* 2. Desire.
" One breast laid open were a school

Which would unteach mankind the lust to shine or
rule." Byron : Childe Harold, iii. 43.

* 3. Any longing or earnest desire to gain or
have something.

"The enemy said, I will pursue, I will overtake, I
will divide the spoil, my lust shall be satisfied upon
them."

—

Exodus xv. 9.

4. An evil propensity ; depraved affections
or desires ; specif., carnal appetite; unlawful
desire of sexual pleasure ; concupiscence ; in-
dulgence of sensual desire.

* 5. Vigour, strength ; active power.
" Increasing the lust or spirit of the root."

—

Bacon.

* lust-fired, a. Excited or instigated by
lust. (Browne ; Pastorals, bk. ii., s. 3.)

* lust-stained, «. Polluted by lust.

* lust-Stung, tt. Excited by lust.

" What if some Shoreditch fury should incite
Some lust-stung lecher."

Bp. Hall : Satires, bk. i., sat. 6.

lust, v.i. [A.S. lystan.] [Lust, s.
}
Lists.]

* 1. To please, to list, to like.

" Whom I lust [IJ do heape with glory aud renowne."
Spenser: F. Q., II. vii. 11,

* 2. To desire or long eagerly. (Followed
by after.)

"Thou mayest eat flesh, whatsoever thy soul lusteth
after."— Deut. xii. 20.

* 3. To have irregular, inordinate, or unlaw-
ful desires.

" We should not lust after evil things, as some of
them also lusted."—l Cor. x. fi.

t>Sllt boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph= t,

-cian, tian = shan. -Uon, -sion = shun ; tion, sion = zhun. -tious. -cious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = b?l, del.
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4. To have carnal desire ; to desire the grati-

fication of carnal appetite.

"Thou hotly lusleet to use her in that kind."
Shakesp. : Lear, iv. G.

*lust'-er (1), s, [Etig. hist; -er.] One ex-
cited or inflamed with lust.

* liis'-ter (2), s. [Lat. lustrum.] The den or
abode of a wild beast. (Chapman: Homer;
Odyssey xvii.)

lus'-ter (3), s, [Lustre (1).]

lus'-ter-ing, *. [Eng. lustre (l); -ing.j

1. Ord. Lang. : A polish ; as black-lustre for
stoves, &c.

2. Mctall. ; The brightening of metal in the
crucible at the moment of reaching its point
of purity, as in the cupellation of silver,

when the last traces of lead pass off; brighten-
ing, lightening.

liist-ful, * lust lull, w. [Eng. lust; -full]

1. Having lust or irregular desires ; inflamed
by lust ; libidinous ; full of carnal desire

;

voluptuous, lecherous.
" Here, with brute fury, lustful Nessus try'd
To violate the hero's beauteous bride."

Howe: Lucan, vi. G42.

2. Causing or exciting lust
;
provoking to

sensuality.
" Or, wilt thou aleep i We'll have thee to a couch,
Softer and sweeter than the lustful bed
Oil purpose trimmed up for Semiram is."

Shake8p. : Taming of the Shrew. (Indue, ii.)

3. Attended or characterized by sensuality.
" Yet thence his lustful orgies he enlarged
Even to that hill of scandal, by the grove
Of Moloch homicide." Milton : P. /,., i. 415.

* i. Vigorous, lusty, stout, robust, strong.

lust'-ful-ly, adv. [Eng. lustful; -ly.] In a
lustful manner ; with lust.

lustful ness, s. [Eng. lustful; -ness.] The
quality or state of being lustful ; lust.

* liist'-icll, u., [Lusty.] Lusty, strong, active.

* lust'-i-hood, * lust'-y-hed, liist'-i-

head, s. [Eng. lusty ; -hood, -head.] The
quality or state of being lusty ; lustiness,
strength, vigour.

" [He] grew at last a knight of muchel fame.
Of active mind and vigorous lustyhed."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii. 7.

liist'-l-ly, adv. [Eng. lusty; -ly.] In a lusty
manner; strongly, vigorously; with vigour.

"I do not desire he should answer for me, and yet I
determine to fight lustily for him."—Shukesp, : Henri/
V., iv. l.

lust'-i-ness, s. [Eng. lusty; -ness.] The
quality or state of being lusty; strength,
vigour, robustness.

"For now the frame no more is girt with strength
Masculine, nor in lustiness of heart
Laughs at the winter storm and summer-beam."

Dyer : Ruins of Home.

* lust -less, * lust-lesse, a. [Eng. last ; -less.}

1. Free from lust or desire.
" Is none so wise, that shuld asterte,
But he were lustless in his herte."

Oower : C. ji., n.

2. Indolent, weak, listless.

" In his lustlesse limbs, through evill guise,
A shaking fever rai#ned continually."

Spenser ; F. Q., I. iv. 20.

* lUS-tral, a. [Lat. lustralis, from lustres to
purify.]

*

1. Of or pertaining to purification.

2. Used in purification.
*' He moov'd around, and purify'd the bands.
Slow as he past, the lustral waters shed."

Pitt; Virgil; .Encid vi.

3. Of or pertaining to a lustrum (q.v.) ; col-

lected every fourth year.

"As this general tax upon industry was collected
every fourth year, it was styled the lustral contribu-
tion."—Gibbon: Roman Empire, ch. xvii.

* liis'-trate, v.t. & i. [Lat. lustratus, pa. par.

of lustra = to purify.] [Lustrum.]

A. Trans. ; To purify, to clear, to cleanse.
" Attend and favour ! as our sires ordain,
The fields we lustratc, and the rising grain."

Grainger : Tibullus, ii. 1.

B. Intrans.: To go about inspecting or ex-

amining for the purpose of purification or
cleansing.

lus-tra'-tion, s. [Lat. lustratio, from I'm-

tratus, pa. par. of tustro=io purify ; Fr.

lustration; Ital. lustraziome ; Sp. lustration.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of cleansing or
purilying by water ; purification.

" Heieby he establisheth the doctrine of lustrations,
amulets, and charms."—Browne. Vulgar Errours,

2. Comp. Religions : It is scarcely too much
to say that lustration or symbolical purifica-
tion is to be found in every known form of
faith. Tylor (Prim. Cult., ch. xviii.) says
that the thought which underlies these cere-
monies is the "transition from removal of
bodily impurity to deliverance from invisible,

spiritual, and at last moral evil." The ancient
Romans had reached this point when Ovid
(Fast, ii., 45, 4t>) uttered the scathing reproof:

" Ah ! ii i m in in faclles, qui tristia crimina csedis
Fluminea tolli posse putetis aqua !

"

Lustration by sprinkling with water is the
most common form, but it was also effected
by fumigation, and by passing through (ire

;

and Mahomet, failing water, commanded hi.i

followers to use fine sand (Chapter of the
Table). Among the Jews ceremonial wash-
ings and purifications were prescribed for the
consecration of priests (Lev. viii., 1-13); they
appear to have been practised as a prepara-
tion for private prayer (Judith xii. 7-9) ; and
the importance attached to ablutions before
ordinary actions gave rise to some of the re-

proaches levelled by the Scribes and Phari-
sees against Jesus (Matt, xv., 2, 20 : Mark
vii., 1-5). From Judaism lustration passed
into Christianity ; all branches of the Church
retain it in baptism, and the Roman and
Greek communions in the additional form of
holy-water (q.v.). It has given rise to some
of the most beautiful imagery in the Old and
in the New Testament (cf. Ezek. xxxvi. 25

;

Zech. xiii. 1 ; Matt, xxvii. 24 : Rev. vii. 14),

and thousands have used the prayer, " Wash
ine, and I shall be whiter than snow"(Ps. li.7),

without so much as a thought of the univer-
sality of a rite that seems to unite mankind
in a bond of common brotherhood. (See
Smith: Diet. Greek <£ Bom, Ant., s. v. Lustra-
tion, and Tylor: Prim. Cult., ch. xviii., where
a copious bibliography will be found.)

liis'-tre (tre as ter) (1), liis'-ter, s. [Fr.
lustre, from Low Lat. lustrum = a window,
from Lat. lustro = to enlighten, to illumine

;

Ital. lustro; Sp. lustre, lustro.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally :

(1) Brightness, splendour, brilliancy, gloss.
" The unambiguous footsteps of the God,
Who gives its lustre to an insect's wing,"

Cowpcr: Task, v. 813.

(2) A bright light, the reflection of a light.
" Like some tall castle given to flame,
O'er half the land the lustre came."

Scott : Lord of the Jsles, v. 13.

2. Fig. : The splendour or brilliancy of
fame, deeds, birth, &c. ; fame, renown.

" Not greatly willing to cast any popular lustre upon
them."

—

Bacon: Henry VII., p. 241.

II. Technically

:

1. Domest. : A sconce with lights ; a chande-
lier ornamented with drops or pendants of
cut glass.

2. Fabrics : A kind of dress-goods with a
cotton chain, woollen filling, plain or self
colour, and highly-finished surface.

3. Min.: A physical character dependent
upon the refractive power and manner of re-

flecting light. The lustre of crystal faces
often differs from that of the cleavage planes
of the same crystal, and sometimes different

faces of a crystal are characterized by a dif-

ferent lustre. The kinds are : (1) metallic, the
lustre of metals ; (2) adamantine, that of the
diamond

; (3) resinous, that of the fracture of
amber ; (4) vitreous, that of a glass free from
lead ; (5) waxy, (0) pearly, (7) silky. These
are further distinguished by their intensity,
as sub-metallic, sub-adamantine, sub-resinous,
sub-vitreous, splendent, shining, glistening,
and glimmering. A total absence of lustre
is designated as dull.

lustre-ware, s. A stone ware on whose
surface are burnt metallic oxides of brilliant
colours. It is made of a mixture of clay,
flint, China-stone, and felspar, coated with a
peculiar glaze on which is applied, by means
of camel-hair brushes, a pigment prepared
from metallic oxides, simulating the lustre
of various metals, &c. Platinum produces a
lustre like that of polished steel

;
gold and

silver, those of the precious metals. Iron
and copper lustres may alst> be produced.
A beautifully-iridescent appearance is derived
from chloride of silver in combination with
other substances. The lustre is Ijrought out
by the heat of the oven in the process of
baking.

* liis'-tre (tre as ter), (2),
* liis'-ter (2), s.

[Lat. lustrums a lustration, a period of five-

yeurs; Fr. lustre.] A period ot live years; a
lustrum (q.v.).

"As yet three lusters were not quite expir'd,

Since I had bene a partner of the light.

Stirling: Aurora, son. 2.

lus tre -less (tre as ter), a. [Eng. lustre-

(1); -less.] Destitute of lustre, having no-

lustre ; dull.

*lus'-trf©-al, a. [Lat. ??«(ricif« = pertaining-

to purification ; lustro=ti> jturify.] Pertaining

to purification ; used in purification.
" Imposed with ceremonies somewhat analogous to»

it on the ninth day, called the lustrical, or day of
purification."—Middletoii: Life of Cicero, vol. i. §. 1.

lus -tririg, s. [Fr. lustrine, from Ital. lustrinor
from lustrare = to shine.] A species of
lustrous, glossy silk. (Commonly corrupted
into lutestring.)

"An Act was passed which gave to a Joint stock,
company an absolute monopoly of lustrings for a temu
of fourteen years."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch, xxiii,

lustrous, a. [Eng. htstr(e)(l); -<ras.]

1. Lit.: Having a lustre; bright, glossjv
shining, luminous.

"Drawn from the deep we own their [pearls] surface'
bright.

But aark within, they flrink im lustrous light."
Collins : Oriental Eclogues, eel. 1.

2. Fig. : Brilliant, bright.
" For the more lustrous the iin;igination is, it filletll'

and Axeth the better."—Baeon : A'at. Hist.. § 05C.

lus'-troiis-ly, adv. [Eng. lustrous ; -ly.] In
a lustrous manner or ' degree ; brilliantly*
luminously.

lus-trum, s. [Lat., prob. connected with
lavo = to wash.]

- 1. A lustration, a purification, a purifying
or expiatory offering made by the censors
every five years at the close of their office for
the whole people.

2. A period of five years ; also used for a-

period of four years.

* lust'-EUm, i'.. [Eng. lust; -sum = -some.li

Lust ful.

lust'-wort, a. [Eng. lust, and wort.]

Bot, : The genus- Drosera (q.v.).

liist'-$r, it. [Eng. lust; -y ; cf. Dut. '& Ger.
Instig.]

*1. Pleasing, pleasant.

* 2. Full of lust or desire ; lustful. (Milton.)

3. Strong, vigorous, robust ; full of life and
vigour ; healthful.

"Suddenly the door
Opening, with eager haste two lusty boys
Appear d.

n Wordsworth • Excursion, bk. viii.

v
4. Full of sap, succulent,, juicy, of lux-

uriant growth.
" How lush and lusty the grass looks."

SJiakcsp.: Tempest, ii. 1.

* 5. Strong, loud, noisy.
" What htsty trumpet thus doth summon us * "

Shakesp. : Kinq John, v. 5U
* 6. Gallant, noble.
" And furbish new the uame of John of Gaunt,
Even in the lusty 'havkmr of Ida sou."

Shukesp. : Ilicluird II., ii 3.

* 7. Bulky, large, of great size, fat.

" If thine horse be too lusty, Hierome advises thee-
to take away some of his provender."

—

Burton: Anut.
of Melancholy, pt. iii., §2.

8. Full-bodied, stout through pregnancy*
(Colloquial.)

''

9. Beautiful, handsome, pleasing.
" With leaves engrained in lusty greeue."

Spenser ; SJu-pheardi, Calender ; Feb,

* lus'-t^-hed, s. [Lustihood.]

lu'-SUS na-tu'-rse, s. [Lat.= a sport or
play of nature.] A term applied to any de-
formed or unnatural production of nature ; a
freak of nature.

: lut'-an-ist, iftt'-en-Ist, * lut'-in-ist,
s. [Low Lat. Ivtana, lutena = a lute ; Eng.
sufT. -ist.] A player on the lute ; a lutist.

"The office of lutenist still exists in the Chapel
Eoyal, but it has been a sinecure since the disuse of
the instrument. The revival of the office was made
in favour of Dr. Nares m 1780."—Stainer tt Barrett:
Diet, of Music.

'lu-tar'-I-oiis, a. [Lat. lutoriup, freni
lutuni —, mud.]

1. Of or pertaining to mud ; muddy; living
in mud.

2. Of-the colour of mud.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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I.TTJE.

* lu taction, s. [Lute (2), v.] The act, pro-
cess, or method of luting vessels.

iute (1), s. [O. Fr. luz, leu$, lut; Fr. luth

;

Sp. loud; Fort, alaude ; Ital. Unto, Unto;
O. Dut. luyte; Dut. luit; Dan. hit; Ger. ktute.

All from Arab, al ud = the wood, staff, stick,
lute, or harp.]

Music: An instrument of the guitar family,
formerly very popular in Europe. It was
used for accompaniments and the performance
of solos, duets, &c. It had five

to six pairs of strings, each pair
tuned in unisons or octaves. The
several frets of the lute were distin-

guished by the letters of the alphabet,
"one for each fret as many as there
may be." The frets divided the strings
into semitones. The Orpharion lute
had a larger number of strings than
the common lute, and its strings wer
of wire, instead of gut. The lute
consists of four parts : the table*;

the body, whiclfhas nine or ten
sides; the neck, which has as
many stops or divisions : and the
head or cross, in which the screws
for tuning it are inserted. The per-
former strikes the string with the
fingers of the right hand, and regu-
lates the sounds with those of the
left. Simply constructed, it is called
the French lute. With two necks—one for the
buss notes—it is called a theorbo. ]f the
strings of the theorbo are doubled, it is called
an arch-lute.

" Where is the song of Troubadour?
"Where are tlie lute »nd gay tambour?"
Longfellow: Coplas tie Manrique. (Trausl.)

* lute backed, u. Having a curved
F.iine.

lute-case, s. A case or frame in which
a lute is kept,

lute-string, s. A string of a lute.
* He, like to a high-stretched lute-string squeaked,
Tis sweet to talk of kings." Bonne : Satires, aat. 4.

lute (2), s. [0. Fr. lut = clay, mould, loam,
fi'nm. Lat. lutum = mud, dirt.]

1. A composition to secure the joints of
chemical vessels and tubes, or as a covering
to protect them from the fire.

" Part would get through the lute, or commissures
In the iorm of fumes."—Uoyle : Works, i. 004.

2. A packing-ring of india-rubber placed
between the lid and the lip of a jar, to pre-
vent the access of air to the contents.

3. A coating of clay, sand, or other material
applied to glass retorts, to enable them to
support a high temperature without fusing or
cracking.

4. A straight-edge employed to strike off
the surplus clay from a brick mould.

* lute (1), v.t. & i. [Lute (1), s.]

A. Trans. : To play on or as on the lute.
" Knaves are men

That lute and flute fautaatic tenderness."
Tennyson : Princess, iv. 111.

B. Intrans. .* To sound sweetly like a lute.
" And in the air her new voice luting soft
Cried ' Lyciua I'" Keats ; Lamia.

lute (2), v.t. [Lute (2), s.] To stop with clay;
as the cover of a furnace, or a muffle to resist
the passage of fumes, or of a charged retort
to prevent tfce escape of gas around the cover

;

to close or coat with lute or luting.
" If not luted with care,

The spirit will work through the bottle."
Ihryden : Love in a Nunnery, i. 1.

* lute (3), v.i. [A.S. lutan.1 To bend, to bow.
[Lout, v.]

*' His head lutede adoun."
Robert of Gloucester, p. 115.

* lute (4), v.i, [A.S. lutian; O. H. Ger. luzzen.]
To lie hid.

'" The hare luteth al dai." Owl A Nigltiingile, 3"3.

lu-te'-ic, a. [Lat. htte(us) = yellow ; Eng.
adj. suff. -ic (Cham.),] (See the compound.) -

luteic-acid, s.

Chem. : A yellow colouring matter extracted
from the flowers of Euphorbia cyparissias by
means of alcohol. It is a pure yellow, and
crystallizes in slender needles or more rarely
in six-sided prisms. It has a bitterish, some-
what astringent taste, is very slightly soluble
in water, more so in alcohol and ether, and
melts at 274°. Like luteoline it yields proto-
catechuic acid when fused with potash. Its
solutions have an acid reaction, and it exhibits
generally the characters of an acid.

lu'-te-In, s. [Lat. lute(us) = yellow ; suff. -in

(Chem.).]

Chem. : The name given by Thudicum to a
yellow substance obtained by Piccoli and
Lieben from the ovary of the cow, and called
by them hsemolutein.

' lut'-en-fet, ^. [Lutawist.]

lu-te-o-fus -cous, a. [Lat. luteus = yellow,
aud/useifs = brown.]

Bot., etc. ; Between fuscous and yellow.

lu-te-6-lJLn, s. [Lat. luteol(a); suff. -in
(Chem.).]

Chem. : C20H14O8. A crystalline body, ob-
tained by boiling weld. Reseda luteola, with
water, mixed with one-eighth part proof-spirit.

It crystallizes in yellow four-sided needles,
which are inodorous, slightly bitter, and melt
at 320°. It dissolves with a deep yellow colour
in caustic alkalis, and when fused with potash
it is "resolved, with evolution of carbon, di-

oxide, into phloroglucin and proto-catechuic
acid. It unites with metallic oxides, and
forms a green precipitate, with dilute solu-
tion of ferric chloride.

lu'-te-OUS, a. [Lat. luteus, from lutum =
mud, mire.] Of a clayey colour ; of a brownish
yellow colour.

" lut'-er, s. [Eng. lut(e) ; -en] One who plays
on the lute ; a lutist.

* lu-tes'-cent, a. [Lat. latent = yellowish,

from lutum = mud.] Of a yellowish colour;
luteous.

lute -string, s. [Lustring.]

Fabric : The same as Lustring (q.v.).

* Tf To speak in lutestring : To speak in an
affected manner.

lu-te'-tl-a (ti as shl), *. [The Latin name
of Paris.]

"

Astron. : [Asteroid, 21].

' lu'-ther, * ly-ther, * le-ther, «. [A.S.
lydher.] Wicked, bad, base, good-for-nothing.

Lu'-ther-an, «. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to Martin
Luther or the church he founded.

B. Assubst. (PL): A name said to have been
first applied in contempt by Dr. Eck, or
Eckiufe, to the followers of Martin Luther
Ludir, or Lother. Luther was born at Eisleben,
in Saxony, sixteen miles N.W. of Halle, his
father Hans Luther being a miner and worker
in metals. Martin lost an intimate companion
by sudden death in 1505 ; he was deeply im-
pressed with the importance of religionj-and
became an Augustine eremite, at Erflnth. In
150S he was made Professor of Philosophy in
the University of Wittenberg, recently founded
by the Elector, Frederick the Wise, and which
ultimately was incorporated in 1817 with that
of Halle. In 1510 he had to visit Rome on the
business of his order. In 1512 he became
Doctor of Divinity. In 1517, Pope Leo X.
having followed the example of his predecessor
in sanctioning the sale of indulgences with the
view of raising money nominally for the re-

building of St. Peter's, Rome, and for sup-
porting a league of the Christian powers
against the Turks, Luther came into colli-

sion with Tetzel, the agent for the traffic at
Wittenberg and the adjacent regions. [In-

dulgences.] On October 31, 1537, a day so
important that with it the middle ages are
generally held to have closed and modern
times begun, lie affixed ninety-five theses
against indulgences to the cathedral church
of Wittenberg. [Reformation.] At first

Luther's variance was only with the subordin-
ate agents, but gradually it passed into hos-
tility to Leo, and when, in reply to a bull

issued against him on June 15, 1520, he, on
December 10, burnt the Papal bull with the
decretals and canons, his breach with the
papacy was complete. More than one pre-

vious effort had been made to reconcile him to
the Church, but in vain ; and finally Charles
V. was exhorted to make an example of him
as an obstinate heretic. He was therefore
summoned to appear before the Diet of Worms,
and did so on April 17, 1521. When in the
face of the assembled dignitaries, civil and
ecclesiastical, of the empire, he refused to re-

tract his views unless first convinced that
they were erroneous, it was the sublimes!
moment in his history. On returning from

the Diet his friends carried him off and con-

cealed him for some months in the Castle of

Wartburg, on a mountain near Eisenach, In

1522 he ventured to return to Wittenberg to

restrain some of his more extreme followers.

Believing that monastic vows should not be
imposed, and were not binding, he, in 1524,

threw off his monastic dress, and next year,

though pledged in his youth to celibacy, mar-
ried, some of his followers following his ex-

ample. Notwithstanding all the perils so
long confronting him, he died at Eisleben in

1546, not by violence but by disease.

From the time that Luther broke with
Catholicism, he required to think out a scheme
of doctrine and discipline for his followers.

The demands of both friends and opponents
compelled Luther, his amiable coadjutor,

Melanchthon, and others in 1530 to formulate
its statements. [Augsburg Confession.] A
year previously the Lutherans, protesting
against the decisions of the second Diet of

Spires, for the first time were called Protest-

ants (q.v.).

The Elector John of Saxony, succeeding his

brother, Frederick the Wise, organized Lu-
theran churches throughout his dominions.
Hitherto there had been considerable unity
between all the Teutonic opponents of the
Papacy, but differences of opinion which arose
between Luther and Carlstadt at Wittenberg,
led to alienation of feeling between them, and
then to a schism between the German and
Swiss Churches. Both rejected Transubstantia-
tion, but Luther and his followers formulated
the view called Consubstantiatiou (q.v.), which
the Zwinglians rejected. {Zwinglians.] From
the commencement of controversy on the sub-
ject, in 1524, the term Lutherans became con-
fined to the former. In 1521 Lutheranism
spread to Denmark under the auspices of the
king, Christian II. ; in 1523 Olaus Petri,

abided by King Gustavus Vasa, introduced it

into Sweden. With the exception of some
parts of Upper Germany, the continental sec-
tions of the Teutonic race, whether German or
Scandinavian, haveremainedLutheran, About
the middle of the eighteenth century, Ration-
alism (q.v.) became a potent factor in the life

of the Lutheran as of other continental
churches. The Lutherans have registered
places of worship in Britain.

Lu ther an Ism, ». [Eng., &c. Lutlieran;
-ism.)

Ecclesiol. & Church Hist. : The tenets of
Martin Luther. [Lutheran, B.]

* lu'-thern, * lu'-ther-an, a. [A corrupt,
of Fr. lucarne.]

Arch. : A dormer or garret window ; a
lucarne.

" lu'-ther-ness, * Hth'-er-nes, s. [Eng.
hither ; -ness.] Wickedness, baseness.

lu -ti dine, s, [Prob. from Eng. toluidine
reversed.]

Chem. : C7H9N. An organic base, isomeric
with toluidine, discovered by Anderson in
bone-oil. It has a sp. gr. of '9467 at 0", and
boils at 154°. It has a most characteristic
smell, approaching the aromatic, and dissolves
readily in three to four times its bulk of water.
It unites with acids and with salts, forming
crystalline compounds, most of which are
very soluble. It forms substitution deriva-
tives, of which the iodide of ethyl lutidine ia

a type, C7Hs(C2H5)N,HI).

lutf-ing, s. [Eng. lut(e) (2), v. ; -ing.] A com-
position, of clay or other substance, used to
stop the joints of vessels so as to make them
air-tight ; lute.

* lut 1st, s. [Eng. lute (1), s. ; -ist.] One who
plays on the lute.

"A controversy between a lutist and a nightingale."
—Hakewill : Apologie, bk, iii., §3,

* lu'-tose, a. [Lat. lutosus, from lutum =
mud, mire.] Miry, muddy ; covered with
clay or mud.

lu'-tra, s. [Lat. ; Fr. loutre; Sp. lutra, nutra ;

Ital.]"

Zool. : Otter ; the typical genus of the sub-
family Lutridce (q.v.). Body long, legs short,
feet webbed ; tail long, stout, and horizontally
flattened. Lutra vulgaris, the Common Otter,
is a native of Britain, frequenting the banks
of streams and lakes. It lives upon fish, and
is highly destructive to salmon. L. cana-
densis, a closely-allied species, is the American
Otter. [Otter.]

boil, btfjr; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. Ihg.
-clan, -tian = slum, -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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lu-trar'-l-a, s. [Fern. sing, of Mod. Lat.'

tu-trariits ~ of or belonging to an otter, from
Lat. intra - an otter.] [Lutra.]

1, Zool. : Otters shell ; a genus of conchifer-
ous molluscs, family Mactridae. The shell,

which is oblong, gapes at both ends ; the car-

tilage-plate prominent, with one or two teeth
in front of it in each valve ; animal with the 1

mantle-lobes closed ; foot rather large. The
species burrow vertically in sand or mud,
especially of streams, from low water to.

twelve fathoms. Eighteen recent species are
fcnown, from America, Britain, Africa, India,

New Zealand, &c.

2. Pakt'Ont. : Twenty-five fossil species, from
the Carboniferous onward. (Woodward.)

lu-tric'-tis, s. [Lat. lutr(a) — an otter, and
ictis= a, weasel.]

Pakeont. : A fissiped genus from the Miocene,

.

having structural affinities both with the
Civets and the Otters.

* Iu' -trln, s. [Lectern.] A lectern. (Carlyle.)'

lu-tri'-li£e, s. pi. [Lat. httr(a)(q.y.) ; fern, pi,:

arlj. suff. -ince.]

Zool. ; A sub-family of Mustelidse, with two'
genera, Lutra and Enhydris. [Lutrictis.] !

lu'-trine, a. [Mod. Lat. lutr(a); Eng. -ine.]
Belonging to or resembling the sub-family
Lutrinee or the genus Lutra. (See example
under Pinniped.)

* lut'-u-lence, s. [Eng. lutulen(t) ; -ce.] The-
quality or state of being lutulent ; niucldi-

ness.

* lut'-u-lent, a. [Lat. lutulentus, from latum.
=rmud, mire.] Muddy, turbid, thick.

" The lutulent, spumy, maculatory waters of ain."

—

Adams: Works, i. 16G.

* lu-wack', * la-wack', s. [Javanese.]

Zool. : Paradoxurus typus. (Griffith : Cu-
vier.) [Paradoxurus.]

* lux, v.t. [Lat. luxo ; Fr. luxer ; Sp. luxar

;

Ital. luxare.] The same as Luxate (q.v.).

" Staggering I reeled, and aa I reeled I fell,

Luxed the neck joint."
Pope; Homer ; Odyssey xi. 80.

* lux'-ate, * lux* v.t. [Lat. luxatus, pa. par.
of luxo = to put out of joint ; luxus = dislo-

cated; Gr. Ao£d? (loxos) = slanting, oblique.]
To put out of joint, to dislocate, to disjoint.

" The bone luxated maketh compression on the
neighbouring parts."— Wiseman : Surgery, bk, vii.,

ch. li.

' lux'-ate, a. [Luxate, v.] Out of joint.

* lux-a tion, s. [Mod. Lat. luxatio, from Lat.
luxatus, pa. par. of luxo= to put out of joint

;

Fr. luxation; Sp. luxacion ; Ital. lussazione.]

1. The act of luxating or dislocating a
joint ; dislocation.

"If the straining or luxation of one joint can so
afflict us."

—

Bp. Mull : Heaven Upon Earth, § 16.

2. The state of being dislocated ; a joint
dislocated ; a dislocation.

'• Wben two bones, which, being naturally united,
make up a joint, are separated from one another, we
call it aluxation."— Wiseman : Surgery, bk. vii., ch. ii.

* luxe, s. [Fr., from Lat. luxus — pomp, ex-

cess, luxury; Sp. Ivjo; Ital. lusso.] Luxury.
"The pow'r of wealth I try'd,

And all the various luxe of costly pride."
Prior : Solomon, ii. 757.

TI Edition de luxe: An edition of exceptional
excellence and beauty in printing, binding,

and artistic illustration.

lux-uT-li-a-nite, s. [Named from Luxul-
ban, in Cornwall, where boulders of the rock
occur.]

Petrol. : A granitoid rock, composed of

schist in patches, a flesh-coloured orthoclase,
and quartz. Not known in position. The sar-

cophagus in which the Duke of Wellington
was buried was made 'from it. (Ridley.)

* lux' ure, s. [Fr.] Luxury.
" He the forfete of luxure shall tempte."

Gower: C. A., bk. vii.

liix-ur'-i-an$e, lux-ur'-i-an-c$r,s. [Eng.

luxuriant; -ce, -cy.] The quality or state of
being luxuriant ; abundant or exuberant
growth ; exuberance.

" Till the whole leafy forest stands displayed,
In full luxuriance to the sighing gales.

Thomson : Spring, 93,

lux-iir'-i-ant, a. [Lat. luxurians, pr. par.

of luxurio = to indulge in luxury (q.v.) ; Fr.

luxuriant; Sp. lujuriante; Ital. lussuriante.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Abundant or luxuriant in growth ; exu-
berant in plenty.

" Whose stately steeds luxuriant pastures bless.

Pope: Homer; Odyssey lii. 327.

2. Abundant, copious.
" A fluent and luxuriant speech, which becomes'

youth well."

—

Bacon ; Essays : Of YouthA Age.

II. Bot. : Rank ; of exuberant growth.

lux-iir'-i-aiit-ly, adv. [Eng. luxuriant; -ly.]

In a luxuriant manner or degree ; in abund-
ance ; exuberantly.

"In wilde array luxuriantly he pours
A crowd of words, and opens all his Btores."

PUt: Vida; Art of Poetry, iii.

lux-iir'-l-ate, v.i. [Lat. luxuriatus, pa. par.

of htxurio = to indulge in luxury (q.v.) ; Fr.

luxurier ; Sp. lujuriar; Ital. lussztriare.]

1. Literally

:

* 1. To grow luxuriantly or exuberantly
;

to grow to superfluous abundance.

2. To feed or live luxuriously.

"It was a most slavish thing to luxuriate, and a
most royal thing to labour."—Barrow: Sermons, vol.

iii., ser. 19.

II. Fig. : To indulge to excess ; to revel

without restraint.

f lux-u-ri-a'-tion, s. [Luxuriate.] The
act*or"state of luxuriating ; luxuriant or exu-
berant growth.

* lux'-u-rie, a. [Luxury.]

* lU3£-U-ri'-e-ty, s. [Luxury.] Luxuriance.
"One may observe a kind of luxuriety in the de-

scription which the holy historian gives of the trans-
port of the men of Judah. "—Sterne : Works, iv. 11.

lux-iir'-i-ous, a. [Fr. luxurieux, from Lat.

luxuriosus, fromluxuriu = luxury (q.v.) ; Port.
luxurioso ; Sp. lujurioso ; Ital. lussurioso.]

* 1. Indulging the sins of the flesh.

" That many of their popes be such as I have said,
naughty, wicked, luxurious men, they openly confess.

"

—Jackson; Elem. Truth of Scriptures, bk. ii., ch. xiv.

* 2. Lavish, free, extravagant.

"But as they "were luxurious in the price."—Hake-
will : Apologie, bk. iv., § 10.

3. Indulging in or given to luxury ; charac-
terized by indulgence in luxury ; indulging to
excess in the pleasures of the tabic, with
dress, or mode of life generally; voluptuous.

4. Contributing or administering to luxury
or extravagant and excessive indulgence in

living, dress, &c.
" Those whom last thou saw'st

In triumph, and luxurious wealth, are they
First seen in acts of prowess eminent."

Milton : P. £., xi. "88.

5. Attended with luxury; effeminate, volup-
tuous. (Cowper: Task, i. 625.)

6. Dainty, delicate.
" Luxurious daiuties, destined to the gulf
Immense of gluttony, were known.'

Cowper: To His Father. (Transl.)

7. Furnished with luxuries, dainties, or
delicacies : as, a luxurious table. •

* 8. Lustful, libidinous, unchaste, lasci-

vious.
" She knows the heat of a luxurious bed."

Shukesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, iv. 1,

* 9. Luxuriant, exuberant.
"Girded it round about with a belt of luxurious blos-

soms." Longfellow: Evangeline, Ii. 3.

lux-iir'-i-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. luxurious ; -ly.

}

1. In a luxurious manner or fashion ; deli-

cately, voluptuously, effeminately.
" To spend the time luxurious'y."

Daniel ; Ulysses & the Syren.
* 2. Lasciviously.

" Hotter hours you have
Luxuriously pick'd out."

Shakcsp. : Antony & Clopatra, iii. 13.

lux-ur'-I-OUS-ness, s. [Eng. luxurious;
-liess.] The quality or state of being luxu-
rious ; the state of being given to indulgence
in luxury.

"The exceeding luxuriousness of this gluttonous
age."—Raleigh : Hist. World, bk. i., ch. v., § 5.

* liix'-u-rist, s. [Eng. luxury); -ist.] One
who indulges in luxury.

liix'-u-ry, * liix -u-rie, s. [O. Fr. luxuri,

luxure, from Lat. luxuria, from luxus = pomp,
excess, luxury; Port, luxuria; Sp. lujuria;
Ital. lussuria.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Indulgence in sins of the flesh. (This

meaning was derived from the media;val ethics.)
" O ! foule lust of luxurie. to thine ende
But only that those faintest maunes mind,
But veraily thou wolt his body sheude."

Chaucer; C. T„ 5,347.

2. Extravagant or excessive indulgence in

the gratification of the appetites or in the
pleasures of the table ; rich and expensive
diet, or costly dress and equipage.

" Praises bestowed on luxury—lui which elegance
and taste are but another uame."—Goldsmith : The
Bee, No. 5.

3. A life of delicacy, effeminacy, or voluptu-
ousness ; luxurious living.

"When this impostor was thrown into prison for
his fraud, his followers maintained hiin in luxury."—

' Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

4. That which is delightful or especially

gratifying to the senses or feelings : espec,
that which gratifies the appetite ; a dainty, a
delicacy ; delicious food or diet.

> 5. Anything indulged in for pleasure or
gratification, not from necessity.

" Or press the bashful stranger to his food,
And learn the luxury of doing good."

Goldsmith: Traveller.

* 6. Luxuriance, exuberance ; luxuriant
growth.

II. Law: Luxury was formerly deemed a
punishable offence. The statute making it so
was repealed by 19 & 20 Vict. c. 64. Pre-
viously it had fallen into disuse.

luz, s. [Heb. nS (J.uz) = (I) a hazel tree, or,

much more probably, the alinond-tree
; (2)

the bone described below.] In Rabbinical
legends , au unidentified bone in the human
body, destined to be the germ oi the glorified
body at the resurrection. According to Bux-
torf (Lex. 'Palm.), it was the os coccygis, or
one of the lumbar vertebra;.

"Hadrian (whose bones may they be ground, and
his name blotted out) once asked Rabbi Joshua ben
C'hanania, 'From what shall the human frame be
reconstructed when it rises again?' 'From Luz in the
backbone,' was the answer. ' Prove this to me,' said
Hadrian. Then the Rabbi took luz, a small bone of
the spine, and immersed it in water, but it was not
softened ; he put it into the fire, but it was not con-
sumed ; he put it into a mill, but it could not be
pounded ; he placed it upon an anvil and struck it
with a hammer, but the anvil split and the hammer
was broken."—Jfidrash Eohelet (l'o, 114, 3) in Hershon:
Talm. Miscel., p. 295.

lu'-zon-ite, s. [Named after the place where
found, Luzon; suff. -ite (Min.).]

M'tn. : A massive mineral, with slight traces
of cleavage. Hardness, 3'5 ; sp. gr. 4'42

;

colour, dark reddish steel-gray, on exposure
turning violet. Lustre, black and metallic

;

streak, black; brittle. Comp. -. sulphur, 33"14;
antimony, 2

-

15 ; arsenic, 16*02 ; copper, 47*51.

Closely related to Enargite (q..v.). Found at
Luzon, Philippine Islands.

lu'-zu-la, s. [From Ital. lucciola= a glow-
worm, which the heads of flowers, wet with
dew and sparkling by moonlight, feebly re-
semble. (Sir J. E. Smith.)']

Bot. : Wood-rush ; a genus of Juucacea?
(Rushes). It has soft, plane, generally hairy
leaves, a glumaceous perianth of six leaves,
and a one-celled, tbree-valved capsule with
three seeds. About forty are known, all from
temperate or cold climates. Six, Luzula syl-
vatica, L. pilosa, L. Forsteri, L. cam-pestris, L.
spicata, and L. arcuata are British. Nos. 1
and 4 are the most common ; the root ef the
latter is popularly believed to be diuretic.

-Iff svff. [See def. O. H. G. Uh; Goth, leiks;

Ger. licit; T>\xt.lijk; Icel. llkrj'egr.] [Like, a.]

A common adjectival and adverbial ending in
English. As an adjectival ending, as in

inan-ty, it represents the A.S. -h'c=like;as
an adverbial ending, as in splendid-ty, the
A.S. lice.

" ly'-am,
hounds.

[Leam.] A leash for holding

" In a pyde lyam leading forth his hound."
Drayton : Poems, p. 21.

ly'-art, * ly-arde, a. [0. Fr. Hard.] [Liart.]
Of'a mixed colour

;
gray, gray-haired.

" Twa had inaiiteeles o' dolefu' black,
But ane wi' lyart lining." Burns : Holy Fair.

* lyb'-lCke, * lib'-yck, a. [Lat. Libycus.] Of
or pertaining to Libya ; Libyan.

ly-C8e'-na, a. [Gr. kvicatva (luka ina) = a she-
wolf.]

Entom. : Copper-Butterfly, so caded because
a bright coppery-red prevails in the wing-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt„

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce-e; ey = a. qu— kw.
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colouring, the typical genus of the family
Lycsenidaj (q.v.). Lyccena phlcsas is the Small
Copper, and L. disbar, the largest species of
the genus, formerly common in the fens of
the Eastern counties, is the Large Copper.
In L. gordius the metallic hue is strongly
glossed with blue or purple. All Continental.

ly-csen'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lyccenfa);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Eiitom. : A family of Butterflies, nearly
world-wide in distribution, The individuals
are small, the wing-expanse seldom exceeding
an inch and a half or two inches. The pre-
vailing colours are blue, copper-red, or brown.
Chief genera : Miletus, Zeritis, Lycsena, Poly-
ommatus, Hypochrysops, Theela, 'Zephyrus,
Amblypodia, and Eumaeus.

ly'-can-tnrdpe, s. [Gr. x.vKavBpunro'; (lukan-
thropos), from _Auk<k (lukos) = a wolf, and
oLvBpttiTros (antltropos) = a man.]

* 1. A man supposed to have been trans-
formed into the form of a Wolf, and endowed
with a wolfs nature and propensities ; a were-
wolf (q. v.).

2. A person suffering from lycanthropy
(q.v.).

ly-can-thro'-px-a, s. [Mod. LatJ [Lycan-
THROPE.]

Path. ; A species of insanity in which the
patient believes himself transformed into a
wolf.

"Many examples of lycanthropia are oil record,
although an extremely rare disease at the present
day. Those labouring under lycanthropia,' says
Paulus jEgineta, ' go out during the night, imitating
wolyeB in all things, and lingering about sepulchres
until morning. You may recognise such persons by
these marks ; they are pale, their vision feeble, their
eyes dry, tongue very dry, and the flow of saliva
stopped ; but they ore thirsty, and they have Incur-
able ulcerations from frequent faUs.'"

—

Bucknill &
Tithe: Psychological Medicine, p. 202.

ly-can-throp'-lC, a. [Eng. hjcanthrop(y)

;

-ic] Afflicted with lycanthropy.
"In a fit of lycanthropia madness, she came upon

two children."—S. B. Gould i Were- Wolves, ch. vi.

ly-can'-throp-lSt, s. [Eng. lycanthrop(y) ;

-ist.] The same as Lycanthrope (q.v.).

" Forestus pronounces the man to be a lycanthrop-
i*(, but he does not say that the poor fellow believed
himself to be transformed into a wolf."

—

S. B, Gould :

Were-Wolves, ch. v.

ly-C&n'-throp-OUS, a,;- [Eng. lycanthtop(y)
ous.] Belonging to, or in any way connected
with, lycanthropy (q.v.).

"There are two unfailing characteristics of lycan-
thropmta belief :— (l) There can nowhere be a living
belief in contemporary metamorphosis into any
animal which has ceased to exist in the particular
locality; (2) Belief in metamorphosis into the animal

ly-can'-throp-y, t ly-kan'-throp-& s.

[Lycanthrope.]

Anthrop. : In a wide sense, the term lycan-
thropy is Used for what Tylor calls the Doc-
trine of Werewolves—" That certain men by
natural gift or m;igic art can turn, for a time,
into ravening wild beasts." Less widely, it

denotes a belief in the temporary change of a
man into a wolf. Such belief was once widely
spread. The dominant Aryans in India in
long-past ages described the rude indigenes
by an epithet signifying " changing their
shape at will." In classie times we tind the
belief in Herodotus (iv. 105), in Pliny (H. N.
viii. 34), in Petronius Arbiter (Sat. 62, ad fin.),

and in Virgil (Eel. viii. 95-99). It is mentioned
by Augustine (de Civ. Dei, xviii. 17) ; it

flourished iu the Middle Ages, when it was
viewed as a form of demoniacal possession.

Lycanthropy seems to have been first viewed
rationally in 1603, when, in the case of Jean
Grenier, the judge declared that it was "an
insane delusion, not a crime." Strange to

say, in France, where this just conclusion

was come to nearly three centuries ago, the
belief in werewolves still lingers, and within

the last twenty years Mr. Baring-Gould found
it impossible to get a guide after dark across

a wild place said to be haunted by a loupgarou.

(Tylor: Prim. Cult. (1873), ch. viii., where a

copious bibliography will be found ; see also

Baring-Gould : Book of Were-wolves.)
"Lykanthropy

I comprehend ; for, without transformation,
Men become wolves." Byron : Hon Juan, ix. 20.

ly-ca'-6n, s. [Gr. Avicdiov (Lv.ka.on), a king of

Arcadia, father of Callisto. Said to have
been turned into a wolf because he offered

human sacrifices to Jupiter ; or, according to

Ovid (Met. i. 163-239), because he tried to
murder Jupiter,, who was his guest.]

.

Zool. : An aberrant genus of Canidse, con-

j
taining but one species, Lycaon pictus (venati-

;
eus), the Hunting-dog. The head resembles

I

that of a hyaana, and there are but four toes
' on each foot. It is gregarious, and commits
* great depredations on flocks of sheep. Habi-
;

tat, Africa, from the Cape to the valley of the
1

Nile.

ly-ce'-um, s. [Lat. , from Gr. Xvkciov (lukeion)',

, so named from the neighbouring temple of

I
Apollo Aviceios (Lukeios), or the wolf-slayer;

J

Aukcios (lukeios) = pertaining to a wolf; Avkos
i

(lukos) = a wolf.]

1. A gymnasium or public palaestra with
covered walks in the eastern suburb of
Athens, in which Aristotle taught philosophy.

2. A house, room, or apartment set apart
1 for instruction, lectures, or discourses.

i 3. An association or society for literary
improvement and study.

; L A school for higher education preparatory
to the universities..

l^ch'-gate, ». [Lichgate.]

iych'-llis, s. [Lat., from Gr. Xuyvi's (luchnis)
< = a plant with a bright scarlet flower, used

for garlands. Hooker and Arnott derive it

from Kv^vos (luchnos) = a light ; because the
thick, cottony substance on the leaves of
some species, or of a similar plant, have been

' employed as wicks for lamps.]

Bot. : Campion, a genus of Caryophyllaces,
sub-order Sileneae. The. corolla is monophyl-
lous, tubular, five-toothed; the petals five-

clawed, sometimes divided on the limb

;

stamens, ten ; styles, usually five, capsule
opening by five or ten teeth. About thirty

species are known, all from the northern
hemisphere. Five are British : Lychnis Flos-

cuculi, L. Viscaria, L. alpina, L. diurna,, and
L. vespertlna. L. diurna .and X. chalcedonica
are saponaceous.

If Rock Lychnis

:

Bot. : The genus Viscaria.

* lych nite, s. [Gr. kv%vlrr)$ (luchnites) = of

or like a lamp ; Kvxvos (luchnos) = a lamp, a
- light.] An old name for Parian marble, from

its beiug quarried by lamplight.

* ly"ch'-no-bite, s. [Gr. kv^vo^tos (luchnobios)
= living by lamplight ; Ai^oi (luchnos) = a

lamp, and /3ios (bios) = life.] One who labours
or transacts his business by night, sleeping by
day.

lych'-no-SCdpe, s. [Gr. kvyyos (luchnos) =
a lamp, a light, and a-Kondot (skopeo) = to see.]

Arch. ; A small narrow window near the
ground in the chancel of a church, so dis-

posed that through it a person outside may
see the priest at the altar during the act of
consecration.

lyc'-ine, s. [Mod. Lat. Lyc(ium barbarum);

Eng. suff. -ine,]

Chem. : A base contained in the Box Thorn
(Lycium barbarum). The base obtained from
the hydrochlorate is a white radio-crystalline
mass, which has a sharp taste, dissolves easily
in water and alcohol, and sparingly in ether.
Most of its salts are crystalllzable, and easily
soluble in water.

lyc'-l-iim, s. [Gr. kvmov (lukion) = a kind of

Lycian thorny shrub.]

Bot. : Boxthom : a genus of Solanacese, tribe
Atropese. It consists of trees or shrubs, usually
spinose, with white, yellow, rose-coloured,
purple, or scarlet flowers. About thirty are
known. Lyeium, europmum is used for hedges
in the Greek Islands, though, perhaps, not wild
there. The young shoots are eaten in Spain
with oil and vinegar. They are also eaten in

India, where goats browse on the plant. The
berries are reputed aphrodisiac. L. barbarum
is sometimes found in cottage gardens in
Britain, as are other species in gardens gener-
ally.

ly-coc'-to-nine, s. [Mod. Lat. (Aconitum),
Lycocton(um) ; Eng. suff. -inc.]

Chem. : A base extracted, together with
acolyctine, from wolfsbane (Aconitnm Lycoc-

tomtm) by means of alcohol, and separated
from the latter by its solubility iu ether. It

crystallizes in warty groups of crystals, very

, soluble in alcohol and ether, and slightly

!
soluble in water. It has an alkaline reaction,

I a strong bitter taste, and is coloured bright
'

red with concentrated sulphuric acid.

iy-CO'-des, s. [Gr. AvjouStj? (lukodesX con-

tracted from \vKoet&7}<; (lukoeides), wolf-like:

Aii*cos(ZwA;os)=a wolf, and elios (eidos)= form.]

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the family
i LycodidEe. Nine species are known from the

;
Arctic Ocean,; four from the southern ex-

j
treinity of the American continent. Lycodes

j
inucosus is from Northumberland Sound.

iy-co'-di-dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat. lycod(e$);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idm.}

Ichthy. : A family of Fishes of the order

Anacanthini, division Anacanthini GadoideL

\
Marine littoral fishes of small size, resembling
Eleunies, chiefly represented in high latitudes,

a few living within the tropical zone.

ly'-co-don, s. [Gr. Auko? (lukos)= a wolf,

and 6Sous (odous), genit. bSovros (odonlos)— a

tooth.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family
j Lycodontidre (q.v.). Lycodon capens,is, a
1 South African snake, is shining greenish-brown
above, head with variations, and the scales

along the middle of the back less distinctly

marked with white specks than those of the
side. Length about fourteen inches It

affects damp situations, near localities favour-
able for concealment. Like most of the Iu-
nocua of South Africa, its movements are

slow. !

* ly'-co-dont, a. & s. [Lycodon.]

A. Asadj : Having canine-like teeth ; be-

longing to the Lycodontidie.

B. As subst. : A snake of the family Lyco*
dontidee.

ly-CO-dSn'-tl-dSB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lyco-

don, genit. lycodont(ls) ; Lat. lein. pi. adj. suff.

"idee.)

Zool. : A family of innocuous colnbriform
snakes, from India and Africa. Body of
moderate length, muzzle flat, pupil vertical.

They are ground snakes. Those of India live

on skiuks, while the African species devours
mice and other small nocturnal mammals.

ly-cog' -a-la, s. [Gr. avkos (lukos) = a wolf,

and yd\a (gala) = milk. So named because,
when the plants are young, they resemble a
mass of thick cream.]

Bot. : A genus of myxbgastrous fungala.

Lycogala epidendron has heads almost the size

of a nut, with only yellow, yellowish, or
pinkish-white spores. One species has a
blood-like pulp.

ly-co-per-da'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lyco-

perd(on); Lat. fern. pi. adj. 8uff. -acece.]

Bot. : The same as Gasteromycetes. [Ly-
coperdon.]

ly-co-per'-don, s. [Gr. Au'kos (he/tO&)==a

wolf, and irep&oixai (perdomai) — to break wind
backwards.]

Bot. : Puff-ball ; a genus of fun gals, order
Gasteromycetes or Lycoperdacere, sub-order
Trichogastres. It lias a double peridium, the
outer coat breaking into warts, spines, scales,

&c. Lycoperdon Bovista is eatable. The dry
mass of threads and spores may be used as a
styptic. L. giganteum, a large, indehiscent
species, has also been used as a styptic and

' for tinder ; the fumes produce the effect of
chloroform. L. gemmatuwi is the Common
Puff-ball.

lycoperdon-nuts, s. pi. The commer-
cial name of the underground fungals of the
genus Elaphomyces.

ly-co-peV-si-con, ly-co-peV-si-cum, s.

[Gr. Aukos (lukos) = a wolf, and vepa-tKov
(persico)i) = (as adj.) Persian ; (as subst.)
= pearl.]

Bot. : A genus of Solanaceae, closely akin to
Solanum. Ten species are known, chiefly
from South America. Lycopersicon esculentum
is the Tomato or Love-apple [Tomato.]

ly'-co-pod, $. [Lycopodium.]

Bot. : A plant of the genus Lycopodium
(q.v.).

ly-COp'-O-dal, u. [Mod. Lat. lympodakx
(q.v.).]

Bot. : Of or belonging to the genus Lyco-

bSil, bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t

-cian, -tian = s;.an. -tion, sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, - sious = shus. -ble, -die. &c. = bel, del
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podium, or the order Lycopodiaceee, as the
Lyconodal Alliance, (Lindley.)

ly-cfi-po-da'-les, 5. pi, [Mod. Lat. lycopo-

d(ium); Lat. fern. pi. adj. siiff. -ales.]

Bot. : An alliance of Acrogens, consisting of

vascular flowerless plants with axillary or
radical, one or many-celled spore cases, and
spores of two sorts. Orders Lycopodiaeeae
and Marsileaceae (q.v.).

ly'-ci-pode, s. [Lycopodium.]

Bot., Gomm., dx. : The powder contained in

the spore-cases of Lycopodium clavatum and
L. Selago. It is highly inflammable, and is

used in the manufacture of fireworks, for
theatrical lightning, also to roll up pills,

which, when coated with it, may be put into
water without being moistened. (Lindley.)

Iy-c6-p6-di-a'-c£-«e, e. pi. [Mod. Lat. hjco-

podi(um); Lat. fein. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

1. Bot. : Clnbmosses. An order of Acrogens,
alliance.Lycopodales. It consists of moss-
like plants, the rootstock running, creeping,

1 constituting a corm, or wanting. Stem dicho-
tomously branched ; leaves imbricate, all

round or in two to six rows ; capsules, called
sporangia, sessile in the axis of the leaves, or
in that of the scales of a terminal or axillary
sessile or stalked cone ; one to three-celled,
with macrospores and microspores, the former
marked at the top with two radiating lines.

Distribution world-wide. Known genera, four
or five ; species, 250. British genera, Lyco-
podium, Selaginella, and Isoetes (q.v.).
(Lindley and Sir J. Hooker.)

2. Palceobot. : The Lycopodiaeeae seem to have
begun in the Upper Silurian, with the Lepido-
dendroids, Pachytheca and Psilophyton. The
genus Lepidodendron, to which some species
of plants from the Devonian, and about forty
(half of them British) from the Carboniferous,
with a> few from the Permian, have been re-

ferred, is believed to have been Lycopodia-
ceous. They were gigantic when compared
with modern Lycopodiums. Their fruits were
Lepidostrobi. There are also, in the Devonian
and Carboniferous, Lepidophloios, Cordaites,
and Lycopodites, the second of which may,
perhaps, have been coniferous. Mr. Car-
ruthers"considers Sigillaria to have been Lyco-
podiaeeous. It is found In the Devonian and
Carboniferous, being a very marked feature of
the latter rocks.

ly-co-pd-dl-a -ceoiis (ce as sh), a. [Mod.
Lat. lycopodiace(os) ; Eng. adj. sutf. -ohs,]

Pertaining or belonging to the Lycopodiaeeae,
resembling the Lycopodiaeeae (q.v.).

" Upon these prom uta Mr. Carruthers decides Rgiiiiist

the view that Sigillaria it

ami he regards it as crypt* _—Jficholson; PaUeont., li. «0.

ly-cop'-£-dite, s. [Lycopodites.]

Palceont. : A fossil plant of the genus
Lycopodites.

ly-cop-6-di'~tes, s. [Mod. Lat. lycopod(iim) ;

Lat, sun", -ites.]

Palceont. : A. genus of fossil plants, akin to
Lycopodium. The leaves are inserted all

lound the stem or in two opposite rows.
Morris enumerates species from the Coal
Measures, from the Oolitic Shale, and from
the London Clay. It occurs also in the
Devonian.

ly-co-po'-di-um, s. [Gr. Xvko* (lukos) =
a wolf, and n-oiis (pous), gen it. n-oSds (podus) —
a foot.]

Sot. : Clubmoss. The typical genus of the
order Lycopodiaeeae (q.v.). It consists of
perennial plants, with erect, prostrate, or
creeping stems, small leaves, and reniform
or one-celled, two-valved capsules. About
fifty are known. Five are British, Lycopodium
clavatum, L. annotinum, L. alpinnm, L. inun-
dation, and L. Selago. The first is the most
conunon. L. clavalum is emetic, and L.

Selago cathartic, but they are dangerous.
They can be used externally as counter irri-

tants. /,. carthartienm. (?) or rubrum, a South
American plant, is violently purgative. It

has been used in elephantiasis. L. phlegvw.ria

and L. squumatum are aphrodisiac. It is said

flat woollen clothes boiled with it become
blue if afterwards treated with Brazil wood.

ly-c6p'-SlS, ?. [Lat. lycopsis; Gr. Avicot/as

(lukopsis), AuKoiio? (lukopsos), KvKatjjo<; (lukop-
sos) = a plant like alkanet.]

Bot. : Formerly regarded as a genus of

boraginaceous plants, tribe Anchusese. By
Sir Joseph Hooker made a sub-genus of An-
chusa. The corolla tube is curved, equalling

or exceeding the oblique limb ; the nutlets

with the ring equal at the base. Anchusa
(Lycopsis) arvensis is the Bugloss (q.v.).

ly'-cfi-ptis, s. [Gr. Avko? (lukos) = a wolf,
and ttou's (pous) = a foot, which the leaves
faintly resemble.]

Bot. : A genus of Labiatee, family Menthidae.
The calyx is five-cleft, the limbs of the corolla

nearly equal ; stamens only two. Known
species, two. One, Lycopus europceus, with
bluish-white, purple-dotted flowers, is British.

ly-co'-sa, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr. Aukos
(hdcos) = a wolf. -The genus is so named from
the predatory habits of some of the species.
(McNkoliy]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Lycosidee (q.v.). fy/cosa piratica is British.

The most celebrated species is L. tarantula,
the Tarantula (q.v.).

ly-c6-Sau '-rus, s. [Gr. Au'kos (lukos) =
a wolf, and o-avpos (sauros), travpa (saura) = a
lizard.]

Palceont. : A genus of Thecodonts of Trias-
sie (?) age.

ly-co'-si-dee, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lycos(a) ; Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : Wolf Spiders. A widely-dis-
tributed family of wandering predaceous
Spiders, tribe Dipneumones. Ocelli generally
in three rows ; cephalothorax, robust, but
narrowed anteriorly ; falces vertical, three
pairs of spinnerets, legs usually terminated
by three claws without any scopulae or ad-
hesive hairs. Many of the species frequent
woods and dry commons ; others, as Lycosa
piratica, are aquatic. Chief genera, Lycosa
and Dolomedes.

Iy-c6f-ro^-pal, a. [Gr. Au«os (lukos) = a
wolf, and Tpoiros (tropos) =a turn, a direction.]

Bot. : An orthotropal ovule curved down-
wards like a horseshoe.

ly'-da, s. [Gr?J fern, of Avfios (Ludos) = a
Lydian.]

Entom. ; A genus of hymenopterous insects,

family Tenthredinidae. The species are many.
Lyda pratensis and L. campestrie feed on
pine-trees, which they injure, and L. betulce on
the beech.

* lyd'-dern, s. [Lythku.] An idle fellow.
" It is better that younge Lyddernee wape than olde

men."— f'ocacyon of John Bale. (1553.)

Ijfd'-i-a, s. [Gr.] [A6TKROID, 110.]

Ljrd'-I-an, a. & s. [Lat. Lydius, from Gr.

jLu&ia. (Ludia) = Lydia.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Geqg.: Of or pertaining to Lydia, a
country of Asia Minor, ruled over by Croesus^
and alterwards a Persian satrapy. Its in-

habitants were noted for their effeminacy and
voluptuousness ; hence, Lydia came to mean
effeminate, voluptuous, soft.

"Ever agaipst eating cares
Lap me in soft Lydian uirs."

Milton : V Allegro, 136.

2. Music t

(1) Noting one of the ancient Greek modes,
the highest in pitch ; its music was of a soft,

pleasing character.

(2) Noting the fifth of the Ecclesiastical
modes, called by mediaeval writers, Modus
ketus (the joyful mode), from its jubilant cha-
racter.

B. As subst. : A native of Ancient Lydia
[A. 1].

Lydian-stone, ». [Lydite.]

lyd'-ine, s. [Eng. Lyd(ian) (?) ; -ine,]

Chem. : A violet dye, produced by the
action of potassium ferricyanide on aniline.

It is very soluble in alcohol and in the fatty

acids, slightly soluble in ether and benzol,
but insoluble in water and in fatty oils. It
dyes wool, silk, and mordanted cotton, and
the tissues dyed with it are not altered by
alkaline carbonates or ammonia.

lyd'-it©, s. [Gr. Aufiift \Z0os (Ludia lithos)=.

Lydian-stone ; surf, -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Bakamte (q.v.).

lye(l), *lee, *leye, *lie, *ley, s. [A.S.

ledh; cogn. with Dut. loog ; Gcr. lauge; O. H.

Ger. louga; Icel. laug.] A solution of an
alkali ; water impregnated with alkaline salt

imbibed from the ashes of wood. Used in

soap-making, in neutralizing an acid, in

cleansing grease from objects, such as thin
iron plates in the operation of tinning, &c.

ly© (2), s. [Prob. from lie (2), v.]

Rail.-eng. : A siding, offset, or loop, from
a main line, on to which trucks may be run
for the purpose of loading and unloading;
also a siding or set of rails at a terminus used
for the same purpose.

*lye<3), «, [LiE (i),s.]

*l^e, v.i. [Lie(1), v.]

ly'-Sll-lte, s. [Named- after the eminent
geologist Sir Charles Lyell ; sufT. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A variety of langite (q.v,), of a.bluish-

white colour, occurring in fibrous encrusta-
] tious. Wlien. named it was regarded as a hy-
. drated sulphate of copper and lime, but sub-
sequent analyses proved it to be a mixture of
gypsum and langite. The same substance
was, about the same time, named Devilline,

after the chemist St. Claire-Deville. Found
with langite in Cornwall.

ly-en-cSpli'-a-la, s. pi. [Gr. kv<a (hto) = to

loose, and lyKtyaAos (engkephalos) — the brain.]

Zool. : Owen's first and lowest group or sub-
class of Mammalia, characterized by ''the
comparatively loose or disconnected state of
the cerebral hemispheres. The size of these
hemispheres is so small that they leave ex-

posed the olfactory ganglions, the cerebellum,
and more or less of the optic lobes ; their sur-

face is generally smooth ; the anfractuosities,

when present, are few and simple." The Lyen-
cephala include the orders Marsupialia (with
four families, Rhizophaga, Poephaga, Carpo-
phaga, and Entomophaga), and Monotremata
(with two genera, Echidna and Ornitho-
rhyncus).

ly-en-ceph'-a-loiiB, o. [Eng., &c. lyen-

cepha^a): -ous.] Belonging to, or character-
istic of tne Lyencephala (q.v.).

"The lyencepTialous mammalia are unguiculnte."—
Owen: Clam. MamnmUa, p. 27.

*ly£s. [Life.]

ly-gee'-St-dcB, s. pi. [Mod f Lat. lygaius) ; Lat.
fern. pi. adj. sufl'. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Geocores or Land
Bugs (q.v.). The scutellum is short and
triangular ; two ocelli, antenna* four-jointed,
springing from below a straight line drawn
from the eyes to the base of the rostrum,
which has four nearly equal joints. The
membrane of the hemelytra has usually four
or five longitudinal veins. Chief genera,
Rhyparochrumus, Platygaster, aud Lygseus
(q.v.),

ly-geo'-iis, s. [Gr. \vyaXos (lugaios) = dark,
shadowy, gloomy, from its being the habit of
the insects to secrete themselves.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Lygaeidfe (q.v.). These insects are generally
red, banded and spotted witli black. Lygmus
equestris, X. saxat'Uis, and /,. familiaris are
found on the continent of Europe. None are
British.

ly-ge'-tim, s. [Gr. Auvos (lugos) = a pliant
twig or rod fit for wickerwork.]

Bot. : A genus of grasses, tribe Phalarideae,
Only known species, Lygeum Spartnvi, a rather
handsome Indian grass with extensive root-
stocks growing in sand, which it binds to-

gether. It is the esparto grass (q.v.).

l^S'-I-a, t lifiT-i-a, s. [Ligea.]

Zool. : A genus of Crustacea, family Onis-
cidse. Lygia oceanica is the Great Sea-slater

of the British coasts.

ly-go'-dl-um, s. [Gr. XuvwStjs (lvgndes)=
like a lily twig ; \vyo<i (lugos) = a plant, twig,
or rod.]

Bot. : A genus of ferns, tribe Schizaeese. The
species are elegant twining plants, which
bind together the small shrubs among which
they grow.

Xy'-ing (1), pr. par., u,., & s. [Lie (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ partic.ip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or habit of telling
lies ; a falsehood, a He.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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ly'-Ing (2), pr. par., a., & 5. [Lie (2), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <C particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As suhst. : The act or state of being re-

cumbent or prostrate.

* lying-down, s. A woman's accouche-

ment, childbirth.

* lying-house, s, A prison for great

offenders.

lying-in, a. & s,
(

A. As adjective

:

1. Being in childbirth : as, a woman lying-

in.

2. Pertaining to or used for childbirth : as,

a lying-in hospital.

B. As subst. : The act of bearing a child,

childbirth.

lying-panels, s. pi
Arch.: Panels in which the fibres of the

wflod lie in a horizontal direction.

lying-to, s.

Navt. : The state of a ship when the sails

are so disposed as to counteract each other.

ly'-Ing-l^, adv. [Eng. lying (1); -ly.} In a

lying manner ; with lies ; falsely.

lyke'-wake, s. [Lichwakk.] An assembly
of persons to watch iu the chamber of a
corpse by night.

'"Ay, ay—dead enough,' wild another, 'but here's

what shall give him a rousing lykewake.'"—Scott:

tluy Mannenng, eh. xxvii.

* lym, s, [Leam.] A lime-hound ordimmer.
" Hound or snaniel, hrach or lym."

Shakeap. : Lear, ili, C.

lyme, s.' [Corrupt, from Lat. elymus (q.tv). j

Hot., <Cc : (See the compound).

lyme-grass, *.

Bot. : Tlie genus Elymus (q.v.).

ly-mex'-y-lon, s. [Gr. kvp.a(lvma)= (l) filth

or dirt, (2) ruin, and fi/Aoe (xnlon) = fire-

wood, lumber.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Lymexylonidse (q.v.) Lymexyloii navale in-

fests oak wood. It is a pest is some con-

tinental dockyards. It is found, though
rarely, in Britain.

ly-mex-y-lon'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
lymexylon ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -Ufa:]

Entom. : A family of Beetles, founded by
Swainson, and still retained.

* l^m'-i-ter, o. [Limitovr.]

lSfaa'-nea-a, s. [Limn^ea.]

ljf'm-nse'-a-dsa, s. pi. [Limn^ead^e.]

lym'-nite, «. [Mod. Lat. tymn(o2a); suff. -ite

(lJakcont.).}

Palwonb; : A fossil limnaea,

lymph, * lym'-pha, s. [Lat. iynipha= water,
lymph, prob. allied" to limpldus — clear ; Fr.

lyrnpke.]

I. Ord. Lang. : Water ; any clear trans-

parent fluid like water.
" Thy banks, Ccphisus, he again hath trod,

ffhy murmurs heard, and drunk the crystal lymph.''
Wordsworth; Excursion, bk. iv.

II. Technically

:

1. PHys. : The chief difference between chyle

and lymph is the more complete state of

preparation for the operations of nutrition in

lymph, owing to the smaller proportion of

solid matter, and the almost total absence of

fat ; it is comparatively transparent, high In

the scale of nutrition, bearing a strong re-

semblance to blood without the red corpuscles.

2.- Bot. Phys. : The sap of a plant.

If Vaccine Lymph : [Vaccination, Vaccine].

lymph-channel, lymph-sinus, s.

Anat. : A channel or sinus for the convey-

ance of lymph. It is situated in the mesen-
teric gland* (Quain.) •

'' lyaa'-phad, s. [Prob. a corrupt, of Gael.

longphade = u galley.] An ancient vessel with
one mast, not uncommonly seen in the heral-

dry of Scotland. It is the feudal ensign of

the lordship of Lome, and is borne by the

family of Argyll, and the clan of Campbell.

"'Our loch no er saw the Cawmill tjpnpluids," said

the bigger Highlander."—Scott : /lob /toy, xxix.

l^m-phad-e-no-ma, s, [Lat. lympha

[Lymph] ; Gr. al^v (axttn) - a gland, and suff.

-cojita (oma) (?).]

Path. : An important morbid condition of

the lymphatic glands, characterized by hyper-

trophy; Hodgkin's disease.

lym-phse-duct, s. [Lymphoduct. ]

ljrm-phan-ge-i-tis, s. [Lat. lympha

[LvmphI ; Gr. iyxetov (angektwn) = a vase or

vessel, and suff. -itis (Path.).] ,

Path. : Inflammation of the lymphatics.

* Ijrm'-phate, * l^m'-phat-ed, a. [Lat.

ti/mpJuUns, pa. piir. of lyn\pho — Ui drive out

of one's senses.} Mad, deranged, insane.

lym-phat'-ic, * lym-phat'-ick, a. & s.

[Lat. lymphaticns, from lymphatw, pa. par. of

lympha = to drive' out of one's senses ; Fr.

lymphatupte.]

A, As adjective:

1. Lit. ; Pertaining to, conveying, or con-

taining lymph.
"There we lymphatic vessels which oome from the

upiier mid others which proceed from the lower ex-

tremities. Numerous glaiuU occur along their coarse.

The emits of the lymphatics, three in number, are

delicate and transparent, so that their contents may
readily he Been."—Todd & Bowman: Phys. Aaat. (1856),

if. 26'J, 280.

''
?.. Fig. : Mad, frenzied, enthusiastic.

"Horace either is or feigns himself tymphwUck"—
Shaftesbury : Concerning Enthusiasm, 8 6.

B. As substantive

:

v L Ord. Lang. -.* A madman, an enthusiast.

"All nations have their lymphatics of some kind or
another."—Shaftesbury: Concerning Enthusiasm, § 6.

IL Technically:

1. Anat. (PI): A name for the lymphatic
vessels (q.v.).

t 2. Bat. (PL) : The sap vessels of a plant.

U The Lymphatic or Phlegmatic Temperament
h characterized by light, sandy, or whitish

hair, light gray eyes/ a pallid complexion, the

skin nearly destitute of hair, much perspira-

tion, small blood-vessels, a feeble and slow

pulse, want of energy, both in animal and
physical functions. Mental powers sometimes
dnll, sometimes the reverse. It is the weak
temperament of the xanthous variety of

mankind.

lymphatic-glands, s. pi
Anat. : The absorbent system for the trans-

mission of the lymph, allied to the lacteal

system, and appearing also tirst in fishes, then
reptiles, then mammals. Their chief use is to

effect a change in the materials absorbed,

and render them more fitted for introduction

into the blood. Lymphatics are found in

most parts of the animal tissue, except the

brain and spinal cord, the eye, bones, car-

tilages and tendons, the membranes of the

ovum, the umbilical cord, and the placenta.

Lymphatic vessels like arteries and veins

have three coats, an external, middle, and
. internal; they are also supplied with valves.

[Thoracic-duct (q.v.).]

lymphatic-vessels, $. pi.

Annt. : The lymphatic vessels convey in

solution to the blood matters derived from
the wear and tear of the vessels or from out-

side. (Todd £ Bowman: Phys. Anat., ii. 290.)

l^rm'-pho-duct, l$rm'-ph£e-duct, s. [Lat.

lympha = lymph, and ductus = a leading, a
duet.]

1. Anat. : A vessel in animal bodies which
conveys the lymph ; a lymphatic. (Blaclcmotc.)

2, Bot. (PL): Sap-vessels.

l$rm-phdg'-ra-ph$r, s. [Lat. lympha- lymph,
and ypd<inii {grapho) = to desci'ibe.] Atreatise
on or description of the lymphatic vessels,

their origin and uses.

lymph'-oid, a. [Lat. lympha, and Gr. elSos

(eidos) = form.]

A net. : Having the form or aspect of lymph.
There are lymphoid- glands and lymphoid

-

tissue. (Qvuin.)

* lymph'-y, a. [Eng. lymph; -y.] Containing
or resembling lymph.

*lym-y-tour, s. [Limitour.]

* l^n-CC'-an, a. [Lat. lynceus, from lynx (genit.

lyncis)=a lynx.] Of or pertaining to the
lynx ; lynx-like, acute.

" My eyes are so lyttcean as to see you proudly mis-
confident."

—

Up. Hull: Answer to the Vindication.

lynch, v.t. [Said to be derived from the name
of a Virginian farmer, who took the law into

his own hands by tying a thief to a tree, and
then flogging him.] To inflict punishment or

pain upon, without the forms of law, as by a

mob, or any unauthorised persons.
" George was lynched, as he deserved."—Emerson:

English Traits, eh. ix.

lynch-law, §. The act or practice ot

punishing offenders for a crime without atrial.

Like the verb "to lynch," this expression

originated in America,* but is now naturalized

in England.

"l^n'-cus, 9. [Mod. Lat,] [Lynx.]

Zool.: A genus proposed by Gray (A muds
of Phil., xxvi.), to include the lynxes, which
are now classed as species (or varieties of a

species) of the genus Felis.

"lynde, s. [A.S. Und ; Sw.&Dan. lind ; Dut.

& Ger. linde.] The linden-tree (q.v.)-

"lSrnd'-€n, s. [Linden.]

* lyne, [Line, s.] Flax.

*lynn, ». [Linn.] A waterfall.

ljrnx, * llnce, s. [Lat. from Gr. \vy£ (lungx).]

1. Zool. : A common name for the different

varieties of Felis lynx, or, as some zoologists

think, of the different species of the genus
Lyncus (q.v.). The Greek \vy£ was probably
the Caracal (q.v.) (cf. Ovid, Met, xv. 413).

Lynxes shared with leopards the duty of draw-
ing the chariot of Bac9hns(Pers. i. 101 ; Virg.,

Georgic i. 264); Pliny (Htet. Nat., xxviii. 3'2)

calls them the "most sharp-sighted of all

quadrupeds," hence the epithet lynx-eyed

(q.v.). The lynxes are all of moderate size,

but larger than the true cats; limbs long, tail

short and stumpy, ears tipped with a pencil

of hair, the cheeks bearded, and pads of the

feet overgrown with hair ; colour, light-brown

or gray, more or less spotted with a darker
shade. They are fierce and savage, and prey
on sheep and poultry. Their skins are valu-

able as fur. Felis lynx is the Common Lynx,
found in Scandinavia, Russia, the north of

Asia, and formerly iu the forest regions of

Central Europe ; F. cervaria is a native of

Siberia ; F. pardina of Turkey, Greece, Sicily,

Sardinia, and Spain ; and F. isabelUivti of

Tibet. The New World has also fuur ry'nX^s :

F. canadensis, the Canada Lynx, the most
northern species ; F. rufu, the Bay or Rvd
Lynx, extending nearly over the United Stntes,

but giving place in Texas and the Rou'bli of

California to F. macitlata, and in Oregon and
Washington Territory to F. fascutta. Prof.

Flower is of opinion that, on further investi-

gation, all these will be found to be varieties

of a single species.
" I iwisD the war that Bpotted lynxes make
With their fierce rivals for the female's sake."

Jirydcn: Virgil; Uvorgiciii. 415.

2. Astron. : A constellation of Hevelius, be-

tween the head of Ursa Major and the star
Capella. None of the stars are larger than the
fourth magnitude,

lynx-eyed, a. Having sharp, acute sight.

ly'-on, s. [Lion.]

lyon-court, s. The Scottish court of the
Lyon king-at-anns (q.v.).

T[ Lyon kuig-at (or of) arms:

Her. : An official in. Scotland, deriving Iris,

title from the lion rampant, the armorial beaV-
ings of the Scottish kings. He has authority
to inspect the arms and ensigiis-ainioitnl 'of

all noblemen arid gentlemen in tin* kingdom,
to distinguish the anus oftheyounger brunclies-

of families, and to give proper anus lo those
entitled to bear them, to matriculate such
arms, and to tine those who bear arms which
are not matriculated. He also appoints and
superintends messengers-at-arms. He is as-

sisted also by heralds and pursuivants. Called
also Lord Lyon.

ly-6-net'-i-a, s. [Named after Lyonet, the
entomologist.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Lyunetithc. The larva; of LyonetLa Clerclrlfoi

burrow in the leaves of the apple and cherry-
trees.

ly-o-net'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. lyonetla, and
Lat, fern, pi, adj. suff. -idoi.~\

Entom. : A family of moths, group or tribe
Tiueina. Head generally smooth ; antennae,
with the basal joint expanded into an eye-cap

;

boll, bojF; pout, jortrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion= shun; -tion, -?ion— zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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the anterior wings -narrow
;

posterior wings
lanceolate, with long cilia ; larva; with sixteen

legs, most of them leaf miners. Genera, live.

British species, mostly leaf miners.

ly-pe-ma'-ni-a, s. [Fr. lyp&manie, from Gr.
kvirn (Inpe) — pain of mind, grief, and fiavia

(mania) = madness.]

Mental Pathol, : The melancholia of the an-
cients. Theterm was introduced by Esquirol to

signify disorder of the faculties with respect to
one or a small number of objects, with predom-
inance of a sorrowful and depressing passion.
(Bucknill & Tulce : Psychol. Med., p. 33.)

ly'-ra, s. [Lat. = a lyre (q.v.).]

1. Anat. : A triangular portion of the corpus
callosum, marked with transverse longitudinal
and oblique lines.

2. Astron, : The Lyre or Harp : one of the
twenty ancient Northern constellations. It is

situated to the south-east of the head of Draco,
having Hercules on the west and south and
Cygiius on the east. Though a small constella-
tion, it contains the large star Vega (q.v.),

with nearly twenty others visible to the naked
eye, and, according to Bode, 166 in all, in-

cluding telescopic stars,

3. Zool. : A sub-genus of Brachiopoda, genus
Terabratella.

ly'-rate, ly-rat-ed, a. [Lat. lyra= a lyre.]

1. Orel. Lang.: Resembling a lyre; having
the shape or form of a lyre.

2. Bot. : Lyre-shaped ; a kind of pinnatilo-
bate leaf, having the lobes divided into an un-
certain depth; panduriform, but with several
sinuses on each side, which gradually diminish
in size to the base ; as the leaves of Geum
itrbanum, {Raph-anus Paphanistrum. (Lindley.)

*lyre (y as i) (1), *lere, *lire, *luke,
s. [A.S. hleor ; Icel. hhjv ; 0. L. Ger. htenr.]

The frice, the countenance, the complexion.
" Hive lufutn leor." St. Mai-herete, 3.

lyre (y as i) (2), s. [Fr., from lyra; Gr. Aupa
(Jura) = a lyre.]

1. Miis. : One of the most ancient
stringed instruments.
The word lyre (Au'pa) does
not occur in Homer ; he
speaks only of the citharis

(k i'0 apis) and phorminx
(</>6pjuiy£). The distinction
between a citharis (or gui-

tar), and a lyre, is that the neck
of the former runs behind the
upper part of the strings, while
the strings of the latter are
on both sides. The lyre origin-

ally had but three strings, to
which four were added by the
Greeks to form a heptachord.
The number was afterwards in-

creased to eleven and finally to
sixteen. lyre.

" Taught his warlike linn-Is to wind

"

The silver etriiiga of his melodious lyre."
Drytlen : OoUl ; Metamorphoses I.

2. Astron : [Lyra].

lyre-bat, s.

Zool. : Megaderma lyra, a bat of the family
Rhinolophidse (Nyoteridfe). Habitat, conti-

nental India and Ceylon ; length, three-and-a-
half inches ; slaty-blue in colour, paler be-

neath ; ears about half the length of the head
and body. It is carnivorous, and, in addition

to insects, feeds on frogs, fish, aud even
smaller bats.

lyre-bird, *.

Ornith. : Menura superba (or novce-hollan-

dice), an insectivorous Australian bird, placed
by Professor Huxley in his Coracomorpha?.
(In this connection see a paper by Mr. Bartlett,

in Proc. Zool. Soc, 1867, pp. 68S, 089.) Habitat,
New South Wales, the southern part of Queens-
land, and perhaps some parts of the colony
of Victoria. The lyre-bird is not so large as

a hen-pheasant
;
plumage, sooty-brown, re-

lieved by rufous on the chin, throat, some of
the wing-feathers, and the tail-coverts. The
sixteen rectrices are developed in the male in

the extraordinary fashion that gives the bird
its English name. The two exterior have the
outer web very narrow, and the inner very
broad, and they curve at first outwards, then
somewhat inwards, and near the tip outwards
again, bending round so as to present a lyre-

like form. The middle pair of feathers have
the outer web broad, and the inner web very

narrow ; they cross near their .base, and -then
diverge, bending round forwards near the
tip. The remaining twelve feathers are thinly

shape of a lyre ; more or less closely resem-
bling a lyre in conformation. [Lyre-bird.]

" In the male of ifenura albert I, the tail is not only
lyriform, but the exterior rectrices fire shorter than
the rest."

—

Prof. Newton, in L'ncyc. Brit, (uth ed.J, xv-

LYRE-BTRD.

furnished with barbs, and present a hair-like

appearance. The lyre-bird is becoming rare
;

and though specimens have been brought to
Europe, none has long survived in captivity.

(Prof. Newton.) Called also Lyre-pheasant.

lyre-flower, s.

Bot. : Diehjtra spectabilis.

lyre-man, s.

Entom. : Any insect of the family Cicadidre.

lyre-pheasant, s. [Lybe-bird.j

lyre-shaped, «. [Lyrate, 2.]

lyre-tail, s.

Ornith. : The genus Menura (q.v.).

lyre-tailed, a. Having the tail lyrate, as
the lyre-tailed night-jar, Hydropsalis forcipata,

lyre-turtle, s.

Zool. : The leather-back.

lyr'-ic, * lir'-icke, * lyr'-ick, a. & s. [Lat.

lyricus; from Gr. AupiKo? (hirikos) ~ pertaining
to the lyre ; \vpa (lura) = a lyre ; Fr. lyriqne

;

Ital. & Sp. Urico.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining or relating to a lyre
or harp ; intended or suited for the lyre.

" HistjEschylusJversificatioi] with the intermixture
of l//ric composition is; more various than that of
Sluikspeare."

—

Observer, No. 70.

B. As substant ive :

* 1. A composer or writer of lyric poems.
" The greatest conqueror in this nation, after the

manner <jf the uld Givoiaii lyricks, did not only com-
pose the words of his divine odes, but set them to
music himself."

—

Addison.

2. A lyric poem or composition.
" Or else at wakes with Joan and Hodge reioiee.
Where D'Uifey's lyrirs swell in every voice."

Gay : lihephcrdCs Week; Wediifsdaj/.

3. A verse of the kind commonly used in
lyric poetry,

lyric-poetry, s. Originally poems in-

tended to be sung to the accompaniment of
the harp or lyre ; now poems intended for
musical recitation, and especially poems ex-
pressing or referring to the poet's individual
thoughts and emotions, as distinguished from
epic or dramatic poetry, which is concerned
with external circumstances and events.

lyric-Stage, a. A term applied to operatic
representations.

* lyr'-ic, v.t. [Lyric, a.] To sing in a lyrical
manner.

"Parson Punch . . . lyrics over his part in an
anthem very handsomely."— T. Brown: Works, ii. 2+0.

* lyr'-ic-al, a. [Eng. lyric; -al.] The same
as Lyric (q.v.).

"Lyrical emotion of every kind, which |to merit
the name of lyrical) must be in the state of flux and
reflux., or, generally, of agitation, also requires the
Saxon element of our language."

—

lie Quiuccy, in
Trench's English, Past & Present, \>. 21.

* lyr'-i-chord, s. [Eng. lyre, and chord.]

Music : An old name for a vertical harpsi-
chord.

* lyr'-l-cism, s. [Eng. lyric; -isin.] A lyric

poem or composition ; lyrical form of lan-

guage.

lyr'-ie (y as i), s. [Icel. hlyri.] A name given
in Scotland to the lish known more generally
as the armed bull-heud.

lyr'-i-form, a. [Fr. lyriforme, from Lat. lyra
— a lyre, and forma = shape.] Having the

[Eng. lyr(e); -ism.llyr'-ism (yr as ir), s.

A musical performance.
"The lyrlsm . . . had gradually assumed a rather

deafening and complex character."— G. Miot : Adam
Bede, ch. liii.

* lyr'-ist, s. [Lat. lyristes, from Gr. AvpioTiJs
(turistes), from Aupa (f?(ra)= a lyre ; Fr. lyriste.]

One who plays on the lyre or harp.

"From her wilds feme sent
The sweetest lyrist of her saddest wrong."

Shelley: Adona'is, xxx.

lys-i-ld'-ma, 5. [Gr. Averts thesis), loosing,

setting free,* and Aoi/xa (loma) = a hem, fringe,

or border.]

Bot. : A genus of Mimosese, akin to Acacia.
An unknown species from China furnished
the excellent Sabicu wood of which the stairs

were made in the first Great Exhibition, that
of 1851. (Treas. of Bot.).

lys-i-ma'-chi-a, s. [Lat. lysimachia ; Gr.
Aucrt/iaxioc (lusimachion) = loosestrife.]

Bot. : Loosestrife, a genus of Primulacese,

family Primulidw. The calyx is five-partite,

the corolla rotate, the stamens glabrous or

glandular, the capsule opening at the summit,.
,

with five to ten teeth or valves.' Known
species, forty, chiefly from the temperate
zone. Four (Lysimachia vulgaris, L. n-ewiorum,

L, Nummularia, and L. tliyrsifiora) are British.

The first and second are the most common ;

they have yellow flowers. Prof. Watt says
that L. Candida, is eaten by the inhabitants
of Muni poor as a pot-herb with fish.

ly'-sis, s. [Gr. Avo-ts (lusis) = a loosing; \vu>

(Iuo) = to loose.]

1. Arch. : A plinth or step above the cornice-

of the podium which surrounds the stylobate.

2. Med. : The gradual cooling down and de-
fervescence in fever slowly and regularly for
several days without any marked increase of
excreta.

[Gr.] Madness of a dog ; hydro-* lys'-sa,
phobia"

lys-sa-ki'-nse, lys-sa-kl'-na, s. pi. [Gr.

AuVts (lasts) = a loosing, setting free ; d«^
(alee) = a point, an edge, and Lat. fern. pi. adj.

sufT. -ince, or neut. Ana.]

Zool. : A subfamily of hexactincllid sponges,
having the spicules loosely arranged into a
fibrous skeleton. «

lys'-sa-kine, «. &s. [Lyssakina.j

A. .4s adj. : A term applied to sponges
having the spicules loosely arranged.

B. As subst. : A sponge having this struc-
ture.

"It is a Lyssakine with spicules ao arranged
crossing one another, as to weave together a thiu-
walled v.ise of delicate lattice- work with square
meshes."

—

Cassell'&Xat. Hist., vi. Sao.

lyssakine - hexactinellids, lycsa
kine sponges, s. pi.

Zool. : Sponges of the Hexactinellid type.

* lyst, s. [List, s.]

lys-iir'-US, s. [Gr. kva-ts (lusis) ~ a loosing,
setting free, and oSpoi/ (ouron) = urine.]

Bot. : A genus of gasteromycetous fungals
sub-order Phalloidei (q.v.). Lysurus mokusin
is prescribed by the Chinese in gangrenous
ulcers. It is also eaten, but is often poisonous.

* ly-ter'-i-an, a. [Gr. AutjJpio? (luterios) =
loosing, delivering; Avnjp (luter)= a looser ;

Xvta (luo) = to loose, to free.]

Med. : Terminating u disease ; indicating-

the end of a disease.

* lythe, a. [Lithe, a.]

+ lythe, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A fish ; the
coal-fish or whiting pollack in its fourth year.

"There is no need for good fishing when you catch
lythe."—Black : Princess of Thule, oh. ii.

< lyth'-er, [Luther.]

ly-thra'-ce-ae, s. pi. [Lat. lythr(uin); fern,

pi. adj. stiff, -aceai.]

Bot. : Loosestrifes or Lythrads, an order of
perigynous exogens, alliance Saxifragales.
It consists of herbs, or rarely shrubs, fre-

Cate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a, qu = kw.
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quently with foivNcorhered branches, gene-
rally opposite, entire, and solitary, or clustered
regular or irregular, axillary «r terminal,
spikes or racemes ; calyx tubular, ribbed
petals inserted between the outer lobes of tlie

calyx, very deciduous or wanting. Stamens
equal in nurtiber to the petals, or two or three
times as many, inserted into the calyx below
them ; ovary, superior, generally two- to. six-

celled, rarely one-celled; seeds, numerous,
small; capsule, membranous and dehiscent.
Known genera, thirty ; species, 250, chiefly

from the tropics. British genera, Lythrum
and Peplis.

Ijrth'-re-se, 5. pi. [Mod. Lat. lythrum, and
fmi. pi. adj. suff. -ere.]

Bot. : A tribe of Lythracese (q.v.), having
the seeds wingless.

Iy-thr6'-de§f, s. [Named by Karsten from Gr.

&vQpu&r}<; (lythrodes) = soiled by blood.]

Mm. : A variety of Nephelite (q.v.), having
a peculiar greasy lustre, hence Ger. fettstein

= fatstone. Colours yellow, flesh-red, or as

the original was described, red spotted, like

streaming blood. Found in the .Zircon-syenite

of Frederiksvarn and other places in Norway.

lythrum, s. [Gr. \v9pov (luthron) = filth,

defilement, especially of blood, referring to

the purple colour of some of the genus.]

Bot. : Loosestrife, the typical genus of the
trib; Lythrese. Calyx, inferior, tubular, with
ei^iit to twelve small teeth ;

petals, four to

six ; stamens, the same number or twice as

many ; capsule, two-celled. Twelve species
are known. Two (Lythrum Scdicaria and L.

Hyssopifolia) are British. The former is tri-

morphic.

Ijft'-ta, s. [Lat. lytta — a worm under a clog's

tongue, said to produce madness.]

Entom. ; A genus of beetles, tribe Hetero-
mera, sub-tribe Trachelia. Lytta vesicatoria is

the Blister-fly. Itexists in the south of Europe,
feeding chiefly on the ash. L. assamensis, L.

giga, and L. violaceu are used in India as blis-

tering agents. (Prof. Watt.)

M.
M, the thirteenth letter and the tenth con-

sonant of the English alphabet, is classed
amongst the liquids. It hns a labial and a
nasnl articulation, the lips being compressed
and the uvula lowered, so as to form a hum-
ming noise through the nose. M has but one
sound in English, as in mem, much, time. It is

always sounded in native English words, but
is silent in some few words, as mnemonic, de-
rived from other languages. M has been lost
from some of the oldest English words, as,

fine = A.S. fif, Goth, fimf ; .soft — A.S. softe,

Ger. sanft = samft. It has been weakened to
n, as in ant = A.S. ce;mete = emmet ; count =
O. Fr. cumte, Lat. comes ; iwun — Fr. nom,
Lat. tinmen; ransom — O. Fr. raancon, Lat.
redem])tio, M. .Eng. ramson. In some cases
m represents an original -n, -as in hemp — A.S.
henep, hainep ; tempt = O. Fr. tenter, Lat.
tento • comfort = O. Fr. confort, Lat. conforto ;

vellum = Fr. velin; megrim = Fr. migraine.

I. As a initial M is used : For master (Lat.

nutgister), as M.A. (magivtcr artiitm) = Master
of Arts ; for medicine, as M.D. =* Doctor of

Medicine ; for mundi (Lat. = of the world), as

in A.M. (anno mundi) = in the year of the
world ; for member, as M.F. = Member of

Parliament.

II. At a symbol M is used

:

In numer. : For 1,000 ; with a dash oyer it

(M") for 1,000,000.

* 1" To have an M under (or by) the girdle : To
have the courtesy to address persons as Mr.,

Miss, Mrs., or Madame.

ma, conj. [Ital.]

Music : But ; as, Allegro, ma non troppo =
fast, but not too fast.

ma, s. [Mamma.] A child's shortened form
of mamma,

ma'am, a. [A contr. of madam (q.v.).]

ma ash -a, s. [Native name.] An East Indian

coin, value rather more than the tenth part

of a rupee.

mab, s. [Wei. = a child.]

1, A mythical personage, sometimes de-

scribed as the queen of the fames.

2. A slattern. (Prov,)

mab* v.i. [Mab, s.] To be slovenly ; to dress

in a slovenly manner. (Prov.)

ma'-ba, s. [Native name of the tree on the
Island of Tuugartaboo. (Forster.)]

Bot. : A genus of Ebenacea-, closely akin to

Diospyros. It is believed to furnish the ebony
of Ceylon. The berries of Maba buxifolia are

eaten by the natives of India. The wood is

.dark coloured, very hard and .durable.

*mab'-ble, * ma-ble, v.t. [Moble.] To
wrap up.

,

" Their heads and faces bo mabled in fine linnen."—
Sandys ; Travels, bk. i. , p. 69.

mab'-b$r, s. [Native name.] A spirit distilled

from potatoes in Barbadoes.

ma bo-la, s. [Native name (?).] (See com-
pound.)

mabola fruit, s.

Bot. : Diospyros mabola or discolor, a tree wild
in the Philippine Islands.

Mac, pref. [Gael. = son.] A prefix used ex-

tensively in Scotch names ; as, i/acGregor,
JlfacDonakl, &c. It corresponds with sou in

surnames of Teutonic origin, Fitz in those of

Romance origin, Ap or Ab in Welsh surnames,
and in Irish.

maTCa'-co(l), ma-cau'-cd, s. [The native

name.]

Zool. : Buffon's name for Lemur catta, the
Rjng-tailed or Cat-like Lemur. Colour, chin-

chilla-gray, with a banded tail o f black and
gray rings, under parts white. The hind
limbs exceed the fore limbs in height, and
this gives the body an arched appearance.

:_

They are readily domesticated, and may be
often seen in captivity. They range along the
south and west coasts of Madagascar.

[Native name (?).] (See thema-ca'-co (2),

compounds.)

macaco-wood, s.

Bot. ; Tococa gulanensis.
•

macaco-worm, s.

Entom. : The larva of Dermatobia noxialis.

" A gad-fly found at Cayenne is distinguished by the
naine of the macaco-worm ; it . . . usually attacks
the skin of oxen and dogs in South America. It is

accidentally found sometimes on man,"

—

P. J. Van
Beneden : Animal Parasites, p. 175.

ma ca -cits, s. [Latinised from Fr. macaque.]

1. Zool. : A genus of Catarhine Monkeys,
and the section of it having the tail long, gene-
rally both with cheek pouches and natal cal-

losities. Macacus Inuus is the Barbary Ape,
the species a colony of which is on the Rock
of Gibraltar. This is the only recent monkey
found in Europe. Macncus Silenus is the
Wanderoo of India. Called also Inuus (q.v.).

Several other species are known, which are
described under their popular names.

2. Palceont. : Found in the Upper Miocene
(?) of the Siwalik Hills, and the Pliocene of
Italy and the South of England.

mac ad-am-I-za tion, s. [Eng. macadam-
iz(e) ; -atlon.] The act, art, or process of
macadamizing a road. The stone is broken
into angular pieces of a uniform size, and, after
being laid, is consolidated and levelled by
means of heavy rollers. A mode of paving
roads introduced by Macadam, the metal or
surface stone consisting of pieces of granite,
whin stone, limestone, or hard freestone, ac-
cording to the kind of rock which is acces-
sible.

" Neither the government nor the inhabitants are
for a time willing to go to the expense of macadami-
zation."—A. Trollope: Australia, i. 493.

mac ad-araize, v.t. [Named after Mac-
adam, the introducer of the system.] To
pave, cover, or repair a road by the process of
macadamization (q.v.).

mac ad am road, s. [After Macadam, the
inventor, "and road.] A road formed by mac-
adamization.

ma-ca'-o, s. [Macaw.]

macaque (que as k),
native name.]

[Fr., from the

Zoology ;
J

' 1. Sing.: Mocacns cynomnlgus, the Common
"Macaque, which may be taken as the repre-

sentative of the long-tailed section of this-

genus. Habitat, the islands of the Malayan
.Arc} iipelago. In the adult Macaque, the bod};

is *large in proportion to the limbs, and the
shoulders abnormally developed ; the limbs,

arc short, as is the fur. Olive-brown, spotted

with black, on the head and body, gray.on the
limb; tail blackish. It is quiet and good-
tempered when young, but becomes savage
and brutal as it grows older. Albinoes of this.

species sometimes occur.

2. PI. : The genus Macacus (q.v.).

mac-a-ran'-ga, e. [Native name.]

Bot. : A genus of Euphorbiacese, tribe
Acalypheae. Macaranga dentata and M. gum-
mijlua, trees found in Sikkim, are used for

fencing or temporary huts. M. indica and M.
tomeittosa yield gum resins"; that of the bitter

tree is used, according to Gamble, med4 dually,
and for taking impressions. (Calcutta Exhib.
lieport.)

ma-car'-i-a, s. [Gr. fj.axa.pia (makaria) =
happiness, bliss.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Macaridse (q.v.). Macaria liturata, is the
Tawny-barred Angle found in fir woods.

Ma-car'-i-ans, s. pi. [For etym. see def.]

Church Hist. : The Monothelites of Antioch,
so called from Macarius, who was patriarch
at the time of the second Council of Con-
stantinople (a.i>. 620), at which lie defended
his opinions, but was condemned. [Monoth-
elites.]

ma-car -i-dsa, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. macar(ia);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idai.]

Entom. : A family of Moths, group Geonie-
trina. Antennte in the males pubescent,
rarely pectinated,

1

fore wings running into a
prolonged tip, hinder ones angular, somewhat
dentate. Larva; with ten or twelve legs.

^mac'-a-rlze, v.t. [Gr. fxaxapifa (macarizoy
' = to make happy, to bless ; u,d.K<xpos (malcaros)
~ happy, blessed.] To bless, to pronounce
or consider happy, to congratulate.

" The word macarize has heeu adopted by Oxford
men who n,re familiar with Ariatotle, to supply a. word
wanting in our langujige. . . . Men are admired for
ivhat they are, commended for what they do, and maca-
rized for what they have,
p. 47;i.

- Whatcly : Bacon ; Es&aytt,

mac-ar-o'-ni, mac-car-o'-ni, s. & a. [O.

Ital. maccaroni = a kind of paste meate boiled

in broth and drest with butter, cheese, ailH

spice (Florin) Ital. maccheroni ; cf. Gr. jucikci-

pi'a (makaria) = a mess of broth and pearl-

barley, a kind of 'porridge.]

A. As substantive :

I. Lit. : An article of food composer! of the
dough of line wheaten flour, made into long,

slender tubes varying in diameter from one-

eighth of an inch to an inch. It is a favour-

ite food in Italy.
" He doth learn to make strange sauces, to eat an-

chovies, mavcaroni, &c."

—

Bert Jonson; Cynthia's Re-
vels.

* II. Figuratively :

1. A medley, an extravagance, an idle fancy.

2. A droll, a fool.

3. A fop, a dandy, an exquisite. They led

the fashion from 1T70 to 1775. They were
distinguished by the immense knot
of artificial hair worn by them, a

very small cocked hat, jacket, waist-

coat, and small-clothes very tight

to the body, and a walking-stick ,

ornamented with long tassels.

"This fellow would turn rake
and macaroni, if he was to stay
here a week longer."

—

Garrick:
j

Bon Ton, i. 1.

4. (PL): A body of soldiers '

from Maryland during the War
of Independence, so called on
account of their showy uniform.

* B. As adj. : Foppish, fa-

shionable, dandy, affected.

"Ye travell'd trihe, ye macaroni
train,

Of French friaeurs and nosegays
justly vain . .

Lend me your hands."
Goldsmith; Epilogue, Kpoknn by MACARONI.

Mrs. Bulkley.

* mac-a-ro'-ni-an, * mac-ca-ro'-ni-an
a. & s. ' [Eng. macaroni ; -an.]

A. AsUdj. : The same as Macaroni (q.v.).

bSfl, b6^; po^t, jtffel; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem ; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph^J
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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B. As svbst. : Macaronic verse.
" The marjtrim'uin ie a kind of burlesque poetry,

coujibsting of * jumMe of words uf different languages,
with words of the vulgar tongue latinized, aud latin
words modernized."—Cambridge : tfcribtmrlad, bit ii.

O'ute 10. J

mac-a-ron'-ic, mac ca-ron ic, mic-
a ron ick, ".._&«. [Fr. //tac'ro/tiywe, from
ftiacuroiu (fcpv.),j

A* As cvljective:

L Z**.: Of or pertaining to the dish or
food macaroni.

IL Figuratively:

1. Pertaining to or like a macaroni ; emptv,
trifling, vain, affected.

2. Consisting of a jumble or mixture of ill-

formed words, or of eyeiy-day word* to which
Latin terminations have i«sen added, or of
Latin or other foreign words Anglicized : as,
vtacaronic verse.

B. As substantive

:

1. A confuse/1 heap, medley, or jumble of
Several things.

2. Macaronic verse.

*f Macaronic verse or poetry: A term first

employed by Theophilo Folengo (otherwise
Merlinus Coccaius), in 1509, to designate a
kind ofhumorous or ludicrous verses, in which
words of other languages, with Latin termina-
tions or inflections are mixed up with Latin
words. Verses in which foreign words are
ludicrously distorted and jumbled together.

mac a-roon ,
* mak-a-ron, s. ^Fr., from

Ital. macaroni = macaroni (q.v.).]

1. A kind of small sweetcake or sweet bis-
cuit made of flour, almonds, eggs, and sugar.

" Marchpane and dry socket, macaroons and diet
tread."

—

Atbumazar, iL 3.

r
2. A low, coarse fellow, a finical fellow,

a macaroon.
" I sigh, and sweat.

To bear this makdrt/tt talke, in vaine,"*

Donne : Satiret, sat. A.

tfa-carf-ney, s. [For etym. see compound.]

Macartney-cock, s.

OrnitJu : Euplocortiiu ignttns, a gallinaceous
"bird, first described in the account of Lord
Macartney's embassy to China. Length of
adult male, about two feet. It has a general
resemblance to the Impeyan-pheasant in its

rich metallic colouring, but the middle of the
l»ack is brilliant orange ; the tail binish-green,
orange, and white. Habitat, Sumati-a and the
adjacent islands.

Ma-cas -Bar, s. [See def.J The name of a
district in the island of Celebes, in the Eastern
Archipelago.

Macassar oil, &. An oil used, for pro-
moting and strengthening the growth of the
liair, so named from having been original^
brought from Macassar. The name is now
commonly given to a prepared mixture of
castor and olive-oil.

• In earthly t irtne nothing could surpass her.
Save UiiuVhicoiuparable oil, Mac<u* a r

Byrvn : Don Juan, L 17.

ma can -CO, s. [Macaco.]

ma-caw, * ma ca -6, " mac-caw, *. [The
native name in the West Indian Islands.

Oriuth. : The popular name for any member
of the South American family Arairhe, and
more strictly of the genos Ara (Brisson), or
Macrocercus iVieUht). The macaws are re-

markable for their size and the beauty of their
plumage. They are less docile than the true
parrots, can rarely be taught to articulate

more titan a few words, and their cry is harsh
and disagreeable. The Scarlet Macaw, Arm
inoszio, is a very handsome bird ; the principal
colour is bright-red, with blue rump, vent,

tail-coverts, and quills, aud greenish-blue and
yellow wing-coverts, l-Jl, two-thirds of whole
length blue and crimson. The Red and Blue
Macaw, A. araeajiga, resembles the first

species, but the middle of the wing-coverts is

bright yellow. The Green Macaw, A. miii-

taris, \tiu> lively green plumage, lower back,
upper tail, and wing-coverts blue, the under
surface orange-yellow. The Blue and Yellow
Macaw, A.araravwx, is one f<{ the hands**niest
of the genus. Waterton {Wondering* in .io*th.

Aimr'<'h fed. 1S7'j), p. 19t>; says of it :

' ; The
flaming scarlet of his body, the lovely variety t

of red, yelh.w, bine, and green in his wings, I

the extraordinary length of his scarlet tail, all J

"fe-in to join and demand for him the title of
j

emperor •it tl<e iiarrot*." I

macaw-bark, .

Hot. : bolannm mummosurti.

macaw- fat, «.

I'M. : A West Indian name for the Oil Palm,
Eltzti guineewis.

macaw- tree, .

hot. : (1) Acmcfjima fusiformis, and (2) A.
lasiozjyithii ; the latter is called the Great
Mataw-tree.

Mac-ca-be'-an, a. [Eng. Maccabe(e); -an.]
Pertaining or'relating to the 3iaeeabees.

Mac ca bees, s.pL !La,t. Maccabxeus; Gr.

yiajcKapatQi; (MakI:abo,ios) ; from Heb. nfajTO

(maqqablioth), or 03^0 (niariqebhitk) = a lum-
_ mer ; from the last three letters of the names
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, on the banner of
the tribe of Dan, or from the first letters of
the Hebrew words rhlT rjS**3 712*03" *p (Mi-

KamOkdk ha&lim Yefiuvdh) (" Who is like unto
Thee, u Lord, among the gods'"") in Exod.
xv. 11.]

Jewish Ili-i. : A name applied to a patriotic
family whose achievements were most notable.
Antiochus Epiphanen, a Syrian king, having
lx:en expelled from Egypt by the Romans, re-

lieved his vexation by attempting to put down
the Jewish worship. Palestine then being
under his sway, the aged Matliathias, priest
of Modin, was urged to set his people the
example of sacrificing to the Greek gods. In
place of d«iing so, he killed the king's mes-
senger, and escaped to the mountains, his
sons being companions of his flight. Their
names were John called Caddis, Simon called
Thassij Judas called Maccabaeus, in connec-
tion with whom the name Maccabees origin-
ated, Eleazar called Avaran, and Jonathan
called Apphus. The revolt began b.c. 168, and.
in lilt Judas took, Jerusalem, and purified, the
Temple in commemoration of which the winter
festival called the Feast of Dedication was
annually kept, and is alluded to in John
x. 22. After achieving success, a Maccabean,
called also an Asrnomean, dynasty reigned for
about a century, Herod the Great, slaughterer
of the infants of Bethlehem, putting to death
Hyrcanus, the last scion of the house, though
he was inoffensive, pious, and the high priest.

r The hoote ofMaccabees : Four books of our
present Apocryplia, with a fifth not in that
collection.

1 Maccabees : A work giving an account of
the Maccabean struggle, with a simplicity
and candour which render its statements
eminently credible. It seems to have been
written originally in Hebrew by a Palestinian
Jew, probably a Sadducee. It never formed
Tart uf the Jewish canon or the Christian
canons of Melito, Origen, the Council of
Ltfodicea, Cyril, St. Hilary, Athanasius,
Jerome, &c. It was first received into the
canon by the Council of Hippo (a.i>. 393) and
that of Carthage (a.d. :

j
/.u), the modern Council

of Trent confirming their decision. The Roman
Church considers it an inspired production

;

the Protestant, uninspired but of high his-
torical value.

2 Maccabees : A much less valuable pro-
duction than 1 Maccabees. It was compiled
by a person whose name is not given, from a
more extended narrative written by Jason of
Cyrene. Jason's book seems to have been
published about b.c. 160 The object of the
compiler is to exhort the Jews to keep the
Jewish faith, and especially to venerate the
temple at Jerusalem. The writer gives an
incident which he alleges to have occurred
during the attempts made by Heliodorus to
plunder the temple. He concludes with the
victory of Judas Maccabaeus over Xicanor,
B.r. i<;i. He has not a critical mind, and
some of his narratives have a mythic air.

3 Maaxibcc-i : A book narrating * vents
earlier than the MaccalM.-an times. It e*-ui-

mence-i with Ptolemy IV (Philopator), b.c. 217.
wishing to enter the Holy of Holies, the hi.'h
priest having in vain remonstrated, prayed
against him, causing him to be struck with
I-aralysis. Enraged in consequence, the
monarch, on reaching Egypt,* wreaked his
VHng.^jji-e on the Alexandrian Jews. Most of
tli*-iii having refused at his bidding to be
initiated into the org,-:,-, of Bachus, were
confined to th*- Hippodrome, to be trampled
to death by oOO drunken elephants. Thmugh
divine interposition. tb«- elephants tnmed on
the soldier-) instead of attacking the Jews.

The king, relenting at fcie 8]»ectacle, set the
Jews free. A festival was instituted, to com-
memorate the deliverance. The author seems
to have been an Alexandrian Jew, who wrote
in Grei-k.

4 Maixabres : A work written to encourage
the Jews, who lived in the midst of a ton-
temptuous heathen population, to remain
true to the Jewish faith. Its reasonableness
is insisted on, and its ]tower,to control the
passions and inspire fortitude. As au illus-

tration, the author gives the history of the
Maccabean martyrdoms. It seems to have
been written a.d. 39 or 40.

5 Maccabees : This work embraced the
history ofiWyeanj, from Heliodorus'M attempt
to plunder the- treasury at Jerusalem, b.c. 1*4, _

to'B.c. 6, when Herod was on the throne.
There are many jjarallelisms with Joscphus.
It is a valuable historical production. It was
a compilation made by a Jew after the de-
struction of Jerusalem, from ancient Hebrew
records. (Ginsburg, in Cycl. B3j. Liter.)

* mac-caw", *. [Macaw. ]

* mac co, *. [Ital. = slaughter.] A gambling
game.

" HU ancle wm ettll at the maeco tab;*."

—

T. IJooh :

Man ofmany fHviuit.

mac -cou ba, mac -co-boy, mac-cu-
bau, ma cou-ba, s. [From .'! coul«a, in

Martinique, where the toljacco, from which it is

manufactured, is cultivated.] A kind of snulf
scented with attar of roses.

mace (1), *. [O. Fr. mace, mache (Fr. masse),

from Lat. * mtjtty = a lieetle, fonued in the
dimin. mateola= a beetle, a mallet ; Ital.

rnazza ; Sp. & Port. nwzu..\

L Ordinary Language: »

L Iti the same sense as II. 2.

2. An ornamented staff of silver or other
metal, originating in the military mace, borne
before judges, magistrates, and others in
authority. It was originally decorated at ilr.

summit with canopy-work, and is now gene-
rally surmounted by a crown.

" It wa« necewiAry to put \ -. Speaker In the chair
and the insice .jii the table for the purpot* ot restoring
order.*"

—

Macatday : ll'ut. Eng., ch. xfr.

3. A maceljearer ((pv.).

"He was followed by the mareiot the two Houses
and by the two speakera."—Macaulag : Wat. £ng^
ch. xl.

IL TecluiicaUy:

L JAniher: A currier's mallet with a
knobbed face, made by the insertion of ph.s
with egg-shaped heads. It is used in leather-
dressing to soften and supple the tanned hides,
and enable them to absorb the oil, 6ic. It is

analogous to the fulling-hannner.

2. Old Armour : A military implement used
for deaiiu* heavy blows, and constructed mj
as to fracture armour. It- was frequently car-

ried, by horse-soldiers at the saddle-1 *ow.
where it was suspended by a thong which
jessed through the upper part of the handle ;

thin thong was wound round the wrist to pre-
vent its loss by the force of a blow. It had
many tonns : a simple iron club, a spiked
club, a ]>ointed hammer. In the times of the
Plantagenets the mace was used in battles and
tournaments, and was superseded by the
pistol in the time of Elizal-eth. The" mace
is still retained among the Turkish irregular
f-avalry.

" Tho ho were thorg out yraengd with ewerdes k with
mace.' Robert of O'lotuxtter. p. *g.

3. JiUli'j.rds: A heavy rM. or cue, used in
pushing a ball along the table.

mace-bearer, *. An officer who carries
the mar-e before a judge or other person in
authority.

"John. Bishop of Lincoln, with pime-l^Jirer. roace-
hmr*T. six. boy-jm^fcL* playing uu ujniital ux inu^eijtt,
awl six Latin vena. — i\'atpo.e; Cutaivjuc of £,i.
grar':Tt. rt»L v.

" mace-proot «- Secure again -st arrebt.

mace (2), s. 'Yt. macls; ItaL mace; Lat.
if'cis, m'Jcir; Gr. p-djcep (maker). j The aril
of Myristica moseiaa^j,. [N ltmfx;.]

•7 Red Mace is the aril of / yr, Jwsat tingens.
and White 3tace that of Murirtl-y. Otoba.

11
Tlie fmit bereof [nataiegl coiiBmteth of fonr part* *

the Lr=t or otit-«-anl i«t if. a tbick aud carnotM '-j-.er-
ini' lite that -,/ i walnut, the second a dry ^-j fios*m-
Jon» coat con. utonly called mace.-—Br&nnc . Vulgar
Errourt, bk. ii. th. tL "^
r Itee/l maw :

Bat. : The genus Typha.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, as, ce = e; ey- a. qu = kw.
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* mace-ale, s. Warm ale in which mace
has been infused.

" I prescribed him a draught of mace-ale, with hopes
todibpose iiim to rest."

—

WUeman: Surgery.

M&c-e-do'-ni-an (1), a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Macedonia,
a district in the north of Greece, or its inhabi-
tants.

B. As subst. . A native or inhabitant of
Macedonia.

Macedonian-phalanx, s. [Phalanx.]

M&c-e-do'-ni-an (2), a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to, or in any way
connected with the teaching of Macedonius

:

as, the Macedonian heresy.

B. As substantive

:

Church Hist. (PI.) : A sect which eame into
existence, towards the. end of the Arian eon-
.trovei-sy, taking 'rts name from Macedonius,
who become Patriarcli of Constantinople in
341. He taught that the Holy Ghost was
41 subordinate to the Father and to the Son,
unlike to them in substance, and a creature."
Macedonius, who was a semi-Ariau, was de-
posed by the Arians in 360 ; and his special

tenets were condemned at the Council of
Constantinople in 381, where thirty-six
bishops were found to support them. In
that Council the clause denning the divinity
of the Holy Ghost was added to the Nicene
Creed. The Macedonians were called also
Pnemnatomachi.

ma-eel' lo-don, s. [Gr. pauccXAa (makella)
= a pickaxe with one point, a kind of spade,
and o£ovs (odous), genit. oSovtos (odontos) = a
tooth.]

Palosont. : A genus of Lacertilians, founded
on portions of upper and lower jaw, with
teeth, from a slab of Purbeck freshwater
stone. (Owen.) Nicholson (Palozont., ii. 205)
says: "These are perhaps the first traces in
the stratified series of the Jurassic period of
remains,- the affinities of which' to the typical
Lacertidae cannot be disputed."

mac'-ene, s. [Eng. mae(e) ; -ene,]

Chem. : Ci H ]fl . A hydrocarbon present in
the volatile oil of mace. It boils at 160°, and
is distinguished from oil of turpentine by not
forming a crystalline hydrate when mixed
with alcohol and nitric acid.

niac'-er (1), s. [Eng. mace (1) ; -er.]

Scots Law ; Officers attending the Supreme
Courts in Scotland, appointed by the Crown.
Their duty is to keep silence in the court,
and execute the orders of the courts, if ad-
dressed to them. They hold their office for
life, and are paid by salary. (Chambers.)

"The jury . . . retired, preceded by a macer of
court."

—

'Scott; Heart of Midlothian, cb. xxiii.

*mac'-cr(2), *. [Eng. Mace (2), a.] A medi-
cinal bark, said to be useful in dysentery.

m&c'-er-ate, v.t. [Lat. maceratus, pa. par.

of macero = to steep ; macer — lean ; Gr.
/xatrerw (masso) = to knead, to wipe.]

* 1. To make lean ; to wear away.
"Philip. Earl of Arundel, -macerated himself in n

strict course of religion."—Baker ; Queen Elizabeth
(an. 1595).

' 2. To mortify ; to harass with hardships

;

to worry.
" Sad cares, as wont to macerate

And read the greedie uihides of covetous men."
Spenser : Virgits Gnat, 9t.

3. To steep almost to solution ; to soften

by steeping ; to soak ; to separate the parts
of by the digestive process.

"The saliva, distilling continually, serves well to
macerate and temper our meat."

—

Hay : On the Crea-
tion, i't ii.

er - a'- tlon, s. [Lat. maceratio, from
maceratus, pa, par. of rnace.ro = to macerate

;

Fr. maceration ; Sp. maceration ; Ital. macera-
Sione.]

* 1. The act or process of wasting or making
lean.

* 2. The state of becoming lean or wasted.

3. The act of harassing or mortifying.
"A true and serious maceration of our bodies by an

absolute and totall refraining from sustenance."

—

Bishop Hail : Sermon Co His Majesty, March 30, 1C28.

4. The act, process, or operation of soften-

ing by steeping, or by the digestive process.
" Eaten in excess [onions] are said to offend the head

and eyes, unlesn edulcorated with a gentle maceration."
—Evelyn: Acetaria.

niac

mac-far'-lan-ite, s. [Named after T. Mae-
farlane ; suff. -tie (jlfin.).]

Min. : A name given to a granular mixture
of reddish-coloured grains with other minerals,

occurring at Silver Islet, Lake Superior, with
metallic silver. This ore appears to contain
several supposed new minerals, two of which
have been named huntilite (after Dr. T.

Sterry Hunt), and aniinikite (from animikie,

the native name for thunder), respectively.

The former is assumed from analyses to be an
arsenide of silver, with the formula AggAs ;

the latter, an antimonide of silver, having the
formula AgoSb. But Macfarlaue, who has well

investigated these minerals and other mineral
mixtures contained in this ore, considers that
further examination is necessary before the

above can be recognised as mineral species.

ma-chee'-rl-um, s. [Gr. riaxa*PLOV (Mac1io.i-

riQtifl=z a surgeon's knife.]

Bot. : A genus of papilionaceous plants,

tribe Dalbergiese. It furnishes the Itaka-

wood of Guiana. Machoirium jirmum, M.
incorruptibile, and M. legale are large trees,

winch yield an inferior kind of rosewood.
They are from Brazil.

Xna-ch9B'-rd-dus, 5. [Gr. fi.dxa.ipa (macliaira)
= a large knife or dirk, a dagger, a sabre, and
ofioiic (odous), genit. ojoiro? (odontos) = a tooth. ]

Palozont. : Sabre-toothed tiger, a genus of
Felidae, having the upper canines extraordi-

narily developed, trenchant, and sabre-shaped,
with serrated margins. In it the organization
reaches the highest power of destruction.
Range in space : through India, the continent
of Europe, Britain, and North and South
America. Range in time from the Miocene
to the close of the Upper Miocene period.

ma' -cha -lath, ma -ha -lath, s. [Heb.]
This word occurs in the title of Psalms liii. and
lxxxviii. ; the former is inscribed to the "chief
musician upon Mahalath," the latter to the
"chief musician upon Mahalath Leannoth."
Mahalath is bysome authors traced(likeMachol)
to a root meaning pierced or bored; hence it

is thought these Psalms were accompanied
by flutes. It is generally thought that the
term leannoth refers to antiphonal singing.

Other writers consider the titles of these and
several other Psalms to be a reference to well-
known tunes to which they were to be sung.

* mache, =. [Match.]

macho -te, s. [Sp.] A Spanish implement
for cutting cane, corn, vines, &c

ma che-tos, s." [Gr. jxaxTrnj? (machetes) = a
lighter, a warrior

; ^taxT ("weft*) = a light.]

Oniith. : A genus of Scolopacida-, contain-
ing only one species, Machetes pugnax, the
Ruff (q.v.). .The name has reference to the
pugnacious habits of the bird 'and was pro-"

posed, by Cuvier in his Regtie Animal (ed.
1817). It lias been adopted by Gould, Selby,
and Temminck. Others refer the bird to the
genus Tringa (q.v.).

" Thus the Machetes pugnax retains his ruff in the
spring for barely two months."—Varuin : Descent of
Han (1671), ii. Bt

Mich 1 a-ve 11 an, a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Nicolo
Machiavelli, an Italian writer, secretary and
historiographer to the republic of Florence

;

following the example or teaching of Machia-
vel; politically cunning; crafty; using du-
plicity or bad faith.

B. As subst. : One who follows the example
or teaching of Machiavel.

Mach-I-a -ve'-li - an -19m, M&ch'-i-a-
vel ism, s. [Eng. Machiavelian ; -ism.]

The principles or system of statesmanship
taught or carried out by Machiavel : that
right should be systematically subordinated
to expediency, and that all means might be
resorted to, however treacherous or unlawful,
for the establishment and maintenance of the
power of the ruler over his subjects

; political
cunning or duplicity.

na-chic'-o-late, v.t. [Low Lat. machicokUits,
pa. par. of machicolo, machicollo.] [Machic-
olation.] To form or furnish with machic-
olations.

ma chic 6- Lat- ed, a. [Machicolate.]
Formed or furnished with machicolations.

" Glared on a huge machicolated tower."
Tennyson : Last Tournament,

Hilt
MACHICOLATION.

{Toaer over South Gateway at
Bodiam, Casiie, Sussex.)

ma-chic-o-la'-tion, s. [Low Lat. machico-

lamentum, from O. Fr. nuxscheconlis ; Fr. md-
cheeoulis, mdchecoulis, mdchicoulis, a word of

doubtful origin ; perhaps from O. Fr. masclte,

Fr. mdche = match, combustible matter, and.

O. Fr. coulis = flowing.]

1. Arch. & Eng. : An aperture between the
corbels supporting
a projecting para-
pet. They were
much employed in
castellated architec-
ture, and were in-

tended for the pur
poseofallowingmis-
siles, molten lead,

hot pitch, &c, to
be hurled or poured
down on»assailants
approaching near
the walls.

2. The act of hurl-
ing missiles, or pouring molten lead, &c.,
through the apertures described in 1.

" ma-chi -cot, s. [Fr. ] An obsolete term for
one of the chori ministri minores of a cathe-
dral, who, in singing, added passing-notes be-
tween intervals of the plain-song; or, accord-
ing toothers, added a part to the plain-song at
an interval of a third or fourth, thus forming
a sort of organum or diaphony. The music
tli us sung was called machicotage.

ma-chi cou lis (s silent), s. [Fr.]

Fort.: A projecting gallery with loopholes
arranged to obtain a downward tiro on an
enemy. [Machicolation.]

* mach -I-na, s. [Lat.] A machine (q..T.).

" And the world b machina.
Upheld so long, ruah into atomB rent."

Henry More : On Godliness* p. 42.

% Deus ex machina : A phrase used to de-
scribe the intervention of a god in the classical
drama and epic poetry ; in modern literature
the unexpected introduction of some important
]>ersonage, or the occurrence of some improb-
able event to enable a dramatist or novelist to
escape from an awkward situation. The allu-
sion is to the machina

)
a machine by which

gods and heroes were represented passing
through or floating in the air. Nineteenth
century experience has failed to improve on
the rule for the introduction of supernatural
beings which Horace laid down two thousand
years ago:

" Nee Deue intersit, nisi dignus vindice nodus
Inciderlt" Art PocHca, Wl, 193.

''

" ma - chin'
<
al, ". [Lat. macliinaliH, from

inaehiiia — a. machine ; Fr. machinal; Sp. via~
quinal; Ital. macchinale.} Of or pertaining to
a machine or machines.

* mach i-nate, v.t. & ('. [Lat. macIUnatus,
pa.' par. of machinor — to' contrive ; machina
= a machine.]

A. Trans. : To contrive, to plan, to form,
as a plot or scheme.

B. Intrans. : To plot, to scheme.
" How long will you machinate f

Persecute with causeless hate '."

Sandys : Psalm, p. 9fl.

mach i-na -tion, s. [Lat. machhuxtio, from
machiiwtus, pa. par. of machinor — to con-
trive ; Fr. machination ; Sp. maquinacion

;

Ital macchinazionc]

1, The act of plotting, scheming, or contriv-
ing plans or schemes for the accomplishment
of some object, generally bad.

" The energy and vigour that is necessary for great
evil machinations."—Burke : To a Member of the Nat.
Assembly.

2. A plot, a plan, a scheme, a contrivance.
"One Whig historian talks of the machinations ot

the republicans, another of the mariirinations of the
Jacobites."—Macaulay : HUt. Eng., ch. xiv.

* mach'-i-na-tSr, s. [Lat., from machinatus,
pa. par. of. machinor,; Fr. machinateur ; Sp.
inaquinador ; Ital. macchinatore.] One who
machinates, plots, or intrigues with evil de-
signs ; a plotter, a schemer.

"The cunning inachinator pretends the exaltation
of the freeness of that ifrace which he designs to dis-
honour and defeat."

—

GlanvUl : Serzums, ser. 10.

ma-chine', 5. [Fr., from Lat. machina, from
* Gr. wxav*l (mechane) = a contrivance, a ma-

chine, from jlltjxos (medios) = means, con-
trivance

; Sp. maquina; Ital. macchina.
Perhaps akin to make.}

L Literally:

1. An instrument of a lower grade than an

bolL, bo*^; pfcat, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.
-cian, -tina = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bei, del.
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engine, its motor being distinct from the
operating part, whereas the engine is auto-
matic as to both. It is also distinct from a
to,.l, as it contains within itself its own guide
for operation. A contrivance by means of
which a moving power is made to act upon
any body, and communicate motion to it.

Machines are simple and compound, complex
"Ol" i'crnnplicated." The simple machines aj'e

'the six mechanical powers : viz., the lever, the
wheel and axle, the pulley, the inclined plane,
the wedge, and the screw. In compound ma-
chines two or more of these powers are com-
bined for the production of motion, or the
application or transmission of force. Ma-
chines employed in

f
the manufacturing arts

are named accordingto their products, as lace-

machines, rope-machines, paper-machines ; or
to the processes they perform, as spinning-
machines, printingMnachines^savving-machines,
&e. Other machines are classed according to

the forces by which they are put in motion, as
hydraulic machines, pneumatic machines, &c.
The" powers employed to transmit or apply
force through machines are various, as the
muscular strength of men or animals, wind,
water, air, gas, electricity, steam, &c.

" A great part of the -machines made use of in those
manufactures in which labour is most subdivided,
were originally the inventions of common workmen."—Smith : Wealth of Nations, bk. i., ch. i.

* 2. An engine ; a bartering engine.

* 3. Any complicated body, in which the
parts have their several duties or offices.

" We are led to conceive this great machine of the
world to have beeu once in a 3tate of greater simpli-
city."-Burnet ; Theory of the Earth.

II. Figuratively

:

1. An engine, a contrivance.
1 "With inward arms the dire machine they load."

Dryden : Virgil; *Eneid ii. 25.

t-2. In England a public coach ; in Scotland
a light vehicle for travellers.

"The machine trundled on for a couple of hundred
yards."

—

Dickens : Sketches by Boz ; Mr. Sfinna.

3. A bicycle or tricycle. (Colloquial.)

"As we proceeded, the machine became more of an
encumbrance "

—

Field, Dec. 6, 1884.

4. Any organization by means of which a
desired effect is produced, or a system carried

out ; a complex system by which any institu-

. tion is carried on : as, the machine of govern-
ment.

5. A term applied in contempt to one who
acts or is willing to act at the will or bidding
of another ; a tool ; one whose actions do not
appear to be voluntary or under his own con-

trol, but to be directed by some external in-

fluence or agency ; one who appears to act

mechanically and without intelligence.

6. Supernatural agency introduced in a
poem, phiy, or plot, to effect some object, or

to perform some exploit ; machinery.

'"The marvellous fable includes whatever is superna-
tural, and eapecially the machines of the gods. "—Pope.

machine-head, s.

Music : An arrangement of rack and pinion

for the purpose of tightening and keeping in

tension the strings of the double-bass, and
the guitar, as the ordinary pegs employed to

stretch the strings are of unequal leverage.

machine-made, a. Made by machinery,
as distinguished from hand-made.

machine-man, s.

Print. : The same as MACHiNE-MiNDER.(q.v.).
" My remarks must be taken as those of a, workman,

. . . not as thoseof nmcu;hine-muniiro\)er."—J. Gould:
Letterpress Printer, p. 125.

machine-minder, s.

Print. : A man who has charge of a printing

machine.
"The rnachine-minder must examine every sheet for

some time.' —J. Gould: Letterpress Printer, p. 130.

machine-ruler, s. A machine for ruling

paper according to pattern.

machine-shop, s. A workshop in which
machines are made, and metal-works, &c,
prepared for machinery.

machine-tool, s. A machine in which
the tool is directed by guides and automatic
appliances. It is a workshop appliance for

oj»crating upon materials in the way of shap-

ing and dressing, having devices for dogging
the stuff and feeding the tool. Among tools

of this class for working in metal may be enu-
merated the lathe and machines for planing,

slotting, shaping, drilling, punching, and
shearing. Machine-tools for wood are lathes,

saws of various kinds, machines for planing,

moulding, boring, mortising, dovetailing, rab-

beting, tenoning, shaping, &c.

machine-work, s. "Work done by a

machine or machinery, as distinguished from
that done by manual labour.

ma-chine ', v.t. & i. [Machine, s.]

A. Trans. : To apply, machinery to ; to ef-

fect by means of machinery ; specif., to prifit

by means of a printing-machine.

B. Intrans,. : To be employed in or upon
machinery.

mach i-neel, s. [Manchineel.]

ma-chin'-er, s. [Eng. machin(e) ; -er.]

1. One who works or attends to a machine
;

a machinist.

2. A horse employed in working or driving
a machine.

"Commencing with the high-class .thoroughbred
stalliou valued at ten thousand pounds or more, and
coming down to the ordinary roadster, mavhiner, and
agricultural drudge."—Daily Telegraph, Dec. 6,1880.

ma-cfain'-er-y, a. [Eng. machine; -ry.]

I. Literally

:

1. A general term applied to mechanical
combination of partsfor collecting, controlling,

and using power, or for producing articles of

commerce which may otherwise be, more or less

perfectly, made by hand. The lirstclassof these
combinations is usually distinguished by the
'name of .engines ; the second, by that of ma-
chines.

2. Machines in general ; the ihachines in
any place collectively : as, the machinery in a
mill.

3. The working parts of a machine, engine,
or instrument designed and constructed to
apply and regulate force.

" Observing the neatness and perfection of the ma-
chinery, how exactly and constantly every wheel per-
formed the part to which it was adapted and de-
signed."

—

Iforne : Newton- & Hutchinson.

II. Figuratively:

1. Any complex system or combination of
means and appliances designed to keep any-
thing in motion or action, or to effect a spe-
cific purpose or object, or to carry on any in-

stitution or organization : as, the machinery
of state.

2. The agencies, especially supernatural, by
which the plot of an epic or dramatic poem or
play is carried out to its catastro].>he.

" The machinery, madam, is a term invented by the
critics, to signify that part which the deities, angels,
or demons, are made to act in a poem."—Pope : Rape
of the Lock ; To A. Fermor.

ma-chin'-ing, pr. par., a,, & s. '[Machine, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Acting as a machine, or as a
supernatural agency for the carrying out of
the plot of an epic or dramatic poem or play

;

pertaining to the machinery of a poem.
"Of Venus and Juno, Jupiter and Mercury, I say

nothing, for they were all machining work."—Dryden :

Virgil; ^Eneid. (Dedic.)

C. As subst. : The act or process of working
or effecting with a machine ; specif., printing
by means of a printing-machine.

ma-chin'-1st, s. [Eng. machin(e); -ist ; Fr,

moxhiniste ; Ital. macchinista.]

1. One who constructs machines or engines
;

one versed in the principles of machinery.
"To give a grant to. . . canal-makers, machinists, or

manufacturers."

—

Brit. Quart. Review, lvii. IDS.

2. One who works or minds a machine.
"Good dressmaker, hairdresser, and machinist"—

Times, HoV. 4, 1875. (Advt.)

* 3. One who devises the machinery of a
poem or play.

machinists-hammer, s. A hammer
which has a flat, round face and an erige-peen
transversely of the helve. In some branches
of the business it has two faces ; in others,
again, it has one face and a pointed peen for
riveting.

* mach in-ize, v.t. [Eng. machin(e); -ize.J

To fashion.

"The traveller . , . seems to have macJiinized the
rest of the world for his occasion."—Emerson : Fnglisit
Traits, ch. iii.

ma-chol', mah-hoT, s, [Heb.] A word often
found in the"Old Testament, associated with
" toph " (timbrel), and almost always rendered
in the English version by " dances " or "dan-
cing." But some authorities trace the word to a

root meaning "pierced" or " bored," and there-
fore consider it to have been a flute. It-is

not improbable that -ntachol and toph may
mean " pipe and tabor," but as these two- in-

struments are often associated with dancings
our version, and others which follow it, can-
not in any case be said to be incorrect.

ma-chro -mm, s. [Eng. maiclurin) ; chreni-

(atic) (from its many changes in colour), and
in{Chem.).~\

Chem. : Ci4Hi O53H2O. A crystalline com-
pound prepared by boiliiig a concentrated
solution of niaclnriu with sulphuric aaid aj^i"

zinc, and separating by means of ether; It
forms colourless spangles, which, under the
microscope appear as tufts or stars of slender
needles, soluble in ether, and slightly soluble
in water and alcohol. The solution of machro-
min in strong sulphuric acid is at first orange-
red, then yellow ; after warming or dilution
with water it is emerald-green, and, on adding
an excess of alkali, is changed to a violet.

ma-ci -gno (gn as ny), s. [Ital.]

Petrol. : A siliceous sandstone, sometimes
containing calcareous grains, mica, &c. It is

about the age of the London Clay.

*" mac'-I-len-cy, s. [Eng. macihn(t) ; -cy.]

Leanness, thinness.
" That paleness and macilency in their looks and

constitutions."

—

Sandys : Ovid. (Pref.)

* mac' l- lent, a. [Lat. macilenUts, from
monies = leanness, thinness ; macer — thin,
lean.'] Lean, thin, emaciated.

" A tall macilent man of about fifty was shewn into
the roum."

—

Jlortimer Collins; Tlie Ivory Gate, ii. 138.

mac -In tosh, mack in tosh, s. [After
the name of the inventor.] An overcoat or

* cloak of (doth made waterproof by treatment
with a solution of india-rubber.

* mack'-er-el (1), s. [O. Fr. maquerel ; Fr.

nutquereau = a pander ; Dut. malcelaar = a
broker, a pander; makelen = to ju'ocure.] A
pander, a pimp.

mack'-er-el (2),
* mack ar el, * mack

rel, * ma-que rel, s. [0* Fr. makerel, from
the original Latin word (macus or wuica), of
which macula is a dimin. ; cf. Sp. maca = a
stain, a bruise on fruit. (Skeat.y]

Ichthy. : Any.species of the genus Scomber,
esp. S. scombrus, the Common Mackerel.
Snout pointed, under jaw projecting, gill-

covers large and smooth, pectoral and ventral
fins in advance of the dorsal ; five unlets
above and below the tail, vertically over each
other; tail crescent-shaped. Above the lateral

line the colour is a tine green, varied with
rich blue, and marked with broad, dark, de-

scending lines, straight in the males, undulat-
ing in the females ; under parts silvery with
golden tints. The home of the Common
Mackerel may be broadly described as the
North Atlantic Ocean ; it is common in the
North Sea, and all round the British and Irish
coasts. It is an extremely valuable food-fishy
and the mackerel fishery is only second in im-
portance to the herring and cod fisheries.

Plymouth alone employs a fleet of 200 boats.
The first schools appear in January or Feb-
ruary ; they are in the best condition towards
the end of May, and spawn in the latter half
of June or the beginning of July. Large
cargoes of mackerel are imported into England
from Norway ; and in America immense quan-
tities are cured for home Consumption and
export. S. colias is the Spanish Mackerel,
and S. trachurus the Horse-mackerel, or Scad
(q.v.). [Scombrid^e.]

mackerel-cock, s.

Omith.: The Manx Shearwater (Puffinns
angloruni).

* mackerel gale, s. A strong, fresh
breeze. (Dryden : Hind & Panther, iii. 456.)

mackerel-guide, s A name for the
Gar-fish (q.v.).

mackerel gull, *.

Omith. : A popular American name for
Sterna hirundo, the Common Tern, because it

is supposed to announce the coming of mack-
erel. (Bartlctt.)

mackerel-midge, -.

Ichthy. : The young of more than one genus
of gadoid fishes, formerly made a separate
genus under the name CoucJiia glaum

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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.. mackerel mint, s.

Bot. ; A name for Spearmint (Mentha viridis).

mackerel-sky, 5.

Meteor, : A sky with small roundish masses
1 of eirrocuraulus disposed with more or less

' irregularity. It is most frequently seen in
summer. Culled also Mackerel-back sky.

* mack-ln'-ny, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A pup-
pet show. (North : Examen, p. 590.)

mack in-tosh, s,
* [Macintosh.]

mac tie, v.t. [Prob. frommafce, v. (q.v.).]

1. To sell to shopkeepers. (Said only of
weavers' goods.)

2. To contrive.

mac'-kle, s, [Macule.]

mac le (le as el), *. [Fr. from Lat. macula
— a spot.]

1. Her. : The same as Mascle (q.v.).

2. Mln, : A variety of andalusite (q.v.), oc-

curring in long tapering crystals in clay-slate.

They have the axes and angles of a different

colour from the rest of the crystals, owing to

a regular arrangement of impurities in the
interior. In transverse section they exhibit
a cross or a tesselation, the outlines of which
are frequently rhombs. (See figures in Dana's
System . of Mineralogy, 1875.) The same as
Chiastolite.

ma-clur'-a, s. [Named after Wm. Maclure,
of the United States, a philosopher and
naturalist.]

Bot. : A genus of Moracese, consisting of
. trees, sometimes spiny, with entire or serrated
leaves and unisexual flowers. The males in

racemes, the females in heads, the fruits con-
sisting of many achenes within the enlarged
calyx. Madura aurantiaca is the Usage
Orange. It is about as large as the human
hand, orange coloured, and rilled with a fetid

slime, used by the Indian tribes of the United
States, in which it grows, to smear their faces
when they go out to war. Madura tinctoria

yields the dyewood called Fustic (q.v.). The
fruit is pleasant, and used in North America
as .1 cathartic and an anthelmintic.

ma-clur'-e-a, s. [Named after Wm. McClnre,
the American geologist.]

Zool. : An anomalous genus of Nucleobian-
chiate Gasteropoda, family Atlantidic. It is

disooidal, few wliorled, with a sinistrally
sub-spiral operculum. Found in Lower
Silurian rocks, in North America, and Scot-
land. It may be one of the Heteropoda.

ma dure ite, s. [Named after Wm. Maclure ;

s'uff. -ite (Mill.).]

Mm. : The maclureite named by Nuttall is

included by Dana in the Fassaite group of
aluminous pyroxenes (q.v.) ; that named by
Seybert in the same year is the same as
chondrodite (q.v.)

ma-clur'-in, s [Mod. Lat. madur(a); -in

(Chcm.).']

Ckciii. : A crystalline body extracted from
fustic, Madura tinctoria. Dried over sul-

phuric, acid, its formula is CxsHx-jOs. Heated
to 130° it loses one atom of water, its forma-
tion then being C15H10O7. It is soluble in

water- and alcohol, but insoluble in ether.

Mac-mlT-lan-ite, s. [For etym. see def.]

Eccles. & Church Hist. (PL): The followers of

the Rev. John Macmilhin, of Balnuighie, in

Kirkcudbrightshire, who, in the latter part

of the seventeenth century, aided in laying

the foundation of the Reformed Presbyterian

or Caineronian Church.

mac -on, s. [From Macon on the Saone,
where the grapes are grown.] A celebrated

red French wine, noted for its strength and
keeping qualities.

mac on ite, s. [Named after its locality,

Macon Co., North Carolina; surf, -ite (Min.).)

Min. : A mineral occurring in irregular

scales associated with corundum (q.v.), at the
Culsagee mine. Soft ; sp. gv. 2*827 ; colour,

dark-brown ; lustre, pearly. Compos. : silica,

34 -

22; alumina, 2153; sesquioxide of iron,

12'41 ; magnesia, 14-46
;
potash, 5*70 ; loss on

ignition, 1T85. Exfoliates largely on heating,

and is apparently the result of an alteration

of a chlorite.

mac-ou-ba, s. [Maccouba.]

macr-, pre/. [Macho-.]

mac-ra -me, s, [From Arab. ] (See the com-
pound.)

macrame-lace, s. An Italian lace, made
from twine. It is extensively used in church
decorations, and for the ornamentation of fur-

niture. The best is that made at Genoa.

mac -rau-chene, s. [Macrauchenia.] Any
member of the genus Macrauchenia (q.v.).

" In the Afaeraucliene the fibula is iudeed entire."—
Eng. Enryc, {Xat. IfUt.), iii. 573.

mac-rau-chen'-I-a, s. [Pref. macr-, and
Mod. Lat. audisnia (q.v.).]

Palaiont. ; The typical and only genus of

the family Macrauehenidae (q.v.), formerly re-

ferred to the Camelidffi, but now placed among
tliePerissodactyla, allthe feet being three-toed.

The lower molars resemble those of Palpeothe-

rium in being doubly crescentic. The' general

form of the skull resembles that of the horse.

(Niclwlson : Palaiont., ii. 335.)

mac-rau Chen l-dee, s pi. [Mod. Lat.

macrauchen(io) ; Lut. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Palceont. : A family established for the re-

ception of the genus Macrauchenia, from the

Pliocene or Post-Pliocene of South America.

mac-ren-ce-phal'-ic, mac-ren-ceph'-
a-loiis, a. [Pref. macr-, and Eng. encephalic,

e'ncephalous.] Having a long or large brain.

mac-ro-, pref. [Gr. u,a.Kpos (malcros) = long. ]

(For def. see etym.)

macro-lepidoptera, s. pi. A collector's

term for butterflies. It is of no scientific value.

macro ba-sis, s. [Pref. macro-, and Gr.
/3acrLs (basis) = a stepping, a' movement.]

Entom. : A genus of Cantharidae. Macro-
basis vnicolor is an American blister beetle,
the larva of which feeds on the potato.

* mac-rd-bl-dt'-ic, a. [Gr. fLcucpofi tos (ma-
krobios), p.a/cpo/3ioTos (makrobiotos) ~ long-
lived : /xaKpos (makros) — long ; /3ios {bios) =
life; Fr. macrobiotiquc] Long-lived.

mac-ro-bi-ot'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. mae-
robiot(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idw.]

Zool. ; A family of worm-like Arachnidans,
order Tardigrada (Bear or Sloth Animalcules).
It consists of microscopic animals, found in

wet moss, and in fresh water. They have
elongated bodies, with four pairs of legs,

furnished with claws. Before their true
nature was known they were placed among
the Rotifera, some of which they resemble in
their power of reviving after being dried up.

mac-ro-bi-o'-tiis, s. [Macrobiotic]
Zool. ; The typical genus of the family

Macrobiotidse (q.v.).

mac ro ceph a lous, u. [Pref. macro-,
and Eng. cephalou's.]

Bot. : A name applied by Richard to dicoty-
ledonous embryos, with a certain cohesion
between the cotyledons.

mac-rd-cer'-ciis, $. [Pref. macro-, and Gr.
Ke'pKos (Icerkos) = a tail.]

Oriiilh. : A genus of Psittacidae, sub-family
Araiine. It contains the Macaws. [Macaw.]

mac-ro chid -a, s. [Pref. macro-, and Gr.
XAot] (chloe), ^Ada (chloa) — young green corn
or grass.]

Bot. : A genus of Grasses, tribe Sttpeae.
Macrochloa (Stipa) tenacissima is a rush-like
grass found on the sandy coasts of the Medi-
terranean. It is the original Esparto grass.

mac ro cosm, s. [Pref. macro-, and Gr.
KotTjuos (kosmos) ~ the world ; Fr. macrocosmc.)
The great world ; the universe, or the visible
system of the world, as distinguished from
microcosm (q.v.).

"He calls a iiih.ii a microcosm, because his body is
really made up of all the several kinds of creatures the
macrocosm or greater world consists of, and so is but a
model or epitome oftheumverse."

—

Doyle: Works, ii. 54.

* macro cos -mic, a. [Eng. macrocosm

;

-ic] Of or pertaining to the macrocosm ; ex-
ceedingly great and far-reaching; immense,
comprehensive.

" It was a period of prodigious ideas. Every literary
work was macrocotmic and coloaBal."

—

R. Buchanan,
in Temple Bar, 1879, p. 87.

mac-rd-cys'-tlB, s. [Pref. macro-, and Mod.
Lat., &c. cystis.]

Bot. : A genus of Fucaceas, family or tribe

Laminaridffi. Macrocystis pyrifcra is a giant

seaweed, with a stem 700 feet long, no thicker

than the finger. The branches are as slender

as pack-threads ; the leaves long and narrow,
• each has at its base a vesicle tilled with air,

enabling the plant to float. It is met with in

the ocean in the south temperate and south
polar zones.

mac-ro-dac'-tyl, s. [Macrodactyles.] An
individual of the family Macrodactyles.

mac-ro-dac'-tyl-es, mac^ro-dac'-tyl-i-
des, i". pi. [Mod. Lat. , from Gr. u,u*cpds (malcros)

— long, and S&ktvKos (da1:tulos)=a,tinger, a toe.]

Oruith. ; Long-toes ; a sub-order of Gralla-

tores (q.v.). The feet are furnished with four
elongated, sometimes lobnted, toes, and the
wings are of moderate size. Beak mostly
short and compressed, or wedge-shaped. Leg^s

robust, not long ; neck not very long ; tail

very short. The chief members of .the sub-
family are the Rails, the Wateihens, the Coots,
and the Jacana. (Nicholson.)

mae-rd-dac-tyl-ic, mae-ro-dac'-tyl-
OUS, a. [Eng. mucrodactyt ; -ic, -oits.] Having
long toes ; an epithet applied to birds of the
sub-order Macrodactyles.

mac-ro^dac-tyl'-i-de§, s. pi. [Mack-o-
DACTYLES.]

mac-rb-di-ag -on-al, 5. [Pref. macro-, and
Eng. diagonal (q.v.).]* The longer of the dia-

gonals of a rhombic prism.

mac' ro dome, s. [Pref. -macro-, and Gr.
Sonos (domos) = a, building.] [Dome.]

Crystollog, : A dome parallel to the longer
lateral axis in the trimetric system. (Buna.)

mac ro- don, s. [Pref. macro-, and Gr.
bSous (odous), genit. oS6i/tos (odontos) = a tooth.]

Ichthy. : A, genus of Fishes, family Chara-
cinid*. Man-odon trahira. and M. aimam are
from Cayenne.

mS-C-ro-glos'-sa, s. [Pref. macro-, and Gr.
•yAoJucra (cjlossa) = the

1

tongue.]

Entom. : A genus of Hawkmoths, family
Sesiidffi. Macroglossa stellataruvi is British.

The forewings are smoky brown, marked with
black ; the hinder ones dull tawny, with the
base blackish-brown and the head-margin
reddish-brown ; the body reddish, with black
and white on the posterior parts. The larva,

which is variegated and has a caudal horn,
feeds on bedstraw (Galium) from July to
August, the perfect insect appearing from
May to September.

mac-ro-glos'-SUS, a. [Macroglossa.]

Zool. : A genus of Bats, family Pteropidte.
Macroglossus minimus is a small fruit-eating

bat, found in the Himalayas, the Eastern
Peninsula, the Eastern Islands, and the ad-
jacent parts of Australia.

mac-rog-nath'-ic, 0. [Pref. macro-,' and Gr.
yvddo<; (gnathos) = a,jaw.]

Anthrop. : Long-jawed ; a term applied by
Prof. Huxley to skulls of Neolithic age, met
with in caves and tombs in Belgium, France,
and Spain.

"The skulls are broad or round, the eupra-occipit;d
tuberosity, or 'prubole' prominent, the parieto-oc-
cipital region often flattened, the supraciliary ridges
more strongly marked than in the oVal skulls. The
face, instead of being oval, is angular or lozenge-shaped,
and the upper or lower jaws are so largely developed,
and projected so far beyond the vertical line dropped
from the forehead, that the term mnr.rognathiv lias
been happily applied to them by Prof. Huxley."

—

Dawkins; Early Man in Britain, ch. IX.

* ma-crol'-o-gy, s. [Gr. paKpoXoyia (ma-
krologia), from /xaKpoAo-j-og (makrologos) = talk-
ing long: ixoLicpos (maki-os) = long, and A6yo?
(logos) = talk, speech.] Long tedious talk

;

superfluity of words without meaning.

ma-crdm'--e-ter, s. [Pref. macro-, and Eng.
meter.] An instrument for measuring inacces-
sible objects by means of two reflectors on a
common sextant.

mac ron, 5. [Macrotone.]

mac-ro-phyT-lIne, ma-eroph'-yl-loua,
a. [Gr. u,cucpo<f>uAAos (rnakrophidlos) : pref.
macro-, and Gr. <puA.W (phullon) ~ a leaf.]

Bot. : Consisting of elongated extended
leaflets.

boil, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - £
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naac-ro-pi'-per, a. [Pref. macro-, aud Mod.
Lat. jKj)er(q.v.).]

Bot. : A genus of Piperaceas, family Piperida?

(q.v.). Macropiper metkistlcum is the plant
which tlie South-sea Islanders call ava or
kava. It has a thick woody rugged aromatic
rhizome, a tincture of which is used in rheu-
matism. Macerated in water it is said t»

bring on copious perspiration, and produce a

cure in persons affected with venereal disease.

mac'-ro-pod, s. [Macropodal.J An indi-

vidual of the family Macropodia (q.v.).

mac rop -o-dal, mac-rop 6 dous, a.

[Pref. macro-, and Gr. irovs (pons), geiiit.

7to56s (podos) = a foot.] Having large or
great feet.

mac-ro-po'-di-a,s..2>7. [Macropodid.-e, 1(2).]

mac - ro - po'- di - an, s. [Macropodtd.'E.]

A macropod (q.v.).

macro-pod -i dee, ma-crop i-das, s. pi.

[Mod. Lot. macrop(us) ;' Lat. fern. pi. ailj.

sulf. -Mm.)

1. Zoology:

(1) A family of Marsupials, section Phyto-
phaga, or in Owen's classification Diprodo-
dontia. There are six incisors in the upper
.jaw, and two in the lower ; the canines in tlie

upper,jaw are small ami wanting in the lower
one ; the molars are five on each side above
and below. The anterior feet, which arc small,
have live toes, each armed with a claw ; the
hinder ones, which are very large, powerful,
and well adapted for leaping, have but four,

the inner one, or great toe, being absent.
Found in Australia, Tasmania, and New
Guinea. Genera: Macropus (Kangaroo), Den-
drolagus (Tree - kangaroo), Hypsiprymnus
(Kangaroo-rat), &c.

(2) The first family of Milne-Edwards's Oxy-
rhynchi. They have very long feet, and are
called in consequence Sea-spiders and Spider-
crabs. They live in the deep sea. Called also
Lcptopodidaa (q.v.). Latreille has termed
them Macropodia.

2. Paheont. : Huge Macropi are found in the
P< ist-Tertiary of Australia witli representatives
(if the other genera. They were found in ossi-

ferous breccias in the Wellington Valley, about
210 miles west of Sydney, on the river Bell,

one of the principal sources of the Macquarie,
and on the Macquarie itself. Kangaroos seem
to have been limited to Australia before the
human period began. The name of the Rhsetic
genus Hypsiprymnopsis of Prof. Boyd-Daw-
kins suggests a relation to^Hypsiprymuris,
bi;t Prof. Owen considers it to be a Micro-
lestes (q.v.).

mac-ro-po'-ma, s. [Pref. macro-, and Gr.

TrwjLLa (poma) = a lid, a cover.]

Pulo'.ont. : A genus of crossopterygious
Ganoid fishes, family Coelacanthini. It is

found in the Cretaceous rocks.

mac-ro-pon'-i-dss, & pi. [Gr. fiaxpoirovia

(makroponia) = long labour; Lat. fern. pi.

adj. suff. Ada:.]

Ichthy. : In Prof. Owen's classification, the

twelfth family of his Lepidoganoidei, a sub-

order of Ganoidean fishes.

ma-crop'-ter-OUB, a. [Pref. macro-, andGr.
7rVc'poi/ (pteron) = a wing, a fin.] Having long
wings or lins.

macro-pus, s. [Pref. macro-, and Gr. ttous

(pons) — a foot.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Ma-
cropodida; (q.v.). [Kangaroo.]

mac-ro-pyg'-i-a, s. [Pref. macro- (cj.v.),

and Gr. -rrvyr) (piigc) = the rump, the buttocks.]

Ornith. : A genus of Columbida?, containing

the Cuckoo-doves. They have a very long

graduated and pointed tail.

mac-ro-rhi'-niis, s- [Gr. jua«p6ppts (ma-

krorrhis), genit. paKpoppivos (makivrrhinos) =
long-nosed.]

Zool. : A genus of Phocidte (Seals). Macro-
rhinus elephantinvs is the Elephant Seal, so

called from its possessing, when full-grown, a

short proboscis. It appears to exist both in

thenortheru and southern hemispheres, though
Dr. Gill believes tlie specimens from the
former to be specifically distinct, calling

them M. angusiiroMra. Tlie Elephant Seal

is found abundantly on the coasts of Juan

Fernandez, the Falkland Islands, &,c. The
male is fourteen to sixteen or twenty feet

long, with a proboscis of a foot ; the female
about nine or ten feet.

mac-ro-Bcel'-i-des, s. [Gr. ^aKpoa-Ke\Tqs

(makroskeltes) = long-legged : pref. macro-, and
Gr. o-jm'aos (skelos) = tlie leg.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Ma-
croscelididee. Macroscelides typicus is the
Elephant Shrew of South Africa. It is about
five inches long, with a tail of three inches,
is diurnal, and resides in burrows. M. Rozetl
is the Algerian jumping-shrew.

mac ro-seo lid I-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

macroscelid(es) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idai.]

Zool. : Jumping-shrews, a sub-family of In-
sectivorous Mammals, resembling shrews,
but having very elongated hind legs, enabling
them to advance by a series of jumps. Tlie

snout is long, and sometimes prolonged into
a trunk ; the tail long, covered with hair.

The species inhabit Africa from the Cape to
Algeria.

mac-ro-spo-ran-gi-um v(pl.s macro
spo-ran'-gi-a), s. [Pref. macro- ; G r.

a-rropd (spora), or tnropos (sporox) = seed, and
ayyelov (aiiggeio)t) = a vessel, a receptacle.]

Bot. (PL) :* Sporangia of comparatively large
size, containing macrospores in the Rhizo-
carpese like Salvinia and Marsilea. [Macro-
spore.]

mac -ro-spdre, s. [Pref. macro-, and Gr.
CTropa (spora), or o-tropos (sporos) = a seed.]

Bot. (PL) : Spores of comparatively large
size in macrosporangia, as distinguished from
microspores in microsporangiainthe Rhizocar-
X'ete, such as Marsilea, Pilularia, and Salvinia.

mac-ro-ther'-i-um, s. [Pref. macro-, and
Gr. BrjpCov (tfarion) = a wild animal.]

Palmont. : A genus of Edentata founded on
remains of a large animal, having the hind
limbs shorter than the fore ones, as for climb-
ing purposes, rootless teeth, and toes with
immense claws. It is found in the Miocene
of France.

mac-ro-to'-mi-a, s. [Gr. ju.aKpoTOju.cu (ma-
krotomeo) = to prime so as to leave the shoots
long.]

Bot. : A genus of Boraginace.se. Maerotrmvia
Bentltami grows in the Himalayas, and is con-
sidered useful in diseases of the tongue and
throat. The bruised roots of M. peremiis are
applied in India to eruptions, and its root
is used as a dye.

mac'-ro-tdne, s. [Pref. macro-, and Eng.
tone]

Gram. : A horizontal line drawn over vowels
to show that they are to be pronounced long :

as, me, fine, tone, &c.

ma-cro'-tous, a. [Macrotus.] Having long
ears ; long-eared.

ma - cro- tiis, s. [Pref. macro-, aud Gr. ou?
(Juts), genit. J)T<k (otos) = an ear.]

Zool. : A genus ofPhyllostomidffi (Vampires).
Ears very large, united at the base by a mem-
brane ; nasal appendage, erect ; iuterfemoral
membrane large, beyond which the tail pro-
jects by its last joint. Macrotus Waterhousii
is the Great-eared Leaf Bat from the West
Indies ; the length of the head and body is

two inches and a half; tail, an inch and one-
sixth. Fur, mo-

:se-colour, paler beneath

;

nose-leaf, lanceolate. It is mainly insectivor-
ous, but sometimes feeds on fruit. Other
species are M. callfor niuits and M. me.ricanus,
tlie habitat of which is indicated by their
specific names.

mac-rd-typ'-ous, «. [Pref. -macro-, and Gr.
Ttl7ro? (tii2ios)= a blow, a type.]

Xumis. : Having a long form.

ma-crour'-a, &c. [Macrura, &c]

mac ro-za -mi a, a. [Pref. macro-, and Mod.
Lat. zamia (q.v ).]

Bot. : A genus of Cycadacea?. Macrozamia
spiralis is believed to be the species of Zamia
growing nn the west coast of Australia to the
height of thirty -feet.

ma-crur'-a, ma crcur a, s. pi. [Ma-
CRURUS.]

1. Zool. . Long-tailed Crustaceans ; a sub-

order or group of Decapoda, having the abdo-
men greatly developed, cylindrical, the seg-

ments short, flattened, and expanded laterally;

tlie whole terminated by a broad swimming
tail. Both pairs of antennae are usually large

To this group belong the Lobsters, Spiny
Lobsters, River Crayfish, Prawns, and
Shrimps.

2. Palmont. : They came into existence in

paheozoic times.

ma-crur'-al, ma-crur'-ous, a. [Ma-
crura.] Belonging to or having the charac-

teristics of the group Macrura (q.v.).
(

ma-crur'-an,s. [Macrura.] Any individual

oV the group Macrura (q.v.).

ma-crur'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. macrur(us)

;

£;tt. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : A family of deep-sea Ganoids, dis-

tributed over all oceans, in great abundance.
About forty species are known.

ma-crur'-6ld, a. &>s. [Mod. Lat. macrurus,
and Gr. eUos (eiclos) = form.]

A. As, adj. : Pertaining to the Macruridse.

B. As subst . Any individual of the Ma-
cruiidae.

mac-ru-ro'-nus, *. [Macrurus.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Macruridse (q.v.).

Snout-pointed ; mouth anterior and lateral,

with the lower jaw projecting.

ma -crur'-oiis, tu [Macrura.] Having a

long tail.

ma crux -us, s. [Pref. macro-, and Gr. ovpd
(bum) = a tail.]

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the family
Macrnridte (q.v.). Snout produced and coni-

cal ; mouth inferior.

: mac-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. mactatio, from mac-
tains, pa. par. of macto= to sacrifice.] The
act of killing a victim in sacrifice ; a sacrifice.

" Here they call Cain'a offering, winch is described
anil iillnweil to be the first fruits of the ground only,
:i sacrifice or mactation."—Hhukfnrd ; On t?te Creation.
(Pref.)

mac -ta'- tor, s. [Lat., from mactatus, ra.
par. of macto = to sacrifice, to kill.] A mur-
derer, a killer.

mac -tra, s. [Gr., = a kneading-trough.]

1. Zool. : The typical genus of the family

Mactridae (q.v.). The foot is large and tongue-

shaped ; the siphons are united and fringed ;

the shell is nearly equilateral. Habitat, sandy
coasts, where they burrow just below the
surface. In the Isle of Arran, Mactra sub-

trunatta is collected for feeding pigs'. One
hundred and twenty-five recent species are

known. They are world-wide in their dis-

tribution, and especially abundant within the
tropics.

2. Paheont. : Thirty species are known, from
the Lias onward.

mac- trf - dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. , &c. mactr(a)
(q.v.) ; Lat. fein. pi, adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. ; Trough-shells ; a family of Siphonida,
subdivision Sinupallialia. Valves, equal, sub-
triangular, close-fitting ; a deep pit for the
hinge-ligament, triangular in form ; the hinge
has two diverging teeth ; siphonal fold short
and rounded, epidermis thick. Mostly ma-
rine, but also found in brackish waters.

mac troid, a. & s. [Mod. Lat. mactra (q.v.),

and Gr. elSoq (eidos)=. form.]

A. As adj.: Belonging to, or characteristic
of the Mactridaj.

B. As siibst. : Any individual of the Mac-
tridse.

mac'-u-la (pi. mac'-u-lse), s. [Lat.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A spot, as on the skin, the
surface of the sun, or other luminous body, &c.

" Ami lastly, the body of the sun may contract some
spots or maculce greater than usual, aiiffby thatiueana
be darkened."—Iiurnet : Tlwory of the Earth.

II. Technically

:

1. Bot. : A broad, irregular spot or blotch.

2. Path. (PL) : Permanent discolorations
of the skin ; spots or stains white, dark, or
dusky, with occasionally altered structure.

macula germinativa, s.

Anat. & Physiol. : A dark granular spot,
about ^_ of an inch in diameter, within the
germinal vesicle of an ovum. Called also the
germinal-spot.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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macula lutea, s.

Aunt.: A yellow spot, about ^. of an inch

in diameter, on the axis of the eyeball ; it has

a depression in its centre.

* mac'-u-late, v.t. [Maculate, a.] To spot,

co stain, to blur.
" They -wold not maculate the honour of theyr people

wyth Biiche a reproehe."—Sir G. Elyot : Governour,

bk. i., ch. xxvL.

* mac'-u-late, * mac'-u-lat-ed, o. [Lat.

irutculaiits,' -pa., par. of macnlo — to spot, to

Btain ; macula = a spot, a stain.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Spotted, stained, blurred,

defiled, impure.
" Most maculate thoughts, master, are masked under

such colours."

—

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's l^ost, i. 2.

2. Bot, : The same as Blotched (q.v.).

* mac-u-la'-tion, s. [Lat. maculatio, from

macula'tus, pa. par. of mocuZo = to spot, to

stain; Fr. maculation; Ita\. macidazione.] The
act of spotting or staining ; a spot, a stain.

" For I will throw my glove to death himself,

That there's no maculation in thy heart."

Shakesp. : Troilus <t Cresdda, iv. 4.

* mac'-u-la-tor-y, a. [Maculate.] De-
filing, staining.

i
" The lutulent, spumy, maculatory waters of sin."

—

Adams: Works, i. 1G6. '-

mac'-u-la-ture, s. [Macula.]

1. A sheet blotted or blurred in printing.

2.* Blotting-paper.

mac'-ule, a. [Fr., from Lat. macula — a spot,

a stain.

]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A spot, a stain.

2. Print. : A blurred impression, causing

part of a page to appear double ; also called a

maokle.

mac'-ule, v.t. [Macule, t.] To spot, to

stain, "to blur; specif., in printing, to blur or

double an impression from type.

* mac'- u - lose, a. [Lat. maculosxs, from
macula = a spot, a stain.] Of or pertaining

to spots or stains upon a surface ; spotted,

stained, maculate.

mad, * maad, * madde, * made, * mod,
a. [A.S. ge-m&O, ge-maud ; eogn. with O. S.

ge-med = foolish ; O. H. Ger. Icu-mclt, gi-melt

= vain; Icel. melddr (pa. par. of meidha) =
to maim, to hurt; Goth, ga-maids — bruised,

maimed; A.S. mad, m6d = madness.]

1. Disordered in intellect; insane, deranged,

lunatic, crazy.

"Is all well? Wherefore came this mad fellow to

theeV—2 Khvjsiv. 1.

2. Furious or frantic from disease or other

cause. (Said of animals : as, a mad bull.)

,3^Under the influence of some_ overpower-
ing or uncontrollable emotion ; extravagant

in feeling or action ; having lost self-control

:

as

—

(1) Beside one's self with rage ; frantic,

furious, enraged.

"Her husband hath the finest mad devil of jealousy

in him . . . that ever governed frenzy." — SJiakesp. :

Merry Wives of Windsor, v. 1.

(2) Under the influence of some strong or

unreasonable passion or desire; infatuated;

inflamed with desire.

"He was mad for her."—Shakesp. : All's Well That
Ends Well, v. 3.

(3) .Wildly or extravagantly frolicsome.

"Do you hear, my mad wenches?" — Sliakcsp. :

Love's Labour's Lost, ii.

4. Proceeding from or indicative of mad-
ness ; exceedingly foolish ; characteristic of

a madman.
"This is a way to kill a wife with kindness

;

And thus I'll curb her mud and headstrong humour.'
Shnkesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv, 1.

1 (1) Like mad : Madly, furiously. (CollorjA

(2) Mad as a hatter: Dangerously mad,

rabid. The expression is a corruption ot

" Mad as an after," i.e., adder. (Brewer.)

(3) Mad as a March hare: [March, s. %]
(4) To he (go or run) mad after anything : To

conceive a violent desire for anything.

"The world is running mad after farce, the ex-

tremity of bad poetry, or rather the judgment that is

fallen upon dramatick writing."'—Bryavii.

mad-apple, s. [Madapple.]

* mad-bred, «. Produced or bred by or

in madness.
-- " Until the golden circuit on my head.

Like to the glorious sun's transparent beams,

V Do calm the fury of this mad-bred flaw."

i Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., ill. 1.

mad-dog, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A dog suffering from rabies

(q.v.).

2. Bot. : Scutellaria lateriflora. It owes its

popular name to the fact that it was once a

renowned quack remedy for hydrophobia.

(Bartlclt.)

mad-spice, s.

Bot. : Capsicum, minimum.

mad-Stone, s. A porous stone reputed

to be efficacious in hydrophobia. It is applied

to the wound made by the bite of the rabid

animal, and is supposed to draw out the virus.

(American.)

* mad-worm, s. Madness, insanity.

"Surely the mad-worm hath wilded all humanity."
—Feltham : Resolves, p. 39.

* mad, * madde, v.i. & t. [Mad, a.]

A, Intrnm.: To be or go mad; to be

furious ; to be beside oneself ; to be deranged.

" Manye of hem widen, he lmth a deuel and mad-
deth."— Wycliffe : John X.

B. Trails. ; To make mad ; to madden.
" Had I but seen thy picture in this plight,

It would have madiied me."
Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, ill- 1.

* mad, * made, * madde, * mathe, s.

[A.S. mad.hu — & worm, a maggot; Goth.

midha; Ger. made*; Icel. madlikr.]

1. -A -maggot, a grub... (& Best rFarming,
&c, Books, p. ti.)

2. An earthworm.

Mad-a-gas' car, s. [Seedef.]

Geog. : An island in the Indian Ocean, to

the south-east of Africa.

Madagascar-crocodile, s.

Zool. : Probably a variety of the Nilotic

Crocodile (Crocodilus vulgaris). It has the

snout longer, slenderer, and with straighter

sides than the Nilotic Crocodile. (Duncan.)

Madagascar-nutmeg, *.

Bot. : Tlie genus Agathophyllum.

Madagascar-potato, *.

Bot. : Sokuium anguini.

Madagascar-rat, s.

Zool. : Cheirogale minor, one of the smallest

of the Malagasy Lenmroids. It makes a true

nest of interlaced twigs, with a depressed bed
in the middle for its young.

s mad -am, v.t. [Madam, s.] To address as

Madam*
"Iain,.. madameU up perhaps to matrimonial

perfection."—Hiehardton; Clarissa, viii. CT3.

madam, ma-dame', s. ppr. madame, from
ma (Lat. mea) = my, and dame (Lat. domina)
= lady, mistress.] My lady. Used—

(1) As a term of compliment in addressing

a lady of any degree, especially those married
or elderly.

"Ther durste no wight clepe hir but madame

;

Was noon so hardy walkyng by the weye."
Chaucer: C. T., 3,954.

(2) As a term for ladies in general, usually
with a slight touch of disrespect or sarcasm.

" To make sport to their madams and their boys."
Drayton : Battle of Agincourt.

Mad-a-pol-lam', s. [See def.]

Fabric : A kind of tine, long cloth (cotton)
shipped to the East India market. So named
from Madapollam, a town in the province of
Madras, where it was first manufactured.

mad'-ap-ple, «. [Eng. mad, and apple.']

Bot.: Solatium insaiittm, an East Indian
plant. Called also Jew's-apple. [Solanum.]

mad-a-ro'-sis, .«« [Gr. p.a$ap6<> (madaros) =
bald.] Loss of the hair, and especially of the
eyelashes.

mad -brain, a. & s. [Eng. mad, and brain.]

A. As adj. : Disordered in mind ; mad, in-

sane, hot-headed,

B. As subst. : A mad, hot-headed person
;

one who acts madly or extravagantly.
" A {midbrain o' th' first rate."

Middteton : A Mad World, i.

mad -brained, a. [Eng. mad, and brained.]

The same as Madbratn (q.v.).

" Tallwt is taken, whom we wont to fear

:

Remaineth none but mad-brained Salisbury."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., i. 2.

mad-cap, u. & $, [Eng. mad, and cap.]

A* As adj. : Madbrained, mad, eccentric.

"The nimble-footed madcap prince of Wales,

And hia comrades, tliatilnft the world aside.

And bid it pass. " Shakesp, : 1 Uenry 1 1 ., it- 1-

B. As subst. : A mad-brained fellow ; one

who acts extravagantly ; a person of wild and

eccentric habits ; a madbrain.

"Why, what a madcap hath Heaven lent ub here I

"*

Shakesp. : King John, L L

madde, v.t. & t. [Mad, v.]

madde, a. [Mad, n.]

mad -den, v.t. & i. [Eng. mad, a. ; -en.]

A. Trans. : To make mad, to drive out of

one's senses ; to enrage, to make furious, to

excite with furious passion.
"A rage of pleasure maddened every breast."

Thomson: Castle of Indolence, ii. 30.

* B. Intrans. : To become mad or furious ;

to act as a madman.
" Ever he muttered and maddened."

Tennyson : Maud, I. i. 10. .

mad'-der, s. [A.S. mmddre, maddcre.]

1. Bot. : The genus Rubin, and specially

Rubia tinctorum. (Dyer's Madder.) It is »
trailing or climbing annual, supporting itself

by its leaves and prickles. It is supplied,

chiefly from Holland, France, Italy, and
Turkey. The roots; which are ready the third

year, are kiln-dried, and then threshed, to

clear them from earth and dust. They are

then dried a second time, and afterwards

pounded -mid stamped in a milh A species of

Madder, Rubia peregrina, is indigenous in

Britain. It has whorls of four to six elliptic.,

persistent glossy leaves, a yellowish corolla,

and small black fruit.

1[ Indian Madder, called also Madder of

Bengal, is Rubia cord ifolia ; Madder of Chili,

Rubia augustissima or Relboum.

2. Chem. : The root of Rubia Tinctorum, ex-

tensively used in dyeing for the production of

a variety of colours, namely, red, pink, purple,

black, and chocolate. Other species of Rubia
are also used. It would appear that madder
contains a colorific principle—rubian—which,,

under the influence of a peculiar ferment,

termed erytlirozyiu, breaks up into alizarin,

purpurin, &c. Several of the colouring;

matters of madder appear to exist in the fresh

root, but it is only when it has been kept for

some time that the alizarin and purpurin are-

developed in quantity. The colours produced
from madder are very stable, the well-known
Turkey-red being one of them; and the tints,

and shades obtainable, according to the mor-

dant used, are very numerous. Alizarin, or
madder red, discovered by Robiquet, may be
extracted with -solvents, or obtained by sub-

limation in the form of beautiful reddish

needles. [Alizarin.'] Madder also contain*

certain yellow colouring matters, but they are

useless, if not injurious, in the process of

dyeing.
" The best of all and most commended is our madder-

of Italie."— /'. Holland : Plinie, bk. xix., ch. iii.

3. Pharm. : Madder is a tonic, a diuretic,,

and an emmenagogue.

If Brown Madder: A rich red-brown pig-

ment, prepared from the roots of Rubia tinc-

torum. [Madder, s., 1.]

madder-style, *.

Calico-print. : A method of calico-printing

in which the mordants are applied to the

white cloth, and the colours are brought up
in the dye-bath.

* mad'-der, v.t & i. [Madder, s.]

A. Trans. : To dye with madder.

B. Intrans. : To perform the operation or
process of dyeing with madder.

mad '- der - wort, s [Eng. madder, and
wort (q.v.).J

1. (Sing.): The genus Asperugo.

t 2. (PL): A name sometimes given to the
Galiacese, called by Lindley, &c, in English,
Stellates (q.v.).

* mad'-ding, a. [Mad, v.] Raging, furious,
mad, wild. (Pope: Homer; Iliad xvi. 445.)

* mad'-dihg-ly, adv. [Eng. madding; -ly.]

Madly ; like one mad.
" Run maddingly affrighted through the villages.

"

lieaum. * flet. : Woman Pleated, iv. 1.

* mad' dish, * mad'-ish, a. [Eng. mad, a.

;

ish.] Rather mad ; somewhat deranged.
" Sent in the other night, a little maddinb. '

Deaanu A Flei. : The Pilgrim, iv. L

bfil, boy; pout, jdwl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious. -sious = shus. -ble. -die, &e. - b©i, del.
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* made, *mait, * mate, d. [Mate, a. J' Fa-
tigued, exhausted,

made, -pret. & pa. par. of v. [Make, v.]

made-mast, s.

Xutit, ; A mast composed of several pieces
;

a built-mast. [Ma^t.]

' mad'-e-cass, mad e-cas -see, a. & s.

I
From Mudecaase, the native liume- of 1 the
island]

A, Asadj.: Of or pertaining to Madagascar.

F. As subst. . A native or inhabitant of
Madagascar.

* mad-e-fac'-tion, s. [Lat. madefactio, from
mwlefactits, pa. par. of mactefach == to make
wet : madeo — to be wet, and/«cto = to make.}
The act of making wet.

"To all malefaction there is required an imbibition."
—Baa>n: AT

,it. Hist,, § m,\

*. mad-e-fl-ca'-tion, s. (Liit. madefacio —
to make wat.J The act of making wet ; made-
faction.

* mad'-e-fy, 'v.t. [Ft. madefier, from Lat.
'i/k i di'Jl i rid == to make wet.

1

] To make wet or
' moist ; to moisten. [MadefacI'io;*.]

Ma-delr'-a, s. [See def.]

1. 'iJaotf. : Ah island in' the Atlantic ocean.

2. A kind of rich wine made in the island
of Madeira.

Madeira-cake, s. A light cake, made
of eggs, flour, butter, and sugar, and onia-
iinented with candied peel.

Madeira-mahogany, s.

Bot.: Laurus fattens.

Madeira-nut, s. A kind of walnut with
a. thin shell, grown in the island of Madeira.

Madeira-stock, $.

Jiot. : Mattklola madnrensis.

Madeira-wood, 5.

Bot. : Mahogany of the curiously-veined kind
growing in the Bahama Islands.

Ma-deir'-an, a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to or connected with
the Island of Madeira.

B. As subst. : A native of Madeira.

Madeiran-hake, s.

Ichthy. : (See extract).

"Tlie Madciran-lutke, orPescada, Mcrlnciits vnlg'trix
of my Hyuop&is, ]>. 18a, proves, upon better acquaint-
ance, dis'inct from the common Eritish-hake. — liur.

It. T. Lowe, in I'roc. Zool. Sac, 1841), p. 36.

anad'-e-line, [Fr.] (See the compound.)

madeline-pear, s, A variety of pear,
called also St. John's pear.

mad-el-pa-roo'-wa, s. [Ceylonese.] A kind
of boat used in Ceylon for fishing close to (lie

shore, or on lakes in the interior of tin;

island. It is sometimes covered with a bam-
boo roof.

made'-moi-selle (oi as wa), s. [Fr.
f
from

ma = my, and demoiselle = a damsel (f]-v.)-]

In France the title given to a young unmarried
lady, corresponding to the English Miss. For-
merly Mademoiselle was the distinctive title

of the eldest daughter of the king's brother ;

also a title given to all married ladies not of
noble origin.

* madge'-how-let, s. [Eng. Madge ~ Mar-
garet, and hoiclet = owlet (q,.'v.).] An owd.

" T'U sit in a bum with Made/chow!et ami catch mice
"first."

—

lien Jon&on : Every Man in His Humour, ii. 2.

mad'-head-ed, a. [Eng. mad, &., and headed,]
Madbrained, hotbrained, mad, foolish.

" Out, you modheaded ape !

"

iihakesp. : 1 Henry IV., ii. 3.

mad'-house, .«. [Eng. mad, a., and house.]

A bouse or asylum for the cure and treatment
of lunatics ; a lunatic asylum.

"By statute for regulating private madhouses."—
Blackstana: Comment., bk. i., en. 8.

sna-dhu'-ca, t. [Sansc] (S** the com-
p'ound.)

madhuca tree, *.

Bot. : Bassia butyracea, the Indian butter-
tree, which grows in Nepaul and the Almorah
rlills. The seeds, when bruised and pressed,
yield a vegetable butter, which may lie used
in the manufacture of soap and caudles, or
with cloves and attar of roses, as an unguent

for the hair, &c. It is largely employed as
an illuminating 'agent, and is said to p<«sess
curative properties in rheumatism and con-
traction of the limbs. (Prof. Watt, &c.)

ma'-di-a, s. [Latinised from the Chilian
hame ma'di'.]

Bot.: A genus of Composites, tribe Spheno-
gyneie. Only known species, Mtulin sativa,

cultivated for the seeds in its native regions,
California and Chili. The flowers, which are
yellow, are in nearly globular heads.

madia-oil, s. Oil expressed without
heat from Madia sativa,. It is transparent,
yellow, and without odour; it may be used
for salads or for oil-cake for cattle.

* mad- id, a. [Lat. madid as, from madeo =
to be wet or moist.] Wet, moist.

* mad'-ish, «. [Maddish.]'

mad - is - ter'- i- iim, s. [Gr. /xaSwmJptoF
(vu{diaterio/i).J

Surg. : A pair of tweezers ; an instrument
for '-extracting hairs.

madj'-6un, maj'-oun, s, [Arab, vtajnn -

an electuary.] A preparation from the hemp-
plant; used us, an intoxicating drug by the
Turks, Hindoos, and others.

mad'-ly, * madde-lye, adv. '[Eng. mad,
a. ; -hj.J

1. In a mad manner; like u, madman or

lunatic.

"Wast thou mad that ho madly thou didst answer
jus'1."- -tihakesp. : 'Comedy of Errors, ii. 2.

2. Franticly, furiously.
" The crowd that madly heaves and presses."

Longfellow : Uohleu Legend, ii.

3. Like one infatuated ; with extreme folly.

" He heard, and madly at the motion pleas'd,
His polished bow witb hasty rashness seized.

"

1'opa : Homer; Iliad iv. 1U5.

mad-man, " madde-man, s. [Eng. mad, a.,

and man.]

1. A person disordered in tbe mind ; a
person of deranged intellect ; a lunatic.

"This makes the madmen who have made men mad."
Byron: QJtilde Harold, lii. -13.

2. One who is inflamed with extravagant
or uncontrollable passion ; one who is beside
himself with piission ; one who acts extrava-
gantly or without reason.

madness, s. [Eng. mad, a. ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being mad or dis-

ordered in mind ; a state of disordered or
deranged mind or intellect ; lunacy.

"Madness litiiffhijig in his ireful mood."
Dryden: J'alumon it Arctic, ii. 582.

2. Extremity of folly; headstrong or un-
controllable passion ; ungovernable fury ur
rage.

" But iii him itwas not easy to distinguish the mad-
ness produced by evil passions from tbe madness pro-
duced by brandy."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., eh. v.

3. Foolish actions or conduct.
" And I gave my heart to know wisdom and to knuw

madm as and folly."—Eccle^iastcs i. IT.

If Madness and frenzy are used in the phy-
sical and moral sense ; rage and fury alone in

the moral sense : in the first case, madness is

a continued derangement in the organ of
thought

;
frenzy is only a temporary derange-

ment from the violence of fever. Rage rcfeis

more immediately to the agitation that exists
within

; fury refers to that which shows itself

outwardly : a person contains or stifles his

rage; but his fury breaks out into some
external mark of violence. {Urabb : Eng.
Sy)ion.)

1" Raving madness :

Pathol. . A popular name for mania (q.v.).

madonna, * ma don -a, s. [Ital., from
nia = my, and donna (Lat. domina) = lady.]
The Italian equivalent for madam.

" Two faults, madonna, that drink and good counsel
will amend. '—Slia!ces2J. : Twelfth ifight, i. 5.

If It is applied specifically to the Virgin
Mary, as tbe English "Our Lady;" hence,
pictures of the Virgin are called Madonnas.

mad -o qua, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Antilope Salticuia or Neotragus Sal-

tiauus, a diminutive antelope about the size

of a hare, common in Abyssinia. Legs short
and slender ; the males alone bear horns,
which are short and conical. The foreparts

are rufous, but gray is the prevailing hue. !

Ma-dr&s', s. [See def.]
"
Geog. : A city and presidency in India.

Madras-bulbul, ».

Omith, : Pyciwnotus ha:niorrhouf!, a small

bird very common in Oeylon, the Neilgherries,

and some other parts of India. It has an un-

musical chirp, though it has been called the

Ceylon nightingale. It is kept in the Car-

natic for fighting purposes. It tries to pull

out the red feathers of its antagonist. It

makes a neat nest of roots, grass, hair,

spiders' webs, &c, in a low bush; the eggs

are. reddish-brown, blotched and speckled.

T Mad reus system of Education : The system
of mutual instruction by means of monitors,
under the superintendence of a head teacher.

It was introduced by Rev. Ur. Andrew Bell

•into tbe orphan institution of Madras. Dr.
Bell was born in 1751j at .St. Andrews, and
was English chaplain and clergyman of St.

Mary's Church, at Madras, when he first tried

his system. On returning to Britain, he pub-
lished an account of it in 1"£>7. Next year,

Mr. Joseph Lancaster, a iuember of tbe Society
of Friends, carried it out in Southwirrk, and
subsequently in other places. English church-
men, thus stimulated to exertion, employed
Dr. Bell in 1S0Y to form, church .schools on
his system, the rivalry between Messrs. Bell
and Lancaster increasing the zeal of both.

[Lancaster ran. ]

mad'-re-perl, s. [Ital. madreperla, from
wadre= mother, and perfo= pearl.] Mother of
pearl. (Longfellow.)

mad-re-por'-a, s. [Madrepore.]

1, Zool. r The typical genus of the family
• Madreporidae (q.v.J. The'animals are actini-

MADREPORA LONGICYATHUS.

form, rather short, "with twelve simple ten-
tacles ; the cells are irregularly scattered over
the surface. The corallum, which is arbores-
cent or frondescent, is very porous.

2. Paheont. : The genus commences in the
Eocene.

mad-re-por'-al, a. [Eng. madrepor(e) ; -al]
Pertaining to madrepores ; consisting of mad-
repores.

mad-re-por-ar-i-a, o. pi. [Mod. Lat. ma-
drepor(a); Lat. ueut. pi. adj. suit", -aria.]

Zool. : White stony corals or madrepores,
a sub-order of Zoantharia, class Authozoa.
If the animal be simple it resembles a sea
anemone, having one or more ranges of ten-
tacles, with an internal disc opening in a
small mouth. The body may be cup-like,
flat, bell-shaped, tubular, or compressed like
a fan. Externally, the body is covered with a
disc, underneath which are various septa. A
columella may or may not exist on the axis.

The interstices and walls of the cells are
always porous. Some corals are simple and
separate, others are compound, budding from
the parent. They exist on the floor of the
sea at all depths, from water level down to
3,000 fathoms. The sub-order is very nu-
merous, both in genera and individuals. The
reef-building corals, among others, belong to
it. It is divided into three groups: (1) Ma-
dreporaria aporosa, (2) Madreporarlaperforata,
and (3) Madreporaria rugosa.

mad'-re-pore, s. [Fr. madrepore ; Ital. ma-
drepora, from madre = mother, and Gr. Tj-topos

(poros)= tuff stone (Littri); or the first element
may be Fr. madre = spotted ; O. Fr. madre,
mazre=akind ofknottywood with browuspots;

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, s6n; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. set ce— e; ey= a. qu = kw.
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0. H. Ger. mosar ; N. H, Ger. maser — a knot,
grain, or vein in wood, a speck. (Mahn,)~]

1. Strictly: The English name of the genus
Madrepora.

2. Loosely : Any coral distinguished by su-

perficial star-shaped cavities. (Lyell.)
'

^[ The Common Madrepore of the Devon-
shire coast is Caryophyllia SmithiL

mad - re - p6V - ic, u. [Eng., &c. madre-
por(e); -ic.]

Zool. : Pierced with minute holes like a
, madrepore ; mudreporiform (q.v.).

"The one nearest the madreporic inter-radius."—
Rolleston: Forma of Animal Life, p. 144.

madreporic canals, s. pi.

.
Zool. : Canals connecting the ambulacral

system of starfishes with the openings in the
surface. (Possitcr.)

madreporic-plate, s.

Zool. : A rounded, calcareous mass on the
dorsal surface of a starfish. (Rossiter.)

madreporic tubercle, s. The same
as Madreporiform-tubercle (q.v.).

" The ao-called madreporic-tubercle."— Rolleston

:

Forms of Animal Life, p. 142.

mad-re-por'-l-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ma-
drepora);. Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

1. Zool. : The typical family of the Madre-
poraria. The corallum is much branched,
the openings of the polype cells constituting

orbicular, tubercular prominences, with few
rays. There are usually twelve small, short
tentacles.

2. Pakeont. : The family commences in the
Cretaceous rocks.

mad-re-poV-i-form, a. [Eng. madrepor(e);
i connective, and form.]

Zool. : Perforated with small holes like a.

coral.

madreporiform tubercle, s.

Zool. : A spongy tubercle, perforated by
minute apertures, and rising from a genital

plate, or from the centre of the apical disc.

Its function appears to be that of admitting
water to the body-cavity, excluding injurious
solid particles. ' It is found in the Echinoidea,
the Asteroidea, the Ophiuroidea, and the Ho-
lothuroidea. (Nidiolson.)

mad-re porite, s. [Eng., &c. -madrepore;
-ite (Palaxmt.) ; Fr. madreporite.]

1. Palasont. : A fossil madrepore.

2. Petrol. : A calcareous rock, marked with
radiated, prismatic concretions, like the stars
of madrepores. Found in Norway, in Green-
land, in Salzburg, &c. Called also Columnar
Carbonate of Lime, and Anthraconite (q..v.).

mad-rx-a'-le, s. [Ital.] A word derived from
madrigal, and as, in the early operas, madrigals
were performed between the acts, without
necessarily having any connection with them,
the word came to be applied to any species of
intermezzo.

mad -rier, mad'-ri-er, s. [Fr.]

Military Engineering

:

1. A thick, iron-plated plank, having a
cavity to receive the mouth of a petard,
which is applied to a gate or other obstacle
to be blown down.

2. A beam laid in a ditch to support a wall

;

or in a mine or bomb-proof to support a side
or roof.

3. A plank lined with tin and covered with
earth to form roofs over certain portions of
military works to afford protection against
fires in lodgments, &e.

mad'- ri- gal, s. [Ital. madrigale for mandri-
gale, from 'mandra = a herd ; Lat. mandra =
a stall, a stable ; Gr. fidvSpa (mandra); Sp. &
Port, madrigal. Grove's Diet. Music suggests
the alternative etyms. : (1) Ital. madre =
mother, as the first madrigals were addressed
to the Virgin mother

; (2) a corruption of Sp.
madrugada = tbe dawn, used, as = Ital. mat-
tiiiata = morning °ong ; (3) from the name in
Old Castile.]

1. Poet. : A little amorous poem, sometimes
also called a pastoral poem, containing some
delicate and tender though simple thought,
and consisting of not less than three or four
stanzas or strophes. Madrigals were first

composed in Italy, those of Tasso being ac-

counted amongst the finest specimens of

Italian poetry. In the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries especially, the writing of mad-
rigals flourished in England, the chief writers

being Suckling, Carew, Lodge, and Withers.

2. Music : An important species of vocal

polyphonic composition which reached its

highest development between the middle of

the sixteenth and the middle of the seventeenth

centuries. Madrigals are of various kinds—
(1) Simple melodies accompanied by other

parts not containing counterpoint or imitation

;

(2) Elaborate compositions full of contrapuntal

devices, sometimes consisting of two or more
movements. Strictly speaking, madrigals are

an unaccompanied class of pieces; a few,

however, have been written with instrumental
accompaniments. Madrigals are always sung
by several voices to each part : the number of

parts in which they were written varies from
three to ten ; but the favourite number of

parts during the classical period above-named
was five or six.

mad-r£-gal'-i-an, a. [Eng. madrigal; -ian.]

Of or pertaining to madrigals.
" The English madrigalian writers being represented

solely by Morley'a 'My bonny lass."'—Athenceam,
July 8, 1882.

mad ri gal-ist, s. [Eng. madrigal; -ist,]

A writer or composer of madrigals.

* mad'-ri-gal-ler, s. [Eng. madrigal ; -er.]

A writer or composer of madrigals.
" Satyrisfo, panegyrists, madrigaller8."—T, Broum :

Works, ii. 155.

Mad-ri-len'-i an, a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Madrid.

B, As subst;. ; A native or inhabitant of

Madrid.

ma-dris-sa, [Medrissa.]

mad-wort, s. [A corruption of Eng. mad-
der wort.]

Botany

:

1. Asperugo, and specially, A. procumbens,
more fully termed German Madwort.

2. The genus Alyssum. (Loudon.)

mae, ma, moe, «, [A.S. ma= more.] More.
(Scotch.)

mavan-dri'-na, s. [Meandrina.]

Mae 96 -nas, 5. [Lat., the name of the prime

minister and . intimate friend of Augustus,
died B.C. 8.] (See extract.)

" The name of Maecenas has been made immortal by
Horace ami Virgil, and is popularly used to designate
an accomplished statesman, who lives in close inti-

macy with the greatest poets and wits of .his time,
and luapa benefits on them with the most delicate
generosity,"

—

Mucaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

* mseg-bote, s. ' [A.S. mmg = kinsman, and
bote = compensation.] Compensation for the
murder or killing of a kinsman.

mael - Strom, s. [Dan. = millstream.] A
celebrated whirlpool near the island of Moskoe,
off the coast of Norway. It is especially dan-
gerous in winter, when it rages so furiously
as to be heard many miles off, and to swallow
up small vessels which approach it.

maen, mane, v.i. [Moan, v.]

mse'-na, s. [Lat., from Gr. fiaitrq (maim) — a
small sea-fish which was salted.]

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Maenides (q.v.). The common species, Mama
vidgaris, inhabits the Mediterranean, feeding
on small fish and naked, molluscs.

mse'-nad, s. [Gr. naivax (mainas), genit.
Ij-aii/dSos (mainados), from ftaiuofiat (mainomai)
= to be mad. A woman who took part in
the orgies of Bacchus ; hence, a raving, fren-
zied woman.

mse' ni-des, s. pi. [Lat. mcen(a); masc. or
fern. adj. suff. -ides.]

Ichthy. : A sub-family of Sparidse, having
the mouth protrusible. The species abound
in the Mediterranean.

msernur'-a, s. [Menura.]

_* maer, * madr, s. [Gael, maor, maoir = an
under-bailiff.] A steward of the royal lands
under the niormaer or great steward. [Mor-
maer.]

mro'-sa, .-•. [Latinised from maas
}
the Arabic

name of the species.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Maeseae.

It consists of trees or shrubs, with alternate

entire or toothed leaves, and small flowers

simple or compound ;
generally with axillary

racemes. They are found in Africa, Asia, and
Australia.

mae'-se-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. mws(a) ; Lat. fern.

pi. adj. suff.-ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Myrsinacese.

ma es-to -so, adv. [Ital.]

Music : A direction in music that tbe pas-
sage to which it is appended is to be played
with dignity, grandeur, and strength.

Maes -trlent, «. [See def.]

Geog. : A town of Holland, on the Maes.

Maastricht-beds, s. pi.

Geol. : A series of calcareous beds a hundred
feet thick, on the banks of the Meuse at
Maestricht, about the age of the Faxoe beds

—

i.e., the highest part of the Upper Cretaceous
Rocks. Like the chalk immediately below, the
Maestricht calcareous rock contains Belemni-
tella mucronata, Pecten quadricostatus, &c, also
the genera Braculites, Hamites, &c, which are
only mesozoic. On the other hand, it has the
univalve molluscs Voluta and Fasciolaria,
genera not commencing elsewhere till the Ter-
tiary. It is a connecting link between the
Secondary and the Tertiary Rocks, but in all

essential respects belongs to the former. In
the Maestricht beds of St. Peter's Mount was
found the huge reptile, Mososaurus(q.v.).

ma-es'-trdt §. [Ital.] A master in any art;
specif., a master in music, a composer.

ma-feie, adv. [0. Fr. = my faith.] By or on
my faith.

* maf '-fle, v.i. [O. Dut. maffelen, moffelen-=
to stammer ; Prov. Ger. maffeln, vaffehi = to
prattle. It is probably of imitative origin.]

To stammer.
" The familiar friends and schollers . . . of Aristotle

[did imitate hiinj in his stammering and mailing
speech."—/1

. Holland : Plutarch, p. Jt

*maff'-flerf s. [Eng. maffl(e); -er.] One who
stammers or stutters ; a stammerer.

" Who enjoyne Btutters, stammerers, and mafflers to
sing."—P. Holland: Plutarch, i>. 5J15.

mag, s. [A contraction for magpie (q.v.).]

1. A halfpenny. (Slang.)
" It can't be worth a mag to hiin."—Dickens : Bleak

House, ch. liv.

2. Talk, chatter. (Slang.)

"If you have any mag in you."

—

Mad. D'Arblay;
Diary, i. 100.

* mag'-a-dlS, s. [Gr. /iay<£5is (magadis).'}

Music: An instrument of twenty strings,
ou which music could be played in octaves.

" mag'-a-dize, v.i. [Gr. fxayaSiguj (magadizo),
from fj.a.yd8is (magadis).]

Music

:

1. To play upon the magadis.

2. To play in octaves.

ma-gas', s. [Gr.]

Music

:

1. The bridge of a cithara.

2. A fret.

mag-a-zine', ^mag-a-zin, s. [O. Fr.

magazm (Fr. magasiu), from Ital. magazzino —
a storehouse, from Arab, makhzan (pi. mak-
hdzin) = a storehouse, a granary, a cellar

;

khazn — a laying-up in store ; Sp. magacen,
almagacen.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A storehouse or receptacle m which any
things are stored ; a warehouse.
" Stores from the royal magazine I bring;
Ami their own darts shall pierce the prince and

king." Pope : Homer ; Odyssey xxii. 156.

2. A pamphlet or journal periodically pub-
lished, and containing miscellaneous essays
or compositions. The first publication of
this kind in England was the Gentleman's
Magazine, brought out in 1731 by Edward
Cave, under the name of Sylvanus Urban, and
still in existence, though changed in character.

" We essayists who are allowed but one subject at a
time are by

t

no .means so fortunate as the writers of
magazines."—Goldsmith, Essay 9.

II. Technically

:

1. Fort. : A building, vault, or apartment
designed for the storage of ammunition, gun-
powder, and other explosive substances. Ma-

boil, Hof; pout, J6%1; cat, ce3;, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-<sian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, &c. = hel, del.

,
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gazines in Held fortifications are constructed
in the most sheltered parts of the work, partly
underground where practicable, and are lined

with timber or with gabions, the ceiling being
of timber or railway metals. The whole is

covered with a sufficient thickness of earth to
render the structure bomb-proof. Permanent
magazines are usually constructed of brick,
and .should be surrounded by an earthen
mound, so that in case of explosion the ten-

dency of the explosive force may be upward.
" Here, throughout the siege, had been
The Christians' chiefest magazine."

Byron: Siege of Corinth, xxi.

2. Firearms: A chamber in a gun containing
a succession of cartridges, which are fed one
by one automatically, and loaded at the breech
of the gun, [Magazine-rifle.]

3. Naut. : On shipboard the magazine is an
apartment placed sufficiently below the water-
line to be safe, under ordinary contingencies,
from the enemy's shot. It is lined with sheet-
copper, and has tiers of shelves on three sides
and in the middle for the reception of the
copper canisters, in which the cartridges for
the heavy guns arc contained.

4. Domestic : A chamber in a stove or fur-

nace containing a supply of fuel, which falls

or is fed into the combustion-chamber as the
fire consumes that previously introduced.

magazine cartridge-box, s. A car-

tridge receiver attached to a gun, or to the
person near the gun, to facilitate loading.

magazine-day, $. The day on which
magazines and other serials are published and
issued to the trade. It varies in different
publishing offices.

magazine-rifle, s.

Firearms: (For def. see extract).
" By a magazine-rifle is meant a rifle that contains

•within itself—presumably in the butt—a magazmt. or
reservoir {holding a limited number of cartridges),
combined with a mechanical action which, by trigger
pressure only—or at all events with the aid of one
other motion—performs all the functions of loading;
so that, the magazine being filled beforehand, the tirer
can repeat his shots almost as quickly as be can take
aim and fire."—Saturtlag lieview, Feb. 16, 1884, \>. 20D.

* magazine-stove, s. A stove in which
is a fuel-chamber which supplies coal to the
fire as that in the grate burns away.

* mag-a-zine', v.t. & i. [Magazine, s.]

A. Trans. : To store up, as in a magazine
;

to accumulate for future use.

"Being magazined up in a diary might serve for
materials."—Horth: Examen, p. 222.

B. Intrans. : To conductor edit a magazine.
";. " Urban or Sylvan, or whatever name

Delight thee most, thou foremost in the fame
ZS., Of magazin'tng chiefs, whose rival page,

\Vith monthly medley, courts the curious age."
liyrom : The Passive Participles Petition,

* mag-a-zin'-er, s. [Eng. magaziiU^) ; -er.]

One who writes in or for a magazine.

"If a magaztrter be dull upon the Spanish war he
soon has us up again with the ghost in Cock Lane."

—

Goldsmith: Essay 'J.

t mag-a-zin'-ist, s. [Eng. magazin(e) ; -ist.]

The same as Magazixkr (q.v.).

"The modern magnzinist is a pitiable poetaster."

—

Mortimer Collins : Thoughts in my Garden, i. Iu2.

* mag'-bote, s. [M^obote.]

Mag-da-la, s, [See def.]

Geog. : The capital of Abyssinia, stormed
and destroyed by the British, April 13, 1868.

Magdala-red, s.

Chem. : Naphthaline-red. A beautiful red
dye discovered in 186T by Vcm Schiendl, at

Vienna. It is prepared from naphthylainine

"by the elimination of 3 molecules of hydrogen
from 3 molecules of the base, 3Cn>H9N—3H2

-
C30H21N3 = azo-dinaphthyhvmine, and this, on
being combined with hydrochloric acid, fonns
the Magdala-red of commerce. It is a dark-
brown, somewhat crystalline powder, possess-

ing a tinctorial power equal to fuchsine, but
surpassing it in being a very fast colour.

mag'-da-len, s. [After Mary Magdalene
(Luke vii. 30-50), though it is not universally

accepted that she was the woman referred to

in the passage.] A reformed prostitute ; an
inmate of a female penitentiary.

magdalen - hospital, magdalen -

asylum, s. An asylum or institution for

the reception of prostitutes, with a view to
their reformation ; a female penitentiary.

H An order of Penitents of St. Magdalen
was formed at Marseilles in 1272. Similar

communities followed at Naples and Metz.
The Magdalen Hospital in London was founded
in 175S.

* mag-da'-le-on, s. [Gr. iiay&aKCa (magdalia)
= the crumb of bread.]

Medicine

:

1. A pill.

2. A roll of plaster.

Mag'-de-burg, s. [See def.]

Geog. : A town on the Elbe.

Magdeburg Centuries, s. pi.

Church Hist. : The name given to the first

comprehensive work by Protestant divines on
Church history. The name is appropriate
because it was planned and begun at Magde-
burg, and because it was divided into cen-
turies, Baronius wrote his Annates Ecclesias-

tici in reply to the Centuries. [Centuriator.]

Magdeburg-hemispheres, s. pi. A
device for ascertaining the amount of atmo-
spheric pressure on a given surface, consisting
of hemispheres of brass whose edges are care-
fully ground together to make an air-tight

joint. The experiment originated with Otto
Guericke, burgomaster of Magdeburg, about
1654. The edges of the hemispheres, being
greased with oil or tallow, are brought toge-
ther, and a stop-cock in one of them screwed
into the centre of an air-pump plate. The
cock being opened, and a few strokes of the
pump made, the sphere is thus exhausted
of contained air, and, the cock being closed,

is removed from the plate and affixed to a
handle, and is ready for the illustration of the
atmospheric pressure. Nearly fifteen pounds
of force to the square inch will be required to
draw them asunder. To separate them readily,
it is only necessary to open the stop-cock and
re-admit air.

* mage, s. [Lat. magus; Gr. jua-yos (magos)=.
a Magian, one of a Median tribe, an enchanter,
a magician.] [Magi.] A magician.
" The hardy maid . . . the dreadful Mage there found
Depe busied 'bout worke of wondrous end."

Spenser: F. Q„ III. iii. 14.

Mag-el-lan'-ic, a. [See def.] Pertaining to
Magellan, a celebrated Portuguese navigator.

Magellanic-doudS, s. pi. Three con-
spicuous whitish nebulte, of a cloud-like ap-
pearance, near the south pole.

Magellanic-province, s.

Zool. £ Geog. ; A marine province including
the coasts of Tierra del Fuego and the Falk-
land Islands, those of South America from
Point Melo on the east to Concepcion on the
west. (Darwin, S. P. Woodward, &c).

Ma-gen'-ta, s. [See def.]

1, Geog. : A city of Italy, 24 miles K.W. of
Pavia, celebrated for the defeat of the Aus-
trian^ bv the French and Sardinians, June 4,

1859.

2. Chem. : One of the red dyes from aniline.
[Aniline-red.]

magg, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To steal.

"And loot the carters magg the coals."—Scott :

Heart of Midlothian, eh. xliii.

magg, s. [Etym. doubtful.] [Mao.]

1. A halfpenny. (Slang.)

2. (PL) A gratuity which servants expect
from those to whom they drive any goods.
(Scotch.)

mag-gi-mon'-i-feet, s. [For Maggy many
feet.] A centipede. (Scotch.)

mag-gi-bV-e, o. [Ital.]

Music : Major, as a scale or interval.

mag -got,' mag at, * mag ot, mak-ed,
s. [Wei. macai, maceiad = a maggot ; magiaid
= worms, grubs, from magiad = breeding

;

magad = a brood ; magn — to breed.]

J, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The larva of a fly or other insect ; a
grub, a worm.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A whim, a crotchet, an odd fancy.

* (2) A careless, idle fellow.
" You were aa great a maggot as any in the world."—Bailey : Erasmus, «. 177.

II. Music : One of the later names given to

fancies, airs, and pieces of an impromptu
character. The most celebrated of these fan-

cies was that by Moteley or Motley.

* maggot-pie, * maggoty-pie, s. The-
magpie.
" Augurs and understood relations have
By maggot-pies, and choughs, and rooks brought
The secret'at man of blood." [forth

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iii. 4.

mag'-got-i-ness, s. [Eng. maggoty; -ness.]

The quality or state of being maggoty or
abounding with maggots.

mag'-got-ish, a. [Eng. maggot; -isli.] Mag-
goty, whimsical.

mag'-got-y, «. [Eng. maggot ; -?/.]

1. Full of maggots ; infested or abounding:
with maggots.

2, Whimsical, capricious.

"The common saying that a whimsical person i*

maggoty, or has got maggots in his head, perhaps arose-

from the freaks the sheep have been observed to ex-
hibit when infested b'y hots."

—

Kirby & Spence ; Introd.
to Entomology, p. 85.

maggot-headed, a. Having a head full

of whims; whimsical, capricious.

Ma'-gi, s. pi. [Made.] The caste of priest*
among the ancient Medes and Persians ; holy
men of the East.

% The first mention of Mngi in history

seems to be in Jer. xxxix. 3, 13, where one of
Nebuchadnezzar's officers was called 3D-17

Rabh-Mag = Chief of the Magi. Herodotus
' (i. 101) describes them as one of the six
Median tribes. Afterwards they became the
Persian sacred caste. The Greek word in
Matt. ii. 1, rendered in the A. V. " wise men,"
is fxayoL (magoi), = Magi. Ultimately the
caste sunk into mere magicians. [Magic.]

* ma'-gi-an, a. & s. [Eng. magi; -an.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Magi.

B. As substantive

:

1. One of the Persian Magi ; a priest of the
Zoroastriau religion.

2. A magician.
" Leave her to me, rejoined the magian."

Keats : Cap A Hells, Is.

* Ma'-gi-an-ism, s. [Eng. magian; -ism.}

The doctrines or philosophic tenets of the-

Magi. [ZOROASTRIANISM.]

mag Ic, * mag-ike, * mag-ick, a. & s. [Fr.

magique = magical, from Lat. magicus ; Gr.
ju.a7i.K0s (magikos), from juayo? (magos) = one of
the Magi, an enchanter, a magician

;
fxayeia

(magma) = magic ; Sp., Port., & Ital. magicu =
magical ; Sp. & Ital. magia— magic]
A. As adjective :

1. Of or pertaining to magic ; used in magic i

as, a magic wand.

2. Using or having power to use magic,
" They by the altar stand, while with loose hair
The magic i>rophetess begins her prayer."

Waller : Virgil ; *Enei& iv.

3. Working or worked by or as if by magic :

as, a magic lantern.

4. Having extraordinary or supernatural
power; exercising a preternatural influence.

"An epic scarce ten centuries could claim,
"While awe-struck nations hail'd the magic name."

Byron : English Bards & Scotch llcBiewers,

5. . Done or produced by or as if by magic.
" And that distill'd by magic flights, . . .

Shall draw him on to his confusion."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, iii. 3,

B. .4s substantive

:

1. The ait or pretended art of putting in
action the power of spirits ; the science or art
of producing preternatural effects by the
medium of supernatural means, or the aid or
departed spirits, or the occult powers of na-
ture ; sorcery, enchantment, witchcraft.

2. A power or influence similar to that of
magic or enchantment : as, the magic of love,
the magic of a name.

IT A belief in magic is to be reckoned
among the earliest growths of human thought.
It is everywhere present, in a greater or less
degree, in an inverse ratio to the progress of
civilization. Outlying races, and castes and
sects, once dominant, but which have now
lost their supremacy, are credited with the
possession of supernatural powers by those
who have succeeded to the lost position.
Thus gipsies in England reap a rich harvest
from the credulity of many who hold in low
estimation the seers they consult ; and the
priests of a faith no longer national are
credited by the vulgar with mysterious powers
which the ministers of the Establishment
are not supposed to possess. (Brand: Pop.
Antiq., iii. S1-S3.) It is noteworthy that in

Site, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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Ireland miraculous power is attributed to
suspended—or, us they are euphemistically
called "blessed"—priests, rather than to the
ordinary clergy. (Carleton: Trails; The Lian-
kun Shee.) The practice of magic had its

origin in the belief in an objective connection
between two things—a man, and a rude draw-
ing or image of him, or two events—as between
the birth of a child, and the rising or setting
of a particular star, when, in truth, the connec-
tion could only be subjective. (Tylor : Early,
Hist. Mankind, ch. vi. ; Prim. Cult., ell, i\\,

and Encyc, Brit. (ed. 9th), s.v. Magic.)

% (1) Black magic ; Magic proper, or that
division of it which in former times fell into
the hands of unofficial persons, orwas practised
with malefic intentions.

(2) Celestial magic : A supposed super-
natural power which gave to spirits a kind of
dominion over the planets, and to the planets
an influence over man.

(8) Natural magic : The art of applying nat-
ural causes to produce effects apparently
supernatural.

(4) Superstitious or geotic magic : The invo-
cation of devils or demons involving the sup-
position of some tacit or express agreement
between them and human beings.

(5) White magic .*

(a) Magic practised for the benefit of others.
[White-witch.]

" The practice of white-magie is not contrary to the
precepts of [the Mahometan] religion."

—

Athenmum,
Feb. 1*. 1835, p. 218.

(6) The art of performing tricks and exhibit-
ing illusions by aid of apparatus, excluding
feats of dexterity in which there is no decep-
tion, together with the performance of such
automaton figures as are actuated in a secret
and mysterious manner. (Encyc. Brit., ed. 9th.)

magic circle, 5. A circle invented by
Dr. Franklin, founded upon the same princi-

ples and possessing similar properties with
the magic square of squares.

magic-lantern, s. An instrument by
which the images of objects, usually, but not
always, transparent, and paintings or diagrams
drawn upon glass are exhibited, considerably
magnified, upon a wall or screen. Its inven-
tion has been attributed to Roger Bacon about
the year 1261, but it was first generally made
known by Baptista Porta in his Natural
Magick, and by Kircher, 1669-70, who de-
scribed it in his Ars magna Lucis et Umbrce.
The instrument consists of a case or box to
confine all scattered rays from some powerful
light which occupies the centre, and whicli
may be aided by a reflector. On one
side of the box powerful lenses condense the
diverging rays upon the painting or other ob-
ject, which slides in a sort-.of stage. Another
object-glass, or focussing lens, usually achro-
matic, throws the image of the highly illumi-
nated object upon the screen, the locus being
adjusted by sliding this lens nearer to or far-

ther from the object, usually by a rack and
pinion. The magnitude of the image depends
upon the relative distances of the object from
the lens, and of the lens from the screen.
Powerful lanterns give a brilliant picture
twenty feet in diameter of a slide three inches
in diameter.

magic square, s. A square figure formed
by a series of numbers in mathematical pro-
portion, so disposed in parallel and equal rows
that the sum of the numbers in each row or
line taken perpendicularly, horizontally, or
diagonally, are equal.

magic tree, s.

Bot. : Cantua buxifolia, a native of Peru.

The name Magic-tree is a rendering of the
native Indian name.

m&g'-ic-al/m&g'-ic-all, «• [Eng.m«j7*'c;-a*.]

1. Of or pertaining to magic.

2. Having magic or supernatural powers.
(Said of things.)

"Some have fancied that envy has a certain magical
force iu It."—Steele ; Spectator, No. 19.

* 3. Having the power of using magic.
(Said of persons.)

4. Acting or produced as if by magic.

"Arkwright had yet not taught how it might be
worked up with a speed and precision which seem

' magical."—Jilacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. lii.

% Magic differs from magical in that the
former is not used predicatively ; thus we say
the effect was nmgical, but we speak of a magic
lantern.

mag'-ic-al-ljr, adv. [Eng. magical ; -ly.] In
a magicaf manner ; by or as if by magic.

ma-gi'~cian,*ma-gi-ci-en,s. [Fr.magicien.]
One skilled, in magic ; one who practises magic
or the black art ; a sorcerer, an enchanter, a
necromancer.

" He Bent and called for all the magicians of Egypt,
and all the wise men thereof

—

Genesis xli. 8.

mag -Ike, s. & a. [Magic]

ma-gilp, ma-giiph', s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Art: A vehicle for colours, consisting of
linseed which has been long exposed to the
oxidising influence of the air mixed with a
certain proportion of mastic varnish. QVeale.)

mag' II us, s. [Latinised from native name.]

Zool. : A genus of siphonostomatous gas-

teropoda, family Buccinidae. It contains but
one species, Magilus antiquus, parasitic in live

corals in the Red Sea, and on the coast of Java
and the Mauritius. "When young the shell of
Magilus is spiral and thus, as the animal eats

its way horizontally through the living mass
of coral, it becomes prolonged into an ir-

regular tube, filled with solid shell-matter,

the animal residing at the extremity. The
tube is sometimes fifteen inches long, and
very heavy. The animal has a concentric
lamellar operculum, with its nucleus near the
outer edge. (Woodward.)

* ma-gis -ter, s. [Lat.] Master, sir ; a mode
of "address equivalent to the modern Doctor.

mifcg-Is-ter'-I-al, a. [Lat. magisterius =
belonging to a master ; magister = a master.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Pertaining to or befitting a master ; suit-

able to a master.

2. Domineering, proud, arrogant, insolent,
despotic, dogmatic, imperious.

" He bides behind a magisterial air.

His own offences." Cowper : Charity, 493.

3. Of or pertaining to a magistrate.
" The plump convivial parson often bears
The magisterial sworu iu vain."

Cowper ; Task, lv. 596.

*4. Of the rank of a magistrate.

* II. Chem. : Pertaining to magistery.

* mStg-lS-ter-I-aT-i-ty, s. [Eng. magis-
terial; -ity.\ Domination.

"When these statutes were first in the state or
magisteriality thereof."

—

Fuller ; Ch. Hist., IX. iv. 1J_

t mag-iS-tey-l-al-1^, adv. [Eng. magis-
terial; -ly.]

1. In a magisterial manner ; with the air

of a master ; arrogantly, despotically, dog-
matically.

*' The claim of infallibility, or even of authority to
prescribe magisterially \o the opinions and consciences
of men, whether in an individual, or in assemblies and
collections of men, is never to be admitted."

—

Bp.
Hartley, vol. ii., ser. 15.

2. As a magistrate; in the capacity of a
magistrate.

" A downright advice may be mistaken, as if it were
spoken magisterially."—Bacon : Advice to Villiers.

* m&g is ter -I-al-ness, s. [Eng. magis-
terial ; -ness.] Tlie quality or state of being
magisterial ; the air and manner of a master

;

haughtiness, imperiousuess.
" Pereniptoriness is of two sorts; the one a magis-

teriaVness in matters of opinion ; the other a posi-
tiveness in relating matteis of fact: in the one we
impose upon men's understandings, in the other ou
their faith."

—

Government of the Tongue.

* mag'-Is-ter-y, s. [Lat. magistervum, neut.
sing, of magisterius ~ pertaining to a master.]

I, Ordinary Language :

1. A magisterial injunction ; an order given
with authority.

2. A medicine or remedy supposed to be of
exceptional efficacy ; a magistral.

II. Chem. : (See extract).

"Although magistery be a term variously enough
employed by chymista, and particularly used by Para-
ceUus to signify very different things; |yet the beet
notion I know of it, and that which I find authorized
even by Paracelsus in some passages, where he ex-
presses himself more distinctly is, that it is a prepara-
tion whereby there is not an analysis made, of the
body assigned, nor an extraction of this or that prin-
ciple, but the whole, or very near the whole body, by
the help of some additament, greater or less, is turned
into a body of another kind."—Boyle : Works, i, 637.

mag'-is-tra-c^r, s. [Eng. magistrate); -cy.]

1. The office or dignity of a magistrate.
"That indistinct and fluctuating character which

belongs to the accounts of the ongins of the other
ancient magistracies."—Lewis ; Cred, £arly Roman
Hist. (1855), ii. 36.

2. The whole body of magistrates collec-

tively.

mag -is tral, * mag'-Is-trall, a. & s.

[Lat. magis'tralis, from magister = a master.]

*A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to a magistrate ; suiting

a magistrate ; magisterial.

"Y»ur assertion of the originall of set forms of

liturgy, I justly say is more magistrall than true, and
such as your own testimonies confute."

—

Bp. Hall;
Answer to the Vinci, of Smectymnuus, § 'I.

2. Of or pertaining to a sovereign remedy
or medicine ; acting as a sovereign remedy.

"Let it be some magistrall opiate."

—

Bacon; Hist,
of Life & Death, p. 2J.

3. Applied to a preparation prescribed ex-

temporaneously or for the occasion ; as dis-

tinguished from an officinal medicine, or one
kept prepared in the shops.

B. As substantive :

1. Fortification

:

(1) The line where the scarp, if prolonged,
would intersect the top of the coping or
cordon.

(2) The guiding line which defines the first

figure of the works of a fortification. Called
also magistral line.

* 2. Med. : A sovereign medicine or remedy.
"I finde a vaste chaos of medicines, a confusion of

receipts and magistrals, amongst writers, appropriated
to this disease, some of the cblefest I will rehearse."—
Burton : Anatomy of Melancholy, p, SS2.

* 3. Metall. : A substance obtained from
copper pyrites (or raw magistral), which is

found in many parts of Mexico. These ores,

according to Napier, contain from 7*47 to 13*75

per cent, of copper. It is reduced to powder
by dry stamping and grinding. It is used
especially in the patio process of amalgama-
tion. Some authorities state that the copper
pyrites are roasted and ground, but this would
seem to detract from their activity, which is

due to the action of their sulphuric acid upon
the salt, liberating muriatic acid.

* mSg-fa-tral'-i-t^, s. [Eng. magistral; -ity.]

Despotic authority, as in matter of opinion ;

dogmatism.
"The physicians hare frustrated the fruit of tradi-

tiou and experience by their magistralities, in adding,
and taking out, and changing. "—Bacon; On Learning,
bk. ii.

* mag Is-tral-ly, adv. [Eng. magistral;
-ly.] In a magistral manner; magisterially,

dogmatically, despotically.

"What a presumption is this for one, who will not
allow liberty to others, to assume to himself such a
licence to controul so magistrally."— Bramhall ;

Against l/obbes.

mag- is-trand, s. [Low Lat. magistrandus,
gerund of magistro = to make a master of,

to confer a degree on, from Lat. magister =- a
master.] In the University of Aberdeen, a
student in arts in the last year of his curri-

culum.

m&g'-Is trate, * mag-e-strat, *maj-es-
trat, s. [Fr. magistral, from Lat. magistrates
= (1) a magistracy, (2) a magistrate, from ma-
gister— a master ; Ital. vxagistrato ; Sp. magis-
trado.] A public officer invested with authority
to carry out the executive government or some
branch of it. The sovereign is thus the first

or chief magistrate in the kingdom. But the
term is commonly confined to subordinate
officials, nominated and commissioned to carry
out the executive power of the law, and more
especially in England to justices of the peace
in the county, and police and stipendiary
magistrates in large towns. In Scotland the
term is applied to the provosts and bailies of
burghs. [Justice.]

"He who was the magistrate, after long abusing
his powers, has at last abdicated them."

—

Alacaulay .-

Hist. Eng., ch. x.

* mag-is-tr-at'-Ic, * mag-is-trat-ick,
* mag-Is-trat-i-cal, a. [Eng. magistrate)

;

-ic
}

-ical.] Of or pertaining to a magistrate
or magistrates ; having the authority of a
magistrate.

" Not of the internal and essential glory which is in
magistratich or ecclesiastick power and order."

—

Bp.
Taylor: Artificial Handsomeness, p. 169.

* mag'-ifl-tra-ture, s. [Fr., from magistmt
= a magistrate.]* Magistracy.

mag -ma, s. [Gr., from juao-trco rinasso) = to
knead.]

* I. Ordinary Language :

1. A crude mixture of mineral or organic
matter in a thin paste.

boll, bo*^; pout, jo-ftrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, dtpL
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2. A confection.

II. Technically :

1. Phar, ; The thick residuum obtained
after expressing certain substances to extract
Uuj fluid parts. The grounds which remain
jtfiJf-r treating a substance with water, alcohol,
aa* any other menstruum. (Dunglison.)

2. Petrol. : The name given by Vogelsang and
l£o3enbusch to homogeneous, amorphous min-
eral matterwhich cannot be investigated except
under high magnifying powers, (Rutley.)

II Reticulated Magma :

Amt. : The gelatinaform substance found
between the chorion and the amnion in the
Early period of embryonic existence.

Jttag-na Char'-ta, Mag na Carta, s

[Lat.,= the Great Charter.]

1. The Great Charter of the liberties of Eng-
land (Magna CJuirta Libertaium), signed and
sealed by King John at the demand of his
fetiens, at Runnymede, on June 19, 1215. It
was several times confirmed by his successors.
Its most important articles were :

—

1. Jlelating to the Church. That the church should
possess all its privileges inviolate, especially freedom
»£ election to benefices.

2. Jlelating to the Barons. That reliefs be limited to
2 fixed sum, according to the rank of the tenant : That
aids be demanded only in the three cases—knighthood
of the eldest son, marriage of the eldest daughter, and
the ransom of the king's person ; in every other case
neither aid nor acutage to be imposed but with the
swusent of the council: That guardians in chivalry
»&ay not waste the estate, nor marry the heir during

. miiaarity ; nur to their disparagement, nor compel
tfickrwa to marry : That the forest law be mitigated

:

and that whatever privileges the king grants his vas-
sals, they in like manner shall grant to theirs.

3. Relating to Traders. That London and other
towns retain their ancient privileges : That there be :

*fle weight and measure throughout the realm : and
' that freedom of commerce be granted to foreign mer-

chants.
4. Relating to Freemen Generally. That right or

justice be not sold, or refused, or delayed: That no
'freeman be imprisoned, or lose his freehold, or free
customs, or be outlawed, or otherwise punished, but
by the j udgment of his peers, or by the law of the land

:

That no person be fined to his utter ruin, but only ac-
wmling to his offence, and means of payment, and that
so man be deprived of his instruments of labour

:

That all men may travel out of the kingdom, and re-
turn when they please : That a man may make what
will he pleases, and, dying without one, the law shall
»ake one for him : and that the Court of Common
Jflais shall no longer follow the king's person, but be
Swld in some certain place, and be open to all.

It will be seen from the following extract that
Magna Charta no longer exists in the letter—

"Just before the weary Commons adjourned, they
read a third time, and passed a bill repealing a num-
ber of obsolete statutes, among which was Magna
fJliarta. It was obvious that the spirit of the Great
Giarter had long since been embodied in a number of
AfiCsof Pailiamentand legal decisions ranging between
iht time of King John and that of Queen Victoria. "

—

Daily Telegraph, Aug. 4, 1874.

2. Any fundamental constitution guarantee-
ing rights and privileges.

' mag-nal'-i-ty, s. [Lat. magnalis= great,
from magnus — great.] A great deed or feat

;

something above the common.
" Although perhaps too greedy of magnalities, we are

npt to make but favourable experiments concerning
welcome truths, and much desired verities."

—

Browne;
Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. iii.

* mag-nan -x-mate, v. t. [Lat. magn(us) =
great, and Eng. animate.] To cheer; to make
great-hearted.

" Present danger magnanimales them." — Sowell :

Dodona's Grove, p. 4.

mag na-mm i-ty, * mag na nim- i tee,
s, [Fr* magnanimiU, from Lat. magnanimita-
tem, accus. ofmagnanimitasy

from magnanimus
= magnanimous (q.v.) ; Ital. magnanimita; 3p.
magnanimidad. ] The quality or state of being
magnanimous ; that elevation and dignity of
soul, which encounters danger or trouble with
tranquillity and firmness,which raises the pos-
sessor above revenge, which makes him disdain

injustice and meanness, which prompts him to

set and make sacrifices for noble objects, and
ivhich makes him delight in acts ofbenevolence
KiiiS usefulness.

" But the 'magnanimity, the dauntless courage, the
contempt for riches and for baubles, to which . . .

Pitt owed his long ascendency, were wanting to Mon-
tague."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch, xxiv.

mag-nan'-i-mous, a. [Lat. magnanimus—
great-souled, from magnus= great, and animus
= the mind ; Fr. magnanime; Ital. & Sp. mag-
Aartiimo.)

1, Great of mind ; elevated and dignified in

soul or sentiment ; above what is mean, low,
or ungenerous ; brave, high-souled.

"For he wa3 great of heart, magnanimous, courtly,
courageous." Longfellow : Miles Standish, iii.

2. Dictated by, characteristic of, or spring-
ing from magnanimity; noble, generous : as,

a magnanimous action.

mag-nan'-i-mous-ly, adv. [Eng. magnani-
mous ; -ly.] In a magnanimous manner ; with
magnanimity; with r^gnity or elevation of
soul or sentiment ; bravely.

"With Hannibal at her gateB, Bhe [Holland] had
nobly and magnanimously refused all separate treaty."—Burfce : Regicide Peace, let. i.

mag'-nate, s. [Fr. magnate from Lat. magna-
tem, accus. of magnas = prince, from magnus
= great ; Sp. & Ital. magnate.']

1. A person of rank, position, note, or dis-
tinction in any line or sphere.

"The lives and estates of the magnates of the realm
had been at his mercy."

—

Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch, iv.

2. One of the nobility or certain high officers

of state forming the House of Magnates in
the national representation of Hungary, and
formerly of Poland,

* mag nes, *. [Lat., from Gr.] A magnet.

* magnes stone, s. A magnet.
" A hideousrocke is pight

Of nugbtie magnes-stone."
Spenser : F. Q., II. xii. i.

mag ne'-si-a (s as sh), s. [Magnesium.]

1. Min. : The same as Periclase (q.v.).

2. Pharm. : If administered in small doses,
magnesia acts as an antacid ; if in a quantity
beyond what is necessary to neutralize acids
in the stomach, it passes undigested into the
intestines, and may form concretions. The
salts of magnesia are purgatives. It is given
as a lithontriptic, from its power of dissolving
uric acid, and in gouty diseases. (Garrod.)

magnesia-alba, s.

Chem. & Phar. : A complex mixture of
variuus carbonates of magnesia. It is ob-
tained as a light, bulky white powder by
precipitating soluble magnesia salt with sodic
carbonate.

magnesia-water, s. A kind of aerated
water produced by impregnating carbonate of
magnesia in solution with ten times its weight
of carbonic acid.

mag-ne'-Sl-an (s as sh), a. [Eng. magnesi(a)

;

-an.] Of or pertaining to magnesia
; partaking

of the qualities of magnesia ; containing or re-
sembling magnesia.

magnesian alum, s.

Min. : The same as Pickeringite (q.v.).

magnesian limestone, s.

1, Petrol., Geol., & Palceont. : A limestone
composed of carbonate of lime and carbonate
of magnesia, the proportion of the latter some-
times being nearly fifty per cent. It effer-

vesces much more slowly with acids than
common limestone (carbonate of lime). In
England it is generally yellowish. It is some-
times earthy, sometimes hard and compact.
One variety of it is dolomite (q.v.). This
Rutley makes a synonym of magnesian-lime-
stone. The typical kind of magnesian-lime-
stone, generally associated with marl slate, is

from the Middle Permian. It is well deve-
loped between the "Wear and the Tees, and
often contains concretionary balls. Its cha-
racteristic fossils are Schizodus Schlotheimi,
Mytilus septifer, &c. (Lyell.) It was originally
formed in large measure of the remains of
marine animals.

2. Building: The Houses of Parliament, the
Museum of Practical Geology, and York
Minster are built of magnesian-limestone.
(Rutley.)

magnesian pharmacolite, s.

Min. : The same as Berzeliite (q.v.).

mag ne'-sic, a. [Eng., &c. magnesi(a); -ic.]

Contained in or derived from magnesia (q.v.).

magnesic-carbonate, s.

Chem. : MgO"CO. Occurs native in rhoin-
bohedral crystals, imbedded in talc slate.

magnesic chloride, s.

Cliem. : MgClg. Occurs in sea water or in
salt deposits, or may be prepared by dissolv-
ing magnesia in hydrochloric acid. It is a
white crystalline powder, having a pearly
lustre and sharp bitter taste, soluble in water
and in alcohol.

magnesic-oxide, 5.

Chem. : MgO. Produced by burning mag-
nesium in the air or in oxygen gas, or by
heating to a red heat magnesia alba. It is a soft
white powder, almost insoluble in water. It

is known iu commerce as calcined magnesia.

magnesic-phosphate, ».

Chem. : Mg"HP04-7H20. Crystallizes in small
colourless prismatic crystals, soluble in about
1,000 parts of cold water. Caustic alkalis pre-
cipitate, from solutions of magnesium salts,

gelatinous magnesic hydrate, insoluble in an
excess of the precipitant, but soluble in am-
nionic chloride. Amnionic phosphate gives
a white crystalline precipitate, insoluble in
ammonia.

magnesic-sulphate, s.

Chem. ; MgO"S03-7H20. Commonly called
Epsom salts, is found in sea water and in
many mineral springs. It is now manufac-
tured in large quantities by dissolving mag-
nesian limestone in dilute sulphuric acid, and
filtering from the insoluble calcic sulphate.
It is soluble in water, has a nauseous bitter
taste, and possesses purgative properties ; it

is also used in dressing cotton goods, and in
aniline dyeing.

mag-nes'-i-ni-tre (tre as
tter), s. [Eng.

magnesi(a), and nitre.]

Miii. : The same as Nitromagnesite (q.v.).

mag nes in-phyll-ite, s. [Eng. magnesi(a)

;

n connective, and Gr. <j>v\kov(2)hyllon)=len.f.]

Min. : The same as Brucite (q.v.).

mag-nes-i-o-fer'-rite, *. [Eng. magnesi (a);
o, and Eng. ferrite.]

Min. : An isometric mineral occurring in
simple octahedrons, and in octahedrons with
planes of the rhombic dodecahedron. Hard-
ness, 6 to 6'5 ; sp. gr. 4'5G8 to 4*654 ; lustre,

metallic ; colour and streak, black. Strongly
magnetic. Compos. : magnesia 20 ; sesqui-
oxide of iron, 80. Found associated with
laminar haematite as a sublimation product
about the fumaroles of Vesuvius. Artificially

formed by heating together magnesia and
sesquioxide of iron subjected to the action of
the vapour of hydrochloric acid.

mag'-nes-ite, s. [Eng. magnesUa); suff. ~ite

(Min.).y

Min. : A mineral belonging to the group
of rhombohedral carbonates, consisting essen-
tially of carbonate of magnesia, having the
formula MgOC02, but in the crystallized forms
having more or less of the magnesia replaced
by protoxide of iron, forming ferriferous varie-
ties like breunnerite (q.v.). The crystallized
varieties present a perfectly rhombohedral
cleavage ; lustre vitreous ; colour white to
various shades of brown. The massive and
purer kinds are white, mostly compact ; lustre
dull; fracture resembling un glazed porcelain.
The Brit, Mus. Cat. reserves this name for the
pure mineral only, and groups the ferriferous

carbonates of magnesia under ankerite, breun-
nerite, and mesitite (q.v.). Used in the manu-
facture of Epsom salts.

*fl Magnesite formerly included meerschaum
(q.v.). Brongniart, in 1802, and subsequent
French mineralogists, still used this name for
the silicate.

mag-ne -si-um (s as sh), s. [Latinised from
Magnesia, a city in Asia Minor.]

Chem. ; A diatomic metallic element ; sym-
bol, Mg; atomic weight, 24*4; sp. gr. 1-743.

Fuses and volatilizes at a red heat. Magnesic
sulphate (Epsom salts) was known in the
middle of the seventeenth century, but the
metal was first isolated by Davy. The com-
pounds of magnesium are widely distributed
in nature, occurring as magnesite, MgO"CO J

ophite or serpentine, MgO"3Si20 ; talc,

Mg0"4Si 5 6 ; dolomite, kainite, epsomite,
&c. It may be obtained by the electrolysis
of fused magnesium chloride, or by reduc-
ing magnesium chloride with metallic sodium.
It is a brilliant metal, almost as white
as silver, and preserves its lustre in dry
air. It is more brittle than silver at or-
dinary temperature ; but at a higher tem-
perature it becomes malleable, and may be
pressed into the form of wire or ribbon. Mag-
nesium ribbon may be ignited at the flame of
a candle, and bums with a dazzling bluish-

~'
:

white light, rich in chemically active rays a
property which has led to its use in photo-
graphy. When burned in an atmosphere of
carbonic acid gas, it decomposes the gas. form-
ing magnesic oxide, and throwing down the
carbon in powder. Magnesium dissolves in
dilute acids, with violent evolution of hy-
drogen, but it does not decompose water even
at 100°.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go pot
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce-e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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magnesium-chloride, s.

Mill. : A mineral said to have occurred in

the saline encrustations formed during the
.eruption of Vesuvius in 1855.

magnesium -diethyl, s,

Chem. : Mg<^2*^. A volatile liquid, smell-

ing like garlic, prepared by digesting magne-
sium filings with ethylic iodide in absence of
air. It is a colourless liquid, boiling at a
higher temperature than ethylic iodide ; in-

flames spontaneously in air, and is decom-
posed with explosive violence by water.

magnesium-dimethyl, *.

Chem. : Mg<CH
a

. A volatile liquid, pro-

duced by the action of magnesium filings on
methylic iodide. It is similar in its prepara-
tion and properties to magnesium diethyl.

magnesium ethide, s.

Chem. : Mg^H,^. A colourless, mobile
liquid, obtained by heating ethyl iodide with
magnesium filings to 130°. It possesses an
alliaceous odour, takes fire when exposed to
the air, and is violently decomposed by water,
with the formation of magnesium hydroxide.

magnesium-lamp, &, A lamp in which
magnesium is burnt for illuminating purposes.
They are of two kinds : one for the combustion
of magnesium in the form of a ribbon ; in the
other magnesium is used in a state of powder,
mixed with fine silver sand.

magnesium-light, s. The light pro-
duced by the combustion of magnesium. Its

intensity is almost equal to that of the electric

arc, but its flickering nature and the large
quantity of magnesia vapour given off are ob-
jections to its use.

magnesium-methyl, s.

Chem. : Mg(CHa)2. A strongly smelling
mobile .liquid, produced when methyl iodide
is heated with magnesium filings. It takes
Are on exposure to the air, and is readily de-
composed by water, with formation of marsh-
gas and magnesium hydroxide.

magnesium-silicate, s.

Mm. : The same as Enstatite, Forsterite,
Humite, Meerschaum, Serpentine, and
Talc (q. v.).

magnesium-sulphate, s.

Min. : The same as Epsomite and Kieser-
ite (q.v.).

II Magnesium-borate =Boracite; Magnesium-
carbonate = Magnesite; Magnesiura-fiuophos-
phate = Wagnerite ; Magnesium-fluosilicate =
Chondrodite ; Magnesium -hydrate = BruciUs ;
Magnesium-hydrocarbonate ~ Hydromagnesite ;
and Magnesium-nitrate = Nitromagnesite.

mag -net, * mag-nete, s. [0. Fr. magnete,
manete, from Lat. magnetem, accus. of magnes
(lapis) = magnesian (stone), from Gr. Mav^s
(Magnes), genit. Mayi/rrros (Magnetos)— mag-
nesian ; Ital. & Sp. magnete.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

(1) The loadstone (q.v.).

(2) In the same sense as II.

2. Fig. : Anything which guides ; a guide.
" Thus safe through waves the sons of Israel trod ;

Their better magnet was the lamp of God."
Sarte TJiomas a Kempis ; A Vision.

* II. Magnetism : A body possessing the pro-
perty of magnetism (q.v.). Magnets are either

permanent or temporary. Permanent magnets
were originally natural pieces of magnetic
iion-ore. [Magnetite.] They now usually
consist of bars of steel, which are magnetized
either by rubbing them with another magnet,
or by coiling a wire round them in a helix,

and then sending an electric current through
the wire. The harder the steel the more diffi-

cult it is to magnetize, but the more com-
pletely does it retain its magnetism. Perma-
nent magnets are either straight or are bent
into the form of a horseshoe. In the latter

form the two poles are close together, and are

thus able to act simultaneously on the same
magnetic substance. A magnet consisting of

only one bar of steel is called a simple magnet

;

but since thin long magnets are more powerful
in proportion to their weight, compound mag-
nets are constructed by fastening together
several thin steel bars previously magnetized.
Some of these compound magnets are very
powerful. Far more powerful than any per-

manent magnets are electro-magnets, which
may be either straight or bent into the form
of a horseshoe, and consist of a bar or core
of soft iron, round which is coiled insulated
copper wire. Through this wire au electric
current is sent, and, so long as the current
passes, the iron is a powerful magnet. The
strength of an electro-magnet depends on the
strength of the current and on the number of
coils of wire round the core, and upon various
other circumstances. Electro-magnets have
been made capable of supporting more than a
ton. When used for supporting weights, &c,
a smooth piece of iron, termed an armature,
is placed in contact with the poles of the
magnet, the horseshoe form being generally
used, and the armature is provided with a
hook, to which the articles are attached.

mag-net'-ic, a. &s. [Eng. magnet; -ic]

A. As adjective

:

I. Literally

:

1. Of or pertaining to the magnet or mag-
netism ; having the qualities of a magnet.

2. Pertaining to the earth's magnetism : as,

the magnetic north.

II. Fig. : Attractive, as if magnetic.
" Days, months, and years . . .

Turn swift their various motions, or are turned
By his magnetic beam." Milton ; P. L„ iii. 583.

B. As subst. : Any metal, such as iron, steel,

nickel, cobalt, &c, which may receive the
properties of the loadstone.

" Draw out with credulous desire, . . .

As the magnetic hardest iron draws."
Milton: P. Ii., ii. 168.

1" (1) Magnetic points of consequence : The
points (really the magnetic poles of the earth)
which occupy the centre of lines of equal dip.

(2) Magnetic poles of the earth: Two nearly
opposite points of the earth's surface when
the dip of the needle is 90°. They are at a
considerable distance from the poles of the
earth.

(3) Point nf inagnetic indifference : A point
near the centre of a magnet where no effect is

produced.

magnetic amplitude, s.

Astron. : The amplitude of a heavenly body
as measured by the compass. It differs from
the true amplitude by an amount equal to the
variation of the compass.

magnetic-azimuth, s.

Navig. : The azimutli indicated by the com-
pass.

magnetic-battery, s. A combination
of several magnets with their poles similarly
arranged ; a compound magnet.

magnetic-bearing, $.

Naut. : The inagnetic bearing of a course
is the angle included between a course and a
inagnetic meridian, drawn through the first

extremity of the course.

magnetic-compensator, s.

Ordnance . : A contrivance for neutralizing
the effect of a ship's guns and other iron in
deranging the bearing of the compass. That
introduced by Prof. Airy consists of two mag-
nets placed at right angles to each other below
the compass, and a box of small iron chain.
The position is determined by experiment.
But as the magnetic effects of 'the ship and
its contents vary from time to time, so the
compensator has to be readjusted at frequeut
intervals.

magnetic-couple, s. [Couple.]

magnetic-curves, s. pi. a series of
lines or directions which may be graphically
denoted by iron filings scattered upon a card
or pane of glass placed horizontally upon a
magnet and gently tapped. The beautiful
lines into which the filings are thrown indi-
cate lines of magnetic force.

magnetic-declination, s. The variation
of the magnetic needle at a particular place and
time, E. or W. of the geographical meridian of
the spot.

magnetic-dip, s. The dip of the mag-
netic needle. [Dip, s.]

magnetic-elements, s. pi. Intensity,
declination, and dip.

magnetic-equator, s. A line passing
round the globe near the equator, at every
point of which the dip of the needle is nothing.
The general inclination of the inagnetic to the
terrestrial equator is about 12°.

magnetic-field, s. The field of a magnet
is the region affected by it. In one sense it

may be said to be infinite ; but the law of in-

verse squares diminishes the intensity s«

rapidly, that practically the term is limited

to the region sensibly affected by the magnet.
The amount of force exerted at any point is

the intensity of the field at that point, and is

measured by the force exerted upon a unit

pole at the point.
''

*magnetic-fluid, s. A hypothetical term
now disused, formerly denoting an hypothesis
long ago abandoned.

magnetic-inclination, s. The same as
Magnetic-dip (q.v.).

magnetic -induction, s. The effect

produced by a magnet upon magnetic bodies
in its neighbourhood. Magnetic bodies are
rendered magnetic by such neighbourhood,
and still more by contact, which is called

induced magnetism.

magnetic-intensity, s. The greater or
less effect produced by a magnet, usually
measured by its attractive force. This varies

inversely as the square of the distance.

magnetic iron-ore, s.

Min. : The same as Magnetite (q.v.),

magnetic-ironstone, s. [Magnetite.}

magnetic-limit, s. A limit of tempera-
ture beyond which iron or any other magnetic
metal ceases to be affected by the magnet.

magnetic-meridian, s. If a vertical,

plane be passed through the axis of a magitetic-
needle, freely suspended at a point, its infaer-

section with the surface of the earth is called

a magnetic meridian of the point. The angle
included between this meridian and the true
meridian through the point, is called the
variation of the needle.

magnetic-needle, s. A slender po'sat
bar or plate of magnetized steel. The needle
is suspended by a metallic or jewelled centre
upon a hardened steel pivot. For other iit-

struments needles are often suspended by fine

silk threads or even spider-liues. The teafe «sf

delicacy is the number of horizontal vibrateous
which the suspended needle will make be£o«
coming to rest.

magnetic-north, s. That point of tikic

horizon indicated by the direction of the magr
netic needle.

magnetic-poles, s. pi. [Macnet.j

magnetic-pyrites, s.

Min. : The same as Pyrrhotite (q.v.}.

magnetic-saturation, s. The state <tf

a bar or needle when it has received tt«
greatest amount of magnetic force which, caac

be permanently imparted to it.

magnetic-storms, s. pi. Magnetic dis-

turbances felt simultaneously at places remjoie

from each other.

magnetic-telegraph, s. [TELEcitiPicjs

magnetic-units, s. pi. In the C. G. a
system, the unit pole is one which repefe a
similar pole distant one centimetre with, (the

force of one dyne. The unit moment is iSt&

moment of a magnet one centimetre lougt

having the unit pole above.

magnetic-variation, s. [VariatioslJ

* mag-net-IC-al, a. & s. [Eng. magnetic;
al.]

A, As adj. : The same as Magnetic, a. (%t_>.

"As touching the propertie of the magneticala&t&Sa
in pointing towards the poles.*'—Stow : Queen EttzubdGL -

(au 1602).

B. As subst.: The same as Mjgsefsc, a.

(q.v.).

"Men must presume or discover the. ITSce wtxg-
neticals iu. the south."— Browne: Vulgar .'.:>>•.,-.,

hk. ii., ch. iii.

* mag-net'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. magiwtic&J;
-ly.] In a magnetic manner ; by means <£
magnetism. [Sympathetic-medicine, j

"[We see] inauy greene wounds by that now so mucfc
used, unguentum armarium, nutgaeticuli]/ cunxL"—
Burton : Anatomy of Melancholy, \). 96.

* mag-net'-ic-al-ness, s. [Eng. magn^lcsl;
-ness.] The quality or state of being Hiagttafeti

"It related not to the instances of the magntGot&-
ness of lightning."

—

B istory of the lioj/tUSodetj/, ,'<- 253.

* mag-ne-tl'-cian, s. [Eng. magnetic; -m.m-2

One skilled in magnetism ; a maguetist.

boll, bo"$; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. s»h = £
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shiln; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious - shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, d^L
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* mag-net'-ic-ness,s. [Eug. magnetic ;-ness.]

The quality or state of being magnetic ; mag-
neticalness.

"The magnetickness of their external succese."

—

Waterhouse : Comment, on Fortesca, p. IB".

mag-net'-ics, s. [Magnetic] The science
or principles of magnetism.

* mag-net-lf-er-ous, a. [Eug. magnet;
Lat. fero ~ to bear, to carry ; and Eng, adj.
suff. -otis.] Producing or conducting mag-
netism.

*mag'-net-ish, a. [Eng. magnet ; -ish,] Some-
what magnetic.

" Some of these iron-stones are magnetish, and draw
the iron."—Pettus: Fleta Minor, pt. i.

t p. 317,

mag-net i^m, s. [Eng. magnet; -ism.]

1. The property capable of being imparted
to certain bodies, especially iron, cobalt, and
nickel, whereby they attract or repel one ano-
ther according to certain laws.

2. The branch of science which treats of
this property and its conditions or laws.

3. The attractive power itself.

1" The property of magnetism was first dis-
covered in the natural oxide of iron, called
Magnetite (q.v.), or the Loadstone. The earth
itself having magnetic properties, such a
natu ral magnet pointed nearly north and south

,

when freely suspended, and also attracted
small pieces of iron. It waB subsequently
discovered that pieces of steel rubbed with
natural magnets also became magnets ; and
these artificial magnets, besides being more
convenient, may be made much more power-
ful, so that natural magnets are now only
sought as curiosities. The attraction of a
magnet for iron filings is most intense at a
short distance from the ends, and decreases
towards the middle ; at the centre there is

no attraction, and this centre is termed the
equator of the magnet. The points at which
the magnetism is most intense are termed the
poles. It is evident that the magnetism
at) the two poles is different ; and that pole
which points to the north is termed the
north-seeking pole, whilst that which points
to the south is called the south- seeking
pole. If two magnets are taken, and the
north-seeking pole of one is brought near the
north-seeking pole of the other, they repel
each other ; but if the north-seeking end of
one is brought near the south-seeking end of
the other, then they attract each other. There-
fore similar poles repel, dissimilar poles attract
each other. It is impossible to obtain a mag-
net with only one pole. If a magnetized
needle is broken into a number of small pieces,
each little piece is a magnet having a north-
seeking and a south-seeking pole. Hence it

would appear that every particle of a magnet-
ized body is a little magnet, all having their
south-seeking poles set in one direction, and
their north-seeking poles in the opposite
direction. Bodies may be divided into two
classes : viz., magnetic bodies, which are at-

tracted by magnets, and non-magnetic bodies,
which are not attracted. The most magnetic
bodies are the metals, iron, nickel, and cobalt.

8oine other metals, salts of iron and of other
metals, porcelain, paper, oxygen gas, and
ozone, are feebly magnetic. Other substances,
as, for example, bismuth, antimony, copper,
silver, gold, lead, sulphur, phosphorus, and
water, are not only not attracted by a magnet,
but are actually repelled : these are said to be
diamagnetic. When a magnetic substance is

brought near to or in contact with a magnet,
it becomes converted into a magnet by mag-
netic induction (q.v.), just as a charge is in-

duced in a conductor by an electrified body.
The nearest pole thus induced is a dissimilar
pole to the inducing pole, and the attraction
of the magnet is thus due to the action already
described of two dissimilar poles. When the
inducing magnet is removed, most substances
lose their magnetism, and hence are said to
be temporarily magnetic ; the perfection of
this property in soft iron is of great import-
ance to magneto-electric and dynamo-electric
machines, which depend entirely for their
effects upon rapid reversals of magnetic
polarity. Steel and nickel retain the greater
part of the induced magnetism, and are said
to be permanently magnetic. Cast-iron also
retains a large proportion of the magnetism
imparted to it. Even so-called permanent
magnets, however, lose a portion of their
power gradually; but by "closing" their
poles with pieces of soft iron, which thus

become induced magnets with dissimilar poles
in contact, the inducing effect of these pieces

' strengthens the magnetism ; such pieces of
iron are termed annatures. If magnetised
steel is heated to redness, or is subjected to
violent blows, it loses its magnetism. That a
magnetic needle points approximately north
and south is due to the fact that the earth itself

is a huge magnet,whose conditions accordingly
relate to what is called Terrestrial Magnetism.
Thus, the North magnetic pole is not atpresent
identical with the true North pole, but is

situated within the Arctic circle in latitude
75° 5' N., and long. 96° 46' W. The position of
the South magnetic pole has not yet been
ascertained. In consequence of the different
positions of the magnetic North pole and the
geographical North pole, a magnetic needle
does not point true north and south, but a
little to the east or west, according to the
locality. This is termed the declination of
the needle, and in the British Isles varies from
17° to 20° W. The amount of declination
varies from year to year, and in this country
is at present diminishing at the rate of about 7'

per annum. When a needle is balanced on a
horizontal axle, so that it can turn in a vertical
plane, and is then magnetized, it is found to
set itself at an angle depending on the locality,
with the north-seeking pole pointing down-
wards if north of the equator, and the south-
seeking pole pointing downwards if south of
the equator. This is termed the inclination
or dip of the needle, and a needle thus ar-

ranged is termed a dipping needle. The
amount of the dip varies in different places ;

in London it is 71° 50'. Magnetic charts are
maps on which are marked lines showing the
distribution of the earth's magnetism. It is

found that the three magnetic elements, as
the declination, dip. and intensity of magnetic
force are termed, vary not only in different
places, but also in the same place, from year
to year, from month to month, and even from
hour to hour. Those changes which proceed
gradually for several years are termed secular.
Frequently disturbances occur which produce
a temporary irregular effect on all the needles
over a considerable area : these are termed
magnetic storms, and are often connected with
manifestation of electrical phenomena, such
as the aurora borealis, or a violent thunder-
storm, and still more generally with those
solar outbursts known as spots on the sun.
All such changes in the earth's magnetism are
now daily recorded at many stations by self-

registering apparatus. Professor CErsted, of
Copenhagen, discovered that if an electric
current were passed along a wire parallel to
a freely-balanced magnetic needle, the needle
was deflected to a position at right angles to
the current. Subsequently it was discovered
that a current passed at right angles to an iron
wire magnetized the wire so long as the cur-
rent passed. This effect was easily multiplied
by coiling the wire conveying the current
round the iron rod or wire in the form of a
helix ; thus producing magnetism enormously
more powerful than could be contained in
any permanent magnets. Still later it was
found that the wire helix alone possessed
nearly all the properties of a magnet. At a
subsequent period Faraday discovered the con-
verse relative phenomena, that the production,
or cessation, or any variation in the intensity
of magnetism, caused the production of an
electric current, the developments of which
are comprised in the subject of magneto-
electricity.

TI Animal magnetism : [Animal-magnetism,
Mesmerism].

mag'-net-ist, s. [Eng. magnet; -1st] One
skilled in magnetism ; a magnetician.

mag'-n£t-ite, s. [Eng. magnet; suff. -tie

(M 171.).]

Min. : An ore of iron sometimes found well
crystallized in forms belonging to the iso-

metric system, the octahedron being the most
frequent, though the rhombic dodecahedron
also occurs uncombined with others. Dode-
cahedral faces striated parallel to the longer
diagonal ; octahedrons frequently twinned.
Hardness, 5*5 to 6-5

; sp. gr. 4-9 to 5'2
; lustre,

metallic to submetallic ; colour and streak,
black, opaque, but when in excessively thin
films sometimes nearly transparent, and of a
smoky-brown colour ; fracture subconchoidal
and shining when pure. Strongly magnetic,
and sometimes exhibiting polarity. Compos.

:

iron, 72'4; oxygen, 27'(i, or sesquioxide of
iron, 68*97

; protoxide of iron, 31 "03 ; repre-

sented by the formula FeOFe^Os. One of

,
the most important of the ores of iron, occurs
in beds often of immense extent in the Azoic
rocks ; that from Siberia and the Hartz dis-

trict, Germany, afford the most powerfully
magnetic varieties. Also found abundantly
as sand, being derived from the weathering of
crystalline and lnetamorphic rocks, in which
it is distributed as minute crystals and grains.

mag'-net-iz-a-ble, a. [Eng. ma-gnetiz(e) ;

-able.} Capable of being magnetised.

mag-net-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. magnetise)

;

-atinn.] The act of magnetizing; the state of
being magnetized.

" The intensity of magnetization of a uniformly
magnetized body is the quotient of its moment by the
vuiume."—Everett : C. U. S. Hi/stem of Units (1875),
ch. x.

IT This may be effected by the action of the
earth or by currents.

magnetize, v.t. & i. [Eng. magnet; -ize;

Fr. magnetiser ; Sp. Diagnetisar ; Ital. mag-
netizzare.]

A. Transitive:

1. To make magnetic ; to communicate
magnetic properties to.

" When a magnetic substance (whether paramagnetic
or diamagnetic) is placed in a magnetic Held, it is
magnetized hy induction,"

—

Everett ; C. G. S. System
of Units (1875), ch. x.

2. To place under the influence of animal
magnetism ; to mesmerize.

3. To attract or draw, as with a magnet ; to
influence, to move.

B. Intrans, : To become magnetic ; to ac-

quire magnetic properties.

t mag-net-lZ-ee', s. [Eng. magnetiz(e); -ee]
A person placed under the influence of animal
magnetism.

mag'-liet-iz-er, s. [Eng. magnetiz(e); -er.]

One who or that which magnetizes, or com-
municates magnetism.

mag net kies, a. [Eng. magnet, and Ger.
kies = pyrites.]

M in. : The same as Pyrrhotite (q.v.).

mag-ne-to-, pre/. [Eng, vut.giiet ; -o connec-
tive.] (See the compound.)

magneto - electric, a. Pertaining to
magneto-electricity (q.v.).

Magneto- electric induction: The production
of an induced electric current in a metallic
circuit by means of a magnet.

Magneto-electric light : An electric light pro-
duced by means of powerful magnets. [Mag-
neto-electric machine.] The South Foreland
Lighthouse was thus illuminated in 1858-9,
and the Lizard in 1878.

Magneto - electric machine : A machine in
which an electric current is generated by the
revolution of one or more soft iron cores
surrounded by coils of wire, about the poles
of a magnet or magnets ; or an armature
(keeper) may rotate before the poles of station-
ary coils.

1[ Used medically in uterine hemorrhage,
asphyxia, <fec. In many cases it can be em-
ployed by the patient without the aid of a
doctor. [Faradization.]

magneto-electricity, s. The science
which treats of the production of electricity
by means of a magnet. It was discovered in
1831 by Faraday, who succeeded in generat-
ing an electric spark by suddenly separating
a coiled keeper from a permanent magnet.
He subsequently discovered that an electric
current existed in a copper disc rotated be-
tween the poles and a magnet. This is not to
be confounded with electro-magnetism, dis-
covered by CErsted, which investigates the
action of an electric current on a magnet, the
process being the converse one to that in the
former case.

mag-net'-o-graph, s. [Eng. viagnet, and Gr.
ypd<f><o (grapho) = to write, to draw.] An in-
strument which registers automatically the
condition and changes ofterrestrial magnetism.

mag-net-6m'-e-ter, s. [Eng. magnet, and
Gr. jj-erpov (metron) = a measure.] An instru-
ment for measuring any of the magnetic ele-
ments, as the dip, inclination, and intensity.
A magnetized needle, isolated from all dis-
turbing influences and suspended by untwisted
silk, is used to detect the declination, and the
delicate mode of adjustment permits any

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,
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variation in this element to be observed. For
observing the dip or inclination, the mag-
netized needle is balanced by knife-edges upon
agate planes.

iaag-net-O-met'-rfCja. [Pref. magneto-, and
Eng. metric] Pertaining to or employed in

the measurement of magnetic force ; obtained
by the use of a magnetometer,

mag-net-o-md'-tor, s. [Pref. magneto-, and
Lat. motor = a mover ; moveo = to move.] A
voltaic series of two or more large plates,

which produce a great quantity of electricity

of low intensity, adapted to the exhibition of

electromagnetic phenomena.

mag - net - 6 - pyr'- ite (pyr as p'ir), s.

[Pref. mag-neto-, and Eng. pyriie (q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Pyrrhotite (q. v.).

^mag-m-fi'-a-ble, a. [Eng. magnify;
-able.] Capable of being magnified : worthy
to lie extolled or praised.

"Wonderful in, itself, and sufficiently magnifiable
from its demonstrable affection."

—

Browne: Vulgar
Errours, bk. lv„ ch. xii.

* mag-nif' -ic, * mag-nif'-ick, *mag-
nif' - ic - al, a. [Lat. magnificus = noble,

splendid, from magnus = great, and facia—
to make.] Noble, splendid, grand, illustrious.

"0 parent, these
Thy trophies

!

"* mag-nif -JC-al-ljf, adv. [Eng. magnificat

;

-ly.] In a magnificent or splendid manner
;

nobly.
"He spake . . . of the weale-puijlicke magnifically."

—Sauilc : Tacitus; /list., p. KJ9.

Mag-nif'-i-c3/t, s. [Lat. = doth magnify;
3rd pers. sing, indie, of magnifico —to magnify,
to extol.]

1. The song of the "Virgin Mary (Luke i. 46),

so called from the first word in the Latin ver-

sion.
"[He] ... at vespers, proudly sat

And heard the priests chant the Magnificat."
Longfellow . Sicilian's Title, i.

2. A setting of the same to music.

*mag nif -i-cate, v.t. [Lat. magnificatus,

pa, par. of magnifico = to magnify (q.v.).] To
magnify, to extol.

*t mag-nif-i-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. magnificat io,

from magnificatus.] [Magnification,]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of magnifying or ex-

tolling.
" Words so often used in Scripture for the magnifica-

tion of faith."

—

Bishop Taylor: Sermons, vol. ill., ser. 3.

2. Optics: The magnifying 'power of a tele-

scope or microscope. (Jjanot : Physics, § 502.)

mag-nif-i-genqe, s. [Fr,, from Lat. magni-
ficcntia from magnificens = magnificent (q.v.) ;

Sp. & Port, magnificenza,]

* I. The act of doing great or noble works
;

great works of goodness.
" Then cometh magnificence, that is to say, when a

man doth and performetli gret workes of goodness."

—

Chaucer : Persones Talc.

* 2. Large expenditure for others ; munifi-
cence, generosity, liberality.

'Bounty and magnificence are virtues very regal;
but a prodigal king is nearer a tyrant than a parsi-
monious."

—

Bacon: Essays; Of a King.

3. The quality or state of being magnificent

;

splendour, grandeur of show or state
;
pomp.

" The infinite magnificence of heaven."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. ix.

IT Magnificence lies not only in the number
and extent of the objects presented, but in

their degree of richness as to their colouring

and quality ; splendour is but a characteristic

of magnificence, attached to such objects as

•dazzle the eye by the quantity of light, or the

beauty and strength of colouring; pomp is

the appendage of power, when displayed to

public view.

(mag nif ' l-cent, a. [Lat. magnificentdoing

great things : magnus = great, and faciens,

pr. par. offacio — to do ; Ital. magnijicente.]

* 1. Doing great or noble deeds or works ;

munificent, generous.

.2. Grand in appearance ; splendid.
" Sunk in the quenching gloom,

Magnificent ami vast are heaven and earth,

Order confounded lies." Thornton : A utumn, 1,139.

* 3. Fond of splendour, show, or pomp.

4. Noble, splendid ; exceedingly praise-

worthy.
" This was thought and called a magnificent answer,

down to the last days of Italian servitude."—flj/ro» :

Childe Harold, iv. 3. ( Note.

}

mag-nif -l-gent-ly, adv. [Bug. magnifi-

cent; -ly.] In a magnificent manner or degree
;

with magnificence; splendidly, grandly.
" The beauteous warrior now arrays for fight,

In gilded arms magnificently bright."
Pope : Homer ; Iliad iii. 410.

mag-nif'-l-CO, s. [Ital,, from Lat. magnifi-
cus.]

* 1. A grandee of Venice.
" The magnifico is much beloved.

And hath in his effect a voice potential."
Sliakesp. : Othello, i. 2.

2. A rector of a German university.

y mag-nif'-i-coiis, a. [Lat. mat? 'i-(/ich.s=mag-
nificent (q.v.),] Magnificent, grand, pompous.

* mag-nif -i-coiis-ly, adv. [Eng. magnifi-
cous; -ly.] Magnificently, grandly, pompously.
(Hooker.)

mag'-ni-fi-er, s. [Eng. magnify; -er.]

1. One who or that which magnifies, praises,

or extols.

2. That which makes great or increases ; an
increaser.

" Mens hilaris is a great magnifier of honest mirth."—Burton ; A nat. of Melanclioly, p. 2tfS.

3. A magnifying-glass (q.v.).

"One of our microscopes has been counted by several
of the curious as good a magnifier as, perhaps, any in
the world."—Boyle: Works, ii. 543.

mag'-ni-fy, * mag-ni-fi-en, v.t. & i. [Fr.

magnifier, from Lat. magnijico — to make great

;

magnus = great, and facto = to make ; Ital.

inagnificare ; Sp. & Port, magnificar.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To make great or greater ; to increase the
apparent size or dimensions of.

" And mighty warriors sweep along,
Magnified by the purple mist."

Longfellow: Tales of a Wayside Inn. (Prelude.)

t 2. To make or declare great, to extol ; to
declare the praises of; to glorify.

"Let thy name be magnified for ever."—2 Samuel
vii. 2G.

* 3. To raise in pride or pretensions.
" O Lord, hehold my affliction : for the enemy hath

magnified himself."—Lamentations i. 9.

4. To exaggerate ; to represent as greater
than reality.

" Each vainly magnifies his own success,
Resents his fellow's, wishes it were less."

Cowper : Tirocinium, 4*7.

B. Intransitive :

1. To have the power or quality of causing
things to appear larger than reality ; to in-

crease the apparent size or dimensions of
objects : as, This glass magnifies too much.

* 2. To have effect, to signify, to avail.
" My governess assured my father I had wiinted for

nothing, hut I was almost eaten up with the green-
sickness ; but this magnified little with my father."

—

isteele : Spectator, No. 431.

mag'-ni-fSr-ing, pr.pw^ a.,ks. [Magnify.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of making greater or
larger in appearance ; the act of praising or
extolling.

magnifying-glass, a.

Optics: A popular term for a convex piece
of glass or a lens which has the property of
magnifying.

* mag nil -6 quence, s. [Lat. magnilo-
quentla, from magnus = great, and loquens, pr.
par. of loquor = to speak.] Pompous or bom-
bastic manner of speaking ; a tumid or pomp-
ous style; grandiloquence, bombast.

" All the sects ridiculed this magniloquence of
Epicurus."—Bentlcy : Ilemarks, § ii.

mag-niL'-o-quent, a. [Magniloquence. ]

Using pompous or bombastic language ; bom-
bastic, tumid, grandiloquent ; speaking loftily
or pompously.

"She was a trifle more magniloquent than usual."

—

Thackeray: Ji'ewcames, ch. xxiii.

t mag-nil'-o-quent-ly, adv. [Eng. magni-
loquently.] In a magniloquent manner ; with
pompous, tumid, or bombastic language ;

grandiloquently.

* mag-nil -6-qnous, a. [Lat. magniloquus,
fuom magnus = great, and loquor= to speak.]
The same as Magniloquent (q.v.).

*mag'-ni-sdn-ant, «. [Lat. magnus =
great, and sonans, pi\ par. of sono — to sound.]
Great-sounding, high-sounding.

"That Btrange and magnisonant appellation." —
Southey : Tlie Doctor ; Cats of ttreta Hall.

magnitude, s. [Lat. magnitudo, from

magnus = great.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The comparative size, bulk, extent, quan-

tity, or amount of anything that may bo
measured ; size.

" I behold this goodly frame, this world.

Of heav'n and earth consisting ; and compute
Their magnitudes. ' Milton : P. /.., viii. 17.

2. Anything that can be measured ;
any

quantity that cau be expressed in terms of a

quantity of the same kind taken as a unit.

[II. 2.]

* 3. Greatness, with reference to a moral or

intellectual standard.
" He with plain heroic magnitndc of mind. . . .

Their armories and magazines contemns."
Milton : Samson Agonistes, 1,279.

4. Importance, consequence, weight.

"We cominonlv find in the ambitious man a supe-
riority of parts, in some measure proportioned to the
magnitude of his designs."^Bp. Horsley, vol. i., ser. 4.

II, Technically

:

1. Astron. : A term applied to the apparent
size of stars viewed from the earth. There
are six magnitudes. [Star.]

2. Geom. : This term was originally ap-

plied to signify the space occupied by a body.
As thus used, it applied only to those por-

tions of space which possessed the three attri-

butes of extension : length, breadth, and
thickness, or height. By extension of mean-
ing, it has come to signify anything that can
be increased, diminished, and measured.
Thus, a line or a surface, an angle or a num-
ber, are magnitudes. Time and weight are

magnitudes ; and, in general, anything of

which greater or less can be predicated is a
magnitude.

3. Physics: The same as Extension (q.v.).

% Apparent magnitude ofan object

:

Optics: The angle which any object sub-
tends at the eye of an observer. If o b be the
object, and e the
situation of the
observer's eye,

then the appa-
rent magnitude of the former is the angle e—
i.e., o e b, formed by two visual rays drawn
from the centre of the pupil to the extremities

of the object.

* mag'-ni-um, s. [Magnesium.]

Chem. : Davy's name for magnesium.

mag-nd-chrd'-mlte, s. [Eng. magu(csia) ;

o connective, and chromite ; Ger. magno-
ch vomit.]

Min. : A variety of chromite (q.v.), contain-

ing a large percentage of magnesia. Physical
characters the same as chromite, excepting in

the want of lustre and low density. From an
analysis of a mixture of the mineral and its

matrix, Websky deduces the following com-
position : alumina, 2992; chromic acid, 40*78;

protoxide of iron, 15*30; magnesia, 14*00;

which agrees with the formula, 4(AU03 , Cr2 3),

(3FeO, 5MgO). Found in rounded grains in a
green matrix at Grochau, Silesia.

mag-no-fer'-rlte, s. [Magnesiofebrite.]

mag-nd'-li-a, s. [Named after Pierre Magnol
(1(538-1715), "professor of medicine at Mont-
pellier, and. author of several botanical works.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Magno-
licaiand the order Magnoliacese. Sepals three,

deciduous ;
petals six to nine ; stamens and

pistils many ; carpels compacted in spikes

or cones ; seeds baccate, somewhat cordate,

pendulous, with a long white umbilical thread.

The species are trees or shrubs, with alternate

leaves and large, terminal, odoriferous flowers.

They are found in North America and Asia.

Magnolia grand!'flora , the Great-flowered Mag-
nolia, or Laurel Bay, is a fine evergreen tree,

seventy feet high in America, and from twenty
to thirty in English gardens. The species

have large, beautiful, fragrant flowers. Those
of M. couspicua are snow-white, and those of

M.pumila brownish-green. Be Candolle says
that those of M. tripetala produce sickness

and headache. Barton reports that M. glauca,

the Dwarf Sassafras, or Beaver-tree, produces
paroxysms of fever. The bark is intensely
bitter, but has in it no tannin or gallic

acid ; it has the properties of Cinchona. Its
" cones " are employed as a remedy in cases of

chronic rheumatism. Those of M. Yalan are
similarly used in China. The "cones" of
M. Frazeri, called also M. auriculata, and M.
acuminata, called, in the United States, Cu-

boil, \>6$; poiit, jowl; cat, $ell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion=shiin; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -hie, -die, &c = bel, del.
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cumber-trees, arts infused in brandy or whisky,
and given in intermittent fevers and rheu-
matic affections. M. excelsa- furnishes a valu-

able timber of fine texture, first greenish, then
yellow.
" Faint was the air with tlie odorous breath of mag-

nolia blossoms." Longfellow : Evangeline, ii. 2.

Baag-no-li-a-ce-se, *. [Mod. Lat. magno-
li{a) ; Lat. fem. pi, adj. suff. -acece..]

Bot. : Magnoliads ; an order of hypogynous
exogens, alliance Ranales. It consists of

trees or shrubs, having the scales of the leaf-

bud face to face or rolled up ; alternate, some-
times dotted, leaves, distinctly articulated
with the stem, with deciduous stipules

;

flowers generally hermaphrodite, strongly
odoriferous ; sepals generally three to six ;

petals three or more ; stamens indefinite, hy-
pogynous ; carpels several, on a torus above
the stamens ; one-celled, one or more seeded.
Fruit dry or succulent, dehiscent or indehis-
cent, sometimes collected upon a cone upon a
lengthened axis ; seeds one or more in each
carpel of the fruit. They are found chiefly in
North America, whence they straggle to
Japan, China, and India. Known genera,
eleven ; species, sixty-five, Most have a bitter,

tonic taste. The order is divided into two
tribes, Magnolieae and Wintered (q.v.).

mag-nd'-li-ads, s. pi, [Mod. Lat. inagnoli(a);

Eng. pi, suff. -ads.]

Hot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Magnoliaceee (q.v.).

mag-no-li-e'-se, s. pi. [Mod. ~La.t. mo.gnoli(a);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

But. : The typical tribe of the order Magno-
liacete (q.v.). The carpels are arranged in a
cone ; the leaves scarcely, if at all, dotted.
(Lindley.)

mag'-no-llte, s, [Named after the Magnolia
district, Colorado ; suff. -ite (Miu.).~\

Min. ; A white mineral, occurring in silky
tufts of very minute acicular crystals. Con-
tains mercury and tellurium, and inferred to

be a telluride of mercury. Found in the Key-
stone mine.

mag' niim, s. [Lat., neut. sing, of magnus =
great, large.] A bottle Holding two English
quarts.

"Between every twogir u3 a portly magnum reared
Its golden head. '— A. Forbes, in English Illustrated
Magazine, Dec, 1884, p. 152.

magnum - bonura, s. [Lat. = great-

good.]

1. A kind of large-sized barrel pen.

2. A large-sized oval plum, with a yellow
skin, covered with a whitish bloom.

mag'-nus, a. [Lat. = great, large.] (See the
etyiu.)

magnus-hitch, s.

Want. : A kind of knot used on board ship.

ma-go'-ni-a, s. [Don says that it is named
after some botanist known to St. Hilaire.]

Bot. : A genus of Sapindacea?., tribe Melios-
mea*. It consists of two trees, Magonia
'glaorata and M. pubescens, covering extensive
tracts in Brazil. The leaves and an infusion
of the bark of the roots are used for stupefy-
ing fish ; the latter is employed also

as a remedy in old ulcers, the stings

of insects, &c. ; the seeds are used
in the manufacture of aoap.

ma-goo'-tee, s. [Hind.] An in-

strument used by the Painbatees or
snake-charmers of the East Indies.

It is composed of a hollow calabash,
to one end of which is fitted a mouth-
piece similar to that of the clarinet.

To the other extremity is adapted a
tube perforated with several holes,
which are successively stopped by
the lingers, like those of the flute,

while the player blows into the mouthpiece.
In the middle of the instrument is a small
mirror, on which the serpents fix their eyes
while dancing. Sometimes bright beads are
attached, which serve the same purpose as the
mirror.

* mag'-6t (1), s. [Maggot.]

magot-pie, a. A magpie (q.v.).

mag'-6t(2), «. [Fr.]

Zool. : The same as Barbary-ape (q.v.).

MAOOOTEE.

mag-pie, s. [Fr. Margot, a familiar form of
Marguerite = Margaret, from Lat. margarita ;
Gr. fxapyapLiyi 1* (inargarites) = a pearl. The
syllable pie = Fr. pie, is from Lat. pica = a
magpie.] [Pie (2), s.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. ; Iu the same sense as II. 1.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A halfpenny. (Slang.)

(2) A bishop, from the mingled black and
white of his robes.

" Let not those silkworms and magyAes have do-
minion oyer us."—T. Drown ; Works, i. 107.

II. Technically;

1. Ornithology

:

(1) A Well-known bird of the family Corvidae.

It is the Corvus pica of Linn., Pica caudata,

tnelanoleuca, or rustica of later ornithologists.

It was on ce common throughout Great Britain,

but its ravages amongyoung poultry, the young
of hares, rabbits, feathered game, and lambs
have been so great that it is now almost ex-

terminated in some parts, and is everywhere
scarce. It is an extremely beautiful bird, the

pure white of its scapulars and inner web of

the flight-feathers contrasting vividly with the
deep glossy black of the body and wings, while
the long tail is lustrous with green, bronze,

and purple reflections. It builds an almost
impregnable nest, with a dome of firmly-inter-

woven sticks, and lays from six to nine bluish-

green eggs, blotched with ash-colour.

(2) A variety of domestic pigeon, remark-
able for the shape of its head.

2. Mil. : A shot striking the target in the
division next to the outermost in a target
divided into four sections ; so called because
signalled by the marker with a black and
white disc.

magpie-lark, s.

Ornith. : [Little-magpie].

magpie-moth, s.

Entom. ; The Gooseberry-moth, Abraxas
grossulariata. Its expanded wings are about
an inch and a half across. They are yellowish-
white with black spots, and on the anterior
pair a pale orange-coloured band. The body
is orange with black spots. The eggs are de-
posited on gooseberry or currant bushes in

July or August, and the caterpillars are hatched
in September. They are yellowish-white,
spotted with black, and have an orange
stripe on each side. The chrysalis is black,
relieved at the lip with orange circles. In
addition to the September brood there is

anotlier at beginning of summer. If dusted
with the powder of white hellebore, they are
destroyed, but picking them off by hand is

a more efficient process. [Abraxas,]

magpie-robin, s.

Ornith. : The name given iu Ceylon to the
Copsychus saularis, kept in. cages, and used
by the natives to fight.

ma-gre'-pna, s. [Heb.] An organ men-
tioned in the Talmud as having been in exist-

ence in the second century. It had ten
ventages, each of which communicated with
ten pipes, and it was played upon by means
of a clavier.

mag'-rums, s, [Etym. doubtful
;
perhaps a

corruption* of megrim (q.v,).] A popular
name in the State of New York for a singular
convulsive affection resembling chorea. It
rarely occurs before the adult age, never ceases
spontaneously, and when fully developed is

devoid of any paroxysmal character. (Mayne.)

mags-man, s. [Eng. magg, v., and man.]
A swindler, a thief. (Slang.)

mag'-uay, mag-uey (uay, uey as wa), s.

[Mexican magnei.]

Bot. : Agave americana. [Agave.]

mag'-uey (uey as wa), s. [Maguay.]

* ma gus, s. [Lat.] One of the Magi (q. v.) ; a
magian.

Mag'-yar, s. [Hung.]

1. One of a race of Asiatic origin, which in-

vaded or settled in Hungary about the end of

the ninth century, and is still the predominant
race there.

2. The language of Hungary. It bolongs to

the Ugrian family of the Turanian class of

languages.

* mag'-y-dare, * mag-u-dere, s. J_Lat.

imgydarius, magudarius, from Gr. [xayvSapis

(magudaris).~\ Laserwort. [Laserpitium,]

ma ha, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Scmnopithecus ursimis, a native of

the wooded hill-country of Ceylon. Its spe-

cific name has reference to its general bear-like

appearance. [Wanderoo.]

ma-ha-Dha'-rat, s. [Sansc. mafia, mali/xt =
great" and JJharat (see def.).]

Hindoo Literature : One of the two great

epic poems of India, the other being the
Ramayan. Its leading theme is the contest,

perhaps, in the main, historic, between the
Kurus and the Pandus, two dynasties of
ancient India, both descended from Bharat,
King of Hustinapoor. Dhritarashtra, the
father of Duryodhana and the Kurus, was
the legitimate heir to the throne, but being'
blind, he was supplanted by his cousin Yud-
histiras, the eldest of the five Pandu princes.
Ultimately, by the aid of Krishna, the usurp-
ing Pandus were firmly established iu the
sovereignty of Northern India. With this
main theme are interwoven episodes, moral

.

reflections, and digressions of all kinds, con-
stituting about three-fourths of the present
poem. The discourse between Krishna and
Urjoon on the eve of a battle constitutes the
Bhagavat gita (q.v.). The roots of some por-
tions of modern Hinclooism are in the Maha-
bharat. The worship of Krishna, as one with
Vishnoo and the universe, has its origin here.

Mah-a-de va, Maha-de-o, s. [Sansc.
malia", mahat = great, and cleva = a god.]

Hindoo Myth. : One of the many names
given to Shiva, the third person of the Hindoo
triad.

ma-ha-ra'-jah, s. [Sansc. , from vmhat, maha
= great, and rajah = prince.] A title assumed
by some Indian princes.

ma-hat'-mah, s. [Sansc] An adept in
Theosophy, especially one of those said to be
living in Tibet, and to act as teachers and

* guides to favoured aspirants.

Mah -di, Mah'-dee, Muh -dee (commonly
pron. Ma di), s. [Arab., as adj. - called

(Catafagd), as subst. = a director or leader
(Jaffur Shurrcef).~]

1. Muhammadan Theol. : The surname of a
second Muhammad, the last or twelfth Imaum
(Head, Chief, or Leader). According to the
Sheeahs (Muhammadan Senpturalists) of
Persia, he is alive in the unseen world, and
will appear with Elias the Prophet at the
second coming of Jesus Christ. The gene-
rality of the Soonnees (Muhammadan Tradi-
tionalists) concur in the belief that the advent
of the Mahdi is still future, while an Indian
sect called Gyr Mahdis consider him to have
already appeared in the person of Syud Mu-
hammad, of Jounpoor. On the twenty-
seventh night of the month Ramzan they
recite the words " God is almighty, Muham-
med is our prophet, and the Koran and Mahdi
are just and true;" adding, "Imaum Mahdi
has come and gone : whoever disbelieves this
is an infidel." They are Soonnee Pathans,
but there is a feud, sometimes leading to blood-
shed, between them and the ordinary Soon-
nees. Petitions are sometimes written to the
Imaum Mahdi on Friday, the Muhammadan

, Sunday, and committed to any river in the
confident expectation that they will reach
their destination.

2. Hist. : Muhammad Ali, governor of Egypt
(the murderer of the Mamelukes), commenced.
about the year 1S21, the conquest of the
Soudan, which was completed about a half
century later by General Gordon, who ruled
it so well as to preserve peace for a time.
On his departure, the incapacity of his
Egyptian successors drove the Soudanese
into revolt. At first the rebellion was
political, but a religious element speedily
arose, and ultimately asserted its predomi-
nance. An individual gave out that he was
the divinely-promised Mahdi [1], the Muham-
madan Messiah, come for the deliverance of
the faithful, and to convert all their unbeliev-
ing foes to tslamism, or utterly to destroy
them. At that time the constraining force
of events had brought Great Britain into
entanglement with the affairs of Egypt.
A military revolt, headed by an Egyptian,
Arabi Pasha, had been attended by the mas-
sacre of many European Christians at Alex-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
©i-, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, 03 = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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andria, and the British fleet had been sent
out to prevent a fresh outbreak, or, if one
arose, to bring off as many of the Christians

as possible. New forts being built to threaten
the ships, the fleet had bombarded and cap-

tured them, with the older fortifications, on
July II, 1882, whilst an army sent out had
heavily defeatedthe Egyptians in a short but
very bloody fight at Tel-el-Kebir, on Sept. 13,

1882. The British Government, then directed

by Mr. Gladstone, advised Egypt to give up all

attempts to reconquer the Soudan, which was
about as large as France, Germany, and Spain
taken together, besides being mostly desert.

The advice was neglected, an Egyptian army,
headed by an Englishman, Hicks Pasha, was
sent out, but was almost immediately de-

stroyed and its leader killed on Dec. 5, 1883.

A second, under Baker Pasha (Colonel Valen-
tine Baker), was put to flight with great

slaughter on Feb. 4, 1S84. The Egyptians were
now willing to let the Soudan go, and as

originally advised, include in it Khartoum,
the capital of Nubia. But the Soudanese,
not contented to obtain their independence,
desired also to massacre the Egyptian garri-

sons, consisting, it was believed, of about
20,000 men. Humanity shuddered at such a

resolve, and public opinion urged that General
Gordon should be sent out on a peaceful mis-

sion to negotiate for the withdrawal of the

garrisons. He left for Egypt Jan. 18, 1884.

He failed in his endeavour, and after defend-

ing himself with heroic courage and infinite

fertility of resource in Khartoum for about a

year, was overcome by treachery on Jan. 26,

18S5, the Mahdi's troops being admitted
within the fortifications, and Gordon and
many others slain, just as a relieving army
was approaching for his deliverance. Previous
to this he had completely lost faith in peace-

ful negotiations, and declared that there

would be no peace for Egypt unless the

Mahdi was "smashed." The British Govern-
ment, in Feb., 1S85, decided to recapture
Khartoum. In the same year the Mahdi died
from an attack of small-pox at Omdurman,
and was succeeded by his kinsman Khalifa
Abdullah. The Soudanese were repeatedly de-
feated by the British and Egyptian forces, and
after a desperate resistance the Khalifa's army
was utterly routed in Sept., 1S98, andthe British
and Egyptian flags hoisted in Khartoum.

Mahi -dl -an, 5. [Eng., &c. Mahdi; -an.] A
follower or adherent of the Mahdi (q.v.).

" No hardy Mahdian got nearer than twenty yards.

"

—Daily Telegraph, March 21, 1885.

Mah'-dist, s. [Eng., &c. Mahd\i); -ist] The
same as Mahdian (q.v.).

"Another body of Multilists coining round on our
right reinforced them."—Daily Telegraph, March 21,

1835.

mahl, s. [Maul.]

mah -lib, ma ha leb, s. [Native name.]

But. : The fragrant kernels of Cerasus Maha-
leb, used by the Scindiau and other native In-

dian women as necklaces. The fruit affords a
violet dye, and can be made also into a fer-

mented liquor like kirschwasser.

* ma-hog'-an-Ize^ v.t. [Eng. mahogan(y);
-iz'e.] To paint or grain in imitation of maho-
gany ; to veneer with mahogany.

ma-hog'-an-y, s. [From mohagoni, its Cen-
tral American name.]

Botany & Commerce

:

1. The timber of Sivietenia Malutgoni. It is

close-grained and hard, susceptible of a fine

polish, and is largely used for the manufac-
ture of household furniture. It is fragrant and
aromatic, and is considered febrifugal. Maho-
gany is said to have been first brought to Eng-
land by Sir Walter Raleigh in 1595, but not to

have come into general use till about 1720.

2. The timber of Persea indica, a tree which
grows in Madeira. It

1

is very inferior to the

genuine mahogany.

mahogany-tree, s.

Bot. : Sivietenia Mohagoni, one of the

Cedrelaceae. It is a lofty, branching tree,

with a large, handsome head, flowers like

those of Melia, and fruits about the size of a

turkey's egg. It grows in the warmest parts

of Central America, in Cuba, Jamaica, Hispa-

niola, and the Bahamas. [Madeira-wood.]

* ma-hoitres', s. pi. [Fr.] A term applied to

the padded and upraised shoulders in fashion

during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

ma -ho li, s. [Native name,]

Zool. ; Galago Maholi, a diminutive African
Lemuroid, family Lemuridse. The general
colouring of the upper parts is yellowish or

brownish gray, with slightly darker brindling

on the back, broad nose-streak, cheeks and
throat white, under parts white tinged with
yellow. The ears are very large, and can be
contracted at pleasure.

Ma-hom'-e-dan, Ma-hom'-e-tan, a. & s.

[MUHAMMA'DAN.]

Ma-hom'-e-tan, ; s. [Mvhammadan.]

Ma-hom'-e-tan-ism, *. [Muhammadastism.]

Ma-hom'-e-tan-ize, v.t. [Muhammadanize.]

* Ma-hS-met'-l-cal, a. [Eng. Mahomet

;

-iced . ] Muhammadan.
'" The Mahometteal Elysium of libertines."

—

Gentle-

man Instructed, p. 561.

* Ma-hom- et - ism, * Ma - hom'-e - trie,
* Ma-hum-e-tisme, s.

* [Eng. Mahomet

;

-ism, -ry.] Muhammadanism, idolatry.

" No clumme popetrie or superstitious Mahometrie."
—Tyndall : Workes, p. 257.

* Ma-h6m'-et-lSt, s. [Eng. Mahomet; -ist.]

A follower of Muhammad ; a Muhammadan.
"The king of the Mahomctists sought his friendship."

—Pedro ilexia : Hist. Roman Emperors, p. 525.

* Ma'-h6-mite, s. [Eng. Mahom(et); Ate.] A
Muhammadan.

" The Mahomite
With hundred thousands in Vienna plaine."

Sylvester: Miracle of Peace, sonn. xxxviii.

ma-ho'-ni-a, s. [Named after Bernard Mc
tMahon, of North America, a lover of botany.]

Bot. : Ash-barberry ; a genus of Berberidaceie

consisting of elegant evergreen shrubs, and
with pinnate leaves, and yellow flowers.

Found in North America and Nepaul. Several

are cultivated in gardens.

* ma-hound', * ma-houn', s. & a. [A cor-

rupt, of Mohammed or Mahomet.]

A. As substantive

:

1. An idol ; the image of a god or Mahomet.
" The ymage of Mahoun, y-med of golde,
With the axe smot he oppon the inolde,
That al that heued to flente."

Sir Ferumbra-s, 4,939.

2. The devil.

B. As adj. : A term applied to the devil or

any very wicked person or spirit.

ma'-hout, s. [East Indian.] An elephant
driver or keeper.

Mah-rat'-tat a. & s. [Mahratta Maratha, as

aclj. = belonging to the Maratha country ; as

subst. = a man of the cultivator caste. Maha-
rashtra= the great country, or perhaps Mahar-
rashtra — the country of the Mahars, now an
outcast tribe, from Sansc. -maha •=. great, or
Malia.r and rashtra = country.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Mahrat-
tas. [B.]

B. As substantive

:

1. (PL): One of the great races who have
from time immemorial inhabited "Western
India, though they did not come into notice
till the seventeenth century. They are sup-
posed to have come from the north.

2. The language spoken by the Mahrattas.
It is Aryan, all but a fraction of the roots
being akin to Sanscrit.

mah va, mah'-wa, ma ho -a, s. [Native
Indian name.] The'sarne'as Madhuca (q.v.).

Ma l a (1), s. [Gr. Mom' (Maid), in Greek
myth." = the daughter of Atlas, and mother of
Hermes.]

Astron. : [Asteroid, 66].

ma'-l-a (2), s. [Lat., from Gr. polo, (maia) =
good mother ; a large kind of crab, supposed
by Cuvier to be Cancer pagxvrus (Linn.).]

Zool. : Spider-crab ; the typical genus of the
family Maiidee. The type is Maia sauinado.
[Spider-crab.]

ma-i'-a-dse, a. pi. [Maiidje.]

ma l an, s. [Gr. fiala (maia) = a crab.]

Zool. . An individual of the tribe Maiidae
(q.v.).

maid, mayd, mayde, s. [A corrupt.
of -maiden (q.v.), by the loss of final n; A.t>.

mcegdh, maigedh = a maiden.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. A girl ; a young unmarried woman.
" The Syrians had . . . brought away captive out of

the land of Israel a little maid; and she waited on
Naaman's wife."—2 Kings v. 2.

2. A virgin; an unmarried woman who has

preserved her chastity.

3. A female servant.
" Spinning amongst her maids."—Shakesp. : Rape of

Lucrece. (Arguin
.

)

* 4. Used of a man who has not yet known
woman.

" You are "betrothed both to a maid and man."
Shakesp. ; Twelfth Night, v.

II. Ichthy. : A popular name for a female of
Raja batis.

1[ 1. Maid of honour : [Hokour, % 6.]

2. Maids of the Cross :

Ecclesiol. <f
- Cliurch Hist.

:

(1) A sisterhood founded atRoye.in Picardy,
in 1625, by four young women. They removed
to Paris in 1640, and were created into a con-
gregation by the Archbishop in 1640, and con-
firmed by letters patent in 1642.

(2) A similar sisterhood founded in 1668 by
Eleonora de Gonzaga, wife of Leopold I., and
confirmed the same year by Pope Clement IX.
and the Emperor. Called also the Order of

the Cross and Bethleheinites.

H Maid of all work : A general servant.

* maid-child, s. A female child ; a girl.

" But if she bear a maid-child, then 3he shall be
unclean two weeks, as in her separation."

—

Lev. xii. 5

* maid-pale, a. Having the white and
tender complexion of a virgin.

" Change the complexion of her maid-pale peace,"
Shakesp. : Richard II., iii. 3.

maids hair, s.

Bot. : Galium verum.

maid-en, *mayd-en, *meid-en, s. & a.

[A.S. mcegden, maiden, maigden, an extension
of md>g, mclsge = a female relation, a maid

;

ma'gden, mozgeden = mcegedhen ~ a climin. of

mmgedh = a maid. Mdkg, or mckgc, is the fern,

of t)idbg = a son, a kinsman ; cogn. with Goth.

magus = a boy, a child ; Icel. inoger = a boy,

a son.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

;

(1) A maid, a young unmarried woman, a
virgin.

" Like a maiden of twenty he tremhles and sighs,
,

And tears of fifteen have come into his eyes."
Wordsworth; Farmer of Tilsbury Vale.

(2) A female servant.
" She hath sent forth her maidens : she crieth upon

the highest places of the city."—Proverbs ix. a.

2. Figuratively :

(1) An instrument or apparatus for washing
linen.

(2) A machine for beheading. The Scotch
maiden was introduced into Scotland by the

Regent Morton, who died by its axe, 1581.

The murderers of Rizzio were executed by it

in 1566 ; and the Marquis of Argyle, 1681. The
maiden was not so complete an instrument as

the guillotine.

"The rude old guillotine of Scotland called the
maiden."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. v.

II. Technically:

1. Cricket : An over in which no runs are

made ; a maiden over. [Over, $.]

2. Racing : A horse which has neverwon a race.

" The conditions contain no allowance for maidens."
—Dotty Telegraph, Jan. 2, 18S2.

B. As adjective

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally ;

(1) Of or pertaining to a maid, young woman,
or virgin.

(2) Consisting of maids or young women.

(3) Like a maiden.
" Once I encountered him, and thus I said,

Thou maiden youth, he vanijuish'd by a maid."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., iv. 7.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) An epithet applied to an effort made for

the first time : as, a maiden speech ; a maiden
attempt.

* (2) Fresh, unpolluted.
" A maiden and an innocent hand."

Shakesp. : King John, iv. 2.

(3) That has never been taken by siege.

" Every citizen considered his own honour as bound
up with the honour of the maiden fortress."—Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

boil, boy ; pout, j6%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f.
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II. Cricket : In which no runs have been
made : as, a maiden over.

maiden-assize, s. An assize at which
there are uo criminal cases to be tried.

' maiden headed, «, Bearing the
device of a maiden's head.

maiden-lip, ...

Hut, : Echinospernmm Lapjmla.

* maiden-meek, «. Meek as becomes a
maid.

maiden-name, s. The surname of a
"woman before her marriage.

' " Wake, Maid of Lorn ; the momenta fly.
Winch yet that maiden-name allow."

ficott : Lord of the Isles, i. A.

maiden-pink, s.

Bat.; Dianthus deltoides.

maiden-plum, .>.

Jkit. : Comocladia, a genus of Terebinthaceaj
(Anacardiacete).

* maiden-rents, s. pi.

Feudal law: A noble paid by the tenants of
some manors on their marriage.

maiden-speech. .9. The first speech
made by a person. (The expression is espe-
cially applied to the first speech made by a
member of Parliament in the House.)

v maiden tongued, a. Speaking in a
gentle and insinuating manner.

"' His qualities were beauteous as his form.
For maiden-tongucd lie was, tuul thereof free."

Uttakesji. : Lover's Complaint, 100.

:

' maiden-widowed, a. Having become
a widow while still a virgin.

" But I, a maid, die maiden-widowed."
Shakusp. : Romeo & Juliet, iii. 2.

maiden's-blush, s. The garden rose.
" JIaiden's-blush commWt with jesuimiiie."

Jlcrrick : Hcspcrldes, p. 281.

* maid-en, " mayd en, v.i. [Maiden, s.]

To speak or act meekly or demurely, like a
maiden.

" For had I mayden'd it, as many use
;

Loath for to grant, but lonther to refuse."
Hall ; Satires, iii. 3.

maid -en-hair, s. [Eng. maiden, and hair.]

Bota ay

:

1. Adiantum Capillus Veneris, and the genus
Adiantum. The former has many spreading
capillary branches (whence the English name),
a three to four pinnate frond, with the pin-
nules cuneate, lobed, crenate, glabrous. It
is rare in Britain, but occurs also in conti-
nental Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and
Polynesia. [Adiantum.]

"June is drawn in a mantle of dark grass green,
iipon his head a garland of bent, kings-cup, and
maidenhair."—I'eacham: On Drawing.

2. Passiflora Adiantum.

maidenhair-grass, s.

Bot. : Briza media.

maidenhair-tree, ».

Bot. : Salisburia ad iantifolia, a Japanese
tiee.

maid -en head, maid - en-hood, "'"meid-
en-hed, ' meid-en-nede, maid en-
hode, s. [A.S. maigdeiihad.]

1. The quality or state of being a maiden or
virgin ; virginity.

"The miaery is, example, that so terrible shewn in
the wreck of maidenhood, cannot for all that dissuade
succession, but they are limed with the twigs that
threaten them."

—

fihakesp. : All's Wall Tlia-t Ends
Well, iii. S.

2. The hymen or virginal membrane.
* 3. Newness, freshness.

" If that the devil and mischance look big
Upon the maidenhead of our attain)."

hhakesp. : 1 Henry IV., iv. 1.

* I. The head of the Virgin Mary. The word
in this sense is only found as a tavern-sign.

maid en-like, a. [Eng. maiden ; -like.]

Like a maid or virgin ; maidenly, modest.

maid'-en-li-ness, «. [Eng. maidenly ; -vess.]

The quality or state of being maidenly ; that
behaviour which becomes or befits a maid

;

modesty.

maid'-en-ly, y mayd-en-ly, a. & adv.
[Eng. inaiden ; -ly.]

A. As adjective :

1. Like a maiden ; modest, meek.
" Lyke to Aryna maidenly of jtort."

fikelton : Orowna of Laurell.

2. Becoming or befitting a inaiden.
" It is not friendly, 'tis not maidcnl// :

Our sex, as well as I, may chide yon for it."
Shakesp. : Jfidsummer Night's Dream, iii. 2,

B. -4s adv. : Like a maiden ; in a maidenly
manner.

* maid en-ship, s. [Eng. maiden; -ship.]

Maidenhood.

maid -hood, s [Eng. maul; -hood.] Vir-
ginity ; an unmarried state.

"To spend my prime in maldhood's joyless state."
2'ennant; Anster Fair, i. 15.

* maid'-ly, * mayd-ly, a. [Eng. maid ; -ly.]

Maidlike, effeminate.

"O cowards all and maydly men,"
Oooge : Epitaph on Mr. fshelley.

' maid-mar i an, a, [Eng. maid, and
nutria n.]

1. Originally the Queen of the May ; after-

wards a buffoon.

2. The name of a dance.
"A set of morrice-daiicers danced a maidmarlan

with a tabor and pipe,"—Temple.

maid servant, s. [Eng. maid, and servant.]
A female servant, a maid.

"Thou Bhalt not do any work, thou, nor thy son,
nor thy daughter, nor thy manservant, nor thy maid-
servant."— Dent. v. 14.

maid'-Ship, s. [Eng. maid; -ship.] Maiden-
hood ; virginity.

ma-ieu'-tic, a. & s. [Gr. ixaievrtKo^ (maieu-
tikos), from fxala (maia) = a midwife.]

A. As adj. : Serving to accelerate or assist
childbirth ; hence, fig., helping to bring forth,
educe, or evolve.

B. As subst. : The system pursued by
Socrates in his investigation of truth, in
which he endeavoured to lead on to the truth
by continual questioning.

ma-ieu'-tic-al, a. [Eng. maieutic; -a?.] The
same as Maieutic (q.v.),

mai'-gre (gre as ger), s. [Fr. = lean, thin.]
_

A, As adjective:

f
1. Ord. Lang. : Thin, lean.

"When lie saw the young gentleman so maigre
and indisposed. "—Carlyle : Letters A: Speeches of
Cromwell, ill, 132.

2. Cook. : Applied to preparations of any
kind made without butcher's meat, poultry,
or game, and cooked with butter instead of
lard or dripping.

1 B. -4s substantive

:

1. Ord, Lang. : A fast.

2. Ichthy.: Scunia aqnila, an aeanthoptery-
gian fish of the family Sciaenidre (q.v.), com-
mon iu the Mediterranean, and a rare visitor
to the British coasts. Length seldom less
than three, and sometimes as much as six
feet. It is highly esteemed for the table.
Its general appearance resembles that of the
bass, but the head is shorter and more
rounded, and the tongue and palate destitute
of teeth. Fins brown, body bluish-white
below and greenish-brown above. The maigre
emits a peculiar sound, described as a purring
or buzzing. Its otolites are very large, and
were formerly in great repute as a charm for
colics, provided they were received as a gift
or actually removed by the sufferer from the
head of the fish.

maigre-dishes, s. pi. Dishes eaten by
Roman Catholics on days when flesh-meat
is forbidden. They include fish, vegetable*,
fmit, eggs, omelets, &c.

maigre food, «. The same as Maigue-
DISIIES (q.V.).

mai hem, a. [Maim, s.]

ma-i'-i-dse, ma-i'-a-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.,
&c, mai(a); Lat. fern", pi. adj. suff. -Ida; -adtn.]

Zool. : Sea-spiders. Short-tailed Crustaceans
of the section Oxyrhynehi of Milne-Edwards.
The carapace is much longer than it is wide,
and generally spiny; the first pair of feet
in some males much longer than the second
pair, and twice that of the carapace.

mailt, s. [Make (2), .$.] A companion, an
equal, a mate. (Scotch.)

mail (1), s. maille, * mayle, * male,
* maile, s. [Fr. maille = a mesh of a net,
mail, from Lat. vinculo, = a spot, a mesh of a
net, a net ; Ital. maglia,.] !

I. Lit. & Technically ;

1. Armour: A flexible armour of rings or

scales, covering the body, or body and limbs,
according to its extent. Chain-mail consisted
of steel or iron rings interlacing each other

;

of this sort were the shirts of mail. Plate-
mail consisted of plates of steel or brass
overlapping and rivetted together.

"To have done, is to hang
Quite out of fashion, like a rusty mail
In monumental mockery."

Shakesp. : Troilus & Cressida, ill. 3.

2. Naut. : A series of interwoven rings,
like mail-armour or net-work, fastened on
some stout substance, as canvas, used for
rubbing off the loose fibres on cordage.

3. Weaving: One of the small brass eyes
through which the end or worsted yarn passes
iu a Brussels carpet-loom, and by which it is

lifted hi order to form the loop which distin-
guishes the surface of tliat variety of carpet.

" II. Fig. : Any defensive covering or j»ro-

tection.
" We strip the lobster of his .tcarlct mail." day.

mall-clad, a. Clad in a coat of mail.
" No mail-clad serfs, obedient to their lord,
In grim array the crimson cross demand."

Byron ; Elegy on A'ewsteutl A bbey.

"mail-covered, a. The same as Mail-
i'LA.D (q.v.).

" The mall-covcrcd barons, who proudly to battle
Led their vassals."

Byron: On Leaving Xewstead Abbey.

mail-net, s.

Fabric: A form of loom-made net, which is

a combination of common gauze ami whip-net
in the same fabric. The whole is a siiccesriion

of right-angled triangles, of which the woof
forms the basis, the gauze part the perpen-
diculars, and the whip part the hypothenuse.
The gauze and whip parts are stretched mi
separate beams.

mail-sheathed, «. The same as Mail-
clad (q.v.).

mail (2),
* male (2), s. [O. Fr, male (Fr.

malle), from O. H. Ger. mulalia ; M. If. Ger.
malhe — a leathern wallet ; Gad. & Ir. mala
— a bag, a sack ; Icel. male = a knapsack.]

* I. A bag ; a box for holding goods or lug-
g;ige ; a trunk, a portmanteau.

" But, sires, o word forgatc I in my tale :

I haue rellkes and iianlou in my male.''
Chaucer: C. 'P., 12,864.

2. A bag for the conveyance of letters ; a
mail-bag (q.v.).

" By the 5 Geo. III. c. \r, and 7 Goo. Til. c f,0 if any
person shall rob any mail, In which letter* are sent
by the noit, of any letter, jiauUet, bag, or mult of
Icttei-H, mien offenders ahull bo guilty of felony, with-
out benefit of c\er%y."—fH«cteituiit< Cum, unit., bk. Iv.,
eh. 17.

3. The letters, papers, books, &c, conveyed
by the post.

"Thin day [May 20. 17001 a mail arrived from Hoi-
land, by which there arc :uU ices from Paris."—Taller.
No. 18.

4. The person or conveyance by which the
mail is carried.

mail-bag, s. A letter-bag, usually of
leather, but sometimes made of canvas, for
containing letters, newspapers, and other
printed matter for conveyance through the
post-office.

Mail-bag receiver and discharger : An ap-
paratus for i ecciving mail-bags from or deliver-
ing them to railway-carriages in motion at
stations along the line.

mail-boat, s. A vessel which carries
the mail ; a mail-steamer.

mail-cart, a. A cart employed in postal
service.

t mail-coach, s. A coach which, prior
to the introduction of railways, carried the
mails.

mail-guard, *>. An official in charge of
a mail-coach.

mail-master, s. An officer in charge of
a mail. (American.)

mail-room, s. A room or apartment in
which the letters, papers, &c, composing a
mail are sorted.

mall-route, s. The route by which a
mail is conveyed.

mail stage, Amail-coach. (American.)

mail steamer, s. A fast-sailing steamer
chartered by government for the conveyance
of mails.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
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mail train, s. A fast train by which the
mails are conveyed.

* mall (3), s. [A.S. m<U — a portion, a share ;

Icel. mtd; Dan. maal.] An old Scotch term
for rent.

If (1) Grass-mail : Rent paid for cattle sent
to graze on the postures or another.

(2) Black-mail: [Black-mail].

(.'() Mails and duties ; The rents of an estate,
whether in money or grain.

mall-payer, s. One who pays rent.

*mail(l), * mayle, v.t. [Mail (1), s.]

1. To invest in a coat of mail ; to arm with
a coat of mail ; to arm generally.
" Ho whirls him round, and Htnnda with point aildrcst

' To pierce the muited nlde or plated hroast."

f Iloole: Orlando Furioso, bk. niv.

2. To invest with a covering of any kind

;

to cover up ; to wrap up.
" Mothiuka I should not thus ha led along,
Hailed up in '.li/imc, with i>:i j»T-. on my back."

tihakesp. ; 'i Henry VI., ii A.

3. To pinion ; to fasten down, us the wings
of a hawk. (Ikaum. tf Flat. : PhUaster, v.)

mall (2), v.t. [Wail (2), s.] To put into the
mail ; to send by mail ; to post ; to put into
a post-office for transmission.

* mail' a bio, a. [Eng. mail (2), s. ; -able,]

That may or can bo mailed or carried in the
mail.

" malic, s. [Maille.]

moiled (1), l( . [Eng. mail (1), s. ; -erf.]

I, Ordinary Language:

1. Clad in a coat of mail ; covered with
armour.

" Thou beckonesfc with thy mailed hand.
And I inn ul i.hil: again.'

Longfellow; Light of Stars.

2. Spotted, speckled.

II. Zool. : Protected by plates, or anything
similar. (See the compound.)

mailed chocks, s. pi.

Jchthif. : A popular name for the acanthop-
terous family Sclerogeimhe, of which scientific
term it is an almost literal translation. The
HHi.no refers to the enlargement in lishes of this
family of certain bones of the head and gill-

covers to form a bony armour for the cheeks.

mailed (2), «. [Mell (l), v.; Fr. mvlcr.]
Mixed.

"Mailed wi' the bhiid of a bit skirling wonn that
wob hurt souio gate."—,*««.' Heart of Mitt-Lothian,
oh. xvil.

mail in, mail'-mg, s. [Mail (3), *.] A
farm ; a piece of laud for which runt or feu
duty is paid.

" A mailing that would he dear o' a puud Scots."—
Scott : Antiquary, eh. iv.

mail ing, pr. par. or n. [Mail (2), v.) (See
the compound.)

mailing machine, s. A machine for
attaching addresses to newspapers, &c. t for
transmission by mail. {American.)

v maille (1), a. [Mail (1), s.]

v maille (2), * malle, s. [Fr., from O. Fr.
vwailU; from Lat. metallum = metal.] A
name given to several coins of various de-
nominations and values : (1) a small copper
coin of the value of half a denier, current in
France under the kings of the Capetian race ;

(2) a silver halfpenny current in the reign of
Henry Y.

maille noble, s.

Numis. : The half-noble of Edward III., u

MAILLE-NOBLE.

gold coin of the value of 3s. 4d. sterling.

t mall-mail, s. [Eng. mail (2), and man.} A
man employed to carry the mail.

"Thu mailman had . . . left a Kittle of rum its he
rode by."—Gentleman's Mayaziiie, Jan 1SS1, p. GO.

malm, * maime, ' maym, ' may hem,
mey hem, v.t. [O.'Fr. meludgner = to

maim; Ital. magagnare; cf. Bret, machafla
= to maim.] [Maim, s.]

1. Lit. : To deprive of the use of a limb ; to
disable by mutilation ; to cripple, to mutilate.

"By the antlont law of England he that maimed
any man, whereby he loat any part ot his body, was
aentonced to lone tlio like part, membrum pro membro,
which is '-.fill the law of tiwedeu."—IilackMtone: Com-
ment, bk. Iv., ch. 15.

2. Fig. : To deprive of any necessary or con-
stituent part ; to cripple, to disable.

"Old dlnoiples may turn away from her maimed
rltoa and dismantled temples."—Macaalay : lllxt. Eng.,
cIl xl.

"malm, maime, mai hem, may
hom, * ma him, s. [O. Fr. mehaing, a
word of doubtful origin ; cf. Bret, maclutn, =
mutilation; ltal. magagna — a defect, a
blemish.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. An injury done to a man by depriving
him of the use of sojne member; mutilation,
crippling ; a laming or crippling hurt.
" Humphrey, duke of Oh
That beam bo shrewd a

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., ii. 3.

2. The deprivation of some necessary or
constituent part.

3. Injury, hurt, damage.
" Think what a maim you give the noble cause."

Jieaum. <fc Flet. : Tamer Tamed, ii. 2.

J. An essential defect.
" Such waa Lucullus' imperfection and maim, either

by nature or frowardnena of fortune, that he lacked
the chiefest thing n general should have, which waa,
to be beloved."—North: l'lntarch, p. 424.

II. Old Law: An injury done to a man by
violently depriving him of a member proper
for his defence iu tight, as a means either of
defence or of offence.

" A man'a limbs (by which for the present we only
understand those member*) whicli may be useful to
him in tight, and the Ions of which alone amounts to
mayhem iiy the common law} are also the gift of thu
wise Creator to enable him to protect himself from
external Injuries in a state of nature."—Dlaekstone ;

Comment., bk, i., ch. 1.

maimed, * maymed, * y maymed, pa.
par. or a. [Maim, v.]

* maim ed ly, * maym cd ly, adv. [Eng.
maimed; -iy.\ In a maimed, crippled, or
defective manner; deficiently.

"I am to crave pardon for that I rather leave it

out altogether, then presume to doe it maymedly."—
Hacktuyt; Voyages, i. 014.

* maim ed ncss, s. [Eng. maimed; -ness.]

The quality or state of being maimed.
" Freedom from . . . infirmities and deformities,

maimedness and monstrous shapes."

—

iioltott; Lout £
Learned Work (1033), p. 129.

main, * maine, a. & s. [O. Fr. mctine, magne,
from Lat. magnus = great.]

A. As adject ire :

w
1. Mighty, great, vast.

" You may us well go stand upon the beach.
And bid the main HikkI bate his usual height."

tihakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iv. 1.

2. Principal, chief; the first in rank, im-
portance, size, &c.

"All perfeutl
rorteus, vol. i.,

* 3. Important, powerful, large.

"This young prince, with a train of young noblemen
and gentlemen, but not with any main army, came
over to take possession of his new patrimony." Dautvs'
On Ireland.

4. Directly applied ; direct, pure, simple.
" Hollis, who had iu the days of the tyranny of

Charles the First, held down the Speaker in the chair
by m«j'u force."—JIaeaulay : Hut. Eng., oh. xlv.

5. Absolute, direct, pure: as, a main un-
truth. (Scotch.)

B. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. That which is chief, principal, or first in
importance, size, rank, &c. ; the chief part, the
gross, the bulk.

2, Specif., the ocean, the high sea, the great
sea.

"Then up and spake an old sailor,
Had sailed the Spanish main."

Lonsfellow; If reck of the Heipents.
* 3. A continent, the mainland.

"Swell the curled waters 'bove the maui."
Shakesp. : Ltar, iii. 1.

4. The chief or principal point ; the most
important point.
" Let's make haste away and look unto the main."

„ m , . „ Shakes?. ; 2 Henry VI., i 1.

II. Technically :

1. Bank. : A banker's shovel for coin.

2. Hydrant : A large or principal water or

gas pipe. The smaller are termed supply or

service pipes or branches.

3. Naut. : The middle or principal mast,
hatchway, &c, in a three-masted vessel. In
all two-masted vessels, except the yawl, ga-

liot, and ketch, the main is the aftermost

;
mast. Abrig or schooner has a fore and main
mast. With a yawl or ketch the forward mast
is the larger, and is called the main-mast, the
other being tho mizzen.

II In the main, *" For the main : For the most
part.

"These notions concerning coinage have, for the
main, been put into writing above twelve mouths."—
J.ovkc.

main-body, s.

Mil. : That part of an army which marches
between the- advance and rearguards ; in camp,
that body which lies between the two wings.

main boom, s.

Xaut. : The lower spar of a small vessel on
which the mainsail is extended.

main-breadth, *.

Shipbuild. : The broadest part at any par-
ticular frame.

Main-breadth line:

Shipbuild. : Aline on the surface of a vessel
cutting each of the cross sections at the point
where its breadth is greatest. In vessels hav-
ing a " straight of breadth " vertically, there
are two main-breadth lines, at tlie upper and
lower boundary of the straight of breadth re-

spectively.

main-centre, s.

Steam-eng. : In side-lever engines, the strong
shaft upon whicli the side-levers vibrate.

main-chance, s. One's own interests

generally ; self-interest.

"Desire him to have a care of the main-cliancc. —
Howell : Letters, p. 2vS.

main check-valve, *.

Slvavi-eng. . A valve belonging to the Gif-

fard injector, to prevent water running out of
the boiler, should anything go wrong with the
injector.

main-couple, 5.

Carp. : Tlie principal truss in a roof.

main-course, s. The main-sail of a
square-rigged vessel.

" Down with the topmast ; yare, lower, lower ; bring
her to try with main-course,"— Sltakctp. . Tempest, I. 1

main-deck, --.

Shipbuild. : The deck next above the lower
deck.

main-guard, s.

Mil. : A body of horse posted before a camp
for the safety of the army.

main-hatch, s.

Naut. : The hatch in or near the middle of
a ship.

main-hold, s.

Xaut. : That part of £> ship's hold which
lies near the main-hatch.

main inclosure, 5.

Fortification: The body of the place.

main-keel, s.

Shipbuild. : The principal keel, as distin-
guished from the false keel.

main-land, s. [Mainland.]

main-links, s. pi.

Stcam-eng. : The links in the parallel motion
which connect the piston-rod to the beam of
a steam-engine.

main-mast, s. [Main, «., B. II. 3.]

main-pendant, s.

Naut. : A short piece of rope fixed on each
side under the shrouds to tlie top uf the main-
mast, having an iron thimble spliced into an
eye at the lower end to receive the hooks of
the main-tackle.

main-piece, s.

Shipbuilding

:

1. The principal piece of the head. It is

stepped into the stem-piece, and is notched
for the reception of the heel of the bobstay-
piece. It is also called the laee-pieee. [Stkm.]

2. The longest piece of the rudder, to which
the helm is attached.

boll, b©*^; po*ut. Jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-don, -tlon = shan. -tion, -sion= shun ; -tion, -sion= zhun. -cious, -tious, sious = shus. -ble, -die, &o. *=• bel, del.
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main-pin, 5.

Vehfc. : A bolster-pin, a king-bolt.

main-plate, s. The principal plate of a
lock.

Main Plot, s

Hist. : A plot to put Arabella Stuart on the
throne of England, in place of James I., in
1603. Sir Walter Raleigh, for his participation
in it, was executed on October 29, 161S.

main post, s.

Shipbuild. ; The stern-post of a vessel.

* main-rent, *. Vassalage. (Wharton.)

main-rigging, 5.

Naut : The stays, shrouds, and ratlines of
the main-mast.

main-sail, s,

N>ut. : The principal sail of a ship; the
sail extended on the main-mast in fore-and-aft
rigged vessels, and on the main-yard in square-
rigged vessels.

"They committed themselves unto the sea; mid
hoisted ii|> the main-sail to the wind, and made to-

ward shore,"

—

.\ots xxvii. 40.

main-sheet, a.

Naut. : The sheet of a main-sail ; a rope at
one or both of the lower corners to keep it

properly extended.
" Strike, strike the top-sail ; let the main-sheet fly,

And furl your sails.' Dryden. (Todd.)

main-spring, s.

1. Horol. : The going spring of a watch,
spring-clock, musical-box, alarm, or other
spring-driven instrument. In the watch it is

termed main, because of its major importance,
and to distinguish it from the pendulum or
balance-spring, which gives the recoil move-
ment to the balance.

2. Fire-arms : The spring in a gun-lock which
drives the hammer.

main-tack, s.

Naut. : The tack belonging to a main-sail.

main-tackle, s.

Naut. ; A large, strong tackle hooked occa-
sionally upon the main-pendant, and used
especially in securing the mast by setting up
stays, &c.

main-top, s.

Newt. : A platform over the top of the main-
mast.

main-work, s.

Fort. : The enceinte or principal work in-

closing the body of the place.

main-yard, s.

Navt. : The yard on which the main-sail is

extended, supported by the main-mast.

main, * mein, * mayne, s. & adv. [A.S.
mregen = strength ; cogn. with Icel. meg in.

From the same root as may, v. (q..v,)-]

A. As subst. : Strength, force, violent effort.

(Only used now in the phrase, "With might
and main.)

" With huge force and insupportable mayne."
Spenser : F. Q., I. vii. 11.

B. As adj. : Very, exceedingly, greatly.

(Compare the similar use of mighty, mightily.)

(Vulgar.)

"I must be main cautious."—;!. Murphy: The Ap-
prentice, i. l.

main, s. [Fr., from Lat. maims = a hand.]

* 1. A hand at cards.

2. A match at cock-fighting.
" He was especially renowued for the dexterity with

which he through life, turned conversation away
from matters of state to a main of cocks or the pedi-
gree of a racehorse."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch, xvii.

3. A hamper. [Main-hamper.]

main-hamper, s. A hand-basket for

carrying grapes to the press.

* main, v.t. [Main, a. ; cf. Fr. main= ]mnd,
as in the Eng. phrase, To hand a stay sail.]

, [3and, v., A. II.] To furl.

"A tempest . . . inaketh them main all their sails."
—J. Stevens: English Farmer, i. 132.

* maine'-pbrt, s.

Law : A small duty or tribute, commonly
of loaves of bread, which in some places the
parishioners pay to the rector in lieu of small
tithes.

Maine, s. [One of the United States of
America, bordering on Canada and the Atlantic
Ocean.] (See the compound.)

Maine Liquor-law, s. A law of the

State of Maine vesting the sale of intoxicat-

ing liquors in special agents appointed by the

State, and prohibiting all other persons from
such sale. The manufacture of intoxicating

liquor for unlawful sale is also forbidden. Ifan
authorised agent violate the law, he is subject

to a fine not exceeding $30, and imprisonment
not exceeding three months ; while the penalty

for a violation of the law by a common seller

is $100 fine or three months' imprisonment
for the first, and S250 fine and four months'
imprisonment for the second and every sub-

sequent offence. Any one injured by an
intoxicated person may maintain an action

against the seller of the liquor, and the owner
or lessee of the building in which the liquor

was sold is jointly liable if cognizant that the

building was used for such purpose.

main-land, s. [Eng. main., tL., and land.] The
continent, as distinguished from islands.

main -ly, * main-lie,*atfv. [Eng. main, <*. ;

ly-}

1. Principally, chiefly, for the most part.

"To intend and design his own glory mainly."—
Ray: On the Creation, pt. ii.

2. Greatly ; to or in a great degree.

3. Strongly.

* main'-our, * main -or, s. [Norm. Fr.

mainoure, manour ; 0. Fr. ma ncevre, manoeuvre
= work of the hands.] A thing taken or stolen

which is found in the hands of the person
taking or stealing it. [Manoeuvre.]

"All offenders against vert and venison, who may
be attached by their bodies, if taken with the mainour
(or mainoeuore, a maim), that is, in the very act of
killing venison or stealing wood, or preparing so to do,
or by fresh and immediate pursuit after the act is

done."

—

Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 6.

IT To be taken with the mainour: To be
caught in the very act of stealing, &c.

* main'-pern-a-ble, a. [Fr. main = the
hand, and O. Fr! pernable (for prenoMe) = that
maybe taken

;
prendre = to take.] Capable

of being admitted to give surety by main-
pernors ; capable of being main prized ; bail-

able.

* main'-pern-or, * main -pern-our, s.

[Fr. main — the hand, and O. Fr. pernor (for

preneur) = one who takes
;
prendre = to take.]

A bail ; a surety for a prisoner's appearance
in court. A man's mainpernors differed from
his bail in this respect, that they could not im-
prison him to prevent his decamping which
his bail can do.

" The lord iustice verelie took the advantage of the
bond against the mainpernours."—Holinshed : Ireland
(au. 1343).

main -prize, main'-prise, s. [Fr. main =
the hand, andjmse, taken

;
prendre = to take.]

Old haw :

1. (See extract.)

"The writ of mainprize, manucapfio, is a writ
directed to the sheriff (either generally, when any man
iB imprisoned for a bailable offence, and bail hath
been refused, or specially, when the offence or cause
of commitment is not properly bailable below), com-
manding hi in to take suieties for the prisoner's ap-
pearance ; usually called mainpernors, and to set him
at large."

—

Blaekstone : Comment, bk. iii., ch. 8.

2. The deliverance of a prisoner on security
being given for his appearance at a day.

* main'-prize, v.t. [Mainprize, s.] To
suffer to go at large, as a prisoner, on security

being given for his appearance at a day.

* main'-priz-er, * main'-pri^-er, s. [Eng.
vuiiiip>ris(e) ; -er.] A surety.

"Found mainprisers or sureties to answer the
writs of law."—Holland; Camden, ii. 176,

[Manse.] A demesne ; a. manor-mains,
house.
"A party of twenty of them, and my father and

his servants, behind the mains."—Scott : Waverley,
ch. xv.

main -stay, s. [Eng. main, and stay.]

1. Lit. & Naut. : The stay extending from
the main-top to the foot of the foremast.

2. Fig. : The chief support ; that on which
one chiefly relies.

"The laws which the Irish parliament of 1703 con-
ceived to be the mainstay of the Protestant interest."
—Edinburgh Review, July 1857, p. 103.

* main'-swear, v.i. [A.S. manswerian.] To
perjure one's self; to swear falsely; to for-

swear one's self.

* main -sworn, «. [Mainswear.] Perjured,,

forsworn.

main-tain', + main-ten-en, * mayn-
ten-en, * imain-teine, v.t. & i. [Fr. main-
tenir, from Lat. mann, ablat. sing, of man-us
= the hand, and teiieo = to hold. Sp. manie-
ner ; Ital. mantenere.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To keep, preserve, or continue in any
particular state or condition ; not to suffer to

change, fall, or decline or decrease ; to sus-

tain, to keep up.
" Small bands of auxiliaries who had well main-

tained the honour of the nation."—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xxi.

2. To keep or retain possession of; not to

resign, surrender, or give up ; to hold, to

keep.

"When Bedford (who our only hold maintained)
Death takes from us their fortune to advance."

Daniel: Civil Wars, -v.

3. To continue ; not to allow to cease or

drop ; to keep up.
" During the vain struggle which two generations

of Milesian princes maintained agaiust the Tudors."
—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. i.

4. To vindicate, to defend, to support, to

protect.
" For thou has t maintained my right and my cause.

"

—Psalm ix. 4.

5. To vindicate ; to support or defend by
force of reason or intellect ; to justify.

6. To support with clothing, food, and the

other necessaries of life ; to provide with the

means of living.
" It is a mistake to suppose that the rich man main-

tains his seivants, tradesmen, tenants, and lahourers

:

the truth is, they maintain him."

—

Foley: Moral
Phil., bk. iii., pt. ii.. ch. ii.

7. The bear the expense of ; to keep up.
" What concerns it you if I wear pearl and gold ?

I thank my good father I am able to maintain it."

Shakes2>- ' Taming of t/te Shrew, v. 1.

8. To allege ; to assert as a tenet or opinion ;

to declare.

"I have heard him oft maintain it to be fit that
sons at perfect age, and fathers declining, the father
should be as ward to the son, and the sou manage his
revenue."

—

Shakes/}. : Lear, i. 2.

* 9. To represent.
" This side is Hieins, Winter, this Ver, the Spring,

the one maintained by the owl, the other by the
cuckoo."—Shukesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. 2.

B. Intrans. : To assert as a tenet or dogma ;

to declare, and support by argument.
" In tragedy and satire I maintain, against some of

our modern critics, that this age and the last have
excelled the ancients."

—

fJryden : Juvenal. (Introd.)

main-tain -a ble, a. [Eng. maintain ; -able.}

Capable of b'eing maintained, kept up, or up-

held ; defensible, justifiable, sustainable.
" They perhaps, if they were urged, could say little

else, than that without such a second voyage their
opinion were not maintainable."—Raleigh : Hist.

World, bk. ii.,ch. i., §3.

main-tain'-er, * mayn-ten-er, s. [Eng.

maintain; -er.] One who maintains, upholds,
supports, defends, justifies, or vindicates.

"The right worshipful Maister Philip Sidney, a
special favourer and maintainer of all kinds of learn-
ing."

—

Spenser : Epistle to Master Harvey, signed E.&.

main-tain'-or, s. [Eng. maintain ; -or.]

Law : One who, not being specially in-

terested in a cause, maintains or supports a
cause depending between others, by furnishing
money, &c, to either party.

main'-ten-ance, * main-ten-aunce,
* mayn-teh-aunce, * men-ten-aunce,

s. [O. Fr. maintenance, from' maintenir — to

maintain; Sp. mantenencia ; Port, mawuten-
encia.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of maintaining, supporting, up-
holding, defending, vindicating or keeping up ;

defence, vindication, justification.

" So everywhere they rule and tyrannize.
For their usurped kiugdomes maintenaunce."

Spenser ; The Teares of tJte Muses.

2. The act of maintaining or supplying with
the necessaries of life ; support, sustentation.

"A large part of the produce of the soil has been
assigned to them for their maintenance."—Macaulay ;

Hist. Eng. , ch. xi.

3. That which maintains or supports

;

means of support ; sustentation, sustenance.
" He now was summoned to select the course
Of humbly industry that promised best
To yield him so unworthy maintenance.'

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. i.

* 4. Demeanour, mien, carriage.
" She had so stedfaat couutenauuee,
So noble porte, and maintenaunce."

Chaucer: Breame.

faie, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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II. Law : (See extract).
" Maintenance is an offence that bears a near rela-

tion to harretry, being an officious intermeddling in a
suit that no way belongs to one, by maintaining or
assisting either party with money or otherwise, to
prosecute or defend it. Aroan may however maintain
the suit of his near kinsman, servant, or poor neigh-

" charity and compassion, with impunity.
je punishment ia tine ana imprisonment;

and by the statute 32 Henry Vlir. c. 9, a forfeiture of
J.-— _- J-. '» MIT..-!_..*..«« . /...../ KIj. in rtl* Irtten pounds."

—

Blackstone : Comment., bk, iv., cli. 10.

^[ Cap ofmaintenance : [Cap, s.].

mair, a. & adv. [More.] More. {Scotch.)

jnair-o-gal'-lol, s. [First element doubtful

;

Eng. gallol (^.v .).~]

Cliem. : Ci8H7ClnOio. A compound ob-

tained, together with, leucogallol, by the

action of chlorine on pyrogallol dissolved in

glacial acetic acid.

* mais-on-dewe, *mas on-dewe, *mas
yn-dewe, * meson dieu, s. [Fr. maison
de clieu=ho)ise of God.] A hospital ; an asylum.

" Never pryuce was there that made to poore peoples
use so many masondewes, hoapytals, and spyttle bouses,
as your grace hath done,"

—

Bale : Kynge Johan, p. 82.

maist, a. & adv. [Most.] (Scotch.)

mais ter, *. & a. [Master.] (Scotch.)

* mais' ter-dom, a. [Mastebdom.]

* mais'-ter-ful, «. [Masterful.1

* mats'-ter-$e, * mais- trie, * mais
ter-y, s. [Mastery..)

maiSt'-ly, adv. [Mostly .] (Scotch. ) Mostly.
" They're maistly wonderfu' contented."

Burns : The Twa Dogs.

* maist -ow, v. [See def.] A contraction
for mayest thou.

" And nat eterne be withoute lye :

This maistow understand and se at ye."
Chaucer : C. T., 3,013.

mais -tree (2), s. [Mastery.]

* mais -tress, * mais -tresse, s. [Mis-
tress.]

* mais'-trie , a. [Mastery. ]

* mais-trise, s. [O. Fr. maistre = a master.]
Masterly workmanship.

maize, s. [A word of American origin ; it is

Haytian.]

1. Bot. : Zea Mays, a cereal grass of the
tribe PhalareEe. The leaves are broad, and
hang down from the tops of sheaths. The
flowers are moncecious. The males are in loose,
terminal, compound racemes ; the females in
many rows on a spike, enveloped in bracts.
Each grain is surmounted by a thread-like
style, giving the spike a silky aspect. The
seeds, when ripe, are compactly arranged in
rows on a rachis. They are flattened at the
apex, and may be pale-yellow, white, varie-
gated, blood-red, or purple. The seeds are
very firm, the outer part being homy and the
central mass more or less brittle and soft.

Maize is said to have come originally from
Paraguay, but is now only known in a state of
cultivation.

2. Agric : .Maiae, called also Indian-corn, is

the staple grain of the warmer parts of
America. It has been introduced into South-
ern Europe, India, and Australia, and it is

believed to support a larger number of the
human race than any grain, excepting rice.

It is sown in rows two to four feet apart, and
is repeatedly hoed. The grain is detached
from the rachis by machinery; the leaves,

and sometimes the steeped seeds are used for

feeding, cattle, horses, &c. Maize is largely

eaten by the American negroes. When made
into bread it is generally mixed with wheat.
It is often boiled, stewed, or baked. In
Europe it is used in the green state as a
vegetable. Maize is largely imported into

Britain. It is held in great veneration by the
American Indians. The mythic account of its

origin is charmingly given by Longfellow
(Hiawatha, v.).

3. Veg. Pathol. : Maize is often attacked by
Ergot (q.v.).

TT (1) Mountain-maize:

Bot. : The Peruvian genus Ombrophytum.

(2) Water-make

:

Bot. : Victoria regla.

maize birds, s. pi.

Ornith. : According to Swainson, the sub-

family Agelainte of the family Sturnidae (Star-

maize-starch.

lings). They are terrestrial American birds,

associating in flocks which frequent open
pastures where cattle exist, feeding on insects,

&c. Called also Maizers.

maize-starch, s.

Chem. : The starch or flour of Indian-corn,

Zea Mays, sometimes
used to adulterate
pepper, mustard,
snuff, &c. It is

readily detected
under the microscope
by its angular gran-

ules, which exhibit

well-marked central
depressions and radi-

ate hilums.

maiz'-er, s. [Eng.
maize; -er.\

Ornith. (PL): The sub -family Agclainas.

Called also Maize-birds. (Swainson.)

mai-ze'-na, s. [Latinised from Eng. maize
(q.v.).] The starch prepared from maize

;

corn-flour.

* majjes-tat'-ict *maj-es-tat'-ick,
* maj-es-tat'-ic-al, s. [Lat. majestas

(genit. majestatis)= majesty (q.v.).] Of ma-
jestic appearance ; majestic.

"The house of my majestatick presence."

—

Pococke:
On Hosea (1685), p. 120.

ma-jes'-tic, a. [Majesty.]

1. Having the appearance of majesty or

dignity ; august, grand, princely.
" Princely counsel in his face yet Bhone,

Majestic." Milton : P. L., ii. 805.

2. Stately, pompous, splendid.
" Up and down these echoing stairs . . .

Sounded his majestic tread."
Longfellow ; To a Child.

3. Sublime, elevated, lofty.

"The expression is so majestic"—Seeker : Works,
vol. v., ser. G.

* ma-jes'-tlC-al» a. [Eng. majestic; -al.]

Majestic, dignified, august, sublime.

"If I were ever to fall in love again . . . it would
be, I think, with prettiuess, rather than with ma>es-
tical beauty."

—

Cowley: Essays; 0/ Greatness.

ma-jes'-tic-al-l^, adv. [Eng. majestical ; -ly.]

In a majestic"manner ; with dignity.
" And forth she pae'd maje&tieaUy sad."

Pope: Homer; Iliad xxiv. 124.

* ma-jes'-tic-al-ness, s. [Eng. majestical

;

miss.] The quality or state of being majestic
;

majesty, dignity.

ma-jes'-tic-ness, * ma jes-tick ness, s.

[Eng. majestic; -ness.] The quality or state
of being majestic.

" A serene, soft, rigorous, pleasing, fierce.
Lovely, self-ann'd, naked majestickness,
Coinpos'd of friendly contraries."

Cartwright : To the Countess of Carlisle.

maj'-es-ty, * mages-tee, * majeste,
* maj-es-tie, s. [0. Fr. majestet, majeste
(Fr. majeste), from Lat. majestatem, accus. of
majestas = majesty, dignity, from the same
root as magnus = great ; Sp. magesdad; Ital.

magestd.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Dignity or grandeur of rank, manner, or
character ; that quality which inspires rever-
ence or awe in the observer ; stateliness.

" No sovereign has ever represented the majesty of a
great state with more dignity and grace."—Macaulay ;
Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

2. Power, sovereignty.
" Thine, Lord, is the greatness and the power and

the majesty."—I Chron. xxix. 11,

*3. Dignity, sublimity, or elevation in
manner or style.

" The first in loftiness of thought surpassed, Z
The next in majetty." Dryden: On Milton,

4. A title of kings, queens, and emperors,
generally with the possessive pronoun : as
his majesty, your majesty ; also in the plural,
as, Their majesties were present.

II. Her. : A term applied to the condition
of an eagle crowned and holding a sceptre.

IT (1) Most Catholic Majesty : A title of the
king of Spain.

(2) Most Christian Majesty: A title borne by
the kings of France.

(3) Most Faithful Majesty : A title of the
kings of Portugal.

ma-jSl'-x-ca, ma-ioT-I-ca (i and j as y), s.

[For Maiorica— Majorat, whence the hrst speci-
mens came.] (Seethe compound.)

majolica-ware, s.

Pottery : A species offine pottery, composed
of clay thickly and opaquely enamelled, suit-

able for receiving brilliantly coloured figures ;

fabricated at Fenara (1430) and at Passaro

(1450). It is sometimes called Raffaelle-ware.

Majolica, until the time ofLucca della Robbia,

was glazed with a plumbiferous glaze (mezza

majolica), but Robbia invented a beautifully

white, durable, enamelled, stanniferous glaz-

ing. Giorgio, by the combination of mineral

colours, succeeded in producing beautifully

iridescent ruby and golden tints. Of late

years, the Staffordshire potters have succeeded

in reproducing this ware, and slabs, friezes,

tablets, vases, flower-pots, and other articles

are now made of it.

" The ' mezza-maiolica ' was the coarser wai^t, formed
of potter's earth covered with a white "slip' apou
which the subject was painted ; then glazed with the

common ' marza-cotto or lead glaze, over which the
lustre pigments were applied. The ' maiolica. on the
other hand, was the tin-enamelled ware similarly
lustred. These terms were originally used with re.

ference only to the lustred wares, but towards the
middle of the sixteenth century they seem to have
been generally applied to the glazed earthenware of

Italy. The word maiolica should be again restricted

to the lustred wares, although in Italy and elsewhere
it is habitually used to designate all the numerous
varieties of glazed earthenware, with the exception of

the more common 'terraglia' and in distinction from
porcelain."

—

C. J). Fortnum: Majolica, p. 21.

ma'-jor, a. & s. [Lat., = greater ; comp. of

magnus = great; Sp. mayor; Port, maior,

mayor; Ital. maggiore; O. Fr. major; Fr.

majeur.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Greater in number, quantity, or extent

;

larger.
"The major part of your syllables."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, ii. L
* 2. Greater in dignity or importance ; more

important.
" Fall Greeks ; fail fame ; honour or go or stay,

My major vow lies here."
Sltakesp. : Troilas & Cressida, v. L

* 3. Of full age.

"The young king who had lately been declared ma-
jor."—Godwin: Mandtsville, ii. 225.

II. Music: Greater. A major third consists

of four semitones, a minor third of three. A
major tone is the whole tone having the ratio

8 : y ; a minor tone, that having the ratio 9 : 10.

Intervals have had the term major applied to

them in a conflicting manner. [Interval,

Mode, Majob-scale.]

B. As substantive

:

* 1. Law : A person of full age to manage his

or her own affairs, that is, twenty-one years of

age. It is the opposite of minor (q. v.).

2. Logic : The first proposition of a regular

syllogism containing the major term.

* 3. Hist. : The mayor of a town.

"The major and companies of the citie receiued him
at Shore-ditch."—Bacon: Henry VIL, p. 1.

4. Mil. : An officer, next above a captain,

and below a lieutenant-colon el ; in rank he is

the lowest of the lield-otficers. There are four

majors in an English battalion, one of whom
is at the depot. One takes charge of one of

the two wings of the regiment (the junior

lieutenant-colonel taking the other), and the

remaining two are dismounted and serve as

company officers.

% Major and minor in a libel

:

Scots Law: The major proposition in a
criminal libel names the crime to be charged

;

or, if it have no proper name, describes it at

large, and as a crime severely punishable.

The minor proposition avers the panel's guilt

of this crime, and supports this averment by
a narrative of the fact alleged to have been
committed, it being necessary that the minor
agree with the major. And the conclusion in-

fers that on conviction he ought to be punished
with the pains of law applicable to his offence.

major-domo, s. A person who takes

charge of a household ; a steward ; a chief

minister or great officer of a palace.

major- excommunication, s. The
greater excommuncation. The same as Ana-
thema (q.v.).

major-general, s.

Mil. : An officer commanding a division or
number of regiments ; he ranks next below
a lieutenant-general.

major-generalship, s.

Mil. : The rank or office of a major-general.

toil, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin( bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenoplion, exist, ph = £
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, d>c. = bel, del.
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major-mode, h.

Mtisie : The ordinary diatonic scale, having
semitones between the third and fourth, and
seventh and eighth degrees.

major-orders, s. pi.

Eddes. <£ Church Hist. : The four superior
orders of the Roman Church—bishops, priests,
deacons, and subdeacons—are so called. The
term is antithetical to Minor Orders (q.v.).

major-premise, s.

Logic: That premise of a syllogism which
contains the major term.

major-proposition, «,

Logic ; (See extract).

"The proposition which contains the predicate of
the conclusion, connected with the middle term, is
usually called the major-proposition, whereas the
minor proposition connects the middle term with the
subject of the conclusion."— Watts: Logic, pt. ii., ch. ii.

major-scale, e.

Music: A scale having a major third from
the tonic in an ascending series.

major-term, s.

Logic: (See extract).
" The predicate of the conclusion is called the major-

term, because it is generally of a larger extension than
the minor term, .or subject."— Wqtts: Logic, pt. ill..

major-third, s.

Music : [Major, A. II.].

major-tone, s.

Music : [Major, A. II.],

* ma'-jor, v.i. [Major, a.] To talk and look
big ; to ape a military air.

" Majoring and looking about sae like his honour."

—

Scott : Waverley, Ixiv.

* majorat (as ma-zho-ra'), s. [Fr., from
Low Lat. majoratus, from Lat. major = major
(q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : The right of succession to
property according to age.

2. French Law : Property, landed or funded,
which may be reserved by persons holding
hereditary titles, and entailed, so as to de-
scend with the title.

* ma'-jor-ate, s. [Low Lat. majoratus.] The
rank or office of a major.

* ma'-jor-ate, v.t. [Low Lat. majoratus, pa.
par. of majoro = to increase, from Lat. major
= greater.] To increase, to augment.

'' The infant after conception should be majorated."—Howell: Po,rly of Beasts, p. 142.

*ma-jor-a'-tion,s. [Low Lat. majoratio, from
majoratus, pa. par. of majoro = to increase;
Lat. major = greater.] The act of increasing
or making greater ; increase, augmentation.

"There be fire ways of majoration of sounds: en-
closure simple ; enclosure with dilatation; communi-
cation ; reflection concurrent ; and approach to the
sensory."

—

Bacon: Ji'at. Hist., § 153.

ma-jor'-i-ty, * ma-jor-i-tie, s. [Fr. ma-
jbrite, from Lat. major = inajor (q.v.) ; Port.

maloridade ; Sp. mayoria.]
* 1. The quality or state of being major ur

greater in number, quantity, or extent.
" It la not plurality of parts without majority of

parts which makes the total greater.
1'—Grew: Cos-

mo!ogia.

2. The greater number ; more than one-half.

"The- whole lx>dy is supposed, in the first place, to
have unanimously consented to be bound by the reso-

lutions of the majority; that majority, in the next
place, to have fixed certain fundamental regulations

;

and then to have constituted, either in one opinion,
or in an assembly (the rule of succession or apiroint-

meiit being at the same time determined), a standing
legislature."—Paley : Moral Philosophy, bk. iv., ch. iii.

3. The number by which one number or

quantity exceeds another : as,
t
The bill was

passed by a majority of five.

<£. Full age ; that age at which, by the laws
of any country, persons become competent to
manage their own affairs.

*5. Superiority, pre-eminence, first rank.

"Douglas, whose high deeds,
Whose hot incursions, and great name in anus,
Holds from all soldiers ch ief majority."

Shakesp. ; 1 Henry 71'., iil. 2.

6. The office, rank, or position of a major.

*7. Ancestors, ancestry (Lat. majores).

% To join or go over to the majority: A
euphemism = to die. The idea has come down
to us' from classic times. The expression h
7rAe6Vajv LKeaOai is found in Crinagoras (Anthol.
Palat. 11, 42), and " penetrare ad plures" in

Plautus (Triri., ii. 2, 14). A correspondent oE

the Illustrated London News ('
' Echoes," Sept. 9,

18S3) writes : "The phrase joining the ma-
jority is a free translation of the sepulchral
formula, ' Abierunt ad multos,' used by the
Koman legionaries in Britain;" but in all

probability the English use of the expression
comes from the following lines :

" Life is the desert, life the solitude ;

Death joins us to the great majority."
Young : Jleoenge, iv. 1.

ma'-jor-ship, s. [Eng. major; -ship.] The
office, rank, or commission of a major ; ma-
jority.

ma-joun, s. [Madjoun.]

ma-jus cu-lse, s. pi. [Lat.] Capital letters

used in old Latin manuscripts ; majuscules.

t ma-jus'-cu-lar, a. [Majuscule.] Large,
great ; of more than ordinary size.

" Glasses get of size majuscular."
Leigh Hunt : Bacchus in Tuscany.

ma-jus -cule, s. [Lat. majitscula (litem) = a
large or capital letter ; from majuscidus, dimin.
from major, majus = greater.] A capital
letter ; as distinguished from a minuscule.
Majuscules are found in Latin manuscripts of
the sixth century and earlier.

' mak a-ble, make -a-ble, a. [Eng.
mak(e) ; -able.] Capable of being made ; feas-

ible, effectible.

"It is not to be understood of the accidenta them-
selves that all are makeable and destroyable."—
Cudworth : Intellectual System, p. 70.

* mak a ron, s. [Macaroon.]

make, * mak-en, * mak-i-en (pa. t.

* makede, made ; pa. par. * maked, * maad,
* mad, made), v.t & i. [A.S. macian (pa. t.

macode, pa. par. macod); cogn. with Gr. maclien
= to make ; O. H. Ger. machon; Dut. maken.]

A. Transitive

:

I, Ordinary Language :

1. To create ; to cause to exist ; to bring
into being or existence.

"Let us make man in our image."

—

Genesis i. 26.

2. To form of materials ; to produce, to
fabricate.

" He fashioned it with a graving tool, after he had
made it a^molteu calf."

—

Exodus xxxii. !.

3. To produce ; to effect as an agent or
cause ; to be productive of; to give rise to.

"Wealth makcth many friends."—Proverbs xix. 4.

* 4. To produce, to bear.
" So every good tre makith gode fruytis ; but an yvel

tre makith yvel fruytis."— Wycliffe : Matthew vii.

5. To compose, as parts, materials, or in-

gredients.

"The heav'n, the air, the earth, and boundless sea.
Make but one temple for the Deity."

Waller. {Todd.)

6. To cause to be or become ; to constitute
;

to put or cause to be in a certain state or con-
dition, expressed by a noun, adjective, parti-

ciple, or clause.

"If thou be the Son of God, command that these
stones be made bread."

—

Matthew iv, ii.

7. To put into a proper state or condition ;

to prepare for use.

"I wash, wring, brew, bake, scour, dress meat and
drink, make the beds, and do all myself."

—

Sltakesp.

:

Merry Wives of Windsor, i. 4.

8. To create ; to raise to a certain rank or
dignity.

"Of all these bounds, even from this line to this . . .

We make thee lady." Shakesp. : tear, i. 1.

9. To compel, to require, to constrain, to
force, to cause.

"They should be made to rise at their early hour:
but great care should be taken in waking them, that
it be not done hastily."

—

Locke: On Hducation,

10. To acquire, to gain, to raise as a profit
or gain.

"At sixty he made money of Tii9 genius and his
glory."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

11. To have or meet with as a result; to
incur : as, To make a loss.

12. To score : as, He made twenty runs in
the first innings.

*13. To do, to perform, to be about.
"Who brought thee hither? and what 7nakest thou

in this place? —Judges xviii. 3.

14. To commit : as, To make default.

15. To get or arrive at as the result of com-
putation or calculation ; to ascertain by enu-
meration, reckoning, measuring, &c. : as, He
made the total 200.

16. To complete, as by being added to a
sum ; to make a total of ; to amount tc.

17. To serve ; to answer for ; to do the part

or office of.

" Thou would'st make a good fool."

—

Shakesp. ; Lear,
i. o.

18. To pass over the distance of; to tra-

verse, to travel over: as, He made five miles
in the hour.

* 19. To represent ; to consider as ; to set
down as.

" Make not impossible
That which butseems unlike."

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, V.

20. To bring forward ; to exhibit.

"Hhe did not authorize her solicitor to make the
charge."

—

Daily Chronicle, Dec. 6, 1884.

21. To go through the form of; to declare
formally.

"Arrangements will be made for him to make an
affidavit before the Rambler takes her departure,"

—

Daily Chronicle, Dec. G, 1884.

22. To fetch, as .a price : as, Wheat made
30s.

1f(l) Make is used periphrastically in con-
junction with substantives to express an
action of some sort, the nature of which is

determined by the substantive, and the verb
and substantive together are synonymous
with a verb corresponding to the substantive.
Thus, to make haste = to hasten ; to make com-
plaint = to complain ; to make confession =
to confess ; to make demand = to demand ;

and to make abode = to abide.
" When from St. Albans we do make return.
Well see these things effected to the full."

Sluzkesp. : 2 Henry VI., i. 3.

(2) Make is often used before an infinitive,

expressed or understood, with a causative
sense : as, He made me (to) work ; The medi-
cine made him (to be) sick.

IL Naut. : To reach, attain to, or arrive at

;

to come near or in sight of.

" Acosta recordeth, they that sail iu the middle can
make no land of either side." — Browne: Vulgar
Errours.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To do, to act, to be active, to operate.
" The less you meddle or make with them, why the

more is fur your honesty."—Shakesp. : Much Ado About
Nothing, iii. 3.

2. To have effect ; to contribute, to tend.
(Followed by *' to, for, or r against.)

"Considerations iufinite do make against it."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., v. 1,

3. To tend, to move in a direction, to direct
one's course, to proceed, to go. (Followed by
words indicating the direction or object ; as,

He made for home, he made after the boy.)
" As the waves male toward the pebbled shore-"

Shakesp. ; Sonnet TO.

4. To rise, to flow : as, The tide makes fast.

* 5. To invent ; specif., to compose or write
poetry. [Maker.]

" The god of shepherds-, Tityrus, is dead,
Who taught me, homely as I can, to nuike."

Spenser: Sheplteards Calender ; June.

% Intransitively make is used periphrasti-

cally with adjectives, with the meaning of to
be, to show one's self, to act as : as, To medee
merry, to make bold, &c.

If "We cannot make without doing, but we
may do without making: to do is simply to
move for a certain end ; to make is to do, so as
to bring something into being, which was not
before ; we make a thing what it was not be-
fore ; we do a thing in the same manner as
we did it before : to make is the most general
and unqualified term; to form signifies to give
a form to a thing, that is, to make it after a
given form; to produce is to bring forth into
the light, to call into existence ; to create is to
bring into existence by an absolute exercise of
power : to make is the simplest action of all,

and comprehends a simple combination by the
smallest efforts ; to form requires care and
attention, and greater efforts ; lo produce re-

quires time, and also labour : whatever is put
together so as to become another thing, is

made ; a chair or a table is made : whatever is

put into any distinct form is fanned; the
potter /onus the clay into an earthen vessel

:

whatever emanates from a thing, so as to be-
come a distinct object, is 2»'odnced.

1" 1. To make against : To tend to injure ;

to operate against ; to be adverse to ; to tend
to disprove.

"Even [my own confession makes against me."

—

Dryden: Virgil; Jincid, (Dedic.)

2. To make as if: To pretend, to make an
appearance of.

" Joshua and all Israel made as if they were beaten
before them, and fled."

—

Joshua viii. 15.

3. To make at : To aim at, to run or move
towards.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, air, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. £e, ce = e; ey = a. qu = hwa
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*4. To make away

:

(1) To alienate, to part with, to transfer

:

as, To make away one's property.

(2) To kill, to destroy, to make away with.

"Clarence . . . soon after, by sinister means, was
clean made away."—Spenser ; On Ireland.

5. To make away with: To put out of the
way ; to remove, to destroy, to kill.

v
6. To make account : To reckon, to believe.

7. I'o make account of : To esteem, to regard,
to consider.

8. To make believe: To pretend, to assume
an appearance.

* 9. To make doors : To make a door fast ; to
fasten a door.

10. To make free : To act with freedom or
liberty; to -take a liberty.

11. To make free, with : To treat or use with
freedom or without ceremony.

"The same who have made free with the greatest
names."

—

Pope : Duncitttt. (Introd.)

12. To make friends

:

(1) Intransitive

:

(a) To become reconciled.

(0) To contract friendships.

"To be slow and cautious in making friends, but
violent in friends liipa once contracted. —Goldsmith

.

Polite Learning, eh. viii,

(2) Trans. : To reconcile.

13. To make good

:

(1) To repair defects in.

(2) To make compensation for ; to make
amends for.

(3) To maintain, to defend.
" The grand master, guarded with a company of most

valiant Kimihta. drove them out again by force, and
made good the place."

—

Knolles : Hist, of the Turkcs.

(4) To fulfil, to accomplish, to carry out.
" This letter doth make .good the friar's -TKords."

Shakesp. : Ilmneo & Juliet, v. 3.

14. To make head, to make headway ; To ad-
vance, to progress, to make progress.

15. To make light of: To treat as of no mo-
ment ; to think or make little of.

16. To make little of:

(1) To esteem as of little or no value.

(2) To understand imperfectly.

17. To majce love : To court, to woo.

18. To make more of: To treat with more
consideration; to consider as of more value
or importance.

19. To make much of, * To make much on :

(1) To treat with fondness or consideration
;

to consider or treat as of great value or im-
portance. (The second form exists now only
as a vulgarism.)

"The bird is dead
That we have made so muvh on."

Shakesp. : C'ymbcline, iv. 2.

(2) To understand fully.

20. To make no difference : To be a matter of
indifference.

21. To make no doubt : To have no doubt, to
be confident.

22. To make no matter : To be of no import-
ance or moment ; to make no difference.

A 23. To make nothing for : Not to support
or confirm.

"Seeing they judge this to make nothing in the
world for them."—Hooker : Eceles, Polity.

24. To make nothing of:

(1) To consider or treat as of no moment or
importance ; to consider as nothing.

(2) To be unable to understand ; to obtain

no satisfactory result from ; to be puzzled by.

25. To make of:

*(1) To cherish, to foster.

"Xaycus was wonderfully beloved and made of hy
the Turkish merchants. '

—

Knolles : Hist. Turkes.

(2) To understand : as, I don't know what
to make of it.

26. To make off: To depart suddenly and
quickly; to run away.

27. To make out

:

(]) Transitive:

(a) To discover the true meaning or intent

of ; to understand ; to decipher.

"It may bbbqi somewhat difficult to make out the
bills of faro for some suppers."

—

Arbuthnot : On Coins.

(b) To prove ; to establish by evidence or

argument ; to cause to appear.

"There is no truth which a man may more evidently
•make out to himself, than the existence of a God."

—

iockc : Human Understanding.

(c) To find or supply to the full ; to make up.

(rf) To attempt to prove or establish ; to
pretend.

"Scallger hath made out that the history of Troy
was no more the invention of Homer than of Virgil."—Oryden.

(2) Intrans. : To make a shift; to succeed
and no more.

28. To make over : To transfer the right or

title to; to convey, to alienate.
" Your ljetter way is to make over
Jn trust your fortune to a lover."

Butler : Hudibras, ii. 507.

29. To make sail ;

Nautical:

(1) To increase the quantity of sail already
extended.

(2) To sail or start ; to set sail.

30. To make shift : To .'contrive or manage
for the time.

31. To make sure of:

(1) To consider as certain or sure.

(2) To arrange so as to be secure for one's self.

" But whether marriage bring joy or sorrow,
Make sure of this day, and nang to-morrow."

Dryden. (Todd.)

32. To make up

:

(1) Transitive

:

(«) To compose, as ingredients ; to form the
constituent parts of.

" In fact disobedience and resistance made up the
ordinary life of that population,"—Macaalay ! Mist.
Eng., ch. xiii.

(fa) To collect into one mass or sum : as, To
make up the amount of a debt.

(c) To shape : as, To make up a mass into

pills.

(d) To supply what is deficient or wanting.
" Whatsoever, to make up the doctrine of man's sal-

vation, is added as in supply of tlie scripture's insuf-
ficiency, we reject it."—Hooker: Eceles. Polity.

(e) To compensate, to make good : as, To
make up a loss.

(/) To settle, to adjust, to arrange : as, To
make up accounts.

(g) To repair.
" I sought for a man among them that should make

up the hedge."—Ezekiel xiii. 5.

(It) To assume a particular form or cast of
features : as, To make up a face.

(i) To dress, as an actor for a part.

(j) To settle, to determine, to bring- to a
definite conclusion : as, To make up one's mind.

(k) To reconcile, to adjust, to compose.
" I knew when seven Justices could uot ?nake up a

quarrel. "—Shakesp. : As you Like It, v. 4.

(1) To concoct : as, To make up a story.

(m) Print. : To arrange slip matter in

columns or pages.

(2) Intrans. : To dress, &c, as an actor for

a part

33. To make up to :

(1) To approach.

(2) To court, to woo.

34. To make up for: To make amends for

;

to compensate for.

35. To )nake water

:

(1) Ord. Lang. : To void urine.

(2) Naut. : To leak, as a ship.

36. To make way

:

(1) To open a passage ; to clear the way.

(2) To make progress ; to advance, to pro-
gress.

* 37. To make with : To concur, to agree.

"Antiquity, custom, and consent, in the church of
God, making with that which law doth establish, are
themselves most sufficient reasons to uphold the
same."

—

Hooker: Ecctcs. Polity.

38. To make words

:

(1) To multiply words.

(2) To raise a difference or quarrel.

make (1), s. [Make, v.] Form, shape, struc-
ture ; constitution or arrangement of parts.

_ " He was a stalwart knight, and-strong

;

Of giant make he 'peared to be."
Scott ; Thomas the Rhymer, ii.

make-believe, ». & a.

A. As substantive

:

1. The act of making believe or pretending

;

a pretending.

2. A mere pretence or sham.
"Consigns to contempt and disbelief a host of mate-

believes."—Miall : liases of Belief, pt. iii., § 8.

B. As adj. : Unreal, sham, pretended, not
genuine.

make-up, s.

1. Print. : The arrangement of slip matter
in columns, or galleys into suitable length for

pages.

2. Theatre : The manner in which an actor

is dressed, &c, for a part in a play.

"The success of the idea was prejudiced by the
make-up, for though there was huleousuess in tlu
eyes, the lower part of the face of the new Caliban
was anything but unprepossessing. "—Daily Telegraph.
Feb. 2J, 1882.

make (2), s. [A.S. gemaca, maca - a mate ;

cogn. with Icel. maki = a mate ; Sw. make —
a fellow, a mate, a match ; maka = a spouse

;

Dan. mage — a mate, a fellow ; O. S. gimako
= a mate ; 0. Dan. vutct; Dut. maot = a mate.]
A mate, a companion, a fellow, a husband or
wife. [Mate, s., Match (2), s.]

" Each not far behind him had his make.
To wit, two ladies of most goodly hue.'*

Spenser: F. y., IV. ii. 30,

- Eaake'-bate, <s. [Eng. make, v., and bate.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who excites or breeds
quarrels.

" Barillon was therefore directed to act, with all
possible precautions against detection, the part 01 a
muksbute."—JIacaulay : Hist. Eng., eh. vL

2. Hot. : Polemouium cmndeum.

"* maked, pret. of v. [Make, v.]

* make game, s [Eng. make, and game.]
A butt.

" I was treated as ... a flouting-stock and a make-
game."—Uodwin : Mandeoille, i, 2GU.

make -law, a. [Eng. make, v., and law]
Ordaining laws. (Stanyhtust.)

' make -less, * make -les, a. [Eng. malce

(2), s. ; -less.] Matchless, unequalled.
" Right aa our first letter is now an A,
In beautie first so stood she makelcx,
Her goodly looking gladed all the prees."

Chaucer: 'J'roilns <C Cressida, L

* make -peace, s. [Eng. mctke, v., and jx?HCi\]

A peacemaker, a reconciler ; a composer or
adjuster of differences.

" To be a makepeace shall become my age

:

Throw down, my sou, the i>uke of Norfolk's gage
Shakesp. : Richard II., l, 1.

maker, s. [Eng. make, v. ; -cr.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. One who makes or creates anything,
especially the Creator.

"What proflteth the graven image that the makef
thereof hath graven it V '

—

Habakkttk ii. 18.

* 2. A poet ; a writer or composer of poetry.
The parallel of Gr. 7robj-njs = a poet, fruni

7rote'ai = to make ; also Trote'ai = to writj
verses ; cf. Lat. face re,] [Maki:, B. 5.]

" There cannot be in a maker a fouler fault than to
falsify his accent to serve his cadence, or by untrue
orthography to wrench his words to help his rhyme.

'

—Pitttettham : A rt of Knglish Poesy, ch. viii.

3. One who produces, causes, or gives rise

to anything; one who carries on any act or
pursuit.

" I am a maker of war and not a maker of phrases."
Longfellow : Mites Standish, ii.

* II. Law : The person who signs a pro-
missory note, and who stands in the same
position, after the note is endorsed, as the
acceptor of a bill of exchange,

make'- shift, s. & a. [Eng. make, v., and
shift]

A. -4s substantive

:

1. That with which one makes shift; a tem-
porary expedient or substitute.

'' At ltest can only be regarded as a precarious make-
gltift."—Edinburgh Review, July 1802, p. 202.

* 2. A thief.

" London ii sore charged with these makeshiftcs"—
A Mirourfor Magistrates ofCytiee (ln84f, fo. 33 back.

B. As adj. : Used or adopted as a makeshift.

make-weight (eight as at), a. [Eng, make,
v., and weight.]

A. As suhst. : Any small thing thrown into

a scale to make weight or make up for defi-

ciency in weight ; hence, anything which is

thrown in for the sake of appearance or to fill

a gap.
" And its sword as a makeweight to throw into the

scale."

—

Burke : Letter to a JXoble Lord.

B. As adj. : Thrown into the scales to make
up for deficiency.

" The glimmering light
Of makeweight candle."

J. Philips: Splendid Shilling.

maki, s. [The Malagasy name.]

Zool. : The genus Lemur (q.v.). The word
is rapidly going out of use in England ; but is

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ihg.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, dfl.
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employed as a popular, and in some cases as a
scientitic, name in France. The Ring-tailed
Maki is Lemur catta.

mak iris, * mak-ynge, pr. par., a., & s.

[Make, v.]

A.-& B. As pi: par. & parlicip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act of creating, forming, or con-
structing ; formation, creation, construction,
fabrication.

" When the cause is extrinsecal, and the effect pro-
duced liy a sensible separation, ur juxtaposition of
discernible parts, we call it making."— Locke : Human
Understaiuling, bk. ii., cli. xxvi., $ 2.

* 2. The act of composing or writing poetry
;

exercising the creative skill of the poet.
" The old famous poet Chaucer, whom for his excel-

lency and wonderful skill in making, his scholar Liti-

gate calleth the lode-star of our language."—Spenser

:

Letter signed E. K,

3. What lias been made, especially at one
time.

4. The material from which anything is or
may be made. (Generally in the plural.)

"Men who have in them the nuikings of better
preachers, "—Frascr s Magazine, Aug. 1858, p. 220.

* 5. The ornaments befitting exalted station.

{Usually in the plural.)
" She had all the royal makings of a queen.''

Hhakesp. : Uenry VIII., iv. 1.

T[ Making of deacons

:

Ritual : In the English Church the ordina-
tion of deacons. The office is so styled in the
Prayer-book, ordaining being applied to priests,
and consecrating to bishops.

making-iron, s.

Shipbulld. : A large caulking-iron with
grooves lengthways of its face, used for the
final driving of oakum into the seams.

making up, s.

I. Ord. Lang. : The act or state of becoming
reconciled or fiiendly.

II. Technically

:

1. Distill. ; The reducing of spirits to a
standard of strength, called proof.

2. Print. : The arrangement of matter into
lengths suitable for columns or pages.

mak'-ite, s. [Etym. doubtful ; named by
Adam.]

Min. : The same as Thenardite (q.v.).

mal , mal-e-, pref. [Seedef.] Two prefixes,

denoting iU or badly, derived from the Latin
male. = badly, malits = bad, the latter prefix

directly, the former through the French mal
= bad. Male is properly used with words of
Latin origin, the former can be prefixed to
English words already existing.

ma -la, s. pi [Malum.]

Mal'-a-bar, s. & a. [Native name.]

A* As subst. : The name of a district on the
West Coast of India.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Malabar
or its inhabitants.

Malabar-bark, s.

Bot. : The genus Ochna (q.v.).

Malabar leaf, s.

Bot. : Cinnamomum malabathrum.

Malabar nightshade, s.

Bot. : The genus Basella (q.v.).

Malabar nut, s.

Bot. : Justiciu Adhatoda.

Malabar-Oil, s. A mixture of oils from
the livers of various fishes found on the coasts

of Malabar and Kurrachee. The species which
chiefly furnish it are Rhyncohatus pectinatus,

Ii. Imvu;, Galiocerda tigriw, and Carchaiias
melanopterus. (Spoil.)

Malabar plum, s.

Bot. ; The Rose-apple, Eugenia Jawibos.

Malabar-rose, «.

Bot. : Hibiscus Bosa inalabarica.

mal-a-can'-thi-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. mala-
canth(us); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee,]

Ichthy. : A family of Aeanthopterygian
Fishes, Body elongate, with very small
scales ; mouth with thick lips ; a strong
tooth posteriorly on the intermaxillary.
Do) sal and anal fins very long, the former

with a few simple rays anteriorly ; ventrals
thoracic, with one spine and five rays. Gill-

opening wide, with the gill-membranes united
beneath the throat Ten abdominal and
fourteen caudal vertebrae. (Gunther.)

mal-a-can'-thus, s. [Gr. U.0X6? (males) —
soft, and aicavBa. (alcanthu) = a spine.]

Ichthy. : The typical and only genus of the
family Malacanthidse (q.v.). Three species
are known, all from the tropical seas.

mal'-a-ca-tune, [Melocoton.]

Ma-lac'-ca, s. & a. [See def.]

A. As subst. : The name of a district on
the south-west coast of the Malay peninsula.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Malacca
or its inhabitants.

Malacca-bean, s.

Bot. : The seeds of Semecarpus Anacardium.

Malacca-cane, $.

Bot. & Comm. : A cane, used as a walking
stick, imported from Malacca, though the tree
producing it, Calamus Sciplonum, is more
common in Sumatra. Some are of a uniform
rich brown, others mottled ; the colours, it is

said, are produced by smoke artificially ap-
plied.

Mal'-a-chi, s. [Gr. MaXa^'as (Malochias);

Heb. "ON
1

?
1? (Malakhi), exactly the word ren-

dered " my messenger " in ch. hi. 1, but which
may have been a contraction of Malachijah =.

messenger of Jehovah.]

Script. Biog. : The last of the Old Testament
minor prophets. Of his history nothing is

certainly known.

IT The Prophecies ofMalachi

:

Old Test. Canon: The last prophetic book
of the Old Testament. When it was penned,
the Jewish people were under a governor in-

stead of a king (i. 8), and the Temple rebuilt
(i. 7, 10, iii. 1, 10). The governor was pro-
bably Nehemiah, during his second visit to
Jerusalem. If so, then Malachi prophesied
probably between 430 and 425 B.C., during the
first part of the Peloponnesian war, and was
a contemporary of Sophocles (496-405), Euri-
pides (480-406), Herodotus (484-424), and
Thucydides (471-396). In Malachi's time reli-

gion was at a low ebb. The priests were nut
pious or moral enough to gain the respect of
the people (ii. 7, 8, 9), who withheld tithes
and offerings (iii. 8, 10), or, when they did
pay them, selected from their flocks and
herds the lame, the sick, or the torn. With
absence of piety came low mofality. Divorces
were far too many (ii. 14, 16) ; adultery, false

swearing, fraud upon the feeble and the de-
pendent were common. The prophet sought
to correct all these evils. He encouraged a
small remnant who had remained faithful (iii.

16). He predicted the rise of "the Sun of
righteousness " (iv. 2), the advent of Jehovah
to his Temple (iii. 1), a " messenger," "Elijah
the prophet" preparing his way" (iii. 1, iv.

5, 6). We learn that this was fulfilled in the
coming of John the Baptist (Matt. xi. 10-14,

xvii. 10-13 ; Mark i. 2, ix. 11-13 ; Luke i. 17,

70, vii. 27). Malachi i. 2, 3 is referred to in
Rom. ix. 13. The Hebrew style of the book
is argumentative rather than poetical. Its
canonical authority has never been doubted.

mal'-a-chite, s. [Gr. naXaxv, ij-oXox^ (mala-
che, moloche) = mallow ; suff. -ite (Min.) ; Ger.
malachit: Old Ger. molochit.]

Min. : A monoclinic mineral rarely oc-
curring in crystals, but mostly as fibrous or
compact stalagmatic masses, with mammil-
lary orbotryoidal surfaces ; or earthy. Crys-
tals mostly twinned. Hardness, 3 5 to 4 ; sp.

gr. 37 to 4'Q1. Lustre of crystals adamantine,
of fibrous kinds, silky to dull ; colour, bright
green ; streak, paler ; translucent to opaque.
Compos. : carbonic acid, 19"9

; protoxide of
copper, 71*9; water, S -

2 ;
yielding the for-

mula, CuOCO + CuOHO. Found with other
copper ores extensively distributed, in great
abundance in the Ural Mountains, Russia.
The Russian mines, those of Namaqupland,
West Africa, and the Burra Burra mines,
South Australia, yield a close variety which
takes a high polish and is much used in
inlaying work.

malachite-green, s,

Chem : A green dye, consisting of the double
zinc salt of a base, having the formula

CajH^Ng. Malachite-green possesses many
advantages over methyl-green, being cheaper,
and less affected by soap, acids, or heat.

ma-la'-chi-um, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.
liaAaKos (vialakos) = soft.]

Bot. : Formerly regarded as a genus of
Caryophyllacese, but reduced by Sir Joseph
Hooker to a sub-genus of Stellaria. The
sepals are free to the base; the styles five,

rarely three ; the capsule with five bifid valves.
The old Malachium aquaticum is now Stellaria

(Malackium) aquatica. It is from one to three
feet high, with a brittle stem, membranous
leaves, and dichotomous cymes of white
flowers. Found in ditches, streams, &c, in
England and elsewhere.

ma-la'-chi-iis, s, [Malachium.]
EiUom. : A genus of Malacodermidte (q.v.).

The species have the power of projecting from
various parts of their thorax under excitement
large fleshy vesicular appendages. Six or more
are British.

mal-a-cho-char-cite, s. [Gr. va\axy
(mal'ache) = mallow, and ^oAko? (chalkos) =
brass.]

Min. : A name used by Glocker for a sub-
division of the family Halochalcite. It in-

cluded all the malachite-like minerals.

mal a-cho den -dron, s. [Gr. fxa\a.x*i (mal-
ache) = mallow, and SevSpov (dendron) = a
tree.]

Bot. : An old genus of Ternstromiaeese, now
called Stuartia (q.v.).

mal'-a-chra, s. [A name given by Pliny to
a Persian tree producing a gum. (Paxton).~]

Bot. : A genus of Malvaceae, tribe Uraneae.
Malachra capitata, an Indian annual, with
broad, heart-shaped leaves, covered with stiff

hairs, and yellow or white, flowers, yields a
fibre eight or nine feet long, with a silvery
lustre, and almost as soft as silk ; it has been
used in Bombay in jute manufactories. (Prof.
Watt.)

* mal-a-cls'-sant, a. [Lat. malacissans,

pr. par. of malacisso ; Gr. i*.aXaxi£w (malakizo)
= to make soft ;

jaaAa/co? (vialakos) = soft.]

Making soft or tender; relaxing.

* mal a 913-sa'-tion, a, [Malacissant.]
A softening or mollifying.

" This midacissation, or aupplyiug of tlie body, to be
continued for one whole month."

—

Bacon: Hist. Life
& Death.

mal-a-cob-deT-la, s. [Gr. u.aAa/cds (malahos)
= soft, and 05e'AAa (bdclla) = a leech.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Malacobdellidai (q.v.). Malacobddla grossa
is a leech two inches long, found between the
mantle and the branchiee of the large bivalve
mollusc, Cyprina islandica.

mal-a-cob-del'-li-dse, 8, pi. [Mod. Lat.
mcdacvbddl(a) (q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff.

-idee.]

Zool. : A family of Hirudiuea (Leeches).

mal a co-ceph -a lus, s. [Gr. pakaKas
= soft, and Ke^aA^ (kephale) = the head.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, family Macruridse.
The scales are very small, ctenoid ; the snou|.
is obtuse, and obliquely truncated.

mal a co derm, s. [Malacodermata.]

Zool. : One of the Malacodermata (q.v.).

mal-a-co-dcr -ma-ta, s. pi [Gr. fxa\aK6?
(malakos) — soft, and Sepfxara (dcrmata), pi. of
hepfi-a (derma) — skin.]

1. Entom. : A sub-section or sub-tribe of
beetles, section or tribe Pentamera. They
have the integuments soft and flexible, with-
out interlocking apparatus ; hent-e the pro-
thorax moves freely. The chief families are
the Dascyllidae and the Malacodermidffi.

2. Zool. : A sub-order of Zoautharia, con-
taining the Sea-anemones (q.v.). Professor
Martin Duncan calls it Actinaria, and includes
under it

,
the families Actmidte and Ceri-

anthidEe.
t

* mal-a-co-der'-me§, s. pi, [Malacoder-
mata.]

Entom. : One of Swainson's tribes or primary
divisions of Coleoptera. It contains the soft-
bodied Colcoptera, without reference to the
number 6f joints in their tarsi. The elytra

/ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

orw »ore, wolf, work, who, son: mute, ciib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full : try. Syrian, se, oe = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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are soft, flexible, and often very short. He
doubtfully divides it into the five families,

Lampyridse, Cantharidae, LymexyIon idee, Mor-
delUdae, and Lycid.e.

mal a co-der mi dee, s. pi. [Gr. ju'oXoko?

(malakos) = soft ; Sepfia (derma) = skin, and
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : The typical family of the sub-sec-
tion or sub-tribe Malacnderniata. It consists
of long, soft-bodied beetles, with the mentum
often indistinct ; the abdomen with six or
seven free segments. The type of organiza-
tion is low. It contains the Glow-worm (q. v.),

and other insects. British genera fourteen,
including Telephora, Lampyris, &c. Some-
times called Telephorida: (q.v.).

mal' acoid,". [Gr. jLiaAaKd? (malakos)= soft,

and elSos (eidos) = form.] Having a mucila-
ginous texture.

mal-ac'-o-lrte, s. [Gr. ^aXeueos (malakos) =
soft, and AtfJos (lithos) = stone ; Ger. mala-
kolith.}

Min. : Formerly included bluish-gray, gray-
ish-green, and whitish varieties of pyroxene
from Sala, Sweden. Dana adopts the name
for his first group of the Pyroxenes (q.v.),

which contains little or no alumina, but con-
sists essentially of a silicate of magnesia and
lime. Named malacolite, because it was softer
than the felspar with which it was found.

mal-a-col'-o-gist, s. [Eng. malacolog(y)

;

~ist.] One versed or skilled in malacology.

mal-a-Col'-6-gy, s. [Gr /xoAa/cta (malalcia) =
Aristotle's name for the mollusca, and \6yos
(logos)= a discourse.] The science which treats
of the mollusca, or soft-bodied animals.

mal a con, mal'-a-cone, s. [G. /aoAoiko?

(malakos) = soft ; Ge'r. malakon.]

Min. : An altered zircon, having hardness,
65 ; sp. gr. 3'9 to 4 -

047 ; lustre, vitreous
;

colour, brown. Found at Hitteroe, Norway,
and Chanteloube, France, in aggregates of
thin plates.

mal-a-cop'-ter-I, s. pi. [Gr. /naAaKos (mala-
kos) = soft, and nrepov (pteron) = a wing, a
fin.]

Zool. : In Professor Owen's classification, a
sub-order of Teleostean Fishes. The endo-
skeleton ossified, the exoskeleton in most
as cycloid, in a few as ganoid scales ; fins sup-
ported by rays, all except the first, sometimes
in the dorsal and pectoral, soft or jointed,
abdominal or apodal

;
gills free operculute, a

swim-bladder and air duct. Called by Miiller
Physostomi. Owen divides the order into
two sub-orders : Apode3, with the families
Symbranchidse, MuraenidEe, and Gymnotidee

;

and Abdominales, with the families Hetero-
pygii, Clupeidffl, Esocidas, Salmonidte, Scope-
lidte, Charaeini, Galaxida?, MormyridEe, Cypri-
nodontidse, Cyprinida?, and Siluridee. (Owen :

Comp. Awxt. ; Fishes, p. 48.)

mal-a-cop'-ter-us, s. [Gr. /xaAaxos (malakos)
= soft, and irrepv^ (pterux) = a wing, a fin.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, family Labridee,
from Juan Fernandez.

mal-a-cdp-ter-^g'-i-an, «. & s. [Gr.
/xaAa/cos (malakos) = soft" and irTepvyiov (pteru-
gion) = a little wing, a fin,]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the order
Malacopterygii (q.v.); having soft fin-rays
not pointed at the extremities.

B. As subst. : An individual of the order
Malacopterygii.

mal-a-cop-ter-yg'-i-i, s. pi. [Gr. ho.\ok6<;

(malakos) = soft, and irrepvyiov (pterugion) =
a little wing, a fin.]

Ichthyology

:

1. In the classification of Cuvier the second
order of Osseous Fishes. All the rays of the
fins are soft and cartilaginous ; they exhibit
minute articulations, and are divided at the
extremities into small fibres. Cuvier divided
them into Abdominales, Sub-brachiales, and
Apodes.

2. In the classification of Professor Miiller

a group or section of the sub-order Pharyngo-
gnatha, having soft fins. It contains only one
family, the Scomberesocida; (q.v.).

mal-a-qop-ter-yg'-i-ous, a. [Malacop-
terygii.] The same as Malacopteryc ian
(q-v.).

mal-a-COS'-te-on, s. [Gr. txaXaxos (malakos)
= soft, and otrreov (osteon) = a bone.]

Path. : Mollities ossium, a diseased softening
of the bones, in which they are liable to
become bent, without being fractured.

mal-a-cds'-te-us, s. [Malacosteon. ]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, family Stomi-
atidae.

mal-a-cos to moiis, a. [Gr. na\ax6s (ma-
lakos) =. soft ; o-Tona (stoma) = a mouth, and
Eng. adj. suff. -ous.] Having softjaws without
teeth. (Applied to certain fishes.)

mal-a-cos -tra-ca, s. [Gr. fiaAaKosTpoKos
(malakostracos) '= soft-shelled : /laAaKos (mala-
kos) = soft, and otrrpaKOv (ostrakon) = a shell.]

Zoology

:

* 1. The term applied by Aristotle to the
class Crustacea, because their integument
was softer than the shell of the Mollusca.

2. The highest division of the Crustacea.
They have a definite number of body segments,
generally seven somites constituting the
thorax, and an equal number, including the
telson, forming the abdomen. It contains
crabs, lobsters, shrimps, wood-lice, sand-hop-
pers, &c, and is divided into two great sec-
tions, the Ediiopthalniata and the Podoph-
thalmata (q.v.). Dr. Henry Woodward calls

it Thoracipoda (q.v.).

mal-a-cos-tra-coT-d-gtf, s. [Gr. /xaAa/cds

(malakos)= soft; oo-Tpa.Kov(ostrakon) = a shell,

and A070S (logos) = a discourse.] The division
of zoology which has special reference to the
Malacostraca (q.v.). [Crustaceolog y ]

mal a-cos tra-cous, 0. [Malacostraca.]
Of or pertaining to the Malacostraca (q.v.).

t mal-a-COt'-6-my, s. [Gr. txa\6.Ki.a, (mala-
Ida) = a mollusc, and tojluj (tome) = a cutting.]

Comp. Anat. : The anatomy of mollusca ; a
branch of Zootomy (q.v.).

mal adjust ment, s. [Pref. mal-, and
Eng. adjustment (q.v.).] An evil, bad, or
defective adjustment.

mal-ad-min-is-tra -tion, * male-ad-
min is tra-tion, s. ("Pref. mal-, and Eng.
athiLiiiistratloii (q.v.).] Faulty or bad ad-
ministration ; bad management of public
affairs ; imperfect or faulty conduct in the
administration of official duties; espec, of
those prescribed by law.

"The violence of revolutions is generally propor-
tioned to the degree of the maladministration which
has produced theia,"—Jlacuulai/ : Wat. Eng., eta. xiil.

mal a-droit, a. [Fr., from mal - bad, and
adroU = adroit (q.v.).] Not adroit or dex-

, terous ; awkward, clumsy.

mal'-a-droit-ly, adv. [Eng. maladroit ; -ly.]

In a maladroit, awkward, or clumsy manner;
awkwardly, clumsily.

mal -a-droit-ness, s. [Eng. maladroit;
-mas.} The quality or state of being mala-
droit ; awkwardness, clumsiness.

mal'-a-dy, * mal-a-die, * mala dye, s.

[Fr. maladie, from malade = sick, ill, from
Lat. male habitus = out of condition ; male= badly, ill, and habitus = held, kept, pa. par.
of liabeo — to hold, to keep.]

1. A disease, sickness, or disorder of- the
body ; a distemper or disorder of the body
arising from impaired, defective, or morbid
organic functions

; espec, a lingering or deep-
seated disorder or indisposition.

" O, wist a mail huw many maladiet
Folweu of excesse and of glotonies
He wolde taeu the more mesurable
Of his diete." Chaucer : C. T., 12,447.

2. A moral defect or disorder; a corrupt
state of the moral principles ; disorder of the
mind or understanding.

"Satire'B strong dose the malady requires."
P. Whitehead: Epistle to Dr. Thomson.

ma -la fl'-de, adv. phr. [Lat.] In bad faith

;

deceitfully, treacherously.

Mala fide possessor ;

Scots Law : A person who possesses a sub-
ject not his own upon a title, which he knows
to be bad, or which he has reasonable ground
to suppose to be so.

ma la fi'-de^ phr. [Lat] Bad faith.

mal'-a-ga, s. [See def.] A kind of wine im-
ported from Malaga, in Spain.

ma-lag ma, s. [Gr., from /laAdo-o-w (ma-
lasso) = to make supple, to soften

;
juoAa«:6s

(malakos) = soft.]

Med. : A poultice.

mal-a-guet'-ta, mal -a-guet'-a (u as w),
5. [Fr. managuetle, malaguette = grains of
paradise, from Malagueta, the Spanish name
of a village in Guinea, where they are bought
or sold.] (See etym. and compound.)

malaguetta-pepper, ».

Bot. : The seeds of Amomum, Grana Para-
disi, and A. Meleguetta. They have a warm
and camphor-like taste, and are used to im-
part a fictitious strength to spirits and beer.

mal-aise, s. [Fr.] A feeling of uneasiness
or discomfort, which frequently is a premoni-
tory symptom of a serious malady.

Mal-a-ka'-ne§, s. pi. [Russ.]

Oh. Hist. : A Russian sect who forbid making
the sign of the cross and the use of images,
and consider all wars unlawful. They observe
the laws of Moses respecting meats, and are
unorthodox on the sacraments. (Shipley.)

ma-lam'- bo, me-lam'-bo, s. [The name
given in New Granada to a kind of bark.]
(See etym. and compound.)

malambo-bark, s. An aromatic, febri-
fugal bark imported from Santa Fe de Bogota,
the capital of New Granada. It is believed to
come from a species of Galipea, or some
allied genus. ,

mal-a-me -thane, s. [Eng. malam{ic), and
ethane.]

Chem. ; C4H6(C2H5)NO.i. The ethylic ether
of malamic acid, produced as a crystalline
mass, when dry ethyl malate is saturated
with ammonia gas.

mal-am'-lC, «. [Eug. mal(ate); am(monia),
and suff. -ic] Contained in, or derived from
the malate of ammonium.

malamic-acid, a.

Chem. : CiH7N04=C2H3(H2N)<coOH' U
may be derived from the acid malate of ammo-
nium by elimination of one atom of water. It
is not known in the free state.

mal-am Ide, s. [Eng. mal(k), and amide.]

Chem. : C4H8N2 3 = C2H3) OH<gg[g*g}.
An amide of malic acid, obtained by passing
ainmoniacal gas into an alcoholic solution of
ethylic malate. It is crystalline, and has a
specific rotatory power of — 47'5. Malamide
is metameric with asparagin.

mal-am' yl, s. [Eng. mal(ic), and amyl.]
(See the compound.)

malamyl-nitrile, s.

Chem. : (C^B.-i02)'"xii. A compound obtained
by the action of heat on acid ammonium
malate. It resembles the imide of fumaric
acid, and when boiled with hydrochloric or
nitric acids, yields compounds of these acids,
with an optically inactive variety of aspartic
acid.

mal-a-myl-ic, a. [Eng., &c. malamyl; -ic]
Derived from malic-acid and amyl-alcohol.

malamylic-acid, s.

Cliem. : C4H5(C5Hn)05 . Amyl-malic acid.
Obtained by heating a mixture of malic acid
and amyl-alcohol to a temperature of 120°.

It forms a syrup which crystallizes on cooling.

mal -an-ders, s. [Fr. malajidres, from Lat.

medandria = blisters or pustules on the necks
of horses.]

Farr. : A dry scab on the pastern or at the
bend of the knee of horses.

mal-an -II, $. [Eng. mal(ie), and anil(ine).']

Chem. . C10H9NO3 = (C4H3O2)'"^T . Phe-

nyl-malimide. A compound obtained by melt-
ing a mixture of malic acid and aniline, and
extracting by means of boiling water. It
crystallizes from its aqueous solution in deli-
cate needles, melts at 170°, and is very soluble
in water, alcohol, and ether.

mal-a-nll'-ic, a. [Eng., &c. mal(ic), and
anil(ine); suff. -ic.] Contained .in, or derived
from inalanil (q.v.).

b6H, btfy; poftt, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-cian, -tian = shan, -tion, -sion = shiin; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious= shus. -bles -die, &c. = bol, deL

IfiS
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malanilic-acid, s.

Chem.
H ") O

: CioHuN04 = (C4H3 2
)"'

[ X. Phe-
C6H 5"H2 ) O

nyl malamic acid. Obtained as an ammonium
salt by boiling malanil with aqueous ammonia.
It crystallizes in white, faintly lustrous, mi-
nute needles, which melt at 145°. Soluble in

water, slightly soluble in alcohol, but insolu-

ble in ether. Its salts are distinguished by
their great solubility in water. The barium
salt crystallizes in round nodules of dazzling
whiteness. The silver salt, Ci H 10AgNO4, is

a white powder, which soon becomes coloured
by exposure to light.

mal-an il-ide, >. [Eng., &c. malanil (q.v,)

;

suff. -ide.]

Chen,: C16H16N2 3 = \ (C4H30,)"' £JJ.
Di-

phenyl-nialamide. A compound produced, to-

gether with malanil, by melting a mixture of

malic acid and aniline, the malanil being
separated by boiling water, in which it is solu-

ble. It crystallizes in colourless needles, hav-
ing a faint lustre ; melts at 175°, and when set

on lire, burns with a bright, smoky flame. It

is insoluble in water, dilute hydrochloric acid,

ammonia, and potash, but slightly soluble in

alcohol and ether.

mal'-a-pert, * mal-a-perte, a. & s. [Fr.,

from"maZ = badly, ill, and apert = open, expert,
from Lat. apertus — open.]

A. As adj.: Pert, impudent, saucy, quick,
forward.

"Untutor'd lad, thou art too malapert."
Skakesp.: A Henry I'/., v 5.

y B. As subst. : A pert, saucy, forward, or
impudent person.

*maT-a-pert-ly, *mal-a-pert-lie, *mal-
a-gjfert-lye, adv. [Eng. malapert; -ly.] In
a malapert, saucy, or impudent manner .

pertly, saucily.

*HJJa!-a-pert-ness, s. [Rug. malapert; -ness.]

Tlte quality or state of being malapert ; sauei-

ness, impudence.
"Through his osrae malapcrtness and braiu-siuk-

nesse."

—

Ilolinshcd: Henry II. (aii. 1164).

* mal-ap-prd'-pri-ate, v.t. [Pref. mat-, and
Eng. appropriate, v.J To misapply ; to misuse

" She rnaWppropriated several other articles of her
craft."

—

E. Bronte : Wuthering Heights, eh, xxxiii.

mal'-a-prop, s. [Malapropos.] The name
ofa female character in Sheridan'sMvals, noted
for her blunders in the use of words.

mal'-a-prop-ism, i mal-ap-ro-po'-ism,
s. [Eng. malaprop ; -ism.']

1. The act or habit of blundering in or mis-
applying words, through a desire to use big or

line language.

2. A word so misapplied.

"Sadly annoyed he is sometimes by her malapro-
poisms."—Mist Edgcworth: Helen, ch. xxv.

mal-ap'-ro-pos (s silent), adv. [Fr. mal a
propOH, from mal = badly, ill, and a 'propos — to

the purpose.] Ill or badly for the purpose or

occasion ; unseasonably, unsuitably, out of

place.

mal-ap-ter-iir'-us, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr,

jxaAaKos (malakos)= soft ; Trrepoi' (pteron) = a
wing, a fin, and ovpd (aura) = the tail.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Siluroid fishes. Head
and body naked ; teeth small, congested into

a crescentic row in each maxilla ; branchio-
stegous membrane, with 7-8 rows ; dorsal lin

single, adipose, remote. Malapterurus tkctrl-

cus possesses a high degree of electrical power

;

it is found in the Nile, and other rivers in

Africa, as far south as the Zambesi. The
electric organ lies below the integument on
each side of the body, between two tendinous
membranes, of which the innermost covers

a layer of loose conjunctive tissue, that has
been regarded as a second electric organ. The
electric organ proper consists of many cells,

mostly rhornboidal, and receives its nerves
from the nervus vagvs. This fish attains a

length of from one to two feet. It is noted
for its fine flavour.

ma'-lar, a. & s. [Lat. mala = the cheek, from
menulo = to chew.]

A. As adj. ; Of or pertaining to the cheek
or cheek-bone.

B. As substantive

:

Anat. : The strong quadrangular bone which

forms the prominence of the cheek. In many
of the lower animals it is permanently divided
into two, the orbital and the malar parts. It

serves also with the great wing of the sphenoid
bone to constitute the outer wall of the orbit.

" The posterior angle of the malar extends well
posteriorly."—Trans. Amer. I'liilosoph. 8oc., xiii. 205.

malar-bone, ». [Malar, s.]

ma-lar'-l-a, s. [Ital. mal' aria, for mala aria
= bad air": mala (Lat. mains) ~ bad, and
aria = air.]

Pathol. : A disease marked by ague, inter-

mittent and congestive fevers, and one kind
of yellow fever, marked by periodicity. For
centuries theories have been advanced with
regard to the cause of malaria, and the idea

that some relationship existed between the

mosquito and malaria had long been enter-

tained. Of late years many experiments have
been made to demonstrate the truth of the
mosquito-malaria theory, with the result that

it is now certain that malaria is due to the

presence and proliferation in the blood of

protozoal parasites, whose definitive bost is

the mosquito, and whose intermediate host

is man, and possibly other vertebrates. In

man these parasites inhabit the red blood

corpuscles, giving rise to fever—usually of

a periodic character, anaemia, enlargement of

the spleen, and the deposit of a black pig-

ment in the viscera and elsev*here.

malar i-al, t ma-lar'-i-an, a. [Eng.
ihalari(a) ; -al, -an.] Pertaining* to, of the na-
ture of, produced or infected by malaria.

^[ There is a malarial cachexia and a malarial
remittent fever.

ma-lar'-i-ous, a, [Eng. ma,lari(tt); adj. siuT.

-hits.] Full of, or infected by malaria ; causing
or producing malaria.

" Till there is not a fever alley or a malarious ditch
left in any British city."

—

C. Kingsley. {Life, ii. 2?S».j

mal-as-sim-i-la'-tion, s. [Pref. mal-, and
Eng. assimilation (q.v.).]

Pathol. : Imperfect or defective assimilntion

of food; imperfect digestion, conversion, and
appropiation of nutriment ; cacochymia.

mal -ate, s. [Eng. mal(ic) ; -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of malic acid.

* mal'-ax, v.t. [Lat. malum, from Gr. u,a-

\dcr<T(o (malasso) = to soften.] The same as
Malaxate (q.v.).

"Apply an emplash malaxed with unguent dial-
thceoe.' — Wiseman : Surgery, bk. i., uli. ix.

* ma -lax' -ate, v.t. [Lat. malaxatus, pa.

par. of malaxo, from Gr. /xaAao-o-uj, juaAaTTiD

{malasso, mulatto)= to soften; u.aAaKds (mtda-
hos) = soft.] To soften ; to knead to sottuess.

* mal-ax-a -tion, s. [Lat. malaxatio, from
malaxatus, pa. par. of malaxo = to soften.

J

[Malaxate.] The act of malaxating orsoften-
ing ; the act or process of forming ingredients
into a mass for pills.

mal'-ax-a-tdr, s. [Eng. malaxat{e); -on-.] A
mixing-mill. A cylinder having a rotating
shaft and stirring-arms to incorporate ma-
terials. Mortar-mi lis, pug-mills, and many
other machines come under this description—
e.g. machines for mixing the ingredients of
pills.

ma-lax'-e-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat, malax{is)

;

ljat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -nee.]

Bot. : A tribe of Orchidacere (q.v.).

ma lax is, s. [Gr. = a softening, in allusion

tu the softness of the plant.] [Malaxate.]

Bot. : Bog-orchis ; a genus of Orchids, tribe

MalaxeEe, family Lipandas. The outer sepals
spread widely ; the lip is inferior, entire

;

spur wanting
;
pollen masses four, in a single

row. Malaxis paludosa is British. It has
four to Ave oval, very concave leaves, and a
spike of small greenish flowers. Found in

bogs, &c, in England, and Scotland, especially

in the valley of Clova.

Ma-lay', s. & a. [See def.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A native of Malacca or the Malay Penin-
sula and adjacent islands.

2. The language spoken by the Malays.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Malays
or their country.

Malay-apple, Malay apple-tree, s.

Lot. : Jambosa malaccensis.

Ma-lay an, a. & s. [Eng. Malay; -an.]

A. As adj. : Of. pertaining, or relating to
Malacca or the Malay Peninsula, or its inhabi-
tants.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native of Malacca or the Malay Penin-
sula.

2. The language spoken by the Malays.

Malayan-bear, Malayan sun-
bear, $.

Zool. : Helarctos (Ifrsits) malayanus, a beat-

found in the Malayan peninsula, Borneo,.
Sumatra, and Java. It is about four feet and
a half in length ; the fur is black, fading into
brown on the nose. The chest bears a cres-

centic white mark ; the Bornean variety has.

an orange-coloured, heart-shaped patch. It
usually feeds on grains and fruits, and is very
fond of honey. It occasionally indulges in
animal food ; and is said to attack man, when
hard pressed, and there is no means of escape.

Malayan-porcupine, s.

Zool. : Athervra fasciculate, a rat-like porcu-
pine, about eighteen inches long. The spines-

of the body short and depressed ; tail short
and scaly.

Malayan sun-bear, s. [Malayak-bear.j

Malayan-tapir, s.

Zool. : Tapims malayanus, the largest of the-

Tapiridee. Maneless, general colour glossy
black, back, rump, and sides white. Habitat
Sumatra, Malacca, and the south-west pro-
vinces of China. Called also the Asiatic or
Indian Tapir.

mal'-brouck, s. [Fr. malbrouc, a corrupt-
of Marlborough.]

Zool. : Cercocebus Cynosurus, the Dog-tailed
Baboon of Shaw, found in Bengal. (Griffith ;

Cuvier.)

mal-cd'-ha, s, [Native name.]

Omith. : An East Indian genus of Cuculida?.
The bill is long, thick, and rounded, with
bristles at tlie base ; nostrils orbicular and
lateral ; a large naked space round the eyes \.

tarsi slender, as are the claws.

mal- con-for-ma -tion, s. [Pref. mal-, and
Eng. conformation (q..v.).] Disproportion of
parts ; imperfect or abnormal formation.

mal -con-tent, " male'-con-tent, a. & s_

[Fr., from mal = ill, badly, and content = con-
tent, pleased.]

A, As adj. : Discontented, malcontent ed,.

dissatisfied.
" Yeelded leave, however malcontent."

Spenser : E. <j., IV. vi. 44.

B. As subst. : One who is discontented or
dissatisfied; specif., one a\1io is discontented
with or murmurs against the government or

its administration.

"The malecontents nt the coffeehouses of London
murmured at this profusion."

—

Mucuulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xxxiii.

* mal-con-tent'-ed, a. [Pref. mal-, and Eng.
contented (q.v..).] Discontented, dissatisfied;

specif., discontented with the government or
its administration ; seditious.

"Against mutinous and malcontented subjects."

—

Bacon: Henry YJL, p. 39.

~ mal-con-tent -ed-ly, adv. [Eng. malcon-
tented ; -ly.] In a discontented or dissatisfied

manner ; with discontent.

-' mal-con-tent ed-ness, s. [Eng. malcov-
tented ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
malcontented or discontented ; discontent,
dissatisfaction ; espec, with the government
or its administration.

" They would ascribe the lading down my paper to a.

spirit of ntulecontentedness. '
— Addison : S}iectator,

No. 445.

mal-da'-ni-SB, mal dan i-dse, s. pi. [A
word of no etymology. (Agassiz.)]

Zool. : A family of Annulata, established
by Savigny. It contains a single genus,
Clymene. (Van Hoeven.)

mal'-don-ite, s. [Named after the place
where found, Maldon ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A mineral occurring in small grains
in quartz, and having an apparent cubic
cleavage. Hardness, 1'5 to 2 ; sp. gr. S'2 to
97(?); colour, pinkish-white, tarnishing on
exposure. Malleable. Compos. : by assay,
gold, (H-5 ; bismuth, 35'5. Found at Nuggety
Keef, Maldon, Victoria.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot*

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw-
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znll-e -, pre/. [Mal-. ]

male, a. & s. [O. Fr. mnsle (Fr. mdle), from
Lat. vwsculus = male, from nwts = a male
creature, a man.]

A. As adjective

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : Of or pertaining to the sex that
procreates or begets young, as distinguished
from the female, which conceives and bears
young ; masculine.

" Have ye not read that he which made them at the
beginning iniidu them tuatemtd female?"—Mutt. xix. 4.

* 2. Fig, : Possessing some quality or attri-
bute characteristic of males : hence, excellent,
noble, superior.

II. Lot. (Of an individual plant): Bearing
stamens but not fruit.

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : One of that sex which pro-
creates or begets young ; a he-animal.

" When they brought forth children they openly slew
all the males."—Stow: Memorable Antiquities, p. 20.

2. Bot. : A staminiferous plant or in-
florescence.

male-fern, s.

Lot. : Nephrodium Filix Mas, a fern, one to
three feet high ; the stipes more or less scaly
beneath ; the segments entire or serrate at
the tip ; the frond generally bipinnate ; the
pinnules obtusely lobed. Found in woods
and shady places, bearing fruit in July and
August.

male-nuellin, s.

Lot. : Linaria spuria. It is a hairy or vil-

lous and glandular British plant, with ovate
or orbicular leaves and yellow flowers, found
in sandy and chalky cornfields.

male rhymes, s. pi. Rhymes in which
only the last syllables correspond ; as, disdain,
complain.

male-screw, s. A screw whose threads
enter the grooves or channels of the corre-
sponding or female screw.

* male-spirited, a. Having the spirit
of a man; masculine, vigorous, manly.

" That male-spirited dame.
Their mother, slacks no menus to put them on."

lien Jonson : Sejanus, ii.

male-system, s.

Bot. : All the parts of a flower connected
with the stamens ; all appendages, processes,
&c, forming part of the same series of organs,
as the true stamens, or originating between
them and the pistil. Called by Roper the
androecium.

* male, s. [Mail (2), s.]

mal -e ate, s. [Eng. male(ic); -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of maleic acid.

* male admin is tra -tion, *. [Malad-
ministration.]

male -branch ism, s. [For etym. see def.]

Hist. & Philos. : A school of philosophy, so
called from Nicholas Malebranche(163S-17]5),
a priest of the Oratory ; occasionalism (q.v.).

* male con-for-ma -tion, *, [Malconfor-
MATION.]

t male'-con-tent, ». & s. [Malcontent.]

* mal-e-dl'-cen-cy, s. [Lat. maledicentla,

from mededicens = nialedicent (q.v.); O. Fr.
maledicence ; Sp. & Port, maledicencia ; Ital.

nmldicenza.] The quality of being nialedicent

;

the act or practice of using evil, reproachful,
or abusive language

;
proneuess to slander or

abuse.
" We are now to have a taste of the maledicency of

Luther's spirit."—Atterburj/ : Character of Luther.

* mal-e-di -cent, a. [Lat. maledicens, pr.

par. of nutled ico = to speak ill or badly : male
= badly, and dico = to say, to speak; Ital.

meddicente ; Sp. maldiciente.] Speaking re-

proachfully ; using reproachful or slanderous
language.

"Possessed with so furious, eo maledicent and so
Blovenly spirits."—Sir E. Sandys : State of Religion.

* mal e die ted, * mal-e-dict, a. [Lat.

maledictus, pa. par. of maledico — to speak ill.]

Addressed with maledictions ; accursed.

mal -e- die -tion, * mal e dic-ci-on,
* mal-e-dic-cy-on, s. [Fr. medediction,
from Lat. maledictioiiem, accus. of maledictio

= a curse, from maledictus, pa. par. of male-
dico = to speak ill against : male = badly, ill,

and dico = to say, to speak ; Ital. mededizione ;

fc>p. maldicion.] Evil speaking, cursing; a
curse, an execration, an imprecation.

" It is the malediction of Eve !"

Longfellow : Golden Legend, ii.

* mal e fac -tion, s. [Lat. male/actio, from
male = badly, ill, /actio = a doing, from /actus,

pa. par. of /ado = to do.] A criminal deed ;

an oifence against the laws ; a crime.
" Guilty creatures, sitting at a play.
Have by the very cunning of the scene
Been struck eo to the bouT, that presently
They have proclaimed their malefactions."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, ii. 2.

mal-e-fae'-tor, * male fac tour, s.

[Lat. male/actor, from male = badly, ill, and
/actor = a doer

;
/ado = to do ; Fr. male/uiteur;

Ital. mal/attore.]

1. An evil-doer ; one who commits a crime or
crimes ; a criminal ; one who offends against
or violates the laws.

"If he were not a malefactor, we would not have
delivered him up unto thee."

—

John xviii. 30.

* 2. One who does harm to another ; the
opposite to a benefactor.

"King Edward the Fourth, a malefactor to this
College. —Fuller : Hist. Cambridge, iv. 19. (Margin.)

"' male-fea sance, a. [Malfeasance.]

* ma-lef'-1C, a. [Lat. maleficus, from inale =
badly, ill, and /acio = to do.] Causing ill,

harm, or mischief; mischievous, hurtful.

~ ma - lef'- 1 - cate, v.t. [Lat. maleficus = a
witch.] To bewitch.

"What will not a man do when once he is male-
ficaled /"—Taylor : Isaac Comnenus, ii. i.

* mal'-e-f196, s. [Fr., from Lat. maleficium
= an evil deed, witchcraft, from male =
badly, ill, and facio = to do ; Sp., Port. & Ital.

medeficio.] An evil deed ; a crime ; artifice,

enchantment.
" [He] fild their mouthes with meeds of malefices."

Spenser; Mother J/ubberds Tale, 1,154.

* ma-lef'-i-c^eime, s. [Lat. maleficentia, from
maleficus ; Sp. matejiciencia ; Ital. maleficcnza ;
Fr. mal/a^sance.] The quality or state of
being maleficent ; the act of doing evil or
harm.

" The Bishop of Lincoln felt it, who fell into trouble,
not for want of innocence, but for want of a parlia-
ment to keep him from maleficence."—Racket: Life
if Williams, pt. ii., p. 85.

* ma-leff'-i-cent, a. [Lat. male = badly,
ill, and /aciens, pr. par. of /acio = to do.]
Causing or apt to cause harm or hurt

; given
or prone to maleficence ; hurtful, mischievous.

" Let us apply to the unjust, what we have said of
a mischievous or muleficent nation."— Burke; On the
Policy of the Allies. (App.)

* mal-e-fi'-cial (c as sh), a. [Malefic]
Injurious, hurtful.

* mal-e-fic'-i-ate (c as sh), v.t, [Low Lat.
maleficiatus, pa. par. of medeficio, from Lat.
male/icium = an evil deed, hurt, witchcraft.]
To bewitch, to hurt, to harm.

" Every person that conies near him is maleficiated
"

—Burton : Anat. of Melancholy, p. 181.

* mal-e-fic-i-a'-tion (c as sh), s. [Male-
ficiate.] A bewitching.

" A sixth may be a preceding incapacity of marriage
duties; whether natural, or advantageous; whether
by way of perpetual maleficiation, or casualty."—
Bp. Jlatt : Cases of Conscience, dec. 4, ch. x.

* mal e fie -ience (c as sh), s. [Male-
ficence.] A doing harm or hurt; male-
ficence.

*mal-e-fic'-ient (c as sh), a. [Male-
ficent.] Doing harm or hurt ; hurtful, male-
ficent.

* male-for-ma -tion, s. [Malformation.]

mal'-e-ic, a. [Altered from Eng. malic (q.v.).]
Derived from malic acid.

maleic-acid, *,

Chem. : C4H4 4 = C2H2
<gJOH PyromaliCt

acid. A dibasic acid, obtained by the dry
distillation of malic acid. It is isomeric with
fumaric acid, and differs from malic acid only
in the eler.ents of water, C4H6 5

= C4H4O4+OH2 . It crystallizes in oblique rhomboidal
prisms, soluble in water, alcohol, and ether.
It is colourless and inodorous, and its taste,
sour at first, soon excites a very unpleasant

sensation of nausea. Maleic acid forms in-

directly substitution derivatives, of which
monobromo-maleic acid is an example and
type. It yields salts with the alkalis and
metals, some of which are crystalline.

T (1) Mono-ammonium maleate

:

Chem. : C4H3(NH4)04. It forms crystalline
lamina?, soluble in water, and slightly soluble
in alcohol.

(2) DL-ammonium-maleate :

Chem. : CjH^NH^oOj. It is obtained as a
crystalline jelly on saturating, a solution of
the acid with ammonia.

(3) Barium medeate

:

Chem. : C4H2Ba"04. It crystallizes in small
shining needles united in stellate groups,
sparingly soluble in cold water, but very
soluble in boiling water.

maleic anhydride, s.

Chem, : C4H2 3 = C2H2<££}>0. 'A com-

pound obtained by the repeated distillation of
fumaric or maleic acid, the first portion of
each distillate being rejected. It is a colour
less, crystalline mass, which melts at 57°, and
boils at 196°. When dissolved in water, it is

reconverted into maleic acid.

* mal-en-col-ye, s. [Melancholy.]

; mal'-en-gine, * mal-en-gin, * mal
len-gyn, s. [Fr. malengin, from Lat. mains
= bad, and ingenium = disposition.] Guile,
deceit.

" The floreyn
Was moder first of malengin."

Cower : C, A„ bk. iv.
+ ' male-o'-ddur, s. [Malodour.]

* male-po-si'-tion, *, [Malposition.]

* male-prac -tice, s. [Malpractice.]

mal e-sher -bi-a, s. [Named after Lamoig*
non de Malesherbes, a French agriculturist.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Males-
herbiacete (q.v.). It consists of a few Peru-
vian pubescent shrubs, with solitary yellow
flowers in the axils of the leaves.

male-sher-bl a'--ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
malesherbi(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -aceai.]

Bot. : Crownworts, an order of Hypogynous
Exogens, alliance Violates. It consists of
herbaceous or half-shrubby plants, with alter-
nate lobed exstipulatc leaves, and axillary or
terminal solitary yellow or blue flowers

;

calyx, tubular, membranous, inflated, five-
lobed

; petals, five, persistent, arising from
without ; a short membranous rib or coronet,
perigynous, imbricated; stamens, five or ten,
perigynous ; ovary, superior, with parietal
placentas ; styles, three, long; fruit, capsular,
one-celled, three-valved, membranous, many-
seeded. Found in Chili and Peru. Known
genera two, species five. (Lindley.)

* mal'-e-son, a. [Malison.]

* male -sworn, * mal -sworn, a. [Pref.

mal-, and Eng. sivorn.] Forsworn, perjured.

* mal'-et, s. [Fr. mallette, dimin. of malle =
a sack, a bag.] [Mail (2), s.] A little bag or
budget ; a portmanteau.

* male tal-ent, s. [Maltalent.]

* male tolt, s. [Norm. & 0. Fr., from Lat.
male = badly, ill, and Low Lat. tollita, front
Lat. tolto = to raise ; Fr. maletdte.] An illegal

exaction, toll, or imposition. The term was
first applied to the exactions of Philip le Bel
in 1290, for his war against the English.

* male-treat', v.t. [Maltreat.]

* male treatment, s. [Maltreatment.]

ma-lev'-d-lence, s. [Lat. malevolentia, from
mcdevolens = malevolent (q.v.) ; Sp. male-
volencia.] The quality or state of being male-
volent ; ill will ; ill feeling ; evil disposition
towards another ; an inclination or disposition
to injure or hurt others.

" Malevolence, therefore, commences with some idea
of evil, belonging to and connected with the object

;

and it settles into apeimantut hatred of his person,
and of every thing relative to him."—Cogan; On the
1'assions, pt. L, ch. ii,, § J.

ma-lev'-6-lent, a. [Lat. malevolens, from
male - badly, ill ; volens, pr. par. of volo = to
wish.] Full of or disposed to malevolence;
having an ill will or evil disposition towards

b6il, hoy; pout, jtfwl; cat, cell, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bol, deL
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others ; wishing ill, evil or injury to others
;

ill-disposed ; rejoicing in the evil or mis-
fortune of others ; malicious, envious.

" This ia Worcester,
Malevolent to you in all aspects."

Sliakesp. : 1 Henry IV., i. 1.

ma-lev -6-lent-ly, adv. [Eng. malevolent;
-hj.] In a malevolent manner ; with male-
volence ; with ill-will ; with a desire or dis-

position to injure others ; maliciously.
" The oak vindicated him from aspersions malevo-

lently cast upon Mm."—IIowel; Vocal Forest.

* ma-IeV-6-16, s. [Ital., from Lat. male-
volus.] A malicious person.

* ma-lev'-d-lous, a. [Lat. malevolus, from
male = badly, ill, and volo = to wish.] The
same as Malevolent (q.v.).

" Hitherto we see thests malevolow critics keep their
ground."— Warburton : On Prodigies, p. 109.

* mal-ex-e-cu'-tion, & [Pref. mat-, and
Eng. execution (q.v.). J Evil, wrong, or
faulty execution : maladministration.

mal-feas'-ance, s. [Fr. mtdfaisance, from
malfaire = to do ill : mal (Lat. male)= badly,
ill, and /aire (Lat. facto)— to do.]

Law: The doing of an act which one ought
not to do ; evildoing ; a wrong ; an illegal act.

mal-for-ma'-tion, s. [Pref. mal-, and Eng.
formation (q.v.).] A bad, faulty, irregular, or
abnormal formation, conformation, or struc-
ture of parts ; a deviation from the normal or
regular structure or form of an organ.

.

mal-god-zar-ee', s. [Native name.] Land
subject to assessment. (East Indies.)

* mal-gra -cious, a. [Pref. maL, and Eng.
gracious.'] Ungracious, ungraceful. (Gower.)

*mal-gre, * maul-gre, adv. [Maugre.]

mal - ic, a. [Lat. mal(um) = an apple ; Eng.
sufF. -ic] Derived from fruit.

malic-acid, ».

Ghwu : C4H6 5 = C2H3OH <cooH- Dis"

covered by Scheele in 1785. It is very widely
diffused through the vegetable kingdom, chiefly
in combination with potassium and calcium.
It is found in abundance in nearly all garden
fruits, such as apples, cherries, and straw-
berries, and in many roots, as, for instance,
marsh mallow, liquorice, and madder ; also
in carrots, lettuce, tobacco, poppy, sage,
thyme, in the flowers of camomile, and elder,

and in the seeds of parsley, flax, and pepper,
&c. It can be prepared by precipitating the
vegetable extract with lead acetate, and de-
composing with sulphydric acid. The aque-
ous solution left to evaporate yields groups of
colourless shining needles, or prisms, which
melt at 100°. They are odourless, have a sour
taste, and are soluble in alcohol. Active
malic acid rotates the plane of polarisation to

the left, [a] = - 5°. By the action of reducing
agents it is converted into succinic acid.

Malic acid yields neutral and acid salts, and
possesses a strong tendency to form the latter.

*[f (1) Ammonium malate

:

Cliem. ; The neutral salt is soluble and un-
cry stallizable.

(2) Ammonium malate (acid salts):

Cftem. : C^H^NH^Ofl. It crystallizes in

transparent prisms with well defined and
strongly reflecting faces. It deflects the plane
of polarisation to the left [a] — - 6°.

(1-3) Calcium malate :

Chew,. :
°4

q^qJ } 20H2 . The crystalline form

of this salt is hemihedral, and it produced
dextro-rotation. It is only slightly soluble hi
cold water.

malic-ether, s.

Chem. : 2C2Hg,C4H40fl. Obtained by pass-
ing hydrochloric acid gas into an alcoholic
solution of malic acid. It is soluble in water,
and decomposed by distillation.

mal'-ice, s. [Fr., from Lat. malitia =\>a.d •

ness, ill-will, from mains — bad; Sp. & Pori.
malicia; Ital. malizia.]

I. Ordinary Language .*

1. An evil disposition ; enmity of heart ; a
disposition to injure others without a cause,
or only for the sake of personal gratification,

or from a spirit of revenge ; malevolence,
maliciousness, malignity.

2. Enmity, hatred, ill-will.

" I never sought their malice."
Shakesp. : Henry VIII., v. 2.

* 3. A malicious person.
" Shruggest thou, malice t

"

Shakesp. : Tempest, i. 2.

II. Law: A premeditated or formed design
to do mischief or injury to another, called
also malice prepense or aforethought.

"Malice prepense, malitia prceeogitnta, is not
so property spite or malevolence to the deceased in
particular, as any evil design in general; the dictate
of a wicked, depraved, and malignant heart; and it
may be either express or implied in law. Express
malice is when one, with a sedate deliberate mind and
formed design, doth kill another: which formed de-
sign is evidenced by external circumstances discover-
ing that inward intention . . . Also in many caaes
where no ma! ice is expressed, the law will imply it: as
where a man wilfully poisons another; in such a
deliberate act the law presumes malice, though no
particular enmity can be proved."—Blackstone: Com-
ment., bk. iv., ch. 14.

* mar-ice, v.t. [Malice, $,] To feel malice
towards ; to regard with malice or ill-will.

" I neither envy his fortune nor malice his person."
—Fourth Report Hist. MSS. Com., p. 291.

*ma!-ice-less, a. [Eng. malice ; -less.] Free
from malice, ill-will, or malevolence.

"How few are there that have truly ma-liceless
hearts and And this entire upright affection towards
their brethren."—Leighton : Com. on Peter i. 22.

* mal'-I-cho, * mal'-le-cho, s. [Sp. mal-
he.cho = an evil action, from mal = bad, ill,

and Jiecho = a deed, from Lat. facio= to do.]
Mischief, hurt, wickedness.

* mal' - 19 - ing, s. [Eng. malk(e) ; -ing. ]

Malice, ill-will.

" And without any private malicing."
Daniel : A Funeral Poem.

ma-li'-cious, * ma-li'-tious, a. [Fr. mali-
c'ieux, from malice = malice ; Sp. & Port.
malicioso ; Ital. malizioso.]

1. Feeling or disposed to malice ; ill-dis-

posed towards others; indulging malice, ill-

will, or enmity against others ; malignant,
malevolent, spiteful.

'

' Oft have I mused what purpose bad
That foul malicious urchin had
To bring this meeting round,"

Scott : Lay 0/ the Last Minstrel, v. 13.

2. Characterized or inspired by malice
;
pro-

ceeding from malice or malevolence ; done
with the design of injuring or hurting another.

" Malicious slander is the relating of either truth or
falsehood, for the purpose of creatingmiBery."—Foley:
Moral Philosophy, bk. iii., ch, xii.

*3. Hurtful, evil.

"The air appearing so malicious in thiB morbifick
conspiracy, exacts a more particular regard."

—

Harvey ;

On Consumptions.

malicious-abandonment, s.

Law: The desertion of a wife without cause.

malicious-mischief, s.

Law: The committing of an injury to public
or private property, not for the purposes of
theft, but from pure wantonness or malice.
In some cases this is a felony, in others only
a misdemeanour. The malicious destruction
of machinery, or of goods in the process of
manufacture, is an offence against public trade
as well as against the property of the indivi-

dual sufferer ; the immediate object of the
offender being ofteD the destruction of pro-
perty generally, irrespective altogether of its

ownership. This crime, and all those of a
like nature, are now prosecuted under the
statute 24 & 25 Vict. c. 97, consolidating and
amending the laws on this subject.

malicious-prosecution, s.

Law: A prosecution preferred maliciously
or without sufficient cause or grounds. An
action at law lies against the person who ma-
liciously prosecutes another.

ma-li'-cious-ly, adv. [Eng. malicious; -ly.]

1. In a malicious manner ; with malice or
malevolence.

2. Like one full of hatred; with the strength
„ of hate.

"I will be treble-sinew'd, hearted, breath'd,
And fight maliciously."

Shakesp. : Antony & Cleopatra, iii 11.

ma-li'-cious-ness,* ma-li' -tious-ness, s.

[Eng. malicious ; -ness.] "The quality or state
of being malicious ; malice, malevolence, ill-

will.

" Hee opened to them the malitlousness of the Lon-
doners."—Stow ; Richard II. (au. 1391J.

* ma lif -er-ous, a. [Lat. mahim=i\\
; fero— to bring, and Eng. adj„ suff. -ous.) Bring-

ing ill, evil, or harm ; hurtful, pestilential.

ma-llgn' (g silent), a. [0. F. mating (fern.

maligne), from Lat. malignus = ill-disposed,
wicked ; from maligenus = ill-born : from male
= badly, ill, and gigno (pa. t. genui) = to pro-
duce ; Sp & Port, maligno; Fr. malin, fem.
maligne.)

* 1. Having an ill will or evil disposition to-
wards others ; malicious, malevolent.

" Instead
Of spirits malign a better race to bring."

Milton: P. L., vii. 189.

2. Unfavourable, unpropitious, pernicious

;

as, a malign influence.

* 3. Malignant.
" He that turneth the humours hack . . . endan-

gereth malign ulcers and pernicious imposthuma-
tiojis."

—

Bacon : Essays.

* 4, Hurtful, pernicious.

"The ground of damp malign.
Their bed nocturnal."

Hart: Psalm cvii. paraphrased.

ma-lign' (g silent), * ma-ligne, v.t. & i.

[Lat. maligno; from malignus = ill-disposed.]
[Maljgn, a.]

A. Transitive:

* 1. To regard with malice, malignity, or ill

will ; to treat with malice ; to injure mali-
ciously.

" Strangers conspired together against him, and
maligned him in the wilderness."—Ecclus. xlv. 18.

2. To speak evil of; to traduce, to vilify, to
slander, to defame.

" Though many foes did him maligne therefore
And with unjust detraction him did beard."

Spenser .- F. <}., VI., v. 14
* 3. To grudge, to envy.

" If the heavens did his dayes envie,
And my short blis maligne."

Spenser: F. Q., III. iv. 39.

* B. Intrans. : To entertain malice, or a
malicious disposition ; to be malicious or
malevolent. (Milton.)

ma-lig'-nan-cy, malignance, s. [Eng.
malignant; -cy; -ce.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being malignant

;

malevolence, malice, ill-will ; bitter enmity
towards others.

"Malignity seems rather more pertinently applied
to a radical depravity of nature, and malignancu to
indications of this depravity, in temper and conduct
in particular instances." — Cogan : On the Passions,
ch. ii., § 3.

* 2. The state of beinga malignant ; opposition
to the Puritan government. [Malignant, B.]

" During the sittings of the Long Parliament, again,
a considerable number of members were disqualified
for malignancy."—Daily Telegraph, Feb. 22, 18S2.

*3. Unfavourableness, unpropitiousness.
" The malignancy of my fate might perhaps distem-

per yours. "—Shakesp. ; Twelfth A'ight, ii. 1.

B. Med. : Virulence ; a tendency to morti-
fication, or a fatal issue.

ma-llg'-nant, a. & s. [Lat. maligiians, pr.

par. of maligno = to be ill-disjtosed ; malignus
= ill-disposed, malign (q.v.).

J

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Disposed to harm, hurt, or injure others;
full of malice, malevolence, or bitter enmity

;

malicious.
" The Jacobite writers were, as a class, savagely

malignant and utterly regardless of truth.' —Macau-
lay: Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

2. Characterized by malignancy, malice, or
ill-will ; done from malice or malignancy.

" A subsistence closed against them with malignant
care."

—

MacauUiy : Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

*3. Unpropitious, unfavourable ; exercising
a pernicious influence.

" malignant and ill-boding stars 1

"

Shakesp. : l Henry VI., iv. 5.

i. Hurtful, pernicious, harmful.
" The noxious and malignant plants do many of
—L discover something iu their nature by tba sadthei

and melancholick visage of their leaves, flowers and
fruit."—Ray : On the Creation, pt. 1.

*5. Sinning heinously ; abandoned in sin.
" God may chose his mark

May punish, if he please the less, to warn
The more malignant." Cawper : Task, ii. 158.

*6. Heinous; exceedingly bad or wicked.
" Cain's envy was the more vile and malignant to-wards his brother Abel, because, when his sacrifice

was better accepted, there was no body to look on "—Bacon: Essays; Envy.

II. Pathol. : A term applied to fever, cholera,
tumours, &c, when the blood is so altered as
to become putrid, and petechiee with passive

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go pot
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce-e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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hemorrhages occnr, or even a gangrenous state,
as in hsemorrhagic small-pox, and the worst
forms of typhus or typhoid fever.

B. As subst. .' A person of an extremely evil
or malevolent disposition ; specif, in English
history, the name given by the Roundheads,
or Parliamentary party, to the adherents of
Charles I. and his son, in the civil war; a
royalist, a cavalier.

" But, instead thereof, himself [Sir Richard Gour-
uey) with (p-eat and very notable courage opposing all
their fanatic humours both in the court of aldermen
and at the common council, grew to be reckoned in
the first form of malignanta, which was the term they
imposed upon all those they meant to render odious to
the people."—Clarendon : OivU War, ii. 91.

ma-lig'-nant-ly, adv. [Eng. malignant ; -ly.]

In a malignant manner; maliciously; with
malignity or malice.

" Malignantly delighted, dire Disease
Surveys the glittering pest, and grimly smiles
With hellish glee." Tlwmpson; Sickness, ii,

y ma-ligne, v.t. & 1 [Maligk, v.]

ma-lign'-er (g silent), s. [Eng. malign; -er.]

* 1. One who regards anotherwith malignity
or ill-will ; an ill-disposed person.
" I come a spy ? no, Roderigo, no,
A hater of thy person, a maligns* t
So far from that, I brought do malice with me."

Beaum. & Flat. ; Pilgrim, ii 2.

2. One who maligns, slanders, or defames
another ; a slanderer, a traducer.

" With some reflections upon the enemies and ma-
ligners of Theron, he concludes."— West : The Second
Olympic Ode. (Arg.)

* ma-lig'-ni-fy, v.t [Lat. malignus = malign,
and facio (pass. Jio) = to make.] To make
malign or malignant. (Southey.)

ma-lig'-ni-ty, * ma-lig-ni- tee, * ma-
lig-ni-tie, s. [Fr. malignite; from Lat.
malignitatem, accus. of malignitas~ ill dispo-
sition ; moMgnus = ill-disposed ; Sp. maligni-
dad; Ital. malignita.]

1. The quality or state of being malignant

;

malignancy ; extreme malevolence, enmity, or
evil disposition towards others ; malice with-
out cause or provocation.

" Malignity was in her a Btronger passion than
avarice.'

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xv.
1

" 2. Unfavourableness, unpropitiousness,
pernicious influence,

3. Hurtfulness, destructive tendency, viru-
lence ; deadly or pernicious nature or qualities.

" It was conceiued not to he an epidemicke disease,
but to proceed from a malignitie in the constitution
of the aire."—Bacon : Henry VII., p. 9.

i. Heinousness, enormity ; extreme evilness
or wickedness.

" This shows the high malignity of fraud and false-
hood."

—

South : Sermons, vol. L, ser. 12.

* ma-lign'-ly (g silent), adv. [Eng. malign,
a.

;"

-hj.] In a malignant manner ; malig-
nantly; with malice or, ill-will.

" Yet, lest you Hunk I rally more than teach,
Or praise malignly arts I cannot reach.
Let me for once presume t' instruct the times."

Pope : Satires, V. 839. »

* mal in flu enco, s. [Pref. mal-, and Eng.
influence (q.v.).] Evil influence.

" Predisposed to any malinftuence whatever."

—

De
Quincey: Confessions of an Opium-eater. (Appendix.)

ma-lin'-ger, v.i. [Fr. malingre = diseased,

sickly, from ?>iaZ= badly, ill, and G,. Fr. hamgre,
heingre — thin, emaciated ; from Lat, male =
badly, ill ; cegnim, accus, of ceger = sick, ill.]

Med. : To pretend or sham illness in order

to shirk duty.

ma-lin'-ger-er, ». [Eng. malinger ; -er.]

Med. : A person (specif., a soldier, sailor,

or prisonei*) who feigns illness in order to

escape duty or labour.

ma-lin'-ger-y, s. [Eng. malinger; -y.]

Med. : The act or practice of pretending or

shamming illness in order to shirk duty or

any imposed task.

m&l-in-Sfsk'-ite, mal-in-owsk'-ite (w
as v)f s. [Named after Sefior Malinowski

;

stiff. -Me (Min.).}

Min. : A massive variety of tetrahedrite,

of a gray colour and metallic lustre. An
analysis showed the presence of 13*08 per

cent, of lead, and 11*92 per cent, of silver.

It belongs to the silver-lead tetrahedrites.

Found in the district of Recuay, Peru.

ma -Us, o. [Gr. = a distemper in horses and
asses.]

Pathol. : A disease In which the cuticle is

infested with parasites. In Persia, the af-

fection is produced by the Guinea-worm, in
South America by the chigre, and in Europe,
occasionally, by the louse (q.v.). [Phthi-
riasis.]

mal -l-son, * mal-i-sun, s. [0. Fr. mali-
son, malichons, maldecon, a doublet of maledic-
tion (q.v.).] A curse, a malediction, an exe-
cration. (Opposed to benison.)

"I gie God's malison and mine to a' sort o' magis-
trates."—Scott : Hob Roy, ch. xxv.

mal' km, * maul -kin (I silent), * maw'-
kin, s. [A dimin. of Mall, Moll ±= Mary.]

* 1. A kitchen-wench.
"The kitchen malkin pins

Her richest lockram 'bout her reeky neck."
Shakesp. : Coriolanus, ii. 1,

2. A mop made of clouts for sweeping ovens.

* 3. A stuffed figure dressed up ; a scarecrow.

4. A sponge with jointed staff for ordnance.

mall (1), * mal, * malle, * maul, * mawl,
* meallc, * melle, s. [Fr. mail, from Lat.
malleum, accus. of malleus — a hammer

;

0. Sp. mallo ; Port, mallio ; Ital. maglio.]

1. A large heavy wooden hammer or beetle.

"Some had inalles of lead."—Berners : Froissart

;

Cronycle, vol. i., ch. ccccxxii.

* 2, A blow.
" With mighty mall.

The monster merciless him made to fail."

Spenser : F. Q., I. vii. m,

* mall (2), s. [From 0. Fr. palemaille = a
game wherein a round box bowle is with a
mallet struck through a high arch of iron

(Cotgrave), from O. Ital. palamaglio, palla-

maglio = lit., a ball-mallet, from pcdla = a
ball, and maglio = a mall, a mallet. The word
is still preserved in "Pall-Mall, and the Mall
in St. James's Park.]

1. A public walk. (Originally a place where
pall-mall was played.)

"This the beau monde shall from the mall survey."
Pope : Rape of the Lock, v. 133.

2. A court, a pleading-house.

* mall, 4 maul, v.t. [Mall (1), s.] To beat
with or as with a mall ; to bruise, to maul.

"I'll maull that rascal, h" as out-brav'd me twice."
Beaum. & Flet. : Maid's Tragedy, ii.

mal'- lard, 'mal ard, mal arde, s.

[O. Fr. malard, malart ; Fr. maillard, from
0. Fr. male ; Fr. male, with suff. -ard.] The
male of the wild duck ; a wild drake.

"The mallard is the stock from whence our tame
breed [of ducks] has probably been produced."

—

Gold-
smith : Animated Nature, bk. vii., en. xii.

mallard -ite, s. [Named after the French
crystallographer, E. Mallard ; suff. -ite (Min.).}

Min. : A monoclinic mineral occurring in

colourless crystalline masses, having a fine

fibrous structure. Soluble in water. Efflo-

resces on exposure and becomes opaque and
pulverulent. Compos. : a hydrated sulphate
of manganese. Found in a gray, clay-like

stone, with quartz-sand and barytes, in the
Lucky Boy silver mine, Utah, U.S.A.

mal - le - a - biT- 1 - ty, s. [Fr. malliabilite,

from malleable = malleable (q.v.).] The quality
or state of being malleable ; susceptibility
or capability of extension by beating. The
most malleable of all metals is gold, which
can be beaten out into leaves one three hun-
dred thousandth of an inch thick.

" A body of such a peculiar colour and weight, with
the malleability and fusibility."—Locke ; Human Un-
derstanding, bk. UL, ch. vi., § 6.

maT-le-a-ble, * mal-la-ble, a. [Fr.,from
Lat. * malleo = to beat with a hammer, from
Lat. malleus = a hammer ; Sp. maleable ; Ital.

malleabile.]

1. Lit. : Capable or susceptible of being
spread, extended, or shaped by beating ; ca-

pable of extension by the hammer ; reducible
to lamina} by beating.

" WTien a man says gold" is malleable, he means and
would insinuate something more than this, that what
I call gold is malleable."—Locke : Human Understand-
ing, 1>k. iii., ch. x., 1 17.

* 2. Fig. : Pliant.

"Mark the effect produced on our councils by con-
tinued insolence and inveterate hostility, we grow
more malleable under their blows."

—

Burke: On a
Regicide Peace, let- 8.

malleable cast-iron, s. Iron cast from
the pig into any desired shape, and afterwards
rendered malleable, or partially so, by anneal-
ing. It can be brazed but not welded.

malleable -iron, s. Iron sufficiently

pure to be drawn out into bars and welded.

malleable iron-castings, s. pi. Small

cast-iron articles are made malleable, their

brittleness being removed, by packing them
in powdered hematite (peroxide of iron) in

tight fire-brick cases, and subjecting them
to a continued red heat for about a week.
They are then allowed to cool slowly. The
oxygen of the hematite combines with and-

removes a part of the carbon of the iron.

maT-le-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. malleable;

•ness.] Malleability (q.v.).

"The metal3 which are distinguished from other
bodies by their weight, fusibility, and malleableness."
—Locke: Human Understanding, bk. iii., ch. vi.

* mal -le-ate, v.t. [Lat. malleatus, pa. par.

of *malleo = to beat with a hammer ; malleits=
a hammer.] To beat with a hammer; to ham-
mer ; to shape or draw into a sheet, plate, or

leaf by hammering.
" He first found out the art of melting and mal-

leating metals, and making them useful for tools."

—

Derham: Physico-Theology, bk. v., ch. i.

mal-le-a tion, *. [Malleate.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. The act or operation of beating into a
plate or leaf, as a metal, by hammering ; ex-
tension by hammering or beating.

* 2. A beating, a pounding, a thrashing.

"His squire, by often malleations . . . might he
beaten out into the form of a gentleman."—Gayton.
Festivous Notes, p. 67.

II. Pathol.. : An affection described by Mor-
gagni and others as a form of chorea, charac-
terized by constantly hammering, with one
hand on the other, or on the knee of the same
side. (Dunglison.)

mal le-cho, s. [Malicho.]

mal-le-mar'-o-king, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Naut. : The visiting and carousing of sea-

men in the Greenland ships. (Smyth: Sailor's

Word-book.)

mal'-le moke, s. [Sw. mallemucke = the
storm petrel.] The fulmar (q.v.).

mal'-len-ders, s. pi. [Ma landers.]

m3l-le-6'-lar, a. [Lat. malleolus, dimin. of
malleus = a "hammer.]

Anat. : Of or pertaining to the ankle : as,

malleolar arteries.

mal-le-o'-liis, *. [Lat. dimin. of malleus = a
hammer.

1. Anat. : One of two projections of the leg-

bones at the ankle.

2. Sot. : A layer laid down for the propa-
gation of a plant by the process of layering.

mal let, * mal-ette, * mail-let, s. [Fr.

maillet, dimin. of mail = a mall or beetle.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. A wooden hammer, smaller than a mall
or maul, used by stone-cutters, joiners, car-

penters, printers, &c. The mallet is prefer-

ably of boxwood, but the wood of the apple

and pear is often employed.
" And with his mallet and his file ,

To shape the point, employs awhile
The seventh and the last."

^ Co-wper ; An Enigma. (Trans.)

2. A stick with a wooden head like a ham-
mer, used in striking the ball in croquet.

II. Technically

:

1. Dent. : A plugger for compacting filling

in carious teeth.

2. Naut. : A caulking-mallet is one used
with a caulking-chisel or making-iron tn drive

oakum into the seams of a vessel. A serviug-

mallet is a cylindrical block of wood, by which
spun-yarn is tightly coiled around a hawser
or rope.

3. Surg. : A hammer used with a gouge in

cutting bones.

maT-le-us, s. [Lat.= a hammer, a mallet.]

1. Anat. : One of the small bones cf the
tympanum. [Ear.] The malleus consists of a
head, neck, and handle (manubrium), with a
long and short process, the processus gracilis

and processus brevis.

2. Zool. : A sub-genus of Avicula (Wing-
shell). It consists of six species from China
and Australia, which when young do not
much differ from any ordinary Avicula, but as

they grow they develop "pars" to such an
extent as to make the shell resemble a ham-
mer. Malleus vulgaris, or alba, is the Ham-
mer-oyster (q.v.).

boll, boy; pout, joTH; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = fc

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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maT-lin-ders, s. [Malanders.]

mal-lo-mo-nad'-i-dee, & pi. [Mod. Lat.
mallornon(as) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

ZooL : A family of Infusoria, order Cilio-

Flagellata. The body is clothed with long
setose cilia, and there is a terminal flagelluni.

mal-lo-mon'-as, s. [Gr. ju.oaA6s (mallos) = a
lock of wool, and jwo^as (monas) — a unit.]

ZooL : The typical genus of the family Mal-
lomonadidse (q.v.).

mal-loph'-a-ga, s. pi. [Gr. na\\6$ (mallos)

= a lock of wool, and 4>ayeiv (phagein) = to
eat.]

Entom. .* A sub-order of orthopterous in-

sects, pai'asitic on vertebrates, and especially
on birds, whence they are sometimes called
Bird-lice. They are small, flat, wingless in-

sects ; head, broad and horizontal ; thorax,
narrow ; abdomen, broad, of nine or ten seg-
ments ; legs, short and stout ; tarsi, two-
jointed, with one or two claws. Eyes, small,
and usually simple; antennae, three- to five-

jointed. The mouth, situated beneath the
head, contains mandibles and maxillae, and a
labium, with two-jointed palpi. There are two
families : Philopteridse and Liotheidze (q.v.).

(W. S. Dallas, in Cassell's Nat. Hist., v. 147.)
By some entomologists they are elevated into
an order, and others regard them as a degraded
group of Hemiptera.

mal-16 -tus, s. [Gr. jioAAwto? (mallotos)=
furnished with wool, fleecy

;
^.aAAdy (inallos) =

a lock of wool.]

1 1. Bot. : A genus of Euphorbiaceae, tribe
CrotonefE. Mallotus philippensis is better
known as Rottlera tinctoria. [Rottlera.]

2. Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, family Salmo-
nidffi. The body is covered with minute scales,
which in mature males become elongate, with
free projecting points, forming villous bands.
Cleft of the mouth wide ; maxillary very thin,
lamelliform ; lower jaw the longer. Dentition
very feeble. Pectoral fins large, horizontal,
with broad base. Mallotus vlllosus, the Cape-
liu, about nine inches long, is caught in im-
mense numbers on the Arctic coasts of
America and Kamtschatka. The natives dry
it for use in the winter.

mal'-low, mal'-lows, «. [A.S. malu ~ a

mallow, mealwe = mallows (Bosworth); Ger.
malve, from Lat. malva (q.v.).]

Lot. : The genus Malva (q.v.).

^[ The Common Mallow is Malva sylvestrls ;

the Dwarf Mallow, M. rotundlfolia ; and the
Musk Mallow, M.moschata; all wild in Britain.
The Marsh Mallow is the genus Althaea ; the
Tree Mallow, the genus, Lavatera(q.v.). The
Indian Mallow is the genus Sida, also Urena,
and in America Abutilon. The Jew's Mallow,
Corchorus olitorhus and C. eapsularis.

mallow-rose, s.

Bot. . Hibiscus moschatus.

mal'-low-worts, s. pi. [Eng. malloiv, and
worts.)

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Malvaceae (q.v.). /

malm (I silent), s. & a. [A.S. mealm = sand ;

Goth, malma = sand.]

A. -4s substantive :

1. A name given to a kind of soil found in

the south-eastern counties of England, rich in

lime, phosphoric acid, and potash, and espe-
cially suited for the cultivation of hops.

"A warm, forward, crumbling mould, called black
malm, which seems highly saturated with, vegetable
aud animal manure."

—

White : tielborne.

2. A kind of soft, brittle stone.

3. Malm-rock (q.v.).

i. A malm-brick (q.v.).

B. -4s adj. : Composed of the soil malm : as,

malm laud.

malm-bricks, s. pi. The name given to

those brinks, made in the neighbourhood of

London, in which the clay is pulped, mixed
with cream of lime, and incorporated with
breeze before moulding.

malm-rock, s.

Petrol. : A pale calcareous sandstone from
the Upper Greensand at Godstone and Merst-
ham. From being well adapted for the floors

of furnaces, it is called also firestone. It is,

moreover, a durable building stone.

ma! mag, s. [Native name.]

ZooL : Tarsius (q.v.).

mal-mi-gnatte' (ffu as ny), s. [Corrupted
from marmagnato, or mamiignatto, the name
of the spider in Corsica.]

ZooL : Latrodectns malmignattus, a large spi-

der, black, with about thirteen spots on the
abdomen, which occurs in the south of Europe,
and feeds on grasshoppers and other insects.

It is found in Corsica, Sicily, &c.

malm sey (I silent), malme-say, ' mal-
ve -sie, *malme-sie, s. [A corrupt, of
Fr. inxdvoisie = malmsey, from Malvasia (now
Napoli di Malvasia) = a town on the east
coast of Lacedaemouia, in the Morea ; Sp.
malvasia; Ital. malvagia.] A kind of grape

;

also a kind of strong, fine-flavoured, sweet,
white wine made in Madeira of grapes which
have been allowed to shrivel on the vine.

"Metheglin, wort, and malmsey"
Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, v. 2.

mal-o-bi-iir'-lC, a. [Eng. inalo(nic) ; biur(et),

and suff. -tc.] (See the compound.)

malobiuric acid, *>-.

r(co>2
Chem. : C5H5N3 4 = N^ (C3H2 2)". An

I H3
acid analogous in constitution and mode of
formation to biuret, N3(CO)2H4, produced by
heating a mixture of barbituric acid and urea
to a temperature of lSC-lTO"
C4H4N203 + CH4N2 = C5H4(NH4)N304
Barbituric Urea; Ammonium

acid

;

malobiurate

;

dissolving the ammonium malobiurate in pot-
ash, and supersaturating the solution with
hydrochloric acid. It is a granular powder,
slightly soluble in water, but very soluble on
the addition of a few drops of bromine.

mal-6- dor-oiis, «. [Pref. maZ-, and Eng.
odorous (q.v.).] Having a bad or unpleasant
odour.

mal-o'-dor-ous-ness, s. [Eng. malodorous

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being mal-
odorous.

"In vain will it smell at the top of its voice, till you
can positively hear its malodouressncss half a ineauow
off."—Daily Telegraph, Nov. la, 1883.

m«ll-6'-dour, s. [Pref. mal-
t
and Eng. odour

(q.v.).] An ill or offensive odour.

malon'-a-mide, s. [Eng. malon(ic\ and
amide.]

Chem. : C3H6N2 2 = CH^CONH^. A crys-
talline body obtained by digesting methyl
malonate in aqueous ammonia, evaporating to
dryness, and extracting by means of hot dilute
alcohol. It melts at 170°, is insoluble in abso-
lute alcohol, and in ether, but soluble in hot
dilute alcohol, from which it separates on cool-
ing in the form ofneedles, having a silky lustre.
When boiled in water, with repeated additions
of ammonia, it is converted into ammonium
malonamate, CONH2-CH2'COO(NH4).

mal-6-nate, s. [Eng. malon(ie); -ate.]

Chem. . A salt of malonic acid.

m^l-Ott ic, a. [Eng. mal(ic\ and probably
(ket)on(e); suff. -ic.]

Chem.; C3H4 4 = CH^ )^^. An acid

produced by the action of alkalis on cyanacetic
ether, or by carefully oxidizing malic acid,
with a cold solution of potassic dichromate.
It crystallizes in large rhombohedral crystals,

easily soluble in water and alcohol ; melting
at 132°, and decomposing at 145° into carbonic
anhydride and acetic acid. The alkali salts,

only of this acid, are easily soluble in water.
The baric salt, CH2 :(CO-0)2Ba,H20, crystal-
lizes in groups of needles, sparingly soluble in
cold water. The silver and lead salts are
crystalline, but quite insoluble in water.

mal-d-nyl u-re'-a, s. [Barbituric-acid.]

ma loo, s. [Hind.] [See the compound.]

maloo-creeper, s.

Bot. : Bauhinia racemosa.

maT-6-pe, s. [Lat. = mallow.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the malvaceous
tribe, Malopcas (q.v.). Malope malacoides
is a plant with large crimson flowers found in
Barbary and the south of Europe. The other
two species, also from the Mediterranean
region, are often cultivated.

ma-lo -pe-ffl, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. malopie);
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.]

Bot. ; A tribe of Malvaceae.

mal-plgh'-e-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. malpigh(ia)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -em.]

Bot, : The typical tribe of the order, Mal-
pighiaceaa (q.v.).

mal-pigh'-i-a, s. [Malpiqhiak.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Mai-
pighiacese (q.v.). Calyx five-cleft, partly
glandular ; petals, five-stalked ; stamens, ten,

united in a tube ; ovary, three-celled ; fruit,

fleshy, with three crested stones. The bark
of MaJpighia Moureila, called also Byrsonima
crassifolia, is used in Cayenne as a febrifuge.

M. glabra is the Barbadoes cherry of the West
Indies. It is eaten, as is M. wrens.

m&l-pigh i a'-ce ao, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., &c,

malphigi(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acea:.]

Bot. : Malpighiads, an order of hypogynous
exogens, alliance Sapindales. It consists of
trees or shrubs, occasionally climbing, gene-
rally having opposite or whorled leaves with
glands on the stalk below. Flowers yellow,
red, white, or very rarely blue ; calyx, five-

parted, as a rule glandular; petals five, un-
guiculate ; stamens generally ten, often niona-
delphous ; carpels, three, two, or four ; styles,

distinct or united ; fruit, a drupe, a woody
nut, or a samara. At least 400 are found in

South America, others in Africa, Asia, Poly-
nesia, &c. Known genera, 42; species, 555.

mal-pigh-i-a'-ceotis (ce as sh), a. [Mod.
Lat. mal}nghiace(o3) ; Eng. adj. sutf. -ous.]

1. Gen. : Of orbclongingtotheMalpighiacea?.

2. Spec: Having, like them, peltate hairs.

mal - pigh' - 1 - ads, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. mat-
pigh(ia) ; pi. suff. -arfs.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Malpighiacese (q.v.).

Mai -pigh' -1- an, a. [See def.] Dis-
covered by, or "in any way connected with,
Marcello Malpighi, an eminent Italian anato-
mist (1628-1694). He was professor of medi-
cine at Bologna, Pisa, and Messina, and, for

the last three years of his life, physician to
Pope Innocent XII.

Malpighian-bodies, s. pi
Anatomy :

1. Of the kidneys : Small reddish granules,
occurring in the cortical substance.

2. Of the spleen ; White spherical bodies,
which may "be regarded as lymph follicles.

They disappear in badly-nourished subjects,
hence, their presence in man has been denied.
Carpenter, however, asserts that they are
normally present in the human spleen, as in
that of the lower mammalia.

Malpighian-capsule, s.

Anat. : The dilated extremity of each urini-
ferous tubule of the kidney.

Malpighian corpuscles, s. pi.

Anat. : Oval enlargements of the lymphoid
tissue surrounding the branches of the splenic
artery. These bodies are sometimes thicken-
ings on the sides of the arterioles ; more com-
monly they surround the vessels. Their in-
terior consists of fine reticulum, and is filled

with lymphoid cells, possessing amoeboid
movements. (Holden.)

Malpighian-layer, s.

Anat. : Rete mucosum (the mucous net), the
mucous substance situated between the derma
and the epidermis, which gives colour to the
skin ; it is best demonstrated in the negro, in

whom it is, of course, black.

Malpighian-pyramids, «. pi.

Anat. : Conical, medullary masses, occur-
ring in the cortical substance of the kidney.
Their broad bases are directed towards the
surface, and their points towards the sinus,
where they form prominent papillae. Each
pyramid represents what was originally an
independent lobe. In man these lobes co-
alesce, though the pyramidal arrangement of
the tubes remains. In the lower vertebrates
the lobes are permanently separate.

Malpighian-tubes, s. pi.

Compar. Anat. : A number of caecal convo-
luted tubes behind the pyloric aperture of
the stomach, and opening into the intestine,

&tev fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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in Masticating Insects. These tubes are now
regarded as performing renal functions, mid
as being analogous with the kidneys of higher

animals.

Malpighian-tuft, s.

Ami. : An arterial vascular tuft enclosed in

the Malpightan-capsule (q.v.) It is about T$l7

inch in diameter, and visible to the naked
eye as a minute red point.

* mfrl-po-si'-tion, $. [Pref. mat-, and Eng.
position (q.v.).] A wrong position,

mal-prac tice, s. [Pref. mal-, and Eng.

practice (q.v.)]. An evil practice or action
;

illegal or immoral conduct ; actions or prac-

tice contrary to law or established customs.

mal'- -stick, s, [Maulstick.]

malt, s. & a. [A.S. meall, in compos, mealt-

Hh&s = a malt-house, from mealt, pa. t. of

•meltan = to melt ; cogn. with Dut. -moid ; Icel.

vmlt = ma\t, mdta = to malt; Dan. & Sw.
«taW = malt; Ger. nwlz.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Grain, usually barley, steeped in water
and fermented, by which the starch of the grain
is converted into saccharine matter, dried on a
kiln, and then used in brewing ale, stout, beer,

or porter, and in the distillation of whiskey.
" Malt is consumed not only in the brewery of beer

-ami ale, but in the manufacture of low wines and
spirits."—Smith : Wealth of Xntt torn, bk. v., cb. it.

2. Liquor brewed from malt; beer, malt-

liquor.

B. -4s adj. ; Pertaining to, containing, or

made of malt.

malt-barn, s. A barn in which malt is

made or kept.

malt-drink, s. Liquor made from nialt

;

beer.

malt-dryer, s. A device to hasten the

drying of malt by artificial heat.

malt-dust, s. The grains or remains of

malt.
" Mult-dust ia an enricher of barren land, and n

great improver of barley."

—

Mortimer : Husbandry.

* malt floor, a. The floor of an oast or

malt-drying room.
"Empty the corn from the cistern into the malt-

floor."—Mortimer : Husbandry.

* malt-horse, s. A horse employed in

grinding malt : hence, a dull, stupid fellow.

" He lias no more judgment than a malt-tiorse."—Ben
Jonson : Every Man in Jlti Humour, i. 5.

malt house, s. A house in which malt
is made.

"He was the younger brother of that unfortunate
John Hicltes who hud been found hidden in the malt-
house of Alice Lisle."

—

Mavanlay : Hist. Eng,, ch. iv.

malt-kiln, s. A heated chamber in which
malt is dried, in order to check the germina-
tion of the grain after having undergone the
preliminary processes of steeping, couching,

and flooring ; an oast.

malt - liquor, s. The same as Malt-
drink (q.v.).

* malt-mad, a. Maddened with drink ;

intoxicated, drunken ;
given to drink.

"These English are so malt-mad."—Beuum, & Flet.

:

The Pilgrim, iii. C.

malt-mill, a. A mill for grinding malt.

malt-vinegar, s. Vinegar made from an
Infusion of malt.

malt, v.t, & l. [Malt, s.]

A. Trans. ; To make or convert into malt.

" To mash the malted barley and extract

Its flavour'd strength." Hodsley ; Agriculture, i.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To make malt ; to follow the trade of a

maltster.

2. To be converted into malt.

"To houae it green it will mow-burn, which will

make it malt worse."—Mortimer : Husbandry.

*3. To drink malt liquor.

r " Ou principle never malted."
Hood : Miss KUmamegg

* mal-ta-lent, * male-ta-lent, s. [0. Fr.]

1. Ill-humour, ill-will, spleen, spite.

" In him bewrayed great Kludge »ud maltalent."
Spenser: F. Q., III. iv. CI.

2. An evil inclination.

Mal-tese', a. & s. [Eng. Malt(a) ; -ese.]

A. As adj. ; Of or pertaining to the island

of Malta, or its inhabitants.

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of

Malta ; the people of Malta.

Maltese-cross, s. A cross formed of

four arrow-heads meeting at the

points ; the badge of the Knights

of Malta. The eight points of

this cross are said to symbolize

the eight beatitudes.

Maltese -dog, Maltese -

terrier, s. A small variety of

spaniel, with long, silky hair,

most frequently white. The muzzle is round.

Maltese-mushroom, s.

Bot. : Cynomorium coccineum.

mal'- tha, s. [Gr. juaAfoj (ntaWie) = soft wax.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Mortar.

2. iff a. ; According to Pliny, this name was
used for an inflammable mud which flowed

from a pool at Samosata, Commagene, North
Syria, and resembling naphtha. It has since

been used to designate the viscid bitumens.

Dana includes it among his Pittoliums.

mll'-tha-Clte, s. [Gr. jxaXtfecxtk (wdthakos)
= soft ; Ger. inaltkacit, malthazit, maltazit.]

Min. : A variety of Smectite (q.v.), occurring

in thiu laminae, or scales, among blocks of

weathered basalt, at Steindorfel, Lausitz,

Germany.

mal the, «. [Maltha.]

IcMhy. : A genus of Acauthopterygians,
family Pediculati. Anterior portion of the

body very broad and depressed ; the anterior

part of the snout produced into a more or

less prominent process, beneath which there

is a tentacle, retractile into a cavity. Jaws
and palate with villiform teeth. Skin with
numerous conical protuberances. Soft dorsal

tin, and very short gill. The carpal bones are

produced, and support the pectorals, which
somewhat resemble short legs. Habitat,
American shores of the Atlantic. Malike

i-esjnuiilio is a tropical, and M. cubifrons a
northern species. (Giinther.)

Mal-thus'-i-an, «. & s. [For etym. see def.]

A. .'Is adj. : Pertaining to, or in any way
connected with the teachings of the Rev.
Thomas Robert Malthus (17(56-1834). His
Essay on the Principle of Population was first

published in 17D8, and has gone through many
editions.

" Mr. Sadler's two principal works . . . in which
the Malthusian doctrines were impugned."—Cotes;
Met. Gen. liiog. (1873), p. 984.

B. As subst. : A follower of Malthus ; one
who holds that some check is necessary to

prevent over-population.
" Defer marriage till late in life, as advocated by the

old Malthusians ot the ascetic school."

—

Dr. H. A.
Allbutt: Malthusian Tracts, No. 4.

Mal-thUS'-i-an-ism, s. [Eng. Malthusian
(q.v.); -ism.] It is a noteworthy fact that
a corresponding word does not exist in French.]

Social Science: The teaching of Malthus, or
of any other writer holding similar views, ou
the population question. The first principle
of Malthus may be thus enunciated: That
while the increase of the means of subsistence
is in an arithmetical, the increase of popula-
tion is in a geometrical ratio. This leads him
to consider checks to population—a subject
which has occupied the minds of thinkers
from the days of Plato (Laws, v., Bepub., v.)

and Aristotle (Folit., vii. 16) to our own time.
These may be classed under three heads :

(1) moral restraint
; (2) vice ; and (3) misery.

Malthus unhesitatingly rejects the second,
and endeavours to eliminate the third check
by inculcating the necessity of moral self-

restraint. He emphatically teaches that
parentage involves weighty responsibility, and
that it is not only imprudent, but immoral to
bring human beings into the world without a
fair prospect of being able to provide for
them. The statement of Malthus, that popu-
lation, unchecked, increases in a geometrical
ratio, is inexact ; but the fact remains that
population tends to increase beyond the means
of subsistence.

"A writer hi the Jtemte dee Deux Mondes had re-

cently attacked him severely for Malthu&ianism."—
The Public Health, Aug., 1868, p. 209.

malt' in, s. [Eng. malt; -in.]

Chan. : A nitrogenous ferment, said by
Dubrnnfaut to be present in malt and in all

cereal grains, and to be much more active

than diastase. It is precipitated from a con-

centrated extract of malt by alcohol 60 o.p.

Dubrnnfaut further asserts that diastase is

merely a product of the decomposition of

maltin, and that the latter is really the active

principle of malt.

malt -lrig, pr. par., a., & s. [Malt, v.]

A. & B, As pr. par. & partlcip. adj. ; (See

the verb).

C. As substantive:

Chen. : The process by which barley, wheat,

rye, or any other description of grain is con-

verted into malt. It consists of four opera-

tions : viz., steeping, couching, flooring, and
kiln-drying. The grain is steeped in water

for from 30 to 50 hours, according to the tem-

perature of the air, to enable it to take up
enough moisture to soften it. The water is

then drained from the cistern, and the softened

grain thrown out into a rectangular vessel

called a conch, where it remains until ger-

mination has fairly commenced. As this must
not be allowed to proceed too rapidly, the

grain is at the end of '20 or 24 horn's thrown on

the floor to a depth varying from 10 or 12

inches to 3 or 4 inches according to the season.

On the floor the germination is regulated, the

grain being turned every four or five hours, so

that the whole of it may be brought under snub
lar conditions as to heat, light, and moisture.

"When the acrospire has reached about three-

fourths the length of the seed, the grain is

then spread more thinly on the floor, that it

may wither, and that germination may b«
arrested. At the end of five or six days after

the grain has left the cistern, it is thrown on
the kiln,where it is subjected to a gradual heat,

not exceeding 60° for pale malt, 77° for amber
malt, and 93" for brown or porter malt. The
object of malting is not, as stated in many
old works, to convert the stavch of the grain

into sugar, but to develop certain soluble

albuminous bodies which possess the power of

rapidly changing starch into sugar in presence

of water at a temperature of 57° to 70°. Good
barley yields about eighty per cent, by weight
or 109 per cent, by measure of dry malt.

malting apparatus, s.

Brewing: A vessel in which ground malt is

steeped to make the infusion known as wort

;

this, with the addition of decoction of hops
and fermentation, becomes beer.

* malt-man, * malte-man, s. [Eng. malt,

and man.] A maltster (q.v.). (Gascoigne: Steel

Glas, p. 79.)

* malt'-mas-ter, s. [Eng. malt, and master.]

A maltster (q.v,). (Adams: Works, ii. 240.)

mal-tolt, s, [Maletolt.]

malt ose, s, [Eng. malt; -ose.]

Cltem. : C12H220n. Malt-sugar. A form of

sugar obtained by the action of malt extract

or diastase on starch paste. It is not so

soluble as dextrose, and much less sweet than
cane sugar. It is incapable of direct fermen-

tation, but by the continued action of yeast

it is converted into glucose, which then yields

alcohol. Its optical rotatory power is 139° for

the sodium ray, and 100° for the transition

tint, and its copper reducing power about 62°.

maltreat', v.t. [Fr. medtraiter, from Lat.

male = badly, ill, and tracto = to handle, to treat

;

Ital. vudtrattare.] To treat badly or roughly ;

to ill-use, to abuse.
" It was a little hard to maHreafMm aft. r."—.SVci*fi* ;

Tristram Shandy, vol. ii., ch. xvii.

mal-treat'-ment, s. [Pref. mid, and Eng.
treatment (q.v.)'] The act of maltreating ; the

state of being maltreated ; ill-treatment, abuse,

ill-usage.

malt'-ster, s. [Eng. malt ; -ster.] A man
whose occupation is to make malt

* malt -worm, s. [Eng. malt, and worm,.}

One who is over-fond of or indulges in malt or

other liquor ; a tippler.
'

' Mad muatachio, x>urvle-hued maltworms."—
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., ii. 1.

*malt'-y, a. [Eng. malt; -y.] Pertaining to
or connected with malt.

"In an auriferous and malty shower."

—

Dicltens

:

Bleak House, ch. xl.

* ma'-lum (pi. ma'-la), s, [Lat. neut. sing,

of mains = bad.] Evil".

% (1) Malum in se : An evil in itself.

(2) Malum prohibitum : An act wrong be-
cause prohibited by law ; a prohibited wrong.

bSil, h6^; P^t, jtffel; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -ing,

cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, d$L
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*mal'-ure, s [Fr. malhmr,] Misfortune,
m luck".

"A woful wight full of malure."
Chaucer: Dreame.

* jnal-u-ri'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. malur(us)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Ornith. : Soft-tailed "Warblers. According
to Gray a sub-family of Sylviadas, his first

family of dentirostral insessorial birds, *of

which Malurus (q.v.) is the typical genus.

mal'-u-rine, a. [Mod. Lat. malur(us) ; Eng.
adj. suff. -iiie.] Belonging to or having the
characteristics of the sub-family Malurina}
(q.v.)

" Perhfipa the most curious example of the malurlne
birds is the beautiful little Emeu Wren."— Wood;
Illus. Nat. Hist., ii. 274.

ma-llir'-US, s. [Gr. ixakos (malos) = soft, and
ovpd (aura) = a tail.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of Gray's sub-
family Malurinre, All the species are from
Australia or Tasmania. The males are dis-
tinguished by brilliant plumage. Malurus is

included in theLinnfeangenusMotacilla(q.v.).

mal'-va, s. [Lat., from Gr. ^a\axn (malache)
= a'mallow

; juaAao-trw (vialusso) — to soften
;

from the relaxing properties of the mallows,
or from their downy leaves.]

Bot. : Mallows, the typical genus of the tribe
Malveae and the order Malvaceae. Calyx sur-
rounded by a three-leaved involucre, carpels
numerous, circularly arranged, one-seeded.
Sixteen species are known. Three, Malva
sylvestris, M. rotiindifolia, and M. moschata a,ve

British. The first has three to seven-lobed
crenate-serrate leaves, and large pale, purple,
or blue flowers ; the second has reniform
obscurely-lobed crenate leaves, pale lilac or
whitish flowers, and the third five to seven-
partite leaves and pinnatin'd lobes, and rosy
or white flowers. Cavauilles found that the
bark of a foreign species, M. crispa, could be
made into cordage. M. parviflora is eaten by
the natives of India, in times of scarcity, as a
potherb. The seeds are used as a demulcent
in coughs and ulcers of the bladder. M. rotiin-

difolia and M. sylvestris, both of which grow in
India as well as Britain, are also employed as
demulcents ; the seeds of the former are ap-
plied externally in skin diseases.

mal-va'-ce^se, s. pi. [Fein. pi. of Lat. mal-
vaceas — pertaining to mallows, like mallows,
mallow-shaped.]

Bot. : Mallowworts : an order of hypogyn-
ous exogens, the typical one of the alliance
Malvales. It consists of herbs, shrubs, or
trees, with alternate more or less divided
stipulate leaves, the hairs, if any are present,
stellate. Peduncles usually axillary, flowers
large, showy, surrounded by bracts. Sepals
five, three, or four, valvate in aestivation.

Petals, as many as the sepals. Stamens, in-

definite, monadelphous ; anthers one-celled,

reniform, bursting
f
transversely ; ovary con-

sisting of many carpels, arranged around a
common axis ; styles as many as the carpels.

Fruit, capsular or baccate ; seeds, one or more
in each carpel. Found largely in the tropics,

and in smaller numbers intemperate climates.

They are mucilaginous, and without exception
wholesome (Li ndley). Known genera 60, species
700 (Sir Joseph Hooker). British geuera, Al-
thaea, Malva, and Lavatera (q.v.).

mal-va'-ceous (ce as Sh), a. [Malvaceae.]
Of, belonging to, or resembling the order
Malvaceae.

mal'-va!, a. [Lat. melv(a); Eng. suff. -ft?.]

Bot. : Of, belonging to, or resembling the
genus Malva (q.v.).

H The Malval Alliance: [Malvales]. (Lind-
ley.)

mal-va'-les, 5. pi. [PI. of Mod. Lat. mal-

voJis, from Lat. malva (q.v.).]

Bot. : An alliance of hypogynous exogens.
They have monodichlamydeous flowers ;

pla-

centae in the axil of the fruit ; a valvate calyx;
an imbricated or twisted corolla, definite or
indefinite stamens, and little or no albumen.
Lindley included under it the orders Sterculi-

aceae, Byttneriacere, Vivianiaceae, Tropoeol-
acea;, Malvaceae, and Tiliacefe.

mal'-ve-SB, s. pi. [Lat. malv(a) ; fern. pi. adj.

suff. -ece.]

Bot. : The typical tribe of the order Mal-
vaceae (q.v.).

mal-ver-sa'-tion, s. ![Fr., from malverser =
to behave ill in office ; Lat. male = badly, HI,

and versor = to dwell, to be engaged in,] Evil,
wicked, or improper conduct ; mean artifices ;

fraudulent tricks ; espec, improper conduct
or misbehaviour in an office or employment

:

as, fraud, breach of trust, extortion, &c.
"A man turned out of his employment . . . for

malversation in office."—Burke; On Mr. Fox's East
India Bill.

* mal-ve-sie, s, [Malmsey,]

mam, &-. [Mamma.]

ma-ma', mam-ma', s. [See def. ; cf. Sp.
mama ; Itaf. mamma ; Dut. mama ; Fr.
maman; Ger. mama, mo/mme, memine; "Wei.

mam = mother; Lat. mamma = the breast.]
[Mamma.] An infantine term for mother,
composed of a repetition of one of the earliest

articulations of the human voice.

mam'-a-luke, mam'-e-luke, * mam-
louk, * mem-louk, s. [Fr. mamaluc, from
Arab, mamluk = a purchased slave, from
malaka = he possessed ; Sp. mamehtco ; Ital.

mammaluco.] One of the former mounted
soldiers of Egypt, consisting originally of
Circassian slaves of the Bey, introduced in the
thirteenth century. In 1254 they had increased
so much in power, that one of their number
became Sultan, the dynasty lasting till 1517.
They continued, however, even after its over-
throw by Selim I., to be the virtual ruling class
in Egypt. In 1811 they were treacherously
butchered to the number of 470 by Mehemet
Ali, Viceroy of Egypt at Cairo, and soon
after practically disappeared from history.

ma-man ite, s. [Named after the place
where found, Maman ; suff. -ite (Mm).]
Min. : A mineral resembling polyhalitc in

physical characters, but differing in having
the potash, magnesia and lime in the ratio of
1:2:3. Occurs in nodules at the salt mine
of Maman, Persia, associated with carnallite.

* mam'-blmg, s. [Prob., the same as Mum-
bling.] [Mumble.] A mumbling.

"In such a mamhling of profession. "

—

Bp. Ball:
Christian Moderation, bk. ii., § 2.

mam'-e-lon, s. [Fr., from Lat. mamma =
the breast.] A small hill or mound, so called
from its resemblance to a woman's breast. The
word acquired a position in the English lan-
guage owing to the fact that one of the defen-
sive works of Sebastopol was called the
Mamelon.

ma-mes'-tra, s. [The name of a city, for-

merly the capital of Lower Armenia. (Mc
Nicoll.)']

Entom. : A genus of Moths, family Apamidae.
The fore wings are dark gray, varied with
black, and with a white line and spot, shaped
like U. Expansion of wings an inch and three
quarters. Larva feeds in August and Septem-
ber on the heart of cabbages, geraniums, &c. ;

the perfect insect appears in the followingMay.
Maviestra persicarke is the Dot. It is blackish,

purplish, and with yellow dots. Its expansion
of wing is about an inch and a half. Found in

the south of England, &c.

mam il-lar -i-a, mam-mil-lar i-a, s,

(Lat. mamilUci), "dimin. of mamma = a breast,

a teat ; suff. -aria. ]

Bot. ; A genus of Cactaceae, having a fleshy
stem covered with teat-like projections, spi-

rally arranged, with radiating spines from each
teat, and flowers from the axils of the upper
ones. The species are mostly Mexican.

mam'-il-lar-y, u.. & 5. [Mammillary.]

* mam'-ish, «. [Eng. mam; -ish.} Foolish,
effeminate.

mam-ma (pi. mam'-mse), s. [Lat. mamma
= the breast.] [Mama.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; The same as Mama (q.v.).

" 'And who's blind now, mamma f the urchin cried."
Prior: Venus Mistaken.

2. Anat. (PI.) : The breasts ; they exist in the
male as well as in the female,but in a rudiment-
ary state. In the female they increase in size

until about the twentieth year, but do not
secrete milk uutil after pregnancy has taken
place. In structure the mammary gland is

conglomerate, consisting of lobes held to-

gether by firm, dense areolar tissue, the lobes
are composed of lobules, and they of minute

caecal vesicles, the ultimate terminations of
the excretory duct. Near the centre of each
mamma is the nipple, surrounded by, an
areola of a coloured tint, at first pink, but
after impregnation becoming brown.

mam'-mse-form, a. [Lat. mamma; = breasts,

teats, and forma, = form,]

Bot, &c: Teat-shaped, conical with a
rounded apex, mamillary.

mam -maL s. [Mammalia.]

Zool. : An animal belonging to the class
Mammalia (q.v.).

marama'-li-a, s. pi. [Neut. pi. of Lat. mam-
malis = of or fbr the breasts, good for diseases
of the breast ; among modern naturalists =
having breasts, from mamma = a breast, a.

teat, a dug of animals.]

1. Zool. : Mammals : the highest class of the
Vertebrate sub-kingdom. The individuals'

are characterized by the possession of mamms&
(teats), enabling them to suckle their young.
The class is sometimes popularly but errone-
ously called Quadrupeds (four-footed animals).
So, however, are some reptiles, as lizards and
crocodiles, and some amphibians, as frogs
and newts. On the other hand, whales are
not four-footed, yet they are akin to the warm-
blooded quadrupeds, and like them suckle
their young, which are brought forth alive.

On this account Linnaeus introduced the term
Mammalia, now universally accepted. They
have red, warm blood, in this respect agreeing
with Birds, but differing from Keptiles, Am-
phibians and Fishes. The mouth is concealed
by lips and armed with bony and enamelled
teeth ; each ramus of the mandible is com-
posed of a simple piece of bone. The covering
is of hair. Normally, there are four limbs,
which in some aquatic members of the class
are modified into fins. The toes are generally
five. Most of the bones are solid or have
cavities filled witli marrow, the air-cells which
aid in imparting lightness to the bones of
birds being, as a rule, absent. The bones of
the cranium and of the face are immovably
fixed to each other. The cranium is larger
than in other vertebrates, the lower jaw con-
sists of only two pieces. The vertebral column
may be divided into five regions, the cervical,

the dorsal, the lumbar, the sacral, and the
caudal vertebrae. [Vertebra.] Like birds
and reptiles, the Mammalia have an amnion.
The allantoid ceases to exist at an early period
of foetal life, or is placentiferous. The brain
possesses a corpus callosum. The heart has
two auricles and two ventricles. The respira-
tion is by lungs. There is a complete dia-
phragm. Linnaeus divided the class into seven
orders : Primates, Bruta, Fene, Glires, Pecora,
Bellme, and Cete : Cuvier into Bimana, Quad-
runiana, Carnivora, Marsupialia, Rodentia,
Edentata, Pachydermata, Ruminantia, and
Cetacea. Prof. (Sir Ri ,bard) Owen divided
them, in 1S57, on the structure of the brain,
into Lyencephala, Lissencephala, Gyren-
cephala, and Archencephala. The first in-

cludes the Monotremata and Marsupialia ; the
second contains the Rodentia, Insectivora, &c.

;

the third Carnivora, Quadrumana, &c, and
the fourth, Man. Prof. Huxley thus classified

them : Sub-class 1. Ornithodelphia, having
the single order Monotremata ; 2. Didelphia,
also with one order, Marsupialia ; 3. Mono-
delphia (q. v.), containing the other Mammalian
orders. For the classification of J. Dwight
Dana, see Meoasthena.

2. Palceont. : As most of the older geological
strata are marine, and the greater number of
mammals terrestrial, it is not to be expected
that many remains of the latter will be found.
Besides the animals so highly organized pro-
bably came late upon the scene. A mammalian
genus, Microlestes, appears in the Upper Trias

of England, andDromatherium in the Trias of
America. Mammalian remains exist in the
Stonesfield Slate of the Lower Oolite, and in

the Upper Oolite of America. Most of them
seem to have been marsupial. The Upper Cre-
taceous of the United States, the Jurassic of
Wyoming, North America, and the Purbeck
Oolites, near Swanage, Dorset, have yielded
mammalian remains. The first trace of a Cre-
taceous mammal in Europe was a tooth found
in the "Wealden near Hastings in 1891. It was
identified at the British Museum (Natural
History), and described by Mr. A. S.Woodward.
Every division of the Tertiary has its appro-
priate mammals, nearly all placental, pachy-
derms being specially prominent. [Myth.]

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
* or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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jnam-ma-li-an, a. [Mod. Lat. mamma 11(a)

;

Eng. adj. suffT an.'] Of or pertaining to the
mammalia or mammals.

t mam-ma-tff'-er-ous, a. [Lat., &c. nmm-
malia ; fe.ro = to bear, to produce, and Eng.
adj. stiff, -ous.] Containing the remains of
mammals : as, a mammalifero%is crag. [Nok-

, FOLK-CRAG.]
" They are the same mammaliferous strata to which

the geologist turns when looking for remains illus-
trative of the extinct fauna of the post-glacial age."—
Wilson: Prehistoric Man, oh. iii.

t mam-ma-log -ic-al, a, [Eng. mamma-
log(y) ; ->ud ; in: mammalogique. The only
example in Littre is from the Revue ties deux
Mondes, April, iSOO.] Pertaining to or in any
way connected with the science of mam-
malogy (q.v.).

" According to mammaloffical systems, which at
different times have been, proposed."—Owen : Class.
Mammalia, p. 34.

t mam-mal'-o-gist, s. [Eng. mamvudog(y);
-ist.] One versed in mammalogy ; one who
writes or treats of mammiferous animals or
the "mammals.

t mam-mal'-o-gy, s. [Eng. mammal, and
Gr. Aoyos (logon) = a treatise, a discourse.]
A treatise on mammals ; the science or doc-
trine of mammals or mammiferous animals.

mam -ma-ry, a. [As if from a Lat. mam-
marius, from mamma = the "breast.]

Anat. : Of or pertaining to the breast or
paps : thus there are mammary glands, mam-
mary„arteries, &c.

mam' -me -a, s. [Latinised from mammee
(q.v.).]

Bot. : A genus of Clusiacea?, tribe Garciniea).
The only known species, Mammea americana,
the Mammee Apple, or South American Apri-
cot, is a large tree with showy odoriferous
flowers. The fruits are several inches in
diameter, with a double rind, the outer one
leathery, the inner with yellowish pulp like
that of an apricot. It is bitter, but nourishing,
and good for pectoral complaints. It is eaten
raw or cut in slices with wine and sugar, or
boiled. The gum derived from the bark is

used by negroes for destroying chigoes in their
feet.

mam'-mee, s. [Native name in tropical
America.]

Bot. : Lucuma mammosum. [Marmalade.]

mammee-apple, mammee tree, s

[Mammea.]

* mam-mel'-iere (i as y), s. [Fr. mamelliere,
from mamelle = Lat. mamilla, dimiu. of mam-
ma = the breast.]

Old Armour: A plate of steel secured to the
hauberk, beneath the cyclas, for additional
protection. Also one of two circular plates
placed on the breast-plate, to which the hel-
met, sword, or dagger was secured by a chain
to prevent its loss by a sudden blow.

* raam-mer, v.i. [Prob. an imitative, as if

from the repetition of the syllables ma ormam ;

cf. Slid. Eng. mamelen, momelen, Gei% mam-
maln

t
Dut. vwmmclen = to mumble (q.v.).]

To hesitate ; to stand as one muttering and in
doubt.

" What you could a.-,k me, that I should deny,
Or stand so mammering on V

"

Shakeap. : Othello, iii. 3.

* mam'-mer-ihg, * mam-er-ing,* mam
er-yng, s. [Mammeb.] A state of hesitation
or doubt.

"She stode still in a doubte and In a mameryng
which way she might take."

—

Sir T. More: Workes, p.
TOO.

* mam-met, * mam-mot, s. [0. Fr. Ma-
hommet = an idol, from Mohammed or Mahomet,
from the false idea that Mahommedans were
idolaters.] [Maumet, Mawmet,]

1. An idol. Great injustice was done in
making the name of Mohammed synonymous
with an idol, while one great distinctive fea-

ture of the religion introduced by the great
Arabian, was its uncompromising hostility to
every kind of idolatry. But almost the only
one of the non-Christian faiths of the world
practically known to our ancestors was Mo-
hammedism, and it was made to stand as the
type of all false religions, idolatrous as well as
non-idolatrous.

2, A doll, a puppet ; a figure dressed up.
" I care not for thee, Kate : this is no world.
To play wit i mammets. and to tilt with lips."

Shakesp. ; 1 Henry II'., ii. 3.

* mam' -met - rous, «. [Eng. mammetr(y);
-ous.] Idolatrous.

" Their most monstrous mass or mammotrous ma-
zan."—Bale: Select Work*, p. 165.

* mam'-met-ry,s. [Mahometry, Maumetrv.]

1. Mohainmedism.

2. Idolatry. [Mammet.]
"Heretofore they call'd images mammets, and the

adoration of images mammetry ; that :s Mahomet and
Mahometry; odious names."— Selden ; Table Talk;
Popery.

mam'-mie, mam'-my; s. [Mamma.] 'A
child's name for mother.

mam mi fer, s. [Lat. mamma = abreast, and
fero =. to bear.] An animal which has breasts
or paps for suckling its young ; a mammal.

" Mammifer, in trias near Stuttgart"

—

Lyell : Man-
ual Elem. Gaol. (ed. 4th J, p. 508.

1[ M. de Blainville's name for Mammalia
being Mammifera, the term mammifer is more
common in France than here.

mam-mif -er-oiis, a. [Rug. mammifer ; adj.

surf, -ous.] Having breasts or paps, and suck-
ling its young ; having the distinguishing
characteristics of a mammal. (LyelL)

mim mi-form, a. [Lat. mamma = a breast,
and forma — form, shape ; Fr, mammiformc.]
Having the form or shape of paps.

mam-mil -la (pi. mam-mil -lae), s. [Lat.,

dimiu. of mamma = a breast.]

I. Anat. : The nipple.

II. Botany ;

1. (Sing.) The apex of the nucleus of an ovule.

2. (PL) Teats like tubercles on the surface
of plants, as on Mamillaria.

mam'-mil-lar-y, ma-mil'-lar-y, a. & s.

[Lat, mamilla ris, from mantilla, dimiu, of
mamma = a breast.]

A. As adjective :

1. Ord.Lang. .-Of or pertaining to the breasts
or paps ; resembling a pap.

2. Geol. ; Having the surface studded over
with rounded projections. (LyelL)

3. Min. : An imitative shape resembling
that of the breast, mostly occurring in minerals
having a stalagmitic origin. The surface con-
sists of a group of rounded prominences, and
is distinguished from butryoidal (q.v.), by a
portion only of the globule or sphere being
visible on the surface of the mass.

B. As substantive

:

Geol. : A surface studded over with rounded
projections.

mammillary-eminences, *. pi.

Anatomy

:

1. More or less marked prominences on the
inner surface of the bones of the cranium,
which correspond to the antractuosities of the
cranium.

2. White round medullary tubercles, of the
size of a pea, situate at the basj of the brain,
behind the gray substance, from which the
infundibulum arises. (Dunglison.)

mammillary process, s.

1. Anat. : A tubercle projecting backwards
from each superior articular process of certain
vertebrae. Called by Owen Metapophysis(q.v.).

2. Bot. : [Mammiform].

mam mil -late, mam'-mll-lat-ed, «.
[As if from a Lat. mammillatus.]

1. Min. : The same as Mammillary, A. 3.

2. Pathol. : Having mammiform projections
on its surface.

3. Zool. : (Ofthe apex ofsome shells) : Rounded
like a nipple.

mammillated liver, s.

Pathol. : Cirrhosis (q.v.).

mam-mil-la '-tion, s. [Eng. mammilUate)

;

ation.]

Pathol. : A term adopted as the translation of
the French etatmammillone. A corrugated con-
dition of the gastric mucous membrane, which
if slight, may be pathological ; but, if more
extensive, may be pathognomic of polypus of
the stomach. (Dunglison.)

mam mil-loid, a. [Lat. mamilla = a little
breast, a pap, and Gr. elfios (eidos) = appear-
ance, form.] Shaped like or resembling a pap
or nipple. (Owen.)

* mam-mock, * mam-moc, * mam-ock,
s. [Prob. from Gael, mam — a round hill, a

handful, with dimin. stiff. ~ock (as in hillock).]

A shapeless piece.
" King John he valiantly subdued,

The miserable French and there in mammocs hewed.
Drayton: Poly-Olbion, a. 17.

* mammock, v.t. [Mammock, s.] To tear

in or into pieces,,

"He did so set his teeth, and tear it ; 0, I warrant,
how he mammocked it ! "—Sfatkesp. .' Coriolanus, i. 3.

mam -mo dis, s. [Hind, mahmudi = a kmd
of tine muslin.]

Fabric: Coarse, plain Indian muslins.

Mammon, mammon, s. [Lat. mammona,
from Gr. /Lta^tucas (mamonas), from 'Syrian

ma.mond = riches. Cf. Heb. |^OTpD (matvion)

= a treasure, from ]Op (toman) == .to hide

;

Chaldee metmwi&n, mdmdn.]

1. Script. & Poetry (Of the form Mammon)

:

According to Schleusuer, • the Syrian God of
riches, but no traces have been obtained of an
idol actually worshipped under that name in
Syria. The word is, therefore, now, held to be
a mere personification of riches. It is used in
this latter sense in Matt. vi. 2-4, and Luke xvi. 9.

Milton poetically makes Mammon a fallen

angel of sordid character.
" Mammon led them ou

Mammon the least erected spirit that fell

From heaven." Milton: P. L., i. 676.

2. Ord. Lang. (Of the form mammon):
"Riches, wealth.

" Mammon is riches or aboundance of goods."

—

Tyn-
dall: Workes, i>. 233.

mam -mon-ish, '. [Eng. mammon; -ish.]

Devoted to the service ofmammon or the pur-
suit of riches ; inspired or actuated by mam-
monism (q.v.).

* mam -monism, s. [Eng. mammon ; -ism.]
Devotion to the service of mammon or the pur-
suit of riches.

"If all except mammonism be a vain grimace.' —
Carlyle : Past £• Present, bk. ii., ch. xvi.

mam mon-ist, ;s. [Eng. mammon; -ist.]

One devoted to the service of mammon or the
pursuit and acquisition of riches ; a worldly
person ; a worldling.

" When I'd arrive the very top of all
The mistaken mammonists miscall."
Bronte ; A Paraphrase upon Ecelesiastes i.

* mam'-mon-Ite, u.. & s. [Eng mammon; -ite )

A. As adj. : Mammonish (q.v.).

"When a Mammonite mother kills her babe for a
burial fee." Tennyson ; Maud, I. i. 45.

B. As subst. : A mammon ist (q.v.).

* mam-mon-i za tion, s. [Eng. «m-
moniz(e) ; -ation.] The act or process of mam-
monizing ; a rendering mammonish or devoted
to the pursuit and acquisition of wealth.

* mam mon-ize, v.t, [Eng. mammon; -ize.}

To render mammonish. ; to actuate with a
spirit of mammonism.

* mam'-mdse, a. [Lat. mamma = a breast.]
Resembling a breast ; breast-shaped.

mam' -moth, s. & a. [Russ. mamant'= a.

mammoth (Skeat); Tartarmamma = the earth,
because the Tungooses and Yakoots believed
this animal worked its way in the earth like a
mole (Webster). Skeat dismisses as absurd the-
etymol. from Arab, behemoth or mehemoth; but
for the other side see Geol. Mag. (1880), p. 408.
Littre says the word is of unknown origin.]

A. As substantive

:

Pcdmmt. : Elcphas primigenius. The first.

mammoth discovered was found imbedded in
ice in 1799 on the shores of the Lena, by a
Tungoosian fisherman named Schumachoff.
A Russian engineer, named Benkendorf, thus.
describes a mammoth unearthed from a tun-
dra (q.v.) in the north of Siberia, where so.
many lie buried in the same manner as do
the remains of Cervus megaceros in the peat-
bogs of Ireland :

—

"Picture to yourself an elephant, with a body
covered with thick fur, about thirteen feet in height
and fifteen in length, with tusks eight feet long thick'
and curving outwards at their end% a stout trunk of
six feet in length, colossal limbs of a foot and a half in
thickness, and a tail naked to the end. which was
coveied with thick tufty hair. His parchiueut-like
large naked ears lay fearfully turned up over the
head ; about the shoulders ami back he had stiff hai
about a foot in length like a mane. . . . Under the
outer hair there appeared everywhere a wool very softwarm, and thick, and of a yellow-brown colour Ascompared with our Indian elephants, the head was
roiigii, the biam-casu low and narrow, but the trunkand mouth were larger."

Doll, bo^; pout, jd^l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, toencu; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = ff.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun
;
-tion, -sion= zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. rble, -dle[ &c. -. bel, doL
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Pi-of. W. Boyd Dawkins (Quar. Journ. GecL
Sac, xxxv. 13&, i>q<{.), treating of the range of

the mammoth in time and space, comes to the
conclusion that it existed in Britain before,

during, and after the Glacial period. Its re-

mains are found in France in "enormous
abundance ;" there it was contemporary with
the Cave-men of the Pleistocene, as is proved
by a spirited engraving of it on a piece of
mammoth ivory found in the Cave of La Made-
leine, Dordngue (Figured in Lubbock's Grig, of
CU'lL, p. 41) ; it lias been found in nenrly every
county in England ; and, broadly speaking,

MAMMOTH.

its range extended "over the whole land of
the northern hemisphere." It is a noteworthy
fact that the teeth of the mammoth found in

the northern regions have narrow plates, while
the plates of those, discovered further south
are broad. This Prof. Dnrwiu attributes to
difference of food. He is also of opinion
"that the mammoth may be taken as the
ancestor of the Indian elephant." To show
how plentiful these animals once were in
Asiatic Russia, Mr. H. H. Howorth (f?eoL Mac.
(1SS0), p. 500) says, that from 1825 to 1831
there were never les^ than 1,500 poods of fossil

ivory sold at Yakutsk, and one year the sale

reached 2,000 poods ; and similar ivory was
offered for sale in Khiva as early as the tenth
century.

B. As adj.: Resembling the mammoth in
point of size; gigantic, immense: as, the
Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, the Mammoth
Tree in California.

mammoth-tree, s

Hot,: Welllngtofila gigantea ; called also Se-

quoia gigantea, for \VelIingtonia is scarcely a
distinct genus. The largest known specimen,
that in the Mammoth Grove at Calaveras in

Upper California, where it was discovered by
a party of Americans in 1850, was 327 feet

high by 90 in circumference. It is the loftiest

of known trees, and is believed to lie from
3,000 to 4,000 years old. It belongs to the order
Conifer© (Pinaeere), tribe Abietinas.

* mS.ni mo-thrept, s. [Gr. fiafifioBpeirTo^

(mammothreptos), from fj-dixpa (mamma) — a
mother, a grandmother, and Tpetpto (trepho) —
to nourish.] A child brought up by its grand-
mother ; a spoilt child.

"We are the mammothrepts of Simie."
Dailies: Holy lioode^p. 15.

mam my, s. [Mammie.]

mam -pe Ion, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Cynogate Bennettii, one of the Viver-
ridst, floin Borneo. It differ* from other
members of the family in being stout and
pl.ii.) up. Colour yellowish-brown, lighter on
the under-side of the head and over the eyes ;

darker on the legs. The snout is long and
pointed, the muzzle bald, the ears very short,

1he whiskers well developed. It frequents
the neighbourhood of water, and is a good
climber.

*man (pi. men), * man, s. & a. [A.S. mann,
mon; cogn. with Dut. man; Icel. mudhr (for

maunr), wvem; Sw. man; Dan. marul ; Goth.
manna; Ger. mann; Lat. mas (for nwtns)= a
male; Sansc. ma-na. The sense is "thinking
animal" from the root man = to think, found
unchanged in Sansc. ; cf. also Eng. mind,
mean; Lat. memhii, &c]
A. As substantive :

J. Ordinary Language

:

1. An individual of the human race; a
human being ; a living person.

2. A male adult of the human lace as dis-

tinguished from a woman.
" Neither was the man created for the woman ; hut

the woman for the man."—1 Corinthians xi. 0.

3. A male adult of the human race as dis-

tinguished from a boy or child.

" The nurse's legends are for truths received.
And the man dreams ljut what the buy believed."

Dryden: Cock <t /-'ox, uii5.

4. A husband.

5. A male servant or attendant; a woik-
mau; an adult male in the employ or under
the direction of some person.

" One of my husband's men."
tihakesp. : /tape of Licensee, 1,291.

6. The human race ; mankind; human beings
collectively.

"Man lias teen studied more carefully than any
other organic being, and yet there is the greatest pos-

sible diversity amongst capable judges whether he
should be classed as a single species or nice, ur as two
(Virey) as, three (Jactiuinot), four (Kant), live (Ulu-
menbaeh). mx (Burton), seven (Hunter), eight (Agassi/.),

eleven (i
J ickeripg), mteeii (Bory at. Vincent;,, sixteen

(Desmoulins), t\venty-twu (Morton), sixty (Craufurd),
or i03 sixty-three, according to Burke."

—

Darwin: De-
scent of Man, i. 1-<Z.

7. A male who possesses the characteristics

of manhood or manliness.
" The man that dares traduce, because he can
With safety to himself, is not a man."

t'&topcr : Expostulation, 433.

8. A vassal, liege, subject, or tenant.

9. Man is used as a word of familiar address,
frequently conveying the idea of impatience,

contempt, or disparagement.
" You may partake of anything that we say:
We soeak no tieasun, man."

Shakesp. ; Ridiard 11!., i. 1.

10. Man is used loosely or indefinitely (like

the French on) in the sense of one, any one, a
person.

"A man would expect, to find some antiquities."

—

Addison. On Ital//.

11. Technically:

1. Script., Anthrop., EthnoJ., <Cr. ; Since the
middle of the nineteenth century there has been
a growing tendency to refer all the sciences
relating to man to one comprehensive science,

Anthropology. Scripture teaches that on
the sixth day of creation "God created man
in his own image" (Gen. i. 27), a little lower
than the angels (Psalm viii. 4, 5), planted for

him a garden (Gen. ii. S), gave him leave to

eat of its fruits with the exception of one, of
which he was forbidden to partake on pain of

death (ii. 16, 17, iii. 2, 3). Both his wife (Eve)
and lie disobediently ate the fruit, became
liable to death, and were expelled from Eden
(iii. 0-24). The duration of human life was
then nearly a thousand years (v. 4, S. 10, 14,

27, 31, &e.). But after the flood, brought on
by the wickedness of the antediluvian world
(vi. %, 5, (J, 7, &c. ), it was gradually curtailed

(xi. 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 25), till finally it

reached the limits which still continue
(Psalm xc. 10). God selected for himself as
his special people the Jewish race, one of
those descended from Abraham (Gen. xii, 1-3,

xvii. 21,xxviii.4, Exod.v. 1, &e.). "God so loved
the wor-ld Unit-l^e-gave his only-begotten Son,
that whosoever'lielieverh in him should not
perish but have everlasting life" (John iii. 16),

thus to some extent nt least counteracting
the influence on mankind of Adam's sin

(Rom.v. 19). A distinction is di-awu between
the "spirit" of man and that of the inferior

animals (Eccles. iii. 21). An obscure passage
in the New Testament may perhaps have
some bearing on Ihe case of the latter (Rom.
viii. 19-23). Mr. Darwin thought that man

' sprung from one of the naked molluscs called
Aseidians, the line of descent or ascent run-
ning through some humble iish like the
lancelet, then up through the ganoids and
other fish, the ainphibians, reptiles and birds,

the Monotremata, the lowest Miiinmals, the
Marsupialia, the Placental Mammalia, the
Lemurs, the Simtaihe, and the Anthropoid
Apes. (Darwin; Descent of Man.) [For the
time at which remains of man first appear in

the geologic strata, see Antiquity of Man,
Flint-implements, &e. For his zoological
characteristics, see Anthropid^e and 'Homo.
For the question whether man constitutes one
species with several varieties, or more species
than one, see the example under A. I. 6.]

Blumenbach divided mankind into five races,
the Caucasian, the Mongolian, the Ethiopian,
the American, and the Malay. Cuvier reduces
the five to three, the Caucasian, the Mongo-
lian, and the Ethiopian. Dr. Prichnrd ex-
tended them to seven, the Iranian (the same as
the Caucasian), the Turanian (the same as the
Mongolian), the Native Americans, the Hot-
tentots, the Negroes, the Papuas or Woolly-
headed Polynesians, the Alfourou and Native
Australians. Dr: Latham divides mankind
into three varieties, Mongolidie, Atlanticism,

and Japetidte. Prof. Huxley's classification

of mankind is into the Australoid, Negroid,

Mongoloid. Xanthochroic, and Melanochroic

races. (For other inquiries, see the several

sciences relating to man.)

2. Games: A pice with which a game, as

chess oi- draughts, is played.

B. As adj. : Man is used adjectively in a

few compounds to denote the male sex ; male.

"Every man, child shall he circumcised."

—

Genesis

xvii. 10.

H Man is found frequently in compounds,
the meanings of most of which are sufliciently

obvious.

man-ape, s. A popular name for any
anthropoid ape. [Anthropoid.]

1 man-at-arms, s. A soldier, especially

one in the middle ages, fully armed and
equipped ; a heavy-armed soldier.

* man-case, s. A body.

"He had a handsome man-case."—Fulier : Church
History, III. vii. VS.

man-dram, s. A preparation used, in the

West Indies, like bitters, to excite languid

appetites. It consists of a mixture of sliced

cucumbers, shallots, or onions cut very small,

a little lime-juice and Madeira wine, with a

few pods of bird-pepper, well mashed, and
mixed with the liquor. (Loudon.)

man-eater, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A cannibal.

2. Zool. : A name applied to either of the
two great Felidai, notably to the tigers, when,
in old age leaving their natural lood, they
prey by preference upon man.

If The Anglo-Indian view is that a tiger

when its teeth decay with age is no longer
able to pierce the hide of a bullock or an ante-

lope. Driven to desperation by hunger it

ventures timidly to attavk a child or a woman,
and is astonished to find how feeble is the

resistance it meets with. Its fear of man,
which in its vigorous days was very great,

now vanishes, and, unless destroyed, it makes
dreadful slaughter of the human race. It is

probably the same with the lion. (See the
example.)

"A man-eater is invariably tut old lion. And when
he overcomes lib fear of man so far as to come to

villages for goats, the peuple remark. His teeth are
worn, he wilt soon kill meu."—Prof. Parker, in Cat-
sell's Hat. J/ist., ii. 27.

man-eating, a. & s.

A. As adj. : An epithet applied to old lions

or tigers, which, by preference, attack man.

B. As subst . : The practice of attacking
and devouring man in preference to any of
the larger mammals.

"The lion is s.iid sometimes to develop the taste for
man-eating, which m:ike.s the tiger so terrible."

—

Prof. Parker, in Vassetl's Sat. Hist., ii. 25.

man-engine, .<. A mechanical lift for

raising and lowering men in the shafts of
mines. It consists of a vertical rod worked
from the engine-beam alternately up and
down in the mine-shaft. On tliis rod are
handles and stepping-places at distances equal
to the stroke of the rod ; similar handles and
steps arc fixed at the side of the shaft or on
another rod which rises and falls in the reverse
way to the first rod. By stepping in turn from
one set of steps to the other, the miners
ascend or descend the mine. In practice it

has proved to be fruitful of accident.

* man-entered, a. Initiated in or intro-
duced into manhood.

"His pupilage man-entered thus."
ShaJcesp. ; Coriolanns, ii. 2.

man-fungus, s.

Hut. : Geaster (q.v.).

1 man-huxter, s The same as Man-
mercuk (q.v.).

"Be so, and no more, you man-huxter"
Bcaum. A Flet. : Custom of the Country, iv. 1.

* man-mender, s. A ludicrous or con-
temptuous name for a physician or surgeon.
" Whither go all these men-menders, these physicians ?

"

Jieaum. & Flet. : Monsieur Thomas, ii. 1.

* man-mercer, s. A woollen draper ;

one who deals by retail in clothes, &e,, for
male attire.

man-midwife, s. A man -who practises
obstetrics; an accoucheur. (Byron: Vision
of Judgment, lxxvii.)

* man-milliner, s. A male maker of
millinery ; hence, one who busies himself

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, s6n; mute, ciit>, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, 03 = e ; ey = a. qu = ltw-
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with trifling or effeminate occupations or em-
bellishments.

" An empty-pated fellow, and as conceited as a. man-
inUliner."—Theodore Hook : All in the Wrung, eh. ii.

* man-minded, a. Having the mind or
qualities of a man.

* man-monster, *. A monster in the
service of any person.

" My man-monster liatb drowned hia tongue in sack."
—Shakesp. : Tempest, iii. 2.

* man-mountain, s. A man of gigantic
proportions; a giant. (Swift: Gulliver; Lil-
iiput.)

man-of-war, s. An armed ship ; a ship
of war.

"Supported by a British man-of-war from Labuan
and two gunboats."—Times, Nov. 10, 1878.

Man-of-war bird: [Frigate-bird].

Man-of-war's man : A seaman belonging to
a ship of war.

man-of-straw, s. A man of no sub-
stance, influence, weight, or means; one put
lorward as a puppet or decoy.

man-orchis, s.

Hot. : Aceras antkropophora. A fanciful
resemblance is pointed out between the tip of
this orchis and a man hung by the head. It
is British. [Aceras.]

man-rent, ». [Manrejx]

man-rope, *.

Naitt, : A rope suspended by stanchions on
each side of a gangway, and used in ascending
or descending a ship's side, hatchways, &c.

man-Shaped, a. Having the external
conformation more or less closely resembling
that of man.
Man-shaped apes :

Zool. : A popular name for the Anthropoid
Apes. [Anthropoid.]

"In the great order of the Primates, after man,
stand the man-shaped, or anthropomorphous apes."—
Prof. Duncan, in Casscll's Ifat. Hist., i. 6.

man-tiger, s.

Anthrop. : A person credited with having
the power of assuming the shape of a tiger
at will. The belief that certain individuals
have such power is common in India, and the
Khonds say that a man-killing tiger is either
an incarnation of the Earth-goddess, or a
transformed man. [Lycanthropy.]

" It is thus with the Lavas of Birma, supposed to be
the broken-down remains of a cultured race, and
dreaded as man-tigers."—Tylor : Prim. Cult. (1873),

i. 113.

man-trap, s. An engine or contrivance
fm- catching trespassers. Their use is now
illegal, unless set in a dwelling-house between
sunset and sunrise.

man -worship, s. Undue reverence,
respect, or adulation paid to a man ; extreme
obsequiousness.

man, v.t. [Man, $.]

1. To furnish with men ; to supply with a

sufficient force or complement of men, as for

management, service, defence, &c.

"She was so formidably manned that all attempts
to board her failed."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

* 2. To furnish or provide with a man or

servant.

"I was never manned with an agate till now."—
Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., i. 2.

*3. To act or play the husband to.

"Bo you think I could man a hussy yet?"—The
Coalman's Courtship to tlie Creel-wife's Daughter, p. 4.

* 4. To accustom to man ; to tame, as a hawk.
" Another way I have to man my haggard,

To make her come, and know her keeper's call.
-*

Sluikesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. 1.

t-5. To fortify, to strengthen; to supply

with strength for action.
" He mann'd himself with dauntless air."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iv. 10.

* 6. To brave ; to bear or face like a man."
" I must man it out." Dryden : Allfor Looe, ii.

U To man the yards :

Naut. ; To send a sufficient number of men
upon the yards to reef or furl the sails ; also

to range men in a standing position along the

tops of the yards, as a mark of respect to

some person, or on some memorable occasion.

*man'-a-ble, a. [Eng. man, s.; -able.] Of age

for marriage or a husband ; of a marriageable

age.
" That's woman's ripe age ; as full as thou art

she's manable, is she not ?

man'- a-ca, s. [Brazilian Portuguese.]
Bot. : Franciscea unijlora. [pRANCisfKA.]

*man-ace, s. & v. [Menace.]

man'-a-cle, * man i-cle, * man-yde, s.

[Fr. inanwle, from Lat. manicula, dimin. of
manica = 3i long sleeve . . a manacle,
from manns = the hand ; Ital. manelta; Sp.
maniota.) Handcuffs for criminals. The two
pieces of metal are hinged together, the upper
portion of which is curved so as to tit the
wrist, and the lower portion is straight, ex-
cept at a point near its outer end, where it is

slightly bent. (The word is seldom used
except in the plural.)

" Knock off his manacles ; bring your prisoner to
the king."—Shakesp. : Vymbeline, v. 4.

man a-cle, v.t. [Manacle.]

1. Lit. : To put manacles or handcuffs on,
in order to con tine the hands ; to shackle, to
handcuff, to fetter the limbs.

" We'll bait thy bears to death,
And manacle the bearward in their chains."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., v. 1.

2. Fig. : To restrain or confine in any way ;

to fetter.
" Spirits when they please

Can either sex assume, or both : so soft
And uncoiiipuuiided is their essence l>ure:
Not tied or manacled with Joint or limb.'

Milton: P. L„ i. 42C.

man-age, v.t. & i. [Manage, $.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To have under direction ; to direct, to
guide, to conduct, to carry on, to administer,
to handle, to transact.

" Tell the nations, in no vulgar strain,
What wars I manage, and what wreaths I gain."

Prior . Henry & Emma.
2. To have under control ; to be able to

guide or direct.

"His dragoons had still to learn how to manage
their hordes."

—

Jfacaulay : Hist. Ei\y., uh. xiv.

3. To treat ; to put to use.
" Who then thy master, say, and whose the laud
So diess'd and manng'd by thy skilful hand?"

Pope: Homer; Odyssey xx.lv. 303.

4. To wield ; to have under command; to
understand the use of.

"It was found that not one in four of the English,
soldiers could manage his piece at all."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., oh. xiv.

5. To train in the manage, as a horse ; to
train generally.

*G. To contrive, to effect, to treat of.

"Mark how the genius of a Virgil has managed a
war after a Homer."— Mickle: Dissertation on the
Lasiad, Ac.

* 7. To make subservient.

8. To husband ; to treat or use with caution
or sparingly.

9. To treat with caution or address ; to use
cautiously or wisely.

" Oft times nothing profits

B. Intransitive :

1. To carry on, control, or direct affairs.

" Leave them to manage for thee, and to grant
What their unerring wisdom sees thee want."

Dryden; Juoenal, sat. x.

2. To contrive.

* man age, s. [Fr. manege = the training or
management of a horse, from Sp. maneggio =
a managing, a handling, a riding school, from
mano = the hand; Lat. manus; Ital. ywneg-
giare = to manage.]

1. The treatment, training, or management
of a horse.

"They are fair with their feeding, they are taught
their manage, and to that end riders dearly hired. —
Shakesp. ; As i'oa Like it, i. 1.

2. Conduct, management, direction, admin-
istration.

" Lorenzo, I commit into your hands
The husbandry and manage of my house."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iii. 4.

3. Treatment.
" Now for the rebels, i\ Inch stand out in Ireland

;

Expedient manage must be made, my liege."

Shakesp. . Jiichard II., i. 4.

man-age-a-bil'-i-ty, s. [Eng. manageable ;

ity.]' The* quality or state of being manage-
able ; tractability.

man-age-a-ble, «. [Eng. manage (v.);

-able.)

1. Capable of being managed ; easy to be
turned or directed towards, or used for its

proper purpose.
" Were education else so sure to fail.

Conducted on a manageable scale ?"

Cowper: Tirocinium, 703.

2. Capable of beingeasily managed, governed,

or turned ; tractable, docile : as, a vunutge-

able child.

3. Easily made subservient to one's views

or designs.

* man -age-a-ble ness, s. [Eng. manage-
able; -ness.]' The quality or state of being

manageable ; tractableness, docility.

t man -age-ably, adv. [Eng. manageable);
•ly.] Iii a manageable manner or degree,

man -age less, «. [Eng. manage; -less.]

lncapabde of being managed.

man -age-ment, 5. [Eng. manage; -ment.]

1. The act of managing, carrying on, guid-
ing, directing, or conducting ; conduct, ad-
ministration, direction.

"The affairs of men and the management of this
sublunary world.

1
'

—

Horsley : Sermons, vol. !., ser. 11.

*"
2. A negotiation ; a treaty, dealing, or

transaction.
" He had great managements with eccleslasticks, in

the view of being advanced to the uontificate. "—Addi-
son : On Jtuly.

3. Those who manage, carry on, direct, or
conduct any matter, business, undertaking,
institution, <fcc. ; the body of managers or
directors collectively.

4. Cunning, art, artifice; skill or prudence;
Contrivance ; skilful conduct.

" I repose upon your management what is dearest to
me, my fame and reputation."—Dryden; Annus Mira-
bills. (An Account of t/tc Poem.)

man'-ag-er, . [Eng. ymnag(e); -er.)

1. One who has the management, conduct,
or direction of any matter, business, under-
taking, institution, ozc. ; a director, a con-
ductor, specif., of a theatre.

" Mr. Walpole was one of the managers on this occa-
sion. "—Burke ; Appealfrom the New to the Old Whigs.

2. One who manages or conducts business
with frugality and economy ; a thrifty person

;

a good economist.

3. A contriver, a schemer.
" An artful manager, that crept between
His friend and shame." Pope : Ep. to Satires, i.

man -ag-er-ess, s. [Eng. manager; female
suit", -ess.) A female manager.

man a ger I al, ft, [Eng. manager'; -ml.)
Of oi* pertaining to a manager or manage-
ment.

" How I have set my heart on rushing into Forster'a
study . . . Maclise'a painting-room, and into Mac-
ready's managerial ditto without a moment's warn-
ing.'—Dickens: Letters, iii. 30.

man ager ship, s. [Eng. manager; -skip.]
The office or position of a manager.

x man'-ag-er-y, a. [O. Fr. menagerie,]

1. Management, conduct, direction, adminis-
tration.

"None were punished for the ill managery and con-
duct of the expedition."—Baker; Charles I. (an. 1G25).

2. Manner of using.
" The ready managery of their weapons."—Decay of

Piety.

3. Economy, frugality, husbandry.
" The court of Rome has, in other instances, so well

attested its good managery, that it is not credible
crowns are conferred gratis. —Decay of Piety.

4. Moral conduct.

man aging, pr. par., «., & s. [Manage, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As adjective

:

1. Conducting, guiding, controlling, or ad-
ministering.

2. Economical, frugal, contriving, planning.
" Vir J-Yugi signified, at one and the same time, a

sober and managing man, an honest man, and a man
uf substance."— Ooldsmith: The liee. No 5.

C. -4s subst. : The same as Management
(q.v.).

" And let the goodness of the managing
Rase out the blot of foul attaining Quite."

Daniel : Civil Wars, W.

man -a-kin, s. [O. Dut. manneJcen, a dimin.
Irom inan; Fr. mannequin; Ger. miinnclien.)

1. Ord. Lang. : A little man, a dwarf, a
mannikin (q.v.).

" This is a dear manakin to you, Sir Toby."
SJiakesp. : Twelfth Night, iii. 2.

2. Ornith. : Pipridae, a family of Mesomyodi,
containing some sixty species ; closely allied

,

to the Tyrants. They are all of small size,
somewhat shy in their habits, and are found
in the wooded portions of South America. *

* man-ase, s. & i\ [Menace.]

bfiil, boy; poiit, jo%l; cat, 5011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion^shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -bio, -die, &c. = bel, dfl.
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man --a tee , t man a ti , ' man -a-tln,
s. [Etym. doubtlul. Agassis says from the
native name ; McNicoll adopts the etyni. given
in the extract, as does Prof. Flower in Eucyc.
Brit, (ed. 9th), xv. 45G.]

Zool. : Any individual of the genus Manatus
(q.v.), more particularly M. australls (ameri-
eaivlts), first discovered by the early Spanish
colonists. Dr. Haslau was of opinion that
there were two species of Manatus in America,
and the northern form he named M. latirostris;

they are now generally considered as consti-
tuting a single species. Desmarest separated
the African Manatee from its American con-
gener, on account of cranial differences, not,

however, of great importance, and called it

M. senegahh-ilb. Manatees are found in the
creeks, lagoons, and estuaries of some of the
"West India islands, on the American coast,

from Florida as far as 20° S., in the great
rivers of Brazil, on the coast of Africa from
16° N. to 10° S., and in Lake Tchad. They
are slow and inactive, and quite inoffensive;
they 'browse on aquatic, preferably fluviatile,

plants in shallow water. Their numbers are
rapidly .diminishing, as they are hunted for
the sake of their skin, the oil they yield, and
their flesh. One specimen lived for sixteen
months in the Brighton Aquarium, another
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park, for
about a month, but " Patcheley," brought
from Surinam by Mr. Clarence Bartlett, un-
fortunately died at sea.

" Its most remarkable feature is the forepaw, occu-
pying the usual place of the cetacean fin, but bearing
so close a resemblance to a human hand that the name
manatee is generally supposed to have been conferred
on it by the first Spanish explorers on this account."— Wilson : Prehistoric Man, i. 374.

+ man-a-ti', [Manatee.]

ma-nat'-i-cUe, s. pi, [Mod, Lat. manat(iis) ;

Lat. fern. pi. 'adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : Sea-cows ; the single family of Illi-

ger's Sirenia, the Herbivorous Cetacea of

F. Cuvier. The Manatidse, however, differ

from Whales in many important particulars.

The family contains three genera : Halicore,

Manatus, and the recently extinct Rlrytina.

* man a-tin, s. [Manatee.]

* ma-na -tion, s. [Lat. manatlo, from memo
= to flow out.] The act of issuing or flowing
out of something else.

manatus, s. [Mod. Lat., from manatee
(q.v.)']

1. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Manatidte(q.v.). Body pisciform; ending in a
shovel-like tail with rounded edges ; no traces
of hind limbs, either externally or internally

;

no dorsal fin. The fore limbs are flattened

paddles, without traces of fingers, but with
three diminutive flat nails near their extremi-
ties. The upper lip is tumid, cleft into two
lobes, which are divaricated to receive food,
and contracted to seize it and convey it into

the mouth. Eyes and ear-orifice minute.
Skin gray, wrinkled, covered with delicate

hairs ; upper and under-lip setigerous. Two,
if not three, species are known. They feed
solely on aquatic vegetation. [Manatee.]

2. Pahvant. : (See extract).
" Extinct species of Manatus have been found in the

Post-pliocene deposits of Eastern North America from
Maryland to Florida."— Wallace : tieog. IHstrib. of
Animals, ii. 21L>.

man'-a-wa, s. [Maori.] The green aromatic
resin of Atncennia tomentosa, eaten by the
Kew Zealanders.

* man' -bote. s. [A.S. man, and bote,]

Feudal Law: Compensation paid for the
killing of a man ; espec, compensation paid
to a lord*for the killing of his man or vassal.

* man'-ca, o. [Mancus.]

mariche (1), maunch, .<•-. [Fr. manche, from
Lat. manica = a long sleeve, from manus =
the hand.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. .- A sleeve with long, hang-
ing ends to it.

2. Her. -. A bearing representing such a
sleeve.

"That manch, that moone, this martlet, and that
mound." Merrick: Hesperides, p. 316.

manche-present, a, A greedy fellow;
a parasite.

man-che (2), s. [Native name.]

Naut. : An East Indian boat used on the
Malabar coast. It lias masts raking forward
and a flat bottom.

Man-flies ter, s. [See def.]

Geog. : A city in the south-west division of
Lancashire,

Manchester School, s.

Politics : A name applied by their opponents
to the early advocates of Free Trade, whose
head-quarters were at Manchester. Their
distinctive tenet was .Free Trade, notably in

corn [Corn Laws] ; but through their chief
leaders, Messrs. Cobden and Bright, they were
also identified with protests against a spirit of
militarism (q v.), which led to their being
called the " peace-at-any-price " party.

"jWhat they mean by the Manchester School -is

merely copying a phrase of Mr. Disraeli, which refers,
I suppose, really to the foreign policy which was more
prominently, perhaps, advocated by Mr. Cobden and
myself some years ago than by any other two men
probably in the country."—Jtight Hon. J. Bright:
Speech at Birmingham, Jan. 20, 1885.

Manchester-yellow, s.

Chem. : Naphthaline yellow, jaune d'or,

Martius yellow. This dye is the calcium
or sodium compound of binitro-naphthalinic
acid (CioH^NO^JoO). It is obtained by adding
sodic nitrite to a solution of hydrochlorate of
naphthylamine, until all the naphthyline has
been converted into diazonaphthol. Manches-
ter-yellow imparts to wool and silk permanent
yellow hues, varying from lemon yellow to a
deep golden colour. It is superior to picric
acid dye in not being volatilized by steam.

manch -et, mainch-et, s. & a. [Etym.
doubtful. Probably connected with Fr. man-

' ger = to eat.]

A. As subst, : A small loaf of fine bread.

"Of bread made of wheat we have sundrie sorts
dailie brought to the table, whereof the first and most
excellent is the mainchet, which we eoimnoiilie call
white bread."

—

Holinshed : Description of England, bk.
ii., ch. vi.

B. As adj. : Fine and white. (Said of bread
or flour.)

" Thyrtie quarters of mancJiet floure.'—3 Sings iv.

(1551).

man-chi-neel , s. [Fr. mancenillier, manza-
nille; Ital. mancinello; Port, mancenilheira,
Sp. manzanillo, from manzana = an apple,
from malum Matianum, a kind of apple, which
the manchineel resembles.]

Bot. : Hippomane Mancinella, a euphorbia-
ceous tree, forty or fifty feet high, growing on
the sandy coasts of the West Indian Islands,
Venezuela, Panama, &c. It has ovate or ellip-

tical shining leaves, with small, inconspicuous
flowers. It is very poisonous. If a single

drop of the white juice fall upon the skin it

will cause a wound extremely difficult to heal.

The juice of the fruit similarly burns the lips of
any one who bites it. Deleterious as it is, its

venomous effects have been much exaggerated
by credulity. Bignonia leitcoxylon is said to
be an antidote to the poison.

% Bastard Manchineel :

Bot. : Cameraria lati/olia, one of the Apocy-
nacese.

Man-choo', Man'-chu, Man-tchoo', s

[Native name.]

1. A native of Manchooria, a territory be-
longing to the Empire of China.

2. The language spoken by the natives of
Manchooria.

Man-chu'-rr-an, Mant-chu'-ri-an, «. &
s. [Makchoo.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to or found in Man-
chooria.

B. As subst. ; The same as Manchoo (q.v.).

Manchurian-crane, s.

Omith, : Grus viridirostris. It is a favourite
bird among the Chinese, and a considerable
number of them are kept in captivity at Pekin.

It is one of the commonest subjects chosen

by Chinese artists, and their studies of it are

extremely vigorous.

Manchurian sub-region, s,

Geog. & Zool. : An interesting and very pro-

ductive district, corresponding in the east to

the Mediterranean sub-region in the West, or

rather perhaps to all western temperate
Europe. Its limits are not very well defined,

but it probably includes all Japan : the Corea
and Manchuria to the Amour river, and to the
lower slopes of the Khingan and Peling moun-
tains. {Wallace: Geog. Dlst. of Animals, i. 220.)

man' ci nite, s. [Named by Jacquot after

the place where it was stated to have been
found, "Mancino ; suff. -ite (Min.). (See def.)J

Miu. : Supposed by Jacquot to be a trisili-

cate of zinc, but since shown to be a mixture,
and not to have been found' at Maneino,
Livorno, but at Campiglia, Tuscany. Berthier
states that the mineral was named after the
family Mancini.

* man -ci-pate, v.t [Lat. mancipatus, pr.

par. of mancipo = to dispose of, from manceps
= one who acquires anything at an auction :

inanu = in the hand, and capio — to take.] To
enslave, to bind, to fetter, to tie.

** It is no marvel if those have mancipated their
minds to the judgments of some whom they over-
admire."—A/i. Hall : Episcopacy by Divine Right, § 2.

* man-cl pa -tion, s. [Mancipath.] The
act of inancipating or enslaving ; slavery;
involuntary servitude.

* man -91 -pie, s. [O. Fr. mancipe, from Lat.

mancipem, accus. of manceps = one who ac-
quires anything at an auction. The I is in-

serted, as in syllable, from Lat. syllaba, par-
ticiple, from Lat. jx'-rticipii'inn, &c] A steward,
a purveyor ; espec, the steward or purveyor
of a college or inn of court.
" Their manciple fell dangerously ill,

Bread must be b;ul, their grist went to the mill

:

This simkiii moderately stole before,
Their steward sick he robb'd them ten times more."

Belturton : Miller of Trompington.

* mah'-cus, * man'-ca, s. [A.S. mancus.]
The Anglo-Saxon mark", a coin current both
in silver and gold. A gold mancus of thirty
pence was equal to about 7s. 6d. sterling, and
the silver mancus, weighing about the fifth

part of an ounce, was about equal to our
shilling.

* mand, a. [Lat. mando = to command, to
direct.] A demand ; a question.

man-da'-miis, s. [Lat. = we command or
direct ; 1st pers. pi. pres. indie, of mando — to
command or direct.]

Law : (See extract).

" The prerogative writ of mandamus is a command
issuing in the name of the sovereign from the Queen's
Bench, and directed to any person, corporation, or
inferior court of judicature requiring them to do some
1>articular thing therein specified, which appertains
o their office and duty, and which the Queen's Bench
has previously determined, or at least supposes to be
consonant to right and justice. A mandamus lies,

for instance, to compel the admission or restoration
of the party applying to any office or franchise of a
public nature, whether sx>iritual or temporal, to
academical degrees ; to the use of a meeting-house,
&c, ; for the production, inspection, or delivery of
public books and papers. A mandamus may there-
fore be had to the courts of the City of Loudon, to
enter up judgment; to the quarter sessions, to hear
an appeal ; to the spiritual couits, to swear a church-
warden, and the like. This writ is grounded on the
oath of the party injured, of his own right, and the
denial of justice below : whereupon a rule is usually-
made, directing the party complained of to show
cause why a writ of mandamus should not issue : and,
if he shows no sufficient cause, the writ itself is issued,
at first in the alternative, either to do thus, or signify
some reason to the contrary ; to which a return, or
answer, must be made at a certain day. And, if the
inferior judge, or other person to whom the writ is
directed, returns or signifies an insufficient reason,
then there issues in the second place a peremptory
mandamus, to do the thing absolutely : to which no
other return will be admitted, but [lerfect obedience."—Blackstone : Comment, bk. iii., en. 4.

* mand ant, s. [Lat. mandans, pr. par. of
mando ="to command, to direct.] The same
as Mandator (q.v.).

man-da-rin ', s. [Port, mandarin, from Malay
mantri'=s. counsellor, a minister of state,
from Sansc. mantrin— a counsellor, frommcui-
tra = a holy text, a charm, counsel, from
man = to think, to mind, to know.] A general
name for a Chinese magistrate, or public
official, civil or military.

mandarin- duck, s.

Omith. : Dendronessa (Aix) galericulata, a
beautifully plumaged species from the country
north of Pekin and the basin of the Southern

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

or, wore, wo if, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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Amour. It is highly prized in China, and Sir
John Bowling, in 1850, had extreme difficulty

MANDAKIN-DUCK.

in obtaining a few couples for transmission to
England. The mandarin-duck breeds freely
in captivity.

mandarin orange, s.

Bot. : Citrus nobHis, a variety of Citrus
Aurantium.

man da-rin , v.t. [Mandarin, s.]

Dyeing : To give an orange colour to silk or
wool by the action of nitric acid, which par-
tially decomposes the surface of the fibre.

* man--da-rin'-ess, & [Eng. mandarin

;

-ess.] A female mandarin. (Lamb.)

* man-da-rin'-ic, a. [Eng. mandarin; -ic]
Of or pertaining to a mandarin ; befitting a
mandarin.

* man-da rin -ism, s. [Eng. mandarin ;

-ism.] Government by mandarins ; the spirit
or character of mandarins.

man'-da-tar-y, man'-da-tor-y, s. [Fr.

mandataire, from Lat. mdndatum = a mandate
(q.v.) ; Sp, & Ital. mandator lo.]

* I. Ord. Lang, : A person to whom a com-
mand, charge, or mandate has been given.

"Sending their mandatory with a musqueteer to
Doctor Hammond's lodging."—Fell : Life of Ham-
mond, p. viii.

II. Technically

:

1. Canon Law : A person to whom the Pope
has, by his prerogative, given a mandate or
•order for his benefice.

2. Common Law : One who is authorized,
and undertakes without a recompense, to do
some act for another in respect to the thing
bailed to him.

man -date, s. [Fr. mandat, from Lat. man-
datum =&. charge, order, or command, neut.

sing, of mandatus, pa. par. of mando = to
command ; Sp. & Ital. mandato.]

I. Ord, Lang, : An order, a command, a.

charge, an injunction, a commission.
" Oh, that my mind were equal to fulfil

The comprehensive mandate which they give."
Wordsworth : White Doe of liylstone. (Introd.)

II. Technically:

1. Canon Law : A rescript of the Pope com-
manding the ordinary collator to put the per-

son therein named in possession of the first

vacant benefice in his collation.

2. Eng. Law: A judicial charge, command,
or commission ; abatement of goods without
reward, to be carried from place to place, or

to have some act performed about them.

3. Scots Law : A contract by which one per-

son employs another to act for him in the

management of his affairs, or in some particu-

lar department of them , which employment the

person accepts, and agrees to act. The person

giving it is called the maudant or mandator.
and the person undertaking the mandatory.

* man-da'-tor, s. [Lat., from mandatus, pa.

par. of mando = to command, to direct.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A director ; one who gives

orders or directions.

"A person ia said to be a client to his advocate, but

a master and a mandator to his proctor. —Ayliffe :

Parergon.

II. Law

:

1. A bailer of goods.

2. A person who deputes another to per-

form a mandate. [Mandate, II. 3.]

man'-da-tor-y, a. & s. [Lat. mandatorius.)

A. As adj. : Containing a mandate, com-

mand, precept, or injunction ;
directory.

" He usurped more than a mandator!/ nomination of

the bishop to be consecrated."—A bp. Usher : On Or-

dination.

abst. : The same as MandataryB. As
(q.v.).

man-del'-a-mide, *-. [Eng. mandel(ic), and
amide.]

C6H5-CHOH
Chem. : C8H7 2-NH2 = I

COSH*
Obtained by heating to 180° in a sealed tube,

a mixture of benzoic aldehyde, hydrogen
cyanide, and water. It crystallizes in rhombic
or hexagonal tables, soluble in water and
boiling alcohol, slightly soluble in ether, and
melts at 131°. Heated with baryta water to
180°, it is converted into barium mandelate
(CgHyOg^Ba, which crystallizes in rhombic
tables, soluble in water.

man delate, s. [Eng., &c, mandel(ic); -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of mandelic acid.

% Amnionic mandelate is a yellowish-white
powder, difficult to crystallize. Soluble in

water and alcohol. Baric mandelate crystal-

lizes in needles, slightly soluble in water,
insoluble in alcohol. The copper salt is a
beautiful light blue powder, which, when
heated, gives off bitter almond oil.

man del ic, a. [Ger. mandel = an almond;
Eng. suff. -ic] (See the compound.)

mandelic-acids, s. pi.

Chem. : C8H8 3 = C6H5-CH(OH)-CO'OH.
Phenylglycollic acid. Formobenzoie acid.

An acid prepared by heating bitter almond
oil with hydrochloric or sulphuric acids, and
extracting by means of ether. It crystallizes

in prisms or tables, very soluble in water,
alcohol, and ether, and melts at 115° with loss

of water into a yellow oil, which on cooling
solidities to a gum. Heated above its melting
point, it diffuses an agreeable odour resembling
white-thorn blossoms, Mandelic-acid con-
tains the elements of bitter almond oil and
formic acid. It neutralises bases completely,
and expels carbonic acid from its compounds.

'" mando - ment, * maunde - ment, s.

[Commandment.] A command, a command-
ment, a mandate.
" He schewed the Erie Bogere the pape's mandement.'

Robert de Brunne, p. 807.

man-der, a. [Maunder.]

man -der-Il, o. [Mandrel.]

man -de-ville, s. [Prob. a corrupt, of O. Fr.

riuuulil, maudille.] [Mandil.] The same as

Mandilion (q.v.).

man'-di-ble, s, [From. Lat. mandibula and
mandibulum, from mando = to chew ; Fr. man-
dibule; Prov. & Sp. mandibula.]

A natomy

:

1. Human : The inferior maxilla, or two
mandibles may be said to be united in the in-

ferior maxilla or lower jaw. (Quain.)

2. Comparative

:

(1) (Among Vertebrates in general) : The
lower jaw answering to the maxilla inferior in

man. [1.] (Huxley.)

(2) (Among Birds, pi.) : The upper and lower
rostra of the beak. (Huxley.)

(3) (Among Arthropoda, pi.) : Theupperpair
of cephalic appendages used as jaws. (Huxley.)

In insects the term is restricted to the upper
and outer pair of jaws. (Owen.)

(4) (Among Molluscs) : Used of the beak in

Cephalopoda. (Nicholson.)

man-dlb'-u-la (pi. man-dib'-u-lffi), a.

[Lat. — a jaw.] A mandible (q.v.).

man-dib'-u-lar, o. [Mandibula.] Pertain-

ing or belonging to the jaw. Thus there is a
• mandibular arch.

man-dib-u-la'-ta, s. pi. [Neut. pi. of Mod.
Lat. mandibulatus, from Lat. mandibula, man-
dibulum.] [Mandible.]

Entom. : According to Clairville, Stephens,

&c, a primary division
k
or sub-class of insects

containing those which have jaws for masti-

cation, as distinguished from those which
have a suctorial mouth. [Insect.]

man-dib'-u-late, a. & s. [Mandibular.]

A. As adjective

:

Entom. : Having mandibles, as distinguished
from a suctorial mouth.

B. As substantive

:

Entom. : An insect of the sub-class Mandi-
bulata (q.v.).

man-dib'-u-lat-ed, a. [Mandibulate.]

The same as'MANDiBULATE, «. (q.v.).

man-dl-bu'-li-form, a. [Lat. mandibula,

mandibulum = a jaw, and forma = form.]

1. Zoology : Having the form of a mandible.

2. Entom. : Having the lower jaws hard,

homy, and like the upper jaws in form.

* man'-dil, s. [O. Fr. mandil, maudille, from

Lat. mantellum, mantelum = a table-cloth, a

cloak, a mantle.] A sort of cloak or mantle.

* man-dU'-idn (i as y), s. [O. Fr. mandil;
Ital. mandiglione.] A kind of loose garment ;

a soldier's cloak.
"A mandilion, that did with buttons meet,
Of purple, large, and full of folds, curl'd with a

vannful nap." Chapman : Homer ; Iliad x.

man'-di-oc, man'-i-oc, j. [From mandloca,

its name in Brazil.]

Bot. : A euphorbiaceous plant, Manihot
utUiss-ima. [Cassava, Manihot.]

mandioc plant, s. [Mandioc]

mand-ment, [Mandement.]

man -do line, man'-do-lin, s. [Fr. man-
doline, mandole, mandore, from Ital. mandola,
mandora.]

Music : An Italian fretted guitar, so called

from its almond shape. There are several

varieties, each with different tunings. The Nea-
politan, considered the most perfect, has four
strings tuned like the violin, i.e., G, D, A, E.
The Milanese, next in favour, has five double

MANDOLINE.

strings tuned G, C, A, D, E. A plectrum is

used in the right hand, and the left is em-
ployed in stopping the strings. It is written

on the G clef. In the Neapolitan mandoline
the E strings are of catgut, the A strings of

steel, the D strings of copper, and the G
strings of catgut covered with copper-wire.

The compass is about three octaves.

man -dom, s. [Eng. man; -dam..] The
state of being a man ; manhood ; men collec-

tively. (25. B. Browning.)

man'-dore, s. [Fr.]

Music : The same as Mandoline (q.v.).

man-drag'- -6r-a, $. [Gr. nav&payopas (man-
dragoras).]

1. Ord. Lang. : A soporific potion prepared
from some plant of the genus described under
2. [Mandrake.]

" Give me to drink mandragora."
Shukesp. : A ntontj & Cleopatra, i. 6.

2. Bot. : A genus of Solanacese, tribe

Atropese. Mandragora officinalis is the man-
drake.

man'-drakc, o. [Mandragora.]

1. Anthrop. & Folk-lore : From the rude
resemblance of the bifurcated root to the
human figure many superstitious notions have
gathered round this plant. Columella calls it

semihomo (v. 19), and Pliny speaks of the pre-
cautions with which it was to be plucked up
(H. N., xxv. 94). Bulleine's Bulwark of Defence
is a mine of quaint lore on the subject, and
Browne (Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., eh. vi.) follows
in his track. On being torn from the ground,
the mandrake was feigned to utter groans in-

spiring horror (Cyril Tournour : Atheist's 'Tra-

gedy, v. 1), causing madness (Shakesp. : Rom.
d; Jul., iv. 3 ; Webster: Duchess of Malfi, ii. 5),

or even death (Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iii. 2).

It was an emblem of incontinence (Shakesp. : 2
Henry IV., iii. 2) ; soporific qualities were at-

tributed to it (Marlowe : Jew of Malta, v. 1) ; it

was used in magic (Nabbes: Microcosmus, iv.),

and formed an ingredient in love-potions
(Burton : Anat. of Melan. (ed. 1881), p. 550).

2. Script. : Heb. C^jQVt (dudhdlm), a pi.

word, correctly rendered in the A.V., man-
drakes (Genesis xxx. 14, 15, 16; Song of
Solomon vii. 13).

mandrake-apple, s.

Bot. : The fruit of the mandrake. It is

beautiful, fragrant, and in no way poisonous.

b6il, bo^; pout, jtffrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus* -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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man' drel, man dril, * man'-der-il, a.

[A coirupt. of Fr. mundrin = a punch, a
mandrel, prob. from Gr. fj.dvSpa (inandra) = an
enclosed space, a sheepfold, the bed in which
the stone of a ring is set.]

1. Lathe : An arbor or axis on "which work
is temporarily placed to be turned. The
arbor which revolves in the head-stock of a
lathe and carries the upper pulley, and also
the chuck or face-plate if one be used.

2. Mach. : The revolving spindle of a cir-

cular saw or a circular cutter. As the annular
bush slips upon the mandrel, its conical face
penetrates the central orifice in the saw and
maintains its concentricity ; an elastic pack-
ing intervenes between the bush and the end
collar.

3. Forg, : A round rod of any desired dia-
meter, used in giving an interior cylindrical
form to a forging, as a nut or hollow spindle.

4. Cast. : A plug around which a body of
metal or glass is cast.

mandrel-lathe, s. A lathe adapted for
turning hollow work, which is clasped by a
chuck on the end of the mandrel in the head-
stock ; or for turning long work which is

supported by the head and tail centres. It
is the usual form of well-made lathes for
metal and wood-turning.

man-drill, s. [Ft. mandrille, from the native
name. (Buffon.) Huxley thinks the English is

from man, and drill = a man-like ape {Man's
Place in Nature, p. 10).]

Zool. : C'ynoeephalus Maimon (Mormon), an
African baboon. It was well known to the
ancients, and Aristotle speaks of it (H. A.,
2, 11, 2) under the name of Choeropithecus
(Hog-Ape). A full-grown male measures
about five feet, when erect ; the hair is light
olive-brown above, and silvery-white beneath.
It has a small pointed yellow beard, and a
tuft of hair on the top of the head, which
gives the whole face a triangular appearance.
Nicholson says (Zoology, p. 733) that it is

"rendered probably without exception the
mcst disgustingly hideous of living beings by
the possession of large blood-red natal cal-
losities, and of enormous cheek-protuberances
striped with brilliant colours in alternate
ribs." Mandrills are insectivorous ; and, in
addition to their immense canine teeth, ap-
proach the Carnivora in many points of
anatomical detail.

man-du'-ca, s. [Etym, doubtful ; probably
from Lat. manducus = a glutton.] ,

Entom. ; A synonym of Acherontia (q.v.).

The hawk-moths belonging to this genus have
the power of uttering a kind of squeak, some-
thing like that of a mouse. Manduca atropus

is the Death's-head Moth (q.v.).

^man'-du-ca-ble, a. [Fr., from Lat. man-
duco = to'che'w; Sp. manducable.^ Capable of
being manducated or chewed ; tit for eating.

t man'-du-cate, v.t. [Lat. manducatus, pa.

par. of mandnco, an extension of ma,ndo = to

chew.] To chew, to masticate, to eat.

t man-du-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. manducatio, from
manduca tits, pa. par. of mo.ndvco = to chew.]
The act of chewing, masticating, or eating.

t man'-du-ca-tor-y, a. [Eng. mandvcat(c);
-ory.] Pertaining to, fit for, or employed in
chewing or masticating : as, manducatory or-

gans.

man-du'-cus, a. [Lat. = a glutton.]

Greek A Roman Antiq. .* A comical figure,

representing a glutton or gormandizer, carried
in processions and comedies to create laughter.

mane, s. [Icel. man (genit. manar, pi. manor);
cogn. with Sw. & Dan. man; But. maati

;

O. Dut. mam; Ger. miihne; O. H. Ger. Diana;
Wei. myngen = a inane, from mvm = the neck.]
The long hair growing on the upper part of
the neck of some animals, as horses, lions,

&c, and hanging down on one or both sides.
" Each wave was crested with tawny foam,

Like the mane of a chestnut steed."
Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, i. 28.

mane-sheet, s. A sort of covering for
the upper part of a horse's head.

maned, u. [Eng. man(e); ~ech] Having a mane.

maned ant-eater, a. [Ant-eater.]

xnaned fruit-bat, s.

Zool. : Pteropus jubatus, a native of the
Philippine islands.

fc mane'-faire, s, [O. Fr.]

Old Armour : Armour for the mane of a horse.

ma - nege' (ge as zh), s. [Fr. manege or
manege, from Ital. manegglo — management of
a horse.] A school for training horses and
for teaching horsemanship; a riding-school;
the art or science of breaking, training, and
riding horses ; horsemanship. [Manage, s.]

* manege (ge as zh), v.t. [Manege, s.] To
break in and train a horse for riding or for
graceful performances.

ma'-neh, s. [Heb. Tf^(maneh); cf. Gr. /xva

(mna).] [Mina.]

Weights <£• Measures: A weight among the
ancient Hebrews. Its amount cannot be pre-
cisely determined ; the passage (Ezek. xlv. 12)
relating to the subject being ambiguous. It

may mean that there were three manehs, one
of twenty shekels, one of twenty-live shekels,
and one of fifteen ; or it may signify that the
maneh was — 20 + 25 + 15 = 60 shekels.
Gesenius thinks the former to be the more
probable hypothesis.

man'-e-quin (qu as k), s. [Fr. mannequin
— a manikin (q.v.).] An artist's model made
of wood or wax.

* man-ere, * man-er, s. [Manner.]

* ma-ner'-i-al, «. [Manorial.]

manes, s. pL [Lat., prob. from * manis,
* manus = good ; the first form survives in
hnmanis = huge, immense ; the second in
Genita Mana = the good mother, to whom,
Pliny (Hist. Nat., xxix. 14) says, the Romans
used to sacrifice a puppy.]

Roman Myth. : The Good Ones, a euphemis-
tic expression for the infernal deities (as
benevolent spirits) opposed to larvae and
lemures (q.v.). In the description of the
funeral rites of Polydorus, Virgil (Mn. iii.

62-08) has a noted passage on the ceremonies
with which the Manes were worshipped.
The term was also applied to shades not yet
deified. The Manes might be called up by
magic (ib. iv. 490), they were invoked to be
present at funeral rites (v. 99), and from them
came deceptive dreams (vi. 897). Tylor
(Prim. Cult., 1S72, ii. 120), mentioning that
the Romans inscribed on their tombs " D. M."
(Diis Manibus), remarks that "the occurrence
of this ' D. M.' in Christian epitaphs is an
often noticed case of religious survival."

manes-gods, a. pi,

Compar. Religions: The Dii Manes of the
Romans. [Manes.]

"The early Romans, ascribing to their manes-gods
a love of human blood, duly administered to it."

—

Herbert Spencer : Prin. of Socio!., i. (App., p. I.)

manes-worship, s.

Anthrop. : The term adopted by Tylor to
denote the worship of the dead, whether of
an ancestor of the particular worshipper, or
of some deified hero of his race. It has a
very wide range both in time and space.
Herbert Spencer (Prim. SocioL, vol. i., ch.
xx.) thinks it developed from the universal

—

or almost universal—belief in an other-self,
which survived after death, and that manes-
worship was the outcome of a desire and
endeavour to propitiate the ghost. He brings
forward evidence as to its existence among
Turanians and Aryans, and notes that among
the Jews the offerer of first-fruits to Jehovah
was required to say that he had not "given
thereof for the dead." (Deut. xxvi. 14 ; cf.

Eccles. vii. 33 ; Tobit iv. 17.) Sir John Lub-
bock (Orig. of Civil, 1882, p. 31S) says
of manes-worship that it "is a natural de-
velopment of the dread of ghosts," and both
Tylor (Prim. Cult., 1873, ii. 120) and Spencer
(loc. cit.) see in the cultus of saints in the
Roman Church '

' a survival of the manes wor-
ship of a less advanced age." [Hagtolatry.]

" To sum up the whole history of manes-worship, it
is plain that m our time the dead still receive worship
from far the larger half of mankind, and it may have
been much the name ever since the remote periods of
primitive culture in which the religion of the manes
probably took its rise."—Tylov : Prim. Cult. (1873), ii. 23,

manes-worshipper, s. One who wor-
ships the spirits of the departed ; one who
practises manes-worship (q.v.).

"The Chinese manesworshipper may see the outer
barbarians come hack . , . into sympathy with his
time-honoured creed."—Tylor : Prim. Cult. (1873), i. 143.

T[ A copious bibliography will be found in
Lubbock and Tylor.

ma-net'-ti, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Hort. : A variety of rose, used as a dwarf
stock in budding.

ma-net'-tl-a, s. [Named after Xavier Ma-
netti, prefect of the botanical garden at

Florence, and author of Regnum Vegetabile y

1756. (Paxton.y]

Bot. : A genus of Cinchonacere, family Cin-
chonidffi. It consists of climbing undershrubs
from tropical America. The root of Manettiu
cordifolia is valued in Brazil as a medicine in
dropsy and dysentery.

"man'-ful, * man'- full, a. [Eng. man r

SLndfull.] Having the spirit of a man ; bold,
spirited, daring, brave, courageous.

" Ne great emprises for to take in hand,
Sheding of blood, ue mattfull hardinesse."

Chaucer : Complaint of the Black Knight.

man-fully, adv. [Eng. manful; -ly.] In a
manful, brave, or courageous manner ; like a
man ; boldly, bravely.

" His long red coat, well brushed and neat,
He manfully did throw." C'owper: John Giljrin.

man ful - ness, * man- ful - nesse, s.

[Eng. manful ; -ness.] The quality or state of
being manful ; manliness, bravery, boldness,
courage, spirit.

" Daniell, then. Byshoppe of Wynchestre, sent thia
"Wenefride to Rome with his letters of commendacion
for his mawfulnesse ther shewed."

—

Bale: £nglielt-
Votaries, pt. i.

mang, prep. [A.S. gemang.] In the midst of;
among (q, v.).

"An' out a handfu' gie him ;

Syne bade him slip frae 'mang the folk,
Sometime when nae ane see'd hiin."

Burns : Halloween, 17.

man'-ga-bey, s. [From Mangabey in Mada-
gascar, of which place Buffon supposed it to
be a native.]

Zool. : Cercopithecus JEthxops, an African
monkey. Colour reddish-brown, becoming
red on the top of the head. There is a white
band between the eyes, which is continued on
each side to the back of the neck, whence its

popular name, White Eyelid Monkey. The
last molar in each lower jaw resembles those
of Semnopithecus.

man-ga-nate, s. [Eng., &c. mangan(ic);
-ate.]

Chem. ; A salt of manganic acid.

man'-ga-nese, *. [A word formed by Gahn
by metathesis, from magnesium, the name
which he first gave it.]

Chem. : Symbol, Mn ; atomic weight, 55. A
diatomic metallic element, proved by Pott, in
1740, to be distinct from iion, but the metal
itself was first eliminated by Gahn (1774). It
occurs chiefly in the form of peroxide (black
oxide of manganese), and as sulphide and car-
bonate. The metal has been prepared in two
ways : first, by reducing the oxide with oil and
charcoal in a closed crucible, and also by re-

ducing the fluoride by sodium in a hessian
crucible heated in a blast furnace. The metal
obtained by the first method is soft and brittle,
and has a specific gravity of 8*013 ; that by
the second is brittle, but hard enough to
scratch glass, sp. gr. =7*206. Both varieties
have a grayish-white colour, but by exposure
to the air speedily becomes oxidized. Man-
ganese enters into compounds both as a base
and also as an acid radical. It forms several
well-characterized oxides.

manganese-apatite, s.

Min. : A variety of apatite (q.v.) found at
Horrsjoberg, Wermland, Sweden, and said to
contain a notable amount of protoxide of
manganese.

manganese-brucite, s.

Min. : A variety of Brueite (q.v.), containing
over 14 per cent, of protoxide of manganese.
Occurs with hausmannite at the Jakobsberg
mine, "VVermland, Sweden.

manganese-chloride, s,

Min. : According to Scacchi, this mineral
occurred, associated with chloride of magne-
sium, in the saline encrustations or sublima-
tions formed at Vesuvius at the eruption of
1S55.

manganese-hedenbergite, s.

Min. : A variety of hedenbergite (q.v.), con-
taining above six per cent, of protoxide of
manganese. Occurs at Yester-Silfberget, Da-
larne, Sweden.

Sate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a; qu = kw.
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manganese-idocrase, s.

Mill. : A variety of Vesuvianite (q.v.), oc-
curring in brown slender crystals at Ala, and
San Marcel, Piedmont. According to an anal-
ysis by ttismonda, it contains over seven per
cent, of protoxide of manganese.

manganese-oxide, s.

Min. ; The same as Braukite, Hausman-
njte, Manganite, Psilomela.se, and Pyro-
lusite (see these words).

manganese-phosphate, s.

Mm. : The same as Triplite (q.v.) and
Triphyline (q.v).

manganese-silicate, $.

Mm. : The same as Rhodosite (q.v.), and
TEPHROITE(q.V.).

manganese-sulphide, s,

M'tn. ; The same as Alabaxdite (q.v.), and
Hauerite (q.v.).

manganese-tantalite, s.

Min. : A variety of Tantalite (q.v.), or
Columbite (q.v.), of a reddish to blackish-
brown colour, by transmitted light a tine red.

An approximate analysis yielded, tantali c
(columhic) acid, S-V5

;
protoxide of manganese,

9*01
;
protoxide of iron, 8*42 ; lime, 1*14. Oc-

curs, with various other minerals, at Utoe,
Sweden.

% Manganese-alum =ApjoJinife; Manganese-
Amphibnle = Rhodonite ; Manganese-arsenide
= Kancite ; Manganese - blende, Manganese-
glance = Alahandite ; Manganese-borate — Sns-

sexite ; Manganese-carbonate = Rkodochrosite ;

Manganese-chrysolite- = Tephraitc : Magnesitc-
epidote = Piedmont Me ; Manganese-garnet =
Spessartite ; and Manganese-spar = Rhodonite.

man-ga-nes'-i-an, u,. [Eng. mmiganes(t>)

;

-ian.} Pertaining to, or consisting of man-
ganese ; having the qualities of manganese.

man-ga-nes'-ic, a. [Eng. manganese); -ic.]

The same as Manganic (q.v.).

man-ga-nes'-i-um, s. [Magnesium.]

man-gan'-ic, a, [Eng. manganese); -ic]

Obtained from manganese (q.v.).

manganic-acid, a.

Chem.: This acid cannot exist in the free

state. It is found in combination when
caustic-potash is fused with levigated man-
ganic oxide, but the salt is very unstable.

manganic-dioxide, s.

Chem. : MiiOo, A neutral substance occur-

ring in the minerals pyrolusite and varvicite.

The facility with which it parts with a portion

of its oxygen renders it a very valuable oxi-

dizing agent in the chemical laboratory, as

well as iu some manufactures.

manganic-oxide, *.

Chem : Mn 2 3 . Occurs in nature as the

mineral braunite.

man' gan - ite, s. [Ger. mangan = man-
ganese*; stiff, -lte (Miu.). Named by Haidin-

ger ; Ger. mangantt.]

Min. .* An orthorhombic mineral occurring

in crystals longitudinally sti'iated. Crystals

sometimes twinned. Hardness, 4"0
; sp. gr.

4'2 to 4"4 ; lustre, sub-metallic ; colour, dark
steel-gray to iron-black; streak, reddish-

brown, opaque, though sometimes translucent

in thin splinters. Compos. : sesquioxide of

manganese, 89*S ; water, 10-2 ; corresponding

with the formula Miiq03HO. Occurs in metal-

liferous veins in many parts of the world, the

finest crystallized specimens, however, having
been found in veins traversing felsite at Ilfeld,

Hartz, Germany.

manga -nl urn, s. [Manganesium.]

man-gan-o-, pre/. [Manganese.]

man-gan-6-cal'-cite, ». [Pref. mangano-,

and Eng. calcitc ; Ger. manganocalcit.]

Mineralogy

:

1. A mineral occurring in rhombic prisms
and sheaf-like groups of crystals, also diverg-

ing, and resembling aragonite (q.v.). Hard-
ness, 4 to 5 ; sp. gr. 3'037 ; lustre, vitreous

;

colour, flesh-red to white faintly tinged with

red ; streak, colourless. Compos. : a car-

bonate of manganese, with carbonates of

lime, magnesia, and iron. Found at Schem-
uitz, Hungary.

2. A.. variety of calcite (q.v.), containing
variable amounts of carbonate of manganese.

man -gan 6 lite, s. [Pref. .mangano-, and
Gr. \i8os (tithos)=a. stone ; Ger. mangatiulith.]

Min. .* The same as Rhodonite (q.v.).

man gan-6 phyll -ite, -s. [Pref. mangano-,
and Gr. <£>vA\oi> (phullon) =. a leaf; Ger. man-
ganophyll.]

Min. : A micaceous mineral, occurring iu
thin scales. Colour, bronze to copper-red ;

streak, pale red. Compos. : silica, 3S*50 ;

alumina, ll'O
;
protoxide of manganese, 21*40

;

protoxide of iron, 3'7S ; lime, 3*20 ; magnesia,
15*01

; potash and soda, 5*51
; loss by igni-

tion, 1*60. Dissolves in hydrochloric acid,

silica separating in the form of the original

scales. Closely related to Alurgite (q.v.).

Found with many mineral species at Pajsberg,
Filipstad, Sweden.

man-gan-o-si-deV-ite, a. [Pref. mangano-,
and Eng. siderite.]

Min. : A variety of rhodochrosite (q.v.)

containing carbonate of iron An approximate
analysis yielded a result which corresponded
nearly to the formula 2MnCOa 4- FeC03 .

Found in globular forms resembling spluero-

siderite (q.v.) at various places in Hungary.

man gan 6 -site, s. [Pref. mangano-; s

connective, and stiff, -ite (Min.).]

Min. : An isometric mineral, occurring in

minute octahedral and dodecahedral crystals,

but rarely in cubes. Cleavage, cubic. Hard-
ness, 5 to G ; sp. gr. 5*18 ; lustre, vitreous

;

colour, emerald-green when fresh broken, but
becoming black on exposure. Compos. : pro-
toxide of manganese, 98*04

;
protoxide of iron,

0*42 ; magnesia, 1*71 ; lime, 0'1G, the resulting

formula being MnO : isomorphous with peri-

clase (q.v.). Found with various minerals in

a manganesian dolomite, also in calcite and
brucite (q.v.), in localities in Sweden.

man-gan-o-stib'-i-lte, s. [Pref. mangano-;
Lat. stibium, from Gr. trrt^i (stibi)= antimony,
and suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A black granular mineral resembling
hausmannite, but of a blacker colour. Crys-
tallization probably orthorhombic. Compos.

:

antimonic acid, 24*09 ; arsenic acid, 7*44
; pro-

toxide of manganese, 55*77
;
protoxide of iron,

5*0
; lime, 4*02 ; magnesia, 3-0, conducting to

the formula, 10MnO(Sb,As)2O5 .

man gan -ous, a. [Eng. mangan(cse) ; -ous.]

(See the compound.)

manganous-oxide, s.

Chem. .' MnO, is a basic both', obtained by
heating the carbonate in a current of hydrogen.

man-gan-skler'-ite, s. [Ger. mangan =
manganese ; Gr. o-KArjpos (sJcleros) = hard, and
sun", -ite (Min.).]

Min. : The same as Rhodonite (q.v.).

marig corn, * merig - corn, ^ mong-
corn, s. [A.S. mengan = to mix, to mingle
(Prov. Eng. meng, itiing), and Eng. corn.] A
crop of several varieties of corn grown to-

gether ; a mixture of wheat and rye or other
species of corn.

* mange, v.t. [Fr. manger, from Lat. mandii-
co = to chew.] [Manducate.] To eat.

" Ye have manged overe muche that maketh yow be
syke." Piers Plowman, y. 142.

mange, s. [Fi*om the adj. mangy (q.v.) ; Fr.
mangeson.]

Vet, Surg. : A disease of the skin occurring
in dogs, horses, cattle, &c, and similar to the
iteli in human beings.

" Don Carlos his pockets bo amply had filled,

That his mange was quite cured."
Jlochcster : Trial of the Poets for the Bays.

man-gel wur'-zel, s. [Mangold-wurzel.]

man' ger, s. [Fr. mangeoire, from manger —
to eat, from Lat. mandnco = to chew. J

1. Ord. Lang. : A trough or box in which
corn or fodder is placed for horses or cattle

;

usually accompanied by a rack for hay.
" As though they were not fallen in a puddle of dirte,

hut rubbed and layde in litter vnder the manger at
tlieyr ease."—'Sir '/'. More : Workca, p. 11«D.

2. Shipwright. : A space abaft the hawse-
holes on the working-deck, bounded by planks
lying athwartships, and serving to prevent the
water that comes in at the hawse-holes from
flooding the rest of the deck.

manger-board, s.

Navt. : The board or bulkhead on a ship's

deck that separates the manger from the other

part of the deck.

* man'-ger-y, 4 man-ger-ie, s. [Fr. man-
ger = to eat.] The act of eating.

"All the while that Gamelyu
Had held hia mangerie"

Chancer: Cokes Tate.

man-glf'-er-a, s. [Mod. Lat., from Eng.,

&c. mango, and Lat. fero = to bear, to pro-

duce.]

Bot. : A genus of Anacardiacea?, consisting"

of trees of alternate, stalked, entire leaves,

and panicles of small pinkish or yellowish

flowers. Mang'tfera indiea is the Mango (q.v.).

The fruit of M. sylvatica. is used iu India

medicinally. The coarse-flavoured fruit of
M. foitida is eaten in Tenasserim, of which
the tree is a native, and where it is cultivated.

man'-gl-ly, adv. [Eng. mangy; -ly.] In a-

mangy manner; foully, meanly.
"Oh. this sounds mnngily.

Poorly, and sciirvily in a souldier'9 mouth."
lieauin. .t- Flet. : The false One, ii. 3.

man'-gi-ness, * maun-gy-nesse, s, [Eng.
mangy ; -ness.] The quality or state of being
mangy ; the state of being infected with the-

mange.

man'-gle (1), v.t. [A weakened form ofman-
kclcn, a freq. from Mid. Eng. manlcen = to
maim, from A.S. be-mancian = to mutilate,

from Lat. mancus = maimed, mutilated.]

1, Lit. : To maim, to mutilate ; to cut with
repeated blows so as to leave a nigged or
jagged wound ; to hack, to lacerate ; to dis-

figure by cutting or hacking.

"Had thy mangled bleeding corse been found,
Tliy relics lnicl reposed in Trojan ground."

Pitt: Virgil; *£neid,.vl.

2. Fig. ; To destroy the symmetry or com-
pleteness of; to mutilate; to spoil or mar by
bungling, ignorance, or mismanagement.

"The organ part wan thoroughly mangled"—Athen-
ian, Feb. 25, 1882.

man'-gle (2), v.t. [Dut. mangelen = to roll

with a rolling-pin ; mangcl-stok = a rolling-

pin ; Ital. mangano ; a modification of Low
ijat. vmnganum, fluiH(/aH.«s = a mangonel (q.v.),

from Gr. fjidyyavou (mangganon).] To roll or
smoothe clothes with a mangle ; to calender.

"Might have got up my linen as I came along—ha .
r

ha !—not a bud idea that—queer thing to have it
* -mangled when it's on one."—IHekens : Pickwick, ch. x\.

man'-gle, s. [Mangle (2), v.] A machine in
which damp clothes are smoothed by roller
pressure. The old-fashioned mangle had a
box weighted with stones and reciprocating
upon rollers which ran to and fro upon the
clothes, spread upon a polished table beneath.
The improved mangle for smoothing and
stretching woven goods previous to starching
and calendering, has a number of rollers fixed
in a strong frame, and capable of being forced
together by levers or screws. In some mangles,
the bottom rollers have grooves diverging
from the centre, so as to spread the cloth out-
wardly towards each edge as it passes through,
removing the creases.

"Regular mangle— Baker's patent—not a crease in
my coat."—Dickens: Pickwick, ch. xv.

mangle-rack, s.

Mack.: A rack having teeth or opposite
sides engaged by a pinion, which meshes with
the opposite sides alternately. Thus the con-
tinuous rotary motion of the pinion is con-
verted into a reciprocating motion.

mangle-wheel, s. A wheel used in
mangles for pressing clothes, having a curved
double rack upon it, the object being to drive
the weighted box, by means of a continuous
rotary motion of the driving-pinion, to the
shaft of which a handle is attached. As the
pinion is rotated, it passes from the inside
to the outside teeth of the rack alternately,
giving a reciprocating rotary motion to the
wheel, which drives the box to and fro. The
shaft of the pinion traverses a groove in the
wheel as the pinion passes from one side of
the rack to the other.

man'-gler (I), s. [Eng. mangl(e) (1), v. ; -er.]

1. One who mangles, mutilates, or breaks,
in cutting

; one who mutilates or disfigures.
" Coarse manglcrs of the human face divine,
Paint on." Tickell: To Sir Godfrey Kneller.

2. A machine for grinding meat, to render
it more easy to masticate or stew. A mastica-
tor. (American.)

boil, boy ; pout, jowl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing*

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. ~ bel, del.
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man'-gler (2), s. [Bng. mangl(e) (2) ; -er.]

One who uses or works a mangle ; a calenderer.

man-gli-et -l-a, s. [Latinised from the
Javanese name of the species defined.]

Bot. : A genus of Magnoliacete, tribe Mag-
noliesa, consisting of five species, from tropi-
cal Asia. They are tall trees, with entire

. leaves and showy flowers. The white solid
wood of Manglietia glauca is made into coffins

in Java, being supposed to preserve the
corpses put into them from decay.

mari'-go, s. [Native name manglta,]

I. Botany

:

1. The fruit of the Mango tree, also the
tree itself. It is Mangifera indica, an um-
brageous tree, wild on the Western Ghauts, in
the Chutia Nagpore Hills and the Naga Hills,
and cultivated all over India. The fruit is

considered one of the very best in India

;

it is laxative. The bark of the root and, to a
certain extent, of the stem is used in diar-

Thcea, &c. The young leaves are good for
pectoral complaints, the old ones for cleaning
the teeth. The seeds are anthelmintic and the
resin of the bark antisyphilitic. The seeds
contain gallic acid. The bark and the leaves
yield an inferior yellow dye. The dry unripe
fruit is used as a mordant, especially in dyeing
witli safflower. Tlie leaves and the bark are
used in parts of India in tanning. The bark
and kernel are given in diarrhoea. The galls
of the kernel, if snuffed, stop bleeding from
the nose. The kernel is an anthelmintic ; it

is used also in bleeding piles and menorrhagia.
{Lindhy, and Calcutta Exhib. Rejjort.)

" What lord of old would bid his cook prepare
Mangoes, portargo, chain ].ignoiis, eavare?"

King: On Cookery.

2. A green musk melon pickled.

IT The Mountain Mango is Clusia fiava, the
"Wild Mango (1) Clusia fiava ; (2) some species
of Irvingia.

II. Ichthy. ; The same as Mango-fish (q.v.}.

mango-bird, s.

Ornith.: A popular name for the Indian
Oriole (Or Lolas kundo).

mango-fish, s,

Ichthy. : Polynemus paradiseus or lovgifilis,

known in India as the Tupsee. It is about
eight or nine inches in length, and is found
in the Bay of Bengal, ascending the Ganges and
other rivers to a considerable extent. Its

popular English name has reference to its

beautiful yellow colour, resembling that of a
ripe mango.

mango-ginger, «.

Bot. : Curcuma Amada.

man -gold wur'-zel,man'-gel wur'-zel,
s. [Ger. mangold = beet, and wurzel = root.]

Bot. & Agric. : Beta vulgaris, variety macro-
rhiza. It is cultivated chiefly as fodder for

cattle. The roots are used for food ; they
have sugar enough in their composition to be
profitably extracted, as is the case with ordi-

nary beet.

"* man'-go-nel, * man-ga-nel, * mang-
nel, s. [O. Fr. , from Ital. manganello, mau-
gano, from Low. Lat. manganum, manganus,
mangana, from Gr. payyavov (mangganon) — a
machine for defending fortifications.] An
engine of war employed to batter down walls
and hurl stones and other missiles.
" Mitl manganelss &. ginnes hor either to other caste."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 566.

*man'-gd-msm, s. [Manoonize.] The act
of mangonizing, or setting off to advantage.

" Let gentlemen aud ladies who are curious, trii'-t

little by mangonisms. inauccations, or medicine, to
alter the species, or indeed the forms and shapes of
flowers considerably." — Evelyn; Kalend. H ortense

;

March.

* man -go nist, [Mangonize.]

1. One who mangonizes or furbishes up
worthless articles for sale.

" The mangonixt doth feed and graith hie horse."—
Money Masters (ill Things (1698), p. "7.

2. A slave-dealer.
" One that sells human flesh, a mangonist."

Revenge, or a Match inifewffate, i.

* man'-gon-Ize, v.t. [Lat. mangonizo, from
mango = a dealer who furbishes up Worthless
things for sale ; a slave-dealer.]

1, To furbish up for sale ; to set off to
advantage.

2. To fatten, as slaves for sale.

man -go-steen, man go-stan, *, [Malay
mungostans, the name of the fruit. (Laurent
Garcin, M.D., F.R.S.)]

Botany

:

1. (Of'the two forms) : The fruit of Oarcinia
Ma ngoatana, a fruit about the size of an orange,
filled with a sweet pulp. The tree bearing it

grows in Malacca, and is cultivated in South
Tenasserim. The rind of the tree is used as
an astringent in diarrhosa and dysentery,
especially in the chronic diarrhoea of children.

2. (0/ the form mangostan) : Araaranthus
Mangostana.

IT Wild mangosteen :

Bot. : Embryopteris glutinifera.

mangosteen oil, s. An oil obtained
from Ga,rcinia indica.

m&n'-go-stin, e. [Eng. mangost(ana) ; -in
(Cliem.).~]

Chem. : C20H20O5. A golden yellow crys-
talline body contained in the husk of the fruit
of Garcinia Mangostana. The dried husks are
boiled in water to remove the tannin, and
then treated with hot alcohol. On evapo-
rating the alcoholic solution, mangostin is

deposited as a yellow crystalline substance,
destitute of taste and smell. It is insoluble
in water, but soluble in alcohol and ether,
forming neutral solutions. It melts at 190°,

without loss of water, to a dark-coloured
liquid, which solidifies on cooling to an amor-
phous mass. It reduces gold and silver
from their' solutions, but is not precipitated
by any metallic salt, excepting basic acetate
of lead. The precipitate thrown down by
the lead salt appears to have the formula
4C20H2aOB-5Pb2O.

man-gouste', s. [Fr., from mungoos, the name
of the animal in various Indian languages.]

Zool. : Herpestes (Fiver: a, Linn.) ichneumon.
[Ichneumon.]

man'-grove, s. [Malay manggi, manggi.]
Botany

:

1. Sing. ; Rhizophora Mangle. It has aerial
roots. It covers immense tracts of coast
within the tropics, rooting down to low water
mark. The seed germinates on the tree, send-
ing down roots into the water.

2. PL: The order Rhizophoraceee (q.v.).

TT Black or Olive Mangrove is Avicennia
tomentosa. (Treas. of Bot.) The Brazil or
White Mangrove is Avicennia tomentosa (Pax-
ton), though sometimes that name is given to
Laguucularia racanosa. (Treas. of Bot.)

mangrove-bark, s.

Bot. & Comm. ; The bark of Rhizophora mu-
cronata, Bruguiera gymnorhiza, Avicennia offi-

cinalis, Ceriops candolleana, G. Roxburghiana,
aud Kaluteina Rheedii. They are valuable for*
tanning. (Prof. Watt.)

mangrove-hen, s.

Ornith. : Rallus longlrostris, a South Ameri-
can and West Indian bird. Above' it is of a
faint ash-colour, with the chin nearly white

;

beneath it is white with a ferruginous tint.

mangue, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Crossarchus obscurus. This single
species of its genus is from tropical Africa.
It is much smaller than the Mampelon, not
exceeding fifteen inches from snout to rout of
tail, which is about eight inches. The body
is thick and stout, the fur brown, lighter on
the head ; the ears short, the snout long,
flexible, and projecting, like that of the Coati.

» The secretion from the anal glands is extremely
fetid.

man'-gy, *man'-gie, maunge, a. & s.

[Fr. mange = eaten, pa. par. of manger = to
eat.]

A. As adj. : Infected with the mange

;

scabby, mean.
" Away, thou issue of a mangy dog."

STuikesp. ; Tlmon of Athens, iv. 3.

*B. -4s most. : Mange.
"The dog whose mangy eats away his haire."

Stapylton : Juvenal, viii. 42.

man ha-den, s. [Menhaden.]

man -hater, s. [Eng. man, and hater.] One
who hates man or society ; a misanthrope.

"Rousseau, of Geneva, a professed manhater, or
more properly speaking, a philosopher enraged with
more than half of mankind."

—

Goldsmith; On Polite
Learning, ch. viii.

man -helm, s. [Mannheim.]

man -hole, s. [Eng. man, and hole.] A hole
in a cesspool, drain, iron boiler, tank, or a
chamber or compartment of an iron ship,

designed to allow the entrance of a man foj

examination, cleansing, and repairs. In boilera

and tanks it is usually secured by a bridge
and bolt, so as to render it water, steam, or
air tight, as the case may be. In drains, the
cover is a lid with a stink-trap joint.

manhole-door, s. The cover or lid of
a manhole in a boiler or tank.

man-hood, * man-node, s. [Eng. man ;

-hood. ]

1. Human nature, as opposed to a divine
or spiritual nature or being.

" Not therefore joins the Son
Manhood to Godhead." Milton : P. L., xii. 389.

2. The state or quality of being a man, as
opposed to the state or condition of one of
the lower animals.

3. The state or quality of being a man as
opposed to a woman ; the opposite of woman-
hood.

" Fit you to your manJtood "

Hhaktsp. : CyiribeHne, iii. 4.

4. The state or quality of being a man as
opposed to a boy or child ; the state of being
an adult male.

"Thy prime of manhood daring, bold, and venturous."
Shakesp. : Richard III., iv. 4.

*5. The qualities that become a man ; manly
qualities : as, bravery, fortitude, honour, &e.
" And holds their manhoods cheap, while any speaks,
That fought with us upon Saint Crispian's day.

'

Shafcesp. : Henry V., iv. 3.

ma'-ni-a, * ma-nie, s. [Lat. mania, from
Gr. fj.av'Ca (mania) = madness, frenzy, from
the same root as Gr. jueVos (menos) = mind,
spirit ; Eng. mind, &c]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Madness, frenzy ; intense excitement.
"A mania of which the symptoms were essentially

the Baiut; with those of the mania of 172u."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

2. A vehement desire or longing for some-
thing ; a craze : as, To have a mania for col-

lecting old china, <fcc.

II. Mental Pathol. : A disorder of the im-
pulses or propensities ending in disoidered
intellect with excitement. The mind is usually
a complete chaos, and kindness or affection
only seems to irritate, instead of soothing. All
the faculties are usually involved, differing

thus from monomania. The mu&t frequent
forms are homicidal, suicidal, pyromania, klep-
tomania, nymphomania, and mania-a-potu.

mania-a-potu, s. Madness from drink-
ing ; delirium tremens.

* man'-i-a-ble, a. [Fr., from rnanicr = to
handle, to manage; Lat. manias — the hand..]

Manageable, tractable, docile.

ma'-nl-ac, * ma'-ni-ak, «. & s. [Fr. ma-
niaque, as if from a Lat. rnaniacus, from mania
= madness ; Sp., Port., & Ital. maniaco.]

A. As adj. : Raving with madness ; having
a disordered intellect ; mad, crazy, lunatic.

B. As subst. : One who has a disordered
intellect ; a madman, a lunatic.

" All their symptoms agree with those of epileptics
and maniacs, who fancied they had evil spirits within
them."—Farmer: Demoniacs of the Sew Testament,
oh. i., § 8.

* ma ni a-cal, a. [Eng. maniac ; -ah] The
same as Maniac, a. (q.v.).

" Epilepsia and maniacal lunacies usually conform
to the age of the moon."—Grew : Cosmo. Sacra.

man l car i-a, s. [From Lat. manicai =
the long sleeves of a tunic, serving for gloves.
From the appearance of the spathe.]

Bot. : A genus of Palms, tribe Borassese,
and that section of it characterized by having
pinnated leaves. When young, however, they
are generally entire. Manicaria saccifera, the
Bussu, is a palm from the lower part of the
Amazon. Its stem is about fifteen or twenty
feet, its leaves are occasionally thirty fee't

long. They are used by the Indians for
thatching their huts, and the spathos are
made into bags,whence the appropriate specific
name saccifera.

man-i cate, a. [Lat. manicedits = sleeved,
from manica=a. long sleeve; manus = the
hand.]

Bot. : Interwoven in a mass, which can be
easily separated from the surface, as Cacalia
canescois, or Bnpleurum giganteum. (Lindley.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, oe, ce - i ; ey = a. qu = Iew.
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Man-i chje' an, a. & s. [Prom Gr. Maei-
Xcuos (Manichaios) ; Lat. Maniclueus, from
Mani or Manes, an Oriental philosopher, said
to have been burn in Babylon about the begin-
ning of the third century, and crucified circ.

a.d. 27(3. Prof. Adolf Harnack says " tliat the
name has not yet been explained, and that
it is uncertain if the word be of Persian or
Semitic origin."]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to, or in any way
connected with the tenets of Manicheeism
(q.v.).

"The Manltfiman system is one of consistent, im-
compromising dualism, in the form of a fantastic
philosophy ot nature,"—Encyc. Brit. (ed. 9th), xv. -183.

B. As substantive

:

Church Hist. (PL): Originally, the followers
of Mani or Manes ; later, the word came to
bear a much wider significance, including
those who held any form of dualism, or the
Gnostic notion of the hatefulness of matter
which Manes adopted.

"The Pope's legate marched with a great army
against the Albigenses, whom he called ManicTueans."
—Jbrtin : Eccles. Hist. (ed. 1846), ii. :(02.

Man i-chae Ism, t Man i chee ism, s.

[Bng. Manichw(an) (q.v.), t Manichee ;*-ism.}

Church Hist. : Tlic religious system founded
by Mani or Manes, who either claimed to be or
was regarded by his followers as the Paraclete
promised by Jesus (John xiv. 10, 17). The
system is Dualism tempered with Gnosticism
rather than a lapse from primitive Christi-
anity. Mani postulated two primal beings,
Light (God) and Darkness, under the simili-.
tiule of kingdoms, and from the latter Satan
and his angels were born. Adam owed his
being to Satan. Continual conflict exists be-
tween the two kingdoms, and, when the King-
dom of Light is victorious, the world will be
destroyed by fire, and the supremacy of God
established. The ethics of the system were
severely ascetic. The Maniclueaus were di-

vided into two classes—the "elect" and the
" hearers," The former were bound to observe
the three seals ; (1) Of the mouth, forbidding
animal food, the use of wine nncl milk, and
impuie speech

; (2) of the hands, forbidding
the destruction of life, whether animal or
vegetable ; and (3) of the bosom, forbidding
(probably) marriage (certainly offspring), since
woman was regarded as the gift of the demons.
The hearers were less strictly bound. ' The
Old Testament was rejected, and only so much
of the New taken as suited the peculiar tenets
of the sect. They had a kind of hierarchy,
fasting was practised, and among the later
Manmhajans rites existed analogous to baptism
and the Eucharist. The sect spread rapidly
in the East, extended to Northern Africa,
where the persecution of the Vandals, in the
latter part of the fifth century, stamped them
out, and to Southern Europe, where some of
their tenets reappeared later in the doctrines
of the Paulicians, and later still in those of
the Albigenses.

"It remains to be asked whether Buddhistic ele-

ments can afeo be detected in Manieheeism. Most
modem scholars since P. C, Bnurhave answered that
question in the affirmative,"—Eiwyc. Brit. (ed. Otli),

xv. 48J.

Man-i-chees't s. pi. [Manich-ean.]

Ch. Hist. : The same as Manich,ean, B.

"The Jfanicliees rejected the Old Testament altoge-
ther."—Addis * Arnold: Cath. Diet., \u 541.

man i chord, m&n-i-cor'-don, s. [O. Fv.

manicordon ; Fr. manichord ion, from Gr. p.o-

v6\op§ov (monochordon), from fj-ovos (monos) =
alone, single, and x°P&V (chords) = a string

;

Ital. vionocordo ; Sp. & Port, manicordio.]

Music : An instrument resembling the spinet

and harpsichord. It was originally a mono-
chord (single string), and is referred to by
Oiraud de Calansou, a poet of Provence. It

was played by quills, operated by jacks and
keys on a key-board. It was one of the pre-

decessors of the pianoforte.

* man'-i-con, s. [Lat., from Gr. hclvikos

(vuniikos) — pertaining to madness; fiavia

(mania) = madness.] A species of nightshade,
so called from its juice being supposed to

produce madness.

man -i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat, &c. man(is)

(q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : Pangolins. The second of the three

families into which the order Edentata, in

some classifications, is divided. It contains
but one genus, Manis (q.v.).

* manie, s. [Mania.]

man i-fest, * man-i-feste, a. & s. [Fr.

manifests, from Lat. manifestus = manifest,
evident

; properly, that may be struck by the
hand, palpable, from mantis = the hand, and
*/est its, from an obsolete verb, * fendo (seen in

defendo, offendo) — to strike ; O. Sp., Port., &
Ital. manifesto; Sp. manijiesto.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Plain, open, not concealed ; not doubtful
or obscure ; evident to the eye or obvious to
the understanding; not difficult to be, seen or
understood.

" God was manifest in the flesh."—1 Timothy iii. 16.
.

* 2. Detected, convicted.
" You heard not he was false : your eyes beheld
The traitor mnntfett ; the bribe revealed."

Di~yO.cn: Ovid; Metamorphoses xiii.

* 3. Followed by of before the crime or
charge.

" Calistho there stood manifest of shame,
And, turned a bear, the northern star became."

tiryden. {Todd.)

B. ./Is substantive:

* 1. Ord. Lang. ; A public declaration, a
manifesto.

" But yon, authentic witnesses I bring,
Before the gods, and your ungrateful king.
Of this my manifest.'

Dryden: Homer; Iliad i. 473.

2. Comm. : A ship's manifest is a formal;

statement of a cargo for the use of the Custom-'
house officers, and usually contains a list of-

all the packages on board, with their distin-

guishing marks, numbers, and descriptions,!

all of which details are indicated by a printed
form.

man -1-fest, v.t. [Manifest, a.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To make manifest, clear, or
plain to the eye or understanding ; to show
plainly, to make obvious ; to display, to dis-

cover, to make known.
"For there is nothing hid, which shall not be mani-

fested."—JIark iv. 22.

2. Comm. : To exhibit the manifest of, or
declare at the Custom-house : as, To manifest
a cargo.

" man i-fest-a-ble, * man'-i-fest~i-ble,
a. (Eng. manifest; -able, -ible.] That may or
can be manifested, or made clear or plain.

"There is nu other way then this that is manifest-
able either by Scripture, reason, or experience."

—

Mure: Def. of Moral Cabbala, ch. iii.

man i fes -ta'-tion, s. [Lat. manifested io,

from manifestus = manifest ; Fr. manifesta-
tion; Sp. manifestation ; Ital. mUnifestazione.]
The act of manifesting, disclosing, or discover-
ing that which is unseen, secret, or obscure

;

the act of making plain, evident, or clear to
the eye or obvious to the understanding ; dis-

play, revelation, exhibition, discovery.
'

"The manifestation of his personal valour."—
linleigh: Hist, of the World, ch. vil, § 2.

man -i-fest-ed, pa, par. or a. [Manifest, v.]

'- man i test cdness, n. [Eng. manifested

;

-ness.} The quality or state of being* mani-
fested.

' man'-l-fest-i-ble, «. [Manifestable.]

man'-i-fest-ly, * man-y-fest-ly, adv.
[Eng. manifest; -ly.] In a manifest manner;
dearly, plainly, evidently, openly.

"The malicious persecutyny of the cleare trouth so
manifestly nroued.' — Tyndall : Workes, p. 17.

man i- fest ness, .--. [Eng. manifest; -ness.]

The quality or state of being manifest; plain-
ness, clearness, obviousness.

man-i-fes'-to, s. [Ital. =(o.) manifest, (s.)

a manifesto, from Lat. manifestus = manifest
(q.v.).]

1. A public declaration or statement of
some government, sovereign, or leader, pro-
claiming certain opinions, motives, or in-

tentions in reference to some act or line of
conduct.

" He nut forth a manifesto, telling the people that
it had oeen his constant care to govern them with
justice and moderation." — Jfucttuluy: Hist. Eny.,
cli. x.

*2. A manifestation ; evidence, proof.
" Succeeding years produced the manifesto or evi-

dence of their virilities. '—Browne: Vulgar Errours,
bit. iii., ch. xvii.

* man 1 fes -to, v. i. [Manifesto, s.] To
issue a manifesto.

"I am to be manifestoed against."— Ricliardson :

Clarissa, viii. 261.

man I iold, * man-y-fold, a., adv., & s.

[A. S. manigfeald, from manig = many, -feald,
suff. = -fold, from fealdan = to fold.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Numerous and various in quality or kind

;

many in number ; multiplied.

"For him it bore
Attractions manifold—and this lie chose."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. 1.

2. Varying, complicated, or comprehensive
in character or nature ; exhibiting or em-
bracing many points, features, or character-

istics.
"This changeful life,

So manifold in cares." Camper : Task, v. 769.

B. As adv. : By many times or degrees ;

many times.

"There is no man . . . who shall not receive
manifold more in this present time."— Lake xviii. 30.

C. As subst. : A copy made by a manifold-
writer.

manifold-writer, s. A contrivance by
which a number of copies may be written at
once, the pressure of the stylus being com-
municated through a number of leaves of
thin paper, between each of which is" a greasy
sheet of coloured paper that imparts its

colour to the page with which it is in contact.

man -l-fdld, r. £. [Manifold, a.] To multiply;
specif., to multiply impressions or copies of,

as by a manifold-writer.

* man'-I-fdld-ed, a. [Eng. manifold ; -ed.]

Having many folds, doublings, or complica-
tions.

"And manifolded shield he bound about his wr»t."
Spenser: F. Q., 11. iii. 1.

man'-i-fold-ly, adv. [Eng. manifold; -ly,]

In a manifold maimer or degree ; in many
ways.

"The scarfs and the bannerets about thee did mani-
foldly dissuade me from believiiu thee a vessel of
too great a burthen.' 1—Hiuikesp. : All's Well that Ends
Welt, ii. a.

man'-i-fold- ness, s. [Eng. manifold ; -ness.

]

The quality or state of being manifold ; multi-
plicity.

* man 1 form(l), a. [Lat. man us - the hand,
and forma = shape.] Shaped like the hand.

* man'-i-form (2) (a as e), a. [Eng. many,
and/orm.J Of many forms or shapes ; multi-
form. (C. lieadt.)

manlglion (as ma-nil'-yon), s. [ital,

mauiglio — a handle ;" dimin. from Lat. inan-its

a hand.] [Manilio.]

Ordn. : One of two handles on the back of a
piece of ordnance, cast after the German form.
(Dydeu).

man'-i-hot, man i hoc, s. [The Brazilian
name of the x*kuit.]

Botany

:

1. Agenusof Euphorbiaceaj, tribe Crotonece.
Munihot utUissima, the Jatropha manihot of
Liunams, the manioc or mandioc, is a shrub
about three feet high, extensively cultivated
over the tropics. The root,weighingabout thirty
pounds, is lull of deleterious juice, but being
rasped, bruised, washed, and heated on iron
plates, the poison is expelled, the harmless
residue constituting Cassava (q.v.). The
powder which floats off in the water when it

is washed is a pure starch, and, when it

settles down, becomes Tapioca. Arnotto was
formerly regarded as an antidote to the poison
of the manioc.

2. Hibiscus Manihot,

man-i-hot'-ic, a. [Eng., &c, manihot; -ic.)

Contained in or derived from manihot (q.v.).

manihotic-acid, s.

Cliem. : An acid said to have been obtained
from the root of the Jatropha manihot* It
crystallizes in prisms, having an acid taste,
and forms neutral salts with lime, baryta, and
magnesia.

man'-i-km, man'-a-kin, * man'-nx-km,
s. [O. Dut. inannelen, a double dimin. from
man = man ; Ger. mdnuchen.]

1. Ord, Lang. : A little man ; a dwarf, a
pigmy.

"forth rush'd the madding manniktn to arms."
Beattie : Battles of the Piymiea .i I'rnm'n,

2. Art, cL-c. : An artificial figure representing
the human body, and capable of being dis-
sected to show the relative position and pro-
portions of the parts of the body it is designed
to illustrate. It is frequently of papier-
mache, the detachable pieces being painted in
imitation of the viscera and other organs. A
manikin in illustration of obstetric subjects

boll, boy; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious — shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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lias an elastic perineum, uterus, and foetal

head, so that the artificial parts may simulate
the natural action of parturition.

man -il, ma-nil'-la (1), a. [Manilio].

ma-nil'-1-6, s. [Ttal. maniglio = a handle,
1'i'oni Lat. manus = a hand.]

1. A ring or bracelet worn by Africans as
an ornament for the legs or arms.

2. A piece of copper shaped like a horse-
shoe, passing as mnney among certain tribes
on the west coast of Africa.

Ma-nil-la (2), Ma-nil -a, s. [See def.]

1. The capital of the Philippine Islands.

2. A kind of cheroot manufactured at
Manilla.

Manilla-hemp, s. Hemp made from the
fibre of a species of banana, Mnmtezt itis; which
grows in sitme of the East India islands. It

is a very valuable fibre, the finer qualities
being used for fabrics, and the coarser for
cordage. The chief fabrics are Manilla hand-
kerchiefs and scarfs.

Manilla-rope, s. Rope made principally
in the Philippine Islands, of the fibres of a
species of banana. It floats in water.

man'-i-6c, man -I hoc, man i hot, s.

Dot, : A name for Munihot utilixsima. [Mani-
hot.]

man'-i-ple, s. [Lat. manipulus = (1) a hand-
ful, (2) a company of soldiers under the same
standard, a band of men ; from maims = the
hand, and * pnhis = filling ; from the same
root as Lat. plenvs, Eng. full, l-'r. maniple,
Sp. manijmlo, Ital. manipolo.]

* I. Ordinal"!) Language :

1. A handful.
" I ha seen him wait at court there with his maniph-s
Of papers." lien Jonson : Magnetic Lady, i. 2.

2. A small band of soldiers or men ; a small
troop.

"Our email divided maniple* cutting through .it

every angle of his ill-united and unwieldy brigade."

—

Milton ; Of Unlicensed fruiting,.

II. Technically

:

1. Roman Antiq. : One of the divisions of
the Rinnan army. It consisted of sixty rank
and file, two officers called eenturiones, and
one standard-bearer called vexillarius. Of
the sixty so.diers, twenty carried only a spear
and javelins ; the remaining rty had oblong
shields, and probably body armour also,

(llamsan : Roman Antiq.)

2. Roman Ritual: One of the sacred vest-
ments assumed by a bishop after the Conftenr
in the Mass, and by a priest after the stole and
before the chasuble. It is attached to the
left arm, to leave the right at liberty fur

ministering, and varies in colour and character
with the vestment (n.v.). It is also worn by
the deacon and subdeacon. {Pngin.) In very
many churches of the English communion it

has been restored, and it has now become a
portion of the English vestments. (Lee.)

* ma-nip'-u-iar, a. [Lat. manipidaris, from
via riipnlus '= aumniple.]

1. Of or pertaining to a maniple.

2. Of or pertaining to the hands ; manual.
"Safe and snug under his maninular operations."

—Lytton: The Cuxtons, bk. xi., ch. vii.

ma-nip'-u-late, v.t. & i. [Lat. manipulus =
a" handful", a maniple (q.v.); Fr. manipuler

;

Sp. manipular ; Ital. manipolare.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Lit. : To handle or operate on with the
* hands ; to work up with the hands ; tu treat

;

to subject to certain processes.

2. I''ig. : To operate on or treat skilfully or
artfully, generally with a view to give a false

appearance to; to cook: as. To man'undate
accounts.

B. Intrans. : To use the hands, as in scien-
tific experiments, mechanical operations,
artistic processes, &c.

ma-mp-u-la'-tion, s. [Fr. ; Sp. manipula-
cloit ; Ita"l. manipulations.)

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : The act of manipulating or working
with the hands ; skilful or artistic use of the
hands in artistic or mechanical operations of
any kind.

2. Fig. : The act of operating on or treating,
so as to give a false appearance or character
to; the turning or twisting of anything to

serve one's own ends, views, or purposes : as,
the vuinipidatioii of accounts, figures, &c.

II. 'Technically

:

1. Animal Mag.: The application of trie

magnetiser's hands, chiefly to the upper zone
of the abdomen, or to diseased parts of those
ou whom it is sought to operate.

2. Min. : A particular mode of digging ore.

* ma-nlp'-U-la-tive, a. [Eng. manipulate);
-hie.] Pertaining to or performed by manipu-
lation.

"The manipulative process is the result of practice."
—Oassell's 2'tichnic.U Educator, pt, xi., p. 2U7.

ma nip -u-la-tor, s. [Eng. manipulate)

;

-or.] One who manipulates ; specifically, the
transmitting instrument attached to the dial
telegraph.

f ma-nip'-u-la-tor-y, n - t^ng- manipu-
late); -ory.) Of or X'ertaining to manipula-
tion.

ma-nls, s. [Lat. *mmiis, from the dismal
appearance of the animals, and because they
seek their food by night.] [Manes.]

Zool. : Pangolin, or Scaly Ant-eater ; a genus
of edentate mammals, belonging to the group
Etfodientia (Diggers). There are no teeth,
the ears small and indistinct, the tongue
round and exsertile. The body and tail

covered with horny imbricate scales ; tail
long. /They can roll themselves into a ball,

and are then protected by their scales, which
are capable of inflicting pretty severe injuries.
The genus is confined to Africa and India, and
the best-known species are described in this
dictionary under their popular names.

Man'-I-to, Man-i-tou, s. [Indian.] Among
American Indians the name given to a spirit,

god, or devil, or whatever is an object of reli-

gious awe or reverence. Two spirits are espe-
cially spoken of by this name : one, the spirit
of good and life, tlft other the spirit of evil.

" Gitche Jfanito, the mighty.
He the Master of Life, was pointed
Ah an e«g. with points iirojecting
To tlie tour w-iucu* of the heavens.
Everywhere is the Great Spirit.
"Whs the meaning of this symbol.
Hitche Manito the Mighty,
He the dreadful Spirit of Evil,
Aa a serpent was depicted.
As Kenabeek, the great Berpent.
Very crafty, very cunning
Is the creeping Spirit of Evil,
Was the meaning of this syuihol."

Loin/fellow ; Hiawatha, xiv.

man'-i-trunk, 5. [Lat. manus, (genit. tnani)
= the hand, and truncus = the trunk.]

Entom. : The anterior segment of the thorax
in insects.

man -killer, s. [Eng. man, and Iciller.] One
who kills a human being ; a manslayer, a
murderer.

man-kind', 4 man kinde, man kynde,
man-kin, s. Ai a. [A.S. viancynn, from

mart = man, and cyini = kind, race. The d
is excrescent.]

A. As substantive

:

1. The human race ; man taken collectively;
man.

" The proper study of mankind is man."
1'opc : Essay on Man, ii. 2.

2. The male part of the human race ; men
collectively, as distinguished from women.

s
3. Humanity, human feelings, manliness.

" O you, whose minds are good,
And have not forced all mankind from your breasts."

lien Jonson : Sejamis, v. lo.

* B. As adjective :

1. Resembling man or men in form or
nature ; not womanly ; unwomanly, mascu-
line, bold.

"So, so, 'tis ns *t should he, are women grown so
mankind .' Must they be wooing*"—Ucaum. <i- Flet. :
Woman Hater, iii. 2.

2. Ferocious, strong.

manks, s. & a. [Manx.]

x man'-less, a. [Eng. man ; -less.]

1. Destitute of men.
" The world was void . . .

Seasonless, herbless, treeless, manlem, lifeless."
Byron; Darkness.

2. Not manned with men.
"It was no more hut a stratagem of Are-boats, man-

less, and sent upon them by the favour of the wind in
the night-time. '—•Iktcon: Of a War with Spain.

3. Unbecoming a man ; unmanly, base,
cowardly, mean.

J man' less- ly, adv. [Eng. manless-; -ly.]

In an unmanly or inhuman mauntr; in-

humanly, cruelly.
" She saw her Hector slain, and hound
T' Achillea chariot ; mantes*!// dragd to the Grecian

fleet." C/utpman: Homer; 1 1iad xxii.

* man-like, A man-lichef
* man-lyche,

u. [A.S. mwilic]

1. Resembling a man iu form, shape, or ap-

pearance.
" Under his forming hands a creature gTew,
Manlike, but different sex." Milton: J'. L., via. 476.

2. Having the qualities or character proper
to a man, as distinguished from a woman

;

manly.
" Elizabeth, the next, this falling sceptre hent

;

Digressing from her sex, with maiiiike government.
This island kept iu awe."

Drayton: Poly-Olbion, s. 17.

man'-li-ness, ?. [Eng. manly; -ness.] The
quality or state of being manly ; the attri-

butes or qualities proper to a man ; dignity.
" Whilst her fond husband strove to lend relief

In all the silent manliness of grief."
Goldsmith; Deserted Village.

* man -ling, a. [Eng. man ; dimin. suff. -ting.]

A little man.
"A man [Horaoe] so gracious, and in high favour

with the Emperoiir, .
'is Augustus often called him his

wittie maiding (fur the littleness of his stature)."—Ben
Jotv&on: Discoveries.

man' ly, «. & adv. [Eng. man; -ly.]

A. Ax adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to a man.
" But, generous youth, sincere and free declare
Are you, of manly growth, his royal heir."

J'ope : Homer; Odyssey i. 2G8.

2. Becoming or belitting a man ; manlike,
brave, firm, stout, undaunted, fearless.

Moore; Fire-Worshippers.

3. Having the qualities or attributes proper
to men ; brave, stout, strong.

" Now, clear the 'ring, for, hand to hand,"
The manly wrestlers take their st-ind."

Scott ; Lady of the J.aJ;e, V. 23.

* B. -'Is adv. : Like a man ; manfully,
courageously, boldly, fearlessly.

"This tune goes manly." Shakcsp. : Macbeth, iv. 3.

man'-na, s. [Gr. p.dvva (manna); Heb. fO
(man), an abbreviation of WH JO {man hit) =
what is this? because the Israelites, when
they first saw it, "said one to another, It is

manna : for they wist not what it was."
(Exod. xvi. 15, 31.)]

1. Scrip. : "A small, round thing, as small
as the hoar frost," which lay upon the face of
the wilderness every morning except on the
Sabbath (Exod. xvi. 14, 2(3, 27), sent by Je-
hovah as bread rained from heaven (ver. 4, 5),

and continued during the whole forty years of
the Israelite wanderings in the wilderness
(ver. 35). It melted when the sun became
hot (ver. 21), and if left till next day bred
worms and stank, (ver. 20). An omer of it

was preserved to show to future generations
the nature of the food divinely provided in
the desert. Attempts have been made to
identify it with some of the other substances
now named manna [2J. Some of these are
purgathes rather than food; only two are
esculents—viz., Lecanora (Pannelia) escidenta
and L. ajfini-s, two lichens. These are some-
times supposed to be manna. They are natives
of Armenia, Asia Minor, the Sahara, and
Algeria. [Lecaxora.]

" And when the dew fell upon the camp in the night,
the manna fell upuii it,"

—

Xtimbvm xi. 9.

2. Bot. : A concrete discharge from the bark
of Frtuinns rotuiulifolia and some other
species of the genus, including in the south
of Europe the Common Ash, F. excelsior. The
sweetness is due to the presence not of sugar,
but of mannite (q.v.). A kind of manna is

produced by a species of Caniel's-thnrn, and
is obtained by shaking the branches. It is

found only iu Persia and Bokhara, not in
India, Arabia, or Egypt. Euadypttts man-
nifera, an Australian tree, exudes a substance
like manna, but less nauseous.

•Jf Manna of Brian gon is an exudation from
the Common Larch. Manna of Mount Sinai
is an exudation produced by the puncture uf
an insect, Coc&ts mannipants on Tamarixinan-
nifera. The sweetness arises not from man-
nite, but from sugar. In Persia a similar insect
produces a kind of inanna on T. gallica. Po-
land manna is Glyccria Jluitans.

3. Chem. : A saccharine juice which exudes
from certain species of ash, chiefly Fraxinus

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; puie, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wgre, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, es, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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ornns, found growing in the south, of Europe
and in Asia Minor. It has an odour resembling
that of honey, and tastes nauseously sweet,
with a slight acridity. It is soluble in water
and alcohol, and its aqueous solution readily
undergoes fermentation, yielding a liquid with
a peculiar odour and containing butyric acid.

The analysis of manna shows it to consist of
manna-sugar, mucilage, a reddish-brown resin,

a sweet gum, and not more than four percent,
of inorganic matter,

4. Pharm. : Manna, the exudation from the
incised bark of Fraxinus rotundifoluz and F.
omits, is a very mild laxative, suitable for

children. It is mixed also with some purga-
tives like senna, but tends to produce flatu-

lence and griping. (Garrod.)

manna-ash, s.

Bot. : Oralis europcea or Fraxinus omits. It
grows on the skirts of mountains in Calabria.
Between the middle of June and the end of
July the manna gatherers make an incision in
the bole of the tree, which they deepen the
second day, inserting a maple leaf to receive
the gum. Sometimes bits of reed or twigs
are applied, on which the manna hardens in

tubular pieces called cauali ; these being con-
sidered purer than the rest, fetch a higher
price. (London.)

manna-croup, s. The prepared seeds of
Glyceric, Jluitans. [Glyceria.]

manna-seeds, s. pi.

Bot. : Glyceria jluitans.

manna-trungebeen, s.

Bot. ; A kind of manna found in Mesopo-
tamia and the adjacent regions on Hedysarum
AlhagL (Loudon.)

manned, * mand, pa. par. or a. [Man, v.]

A. As pa. par. ; (See the verb).

5. As adjective

:

1. Furnished or supplied with men.
"* 2. Blocked up with men or bodies.

"So long till all the entry was with bodies mand.
Spenser: F. Q., VI. xi. 46.

man-ner (1), "man -or, * man -ere, s.

[Fr. maniere, from O. Fr. manier = habitual,
accustomed to, from manier — to manage, to
handle, from main; Lat. mam/us = the hand;
Sp. manera; Port, maneira; Ital. maniera.

1

1. The mode in which anything is done ;

mode of action ; mode or way of performing,
doing, or effecting ; method, style.

"A resolution condemning the manner in which
hia accounts had been km>t."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng.,
ch. xxiv.

2. The customary or characteristic style of
acting or conducting one's self; habitual style,

bearing, or conduct ; use, custom.

"Paul, aa his manner was, went in unto them."

—

Jets xvii. 2.

3. The characteristic style of writing or
thought in an author, or the characteristic

peculiarities of an artist.

4. (PI.) : General mode of life or living

;

conduct.
" Morals and manners were subjected to a code re-

sembling that of the synagogue.' —Macaulay ; Hist.

Eng., ch. i.

5. (PL): Behaviour, carriage, deportment;
especially ceremonious, polite, or respectful

deportment; civility, politeness, breeding.
** I dare your worst objections : if I blush.
It is, to see a nobleman want manners."

Shakesp.: Henry VIII., iii. 2.

6. Sort, kind, fashion.
" What manner of man is thi3, that even the wind

and the Bea obey hiuiH "

—

Murk iv. -jL

7. Certain degree, fashion, measure, or

sense.
" It is in a manner done already

;

For many carriages he hath ilispat^-"d

To the sea-side." Shakes/}. : King John, v. 7.

IT By any manner of means : By any kind of

means ; by any means. (Colloq.)

* man-ner (2), s. [Mainour.]

man'-nered.a, [Eng. manner; -ed.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Having manners, carriage,

or deportment ; disposed, minded, affected.

" fit] shall make your lord

That which he is, new o'er : and he is one
The truest manner d." Shakesp. : Cymbeline. 1. 2.

2. Art : Exhibiting or characterized by the

peculiar style or manner of an author or

artist ; exhibiting mannerism.
"A mannered piece, showing silvery eveniDg twi-

light on a pool and dancing in the shadow."—Athen-
(Bum, April 1, 1882.

* man-ner hood, s. [Eng. manner; -hood.]

Manner, way, custom.
"This did wonderfully concerns the might and

mattnerhood ot the kingdome."—Bacon: Henry VII.,

p. 74.

man'-ner-Ism, s. [Eng. manner; -ism.]

Adherence to the same manner ; tasteless
uniformity ; adherence to a peculiar style
or manner ; a characteristic mode of action,
bearing, or treatment carried \to excess.

" Mannerism is pardonable, and is sometimes even
agreeable, when the manner, though vicious, is

natural."—Macaulay: Essays; Boswell's Johnson.

t man'-ner-ist, s. [Eng. manner; -ist] One
who adheres to a peculiar style; or manner

;

one addicted to mannerism ; one who follows
one uniform and unvaried style or manner,
whether natural or copied.

" He sometimes succeeded well, though a strong
mannerist."— Walpole: Anecdotes of Fainting, vol.
iv., ch. iii.

man'-ner-U-ness, s. [Eng. mannerly ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being mannerly, civil,

or polite in behaviour or deportment ; polite-

ness, civility, complaisance.

"Others out of mannerliness and respect to God,
though they deny this universal aoul of the universe,
yet they devised several systems of the universe."

—

Hale : Orig. of Mankind, p. 34.

man ner-ly, <-<. St, adv. [Eng. manner; -ly.]

A, As adj. ; Having or showing good
manners ; polite, civil, courteous ; not rude
or vulgar.

" Mannerly devotion shows in this.'*

Shakcsp. : Romeo & Juliet, i. 6.

B. As adv. : In a mannerly manner
;
politely,

civilly, courteously ; with civility or polite-

ness.
" We'll mannerly demand thee of thy etory."

Shakesp. .' Cymbeline, iii. 6.

man -ners, s. pi. [Manner, s.]

* manners-bit, s. A portion of a dish
left by guests that the host may not believe
himself reproached for failure to make suffi-

cient provision.

* man' ner-some, a. [Eng. manners; -some.]
Mannerly, polite, well-behaved.

" Mary was obliged to bite her tongue to keep it
in any way ma?meraoine."—Blackmore : Cripps the
Carrier, ii. 96.

Mann' heim, Man -helm, s. [See def.]
The name of a town in Baden, where the sub-
stance described below was first made.

Mannheim gold, s. A brass used by
jewellers, as an imitation of gold. Copper, 3

;

zinc, 1 ; tin, a small quantity.

man nide. s. [Eng. mann(ite); sun", -ids.]

Chem. ; C
fiIJ10O4 = C6H14 6

— 2H20. A
compound obtained by boiling mannite with
butyric acid. It is a syrupy liquid, which is

at first sweet to the taste, but afterwards
bitter. It is very soluble in water and in
absolute alcohol, and differs from mannitan
in being much more volatile, evaporating
rapidly at 140°.

man'-ni-kin, ». [Mani kin. ]

mann ing, s. [Eng. man ; -ing.]

1. The act of furnishing or supplying with
men : as, the manning of a ship.

2. A day's work of a man.

t man'-nisb, * man -ish, * mann-ishe, a.

[Eng. man ; -ish.]

1. Having the nature or qualities of man

;

proper to the human species ; human.
" But yet it was a figure
.Must liche to mannisshe creature."

Oower: C. A., vi.

2. Resembling a man as distinguished from
a woman ; hence, bold, masculine.

"The horrible mistake of adopting the rOle of a
mannish woman."

—

Literary World, March 27, 1885,
p. 2U6.

3. Putting on or simulating the character
or appearance of manhood.

" We'll have a swashing and a martial outside,
As many other mannish cowards have."

Shakesp. : As You Like It, i. 8.

i. Proper or peculiar to man ; characteristic
of man ; human.

"To don shine is mannish, but oertes for to per-
severe long in siuue is worke of tne aivei."— Chaucer:
Tale of Melibeus.

5. Characteristic of the age of manhood
;

manly.
"And let us, Polydore, though now our voices
Have got the mannish crack, sing him to the ground."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iv. 2.

' man' nish-ly, adv. [Eng. mannish; -ly.]

In a mannish manner ; like a man.

* man -nish-ness, * man' Ish-nesse, s.

[Eng. mannish; -ness.] The quality or state

of being mannish ; masculineness, boldness.
" But, alas ! the painted faces,'and manithneste, and

monstrous diaguiseduese of one Bex."— 8p. Ball: Im-
presse of God.

man' njf tan, s. [Eng. mannit(e); suff. -an.]

Cliem. : C6H12 5 = C«Hg(OH)40. A syrup
with a slightly sweetish taste, obtained by
heating mannite to 200°, or by boiling it with,

concentrated hydrochloric acid. It is very
soluble in water and alcohol, insoluble in ether.

By long contact with water, or more quickly,

by boiling with baryta water, it is reconverted
into mannite. Its specific rotatory power for

the transition tint is (a)j + 36"5.

man -ni tate, s. [Eng. mannit(ic); -ate.]

Cliem. : A salt of mannitic acid.

man'-nlte, s. [Eng. mann{a); suff. -ite.]

Chem. : C6Hi4 6 = CeH^OH)^. Mannitol,
Sugar of Manna, Sugar of Mushrooms. A
sugar very widely disseminated in the veget-
able kingdom, occurring in the leaves of Ligvs-
trwn, vulgare, in numerous bulbs, in fungi, in
sea-weeds, in the sap of the apple and cherry-
trees, limes, &c. It is most readily obtained
from manna by treating it with boiling alcohol,

filtering, and allowing the alcoholic solution
to crystallize. From alcohol it crystallizes in
fine silky needles ; from water in large trans-

parent rhombic prisms. It has an intensely
sweet taste,, is soluble in cold water, very solu-

ble in boiling water, but insoluble in ether.

It melts between 160° and 170°, and boils at
200°, distilling with very little decomposition.
Mannite may be prepared artificially from
grape sugar by the action of hydrogen evolved

I by sodium amalgam.

man-nlt-fc, a. [Eng. mannit(e); suff. -ic.]

Derived from or contained in mannite (q.v.).

mannitic acid, s.

Chem. : C6Hi2 7 = CgH^OHVCO-OH. A
monobasic acid, isomeric with gluconic acid,

produced together with mannitose, when a
concentrated aqueous solution of mannite is

oxidized by platinum black. It is a colourless

gummy mass, soluble in water and alcohol,
almost insoluble in ether. It forms salts,

which contain two equivalents of a metal, but
these have not yet been obtained in the crys-
talline form.

mannitic-anhydride, s.

(C6H8
)vi)

Cliem. : Cigl^On = (C6Ha
)*l } On. Man-

Hio j

nitic ether. A slightly yellowish compound,
having the consistence of turpentine, formed
by heating mannite with water in a sealed

tube to 280° for three hours. It has a bitter-

sweet taste, is very soluble in water and
alcohol, but insoluble in ether. It is un-
fermentable, laevogyrate (a)j = — 5 '59, and
does not reduce potassio-cupric solution. It

is a true ether of mannite.

mannitic - ether, s. [Mannitic -anhy-
dride.]

man'-ni-tol, s. [Mannite.]

man'-nl tone, s. [Eng. mannit(e); -one.]

Chem. : CgHisOg. A crystalline body, iso-

meric with mannitan, prepared by heating
mannite with water in a sealed tube for three
hours to 180°. It has a sweet taste, is soluble
in water and alcohol, does not reduce, copper
solutions, and has a specific rotatory power
= (a)j - 25.

man -ni-tdse, s. [Eng. mannit(e); -ose.]

Chem.: C6H12 6= CsH^OH^O. An un-
crystallizable sugar, isomeric with glucose,
produced by the oxidation of mannite in
contact with platinum black. It is soluble
in water rfnd alcohol, is fermentable, but has
no action on polarized light.

manoeuvre (as ma-no'-ver), s. [Fr. = a
work of the hand,*a manoeuvre, from Low
Lat. manuopera, manopera, from Lat. manu
= with the hand, and opera = work ; operor
= to work ; Lat. opus (genit. operis) = work

;

Sp. maniobra = handiwork ; manwbrar — to
work with the hands, to manoeuvre ; Ital.

manovra = the working of a ship ; manoviare,
— to steer a ship.] .,,

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, >Cenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tia£ = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious - sails, -ble, -die, &c. — b$l, del.
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1. A regulated movement, evolution, or
change of position, as of a body of troops, a
number of ships, &c. ; a military or naval
evolution or movement for the purpose of dis-

tributing the forces in the best manner to meet
the enemy.

"This bold and masterly manoeuvre proved decisive."
—BeUham : Mist. Great Britain (April 8, 1782).

2. An artful, adroit, or skilful move, pro-
ceeding or action ; skilful management.

"By which manoeuvre I took the credit of having
travelled like a gentleman."—Observer, No. 93.

3. A silly affected trick to attract notice.
(Scotch, )

manoeuvre (as ma-n6'-ver), v.t. & i.

[Manoeuvre, s.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To perform, manoeuvres \ to move or
change positions amongst troops or 'ships for

the purpose of securing advantage in attack
or defence, or in military exercises .for training
and discipline.

2. To manage or contrive matters with ad-
dress, art, or skill ; to employ intrigue or
stratagem to effect a purpose.

B. Trans. : To cause to perform manoeuvres
or evolutions ; to change the positions of in
manoeuvres.

" Sir George Rodney . . now manoeuvred the fleet
with such skill. a3 togain the windward of the enemy,"
—BeWiam : Hist, of Great Britain (April 8, 1782).

manceuvrer (as ma-no -vrer), s. [Eng.
mitnceuvr(e) ; -cr.] One who manoeuvres or
intrigues.

" This charming widow Beaumont is a manceuvrer.

"

—Miss Edgeworth : Manoeuvring, ch. i.

ma-nom'-e-ter, s. [Gr. u.ai/os (manos) =
thin, rare, not dense ; and fUrpov (metron) = a
measure.] An instrument for measuring the
elastic force of gases or steam. It consists of
a graduated tube in which a body of, confined
air is compressed by the gas or steam under
experimental test, a body of mercury inter-

vening between the air in the tube and the
gas or steam whose elastic force is to be as-

; certained. The tube containing the confined
air, of a certain volume at a given tempera-
ture, is maintained at the said temperature by
a bath, and is tested for the graduation of the
tube by means of a column of mercury. It is

then ready for the connection by a tube with
the reservoir or boiler which contains the gas
or steam whose elastic force is to be ascer-
tained. A steam-gauge. Called also a mano-
scope.

man-o-mef-ric, man-o-met'-ric-al, a.

[Eng. manometer; -ic,-ieal.] Of or pertaining
to a manometer ; made or determined by the
manometer : as, manometric observations.

man'-or, * man-er, * man-ere, * man
oire, * man cor, * man-our, s. [O. Fr.
memoir, maneir, mamr — a manor-house, a
mansion; prob. a place to dwell or abide in,

from O. Fr. memoir, maneir = to dwell, Lat.
maneo = to remain, to dwell.]

* I. Orel. Lang, : A dwelling, a residence, a
habitation.

" Trouth himself over al and al
Had chose his maner principall
In her, that was his resting place."

Chaucer : Drearr^e.

II. Technically:

1. Eng. Law : A lordship or barony held by
a lord and subject to the jurisdiction of a
eotvrt-baron held by him.
"A manor, manerium, a ananendo, because the

usual residence of the owner, seems to have been a
district of ground, held hy lords or great personages

;

who keep intheir own hands so much land as was
iwe -swiry for the use of their families, which were
called terrre-dominicales. or demesne lands, being occu-
pied by the lord ordominusinancrii and his servants."—Black&lone : Commentaries, bk. ii , ch. 6.

% Amer. Law : A tract of land occupied by
tenants who pay a fee-farm rent to the pro-
prietor, sometimes in kind, and sometimes
perform certain stipulated services. (Burrill.)

manor-house, manor seat, s. The
hoiHw or mansion attached to a manor.

ma-noV-i-al, * ma-ner'-i-al, a, [Eng.
uunwr; -ial] Of or pertaining'to a manor.

"This tenure is also usually embarrassed by the in-
terference of manorial claims."—Paley : Moral Philo-
sophy, bk. vi., ch. xL

man'-d-sedpe, s. [Gr, flavor (manos) = thin,
rare, not dense, and o-Kuweio (skopeo) = to see,

to observe.] The same as Manometer (q.v.)

ma-nos'~co-py, s. [Manoscope.]
Phys. : That branch of physics which deals

with the determining of the density of vapours
and

* ma-no'-ver-y, s. [Manoeuvre.]
Law: A device or manoeuvring to catch

game illegally.

* man'-quell-er, s. [A.S. mancwellere, from
mart = man, and cwellan — to kill.] A man-
killer or manslayer ; a murderer.

* man -quell ing, s. [Manqueller.] The
act of killing a man ; murder, homicide.

" Here are shewed ii. manerB oimanqueUing, one done
wyllingly and of set purpose, the other vnwyllingly."
—Deuteronomy, xix. (1551.)

man -red, man rent, s. [A.S. man-
rede, from man = man ; suff. -red, -rede =
state, as in kindred, hatred.]

Scots Law : Personal service or attendance.
It was the token of a species of bondage,
whereby free persons became bondsmen or
followers of those who were their patrons or
defenders.

man -sard, s, [The name of a French archi-
1

tect, died 1066, by whom this style of roof was
invented.]

Arch. : A style of roof, also called the French
curb, or hip-roof. It was designed to make

MANSARD-ROOF.
Four pieces of timber connected at points a b c d b,

and strengthened by tie-beams A e and b d.

the attics available for rooms, in consequence

«

of a municipal law limiting the height of
front walls in Paris.

manse, s. [Low Lat. mansa — a farm, from
mmisus, pa. par. of maneo = to remain.]

* 1. A house or dwelling with or without
land.

2. The dwelling-house reserved or built for
a Presbyterian minister. (Scotch.)

"To grip for the lucre of .foul earthly preferment,
sic as gear and manse* money and victual."—Scott :

Heart of Mid- Lothian, ch. xliii.

* If Capital manse : A manor-house, a lord's;

court.

mari'-ser-vant, s. [Eng. man, and servant.]

A male servant.
" But the seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord

thy God : in it thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor
thy son, nor thy daughter, thy manservant, nor thy
maidservant, nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is

within thy gates."

—

Exodus joc. 10.

man -sion, * man-si-oun, s. [0. Fr. man-
sion — a dwelling-place, from Lat. mansionem,
accus. of mansio = an abiding, a -place of
abode, from mansits, pa. par. of maneo = to re-

main, to dwell ; Ital. mansione ; Fr. maison.]

1. A dwelling-house, a place of residence
;

specif., applied to a house of considerable
size and pretension.
" And in that mansion children of hiB own,
Or kindred, gathered round him."

'

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vit

2. The lord's house in a manor : a manor-
house.

* 3. A place of residence ; an abode.

* 4. Residence, abode.
" These poets near our princes sleep,
And in one grave their man&iuns keep."

Denham : On Mr. Abraluini Cowley.

mansion-house, s.

1. The house in which one resides ; an in-

habited house.
" The place must be, according to Sir Edward Coke,

a, manston-Jwuse ; and, therefore, to account for the
reason why breaking open a church is burglary, . . .

he quaintly observes that it is domus tnansionalts Dei."—Blacfcstone : Comment, bk. iv., c. 16.

2. A manor-house.
'" This party purposing In this place to make a dwell-

ing, or, as the old word is, his mansion-house, or bis
manor-house, did devise how he might make his land
a complete habitation to supply him with all maner
of necessaries."

—

Bacon: Use of the Law.

U The Mansion House : The title given to
the official residences of the Lord-Mayors in
London and Dublin.

* man sion, *.*, [Mansion, s.] To djvell,

to remain, to abide.
" As also the rest of the creatures mantioning there-

in."—Mede : Paraphrase of St. Peter {1642), p. 16.

* man'-sion-ar-y, a. & s, [Eng. mansion;
-ary.]

A. As adj. : Resident, residing : as, a man-
sionary canon.

B. As subst. : (See extract).

"They might be perhaps the habitations of the man-
sionaries or keepers of the Church."— Archceologia,

xiiL 293.

* man'-sion-ry, *man-son-ry, s. [Eng.
onansion ; ~ry.] Abode or abiding in a place.

" The temple-haunting martlet does approve,
By his loved mansionry, that the heaven's breath
Smells wooingly here." Shakesp. : 'Macbeth, i. 6.

man -slaughter (gh silent), s. [Eng. man,
and slaughter. ]

1. Ord. Lang. : The slaughter or killing of a
human being or beings ; homicide.

"Manslaughter shall be held the highest pitch
Of human glory." Milton : P. £., xi. 369.

2. Law : (See extract),

"Manslaughter is therefore thus defined, the un-
lawful killing of another without malice either express
or implied: which maybe either voluntarily, upon a
sudden heat, or involuntarily, but in the comjnissi"n
of some unlawful act."

—

Blackstone: Comment.,bk. ir.,

ch. 14.

man'-slay-er, *man-sle-or,s. [Eng. man,
and slayer.] One who slays a human being;
a man killer, a homicide, a murderer.

" He was a mansleor fro the begyunyng,"

—

Wycliffe :

Jon 8.

man-Steal-er, s. [Eng. man, and stealer.]

One who steals or kidnaps human beings,
generally for the purpose of selling them into

slavery.

man -steal-ing, ?. [Eng. man. and stealing.]

The act or crime of stealing or kidnapping
human beings for the purpose of selling them
into slavery.

man -suete (u as w), * man-suette, a.

[Lat. mansuetus, from manus — the hand, and
suetus, pa. par. of suesco = to accustom.]

1. Tame, gentle ; not wild, not ferocious.

"This holds not only in domestick and mansuete
birds : for then it might be thought the effect of cir-

curation or institution, but also in the wild."

—

Hay:
On the Creation.

2. Gentle, kind, meek, courteous, mild.

"Thou lover true, thou maiden mansuete."
Chaucer (!) Letter of Cupide.

* man-su6-tu.de (u as w), 5. [Fr., from
Lat. mansuetudo, from mansuetus= mansuete
(q-v.)-l

1. Tameness, gentleness.

2. Gentleness, meekness, mildness.

"A vertue that cleped is mansuctude, that is de-
bonairtee."

—

Chaucer: Persones Tale.

* man'-swear, v.i. [A.S. manswerian.] To
swear falsely ; to perjure oneself.

* man-sworn, ». [Manswear.] Foresworn,
perjured.

Mant chod, s. [Manchoo.]

man teau (pi. man'-teaus, or man-
teaux) (eau, eaus, eaux as 6), * man-
to, s. [Fr.] A mantle, a cloak.
" Prescribe new rules for knots, hoops, manteaus, wigs."

Warton : Fashion, a Satire.

man'-teele, s. [Mantle, s.]

man -tel, s. [O. Fr. Mantel and mantle are

the same words, the difference in spelling

being apparently made only to mark the
difference in sense.] The ornamental facing

and shelf around a fireplace.

mantel piece, s. A beam across the
opening of a fireplace, serving as a lintel to
support the chimney-breast.

mantel-shelf, s. A shelf above the
facing of a fireplace,

mantel-tree, s. The lintel of a fire-

place.

man'-tel-et, mant -let,
mantle (q.v.).]

* I. Ord. Lang. : A small mantle or cloak.
"Amantelet upon his shouldres hanging,
Bret-ful of rubies red, as fire sparkling."

Chaucer: C. T., 2,105.

II. Fortification

:

1. A movable blind constructed of planks,
and sometimes plated, to cover a body of

[A dimin. of .

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, oe = e. ey = a. qu = kw,
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pioneers ami protect them from small shot

;

a sap-roller is novy used.

2. A protection of woven rope, to protect
gunners at embrasures.

"man tel ine, s. [A dimin. from -mantle
(q..v.)]. A little mantle worn by kuights at
tournaments.

man-tel'-li-a, s. [Named after Dr. Gideon
Algernon Mali tell (1790-1S52) ; successively of
Lewes, .Brighton, and London, an eminent
palaeontologist; and geologist.]

Pakeont. : A genus of Cycads. Mantellia
nidiformis is found in the Purbeck Dirt-bed.
The specific name refers to the aspect they
present when cracked, as they always are
more or less, by the superincumbent strata.

For the same reason quarrymen call them
petrified birds' nests.

* man -tic, a. [Gr. /xairnxd? (mantikos), from
ju.acTi? (mantis) —a prophet.] Pertaining or
relating to prophecy or divination, or to a
prophet or divine

;
prophetic.

"The mantic faculty belongs to the part of the soul
settled in the liver."—Robertson Smith : Old Testament
in Jem'vsh Church, lect. x., p. 428.

man ti-chor, man'-ti-cor, 5. [Mantioer.]

man-ti-cdV-a, s.
_
[Lat. mantichora; Gr.

/xai-TiYaipas (mant idioms), fxam-i\6pa.<; (jnanti-
choras), iia.vTLx^po^ (manticlwros), fxavnxopos
(mantichoros) = the Persian mardkhora, a
fabulous animal, mentioned by Ctesias, ap-
parently compounded of a lion, a porcupine,
and a scorpion, with a human head.]

Entom. : A genus of Cieindelidae, Tiger-
beetles. The species which are large, black,
and wingless, inhabit the deserts of South
Africa.

man' -tl -dee, man'-ti-des, 5. pi. [Mod. Lat.
manti(s) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee, or

niasc. and fern, -ides.]

1. Entom. : A family of Orfchopterous Insects,
tribe Cursoria. The first pair of limbs are
very peculiarly modified, the coxa being greatly
elongated, while the femur bears on its curved
underside a channel armed on each edge by
strong movable spines. Into this groove the
tibia closes like the blade of a penknife, the
sharp serrated edges being adapted to cut and
hold. Prothorax generally exceeding the meso-
thorax in length. Antenna? mostly setaceous.

Elytra and wings in all. Chief genera : Mantis,
Empusa, and Eremophila (a.. v.).

2. Palceont. : Dr. Henry Woodward con-

siders LWiomantis carbonarins, of the English
Coal Measures, to belong to this family.

man'-ti-ger, man'-ti-chor, man'-ti-cor,
s. [Manticoba.]

1. Her. : A monster, with a human face, the

body of a lion or tiger, a scorpion's tail, and
long spiral horns.

2. Zool. : An unidentified (possibly imagin-

ary) monkey.
" Near these was placed, by the black prince of Mo-

/ nomotapas's bide, the (flaring cat-a-mountain, and the
man-mimicking >nantiger."—Arbuthnot <fr Pope,

man-til -la, s. [Sp.]

1. A hood ; a covering for the head and
'shoulders, worn also as a veil by Spanish

ladies

.

2. A light cloak or covering thrown over

the dress of a lady.

man tis, s. [Gr. ixavr^ (mantis) = (1) a sooth-

sayer, (2) a kind of locust or grasshopper,

with long, thin fore-feet, perhaps Mantis re-

ligiosa. (Liddell & Scott.)']

Entom. : Soothsayer, or Praying Insect ; the

typical genus of the family Mantidte (q.v.).

Two species occur in Southern Europe : Man-
tis religiosa, from two to two and a half inches

in length, and M. omtoria, a smaller species.

Others are found in the warmer regions of the

world. The popular names by which they

are known in different countries have refer-

ence to their supposed power of indicating the

way to a lost traveller, and derive their force

from the religious significance attributed to

the slow and solemn motions of the insect.

But the seemingly devotional attitude of the

Mantis is that in which it watches for its

', prey, seizing unfortunate insects between its

femur and tibia, thus maiming, and then de-

vouring them. They are very pugnacious;

the Chinese are said to keep them in cages,

and match them against each other, as western

nations used to do with game-cocks.

mantis-crab, mantis-shrimp, s.

Zool. : Squilla mantis. Its popular name is

a translation of the scientific name given it

in old classifications, Cancer mantis. [Locust-
shrimp.]

mantis shrimp, s. [Mantis-crab.]

man -tis i a, s. [Named from the insect
mantis, to which the flowers bear some resem-
blance.]

Bot. ; A genus of Zingiberaceae. Mantisia
saltatoria, Opera Girls' Mantisia, a plant intro-
duced into greenhouses from the East Indies
in 1808, derives its specific name from the fan-
ciful notion that the flowers are like a dancing
figure attached to a wire.

man tis -pa, s. [Mantis.]

Entom. : A genus of Neuropterous Insects,
closely allied to the Hemerobiidte, witli which
group some writers class them. They differ,

however, from that group in the structure of
the fore-legs, which are elongated and con-
verted into raptorial organs like those of the
Mantidse (q.v.). The prothorax is also elon-
gated, and the head is rather broad, with
prominent eyes. The species, which are of
moderate size and not very numerous, are
found in all the warmer parts of the world.
Mantispa paganus is common in Southern
Europe.

man tis pi-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. man-
tisp(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A group of Neuropterous Insects
erected for the reception of the genus Man-
tispa (q.v.).

mantissa, 5. [Lat. = a worthless addition,
a makeweight.]

Math. : The decimal part of a logarithm.
Thus, the logarithm of 900 being 2'95424, the
part "95424 is the mantissa,

man-tie, *man teL * man-tell, s. [0. Fr.
mantel (Fr. manteau) = a cloak, a mantel of a
fireplace ; from Lat. viantellum = a napkin,
a means of .covering, a cloak (tig. ) ; mantele,
mantile = a. napkin, a towel; Low Lat. matt-
tum = a short cloak ; Ital. & Sp. manto

;

Fr. mante = a mantle; Dut., Dan., & Sw.
mantel; Sp. mantilla.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A cloak or loose garment worn over
the rest of the dress.

"Having rent my garment and my mantle, I fell

upou my knees."—Ezra ix. 5.

2. Fig. : Anything which covers or conceals

;

a cloak, a cover.

II. Technically

:

1. Anal. : The name given by Reichert to

the covering portion of the hemisphere-vesicle
in the brain.

2. Arch.: A mantel (q.v.).

3. Building

:

(1) The outer covering of a wall, of different

material from its inner portion.

(2) The enveloping masonry of a blast-

furnace (q.v.).

4. Gas, £c. : A conical network prepared
with some highly refractory earth that; be-

comes luminous when placed over a flame.

5. Found. : A covering of clay designed to

form a matrix or mould for casting : as, a

porous clay covering of a basso-rilievo design
in wax. The mantle and pattern are baked,
the wax runs off, and
the porous clay is a

mould from which a

casting is obtained in

relief.

6. Her. .- The cloak

or robe which ac-

companies and is re-

presented behind the
escutcheon. '

mantle.
7. Hydr.-eng. : An

inclosed chute which leads the water from a

fore-bay to a water-wheel.

8. Zool. : The external soft contractile skin

of the Mollusca, which covers the viscera and
a great part of the body like a cloak. (Owen.)

Where a shell is developed it is secreted by

the niautle. Called also the Pallium.

mantle-breathers, s. pi.

Zool. ; Palliobranchiata, a name proposed
by De Blainville for the Brachiopoda, re-

ferring to the respiratory function exercised by
the pallium or mantle.

mantle-breathing, a. Exercising re-

piratory functions by means of the pallium

or mantle.

Mantle-breathing bivalves

;

Zool. : The same as Mantle breathers
(q.v.).

"All the Brachiopoda, or mantle-breathing biealvet

are exclusively inhabitants of the ocean."—Miss Crane,
in Casscll's Nat. tlitt., v. 259.

mantle-piece, s. [Mantel-piece.]

mantle shelf, s. [Mantel-shelf.}

* mantle-tree, s. [Mantel-tree.]

man -tie, v.t. & i. [Mantle; s.]

A. Trans. : To cover, to wrap, to cloak, to

hide, to obscure.
" Darkness the skies had mantled o'er

In aid of her design."
Ccnoper ; Queen's Visit to London.

B. Lntransitive :

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To be spread out or expanded as a mantle.
" The pair [of wings] that clad

Each shoulder broad, came mantling o'er his breast,

With regal ornament." Milton : P. L , v. 279.

2. To spread or grow luxuriantly.
" The mantling vine

Lays forth her purple grape, and gently creeps
Luxuriant." Milton : P. L., iv. 200.

3. To be overspread.
" In maiden confidence she stood,
Though mantled in her cheek the blood."

Scott : Ladu of the Lake, iv. 18.

4. To become covered with a coating ; to

gather a covering or coating on the surface.
" There are a sort of men, whose visages
Do cream and mantle, llke'a standing pond."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, i. 1.

*5. To take rest, relief, or ease.; to enjoy
one s self.

II. Falconry : To stretch out the wings by
way of relief or for ease.
" Ne is ther hauke which mantleth on her pearch."

Spenser; F. Q., VI. ii. 32.

* man-tier, s. [Eng. mantl(e); -er.J One
who wears a mantle ; one dressed in a mantle.

mant -let, s. [Mantelet.]

mant -ling, s. [Mantle.]
* 1. A mantle.
" The Italians apply it [plastick] to the mantling of

chimneys with great figures, a cheap piece of wagulfr-
cQUce."—Religuio3 Wottonianas, p. 63.

2. The same as Mantle, s, II. 4.

* man -to, s. [Manteau, Mantua-.]

* man tol -6-gist, s. [Eng.mantolog(y) ,* -1st.]

One skilled or versed in mantology or divina-

tion ; a diviner, a prophet.

* man-t6l'-6-gy, S. [Gr. ^curt? (tnantis) •=

a prophet, a diviner, and Ao-yos (logos) = a dis-

course.] The art of divination or prophecy.

Man -ton, s. [See def.] A name given to

fowling-pieces made by Joseph Manton, a
celebrated London gunsmith. Often called a
Joe Mautou.

man tra, s. [Sans.]

1. Among the Hindoos: A charm, an in-

cantation, a prayer, an invocation.

2. Vedic Sacred Liter. : A name given to any
one of the hymns addressed to elemental
deities which constitute the Sauhita of the

Rig and other Vedas.

* man'-tu-a, s. [Ital. & Sp. manto = a mantle.]

A lady's gown.
" Not Cynthia, when her mantua's pinn'd awry,
E'er felt such rage, resentment, and despair."

Pope : Rape of the Lock, iv. 6.

* mantua maker, s. A dressmaker, <i

mantle-maker.

Man -tu-an, u. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Mantua,
a town in Italy ; born iu Italy.

" Ages elapsed ere Homer's lamp appear'd,
And ages ere the Mantuan swan was heard."

Cuwper : Table Talk, 557. '

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of

Mantua.

*man'-ty, s. [Ft. ma,nteau.] A mantle, a gown,
a mantua.

manual, * man'-u-el, * man-veil, a.

& s. [Fr. mamiel, from "Lat. mannalis ; \n-r-,

taming to the hand, manual ; maims = the

,
hand; Sp. & Port, manual; Ital. manuale.]

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tiaa = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble,
t
-dle, &c. = bel, doL
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A. As adjective:

1. Of or pertaining to the hand ;
performed

cr done by the hand,
" A well organized and very pliant hand may deter-

mine to occupations requiring manual dexterity."

—

Deddoes: Mathematical Evidence, p. 6:j. (Note.)

2. Us2d oi made by the hand.
"The treasurer obliged himself to procure some

declaration under his majesty's signmanual."—Claren-
don: Civil War.

* 3. Having hands.
"Parents deprived of hands beget manual issues",

and the defect of those parts is supplied by the idea
of others."—Browne: Vulgar Errours, bk. vii., cli. ii.

B. As substantive :

I. Ord. Lang. : A small book, such as can
be easily carried in the hand ; a hand-booh

;

a short treatise.

" This manual of laws, stiled the confessor's laws."—Sale : Common ia«) of England.

II. Technically

:

1. Eccles. : A book containing the occasional

and minor public offices of the .Roman Church.

2. Mech. : A fire-engine worked by hand.
"On the arrival of the manual an alarming fire

was found to be in progress. "— Weekly Dispatch, May 8,

1887.

3. Music: The keyboard of an organ,

manual-acts, s. pi.

Eccles. & Church Hist.: Acts performed by
the hands of the celebrant in the mass, chiefly
the fraction of the host, and making the
sign of the Cross over it before consecration.
Both were objected to at the Reformation.

manual-alphabet, s. The deaf and
dumb alphabet ; the letters made by deaf and
dumb persons with their fingers.

manual-exercise, s.

Mil. : The exercise or drill by which sol-
diers are taught to handle their rifles and
other arms properly.

manual-key, 5. An organ-key in the
manual, played by the hands ; the pedal keys
are played by the feet.

* man' u-al 1st, s. [Eng. manual; -ist.] An
artificer, a" workman, a handicraftsman.

"- m&n'-U-al-ljr, adv. [Eng. manual ; -ly.]

In a manual manner ; by the hand or hands.

* man'-u-ar-y, * man-u-ar~i, a. & s. [Lat.
manuarius, from manus — the hand.]

A. As adj. ; Pertaining to or done by the
hand ; manual.

"It standeth not that they which are publiquely
imployed in His fG-od's] service, should live of base
and manuari trades."

—

Hooker : Eccl. Pol., bk. v., § 81.

B. As substantive

:

1. An artificer, a workman, u. handicrafts-
man.

"There are some special gift3 of the Spirit, which
we call charismata, which do no more argue a right
to the sdiship of God, than the manuary's infused
skill of Bezaleel and Aholiab could prove them saiuts."—Dp. JIall : Sermon on Romans vin. 14.

2. A consecrated glove.

"Some manuarlm for handlers of relics."

—

Latimer:
Works, i. 49.

* ma-nu'-bi-al, a. [Lat. manubialis from
mdnubiaz = money obtained by the sale of
booty, booty ; menus= the hand,] Belonging
to spoils ; taken in war.

* manubial - column, s. A column
adorned with trophies and spoils.

ma-nu'-bri-al, a. [Manubrium.]
Anat. : Of or pertaining to the manubrium

;

formed like the manubrium.

ma-nu'-bri-um, s. [Lat. = a handle, from
manits = the hand.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A handle, a haft.

2. Anat. : The presternum, a segment of
the sternum or breast-bone. It is so called
from resembling a handle.

3. Bot. : A cylindrical cell, arising from the
middle of the inner face of each shell or
cortical cell in the genus Chara. (Thome.)

4. Zool. : The po]ypite suspended from the
roof of the swimming bell of a Medusa, or
from the gonocalyxof a medusiformsonophore
amongst the Hydrozoa. t*

* man-u-cap'-tor, s. [Lat. manus — ihe
hand, and captor = one who takes ; capio =
to take.]

Law : One who stands bail for another ; a
surety.

man' u code, s. [Fr., from Med. Lat.
manucodiata (q.v.).]

Ornithology

:

1. Sing.: Any individual of the Manucodia,
whether considered as a group embracing two
genera, or as a separate genus.

2. Plural:

(1) As applied- by Montbeillard (Hist, Nat,
Oiseaux, iii. 192), the name was restricted to
the King Bird-of-Paradise, and three allied
species.

2) The Manucodia (q.v.).

" As with members of the Paradiseidae generally,
the nidiflcation of the Munucodes is still shrouded in
mystery."—Prof. Newton, in Encye. Brit. (ed. 9th),

xv. 505.

man-u-co'-dl-a, s. pi. [Manucodiata.]

Ornith. : A group of birds either belonging
or closely allied to the Paradiseida?, and
peculiar to the Papuan sub-region. The
plumage is glossy steel-blue ; the outer and
middle toes are united for some distance, and
there is an extraordinary convolution of the
trachea in the males, to which the loud and
clear voice of the birds is owing. Mr. Sharpe
divides the Manucodia into two, genera

:

Phonygama (q.v.) and Manucodia proper, of
which four species are admitted. Manucodia
chalybeata (chalybea), from the north-west, and
M. comriei, from the south-west of New
Guinea ; M. atra, widely distributed over the
Papuan sub-region, and M. jobiensis, peculiar
to the island whence it derives its specific
name.

man-u-cd-di-a'-ta, s. pi. [Latinised form
of Malay Mannk-dewata = bird of the gods,
the native name for Birds-of-paradise in
general.]

Ornith. : (See extract).

"Manucodiata was used by Brisson {Omithologie, ii,

130) iia a generic term equivalent to the Linnteaii
Paradisea. In l"8-"i Boddaert, when assigning scientific
names to the birds figured by Daubenton, called the
Bubject of one of them, Manucodia cJmlt/bca, the first

word being apparently an accidental contraction of
the name of Briason'a genus, to which lie referred it.

Nevertheless, some writers have taken it as evidence
of an intention to found a new genua of that name,
and hence the importation of Manucodia into scien-
tific nomenclature, and the English form to corre-
spond."

—

Prof. Newton, in Encyc. Brit. (ed. 9th), xv.
504. (Note.)

* man - u - du'- cent, s. [Lat. manus = the
hand, and du-eens, pr. par. of duco = to lead.]

One who leads another by the hand ; a manu-
ductor.

* man-u-duc'-tion, s [Lat. manuductio,
from manus = the hand, and duetto = a lead-
ing; duco = to lead.]' The act of leading or
guiding by the band

;
guidance, leading.

"Now this is a direct manuduction to all kind of
sin."

—

South: Sermons, vol. ii., ser. 6.

* man -u - due'- tor, s. [Lat. memus = the
hand, and ductor = a leader, a guide ; duco =
to lead ; Fr. manuducteur.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who leads or guides
another by the hand ; a guide, a leader.

" Love be your manuductor ; may the tears
Of penitence tree you from (all) future fears."

Jordan: Poems, before 1C60.

2. Eccles. : A person in the ancient Church,
who led the choir and beat time for the music.

* m&n'-u-f&ct, a. & s. [Lat. manus — the
hand, and Jkctvs — made.]

A, As adj.: Made by the baud; manufac-
tured.

" A great part of the linen manufact is done by
women and children."—JUaidman: Naval Specula-
tions, p. 312.

B, As subst. : Manufacture.
"T" encourage woollen manufact."

D'Urfey: Collin 2 Walk, iii.

man-U-fac'-tor-y, s. & a. [Lat. manus =
hand,* and factoriurn = a place where anything
is made, a factory, from /ado = to make.]
[Manufacture.]

A. As substantive:

* 1. The act of manufacturing ; manufacture.

2. A building or place where goods are
manufactured ; a factory.

"In places, wherein thriving manufactories have
erected themselves, land has been observed to sell
quicker,"

—

Locfoj : Lowerinu of Interest, <Cc.

B. As adj.: Of or 'belonging to or em-
ployed in a manufactory, or the manufacture
of goods.

*man-U-fac'-tu-ral, a. [Eng. manufac-
ture); '-ah] Pertaining or relating to manu-
factures. (W. Taylor, in. Annual Review, iv. 3S.)

man-u-fac'-ture, * man-i-fac-ture, s.

[Fr., "from Lat. mann = by the hand, and
factum = a ''"making, from facio = to make;
Sp. manufact ura, munifactura; Ital. manifat-

tura.]

1. The act, process, or operation of manu-
facturing or making wares of any kind ; the
process of reducing raw materials to a form
suitable for use, by operations more or less

complicated.

"By means of trade and manufactures a greater
quantity of subsistence can be annually imported into
a particular country, than what its own lauds, in the
actual state of their cultivation, could afford."—
SmU~h: Wealth of Na/ims, bk. iv., eh. ix.

2. That which is manufactured ; anything
made from raw materials.

" Where forraine materials are but superfluities, for-
raine manufactures should bee prohibited,"

—

Bacon:
Henry VII., p. 215.

man-U~fac'-ture, v.t. & i. [Fr. manufac-
turer'; Sp. manufacturar.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To make or fabricate by art and labour
from raw materials ; to form by workmanship.

" Manufactured articles were hardly to be found."

—

MacanJay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

2. To employ in work; to woi'k up into
suitable forms for use : as, To manufacture
wool, &c.

B. Intrans. : To be occupied or engaged in
the manufacture of wares.

man-u-fac'-tu-rer, s. [Eng. manufactnr(e)

;

-er.] One who manufactures ; one who em-
ploys men in the manufacture uf wares.

"Our woollen manufacturers have been more suc-
cessful."—Smith: Wealth of Nations, bk. iv., ch. viii.

man -u-ffac'-tu -ring, pr. par., a., & s.

[Manufacture, v.]

A. As pr. par. ; (See the verb).

B. -4s adjective :

1. Engaged or employed in the manufacture
of wares.

"A trading and manufacturing country naturally
purchases with a small part of its manufactured jto-
dtice^a great jiartol the rude produce of other coun-
tries."

—

Smith; Wealth of Nations, bk. iv., ch. ix.

2. Pertaining to or connected with manu-
factures or manufacturers : as, manufacturing
interests.

C. As subst. : The same as Manufacture, s.

(q.v.).

ma-nul', s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Fells rnanul, a cat occurring on the
steppes of Tartary and Siberia. It is abmit
the same length as the Wild Cat, Fells catits,

but has longer legs. The fur is yellowish,
mixed with white ; the bead is striped, and
the tail ringed with black.

ma-nu'-le-a, s. [From Lat. manus = the
hand, in reference to the form and relative
position of the five divisions of the flower.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-order
Manulese. It consists of handsome Cape
shrubs, with yellow, orange, or red flowers.

ma-nu'-le-SO, s. pi [Mod. Lat. manul(ea);
and Lat. fern. pi. adj. surf, -ecc.]

Bot. : A subtribe of Gratiolea?, order Scrophu-
lariacete.

* man'-u-mi^e, * man'-u-miss, v.t [Lat.
manvmisstts, pa. par. of manumltto = to manu-
mit (q.v.).] To manumit.

"Then Valerius judging that Vindicins the bond-
man had well deserved also some recoin pence, caustd
him not onely to be mau nitis.vd by the whole grant
of the people, but made him a free man of the city
besides: and he was the first bondman manumissrd
that was made citizen of Rome."—North: Plutarch,
p. 83.

man-u-miss -ion (ss as sh), s. [Fr., from
Lat. nuinumissio, from nianumissits, pa. par. of
manumit-to = to manumit ; Sp. manumision;
Ital. manumissione.] The act of manumitting
or releasing from slavery or bondage ; emanci-
pation.

"Villeins might be enfranchised by manumissbm,
which is either express or impJied."

—

Blackstone,: Com-
ment., bk. ii., ch. C.

t man'-u-mit, v.t [Lat. manumltto = tore-
lease, from manu = from the hand, and mitto
= to send ; Sp. manumitlr; Ital. man umettere.]

To release from slavery ; to set free from
bondage or servitude ; to free, to emancipate,

" Several manumitted slaves were joined to them "

—Eame: Essays, pt, it, ess. 11.

* man'-u-mo-tlve, a. [Lat. manv. = by the
hand, and Eng. -motive, a. (q.v.).] Moved bv
hand-power. *

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, w6re wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cud, cure, unioe, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian. », ce = e ; ey = a. qu — lew.
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* man-u md-tor, s. [Lat. vumtt = by tlie

hand, ami Eng. motor (q.v.).J A wheeled
carriage adapted to be driven by the hands of
the rider.

* ma niir -able, a. [Eng. manur(e); -able,]

1. Capable of cultivation.

"Tli is book gives an account of themanumbfe lauds
iu every manor "

—

Hate : Ortg. of Mankind, p. 235.

2. That may or can be manured or enriched
by manure.

* ma-niir-age, s. [Eng. munuiie); -age.]
Cultivation.

' ma-niir ance, a. [Eng. manurfe); -ance.]

Cultivation.
" Being kept from manurance. ... by this liard re-

straint they would quickly devour one another."

—

tipenmr; State uf Ireland.

tnaniire', v.t. [A contracted form of man-
oeuvre (q.v.).]

* 1. To work with the hand ; to till, to
cultivate.

" It [Japan] is mountainous and craggy, full of rocks
find stony place*, so that the third part nf the empire
is not inhabited or manured."—Memorials of Japan
(I/ackluyt Society), p. 3.

* 2. To manage, to administer.
"It is gouerned, administered, and manured by

three sorts of persons."—Smith : Commonwealth, bk. i.,

cli. xxiii.

3. To enrich as soils with fertilizing sub-
stances, as dung, guano, ashes, lime, vege-
table, or animal refuse, &c. ; to dress with
manure.

"The land is manured, either by pasturing the
cattle upon It or by feeding them in the stable, and
from thence carrying out their dung to it."—Smith

:

Wealth of Jfatiom, bk. i., ch. xi., p. 307.

ma-mire', s. [Manure, v.]

Agric. & Chum. : A term applicable to any
material which may be used for accelerating
vegetation or increasing the production of
plants. The cultivation of plants, year after
year, tends to exhaust the soil of its air-fond
and ash constituents. It becomes, therefore,
necessary to replace these by addition of
manure. This, to some extent, proceeds natu-
rally by the absorption of air-food by the soil
in the form of ammonia and carbonic acid,
and also by the decomposition of the mineral
matter of the soil under the influence of time
and tillage. The air-food is supplied by
nitrogenous matters, chiefly in the form of
ammoniacal salts, and the ash constituents by
the use of salts of phosphoric acid and potash,
in the form of preparations from bone or in
the use of a mineral phosphate,, such as
coprolites. Those substances which furnish
both classes of food comprise guano, stable
manure, fish, seaweed, refuse of towns, ami
artificial saline mixtures, &c. Generally speak-.
ing, phosphates are held to favour the jpi'oduc-
tiou of a large root crop, and nitrogenous
manures to increase the production of corn.

" Though many a load of marie and manure layd
Revived this barren lean, that erst lay dead.

Up. Hall: Satires, bk. v., sat. 1,

manure drag, -.

Agric. : An implement drawn by a horse,
and having teeth which catch into a bunch of
manure, and drag it to a place where it may
be loaded or piled.

manure-drill, £

1. An attachment to a grain-drill which
-deposits powdered fertilizer in the seed-row
or broadcast, as may be desired.

2. A form of watering-cart to distribute in
streams over the surface of a field the liquid
carried in the box of the vehicle.

manure fork, s. A four-pronged fork
for pitching manure, clearing stables, &c.

manure-hook, s. A hand implement
having three or four teeth bent at an angle
with the handle, and used in dragging manure
out of a stable, out of a waggon, or scattering
manure-heaps in a field.

* ma niire ment, s. [Eng. manure; -ment]
The act of manuring ; cultivation, improve-
ment.

" The manurement of wits is like that of soils, where
before the pains of tilling or sowing, men consider what
the mould would bear."— Wotton ; On Education, p. 76.

* ma- niir er, s. [Eng, mamiiie) ; -er.] One
who manures land.

ma-niir l-al, a. [Eng. manurfe); -ial.]

Of or pertaining to manure.
" The manurial value of the ammonia-phosphates on

a. large scale."

—

Athenaium, March 21, 1885, p. 381.

man'-u-script, a. & <?. [Lat. manuscrijntus
= written by the hand ; mann = by the hand,
and scriptus; pa. par. of seribo = to write;
Fr. mawtscrit; Ital. mamtscritto.]

A. As adj. : Written by or with the hand
;

not printed,

"These memoirs will be found in a manuscript
volume, which is part of the Harleiau Collection."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

E. As subst. : A book or paper written by
the hand ; a writing of any kind, in contra-
distinction to that which is piinted. (Con-
tracted to MS., pi. MSS.)

"Ptudy our manuscripts, those myriads of letters
which have passed 'twixt thee and me."—Donne;
Valediction to his Book,

* man-U-ten'-en-cy, s. [Lat. manw = in

the hand, and teneiis, pr. par. of teneo = to
hold.] Maintenance.

man u-ten -sion, s. [Lat. maim = with the
hand "and Eng. tension,} (See extract.)

" The plan of mnnutewtion, or holding violent
patients for a long time by the hands of attendants."
—liucknUl & Tuke: Psychological Medicine (ed. 4th),
p. 67C.

* man-ward, * man-warde, adv. [Eng.
man; -ward.] Towards man.

" After that the kindnes & love of our Saviour God
to nianwurde appeared."—Titus li. (1651.)

Manx, a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Isle of
Man or its inhabitants.

B. As s}tbstantive :

1. (A s a plural) : The inhabitants or natives
of the Isle of Man.

2. The language spoken by the natives of
the Isle of Man. It is closely related to Gaelic
and Irish.

Manx cat, s.

Zool.: A variety of the domestic cat {Fells
doniestica), a native of the Isle of Man, distin-
guished by having no tail, or only a rudi-
mentary one. It is now
nearly extinct in the Isle of
Man.

MANX-CAT.

Manx-puffin, Manx-shearwater, s.

OnUth. : FufjtiULs angloriun (Procellaria pttf-
Jiiats). [Shearwatkr.J

man'-y (a as e), *man i, * mon-i, " mon-y,
a. & s. [A.S. manig, moniig, monig ; cogn.
with But menig; L)an. mange; Sw. mange;
Icel. marg>-; Goth, mrmags ; Ger. manch;
M. H. Ger. ma nee ; O. H. Ger. manac; Ir.

minic; Gael, miuig ; Wei. mynych ; Russ.
innogie.]

A. As adj. : Numerous; consisting of a
great or large number of individuals.

" Probably not without many prayers, the decision
was made."—Macaulay : JIM. Eng., ch. i.

^1 When followed by a or an before a singu-
lar noun, many has a more distributive or
emphatic force than when joined with a plural
noun.

" Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.
And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

Gray : Elegy.

B. As substantive

:

1. A multitude. (A.S. manigeo, manigu.)

_^ appla
Did'st thou Beat heavn with blessinp Bolingbroke."

' O thou foudmany ! with what loud applause
n with blessing Bolingbr
Shakcsp. : 2 Henry IV., i

2. Preceded by the indefinite article, it

signifies a considerable number.
" Mother of a many children."

Sfatkrsp. ; Iliclutrd III., iii. 7.

T 1. The many : The great majority of
people ; the common crowd.

2. .So ma ny

:

(1) The same number of ; as many.

(2) A certain number indefinitely; as, Take
so Duiny of them, and so nmny of the others.

3. Too many : Too great, too powerful, too
strong.

"They come to vie power and expense with those
that are too high and too many fur them."

—

ISEstrange.

TI Many is largely used in composition with,

adjectives, forming compounds, the meanings
uf which are sufficiently obvious : as, many-
coloured, many-flowered, many-hued, &c.

many-banded, o. Marked .with many
bands or stripes.

Many-banded Goshawk

:

Ornith. : Melierax polyzonus, common in
Abyssinia and Senegambia.

many-cleft, a. Having numerous clefts

or cuts.

many-cornered, a.

1. Lit. : Having many corners or angles
;

polygonal.

"2. Fig. : Having many corners or recesses;
intricate.

" Search those many-cornered minds,
Where woman's crooked faiicy turns and winds."

Uryden. {Todd.)
many-headed, a.

1. Orel. Lang. : Having many heads ; hence,
applied to the jjeople in the sense of tickle,
changeable.

^1 The expression is of Horatiau origin, and
oc-ui'sin the first epistle to Maecenas (1. i. 70) :

"'Bellua es multoruni capitum." Pope imi-
tates the passage (Sat, iii. 121)

:

" Well, if a king's a lion, at the least
The people are a many-headed beast."

2. Lot. : A term applied to a root, terminated
by several distinct buds.

If llie many-headed : The common herd
;

the multitude.

1 many languaged, a. Speaking many
or various languages.

" The city since of many-languagcd men."
rope: Homer; /littdxx. 257.

many-parted, «. Having many parts
or divisions.

"* many-peopled, a. Having a large or
numerous population

; thickly inhabiteu.
" He from the many-peopled city flies :

Contemns their labours. Sandys.

many-root, s.

Bot. : A "West Indian name for liuelUa
titberosa.

* Many-saints'-day, s. Pentecost.
"Those three thousand gained (on Many-Sn ints'-day)

by Saint Peter."—Fuller: Church History, iii. (Dedic)

many-sided, a.

I. Lit.: Having many sides: as, a many-
sukfl figure.

II. Figuratively;

1. Having many sides or points for con-
sideration : as, a many-sided question.

2. Exhibiting many aspects of mental or
moral character ; showing mental or moral
activity in many different directions ; open to
many influences

; widely sympathetic.

3. Derived from many sources or influences
;

exhibiting many phases ; wide, liberal.

many-sidedness, s. The quality or
state of heiug many-sided.

many-ways, many-wise, adv. In
many different ways ; variously.

* many-weathered, a. Variable in
weather.

* man-y, s. [Meiny.] A retinue of servants
;

a body of followers or attendants.

man'-y-where (a as e), adv. [Eng, many,
and where. A word coined by Lord Avebury
in his work, "The Scenery of England"; it
Is intermediate in meaning between somewliere
and everywhere.] In many places. i

maor, &-. [Maer.]

Mao'-ri (ao as 6%), s. & a. [Native word.]
A. As suhst. : A native of New Zealand.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the native
inhabitants of New Zealand.

Maori-rat, s.

Zool. : A murine rodent, occurring in New
Zealand ; it is identical with the Black Eat
(Mus ratt us).

* maor'-mb'r (ao as a), s. [Gael, maer, viaor= a royal steward; mor = great.] A royal
steward of high dignity and power, placed by

toSil, bojf; pollt, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion--- shun; -tion, -sion= zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious - shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel doL*
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the King of Scotland over a province instead
' of a thauage, and exercising the office of royal
deputy, enjoying a third part of its revenues.

ma-ou'-ti-a, a. [Named after Emmanuel Le
Mao ut.]

Lot. : A genus of Urticacere. Maoutia Puya
is a shrub with very white leaves, growing in
the Himalayas. It yields a strong fibre of
good quality, used fur making fishing-nets,
net-bags, twine, and cloth. (Calcutta Exhibi-
tion B,cp>ort.)

map, *mappe, s. [Fr. mappemonde, froiuLat.
mappamundi = a map of the world ; mappa =
a napkin ; Ital. mappamondo.]

1. Lit. : A representation of a portion of the
earth's surface, or of a portion of the heavens
upon a plane. There are, therefore, two kinds
of maps, terrestrial and celestial. Terrestrial
maps are of two kinds, those which represent
portions of land and water together, which
are properly called maps, and those which
represent portions of the ocean, only indi-
cating the directions of currents, soundings,
anchorages, rocks, shoals, buoys, lighthouses,
&e. ; these are called hydrographical maps or
charts. A map of the earth, or of a portion
of the earth, generally shows the physical
features of the country, as rivers, mountains,
lakes, <fec, the situation of towns, cities, &c,
relatively to each other, and by means of the
lines of latitude and longitude relatively to
every other point on the earth's surface.
Maps are also prepared for special purposes,
as geological, statistical, ethnological, or his-
torical vuqjs. It being impossible to repre-
sent a spherical surface on a plane, so that the
parts shall have tit each other their proper
relative positions, the representation is, in all

cases, conventional. Various devices have
been resorted to, each of which has its own
peculiar advantages and disadvantages. A
representation of the meridians and circles of
latitude forms, in all cases, the skeleton or
basis of every map of an extensive portion of
the earth's surface, and it is upon a correct
delineation of these that the accuracy of any
map depends. The principal methods of pro-
jection are the orthographic, the stereographic,
the globular, the conical, and the cylindrical
or Mercator's projection, besides various com-
binations and modifications. In the first

three cases the plane upon which the map is

to be drawn is called the primitive plane, and
is supposed to be passed through the centre
of the earth. The various lines are projected
upon this plane, by lines drawn through their
different points and some fixed point, called
the point of sight. Upon the location of the
point of sight depends the peculiarities of the
three methods of projection.

2. Fig. : A distinct and precise representa-
tion of anything.

map-holder, a, A frame for the display
of maps or charts. In one form the maps are
on an endless web of cloth ; in another they
are hung from separate rollers in the manner
flf Window-blinds.

map-measurer, s. An instrument with
a little wheel of known circumference, which
is made to roll along a line and indicate its

length, the number of revolutions being
counted, and the fraction, if any, observed by
reference to the pointer and graduated peri-
meter. [Opisometer, Perambulator.]

map- mounter, s. One who mounts
maps by backing them with canvas, varnish-
ing them, and fixing them on rollers.

map, mappe, v.t. [Map, s.]

1. Lit. : To draw or delineate a map or
chart ; to lay down in a map.

2. Fig. : To point out, describe, or set down
accurately, generally followed by out,

"I am near to the jilnce where they should meet, if

Pisiiuio hiwamapped it truly."—Xhakesp. : Cymbdine,
iv. 1.

ma'-ple (1), s. [A.S. mapulder, mapoldcr, from
mupul = maple, and treoiv - tree ; Ger. maz-
holder.] The genus Acer (q.v.).

" Unmolested worked the women,
._ J Made their siiyfir from the maple."

Loii'jfcllnw : Hiawatha, xiii.

*i The Common or Small-leaved Maple is

Acer campestre, which is indigenous in Britain.
The Great Maple is A. pseudoplatanits, which
is introduced

; the Cretan Maple is A. crvticum,

:

the Guelder Rose-leaved Maple, A. opal ifnilam;
the Italian Maple, A. Opalits ; the Montpelier
Maple, A.mompcssulaniuti ; the Norway Maple,

A. platanoides ; the Red or Swamp Maple, A.
rubrum; and the Sugar Maple, A. saccharinum.
(Loudon.)

maple-sugar, s.

Cltem. : Maple saccharose. A coarse sugar,
used by the inhabitants of the Western States
of America, obtained from the sugar-maple
Acer saccharinum), by boring a hole into the
wood in the spring, and inserting a spout to
convey the juice into a vessel placed for its

reception. On boiling down the liquid, a
dark-coloured' crystalline mass is deposited.
This sugar rarely finds its way into commerce.

* ma'-ple (2), s. [Mop.] A little mop.
"An bruaxle as seullers' maples."—Xashe ; Lenten

Stujfe. (Dedie.)

mapped, pa. par. [Map, v.]

x map'-per-y, s. [Eug. map; -ery.] The study
or planning ofmaps or charts ; bookish theory.

"They call this, bed-work, mappery, closet war."
Slmke&p. : Troitus & Cressida, i. S.

* map'-pfet, s. [Eng. map; -ist.] A maker
i of maps,

"Learned mappiMs on a paper small
Draw fin abridgement) the whole type of all."

Sylvester : Little bartas, 311.

ma-prou'-ne-a, s. [Named by Aublet, pro-
bably from a Guiana name. (Britten.)']

Lot. : A genus of Euphorbiacese, tribe Hip-
pomanea*. Maprounea brasiliensis yields a
fugitive black dye, A decoction of the root
is given in derangements of the stomach,.

maqui (as mak'-we), s. [Native name.]

Lot. ; Aristotelia, a Chilian shrub of the
order Tiliaceae, used for making musical in-

struments, the strings of which are formed of
' the tough bark. A wine made from the
; berries is prescribed in malignant fever.

mar, * marre, * merre, v.t. [A.S. merran,
in comp. dmen-un, dmyrran = to dissipate,

|
to waste, lose, hinder, obstruct ; mirran = to

' impede
;

gemearr = an impediment ; cogu.

j
with O. Dut. merren = to stay, to retard ; Dut.

,!
marren = to tarry; 0. H. Ger. marrjaji = io
hinder, to disturb, to vex ; Fr. inarri = sad,
vexed.] To injure, to spoil, to hurt, to

, damage, to disfigure.
" Marring all the festal mirth.**

Ocott ; Lady of the Lake, ii. 8.

f mar (1), * marr, s, [Mar, v.] A blot, a
! blemish, an injury.

" I trust my will to write shall match the inarrs I
make m it."

—

Ascham : To Edward Raven, May, 1551.

* mar (2), s. [Mere.] A lake.

ma'-ra (1), [Patagonian-cavy.]

ma'-ra (2), s. [Icel. — a nightmare.]

Norse Mythol. : A demon who torments and
tortures men with visions, and even crushes
them to death. [Mare, 2.]

mar-a-bou', s. [Native African name.]

Omith. : The popular name for at least two
species of Storks of the genus Leptoptilus,
the vent feathers of which were formerly much
esteemed as ornaments, and for ladies' head-
dresses. Leptoptilus argala is the Asiatic
marabou or Adjutant (q.v.). L. Marabou, a
smaller species, is from tropical Africa, where
it assists the vultures in consuming the tilth

of the negro villages. It is, if possible, uglier
than its Asiatic congener, but its delicate vent
feathers are equally valued.

mar-a-bout', mar-a-boot', s. [Arab.] A
Muhammadan who devotes himself to a reli-

gious life. He considers it a merit to fight
for his faith. Many such exist in Northern
Africa. They pretend to supernatural powers.

ma -rah, a. [Heb. = bitterness.]

1. Lit. : The name given to a place on the
east of the Red Sea,

"They could not drink uf the waters of Marah, for
' they were bitter : therefore the name of it was called

Jlui'uh."—Ex'jd, xv. 2ii.

* 2. Fig. : Bitterness ; bitter water.
" Slaked its thirst with marah of its tears."

Longfellow.

ma-rai', s. [A native word.] A sacred in-

I

closure or temple among the islanders of the
Pacific Ocean.

mar'-a-nade, v.t [Marinate.]

mar-a-na'-tha, s. [Gr. MapauaOd (Mar-

anatha); Aramaic STWf pt) (Mardn athd) =
the Lord cometh.]

Scrip. : A term used by St. Paul, at the con-

clusion of his first Epistle to the Corinthians,

in connection with an anathema. Anathema
Maratuttha = Let him be accursed at the com-
ing of the Lord.

mar'-an-lte, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mitt- : The same as Chiastol'-'-e or Macle
(q.v.).

ma-rant', s. [Maranta.]

Lot. (PL) : The name given by Lindley to
the order Marantaeese (q.v.).

ma-ran'-ta, s. [Named after B. Maranti. ".

Venetian physician and botanist, who died in
lu04.J

Lot. : Marant, the typical genus of the
order Marantaceae (q.v.). Maranta arun-
dinacea, M. Allouya, and M. nobilis, furnish
arrowroot in the West Indies, and M. ramosis-
shna in the East Indies. The split stems of
M. dichotoma, a native of India and Burmalu
are made into mats.

mar-an-ta'-ce-se, a. pi. [Mod. Lat. mur-
ant(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. sun", -aceai,]

Lot. : An order of Endogens, alliance Amo-
males. It consists of herbaceous tropical
plants without aroma. There is often a
tuberous rhizome, full of starch ; the stem
generally branched ; the leaves are simple,
sheathing with a single midrib, from which
numerous veins diverge at an acute angle,
running parallel to each other to the margin
of the leaf; inflorescence a dense spike, a
raceme, or a panicle either terminal or radical

;

flowers arising from spathaceous membranous
bracts ; calyx short, inferior ; sepals three ;

corolla tubular, irregular, with the segments
in two whorls, the outer three-parted, equal,

,
the inner very irregular ; stamens three,,

petaloid, only one fertile; anther one-celled;
ovary one to three-celled ; ovules one or
many, erect ; fruit capsular. Found in tropical
America, Africa, and India. They are of
economic value from the starch in which they
abound. Known genera six, sx^ecies 100.
(Lindley.)

ma-ras'-ca, s. [Ital. = a kind of sour cherry,
from Lat. amarus = hitter.] A small, black,
wild, variety of cherry, from which maraschino
is distilled.

mar-as-chi'-no, s. [Ital. marasca — ma-
rasca"(q.v.).j A delicate spirit or liqueur dis-
tilled from cherries ; the best is from Zara in
Dalmatia.

maras mi-us, s. [Mod. Lat. = pertaining
to decay, from marasmus (q.v.).]

Lot. : A genus of fungi, akin to Agaricus.
Some foreign species are finely coloured.
Marasmiits Ureades is the Champignon, which
is eatable ; M. scorodoithts is used as a condi-
ment.

ma-ras'-mo-lite, s, [Gr. ,aapao-/j.6s (maras-
vtos) — decaying; suff. -lite (Mm.).]

Min. : A blende (q.v.) partially decomposed,
and containing some free sulphur.

t ma-ra^'-mus, s. [Gr. ^apao-juos (marasmos)
= decay.]

Pathol. : The wasting away of the body with-
out obvious cause. Now it is assumed that
this must be brought about by some local
disease, and investigations are made to ascer-
tain which it is.

mar-as-que'-no (quask), s. [Maraschino.]

Ma- rath- i, s. [The native name.] [Mah-
ratta.] The language spoken by the Mali*
rattas. Called also Mahratta (q.v.).

"Second comes Marathi which remained a Prakrit
till the twelfth or even thirteenth century."

—

Beanies:
Comp. Oram. Aryan Lang, of India, i. (1872), p. 120.

ma-rat'-tl-a, s. [Named after L. F. Maratti,
,

o'f Yallombrosa in Tuscany, who wrote upon
ferns.]

Lot. : The typical genus of the order Marat-
tiacese (q.v.). Hind says that the rhizomes.
of Marattia alata are eaten by the Sandwich
Islanders in time of scarcity,

ma-rat-ti-a'-ge-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ma~
ratti(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. sufi'. -occre.]

Lot. : The same as Dan^ace.*; (q.v.).

t maraud ', v.i. [Fr. marauder = to beg, to
play the rogue, from maraud= a rogue, a beg-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cufo, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = ltw.
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far.] To rove in quest of plunder or booty
;

o pillage, to plunder,
" Their gain, their glory, their delight.
To Bleei> the livy. maraud the niylit."

Scott : Munition, v. 4.

ma-raud -er, :, [Eng. maraud; -er.] One
V'lw marauds ; one who roves in search of
plunder ; a pillager, a plunderer.

" No labourer dared bring any thing for sale lest some
marauder should lay hands on it by the way."

—

Mac-
—'-y: Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

* mar-a-ve-di', s. [Sp., from Arab, Mitrd-
bitin = the .steadfast, a name of a dynasty
that reigned in Spain and Africa.]

1. A Spanish copper coin, value less than
one farthing sterling.

2. A Spanish gold coin, value about four-
teen shillings sterling.

mar'-ble, * mar-bel, * mar-bre, * mar-
t>re-Ston, s. & a. [Fr. marbre, from Lat.
marmorem, accus. of marmor = marble ; Gr.
IxdpfjLapo^ (marmaros) '•= a glistening wliite
stone, from juap/xatpw (inarmairo) — to sparkle,
to glitter.]

A. As subslcutfive

;

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II. 2,

2. A column, tablet, pillar, &c, of marble
or other stone', remarkable for some inscrip-
tion or sculpture.

3. A little ball of marble, stone, clay, &c,
used by children as a plaything.

"' Xor fear d the marbles, as they hounding flew."
Gay : Lamentation of OlumdalclUeh.

II, Technically:

1. Art : A plate of stone used by painters
;

a slab on which raw colours are ground with
a muller.

2. GeoL, Petrol., Sculp., & Building Stones:
A popular name for any limestone which is

sufficiently hard to take a fine polish. (Lycll.)
Any calcareous or even any other rock which
takes a good polish, and is suitable for decora-
tive or architectural purposes. (Jlutley.) Ar-
ranged by colour, as Da Costa does, there are

:

(V) Marbles of one plain colour, which may be
black, white, ash, gray, brown, red, yellow,
blue, or green

; (2) marbles of two colours,
which are simply the foregoing marbles varie-
gated with other colours ; (3) marbles varie-
gated with many colours ; and (4) marbles
containing shells, corals, and other extraneous
bodies. Some of the fossiliferous limestones
furnish excellent marbles. For instance, the
encrinital limestones of the Carboniferous for-

mation have the fossils wliite in a dark gray
or black matrix, Nonfossiliferous crystalline

marbles consisting of sedimentary calcareous
strata, altered by metamorphism, also furnish
good marbles. The statuary marble of Italy

may be of this character. [Statuary marble.]
The purest kinds are used for statues, those
less pure as building material. The Carrara
and Parian marbles are of this type. Other
marbles are the Verd Antique, thej'ire Marble
or Lumachelle, the Giallo Autico, Madreporic
Marble, &c.

If (1) Finished marble is that which is ready
for its place.

(2) Polished marble: [Marble-polishing].

(3) Rough marble is in the shape of blocks

from the quarries.

(4) Rough-h-jwn marble is cut with the saw
or squared with the stone axe.

3. Glass-man. : A stone or iron plate on
which glass is rolled to shape it ; a marver.

4. Printing :

(1) A printer's imposing-stone.

(2) A style of colouring, for paper and book
edges.

IT (1) Arundel or Amndelian marbles

:

[Arunuelian].

(2) Elgin marbles: A collection of basso-

relievos and fragments of statuary brought
from the Parthenon at Athens to England by
Lord Elgin in 1814. They were afterwards

purchased by the British Government, and
are now in the British Museum. They con-

sist chiefly of the metopes, representing for

the most part the combats of the Centaurs

and LapithEe, and the statues or fragments of

statues, which ornamented the tympana of

the pediments of the Parthenon, or Temple of

Minerva. To these were added the frieze from

the temple of Nike
1

Apteros, a series of casts

from the temple of Theseus, and the choragic

monument of Lysicrates.

B. As adjective

:

1. Literally

:

L Composed or consisting of marble.
" As o'er the marble courts of kings.''

Moons : Light of tlte Harem.

2. Variegated, veined, or streaked like
marble.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Hard like marble ; cold, insensible : as,

a marble heart.
*'

2. Pure, pellucid.
" [He] . . . iutu the world's first region throws
Through the pure marble air his oblique \v;iy."

Milton: P. L., Iii. oGi.

[ Artificial Marble : An indurated composi-
tion of gypsum, alum, isinglass, and colour-
ing materials incorporated into a paste and
moulded into form.

* marble-cutter, s. One who cuts or
hews marble ; a workman in marble ; a
machine for cutting marble.

marble-edge, s.

Boolcbind, : A mode of ornamenting the
edges of bound books. [Marble-paper.]

marble-edged, a. Having the edges
marbled, as a book, &c.

marble-handsaw, s. A blade without
;

' teeth, and having a block handle at the back.
' It is used with sand for cutting slabs into

pieces or slips.

* marble-hearted, a. Having a cold,
cruel heart ; hard-hearted, insensible.

"(ingratitude ! thou marble-hearted fiend.
More hideous, when thou shew'at thee in a child,
Thau the sea-monster •

" bTutkcsp. : Lear, i. 4.

marble-paper, s. Paper ornamented
with a coloured pattern resembling marble ; or
ornamented by a process similar to that of
marbling, with patterns bearing no analogy to
those of marble, but assuming certain conven-
tional forms, in which the colours are singu-
larly blended, and contrasted.

marble-rubber, s. A block or tray
with a flat sole, moved above the marble slab
with a combined rotary and reciprocating
motion.

marble scourer, s. A rubber for sur-
facing marble slabs.

marble, v.t. [Marble, s.] To variegate,
stain, or vein like marble ; to give an appear-
ance of marble to.

mar'-bled (bled as beld), a. [Marble, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Variegated, spotted.

"Those fine covers of hooks that, for their resem-
blance to speckled nimble, are wont to be called
marbled*"—Boy?it : Works, iii. 448.

2. Lot., £c. : Having the surface traversed
by irregular veins of colour, like a block of
marble.

marbled-beauty, »,

Entom. : Bryophila perla, a small whitish
moth, dappled with bluish-gray.

marbled tiger-cat, s.

Zool : Felis viarmorata. Habitat, the Sik-
kim Himalayas, the hilly parts of Assam,
Burmah, Malayana, and Java. Head and
body from eighteen inches to two feet long

;

tail about fifteen inches. Dingy tawny to
- yellowish-gray, with long, wavy, black spots,
somewhat clouded or marbled ; belly, yellow-
ish-white ; tail spotted aud tipped with black.

marbled white-butterfly, s.

Entom, : Arge Galathea, a rare butterfly, the
wings of which are creamy white, marbled
and veined with black.

* mar'-ble-ize, v.t. [Eng. marble; -ize.] To
colour in imitation of variegated marble.

marbling, s. [Marble, v.]

1. The act or process of staining, colouring,
or variegating in imitation of marble.

2. Any marking resembling that of veined
marble.

*mar'-bly, a. [Eng. marbl(e); -y.] Resem-
bling marble in appearance or structure.

*mar-bul, s. [Marble, s,]

marc (1), s. [Mark (1), $.] A weight of gold
or silver ; a money of account.

marc (2), ». [Fr., from Lat. emarcus = a kind
of vine.] The refuse matter remaining after
the pressure of fruit, as of grapes, olives, &e.

mar'-ca-site, * mar'-cha-site, s. [A wo- >l

of Arabic origin; O. Ger. marchasita; Mod.
Gcr. marlcasit.]

Min.: This name formerly included all

crystallized pyrites, but Haidinger, in 1S45,

confined it to the orthorhombic varieties. It

is found either in crystals mostly twinned, or
as globular or reniform masses with fibrous
structure, and massive. Hardness, 6 to 6*5

;

sp. gr. 4-07S to 4*847. Lustre, metallic ; colour,

pale bronze yellow to greenish-gray ; streak,
grayish or brownish-black. Fracture uneven.
Brittle. Compos. : as in pyrites, sulphur,
53-3; iron, 46*7; formula, FeS2 . The German
mineralogists distinguish seven varieties, re-

sulting mainly from their habit of crystalliza-

tion : (1) Radiated (Strdhlldes)
; (2) Cocks-

comb Pyrites (Kammkies)
; (3) Spear Pyrites

(Speerkies) ; (4) Capillary Pyrites (Haarkics);
(5) Hepatic Pyrites (Leberkies); (6) Cellular
Pyrites (Zellkie-s) ; (7) Arsenical Pyrites, the
same as Kyrosite(q.v.). The pyrites of sedi-

mentary rocks mostly belongs to this species,
and that of metainorphic and igneous rocks
to Pyrites (q.v.). More prone to decomposi-
tion than pyrites. Occurs abundantly in clays-

of various formations, and in the chalk.

mar-ca-sit'-ic, mar-ca-sit'-Ic-al, a.

[Eng. iharcasit(e) ; -ical.] Of or pertaining to-

marcasite ; of the nature of marcasite.
"The i>lace that abounds with these marchasiticat

minerals."

—

Boyle: Works, iii. 333.

mar-cas sin, s. [Fr.]

Her. : A young wild boar.

mar-eel ine (1), s. [Fr., from Lat. marceo—
to be weak or thin.]

Fabric : A thin silk tissue used for linings,

&c, in ladies' dresses.

mar'-eel -ine (2), s. [Named after the place-

where found, San Marcel, Val d'Aosta, Pied-
mont ; suff. -ine (Jl/iM„),]

Mineralogy

:

1. The impure form of braunite (q.v.), con-
taining 10 per cent, of sesquioxide of iron.

2. An altered form of Rhodonite (q.v,) by
oxidation ; the same as Heterocrine (q.v.).

Mar-eel -li-an, s. [For etym. see def.]

Church Hist. (PL): Followers of Murcellus,
Bishop of Ancyra, in the fourth cejitury, who,
in his zeal against Arianism, ran into the
opposite error of Sabellianisin, (Shipley,)

mar-ces'-$ent, a, [Lat. marcescens, pr. par.
of marcesco = to fade, incept, of marceo = to-

be thin or weak.]
* 1. Ord. Lang. ; Withering, fading, decaying.

2. Bot. : Withering or fading, not falling off
until the part which bears it is wholly
matured, as the flowers of Orobanche (q.v.).
(Lindlcy.)

* mar-ces'-fi-ble, a. [Lat. marcesco = to-

wither.] Liable to wither or decay.

marc-gra'-vi-a, s. [Named after George
Marcgrave, a German, who, in 1718, pub-
lished a Natural History of Brazil.]

Bat. : The typical genus of the order Mnrc-
graviacese (q.v.). In tlie West Indies the
stem, root, and leaves of Marcgravia lanbtdlata-
are regarded as diuretic and antisyphilitic.

marc-gra-vi-a'-ce-se, s.pl. [Mod. Lat.

marcgravi(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot: Margraviads; an order of hypogynous
exogens, alliance Guttiferales. It consists of
trees or shrubs, sometimes climbing, with
alternate, simple, entire, coriaceous, exstipu-
late leaves ; flowers regular, in umbels, ra-
cemes, or terminal spikes, generally in bag-
shaped or hooded bracts ; sepals two to seven

;

corolla of five imbricated petaLs, or gamo-
petalous ; stamens generally indefinite ; ovary
superior, three or many-celled ; style one

;

stigma simple or capitate ; fruit generally
succulent, with many seeds imbedded in the
pulp. Natives chiefly of tropical America.
Known genera four, species twenty-six.
(Lindley.)

march (1), *marche,v.i. [March (l),s.] To-

border, to be contiguous, to run side by side.
" I know the estates well; they march with my

own. —zkott: Bride of Lummermoor, xvii,

march (2), v.i. & t. [Fr. marcher, a word of
doubtful origin, perhaps from Lat. marcus =

b6il, b6^; pout, jd%l; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus, -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL



ru march—mare

a hammer, and so referring to the regular
tramp of a marching body of men ; otherwise
from Fi\ marchc = a boundary, as in the phras?,
alter de marche en vuirche = to go from land to
land, to make expeditions ; O. H. Gei\ marcha,]
[March (1), s.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To move by steps, and in regular order,

as soldiers ; to walk or move forward with a
steady, regular tread.

"Our word is Laws and Liberty !

. March forward, one and all."

Scott ; War Song,

2. To walk or move In a grave, steady, or
deliberate manner.

" Doth York intend no harm to us,
That thus he marcheth with thee arm in arm?"

S>taJ;c#p. : 2 Ilimry VI., v. L
B. Transitive

:

1. To cause to move in military order or in

regular procession, as soldiers.

2. To cause to go anywhere at one's com-
mand, and under one's guidance.

"Cyrus inarching his army for divers days over
mountains of snow, the dazzling splendour of its

whiteness prejudiced the sight of very many of his
soldiers."—Boyle : On, Colours.

Eia^h (1), marche, s. [Fr. — a frontier
;

O. H. Ger. marcha; A.S. mearc = a mark, a
boundary.] A frontier or boundary of a terri-

tory ; especially applied to the boundaries or
confines of political divisions, or to the
country lying near and about such. The term
is most commonly applied to the borderland
of England and Wales, and of England and
Scotland, the latter of which was divided
into two divisions, the western and the
middle inarches, each of which had courts
peculiar to itself, and a governor, called the
warden or lord ofthe marches. In Scotland the
term is applied to the boundaries, or marches
which determine them, of conterminous estates
or lands, whether large or small.

1" Riding of the Marches : A practice still

observed in some parts of Scotland, for the
purpose of preserving in the memory of the
inhabitants the boundaries of a parish, town,
&c, for which purpose the magistrates of the
burgh and chief men ride in procession along
the boundaries of the property belonging to
the burgh, and perform certain ceremonies.

* march-man, s. A person living on the
marches or borders of two countries ; a bor-
tlerer.

" Now Bowdeu Moor the marcJt-man won."
Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, i. 50.

* march ward, s. A warden of the
marches ; a marcher.

march (2), ». [March (2), v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit : [II. 1.].

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A stately or deliberate way or move-
ment ; rhythmical movement.

" The varying verse, the full resounding line,
The long majestic march, and energy dl\ ine."

/'ojjc: Satires, v. 200.

(2) Progress, advancement, progressive de-
velopment : as, the march of intellect.

II. Technically

:

1. Mil. : The amount of ground covered by
a body of troops in one day. Fifteen miles is

the ordinary distance ; anything above that is

a forced march, but it also depends on weather,
state of roads, and length of column. Large
armies usually move with a complete division
on the main roads; but these columns are
within supporting distance of each other, and
should not be separated by intervening ob-
stacles that would prevent easy concentration
for battle. Rate of march, 2£ to 3 miles an
hour, including a brief halt after tlie first half-
hour, and a halt of five minutes every suc-
ceeding hour. Flank marches are those made
in proximity to the enemy, but across his
general front.

2. Mus, : A musical composition so arranged
as to be suitable for accompanying troops in
walking. There are quick and slow marches
in duple and treble time, besides marches
peculiar to certain nationalities.

"The drums presently striking up a march, they
make no longer stay, hut forward they go directly."'

—

K nolies Hist, of the Turks.

3. Weav. : One of the short laths laid across
the treadles under the shafts.

*i To make a inarch : In euchre, to take all

the tricks of a single deal.

march-past, s. A marching past a re-

viewing officer or some high personage ou
parade.

March (3), s [Low Lat. Marcius, from Lat.
Martins (mens) = (the month) of Mars ; Fr.
Mars.] The third month of the year.

H Mad as a March hare; As mad as it is

possible to be.

March-dagger, s.

EiUom. : A moth, Ch'unahacche fageJla. The
wings of the female are only partially de-
veloped, the four wings terminating in a
sharp point. They are whitish-gray, yellowish,
or brownish.

v March-mad, a. Very mad ; crazy, de-
mented.

march (4), s. [A.S. merce = balm, mint,

parsley. (Sonuier.)']

Bat. : Parsley.

* mar-chande, o. [Merchant.]

mar-9hant'-e-se, s. pi, [Mod. Lat. marclian-
t[ia); Lat. feiu. pi. adj. suit'. -eai,~\

Bot. : The typical tribe of the order, Mar-
chantiaceas (q.v.). The spore cases are capi-
tate ; the involucels membranous, regularly
slit, (Lindley.)

mar- chant'- 1- a, s. [Named by Nicholas

Marchant after his father, John Marchant,
a French botanist, admitted to the Academy
of Sciences in Paris in lGoO.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Mar-
chanteas and the order Marchantiaceie (q.v.).

Marchantia polymorphic is a small plant, oc-
curring in bright green thin lamella?, with
their outline irregularly lobed. The frond is

attached to the ground by radical hairs de-
scending from its lower surface. The plant
occurs not uncommonly on the borders of
springs, in damp shady courtyards, &c.

mar-chant-i-a'-ce-£e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.

marchanti(a) ; Lat. l'ein. pi. adj. stiff, -aceai.]

Bot. : Liverworts ; an order of Acrogens,
tribe Muscales. It consists of cellular plants,
with broadish lobed thalloid fronds, emitting
roots from their underside. From the bifur-

cations of the frond arise stems bearing
sporanges with spores mingled with elaters,

but having no columella. The male fruit is

mersed in sessile or stalked discoid or peltate
receptacles. The Marchantiacete grow_ on
the earth or trees in damp places. They are
found in all but the driest climates ; two grow
in Melville Island. Lindley enumerates fifteen

genera, and estimates the known species at
twenty. He divides the order into two sub-
orders, Marchantese and Targiuiieas : Berkeley
into three, Targionieffi, Jecorariea-, and Lumu-
lariea-. There are three British genera, Mar-
chantia, Fegatella, and Kebouillia.

* march'-er (1), s. [Eng. march d), s. ; -er.]

The governor or warden of the marches or
borders.

T Lords marchers : Noblemen living on the
marches or border-lands of England and Wales,
who had their own courts and Jaws, as petty
kings, until they were abolished by statute in
the reign of Henry VIII.

march'-er (2), a. [Eng. march (2), v. ; -er.]

One who marches ; a soldier.

"They take away a marcher's knees."
Chujiman : Homer ; hiud \ix. 161.

march -es (1), s. pi. [March (1), s.]

* march' -es (2), s. [Marquis.]

' march'-et, s. [Low Lat. inarcheta = a fee of
a mark (q.v,).]

Feudal law: A pecuniary fine paid by a
tenant to his lord for the marriage of one of
the tenant's daughters. The custom prevailed
both in England and Scotland.

"He [Maleoinel abrogated that wicked law, esta-
blished by Kiny Ewin the tliiul. fippuintin.L! !i;i)fe a
niarke of ailuer to lie paid tn the lorde of the soile, in
redemption of the woman's uhiiatUie, which is vised to*
be pitied yet vntu tins day, and its called the marchets
of woman."

—

J/olinshed: Historic of Scotland (an.
10S6J.

march'-ing, pr, par. & a. [March (2), v.]

marching-regiment, s. A colloquial
term for an infantry or foot regiment of the
line. (Generally used in disparagement.)

mar -chion-ess, s. [Low Lat. marchioncssa,
Ironi viarchionem, accus. of marchto = a pre-

fect of the marches, with fern, stiff, -issa.]

The wife or widow of a marquis ; a lady hold-
ing the rank or dignity of a marquis (q.v.).

* march'- pane, s. [0. Fr. marcepain ; Fr.

mctssepain; Ital. marzapaue; Sp. mazapan

;

Ger. marcijxai, marzipan. Origin doubtful;
perhaps Martins pa nh> = the bread of Mars.]
A kind of sweet bread or biscuit; a macaroon

;

a spice-cake composed of sugar, nuts, pine-
apple, almonds, sometimes with poppy-seeds
and Indian corn.

"Good thou, save me a piece of marchpane."—
Shakcsp. : Ilomeo & Juliet, i. 5.

* mar- 91 - an, a. [Low Lat. marciv: ; Lat.
martins = pertaining to Mars.] Under the
influence of Mars ; martial.

Mar-51-an-lSt, s. [For etym. see def.]

Church Hist. (PI.) ; The followers of a certain
Marcianus Trapezita in the time of Justinian.
They kept the Jewish Sabbath as a fast. They
are not to be confounded with the Marcionists
(q.v.).

* mar cid, a. [Lat. marcidus, from marceo =
to fade, to pine ; Ital. & Sp. tnarcido.]

1, Withered, faded, wasted away, drooping.
" He on his own fiah pours the noblest oil ;

That to your nutn-id dyiuy herbs assigned,
By the rank smell and taste betrays its kind."

lirydcu : Jurenal, sat. v.

2. Causing wasting or feebleness.

* mar-cfa'-i-ty, 5. [As if from a Lat. mar-
ciditas. from marcidus = withe-red, wasted.]
The quality or state of being withered, wasted,
or faded ; leanness, meagreness.

Mar'-ci-6n-ite, s. [For etym., see def.]

Church Hist. (PL): The followers of Marcion,
a Roman gnostic, who flourished about the
middle of the second century. He taught
that matter was the origin of evil, that there
were two opposing principles of good and
evil, and a creator independent of God.
Eleutherus, Bishop of Rome, expelled him
from the Church about a,d. 177.

BEar-ci-on-it'-ic, a. [Eng. Marcioru(te) ; stiff.

-tie.] Of or pertaining to Marcion. [Luke,
Marcjoxite.]

"Some idea as to the contents of the Marcionitic
gospel.'*—

b

r
. Sanday : Fort. Jlee. (1875), p. Sh'J.

Mar'-9ite, s. [Marcosiax.]

mar-co-brun'-ner, s. [See def.] A cele-
brated Rhine wine, possessing much body
and aroma, so called from the Markobrunn
vineyards, between Mainz and Bingen.

Mar'-cd P6'-15, s. [See def.] A celebrated
Venetian traveller of the thirteenth century.

Marco Polo's sheep, s.

Zool. ; Ovis poli, one of the finest species of
the genus. Habitat, the high lands of the
Thian Shun mountains, north of Kasligar and
Yarkand. In winter this sheep is grayish-
brown, white below, white mane, and white
rlisc on tail. In summer the gray changes to
brown. There is a well-delined dark dorsal
]ine. The horns are spiral, and sometimes
measure four feet and a half from tip to tip.

*mar'-cort *mar'-cour, s. [Lat. marwr,
fiom marceo — to be thin or lean, to wither.]
A state of withering ; leanness ; loss of flesh.

Mar-cd'-ni-gram, s. [From William Mar-
coni, a pioneer of wireless telegraphy, and
suff. -gram.] A telegraphic message or des-
patch sent by means of wireless telegraphy
(q.v., Sup.).

Mar-cd'-si-an, s. [For etym., see def.]

Church Hist. (PL): The followers of Marcus,
an Egyptian Judaizing Christian of the second
century. They possessed a number of apoc-
ryphal books, and their opinions seem to
have resembled those of the Socinians.

mar - cus,
hammer.

[Lat.] A large iron-headed

mar'-Cjr-Iite, s. [Named after R. B. Marcy

;

suff. -lite'(Min.).]

Min, : An impure atacamite of a black col=
our, probably, resulting from the alteration of
copper-glance. From the south of the Red
River, Arkansas, U.S.A.

mare (1), * mere, s. [A.S. mere, fern, of
mearh, mearg, mear = a horse

; cogn. with

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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Icel. Tnerr = a mare ; mer-hross, mer-hryssi = a
mare-norsc, used as the fem. of marr = a
steed ; Dan. mdr — a mare ; Sw. murr = a
mare; Dut. merrie; Ger. mtihrc ; O. H. Ger.
merihd = a mare, fem. of marah = a battle-
horse ; Gael, marc; Wei. & Corn, march = a
horse.] The female of the horse or other
species of the genus Equus.

" The other mares running and flinging through the
caui)i, came to stay right against them."—North:
1'lut.trch, j>. 247.

mare'S-nest, s. An absurd discovery,
having no real foundation in fact ; a discovery
which turns out to be a hoax or delusion.

mare's-tail, s.

1. Bot. (Sing.): The genus Hippuris (q.v.).

2. Meteor. (PI.): A popular name for the
cloud called Cirrus (q.v.).

+ mare (2), s. [A.S. mara = an incubus ; Icel.
mara — the nightmare ; Ger. mar, nmhtmar
= the nightmare (q.v.).] A kind of torpor
or stagnation which seems to oppress the
stomach with a weight ; a nightmare (q.v.).

"Mushrooms cause the incubus, or the mure in the
Stomach."— II icjii ; Nat. Hint.

t mare -blobs, s. [Eng. mare, and blob =
that which is blunt ; a lily.]

Bot. : Caltlia palnstris.

ma-re'-ca, ma-ri'-ca, s. [According to
Marcgrave, from Brazilian mareca, the native
name for a teal (Cent. Diet.)."]

Omith. : A genus of Anatidaa, sub-family
Anatinie. The bill is very short and small, of
equal breadth throughout, the tip not nar-
rowed

; the tail long, pointed. Mareca Pene-
lope is the Widgeon (q.v.;, and M. amerkam
the American Widgeon.

mar-e kan ite, *. [Named from Marekan,
in the Gulf of Kamschatka, where it occurs.]

Petrol. : Obsidian in the form of little
grains, of the size of peas, of a pearly-white
colour

; occurring in thin concentric layers.
A kind of Pearlstone. (Phillips.)

ma rem ma (pi. ma-rem'-me), s. [Ital.]

A name given to tracts of country in Italy,
uninhabitable in summer on account of the
exhalations of sulphur and alum from the
soil. The term is also sometimes used for
the malaria or unhealthy exhalations from
such a soil.

ma-re'-na, ma-roe -na,
fid.]

a [Etym. doubt-

Ichthy. ; Corcgonus marorna, the muzzle of
whieh, though obtuse, still advances beyond
the mouth.

* mare schal, s. [Fr.] A marshal (q.v.).
" Great mareschal tn Henry the Sixth."

1 ijJut ken//. : Henry )"/., iv. ~,

mar-gar'-ic, a. [Eng., &e. margar(iue); -ic.

(See the compound.)

margarie-acid, s.

Chem. ;Ci7H340o=C 15H:)1-CHo.CO.OH. Ce-
tyl carbonic acid. The name formerly given
to an acid supposed to exist in natural fats,

but now only applied to an acid obtained by
boiling cetylic cyanide with pntassic hydrate
solution. It resembles palmitic acid, forming
white crystals, which melt at 59°"9, and boil at
277° under a pressure of 100 nun. Very few of
the salts of margarie-acid have been prepared.
The sodium salt, obtained by adding a boiling
aqueous solution of pure sodic carbonate to a
boiling alcoholic solution of margaric acid,

forms a jelly-like mass. The barium and silver

salts, prepared from the sodium salt, are white
amorphous powders.

margaric-ether, s.

C'lwm, ; A term incorrectly applied to what
is probably only a mixture of stearic and
palmitic ethers.

mar gar ine, s. [Margarite.] A peculiar
pearly "substance extracted from hogs' lard.

The name is now applied to artificial butter
made from a mixture of animal fat and oil.

t mar-gar-i-ta'-ce-ous (or ceous as

Shus), a. [Mod. Lat. margariktceus; Lat.

inargarita = a pearl ; -omits.] Pearl- bearing.

mar'-gar-i£3, s. [Lat. margarite,; Gr. n-ap-

yapiT-ns (margarltes) = a pearl ; Pers. mervaria
=a pearl ; Fr. marguerite; Jtal.&Sp. margarita.]

* I. Ord. Lang. ; A pearl.

"Neither cant ve voure margarites before swyn."—
Wyci&u: Matthew vii.

II. Mineralogy

:

1. A mineral species included by Dana in
his margarophyllite section. Crystallization,
orthorhombic. Cleavage, basal, eminent.
Hardness, 3'5 to 4*5

; sp. gr. 299. Lustre of
cleavage surfaces, pearly ; elsewhere, vitre-

ous ; colour, grayish, reddish-white, yellowish
;

translucent ; lamina; brittle. Compos. : silica,

30*1 ; alumina, 51*2 ; lime, 11 '0; soda, 2*U ;

water, 4'o. Occurs with chlorite at the
Greinerberg, Tyrol; with emery (emerylite) at
Isle of Naxos, Grecian Archipelago, and Asia
Minor, also in the United States.

2. The same as (Ellacherite (q.v.).

3. A name used by Gloeker for his family of
Micas.

t mar -gar-i-tif'-er- oils, a. [Lat. mor-
garita = a. pearl; fem = to bear, to produce,
and Eng adj. sun", -ous.] Producing pearls.

mar-gar-6-, pre/. [Margarone.] (See the
compound.)

margaro-nitrile, s.

Clcem.: CigHgiCN. Cetylic cyanide. A
compound prepared by the action of cetylic
iodide on potassic cyanide.

maj'-gar'-o-dite, s. [Gr. /xapyapwSijs (mar-
garodes) = pearl-like.]

Mhi. : A hydrous mica resembling musco-
vite (q.v.) in crystallization and physical
characters,.but having a more pearly lustre,
and a more or less silvery white colour. It
appears to lie the result of a hydration of a
mica, mostly nmscovite.

mar'-gar-one, ». [Eng. margar(ic); -one.]

Chem. : The acetone of margaric acid.

mar-gar-6-ph$rll'-ite, s. [Gr. juapyapmjs
(ntargttrltes) = pearl, and <f>vWov (phullon) =
a leaf.]

ill tii. : A name used by Dana for a section
of the hydrous silicates which, when crystal-
lized, are micaceous or foliated. A large
number of minerals, however, are included
which appear to be chemically allied, though
at present these are only found in a compact
amorphous condition.

mar-gax'-'jr-lene, s. [Eng. margar(ic), and
(ull)ykm.~]

Chem. : CjiT-I.^. A hydrocarbon obtained
by the dry distillation of menhaden-oil soap.
It boils at 190°.

mar-gay, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Felis tigriiai, a feline from Brazil and
Guiana, where it is know>. as the Tiger-eat.
It is smaller than the Ocelot (Felis partialis),

to which it has a general resemblance, though
it is not so handsome It is capable of do-
mestication, and is a capital ratter.

*" marge, s. [Fr. , from Lat. margo = a margin.]
An edge, a margin, a brink.

'" He drew li is flaming sword, raid struck
At him so fiercely, that tlie uni>er marge
Of liits seveuiuJd bhiehl away it tuok."

{Spanner; ]'.
(£., II. v. 6.

* mar -gent, s. [The same word as margin,
but with*an excrescent t, as in tyrant, &c]

1. A margin, an edge,

"A sheet of paper,
Writ on hoth sides the lejif, margent and all."

Hhakesp. : J.ooe's Labour's Lott, V. 2.

2. The margin or side of a page or leaf.

"Me thinketh it better to put a declaration in the
margent.'—Tyndall : Works, \>. 32,

" mar-gent, v.t. [Margent, s.] To enter,
note, or set down in the margin.

"Succession of yeares, which I have margented
through the whole stor^,"—Jlirrour for Magistrates
p. 75o.

mar'-gin, s. [Lat. margo, genit. marginls;
i-ogn, with Eng. mark; Ital. margine ; Fr.
marge.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A border, a brink, an edge, a verge
;

espec. applied to the edge or side of a page or
book left blank, or] tartly occupied with notes.

" To have interrupted my text or crowded iny mar-
gin with references t every author."—Paley : Moral
Philoso/jhy, vol. I. fDedic.)

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A sum or quantity left or set aside to
meet unforeseen contingencies, casualties, ex-
penses, or results ; a certain latitude on
which to work or depend.

" A sufficient margin of stability was not provided
in the original design."—Brit. Quarterly Review, vol
Ivii. (1873), p. 111.

(2) The difference between the prime cost
of an article and its selling price, which
leaves room for profit.

II. Technically

:

1. Bot. (Of a leaf): Either of the two edges
of the opposite skies between the base and the
apex. It may be entire, quite entire, crenate.

sen-ate, toothed, grained, curled, repand, an
gular, or sinuate.

2. Carp. : The flat part of the stile and rail

of framed work, such as panel-doors ; a lock-

rail.

3. Roofing : The exposed portion of a slate,

tile, shingle, or clapboard, when secured on
the roof.

^f Margin of a course : [Margin, s., II. 2].

margin-draught, margin-draft, s-

Masonry: A plain surface adjacent to the
joints of ashlar, surrounding the pick or ham
mer-dressed middle portion of the lace.

margin-line, s.

Kant. : A line or edge parallel to the upper,

side of the wing transom on a ship, and just
below it, where the butts of the alter bottom
planks terminate.

mar'-gin, v.t [Margin, &.]

1, To furnish or provide with a margin ; to
border, to edge.

"It is margined with choice shrubs and evergreens
and bedding plants.'"—Gardeners' Chronicle, wL llBSi),
Owl.

2. To enter or note in the margin of a book.

mar'-gin-al, * mar-gin-all, a. [Fr. mar-
ginal; Sp. marginal, margenal ; Ital. mar-
ginalc]

I, Ord. Lang,: Of or pertaining to a margin
;

specif., written, placed, or set down in the
margin of a page or leaf.

" The jiassiige itself is set down in the marginal
notes."— J'upe : 7't-mplo of fame. (Advtj

II. Botany:

1. Fixed upon the edge of anything.
(Lhullcy.)

2. Relating to the margin of anything.
(Loudon.)

marginal-bodies, s. pi.

Zoology :

1. Certain bodies arranged around the necto-
calyx in a Medusa. They are of two kinds,
vesicles and pigmeiit spots, eye-specks or
ocelli.

2. Lithocysts, consisting of vesicles and
ocelli like those of the Medusa, but com-
bined into a single organ.

marginal-pneumonia, u .

Pathol. : Condensation of the lung, leading
to eollapse of the air cells from the plugging
up of a bronchial tube. Called also disbeini-
n;ited lobular pneumonia, carnilication, or
pulmonary collapse. (Tanner.)

mar-gin-a'-li-a, .% pi. [Eng. marginal;
Lat. nc tit. pi. sutl. -ia.] Xotes written on the
margins of books.

t mar'-gin-al-Iy, adr. [Eng. marginal; -ly.]

In or on the margin of a book.
"Sueh quotations of j laces to he marginally set

down."—Archhp. Ncvxomb : View of the liibtu Tranda-
tion, p. U'J.

* mar gin-ate, v.t. [Lat. marginatus, pa.
par. of margino = to furnish with a margin.]
To iurnish with a margin or margins ; to
margin.

mar gin-ate, i*. [Marginate, v.]

Botany

:

1. (Of a calyx).

(1) Reduced to a mere rim.

(2) Having the rim or margin of a different
texture from the rest.

2. Edged ; a term used when one colour is
surrounded by a very narrow rim of another
one.

mar'-gin-at-ed, pa. par. or a. [Margin-
ate, v.]

Ord. Lang.& Bot. : Having a border.

margined, pa. par. or a. [Margin, v.]
Furnished with a margin or border.

margined fruit-bat, *.

Zool.
: Cyuoptervs marginatus, a bat occur-

ring in all parts of India, in Cevlon, and east-
ward as far as the Celebes and I'hih'ppines It

boil, b6^; p6ht, jo>l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin^as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -in~.
-cian, -tian — shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious. -cious = shus. -bio, -die, &e. 4 bol del"
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is about four inches in length, and varies in

colour, through different shades o brown and
reddish-brown ; the ears are surrounded by a
white border. It is very common, and very
destructive to fruit.

margined tailed otter, s.

ZooJ.: Pteronura sandbach Li, found in Brazil

and Surinam. In skull characteristics it

greatly resembles the Sea Otter (q.v.). The
fur is ot a bright bay-brown above and below.
The popular name is derived from a longitu-

dinal ridge on each side of the conical tail.

mar-gin-eT-la, ,j, [Dimin. of Lat. margo =
a rim.j

Zool. : A genus of gasteropoclous molluscs,
family Volutidse. The shell is smooth and
bright, the spire short or concealed, the
aperture truncated in front, the columella
plaited. The animal resembles that of Cypnea.
Known recent species 139, from the warmer
parts of the world ; fossil 30, from the Eocene
onward.

mar-go-, pre/. [Lat. = a margin.] (See the
compound.)

margo thallodes, s.

But, . A rim formed by the thallus of a
lichen.

mar-gd'-sa, s. [Etym. doubtful.] (See the
compound.)

margosa-tree, s.

Bot. : The Indian Neem tree, Melia Aza-
dirachta. [Neeii.]

mar-go'-ti~a, s. [Gr. fAapyoTnz (rnargotes) =
rage, madness, lust (?).]

Bot. : A genus of Umbelliferge, family El-
Feoselinidas. The inner side of the seed is

fuiTowed. Only known species Margolin
laserpitloides, gruwing in Spain, Portugal, and
the North of Africa. It secretes an aromaiic
oil.

mar'-gra-vate, s. [Margraviate.]

mar-grave, * mare-grave, s. [Dut. nuut-
graaf, from mark = a mark, a march, border-
land, and graaf= a count, an earl ; Ger. mark-
graf; Dut. markgreve.] Originally a keeper,
lord, or warden of the marches or borders

;

now a title of nobility in the empire of Ger-
many. [Marquis.]

mar-gra'-vi-ad, s. [Mod. Lat. marcgravi(a);

Eng. suff. -ad,]

Bot. (PL): The English name given by
Lmdley to the order Marcgraviacete (q.v.).

mar-gra'-vi-ate, s. [Marorave.] The ter-

ritory or jurisdiction of a margrave.

mar'-gra-vine, s. [Dut. markgravin; Fr.

margiai-tnr ; Ger. markgro'fin.] The wife of a
margrave.

t mar'-guer-ite, s. [Fr.]

But. : Tlie daisy (Bellis pierennis).

mar-gyr i-car'-piis, s. [G r. ixapyapCrns

margaritHs) = a pearl, and kopttos (karpos)
* fruit.]

Bot. : A genus of Sanguisorbaceee. Mar-
gyricarpus setosits is a small bush, with needle-

shaped leaves and pearly succulent fruit.

A decoction of it is given by the Peruvians
against hemorrhoids.

* mar'-i-al, s. [Lat. Maria = Mary.] A hymn
in honour of the Virgin Mary.

"In the closing of their rhyming mariala."— Ward:
Sermons, y. 5.

ma-ri'-a-lite, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mineralogy

:

1, A tetragonal mineral much resembling
meionite (q.v.). Hardness, 5'5 to 0; sp. gr.

2
-53 ; lustre, vitreous ; colourless ; transpa-

rent. Compos. : silica, 62'1 ; alumina, 20 "2 ;

lime, Ty~> ; soda, li'"2. Occurs in piperno
(q.v.), at Pianura, Naples.

2. The same as Hauvne (q.v.).

Mar'-i-an, a. [Eng. Mary; -an.] Pertaining
or relating to the Virgin Mary, or to Mary,
Queen of England, daughter of Henry VIII. :

as, the Marian persecution.

* Mar'-i-an-ism, s [Eng. Marian ; -ism.]
(See extract.)

"*

" Jfurinnimn, ns tin- worship of the Virgiii has been
called."—J. Jttrois Art Hints, \>. 353.

ma-ri'-ca (1), s, [Mareca.]

mar'-i-ea (2), s. [Gr. fxapaiuo) (maronno) = to
waste away, an allusion to the fugitive flowers.]

Bot. : Agenus of Iridacege, containing species
from Soutli America.

mar-id, *. [Arab.]

Muham. Mythol. : An evil spirit or demon
of the most powerful class.

* marie, * mary, o. [Marrow.]

t mar'-i-et, s. [Fr. Marietta, dimin. of Marie
= the Virgin Mary.]

Botany

:

1. Campanula urticlfolia, a blue bell-flower,

a native of Germany, introduced into British
gardens, a.d. 1800.

2. Viola marina.

* ma-rig'-en-ous, «. [Lat. mare =the sea,

and gigno (pa. t. genui) = to produce, to bear.]

Produced in or by the sea.

mar'-i-gold, t mar'-y-gold, 5. [From Eng.
Mary = the Virgin Mary, and gold. Hence the
introduction of marigold windows in lady
chapels.]

1. Bot.:Calenduhi,ojRcinalis, a native of south-
ern Europe, though now very common in

British gardens and churchyards. It has
orange-coloured or lemou-coloured flowers,

which impart a yellow colour to cheese. It is

often double.
" The marigold, that goes to bed with the sun."

Hhakesp. : Winter's Tale, iv. 3.

* 2. Nwnis. : A piece of money, so called
from the colour.

H African Marigold is Tagetes errdn ; Corn
Marigold, Chrysanthemum segetum; Field Mari-
gold, Calendula arvcnsis ; Fig Marigold, the
genus Mesembryanthemum ; French Marigold,
Tagetes paivia ; Marsh Marigold, Caltha
palustris and the genus Caltha itself ; and
Pot Marigold, Calendula officinalis.

marigold-window, s.

Arch. : A catherine-wheel window.

mar'-l-got, s. [Fr. marais = a marsh. ] A
small lake close to or near the brink of a
river, and fed by the overflowing of the river.

(West. Africa.)

mar'-i-graph, s, [Lat. mare = sea, and Gr.

ypd<l>oj (grapho) — to write, to draw ; Fr. mari-
graphe.] An apparatus for registering the
height of the tides ; a tide-gauge.

mar'-i-kin, mar-i-ki'-na, s. [Native
South American name; Fr. uiarikina ; Port.

ma riqtiinha.]

Zool. : Jaechus rosalia. A small South
American monkey, the Tamarin (q.v.).

mar'-I-nade, s. [Fr. = pickle, from marin
— marine (q.v.).]

Cook. . A liquor compounded of wine and
vinegar, with herbs and spices, in which fish

or meats are steeped before dressing to im-
prove their flavour.

ma-rm'-al,
Salt, bitter.

[Lat. viarinus = marine.]

mar'-i-nate, mar'-I-nade, v.t. [Mari-
nate, s.] To salt or pickle, as fish, and then
preserve them in oil or vinegar.

" Why am I styled a cook, if I'm sc loath
To marinate my fish, or season broth ?

"

iiwfl : Art of Cookery.

ma-rine', a. & s. [Fr. marin, from Lat. nw.fi-

nus = pertaining to the sea ; mare — the sea
;

eogn. with Eng. mere = a. pool, A.S. mere, Ger.
meer, Eng. marsh, moor.] [Mere (1), $.]

A. -4s adj. : Of or pertaining to or con-
nected with the sea in any way : as

—

1. Found in, inhabiting, or produced in the
sea.

" Vast multitudes of shells and other marine bodies,
are found lodged In all sorta of stone."— Woodward.

2. Naval, maritime.

3. Used at sea ; intended for use on ships
or at sea : as, a marine barometer.

4. Pertaining to or connected with naviga-
tion.

"The code of maritime laws, which are called the
laws of Oleron, and are received by all -latioiis in
Eui-oue as the uround and substruction of all their
ma Ww<? constitutions, was confessedly compiled by our
king Richard the First at the isle of Oleron on the
coast of Fniuix."—8lavfc8tone; Comment., bk. i., ch. Vj,

B. As substantive:

I. Ordiuani Language:

1. The shipping for a country collectively;

the whole navy of a kingdom.
"The first [factious] wished France, diverted from

the politicks of the continent, to attend solely to her
marine, to feed it by an incre.ise of commerce, and
thereby to overpower England on her own element."—
Burke: Regicide Peace, let. 2.

2. Maritime or naval affairs ; the whole
economy of navigation.

3. In the same sense as II. 1.

4. An empty bottle. (Slang.)

II. Technically

:

1. Mil. (PL): Troops enlisted for service
either on board ship or on shore, and under
the authority of the Admiralty. They are
drilled, disciplined, clothed, equipped, and
paid, similarly to the land forces. In garri-

sons or when serving with regular troops in

the field, they are under the Army Aft for

discipline and rank by army seniority ; on
board ship they are under the Naval Disci-

pline Act, but no undue interference with
them can be made by the naval officer.*, nor
can the men be ordered to go aloft. Their
duties are to maintain the necessary guards,
man some of the guns, form part of the armed
crews of the various boats when called away
for service, and form a permanent force- for

landing with the seamen if necessary. In all

these matters they are commanded by their
own officers. The marines of the continental
nations are not designed for service perma-
nently on board ship ; the American navy is

the only one besides that of England in which
the marine forms a necessary and definite

fraction of a ship's company. The force of
marines in the English service has constantly
varied, but now (1903) is composed of about
19,500 men. The Royal Marines are divided
into two corps—the Royal Marine Artillery,

at Eastney, near Portsmouth, and the Royal
Marine Light Infantry, at Chatham, Furtmi
(near Gosport), and Plymouth. A depot for re-

cruits of both services is established at Wal mer,
near Deal. The service is one of the oldest under
the Crown; the first "Maritime Regiment"
having been formed in 16ti4. Their permanent
establishment on their present organization
dates from 1755, siuee which time they have
been present in every campaign, and almost
in every important battle, except those in the
Peninsula, in which the nation has been en-
gaged. Their present term of service is for

twelve years, with permission to re-engage to
complete twenty-one years, when they can
claim a pension. Their standard of height
and chest measurement is inferior to that of
She infantry and artillery of the land forces.

* 2. Paint. : A sea-piece (q.v.).

T[ (1) Royal marines: [II. 1].

(2) Tell that to the marines : An expression
signifying utter disbelief in a statement made
or story told. It arose from the fact that
marines, being ignorant of seamanship, were
made butts of by the sailors.

marine barometer, s. A barometer
suspended in gimbals, and attached by an
arm to some upright fixture of the ship, en-

abling it to maintain a vertical position dur-
ing the rolling and pitcliiug motions of the
vessel.

marine-boiler, s. A form of boiler
adapted for the use of steam-engines on sea-
going vessels.

marine-corps, ». A corps or body of
marines.

marine-ducks, s. pi.

Omith. : The sub-family Fuligulina?.

marine-engine, s. A steam-engine to
propel a sea-going ship. There are various
kinds of them : the beam, direct-acting, oscil-

lating, truuk, high-pressure, &c.

marine-galvanometer, s. [Galvano-
MKTEK.]

marine-glue, s. A composition of caout-

chouc, shellac, and mineral oil.

marine-governor, s. A governor for

marine engines, intended to overcome the
effects of the motion of the vessel on a gover-

nor of ordinary construction.

marine-insurance, s. The insurance
of ships, goods, &c, at sea.

marine-provinces, s, pi,

Zool. & Geol. : Eighteen provinces into which

fate, fitt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce — e; ey = a. qu— kw.
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the oceans of the world are divided, each with
distinctive faunas. The term is used chiefly
in connection with the geographical distribu-
tion of mollusca.

marine-railway, s. A railway or tram-
way on which a vessel is hauled up for re-
pairs.

marine-sauce, s.

Hot. : The Common Laver, Poiyhyravidgaris.

marine-soap, s. A kind of soap espe-
cially adapted for washing with sea-water. It
is made chiefly of coeoa-nut> oil.

marine-store, s. A place where old
ships' materials, such as canvas", rope, iron,
&c, are bought and sold. The term is also
extended to any shop or place where old
articles; such as metals, rope, grease, rags, &c,
are bought and sold. The keeper of such a
store must have his name, together with the
words "Dealer in Marine Stores," painted in
letters not less than six inches long over his
door, and must not buy of any person appar-
ently under sixteen years of age.

Marine-store dealer: A person who keeps a
Tcsriiie store.

marine-surveyor, *. One who surveys
ships for repairs, insurance, &c.

ma-rined', a. [Eng. marine); -ed.]

Her. : Applied to an animal with the lower
parts of the body like a fish.

mar'-I-ner, * mar-y-nerf s. [Fr. marinter,
from marin = marine (q.v.) ; Sp. marbiero

;

Port, marlnliero ; Ital. mariaiero.] A seaman,
a sailor

; one whose occupation is to assist
in navigating ships.

mariner's compass, &-. [Compass, s.]

* mar'-i-ner-snip, e. [Eng. mariner; -ship.]
Seamanship.

" Hauing none experience hi tlie feate of mariner.
shtppe."—Vdal : Apoph. of Erasmus, p. 6.

* ma-rin-o-ra'-ma, s. [Eng. marin{e) ; Gr.
6pa/xa (horama) = a'view, from opdio (homo) =
to see.] A picture of a sea-view ; a sea-
piece (4. v.).

mar-I-6r-a-ter, s. [Mariolatry.] One
who supports or practises Mariolatry.

mar-l-dr-a-try, *. [Lat. Maria = Mary, the
Virgin Mary, and Gr. Aaraeia (latreia) - ser-
vice, worship.] A term used by Protestants
to express what they consider undue honour
paid to the Virgin Mary by Christians of the
Greek and Roman communion, and by a cer-

tain section uf Anglicans. It is considered
that such devotion began in the fourth cen-
tury, and received a fresh impulse in the tenth.

mar-i-6-nette', s. [Fr. , from mariolette,

a dimin. of mariole = a little figure of the
Virgin Mary.] A puppet moved by strings.

mar'-i-6n-ite, s. [Named from Marion Co.,
Arkansas, where found ; suff. -ite (Min.).'}

Min. : A hydrozincite (q.v.), occurring in
contorted and concentric lamina;, and botry-
oidal crusts.

Ma'-ri-dtte, s. [Edme Mariotte, a Burgun-
dian in holy orders, who was one of the first

members of the French Academy uf Science
;

died May 12, 1554.] (Seethe compound.)

Mariotte's-law, o. [Law, If (2).]

mar-l-pos'-Ite, s. [From Mariposa, where
it occurs ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : Silliman has proposed this name for

an anhydrous silicate of protoxide of iron,

alumina, chromium, lime, magnesia, and pot-
ash. Colour light apple-green. It has been
-provisionally referred to fuchsite (q.v.). It is

the constant associate of the ore of the Mari-
posa region, California.

mar'-l-put, $. [Native name.]

Zool. : Viverra Zorilla, a kind of Civet.

* mar 1 schal, s. [Marshal, s.]

marls cus, o. [Lat. inariscus, mariscos = a
kind of rush.

J

Bot. : A genus of Cyperaceas, tribe Cypereee.

About a hundred species are known, mostly
from the tropics.

* mar ish, s. & a. [Low Lat. mariseus, from
Low Ger. marsck = a marsh (q. v.).

A. As subst. : A marsh, a bog, a fen, a moor,
a swamp.

"As evening mist.
Risen from a river, o'er the marish glides."

MUton: I'. L., xii. 630.

B. As adj. : Marshy, moory, boggy, fenn}r
,

swampy.
" Some plantations . . . have built along the sea

and rivers, in marish and unwholesome grounds,"

—

iincon: £ssays; Of Plantations.

Mar'-ist, a. k s. [Fr. Mariste, from Marie =
the Virgin Mary.]

A. -4s adj. : Belonging to or characteristic
of the Congregation described under B.

B. As substantive

:

Eccles. & Church Hist. (PL): A Congregation
founded in 1836 by some priests at Lyons for
the education of the poor and mission work.
They wear the ordinary dress of secular
priests, but take solemn vows. They have
one house in London.

mar'-i-tal, a. [Fr., from Lat. maritalis =
pertaining to a husband ; imiritits = a hus-
band ; Sp. marital; Ital. maritcde.] Pertain-
ing to or connected with a husband ; incident
to a husband.

"A husband may exercise his marital authority
so fjit, as to give hU wife moderate correction."—.!?£
of Tormenting.

* mar'-i-tat-ed, a. [Lat. maritus = a hus-
band.] Having a husband ; married.

*mar'-i-tlm-al, mar i-tim-ale, a. [Eng.
maritim(e) ; -al.} Pertaining to the sea

;

maritime, marine.
" Skill of warlike service, and experience in mari-

tiiruU causes."

—

Uolinslivd ; Description of Ireland.
(Ep. Ded.J

* mar'-i-tim-ate, a. [Eng. maritime); -ate.]

Maritime.
" Leaving his own name to some marltlmate pro-

vince on that side."— Italeigh: Hist, of World, bk. i.,

ch, vili.

maritime, a. [Fr., from Lat. maritimus,
from mare — the sea ; Sp. & Port, maritlmo ;
Ital. marittimo.]

1. Pertaining to or connected with the sea,

navigation, or marine affairs
;
pertaining to or

connected with shipping or commerce by sea.
" That no rude savour maritime invade
The nose of nice nobility."

Voioper : Tatk, ii. 258.

2. Bordering on or situated near the sea.
" All the maritime tract comprehending Susans,

and part of Kent."

—

Drayton: Pvly-Olbion, 3. 17.

Illustrations to Helden,

3. Having a navy or marine, and commerce
by sea : as> a maritime power.

* 1. Characterized by naval strength or
supremacy, or by numerous naval expeditions.

" In the maritime reign of Queen Elizaheth, Sir
Edward Coke thinks it matter of boast, that the royal
navy of England then consisted of three-and-thirty
ahiys."---Blackstone : Commentaries, bk. L, ch. 13.

maritime-courts, s, pi.

Law : The Court of Admiralty and its court
of appeal, the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council.

maritime fruit-bat, &,

Zool.: Cynonycter'ts amplexicaudata, an In-
dian tailed fruit-bat, with a geographical
range from the Persian gulf to the Philippine
Islands. It haunts the coasts, and by some
zoologists is supposed to feed on mollusca,
and other marine animals picked up on the
sea-shore.

maritime-interest, s. A premium
charged upon a bond of bottomry.

maritime-law, 5. The law relating to
shipping, navigation, harbours, and seamen.

* maritime-State, 5. The body consist-
ing of the officers and mariners of the British
navy, who are governed by express and per-
manent laws, or the articles of the navy,
established by act of Parliament.

* mar-l-tor'-i-ous, a. [From Lat. maritus
= a husband, ou analogy of uxorious (q.v.)J
Fond of a husband.

" Dames marUortous ne'er were meritorious.''
Cliapman: Hussy J3'Ambois, ii.

* mar-i-tur'-i-ent, a. [Lat. maritus ~ a
husband.] Wishing to become a husband.

"ilason was ... a long while mariturient."—
Southey : The Doctor, ch. exxvi.

mar'-jdr-am, s. [Ger. majoran; Ital. mo-
jorana, mdggiorana ; Sp. majorana, mejorana;
Port, maiorano., mangeroua, amaraco ; Fr.
marjolaine, from Lat. amaracus; Gr. i^dpaKos
(amarakos), a/xdpcucoe (amarakon), the Persian

and Egyptian species of which were probably
akin to our own marjoram, the Greek one = a
bulbous plant.]

Bot. : The genus Origanum. Common Mar-
joram is Origanum vutgare. It has broadly-

ovate, obtuse, entire, or toothed leaves, and
roundish panicled heads of purple, odoriferous

flowers. It is wild in Britain on dry hills and
bushy places, where it flowers from July to

September. It is found also in Continental
Europe, the north of Africa, and Asia. The
dried leaves are used instead of tea, and in

fomentations ; the essential oil is caustic and
is used by farriers ; a little cotton-wool
moistened with it and placed in the cavity of

an aching tooth will often give relief. Country
people use it to dye woollen cloth purple, and
linen reddish brown. Goats and sheep eat it,

horses do so to a less extent, but cattle will

not feed on it.

•[ The Cretan Marjoram is Origa mtm creticum
)

the Egyptian Marjoram, 0. a:gyptia<yitm, the
Knotted Marjoram, 0. Majorana, and Winter
Sweet Marjoram, 0. heradeoticum.

mark (1), * marc (1), s. [A.S. -marc, pi. mar-
can; cogn. with Ger. mark; ltd. mark.)

1. A weight still used m some parts of
Europe, especially for gold and silver. It
varies in different countries.

2. The name of several coins, formerly or
still in use : as,

* (1) An English coin, value 13s. 4d. sterling.
" Thre thousand marke he gaf with testament fulle
To Petir and Paule of Rome." [light,

Itvbert de Brunne, p. 20.

(2) A German coin, value ll*d. It is divi-
sible into 100 pfennige.

(3) The old unit of value in Hamburg, value
about Is. l£d. sterling. To a great extent
superseded by the new monetary system of
Germany.

'*"

(4) The sixth part of the Danish rigsdale,
value nearly 4Jd. sterling.

* (5) The fifth part of the Norwegian specie
daler, called also the ort, value lOjjd. sterling.

mark-banco, .'. In Hamburg and the
Hanse Towns an imaginary unit of value,
equal to about Is. 5*cL sterling.

mark courant, s. In Hamburg and
the Hanse Towns a unit of value, equal to
Is. 2J4. sterling.

mark (2), * merk, * merke. s. [A.S. mearc
= a mark, a bound, an end, a border; cogu.
with Dut. merk; Icel. mark; Sw. marlce

;

Dan. marke; M. H. Ger. mau\ all= a mark,
a sign ; M. H. Ger. marke; O. H. Ger. mar-
clia; Fr. marque; Goth, marka = a border-
land, a march; Lat. margo ; Mid. Eng. &
Fr. marge = a margin (q.v.).

J

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :
'

(1) A visible sign or iuipression, as by a
dot, a line, a stroke, a stamp, a figure, a cut,
&c, left by any body upon another. A mark
may be made either by leaving a portion of
one substance upon another, as of ink on a
paper ; by an incision or indentation made in
a softer by a harder body, as the mark of a
seal in wax; by a change of colour, or a
bruise, as the mark of a whip on a person's
back.

(2) Any visible sign, indication^ or token by
which a thing may be distinguished, recog-
nized, or detected.

(3) That at which a missile is or may be
directed ; a butt, a target, an aim.

(4) A character or sign, generally in the
form of a cross, made by a person who cannot
write, as a substitute tor his name or signa-
ture.

".'F
h? metbod of the Saxons was for such as could

write to msenbe their names, and, whether they could
write or not, to affix the sign of the cross ; which cus-tom our lUiterate vulgar do, for the most nart, to thisday keen up

; by signing a cross for their mark when
unable to write their nanies."—Blackstone: Comment
l.'k. 11., ch. 20.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Any distinguishing sign, token, or evi-
dence.

" How know you that I am in love 1
Marry, by these special mark*"
Shakesp. : Tioo Gentlemen of Verona, ii. l

(2) Pre-eminence, distinction, consequence
importance, position.

'

"Both Fabius and Cornelia" in the second decern
-Lewi* : Cred. Early

bSll, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, ceU, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, $enophon, exist, ph = f.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun

; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del."
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* (3) An object looked at for guidance ; the
object of respect or regard; a pattern, an
example.

(4) A butt, a target ; that at which anything
is or may be directed.

" Obliquely waddling to the mark in view.'
Pope : Diuicind, i. 172.

(5) The point to be reached ; the proper
standard ; as, To be up to the mark.

(6) The exact amount, a, limit : as, To be
within the mark.

* (7) The same as Marque (q.v.).

II, Technically

:

1. Comm. : [Trade-mark].

2. Naitt. : One of the notifications of depth,
on a sounding-line. [If (4).]

If (1) God bless (or save) the mark; save the

mark : Ejaculations or parenthetical expres-
sions indicative of irony, scorn, deprecation,
or surprise.

"And I {God bless the mark!) his moorship's ancient."
Sluikesp. : Othello, i. 1.

*(2> Mark of tooth : The marks on the teeth
of horses by which their age is known.

"At four years old cometh the mark of tooth in
horses, which hath a hole as big as you may lay a \>en
within It; and veareth shorter aud shorter every year,
tilt at eight years old the tooth is smooth."

—

Bacon;
Nat. Hist.

(3) To make one's mark : To make one's
influence felt; to attain to a position of
influence and distinction.

(4) Marks and deep? :

Naut. : The mode of indicating lengths on
the hand lead-line. The marks have certain
indications ; the deeps are the estimated
fathoms in the intervals of the marks :—

Mark 2, leather; mark 3, hlue bunting; deep 4,

mark 5, white bunting ; deep 6, mark T, red bunting

;

deep 8, 9, mark 10, leather ; deep 11, 12, mark 13, blue
bunting; deep H, mark 15, white bunting: deep 16,

mark 17, red bunting ; deep 18, 19, mark 20, two knots.

Mark (3), s. [Gr. Map/cos (Markos), from Lat.
Marcus.]

Scrip. Biog. : The evangelist whose name is

prefixed to the second gospel. He was almost
certainly the same as the "John whose sur-
name was Mark," mentioned in Acts xii. 12,

25. The name John was Jewish ; Mark
(Marcus) was Roman. [John.] John Mark's
mother lived at Jerusalem, her house being a
resort of Christians (Acts xii. 12). He was
nephew, cousin, or other relative of Barnabas
(Col. iv. 10). He seems to have been converted
by Peter (1 Pet. v. 13), and also to have
been the young man so nearlycapturedon the
evening of our Lord's betrayal (Mark xiv. 51,

52). Ou the first missionary journey of PauL
and Barnabas, he went as their minister, but,
while they were at Perga, left them, and re-

turned to Jerusalem (Acta xii. 25 ; xiii, 13).

Paul considering him fickle, would not accept
him as an attendant; while Barnabas, his

relative, believed him thoroughly trustworthy.
In consequence of this difference of opinion,
Paul and Barnabas separated, Paul going in

one direction on a mission tour, and Barnabas,
accompanied by Mark, on another. Ulti-

mately Mark gained anew the good opinion of

St. Paul, and attended on him during his final

imprisonment (Col. iv. 10 ; Phil. 24). We read
of him as being with Peter "at Babylon"
(1 Pet. v. 13). Afterwards Paul desired his

return to Rome (2 Tim. iv. 11). Tradition is

scanty and contradictory as to his subsequent
career.

T[ The Gospel according to St. Mark :

New Test. Canon : The second of the gospels,
almost universally attributed to the John
Mark of this article. Papias, Irenaius, Clement
of Alexandria, Tertullian, Origen, Eusebius,
and other Christian fathers, allege that a con-
nection existed between Peter and Mark, the
latter probably deriving from the former the
chief materials for his work. This view is

probable, when it is observed that more pro-
minence is given to censures upon St. Peter
than on commendatory statements regarding
him (cf. Mark viii. 33 with Matt. xvi. 17-20).
The writer was evidently a Jew, or at least
familiar with Juda?a ; but his gospel was
specially designed for the Gentiles. Except
in recording the discourses of Jesus, he no-
where shows that any incident narrated ful-
filled Old Testament prophecy, and the term
"law," in the sense of the Mosaic law, no-
where occurs. Statements likely to give
offence to the Gentiles are also omitted (cf.

IHatt. x. 5, 6 with Mark vi. 7-11). His gospel
seems to have been written at Rome, though

there are a few suffrages in favour of Alex-
andria. If addressed especially to any Gentile
nationality, it was to the Romans. While
there are Aramseisms, in the Greek there are
Latin expressions too, as irijveros (kS)isos) =
Lat. census, and Kevrvpiuiv (keniurion) = Lat.
centurio. Mark records the miracles more
than the discourses of Jesus. His style is

more precise and graphic than that of the
other evangelists. The language approaches
more closely to that of St. Matthew than to
that of St. Luke. The general opinion of the
Christian church for many centuries was, as
it still is, that it was the second gospel in
point of time ; though the opinion is gaining
strength that it was the first instead of the
second. Till the question be settled, it is use-
less to attempt to fix its date. The last

twelve verses of St. Mark (xvi. 9-20) are of

doubtful authenticity. External testimony is

perhaps slightly in their favour, but internal
evidence is strongly against them ; hence, in
the Revised Version, they are separated by an
interval from the rest of the book.

mark, v.t. & i. [A.S. mearclan, from mearc =
a mark.]

A. Transitive :

1. To make a mark on ; to impress with a
mark ; to stamp.

" My body's marked with Roman swords."
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iii. A.

2. To denote, to distinguish, to stamp, to
characterize.

3. To single out, to designate, to point out,

to appoint. (Often followed by out.)

" If we are marked to die, we lire enough
To do our country loss."

Shakesp. : Henry V„ iv. 3.

4. To take notice or observation of; to take
note of; to notice, to observe; to pay heed to.

" Looks it not liko the king t Mark It, Horatio."
SJtakesp. : Hamlet, i. 1.

5. To point out ; to indicate.
" His . . audibly marking" the time with his foot

cannot escape censure."

—

Athenamm, Feb. 18, 1882.

B. Tntrans. : To notice ; to take note ; to
observe critically or attentively.

" The Grecian marking as it cut the skies."
Pope : Homer ; Iliad xrii. 351.

H (1) To mark out : To designate ; to notify
as by a mark ; to single out.

"That marks thee out for hell."
Sluikesp. : Richard II., iv.

(2) To mark time

:

Mil. : To lift and bring down the feet alter-

nately at the same rate as in marching, but
without moving in any direction.

mar kab, s. [Corrupted Arabic]

Astron. ; A white star of the second magni-
tude, a Pegasi, at the junction of the wing and
shoulder of the imaginary Pegasus.

* mark able, <.<,. [Fr. marquable.] Remark-
able, notable,

" He would strike them with some marlzable puniah-
meut."—Sandys : State of Religion, to. 2b.

marked, pa. jmr. & a. [Mark, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Noted or distinguished with a mark.

2. Plain, open, evident.
" He seems to have been afraid that he might . . .

receive some marked affront."

—

Macaulay. Hist. Eng.,
ch. xx.

marked-pawn, s.

Chess : A pawn marked out by a player as
the piece with which he undertakes to check-
mate his adversary.

mark'-ed-ly, ado. [Eng. marked; 4y.]
Plainly, openly, evidently, publicly.

*'" mar-kee, s. [Marquee.]

mark -er, s. [Eng. mark; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. One who sets or stamps a mark upon
anything.

2. One who takes note or notice.

3. A counter used in card-playing.

i. At English schools and universities the
monitor who calls the roll after divine service.

II. Technically

:

1. Billiards: The person who notes and
calls out the score.

2. Military

:

(1) The man stationed at the targets to signal
the points made.

(2) The soldier who is the pivot round
which a body of men wheel, or who marks
the direction of an alignment.

3. Sewing-machine : An attachment for form-
ing creases in or marks on fabric, so that it

may be folded in line with such crease or

mark for a tuck, and in a line parallel with,

and at any desired distance from, another tuck.

mar -ket, s. [O. Fr. * market, marlciet, mar-
chet (Fr. marcM), from ~L&t.-mercatu$ = traffic,

trade, a market, -from mercatus,^ti. par. of
mercor = to trade ; merx (genit. mercis) = mer-
chandize; Ger. & Dut. markt; I eel. markadhr ;

Sp. & Port, mercado ; Ital. mermto ; Dan.
marked; Sw. marknad ; O. H. Ger. marchat,
marcat, mercat ; M. H. Ger. marlcat.]

L Ordinary Language

;

1. A public place in a city, town, &c, where
cattle, goods, &c, are exposed for sale ; a
public building in which provisionsare exposed
for sale ; a market-place, a market-house.

" No iuan makes haste to the market, where there is

nothing to be bought but blowa."

—

Raleigh: Hist.
World, bk. iv., ch. h., § 4.

2. The meeting or congregating together of
people for the purchase and sale of goods ; an.

occasion on which cattle, goods, &c, are pub-
licly exposed for sale ; a fair.

3. The crowd or assemblage of persons met
together in a market for business or pleasure.

4. The transactions, dealings, or trade iu a
particular commodity.

5. Purchase or sale ; the rate of purchase
and sale

;
price, cost, demand : as, The market

was dull.

6. The country, region, district, or place
where anything is dealt in, or is in demand.

* 7. Purchase, bargain.
"What is a man,

If his chief good, a»d market of his time,
Be but to sleep." Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. 4.

II. Ijxw : The privilege of having a public
market. Market is defined by statute to be
" the liberty of grant or prescription whereby
a town is enabled to set up and open shops,
&c, at a certain place therein for buying and
selling, and better provision of such victuals
as the subject wanteth." Public marts, or
places of buying and selling, such as markets
and fairs, with the tolls thereunto belonging,
can only be set up by virtue of the giant of
the crown, or by long and immemorial usage
and prescription, whicli presupposes such a
grant. The general rule of the law is that all

sales and contracts of anything vendible, in
fairs or markets overt, that is, open, shall not
only be good between the parties, but also
be binding on all those that have any right
of property therein. Market overt in the
country is only held on the special days pro-
vided for particular towns by charter or pre-
scription ; but in London, every day, except
Sunday, is market-day. The market-place,
or spot of ground set apart by custom for the
sale of particular goods, is also in the country
the only market overt ; but in London in
every shop in which goods are exposed pub-
licly to sale, is market overt, for such things
only as the owner professes to trade in. In
Scotland no such privilege attaches to goods
sold in market-overt ; and the owner of goods
sold by one who has stolen them, or to whom
they may have been lent, may reclaim them
from the purchaser.

market-basket, s,

1. A basket used to carry goods to or from
market.

2. A basket used by dealers in the London
fruit and vegetable markets. It contains 56
lbs. of potatoes.

* market-bell, s. A bell ruug to give
notice that trade may begin.

"Enter, go in, the market-bell is rung."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., iii. 2.

market beter, s. One who swaggers
up and down ; a swaggerer.

" He was a market-beler at the full.

'

C'ltaucer; C. T., 4,937.

market-crier, s. A public or town crier.

market-cross, s. A cross set up to de-
note where a market is held. They weie
sometimes of very elaborate design.

".Proclaimed at market-crosses, read in churches."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., v. 1.

market day, s The day on which a
market is held.

* market-folks, * market-folk, s. ph
People who attend markets.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot*

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a
; qu = kw.
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market-garden, s. A garden in which
vegetables and fruits are raised for the market.

market-gardener, s. One who grows
vegetables, fruits, &c, for the markets.

"As the mob of fishermen and market-garde-nerx.
who, lit Naples, yelled and threw up their caps in
Honour of jUaaaniello."—MacatUay : Mist. Hug., ch.

* market-geld, .

market.

market house, s.

i market is held.

The tolls raised at a

A building in which

* market-maid, s. A female servant
who attends a market to buy or sell.

" But vou are come,
A market-maid to Rome."

^ Hfntkcsp. : Antony ,{ Cloipatra, i'A. 6.

* market-man, s. A man who attends a
market to buy or sell.

"So worthless iieastnts bargain for thfeir w'ves,
As market-men fur oxen, sheep, or horse."

Shakcsp. : l Henry VI., v. 6.

market-overt, s. An open or public
market. [Market, s., II.]

market-place, s. The open space in a
town, &c, where a market is held ; a place of
public sale.

" The second, with a bearded face,
Stood singing in the market-place."

Longfellow : Singers.

market-price, market-rate, s. The
current price or rate of commodities ; current
value.

" I hod that which any inferior might
At n;'irkrt./,riri- have bought."

Shakes/). : A It's Well Thut Ends Well, v. 3

* market-stead,
A market-place.

' niarket-sted,

" Their best archers nlac'd
The market-sted about.

firayton : Poly-OlUon, s. 22.

market-town, s. A town which has the
privilege of holding a market at certain times.

market-woman, s. A woman who at-
tend.s markets to buy or sell.

mar' ket, v.i. & t. {Market, s.]

A. Tutrans.: To deal in a market; to buy
and sell ; to make bargains for commodities.
^B. Trans. : To offer for sale or sell in a

market ; to deal in ; to vend.
" Industrious merchants meet, and market there
The world's collected wealth."

Southey : Thaiaba, iv.

mar'-ket-a-ble, «. [Eng. market ; -able.]

1. That may or can be sold; tit for the
market ; saleable.

" Leaving the finely ground mineral residues to pass
away readily for concentration into a marketable
condition."—Daily Telegraph, Sept. 15, 1382.

2. Current in the market.

* mar ket-a ble ness, s. [Eng. market-
able: -new.] The quality or state of being
marketable.

*mar'-ket-er, s. [Eng. market; -m\] One
who attends a market to buy or sell ; one
who exposes goods for sale in a market.

marketing, s. [Eng. market; -ing.]

1. The act or practice of attending or trans-
acting business in markets.

* 2. Goods uttered for sale in a market;
commodities purchased in a market.

mark hoor, mark'-hbre, ». [Native
name.]

Zool. : Capra megaceros, popularly called the
Serpent-eater, found in the forests of the
north-east of India and in Cashmere. It is

rather larger than the Ibex. Colour, slaty-
gray ; the long beard of a darker hue. The
triangular spiral horns are sometimes as much
as live feet long. Markhoors have bred
several times in the gardens of the Zoological
Society, Regent's Park, London.

mark'-mg, pr. par., «,, & s. [Mark, v.]

A. *fc 3. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

;

1. The act of impressing a mark or marks
upon anything.

2. A mark or number of marks upon any-
thing ; a characteristic or peculiar arrange-
ment of natural colouring : as, the markings
on the petals of a flower.

II. Botany:

1. The term is used of the surface of leaves,

which may be rugose, netted, half-netted,
pitted, lacunose, honeycombed, &c.

2. It is employed of the colour or variega-
tion of leaves, &c.

% Marking of goods :

Scot* Iaiw ; One of those forms of construc-
tive delivery by which the property of a tiling
sold is sought to be transferred while the
seller retains possession. Thus the property
of cattle sold while grazing is transferred by
their being marked by the buyer, and in the
herds or fields of a third party.

marking-fruit, marking nut-tree, <.

Bot. : Scineearpus Anacantium.

marking-gauge, s.

Carp. : The inarking-gauge has a stem which
carries a scribing point and a head or fence,
which is adjustable on the stem and secured
in adjustment by a set screw or wedge. As
the scribe is drawn along on a board, the fence
slides on the ledge of the latter, and causes
the mark to be parallel with the edge and at
the regulated distance.

marking-ink, s. An indelible ink for
marking clothes.

marking-iron, s. An iron stamp for
branding cattle, goods, &e.

marking-machine, s.

Coining; A machine used in the mint, to
swage the edges of planehets for coin, raising
the edge of the blank preparatory to milling.

marking nut-tree, s. [Marking-fruit.]

marking-plough, s.

Agric. : A plough used in running slight
fin-rows in ploughed land as a mark for plant-
ing corn, or, at greater distances, for sowing
broadcast. Also J.used in crossing out land
for planting an orchard.

* mark'-mg-lyt adv. [Eng. marking; -ly.\

Attentively.
" Pyrocles markingly barkened to all that Damedas

said."—Sidney : Arcadia, p. 417.

* mar -kls, s. [Marquis.]

*' mar -kis-esse, s. [A femin. from markis.]
The wife of a marquis ; a marchioness.

" I wol with other maidens stond
That ben my felawes, in »ur dure, and aee
The inarkfaesse." Chaucer: V.T

mark-man, >

marksman."
[Eng

1,180,

mark, and man.] A

" A right good markman ! And she'B fair I love."
Hhakesp. : Jlomeo * Juliet, i. 1.

marks man, s. [Eng. marks, and man.]

I. Ordinary Language :

I. One who is skilful to hit a mark ; one
who can shoot well.

" He was a fencer ; he was a markstnan ; nnd, before
lie had ever stood in the ranks, he was already more
than half a soldier."

—

Macaittay ; Hist, ling-., ch. xiii.

* 2. One who, not being able to write,
makes his mark instead of his name.

" If you can avoid it da not have marksmen for wit-
nesses."—Lord St. Leonards ; Handy-book of Property
Law, ji. 17".

II. Mil. : A soldier who has proved his
efficiency with a rifle by making a certain
number of points during his course of mus-
ketry instruction. Formerly the designation
of marksman had no great meaning, because
;oU the soldiers' shooting was done at fixed
targets with known ranges. Since the South
African war of lS99-iy02, new systems of
musketry have been introduced, by which the
soldier tires at moving or disappearing tar-
gets from behind cover. Good shots of the
infantry, who make a certain percentage of
hits, are permitted to wear on the left arm
of their tunic a badge representing a pair of
crossed rifles. In the case of the volunteers,
as well as the army, there is a steady growth in
the attention paid to shooting, and in spite of
the increased difficulty of the course a steady
growth in the percentage of marksmen,

marks'-man-ship, s. [Eng. marksman;
-ship.] The quality or state of being a marks-
man ; dexterity in shooting.

* marks' -wom-an, s. [Eng. marks, and
woman.] An archeress ; a woman who shoots
at a mark. (Lit. & fig.)

"Less exalted but perhaps not less skilful marks-
imnncn."—Scott: St. Hunan's Well, ch. xviu.

* mark- wor- thy, «

worthy.] Noteworthy.

—Carlyle : Mis-

[Eng. mark, and

marl, * marie, s. [O. Fr. marie, merle; Fr
marne ; Wei. marl; Ir. & Gael, marla ; Dut.,

Dan. & Sw. merge! ; Low Lat. margila, dimin.

of Lat. marga = marl.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : In the same sense as IT. 2.

2. Fig. : The ground, the earth.
" To support uneasy steps

Over the burning marl." Milton : P. l,., i. 2%.

II, Technically

:

1. Geol. : Clay with much calcareous matter
in its composition. Sometimes it is soft, some-
times hard, in the latter case being- called
Indurated Marl.

" Clays containing an admixture of calcium-carbon-
ate arc termed marls."—Fotvnes ; Manual of Chemis-
try 11308), p. 380.

If Red and Green Marls exist in the Trias of
England just below the bone-bed. In Forfar-
shire there are six small lakes with shell marl.

2. Agric. : A soil which readily falls to
pieces nn exposure to the air, even though
it has no lime in its composition.

marl-brick, s. The same as Marl-stock
(q.v.).

marl-slate, t>.

Geology

:

1. Gen. : Any calcareous shale bearing the
same relation to marl which shale does to
clay. It is very abundant in the Swiss Alps.

2. $}>ec. ; A series of beds with inagnesian
limestone, constituting the Middle Permian
rocks. [Magnesias-limestone.]

marl-stock, s. An English name for a
kind of brick ; a cutter. [Cutter, s. II. 3.]

marl (1), v.t. [Marl, a.] To dress or manure
with marl.

"Never yet was the man known
marled the same ground twice in
/'. Holland: PUnie, bk. xvii., oh, viii.

marl (2), v.t. [Marline.]
Nautical

:

1. To fasten with a marline.

2. To perform the operation of marling (q.v.).

mar-la'-ceous (ce as sh), a. [Eng. mar!;
-accons.] Resembling or partaking of the?
nature or quality of marl ; marly.

marie, v.i, [A corrupt, of marvel (q.v.).]
Tu wonder, to marvel.

marled, a. [Marl, s.] Variegated, spotted
(Scotch.)

" Gif I keun'd but where ye baide,
Id send to you a marled plaid."
Hums : The (Juidwife of Wauehope-housc.

mar line, s, [Dut. marling, marlijn, from
warren = to tie, and lijn = a line.]

Naut. : A small cord composed of two
strands slightly twisted and used for lashing,
sewing, and tricing. Used either white or
tarred.
" Some the gal I'd ropes with dauby marline bind."

Dryden: Annus Mirabilis, cxlviii.

marline-spike, marlin-spike, s.

Naut. : A pointed iron pfn suspended by a
lanyard, and used to make an opening between
the strands of rope in splieing.

mar line, v.t. [Marline, s.]

Naut. ; To wind marline round, as a rope.

mar-ling, s. [Marl (2), v.]

Naut. : The act or operation of wrapping a
rope with spun-yarn or twine, having a knot
at each turn to secure it if it becomes cut at
one or more places. [Serving.]

marling hitch, s.

Naut.: A kind of hitch used by sailors iu
winding or twisting spun-yarn.

marling-spike, t

marl ite, . [Eng
of marl.

[Marline-spike.]

. marl, s. ; -ite.] A variety

mar-lit'-ic, a. [Eng. marlit(e); -ic] Par-
taking of the qualities or nature of marlitc.

marl-pit, * marle-pit, s. [Eng. marl, s
and pit.] A pit where marl is or has been
dug.

" He was in a marlepit yfalle."
Chaucer: C. T„ 3,455.

marl stone, s. [Eng. marl, s., and stone.]

Geol. : A sandy calcareous and ferruginous
bed or series of beds, dividing the upoer from
the lower Lias clays.

boil, boy ; pout, jo^l ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench
;
go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist -insr

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion =- shun
;
-tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -bie, -die, &c. = beL d L
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iwarV-y, L... [Eng. mail, s>, anil -y.] Com-
posed of Oi containing marl ; abounding with
marl ; resembling marl.

*' The lean and hungry earth, the fat and marf.y mould.
Where sands be always hot."

Drayton ; Poly-Olbion, s. ;5.

marly-clay^s. A variety of day, used in

making pale bricks, and as a manure.

marly-limestone, s. Argillaceous lime-

stone ; limestone with clay in its composition.

mar-mair -o-lite, s. [Gr. n.apu.aipw (mar-
ntairO) — to glisten, to shine, and Aidos (lltJws)

= a stone; Ger. numnairolith.]

Min. : A mineral occurring in very tine

crystalline needles, diffused throughout" a
brownish manganesian limestone, atLongban,
Wenulaud, Sweden. Crystallization, probably
monoclinic. Hardness, 5 ; sp. gr. 3*07 ; col-

our, pale yellow
;

transparent. Compos. :

silica, 50*27
;
protoxide of iron, 2*03

;
protoxide

of manganese, 4
-

S0 ; magnesia, 21"3ii; lime,
6 '33

;
potash, l'S9; soda, 5*i»4 ; loss by igni-

tion, 0"90.

mar -ma-lade, * mar'-ma-lat, * mar-
ma let, * mar-me-lad, si [O. Fr. merme-
lade (Fr. marmelade), from Port, muruwhuhi,
from viarmelo= a quince, of which fruit it was
originally made ; Lai. melimelum, from Gr.
/LteAi'/jLTjA-oc (melimelou) = a sweet apple, an
apple grafted on a quince, from p.d\t (me/i) =
honey, (Lat. inel), and ixifkov {melon) = an
apple.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A general name given to pre-
serve prepared from various fruits, especially
those of ,a bitter or acid nature, as oranges,
lemons, barberries, the berries of the mountain
ash ; sometimes also of apples, plums, pears,
pine-apples, &c.

2. Bot. (1) Achras mammosa, a dessert fruit

[Achras], (2) [Marmalade-tree].

marmalade- box, s.

Bot., dx. : The fruit of Gem pet esculeuta or
amerirana. [Genipa.]

marmalade-tree, s.

Bot. : Lucumu mammosum. [Lucuma.]

mar ma lat, * mar -ma-let, 4 . [Mar-
malade.]*

mar'-ma-lite, s. [Marmolitu.]

mar'-ma-tite, s. [Named after the place
where first found, Marmato ; sal).. *tte (Min.).]

Miu.. : A variety of blende (q.v.) of a dark-
brown to black colour, and containing 10 per
cent., or upwards, of iron. Sp. gr. 3'9 to 4*2.

Christophite (q.v.) is a related mineral.

* mar-me-lad, a. [Marmalade.]

mar'-mo-lite, mar'-ma-lite, $, [Gr.

fj.apfj.aCpu> (marmairo) = to glisten, to shine,

and A i0os (Uthos) — stone ; Ger. marmolilh.]

Min : A variety of the mineral serpentine
(q.v.), occurring in thin brittle folia. Sp. gr.

2'41
; lustre, pearly ; colour, greenish to pale

green. Found at Hoboken, New Jersey, U.S.A.

mar'-mo-ra'-ceous (ce as sh), a. [As if

from a Lat. marmoraceus, from manner =
marble.] Pertaining to or resembling marble.

" mar'-mor-ate, * mar'-mbr-at-ed, a.

[Lat. maim oi a I us, pa. par. ot marmoro = to

cover with marble ; marmor — marble.]

1. Covered or overlaid with marble.
" Umier this stftii clusydeand numuorate
Lyeth John Kitte, Londoner iiatyfl'

"

Wood: Athenai Oxott., Vul. i.

2. Variegated like marble.

mar-mor-a'-tion, s. [Lat. marmoratio, from
murmoratus, pa. par. of marmoro — to cover
with marble.]

1. The act of covering or encrusting "with

marble.

2. The act of variegating so as to resemble
marble.

3. A casing of marble to a building.

mar-mor-a'-tum, mar-mor-e'-tum, ».

[Lat.]

1. Architecture:

(1) A cement made of pounded marble
and lime for architectural purposes.

(2) White of egg and quicklime incorporated
in a mortar.

2. Ik' nt, : A cement of tin-foil and mercury,
formerly used for Idling decayed teeth.

mar-mor'-e-al, mar-mor'-e-an, a. [Lat.

mamwreus, from martiior = marble ; Fr. mar-
moreen; Ital. & Sp. marmoreo.]

1. Pertaining to or resembling marble.

2. Made of marble.

" mar-mbr'-e-al-ly, adr. [Eng. marmoreal ;

-/(/.] Like marble ; stonily, coldly.

"He was not marmoreal!y emphatic, as Laudor
was."—AthnncBitm, Nov. 12, 1881, \>. C2+.

"'r mar'-mor-tin-to, s. [Lat. m-armor = mar-
ble, and Eng. tint (q.v.).] A process eni] Joyed
in the 18th century to decorate- walls, ceilings,

&c, in imitation of marble, &c, by deposit-
ing on a ground of an adhesive nature marble
dust or powder, arranged in the form of the
veins of a plaque of marble, and sometimes
in that of an ornamental figure.

mar'-mose, a. [Opossum.]

mar-mo-set', mar-mo-zet', s. [Fr. mar-
mouset, from Low Lat. marmoretum = a little

marble figure ; marmor — marble.]

Zool. : The Platyrhine genus Hapale (q.v.),

from the tropical region of South America.
Hapale Jacchua is the Common Marnioset,
which is readily tamed, and becomes an
amusing pet. The fur of the body is darkish-
brown, with different shades of colour for

-MARMOSET.

each hair, which is dusky at the root, reddish
in the middle, and gray at the tip. The head
is small, the nose flat, the face black, with a
long tuft of white hair sticking out from
each side. The tail is long and bushy, marked
with alternate rings of ash-colour and black.
//. It ttmeralifer is the Cloaked Marmoset.
The fore part of the body is white ; the hands
gray ; the rump and underside deadish-tawny ;

tail banded with gray and black. Called also
Ouistiti. [Midas.]

mar'-mbt, ' mar-mot-to, s. [Fr. mar-
mottc, from Lat. mus monkuuts = the mountain
mouse.]

Zoology

:

1. Suig. : A popular name for any individual
of the genus Arctomys (q.v.), but more parti-
cularly confined "to Arctomys marmota, the
Common or Alpine Marmot, inhabiting the
higher regions of the Alps, Pyrenees, and
Carpathians. It is about twenty inches in
length ; dark brown above, and lighter below.
The Hoary Marmot, an American species,
ranging as far north as the Arctic Circle, is

A. pntinoms. Marmots live in large societies
in extensive burrows. They are' veiy active
in the summer, and pass the winter in a state
of torpidity,

" Hence also some beasts, as tlie Marmotto or Alas
Al/tinux, a oivatiu'e as big or bigger tliaii a rabbet,
which absconds all winter, doth (an Hildanus tells us)

live upon its own fat."—Kay : On the Croatian, pt. li.

2. PL : The genus Arctomys, or True Mar-
mots : less propei ly, Arctomyina;, the second
sub-family of Sciuridse (q.v.).

* mar-mo-zet', &. [Marmoset.]

ma-rone', a. [Maroon, a.} One of a class
of impure colouis, composed of black and
red, black and purple, or black and russet
pigments, or with black and any other de-
nomination of pigments in which red lire-

dominates.

marone-lake, s. A preparation of nt.id-

der, of great depth, transparency, and dura-
bility of colour : it works well in water,
glazes, and dries in oil, and is in all respects
a good pigment ; its hues are easily given
with other pigments, but it i-> not much used.

mar'-on-fet, s. [After Publius Virgili-us

Maro, commonly called Virgil.] A disciple of

Virgil : a Virgilian.

Mar'-on-ite, a. & s. [For etym. see def.]

A. As adj.: Belonging to or characteristic

of the sect of the Eastern Christians de-

scribed under B.

"There is also a .ifaronitc college at Rome."

—

Addis
& Arnold: C'ath. Diet., p. 543.

B. As substantive

:

Church Hist. : A body of Eastern Christians
of Mount Lebanon, probably deriving their

name from one Maro, a Syrian monk contem-
porary with Chrysostom. They adopted
Mouothelite errors, but were united to the
Roman Church in 11S2, though they soon
fell away through Greek influence. lu 1216

they again submitted, and the connection has
subsisted ever since. They have excited

more attention in Europe than other Oriental

Christians, on account of the persecutions

they have suffered at the hands of the Druses
(q.v.). In I860, 1,300 Maronites were killed,

and 100,000 driven from their homes. Their
patriarch is elected by their bishops, subject
to the approval of Rome, and convents for

both sexes are spread over the country. The
Maronites number about 250,000. Arabic is

the vulgar, and Syriac the liturgical language.

maroon (1), a. & 5. [Fr. murron = a run-
away slave; an abbrev. of Sp. cimorron =
wild, unruly, from eima = a mountain-top.]

A. As adj. : Fugitive.
" A wairaut of the Lord Chief Justice broke up the

Maroon village for a short time."

—

JIauaulay : Hist.
Kng., ch. ,\xiii.

B. As substantive

:

' 1. The name given to negroes in the West
Indies. In many cases by taking to the fo-

rests and mountains they rendered themselves
formidable to the colonists, and sustained a
long and brave resistance against the whites.
"When Jamaica was conquered by the English
hi 1655, about 1,500 slaves retreated to the
mountains, and were called Maroons. They
continued to harass the island till the end of

the last century, when bloodhounds weic
eniphn ed to track them to their hiding-places.
(Bartlkt.)

2. A bright white light used for signals ir.

the East Indies.

maroon-party, s, A party of pleasure,
di tiering from a picnic in that it occupies
several days instead of one.

ma-rodn', v.L & i. [Maroon, «.]

A. Trans. : To put ashore and leave ou a
desolate island by way of punishment, as
was done by the buccaneers, &c.

B. Intrans. : To go on a maroon-party ; to

picnic.

"A marooning party ... is a party made up to
pass several days on the sin ire or in the country."—
Bartlett : Amevivanisint,, p. S'ii.

ma-roon' (2), u. & s. [Fr. morron = the great
chestnut, hoin Ital. mar rone.']

A. As adj. : Of a brownish-crimson colour;
claiet-coloured.

" It is of a deep almost ntarovn green."

—

Gardener's
Chi outvie, xvi. (1S&1), 03f.

B. As subxt. : A rocket having the case
bound round with tarred twine, so that it

explodes with a great noise.

ma-ro6n'-er, s. [Eng. maroon, (q.v.); -er.]

A runaway slave ; a maroon.
" On the south shore dwelt a marooner, that modestly

called himself •*, hermit."

—

Ityrd: Westover Papers,
P. 18.

mar -plot, s. [Eng. mar, v., and plot.] One
who, by officious interference, mars or spoils

a plot or design.

Mar'-purg, Mar'-burg, 3. [See def.] A
town of Hesse Cassel.

Marpurg Conference, «. [Reforma-
tion, ZWIXGLIANJSM.]

marque (que as k), " mark, s. [Fr. marque
= a boundary, a distress or seizure of goods

;

froniO. H.Ger. marcha = a march, a boundary.]
[March (1), s.] A licence to make reprisals
on the belongings of a public enemy, generally
in the phrase letters nf marque or letters of
marque and reprisal, which, meant originally a
licence or commission to pass over the bound-
ary or frontier, into an enemy's country, ami
capture or destroy the persons or goods of the

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, p<5t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe - e ; ey = a ; qu = kw,
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enemy, in reprisal for goods or persons cap-
tured or destroyed by him. The meaning now
is an extraordinary licence or commission
granted by the government of one country to
its subjects to make reprisals at sea on the
subjects of another country in return for in-

juries it has received or suffered ; a licence to
engage in privateering: a private vessel com-

' missioned to attack and capture the vessels
of an enemy ; a privateer.

" But the granting of letters of marque has long been
disused, the conference which met at Paris in 1858,
after the close of the war with Russia, having recom-
mended the entire abolition of privateering.'—Black-
stone: Comment., bk. i., ch. 7.

mar quee (qu as k), s. [Fr. marquise =
(1) a marchioness, (2) an officer's tent, a mar-
quee. The s has been dropped from a mis-
taken idea that marquees, the proper form,
was a plural : so we have sherry for sherris,
pea for pease, &c. ]

i

1. An officer's field tent.

2. A large held tent or covering made of
strong canvas to keep off the rain

; generally
with a second canvas or fly a little above the
tent proper.

tmar'-ques-al, «. [Eng. marquess; -al]
Pertaining or belonging to a marquis.

" To see all eyes, not royal, ducal, or marqnesal, fall
before her own."—Trollope : Uarchester Towers, xxxvii.

mar'-quess, s. [Marquis.]

mar'-quet-r^ (qu as k),mar-quet-er-ie,
s. [Fr. mar<iueterie, from marqiteter = to in-

lay, to variegate, from marque = a mark (q.v.).J
Inlaid work. It includes parquetry, reisuer
work, buhl, mosaic. (See these words.) The
manner of executing this work consists in
cutting the designs out of pieces of wood or
plates of metal and inserting pieces of a dif-

ferent colour. When the inlays are inserted,
the work is levelled with the toothing-plane,
and then scraped with the joiner's scraper ap-
plied obliquely at the joints of the wood.

" The royal apartments were richly adorned with ta-
pestry and marquetry. '—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch.xx,

marquis, mar'-quess, "march- es,
mar-kis, rnar-quesse. s. [O. Fr.

markis, marclns (Fr. marquis) = the governor
of a frontier, a warden of the marches, a
marquis, from Low Lat. mttrchensis = a prefect
of the marches, from marcha = a march, a
boundary, from O. H. Ger. marcha — a march
[March (1), $.]; Sp. -marques; Port, marquez;
Ital. marchese.] *

*1. An officer whose duty it was to guard
and defend the marches or borderland of a
country ; a warden or prefect of the marches

;

a marcher.

2. A title of nobility in England, ranking
next below a duke, and above an earl. It is

also a title of dignity in France, Italy, and
Germany. The eldest son of a marquis in

Great Britain

CORONET OF MARQUIS.

quis is called a marchioness. The title of

marquis is often attached as a second title to

a dukedom, and is held by the eldest son of a

duke during his father's lifetime. The coronet

of a marquis consists of a richly-chased circle

of gold, with four strawberry leaves and four

balls of pearls set on short points on its edge ;

the cap, crimson velvet with a gold tassel on
the top, and turned up with ermine.

"The Marquess was the falsest, . . . the most pusil-

lanimous, of mankind."—Miuanlay : Hist. Eng., xiii

*1T Lady marquess: A marchioness. (Shake-

speare: Henry VIII. , v. 2.)

lliar'-quiS-ate, s. [Fr. marquisat, from

marquis,] The seigniory, dignity, or lordship

of a marquis.
" The duke made a sudden attempt upon the mar-

quisate of JIontseiTato."—Hetiquias Wottoniants, p. 415.

* mar'-quis-dom, * mar-ques-dome, s.

[Eng. marquis ; -r/oro.] A marquisate.

"Other nobles of the marqucsdome of Saluce."

—

Bolin&hnd: Hist. Scotland {an. 14S3).

*mar-quise' (qu as k), s. [Fr.] The wife

of a marquis, a marchioness.

marquise-ring, s. A lady's ring, hav-

ing somewhat the shape of a vesica (q.v.).

* mar' quis ship, * marqueship, s. [Eng.

,

marquis ; -ship.] A marquisate.
" But as for the marqueship of Corke ... he would I

not at) then nor yet thought it good to deale therein."
—HoUn&hed: Hist. Ireland (an. 1586).

Mar quoi (quoi as kwa), s. (See the com-
pound.)

Marquoi's rulers, s. pi. A set of rulers
devised by an artist named Marquoi, for the
purpose of facilitating the operations of plot-
ting and plan drawing. The set consists of a
triangular ruler, whose hypothenu.se is three
times as long as the shorter side of the tri-

angle, and several rectangular rulers, gradu-
ated into equal parts, according to different
scales. The rulers are made of hard wood,
ivory, or metal, and the graduation lines are
cut close to the edges of the rectangular rulers
for facility of application.

*mar-quys, s. [Marquis.]

mar-ram, s. [Maruji.]

marred, pa. par. or a. [Mar, v.]

marr'-er, * marr'-ar, s. [Eng. mar, v. ; -en]
One who mars, spoils, or defeats anything.

" For he sayeth yt they may be ye marrars & dis-
troyers of the realme."—Sir T. More : Workes, p. 295.

* mar'-ri-a-ble, v mar'-i-a-ble, a. [Eng.
marry; -able.] Fit to be married; marriage-
able.

"Thither shortly after came ambassudours from the
emperour, requiring the king's daughter affianced vuto
him and being now viripotent or mariable, desired
she might be delivered vnto them."— Holiwhed :

Henry 1. (an. 1115).

marriage, * mar iage, s. [Fr. mariage,
from Low Lat. maritaticuni, maritagium =
a woman's dowry.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : The act of marrying or uniting a
man and woman as husband and wife ; the
legal union of a man and woman for life ; the
state or condition of being married ; wedlock.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) A wedding-feast ; a feast on the occa-
sion of a marriage.

"A certain king which made a marriage for his
son."

—

Matthew xxii. 2.

(2) Intimate union.

IL Technically

:

1. Anthrop. : Herbert Spencer (Prin. of
Sociol., i. §279) says that "the marital rela-

tions . . . have gradually evolved ;" and
that the first stage was promiscuity (q.v.),

which "may be called indefinite polyandry,
joined with indefinite polygyny" (i. §297);
to that succeeded polyandry (q.v.), "in some
cases the husbands being strangers, in others
akin, and usually brothers " (i. § 297) ; higher
in rank stands polygyny, " with which Hebrew
history made us acquainted in our childhood "

(i. § 304) ; and in due time was evolved mon-
ogamy, "the natural form of sexual relation

for the human race " (i. § 314). Lord Avebury
believes that "our present social relations

have arisen from an initial stage of hetairism
or communal marriage "

[',[ 1] ; and says :

"I believe that communal marriage wae gradually
superseded by individual marriage founded ou uap-
ture, and that tins led firstly to exogamy, and then
to female infanticide. . . . Endogamy and regulated
polyandry, thorn: h frequent, I regard as exceptional,
and iia not entering into the normal progress of
development."—Lubbock: Origin of Civilization (1882J,
p. 103.

Mr. J. F. McLennan's Primitive Marriage
is devoted to the subject of marriage by cap-
ture [If 3]. Bachofen (Das Mutterrecht) has
no idea of marriage being the result of social
evolution. He considers that

:

"At first . . . human beings lived in a state of
hetairism. The women, by nature nobler and more
sensitive than the men, were at last disgusted with
this life, and under the impulse of a strong religious
aspiration, combined to put an end, to hetairism and
introduce marriage. They succeeded, aud established
monogamy, but not without an appeal to force."

—

Bacliofen in McLennan : Studies in Anc. Hist., p. 413.

2. Law: In law marriage is regarded in no
other light than a civil contract. The law
allows it to be valid where the parties were
willing to contract, able to contract, and did
contract in the form required by law. Dis-

abilities to contract were formerly considered
as either canonical or civil. Consanguinity, <

affinity, and corporal infirmity were canonical
disabilities, making the marriage voidable,

but not ipso facto void, until sentence of
nullity had been obtained. The last of these

,

is now, however, the only canonical disability .

on which marriages, otherwise regular, can be

declared void. The others have by statute

been declared civil disabilities, which make
the contract void ab initio. Besides con-

sanguinitv and affinity, there are three other

civil disabilities : (1) A prior marriage, in

which case, besides the penalties consequent

upon it as a felony, the second marriage is

void. (2) "Want of age, which is sufficient

to avoid all other contracts, a fortiori it

ought to avoid this, the most important
contract of any .... But it is never-

theless so far a marriage that if at the

age of consent the parties agree to con-

tinue together, they need not be married
again. (3) Want of reason. The statute

t> and 7 William IV. c. 85 provided for places

of religious worship being registered for the
solemnization of marriage, and permits of

this contract being entered into before a
registrar* of marriages, without any religions

sanction whatever. But whether solemnized
in church, celebrated in a place of worship,
or entered into before the registrar, a marriage
must in all cases be preceded and accompanied
by certain circumstances of publicity, or be
entered into in virtue of a licence, which is

obtainable only on oath being made that there

is no legal impediment. By marriage the
legal existence of the woman is incorporated
and consolidated into that of the husband,
under whose protection and cover she per-

forms everything, and is therefore called in

our law-French a feme-covert, fremina vivo co-

operta, and her condition during her marriage
is called her coverture. Marriages are dis-

solved by death or divorce. " A husband can
present a petition for the dissolution of his

marriage on the ground that his wife has been
guilty of adultery; and a wife may seek the
same relief on the ground that her husband
has been guilty of incestuous or bigamous
adultery, rape, or unnatural crimes, or of
adultery coupled with such cruelty as would
have entitled her to a divorce a meiiso ct

thoro, or of adultery coupled with desertion
without reasonable excuse for two years and
upwards." (Macqueen.) In Scotland marriages
are either regular or irregular, the latter being
by mere consent without the intervention of
a clergyman, the parties expressing a solemn
acceptance of each other as man and wife, in

writing or verbally in the presence of witnesses.

H (1) Communal marriage :

Anthrop. : Lord Avebury 's name for the
condition which some other authors call

Hetairism or Promiscuity.
"The piimitive condition of man, socially, was oue

in which marriage did not exist, or, as we may per-
haps for convenience call it, of communal inurria>/c,
where all the uieu and women in a small community
were regarded as equally married to oue another."—
Lubbock : Origin of Civilisation (1882), p. 98.

(2) Complex marriage : Tlie domestic relation-

ship between the sexes existing in the Ameri-
can sect calling themselves Perfectionists.

" The central domestic fact of the household ia the
eomi/lcx marriage of its members to each other, and
to all : a rite which is to l>e understood as taking place
on the entrance of every new member, whether male
or female, into association ; and which is said to con-
vert the whole body into one marriage circle: every
man becoming the husband and brother of every wo-
man ; every woman the wife and sister of every man,"—Jlepworth Dixon ; Hinritual Wives.

(3) Marriage by capture

:

Anthrop.: "The practice of getting wives
by theft or force" (McLennan: Studies in
Anc. Hist., p. 41). Two notable eases are the
Rape of the Sabines (Liv. , i. 9) and the abduc-
tion of the daughters of Shiloh by the sons of
Benjamin (Judges xx., xxi.) (SeeSmith : Bible
Diet., s.v. Marriage )

" Marriage by capture is the third form of marriage
specially recognised by ancient Hindoo law."—Lub-
bock : Origin of Civilisation (1882), p. lo8.

% Obvious compounds : Marria-ge - bond,
marriage-day, Dmrriage-hour, marriage-tie.

marriage-articles, a, pi. The same as
Marriage-contract.

marriage-bed, s. The bed appropriated
to a man and woman on their marriage.

marriage-bell, s. Joy-bells rung ou th3
occasion of a wedding.

And all went merry as a marriage-bell."
Byron: C'hilde Harold, Hi. 21,

* marriage-brokage, s. A considera-
tion paid for arranging a marriage. It is
illegal, as contrary to public policy.

t marriage - broker, s. One who ar-
ranges or contrives marriages.

marriage-contract, s. The contract
or agreement on which a marriage is founded.

boil, bo^; pout, jtffrl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph= t,

cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -cious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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marriage-favour, s, A wedding-favour

;

a knot or bunch of white ribbons or flowers
worn at a wedding.

marriage licence, s, A licence for the
solemnization of a marriage. Such licences
are of three kinds :

1. Special licence, granted only by the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. It dispenses with all

restriction as to time and place, but a de-
claration that no impediment exists must be
made. It is granted as a right to peers,
peeresses, the children of peers, privy coun-
cillors, judges of the Supreme Court, baronets,
knights, and members of Parliament. To
other persons it is granted as a favour.

2. Ordinary licence, granted by the Bishop
of a diocese, through a surrogate. It dispenses
with the publication of banns. A declaration
must be made that no impediment exists, and
the residence of one of the contracting parties
in the district in which the marriage is to be
solemnized is required for " the fifteen days
last past," before the issue of the licence.

3. Licence of the Superintendent Registrar.
This licence applies to any building registered
for the solemnization of marriage. Declaration
as to impediments, and residence of one of the
persons, are required, but the notice of appli-

cation for such licence need not be publicly
exhibited in the office of the Superintendent
Registrar.

marriage-lines, s. pi. A common name
for a marriage certificate.

marriage-portion, s. A portion given
to a woman on her marriage ; a dowry.

marriage-settlement, s. An arrange-
ment usually made before marriage, and in
consideration of it, whereby a jointure is se-

cured to the wife, and portions to the children,
in the event of the husband's death.

marriage-vow, s, The vow taken by
the man or woman at their marriage.

mar'-riage-a-ble, a. [Eng. marriage; -able.]

1. Fit for marriage ; of age to be married.

"The proportion of children which any marriage-
able man or woman may he presumed shall have."—
Grattnt : Bills of Mortality.

* 2. Suited or suitable for close union.
" They led the vine

To wed her elm ; she. spoused, about him twines
Her marriageable arms." Milton : P. L., v. 217.

tmar'-riage-a-fole-ness, s. [Eng. marriage-
able; -ncss.] The quality or state of being
marriageable.

mar -ried, pa. par. & a. [Marry, v.}

A. As -pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. United in marriage.

"The married offender incurs a crime little short of

perjury."

—

Paley : Moral Philosophy, hk. iii., ch. iv.

2. Formed or constituted by marriage ; con-
jugal : as, the married state.

* 3. Joined, concordant, in harmony.
" Lap me in 3oft Lydian airs,

Married to immortal verse."
MUton; L'AUegro.

% Married, Women's Property Act :

Law : 33 & 34 Vict., c. 93, passed in 1870,

which enacts that the earnings of a married
woman are to be deemed her own separate

property, as are her deposits in savings banks,

&c. On the other hand, a husband is not
liable for the debts of his wife, contracted be-

fore marriage, but the wife is liable to be sued
and her separate property taken to satisfy

those debts.

* mar'-ri-er, o. [Eng. marry, v. ; -er.] One
who marries.

*mar'-ron, *mar-roon, a. & s. [Maroon, a.)

mar'-ron, s. [Fr.]

Pyrotech. : A paper box strongly wrapped
with twine and fdled with powder; it is in-

tended to imitate the report of a cannon, and
is fired by a piece of quickmatch projecting
externally.

mar-rot, marre, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Ornith. : A popular name for Alcaimpennis,
the Great Auk. [Auk.]

mar' -row (l), * mar-ow, * mar -we,
marughe, * marwhe, mary, s. [A.S.
mearh ; cogu. with Dut. mcrg = marrow, pith

;

leal, mergv ; Sw. merg ; Dan. maro ; Ger.
mark; M. H. Ger. marc; O. H. Ger. marag

;

Wei. mer ; Cor. maru.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : la the same sense as II. 2.

" One of the harde bones knocken they
The mary." Chaucer; C. T„ 12,477.

2. Fig. : The essence, the pith, the best
part.

IX Technically

:

1. Anat. & Physiol.: Medulla or fat filling

the large internal cavities of the various bones,
especially in the cavities of the long ones, in
the spongy tissue, and the articular extremi-
ties of these and the short rounded ones. It
is an oily fluid contained in bundles of vesicles.

2. Bot.: [IT 2(1)].

% 1. Spinal Marrow :

Anat. : The spinal cord (q.v.).

2. Vegetable marrow:
Botany

:

(1) Cncurbita ovifera. It has greenish-yellow
flowers. Its native country is Persia, but it

is cultivated in many other countries, Britain
not excepted. It is tender and sweet. It is

boiled when half ripe, and served with sauce ;

or it is gathered young, and fried in batter.

(2) Persea gratissinut.

Marrow Controversy, s.

Scottish Church Hist. : A controversy regard-
ing an old book called the Marrow of Modern
Divinity, written by a Puritan soldier under
the Commonwealth, and recommended in the
year 1717 by the Rev. Thos. Boston. It was
re-published in 1718 by the Rev. James Hog of
Carnock, with a preface from his pen. Some
of the leading men in the Scottish Church,
especially Principal Haddow, uf St. Andrews,
objected to its teachings. The moderate parly
were against the volume, the evangelical
party in its favour. It was condemned by
the General Assembly of 1720. A representa-
tion was given in by twelve ministers in 1721,
with a petition that the act of condemnation
might be withdrawn. The excitement pro-
duced by this controversy was one of the
causes which ultimately led, in 1733, to the
deposition of four ministers, and that again to
the creation of the Secession Church. [Seces-
sion.]

Marrow-men, s. pi.

Scottish Church Hist. ; The twelve ministers
who sigued the petition to the General As-
sembly against the condemnation of the Mar*
row of Modern Divinity. [Marrow Contro-
versy.] They are known also as the Twelve
Brethren and the Representee.

marrow-bone, y mari-bone, *marie-
bone, A mary-bone, s.

1. Lit. : A bone containing marrow, or
boiled to extract the marrow.

" A coke they hadden with hem for the nones,
To boile the ehickenes iiud the marie bones."

Chaucer : C. T., 382.

2. Fig. (PI.) : The bones of the knees ; the
knees. (In this sense by some taken as a
corruption of Mary-bones, in allusion to the
reverence paid to the Virgin by kneeling.)

" He fel upon his maribonen, & pitte-maly prayd me
to forgeve him."—Sir T. More : W'orkes, p. 727.

A kind of large, richmarrow-fat, ;

pea.

marrow-pudding, s. A pudding made
from beef marrow, or vegetable marrow.

marrow - spoon, 5. A long, narrow
spoon for extracting marrow.

marrow squash, s. An American name
for the vegetable marrow. [Marrow (1), s.,

II. 1.]

mar'-row (2), s. [Perhaps a corrupt, of Fr.
mart, from Lat. marHits = a husband.] A
match, a mate, a partner ; one of a pair.

" He saw that he wosna to get Die Vernou for his
marrow.'''—Scott : Hob Jioy, ch. xxxv.

mar'-row (1), v.t. [Marrow (1), 5.] To fill,

as with marrow or fat ; to glut.

mar'-row (2), v.t. [Marrow (2), s.] To as-
sociate with, to equal ; to lit exactly, to
match.

mar'-row-ish, a. [Eng. marrow; -ish.] Of
tlie nature of marrow ; resembling marrow.

" A soft, marrowish, and white substance, iugendred
of the purest part of seed and spirits."

—

Burton :

A natomy of Melancholy, p. 19,

* mar'-row-less (1), a. [Eng. marrow (1), s.

;

-less.] Wanting or devoid of marrow.
" Thy bones are marrowlrss, thy blood is cold."

Hhakesp. : Macbeth, ili. 4.

* mar'-row-less (2), a. [Eng. marrow (2), s.

;

-less.] That cannot be matched or equalled ;

unequalled, incomparable.

mar'-r6w-y, a. [Eng. marrow; -y.] Full of
marrow ;

pithy, like marrow.
" A marrowy like substance with greenish veins in-

terspersed."—Grainger: Sugar Cane, bk. i. (Note on
ver. 45.)

mar-ru'-bi-daB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. marru-
b(ium); Lat. fern. pi. adj. sulF. -idee]

Bot. ; A family of Labiatse, tribe Stachea?.

mar-ru'-bl-in, s [Eng. mairubi(um); -in
(C'/ient.).]

Chem. : A bitter principle extracted from
white horehound (Marntbium vulgare) by
means of boiling water. It is almost insol-
uble in cold water, but very soluble in alcohol
and ether. From its alcoholic solution it

crystallizes in needles, from its ethereal solu-
tion in rhombic plates. It melts at 160° ; at a
higher temperature it is partially decomposed,,
giving oft" irritating vapours.

mar'-ru-bi-um, s. [Lat. = the horehound.}

Bot. : White Horehound ; the typical genus-
of the family Marrubidas (q.v.). The calyx is-

ten-toothed ; the stamens included within the-

tube of the corolla, the two anterior or lower
ones the longest. Thirty species are known.
They are from the temperate and warmer
parts of the Old World. One is British,
Marrubium vulgare, the Common White Hore-
hound. [Horehound.]

m&r'-rum, mar ram, s. [Norfolk dialect.}

Bot. : Avimophila arenaria, called also-

Psamma armarium, formerly Arundo arenaria.

marrum grasses, s.pl.

Bot. : Grasses whose creeping suckers and
tough entangled roots bind together the loose-

moving sand of the sea coast, as Ammophita
arenaria.

mar'-ry, * mar- i en, v.t. & i. [Fr. marier,
from Lat. murito — (l) to give a woman in
marriage, (2) to take a woman in marriage,
from maritus = a husband, from mas (genit.
maris) = a male; Sp. vmridar; Ital. marito.re.}

A. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

(1) To unite in marriage or wedlock ; to-

join for life as man and wife ; to constitute
husband and wife according to the laws or
customs of the country.

"What! shall the curate coutroul me? Tell him,,
that he shall marry the couple himself."

—

Gay ; What
ifye call it t

(2) To give or dispose of in marriage or
wedlock.

" Would I had never married ray daughter there
"

Shakesp. ; Temjjcst, ii. 1.

(3) To take as husband or wife : as, A man
marries a woman, or a woman marries a man.

* 2. Fig. : To unite intimately or closely

;

to join, to associate.
" Marrying his sweet noats with their silver sound."

Browne : Dritannias Pastorals, bk. i., s. 5.

IL Naut. : To splice.

"To marry, in splicing ropes, is to join one rope to
another for the purpose of reeving it, which is per-
formed by placing the end of each close together, and
then attaching them by worming."—Falconer, in
Annandale.

B, Intransitive

:

1. To enter into the state of matrimony or
wedlock ; to take a husband or wife.

" I will marry one day."
Shakesp. ; Comedy of Errors, ii. 1.

* 2. Formerly it was followed by with or to*
'-

I'll to the doctor; he hath my good Mill,
And none but he to marry with Nan Page."

Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, iv. 4.

* mar'-r^, exclam. [A corrupt, of Mary, from
the practice of swearing by the Virgin Mary.

J

Indeed, forsooth.

"Yea, marry, shalt thou, and with all my heart."
Cowper: A'pistle to Joseph Hill.

mar'-rjr-Jng, pr. par. & a. [Marry, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Inclined or disposed to marrv:
as, a marrying man.

mar'-ry-muffe, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A
coarse common cloth.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot.
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e ; ey = a

; qu = kw.
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Mars, s. [Lat., from an older and poetical

form Mavors.]

1. Roman Myth. : The god of war. His
mother was Juno. He was often represented
as a nude old man, with a shield, a helmet,
and a pike. He was seated in a chariot drawn
by two furious horses. The horse, the wolf, the
magpie, the vulture among animals, and the
dog-grass among plants, were sacred to him.

2. Astron. : One of the superior planets
situated between the earth on the one side

and the vast cluster of asteroids on the other.

Its mean distance from the sun is 141 millions

of miles, and at times it is only 35 millions of

miles from the earth. It revolves round the
sun a few minutes under 687 days, and rotates
upon its axis in 24 hours, 37 minutes, 22*73 se-

conds. Its equatorial diameter is about 4,200
miles, its polar about seventy less. Its mass is

about one-eighth that of the earth. When at its

greatest distance from the earth its telescopic

diameter is less than four seconds of arc, but
when nearest this is increased to twenty-four
seconds, hence the planet varies greatly in

brightness. Mr. Dunkin mentions that in the
northern hemisphere of Mars the spring lasts

191 Martial days, summer 181 days, autumn
149 'lays, and winter 147 ; in the southern
hemisphere spring and summer taken together
are seventy-six days shorter. Prof. Phillips,

of Oxford, has shown that the great inter-

change of atmospheric humidity which must
necessarily take place periodically between the
two poles tends to produce violent hurricanes.
Viewed by the naked eye, Mars appears of

n uniformly red and fiery tint ; but looked at

through a powerful telescope the ruddy colour
is found to be confined to certain definite areas,

which are therefore believed to be continents
having "an ochrey tinge in the general soil,

like what the red sandstone districts on the
earth may possibly offer to the inhabitants of

Mars, only more decided" (Herschel: Astron.,

§ 510). Contrasted with these red portions

others, by a general law of optics, appear
greenish, and are considered to be seas.

Around the poles are "brilliant white spots,"

which have been conjectured, with some prob-

ability, to be snow and ice " as they disappear

when they have been long exposed to the sun,

and are greatest when just emerging from the

long night of their polar winter. The snow-
line then extends to about six degrees (rec-

koned on a meridian of the planet) from the

-pole" (Ibid). Mr. Huggins's researches with

the spectroscope confirm Sir John Herschel's

view of the reason the planet has a ruddy
tint. In 1877, Prof. Asaph Hall, of the Ob-
servatory at Washington, by the aid of the

great Washington refracting telescope, dis-

covered that Mars had two satellites. The
•nearest is believed to be from 23 to 25 miles

in diameter, and revolves about 4,000 miles

from the surface of the planet, in a period of

7 hours, 39 minutes. This is much less than

the period of rotation of Mars itself, and con-

stitutes a unique fact in the solar system,

which has furnished forcible corroboration of

Mr. G. H. Darwin's theory of the tides. The
other satellite is believed to be about IS miles

in diameter, and revolves at about 12,500 miles

from the surface, in 30 hours, 17 minutes.

* 3. Cliem. : An old term for iron.

4. Her. : A name for the colour gules or red,

on the coats of sovereign princes.

mar sa la, s. [See def.] A wine of a sherry

character,"made at Marsala in Sicily.

mars-den'- 1- a, s. [Named after William

Marsden, Esq.,"F.R.S. (1756-1836), Secretary

to the Admiralty, an Oriental scholar, and

author of a history of Sumatra.]

Bot. : A genus of Asclepiadaceee, tribe

Stapelia?. Marsdenia tinctoria, a native of the

Himalayas and Burmah, yields a blue dye like

indigo. M. Boytei, a Himalayan species, af-

fords a fibre of' which fishing nets and strong

ropes are made. The unripe fruit is powdered

and given as a cooling medicine. M. tena-

cissima furnishes Rajmahal fibre (q.v.). The

plantgrowsiulndiaandthe Eastern Peninsula.

Marseillais (ns Mar-s^ya'; fern. Mar-
seillaise, as Mar-sa-yatf), a. & s. [* r.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to or pertaining to

Marseilles.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native or inhabitant of Marseilles.

2. (Of the, form Marseillaise) : The same as

Marseillaise hymn (q.v.).

Marseillaise hymn, s. A song written

by Rouget de Lisle, an officer of artillery in

the garrison of Strasbourg in 1792. It received

its title from having been sung by a party of

the Marseillaise Club as they entered Paris

on the invitation of Madame Roland ; the
song, though less sanguinary in sentiment
than -most of the songs of the Revolution, was
employed as accompaniment to many of the
horrible deeds of that, and of later periods,

and by association become dangerous enough
to be included among the songs prohibited to

be sung in France under the Bourbons and
the Bonapartes. The tune to whicli it is

set by the author of the words, contains pro-

gressions so unusual in popular songs, that it

is difficult to account for its general adoption.

marsh, * mersche, s. [A.S. mersc = a marsh,
for me rise = full of meres or pools, from mere
= a mere, a pool ; Low Ger. marsch; Low Lat.

mariscus.] A tract of low land occasionally

or usually covered with water ; a fen, a bog,

a swamp, a morass. [Marish.]
" Your low meadows and marsh-\a,nds you need not

lay up till April, except the spring be very wet, and
your itiarshei very poachy."

—

Mortimer : Husbandry.

marsh-beetle, s.

Bot. : Typha latifolia, called also Marsh-
pestle.

marsh bred, a. Bred or produced in

marshes.

marsh-centaury, s.

Bot. : The Least Gentian, Ciciudelia jili-

fomiis.

marsh-cinquefoil, s.

Bot. : PotentiWi Comarum, formerly Coma-
rum palustre, a British rosaceous plant with
five to seven leaflets, and dark purplish-brown
flowers.

marsh-crocodile, s.

Zool. : Crocodilus palustris, found in the

Ganges and the Indus, and at Malabar, Madras,
and in Ceylon. Its snout is covered with
numerous small irregular prominences(whence
it is sometimes called C. bombifrons), and the

space between the eyes is deeply concave. It

is worshipped by some religionists, and near

Karachi are some hot springs swarming with
these saurians, which know the fakirs who
feed them.

marsh-elder, o.

Bot. : The Guelder-rose, Viburnum Opulus.

marsh-fish, s.

Ichthy. : [Mudfish.]

marsh-flower, s.

Bot. : The genus Lrmnanthemum.

marsh-gas, s.

Chem. . CH4 = jp, methane. Light car-

buretted hydrogen, hydride of methyl, a hydro-
carbon gas very abundant in nature. It is

evolved from stagnant water, and great quanti-

ties are given off in coal-pits where it is known
as the fire-damp of the miners. It is one of the

usual products of the destructive distillation

of organic matters. It may be formed in

large quantities by the destructive distillation

of a mixture of alkaline acetate with a hy-
drated alkali. Of all known compounds it is

the richest in hydrogen, and, with the excep-

tion of the latter, is the lightest known gas

(sp. gr.
-

o570, air = 1). It is colourless, with-

out taste or smell, and is neutral to test paper.

In water and alcohol it is sparingly soluble.

It is the type of a numerous class of com-
pounds.

marsh-harrier, s.

Ornith. : Circus aruginosus, a handsome rap-

torial bird, about twenty-four inches in length.

It frequents marshy places, and always builds

near water. Small snakes, frogs, wounded
birds, eggs, and nestlings unable to fly, form
the main part of the food of this bird. The
species has a wide geographical range in the

Old World ; it is common in Cambridgeshire,

in Scotland, Ireland, and parts of Wales.
[Harrier.]

marsh-hen, mud-hen, s.

Ornith. : Rallus virginianus, the Virginia

Rail.

"Jupiter . . . bustled about to prepare some marsh-
hois for Bupper."—Foe: The Gold Bug.

marsh-land* *. Marshy, swampy land

;

a marsh.

marsh-mallow, s.

Bot. : The genus Althaea, and specially

AUhrm officinalis. It is a softly pubescent

plant, with axillary cymes of large rosy leaves.

Wild in a few places in England in marshes

near the sea. A decoction of the roots and
other parts yields a tasteless, colourless, muci-

lage. Used as a demulcent for children, and
in cases of irritation.

marsh-marigold, s.

Bot. : The genus Caltha (q.v.), and specially

Caltha palustris.
" Bright gowaD, and marsh-marigold, farewell."

Wordsworth : Farewell.

marsh-miasma, s. Miasma generated

in marshes, the normal situation from which
it emanates. [Miasma.]

marsh-nut, »'.

Bot. : The Marking nut, Semecarpus Ana-
cardium. Called also Malacca-beau.

marsh-pennywort, s.

Bot. : The genus Hydrocotyle (q.v.).

marsh-ringlet, s.

Entom. : A butterfly, Ccenonympha Davus,
one of the Nymphalidse. It is tawny with
black spots on the underside of the wings.

It is found in June and July on moors and
mosses in Scotland and in the west of Ireland.

marsh-rosemary, ».

Bot. : An American name for Statice Limo-
nium.

marsh-samphire, s.

Bot. ; A name for the genus Salicornia (q.v.).

[Saltwort.]

marsh-shrew, a
Zool. : Sorex yalustris, a small rodent of

North America, ranging as far north as Hudson
Bay territory. The dentition is the same as

that of Crossopus, to which it has been re-

ferred by some writers.

marsh-tit, s.

Ornith. .- Parus palustris, common round
London.

marsh-trefoil, s.

Bot.: Menyanthes trifoliata. [Menyanthes.]

marsh-twayblade, s.

Bot. : An orchid, Malaxis paludosa.

mar -shal, * mares-chal, * mar i schal,
* mar schal, * mar-shall, s. [O. Fr.

maresckal (Fr. marechal), from O. H. Ger.
maraschalh (M. H. Ger. marshale; Ger. mar-
schall) — an attendant upon a horse, a groom,
a farrier, from O. H. Ger. marak = a war-
horse, and scede (A.S. scealc ; Ger. & Dut.
scltalk) = a servant.]

* 1. An official who had charge of horses ; a
groom.

* 2. An official who regulated combats in
the lists.

" TJuaalt'd the royal grant ; no marshal by,
As knightly rites require, nor judge to try."

Dryden: Palamon & Arcite, ii. 259.

3. One who regulates rank and order at a
feast or assembly ; one who arranges and
directs the order of a procession, &c.

* 1. A harbinger, a pursuivant ; one who
goes before a prince to declare his coming and
provide entertainment.

5. A military officer of the highest rank ; a
field-marshal.
" Great marshal to Henry the Sixth of all his wars."

Shakesp. ; 1 Henry VI., iv. 7.

6. In America a civil officer appointed by
the President and Senate of the United States
in each judicial district, and answering to the
sheriff of a county. His duty is to execute all

precepts directed to him, issued under the
authority of the United States.

7. An officer of any private society, ap-
pointed to regulate their ceremonies and exe-
cute their orders.

* 8. A leader, a guide.
" Reason becomes the marshal to my •will."

Shakesp. : Midsummer's Night's Dream, ii. 2.

IT (1) Earl Marshal of England : The eighth
officer of state ; the title is hereditary, bein^
held by the Duke of Norfolk. The Earl Mar-
shal has jurisdiction in the court of chivalry
during a vacancy in the office of High Con-
stable.

"The duke of Suffolk claims
To be high steward: next the duke of Norfolk
To be earl marshal. ' Shakesp. : Henry VIII., iv. X,

b6il boy ;
pout, jowl ; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench ;

go, gem ;
thin, this

;
sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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*(2) Earl Marshal (or Mariscal) of Scotland :

An officer of state who had command of the

cavalry under the constable. The office was
held by the family of Keith, hut was forfeited

by rebellion in 1715.

*(3) Knight Marshal, * Marshal of the King'

s

(or Queen's) Household : An officer whose duties

were to hear and determine pleas of the crown,

and suits between those of the royal house-

hold and others within the verge, that is

within a circle of twelve miles round the royal

palace.

(4) Provost-Marshal ; [Provost],

(5) Marshal of the King's (or Queen's) Bench

:

An officer who had charge of the prison called

the King's (or Queen's) Bench in Southwark.
The office was abolished by statute, 5 & 6 Vic-

toria, c. 22.

mar shal, v.t. [Marshal, s.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. To arrange or rank in order ; to arrange
suitably ; to draw up or dispose in order.

" His steel truncheon, waved on nigh.
Seemed marshalling the iron throng."

Scott ; Cadyow Castle.

2. To bring together ; to gather, as for battle.

"False wuard, avaunt! I have marshalled my c\&n."
Campbell: Lovhiel's Warning.

* 3. To direct ; to lead as a harbinger.
" Thou marskall'st me the way that I was going."

Sliakesp. : Macoeth, ii. 1.

II. Her. : To dispose in order the several :

parts of an escutcheon or the coats of anus of

distinct families.

* mar shal -cy, * marshal cie, s. [Eng.

marshal, s" ; -cy.] The office, rank, or position

of a marshal.
" Thin office forgo of the marshalcie*

Robert de Brunne, p. 292.

mar shal-ler, s. [Eng. marshal; -er.] One
who marshals or disposes in proper rank or

order.

mar' - shall - ing, pr. par., «., & a. [Mar-
shal, v.f

A- & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. ^4s su6.it, : The act of arranging or dis-

,

posing in due rank and order.

"The true marshalling of the degrees of soveraigne
honour are there."—Bacon ; Essays ; Of Honour.

1 mar'-shal- sea, 5. [Eng. marshal, and sea,

see = a seat, a see.] A prison in Southwark,;
which belonged to the marshal of the royal

household.

f * Court of Marshalsea : A court formerly
held before the steward and marshal of the
king's household, to administer justice be-

tween the king's domestic servants. It in-

cluded two courts of record :

(1) The original court of marshalsea, which
held plea of all trespasses committed within

the verge, that is within a circle of twelve
miles of the royal palace.

(2) Thepalace-court(q.v.) created by Charles

-I., and abolished in 1S49.

mar shal ship, s. [Eng. marshed; -ship.]

The office, rank, or position of a marshal.

"With him the Duke of Norfolk, with the rod of

marshalship, a coronet on his head."—Shakes]?. : Henry
>'///., iv. 1.

marsh'-wort, t,. [Eng. marsh, and wort.]

Bot. : Oxycoccus palustris.

marsh -y, a. [Eng. marsh ; -1/.]

1. Having the nature of a marsh, bog, or

swamp ; boggy, fenny, swampy.
" No natural cause (she found, from brooks or bogs
Or marshy lowlands to produce the fogs."

Dryden : Ovid ; Metamorphoses i.

2. Produced or growing in marshes : as,

marshy weeds.

mar-sil'-e-a, s. [Named by Linnaeus after

Count F. L.'Marsigli, founder of the Academy
of Sciences at Bologna.]

Bot. : Pepperworts or Rhizocarps, the typi-

cal germs of the order Marsileaceaj (q.,v.). It

consists of plants growing in mud, which
have a creeping rhizome, filiform leaf-stalks,

supporting a compound four-leaved blade

;

capsules stalked, dehiscing when ripe, with
macrospores and microspores, the former male

""» tlie latter female. Pound in the South of
Europe, in Africa, India, Australia, Brazil,

&c. Marsilca quadrifolia is an Indian water-
plant common in the-Punjaub and elsewhere.
It is said to be eaten as a potherb by the
natives.

mar-sil-fi-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. mar-
sile(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. surf, -acece.]

Bot. ; An order of Acrogens, alliance Lyco-
podales. It consists of aquatic plants with the
root-stalk or stem creeping, the leaves filiform

or bearing four obovate leaflets with circinate
vernation. Fructification composed of coria-

ceous oblong or globose capsules containing
two or more cells, the whole formed of a
metamorphosed leaf. Within are parietal pla-

centas, to which are affixed many membranous
sacs enclosing macrospores and microspores.
Found in temperate and tropical regions. Ac-
cording to Sir Joseph Hooker, the known
genera are two, species forty. One genus with
one species, Pilularia globulifera, is British.

[Pilularia.]

mar-sil'-ly; s. [From the name of the inven-
tor.] (See the compound.)

marsilly-carriage, s. A naval gun-
carriage having no fore trucks, the front tran-

som resting immediately on the ship's deck.

mar-sip-o-bran'-chi-i, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.,

from Gr. jxdpffin-os (marsipos)= a pouch, anil

Ppayxia(brangchia), pi. of ppayxLov(firangchiori) -

— a fin, a gill.]

Ichthy. : Purse-gills ; an order of fishes, con-
stituting Cuvier"s Cyclostomata, Mutter's Cy-
clostomi.

mar-SU'-pi-al, a. & $. [Lat. marsu-pifum)

;

Eng. adj. suff. -al.]

M, As adj. : Pertaining to a bag or pouch

;

having a bag or pouch ; belonging to the Mar-
supialia (q.v.).

B. As subst. : An individual belonging to

the Marsupialia (q.v.).

marsupial-bones, s. pi.

Compar. Anat. : Two small bones springing
from the brim of the pelvis, and formed by the
ossification of the internal tendon of the ex-

ternal oblique abdominal muscles. They sup-
port the marsupial pouch in the Marsupialia.

marsupial-sacs, 5. pi.

Zool. : Pouch-like sacs occurring in connec-
tion with the generative apparatus in some
Acalephae, Crustacea, and Lamellibraiichiate
Molluscs. (Owen.)

mar-su-pi-a'-tf-a, mar-su-pi-a'-ta, s.pl.

[Lat. marsupKum) (q.v.); neut. pi. adj. suff.

-alia, -ata.]

1. Zoology:

(1) Of both forms, chiefly the first): Marsu-
pial or Pouched Animals. Mammals having
a marsupium or pouch. Under the designa-
tion Marsupiata, they were considered by
Cuvier to be a sub-division of his order Car-
nassiers (Carnivora), although their teeth were
of various types, and many were vegetable
feeders. Some have an analogy to the Insec-
tivora, others to the Carnivora, and others to
the Rodentia, from all which they differ in

possessing a marsupium or pouch. [Marsu-
pium.] They are now generally termed Mar-
supialia, and elevated into a sub-class, called

by Prof. Huxley and others, Didelphia(q.v.).
The young are born of a small size and im-
perfect in condition, but are transferred to the
marsupium, where they become attached to a
long nipple which supplies them with milk.
There is evidently in this arrangement a first

faint approach to the oviparous one which
characterizes birds. The majority of the
species inhabit Australia and its adjacent
islands, though the Didelphidse (Opossums)
are American.
Viewing the Marsupialia as an order, Prof.

Owen, in 1S39, divided them into five tribes :

Sarcophaga, Entomophaga, Carpophaga, Poe-
phaga, and Rhizophaga. Subsequently he
divided them by their dentition into the Di-
prodontia and the Polyprodontia. Dallas and
others separated them into the Phytophagous,
or Plant-eating, and the Rapacious Marsu-
pialia, the latter including the carnivorous
and the insectivorous families. Prof. Martin
Duncan, regarding the Marsupalia as an order,
divides it into two sub-orders, the Marsupiata
(q.v.) and the Monotremata.

(2) (Of the form Marsupiata) :

(a) The name given by Cuvier to the Marsu-
pialia, now Didelphia.

(b) According to Prof. Martin Duncan and
others, a sub-order of the order Marsupialia
[1.] He includes under it the families Macro-
podidae, Phascolomyidee, Phalangistidee, Bera-
melidse, Dasyuridse, and Didelphidje.

2. PalcBont. : The oldest known mammalian
species, Microlestes antiquus, is believed to have

been Marsupial. It is from the Upper Trias.

Others occur in the Keuper of "Wurtemburg,

the RhEetic rocks, &c. It is believed that

during the whole Secondary period all the

mammals existing were Marsupial, though
analogy would lead one to expect that the

Monotremata will yet be found.

mar-su-pi-a'-li-an, a. [Eng. marsupial;
-ian.] The same as Marsupial (q.v.).

mar-SU'-pi-an, a. [Lat. marsupi(um); Eng.

adj. suff. -an.\ The same as Marsupial (q.v,).

mar-SU-pi-a'-ta, s. pi. [Lat. marsupium);
neut. pi. adj. sutf. -ata.] [Marsupialia.]

mar-su'-pi-ate, a. & s. [Lat. marsupi(um)

;

Eng. suff. -ate.] The same as Mabsupial (q.v.).

mar-su-px-o-cri-ni'-tes, s, [Lat. marsu-
pium=a, bag, a pouch; Gr. teptvov (krinon)
= a lily, and suff. -lies.]

Palozont. ; A genus of Crinoidea, the arms
of which are in two rows. They are of Silu-

rian age.

t mar su-plte, s. [Marsupites.]

Palozont. ; Any species of Marsupites (q.v.).

mar-su-pi'-tes, s. [Lat. mursup(ium) ; suff.

-ites.)
'

PalaBont. : Tortoise-encrinite, the typical

genus of the family Marsupitidse. It is of

Cretaceous age.

mar-SU-pit'-i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. marsu-
pites)'; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ido3.]

Palozont ; A family of Crinoidea.

mar-su'-pi-um, s. [Lat. marsivpium — a
pouch, from Gr. ju.apo-iVi.ov (marsipion), [tap-

a-vTriov (marsitpion) = a little pouch ; dimin.
of ju.docr1.7ros, ixapovn-os (marsipos, marsupos) =
a bag or pouch.]

Compar. Anat. & Physiol. ; A poueh contain-

ing teats for giving milk to the imperfectly

developed young of the marsupial animals of

the sub-class Didelphia.

mar-syp-i-an'-tniis, s. [Gr. n6.P <rnro<>

(marsipos) = a purse, and avQo-s (anthos) = a
a blossom, a flower.]

Bot : A genus of Labiatee, family Hyptidse
(q.v.). Marsypianthvs hyptoides is employed
in Brazil for medicating baths.

mart (1), mairt, *. [A contraction from
Martinmas (q.v.).] A fatted cow, or what-
ever animal is slaughtered at Martinmas fur

winter provision. (Scotch.)

"On they cam out to gather marts for the garrison."
—Scott ; Old Mortality, ch. xxvii.

mart (2), s. [A contract, of market (q.v.).]

1. A place of public sale or traffic ; a market

;

a market-place.
" If any born at Ephesus

Be seen at Syraciisau marts and fairs,

He dies." Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, L L

2. Purchase and sale ; bargain.
" I play a merchant's part.

And venture madly on a desp rate mart."
Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, ii,

3. A place of disposal ; a market.

IT Letters of mart : Letters of marque.
[Marque.]

* Mart (3), s. [Lat. Mars (genit. Martis) = the

god of war.]

1. Mars, the god of war.

2. War, warfare, battle, contest.

* mart, v.t. & i. [Mart (2), s.]

A. Trans. : To traffic in ; to buy or selL
'

' To sell and mart your
offices for gold.

Shakesp. : Julius
C&sar, iv. 3.

B- Intrans. : To
deal, to traffic, to

trade.

"A saucy Btranger in
hia court to mart,

As in a stew."
Shakesp, : Cymbe-

line, i. 6.

mar'-ta-gon, s.

[Fr. & Sp. ; Ital.

martagone.]

Bot. : A kind of lily, Lilium Martagon. The
stems are two or three feet high ; the leaves
are petioled, obovate, lanceolate, whorled, the

Martagon-lily.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot»

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce -- e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.



MARSUPIALS.

i. Macropus giganticus, Great Grey Kangaroo. 2. Macropus ntfus, Red Kangaroo. 3. Dendrolagus Benncltianus,

Bennett's Tree Kangaroo. 4. I'halanger maculalus, Spotted Cuscus. 5. Pkascolatctus cmireus, Native Queensland Bear.

6. Pscudochirus peregrinus, Common Ringtailed Phalanger.
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tipper ones linear ; the flowers erect, racemose,
drooping, pale purple or white, with dark
raised papillse and red-brown anthers. Native
of continental Europe, naturalized in Britain.
The bulbs are eaten by the Cossacks.

martagon -lily, s. [Martagon.]

marte, s. [Mart (2), s.]

mar -tcl, v.t. [Fr. marteler, from martel;
Lat. martelus, marculus =*a little hammer,
dimin. of marcns = a hammer ; Ital. martello.]
To strike, to hammer, to beat.

" Her dreadfull weapon she to him addreat,
Which ou his helmet martelled so hard."

Spenser: F. Q,, III. vii. 42.

mar -

MARTELS-DE-FER.
(From the Goodrich Court Col-

lection.)

1, 1. Time of Edward IV. ; 2. Ed-
ward VI. ; 3. James I.

They

-tel, s. [Fr.] [Martel, v.] A hammer.
* martel de -fer. s, A hammer and pick

conjoined,
used by
horse sol-
diers in the
Middle Ages
to break and
destroy armour,
and generally
hung at the sad-
dle - bo\y. They
were sometimes
furnished with
hooks to hold
them at the sad-
dle-bow,and were
perforated to re-

ceive a cord,
which could be
twisted round
the hand or
wrist, so that
the weapon
might not be
beaten out when
the soldier was engaged in fighting,

were sometimes of considerable weight.

mar te line, s. [Fr.] A small stone-ham-
mer used by sculptors and marble-workers.
It is pointed at one end and square or dia-

shaped at the other.

marteline chisel, s. A sculptor's chisel,

driven by a mallet or hammer, and used by
artists or workers in marble.

mar-tel'-lo, s. [For etym. see compound.]
A martello-tower.

martello tower, s.

Fort.: A circular, isolated tower of masonry,
erected on the coast of a country as a protec-
tion against invaders. The name was originally

given to towers erected on the coasts of Sicily

and Sardinia against the pirates in the time of

Charles V. (a.d.
1519-1556). By
some the name
is derived from
the practice of
giving warning
of the approach
of an enemy by
striking a bell

martello-tower.

with a hammer ; by others from Mortella

Bay, Corsica, where a tower of this descrip-

tion was taken by an English naval force

in 1794, after a prolonged resistance. The
tower is usually about 40 feet in height,

having two stories, and a shell-proof roof

with a 4Hoot parapet. The walls are 5£

feet thick ; the lower story is for stores,

magazine, and retreat ; the second is a case-

mate with embrasures ; the roof is armed en

larbette with a traversing gun, under a bomb-
proof. There are martello-towers on the coasts

of the south of England, Ireland, and Jersey,

within iange of each other. The entrances

are at a considerable height above the ground,

an I the tower has a ditch and glacis. They
are now of little value as coast defences.

mar ten (1), s. [Martin.]

mar-ten (2), * mar-tern, * mar-ter, s.

[Fr. martre ; cf. Ital. marfora; Sp. marta, from

Low Lat. * marturis, from M. H. Ger. & Ger.

inarder ; cogu. with A.S. meardh = a marten.]

Zool. : The popular English name for any
individual of Cuvier's sub-genus Mustela (q.v.),

or of Nilsson's Martes. They are limited to
the northern portion of both hemispheres,
ranging southwards as far as 35° W. in America

;

one species, the Indian Marten, occurs in
Java. The species are very similar in their
habits, arboreal, and, as a rule, carnivorous,
though less so than the Weasels (q.v.). Ac-
cording to Rolleston (Journ. Anat. & Phys.,
ii. 47), the Common European Marten "was
functionally the ' cat ' of the ancients." But
it is as fur-yielding animals that the Martens
are most important, and vast numbers are
taken every year to supply the wants of civili-

sation. The finest fur comes from the highest
latitudes, principally from North America
and Siberia. According to Mr. Alston, the
Pine Marten {Mustela martes or abietum) is the
sole British species ; though Bell (British

Quadrupeds) includes Beech Marten or Stone
Marten (Mustela foina) in the fauna. [Martes,
Mustela, Sable.]

" The generic name of the martens, In modern zoolo-
gical works oscillates between Martes and Mustela."—Prof. Flower, in Encyc. Brit., xv, 576.

mar'-tes, s. [Lat.]

Zool. : Nilsson's name for the genus Mustela
(q.v.).

* mar -text, s. [Eng. mar, and text (q.v.).]

A blundering or ignorant preacher ; one who
perverts the. meaning of words.

mar tial (ti as sh), * mar-shall, a. & s.

[Fr. martial, from Lat. martialis = pertaining
to Mars, the god of war; Sp. martial; Ital.

marziale.]

A. As adjective:

1. Pertaining to war ; suited to war ; mili-
tary.

"The shepherd's gray to martial scarlet changed."
Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. vii.

2. Pertaining to or connected with war

;

opposed to civil.

"Now martial law commands us to forbear."
Pope : Homer ; Iliad vii. 352.

3. Given to war, fond of war ; warlike,
brave.

4. Suited for soldiers.
" My youthful peers before my eyes . ,

Prepared themselves lor glorious enterprise
By martial sports." Wordsworth: Luodamia.

t 5. Pertaining to or resembling the planet
Mars ; under the influence of the planet Mars.

" The nature of the fixed stars are . . . esteemed
martial or jovial according to the colours whereby
they answer these planets."—Browne: Vulgar Er-
roun, bk. vi., ch. xiv.

*6. Having the properties of iron, called

by old chemists Mars.
" Why should the Chalybes or Bilboa boast
Their harden d iron ; when our mines produce
As perfect martial ore?" Philips : Cider, L

* B. As s-ubst. : A soldier, a warrior, a mar-
tialist.

" Like sturdy martinis."
Fuller : David*s Sinne, s. 86.

martial-law, s. An arbitrary kind of
law, built upon no settled principles, and
having no immediate constitutional or legis-

lative sanction, but proceeding directly from
the military power, and founded only upon
paramount necessity. When proclaimed in
any district it includes within its dominion
all the inhabitants, and extends to matters of
civil as well as of criminal jurisdiction. It is

proclaimed only in time of war, insurrection,
rebellion, or other like emergency.

* mar'-tial ism (tl as sh), s. [Eng. martial

;

-ism.] The quality or state of being martial

or warlike ; bravery ; martial exercise.

*mar'-tial-ist, * mar'-tlal-list (ti as sh),
s. [Eng." martial; -ist.] A warrior, a fighter,

a soldier.

* mar -tial-ize (ti as sh), v.t. [Eng. martial

;

-ize.] To" render martial.
" [I] trained him up

In all perfections of a martiallist.
Beaum. £ Flet. : Laws of Candy, v. i.

mar'-tial-ly (ti as Sh), adv. [Eng. martial;
-ly.] In a martial manner.

*' Whilst eyther king thus martially
Defends, and did offend."

Warner : Albums England, bk. iv., ch. xxi.

*mar'-tial-ness(tiassh),s. [Eng. martial;
-ness.] T*he quality or state of being martial

;

martialism.

mar -tin (1), a. [Fr., a proper name applied

to various birds and animals ; thus, martin-
peclieur = a kingfisher ; oiseau de S. Martin =
the ring-tail or hen-harm. (Cotgrave.).~\

Omith. : Hirundo urbica (Linn.), Chelidon

uroica of later ornithologists, the Common or

House Martin. Like its congener, the Swal-
low, which it closely resembles, it builds a

mud-nest under the eaves of houses and barns,

but it differs from the Swallow in having a

conspicuous white band across the lower
back. The Sand Martin (H. riparia) is pale

brown above and white below. It hollows
out galleries in the banks, where it nests

and breeds ; and is the smallest of the three

British Hirundines. The Sand Martin and
the House Martin are both birds of passage,
arriving in spring and departing towards the
end of the summer. Cypselus ajnts, the Swift
(q.v.), is sometimes called the Black Martin.
The Purple Martin of America is Hirundo (or

Progne) purpurea. The plumage of the male is

almost wholly steel-blue ; the female is duller
in colour above, brownish-gray beneath. The
Fairy Martin of Australia is Hirundo Ariel..

mar -tin (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A grind-
ing-tool consisting of a brass plate with a
flat stone facing. An opening through the
plate and lining allows sand to pass through
and insinuate itself between the martin aud
the stone which is being ground ; a runner.

,

* mar'-tin (3), s. [Flem. = an ape.] An ape.
" Who knoweth not that apes men martins call?"
A Whip for an Ape, or Martin Displaced. (1589.)

Mar'-tin (1), s. [A proper name.] (See the
compound).

Martin's shells, s. pi
Ordn. : Cast-iron spherical shells, lined

with loam and cow-hair and filled with molten
iron. Used as incendiary shells.

*mar'-tin-et(l), s. [Fr. =a dimin. of martin.'}

[Martin (1).] The bird called the Martin (q. v.)

" If they should alight upon the ground, they could
by no means raise themselves any more, as we see
those birds which have but short feet, as the swift
and martinet, with difficulty do."—Ray ; On the
Creation, pt. L

mar -tin et (2), s. [After General Martinet,
a very strict officer, whom Voltaire describes
as the regulator of the French infantry under
Louis XIV.]

Mil. : A strict disciplinarian; an officer

who exacts a rigid adherence to the details

of discipline, or to firm and fixed methods.
" Our Colonel's self—whom men did call
The veriest martinet."
Barham -. Ingoldsby Legends ; Dead Diiimmer.

mar tin et (3), mart-net, s. [Fr.]

Naut. : A small line on the leach of a sail,

to assist in handling it in furling.

* mar -tin et ism, s. [Eng. martinet (2)

;

-ism.] Rigid or severe discipline ; the en-
forcement of strict discipline.

mar tin-gale, mar tin -gal, s. [Fr. mar-
tingale, in the phrase, chausses a la martingale
= an oddly - made kind of
breeches, named after the
Martigaux (pi. of Marti-
gal), the inhabitants of
a place called
tigues, in Prov-
ence ; Sp.
martingal

;

Ital. martin-
gala = an old
kind of
hose.]

1. (See ex-

tract.)

"The mar-
tingale, in-
vented by'
E v-augelista,
an eminent
horseman o f

Milan, is a
long strap, or
thong of leather, the one end of which is fastened to the
girth, between the fore legs, and the other to the bit,
or, which is the better way, should have a thin mouth-
piece of its own."—Berenger . History of Art of Horse-
manship, ch. x.

2. Nautical

:

(1) A lower stay for the jib-boom or flying
jib-boom. The martingale of the former
passes from the end of the jib-boom to the
dolphin-striker, and is set up by setting taut
the back-ropes of the latter, the flying jib-
boom martingale passes from the end of the
spar, is rove through the end of the dolphin-
striker, and is set up in the head of the ship.

MARTINGALE.

boil, boy ;
pout, jo%l ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ;

thin, this
; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -gion = zhuu. -cious, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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(2) A perpendicular spar under the bowsprit

end, for guying down the headstays of a ship.

(3) Sport : A gambling term signifying the

doubling of stakes again and again, until the

player wins. (Thackeray: Newcomes, xxviii.)

martingale-stays or guys, s. pi
Naut. : Ropes or small chains stretched to

the jib-boom end for staying it down.

Mar-ti'-m, s. (See the compound.)

If Martini-Henry Rifle

:

Mil, : The infantry firearm with which the
English army was armed in 1874. It is

a combined weapon, the barrel being rifled

on Henry's polygroove system, and the breech
action being that invented by Martini. It is

a hammerless rifle which is locked by the

closing of the breech block, which drops
downward by the action of a lever that rests

against the trigger-guard when the breech is

closed. The action of opening the breech
discharges the empty cartridge, which is

partly formed of thin sheet brass, with a solid

base-cup containing the detonating material,

which also tends to prevent the escape of the
powder-gas. It has a very flat trajectory, a
range of 1,200 yards for aimed fire, can dis-

charge 25 unarmed shots per minute, and has
good penetration, owing to the bullet being
slightly hardened. It is now superseded by
a magazine rifle.

Mar-tin lque (que as k), s. [See def.]

Geog. : One of the "Windward Islands ; it

belongs to the French.

Martinique-frog, s.

Zoot. : Hylodes viartinicensis. In this species
the metamorphosis takes places within the
egg. When the young burst forth they are

tiny frogs, with a tail, which is soon absorbed.

Mar -tin-ists,, s. pi. [For etym. see def.]

Church Hist. : A Russian sect which rose at
Moscow under Catherine II., taking their
name from Martin, a Frenchman, who intro-

duced into Russia the doctrines of the Mvstics.
{Shipley.)

Mar tin-mas, * mar-tin masse, * mar-
til mas, * mar-ty-messe, 5. [Com-
pounded of the proper name Martin, and

; Eng. mass.] The feast of St. Martin, the 11th
of November.

" Families laid in their stock of salt provision, then
called Martinmas beet.'—MacauIay : Hist.Eng., ch. iii.

mar -tins-ite, s. [Named after Martins of

Halle; surf, -ite (Min.) ; Ger. martinsit.]

Mineralogy

:

1. A variety of salt (q.v.) containing 9*02

per cent, of sulphate of magnesia. Found at

Stassfurth, Prussia.

2. The same as Kieserite (q.v.).

* mar -tire, * mar-tere, s. [Martyr, s.]

1. A martyr,

2. Martyrdom. (Romaunt of the Rose.)

* mar-tire, v.t. & i. [Martyr, v.]

mar'-tite, s. [Said to be named after the
planet Mars, whose sign is the sign of iron,

but more probably after Martius the traveller,

who brought it first from Brazil ; Ger. martit.]

Min. : A sesquioxide of iron crystallizing in

the isometric system, in octahedrons like

magnetite ; also massive. Hardness, 6 to 7 ;

sp. gr. 4'S09 to 4 "832
; lustre, submetallic

;

streak, reddish- or purplish-brown ; fracture,

conchoidal. Non-magnetic. Has been re-

garded as a pseudomorph after magnetite
(q.v.), but this view has been questioned,
owing to the discovery of very extensive beds
and masses of this mineral which present no
evidence of pseudomorphic action. Dana in-

clines to the former view.

mar tie mas, s. [Mar-
tinmas.]

mart'-let s. [A corrupt
of martinet (1).]

* 1. Ord. Lang. . A
martin.
" The fool multitude that . . .

like the martlet.
Builds in the weather on the
outward wall." MARTLETS.

Shake&p. Merchant of
Venice, ii. 9.

2. Her. ; A fanciful bird shaped like a martin
or swallow, but represented with short tufts

of feathers in the place of legs. It is the
difference or distinction of a fourth son.

mart -net, s. [Martinet, 3.]

mar-tyT-a-mine, s. [First element doubt-
ful ; Eng. (xyl)yl, and amine.] [Xenylamine.]

mar-tyn'-i-a, s. [Named after John Martyn,
F.R.S., profe'ssor of botany at Cambridge ; he
died in 176S.]

Bot. : A genus of Pedaliacese. It consists

chiefly of Mexican plants, having as fruit

capsules terminating in two hooks. Martynia
proboscidea, growing in Italy, adheres to the

clothes of travellers by its hooked spines.

M.fragra)is is occasionnlly seen in gardens.

The fruit of M. diandra is sold in India as an
antidote to scorpion stings.

mar'-tyr, * mar-tere, * mar-tir, * mar-
tire, s. [A.S. martyr, from Lat. martyr ; Gr.

fxaprvp, /xap-rus (martur, mevi'tus) = a witness,

lit. = one who remembers, from the same
root as Eng. memory (q.v.).]

1. One who suffers death for the sake of

Christ and his religion ; one who by his death
bears witness to the truth ; one who gives up
his life rather than renounce his religion.

"In those days wherein Antipas was niy faithful
martyr, who was slain among you."—Rev. ii. 13.

2. One who suffers death or persecution in

defence of any cause,

"For these humhle martyrs of passive obedience
and hereditary right nobody has a word to say."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

TT The Church recognises three kinds of

martyrs : (1) in will and deed ; (2) in will,

though not in deed
; (3) in deed, though not

in will. It is noteworthy that the three days
immediately following the great festival of

Christmas commemorate St. Stephen, St.

John the Divine, and the Holy Innocents
respectively. The first suffered willingly for

the faith ; the second was willing to sutler,

but, according to tradition, was miraculously
delivered ; the third suffered, though too

young to be willing so to do. Many martyrs
find a place in the English Calendar; but,

with the exception of those above mentioned,

and the Apostles, none has proper lessons.

Tlie proper colour for Feasts of Martyrs in

the Roman Church is red.

mar'-tyr, * mar-tri/^.i. & i. [Martyr, s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To put to death for adherence to the
truth or one's religion ; to make a martyr of.

2. To murder, to destroy.
" Here his abode the martyr'd Phocion claims
With Agis, not the least of Spartan names."

Pope : Temple of Fame, 174.

* 3. To torment, to harass, to afflict, to per-

secute, to torture.
" So doest thou now to her of whom I tell,

The lovely Amoret, whose gentle hart
Thou martyrest with sorow and with smart."

Spenser : F. Q., IV. iv. 2.

r B. Intrans. : To suffer martyrdom.

mar'-tyr-dom, * mar-tir-dam, * nmr-
tir-dom, " mar-tire-dome, s. [A.S.

martyrdom, from martyr=a martyr.]

1. The death of a martyr ; the state of
being a martyr; the voluntary suffering of

death or persecution for the truth or one's

faith.
" And crowne with martiredome hia sacred head."

Spenser: F. &, III. iii. 3D.

* 2. A representation or picture of the death
of a martyr.

"The martyrdom of St. Agnus by Domenichino."—
Sir W. Jones : Essay on the Imitative Arts.

* 3. A church erected over the spot where
a martyr lias suffered. [Martyry.]

* mar-tyr-i-za'-tion, a. [Eng. martyris>(e);

ation.] The act of martyrizing or martyring
;

the state of suffering martyrdom.

* mar'-tyr-ize, v. t. [Eng. martyr ; -ise.] To
sacrifice as a martyr ; to martyr ; to make a
martyr of. (Spenser: Colin Clout.)

* mar'-tyr-ly, adv. [Eng. martyr: -ly.] Per-
taining or relating to martyrs or martyrdom

;

martyr-like.
" Piety, Sanctity, anil Martyrly Constancy,''—

Gauden : Tears of the Church, p. 15.

* mar'-tyr-o-loge, s. [Martyrology. Fr.
martyrotoge ; Ital. & Sp. martirologio.] A
register or list of martyrs.
" Two other kings as much as our martyrologc may

sted." Jtruyton: Poly-Olbion, ». 24.

mar-tyr-6-log-ic, mar-tyr-o-log'-ic-
al, a. [Eng. martyrolog(y) ; -ic, -ical.] Of or

pertaining to martyrology; registering or

registered in a list of martyrs.

mar-tyr-dr-6-giSt, s. [Eng. martyrolog(y)

;

-Ltt ; Fr. martyrologiste.] One versed in martyr-

ology ; a writer or compiler of a martyrology.

mar-tyr-ol'-o-gjf, s. [Gr. fxdprvp (martur),

gen. fj-aprvpos (marturos)= a witness, a martyr,

and Aoyos (logos) = a discourse, a treatise.]

Ecclesiol. £ Church Hist. : A list of martyrs
and other saints, with brief notices of their

life and death, together with tlie mysteries of

religion, such as the Incarnation, the Trinity,

&c, commemorated on each day of the year.

It is simply a calendar, amplified by short
notices of the subject of each feast. In tlie

religious orders of the Roman Church it is

read at Prime. It was formerly, and in some
orders is still, read in the monastic chapter, and
not in choir.

"He who had a genius for art might illuminate a
mowtyrolugy."—Macuuluy : litet. Eng., ch. i.

* mar'-tyr-Ship, s. [Eng. martyr; -ship.]

The quality or state of being a martyr ; mar-
tyrdom.

"[These] "now will willingly allow martyrship to
those from whom they wholly withheld, or grudgingly
gave it before."—Fuller: General Worthies, ch. iii.

t mar'-tyr-y. s. [For etym. and def., see ex-

tract.]

"The oratory or altar, erected over the tomb of a
martyr, was anciently denominated either a Martyry,
from the Greek ~iA.aprvpt.Ov = confession ... or

Memorial, because built to do honour to his memory."
—Hock: Hierurgia, \>. 279.

mar-um, s. [Lat., from Gr. juapoc (maron) =
the plant described in the definition.]

Bot. : Tetterium Ma ruin, Cat-thyme, a labiate
which grows in Spain. Formerly it was in-

cluded in the London Pharmacopoeia, but is

now superseded by the flowers of lavender.
It was used in the preparation of the com-
pound powder of asarabacea.

marum camphor, &-,

Chem. : A camphor extracted from cat-

thyme (Teucri um Marum), by distilling the dry
herb with water. It is obtained as a white,
crystalline, brittle mass, heavier than water,
and possessing an unpleasant odour and aro-
matic taste.

Ma-rut, c. [Sansc]

HindooMyth. : Agod of the wind worshipped
in Vedic times.

ma-ru-ta, s. [Latinised from Fr. marute,
marouette' (?).']

Bot. : A genus of Asteracete, sub-tribe An-
themidese. Maruta fietida is acrid enough to
blister the skin. A decoction of it, in the
dose of a teacup full, tends to produce copi-
ous sweating. (Lindley.) M. Cotula is more
generally called Anthemis Cotula. [Anthemis.]

mar'-vel, *mar-veil, * mar-vaile, "mer-
vaile," * mer-veil, s. [Fr. merveille, from
mints, from Lat. mirabilla, neut. pi. of mlra-
bilis = wonderful ; miror= to wonder at; Sp.
maravilla; Ital. maraviglia ; Port, maravilha.]

1. Anything wonderful or astonishing ; that
which causes wonder or astonishment; a
wonder, a prodigy.

" Before all thy people I will do marvelt, such as
have not been done in all the earth.'—Exodus xxxiv.io.

t 2. Wonder, astonishment, surprise, ad-
miration.

" Use lessens marvel, it is said."
Scott: Lay of the Last Minstrel, ii. 32.

* marvel-monger, s. One who deals in
marvels ; one who writes or tells marvellous
stories.

" The maroel-mongers grant that He
"Was moulded un of a mortal metal."

Beaumont : J'syvhe, xviii. 92.

marvel of Peru, s.

Bot. : Mirabilis Jalapa and the genus Mira-
bilis (q.v.).

mar'-vel, * mar-vail, * mer-vaile, x mer-
vayle, ^mer-veil-len, v.i. & t. [Mar-
vel, s.]

A. Intransitive

:

t 1. To wonder, to be astonished ; to be
struck or filled with wonder, astonishment, or
amazement.

f 2. To wonder, to be curious to know.
" I marvel where Troilus is."

SJiakeap. : Troilus & Cressida, i. 2.

fate, fat, fare, amidst,' what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a ; yr = ir.
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* 3. To be a source of wonder or astonish-
ment ; to cause wonder.

" So that it to roe uothynge meruayleth
My Sonne, of loue Unit the ayleth."

Vower : C. A., vi,
* B. Transitive

:

1. To wonder at, to be astonished at.

2. To cause astonishment or wonder to ; to
surprise, to astonish.

" Yet one mcrueilled more how many other briddes
Hudden and hiledeii her egjjes f nl derne."

J'tem Plowman, xi. 342.

mar'-vel-lous, *mar-vail-ous, *mer-
veil ous, *mer-vel-los, * mar-vaeyl-
ouse, a. & adv. [Fr. incrveilleux, from mer-
velile = a marvel ; Ital. maraviglioso ; Sp.
uiaravilloso ; Port. maracilhoso.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Exciting or causing wonder, astonish-
ment, or amazement ; astonishing, strange,
wonderful

" Ae he told them
Of his marvellous adventures."

Longfellow: Hiawatha, xxi.

2. Surpassing or exceeding belief ; not to he
literally believed ; incredible.

"The marvellous f.ihle includes whatever i3 super-
natural, and especially the machines of the gods."—
Pope: Homer; Iliad, (Pref.)

"V B. -4s adv. ; Marvellously, wonderfully,
•exceedingly.

" The roguen are nmroeVaut poor."— fihakesp. : All's ^

Welt That Ends Well, iv. 3.

IT Tfie marvellous : A substantival use of
(the adjective, denoting tliat which exceeds
•natural power; that which is preternatural

;

that which exceeds probability ; marvellous
or incredible stories or statements ; boastful
lying : as, He deals in the marvellous.

anar'-vel-loiis-ly, mar-vel-ous-ly, adv.
[Eng. marrellous ; -ly.] ' In a marvellous man-
ner or degree ; wonderfully, surprisingly, as-

tonishingly, incredibly.

mar -vel-lous-ness, s. [Eng. matvethns

;

-uess.) The quality or state of being marvel-
Ions; wonderfulness, incredibility.

"The marnellousness of some works, which indeed
nre natural, hath been the caune of this slander."—
JUileigh: Hist, of the It'erWbk. i., ch. xi., § 2.

mar'-ver, s. [A corrupt, from the French
marbre, marble, a slab of that material being
formerly used.]

Gktss-nudcing : A slab of marble or cast-iron,

with a polished surface and supported by a

fctand. Upon it glass is rolled to give it a

cylindrical shape. It sometimes lias con-

cavities for shaping glassware when blowing.

~*mar'-y, s. [Marrow (l), s.]

h Mar'-y, * Mar-ie, rxcl. [Seedef.] [Marry,
excL] An oath : By the Virgin Mary.

" Mary-bud, s. The marigold, Calendula

officinalis. (ShaLesp.: Cymbeline, ii. 3.)

Mary-sole, s.

Ichth. : According to Giinther, Rhombus
megastoma. (Jailed also the Whiff, Sail-fluke,

or Carter ; but Couch considers them dill'er-

Tent. Common on the South Coast.

Mary's-flower, *.

But. : (1) Anastatim hierochientica ; (2) Ma-
i'ianthus, one of the Pittosporacese.

*:mar -jf-gold, o. [Marigold.]

JMar'-y-land, s. [Named in honour of Mary
I., Queen of England.]

Geog. : One of the United States, lying to

the north of Chesapeake Bay.

Maryland worm-grass, 5.

Hot. ; Spigelia marylandica.

Maryland yellow-throat, s.

Umith. : Turdus trichas (Linn), Trichas per-

•soRatus (Swainson), a passerine bird. Common
throughout the United States, going south-

ward at the approach of winter.

^rmar-y-ol'-a-try, [Mariolatry,]

mar-zu-d'-td, s. [Ital.] A kind of spring-

cnrn grown in Tuscany, the straw of which is

used for plaiting. (Treas. of Hot.)

,5iia-sar'-i-d£e, ma-sar'-i-des, s. pi. [Mod.

Lat. masar(is); Lat. fern. pi. adj. stiff. -Ula, or

masc. and fern, -ides.]

Kntom. : A family of hymenopterous in-

sects, sub-tribe Diploptera. The antenna?

have apparently but eight articulations, the

eight forming with the preceding one an
almost solid knob.

mas'-a-ris, s. [Etym. doubtful
; perhaps from

Or. fj-aa-doixaiL (masaoiuai) = to shoot out the
lip. (McXkoll)]

Kntom. : The typical genus of the family
Masai khe (q.v.). The abdomen is long.

mas -ca-gnine, mas ca gnite (gn as
ny)» *• L^ame<-1 after Professor Mascagni

;

sun", -ine; -ite (Mi it.).']

Min . : An orthorhombic mineral found
about the volcanoes of Vesuvius, Etna, and
those of the Lipari Islands, in meal-like
crusts and stalactites. Hardness, 2 to 2"5

;

sp. gr. l-"2 to l*"3. Colour, yellowish-gray
or lemon-yellnw ; taste, bitter and pungent.
Compos. : sulphuric acid, 53"3 ; ammonia,
34*7

; water, 12. Readily soluble in water.

mas-cle, s. [0. Fr. (Fr.
made), from Lat. mucula ~
a spot, a mesh of a net.]

* 1. Old Arm. : A lozenge-
shaped plate or scale.

2. Her. : A bearing in the
form of a lozenge, perfor-
ated or voided so that the
held appears through the
opening,

mas' cled (cled as keld), s. [Eng. mas-
cl(e) ; ~ed.] Having or exhibiting mascles.

mascled-armour, s. Armour formed of
small lozenge-shaped plates of metal fastened
on a loa-
the
quilted tu

MASCLE.

MASCLED-ARMOUR.

Bot. : The same as Masculine (q.v.). (Treas.
of Bot.)

mas cu late, v.t. [Lat. masculus - male.]
Tu make strong.

mas'-cu-line, "mas-cu-lyn, a. & s. [Fr.
niKM-uliii, from Lat. masculiuus =masculine,
from )iu(sailus= male; mas - male ;Kp., Port,
& Ital. masculiuo.]

A. -46- adjective:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Of or belonging to the male sex; not
feinalf , not feminine.

" Pray God she prove not masculine ere long."
Hhakesp. ; 1 Henry VI., ii. 1.

2. Pertaining to or intended for the use of
males.

3. Having some of the attributes or charac-
teristic qualities of the male sex :

(1) Strong, robust, powerful : as, masculine
strength of limb.

(2) Manly, bold ; not effeminate ; spirited.
" Whose versemay claim, grave, -masculine, and strong,
Superior )>nviae to the mere poet's bong."

Cowper : Epitaph on Dr. Johnson.

(:i) Bold, forward, coarse ; unbecoming to a
woman.

II. Technically:

1. Bot. : Belonging to the stamens.

2. Gram.: Denoting or pertaining to the gen-'
der of words which represent or are appro-
priated to things or beings of the male sex
grammatically : as, a masculine noun.

3. Law: By 13 & 14 Viet. c. 21, § 4, words
of the masculine gender shall be held to in-

clude females, unless the contrary be ex-
pressly stated.

B. As substantive

:

Gram.: The masculine gender; a word of
the masculine gender.

masculine-rhymes, s. pi. The same as
Male rhymes (q.v.).

*mas'-CU-line-ly, adv. [Eng. masculine ;-ly.]

1. Ord. Lang. : In a masculiue manner; like

a man.
"You have done most masculineTy."

licnJonson: Catiline, iii. 3.

2. Gram. : As a masculine word or phrase ;

in a masculine sense.
" Others expound c<£ to to signifie maseulinely, and

to relate to Adaui."

—

lip. Taylor : JJeua Justifieatus.

* mas'-CU-line-ness, s. [Eng. masculine;

ness.] The quality or state of being mascu-
line ; a partaking of the attributes or qualities

of man ; masculinity.

t mas-cu-lin'-r-ty, $. [Fr. -mascnlinit-e, from
masculiil = masculine.] The quality or state

of being masculine.
" The Englishman who visits Germany cannot for a

long time hear a huly use the expression ' Mein Maun '

without a half belief that the person is specially dwell-
ing on the fact of her husband's masculinity."—Mind,
Ho. xxi., p. C.

mas'-CU-ly, «. [Eng. mascle; -y.]

Her. : Covered over with mascles conjoined,
resembling net-work.

mas'-deu, & [See def.l A species of French
wine, from Masdeu, in the Eastern Pyrenees.

* mase, *. [Maze, s.]

.i. [Maze, r.]

mas -ed ness, *. [Mazedness.]

* maselin, ' mazerin, * masaline, * mas-
lin, " mas-lyn, * mest ling, s. [A. S. mtest-
len, mieslen = brass ; mwstUiuj = a vessel of
brass.]

1. A mixed metal, probably bronze. «
"The leues were masalyne."

,Sir J-'erumbras, 1,327.

2. A cup of brass ; a drinking cup.

3. A mixture of wheat and rye.

* mas'-er, s. [Mazer.]

maser-tree, s.

Bot. : Acer campestrc.

* mash (1), s. [Mesh.] A mesh of a net.

"To defend against the stings of bees, have a net
knit with so small mashes, that, a bee cannot get
through.' —Mortimer : H usbandry.

mash (2), s. [Probably of English origin ; cf.

A.S. mexfa;t = a mashing-vat, max-wyrte =
wort, new beer, whence max — -masc, probably
- a mixture ; cogn. with tiw. dial, mash =
brewers' grains ; fcjw. mulsh = grains, mdshe =
to mash ; Dan. mash = a mash ; mash-bar = a
niashing-tub ; ma'xfa' = to mash ; North Fries.
imidt — grains, draff; Ger. nteisch — vt mash;
meischfass = a mash-vat ; meischen — to mash,
to mix

; Ir. masgaim = to mash, to infuse.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A mass of ingredients mixed, blended, or
beaten together promiscuously ; a mixture of
bran and hot water for horses.

2. The act or process of mashing or mixing
several ingredients together.

* 3. A mess ; a confused mixture.

* i. A mess, a trouble.

m
" I doubt mainly I shall be i' th/ math too."

Beaum. <fc Flct. The Captain, iii, 3.

5. One who gains the affections of a person
of the opposite sex. (Slang.)

II. Brewing : Cnished or ground grain,
malt, or a mixture of the two, steeped in hot
water so as to obtain an infusion consisting of
the saccharine portions. The resulting solu-
tion is wort, and when decocted with hops
and fermented it becomes beer ; when simply
fermented, it is wash for distillation.

mash-cooler, s. A stirring-trough in
which mash or wort is stirred to expedite
the cooling. The rotary vertical shaft has its
fans and stirrers ; the former cause a circula-
tion of air, and the latter stir the contents of
the shallow circular tube.

mash-tub, mash-tun, mash-vat, s.

Brewing : The vat or cask in which malt is
steeped, and from which the saccharine solu-
tion is drawn.

mash, v.t. [Mash (2), s.)

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To mix, beat, or blend into a confused
mass or mixture.

,
VJ&et] there lie yokes of fresh and new-laid eccs,

boild moderately hard to be lningl'd and mnsh'd with
the mustard, oyl and vinegar."—Evelyn : Aeutaritu

boil, b6y ;
pout, jo"^l ; cat, cell, chorus, $hin, bench

; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun
;
-tion, -sion = ztun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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2. To bruise ; to crush by pressure or beat-

ing.

"If yon are ordered to break the claw of a crab or a
lobster, chip it between the aides of the timing-room
door, Ijetween the hinges : thus you can do it gradually
without mashing the meat, which is often the fate of
the Btreet-door key, or the pestle,"

—

Swift : To Ser-
vants ; The Footman.

3. To gain the affections of (one of the
opposite sex). (Slang.)

II. Brewing: To make an infusion of malt
by steeping and stirring in hot water.
" To mash the malted barley and extract
Its flavour'd strength." Dodiley : Agriculture, 1.

mash-al'-lah, interj, [Turk. &Pers.} Praised

be Allah ! Praised be God !

mash -er, s. [Mash, v.]

1. One who, or that which mashes.

2. A dandy, a fop, a lady-killer. (Slang.)

" The talk around them will fairly match in mental
vigour the ejaculations of the gaming table or the race-
course, or the prattle of the masher between the aots."
—Daily Telegraph, Oct, 10, 1883.

mash'-ihg, pr, par., «., & s. [Mash, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partlclp, adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

I. Orel. Lang. : The actorprocess of beating
or mixing into a confused mass.

II. Brewing

:

1, The act or process of making an iufusion
of malt (called wort) by steeping and stirring
in hot water.

2. The quantity of malt and warm water so
mixed together.

mashing tub, * mashing vat, s.

Brewing : A tub or vat for containing the
mash in breweries.

mash'-liim, mash -lin, a. & s. [Maselin.]

A. As adj, : Mixed ; a mixture of different
kinds of grain.

"The mashlum bannocks will suit their muirland
atamachs weel."—Scott : Old Mortality, ch. xx.

B. As subst. : Mixed grain, mixed food.

* mash -y, a. [Eng. mash ; -y.] Of the nature
of a mash

;
produced by mashing.

" The country floats,

And foams unbounded with the mash}/ flood."
Thomson; Autumn, 699.

* mas-id-nesse, s. [Mazedness.]

mask, masque, * maske, s. [Fr. masqm
= a mask, a visor, for masquere, from Arab.
maskharat = a buffoon, a fool, a jester, sport,

from salchlra = to be ridiculed ; Sp. & Port.
mascara = a masker, a mask.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A festive entertainment ; a revel.

"After whom marcht a jolly company,
In a manner of a masks, enranged orderly.'

Spenser : F. Q„ III. xil. 5.

* 2. A revel or entertainment at which the
company was masked ; a masquerade.

% In these senses the spelling now usually
adopted is masque.

* 3. A revel, a mummery.
"This thought might lead me through this world's

[
vain mask,

* Content, though blind." Milton : Sonnet xvii.

4. A cover for the face, either for purposes
of defence, or to conceal one's identity ; a
visor ; a face-covering of a humorous or ludic-

rous character.
" Could we suppose that a mask represented never so

naturally the general humour of a character, it can
never suit with tbe variety of passionB that are inci-

dent to every single person,"—Addison : On Italy.

5. Anything used or adopted as a disguise
;

a pretence, a subterfuge.

„_ "Meanwhile the face
Conceals the mood lethargic with a mask

,
Of deep deliberation." C'owper : Task, iv. 299.

II. Technically

:

1. Arch. : A piece of sculpture representing
jfche human face in different aspects, employed
for various purposes, as gargoyles, antefixae,

outlets of fountains, keystones of arches, on
walls and shields, &c. According to the
style of decoration, they were either noble or
grotesque.

2. Fencing: A wire cage to protect the face

from a stray cut or thrust with a foil in fenc-
ing.

3. Factories: [Inhaler, II.].

4. Fort. : A cover of gabions or earth to
protect workmen in constructing a battery,
or a screen for a battery.

5. Music & Theat. : (See extract).

"A species of dramatic entertainment in which ori-
ginally the performers wore masks of peculiar forms
suggestive of the allegorical characters assumed. In
many instances the masque had no definite design or
plot, but depended for its success upon the occasion for
which it was written, the wit of the poet who furnished
the words, the skill of the musician who supplied the
music, and the ingenuity of the machinist and scene
painter by whom the stage effects were produced.
The early masques were simply acted pageants, but by
degrees the genius of such writers as Fletcher and Ee»i
Jonson furnished the poetical groundwork of many
masques acted at Court by the children of His Ma-
jesty's Chapel Royal and St. Paul's Cathedral. The
most beautiful work of this class is the Camus of Mil-
ton, acted at Ludlow in 163-1, and although produced at
a time when the taste for this class of entertainment
had fallen off, it has always been held to be the most
perfect specimen of a masque." [Stainer & Barrett.)

mask-house, s. A house for masquer-
ades or masques.

"Some mask-lhowe, wherein a glorious (though
momentary) show were to be presented."

—

Bp. Hall :

Contempt, bk. iv.

mask-tree, s.

Bot. : Alonsoa, a genus of Scrophularia.

mask (1), v.t. & i. [Mask, «.]

A. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To cover with a mask, either for
defence against injury or to conceal identity.
"Him he knew well, and guessed that it was she ;

Hut being masked he was not sure."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen- of Verona, v. 2.

2. Fig. ; To disguise, to cover, to conceal, to
hide.

" Masking the business from the common eye,
For sundry weighty reasons."

Sliakesp. : Macbeth, hi. 1.

II. Milit. : To cover.
" They would be altogether jeopardised unless Tel-el-

Keblr were masked by a larger force than Wolseley
can afford to spare."—Standard, Sept. 2, 1882.

*B. Intransitive

:

1. To play a part in a masquerade ; to go
about in masquerade.

" And then we masked."
Shakesp. : Romeo & Juliet, i. 5.

2. To be disguised in any way.

mask (2), v.t. & i. [Mash, v.]

A. Trans. : To mask, to infuse. (Scotch.)

"But I hope your honors will tak tea before ye gang
to the palace, and I maun gang and mask it for you."—
Scott : Waverley, ch. xlii.

B. Intrans. : To be in a state of infusion.

masked, pa. par. & a. [Mask (1), v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language :

I. Wearing a mask
; disguised, concealed.

" The masked ladies in the pit of the theatre."—
Macaulav : Hist. Eng., ch xiv.

*2. Bewildered (? mazed).
" Leaving him more masked than he was before."

—

Fuller : Holy War, bk. iii., ch. ii.

II. Botany

:

1. Having the upper and lower lip of an ir-

regular gamopetalous corolla pressed.together
so aa to resemble the face of a grinding ani-
mal. Example, Antirrhinum. Calfcd also
Personate.

2. Having its real nature concealed.

masked-ball, s. A ball at which the
company wear masks, or appear in masquerade.

masked-battery, s.

Fort. : A battery concealed from the view
of the enemy by mantlets, bushes, or other
screen.

masked-crab, s,

Zool. ; Corystes casslvclaunus
>
common on

the south and west coasts of England and
Wales. The marks on the carapace bear some
resemblance to a human face, whence its pop-
ular name. It lies buried in the sand, with
only the antennas visible above the surface. It

is a very ancient type ; many representatives
of it occur in the Gault and Greeusand.
[PaLjEOCORYSTES.]

masked-finfoct, *.

Ornith. : Podica personato, one of the Ral-
lidse, from Burmah and Malacca.

masked-gull, s.

Zool. : Lams caplstratus, sometimes called
the Brown-headed or Lesser Brown-headed
Gull. In its summer plumage the hair-brown
feathers about the head, form a complete mask.

masked-monkey, s.

Zool. : Callithrix pcrsoiiata, a Brazilian mon-

key with yellow-gray hair, the head and the

hands blackish, the tail reddish.

masked-pig, ».

Zool. : Sits pliciceps. Its popular name has
reference to its deeply furrowed skin, which
Darwin compared to the plates on the Indian
Rhinoceros.

mas'-kel, s. [Mascle.] A kind of lace

made in the fifteenth century.

mas'-kel-yn-ite, s. [Named after Prof.

Maskelyne ; suff. -ite (Min.).'}

Min. ; An isometric mineral occurring in
distorted cubic grains in the Sherghotty
meteorite. Hardness, about 6*5. Compos. ;

silica, 54"3 ; alumina, 24*8
;
proto- and sesqui-

oxides of iron, 4*7
; lime, 11*1 ; soda, 4*9

;

potash, 1"2. This corresponds to the com-
position of labradorite (q.v.).

mask'-er, s. [Eng. mask (1), v. ; -er.]

* 1. A mask.
"Cause them to be deprehended and taken and their

maskers taken off."

—

Sir T. More ; Workes, p. 758.

2. One who wears a mask ; one who plays a
part in a masquerade.

" Lewis of France is sending over maskers.
To revel it with him and his new bride."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., iii. 3.

* mask'-er, v.t. [Masker, s.] To mask, to
hide, to cover.

" So maskered his understanding."

—

Jlolinslted : Hist.
Eng. (an. 1377).

* mask'-er-y, * mask-ar-y, s. [Eng. mask-
-er; -y.] The dress or disguise of a masker

;

showy array, masquerade.
" Wee'l flrit thank heaven
And then wee'l see some maske)~y."

Nabbes : Unfortunate Mother, E. 3

*mas'-kin, s. [Eng. mass (2), s. ; dimin. suff.

-kin.] The mass.

mask'-ing (1), pr. po.r., a., & s. [Mask (1), v.}

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Pertaining or appropriate to a
masque or masquerade.

" What masking stuff is here 1

"

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. 3.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of covering or concealing with or
as with a mask.

2. Masquerading.
" With fiddling, feasting, dancing, drinking, masking

Byron: Beppo, i.

mask ihg (2), pr. 'par. or a. [Mask (2), v.]

masking-pat, s. A tea-pot. (Scotch.)
" Then up they gat the maskln'-pat
And in the sea did jaw, man."

Burns: A Fragment.

mas -ki-nonge, s. [The Algonquin name.]

Ichthy. : Esox estor, an immense pike, caught
in the St. Lawrence and the Great Lakes.
Bartlett (Diet. Amer.) remarks that he saw
one " taken at Kingston upwards of four feet
in length." Dr. Richardson (Fauna Bor.
Amer.) says that he found none in the rivers
which fall into Hudson's Bay or the Polar Sea.

mas-lach, s. [Turk.] A stimulant prepared
from opium, and much used in Turkey.

mas-lin, u,. & s. [Maselin.]

ma -son, * mas-cun, s. [0. Fr. magon,
rnasson; Fr. magon, from Low Lat. maciomm,
ace. of macio = a mason, a word of doubtful
origin; M.H.Gev.maszo— a mason ; Ger, stein-

metz = a stone-mason, prob. from M. H. Ger.
meizen; O. H. Ger. meizan = to hew, to cut;
Ger. meisel = a chisel.]

1. A builder in stone ; a workman whose
business is to lay stone or brick in building

;

a worker in stone.
" Obedient to the mason's call
They roll the stone, and raise the wall."

Cambridge : Apology for writing Verse.

2. A member of the fraternity of free-
masons (q.v.).

mason-bee, s.

Zool. : Clialicodoma mitraria (Reaumur).
It builds a nest, of fine sand grains firmly
united by a salivary secretion, upon the sur-
face of walls. This species is nearly allied to
the genus Osmia (q.v.).

* mason - lodge, s. A room or place
where a fraternity of freemasons hold their
meetings.

mason-wasp. &.

Entom. : Odynerusmurarius, a solitary wasp,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, re, <x> = c ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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which in June and July, excavates a hole in
the sand or the plaster of a wall, and at the
entrance builds a tube about two inches long.
The cement is formed by moistening the de-
tached grains with water, which it disgorges.
It deposits its eggs in the hole, laying up
caterpillars stung half dead for support to its

own larvas when hatched. In turn these wasp
larva? often fall a prey to ichneumons.

* ma son, v.t. [Fr. ma$onner
}
fr. macon = a

mason.] To construct of masoury ; to build
of stone.

"Masoned and wroughte of diverse stones."—Ber-
ners : Froissart ; Cronycle, vol. i., ch. i.

ma soned, a. [Eng. mason; -ed.]

Her. : Applied to a field or charge which is

divided with lines in the nature of a wall or
building of stones.

ma-SOn'-lC, a. [Eng. mason, s. ; 4c] Of or
pertaining to freemasons or freemasonry ; as,

a masonic lodge.

ma'-son-ite, s. [Named after Owen Mason
;

suff. -ite {Min.).']

Min. : A variety of chloritoid (q_.v.), found
in very broad plates of a dark-green colour,
in Rhode Island, U.S.A.

ma'-son-ry, s. [Fr. maconnerie, from magon-
ner = to do masons' work.]

1. The art or occupation of a mason ; the
art of so arranging stones or brick as to pro-
duce a regular construction. The masonry of
the ancient Egyptians was remarkable for the
large size of the stones employed, sometimes
as much as thirty feet in length. They were
laid without mortar. The Cyelopean or earlier
masonry of the Greeks, some remains of which
exist in the walls of Mycense and Tiryns, was
formed of large and irregularly shaped masses
of stone, the interstices being tilled with
smaller stones. In a few of the earlier Eng-
lish buildings, considered by some to be Saxon,
the quoins, the door, and window jambs, and
occasionally ,->o;ne other parts, were formed of
stones alternately laid flat and set up endwise

;

the latter were usually much longer than the
others. This is termed "long and short" work.

"Stones and inortar, and all the instruments of
masonry."—Hume: On the Understanding, § 11.

2. The work executed by a mason.
" The lighthouse lifts its massive masonry,
A pillar of fire by night, of cloud by day."

Longfellow : Lighthouse.

3. The craft, mysteries, or principles of
Freemasonry (q,.v.).

ma soo -la, mas-soo la, ma-su -lah, s.

[Native name.]

Naut. : A boat of the Coromandel coast,

adapted to be beached on the surf-beaten
shore. The planks are sewed together with
coir, over wads of the same material which
press upon the seams. They are 30 to 35 feet

long, 10 to 11 feet beam, 7 to S feet deep, and
are rowed by twelve men, oars double-banked,
and a steersman with an oar at the stern.

mas 6-pin, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Ckem. : CjoHigC^. A resinous body, ob-
tained from a tree called Dschilte, growing in

Mexico. It is a snow-white pulverulent sub-
stance without taste or smell, insoluble in

water, but soluble in alcohol and ether, from
which it crystallizes in white silky needles.

It melts at 155°, and solidifies on cooling to a

glassy, brittle, yellow substance.

mas' 6 -rite, s. [Eng. masor(a); -ite.] One
of the writers of the Masora ; one who ad-

heres to the traditional readings of the Hebrew
Scriptures.

"The Masorites extended their care to the vowels."

—Matter : Vindication of the Uible, p. 257.

f masque, [Mask, $.]

* masquer (qu as k), s. [Maskek, s.]

masqu'-er-ade (qu as k), ». [Fr. ; O. Fr.

mascarade ; Itul. mascherata.]

1. An assemblage of persons wearing masks,

and amusing themselves in various ways ;
a

revel in which the company is masked ; a

masked ball.

" The world s a masquerade I the maskers you, yon,

you." Goldsmith : Epilogue to The Sisters.

2. Disguise.
" The pains that have made

Poor Winter look fine in such strange masquerade.
Wordsworth. Farmer of Tilsbury I tue.

* 3. A Spanish diversion on horseback, per-

formed by squadrons of horse.

masqu'-er-ade (qu as k), v.t. & t. [Mas-
querade, s.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To wear a mask; to take a part in a
masquerade.

2. To go in disguise.
" A freak took an ass in the head, and he goes into

the woods, masqueradini up and down in a lion's
skin."

—

L'Estrange: Fables.

* B. Trans. : To put in disguise ; to dis-
guise.

masqu'-er -ad-er (qu as k), s. [Eng.
ma$tjuerad(e) ; er.] One who wears a mask

;

one who takes part in a masquerade ; one
who wears a disguise.

" The dreadful masquerader, thus equipt,
Out sallies." young : /fight Thoughts, v. 860.

mass (1), * masse (1), s. [Fr. masse, from
Lat. massa = a mass, prob. from Gr. jua£a
(maza) = a barley-cake, from /xao-o-w (masso)
= to knead,]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. A body of matter, collected, concreted,
or formed into one lump ; a lump. (Applied
to any solid body.)

" One common mass composed the mould of man."
Dryden ; Sigitmonda & Guiscardo, 502.

* 2. A collective body or aggregation of fluid

matter.

"Adeepe masse of continuall sea is slower sturred
to rage."

—

Saoile : Tacitus; Agricola, p. 188.

3. A heap ; a great quantity or amount.
" Thy sumptuous buildings and thy wife's attire
Have cost a muss of public treasury."

Shukesp. ; 2 Henry VI., i. 3.

M. Bulk, size, magnitude.
" This army of such mass and charge,
Led by a delicate and tender priuce."

Shakesp.: JIamJet, iv. 4.

5. The body of things considered col-

lectively ; the general ; the main body or
part : as, the mass of the people.

II. Technically

:

1. Physics: The quantity of matter which
a body contains. This is not necessarily the
same as its volume, but is precisely propor-
tioned to its weight, the assumption being
made that weight arises from a greater
quantity of matter being compressed into a
limited space. Two bodies are said to have
equal masses if when placed in opposite
scales in vacuo they exactly balance each
other. The mass of the unit of volume in

any body of equal density throughout is the
measure of this density. If m equal the mass
of a body, v its volume, and d is density, then
m = vd. The British unit of mass is the
standard pound avoirdupois. [Avoirdupois.]

2. Lot. (PL): Collections of anything in
unusual quantity, as the pollen masses in
Orchidacere and Asclepiadaceae.

1[ (1) Measures of mass : A grain, an ounce,
a pound, a ton.

(2) The masses: The great or main body of
the people ; especially the great body of the
working classes ; the populace.

" His exertions in the cause of the masses."—Sannay
Singleton Fontcnoy, bk. i., ch. v.

mass-meeting, s. A large or general
meeting called for some specific purpose.
Mass-meetings were first talked of in the
political campaign of 1S40, when Harrison
was elected President of the United States.

The expression has since become naturalized
in England.

mass (2), masse (2), messe, s. [A.S.

muisse = (1) the mass, (2) a church-festival,

from Low Lat. missa — (1) a dismissal, (2) a
mass

;
generally explained by supposing that

the allusion is to the words ite, missa est = go,

the congregation is dismissed, from missus,

pa. par. of mitto = to send, to dismiss ; Fr.

messe; Ital. missa; Sp. misa; Dut. mis, vilssa;

Ger. & Dan. messe; Sw. & Icel. messa.]

1. Roman Theol. & Ritual: "The perpetual
sacrifice of the new covenant, in which the
body and blood of Jesus Christ are really and
truly offered to God under the species of
bread and wine." (Goschler.) According to
the Catechism of the Council of 'Trent, the
Sacrifice of the Mass was instituted by Our
Lord at his last supper (Luke xxii. 19) ; it

must be offered to God alone ; was signified

in Malachi i. 11 ; is the same sacrifice with
that of the Cross ; there is one priest of both,
for the celebrant uses not his own words,
but those of Jesus Christ; it is a sacrifice

of praise and propitiation, and available
for the living and. the dead (pt. ii., ch. iv.).

There is an obligation on all Christians of the
Roman Obedience to hear mass on all Sun-
days aud holydays of obligation.

" Buried . . . with gorgeous obsequies.
And mass, and rolling music, like a queen."

Tennyson : Lancelot £ Elaine, 1,326.

2. Music: A setting of certain portions of

the mass to music ; the portions of the mass
usually set to music—namely, the Kyrk, the

Gloria, the Credo, the Sanctus, and the Agnus
Dei. An Offertory and Benedictus are some-
times added to these numbers. Masses are

designated musically after the key in which
they commence, as Beethoven in d ; and
liturgically, according to the character and
solemnity of the accompanying ceremonial.

*[[ I. Capitular Mo^ss : The High Mass on
Sundays or holydays of obligation in col-

legiate churches.

2. Conventual Mass: The mass which the
rectors of cathedral and collegiate churches
are bound to have celebrated every day
solemnly and with music after tierce. It

must be applied for benefactors.

3. High Mass : [High-mass].

4. Low Mass: [Low-mass].

5. Manual Mass : A mass said for the'inten-
tion of a person who gives an alms.

6. Mass of the Prmsanctified',: [Pr.esanc-
,

tifiedJ.

7. Midnight Mass : The last of the three
masses said on Christinas eve.

8. Missa Cantata: A mass sung, but with-
out deacon and sub-deacon. It is not accom-
panied with the ceremonies proper to High
Mass (q.v.), though in some places the use of
incense is permitted.

9. Missa Catechumenorum : Mass for Cate-
chumens. At first, the name was applied to
the prayers and ceremonies of mass as far as
the offertory, when the catechumens took
their departure ; afterwards it came to signify
a special service, to which catechumens aud.

penitents, and even Jews and pagans were ad-
mitted. (Goschler.) [Discipline ofthe Secret.]

10. Missa Fidelium: Mass of the Faithful.
A name given to the more solemn parts of
the mass, from which in the early Church
catechumens were excluded.

11. Mtssa Sicca : Dry mass. This is not
strictly speaking a mass, for there is neither
consecration nor communion. It is now dis-
used, except as a means of familiarizing
persons about to be ordained with the cere-
monies of High Mass.

12. Parochial Mass : The mass said on Sun-
days and holydays of obligation- by a parish
priest or the priest in charge of a quasi-parish
[Mission], for the special benefit of those whose
pastor he is. For this mass he can take no
stipend (q.v.).

13. Piivate Mass : A mass said by a priest
for his own devotion, and not to satisfy any
obligation. There must be at least one server.
Solitary masses are strictly forbidden.

14. Public Mass: A mass to which the-
faithful of both sexes are admitted. Sucli
masses are prohibited in monasteries.

15. To hear mass : To be present at mass
;.

to assist at the celebration of mass.
" They rose, Imard mass, broke fust, and rode away."

Tennyson : Lancelot <£ Elaine, Hi.

16. Votive Mass : A mass which does not
correspond to the office of the day, but is said
according to the choice (votitm) of the cele-
brant. On Sundays, feasts of double rank,
and a few days specially excepted, votive
masses cannot be said.

mass-bell, s. The bell rung during a
mass ; a sanctus-bell.

" [He] with holy water sprinkled
All the ship ; the 7nass-be!!s tinkled."

LongfeUvw ; Musician's Tale, xi.

mass book, s. A missal or Roman
Catholic service-book.

mass-house, s. A contemptuous name
for a Roman Catholic place of worship.

mass priest, * masse - priest, s.

Originally a priest whose functions were con-
fined to saying mass, either in a religious
house or in a chantry for the repose of the
soul of a benefactor. As a rule, these clerics
knew little theology, and hence the name came
to have an opprobrious meaning as in the
example.

" The witlessly-malicious Prosopopey . . . becomes
wel the mouth of a scurrile masse-priest, and is worthy
nothing hut a scorne."—Bp. Ball: Honour of Marled
Clcrgie, bk. ii., § 7.

boil, boy ;
pout, jo%l ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench

;
go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = fc

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ;
-tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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mass, o.t. [Mass (J), s.]

1. To gather or collect in a mass or masses ;

to assemble in crowds.

* '2, To strengthen, as a building, for the

purposes of fortification. (Hayward.)

v mass, v.l [Mass (2), s.) To celebrate mass.
" He would say Tin service, he massed without conse-

cration."—Oule : English Votaries, pt. i.

massacre (ere as ker), s. [Fr., probably

from L*o\v. Ger. matsen = to maul, to kill.]

1. The slaughter or butchery of numbers
of human beings; indiscriminate hilling or

slaughter, especially without authority or

necessity ; carnage. (Dryden : Conquest of

Mexico, v. 2.)

" 2. Murder. (Shakesp. : Richard III., iv. 3.)

IT Massacre of the Innocents : [Innocent, II.]-

mas-sa-cre (ere as ker), v.t. [Fr. massa-

crer, from massacre = a massacre.]

1. To butcher; to lull or slaughter indis-

criminately and contrary to the usages of

nations. (Sav'tle : Tacitus; Historic, p. 180.)

2. To kill in any way. (Scott: The, Poacher.)

* mas'-sa-crer, s. [Eng. massacr(e); -er .] One
who massacres. (Burke: Regicide Peace, let. i.)

mass-age, s. [Gr. nacrau Immsot = to -work

with the hands, to knead dough, or Arab.

mass = to press softly.]

Surg. : A scientific method of curing dis-

ease by systematic manipulations comprising :

1. Surface friction (eftleuratfe) ; 2. A form of

kneading (petrissage); 3. Manipulations with

the tips of the fingers (manage a friction);

and 4. A kind of striking or percussion with

the. hands (tapotemeut). These procedures are

combined according to definite rules, and Hie

treatment is found useful in paralysis, neur-

algia, rheumatism, joint diseases, &c. It i*

used amongst the Sandwich Islanders under

the name of lomi-lomi, and ill Tonga is called

toagi-toogi, mill, or fota.

Mas sa-li a, s. [Massilia.]

Mas-sa-li-ans, s. pi. [Messalian.]

mas-sa-sau ga, s. [Amer. Indian name.]

Zool. : Tlie Prairie Rattlesnake, Crotnlopho-

rns ter§einiiu<s(Sa,y). Habitat, from Ohio to

Michigan, westward. It has large scutes on

the head, and the rattle is much smaller than

in other species.

Mas-se-na, s. [Perhaps named after Marshal
Massena, who failed before Wellington's lines

at Torres Yedras, and had to retreat from
Portugal.] (See the compound.)

Massena trogon, s.

Ornith. : Trogon massena, a species from
tropical South America. It is about a foot in

length, dark bronze-green above, with the
smaller wing feathers speckled white and
black, and the belly of a beautiful carmine.

*"jaaas'-sea% s. [Eng. mass (2), s. ; -er.] A
pntrst who celebrates mass.

' A good mower and so forth ; but no true gospel
preacher. "—lialu : Yet a Course, p. 38.

jnas'-se-ter, s. [Gr., from [xarraofjiat (masao-

mai) = to chew.]

Anat. : The masseter muscle, short, thick,

and quadrilateral, composed of two planes of

fibres, superficial and deep, and forming one
of the maxillary group of muscles.

mas-se-ter'-ic, mas'-se-ter-ine, a. [Eng.

wtsseter ; -ic, -inc.] Of or pertaining to the
masseter. Thus there are a masseteric vein,

artery, nerve, and fascia.

-mas'-si-cot, 5. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mln. : Protoxide of lead having a scaly

crystalline structure. Hardness, 2; sp.gr. 8 ;

when pure, 9 -

2 to 9 '36. Colour, sulphur to

-orpiinent yellow, sometimes reddish. Crystal-

lization orthorhombic. Found in consider-

able quantities in Mexico.

Massilia, Mas sa -li-a, s. [The ancient
name of Marseilles.]

Astron. : [Asteroid, 20].

.Mas-Sll'-I-ans, s. pi. [From Massilia, the

Latin name of Marseilles.]

Church Hist. : A sect founded by John
Cassian or Cassianns, who, coming from the
East to Marseilles, erected a monastery there.

He modified the Augustinian tenets. His
views were called by his adversaries Semi-
pelagian (q.v.).

* mas -si -ness, s. [Eng. massy ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being massy ; massiveness

;

great weight and bulk.

mass'-ive, a. [Fr. massif from masse= amass.]

I, Ordinary Language :

1. Forming or consisting of a great mass ;

heavy and thick ; weighty, ponderous, having
great size and weight.

" In Saxon strength that Abbey frowned,
With massive Jirches broad and round."

ficott : Jlarmion, ii. 10.

* 2. Great, mighty. (Longfellow : Builders.)

IL Mln. : In mass so imperfectly crystallized

that there is no regular form.

*! For the difference between massive and
bulky, see Bulky.

mas'-Sive-ly, adv. [Eng. massive; -ly.] In

a massive manner.

mas'-Sive-ness, s. [Eng. -massive; -ness.]

The quality or state of being massive.

mas soo -la, s. [Masoola.]

mas so -rah, ma-so'-rah, t mas-so-
reth, t ma-so-reth, s. [Heb. htbo (jilw-

sordh), ITj'Ep (inaasoreUi), rniDO (masoreth) =
tradition, from Aramcean *1DQ (masar) = to

give over, to transmit orally.]

Hebrew Literature : The Massorah is a mar-
ginal directory, indicating on almost every
line in the margin of the MS. bibles how the
letters, words, forms, and phrases are to be
written, according to the most ancient rules

laid down by those who compiled, preserved,
and transmitted the canon and the Old Testa-

ment scriptures. Every spurious letter or

redundant word, every variation in the vowel
points, accents, or in repetition of a phrase,

and every peculiarity of construction over
which the copyist is likely to blunder, and
which have been the great source of the vari-

ous readings, are most carefully noted ; and
those who are engaged in multiplying the
codices are warned against the passages in

question that here there is a peculiar pheno-
menon which is not to be made conformable
to the ordinary reading. The Massorah also

gives the various readings contained in stan-

dard MSS. of the Bible— viz., the Codex Hil-

lali, the Jericho Codex, the Muggah Codex,
the .Sinai Codex, &c. It was at first tradi-

tionally transmitted by the authorized and
professional scribes, who afterwards com-
mitted it to writing. The first edition of it

in the Rabbinic Bible of Jacob ben Chayiiu
(Venice, 1524-5) only gives a portion of this

critical corpus. The entire mass of the Mas-
soretic Rubrics has been edited and published
by Dr. Ginsburg, in three vols., imperial folio.

mas-so-ret' ic, mas-6-ret' ic, mas s6-
ret'-Ic-al, a, [Eng. masoret(h) ; -ic, -ical]

Of or pertaining to the Massorah : as, the
massoretical rules or rubrics, the massoretic
vowel points or accents, the massoretic text

—

i.e., the text of the Hebrew Scriptures com-
piled in accordance with the rules of the
Massorah.

mas'-soy, s. [Etym. doubtful
;
probably a

native name.] (See the compound.)

massoy-bark, s.

Bot., &c. : The bark of Laurus Bui-manni. It

resembles cinnamon in flavour, and, when
powdered, is much used by the Japanese.

massoy-camphor, s.

Chem. : A camphor obtained from massoy
bark, by distillation with water. It is heavier
than water, dissolves in alcohol, ether, and ace-
tic acid, and is coloured yellow by nitric acid.

massoy oil, s.

Chem. : A name given to two volatile oils

present in massoy bark, the one being-heavier,
the other lighter tlian water. They are soluble
in alcohol, ether, and acetic acid, and both are
coloured red by nitric acid.

* mas'-su-elle, mas-u-el, s. [Fr. massue
= a club.] A club or mace used by soldiers
during the Crusades.

mas'-sy, a. [Eng. mass (1) ; -y.] Massive
;

consisting of or forming a great mass
;
pon-

derous, bulky. (Macaulay ; Hist. Kng.
t
eh. xiv.)

mast (1), s. [A.S. nicest— the stem of a tree,

a bough, a mast ; cogu. with Dut. mast; Sw.,

Ger., & Dan. mast; lcel. mastr; Fr. mat; Port.

viasto, mastro.]

Naut. : A long spar of timber, iron or steel,

placed ainidship, nearly perpendicularly upon

the keelson, and serving to support the yards

and gaffs to which the sails are bent. A mast

consisting of one piece is a pole-mast. Masts

are also known as single-tree masts or made
masts. Masts for large vessels are composed
of several pieces, about one foot square, with

rounded segmental lengths on the outside,

and the whole encircled at intervals by hoops.

The middle tree is the spindle. The fishes are

the side-trees. With two masts : the larger is

the main-mast/ the smaller is the fore-mast or

the mizen-mast, according to its position

relatively to the main-mast. Brigs, brjgan-

tines, and schooners, have fore and main
masts. The ketch and the yawl have main
and mizen-masts. With three masts, they
are called fore, main, mizen; with four masts,

they are called fore, main, mizen (tnaiu-inizen),

and jiggermast (bonaventure-mizen). Iron

masts are made hollow, the plates of the shell

being single-riveted at the longitudinal joints

and double-riveted at the circular joints. In-

ternal stiffening ribs and braces prevent flex-

ure, .collapse, or torsion. A trysail-mast is a

small mast, stepped to and abaft of a lower-

mast, to carry a trysail or spanker.
" He stouiAl Iiie heiul against tlie mast.
And bitter sobs «iiue thick mid fust."

ik-att : lord of the /sles, iv. 16.

T[ To spend or expeml a mast: To liave a

mast broken in foul weather.
" Tlieir sails are tatter"d, and tlieir musts are spent."

Drydtn : Ovid; /lerouiet vii.

mast-carling, s.

Shipbaild. : Large timbers at the side- of

the mast-rooms that are left deep enough to

receive the cross-chocks.

mast-coat, s.

Ki'uL ; A conical canvas covering fitting

over the wedges round the mast to xjreveut
water oozing down from the decks.

mast-head, s.

Naut. : Tlie top or head of a mast.

mast-head, v.t.

Naut: To send to the mast-head or top of

a mast to remain there for a time, specified

or not, as a punishment.
"Tlie next morning I was as regularly mast-?teaded.''

—Marryat : Frank MiUlmay, ch. iv.

mast-hole, s.

Shipbuild. : A hole in the deck to receive a
mast. It is of larger diameter than the mast
by double the thickness of wedges which
hold the mast in position. The framing of

the mast-hole consists of fore-and-aft part-

ners, cross-partners, and corner-chochs.

mast-hoop, s. A circular band to which
the luff of a fore-and-aft sail is bent, and
which slips on a spar in raising and lowering.

mast-house, masting-house, s.

Shipbuild. : A long-roofed shed or building,
in which masts are shaped, bound, and de-
posited ; a building provided with the neces-
sary apparatus for fixing ships' jnasts.

mast-prop, s. A spar forming a lateral

support for a mast when a ship is careened.

mast-scraper, s. A tool for scraping
masts ; it is usually a triangular plate with
an edge whose bevel is away from the handle.
Its edge is sometimes partly concave, to more
nearly tit the contour of the mast.

mast-step, s. A socket at the foot of

a mast.

mast-tackle, *.

Nautical

:

1. Purchases used in putting up or sending
down masts.

2. Purchases attached to the mast for lift-

ing or lowering boats, getting in freight or
stock, bulky stores, machinery, blubber, &c.

mast-trunk, *.

Naut. : A box, in small vessels, in which
the mast stands.

mast (2), s. [A.S. mcest; cogn. with Ger.
mast = mast ; waste n = to feed ; Goth, matz

,

O. II. Ger. maz; Eng. meat; cf. Irish metis,

mrns = an acorn ; maise = food ; Welsh mes =
acorns, a portion, a meal.]

jfiate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a
; qu = kw,
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Bot. : The fruit of the oak and beech or
other forest trees ; acorns ; beech-nuts.

" The sable water unci the copious mast
Swell the fat herd."

l'opc : Homer; Odyssey xiii. 471.

mast tree, s.

But. : A tree which produces mast; some-
times applied specifically to the cork-tree.

mast (1), v.t. [Mast (1), s.] To provide with
a mast ; to fix a mast in.

* mast (2), v.t. [Mast (2), $.] To feed on
mast.

mas ta cem-bcl i-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
mastacembel(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : Acanthopterygian Eels. Fresh-
water fishes characteristic of and almost con-
fined to the Indian region. The body is

elongate, eel-like, covered with very small
scales. Mandible long, but little movable

;

dorsal tin, very long ; no ventrals ; humeral
arch separated from the skull. Gill-openings
reduced to a slit at the lower part of the side
of the head. The family contains but two
genera, Rhyncobdella and Mastacembelus
(.q.v.). (Giinther.)

mas-ta-cem -be-lus, a, [Gr. p.6.<na£ (mas-
tax) = the mouth, and ii±fSa\\u> (emballo) —
to throw in.]

Ichthy. : The typical genus of the family
Mastacenibelidie (q.v.). Mastacembelus pan-
calus and M. armatus are extremely common,
the latter attaining the length of about two
feet. M. argils is from Siam, M. aleppensisfrom
Mesopotamia and Syria, and M. cryptacanthus,
M. marchei, and M. niger from West Africa.
(Giinther.)

* mast -age, s. [Eng. mast (2) ; -age.] The
right or 'season of turning hogs into the woods
to feed on mast ; the money paid to the lord
fur sn<*h rieht. FPANNAnR 1

to leeu on masti ; we money
for such right. [Pannage.]

mas tax, s. [Gr. /xdo-raf (mastax) = the jaws,
tlie mouth ; fiatrdofiat (masaomai) = to chew.]

Zool. : The muscular pharynx or buccal
funnel into which the mouth opens in most
of the Rotifera. It usually contains a very
complicated masticatory apparatus, believed
by Mr. Gosse to be homologous with the parts

of the mouth in insects. Called also pharyn-
geal bulb and buccal funnel.

mast'-ed, a. [Eng. mast (I); -ed.] Furnished
or provided with a mast or masts

; generally
in composition : as, two-masted, thvee-masted.

" Slow enlarging on the view,
Four manned and masted barges grew."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, ii. IS.

master, * mais ter, * mays-ter,
* meis-ter, s. & a. [O. Fr. maistre, meistrc,

from Lat. magister =a master, from the same
root as magnus = great ; Gr. /xe'yas (megas) =
great; Sp. maestre, maestro; Ital. maestro;
Dut. meester ; Dan. mester; O. H. Ger. meis-

ter ; Sw. mcistare ; Icel. vieistarL]

A. -4s substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who is placed in authority ; one who
lias the control, authority, or direction over
some person or thing ; one who has the right

to control or dispose ; one who rules, governs,

or directs.

Specifically:

(1) One who has others under his immediate
control ; an employer. It is the correlative

to servant, assistant, slave, &c.
" And pay the menials for the master's treat."

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey xx. 3G4.

(2) A head, a chief.

"If they have called the master of the house
Beelzebub, how much more shall they call them of

the household."—Matthew x. 25.

(3) A teacher, a professor ; the founder or

chief of a sect.
" There in his noisy mansion skilled to rule,

The village master taught his little school,

"

Goldsmith : Deserted Village.

(4) One who has possession and the power
of using or controlling at pleasure ; an owner,

a proprietor.

"They had reason to fear that, if he prospered in

England, he would become absolute master of Hoi-
land."—MacauJay; Hist. Eng., ch. ix.

(5) One who can control or direct at plea-

sure.
" Men at some time are masters of their fates."

Shakes/). : Julius C&sur, l. 2.

2. A respectful title of address ; now seldom

used except by an inferior to a superior, or to
a boy, the form now used being mister (q.v.).

" The Pharisees answered, saying, Master, we would
see a sign from thee."—Matthew xii. 38.

3. A young gentleman.
" Where there are little masters find niieBes in a

house, they are impediments to the diversions of the
servants."

—

Swift. Directions to Serva?its.

4. One who has attained eminence or per-
fect skill in any occupation, art, science, or
pursuit; a man eminently skilled in the exer-
cise of any power, mental or physical, natural
or acquired.

" To pastoral melody or warlike air,
Drawn from the chords of the ancient British
By some accomplished master." [harp

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. vii.

5. A title of dignity.

Specifically

:

(1) At the universities and colleges, a de-
gree : as, a Master of Arts.

(2) In law, a title : as the Master of the
Rolls, a Master in Chancery.

"Indictments were preferred against the suitors,
the solicitors, the counsel, and even a master in
chancery, for having incurred a praemunire by ques-
tioning in a court of equity a judgment in the court
of King's Bench, obtained by gross fraud and imposi-
tion."

—

Dlackstone : Comment., bk. ili., ch. 2.

(3) The head of certain corporations, socie-

ties, or guilds: as, the Master of Balliol, the
Master of the Goldsmiths' Company, the
Master of a Masonic Lodge, &c.

II. Technically ;

1. Art:

(1) The old masters : Ancient painters of
eminence : as, Raphael, Rubens, Titian, etc.

(2) The little masters. [Little-masters.]
* 2. Bowls : The jack.
" At bowles every one craves to kisse the maister."—

Gosson : School of Abuse, p. 60.

3. Naut. : The captain of a merchant-vessel.
" Good Boatswain, have care. Where's the master}

Play the men."—Shakesp. : Tempest, i. l.

4. Navy: An officer who navigates the ship
under the direction of the captain. He is

selected from the list of lieutenants when he
lias qualified for the special duty.

B. As adj. : Belonging to or characteristic
of a master ; chief, principal, head, eminent.
(See the compounds.)

(1) Master-at-arms:

Navy: A petty officer, who may be con-
sidered the head of the ship's police; his
assistants are called ship's corporals.

(2) Master in Lunacy: A judicial officer
appointed by the Lord Chancellor, to hold
inquiries into the state of mind of persons
alleged to be insane, and incapable of manag-
ing their own affairs.

(3) Master of the Bucl-hounds: A former state
official who had the charge and management of
the royal staghouitds, a pack no longer existing.

(4) Master of the Ceremonies : [Ceremony].

(o) Master of the Horse: The third great
officer of the British Court. He has the
management and supervision of all the royal
stables and horses, with authority over all

equerries, pnges, coachmen, grooms, footmen,
&c. In state processions he rides next to the
sovereign.

(6) Master of Hounds: One who keeps a
pack of hounds.

(7) Master of the Household: In the British
Court, an officer employed under the Treasurer
of the Household to examine accounts.

(5) Master of the Mint : [Mint],

(9) Master of the Robes : [Robes].

(10) Matter of the Rolls

:

Law: One of the judges of the Chancery
division of the High Court of Justice, as ori-
ginally constituted by the Supreme Judica-
ture Act (1873). By the amending Act of 18S1
the Master of the Bolls ceased to be a member
of that court, and became a member of the
Court of Appeal, retaining, however, his rank,
title, salary, patronage, &c. (Lely & Foullces.)
[Roll, s., II.]

"This great officer . . . was formerly the chief
merely of the masters in chancery, who carried out
the decrees and performed the ministerial functions of
that court. Cardinal Wolsey is said to have been the
first chancellor who devolved on the Master of the
Jiotls the exercise of a considerable branch of the
equity jurisdiction of the vaixiV—lilackstone: Com-
ment., bk. iii., ch. 2.

(11) Master of the Temple : The chief eccle-
siastical minister of the Temple Church,
London.

(12) To be master of one's self: To have com-

plete control or command of one's own
passions and temper.

U Master is largely used, in composition,

with the sense of chief, head, eminent ; ob-

vious compounds are master-baker, master-jestj

master-tailor, &c.

master-attendant, *.

Navy : The officer next in rank to the super-

intendent of a royal dockyard.

master-builder, ••>.

1. The chief builder.
" Thorberg Skafting, master-builder,

in Iris ship-yard by the sea."
Longfellow : Musician's Tale.

2, A builder who employs workmen.

master chord, s.

Mm. : The chief chord ; the chord of the
dominant.

* master - fast, * maister - fast, u..

Tied to a master.
"Whoso hath one* married a wife is . . . iu inauer

half maister fast.'— Cdal : ApopJuh. of Erasmus, p. 87,

An officer in chargemaster-gunner, s.

of artillery.

" Chief master-gunner am I of this town."
Shakesp- : 1 Henry VI., i. 4.

master-hand, s. A person eminently
skilled in anything.

"Nameless graces which no methods teach.
And which a master-hand alone can reach."

1'opc : Essay on Criticism, 146.

t master-joint, s.

Geol. : A leading joint or fissure traversing
rocks in a straight and well-determined line, in
distinction from one of the smaller kind, run-
ning but a short way, and that irregularly.

master-key, s. A key which commands
many locks of a certain set, the keys ol which
are not interchangeable among themselves.
While neither one of a series of keys may
suffice to open any lock besides the one for
which it was constructed, a master-key is one
which will open any ohe of the set.

master-lode, $.

Min. : The principal vein of ore iu a mine.

master-mariner, s.

Naut.: A* skilled seaman, holding a certifi-

cate of competency to take charge of a vessel

;

the captain or commander of a merchant
vessel.

master-mason, s. A Freemason who
has been raised to the third or master's degree.

master-mind, s. The chief or predomi-
nating mind or intellect ; the master-spirit.

"There shone the image of the master-mind."
Pope : Homer; Iluul xviii, 558.

master mould, s

moulding or composition.
The chief or finest

*' The master-mould of Nature's heavenly hand."
Byron: Childe Harold, iv. '2b.

' master-note, s.

Mm. : An old term for the sensible or lead-
lg note.

The chief or pie-

A chief or principal

master-passion, ;

dominant passion.

' master-reason, >

reason.
" She has me her quirks, her reasons, her master-

reasons"—Shakesp. : Pericles, iv. 6.

master-sinew, s.

Far. : (See extract).

"The master-sinew ia a large sinew that surrounds
the hough, and divides it from the bone by a hollow
place, where the wind-gulls are usually seated, which
is the largest and must visible smew in a horse's body ;
this oftentimes is relaxed or restrained."— farrier's
Diet.

s. The same as Meis-master-singer,
TERSINGER (q.V.).

master-spirit, s. The leading spirit in
any enterprise

; a master-mind.

master-spring, s. The main-spring;
the spring which sets in motion or regulates
the whole work or machine.

master-string, s. The chief string.
"The tender'st point, the master-string
That makes most harmony or discord to mp,"

Howe. (Todd.)

master-Stroke, s. A masterly achieve-
ment; a wonderfully clever or skilful per-
formance.

"
ft

1."1 should himself direct me, I would trace
Mis master-strokes, and draw from his design."

Cowper: Task, ii. 398.

boil, bo^; pout, jo%l ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shim

;
-tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &e. = beL del."-cian,
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A screw-tap, a screw-

A sectorial tooth.

master-tap, s.

plate (q.v.).

master-tooth,
" Some living creatures have their master-teeth in-

dented one within another like saws : as lions and
dogs.''

—

Bacon.

master-touch, s. The touch or finish of
a master-hand.

*master-town, master -toune, s

The chief town, the capital.

" Jiison is roiued fortii to the citie.

That whylome cleped Jasconicos
Tliat was the master-tounc of all Colcos."

Ghaucer : Legend of B'tdo.

master-wheel, s. The main wheel in a

machine which acts as a driver of many parts.

Such is the large cog-wheel in a horse-gear
which imparts motion to a circular system
of pinions.

master-work, s. The principal perform-
ance or work ; a master-piece ; a chef d'eeuvre.

"Here, by degrees, his master- work arose."
Thomson ; Castle of Indolence, ii. 19.

master-workman, s. A foreman, an
overseer over workmen.

mas -ter, v.t. & i. [Master, s.]

A. Transitive :

1. To become the master of; to subject
one's power, authority, or control ; to over-
power, to subdue.

"His passion 7nasters hini."
Tennyson : Enid 1- Geraint, S92.

2. To make one's self master of; to over-
come the difficulties of, so as to understand
fully : as, To master a science.

* 3. To be a master to.
"

' Rather father thee than master thee."
Shakesp. : Cynxbeline, iv. 2.

*4. To own or possess ; to be the master or
possessor of.

" I see their antique pen would have expressed
E'en such a beauty as you masti-r now."

Sluikesp. : Sonnet 106.

5. To treat or handle in a masterly way, or
with skill and thoroughness.

* B. Intrans, : To be skilful ; to he a master

;

to excel.

* mas'- ter -dom, * mas -ter-- dome, s.

[Eng. ma$ter; -dom.] Dominion, power, au-
thority, control.

" Give solely sovereign sway and masterdom."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. 5.

* mas ter-ful, * mas ter full, * mais
ter-full, a. [Eng. master; -fall.]

1. Having the skill or art of a master.
" [She] heard sayne, for not might it ben hid.
How masterfull a leech he had him kid."

Browne : Shepheards Pipe, eel. 1.

2. Characterized by skill or masterly power.
*' Even so it comes many times Into my mind to say

thus . . . that sophistical and masterful syllogisme."
—P. Holland : Plutarch, p. 528.

3. Inclined to act tire -part of a master ; im-
perious, exacting.

"For either they be full of ielouaie,

Or masterfull, or louen nouelrie."
Chaucer : Troilus & Creteide, li.

4. Powerful, strong.
" He fell, as which nuthynge couthe
How maisterfull loue is in youthe."

Gower-. C. A., bk. iii.

t mas'-ter-ful-l^, adv. [Eng. masterful; -ly.]

In a masterful or masterly manner.
"A lawless and rebellious man, who held lands

masterfully and in high contempt of the royal family."
—Mocaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

tmas-ter ful ness, s. [Eng. masterful;
-mss.] The quality or state of being master-
ful or masterly ; masterly skill.

"An easy masterfulness that brought out every
element of beauty. "—Daily Telegraph, March 9, 1882.

' mas'-ter-nood, s [Eng. master; -hood.]

Imperiousness."
" I would accommodate quietly to his masterhood.

"

—C. Bronte: Jane Eyre, ch. xxxiv.

mas'-ter-less, tt. [Eng. master; -less.]

1, Wanting or without a master or owner.
" Lo ! where yon steeds run masterlesa."

Scott : Lord of tJie Isles, vi. 18.

* 2. Ungoverned, unsubdued.

mas ter 11 ness, 5. [Eng. masterly ; -ness.]

'Die quality or state of being masterly ; mas-
terly skill. (Athenazum, Oct. 29, 1887, p. 570).

mas'-ter-ly, a. & adv. [Eng. master; -ly.]

A. As adjective :

1. Suitable to or becoming a master ; formed

or executed with extraordinary or superior
skill and art ; most excellent, artful, or skilful.

2. Having the dispositions or manners of a
master ; imperious, domineering.

* B. As adv. : In a masterly manner ; like

a master ; with the skill or art of a master.
"Masterly done

:

The very life seems warm upon her lip."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, v, 3.

* mas' - ter - oils, a. [Eng. master; -cms.]

Characteristic of a master ; masterly.

"To wreathe an enthymema with masterous dex-
terity."

—

Milton : Apol. for Smectymnuus.

mas'-ter-piece, ». [Eng. master, and piece.]

1. A performance superior to anything of

the same kind, or to anything done by the
same person ; anything done with extra-

ordinary skill and art.

" At an earlier period they had studied the master-
pieces of ancient genius."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. iii.

*2. Chief excellence or talent.

mas'- ter -ship, *mas-ter-shyppe, s

[Eng. master; -ship.]

1. The position, place, or office of a master.

"The kinds of this seignoury, Seneca makes two:
the one, power or command ; the other, propriety or
mastership."—Raleigh : Hist. World, bk. i., ch. ix., § 1.

2. The position, place, or office of teacher.

[Master, s. 1 (3). J

*3. Dominion, rule, power, superiority,

mastery, pre-eminence.

"Where noble youths for mastership should strive."

liryden: Ovid; Metamorphoses i.

*4; Superior skill, art, or knowledge,
" When the sea was calm, all boats alike
Showed mastership in floating."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, iv. 1.

* 5. The chief work, the masterpiece.
" Two youths of royal blood, renown'd in fight,

The mastership of lieav'n in face and mind."
liryden ; Palamon & Arcite, ii. 318.

* 6. A title of respect : used ironically.

"How now, slgnior Launce? what news with your
mastership ? "Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona,
iii. 1.

mas'-ter-wort, s. [Eng. master, and wort.]

Bot. : The umbelliferous genus or sub-genus
Imperatoria. Common or Great Masterwort
is Imperatoria or (according to Sir Joseph
Hooker) Peucedanum Ostruthium. Impera-
toria being made a section of Peucedanum. It

is two or three feet high, with few leaflets, and
large, many-rayed umbels. It is naturalized

in the North of England and Scotland.
Called also by Hooker and Arnott by the
book-name of Broad-leaved Hog's Fennel.

H English Masterwort is the genus iEgopo-
dium.

masterwort-oil, s.

Chem. ; A volatile oil, obtained from the root
of masterwort. It appears to be a mixture
of several hydrates of a hydrocarbon isomeric
with oil of turpentine. It is transparent and
aromatic, and boils at from 170° to 220°.

mas'-ter-y, mais -trie, *mais-try,
* maeis-trie, s. [0. Fr. maistrie, meistrie,

from maistre = a master (q.v.).]

1. Dominion, rule; power or right of go-

verning ; the position or state of a master.
" To meaner front was ne'er assign'd
Such mastery o'er the common mind."

Scott : Lord of the Isles, iv. 22.

2. Superiority, pre-eminence.
" If a man strive for masteries, yet is he not crowned

except he strive lawfully."—2 Timothy iL 5.

3. Victory in war.
" It is not the voice of them that shout for mastery

... I hear."

—

Exodus xxxlL 18.

* 4. The act of mastering.

"The learning and mastery of a tongue being un-
Sleasont in itself, should not be cumbered with other
imculties."

—

Locke : On Education.

* 5. Pre-eminent skill, art, or dexterity ;

masterly skill or power.
" O, had I now your manner, maistry, might . . .

How I would draw."
Ben Jonson : Poet to the Painter,

* 6. Success attained by superior skill, art,

or dexterity ; a triumph.

*7. -A- contest for superiority.

* 8. The philosopher's stone.

* mast -ful, a. [Eng. mast (2), s. ; -ful(t).~\

Abounding in mast, or the fruit of oak, beech,
or other forest trees.

" Thus the mastful uhesnut mates the skies."
Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia ii. 20.

mas-tic, mas'-tich, mas-tick, *mas-
tache, * mas-tiche, s. & a. [Fr. mastic,

, from Lat. mastiche; Gr. fiao-Tixv (mastiche) =
the gum of the tree Schinos, from fxao-rafa

' (mastazo), from fiaa-do^ai (masaomai) = to

chew; f±6.crTa£ (mastax) - the mouth; Port.

mastique; Dut. viastik ; Ger. mastix.]

A. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The same as II. 1 (2).

2. A kind of mortar or cement used for

plastering walls. It consists of finely-ground

oolitic limestone, mixed with sand and li-

tharge, and used with a considerable portion
of linseed oil. It sets hard in a few days, and
is much used in works where great expedition
is required.

II, Technically

:

1. Botany:

(1) (Of all the forms): [Mastic-tree],

T[ Barbary Mastic is Pistacia atlantica,

Mastic of Chios, P. Lentiscxis, North Indian,
Bursera gummifera, and Peruvian Mastic,
Schinits molle.

(2) (Of the form mastich, mastick): Thymus
Mastichina.

(3) (Of theform mastic) : Majorana crassifolia.

2. Chem.: The resin of Pistacia Lentiscus, oc-
curring in small rounded translucent grains
or tears, which soften when masticated, giving
out a slightly bitter, aromatic taste. It is

soluble in rectified spirit and oil of turpentine,
and is used in fumigations and in the manu-
facture of varnishes. Its sp. gr. = 1"074, and
its composition, according to Schrotter, is

C20H32O2.

3. Dentistry ; Mastic dissolved in chloro-
form or ether, is often used to stop decayed
teeth.

4. Pharm. (Chiefly of the forms mastiche and
mastick) : Sometimes used, as a masticatory
on account of the agreeable odour it imparts
to the breath.

*B. As adj. .- Gummy, adhesive or sticky
like mastic.

" Gellia wore a velvet mastick patch
"

Bp. Ball : Satires, bk. vi., sat. L

mastic-herb, mastich herb, s.

Bot. : Thymus Mastichina.

mastic-tree, s.

Botany

:

1. Pistacia Lentiscus, an anacard growing
in the Levant, the north of Africa, and the
south of Europe, especially in the Isle of

Chios. [Mastic, 1[.] It has evergreen pari-

pinnate leaves, with winged petioles. It is

about fifteen or twenty feet high. Transverse
incisions are made, in dry weather, in August
and September, in the bark of the tree, from
which the mastic exudes in drops, which are>

suffered to run down to the ground, and when
concreted are collected for use.

2. Pistacia atlantica, growing in Barbary

;

it yields Barbary Mastic.

* mas'-tic-a-lile, a. [Lat. mastico = to mas-
ticate ; Eng'. -able.] Capable of beiug masti-
cated ; susceptible of mastication.

mas-ti ca -dor, s. [Sp. mastigador, from
Lat. mastico = to chew.] A part of a bridle ;

a slavering-bit.

mas'-ti-cate, v.t. [Lat. masticatus, pa. par.
of mastico= to chew, properly = to chew mastic,
from Lat. mastiche=. mastic (q.v.) ; Ital. mas-
t'tcare; Sp. masticar ; Port, mastigar.] To
chew ; to grind and crush with the teeth, so
as to prepare for swallowing.

" Now I eat my meals with pain,
Averse to masticate the grain."

Cotton : Fable vi.

mas ti ca-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. ?na$(i-

catio, from masticatus, pa. par. of mastico = to
masticate (q.v.)j Sp. masticacian; Ital. masti-
gazione.]

Phys. : The trituration of the food and the
mixing of it with the salivary secretion, pre-
paring it for the furtheraction of the stomach.
Mastication is voluntary in the adult, except
when the will is in abeyance ; in infants and
the lower animals it becomes instinctive. It
is performed by the action of the lips, teeth,
and mouth. This action is mechanical, whilst
the further digestive process in the stomach
is chemical. Mastication is succeeded by de-
glutition, or swallowing, by which the aliment
is conveyed into the pharynx, and from there
to the stomach.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = 6 ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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mas-ti ca tor, s. [Erg. inasticat(e) ; -or.]

1. One who or that which, masticates

;

specif., a small machine to cut up meat fur
aged persons, or those who have lost their
teeth or the power of chewing.

2. A machine which kneads the raw caout-
chouc to render it homogeneous.

mas'-tl-ca-tor-$r, «. & s. [Fr. masticatoire.]

A. As adj. : Chewing ; adapted for the office

or duty of chewing.
* B. As subst. : A medicine to be chewed

only, not swallowed.
"Salivation ami masticatories evacuate consider-

ably."—Flvyer : On Humours.

mas-tich, [Mastic]

mas-ti-cin, s. [Eng., &c. mastic ; suff. -in.]

Chem. ; That portion of mastic insoluble in
alcohol. It is a soft white resin, but by pro-
longed heatingbecomes transparent, yellowish,
and friable, and is then soluble in alcohol.
Its composition, according to Johnston, is

C40H31O0.

* mas -tick, s. [Mastic]

* mas -tick, a. [See def.] Perhaps = mas-
ticating, but more probably a misreading or
misprint for mastiff.

" When rank Thersites opes his mastick jaws."
tihake&p. : Troilus & Cressida, i. 3.

mas-ti-cot, s. [Massicot.]

ma3 tiff, * mas -tif, * mas- tis, * mas-tyf,
* mes tif, • mes-tyf, * mas-tive (pi.

mas tiffs, t mas -lives), s. [0. Fr. mestif

= mongrel, mast in (Fr. mdtin) = a mastiff, pro-
perly a house-dog, from Low Lat. * mastinus,
* masnatinus, from masnata, masnatla = a
household, from Lat. mansio = a mansion

;

Ital. mastino ; Port, mastim; Sp. mastin.]

Zool. : A variety of dog of an old English
breed, probably peculiar to the British Isles.

It is the Dogue de forte race of Builbn, the
Canis molossus of Linnaeus, C. mastivus of Ray,
and C. villaticus or catenarius of Dr. Caius.
The head resembles that of the bull-dog, but
with the ears dependent. The upper lip falls

over the lower jaw. The end of the tail is

turned up, and the fifth toe of the hind foot is

frequently developed. The nostrils are sepa-
rated by a deep furrow. The bark is deep-
toned, and the aspect of the animal grave and
noble. It is taller than the bull-dog, but the
chest is not deep, and the head is large in
proportion to the general form. The mastiff
is faithful and affectionate, and makes an ex-
cellent watch-dog.

"The next is the mastiff or ban dog, a species of
great size and strength, and a very loud barker. Man-
wood (Forest Law) says, it derives its name from Mane
the thefe, being supposed to frighten away robbers by
its tremendous voice."—Pennant : Brit. Zool.; The
Mastiff.

% Cuban mastiff:

Zool. : A variety of mastiff, intermediate in

size between the English variety and the bull-

dog. It is extremely savage, and was used in

the days of slavery for tracking runaway
negroes. It is now used as a watch-dog, and
by the Spaniards for bull-fighting.

mastiff bats, s. pi.

Zool. : The cheiropterous sub-family Molos-
sinte (q.v.). The popular name is derived from
a faint resemblance which they bear to mas-
tiffs in the conformation of the head.

m&s-ti-ga'-dor, *. [Masticador.]

mas-tig-a-mce'-ba, s. [Gr. fxaa-n^ (mastix),

genit. u.ao"j-iYos (mastigos) = a whip, and Eng.,

&c. amoeba (q.v.).]

Zool. : A genus of Naked Lobose PJiizo-

pods. Mastigamceba aspersa is an intermediate

form between the Rhizopoda and the Flagel-

late Infusoria. It is about 1 mm. long, taper-

ing at the ends, with many pseudopods, a*nd

a general investment of minute bodies. There

is a flagellum projecting in front from an
ovate corpuscle enclosing a nuclear body.

mas-ti-goph'-or-a, s. [Gr. /xacmyo^opo?

(mastigophoros)= carrying a whip, from pawns
(mastix), genit. fidirnyos (mastigos) = a whip,

and (fropos (pharos) — bearing, from <f>4p*i

(phero) = to bear, to carry.]

< Bot. : The typical genus of the family Mas-
tigophoridEe(q.v.).

mas-ti-g6-ph6V-i-d*e, s. pi [Mod. Lat.

mastigophor(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. surf, -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Jungermanniacese, tribe
Jungermannete.

* mas-ti gophor-ous, a. [Mastigophora.]
Carrying a wand, scourge, or whip.

mas -tig- 6- pod, s. [Gr. (ido-rig (mastix),

genit. pda-nyos (mastigos) = a whip, and irovs

(pous), genit. ttoSos (podos) = a foot.]

Zool. : (See extract).
' It w ill be convenient to distinguish those Protozoa

, . . which are provided with cilia or flagella as masti-
gopods."—Huxley: Anat. Invert. Animals, p. 76.

mas'-tlg-ure, s. [Mastigurus.] Any indi-

vidual of the genus Mastigurus (q.v.).

mas-tlg-ur'-ust s. [Gr. pda-Tig (mastix),

genit. judemyos ()nastigos) = a whip, and ovpd
(oura) = a tail. ]

Zool. : Fleming's name for Cuvier's lacertine
genus Uromastix (q,v.).

masting, pr. par., a., &s. [Mast, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or operation of fur-
nishing with masts.

masting house, «. [Mast-house.]

masting-shears, s. A contrivance con-
sisting of two spars and one or more guys,
used for stepping or removing masts on board
vessels. [Shears.]

mas-ti'-tis, s. [Gr. jxao-rd? (mastos) = the
breast ; suff. -itis.]

Pathol. : Inflammation of the breasts of wo-
men ; it commonly terminates in- suppuration.

mast less (1), a. [Eng. mast (1), s. ; -less.]

Having no masts ; unfurnished with masts.
"There is every reason to believe that . . she Is

not superior to our meatless vessels."

—

Brit. Quarterly
Review, Ivii. 117.

* mast' -less (2), a. [Eng. mast (2), s. ; -less.]

Bearing or producing no mast.
" A cruwn of mastleas oak adoru'd her head."

Bryden ; Palumon & Arclte, iii. 208.

* mast lin, . [Maselin.]

mas-to-don, s. [Gr. juaords (mastos) = a
teat, a nipple, and bSoris (odous), genit. qSovtqs
(odontos) ~ a tooth.]

Palojont. : An extinct genus of Probos-
cideans, closely allied to the true Elephants
(q.v.). The crowns of the molar teeth have
nipple-shaped tubercles placed in pairs, and

skeleton of mastodon giganteus.

from the number of these projections, Dr.
Falconer divided the genus into groups : (1)
Trilophodon, and (2) Tetralophodon (q.v.).

Generally speaking, the two upper incisors
formed long curved tusks, as in the Elephants,
but in some cases there were two lower in-

cisors as well.

The genus ranged in time from the middle
of the Miocene period to the end of the
Pliocene in the Old World, when they became
extinct. In America several species—espe-
cially that which, from the abundance of its

remains, is the best known, Mastodon ohioti-

cus, aviericamis, or giganteus—survived to a
late Pleistocene period.

To exemplify their range in space, Prof.
Flower (Encyc. Brit. (ed. 9th), xv. G23) gives
the following list.

" Trilophodout series : M. anguttidens, borsoni, pen-
telici. pyrenuicus, tapirotdes (or turicensts), and virga-
tidens, troni Europe ; Jf./alconeri and panalonis, from
India ; .V. ohiaticus, obscurus, and productus; from
North America; and M. andium and humboldtii,
from South America.

" Tetralophodont series: M. arwmensis, dissimilis,
aud longirostris, from Europe; M. latidens, sivalensis,
and perame-rtsis, from India; and M. mirificus, from
North America. Remains of M. arvi-rnensis and
M. borsoni have been found in. the crags of Norfolk
and Suffolk."

A fragment of a tusk, presenting the char-

acteristic structure only known at present

in elephants and mastodons, was found in

a drift-deposit, east of Moreton Bay, Queens-
land, and was described by Prof. Owen in

Proc. Roy. Soc, March. 30, 1SS2.

mas-to don-sau -rus, 5. [Eng.. &c. mas-
todon, and Gr. cravpos (sauros) = a lizard.]

Palwont. : A genus of Labyriuthodonta
founded by Prof. Jaeger on cranial remains
from the Lower Keuper of Wurtemberg. The
name is misleading, as the animal had no
affinity with the Saurians, and is now better

described as Labyrinthodon Jaegeri. Casts of

the remains are in the British Museum of

Natural History at South Kensington.

mas-to-don -tic, a. [Eng. viastodon ; t con-
nective, and suff. -ic] Pertaining to or resem-
bling a mastodon.

mas-to dyn i-a, s. [Gr. ju,ao-T05 (mastos) =
the breast of a "woman, and 66vi/n (odune) =
pain.]

Pathol. : Irritable breast, a neuralgia of the
intercostal nerves, or of the anterior supra-
clavicular nerves going to the mammary
glands.

mas'-toid, a. [Gr, u.aords (viastos) = the
breast, and eiSo? (eidos) = appearance.] Per-
taining to or resembling the breast ; teat-like.

mastoid artery, s.

Anat. : A branch of the occipital artery,
entering the skull through the mastoid fora-
men, and ramifying in the dura mater.

mastoid cells, s. pi.

Aunt. : Irregular cavities in the substance
of the mastoid process of the temporal bone.
They communicate freely with one another,
and are lined by a thin mucous membrane
continuous with that of the tympanum.

mastoid foramen, s.

Anat : The passage in the mastoid portion
of the temporal bone, by which the mastoid
artery enters the skull.

mastoid muscle, s. [Sterno-mastoid
MUSCLE.]

mastoid process, s.

Anat.: A nipple-shaped projection behind
the aperture in the ear, in the mastoid por-
tion of the temporal bone. On the inner side
there is a deep groove for the attachment of
the digastric muscle, and internally there is a
groove for the occipital artery.

mastoid e al, <<. [Eng. mastoid; -eal.]

Anat. : Situated in or pertaining to the
mastoid process.

mas toid-6 --, pref. [Mastoid.]

A nat. : Of or belonging to anything mastoid.

mastoido-humeral, a.

Anat. : Connected both with the humeral
and with the mastoid process. There is a
mastoido-humeral muscle.

mas-tdl'-o-gy, s. [Gr. juacn-os (mastos) — the
breast, and \6yos (logos) = a discourse, a
treatise.] A treatise or history of animals
which suckle their young.

1 mas-tress, [Mistress.]

mas-tur-ba'-tlon, * mas-tu-pra -tion,
s. [Fr. masturbation, mastu-praiion, from Lat.
masturbatus, pa. par. of masturbo = to practise
onanism, prob. from manus = the hand, and
stnprxim = defilement ; Sp. masturbacion ;
Ital. masturbazione, mastuprazione.] Onanism

;

self-defilement.

mast -wood, s. [Eng. mast, and wood.] (See
the compound.)

U Yellow mastwood

:

Bot. : Xanthoxylon (Tobinia) coriacea.

mast'-Wort, s. [Eng. mast, and wort.]

But. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Corylacese.

* mast -y, a. [Eng. mast (2), s. ; -y.] Full of
or abounding with mast or acorns, &c.

* mas-ty, * mas-tyf, s. [Mastiff.]

* mas'-u-el, o. [Massuelle.J

ma- su -la, *. [Masoola.]

b6ilf boy; pout, jtfwl; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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mat (1), * matte (1), * natte, s. [A.S.
mcattti ; from Lat. matta ; Low Lat. iuttt» =
a mat ; cogn. with Dut. mat ; Ger. matte ; Sw.
matta; Dan. matte; ltal. matta; tip. mata ;

Fr. wtffc.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A rug of straw, rushes, husks, coir, junk,
hemp; a tufted fabric of these materials or
of wool ; a skin with the hair or wool on ; a
set of slats, &e. Mats are for cleaning shoes
at a door ; keeping the feet from a cold floor,

as in carriages or halls, and elsewhere.
"The women and children in the west of Cornwall

make mats of a small and flue kind of bents there
growing, which serve to cover floors and walls." —
Carew; Survey of Cornwall.

2. A kind of coarse fabric used in the
packing of furniture or goods, in the stowage
of corn, and in covering up plants against
frost, &c. [Bass-mat.]

3. A small piece of oil-cloth, fabric, or
worsted work, to place beneath a hot disli or
wet jug, to preserve the polish of a table

;

a dinner-mat.
* i. A mattress.

5. Anything growing thickly together, or
closely interwoven, so as more or less to re-

semble a mat in appearance, form, or texture :

as, a mat of hair.

II. Technically

:

1. Naut. : A wad of woven or thrummed
junk, used to secure standing rigging from
the friction of yards and ropes.

2. Photog. : An ornamental plate or passe-
partout laid o\er a photograph, and forming
an oval or other symmetrical border to the
picture, as well as keeping it from abrasion
by the glass.

mat-grass, s. [Mat-weed.]

mat-weed, mat-grass, ».

Botany

;

1. Nardus, a genus of grasses, the only
species of which is Nardus stricta, which
grows abundantly on moors and heaths in
short tufts which are so coarse and rigid that
cattle will not eat it. [Xardus.]

2. The graminaceous genus Psamma (q.v.).

*[ Hooded mat-weed is Lygeum Spartinm;
Sea mat-weed, Psamma arena ria ; and Small
mat-weed, Nardus stricta.

mat (2), matt, matte (2), s. [Ger. matt ~
dull, dim ; .applied to metals.]

Metall. : An alloy of metals in a crude form,
in the process of reducing.

mat, v.t. & i. [Mat, s.]

A. Transitive :

1. To cover or overlay with mats or matting.
" Keep the doors and windows of your conservatories

well matted and guarded from the piercing air."

—

Evelyn : Kalemlar.

2. To twist or twine together ; to inter-

weave like a mat ; to entangle : generally in

the pa. par., as matted hair.
" The fibres are matted as wool is in a hat."

—

Grew:
Cosmo. Sacra, bk. i., cli. iv.

* B. Intro n-t. : To become matted ; to grow
thickly and closely together ; to become in-

terwoven like a mat.

* mat a chin, s. [Mattachin.]

mat'-a-cho, [Mataco.]

mat'-a-co, mat'-a-cho, mat'-I-co, s. [Na-
tive names.]

Zool. : Dasypus Aspar (Desmarest), D. trU
ductus (Linn.), the Bolita, or Ball Armadillo,
so-called from its faculty of assuming a spheri-
cal form. It is about eighteen inches long, of
which the tail is two and a half, and the head
three. Between the two bucklers are three
movable bands, whence the animal is some-
times called the Three-banded Armadillo
Habitat, Brazil, Paraguay, and Buenos Ayres,
but it is nowhere very common.

mat a dor, mat adore, s. [Sp. matador,
from viator, Lat. m'acto = to kill, to sacrifice ;

mactator = one who kills or sacrifices.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who kills : specif, in
Spanish bull-lights the man appointed to
administer the fatal stroke to the bull, when
excited to fury by the attacks of the pica-
dorcs and banderilleros. He is armed with a
sword and a small stick (mvleta), to which a
piece of scarlet silk is attached. The animal
is killed by plunging the sword into it near

the left shoulder-blade, and if the stroke is

skilfully and
properly given,
death is instan-

taneous.
" In costly sheen

and gaudy cloak
array 'd,

But all afoot, the
light-limb'd
Matadore

Stands in the cen-
tre, eager to in-
vade

The lord of lowing
herds."
Huron: Childe

Harold, iv. 74.

2. Cards ; One
of the three
principal cards
in the games of
ombre and qua-
drille, winch are
always two
black aces and
the deuce of spades and clubs, and the seven
of hearts and diamonds. These are called mur-
dering cards because they lake or kill all other,

" Now move to war her sable matadores
In show like leaders of the swarthy Moors."'

Pope : Ilape of the Lock, in. 47.

* mat-se-6T-d-gy, $. [Mateology.]

MATADOR.

mat-se-o-tech -nie, [Mateotechny.]

+
'" mat a-fund, s. [Sp. matar = to kill, and
Lat. j'u'nda = a sling.] A kind of sling.

"That murderous sling
The matafund." Southey : Joan of Arc, bk. viii.

ma-tama-ta, s. [Native name.]

Zool. : Chelysfimbriata, a river tortoise living
in the stagnant pools near the Orinoco and
Amazon. It lives on fish and small water-
birds. Its peculiar barbules, from their close
resemblance to worms serve to attract fish.

The head is depressed, wide, and triangular
;

the nostrils prolonged into a kind of proboscis,
the gape wide, and the jaws rounded. The
buckler is flat and bumpy.

match (1), * macche (I), * mache (1), s.

[O. Fr. mesche, meiche = a wick of a candle, a
match, from Low Lat. * vnjxa, myx-us = a wick
of a candle, from Gr. p.v£a (viuxa) = the nozzle
of a lamp; Fr. meche; Sp. & Port, media;
ltal. miccia.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Anything which readily
catches fire, either from a spark or by fric-

tion, and is used for conveying, communi-
cating, or retaining fire ; specifically, a splint
or strip of combustible material, usually
wood, one end of which is dipped in a com-
position that, ignites by friction. There are
numerous varieties of matches, adapted for
different uses, as fusees, vestas, vesuvians, &c.

" Nor will it [the smoke of sulphur] easily light a
candle, until that spirit be spent, and the name ap-
pioacheth the match."—Browne : Vulgar Jirrours,
bk. vi . ch. xii.

2. Ord. & Mining : A slow-match consists
of loosely-twisted hempen cord dipped in a
solution of saltpetre and lime-water. It burns
at the rate of one yard in three hours. A
quick-match is cotton coated with a composi-
tion of mealed-powder, gum, and water.
"When not confined it burns at the rate of one
yard in thirteen seconds. Another quick-
match is made of cotton-wick boiled in salt-

petre and water. Alcohol and mealed powder
are added to the warm solution, and the wick
left to steep for twenty-four hours. The
match is then dried.

"We took a piece of match, such as soldiers use, of
the thickness of a man's little finger, or somewhat
thicker. "

—

Boyle: Works, i. 29.

% To prime a match: To prepare the match
so as to be easily ignitible by putting on the
end of it some wet bruised powder, made into
a sort of paste.

match-box, s. A box for holding matches.

match-cloth, a. A kind of coarse woollen
cloth.

match-coat, i

of match cloth.

* match-cord, 5.

pared as a match.

* match-tub, a.

Old Ord. : A tub with a cover perforated
with holes, in which lighted slow matches
were hung, fire downwards, and in which
there was water to extinguish any sparks that
might fall from the matches.

A large loose coat made

A line or cord pre-

match (2),
* macche (2), * mache (2), s.

[A.S. mcecca, ge-mcecca = a comrade, a com-
panion, a spouse ; Icel. maki ; Sw. make

;

Dan. mage; M. H. Ger. mack, gemach ; Dut.
makker.] [Mate (1), s.]

* 1. One equal, like, or similar to another;
an equal, a companion, an associate, a mate.

"Neither felowship of their -mutches nor feare of
any such as are after the worldly compt accomptedi
for theyr betters."

—

Sir T. More: Workes, p. 1,035.

2. One able or equal to contend or cope
with another.
" To force our fleet, or e'en a ship to gain.
Asks toil, and sweat, and blood: their utmost might
tihall find its match." Pope : Homer; Iliad xv. 503.

3. The bringing together of two parties
fitted or suited for each other : as

—

(1) A competition or contest for victory in
strength, skill, or science.

"Well known in many a warlike match before."
Drayton : Barons Wars, ii.

(2) Union by marriage,
" If John marries Mary, and Mary alone,
Tis a very good match between Mary and John."

Cowper : Mary d- John.

i. One to be married or to be gained in
marriage ; a consort.

" Should I tell the ladies so disposed,
They'd get good matche, ere the season closed."

Whitehead: C'reusa. (Epil.J
* 5. A bargain.

"There I have had another had match."—Sfiakesp. :
Merchant of Venice, iii. 1.

* 6. An agreement, an appointment, an
arrangement.

" The hour is fixed, the match is mnde."—Sliakesj).

:

Merry Wives of Windsor, ii. 2,

* K A set match : A conspiracy.
"They should think this a set match betwixt tlie

brethren."—Bp. Hall ; Contempt. ; Aaron's Censer.

match-boarding, matched-board-
ing, s.

Carp. . Boards provided with tongues and
grooves on the respective edges, so as to
drive together and make a tight-joint. Used
in siding, flooring, and for tight-cases. When
each board is beaded in front on the edge
where the groove is, the lining is properly
called matched and beaded boarding.

match-gearing, s.

Gearing : Two cog-wheels of equal diameter
geared together.

match-hook, s. A double hook or pair
of hooks in which one portion forms a mousing
for the other.

match-planes, s. pi. A pair of planes
making a tongue and groove respectively, the
former to fit the latter. Used in making
tight joints on meeting edges of boards. Ad-
justable match-planes have moving fences to
determine the distance of the tongue or the
groove from the working edges of the re-

spective boards. For varying widths of
grooves and tongues different irons are used,

match-plate, ».

Found. : A plate upon the opposite sides
of which the halves of a pattern are placed
correspondingly, to facilitate the operation of
moulding. The plate is placed between the
parts of a flask, rammed up from both sides, and
removed, allowing the parts to come together.

match-wheel, s. A cog-wheel adapted
to mesh into or work with another.

* match (1), v.t. [Match (1), s.] To purify,

as vessels, by burning a match in them.

match (2), * mache, v.t.&i. [Match (2), s.}

A. Transitive :

1. To be a match for or to be equal to ; to
equal ; to be able to compete with.

" A wretch whose sorrows matched my own."
Scott : liokeby, iv. 23.

2. To compare as equal ; to put forward as
a match or equal.

"The Shepherd's Kalendar in Spenser is not to he
matched In any modern language."—Dryden ; Du-
fresnoy.

3. To oppose as equal ; to set against or put
forward as an equal in contest.

" Eternal might
To match with their inventions they presumed
So easy." Milton : P. L., vi. 631,

4. To oppose as a match or equal ; to con-
tend against as a match.

" [The] shame of being -matched by such n foe."
Dryden: Annus Mirabilis, cxc.

5. To suit ; to make to harmonize or accord.
" So well was matched the tartan screen
With heathbell dark and brackens green."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iii. SI.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. se t ce — e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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6. To suit, to accommodate, to proportion.
" Let poets match their subject .to their strength."

Jloscommon : On Poetry,

* 7. To marry ; to give in marriage.
" To match iny friend Sir Tliurio to my daughter."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iii. 1.

8. To join in any way ; to combine, to unite,

to couple

.

" A sharp wit matched with too blunt a will."

Shakesp. : Love's Labour 'a Lost, ii.

B. Intransitive

:

r * 1. To be united in marriage ; to marry.
" Matching more for wanton lust than honour."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., iii. 3.

2. To be of equal or like size, figure, quality,

&c. ; to agree, to tally, to correspond : as,

These colours match.

t match'-a-ble, a. [Eng. match (2), v. ; -able.]

1. Equal, suitable ; fit to be placed in com-
parison or competition ; comparable ; fit to

be joined or matched.

If Followed by the preposition to or with
before an object.

" Matclmble either to Semiramia . . .

Or to HypsipMl." Spenser : F. Q„ II. x. 56.

2. Correspondent.
"Those at laud that are not matchafjle with any

upon our shores, are of those very kinds which are
found nowhere but in the deepest parts of the sea."—

I Woodward- Sat. Hut.

* match'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. matclwMe

;

-ness.\ The quality or state of being match-
able ; correspondence.

matched, pa, -pur. or a. [Match (2), v.]

matched boarding, s. [Match-board-
ing. J

match'-er, s. [Eng. match (2), v. ; -er.] One
who matches.

mat'-chet, s. [Sp. machete.] A knife used
for cutting sugar-canes ; a machete.

" Had recently received an order for a large quantity
of matehvt knives, of a peculiar pattern, used in the
cutting of su^ai -cain:s in the East Indies."—Morning
Chronicle, May 25, 1SJ7.

match'-llig, 2)r. par., (-,., & s. [Match (2), v.]

A. & B. ^l-s pr. par. & particip. adj.: (See

the verb).

C. As subst, : The act of providing with a

match ; suiting or accommodating.

matching machine, s. A wood-planing
machine which tongues and grooves the re-

spective edges of a board.

matching plane, [Match-plane. 1

[Eng.match' -less, * match- lesse,

match (2), s. ; -less.]

1. Having no, match or equal ; unequalled,

unrivalled, incomparable.
" Warring in heaven against heaven's matchless King."

MUton : P. L. , iv. 41.

* 2. Not matched or paired ; unlike.

match'-less-l^, adv. [Eng. matchless; -ly.]

In a matchless manner or degree ; in a manner
or degree not to be matched or equalled.

match'-less-ness, s. [Eng. matchless; -ness.]

The quality or state of being matchless ; iu-

comparability.

* match-lock, s. [Eng. mutch, and lode]

1. The old form of gun-lock which pre-

ceded the wheel-lock and the flint-lock. It

had a match which was presented to the prim-

ing, whence its name.

2. A musket fired by means of a match.

match'-mak-er (1), 5. [Eng. match (1), s.,

and maker.] One who makes matches for

burning.

match'-mak-er (2), s. [Eng. match (2), s.,

and malting.] One who contrives or arranges

marriages.

match -mak lrig, «. & 5. [Eng. match (2),

s., and making.]

A. ^s adj. : Anxious or trying to arrange

marriages : as, matchmaking mothers.

B, As subst. : The act or practice of arrang-

ing marriages.

mate (1J, s. [A corruption of Mid. Eng. make
= a companion, a mate ; A.S. gemoca, maca
= a mate ; cngn. with Icel. maki; Sw. make;

Dan. mage ; O. Sax. gi-maho; O. Ban. maet;

Dut. maat.] [Make, s.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who ordinarily associates with

another ; a companion, an associate.
" It seemed, like me, to want a mate*
But was not half so desolate."

Byron : Prisoner of Chilton, x.

2. A suitable companion ; a match.
* 3. A husband or wife.

" Thou hast no unkind mate to grieve thee."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, ii. 1.

L One of a pair of birds or animals which
associate for the propagation and care of

young.
" The turtle to her mate hath told her tale."

Surrey: llestless State of a Loocr.

II. Nautical ;

1. An officer in a merchant vessel, whose
duty is to assist the captain. In large ships

there are three mates, called respectively,

first, second, and third mates or officers.

* 2. Generally, a subordinate officer; an
assistant ; as, a surgeon's mate.

mate (2), s. [Mate (2), v.]

Chess : The state of the king when he is in

check, and cannot get out of it by moving
himself, or by interposing a piece between him-
self and the checking piece, or by taking it.

The player whose king is in such a position

loses the game. [Checkmate (1), s. ; Stale-
mate.]

mate (3), s. [Mate comes from the language

of the Incas, and — calabash. Paraguay-tea

was at first called yerva do mate, and then the

name mate camp to signify the plant, and its

dried leaves. (Encyc. Brit.)]

Bot. : The Brazilian name for Ilex paraguen-

sis. [Paraguay-tea.]

mate (1), v.t. & i. [Mate (1), s.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To match ; to marry.
" If she be mated with an equal husband."

Shakesp. : Timon of Athens, i 1.

2. To match one's self against ; to oppose
as a match or equal.

"I, 1' th' way of loyalty and truth,
Dare mate a sounder man than Surrey can be."

Shukesp. : Henry Ylll., iii. 2.

* 3. To vie with ; to reach to.

" Tall ash, and taller oak that mutes the skies."

Brfitien; Yiryil ; Georgic ii. 93.

*B. Intrans.: To match one's self ; to pair,

to associate.

mate (2), v.t. & i. [Pers. shdhmdh = the king

is dead ; mat ~ he is dead, from Arab. mdta=
lie died ; Turk. & Pers. mat = astonished,

amazed, perplexed.]

A. Transitive :

1. Ord. Lang. : To confound, to paralyze, to

stupefy, to astound, to appal, to crush.
" Not mad, but mated ; how, I do not know."

SJutkesp. : Comedy of Errors, iii. 2.

2. Chess: To checkmate (q. v.).

*B. Intrans. : To be confounded, astounded,

or paralyzed.

* mate, a. [O. Fr. mat; Ital. nnatto = mad,
fund.] Confounded, astounded, paralyzed,

dejected. [Mate (2), v.]

mat-e-cer'-ic, a. [Eng. &c. mate, and eerie]

(See the compound.)

mateceric-acid, s.

Cltem. : An acid obtained from the wax of

the Yerba mate (Ilex paraguayensis). It is a

white substance, having acid properties, solu-

ble in ether and in boiling alcohol, and melting

at 105°-110°. Its sp. gr. is 0*8151 at 26°.

* mate'-less, a. [Eng. mate (1), s. ; -less.]

"Without a mate or companion ; solitary, de-

serted.
" Daughter too divine as woman to be noted,

Spouse of only death in mate/ess maidenhood."
A. C. Swinburne: Athens.

* mat'-e-lote, s. [Ft., from matelot — a

sailor.] A dish of food composed of many
kinds of fish.

* mat-e-oT-6-gy, * mat-se-ol'-o-gy, s.

[Fr. mateologle, from Gr. fiaraioXoyia (mataio-

logia), from ftdraiw (mataios) = foolish, and
Aoyos (logos) = a discourse.] A vain, useless,

or unprofitable discourse or inquiry.
" The bead-roll of mntmology embodied in the extract

here given."—Hall : Modern English, p. 37.

* mat-e-o-tech'-ny, * mat se o-tech-nie,

s. [Fr. mateotechnie, from Gr. p.aTat07exvCa.

(mataiotechnia), from juaratos (mataios) = fool-

ish, and rexvri (techne) = an art.] An unpro-

fitable or useless science.

"Such a peevish practice and unnecessarie matteo~

technie."—Touclistone of Complexions, pref., p. 0.

ma ter, s. [Lat. = a mother.]

1 1. Ord. Lang. : Mother. (Slang.)

2. Anat. : [Dura mater, Pia mater].

* mater-aceti, a

Bot. : The Vinegar-plant (q.v.).

ma-ter'-I-a, 5. [Lat.] Matter, substance.

materia medica, s.

1. A general term for the different medicines-

employed for curative purposes ; a list of

remedies. [Medicine.]

2. A description of the several material

substances employed for curative purposes

with an investigation into their modes or

operation, and their effects upon the human
frame. It includes both Pharmacy, or Pharma-
cology, and Therapeutics.

ma-ter'-i-al, * ma-ter'-i-all, a. &s. [Fr.

materiel, irom Lat. inater 'talis = material,

from materia, materies = matter (q.v.) ; tip.

material; Ital. materiale.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language .*

1. Of or pertaining to matter ; consisting of
matter; corporeal, substantial, not spiritual.

"The elements were good enough to confine their
hostility to the mere material fabric of the ship."

—

Times, Nov. 10, 1875.

2. Pertaining to, connected with, or con-

cerning the physical nature of man, as dis-

tinguished from the moral or religious nature ;

relating to bodily or worldly wants or inter-

ests : as, the material well-being of a person.

3. Important, momentous, essential ; of

moment or importance ; having a bearing or

influence ; weighty.
" That were too long their infinite contents
Here to record, ne much materiall."

Spenser : F. Q„ II. X. 74.

*4. Full of matter ; sensible; having sense-

or ideas.
" What thinks material Horace of his learning ?

"

Ben Jonson : Poetaster, v. 1.

II. Logic: Pertaining to the matter or es-

sence of a thing, not to the form.

B. -4s substantive:

1. Anything consisting of or containing the-

fundamental properties of matter; the sub-

stance or matter of which anything is made,
or constituted : as, Rags are the material of

paper. (Frequently used in the plural.)

2. (PI) : The matter or subject on which a
discourse, treatise, or any production of the
mind or talent is founded ur constructed.

" Concerning the materials of seditions."

—

Bacon :

Essays; Of Seditions.

If 1. llaw material : Material in its natural
state, or unmanufactured.

2. Strength of materials : The power by
which any substance, as a rod, beam, chain,.

rope, &c, resists any effort to destroy the/

cohesion of its parts. There are four distinct,

strains to which every hard body may be ex-
posed, and which are— first, a body may be
pulled or torn asunder by a stretching force,

applied in the direction of its fibres, as in the
ease of ropes, stretchers, king-posts, tie-beams,

&c. ; secondly, it may be broken across by a
transverse strain, or by a force acting either
perpendicularly or obliquely to its length, as
in the case of levers, joists, &c. ; thirdly, it

maybe crushed by a force acting in the direct-

tion of its length, as in the case of pillars,

posts, and truss-beams ; fourthly, it may be-

twisted or wrenched by a force acting in a
circular direction, as in the case of an axle of
a wheel.

* ma-ter'-l-al, v.t. [Material, a.] To make-
material ; to materialize.

" I believe that the whole frame of a beast doth
perish, and ia left in the same state after death as.

before it was muteriuted unto life."

—

Browne: Jleligio-
Medici, § UT.

ma-ter'-i-al-ifm, a. [Eng. material; -ism.)

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Matter ; material bodies collectively.

2. In the same sense as II.

3. The tendency to devote care and time to
* the material nature, and its interests and

wants, to the neglect of the spiritual nature.

b6il bo^ ;
poUt, jo%l ; cat, cell, chorus, $hin, bench

; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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II. Hist. & Philos. ; The system of philo-
sophy which regards Mind as a function of
matter; the mechanical theory of the Lni-
verse. The first traces of materialism as a
system are to be found in the atomistic
philosophy of Leucippus and Dcmocritus,
which sought to comprehend all pheno-
mena as products of matter and motion
alone. Next in order comes the Epicurean
School; but Epicurus differed from Deino-
'Critus in ascribing to the atoms a certain
power of individual or arbitrary self-determi-
nation (Cic, de Xat. Dear., i. M, 2">). From
this time a supernatural element may be said
to have found a place in every philosophical
system till the seventeenth century, since
which time materialism has again come to the
front. Gassendi (1592-1055) sought to com-
bine Epicureanism with Christian theology

;

but F. A. Lange (Gesch. des Mate.rialismu.%
p. US) does not scruple to call him "the re-

newer in modern times of systematic mate-
rialism." In England, Hobbes (158S-167!))
-accepted materialism as the foundation of his
theory (Lewes: Hist, Phil, ii. 234), and was
followed by Hartley (1704-1757), and still later
by Priestley (1733-1804), who, like Gassendi,
sought to combine materialism with Chris-
tianity. In France the Sydem of Nature of
Holbach (1723-1780) was the greatest produc-
tion of materialist philosophy in the eighteenth
century. In Germany, in the present day
materialism has many champions, men dis-
tinguished for physical—and especially biolo-
gical—research standing in the foremost ranks.
Moleschott, combating Liebig, comes to the
conclusion : ^No matter without force ; no
force without matter " (Der Kreidaufdcs Lebens,
p. 302). Vogt followed with Bihier aus dem
Thierlcben. Rudolph Wagner, an opponent of
materialism, proposed at the Gottingeu Con-
gress of Physiologists to discuss the question
of a " special soul substance." The challenge-
was accepted, but no discussion took place,
,and the Deutsches Museum (Nov. J'j, 1854,
p. 755) states "that among five hundred per-
sons present, not one single voice was raised
in favour of the spiritualistic philosophy."
Wagner appealed to a wider public in his
Glauben uud Wissen, to which Vogt replied in
a pamphlet, distinguished rather by sarcasm
than argument : Kbldergtau.be und Wissen -

sclwft. To this succeeded Biichner's Kraft
mid Staff, which, according to Lewes (HUt.
Phil., ii. 752) was " for a time the best-abused
book in Europe. The chief opponents of the
outburst of materialism in Germany were
Wagner, Lotze, and Fi elite ; and the great
weight of the late Prof. Huxley's authority
may be cited against it.

"One sweat object of my essay was to show that what
is called 'materialism' has no sound philosophical
basis. '

—

Huxley : Discourses Biol, and Geol., p. las.

ina-ter'-i-al-ist, s.& a. [Eng. material; -ist.]

A. As substantive :

1. One who holds the principles of any
system of materialism.

"The 'free-thinking' antagonist of free-thinking
materialists."—Fraser . Berkeley. p. 100,

2. One whose care is for his material rather
than his mental or moral interest.

E. As adj.: Pertaining to materialism
;

materialistic.
" The materialist view is quite as imperfect as the

spiritualist view."—G. II. Leioes : Hist. Phil. (188o),
ii. 753.

ma-ter-i-al-ist'-ic, ma-ter-i-al-ist'-ic-
al, a. [Eng. materialist; -i<\ -ical'\ Relating
to or partaking of the nature of materialism.
"We object to the decidedly sensational and almost

materialistic texture of the work."—Brit. Quarterly
Ileview, vol. Ivii. (187.;). p. 301.

ma-ter-i-al -I-ty, s. [Fr. materialllc, as if

from a Lat. mutrrialUas ; Hal. materialita

;

Sp. materialidad.]

L The quality or state of being material,
or consisting uf matter; material existence;
corporeity.

" Nor had compacted earth, nor rock, nor stone,
Nor groan uuttorialiln bei-n kii.twu."

Byrom : An Epistle to a Gentleman in the Temple.

t 2. The quality of being material <>r im-
portant; importance, moment, weight: as,
the materiality of evidence.

ma-ter'-i-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. material; -ize,]

1. To reduce or bring to a state of matter
or material existence; to invest with mutter
or corporeity; to make material.

"By this means [the invention of letters] we mate-
rialize our ideas, and make them aa lasting as the ink
and paper, their vehicles."—Guardian, No. 172.

2. To consider or explain by the laws or
rules which are appropriate or peculiar to
matter.

Z. To cause to assume a character appro-
priate to material things ; to occupy with
material instead of moral or religious interests.

ma-ter'-l-al-lZ-ing, a. [Eng. materialize) ;

ing.\ Directed or tending towards mate-
rialism.

ma-ter'-l-al-ly, adv. [Eng. material; -ly.}

1. In a material manner or state ; in the
state of matter.

2. In substance, not in form only ; essen-
tially.

3. In a material or important manner or
degree ; essentially, importantly.

" All this concerneth the customs of the Irish very
materially: as well to reform those which are evil,

as to confirm and continue those which are good."

—

Spenser : State of Ireland.

ma-ter'-i-al-ness, s. [Eng. material ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being material ; mate-
riality, importance.

* ma-ter-i-ar'-i-an, $, [Lat. materiarius =
pertaining to matter ; materia = matter.] A
materialist.

* ma-ter -l-ate, a. & s. [Lat. materuttus, pa.
par. of nmterio — to construct of matter, from
materia ~ matter.]

A. As colj. . Constructed or composed of
matter.

" The most ponderous and materiate amongst
metalles."—Bacon: Nat. Hist., § 32G.

B. As subst. : A substance or thing com-
posed of matter ; a material substance.

* ma-ter'-i-a-ted, a. [Lat. materiatus.] The
same as Materiate (q.v.).

* ma-ter-l-a'-tion, s. [Lat. matcriatin, from
muteriatus, pa. par. of materio = to construct
of materials.] The act or process of forming
matter.

"Creation is the production of all things out of no-
thing ; a formation not only of matter but of form,
and a materiation even of matter itself."—ttrvwae :
Vulgar £rrour bk. vi., ch. i.

ma-te'-ri-el, s. [Fr.] [Material.] That
which, in a complex system, constitutes the
materials or instruments employed, as dis-
tinguished from the personnel, or men em-
ployed ; thus the baggage, arms, provisions,
&c, of an army are its materiel, as distin-
guished from the men, who constitute the
personnel ; so also the buildings, libraries,
apparatus, &c, of a college, as distinguished
from the professors and officers.

* ma-ter'-i-ous, a. [Lat. rnateri(a) ; Eng. adj.
sun", -ous.] The same as Material, a. (q.v.).

ma-ter'-nal, * ma-ter'-nall, a. [Fr. ma-
tertit'l, from Low Lat. matenuUis, from Lat.
materuns = motherly, from mater = a mother

;

Sp. & Port, maternal.; Ital. maternale.] Of or
pertaining to a mother ; becoming or befitting
a mother; motherly. i

" [She] long his loss with tears maternal mourned."
Hoole: Orlando Furioso, i.

ma-ter-nal-ly, adv. [Eng. maternal; -hj.]

in a maternal or motherly manner ; like a
mother.

ma-teV-ni-ty, s. [Fr. maternite, from Lat.
mater iiitatc in, ace. of matemitas, from matenuts
— maternal ; Ital. maternita ; Sp. maternidail.]
The quality, state, condition, or relation of a
mother.

"Her charity was the cause of her maternity."—
Partitenoe Sacra: (1G33), p. 47.

maternity -hospital, s. A lying-in
hospital.

mate ship, *. [Eng. mate(l); -shij).] Com-
panionship.

" I sat among them equally
In fellowship and ntatcship, as a child""

E. B. Browning: Aurora Leigh, vii,

mat'-fel-on, s. [Wei. madfelen.]

Bat. : A plant, Ceniaurea nigra ; knapweed.

* math, mathe, s. [A.S. nueth, math, from
mawan = to mow.] A mowing ; a crop
gathered by mowing. (Chiefly in composition,
as afternutf/i.)

"The first mowing thereof for the king's use, is
wont td be sooner than the common mathe."—Bp.
Hall: Hard Texts; Amos viL

Math'-a-rins, s. pi. [See def.]

Church Hist. : An order of friars, founded

by St. John of Matha in the thirteenth cen-

tury for the redemption of Christian captives.

[Trinitarian, II.]

mathe-mat'-ie-al, t math-e-mat'-Ic, a.

& s. [Fr. mathemdt'tque, from Lat. mathemati-
cus ; Gr. p.a9rjp.aTiK6<: (mathematikos) = belong-
ing to the sciences, mathematical, from
jaa&j/Aa. (rnatliema), geuit. /xa0rj/j.aToy (mailie-

vmtns)— that which is learnt, a lesson, science;
p.av96.vw (vianthand) = to learn ; Ital. & Sp.
matematico.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to mathematics.
" Solving problems matltematic."

Byron : Granta.

2. According to the rules or principles of
mathematics; theoretically precise or accurate.

" Every single argument should he managed as a
mathe}riaticalaeia.unstva,tiou."—Loeke. Human Under-
standing, § 7.

3. A term employed to denote the school of
philosophy more generally known as the
Pythagorean (q.v.), from the fact that its

method was purely deductive, and its ten-
dency towards the consideration of abstrac-
tions as the only true materials of science.

"Hence the name not uufrequently given to. that
School of the Mathematical."—G. II. Lewes: Hist.
Phil-os. (1830), i. 28.

Tf Mosheim applies the name "mathematical
philosophy" to that of Gassendi and his suc-
cessors, as distinguished from the metaphy-
sical philosophy of Descartes. The name is

unhappily chosen ; for, while the method of
mathematics is deductive, all who use the in-
ductive method are claimed as cultivators of
the mathematical philosophy. (Mosheim

:

Church Hist. (ed. Reid), pp. "35, 736, 813.)
* B. As subst. : A mathematician.

math-e-mat'-ic-al-ljr, adv. [Eng. nwthe-
m-'tical ; -hj.] In a" mathematical manner ; ac-
cording to the rules or principles of mathe-
matical science ; with mathematical certainty.

" The correctness of the solution is;us vintlwmati call

y

certain, us the truth of any property of the triangle.
—Stewart : Of tlie Hainan J/tnd, vol. ii , ch. ii., g 3.

math-e-ma-ti'-cian, s. [Fr. mathe maticien,
from Lat. mathematiens ; Gr. p.a9rip.a.TiK.6<z

(nuitheinatikos) = matheniatic (q.v.). J One
who is versed or skilled in mathematical
science.

" Mathematicians, among the Roman a, were, for
aoiue time, specially meant of astrologers, or star
prophets."—Grew.* Cosmo. Sacra, p. 327.

math-e-mat'-ics,* math'-e-mat'-icks, s,

[In Ger. mathemutih. ; Fr. mathemat ique ; ItaL
matematiea ; Lat. mathesis = (1) learning, (2)
mathematics ; Gr. ^affycrts (mathesis) = learn-
ing, science

; p.a9elv (mathtin) = to learn,
2ndaor. inf. of fj.av6dvoi(vw athano) = to learn.]

The science which treats of all kinds of quan-
tity which can be numbered or measured. It
is divided into Pure, Abstract, or Speculative,
and Mixed, Concrete, or Practical. Pure
mathematics investigates the properties of
abstract numbers and magnitudes. Mixed or
Practical mathematics applies the knowledge
thus acquired to practical matters. Pure
mathematics is divided into Arithmetic, orthe
Science of Numbers, and Geometry, or the
science which measures figured extension.

" I have mentioned mutliematicks as a way to settle
in the mind an habit of reasoning closely and in train."
—Locke: Human Understanding, §7.

1 The names of sciences, such as mathe-
matics, physics, mechanics, optics, metaphysics,
&c, though in appearance plural, are treated
as singular nouns. Some, indeed, are found
in Mid. English in a singular form, as mathe-
matike (Cliaucer), mechanic (Goiver), &c, and
we still retain a larg*; number of such names
in a singular form, as arithmetic, Ionic, rhetoric,

music, &x. The plural form was probably
adopted to indicate the comphx nature of the
ideas expressed.

* math -er, [Madder.]

*ma'-thes, a. [Corrupted from Lat. anthemis
(q.v.).]

Bot. : A kind of wood-chamomile. (Ains-
worth.)

b ma-thesis, * ma-the-sy, s. [Gi., from
p-aOeiv (mathein), 2nd aor. inf. of ha.v9dvoi
(manthano) = to learn, to understand.] Learn-
ing or science in general; especially mathe-
matical science.

" After he set vp a great acole at Cauutorbury of al
rnaner of scyences, as rhetorick, logvok, phylosouhy.
mathesy, astrologi, geoiuetrye, anthmeticke and
inusicke. —Dale: English Votaries, pt. i

iate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; vine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. Be, te = e ; ey = a ,* qu = few.
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* mat-hook, s. [Mattock.]

mat'-i-cin, *. [Eng., &c. matic(o); suff. -in

(Chem.).~\

Chem. : A yellowish-brown substance, ex-
tracted from the matico {Piper angustifolium).
It is soluble in water and alcohol, insoluble
in ether. It has a disagreeable odour, and
extremely bitter taste. Its aqueous solution
yields a yellow precipitate with potash and
with ammonia.

mat led (1), s. [Mataco.]

ma-ti'-co (2), s. [The Spanish name of Piper
angustifolium,.']

Botany

:

1. An astringent plant, supposed to be
Artanihe elongata; called also Piper angusti-
folium. It is applied in leaf or as tine powder
to stop haemorrhage from wounds or leech-
bites ; sometimes also an infusion is taken
internally.

2. The name given in Peru to Eupatorium
glutinosum, a plant of quite different qualities
from those of No. 1,

3. WalterUt glomerata, which furnishes a
drug like that yielded by No. 1.

matico-leaves, s. pi.

Pharm. : The leaves of Matico (2), 1, They
are from two to eight inches long.

matico-oil, s.

Chem. : An oil obtained from the leaves of
Piper angustifolium by distillation in presence
of water. It is heavier than water, pale-green
in colour, has a strong odour, and persistent
camphoi'ous taste. It is soluble in ether, and
forms a carmine-coloured liquid with oil of
vitriol.

matico-stearoptene, s.

Chem. : A crystalline substance which sepa-
rates from the volatile oil of matico, when it

is cooled to a few degrees below 0°. It melts at
103°.

* mat-Ill (1), a. & s. [Fr. matin = (a.) belong-
ing to the morning, (s.) morning, from Lat.
matutinus = belonging to the morning, from
Matuta — the goddess of Dawn and Morning :

Ital. mattino = morning.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the morning
;

matutinal.
" The sixth, and of creation last, arose
With evening harps anil matin,"

Milton: P. L., vil 450.

B. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Morning, dawn.
" The glow-worm shews the matin to he near."

Sliakesp. : Hamlet, i. 5.

2. A morning-song.
" And crop-full out of doqr he flings,

Ere the first cock his matin rings."
Milton: L' Allegro.

II. Eccles. : [Matins].

ma'- tin (2), s. [Fr.]

Zool. : Canis laniarius, A dog considered
by the French to be the progenitor of all

breeds that resemble, and yet cannot be classed
with, the greyhound. It is rather a species
in which are included a variety of dogs. The
head is elongated, the forehead fiat, the ears

pendulous towards the tips ; colour, yellowish
fawn. It is commonly employed in France as

a sheep-dog and watch-dog. ( Youatt.)

mat'-in-al, a. [Eng. matin; ~al.]

* 1. Qrd. Lang.: Of or pertaining to the
morning or matins ; matutinal.

2. Geol. : An epithet distinguishing the
third series of the Appalachian Palieozoic

strata, and intended to express the morning
period of the Palaeozoic day. The New York
titles of the Matinal strata are Trenton Lime-
stone, and Hudson River Slate Group ; the
nearest British equivalents are the Llandeilo

and Bala rocks of the Cambrian series. Maxi-
mum thickness 2,500 feet. The highest organ-
isms hitherto found are some trilobites, cephal-

opoda, and molluscs. (Prof. H. D. Rogers:

Geology of Pennsylvania.)

ma-ti-nee', s. [Fr., from matin = the morn-
ing.") An entertainment or reception given or

held early in the day.

mat'- in^t, t mat-tin?, * mat-ynes, * mat-
yns, s. pi. [Fr. matiues, from Lat. matutinal

(liorw) = (the horns) of the morning ; Port.

matinas ; Sp. maitines.]

I. Literally 4L Eccles. :

1. Anglican: The daily office of Morning
Prayer. It is composed in part of the pre-
Reformation offices of Matins and Lauds. [2.]

2. Roman : The first portion of the Divine
Office [Office, T[], with which Lauds are
usually associated. On Sundays and double
feasts matins have three nocturns ; on simple
feasts and week-days, one nocturn (q.v.). Easter
and Pentecost have each only one nocturn,
with three psalms. After private prayer ver-
sicles and responses are recited ; the invita-
tory psalm follows. In the first nocturn are

said three psalms on feast days, twelve when
the office is of the Sunday, and three lessons
from Scripture ; the second and third nocturns
have each three psalms, and the lessons are
chosen from the patristic writings for the se-

cond, and from some commentary on the gospel
of the day for the third nocturn. On feasts of
Saints the lections of the second nocturn are

usually biographical. Lauds consist of five

psalms, the little chapter, a hymn, the canti-

cle Benedictus, collect, and commemorations,
if any.

t II, Fig. : A morning song.
" The merry larke her matting sings aloft."

Spenser: Eiiithalamio'.u

* mat-ire, * mat ere, s. [Matter, s.]

mat -lock-Ite, s. [Named after the place
near which it was found, Matlock ; suff. -lie

(Min.).']

Min. : A tetragonal mineral occurring in

crystals of a tabular habit. Cleavage, basal,

imperfect. Hardness, 2*5 to 3 ; sp. gr. 7-21
;

lustre, adamantine; colour, yellowish ; trans-
parent. Compos. : chloride of lead, 55*5

;

oxide of lead, 44*5, corresponding with the
formula, PbCl+PbO. Occurs with croinford-
ite at an old mine near Cromford, Derbyshire.
The mineral is stated also to have occurred
as a sublimation product after the eruption of
Vesuvius in 1S58.

* mat rass, s. [Fr. matras = an arrow, a
javelin, a matrass, from Lat. materia, mataris,
matara = & Celtic javelin, a pike, so called
from its long, straight, narrow neck.]

1. Chem. : A glass vessel with a long neck,

a rounded body, and sometimes furnished with
a tubulure. It is used for distilling and di-

gesting.

2. Hort. : A similarly shaped glass vessel
used to protect flowers from the sun, rain, &c.

" Protect from violent storms, and the too parching
darts of the sun, your peuiwiched tulips and ranuncu-
luses, covering them with matrasses."—Eoelyn : Kalen-
dar.

* mat-ress, o. [Mattress.]

ma-tri-aroh'-al, a. [Formed from Lat. mater
= -a mother , on'analogy of patriarchal (q.v.).]

Reckoning kinship on the female side.

" Those earlier periods of civilization in which the
matriarchal principle was still in force. '—Nature,
June 2-1. 1890, p. 186.

m&t-ri-car'-i-a, s. [Lat. matrix (genit. ma-
trials) = the womb ; from its being formerly
used in uterine complaints.]

Bot. : A genus of composites, sub-tribe
Chrysanthemete. The heads are yellow, the
ray, if any exist, white, the florets of the ray
conspicuously ligulate, those of the disc
terete, the achenes of both the ray and the
disc angled, the epigynous disc large. From
the Eastern Hemisphere ; seventy are known.
Two are British : Matricaria Chamo-milla
(Wild Chamomile), of the sub-genus Matri-
caria, and M. inodora (Corn Chamomile), of

the sub-genus Pyrethrnm. The first has
aromatic bipinnatifid leaves and a five-ribbed

fruit. It is the Wild Chamomile. It is found
wild or a colonist in Britain, occurring also

in continental Europe and Asia. On distilla-

tion it yields an essential oil, which is power-
fully anti-spasmodic. The second was for-

merly called Pyrethrnm inodorum. It is

common. M. Parthenium (Feverfew) is an
escape.

matricaria camphor, s.

Chem. ; CioHigO. A camphor isomeric with
laurinol, obtained from the oil of feverfew
(Matricaria Parthenium). It resembles lauri-

nol in all but its optical properties.

* ma'-trice, a. [Matrix.]

mat'-ri-cid-al, a. [Eng. matricid(e); -al.]

Pertaining to matricide.
|

mat -ri-Cide, s. [Fr. = mother-killing, from

Lat. mairicida = murderer of a mother ; mater

(genit. matris)=% mother, and caido (in compos.

-cido) = to kill ; matricidium = the murder of

one's mother ; Ital. & Sp. matricidio.]

1. One who kills or murders his or her

mother.

2. The killing or murder of a mother.
" Nature compensates the death of the father hy the

m it rUikle and murder ofthe mother."—firowne : Vulgar
Errours, bk. iii., ch. xviL

mat'-ri-Cite, s. [Lat. matrix = the mother-
stone of another mineral ; sufT. -ite (Min.).')

Min. : A mineral occurring in crystalline

fibrous masses with concentric structure, in-

cluding crystals of spodiosite (q.v.), at the
Kran mines, Wermland, Sweden. Hardness,
3 to 4 ; sp. gr. 2*53; lustre, pearly ; colour,

gray ; feel greasy. Compos. : silica, 33*99
;

magnesia, 37*90' ; linie, 5*l34 ; alumina, 1*33;

protoxide of iron, 1*82; protoxide of mangan-
ese, 0*47

; soda,
-

9S ; water, 17*81.

* ma-triC'-U-la, s. [Lat. = a register.] [Ma-
triculate, a.) ' A register, a roll.

" His name occurs not in the matricula, only that of
John Sherley, a Sussex man, and the son of a Gent.
matriculated as a ineinher of that ball, in 1582, aged
14.'— Wood: Atlumce Oxon., vol. i.

ma-tric'-u-late, v.t. & i. [Matriculate, a. ;

Ital. matricolare ; Sp. matricular.]

A. Trans. : To enter in a register ; to regis-

ter ; to enrol ; specif., to admit to member-
ship of a body or society, and especially of a
college or university, by enrolling the name in
a register.

"That every scholar . . . shall have been matricu-
lated twenty-four calendar mouths at least."

—

Black-
stone: Comment., § 1. (Introd.)

B. Intrans. : To be admitted to a member-
ship of a college or university by passing an
examination and having one's name enrolled
in the register.

* ma-tric'-u-late, a. & s. [Low Lat. ma~
tri'culatns, pa. p'ar. of matriculo = to enrol, to
register ; Lat. matricula = a register ; climin.

of matrix = (1) a breeding animal, (2) awomb,
(3) a public register.]

A. As adj. : Admitted or entered as mem-
ber of a body or society, and especially of a
college or university ; matriculated.

"To be matriculate, with Indies of astute."
Slcelton: Crawne of Laurell,

B. As subst. : One who is matriculated or
enrolled as a member of a body or society,
and especially of a college or university.

" Suffer me in the name of the matriculates of that
famous university to aak Lhem some plain questions."—Arbuthnot.

ma-trlc-u- la'-tion, s. [Matriculate, v.]

The act of matriculating ; the state of being
matriculated.

" A scholar absent from the university for live years,
Is struck out of the matriculation book ; and upon his
coming de novo to the university, ought to be aguiu
matriculated."—Ayliffe : Pareryon.

mat-ri md ni-al, a. [Fr., from Lat. matri-
monialis, from 'matrimonium = matrimony

;

Sp. & Port, matrimonial ; Ital. matrimoaiale,]

1. Of or pertaining to marriage or wedlock
;

connubial, nuptial, hymeneal.
"The main article in matrimonial alliances." —

Pale// : Moral Philosophy, bk. iii., ch. viii.

* 2. Derived from marriage.
" If he relied upon that title, he could be but a king,

at curtesy, and have rather a matrimonial thauaregiu
power, the right remaining in his queea."—Bacon:
Henry VIL

matrimonial- causes, s. pi.

Law : Suits for the redress of injuries re-
specting the rights of marriage. They were
until recently a branch of the ecclesiastical
jurisdiction, are now exclusively cognizable in
the Court for Divorce and Matrimonial Causes
under the statute 20 & 21 Victoria, c. 85.

matrimonial-crown, s.

Scots Law & Hist. : A grant by which the
husband of the Scottish queen acquired the
right to assume the title of king, to have his
name stamped upon the coins, and to place
his signature side by side with that of the
queen upon all public documents.

t mat-ri-mo'-ni-al-ly, adv. [Eng. matri-
monial ; -ly.] In a" matrimonial manner; ac-
cording to the laws or customs of marriage;
as a husband or wife.

"He is so matrimonally wedded uuto his church,
that he cannot quit the same, even on the score of
going into a leligious house."—Aytiffe : Paragon.

boil, boy ;
pollt, jowl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ;

thin, this • sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, e*£ist. ph = f,

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = tool, deL
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* mat-ri-mo'-ni-ous, a. [Eng. matrimony

;

-ons.} Matrimonial.
" Foreseeing the miserable work that man's ignor-

ance mid pusillanimity would make iu this mutrono-
1 doits business. '

—

Milton . Tetrachordon.

mat'-ri-mon-y, * mat-ri-moine, * mat-
ri-mon-ie, * mat-ry-mon-ye, s. [O. Fr.

itint r [movie., from Lat. viatrimonivm, from
vinter (genit. mntris) = a mother ; Sp., Port. &,

Ital. matrimonio.]

I, Ordinary Language:

1. Miii-rinse, wedlock ; tlie married state

;

the union of man ami wife for life.

"He that joyneth his \ irgyn in matrymonye doitli
wel."

—

Wycliffe: I Corinth, vii.

*2. A wife.

"Restore my matrimony \mc\ef\\ed."
Beuum. A- /Yef. ; /.ittte French Lawyer, iv. 5.

3. A game at cards.

* 4. A mixture of raisins and almonds, or
any similar mixture.

II. Roman Theology : One of the seven sacra-
ments of the Roman Church, necessary for the
community, but not for the individual, just as
the Sacrament of Orders is necessary for tlie

Church at large, but not for each individual
Christian. Matrimony is a contract raised to
the dignity of a sacrament. As a contract it

is " a lawful marital union between a man and
a woman obliging them to lifelong participa-
tion in each other's society ; " as a sacrament,
it "confers grace, sanctifying the legitimate
union of a man and a woman." It was defined
as a sacrament at the, Council of Trent (sess.

xxiv.), on Nov. 11, 1553. In the "Doetrina
de Sacramento Matrimonii," prefixed to the
Canons of that session, the indissolubility of
matrimony is said to be foreshown in Gen. ii.

23, 24, and ratified by Christ (Matt. xix. 3-9).
Reference is made to Eph. v. 31, 32 ; and it is

asserted that " the holy fathers, Councils, and
the universal tradition of the Church have
always taught that matrimony is justly to
be reckoned among the Sacraments of* the
New Law."

matrimony-vine, «.

Bot. : Lycium liarbiArttm,

ma'-trix, * ma-trice, s. [Lat. matrix, from
mater (gen it. matrix) = a mother ; Fr. matrice;
Ital. matrice; Sp. mntris.]

* 1, Anat, : The womb or uterus.

"That thou shalt set apart unto the Lord all that
openeth the matrix."—Exodus xiii. 12.

2. Dot. : A place where anything is gene-
rated or formed. (Lindley.)

3- Casting: A mould; the shape ia which
anything is formed.

4. Coining, Type-founding, <Cc. : A mould
which gives form to an object driven into it

or hardening therein, as

—

(1) The intaglio or indented device for a
coin, either engraved or produced from a hub
on which the design has been produced in re-

lief. The matrix is the mould into which a

soft steel plug is driven, and which is to be
used in making the die from which the coin is

struck.

(2) The mould in a type-founding machine
which gives the form to the letter on tlie end
oF the type. The letter is originally engraved
on the end of a piece of steel, which is subse-
quently hardened, and is called a punch. The
punch is used to impress the matrix.

(3) The plaster mould (in intaglio) obtained
from a form of type, and used to obtain an im-
pression (cameo) in type-metal, known as a
stereotype (q.v.).

5. Dyeing: One of the five simple colours —
black, white, red, blue, and yellow, combina-
tions of which are used to form compound
colours.

6. Min., Petrol, & Geol. : The portion of
rock in which a mineral or a fossil is em-
bedded.

7. Mining : The gangue or stony substance
in which metalliferous ores are formed, asso-
ciated, or imbedded.

8. Odontology: The formative material from
which teeth are developed. [Tooth. J

9. Math. : Any rectangular arrangement of
symbols : as

at &i ci

al h* c-

aa W c3,

If To be in the matrix :

Min., Geol., tCc. : To be still embedded, in-

stead of having become detached. (Lycll.)

ma'-tron, * ma-trone, s. [Fr. matrone,
from Lat, matrona = a matron, from mater
(genit. matris) = a mother ; Sp., Port., & Ital.

matrona,]

1. A married woman ; espec, an elderly
married woman ; a woman of sufficient years
to be the mother of a family, whether actually
so or not; a woman of staid manners; the
female head of a family.
" For thee the soldier bleeds, the matron mourn?."

l*0}iti : Homer; Iliad vi. -112.

2. The female head or superintendent of an
institution ; a head nurse in a hospital.

If Jury of matrons :

Law : A jury of married women empaniielled
to inquire into the truth of a plea of piegiiawy
put forward in stay of execution by a woman
sentenced to death for treason or murder

;

also a jury empannelled to try whether a
widow who alleges herself to be pregnant by
her late husband is with child, and to deter-

mine the time of conception and the expected
date of delivery.

* ma'-tron-age, s, [Eng. matron; -age.]

1. Tlie quality or state of being a matron ;

matronhood.
2. Matrons collectively.
" His exemplary queen at the head of the matronage

of this laud."

—

Burke : llvyiet.de Peace, let, i.

* ma'-tron -al, a. [Eng. matron; -ah] Of
or pertaining to a matron ; becoming or suit-

able to a matron or elderly lady, or married
woman

;
grave, motherly.

"He had heard of the beauty and virtuous beha-
viour of the queen of Naples, the widow of Ferdinando
the younger, being then >if m-'itrnnal years of seven
and twenty."

—

Bacon ; Henry VII., p. 2it>.

* ma'-tron-liood, s. [Eng. matron; -hood.]

The state or condition of a matron.

ma -tron-ize, v.t, [Eng. matron ; -ize.]

• 1. To render matronlike. (Pdcltardsoii

:

Familiar Letters.)

* 2. To act as a matron or mother to ; to
chaperon.

ma'-tron - like, a. [Eng. matron; -like,]

Having the manners, qualities, or appearance
of a matron ; matronly, grave, sedate.

ma'-tron-ly, *ma-trone-ly, a. & adv.
[Eng. matron ; -iy.]

A. -4s adj. : Like a matron
;
gravely ; hav-

ing the manners or appearance of a matron

;

elderly, sedate.

"The matronly wife plucked out all the brown
hairs, and the younger the white."— L'Estrange
Fables.

B. As adv. : Like or becoming a matron;
" And toward them full matroiicly did iia.ee

"

Spenser : F. 0\ , I. x. 8.

t mat-ro-nym'-ic, s. [A hybrid word, formed
from Lat. muter = a mother, and Gr. ovof±a
(onoma)= a name.] A name derived from a
mother or a maternal ancestor.

"If it he a clear sign of exclusively female kinship
that children should take the mother's family name,
it is, ti fortiori, a note of it that they should be called
bv a matronymie."^J. F. J/c Ltmnan ; Studies in
Ancient Ilibt., p. 2Sl>.

*ma-tross', s. [Dirt, matroos ; Dan. & Sw.
matros; Ger. mat rose = a sailor.] (See ex-

tract.)
" Matrosses, in the train of artillery, are a sort of

soldiers next in degree under the gunners, who assist
about the gnus in traversing, spunging, firing, and
loading them; they carry firelocks, and march along
with the store-waggons as a guard, and as assistants,
in case a waggon should break."

—

Bailey.

matt, matte (2), s. [Ger. matt = dull, dim.

;

said of metals.]

1, Metall. : A mass of imperfectly reduced
metal, having impurities, mineral and metallic,

as in the case of copper.

2. Gilding : The dead or unburnislied sur-
face of gold, when the gold-leaf is merely
pressed upon the size and is not rubbed with
the burnisher. The dead appearance of por-
tions acts as a foil to the lustrous surface
over which the burnisher has passed.

mat'-ta-chm, *mat'-a-chm, s. [Sp.
mutochi'n.] A dance in which the performers
fenced and thrust at each other with swords,
as in real duelling, protecting themselves with
their bucklers ; a sword-dance.

^1 To dance a mattachin : To fight a duel.

"I'd dance a matachin with you, should make you
sweat your best bloud foft.'—lieaum. & Flet. : The
Elder Brother, v. i.

mat'-ta-mbre, s. [Fr. matamore, from Arab-

metmn'r = a ditch, a cavern, a cave.] An
underground repository for grain.

* matte (1), «. [Mat(1), s.]

matte (2), s. [Mat (2), s.]

matt'-ed, pet. par. & a. [Mat, v.]

A. As pa. par, : (See the verb).

B. As adj.: Intertwined or interwoven like

a mat ;
growing thick and close together.

"His breast was bare, his matted hair
Was buried iu the sand."

Longfellow : The Slave's Dream.

matted-glass, s.

Glass : A mode of ornamenting glass for
windows, in which the surface is covered
with a very fusible powder, either opaque,,

white, or tinted. This being removed in por-

tions, the glass is fired and the composition)

lixed, giving a bright pattern on a dull ground.
Substantially the same effect is produced by
painting the pattern on the glass with an
asphaltum varnish, and then etching the sur-

face with hydrofluoric acid. By a similar-

process the glass bottles of the chemist have
their labels ineffaceably inscribed.

mat'-ter, *mat-er, *mat-ere, *mat-
tere,

"

; mat-ter-ie, s. [O. Fr. matiere, mat-
ere (Fr. matiere), from Lat. materia, =. matter,,

materials, stuff; Sp., Fort., & Ital. materia.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Body, substance ; anything perceptible-

by one of the senses ; that of which the whole:

of the universe is composed.
"Matter being a divisible substance, consisting"

always of separable, nay of actually separate and
distinct narts, 'tis plain that unless it were essentially
conscious, iu which rase every particle of mutter must
consist of innumerable, separate, and distinct eon
sciousnesses, no system of it in any possible composi-
tion or division, can be any individual conscious*
being."

—

Clarke. Letter to Mr. DoUwell.

2. That of which anything is composed

-

materials.

3. The contents or essence of a writing,,

discourse, or speech ; that which is said or
written ; the meaning, sense, or substance.

"A hook where men may read strange ma'ters."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. 5.

4. That which is treated of; that of which
one speaks, writes, or treats; the subject or
materials of a writing, discourse, or speech.

" If they were embarrassed, it was only by the-

abundance of the matter from which they had to-

maketheirselection."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., eh. xxiii.

5. That which excites or arouses thought or
emotion : as, This is a matter for gratitude or
astonishment.

6. Substance, sense; not empty talk, ver-
bosity, or frivolity.

" I beseech your grace, pardon me ; I was born to-

speak all mirth and no matter."—Shakesp : Much Ado>
Aboat Xuthing, ii..l.

7. A point in question ; an affair, a business-
" I will debate this matter at more leisure."

tslmhesp. : Comedy of Errors, iv. 1.

8. (PI ) Affairs, events, the. course of events..

"Matters succeeded so well with him, that every-
body was in admiration to see how mighty rich he
was grown."

—

LEstrange.

9. A cause or subject of complaint.

"If the craftsmen have a matter against any man,
the law is opeu : let them implead one another."

—

Acts xix. 38.

10. Tlie cause, ground, or occasion of any
event or state : as of a disturbance, an illness,,

a difficulty, a doubt, &e.

"Why, what's the matter ? " Banyan: Apology.

11. Import, consequence, moment, import-
ance.

"If I had had time to have made new liveries, I
would Inn e bestowed the thousand I borrowed of you :

but it is no matter, the poor show doth better."

—

Slmkesp. : 2 Henry II'., v, 5.

12. Thing in a general sense.
" For they speak not peace : but they devise deceitful

matters against them that are quiet in the hind."

—

Psalm xxxv. 20.

13. An indefinite amount, quantity, or por-
tion.

" Away he goes to the market-town, a wittier of Br*
miles otf, to enquire if auy had seen his ass.'.

—

L'Estrange: Fables.

II, Technically

:

1. Logic & Metaph. : The logical matter of su

proposition is the terms of which it is com-
posed, i.e., the subject and the predicate, the
copula being regarded as the form. This
division of a proposition into matter and form
has come down from the teaching of the
Schoolmen, who regarded the elements nf
which any ens was composed as the matter,

fate, fat, lare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot*
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ss, ce = e ; ey = a

; qu = kw.
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and the disposition of those elements as the
form, of that ens.

2. Med. : Purulent substance which lias ga-
thered in a larger or smaller abscess ; pus.

" In mi inflamed tubercle in the great angle of the
left eye, the matter being suppurated, 1 opened it."

—

Wiseman: Surgery.

3. Printing:

(1) Manuscript or copy ready to set up in
type.

(2) Type composed and ready to be used in
printing. It is live, standing, or dead, accord-
ing as it is ready for use, awaiting re-use, or
ready for distribution.

4. Phys. : That which possesses the pro-
perties the existence of which is revealed to
us by our senses ; a substance. Its qualities
are impenetrability, extension, divisibility,

porosity, compressibility, elasticity, mobility,
and inertia (all which see). It exists in at
least three forms— the solid, the liquid, and
the gaseous.

% (1) Matter of record : That which is re-

corded, or which may be proved by record.

(2) * Upon the matter, * Upon the whole
matter : On or upon the whole ; takiug all

things into consideration.
" In their superiors it quencheth jealousy and layeth

.lien- competitors asleep ; so that upon the matter, in
a great wit deformity 13 an advantage to rising."—
Bacon : Essays ; Of Deformity.

matter-of-course, a. Phlegmatic, in-

different, cool.
" I won't have that sort of matter-of-course acqui-

escence."— Hughes : Tom Brown at Oxford, ch. xxx.

matter-of-fact, «. & a.

A. As subst. : A reality, as distinguished
from that which is fanciful, hypothetical or
hyperbolical ; a fact.

B. As adjective

:

1. Treating of facts or realities; not fanciful

or hyperbolical; commonplace, simple, plain,

ordinary.

2. Adhering to facts or realities ; not im-
aginative ; prosaic.

mat -ter, v.i. & t. [Matter, s.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To be of moment, conse-
quence, or importance ; to signify.

" To a man of virtue and hoDour, indeed, this mat-
tered little."—Afacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviu

2. Med. : To form pus ; to collect, as matter
in an abscess.

"The herpes beneath mattered, and were dried up
with common epuloticks. "— Wiseman : Surgery, bk. i.,

ch xvii.

* B. Trans. : To regard, to care for, to mind.
" He did not matter cold nor hunger."

—

H. Brooke :

Fool of Quality, i. 01.

* mat- ter - fful, a. [Eng. matter; -M(V).'}

Full of matter ;
pregnant.

"What a sweet, unpretending, pretty-mannered,
mntterful creature."—Lamb: To Wordsworth, p. U7.

(1813).

* mat -ter-less, * mat-ter-lesse, u. [Eng.

matter; -less.]

1. Not material ; immaterial.

"Like shades . . . quite matterlesse."—Davies:

Wittes Pilgrimage, p. 35.

2. Devoid of matter, substance, or sense.

"All fine noise

Of verae mecre matterlesse and tinkling stories."

Ben Jonson: Horace: Art of Poetry.

mat- ter- jf,
* mat-ter-ie, «.. [Eng. mat-

ter; -y.]

1. Full of matter ; important, weighty.
" Away with your matterie sentences, Momus ; they

are too grave, and wise, for this meeting."—Ben Jon-
son : Poetaster, iv. 4.

2. Generating pus
;
purulent.

"The putrid vapours colliquate the phlegmatick
humours of the body, which transcending to the lungs,

causes their mattery cough."

—

Haroey : On Consump-
tion.

Matth-ew (ew as u), s. [Lat. Matthants;

Gr. Ma.r9a.los (MaWiaios), according to Ge-

scnius, a contr. of Heb. iTfliTO (Mattithyah)

= the gift of God, the name borne by the

Maccabee patriot, Mattathias.]

Scrip. Bing. : An apostle of Jesus, almost

certainly the same as Levi, the son of Alpheus.

(Cf. Matt. ix. 9-13, Mark ii. 14^16, and Luke

v. 27.) He was a "publican "—i.e., a tax-

gatherer—who sat at the receipt of custom

at Capernaum on the shore of the Sea of

Galilee. (Ibid.) Taxgatherers are rarely popu-

lar men ; and, moreover, the money which

Matthew raised was not for the Jewish, but for

the Roman government, he was, therefore, re-

garded as outside the pale of society, and his
companions, when he was called to the apostle-
ship, were "publicans and sinners." After
his call he figures in all the lists of apostles
(Matt. x. 3 ; Mark iii. 18 ; Acts i. 13). Clement
of Alexandria represents him as dying a
natural death ; much later tradition repre-
sents him as having been martyred.

*f| The Gospel according to St. Matthew

:

New Test. Canon : The first of the four
Gospels in arrangement, and long almost
universally held to have been the first in

point of publication, though it is more pro-
bable that Mark came first and Matthew only
second in point of time. The author's name
is nowhere given in it, but universal Christian
tradition assigns it to Matthew the apostle,

called Levi, and there is a fragment of internal

evidence in the same direction. In connec-
tion with the call of Matthew the first gospel
relates that " as Jesus sat at meat in the
house, behold many publicans and sinners
came and sat down with him and his dis-

ciples" (Matt. ix. 10). Why they presumed
to come is not stated ; but St. Luke explains
that they came because they were invited.

He says that "Levi [Matthew] made him a
great feast in his own house : and there was
a great company of publicans and of others
that sat down with them" (Luke v. 29). If
the author of the first gospel felt diffident

about recording the hospitality of St. Mat-
thew, the only reason can be that he was St.

Matthew himself ; the sole argument against
this view is that St. Mark also withholds the
information that invitation to the party was
given (Mark ii. 15). The special object of the
first gospel is to show that Jesus was the
Messiah of ancient prophecy. The author
continually quotes the Old Testament pro-
phets, sometimes indicating that the events
took place to fulfil the prophecy (i. 22, ii. 15, 23,

&c), at others simply that they fulfilled the
prophecy (ii. 17). The book was addressed
specially to the Jews. The ancient fathers

believed that it wa3 published at first in

Aramaic, but, on the other hand, no quota-
tion from the Aiamrean book is extant, and
the Greek has every appearance of an original

work rather than a translation ; of two kinds
of quotations from the Old Testament, one is

from the Septuagint Greek.
Eusebius fixes the date of its publication

in the third year of Caligula, a.d. 41, but lived

too late really to know ; Irenseus is in favour
of a later date, apparently a.d. 60. Rational-

istic writers, who disbelieve in prophecy,
place it after the destruction of Jerusalem.

In 1771 "Williams attacked the authenticity

of the first two chapters. He was followed
by Stroth, Hess, Ammon, Schleiermacher,
Norton, &c. They were defended by Fleming,
Griesbach, Hug, Credner, Paulus, Kuinoei.
Neander, &c. All the old manuscripts and
versions contain them, and they are quoted by
the fathers of the second and third centuries.

St. Matthew is the only evangelist who
reports at length the Sermon on the Mount.
He gives prominence to other discourses of

Jesus. Like his fellow synoptists he gives

details of the ministry of Jesus in Galilee,

not speaking much of Jerusalem till the
closing scenes drew nigh.

ma-tthi-6-la, ma-thi'-6-laf s. [Named
after P. A. Mathiolf or Matthiblus an Italian

physician (1500-1577).]

1. Dot : Stock ; a genus of Cruciferse, family
Arabidas. The sepals are erect, the lateral

ones saccate at the base. The petals have
long claws. The pod is long, with a thick
septum and one-seriate seeds. Found in the
Old "World. Thirty-one known. Two are

British. Matthiola incana is the Horny
Shrubby Stock found in the Isle of Wight,
but, according to Watson, only as a denizen.

It is the origin of the Stock Gillyflower culti-

vated in gardens. M. sinuata, the Great Sea-

stock, is found on the sandy shores of Wales,
Cornwall, and the Channel Islands. It has
large purple flowers, fragrant at night.

[Stock.]

2. Pharm. : In India Matthiola incana is

grown for its seeds, which are used as in-

fusion in cancer. They are regarded as ex-

pectorant, and are given in cases of snake
bite.

matt'-ing (1), pr. par., a., & s. [Mat, v.]

A. & E. .4s pr. par. <£• particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of interweaving or entangling, as

the materials in a mat.

2. Materials for mats.

3. A texture composed of hemp, coir, jnte

rushes, hair, grass, palm-leaves, &c. The
India matting is made of a peculiar Oriental

grass ; Russia matting of bast or linden bark.

Matting is also made of strips of black walnut
or other ornamental wood, with wires passing

through them at right angles. The wooden
strips are separated by elastic washers made
from india-rubber tubing. Matting is used for

covering halls, passages, platforms, &c, or

as doormats.

II, Technically

:

1. Naitt. : A texture made of strands of old

rope, or of spun yarn, beaten flat and inter-

woven, and used to prevent charing.

2. Photog. : The passepartout over a pic-

ture ; a mat.

matt'-ing (2), s. [Matt, s.]

1. Ord. Lang.: A regular rough lustreless

surface.

2. Gilding : Covering plates with varnish in

gilding on water size.

matting-loom, s.

Weaving: One in which slats are introduced
into the shed to form the woof.

matting-tool, s.

Metol-work : A kind of chasing-tool, em-
ployed in producing a regular rough surface

on an object; usually in the lathe.

\ mat tins, *. pi. [Matins.]

m&t'-tock, * mat toU, s. [A.S. mattuc, from
Wei. matog = a. mattock, a hoe'; Gael.
madctg; Ir. madog.] An implement
with an iron head, having blades at
each end presented in different planes,

and an eye in the middle into which
the handle is inserted perpendicu-
larly to
the head.
The cut- mattock.
ting edges
are presented like those of an axe
and an adze respectively. It is used
in forests and plantations for grubbing
among stumps and trees, whose roots
prevent the use of the spade.

" We took this mattock and this spade from him."
Shakesp. : Borneo & Juliet, v. 3.

mat'-tress, * mat-res, * matter esse,
s. [O. Fr. materas (Pr. matelas), from Arab.
matrah = a place, a foundation, a place where
anything is thrown ; cf. Sp. & Port, al-mad-
raque = a quilted cushion, a mattress.") A
padded bed, or one stuffed and quilted or
tied, so as to keep the stuffing to a general
thickness. The filling is hair, mo^s, sponge,
cotton, husk, straw, shredded wool, &e. The
term is also applied to an elastic bed-bottom
of coiled or woven wire.

mat'-u-rant, s. [Lat. maturans, pr. par. of
maturo = to ripen, to mature.] [Maturate.]
Pharm. : A medicine or application to an

inflamed part, to promote suppuration ; a
mat itretire.

* mat'-U-rate, v.t. & i. [Lat. matnratus, pa.
par. oi'maturo ~ to ripen, to mature ; maturus
= ripe.] [Mature, a.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To ripen ; to bring to ripe-
ness or maturity ; to mature.

2. Med. : To promote suppuration in.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To ripen ; to come to ma-
turity ; to mature.

2. Med. : To suppurate perfectly.

mat-U-ra'-tion, s. [Lat. maturatio, from
maturatus, pa. par. of maturo = to ripen, to
mature.] [Mature, a.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act or process of ripen-
ing or bringing to maturity ; the state of be-
coming ripe or mature.

"Till further observation shall discover whether
these are diamonds not yet fully ripe, and capable
of growing harder by further maturation."—Boyle :
Works, i. 453.

2._Med.: The formation of pus in inflam-
mations ; the act or process of suppurating
perfectly.

boll, boy ;
pout, jo^l ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench

;
go, gem

;
thin, this

; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -mg,
- cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = be], del.
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* ma-tiir'-a-tive, a. & s. [Fr. maturatif;
Ital. matur'ativo ; Sp. madurativo,]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord.Lang,: Ripening, maturiDg ; tending
to bring to ripeness or maturity.

" Between the tropicks and equator their Becond
summer is hotter, and more maturatioe of fruits than
the former."—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

2, Med, : Conducive to the formation of pus
in inflammations.

" Butter ie maturatioe, and is profitably mixed with
anodynes and suppuratives."— Wiseman : Surgery.

B, As substantive

:

Med. : Any medicine or application produc-
ing or tending to nroduce suppuration ; a

maturant.
" The same [linsed] applyed with fipa is an excellent

maturative, and ripeuetli all imposthumea."

—

P. Hol-
land: Plinie, bk. xx., ch. xxii.

ma-1iire, a. [Lat inidurus = ripe; Ital.

imturo; Sp. & Port, mad tiro ; Fr. mur.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. ; Ripe, ripened; brought to maturity
by time.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Ripened
;
perfected by time ; brought to

a perfect or complete state of development.

Looked wisdom, and mature eedateuess v

' His deep and piercing eye
mature sedateness weighed

To doubtful counsels." Hamilton : The Thistle.

(2) Of full growth : as, a man of mature years,

(3) Completed, perfected ; ready or ripe for

action ; fully prepared : as, The plan is mature.

II, Technically

:

1. Comm. : Become payable; having reached
the time fixed for payment : as, The bill is

mature.

2. Med. : In a state of perfect suppuration.

ma-tiire', v.t. & i. [Lat. maturo =to ripen ;

6. Fr. maturer; Fr. murir.]

A. Transitive:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To ripen ; to bring to a state of

ripeness or maturity.

"And, like the stores autumnal suns mature.
Though wintry rigours unimpaired endure."

Cowper : Conversation, 6*9.

2. Fig . : To advance towards perfection or

perfect development ; to make ripe or ready.
" As rolling years matured his age,

He flourished lx>ld and sinewy as his sire."

Smollett : Ode to Independence.

IL Med. : To bring to a state of perfect

suppuration ; to maturate.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Lit. : To become ripe ; to ripen.

2. Fig. : To advance towards perfection or

perfect developement.

II. Technically:

1. Comm. : To become payable ; to reach

the time fixed for payment : as, A bill matures.

2. Med. : To come to a state of perfect sup-

puration.

ma-tiire'-ly» adv. [Eng. maturely ; -ly.]

1. In a mature manner ; with ripeness
;

ripely, completely.
" Whan they (the actes of man) be dooiie with suche

moderation, that nothing in the doing may be eeue
superfluous or indigent, we say, that they be ma-
turely dooue."—Sir T. Elyot : The Governour, bk. i.,

ch. xxii.

2. "With or after careful deliberation ; care-

fully, deliberately. <

"You had maturely weighed the advantages of

rising higher with the hazards of the falL "—Dryden

:

Virgil; Georgia. (Dedic.)

* 3. Early, soon.
" We give Him [God] thanks for contracting the

days of our trial, and receiving us more maturely into
those everlasting habitations above."—Bentley : Boyle
Lectures.

ma-tiire'-ness, s. [Eng. mature; -ness.] The
quality or state of being mature ; maturity.

t mat-u-res -cent, u. [Lat. maturescens,

pr. par. of maturesco = to grow ripe ; incept.

from maturo = to ripen.] Becoming ripe

;

approaching ripeness or maturity.

ma-tiir'-i-ty, * ma-tur-i-tie, s. [Fr. ma-
Unite, from Lat. matuHtatem, ace. of maturitas
= ripeness, maturity; maturus = ripe ; Ital.

Tnaturitd.]

I. Ord. Lang. : The quality or state of be-

ing mature ; ripeness ; a state of perfect or

complete development.
" Not sufficient to bring their fruits and grain to

maturity."—Ray : On the L'rcatiun, pt, IL

II. Technically

:

1. Comm. : The time when a note or bill of
exchange becomes due.

2. Med. : A state of perfect suppuration

.

ma-tu'-tin al, a. [Lat. matutinalis, from
matutinus = belonging to the morning.]
[Matins.] Of or pertaining to the morning.

"Another matutinal expression in ancient use was
—Give you (i.e. God) good day."—Penge : Anecdotes of
the English Language, p. 277.

* mat u- tine, a. & s. [Lat. matutinus — be-

longing to the morning.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or appearing in

the morning.
"According as the said stars begin either to shine

out or be bidden in the morning before the sun be up,
or at evening after the sunne is set, they be said to

rise and goe downe, and thereupon are named matutine
or vespertine, orientall or occidental]., according as the
one or the other happeneth unto them in the twy-
llght, morning or eveuiug."—P. Holland: Plinie, bk.
xviii., ch. xxv.

B. As subst. {PI.): Matins.
" Matutinet were the first hour, or six of the clock."

—Fuller: Church Hist., vL 287.

mat-work, s. [Eng. mat, and work.] The
same as Matting (1), s. (q.v.).

m3.t'-y\ m&t'-ie, s. [Anglo-Indian.] A male
native servant-of-all-work in India.

maud, maad, s. [Etym. doubtful
;
perhaps

from Maud or Matilda.] A plaid worn by
shepherds, &c.

"For south as weel as north, my lad,

A' honest Scotsmen lo'e the maud.
Burns: Guidtmfeof Wauchope-house.

*mau'-dle, v.t. [Maudlin, a.] To render
maudlin ; to throw into confusion or disorder.

maud -lin, a. [A corruption of Eng, Mag-
dalen (Mid. Eng. Madeleyne), i.e. Mary Mag-
dalene, who was represented, as shedding tears

of sorrowing repentance]

*1. Tearful, full of tears, weeping.
" Sir Edmond-berry . . . milks their maudlin eyes."

Dryden : Prol. to Loyal Brother.

*2. Half-intoxicated, muddled with drink.

3. Full of or characterized by sickly senti-

ment ; over emotional.

maud'-lin, s, [Prob. a corrupt, of Magdalen.]
[Maudlin, a.]

Bot. : Achillea Ageratum; more fully, Sweet
Maudlin. It grows in the south of Europe.

" The flowere of the maudlin are digested into loose

umbels."—Miller: Gardener's Dictionary.

* maud'-lln Ism, s. [Eng. maudlin, a. ; -ism.]

The quality or state of being maudlin ; sickly
sentimentalism.

"This piece of perfunctory maudlinUm."—Drum-
mond : Perthshire m Bygone Hays, cb. xiv.

maud'-lin-wort, s. [Eng. maudlin, «., and
wort.]

Bot.: Chrysanthemum Leucanfhemum.

* man'- gre (gre as ger), * mal-gre,
*maul-gre, *mau-ger, j»*ep. [0. Fr
malgre, maugre, maulgre; Fr. malgre = ill-

will, from mal (Lat. malus) = bad, ill, and gre

(Lat. gratuvi) = a pleasant thing ; Itah mal-
grado.] In spite of, in opposition to, not-

withstanding, despite.
" I, through the ample air, in triumph high
Shall lead hell captive, maugre hell."

Milton: P. L., 11 L 24fi.

*mau'-gre (gre as ger), v.t. [Maugke,
prep.] To defy.

mau'-l-llte, s. [From the island of Maui,
Hawaiian Archipelago ; surf, -lite (Min.).~]

Min. : The same as Labradokite (q.v.).

mau-kin (1), s. [Malkin.]

mau -kin (2), maw -kin, maul kin, s.

[A contr. of grimalkin (q.v.).] A hare. (Cf.

the use of -puss for a hare as well as a cat.)

" It will he my lot to he shot down like a mawkin."--
Scott : Old Mortality, ch. viL

maul, ma ll, *malle, s. [Lat. malleus = a
mallet, a hammer.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A large wooden hammer,
adapted for driving wedges, and sometimes
called a beetle.

"A man that beareth false witness "against his
neighbour is a maul, and a Bword, and a sharp arrow."
—Prov. xxv. 18.

2. Military

:

t (1) A bludgeon with a leaden head carried

by an ancient soldier. {Brewer.)

(2) A mallet for driving pickets. The light

maul of the United States Artillery service

has a head of elm or hickory, six inches in

diameter and eight inches long ; handle of

ash, one and half inches diameter, twenty-four
inches long ; an iron hoop on each end of the
head one inch wide, quarter of an inch thick.

{Amer.) -~

maul (2), a. [Ger. maler-stock, mahler-stock,

from mater = a painter, and stock = a stick.]

(See compound.)

maul-stick, mahl-stick, s.

Art: A round staff, three or four feet long,

tapering towards one end, to which is fastened

a small ball, covered with cotton wool and
soft leather, in order that the canvas may not
be injured by its resting upon it. The stick

is held in the left hand near the larger ex-

tremity, and serves as a rest to the right hand
while painting.

maul, v.t. [Maul (1), s.]

1. To beat, to bruise ; to hurt in a coarse
cruel manner.

2. To do gross injury to in any way; to

damage.
" This was the time to mavZ the wretches."—Macau-

lay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

maum, ». [Malm.]

* mau -met, s. [Mawhet.]

* mau met-rie, s. [Mawmetby.]

tw?hti
j s. [See def.] Must. (Scotch.)

" I doubt we maun delay your journey till yon have
seen the Laird."

—

Scott: Waverley, ch. xxx.

* maunch, s. [Fr. manch.] [Manch,]

1. Ord. Lang, : A loose sleeve.

2. Heraldry : A manch (q.v.).

* maunch, v.t. [Manch.]

* maun -cy-ple, s. [Manciple.]

maund (1), * maunde, s. [A.S. mand.
mond; Dut. mand.] A hand-basket. {Prov.)

" A thousand favours from a maund she drew."
Shakesp. : Lover's Complaint, 36.

maund (2), s. [Hind. & Pers. man.] In the
East Indies a measure of weig-ht, varying in
different localities. At Madras it weighs
nearly 25 lbs. ; at Bombay, 28 lbs. ; at Kurrachi,
80 lbs. ; and at Calcutta, the Imperial or
Indian maund weighs S2£ lbs., and the factory
maund 74$ lbs.

* maund (1), v.t. [Fr. mander, from Lat.
mando.] To command.

* maund (2), v.i. [Perhaps from maund (1).]

To beg.
" A very cauter, I sir, one that maunds
Upon the pan." Ben Jonson : Staple of Hews, ii. 5.

* maun -de, * maun dee, a. [Maundy.]

* maun der, v.i. & t. [Supposed to be a
corrupt, of Fr. maudire = to abuse, to use
bad language.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To grumble.
" He made me many visits, maundering as if I had

done him a discourtesy in leaving such au opening."—

-

Wiseman : Surgery.

2. To talk foolishly ; to chatter, to mutter.
"Thufl continued the antiquary to maunder."—

ScoM; Antiquary, ch. xxii.

B. Trans. : To chatter ; to utter foolishly.

"Mumbling and maundering the luerest common-
places."—Carlyle : Sartor Hesartus, bk. i., ch. iv.

maun der, ». [Eng. mau)id (2), v., -er.] A
beggar.
" Thou art chosen, venerable Clause,
Our king and soveraign : monaich if th' maunders.''

Beaum. & Flet. : Be3gar't Bush, ii. L

* maun-der-er, s. [Eng. maunder, v. ; -er.]

A grumbler, a murmurer.

maun'-der-ing, s. [Eng. maunder, v. ; -vng.]

Grumbling, murmuring.
"The maundering* of discontent are like the voyce

and behaviour of a swiue, who, . . . runs grumbling
about. "—South : Sermons, vol. vii, ser. 14.

* maund -Ing, s. [Maund, (1), v.] Com-
manding, commands.

"His maundings and rough language.' —Hacket

:

Life of Williams, ii. 116.

maun'-dril, a. [Mandeil.]

Min. : A prying pick with two prongs.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, care, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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maun dy, a. [Maunder, p.] Querulous,
abusive, saucy. (Pwv.)

maun' - dy, t maun' - day, * maun' - de,
* maun dee, * maun-dye, s. [0. Fr.

mande = that which is commanded, from Lat.
mandatum ~ a command, neut. sing, of man-
dalus pa. par. mando = to command,]

* 1, A commandment.
" His bitter passion, begynning with his maundy,

and therein his humble wesshynge of his disciples
feete."—Sir T. More: Workes, p. 1,305.

* 2. The passover.
"Lord where wolte thou kepe thi maunde}"—

Coventry Mysteries, p. 259.

Maundy -Thursday, t Maunday-
Thursday, s. The Thursday in Passion-
week, the day next before Good-Friday, when
it was formerly the custom for the kings and
queens of England to wash the feet of as many
poor men and women as they were years old,

and afterwards give them meat and clothes.
This ceremony is now obsolete, but on Maundy-
Thursday the king's or queen's almoner distri-

butes to as many poor men and women as the
sovereign is years old certain coins called
Maundy-money, consisting of a silver four-
penny piece, a three-penny piece, a two-penny
piece, and a penny piece. The name is derived
from the anthem which was sung during the
ceremony, and which began with the words
Mandatum novum (John xiii. 34), the notion
being that the washing of the feet was a ful-

filling of this command.
"During the ceremony was sung the Anthem, 'A

new command I give to you, that ye loveoneunother,'
whence, as it beL'au with the Latin word mandatum,
the day was called Maunday-Thursday."—Lingard :

Mist. & Antiq. of the A. S. Church, i. 99.

maun-na, man -na, s. [Sc. maun = must,
and na = not.] Must not. (Scotch.)

"Deacon, folk maunna look ower nicely at what
king's head's out."

—

Scott; Guy Manneriitg, ch. xxxii.

mau-resque (que as k), «. [Moresque.]

Maur-ist, a. &, s. [From Lat. Maitnts, the
name of the favourite follower of St. Bene-
dict.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to or characteristic

of the Congregation described under B.

B. As substantive:

Eccles. £ Church Hist. (PL) : The members of

the Congregation of St. Maur, to whom litera-

ture owes the stately tomes known as "Bene-
dictine Editions." The Congregation had
its origin in a reform of the Benedictines in

the early part of the seventeenth ceutury

;

it was supported by de Retz and afterwards

by Richelieu, and in 1720 possessed in France
six provinces, containing 180 abbeys and
priories. Among the most celebrated of the
Maurists are Mabillon, Martene, Montfaucon,
the founder of the science of archaeology,

Ruinart, Lami, Le Nourri, and Martianay.
Jansenism seems to have affected some of

the convents, and, according to Badiche, a
Masonic Lodge was established at Glanfeuil

in 1755, over which the prior of the monas-
tery in that place presided. The Congregation

was suppressed in 1792.

mau-ri'-ti-a (ti as shi), s. [Named after

Prince Maurice of Nassau, who aided Piso in

publishing his Natural History of Brazil.]

But. : A genus of Palms, tribe Calamese.

They are natives of the tropical parts of

South America. The leaves are fan-shaped.

Some species rise to the height of 100 or even
150 feet. The juice of Mauritia vinifera is

made into a kind of wine, or what in the

East would be called "toddy." The outer

rind of the young leaves of M. jlexuosa is

made into string ; the soft pith furnishes a

kind of aiigo. It is the Moriehe, or Sea-palm,

and grows along the Amazon, the Orinoco, &c.

Mau-ri'-tius (ti as sh), s. [Named by the

Dutch, a.d. 159S, after Prince Maurice, Stat-

holder of the Netherlands.]

Geog. : An island in the Indian Ocean ; lat.

20° to 20° 34' S. ; long. bV 20' to 57° 46' E.

Mauritius-weed, s.

Bot. : Rocella fusifonnis.

man-rSl'-l-cus, s. [From Ital. II Maurolico,

the name of an Italian journal which nourished

about 1830. (Gunther.)]

Ichthy. : A genus of ph3'sostomous fishes,

family Sternoptyehidre. They are deep-sea

fishes, of small size, allied to the typical

genus Sternoptyx (q.v.).

* mau -sole, s. [Mausoleum.] A mausoleum,
a tomb.

"What rarer mausole may my bones include?"
Sylvester : Sonnets on Peace in trance, xil

* mau-SO-le'-an, a. [Lat. mausoleus = per-
taining to Maiisolus.] [Mausoleum.] Per-
taining to a mausoleum ; monumental.

" Some have . . . sought
By pyramids and mausofean pomp,
Short llv'tl themselves, f immortalize their bones.

'

Cowper ; Task, v. 183.

mau-so-le'-um, s. [Lat. (1) = the tomb of
Mausolus ; (2) any splendid tomb, from Gr.
Mava-(a\elov (Alausoleion) — the tomb of Mau-
solus, king of Caria, erected by his queen
Artemisia.]

1. A magnificent or splendid tomb or sepul-
chral monument.

" Bonie, full of years and honours, to a mausoleum
surpassing in lnaguiliceuce any that Europe could
show."— Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

2. A general term applied to a sepulchral
chapel or building erected for the reception
of a monument or to contain tombs.

"Into this mausoleum the king descended with a
long train of courtiers."

—

Macaulay; Hist. JSng., ch.
xxiv.

maut, s. [Malt, e.]

mau -ther, s. [A.S. mcegdh = a maid.] An
awkward girl ; a romp, a gawky, a wench.
(Prov.)

"You talk like a foolhm mauther."
Ben Jonson : Alchemist, iv. l.

mauv-an -1-line (au as 6), s. [Eng. mauv(e),
and aniline.]

Chem. : Ci9H17N3. A lower hoinologue of
rosanilinc, prepared by heating a mixture of
commercial aniline and dry arsenic acid in a

sealed tube to 170°. It forms light-brown
crystals, soluble in ether, benzol, and alcohol

;

insoluble in water. Its salts, especially the
acetate and hydrochloride, crystallize readily,

forming beautiful crystals of a greenish hue
and metallic lustre. Mauvaniline salts are
soluble in hot or acidulated water, and dye
silk and wool fine purple-red tints.

mauve (au as 6), a. & s. [Fr. = mallow, Lat.
mtdva. So called from the resemblance to the
colour of the flowers of the mallow.]

A. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : The colour of the dye de-
scribed under 2.

2. Chem. : Aniline purple, or Perkin's purple.
The sulphate of the base mauveiue occurring
in commerce in crystalline masses, as a paste,

and in solution. It is soluble in water, and
dyes silk and wool a beautiful purple colour.

B. As adj. : Of a m^uve colour.

mauve ine (au as 6), s. [Eng. mauve ; -int.]

Chem.: C27H04N4. The base of mauve or
aniline purple, aud the earliest known aniline

colour. When a cold solution of potassium
bichromate is mixed with a cold, saturated
solution of aniline sulphate, a precipitate- of

mauveine sulphate is gradually formed, and
this, on being dissolved iu boiling water and
precipitated by an alkali, yields the free base
mauveine. It is soluble in alcohol, with a
beautiful violet colour. With acids it forms
crystalline salts, possessing a cantharidiue-

green lustre.

ma'-vis, * ma-vise, s. [Mid. Eng. mavis,
from O. Fr. mauvis = a throstle (Cotgrave).

Supposed to be from Bret, milvid, milfid=&
mavis. (Skeat.y]

Ornith. : Turdus musicus, the Song-thrush,
or Throstle (q.v.) The name Mavis was for-

merly in general use in England, where it is

becoming rare, though it is still met with in

poetry. The word is in common use in Scot-

land, s

"Crowes, pophigayes, pyes, pekocks, and mavies,"—
Ash-mole: Theut. Chem, Brit., p. 115.

mavis-skate* May-skate, s.

Ichthy. : Raia oxyrhyncus, the largest of the
British rays. Dr. George Johnston measured
one 7 ft. 9 in. in length by S ft. 3 in. in breadth.
(Yarrell.)

* ma-vor'-tial (ti as sh), a. [Lat. mavor-
tius = pertaining to Mars ; Mavors = Mars.]
Martial, warlike.

"Once was I guarded with mavortial bands."
Locrine, iv. 1.

maw (1), * mawe, s. [A.S. maga = the
stomach ; cogn. with Dut. maag; Icel. magi

;

Sw. mage; Dan. mave; Ger. magen; O. H.
Ger. mago.]

1. The stomach of the lower animals.

"They shaU give unto the priest the shoulder, and
the two cheeks, and the maw. —Deut. xviii. 3.

2. Applied to the stomach ot human beings

in contempt.
" Help ua to save free conscience from the paw
Of hireliug wolves, whose gospel is their maw."

Milton : To the Lord General Cromwell.

* 3. The crop of fowls.
" Granivorous birds have the mechanism of a mill

:

their maw is the hopper which holds and softens tiie

grain, letting it down by degrees into the stomach. —
A rbuthnot.

*
4=. Appetite, inclination.

"Unless you had more mawe to do me good.'*

—

Beaum. & Flet. {Todd.)

maw-bound, «. Costive.

* maw (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] The name of

an old game at cards. It was played with a

piquet pack of thirty-six cards by any number
of persons from two to six.

* maw (3), *-. [Mew (1), $.] A sea-mew.

*maw, v.t. [Mow, v.]

* mawe, * [Maw (l), s.]

mawk, * mauk, * mawke, s. [A.S. madhcl;
meadJie = a, maggot, from Icel. madhkr ; Dan.
maddik; Norw. makl; vtadhek is a dimin. from
madha; Goth, matha ; Dut. & Ger. made = a

maggot.] [Moth.]
* 1. A maggot.
" Hec cimis, Anglioe mawke."— Wright; Vol. ••/ Vocal/.,

p. 190.

2. A slattern.

maw-kin, s. [Malkin.]

* mawk'-Ing, «. [Eng. uwipfc; -ing.] Slat-

ternly.

* mawk higly, adv. & a. [Eng. mvwkiiig;
-ly.}

A. As adv. : In a slatternly manner.

B. As adj. : Slatternly, tasteless, disgusting.
" To place much piety in their ma-wkingly \ 'Um m -•

—Bp. Taylor : Artificial Handsomeness, p. 37.

mawk ish, * mauk'-isn, u. [Eng. mawk

;

-ish.]

1. Apt to cause satiety or loathing ; sickly,

nauseous.
" Like a faint traveller whose dusty mouth
Grows dry with heat, and spits a maukish froth."

Addison; VirgU ; Qeorgiciv.

2. Sick at stomach, squeamish.

mawk ish ly, adv. [Eng. mawkish ; -hi

}

Iu a mawkish manner ; so as to cause satiety

or loathing.

mawk -Ish ness, s. [Eng. mawkish ; -ness.
]

The quality or state of being mawkish; nau-
seousness.

mawks, s. [Mawk.] A great, awkward, ill-

dressed girl. (Prov.)

maw'-ky, u. [Eng. wtawfc; -y.] Maggoty.

maw-met, * mau -met, o. [A corrupt, of
Mahomet.] [Mammet.]

* maw'-met-ry, * mau'-met-rie, o. [Mam-
METRY.]

* mawm -Ish, a. [Eng. maum, vialm = soft

;

-ish.] Foolish ; soft. (More probably a mis-
print for mawkish.)

"It is one of the most nauseous, maurmish fortifica-
tions, for a mau to have to do with a punctual hniixd
fop."—L'Estrange.

maw -seed, s. [Eng. mzw, s., and seed.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A name given to poppy-seed,
from its being used as a food for cage birds,
especially during moulting.

2. Bot. : The Opium Poppy, Papaver somni-
ferum.

maw skin, s. [Eng. maw (1), and skin.]
The stomach of a calf prepared fur making
cheese rennet. (Prov.)

maw -worm, s. [Eng. maw (1), s., and worm.)
A popular name for any intestinal worm
found in the maw, or stomach, especially
Ascaris vermicularis sometimes found there,
though its appropriate habitat is the rectum

* max, s. [Said to be for maxime, and meaning
properly the best gin.] Gin. (Slang.)

"Trent
Boxers to max at the Oue Tun in Jennyu Street."

Barham: Ingoldsby Legends ; Bagman's Oog.

b&H, bo^ ; pout, jtfwl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = %,

-clan, -tian = sham -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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max-il'-la (pi. max-il'-lse), s. [Lat. = the
jaw- bone," the jaw, from mala = tike cheek-
bone, the jaw.]

Anatomy

:

1. Human (PJ.) : Two bones of the face :

maxilla superior, the upper jaw, and maxilla
inferior, the lower jaw or mandible. [Jaw.]
The term "maxilla" is specially applied to
the superior maxillary bones, except the in-

cisor part.

2. Comparative

:

'

(1) In vertebrata, the bone corresponding
to the superior maxilla in man.

(2) In Arthropoda, the one or two pairs of
limbs next the mandibles that are modified as
jaws. (Huxley.) In the Crustacea the maxillre
are in front of the somites forming the maxil-
lipeds and behind that somite which has the
mandibles. In the Arachnida there is a pair
of maxillae, each of which is provided with a
jointed appendage. They are just behind the
mandibles, as they are also in Insecta. They
are the inferior pair of jaws, and are furnished
with one or more pairs of maxillary palpi.

max-ll-lax'-I-a, s. [Lat. maxillaris = per-
taining to the jaw; so named because the
column and labellum of these plants some-
what resemble the maxillae or jaws of some
animal.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the family
MaxillaridEe.

max-il-lar-i-dse, s. pi. [Lat. maxillar(ia)

;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. . A family of orchids, tribe Vandese.

max-il'-lar-y, t max-il'-lar, a. & s. [Lat.
maxillaris'= belonging to the" jaw ; maxilla =

\ the jaw.]

A. As adjective

:

Anat. : Of or pertaining to the jaw.
" The greatest quantity of hard substances continued

is towards the head ; there is the skull, the teeth, and
the maxillary bones."

—

fiacon: Nat. Hist., § 747.

B. As subst. : The jaw-bone.
" It has a much less expanded union with the maxil-

lary than in these animals."

—

Trans. Airier. 1'hilos.
Society, vol. xiii. (1873), p. 200.

maxillary-bone, s,

Anat. : The jaw-bone.

maxillary sinus, 5.

Anat. : A large cavity lying above the molar
teeth and below the orbital palate, communi-
cating with the middle meatus of the nose.
Called also the antrum of Highinore.

max-il'-li- form, a. [Lat. maxilla = a jaw-
bone, and forma = form, shape.] Having tlie

shape or form of a cheekbone.

max-il'-ll-ped, max-il'-li-pede, s. [Lat.
maxilla= n jaw, and pes (genit. pedis) = a foot.]

Zool. : Foot-jaw. The limbs in the Crus-
tacea and Myriopoda, which are converted

• into masticatory organs. There are three
pairs in the higher Crustacea; in the Chilo-
poda there are only two pairs, of which the
second is hooked, and perforated for the dis-

charge of a poisonous fluid.

max-ll-16-, pref. [Lat. maxill(a) = a jaw, and
connective.] Pertaining to, or in any way

connected with the maxilla? (q.v.).

rnaxillo pharyngeal space, *,

Anat. : A triangular interval between the
side of the pharynx and the ramus of the lower
jaw, containing the internal carotid artery, in-

ternal jugular vein, and the glossopharyngeal,
pneumogastric, spinal accessory, and hypo-
glossal nerves.

maxillo turbinal, a. & s.

A. -4s adj. : Turbinated in form and con-
nected with a maxilla. There is a maxillo-
turbinal bone or bones. Called also the
Inferior turbinated bone (q.v.), or the Spongy
bone (q.v.).

B. -4.5 subst. (PL): The inferior turbinated
bones.

IZiax'-im, * max-ime, s. [Fr. maxime, from
Lat. maxima, fern. sing, of maximus — greatest,
from magnus = great.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A principle generally re-

ceived and admitted as true; an established
principle ; a short and concise statement of
an important truth ; an aphorism, a proverb,
an adage.

" It was also a legal maxim, that a living man could
have no heir."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. x.

* 2. Music : The longest note formerly used,
equal to two longs, or four breves.

maxim monger, s. One who deals
much in maxims or aphorisms.

Max-im'-i-an-ists, s. pi. [See def.]

Eccles. £ Church Hist. : A sect of Donatists
in the fourth century. They derived their
name from Maximianus, their leader.

Max-i-mil'-l-an, s. [After the name of the
king.] A Bavarian gold coin, value 13s. (id.

sterling.

max-i-mil-i-a'-na (1), s. [A feminine form
of Lat. Maximilianus = Maximilian.]

Astron. : [Asteroid, 05].

max-i-mil-i-a'-na (2), s. [Named after

Maximilian, Prince of Wied Neuwied.]

Bot. : A genus of Palms, tribe Cocoeae.

Maximiliana regia is the Inaja palm (q.v.).

* max'-l-mist, s. [Eng. maxim; -ist.] One
who deals much in maxims ; a maxim-monger.

* max-ixn-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. maximize)

;

-ation.] The act of maximizing or raising to

the highest degree.

t max'-im-Ize, v.t. [Lat. maxim(u+) = great-

est ; Eng. suff. -fee] To raise or increase to

the highest degree ; to make as great as poss-
ible.

max'-i-mum (pi. max'-i-ma), s. & a.

[Lat. neut. sing, of maximus = greatest, super-

lative of magnus = great.]

A. As subst.: The greatest quantity or de-

gree attainable or attained, in any given case :

opposed to minimum (q.v.).

IT Maxima and minima :

Math. & Physics : The greatest and least

values of a variable quantity. A function of

a single variable is at a maximum state when
it is greater than both the state which im-
mediately precedes and the state which im-
mediately follows it ; and it is at a minimum
state when it is less than both the state which
immediately precedes and the state which im-
mediately follows it.

B. As adj. : The greatest
;

greatest in

amount or degree.
" Hence there were two stations, in the position of

almost nmximum totality."— Times, April 20, 1875.

maximum-barometer, s. A barometer
having an indicator so arranged as to follow

the movement of the mercury up to the
highest point which it may reach, and there

remain stationary when the mercury recedes,

thus showing the maximum height of the
column and consequent maximum of pres-

sure during storms.

maximum-thermometer, s. A ther-

mometer arranged to register the highest point
reached between observations. [Thermo-
meter.]

max'-ite, s. [Named after Max Brann ; suff.

-ite (Mi?i.).]

Mm. : An orthorhombic mineral, supposed
by Laspeyres to be a distinct species. Now
shown to be an altered leadhillite (q.v.).

Found at the Malacalzetta mine, Iglesias,

Sardinia.

May (1),
* Mai, * Maie (1), * Maye, s. [O.

Fr. Mai, May; Fr. Mai, from Lat. Mains =
May, as the month of growth, from Mala =
the goddess of increase or growth, from the
same root as Lat. magnus; Eng. may (auxil.

verb).]

1. The fifth month of the year.

* 2. The early part of life ; the spring.
" His May of youth, and hlooin of lustihood.*'

Shakesp. ; Much Ado About Nothing, v. 1.

3. A familiar name for hawthorn-blossom,
from its appearing about the end of May,
Old Style.

If Several spiraeas are also called May, Thus
Italian May is Spirrea Filipendula.

* i. The sports of May-day ; May-games.

May-apple, «.

Botany :

1. The fruit of Podophyllum peltatum, a ra-

nunculaceous plant, growing in the eastern
states of the American Union. It is a low
herbaceous plant, having the white flowers
hidden by the overshadowing broad leaves.

2. Passifiora incarnata. It has sweet scented

flowers, variegated with purple. The fruit is of

the size of an apple, but orange-coloured, with
a sweetish, yellow pulp.

May-beetle, s. The same as May-bug, 1.

(Halliwell.)

May-bird, s.

Ornith. : A name sometimes given in

Jamaica to the American Wood-thrush, Tnrdus
mustelinus of Gnielin, T. mclodns of Wilson
[Wood-thrush], which visits the island in the
month of May.

May-blobs, s.

Bot. : A rural name for Caltha palustris, the
Marsh marigold.

May-bloom, s. The bloom of the haw-
thorn. [May s., 3.]

May-bug, *.

Entomology

:

1. Melolontha vulgaris, the Common Cock-
chafer.

2. Lachnostcrna quercina, an American
lamellicorn beetle, very destructive tn pas-
ture-land. The larvae feed on the roots of the
grass to such an extent that the turf may be
completely peeled off.

May-bush, a. The hawthorn.

May-chafer, s.

Entom. : The cockchafer, Melolontha vul-

gar is.

May-day, 5. The first day of May, on
which day rural festivities were, and to some
extent still are, celebrated, and on which the
May-queen was crowned.

'"Tit as much impossible
To scatter them, as 'tis to make them sleep
On May-day morning."

tiJuike&p. : Henry VIII., v. 3.

May-dew, s. The dew which falls in

May. It is popularly credited with some
remarkable qualities, as to have great virlne
in bleaching linen, and in preserving the fresh-

ness and beauty of the face, if gathered eaily

on May-day.

May-drink, s. A refreshing drink, well
known in Germany and Belgium under the
name of Mai-wein, or Mai-trank. It consists

of white wine, in which aromatic herbs have
been infused.

" In making the May-drink, the leaveB of black-
currants, balm, and peppermint are sometimes mixed
in less proportions with the woodiufle. A handful <tf

the mixture is amply sufficient for a quart of white
Rhine wine, mixed to taste with white sugar and
water."—Notes & Queries, 2nd ser , viii. 85.

May-duke, s. A corruption of Medoc.
A variety of cherry introduced from Medoc,
in the Gironde.

May-flower, s.

1. In England, the hawthorn.

2. In America, the trailing arbutus, Epzgcea
repens.

May-flies, s. pi.

Entom. : The neuropterous family Epheme-
rida*, or the species Ephemera vulgata.

"He loves the Mny-Jty, which is bred of the cud-
worm or caddis."— Walton : Angler.

May-game, s. Games, sports, or diver-

sions celebrated on May-day.

t May-garland, s. a garland of flowers
carried from house to house by groups of chil-

dren, in rural districts in England, on May-day.
"Two in every group carried between thein, sus-

pended from a stick, the May-garland, formed of two
small transverse willow hoops, decorated with a pro-
fusion of primroses and other flowers, and fresh greeu
foliage"—AntUiuary, May, 1880.

* May-lady, s. The same as May-queen
(q.v.).

May-lily, s.

Bot. : The lily of the valley, Convallaria
majails.

* May-lord, s. A youth chosen to pre-
side over the village sports on May-day
(Browne: Brit. Past., s. 5). Fletcher's ac-
count (see extract) is slightly different. The
origin of the custom does not appear, but
Hainpson (Medii (Evi Kah, i. 262) thinks that
as " probably the rural festivities were super-
intended by the principal villager and his wife,
the elective lord and lady of the May repre-
sented these persons."

" The shepherd boys, who with the muses dwell.
Met m the plain their May-lords new to choose
(For two tLey yearly choose), to order well
Their rural sports and year that next ensues."

Fletclier : Purple Jsland, i. 2.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit,* sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e ; ey = a • qu — kw.
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Ivlay-morn, s.

1. Lit. : The morning of May-day.
* 2. Fig. : Freshness, vigour.

"My liege
Is in the very May-morn of hia youth,
Ripe for exploits. tiliakesp. : Henry T., i. 2.

May-pole, o.

1. Orel. Lang. : A pole wreathed or adorned
with garlands of flowers, round which the
youths and maidens of the village danced on
jtf ay-flay.

2. Bot. : Agave Americana.

May-queen, s. A young woman selected
for her beauty to act as queen or directress of
•the games on May-day.

May-thorn, s.

lint. : The hawthorn. So named, perhaps,
to distinguish it from the blackthorn, which
.flowers nearly a month earlier.

May-weed, Male weed, s.

Botany :

1. Anthemis Cotula, called also Maruta
Cuiula. It flowers in May, and sheds its seeds
before the corn is reaped, so as to become a
troublesome weed, but with proper rotation
of crops it can be dealt with.

"The Maie-wecd doth burne, and the thistle d"th
freat." Timer.

2. [Maydeweed],

1[ Stinking Mayweed is Matricaria Chamo-
milla.

May-wort, s.

Bcs. : Crosswort, Galium crucial® or critcl-

ntum.

* may (2),
:i maie (2), s. [A.S. mag = a maid

(q.v.).] A maid, a girl, a young woman.

may, v.i. [May (1), s.] To celebrate the fes-

tivities of May. (Only used now in the
phrases to go a-maying, to be a-maying.)

may, mai, auxil.'v. (pa. t. might, * mights
" mought), [A.S. mugan=to be able ; icmceg=
I may or can, pa. t. ic mihte ; O. Sax. mugan ;

ik mag = I may, pa. t. -mahta ; Icel. mega; ek

md = I may, pa. t. ek mdUi; Dut. mogen; ic

mag =1 may, pa. t. ik mogt ; Dan. ic maa = I

may, pa. t. maatte; Sw. ma, pa. t. m&ite; Ger.

mogen ; ich mag = I may, pa. t. moclitc ; Goth.
magau; ik mag = I may, pa. t. ik mahta. From
the same root as Lat. magmts = great, mactus
honoured ; Sausc. mail = to honour,] An
auxiliary verb, denoting—

1. Subjective power, ability, or might.

"I am coming on
To veuge me as I may." Shakesp. : Henry I'., i. 2.

If Iii this sense almost, if not quite, obso-

lete, its place being taken by can; may being

.reserved for those cases in which there is

something regarded as possibly true or likely

to happen.

2. Permission, opportunity, or liberty

-offered.
" There thou mayst brain him."

Shakesp.: Tempest, iii. 2.

3. Possibility with contingency ; synony-

mous with the adverb perhaps.
" A score of ewes may l>e worth ten pounds."—

Shakesp.: 2 Henry IV., iii. 2.

4. Opportunity ; moral power.
•' For then will I turn to the people a pure language,

that they may all call upon the name of the Lord.
1 —

Zephaniah iii. 9.

o. Used to avoid too great bluntness in

putting a question, or as suggesting a doubt

-whether the person addressed is able to an-

swer it definitely.

"Who might he your mother?"
Shakcsp. : As You Like It, iii. 5.

6. Desire, wish, as in prayer, benediction,

nmprecation, and the like.

"Long mayst thou live."

Skakesp. . Jlichard III., l. 3.

7. Concession.
" Though what he learns he speaks and may advance

Some general maxims, or be right by chance.
,

Pope : Moral Essays, i, 3.

may-be, adv., «.., & s.

A. As adv. ; Perhaps, possibly, probably,

-peradventure.
" May-be he tells you true.

SJiakesp. : Merry Wioes of Windsor, m. 4.

- B. As adj. : Possible, but uncertain.

** Tis nothing yet, yet all thou hast to give
; _ „

Then acid those may-be years thou hast to Jive.

liryden : Wind A Panther, in. 29„.

* C. Assubst. : A possibility, a probability.

may'-ac, s. [Mayaca.]

Hot. (PL): Lindley's name for the order

Mayacete (q.v.).

may'-a-ca, s. [Named by Aublet. Probably
a native Guianan word.]

Bot. : The typical and only genus of the

order Mayacete (q.v.).

may-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. mayae(a);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -eai.]

Bot. : Mayacs, an order of Endogens, tribe

Xyridales. It consists of moss-like plants,

with narrow leaves and small white, pink, or

violet flowers, creeping over damp places.

Spiral vessels, chiefly in the flower stalks

;

sepals, petals, and stamens, three ; anthers,

one-celled ; ovary, one-celled, with three pari-

etal placenta?. Fruit, a membranous capsule,

covered by the permanent sepals and petals,

one-celled, three-valved. Found in marshes
in America. Only one known genus ; species

four. (Lindley.)

mayd, mayde, s. [Maid.]

mayde'-weed, s. [Eng. mayde, obsolete form
of maid, and weed.]

Bot. : Pyrethrum Partlienium.

If Red Maydcweed :

Bot. . Adonis autumncdis.

may-den hede, [Maidenhead.]

* may-den-node, s. [Maidenhood.]

tmay'-er, s. [Eng. May, s. ; -cr.] One who
keeps May-day with its old customs and fes-

tivities.
" On the Mayers deign to smile."

Hong, in Hones Every Day Book, ii. 286.

may -hap, conj. [Eng. may, v., and hap, v.]

Perhaps, peradventure, possibly.

may-hem, [Maim.]

May'-niil, s. [See def.]

Geog. : A hill in Gloucestershire.

Mayhill sandstone, s.

Geol. : A sandstone of Upper Silurian age.
The same as Upper Llandovery (q.v.).

(Murchison),

May' nas, s. [Etym. doubtful ; probably a
native name.] (See the compound.)

Maynas resin, s.

C'hcm. : C14HJ904 (?). A resin extracted by
incision from Galophylluni Calaha, a tree grow-
ing in the plains of the Orinoco. When puri-
fied, it crystallizes in beautiful line yellow
crystals. Sp. gr. 1*12. It acts as an acid, and
is very soluble in alcohol, ether, and oils. It

melts at 105" to a transparent glass.

ma-yon-naise', s. [Fr. ; a remote etym.
uncertain.]

JA sauce or dressing for salads,

cold fish, lobster, &<\ It is made nf the yolks
of eggs beaten up with salad and lemon-juice
or vinegar.

may- or, * maire, major, * meire,
* meyre, s. [Fr. maire, from Lat. majorevi,

ace. of major = greater . . . a superior.] The
chief magistrate of a city or borough ; the
chief officer of a municipal corporation.

"And there iu the east ende of the hall where the
maire kepeth the hmtiuges, the maire and all the
aldermen assembled about him."— Sir 'J'. More :

Workcs, p. iii.

% Mayor of the Palace : In French history,

originally the first officer of the royal house-
bold, afterwards the first officer of state under
the Merovingian kings. Their power and in-

fluence increased so greatly that they in time
became the real rulers of the country, and
ultimately, in a.d. 752, the then mayor of the
palace, Pepin the Short, procured the depo-
sition of Childeric IV. and his own advance-
ment to the throne, founding the Carlovingian
dynasty.

*" may'-dr-al* a. [Eng. mayor; -al.] Of or
pertaining to a mayor.

"Sir Peter Laurie, afterwards of aldermanic and
even mayoral celebrity." — Carlyle : Jtcminiscences,
i. 217.

may-dr-al-ty, s. [Formed as if from a Lat.
viajoralitas, from major = greater ... a
superior.] The office of a mayor; the time
during which a mayor holds office.

"The pageant, called Goldsmith's Jubilee, on the
mayoralty of Sir Robert Vyner, were given by this
man."— Walpole : A necdotes of Painting, vol. i., ch. L

may'-or-ess, "may-ress, s. [Eng. mayor;

-6hS.] The wife of a mayor.
" To ride in a tine gilt coach and six.

n
Like her worship the Lady May'ress.

Hood: Miss Mil'mansegg.

* may'-dr-let, s. [Eng. mayor; -let] A petty

mayor.
" The patriotic mayor or mayorlet of the \ illage."—

Carlyle: French Jievol. pt ii., bk. iii., ch. iv

may'-ten-us, s. [Latinised by Molina from

maiten, the Chilian name of one species.]

Bot. : A genus of Celastracea?, tribe Euony-

meae. It consists of shrubs or small trees

found in South America. Maytenus chilensis

is highly astringent.

Maz-a-gan, s. [See def.]

Geog. : A fortified seaport town of Morocco.

Mazagan bean, s.

Jlort. : An early variety of the common
garden bean (Faba vulgaris), brought from
near Mazagan.

ma-za'-ma, s. [Native name.]

Zoology

:

1. The generic name adopted by Buft'on for

all the Mexican species of the genus Cervus.

In this he was followed by Ealinesque. F.

Cuvier applied the name to his Cervus cam-

pestris. (jyOrbigny.)

2. Mazama montana (Ord), Aplocerus mon-
tanits (Baird), popularly known as the Rocky
Mountain Goat, though it is not a goat, nor is

its home, strictly speaking, the Rocky
Mountains, but the detached chains that

occupy the Pacific slopes of that range. The
horns are thick, conical, and recurved ; the

hair white, long and thick on the shoulders,

throat, sides, and tail ; the under hair soft

and silky, the general appearance resembling
that of a large sheep. One was shot in 1822,

having a girth of 7 feet 3A inches, and measur-
ing 5 feet 10^ inches from the nose to the root

of the tail. Its weight was between three and
four hundred pounds. (An excellent descrip-

tion of this animal will be found in the Cen-
tury Magazine, Dec. 1SS4, pp. 193-203.)

maz an, \ [Gr. p.6.$a.(maza).~\ (See extract.)
" Their most monstrous mass, or niaminetrous

mazan. which signifieth bread or feeding."—Bale:
Select Works, p. 105.

maz'-ard (1), *maz'-zard, s. [Etym.
doubtful

;
perhaps a corrupt, of mazer = a

bowl.]

* 1. The head, the skull.
" And [they], when flushed with wine and luck, 1

Scored ' Charleys ' o'er the mazard."
Pum-h, March 23, 1882.

2. A kind of black cherry, esteemed for

making cherry-brandy. It is Cerasits Avium.

>: maz'-ard (2), s. [Mazer.]

- : maz'-ard, v.t. [Mazard (1), $.} To knock
on the head ; to brain.

" If I had not been a spirit, I had been mazarded."—
Ben Jonsoit .' Masques at Court.

maz'-ar-in, * maz er In, s. [Mazer. ] A
drinking vessel.

mazarine, s. &. a. [After Cardinal Mazarin.]

A. As substantive

:

1, A deep-blue colour.

"The sky above was a bright mazarine."
Barham: Ingoldsby Legends; St. Ilomwold.

2. A particular mode of dressing fowls.

*3. A gown, probably of a mazarine colour.
" Bring my silverd mazarine."

Anstey : Xew Bath Guide, let. ix.

B. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to or in any way connected
with Cardinal Mazarin.

2. Of a deep-blue colour.

Mazarine Bible, s. An edition of the
Latin Vulgate discovered in the library of
Cardinal Mazarin. It was from this that
John Guttenberg, between 1450 and 1455,
printed the first book in the production of
which cut metal types were used.

mazarine-gown, s. The gown of maza-
rine blue worn by a common councilman.
[Mazarine, s.]

Maz -de an, a. [Mazdeism.] Pertaining or
relating to Mazdeism, or the religion of the
ancient Persians.

boil, l>6$ ;
pout, jowl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench

;
go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, sious = shils. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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Maz-de-ism, s. [From Ahuro-Mazddo —
Hi trmusd, the good god of the Persian system,
from Zend alivr — lord, and mazda, as adj. =
= wise ; as subst. = a sage ; Fr. mazdeisnu.]

Religions : A name for Zoroastrianism (q.v.),

maze, * mase, s. [A word of Scandinavian
origin ; cf. Norw. masast = to fall into a
slumber, to lose one's senses ; Icel. masa = to
chatter, to prattle ; Sw. dial, masa = (1)
to warm, (2) to bask, (3) to be slow or lazy

;

mas — slow, lazy ; Bng. amaze.]

1. A labyrinth ; a confusing and puzzling
net-work, or intricacy of winding and turn-
ing paths or passages.

" It gains a safer bed, and steals, at last,
Along the mazes of the quiet vale."

Thomson : Summer, 606.

2. A puzzle, an intricacy.

"The vast and intricate maze of Continental politics."
—Macaiday: Hint, ling., ch. xi.

3. Confusion of thought ; uncertainty, per-
plexity.

"Others . . . reason 'd high . . .

And found no end, in waud'ring mazes lost."
MUton: P. L., ii. 560.

"maze, *mase, v.t. & i. [Maze, s.]

A. Trans. : To bewilder, to amaze, to con-
fuse, to confound.

" A little herd of England's timorous deer,
Maz'd with a velnine kennel of French curs."

Shakesp. ; 1 Henri/ ' '!•> 1V - 2.

B. Intrans. : To be bewildered, to wander
in mind.

"'Ye mate, ye masen, goode sire,' quod she,
'This thank have I fur I have made you see.'"

Chaucer: C. T., 10,260.

*mazed," mased, a. [Maze, v.] Bewildered,

[ confused, confounded, perplexed.

"Many ?n«2€d consider]ngs did throng
And nress'd in with this caution."

Shakesp. : Henri; I'll/., h. i.

*maz'-ed-ness, mas -ed-nesse, 5.

[Eng. mased; -ness.] The quality or state of
being amazed, or in a maze ; bewilderment,
confusion, perplexity.

Chaucer: C, T., 8,937.

* maze -ful, a. [Eng. maze; -p.'ji}).']. Be-
wildering, perplexing, causing bewilderment.
"Stand antonish't lyke to those which red
Medusaea mazeful hed. ' Spenser : Epithalamion.

*maz'-er, * mas'-er, s. [So called from
being made of maple, which is a spotted
wood ; M. H. Ger. mase ; O. H. Ger. masa =
a spot ; cf. Icel. mosurr=a. maple-tree, spot-
wood, mosurr-holli = a mazer-bowl, and I)ut.

maser = a knot in a tree.] A large cup or
drinking vessel.

" 'Bring here,' he said, 'the mazers four.
My noble fathers loved of yore.'

"

Scott : Lord of the Isles, v. 34.

maz'-l-ly, adv. [Eng. mazy; -ly.] In a mazy
or winding manner ; with perplexity or con-
fusion.

maz'-i-ness, s. [Eng. mazy ; -ness.] The
quality or state of being mazy

;
perplexity.

ma-zo-log'-l-cal, a. [Eng. mazology ; -cal.]

Of or pertaining to mazology.

ma-zol'-o-glst, §. [Eng. mazolog(y); -ist.]

One versed in mazology.

ma-zol'-6-gy, s. [Gr. /xa£6s (maxos) = the
breast, and Ao-yo? (logos) = a discourse.] That
department of zoology which treats of mam-
miferous animals. (Annandale.)

ma-zur'-ka, mazout'-ka, s. [Pol.]

1. A Polish dance of lively grotesque char-
acter, the music of which is in £ or £ time
with a peculiar rhythm. It is generally per-

formed by four or eight pairs of dancers, is

popular in Germany as well as in Poland, and
has been introduced successfully into England.
The mazurka, like the waltz, has been treated
in a classical manner, notably by Chopin.

2. The music written for such a dance.

mazy, a. [Eng. maz(e) ; -y.] Having the
character or qualities of a maze ; involved,
winding, perplexing, intricate.

"Theu out again he flies, to wing his maz// round,"
Thomson : Castle of Indolencv, 64.

* maz'-zard, *. [Mazard.]

M.D. An abbreviation for :

1. Med. . Medicinai Doctor = Doctor or Me-
dicine.

2. Mus. : Mano destra, or main tlroite = thn
right hand.

me, *mee, per. pron. [I.] [A.S. me, mee;
cogn. with But. my; Icel. mer (dat.), mile
(ace); Bw. & Dan. mig ; Goth, mis (dat.),

mile (ace); Ger. mir (dat.), viich (ace.) ; Corn.
me, mi; Bret, me; Ir.,Gael.,& Wei. mi ,* Lat.
mikl (dat.), me (ace.) ; Gr. fxai, ifioC (moi, emoi)
(dat. fj.e, eu-e (me, erne) (ace.) ; Sansc. mahyam,
me (dat.), mam, ma. (acc.).j The dative and
accusative of the first personal pronoun. As
a dative it is still used (1) after verbs of
giving or handing over, &c. : as, give me the
book = give the book to me ; sell me the book,
grant me leave, &c. ; (2) after certain inter-
jections : as, woe is me — woe is to me; (3)
to express an indirect object : as, shoot me
the hare = shoot the hare for me; (4) in the
compound impersonal verb: methinks = it

seems to me. So also as an expletive : as,

"Villain, I say, knock mc at this gate, and rap me
well." Shakesp. : Taming of tlie Shrew, i. 2.

In older English we find the dative construed
before the verb to be, and an adjective : as,

me were leof = it would be lief to me; traces
of which construction are to be found in
Shakespeare: as, "me had rather" (Richard
II., hi. 3.).

* me, indef, pron. [From men, by the falling
away of n.] One, people, persons.

"Ase jiieseid."—Aucren liiwle, p. 54.

*mea'-cock, ~ mea-cock, a. & s. [Etym.
doubtful

; perhaps from meek, a., with dimin.
sulf. -ock.]

A. As adj. : Spiritless, pusillanimous,
cowardly, tame, effeminate.

" 'Tis a world to see,
How tame, when men and women are alone,
A meacock wretch can make the curstest shrew."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, ii.

B. As subst. : A spiritless, effeminate, or
timorous fellow ; a coward.

" Fools and meacocks,
To endure what you think fit to put upon 'em."

Beaum. & Flat. : Wild Goose Chase, v. i.

mead(l),*mede(l),*meth,*methe,s. [A.S.
medu, meodu, medo, meodo; cogn. with Dut.
mede ; Icel. mjodhr ; Dan. miod ; Sw. vijoclh ;

Ger. meih ; O. H. Ger. meto; "Welsh medd

;

Lith. mideftis= mead, medus = h<mey ; Kuss.
med' ; Gr. p.iQv (methu) = an intoxicating
drink ; Sansc. madhu = (a.) sweet, (s.) honey,
sugar.]

1. A kind of fermented liquor made by dis-

solving one part of honey in three of boiling
water, flavouring it with spices, and adding a
portion of ground malt and a piece of toast
dipped in yeast, and suffering the whole to
ferment.

" Even heathen yet, the savage Dane
At Iol more deep the mead did drain."

Scott: JIarmioJi, vi. (Introd.)

2. A drink composed of syrup with sarsa-
parilla, or other flavouring matter, and water,
and sometimes impregnated with carbonic
acid gas. (American.)

mead (2), * mede (2), s. [A.S. mmd, from
mdwan = to mow, and thus allied to math,
(q.v.). Cf. Ger. mahd = a mowing; M. II.

Ger. mat = a mowing, a crop, a mead, mate,
matte = a meadow ; Swiss matt = a meadow,
in compound place-names, as Zermatt, &c]
The same as Meadow (q.v.). Seldom used
except in poetry.

" From mead to mead with gentle wing to stray."
Thomson : Castle of Indolence, i. 9.

mead'-ow,* med-dow,* med-ew,* med-
OW, s. [A.S. mcklu.] A level tract of
land under grass, and generally mown once,
and sometimes oftener, in each year * for
hay ; grassland ; low-lying, level land on the
banks of a river or lake, but sufficiently dry
to produce herbage of a superior quality. In
America the word is especially applied to the
low ground on the banks of rivers, consisting
of a rich mould or an alluvial soil. [Mead (2.)J

"Meadows set with tender galingale."
Tennyson : Lot iu>-Eaters, 23.

meadow-beauty, *.

Lot. . An American name for Rhexia, a
genus of Melastomacea?, consisting of low
herbs. Called also Deer-grass.

meadow-brown, s.

Entom. : A British butterfly, Hipparchia
Janira, of a dull-brown colour. The male has
a fulvous ring, with a black spot and a white
centre ; the temale a fulvous patch. Expan-
sion of wings, from one and a half to two
inches ; flight slow ; larva green, with a white
stripe on each side ; feeding on grasses. The
perfect insect is common in grass-lands in
July and August.

meadow-clover, s.

But. : A name for the Common purple clover,

Trifolium pretense..

meadow - crake, meadow gallin -

ule, s.

Ornith. : Crex pratensis, the Corn-crake or
Landrail.

" Rather shall . . . the meadow-crake
Grate her harsh kindred in the grass."

Tennyson : Princess, iv. 106.

meadow-cranesbill, 5. [Meadow-ge-
ranium.]

meadow-crowfoot, s.

But. : Any species of Ranunculus growing,
as several do, in meadows. The Upright
Meadow-crowfoot is Ranuncvlits acris.

meadow fox-tail, *.

Bot. : Alopecurus pratensis.

meadow-gallinule, s. [Meadow-crake.]

meadow-geranium, meadow-
cr^nesbill, s.

Bot. : Geranium pratense ; named more fully
the Blue Meadow-geranium or Cranesbill. It

has large purple flowers and multipartite
hairs.

meadow-grass, >.

Bat. t& Agric. : The genus Poa, and specially
Poa trivialis.

meadow-land, s. Meadows
;
grassland

generally.
" Across broad meadow-lands

Rise the blue Franconian mountains."
Longfellow; Nuremberg.

meadow-lark, s.

Ornith. : The name given in the United
States to Stumella (formerly Alauda) magna.
It is dark-brown above and yellow below. It

is found in open fields in America. It is now
placed with the orioles.
" Is this more pleasant to you than the whirr
Of meadow-lark ?

"

Longfellow : Poet's Tale.

meadow-mouse, s.

Zool. : Arvicola riparins, distributed over
the greater part of the American continent,
where it takes the place of the English Field
Vole (-4. arvalis).

meadow-ore, s. Bog-iron ore.

meadow-parsnip, s.

Bot. : A plant of the genus Thaspium.
(Gray.)

meadow pepper-saxifrage, *. [Mea-
dow-saxifrage.]

meadow-pink, 0,

Bot. ; Diantlms Armeria. [Deptford-pink.J

meadow-pipit, meadow-titling, s.

Ornith. : Alauda pratensia, the Titlark (q.v.).

meadow-queen, o. [Meadow-sweet.]

meadow-rue, 5.

Bot. : The genus Thalictram (q.v.). Three
are British, the Common Meadow-rue (Thalic-
tram fiavum), Lesser Meadow-rue (T. minus),
and the Alpine Meadow-rue (T. alpinum).
Many others are cultivated in gardens, being
ornamental in a border or a shrubbery.

meadow-saffron, s.

1. Bot. : The genus Colchicmn, and specially
Colchicwmaatnmnale. The roots are poisonous.

2. Pharm. ; The fresh corm and the seeds
of Colchicum are cathartic, emetic, diuretic,

and cholagogue. They are used in gout, acute
rheumatism, dropsy, and obstinate skin dis-

eases.

meadow-sage, s.

Bot.: Salvia pratensis.

meadow-saxifrage, meadow pep-
per-saxifrage, 8.

Bot. : The genus Seseli, which is not a rea\

saxifrage, but an umbelliferous plant.

meadow-sweet, s.

Bot. : Spirtea Ulmaria. Called also Mead-
sweet, Meadow-sweet, Meadow-queen, and
Queen of the Meadows. [Spiraea.]

meadow-titling, *. [Meadow-pipit.]

mead'-dw-er, s. [Eng. meadow; -en] One
who waters meadow-lands to increase or pre-
serve their verdure.

mead'-dw-wdrt, s. [Eng. meadow, and wort. ]

[Meadow-sweet.]

fate, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey ~ a ; qu = kw.
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mead'-OW-y, a. [Eng. meadow; -y.] Per-
taining to or consisting of meadow ; resembling
meadow.
"Thy . . . breasts, which in their meadowy pride
Are hrancti'd with rivery veinea meander-like that

glide." Drayton ; Poly-Olbion, s: 10.

mead sweet, .s. [Eng. mead (2), and sweet]
[Meadow-sweet.]

mead-wort, s. [Eng. mead (2), and wort.]
[Meadow-sweet.]

mea'-gre (gre as ger), * me-gre, a. [Fr.
maigre = thin, from Lat. macram, aeons, of
macer = thin ; Icel, magr ; Dan., Sw., & Ger.
mager; Sp., Port., & Ital. magro.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lean ; wanting flesh ; thin.
" Thou art so lean and meagre waxen late,
That scarce thy legs xiphoid thy feeble gate

"

Spenser : Mother Hubberds Tale.

2. Poor, hungry ; destitute of richness, fer-

tility, or productiveness
; barren.

" Canaan's happy land, when worn with toil,
Requird a Sabbath year to mend the meagre soil."

Dryden. (Todd.)

3. Poor, mean, insignilicant, scanty.
"The meagre abridgments of Florus, Eutroplus, and

Aurelius Victor furiilab our only means of compari-
son. "—Lewis: Cred. Early Roman H-ist. (1855), ii. 363.

* mea'-gre (gre as ger), * mea - ger, v.t.

[Meagre, a.\ To make meagre, lean, or thin.
" His ceaseless sorrow for the unhappy maid
Aleagered his look."

Dryden: Ovid; Metamorphoses xt.

mea'-gre-l^ (gre as ger), * mea'-ger-l^,
adv. [Eng. meagre ; -ly.] In a meagre or poor
manner

;
poorly, feebly, thinly, sparsely.

" O physick's power, which (some say) bath restrain'd
Approach ofdeath, alna ! thou helpe*t meagerly."

Kidney: Arcadia, iv..

mea'-gre-ness (gre as ger), * mea'-ger-
ness, s. [Eng. meagre; -ness.]

1. Tlie quality or state of being meagre or
thin ; leanness, thinness ; want or absence of
flesh.

" Many a burning sun has . . . stampt a meagerness
Upon my figure."

iieaum. & Plot. : Island Princess, iv. 1.

2. Poorness, barrenness ; want of fertility or
richness.

3. Scantiness, insignificance, poorness.
" But Poyning3 ( the better to make compensation of

the meagernesse of bis service in the warres, by acts
of peace) called a parliament."

—

Bacon: Hr.nry VII.,

p. 1345.

* mea grim, s. [Megrim.]

* meak, * meake, s. [A. 8. mece = a sword.]
A hook with a long handle.

*' A meake for the pease, and to swing up the brake."
Taster : Husbandry.

-meal, * -mele, stiff. [A.S. mcelum; dat.

pi. of mail, a portion.] A suffix denoting divi-

sion into portions or parts : as, timb-meal =
limb by limb, parcel-meai = bit by bit, piece-

meal = piece by piece. [Meal (1), s.]

meal (1), * mele (1), s. [A.S, m&l = (1)

time, (-2) a portion of food; cogn. with Dut.

maal — (l) time, (2) a meal ; Icel. m<U = (l)a

measure, (2) time, (3) a meal ; Dan. metal =
measure, dimension ; maaltid — (mealtime) a

meal ; Sw. mal = measure, the size, meiil

;

Goth, mel = time, season ; Ger. muhl = a

meal; mcU = atime. From the same root as

mete, v.] A portion of food taken at one of

the regular or customary times of eating ; a

repast; an occasion of taking food, [-meal,

stiff.]

" A rude and hasty meal was set before the numer-
ous guests."

—

Macanlay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

meal time, * meal-tide, s. The or-

dinary or customary time of taking food.

" The moiTOw came, and uigheu gan the time
Of meal-tide." . , , , ..

Chaucer : Troilus & Creseide, bk. n.

meal (2), *mele (2), s. [A.S. meto, meln

(get) 16. melewes); cogn. with Dnt. meet; Icel.

mjol, mel; Dan. meel; Sw. mjol; Ger. mehl,

from the root mal, seen in Icel. mala, Goth.

malan, O. H. Ger. malan = to grind ;
Wei.

mahi, Lat. mola, Eng. mill]

1. The edible portion of grain, as of wheat,

oats, rye, barley, pease, pulse of various sorts,

&c, ground into a fine powder or flour. Fif-

teen pounds of oat-grain yield eight of meal.

In Aberdeenshire, Yorkshire, &<\, the meal is

ground nearly as fine as flour ; in Edinburgh

it is generally left of a coarser size.

" Andrew Douglas, master of the ' Phceuix,' who had

on board a great quantity of meal from Scotland. —
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xJL

2. Any powdery substance resembling meal
or flour.

" Auriculas, enriched
With shining meal o'er all their velvet leaves."

Thomson : Spring, 537.

meal ark, &-. A chest or box for holding
meal.

meal-beetle, s.

Entom. : Tenebrio molitor, the larva of which
is the meal-worm (q.v.).

meal-berry, ».

Bot. : Arctustaphylos uva ursi.

meal -house, meale -house, s. A
place where meal is stored.

" The pastire, meale-house, and the roome
Whereas the coles do ly."

Breton : Forte of Fansie, p. 16.

meal-man, One who deals in meal.

meal-monger, s. A meal-man.

meal-moth, s.

Entomology

:

1. Asopia farinalis. [Asofia.] The -name
was given because it was believed that the

larvee fed upon meal ; this, however, has not
been confirmed. The perfect insect is common
from July to September on out-houses, pal-

ings, trunks of trees, &c.

2. Pyralis farinalis, a small, brightly-varie-

gated British moth, expanding its wings about
an inch. The larva feeds on flour, corn, &c,
in April and May, the perfect insect appearing
in June. (Stainton.)

meal-rent, s. Kent paid in grain or meal.

meal-sieve, s.

Domestic : A sieve for sifting corn-meal and
flour, to remove portions of hulls from tlie

former, lumps and weevils from the latter.

The frame which rotates above the surface of

the sieve is journaled in a frame attached by
a clamp and set-screw to the edge of the sieve.

meal-tub, *. A large tub or barrel for

holding meal.

Meal-tub Plot :

Hist. : A fictitious plot concocted in 1670
by an informer, Dangerfield, with the view of
cutting off those who were opposed to the
succession of James II. after he had embraced
Koman Catholicism. Dangerfield also in-

tended to make money by his revelations. It

was the year after the infamous Titus Oates
had sworn to a Roman Catholic plot quite as
fictitious. The false charges to which Dan-
gerfield was prepared to swear were found in

the meal-tub belonging to a Mrs. Cellier, one
of his friends. Ultimately he confessed his

crime, was whipped, and condemned to stand
in the pillory. On Jan. 1, 1085, he was mor-
tally injured by a barrister named Robert
Frances, for which the assailant was executed.

meal-worm, s.

Entom. : A popular name for the larva of
Tenebrio molitor, a coleopterous insect allied

to Bliips, but possessing wings and wing-
covers. The perfect insect is pitchy or dark
chestnut in colour, about half-an-inch long,
with short, eleven-jointed antenna?, and stout
legs. Common in Britain, abounding in

granaries, mills, and corn-stores. The larva is

about an inch long, thin and round, ochreous,
with bright, rusty bands, six small feet, and
two very small antenna*. T. dbscunts has been
introduced with imports of American flour.

* meal, v.t. [Meal (1), $.}

1. To grind into meal ; to reduce to powder,
to pulverize.

2. To sprinkle with meal ; to mix meal with.

3. To sprinkle, to taint.
" Were he mealed

With that which he corrects, then were he tyrannous."
8hake.-p. : Measurefor Measure, iv. 2.

mealed, pa. par. or a. [Meal, v.]

mealed powder, s. Gunpowder pul-
verized by treating with alcohol.

meal'-er, s. [Eng. meal, v. ; -er.] A wooden
rubber for mealing powder.

mealies, s. pi. [Meal v.] A name given in

South Africa to maize, or Indian corn.

% The word came into prominence in Eng-
land from being used in newspapers in con-
nection with the Zulu war of 1S79.

meal i ness, s. [Eng. mealy; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being mealy, or

like meal.

2. The quality or state of being mealy-

mouthed.

meal'-y, "meal'-ie, a. [Eng. meal (2), s. ; -y.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Having the qualities of meal ; resembling

meal ; soft, friable, and dry to the touch or

taste.

"The mealy parts of plants dissolved in water make
too viscid an aliment,"—Arbuthnot : On Ailments.

2. Covered or besprinkled with any sub-

stance resembling meal.
" The finest Sunday that the autumn saw.
With all its mcali,

3. Mealy-mouthed.

II. Bot, : Covered with a white scurfy sub-

stance, farinose ; as the leaves of Primula
farinosa, and of some poplars.

mealy-bug, s.

Entom. : Coocus adonidum, an insect natu-
ralized in English hot-houses, and very in-

jurious to pine-apples and other exotics. It

is reddish, and covered with a white powdery
substance. [Coccus.]

mealy-mouthed, a. Unwilling to tell

the truth in plain language; soft-mouthed;
indisposed or afraid to speak frankly, openly,
and freely.

" She was a fool to lie mealy-mouthed where nature
speaks so plain."—L'Estrange.

mealy-mouthedness, s. The quality
or state of being mealy-mouthed.

mealy-redpole, s.

Ornith. : Linota canescens. [Linota.]

mealy-tree, a.

Bot. : Viburnum lAzntana.

mealy-winged, a. Having wings co-
vered with a line powder.

"Some fly with two wings, as birds and many iu-
Bects, some with four, as all farinaceous ov mealy-
winged animals, as butterflies and moths."

—

Browne :

Vulgar Errours, bk. iii., ch. iv.

mealy-zeolite, s.

Mill. : The German mehl-zeolith. Varieties

of natrolite and of mesolite (q.v.), consisting
of exceedingly tine interlacing or diverging
fibres, resembling meal.

mean (1), *mene(l), a. [A.S, mc&ne= wicked

;

allied to man = iniquity ; Dut. gemeen — com-
mon, vulgar, mean ; Icel. meinn = bad, mean

;

mein — a. hurt, harm; Dan. meen ; Sw. men
~ hurt, injury ; M. H. Ger. mein = false, a
falsehood.]

1. Common, low, vulgar ; low in rank or
dignity ; inferior, insignificant, humble.

" Meaner things, whom instinct leads,
Are rarely known to stray." Cowper : Doves.

2. Of little value or account ; low in estima-
tion, despicable.

" r am a man which am a Jew of Tarsus, a city in
Cilicia, a citizen of no mean city : and, I beseech thee,
suffer me to »i>L-ak unto the people."

—

Acts xxi. 29.

3. Wanting in dignity of mind ; abject,
servile, degenerate, spiritless, petty, low-
minded.

" Early habits—those false links, which hind
At timet the loftiest to the meanest mind."

Byron : A Sketch.

L Base, shameful, dishonourable, disgrace-
ful, despicable, slavish.

"One hostile witness indeed was produced, John
Hampden, whose mean supplicatluns and enormous
bribes had saved his neck from the halter."—J/acawZa# :

Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

mean-born, a. Of low or humble birth.
" Inquire me out some mean-born gentleman,
Whom I will many straight to Clarence' daughter."

Shakesp. : Richard III., Iv. 2.

mean-spirited, a. Spiritless ; destitute
of honour or principle.

"He was at best a, mean-spirited coward."

—

Macau-
lay: Hist. Eng., ch, xvii.

mean (2), * meane, * mene (2), a. & s, [0.
Fr. melcn (Fr. moyen), from Lat. medianus,
from medius — middle; Sp. & Port, mediano;
Ital. mezzano.]

A, As adjective

:

I. Ordinanj Language :

1. Occupying a middle place or position
;

moderate, middle ; not excessive.

2. Intervening : as, in the mean time, in the
mean while.

II. Technically

:

1. Math. ; Having a value intermediate
between two extremes, or between the several
successive values of a variable quantity during
one cycle of variation.

boil, bo^ ;
pout, jd%l ; cat, yell, chorus, $hin, bench ;

go, gem
;
thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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2. Music : The name formerly given to the

1 tenor pait as being the mean in pitch between
the bass and treble. The middle strings of
instruments were also called mean.

B. As substantive :

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. That which is intermediate or lias a value
intermediate between two extremes ; the mid-
dle rate, degree, or point of place ; absence
of extremes or excess ; mediocrity, modera-
tion.

" The mean is the vertue, and not to go too far in
this, as in all other things besides, it is the best,"—
Xorth : Plutarch, p. 116.

* 2. Intervening time ; the mean time ; the
mean season.
" In the meane vouchsafe her honourable tooinbe."

tipenser: F. (/., II, i. 58.

* 3. A mediator, a medium, a go-between.
" O blessed lady, be thou meane and medyatryce

betwene thy somie and wretched syimers that hee
punysshe ns not everlastyngly." — Fisher: Seven
Psalmes, Ps. xxxviii,

i. That which is used to effect an object

;

the medium through which anything is done
or carried out ; a measure or measures em-
ployed for the carrying out of an object;
agency, medium, instrumentality. (Generally
used iu the plural.)

"God intends repentance to be the means to purify
the heart from that corruption."

—

Soaili,: Sermons,
vol. ix., set*. 1.

5. (PL): Revenue, resources, income, sub-
stance, estate.

" Fortune made sad havoc of my means."
Shakesp. .- Much Ado About Nothing, iv. 1.

* 6. A plan, a method.
"Tell me some good mean how I may undertake a

journey."—Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of t'erona, ii. 7.

* 7. An opportunity
; power, liberty.

" Let me have open means to come to them."
Shakesp. : Ilichurd IU., iv. 2.

II. Technically :

1. Math. : The mean of two quantities is a
quantity lying between them and connected
with them by some mathematical law.

(1) [Arithmetical-mean].

(2) The geometrical mean of two quantities
is the square root of their product : thus, the

geometrical mean of 2 and 8 is V"3ti = 4.

The greater of the given quantities is as many
times greater than the mean, as the mean is

greater than the less quantity. [Progres-
sion.]

(3) [Harmonica l-meax.]
"*

2. Music: A term applied to the inter-

mediate voice or part ; the tenor or alto.

11 (1) By all means : Certainly, undoubtedly

;

without fail or hesitation.

(2) By any means : In any way ; by any
plan

; possibly ; at all.

(3) By means of: By or through the agency
or instrumentality of.

(4) By no manner of means : By no means;
not the least.

(5) By no means: On no account; not at
all ; not in any degree.

t mean-clef, s.

Mnsic : The clef on which the music for the
mean or intermediate parts, tenor and alto,

was written. It is now very little used.

mean-day, 5. [Day.]

mean-diameter, s. In gauging, a mean
between the head diameter and the bung
diameter.

mean- distance, s. An arithmetical
mean between the greatest and least distances
of a planet from the sun

mean-moon, -.

Astron. : A hypothetical moon supposed to
pass through her orbit with a uniform motion
throughout.

mean-motion, s. [Motion, s.]

mean-noon, s.

Astron. : The time when the mean sun (q.v.)
"would reach the meridian.

mean-proportional, s.

Math. : The second of any three quantities
in continued proportion.

mean-sun, s.

Astron. : A hypothetical sun assumed to
move through t£e sky at a uniform rate.

mean-time, a.

Astron. & Hor. : Time as measured bv a

perfect clock moving at a uniform rate, such
as would be if all the days of the year were
of a uniform length. It is distinguished from
apparent time as measured by the sun or
sidereal time as measured by the stars.

mean (1), * mene (1),
"~ men-en, v.t. & i

[A.W. mt'enau = io intend; cogn. with Dut.
meemn=%() think, to believe, to fancy, to mean ;

Dan. mene = to mean, to think ; Sw. me rut =
to mean, to think; Ger. meinen ; O. H. Ger.
meiujan = to think upon, to mean, to signify

;

M. II. Ger. meine; 0. H. Ger. meina = thought,
signification. From the same root as mind
(q.v.).J

A. Transitive

:

1. To have in the mind, view, or intention
;

to intend, to purpose, to signify ; to desire or
intend to convey or denote.

"Your children shall say unto you, What mean ye
by this service?"—Lxodns xii. 20.

2. To purpose, to design, to intend.
" No man means evil hut the devil."—Sliahesp, :

Merry Wives of Windsor, v. 2.

3. To be intended to signify, convey, or
denote ; to denote, to signify, to import, to
indicate.

" We wot not what it [submission] means."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VS., vi. 7.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To purpose, to intend ; to have in the
mind or view.

" Godd wnll . . . belpe Hys servants that meane
truly."—Paston Letters, ii. 351.

2. To imply ; to wish to convey or declare
;

to have a meaning.
* 3. To think ; to have the power of thought.

" And he who now to sense, now nonsense leaning,
Means not, but blunders round about a meaning."

Pope : Prol. to Satires, 186.

4. To have a mind, disposition, or inten-
tion : as, To mean well.

* mean (2),
* mene (2), v.i. & t. [Moan, v.]

Me-an'-der, s. [Lat. Mrmnder, Meandrus,
from Gr. MaiavSpos (Maiaudras) = the name
of a river in Phrygia, remarkable for its cir-

cuitous course.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit : A winding or circuitous course

;

intricate windings and turnings ; a maze, a
labyrinth.

"Intricate turnings, byatraiisumptive and metony-
mical kind of speech, are called meanders ; for this
n i'er [Meander] did so strangely path itself, that the
foot seemed to touch the head.' —Selden : Illustrations
to Drayton's Poly-Olbion. (Note 2.)

2. Fig, : An , intricacy, a maze; anything
resembling a labyrinth.

'

" Ten long years did Hocus steer his course through
all the meanders of the law, and all the courts.' —
Arbuthnot: Hist, of John Unit.

II. Art: A peculiar style of ornamental
design, in which the lines interlace; it is often
used ill decorating vases, and is also some-
times met with in architecture.

me-ein'-der, v.t. & i. [Meander, s.]

* A. Trans. : To wind, turn, or flow over
or round ; to traverse in a winding or cir-

cuitous course ; to wander over.

B. Intrans. : To move, flow, or advance in
a circuitous or serpentine manner ; to have a
serpentine or intricate course.

" Pierce my vein.
Take of the crimson stream ntcaiidrriitg there.
And catechise it well." Cowjier; Task, iii. 202.

* me-an'-dered * me-an'-dred (dred as

derd), a. [Eng. maunder; -ed.] Formed or
moving iu meanders or intricate windings.

" Of whose meandred ways
And labyrinth-like turns fas in the moors she strays)
She first received her name."

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 12.

*mean -dri-an, a. [Eng. meander; -inn.]

Winding, meandering, intricate, serpentine
;

full of meanders,

mc-an dri'-na, s. [Lat. meandrus, genit.
meand(ri); neut. pi. adj. stiff, -inn.]

1. Zool. : Brain-coral, Brain-stone ; a tropical
genus of Madreporia(q.v.). Increase is effected
by fission, the coral-structure becoming mas-
sive by tiie union of several rows or tufts of
corallites throughout the whole or a portion
ol their height, the calicine region of the com-
bined corallites winding in such a manner as
to suggest the resemblance to the convolutions
of the brain, to which the popular name has
reference.

2. Palaiont. : Principally from the Oolitic
formation.

mean drine, a. [Meandtuna.) Resem-
bling the genus Meandrina in its characteristic

growth.
'' By this serial growth the eoralhim becomes gyrate

or nteandrine."—Encyc. Brit. (ed. Otli), vi. ;I73.

* me-an'-drous, * mse-an'-drous, * me-
an-dry, ft. [Eng. meander; -am, -y.] Me-
andering, winding, twisting.

" Onse itself in this shire, more maiiindroiis than
Mceamler."

—

Fuller : Worthies ; Bedfordshire.

meane, «. [Mien.]

* meane-liche, «. [Meanly.]

mean'-ing, j»\ par., a., & s. [Mean (1), v.]

A. -4s pr. par. ; (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Full of meaning or import; sig-

nificant, suggestive : as, a meaning look.

C. As substantive :

1. That which is meant, designed, or in-

tended in the mind ; that which is in view
or contemplation ; object, design, purpose,
intent, aim.

2. That which is intended to be conveyed,
signified, denoted, or understood by acts or
language ; the sense, signification, or import,
of words ; significance, force.

" The mi-nninr/ which underlies the meagre facts
supplied in the despatches."—Times, Nov. 10, 1875.

mean'-ing-less, a. [Eng. meaning; -less.]

• Destitute of meaning; having no sense or
meaning.

t mean'-ing-less-ness, s. [Eng. meaning-
less; -ness.] The quality or state of being
meaningless, or without an object.

"This life of mcuniurjles/.ne&s and idleness."—Scrib-
iter's Magazine, June 1S7T, \\ 216.

meaningly, adv. [Eng. meaning; -ly.] In
a meaning manner; with meaning or signi-
ficance; significantly.

' mean'-ing-ness, *. [Eng. meaning; -ness.]

Significance.

* mean -less, a. [Eng. mean, v. ; -less. ]

Meaningless.
"To viewless harping weave the meanlexs dunce.

'

Poetry of the Ante-Jacobin, p. 11C.

mean'-ly, meane liche, mene liche,
msene-like, a.&adv. [Eng. mean; -ly.\

A. As adj. : Humble, poor, mean.
M Pure meneUeJut loveid.'"

IleliQu'ne Anliquce, i. 2S-.

B. As adverb

:

*1, Moderately; in a moderate manner or
degree ; not excessively,

" In the reign of Domitian, poetry was but meanly
cultivated, hut painting eminently flourished."

—

Dryden ; Dnfremoy.

2. Without dignity or rank ; humbly, lowlily.
" His daughter have I meanly matched in marriage."

Slutkesp. . Jtiehard III., iv. U.

3. Poorly, shabbily.
" The heaven-horn child.

All meanly wrapped, in the rude manger lies."

Milton : Ode <m the Xatioity.

4. "Without dignity or greatness of minM ;

without honour or principle. ; disparagingly :

as, He acted very meanly.

5. In a sordid or niggardly manner ; sordidly.

6. Without respect; disrespectfully: as, To
speak meanly of a person.

mean'-ness, s. [Eng. ?)ie«»., a. ; -jicss.]

1. Want of dignity or rank ; low state ; hum-
bleness.

" This wonderful Almiglitv person . . . hail not so
much in the same world, as where to lay his head, i>y

reason of the meanness of his condition." — South :

Sermons, vol. iv., ser. Iu.

2. Want of dignity or elevation of mind ;

want of high spirit ; lowness or dishonourable-
ness of mind.

" That meanness which marked them out as fit im-
plements of tyranny."—Mneaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

3. Mean, low, or dishonourable thoughts or
actions.
" Lives there a man so dead to fame, who dares
To think such -meanness, or the thought declares ?

"

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xi v. MW.

4. Want -of excellence of atiy kind ;
poorness,

inferiority.

" This figure is of a later date, by the meanness of
the workumusb i P-"—Addison : On Italy.

o. Sordidness, niggardliness.

*mean'-dr, s. [Demeanour.] Behaviour,
demeanour.

"As if his meanor . . . were not a little culpable."—/Jacket : Life of Williams, ).. MB.

iate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey — a ; qu = kw.
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means, s.-pl. [Mean, «., I. 4, 5.]

meant, pret. & pa. par. of v. [Mean, v.]

mean-time, adv. & s. [Eng. mean (2), a.,

and time.]

A. -4s adv. ; In the intervening time ; in or
during the interval ; meanwhile.

" Meantime, kind Wycliffe, wilt thou try?"
Scott ; Rokeby, v. 12.

B. As subst. : An intervening time, an in-

terval.
" The Lords had, in the meantime, discussed several

Important questions."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

mean -while, adv. & s. [Eng. mean (2), a.,

and while.]

A, As adv. : In the interval ; in the mean-
time ; meantime.

" The enemy meanwJule had made his way up the
pass."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii,

B. As subst. : The meantime. (Used only
in the phrase, In the meanwhile.)

mear (1), s, [Mere.] A pool, a mere.

mear (2), s. [Mere.] A hound, a boundary,
a limit.

mear (3), s. [Mare.] A mare. (Scotch.)
" It's a red half-guinea to him e\ery time he m tints

lusmear."—Scott: Antiquary, ch. xv.

* mear, * meare, v.t. [Mear (2), s.] To
bound, to divide.

" When that brave honour of the Latine name
Which mear'd her rule with Africa."

Spenser : Raines of Rome.
* meare, «. [Mere.]

* mears'- man, * meres'-man, s. [Eng.

mear (2), s., and man,] One who has charge
of or points out boundaries.

mease (1), s. [Perhaps a corruption from
measure (q.v.).] A measure of herrings, 500
in number.

* mease (2), * meese, * meyse, s. [0. Fr.

metz. ] A messuage.

* meas'-le (1) (le as el), * meselle, *.

[Mesel.]

* meas'-le (2) (le as el), s. [Measles.]

* meas'-le (le as el), v.t. [Measle (2), s.]

To infect with measles.

meas-led (led as eld), «. [Eng. measl(e);

-ed.] Infected with measles ; measly.

meas- led -ness (led as eld), 5. [Eng.

vieasled ; -ness.} The quality or state of being
measled or measly ; nieasliness.

meas'-les (les as els), s. [Dut. mazelen

;

Dan. meslinger ; S\v. messling ; Ger. musern,

pi. of maser = a spot, a speckle, specially one
on the skin; O. H. Ger. masa

}
masar, masor,

maser.]

Pathology

:

1. Human : An infectious disease, called also

rubeola, most frequently attacking children,

although sometimes occuring in old age, as

in the case of George III. and of Otho, ex-

king of Greece, who died of this affection.

The period of incubation is about eight days,

when the rash appeals, accompanied by
catarrh, watery eyes, acrid watery discharge

from the nose, sneezing, and often pain in the

forehead, with, occasionally, bleeding at the

'nose. The bronchi are frequently affected,

this forming the chief clanger. The spots are

small, red, papular, and crescent-shaped,

commencing on the face and pUssing down-

wards, disappearing in the same order. The
old-fashioned remedy is saffron-tea, but the

chief necessity is to ward off any respiratory

mischief, or to combat it when present. A
form of measles known as rotheln, or German
measles, is distinct from measles or from

scarlatina, with which it has often been con-

founded. The eruption lasts longer, ne\er

less than four or five days, sometimes eight

or ten, and differs slightly from that of measles

en-scarlatina. It is usually a very mild disease

requiring only an aperient saline, with liquid

food, and keeping in bed for a few days.

" From whence they start up chosen vessels,

2. Of the Lower Mammalia

:

(1) Of the Pig: "What is known as measles

in pigs is really the effects of a cystic worm,

Cysticercus celluloses. According to Professor

Garngee's Report to the Privy Council in

1S65 at least 3 per cent., and probably 5 per
cent., of the pigs in Ireland are thus affected.

(Blyth : Diet. Hygiene.)

"The swine died of the measles, andthe sheep of the
roL"

—

Ben Jonson: Discomries.

(2) Of the Ox: The presence of a cystic

worm, which, when eaten by man, develojjs

into Tcetiia mcdiocanellata.

3. Hort. : A popular name vaguely used for

any diseases of trees characterized by the
appearance of spots on the stem.

" Fruit-bearers are often infected with the measles,
hy being scorched with the sun."—Mortimer: Hus-
bandry.

meas'-ly, u, [Eng. meast(e); -y.] Infected

with the measles ; measled.
"If a portion of measly pork ho eaten hy a man,

then the scolex will develop itself into a tapeworm."—Nicholson: Zoology (LS7S), p. -110.

* mea-son-due, s. [A corruption of Fr.

maison de Dial = a house of God.] A monas-
tery ; a religious house or hospital. (30 FAiz.,

c. 5.)

meas'-ur-a-ble (s as sh), * mes-ur-a-ble,
a. [Fr. & Sp. mesuralla; Ital. misurahik.]

* 1. Moderate ; not in or done to excess.

* 2. Xot acting or living to excess ; moderate.

"Of his diete measurable was he-"
Chaucer: C. T., 43".

3. Capable of being measured or computed.
" God's eternal duration is permanent and invisible,

not measurable by time and motion."

—

Huntley: Ser-
mons,

meas'-ur-a-ble-ness (meas as mezh), s.

Eng. measureable ; -ness.] The quality or state

of being measurable or computable.

meas'-ur-a-bly (s as zh), * mes-ur-a-
Dly, adc' [Eng. measurable); -ly.\

* 1. In a measurable manner or degree ;

moderately, not excessively ; not to excess.

"Wine measurably drunk, and in season, bringeth
gladness to the heart."—Ecclus. xxxi. 28.

2. So as to be measurable or computable.

meas'-ure, * mes'-ure (s as zh), s. [Fr.

mesure, trom Lat. mensura = measure, fern.

sing, of mensurus, fut. part, of metier = to
measure; Sp. mesnra; Ital, misara.]

1. Ordinary Language:
* 1. The act of measuring.

2. The extent of anything in any one or
more of the three dimensions of length,

breadth, and thickness ; or in circumference,
capacity, or other respect.

"And their windows, and their arches, and their
palm-trees, were inter the measure of the gate- thut
looketh towinds,the ws\\.."-*-Ezekiel xl. 22.

3. The several measurements necessary to

be taken by a tradesman in order to make an
article of dress : as, To take one's measure fur

a suit of clothes,

I. A standard of measurement; a definite

unit of capacity or extent, fixed by law or
custom, in terms of which the relative sizes

and capacities of things are ascertained and
expressed : as, a foot, a yard, a mile, are

measures of length ; a pint, a gallon, measures
of capacity ; a square foot, a measure of area,

a cubic foot, a measure of volume, &c.

"That he himself was skilled in "eights and -mea-
sures, arithmetick and geometry, there is no reason
to doubt."

—

Arbuthnot : On Coins.

5. The quantity measured by or contained
in such standard of measurement.

"A measure of wheat for a penny, and three
measures of barley for a penny."

—

Reoelation vi. 6.

6. An estimate or estimation.

"He might take a measure of his own judgments,
so curiously he had set this counterfeit."—SJiakesp.:
All's Well That Ends Welt, iv. 3.

7. All instrument by which the extent or
amount of capacity is measured or ascertained

;

a measuring-rod.

8. A rule or standard by which anything is

measured, valued, or estimated.
" But unto every oneof us is given grace according

to the measure of the gift of Christ."

—

Ephesians iv. 7.

9. That which is measured out, allotted, or
assigned.

* 10. Determined or allotted extent or

length ; limit.

"Lord, make me to know mine end, mid the measure
of my days."—Psa/m xxxix. 4.

II. Moderation ; just degree or amount.
(Now only used in such phrases as within
measure, beyond measure, &<:.)

" There is measure in everything."—Sliakesp. : Much
Ado About Nothing, ii. 1.

12. Full or sufficient quantity.
" I'll never pause again.

Till either death hath closed these eyes of inlna

Or fortune given me measure of revenge."
Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., u. 3.

13. Degree, extent; indefinite amount or

quantity.
"Tiie rains -were but- preparatory in some measure."

—Unmet : Theory of tlw Earth.

11. Means to an end ; anything done as a

preparatory step towaids the end to which it

is intended to lead ; an act, a step, or proceed-

ing designed for the accomplishment of an

object: as, wise measures, prudent measures,&,c.

15. A law, a statute, an act of Parliament.

II. Technically

:

1. Geol. (PL): A series of beds, strata ; the

word occurs chieily in the term coal-measures.

2. Joinery: Single measure is square on
both sides ; double measure moulded on both
sides ; measure and a half moulded on one
side, square on the other.

3. Math, : The measure of a quantity in its

extent, or its value, in terms of some other
quantity of the same kind, taken as a unit of

measure.

i. Mining : A stratum or bed of coal.

5. Music:

(1) A general name for a slow and stately

dance, supposed to be like the minuet. Reed
says that

—

"The measures were performed at court and at
public entertainments ol toe societies i>f law and
equity, at their balls on particular occasions. It was
formerly not deemed inconsistent with propriety even
fur the gravest persons to join in them ; and accord-
ingly at the revels, which were celebrated at the Tuns
of Court, it has not been unusual fur the iirst clurractei's

in the law to become performers in treading the
measures."

(2) Time, pace.

(3) Rhythm.

(4) The contents of a bar.

6. Poetry : The arrangement of the syllables
in each line with respect to quantity < ir accent

;

rhythm, metre: as, iambic measure, hexameter
measure.

7. Print. : The space in a composing-stick
between the end and the slide ;. the length of

a line, and so the width uf a column or of a
page of type.

*j[ (1) Lineal measure : The measure of lines

or distances ; the standard unit of lineal

measure in England is the yard. The sys-

tem is based upon the law uf nature that
the force of gravity is constant at the same
point of the earth's surface, and consequently
that the length of a pendulum which oscillates

a certain number of times in a given period is

also constant.. It is accordingly decreed by
the English law that the a.^x-o part of the
length of a single seconds pendulum in a
vacuum at the Tower of London shall be re-

garded as the standard English foot, and from
tltis, by multiplication and division, the entire
system of lineal measures is established.
There are six copies of the standard yard, one
of which is preserved in the Exchequer, one
in a wall of the House of Commons, one in
the Mint, one at Greenwich Observatory, one
with the Royal Society, and one imbedded in
the north side of Trafalgar Square. The
French system of measures is founded, upon
the length of an arc of the meridian. By a
very minute survey of the length of an arc of
the meridian from Dunkirk to Barcelona, the
latitude of both places being determined by
exact observation, the length of a quadrant of
the meridian was computed, and it lias been
decreed by French law that the ten-millionth
part of this length shall be regarded as a
standard French metre, and from this, by
multiplication and division, the entire system
of linear measureb has been established.

(2) Unit of measure : A given quantity, used
as a standard of comparison in measuring a
quantity of the same kind. Every kind of
quantity has its own unit of measure, and
under different circumstances, the same kind
of quantity may have differeuc units of
measure.

(3) Line of measures : The line of intersection
of the primitive plane, with a plane passing
through the axis of the primitive circle and
the axis of the'eirele to be projected.

(4) Measure of angles: The right angle being
taken as the angular unit, its subdivisions
are degrees, minutes, and seconds. The right
angle contains ninety degrees, the degree sixty
ininutes, and the minute sixty seconds. All
smaller fractions are expressed decimally in

boil, bop-

;
pout, jowl ; cat, jell, chorus, chin, bench ;

go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble

r
-«"^ *

exist. -ing.

die, &c. = bel, del.
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terms of the second. The French have pro-
posed to divide the right angle into 100 equal
parts, called grades, but the suggestion has
not been extensively adopted.

(5) 2fcn.-iu.re of a number or quantity :

Math. : A number or quantity is said to be
a mecwire of another when it is contained in
it a certain number of times exactly.

(6) Measure of magnification : The measure
of magnification, or magnifying power of any
optical instrument, is the ratio of the magni-
tude of the image to the magnitude of the
object, or, more precisely, the ratio of the
apparent diameter of the image to that of the
object. [Microscope, Telescope.]

(7) Measures of merchandise and artificers'

work: These vary according to custom and
trade : the yard and its fractions for woven
goods ; the fathom for rope ; the bushel, peck,
and gallon for grain and roots ; the gallon and
its subdivisions for liquids.

(8) Measure of a ratio : Its logarithm, in
any system of logarithms, or the exponent of
the power to which the ratio is equal, the
exponent of some given ratio being assumed
as unity. [Ratio.]

(9) Measure of surface : The unit of measure-
ment is the square yard. The units employed
in land measure are the perch, rood, and acre
(q.v.).

(10) Measures of volume and capacity : Solids
are estimated in cubic yards, feet, and inches.
172S cubic inches make a cubic foot, and 27
cubic feet make a cubic yard.

(11) Measures of weight ; [Weight],

1T For measures of time and of space, of
velocity and of mass, see these words, also
the foregoing phrases and terms.

meas -ure (s as zh), *mes-ure, *mes-
ur-en, v.t. & i. [Fr. mesurer ; from Lat. men-
sum, from mensura = a measure (q.v.) ; Sp.
mesurar; ItaL misurare,]

A. Transitive

:

1. To compute, determine, or ascertain the
measurement, extent, quantity, dimensions,
area, or capacity of by reference to a certain
standard or rule : as, To measure distance, to
measure the capacity of a cask, to measure the
degree of heat or cold, to measure the height
of a man, &c.

2. To serve as the measure of ; to serve to
express the measurement or dimensions of.

"An ell and three-quarters will not measure her
from hip to hip."—tihakesp. ; Comedy of Errors, iii. 2.

3. To estimate by reference to any standard
;

to judge of the value, extent, magnitude, or
greatness of; to appreciate.

*' What thought can measure thee, or tongue
Relate thee?" Jtilton: P. L., vii. 603.

4. To take or set apart a certain portion of
by measurement, with a certain standard or
rule.

5. To allot or distribute by measure ; to
deal out, to mete.

" With what measure you mete, it shall be ?neaswretZ
to you again."—Matthew vii. 5,

6. To mark out in stated quantities ; to ap-
portion.

" What thou seest is that portion of eternity called
time, measured out by the awn."—Addison : Spectator,
No. 159.

*7. To adjust, to proportion, to accommo-
date.

" All start at once : Oileus led the race
;

The next Ulyfases, measuring pace with pace."
Pope : Homer ; /Had xxxiii. 888

* 8. To keep within measure or bounds ; to
moderate, to restrain.

" The philoaopbre . . . hira betecheth
Tlie fur<", howe that he shall measure
His boilie." Oower : C. A., vii.

*9. To consider; to take into consideration
or thought.

" He couies o'er us with our wilder days,
Not measuring what use we made of them."

Shakcsp. : Henry I'., i. 2.

* 10. To pass over, to traverse, to travel.
" What seas they measured, and what fields they

fought." Pope: Homer; Riad xxiv. 14.

B, Intransitive

:

1. To take a measure or measurements.

t 2. To result, or turn out on measurement

:

as, This will measure well.

3. To be in extent or quantity : as, The tree
measures five feet in diameter.

If (1) To measure one's length: To fall, lie,

or be thrown down.

(2) To measure strength : To determine supe-
riority by contest ; to engage in a contest.

" The factions which divided the Prince's camp had
an opportunity of measuring their strength."—Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. ix.

(3) To measure suwrds : To fight with swords.

1 meas'-ure-a-ble, (s as zh), «. [Measur-
able.]

meas'-ured (s as zh), * mes-ured, pa. par.
& a. [Measure, a.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Computed, ascertained, determined, or
set out by measurement or a rule.

" The rest, no portion left
Tbat may disgrace his art, or disappoint
Large expectation, he disposes neat
At measured distances.'* Vowper : Task, iii. 24.

2. Deliberate and uniform ; steady, slow,
not hurried.

" And the measured tread of the grenadiers,
Marching down to their boats on the shore."

Longfellow: Landlord's Tale.

*3. Deliberately stated; certain, indubitable.

"A positive and measured truth."

—

Bacon: Advance-
ment of Learning, bk. i.

i. Limited, moderated ; kept within bounds
or limits : as, He spoke in no measured terms,

5. Arranged rhythmically.
" Closing the sense within the measured time,

'Tia bard to tit the reason to the rhyme."
Dryden : Art of Poetry, ii.

t meas -lire-less (meas as mezh), a. [Eng.
measure; -less.] Having no measure; un-
limited ; immeasurable.

" Measureless meadows of sea-grass,"
Longfellow : Miles Standish, iv.

t meas lire-less-ness (meas as mezh), s.

[Eng. measureless ; -ness.] The qiality or state
of being measureless.

meas'-ure-ment (S as zh), «. [Eng. mea-
sure; -merit.]

1. The act of measuring anything; mensu-
ration.

" [The] length is not beyond the limits of very
exact measurement." — Herscliel : Astronomr; (18.J8J,

§209.

2. The quantity, amount, or extent ascer-
tained by measuring ; area, size, capacity,
content.

measurement-goods, s. pi. Light goods
which are charged freight by the bulk of the
packages, as distinguished from heavy goods,
which are charged by the weight.

meas'-ur-er (S as zh), s. [Eng. measur(e)

;

-er.]

1. One who or that which measures.
" The world's bright eye, Time's measurer, begun
Through watery Capricorn his course to run."

Howell : Letters, p. 7.

2. One whose occupation or duty is to mea-
sure goods in market.

3. One who measures up work on a building,

&c, as a basis for the contractor's prices or
estimate.

*A. An officer of the City of London who
measured woollen cloths, coals, &c. ; a meter
(q.v.).

meas'-ur-ing (s as zh), * mes-ur-ing,
pr. par., a., & s. [Measure, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Computing, ascertaining, or determining
the measurement, capacity, extent, or amount,

2. Used or adapted for computing or ascer-
taining measurements.

* measuring-cast, s. A cast or stroke
in a game which cannot be distinguished from
others without measurement.

" When lusty shepherds throw
The bar by turns, and uoue the rest out-go
So far, but that the rest are measuring-casts."

Waller. (Todd.)

measuring - chain,
CHAIN.]

[Surveyor's-

nieasuring faucet, s. A faucet which
measures the amount of passing liquid.

measuring-funnel, s. One having gradu-
ations to indicate quantity at different degrees
of fulness.

measuring-instrument, s. An instru-
ment or apparatus for measuring.

measuring-machine, s. An instru-

ment for ascertaining length, or "end mea-
surement," with great exactness.

measuring-pump, s. A pump in which
the piston operates in a chamber of known
capacity, a train of wheels and dial registering

the pulsations of the piston.

measuring - rod, measuring - line,
measuring-bar, s. A rod, line, or bar,
used for the purpose of measuring bases, &c.,
in practical trigonometry. To guard against
the expansion of the measuring-rod by heat
and its contraction by cold, it is made of two
bars, one of brass and the other of iron, united
by a cross-piece at the middle, and at either
end by projecting tongues. As brass expands
by heat more than iron in the proportion of
five to three, the projecting tongues are so
constituted that the whole length of one is to
that of the part outside the bars as five is to
three. The metals then so work against each
other that, at all temperatures, the distance
between the projecting tongues remains the
same. (Airy : Popular Astron. (ed. 6th), pp.
48, 49.)

measuring -tape, s. A tape divided
into inches and fractions, and coiled around
an axis in a box ; retracted by a spring or
winding handle.

measuring-wheel, s. A wheel for mea-
suring the circumference of a carriage-wheel,
in order to find the length of tire required. A
circumferentor. The small wheel has a known
circumferential measurement, and is divided
into inches and fractions. The result is told
in numbers of revolutions and fraction of a
revolution expressed in inches.

meat, meate, *mete, s. [A.S. mete; cogn.
with Dut. met; Icel. mato; Dan. mad; S\v.

mat; Goth, mats; O.H.Ger. maz.]

1. Originally food of all kinds ; food in
general; anything fit for eating, or eaten by
men or animals for nourishment. Horse-mew*
is still used locally for fodder, and green-meat
is a term often applied to edible vegetables,
such as lettuces, cresses, &c. (Matt. xxiv. 45.)

2. Limited now chiefly to animal food ; the
flesh of animals used as food.

" A trencher of meat half raw and half burned."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

3. The edible portion of anything : as, the
meat of an egg.

If (1) Meat and drink : Life
;
perfect enjoy-

ment. (Sludiesp. : As You Like It, v. 1.)

(2) To sit at meat : To sit or recline at a table
at meals.

meat-biscuit, s. A portable, concen-
trated preparation of meat, pounded, dried,

mixed with meal, and baked.

meat-chamber, s. An apartment re-

cently introduced between decks in the ocean
steamships, with a huge tank in the middle,
capable of 'holding thirty or forty tons of ice

for the purpose of transporting fresh meat to
Europe. It is a gigantic refrigerator.

meat-chopper, s. A machine for minc-
ing meat for sausages or for stewing.

meat-crusher, s. A pair of rollers for
rendering steak tender, one roller having cir-

cumferential and the other longitudinal corru-
gations.

meat-cutter, s. A machine for mincing
flesh ; a sausage-machine.

meat-fly, s.

Entom.'
1

: A name vaguely applied to various
flies of the genus Musca, as Miisca carnario,,
M. vomitnria, &c, that deposit their eggs on
meat, which larvae they devour. The analo-
gous name of Flesh-flies is often applied to
the dipterous family Muscidse.

meat-hammer, s. A maul with a notched
or ridged face, to pound meat and make it

more tender.

meat hook, $. A hook in a larder or on
a butcher's stall, on which to hang joints of
meat.

meat-knife, s. A knife the haft of whose
blade passes through the handle, which con-
sists of two pieces known as scales, and
secured by rivets.

meat-offering, s.

Judaism : Heb. limp (minchhah) =» (1) a

gift; (2) tribute; (3) an unbloody sacrifice

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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offered to God, the word meat being used
not as in the English phrase butcher's meat,
but with a meaning not far from the opposite
one. A meat-offering might be of fine flour
with oil poured on it and frankincense put
upon it ; or of fine flour unleavened and
mingled with oil baked in an oven, in a pan

;

or, thirdly, tirstfruits of dried corn with o ; l

and frankincense. In all meat-offerings there
was salt, but never leaven. A memorial por-
tion of every meat-offering, including all the
frankincense,was consumed by tire to Jehovah,
the rest was eaten by the priests and everymale
descendant of Aaron (Lev. ii. 1-16 ; vi. 14-18).

meat-safe, 5. A safe with perforated
zinc or wire gauze front in which to keep meat.

meat-salesman, s. One who acts as an
agent for breeders of cattle, receiving the car-

casses, and selling them retail to the butcher

meat- saw, s. A saw resembling a tenon-
saw, but with a steel or iron back.

meat screen, >. A metallic screen placed
behind roasting meat to reflect the heat of

the Are.

meat-spit, s. A spit for holding a roast-

ing joint while turning in front of the fire.

meat-tub, s. A tub for holding pickled
meat.

'meat, v.t. [Meat, s.] To supply with
meat or food ; to feed.

" Haste then and meat your men."
Chapm^tn : Homer ; Iliad xix. 196.

* meat -ed, * meted, a. [Eng. meat; -ed.]

Fed, foddered.
" Strong oxen and horses, wel shod and wel clad,

Wei meated and used." Timer ; Husbandry.

* meathe, s. [Mead (1), s.]

meat'-i-ness, s. [Eng. meaty; -ness.] The
quality or state of being meaty.

" I felt as though I were pervaded by meatiness for
many hours."

—

A. Trollope: Australia, i. 67.

i meat less, a. [Eng. vieat ;

of meat.
(.] Destitute

" Growling over his uneuvied virtue as a cur growls
o\ er a meatless bone. "—Lewes : Hist, of Philas., i. 184.

me-a'-tus, s. [Lat. = a passage, going, motion,
or course, from meo = to go, to pass.]

Anat. : An opening or canal, as the meatus
audltorius, extending from the concha to the

tympanum ; in its lining membrane are found
the ceruminous glands, secreting the wax of

the ear. The meatuses of the nose are passages

between the spongy bones and the nasal fossa?,

and in rushing through them, the air deposits

its odour on the mucous membrane.

meatus knife, s. A small knife with a

triangular concealed blade in a long thin shaft

;

used in operations in the meatus auditorius,

such as obliterating structures, opening pus-

tules, scarifying, removing polypi, &c.

meat'-^, a. [Eng. meat; -y.] Abounding in

meat ; resembling meat ; fleshy, but not fat.

meaw, meawl, v.i. [Mew, Mewl.]

t mea'-zel, o. [Measle, Mesel.J

* mea'-zle, v.i. [Mizzle.]

t me-bles, s. pi. [Fr. mextbles.] Movable goods.

Mecca, s. [Arab.]

Geog' : The sacred city of the Muhamma-
dans.

Mecca-balsam, *>-.

Bot. : Balsamod&ndron Opobalsamum.

me-chan ic, * me-chan'-ick, * me-
chan-icke, * me-chan-ike, a. &, s, [0.

Fr. meehanique, mecanique (Fr. mecaniqua),

from Lat. mcchanica, from Gr. /irixa-viay [rexvn]

imeehanike [techne]) = (the science of) me-

chanics; tJ-t\xa-vri (medicine) = a machine; bp.

& Port, mecanico; Ital. meccanico.]

* A. As adjective :

1. Lit. : Of or pertaining to mechanics

;

mechanical.
" Sometimes he ply'd the Btroug mechanic tool."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii. 12.

2. Fig. : Vulgar, common, base.

" And worthy shameful cheek it were, to stand

On more mechanic complement.
SIutfiGsp. : Antony & Cleopatra, r\. 4.

B. As subst. : One who is employed or

skilled in the construction of materials, as

wood metal, &c, into any kind of structure

or machine ; one who is skilled in the use of

tools or instruments ; an artizan ; a handi-

craftsman ; one who follows a mechanical
trade for his living ; a skilled workman

;

an artificer. The term is used somewhat
loosely, but is always understood as excluding

agricultural labourers, or such as work with
the pick, shovel, spade, or similar tools.

" Some plain mechanic, who, without pretence
To birth or wit, nor gives nor takes offence.

Coioper : Retirement, 449.

mechanics-institute, s. An institu-

tion for providing instruction and recreation

to mechanics and artizans, by means of read-

ing-rooms, libraries, lectures, classes, &c.

me-chan -I cal, a. & s. [Mechanic]

A, As adjective

:

I. Literally ;

1. Pertaining to, depending upon, or in

accordance with the principles or laws of

mechanics.
"We have also divers mechanical arts, which you

have not."

—

Bacon : New Atlantis, p. 28.

2. Acting by or resulting from weight or

momentum : as, mechanical pressure.

3. Pertaining to those changes in bodies in

which they form compounds, without losing

their identity in the compound substance, as

opposed to chemical : as, a meclianical mixture.

II, Figuratively

:

1. Resembling a machine : as—

(1) Acting without thought, consideration,

or independence of judgment. (Said of per-

sons : as, a mechanical follower of a party.)

(2) Done without thought, intention, or de-

liberate design, but by mere force of habit : as,

a mechanical action or movement.

(3) Characterized by unthinking obedience or

subserviency to external rule or guidance; not
marked by individuality or freedom of thought.

" How far you may be pleased with the versification

and mere mechanical parts of this attempt, I do not
pretend to inquire."—Goldsmith: Deterted Village. {To

Sir J. Reynolds.)

(4) Not designed or intended ; happening
in the ordinary course of things.

" The indirect Influence which mechanical causes

often exercise."—Herschel; Astronomy (1858), §287.

* 2. Employed as a mechanic ; following

the trade or occupation of a mechanic,
" Ib this a holiday ? What ! know you not,

Being mechanical, you ought not walk,
Upon a labouring day."

Shakesp. : Julias Cmar, i. 1.

*3. Of mean or low occupation; vulgar,

common, base, rude, mean.
" Hang him, mecJumical salt-butter rogue ! I will

Btare him out of his wits ; I will awe him with my
cudgel."—Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, ii. 2.

* B. As subst. : A mechanic.
" A crew of patches, rude mechanicals,
That work for bread upon Athenian stalls."

Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, iiL 2,

^[ (1) Mechanical solution of a problem : Solu-

tion by any means not strictly geometrical, as

by means of a ruler and compasses or other

instrument.

(2) Mechanical theory of cleavage

:

Gcol. : The theory that many beds have
undergone compression in a direction per-

pendicular to the planes of cleavage, and a
corresponding expansion in the direction of

the dip of the cleavage. This hypothesis

was brought forward by Mr. D. Sharpe, F.G.S.,

in 1S47, following out the observations pub-
lished by Prof. Philips in 1843. In 1853 Mr.

Sorby proved the theory to be largely ap-

plicable to the slaty rocks of North. Wales
and Devonshire.

(3) Mechanical tlieory of heat

:

Phys. : The same as Dynamical-theory
(q-v.).

(4) Rocks of mechanical origin:

Geol. : Rocks composed of mud, sand, or

pebbles, laid down by the action of running
water, also the accumulations of stones,

scoriae, &c, thrown out by a volcano, and
arranged by the action of gravity, as distin-

guished, from crystalline rocks, which are of

chemical origin. {Lyell.)

mechanical-bronchitis, s.

Pathol. : Bronchitis produced by the inhala-

tion of particles of matter, which irritate the
tubes of the air sacs.

mechanical-broom, s. A sweeping ma-
chine, usually propelled by horses, and having
revolving brooms actuated by the supporting
wheels, and delivering the dust and mud into

the box of the waggon or into the gutter.

mechanical-curve, s. The same as

Transcendental-curve (q.v.).

mechamcal-dysmenorrhcea, s.

Pathol. : Obstruction to the menstrual dis-

charge.

mechanical -lamp, s. Another name
for Carcel's clock-work lamp, in which the oil

is pumped from a lower reservoir to the wick-

tube by means of clock-work, so as to furnish

a supply exceeding that consumed by the

wick, the surplus flowing back outside of the

burner. The object is to afford equal and
ample supply of oil to the flame.

mechanical-philosophy, s.

Hist. & Philos. : The name given to any
tlieory which seeks to account for the phe-

nomena of the universe by the movements of

elementary bodies. The best example of

mechanical-philosophy, either in ancient or

modern times, is the Atomism of Leucippus,

of Democritus, and of Epieurus.

mechanical-pigeon, s. A flying object

forming a substitute for a pigeon in shooting-

matches.

mechanical - powers, s. pi. Contri-

vances by which a great weight may be sus-

tained, or a great resistance overcome, by a
small force. They are IJhe wedge, the inclined

plane, the screw, the lever, the wheel and axle,

and the pulley.

mechanical-telegraph, s. Another
name for the automatic telegraph, in which a
message represented by a series or succession
of dots is passed beneath a key or stylus, so
as to make and break the circuit by mechani-
cally passing through.

mechanical-stoker, s. A mechanical
attachment to a steam boiler furnace for the
automatic supply of fuel, either as powder or
in pieces broken to a regular size. It usually
consists of a hopper containing the fuel, at
the bottom of which are rollers which force the
coal on to the grate.

mechanical-theory, a. [Mechanical-
philosophy.]

* me-chan'-i-cal-ize, v.t. [Eng. mechanical;
-ize.] To render mechanical or mean ; to de-
base.

me-Chan'-i-cal-l$r, adv. [Eng. mechanical;
-ly.l

1. In a mechanical manner ; by means of a
machine or mechanism ; according to the laws
of mechanism.

" The chick with all its parts is not a mechanically
contrived engine."

—

Boyle; Works, ill, 68.

2. By physical force or power.

3. In a manner resembling a machine ; with-
out thought, care, or independent judgment;
by the mere force of habit.

" Guards, mechanically formed in ranks."
Camper : Table Talk, 136.

4. Without losing its identity ; opposed to
chemically.

"They contain silica, alumina, potash, soda, and
mica mixed mechanically together."—Tynda.ll ; Frag*
inents of Science, fed. 3rd), p. 411.

* me-chan i cal ness, s. [Eng. mechani-
cal; -ness.] The quality or state of being
mechanical.

mech-a-ni cian, s. [Fr. mecanicien, from
Lat. niecJiaiiicus — mechanic (q.v.).] One who
is skilled or versed in mechanics.

" If it were presumed that none but geometers and
mechanicians b\iom\A employ themselves about writing
any part of that history. '

—

Boyle : Works, ii. 473.

me chan i co-, pre/. [Lat. mechanicus —
mechanic (q.v.).] Pertaining to or connected
with mechanics or mechanism.

mechanico chemical, a. Of, pertain-
ing, or relating to both chemistry and me-
chanics. Used specially of such sciences as
electricity and magnetism, some of the phe-
nomena of which require for their explanation
the laws of chemistry and of mechanics.

mechanico-corpuscular, a. An epi-
thet applied to the Atomic theory, because the
atoms were supposed to contain within them-
selves the elements of motion.

" To . . . confound the enemies of the mechanico-
corpuscular philosophy."

—

Westminster Review, Jan.,
1S53, p. 182.

me-chan -Ics, me-chan -icks, s [Me-
chanic]

* 1. The science of machinery.

bSit bo^ ;
pout, Jc%I ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophcsi, exist, ph = f.
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2. That branch of practical science which
considers the laws of equilibrium and the
motion of solid bodies ; the forces by which
"bodies, whether animate or inanimate, may be
made to act upon one another ; and the means
by which these forces may be increased so as

to overcome those which are more powerful.
The term mechanics was originally confined to
the doctrine of equilibrium, It is now, how-
ever, extended to the motion and equilibrium
of all bodies, whether solid, fluid, or aeri-

form. That branch of mechanics which in-

vestigates the relations between forces in

equilibrium is termed Statics ; and that which
investigates the effects of forces not in equi-
librium, but producing motion, is termed
Dynamics. The complete arrangement of
mechanics is now made to embrace, besides,
the pressure and tension of cords, the equi-
librated polygon, the catenary curve, suspen-
sion bridges, the equilibrium of arches and
the stability of their piers, the construction
of oblique arches, the equilibrium of domes
and vaults with revetments, the strength of
materials, whether they be of wood or iron,

dynamics (or the science of moving bodies),

with hydrostatics, pneumatics, and hydraulics.
" I here uiulcrstaiid the wunl >ii.e':hariic?rs ill n. larger

sense fur those disciplines that consist of the applica-
tions of the pure mathematicks to produce or modify
motion to interior bodies."

—

Boyle : Works, iii, 43d.

*\ (1) Animal mechanics: The department
of science which applies the principles of me-
chanics to the framework and other parts of
the human body, and of the bodies of the in-

ferior animals.

(2) Practical mechanics: The application of
the principles of mechanics to practical pur-
poses, as the construction of machines) build-
ings, &c.

(3) Rational mechanics : That branch of
mechanics which treats of the theory of mo-
tion.

mech'-a-nism, s. [Fr. mecanisme, from
mecanique — mechanic (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Action according to mechanical laws

;

mechanical action.
" After the chyle has passed through the lungs,

nature continues her usual mechanism, to conveit it

into animal substances."

—

Arbuthnot : On Aliments.

2. The arrangement of the parts of a
machine, engine, or other instrument, in-

tended to apply power to a useful purpose
;

the parts collectively of a machine ; the ar-

rangement and relation of the parts in a
machine ; mechanical construction and ar-

rangement ; machinery.
" Many authors have spoken, of the wonderful

mechanism of speech."—Stewart : The Human Mind,
vol. ii., ch. ii,, § 2.

II. Music:

1. That part of an instrument which forms
the connection between the player and the
sound-producing portion.

2. The physical power of performance, as

distinguished from the intellect or taste which
directs it.

mech'-a-nist, s. [Gr. i^-qxa-vq (mechaue) = a.

machine ; Eng. surf, -isf.)

* 1. Ord.Laug. : A mechanic, a mechanician
;

one skilled in the construction or use of ma-
chinery.

" What titles will he keep ? will he remain
Musician, gardener, builder, mechanist }"

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vii.

2. Ph'tlos. : One of a school of philosophers
"who ascribed all the changes in the universe
to the effect of purely mechanical forces.

* mech'-a-nize, v.t. p?r. mecaniser,] To sub-
ject to contrivance, art, or skill ; to form by
contrivance or design ; to form mechanically.

"The human frame a mechanized automaton."—
•Shelley. [Annan dale.)

* me - chan' - 6 - graph, s. [Gr. mx*vv
(mechane) = a machine, and ypdtfxo (gropho) =
to write, to draw.] One of a set of multiplied
copies of an original, executed by means of a
machine.

* me-chan-o-graph'-ic, a. [Eng. mechano-
graph ; -ic]

1. Treating of or dealing with mechanics.

2. Pertaining to or executed by mechano-
graphy.

y mech-an-6g'-ra-phist, s. [Eng. mechauo-
graph; '-ist] One" who by mechanical means
produces multiplied copies of any work of
art, writing, &c.

* mech-an-6g'-ra-phy^ s, [Eng. mechano-
grhph ; -y.] The art of multiplying copies of
a work of art, a writing, &c, by mechanical
means.

*mech'-an-ur-gy, s. [Gr. wxavy (median?)
= a machine, and epyov (ergon) = work.]
That branch of mechanics which treats of
moving machines.

meche, s. [Fr.]

Surg, : A bunch or pledget of charpie,

cotton, or raw silk, for keeping open an ulcer

or wound. Applied by an instrument known
as a porte-meche.

Me-chlt-a-rist, to. & s, [For etym. see
def. B.] '

A. As adj. : Belonging to or characteristic
of the Armenian religious congregation de-
scribed under B.

" Printed at the MecMtarkt presses of 'Vienna and
Venice."—Addis & Arnold; Cath. Diet., p. 5G8.

B. As substantive

:

Church Hist. : A congregation founded at
the close of the seventeenth century by an
Armenian, named Mechitar, for the purpose
of instructing and improving the. condition of
his countrymen. He was ordained in lu'99,

and went to Constantinople to put his plans
into execution. Meeting with opposition there,
he founded a religious house at Modon in the
Morea, and when war broke out between
Turkey and the Venetian Republic in 1715,
the latter power granted him the island of
San Lazzaro, in the lagoon between the Lido
and Venice, where he founded the Armenian
convent which is such an object of interest to
travellers. The Mechitarists are devoted to
literary work, principally the perfecting of
Armenian, and the translation into that lan-
guage of the principal productions of Euro-
pean literature.

I&ech'-lin, s. & a. [From Mechlin or Malines
in Belgium.]

A. As subst. : A light Belgian lace with an
hexagonal mesh ; made of three flax threads,
twisted and plaited to a perpendicular line,

the pattern being worked in the net, and the
plait-thread surrounding the flowers.

B. As adj. : The term applied to the variety
of lace described in A.

me-chlo'-Ic, *-'. [Eng. me(conin); cldo(Hne},
and surf, -ic] (See the compound.)

mechloic-acid, s.

Chem. : A crystalline acid produced by the
action of chlorine on meconin. It crystallizes

in tine prismatic needles ; sparingly soluble in

cold, but easily soluble in boiling water.

BEe-chd'-a-can, $. [See def.] The name of

a maritime state in Mexico, whence the root

was originally brought.

Mechoacan-root, s,

Bot. & Phann. : The root of Batatas Ja.la.pa,

once erroneously supposed to be the true
jalap, which it to a certain extent resembles
in its purgative properties.

me-cist'-6ps, 5. [Gr. ju^kxtos (megistos) =
very great, and 6i// (ops) = the countenance.]

Zool. : A genus of Crocodilidte from Africa,

erected by Gray. Jaws oblong, slender, and
rather flat; nose not swollen; cervical and
dorsal plates united ; hind feet webbed. Me-
cistops Bennettii is Bennett's Gavial, M. cata-

phmctus
t
the False Gavial. By many naturalists

they are considered as varieties.

me-cis-tiir'-a, me-gis-tur'-a, s. [Gr.

/xtyioros (megistos)= very great, and ovpd (oura)
= a tail.]

Orniih, ; Long-tailed Tit. It was raised to
generic distinction, as Mecistura vagans, by
Br. Leach in 1816, without, however, specify-

ing his reasons. He has been followed by
Brehm and Bonaparte. (Yarrell.) [Parus,
Tit.]

Mec'-kel, s. [See def.] John Frederick
Meckel", a celebrated German anatomist (1724-
74). He was the author of many scientific

works, and, in. 1749, published an account of
the ganglion which bears his name.

Meckel's-cartilage, s.

Anat. : The cartilage of the first or mandi-
bular arch. It occupies the deeper part of

the arch from a very early period, and remains
visible in the human fcetus up to the sixth or

seventh month. Its proximal portion is con-

verted into the malleus of mammals and the

quadrate bone of reptiles and birds. (Quain.)

Mockers-ganglion, s.

Anat. : The larger of the cranial ganglia.

It is triangular in shape, reddish in colour,

and is situated in the spheno-maxillary fossa,

near the spheno-palatine foramen, whence it

is sometimes called the spheno-palatine gang-
lion. The sub-maxillary ganglion was also

discovered by Meckel.

me-com'-e-ter, s. [Gr. /itjkos (melcos) =
length, and fj-erpov (metron) = a measure.]

Surg, : A graduated instrument used at the
Hospice de Maternite in Paris, to measure
new-born infants.

mec-o-nam'-ic, a. [Eng. mecon(ic acid);
am(monia), and suff. -ic] (Seethe compound.)

meconamic-acid, *.

COHO
Chem. : C7H3(NHo)0 G = C*(NH;>) «£ COHO.% COHO

An amide of meconic acid formed by the action
of ammonia on ethyl meconic acid. It has
not been obtained in the crystalline form, and
its formula is somewhat doubtful.

m.ec'-6-nate, s. [Eng. immu(ic); suff. -ate.}

Cliem. : A salt of meconic acid.

me-con'-Ic, a. [Eng., &c. mecon(iitm) ; suff.

-ic] Contained in or derived from meconium
(q-v-)-

meconic-add, s.

Chem. : C7H4O7. One of the constituents of
opium discovered by Sertiirner in 1805. It is

prepared from the alcoholic extract of opium
by precipitating with baric chloride and de-
composing the baric meconate with sulphuric
acid. It crystallizes in colourless, mica-like
plates or prisms, containing three molecules
of water, with difficulty soluble in cold water
and ether, but more readily in hot water and
alcohol. When heated to 200°, it gives off

carbonic anhydride, and is converted into
comenic acid, C6H4O5. Its aqueous solution
is coloured deep-red by ferric chloride. Me-
conic acid is dibasic, and forms two classes of
salts. When calcic meconate is dissolved in

warm nitric acid, and the solution cooled,
brilliant plates of the monobasic salt (0711307)2
Ca, 2H2O are produced. Di-ammonic mecon-

ate, C4HO ^coho
4 2̂

' c,Tstallizes in slender

needles.

Diethyl meconic acid, C4HO^^^jj *3,

is obtained from the mother liquor from which
the former acid has separated. It forms
flattened colourless prisms, melting about
110°, and dissolving easily in water and alco-
hol. The acid is monobasic, and forms, with
ammonia, a crystalline salt of a yellow colour.

meconic-ether, s,

Chem. : CiHO,^^-^ ' Ethyl meconic

acid. Obtained by passing dry hydrochloric
acid gas into a solution of meconic acid in
absolute alcohol. It forms small needles
soluble in water, ether, and alcohol, melts at
158°, and sublimes in brilliant rhombs.

me-con'-1-dine, s. [Eng. mecon(in); Gr.
elSo? (eidos) = form, and suff. -ine.]

Chem. : C01H23NO4. One of the alkaloids

present in the aqueous extract of opium, dis-

covered by Hesse in 1870. It forms a brown-
ish, transparent, amorphous mass, insoluble
in water, but very soluble in alcohol, ether,

benzol, and chloroform. It melts at 58", anil

is not sublimable. The salts of meconidiue
are very unstable, and their solutions have an
intensely bitter taste.

mec'-o-nin, *. [Eng., &c. meconium) ; suff.

-in.]

Chem. : C10H10O4. A neutral substance ex-

isting in opium, first observed by Dublanc.
It can be formed from narcotine by the action
of dilute nitric acid, and from opianic acid by
treatment with caustic alkalis. It may also
be obtained from opium by allowing a cold-
water extract to stand for some weeks, re-
dissolving the crystalline deposit in alcohol,
and again crystallizing. Meconin crystallizes
in colourless hexagonal prisms, soluble in*
boiling water, alcohol, and ether; slightly
soluble in cold water. It has a very acrid

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,
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taste, melts at about 98°, and distils without
alteration. It forms substitution derivatives
with bromine, iodine, &c, of which bromo-
meconin is the type, CioHgBrO^

me-co'-ni-um, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.
H.i}Kuivtov (nu'kunion) — (1) the juice of the

P°lWi opium : (2) tlie discharge from the
bowels of newborn children

; ju^/ctof (mBkvn)
= the poppy.]

Chern, : A substance occurring in the in-

testinal canal of the foetus. It appears to be
a mixture of cholesterin, bile resin, casein,
picromel, biliverdin, mucus, and perhaps
albumin.

mec-on-op'-SiS, s. [Gr. i±-qKwv (niekon) = a
poppy, and oi//ts

'

(©psis) — appearance.]

Hot. : "Welsh-poppy ; a genus of Papaveracea?,
.intermediate between Papaver and Argemone.
Sepals two ; petals four ; stigma of few rays

;

capsule opening below the style by four to
six valves. Known species nine. Meconox>sis
cambrica is the Common Welsh-poppy. It

has large yellow flowers. Rare in England,
and only naturalized in Scotland. The roots
of M, uepalmsis, a Nepaulese species, are very
poisonous. It has, however, sometimes been
prescribed, as lias M. aailmta, another Indian
species, as a narcotic.

med -al, s. [Fr. medaille, from Ital. medaglla
= a medal, a coin, from Low Lat. medalia,
medcdla = a small coin, a corrupt, of Lat. met-
allum = metal (q.v.) ; Sp. medalia.] A coin ; a
piece of metal cast in the form of a coin, and
stamped with some figure or inscription to
commemorate the memory of some illustrious

person, or some remarkable deed, or as a
reward of merit. A medal differs from a coin
in that it is not current as money. [Numis-
matics.]

"An antique medal half consumed with rust."—
Boyle: Works, v. 545.

medal-machine, s. A machine for

making copies of medals and raised or sunk
works on a scale larger or smaller than the
original. It comprises adjustable frames on
the pantograph principle for carrying tracers
which pass over the face of the original, and
mandrels in which the various cutters for

producing the copy are inserted.

* med'-al-ist, s. [Medallist.

* med' - al - let, * med' - al - et, [Eng.

medal ; diinin. suff. -let.] A small medal ; they
are frequently worn suspended from the neck,

and ill Catholic countries are impressed with
figures of saints, &c.

" I shall beg leave to give this clas3 the appellation
of meUalets."'—Plnkerton ; Essay on MedaU, vol. i., § lit.

me-dal-llc, a. [Eng. medal ; -ic] Of or

pertaining to a medal or medals.
" I have lately seen, snys Eugenius, a metallic his-

tory of the present king oi France."

—

Utdison : Medals,
dial. a.

me-dal'-lion (ion as yiin), s. [Fr. mcdaUhn,
from Ital. medaglione, from viedaglia = a

medal (u_.v.).]

1. A large antique medal or memorial coin,

usually of gold or silver, and larger than cur-

rent coins.

"Under this term \medall ions] are included all the
pieces produced by the ancient mints, whii.li. from
their superior size, were evidently not intended for

circulation."—Addison ; Ancient Medals, dial iii.

2. Carved, moulded, cast, or stamped circu-

lar, oval and sometimes square work, bearing
on it objects represented in relief, as flowers,

heads, figures, animals, &c.

med -al list, * med'-al-ist, s. [Eng.

medal'; -ist; Fr. viedailtisfe.]

1. One who engraves, stamps, or moulds
medals.

"Sculptors, painters, and medallist* exerted their

utmost skill in the work of transmitting his features

to posterity."—Macaalay : Hist. Eng., cli. vii.

2. One who studies the history of medals
;

one who is skilled or curious in medals.

"Asa mc.htUist, youarenot to look upon a cabinet of

medal* as a treasure of money."—Addison : On Mcdtils.

3. One who has gained a medal at school or

college as the reward of merit.

*me-dar-lur-gy,s. [Eng.?n«fctf,andGr. epyov

(ergon) = work. J The art of engraving, stamp-

ing, or moulding medals.

med -die, * med-ell, * me-dle, * med-
len, * melle, v.t. & 4. [O. Fr. mester, medler,

wetter — to mix, to interfere or meddle with

(Fr. mSUr), from Low Lat. misculo — to mi:;,

from Lat. misceo ; Sp. mezclar ; Port, mcsclar ;

Ital. mischlare.]

* A. Transitive:

I. Lit. : To mix, to mingle.
" Thei gaven him to drynke vyn medled with gall."— Wyvltjfe : Matthew xxvii. 3A.

II. Figuratively :

1. To mingle, to interlard.

2. To confuse, to confound.
"A medled state of the orders of the gospell."

—

Hooker: Eccles. 1'olitie, bk. iv., § 8,

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To mix, to mingle.
"More to know

Did never meddle with my thoughts."
&7takes2>- : Tempest, L 2.

2. To take part ; to deal, to interpose, to in-

terfere :

—

* (1) In a good sense : to attend.

"Study to be quiet, and to meddle with your own
< business."

—

Tyndule: l Tltessal. iv. 10.

(2) In a bad sense : to interfere officiously

with matters with which one has no personal
interest ; to put one's self forward imperti-
nently, officiously, or offensively in the affairs

of others.

3. To touch or handle things with which
one has no business.

mcd'-dler, s. [Eng. meddl(e) ; ~er.] One
who meddles; one who interferes or busies
himself officiously about matters with which
he has no personal concern ; an officious pet-
son ; a busybody.

" His royal patroD . . . hated a meddler almost as
much as a coward."

—

Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

med die some, a. [Eng. meddle; -some]
Inclined or given to meddling or interfering

in the business of others ; officiously intru-

sive.

med'-dle-some-ness, s. [Eng. meddlesome

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being meddle-
some ; officious interference.

"I shall propound some general rules according to

which such meddlesomeness is commonly hlameable."
—Barrow : Germans, vol. i., ser. 21.

med dliiig, a. [Eng. meddle; -ing.] Given
to interfering in the concerns of others ; med-
dlesome ; officiously intrusive.

"To turn every ignorant meddling magistrates into
a state inquisitor."—Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

med'-dling-ly, adv. [Eng. meddling; ~ly.]

In a meddling, interfering, or officious manner;
officiously, interfering! y.

Mede, s. [Lat. Medus.] A native or subject

of the ancient kingdom of Media.

t me'-di-a, s.2?l [Medium.]

* me'-dl-a-cy, s, [Eng, mediate); -aj.] The
quality or state of being mediate or forming
an intermediate or intervening step.

med-i-se'-val, 'med-I-e'-val, a. & a.

[Lat. medius = middle ; cev(um) = an age, and
Eng. adj. suff. -al]

A. As adj. . Pertaining or relating to the
Middle Ages.

t B. As subst. : One who belonged to the
Middle Ages.

" This view of landscape differs from that of the
i j iedieva Is.

"

— Hi iskin.

t med-i-se'-val-ism,, t med-i-e'-val-ism,
s. [Eng. mediaeval; -ism.] The principles,

manners, or spirit of the Middle Ages, espe-

cially*iu matters of religion and art.

t med-i-se'-val-ist, t med-i-e'-val-ist, s.

[Eng. mcd'un'nl; -ist] One who is versed in

the history of the Middle Ages ; one who
sympathizes with or supports medievalism.

* med-i-se'-val-ly, med-i-e'-val-ly,
adv. [Eng. viediaval ;'

-ly.] In a mediaeval
manner ; in accordance with raedieevalism.

*' me'-di-al, a. & s. [Lat. medialis, from
medius = middle ; Fr. viedial.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to a mean or aver-

age ; mean.

B. As substantive

:

Greek Gram. : A term sometimes applied to
the letters b, g, and d, as being intermediate
in sound between the hard mutest, /:, and f,

and the aspirates j?7t, ch, and th.

medial-alligation, >. [Alligation, 2.]

medial-cadence, s.

Music: The cadence proper to the Mfdiant
(1-v.)-

BSe'-di-an (1), a. & s. [Lat. Media = an an-

cient kingdom of Asia.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Media or

its inhabitants.

B. As subst. : A Mede.

me'-cli-an (-), a. [Lat. medianus, from medius
= middle.] Situated or placed in the middle

;

passing through or along the middle.

"Let bloud in the median vein of the heart. "—Bishop
Hall : Sennon tu the Lords of Parliament.

median-artery, s.

Anat. : A branch of the anterior interos-

seous artery.

median-lino, s.

Anat. : A vertical line, supposed to divide-

a body longitudinally into two equal parts,

one right the other left. ChausskT calls the
linea alba the median line of the abdomen.
(Dunglison.)

median-nerve, s.

Anat. : A nerve arising by two roots from
the inner and outer cord of the brachial
plexus. It travels down the front of the
forearm, and enters the palm, separating into
two nearly equal parts ; the external part
supplies some of the short muscles of th"
thumb, and gives digital branches to the
thumb and index finger ; the second portion
supplies the middle linger, and in part the
index and ring lingers. (Quain.)

median-veins, &. pi
Anat. : Three of the superficial veins of the

forearm : the median basilic, the median
cephalic, and the common median, or funis
brachii. [Basilic, Cephalic]

t median-zone, s.

Geog. & Biol : The same as the Deep-sea
Coral-zone (q.v.). It is from iifty to a
hundred or more fathoms.

me'-di-ant, me'-di-ante, s. [Fr. mediante;
Ital. mediante, from Lat. medians, pr. par. of
medio ~ to divide in the middle ; medius =.
middle.]

Music

:

1. One of the three most significant regular
modulations of the ecclesiastical mudc^.
[Mode.]

2. The third degree of any scale, so called
because it divides the interval between the
tonic and the dominant into two-thirds. Thus
in the scale of c, e is the mediant.

nae-di-as'-tin-al, a. [Eng. maUastin(c); -al],

Of or pertaining to the mediastine.

T[ There are mediastinal arteries, branches
of the internal mammary artery, which ramify
in the loose connective tissue of the medias-
tinal space (the space bounded laterally by
the right and left pleura;) ; mediastinal veins,
and mediastinal lymphatic glands. Pathologi-
cally, there are mediastinal hydatids, tumours,
and cancer.

me'-di-as-tine, me-di-as-ti'-num, *.

[Lat. mediastinus = a helper, a common ser-
vant, a drudge. ]

Anat. : The septum formed by the union of
the two pleura?. The term anterior medias-
tinum is given to the part of this septum in
front of the heart and pericardium, and pos-
terior mediastinum to the part behind. That
portion which encloses the pericardium is

sometimes distinguished as the middle medi-
astinum. (Quain.)

" Noue of the membranes which invest the inside of
the breast but may be the sen.t of this disease, the me-
diastine as well as the pleura."

—

Arbuthnot : On JJict.

me-di-as-ti-ni'-tis, s. [Lat. mediastinals),
and suff. -itis, denoting inflammation ; Fr.
mediastinite.] [Mediastine.]

Path. : Inflammation of the laminar tissue
of the mediastine.

t me'-dl-ate, n. [Lat. mediatus, pa. par. of
medio = to be in the middle ; medius = middle

;

Fr. mediat; Ital. & Sp. mediato.]

I. Situated or "being in the middle or be-
tween two extremes ; middle.

" Anxious we hover in a mediate state, ',

Betwixt infinity and nothing."
Prior: Solomon, ill. c<5.

boll, boy ;
pout, jo^trl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this

; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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2. Intervening, interposed.
" Soon the mediate clouds shall be dispelled ;

The suu shall soon be face to face beheld."
Prior. {Todd.)

3. Acting as a means or medium ; not direct

or immediate ; leading up to that which acts
directly or immediately.

" The immediate cause of death is the resolution or
extinguishment of the spirits; and [that J the destruc-
tion or corruption of the organs is but the mediate
cause,"—Bacon: iVat. Hist., | 30a.

4. Gained or effected by the agency or inter-

vention of a medium : as, mediate perception,
mediate knowledge.

mediate auscultation, s.

Med. : Auscultation by means of the stetho-
scope, as distinguished from immediate aus-
cultation, in which, the ear is directly applied
to the chest of the patient.

mediate-testimony, s.

Law: Secondary evidence. (Wharton.)

me'-dl-ate, v.t. & i. [Sp. medlar; Fr. me'dier;

Ital. medium.) [Mediate, a.]

*A. Transitive:

1. To effect by mediation or intervention
between two or more parties.

" Employed to mediate
A present marriage, to be had between
Hiui and the sister of the young French queen.

"

, Daniel : Civil Wars, viii.

2. To connect as two things distinctly sepa-
rate by something interposed or intervening.

3. To halve ; to divide equally.
" They styled a double step, the space from fche ele-

vation of one foot to the same foot Bet dona again,
mediated by a step of the other foot, a pace, equal to
five feet.' —Holder.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To be or lie between two ; to intervene.
" They exclude all other bodies that before mediated

between the parts of their body."—Sir K. Dlgby.

2. To interpose or intervene between parties,

as a common friend, for the purpose of recon-
ciling them, or negotiating an agreement or
arrangement ; to intercede.

* me'-di-ate-ly, * me-di-at-ly, adv. [Eng.
mediate, a. ; -ly.] In a mediate manner ; not
directly or immediately : as, a medium, means,
or secondary cause ; not primarily.

"Pestilent contagion ja propagated immediately by
conversing with infected persons, and mediitely by
pestilent seminaries propagated through the air."—
Harvey : On Consumption.

* me'-di-ate~ness, s, [Eng. mediate; -ness.]

The quality or state of being mediate.

me-di-a'-tion, * me-di-a-ci-oun, * me-
di-a-cy-on, s. [Fr. mediation, from Lat. me-
diatus, pa. par. of medio — to be in the middle
or between ; Sp. mediation ; Ital. mediazione.]

L Ordinary Language

:

"v
1. The state or action of anything inter-

posed or intervening between two tilings
;

intervention, interposition ; mediate agency.
"It being the undeniable prerogative of the first

cause, that whatsoever it does by the mediation of
second causes, it can do immediately by itself without
them,"'—South: Sermons, vol. iv., ser. 11.

2. The act of mediating ; intervention be-
tween parties at variance for the purpose of
reconciliation ; intercession,

" Noble offices thou m-ay'st effect

Of mediation after I am dead.

'

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 4,

II. Music : That part of a Gregorian chant
which lies between the reciting-note and the
next close. [Chant.]

* me'-dl-a-tive, a. [Eng. medial(e); -ire.]

Of or pertaining to a mediator or mediation
;

mediatorial.

me-di-at-i-za'-tlon, s. [Eng. mediatiz(e);
-ation.] The act of mediatizing ; specifically,

a term applied to the annexation or absorp-
tion of the smaller states of Germany by the
larger neighbouring states, after the dissolu-
tion of the German empire in 1S06, leaving to
the former their nominal independence and
sovereignty, and to their princes their rank,
rights, and privileges.

t me'-di-a-tize, v.t. [Eng. mediat(e); -ize.]

To render mediate ; specifically, to make
mediately, not immediately, dependent : as, in

Germany, to annex a smaller state to a larger,

leaving to it its nominal sovereignty, and to

its prince his title, rights, and privileges..

" My host informed me . . . that the princes of
Altenstem had up to the beginning of the present
century bei'ii independent rulers, but had then been
mediatized— i.e., politically dise^t iblislitd, mid made
subjects of one <if the larger state?."—-!, G. JAddell, in
Mitcmillan'i, Magazine, Oct. 1581, p. -dl.

me'-di-a-tor, *me-di-a-tour, s. [Fr.
midaUeur, from Lat. mediatorem, accus. of
'mediator = one who comes between, a me-
diator, from mediatus, pa. par. of medio = to
be in the middle; medins — the middle; Sp.
& Port, medlador ; Ital. mediatore.]

1. One who mediates or interposes between
parties at variance for the purpose of recon-
ciliation or of effecting an agreement or ar-

rangement ; an arbitrator.
" Thus authorised, the mediators speedily concluded

a treaty."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

2. Specifically, a term applied to Christ as
the intercessor between God and man.

"There is one God, and one mediator between God
and man, the man Christ Jesus."—l Timothy it. 5,

^ The term mediator—Gr. /iecrmj? (mesites),

literally, an intermediary, an intercessor, a
go-between, from /ito-os (mews) = the middle,
and elfii (eimi) = to go—is applied in the New
Testament to Moses and to Christ. The
foriner was invited to hold interviews with
Jehovah, carrying messages from Hiin to the
Isiaelitish people and back again (Exod.
xix. 3, 7, 8, 20, xx. 22, xxi. 1, &c). He also
interceded for them when they had sinned
(xxxii. 30-32). The Jewish covenant or testa-
ment was " ordained through angels by the
hand of a mediator " (Gal. iii. 19, B.V.) ; Jesus
was the mediator of the new and better
covenant or testament (Heb. viii. 6, ix. 15,
xii. 24). In the fullest sense, that of an in-

tercessor, there is no mediator but Christ
Jesus (1 Tim. ii. 5). He ever lives to make
intercession for those who come unto God by
him (Heb. vii. 25 ; cf. John xvii.). It is for
his name's sake that sins are forgiven
(Ephes. iv. 32; 1 Johnii. 12).

me-di-a-tdr'-i-al, a. [Eng. mediator; -ial.)

Of or pertaining'to a mediator or mediation
;

pertaining to the office or character of a me-
diator.

"His mediatorial character and office was meant to
be represented as a perpetual character and office."—
I'alcy : Sermon 22.

me-di-a-tor'-l-al-l^, adv. [Eng. me-
diatorial; -ly.] In a mediatorial manner ; as
a mediator.

me'-di-a-tor-ship, s. [Eng. mediator;
•ship.] The office, position, or character of
a mediator.

* me'-dl-a-tdr-y, a. [Eng. mediator; -y.]

Of or pertaining to a mediator or mediation
;

mediatorial.

"The mediatory office which he was to be intrusted
with."—Bunyan : nigrim's Progress, pt. ii.

* me'-di-a-tress, * me'-di-a-trix, s. [Lat.

mediatrix, fern, of mediator — &, mediator; Fr.

mediatrice ; Ital. mediatrice.] A female medi-
ator.

" Why didst thou not, gentle mother-queen

!

As judge and mediatress stand between?"
Lewis: Statins, viL

t me die, s. [Medick, §.]

*med'-ic, a. [Lat. medicus.] The same as

Medical (q.v.).

* med'-ic-a-ble, a. [Lat. medicabilis, from
medico = to treat with medicine.] That may
or can be cured or healed.

med-I-ca'-go, s. [Corrupted from Mt)5lkt]

7roa (Mcdilce poa) = the Median grass, which
was lucerne, said to have been brought to
Greece during the expedition of Darius.]

Bat. : Medick ; a genus of papilionaceous
plants, subtribe Trifoliese. The leaves are
trifoliolate, the keel obtuse, the legumes
spirally twisted, more rarely falcate, often
spiny, rarely dehiscent. Found in Europe,
the west of Asia, and the north of Africa.
Known species, forty. Five are British :

Medicago faicata, M. lupulina, M. dentlculata,
M. maculata, and M. minima. M. lupulina,
the Hop-trefoil, sometimes called Shamrock,
and in NorfolkNon-such ; is occasionally culti-
vated with other clovers. It is like the
yellow one, which, however, is a smaller plant
and annual. M. sativa is Lucerne (q.v.).

jV. arborea, the cytisus of the ancients, grows
in the south of Italy, Greece and the Archi-
pelago. The Turks use the wood to make
handles for their sabres, and the Greek monks
for making beads.

med'-ic-al, a. [Low Lat. medicalis, from Lat.
medicus = a physician, mrdcor = to heal ; Ital.

& Sp. medico.] Pertaining to, connected with

or employed in the science of medicine, or the
art of healing disease : as—

(1) Engaged in the profession of medicine :

as, the medical profession, a medical student.

(2) Used or intended for the teaching and
promotion of medical science : as, a medical
school.

(3) Medicinal ; tending to cure or heal.
" Not onely as medical in diseases, but effectual in

success concerning the intuit and others."

—

Browne:
Vulgar Errours, bk. v., ch. xxi.

medical jurisprudence, s. That
branch of State medicine which is concerned
with the administration of justice. It had its

rise in Germany ; the first course of lectures
on the subject were delivered by Michaelis at
Leipsic about 1650. Its introduction into
England dates from the publication of Farr's
Elements of Medical Jurisprudence, in 1788,
and the first professor of the new science was
Dr. Duncan, appointed at Edinburgh in 1803.

Medical jurisprudence deals with (1) questions
affecting civil rights : as those of personal
identity, age, sex, legitimacy, malingering,
and unsoundness of mind

; (2) injuries to per-
sons from whatever causes, when those in-

juries are the subject of judicial inquiry.
Under the second head toxicology is some-
times included, though that science has a
copious literature of its own.

med'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. medical ; -ly.] In
a medical manner ; according to the rules of
medicine ; for the purpose of healing.

" But that which chiefly promoted the consideration
of these dayes, and medically advanced the 6anie, was
the doctrine of Hyppocratee."— Browne : Vulgar
Errours, bk. iv., ch. xiii.

* me-dic -a-ment, s. [Fr., from Lat. medica-
mentum, from medico = to heal, to cure ; Sp.,

Port., & Ital. medlcamento.] Anything used
in healing diseases or wounds ; a healing or
curing application ; a medicine.

" He made not venom to be our poison, for neither
made he death or any deletery medicament upon the
earth."—Boyle: Works, ii, 122.

*medic a-mental, a. [Eng. medicament

;

~al.] Of or pertaining to medicaments or

healing applications; having the qualities or
properties of a medicament.

* med-ic-a-ment'-al-ly, adv. [Eng. med-
icamental; -ly.] After the manner of medica-
ments ; as a medicament.

" Not only aliuaentally in a substantial mutation,
but also medicamentally, m any corporeal conver-
eion."—Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. ii., ch. v.

* med'-i-cas-ter, s. [Formed from Lat.
medicus, on the analogy of poetaster, &a] A
quack.

"Medicasters, pretenders to physic."— Whitlock

:

Manners of the English.

med l cate, v.t. [Lat. viedicatvs, pa. par.
of medico = to heal, to cure; medicus = a
physician.]

i 1. To tincture, imbue, or iinr^regnate with
anything medicinal.

"The fumes, steams, and stenches of Loudon do so
medicate and impregnate the air about it, that it be-
comes capable of little more."—Graunt : Bills of Mor-
tality.

* 2. To treat with medicine ; to administer
medicine to ; to heal, to cure.

"To mend thy mounds, to trench, to clear, to soil
Thy grateful fields, to medicate thy sheep."

Dyer: The Fleece, i.

med'-i-cat-ed, pa. par. or a. [Medicate.]
Impregnated or imbued with some medicinal
substance or quality.

xned-i-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. medicatio, from
riicdicatus, pa. par. of -medico = to heal, to
cure; Fr. medication; Sp. medication ; Ital.

medicazione.]

1. The act of medicating or impregnating
with some medicinal ingredient or property.

*2. The use or application of medicine;
medical treatment.

" He adviseth to observe the equinoxes and solstices,
and to decline medication ten days before and after,"—Browne: Vulgar Erroars, bk. ix., ch. xxi.

* med'-i-ca-tive, a. [Eng. medicare); -ive.]

Tending to heal or cure; curing, healing.
"Those physicians who profess to follow nature in

the treatment oi diseases, by wjitclmv' and aiding her
medicative powers."—Stewart: Jla.n.ut Mind, vol. ii.,

ch. iv., § 0.

* Med-i-ce'-an, a. [See def.] Of or pci-taining

to the Medici, a celebrated family of Florence,
eminent patrons of art and literature.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf. work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, 03 = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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*medic -ui-a-ble, a. [Eng. mediein(e);
-able.] Having the properties or qualities of
medicine ; medicinal, healiug.

" First pouring out the med'cinable'baae,
The heart, her tears had rine'd, she bafch'd again."

Hryden; Slgismonda & Gulscardo, 707.

me-dic'-in al, *me-dic'-in-all, a. [Lat.

medicinalis, from medieina = medicine ; Fr.
medicinal; Sp. medicinal; Ital. medicinale.]

* 1. Of or pertaining to medicine or medical
science.

2. Having the power or property of healing
or mitigating disease ; curing or tending to
cure bodily disorders.

" Sometimes even poysona turn medicinaU."—Bishop
Hall: Old Religion, ch. ii.

me-dic'-in-al-ly, adv. [Eng. medicinal

;

1. In a medicinal manner ; with medicinal
qualities.

2. With a view to heal.

* 3. According to the rules or principles of
medicine.

" Medicinal!}/ to shew the causes, symptomes, and
severall cures of it."

—

Burton ; Anat. of Melon. (De-
mocrltus to the Reader, p. 76.)

medi -cine (I silent), s. [Fr. mklecine =
physic ; Frov. medecina, medieina, metzina,
viezlna; Sp., Port., & Ital. medieina, from
Lat. medieina — medicine.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Physic, a remedy, a remedial agent, an
antidote to disease ; any substance prescribed
for the alleviation or removal of disease.

T[ Medicines are administered, as a rule, by
the mouth, hut sometimes also by the rectum,
by inhalation into the lungs, by hypodermic
injection into the cellular tissue, or in some
rare cases by injection into the veins. Gar-
rod makes three divisions of medicines

:

(1) Internal remedies, administered for their

effects upon the system, both before and after

absorption into the blood ; (2) external reme-
dies, which act locally, and are not intended to

affect the constitution ; (3) chemical agents
used for other than their medicinal properties.

Under the first division are four classes, with
nine sub-classes ; the second and third have
only orders.

(2) A science and art directed first to the
prevention of .diseases, and secondly to their

cure ; the practice of medicine as distinguished

from that of surgery or midwifery, but not
entirely separable from either, involving also

a. sound knowledge of anatomy, physiology,

pathology, chemistry, and allied subjects.

2. Fig. : Anything which removes montal
woe.

"The miserable have no other medicine than only
hope."—Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, ill. 1.

II. Technically

:

1. Science : In the same senses as 1. 1 & 2.

2. A nthrop. : This word is used in translating

certain terms in the languages of the American
aborigines which denote not only M medicine

"

proper, but anything the operation of which
they do not comprehend ; that is, anything
mysterious, supernatural, sacred. Hence we
have medicine-man — the doctor and conjuror

of the American Indians; medicine-bag = the

bag in which his remedies and charms are con-

tained ; medicine-feast — a. sort of religious

festival, consisting of singing, feasting, and
dancing, and attended only by men ; medicine-

hut = the hut in which these feasts are held
;

medicine-piye = the ornamented pipe smoked
on these occasions. (Bartlett).

"They may have been handed down through suc-

cessive generations as great -medicines."— Wilson :

Prehistoric Man, i 130.

3. Hist., £c. : The first attempts at medical

and sanitary practice seem to have been made
by, or under the direction of, priests. Per-

haps the wearing of amulets was one of its

earliest forms. To this day, in India, many
children go to school with a bit of string

round their wrist, which has had incantations

muttered over it by Brahmins, and is con-

sidered a preservative against fever. Such a

string (intrinsic value not a farthing) is charged

half a rupee or a rupee (about Is. or 2s.), ac-

cording to the time for which its virtues are

guaranteed. With this superstition are joined

actual remedies discovered by observation.

Part of the Vajur Veda treats of medicine.

The Egyptians are credited with some pro-

ficiency in the art ; their embalming of bodies

must have taught them the elements of

anatomy. The medical and sanitary arrange-
ments of the Mosaic law are well known (Lev.
xiii. , xiv. 1-8 ; Deut. xxiii. 13, &c). Chiron, the
fabled Centaar, is said to have brought some
knowledge of medicine from Egypt to Greece.
His pupil was .ZEsculapius, said to have lived

previously to the Trojan war [about 1500
b.c. (?)]. He was so eminent a physician that
he was, on his death, deified, and became the
Greek god of medicine, under whose auspices
all further researches were made. Pythagoras,
about 529 b.c, studied the human frame ; but
the "father" of Greek medicine was Hippo-
crates, b.c. 460-442. He is by some con-
sidered the founder of the dogmatic school.

About 332 b.c. the Alexandrian school arose,

under Eratosthenes and Hierophilus. The
latter was opposed by Chrysippus, and the
empiric school arose. The Romans were long
in entering the field. The greatest Roman
physician was Galen, a.d. 165. The Methodics
had arisen shortly before, and the Eclectics
were ramifications of the former. From the
seventh to the twelfth century the Arabs
cultivated medicine ; their greatest name was
Avicenna, about 1020 a.d. The Italians next
assumed the lead. The dogmatic school of
medicine was assailed by Paracelsus (1493-
1541) and Vesalius (1514 to 1564). The dis-

covery by Harvey, in 1628, of the circulation
of the blood, gave a great impulse to medical
science. The extensive range of study which
this science now embraces will be evident from
the list of subjects taught in King's College,

London. They are Anatomy, Physiology,
Pathological Anatomy, Comparative Anatomy,
Botany, Chemistry, Hygieine, Materia Medica,
Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Forensic Medi-
cine, Midwifery, Clinical Surgery, and Oph-
thalmology.

medicine chest, s. A chest in which
medicines and drugs are kept, together with
instruments and appliances necessary for sur-

gery.

* medi cine (1 silent), v.t. [Medicine, s.]

1. To administer medicine or physic to ; to
treat as with medicine.
" And liquors clear and sweet, whose healthful might

"Could medicine the sick soul to happy sleep.'

tiJielley: Witcli of Atlas, xvii.

2. To heal, to cure.
" When every breeze shall nusdicine every wound."

Shenstone : Elegy xx.

med.-i-Cin'-3£-er, if. [Fr. medicinier. So

named from its purgative virtues. (Littre.)~\

Bot. : A name for til- genus Jatropha.

medicinier-oil, $.

Ghent. ; A white, odourless oil, obtained
from the seeds of Jatropha Curcas. It has a
sweet taste, is slightly soluble in alcohol, and
does not alter on exposure to the air. Its

density is 91 at 19°, and it solidifies to a
buttery mass at— 8

Q
. When heated with am-

monia in a sealed tube, it is converted into

isocetamide.

me dick, t me'-dlc, s. [Lat. medica; Gr.
fieSiK-q (medike).'} [Medicaoo.]

Bot. : The genus Medicago (q.v.). Black
Medick is Medicago Injndina ; Purple Medick,
M. falcata. Both are British.

med-I-cd-, adj. [Lat. medicus.] Of or per-

taining to medicine.

medico-legal, a. Pertaining to medical
jurisprudence, or law as affected by medical
facts.

"It claims to be simply a comprehensive medico-
legal handy book."

—

Woodman & Tidy : Forensic Medi-
cine.

* med -ics, s. [Lat. medicus = a physician.]

The science of medicine.

* me-di'-e-tas, s. [Lat. = the middle, a half.]

A half.

' medietas linguae, s.

Law : A jury, consisting of half natives and
half foreigners, formerly impannelled for the
trial of a foreigner.

* me-di'-e-ty, s. [Fr. nUdUte, from Lat.

medietatem, accus. of medietas = the middle, a
half; Ital. medieta.] The middle state or part;

a half, a moiety.

"The human medteti/ variously placed, not only
above but below."

—

Browne; Vulgar Errours, bk. v.,

ch. xix.

med-i-e'-val, med-i-e'-val-ism, &c.nea-i-e-vai, mea-i-e-v*
[Medieval, "Medievalism, &c.

* me-dim'-nus (pi. me-dim'-m), s. [Lat.,

from Gr. ixeSinvos (medimnos).~\ A Greek mea-
sure of corn ; a bushel.

"They brought with them 60,000 Sicilian medimni
of wheat, of which half bad been purchased at a very
low price."—Lewis : Cred. Early Ram. Hist. (1855), ii. 94.

me di'-no, me-dine, s. [Turkish.] A
small coin and money of account in Egypt,

value about the fortieth part of a piastre

(q.v.).

t me'-di-o-cral, u. [Lat. mediocris, from
medius= middle.] Of a middle quality; in-

different, mediocre.

t me-di-6-cre (ere as ker), a. & s. [Fr.,

from Lat. mediocris, from medius = middle.]

A. As adj. : Of a moderate, indifferent, or

middling quality.

"Avery mediocre poet, one Drayton, is yet taken
some notice of."—Pope: To J>r. Warburton, Nov 27,

1742.

B. As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. : One of mediocre, middling,

or indifferent quality, or merit.

2. Eccles. : A monk from twenty-four to

forty years of age, who was excused from the

office of the chantry and the reading of the

epistle and gospel, but performed his duty in

choir, cloister, and refectory. (Shipley.)

* me'-dl-6-crist, s. [Eng. mediocr(e); -ist.]

A person of mediocre or indifferent qualities,

talents, or merit.
" He [John Hughes] is too grave a poet for me. and,

I think among the mediociibus [some ed. medioci^ists]

in prose as well as verse."—Swift ; To Pope, Sept 3,

1735.

me~dl-6c'-rit-y, s. [Fr. mediocrite, from
Lat. mediocritatem, accus. of mediocritas, from
mediocris = middling, indifferent; Sp. medio-
cridad; Ital. mediocrita.]

1. The quality or state of being medioore;
a middle or indifferent state, quality, or degree.

"His humanity, ingenuousness, and modesty, the
mediocrity of his abilities."—Macaulay .' Hist. Eng.,
ch. i.

* 2. Moderation, temperance.
"That law of reason which teacheth mediocrity in

meats and drinks."—Hooka-: Eccles. Polity.

3. A. person of mediocre qualities, talents,

or merit ; an indifferent performer.

* me-di-OX'-U-mous, a. [Lat. medioanimus,
from medius = middle.] Having the character
of a medium ; mediatory.

"The whole order of the medioxumous or interme-
dial deities."—//. More : Of Godliness, bk. i., ch. xii., § 6.

' med l tance, s. [Lat. meditans, pr. par.

of meditor = to meditate (q.v.).] Meditation.
" Your first thought is more

Than others' laboured medltance."
Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1.

med -I-tate, v.i. & t. [Lat. meditatus, pa.
par. of meditor; Fr. mediter; Ital. meditare;

£ Sp. meditar.]

A. Intrans. : To dwell or ponder on any-
thing in the mind ; to turn or revolve any
subject in the mind ; to muse, to cogitate, to
ruminate ; to give one's self up to mental con-
templation.

"The general paused for a moment to meditate on
his situation."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

B. Transitive

:

1. To think on ; to ponder or revolve in the
mind.

" Here the grim tyrant.medrtateg his wrath."
Thomson: Winter, 896.

2. To plan, to contrive, to intend, to ex-
cogitate.

" Some affirmed that I meditated a war ; God knows,
I did not then think of war."—King Charles ; Eikon
Basilike.

med-i~ta'-ti-6 (ti as shl), s. [Lat. = me-
ditation (q.v.).] (See the compound.)

meditatio fugae, ...

Scots Law : A term applied to the state of a
debtor who meditates flight in order to avoid
the payment of his debts. When a creditor
has just and probable grounds for making
oath that his debtor, whether native or foreign,
is meditating flight, he can obtain a warrant
from any judge of the Court of Session, any
sheriff, magistrate of a burgh, or justice of the
peace, to apprehend and detain such debtor.
Such a wan-ant is termed a meditatio fugce
warrant, but it has become practically obso-
lete since the passing of the Debtors (Scot-
land) Act of 1881, by which imprisonment for
debt was abolished, except in a few special
cases.

boll, bo^ ; polit, JotH ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench
; go, gem ; thin, this

; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = &
-cian, -tian = shan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL

19^
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med-i-ta'-tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. viedita-

tione-m, accus. of mcditatio, fmiu meditatus,

pa. par. of meditor = to meditate (q.v.).]

1. The act or state of meditating ; deep
thought ; close or continued contemplation or
reflection; musing.

"He perhaps might, with care and meditation, have
rivalled Lucretius. '—Jfacaulay: Mist, ling., ch. iii.

2. That which is the result of thought or

reflection.

* med i-ta'-tion-ist, s. [Eng. meditation;
-1st.] A writer or composer of meditations.

"Herveythe meditn/iniiitt's [style J a weedy one."

—

Southey : Tlie Doctor, iiitercn. xxii.

*med'-l-tat-ist, s. [Eng. mcditat(e); -ist.]

Oue given to meditation or reflection.

med'-i-tat-ive, n. [Fr. meditatif from Lat.
meditatus, pa. par. of metlitor = to meditate
(q. v.); Sp. & Ital. met/ifaiu'o.]

1, Given or disposed to meditation or re-

flection ; thoughtful.

2. Expressing, indicating, or pertaining to
meditation : as, a meditative mood.

* med'-i-tat-ive-ly, adv. [Eng. meditative;
-ly.] In a meditative or thoughtful manner;
with meditation.

* med'-i-tat-ive-ness, s. [Eng. meditative

;

-Hess.] The quality or state of being medita-
tive ; thoughtfulness,

*med' ite, v.t. [Fr. mediter = to meditate
(q.v.).j To meditate.

" Medit'tng the sacred Temples plot."
Sylvester : The Magnificence, "70.

* Med-i-ter'-ran, * med-i-ter-rane, «.

[Mediterranean.] The same as Mediter-
ranean (q.v.).

" As for example, he that neuer saw the sea will not
he persuaded that there is a mediterrane sea,"

—

Hack-
lyyt : Voyages, i. 58B.

Med-i-ter-ra'-ne-an, <.<. & s. [Lat. medi-
terraiicus = situated in the middle of the
land, from medius = middle, and terra =
land.]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Inland.

"It [Arabia] hath store of cities as well mediter-
ranean as maritime." — P. Holland: Ammiamus.
(Trench: Select Glossary.)

2. Surrounded by or lying between lands :

as, The Mediterranean Sea, between Europe
and Africa.

3. Pertaining to, dwelling, or situated on or
near the Mediterranean Sea.

B. As subst. : The Mediterranean Sea.

Mediterranean-district, s.

Tchthy. : One of tlie three districts into
which Dr. Gtinther divides the North Tem-
perate Zone, for the purpose of convenient
classitication. It includes the fishes of the
Mediterranean shores and of the adjoining
shores of the Atlantic, including the Azores,
Madeira, and the Canary Islands.

"The Mediterranean-district is distinguished by a
great variety of forms

;
yet, with the exception of a

few genera established fur simple species, none of tlie

forms can be considered peculiar to it ; and even that
small number of peculiar genera is more and more
diminished at our knowledge of the distribution of
fishes advances."

—

Giintlier : study of Fishes, p. 264.

* Mediterranean-fever, «.

Path. : The same as Remittent-fever (q.v.).

Mediterranean-file-fish, s.

Ichthy. : Balistes capriscus. [Ftle-fish.]

Mediterranean remora, s.

Ichthy. : Eclieneis remora. [Remora.]

Mediterranean sub-region, ».

Zool. : The second of the four sub-regions
into which the Palsearctic Region (q.v.) is

divided. It includes all the countries south
of the Pyrenees, Alps, Balkans, and Caucasus
mountains ; all the southern shores of the
Mediterranean to the Atlas range, and even
beyond it to include the extra-tropical portion
of the Sahara; and in the Nile Valley as far

as the second cataract. Further east it in-

cludes the northern half of Arabia, and the
whole of Persia, as well as Beluchistan, and
perhaps Afghanistan up to the banks of the
Indus. {Wallace: Geog. Dlstrib. of Animals,
i. 199.)

* med-i-ter-ra'-ne-ous, a. [Lat. mediter-
raneus,] The same as Mediterranean (q.v.).

" It is found in mountains and mediterraneans parts

;

and so it isafatandunctuoussnliHmationof the earth."—Browne : Vulgar JSrrours, bk. 11., ch. iv.

med-i-tul'-ll-um, s. [Lat. medius= middle.]
The same as Diploe (q.v.).

me'-di-um (pi. me'-di-a, or me'-di-ums),
s. & a. [Lat. ueut. sing, of medius — middle.]

A. -4s substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Any thing placed or interposed between
other things ; something intervening.

2. A point or stage between two extremes

;

a mean ; moderation.

3. Something intervening and acting as a
means of transmission or communication

;

that by or through which anything is accom-
plished ; agency of transmission or communi-
cation ; instrumentality, agency, means.

" Still the imputed tints are those alone
The medium represents" Oowper ; Hope, 74.

II. Technically

:

1. Art : Tlie menstruum or liquid vehicle
with which the dry pigments are ground and
made ready for the artist's use. The medium
most extensively employed is linseed oil, to

which drying properties are imparted by
means of the oxides of lead or zinc.

2. Logic : The mean or middle term of a
syllogism.

3. Math. : The same as Mean (q.v.).

4. Paper ; A size of drawing and writing
paper between demy and royal, measuring
22| x 17£ inches, and weighing 20 to 34 pounds
to the ream. A medium printing-paper, 19 x
24 inches.

5. Spirit-rapping, &c. : A person supposed
to possess odylic force, and who therefore
puts the question proposed by any one to the
"spirit " consulted. (Brewer.)

E. As adj. : Middle, middling, mean : as,

medium quality.

% Circulating Medium : Coin and bank-
notes or paper convertible into money on
demand ; currency.

medium sized, a. Ofa medium or middle
size ; of an intermediate or
average size.

med'-ji-die, s. [Turk.]

1. A Turkish order of
knighthood, instituted in

1852. It has bee n conferred
on numerous English and
French officers, soldiers,

and seamen, who have
taken part in wars on be-

half of Turkey.

2. A Turkish coin, value
from 17s. 9d. to 18s. ster-

ling.

med'-jid-Ite, s. [Named after the Sultan Ab-
dul Medjid ; suff. -its (Min.).]

Min. : A massive mineral of a dark amber
colour; transparent; lustre, vitreous ; hard-
ness, 2'5. Compos. : a sulphate of uranium
and lime. Found associated with uraninite
or pitchblende at Adrianople, Turkey ; since,

at Joachimsthal, Bohemia.

medlar, "med-le, * med'-ler, s. [O. Fr.

meslier'= a medlar-tree, from mesh; Lnt. mes-
pilum = a medlar, mes.pilns = a, medlar-tree,
from Gr. p.£<rni\ov (mespilon) = a medlar.]

Bot. & Hort. : Pyrus (Mespihts) germanica.
A much-branched spinous tree. The leaves
are obovate or oblong-lanceolate entire or
serrulate, pubescent beneath ; the flowers
white, with a woolly calyx ; the fruit half an
inch or an inch in diameter; depressed at the
top. It is eaten raw, but not until it is rotten.

An escape in Britain.
" You'll be rotten ere you be half ripe, and that's

the right virtue of the medlur."—Shakesp: As 1'ott

Like It, ill. 2.

If The large-flowered Medlar is Pyrus (Mcs-
pilus) grandiflorus ; the Medlar of Japan, Erio-
botrya japonica ; the Medlar of Surinam is one
of the Sapotacefe, and the West Indian Medlar
Mimusops Elengi.

medlar-wood, s.

Bot. : Myrtus orbiculata.

* med'-le (1), s. [Medley.]

* med-le (2), &-. [Medlar.]

* med'-le,* med'-ley, v.t. & i. [Medley, s.]

To mingle, to mix. __

* med'-le, * med'-lee, a. [Medley, s.] Of
a mixed stuff or colour. (Chaucer: C. T., 330.)

STAR OF THE
MEDJIDIE.

med -ley, * med'-le, * med'-lee, s. & a.

[O. Fr. medle,miesle
}
melle, pa. par. of medler,

mesler, or metier (Fr. meler) = to mix.]

[Meddle.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A mixture ; a mixed or confused mass of

ingredients ; a jumble, a hodge-podge. (Gene-

rally used in contempt or depreciation.)

'"They . . . will bear no more
This medley of philosophy and war."

Addison : Cato.

*"
2. A melee ; a hand-to-hand fight.

" The medley continued above three hours, and the
hope of victory hung on equal balance."—P. Holland :

livy, p. 1,119.

II. Fabric : Cloth woven from wool dyed of

various colours and spun. Technically, blue
and black are excluded. First made in 1614.

" Medleys are most maderin other shires."—Fuller:
Worthies, ii. 435.

__
* B. -4s adj. : Mixed, mingled, compounded
" They drive and aing of Fusca's radiant eyes,
Pleas'd with the medley draught."

J. Philips: Cider, ii.

* med'-ley, v.t. [Medle, v.]

me-doc, s. [See def.] A red French wine
from Medoc in the department of theGironde.

med -rin-aque (que ask), s. [Native name.}
A coarse fibre from the Philippine Islands,

obtained from the sago palm, and used princi-

pally for stiffening dress linings, &c.

me-dris'-sa, ma-dris'-sa, o. [Arab, mad-
rasat, madrasah, {Catafago.)~\ In Muhamma-
dan countries a high school or gymnasium for

the education of youth.

me-dul'-la, s. [Lat.]

Anut. : Marrow. It exists chiefly in thc-

central canal, in the long bones ; blood-vessels,

and even nerves, have been traced going in-

for the nutrition of the osseous tissue. [Me-
dulla OBLONGATA.]

2. Botany

:

(1) The name given by Jungius to the albu-
men present in some seeds.

(2) The pith of a plant. (Loudon, &c.)

medulla oblongata, s.

Anat. : The cranial prolongation of the-

spinal cord, of similar structure, but differing

by a peculiar arrangement of the strands of
the cord, before entering into and forming
a connection with the brain. In it arc found
the great ganglionic centres which control
respiration, deglutition, vomiting, &c. Pres-
sure of the medulla oblongata and not stran-

gulation is the actual cause of death in

judicial hanging. It is formed of two lateral

columns, each divided into three smaller ones,,

and passes through the pons Varolii, ter-

minating in the crura cerebelli.

* me-diil'-lar, a. [Lat. medullaris, from me-
dulla = mo.r'ro\\.] The same as Medullary
(q.v.).

"These little emissaries, united together at the
cortical part of the brain, make the medullar part,
being a bundle of very small, threadlike channels or
fibres."—Clteyne : Philosophical Principles.

me-dul'-lar-y, med'-ul-lar-y, a. [Lat.

medulla ris] from medulla = marrow ; Fr.

medulla-ire ; Sp. medular ; Ital. viidollare.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Pertaining to, consisting of,

or resembling marrow.
" The back, for the security of that medullary sub-

stance that runs down its cavity, is bent after tlie

manner of the catenarian curve."

—

C?icyne: Philoso-
phical Principles.

2. Bot. : Of or belonging to the pith of a

plant ; filled with spongy pith.

medullary-cancer, s.

Path. : The same as Soft-cancer. [Cancer.]

medullary-rays, s. pi.

1. Bot. : Vertical plates radiating from the
pith to the bark through the wood of exogen-
ous stems. In the cross section, the medul-
lary-rays constitute line radiating lines ; in a
longitudinal section, they impart to the wood
a satiny lus'tre, which in the plane, tlie syca-

more, &c, is so marked as to be highly beau-
tiful. The medullary-rays maintain a con-
nexion between the bark and the central part
of a stem.

2. Carp. : Carpenters call medullary-rays
the silver grain.

medullary sheath, s.

Bot. : A thin layer or sheath enclosing the-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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pith of a tree, and interrupted only by the
passage through it of the medullary-rays. It
consists of spiral vessels and woody tissue
intermixed. It is the first produced woody
layer, formed in the first year's growth.
Wherever a leaf is produced, it diverges from
the pith, and, passing through the petiole,
appears as ramifying veins in the blade.

me-dul'-lat-ed, a. [Lat. medull(a) = mar-
row; Eng. sutf. -ated.] Huviug a medulla.

ne-dul-lic, a. [Lat, &c. medull(a); Eng.
stiff, -ic.] Pertaining to, contained in, or de-
rived from marrow. [Medulla.]

medullic acid, s.

Chem. : C21H42O2. A fatty acid produced,
together with oleic and palmitic acids, by the
saponification of beef-marrow. It melts at
72-5°.

n3-dul'-lin, s. [Lat., &c. medull(a); Eng.
SUff. -171.]

Chem. : A name applied by Braconnot to
cellulose obtained from the pith or medulla of
certain plants.

ne-dul'- lo -cells, s. pi. [Fr. medullocette,

from Lat. medulla'(q.v,), and cella = store-
room, hence, a cell.]

Anat. : (See extract).

"Robin [Diet, de Med.] has described little bodies,
existing both in the form of cells and free nuclei,
called medullocells. These are found In greater or less
number in the bones at all ages, but are more abun-
dant in proportion as the amorphous matter and the
fat cells aredeiicieut. . . They are spherical or Blightly
Solyhedric, contain a few pale granulations, arc ren-
ered pale, but are not dissolved by acetic acid,

and measure about tt^ttt oE RI1 "ich Ul diameter."

—

Flint: Physiol, of Man, iii, 483, 48-L

*me-dul'-16se, a. [Lat. medidlosus, from
medulla = marrow, pith.] Resembling pith

;

having the texture of pith.

[ffiS-du'-sa, me-du'-sa (pi. me-du'-sae), s.

[Lat., from Gr. MeSovua (Medousa) (see del.).]

1. Class. Myth. (Of the form, Medusa) : One
of the Gorgons who, giving offence to Minerva,
had the fine hair, on which she prided herself,

turned to serpents ; her eyes were also en-
dowed with the power of converting every
one who looked at her into stone. There are
some unimportant variations in the myth.

2. Zoology :

(1) (Of the form medusa): Jelly-fish, the
typical genus of the family MedusidEe (q.v.).

It consists of an
umbrella-like disc
surrounded by
numerous short
filiform tentacles.

From the lower
part of the um-
brella hang four
long arms with
membranous
fringed margins.
The most com-
mon species is

Medusa aurita,

which is often
seen on sandy sea
shores like a mass
ofjelly. The
genus is so named
because the or- medusa.
gansof motion on
the animal spread out so as to resemble the

snaky hair of the fabulous Medusa [1].

(2) PI. (Medusas): Jelly-fishes, or Sea-

nettles, a sub-class or order of Hydrozoa. It

is called also Discophora. Greene defines

them as "Hydrozoa whose hydrosoma is free

and oceanic, consisting of a single nectocalyx,

from the roof of which a single polypite is

suspended. The nectocalyx is furnished with

a system of canals. The reproductive organs

are as processes, either of the side of the

polypite or of the nectocalycine 'canals." The

edge of the umbrella is fringed with thread-

like tentacles. Lines, often eight in number,

pass from the top of the disc to the circum-

ference, uniting in a canal passing all roitnd

the edge. The mouth, which is on the lower

, side, opens into a stomach, which is sur-

rounded by four coloured circular spots. The

Jelly-fishes, or Sea-nettles, move through the

water by contracting and expanding their um-

brella-shaped discs. The sub-class or order

Medusae (or Discophora} does not contain all

Cuvier's Acalephre, and it is in further process

of reduction as various members of it are suc-

cessively proved not to be mature species, but
only the free generative buds or gonophores
of other Hydrozoa. Nicholson makes the
Medusee contain only one family, Medusidae.
Prof. Martin Duncan has two sub-orders,
Pelagida and Rhizostoma (q.v.).

3. Palceont. : Soft and fugitive animals, like

the Medusae, arc not likely to be found fossil;

but impressions of a few seem to have been
discovered.

IT Head of Medusa :

Astron. : A portion of the constellation

Perseus, who is supposed to carry the head
of Medusa in his left hand. It contains the
variable or periodic star Algol (q.v.).

Medusa-head, Medusas-head, *.

1. Astron. : [Head of Medusa].

2. Botany

:

(1) Euphorbia, Cajmt-Medusa?.

(2) Cirrhopetalum, Medusee.

% Chequered Medusa's-head is Euphorbia
tesselata ; Great Medusa's-head, E. Caput Me-
dusa?.; Least Medusa's-head, E. procumbens;
Small Medusa's-head, E. fructuspina.

3. Zool. : [Medusa-head star].

Medusa-head star :

Zool. : A name sometimes given to Astro-

pliyton, a genus (or Astrophytida, an order)

of Echinoderms, on account of its long,

curved prehensile arms.

me-du'-Sl-an, s. [Eng. Medus(a); -inn.']

Zool. : An individual of the order Medusidee
(q.v.).

me-du'-Sl-dse, s.pl» [Lat., &c. Medus(a);
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : The typical and, according to Nichol-

son, only family of the sub-class or order

Discophora, though, other naturalists make it

merely one of several families. [Medusa, 2(2).]

me-du'-si-dan, a. & s. [Mod. Lat. medusi-
d(te); Eng. suff. -an.]

Zoology :

A. As adj.: Of or belonging to the Medusidse.

B. As subst. : One of the Medusidse (q.v.).

me-du'-Si-form, a. [Lat., &c. Medus(a); i

connective, and forma = appearance, shape.]

Having the shape of a Medusa ; bell-shaped.

medusiform-bud, s.

Zool. : The ova contained in the marsupial

pouch appended to the apices of some gono-
phores.

" The contents of the gonophores we may call medu-
siform, buds."—Rolleston ; Forms of Animal Life, i. 1G0.

me-du'-Soid, a. & s. [Lat., &c. Medus(a),

and Gr. eloos (eidos) = form.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to, characteristic of,

or in any way resembling the family Medusidse

or the genus Medusa (q.v.).

B. As substantive :

1. (Sing.) : The medusiform bud of a fixed

hydroid.
"Developed into the sexless hydrozoon by which

the medusvid was produced."— Nicholson: Zoology

(18T8),p. 129.

2. (PI.) : The family Medusidse or the genus
Medusa (q.v.).

" One of the prettiest free-swimming medusoids is

more or less bell-shaped. "—Prof. Duncan iu Cassell's

Nat. Hist., v. 283.

medusoid-bud, &-.

Zoology

:

1. The free-swimming generative bud or

gonophore of many of the fixed and oceanic

hydrozoa.
" The forma here figured, though in all respects ana-

tomically identical with the trne Medusas, and origin-

ally described as such, are now known to be in reality

the medusnid-buds of fixed Hydroids."— Nicholson:
Zoology (187S), p. 12C.

2. The same as Mbdusiform-bud (q.v.).

"The medusoid-bnd presented to us in the gonophore
of the Sea-rlr."—liolleston : Forms of Animal Life, p. 162.

L mee§h, v.i. [Mich.]

meed. *mede, *meede, 5. [A.S. mid,
meord; cogn. with Ger. mie.thc = hire ; M. H.
Ger. miete; O. H. Ger. mieta; Goth, mizdo = re-

ward; Russ. mzda; Gr. /ito-flos (misthos)=ipay.]

1. That which is given or bestowed in con-
sideration of some merit or excellence of any
kind ; a reward, a recompense.

"They have gained a worthier meed.'"
Wordsworth : Ode (January, 1816).

* 2. A present, a gift.

" Plntus, the god of gold,

Is but his steward ; no meed but he repays
Seven-fold above itself."

Shaketp. : Timon of Athens, u

*3. Deserts, deserving, merit, worth.
" My meed hath got me fame."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry IV., iv. 8.

meed, mede, v.t. [Meed, s.]

1. To reward, to repay.

"It is mine Anna, Got it wot, . . .

My luue that medcth with disdaine."
Wyatt : Of his Loue called Anna.

2. To merit, to deserve.
" My body meeds a better grave." Heywood.

* meed'-ful, * med-ful, «. [Eng. meed, s.,

and ful(l).] "Worthy of meed or reward; de-

serving.

* meed'-ful-ly, " mede-ful-ly, adv. [Eng.

meedful ; -ly.] According to meed or deserts

;

suitably.
" A wight, without nedeful compulsion ought mede-

fully to be rewarded."'—Chaucer: Testament of Love,

bk. iii.

meek, "meke, J meeke, A meoc, +r meoke,
a. [Icel. mjukr = soft, agile, meek, mild ;

Sw. mjulc = soft, pliable ; Dan. myg = pliant,

soft ; Dut. viuik = soft ; Goth. *muks (only in

comp.) ; muka-modei =. gentleness.]

1. Mild of temper ; not easily provoked or

irritated ; submissive, gentle, forbearing ; not
proud or conceited ; humble.

"Now the man Moses was very meek, above all

the men which were upon the face of the earth."

—

Numbers xii. 3.

2. Expressive of or characterized by meek-
ness ; humble.

" He humbly louted in meekc lowlinesse."
Spenser: F. Q., I..x. 44.

meek-eyed, a. Having eyes expressive

of meekness.
" He, her fears to cease,
Sent down the meek-eyed peace."

Milton : Ode on the Nativity.

meek - spirited, «. Humble, mild,

meek, submissive.

meek, * meeke, "meke, 'mek-en, v.t.

& i. [Meek, a.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To render meek or mild ; to soften.
" That might merle his herte and make it low."

Jlampote: Pricke of Conscience, 172.

2. To humble, to bring down.
" Forhe that highith hlmsilf, schal be inekicl, and he

that mckith himself, schnl bo euhaunsid."

—

Wycliffc:
Matthew xxiii.

B. Intrans. : To be meek, humble, or sub-
missive.

" He mekyt to that mighty."
Destruction of Troy, 952.

*meek'-en, *mek-en, v.t. [Eng. meek;
-en.] To" make meek or mild; to soften, to

humble.
"Manasseh hys father had mckened himselfe." —

2 Chronicles xxiii. (1551.)

meek-ly, * meke-H, * meke ly, adv.
[Eng. meek, a. ; -ly.] In a meek manner ; with
meekness, humbly, submissively, gently,
mildly.

meek ness, * meke nesse, s. [Eng.
meek; -ness.] The quality or state of being
meek; humility, mildness, gentleness or soft-

ness of temper.

"God bless thee, and put meekness in thy brenst."
Shakesp. : Richard III., ii. 2.

' meer, a. [Mere, o.]

* meer (1), s. [Mere, s.]

Meer (2), s. [Arab., a contraction of Amir =
a prince.]

Indian Hist. : A prince, an Indiau title of
nobility ; as Meer Jaffier. [Amir.]

* meere, a. [Mere, a.]

*meere, v.t [Meer, s.] To bound.

meer kat, *. [Dut. ]

Zoology

:

1. An animal belonging to the carmvoious
genus Cynictis (q.v.). It is allied to the
ichneumon, which it somewhat resembles in
form. The hair is bright red, and the tail
like the brush of a fox.

2. The Suricate (q.v.).

meer-schal-u'-min-ite, s. [Eng. meer-
sch(attm), and aluminite (q.v.).]

Min. : A member of the group of obscure

boil, boy ;
poiit, j6\M ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench

;
go, gem ;

thin, this
;
sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -ing„

-«ian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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mineral substances called Clays. Dana refers

it to pholerite, and the Brit. Mus. Cat. to
hnlloysite (q.v.).

meer"- schaum, s. & a. [Ger. meerschaum
= sea-foam, from meer = sea, and schaum =
i'uam.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. . A pipe made of the material
described in II.

2. M in. : A compact massive mineral, with
fine earthy texture. Hardness, 2 to 2*5; when
dry it floats on water ; colour, white when pure ;

opaque. Compos. : silica, t>0*S ; magnesia,
27 "1 ; water, 12 -

1. Occurs in alluvial deposits
at Eski-Sher, Asia Minor ; in Greece, Moravia,
Spain, &c.

B. -4s adj. : Made of the substance de-
scribed under A. II. : as, a meerschaum, pipe.

me -e'- si -a, s. [Named after D. Meese, a.

Dutchman.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Meesi-
aceee (q.v.). There is one undoubted British
species, Meesia uliginosa, and a second, M.
longiseta, doubtful.

me-e-si-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. meesi(a);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. sufF. -aeeai.]

Bot. : A tribe of opereulated apocarpous
Mosses. Genera, Meesia and Paludella. (Grif-

fith £ Benfrey.)

meet, *mete, a. [A.S. gemet = meet, fit

;

mdtte = small, scanty, from metan = to mete
(q.v.).] Fit, proper, suitable, convenient,
qualified, becoming, adapted.

" Love, joy, and peace make harmony more meet."
Cowper : Progress of Error, 140.

* % To be meet with : To be even with. ,

"Xiece, you tax Siguior Benedick too much; but
be'll be meet with you. '

—

Shakesp. : Much Ado, ii. 3.

* meet-help, s. A help-meet, a wife.

"In my discoveries of him and Mb meet-help."—
Spratt : Relation of Young's Contrivance.

meet, *meete, *mete, v,u & i. [A.S.

metan — to meet, to find, from mdt, gemdt = a
meeting [Moot] ; O. Sax. motian ; Dut. mozteu
(in comp. onmozten) = to meet, from gemmt =
a meeting ; I eel- mosta = to meet ; mot — a
meeting ; Sw. mota, from mot = against, to-

wards ; Dan. mode — to meet ; mod = against;
Goth, gamotjan = to meet.]

A. Transitive:

1. To come face to face with ; to encounter
by approach from opposite directions.

' Leah went out to meet him."— Genesis xxx. 1G.

2. To join by appointment.
" Silvia, at Friar Patrick's cell, should meet me."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, v. 1,

3. To come together or fall in with in any
place : as, I met several friends at the exhi-

bition.

4. To present itself to ; to be presented or
offered to.

" Fiery steeds.
Reflecting blaze on blaze, first met hia view."

Milton: P. L., vi. 18.

5. To await the axrproach or contact of; to

oppose, to confront.
" Let us resign even what we have adored,
And meet the wave, as we would meet the sword."

Byron : Heaven & Earth, i. 3.

6. To come together in hostile contact with
;

to encounter in hostility ; to join battle with.
" Neyer but ouce more was either like

To meet so great a foe." Milton : P. L., ii. 722.

7. To find, to light upon, to get, to gain, to

receive.
" Of vice or virtue, whether blest or curst,
Which meets contempt, or which compassion first."

Pope : Essay on Man, iv. 88.

8. To find, to meet with ; often with the
idea of an unexpected meeting : as, He has
met his match.

9. To answer, to satisfy, to gratify, to come
up to : as, To meet one's views, to meet the
necessities of a case, to meet a demand.

10. To answer, to oppose : as, He met the
statement with a flat denial.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To come together by approach from op-
posite directions ; to come face to face.

2. To come together, to associate ; to as-

semble, to congregate.
" The principal men of the army meeting one even-

ing,"

—

Shakesp. ' Rape of Lucrece, org. 6.

3. To join, to assemble or come together by
arrangement.

" Where meet we?"

—

Shakesp.; Two Gentlemen of
Yerona, iv. 2.

4. To come together in hostile contact ; to
join battle.

5. To come together by being extended or
produced ; to come in contact, to join.

"Two mathematical lines, indefinitely produced,
can be for ever approaching each other, and yet never
meet."—Porteus : Sermons, vol. i., ser. 5.

6. To be united ; to unite.
" All three do meet in thee at once."

Shakesp. ; Romeo & Juliet, iii. 3,

* 7. To agree, to accord, to fall in.

" The Latin adage meeteth with it a little."—Bacon :

Works (1765), i. 482.

% 1, To meet the ear : To strike the ear, to

be heard : hence, jig*, to be explicitly declared.
" Where more is meant than meets the ear."

Milton : II Penseroso, 120.

2. To meet Iw.lf way ; To meet at an equal
distance from where each started : hence, jig.,

to come to terms with by mutual concession

;

to make a compromise with.

3. To meet with :

(1) To meet, to join.
" There to meet with Macbeth."—Shakesp. : Macbeth,

i. 1.

(2) To light upon, to find, to happen upon
;

generally of an unexpected event.
" Elsewhere they meet with charity."

SJtakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. 3.

(3) To suffer ; to be exposed to ; to incur :

as, To meet with a loss.

* 4. To obviate. [Lat. occurro.]

meet, s. [Meet, v.]

1. A meeting ; specif., of huntsmen for

hunting or coursing.

"The meet of the Kildare hounds at Hoylehatch
station."

—

Field, Dec. 6, 1884.

2. The persons assembled at a meet.

3. The place appointed for such meeting ; a
rendezvous.

"The meet was at Ramore, which, much to our dis-
appointment, was drawn blank."—Field, Dec. 6, 1884.

* meet'-en, v.t. [Eng. meet, a. ; -en.] To make
meet, fit or suitable ; to adapt, to fit, to pre-
pare.

* meet'-er, s. [Eng. meet, v. ; -er.] One who
meets or accosts another.

meet-ing, *met-yng, *met-ynge, pr.

par., a., & s. [Meet, v.]

A. & B. -4s pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of coming together ; a coming
together ; an interview.

2. A conflux, as of rivers ; a joining or com-
ing together, as of lines.

3. An assembly, a number of persons met
together ; a convention.

* 4. A hostile encounter, a melee.

"At the first metimge there was a sore iust."

—

Berners : Froissart ; Cronycle, vol. i„ ch. ccxi.

5. An assembly of Dissenters for worship.
(See Notes & Queries, April 11, 1885, pp. 296,

297.)

6. In America : An assembly for public
worship generally.

* meeting-house, s. A dissenting place

of worship (still in common use in America).
Bartlett has the following quotation to show
that the term originated there with the Puri-

tans :

—

"The religious services of the Plymouth Church
were held in the fort, upon the roof or deck of which
were mounted the great guns ; and it was in 1648 that
a meeting-house was built. They held that the church
was a, body of Christians, and the place where they
met was a meeting-house, and so calleditby that name."
—Elliott : History ofNew England, L 131.

meeting-post, s.

HydrauL-engin. : That stile of a canal-lock

gate which meets the corresponding stile of

the other gate at the mid-width of the bay.

t meet'-ing-er, s, [Eng. meeting ; -er.] One
who attends a meeting-house ; a dissenter.

"Those who attend the meeting are called meeting-
ers."—Notes & Queries, April 11, 1865, p. 297.

meet'-ly, * mete-ly, «. & adv. [Eng. meet,

-ly.]

* A. As c Fit, meet, becoming.
" With meetly mouth and eyes gray."

Romaunt oft'te Rose.

B. As adv. : In a meet, fit, or proper man-
ner ; fitly, properly, suitably.

" You can do better yet ; but this ia meetly."
SJutke&p. : Antony & Cleopatra, i. 3.

meet -ness, a [Eng. meet, a. ; -ness.] Trie

quality or state of being meet, fit, suitable, or
becoming; fitness.

" In both was found that livelihood and mect?iess."
Drayton; Moses, His Birth & Miracles, bk. i.

meg-, pref. [Mega.]

meg-a-, pref. [Gr. ^eyas (megas) — great,

large"]

1. Among electricians, and on the C. G. S.

System, multiplication by a million.

"The prefix mega- denotes multiplication by a mil-
lion. A megadyne is a force of a million dynes."

—

Everett: The C. G. S. System of Units (London, la75),

chap, iv., p. 20. Note.

2. In any of the branches of Natural Histury
(Zoology, Botany, Geology, Palseontology) =
great, large.

meg- a-ba- site, s. [Gr. ^e'yas (megas) —
great, and p&an? (basis) = foundation ; in
chem., a base.]

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral, occurring
in fine needles, with the angles of wolfram
(q.v.). Hardness, 3'5-4; sp. gr. 6'45-6'9

;

lustre, vitreous ; colour, brownish-red to clove-
brown ; by transmitted light, hyacinth-red.
Compos. : tungstate of manganese, with from
6 to 7 per cent, of protoxide of iron. Found
at Schlaggenwald, Bohemia ; and Morococha,
Peru.

meg-a-brom'-ite, s. [Pref. mega- = great,

and Eng. bromite (q.v.).]

Min. : An embolite (q.v.), named by Breit-
haupt, because of the larger proportion of
bromide to chloride of silver contained therein.

meg-a-ce-phar-ic, a. [Pref. mega-, and
Eng." cepjialic.] Large-headed; a term em-
ployed in skull-measurement.

" Those exceeding 1450 cubic centimetres in capacity
are megacephalic."—Quain: Anatomy (1882), i. 80.

meg'-a-ceph'-a-loiis, a. [Gr. /xe'yas {megas)
= great, large, and Ke^aAiJ) Tcephak) = a head.]
Large-headed ; a term applied to animals with
large heads, and to plants with large flower-
heads.

me-gac'-er-Ss, s [Pref. mega-, and Gr.

«ep<K (keras) = a horn.]

Palosont. : A genus erected by Owen, and
founded on the remains of the animal popu-
larly known as the Irish Elk [Elk, H], which
he called Megaceros hibernicus. It is now
generally classed with the Cervidee, and known
'as Cervus hibernicus.

meg-a-chi'-le, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr. xctAss
(cheilos) = a lip.]

Entom. : Leaf-cutters ; a genus of Hymenop-
tera, tribe Aculeata, family Apiariie. Mega-
chile centuncularis. the commonest British
species, is very widely distributed, being
spread over nearly the whole of the northern
hemisphere. Their popular name has refer-

ence to their habit of cutting portions of the
leaves of trees and plants, with which they
line their nests. These are formed either

in the ground or in decaying trees ; and the
portions of the leaves are arranged to separate
the different cells, which roughly resemble so
many thimbles placed one within the other.

meg-a-chxr-op'-ter-a, meg-a- che'ir-
6p'-ter-a, s. pi. [Pref. mega-, and Eng.,

&c. chiroptera, cheiroptera (q.v.).]

Zoci. : Large Bats. Dobson's name for the
section of Cheiroptera called by "Wagner Fru-
givora (q.v.).

meg-a-chir-iis, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.

Xet-p (clieir) = the hand.]

Palosont. : A genus of macrourous crusta-

ceans from the Oxfordian Oolite of Solenhofen.
Megachirus locusta, found also in the Oxford
Clay of Wiltshire, is remarkable for the enor-

mous elongation of the first pair of legs, which
are not cheliferous.

* meg'-a-cosm, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.
Kotrn-os (kosmos)= the world.] The great world

;

the universe ; the macrocosm.

meg'-a-derm, s [Megaderma.] Any in-
dividual of the cheiropterous genus Mega-
derma (q.v.).

"Serving to distinguish the Megaderms from the
species of another family.''—Prof. Dallas, in CasseU's
Nat. Hist, i. 28S.

% African Megaderm

:

Zoology

:

1. Megaderma frons, from Senegal and

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce — c ; ey = a ; qu = kw.



Guinea. The nose-leaf is large ; the earlet
long ; the ears united by their inner margin
for about half their length. Fur, of an ashy
colour, with a yellowish tinge.

2. Megaderma cor, an Egyptian species, de-
scribed by Prof. Peters. It resembles the
foregoing species in all but the nose-leaf,which
is more like that of M. spasma, the Cordate
Leaf-bat.

meg-a-der'-ma, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.
fiep/ia (derma) = skin.]

Zool. : A genus of insectivorous bats, family
Nycteridse, distinguished by the extraordinary
development of the ears and of the mem-
branous appendages of the nose. Megaderma
lyra, the Lyre-bat, and M. spasma, the Cordate
Leaf-bat, are from tropical Asia ; M. frons
from the west of Africa, and M. cor from
Egypt. [Megaderm, ^[.]

meg'-a-dyne, s. [Pref. mega-, and Eng.
dyne.] A force of a million dynes.

"The weight of a kilogramme is rather less thAn a
megadyne, being about 980,000 dyuea."—Brit. Assoc.
Rep. (1873), p, 224.

meg-a-far'-ad, s. [Pref. mega-, and Eng.
farad.] A million of farads.

meg al-, pref, [Megalo-.]

meg-a-lse'-ma, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.
Aat/ids (laivios) = the throat, the gullet.]

Ornith. : Barbets ; a genus of birds belong-
ing to the Picarian family Capitonidee, or the
sub-family Capitoninse. They are climbing
birds, of somewhat brilliant coloration, distri-

buted over the tropical portions of both hemi-
spheres. Their voice is loud and ringing, a
circumstance from which the genus takes its

scientific name. The principal species are : Me-
galcema hodgsoni, the Himalayan Lineated Bar-
bet ; M. caniceps, the Hoary Jungle Barbet

;

M. asiatica, the Blue-faced Barbet ; and M.
zeylanica, the Brown-headed Barbet.

meg'-al-erg, s. [Pref. megal-, and Eng. erg.]

Work"amounting to a million of ergs. [Erg.]

"The mechanical equivalent of one gramme degree
of heat is 41"6 megalergn."—Report of Com. for Selection,
Northern., &c. (187S).

Meg-a-le'-sian, a. [Lat. megalesius, from
Gr. fj.eya.\r) (megale) — the great, an epithet
applied to Cybele.] Of or pertaining to Cybele,

the mother of the gods.

Megalesian-games, s. pi [Ludi mega-
lenses.] A festival with games celebrated

during the month of April, in each year, and
lasting for six days, in honour of Cybele.

meg-al-eth'-6-SCdpe, s. [Gr. fie'yas, fieyd\n

(megas, megale)=. great, and a-Koirea)(skoped)=to

see.] An improved form of stereoscope in-

vented by Ponti, in which the photograph is

considerably magnified and an increased ap-

pearance of sphericity obtained. It is so

arranged that the object may be viewed by
direct or reflected sunlight, or by artificial

light.

meg-al-ich'-thys, s. [Pref. megal-, and Gr.

ixQvs (ichthus) — a lish.]

Palceont. : A genus of ganoid fishes, family

Saurodipterini (Huxley), Saurodipteridse (Giin-

ther), and SaurichthyidEe (Owen). They have
heterocercal tails, rhomboidal scales, with
large dispersed laniary teeth, sometimes of a

size rivalling those of great Saurians, for

which they have been mistaken. Found in

the Coal Measures at Carluke, near Glasgow,

and elsewhere in deposits of the same age.

meg' a lith, s. [Megalithic]

Anthrop. : One of the rude stone monuments
to which the term megalithic is usually ap-

plied. [Megalithic, 2.]

" Hundreds of our countrymen rush annually to the
French megaWlis."— Fergusson : Rude Stone Monu-
ments, p. 181. (Note.)

meg-a-lith'-lC, » [Pref- mega-, and Eng.

lithic.]

1. Orel. Lang. & Antiq. : Consisting of great

or huge stones ; specif., applied in architecture

to ancient structures and monuments con-

structed of large stones, such as the early

Cyclopean architecture in Greece.

2. Anthrop. : A term applied to a certain

class of monuments, probably sepulchral,

consisting of huge, unhewn stones. Fergus-

son classifies them thus : (1) Dolmens, occur-

ring either as separate erections, or upon the

outside of tumuli; (2) Circles, either sur-
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rounding tumuli or dolmens 1

; (3) Avenues,
either leading to circles or dolmens, or stand-
ing alone

; (4) Menhirs (q.v.).

meg-a-ld-, pref. [Gjr. pdyas (megas), fern.

fieydky) (megale) = great.] The same as Mega-
(q.v.).

meg-a-lo-bry'-con, s. [Pref. megalo-, and
Gr. 0puxw (bruko)=to bite in pieces, to devour. ]

Ichthy. : A genus of physostomous fishes,

family Characinidae. Dorsal fin in middle of
the length of body, immediately behind the
ventral. Anal long. Teeth notched in a triple

series in the intermaxillary, and in a single in

the maxillary and mandibles. One species
only known, Megaldbrycon cephahts, from the
Upper Amazon. Specimens more than a foot

long have been obtained.

meg-a-lo-chl -lus, s. [Mod. Lat., from
pref. megalo-, and Gr. xeiAos (clieilos) = a lip.]

Zool. : A genus of Lizards, family Agamidse.
But one species is known, Megalochilus avritus,

from Russia, now known as Phrynocepltalus
mystaceus.

meg-a loc nus, s. [Pref. •ncgal-, and Gr.
okvos (oknos) = sluggishness ; oKveta (okneo) =
to delay, to tarry.]

Palazont. : A genus of edendate mammals,
closely allied to Megalonyx (q.v.), from the
Pliocene or Post-Pliocene deposits of Cuba.

me-gal'-o-don, s. [Pref. megal-, and Gr.

oSou's (odous), genit. oSoVros (odontos) = a tooth.

Named from its thick, huge teeth.]

Palceont. : A genus of molluscs, family Cy-
prinidse. Range, Upper Silurian to the
Devonian. Known species, fourteen. It is

found in the Plymouth limestone of Devon-
shire and the continent.

meg-a-lon'-3^x, s. [Pref. megal-, and Gr.

oi/uf {onux) = a nail, a claw.]

Palceont. : A genus of large, sloth-like Eden-
tates from the Post-Pliocene ofNorth America.
It has the same dental formula as Megathe-
rium and Mylodon. The fore limbs are shorter
than the hind limbs, and the calcaneum is ex-'

cessively long. The animal was named in

1797 by Jefferson, President of the United
States, who thought the remains were those
of a gigantic carnivore at least five feet in

height. Cuvier was the first to recognize Me-
galonyx as an edentate.

* meg-a-loph'-O-nOUS, a. [Gr. txeyaXofavos
(mego-lo-phonos): pref. megalo-, and Gr. $o>vr)

(phone) = sound, voice.] Having a loud voice.

meg-al-6ph'-rys, s. [Pref. megal-, and Gr.

6<f>pvs (ophrus) = an eyebrow.]

Zool. : An Asiatic genus of Batrachians,

family Ranidse. The eyelids are prolonged,

and the body is short and stout, much
blotched with white and black. The toes are

distinctly but shortly webbed. Megalophrys
nasula, from Borneo, Malacca, and Sumatra,
has a prominence on the skull; M. montana,
from Java and Ceylon, is without the pro-

tuberance.

* meg-a-lop'-6-lis, s. [Gr. /hcyoAoVoais

(megalopolis), from /teyas (megas) = great, and
ttoAis (jx)Zis) = a city.] A chief town or city;

a metropolis.
" Paul and his wife are hack in the precincts of me-

galopolis."—J£. Collins; The Ivory Gate, ii. 211.

meg'-al-ops, s. [Pref. megal-, and Gr. wi/*

(ops) = the eye.]

1. Ichthy. : A genus of Clupeoids. Body ob-

long, compressed ; abdomen flat. Scales large,

adherent ; lateral line distinct. Snout ob-

tusely conical, lower jaw prominent. Yilli-

form teeth in jaws, on the vomer, palatine,

and pterygoid bones, tongue, and base of

skull. Dorsal fin opposite to, or immediately
behind, ventrals, anal rather larger than
dorsal. Gill-membranes separate, with nume-
rous branchiostegals

2. Zool. : A pseudo-genus of decapod Crus-
taceans, now known to be only a stage in the
development of Crabs. So called from their

enormous eyes.

* meg-a-lop'-Sy-Ch^, S. [Gr. jueyaAoi/nJxia

(megalopsuchia), from /xeya* (megas) = great,

and ifivxv (psuche) = the soul.] Greatness of
soul ; magnanimity.

meg-a-lop -ter-a, s. pi. [Pref. megalo-, and
Gr. JrTepd (ptera)', pi. of irrepov (pteron) — a
feather, a wing.]
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Entom. : A tribe of neuropterous insects,

sub-order Planipennia, Flat-winged Neurop-

tera. The head is set on perpendicularly in

front of the thorax, and has no beak ; ocelli

generally wanting ; the parts of the mouth
are all separate ; the ligule is not cleft ; the

abdomen is long and slender. It contains tha

families Myrmeleontidse, Hemerobiidse, and
Mantispidre. (Dallas.)

meg-al-or'-nis, s. [Pref. megal-, and Gr.

opvi$'(omis) = a bird.]

Palceont. ; A genus of fossil birds founded

by Mr. Seeley on the fragment of a tibia from
the Eocene of Sheppey. (Quar. Jour. UeoL

Soc, 1874, p. 708.)

meg'-a-lo-saur, s. [Mimalosaurus.] Any
individual of the genus Megalosaurus (q.v.).

"A series of teeth of individual .Vegalosaurs, of

different ages, are preserved in the British Museum."
—Owen : Palaeontology, p. 289.

meg-a-lo-sau'-riis, 5. [Pref. megalo-, and
Gr. o-aupos (sauros) = a lizard.]

Palceont : A gigantic Oolitic reptile of the

Deinosauria (Orthoscelida, Huxley), occurring
also in the Weald Clay. Its length has been
variously estimated at from forty to fifty feet.

Owen (Palo3ont., p. 292) says that some of the
remains "indicate a reptile of at least thirty

feet in length." As the cylindrical bones

MEGALOSAURUS.

contain medullary cavities, it Is clear that
Megalosaurus was terrestrial. That it was
carnivorous is evidenced by the teeth, of
which Buckland (Bridgewater Treatise, p. 296)
says :

" In their structure we find a combina-
tion of mechanical contrivances analogous to
those which are adopted in the construction
of the knife, the sabre, and the saw." The
oldest known beds from which any remains
of Megalosaurus have been obtained are at
the Lower Oolites at Selsby Hill and Chipping
Norton, Gloucestershire. Abundant and.

characteristic remains occur in the Stones-
field Slate, Oxfordshire. Teeth have been
found in the Cornbrash and Bath Oolite ; and
teeth and bones are common in the Wealdun
and the Purbeck limestone. (Owen.)

meg-al-o'-tis, 5. _ [Pref. megal-, and Gr. o3s
(o»s)," geuit. ciToy (otos) = the ear.]

Zool. : A genus of Canidse, differing from
other members of the family in its dental
formula, which approximates to that of the
Civets. It contains but a single species,
Megalotis lalandii, the Long-eared Fox (q.v.).

meg-a-lot'-ro-cha, a. [Mod. Lat., from
pref. megalo-, and Gr. rpoxos (trochos) = an) -

thiug round, a wheel.]

Zool. : A genus of Rotifera, family Floscu-
laridie. It has the alimentary canal well
developed, and there are two eyes.

* meg-ajlo-troch'-i-dse, meg-a 16-
troch'-e-a, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. megalotr6ch(o)

;

Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -ea, or fern, -icke.]

Zool. : A family of Rotifera, founded by
Ehrenberg. Neither envelope nor carapace
present ; rotatory organ simple, notched, or
sinuous at the margin.

meg-al-iir'-a, s. [Mod. Lat., from pref.
megal-, and Gr. ovpd. (oura) = a tail.]

Entom. : A South American genus of Nym-
phalidse, closely resembling the Swallow-tails
[Papit.ionin^;], from which they may be dis-
tinguished by their imperfectly-developed
front legs. Brown, tawny, or yellowish-white,
marked with slender transverse lines, most
conspicuous on the under aide, which ia

generally of a paler colour.

me-gatti'-e-ter, a. [Pref. mega-, and Eng.
meter.]

feSil, t>6^ ; poftt, jo^l ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as
; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = L

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -gion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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1. An instrument for determining the longi-

tude by observation of the stars.

2. A micrometer.

meg'-a-mys, s. [Pref. -mega-, and Gr. jxus

(mus)"— a mouse.]

Palceont. : A genus of Rodents, family Octo-
dontidte, from the South American Eocene.
It is "believed to be related to the Mving
Capromys of the West Indies.

meg7
-a-phone, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.

4>o)irj (phone) = a sound.] A kind of telephone,
invented by Mr. T. A. Edison, for the use of

the deaf, and announced to the public in 1878.

meg-a-phy'-tum, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.
$vt6v (phuton) = a plant.]

Palceobot. : A genus of lepidodendroid Ly-
copodiaceffi of Carboniferous age, established
by Artis in 1826 for certain arboreal trunks,
cylindrical and decorticated, having the

1

smaller scars punctiform and spirally ar-

ranged, the larger ones orbicular and in two
rows. Unger in 1845 enumerated four species,

three of which figure in Prof. Morris's Cata-
logue (1854) as British.

meg' a-pode, s. [Megafoditjs.] A galli-

naceous bird belonging to the genus Mega-
podius (q.v.).

meg-a-po-di-dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat. niega-

pod(ius) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. stiff, -idea.}

Ornith. ; A remai'kable family of gallinace-

ous birds, referred by Prof. Huxley to the
division Peristopodes of his group Alectoro-
podes. It comprises three genera : Talegalla,

Megapodius, and Leipoa.

jneg-a-pd'-di-iis, s. [Mod. Lat., from pref.

mega-, and Gr. ttovs {pons), genit. -jtoSos (podos)
= a foot.]

Ornith. : Mound-bird ; the typical genus of
the family Megapodidas (q.v.) ; often referred

to the Cracidte. Authorities vary greatly as
to the number of species. In 1870 Mr. G. R.
Gray gave a list of twenty species, of which
sixteen were in the British Museum. Since
ttien the number of species has been fixed at
seventeen (Schlegel), and again at nineteen
(Oustalet). They are found in the Samoa
Islands, the Tonga group, the New Hebrides,
the northern portion of Australia, in New
Guinea and the neighbouring islands, in the
Celebes, the Pelew islands, the Ladrones, the
Philippines, Labuan, and the Nicobars. They
are about the size of small fowls, the head
generally crested, the tail very short, feet enor-
niomsly developed, and, with the exception of
Megapodius wallacii, from the Moluccas,
have sombre plumage. The popular name
has reference to the peculiar habits of these
birds. They heap up large mounds, of
which vegetable matter is the principal com-
ponent ; in the centre of this mass they de-

posit their eggs, and covering them up, leave
them to be hatched by the heat of the fer-

menting vegetable matter.

* ms-gap'-o-lis, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.
7roAts (polis) = a city.] A chief town, a metro-
polis.

" Amadavad is at this present the megapdlis of Cani-
baya."—Sir T. Herbert: Travels.

m3-gap'-ter-a, s. [Mod. Lat., from pref.

mega-, and Gr. rcTepov (pteron) = a fin.]

Zool. : Hump-backed "Whale. Megaptera
longimana is the Long-finned Whale, found in
the Atlantic area, as far as Davis' Straits ; M.
Lalandli is the Cape Humpback, from the
South Atlantic ; M. Novcb Zelandice is from
the South Pacific ; and M. Kuzira, the Ja-
panese Humpback, ranges to the Aleutian
and Californian coasts. They yield little oil

or baleen. An adult averages fifty feet in
length. The skin of the coat and belly is

corrugated ; the flippers are much as or even
more than one-third of the length of the
animal. The body is bulky, the head broad
and flat. The characteristic hump is a low
dorsal fin situated behind the middle of the
body. Black, occasionally paler below ; flip-

pers sometimes white.

Me-gar'-i-an, a. & s. [From Megara, the
capital of'Megaris, and the birthplace of
Euclid, the founder of the Megaric school

A. As adj. : The same as Megaric (q.v.).

B. As subst. : A follower of Euclid of
Megara ; one of the Megaric school (q.v.).

Me-gar'-lC, a. [Megabian.] Pertaining to
or characteristic of the philosophy of Euclid
of Megara.

" Stilpo of Megara combined the Megaric philosophy
with the Cynic. '— Ueberweg : Mist. PhUos., l. 90.

Megaric-school, a.

Hist. & Phil. : A school, founded by Euclid
of Megara, uniting the Ethical principle of
Socrates with the Eleatic theory of the One,
to which alone true being could be ascribed.

The opposite of the good has only a pheno-
menal transitory existence. Euclid, like Zeno,
employed the indirect method of demonstra-
tion. (The chief authority is Diog. Luert. ;

Vitce Phil., ii. 108, sqq.)

" A philosophical school, which appears to have
resembled in tendency and ch.,*-acter. the Megaric-
idttoal,"— Ueberwug ; Hist. PhUos., i. i)±.

meg-ar-rhiz -a (or z as dz), s. [Pref. mega-,

and Gr. pCga (rhino) = a root.]

1. Bot. : A genus of cucurbitaceous plants,

remarkable for their huge roots. They are

found in California and Oregon. Megarrhiza
californica has large seeds, with very thick
and fleshy cotyledons. Its germination is so
peculiar that the plumule seems to originate

from the base instead of the apex of an elon-

gated caulicle. (Gray: Botanical Text Booh;
Structural Botany, i. 20, 21.)

2. Chem. & Pharm. : An examination of the
root shows it to contain a bitter principle,

soluble in water and alcohol, a resinous, fatty

body, and an organic acid, together with
small quantities of gum, pectin, albumen, and
sugar. A decoctiou of this root is used by
the Indians as a drastic purge in dropsy.

meg-ar-rhiz'-in (or z as dz), s. [Mod. Lat.
mega'rrhiz(a) ; [Eng. suff. -an.}

Cliem. : The bitter principle of Megarrhiza
californica, extracted from it by means of
alcohol. It is somewhat transparent, of a
brownish colour, brittle, friable, and fusible

below 100°. It is more soluble in alcohol than
in water, but is insoluble in ether. Taken in

small doses, megarrhizin is a safe and conve-
nient purgative. In large doses it is a power-
ful irritant, causing gastro-enteritis and death.

meg-a-scd'-lex, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.
axwATjf (skolex) = a worm, an earthworm.]

Zool. : An Indian genus of oligochastous
annelids. Megascolex cceruleus, found in Cey-
lon, sometimes exceeds a yard in length, and
is as thick as a man's finger.

meg'-a - scope, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.

(TKoireia (skoped) =to see, to observe.]

Optics

:

1. A solar microscope in which the objects
are opaque and illuminated in front by reject-

ing mirrors.

2. An optical instrument for exhibiting an
object on a large scale.

meg'-a-seme, a. [Pref. mega-, and Gr. <nj/ia

(sema) = an index.] Having a large index ; a.

term employed in skull-measurement. [Or-
bital-index.]

"If above 89, it is megaseme."—Quain: Anatomy
(1882J, i. 83.

meg-a-so'-ma, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.

viatxa. (soma) = the body.]

Eatom. : The typical genus of the sub-family
Megasomina; (Swainson). Megasoma Hercules

is the name he gives to the Hercules Beetle
(q.v.).

meg-a-so-ml'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. mega-
som(a) ; Lat. pi. adj. suif. -inm.]

Entom. : According to Swainson, a sub-
family of Cetoniadae (q.v.). They are of huge
size. The males have horn-shaped processes

;

the tarsi are adapted for clinging to vege-
tables. They inhabit the warmer parts of
the world, especially in America.

meg'-a-spore, s. [Pref. mega-, and Eng.
spore.]

Bot. : The same as Macrospore (q.v.).

me-gass', me-gasse', s. [Probably a cor-

rupt, of begasst (q.v.). J Refuse sugar-cane
from which the juice has been expressed.

me -gas'-then-a, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., from
pret. mega-, and Gr. <r6ev6q (sthenos)= strength.]

Zool. : In the classifications of James D.
Dana the second order of mammals. His ar-

rangement of the Mammalia (q.v.) was

:

(1) Archontia (or Dipoda), containing man
alone ; (2) Megasthena, containing Quadru-

mana, Carnivora, Herbivora, and Mutilata

;

(3) Microsthena, containing Cheiroptera, In-

sectivora, Rodentia, and Edentata ; (4) Ooti-

coidea, including Marsupialiaand Monotrema.
(Amer. Journ. Science, Jan. 1863, p. 70.)

meg'-as-thenes, s. pi. [Megasthena.]

Zool. : The English rendering of Megas-
thena (q.v.)

"There is a close 'parallelism with the Mutilates,

the lowest of the Megasthenes."—Amer. Jour, Science.

Jan. 1863, p. 71-

meg-as-then'-ic, a. [Eng. megasthen(es)

;

-ic] Belonging to or having the characteristics

of the Megasthena (q.v.).

" This ie in contrast with the fact among Crustaceans,
the megaethenic and microstheuic divisioiiB of wliich
. . . stand widely apart."—J. D. Dana ; On Cephaliza-
tion, p. 8.

meg'- a - there, s. [Megatherium.] An
individual of the genus Megatherium (q.v.).

" From the characters of the molar teeth, it is cer-
tain that the megathere was purely herbivuruua.'—
JfichoUon: Palceont. (I87y), ii. Sua.

meg-a-the-rl'-i-dEe, s. [Mod. Lat. mega-
therl(um) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas.]

PalcBont. : A family of extinct edentate
mammals, of which the principal genera are :

Grypbotherium, Lestodun, Megalonyx, My-
lodon, and Se elidotherium. The dentition is

usually m
f-
on each side.

meg-a-ther'-i-oid, a. & s. [Mod. Lat. mega-
theri(um), and Gr. e!5os (eidos) = form.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the Mega-
theriidte (q.v.).

B. As subst. : Any mammal of the family
Megatheriidas (q.v.).

meg-a-ther'-l-um, s. [Pref. mega-, and Gr.

drjpCo'v {therion)—a. wild beast.]

Palceont. : A genus of extinct edentates,

family Megatlieriidas (q.v.), founded on a

nearly complete skeleton discovered on the
banks of the Lujan, some nine miles from
Buenos Ayres, and sent by the Marquis of

Loretto, the viceroy, to the Royal Museum
of Madrid. There are two skeletons in Eng-
land : one found near Rio Salado, in 1832, now
in the Museum of the College of Surgeons

;

the other, found at Luxan, in 1837, now in

the British Museum of Natural History, South
Kensington. The best-known species, Mega-
theri'em americaiium, was nearly as large as an
elephant, though the limbs were shorter. Its

mounted skeleton measures eighteen feet in

length, of which the tail occupies five. Dr.

Leidy has described a smaller species, M.
mirabile, from the Post-Tertiary of Georgia
and South Carolina ; and there is a third, M.
laurillardi (Lund), founded on remains from
Brazil.

meg'-a-'We-'ber (w as v), s. [Pref. mega-,

and Eng., &c, weber.]

Electrometry : Amillion of webers. [Weber.]

me-gilp', me-gilph, >. [Magilp.]

meg ohm, s. [Pref. meg-, and Eng. ohm..]

Elect. : A million of ohms. The term is

used as a measure of electric resistance.

me'-grim, mi-graine', * mea-gram,
* mi-gram, * mi-greim, * mi-grene,
* mi-grim, *mi-grym, *my-grane,
* my - egrym, k my - grene, * my-
greyme, s. [Ft. migraine, from Low Lat.

hemigranea — megrim, headache, from Lat.

hemicranlum = a pain on one side of the face
;

Gr. •ijy.ucpaviov (hemikraiiion) = half the skull,

tju,l (temi) =half, and upavLov (kranion) = the

skull, the cranium; Sp. migrarki; Ital. ma-
grana.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. Low spirits.

* 2. A whim, a crotchetj a caprice, a freak.

II. 'Technically:

1. Farr. (Pi): A name given to a sudden
attack of sickness which seizes a horse at
work, causing him to reel, and either stand
for a minute dull and stupid, or else fall to
the ground insensible. Megrims occur most
frequently in hot weather, when the animal is

exposed to the rays of a burning sun.

2. Pathol. : Sick or bilious headache ; a
periodical headache attended with vomiting.

3. Zool. : A Cornish name for the scaldfish
or smooth sole, Amoglossus latema.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, re, os = e ; ey = a ; qu — kw.
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Mei bo mian, a. [See def.] Pertaining to
or in any way connected with John Henry
Meibohm, a learned physician (1590-1655), the
discoverer of the glands that bear his name.

Meibomian-glands, s. pi.

Aiiot. : Compound sebaceous glands, lying
in parallel vertical rows of yellow granules,
immediately under the conjunctival mucous
membrane. (Quain.)

meik'-le, mic'-kle, mdc ltle, a. [Mickle.]
Much, great, large, big, pre-eminent. (Scotch.)

"There was never sae meikTe siller clinked In Mb
purse either before or since."

—

Scott: Waverley, ch.
xviii.

ane'-in, a. [Lat. me(um)(q.v.) ; Eng. suff. -in.]

Chem. : An oil extracted from tl e root of
Alhamanta meum, by means of alcohol of 70
per cent. It is a thick, yellow, inodorous
oil, having an acrid taste, and cannot be dis-

tilled without decomposition.

mcine, v.t. [A.S. mengan.] To mingle, to
mix.

*mein'-et *men-y, s. [Meiny.] A retinue,

a body of attendants or followers.

* meint, pa. par. or a. [Meine, v.]

-* mein'-y, * mein-e, * mein-ee, * main-e,
T main-ee, man ie, man-y/ mein ie,
*meyn-e, *meyn-y, s. [0. Fr. maisnee,
maisnie, meisnee, meisnie, mesnie, from Low
Lat. manslonata, mansnada, maisnada — a
family, a household, from Lat. mansio = a
dwelling ; Ital. masnada = a troop.] [Man-
age, Manegk, Mansion, Menial.] A retinue,
-a body of attendants or followers ; domestics,
household attendants.

"They suminon'd up their melny, straight took
horse." Uliakesp. : Lear, ii. 4.

* mei'-6-cene, «. [Miocene.]

3Jiei'-6n-xtef 5. [Gr. pxtmv (meion) = less
;

.suff. -ite (Min.).~\

Min. : A tetragonal mineral referred by
Dana as a distinct species to the group of

ecapolites (q.v.); the Brit. Hits. Cat. makes
it a variety of scapolite. Hardness, 5*5 to 6 ;

sp. gr. 2
-

6 to 2*74 ; lustre, vitreous ; colourless

And transparent when pure. Compos. : silica,

41*6; alumina, 31 '7 ; lime, 24*1; soda, 2*6 =
100. Occurs in very sharply-defined crystals

in the dolomite agglomerates of Monte Somiua,
Vesuvius.

mel-oph'-yl-ly", s. [Gr. -zeiW (meion) — less,

and </>uAAoi- (phullon) = a leaf.]

Hot. : The suppression, of one or more leaves

in a whorl.

mei-d'-sis, s. [Gr. /u^iW(mei*o?i)==less.]

1. Pathol. : The period of a disease in which
the symptoms begin to diminish.

2. Rhet. : A figure in rhetoric ; a species of

hyperbole, by which a thing is represented as
less than it really is.

(

mei - 6 -stem- 6 - nous, mi- 6 - stem'-6-
nous, «. [Gr. -xeiW {melon) = less ; o-nj/aa

(sterna) = a. stamen, and Eng., &c. suff. -oils.]

Botany

:

1. Of the stamens: Less in number than the

petals.

2. Of a plant: Having the stamens less in

number than the petals.

mei'-o-tax-y, s. [Gr. fietmv (meion) — less,

and Ta^is (taxis)= an arranging.]

Bot. : The suppression of all the stamens as

a teratological change in an hermaphrodite

flower.

* me-ip'-sad, s. [Coined from Lat. meipse —

myself; on analogy of Iliad, &c.] An egotis-

tical writing.
' "My letters to you are such pure melpsads."—

Southey ; Letters, iii. 57.

meis'-ter-sing-ers, *. pi [Ger.]

Literary Hut. : A society of German citizens

formed in the thirteenth century for the

cultivation of poetry. It is believed to have

arisen at Mayence, whence it spread to Augs-

burg Nuremburg, &c. It was incorporated

by Charles IV. in 137S. The meistersingers

were the successors of the minnesingers (q.v.).

Their poems were often satiric. Reynard the

Fox and Tyl Owlglass are attributed to them.

meith, meath, s. [Mete, v.] A boundary,

u mark, a sign, a landmark.

mei'-well, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A small
species of codfish.

mei-zd-seis'-mic, a. [Gr. /ieu*W (meizon) =
greater, and Eng. setimic (q.v.).] An epithet
used to denote the greatest force of an earth-
quake. (Chiefly employed as in the example.)

"It is generally possible after an earthquake to
trace a zuue of maximum disturbance, where the
damage to the shaken country has been greatest.
The line indicating this luaviinuin is termed the
meizosemnic curve. —Encyc. Brit. (ed. iith), xv. 610.

T meke, u. [Meek, a,]

meke, v.t. & i. [Meek, v.]

me-khit -a-rist, s. [Mechitarist.]

mel-; . pref. [Melano-.]

me'-la, me-lah, s. [Mahratta & Hind.] A
fair, *or assembly of pilgrims, partly for reli-

gious aud partly for commercial purposes.

mel-ac'-on-ite, s. [Pref. melan-, and Gr.
Kovia. (Iconia) = powder.]

Min. : An earthy black mineral, though
sometimes found in crystals. Hardness, 3 to
above 4; sp.gr. 5*8 to 0*25 ; lustre, metallic.

Compos. : oxygen, 20'15
; copper, 79*85 = 100.

Appears to be trimorphous. Occurs in cubes
with truncated angles (isometric) at Copper
Harbour, Lake Superior ; as scales (ortho-
rhombic) on lava at Vesuvius [Tenorite],
and found in Cornwall in crystals (mono-
clinic). The Copper Harbour crystals are,

however, supposed by some mineralogists to

be pseudonioiphous, and there still exists a
doubt as to whether the Vesuvian scales may
not be monoclinic.

me-lac'-tlS, s. [Pref. mel-, and Gr. &ktl<;

(aktls)= a. ray, a beam, a spoke of a wheel.]

Znol. . A genus of Actinaria, division Ac-
tinime. The animals have a protractile mouth,
and the tentacles are knobbed.

me la' da, s. [Sp., pa. par. of melar — to
candy, from Lat. mel = honey.] Crude or im-
pure sugar, as it comes from the pans, con-
sisting of a mixture of sugar and molasses.

me- Ice -na» s. [Gr. ^ka.iva.(melaina) = black-
ness,]

Pathology :

1. The vomiting of black matter, ordinarily
succeeded by evacuations of the same
character. The black vomit in yellow fever

is owing to a morbid secretion from the
mucous membrane of the stomach and small
intestines, mixed with blood.

2. Haemorrhage from the intestines. (Dun-
glison.)

me-lah, s. [Mela.]

mer a- In, s. [Gr. ne\atva. (melaina) = black-
ness ; Eng. suff. -in.]

Cliem. : A black substance, resembling fh
character the black pigment of the eye,
obtained from the so-called ink of the cuttle-

fish. It is insoluble in water, alcohol, ether,

and the alkaline carbonates, but dissolves in

nitric and sulphuric acids.

me-lain'-o-type, s. [Melanotype.]

mel-a-leu'-ca, s. [Pref. mela-, and Gr. \evic6s

(lcukos) = white.]

Bot. : A genus of Myrtacese, tribe Lepto-
spennese. It consists of trees or shrubs,
with flat or cylindrical leaves, and spikes or

heads of sessile, yellowish, purplish, or crim-
son flowers, from the islands of the Indian
Ocean and Australia. The leaves of Melaleuca
Cojeputi, when distilled, yield a liquid volatile

oil. [Cajuput.]

mel' am, s. [Eng. mel(lone)
t
and am(monw).]

Clmn. : CgHgNji. Is obtained from the
residue left on heating sulphocyanate of
ammonia. The residue is extracted with
potash ley ; the filtered liquid on standing, then
yields melam in the form of a white granular
powder. It is resolved into melamine and
ammeline by prolonged treatment with
caustic potash, according to the equation

—

CeHgNn+HoO^CsHeNe+CsHgNsO.
Melam Melamine Amuieliue.

me-lam'-bo, s. [Malambo.]

mel am ine, s. [Eng. melam ; suff. -inc.]

Chem. : C3Hfi
Js
T
6=(C3N3) (NH^. Tricyano-

triamide. A crystalline body, obtained by

boiling melam with potassic hydrate. On
cooling, the melamine separates out in

rhombic octahedra. It is slightly soluble in

cold water, more easily in boiling water, but
insoluble in alcohol and ether.

i:" meT-am-pdde,s. [Melampodium.] Black
hellebore.

"Here growes mclampodc every where
And teribinth, good forgotes."

Spenser: Hhepheards Calender; JtUy.

mel-am-po-dl-e'-SB, a. pi. [Mod. Lat. me-
lainpodi(um) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -tw.]

Bot, : A sub-tribe of Composites, tribe

Senecion ideas.

mel-am-po -di-um, s. [Gr. fxcXafXTroSiov

(nulampocllon), from ^e'Aas (melas), neut. -lAa?
{mclan) = black, and iraSt-ov (podimi), dimin. ot

Trovq (pous), gen. 7roSos (podos) = a foot.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Melam

-

podieie (q.v.). About twenty species are
known ; they are from tropical America.

mel-am'-pyr-in, mel-am'-pyr-ite, s.

[Mod. Lat. melampyiium); -in, -He.}

Chem.: [Dulcose].

mel-am'-pyr-ite, s, [Melampyrin.]

mel - am ' - pyr - urn, s. [Gr. n e\dfj.irvpov

(melampuron) = cow-wheat : pref. melan-, and
Gr. Trupds (puros) =. wheat.]

Bot. : Cow-wheat ; a genus of Scrophulari-
aceje, tribe Euphrasies. Calyx tubular, four-

toothed ; corolla personate, the upper lip

laterally compressed and turned back at the
margin, the lower tritid ; capsule oblong, two-
celled, the cells one to two-seeded. Distribu-
tion, Europe and Temperate Asia. Known
species six. Four, Melampyrum prateuse, M-
sylvatieum, M. arvense, and M. cristatum, are

British. Cows are said to be fond of M.
pratense, and, according to Linnaeus, the
best and yellowest butter is made where it

is abundant.

melan-, pref. [Melano-.]

mel an ac te§, .--. [Pref. melan-, and Gr.

a.KTLs\aktis) = a ray.]

Zool. : A genus of Elateridae (q.v.) from the
United States. The larva is phosphorescent.

me-laix'-a~goguet s. [Fr., from pref. melan-

,

and Gr. ayutyos (agogos) = driving, leading ; a-yw

(ago) = to drive, to lead.] A medicine having,
or supposed to have, the property of expelling

black bile or choler.

mel-an-as'-phalt, a. [Pref. melan-, and
Eng. 'asphalt (q.v.).

J

Min. : The same as Albertite (q.v.).

mel-anatc, a'. [Eng. melan(ic); suff. -ate]

Chem. : A salt of melanic-acid (q.v.).

tf Melanate of ammonium is produced by
digesting melauic acid with ammonia.

mel -an chlore, s. [Pref. melan-, and Gr.

xAwpos (chloros) = green ; Ger. melanchlor.]

Min. : A blackish-green mineral, occurring
on tryphylite (q.v.), and supposed to be derived
from its alteration. It contains sesquioxide of

iron, 38 "9 ;
protoxide of iron, 3

-87 ;
protoxide of

manganese, phosphoric acid, and water. Found
at Babenstein, Bavaria.

mel-an-cho'-li-a, s. [Lat]

Mental Pathol. : A form of disorder of the
intellect often preceding mania, characterized

by depression and melancholy, and often a
suicidal tendency. There are three principal

forms : Religious, Hypochondriacal, and Nos-
talgic. The latter, better known as home-
sickness, frequently occurs amongst soldiers

and emigrants.

mel-an-cho'-li-an, s. [Eng. melancholy;

-an.] A melancholic (q.v.).

t mel'-an-chol-ic, * mel-an-chol-ike,
a. & s." [Fr. melanchoUqite, from melancholic
= melancholy (q.v.); Sp., Port., & Ital. mel-

ancolico ; Lat. meUtnchoUats, from Gr. p.e\-

ay\o\iKo<; (mekingcliolikos).]

A, As adjective

:

1. Suffering from or affected with melan-
choly ; depressed in spirits ; affected or op-
pressed with gloom ; dejected, gloomy, hypo-
chondriac.

" She thus melancholicke did ride,
Chawing the cud of griefe and inward paiae.

Sjicnser : F. Q., V. vi. 19.

boil, boy ;
pout, j<S\H ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ;

go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-oian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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U The melancholic temperament is character-

ized by black hair, black or hazel eyes, a dark
complexion, leaden and unhealthy in aspect,
pulse slow and feeble. It is the weak tem-
perament of the melanous variety of mankind.

2. Produced by or arising from melancholy
or depression of spirits ; suggestive of mel-
ancholy

;
gloomy, sad, sombre, mournful,

depressing : as, melancholic strains.

3. Unhappy, sad, unfortunate, causing me-
lancholy or grief.

B. As substantive

:

1. One who is affected with or suffers from
melancholy ; a hypochondriac.

2. A gloomy state of mind ; melancholy.
"My condition . . . will very well justify the

melancholic that I confess to you."—Clarendon : Hist.
Civil War.

* mel'-an-cliol-l-ljr, adv. [Eng. melancholy;
-ly. ] In a melancholy, sad, or dej ected
manner.

" Melancholily inclining her cheek to the right
hand."

—

Keefo : Monuments of Westminster (1683), p. Gi

*meT-an-chol-i-ness, a. [Eng. -melancholy

;

-ness.]' The quality or state of being melan-
choly ; a disposition to melancholy.

"When a boy, hewaa playsome enough : but withall
he had then a contemplative melancholiness."—
Aubrey : Account ofHobbes, p. 600.

"* mel-an-chd'-li-oiis, * mel -an-co-li-us,
a. [0. Fr. melancholieux.] Mournful, melan-
choly.

" The melancliolious, crazy croon."
Burns : Epistle to Major Logan.

* mel an chol-ist, s. [Eng. melancholy)

;

-ist.] One who is affected with or disposed to
melancholy ; a melancholic.

"The melancholist was afraid to sit down for fear of
being broken."—Qlanville : Essay 4.

* mel'-an-chol-ize, v.i. & t [Eng. mekm-
chol(y)~; -ize.]

A. Intrans. : To suffer from or indulge in
melancholy ; to be melancholy.

"They . . . are ever musing, melancholizing."—Bur-
ton: Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 88.

B. Trans. : To make melancholy or gloomy.

mel'-an-chol-y, * mel-an-col-ie, s. & a.

[Fr. 'melancholie, from Lat. melancholia, from
Gr. fieKa.yxob.ioL (melangcholia) = melancholy,
from /xeAdyxoAos (melangcholos) = jaundiced,
filled with black bile, from fj.z\as (melas), neut.
fiekav (melan) = black, andxoA^ (clwle) — bile

;

Sp., Port., & Ital. melixncolia.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The etymology recalls to mind the view
entertained by the early physicians that mel-
ancholy madness arose from the predominance
of black bile in the physical temperament.
Its original meaning is melancholy madness
thus produced.

"Their property ofmelancholy, whereby men become
to be delirious in some one point, their judgment stand-
ing untouched in others."—Henry More : Enthusiasm,
gxiv.

* 2. Madness in general.

3. A gloomy, dejected state of mind, gener-
ally habitual or of long continuance ; con-
tinued depression of spirits ; sadness, gloom.

"When the mind is very deeply impressed with a
sense of calamity, for a continuance, and the attention
cannot by any means he diverted from it, the subject
is in a state of melancholy."—Cogan ; On the Passions,
§ 3, ch. ii.

II. PatJwl. : [Melancholia].

B. As adjective ;

* 1. Belonging to madness produced, in the
opinion of the ancient physicians, by the pre-
dominance of black bile in the physical tem-
perament.

"Luther's conference with the devil might be, for
aught I know, nothing but a melancJiolv dream."

—

CMllingworth : Religicn of Protestants. (Pref.)

* 2. Belonging to madness in general, and
not simply to that species of it which is

characterized by depression of spirits and
suicidal thoughts ; mad, lunatic.

"Some melanclioly men have believed that elephants
and birds and other creatures have a language whereby
they discourse with one another."—Reynolds : Soul of
Man, cb. xxxix.

3. Gloomy ; depressed in spirits ; dejected,
sad.

" All Troy then move3 to Priam's court again,
A solemn, silent, melancholy train."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xxiv. 12.

4. Causing , or attended with sadness or
melancholy; mournful, saddening.

" "Pis past, that melancholy dream E

Nor will I quit thy shore."
Wordsworth : Poems of the Affections.

5. Given to contemplation
; pensive.

"A certain music, never known before,
Here lull'd the pensive melancholy mind."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, i. 40.

6. Grave or gloomy in appearance ; suggest-
ive of melancholy ; sombre.

7. Calamitous, afflictive ; causing grief or
sorrow : as, a melancholy accident.

melancholy-gentleman, s.

Bot. : Hesperis tristis.

* melancholy thistle, s.

Bot. : Cnicus helenioides. It was so called

because prescribed by quacks for the cure of
madness.

mel-an-chyme, s. [Pref. melan-, and Gr.
Xv/aos (chumos) = juice ; Ger. melanchym.]

Min. : A name given by Haidinger to a
bituminous substance found in large masses
in the brown coal of Zweifelsreutb, near Neu-
kirchen, Eger, Bohemia. It yielded the com-
pounds Melanellite and Rochlederite (q.v.).

mel-an-co-ni-e'-i, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. melan-
coni(um); Lat. masc. pi. adj. suff,, -ei.]

Bot. : A sub-order of Fungals, order Conio-
mycetes or Uredinacese. They grow beneath
the epidermis of leaves and bark. Their
tubercles sometimes enlarge, raise up the epi-

dermis, and appear in groups on the bark, on
which also the closely crowded conceptacles
form blackish patches. British genera, eleven.

mel-an-CO'-ni-iim, s. [Pref. melan-, and
Gr. Kovia (konia) = dust.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the sub-order
Melanconiei (q.v.). The conceptacle is mem-
branous, bursting irregularly at the summit

;

the spores oblong. The commonest British
species is Melanconiumbicolor, found on twigs
of birch

Mel-anc-tho'-ni-an, s. [See def.] A fol-

lower of Melancthoh, in his use of the Aris-
totelian philosophy.

me-lan'-drjr-a, s. [Gr. fj.eXdv8pvov (melan-
dnto)i)=heart of oak, /ieA.dV5puos (melandruos)
= dark with oak-leaves : pref. melan-, and
Gr. Spvs (drus), geuit. Spvos (druos) = an oak.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Melandryidse (q.v.).

mel-an-dry'-i-dse, mel-an-dry'-a-d£e,
s. pf. [Mod. Lat. melandry(a) ; Lat. feiu. pi.

adj. suff. -idee, -aclcs.]

Entom. : A family of Coleoptera, section
Heteromera, and the sub-section Trachelia of
Westwood. They inhabit wood, the majority
remaining concealed under the bark of trees.

The species, which are not numerous, inhabit
the north temperate zone, both in the Old and
New World. British genera twelve, species

twenty-two.

mel-an-ell'-ite, s. [Melanite.]

Min. : A black gelatinous substance re-

maining after the separation of rochlederite
from melanchyme by dissolving in alcohol.

Analysis gave : carbon, 67"14 ; hydrogen, 4'79
;

oxygen, 28-07 = 100. Rochleder regards it as
an acid related to ulmic acid (q.v.).

mel-an-er'-pes, s. [Pref. melan-, and Gr.
epTj-w (herpo) = to creep.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the family
Melanerpinae (q.v.). The colours are black,
varied withyVhite and red. The habits grega-
rious and migratory. In the Natural History
Department of the British Museum at South
Kensington there is a piece of bark in which
Melanerpes formicivorus (Red-headed Wood-
pecker) has made a hole, storing it with acorns
for future use.

mel-an-er-pi'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. melan-
erp(es); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Picidse (Wood-
peckers), established by Mr. G. R. Gray. The
labial ridge of the bill is nearly midway be-
tween the dorsal ridge and the margin. Found
in America only.

mel-a-ne -slan, a. [Gr. u,e'Aos (melas) =
black, and v^o-os (nesos) ~ an island.]

Philol. : A term applied to a branch of the
family of languages spoken by the natives of
islands in the Indian and Pacific Oceans.

"The various Polynesian dialects are clearly and
closely related ; the Melanesian show the extreme of
dialectic division."— Whitney : Life & Growth of Lan-
guage, ch. xii., p. 243.

[Fr.] A mixture, amelange (ge as zh),
medley.

mel-an-hy'-drite, s. [Pref. melan-, and

Eng.'hydrite.]

Min. : A velvet to brownish-black variety

of palagonite (q.v.), found in the form of irre-

gular nodules in a decomposed igneous tuff at

Schmelzerthal, near Honnef, Rhine.

me-la'-ni-a, s. [Gr. = a black cloud.]

Zool. ; The typical genus of the family Mela-

niadee. The whorls are ornamented with
striae, the outer lip sharp, aperture oval,

pointed above ; operculum sub-spiral. One-
hundred and sixty species are distributed

along the rivers of the south of Europe, India,

the Philippines, and the Pacific Islands.

Known species : thirty-four recent, and
twenty-five fossil, from the Tertiary.

mel-a-ni'-a-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat., &c. me-
lania; Lat" fern. pi. adj. suff. -(i)dai.]

Zool. : A family of holostomatous gastero-
pods. Shells spiral, turreted, covered with a
thick dark-coloured epidermis ; aperture often
channelled or notched in front ; outer lip

simple ; operculum horny, spiral to their
bases. The animal has a broad, retractile
muzzle ; tentacles wide apart, the eye stalks
are united; foot broad and short; mantle-
margin, fringed,; tongue long and linear.

Mostly viviparous, and all ftuviatile. They
are found in the warmer regions of the world,
especially in the southern portions of the
United States. Genera Melania, Paludomus,
and Melanopsis.

me-la'-ni-an, s. [Melania.] An individual
of the family Melaniadse (q.v.).

me-lan'-ic, a. [Gr. ^.e'Aas (melas), neut. jaeAai/

(melan)= black ; Eng. adj. suff. -ic] The
same as Melanotic (q.v.).

melanic acid, s.

Chem. : CjoHgOg. A black substance pro-
duced by the oxidation of salicylide of potas-
sium. It is tasteless, insoluble in water, but
very soluble in alcohol, ether, and alkaline
liquids.

melanic-cancer, s. [Melanoid-cancer. J

melanic -deposit, a.

Pathol. : The black colouring matter de-
posited from the blood under special circum-
stances. [Melanosis.]

mel-an'-l-line, *>. [Eng. mel(am), and ani-
line.]

Cliem. : C13Hi3N3=N3 ^ C" . Carbodi-U3
phenyldiamine. An oil obtained by the
action of dry cyanogen chloride on anhydrous
aniline, and decomposing the resulting resin-

ous substance with caustic potash. On ex-

posure to the air, it solidifies to a beautiful
crystalline mass.

mel'-a-nin, s. [Gr. fiekavia (melania) =
blackness ; Eng. suff. -in.]

Chem. : Pigmentum nigrum. The black
pigment of the eye. It is a heavy black
powder, insoluble in water, alcohol, and
ether, slightly soluble iu dilute mineral acids,
but soluble in potash with evolution of am-
monia.

mel-a-nip pe, s. [Gr. fieKavLiriros (melanip-
pos)= a coal-black horse : pref. melan-, and
Ittttos (hippos) = a horse.]

Entom. ; A geuus of geometric moths,
family Larentidse. Melanippe procellata. is the
Chalk Carpet, M. montanata the Silver-ground
Carpet, and M. Jluctitata the Garden Carpet

;

the second and third are common.

mel an isra, a. [Fr. melanisme.]

1. Physiology

:

(1) Human : A term introduced by St. Hilaire
to denote the change of coloration of the skin
in which the pigment is of a deeper hue, and
in greater quantity than natural.

(2) Animal : The term has been applied as
the converse of albinism, occuriug in the
lower animals.

" Throughout intertropical America, both melanism
and albinism . . . make their appearance very fre-
oueiitly iD warm-blooded animalB."

—

Prichard • Nat
Hist, of Man, p. 39.

'2, Bot. : A disease producing blackness in
plants.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, », ce = e ;. ey = a ; qu = kw.
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mel- an -ite, s. [Gr. ju.eA.as (melas), genit.
jLteAavo? (melanos) = black ; suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. ; A black variety of garnet (q.v.) ; a
lime-iron garnet in which the protoxides are
almost wholly lime. Dana includes most of

the black garnet in his group andradite (q.v.),

but excludes that from. Arendal, Norway,
referring it to the magnesia-alumina garnet
group, for which lie adopts the name of
pyrope.

mel an it ic, a. [Eng. melanit(e) ; -ic.] Re-
lating to, or in any way connected with mel-
anite (q.v.).

mel an-o-, mel an-, pref. [Gr. /le'Aa? (melas),

genit, fj.e\avos (melanos)— black.] (For def.

see etym.)

mel-an-d-9e'-tus, s. [Pref. melano-, and Gr.

kyjtos (ketos) = a sea-monster, with reference
to the extraordinary shape of the species.]

Ichthy. : A genus of acanthopterygian
fishes, family Pediculati. Head and body
compressed ; head very large, mouth exceed-
ingly wide, vertical. Eyes very small. Skin
smooth. The spinous dorsal reduced to a
single filament on the head. Soft dorsal and
anal short ; no ventrals. Two species known
from the Atlantic, Melanocetus bispinosus arid

M. Johnsonii, at depths from 300 to 1,800
fathoms.

me-lan -o-chin, s. [Fr. melanockine, from
pref. melano-, and chinine = quinine. (Littri.)]

Chem. : The name given to the product
formed by the action of ammonia and chlorine
on quinine.

mel-a-nd-chrd'-i, s. pi. [Gr. jueXai/d^poos
(meUinochroon) — black-coloured, bronzed; jue-

Xa.9 (melas), genit. fj.4\avos (melanos) = black,
and xp°*f (ehroB) — a colour.]

Anthrop. : (See extract).
" "West of the area occupied by the chief mass of the

Xanthochroi. and uorth uf the Sahara, is a broad belt
of laud, shaped like a >-- Between the forks of the
>• lies the Mediterranean, the stem of it is Arabia. . . .

The people inhabiting the area thus roughly sketched
have, like the Xanthochroi, prominent noses, pale
skins, and wavy hair, with abundant beards ; but, un-
like them, the hair is black or dark, and the eyes
usually so. They may thence be called the Melano-
chroi . . . They are known as Kelts, Iberians, Etrus-
cans, Romans, Pelasgiahs, Berbers, Semites. The ma-
Iority of them are long-headed, and of smaller stature
hau the Xanthochroi. —Huxley : Critiques (187B), p. 151.

mel-a-no-cnrd'-ic, a. [Melanochroi.] Be-
longing to or characteristic of the Melanochroi
(q.v.).

" The Melanochroic or dark stock of Europe."—Hux-
ley: Critiques (1873), p. 180.

mel-an-d-chrd'-lte, s. [Pref. melano- ; Gr.

Xpooi (chtoa) = colour, and suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : The same as Ph/Enicochroite (q.v.).

mel-a-ndc'-o-mous, a. [Gr. /xe'Aa? (melas),

genit. jue'A.ai>09 (melanos) = black, and ko/itj

(kotos) = hair.] Black-haired; having very

dark or black hair.

mel-an-d-gal'-lic, a. [Pref. melano- and
Eng. gallic] (See the compound.)

melanogallic acid, s.

Chem. : [Metagallic-acip],

meT a noid, a. [Gr. ,ue'Aa? (melas), genit.

fid\avos (melanos) = black, and etSos (eidos) =
form, appearance. ] Having a black appearance.

melanoid cancer, s.

Pathol. : Black cancer ; a medullary cancer

modified by the addition of a black pigment.

Called also melanotic or melanic cancer.

me-lan'-o-lite, s. [Pref. melano- and Gr. Ai'0os

(lithos) = stone.]

Min. : A black opaque mineral having a

dark-green streak. Hardness, 2 ; sp. gr., 2-60.

Analysis yielded : silica, 35-36 ; alumina, 4*49
;

sesquioxide of iron, 23-20; protoxide of iron,

25*18; soda, 1-86; water, 10-24. Near hisin-

gerite in composition (q.v.). Found encrust-

ing the sides of a fissure at Milk-Row quarry,

near Chaiiestown, Massachusetts.

melano -ma, s. [Melanosis.]

mel -a -no nus, s. [Pref. melon-, and Gr.

6vos '(onos) = (1) an ass, (2) a fish mentioned

by Aristotle, perhaps the hake,]

Ichthy. : A genus of GadidEe, founded on a

single specimen dredged from the Atlantic

Ocean at a depth of 1,975 fathoms. Head and

body rather compressed, coverod with cycloid

scales of moderate size ; tail long and tapering,
no caudal. Villiform teeth in jaws, on vomer
and palatine bone. Short anterior dorsal, the
second extending to the end of tail ; anal of
similar length. Ventrals composed of several
rays. Bones soft and flexible. This genus is

one of the discoveries made by the Challenger
expedition. (Guntlier.)

mel-a-nop'-a-th#f s. [Gr. jte'Aas (melas)

neut. jueAav (melan) = black, and 7ra0os (pa-
thos) = suffering, an affection.]

Patlwl. : A disease of the skin, consisting in

the augmentation of black pigment, generally
in patches. The discolouration may vary
from mere duskiness to the deepest tint of
blackness.

melan 6 phlo -glte, s. [Pref. melano- and
Gr. (p\eyeo-9ai (phlegestliai) = to be burnt.]

Min. : An isometric mineral, occurring in
minute cubes, with cubic cleavage. Hardness,
6

-5to7; sp. gr. 2
-

04; colour, light-brown or
colourless ; lustre, vitreous. Compos. : silica,

86*29 ; sulphuric acid, 7-2
; water, 2 86 ; stron-

tia, 2"8. Turns black when heated before the
blowpipe, hence the name. Regarded as an
impure form of silica of possibly pseudo-
morphic origin. Found in individual crystals

or as a drusy crust on sulphur, celestine, and
calcite, at Girgenti, Sicily.

melan op' sis, s. [Pref. melan- and Gr.
oif/ts(opsis) = the face, the visage.]

Zool. : A genus of holostomatous gastero-
pods, family Melaniadae. The last whorl is

elongated ; the spire is short and pointed,
inner lip thickened ; operculum sub-spiral.

Twenty species are known, from Spain,
Austria, Asia Minor, and New Zealand.

mel-a-nor-rhce'-a, s. [Pref. melano-, and
Gr. peia (rheo) = to flow.]

Bot. : A genus of Anacardiacere. Melanor-
rhosa vsitata, or usitatissima, a fine tree, a
hundred feet high, called in parts. of Burmah
Theetsee or Kheu, is the varnish tree of Mata-
ban or of Burmah. The thick grayish fluid of

the tree is an excellent anthelmintic. The
wood, which is very hard, is used in the East
for the handles of tools, anchor stocks, rail-

way sleepers, gun stocks, &c.

mel-an-6-sid'-er-ite, s. [Pref. melano- and
Eng" siderite (q.v.) = iron.]

Min. : Amorphous, compact. Hardness,
4

-

5 ; sp. gr. 3*391 ; lustre, vitreous to resin-

ous ; colour, black ; streak, brownish to brick-

red ;
gelatinizes with acids. Supposed to be

a hydrated silicate of sesquioxide of iron and
alumina, but regarded by some mineralogists

as liinonite (q.v.), the silica being an im-
purity. Found at Mineral Hill, Delaware
Co., Pennsylvania.

mel-a-no'-sis, s. [Gr. jueAayoio-is (vielanosis)

= a becoming black.]

Pathol. : An organic affection, in which the

tissue of the parts is converted, owing to a
melanic deposit, into a black, hard, homo-
geneous substance, near which ulcers or cavi-

ties may form. This morbific change affects

the lungs particularly. It is also met with
in the liver and areolar texture. Melanosis
of the lungs (or melanoma) constitutes one of

the species of phthisis of Bayle ; but it is

impossible to distinguish it from the other

species during life. Four varieties of true me-
lanosis have been described. (Dutiglison.)

1[ Spurious melanosis may arise from the
introduction of carbonaceous matter, from
the action of chemical agents, or from the

the stagnation of the blood.

me-lan-6-sperm, s. [Melanosperme*:.]

Bot. : An algal belonging to the division

Melanospennese (q.v.).

mel-a-nd-speV-me-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.,

from" pref. melano-, and Gr. o-ire'pjua (sperma)—
a seed.]

Bot. ; One of the three primary divisions or

sub-orders of AlgEe, consisting of those which
have dark olivaceous spores, it consists of

plants of a light or dark olive colour ; the

fronds compact and cellular, or formed of

jointed filaments. The fruit is either external

in patches, or iu distinct cysts sunk in the

frond. Impregnation by minute spermato-
zoids, produced in distinct antheridia. It

contains the higher sea weeds, the Fucacea?,

Laminariacese, &c.

mel-an-o-te'-kite, s. [Pref. melano- and
Gr. rqKeiv (tekein) = to melt.]

Min. : A massive mineral, presenting cleav-

age in two directions. Hardness, 6'5
; sp. gr.

5*73; lustre, resinous; colour black to blackish-

gray. Dichroic, presenting bottle-green and
red-brown colours. Compos. : silica, 17*22 ;

sesquioxide of iron, 22*81
;
protoxide of lead,

5S*42 ;
protoxide of manganese, 0*57

; mag-
nesia, 0*33

;
potash, frlS ; soda, 0*33

;
repre-

sented by the formula Pb2 [Fea] Si2 9. Occurs
at Longban, "Wermland, Sweden ; associated
with hyalotekite, ganomalite, and other
minerals.

mel an-6 thall ite, s. [Pref. melano- and
Gr. daXXos (tltallos) = o young shoot.]

Min. : A chloride of copper found in the
crater of Vesuvius after the eruption iu 1870.

mel-a-not'-ic, a. [Melanosis.] Of or per-

taining to Melanosis (q.v.).

melanotic - cancer, s. [Melanoid-
cancer.]

me-li&n'-O-type, s. [Pref. melano-, and Eng.
type.]

Photog. : A process which takes its name
from the black ground of varnished sheet-iron
supporting the collodion which receives the
picture. (Sometimes written Melaiuotype.)

mel'-a-nous, a. [Gr. /xeAai/- (melan-), stem
of jueAas {melas) = black ; Eng. adj. suff. -ous,]

A word introduced by Dr. Prichard as an
equivalent for "brunette."

"As we know no expression in English precisely-
correspondent to these terms (bloude anil bruuette),.
I hnve adopted those of xnntlioiis and melanous
as distinguishing terms."—Prichard ; Sat. Hist, of
Man, p. 78.

mel a-nox-y-lon, s. [Pref. melano-, and Gr.
juAoi/ (xulon) = wood.]

Bot. : A genus of Cfflsalpiniese, tribe Am-
herstiere. The wood or bark of Meluuoxylon
Braitna, a large tree growing in Brazil, lias

a reddish-brown colouring matter.

mel-5ja'-ter-lte, s. [Lat. melanteria of Pliny ;

Gr. i±ekavTr)pla. (melanteria) = a black metallic
dye, ink ; Fr. melanterie.]

Min. : A monoclinic salt originating in the
decomposition of marcasite or pyrites (q.v.)

by exposure to the atmosphere and moisture.
Rarely crystallized, except artificially, but
occurs in fibrous, stalactitic, and stalagmitic-
forms. Hardness, 2 ; sp. gr. 1*832 ; lustre,

vitreous ; colour, various shades of green ;

taste, astringent and metallic. ' Brittle. Solu-
ble in water. Compos. : sulphuric acid, 28"8

;

protoxide of iron, 25*9; water, 45*3= 100.
Formula, FeOSOs + 7HO. Used in dyeing,.

'

tanning, and in the making of ink and Prus-
sian blue.

mel anth, s. [Melanthium.]

Bot. (PL): The name given by Lindley to.

the order Melantnacea? (q.v.).

mel £n tha -ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. melan-
th(ium); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acect*.]

Bot. : An order of Endogens, alliance
Liliales. It consists of bulbous, tuberous, or
fibrous rooted plants, stemless or with a stem

;

calyx and corolla both petaloid, whit*, green,
or purple, in six pieces or cohering into a
tube ; stamens six ; anthers turned outwards;
ovary three-celled, many-seeded ; fruit capsu-
lar. The species are widely diffused, but are
most common in temperate climes. Known
genera 30, species 130. Tribes Veratrese, Uvu-
lareee, and Colchicefe. (Lindley.) Sir Joseph
Hooker considers Colchicea a tribe of Lilia-
cese.

mel-an-tha 9e oiis (or ceous as shus), a.

[Mod. Lat. melaiit1uice(ce) ; Eng. -ovs.]

Bot. : Of or pertaining to the order Melan-
thacese (q.v.).

me-lan thi-um, s. [Lat., from Gr. iiz\6.v6iov
(melanthion) = Nigelki sativa. This is not the
modern genus.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Mel-
anthaceae (q.v.). It consists of Cape bulbs,
with yellow or pinkish flowers.

mel a niire, mel-a-niir'-iis, s. [Gr. jue'Aa?
(melds), genit. jneAaro? (melanos) ~ black, and
oupa (oura) = a tail ; Fr. melanure.]

Ichthy. : A small fish, a species of Spams or
Gilt-head. It is a native of the Mediter-
ranean.

boll, bo^ ;
pout, jd%l ; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench

;
go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, a$ ; expect, ^euophon, exist, ph = f,

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -§ion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d^L.
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mel-an-u-ren'-ic, a. [Pref. melon-, and
Eug. ure'nic.] (See the compound).

melanurenic-acid, a. [Amsielide.]

mel'-a-phyre (yr as ir), s. [Pref. mela-, and
Gr. <fvpdu) (phurao), (/>upa> (p/turo) = to mix.]

Petrol. : A penological species or group of
s])ecios akin botli to basalt and to diabase.
Lyell says tliat it is quite indistinguishable
in external appearance, from basalt, but is, as a
rule, not so heavy, dark, or compact, does not
contain so much olivine, but has more silica

and alumina, with less oxide of iron, lime,
and magnesia. Rutley thinks it has more
affinity to basalt than to diabase, and is not
sure that it is distinct. Rosenbusch regards
it as closely related to or identical with olivine
diabase. Allport thinks it a partially altered
dolerite. It is dark in colour, and consists of
plagioelase, augite, olivine, iron, magnetite,
or titaniferous iron, and delessite, or chloro-
phoeite. It is of Paleeozoic age. The Rowley
Hills in Staffordshire, commonly known as
Rowley Ragstone, are melaphyre.

mel'-a ro'-sa, mel'-la ro'-sa, s. [Ital.

iiuda = an apple, and rosa = a rose.]

Jlort. : A variety of Citrus Limetta.

t msl'-as, s. [Gr. /ie'Aa? (melas) = black.]

Pathol. ; A name for a kind of leprosy of a
deep black colour.

m'i las -ma, 5. [Gr. fj.e\acrix6<; (melas-mns) — a
blackening, especially from mortification.]

Pathology

:

1. A black spot or ecchymosis occurring on
the lower extremities, especially in old people.

2. A skin disease, analogous to chloasma,
differing from it only in the dark colour of
the morbid pigment. An affection of the
kind is seen in Paris, in old persons, espe-
cially in females, who sit over a charcoal fire.

It is common also in Ireland among the poor,
where turf fires are used, and is there called
the "trouts," possibly from the speckled
appearance of the skin.

mel-a-sb'-ma, s. [Pref. mela-, and Gr. o-ufta

(soma) = the body.]

Entom. : The first group of Latreille's He-
teromera (q.v.). The name has reference to
the dusky hue of the insects. Chief genera

:

Pimelia, Blaps, and Tenebrio (q.v.).

* me las -ses, s. [Fr. melasse ; Ital. melassa,

from Lat. m-el = honey.] The same as Mo-
lasses (q.v.).

me-las'-SlC, a. [Eng., &c, melass(es); -ir.]

Pertaining to or obtained from molasses.

melassic-acid, s.

Chcvi. : An acid obtained by heating glucose
with caustic alkalis. On dissolving the mass
in water, and adding hydrochloric acid, the
melassic acid is deposited in flocks. Insoluble
iu water, but soluble in alcohol.

me-las'-to-ma, s. [Pref. viela-, and Gr. oroua
(stoma) = a mouth. So named because the
lruit of one species stains the mouth black.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Melas-
tomese, and the order Melastomaceaa. The
species are numerous. They are from Asia,

and the Asiatic and Pacific islands. The leaves

of Melastoma malabathrica are given in diar-

rhijea, dysentery, &c.

me^las-to-ma'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. or

Gr. mclastom(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -acmi.]

Bot. : Melastomads. An order of epigynous
exogens, alliance Myrtales. It consists of
trees, shrubs, or herbs, with leaves opposite,
undivided, entire, undotted, and with several
ribs running from the base to the apex.
Flowers terminal, usually thyrsoid ; calyx
four, five, or six-lobed, forming cavities con-
taining the young anthers, which curve down-
wards

;
petals four, five, or six ; stamens

usually twice as many more, rarely equal to
them in number; ovary with several cells;

ovules definite or indefinite, style on stigma
simple ; fruit dry or succulent. The metro-
polis of the order is in tropical America, a
number are from the East Indies, others from
tropical Africa, Australia, &c. Known genera
105, species 2,000 (?). Tribes, Melastomese,
Astroniea?, Kibessese, Memecyleee, and Mou-
ririete. (Lindley.)

me-las-to-ma'-ge-ous (or ceous as shus),
a. [Mod. Lat. melastoma ce(a') ; Eng. -oits.]

Bot. : Pertaining or relating to the natural
order Melastomacea; (q.v.).

me -las'-to mlds, s. pi [Mod. Lat. mela-
stom(a) (q.v.) ; Eug. pi. suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Melastoniaceai (q.v.).

mel-as-tom'-e-se, s. pi, [Mod. Lat. mela-
stom(a); Lat. fern, pi, adj. suff. -em.]

Bot. : The typical tribe of the order Melas-
tomaceffi (q.v.).

Mel-chis-i-di'-cian, Mel-chiz-e-de-
cian, s. [Eng. Melchizedek, from the Heb.
piS^sbp (Malki-lsedhcq) = King of righteous-

ness; -ian.}

Church Hist. : One of a sect of heretics iu the
third century who affirmed Melchizedec was
the power of God, and superior to Christ ; and
that he sustained the office of an intercessor
for angels in heaven as Christ did for men on
earth. (Mosheim.

)

MeT-chite, a. & a. [Heb. Tffl (melek) = a
king, a ruler.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the body of
Greek Christians described under B.

" The JtFclchite religious follow the rule of St. Basil,
with modifications."—Addis & Arnold: C'ath, Diet,
y. 570,

B. -4s substantive ;

Eccles. & Ch. Hist. (PL): Royalists ; a name
given to those Greek Christians in the East,
who, after the Council of Chalcedon (Fourth
General, a. d. 451) remained orthodox, follow-

ing the example of the Byzantine Court. As
they followed Constantinople at this juncture,
in remaining in communion with the West, so
they cast in their lot with that patriarchate
when the Greek schism took place. In 1686
the Patriarch of Antioch returned to the
Roman obedience, and since then the patri-

archates of Alexandria and Jerusalem have
also submitted. This prelate is chosen by the
bishops of the patriarchate, but the election
must be examined and approved by Propa-
ganda, and confirmed by the Pope. The
bishops may be chosen from the unmarried
secular clergy. The latter may continue to
live as married men, if married before re-

ceiving orders. The Melchites retain their
own rites, and in 1S65 their number was esti-

mated at about 35,000. (Addis & Arnold.)
[MONOPHYSITES.]

"The Melchites, or thoae who followed the opinions
of the Greek Church."

—

Mosheim: Eccles. Hist. (ed.

1861), p. 255.

Mel chiz-e-de-eian, a. [Melchisidician.]

mel'-der, s. [Icel. meldr = flour or corn in
the mill ; mala = to grind.] Corn or grain of
any kind sent to the mill to be ground ; the
quantity of corn or meal ground at one time.
[Meal.]

"Ilka m elder, wi' the miller,
Thou sat as lang as thou had siller."

Barns : Tarn O'Sltanter.
* mele, s. [Meal.]

mel-e-a'-gri-dse, o. pi. [Lat. meleagr(is) =
a Guinea-fowl ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -idw.)

Ornith. : Turkeys ; in some classifications a
family of Galling, or game-birds. It includes
but one genus, Meleagris (q.v.).

mel-e-a-gri'-na, s. [Mod. Lat., from Lat.

meleagris (q.v.).]

Z110I, : Pearl-oyster ; a genus of bivalves,
family Aviculidae ; valves flattish and nearly
equal in size, gills equal and crescent-shaped,
foot finger-like and grooved. Found in Mada-
gascar, Ceylon, the Persian Gulf, and Swan
River. The shells of this genus yield
Mother-o' -pearl (q.v.), and the pearls found in
Mclcagrina margaritifera are prized for their
beauty and perfection.

mel-e-a-gri'-nse, s. pi. [Lat. meleagr(is);

fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Phasianidpe, em-
bracing two genera, Numida (Guinea-fowl)
and Meleagris (Turkey).

mel-e-a'-gris, s. [Lat. = a Guinea-fowl,
from Gr. MeAe'a-ypo? (Hfehagros) = the son of
CEnens, and one of the combatants at the
Calydonian boar-hunt. It is fabled that his
sisters were changed into guinea-fowl, whence
the scientilic name of the genus.]

Ornith.: Turkey; a genus of gallinaceous
birds of the family Meleagrida;, or the sub-

family Meleagrinae. They are the largest

birds of the order to which they belong.

Head naked, with wattles or folds of bright-

coloured skin, tuft of long hair on the breast,

plumage more or less metallic. Three species

are known : the Common Turkey, Meleagris

gallopavo, introduced into England from Ame-
rica about a.d. 1541 ; M. Mexicana, the Mexi-
can Turkey ; and M. ocellata, the Ocellated
Turkey. [Turkey.]

me- -lee (as ma-la ), s. [Fr.
;
prop, the fern,

sing, of the pa. par. of meter = to mix ; O. Fr.
mesler.] A hand-to-hand fight, in which those
engaged are mixed up in one confused mass
or body ; a scuffle, an affray, [Meddle, Med-
ley.]

mel-e-guet'-ta (gu as gw), s. [Mala-
GUETTA.]

me-le'-na, s. [Mel^na.]

mel-ene, s. [Lat. mel= honey; Eng. suff.

-ene.]

Cliem. : C3pH6u . Paraffin of "Wax. A hydro-
carbon obtained by subjecting bees' wax to
dry distillation, and afterwards purifying by
recrystall ization from boiling ether. Melene
forms white scales, melting at 62°, inodorous,
tasteless, and of specific gravity '89. It boils
at 370° to 380°, dissolves in boiling alcohol, in
ether, and in oils both fixed and volatile.

me'-le§, s. [Lat.]

1. Z00J. : Badger ; the typical genus of the
family Melidee (q-v.). Melcs taxus (or vulgaris)
is the largest of the indigenous British mam-
mals. The Sitfleur of the United States and
Canada is M. labradoricus, and the Indian
badger M. collaris. [Badger.]

2. Pala-ont. : Remains, probably referable
to Meles taxus, have been found in Post Ter-
tiary deposits in Europe.

Mel'-e-te, s. [Gr. = care, attention.]

Astron. : [Asteroid, 47].

Me-le'-tian, a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or in any way
connected with either of the ecclesiastics',

named Meletius, mentioned below.
" The Meletian Bchisnmtics joined the Arians in all

their persecution of Atliauasius."

—

Addis & Arnold:
Cath. Diet., p. 571,

B. As substantive

:

Church Hist. (PI): The adherents of either
of the ecclesiastics mentioned below.

"From this time many of the Jldetians eiubmcul
the opinions of Alius."

—

Mosheim : £cclcs. Hist. (ed.
Keid), p. 150.

Meletian schism, s.

Eccles. & Church History :

1. A schism arising from the conduct of
Meletius, Bishop of Lycopolis, in the Thebaid,
and lasting from a.d. 304 till the middle of
the fifth century. Its proximate cause is in-

volved in obscurity. By some writers, it is

said that, during the Diocletian persecution,
Meletius ordained priests beyond the limits of
his own diocese. Other writers attribute the
rise of the schism to a dispute between Mele-
tius and Peter, Patriarch of Alexandria, on
the subject of the Lapsed (q.v.). According
to Athanasius, Meletius sacrificed to idols
during the persecution ; but Hefele is of
opinion that Athanasius must have been misled
by a false, report, as Epiphanius speaks of
Meletius in terms of commendation. The
Council of Nice (a.d. 325) dealt with the
matter, but the Meletians managed to evade,
to a great extent, the conditions imposed on
them.

2. A schism arising from the deposition of
St. Meletius, Bishop of Antioch. It lasted
from the sixth decade of the fouith to the
beginning of the fifth century. (Addis &
Arnold.)

* mele tide, s. [Mid. Eng. mele = meal, and
tide.] Meal-time.

mel'-e-tln, s. [From Lat. mel = honey, from
the colour of the crystals.]

Chem. : C20H14O9. A substance produced
together with glucose by the action of acids
on rutin. It forms yellow crystals which act
on polarised light, and reduce potassio-cupric
tartrate.

me-leV-i-tose, s. [Fr. mSttea = the larch-
tree ; suff. -itose (Chem.).~\

Chem. : Ci^B^n- A sugar discovered In

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine

; go, pSt,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a
; qu = fcw.
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the inanna of Briancon, an exudation from
the young shoots of the larch. It forms very
small, short, hard, shining crystals resembling
those of cane sugar. It is about as sweet as

glucose, and possesses dextrorotation, [a] =
94-1°. It is soluble in water, slightly soluble

in alcohol, and is scarcely altered by caustic

alkalis or potassio-cupric tartrate.

meT-i-a, s. [Gr. ne\Ca (melia) — the ash-tree,

which one of the species resembles in foliage.]

Bot. ; The typical genus of the tribe Meliese,

and the order Meliaceae (q.v.). Calyx, five-

cleft
;

petals, Ave linear; stamens, ten, the
filaments combined into a tube ; drupe fleshy,

rive-celled, each cell with one or two seeds.

Species few, chiefly from India. Melia Aze-

(larach is helieved to be a native of China and
the north of India, hut has been carried into
most warm countries. It hasbipinnate leaves

and bunches of lilac-coloured, fragrant flowers,

whence it has been called the Persian lilac.

In Bermuda, &c, it is termed the Pride of

India tree, in parts of India the Hill Margoza,
in New Zealand the White Cedar. Other
names are the Common Bead-tree, the Holy
Tree, and the False Sycamore. It is from thirty

to fifty feet high. The flowers and leaves are

applied as a poultice in India to relieve ner-

vous headaches. The bark and leaves are

used internally and externally in leprosy and
scrofula. The root, which is bitter and nau-
seous, is used in America as an anthelmintic.
Of other East Indian species, one, M. Azadi-
rachta, sometimes called Azadirachta UuLica,

is the Neem-tree (q.v.).

mel-i-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. meli(a) ; Lat,

fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. ; Meliads, an order of hypogynous
exogens, alliance Rutales. It consists of

trees or shrubs, with leaves, as a rule, alter-

nate, simple, or pinnate, without stipules.

Flowers loosely aggregated; sepals three, four,

or live, more or less cohering
;
petals four or

five, united at the base, or even tubular;
stamens twice as many; filaments united in a

tube ; disc surrounding the ovary like a cup ;

ovary with five, four, three, or two, or, occa-

sionally, with ten to twelve cells ; style, one
;

stigmas distinct or combined ; fruit berried,

drupaceous, or capsular, often one-celled.

The order has an affinity to the Aurantiaceae.

Found in the warmer parts of both hemi-
spheres. Known genera, thirty-three; species,

150 ; tribes, Meliese and Trichilieee.

mel'-i-ad, s. [Mod. Lat. meli(a); Eng. suff.

-ad.]

Bot. (PI): The name given by Lindley to

the order Meliacete (q.v.).

mel-i-an'-thus, s. [Gr. ptJu (meli) = honey,

and av$os (anthos) = a blossom, a flower.]

Bot. : A genus ofZygophyllaceee. The leaves

are unequally pinnate, the flowers in clusters,

the calyx generally purple, the petals shorter

than the sepals, the stamens four. Small

trees from the Cape. The flowers of Melian-

tkus major, a Cape species, are so full of honey
that the natives supply themselves with it by
simply shaking the tree.

mel-i-be'-an, mel-i-bce'-an, a. [Named

after Melibceus, one of the interlocutors in

Virgil's first Eclogue.]

Bhet. d" Poetry : Alternating, alternate ;
al-

ternately responsive.

mel-i-bce'-a, s. [Gr. VLekCfUna (Metihoia) =

a maritime town in Thessaly, now Kastri.]

Zool. : A genus of holostomatous gastero-

poda, family Tritoniadee (q.v.).

* mel'-ic, a. [Gr. ^eAt/cos (melikos), from ^e'Aos

(melos)= a song.] Pertaining or relating to

song; lyric.

mel'-fa, «. [Melica.] (See the compound.)

melic-grass, s.

Bot. : The genus Melica.

mel'-i-ca, s. [From Ital. meliga, melliga =

(1) maize, (2) millet, the latter of which this

genus resembles in the sweet taste of its pith.]

Bot • A genus of grasses, tribe Fcstucete,

family Bromidse. The spikelets are rounded on

the hack and awnless. Empty glumes, two,

sub-equal ; flower glumes, five to seven,

nerved
;

palea two-nerved ;
fruit, oblong,

terete. From temperate and sub-tropical

countries ; known species twenty ; two are

British, Melica nutans and M. imfflora.

me-lic'-er-is, s. [Gr. p.eAi»o]pis (imiikeris),

from ju*Aa (meli) = honey, and KTjpds (keros) =
wax.]

Pathol. : An encysted tumour filled with a
substance resembling honey.

me-lic'-er-oiis, a. [Eng., &c. melicer(is); adj.

sutf. -oils.] Having the characters of meli-

ceris : as, a meliccroiis tumour.

mel-l-cer'-ta, s. [Gr. MeAi/ce'p-njs (Melikertes),

a son of Athamas and Ino metamorphosed
into a marine divinity, under the name of

Pal semom]
Zool. : A genus of Rotifers, family Floscula-

riidfe, with several species. Melieerta ringens,
the common Brick-maker, is very plentiful on
water-plants. The rotary organs of all the
British species are four-lobed, and most
species make a tube of pellets.

mel-i-cer'-tum, s. [Melicerta.]

Zool. ; A genus of Hydroida, sub-nrder Cnm-
panularia, family Thaumantidte. The bell is

short and broad at the margin, and has a

crowd of irregular filiform tentacles.

mel-i-coc'-ca, $. [Gr. /itAi (vieli) = honey,
and kokkos (kokkos) = a kernel.]

Bot. : A genus of Sapindacese, tribe Sapin-

dese. Melicocca bijuga, a West Indian tree, has
subacid, brown berries, for which it is culti-

vated in Brazil.

mel~i-c6-to6n', s, [Mglocoton.]

* mel'-i-cra-tdr-y, s. [Gr.
l
ie\tKparo<; (meli-

kratos), from p.e'Ai(meZi)= honey, andKeppam*|u.i

(lerranumi) — to mix.] A mixture of honey,
water, &c, forming a drink like mead.

me'-li-dse, s. pi. [Lat. mel(es); fern. pi. adj.

suff". -idee.

J

1. Zool. ; A family of arctoid mammals,
characterized by their elongated bodies and
short legs. The carnassial tooth is partly

trenchant, and not wholly tubercubrte as in

the Bears. It contains three genera : Meles
(Badger), Mellivora (Ratel), and Mephitis
(Skunk).

2. Paloiont. : The earliest remains of Melidaj

are from the Upper Miocene of the Siwalik

Hills, where Mellivora and the extinct Ursi-

taxus occur.

mel-i-e'-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. meli(a); Lat.

fern. pi. adj. suff. -etc.]

But. : The typical tribe of the order Melia-

ceee (q.v.). The embryo has albumen.

]nel'-i-er-ax, s. [Pref. meli-, and Gr. £e'pa£

(hierax) = a hawk.]

Omith.: ChantingGoshawk; a genus of Acci-
pitrina?, characteristic of the Ethiopian region.

Their powers of

song have proba-

bly been exagger-

ated, though they
have a more varied
note than other
Goshawks. Melie-

rax canorus is the
Cape or South Af-

rican Goshawk ;

M. polyzonus is

the Many-banded
Goshawk, some -

times found to the

northward of the
Ethiopian region

;

and M. gobar, the
Red - faced Gos -

hawk. Plumage
pearly gray, rump
white, tail dusky,
tipped and barred
with white in all three species, with little

variation. M. niger, the Black Goshawk, a

small species, is black, with white spots on
the tail. In habits the genus resembles Gos-
hawks of more northern climates.

mel-i-ge'-thes, s. [Pref. meli-, and Gr. yr)84<o

(getheo) = to rejoice.]

Entom. : A genus of pentamerous beetles,

family Nitidulidse (q.v.). As their scientific

name denotes, they are true Flower-beetles ;

they are very numerous, and sometimes prove
destructive to cultivated crops. Meligethes

tsneus is one of the chief enemies of farmers

in some parts of Germany, on account of the
injury it does to growing rape. British

species, thirty-two.

CHANTING GOSHAWK.
(Jf. canoi-us.)

mel'-i-llte, s. [Gr. /«'Ai (meli) = honey, and

Ai'flos (lithos) — stone *, Ger. melelith.]

Mineralogy

:

1. A tetragonal mineral, occurring in crystals

of varying pale shades of yellow, or honey-

yellow. Hardness, 5; sp. gr. 2*9 to 3104;
lustre, vitreous to resinous ; translucent when
unaltered ; fracture, conchoidal. Compos. :

a silicate of alumina, sesquioxide of iron,

lime, magnesia, and some alkali. Its varieties

are Humboldtilite, Somervillite, and Zurlite

(q.v.). The melilite is found on doleritic

lava at Capo di Bove, near Rome ; and its

varieties in the agglomerates of Monte Somma,
Naples.

2. The same as Mellite (q.v.).

mel'-i-lot, s. [Melilotus.]

Bot. ; The English name of the genus Meli-

lotus (q.v.).

IT The Common Melilot is Melilotus officina-

lis; the Field Melilot, M. arvensis ; the White
or White-flowered Melilot, M. vulgaris.

mel-l-lot'-ic, a. [Lat., &c. melilot(us) ; Eng.
adj. suff. -ic] Contained in or derived from
Melilotus officinalis.

melilotic-acid, s.

Chem. : Cj)H10O3. Hydrocoumaric acid. An
acid found in combination with coumarin, in

the common melilot (Melilotus officinalis), and
also prepared synthetically from eoumaric
acid by the addition of hydrogen. It crystal-

lizes in prisms, melting at 82°, slightly soluble

in cold water, but very soluble in boiling

water, alcohol, and ether. At higher tem-
peratures it yields the ethereal anhydrate,

CgHgOs- It has an acid reaction, a sour
astringent taste, and a honey-like odour.

me-llT-o-tol, s [Mod. Lat. melilot(us), and
ol(eum) = oil.]

Chem. : An acid oil obtained from the
flowers of the common melilot (Melilotus offi-

cinalis) by distillation. It is slightly soluble

in water, very soluble in alcohol and ether,

and is readily converted into melilotiu acid.

mel-i-ld'-tiis, s. [Lat. melilotos; Gr. fx€\(-

AtuTos (melilotos) = melilot: /ieAi(meZ£) = honey,
and AwToy (lotos) = lotus (q. v.) ; so called from
the quantity of honey which it contains.]

Bot. : Melilot, a genus of papilionaceous
plants, sub-tribe Trifoliea?. Leaves trifoliate,

the flowers in long racemes ; calyx five-toothed,
pi'tals distinct, deciduous ; keel, obtuse ; le-

iime, one

melilotus officinalis.

an escape. a. Plant. B. Flower.

A decoc-
tion of the first is emollient, and some-
times used on the Continent in lotions and
enemas. The second produces swelling in the
belly of cattle which graze upon it. The
flowers of M. cozrnlea are used to give the
peculiar odour and flavour to Schabzieger
cheese made in Switzerland, and more parti-

cularly in Giants ; the plant is said to be a
styptic. The seeds of M. parvijlora are re-

garded as useful in diarrhoea, especially of in-

fants ; the plant is esteemed in India as form-
ing good pasture for milch cattle.

mel'-in, s. [Lat. mel = honey ; Eng. adj. suff.

-hi ; so named from its colour.]

Chem,. : [Rutin].

mel'-in-ite, s. [Gr. [i-q\tvo<; (melinos) = a pale
gold-yellow colour.]

Min. : A doubtful mineral belonging to the
clays, of ochre-yellow colour, and found at
Amberg, Bavaria. The Brit. Mus. Cat. makes
it a synonym of Bole (q.v.).

b6il, b& ;
povit, joM ; cat, cell, chorus, 9hin, bench ;

go, gem ; thin, this
;
sin, as

; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = sham -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -§ion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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mel in 6 phane, rael-in-o pha' nite, s.

[Gr. (jL6&tuo4>ai>ri<; {melLnoplianex)= clear yellow
;

Ger. mdinophan.]

Min. : A mineral occurring iu crystals and
laminar masses in tlie zircon-syenite of Nor-
way, with elreolite and other minerals. Crys-
tallization, tetragonal. Hardness, 5 ; sp. gr.

3 ; colour, honey -yellow ; transparent to
translucent. Compos. : a flno-silicate of glu-
cina, lime, soda, and potash. Formula, ac-
cording to a recent analysis by Rammelsberg,
7R3Si207 + 6NaF, with R = Be. Thus dis-

tinct from leucophanite (q.v.).

meT-m-ose, & [Gr. /xtjAii/os (melinos) =
cruince-yellow.]

Mm. : The same as Wulfenite (q.v.).

*me'-li-6r-ate, v.t. & i. [Lat. melioratus,
pa. par. of melioro = to make better, to im-
prove ; melior = better.]

A.
r

Trans. : To make better, to improve, to
better, to ameliorate. (Cowper : Task, iii. 304.)

B. Inirans, : To become better or improved

;

to improve, to grow better.

* me'-li-dr-at-er, * me'-li-or-at-or, s.

[Eng. meliorate); -cr, -or.] One who melio-
rates or improves.

me-li-dr-a'-tion, 5. [Fr.
T
from Lat. meli-

oratio, from melioratus.] [Meliorate.]
* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of making better

or ameliorating
; the state of becoming better

or improving; improvement, amelioration.
" Digging yearly about the roota of trees, which is a

great means both to the acceleration and melioration
of fruits, is practised in nothing but in vines."—
Bacon : A'at. Hist., § -133.

2. Scots Law : A term used generally to
denote improvements made bv a tenant upon
the land or farm rented by him, for which he
is in certain cases entitled to compensation
fiom the landlord.

* me'-li-or-at-or, s. [Meliorater.]

t me'-li-dr-ism, s. [Lat. melior = better
;

Eng. suff. -ism.] The doctrine that every-
thing iu nature tends to produce a progres-
sive improvement.

" This new hope and power does extinguish pes-
simism, and substitutes for it what George Eliot well
called Meliorism, or the belief in the steady and neces-
sary amelioration of the world.'—j/. D. Conway:
Lessons for the Day, i. 95.

t me'-li-or-ist, «. [Eng. melior(ism) ; -ist,]

Of, belonging to, or partaking of Meliorism
(q.v.).

" A meliorist view,"—Pull Mall Gazette, Dec. 3, 1885,
p. 12.

* me-li-or'-i-ty^ s. [Low Lat. melioritas,
from Lat. melior = better.] The state of being
better. (P. Holland: Plutarch, p. 613.)

mel-l-OS'-ma, s. [Gr. fj-eKi (meli), and 60-/117

(osvic) = smell.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Meli-
osmeae (q.v.). The species, about twenty in
number, are found in the warmer parts of
America and Asia.

mel-i-os'-me-se, s.pl [Mod. Lat. meZtosm(a.);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. sutf. -em.]

Bot. : A tribe of Sapindacece, or, placed in a
new order, Sabiaceas (q.v.). The leaves are
alternate, the flowers very irregular, the sta-

mens five, only two of them, fertile ; the ovules
two in each cell, both suspended ; the embryo
folded up, the fruit a drupe. (Lindley.)

me-liph'-a-ga, s. [Gr. ,ue'At (meli), ~ honey,
and <$>a.yeLi> (pllagein) = to eat,]

Ornitli. : Honey-eater ; the typical genus of
the family Meliphagidse (q.v.). The bill is as
long as or longer than the head, the wings and
tail rounded. Meliphaga phrygia is a beautiful
black and yellow bird, inhabiting Australia.
It seeks its food in the blossoms of the Eu-
calypti. It makes a nest of grass, wool, and
hair, and deposits two eggs of a yellowish
buff colour, with spots and blotches of chest-
nut-red and dull-purplish-gray.

me-liph'-a-gan, s. [Meliphaga.] A bird
belonging to the genus Meliphaga (q.v.).

m£l-i-phag/
-i-dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat. meli-

phag(ct) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ornitli.: True Honey-eaters; a family of
Perchers, sub-order Turdiformes, group Cin-
nyrimorphje (Honey-eaters). The tongue is

doubly cleft, and pencilled at the tip ; the

nostrils long and shut in with a large horny
membrane on the upper edge ; the bill with a
notch ; the hind toe and claw long and strong.
They inhabit Australia and Oceania.

mel 1 phag 1 dan, a. & s. [Mod. Lat. meli-
phagid(ce); Eng. suff. -an.]

A. As adj. : Of, belonging to, or akin to
the Meliphagidse : as, ofwielipJtagidan affinities.

B. -4s subst. : One of the family Melipha-
gidse (q.v.).

mel-i-pha-gi'-nae, s. pi. [Lat. meliphag(a);
fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Omith. : The typical sub-family of the
family Meliphagidse.

me-liph -a-goiis, a. [Mod. Lat., &c. me-
liphag(a); Eng. adj. sutf. -ous.] Feeding upon
honey.

mel -i-phane, mel i-pha nite, s. [Mel-
inophane.]

me-lip'-6-na, s. [Melljpona.]

me-lis'-sa, s. [Gr. /leKia-cra (meliss(t) = a bee,

honey. So named because the plants are
favourites with bees.]

Bot. : Balm ; the typical genus of the tribe
Melissese. The calyx obviously two-lipped,
the upper lip longer than the stamens ; the
upper lip of the corolla concave, tube curved
upwards ; stamens didynamous and diverging.
Distribution Europe and Asia ; known species
four, scarcely distinct from Calamintha.
Melissa officinalis, Common Calaminth, is

naturalized in the south of England. It is

used as a pectoral medicine ; the latter is

also stomachic.

melissa-oil, s.

Ckem. : A volatile oil obtained from balm
(Melissa officinalis). It is colourless or pale-
yellow, has a peculiar odour, and a specific

gravity = 0'85. It is soluble in 5 to parts
of alcohol.

me lis se-se, ». pi [Lat. meliss(a); fern. pi.

adj. suff. -em]

Bot. : A tribe of Labiate (q.v.).

me-llS'-sic, a. [Mod. Lat., &c. meliss(a);
Eng. adj. suff. -it'.] Of, belonging to, or
derived from melissa or balm. [Melissa.]

melissic-acid, s.

Chem. : C30H60O2. A wax-like substance
obtained by treating hydrate of myricyl with
soda-lime. It melts at 88°.

me-llS'-sin, s. [Mod. Lat. meliss(ct); suff.

-in (Chem.),] [Myricylic-alcohol.]

mel-i-su'-ga, «. [Mellisuga,]

mel-I-su-gi'-nae, s. pi. [Mellisugin^:.]

mel-i-t»'-a, s. [Fern, of Lat. Melitceus ; Gr.

MeAtTeuos (Melitaios)= of or from Malta.]

Entom. : A genus of Butterflies, family
Nymphalidse, sub- family Argynnidi. The
species are a generally deep fulvous colour,
tesselated with brownish-black. Three are
British, Melitcea Cinxia, M. Athalia, and M.
Artemis.

mel-l-tag'-ra, s. [Gr. ^e'At (meli), genit.
/ie'AiTos (m-elitos) = honey, and aypa. (agra) =. a
catching. So called from the honey-like ap-
pearance of the discharge.]

Path. : A name for porrigo larvalis.

mel-l-the'-a, s. [Gr. UeKtralos (Melitaios) =
of or from Melita (Malta).]

Zool. : A genus of Alcyonaria, family Gor-
gonidse. The outer calcareous parts are porous
and corky in appearance.

mel - 1 - threp- te§, mel - i - threp'- ta,
mel-l-threp'-tUSf s. [Gr. jueAt'0peirro9

(melithreptos)= honey-fed : jueAi (meli)- honey,
and dpjinoq (threptos) ~ nourished, fed ; rpe't/iaj

(trepho) = to nourish.]

Omith. : The typical genus of the sub-
family Melithreptinee (q.v.). The bill is long
and sickle-shaped, the tips entire ; only the
extremity of the tongue with a bunch of short
filaments. Found in Oceania.

mel-i-threp-ti'-n«e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. meli-
thrept(es); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -inm.]

Omith. : A sub-family of Meliphagidse (q.v.),

established by Mr. G. R. Gray. The wings
are rather long. Locality, Australia.

mel l-tose, s. [Gr. jue'At (meli) = honey ; t

connect., and Eng. suff. -ose.]

Chem.: C]2H220n. A kind of sugar ob-
tained from Eucalyptus manna. It crystallizes

in thin interlaced needles, having a slightly

saccharine taste, slightly soluble in cold, but
very soluble in boiling water and in alcohol.
Melitose turns the plane of polarisation to
the right : [a] = + 102°. It is partly con-
verted into,a fermentable sugar by yeast, and
does not reduce an alkaline cupric solution.

me-lit'-ta, s. [Melissa.]

me-lit'-ti-dse, $. pi. [Lat. melitt(is) (q.v.);
pi. adj. suff. -ides.]

Bot. : A family of Labiates, tribe Stachese.

me-llt'-tis, s. [Gr. txeXirra (melitta) = a bee.]

Bot. : Bastard-balm ; the typical genus of
the family Melittidse. Calyx campanulate,
obviously two-lipped, veined, the upper lip
longer than the stamens, which are didynam-
ous, ascending, and parallel ; nutlets smooth
or reticulated. Only known species, Melittis
Melissophyllum, a creamy white plant blotched
with pink or purple. Found in the south of
England.

mel-i-tiir'-i-a, s. [Gr. jue'At (meli), genit.
/xe'AiTos (melitos) = honey, and oipov (ouron)
= urine.]

Pathol. : A name for the disease otherwise
called Glucoheemia, Glycosuria, or Saccharine
Diabetes.

mel-i-zdph'-i-lus, s. [Gr. fj.e\(£u> (melizo) =
to sing, and ^hAcoj (phileo) = to love.]

Omith. : A genus erected by Leach for the
reception of the Dartford "Warbler, Melizophi-
lus Dartfordiensis, and first published iu his
Systematic Catalogue (1816).

* meli, * melle, v.i. & t. [Fr. meler.]
[Meddle.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To meddle, to interfere, to mix.
" Men are to meli with, boys are not to kisH,"

Shakeep. : Alts Well That £nds Well, iv. 5.

2. To contend in fight ; to fight.

B. Trans. : To mix, to confuse, to con-
found.

" Oft began . . . wintry storms to swell,
Aa heaven and earth they would together meli."

2'/iomson: Castle of Indolence, i. 43.

meli (1), s. [Mall.] A mallet, a maul.

* meli (2), s. [Lat. mel ; Gr. p.i\t (meli) ; Ir.

mel; Goth, miliths.] Honey.
"That mouth of hirs which seemde to flow with meli.'

Gasvoigne : Dan Bartholomew of Bathe.

* meli (3), 5. [Mell, v.] (See the compound.)

mell-supper, s. Harvest-supper ; so
called because the master and servants sat
promiscuouslyat the harvest-board. (Brewer,
&c.)

mel-lam'- 1C, a. [Lat. mel (genit. mellis) =
honey, and Eng., &c. amic (q.v.).] (See the
compound.)

mellamic-acid, a. [Euchroic-acid.]

mel lam -ide, s. [Eng. mell(itic), and amide.}

Chem. : (OjOoJHjNo, Mellitamide. Obtained,
together with mellitamic acid (according to
Limpricht and Scheibler), by the action of
ammonia on neutral mellitate of ethyl.

mel-Ian, s. [Mellone.]

mel la ro'-sa, s. [Melarosa.]

* mel-lay, * mel'-ley, 5. [Melee.] A
melee, a conflict, a struggle, an affray.

" He rode the mellay, lord of the ringing lista."

Tennyson : Princess, x. 491.

* melle, v.i. & t. [Mell, v.]

* melle, 3. [Mill.]

' melied, a. [Eng. mell— honey ; -erf.] Honied;
mixed with honey.

" Which sugred mel, or melled sugar yield,"
Sylvester ; The Lau-e, 841.

* mel le -ous, a. [Lat. melleus, from mel
(genit. mellis) = honey.] Of the nature of
honey ; honey-like.

"To free wax from the yellow melleous parts."—
Boyle ; Works, v. 712.

* mel'-ler, s. [Miller.]

* mel'-ley, 5. [Melee.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cud, ciire, unite; cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a ; qu = kw.
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mel lie, a. [Lat. mel (genit. mellis) = honey

;

Eng. sulT. -ic] Of or belonging to honey

;

or anything honey-like.

mellic acid, s. [Mellitic acid.]

* mel lie, s. [Lat. mel.] Honey.
" From the makings milk aud mellU flowea."

Daoies : A'alogue, 20.

mel-lif-er-a, s.pl. [Lat. neut. pi. of mellifer
= bearing or* producing honey : mel — honey,
and few = to bear, to produce.]

Entom. : A sub-tribe of hymenopteroua
insects, tribe Aculeata. It contains the bees.
The same as Apiari^e and Anthophila
(Flower-lovers). There are two families, An-
drenidge and Apidae. [Bee. ]

t mel-lif '-er-OUS, a. [Lat. mellifer; Eng. adj.

suff. -ous.] [Mellifera.] Producing or bear-
ing honey.

"And |( 'iuiiiiui 1 being mountainous, could not but
abound with melliferous plants of the beet kind."—
Grew: Cosmo. Sacra, bk. iv., oh, li.

* mel-ll-fl-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. mellificatus,
pa. par. of melllfico = to make honey : mel
(genit. mellis) = honey, and/acio = to make.]
The .act or process of making or producing
honey.

t mel-lif-lu-ence» s. [Eng. mellifluent ; -ce.]

A flow of sweetness ; a sweet, smooth flow.

"The pastoral mellifluence of itB lyric measure.'

—

Warton: Milton. (Pref.)

t mel-lif-lu-ent, a. [Lat. mellifluens, from
mel (genit. mellis) = honey, and Jluens, pr. par.
of fluo =. to flow.] Flowing with honey ; flow-
ing smoothly and sweetly.

" Grenset's clear pipe . . . combines in one
Each former bard's mellifluent tone."

Cooper: Apology of A?~istippus, Ep. 3.

t mel-lif-lu-ent-ly, adv. [Eng. mellifluent;
-ly.] In a mellifluent manner ; smoothly,
flowingly.

t mel-lif-lu-oiis, a. [Lat. melllfluvs, from
mel (genit. mellis) = honey, andjluo = to flow.]
Mellifluent.
" Wisest of men ; from whose mouth issued forth
Mellifluous streams, that water'd all the echools."

Milton; P. A\, iv. 277.

If The Mellifluous Doctor: A title given to
St. Bernard (1091-1153).

t mel-lif-lu-oiis-l^, adv. [Eng. mellifluous;
-ly.] In a mellifluous manner; mel liftuently.

* mel-lig' en-ous, a. [Lat. melligenus =
honey-like: mel (genit. mellis)— honey, and
genus = kind.] Having the qualities or pro-
perties of honey.

mel-H'-go, a. [Lat.] Honey-dew (q.v.).

mel li lite, s, [M eli lite. ]

* mel-lil'-d-quent, a. [Lat. mel (genit.

mt;M£s)=honey, a,ndloquens,\n\ par. of loquor =
to speak.] Speaking sweetly.

mel-lim'-ide, s. [Eng. mell(itic), and imide.]

Chem. : C6(^q!nh) 3. Mellitunide, Para-

mide. An amide of mellitic acid, obtained by
the dehydration of mellitate of ammonium.
It is a white amorphous powder, insoluble in

water and in alcohol.

mel-liph'-a-gan, s. [Meliphagan.]

inel-liph'-a-goiis, t*. [Meliphagous.]

inel-lip 6 na, t me-lip'-o-na, s. [Lat.

mel (genit. mellis) = honey, and pono = to put,

place, or lay. Or Gr. /ueAi (meli), and irovos

(ponos) = work.]

Entom. : A genus of social bees, interme-

diate between Apis and Boinbus, but more
akin to the latter. MelUpona domestica, a
Mexican species, described and figured by
Pierre Huber, builds cells of two kinds, some
small cylindrical ones for the larvse, and others

large for holding honey ; the latter are inter-

mediate in structure between the cells of the

humble bee and the hive bee. (For details

and the argument thence adduced that what
may be called the mathematical instinct of

the hive bee arose through natural selection,

see Darwin: Origin ofSpecies (ed. 1882), p. 220.)

mel-lls-syr-ic, a. [Mod. Lat. melissa(q.v.);

Gr. ii\y) (hule) = matter, and suff. -ic (CViem.).]

(See the compound.)

mellissylic - alcohol, s. [Myricylic-
ALCOHOL.]

mel-li-su'-ga, t mel-i-su'-ga, s. [Lat.
mel (genit. mellis) = honey, and" sugo = to
suck. In words derived from the Lat. mel
(genit. mellis), the better spelling is with a
double I; in those of Greek origin, from /icAt

(meli), genit. /ie'Airos (meZitos),witha single one.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the sub-
family MellisuginEe (q.v.). Melllsuga minima
is a humming-bird, only about an inch and a
quarter long. The back is golden-green, the
wings and tail purplish-brown, the lower parts
whitish. It inhabits South America and the
"West Indies.

mel li su-gi use, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. melli-

sug(ci); Lat. fern. pi. adj. sutf. -ince.]

Ornith. . A sub-family of humming-birds.

mel -lit, s, [Lat. mel (genit. mellis) = honey.]

Fan: : A dry scab on the heel of a horse's
foot, cured by a mixture of honey and vinegar.

mel-li-tam'-ic, a. [Eng. mellit(ic), and amic.]
(See the compound.)

mellitamic-acid, s.

H2 )N
Chem.: (C^V'fO. [Mellamide.]

H )

mel-lit' a-mlde, s. [Eng. mellit(ic), and
amide.] [Mellamide.]

mel li tate, s. [Eng. inellit(ic); -ate.]

Cliem. : A salt of mellitic acid.

mellitate of aluminium, s.

Chem.: C^CO^AU^lSOHs. It occurs
native as hone} stone. Its colour is honey-
yellow, and it possesses the property of strong
double refraction.

mellitate of ammonium, s.

Chem. : Ce(CO 'NH40)690H2 (neutral salt)
forms large shining crystals, having a slight
acid reaction.

mel lite, s. [Gr. /ie'Ai (meli) = honey, and
Atflos (lithos) = stone.]

Min. : A tetragonal mineral, occurring in
isolated octahedral crystals, and in nodules,
in brown-coal at Artern, Tliuringia, at Tula,
Russia, and other localities. Hardness, 2 to
2*5

; sp. gr. 1*55 to l'(J5 ; lustre, .resinous
;

colour, honey-yellow, frequently brownish

;

streak, white ; transparent to translucent

;

fracture, conchoidal
; sectile. Compos. : mel-

litic acid, 40*53 ; alumina, 14*32 ; water, 40-15.

mel-llf-lC, a. [Eng. mellit(e); -ic.] Of or
pertaining to mellite ; obtained from mellite.

mellitic-acid, a.

Chem. : C12H(i012 = C^COOHg). A sexa-
basic acid obtained from native mellite or
honeystone. It crystallizes in delicate silky
needles, which dissolve readily in water and
alcohol. It is fusible by heat, and tastes
strongly acid. It forms acid and neutral
salts with the alkalis and metals.

mellitic-anhydride, s.

Chem. : C4O2O. This is probably the com-
position of the white substance, insoluble in
water aud in alkalis, produced by heating
chloride of mellityl with mellitic acid, and
treating the product with water. (Watts.)

mellitic-ethers, s. pi.

Chem. : Mellitic acid forms acid mellitate

C6(COOC \ ) '
and neutral mellitate C6(COO

CsHsJe of ethyl—the former by heating the
acid with alcohol and sulphuric acid, and the
latter by the action of iodide of ethyl on
mellitate of silver.

mel-lit imide, s. [Eng. mellit(ic), and
imide.] [Mellimide.]

mel'-liv-dr-a, s. [Mod. Lat., from Lat. mel
(genit. mellis) = honey, and voro = to eat, to
devour.]

1. Zool. : Ratel, or Honey-badger. A genus
of arctoid mammals, family Melidae. Ashy
gray on upper surface, black beneath. About
twenty-seven inches in length, of which the
tail takes up from four to five inches. The
dentition is interesting, the molars being

^p as in the Felidse. The ratel lives largely

on bees, which it tracks to their nests, and on
birds, tortoises, and insects. Two species
are known ; Mellivora capensis, the Cape Ratel,
from South Africa, and M. indica, the Indian
Ratel.

2. Palceont. : Found in the Miocene of the

Siwalik Hills.

mel-16'-ca, mel-lu'-cd, s. [Peruvian mel'

loco, ulluc'o.]

Bit. : A genus of Basellacese. Melloca tube-

rosa, called also UUucils tnberosa [Etym.] is

cultivated, under the name of Oca quina, for

its tuberous roots in the Andes of Peru and
Bolivia. They were tried in Ireland during
the potato famine of 1846, but proved a com-
plete failure. (Loudon.)

mel -lone, s. [Eng. mell(itic); suff. -one.]

Chem. : CgNj^, Mellan. A substance pro-
duced by the action of heat on certain cyanogen
compounds— e.g., pseudo - sulpho - cyanogen
melam and nielamine. The product is a loose,

light yellow, strongly-staining powder, desti-
tute of taste and smell. It is resolved by heat
into cyanogen and nitrogen.

mel-ldn-hy'-dric, a. [Eng. mello-nie), hy-
drogen), and suff. -ic] (See the compound.)

mellonhydric-acid, s.

Chem. : C9N13H3, Mellonide of hydrogen.
Obtained by dissolving mellonide of mercury
in dilute hydrocyanic acid, precipitating the
mercury by means of sulphydric acid, and
driving off the hydro-cyanic acid by a gentle
heat. It is soluble in water and in alcohol,
possesses a strong acid taste, and expels car-
bonic acid from carbonates with effervescence.

meT-lon-ides, s. pi. [Eng. mellon{e); pi. suff.

-ides.]

Chem. : C9NJ3M3, compounds of the alkalis
and metals with mellone. The salts of the
alkalis are soluble in water. Potnssic mel-
lonide, C9N13K3, forms soft, white, very
slender needles, having a silky lustre. It is

a neutral salt, and is insoluble in alcohol.

mel-lo-phan'-ic, a. [Lat. mel (genit. mellis
= honey, and Gr. <£ou'eu) (phaino) » to appear.]
(See def. and compound.)

mellophanic-acid, s.

Chem. : CioH^Og. A tetrabasic acid, ob-
tained by heating hydromellitic acid, with
five times its weight of concentrated sulphuric
acid. It forms anhydrous crystalline crusts,
melting between 215" and 238°, very soluble
in water ; it yields a hydro-acid when treated
with nascent hydrogen.

mel'-low, * mel-ow, * mel-owef
* mel-

we, a. [A variant of A.S. mearu = soft,

tender ; cogn. with Dut. murio = soft, tender
;

viollig = soft ; malsch = soft, tender ; M. H.
Ger. mar ; O. H. Ger. maro ; Lat. mollis =
soft ; Gr. fia\aKo$ (malakos) = soft ; Eng.
marrow, meal, mild.]

1. Soft with ripeness ; fully ripe
;

pulpy,
tender.

" Your chebea embolned like a mellow coetarj."
liallad imputed to Cltaucer.

2. Soft, loamy, open ; easily penetrated.
*' Fat pasture, mellow glelie, aud of that kiud what can
Give uourishuieut to beast, or benefit to inau."

Drayton ; Poly-Olbion, •
. 25.

3. Soft to the senses ; rich ; delicate to the
ear, eye, palate, &c.

4. Toned down in colour ; soft by age.

5. Well-matured ; ripened or softened by
years

;
jovial, good-humoured, hearty.

6. Rendered good humoured or warmed by
liquor

;
genial, jolly, half tipsy.

* 7. Singing sweetly and softly.
" Tbe mellow bulfiuch answers from the grove."

Thomson : Sirring, 605.

mellow-toned, a. Having a soft sweet
tone. (Used either of colour or of sound.)

mel low, *mel-lowe, v.t. & i. [Mellow, a.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To ripen, to mature ; to soften by ripen-
ing or age ; to bring to maturity.
"My rijjer mellowed yeeres beginne to follow on as

fast
'

Gaseoigne : A Gloze vpon a Text.

2. To soften, to pulverize.

"To plough in the wheat stubble in December; and
if the weather prove frosty to mellow it, they do not
plough it again till April.'—Mortimer: Husbandry.

3. To soften in character ; to tone down ;

to mature to perfection.
"Maturing time

But mellows what we write, to dull the sweets of
rhyme." Dryden: To the Memory of Mr. Oldliam.

4. To soften ; to render soft and pleasing to
the senses.

" At first the Bound by distance tame,
Mellowed along the waters caine."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, ii. 17.

boil, boy- ; pout, jo%l ; cat, yell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, pn — fc

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -iion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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B. Intransitive:

1. To become ripened or matured ; to

mature ; to come to perfection.

2. To "become softened or toned down ; to

soften in character.

* mel'-low-ly, adih [Eng. mellow; -ly.] In
a mellow, soft, or delicate manner ; softly.

'• See it by moonlight, when mellowly shines
The light o'er its' palaces, gardens, ami shrinea."

Moore: Light of tlm JJarem.

mel'-low-ness, s. [Eng. mellow ; -ness.]

1. Oni. Lang. : The quality or state of being
mellow ; ripeness, maturity; softness or rich-

ness to the senses.

"My reason can consider
_
greenness, mellowness,

sweetness, or coldness, singly
."

—

Diyby : Of Bodies.

2. Art : A richness of tone in an old picture
;

an absence of harsh colouring in a new one.

meT-low-y, a. [Eng. mellow; -y.] Mellow,
suit, rich, loamy.

" Whose mcllowy glebe doth hear
The yellow ripened sheaf, tliat bendeth with the ear,"

Drayton; Poly-Olbion, s. 10.

me'-16, s. [Lat., from Gr. /j.rjAor (melon) — an
apple.]

Zool. : Melon-shell ; a genus of proso-
brauchiate siphonostomatous gasteropods,
family Volutidse. The shell is large, sub-
oval, inflated, truncated in front, with a
short spire, the apex of which is obtuse and
rounded ; whorls smooth. The columella has
several oblique plaits, and the outer lip is thin
and simple. The animals are ovo-viviparous.
About ten species are known, principally from
New Guinea ; most of them are ornamented
with a variety of colours ; the living shell is

covered with a greenish-brown epidermis.
The foot is large and thick ; the eyes are at
the bases of the tentacles.

mel-6-cac'-ti-dse, * pi. [Mod. Lat. melo-
caet(n$) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Hot. : A family of Cactacese, having flowers
of melon-like, that is, of globose form.

mel-6-cac'-tiis, s. [Lat. melo, from Gr.
p.r\\ov (melon) = an apple, and Lat. cactus (q.v. ).~]

Bnt. : The typical genus of the family Melo-
cactula; (q.v.). It consists of a globose or
conical stem, having rows of spores at inter-

vals and flowers at the top on a hemispheri-
cal or cylindrical head. Distribution, West
Indies and other parts oftropical America. Me-
locactus communis is the Turk's, Englishman's,
or Pope's Head Cactus. The head bearing the
flower is red, and like a Turkish fez in form.

mel-6-can'-na, s. [Lat. melo = an apple-
shaped melon, "and canna ; Gr. k6.wo. (karma)
— a reed, a cane.]

Lot. : A genus of grasses, sometimes called

Beesha It is of the family Bambusida1
. Me-

locauna hambusoides is the common gregarious
bamboo of Chittagong. Gamble says that
it has an edible fruit, and Prof. Watt that
" its fibre is well adapted for paper-making."
The stems are from titty to seventy feet long,

with a girth of from twelve to thirteen inches.

They are cut and used for mats for house-
building, &c.

me-lo'-Chi-a, s. [From Arab, wielochich =
a salad-plant (Corchorus olitorius).~\

Hot. : A genus of Byttneriaceae, orByttuerese,
tribe or sub-tribe Hcrmanneie. Melochia velu-

ttita is a small tree growing in the Andaman
Islands, Burmab, and the Malay Archipelago.
It has a strong fibre, made in the Andaman
Islands into turtle-nets. (Calcutta Exhib. Re-
port, &c.)

* mel-6-co-ton', " mel-6-co-tone', * mel-
6-c6-to6n',s. [Sp. melocotov — a peach tree

grafted into a quince tree, the fruit of the tree,

from Lat. malum cotoneum or Cydonium. = an
apple of Cydonia, in Crete, whence it came ; a
quince ; Ital. melocotogno = a quince tree.] A
quince ; a large kind of peach.

r " In September come melocotones, nectarines, corne-
lians."

—

Bacon: Essay*; Of Gardens.

me-ld'-de-6n, s. [Melody.]

Music

:

3. A wind-instrument with a row of reeds
and operated by keys. In 1S46 a method of

drawing air through the reeds by suction-
bellows was patented. Pressure on the key
drives down the pin and the valve, allowing
passage to the air. The principle is the same
as that of the accord emi.

* 2. A music-hall.

^me-lod'-lC, a. [Eng. melod(y); -ic] Of the
nature of melody ; relating to or composed of
melody ; melodious.

videut."—

me-ldd'-i-co, me-lod-i-cd'-so, adv. [Ital.]

Musk: Melodiously, sweetly.

me-lod'-i-con, s. [Melody.]

Music: An instrument made of steel bars
in different lengths tuned to the diatonic
scale, struck with hammers held in the hand.

me-lod'-ics, s. [Melodic] That branch of
1 lie science of music which treats of the laws
of melody and the pitch of tones.

mel-o-di'-nus, s. [Named by Foster from
Gr. fir/\ov (melon) = an apple, and fitVij (dine)

= a whirling round, from the twining nature
of these plants.]

Bot. : A genus of Apocynacete (q.v.), tribe

Carissese. Melodinus monogynus is a climbing
plant, with a woody stem, growing in India.

It bears a pulpy fruit, eaten by the natives.

me - 16'- di - oils, a. [Fr. melodieux, from
melodie = melodv (q.v.); Ital. & Sp. melodioso;
Port, melodlozo.) Containing melody; charac-
terized by melody ; agreeable to the ear

;

musical, harmonious.
"Those, who in their course.

Melodious hymns about the sov 'reign throne
Alternate." Milton ; P. /,., v. 656.

me-lo'-di-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. melodious;
-ly.] In a melodious manner ; musically.

" Orpheus, the Tracian, harped melodiously
With Amphion." Hkelton: Crovme of Laurell.

me -16 -di-oiis-ness, s. [Eng. melodious;
-ness.] The quality or state of being melo-
dious ; melody, musicalness, harinoniousness.

meT-6-dlst, s. [Eng. melod(y); -ist; Fr.

melodists; Ital. & Sp. mdodista.]

1. A writer or composer of melodies.

"A rhap&odist, a melodist, a visionary."

—

Taylor:
Philip Van Artevelde. (Pref.)

2. A collection ot melodies, tunes, or songs.

- mel -6 dize, v.t. & i. [Eng. melod(y); -ize.]

A. Trans. : To make melodious.
" Whose murmurs melodise my song."

Langhom : Ode to the Iliver Eden.

B. Intrans. : To compose or sing melodies.

meT-6-dra-ma, * mel' 6 drame, s. [Fr.

melodrama = acting with songs ; Gr. ,ueAos

(inelos) = a song, and Spa/ia (drama) = an
action, a drama (q.v.).

J

1. Orig. : A dramatic piece in which the
interest is heightened by the character of the
vocal or instrumental musicaccompanyingeer-
taiu situations. The melodrama is of French
invention, and was introduced into England
at tiie end of the last century; the subjects

are generally of a romantic character, illus-

trated with picturesque costumes and scenery,
and having serious and sensational incidents.

Although sometimes confounded with the
opera, it differs from that higher class of

work insomuch that the action is carried on
in speaking and not in recitative and aria.

[Opera.]
"This narrative, as it is given in Livy, resembles a

scene in a inelodrame, rather than an event in real

2. Now : A play of strong situations, resem-
bling both the domestic and the sensational
drama, and characterized more by bold colour-
ing than artistic finish. The more thrilling

passages are accentuated by musical accom-
paniments known as the "hurries," the only
relic of the original musical character of the
melodrama. This form of drama is abandoned
to second-rate theatres, and the word is often
used to signify a strained and unnatural play.

mel-6-dra-mat'-ic, mel-6-dra-mat-
ic-al, a. [Gr. jueAos (melos) = a song, and
Eng". dramatic, dramatical.] Of or pertaining
to melodrama ; having the nature of a melo-
drama.

"The comic flirtations of the policeman, the melo-
dramatic attitudes of the pirate king."

—

Daily Tele-
graph, Dee. 24, 1884.

mel-o-dra-mat'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. melo-

dramidical ; -ly.] In a melodramatic manner;
like an actor in a melodrama.

" The Honourable Samuel Slumkey . . . melo-
dramatically testified by gestures to the crowd his
ineffaceable obligation to the Eatanswill Gazette."—
Divkens : Pickwick Papers, ch. xiii.

mel-o-dram'-a-tist, s. [Eng. melodrama;
t connective; '-ist.] One who writes melo-
dramas ; one who is versed in melodrama.

* melo drame, s. [Melodrama.]

meT-6-dy, * melo die, s. [Fr. melodie,

from Lat. melodia ; Gr. yueAwfita (melodia),

from fie'Aos (melos) = a song, music, and oJSij

(ode) = a song, an ode ; Sp., Port., & Ital.

melodia.] [Ode.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A succession of sweet and
agreeable sounds ; sweetness of sound ; music,
harmony.

" While this multitude of flies

Is ailing all the air with melody."
Wordsworth : Excursion, hk. i.

II. Music:

1. An agreeable succession of simple sounds,
produced by a single voice or instrument, and
so regulated as to give a pleasing effect, or to
be expressive of some kind of sentiment. It

is often founded on relative harmonies, and
yet is completely distinguished from harmony
by not needing the addition of parts to make
it perfect.

2. The air or tune of a musical piece ; the
leading theme or themes in a musical compo-
sition.

melody - organ, melody -harmo-
nium, s.

Music: A harmonium so constructed that
the upper note of the chords played is louder
than the rest of the sounds.

mel'-o-e, s. [Etym. doubtful ; Agassiz leaves
it an open question ; McNicoll gives Gr. jue'Aas

(melos) = black, and Braude suggests Gr. jutjAtj

(mele) = a probe.]

Entom. : Oil-beetle ; the typical genus of
the family Meloidse (q. v.). One or two species
are common on hedgebanks in spring in
many parts of England. Wing-cases short,
colour blue-black, abdomen full, and general
appearance greasy. The eggs are laid in holes
in the ground, and the larvse when hatched
attach themselves to bees of various species,

whence their popular name Bee-lice. The
active six-footed larva changes into a fleshy

cylindrical grub, with less aborted legs and
stronger jaws than the corresponding stage of
Sitaris (q.v.).

mel'- 6 graph, s. [Gr. jxe'Ao? (melos) = a
song, and ypa</)io (grapho) = to write.] An in-

strument invented for the purpose of writing
down melodies when played upon a piano-
forte. It has not yet been brought into use,

as its action is imperfect.

mel'-d-ld, s. [Meloidje.] Any individual of
the family Meloidte (q.v.).

"Another parasitic AMoid . . . infesting the cells

of Mason Bees."

—

Prof. Dallas, in Cassell's A'ut. llist. r

v. 339.

me-16'-i-da% s. pi. [Mod. Lat. melo(e); Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of heleromerous beetles ;

the larvae are parasitic on other insects, chiefly

hymenoptera. Principal genera : Meloe,Sitaris,

Epicauia, Macrobasis, Khipiphorus, Horma,
and Rhipidius.

mel-6-lon'-tha, s. [Gr. fj.y)\o\6v9r] (melolon-

the) = a beetle or cockchafer : jlltjAow (meloo)
= to explore, and ov9os (onthos) = dung.
(McNkoll,)']

Entom. : A genus of lamellicorn beetles,

typical of the group Melolonthides (q.v.).

Melolontha vulgaris is the 'well-known Com-
mon Cockchafer (q.v.). It is seldom suffi-

ciently numerous in England to prove very
destructive ; but the damage done by these
insects in the department of Seine-Inferieure
in 1866 was estimated at more than a million

sterling. The larva takes two years to com-
plete its growth, ten months of which are
passed in hibernation ; the pupa state lasts

eight, and that of the adult insect nearly four
months, of which rather less than twenty days
is passed in the free state, depositing its ova.
It is active only in. the twilight. Its favourite
food is the foliage of oak and elms.

fmel-o-lon'-thi-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
melolonth(a) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -idos.]

1. Entom. ; In older classifications, a family of
lamellicorn beetles, sub-section Phyllophagi.
At first it contained three genera : Melolontha,
Rhizotrogus, and Serica ; to which Latreille
added Dasyus, Macrodactylus, Diphucephala,
Plectris, Ceraspis, and Areoda. [Melolon-
thides, Melolonthinve.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, potr

, or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e ; ey - a ; qu — kw.
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2. Palceonl. : The family has existed siuce
the time of the Lias.

t mel-6-lon'-thi-dan, a. & s. [Mod. Lat.
melolonthid(ce) ; Eng. suff. -an.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the family
Melolonthidfe

: as, of Melolonthidan affinities.

B. As subst. ; One of the Melolonthidae.

mel-6-ldn -thl-des, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. melo-
lonth(a); Lat. masc. or fern. adj. suff. -ides.]

Entom. : Tlie typical group of the sub-
family Melolontlrinaj (q.v.). Genera : Melo-
lontha, Ruizotrogus, and Polyphylla.

mel 6 Ion thin, s. [Mod. Lat., &c. melo-
lonth(a); -in.]

Ckem. : C5H12NoS03. A crystallizable body,
obtained together with leucine, sardine, and
xanthine, from the bodies of the common cock-
chafer (Melolontha vulgaris), 30 lbs. of cock-
chafers yielding only T5 grin. It crystallizes
in fine silky needles, slightly soluble in water
and proof spirit, insoluble in alcohol and ether,
but very soluble in the alkalis and in acids.
It is colourless, scentless, and tasteless, grates
between the teeth, and does not lose weight
at 100°.

mel-o-lon-thi'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. melo-
lonth(a); Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Entom. : A sub-family of Scaraheidse, or
True Lainellicorn Beetles, legion Pleurostic-
tica. The chief groups are : Hoplides, Seri-
cides, Macrodactylides, and Melolonthides.

meT on, * mel-oun, s. [Fr. & Sp. melon

;

Port, melao ;_ Ital. mellone, all from Lat. melo ;

Gr. fj.i\Aov (melon) = an apple or any tree fruit.]

1. Bot., HorL, &c. : Cucumis Melo. Linnaeus,
who discriminated it from others of the genus
by the angular points of the leaves being
rounded off and its torulose, i.e., knotted,
fruit, says that it is a native of the Kalmuck
country (in Tartary). De Candolle considered
it to come from the valleys south of the
Caspian Sea, and from those of Mount Cau-
casus. It was early cultivated. It was so
in Egypt [2]. It is supposed to have been
the <riicvo<; (sikuos)of Theophvastus, the <t(kvo<;

TreTrwi/ (sUcttos pepon) of Hippocrates, the
venoiv (pepon) of Dioscorides, the melopepo
of Galen (the name being given from its

resemblance to the apple), and the melo of
Pliny. Melons were introduced into Britain
from Jamaica about 1570, but do not flourish
in this climate as they do in Persia, Bokhara,
India, and other warm countries. Till lately
the plant was called musk-melon, to distin-
guished it from Citrullus vulgaris, water-
melon (q.v.). Some melons should be sown
in February, others in March, and when very
young be removed to hot-beds. The variety
having the fruit with green flesh is preferred

;

others have white, red, or salmon-coloured
pulp.

2. Script: Heb. D^ru^M (abhaUlchlum),

Num. xi. 5, seems to be correctly translated,
as in the A.V., melon. Dropping the plural

termination, D? (im), the word is like the
Arabic butikh = the melon.

melon-fruit, -.

Bot. : Carica Papaya, the West India Papaw.
Called also Tree-melon. (Bartlett )

t melon-shaped, «.

Bot. : Irregularly spherical with projecting
ribs, as the stem of Cactus melocactus. A bad
term. (Lindley.)

melon-shell, s.

Zool. : The genus Melo (q.v.).

melon-thick, s.

Bot. ; A "West Indian name for Melocactus
communis.

melon-thistle, --

Bot. : A name common to any of the Melo-
cactidrc, but more especially applied to the
genus Melocactus.

melon tree, *>,

Bot. : The Papaw (q.v.).

me-lon-e-met'-in, s. [Eng. melon; emet(ic),

and suff. -in (Chem.).~\

Chem. : An emetic principle contained in

the root of the melon, Cucumis melo.

anel-d-nid'-l-um, s. [Mod. Lat., dimin. of

Lat. melo = an apple.]

Bot. ; The name given by Richard to the
fruit called by Lindley Pomum, of which the
apple is type. [Pome.]

me-lon'-i-form, a. [Lat. melo, genit. meloni(s),
and/urnia = form.]

Bot. : The same as Melon-shaped. (Treas.

of Botany.

meT-6-nite, s. [Named after the Melones
mine, where it was first found.]

Min. : A mineral occurring in particles,
with a granular and foliated structure. Crys-
tallization, rhombohedral, with basal cleavage.
Lustre, metallic ; colour, reddish-white

;

streak, dark gray. Compos. : tellurium.
76-49; nickel, 23-51 = 100; formula, Ni2Te3 .

Found among the ores of the Melones and
Stanislaus mines, California.

mel-o-ni'-tes, s. [Gr. firjkov (melon) = an
apple ; suff. -ites (Palceont.).}

Palceont. : A genus of Echinoidse, family
Perischoechini dee. The ambulacral areas con-
sist of ten rows of plates. Found in the
marine carboniferous rocks.

mel-o-njrc'-ter-is, ?. [Gr. raXo? (melon) =
tree-fruit, and wKrept^ (uukteris) = a bat.]

Zool. : A genns of Pteropidse, allied to
Macroglossus, from Duke of York Island, off

the north-east of Guinea. It contains a single
species, Melonycteris melanops.

me-loph'-a-giis, s. [Gr. p^Kov (melon) = a
sheep, and'^ayeLf (pltagein) = to eat.]

Entom. : A genus of dipterous insects para-
sitic on sheep, tribe Pupipara, family Hippo-
boseida?. Meloj)liagus ovinus, the Sheep-tick, is

a well-known species. There are no wings,
and the abdomen is widened posteriorly.
Called also Melophila ovinus (ovina ?).

' me-ldph'-d-nist, s. [Gr. /xe'Aos (melos) = a
song, and <piovr) (phone) = sound.] A singer
of melodies.

" Aa in the case of the Hebrew melophonists."'—

Thackeray : A Dinner in the City.

mel-6-pi-an' 6, $. [Gr. fie'A.0? (melos) = a
song, and Eng. piano (q.v.).J

Music : An invention by which sustained
sounds can be produced on a pianoforte. It
consists of a series of small hammers set into
very rapid vibration by the winding up of a
spring. When a note is struck and held down,
the constant repetition of the blows of the
hammer causes a continuous vibration of the
string which is of a most charming character.
An admirable crescendo is obtained by the in-

genious plan of raising the hammers gradu-
ally farther from the string, the force, of
course, being proportioned to the distance
they have to fall. Tlie melopiano was in-

vented by Caldara of Turin in 1S70.

mel-o-poe'-I-a, s. [Gr. tiekonoua (melopoiia),

from jue'Aos (melos) = a song, and 7roie'w (po'ted)

= to make.]

1. Music in general.

2. The art or system of making a tune or
melos. In this sense it is said, by Aristides
Quintilianus, to be of thres kinds witli refer-

ence to the pitch, namely hypatueides, me-
soeides, and netceides.

me-lop -site, s. [Gr. nrj\ov (melon)= apple,
and oi/zoi' (opson) = flesh ; Ger. mdopsit.]

Min. : A massive, translucent, greenish
mineral, with conchoidal fracture, and tex-

ture like the pulp of an apple. Compos. : a
hydrated silicate of alumina with some im-
purities. It belongs to the group of Clays.

mel op-sit -ta-cus, s. [Gr. peAo? (melos) =
song, and psittacus = a parrot. ]

Ornitk. : A genus of Psittacidae, sub-family
Platycerciuse, Parakeets. Melopsittacus un-
dulatus is a small parakeet with a melodious
voice, found in flocks in Australia. They
nestle in the hollows of eucalypti.

melo sau-rus, s. [First element doubtful;
Gr. a-avpos (sauros) = a lizard.]

Palceont. : A genus of Labyrinthodonts,
family Microsauria (q.v.), founded by von
Meyer on remains of Melosaurus uraleusis
from the Permian of Orenburg. (Brit. Assoc.
Report, xliv. 1(35.)

t me-ld'-SlS, s. [Gt. /xijAwo-t? (meldsis) = a
probing, from ^«jAij (mele)=& probe.]

Surg. : (See etym.).

MELPOMENE.

mel-'-rO-type, s.'C^rst element doubtful ; Eng.
type.]

Pliot. : A process in photography iu which
a dark chamber is not
used, and the pictures
are developed at a sub-
sequent convenient
time.

Mel - pom - e - ne, *

[Gr.]

1. Class. Antiq. : One
of the Muses, daughter
of Jupiter and Mnemo-
syne. She presided
over tragedy, of which
the poets made her the
inventress, and was
commonly represented
as veiled, and holding
in her hand a tragic a-1*^
mask. Her instrument
was the lyre. By the
river-god Achelous, Melpomene became the
mother of the Sirens. [Muse, SirtEt:..;

2. Astron. : [Asteroid, IS].

mel'-rose, s. [Lat. mel = honey, and rosa ~
a rose.]"* Honey of roses.

melt (pa. t. * molt, melted, pa. par. * molten,
melted), v.t. & i. [A.S. meltan (pa. t. mealt).]

A. Transitive

:

I. Lit. : To reduce from a solid to a liquid
state by the application of heat; to m;ik?
liquid, to liquefy, to dissolve, to fuse.

" Wlieu the sun doth melt their snow."
Shtikesjj. : Jiape of Lucrevc, 1,218.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To soften to tenderness, as by a warming
or kindly influence ; to make susceptible to
kindly and generous influences, as to love,
pity, tenderness, commiseration, &c.

" Nur let pity, which
Even women have cast on", melt thee."

Shakesp, : Pericles, iv. 1.

* 2. To waste or wear awny ; to dissipate,
" Tears will quickly melt thy life away."

bhakesp.; Titus Aitdronicits, iii 2,

3. Intransitive;

I. Literally :

1. To become liquefied or liquid; tn he-

changed from a solid to a liquid state, as by
tlie application of heat ; to liquefy, to dis-
solve.

2. To be dissolved or dissipated; to lose
form and substance ; to vanish.

" What seemed corporal
Melted, aa breath into the wind."

Hhu/cesp. : Macbeth, i. s.

3. To disappear or go away gradually; to-

fade away. (Usually followed by away.)
"Tha host which had been the terror of Scotland

melted fast away.'—M(leaving ; Hist. Jing., oh, xni.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To pass imperceptibly from one thing or
state into another ; to blend.

2. To be softened to mild or kindly in-
fluences, as love, pity, tenderness, &c. ; to
become softened, tender, or feeling.

" I should melt at an offender's tears."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., iii. l.

3. To be broken, to fail, to give way, to sink.
" Wherefore the heart" of the people melted, and

became as water. "—Joshua vil. 5.

* melt'-a-ble, a. [Eng. melt; -able.] Cap-
able of being melted ; fusible, liquefiable.

"Iron is the most impure of all metals, hardly
meltable.'—Fuller : Worthies, ii. 25a.

melt'-er, a. [Eng. melt; -er.]

1. Lit. : One who melts metals, &c.
"The melter melteth in vayne, for the euell is not

taken awaye from them."

—

Jeremye vi. (1551 I

2. Fig. : One who softens, breaks, or
subdues.

"Thou melter of strong minds.'-
Beaum. & Flet. : False One, ii. 3.

mclt'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Melt.]
A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb).

E. As adjective

:

I. Literally:

1. Making liquid, fusing, dissolving.

2. Becoming liquid.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Softening, affecting, moving.

"-&?-R
ie ,nilld is Vitched> the ear is pleased

With melting airs." Cowper : Task. vi. 3. 1

boil, boy; poiit, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -cious, -tious, -sious — siida. -ble, -die, &c = bel, deL
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2. Becoming soft, tender, or feeble ; effemi-

nate, gentle.
" To kindle cowards, and to steel with valour
The malting spirits of women."

Shakesp. : Julius Ccemr, ii. 1.

3. Feeling or showing tenderness.

"A hand
Open as day for melting charity."

Sliakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 4.

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The act of making liquid ; the state
of becoming liquid; fusing.

"The melting of that burden of salt which he car-
lyciV— ftp. //nil : Christian Moderation, bk. i., § 12.

2. Fig, ; The act of softening or making ten-
der ; the state of becoming softened or tender.

"All the social meltings of the heart."
Hamilton: To a loung Lady.

melting-furnace, s. A foundry cupola,
or a glassmaker's furnace.

melting-point, s. That point of the
thermometer at which a substance becomes
fused. [Fusing-point, Thermometer.]

melt'-ing-ly, adv. [Eug. melting ; -ly.]

1. In a melting manner; so as to melt or
soften.

2. By the process of melting ; like some-
thing melting.

" Her tears falling into the water, one might have
thought she began meltingly to be metamorphosed to
the running river."— e.,-,i >,., . .i*.

—

>:..

t melt irig-ness, s. [Eng. melting; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being melting;
the power of melting or softening.

2. Capability of being melted or softened.
" Give me, O thou Father of compassion, Buch a

tenderness and melting-nets of heart."— Whole Duty vf
Man: Collectfor C/utrity.

mel-tith, s. [Prob. for melc-tide (q.v.).]

Meal-time. (Scotch.)

mel-ton, s, [From Melton, in Leicestershire,
where it is made,]

Fabric : A kind of broad-cloth for coating.

[Lat. mel = honey, and itrsitsmel'-ur-sus,
= a bear.]

Zool. : A genus of Ursidre, or a sub-genus
of Ursus. Melnrsus or Visits l«biatus is the
Sloth-bear of India. [Sloth-bear.]

meT-vie, v.t. [Meal.] To soil with meal.
(Scotch.)

" Sma' need has he to say a grace,
Or nielvie his braw claithing!"

Burns : Holy Fair.

melwel, s, [Etym. doubtful.] A small kind
of cod.

me-lyr'-i-dse (yr as ir), s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
melyr(is), and Lat. fetn. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of pentamerous beetles,

ti'ibe Malacodermata, or, according to La-

treille, of Serricornes. The body is generally
narrow and elongated, the antennas serrated,

or, in the males, even pectinated ; the articu-

lations of the tarse entire. They are generally
of metallic colour, and sometimes hairy. They
are very agile insects, found on flowers and
leaves. Six genera and seventeen species are
found in Britain.

me-lyr'-i-des (yr as ir), s. ph [Mod. Lat.

melyris; Lat. masc. or fern. pi. adj. suff. -ides.]

Entom. ; According to Latreille and Cuvier,
the third tribe of Malacodenni. They include
under it the genera Melyris, Malachius,
Dasytes, 2ygia, and Pelocophorus. [Mala-
chius.]

mel-y-ri'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. maly(rls);

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -inai.]

Entom. .* According to Swainson, a sub-
family of Cantharidae. It is coextensive with
the modern family Meryridse (q.v.).

me-lyr'-Is (yr as 'ir), s. [Gr, fAoXovpi? (mo-
louris) of Is'icander, /xoAupis (moluris) of
Suidas, and fiekovpLs (melottris) of the Entomo-
logicum Magnum.]
Entom. : The typical genus of the subfamily

Melyrinae, and the family Melyrkla?. The
antenna; thicken insensibly without forming a
knob. They are from the Cape of Good Hope.

fate, f^t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cult), cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. sef ce = e ; ey = a ; qu - kw.
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